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Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada

Pêches et Océans 
Canada

P.O. Box 1006, P500
Dartmouth, NS B2Y 4A2

Your file Votre référence
November 8, 2019 17-6461-1300

Our file Notre référence

19-HMAR-00032

Attn: 
Nova Scotia Environment
Environmental Assessment Branch
Barrington Place
1903 Barrington Street, Suite 2085 
Halifax, Nova Scotia  B3J 2P8 

Dear :

Subject: Notice of NPNS Focus Report and request for feedback

The Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Program (FFHPP) of Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO) received the request for feedback on the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report
on October 3, 2019. At this time, the Program would like to offer general comments on 
the document for the Minister’s consideration.  

Please note that the timeline was considered inadequate for a substantive review by DFO.  
As such, it is important to note that the comments represent a non-exhaustive review of 
the report and appendices in relation to DFO’s mandate.  There is an expectation that
additional comments could be provided with an opportunity for a more detailed and 
thorough review.  

DFO also provided information on areas such as oceanographic modelling, sediment 
transport and specific fish and fish habitat data to Environment and Climate Change 
Canada and Health Canada in order to support their comments to be provided in relation 
to their respective mandates.

The review and following general comments focused on the physical impacts to fish and 
fish habitat under the Fisheries Act (FA), specifically Section 34 (Death of Fish) and 
Section 35 (Harmful Alteration, Disruption or Destruction (HADD) of Fish Habitat).
DFO’s review also considered potential impacts to aquatic species at risk, as defined in 

subsection 2(1) of the Species at Risk Act (SARA). This review did not extend beyond 
potential changes in fish productivity as a result of the physical works; therefore,
conclusions presented by DFO should not be applied directly to potential socio-economic 
impacts including impacts to resource use by Indigenous people. 
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DFO offers the following general comments on the NPNS Focus Report: 
 
There are still locations in the document that refers to DFO as responsible for regulating 
effluent under the FA. The Pollution Prevention Provisions of the FA are intended to 
control the deposition of deleterious substances affecting fish, fish habitat or the use of 
fish, and are therefore of interest to DFO, Environment and Climate Change Canada 
(ECCC) and Health Canada (HC) in fulfilling their respective mandates.  The 
administration and enforcement of Subsections 36(3) to 36(6) of the FA is led by ECCC, 
with support, cooperation, and communication with DFO and HC, as appropriate.  
 
The description of the Project and technical details and mitigations presented in the focus 
report are not sufficient in completely characterizing the project effects related to DFO’s 

mandate. There are information gaps related to the disposal at sea location (which may 
result in impacts to fish and fish habitat), final pipeline construction methodology and 
mitigation to avoid or minimize potential HADD, Death of Fish, including marine 
mammals and sea turtles. The proponent would be required to address these issues as part 
of a DFO regulatory review process, should it proceed to this stage.  
 
The preliminary review identified a number of gaps in the information presented. For 
example, information on marine species in particular is lacking and, at times, factually 
inaccurate. Moreover, the oceanographic modelling was considered inadequate. Given 
that many of the impact assessments require a robust appreciation of the species present 
in the environment, it would be important to ensure accuracy on these elements.  
 
Specific comments: 

 The review of literature describing the aquatic community in this area is deficient: 
a substantial number of reports and publications are available that provide more 
contemporary information on aquatic communities. The report largely relies on a 
desktop review of sparsely published and in some cased outdated materials  or 
incorrectly uses fisheries information as a proxy for species distribution. 

 The limited spatial and temporal marine habitat assessment and baseline 
distribution of many of the marine fish species presented are inaccurate.  The list 
of marine species used to describe the marine environment component should be 
extended to better reflect the aquatic species expected to be found and how they 
use the habitat in the vicinity of the project.  The report also incorrectly indicates 
that some species utilize the area for only migration (e.g., Atlantic herring, 
American eel, striped bass). 

 There is an absence of information on marine mammals, leatherback sea turtles, 
and sharks. 
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 DFO notes that there are a number of Indigenous Food, Social and Ceremonial 
(FSC) fisheries, as well as commercial and recreational fisheries and related 
species that occur within the local area that were not identified in the report, 
including important bivalve, tuna, and rock crab habitats and fisheries.  

 The proponent identified a “Communication and Compensation Plan for 

Commercial Fisheries and Aquaculture, in coordination with NSE, DFO, and 
potentially impacted stakeholders,” as a key mitigation measure in the 
Environmental Assessment Registration Document and Focus Report. However, 
DFO has not been engaged by NPNS in developing, approving or reviewing this 
mitigation measure and it is uncertain to what extent it can be relied upon to 
reduce potential impacts to the socio economic environment. 

 There are species in the local area that have a stock status in the critical (e.g., 
mackerel) or cautious zone (e.g., herring) as outlined in DFO’s fishery decision-
making framework incorporating the precautionary approach  (https://www.dfo-
mpo.gc.ca/reports-rapports/regs/sff-cpd/precaution-eng.htm). Therefore, any 
component of the project that has the potential to interact with these species 
should be carefully considered. 

 Herring harvest areas directly overlap the pipeline in outer Caribou Harbour and 
Northumberland Strait as stated but more importantly the project area includes 
herring spawning and larval distribution. 

 The time provided did not allow DFO to review the sections on ice to confirm 
their accuracy. 

 Sections of the report use risk based management language in some of the 
assumptions, but they do not indicate the manner in which risk categories are 
applied with criteria.   

Scallop Buffer Area-Marine Refuge: 
 

 The project is within the marine refuge (Scallop Buffer Zone 24), which is a 
fisheries closure that counts towards DFO’s National Marine Conservation 
Targets. This important area is closed to scallop dragging to protect juvenile 
lobster, scallop, flounder and their habitat. It is not clear that the Scallop Buffer 
Area-Marine Refuge has been adequately considered in the environmental 
management and planning sections of the document.   
 

 The document also incorrectly notes that the Scallop Buffer Zone-Marine Refuge 
was established as a fishery closure in 2014 when it was actually established in 
1996.  This area was then identified as a Marine Refuge in June 2017 and 
considered an Other Effective Area Based Conservation Measure counting 
towards Canada’s Marine Conservation Targets of protecting 10 % of Canada’s 

coast and oceans by 2020.  
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Editorial comments: 

 Some common species names are incorrect (American plaice and not Atlantic 
plaice);  

 The COSEWIC assessed status of Striped Bass for the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence DU is special concern, not threatened as indicated. 

 The DFO Guidelines for the Use of Explosives In or Near Canadian Fisheries 
Waters (Wright and Hopky 1998) was not developed for use in the marine 
environment and, therefore, cannot be cited as a mitigation measure. Blasting, if 
required for construction, would need further review and evaluation by DFO-
FFHPP. 

 
DFO looks forward to continued involvement in the review of the project.  If you have 
any questions concerning the above, please contact me at 902-402-5851 or 
Michael.wambolt@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 

 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Mike Wambolt 
Section Head-Marine Developments 
Ecosystem Management-Regulatory Reviews 
 
 
cc:  , Pictou Landing First Nation 

Environment and Climate Change Canada 
Transport Canada 
Health Canada 
Public Services and Procurement Canada 
Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada 
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Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Focus Report – 
Environment and Climate Change Comments, November 8, 2019

Clarification on Regulatory Requirements and Standards

Table 2.4-2 Calculated Regulatory Limits in Canadian Jurisdictions vs. Veolia Expected 
Performance

ECCC Comments:

Intensity factors for the calculation of allowable daily discharges for BOD and TSS are rounded-
up from what is identified in ECCC’s May 2019 Detailed Proposal for the Modernization of the 
Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations.  While the limits discussed in the proposed Modernization 
document are not yet part of any regulations, they should still be referenced accurately. 
Rounding-up the intensity factors represents an increase in allowable discharges.

2.5 Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction methodology and other 
associated pipeline construction work, related to the potential changes to the marine 
portion of the pipeline route (e.g., infilling, trenching, temporary access roads, excavation, 
blasting, disposal at sea, and others where applicable).

ECCC Comments:

Disposal at Sea (DaS) activities include the loading, transport and disposal of material and these 
activities are regulated under Part 7, Division 3 of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act 
1999 (CEPA). Any proposed in-water work at any project phase that involves the movement of 
material (e.g. sediment) in the marine environment could constitute DaS and may be prohibited 
unless authorized under a permit. 

ECCC recognizes that more detailed design work is still underway for this proposed project.  It is 
worth noting however, that one important requirement of the DAS regulatory process is the need 
to characterize sediment to be dredged and disposed (or re-used) in accordance with ECCC 
standards.  Based on the sediment sampling results submitted to date, it is likely that further 
sampling will be required along certain portions of the proposed pipeline route and the proponent 
is encouraged to contact ECCC directly to discuss this requirement. 

4. Marine Water and Marine Sediment

4.1 Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as marine water quality 
and marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 

ECCC Comments:

Section 4.1 of the Focus Report (page 69) states that six water samples were collected on May 
24 and 25 2019.  According to Table 4.1-1 (page 70) – which appears to be incorrectly titled 
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“Sediment Sample Locations and Description” – two samples were collected in “Caribou Harbour” 
and four at the “Outfall”. Page 70 states that “detailed results are provided in Stantec’s report, 
appended in Appendix 4.1 of this report” however in that 471 page appendix we could only find 
results related to sediment and soil. Section 7.3 (Impact Assessment for Marine Fish) states that 
“water quality was examined within the LAA over two seasons (October 2018 and May/June 2019) 
and at varying depths and tide cycles. In total, 22 samples were collected, eight from Caribou 
Harbour along the proposed pipeline route and 14 within the effluent mixing zone” (page 125). 
Appendix 4.2 Updated Receiving Water Study (page 3.3) also states that water quality data were 
collected in May and June 2019.

It is unclear how many marine water quality samples were in fact collected or how the laboratory 
results were used to calculate the Background Water Quality (e.g. in Table 4.1-2: Background 
Water Quality at Caribou Harbour used in RWS, page 71). In addition, no justification for the
number of samples or sampling locations was provided. ECCC is not in a position to assess 
whether the marine water quality samples are representative of background water quality.

4.2 Update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concern in the 
receiving environment (based on the result of the effluent characterization and/ or other relevant 
studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment).  Baseline water quality data for Caribou Harbour 
must be applied to this study. 
 
ECCC Comments:

Following from our observations on 4.1 above, it is not clear how the background water quality 
samples were used to calculate the input into the model for the updated receiving water study.

The receiving water study modelled an arbitrary concentration of whole effluent, which was then 
used to identify dilution factors, assuming a linear rate of degradation of all parameters.  It needs 
to be confirmed whether this is a standard approach as various components of the effluent may 
in fact be degraded, stratify or move differently than others, and there was no analysis specific to 
the fate of these individual components.

Section 3.1.1 (page 3.1) of the Marine Environment Impact Assessment (Appendix 7.3) suggests
that “additional sampling, consistent with the scope of these sampling efforts is planned and data 
corresponding to these events will be made available as it is completed.”  It is not clear how much 
more additional data is being considered, the anticipated timelines for receipt of that information 
(before or after EA decision), and what the purpose of this additional data may be (e.g. would it 
be expected to change the input parameters for the model?).

A more precise description of the water sampling locations than “Caribou” and “diffuser area” is 
expected.  Showing the water sampling locations identified on a map is preferable.
 
4.3 Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impact of 
potential accumulation of sediment within near field and far field model areas. This should 
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include chemical and physical characterization of the solids proposed to be discharged 
by NPNS as well as a discussion of how these solids will interact with the marine 
sediments and what the potential impact will be on the marine environment as a result. 

ECCC Comments:

The conclusions reached in the Focus Report are largely dependent on estimates of dilution of 
the effluent based on a 2D oceanographic model.  The choice of a 2D approach is not appropriate 
for far-field modelling in the Northumberland Strait.  Of further consequence, there are number of 
underlying deficiencies in the assumptions used in the models and the fundamental baseline 
information.  ECCC’s review of the information in consultation with DFO scientists determined
there remains a high level of uncertainty regarding the fate of effluent particles and their potential 
impacts on the receiving environment.

Among the shortcomings in relying on a 2D model are the following:

2D supresses the ability to account for bottom boundary layer dynamics (lower speed 
near bottom), 3D circulation patterns resulting from wind forcing and/or tide/topography 
interactions, and local buoyancy effects of freshwater release at the bottom.
A 2D model could be appropriate if conditions are well-mixed, but this is not the case for 
the Northumberland Strait which is stratified for some parts of the year, and for which the
surface conditions (current, temperatures) can differ substantially from bottom 
conditions.
Unrealistic effluent mixing results come from the 2D approach (e.g. the concentration at 
the surface will be higher than expected because of the buoyancy of the freshwater 
effluent) which could have important implications for the ultimate fate of the effluent.

The review of the modelling results revealed several other gaps and deficiencies including:

The 2D model was run for two 30-day periods (February conditions, July conditions).
However, there is significant variability both seasonally and inter-annually, meaning the 
periods simulated may not be representative of conditions throughout the year.
Given the two finite 30-day time periods for model runs, it is not clear from the 
documentation if there is expected to be any cumulative effects (e.g. increasing 
concentrations/ambient temperature) resulting from a continuous discharge.
Dynamics of the model effluent are not clear and information is missing on how particles 
are used to represent an effluent concentration.  Notably, there is a lack of detail on the 
model mesh resolution, particularly in the outfall area.  This is an important consideration 
as in a 2D approach, the initial dilution will depend on the volume of the model mesh cell(s) 
that receive the effluent and that will greatly influence the distance at which a given dilution 
threshold is met.
It is noted that a 3D model was used for the near-field analysis, but the input conditions
are taken from the 2D model.  This is not considered adequate to support conclusions on 
the accumulation of effluent particles in the near-field.

Similarly, ECCC, with input from DFO, has identified several deficiencies with the sediment 
transport modelling leaving a high degree of uncertainty with the conclusions and the potential for 
ongoing impacts of nutrient loading. Shortcomings in the methodology that have been noted
include:
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The assumptions of unidirectional flow only considering horizontal currents seems overly 
simplistic and inaccurate.  Unidirectional transport cannot be expected over several hours 
(minimal suspension time is 3.3 hours) in a tidal regime
Using a settling velocity in the far-field effluent modelling approach would be a first step 
towards more realistic assessment of the fate of effluent particulates
The premise that any build-up of particulates would be prevented by the organic, and 
hence biodegradable, nature of these products is not supported by the data or information 
presented.  In fact, it is likely this organic matter in the effluent that was refractory to the 
secondary waste treatment is not highly degradable.
There are questions related to the physico-chemical behaviour of the particulates and 
effluent as a whole.  Flocculation/aggregation of particulates from a freshwater effluent 
released in seawater would be relevant for the overall dynamics of the effluent transport 

The proponent used the particulate characteristics of effluents from two other Canadian mills, also 
using Activated Sludge Treatment, as the input parameters for the exercise.  The effluents from 
both mills contain suspended solids that are mostly fines.  The exercise calculated the expected 
suspension times and transport distances for these particles for each effluent.  The results for the 
finer particles traveling at 1 m above the sea floor yield suspension times of a few days and 
“transport distances” of 22-148 km, depending on whether the current speed is set to slack-tide 
or average values.  Particles suspended 5 m above bottom might be carried for over two weeks 
and more than 700 km.  These calculations do not adequately account for some possible 
scenarios as they do not incorporate the cyclic variations in current speeds, bidirectional tidal 
currents or the possibility of flocculation, such that the numbers provided may not be meaningful.  

The currents in some areas, (e.g. along quiet shorelines or coves), can be expected to be 
sufficiently weak to provide the opportunity for these particles to eventually settle out.  The Focus 
Report and Appendix 4.3 do not consider this possibility.  The proponent instead predicts (without 
any supporting references or evidence) that the particles, being largely organic, will be consumed 
by marine organisms and will not settle anywhere.  

The document does not provide sufficient evidence to demonstrate how a deleterious substance 
such as effluent suspended solids – up to 4,080 kg of suspended solids a day, the value used in 
the Receiving Water Study – will be completely removed from the plume.  Follow-up monitoring 
should not be seen as acceptable mitigation or remediation.

7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat

7.3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine 
fish species important for commercial, recreation and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be 
based upon updated information, additional studies and/ or an understanding of expected 
movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be agreed upon by NSE 
in consultation with relevant federal departments.

ECCC Comments:

Overall, ECCC, based on information from DFO has determined the level of detail is insufficient 
to assess if the conclusions on potential effects to marine life or the validity of proposed mitigation, 
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are supported by the data presented or any literature cited.  Based on input from DFO, ECCC 
noted the following:

The review of literature describing the aquatic community in this area is deficient.  A
substantial number of reports and publications are available that provide more 
contemporary information on the aquatic communities
The report largely relies on a desktop review of sparse published materials (some 
outdated) or uses fisheries information as a proxy for species distribution.  The two are 
not equivalent and in some cases the fisheries information is erroneous.
A baseline video survey conducted in May 2019 is inadequate to describe the marine 
aquatic community in that area; these types of studies are insufficient given the 
movements of organisms (e.g. seasonal movements), the annual cycling of the 
Northumberland Strait and the proposal to discharge effluent on a continuous basis, year-
round. 
The list of marine species used to describe the marine environment component should be 
extended to better reflect what is expected to be found in the vicinity of the diffusers.
Some common species names are incorrect (American plaice and not Atlantic plaice); the 
COSEWIC assessed status of striped bass for the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence DU is 
special concern not threatened as indicated; and, a number of species utilize this area for 
more than migration (Atlantic Herring, American Eel, Striped Bass). In particular, the area 
of the proposed effluent discharge is directly on herring spawning grounds.
There is a total absence of information on marine mammals, leatherback sea turtles, and 
sharks.

The analysis of the potential impacts of the effluent is highly dependent on an ocean circulation 
model for which a number of concerns have been identified in the previous section.  Following 
from that and these fundamental deficiencies in the collection and presentation of baseline data, 
ECCC, in consultation with DFO, has determined it is not able to fully assess the analyses in the 
Report that lead to the conclusions of “no residual significant impact” from the project. Among 
the concerns: 

Little consideration is given in the report to the effects of effluents (temperature, salinity, 
chemical composition, nutrients, particulates) discharged on different life stages of aquatic 
organisms (e.g. eggs and larvae of herring, sea scallop, phytoplankton, zooplankton, shellfish 
and crustaceans).  As a result, the potential implications may be understated in the Report.  
For example, the temperature and freshwater discharge can be lethal to sensitive marine 
species (e.g. sea scallops, herring eggs and larvae) some of which, like shellfish, have limited 
to no mobility.

An assumption is presented in the Report that the aquatic community is expected to 
consume/degrade the approximately 4 tonnes of organic materials discharged daily.  The 
basis for this assumption is not well described or supported from a short-term or continuous 
long-term discharge scenario and raises several other questions including:

What aquatic species are expected to consume this material?
Could this alter the current species composition in the area of the deposition?
What is the nature and composition of the deposit in terms of nutrition for those 
species?
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Complying with applicable regulatory requirements for effluent discharge quality does not in 
itself mean there is no potential for significant residual effects. For example, the level of 
nutrients discharged into the marine ecosystem is not negligible and will most likely influence 
the food chain (e.g. plankton, filter feeders) with uncertainties in terms of ecological 
consequences. The report is inconsistent about how these nutrients will be incorporated into 
the marine ecosystem (i.e. inert versus bioavailable).

The criteria to assess the significance of residual effects (Table 4.5, Marine Environment
Impact Assessment (Appendix 7.3) includes elements for duration, frequency and 
reversibility.  It may not be appropriate to indicate that a duration which persists for the life of 
the project would be considered “medium term” if the anticipated life of the project is in 
decades.

In addition, based on input from DFO, ECCC noted the following:

The potential effects on water quality associated with the ongoing discharge of the effluent 
(Table 4.6 Marine Environment Impact Assessment (Appendix 7.3) indicates that for several 
species (winter flounder, American (not Atlantic) plaice, white hake), a Level III effect is 
identified (effluents expected to occur continuously through the life of the Mill).  However, for 
all other species and with the frequency the same, the effect is identified as Level II.

The Report states that toxicity testing of treated effluent and estimation of sub-lethal effects 
will be measured in situ as part of the post-construction monitoring program.  Due to the 
overlap between the effluent discharge site and the herring spawning grounds and scallop 
beds, such tests should be done before the project goes forward.  This should form part of a 
series of controlled laboratory experiments. As the future effluent is obviously not available, 
consideration should be given to using either the plant’s current effluent or another 
acceptable and representative substitute. 

In terms of the reversibility of the effects associated with changes in water quality, Table 4.6 
indicates for all species that “effects are reversible following cessation of effluent discharge”.  
However, there is no supporting information to suggest how long it will take before any 
impacts to fish/fish habitat will be reversed.

In Table 4.6, in the column titled “Overall Significance” the terms “generally minor” and 
“generally reversible” are used.  These terms are subjective and there is no supporting 
information to quantify what they are intended to define.

There is insufficient consideration of the potential effects of the project on the overall marine 
food web in the region (e.g. species interactions). These include potential impacts on 
predator-prey relationships and the risk of bio-accumulation of contaminants in benthic-
sessile species, longer-lived species and in species that feed at higher trophic levels.
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7.4 Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program based on the results of 
various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water study.  
 
ECCC comments:

Section 7.4 of the Focus Report incorporates the results of the updated Receiving Water Study 
and asserts that neither fish-population nor benthic-community studies will be required as the 
modeled plume is rapidly diluted within 20 m.  However, the summer and winter scenarios 
modeled in that study indicated that effluent concentrations can be expected at times to exceed 
1% in isolated pockets beyond 250 m. To be clear, the requirements of the EEM program for 
Northern Pulp will be based on regulatory requirements and sound scientific practices and design, 
and will be determined once the modeled plume has been empirically validated.

Section 5.2 of the Marine Environment Impact Assessment (Appendix 7.3) states that a number 
of assessments, including: phytoplankton community assessment; a zooplankton assessment; 
and, a benthic invertebrate community assessment, will be conducted as part of an EA Follow-up
Performance Monitoring Program.  Similar assessments should form part of the receiving water 
study/marine impact assessment, so that there would be baseline information on which to quantify 
assumptions made in the report (e.g. consumption of the suspended solids) and to validate the 
results of any follow-up monitoring.

The information provided in the report is inadequate as a descriptor of baseline conditions which 
would be used for the Environmental Effects Monitoring that would follow. For example:

Specific to American lobster and rock crab, the chemical analysis of muscle tissue 
and hepatopancreas tissue from 5 or less individuals, of unknown size and sex, is 
insufficient to capture the potential variability in chemical loading of individual male 
and female lobsters and rock crab across size classes.
Insufficient baseline studies will render it impossible to assess any changes in 
chemical loading of American lobster and rock crab resulting from the effluent 
treatment facility. 
Going forward, environmental monitoring plan effectiveness would require a 
statistically robust sampling regime that accounts for seasonal variability. The 
Report does not articulate such a plan.

8.0 Flora and Fauna

8.2 Complete a migratory bird survey along the proposed re-aligned effluent pipeline route.

ECCC Comments:

Migratory bird surveys detected Kildeer that was most likely breeding in the project area.  The 
proponent will need to monitor and develop mitigation plans for Kildeer when working in vicinity 
of the wharf, as like most shorebirds, Kildeer will likely nest in the same location year after year.  
It should also be noted that Kildeer may start nesting as early as April.
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Transect bird surveys should be conducted along the proposed linear footprint of the project in 
advance of any work.

The total wetland area should be reported, not just the area where it is bisected by the pipeline 
(p.7).

Similarly, wetland function was only assessed at areas intersecting the pipe, rather than an 
assessment of the entire wetland area that may be impacted.  This could be important for wetlands 
that are bisected by the pipeline such as WL-13



Environmental Health Program (EHP) Atlantic Region 

Regulatory Operations and Enforcement Branch 

Suite 1625, 1505 Barrington Street 

Halifax, NS   B3J 3Y6 

November 8, 2019 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Nova Scotia Environment 

1903 Barrington Street, Suite 2085 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 2P8 

Subject: Health Canada’s Response to the Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 

Project for Environmental Assessment. 

Dear : 

Thank-you for your e-mail dated October 3rd, 2019, requesting Health Canada’s review of the Focus 

Report for the “Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project for Environmental Assessment 

Document” for issues with respect to human health.  

Due to the length of the Focus Report and the short review period, Health Canada was unable to review all 

aspects of the Report. Health Canada has reviewed the documentation with particular emphasis on the 

Focus Report, the Human Health Risk Assessment Problem Formulation Report, Expanded Air Dispersion 

Modelling Study and other documents as they pertain to potential impacts on human health.  

Health Canada is not evaluating the merits of the aforementioned project in comparison to the existing 

Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility. Although the proponent makes relative risk comparisons 

between both, Health Canada’s evaluation for the purposes of this review is based on the project specific 

information contained in the Registration Documents and Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent 

Treatment Facility Project.  

Health Canada is providing the following comments for your consideration: 

#1 Document Reference – Terms of Reference 
Section 9.2 - Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-
related impacts on human health. The risk assessment must consider human consumption of fish and 
other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking water, exposure to recreational 
water and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any other potential exposure pathways. The 
analysis must inform the identification of contaminants of concern and updating of the receiving 
water study. 

Health Canada Comments: 
a. The commencement of an HHRA does not adequately assess the risk to human health from

which mitigation measures can be identified that may reduce the risk to human health or identify

risk management approaches to reduce any unacceptable risks. Health Canada is unable to assess

whether the project as outlined in the Registration Submission and Focus Report may pose
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unacceptable or un-mitigatable risks/adverse effects to human health as adequate information 

(i.e. a completed and well documented HHRA and supporting documentation) has not been 

provided at this time. A completed HHRA is required in order for Health Canada to assess 

whether the project poses acceptable or unacceptable risks to human health and whether 

mitigation measures are available to mitigate identified risks to acceptable levels.   
An HHRA can be used to provide a quantitative estimate of the likelihood of potential risks 
in an exposed population, to highlight the need for mitigation measures where there may be 
elevated exposures, and to guide the development of follow-up monitoring plans, 
remediation, and/or risk management approaches to reduce any unacceptable risks. Where a 
proposed project may result in effects to multiple environmental media (e.g., air, soil, water, 
food) and there are multiple exposure pathways, an HHRA that evaluates all potential 
exposure pathways together (i.e., multi-media) is a useful tool for estimating potential risks 
to human health as a result of the project. – Health Canada, 2019 

 

b.  Additional information is needed to meet the requirement of Section 9.2 of the Terms of 

Reference for the Focus Report: 

I. All potential exposure pathways have not been considered or assessed. See #10, #12, #13.   

 

 

#2 Document Reference  -HHRA 
Figure 1.2: Approximate Commercial Fishing Locations in the Vicinity of the of the Proposed 

Diffuser 

 
Health Canada Comments:  
After consultation with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) it was determined that the 

fishery information in the Focus Report is very limited in scope and does not represent the full scale 

of fisheries that occur around the marine components of the project, including Food, Social and 

Ceremonial fisheries. Species which were not captured in the report but occur around the marine 

component of the project include but are not limited to herring roe, quahogs, soft shell clams, bar 

clams and marine mammals.  

Additional information is required in the HHRA to represent all marine species which are harvested 

and consumed in the area around the marine component of the project and in all types of fisheries-

commercial, food, social and ceremonial. These species represent part of an exposure pathway in 

which humans may be exposed to contaminants of potential concern and should be evaluated. In 

addition, information for these species should be included in the baseline studies for COPCs in 

marine organism tissues where possible. Marine species will contain varying level of baseline 

contaminants, will bioaccumulate COPCs differently and may contribute to biomagnification in the 

food chain, i.e. sedentary organisms that feed on marine sediments may contain higher levels of 

COPCs, marine mammals due to their higher trophic level position may have higher levels of COPC 

due to biomagnification, etc.  

The additional information detailed above is needed for exposure and toxicity assessment and risk 

characterization in an HHRA.  
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#3 Document Reference - HHRA 
Section 2.1 Objective and Scope of Risk Assessment - “This HHRA will follow a standard risk 

assessment approach as defined in the Detailed Quantitative Risk Assessment guidance from Health 

Canada (HC, 2010a).” 

 

Health Canada Comments:  
a. Health Canada has published several technical guidance documents related to HHRA at 

contaminated sites, and much of this guidance is also applicable to HHRAs completed as part of 

the assessment process; however, the main difference between assessments of contaminated sites 

and future projects is that there is a lack of measured data regarding concentrations of chemicals 

that may become elevated in the environment as a result of a proposed project. As such, there is 

a greater reliance on predictive modelling (and the inherent uncertainties associated with 

modelled numbers) in HHRA’s conducted for Environmental Assessments. In addition, the 

DQRA guidance is intended specifically for the assessment of sites that are to remain the 

property of a federal agency and are within its care and control; therefore it is not the appropriate 

guidance document or methodology for the purposes of assessing the potential risk from this 

project.  

All Environmental Assessment HHRAs, including the submission for this project should be 

conducted using Health Canada’s Guidance For Evaluating Human Health Impacts In 
Environmental Assessments: Human Health Risk Assessment and other “Guidance for 

Evaluating Human Health Impacts in Environmental Assessment” documents for noise, air 

quality, drinking and recreational water, etc. as applicable. Federal Contaminated Sites 

guidance documents such as the DQRA can be used to supplement the EA Guidance 

documents were appropriate.  

b. DQRA guidance on HHRAs as referenced by the consultant was not followed in the preparation 

of this problem formulation. See also #7, #8. 

 

   

#4 Document Reference -HHRA 
Section 2.2 Study Area- Marine Study Area Although the mixing zone, within which effluent is 

distinguishable from background, is estimated to be approximately a 20 m radius around the 

diffuser, the HHRA will consider a Marine Study Area of a 5 km radius around the future diffuser 

(Figure 2.2). This Marine Study Area is conservative because the potential exposure to effluent 

parameters above background is likely only within 2% of this area. The water depth is 

approximately 20 m at the diffuser and it is not anticipated that the effluent will come into contact 

with sediment within the mixing zone (Stantec, 2018). 

 

Health Canada Comments:  
After consultation with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) it was determined that the 

choice of a 2D oceanographic model is not appropriate for far-field modelling in Northumberland 

Strait due to its inability to account for layer dynamics, 3D circulation patterns resulting from wind 
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forcing and/or tide/topography interactions, local buoyancy effect of freshwater, etc., which together 

introduce significant uncertainty on the overall conclusions of the model.  The marine study area 

determination for the HHRA was determined using the modelling report conclusions, which 

estimates the dilution of the effluent and its geographical impact; therefore errors in modelling may 

impact the potential risk/adverse effect of the project to human health and the risk calculations of the 

HHRA. The potential risk may be impacted by increased contaminant concentrations in the study 

area that may impact the food chain, the geographical extent to which the COPCs in the effluent 

travels including seaweed harvest areas which would cause a risk of deposition and adsorption of 

contaminants, recreational water users exposure to COPCs, etc. Appropriate modelling as verified 

by DFO/oceanographic modelling experts should be utilized and the HHRA updated to reflect the 

change in study area, contaminant dilutions, etc. as to accurately assess the potential risk to human 

health.  

 
 

#5 Document Reference - Air Dispersion Modelling & HHRA 
Monitoring and mitigation measures for elevated COPCs in air emissions not addressed in the 

HHRA problem formulation report. 

 
Health Canada Comments:  
Without the completion of the HHRA, Health Canada is unable to determine the adequacy and 

duration of monitoring and/or follow-up programs, risk mitigation strategies, and risk management 

approaches. Therefore, Health Canada is unable to comment on whether the risk associated with the 

COPCs identified in the air dispersion modelling is able to be mitigated.   

 

 

#6 Document Reference  
Section 2.3.1 Contaminants of Potential Concern in Project Air Emissions- The estimated maximum 

emission concentrations during the operation of the Project were below their respective Nova Scotia 

Reg. 150/2017 limits. For PM2.5 and PM10, the estimated maximum emission concentrations were 

above their respective National Ambient Air Quality Objectives Reference Level (CCME, 1999). 

For the contaminants compared to Ontario Ambient Air Quality Criteria (MECP, 2019), ammonia, 

calcium oxide, hexavalent chromium, manganese, chloroform, benzo(a)pyrene, and total reduced 

sulphide were found to be above applicable limits at discrete receptors infrequently.   
 
Health Canada Comments:  
a. Discrepancies exist between the COPCs identified in the HHRA Problem Formulation report, 

Stantec’s Draft Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study (August 27, 2019) and Stantec’s 

Final Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study (September 27, 2019). It is unclear which 

COPCs are being considered in the final HHRA document due to these discrepancies. 

b.  It is not evident as to why these discrepancies exist as examination of Table 4.1 in both the draft 

and final Air Dispersion Modelling studies appear to report the same emission rates for the 

identified contaminants. Hydrogen sulphide for both the 24-hour and 1-hour differ between the 

draft and final report- with the draft report showing exceedances of health based criteria and the 
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final showing none. In Table B1 Emission Rates- The emission rates for Hydrogen Sulphide 

have been changed from the draft report to the final report with lower emission rates being 

reported for the primary clarifier and higher rates being reported in the secondary clarifier in the 

Final report. As hydrogen sulphide is screened as a COPC based on health criteria and changes 

to reporting have removed it as a COPC, the proponent should show justification and scientific 

support for these modifications in reporting from draft to final.     

c. The study does not consistently use the Upper Risk Threshold (URT) criteria in the Ontario Reg. 

419/05- selected contaminants have had the URT applied while others have not with out 

justification in the report for these discrepancies. 

d. For contaminants for which the URT has been exceeded, mitigation measures have not been 

provided. While URTs are above the air quality standard, the allowances for exceedance in the 

Ontario Regulations has defined timelines and corresponding actions aimed at reducing 

emissions to less than the URT. The air dispersion modelling study is reporting predicted a URT 

exceedance for Benzo(a)pyrene (24-hour) at predicted concentrations for operations, while the 

URTs are in place to allow for short exceedances while corrective action is applied. This issue 

was not addressed in the Stantec report and as health is the screening criteria for the contaminant 

it should be addressed.  

e. In the final version of the air modelling report, Health based criteria  (not including URT- see d 

above) was exceeded for the predicted concentrations for hexavalent chromium (annual), 

ammonia (24-hour), chloroform(24-hour), Total Reduced Sulphur (24-hour) however mitigation 

measures to address these health based exceedances was not provided. Without completion of 

the HHRA and risk management strategies and approaches identified it is not possible to 

determine whether these exposures can be mitigated to acceptable risks.  

f. Air dispersion modelling was completed at the facility’s average production output of 280,000 to 

300,000 air dried metric tonnes (ADMT), however the facility has an industrial approval to 

operate to 330,000 ADMT. Therefore modelling was not done at maximum capacity and if 

completed at this capacity it is reasonable to assume the exceedances of health based criteria for 

the above identified would increase and other COPCs such as but not limited to PM 2.5 (24 

hour) (which is just under the air quality criteria) would exceed. As the facility is entitled to 

operate at this rate according to its industrial approval, it may choose to do so in the future 

which could result in exceedances of COPCs which may pose a risk to human health. The air 

dispersion modelling should be should be completed at maximum operational output to provide 

worst case scenario for the project as well as the provided current production rate.  

g. Further to comment #6g, the increased output would increase the quantity of biosludge used in 

the boiler, which could also contribute to higher concentrations of COPCs.  

h. Mapped location of discrete receptors was not provided for Table 6.2 Maximum Predicted GLCs 

at Discrete Receptors. It is not possible to determine whether the location of these receptors 

represent the maximum point of impingement for the COPCs and the suitability of the location 

of these receptors without this information.     

 

#7 Document Reference - HHRA 
Sections 2.3.2 Contaminants of Potential Concern in Project Effluent Discharge- A screening 
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process was carried out to identify COPCs in the future treated effluent. The approach is depicted in 

Figure 2.4 and described in detail in Appendix A. Parameters analyzed in current effluent samples 

collected from the current compliance point of the ETF, Point C, in Boat Harbour, were used as the 

initial list of candidate parameters for the identification of the future effluent COPCs. 

The initial parameter list included over 300 parameters measured by NPNS. Parameters that were 

represented by others or are not of human toxicological concern were removed. 

 

Health Canada Comments:  
a. COPCs were not screened based on guidance from Health Canada. The approach depicted in 

Figure 2.4 screens out COPCs if the maximum predicted effluent concentration is greater than 

the median background contaminant concentration. The median background was taken from 

proposed diffuser location, which is in the same receiving water body as the Boat Harbour 

Effluent Treatment Site and would have COPCs attributed to anthropogenic sources. For the 

comparison of COPC concentrations, background must be from natural sources only. According 

to Health Canada guidance: 

“3.4.2.3 Comparing chemical concentrations with background concentrations- The control 
or reference site must be carefully chosen because the chemicals of interest must be 
attributable solely to natural (i.e. non-anthropogenic) sources. The reference site must be 
shown to be free of any possible anthropogenic point source influence with regard to the 
chemicals of interest.”- Health Canada 2010a 

Due to the screening methodology used by the consultant, COPCs in effluent may have been 

inappropriately screened out and comparison to an appropriate control or reference site should be 

used for screening. If the proposed diffuser location is to be continued to be used as the reference 

site then justification and scientific support should be provided by the proponent to support that the 

COPCs found at the reference site are not due to anthropogenic sources and are naturally occurring.  

Screening COPCs based on a reference site with anthropogenic impacts may inappropriately screen 

out contaminants which may pose a risk to human health/cause adverse effect and may 

underestimate the risk associated with the project.   

b. See comment #4 for modelling uncertainty and impacts on COPC screening  

c. The HHRA did does not state whether the potential for interactive effects for similarly acting 

chemicals has been considered in the problem formulation. Clarification on the statement 

“Parameters that were represented by others or are not of human toxicological concern were 

removed.” is required.  

It is essential that the interactive effects of similarly acting chemicals be considered, or the 
whole group could be inappropriately excluded on the basis of data on individual chemicals. 
Currently, this concern applies to carcinogenic PAHs, polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins 
and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDDs/PCDFs), and dioxin-like polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs).- Health Canada 2010a  

As PAHs, PCDDS, PCDFs, and biphenyls have been identified in the emissions and/or effluent 

for this project the COPC screening should account for similarly acting chemicals and provide 

rationale for screening in the written HHRA/HHRA Problem Formulation with evidence 
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supporting this rationale.   

d. The report did not address the risk associated with exposure to chemical mixtures which could 

underestimate the risk to human health associated with the project. The calculation of Hazard 

Quotients (HQ) and Incremental Lifetime Cancer Risk (ILCR) which account for additivity is 

needed for Health Canada to assess the risk associated with exposures to these mixture.   

Section 7.4.3 Chemical Mixtures- Unless there is compelling science of other factors for 
additivity, for simultaneous exposure to multiple COPCs, non-cancer HQs should be 
assumed to be additive and summed for those chemicals which have similar target 
organs/effects/mechanisms of action. Where the estimated total HQ is less than or equal to 
1.0, these risks will be deemed negligible. Risk estimates for chemicals with unique target 
organs/effects/mechanisms of action should be shown individually (Health Canada 2010a).  

For carcinogens with the same target organ and form of cancer, the risks should be assumed 
to be additive and summed. The total cancer risk in such cases will be deemed to be 
“essentially negligible” where the estimated total ILCR is less than or equal to 1 x 10-5 
(Health Canada 2010a). 

An additive effect occurs when the combined effect of several chemicals is equal to the sum 
of the effects of each individual chemical (i.e., where more than one COPC is expected to 
impact the same target organ via the same mechanism of action). -Health Canada 2019. 

 

#8 Document Reference - HHRA 
Appendix A- Selection of Contaminants of Potential Concern 

A) Seafood Ingestion- For the seafood ingestion pathway, the maximum effluent concentration was 

compared to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) National Recommended 

Water Quality Criteria for human health based on consumption of aquatic organisms only (US EPA, 

2019a; Table A.6a). This water quality guideline is protective of human seafood consumption. 

Where a US EPA (2019a) guideline for the consumption of organisms was not available, the US 

EPA (2019a) criterion for human health based on the consumption of water and organisms was 

selected. This guideline is also protective of the seafood ingestion pathway. 

 

Health Canada Comments: 
The description of the methodology for assessing the seafood ingestion pathway did not provide 

sufficient information for Health Canada to determine definitively whether appropriate guidance 

was utilized.  

Where the criteria adopted for screening purposes are obtained from sources other than 
CCME or Health Canada, they should be adjusted as necessary to be consistent with the 
health protection endpoints prescribed by Health Canada and CCME. For example, if the 
health-based guidelines for carcinogens (non-threshold substances) are derived based on a 
target incremental cancer risk of 1 x 10-6 (1 in 1 million), the criteria can be adjusted to a 
target incremental risk of 1 x 10-5 in accordance with Health Canada’s essentially 
negligible risk level. For non-carcinogens (threshold substances), guidelines from other 
jurisdictions, such as the U.S. EPA, are commonly based on 100% of the tolerable daily 
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intake (TDI) or reference dose (RfD). These guidelines should be divided by 5 to make them 
approximately equivalent to CCME guidelines that are based on only 20% of the TDI or 
RfD.-  Health Canada 2010a 

The EPA Methodology for Deriving Ambient Water Quality Criteria for the Protection of Human 
Health (2000) Technical Support Document Volume 2: Development of National Bioaccumulation 
Factors demonstrates the methodology used to calculate the Water Quality Criteria. The formula for 

non-cancer effects utilizes RfD in the equation; therefore the screening values from the EPA should 

be adjusted as directed by the above guidance from Health Canada to be consistent with the health 

protection endpoints prescribed by Health Canada and CCME. Use of the screening criteria without 

sufficient adjustment may not be sufficiently protective of health and may not adequately reflect the 

risk associated with the project.   

 

#9 Document Reference - HHRA 
Appendix A- Selection of Contaminants of Potential Concern: Seafood Ingestion - Parameters were 

considered bioaccumulative based on the same criteria defined in Section 4 of the Persistence and 

Bioaccumulative Regulations under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA): A 

substance is bioaccumulative a) when its bioaccumulation factor is equal to or greater than 5,000; b) 

if its bioaccumulation factor cannot be determined in accordance with a method referred to in 

Section 5, when its bioconcentration factor is equal to or greater than 5,000; and c) if neither its 

bioaccumulation factor nor its bioconcentration factor can be determined in accordance with a 

method referred to in section 5, when the logarithm of its octanol-water partition coefficient is equal 

to or greater than 5. The US EPA (2016) framework for selecting methods for deriving national 

bioaccumulation factors (BAF) factors was used to assess if a parameter was considered to be 

bioaccumulative based on CEPA’s definition. 

 
Health Canada Comments:  
The Persistence and Bioaccumulation Regulations made under the Canadian Environmental 

Protection Act references the use of both Biaoccumulation factor and Bioconcentration factors. 

According to the EPA’s Methodology for Deriving Ambient Water Quality Criteria for the 

Protection of Human Health (2000) Technical Support Document Volume 2- Development of 

National Bioaccumulation Factors: 

Previously, EPA primarily used bioconcentration factors (BCFs) to estimate chemical 
accumulation of waterborne chemicals by aquatic organisms. The BCF reflects contaminant 
exposure and accumulation by fish and shellfish only through the water column. Over the 
past two decades, however, science has shown that all the routes (e.g., food, sediment, and 
water) by which fish and shellfish are exposed to highly bioaccumulative chemicals may be 
important in determining the chemical accumulation in the organism’s body, and that these 
chemicals can be transferred to humans when they consume contaminated fish and shellfish. 
The EPA’s approach to estimating uptake into fish and shellfish now emphasizes the use of a 
bioaccumulation factors (BAFs), which account for chemical accumulation from all 
potential exposure routes. 

The methodology employed in the HHRA is not clear; the HHRA Problem Formulation Report 
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states the “US EPA (2016) Framework for selecting methods for deriving national bioaccumulation 
factors (BAF) factors was used to assess if a parameter was considered to be bioaccumulative based 
on CEPA’s definition.”, however Table A6b utilizes a BCF to screen out cadmium as a COPC. 

However, the methodology in the EPA Framework utilizes BAF. As BCFs and BAFs are 

determined using different exposure routes, they cannot be used interchangeably (unless explicitly 

stated by the EPA). The use of a BCF in a framework which utilizes BAFs may inappropriately 

screen out COPCs and therefore may not be sufficiently protective of human health and may 

underestimate the risk associated with the project.   

 

 

#10 Document Reference -HHRA  
Table A.6b: Assessment for Potential Bioaccumulation for Parameters  

Cadmium: “COPC for Seafood Ingestion Pathway?”  “No. Although there is evidence for food 

chain bioaccumulation of cadmium by animals (ATSDR, 2012), the BCF for cadmium is less then 

5,000.” 

 
Health Canada Comments: 
The proponent screened out cadmium as a COPC for the reason that the bioconcentration factor 

(BCF) they referenced was less than 5000 (as it is the criteria established by the Persistence and 

Bioaccumulation Regulations made under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act). According 

to the ATSDR Toxicological Profile for Cadmium: 

Aquatic and terrestrial organisms bioaccumulate cadmium (Handy 1992a, 1992b; 
Kuroshima 1992; Naqvi and Howell 1993; Roseman et al. 1994; Suresh et al. 1993). 
Cadmium concentrates in freshwater and marine animals to concentrations hundreds to 
thousands of times higher than in the water (EPA 1979). Reported bioconcentration factors 
(BCFs) range from >200 to 18,000 for invertebrates (van Hattum et al. 1989), from 3 to 
4,190 for fresh water aquatic organisms (ASTER 1995), and from 5 to 3,160 for saltwater 
aquatic organisms (ASTER 1994). Bioconcentration in fish depends on the pH and the 
humus content of the water (John et al. 1987). Because of their high ability to accumulate 
metals, some aquatic plants have been suggested for use in pollution control. - ATSDR 

Toxicological Profile for Cadmium 

As the screening criteria for COPCs in the HHRA Problem Formulation Report is for all seafood 

species, trophic level specific and/or site specific BCF/BAF values for the screening of the COPCs 

should be utilized. BAF/BCFs may be organism, trophic level or site specific; as lobster, rock crab, 

quahogs, clams and other invertebrates are caught in the area surrounding the marine portion of the 

project and may have a bioconcentration factor as high as 18,000 there may be the potential for 

cadmium to bioaccumulate in these organisms. Many of these organisms are harvested in Aboriginal 

food, social, ceremonial and commercial fisheries and represent an exposure pathway. The HHRA 

Problem Formulation should provide scientific justification and rationale in the selection of 

bioaccumulation/bioconcentration factors used for screening criteria in the assessment of all COPCs. 

The use of incorrect screening criteria may not be sufficiently protective of human health and may 

underestimate the risk associated with the project.   

In addition, there are seaweed harvest licences issued for the area surrounding the marine portion of 
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the project (verified by DFO) and therefore this risk associated with this exposure route should be 

assessed whether the food survey identifies seafood consumers or not, as the presence of the licence 

allows for the harvesting of seaweed. As plants have a high ability to bioaccumulate metals such as 

cadmium, lead, etc., marine plants that are harvested for human consumption should be evaluated as 

an exposure pathway for the HHRA. Omission of this exposure pathway may underestimate the risk 

associated with the project.   

 

 

#11 Document Reference -HHRA  
Monitoring and mitigation measures for elevated COPCs in seafood not addressed in the HHRA 

problem formulation report. 

 

Health Canada Comments: 
As COPCs have the potential to bioaccumulate in organisms and biomagnify in the food chain, 

monitoring of contamination levels in seafood and mitigation measures including but not limited to 

should be addressed in the Report. For example the EPA has developed consumption advisories for 

seafood- “EPA Polychlorinated Dibenzo-p-dioxins and Related Compounds Update: Impact on Fish 
Advisories”, which includes “Monthly Fish Consumption Limits for Dioxins/Furans” which 

identifies consumption advisories for dioxin and furan levels in fish tissue (wet tissue weight) for 

concentrations greater than 0.5ppt (parts per trillion) in fish. As Treated Effluent Concentrations 

(Point C) identify dioxin and furan concentrations between <2 to 28.9 pg/L (1 pg/L =1ppt) there is 

the potential for fish tissue concentrations to bioaccumulate to levels which could be considered as a 

potential risk to human health as per the EPA guidance. 

All relevant seafood consumption advisories for the COPCs should be identified and adjusted to 

meet Canadian standards where applicable.  The risk of bioaccumulation should be quantified in a 

finalized HHRA as food, social, ceremonial and commercial fisheries exist within the marine area of 

the project. A well-develop, comprehensive HHRA will also help determine appropriate monitoring 

and mitigation measures (where applicable) to address the potential risk to human health.  

 

 

#12 Document Reference -HHRA  
Section 2.1 2 Objective and Scope of Risk Assessment – “…For the future effluent discharge 

exposure pathway, a multi-media approach will be taken to consider exposure from all relevant 

environment components such as water, sediment, and sea foods” 

And 
Section 2.3.2 Contaminants of Potential Concern in Project Effluent Discharge -For the recreational 

use of water pathways, a guideline for incidental water intake while swimming was considered to be 

protective. This guideline, where applicable, was derived from drinking water guidelines as 

described in Appendix A. This guideline was also considered to be protective of the surface water 

dermal contact exposure pathway, and the incidental ingestion of sediment and dermal contact with 

sediment exposure pathways, because these pathways are considered to be negligible when 

compared to the incidental ingestion of surface water exposure pathway.  
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And  
Section 2.5 Receptor Exposure Pathways: 2.5.2 Marine Water- “The complete exposure pathways 

for COPCs in the effluent include: Incidental ingestion of and dermal contact with surface water by 

First Nation Members, Residents, Commercial Fishers, and Recreational Users; Incidental ingestion 

of and dermal contact with beach sediment through the partitioning of effluent COPCs in surface 

water to sediment by First Nation Members, Residents, and Recreational Users…” 

 

Health Canada Comments:  
a. The methodology used in the HHRA Problem Formulation report for recreational water intake 

does not follow Health Canada guidance. The HHRA Problem Formulation Report excluded  

”the incidental ingestion of sediment and dermal contact with sediment exposure pathways, 

because these pathways are considered to be negligible when compared to the incidental 

ingestion of surface water exposure pathway” however, in Section 2.5: Receptor Exposure 

Pathways they were included in “the complete exposure pathway for COPOs in the effluent” and 

“These exposure pathways will be quantitively assessed for the HHRA”. This discrepancy in the 

report should be corrected as they cannot be quantitatively assessed if they were eliminated.  

b. Calculation of the HQ or Incremental Lifetime Cancer Risk (ILCR) associated with a 

chemical/chemical mixture requires determination of the Dose (Total Exposure Dose (non-

threshold) or (ILifetime Average Daily Dose (threshold)) at which receptors are exposed/likely 

to be exposed. The Dose calculation must represent all exposure pathways where applicable, 

which may include inhalation of air, water ingestion, incidental soil ingestion, dermal contact 

with soil/sediment, inhalation of fugitive dust, groundwater ingestion and country food 

ingestion. For the recreational water exposure pathway all relevant exposure routes would need 

to be assessed to determine the Dose i.e. the ingestion of water, dermal contact with 

soil/sediment, incidental soil ingestion and inhalation of air (if applicable). The elimination of 

the surface water dermal contact exposure pathway, the incidental ingestion of sediment and 

dermal contact with sediment exposure pathways from the dose calculation may underestimate 

the dose and thus the risk associated with the COPC for the receptor. See Health Canada’s 

Guidance For Evaluating Human Health Impacts In Environmental Assessments: Human Health 
Risk Assessment should be followed.  

c. As a result of the elimination of the exposure pathways as stated above, COPCs for 

recreational exposure pathways screening was not based on all exposure pathways. For 

example dioxins and furan were not retained as a COPC for the recreational use of water, 

however the incidental ingestion of sediment and dermal contact with sediment 

contaminated with dioxins and furans would be considered exposure pathways and therefore 

should be evaluated in the calculation of the total exposure dose. COPCs for recreational 

water exposure should be screened based on all relevant exposure pathways, not just 

incidental water ingestion.  

See pages 51-53 of Health Canada’s Guidance For Evaluating Human Health Impacts In 

Environmental Assessments: Human Health Risk Assessment for a worked example for 

calculating Total Exposure Dose.  
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#13 Document Reference -HHRA 
Section 2.5 Receptor Exposure Pathways: 2.5.2 Marine Water- “Receptor exposure locations will 

include: Beach areas along the shoreline of the Marine Study Area for the recreational exposure 

pathway assessment (i.e., incidental ingestion of and dermal contact with surface water and 

sediment)…” 

 

Health Canada Comments:  
a. See Comment #4 

b. In further consultation with DFO regarding modeling, issues concerning the sediment transport 

model were raised including physio-chemical reactions of the effluent, potential flocculation, 

dispersion, accumulation and potential nutrient loading. DFO could also not substantiate the 

claim that any build-up would not occur as it was not supported by data or information presented 

in the report. Sediment in which COPCS are absorbed or adsorbed may pose a risk to 

recreational water receptors as contaminated sediment may deposit along beaches and shorelines 

thus creating exposure pathways.  

c. The prosed study area should be expanded to encompass any shoreline area which may have 

sediment deposition as a result of the project. As 2,265 Kg** of TSS is released daily with the 

effluent, the risk for deposition in areas which may create an exposure pathway should be also 

be identified.   

d.  In addition, the elevated temperature of the effluent and the potential for nutrient loading may 

pose bacteriological risks to bathers. The two provincial parks in the near vicinity of the marine 

portion of the project have beaches and a beach is located in Pictou Landing First Nation which 

is utilized by the people of that community. Bacteriological risks associated with the effluent for 

recreational water users was not evaluated in the HHRA problem formulation report or the 

Focus Study. Evaluation of this risk should be completed and monitoring and mitigation 

measures should be identified as applicable.  
(**From the Focus Report: TSS= 29 mg/L = 0.000029 kg/L , 85,000m3 effluent/day = 

85,000,000 L effluent/day. 0.000029Kg/L TSS x 85,000,000 L effluent/day = 2,265 kg of 

TSS/Day). 

 
 

#14 Document Reference -HHRA 
Section 2.5 Receptor Exposure Pathways: 2.5.3 Drinking Groundwater- There are a number of 

residential wells near the pipeline route. There is the possibility of a leak leading to treated pulp mill 

effluent infiltrating into groundwater that is used as drinking water. Although there will be spill 

contingency plans in place to stop and clean up any spill caused by ruptured pipelines or leaks along 

the pipeline corridor, the possibility of exposure was assessed.  

And 
Appendix C Effluent to Groundwater used as Drinking Water Pathway- If none of these agencies 

had a guideline available and the parameter was detected, the parameters was considered a COPC. 

Parameters that did not have guidelines and were not detected in effluent were not considered 

COPCs.  
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Health Canada Comments:  
COPCs were not screened based on guidance from Health Canada. Though the HHRA Problem 

Formulation Reports states that “ If none of these agencies had a guideline available and the 

parameter was detected, the parameters was considered a COPC”, Table C.1: : Comparison of 

Maximum Effluent Concentrations to Drinking Water Guidelines for a Spill Scenario of Drinking 

Groundwater Exposure Pathway eliminates dioxins and furans as a “COPC for Drinking Water in 

Spill Scenario” despite that it is present in the effluent, although no guidelines were identified for it. 

All COPC for Drinking Water in Spill Scenario screening should be re-evaluated to follow Health 

Canada guidance: 

In cases where there are no guidelines/standards/criteria available for screening an 
environmental medium (e.g., country foods), the COPCs will be carried forward into a 
quantitative risk assessment to determine whether there may be health risks associated with 
the predicted concentrations.- Health Canada 2019 

Additionally, screening criteria may exist from other jurisdictions that may be applicable.  For 

example the US EPA has established acute and chronic exposure guidance for 2,3,7,8-

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin in drinking water in the Toxicological Profile for Chlorinated 

Dibenzo-p-Dioxins. 

 
 

#15 Document Reference -HHRA 
2.4 Identification of Potential Human Receptors- Considering that a range of potential receptors 

could frequent the Study Areas, or consume seafood harvested from the Marine Study Area, a 

conservative approach has been taken in the selection of receptors to ensure that the “critical” 

receptors, which are assumed to have the highest frequency and duration of exposure, will be 

captured in the HHRA. These receptors include First Nations Communities, Residents, Commercial 

Fisheries Workers, and Recreational Users. 

 
Health Canada Comments: 
Sensitive receptors should be included in the identification of receptor groups  

When identifying potential receptors, consideration should be given to potentially sensitive 
receptors and vulnerable populations that may be exposed to increased levels of risk due to 
physiology, health status, behaviour, and/or lifestyle. Examples include seniors, pregnant or 
nursing mothers, infants (particularly where COPCs are known to biomagnify or exhibit 
potential neurotoxic or fetotoxic effects), and consumers of higher quantities of local country 
foods that may receive greater exposure to COPCs.- Health Canada 2019.  

 

 

If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned at your convenience.  

 

Sincerely,  
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Sara Rumbolt 

Regional Environmental Assessment Specialist 

Health Canada, Atlantic Region 

Cell: (902) 943-1962 

Sara.Rumbolt@canada.ca 



 

        November 8, 2019 
Environmental Administrator 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
 
Dear  
 
Regarding: Public Services and Procurement Canada: Comments- Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report 
 
Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) has conducted a preliminary scientific and technical based gap 
analysis of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) Focus Report (Report) released for public comment by the 
Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on October 3rd, 2019. In doing so, PSPC has collaborated with 
other federal departments with a view to identifying respective areas of mandated interest and authorities, 
informing scientific and technical considerations and avoiding related duplication of effort.   
General Comments: 
 
The Report was, overall, found to be cumbersome to navigate and incomplete in certain areas. Additionally, 
several review participants noted that the volume of information was such that a 30 day review period was 
insufficient to complete an in-depth review of related material. 
 
Specific Comments: 
 
Section 1.2  
Table 1.2-2 Engagement Plan after the focus report fails to address Federal regulators and expert 
departments.  
 
Section 2.2/ Appendix 2.2- Marine Geotechnical Survey: Ice Scour 
The Report summarizes the results of the CSR Geosurveys Limited (CSR) geotechnical survey, including 
investigative and analytical results pertaining to ice scour. CSR indicates that dredging constraints may present 
themselves in certain areas along the Caribou pipeline route component due to sub-bottom geographical 
features (i.e. bedrock). CSR has also indicated that some uncertainty exists with regard to bedrock depth 
owing to the coarse nature of glacial till  (sequence 4) in three areas intermittently situated from CKP 0.725  to 
CKP 2.214  (see Figure 5.5.2-Appendix 2.2 for sampling station locations). Figure 5.5.2 of the CSR report also 
shows that that the most frequent incidence of ice scouring for the Caribou pipeline route section overlaps a 
good portion of these areas. CSR has also indicated that a 70x100 meter patch in the near shore area west of 
Munroes Island shows sea bottom disturbances likely due to “ice grounding”. 
 
While the CSR report indicates that underlying bedrock in these areas may be suitably weathered so as to be 
“rippable”, this suggests that it may also not be. Should the latter be the case, it is assumed that the bedrock 
would either have to be blasted to create the 3m by 14 m trench profile currently targeted by NPNS, or, the 
pipeline would need to be laid on the surface and protected in some fashion. CSR has stated that “the ice  
 
 



 
 
 

scour depth parameter is perhaps the most important measurement in estimating the minimum trenching  
depths required for a pipeline installation”. In this regard, PSPC is of the opinion that confirmatory bedrock 
analysis should be undertaken in the identified areas. It seems reasonable to assume that surface placement 
of the pipe in the area of greatest ice scour would not be advisable in terms of ensuring pipeline protection 
from the environment. It is also worth pointing out that blasting- should it be required- would require 
regulatory permission, subject to additional environmental approvals and conditions. 
  
Section 3.5.1-Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection 
 
This section describes leak detection for the overland portion of the effluent pipe. No mention is made of leak 
detection for the underwater buried portions of the pipe. Independent of effluent impacts associated with 
effluent discharged from the end of pipe in deeper waters, what would the potential impacts on water quality 
and biota be resulting from undetected leaks, particularly in shallower near shore areas? There appears to be 
an underlying assumption that leaks in the buried marine portions of the pipeline are not an issue. If this is 
accurate, NPNS would need to expand on the rationale used to support this. NPNS has also not provided any 
detailed mention of response protocols to leaks detected in the marine portions of the pipeline, which speaks 
directly to mitigation of associated potential environmental impacts. 
 
Appendix 0 (section 0.2.2.9) – Wildlife, Priority Species and Migratory Birds 
 
There is a lack of detail presented on how impacts to the Double-Crested Cormorant colony located along the 
east side of Highway 106 causeway will be mitigated during installation of the pipeline across Pictou Harbour.  
Section 0.2.2.11 discusses mitigation measures which include excluding project activities within 300m of active 
bird colonies as well as avoiding blasting and other intrusive construction activities related to the Pictou 
Harbour Causeway crossing during the nesting season. Clarification on “other intrusive construction activities” 
is required to better understand the effectiveness of these mitigation measures in this sensitive area as the 
Cormorant colony is located inside 300m of the proposed pipeline location in Pictou Harbour.  
  
PSPC will defer to Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) for further address as deemed appropriate. 
 
Species at Risk 
 
An Atlantic Canada Conservation Data Centre (ACCDC) search was carried on behalf of NPNS in November 
2018. An independent Species at Risk Act evaluation was commissioned by PSPC for information verification 
purposes in October 2019 as part of this review exercise and no conflicting information materialized. That 
said, federal and provincial listings in this regard are updated regularly owing to the ongoing collection of data 
on the part of ACCDC and others. Because of this, additional listed species within the study area and its buffer 
may be identified over time. Periodic searches for listed species at risk and incorporation of new information 
from ACCDC as it becomes available will need to be incorporated in the Wildlife Management Plan should 
project implementation occur. Due to the duration of the proposed project, the Wildlife Management Plan 
would need to be a living document and updated regularly during any construction period.  If new species at 
risk are identified within the project area as a result, project/ species interactions would need to be assessed, 
mitigation measures developed and the appropriate regulator contacted. 
 
 



 
 
 

Terrestrial Wildlife/Priority Species 
  
Three species of listed bats were identified during the ACCDC search. Mitigation measures will need to be 
employed to ensure protection.  
 
Section 10.1: Marine Archaeological Resource Impact Assessment 
 
Two sidescan sonar targets have been identified as potential caribou hunting structures in close proximity to 
the diffuser. This section indicates the complete marine ARIA is provided in Appendix 10.1. Appendix 10.1 
includes a 1-page letter report, this is not an acceptable ARIA. 
 
Section 10.2: Land Based Archaeological Investigation 
 
This section states that based on shovel testing and review of historic aerial photos the project footprint 
exhibits a low potential for encountering cultural resources.  However at the end of the section is states due to 
the fact that cultural resources were found in the archaeological survey it was suggested the detailed survey 
results not be provided. It is not clear where the resource(s) was found or the type of resource(s). Some level 
of detail on the type of resource(s) and general location should be provided, otherwise the recommendations 
made and potential mitigations cannot be reasonable assessed.  
 
Section/ Appendix 11.1- Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) 
  
The information provided is limited and provides no detail. The MEKS does identify some activities which take 
place in the project and study location but does not identify duration, seasonality, purpose or level of activity. 
A general statement was provided regarding harvesting of plants by the Indigenous community however it 
does not provide the list of plants that are harvested, their purpose/use, etc. The MEKS as presented in the 
focus report does not provide enough information or detail to reasonably portray the current and historic use 
of the area by the Mi’kmaq. The MEKS is considered to be inadequate to support an assessment of Project 
impacts on Indigenous communities. There should also be concurrence by the Pictou Landing First Nation that 
the information contained within the report is accurate. Membertou Geomatics Solutions has also not 
received feedback on the review by the Kwilmu’kw Maw-klusuaqn Negotiation Office (KMKNO). 
 
Appendix 5.1 – Wetland Baseline Survey: 
 
Eelgrass (Zostera marina) beds are considered to be a type of wetland under the current definition provided in 
the Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation (administered by ECCC).  According to Appendix 7.2 (Fish Habitat 
Baseline Survey), eelgrass was noted to be present within Caribou Harbour.  The proponent does not discuss 
how potential project impacts to these eelgrass beds will be mitigated within the context of adhering to the 
goals of the Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation of no net loss of wetland functions on all federal lands 
and waters. 
   
PSPC will defer to ECCC for further address as deemed appropriate. 
 
Appendix 7.2 - Fish Habitat Baseline Survey: 
 



 
 
 

The criteria for selecting a subset of video transects to bring forward for the detailed video transects (i.e. best 
video quality) introduced a level of bias which could have been avoided if a more random selection process 
was used (assuming that the videos of poorer quality could still be interpreted to provide an adequate level of 
information).  The method chosen resulted in a lack of detailed habitat information in large sections of the 
proposed pipeline route as well as the entire diffuser footprint.  The detailed habitat description for the 
diffuser location was based on a single transect conducted 150m to the northeast and may not accurately 
represent the benthic habitat within the diffuser footprint. 
 
Marine Sample VC-50C-1 collected in Pictou Harbour had a Total PAH of 8.53 mg/kg.  As this value exceeds the 
CEPA Disposal at Sea Criteria, will toxicity testing be carried out?  How will this hotspot be delineated?  What 
mitigation measures will be put in place to protect fish and fish habitat from causeway construction and 
removal, dredging and disposal activities in this area? 
 
PSPC will defer to the Department of Fisheries and Oceans and ECCC for further address as deemed 
appropriate. 
 
Appendix 7.3 - Impact Assessment Marine: 
 
Is the establishment of in-water staging areas necessary or could these be established on land to avoid 
potential impacts to the marine environment?  
 
As part of the proposed EEM, benthic invertebrate sampling will be conducted to assess recolonization of 
species within the pipeline corridor and discharge location. No project specific baseline data, however, is 
presented to use to determine the potential project effects on the pre-construction community.  This survey 
was scheduled for fall 2019 and as such is not available for the current review. 
 
This report makes reference to a number of data sets that are currently being completed or planned to be 
addressed in the fall of 2019 (i.e. Traditional Knowledge Study, benthic invertebrate study, additional baseline 
water sampling program, First Nation resource use survey).  This information will be required in order to make 
any ultimate determination concerning the potential environmental impacts and related significance moving 
forward. 
 
Appendix 7.4 - Environmental Effects Monitoring Program( EEM): 
This Appendix consists of an excerpt from the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations and does not provide 
project specific details.  PSPC cannot comment on the effectiveness of the EEM as project specific details are 
not provided.   
 
PSPC appreciates the opportunity to provide input on the Focus Report. 
 
John Appleby 
Regional Operations Manager  
Environmental Services 
Public Services and Procurement Canada 
Nova Scotia 
John.appleby@pwgsc.gc.ca  
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From: Flanagan, Jason <jason.flanagan@tc.gc.ca>
Sent: November 8, 2019 4:33 PM
To:
Subject: TC response: Notice of NPNS Focus Report and request for feedback
Attachments: image001.png

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une pièce 
jointe ou cliquez sur un lien 

 
Thank you for the chance to review the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) for 
the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project as part of the Provincial environmental assessment process. 
Transport Canada has reviewed the report, focusing on the proposed pipeline route and the areas related to its 
mandate; i.e. the Canadian Navigable Waters Act (CNWA) and the requirement for a possible Lease or License to cross 
lands under the custodianship of Transport Canada at the Caribou Ferry Terminal.   While there are some further details 
included in the Focus Report regarding the location of the pipeline, Transport Canada has yet to receive more specific 
details that are required in the form of an application for approval under the CNWA and for a Lease or License to access 
Transport Canada lands at the Caribou Ferry Terminal. 
It is important to note that there is a potential for direct impacts to navigation and any measures necessary to mitigate 
those direct effects will be included as terms and conditions associated with any works that may be approved or 
permitted pursuant to the Canadian Navigable Waters Act. 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Regards, 

J. Jason Flanagan, M.Sc.

Senior Environmental Assessment Officer 
Environmental Affairs and Aboriginal Consultation Unit Transport Canada, Atlantic Region 
jason.flanagan@tc.gc.ca<mailto:jason.flanagan@tc.gc.ca> | Tel. : 506.227.8257 | TTY: 1.888.675.6863 

Agent principal d'évaluation de l'environnement Affaires environnementales et Service de consultation auprès des 
Autochtones Transports Canada, Région de l'Atlantique jason.flanagan@tc.gc.ca<mailto:jason.flanagan@tc.gc.ca> | Tél. 
: 506.227.8257 | ATS: 1.888.675.6863 
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Date: November 8, 2019.  
 
To:  , Nova Scotia Environment 
 
From: Nova Scotia Office of Aboriginal Affairs 
 
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
 
 
The Nova Scotia Office of Aboriginal Affairs (OAA) has reviewed the Focus Report for the 
proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, dated 
October 2019. The following review considers whether the information provided will assist 
the Province in assessing the potential of the proposed project to adversely impact 
established and/or asserted Mi’kmaw Aboriginal and Treaty rights.  
 
Section 1.0 Public, Mi’kmaq, and Government Engagement 
The Focus Report ToR requires two components related to public engagement: 

 a concordance table that outlines the comments received from public, Mi’kmaq, 
and government stakeholders and how NPNS has or will address those 
comments/issues and; 

 A plan that outlines how future information and studies will be shared with 
stakeholders.  

Both components were included in the Focus Report as appendices. The Focus Report 
provides a summary of comments/questions by topic for public and government 
commenters but does not do so for Mi’kmaq commenters. There is no rationale provided 
for this.  
 
Section 1.1 Concordance Table 
The concordance table outlines the concerns raised by PLFN in the review of the original 
EARD. PLFN presented 84 comments on the original EARD. The table responds to some 
comments directly in the table while for others, it directs to the relevant section of the 
Focus Report that relates to the comment. This was frequently the case for the comments 
from PLFN. This made it difficult to determine if and/or how comments/concerns/issues 
were addressed.   
 
Section 1.2 Engagement Plan and Appendix 1.2 Engagement Plan 
Engagement Specific to Pictou Landing First Nation 
Section 1.2 has an error in that it indicates that formal consultation began with PLFN in 
April of 2017, however, crown consultation was initiated on January 9, 2017.  
 
Section 1. 2 provides an overview of engagement activities with PLFN to-date regarding 
the planning and design of the ETF and also outlines planned engagement activities with 
PLFN, should the Focus Report be approved. The summary of activities to-date provides 
an adequate overview of various ways PLFN was engaged by NPNS throughout the EA 
process. The SEP in Appendix 1.2 appropriately outlines how PLFN will continue to be 
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engaged by NPNS should the Focus Report be approved.  
 
Section 11.1 Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) 
The MEKS was not included in the original EARD. The Focus Report Terms of Reference 
requested it, but the MEKS is not included as part of the Focus Report. While the main 
Focus Report contains a short summary of the MEKS findings that provides a good 
overview, not having the complete report is a shortcoming as regulators are unable to 
review the information directly. Please see a related comment below regarding Section 
7.3 Impacts Assessment for Marine Fish. OAA is aware that the draft MEKS was shared 
with PLFN by NPNS. 
 
Section 10.0 Archaeology 
The Focus Report indicates that NPNS conducted archaeological investigation under two 
permits issued by the Department of Communities, Culture and Heritage (CCH). One 
permit focused on the marine portion of the project and the other permit focused on the 
revised outfall route. The Focus Report provides two approval letters issued by CCH 
accepting the recommendations in the Heritage Research Permit Preliminary reports 
submitted by the consulting archaeologist retained by the Proponent. While no new 
archaeological resources were identified through the archaeological investigation under 
both permits, the final Archaeological Impact Assessment reports are not included in the 
Focus Report. Having access to the information contained in these final reports, 
particularly items related to Indigenous land use and known archaeological sites of 
interest to the Mi’kmaq, would assist in better understanding the project and its potential 
impacts.  
 
Section 5.0 Freshwater Resources 
The completed wetland baseline survey along the proposed re-aligned effluent pipeline 
route indicates that a total of 19 wetlands were documented and that wetland 
compensation will be required for the proposed wetland alterations. The Proponent 
should consider engaging with the Mi’kmaq of Nova Scotia when developing and 
implementing required Wetland Habitat Compensation Plans for the project.  
 
Section 5.2 Monitoring Methodologies 
The terms of reference for the Focus Report indicates that the proponent must provide 
monitoring methodologies for areas with significant risk of pipeline leaks or spills. 
However, in Section 5.2 Monitoring Methodologies, monitoring methodologies for areas 
with significant risk of pipeline leaks or spills, including two areas where the pipeline 
crosses the Source Water Protection Delineated Boundary for the Town of Pictou 
wellfields, below the water table, and important wetlands and watercourse crossings was 
not provided. This section notes that there is connectivity between the majority of 
wetlands and surface water features within and adjacent to the project footprint area. 
Section 11.0 Indigenous People’s Use of Land and Resources notes that primary uses 
within the project site identified by interviewees include fishing, hunting, gathering food 
and culturally significant plants, and use of culturally significant and recreation areas. 
Pipeline leaks or spills into wetlands and watercourses therefore has the potential to affect 
and/or impact traditional and current land and resource use by the Mi’kmaq of Nova 
Scotia. However, given the lack of a surface water monitoring program, it remains 
unknown whether monitoring controls are sufficient to monitor these potential adverse 
impacts to freshwater resources and subsequently impacts to traditional and current 
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resource and land use by the Mi’kmaq of Nova Scotia. Any subsequent Industrial 
Approvals and/or Watercourse Crossing Alteration Approvals should ensure that surface 
water monitoring requirements are sufficient to monitor potential adverse impacts to 
freshwater resources.  
 
Section 7.3 Impact Assessment for Marine Fish 
Section 7.3 Impact Assessment for Marine Fish notes that potential impacts to important 
fisheries of commercial, recreation, and Aboriginal value within the project area were 
evaluated and that no significant residual effects were identified. However, Appendix 7.3, 
Section 3.6.3 Indigenous Fisheries indicates that information on Indigenous Fisheries will 
be provided following the completion and reporting of a First Nation resource use survey. 
Section 11.0 Indigenous People’s Use of Land and Resources notes that a Mi’kmaq 
Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) was completed between May and July 2019 and 
complements the previous study completed in July 2018 by Membertou Geomatics 
Solutions on behalf of the proponent. However, the MEKS is not included in the Focus 
Report submission. Given that the MEKS is not provided as part of the Focus Report 
submission, there is insufficient information to review to determine whether the proposed 
project will potentially have adverse impacts on Mi’kmaq fisheries. 
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Date: November 8, 2019 
 
To:  , Nova Scotia Environment 
 
From: Coordinator Special Places, Culture and Heritage Development 
 
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report  
 
 
Staff of the Department of Communities, Culture and Heritage has reviewed the Northern Pulp 
Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report and have provided the following comments: 
 
Archaeology 
 
Staff reviewed the Focus Report and have no archaeological concerns.  The findings and 
recommendations from the archaeology investigations and reports have been included in the 
Focus Report. 
   
Botany 
 
Staff reviewed the Focus Report and provided the following comments: 
 
Among the priority species detected in the 2019 floristic surveys are 3 priority lichens, 2 priority 
mosses, and a lichen and a moss that are so uncommon that they have not yet been ranked in 
Nova Scotia. Only the two Leptogium species are currently held in a Nova Scotian herbarium 
(specifically the NSM and Acadia University), but collections have been made of the others, so 
no additional collecting should be required at this time. While the species are not protected by 
legislation, efforts should be made to avoid destroying them, where possible, due to their 
apparent rarity.  
 
Palaeontology 
 
Staff have reviewed the Focus Report, there was no additional information that result in any 
changes of the previous assessment of low risk for encountering palaeontological resources.  
 
Zoology 
 
No CCH staff were currently available to review the sections relating to zoology.  

Communities, Culture and Heritage 

1741 Brunswick Street 
3rd Floor 

P.O. Box 456  
Halifax, NS  

B3J 2R5 
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Date: November 7, 2019  
 
To:  Nova Scotia Environment 
 
From: Department of Business 
 
  

Northern Pulp – EA Focus Report for the Replacement  
Effluent Treatment Facility Project 

  
 
The mandate of the Department of Business (DOB) is to lead and align provincial 
government efforts behind a common agenda for inclusive economic growth. This 
mandate focuses on strategic priorities and opportunities that encourage Nova Scotia’s 
innovation, competitiveness, entrepreneurship, and export orientation.   
 
Fulfilling this mandate involves working collaboratively with our Crown corporations 
(Develop Nova Scotia, Halifax Convention Centre Corporation (Events East Group), 
Innovacorp, Invest Nova Scotia, Nova Scotia Business Inc. and Tourism Nova Scotia), 
key partners in other levels of government, entrepreneurs, large businesses, post-
secondary institutions, venture capital investors and Nova Scotians.   
 
In March 2019, DOB provided comments on the Environmental Assessment (EA) 
Registration Document submitted by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation for the 
replacement of their effluent treatment facility.   
 
The March 2019 decision by the Minister of Environment on the proposed Effluent 
Treatment Plan replacement, required Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation to 
complete an EA Focus Report to better understand the potential for adverse effects or 
significant environmental effects. 
 
DOB feels the EA Focus Report required by the Minister of Environment responded to 
the concerns raised by DOB during the review of the EA Registration Document.   
 
DOB has reviewed the EA Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Corporation on October 2, 2019 and have no further comments.  
 

Department of Business 

Centennial Building 
1660 Hollis Street 

Suite 600  
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Canada   B3J 3C8  
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M E M O R A N D U M 

 
TO:   NS Department of Environment 
 
FROM: Department of Lands and Forestry 
 
DATE: November 8, 2019 
 
RE:  Focus Report Northern Pulp 
 
The Department of Lands and Forestry provides the following comments on the 
Northern Pulp Focus Report: 
 
Crown Lands:  
 
The proponent will require permissions from Land Administration 
(permit/easement/lease) for any pipelines, outfalls/intakes and other associated 
infrastructure beneath the Ordinary High-Water mark of both the large crossing at the 
junction of the three rivers before federal Pictou Harbour and in the Northumberland 
Strait.   

  
The project description notes portions of the pipeline will be constructed within the limits 
of the public highway, should this design change, there are Crown lands that abut that 
public highway, and would require permissions from Land Administration (easement). 
 
Parks/Coast Line Area: 
  
The Department’s mandate includes operating provincial parks in the immediate 
coastline area of the outfall. The Department requests that it be provided the results 
from the Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to better understand potential project 
related impacts on potential human health as a result of visitors recreating at the 
provincial parks.  The results of the HHRA will also help us better understand potential 
impacts to recreation activities, specifically swimming and beach use, as part of the 
socioeconomic impacts in the outfall area. Provincial park coastline areas of interest 
include: Caribou-Munroes Islands, Waterside Beach, MacKenzie Beach and Melmerby 
Beach.   
 
Wildlife, Wildlife Habitat and Surveys: 
 
The Department of Lands and Forestry’s comments below are in reference to Nova 
Scotia Environment’s Focus Report Terms of Reference requirements:  
 

Lands and Forestry 
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FLORA AND FAUNA TERMS OF REFERENCE:   
  
Terms of Reference Requirement: 8.1 Complete a plant baseline survey along the 
proposed re-aligned effluent pipeline route. 
 

Department of Lands and Forestry’s Comments: 
 
The applicant completed baseline surveys.  

 
Terms of Reference Requirement: 8.2 Complete a migratory bird survey along the re-
aligned pipeline route. 
 

Department of Lands and Forestry’s Comments:   
 
 Section 8.2 Migratory Bird Survey,   

Information provided here is inaccurate as it does not reflect data provided in 
the Appendix.  Eastern Wood-Pewee (Contopus virens, SARA Special 
Concern, NSESA Vulnerable) was found during the course of field surveys. A 
mitigation and monitoring plan will need to be developed for this 
species in consultation with both Environment and Climate Change 
Canada and the Department of Lands and Forestry (see comments on 
page 4 underSection 0.1.10 Migratory Birds and Priority Bird 
Species/Habitats) 
 

 Appendix 8.2 Migratory Bird Survey.   
- Section 8.2.2 indicates that peak fall migration occurs “late August and 

lasts until early October.”  However, no fall survey was conducted 
(the Department of Lands and Forestry recognizes that it was not 
possible to complete the fall survey given the Focus Report submission 
timeline). 

  
- The difference between breeding bird point count and migratory bird 

surveys is unclear.  It cannot be determined if both were conducted on 
the same survey point at the same time.  Details on methodology and 
data submission is lacking.  Habitat selection methodology may have 
resulted in species being missed as coverage of survey points was not 
uniformly distributed along the re-alignment.  More survey points 
should be added along the pipeline re-alignment and more surveys 
completed to provide a complete view of bird species distribution 
and habitat use along the pipeline re-alignment. Fall migratory bird 
surveys are recommended.  This information must be used to 
inform mitigation plans. 

 
Term of Reference Requirement: 8.3 Complete a bird baseline survey for common 
nighthawk (Chordeiles minor), double crested cormorants (Phalacrocorax auratus), 
owls, and raptors and raptor nests, for the entire project area which includes the re-
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aligned pipeline route.  
 

Department of Lands and Forestry’s Comments:   
 Appendix 8.3 Bird Baseline Survey.   

- 8.3.1.Select Species – Bird Survey Methodology.  Nests of bird species 
are protected under the Wildlife Act, regardless of whether they are 
active or not.  This distinction needs to be made as it will need to be 
included in the development of mitigation or monitoring plans with 
respect to project construction and maintenance. 

 
- Common Nighthawk Survey.  Survey point site selection reasoning was 

not provided.  It was also not addressed why survey points #5 and #6 
were in such close proximity to each other in comparison to distribution 
of survey points across the length of the re-alignment.  Data has not 
been presented in sufficient detail to adequately conclude 
whether the survey was properly conducted.   No mitigation 
measures under Appendix 0 Impacts and Mitigation were 
proposed with respect to the protection of the species or its 
habitat pursuant to this proposed project. Mitigation measures 
need to be identified and approved by Lands and Forestry prior to 
any work commencing.  

 
- Raptor Nest Survey.  No raptor nest survey appears to have been 

completed for the pipeline re-alignment, as requested under the 
ToR. The Department and Lands and Forestry recommends that the 
proponent complete a raptor nest survey to identify nest locations and 
provide the Department with a mitigation plan to avoid these locations.   

 
Term of Reference Requirement: 8.4 Complete a herptile survey for the Project area 
which includes the re-aligned pipeline route. 
 

Department of Lands and Forestry’s Comments:   
 Appendix 8.4 Herptile Survey.   

- The Department of Lands and Forestry recommended that the herptile 
surveys be conducted during the spring and fall activity period.  Data 
provided indicates that no surveys for herptile species occurred 
in the fall months (the Department of Lands and Forestry recognizes 
that it was not possible to complete the fall survey given the Focus 
Report submission timeline). The Department has two concerns 
additional regarding the surveys that were completed:  
 

1. herptile surveys were conducted as “incidental” observations during 
the course of other field programs and were not dedicated stand-
alone programs.  Timing of these programs may not have been 
sufficient for herptile surveys given that a number of the 
wetlands/watercourses identified along the pipeline re-alignment 
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were considered “moderate” potential for foraging or overwintering 
habitat, or both. Methodology did not provide adequate detail on 
timing duration of survey, weather conditions, or temperature, which, 
for example, can influence movement, and hence, sightability of 
turtle species.  It is not possible to properly assess the results of the 
survey at this time. 

 
2. the report incorrectly identifies figure 8.3-1 as a summary of the types 

of herptiles and habitat that were identified along the proposed 
realigned route. This figure actually shows Nighthawk, Owl, 
Double-crested Cormorant and Raptor Survey Locations. 

 
The Department of Lands and Forestry recommends that the 
proponent provide the Department with a revised survey 
methodology to address these concerns before conducting new 
herptile surveys.  Fall herptile surveys are recommended. 

 
 
FOCUS REPORT- ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 
 
The Focus Report provided additional information on a number of areas. The 
Department has the following concerns:   
 
Appendix 0 Impacts and Mitigation. 

- Section 0.1.72 Wetlands.  Information on control of spread of invasive species is 
not sufficiently detailed.  For example, cleaning of vehicles should not just 
occur when moving equipment between wetlands but should also occur away 
from any waterbody to prevent the potential introduction or spread of 
invasive species. 
 

- Section 0.1.9 Terrestrial/Wildlife Species.  The proponent indicates that 
“…mitigation and residual effects identified in Section 8.9 of the EARD remain 
valid.”  This is incorrect, as both the location of the pipeline (within a treed section of 
the highway right of way vs. road shoulder) and method for placing the pipeline 
through wetlands has changed.  These factors will likely change the mitigation 
measures that were identified within the original EARD as it pertains to both wildlife 
and wildlife habitat.  Additional mitigation measures will need to be developed 
to address the loss of wetland function resulting from trenching activities 
during construction.   
 

- Section 0.1.9 Terrestrial/Wildlife Species.  Potential foraging and overwintering 
habitat for turtles was identified during the course of survey work.  Depending on 
species, turtles  are protected under the Nova Scotia Endangered Species Act, the 
Wildlife Act, or both.  Mitigations will need to be developed with respect to, for 
example, preventing the creation of artificial nesting habitat in 
construction/laydown areas and exclusion measures near wetland habitats, 
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among others. 
 

- Section 0.1.10 Migratory Birds and Priority Bird Species/Habitats.  Two species 
at risk were found during the course of the 2019 field season: Eastern Wood-Pewee 
(Contopus virens, SARA Special Concern, NSESA Vulnerable) and Common 
Nighthawk (Chordeiles minor, SARA Threatened, NSESA Threatened).  There is 
also a colony of Double-crested Cormorants nesting near the causeway. The 
development of suitable and appropriate mitigation measures to prevent 
disturbance to the Double-crested Cormorant  colony and protect the 
Common Nighthawk and Eastern Wood-Pewee must be approved by Lands 
and Forestry, as these species fall under provincial jurisdiction. 
 

‐ Section 0.2.2.9 Wildlife, Priority Species, and Migratory Birds.  There is 
insufficient detail at this time to assess the validity of certain mitigation measures 
(for example, wall height and steepness to prevent wildlife access to the Effluent 
Treatment Facility). The Department of Lands and Forestry recommends that 
the proponent seek the advice of the Department on its mitigation plan and 
provide the Department with an updated plan 
 

- Section 8.0 Flora and Fauna, and A) Impacts and Mitigation Non-migratory bird 
species, that are protected under the Wildlife Act, and the Endangered Species Act, 
require the development of mitigation and contingency plans, to be approved by 
Lands and Forestry. The Department recommends that the proponent provide 
the Department with mitigation and contingency plans for non-migratory bird 
species protected under the Wildlife Act and Endangered Species Act and 
develop a training program for field staff to enable them to recognize the 
potential for species occurrences and procedures to follow. 
 

- Section 5.1, Appendix 5 – Wetland Baseline Study: A total of 19 wetlands were 
documented within the realigned pipeline route.  The preferred technology for 
wetland crossings has been identified in the report as trenching.  The report 
acknowledges that this activity may increase the risks to wetlands including release 
of hazardous materials, sediment deposition, nutrient loading, soil compaction, 
changes in hydrology and wetland function.  The Department of Lands and 
Forestry recommends that wetland field delineation be done to enable proper 
determination of values and function; and mitigations be put in place to 
reduce the risks.  

 
a) The realignment has shifted the route to the eastern side of highway 106, 

within the NSTIR ROW in a treed area instead of the routinely mowed and 
maintained road shoulder.  For many of the wetlands within the proposed 
re-aligned pipeline route, only a small fraction were assessed on the 
ground.  The wetlands outside of the NSTIR ROW were examined from 
satellite imagery and mapping. In order to properly assess the wetlands, 
ground delineation surveys are required.  Wetlands that overlap or are 
within proximity that may be impacted by the project, are to be field 
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delineated prior to the commencement of construction activities. 
 

b) The Department recommends that flora and fauna surveys be 
completed to compliment the field delineation surveys.  This will 
enable a full evaluation of the wetlands. It is also recommended that 
follow-up evaluation and monitoring be conducted as necessary. 
 

c) The Department of Lands and Forestry’s  mapping of wetlands indicates 
that there is potential for wetlands of special significance, as defined by 
Nova Scotia Environment, within proximity of the proposed re-aligned 
treated effluent pipeline route (based on extrapolations made by the 
Department of Lands Forestry using the maps provided by the applicant in 
the Focus Report, where spatial files were not provided). As stated above, 
the Department of Lands and Forestry recommends that wetland field 
delineation be done to enable proper determination of values and 
function. 
 

d) Department of Lands and Forestry recommends the development of a 
maintenance plan for the land portion of the proposed re-aligned 
pipeline route, that details any plans for vegetation control (i.e., 
herbicide plan) be completed prior to beginning of construction. 

 
- The Department has the following general recommendations regarding the 

planning and implementation of this project: 
 

- Avoid creating temporary, artificial habitat that may encourage or attract 
wildlife for nesting purposes.  Artificial nesting sites can constitute 
‘ecological traps’ conductive to nest predators and human disturbance.  
Avoid locating sandpits or gravel piles in areas that may encourage 
turtle nesting, or conditions that may be appealing to bank swallows.  

 
- Standard procedures and measures be established to prevent 

entrapment of wildlife as a result of work activities (i.e. trenching). 
 

- The proponent provide the design for watercourse and wetland 
crossings along the land-based portion of the proposed re-aligned 
treated effluent pipeline route for approval prior to the commencement 
of any construction related activities.  

 
 
Comments Respecting the Original Registration Document: 
The Focus Report does not fully address the Department of Lands and Forestry’s 
comments on the original Environmental Assessment (EA). The Department has the 
following concerns:  

‐ Mitigation plan to protect wildlife and wildlife habitat, including birds, mammals, 
herptiles, raptors, and species and risk is not well detailed. The Department of 
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Lands and Forestry recommends that the proponent seek the advice of the 
Department on its mitigation plan and provide the Department with an 
updated plan. 
 

‐ Options for discouraging wildlife from using or accessing spill basins and 
clarifiers has not been sufficiently explained in detail (see Appendix 1.1 
Concordance Table). The Department of Lands and Forestry recommends 
that specific measures be developed to discourage waterfowl from 
accessing the spill basin, if/when it is active, and these be provided to the 
Department. 

 
‐ Explanation of discrepancies in original bird survey results provided within the EA 

was not provided; The Department recommends that the proponent explain 
discrepancies in the original bird survey results.  

 
‐ Information provided for Double-crested Cormorant nesting colonies in the 

vicinity of the project footprint do not address impacts and appropriate protection 
and mitigation measures in the event of a pipeline rupture; The Department 
recommends that appropriate mitigation measures be created to protect 
Double-crested Cormorant nests in the event of a pipeline rupture 

 
‐ Mitigation measures were not updated to reflect the results of new information 

resulting from 2019 field surveys.  For example, species of conservation concern, 
including species at risk listed under the SARA and the NSESA, were identified 
during field programs; however mitigation measures specific to these species 
were not provided. The Department of Lands and Forestry recommends that 
additional mitigation measures be created to address new information in 
2019 surveys.  

 
‐ Barn Swallow (Hirundo rustica, SARA Threatened, NSESA Endangered) was 

discovered during field programs for the original EA submission.  A dedicated 
mitigation/monitoring plan will need to be developed for this species. 

 
 
 



NOVASTuTIA 
Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

November 8, 2019 

Department of Environment 

Department of Municipal Affairs & Housing 

Maritime Centre, Floor 14 North 
1505 Barrington Street 
PO Box 216 
Halifax, NS B3J 2M4 

Subject: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

As requested, the Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing has reviewed the 
Environmental Assessment Registration Documents for the proposed Northern Pulp 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

Although we have found nothing of concern respecting the Department's areas of 
mandate, we would like to remind the proponent to ensure that they have undertaken 
adequate consultation with the Municipality in order to confirm conditions for compliance 
with municipal planning policies and by-law provisions. 

The Engagement Plan in the Focus Report shows that local municipalities will receive 
the same level of engagement as the provincial government; however, it is unclear in the 
Report as to the difference between engagement and communication, as the words are 
used interchangeably. It would be helpful if the proponent were clear in the project 
phases as to when engagement meant that comments from relevant stakeholders, such 
as the affected municipalities, would be accepted. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Registration Documents for the above-noted 
project. 
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Date: 2019-11-07 
 
To:  , Environmental Assessment Officer 
 
From: Executive Director, Policy and Corporate Services  
 Nova Scotia Department of Agriculture 
 
Subject:      Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Focus Report  
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report for 
the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 
 
The Nova Scotia Department of Agriculture has the following comments: 
 
No update is necessary for the agricultural land review based on the focus report. 
 
There are agricultural lands within 1 km of the proposed pipeline, however, the 
proposed pipeline route may not impact agricultural land bordering Highway 106 
directly.  
 
 
 

Agriculture  

60 Research Drive 
 Suite A  

Bible Hill, Nova Scotia  
B6L 2R2 
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Date: November 7, 2019  
 
To:  , Nova Scotia Environment 
 
From: Executive Director, Policy and Corporate Services, Nova Scotia Department   

of Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture  
 
Subject:  Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report EA comments  
 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report 
(Focus Report) for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. The Nova 
Scotia Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (NSDFA) recognizes the marine 
environment identified in the methodology of the project proponent falls under federal 
jurisdiction, however NSDFA has the following comments for consideration: 

 
 Additional video information on depth and current in diffuser area would be helpful 

to understand what species occupy this area. 
 
 The Focus Report provides a more detailed and accurate representation of the 

freshwater habitat along the pipeline corridor where it would cross or run adjacent to 
stream, marsh or wetland habitat. 
 

 The focus report could have been broadened to include stakeholders such as local 
sports fisher people and river associations.  
 

 NSDFA suggests the focus report to address whether there are contingencies in 
place to mitigate potential large and rapid fluctuations in water temperature at the 
diffuser location during low production or maintenance shut down periods would be 
helpful. 

 
 The adjacent oyster farms should also be mentioned in the focus report in addition 

to the wild harvest context. 
 
 NSDFA suggests the focus report to reference aquaculture leases in the area of the 

effluent outflow pipe. There are 25 licensed aquaculture lease/licenses within 25 
kilometers of the proposed project, with the potential for increased investment in the 
industry and the addition of more aquaculture leases.   

 
 NSDFA suggests that a separate heading titled “Aquaculture Industry” be included 

in the list of outstanding information for fisheries species.   

Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture 

60 Research Drive 
 Suite A  

Bible Hill, Nova Scotia  
B6L 2R2 

 



Nov?s�TIA 
16 72 Granville Street, 

PO Box 186 

Department of Transportation 
and Infrastructure Renewal 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
83J 2N2 
811s: 902-424-2297 

Fax: 902-424•0532 

tpwpafT@novascotia.ca 

Date: November 8, 2019 

To: 

From: 

 Nova Scotia Environment 

Peter Hackett, Chief Engineer 

Subject: 

Dear , 

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) Focus Report for 
environmental assessment for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project 

TIR staff have reviewed the Focus Report for environmental assessment for the Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) and prepared the following 
comments: 

Previous comments provided by TIR to Northern Pulp in correspondence dated September 20. 2019 and 

March 1. 2019 should be reviewed as several items still need to be addressed. Some of the comments 
below are similar to comments previously provided by TIR. 

Appendix 2.1 On-Land Pipeline Info (Preliminary Drawings by Wood Rev. B dated 2019-09-25; 10 sheets) 

1. General - Drawings are preliminary and lack detail making it difficult forTIR to fully assess impacts
of the proposal on highway infrastructure at this stage. Further reviews as design progresses will
be required before any approvals can be granted.

2. General -A legend is required. Cross-sections are required at regular intervals and key locations
showing location/dimensions of pipe relative to other highway features and ROW/property
boundaries. Additional details around structures are required e.g. underground foundation limits
in plan/profile/cross-section. Plan drawings should be at an appropriate (larger) scale and show

all relevant details e.g. edge of pavement, edge of shoulder, top/bottom of highway slopes,
intersecting roads/intersections, excavation limits, contour labels, etc. Some of this information
appears to be shown but is incomplete and not properly labelled and the plan scale does not
facilitate a thorough review.

3. General - There are no carrier (sleeved) pipes shown in plan or profile drawings where crossing

highway or structure locations and the length of some of these crossings appear to exceed 30
meters which the design report suggests to be the upper practical length for pipe jacking methods
while horizontal drilling methods are not feasible/anticipated in this project. This was previously

discussed as a TIR requirement to facilitate installation as well as potential future
maintenance/replacement as open trenching methods will not be permitted by TIR in these areas.

4. General - Locations of the alignment along Highway 106 where transfer of property to Northern

Pulp is being contemplated across existing accesses to private property. In the event property is
transferred to Northern Pulp in these areas, easement arrangements in favour of the adjacent
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property owners may be required to maintain their highway access rights. All road and driveway 

crossing locations should be identified on profile as well as plan drawings. 

5. General - Locations of underground infrastructure (as well as above ground infrastructure

including highway signs) should be shown in the design drawings e.g. fibreoptic, natural gas,

electrical highway lighting, municipal sewer/water, storm sewer infrastructure or culverts, etc.

6. Sheet 2 -Plan view being split across two separate lines with no match line indicated is confusing.

7. Sheet 2 - Not clear why shaded (apparent paved surface) does not start until chainage 2+650.

8. Sheet 2 - The pipe alignment appears to cut through the causeway rock fill embankment slope at

a slight angle. Feasibility of excavating and replacing the large rock fill along this alignment and

potential impacts on stability of the causeway embankment need to be fully considered. An

alignment angle more perpendicular to the embankment, e.g. across PID 00889162 (owned by

TIR) may provide a more appropriate transition into the submarine portion of the alignment with

less impact to the causeway embankment.

9. Sheet 3 - Plan drawing appears to show proposed property parcel(s) along a former alignment

that has since been changed with the alignment now proposed to go through the rotary. This

should be removed/adjusted on the plan.

10. Sheet 4 -Refer to Comment #2 above, it is particularly important to see these details between

4+400 and 5+100 where the pipe is proposed to be placed between two nearby parallel roadways.

11. Sheet 4 - Alignment of pipe in plan drawing appears to fall outside of proposed property

boundaries; some adjustment to the delineation of property parcels may be required in this area.

12. Sheet 9 -Air release valve location/limits needs to be shown on plan drawing and there should

be reference to a detail. Access provisions for this infrastructure should also be shown on design

plans.

13. Sheet 9 -Shaded gray area appears to show Hwy 106 pavement limits, not clear why this stops at

10+300.

14. Sheet 9/10 -Three Brooks Road structure appears to be shown outside of highway right-of-way

limits. This should be reviewed for accuracy.

15. Sheet 10 -Review and approval by property owner e.g. Government of Canada (PIDs 65049850

& 65166746) in vicinity of ferry terminal will be required where the proposed alignment involves

property not owned by TIR.

Appendix 2.1 On-Land Pipeline Info (Wood Design Report) 

16. Justification for why a corridor width of 10 m is required should be provided as per previous TIR

comments. Minimal corridor width is desired by TlR.

17. Anticipated locations and excavation limits of thrust/reception pits should be shown on design

drawings. Section 3.4.1 suggests the area required is approximately 6 m x SO m on either side of

highway crossings - is there adequate space at all crossing locations?

18. Proponent will be required to coordinate, arrange, and provide all wetland compensation and

watercourse alteration permits required for any portion of the work that falls on TIR property.
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19. Section 3.4.2 Traffic Control - as previously communicated, lane closures or stoppage or traffic on

Highway 106 for any significant amount of time will not be permitted by TIR and work should be

planned accordingly.

Focus Report Main Document Project Description Section 2.1 On-Land Pipeline Info (ppl3-18) 

20. Pg 13 & 16 "Approximately 1.5 km will be a marine installation adjacent ta the Pictou Causeway

(to be designed by Makai Ocean Engineering)" - It would be prudent for TIR to review details of

this portion of the design, to ensure the underwater work near the base of the causeway rock

embankment does not impact its stability. The preliminary report by Makai Ocean Engineering in

Appendix 2.5 "Changes to Pipeline" did not appear to get into this level of detail but did provide

general figures suggesting dredged trench dimensions in the order of 3.4 m deep and 13.9 m wide.

21. Pg 13 -There appears there is an error in referring to Appendix 3.5 where the Wood design report

for the on-land realignment route is found (should be Appendix 2.1).

22. Pg 14 "On-land pipeline will be installed below ground with a nominal depth of cover of 1.6 m" -

this statement appears several times however the depth of bury appears to be less than this in

some locations based on profile drawings. Minimum depth of cover under TIR policy is 1.2 meters

and the design would need to ensure buoyancy, resistance to weight of highway maintenance

equipment e.g. excavators, and frost protection are adequate in these locations. Details must be

provided where nominal cover is less than 1.6m.

23. Pg 14 " ... specific details of the location will be determined in agreement with NST/R" - refer to

Comment #1 above.

24. Pg 14 " ... with the possibility of using trench/ess construction methods at road and utility crossings"

- refer to Comment #3 above.

General comments 

25. Any work within the Highway Right of Way will require a Work Within Highway Right of way

Permit, available from the Area Manager.

26. Any work zones that are created on provincially owned roads in any case would need to comply

with the appropriate section of the Nova Scotia Temporary Workplace Traffic Control Manual.

Any traffic control issues such as speed reductions, signage, lane and road closures wilt have to

be detailed out and approved by the local traffic authority.

27. Dangerous Goods Transportation as referenced in Section 3.6 of the Focus Report will need to be

compliant with any relevant Acts and Regulations for any transportation on provincially owned

roads.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment this document. 

Peter Hackett 

Chief Engineer 
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      File No: 40100-30-273  

 
 
 
Date: November 15th, 2019   
 
To:  Environmental Assessment Branch  
 
From: Air Quality Unit 
 
Subject: Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility  
 
 
Introduction 
 
Further to your request, the Air Quality Unit provides the following comments with respect to 
the Air Quality sections of the Focus Report, dated October 2019 as part of the Class I 
Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD), dated January 31st, 2019, for 
the above-mentioned project: 
 
Comments 
 
Planning/Design Issues 
 

• The Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study, submitted in Appendix 6.2 of the 
Focus Report has predicted exceedences of 4 contaminants: ammonia, chloroform, 
total reduced Sulphur (TRS) and hexavalent chromium. The proponent has assumed 
that the exceedences are overpredictions of the model and has proposed no 
mitigative options to reduce the ground level predictions. The modelling report 
indicates that emission rates would be verified/refined through source testing and 
ambient air monitoring following construction of the effluent treatment facility. The 
updated emission rates would then be used to update the air dispersion modelling to 
determine whether predicted exceedences are likely to occur. If ground level 
predictions still exceed criteria, an air emission reduction plan would then be 
developed, which is a reactionary approach. Allowing the project to proceed when 
predictive air dispersion modelling indicates air pollutant standards could be 
exceeded in populated areas, increases the risk that the project could impact public 
health and the environment. 

• The Focus Report indicated that the expanded list of air contaminants was compared 
to Ontario Regulation 419/05 as none of the contaminants have permissible ground 
level concentration limits under the Nova Scotia Air Quality Regulations.  The report 
indicates that the Ontario criteria are used for information purposes but have no force 
of law in Nova Scotia.  Given the predicted concentrations, ground level criteria limits 
for the air contaminants of concern should be adopted and included in any 

Environment 

Suite 2085 
1903 Barrington Street  

PO Box 442 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Canada   B3J 2P8 
www.gov.ns.ca/nse 
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Environmental Assessment Approval and subsequent Division V Approval under the 
Activities Designation Regulations, granted for this project.  

• Table 4.1 of Appendix 6.2 identifies the emission rates used for individual emission 
sources.  The Table should identify whether the emission rate used was measured or 
based on emission factors.  The reference for individual emission rates and factors 
should be identified. 

• Table 0.1.1-2 of Appendix 0 indicates that the estimated emission rates for hydrogen 
sulphide from the proposed effluent treatment plant have been reduced from those 
submitted in Section 8.1.3.3 of the EARD.  There is no rationale or explanation 
provided for the reduction in emission rates used in the air dispersion modelling. 

• With meteorological anomalies removed, the report indicated that the health-based 
Ontario criteria (ammonia, chloroform, hexavalent chromium and 24 hour TRS) were 
exceeded less than 0.5 % of the time at discrete receptors.  The Focus Report 
suggests that this level of frequency of exceedences was low and below 
“significance criteria”.  The report does not reference the source of significance 
criteria used to make this determination.  

• With meteorological anomalies removed, odour based criteria (10-minute TRS) were 
exceeded up to 19.24% of the time at discrete receptors.  It should be noted that 
Ontario allows 10-minute average standards to have modelled exceedences at 
human receptors up to 0.5% of the time, annually.  

• The Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) is incomplete.  Results of a complete 
HHRA would assist in the review of the significance of the predicted exceedences of 
the ambient air criteria in the air dispersion modelling. 

• The updated ambient air monitoring plan provided in Appendix 6.3 is incomplete and 
does not fulfil the requirements of the terms of reference for the Focus Report.  The 
terms of reference of the Focus Report (6.3) required the submission of an updated 
ambient air monitoring plan based on the results of the air dispersion modelling.  The 
terms of reference also required a plan to include air contaminants to be monitored 
and proposed monitoring locations.  Appendix 6.3 identifies parameters to be 
monitored, but the plan does not identify the specific volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), metals or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) proposed for monitoring. 
In addition, the Focus Report (pages 113-114) does not include any PAH monitoring 
which conflicts with Appendix 6.3.  As a result, the proposed parameters are either 
not specified, conflicting or unclear when comparing the language between Appendix 
6.3 and the Focus Report.  The location and number of proposed monitoring sites 
and duration of sampling was not provided.  Text is missing from Section 2.1 of 
Appendix 6.3.  Section 3.2 of the Appendix 6.3 provides a list of nearby sensitive 
receptors but does not indicate how they will be used to inform the ambient air 
monitoring program.  

• Section 3.1 of Appendix 6.2 indicated that the upper risk thresholds (URTs) of 
Ontario Reg 419/05 Schedule 6 were included in the assessment for the respective 
contaminants.  However, Tables 3.2 and 6.1 did not include all the URTs from 
Schedule 6 for the respective contaminants.  The URTs for n-butanol, ethyl benzene, 
xylenes and dioxins and furans were not included or assessed.   

• Although predicted ground level concentrations of benzo(a)pyrene complied with the 
annual criteria, the predicted ground level concentration (0.07 µg/m3) exceeded the 
upper risk threshold for the 24 hour averaging period (0.005 µg/m3).  The 
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contaminant is listed for consideration in the human health risk assessment but the 
exceedance is not addressed in the modelling report. 

• Ground level concentrations of TRS were predicted at 92% of the upper risk 
threshold for the 24 hour averaging period.  The contaminant is listed for 
consideration as a contaminant of potential concern in the human health risk 
assessment. 

 
Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
 

• Technical details associated with the method of sludge dewatering and proposed 
operational or physical modifications to the power boiler to manage sludge, should be 
provided with the Application for Approval under Division V of the Activities 
Designation Regulations. 

• The Environmental Assessment indicates that the mill will conduct a pilot study on the 
co-combustion of hog fuel and wastewater sludge in the power boiler.  Details of the 
proposed pilot study should be included as part of the Division V Application for 
Approval.  The study plan should include, but not be limited to: 

o Proposed volume of fuels to be burned, fuel mixtures, fuel feed rates; 
o Proposed fuel feed method; 
o Analytical characterization of the wastewater sludge to identify the 

contaminants of concern; 
o Comparison of the wastewater sludge with existing fuel characterization; 
o Proposed contaminants of concern for testing; 
o Proposed test methodologies; 
o Identification of air quality standards proposed for comparison during testing; 
o Proposed operating conditions of the power boiler during testing; and 
o Proposed testing scenarios to demonstrate that testing will be conducted for the 

cases when the highest concentration of air contaminants would occur. 
Depending on the results of the study, further modeling and testing may be required. 

• The Division V Application for Approval should include an alternate method for sludge 
disposal in case the pilot study for co-combustion proves unsuccessful. 

• The Division V Application for Approval should include an environmental response 
plan to address any malfunctions or upset conditions at the power boiler resulting from 
the co-combustion of wastewater sludge with primary fuels. 

• The Division V Application should include odour mitigation strategies for operations as 
a result of the proposed activity. 

Other Observations 
 

• The mill is authorized to operate at an annual production rate of 330,000 air dried 
metric tonnes/year.  The air dispersion modeling study indicates that the mill currently 
produces between 280,000 to 300,000 air dried metric tonnes (ADMT) per year which 
was the basis for the modelling.  The air dispersion modelling should represent results 
for the mill under its authorized production rate.  The air dispersion modelling report 
indicates that the mill has no current plans to increase production.  The production rate 
of any Environmental Assessment Approval granted for this project should be limited 
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to the modelling assumptions presented (280,000-300,000 (ADMT per year)). In 
addition, the Approval to Operate should also be reduced until the Approval Holder 
can demonstrate that the facility is capable of operating at 330,000 ADMT per year 
while complying with acceptable ambient air standards. 

• Isopleth mapping was provided for the contaminants with predicted exceedences, with 
exception of the 10-minute average TRS.  The isopleth mapping should be completed 
for the 10-minute average TRS to identify the extent of predicted exceedences.  

• The HHRA identified contaminants of potential concern for consideration in the 
assessment of the air emissions.  The HHRA screened out contaminants based on the 
output of the air dispersion modelling.  However, the modelling output used to develop 
the list of contaminants of potential concern in Table A.3 of the HHRA, is not the same 
as the modelling output submitted in Appendix 6.2. 
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Date:  October 21, 2019   
 
To: Environmental Assessment Branch  
 
Cc:  
 
From: Climate Change Unit 
 
 
Subject: NPNS Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report 
 
 
 
 
 
Comments 
 
Planning/Design Issues 
 
Climate Change Adaptation 
 
The Focus Report did not require the proponent to specifically address the impacts of 
climate change on the operational phase of the project however is recommended that the 
proponent consider the combined effects of warmer temperatures as a result of climate 
change and project activities on water quality of Northumberland Strait and Caribou 
Harbour. A plan for adapting to changing environmental conditions, particularly climate 
change, should be included in the follow-up and monitoring program. 
 
 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
 
The proponent maintains that air emissions including greenhouse gas emissions during the 
construction from fossil fuel combustion in heavy construction equipment, trucks and other 
mobile equipment will be short term, localized, transient and immaterial.  It is in the 
proponent’s interest to estimate fuel consumption in construction equipment and ascertain 
an estimate of the greenhouse gas emission based on published emission factors.  
Based on the expectation that these emissions will not be significant the proponent has 
committed to appropriate mitigative measures where required. 
 
 
Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
 
Regarding the operation phase of the Effluent Treatment Facility, the proponent also 
maintains that the removal of sludge from the rotary press to be co-combusted with hog fuel 
in the mill’s existing power boiler could have a mitigative impact on greenhouse gas 
emissions from the facility. This assumption is fair.  
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Date:  November 5, 2019   
 
To:  Environmental Assessment Branch  
 
Cc:  
 
From:  Environmental Health 
 
 
Subject: Final Comments NPNS Focus Report 
 
 
 
Comments 
 
Planning/Design Issues 
 

• Section 2.4 of the Focus Report entitled, “Treated Effluent Characterization”, p. 34 , 
highlights the significance of chemical oxygen demand as a key indicator of ETF 
efficacy and its effects on the receiving environment. 
 
The authors point out that Total COD (tCOD) is the typical industry measure used in 
Canada, however, for the lab trial described, soluble COD (sCOD) was chosen as 
the measured indicator. The authors state that, 
 

“The soluble sCOD is a more representative way to assess the effect of 
effluent on a receiving environment. This filtered, or soluble, sCOD has been 
found to be a better representation of the actual biochemical oxygen demand 
of the wastewater than the unfiltered or total test result. sCOD is a more 
accurate representation of the expected or actual performance of a biological 
wastewater treatment system.” 

 
Supporting evidence is deemed necessary to demonstrate that the use of sCOD rather than 
tCOD as the key measure will not result in an underestimation of effluent COD entering the 
receiving environment. 
 

• Section 3.1, p.45 of the Focus Report discusses treatment performance and settling 
times for primarily and secondary clarifiers, and enumerates “typical design settling 
times”. Supporting evidence should be provided to support reported typical design 
settling times. 
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• Section 3.5 entitled Effluent Pipe Leak Detection p.62 describes the leak detection 
systems to be incorporated into the pipeline. The report describes an automated leak 
detection system planned for the portion of the pipeline that spans overland from 
Pictou to Caribou. It is not clear in the report why this section of pipeline was 
specifically chosen for automated leak detection technology, and/or why other 
section were deemed to not require automated leak detection systems. Rationale for 
the decision made to incorporated different leak detection systems throughout 
various portions of the pipeline is absent from this report. 
 

• The Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling study predicts that maximum GLCs for 
ammonia, chloroform, hexavalent chromium will exceed applicable air quality criteria 
less than 1% of the time, and that TRS is predicted to exceed the odour based 10 
minute limit more frequently. Given the existence of an exceedance it would be 
deemed appropriate to report the frequency of TRS exceedances. 
 

• Table 6.1 of the Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study provides a comparison of 
the maximum predicted GLC levels of dioxins and furans against the adopted air 
quality criteria. It appears the predicted concentration of 0.013ug/L exceeds the 
applicable air quality criteria of 0.1pgTEQ/m3, however, dioxins and furans were not 
deemed to exceed applicable criteria.  Please confirm. 

. 
 

• Page A.5 of the HHRA states, 
 

For the recreational exposure pathway, there are Canadian recreational water 
quality guidelines (HC, 2012). However, there are no Canadian recreational 
guidelines available for our parameters of interest (Table A.5). As such, 
Canadian drinking water guidelines protective of potable water were 
considered to be protective of recreational users that may incidentally ingest 
water while engaging in recreational activities such as swimming. The drinking 
water guideline was also considered to be protective of the surface water 
dermal contact exposure pathway, and the incidental ingestion of sediment 
and dermal contact with sediment exposure pathways, because these 
pathways are considered to be negligible when compared to the incidental 
ingestion of surface water exposure pathway. 

 
As drinking water guidelines were used to derive recreational water quality guideline 
the level of protection offered by the recreational water guideline is substantially less 
than the protection offered by a drinking water guideline. Statements claiming that 
certain exposure pathways pose a negligible risk should be supported by evidence. 
Excluding exposure pathways from the HHRA can have the effect of underestimating 
human exposure to contaminants and risk to public health.    

 
• Table A.7 of the HHRA states that o-Cresol was not detected in any samples. 

However, information provided in the table suggests that 2 samples were analyzed 
for 0-Cresol, and that only one sample was deemed to be below the RDL, suggesting 
that one sample did produce a result. This appears to pose a contradiction that can 
impact whether or not o-Cresol is deemed a COPC. 
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• The HHRA has been formulated and scoped, however, insufficient data is available 
to present results or make conclusions respecting human health risk related to the 
proposed undertaking. In essence, human health risks remain unknown from this 
study. 
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Date: October 22, 2019 
 
To:  Environmental Assessment Branch  
 
Cc:  
 
From: ICE Division 
 
 
Subject: NPNS Comment on Focus Report Submission 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
A preliminary review of the materials submitted in response to the submission of a Focus 
Report in support of the EARD for the NPNS Replacement Effluent Treatment System to 
service the Pulp Mill located at Abercrombie Point, Pictou County, NS .  
 
Comments 
 
Planning/Design Issues 
Water/Wastewater 

• The Focus Report references average flows and concentrations rather than daily 
maximums. Design of an ETF must be based on daily maximums. Effluent flows are 
based on flows at Point C not Point A. 
 

• Based on water use data, the facility has the potential to experience wastewater 
flows in excess of 85,000 m3/d. The facility must be designed for peak flows not 
average flows. NPNS has proposed installation in-mill cooling towers which would 
equalize water and therefore wastewater volumes between winter and summer 
volumes. Installation of the in-mill cooling towers as part of this project is key to 
ensuring design flows are not exceeded. 
 

• NPNS did not respond to previous comments regarding the impact of colour (TCU) 
laden wastewaters being discharged into the Northumberland Strait on the marine 
sediments. 
 

• NPNS should address how homogeneous plume buoyancy throughout the water 
column has the potential to cause the colour to rise to surface sooner than expected. 
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• NPNS has not addressed the previous comments in response to the EARD 
regarding the breakdown of the COD and treatment efficiency. The Focus Report 
speaks mainly about soluble COD. COD fractionization should be provided and 
treatment efficiency with respect to total COD should be provided.  
 

• The predicted effluent quality results were compared to the proposed PPER monthly 
limits. These results should also be compared to the proposed PPER daily limits. 
 

• The Focus Report states that portions of the proposed ETF can treat effluent flow of 
90,000 m3/d without compromising organic removal efficiency, however how long 
those portions of the proposed ETF could sustain these flows was not provided. 
Information should also be provided on how the entire proposed ETF will perform 
when subjected to 90,000 m3/d. 

 
• The Focus Report states “the most common practice in the Canadian pulp and paper 

industry is to mix waste biosludge with wood waste (hog fuel) and generate steam 
and energy from combustion in power boilers”. References were not provided for this 
statement. Additionally, rationale was not provided to support why this option is 
better than alternative uses.   

 
• A limited data set was provided to support the basis for design (for example, only 2 

samples were collected to characterize the effluent) and no rationale was provided to 
indicate why this is appropriate or representative. 

 
• Additional parameters considered to potentially cause adverse effects as identified in 

the KSH report 11-1112-D Rev. 5 should be scrutinized further in EEM and HHRA as 
suggested in the report.  

 
• Laboratory trials were performed on a limited number of parameters. There is no 

data to confirm the concentrations of many parameters of concern after treatment.  
 

• Maximum concentrations of the proposed ETF are compared to the average 
concentrations measured at the BHETF. Maximums should be compared to 
maximums and averages should be compared to averages to avoid confusion and 
eliminate the potential for errors in interpretation of the information presented.  
 

Air Quality 
• NPNS has not provided a sludge management plan. This should include details 

regarding dewatering, sludge bulking as well as a secondary disposal option for the 
sludges should use in the biomass boiler prove to not be a viable option. 
 

Spill Basin/Dangerous Goods 
• The sizing of the spill basin is actually smaller than comparable chemical mills for 

sizing. As the spill basin is proposed to be used for secondary containment for 
dangerous goods spills, NPNS are required under the Dangerous Goods 
Management Regulations to design a spill basin to contain 110% of the largest 
storage tank (including in-mill process tanks). Information has not been provided to 
demonstrate the current submission meets the requirements of the Regulations. 
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• Based on the description provided, the spill basin also appears to be proposed for 

use as an equalization basin for the reintroduction of excess/ off-spec effluent which 
will be bled into the system. As well, the spill basin will not be maintained completely 
empty. This would mean the spill basin would not be available for spills of dangerous 
goods as indicated in the report. 

 
• NPNS has not indicated how they will deal with reactive materials. The information 

provided in the Focus Report is based on small leaks or spills of compatible 
Dangerous Goods, not the worst case scenario. Reactive material spills should be 
separated to ensure the requirements of the Dangerous Goods Management 
Regulations are being met.  
 

• Based on the description of how the spill basin will be operated as provided in the 
Focus Report, it does not appear to be feasible that Dangerous Goods spills can be 
recovered and pumped back into the process. 
 

• It is unclear if Dangerous Goods will be removed from the spill basin for treatment/ 
disposal at an Approved facility or are strictly proposed for neutralized and/or diluted 
and fed into the new ETF. There is no discussion regarding the treatment systems 
capability to treat waste dangerous goods and no modelling to show the impact of 
waste dangerous goods on the final effluent quality should a spill occur.   
 

Pipeline Routing 
• The marine portion of the pipeline route is proposed to go through a critical herring 

habitat in the Northumberland Strait. The excavation for the installation of the pipeline 
will alter this habitat. There is no discussion regarding the extent of impact on the 
fishery. 
  

• A limited number of marine species samples were collected- PAHs and phenols were 
not analyzed. The precise location of the samples collected was not provided therefore 
it is unclear if the current BHETF has influenced the samples collected.  

 
• Although it was indicated the wetland alteration area for the project will be 

approximately 2 ha, the total project cumulative impact, directly and indirectly at ETF 
location and pipeline location, appears to be more than 2ha. Greater detail regarding 
the delineation and functionality of the wetlands proposed to be impacted should be 
provided.  

 
• All wetland alterations will require water approvals, separate from any Industrial 

Approval(s), as such, detailed compensation plans must be provided with those 
applications. 
 

• The Focus Report did not provide information on seasonal surveys which could 
result in not identifying species at risk which may reside seasonally within the 
wetlands in questions or reside outside the limited survey area. 
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• Limited data has been provided on marine species. Additional monitoring should be 

conducted on American lobster, rock crab, Atlantic herring and should include fish 
community studies and benthic invertebrate community studies. 

 
• Ice Scour should be monitored in the areas of greatest concern. Mitigative measures 

should be pre-determined in the event that increased frequency and/or depth of 
scour is observed. 
 

Pipeline Construction 
 

• . NPNS did not identify a standard industry practice for HDPE pipe travelling 
across/through well fields. Monitoring programs should be established based on 
industry standards.  

 
• NPNS should provide more detailed information regarding how the diffuser will be 

monitored for damage or disrepair during the winter months. 
 

• NPNS has not provided pipeline inspection frequencies or methodologies.   
 
• NPNS did not provide a basis for the “detection of leaks as small as 60L” information. 

 
• For the receiving water study (RWS), background water quality data is only from May 

and June 2019. Additional data would be helpful to determine if there are seasonal or 
other changes to be considered. 
 

• The marine pipeline is proposed to be buried up 3 m deep with up to 2 m of soil cover 
to provide protection. How will the 2 m of soil cover be maintained? Will this affect fish 
habitat? How? 
 

Operational Issues/ Other Permitting Processes 
 

• A more specific timeline (e.g., prior to commissioning of the ETF) should be required 
to ensure the in-mill cooling towers are part of the replacement ETF project. 
 

• Scenario B in the Receiving Water Study indicates colour does not reach ambient 
conditions until <200 m from the diffuser. NPNS indicates they will install O2 
delignification in the future but does not commit to a definitive timeline. O2 
delignification will help reduce colour in the treated effluent. 
  

• A timeline for the installation of O2 delignification should be provided. 
 

• The Focus Report also indicates COD may increase following installation of the in-
mill cooling towers. Information should be provided to indicate how NPNS plans to 
maintain compliance with COD limits in the current IA given the proposed ETF 
project may impact COD concentrations. 

 
• The Focus Report states “the CCME MAL guideline (<1° differential) is met within 2 
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m of the outfall” and “the zone within which temperature could have an impact on fish 
is extremely small” but it doesn’t state what the impact within the 2 m could be. 
NPNS should provide additional information regarding how fish are anticipated to 
interact with the 2 m zone and what the potential impact may be. 
 

•  
 
Air Quality 

• Ground level concentrations(GLC) should be measured to evaluate the predicted 
exceedances against actual performance, the number of locations should be 
selected on a risk/social basis to provide data to demonstrate the actual GLCs. 
 

Dangerous Goods Management 
• Secondary containment for dangerous goods and waste dangerous goods must be 

separate from an equalization basin.  
 

• KSH recommendations for dangerous goods management must be implemented 
however they will not be sufficient for the new ETF.  
 

• The description of maintenance practices for the spill basin presented in the Focus 
Report raises concerns for the integrity of the liner. Maintenance practices should be 
clearly defined and also be acceptable to the Department. 

 
Pipeline Routing 

• NPNS do not confirm if they received approval from TIR for the pipeline placement in 
the ROW; Table 2.1-1 of the Focus Report identifies some parcels as owner is 
undetermined/no owner identified. Ownership of these parcels and proof of authority 
to undertake the designated activity on any parcels not owned by NPNS will have to 
be provided as part of an application for Industrial or Watercourse Alteration 
Approval. 

 
• A domestic well survey along the pipeline route would be beneficial as a means of 

collecting baseline data from nearby private water supply wells.  Typical domestic well 
surveys include wells within a 500 m radius of the proposed activity and involve both 
water quality sampling and water level measurements.  It is important to verify the 
number and location of nearby water supply wells in the field rather than relying on 
NSE’s Well Logs Database or other online resources.  The Domestic Well Survey 
would need to be completed prior to installation of the pipeline. 
 

• The need for groundwater monitoring along the pipeline route should be further 
evaluated, including both pre- and post-construction monitoring.  This is particularly 
important in sensitive areas, such as the Town’s Source Water Protection Area, areas 
in proximity to private water supply wells, and locations where the proposed pipeline 
location is below the water table.  .     
 

• Location(s) where the proposed pipeline depth is below the seasonal high water table 
were not identified. 
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• Potential changes in groundwater flow regimes due to the installation of the pipeline 
and any secondary containment were not evaluated.  
 

• Landowners of unidentified parcel owners must be established prior to application for 
Industrial Approval. 
 

• A surface water monitoring program for the pipeline route should be included in the 
NPNS Environmental Protection Plan. 

 
• Background marine sediment quality issues were identified. Disposal or reuse may 

be restricted as a result.  Disposal of dredge spoils on land will require an Approval 
from NSE. 
 
 

• NPNS proposes to install the pipeline with a nominal depth of cover of 1.6 m. NPNS 
should confirm this is possible along the entire on-land portion. If it is not, mitigation 
measures should be developed and proposed.  

 
Pipeline Construction and Design 

• Options for leak detection technologies were presented in the Focus Report, 
however, the preferred option(s) were not confirmed. A robust, accurate, sensitive, 
and reliable pipeline monitoring and leak detection system is necessary for the 
protection of the environment and local water supplies along the pipeline route.   The 
pipeline monitoring and leak detection system should be appropriate for the 
operating conditions, automated, continuous, and equipped with alarms.  A regular 
maintenance plan for the pipeline monitoring and leak detection system is also 
important, along with adequate staff training to ensure the system is operational and 
effective. 

 
• The following three options were considered as enhanced pipeline protection: 1. clay 

lined trenches, 2. double-walled pipeline, and 3. improved engineering design.  
Improved engineering design, specifically an increase in pipe wall thickness, was 
selected by the Proponent as the preferred option for enhanced pipeline protection.  
The Focus Report  did not include sufficient information to demonstrate the selected 
option and final pipeline design will provide adequate protection of local groundwater 
resources in the event of a pipeline leak.  Secondary containment was not 
adequately evaluated as an additional groundwater protection measure for the land-
based portion of the pipeline 
 

• The potential impact to groundwater supplies associated with the operation of the 
pipeline, including the risk to water supplies in the event of a pipeline leak, were not 
properly evaluated.  The Focus Report did not consider, for example, the time of 
travel between the proposed pipeline location and water supply wells and potential 
contaminants of concern. 

 
• A plan should be developed to outline actions that will be taken in the event of a 

pipeline leak to manage, control and remediate any release to the environment. 
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• Consideration should be given to enhanced monitoring for the water-based portions 
of the pipeline. 
 

• The Report indicated the construction and installation of the pipeline will be closely 
monitored and the pipeline will be tested prior to being buried.  A detailed plan for 
monitoring and testing the pipeline during the construction phase was not provided. 
 

• The Focus Report states the replacement ETF will be controlled by “well-trained 
operators” but doesn’t specify a training standard. Minimum training standards 
should be required. 

 
• Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for a wide variety of operating scenarios 

including production variability, loss of electrical power, and annual maintenance 
outages and resumption of mill production should be required. 
 

• A preventative maintenance plan should be developed. 
 

• Specific pipeline monitoring technologies proposed for construction should be 
provided. 

 
 

Other Observations 
 

• Figure 3.5-1 appears to be missing. 
 

• Armour stone in areas of potential ice scour should be considered over and above 
the 2m pipe trench.  

 
• Given the location of the proposed project on an existing industrial site and within the 

highway right of way, there would be potential for contamination to be encountered 
during construction.  A plan should be developed for managing any contamination 
that is encountered during construction. 
 

• Any groundwater that is encountered during construction should be tested and 
released appropriately.  A plan should be developed, which outlines steps that will be 
taken in the event groundwater is encountered.   

 
Groundwater and Surface Water Monitoring (Mill Site)  

• There is an existing groundwater and surface water monitoring program at the mill 
site, which would have to be modified to accommodate the proposed project.  
Changes to the current monitoring locations, parameters, and frequency would be 
based on the proposed new infrastructure, such as the spill basin, clarifiers, and 
chemical storage, as well as effluent quality.  Additional baseline data would also 
have to be collected.   
 

• Every effort should be made to protect the existing monitoring well network during 
construction activities.  Any monitoring well that is damaged during construction 
should be properly decommissioned and replaced or repaired, as appropriate.  The 
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Department should be notified of any changes to the existing monitoring well 
network. 
 

• The alteration of any watercourse(s) on the mill site may lead to reconfiguration of 
the existing surface water monitoring network.  The Department should be notified of 
any changes to the existing surface water monitoring stations. 
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Date: 6 November 2019  
 
To:   Environmental Assessment 
 
From:  P.Eng., Senior Engineering Specialist, Industrial Management 
 
Subject: Comments on Environmental Assessment Focus Report for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Corporation (“Northern Pulp” or “NPNS”) Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (“ETF”) 
 
I have reviewed portions of the focus report submitted for environmental assessment for the proposed 
replacement effluent treatment facility for Northern Pulp. My comments relate to areas of the report, 
specifically s.3.6 “Dangerous Goods” and, where related, to s.3.4 “Spill Basin”. This also included related 
Appendices 3.6 “Dangerous Goods” and 3.4 “Spill Basin”. 
 
For s. 3.6, the proponent was asked “Clarify where the potential releases of waste dangerous goods at 
the project site will be directed for treatment and/or disposal. It is important to note that the new 
treatment facility is not proposed to treat waste dangerous goods based on the information provided in 
the environmental assessment registration document (“EARD”) and requirements of NSE.” In the Focus 
Report, the proponent confirms that “the new replacement ETF is not proposed to treat waste 
dangerous goods on-site”. The Focus Report then goes on to detail how, if there was a spill or release of 
dangerous goods or waste dangerous goods that left the immediate area of storage of these materials, 
the release would be directed to the spill basin. The contents of the spill basin would then be tested to 
see if they were compatible with the ETF and, if deemed so, would be added to the ETF. If not 
compatible, the basin contents would be moved via tanker trucks to an approved disposal facility. 
 
One of the issues with the proponent’s response is that these released dangerous goods or waste 
dangerous goods are still being considered for disposal through the new ETF, despite their stated 
intention not to do so. Many of these materials, especially in their concentrated forms from onsite 
storage or piping systems, are fundamentally incompatible with a biological treatment system and, in 
some cases, with each other. Releases into a common spill basin may result in significant reactions and 
risk to the environment or the facility. The cover memo for the proponent’s KSH-authored report 
entitled “Secondary Containment and Spill Management Study”, stated that in the event of a major spill, 
“a decision would be made on the correct action to take (either have it removed by an approved 
contractor or neutralized on site for example)”. Since there are no provisions in the current for proposal 
for on-site neutralization or any other treatment, the remaining option would be collection and removal.  
 
Another issue appears to be how the proponent proposes to operate the spill basin. In the Focus Report, 
the discussion is on using the spill basin primarily as a buffer for holding off-spec mill effluent. For 
dangerous goods, the Report notes that this basin “in normal conditions will never be full”. This then 
appears to relate to volumes of materials that the basin can hold, not whether or not the materials are 
compatible or whether the released dangerous goods should be mixed with mill effluent. This differs 
from the report that the proponent had previously submitted, entitled “Secondary Containment and 
Spill Management Study”, where it was stated “It is the intent of NPNS to have the emergency spill basin 
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empty most of the time”. The qualifier “in normal conditions” also would appear to be a gap in 
protective systems, since spills or leaks would often be more likely to occur when the facility was not 
operating under normal conditions. It would be more protective to design for upset or worst-case 
conditions rather than average operations. It would also be prudent to design for separate collection 
systems, rather than a comingled sewer if the intent is to minimize potential harm. 
 
Having reviewed the registration document and subsequent focus report, it is my opinion that the 
proponent has not included enough detail or perhaps an insufficient design to address all outstanding 
concerns regarding spill management for dangerous goods or waste dangerous goods. This may require 
updating the previously submitted KSH-authored report to address gaps and inconsistencies or possibly 
redesigning the spill containment facilities. These proposed steps could take place as part of an 
application for an industrial approval if the proponent is approved at the environmental assessment 
stage. 
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Date: November 5, 2019  
 
To:  Environmental Assessment Branch  
 
Cc:    Manager, Industrial Management Unit  
 
From: Hydrologist, Industrial Management Unit, Sustainability and Applied Science 

Division 
 
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report Review Comments 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The scope of this Environmental Assessment review from the NSE Sustainability and 
Applied Science Division Hydrologist is to assess the potential environmental impacts and 
proposed mitigations of the proposed undertaking on surface water quantity and 
management. While comments may also include considerations for impacts on general 
surface water quality, groundwater, freshwater fish habitat, and wetlands, appropriate 
technical specialists for these areas should be consulted for specific review and comment. 
This review is specifically focused on freshwater resources, and not on any potential marine 
impacts. 
 
Documents reviewed: 
 
The documents outlined below formed the basis for this EA review, and is referred to as ‘the 
submission’ through the rest of this memorandum: 

• Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report – Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. 
Including Appendices related to surface water. Report by Dillon Consulting. Dated 
October 2019, and accessed from 
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/ 

 
Comments 
 
Surface Water Management: 

• Original EA submission comment: As it drives the design of the EFT and receiving 
water study, it is critical to have confidence in the 85,000 m3/day maximum water 
use. At current, it is unclear how this number was determined and whether it is 
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appropriate. Clarification surrounding the rationale for this number is required. 
Updated comments from review of Focus Report:  

o The submission outlines that “This proposed peak treatment capacity of 
85,000 m3 was determined by review of the actual operating data from the 
NPNS mill for effluent flow at Point C, the mill’s current regulated outfall 
location at the BHETF…Point A flow data would have been used for the 
design review if the flow meter at that location possessed the accuracy 
required for the evaluation.” 
 It is noted that Point C is collected where the treated effluent leaves the 

operating BHETF and enters the Boat Harbour Basin 
o It is reported in the submission that a ‘verification review of raw water flow 

from Middle River in to the mill was undertaken to confirm the accuracy of 
Point C data…The effluent flow is roughly 10% lower than the raw water flow 
due to water vapour lost through four wet scrubbers…” 

o The submission outlines that ‘Cooling towers will be installed to recycle clean 
water for reuse within the mill during the summer months. New cooling towers 
are expected to reduce the peak summer effluent flow at the mill by 
approximately 5,000 m3/day below current levels...” 

o The submission outlines that ‘Effluent quality metrics based on concentration 
will need to be re-evaluated after in-mill cooling towers are installed in the 
future as mill water reduction will increase the concentration of untreated 
effluent without increasing the amount of pollutants that the effluent contains.’ 

o Summary: Information has been provided in the submission to support the 
85,000 m3 design info parameter. A level of uncertainty surrounding this value 
remains, as the assumption of 10% losses being contributed solely to 
evaporative losses related to in-mill processes do not consider the potential 
losses between the plant and the data source of Point C within Boat Harbour 
(e.g., infiltration, evaporation). Whatever potential losses in this part of the 
system that may contribute to the data used in their development of the 
85,000 m3 design criteria would not be replicated in the new ETF, and could 
lead to larger design inflows than the 85,000 m3 design flow. This design 
parameter is a critical parameter that informs the design of the system, spill 
basin, pipeline, and diffuser/receiving water study. 

• Original EA submission comment: The rationale for the adequacy of the proposed 
Spill Basin size is not clear in the current submission. It is recommended that details 
regarding the rationale and adequacy of the proposed Spill Basin size be provided to 
confirm the effectiveness of this proposed mitigation measure. Updated comments 
from review of Focus Report: 

o It is reported in the submission that ‘The sizing of the spill basin, to hold 10-13 
hours of effluent, is in line with others across the country’. 

o It is reported that ‘The mill will not continue normal operation if there is a risk 
of overflow to the environment’. No discussion of how any potential overflows 
from the spill basin would be managed is provided in the submission. 

o It is stated that ‘In the event of a power outage, the Middle River raw water 
pumping station, which feeds the mill and its processes, will also shut 
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down…This effectively prevents raw water from flowing to the mill during a 
power outage.’ 

o A section on ‘Flooding Event and Climate Change’ is provided in appendix 
3.4, but the details provided are not particularly relevant to this case. The 
reference provided is from a news report from Saint John, whose flooding 
would have been driven by drastically different factors than what is expected 
here (e.g., Bay of Fundy tides, St. John River). That being said, information is 
provided to highlight the vertical elevation of the spill basin wall above sea 
level, which at least provides information related to the risk of coastal flooding.   

o Summary: Information has been provided to support the design provided for 
the spill basin. Questions remain regarding the appropriateness of the plans 
for the basin, and how the statements in the submission will be met through 
operations of the basin. 

Water quantity and watercourses: 

• EA submission comment: Considerations for risks to the environment from using the 
HDD method have not been provided in the submission. It is recommended that 
detailed plans for any Horizontal Directional Drilling be provided to the Department 
for review prior to use of this methodology, with considerations for any potential risk 
and mitigation to nearby watercourses associated with using this method. It is also 
recommended that alternatives to HDD are presented as part of the application 
process so that any watercourse alteration activities can proceed effectively if HDD is 
not deemed feasible in the field. Updated comments from review of Focus Report: 

o HDD appears to no longer be planned as part of the proposed works, as the 
submission highlights that ‘because the size of the pipe and the construction 
requirements it is unlikely that HDD will be utilized’. Pipe jacking is proposed 
as an alternative to this. Similarly to with the EA submission, recommend 
assessment of the potential risks and mitigations to nearby watercourses 
using this method should be required prior to this method being used. 

• Additional information from focus report: 
o The pipeline route has been modified from what was originally outlined in the 

original EA submission. 
o It is reported that ‘The description of the on-land portion of the treated effluent 

pipeline provided below is a conservative estimate of the scope, footprint, and 
environmental considerations of the realigned route.’ 

o Additional details surrounding the planned construction methodology have 
ben provided in the submission. 

o It is reported in the submission that ‘Where ground water is encountered 
dewatering will be necessary to allow pipe installation to proceed as the pipe 
shall not be laid in the trench with standing water.’ 

o It is reported in the submission that ‘the contractor shall also divert any 
surface water runoff away from the open trench. Any water pumped from pipe 
trenches must be discharged to appropriate sediment removal devices.’ 
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Fish and fish habitat: 

• Baseline fish habitat assessments were completed for the watercourses identified 
along the new proposed pipeline route. 

 
Planning/Design Issues 
 

• No planning/design issues identified at this time. 
 
Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
 

• It is recommended that the installation of the cooling towers, as outlined in the 
submission, be completed prior to the operation of the new EFT. It is also 
recommended that a detailed monitoring plan (including considerations for data 
QA/QC) be developed to support validation of the inflows to the new EFT with a 
contingency plan to address cases where this criteria cannot be met. As outlined in 
the submission, it is recommended that effluent quality metrics based on 
concentration be re-evaluated as mill water reduction improves. 

• It is recommended that as part of the application for the proposed works, a spill basin 
operations, maintenance, and surveillance manual be developed and submitted for 
review and Departmental acceptance that considers the content of the submission 
and provides details on how the basin will be operated to meet what is stated in the 
submission (e.g., the statement in the submission that ‘the mill will not continue 
normal operation if there is a risk of overflow to the environment’). 

• Recommend assessment of the potential risks and mitigations to nearby 
watercourses using the ‘pipe-jacking’ method outlined in the submission. These 
details should be provided to the department as part of applications for these works 
and prior to this method being used. 

• A detailed sediment and erosion control plan for the various activities proposed is to 
be developed by a qualified professional and is required to be submitted for NSE 
review and approval prior to construction activities, including clearing, grubbing, and 
stripping, take place.  

• Applications for watercourse alteration approvals associated with the proposed 
works should consider the results of the fish and fish habitat assessments presented 
in the submission 
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Date: November 5, 2019  
 
To:  Environmental Assessment Branch, Nova Scotia Environment 
 
From: Wastewater Engineering Staff 
 Water and Industrial Facilities Unit 
 
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
 
Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
 
Design Flows 

• There was some concern related to conflicting flow rates presented in the original 
Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD) submission and flow 
monitoring results indicating flows exceeding the proposed design flow of 85,000 
m3/day. The proposed Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) does not have a long 
retention time like the current Boat Harbour lagoon facility so peak daily flows are 
more of a concern for facility design. Northern Pulp has indicated they do not 
expect daily flows to exceed 85,000 m3/day but clarification was not provided in 
the Focus Report submission. It is recommended that flow to the proposed ETF 
not exceed a peak daily flow rate of 85,000 m3/day. 

 
ETF Influent Characterization 

• In the EARD submission the human health evaluation identified more potential 
parameters of concern than considered in the receiving water study. Therefore, a 
full characterization of influent was requested in the Focus Report terms of 
reference which was provided in Appendix 2.3. The characterization was based 
on only two samples, both taken in the same month (May 29, 2018 and May 14, 
2019). A sampling program that included a variety of seasons, flow rates, 
changes in sources of fiber or production would have presented a more 
representative and reliable influent characterization. 
 

• The Human Health Risk Assessment has commenced under the Focus Report 
but has yet to be completed. The results of this work may impact the list of 
contaminants of potential concern for the ETF influent characterization.  

 
Overland Portion of Pipeline 

• A number of options were considered for the treated effluent pipeline where it 
crosses the Town of Pictou water supply protection area. In Appendix 2.1 
(Construction Methodology and Design Report by Wood) the option of using a 
thicker wall pipe (SDR 13.5) is proposed. While this approach has merit in 
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protection against failure due to surge pressure or overpressure, it will not protect 
against leaks due to separation at joints, vandalism or physical damage. The 
selected approach relies entirely on the leak detection system to identify an 
issue. 
 

• Containment, leak detection, and ongoing monitoring are multiple options to 
protect against the risk of an inadvertent release of treated effluent in the Town of 
Pictou’s water supply area impacting their drinking water source. The Focus 
report does not adequately address this risk. Without a more detailed 
assessment it is difficult to comment on whether secondary containment and/or 
monitoring well programs must be in place to provide an adequate level of 
protection.  
 

• The Focus Report indicates the use of thicker wall pipe in the area of the Town of 
Pictou’s water supply to withstand potential surge pressures. Transient analysis 
of the pipeline at operating temperatures of 37oC should be undertaken to 
confirm if surge and vacuum pressures are an issue and determine appropriate 
selection of transient protection device(s). 
 

• The discharge pressure for the range of discharge flow rates, including zero flow, 
will vary significantly. Any automated leak detection system should be 
synchronized to the operation of the treated effluent pumps (e.g. on/off, flow rate 
or variable speed). 
 

• While the report indicates various leak detection methodologies there is no 
commitment to any specific methodology, stating that final selection will be made 
during the detailed design phase. The report also states automated leak 
detection will not be installed in the rest of the fused HDPE pipeline outside of 
this land-based section. A leak detection plan that includes non-land-based 
sections should be approved prior to potential construction of the force main. 

 
• The potential for odour generation/release at the vacuum/air release valves was 

not addressed. If odour generation is a potential, including during startups and 
shutdowns, indicate what mitigation measures will be taken to address this. 

 
Spill Basin 
 

• The Spill Basin seems to be used for a number of functions including diversion of 
spilled chemicals or liquids (requiring removal for disposal offsite) and ETF 
influent that is out of the normal range for parameters such as flow, pH, 
temperature, and conductivity. Use of the Spill Basin to equalize excessive flow 
(which will be reintroduced into the feed to the ETF) will both take away from the 
availability of the volume for emergency storage of spilled chemicals as well as 
dilute and contaminate the spilled chemicals so that recovery/disposal is 
negatively affected. 
 

• Secondary containment is not proposed for all chemicals (i.e. caustic) within the 
mill. There is a concern that discharge of caustic to the Spill Basin could affect 
the performance of the ETF. It is unclear if neutralization of the chemicals is 
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proposed to be undertaken on site. 
 

• In order to accommodate different spilled chemicals at the Spill Basin, partitions 
may need to be considered to separate chemicals to prevent dangerous 
interactions/reactions. 
 

Receiving Water Study 
• In the case of colour the following criteria should be met as per CCME (1996) 

Guidance on the Site-Specific Application of Water Quality Guidelines in Canada: 
Procedures for Deriving Numerical Water Quality Objectives: 

- Adverse effects on the aesthetic qualities of the receiving water system 
(e.g., odour, colour, scum, oil, floating debris,) should be avoided. 

The receiving water study indicates colour will not reach the background 
concentration of 4.5 TCU until 200m, which is beyond the extent of the allowable 
mixing zone. However, the limiting distance for colour should be the lesser of the 
100m mixing zone or when the plume reaches surface. The study suggests the 
plume will reach a concentration of 15 TCU within 5m from the diffuser (1:50 
dilution). Rationale is provided that 15 TCU can be detected in a glass of water 
by most people and it is the aesthetic objective of the Canadian Drinking Water 
guidelines (Health Canada, 1995). However, lower TCU values can be detected 
in larger volumes of water (Australian Drinking Water Guidelines Version 2.0 
Updated December 2013). The plume surfaces at 20m which corresponds to a 
dilution ratio of 1:100. Conservatively assuming no degradation, the colour value 
in the plume would be estimated at 7.5 TCU compared to the surrounding 
background concentration of 4.5 TCU. Based on CCME Guidelines the plume 
must not be visible at the surface. 
 

• Scenarios A to C of the receiving water study apply a range of COD loadings to 
model potential worst-case scenarios. The COD loading for Scenario C was 
increased, however colour was not increased and 750 TCU was used for all 
three scenarios. Given the higher buoyancy in winter conditions (Scenario C) and 
potentially higher colour concentrations not being reflected in the model it is 
recommended to confirm if the worst-case scenario for colour is adequately 
addressed in the study. 
 

• Field evaluation was conducted to further validate model calibration. The 
evaluation addresses some concerns related to original submission but was only 
conducted for one month. Further verification of the model based on actual 
discharge would further validate the model and assist with EEM studies, which is 
agreed to in response IR1-19 of Addendum 3.0 of the Focus Report. 

 
Operator Oversight 

• The submission does not comment on the specific training and experience of the 
proposed operator. Due to the complexity of the system, an individual with 
education and experience necessary to operate the new ETF or alternatively, an 
individual who has achieved minimum of a Level 4 Operator Certification as 
required by the Water and Wastewater Facilities and Public Drinking Water 
Supplies Regulations should be utilized. These qualifications should be 
demonstrated to the Department and the individual should be in direct 
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responsible charge of the operation of the ETF. 
 
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for operation of the Spill Basin 

• Development of a SOP for the operation of the Spill Basin should be submitted to 
the satisfaction of the Department. 

 
Oxygen Delignification 

• The proponent has committed to incorporation of Two-stage Oxygen 
Delignification technology into the process. The time frame of when that is to 
occur is not stated, other than it will be after the ETF project has been completed. 
Oxygen delignification would further reduce contaminant loading to the ETF and 
the receiving water body, address concerns related to colour, and improve the 
ability to consistently meet treated effluent criteria.  

 
Cooling Towers 

Addendum 1.0 of the Focus Report states cooling towers will be implemented at 
the mill, in addition to the ETF cooling towers. This would assist in the reduction 
of overall water consumption and wastewater generation. This would be an 
important project to manage the seasonal variations and the potential excessive 
flows to the ETF. 
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Date: November 5, 2019 
 
To:  Environmental Assessment Officer 
Cc:  Manager, Water Management Unit, Sustainability and Applied Science 

Division 
 
From: Senior Hydrogeologist, Sustainability and Applied Science Division 
 
Subject: EA Review - Focus Report: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 2019 
 
 
Reviews for EA’s from the Sustainability and Applied Science Division Senior 
Hydrogeologist focus on the potential for the proposed undertaking/project to adversely 
affect groundwater resources, including general groundwater quality, local water 
wells/water supply and groundwater discharge to surface water. 
 
In January 2019, Northern Pulp submitted an environmental assessment registration 
document (EARD) for the approval to replace the Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility 
(ETF) with an on-site ETF. Following the submission of the EARD, Nova Scotia 
Environment (NSE) requested additional information to support a final decision regarding 
the approval of the environmental assessment. The request for additional information was 
provided as a Terms of Reference for a Focus Report. This review is of the Focus Report 
(October 2019) information relevant to groundwater  
 
Focus Report Comments: 
 
The following comments relate to items in the Focus Report as requested in the Minister 
of Environment’s Terms of Reference for the Focus Report relevant to groundwater. 
 
Section 3.5 discusses the effluent pipeline leak detection. Leak detection is relevant to 
preventing leaks/spills that could impact groundwater – particularly in the Town of Pictou 
Source Water Protection Plan, SWPA (Source Water Protection Area). 
 
While several types of leak detection design are discussed in Section 3.5.1, there are no 
preferred options that are identified. While the proponent identifies both “external” and 
“internal” leak detection, they do not say if both would be employed at the site and seem 
to focus on at least one of three internal methods. It is likely appropriate to include both 
external and internal methodologies. Alarms for unusual operating conditions and for 
leaks could also be incorporated. 
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Section 3.5.2 addresses Pipeline Protection. Enhanced pipe thickness for durability is 
recommended as a preferred option by the proponent as opposed to secondary pipe 
containment in the Town of Pictou Source Water Protection Plan, SWPA (Source Water 
Protection Area). However, no rationale is given for this decision. Planning for secondary 
pipe containment would seem to provide a much greater level of risk reduction and needs 
to be more thoroughly evaluated. No discussion of why it was not chosen was given. 
 
Section 5.2 of the Focus Report addresses Monitoring Methodologies. It is noted that no 
groundwater monitoring is proposed for the pipeline route and no additional groundwater 
monitoring is proposed for the area of the new ETF (the existing facility has a groundwater 
monitoring network). 
 
Appendix 9.2 discusses the Human Health Risk Assessment Problem Formulation. 
Appendix C of this looks at the Effluent to Groundwater used as Drinking Water Pathway 
for malfunction scenarios. Contaminants of Potential Concern (COPC) address only 
drinking water MAC or other health criteria. 
 
Discussion: 
 
In order to reduce risk from pipeline leaks or spills, particularly in the Town of Pictou 
Source Water Protection Plan, SWPA (Source Water Protection Area) but also in the 
other land component of the pipeline the proponent has made some useful suggestions 
but avoided others. No definitive groundwater protection plan is identified by the 
proponent. However, based on review of the Focus Report suggestions, relative to the 
potential risks to the municipal drinking water supply, the following may be concluded to 
be reasonable protection/risk reduction measures. 
 

- Enhanced pipeline strength integrity 
- Pipeline secondary containment in the Town of Pictou Source Water Protection 

Plan, SWPA (Source Water Protection Area) 
- External leak detection and internal leak detection methods for the entire pipeline 
- Leak and unusual conditions alarms 
- Shallow monitor well installations in pipe backfill at watercourse crossings 
 

It appears that no new groundwater monitoring locations in the area of the new ETF have 
been proposed in the Focus Report. This should be re-evaluated as additional features, 
such as the proposed spill basin or other infrastructure have the potential to impact 
groundwater.  
 
The proposed Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) and/or Environmental Management 
Plan (EMP) should include monitoring during construction of encountered groundwater 
quality and mitigation plans. 
 
Appendix 9.2, Human Health Risk Assessment provides in Appendix C a malfunction 
scenario for the “Effluent to Groundwater used as Drinking Water Pathway. The 
Contaminants of Potential Concern (COPC) parameters identified are stated as follows:  
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“The COPCs for the malfunction scenario of treated effluent infiltrating in to groundwater 
that is used as drinking water includes dissolved chlorite, nitrite, manganese, titanium, 
ethylene glycol, 1,1-dichloroethylene, 1.3-dichloropropene, ethylene dibromide, catechol, 
p-cresol, 6chlorovanillin, 2,4-dinitrophenol, guaiacol, bis(2-chloroethyl)ether, 
bis(2ethylhexyl)phthalate, 2,4 + 2,6-dinitrotoluene, hexachlorobenzene, and 
hexachlorobutadiene. In the HHRA these COPCs will be assessed further for residents 
who may drink groundwater from wells near the pipeline.” p. C.2 
 
However, the COPC relevant to actual leaks/spills (not only for HHRA assessment) 
should include all relevant drinking water concerns, both health and aesthetic, and thus 
need to include parameters that are present in the treated effluent even at levels currently 
below Health Canada Maximum Acceptable Concentration (MAC) criteria, as well as 
Aesthetic Objective (AO) criteria identified by Health Canada for drinking water.  
 
While AO drinking water parameters may not be health-based criteria, the exceedance of 
these may render drinking water non-useable due to objectional taste, colour or odour. 
 
Based on a review of the treated effluent analysis at Point C (Appendix 2.3 
Characterization of Effluent), the parameters potentially affecting drinking water present 
in treated effluent should additionally include the following list (and potentially others). 
Along with the COPCs identified by the proponent (and other industry standard monitoring 
parameters), these should be included in groundwater monitoring and assessment plans. 
 
Antimony 
Arsenic 
Barium  
Boron 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Iron (current process result exceeds AO) 
Manganese (current process result exceeds MAC) 
Mercury 
Chloride 
Sodium (current process result exceeds AO) 
Colour (current process result exceeds AO) 
(Hydrogen) Sulphide (current process result exceeds AO) 
Sulphate 
Total Organic Carbon 
Turbidity 
 
The treated effluent values that currently exceed a Health Canada MAC or AO are 
highlighted above. Of these, only manganese was identified in the Focus Report for the 
HHRA. In addition, other parameters were present at significant levels of MAC or AO 
objectives and thus any source variations could raise these above the criteria. It should 
be noted that the Appendix 2.3 Characterization of Effluent analysis uses averages based 
on only a few sampling events. In addition, an assumption is made that Point C location 
results would be comparable to effluent directly from the proposed new Activated Sludge 
Treatment (AST) process. The operational validity of this assumption is not known. 
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The identification of these parameters is critically important as this shows the fundamental 
physical characteristics of the effluent (i.e. high taste, colour and odour) and how the 
estimated treated effluent chemistry compares to potable drinking water quality. The 
Town of Pictou SWPA well field accesses groundwater supplies that could be impacted 
in a malfunction scenario. A pipeline leak or spill containing the indicated effluent 
chemistry levels for iron, manganese, sodium, colour and hydrogen sulphide (in addition 
to the other COPC identified by the proponent) could quickly render groundwater supplies 
non-potable depending on the location, magnitude of releases and their duration.  
 
Additional: 
 

Municipal Groundwater Supply 
 
The proposal to construct an effluent pipeline crossing the Town of Pictou Source Water 
Protection Area and the zone of influence for its municipal groundwater supply wells 
remains incomplete with respect to plans for protection of the groundwater supply. Some 
of the incomplete aspects relate to protection/monitoring measures for the pipeline. 
Others relate to not having an adequate understanding of contaminant impacts and 
groundwater flows in the event of a pipeline malfunction scenario.  
 
Information could be obtained (through numerical groundwater modelling or analytical 
calculations) to show relative time of travel to the municipal wells from pipeline leaks or 
spills and the effects of groundwater advection and dispersion on contaminant 
concentrations. This information could greatly inform and help in decision making with 
respect to the relative risk of pipeline malfunctions based on their location, magnitude and 
duration. For example, such an analysis could provide information about the relative risk 
to the Town of Pictou well field based on the volume of spill, the time until clean-up, the 
expected travel time of contaminants and concentration changes based on groundwater 
hydraulics. 
 

Residential Groundwater Supply 
 
It was previously noted by Nova Scotia Environment that over 60 residential water supply 
drilled wells are located within a 500 m distance from the centre line of the pipeline route 
(the proponent has estimated 121 water wells, but it is possible their search zone was 
different, as this number of wells could not be replicated using the NS Energy and Mines 
Groundwater Atlas identification tools with a 500 m radius buffer). These well locations 
would require field truthing for verification, and they are spread out over the entire length 
of the proposed pipeline route. For residential wells, and protection of local groundwater 
supply, effective monitoring of the entire land-based portion of the pipeline is important.  
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Summary 
 
In order to fully protect the important groundwater drinking water supplies for the Town of 
Pictou and rural environs, the basics of source water protection - Understand, Protect, 
Monitor - need to be considered and the current submission improved upon during any 
operations, should the project proceed.  
 
A. Understanding the Importance, Nature and Sensitivity of Groundwater Supplies 
 
The potential risk of pipeline malfunctions that could affect municipal and private 
groundwater supplies has not been adequately addressed in the document and is 
currently not well understood. This issue has a number of contributing factors that 
combine to define potential impacts with respect to groundwater. Overall, additional 
information needs to be incorporated into the pipeline design and monitoring in order to 
demonstrate effective and reliable groundwater supply protection for decades to come. 
Lack of information or design in any one aspect would necessitate greater protection in 
other areas to compensate.  
 
Areas where information is needed includes residential water well locations, baseline 
water well surveys and additional information on quantitative groundwater conditions 
related to the Town of Pictou pumping well fields. 
 
B. Protection of Groundwater with respect to Proposed Industrial Activities 

 
Information from A. should be combined into a groundwater risk evaluation and mitigation 
plan (Groundwater Protection Plan) to inform pipeline design, monitoring and leak 
mitigation contingencies. Pipeline leak detection using the best available technology 
should be employed. Potential additional redundancy in pipeline protection measures for 
the area of the Town of Pictou SWPA that would provide extra assurances. 
 
C. Monitoring of Groundwater 
 
Groundwater monitoring is an important, often final measure in detecting and determining 
the impacts of an activity on groundwater. Strategically located shallow or nested 
monitoring wells can be used to monitor, detect, prevent/allow early mitigation for a wide 
variety of activities/releases that could impact groundwater. Groundwater monitoring 
philosophy in this project needs to be adjustable and consider the various types of design 
and activities (e.g. ETF, Spill basin, buried pipeline) and the relative risks along the entire 
pipeline route. 
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Recommendations 
 
The following recommendations are suggested for the proposed Northern Pulp ETF 
Facility and Pipeline, based on additional review of the Focus Report. 
 
 
Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
 
Understanding Groundwater 
 
Additional information on groundwater supplies needs to include both baseline residential 
water well surveys and the groundwater hydraulics related to the Town of Pictou pumping 
well field to better understand the active groundwater regime and how it may be affected. 
 

• Field-truthing and locational mapping of water wells within 500 metres radius of 
the proposed activities (ie. 500 m from each side of the centreline of the pipeline 
route, or from the ETF site boundaries) should be conducted prior to construction. 
 

• Pre-Construction Water Well Surveys should be conducted within 500 metres 
radius of the proposed activities (ie. 500 m from each side of the centreline of the 
pipeline route, or from the ETF site boundaries). These surveys should include 
both monitoring for drinking water quality parameters and well water levels and be 
conducted prior to any construction activities. Methodologies and monitoring 
proposed for the water well survey should be submitted to NSE for approval prior 
to implementation. 
 

• The Town of Pictou SWPA two municipal pumping well fields and Well Head 
Protection Area (WHPA) zones should be evaluated and important groundwater 
hydraulic data determined for incorporation into a groundwater risk evaluation and 
mitigation plan (Groundwater Protection Plan). Previous SWPA work may need to 
be updated to provide more quantitative data. It may be necessary to employ 
groundwater modelling in some form to provide information, which should include: 
 

o Pumping well drawdown levels 
o Pumping well zone of influences/capture zones 
o Time of travel for standard Well Head Protection Area (WHPA) zones (e.g. 

0-2 year (Zone A), 2-5 year (Zone B) and 5-25 year (Zone C)) 
o Groundwater flow directions 
o Evaluation of groundwater flow advection and dispersion effects on potential 

contaminant releases 
 
Protecting Groundwater Supplies 
 

• Provide a Groundwater Protection Plan that incorporates baseline well data along 
the pipeline route, groundwater flow directions and well field capture zone travel 
times and other data to quantitatively evaluate potential spill /leak malfunction 
scenarios risks and provide appropriate mitigation measures. This plan should 
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include management/contingency response outcomes based on the evaluation 
and be acceptable to the Department. 

 
• Provide a specific multi-faceted Leak Detection Plan with best available technology 

components (using external leak detection, internal leak detection and alarm 
measures such as proposed) acceptable to the Department. 

 
Monitoring Groundwater  
 

• Provide a Groundwater Monitoring Plan along the pipeline route that includes 
monitoring locations, measured parameters and frequency of monitoring. The plan 
should include rationale for shallow or nested monitoring wells at specific 
watercourse crossings and sensitive groundwater areas (near wells, SWPA etc.), 
acceptable to the Department. 

 
• Provide a revised/updated Groundwater Monitoring Plan for construction/operation 

in the area of the new ETF, acceptable to the Department. Groundwater monitoring 
plans in the ETF area will need monitoring locations, measured parameters and 
frequency of monitoring to be enhanced to include the new activities proposed. 
This includes additional monitoring to include the area with the proposed new 
clarifiers, aeration basin and effluent spill basin. The effluent spill basin is proposed 
to be HDPE lined and this should incorporate leak detection monitoring.  

 
• Provide Environmental Response and Contingency Plan (ERCP), Environmental 

Protection Plan (EPP) and/or Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 
documentation to specifically address contingencies for leaks/spills within the 
Town of Pictou Source Water Protection Area (SWPA) as well as mitigation and 
monitoring of any other contaminated groundwater encountered during 
construction or operation of the pipeline, acceptable to the Department. 

 
Other Observations 
 

• If the project proceeds, it is recommended that standard conditions be provided to 
the effect that the Proponent is responsible to replace or repair any water supply 
well found to be adversely affected by the project activities and operations to the 
satisfaction of the well owner.  
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Date: November 12, 2019  
 
To:  Water Management Unit Manager, Water Management Unit 
 
From: Senior Surface Water Quality Specialist, Water Management Unit 
 
Subject: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation – Review Comments & 

Recommendations 
 
Scope of Review 
As Senior Surface Water Quality Specialist with the Nova Scotia Environment (the 
Department) Sustainability and Applied Science Division, the following Northern Pulp 
Nova Scotia Replacement Effluent Treatment Focus Report review focuses on the 
following subjects: 

• Surface water quality & its management (freshwater and marine) 
• General surface and groundwater resources & their management, including 

marine resources 
 
The following review considers whether the environmental concerns associated with the 
above subjects and the proposed mitigation measures have been adequately 
addressed in the Environmental Assessment. The recommendations provided below 
are meant to supplement the actions outlined in the EA submission documents. 
 
While general comments on fish and fish habitat, wetlands, effluent discharge, surface 
water quantity, and groundwater quality and quantity may be included below, applicable 
technical specialists should be consulted for specific review and comment. 
 
Reviewed Documents 
 
The following document was the basis for this EA review: 
 
Dillon Consulting. 2019. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Environmental Assessment 
Registration Document (EARD) Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. Northern Pulp 
Nova Scotia Corporation. 17-64631-1300. 
 
Dillon Consulting. 2019. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation. 17-6461. 
 
  

Environment 

1894 Barrington Street  
PO Box 442  

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Canada   B3J 2P8  
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Comments 
 
Surface Water Quality and Quantity (Freshwater) 
 Pipeline 
 Receiving Water Environment (Baseline) 
• A fish habitat assessment was conducted in watercourses proposed to be crossed 

by the Project works, which is predominantly along the land-based effluent treatment 
facility (ETF) pipeline route (Appendix 7.1). The assessment includes descriptions of 
each watercourse, including a photolog, quantification of substrate type, percent 
cover, dimensions and bank vegetation cover and type. This assessment aligns with 
the requested baseline survey in my EARD review comments for fish and fish 
habitat, as well as watercourse characteristics and will be helpful in supporting 
watercourse approval/notification applications. 

 Design 
• A high-level engineering review of whether secondary containment for the pipeline is 

required, including for the land-based section, is presented in Appendix 2.1 and 
Section 3.5.2. The discussion identifies that based on the proposed use of 
conveying treated effluent, a single layer high-density polyethylene (HDPE) with an 
increased thickness (Standard Dimension Ratio 13.5) is sufficient for the full land-
based section in comparison to the EARD pipeline design. The revised design plans 
to use butt fusion or flange joints and discusses that the likelihood of a leak 
occurring is small but does not quantify the risk. The other two methods assessed in 
the review were:  

o use of a clay liner within the pipeline bed, which was identified as potentially 
causing pooling of leaked treated effluent; and,  

o use of a primary pipeline installed within a secondary pipeline, referred to as 
secondary containment.  

Beyond the statements about the robustness of proposed pipeline material and that 
joints when installed properly will be leak free there is no additional engineering 
review indicating why single wall pipe is adequate, particularly within the Town of 
Pictou drinking water supply area. Flow maintenance to prevent spills, leaks or 
releases within the pipeline is identified as being controlled via three monitoring 
parameters (Section 3.5.1). Assessment information is not provided on how resistant 
to fatigue are the pipeline flanges or expected pipeline resistance to external factors, 
such as potential pipeline strikes (e.g., excavation activities) and pipeline movement 
(e.g., frost heave). 

• A list of three external and three internal potential leak detection monitoring methods 
is provided along with a couple of sentence details on each method (Section 3.5.1; 
Appendix 2.1). Three operational flow maintenance methods are also listed. The 
presentation of potential leak detection methods aligns with my EARD review 
comments. The specific methods that will be applied for this project are proposed to 
be determined during the final design phase. The methods are described as being 
applicable to HDPE pipeline systems, with some having low leak detection rates 
(e.g., 60 L/hr), but the specific method and whether the low leak detection rate was 
measured in an HDPE pipeline is not discussed. 

• Automated leak detection systems, which consist of two external and three internal 
options are identified to not be installed and used on the marine-based pipeline 
sections. Beyond visual checks and operational flow maintenance no leak detection 
is proposed for the pipeline sections within Pictou Harbour and Caribou Harbour. No 
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release of treated effluent is planned to occur within the Pictou Harbour area for the 
Project. 

 Construction 
• The Focus Report identifies that the main construction method for pipeline 

installation will be trench and bury, including within watercourses and wetlands 
(Section 3.5). Trenching has the potential to intercept shallow groundwater tables, 
and seepage from the adjacent watercourses and wetlands. Pumping out this 
collected water within the trench may be required to allow construction in the dry. 
Trench dewatering mitigation measures are discussed in Appendix 0.0, including 
use of erosion and sediment controls and discharging to vegetated areas. 
Discussion of dewatering mitigation measures aligns with what was requested in my 
EARD review comments. Some potential contaminants of concern associated with 
trench dewatering could include total suspended solids (TSS) and chloride. Chloride 
can be elevated within shallow groundwater, watercourse and wetland systems 
adjacent to roadways due to winter de-icing activities. pH is another water quality 
parameter that may differ between groundwater and surface water systems. 

• At road crossings it is proposed to use a pipe jacking/micro-tunneling technique to 
install the pipeline (Section 3.5). This method would replace the use of horizontal 
directional drilling (HDD), which is no longer proposed as a pipeline installation 
method. Pipe jacking techniques can potentially use lubrication and soil conditioning 
fluids on the outside of the pipe being pushed through the soil profile. Additionally, if 
rotating cutting heads are used for micro-tunneling then fluids may be used for 
lubrication and to transport soil out of the tunnel as a slurry. These fluids are under 
pressure during the pipeline installation process, and there is the potential for their 
inadvertent release to the ground surface and into surface water resources, 
sometimes referred to as a frac-out. Appendix 0.0 discusses that for trenchless 
methods that additional geotechnical information will be collected, and mitigation 
measures developed using the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 
(CAPP) Pipeline Associated Watercourse Crossing Fish and Fish Habitat Impact 
Assessment Tool (2018). 

• In support of trenching activities to install the pipeline sections within watercourses 
and wetlands, alteration approval applications are proposed to be developed and 
submitted, including development of mitigation measures to reduce potential 
sediment loading (Section 3.5; Appendix 0.0). 

• Monitoring is proposed to support work near surface water resources (Section 5.2) 
for TSS and pH during storm events. Trench dewatering and surface water 
diversions during in-water works are expected to occur during the pipeline 
construction phase. Monitoring during storm events would not be adequate to 
identify potential sediment releases to surface water resources from dewatering and 
water diversion activities. As discussed above, chloride is a potential contaminant of 
concern that should be considered for the monitoring program. 

• An erosion and sediment control plan is proposed to be developed in support of the 
pipeline construction phase (Appendix 0.0). Construction activities related to 
watercourse and wetland crossings, trench dewatering and excavation are identified 
as having erosion and sediment controls implemented as mitigation measures to 
reduce sediment loading. 
 Operation 

• Figure 3.5-1 is discussed as presenting the direction of surface water runoff within 
the pipeline corridor and areas of flow accumulation. Discussion of flow 
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accumulation and mapping aligns with what was requested in my EARD review 
comments. Flow accumulation mapping is provided to indicate where surface water 
flows will drain to in the case of a surface spill, leak or release. Figure 3.5-1 is not 
included in the Focus Report. Appendix 7.1 includes what is expected to be Figure 
3.5-1, which is identified as Figure A7.1-2. 

 
Surface Water Quality and Quantity (Marine) 
 Receiving Water Environment (Baseline) 

 Water Quality 
• Baseline marine water quality samples were collected and analysed as part of the 

following two programs: 
o Six samples were collected by Stantec staff at varying depths on May 24 and 

25, 2019 within Caribou Harbour with chemical analysis for the same suite of 
parameters as the effluent characterization monitoring (Section 4.1). The 
results were indicated to be included as part of Appendix 4.1, but no 
laboratory data or discussion of the marine water sampling program was 
presented. Appendix 2.3 provides copies of the laboratory results for the six 
samples. 

o Appendix 7.3 identifies 8 water quality samples collected along the proposed 
pipeline route and 14 samples collected in the proposed diffusor area/mixing 
zone in October 2018, May 2019 (assumed to be the above samples 
collected for the marine baseline study) and June 2019 by NPNS personnel 
and EcoMetrix staff (Appendix 7.3; Appendix 9.2). No monitoring locations are 
displayed within the Focus Report for the October 2018 and June 2019 
sampling events. 

 
The physical and chemical analysis included general chemistry, nutrients, total 
metals, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), phenols, dioxins and furans, 
petroleum hydrocarbons, glycols, total polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). This program aligns with the 
requested baseline marine water sampling in my EARD review comments. 
Results were compared against potentially applicable guidelines, such as the 
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) marine water quality 
guidelines for protection of aquatic life and Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) Priority Marine Screening Level Criteria and listed based on whether the 
value exceeded the criteria, but without the values or number of exceedance 
results (Table 3-2 & Appendix B-1, Appendix 7.3). The maximum cadmium result 
was equal to the CCME criteria value, but no other parameters were at or above 
the CCME criteria. There were a number of parameter exceedances for the New 
Hampshire and Maine EPA results, including several where the reportable 
detection limit exceeded the criteria value. In Table A.5 (Appendix 9.2) the 
number of background samples for each parameter is identified and ranged from 
1 (fluoride, glycols, select PAHs, select phenols) to 14 individual samples. 
Average parameter values of the six marine water quality samples collected by 
Stantec were assessed against the Point A and C average discharge values in 
Appendix 2.3. The Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) in Appendix 9.2 
used median parameter values to assess marine baseline water quality. 
 
The baseline marine surface water quality results at the diffusor site were used to 
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represent background water quality in the receiving water study (RWS) models 
(Appendix 2.4). This aligns with the requested model update in my EARD review 
comments. 
 
The baseline marine surface water quality data have not been indicated in the 
Focus Report as being used to assist with screening to identify Contaminants of 
Potential Concern (COPCs) in the HHRA, including identifying baseline values 
that exceed applicable guideline values. 
 
No discussion is provided on whether the number of samples collected and 
analysed for the parameter groups is sufficient to characterize marine baseline 
water quality, particularly for parameters with one sample result. No assessment 
of baseline marine water quality and potential seasonal effects is provided. There 
is insufficient information provided to confirm that the marine baseline water 
quality data adequately characterizes the proposed diffusor area baseline 
conditions. Section 3.1.1 of Appendix 7.3 indicates additional sampling efforts are 
planned and data will be made available. No additional details on the scope of 
this monitoring are provided. 
 
No assessment is provided on whether the background water quality samples 
have been potentially influenced by existing Boat Harbour effluent treatment 
facility (BHETF) discharge into Pictou Road (part of the Northumberland Strait). 
The influence of existing BHETF discharge within Caribou Harbour would be 
expected to be minimal due to the estimated far-field distribution of effluent for 
the BHETF discharge point (Point D) (Appendix 4.2). 

• Appendix 4.2 field measured temperature and salinity profiles during the flood tide 
(May 24, 2019) and ebb tide (May 25,2019) observed high salinity values with low 
variation for both tide cycles indicating a well mixed water column. These 
observations were used to support the hypothesis that there is little impact from 
freshwater inputs into the Northumberland Strait at the proposed diffusor site 
location. No discussion is provided on potential seasonal effects on salinity values 
and freshwater inputs. 
 Sediment 

• Sediment samples were collected at 25 locations in April and May 2019 as surface 
grabs (8, including duplicates) and composite cores in Pictou Harbour and Caribou 
Harbour along the proposed pipeline route. This aligns with the requested baseline 
marine sediment sampling as part of my EARD review comments. The sediment 
samples were analysed for a suite of parameters including grain size, metals, 
general chemistry, nutrients, cyanide, dioxins and furans, TPHs, VOCs, PCBs and 
PAHs (Section 4.1; Appendix 4.1). The assessment of sediment quality results 
included both grab and composite core samples with respect to marine pipeline 
construction activities (e.g., excavation and backfilling, disposal of excess materials). 
The composite samples were compared to the Canadian Council of Ministers of the 
Environment (CCME) interim sediment quality guidelines (ISQGs) and Canadian 
Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) Disposal at Sea criteria (Appendix 4.1; 
Appendix 7.3). 

o The results assessment (Appendix 4.1; Appendix 7.3) identified exceedances 
in Caribou Harbour sediment quality results for arsenic, copper, a couple of 
chlorinated dioxins for CCME ISQGs, but the results did not exceed the 
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probable effect level (PEL) criteria. None of the Caribou Harbour sediment 
quality results exceeded the CEPA Disposal at Sea screening criteria. 

o Within Pictou Harbour sediment quality results exceeded CEPA Disposal at 
Sea screening criteria for cadmium and total PAHs in samples VC-53-3 and 
VC-50C-1, respectively (Appendix 4.1; Appendix 7.3). Two sample site results 
had several individual PAH results that exceeded the CCME ISQG PEL 
criteria. All locations had arsenic concentrations that exceeded the CCME 
ISQG PEL criteria. A number of sites had copper and lead results that 
exceeded the CCME ISQG PEL criteria. 

Appendix 7.3 identified that during the marine pipeline construction there is potential 
for mixing of the sediments due to excavation and backfill that may change sediment 
quality. The mitigation measures proposed for marine pipeline construction include 
alternative dredging/excavation methods to limit sediment disturbance and transport, 
silt curtains and land-based disposal (Appendix 2.5). The Pictou Harbour sediment 
quality results potentially indicate that land-based disposal of the excavated material 
will be required. No discussion is provided on whether additional sediment sampling 
will be conducted in support of excavation activities and mitigation measure 
development. 

• The proposed preferred dredging methods of clam-shell and long-reach backhoe are 
expected to produce less turbid water than the side-casting dredging method of 
cutting suction dredging (Appendix 2.5). These variety of proposed methods for 
excavation would be expected to have varying potential effects on marine 
ecosystems due to the level of sediment release and disturbance.  

• Appendix 0, Section 0.2.2.11 proposes to conduct visual turbidity inspections during 
marine pipeline construction and if a distinct colour difference is observed that will 
trigger an investigation to determine the cause. This monitoring technique may not 
be adequate to observe a sediment release event and ensure a quick response, as 
the proposed mitigation measure does not indicate monitoring frequency. Automated 
or measurement-based monitoring (e.g., turbidity meter, TSS analysis) is commonly 
used in sediment release monitoring programs. 
 Tissue 

• Tissue sampling was conducted on two species of crustaceans (lobster & rock crab) 
and one mollusc (quahog) for 4 to 5 individuals that were collected in the vicinity of 
the proposed outfall discharge (Section 9.1; Appendix 9.1). 

o The approximate areas/locations from which they were collected are not 
provided, and there is no discussion on whether the sample sizes of 4 to 5 
are adequate for baseline characterization of tissue. 

o The lobster hepatopancreas and quahog non-shell tissue samples were not 
analysed for PAHs and phenols. 

o Results are compared to Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) edible 
guidelines, but unlike other results comparisons in the Focus Report no 
additional guidelines were used to supplement the federal guideline. 

o The results discussion of the observed arsenic exceedance indicates that 
organic forms of the compound pose a lower potential risk to human health. 
No references are provided to support the discussion provided of common 
forms of arsenic and their potential toxicity to humans. 

o No discussion is provided on the general tissue analysis results and how they 
compare to reference marine areas for similar waters that are not in areas 
within the Northumberland Strait that would be exposed to treated pulp and 
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paper effluent discharge. Additionally, no assessment is conducted on 
parameter concentrations and potential health/toxicological effects to the 
organisms themselves (Appendix 9.1; Appendix 7.3). 

• Additional tissue sampling and analysis is proposed (Section 9.1; Appendix 9.1), 
including three mollusc species and three fish species. No discussion is provided on 
whether organic forms of arsenic will be potentially analysed in the additional 
samples to confirm the hypothesis of arsenic being in a potential less toxic organic 
form within the tissue samples. No information is provided on whether the number of 
tissue samples will be similar to the number of samples for lobster, rock crab and 
quahog in the Focus Report. 

• The results of the tissue sampling program have not been used to identify or confirm 
potential COPCs using observed elevated concentrations within the samples 
themselves for expected constituent parameters within the Effluent Treatment 
Facility (ETF) discharge (Appendix 4.2; Appendix 7.3; Appendix 9.2). 
 Water Quantity 

• To support RWS modeling activities, bottom-mounted (approx. 490 m northwest of 
discharge point) and vessel mounted acoustic doppler current profilers (ADCPs) 
were used, which collected water velocity and direction data for approximately 1 
month (June 2019) and two transects in late May 2019, respectively (Appendix 4.2). 
Water level loggers were also installed at Skinner Cove and Arisaig for 12 and 34 
days, respectively, to measure tide levels with an installation date of May 24, 2019. 
The observed results indicated that the water column was weakly stratified at the 
proposed diffusor site (Addendum 3.0). The following issues were identified with 
respect to RWS modeling activities: 

o No assessment is provided to indicate these monitoring time periods are 
sufficient to calibrate the model to simulate effluent discharge during the two 
scenario periods assessed (Summer and Winter), including level of 
stratification.  

o No discussion is provided on whether seasonal stratification would require 
use of a 3-D far-field model instead of the 2-D model developed in the Focus 
Report and EARD. 

o No validation observed dataset is used to confirm acceptability of the 
calibrated model inputs. 

 
Further discussion on the observed dataset length, calibration and validation 
processes and results would potentially better communicate modeler confidence in 
the overall model and its predictions. 

• Bottom-mounted ADCP measured waves for the one-month period were compared 
to far-field model results (MIKE 21) visually along with min, max, mean and standard 
deviation values with discussion of calibrated parameters (Appendix 4.2). The visual 
comparison of observed and modeled water levels is similar in the hydrodynamic 
model component. There is more visual discrepancy between the measured and 
simulated water temperatures. The reasoning provided for the water temperature 
discrepancies is it is potentially due to no air clearness observations at the 
Environment and Climate Change Canada Caribou meteorological monitoring site 
and an assumed value was used, and the ADCP measured temperatures were from 
the ocean floor (~20 m below surface) and the observed Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada temperatures were collected from 9 m below surface depth and located 1.2 
km north of the ADCP station. The following issues were identified: 
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o The discussion does not provide the water temperature depth that was 
modeled. 

o No statistical comparisons are provided for the MIKE 21 spectral wave model 
(e.g., Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, standard error, root mean square error, 
percent bias) to assess the adequacy of the model results.  

o A one-month comparison is potentially too short of a comparison and 
calibration period. 

o No validation period (independent comparison of observed and simulated 
results without calibrating input parameters) was included.  

o No winter data is used for calibration for water level and tide level prediction, 
which may limit the accuracy of the model for this period.  

 
In-field verification using a conservative tracer study is proposed to confirm model 
predictions and potential model input revisions to improve model simulations of the 
plume and receiving water environments (Addendum 4.0). 

• Observed water temperature data were not available as inputs for the winter 
scenario model, and no rationale is provided on how these temperatures were 
estimated (Appendix 4.2). Salinity for the winter scenario was setup based on May 
and June 2019 sampling results with no explanation on how this would be expected 
to be constant and applicable to the winter scenario. 

• Section 4.2 and Appendix 4.2 discussed that due to the lower salinity in the 
proposed effluent the lower density plume is estimated to be buoyant within the 
marine water column. 

• The calibration process description indicates how input values were selected for the 
various far-field model components (spectral wave and hydrodynamic) (Appendix 
4.2). No quantitative results are provided on calibration input parameter range of 
values and whether finalized parameter values were reasonable/realistic. 
 Discharge Quality and Quantity 
 In-Mill Improvements 

• In-mill non-contact cooling towers are proposed to be installed in conjunction with 
the ETF Project to reduce water usage requirements during the summer months of 
approximately 5,000 m3/day (Section 3.2; Addendum 1). The ETF is designed 
considering the cooling tower water-use reductions and therefore should be in 
operation prior to the ETF. There is no commitment provided in the Focus Report 
that this project will occur prior to start of ETF operation. 

• The ETF has a performance guarantee for effluent quality based on design input 
criteria, including a maximum daily total flow volume of 85,000 m3 (Appendix 2.4). 
There is discussion provided that peak hourly flow rates, etc. may exceed the 
proposed maximum daily flow rate and that the system will be designed to handle 
those higher peak hourly flows. Appendix 2.4 indicates lab bench-scale testing was 
conducted that estimated the system should be able to handle a maximum daily total 
flow volume of 90,000 m3. The 85,000 m3/day is the maximum flow volume 
evaluated in the RWS (Appendix 4.2). No discussion is provided on whether if the 
total maximum daily flow rate is exceeded how the discharge quality will be 
maintained. 

• Within the existing facility industrial approval there is a January 2020 BHETF influent 
quality target of Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) concentrations being less than 
950 mg/L with an accompanying value of 2x1,900 mg/L that triggers an investigation 
and subsequent reporting to the Department (Addendum 2). The Focus Report 
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discusses that daily peak COD values will continue to be investigated and reported 
that are 2x1,900 mg/L as part of the Project. The above COD influent quality target 
to the mill treatment facility was developed to improve in-mill operation and reduce 
black liquor spills within the plant. As this COD influent target has led to improved in-
mill improvements that have subsequently improved effluent quality, the continuation 
and lowering of this target could lead to further in-mill improvements and improved 
treated effluent quality. 

• An O2 delignification project is proposed to be developed as a separate project to 
improve effluent quality from in-mill processes, which would subsequently improve 
ETF effluent quality, particularly for Absorbable Oxygen Halides (AOX), COD, 5-day 
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD5) and colour (Appendix 2.4; Addendum 1). 
Additional justification that could be applied for installing the O2 delignification project 
as soon as feasible would be to further reduce BOD5, COD and colour loading into 
the Northumberland Strait. 

o Martel et al. (2017) identified that treating pulp and paper effluent having a 
BOD5 content of less than 20 mg/L, based on assessment of 81 effluent 
samples from 20 Canadian mills including 8 Kraft mills, reduced the likelihood 
of an effect on fish reproduction. The performance guarantee for the existing 
system predicts an average BOD5 content of less than 25 mg/L (Appendix 
2.4). Further reductions to BOD5 and COD loading from the ETF would 
potentially increase the likelihood of no adverse effect on fish reproduction. 

o The Health Canada 1979 (reprinted 1995) document referenced in the Focus 
Report is used to support the statement a minimum colour level of 15 True 
Colour Units (TCU) value can be detected by the human eye and that the 
estimated discharge plume mixing zone will not be distinguishable to the 
human eye when it reaches the water surface (Appendix 4.2). The effluent is 
estimated to be at 15 TCU at 5 m from the diffusor discharge site for the slack 
tide scenario (B) and even lower by the surface (Appendix 4.2). When the 
plume reaches the water surface at approximately 20 m, based on the near-
field RWS Scenario B dilution ratio of 1:100.1, it would be estimated to be 7.5 
TCU (Appendix 7.3) with a surrounding background colour estimated to be 
4.5 TCU (Appendix 4.2). The Health Canada (1995) reference also states that 
in larger bodies of water (e.g., bathtubs) the human eye can detect 5 TCU as 
visible colour. Given that the Northumberland Strait is a large body of water, 
the rationale provided that a 15 TCU colour level would not be discernable is 
questionable, based on additional information provided in the Health Canada 
reference document. The plume should not be visible to the human eye, 
which is a typical design practice for establishing the mixing zone (CCME 
Technical Supplement 3, Canada-wide Strategy for the Management of 
Municipal Wastewater Effluent [2008]). The mixing zone area for colour to 
reach the background value of 4.5 TCU is predicted for Scenario B in the 
RWS to be less than 200 m. Typically, mixing zone areas are 100 m or less in 
area and is proposed as a boundary limit within the Focus Report (Addendum 
3.0). 

 Effluent Treatment Facility 
Design 

• A spill basin is proposed to capture out of normal range mill effluent and tank spills, 
leaks and releases prior to it entering the ETF. The spill basin has a design storage 
volume of 35,000 m3 and is evaluated based on mill daily discharge volumes to be 
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able to store 10 to 13 hours of flow when in an empty condition. The influent piping 
and sump pumps will be located within the bottom of the basin and during winter 
months are proposed to be maintained using a warm effluent recirculation loop. The 
storage volume is compared against other Canadian mills to indicate the adequacy 
of the sizing (Appendix 3.4). The information provided does not discuss the potential 
to capture a dangerous goods spill event and indicate it is sufficiently sized to handle 
the largest volume expected to be diverted (e.g., largest tank volume). It is unclear 
on whether the spill basin will be maintained in an empty state following an upset 
event occurring and how quickly it will be emptied to handle a subsequent event. 
There is no discussion of the warm effluent recirculation loop and potential issues 
with managing non-compatible liquids that may be diverted to the spill basin. There 
are potential risks for an overflow event from the basin or inability to manage two 
upset events in sequence via the proposed spill basin and its planned management. 

• The proposed spill basin will be constructed as an earthen structure with a 1.9 mm 
thick HDPE liner placed on the surface. A ramp is proposed to be in the basin to 
allow access for clean out (Appendix 3.4). There is no discussion on how the ramp 
will be constructed and maintained to allow equipment access and protect the HDPE 
liner. There is no discussion provided on how the exposed HDPE liner will be 
managed and protected to prevent inadvertent punctures or tears without a 
protective top layer. There is no discussion of whether secondary containment 
and/or a leak detection system will be installed as part of the spill basin design to 
minimize the potential for spills, leaks or releases of dangerous goods that could 
migrate to local surface water and groundwater resources. 

• The ETF influent was characterized using comprehensive physical and chemical 
analysis of two samples collected at Point A (2018 and 2019) (Appendix 2.3). A 
number of additional parameters (COD, TSS, pH and BOD5) were sampled more 
frequently (daily or sub-weekly). This information aligns with the influent quality 
information requested in my EARD review comments but is potentially inadequate 
with respect to sample size and representing seasonal changes. No rationale is 
provided to support why the two comprehensive samples are sufficient to 
characterize the raw influent to the ETF to be used to identify potential COPCs and 
support ETF design. No discussion is provided on whether there would be expected 
to be seasonal changes in ETF influent and what expected changes would 
potentially occur due to incoming wood type changes (e.g., hardwood vs. softwood). 
 Discharge & Mixing Zone 

• The RWS assessment (Appendix 4.2), marine environment impact assessment 
(Appendix 7.3) and HHRA problem formulation (Appendix 9.2) used the treated 
effluent water quality results from a minimum of two samples collected at the existing 
BHETF discharge point (Point C) in 2019 to represent expected effluent quality 
discharged from the ETF. Daily samples were collected for TSS, TP, TN, colour and 
pH, and BOD5 and COD samples were collected three times per week. Metals and 
dioxins & furans were sampled once per year. The effluent quality data aligns with 
the requested characterization data in my EARD review comments but is potentially 
insufficient as it relies predominantly on the existing BHETF discharge quality and a 
limited sample number for a number of COPCs. Appendix 2.3 for in-text tables 
presents ‘ND’ instead of actual reportable detection limit for parameters, which limits 
review of whether reportable detection limits are below applicable guideline criteria 
values. No rationale is provided on why analysis of two samples collected at Point C 
is sufficient to characterize a number of COPCs (Appendix 2.3). 
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• The RWS near-field (CORMIX) and far-field (MIKE21) models were revised from the 
EARD for the Focus Report, including inclusion of observed data for model setup, to 
estimate the ETF discharge plume dynamics in Caribou Harbour (Appendix 4.2). 
The far-field model did not incorporate outputs from the near-field model and 
simulated effluent discharge conservatively as a single point instead a three-port 
diffusor. As requested in the Focus Report Terms of Reference and my EARD 
review comments two scenarios were simulated using observed data 
measurements: July 2019 (summer/warm water conditions) and February 2019 (ice-
cover conditions). The far-field model estimated that no effluent discharge buildup 
would occur along local shorelines and within basins. 

• The near-field model simulated the three-port diffusor for the following three 
scenarios during summer receiving water conditions (Appendix 4.2), representing 
different flow rates, effluent discharge concentrations and receiving water conditions. 
The number of parameters simulated using the model was increased to include 
cadmium, total dioxins and furans, phenanthrene (a PAH), total resin acids, total 
fatty acids and total pulp and paper phenols and estimated to not react, settle or 
degrade within the receiving water environment as a conservative approach. The 
addition of potential COPCs aligns with what was requested in my EARD review 
comments. The results were evaluated using a proposed 100 m mixing zone 
boundary limit, based on the CCME technical standard (2009) and Atlantic Canada 
Wastewater Guidelines Manual (2006). Colour was the only simulated parameter for 
Scenario B (high flow, low concentration, slack tide, summer discharge) to not be at 
background levels at the 100 m boundary limit (5.1 vs 4.5 TCU background), and is 
estimated to be at background in less prior to 200 m from the diffusor location. 

• To support RWS model output assessment for the proposed ETF, a far-field model 
(MIKE21) was developed to estimate the effluent plume for the BHETF at Point D 
(Appendix 4.2). The model was setup to simulate a 30-day period representing July 
2016 and estimated the effluent to be highly constrained by the Pictou Road channel 
and remain concentrated along south shoreline prior to discharge to the 
Northumberland Strait with an approximate dilution factor of 1:10. 

• A number of the parameters identified in the HHRA screening process were not 
input into the RWS near-field model to specifically assess dilution and mixing at the 
discharge point (Appendix 4.2), and instead were assessed using output dilution 
ratios for the BHETF discharge at Point C (Appendix 9.2). Additionally, bench-scale 
testing and assessment used for the ETF design basis did not include parameters 
initially screened by the HHRA problem formulation (e.g., manganese, mercury, 
guaiacol, catechol, ethylene dibromide and cadmium) (Appendix 2.4). 

• Total nitrogen (TN) concentration in the ETF discharge was revised from 3 to 6 mg 
N/L for the RWS in the EARD and Focus Report. The rationale provided was that the 
Veolia lab treatability tests had a TN discharge concentration of 5 mg N/L, which 
was considered lower than what would be expected from the proposed ETF. 
Therefore, the TN discharge concentration was increased to 6 mg N/L (Addendum 
2.0; Appendix 2.4). The 6 mg N/L value is potentially sufficiently conservative for use 
in the RWS assessment. 

• The marine environment impact assessment evaluated dilution of COPCs using 
baseline median water quality samples, BHETF Point C maximum concentrations, 
comparison of values to CCME marine water quality guidelines for protection of 
aquatic life and dilution ratios from the RWS near-field model for the slack tide 
Scenario B (Table 4-4, Appendix 7.3). This assessment estimated that the majority 
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of COPCs would be mixed sufficiently to match background conditions within 5 m or 
less with several parameters (manganese, total nitrogen) being completely mixed 
within 50 m. The estimation that the aluminum concentration within the discharge 
plume would be equivalent to background within <2 m is an underestimate given the 
input value was 2,330 µg Al/L. The colour mixing zone area is predicted to be less 
than 200 m for Scenario B in the RWS Appendix 4.2 and not approximately 100 m 
as discussed in the marine environmental impact assessment written sections 
(Appendix 7.3) and Focus Report (Section 1.0).  Based on the estimated discharge 
concentration and predicted dilution ratios, two of the assessed metals, aluminum 
and manganese, would require dilution ratios that exceed 1:100 to reach 
background concentrations. 

• The HHRA Problem Formulation (Appendix 9.2) screened a number of parameters 
potentially present in the ETF discharge (select metals, phenols, volatile organic 
compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, dioxins & furans) that are proposed to be 
assessed further in the final HHRA to be completed in the spring of 2020 (Section 
9.1). Step #1 of the screening process used existing maximum ETF discharge (Point 
C) results from up to 2 effluent samples in comparison to median background water 
quality results from the diffusor discharge area (up to 14 samples) (Appendix 9.2). 
Parameters were also flagged if the Point C lab reportable detection limit exceeded 
the background median concentration. The rationale for this approach was that 
discharge from the new ETF would be similar in quality to that from the existing 
BHETF.  

• Evaluation of benthic interactions from the plume were not conducted as the RWS 
predicted the discharge plume would not interact with the ocean floor creating scour 
and re-suspension (Addendum 3.0; Appendix 4.2; Appendix 7.3). The sediment 
transport modeling exercise (Appendix 4.3) applied a simplified model (Stokes Law) 
using particle size distributions from two existing pulp and paper mills with slack tide 
current speeds to estimate how long particles would take to settle out to the seabed. 
Suspended particles are conservatively estimated to not degrade within the water 
column. This assessment aligns with the requested assessment of impacts on the 
benthic environment in my EARD review comments. The estimation method predicts 
no sediment accretion from the Project; however, the following issues are identified: 

o No rationale is provided as to why this settling assessment was completed 
using Stokes Law calculations instead of estimating using the near-field 
CORMIX model, which does have a sediment transport module 
(http://www.cormix.info/cormix-gts.php) and/or within the far-field MIKE 21 
model. 

o No rationale is provided on whether the use of horizontal low current speeds 
is adequately conservative to estimate suspended solids settling times given 
the complex currents modeled within the Northumberland Strait conducted 
using the far-field and near-field models. 

o No follow-up monitoring is proposed to confirm the particle size distribution of 
the ETF discharge matches the predicted sediment transport processes. 
Although, operational sediment monitoring in support of the PPER 
requirements is proposed to be implemented (Appendix 7.4). 

o A general statement is provided indicating that the suspended particles are 
organic and biodegradable (Appendix 4.3). These particles remain after 
biological treatment and it is questionable as to the level of biodegradability 
within the receiving water environment and subsequently would accrete in 

http://www.cormix.info/cormix-gts.php
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quiet areas in the receiving water environment. 
• The PPER monitoring discharge criteria, RWS inputs (Appendix 4.2), marine 

environmental impact assessment (Appendix 7.3) and HHRA problem formulation 
(Appendix 9.2) identify a number of COPCs related to the ETF discharge. The EARD 
and Focus Report propose discharge criteria following the PPER requirements and 
existing COD influent target (Industrial Approval). 
 Operation 

• To support verification of the near-field and far-field modeling results, an in-field 
plume delineation study is proposed using a conservative tracer with tracking to the 
1:1,000 dilution limit, including plans to update the RWS models as required 
(Addendum 4.0). 

• The estimated mixing zone is expected to be less than 1% of the initial effluent 
concentration in less than 100 m of the diffusor port and not trigger PPER 
requirements for a fish community and benthic invertebrate community studies as 
part of an Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program (Section 7.4; Appendix 
4.2). These studies are proposed to be conducted as part of the first EEM cycle and 
subsequent EARD follow-up monitoring. The details of what would be expected for 
this follow-up EEM program are discussed further in Appendix G of the EARD, 
including deployment of caged bivalves within near-field and far-field plume areas, 
and an appropriate reference site. Toxicity testing using lobster larvae and herring 
embryos is proposed using treated effluent for acute and various sublethal effects. 
Fish tissue testing for dioxins and furans is not expected to be conducted following 
the start of operation as it is not a PPER EEM monitoring requirement given the size 
of the mixing zone.  

Groundwater Quantity & Quality 
• Groundwater levels are proposed to be monitored during the land-based pipeline 

construction phase (Section 5.2), but no details are provided on how this monitoring 
will be conducted (e.g., piezometers, monitoring wells). In addition, the existing 
groundwater monitoring well network within the NPNS site is indicated to be 
continued to be used before and after ETF construction with no discussion of 
whether additional monitoring wells will be installed to expand the network around 
the proposed ETF works. Additional monitoring wells at the NPNS site and along the 
land-based section of the pipeline route may be required to adequately assess 
groundwater quality and elevations, and identify potential project impacts, including 
from inadvertent releases (e.g., extents of spills or leaks). 

 
Recommendations 
Design/Planning Issues 
 Surface Water Quality and Quantity (Marine) 

 Water Quantity & Sediment 
• Additional information on the adequacy of the observed dataset length and 

seasonality used for far-field model calibration should be provided, including 
discussion of whether it is sufficient for the modeling exercise. Additional information 
should be provided on why the model was not validated using an independent 
observed dataset. Statistical methods should be used to assess goodness of fit for 
the model results to the calibration observed data. If the additional model 
assessment identifies that the model calibration observed dataset is insufficient to 
represent receiving water conditions, including seasonal variation, additional model 
calibration and validation activities should be conducted. The revised model results 
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should be assessed to identify if there are potential changes to the predicted 
environmental effects. Assessment should be also be included within respect to the 
sediment transport modeling and its adequacy in predicting long-term contaminant 
transport and accretion within receiving water environment, particularly for the 
sediment transport model and its results. Additional mitigation measures and/or 
project changes should be proposed to address the changes in predicted effects. 
The additional assessment and its results should be submitted to the Department 
and appropriate Federal Government agencies for review and consideration of 
acceptability prior to commencement of construction. If project changes and/or 
mitigation measures are proposed as part of the assessment they should be 
implemented when considered acceptable by the Department. 

 Effluent Treatment Facility Operation 
 Design 
• To confirm that the ETF influent quality (Point A) has been adequately characterized 

by the limited sampling for a number of COPCs in the Focus Report, additional 
influent quality sampling and comprehensive analysis should be conducted. This 
monitoring program should be adequate to characterize ETF influent with 
incorporation of expected seasonal and incoming wood type changes. The results 
should be compared to the Focus Report ETF influent quality and assessed to 
identify if there are potential changes to the design influent quality. Additional 
mitigation measures and/or project changes should be proposed to address the 
changes in influent quality, if required. The proposed monitoring program should be 
submitted to the Department for review and consideration of acceptability. The 
monitoring program results and recommendations for mitigation measures and/or 
project changes should be submitted to the Department for review prior to 
finalization of detailed design. If project changes and/or mitigation measures are 
proposed as part of the additional assessment they should be implemented when 
considered acceptable by the Department. 
 Discharge & Mixing Zone 

• Testing (e.g., bench-scale) and/or detailed treatability assessments should be 
conducted on the final HHRA, baseline tissue sampling and baseline marine water 
quality identified COPCs within the ETF influent to confirm the observed treated 
discharge concentrations at Point C from the existing BHETF adequately represent 
the expected effluent quality from the ETF. The assessment should include 
determining whether additional mitigation measures and/or project changes are 
required to maintain no significant effects from the Project. The assessment should 
incorporate the results of the above requested additional ETF influent quality 
assessment results. The assessment results and recommended modified mitigation 
plans and/or project changes should be submitted to the Department and 
appropriate Federal Government agencies for review. The Proponent should 
implement the recommended mitigation measures and project changes once they 
are considered acceptable by the Department. 

 
 
Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
The following recommendations could be potentially developed as conditions in support 
of applicable Department of Environment and other jurisdictional permits, approvals and 
authorizations for the Project: 
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 Surface Water Quality (Freshwater) 
 Pipeline 
 Design 
• The high-level engineering evaluation of whether secondary containment is required 

for the pipeline inadequately assesses the following design features in relation to 
preventing a leak, spill or release of treated effluent: 

o Resistance of the pipeline flanged connections to fatigue over the operational 
lifespan and potential for leaks? 

o Resiliency of the pipeline and its connection points to pipeline movement due 
to external forces (e.g., adjacent road work activities, accidental equipment 
strikes, frost heave)? 

 
The Proponent should provide additional information to confirm that the above listed 
single-wall HDPE pipeline design features are enough to reduce the likelihood of a 
leak, spill or release. This information should then be used in combination with the 
pipeline design and operation details to develop a quantitative probability-based risk 
assessment of the full pipeline system (both marine and land-based) to identify the 
system components that are most probable to fail. The results of the evaluation 
should be submitted to the Department for review. 
 
Based on the results of the risk assessment, pipeline design, mitigation measures 
and monitoring requirements, including leak detection methods, should be re-
evaluated and potentially revised to minimize the risk of a pipeline leak, spill or 
release, particularly within the Town of Pictou water supply area.  

• The details provided for the potential internal and external pipeline leak detection 
methods are inadequate to confirm a leak, spill or release from the proposed HDPE 
pipeline within the land-based pipeline section will be detected, including within the 
Town of Pictou water supply area. Considering the results of pipeline leak, spill and 
release risk assessment recommended above, a leak detection system should be 
designed for expected operating conditions and section types (marine/land-based). 
The system should consider additional or alternative leak detection methods within 
the Town of Pictou water supply area to improve measurement sensitivity and 
response times to a leak, spill or release. An overview of the leak detection system 
design, including details on sensitivity and redundancy, and the supporting 
monitoring plan should be submitted to the Department for review. The Proponent 
should implement the plan once it is considered acceptable by the Department. 

 Construction 
• The erosion and sediment control plan proposed to be developed in the Focus 

Report and EARD should be completed. The plan should be comprehensive in 
minimizing erosion and sediment loading from pipeline trenching, pipe jacking, 
watercourse and wetland alterations, and dewatering and submitted to the 
Department for review. The Proponent should implement the plan once it is 
considered acceptable by the Department. 

• As part of the pipeline construction Environmental Protection Plan (EPP), mitigation 
measures should be developed to manage trench dewatering discharge, as initially 
outlined in Appendix 0.0. These measures should consider minimizing erosion, 
scour and sediment loading, and monitoring requirements. Monitoring should be 
conducted when dewatering discharge is being received by a surface water resource 
regardless of whether a storm event has occurred. Monitoring parameters should 
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include, but not be limited to, TSS, turbidity and pH. The plan should provide a 
communication/reporting plan for sharing monitoring results with the Department that 
exceed criteria and what actions were taken (e.g., within 3 months of the end of 
construction). The measures and monitoring requirements should be submitted to 
Department staff for review. The Proponent should implement the plan once it is 
considered acceptable by the Department. 

• Mitigation planning to support trenchless methods as proposed in Appendix 0.0 
should be done to support pipe jacking/micro-tunneling activities, including 
monitoring and contingency planning to manage potential inadvertent releases. The 
plan could potentially be part of the pipeline construction EPP and should be 
submitted to the Department for review. The Proponent should implement the plan 
once it is considered acceptable by the Department. 

• Watercourse and wetland alteration notifications/approvals should be developed and 
applied for by the Proponent for the watercourse and wetland crossing works as 
indicated in the Focus Report (Section 3.5). These notification/approval applications 
should be developed in consultation with and submitted to the Department for 
consideration of acceptability. 

 
 Surface Water Quality and Quantity (Marine) 
 Receiving Water Environment (Baseline) 

 Water Quality 
• The limited number and seasonal marine water quality analysis results to 

characterize baseline conditions is inadequate, additional baseline marine water 
quality monitoring should be conducted in the area of the proposed diffusor location. 
The suite of parameters to be analysed should match those in the laboratory results 
in Appendix 2.3. A monitoring plan should be developed and designed to collect a 
sufficient number of samples to characterize baseline marine water quality that 
considers seasonal changes and appropriate water sample depths occurring prior to 
the commencement of pipeline and diffusor construction. The plan should be 
developed in consultation with the Department and appropriate Federal Government 
agencies. The Proponent should implement the plan once it is considered 
acceptable by the Department. 

• The additional marine water quality results should be assessed to confirm if they 
have substantially changed from the initial baseline dataset. Results should be 
compared against applicable guideline criteria, such as CCME marine water quality 
guidelines for protection of aquatic life. The appropriate results should be 
incorporated into the RWS models and HHRA and re-assessed to confirm whether 
the predicted environmental effects have substantially changed and proposed 
mitigation measures are adequate. The marine water quality results and planned 
revised assessments should be submitted to the Department and appropriate 
Federal Government agencies for review and confirmation of acceptability. Based on 
the revised assessments, the Proponent should make any necessary modifications 
to mitigation plans and/or changes to Project operations to prevent unacceptable 
environmental effects. The revised assessment results and recommended modified 
mitigation plans and project changes should be submitted to the Department and 
appropriate Federal Government agencies for review. The Proponent should 
implement the recommended mitigation measures and project changes once they 
are considered acceptable by the Department. 

 Sediment 
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• The sediment quality exceedances observed in the Pictou Harbour for a couple of 
parameters (cadmium and total PAHs) for the CEPA disposal at sea criteria 
potentially require the excavated material to be sent for land-based disposal. Prior to 
the commencement of pipeline construction, the Proponent should develop and 
submit a marine excavation material management plan that includes 
approvals/agreements allowing excavated materials to be transported and disposed 
of at a licensed facility. The plan should also include mitigation measures to reduce 
sediment transport within the water column and outside the area of the works. The 
plan should include monitoring techniques beyond the proposed visual methods, 
including consideration of measurement-based monitoring with action criteria/levels 
for triggering implementation of mitigation measures or stopping dredging/excavation 
activities. The plan should include communication/reporting of criteria exceedances 
and follow-up actions (e.g., summary report 3-months following completion of 
construction). The plan should be submitted to the Department and appropriate 
Federal Government agencies for review. The Proponent should implement the 
recommended plan once it is considered acceptable by the Department. 

 Tissue 
• In combination with the additional baseline tissue sampling and assessment 

discussed in the following section, the lobster, rock crab and quahog tissue quality 
results should be re-assessed with inclusion of approximate locations of sample 
sites, comparison to other applicable jurisdiction guidelines and assessment and 
interpretation of results. The jurisdictional guideline comparison should include 
discussion of the identified HHRA COPCs identified in the screening process. 
Rationale should be provided as to the adequacy of the tissue sample size for each 
species. The results assessment should include discussion of results with respect to 
sample collection within an environment that is currently exposed to existing treated 
pulp and paper effluent discharge, including potential comparison to applicable 
reference tissue results. The results of the assessment should identify whether 
additional sampling should be conducted to expand the baseline dataset and 
potentially capture an appropriate reference site. The results of the re-assessment 
should be submitted to the Department and relevant Federal Government agencies 
for review and consideration of acceptability. If additional monitoring and 
assessment is recommended, it should be implemented prior to the commencement 
of marine construction activities. 

• The proposed additional baseline tissue sampling, analysis and assessment of 
mollusc and fish species for analysis for metals, phenols, dioxins & furans and other 
COPCs should be conducted prior to the commencement of marine pipeline and 
diffusor construction. Reference samples should be considered for marine areas 
within the Northumberland Strait that would be expected to not be influenced by 
existing treated pulp and paper effluent discharge. Locations of mollusc and fish 
sample sites should be documented and assessed with respect to the existing and 
proposed treated effluent discharge locations. Analysis of tissue from applicable fish 
muscle and organs should be considered and conducted if appropriate. Analysis of 
various forms of arsenic should be considered to support the hypothesis of the 
majority of arsenic compounds in tissues being organic. Additional information 
should be provided including comparison to other relevant jurisdiction guidelines, 
including marine organism toxicology/health-based tissue guidelines, as conducted 
for other media (e.g., fresh and marine surface waters, groundwater). The 
jurisdictional guideline comparison should include discussion of the identified HHRA 
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COPCs identified in the screening process. This additional baseline tissue 
assessment could potentially be combined with the re-assessment of the previously 
sampled tissue results discussed above. The additional assessment results should 
be submitted to the Department and appropriate Federal Government agencies for 
review and consideration of acceptability. 

• COPCs identified by the baseline tissue sampling program should be compared 
against Project COPCs and if not included be subsequently added with appropriate 
environmental effects and risk assessments conducted to confirm whether there 
would be potential environmental effects. If changes in effects are predicted 
appropriate mitigation measures and/or project changes to reduce those effects 
should be developed. Monitoring programs should be subsequently updated to 
include these identified COPCs, including influent and effluent sampling, if 
appropriate. The results and recommendations of the additional COPC assessment 
should be submitted to the Department and applicable Federal Government 
agencies for review prior to the finalization of detailed design. The recommendations 
should be implemented when considered acceptable by the Department. 

 Fish and Fish Habitat & Benthic Invertebrate Communities 
• Although not required by PPER based on expected effluent plume mixing limit (~100 

m), baseline fish community and benthic invertebrate community studies that follow 
PPER design requirements should be developed and submitted for review and 
consideration of acceptability to the Department and appropriate Federal 
Government agencies prior to the commencement of construction. Additional benthic 
invertebrate field work is proposed to be conducted in the fall of 2019 and plankton 
studies in the summer of 2019 at the proposed diffusor area (Section 7.3). These 
studies would provide potentially valuable baseline data to support future project 
EEM studies and confirmation of estimated Project effects. 

 
 Discharge Quality and Quantity 

 In-Mill Improvements 
• The in-mill cooling towers should be installed and be operational prior to the ETF 

commencing operation to ensure maximum peak flow rates are reduced and 
treatment processes function as proposed in the Focus Report. 

• The ETF performance guarantee effluent maximum daily flow volume of 85,000 m3 
should be set as a maximum daily ETF influent volume to ensure COPCs are 
adequately treated prior to discharge. 

• The influent COD concentration target of less than 950 mg/L to be met by January 
2020 as part of the existing facility Industrial Approval should continue to be applied 
and potentially lowered further to continue to improve ETF discharge quality. A new 
target could be applied to effluent quality instead of influent quality as mean monthly 
and daily maximum values, which would be align with the discharge criteria in the 
Federal PPER program. 

• In support of further COD reductions within the mill to assist with meeting a revised 
effluent target, as well as reducing BOD5, AOX and colour ETF discharge 
concentrations the proposed O2 delignification project to be implemented at a later 
unknown date, should instead be implemented as soon as feasible to further 
improve discharge quality and increase the likelihood of the it having no adverse 
effect on fish reproduction. 

 Effluent Treatment Facility Operation 
 Design 
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• The spill basin detailed design should follow the liner system requirements in the 
Nova Scotia Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Guidelines (2004) to provide a robust 
liner system to store spills, leaks and releases within the mill, including dangerous 
goods. The design should consider the proposed equipment access and clean out 
methods used to manage the spill basin. A design overview should be submitted to 
the Department for review prior to the commencement of construction. The design 
should be implemented when considered acceptable by the Department. 

• To maintain operational integrity of the spill basin and ensure adequate storage 
volume to handle potential spills, a spill basin management plan should be 
developed. The plan should include managing different types of materials, 
sequential spills/leaks/releases, clean-out and liquid/solid removal procedures for 
the different types of collected materials, and appropriate final disposal procedures 
that observe applicable provincial and federal regulations. The plan should be 
submitted to the Department and appropriate Federal Government agencies for 
review prior to the commencement of construction. The plan should be implemented 
following acceptance by the Department. 

Discharge & Mixing Zone 
• Monthly average and daily maximum discharge criteria should be potentially 

developed for the Project to mitigate potential environmental effects. The 
development of the criteria should consider RWS model inputs, marine 
environmental impact assessment results, current and proposed Federal PPER 
discharge criteria and the results of the HHRA to be completed in the spring of 2020. 

• The 100 m mixing zone boundary limit proposed in the RWS (Appendix 4.2) should 
be used as the basis to evaluate project effects as part of the operational EEM study 
programs. In support of the mixing zone boundary, the zone should not be visible 
(e.g., colour). 

Operation 
• An operational phase water quality monitoring plan should be developed to assess 

discharge mixing zone quality at appropriate distances in relation to the discharge 
plume dimensions to confirm dilution and mixing is occurring as predicted. The 
monitoring parameters should include the full list of COPCs identified through the 
HHRA, baseline tissue sampling and baseline marine water quality. The monitoring 
program should include temperature profiles within the plume to assess dynamics 
and should align with requirements for the environmental effects monitoring program 
in support of the PPER requirement. Sampling frequency and timing should account 
for seasonal changes and applicable ocean current conditions. The plan should be 
developed in collaboration with the Department and appropriate Federal 
Government agencies and submitted for review prior to the commencement of 
operation. Once considered acceptable by the Department the plan should be 
implemented and results reported to the Department.  

• An operational phase sediment monitoring plan should be developed to assess 
sediment deposition and quality at appropriate distances in relation to the discharge 
plume dimensions to confirm accretion is not occurring. Particle size distribution 
sampling of the ETF discharge should be conducted to confirm it is similar to 
sediment transport model inputs. This plan could be developed as a combined 
operation phase marine water quality and sediment monitoring program. 

• The proposed near and far field model verification activities in Addendum 4.0, should 
be develop as a in-field plume delineation monitoring program. The program should 
include use of a conservative tracer with appropriate measurement locations to 
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adequately delineate the spatial extents of the ETF discharge plume. The program 
should be submitted to the Department and appropriate Federal Government 
agencies for review prior to the commencement of operation. Once considered 
acceptable by the Department the plan should be implemented and its results 
submitted. 

• The proposed EEM study (Section 7.4 [Focus Report] and Appendix G [EARD]) 
should be developed and executed as proposed, including fish community and 
benthic invertebrate community studies. Due to the importance of recreational, 
commercial and indigenous fisheries, aquaculture and recreational water uses within 
the Northumberland Strait, identification of several COPCs, and that the final HHRA 
is not yet completed, additional EEM monitoring studies of fish communities and 
benthic invertebrate communities beyond the first EEM cycle and PPER 
requirements should be developed and conducted. An EEM program should be 
developed that includes: 

o the proposed studies in the EARD and Focus Report, including deployment of 
caged bivalves within the plume area and applicable reference sites, and full-
strength ETF effluent acute and chronic toxicity testing 

o ETF influent and effluent quality monitoring for a comprehensive suite of 
parameters that includes the COPCs 

o operation phase tissue testing for same species and suite of parameters as 
listed in Appendix 9.1 within the plume and applicable reference areas 

o consideration of acute and sub-lethal toxicity testing on fathead minnow, 
mummichog or equivalent fish species eggs as per test methods in Martel et 
al. (2017) study to confirm no adverse effects of full-strength ETF effluent 

o fish community and benthic invertebrate community studies following PPER 
requirements 

 
The above program should be developed in collaboration with the Department and 
appropriate Federal Government agencies and submitted for review prior to the 
commencement of operation. The plan could potentially follow a three year cycle to 
coincide with the Federal EEM program. Once considered acceptable by the 
Department, the program should be implemented and its results provided to the 
Department for review. 

 
The results of the first EEM cycle should be submitted to the Department and 
appropriate Federal Government agencies for review. The results should be 
assessed with consideration of whether mitigation measures or project changes are 
required to reduce observed effects (if applicable), and potential requirements for the 
second EEM cycle. Once considered acceptable by the Department, the second 
EEM cycle program should be implemented and its results provided to the 
Department for review. 

 
Groundwater Quantity & Quality 
• The groundwater and surface water monitoring plan to support the existing Industrial 

Approval requirements should be expanded to include monitoring wells and stations 
near the site of the ETF works and the proposed land-based pipeline route. The 
locations should be selected to adequately monitor groundwater quality and levels, 
and surface water quality with a focus along the pipeline route on potentially 
intercepting spills, leaks or releases. The monitoring parameters should be 
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expanded to include the COPCs identified in the final HHRA. The revised plan 
should be submitted for review to the Department prior to the commencement of 
operation. Once considered acceptable by the Department, the plan should be 
implemented. 
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Date: November 15, 2019   
 
To:  Environmental Assessment Officer, Environmental Assessment Branch  
Cc:  
 
From:  Wetland Specialist, Water Resources Management Unit, Sustainability and 

Applied Sciences 
 
Subject:  Wetlands 
  Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
 
Introduction 
 
Concerns following review of the EARD for the proposed project included uncertainty 
around the ability of the proponent to construct the effluent pipeline as presented. At that 
time, no formal wetland delineations had been conducted along the land-based pipeline 
route from the Pictou Causeway to Caribou marine pipeline connection. It was also noted 
that other natural resource field surveys were also lacking along the pipeline route.  
 
The addendum documents identify a revised land-based portion of proposed effluent 
pipeline includes approximately 1 km of pipeline within the existing NPNS facility and 
approximately 9 km of pipeline to be constructed within the existing Highway 106 Right-of-
Way, from Pictou causeway to Caribou, where it will join the marine pipeline section. As per 
the terms of the focus report, field delineation and functional assessment of wetlands that 
will be impacted within the ROW were conducted and reported in the revised assessment of 
the project.      
 
Based on review of the addendum documents and EARD submitted by the proponent, I 
provide the following comments: 
 
Planning/Design Issues 
 
ETF Facility 
 

• No changes to the predicted impacts to wetlands on NPNP portion of the project. 
WL1 and WL2 will be impacted by construction of components of the ETF.  

 
Land-based Pipeline 
 

• The re-alignment has shifted the proposed pipeline route to the “outermost eastern 
portion of the ROW” and will be installed within undeveloped/unmaintained areas.   

Environment 
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• A basic wetland baseline study, including, field delineations and function assessment 

of wetlands within the Highway 106 ROW has been completed. Descriptions of 
wetland conditions and a summary of key wetland function were provided.  Additional 
data may be required to address monitoring requirements based on final design of 
pipeline route and detail crossing information. This could include additional hydrology 
and/or shallow groundwater measurements to confirm post-construction changes to 
wetland characteristics and functions of any remnant/adjacent wetland.   
 

• Basic flora/fauna baseline surveys have been completed within the Right of Way. 
Additional work may be required to further assess priority species, including avian 
species that have the potential for long term associations with wetland habitat along 
the pipeline route. Two wetlands along the proposed route have the potential to be 
considered as Wetlands of Special Significance based on an occurrence of a 
Species at Risk. Additional field surveys for wetland priority species and 
development of suitable mitigation plans will be required. 
 

• Field delineations included identification of additional wetlands (WL13-B, WL5-E, 
WL19 and WL20) that were not previously identified through the preliminary 
assessment completed at the time of the EARD. As a result of re-alignment 

o Wetlands to the west of Highway 106 will no longer be directly impacted by 
construction activities.  

o The proponent intends to avoidance direct impact to wetlands outside of the 
existing ROW  

o The proponent intends to avoidance direct impact to WL3 (salt marsh) 
 

• Descriptions of wetlands appear to be generally consistent with the information 
provided and are based on classes included in the Canadian Wetland Classification 
System and the NS Wetland Conservation Policy.  Identification of key wetland 
functions was conducted via rapid assessment using the WESP-AC method. 
Assessments focused on portions of wetland within the ROW, but also considers 
surrounding area via desktop review and field observations. The WESP-AC outputs 
were not included in the Focus Report.  
 

• It is anticipated that up to two hectares of wetland will be directly impacted as a result 
of land-based construction activities. This is based on the work area required to 
trench and install the pipeline. Impacts to individual wetlands are not proposed to 
permanently remove the entire wetlands but are limited to a small work area based.  
 

• Installation of the pipeline will be conducted via trench and bury technique within 
wetlands and watercourses along the proposed route. Best management practices 
associated with pipeline construction to reduce the impact on wetlands have been 
identified and included in the addendum and, if the project is approved, should be 
included in site specific design and construction plans and related water resource 
approval applications: 

o  Minimization of disturbance footprint in and around wetlands and promotion of 
protective buffers for wetlands and watercourses and priority species and their 
habitat. This should include identification of designated work/laydown areas 
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and/or jacking pits.  
o Surface water control and management plans (ditch plugs, re-establishing 

drainage patterns, trench de-watering and water discharge) 
o Soil/vegetation management plans to separate and re-use suitable materials 

(wetland soils and vegetation/seed bank) to minimize permanent losses and 
facilitate rehabilitation.   

o Development of site-specific sediment and erosion control and environmental 
protection plans to minimize potential for water quality reductions 
 

• If the project is approved, the proponent has committed to conducting post-
construction monitoring and progressive rehabilitation further mitigate impacts to 
wetlands and changes in local hydrology patterns as a result of construction 
activities.   
 

 
Marine Pipeline 
 

• No direct impact to tidal wetlands anticipated as result of construction of the marine 
portion of the pipeline.  
 

• Indirect impacts to coastal wetlands may occur as a result of sedimentation and 
water quality reductions during construction. Mitigations to minimize impacts during 
marine construction activities have been presented and should be included in 
development of project specific management plans and referenced in any approvals.  
 

• Indirect impacts as a result of unintended releases of treated effluent to marine and 
coastal wetlands may occur as a result of equipment malfunction. This scenario 
should be addressed and included in the facilities operation management and project 
specific contingency plans. Marine environmental quality monitoring should be 
required to confirm effectiveness of the effluent treatment, assumptions made 
respecting the receiving water study and in compliance with relevant environmental 
guidelines and/or discharge criteria.  

 
 
Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
 
ETF 
 

• Given proximity of the spill basin to the remaining portion of WL2 and potential for 
interaction via operational upset and release into the environment, it will essential 
that the spill basin is constructed and operated in a manner to ensure overflow 
scenarios are prevented. Design and operational management of this component of 
the EFT should be prepared by a qualified Professional Engineer and accepted by 
NSE. If the project is approved, site specific operational management plans and 
contingency plans should be required to consider operational water levels in the 
basin (including winter maintenance and maximum capacity), suitability as a dual 
purpose spillway for effluent spillway and mill facility upset basin and the potential for 
flooding/storm surge.  
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• If the project is approved, wetland monitoring will be a requirement for WL2 

(proposed partial wetland alteration) to determine indirect impact (if any) following 
construction of the ETF.  Surface water and/or groundwater monitoring requirements 
associated with the existing pulp facility and/or as required in future monitoring plans 
can be used to support wetland monitoring. Wetland monitoring plans, at a minimum, 
should include details for assessing changes in wetland vegetation, wetland 
hydrology, soil substrates, and boundary conditions. 
 
 

Land-based Pipeline 
 

• Once operational, the pipeline represents a potential concern to wetlands through 
equipment malfunction and upset conditions leading to a loss of effluent to the 
environment. Proper design and installation of the pipe is integral to minimizing risk 
of malfunction. Pipeline design should consider best methods to be protective of 
sensitive areas, such as the wetlands associated with watercourses or areas within 
the water supply area. Additionally, overall quality of the treated mill effluent, 
operational/facility improvements in the mill and pipeline operational monitoring 
programs should be considered to maximize protection to the environment and 
reduction of potential risks associated with longevity of pipe joint sections, including 
land to marine sections, pipe thrust from freeze/thaw cycles, and adequate buoyancy 
protections.    
 

• If the project is approved, surface water and groundwater monitoring should be 
conducted by the proponent to enhance proposed pipeline monitoring via automatic 
detection, particularly in relation to wetland, watercourses, areas of flow 
accumulations and within the water supply watershed boundaries, and general 
compliance with construction and operational management requirements.  
 

• If the project is approved, the proponent has committed to monitoring the degree of 
wetland disturbance adjacent the proposed pipeline. This will be conducted through 
assessment of grade comparisons, changes in hydrology, water quality, changes in 
vegetation communities. Additional monitoring requirements may be required based 
on final, site specific pipeline design and crossing details. A detailed wetland 
management plan should be prepared and submitted to NSE prior to any 
construction activities.  
 

Marine Pipeline 
 

• Once operational, the marine pipeline has the potential to impact coastal wetlands 
via equipment malfunction. Impacts of a potential release can be reduced via 
effective treatment of effluent, careful preparation of operational management plans 
and rapid environmental/emergency response planning. The suitability of proposed 
monitoring of marine portion of the pipeline should be considered to maximize 
protection to the environment. Additional leak detection and compliance monitoring 
along marine sections of pipeline should be considered.  
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Other Observations 
 

• The disturbance to wetlands as a result of construction activities can be mitigated 
through proper construction techniques and post-construction rehabilitation to re-
establish wetland or wetland like functions within the existing disturbed habitats 
encountered along the proposed pipeline route. Ensuring that efficient and effective 
treatment of mill effluent and ensuring pipeline breaches are prevented, quickly 
detected and addressed appropriately will be essential to ensuring overall protection 
of the environment.  
 

• If the project is approved, the proponent should be required to identify and pursue 
additional in-mill processes that will ultimately improve effluent quality and/or reduce 
the overall impact of the mill on the environment. This should include initiatives 
included in the review documents (i.e. water-cooling towers, O2 delignification) or 
other mill process that would be beneficial in improving overall mill effluent quality 
and/or effluent treatment quality.   

     

Recommended Terms and Conditions: 

• Prior to any construction, the proponent must obtain Wetland Alteration Approvals for 
any wetland directly altered by the proposed ETF and associated effluent pipeline.   
 

• The proponent must develop a wetland monitoring plan, which shall include: 
 

o Details of baseline conditions before construction (including tree/vegetation 
clearing and grubbing) begins. This should include boundary conditions 
indicators of hydrology, water quality parameters and vegetation community.  

o Post-construction rehabilitation details and inclusion of adaptive management 
options to address final rehabilitation 

o How changes in hydrology of partially impacted wetlands will be monitored 
and proposed performance indicators 

o How changes in the vegetation community of wetlands will be monitored, 
especially regarding the proportions of wetland specific plants, invasive 
species and proposed performance indicators   

o How changes in water quality of the impacted wetlands will be monitored and 
proposed performance indicators  

o Re-assessment of priority species, if applicable 
o Maintenance requirements relating to the operation of the pipeline  

 
• As per the wetland alteration approval(s), the proponent must develop a Wetland 

Compensation Plan. The Wetland Compensation Plan and associated reporting 
requirements must be developed to establish specific objectives intended to prevent 
the net loss of wetlands and functions in accordance with the Nova Scotia Wetland 
Conservation Policy, with a preference for compensation projects within the local 
watersheds, followed by compensation opportunities elsewhere in the province. 
Consultation with local stakeholders should also be considered.  
 

• Prior to any construction, the proponent must develop project specific environmental 
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protection, surface water/groundwater management, sediment and erosion control 
and wildlife management plans to the satisfaction of NSE and other relevant 
regulatory authorities.  
 

• Prior to operation, the proponent must develop operational management and 
contingency plans relating to optimal operation of the ETF and effluent pipeline.  
 

• Results of baseline surveys for natural resources should be provided to NS Lands 
and Forestry for inclusion into relevant inventories. GIS data should be provided in 
the format preferred.  
 

• Project operations shall be completed and rehabilitated as required by the 
Department. 

 
• Re-vegetation of disturbed areas shall be limited to the use of native species, unless 

otherwise authorized in writing by the Department. 
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Town of Pictou
40 Water Street -

P0 Box 640 Dear Minister Wilson,
Pictou, Nova Scotia
80K 1110 The Caribou? Pictou Source Water Protection Committee (SWPC) met on the evening of

October 9, 2019 to receive updates and discuss issues associated with the source water

T 902 485 4372
supply. At this meeting, the SWPC supported the Town of Pictou’s response, dated March 8,
2019 to the Department of Environment) regarding the February 7, 2019 environmental

F 902.485,8110 assessment documentation from Northern Pulp Nova Scotia for the replacement of their
Effluent Treatment Facility.

www.townofpictou.ca
The Town of Pictou Statement of Position March 8, 2019:
The Town of Pktou hereby informs the Nova Scotia Department of Environment that it can
not support the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia plan for the Replacement Effluent Treatment
Facility. Additional risk, however small, to the domestic water supply is unacceptable.
The plan creates additionaj risk to the Town water supply by the on-land portion of the
proposed transmission pipe carrying treated effluent to Caribou Harbour.

The proposed on-land portion of the pipe carrying treated effluent to Caribou Harbour will cross
both the Pictou wellfield, which is completely within the Town of Pictou boundaries, and, the
Caribou wellfield which is situated completely within the boundaries of the Municipality of
Pictou County. Both wellfields are located within the delineated boundary of the
Caribou/Pictou Watershed protected area...

The Town has been granted Permits from the Province of Nova Scotia to draw approximately
half of the Town’s potable water from wells within the Caribou wellfleld and the rest from the
Pictou weilfield. As part of the permitting process, the Caribou/Pictou Source Water Protection
Committee was formed, and the Pictou/Caribou Source Water Protection Plan was
completed.

Residents of the Town of Pictcxi depend on the groundwater drawn from the PictoulCaribou
watershed for their drinking water. The Caribou and Pictou wellflelds are the only viable
sources of potable water and it would be safe to conclude that without this dependable source
of water there could be no town. It is the Town’s position that we can not be supportive of any
activity that would add additional risk to our water supply regardless of the many references
to ‘insignificant risk in the Environmental Registrathn Document. More specifically, we cannot
support the planned construction of a pipe carrying the treated effluent containing ‘residual
contaminants’ (Registration Document, Pg. 32) along TCH 106.

The SWPC thanks the Minister for the consultation process.

Respectfully submitted (on behalf of the Source Water Protection Committee):

Councillor Malcolm Heuser, Chair of the Caribou! Pictou Source Water Protection Committee



From: Jim Ryan
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 3:37:16 PM
Attachments: NP Focus Report Submission November 2019- final.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good afternoon!

Attached is the Town of Pictou response to the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report for the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility.

Jim Ryan
Mayor
Town of Pictou
40 Water Street
PO Box 640
Pictou, NS    B0K 1H0

mailto:jim.ryan@townofpictou.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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1. Town of Pictou Re-Statement of Position:

The Town of Pictou hereby informs the Nova Scotia Department of Environment 

that it can not support the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia plan for the Replacement 

Effluent Treatment Facility. Additional risk, however small, to the Town's 

domestic water supply is unacceptable. 

1. Context for Responding to the Focus Report:

The Town of Pictou submitted a formal response to the Norther Pulp Environmental 

Assessment Registration Document on March 8, 2019. In that response (Appendix A), the Town 

expressed significant concern in three areas: 

• Potential for Accidental Groundwater contamination within the Pictou and

Caribou Wellfields,

• Potential negative effects of changes in air emissions and odours associated with

the burning of sludge at Abercrombie Point and the

• Potential for negative Economic effects during the construction period.

A number of managers and scientists within numerous Divisions of Nova Scotia Environment 

and other Provincial and Federal Departments also expressed positions in their responses to 

the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia EA Registration document that support the Town of Pictou's 

reasoning. Assessments and recommendations were also made within the Department memos 

regarding the ability to reduce the risks associated with the potential environmental impacts of 

the project. 

The former NS Minister of Environment, Margaret Miller, in the Terms of Reference For The 

Preparation of a Focus Report Regarding the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 

recognized the Town of Pictou's water and air emission concerns. 



2. Responses to Areas of Concern within the Focus Report:

****Note: Comments in this response should not be interpreted as to imply that there 

could be an acceptable plan to run the pipeline through the Town of Pictou 

Watershed. 

A. Potential for Accidental Ground Water Contamination

The modified route proposed for the on-land portion of the pipe carrying treated effluent to 

Caribou Harbour fails to address the previously stated concerns of the Town of Pictou. This 

plan continues to propose crossing the Pictou Watershed creating new risks to the groundwater 

supply. The following points identify items in the Focus Report that remain as concerns 

contributing to its' failure to meet the 'no additional risk' standard set by the Town. 

• Moving the effluent pipe to the east side of Highway 106 and away from the shoulder

does nothing to reduce risk to the Town water supply as it will remain within the

watershed area.

• Thickening of the HDPE pipe to 67.7 mm from 53.8 mm does not address concerns of

the Town or support recommendations by NSE Senior Surface Water Quality Specialist

for the Water Management Unit regarding trench lining and/or secondary containment.

(Appendix B, Page 7)

• Both trenching (Approximately 2.5 metres deep) and 'pipe jacking' can cause significant

disturbance to soils and surface water along the pipeline route which could, in itself,

lead to groundwater contamination in both the short and long term. (eg. Acid Rock

Drainage (ARD), Appendix C, Page 8)

• The proposed fibre-Op monitoring for leakage is only being installed on that section of

pipe from Pictou Town to Caribou Harbour (Focus Report, Page 62) and has not

demonstrated the ability to detect leaks of less than 60L/Hr. What about smaller leaks

buried 1.5 - 2.5 meters below surface?

• Preferred methods and standards of performance for the HDPE electrofusion and/or

flange connectors in critical locations where the pipe moves from water to land or land

to water have yet to be confirmed.

• The location of Vent approximately 1300 m from Caribou Harbour would place it very

close to the watershed area. Despite the expectation of negative pressure (except when

the pipe is "filling'), a collapse of the pipe beyond that point (land or water) could force

the treated effluent from the pipe into the watershed area.

• No 'isolation valves' will be installed other than one for potential repairs to proposed

vents.



• The Focus Report does not recognize, or account for, a recently commissioned well in

the Caribou Wellfield. Although Well 17 is located south of Priests Road, it is the Town

well closest to the 106 Highway corridor.

B: Changes in Air Emissions and Odours Associated with the AST (Activated Sludge 

Treatment), Burning of Sludge and Transmission of Treated Effluent 

The Pictou West area receives a significant portion of the air emissions from Northern Pulp 

operations. Studies of wind direction prevalence {Focus Report, (Stantec}Expanded Air 

Dispersion Modelling Study 2019 Appendix 6.2, Page 33, and, Pilot study investigating ambient 

air toxics near a Canadian kraft pulp and paper facility in Pictou County, Nova Scotia; Hoffman, 

Guernsey, Walker, Kim Sherren, Andreou, 2017} confirm that the Town of Pictou, located to the 

northeast of Northern Pulp {and the proposed ETF}, is a regular recipient of the Ground Level 

Contaminants {GLCs). Residents and visitors alike have complained about the emissions 

including concerns for the longterm effects on health. 

Below are samples of items from the Focus Report that raise concerns about increased levels of 

air emissions: 

• Discrete Receptor 10 {Focus Report, Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study 2019

Appendix 6.2, Figure 5.4, Page 37) does not adequately measure emissions throughout

the Town of Pictou and portions of Pictou West. Personal observations and wind

direction models would indicate that emissions are more frequent and significant in

eastern portions of the Town where there are no receptors identified.

• The maximum predicted GLCs for ammonia, chloroform, and TRS exceeded applicable

criteria at one or more of the discrete receptors.

• Projected emission Rates are Based on a calculated assumption that precipitator

working at {only) 81.3% efficiency indicating new emissions. {Focus Report, Expanded

Air Dispersion Modelling Study 2019 Appendix 6.2)

• Projected exceedances of Ground Level concentrations {GLCs) of some contaminants

{Total Reduced Sulfur) could possibly affect health outcomes and produce odours)

{Focus Report Appendix 6.2 Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study, Table 6.1}

• The Focus Report confirms that new odorous emissions will be evident as a result of the

re-location of the proposed treatment facility. The proposed AST ETF' is a more advance

treatment technology compared to the current ASB ETF' and 'It is expected that

odourous emissions from the new system will be lower than the current ETF.' {Focus

Report, Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study 2019 Appendix 6.2, Page 47)



• Total Reduced Sulphur (TSR) measurements, although below Ontario standards most

receptors, could represent new (increased) effects on Pictou residents 'Although not

based on health effects, a number of epidemiological studies suggest that the effects of

exposure to TRS (Total Reduced Sulphur) are similar as that observed with exposure to

hydrogen sulphide (e.g., irritation, respiratory and central nervous system effects)'

(Ontario 2007). (Focus Report, Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study 2019 Appendix

6.2, Page 47)

C: Other Concerns:

Despite assurances of minimizing traffic disruptions during the construction of the on-land and 

marine portions of the pipe, we are concerned that the 18+ month construction period will 

affect tourism traffic. 

Changes to the plan that involve positioning of the pipe in a trench below Pictou Harbour 

(Parallel to the Causeway) without leak detection. Based on elevations and plans for 'venting' in 

the Central Caribou area, it is expected that the liquid treated effluent will be under significant 

pressure in the submerged portion of the pipe. 

3. Appendices:

Appendix A: Town of Pictou Response to Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Environmental 

Assessment Registration Document Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility -March 8, 2019 

Appendix B: NP EA Review Memo from NS Environment, Senior Surface Water Quality 

Specialist to Acting Water Management Unit Director -March 6, 2019 

Appendix C: NP EA Review Memo from NS Environment, Senior Hydrogeologist in the Sustainability 

and Applied Science Division to the Manager of the Water Management Unit Specialist to Acting Water 

Management Unit Director -March 6, 2019 

Appendix D: Terms of Reference For The Preparation of a Focus Report Regarding the 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project -NSE, April 23, 2019 



Appendix A: Town of Pictou Response to Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

Environmental Assessment Registration Document Replacement 

Effluent Treatment Facility -March 8, 2019 
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1. Town of Pictou Statement of Position:

The Town of Pictou hereby informs the Nova Scotia Department of Environment 

that it can not support the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia plan for the Replacement 

Effluent Treatment Facility. Additional risk, however small, to the domestic 

water supply is unacceptable. 

2. List of Concerns to be Addressed:

A. The plan creates additional risk to the Town water supply by the on-land portion of the

proposed transmission pipe carrying treated effluent to Caribou Harbour.

B. The limited information in the Environmental Assessment Registration Document

regarding the potential for increased (new) toxins and/or odours produced as a result of

the re-location of the Activated Sludge Treatment (AST) facility to Abercrombie Point,

the burning of sludge in the power boiler, and the venting of air as part of the

transmission of warm effluent through the Town of Pictou.

C. Economic effects of potential disruption(s) to tourism traffic to and from the (Caribou,

NS - Wood Island, PEI) ferry terminal during the construction phase of both the on-land

and under water portions of the effluent pipe.

3. Context for Responding:

The Town of Pictou is a community of approximately 3200 residents located on the north shore 

of Pictou Harbour approximately three kilometers from the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia facility. 

The Trans-Canada Highway (TCH) 106 runs through the west end of the Town and proceeds to 

the Northumberland Ferry Terminal at Caribou Harbour. The Harvey A. Veniot Causeway 

connects the Town of Pictou to Abercrombie Point where Northern Pulp is located. 

For 52 years Northern Pulp and its previous owners have provided a reliable and, depe_nding 

with whom you speak, a greatly appreciated source of income for many members of the 

community through direct employment at the processing facility and the integrated forestry 

and trucking industries. The mill and its air emissions are visible from most (all) locations in the 

Town of Pictou. In November 2017, Pictou Town Council passed a Resolution to request 



consideration for Federal oversight of the Northern Pulp project and that there be 'no harm to 

the Northumberland Strait fishery' (Appendix F, Pg. 1) 

In the 1990s The Town of Pictou created the Pictou Waterfront Development Corporation with 

the goal of improving the waterfront/downtown district while promoting the tourism sector. 

The signature attraction for the development was the construction of a full-size replica of the 

Ship Hector. The $10M project was completed with financial support from the Atlantic Canada 

Opportunities Agency {ACOA), the Province of Nova Scotia and the Town of Pictou. The Pictou 

Waterfront has since been and is expected to continue to be significant focus of economic 

interest within the Town. 

Pictou is the home of Advocate Printing and Publishing, AECON Fabco (Shipyard), CMS Steel Pro 

Mechanical. Council continues to embark on projects promoting the Town as the service and 

entertainment centre for Pictou West and a tourist destination. 

Within the past 15-20 years the Town of Pictou, with financial support from Provincial and 

Federal governments, has completed several significant additions and upgrades to important 

infrastructure ensuring the comfort and security of residents and visitors. This work is aimed at 

ensuring long term sustainability and compliance with health and safety standards. 

Construction and commissioning of a municipal Wastewater Treatment Facility for the Town of 

Pictou and surrounding area took place in 2011. The facility processes one hundred percent 

(100%) of the Town's sewage and, unfortunately, a large portion of the storm water. Our tests 

reveal one hundred percent (100%) compliance in achieving standards for effluent and the 

development of a storm water plan for the Town is now underway so future wastewater needs 

can be met. We are extremely proud of our advances in service to the community and the 

protection of our environment. 

The Town of Pictou has, in the past, consistently experienced issues associated with water 

discolouration and mineral build-up in the distribution pipes. A new 'state of the art' Water 

Treatment Plant was commissioned in October 2019 to centralize water treatment and 

distribution while removing high levels of manganese and iron from the supply. We are very 

pleased that initial scientific testing and a positive public response indicate great success as we 

continue to upgrade our infrastructure to ensure safe and reliable water for home and 

commercial use. 

. . 
.. 

... 



( 

4. Environmental Assessment Concerns (In Order of Significance}: 

A. Risk of Ground Water Contamination

The proposed on-land portion of the pipe carrying treated effluent to Caribou Harbour will 
cross both the Pictou wellfield which is completely within the Town of Pictou boundaries, and, 
the Caribou wellfield which is situated completely within the boundaries of the Municipality of 
Pictou County. Both wellfields are located withi� the delineated boundary of the 
Caribou/Pictou Watershed protected area identified of in Figure 1 of Appendix D (Pg 6). 

The Town has been granted Permits from the Province of Nova Scotia to draw approximately 
half of the Town's potable water from wells within the Caribou wellfield and the rest from the 
Pictou welffield. A total of approximately 600K cubic meters are pumped annually from eight 
active wells. limits for water extraction from the various wells can be found in Table 2 of the 
Permit (Appendix B, Pg. 8). As part of the permitting process, the Caribou/Pictou Source Water 
Protection Committee was formed, and the Pictou/Caribou Source Water Protection Plan was 
completed (Appendix D). This plan identifies risk and best management practices for mitigating 
risk should accidents occur. 

Residents of the Town of Pictou depend on the groundwater drawn from the Pictou/Caribou 
watershed for their drinking water. The Caribou and Pictou wellfields are the only viable 
sources of potable water and it would be safe to conclude that without this dependable source 
of water there could be no town. It is the Town's position that we can not be supportive of any 
activity that would add additional risk to our water supply regardless of the many references to 
'insignificant' risk in the Environmental Registration Document. More specifically, we cannot 
support the planned construction of a pipe carrying the treated effluent containing 'residual 
contaminants' (Registration Document, Pg. 32) along TCH 106. In the original Source Water 
Protection Program from 2005 the hydrologist representing ADI Limited identified a 'Zone of 
Influence' which shows the extent of the sand and gravel aquifer where surface water could 

affect the Town water supply (Appendix A, Pg. 4). A large stretch of TCH 106 is situated well 
within the aquifer and, therefore, we should assume that any accidental spills in the area could 
be harmful to our citizens. 

It should also be noted that, as a 'General Term' within the Town's Permit To Withdraw Water, 
the Town has indemnified the Province against our (the Town) actions in causing 'damage 
resulting from the activities performed pursuant to this Approval' (Appendix B, Sec. 3(v)). 



B. Additional Air Emissions and Odours Associated with the AST (Activated Sludge

Treatment) and Transmission of Effluent

The Pictou West area, including the Town of Pictou is the recipient of a significant portion of 

the air emissions from the mill operations as shown in (Appendix E, Figures 1 and 2, Pages 3 and 

5). As a result of this, residents and visitors alike have complained about the emissions including 

concerns for the long term effects on their health. Numerous studies suggest that higher levels 

of certain illnesses are evident in the area. For many years, dining and accommodation 

operators have also expressed concern about lost revenue as the result of odours associated 

with the air emissions from the mill. 

Despite significant improvements to overall emissions with the recent construction of the 

Precipitator Unit, emissions and associated odours continue to affect the Town on a regular 

basis. 

With the relocation of the Activated Sludge Treatment (AST) Facility to Abercrombie Point we 

are concerned that new odours, similar to those that have been a problem around Boat 

Harbour since the mill was made operational, might have a tendency to 'drift' in the Town's 

direction. Additional contaminants In the emissions from the Power Boiler when the sludge 

from the new treatment facility is incinerated will also be of concern. The Environmental 

Assessment fails to provide comfort that particulate emission and odours will be handled to the 

Town's satisfaction. 

An additionaf concern exists regarding the proposed venting along the on-land portion of the 

effluent pipe. It is our understanding the vent must be placed at a high point in the transmission 

line which could be between the Harvey A. Veniot Causeway and the Pictou Rotary. If this is to 

be the case, we expect that there could be additional odours from the warm treated effluent at 

that location. Also, should any unintended blockages of the pipe occur beyond that point, it 

could be concluded that the vent would provide a release point for effluent until the flow is 

stopped. It is important to note that his point is within the Town limits and is above the Pictou 

Wellfield. 

C. Potential Economic Effects of the Pipe Construction Phase on the Economy

The Town of Pictou is located approximately eight kilometers from the ferry linking Nova Scotia 

to Prince Edward Island. This is a major entry and exit point to Nova Scotia where 

approximately 20 000 vehicles use the ferry each year between April and December. 



Our community is, not only, a service centre for the Pictou West area but also a stopping place 

for travellers and a tourist destination. Many of the Town's businesses and tourist attractions 

are seasonal operations and depend on the high traffic volumes from May to October. 

The timeline for construction outlined in Table 5.4-1 (Registration Document, Pg. 82) indicates 

that land clearing, construction and watercourse construction for the land portion of the pipe 

will take place from November 2019 until possibly September 2020 and the Marine portion 

from April 2020 to October 2020.

Should travellers choose to avoid the Northumberland or TCH 106 due to construction, financial 

impacts would be felt by the businesses and seasonal operators in the Town and the 

surrounding area. 

5. Appendices:

Appendix A: Source Water Protection Program (Prepared by ADI Limited, September 2005) 

Appendix B: NSE Approval to Withdraw Groundwater from Pictou and Caribou Wellfields (Approval 

No: 2002-026956-ROl, June 21, 2013) 

Appendix C: NSE Permit to Operate a Water Supply System (Approval No: 2012-080096-R02, March 

4, 2016) 

Appendix D: Pictou Caribou Source Water Protection Plan (2013, Revised in 2014 and 2017) 

Appendix E: Pilot study investigating ambient air toxics emissions near a Canadian kraft pulp and 

paper facility In Pictou County, Nova Scotia (Hoffman, Guernsey, Walker, Kim Sherren, 

Andreou, 2017) 

Appendix F: Correspondence on the Matter of the Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal(s}. 

• To: NS Minister of Environment, Federal Minister of Environment and

Climate Change, Federal Minister of Fisheries and Oceans (December

2017)

o From: Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA), (March 27,

2018)

• To:  General Manager, Northern Pulp Nova Scotia

(October 24, 2018 and November 2, 2018)

• From:  (October 26, 2018}

• To: Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) (February 24,

2019)





Appendix B: NP EA Review Memo from NS Environment, Senior 

Surface Water Quality Specialist to Acting Water Management Unit 

Director -March 6, 2019 



Novi?s&nA 
Environment 

Date: March 6, 2019 

To: Acting Water Management Unit Manager 

1894 Barrington Street 
PO Box442 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Canada B3J 2P8 

From: 

Subject: 

Senior Surface Water Quality Specialist, Water Management Unit 

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Environmental Assessment - Review Comments & Recommendations 

Scope of Review 
As Senior Surface Water Quality Specialist with the Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) 
Sustainability and Applied Science Division, the following Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) Environmental Assessment (EA) review 
focuses on the following subjects: 

• Surface water quality & its management
• General surface and groundwater resources & their management

The following review considers whether the environmental concerns associated with the 
above subjects and the proposed mitigation measures have been adequately 
addressed in the Environmental Assessment. The recommendations provided below 
are meant to supplement the actions outlined in the EA submission documents. 

While general comments on fish and fish habitat, wetlands, effluent discharge, surface 
water quantity, and groundwater quality and quantity may be included below, applicable 
technical specialists should be consulted for specific review and comment. 

Reviewed Documents 

The following document was the basis for this EA review: 

Dillon Consulting. 2019. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Environmental Assessment 
Registration Document Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. Northern Pulp Nova 
Scotia Corporation. 17-64631-1300. 

Comments 
Surface Water Resources 

• Section 8.4.2.1 provides a listing of watercourses, wetlands and other surface
water features that will be potentially intersected by the Project footprint or are
immediately adjacent.

o The proposed ETF is within the tertiary watershed 1 DP-SOB, which
discharges into Pictou Harbour. One mapped unnamed watercourse
0fl/C2) is identified within the footprint and the spill basin construction 
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area, which will require realignment and/or partial removal. The adjacent 
WC1 unnamed watercourse may require reconfiguration as well for 
proposed site activities. Both watercourses receive site drainage from the 
existing NPNS site and will continue to receive localized surface water 
runoff following Project construction. 

o The pipeline alignment route crosses three tertiary watersheds, which are
1 DP-SD8 (1 unnamed watercourse [WC4]), 1 DP-SD3 (seven unnamed
watercourses [WC5 - 6; WC12 - 16) and 1 DP-SD4 (five unnamed 
watercourses [WC? - 11 )). All of these are shore direct drainage areas 
that drain into either Pictou Harbour or the Northumberland Strait directly. 
The pipeline also directly crosses Pictou Harbour and within the 
Northumberland Strait to the discharge location near Caribou Point. These 
watercourses would be potentially impacted during the construction phase 
by the pipeline installation and in the case of an inadvertent release (leak 
or spill) 

• Baseline surface water quality (Section 8.4.2.2) has been collected on a quarterly
basis since 2012 from the watercourses WC1 (upstream and downstream of
existing NPNS surface water runoff), WC2 (downstream of existing NPNS
surface water runoff) and WC3 (upstream of proposed pipeline crossing). The
results for the December 11, 2018 sampling event with analysis for general
chemistry, total suspended solids (TSS) and metals was provided with discussion
of observed exceedances in comparison to the Canadian Council of Ministers of
the Environment (CCME) Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines for
Freshwater Aquatic Life (CEQG-FAL). No reasoning was provided why surface
water quality data collected since 2012 was not included in the baseline
assessment. General discussion of exceedances was provided.

• Within the pipeline route, surface water quality grab samples were collected on
Dec 3, 2018 along with in-situ field measurements using a water quality probe
(Section 8.4.2.2). The results were compared against the CCME CEQG-FAL as
well as CCME CEQG for marine aquatic life for watercourses with a direct marine
connection. No additional criteria are provided as to what designates a
watercourse a direct marine connection. General discussion of the water quality
results in comparison to applicable CCME CEQG criteria is provided.

• Section 8.4.5 indicates that follow-up baseline surface water quality monitoring is
not required within the proposed ETF site. Section 8.5.5 indicates additional
baseline surface water quality monitoring may occur in areas identified as
potential areas where surface water is expected to infiltrate into the local
groundwater table along the pipeline footprint area. No other surface water
baseline monitoring is proposed prior to Project construction along the pipeline
corridor.

• An existing surface water quality monitoring program for the existing NPNS
facility is proposed to be continued and expanded for this Project. The minimum
surface water quality analysis package proposed is general chemistry, TSS and
metals for at least three seasons.

Surface Water Quality 
• The quality of the influent from the existing mill to be discharged into the ETF is

not fully characterized using field and laboratory quantitative analysis for
physical, chemical and biological parameters applicable to the pulp production
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process. This characterization is used to identify potential contaminants of 
concern to be assessed by this EA. Identifying the project contaminants of 
concern at the influent stage of an ETF supports the following EA activities: 

o Treatment system design
o Assessing treatment effectiveness
o Understanding end receiving environments for each contaminant following

the treatment process (soil, water, air)
o Assessing potential effects of contaminants of concern to Project valued

environmental components (VECs)
o Developing mitigation measures to address potential effects

The following is the level of characterization related to influent to the proposed 
ETF: 

o Concentrations of total suspended solids (TSS) and soluble chemical
oxygen demand (COD) of the influent to the ETF are presented and
discussed in Sections 5.2.2.4 and 5.2.2.6, respectively. 

o Section 9.2.4.2 Current NPNS Mill Effluent Chemistry discusses potential
contaminants of concern within a single sample collected in 2018 from the
plant influent discharge to the Boat Harbour Treatment Lagoon that 
underwent comprehensive contaminant analysis. No quantitative data, 
including concentrations or loads, is provided in the section and no 
reasoning as to why it is not included. No full list of parameters analysed 
in the sample is provided. No discussion on why one influent sample is 
enough to characterize the influent is provided. Contaminants of concern 
are identified as the following: hydrocarbons, toluene, cyanide, metals and 
metalloids, phenol, o-cresol, a phthalate ester compound, chloroform, total 
trihalomethanes, phenanthrene and pyrene. The potential contaminants 
were present at concentrations close to the laboratory reportable detection 
limits with no inclusion of what those specific quantitative limits were. 
Mercury, 2,3,7,80-TCDD and 2,3,7,8-TCDF were identified as parameters 
that were not analysed. 

Without quantitative full characterization of the influent quality to identify potential 
contaminants of concern to be received by the ETF, there is insufficient 
information to assess the potential Project effects to receiving water systems and 
their associated VECs, and to support the subsequent selection of appropriate 
mitigation measures to address those effects. 

• The Environmental Effects Assessment (Section 8) and Human Health Effects
(Section 9) sections of the Registration Document identify potential contaminants
of concern groups associated with the discharge from the proposed ETF.
Potential contaminants of concern for the project following treatment are
discussed in several sections with varying levels of assessment for each
parameter, which are based on Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER),
literature review, characterization of Boat Harbour Treatment Lagoon discharge
and review of other relevant historical water quality data:

o Table 5.6-1 lists the anticipated daily maximum water quality of the treated
effluent to be· discharged by the Project and its associated concentrations,
which are assessed in the discharge receiving water study (Appendices 
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E1 to E3). The table does not identify whether it is a comprehensive list of 
potential contaminants of concern. 

o Dioxins and furans are listed within the Registration Document as below
laboratory analysis detection limits in the effluent (Table 6.7-1) with no
listing of the detection limit value. The metals manganese, cadmium and 
aluminum are listed in Table 6.7-1 as being potential parameters of 
concern within the Project effluent during the Operation phase. 

o During the Project construction phase there is the potential for petroleum
hydrocarbon spills from stationary and mobile equipment. Petroleum
hydrocarbons were also measured above reportable detection limits in the 
untreated effluent sample in 2018 (Section 9.2.4.2). Reportable detection 
limit values are not provided. 

o Section 9.2.4.2 Candidate Contaminants of Potential Concern in Treated
Effluent Summary and Path Forward lists potential contaminants of
concern to be evaluated in a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) (if 
required for the project) which consists of the following: 

• some metals/metalloids (unidentified, except for mercury);
•·some polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs);
• polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PCCD/F);
• some resin compounds;
• a couple or few chlorophenolic compounds;
• non-chlorinated phenolic compounds; and
• chlorinated volatile organic compounds (VOCs)

The specific number of 'some' compounds is not defined. The list of 
compounds is expected to be reduced further with the completion of a 
detailed HHRA. The assessment used to develop this list of potential 
contaminants discusses concentrations with respect to reportable detection 
limits and background water quality without quantitative values. 

As with the above influent contaminants of concern characterization comment, 
the identification of potential contaminants of concern in the treated effluent 
discharge are discussed using qualitative methods (Section 9). The discussions 
reference potential sources of quantitative data, but no reasoning is provided as 
to why this data is not provided in the Registration Document to support the 
contaminants of concern assessment. A detailed quantitative approach to 
estimate discharge contaminants of concern concentrations and loads from a 
treatment system, using a variety of information sources (e.g., literature review, 
background water quality and similar facility effluent data) would typically be 
expected as part of an EA Registration Document. 

• The effluent water quality listed in Table 5.6-1 and subsequently evaluated with
respect to discharge into the marine receiving waters (Appendices E1 to E3) did
not include metal compounds, hydrocarbons and several organic compounds
listed in Section 9 as potential contaminants of concern. The Registration
Document does not discuss why the contaminants of concern listed in Section 9
are not included in Table 5.6-1 and its associated detailed assessments.

• In the Appendix E1 receiving water study, the single port diffuser option at the
CH-8 site has a simulated discharge plume that does not interact with the
seabed for a distance greater than 200 m from the port, while the preferred three
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port diffusor is simulated as interacting with the seabed at approximately a 10 m 
distance from the ports. The receiving water study indicates that dilution rates at 
this distance are enough to not impact the benthic environment. The effluent 
water quality is indicated as being primarily diluted to match ambient conditions 
prior to the 10 m distance for the Table 5.6-1 parameters. There is no detailed 
assessment of the discharge plume effluent and its interaction with seabed and 
benthic environment beyond the statement it is unlikely to have adverse effects. 
The lack of an assessment or further discussion beyond this statement is 
insufficient information to assess if there are adverse effects to the marine 
benthic environment. 

• The receiving water study (Appendix E1) used the water quality results from the
Pictou Road Area (Appendix E3) to represent the ambient water quality at the
CH-B discharge point. Discussion was provided to indicate the Pictou Road Area
water quality results represented a conservative worst-case estimate than what
would be expected at CH-B near Caribou Point, based on existing land uses
within the Pictou Harbour watershed. No discussion was provided in the
Registration Document about whether follow-up monitoring and assessment at
Caribou Point would be used to confirm the input parameter assumption.

• The Appendix E1 receiving water study presents in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 predicted
plume dimensions in plan and side views. Two temperature scenarios are
discussed prior to these Figures, which are for the winter and summer seasons.
No indication is provided as to which seasonal temperature scenario is presented
in the Figures. It would be expected that the plume dimensions may be different
given the temperature differentiation between the effluent and ambient water for
the two seasons. This information would support the effects assessment for the
marine environment associated VECs.

• Table 8.4-3 and Appendix M4 present the field and laboratory analysis results
from the freshwater surface water quality samples collected during at least one
site visit. The samples were analysed for a suite of parameters that included
general chemistry including nutrients, select total metals and TSS. The marine
baseline water quality is presented in Table 3.1 in Appendix E.3. Table 5.6-1 lists
the expected maximum daily effluent water quality of the NPNS effluent, while
Section 9 lists several potential contaminants of concern that are not included in
the above baseline assessment (e.g., total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPHs),
PAHs, resin compounds, phenols (chloro and non-chloro). Having pre
construction analysis results for the full list of potential contaminants of concern
in the freshwater and marine systems within the Project footprint provides a
comprehensive baseline for evaluating project effects.

• Appendix H, Section 2.5 presents a list of proposed sediment analysis
parameters for a baseline follow-up benthic invertebrate community monitoring
study. The list of parameters includes some that are listed as project
contaminants of concern in Table 5.6-1 and Section 9 (metals, mercury, AOX,
dioxins, furans). Three sites are proposed to be sampled along the pipeline route
without discussion and/or supporting references as to whether that is a sufficient
sampling density for the proposed length of marine pipeline. No sampling is
proposed within the discharge plume area. There is no discussion of reportable
detection limits for the associated laboratory analysis of the parameters, and
applicable federal/provincial criteria for results assessment. Sampling for select
parameters (Footnote 3) is proposed to occur as part of another pre-construction
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assessment study proposed by Stantec (2017), Registration Document Appendix 
E3. The following are sediment quality analysis parameters that are listed in 
Table 5.6-1 and Section 9 as potential contaminants of concern that are not listed 
in the follow-up study: 

o Nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus compounds)
o pH
o PAHs
o Specific chlorophenolic compounds
o Specific non-chlorinated phenolic compounds
o Specific resin compounds, in addition to resin fatty acids
o Chlorinated VOCs
o Total petroleum hydrocarbons, and/or other relevant hydrocarbon

parameters
• Appendix H, Section 2.6 presents a list of proposed water quality analysis

parameters for the baseline follow-up water quality monitoring study. The list of
parameters includes many that are listed as potential contaminants of concern in
Table 5.6-1 and Section 9 (pH, colour, TSS, metals, mercury, biochemical
oxygen demand [BODs], nutrients, dioxins, furans, AOX). There is no discussion
of reportable detection limits for the associated laboratory analysis of the
parameters, and applicable federal/provincial criteria for results assessment. The
following are potential water quality analysis parameters that are listed in Table
5.6-1 and Section 9 as contaminants of concern that are not listed in the follow
up study:

o Chemical oxygen demand (COD)
o PAHs
o Specific chlorophenolic compounds
o Specific non-chlorinated phenolic compounds
o Specific resin compounds, in addition to resin fatty acids
o Chlorinated VOCs
o Total petroleum hydrocarbons, and/or other relevant hydrocarbon

parameters
• Appendix G, Section 3 lists the benthic invertebrate community assessment and

fish population assessment pre-discharge surveys as 'proposed only' with
respect to schedule. The pre-discharge studies are recommended by EcoMetrix
to be conducted to improve interpretation of biological monitoring program
results.

• Horizontal direction drilling (HOD) is proposed as a pipeline installation method
under watercourses/wetlands (Section 5.3.1.8). Drilling muds are listed as
predominantly consisting of a mix of water and bentonite clay. Typically HOD
mud mixtures also include the addition of polymers and surfactants to stabilize
soils and disperse clay particles, respectively
(http ://factsh eets .o kstate. ed u/d ocu me nts/pss-2916-ca n-u rba n-horizo nta l
d i rectio nal-d ril Ii ng-mud-be-la nd-applied-2/).

• HOD has the potential to inadvertently release drilling fluid into a wetland or
watercourse that is above the borehole, which is sometimes referred to as a frac
out (http://trca.on.ca/dotAsset/105401.pdf). There is no direct discussion of this
potential inadvertent release mechanism in the Registration Document and
mitigating its impacts to aquatic ecosystems.

• The mixing zone dilution ratio in Appendix E.1 for the CH-B site with a three-port
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diffuser is stated as 144 times at 100 m from the discharge point, while the HHE 
listed the dilution ratio as 168 times at 100 m from the discharge. There is a 
discrepancy between the two dilution ratios used in the Registration Document. 

• Appendix G, Section 2.5 lists proposed sediment analysis parameters for a pre
construction baseline benthic invertebrate community study along the pipeline
rout, which includes acid-volatile sulphide and low-level mercury. Both
parameters have a Footnote 4 listed next to them with no associated footnote in
the document with that number.

• The follow-up monitoring program proposed field verification of fish habitat within
watercourses in the vicinity of the Project footprint, which would be conducted
prior to the Construction phase.

Surface Water Quantity 
• The ETF design includes a spill basin with a design capacity of 35,000 m3 to

handle untreated effluent, which is predicted to handle 1 O to 13 hours of full mill
effluent diversion assuming an empty condition. The existing plant currently
discharges into the Boat Harbour ETF, which would be expected to have
substantially more storage capacity volume than the proposed spill basin for
handling treatment system upsets. There is no discussion about the change in
holding capacity within the proposed ETF compared to the existing process and
what impacts to mill operations will be expected, and the robustness of the
proposed design capacities in handling ETF system issues without inadvertently
discharging into the environment.

• Table 8.4-1 indicates classification of watercourse types (intermittent, small and
large permanent) based on site visits with those along the pipeline route only
having one site visit in December 2018. Section 8.4.2.1 provides further details
on the watercourse observations. One site visit is typically insufficient to assess
whether a watercourse has a permanent or intermittent flow regime.

• Flow observations for each watercourse in Appendix M3 are subjective and
based on one site visit conducted in December 2018. One site visit is typically
insufficient to assess whether a watercourse has intermittent flow, particularly as
per the photos in Appendix M2 where several the watercourses have partial ice
coverage, which effects flows.

• Flows (Appendix M3) should also have been measured during the site visit for
non-ice-covered sites using a velocimeter and calculated using the velocity-area
method (or other standard method), instead of general categorization based on
visual observations.

• Section 8.6.2.3 refers to watercourse widths and depths for the watercourses
within or adjacent to the Project footprint. No table or field notes are provided
listing these observed measurements. Having these values in a table or field
notes would provide baseline data to support impact assessment and potential
future watercourse alteration approval applications.

Groundwater Quantity & Quality 
• Section 8.5.3.2 proposes lining the trench within the Town of Pictou source water

protection area with an impermeable or low conductivity material/liner. No details
are provided as to what type of liner would be considered 'impermeable' and
where flows from a leak would potentially go and their potential'impacts with
reduced vertical infiltration. Understanding how leak flows will be managed within
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these lined pipeline trench sections would assist with evaluating impacts to 
various VECs, including surface water resources, and development of 
appropriate mitigation measures (if required). 

• Section 8.5.3.2. indicates that a system will be installed for the pipeline and
associated pumping works that will detect leaks or significant drops in pressure
during operation and maintenance. No details are provided as to the types of
detection systems that are technically feasible for the proposed discharge
pipeline and its preliminary design criteria.

• The ETF spill collection system proposes to include a 1.9 mm thick HOPE liner to
avoid leakage. No details are provided on whether a monitoring system/program
will be instituted around the basin area with respect to detecting leaks. As the
spill collection basin will contain untreated effluent, it will be important to confirm
the adjacent VE Cs are being adequately protected or identify if there is an
inadvertent release.

• Dewatering activities as part of below grade excavations for the pipeline
installation are discussed in general terms within Section 5.3.1.7. There is no
mention of whether expected dewatering rates and pumping periods for the
project will be assessed with respect to the 'Application Requirements for Water
Withdrawal Approvals'. These dewatering activities may trigger the need for the
Project to obtain an NSE Water Withdrawal Approval or Approvals.

Recommendations 

Planning/ Design Issues 

Surface Water Quality 
• There is insufficient quantification of the potential contaminants of concern being

input into the ETF and subsequently discharged in receiving environments (soil,
water and air). A quantitative full characterization of the influent quality to be
received by the ETF is required to identify potential contaminants of concern,
support treatment system design, evaluate effects on VECs associated with
receiving environments for the ETF discharges (e.g., sludge, effluent and air) and
develop appropriate mitigation measures to reduce those effects.

• A more detailed quantitative assessment is required to estimate the expected
discharge contaminants of concern concentration and/or load ranges to the
marine discharge area and other receiving environments. This assessment
potentially could use treatment system models or mass balances to support the
quantitative estimations. The results of this detailed assessment would then be
used to evaluate effects on VECs associated with those ETF discharge receiving
environments and develop appropriate mitigation measures to reduce those
effects.

o The effluent receiving water models (Appendix E) should be updated to
simulate any potential contaminants of concern that are identified within
the discharge effluent that have not been previously modeled. The results 
of these model runs should be used in the subsequent assessment of their 
impacts. Additional mitigation measures should be developed to address 
potential impacts that are identified. 

• Further discussion and potentially quantitative assessment of the impacts on
ambient marine water quality and the benthic environment with respect to the
plume interacting with the seabed at 10 m away from the discharge ports should
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be conducted to support the unlikely potential adverse effect statement in 
Appendix E1. If potential adverse effects are estimated by the additional 
assessment, then appropriate mitigation measures should be developed. 

Groundwater Quantity & Quality 
• Although a specific leak or significant pressure drop detection system is expected

to be developed during detailed design, examples of relevant leak detection
and/or pressure measurement technological options for this type of effluent
discharge pipeline and operating flows should be provided to NSE for review.
This will indicate to the reviewer whether the leak detection monitoring method
types are adequate for the proposed effluent discharge pipeline design. The
detailed design and operating parameters of the leak detection and/or pressure
drop monitoring system for the pipeline should also be provided to NSE for
review, comment and approval prior to the Construction phase.

Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 

Surface Water Quality 
• Additional baseline freshwater surface water quality and marine water sampling

within the Project footprint should be conducted, and the field and laboratory
analysis should include a suite of parameters that represents the full-list of
potential contaminants of concern associated with the ETF influent (e.g., AOX,
COD, BOD, mercury, cyanide, PAHs, PCCD/F, resin compounds, chlorophenolic
compounds, non-chlorinated phenolic compounds, chlorinated VOCs). This list of
parameters would be based on the results of the above requested influent and
effluent characterization. A qualified professional should develop the list of
additional baseline monitoring parameters to determine which parameters would
not be expected to be present in existing water systems, and therefore not
require baseline monitoring. This supplemental baseline water quality monitoring
will support assessment of potential Project effects.

• Additional baseline marine sediment sampling within the Project footprint should
be conducted as part of the EEM program, and the field and laboratory analysis
should include a suite of parameters that represents the full-list of potential
contaminants of concern associated with the ETF influent. A qualified
professional should develop the list of additional baseline monitoring parameters
to determine which parameters would not be expected to be present in existing
water systems, and therefore not require baseline monitoring.

• Baseline marine water quality sample results within the discharge receiving area
near Caribou Point should be compared against the Pictou Road Area water
quality results, which were used as inputs in the receiving water study (Appendix
E1 & E3). The receiving water study models should be updated, and results re
evaluated if the Caribou Point results represent a more conservative receiving
water condition than the Pictou site.

• As part of EMP and/or EPP for the operations phase, the management of the
spill containment basin, and associated plant operations, including shutdown,
should be discussed with respect to preventing basin overflows.

• Detailed design for the HDD alignments should be conducted, including
appropriate geotechnical investigations (including boreholes) and topographic
surveys. These designs should be submitted to NSE for review and approval
prior to commencement of activities.
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• In support of the HOD alignment installations, a Project frac-out monitoring and
contingency plan should be developed, particularly focusing on areas
immediately adjacent to or within watercourses and wetlands. The monitoring
and contingency plan should be submitted to NSE for review and approval prior
to commencement of activities. This activity can potentially be done in
conjunction with the proposed construction surface water quality monitoring
program.

• The Registration Document proposed field verification of fish habitat within
watercourses in the vicinity of the Project footprint, prior to the Construction
phase, which should be conducted.

• The proposed construction surface water quality monitoring program (Section
8.4.5) should as described in the Registration Document be developed in
consultation with NSE and include appropriate upstream and downstream
monitoring during storm events. Monitoring should also be conducted when there
are in-water activities occurring. Appropriate monitoring compliance criteria (e.g.,
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment Canadian Environmental
Quality Guidelines for Freshwater Aquatic Life TSS and/or turbidity criteria
[http://st-ts.ccme.ca/en/index.htmll) should be part of the program to determine
compliance and when to implement additional mitigation measures.

Groundwater Quantity & Quality 
• An assessment should be conducted on where flows resulting from a pipeline

leak would go with the use of a low permeability liner within certain sections of
the pipeline trench during the Operations phase. This assessment should include
determining whether flows would be diverted into specific local surface water
features. If impacts are determined appropriate mitigation measures should be
developed.

• A leak detection system or monitoring program should be developed for the ETF
spill collection system. The details of this system/program should be provided to
NSE for review, comment and approval prior to the Construction phase.

• The pipeline and ETF excavation dewatering activities should be evaluated with
respect to the 'Application Requirements For Water Withdrawal Approvals' and
appropriate Approval applications be submitted (if required), including
development of mitigation measures to manage discharge flows. This
assessment should include an estimation of expected daily dewatering rates and
time periods for the Project, and whether they will or will not trigger requirement
for an application or applications.

General 
• The project specific construction and operations environmental management

plan (EMP) and environmental protection plan (EPP) to be developed as part of
detailed design within the Registration Document should be provided to NSE for
review, comment and approval prior to commencement of applicable Project
phases.

• The proposed approval application activities associated with the alteration and/or
removal of wetlands and watercourses, and subsequent works within, should be
implemented to minimize potential impacts to those aquatic ecosystems, and fish
and fish habitat. In support of the approval application process, it is
recommended that consultation with appropriate provincial and federal
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government departments occur prior to submission of appropriate Approval 
applications. 

Surface Water Quantity 
• At least one additional watercourse site visit should be conducted during ice-free

conditions to at least the pipeline route intercepted watercourses. The site visits
should document qualitative and quantitative channel bed and bank
measurements and characteristics (e.g., bed materials, vegetative cover) at an
appropriate cross-section and potentially support watercourse and/or wetland
applications (if required).
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Appendix C: NP EA Review Memo from NS Environment, Senior 

Hydrogeologist in the Sustainability and Applied Science Division to the 

Manager of the Water Management Unit Specialist to Acting Water 

Management Unit Director -March 6, 2019 



Nov.?s&nA 
Environment 

Date: March 5, 2019 

Barrington Tower 
1894 Barrington Street 

Suite 1800 
PO Box442 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Canada B3J 2P8 

To: Manager, Water Management Unit, Sustainability and Applied Science 
Division 

From: Senior Hydrogeologist, Sustainability and Applied Science Division 

Subject: Review of Class 1 Environmental Assessment - Northern Pulp 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) Project 

This EA review from the Sustainability and Applied Science Division Hydrogeologist 
focuses on the potential for the proposed undertaking/project to adversely affect 
groundwater resources, including general groundwater quality and local water 
wells/drinking water supply. 

The purpose of the Project is to replace the existing Northern Pulp effluent treatment 
facility (ETF) with a new one to treat wastewater received from the Northern Pulp pulp 
mill at Abercrombie Point, Pictou County. The Project includes a new ETF and a new 
effluent pipeline that will carry treated effluent to be discharged in the Northumberland 
Strait. 

Once treated, effluent would be sent via an approximately 15.5 kilometres-long pipeline. 
The effluent pipeline would follow the Highway 106 for approximately 11.4 kilometres, 
then enter the marine environment near the Northumberland Ferries marine terminal, 
and continue for approximately 4.1 kilometres through Caribou Harbour to the 
Northumberland Strait where the treated effluent would be discharged via an 
engineered diffuser. 

Comments 

1. There are no provincial Protected Water Area (PWA) near the proposed ETF or
along the proposed pipeline route. PWA's are not required for drinking water
supplies. The nearest PWA is for the New Glasgow Forbes Lake water supply
approximately 17 km s.autheast of the Northern Pulp proposed ETF.

2. The Town of Pictou does have a Source Water Protection Area (SWPA) that
extends to the town boundaries and in areas to the north. In particular, the SWPA
covers significant sections (>50%) of Highway 106 to Caribou along the proposed
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pipeline route. This SWPA is discussed in more detail under comment 4. 

3. The nearest Registered Public Drinking Water Supplies (RPDWS from NSE
records) to the ETF and pipeline route are as follows:

ETF-
- Country Villa Park RPDWS owned by Rivers Trailer Park company has

registered a drilled well located approximately 1 km southeast of the proposed
ETF

- Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation has a RPDWS for the Pictou Mill ETF
location

Pipeline Route north of the causeway -
Piper's Landing Restaurant approximately 2.9 km west of the proposed pipeline 
route 

- Several RPDWS located in the Braeshore area north of the Town of Pictou
located >3 km east of the proposed pipeline route (Harbour Light Campground,
Pictou Lodge ResorUMaritimes Inn and Caribou - Munroe's Island Provincial
Park)

4. Municipal wells - Town of Pictou Wellfields and Source Water Protection Area

The Town of Pictou operates two municipal water supply wellfields containing 13
wells as reported in their 2013 System Assessment Report to Nova Scotia
Environment.

The Caribou Wellfield is located mainly to the north of the existing town boundary
(north of Division Road) and contains 5 wells. The Pictou Well Field is located
almost entirely within the town boundaries and contains 8 wells.

These two wellfields have similar sedimentary bedrock geology, although in the
Caribou Wellfield area there is an overlying surficial geological unit of gravel and
sands that has potential use as a distinct shallow aquifer. To the south, in the Pictou
Wellfield area the surficial geology consists of a silty ground moraine till and is likely
not suitable for significant aquifer supplies. Data from the Pictou Group bedrock
underlying both wellfields however does show both well and aquifer yields that can
provide sustainable long-term supply.

The nearest municipal well to the proposed pipeline route is the "Public Works Well"
located at the Pictou Public Works building about 150 m west of Highway 106, near
the causeway. The next closest wells are > 1 km away, including the Caribou
Wellfield wells to the north of the town boundary (and south of Highway 106).

It should be noted that many of the Town of Pictou municipal supply wells are
located in urbanized municipal areas and have existing risks related to maintaining
source water protection, unrelated to the proposed pipeline. The Town of Pictou has
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developed a Source Water Protection Plan (latest revision Oct 2017) to address 
potential risks. Potential risks related to pipeline routing are not specifically 
addressed. The attached Figure 1 here shows the SWPA delineated boundary. In 
comparison to Figure 2 (pipeline route also attached) it can be seen the pipeline 
route along Highway 106 crosses the SWPA delineated boundary in two areas. 

5. The registration document from Northern Pulp identifies in Figure 8.5-1 (p. 192) two
sets of dashed lines estimating the Pictou and Caribou wellfields extent, and a
delineation boundary from the Pictou Source Water Protection Committee (SWPP
report). It should be noted that neither of these estimated boundaries represent a
strong scientifically valid description of the wellhead protection zones. However they
may be useful for planning purposes. Quantitative hydrogeological determination of
the well head protection area (WHPA) (numerical computer modelling) showing
wellfield zones of contribution and expected times of travel would be beneficial in
managing specific risks to the wellfields.

6. The online Nova Scotia Groundwater Atlas (Energy and Mines) was used (by this
reviewer) to estimate the number of residential drilled wells within a 500 m radius
buffer (on either side) of the proposed pipeline route from the ETF to Caribou. See
the attached Figure 2 showing the 500 m buffer zone. The Atlas identified 62 water
wells within the 500 m buffer distance. The majority of these are identified as for
domestic use, but two are listed as public (non-municipal).

In the registration document, the proponent reports 121 existing residential water 
supply drilled wells within a 500 m buffer of the proposed pipeline route. However, it 
is possible their search zone was different, as this number of wells could not be 
replicated using the Atlas identification tools with a 500 m radius buffer. 

It has been noted previously that the Well Logs Database Records and any 
mapping based on these records need to be considered in terms of locational 
errors/accuracy of the original data. In addition, the Well Logs Database does not 
contain a complete listing of every water supply well in the province and some areas 
may contain water supply wells not reported. Field truthing and field surveys for 
water supply well locations is necessary. This is particularly important given the 
discrepancies in the registration document concerning the number of water supply 
wells. 

7. The treated effluent will likely contain natural chemicals found in the wood chips,
added chemicals from processing and the effects of treatment which can reduce,
create or alter chemicals. The chemical characterization is important from a
groundwater and drinking water perspective, primarily with regards to the potential
for any leaks, spills or other releases that are uncontrolled and enter groundwater or
surface waters. Characterization is beneficial in order to plan potential monitoring
and mitigation strategies.

The chemical characterization of the treated effluent that would flow through the 
proposed pipeline is not determined, mainly because the new treatment processes 
proposed are not yet operational and no samples can be analysed. However, the 
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registration document does look at similar treatment plants from around the world. 
The document presents some lists of "candidate Chemicals of Potential Concern" or 
COPC that show the potential scope of chemicals in the treated effluent. 

The document presents chemicals determined by similar pulp mill process in 
Tasmania, Australia. The "Toxikos (2006) study is considered to provide a 
reasonable interim indication of what may be expected in relation to NPNS project 
effluent chemical composition and characteristics" (p. 508). However, one 
uncertainty pointed out is that the wood chips used in the Tasmania are largely 
hardwood eucalyptus whereas at Northern Pulp they are softwood coniferous. The 
Tasmania project list of candidate COPC's include: 

From page 508: 

• "Metals and metalloids.
• Selected plant sterols and steroids (phytosterols and phytosteroids).
• Methylphenols and other alkyl-substituted phenols.
• Nitrophenols.
• Phenol.
• Plant-based hydrocarbons such as pinenes, camphenes, carenes, limonene.
• Petroleum hydrocarbons (primarily long chain aliphatic hydrocarbons).
• BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes).
• Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
• Alkyl and chloro-substituted PAHs.
• Numerous chlorinated volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
• Chlorinated benzenes and methoxybenzenes.
• Dehydrojuvabione.
• Juvabione.
• Furanones (chlorinated and non-chlorinated).
• Hydroxy and/or methoxy chlorinated diones and pyranonestals and metalloids.
• Thiolignins.
• Thiosulphates.
• Chloroacetic acids.
• Resin acids (chlorinated and non-chlorinated).
• Fatty acids.
• Various aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes and ketones (chlorinated and non-chlorinated).
• Aniline and chloroanilines.
• Chlorinated anisoles.
• Numerous chlorinated phenolic compounds including chlorinated phenols, catechols,
cymenes,guaiacols, guaiacones, vanillins, veratroles.
• Vanillones (chlorinated and non-chlorinated).
• p-Cymene.
• Syringol and syringaldehydes.
• Various aliphatic alcohols.
• Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/F).
• Chloromethyl sulfones.
• Chlorohydroxypyron.
• Thiophenes and chlorinated thiophenes.
• Hexachlorocyclopentadiene.
• Various ions such as ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, chloride, sulphate, hydrogen sulphide, carbon
disulphide, chlorate, chlorite."
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Candidate COPCs for Northern Pulp Effluent 

The proponent has gone further by considering other studies from the present 
Northern Pulp/Boat Harbour effluent and other Canadian studies that may be more 
relevant. They have reported another similar list, that is more specific regarding 
candidate COPC's expected for the Northern Pulp effluent. However, the focus here 
does seem to be on the ocean as the receiving environment. 

From page 514: 

"The chemicals that merit consideration as candidate COPCs from the review of 
previous studies and sediment or sea water data include the following: 

• Metals (including rnercury) and metalloids
• PAHs.
• PCDD/F.
• Phytosterols.
• Resin and fatty acids (non-chlorinated).
• Petroleum hydrocarbons, oils and greases.
• Chlorinated voes.
• Chlorinated phenols, catechols, guaiacols, vanillins and veratroles - [only detected in the ASS and
other effluent-treatment process lagoons and basins, and primarily during the early 1990s; these
compounds have not been detected in the marine receiving environment influenced by the current
mill effluent discharge point].
• H2S and other sulphides.
• Chlorate/chlorite.
• Cyanide.
• Syringaldehydes."

On page 516 of the document, the proponent presents a description of sampling 
results from the untreated mill effluent. Actual sample results were not provided. 

A recent (2018) sample of untreated mill effluent (collected from Point A) underwent a very similar 
suite of chemical analyses as the 2018 Point C and D samples. This sample represents worst 
case effluent chemistry as it was collected at a point prior to the current effluent treatment 
process. Comprehensive chemical analysis of this sample shows that most candidate COPCs are 
below detection limits even in untreated mill effluent. The only candidate COPCs that were 
measurable (above RDLs) in this Point A untreated effluent sample (also generally at low 
concentrations near RDL values or within typical natural ranges in water) were: hydrocarbons, 
toluene, cyanide, metals and metalloids, phenol, o-cresol, a phthalate ester compound (likely 
from pipe materials rather than due to mill processes), chloroform, total trihalomethanes, and 
trace PAHs (phenanthrene and pyrene only). Mercury was not tested for in this sample, nor was 
2,3,7,8-TCDD; 2,3,7,8,-TCDF (as testing of untreated effluent for these dioxin and furan 
parameters is not required under the PPER). 

The above lists of potential COPCs include a variety of metal and chemical 
parameters that are of potential concern if accidentally released into groundwater or 
surface water. The potential COPCs from a groundwater, surface water and 
drinking water quality perspective need to be considered separately from those 
determined important for the receiving ocean environment. 

8. Groundwater is identified as a Valued Environmental Component (VEG) by the
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proponent in Section 8.5 of the registration document. The document states: 

"Groundwater was selected as a VEC because it contributes to drinking water aquifers in 
potable areas and may discharge to surface water and aquatic habitat." (page 185) 

Section 8.5 also documents a number of groundwater conditions including numbers 
of municipal and residential wells along the proposed pipeline route and ETF, as 
well as in the Town of Pictou wellfield. Statistics based on well construction details 
are also provided such as well yield and depth. Most wells in the area are very 
capable of providing adequate yields for domestic water supplies and as 
demonstrated by the Town of Pictou wellfield, for municipal drinking water supplies. 
Groundwater quality is also generally good, with some well-specific issues 
potentially related to chemicals such as chlorides, manganese and other generally 

. natural contaminants (or effects of road salting/salt water intrusion in the case of 
chlorides). 

9. ETF Groundwater Monitoring

The project proponent describes existing groundwater sampling networks at the 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) site. One of these networks is the Industrial Landfill 
Monitoring Network (27 shallow monitoring wells). The other is the operational NPNS 
Monitoring Network, near the ETF (6 shallow monitoring wells). These networks are 
being monitored following Approval Conditions specified for the existing plant operation. 

Groundwater in the ETF area is relatively isolated in that it is surrounded on three sides 
by water (Pictou Harbour). To the south of the ETF, there are isolated private well water 
supply systems, but the nearest of these is about 650 m to the southeast. 

Details of the ETF groundwater monitoring program are not fully provided in the 
registration document (Figure 8.4-1 page 173 does show the existing monitoring well 
locations and page 194 summarizes some of the results). However, as new facilities are 
to be constructed on the Northern Pulp site (including clarifiers, aeration basin and 
effluent spill basin) the monitoring network plan needs to be revised to include these 
new activities and locations. Groundwater monitoring needs to provide adequate testing 
to ensure any operational issues are identified and addressed before they become a 
significant risk to the environment. 

10. Pipeline Route Groundwater Monitoring

The project proponent recognizes the critical nature of the groundwater VEC, 
particularly in relation to drinking water supply. Although the actual proposed monitoring 
is not specific, the proponent does state (page 202): 

"NPNS will develop a surface water monitoring program to monitor runoff within the pipeline footprint 
both during and subsequent to construction in areas where surface water can infiltrate to 

groundwater. As part of this program the frequency of monitoring and parameters to be assessed will 
be identified in consultation with NSE, particularly with respect to surface waters that could infiltrate 
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to groundwater within the municipal groundwater watershed areas identified within the SWPP and 
more populated residential neighbourhoods along the un-serviced portion of the pipeline footprint." 

Groundwater monitoring along the proposed pipeline route is also an important function 
for protection regarding potential post-construction accidental spills from leaks, ruptures 
or other damage to the pipeline. Groundwater monitoring would need to include two 
components: 

Baseline monitoring of water wells (residential well survey) 
Monitoring of the pipeline itself for potential leaks, with particular focus on 
sensitive groundwater use areas and important surface water features (e.g. 
watercourse crossings and installations of the pipeline below the water table). 

11. Pipeline Installation Below the Water Table

The proposed pipeline route may need to include installation below the water table in 
some areas such as wetlands and watercourse crossings. Some pipeline installation by 
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) under watercourses is being proposed (page 65). 
The registration document provides a general description of methodologies to be used, 
however, if employed, each site using HDD, or with pipe installed below the water table, 
would need detailed assessment by the proponent and probable NSE approvals. 

12. Pipeline �onitoring and Mitigation Measures

Pipeline monitoring for potential leaks resulting from accidental damage is perhaps one 
of the most important measures for protection groundwater and surface water supplies. 
Monitoring as close to the potential contaminant source is critical. For a long pipeline, as 
proposed, this does represent some challenges. The proponent provides some of their 
potential monitoring/mitigation measures on page 197-198. 

"In light of the pipeline route crossing over the Town of Pictou's source water area, additional 
mitigative measures during construction of the pipeline will include: 

• Lining the trench with an impermeable (or low conductivity) material so that, if a leak occurred, it
would be contained and prevent vertical infiltration;

• The pipe will be constructed of >2 inch thick HDPE which combines strength and flexibility to
withstand stresses as well as being resistant to corrosion;

• The pipeline will be constructed with fusion technology to eliminate most, if not all, jointed
sections.

• Having a system in place to detect leaks (or a significant drop in pressure) during operation and
maintenance; and

• Inclusion of the Pictou watershed area in the mill ERCP, including contacting the PictouWater
Utility, property owners with potable water wells along the pipeline route, and other stakeholders."

The measures proposed seem preliminary and would need to be expanded upon to 
provide sufficient risk mitigation. For example, leak detection using only pressure 
monitoring detection may not be sufficient given the chemical quality expected of the 
treated effluent, the large volumes of treated effluent passing through the pipe daily and 
the likelihood that even small accidental release volumes could adversely affect a water 
supply based on drinking water criteria. 
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13. Acidic rock drainage (ARD) due to surface water contact with disturbed soils or
bedrock geology is a potential concern for both groundwater and surface water
where construction excavation projects occur. Acidic rock drainage is not expected
by the proponent, based on their review of geological conditions (page 164, 166).
They state that the "Underlying Pictou Group bedrock is not known to produce
ARD." However, ARD testing of any bedrock encountered during excavation may
be a reasonable expectation in order to confirm this.

14. Although the project does not anticipate involving blasting during construction (page
201 ), should any blasting be necessary, water wells in the vicinity of blast locations
should be included in pre-blast surveys for the ability to determine potential effects
to groundwater quantity and quality (see document page 95).

Recommendations 

The following recommendations relevant to the groundwater evaluation are made 
regarding the Northern Pulp proposed ETF industrial activity. 

Planning/Design Issues 

1. Monitoring design plans for detecting potential spills/leaks resulting from
accidental damage to, or malfunctions of the pipeline should be prepared with
methodologies for further evaluation.

Plans should include more details on methods to be used for monitoring for 
pressure drops/leaks. In addition, plans should address monitoring immediately 
adjacent to the pipeline where the pipeline is installed in areas of significant risk 
including: below the water table, in significant wetlands, in areas of watercourse 
crossings and in the two areas where the pipeline route crosses the Source 
Water Protection Delineated Boundary for the Town of Pictou Wellfields. The 
proponent should evaluate and present the use of pressure monitoring systems 
and shallow groundwater monitoring wells among other potential options. 

2. Risk mitigation measures need to be more completely described for further
evaluation regarding design to prevent/contain spills/leaks from pipeline
accidental damage or malfunction, particularly in areas of significant risk.
Description should be made of the practical operational efficacy of measures
such as the trench lining proposed, as well as the potential need/benefits of
secondary containment of the pipeline in areas of significant risk.

Operational Issues/Other Permitting Processes 
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1. Field-truthing and locational mapping of water wells within 500 metres radius of
the proposed activities (ie. 500 m from each side of the centreline of the pipeline
route, or from the ETF site boundaries) should be conducted prior to
construction.

2. Pre-Construction Water Well Surveys should be conducted within 500 metres
radius of the proposed activities (ie. 500 m from each side of the centreline of the
pipeline route, or from the ETF site boundaries). These surveys should include
both monitoring for drinking water quality parameters and well water levels and
be conducted prior to any construction activities. Methodologies and monitoring
proposed for the water well survey should be submitted to NSE for approval prior
to implementation.

3. Groundwater monitoring plans in the ETF area will need to be enhanced to 
include the new activities proposed. This includes additional monitoring to include
the area with the proposed new clarifiers, aeration basin and effluent spill basin.
The effluent spill basin is proposed to be HOPE lined and this should incorporate
leak detection monitoring. The ETF area monitoring plans should be reviewed
and approved by NSE.

4. More details on the potential Chemicals of Potential Concern (COPCs) from a
groundwater, surface water and drinking water quality perspective need to be
provided and evaluated by the proponent in order that their contingency plans for
monitoring and mitigation can appropriately include these parameters. Details
should include a final list of COPCs and their range of concentrations expected
both in untreated influent and treated effluent that could be released accidentally
into the environment at the ETF site, or along the pipeline route.

5. Consideration should also be made for including specific measures in Northern
Pulp's Environmental Response and Contingency Plan (page 97) that relate to
contingencies that potentially involve the Town of Pictou Source Water Protection
Plan, SWPA (Source Water Protection Area) and the Town of Pictou water
supply wellfields.

6. If the project proceeds to the next stage, it is recommended that standard
conditions be provided to the effect that the Proponent is responsible to replace
or repair any water supply well found to be adversely affected by the project
activities and operations to the satisfaction of the well owner.

Other Observations 

1. The current Source Water Protection Plan for the Town of Pictou includes a
conceptual indication of the groundwater zones contributing to the two wellfields
and a larger Source Water Protection Area. As a greater protection measure, the
Well Head Protection Area (WHPA) zones would be updated by better definition
and quantitative (numerical) computer modelling to demonstrate the 0-2 year
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(Zone A), 2-5 year (Zone B) and 5-25 year (Zone C) time of travel zones for the 
wells/wellfield. This would be useful in many ways for the beneficial management 
of the town's wellfield. 

This would allow: 

a) greater definition of the capture zones of the wellfields,
b) estimated times of travel for various contaminants to the wells which will be

useful in providing greater definition and management of source water
protection risks for the Town's SWPP

c) greater confidence in a hydrogeological model and wellhead zone protection

It is noted that the Source Water Protection Plan (SWPP) for the town water 
supply is the responsibility of the Town of Pictou and additional work to better 
define WHPA zones in the SWPP would require their cooperation and 
involvement. 
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Appendix D: Terms of Reference For The Preparation of a Focus 

Report Regarding the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project -

NSE, April 23, 2019 



TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE PREPARATION OF A FOCUS REPORT 

Regarding the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 

Proposed by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation 

NOVA SCOTIA ENVIRONMENT 

April 23, 2019 



INTRODUCTION 

The Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project (the Project or undertaking) proposed by 

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) was registered on February 7, 2019 for 

environmental assessment (EA) as a Class 1 undertaking pursuant to Part IV of the Environment

Act and the Environmental Assessment Regulations. 

On March 29, 2019, the Minister of Environment released a decision concerning this review. The 

Minister has determined that the EA Registration Document (EARD) is insufficient to make a 

decision on the Project, and a Focus Report is required in accordance with clause 13(1)c of the 

Environmental Assessment Regulations, pursuant to Part IV of the Environment Act.

NPNS is required to submit the Focus Report within one year of receipt of the Terms of Reference. 

Upon submission of the Focus Report by NPNS, Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) has 14 days to 

publish a notice advising the public where the Focus Report can be accessed for review and 

comment. 

A 30-day public consultation period of the Focus Report follows. At the conclusion of the 30-day 

public consultation period, NSE has 25 days to review comments, and provide a recommendation 

to the Minister. 

The Minister of Environment will have the following decision options, following the review of the 

Focus Report: 

a. the undertaking is approved subject to specified terms and conditions and any other

approvals required by statute or regulation;

b. an Environmental-Assessment Report is required; or

c. the undertaking is rejected.

During the preparation of the Focus Report, it is strongly recommended that NPNS continues to 

engage with relevant stakeholders and the Mi'kmaq including Pictou Landing First Nation, and to 

share relevant studies and reports. 

Within the Focus Report, all impact assessment, mitigation and impact conclusions outlined in 

the Environmental Assessment Registration Document must be updated based upon the 

information requirements outlined below. The Addendum to this document includes 

additional questions for consideration and response. Consultation with NSE in the 

development of the Focus Report is required. 

• 

•, 



TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The following items must be included in the Focus Report submission: 

1. PUBLIC, Ml'KMAQ AND GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT

1.1 Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions and comments raised by the public, 

Mi'kmaq and government departments, and incorporate these comments in the Focus Report 

where applicable. Comments may be summarized prior to providing the response. 

1.2 Provide a plan to share future reports and/or studies relevant to this Project with the public 

and the Mi'kmaq such as the Pictou Landing First Nation, including but not limited to the future 

Environmental Effects Monitoring results for the new effluent treatment facility. 

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Provide the following information regarding the on-land portion of the effluent pipeline: 

o a re-alignment route for the effluent pipeline, given Department of Transportation and

Infrastructure Renewal does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the shoulder of

Highway 106;

o maps and/or drawings of the new pipeline location;

o a list of properties (ie., Premises Identification number or PID) that will intersect with the

new pipeline alignment.

2.2 Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to confirm viability of the marine 

portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine the potential impacts of ice scour on 

the pipeline. 

2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical characterization of NPNS' raw 

wastewater (ie., influent at Point A for the Project), to support the assessment of the 

appropriateness of the proposed treatment technology. The influent characterization results 

must be compared against the proposed treatment technology specifications. 

2.4 Submit a complete physical and chemical characterisation of NPNS's expected effluent 

following treatment by the proposed technology. To assess the efficacy of the proposed 

treatment technology, the following must be included: 

o Data from laboratory trials on NPNS's raw wastewater that were conducted at

Veolia/AnoxKaldnes in Lund, Sweden in May 2018;

o Modelling results using the raw wastewater parameters and quality;

o A comparison of the effluent characterization results from the laboratory trials and

modelling work, against appropriate regulations and/or guidelines.



2.5 Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction methodology and other 

associated pipeline construction work, related to the potential changes to the marine portion of 
the pipeline route (e.g., infilling, trenching, temporary access roads, excavation, blasting, disposal 
at sea, and others where applicable). 

3. FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

3.1 Submit treatment technology specifications (e.g., optimal performance range of the 
technology) and an assessment of the efficacy of the proposed treatment technology for use at 

the NPNS facility, to the satisfaction of NSE. For example, peak effluent temperature is proposed 

to be above the generally accepted range of temperatures to achieve optimal biological 
treatment. Explain how the proposed higher than optimal treatment temperature would affect 
the treatment performance. 

3.2 Provide effluent flow data to support the proposed peak treatment capacity of 85,000 m 3

maximum flow of effluent per day. At a minimum, data from 2017 and 2018 is required. Provide 
flow data for Point A, clarify source of the effluent flow volumes given in the EARD, and provide 
other relevant data and information to support the proposed treatment system design. If the 
85,000 m3 cannot be justified based on historical data, identify water reduction projects, or re
evaluate the treatment system design and update the receiving water study accordingly. 

3.3 Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where necessary) based upon the results of 
the effluent characterization in Section 2.4 and relevant additional studies. Refer also to 

Addendum item 2.0 

3.4 Provide the following information regarding the spill basin: 

o Submit information to assess the sizing and appropriateness of the design of the spill
basin. The EARD indicates a retention time of 10-13 hours at a design capacity of 35,000
m3

• The basis of this design has not been provided. If flows exceed 85,000m3 per day on
a consistent basis (e.g., during summer months}, confirm that there will be sufficient

recovery time in the treatment system to empty the basin before the additional volume

is required;
o Explain where the overflow will be directed in the event of unforeseen scenarios (e.g.,

power outage).

3.5 Provide the following information regarding the effluent pipeline: 

o Provide viable options including the selected option for leak detection technologies and
inspection methodologies, with specific consideration to any portion of the pipeline

located in the Town of Pictou's water supply protection area;

o Provide viable options including the selected option for the enhanced pipeline protection,
such as trench lining and justify how the chosen option is an adequate option for
secondary containment. Be sure to address any potential changes in flow regimes,
especially within the Town of Pictou's water supply protection area, due to the installation



of the pipeline and secondary containment. If different options are provided for different 

areas of the proposed re-aligned pipeline route, the locations for each option must be 

identified. 

3.6 Clarify where the potential releases of waste dangerous goods at the Project site will be 

directed for treatment and/or disposal. It is important to note that the new treatment facility is 

not proposed to treat waste dangerous goods based on the information provided in the EARD 

and requirements of NSE. 

4. MARINE WATER AND MARINE SEDIMENT

4.1 Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as marine water quality and 

marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 

4.2 Update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concern in the 

receiving environment (based on the results of the effluent characterization and/or other 

relevant studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water quality data for Caribou 

harbour must be applied to this study. Refer also to Addendum 3.0. 

4.3 Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impacts of potential 

accumulation of sediment within -near field and far field model areas. This should include 

chemical and physical characterization of the solids proposed to be discharged by NPNS as well 

as a discussion of how these solids will interact with the marine sediments and what the potential 

impact will be on the marine environment as a result. 

5. FRESH WATER RESOURCES

5.1 Complete a wetlanc:l baseline survey along the proposed re-aligned effluent pipeline route (if 

wetlands are expected to be altered). 

5.2 Provide monitoring methodologies for areas with significant risk of pipeline leaks or spills 

(e.g., two areas where the pipeline crosses the Source Water Protection Delineated Boundary for 

the Town of Pictou wellfields; below water table; important wetlands; watercourse crossings; 

etc.). 

6. AIR QUALITY

6.1 Provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants to be emitted from the proposed 

project, including but not limited to, speciated volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic 

compounds, reduced sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and metals. 



6.2 Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill facility for all potential air contaminants 

of concern related to the Project. 

6.3 Complete an updated ambient air monitoring plan for the Project site based on the air 

dispersion modelling results. This plan must include the potential air contaminants to be 

monitored and proposed air monitoring location(s). 

7. FISH AND FISH HABITAT

7.1 Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater environment, to the 

satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

7.2 Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, to the satisfaction of 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

7.3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish 

species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon 

updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of 

contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be agreed upon by NSE in consultation with 

relevant federal departments. 

7.4 Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program based on the results of 

various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water study. Refer also to Addendum 

item 4.0 

7.5 Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate potential impacts (e.g., thermal 

shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at 

the diffuser location during low production or maintenance shut down periods. 

8. FLORA AND FAUNA

8.1 Complete a plant baseline survey along the proposed re-aligned effluent pipeline route. 

8.2 Complete a migratory bird survey along the re-aligned pipeline route. 

8.3 Complete a bird baseline survey for common nighthawk (Chordeiles minor), double crested 

cormorants (Pha/acrocorax auratus), owls, and raptors and raptor nests, for the entire project 

area which includes the re-aligned pipeline route. 

8.4 Complete a herptile survey for the Project area which includes the re-aligned pipeline route. 



9. HUMAN HEALTH

9.1 Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of representative 

key marine species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity 

of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location. 

9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-related 

impacts on human health. The risk assessment must consider human consumption of fish and 

other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking water, exposure to 

recreational water and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any other potential exposure 

pathways. The analysis must inform the identification of contaminants of concern and updating 

of the receiving water study. 

10. ARCHAEOLOGY

10.1 Complete an Archaeological Resource Impact Assessment for the marine environment 

related to the Project. 

10.2 Complete shovel testing for areas in the terrestrial environment that are identified to have 

elevated or medium potential of archaeological resources, to confirm the presence or absence 

of these resources. 

11. INDIGENOUS PEOPLE'S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES

11.1 Complete a Mi'kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) for the Project. 



ADDENDUM: Items Raised by Reviewers Requiring Clarification 

The following items must be addressed with NSE and included in the Focus Report where 

appropriate: 

1.0 Provide information regarding whether and when new technology and equipment will be 

installed at the NPNS pulp mill to improve the effluent quality, including but not limited to the 

following: 

o Will 02 delignification be installed at the NPNS pulp mill?

o What other technology and equipment will be installed at the NPNS pulp mill?

o How will each proposed new technology and/or equipment improve the effluent quality?

2.0 With respect to the effluent discharge parameters: 

o Explain why the total nitrogen parameter has changed to 6 mg/L (daily maximum) from

the 3 mg/L (proposed in the August 11, 2017 receiving water study);

o Provide data to support assertions that chemical oxygen demand (COD) can be reduced

to the proposed limit.

3.0 With respect to the updating of the Receiving Water Study: 

o Provide a response to questions and comments on the receiving water study (not already

outlined in this document) from Environment and Climate Change Canada's EARD review

submission dated March 18, 2019, and update the receiving water study as applicable;

o Explain how the initial mixing and dispersal of the plume was taken into account when

simulating far-field extent and concentrations of effluent in Section 3 of Appendix El of

EARD. It appears that the far-field model simulations were run before the near-field

model. One could expect that the behaviour of the plume further afield depends a large

extent on how it behaved at the diffuser, i.e. how quickly it mixed and spread and rose to

the surface;

o Confirm dilution ratios and distances required to achieve background level for water

quality parameters in Appendix El of the EARD, as the dilution ratios and distances may

be overestimated;

o Explain if the salinity and temperature differential between the effluent and the receiving

waters has been accounted for in the model. When the buoyancy differential between

the effluent and receiving waters are greater in winter, it results in a faster rising plume.

This can potentially affect the visibility of the effluent in the receiving environment. Has

this been accounted for in the model? Also provide results for winter conditions;

o Explain if re-entrainment of effluent and sediment at the diffuser location was accounted

for in the one-hour period surrounding slack tide. Support this explanation with model

results using a smaller time step (30 minutes) if necessary.

4.0 It is important to note that the following field study and monitoring are likely to be required 

as part of an EEM program regulated under the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations for the 

Project if it is approved: 



o Field delineation of treated effluent plume to confirm the prediction from the receiving

water study;

o Monitoring of marine water quality and marine sediment quality;

o Sublethal toxicity testing and chemistry testing of the treated effluent; and

o Biological monitoring studies including benthic invertebrate community study, fish

population study, and dioxin and furan levels in fish as applicable.
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Attached is a letter containing our comments on the NPNS ETF focus report.
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Native Council of Nova Scotia 
The Self.Governing Authority for Mi'kmaq/Abonginal Pc.Jples residing Off ·Reserve in Novel Scot·:i throughout traditional Mi'km, q Territory 

"Going Forward to a Better Future" 

November 7th, 2019 

The Honourable Gordon Wilson 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Mr. Wilson, 

Re: Native Council of Nova Scotia's comments on the Northern Pulp 

replacement effluent treatment facility project focus report 

The Native Council of Nova Scotia was organized in 1974 and represents the 

interests, needs and rights of Off-Reserve Status and Non-Status Section 

91(24) lndians/Mi'kmaq/Aboriginal Peoples continuing on their Traditional 

Ancestral Homelands throughout Nova Scotia as Heirs to Treaty Rights, 

Beneficiaries of Aboriginal Rights, with Interests to Other Rights, including 

Land Claim Rights. 

The Native Council of Nova Scotia Community of Off-Reserve Status and Non

Status Section 91(24) lndians/Mi'kmaq/Aboriginal Peoples supports projects, 

works, activities and undertakings which do not significantly alter, destroy or 

adversely impact natural eco-scapes including hills, mountains, wetlands, 

meadows, woodlands, shores, beaches, coasts, brooks, streams, rivers, lakes, 

bays, inland waters, and the near-shore, mid-shore and off-shore waters, to 

list but a few, with their multitude of in-situ biodiversity. 

Our NCNS Community has continued to access and use natural life within 

these ecosystems and eco-scapes, where the equitable sharing of benefits 

arising from projects and undertakings serve a beneficial purpose towards 

progress in general and demonstrate the sustainable use of the natural 

wealth of Mother Earth, with respect for Constitutional Treaty Rights, 

Aboriginal Rights, and Other Rights of the Native Council of Nova Scotia 

Community continuing throughout our Traditional Ancestral Homeland in 

that part of Mi'kma'ki now known as Nova Scotia. 

We thank the province of Nova Scotia for providing an opportunity for 

stakeholders and rights holders to comment on the Replacement Effluent 



Treatment Facility Focus Report. The Native Council of Nova Scotia (NCNS} has followed this project 
closely as it has progressed. We are appreciative of Northern Pulp for meeting with us on several 
occasions. This focus report represents an immense amount of time and effort - from the proponent, 
Nova Scotia Environment and from those who read it and submitted questions and concerns. Here we 
contribute, for the consideration of Nova Scotia Environment, some of the views, comments and 
concerns of our off-reserve Indigenous community represented by the NCNS. 

The sheer breadth of this project makes it challenging to provide a concise summary of our thoughts. It 
encompasses more than just the cleaning up of effluent. Since the mill's construction in the 1960s, 
Northern Pulp has been a focal point of the rural Nova Scotian economy. Members of the NCNS largely 
live in rural communities, and so there has been some support among individuals for the replacement of 
the effluent treatment facility. Northern Pulp's legacy, however, is more than just economic. The impact 
on the environment cannot be ignored. The impact on the health of the people of the region has been 
negative. Most of all, the effects on the health and wellbeing of the people of Pictou Landing First 
Nation near Boat Harbour have been terrible. Though our time and resources are limited, we would like 
to briefly raise some questions and concerns surrounding the assessment of the environmental impact 
of Northern Pulp, and whether or not this effluent treatment facility would adequately mitigate these 
impacts. Furthermore, we question some of the economic opinions that Northern Pulp states as 
foregone conclusions. 

Sustainable Wood Supply 

It's true that Northern Pulp has provided jobs, directly and indirectly, to thousands of people. Many of 
these persons are convinced that Nova Scotia forestry relies on Northern Pulp to survive. Perhaps the 
mill is necessary to increase the industry's prosperity, but this ignores the question: can Nova Scotia 
forests actually sustain Northern Pulp's wood requirement? We understand that this report is meant to 
address the effluent treatment facility, but if Northern Pulp is going to use the forestry industry's 
dependence on them as an argument in favour of this project, we would like to bring that dependence 
into question. The proponent can continue to insist that its harvest is sustainable, but has the science 
confirmed this? If trees are being cut younger and younger, and woodlots are being clear-cut more 
often, how long can the province continue this way? Just because pulp production is renewable, does 
not necessarily make it sustainable. Sustainable forestry and infinite growth cannot coexist. Cutting 
younger trees to maintain or increase input rates alters ecosystems and can wreak havoc on the 
biodiversity of our forests, as many animals depend on mature forests. When the province was courting 
Scott Paper to build the mill in 1967, they promised more than the land could provide. This hasn't 
changed, we just keep allowing it because Nova Scotians have been stuck with a bad deal. Northern Pulp 
was born out of an economic experiment that failed, and SO years later it is still costing the environment 
and the people of this province. 

Federal Impact Assessment 

From its creation the operation of Northern Pulp has been closely tied to government dealings. The mill 
exists because of agreements that guaranteed cheap wood, fresh water and a place to pump their toxic 
waste. Today the province continues to offer loans and assistance to the mill, even allegedly going as far 
as to help pay for this very environmental assessment. The government of Nova Scotia is too close to 
this project and is biased. Our community does not accept this. We are concerned that Nova Scotia 
Environment's decision will not be made using the best available science, nor Indigenous knowledge. 
Rather, Nova Scotia Environment will make a biased decision based on financial factors and political 
pressure. We urge the federal Minister of the Environment and Climate Change to intervene and assess 
this project under the Impact Assessment Act, since it is directly impacting a federal responsibility- an 
Indian Act registered community, residing on a federal Indian Act reserve, not to mention the 
prevalence of Section 91(24) lndians/Mi'kmaq/lndigenous off-reserve NCNS community members living 
in this area. 
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Current Impact Mitigation Efforts and Air Quality 

We will acknowledge, and even commend, Paper Excellence for trying to reduce the mill's adverse 

impact on the environment. Ambient air data shows an improvement from mid-2015, when pollution 

mitigation equipment came online. Northern Pulp touts the installation of a new $35 million 

electrostatic precipitator to remove particulate matter from the recovery boiler stack as evidence of its 

intentions to outperform the expectations of its permit. 

We have reviewed the ambient air quality data and it is obvious from the trend in ambient PM2.5 

recorded at the ambient air station in Pictou when the new equipment was turned on in 

2015. Reviewing data from the National Pollution Release Inventory, dating back to first reporting in 

2003, the average annual PM2.s release was on the order of 800-1,200 tonnes, while 2016 was only 110 

tonnes and, if the NPRI data can be believed, the most recent data (2017) reports less than 2 tonnes of 

PM2.s released. The end result is a good news story, but more important is the story of how that was 

achieved. Was it the "good intentions" of a new owner, or the protests and political pressure applied by 

local residents and allies to force a resolution to a decades long air pollution issue (one which was only 

resolved with a multi-million-dollar loan from the Province of Nova Scotia)? How air pollution control 

was achieved is vitally important to demonstrate if and to what level we may have confidence in a new 

waste water effluent treatment system. We looked at some other air pollutant levels, but there did not 

seem to be a trend upwards or downwards. One of the most significant is S02 and while the 100-200 

tonnes of S02 released by the Northern Pulp mill annually is much less than the tens of thousands of 

tonnes produced by the near-by Nova Scotia Power electrical generation station, the agreed national 

goal for air pollution is continuous improvement. 

Impact to Fisheries 

There remains concern about the discharge of hot fresh water into the Northumberland Strait. 

Recognizing that the modeling system has determined that the CCME MAL guidelines are met two 

meters from the discharge site, there is uncertainty about the long-term effects of the continuous 

discharge. The Northumberland Strait is relatively shallow with waters that warm quickly in the summer 

months and is entirely covered in ice during the winter months. Like many others, this body of water has 

been experiencing rising bottom and surface temperatures in recent years. We question if the long-term 

continuous discharge of hot fresh water into a dynamic saline environment will raise the background 

temperatures over time. An increase in water temperatures or a decrease in salinity has the potential to 

drastically alter the ecological conditions which impacts local species that are sensitive to levels outside 

of a given range. 

For example, the survival of the egg stage of the Atlantic mackerel is sensitive to both temperature and 

salinity. We note that the focus report describes that the Atlantic mackerel harvesting areas are outside 

of the mixing zone and are not expected to be impacted by the discharged effluent. The harvesting area 

does not account for spawning or the presence of egg stages. The most recent published Atlantic 

mackerel Research Document (CSAS Research Document 2018/062) identifies the areas in which Atlantic 

mackerel eggs were observed. While the area in the vicinity of the discharge pipe is not the area with 

the highest abundance or densities of eggs, we note that Atlantic mackerel is a species that is in the 

critical zone and has been experiencing a significant lack of recruitment. Research has shown that the 

optimal spawning habitat includes temperatures between 10-16.s°C, salinity> 23ppt, depths< 150m 

(although most eggs appear to be found between surface and 50m), and where higher densities of prey 

(cope pods, particularly C. finmarchicus) are found. 

Further, with regard to the Atlantic Herring fishery (Gulf region) overlap, the most recent Science 

Advisory Reports (CSAS SAR 2018/029) determined that there had been no change to the stock status 
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determination and that the Spring Spawning Component remains in the critical zone (since 2015). The 

focus report noted that there will be an impact to the Atlantic herring fishery, but it is anticipated to be 

short in duration and will impact only a small proportion of the overall population. We stress that this is 

a species whose population has seen ecological and anthropogenic impacts that have resulted in 

declines. Monitoring and effective mitigation should be at the forefront of permitting impacts during 

critical periods in the life history of the Atlantic herring. 

The Legacy of the Mill 

When Paper Excellence purchased the mill, they (knowingly or unknowingly) inherited its legacy. This 

includes a lengthy list of agreements formed through lawsuits and backroom deals, as well as the mill's 

environmental reputation. Most of all, Paper Excellence has inherited the legacy of Boat Harbour. While 

they may not be held responsible for cleaning it up, Boat Harbour is the visible reality experienced by 

the community and it remains at the forefront of the minds of persons when speaking about the mill. 

The government's effluent discharge approvals issued to the mill and other toxic pollutant industries in 

the area into Boat Harbour was, remains and will continue to be a criminal action. 

The measures laid out in the project's environmental assessment may prove effective in reducing the 

impact on the health of animals and the wellbeing of people who live in the area, but the fact is many 

companies have owned Northern Pulp over the years and many have been disingenuous to the 

community and to Nova Scotians at large. Many have said they would clean up the region, and then 

proceeded to do as little as they could get away with for the benefit of financial gain. The community 

has suffered enough, and it is only natural that they would have trouble trusting this new owner. Is this 

fair to Paper Excellence? Maybe not. As one elder put it, the company has picked up a "stinking relic" 

that has contributed to the destruction of a community, turning a once-pristine harbour with abundant 

aquatic life into a septic soup. One thing is for certain, if Northern Pulp is being treated unfairly, the 

residents of Pictou and those around Boat Harbour have been treated worse. When it comes to the 

decision on whether or not to allow the effluent treatment facility replacement project, we stand with 

Pictou Landing Fist Nation. 

Whatever the decision on this project may be, we insist that the province finally clean up Boat Harbour 

according to the promise made in the Boat Harbour Act. For the sake of Pictou Landing First Nation, no 

extension should be given to the existing effluent treatment facility. This does not mean that the 

province should rush the process of assessing the effluent treatment facility replacement. Too many 

mistakes have been made in the lifetime of this mill. The bad business deals and the adverse 

environmental impacts are a blight on the gov�rnment of Nova Scotia, then and now. It is finally time to 

wipe the slate clean on Boat Harbour. Allow a federal impact assessment and properly consult with 

Indigenous peoples to enlighten decision-makers to a possible resolution to this heinous abuse of 

human and natural life. The Indigenous and non-Indigenous persons_living in the area deserve a better 

deal that prioritizes their health and wellbeing. 

Clean up Boat Harbour and give the effluent treatment project proposal the appropriate amount of time 

for professional, non-biased examination. Do not jump into a hasty political-optics decision which 

prolongs injustice because of the resistance of the government of Nova Scotia to acknowledge a failed 

experiment. 

Going Forward to 

A Better Future 

Chief and President 
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Please see attached submission from PLFN.  I have acknowledged receipt 

Sent from my iPhone
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Focus Report
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Hi . Attached are the submissions of Pictou Landing First Nation in the above noted
matter and the documents referred to therein as being enclosed. Kindly acknowledge
receipt in due course. 

Lawyer
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COMMENTS OF PICTOU LANDING FIRST NATION ON THE  
NORTHERN PULP FOCUS REPORT  


 
SCHEDULE A 


 


1.  PUBLIC, MI’KMAQ AND GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT 


1.1  Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions and comments raised by the public, 


Mi’kmaq and government departments, and incorporate these comments in the Focus Report where 


applicable.  Comments may be summarized prior to providing the response. 


The concordance table provided in the focus report makes reference to specific sections of the technical 


reports  as  a  response  to  various  concerns  raised  rather  than  providing  a  plain  language  explanation. 


Because of this it is inaccessible to the lay person.  Our technical consultants did not have time to review 


each item as it was focused on review the materials. Further time would be needed to prepare a proper 


response to the concerns raised. 


1.2  Provide a plan to share future reports and/or studies relevant to this Project with the public 


and  the  Mi’kmaq  such  as  the  Pictou  Landing  First  Nation,  including  but  not  limited  to  the  future 


Environmental Effects Monitoring results for the new effluent treatment facility. 


While  Section  3.0  of  the  Focus  Report  provides  a  list  of  stakeholders,  including  Pictou  Landing  Frist 


Nation,  it  does  not  include Mi’kmaq  communities  in  Prince  Edward  Island who  also make  use  of  the 


Northumberland Strait for fishing. 


Further,  while  Section  2.3  lists  various  methods  of  engagement  and  consultation,  there  is  no  actual 


strategy set out in the Focus Report. This includes for future monitoring activities. 


2.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 


2.1  PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE ON‐LAND PORTION OF THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE: 


o A  RE‐ALIGNMENT  ROUTE  FOR  THE  EFFLUENT  PIPELINE,  GIVEN  DEPARTMENT  OF  TRANSPORTATION  AND 


INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL DOES NOT PERMIT THE PIPELINE TO BE PLACED IN THE SHOULDER OF HIGHWAY 


106; 


o MAPS AND/OR DRAWINGS OF THE NEW PIPELINE LOCATION; 


o A  LIST OF PROPERTIES  (IE., PREMISES  IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OR PID) THAT WILL  INTERSECT WITH THE 


NEW PIPELINE ALIGNMENT. 


The only change to the route is to the portion that passes over Pictou Harbour. Otherwise, the pipeline 


route  is  still  within  the  shoulder  of  Highway  106  which  the  Department  of  Transportation  and 


Infrastructure Renewal still does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the shoulder of Highway 106. 
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EXP’s comments on the adequacy of this part of the Focus Report for the purposes of an environmental 


assessment are: “At this point this document would be considered a planning document and does not 


meet the level of details requested in the focus report.” 


While PID numbers have been provided for properties that will  intersect  the route,  in many  instances 


the  property  owners  are  undetermined.  This  will  pose  problems  in  obtaining  the  approval  of  those 


landowners in a timely fashion.  


2.2  Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to confirm viability of the marine 


portion of  the pipeline  route.  The  surveys must determine  the potential  impacts of  ice  scour on  the 


pipeline. 


EXP  identified  several  deficiencies with  the methodology  and  scope  of  the  geotechnical  survey work 


which limits the usefulness of the survey results for environmental assessment purposes: 


1.  The vibracore samples were taken at offsets (~35 m to 50 m) from the pipeline route in Pictou 


Harbour so the conditions at the pipeline could vary somewhat along this part of the alignment. 


2.  The vibracore is mainly for sediment sampling and provides limited information with respect to 


the  depth  of  investigation where  till  and  rock  are  present.  This  is  acknowledged  by  the  authors  and 


additional  geotechnical  investigations  are  recommended.  In  other  words  the  geotechnical  survey  is 


incomplete. 


3.  While  basic  factual  geotechnical  data  were  provided,  the  Focus  Report  acknowledges  that 


geotechnical recommendations for the pipeline development would be provided at a later date. 


4.   Ice scour was observed and measured  in winter 2019 along the pipeline route but there  is no 


indication as to how representative the ice conditions were in the area at that time. This would require a 


more rigorous comparison with ice conditions in previous years. No effort was made to obtain data on 


ice  conditions  from  previous  years  to  determine  how  representative  the  ice  conditions  that  were 


measured in 2019 were.   


5.  EXP  conducted  a  cursory  review  for  additional  sources  of  information  on  ice  scour  in  the 


Northumberland  Strait.    The  FHWA  Study  Tour  of  Northumberland  Strait  Crossing  Project  (NSCP), 


published in 1996 notes that the ice scour occurs most commonly at the edge of the landfast ice and can 


occur at depths of 8 to 11 metres. 


6.  Evidence  of  archeological  features  of  interest  was  seen  along  the  Pictou  Harbour  route  and 


there is no plan for how this would be dealt with. 


In  conclusion  without  data  on  the  till  and  bedrock  thickness  and  without  further  geotechnical 


recommendations in respect of the pipeline to be built, which the Focus Report acknowledges are yet to 


be completed,  it  is not possible  to ascertain  the viability of  the marine  route  for  the pipeline options 


outlined under section 2.5. In addition the report is only looking at one season of ice scour data which is 


insufficient to predict impacts on the proposed pipeline along the proposed route. 
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2.3  SUBMIT  DATA  REGARDING  THE  COMPLETE  PHYSICAL  AND  CHEMICAL  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  NPNS’  RAW 


WASTEWATER (IE., INFLUENT AT POINT A FOR THE PROJECT), TO SUPPORT THE ASSESSMENT OF THE APPROPRIATENESS OF 


THE PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY. THE INFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS MUST BE COMPARED AGAINST THE 


PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATIONS. 


Northern Pulp relied on an analysis of samples taken at Point A of the Boat Harbour treatment facility as 


representative  of  the  raw  effluent  that  will  treated  in  the  proposed  new  effluent  treatment  facility. 


Currently  runoff  water,  i.e.  rain  water  that  collects  on  Northern  Pulp’s  mill  site,  is  drained  into  the 


effluent and mixes with effluent before discharged at Point A. Thus the characterization of raw effluent 


at Point A  is dependent on  the amount of  runoff water entering  the pipeline on  the day  the samples 


were taken. The two samples of effluent from Point A were taken in the same month (May) in 2018 and 


2019. 


Further, the flow, BOD, COD, TSS, pH, and temperature were all based on data collected in 2016. 


EXP was not able to determine based on the  information presented  in the report why those sampling 


dates were used and whether  conditions on  those dates were  representative  such  that  the analytical 


results  in  Table  1‐2  could  be  relied  on  to  characterize  the  raw  effluent  to  be  treated  in  the  new 


treatment facility. More data is required. 


Historic  flow volumes at Point A were not measured reliably as the current equipment was said to be 


inadequate  to  scientifically  measure  flows.  Yet,  reporting  of  flow  volumes  is  a  requirement  of  the 


current Industrial Approval. Flows from Point C were used as a proxy for flows at Point A. Maximum flow 


rates at Point A cannot be adequately inferred from flow rates at Point C due to the smoothing effect of 


the large retention areas between Point A and Point C. Maximum flow rates should have been measured 


at Point A. They were not. 


Another  significant  concern  noted  by  EXP  is  that  only  Total  Chromium  is  reported.  An  important 


question  is  what  percentage  of  Total  Chromium  is  comprised  of  hexavalent  chromium,  a  recognized 


human  carcinogen.  This  would  have  allowed  comparison  with  Nova  Scotia  Environment’s  Tier  1 


Environmental Quality Standards for hexavalent chromium. 


While physical, chemical and biological parameters were listed in the Focus Report, no parameters were 


listed for pathogens and Whole Effluent Toxicity  (WET). WET describes the proportion of effluent that 


can enter  the  receiving water without  causing  toxicological effects  (both acute and chronic).  This  test 


was omitted completely. 


2.4  Submit  a  complete  physical  and  chemical  characterization  of  NPNS’s  expected  effluent 


following  treatment  by  the  proposed  technology.  To  assess  the  efficacy  of  the  proposed  treatment 


technology, the following must be included: 


1)  Average and design values for AOX 


2)  Expected Treated Effluent Quality and EQOs: 


3)  Regulatory limits and guidelines to be referred to: 
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The Focus Report bases its characterization of the effluent expected following treatment in the new ETF 


on  an  analysis  of  samples  collected  at  Point  C  in  the  current  Boat  Harbour  Treatment  Facility,  i.e. 


effluent after  it  is treated at the current Boat Harbour facility  is used as a proxy for effluent after  it  is 


treated in the new ETF. The Point C effluent analysis was compared to an analysis of effluent generated 


during trials of model of AST treatment facility at the Veolia/AnoxKaldnes facilities  in Lund, Sweden in 


May 2018. 


There are deficiencies in both analyses. 


Point C samples were taken  in May of 2018 and 2019 and again  in July 2019. Once again  it cannot be 


said that these samples are representative of the effluent throughout the year. 


The  Veolia/AnoxKaldnes  model  of  the  AST  processed  only  60  Litres  of  untreated  effluent  that  was 


shipped from Northern Pulps mill to Sweden in three (3) 20 litre containers that were received on April 


3, 2018. Unfortunately no analysis was done on samples from Point A and Point C on the same day the 


60 litres was captured. This would have allowed the best comparison between samples at Point A, Point 


C and the following the trial in the model BAS system in Sweden.   


Also  it  is  not  known how  long  it  took  to  ship  the  60  Litres  of  effluent  to  Sweden.  The  time between 


collection and analysis is critical as metals and bacteriological concentrations can change over time and 


with changes to temperature.  Typically a COD or BOD sample, can be held for no more than 24 hours 


without sample degradation.  


Further  the  60  Litres was  taken on  the  same day  and once  again  it  is  impossible  to  confirm  that  the 


sample was representative. 


Veolia noted that prior to the trials they placed the effluent in cold storage at 2oC until it was used. They 


note they started the test the same day the samples were received on a scale design of a BAS system 


and brought them back up to 37oC prior to use.  


The  analysis  of  the parameters was  completed using Hach‐Lange  analytical  kits.  The  analysis was  not 


completed in an accredited laboratory but rather using field kits.  These kits can provide decent results 


but are typically used for field measurements to supplement laboratory chemical analysis. Only AOX and 


BOD were sent to an external lab.  


The trial used an active biomass from a nearby Kraft Pulp Mill, there  is no mention as to whether this 


will be the same biomass that is used in the proposed new ETF as this could affect the outcome..  


While the Focus Report states that “The average and design values for AOX in untreated effluent were 


artificially raised in the design specification to add a margin of safety to the design”, it is not stated how 


the average and design values  for AOX were raised. The peak value  in design  is determined normally, 


based on the relationship of geometric standard deviation values to the ratio of peak to mean factor. 


There is no mention of whether this was used or not. 


Environmental Quality Objectives (EQOs) are numerical values and narrative statements established to 


protect  the  receiving  water.  The  determination  of  the  EQOs  should  proceed  with  statistical  data  of 


untreated effluent, background water quality, and a hydrodynamic model. The model should consider 
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the concentration of the substance in the effluent, the dilution ratio available at the edge of the mixing 


zone, and the naturally occurring background concentration of the particular substance. Based on site‐


specific EQOs, the Effluent Discharge Objectives (EDOs) will be determined. This was not done. 


Further, in the ETF design specifications, the phrase of “Expected Treated Effluent Quality” was used in 


connection with system performance guarantees. However,  the values shown were based on average 


conditions and represent the performance  levels expected of the system. The  limits or objectives that 


the ETF must comply with were not mentioned.  


Northern Pulp has stated that it is planning a future increase in production.  They had asked bidders to 


propose  technology  that  could  be  upgraded.  There  is  no  indication  that  the  planned  increase  in 


production has been taken into account in each calculation and design phase: RWS, pipe size, etc.  


While the results show the effluent would comply with the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations, there is 


no discussion of compliance with NSE CSR and other applicable guidelines.  


EXP  concluded  that  the  approach  taken  by Northern  Pulp  did  not  result  in  “a  complete  physical  and 


chemical  characterization  of  NPNS’s  expected  effluent  following  treatment  by  the  proposed 


technology”.    In  its opinion 60 Litres  from a one‐time sample collected on an unknown date does not 


provide a suitable baseline for characterization of the effluent. 


2.5  Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction methodology and other associated 


pipeline  construction  work,  related  to  the  potential  changes  to  the  marine  portion  of  the  pipeline 


route  (e.g.,  infilling,  trenching,  temporary  access  roads,  excavation,  blasting,  disposal  at  sea,  and 


others where applicable). 


As  we  set  out  in  our  comments  on  the  original  EARD,  an  environmental  assessment  cannot  be 


performed  without  knowing  how  the  pipeline  is  proposed  to  be  installed.  While  the  Focus  Report 


provides additional options  for  installing  the pipeline,  it  simply defers  the decision on  the  installation 


method  to  the  contract  eventually  hired  to  perform  the  work.  Where,  as  here  three  methods  are 


possible, each method should be assess the VEC’s as if it were the method ultimately selected in order 


to  conduct  a  proper  environmental  assessment.  Referring  to  a  future  EPP  is  not  adequate  to  allow 


assessment of the risks. 


EXP’s  conclusions  in  reviewing  this  section were:  “At  this point  this document would be  considered a 


planning document and does not meet the level of details requested in the focus report.” 


In addition EXP noted that as discussed above, geotechnical survey was inadequate to identify glacial till 


and  bedrock  along  the  pipeline  route.  Without  property  geotechnical  data  the  environmental  risks 


associated with design and constructions cannot be known. 


EXP also noted that excess soils will be disposed of according to local regulation and permitting, but the 


Focus Report  lacked any discussion of  detailed disposal  options,  including ocean disposal  (troughing), 


and  that  laydown  and  staging  areas  have  been  identified  by  temporary  construction  roads were  not 


noted.  
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3.1  Submit  treatment  technology  specifications  (e.g.,  optimal  performance  range  of  the 


technology) and an assessment of  the efficacy of  the proposed  treatment  technology  for use at  the 


NPNS  facility,  to  the  satisfaction of NSE.  For  example,  peak  effluent  temperature  is  proposed  to be 


above the generally accepted range of temperatures to achieve optimal biological treatment. Explain 


how  the  proposed  higher  than  optimal  treatment  temperature  would  affect  the  treatment 


performance. 


EXP  noted  that  the weir  load  on  the  primary  clarify  (125 m3/d/m)  is much  larger  than  usual.    If  the 


system overflowed the clarifier might be overloaded too quickly.  The report does not address the sizing 


of  the  clarifier  required  to  keep  flows within  range.  It  is  not  clear whether  site  runoff  water will  be 


diverted to the primary clarify. This has potential for sudden increases in flow volumes. 


The  Focus Report does not  adequately  explain why  a  tertiary  treatment option was not  incorporated 


into  the  Project.  Nor  does  it  provide  for  the  diversion  of  clean  “non‐contact  water”  from  the  pulp 


effluent. 


Tertiary Treatment 


The  concept  of  tertiary  treatment  was  discussed  in  a  2011  report  prepared  for  Pictou  Landing  First 


Nation by EXP (then known as ADI) entitled Northern Pulp Tertiary Treatment Study (the “ADI Study”): 


By definition,  tertiary  treatment  is  applied  after  a  traditional mechanical  process.  The 
term tertiary treatment typically applies to reducing the BOD and TSS in the effluent to 
levels  lower  than  20  ppm  (known  as  the  20‐20  level).  This  is  usually  the  case  when 
specific  issues  are  present  with  the  receiving  water  such  that  lower  BOD  and  TSS 
concentrations  are  necessary.  Tertiary  treatment  is  also  considered  as  advanced 
wastewater treatment for specific issues with the effluent. Typically this is not related to 
BOD and TSS  (i.e., an effluent with a BOD and TSS concentration of 20/20  is generally 
suitable  and  acceptable  for  the  receiving  stream);  however,  it  is  related  to  other 
detrimental attributes of the effluent. Some examples of this  include nutrient removal 
(nitrogen  and  phosphorous),  hardness  removal,  reduction  of  endocrine  disrupters  or 
removal of colour from the effluent. (see p. 35) 


The ADI Report identified 3 types of tertiary treatment that would be effective at lowering TSS, BOD and 


colour.  The  engineered  wetlands  option  was  the  least  expensive  at  an  estimated  $7.8  million  (ADI 


Report, p. 43). EXP estimated that  the wetlands would  take up between 15 and 20 acres of  land  (ADI 


Report, p. 6). A wetland this size could be sited within Northern Pulp’s property at Abercrombie Point 


next to the mill. 


The ADI Report described engineered wetlands: 


Engineered  wetlands  take  advantage  of  the  natural  processes  that  occur  for  the 
breakdown of  colour  forming constituents  (Figure 2‐3). They also  filter  the  suspended 
solids  (TSS)  and  further  remove  (BOD).  A  typical  engineered  wetland  would  be 
constructed with a geo‐membrane liner that would prevent the effluent from coming in 
contact with the natural environment. In the lined bed, a configuration of various media 
types and a piping distribution network would distribute the effluent and treatment will 
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occur with  a  variety  of  plant  species  and micro‐organisms  that  naturally  occur  in  the 
root structure. This technology would typically require at  least 15 acres of usable area 
for the potential flows that are predicted from the mill.  


The cost of engineered wetlands could be offset by a reduction  in the cost of secondary treatment as 


the secondary treatment may not need to be as robust: 


Given that the design will largely be dominated by the hydraulic requirements of such a 
large flow (and not the biodegradation capabilities), the use of an engineered wetland 
could  potentially  reduce  the  treatment  requirements  of  secondary  treatment  or  at  a 
minimum, provide additional protection in the event of a process upset in the secondary 
treatment operation. 


The ADI Report was prepared as an adjunct to an engineering report prepared for the Province of Nova 


Scotia  in  2010  entitled  “Boat  Harbour:  Return  to  Tidal  Re‐Evaluation”(AMEC,  April  2010).  The 


recommendations  for  secondary  treatment  in  the  AMEC  report  and  an  even  earlier  report  (AGRA 


Simons, 2000) were identified in the ADI Report: 


One aspect of this study is to evaluate options of final effluent discharge and treatment 
required for eliminating  the use of Boat Harbour as part of  the wastewater treatment 
process for the operation of the Northern Pulp mill in Ambercrombie, Nova Scotia. Past 
study reports (AMEC, 2010; AGRA Simons, 2000) have investigated this issue and two re‐
occurring options for proceeding toward the final corrective action have been: 
 


1. Construct a treatment plant using an activated sludge process  (ASP) 
on the mill site, construct a storage basin and pumping system for 6hr 
capacity,  discharge  the  effluent  in  6hr  (tidal)  cycles  to  a  new  outfall 
located at Lighthouse Beach (or other location). 


 
2. Construct a treatment plant using an activated sludge process  (ASP) 
on  the mill  site,  along with  a  tertiary  treatment  system  and  pumping 
system for a new continuous outfall into Pictou Harbour. 
 


Pictou Landing First Nation urged the Province and Northern Pulp to implement an engineered wetlands 
solution in the design of the Project based on the ADI Report. Northern Pulp ruled out tertiary treatment 
for the Project. Pictou Landing First Nation raised this as an  issue in its comments on the EARD. In the 
concordance table it prepared for the Focus Report (Appendix 1.1, p. 11), Northern Pulp indicated that it 
would  address  this  concern  directly with  Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  during  the  ongoing  consultation 
process.  KSH  Consulting  subsequently  prepared  power  point  presentation  slides  (attached)  which  it 
provided to representatives of Pictou Landing First Nation in July 2019. 
 
The KSH slides discuss free water surface (FWS) wetlands and discuss issues with FWS wetlands such as 
freezing  during  winter  months  in  northern  climates  thereby  necessitating  extra  storage  capacity  for 
effluent to be stored until it can be treated in warmer months. KSH also provided a chart that suggested 
that the size of a FWS wetland would need to be 258 acres to teat effluent from the mill. The suggestion 
is that an engineered wetland is not feasible. 
 
Pictou Landing First Nation asked EXP to review the comments of KSH Consulting contained in the in the 
power point slides. EXP has prepared comments  in Chapter 25 of  its review document (attached). EXP 
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explains that in preparing the 2011 report ADI consulted with well know engineered wetlands supplier, 
Abydoz Environmental. EXP explains that Abydoz has installed many engineered wetlands for purposes 
of providing tertiary treatment for over 20 years. Abydoz has installed many systems in Atlantic Canada 
which are designed to operate year round. 
 
With respect to the area required for a wetland to treat the volume of effluent that is expected to be 
generated by Northern Pulp, the 2011 report was based on an expected volume of 45K m3/day. This was 
based on the 2010 AMEC study (attached) which found that Northern Pulp could reduce the volume of 
its  effluent  to  45K m3/day  by  carrying  out  certain  improvements,  the most  significant  one  being  the 
diversion of non‐contact (clean) cooling water from effluent stream (AMEC Study, pp. 47‐48). 
The Project  under  review does not  include  significant water  reduction  improvements  as  identified by 
AMEC  in  2010.  Instead  Northern  Pulp  proposes  to  discharge  an  average  of  65K  m3/day  of  effluent. 
Northern Pulp has provided no explanation as to why this is the case. 
 
EXP  notes  that  a  larger  system  is  required  to  treat  a  larger  volume  of  effluent.  Failure  to  make 
reductions in wastewater as suggested by AMEC in 2010 has resulted in the need for a larger treatment 
facility with a higher volume. If effluent volumes were reduced the tertiary treatment facility described 
by  EXP  in  the  ADI  Report  would  still  be  15‐20  acres  and  not  the  258  acres  as  suggested  by  KSH 
Consulting. 
 
Water volume alone does not determine the size. KSH Consulting describes a free water surface (FWS) 
wetland whereas  Abydoz  Environmental  recommended  an  engineered/constructed  (EC) wetland.  EXP 
describes the difference: 
  


In  free water  surface  (FWS) wetlands  the water  travels above  the growing medium of 
the wetlands. FWS wetlands employ the aeration of the open water to provide oxygen 
to the water. They have minimal surface area for the attachment of bacteria and require 
a much larger surface area than subsurface flow wetlands for treatment.  
 
Engineered/Constructed wetlands, like the proposed Abydoz horizontal flow type, have 
water  flowing  subsurface  through  the  wetland  growing  matrix.  The  subsurface  flow 
allows bacteria to grown on a large surface area of the aggregate, increasing biological 
activity  within  the  wetland.  This  allows  the  wetlands  to  be  smaller  and  provide 
significantly higher level of treatment.  


 
EC wetlands take up less area. 
 
The  last  factor  that  influences  the  area  required  for  an  engineered  wetland  is  how  much  of  each 
contaminant  it  is designed to remove. The 2011 proposed system was designed to meet the yet‐to‐be 
proclaimed federal municipal wastewater regulations. Notably this called for BOD of 20m3/l and TSS of 
20m3/l. These guidelines were  later  implemented but  in  just 8 years have been  lowered by Canada to 
13m3/l for both BOD and TSS.  
 
Using  the more  stringent  design  criteria  required  to meet  the  current  federal  municipal  wastewater 
regulations and allowing for effluent flows of 65Km3/day, Abydoz Environmental currently recommends 
an engineered wetland of 68 acres (EXP Chapter 25, p. 68). 
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With over 450 acres of land at the mill site, the original 2011 findings that engineered wetlands near the 
proposed ETF are feasible still stands. 
 
3.2  Provide  effluent  flow  data  to  support  the  proposed  peak  treatment  capacity  of  85,000 m3 
maximum flow of effluent per day. At a minimum, data from 2017 and 2018 is required. Provide flow 
data  for  Point  A,  clarify  source  of  the  effluent  flow  volumes  given  in  the  EARD,  and  provide  other 
relevant  data  and  information  to  support  the  proposed  treatment  system design.  If  the  85,000 m3 
cannot  be  justified  based  on  historical  data,  identify  water  reduction  projects,  or  re‐  evaluate  the 
treatment system design and update the receiving water study accordingly. 
 
EXP  notes  that  if  oxygen  delignification  proceeds  as  suggested  and  production  increases,  average 
volumes  will  be  higher  and  will  be  approaching  peak  capacity  of  85K m3/day.  The  systems  appears 
under‐designed for future expansion of production. 
 
Northern Pulp reports that it has not kept reliable flow data for Point A for 2017 and 2018 due to the 
limitations of  the Doppler based  flow meter used at Point A. As EXP points out,  this  is a breach of  its 
current Industrial Approval which requires continuous monitoring at Point A. It is not clear whether the 
data collected at Point A is completely unusable or what steps were taken to determine its reliability, for 
example through the use of a correlation curve. 
 
Northern Pulp has used flow data from Point C as a proxy for flows at Point A. EXP points out that this is 
not satisfactory since the area between Point A and Point C acts to smooth out peak volumes through 
wastewater  loss, evaporation, and  leakage within  the basins.  In other words peak volumes at Point A 
would not be the same as peak volumes at Point C. Standard practice  is to use raw effluent flow data 
(Point A)  for  the projection of  design  capacity  (average,  peak  daily,  and peak hourly) when designing 
treatment facilities. 
 
3.3  Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where necessary) based upon the results of 
the effluent characterization  in Section 2.4 and relevant additional studies. Refer also to Addendum 
item 2.0 
 
It  is  EXP’s  opinion  that  Task  3.3  of  the  Focus  Report  has  not  been  addressed.  The  effluent 
characterization in Section 2.4 revealed the following chemicals of concern: 
 


1. Hexavalent  Chromium  (Cr6)  was  not  analyzed.    However  given  the  receiving  water  is  marine 
based and will have significant oxygen content available, Cr6 would be expected to be the most 
available form.  As such, the Chromium values of 3.4 (Point A) and 2.3 (Point C) µg/L would be in 
exceedance of the NSE Contaminated Sites Regulations (CSR) for discharge to a Marine Surface 
Water  Tier  1  Environmental  Quality  Standards  (EQS).  Chromium  (Cr6  and  Cr3)  should  be  an 
effluent discharge parameter.  


2. Cadmium was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C.  
3. Lead was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 
4. Copper was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 
5. Mercury was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point C. 
6. Zinc was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 
7. The product resemblance on the laboratory certificates for Point C were within the fuel/lube oil 


range  which  would  result  in  an  applicable  NSE  CSR  Tier  1  EQS  guideline  for  modified  total 
petroleum hydrocarbons (mTPH) of 0.1 mg/L.  The concentration of mTPH at Point C as reported 
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in Table 1‐10 was 0.3 mg/L and at Point A was 2.38 mg/L at Point C, both in exceedance of the 
guideline.  


 
The Focus Report was only updated for Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) despite the fact that cadmium, total 
dioxins and furans, phenanthrene, total resin acids, total fatty acids, and total pulp and paper phenols 
were  all  identified  as  chemicals  of  potential  concern  (COPC).  These  should  have  been  added  to  the 
parameters  that were  identified  (AOX,  total  nitrogen,  total  phosphorous,  colour,  COD, BOD5,  TSS  and 
DO) for purposes of the receiving water study.  Accordingly, these parameters are not addressed in the 
receiving water study. 
 
3.4  Provide the following information regarding the spill basin: 
 
Submit information to assess the sizing and appropriateness of the design of the spill basin. The EARD 
indicates a retention time of 10‐13 hours at a design capacity of 35,000 m3. The basis of this design 
has not been provided. If flows exceed 85,000m3 per day on a consistent basis (e.g., during summer 
months),  confirm  that  there will  be  sufficient  recovery  time  in  the  treatment  system  to  empty  the 
basin before the additional volume is required; 
 
Explain where the overflow will be directed in the event of unforeseen scenarios (e.g., power outage). 
 
EXP  notes  that  in  its  opinion,  this  task was  not  sufficiently  addressed  in  the  focus  report.  The  Focus 
Report lacks a clear statement as to the purpose of the spill basin. It appears from Drawing 220‐0‐0311 
that  the waste  activated  sludge  storage  basin  is  designed  to  drain  back  into  the  spill  basin.  This  is  a 
design  flaw.  WAS  must  be  directed  to  a  sludge  treatment  facility  instead  of  returning  to  the  inlet 
wastewater flow.  
 
Lack of data for peak hourly flow rate hampers the design of the spill basin. 
 
The  Focus  Report  is  missing  key  information  including  a  process  flow  diagram,  drawing  showing  all 
process  by‐passes  and  back  up  electrical  supply.  Further  as  the  spill  basin  is  open  to  atmosphere 
consideration  should  have  been  given  to  a  design  storm event  that may  add  additional water  to  the 
basin during an outage event, especially during non‐summer periods when evaporation is minimal. 
 
Finally,  the  conceptual  basin  design  appears  quite  large,  with  no  interior  “finger”  berms  that  would 
allow access by heavy equipment to clean out any solids that settle out during use.  Additionally, there is 
no indication as to where material removed from the berm would be disposed of.  
 
3.5  Provide the following information regarding the effluent pipeline: 
 
Provide  viable  options  including  the  selected  option  for  leak  detection  technologies  and  inspection 
methodologies,  with  specific  consideration  to  any  portion  of  the  pipeline  located  in  the  Town  of 
Pictou’s water supply protection area; 
 
Provide  viable  options  including  the  selected  option  for  the  enhanced  pipeline  protection,  such  as 
trench lining and justify how the chosen option is an adequate option for secondary containment. Be 
sure to address any potential changes  in  flow regimes, especially within  the Town of Pictou’s water 
supply protection area, due to the installation of the pipeline and secondary containment. If different 
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options are provided  for different areas of  the proposed  re‐aligned pipeline  route,  the  locations  for 
each option must be identified. 
 
No leak detection was described for the underwater portion of the pipeline.   
 
While  increasing  thickness  appears more  secure,  this  does  nothing  to  improve  containment  in  areas 
where the length of pipe will be coupled.  
  
Exp notes the lack of hydrogeological assessment of the area around the well head protection area for 
the  Town  of  Pictou.  Even  though  the  LiDAR  shows  that  the  pipe  is  downgradient  of  the  well  head 
protection area for the Town of Pictou there could be highly fractured bedrock near surface allowing a 
quick  release  pathway  into  the  shallow  or  deep  bedrock.  In  fact  the  Geotech  assessment  on  the 
underwater portion noted that the surface bedrock was ripable, meaning it is highly fractured. 
 
A Geotechnical survey of then proposed pipeline is required but was not done because the route has not 
been selected. 
 
EXP notes that the approach to protecting the Town of Pictou well head protection area is “essentially a 
‘fail safe’ design approach assuming nothing could happen and therefore no back‐up.” EXP recommends 
that  given  the  importance  of  this  water  supply  a  “Safe‐Fail”  be  used  whereby  backup  systems  are 
incorporated which are designed to prevent contamination in the event of a failure. If one system fails 
others are in place. 
 
The  report only assesses  surface water  flows  in estimating what would happen  if  a  leak occurs.    This 
indicates  flow  away  from  the  well  field.    However,  no  consideration  is  given  to  groundwater  flow 
patterns in the sand/gravel quire underlying the site. 
 
3.6  Clarify  where  the  potential  releases  of  waste  dangerous  goods  at  the  Project  site  will  be 
directed for treatment and/or disposal.  It  is  important to note that the new treatment facility  is not 
proposed  to  treat  waste  dangerous  goods  based  on  the  information  provided  in  the  EARD  and 
requirements of NSE. 
 
It is appropriate if NPNS are going to note the their emergency response and release of dangerous goods 
will follow their Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), that a public version of the SOP is made available 
for review and should have been included in the Focus Report.  
 


 4.1  Conduct  baseline  studies  for  the  marine  environment  (such  as  marine  water  quality  and 


marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 


While  the  issue of chemical parameters  seems sufficient, normally  sampling  is  required  for a  full  year 


(seasonal sampling) owing to variations that may occur throughout the year.   Typical  language used in 


Environmental Impact Statements tend to define what is required for baseline studies but typically the 


minimum  listed  requested  requirements  for  a  baseline  study  of  a  surface water  body would  include 


wording  such  as:    seasonal  water  quality  field  and  lab  analytical  results  (e.g.  water  temperature, 


turbidity,  pH,  dissolved  oxygen  profiles)  and  interpretation  at  several  representative  local  stream  and 


water body monitoring stations established at the project site. 
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Based on the lack of season water quality and sediment data, EXP found that this requirement has not 


been fully completed.  


4.2  Update  the  receiving water  study  to model  for  all  potential  contaminants  of  concern  in  the 


receiving  environment  (based  on  the  results  of  the  effluent  characterization  and/or  other  relevant 


studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water quality data for Caribou Harbour must 


be applied to this study.  Refer also to Addendum 3.0. 


Table 4.2 notes a list of chemical parameters utilized to characterize the effluent to be discharged from 


the plant and then to determine baseline conditions in the Northumberland Strait.  


The  characterization  of  the  effluent  water  does  not  include  micro‐biologicals,  which  may  also  have 


impact on marine aquatic organisms in the receiving water. 


There is no information provided on the chemicals, micro‐biologicals attached to sediment particles that 


may be leached off under sea water conditions. 


The numerical models  that were utilized to assess dispersion of dissolved contaminants and sediment 


are documented with various scenarios results provided  in figure format.   There  is no discussion as to 


the accuracy of the model results. 


The Marine  geotechnical  survey  notes  the  outflow  site  is  presently  positioned  at  a  depth  of  ‐20  m.  


During the last de‐glaciation sea level was approximately ‐50 m around 9,000 years BP.  Therefore, the 


route  alignment  and disposal  site was  terrestrial  and may have  included  springs.  If  present  they may 


now  appear  as  Submarine  Groundwater  Discharge  zones  (SGD’s)  and  have  an  impact  on  the 


geotechnical assessment of the routing and discharge site.  In addition, if present they may have created 


unique  marine  bottom  ecosystems.  Such  SGD’s  should  be  considered  in  the  analysis.    There  is  an 


indication that bottom photography was undertaken, which would aid in assessing marine ecosystems; 


but was not reported on in the text. These elements were not included in the RWS.  


The  Marine  geotechnical  survey  noted  the  potential  presence  of  gas  charged  sediments  along  the 


routing.  There was no indication as to what gases were involved (hydrocarbons?) and how they would 


be  dealt with  if  dredging  for  the  pipeline  opened  these  zones  for  greater  discharge.  These  elements 


were not included in the RWS.  


Due to limitations of time and data the results of the RWS have not been fully reviewed and analyzed to 


date. 


4.3  Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impacts of potential 


accumulation of sediment within near field and far field model areas. This should include chemical and 


physical characterization of the solids proposed to be discharged by NPNS as well as a discussion of 


how these solids will interact with the marine sediments and what the potential impact will be on the 


marine environment as a result. 


While  EXP  found  that  this modelling  appeared  to  be  performed  satisfactorily,  EXP  has  acknowledged 


that it  lacks expertize in that area and has since seen reports which show that sediment accumulation 


could occur within 4 kilometers of the discharge point and could impact fishing areas. 
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5.1  Complete a wetland baseline survey along the proposed re‐aligned effluent pipeline route (if 


wetlands are expected to be altered). 


As previously noted, these wetland assessments are only useful if the final route is as described.   


5.2  Provide  monitoring  methodologies  for  areas  with  significant  risk  of  pipeline  leaks  or  spills 


(e.g., two areas where the pipeline crosses the Source Water Protection Delineated Boundary for the 


Town of Pictou wellfields; below water table; important wetlands; watercourse crossings; etc.). 


Baseline surface water monitoring is presently underway but has not been completed. This is a serious 


limitation to the Focus Report.   


6.1  Provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants to be emitted from the proposed 


project,  including  but  not  limited  to,  speciated  volatile  organic  compounds,  semi‐volatile  organic 


compounds, reduced sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and metals. 


6.2  Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill facility for all potential air contaminants 


of concern related to the Project. 


6.3  Complete  an  updated  ambient  air  monitoring  plan  for  the  Project  site  based  on  the  air 


dispersion modelling  results. This plan must  include  the potential air  contaminants  to be monitored 


and proposed air monitoring location(s). 


Some  limitations  on  the  air  dispersion  modelling  ware  noted.  Speciated  volatile  organic  compounds 


(SVOCs)  were  omitted  from  the  list  of  potential  air  contaminants.  There  is  only  one  air  monitoring 


station in the vicinity of Pictou Landing First Nation. Final air dispersion modelling should include Pictou 


Landing First Nation in the design process and in the actual monitoring.  


EXP  provided  a  peer  review  of  the  air  modelling  section  of  the  Focus  Report  and  recommends  the 


following: 


1. Provide  model  input  and  output  electronic  files  to  verify  model  parameters  and  model 


processing. 


2. Provide details on calculation of emission rates as recommended  in the Ontario Procedure for 


Preparing  an  Emission  Summary  and Dispersion Modelling Report  version  3.0  PIBs  #  3614e03 


(ESDM Procedure). 


3. Assess for 10‐minute time averaging for hydrogen sulphide in accordance with ADMGO. 


4. Consideration be given to providing details of the pilot study parameters, stack testing methods 


and  contaminants  selected  for  ambient  air  quality  monitoring  be  provided  in  a  formal  stack 


testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability.  


There was  one  significant  limitation  to  EXP’s  peer  review: While  EXP  concluded  that  the modeling  is 


improved from the previous version, EXP cannot verify Stantec’s findings without provision of the model 


input and output files and supporting calculations for emission rates as identified above. In other words, 


Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  has  not  had  an  opportunity  to  fully  review  the  proposed  air  dispersion 


modelling. 
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7.1  Conduct  fish  and  fish  habitat  baseline  surveys  for  the  freshwater  environment,  to  the 


satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 


See EXP summary report.  


7.2  Conduct  fish  habitat  baseline  surveys  for  the  marine  environment,  to  the  satisfaction  of 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 


EXP has concluded that fish habitat baseline survey is incomplete. Industry practice requires that a Fish 


Habitat  Survey  for  the Marine  Environment  would  be  conducted  seasonally  to  address  the  types  of 


species  present  and  the  life  stages  observed.  The  Focus  Report  relied  on  only  one  baseline  study 


conducted in May 2019.  


7.3  Conduct additional  impact assessment of  treated effluent on  representative  key marine  fish 


species  important  for  commercial,  recreational  and  Aboriginal  fisheries.  This  must  be  based  upon 


updated  information,  additional  studies  and/or  an  understanding  of  expected  movement  of 


contaminants.  Assessment  methodology  must  first  be  agreed  upon  by  NSE  in  consultation  with 


relevant federal departments. 


EXP lists several issues of concern with this section of the report. Rather than do the tests and studies 


required, Northern Pulp appears to rely on the assumption that the receiving water study will be correct 


and that there will be total mixing of the effluent and seawater within 2 meters. However, this does not 


address the specific task: “conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on key marine fish”. 


EXP summarizes its comments as follows: 


Overall  the  request  in  Item  7.3  has  been  somewhat  addressed,  however  even  the 


authors of the studies admit  that  information  is pending and that further assessments 


are  planned  that  will  factor  into  the  VEC.    In  EXP’s  opinion  the  baseline  marine  fish 


habitat  surveys have not  been  fully  completed and  the  list  of  COPCs  is  not  complete.  


Given  the  outstanding  information  EXP  concludes  that  Item  7.3  is  not  complete  but 


acknowledges  that  it  is  underway.  Secondly,  EXP would  note  that  the  purpose  of  the 


baseline studies is to define the existing environment in a sufficient enough manner that 


future  monitoring  programs  will  have  something  to  compare.    As  such  it  would  be 


expected  that greater detail  than only  video  surveys would be captured and any data 


collected needs to be georeferenced.  


7.4  Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program based on the results of 


various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water study. Refer also to Addendum item 


4.0 


The Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) has not been altered substantially from the original EARD.  


Northern Pulp appears to be proposing an EEM based solely on the requirements of the Pulp and Paper 


Effluent  Regulations  (PPER).  This  is  insufficient  since  the  contaminants  of  concern  go  beyond  those 


identified by  the PPER.    In particular Northern Pulp proposes  to  rely on an exemption  in  the PPER as 
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regards EEM. Under PPER no monitoring is required where concentrations are less than 1% as predicted 


by  the  receiving  water  study.  Based  on  this  no  fish  community  or  benthic  community  studies  are 


proposed. EXP believes that this creates a risk for Pictou Landing First Nation and as its members use of 


the area around the discharge as a fishing ground. EXP recommends that the EEM program should be 


reviewed  for  additional  COPCs  that  have  been  identified  in  this  Focus  Report  as  well  as  based  on 


comments on  the Focus Report provided by others. As with air dispersion monitoring, Pictou Landing 


First Nation should be involved in the design of an EEM program and also in carrying out the monitoring. 


Pictou Landing First Nation should be provided with results of the monitoring and with funding to access 


independent consultants to interpret monitoring results and provide direction for future monitoring. 


7.5  Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate potential impacts (e.g., thermal 


shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at the 


diffuser location during low production or maintenance shut down periods. 


No  contingency  measures  are  provided.  Like  much  of  the  Focus  Report  the  response  relies  on  the 


accuracy of  the modelling.  If  the modelling  is  correct no  contingency plan  is  needed.  This  is  not how 


environmental assessments work.  In  fact environmental assessments were designed to avoid  the wait 


and see approach. The fact  is no contingency plan has been provided as requested. While several safe 


operational  policies  will  be  developed  and  these  may  satisfy  this  requirement,  they  have  not  been 


prepared. The Focus Report is deficient.  


8.1  Complete a plant baseline survey along the proposed re‐aligned effluent pipeline route. 


EXP notes that this aspect of the Focus Report appears acceptable. 


8.2  Complete a migratory bird survey along the re‐aligned pipeline route. 


These cannot have been  fully  completed as  they  require early Spring and Fall  field  study.  The  studies 


completed were only conducted on May 9, May 24,  June 10 and July 5, 2019.   These may need to be 


repeated depending on the pipeline route.  


 8.3  Complete  a  bird  baseline  survey  for  common  nighthawk  (Chordeiles minor),  double  crested 


cormorants  (Phalacrocorax auratus),  owls,  and  raptors and  raptor nests,  for  the entire project area 


which includes the re‐aligned pipeline route. 


Technically the study appears acceptable.  


8.4  Complete a herptile survey for the Project area which includes the re‐aligned pipeline route. 


Herptile (Reptiles and Amphibians) Survey – all common species found. 


9.1  Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of representative 


key marine species  important  for commercial,  recreational and Aboriginal  fisheries  in  the vicinity of 


the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location. 
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Only one round of field studies has been completed with this issuance of the Focus Report.  The study 


was completed between June 10 and July 5 but only included American lobster, rock crab and quahogs.  


There was no assessment completed on any finfish.  This study was to reflect key marine species for the 


Aboriginal Fisheries. It is EXPs opinion that this element of the Focus Report is incomplete. The Human 


Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) identifies “Common commercially important species include cod, White 


Hake  (Urophycis  tenius),  American  Plaice  (Hippoglossoides  platessoides),  Atlantic  Halibut 


(Hippoglossoides  hippoglossus),  Winter  Flounder  (Pseudopleuronectes  americanus),  Witch  Flounder 


(Glyptocephalus  cynoglossus),  Yellowtail  Flounder  (Pleuronectes  ferruginea),  Atlantic  Salmon  (Salmo 


salar), herring, mackerel, Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Gaspereau (alewife; Alosa pseudoharengus), 


American Eel, and Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus mordax; JWEL, 2001)” . 


9.2  Commence  a  Human  Health  Risk  Assessment  (HHRA)  to  assess  potential  project‐related 


impacts on human health. The  risk assessment must consider human consumption of  fish and other 


seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking water, exposure to recreational water and 


sediment,  outdoor  air  inhalation,  and  any  other  potential  exposure  pathways.  The  analysis  must 


inform the identification of contaminants of concern and updating of the receiving water study. 


Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  points  out  that  this  requirement  merely  required  Northern  Pulp  to 


commence  a  Human  Health  Risk  Assessment.  The  assessment  has  been  barely  started  and  will  take 


some time. The Focus Report notes that the HHRA cannot be completed without: 


1. Final Air Dispersion Model with concentrations predicated at First Nation and non‐first nation 


residences.  


2. Results of the food surveys 


3. Mixing zone assessment reports. 


4. Results of the baseline study near the diffuser. 


While EXP found that the plan appeared comprehensive and rational, it will not be useful in determining 


adverse impacts in time for a decision under s. 35 of the Act.   


Of particular concern to Pictou Landing First Nation is the following comment found in the Focus Report: 


Section 2.7  “Stantec  found  little  information  related  to  the  combustion of  pulp  and paper  sludge but 


used  a  sewage  sludge  incineration  guidance  to  assist  with  predicting  emissions  for  volatile  organic 


compounds and NSE criteria air contaminants.   As such, there  is uncertainty  in the predicted emission 


rates.” 


Pictou Landing First Nation also notes that groundwater pathways have been omitted from the report. 


The Town of Pictou and PLFN rely on groundwater for potable water.  This pathway should be included 


in the HHRA.  


EXP concludes that the Focus Report is little more than a planning document at this stage as far as the 


HHRA is concerned.  
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10.  ARCHAEOLOGY 


10.1  Complete an Archaeological Resource Impact Assessment for the marine environment related 


to the Project. 


Archeological Studies – marine and land‐based are done – some “possible archeological resources” were 


identified. They will be accounted for during construction. 


10.2  Complete  shovel  testing  for  areas  in  the  terrestrial  environment  that  are  identified  to  have 


elevated or medium potential of archaeological resources, to confirm the presence or absence of these 


resources. 


This was completed.  


11.  INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES 


11.1 Complete a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) for the Project. 


Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  has  expressed  concerns  about  the MEKS  process  during  the  consultation 


process and refers and adopts those comments again herein. 
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Chapter 25 – KSH Consulting Wetlands Power Point 


EXP has reviewed the work completed in 2011 by ADI Limited (the former identity of EXP) and the wetland area 


assessment that KSH has estimated in a Power Point presentation provided in July 2019. The following poses to 


summarize the information provided by both ADI (EXP) and KSH.  


This review was undertaken by Eric Bell, P.Eng. and Tony Whalen, P.Eng. of EXP. 


The primary reason the issue of tertiary treatment is being investigated is to return Boat Harbour back to its 


natural state. Boat Harbour is currently being incorporated into the wastewater treatment process that is 


associated with Northern Pulp kraft mill in Abercrombie, NS. The study performed by ADI looked to identify three 


potential solutions and to provide a +/- 30% Opinion of probable cost. 


In the EXP report, it was concluded that one of the following three options would be appropriate for tertiary 


treatment, in order to meet the objectives stated above: 


1. Engineered wetlands; 


2. Chemical precipitation followed by clarification; and 


3. Ozonation. 


With respect to the ADI (EXP) evaluation it was anticipated that the engineered wetland was tertiary treatment 


with a new primary and secondary treatment facility in operation. The flows were also anticipated to be reduced 


(45,000 m3 per day), and the effluent was anticipated to “mild/weak” because of the new primary and secondary 


treatment that had been undertaken. The anticipated retention time was ~7 hours based on a pore space of 30%.  


Abydoz Environmental Inc. provided guidance that 3-4 hours of treatment time would be sufficient for the weak 


waste stream in an engineered wetland. The engineered wetland design was provided to EXP by Abydoz 


Environmental Inc. (Abydoz). 


The information provided in the KSH PowerPoint style presentation provided to EXP noted that the design was 


based on 65,000 m3/day and examined a free water surface (FWS) wetland system. KSH appears to have 


investigated with more detail a preliminary design, looked into detail on an engineered wetland for the same pulp 


mill. Some points required for clarification would be: 


 Design temperature 


 Chemical parameters to identify the waste water strength 


 Engineered wetland design approach (pore space, anticipated plant types and expected uptake rates.) 


KSH estimated up to 245 acres required for the given process, while ADI recommended between 15 – 20 acres. 


In September 2019, EXP engaged Abydoz to re-examine their initial design size based on 65,000 m3/day.  


Abydoz is a Canadian based wastewater treatment firm that concentrates on the engineering, construction, and 


operation of engineered wetland systems. 
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Abydoz has unprecedented experience in the design, construction and operation of engineered wetland facilities 


in Atlantic Canada, having designed and constructed over 35 engineered wetland wastewater treatment facilities 


in Atlantic Canada over the past 20 years. The Abydoz system has a proven capability of treating wastewater and 


sludge from a variety of sources including industrial, municipal, residential, and commercial. 


With regard to operation of wetlands in northern climates: Abydoz has successfully operated within Atlantic 


Canada for 20 years, with a proven track record of operation through all seasons. Treatment of the wastewater is 


maintained below effluent regulations throughout the year, and the systems are designed for worst case scenarios 


during cold winter weather.  The main concerns with cold weather are the freezing of pipe components causing 


backups and reduction in biological activity within the treatment process. Abydoz has developed multiple design 


modifications to ensure that temperature within the wetlands maintains biological activity and keeps water 


temperatures above freezing. 


EXP has compared lagoon sizing, originally presented in the 2011 report by ADI for the Northern Pulp Tertiary 


Treatment Study Pictou Landing First Nation, with the sizing undertaken in 2019 by Abydoz Environmental and 


KSH Consulting and are pleased to provide the following clarifications: 


2011 ADI Report vs. 2019 Abydoz Environmental Sizing 


 The original engineered/constructed wetland area of 20 acres (sized by Abydoz) provided in the Northern 


Pulp Tertiary Treatment Study Pictou Landing First Nation report in 2011 was based on a flow of 45,000 


m3/day and the effluent criteria at that time which were must less stringent than the current regulations 


of 2019.  Furthermore, the 2019 sizing is based on 65,000 m3/day (vs. the 45,000 m3/day). The change in 


design volume and application of more stringent regulations explain the variation in surface area 


compared to the 58 acres provided by Abydoz in 2019. 


Comparison of 2019 Abydoz vs. KSH Wetland 


 Effluent criteria used by both Abydoz and KSH in 2019 were the same, albeit more stringent than criteria 


used in 2011, that is: 


o BOD5 = 13 mg/L 


o TSS = 13 mg/L 


o Ammonia = ~4 mg/L 


o Total Phosphorus = ~0.4 mg/L 


 Comparisons (especially surface area and associated costs) between Free Water Surface (FWS) Wetlands 


and Engineered/Constructed Wetlands are not straight forward since these technologies used to treat 


wastewater are vastly different in nature. 


 In free water surface (FWS) wetlands the water travels above the growing medium of the wetlands.  FWS 


wetlands employ the aeration of the open water to provide oxygen to the water. They have minimal 


surface area for the attachment of bacteria and require a much larger surface area than subsurface flow 


wetlands for treatment. 
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 Engineered/Constructed wetlands, like the proposed Abydoz horizontal flow type, have water flowing 


subsurface through the wetland growing matrix. The subsurface flow allows bacteria to grown on a large 


surface area of the aggregate, increasing biological activity within the wetland. This allows the wetlands 


to be smaller and provide significantly higher level of treatment.  


Based on the above, one would expect the two technologies to warrant much different sizing, which is evidenced 


by the numbers provided by Abydoz and KSH. 
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Chapter 26 – Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey of Caribou Harbour 


and Pictou Harbour Pipeline Corridors 


Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey of Caribou Harbour and Pictou Harbour Pipeline Corridors prepared 18 July 


2019 by Stantec was reviewed by James Foulds, Ph.D. 


The report is a good picture of the bottom types along the proposed corridor and will be a base line or “before” 


picture of the marine bottom communities going forward. Mapping is clear as to substrate types in the area of 


proposed development. 


It also presents a good qualitative description of macroflora and fauna along and adjacent to the proposed 


corridor. 


The construction and writing style of the report makes it difficult to follow in places: 


For example: The description and therefore distinction between “High-Level Video Analysis” (sometimes referred 


to as “Video Transects” and “Detailed Video Analysis” is confusing. This is made more confusing by labelling all 


“video transects” in Figure 2 and 3 as P1, P2, etc – for both the Pictou and Caribou sites. In Figure 3 the video 


transects labeled should be labelled C1, C2…etc. as shown in Appendix A – page 40. This would have made the use 


of the letter “P” more meaningful. 


High-Level Video Analysis – described as covering substrate and benthic communities along the pipeline corridor, 


diffuser area and reference area (where is reference area?). The concept of a Reference area and a description of 


how they were determined needs to be added to the body of the text. For example Table C3 Transect 3 has the 


first 150 metres as “Reference” under the heading of “location”. Similar at the 300-450 m of Transect 5; Transect 


6 as well. It should be explained in the Methods section that any part of a transect, outside the defined corridor 


of the pipeline, was automatically identified as a reference area. The reader must work that out by referring to 


the Appendix.  


Figure 10 – based on other data presented, especially the description of the organisms present at the diffuser area 


(page 17 and Section 4.2.6), the description of “Mixed Sediment with Low Diversity Benthic Community” for that 


area seems unsupported. 


One of the stated purposes of the study was to characterize fish and fish habitat along the footprint of the effluent 


pipeline. There was no discussion of what the results meant in terms of this stated purpose. The widespread 


presence of an eelgrass community would support a conclusion that this would be a significant habitat as a nursery 


area for many fish species. 
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Chapter 27 – Freshwater Fish and Fish Habitat 


Appendix Focus Report – Section 7.1 Freshwater Fish and Fish Habitat prepared by Dillon Consulting and Northern 


Pulp Nova Scotia, reviewed by James Foulds, Ph.D. 


The document was an update to the 2019 EARD as a result of the revised project description. The project 


description was revised to include the proposed re-aligned effluent pipeline route. 


The following general comments were noted in the review: 


 Done mainly in June 2019 as well as some work in May and July 2019. 


 The document attempts to describe water courses which may be impacted by the re-aligned pipeline – in 


terms of their potential as fish habitat. 


 Identifies 18 water courses, and based on water flow, substrate, hydraulic features, water chemistry, fish 


captured and general field observations, made conclusions about the potential for fish habitat either 


within the corridor and/or downstream. 


 Figure A7.1-2 – the map of the watersheds and flow paths is confusing. Not sure about red dotted lines 


marking Secondary Watersheds…..suggests a Primary Watershed. Hard to find SD (Shore Drainage) but, 


when found, unclear as to what it means.  


 It does a satisfactory job of describing Freshwater Fish and Fish Habitat along the proposed re-alignment 


of the effluent pipeline. Would serve as a baseline for monitoring programs during and after construction. 


As part of this report a variety of wetlands (N=16) were identified in close proximity to the proposed corridor. We 


would expect another report assessing those habitats. 
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Chapter 28 - Locations of Temperature Profiles at Caribou, NS May 


and June 2019 


This document was a power point presentation of the temperature profiles at monitoring station CH-B during 


flooding and ebbing tide over 24 and 25 May 2019.  This review was completed by James Foulds, Ph.D. 


It was noted that flooding tide was represented in Profiles 1, 2, 3, 4 (May 2019) while the ebbing tide was 


represented in Profiles 11 (May 2019); and 1, 2, 4 (June 2019).  


There was nothing particular or special noted about these profiles. Water at surface is a bit warmer than at depth. 


No separation of water with depth. Would be nicer to see if a thermocline gets established – August would be a 


good time for that.  


EXP assumes that this document and data are referred to by some other document in the focus report or EARD.  
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Chapter 29 – Marine Sediment Sampling July 2019 


The following comments summarize EXPs findings based upon a peer review of the following document: 


“Stantec, July 2019, Final Report – Marine Sediment Sampling Program: Caribou Harbour and Pictou Harbour 


Pictou County, Nova Scotia. 


This review was completed by Fred Baechler, M.Sc., P.Geo.  


 Focus And Extent of EXP’s Review 


EXP’s peer review focused on reviewing the approach, concepts, level-of-effort and overall findings from a 


technical standpoint, using our experience and expertise in such matters.  EXP did not re-visit and/or re-run the 


calculations, nor undertake a field visit to gather new data.  It is assumed that the regulators identified the 


appropriate guidelines for comparison.  


 Findings 


 Summary 


EXP was not given background as to Terms of Reference, time line, or budgets for the study.  In overview EXP 


found that the level-of-effort applied to the assessment and approach utilized were generally acceptable. Overall 


EXP agrees with the findings; with further consideration given to the points raised below in order to refine the 


assessment.  


 Specific Points of Note for further consideration: 


CONCEPT – Field Program Design 


There is no information provided on how the frequency of drill holes was selected in order to obtain  


representative samples over the range of sediment to be encountered, and including impacts of potential sources 


of contamination. 


It is recognized that the criteria used by Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) for disposal at sea is 


appropriate to compare results to.  However, it would also have been appropriate to obtain cores from nearby 


“background” sites for comparison.  It maybe that even background conditions exceed guidelines, in which case 


it would provide additional support for dealing with dredged materials that exceed guidelines. 


CONCEPT – Selection of samples for analysis: 


With sediment geochemistry analyses the selection of “representative samples” from the cores is critical, as 


selection of finer grained portions would lead to higher concentrations.  There is no discussion in the report as to 


who made that selection, using what approach.. 


CONCEPT – Laboratory Protocols 
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Since most of the parameters exceeding guidelines were metals, it would be important to identify the laboratory 


protocols utilized in terms of grain size, whether it was a leach or digestion and at what pH. 
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Chapter 30 - EcoMetrix Marine Fish and Fish Habitat Assessment 


Methodology 


This chapter documents the review of the memo from EcoMetrix titled “Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Effluent 


Treatment Project - Marine Fish and Fish Habitat Impact Assessment Methodology” dated 07 June 2019.  


This review was conducted by James Foulds, Ph.D., EP. 


This methodology provided by EcoMetrix was part of the requirements of the Focus Report which was ordered by 


NSE after submission of the Registration documents. It pertains to section 7.3 of the Terms of Reference (TOR) for 


the Focus Report. 


To do: 


1. Assess the impact of treated effluent on key marine fish species 


2. Define key species as those which are important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal use 


3. Base assessment on updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of the expected 


movement of contaminants 


This document outlines how these requirements will be met as part of a “consultation with NSE…” i.e. they want 


to get some level of agreement from NSE that this approach will be sufficient. 


They use the Federal Canadian Environmental Assessment Act ( CEAA, 2012) and the Nova Scotia EIS Guidelines 


as their guide to impact assessment methods. These documents provide an excellent guide to impact assessment. 


They outline the basics of a thorough assessment of potential impacts on marine habitat and a wide range of 


marine organisms (Table 1 page 5 of the Memo). This list is considered to be comprehensive. 


They provide the regulatory framework for this project and then provide further description of the bulleted list. 


Generally speaking, each element is described adequately although there is always room for more details. The 


sections on Mitigation, Significance and Monitoring are fine. The main criticism would be under the identification 


of potential effects. 


Identification of Potential Effects (page 4) – “Potential effects…. will be identified and assessed.” – this is fine but 


what’s missing is information of how Ecometrix will measure the potential effects on any particular VEC. For 


example, Table 1 provides a comprehensive breakdown list of the “Marine Fish and Fish Habitat” VEC but it is not 


clear how they will measure/assess the potential effect of the project on each. The wording that best addresses 


this aspect is on page 3: “..will consider the discharge…on..marine biota…based on predicted 


concentrations…relative to available toxicity thresholds and reference values.”  


And on page 7: …”The analysis of effects may use a number of existing benchmarks, analysis, and tools to estimate 


the potential for a Project-related effect on the marine environment.” This phrase can cover a lot of things. A 


more detailed description, for each of the indicators in  Table 1, of how potential effects will be 
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assessed/measured should be provided. There should be a forth column in the Table that describes the method 


of assessment for each indicator. 


As an example, a main impact of the project will be the treated effluent that is discharged into the 


Northumberland Strait off Caribou Harbour. It will be described chemically, but how will we determine what effect 


it might have on, for example, the herring fishery or the lobster fishery? The nature of the effluent, based on the 


new effluent treatment facility, is that has not yet been subjected to toxicity testing. i.e., there are no “available 


toxicity thresholds”. Will they use the approach of assuring a 99% dilution at 100 m from the diffusor…..or maybe 


they plan to create thresholds by toxicity testing of species? 
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Chapter 31  – Focus Report 


 Introduction 


For this chapter EXP has taken the Terms of Reference (TOR) for a Focus Report and attempted to assess whether 


the intent of the TOR had been achieved or if there was any outstanding information. For each of the project 


elements, reports and studies that have been reviewed, EXP, was not made aware of the actual scope of the 


assessor nor what their agreed upon budget was. The purpose of the review is not to lay blame but rather examine 


from an unbiased perspective how the contents of each report or study have affect PLFN. In this regard EXP was 


tasked with examining the following:  


a) whether the focus report addresses all of items that the Minister requested in her decision last Spring. 


b) whether the information now contained in the EARD combined with the information in the Focus Report 


is sufficient to allow an assessment of the environmental impacts of the project as regards PLFN interests 


– namely 


a. its fishing activities 


b. air quality on and around the reserve lands 


c. water quality around reserve lands as well 


d. health of members, and 


e. the short term and long term water quality of the Northumberland Strait.  


c) what the risks to those interests are from the project; and  


d) how those risks can be mitigated or managed and what the options for mitigation and management are, 


including alternatives not mentioned in the reports.  


 Focus Report Elements 


The overview shows several graphs that demonstrate NPNS effluent characteristic.  They typically show that the 


effluent is characterized in the middle of the pack, ie a weak to moderate strength effluent.  It would be more 


appropriate to demonstrate the impacts from these other plants in relation to the predicted model impacts. 


1. PUBLIC, MI’KMAQ AND GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT 


1.1 PROVIDE A RESPONSE (VIA A CONCORDANCE TABLE) TO QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS RAISED BY THE PUBLIC, MI’KMAQ 


AND GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, AND INCORPORATE THESE COMMENTS IN THE FOCUS REPORT WHERE APPLICABLE.  


COMMENTS MAY BE SUMMARIZED PRIOR TO PROVIDING THE RESPONSE. 


The concordance table does not provide a quick description of the response to most of PLFN concerns.  The 


document starts off providing a description of the response but trails off quickly to references to multiple sections 


which is rather time consuming.  
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Much of the concordance table provides references to specific sections in technical documents.  It would be 


expected that plain term responses would be provided in addition to the necessary supporting technical details. 


Some of the responses direct the reader to the technical reports and while this is fine for government and 


consultants, it does not allow the public the opportunity to understand from a basic perspective what the response 


details.  


1.2 PROVIDE A PLAN TO SHARE FUTURE REPORTS AND/OR STUDIES RELEVANT TO THIS PROJECT WITH THE PUBLIC AND THE 


MI’KMAQ SUCH AS THE PICTOU LANDING FIRST NATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE FUTURE 


ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS MONITORING RESULTS FOR THE NEW EFFLUENT TREATMENT FACILITY. 


Section 2.3 is just a list of engagement techniques they could use.  There is no commitment to what NPNS will use.  


Section 2.3 Consultation Methods (Section typo) again a list of consultation methods that could be used.  


Section 2.4 Stakeholder Register.  This is an example of what NP will use to keep track of stakeholders but there 


is no details pertaining to how an individual gets added to the list.  


Section 3.0 lists Identified Stakeholders.  PLFN are referenced in the list as well as the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs.  


There is no reference to other First Nation Communities.  There is no reference to FN communities in Prince 


Edward Island. These communities should be identified now that the effluent will be pumped into the 


Northumberland Strait. 


This document is rather high level and does not cover how actual information is provided.  Further, there was no 


reference as to how actual future monitoring data will be provided. An example would be: All monitoring data will 


be supplied to PLFN via email when transmitted to the regulators.  


2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 


2.1 PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE ON-LAND PORTION OF THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE: 


o A RE-ALIGNMENT ROUTE FOR THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE, GIVEN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND 


INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL DOES NOT PERMIT THE PIPELINE TO BE PLACED IN THE SHOULDER OF HIGHWAY 106; 


o MAPS AND/OR DRAWINGS OF THE NEW PIPELINE LOCATION; 


o A LIST OF PROPERTIES (I.E., PREMISES IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OR PID) THAT WILL INTERSECT WITH THE NEW PIPELINE 


ALIGNMENT. 


Pipeline routing – refers to a design report in Appendix 3.5 which refers the reader back to a section 3.5 of the 


Focus Report….?? The design report is actually in Appendix 2.1 and only offers one possible pipeline route.  


The cover letter from TIR notes that TIR is continuing to hold talks with NPNS but does not confirm nor deny the 


use of TIR ROW for use.  A fact that TIR has recently come out in the news to clarify.  


What is the thermal transfer through the pipe?  What affect (if any) will this have on the stream crossings, 


specifically during winter months.  
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The list in the focus report lists multiple properties with the “Owner Undetermined” would this result in some 


land disputes?  


It would be expected that this document would go into better detail on the required water crossings. 


At this point this document would be considered a planning document and does not meet the level of details 


request in the focus report.  


Have there been any consultations with the Town of Pictou?  


A shape file showing this proposed route would be apricated and useful for overlying with mapped watercourses 


and wetlands.  The proposed route looks like the pipe is going right through a small pond in the middle of the 


roundabout. 


What is the option if TIR do not agree?  Seems premature to submit the Focus Report without this very key detail 


in agreement with TIR.  


2.2 CONDUCT GEOTECHNICAL SURVEYS AND PROVIDE THE SURVEY RESULTS TO CONFIRM VIABILITY OF THE MARINE 


PORTION OF THE PIPELINE ROUTE. THE SURVEYS MUST DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF ICE SCOUR ON THE 


PIPELINE. 


Marine Geotechnical Survey – Report details in Appendix 2.2 – Depth of 3 m planned to prevent ice scour issues. 


Looks like they have anticipated all variables. 


 The survey seems technically complete.  


 No ice scour is predicted in the vicinity of the diffusers.  


 Ice scour observed along the pipe route.  


 Ice scour in 2018/2019 in the bottom substrate was reportedly measured at a maximum of 0.4m outside 


the route and 0.3m within the route.  How does 2018/2019 compare to previous years in terms of ice in 


the harbour?  Perhaps this information is available via the ferry operator.  Also, what is the impact of 


climate change on ice scour?  


 Significant inflections observed in Pictou Harbour that could be archaeological in nature. What will be 


done to investigate these potential archaeological resources.  


EXP conducted a quick review for additional sources of information on ice scour in the Northumberland Strait.  


The FHWA Study Tour of Northumberland Strait Crossing Project (NSCP), published in 1996 notes that the ice 


scour occurs most commonly at the edge of the landfast ice and can occur at depths of 8 to 11 metres.  


The goal of the program was to characterize the bathymetry, geology, harbour bottom surficial features, benthic 


habitats, and potential archeological resources within the proposed pipeline route in Pictou and Caribou Harbour.  


The work involved geophysical, geotechnical and video investigations. Environmental testing of sediments is 


mentioned in the Executive Summary and various methodology sections. 
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In general the program appears to have been fairly complete and performed in a manner consistent with achieving 


their stated objectives. 


The methods employed in the CSR survey are in keeping with what EXP has seen in similar investigations in Halifax 


Harbour. A number of geophysical methods were employed to characterize the conditions. The document was 


reviewed with EXP’s GIS scientist, who also thought that the primary geophysics tools that would typically be 


expected were employed.  


Some potential issues or study limitations that EXP noted: 


 The vibracore samples were taken at offsets (~35 m to 50 m) from the pipeline route in Pictou Harbour so 


the conditions at the pipeline could vary somewhat along this part of the alignment. 


 The vibracore is mainly for sediment sampling so limited information with respect to the depth of 


investigation where till and rock are present. This is acknowledged by the authors and additional 


geotechnical investigations are recommended. 


 Basic factual geotechnical data were provided. It was indicated that geotechnical recommendations for 


the pipeline development would be provided at a later date. 


 Environmental results were not included. It is not known if sufficient testing was completed to meet 


provincial or federal dredging and disposal requirements in terms of the review of this document. EXP 


understands that this work was covered under another report completed by Stantec.  


EXP’s conclusion is that the geotechnical work is incomplete based on the recommendations for additional 


investigation into the till and bedrock thickness.  In addition the report is only looking at one season of ice scour 


data. It is deemed that this would be insufficient to make a current design prediction.  With the recommendations 


for pipeline development to be provided at a later date, it makes it near impossible to address the items outlined 


in Section 2.5 (proposed changes to pipeline routing/construction).  


2.3 SUBMIT DATA REGARDING THE COMPLETE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF NPNS’ RAW WASTEWATER 


(I.E., INFLUENT AT POINT A FOR THE PROJECT), TO SUPPORT THE ASSESSMENT OF THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE 


PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY. THE INFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS MUST BE COMPARED AGAINST THE 


PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATIONS. 


Characterization of Effluent – Effluent “not appreciably different from effluent characteristics from other bleached 


kraft mills in Canada”…but what about the impacts – if any, of these mills? 


i. Defined effluent and what has to be treated. 


ii. Treated effluent characterization – page 32 – reference to Table 2.4-1 is an error. Perhaps 2.4-2? 


What percentage of Total Chromium is represented by hexavalent chromium.  Should have analyzed for this so 


the values can be compared to the NSE Tier 1 EQS.  
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List of parameters analysed was reasonably comprehensive.  Would have been good to have guidelines (including 


NSE Tier 1 EQSs) listed in the tables where applicable.  There could be some exceedances.  


Site plan showing sample locations?  


Sampling data for analysis: 


 Raw water (Middle River): samples taken on April 24, 2018, and May 14, 2019;  


 Raw wastewater/ Influent (Point A): samples taken on May 29, 2018, and May 14, 2019  


 Treated effluent (Point C): samples taken on May 29, 2018, May 14, 2019, and July 17, 2019  


 Receiving water/Background (ambient) water (Caribou Harbour): samples taken on May 24 and May 25, 


2019  


 Production rate: data recorded on May 29, 2018, May 14, 2019 and July 17, 2019.  Production rates were 


within the typical design range for the plant.  


The report does not detail why there is so much variability in the days of sampling.  For instance Point C was 


sampled on July 17, 2019 but not Point A. In addition the samples mentioned above were taken only in April, May, 


and July of the year 2018 and 2019. Not sure if the analytical results in Table 1-2 could be used as the 


representative data for the characterization. 


Raw wastewater data of flow, BOD, COD, TSS, pH, and temperature in 2016 was used to determine and develop 


design specifications for the new treatment plant. 


Analytical parameters: 


In addition to the Physical, Chemical and Biological parameters, the parameters of pathogenic and Whole Effluent 


Toxicity (WET) - describes the proportion of effluent that can enter the receiving water without causing 


toxicological effects (both acute and chronic) - should be tested. 


2.4 SUBMIT A COMPLETE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF NPNS’S EXPECTED EFFLUENT FOLLOWING 


TREATMENT BY THE PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY. TO ASSESS THE EFFICACY OF THE PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY, 


THE FOLLOWING MUST BE INCLUDED: 


1) Average and design values for AOX 


“The average and design values for AOX in untreated effluent were artificially raised in the design specification to 


add a margin of safety to the design” (Page 2). It was not clearly mentioned how was the design values for AOX 


raised. Normally, based on the relationship of geometric standard deviation values to the ratio of peak to mean 


factor, the peak value in design is determined. 


2) Expected Treated Effluent Quality and EQOs: 


In the ETF design specifications, the phrase of “Expected Treated Effluent Quality” was given to the Bidders as a 


basis for the system performance guarantees. However, the values shown were based on average conditions and 
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represent the performance levels expected of the system. It was not mentioned as the limits or objectives that 


the ETF must comply with.  


Environmental Quality Objectives (EQOs) are numerical values and narrative statements established to protect 


the receiving water. The determination of the EQOs should proceed with statistical data of untreated effluent, 


background water quality, and a hydrodynamic model. The model shall consider the concentration of the 


substance in the effluent, the dilution ratio available at the edge of the mixing zone, and the naturally occurring 


background concentration of the particular substance. Based on site-specific EQOs, the Effluent Discharge 


Objectives (EDOs) will be determined. 


3) Regulatory limits and guidelines to be referred to: 


 Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines (CEQGs). 


 The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Water Quality Guidelines (WQGs) for the 


Protection of Aquatic Life. 


 The US EPA National Recommended Water Quality Criteria (saltwater) will be used when there is no CCME 


marine criteria provided. 


 The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Freshwater Guidelines will be used for 


substances where a marine criterion is not specified by either CCME or US EPA. 


 Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations, SOR/92-269. 


Data from laboratory trials on NPNS’s raw wastewater that were conducted at Veolia/AnoxKaldnes in Lund, 


Sweden in May 2018; 


 Modelling results using the raw wastewater parameters and quality; 


 A comparison of the effluent characterization results from the laboratory trials and modelling work, 


against appropriate regulations and/or guidelines. 


Northern pulp are planning a future increase in production.  They had asked bidders to propose technology that 


could be upgraded. Is this planned increase in production being carried though all calculations and design phases?  


RWS, pipe size, etc. When ADI (EXP) was asked to look at wetlands, we were looking at a reduced volume.  


The report does conclude that Point C is representative of what the future treated effluent will look like.  The site 


compliance with the PPER, ok, but what about the NSE CSR and other applicable guidelines.  


The trial used effluent from Point A that was shipped to Sweden for testing.  What was the time between sample 


collection and shipment?  This time between collection and analysis is critical as you can lose metals and 


bacteriological concentrations would change over time and with  changes in temperature.  Typically when you 


collect a COD or BOD sample, you have 24 hours to get the sample to the lab or it starts to exceed its hold time.  


The trial was ran for three weeks.  The trial was conducted on 60 Litres of effluent that was supplied to Veolia in 


three (3) 20 Litres containers that were received on April 3, 2018.  (to make all of these reports tie together, they 
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should have done a full chemical characterization on the April 2018 sample as well). Veolia noted that they placed 


the effluent in cold storage at 2oC until it was used. They note they started the test the same day the samples 


were received on a scale design of a BAS system and brought them back up to 37oC prior to use.  


The analysis of the parameters was completed using Hach-Lange analytical kits. So the analysis was not completed 


in an accredited laboratory but rather by field kits.  These kits can provide decent results but are typically used for 


field measurements to supplement chemical analysis. They do note that AOX and BOD were sent to an external 


lab.  


The trial used an active biomass from a nearby Kraft Pulp Mill, there is no mention as to whether this will be the 


same biomass that is used in the proposed new system.  


Based on EXPs review of Item 2.4 it is EXP’s opinion that a bench scale test was completed but does not feel that 


it represents “a complete physical and chemical characterization of NPNS’s expected effluent following treatment 


by the proposed technology”.  . It is believed that the 60 Litres used from a one-time sample collected at an 


unknown date does not provide a suitable baseline of what the effluent would look like. 


2.5 PROVIDE ANY PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY AND OTHER ASSOCIATED PIPELINE 


CONSTRUCTION WORK, RELATED TO THE POTENTIAL CHANGES TO THE MARINE PORTION OF THE PIPELINE ROUTE (E.G., 


INFILLING, TRENCHING, TEMPORARY ACCESS ROADS, EXCAVATION, BLASTING, DISPOSAL AT SEA, AND OTHERS WHERE 


APPLICABLE). 


Changes to Pipeline – Pipe will be thicker than originally planned and buried 3 m below the surface to avoid ice 


scour. Installation will be a “messy” time although the impacts will be relatively short-lived. There may be areas 


with layers of glacial till or bedrock. This would make the construction of the dredge channel more challenging. 


 Document was an opinion on possible ways….it is believed that the province is looking for something more 


detailed and definitive for making a decision than that.  


 In the exec summary trenching was looked at via three options.  All mechanical excavation style.  Not via 


the side dredge method looked at previously.  There were several additional options presented in the 


body of the report. 


 The document is leaving the option up to the Contractor performing the work.  If this is the case it is 


expected that the VECs must be examined via all three methods asked.  


 Excavated materials will be used to cover the pipe back over. 


 Note that excess spoils will be disposed of according to local regulation and permitting, detailed disposal 


options not discussed.  


 Laydown and staging areas have been identified by temporary construction roads were not noted.  


 Blasting is not expected.  
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A realignment route should NSTIR not permit the pipeline through the ROW has not been provided. At this point 


this document would be considered a planning document and does not meet the level of details request in the 


focus report. 


Proposed changes to Pipeline Construction Method:  Noted leaving up to contractors to decide method.  Not 


appropriate for assessment of risks which were not appropriately addressed in the EARD.  It is simply noted that 


the marine portion of the pipe will be covered in an EPP which has not yet been produced. Ocean disposal 


(troughing) not adequately assessed. Detailed disposal options of dredge spoil pile was not assessed. 


3. FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 


Treatment Technology – Keeps stressing how outputs from treated effluent will be within PPER guidelines. 


Assumption is that if the treated effluent is better than regulatory limits, there are no impacts – or the impacts 


are not significant. 


Treated Effluent Quality – a thorough description of a wide variety of elements in the effluent and the amounts 


that will be discharged into the Northumberland Strait. 


Effluent Flow Data – 85,000 m3/day is justified in a couple of ways. 


Treated Effluent (Discharge) Parameters – a good review of what the treated effluent is like chemically. 


Spill Basin – well rationalized and described. 


Pipeline Leak Detection – final selection of leak detection technology will be left to the detailed design phase. 


Pipeline protection – the pipeline passes through the Pictou Water Supply Protection Area and so it was decided 


to have a thicker walled pipe (2.667 inches).  


Dangerous Goods – well covered. 


3.1 SUBMIT TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATIONS (E.G., OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE RANGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY) AND 


AN ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFICACY OF THE PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR USE AT THE NPNS FACILITY, TO 


THE SATISFACTION OF NSE. FOR EXAMPLE, PEAK EFFLUENT TEMPERATURE IS PROPOSED TO BE ABOVE THE GENERALLY 


ACCEPTED RANGE OF TEMPERATURES TO ACHIEVE OPTIMAL BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT. EXPLAIN HOW THE PROPOSED 


HIGHER THAN OPTIMAL TREATMENT TEMPERATURE WOULD AFFECT THE TREATMENT PERFORMANCE. 
• Average weir loading of the outflow of the Primary Clarifier of the new ETF is much larger than normal. If 


the system overflowed the clarifier might overload too quick.  Need to identify the sizing of the clarifier to get the 


flows within range.  
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Did not note in review where site runoff is going in the new system.  This should be clarified.  


3.2 PROVIDE EFFLUENT FLOW DATA TO SUPPORT THE PROPOSED PEAK TREATMENT CAPACITY OF 85,000 M3 MAXIMUM 


FLOW OF EFFLUENT PER DAY. AT A MINIMUM, DATA FROM 2017 AND 2018 IS REQUIRED. PROVIDE FLOW DATA FOR 


POINT A, CLARIFY SOURCE OF THE EFFLUENT FLOW VOLUMES GIVEN IN THE EARD, AND PROVIDE OTHER RELEVANT 


DATA AND INFORMATION TO SUPPORT THE PROPOSED TREATMENT SYSTEM DESIGN. IF THE 85,000 M3 CANNOT BE 


JUSTIFIED BASED ON HISTORICAL DATA, IDENTIFY WATER REDUCTION PROJECTS, OR RE- EVALUATE THE TREATMENT 


SYSTEM DESIGN AND UPDATE THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY ACCORDINGLY. 


The document failed to provide flow data for Point A.  They noted they have a doppler based flow meter at the 


plant but that it is not suitable for calculation purposes and that it is used as an indicator only.  It would be good 


to see this data presented somewhere.  The obviously use it for plant purposes.  Perhaps some sort of correlation 


curve could be established to determine how reliable this data is. The exact text from the focus report reads as 


follows: 


“The flow measurements at Point C were used because the measurement equipment at Point C is the most 


accurate and reliable. Point A flow data would have been used for the design review if the flow meter at that 


location possessed the accuracy required for the evaluation. The flow measurement at Point A, used only to assist 


operations at the mill, is less accurate than the regulatory flow measurement (i.e., Parshall Flume) used at Point 


C.” 


The Industrial Approval No. 2011-076657-R03 Section 7 Effluent Treatment System states the following: 


d) The Approval Holder shall monitor flow at Point A, the end of the effluent transmission pipe on a 


continuous basis.  This data shall be recorded daily and tabulated monthly.  
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e) The Approval Holder shall operate and maintain real time flow monitoring equipment at the end of the 


effluent transmission pipeline which is designed to immediately notify the Approval Holder in the event 


of a total loss of flow or a reduction of flow below normal operating conditions.  


h) The Approval Holder shall ensure all monitoring equipment is calibrated and maintained in accordance 


with manufacturers specifications.  Records of calibration and maintenance performed shall be 


maintained for not less than three (3) years and shall be made available upon request to the Department.  


Based on the requirements of the IA, not only has Task 3.2 of the focus report not been addressed, but NPNS is in 


noncompliance with their IA.  


If oxygen delignification proceeds and they increase productivity as alluded to elsewhere, how does this affect 


their flow calculations.  Their average if 65K but they are creeping upward of 85K.  


Flowrate monitoring point and the difference between inlet vs outlet flow.  


The hereunder comment is made based on the understanding of the followings: 


 Point A is a monitoring point of untreated effluent, located after the Effluent Lift Pump and before the 


Primary Clarifier. 


 Point C is a monitoring point of treated effluent, located at the discharge point from the Aeration 


Stabilization Basin to Boat Harbour Stabilization Lagoon.  


 The measurement error at Point A has not been officially investigated and confirmed. 


The measurement at Point A is able to reflect the actual daily flow fluctuation of raw mill effluent. The treated 


effluent is partly equalized in the Aeration Stabilization Basin. Results at Point C, therefore, are “flatten” and less 


varied than Point A.  


Wastewater loss, evaporation, and leakage within piping and basins of the treatment plant might be one of the 


reasons for the consistent lower flow at Point C. 


Point A should be used as a monitoring point of raw effluent for the projection of design capacity (average, peak 


daily, and peal hourly) of the treatment facilities. 


3.3 EFFLUENT DISCHARGE PARAMETERS MUST BE UPDATED (WHERE NECESSARY) BASED UPON THE RESULTS OF THE 


EFFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION IN SECTION 2.4 AND RELEVANT ADDITIONAL STUDIES. REFER ALSO TO ADDENDUM ITEM 


2.0 


The focus report noted that Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) was the only parameter updated because of the 


evaluation; however, cadmium, total dioxins and furans, phenanthrene, total resin acids, total fatty acids, and 


total pulp and paper phenols were also identified as COPC to be included in the RWS. The other parameters 


already under assessment were AOX, total nitrogen, total phosphorous, colour, COD, BOD5, TSS and DO.  


If we examine the Effluent Characterization (Task 2.3) we can note the following that should be considered when 


examining the effluent discharge parameters.  
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1. Hexavalent Chromium (Cr6) was not analyzed.  However given the receiving water is marine based and 


will have significant oxygen content available, Cr6 would be expected to be the most available form.  As 


such, the Chromium values of 3.4 (Point A) and 2.3 (Point C) µg/L would be in exceedance of the NSE 


Contaminated Sites Regulations (CSR) for discharge to a Marine Surface Water Tier 1 Environmental 


Quality Standards (EQS). Chromium (Cr6 and Cr3) should be an effluent discharge parameter.  


2. Cadmium was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C.  


3. Lead was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 


4. Copper was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 


5. Mercury was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point C. 


6. Zinc was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 


7. The product resemblance on the laboratory certificates for Point C were within the fuel/lube oil range 


which would result in an applicable NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS guideline for modified total petroleum 


hydrocarbons (mTPH) of 0.1 mg/L.  The concentration of mTPH at Point C as reported in Table 1-10 was 


0.3 mg/L and at Point A was 2.38 mg/L at Point C, both in exceedance of the guideline.  


Based on EXPs review, the above parameters should have been included in the effluent discharge parameters. It 


is EXP’s opinion that Task 3.3 of the Focus Report has not been addressed.  


3.4 PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE SPILL BASIN: 


SUBMIT INFORMATION TO ASSESS THE SIZING AND APPROPRIATENESS OF THE DESIGN OF THE SPILL BASIN. THE EARD INDICATES A 


RETENTION TIME OF 10‐13 HOURS AT A DESIGN CAPACITY OF 35,000 M3. THE BASIS OF THIS DESIGN HAS NOT BEEN 


PROVIDED. IF FLOWS EXCEED 85,000M3 PER DAY ON  A CONSISTENT BASIS (E.G., DURING SUMMER MONTHS), 


CONFIRM THAT THERE WILL BE SUFFICIENT RECOVERY TIME IN THE TREATMENT SYSTEM TO EMPTY THE BASIN BEFORE 


THE ADDITIONAL VOLUME IS REQUIRED; 


EXPLAIN WHERE THE OVERFLOW WILL BE DIRECTED IN THE EVENT OF UNFORESEEN SCENARIOS (E.G., POWER OUTAGE). 


It is the opinion of EXP that Task 3.4 was not sufficiently addressed in the focus report.  


Purpose of Spill Basin: 


It was not clear the purpose of the use of the spill basin. Is it for: 


 Flows/loads equalization basin? 


 Storage basin for the overflow in the event of unforeseen scenarios? 


 Waste Activated Sledge (WAS) storage basin? Drawing 220-0-0311 shows a drain line from MBBR and the 


secondary clarifiers to the spill basin. WAS shall be directed to a sludge treatment facility instead of 


returning to the inlet wastewater flow.  


Capacity of Spill Basin 


It is depended on the purpose of the spill basin. For the flows/loads equalization purpose, the capacity will be 


determined based on the peak hourly flowrate (monitored at Point A) and the capacity of treatment facilities. 
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General 


Process Flow Diagram drawing Should be provided for further understanding and comment on the process. 


Drawing of all process by-passes within the project. Should be provided to determine if there are any bypasses to 


divert the raw effluent around the treatment plant. 


Back-up/ emergency power for treatment facilities. 


The conceptual design indicates the basin is open to atmosphere.  The design flow for sizing the basin relates to 


inflow volumes from the plant e.g. 10 to 13 hours of full mill diversion.  Consideration should also be given to a 


design storm event that may add additional water to the basin during an outage event, especially during non-


summer periods when evaporation is minimal. 


The conceptual basin design appears quite large, with no interior “finger” berms that would allow access by heavy 


equipment to clean out any solids that settle out during use.  Where would that material be disposed of? 


3.5 PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE: 


PROVIDE VIABLE OPTIONS INCLUDING THE SELECTED OPTION FOR LEAK DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES AND INSPECTION 


METHODOLOGIES, WITH SPECIFIC CONSIDERATION TO ANY PORTION OF THE PIPELINE LOCATED IN THE TOWN OF PICTOU’S 


WATER SUPPLY PROTECTION AREA; 


PROVIDE VIABLE OPTIONS INCLUDING THE SELECTED OPTION FOR THE ENHANCED PIPELINE PROTECTION, SUCH AS TRENCH 


LINING AND JUSTIFY HOW THE CHOSEN OPTION IS AN ADEQUATE OPTION FOR SECONDARY CONTAINMENT. BE SURE TO 


ADDRESS ANY POTENTIAL CHANGES IN FLOW REGIMES, ESPECIALLY WITHIN THE TOWN OF PICTOU’S WATER SUPPLY 


PROTECTION AREA, DUE TO THE INSTALLATION OF THE PIPELINE AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT. IF DIFFERENT OPTIONS 


ARE PROVIDED FOR DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE PROPOSED RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE, THE LOCATIONS FOR EACH OPTION 


MUST BE IDENTIFIED. 


They did provide some leak detection methods for the overland portion of the pipe but nothing for the 


underwater.  What if a leak were to occur within 10 metres of the shoreline?  


The identified increasing the pipe thickness as their improved containment options. This does nothing to improve 


containment in areas where the length of pipe will be coupled.   


They did note that based on LiDAR, the pipe is downgradient of the well head protection area for the Town of 


Pictou.  But this means little without a hydrogeological assessment.  There could be highly fractured bedrock near 


surface allowing a quick release pathway into the shallow or deep bedrock. In fact the Geotech assessment on the 


underwater portion noted that the SB was ripable, meaning it is highly fractured.  Further, they will require a 


Geotech assessment along the proposed pipeline. Which they can’t do until the route is approved.  


Discussion is provided as to how to protect the Town’s groundwater supply as the pipeline transits the protection 


area. A range of options for the pipeline construction in this area were discussed.  Double walled pipeline was not 


considered necessary.  A single pipeline was considered given “the likelihood of a leak occurring after the proper 


installation and commissioning of the line is extremely low.  A properly a properly designed, specified, installed, 
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tested/commissioned pipeline will result in a leak-free system over its design lifetime”.  There is no information 


on what the design lifetime is, nor what an “extremely low” probability is. This is essentially a “fail safe” design 


approach assuming nothing could happen and therefore no back-up.  Given the importance of this water supply 


we would suggest that a “Safe-Fail” approach is more appropriate built around the concept that it will be safe in 


failure by incorporating backup systems so that if one fails other systems are in place. 


The report only assesses surface water flows in estimating what would happen if a leak occurs.  This indicates flow 


away from the well field.  However, no consideration is given to groundwater flow patterns in the sand/gravel 


quire underlying the site. 


It is noted that construction phase monitoring program for environmental compliance will be developed with NSE.  


The Town of Pictou should also be included for those wetlands within the Town of Pictou’s water supply protection 


area. 


3.6 CLARIFY WHERE THE POTENTIAL RELEASES OF WASTE DANGEROUS GOODS AT THE PROJECT SITE WILL BE DIRECTED FOR 


TREATMENT AND/OR DISPOSAL. IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE NEW TREATMENT FACILITY IS NOT PROPOSED TO 


TREAT WASTE DANGEROUS GOODS BASED ON THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THE EARD AND REQUIREMENTS OF 


NSE. 


It is appropriate if NPNS are going to note the their emergency response and release of dangerous goods will 


follow their Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), that a public version of the SOP is made available for review 


and should have been included in the Focus Report.  


4. MARINE WATER AND MARINE SEDIMENT 


Baseline studies have been carried out for marine water quality and sediment quality. The data provide a 


necessary baseline/background level for a wide variety of compounds (page 71). There are currently exceedances 


in some parameters – more so in Pictou Harbour. Arsenic is a good example. The addition of other contaminants 


from the effluent discharge should be considered. 


Receiving Water Study – updated with new, more realistic data. Predictions are all better than the 2018 RWS. 


Sediment Transport & entrainment – not considered significant problem due to low settling rates of suspended 


solids in the treated effluent. 


4.1 CONDUCT BASELINE STUDIES FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT (SUCH AS MARINE WATER QUALITY AND MARINE 


SEDIMENT) IN THE VICINITY OF PROPOSED MARINE OUTFALL LOCATION. 


The marine sediment report has been reviewed.   


Baseline data, in terms of chemical parameters, seems sufficient.  


Typically require seasonal samples not just one time.  The Environmental Impact Statement will define what is 


required for baseline studies but typically the minimum listed requested requirements for a baseline study of a 


surface water body would include wording such as:  seasonal water quality field and lab analytical results (e.g. 
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water temperature, turbidity, pH, dissolved oxygen profiles) and interpretation at several representative local 


stream and water body monitoring stations established at the project site;  


Based on the lack of season water quality and sediment data, EXP would deem that Task 4.1 has not been fully 


completed.  


4.2 UPDATE THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY TO MODEL FOR ALL POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN IN THE RECEIVING 


ENVIRONMENT (BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE EFFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION AND/OR OTHER RELEVANT STUDIES 


SUCH AS HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT). BASELINE WATER QUALITY DATA FOR CARIBOU HARBOUR MUST BE 


APPLIED TO THIS STUDY.  REFER ALSO TO ADDENDUM 3.0. 


Table 4.2 notes a list of chemical parameters utilized to characterize the effluent to be discharged from the plant 


and then to determine baseline conditions in the Northumberland Strait.  


The characterization of the effluent water does not include micro-biologicals, which may also have impact on 


marine aquatic organisms in the receiving water. 


There is no information provided on the chemicals, micro-biologicals attached to sediment particles that may be 


leached off under sea water conditions. 


The numerical models that were utilized to assess dispersion of dissolved contaminants and sediment are 


documented with various scenarios results provided in figure format.  There is no discussion as to the accuracy of 


the model results. 


We would like to review and have First Nations involved in reviewing and being involved with establishing 


stipulations appended to any permits provided for this work. One additional concern with a project this large is 


does NSE have the necessary experienced personnel that they could dedicate to monitoring compliance during 


construction and operation?  Could First Nations personnel be seconded to NSE to aid in this aspect? 


The Marine geotechnical survey notes the outflow site is presently positioned at a depth of -20 m.  During the last 


de-glaciation sea level was approximately -50 m around 9,000 years BP.  Therefore, the route alignment and 


disposal site was terrestrial and may have included springs. If present they may now appear as Submarine 


Groundwater Discharge zones (SGD’s) and have an impact on the geotechnical assessment of the  routing and 


discharge site.  In addition, if present they may have created unique marine bottom ecosystems. Such SGD’s 


should be considered in the analysis.  There is an indication that bottom photography was undertaken, which 


would aid in assessing marine ecosystems; but was not reported on in the text. These elements were not included 


in the RWS.  


The Marine geotechnical survey noted the potential presence of gas charged sediments along the routing.  There 


was no indication as to what gases were involved (hydrocarbons?) and how they would be dealt with if dredging 


for the pipeline opened these zones for greater discharge. These elements were not included in the RWS.  
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4.3 PROVIDE RESULTS OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT MODELLING WORK TO UNDERSTAND THE IMPACTS OF POTENTIAL 


ACCUMULATION OF SEDIMENT WITHIN NEAR FIELD AND FAR FIELD MODEL AREAS. THIS SHOULD INCLUDE CHEMICAL 


AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOLIDS PROPOSED TO BE DISCHARGED BY NPNS AS WELL AS A DISCUSSION 


OF HOW THESE SOLIDS WILL INTERACT WITH THE MARINE SEDIMENTS AND WHAT THE POTENTIAL IMPACT WILL BE ON 


THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT AS A RESULT. 


This requirement appears to be addressed.  


5. FRESH WATER RESOURCES 


5.1 COMPLETE A WETLAND BASELINE SURVEY ALONG THE PROPOSED RE-ALIGNED EFFLUENT PIPELINE ROUTE (IF WETLANDS 


ARE EXPECTED TO BE ALTERED). 


This was fairly comprehensive. But as previously noted, if NSTIR do not grant approval of use of the ROW, then all 


these wetland assessments will need to be repeated along whatever new route is selected.  


5.2 PROVIDE MONITORING METHODOLOGIES FOR AREAS WITH SIGNIFICANT RISK OF PIPELINE LEAKS OR SPILLS (E.G., TWO 


AREAS WHERE THE PIPELINE CROSSES THE SOURCE WATER PROTECTION DELINEATED BOUNDARY FOR THE TOWN OF 


PICTOU WELLFIELDS; BELOW WATER TABLE; IMPORTANT WETLANDS; WATERCOURSE CROSSINGS; ETC.). 


Baseline surface water monitoring is presently underway.  Would have expected this to be in place prior to 


submittal of the focus report.  


Further study will be done to assess potential wetland compensation which is covered under necessary project 


approvals.   


6. AIR QUALITY 


The Stantec expanded report was conducted to support the Environmental Assessment for the replacement of 


the Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) owned by the Government of Nova Scotia and operated by the Northern Pulp 


Nova Scotia Corporation, located at Abercrombie Point, Pictou County, Nova Scotia hereinafter referred to as “the 


Project”.  The Project includes the replacement ETF and the co-combustion of bio-sludge from the replacement 


ETF and hog fuel in the power boiler, while the operation of all other Facility activities remains the same.  The 


Stantec expanded report updates an original air dispersion study (Stantec 2017) to support the Environmental 


Assessment (EA) for the replacement ETF.  The Ministry of the Environment determined and issued a Focus Report 


(NSE 2019b) with the following conditions pertaining to air quality: 


“6.1 Provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants to be emitted from the proposed Project, 


including but not limited to, speciated volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, reduced 


sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and metals. 


6.2 Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill facility for all potential air contaminants of concern 


related to the Project. 
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6.3 Complete an updated ambient air monitoring plan for the Project site based on the air dispersion modelling 


results. This plan must include the potential air contaminants to be monitored and proposed air monitoring 


locations.” 


The stated objective of the Stantec expanded report is “the objective of assessing the Project’s potential effects 


on ground-level concentrations (GLCs) for air contaminants of interest to the Project.”   


EXP’s scope of work is to conduct a peer review of the Stantec expanded report and provide a professional opinion 


on its suitability as an assessment of the potential effects on air quality in the region around the pulp mill.  


The following report reviews the approach, findings, and recommendations of the Stantec expanded report and 


provides recommendations regarding an assessment of the potential effects on air quality in the region. 


 Assessment 


2.2.1 Documents Reviewed 


The following documents were provided for review: 


 Stantec Consulting Inc., Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study – Replacement Effluent Treatment 


Facility. August 27, 2019 


 Dillon Consulting, January 2019. Appendix J2 Environmental Assessment Registration Document 


Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. 


 Stantec Consulting Inc., Appendix K1, Air Dispersion Modelling Study – Replacement Effluent Treatment 


Facility. January 21, 2019. 


 Stantec Consulting Inc. Comments on Paper – Pilot study investigating ambient emissions near a Canadian 


kraft pulp and paper facility in Pictou County, Nova Scotia by Hoffman et al (2017 a b). June 15, 2018. 


 Northern Pulp’s Industrial Approval 076657-A01. 


  Peer Review  


The following review is divided into the same sections as presented in Stantec’s expanded report. 


2.3.1 Introduction 


This section adequately describes the Project background and study requirements 


2.3.2 Facility Description and Process Overview 


The Stantec expanded report provides a much more comprehensive list of emission sources and has been updated 


as follows: 


 operation of the power boiler has been updated to include the combustion of a mixture of hog fuel and 


AST bio-sludge at an approximate ratio of 14:1. 


 Identification of six (6) smaller exhausts to the High-Level Roof Vent (HLRV) 


 Identification of the primary sources of emission as: 


o power boiler 
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o recovery boiler 


o smelt dissolving tank 


o lime kiln 


o high level roof vent 


o replacement AST ETF 


 Identification of the following secondary sources: 


 bleach pulp dryer 


 causticizer 


 salt cake mix tank 


 lime mud precoat filter 


 precoat filter vacuum pump exhaust 


 white liquor tank 


 dregs filter hood exhaust 


 green liquor clarifier 


 slaker with a wet scrubber 


 unbleached pulp storage tank 


 steam stripper-off gases (when not able to be incinerated) 


The Stantec expanded report provides a process overview but does not include a process flow diagram identifying 


each source of emission in the process.  This should be provided along with more detailed description of the steps 


associated with each process to ensure that all emissions associated from the sources identified above are 


captured.  


2.3.3 Air Contaminants of Interest 


The air contaminants of interest list has been revised based on Section 6.1 of the Terms of Reference, published 


literature, Ontario's Technical Standards to Mange Air Pollution and site-specific data from similar operations. This 


is an acceptable method for source inventory and the revised inventory of air contaminants potentially emitted 


from the Project. 


 Ambient Air Quality Criteria 


The Stantec expanded report notes that the Nova Scotia Maximum Permissible Ground Level Concentration for 


hydrogen sulphide (H2S) has 1 hour and 24-hour limits and that contaminants of interest that do not have a Nova 


Scotia provincial standard are assessed against the limits prescribed in the Ontario Regulation 419/05: Air 


pollution Local Air Quality (O. Reg. 419/05).  H2S has a low odour threshold with limiting effects based on odour 


and health resulting in 10-minute criteria of 13 ug/m3 H2S being established in Ontario.  While it is recognized that 


only 1-hour and 24-hour monitoring is required in the existing approval (2011-076657-A01), given that Nova Scotia 


has not established a 10-minute criterium it is recommended that the 10-minute criterium prescribed in O. Reg. 


419/O5 also be assessed by dispersion modelling, in accordance with the MECP published technical bulletin on 
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Methodology for Modelling Assessments of Contaminants with 10-Minute Average Standards and Guidelines. This 


bulletin addresses modelling assessments for B1 values with a 10-minute averaging period.   


The criteria provided in Table 3.2 Ontario Regulation 419/05 Air Quality Standards (MECP 2018A) are correct with 


the following exceptions as shown in red. It is recommended that Table 3.2 be updated as follows. 


Air Contaminant  CAS No.   Averaging Period  Ontario Air Quality Standards 


(μg/m3) 


 Limiting 


Effect 


Silver 7782-49-


2 


24-hour 1 Health 


Naphthalene 


 


91-20-3 24-hour 


10-minute 


22.5 


50 


Health 


Odour 


Quinoline 91-22-5 24-hour 0.005 Health 


Hydrogen 


Sulphide 


7783-06-


4 


10-minute 13 Odour 


 


2.3.4 Emissions Inventory 


The revised report updates the emission inventory to include Project operation changes. While the method for 


estimating emission rates is described and is an acceptable approach, It is standard practice to provide sample 


calculations specifying the factor used for each source and contaminant.  This is required to verify modelling input.  


Further, when two methods are used to estimate, such as with Power Boiler metal emissions, clarification is 


required which method was used and that it represents the worst-case scenario.  The CAS number for Quinoline 


should be revised to 91-22-5. 


Supporting documentation, such as stack testing results or CEMs data are not provided. 


2.3.5 Air Dispersion Modelling Methodology 


 Model Selection 


The AERMOD dispersion modelling system is an appropriate choice, however it is noted that the most recent 


AERMOD version is version 19191.  It is not expected the version of AERMOD used would impact the model to any 


detriment, the key concern with the model is noted in Section 2.3.5.3 – Model Selection.  


 Model Domain 


The modelling domain is acceptable. 
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 Model Selection 


The proposed ETF is located 0.2 km from the coast line with other on-site sources with elevated stacks located 


within 0.35 km of the shoreline. The plume from a tall stack source located near the shoreline may intersect this 


turbulent layer and be rapidly mixed to the ground, a process called “fumigation,” resulting in high ground level 


concentrations.  AERMOD does not treat the effects of shoreline fumigation. Use of Shoreline Dispersion Model 


(SDM) to assess the potential concentrations due to shoreline fumigation conditions would typically be done in 


combination with the AERMOD model to assess concentrations during non-fumigation conditions.  


 Meteorological Data 


While the choice of a recent 5-year surface and upper air data provided by Lakes Environmental is generally 


accepted by regulatory authorities, it is noted that details with respect to the location and proximity of the surface 


monitoring station or upper air data are not provided.  Also, no comment or comparison of the data to on-site 


meteorological data which may be available. 


 Buildings 


The approach for building input parameters and the use of BPIP is acceptable, however, it is noted that the version 


of BPIP is not provided. 


 Receptors 


The Stantec expanded report has revised the receptor grid to include 20m spacing for 200 m in all directions 


surrounding a box enclosing all sources and is acceptable. 


 Source Information 


The classification of sources as point or area sources is acceptable. 


 NOx to NO2 Conversion 


The use of on default in-stack and equilibrium values and background ozone (O3) concentration is acceptable. 


2.3.6 Air Dispersion Modelling Results 


Electronic copies of modelling input data and results were not provided for verification. 10-minute assessment of 


hydrogen sulphide is not provided. 


2.3.7 Discussion 


The discussion includes a frequency analysis suggests that since methyl mercaptan, dimethyl disulphide and 


dimethyl sulphide are set based on odour and that a frequency of less than 0.5% is acceptable, however no 


assessment was provided for frequency of 10-minute hydrogen sulphide exceedances. 


Exceedances were identified with the power boiler with the expectation that more representative data would be 


obtained from stack testing during a pilot test.  It is recommended that details of the pilot study parameters and 
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stack testing methods and contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be provided in a formal stack 


testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability.  


2.3.8 Summary and Conclusions 


The Stantec revised report recommends “that once the replacement ETF is operational, source emissions testing 


(with air dispersion modelling) and ambient air monitoring of selected contaminants of interest be conducted to 


evaluate compliance with the applicable ambient air quality criteria.”  EXP recommends that that details of the 


pilot study parameters, stack testing methods and contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be 


provided in a formal stack testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability. 


 Recommendations and Conclusions 


EXP recommends the following: 


 Provide model input and output electronic files to verify model parameters and model processing. 


 Provide details on calculation of emission rates as recommended in the Ontario Procedure for Preparing 


an Emission Summary and Dispersion Modelling Report version 3.0 PIBs # 3614e03 (ESDM Procedure). 


 Assess for 10-minute time averaging for hydrogen sulphide in accordance with ADMGO. 


 Consideration be given to providing details of the pilot study parameters, stack testing methods and 


contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be provided in a formal stack testing plan be 


provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability.  


Stantec’s expanded report has substantially improved the source inventory and assessment criteria, however EXP 


cannot verify Stantec’s findings without provision of the model input and output files and supporting calculations 


for emission rates as identified above. 


6.1 PROVIDE A REVISED INVENTORY OF ALL POTENTIAL AIR CONTAMINANTS TO BE EMITTED FROM THE PROPOSED PROJECT, 


INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, SPECIATED VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SEMI-VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, 


REDUCED SULPHUR COMPOUNDS, POLYAROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AND METALS. 


The response in the focus report lists the compounds study in the new Stantec Report.  They omitted SVOCs from 


their list despite being requested above.  


Most comments provided above. 


6.2 UPDATE THE AIR DISPERSION MODELLING FOR THE PULP MILL FACILITY FOR ALL POTENTIAL AIR CONTAMINANTS OF 


CONCERN RELATED TO THE PROJECT. 


Only one (1) Receptor station situated at PLFN.  


Most comments provided above. 
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6.3 COMPLETE AN UPDATED AMBIENT AIR MONITORING PLAN FOR THE PROJECT SITE BASED ON THE AIR DISPERSION 


MODELLING RESULTS. THIS PLAN MUST INCLUDE THE POTENTIAL AIR CONTAMINANTS TO BE MONITORED AND 


PROPOSED AIR MONITORING LOCATION(S). 


Are the  monthly and annual existing air monitoring reports made available to PLFN.  This information is required 


every month to NSE.  


Most comments provided above. 


7. FISH AND FISH HABITAT 


7.1 CONDUCT FISH AND FISH HABITAT BASELINE SURVEYS FOR THE FRESHWATER ENVIRONMENT, TO THE SATISFACTION OF 


FISHERIES AND OCEANS CANADA. 
Freshwater: fish and habitat baseline studies – all watercourses identified and classified – details in Appendix 7.1 


– these were reported and presented on the standard assessment forms.  


Managed to get field investigations completed the summer of 2019.  


Followed industry best practice for the wetland assessment.  


7.2 CONDUCT FISH HABITAT BASELINE SURVEYS FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT, TO THE SATISFACTION OF FISHERIES AND 


OCEANS CANADA. 


Marine: fish habitat baseline survey – a cursory description of the habitat types identified by video review is given 


in Table 7.2-1 page 120. The overview in the Focus report does not suggest that the results were issued to DFO. It 


would be expected that the Fish Habitat Survey for the Marine Environment would be conducted seasonally to 


address the types of species present and the life stages observed. There was online one baseline survey completed 


in May 2019.  Based on this it is EXP’s opinion that Item 7.2 is not complete.  


7.3 CONDUCT ADDITIONAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF TREATED EFFLUENT ON REPRESENTATIVE KEY MARINE FISH SPECIES 


IMPORTANT FOR COMMERCIAL, RECREATIONAL AND ABORIGINAL FISHERIES. THIS MUST BE BASED UPON UPDATED 


INFORMATION, ADDITIONAL STUDIES AND/OR AN UNDERSTANDING OF EXPECTED MOVEMENT OF CONTAMINANTS. 


ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY MUST FIRST BE AGREED UPON BY NSE IN CONSULTATION WITH RELEVANT FEDERAL 


DEPARTMENTS. 


The focus report notes that the assessment was “developed in consultation with relevant Federal and Provincial 


Governments”. EXP is aware that the methodology was distributed for review at the Consultation Meeting in 


June/July but are unaware if any comments were supplied by NSE.  


The Benthic study was completed by side scan sonar and underwater video.  


Not really any new assessment of the fisheries in this area.  


1. Impacts on Marine Fish – i.e., what effects might the treated effluent have on important fish species?  
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2. Some studies are on-going or planned to get a better picture of what’s there.  The results of any ongoing or 


planned studies were not provided with the focus report.  


3. A heavy reliance on a Federally regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program and additional EA 


follow-up monitoring. 


4. Claim that the effluent discharge parameters will be equal to baseline conditions 5 metres from the diffuser. 


5. Also state that the 200 m wide area around the diffuser will have effluent concentrations greater than 1%. 


6. Assumption that any interaction between the project and marine species will be “short” and thus not 


significant. It is not clear how the interaction would be considered short.  Would the increase in temperature 


at the diffuser possibly attract or shift the known boundaries for various commercial fisheries?  


7. An admission – page 124 - “Prior to determining the potential effects of the project on the marine aquatic 


environment, there needs to be a greater understanding of the existing environment.” 


8. They state (pg. 131) that ….”the proposed pipeline route will interact with the herring fishery ”and “...the Rock 


Crab resource..” …but they do not indicate how it will interact. One would have to conclude that the 


interaction would be a negative one. You are then left with deciding if the effect is “significant” and in all cases 


they conclude that there are no residual negative impacts. 


9. They also state (page 141) that….”three key indicator species that warrant further investigation due to their 


importance in commercial and Indigenous harvests…” “American lobster, rock crab, and Atlantic herring.” 


10. Table 7.3-2 summarizes the EA analysis for marine impacts and raises a few questions: 


a. If the …. “Herring harvest areas will be directly affected by the pipeline in outer Caribou Harbour and 


Northumberland Strait” what is the Overall Significance – the last column – page 143? 


11. Page 144 – American lobster….under Proposed Mitigation, why was Physical Effect not mitigated by the 


restriction of construction during the lobster season? 


12. Who will be responsible for ensuring that “Work will be staged and incorporate fisheries timing windows to 


avoid sensitive life stages?” This is a commonly used mitigation statement that sounds great but needs to be 


backed up by information about when the sensitive life stages are for each VEC. 


13. This general section would be more convincing in terms of the degree of impact if examples were provided 


about the lack of significant effect on fisheries at other kraft pulp mills. 


Overall the request in Item 7.3 has been somewhat addressed, however even the author’s of the studies admit 


that information is pending and that further assessments are planned that will factor into the VEC.  In EXP’s opinion 


the baseline marine fish habitat surveys have not been fully completed and the list of COPCs is not complete.  


Given the outstanding information EXP concludes that Item 7.3 is not complete but acknowledges that it is 


underway. Secondly, EXP would note that the purpose of the baseline studies is to define the existing environment 


in a sufficient enough manner that future monitoring programs will have something to compare.  As such it would 
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be expected that greater detail than only video surveys would be captured and any data collected needs to be 


georeferenced.  


7.4 SUBMIT AN UPDATED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS MONITORING (EEM) PROGRAM BASED ON THE RESULTS OF VARIOUS 


RELEVANT BASELINE STUDIES AND AN UPDATED RECEIVING WATER STUDY. REFER ALSO TO ADDENDUM ITEM 4.0 


The EEM has not been altered very much between what was already reviewed in the EARD. Unchanged from EARD 


really and driven by PPER regulations What is important to note is that they seem to be focusing this EEM on what 


is required through the PPER and have very little mention on the significant monitoring and reporting 


requirements under the Approval.  


They are noting that the RWS is predicting less than 1% concentration of the effluent as such they note there is 


provision under the PPER to not do fish community or benthic community studies. They note they will confirm as 


part of the first EEM study this requirement and note that some aspects will be required as an outcome of the EA. 


The wording suggests that not even one round of these assessments will be performed until the results of the 


RWS are confirmed through the first sampling program. While this may be acceptable under the regulatory 


framework, EXP believes that this leaves a risk for PLFN use of the area around the discharge as a fishing ground. 


Further the EEM program should be reviewed for additional COPCs that have been identified in this Focus Report 


as well as based on comments to the focus report provided by others.   


7.5 CLARIFY WHAT CONTINGENCY MEASURES WILL BE IN PLACE TO MITIGATE POTENTIAL IMPACTS (E.G., THERMAL SHOCK 


TO FISH) DUE TO POTENTIAL LARGE AND RAPID FLUCTUATIONS IN WATER TEMPERATURE IN THE WINTER AT THE 


DIFFUSER LOCATION DURING LOW PRODUCTION OR MAINTENANCE SHUT DOWN PERIODS. 


Contingency – issue of temperature shock – argument is that temperatures will never exceed 37 degrees and will 


be at ambient levels within a few metres of the diffuser. Like most of this report, it depends on modelling the 


interactions between the project and the environment. The models might be right but will only be confirmed 


through an Environmental Monitoring program. 


Ultimately the question here is what contingency measures will be in place.  The response outlined the diffuser 


design – not a contingency measure and design aspects to control temperature – not a contingency plan.  The 


response also noted that there will be several SOPs developed to address issues such as low production; loss of 


power; and annual maintenance shut downs and resumption of production. These would satisfy the requirements 


above.  It would also be expected that end of pipe monitoring would be conducted as is stipulated in the IA Section 


7c for Point C – “monitoring continuously for flow, pH and conductivity, recorded daily.”  


8. FLORA AND FAUNA 


There seemed to be no reference to Fauna in the NSE terms of reference. From experience, there are some studies 


such as Lynx that need to be completed in the winter months. 


8.1 COMPLETE A PLANT BASELINE SURVEY ALONG THE PROPOSED RE-ALIGNED EFFLUENT PIPELINE ROUTE. 


Appears acceptable. 
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8.2 COMPLETE A MIGRATORY BIRD SURVEY ALONG THE RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE. 


Technically the study appears acceptable. However this study cannot be complete as it requires early spring (end 


of March to May) and fall field studies that would still be on-going. The studies completed were conducted May 


9, May 24, June 10 and July 5, 2019.  In addition there is no approved pipeline route.  8.3 COMPLETE A BIRD 


BASELINE SURVEY FOR COMMON NIGHTHAWK (CHORDEILES MINOR), DOUBLE CRESTED CORMORANTS (PHALACROCORAX AURATUS), 


OWLS, AND RAPTORS AND RAPTOR NESTS, FOR THE ENTIRE PROJECT AREA WHICH INCLUDES THE RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE. 


Technically the study appears acceptable.  


8.4 COMPLETE A HERPTILE SURVEY FOR THE PROJECT AREA WHICH INCLUDES THE RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE. 


Herptile (Reptiles and Amphibians) Survey – all common species found. 


9. HUMAN HEALTH 


9.1 COMPLETE BASELINE STUDIES FOR FISH AND SHELLFISH TISSUE (VIA CHEMICAL ANALYSIS) OF REPRESENTATIVE KEY 


MARINE SPECIES IMPORTANT FOR COMMERCIAL, RECREATIONAL AND ABORIGINAL FISHERIES IN THE VICINITY OF THE 


PROPOSED EFFLUENT PIPELINE AND DIFFUSER LOCATION. 
Only one round of field studies has been completed with this issuance of the Focus Report.  The study was 


completed between June 10 and July 5 but only included American lobster, rock crab and quahogs.  There was no 


assessment completed on fish.  This study was to reflect key marine species for the Aboriginal Fisheries. It is EXPs 


opinion that this element of the focus report is incomplete. The HHRA identifies “Common commercially important 


species include cod, White Hake (Urophycis tenius), American Plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides), Atlantic 


Halibut (Hippoglossoides hippoglossus), Winter Flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus), Witch Flounder 


(Glyptocephalus cynoglossus), Yellowtail Flounder (Pleuronectes ferruginea), Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar), 


herring, mackerel, Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Gaspereau (alewife; Alosa pseudoharengus), American Eel, 


and Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus mordax; JWEL, 2001)” . 


9.2 COMMENCE A HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT (HHRA) TO ASSESS POTENTIAL PROJECT-RELATED IMPACTS ON 


HUMAN HEALTH. THE RISK ASSESSMENT MUST CONSIDER HUMAN CONSUMPTION OF FISH AND OTHER SEAFOOD, 


CONSUMPTION OF POTENTIALLY CONTAMINATED DRINKING WATER, EXPOSURE TO RECREATIONAL WATER AND 


SEDIMENT, OUTDOOR AIR INHALATION, AND ANY OTHER POTENTIAL EXPOSURE PATHWAYS. THE ANALYSIS MUST 


INFORM THE IDENTIFICATION OF CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN AND UPDATING OF THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY. 


Human Health Risk Assessment – it has been commenced – as directed by NSE. Plan of approach appears 


comprehensive and rational.  


In the determination of the receptors it is noted that the most sensitive age group will be used (toddlers) for non-


carcinogenic compounds but then they note that a “lifetime composite receptor” will be used for the evaluation 


of carcinogenic compounds. Why change the receptors?  
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Food injection rates “will be” developed based on the survey created specifically for this project.  Assumed this is 


the one on the NPNS website. Community engagement to capture the most relevant demographic. Does someone 


complete this on behalf of the toddlers.  Is that even an option.  


Section 2.7 “ Stantec found little information related to the combustion of pulp and paper sludge but used a 


sewage sludge incineration guidance to assist with predicting emissions for volatile organic compounds and NSE 


criteria air contaminants.  As such, there is uncertainty in the predicted emission rates.” 


The last section of the HHRA Section 3.0 notes the information required to complete the HHRA: 


1. Final Air Dispersion Model with concentrations predicated at First Nation and non-first nation residences.  


2. Results of the food surveys 


3. Mixing zone assessment reports. 


4. Results of the baseline study near the diffuser. 


For some reason the groundwater pathway has been omitted. The Town of Pictou and PLFN rely on groundwater 


for potable water.  This pathway should be included in the HHRA.  


Basically, this is just a planning document. The HHRA is not complete but it has been commenced as the focus 


report TOR has requested. 


10. ARCHAEOLOGY 


10.1 COMPLETE AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT RELATED TO THE 


PROJECT. 


Archeological Studies – marine and land-based are done – some “possible archeological resources” were 


identified. They will be accounted for during construction. 


10.2 COMPLETE SHOVEL TESTING FOR AREAS IN THE TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT THAT ARE IDENTIFIED TO HAVE ELEVATED 


OR MEDIUM POTENTIAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES, TO CONFIRM THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF THESE 


RESOURCES. 


This was completed.  


11. INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES 


11.1 COMPLETE A MI’KMAQ ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE STUDY (MEKS) FOR THE PROJECT. 


A complete MEK was not submitted with the Focus Report. A cover letter noting that the draft MEK was under 


review by the KMKNO was issued in its stead. There is a review/overview of the MEK process and some very brief 


descriptions of the land use. Dillon note that there could be no hunting in the HWY 106 ROW, however there is 


no approval for use of the HWY 106 ROW.  What about trapping within the ROW?  
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EXP was provided a copy of the 2019 draft MEK dated July 2019.  This is not the most recent MEK report as it is 


noted in the MGS cover letter that Version 1 dated September 2019 was issued to KMKNO for review.  


ADDENDUM: ITEMS RAISED BY REVIEWERS REQUIRING CLARIFICATION 


THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST BE ADDRESSED WITH NSE AND INCLUDED IN THE FOCUS REPORT WHERE APPROPRIATE: 


ADDENDUM  1.1 PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING WHETHER AND WHEN NEW TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT WILL BE 


INSTALLED AT THE NPNS PULP MILL TO IMPROVE THE EFFLUENT QUALITY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE 


FOLLOWING: 


O WILL O2 DELIGNIFICATION BE INSTALLED AT THE NPNS PULP MILL? 


NPNS are planning to install oxygen delignification.  There are several benefits to this upgrade but it is noted it will 


occur at an undetermined time following the ETF.  Further, the addition of the technology will also result in an 


increase in daily effluent production.  It is unclear what this predicted level would be.  


O WHAT OTHER TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT WILL BE INSTALLED AT THE NPNS PULP MILL? 


New cooling towers in addition to the cooling towers with the ETF.  


O HOW WILL EACH PROPOSED NEW TECHNOLOGY AND/OR EQUIPMENT IMPROVE THE EFFLUENT QUALITY? 


Oxygen Delignification – will reduce Cl, BOD, COD and colour.  


Cooling towers are projected to reduce summer discharge volume by 5000 m3/day.  


2.1 WITH RESPECT TO THE EFFLUENT DISCHARGE PARAMETERS: 


O EXPLAIN WHY THE TOTAL NITROGEN PARAMETER HAS CHANGED TO 6 MG/L (DAILY MAXIMUM) FROM THE 3 MG/L 


(PROPOSED IN THE AUGUST 11, 2017 RECEIVING WATER STUDY); 


A logical explanation was given for this increase.  What are they impacts associated with this increase?  


O PROVIDE DATA TO SUPPORT ASSERTIONS THAT CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (COD) CAN BE REDUCED TO THE 


PROPOSED LIMIT. 
This question was not really answered but a note was made that it would be further assessed once the new cooling 


towers were installed.  


3.1 WITH RESPECT TO THE UPDATING OF THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY: 


1. PROVIDE A RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS ON THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY (NOT ALREADY OUTLINED IN THIS 


DOCUMENT) FROM ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE CANADA’S EARD REVIEW SUBMISSION DATED MARCH 18, 


2019, AND UPDATE THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY AS APPLICABLE; 
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These questions and comments were on the original RWS.  Some of these questions/comments from ECCC were 


carried forward into the new RWS.  


2. EXPLAIN HOW THE INITIAL MIXING AND DISPERSAL OF THE PLUME WAS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHEN SIMULATING FAR-FIELD 


EXTENT AND CONCENTRATIONS OF EFFLUENT IN SECTION 3 OF APPENDIX E1 OF EARD. IT APPEARS THAT THE FAR-FIELD 


MODEL SIMULATIONS WERE RUN BEFORE THE NEAR-FIELD MODEL. ONE COULD EXPECT THAT THE BEHAVIOR OF THE PLUME 


FURTHER AFIELD DEPENDS A LARGE EXTENT ON HOW IT BEHAVED AT THE DIFFUSER, I.E. HOW QUICKLY IT MIXED AND SPREAD 


AND ROSE TO THE SURFACE; 


This was addressed in the responses to ECCC and is based on the old RWS.  


3. CONFIRM DILUTION RATIOS AND DISTANCES REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE BACKGROUND LEVEL FOR WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS 


IN APPENDIX E1 OF THE EARD, AS THE DILUTION RATIOS AND DISTANCES MAY BE OVERESTIMATED; 


This was addressed in the updated RWS.   


4. EXPLAIN IF THE SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE EFFLUENT AND THE RECEIVING WATERS HAS BEEN 


ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE MODEL. WHEN THE BUOYANCY DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE EFFLUENT AND RECEIVING WATERS ARE 


GREATER IN WINTER, IT RESULTS IN A FASTER RISING PLUME. THIS CAN POTENTIALLY AFFECT THE VISIBILITY OF THE EFFLUENT 


IN THE RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT. HAS THIS BEEN ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE MODEL? ALSO PROVIDE RESULTS FOR WINTER 


CONDITIONS; 


This was accounted for in the model.  


5. EXPLAIN IF RE-ENTRAINMENT OF EFFLUENT AND SEDIMENT AT THE DIFFUSER LOCATION WAS ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE ONE-


HOUR PERIOD SURROUNDING SLACK TIDE. SUPPORT THIS EXPLANATION WITH MODEL RESULTS USING A SMALLER TIME STEP 


(30 MINUTES) IF NECESSARY. 


This was accounted for and is in the updated RWS model according to the response.  


4.0 IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING FIELD STUDY AND MONITORING ARE LIKELY TO BE REQUIRED AS PART OF AN 


EEM PROGRAM REGULATED UNDER THE PULP AND PAPER EFFLUENT REGULATIONS FOR THE PROJECT IF IT IS 


APPROVED:  


A. FIELD DELINEATION OF TREATED EFFLUENT PLUME TO CONFIRM THE PREDICTION FROM THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY; 


NPNS note that they will conduct a tracer test over several tidal cycles to monitoring the plumes extent and 


validate the predictions of the RWS. The methodology for the tracer test is considered acceptable.  


B. MONITORING OF MARINE WATER QUALITY AND MARINE SEDIMENT QUALITY; 


The response here is good in that it provides a comprehensive list of chemicals to be monitored I the water and 


sediment.  However, there is no reference to when such sampling would occur or the frequency.  


C. SUBLETHAL TOXICITY TESTING AND CHEMISTRY TESTING OF THE TREATED EFFLUENT; AND 


The only commitment is to following the requirements of the PPER.  
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D. BIOLOGICAL MONITORING STUDIES INCLUDING BENTHIC INVERTEBRATE COMMUNITY STUDY, FISH POPULATION STUDY, AND 


DIOXIN AND FURAN LEVELS IN FISH AS APPLICABLE. 


Again the only commitment is to what is required as part of the EARD and under the PPER.  They note that there 


is no requirement for assessing the D&F levels in fish tissue under the regulations.  They note that they test the 


effluent annually for D&F.  


Addendum 4 Environmental Effects Monitoring – EEMs are driven by regulations such as PPER. This is the context 


for typical discussions of EEM work. Work planned that goes beyond the regulations should be more clearly stated 


here – to show an environmental commitment that goes further than the minimum.  There is no commitment 


beyond the minimum.  


 Conclusions 


Based on EXP’s review of the focus report, the following conclusions have been made: 


1. The focus report, while having a significant portion of the requirements of NSE addressed, does not 


address all of the items listed in the Focus Report TOR.  


a. Item 2.2: EXP’s conclusion is that the geotechnical work is incomplete based on the recommendations 


for additional investigation into the till and bedrock thickness.  In addition the report is only looking 


at one season of ice scour data. It is deemed that this would be insufficient to make a current design 


prediction.  With the recommendations for pipeline development to be provided at a later date, it 


makes it near impossible to address the items outlined in Section 2.5 (proposed changes to pipeline 


routing/construction). 


b. Item 2.3:  Based EXPs review of the data in Section 2.3 and comments supplied by others examining 


the focus report, EXP concludes that this report requires a detailed review by the authors to correct 


errors found within. In addition it would be expected that the effluent characterization would examine 


additional samples at Point A to ensure a representative set of values could be used for comparing 


against the design model.  In EXPs opinion this element (2.3) of the focus report is incomplete.  


c. Item 2.4:  Based on EXPs review of Item 2.4 it is EXP’s opinion that a bench scale test/pilot study was 


completed but do not feel that it represents “a complete physical and chemical characterization of 


NPNS’s expected effluent following treatment by the proposed technology”. It is believed that the 60 


Litres used from a one-time sample collected at an unknown date does not provide a suitable baseline 


of what the effluent would look like. 


d. Item 2.5 A realignment route, should NSTIR not permit the pipeline through the ROW, has not been 


provided. At this point this document would be considered a planning document and does not meet 


the level of details request in the focus report. 


e. Item 2.5 Proposed changes to Pipeline Construction Method:  Noted leaving up to contractors to 


decide method.  Not appropriate for assessment of risks, which were not appropriately addressed in 


the EARD.  It is simply noted that the marine portion of the pipe will be covered in an EPP which has 
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not yet been produced. Ocean disposal (troughing) not adequately assessed. Detailed disposal options 


of dredge spoil pile was not assessed.  


f. Item 3.2 NSE requested for Flow Data from Point A.  The Focus Report failed to provide flow data for 


Point A.  They noted they have a doppler based flow meter but that it is not suitable for calculation 


purposes and that it is used as an indicator only. It is a stipulation in the IA that this equipment is 


maintained, calibrated and data provided with the Annual Reports. It would be good to see this data 


presented somewhere. NPNS would obviously require this data for plant operational purposes. 


g. Item 3.3:  Based on EXPs review, chromium, cadmium, lead, copper, mercury, zinc and total petroleum 


hydrocarbons should have been included in the effluent discharge parameters. It is EXP’s opinion that 


Task 3.3 of the Focus Report has not been addressed. 


h.  


i. The RWS:  The characterization of the effluent water does not include micro-biologicals, which may 


also have impact on marine aquatic organisms in the receiving water 


j. The Marine geotechnical survey noted the potential presence of gas charged sediments along the 


routing.  There was no indication as to what gases were involved (hydrocarbons?) and how they would 


be dealt with if dredging for the pipeline opened these zones for greater discharge. 


k. Baseline surface water monitoring is presently underway for areas of significant risk of pipeline leaks.  


Would have expected this to be in place prior to submittal of the focus report. 


l. Air Quality report should to be amended with the following corrections in red: 


Air Contaminant  CAS No.   Averaging Period  Ontario Air Quality Standards 


(μg/m3) 


 Limiting 


Effect 


Silver 7782-49-


2 


24-hour 1 Health 


Naphthalene 


 


91-20-3 24-hour 


10-minute 


22.5 


50 


Health 


Odour 


Quinoline 91-22-5 24-hour 0.005 Health 


Hydrogen 


Sulphide 


7783-06-


4 


10-minute 13 Odour 


m. The proposed ETF is located 0.2 km from the coast line with other on-site sources with elevated stacks 


located within 0.35 km of the shoreline. The plume from a tall stack source located near the shoreline 


may intersect this turbulent layer and be rapidly mixed to the ground, a process called “fumigation,” 


resulting in high ground level concentrations.  AERMOD does not treat the effects of shoreline 


fumigation. Use of Shoreline Dispersion Model (SDM) to assess the potential concentrations due to 
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shoreline fumigation conditions would typically be done in combination with the AERMOD model to 


assess concentrations during non-fumigation conditions. (Cal-Puff) 


n. The revised inventory of all potential air contaminants was missing SVOCs as requested by NSE, with 


no rationale provided for the omission.  


o. Who will be responsible for ensuring that “Work will be staged and incorporate fisheries timing 


windows to avoid sensitive life stages?” This is a commonly used mitigation statement that sounds 


great but needs to be backed up by information about when the sensitive life stages are for each VEC. 


p. Item 7.3:  Overall the request in Item 7.3 has been addressed, however even the author’s of the 


studies admit that information is pending and that further assessments are planned that will factor 


into the VEC.  In EXP’s opinion the baseline marine fish habitat surveys have not been fully completed 


and the list of COPCs is not complete.  Given the outstanding information EXP concludes that Item 7.3 


is not complete but acknowledges that it is underway.  


q.  


r. Only one round of field studies for fish and shellfish tissue have been completed with this issuance of 


the Focus Report.  The study was completed between June 10 and July 5 but only included American 


lobster, rock crab and quahogs.  There was no assessment completed on fish.  This study was to reflect 


key marine species for the Aboriginal Fisheries. It is EXPs opinion that this element of the focus report 


is incomplete. The HHRA identifies “Common commercially important species include cod, White 


Hake (Urophycis tenius), American Plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides), Atlantic Halibut 


(Hippoglossoides hippoglossus), Winter Flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus), Witch Flounder 


(Glyptocephalus cynoglossus), Yellowtail Flounder (Pleuronectes ferruginea), Atlantic Salmon (Salmo 


salar), herring, mackerel, Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Gaspereau (alewife; Alosa 


pseudoharengus), American Eel, and Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus mordax; JWEL, 2001)” 


s. Task 8.3:  Technically the study appears acceptable. However, this this study cannot be complete as it 


requires early spring (end of March to May) and fall  field studies that would still be on-going. The 


studies completed were conducted May 9, May 24, June 10 and July 5, 2019.  In addition there is no 


approved pipeline route. 


t. The MEK study is not complete and was not provided with the Focus Report. 


2. It is concluded the following studies and assessment should be considered in order to provide a more 


thorough answer to the Focus Report TOR.  


a. In addition to the Physical, Chemical and Biological parameters, the parameters of pathogenic and 


Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) - describes the proportion of effluent that can enter the receiving water 


without causing toxicological effects (both acute and chronic) - should be tested. 


b. Point A should be used as a monitoring point of raw effluent for the projection of design capacity 


(average, peak daily, and peal hourly) of the treatment facilities. Or even more representative the 


discharge at the Mill.  


c. Treatment Design:  Spill Basin 
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a. Process Flow Diagram drawing Should be provided for further understanding and comment 


on the process. 


b. Drawing of all process by-passes within the project. Should be provided to determine if there 


are any bypasses to divert the raw effluent around the treatment plant. 


c. Back-up/ emergency power for treatment facilities. 


d. The conceptual design indicates the basin is open to atmosphere.  The design flow for sizing the basin 


relates to inflow volumes from the plant e.g. 10 to 13 hours of full mill diversion.  Consideration should 


also be given to a design storm event that may add additional water to the basin during an outage 


event, especially during non-summer periods when evaporation is minimal. 


e. The conceptual spill basin design appears quite large, with no interior “finger” berms that would allow 


access by heavy equipment to clean out any solids that settle out during use.  Where would that 


material be disposed of? 


f. Geotechnical investigation along the pipeline route is required. In addition they should assess the 


hydrogeological conditions in the vicinity to factor in the HHRA.  


g. There is no information on what the design lifetime is for the pipeline, nor what an “extremely low” 


probability is. This is essentially a “fail safe” design approach assuming nothing could happen and 


therefore no back-up.  Given the importance of this water supply we would suggest that a “Safe-Fail” 


approach is more appropriate built around the concept that it will be safe in failure by incorporating 


backup systems so that if one fails other systems are in place. 


h. The report only assesses surface water flows in estimating what would happen if a leak occurs.  This 


indicates flow away from the well field.  However, no consideration is given to groundwater flow 


patterns in the sand/gravel quire underlying the site. 


i. It is noted that construction phase monitoring program for environmental compliance will be 


developed with NSE.  The Town of Pictou should also be included for those wetlands within the Town 


of Pictou’s water supply protection area. 


j. We would like to review and have First Nations involved in reviewing and being involved with 


establishing stipulations appended to any permits provided for this work. One additional concern with 


a project this large is does NSE have the necessary experienced personnel that they could dedicate to 


monitoring compliance during construction and operation?  Could First Nations personnel be 


seconded to NSE to aid in this aspect? 


k. The Stantec revised Expanded Air Dispersion Modeling Study report recommends “that once the 


replacement ETF is operational, source emissions testing (with air dispersion modelling) and ambient 


air monitoring of selected contaminants of interest be conducted to evaluate compliance with the 


applicable ambient air quality criteria.”  EXP recommends that that details of the pilot study 
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parameters, stack testing methods and contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be 


provided in a formal stack testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability. 


l. For some reason the groundwater pathway has been omitted. The Town of Pictou and PLFN rely on 


groundwater for potable water.  This pathway should be included in the HHRA. 
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Chapter 25 – KSH Consulting Wetlands Power Point 

EXP has reviewed the work completed in 2011 by ADI Limited (the former identity of EXP) and the wetland area 

assessment that KSH has estimated in a Power Point presentation provided in July 2019. The following poses to 

summarize the information provided by both ADI (EXP) and KSH.  

This review was undertaken by , P.Eng. and , P.Eng. of EXP. 

The primary reason the issue of tertiary treatment is being investigated is to return Boat Harbour back to its 

natural state. Boat Harbour is currently being incorporated into the wastewater treatment process that is 

associated with Northern Pulp kraft mill in Abercrombie, NS. The study performed by ADI looked to identify three 

potential solutions and to provide a +/- 30% Opinion of probable cost. 

In the EXP report, it was concluded that one of the following three options would be appropriate for tertiary 

treatment, in order to meet the objectives stated above: 

1. Engineered wetlands; 

2. Chemical precipitation followed by clarification; and 

3. Ozonation. 

With respect to the ADI (EXP) evaluation it was anticipated that the engineered wetland was tertiary treatment 

with a new primary and secondary treatment facility in operation. The flows were also anticipated to be reduced 

(45,000 m3 per day), and the effluent was anticipated to “mild/weak” because of the new primary and secondary 

treatment that had been undertaken. The anticipated retention time was ~7 hours based on a pore space of 30%.  

Abydoz Environmental Inc. provided guidance that 3-4 hours of treatment time would be sufficient for the weak 

waste stream in an engineered wetland. The engineered wetland design was provided to EXP by Abydoz 

Environmental Inc. (Abydoz). 

The information provided in the KSH PowerPoint style presentation provided to EXP noted that the design was 

based on 65,000 m3/day and examined a free water surface (FWS) wetland system. KSH appears to have 

investigated with more detail a preliminary design, looked into detail on an engineered wetland for the same pulp 

mill. Some points required for clarification would be: 

 Design temperature 

 Chemical parameters to identify the waste water strength 

 Engineered wetland design approach (pore space, anticipated plant types and expected uptake rates.) 

KSH estimated up to 245 acres required for the given process, while ADI recommended between 15 – 20 acres. 

In September 2019, EXP engaged Abydoz to re-examine their initial design size based on 65,000 m3/day.  

Abydoz is a Canadian based wastewater treatment firm that concentrates on the engineering, construction, and 

operation of engineered wetland systems. 
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Abydoz has unprecedented experience in the design, construction and operation of engineered wetland facilities 

in Atlantic Canada, having designed and constructed over 35 engineered wetland wastewater treatment facilities 

in Atlantic Canada over the past 20 years. The Abydoz system has a proven capability of treating wastewater and 

sludge from a variety of sources including industrial, municipal, residential, and commercial. 

With regard to operation of wetlands in northern climates: Abydoz has successfully operated within Atlantic 

Canada for 20 years, with a proven track record of operation through all seasons. Treatment of the wastewater is 

maintained below effluent regulations throughout the year, and the systems are designed for worst case scenarios 

during cold winter weather.  The main concerns with cold weather are the freezing of pipe components causing 

backups and reduction in biological activity within the treatment process. Abydoz has developed multiple design 

modifications to ensure that temperature within the wetlands maintains biological activity and keeps water 

temperatures above freezing. 

EXP has compared lagoon sizing, originally presented in the 2011 report by ADI for the Northern Pulp Tertiary 

Treatment Study Pictou Landing First Nation, with the sizing undertaken in 2019 by Abydoz Environmental and 

KSH Consulting and are pleased to provide the following clarifications: 

2011 ADI Report vs. 2019 Abydoz Environmental Sizing 

 The original engineered/constructed wetland area of 20 acres (sized by Abydoz) provided in the Northern 

Pulp Tertiary Treatment Study Pictou Landing First Nation report in 2011 was based on a flow of 45,000 

m3/day and the effluent criteria at that time which were must less stringent than the current regulations 

of 2019.  Furthermore, the 2019 sizing is based on 65,000 m3/day (vs. the 45,000 m3/day). The change in 

design volume and application of more stringent regulations explain the variation in surface area 

compared to the 58 acres provided by Abydoz in 2019. 

Comparison of 2019 Abydoz vs. KSH Wetland 

 Effluent criteria used by both Abydoz and KSH in 2019 were the same, albeit more stringent than criteria 

used in 2011, that is: 

o BOD5 = 13 mg/L 

o TSS = 13 mg/L 

o Ammonia = ~4 mg/L 

o Total Phosphorus = ~0.4 mg/L 

 Comparisons (especially surface area and associated costs) between Free Water Surface (FWS) Wetlands 

and Engineered/Constructed Wetlands are not straight forward since these technologies used to treat 

wastewater are vastly different in nature. 

 In free water surface (FWS) wetlands the water travels above the growing medium of the wetlands.  FWS 

wetlands employ the aeration of the open water to provide oxygen to the water. They have minimal 

surface area for the attachment of bacteria and require a much larger surface area than subsurface flow 

wetlands for treatment. 
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 Engineered/Constructed wetlands, like the proposed Abydoz horizontal flow type, have water flowing 

subsurface through the wetland growing matrix. The subsurface flow allows bacteria to grown on a large 

surface area of the aggregate, increasing biological activity within the wetland. This allows the wetlands 

to be smaller and provide significantly higher level of treatment.  

Based on the above, one would expect the two technologies to warrant much different sizing, which is evidenced 

by the numbers provided by Abydoz and KSH. 
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Chapter 26 – Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey of Caribou Harbour 

and Pictou Harbour Pipeline Corridors 

Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey of Caribou Harbour and Pictou Harbour Pipeline Corridors prepared 18 July 

2019 by Stantec was reviewed by , Ph.D. 

The report is a good picture of the bottom types along the proposed corridor and will be a base line or “before” 

picture of the marine bottom communities going forward. Mapping is clear as to substrate types in the area of 

proposed development. 

It also presents a good qualitative description of macroflora and fauna along and adjacent to the proposed 

corridor. 

The construction and writing style of the report makes it difficult to follow in places: 

For example: The description and therefore distinction between “High-Level Video Analysis” (sometimes referred 

to as “Video Transects” and “Detailed Video Analysis” is confusing. This is made more confusing by labelling all 

“video transects” in Figure 2 and 3 as P1, P2, etc – for both the Pictou and Caribou sites. In Figure 3 the video 

transects labeled should be labelled C1, C2…etc. as shown in Appendix A – page 40. This would have made the use 

of the letter “P” more meaningful. 

High-Level Video Analysis – described as covering substrate and benthic communities along the pipeline corridor, 

diffuser area and reference area (where is reference area?). The concept of a Reference area and a description of 

how they were determined needs to be added to the body of the text. For example Table C3 Transect 3 has the 

first 150 metres as “Reference” under the heading of “location”. Similar at the 300-450 m of Transect 5; Transect 

6 as well. It should be explained in the Methods section that any part of a transect, outside the defined corridor 

of the pipeline, was automatically identified as a reference area. The reader must work that out by referring to 

the Appendix.  

Figure 10 – based on other data presented, especially the description of the organisms present at the diffuser area 

(page 17 and Section 4.2.6), the description of “Mixed Sediment with Low Diversity Benthic Community” for that 

area seems unsupported. 

One of the stated purposes of the study was to characterize fish and fish habitat along the footprint of the effluent 

pipeline. There was no discussion of what the results meant in terms of this stated purpose. The widespread 

presence of an eelgrass community would support a conclusion that this would be a significant habitat as a nursery 

area for many fish species. 
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Chapter 27 – Freshwater Fish and Fish Habitat 

Appendix Focus Report – Section 7.1 Freshwater Fish and Fish Habitat prepared by Dillon Consulting and Northern 

Pulp Nova Scotia, reviewed by , Ph.D. 

The document was an update to the 2019 EARD as a result of the revised project description. The project 

description was revised to include the proposed re-aligned effluent pipeline route. 

The following general comments were noted in the review: 

 Done mainly in June 2019 as well as some work in May and July 2019. 

 The document attempts to describe water courses which may be impacted by the re-aligned pipeline – in 

terms of their potential as fish habitat. 

 Identifies 18 water courses, and based on water flow, substrate, hydraulic features, water chemistry, fish 

captured and general field observations, made conclusions about the potential for fish habitat either 

within the corridor and/or downstream. 

 Figure A7.1-2 – the map of the watersheds and flow paths is confusing. Not sure about red dotted lines 

marking Secondary Watersheds…..suggests a Primary Watershed. Hard to find SD (Shore Drainage) but, 

when found, unclear as to what it means.  

 It does a satisfactory job of describing Freshwater Fish and Fish Habitat along the proposed re-alignment 

of the effluent pipeline. Would serve as a baseline for monitoring programs during and after construction. 

As part of this report a variety of wetlands (N=16) were identified in close proximity to the proposed corridor. We 

would expect another report assessing those habitats. 
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Chapter 28 - Locations of Temperature Profiles at Caribou, NS May 

and June 2019 

This document was a power point presentation of the temperature profiles at monitoring station CH-B during 

flooding and ebbing tide over 24 and 25 May 2019.  This review was completed by , Ph.D. 

It was noted that flooding tide was represented in Profiles 1, 2, 3, 4 (May 2019) while the ebbing tide was 

represented in Profiles 11 (May 2019); and 1, 2, 4 (June 2019).  

There was nothing particular or special noted about these profiles. Water at surface is a bit warmer than at depth. 

No separation of water with depth. Would be nicer to see if a thermocline gets established – August would be a 

good time for that.  

EXP assumes that this document and data are referred to by some other document in the focus report or EARD.  
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Chapter 29 – Marine Sediment Sampling July 2019 

The following comments summarize EXPs findings based upon a peer review of the following document: 

“Stantec, July 2019, Final Report – Marine Sediment Sampling Program: Caribou Harbour and Pictou Harbour 

Pictou County, Nova Scotia. 

This review was completed by , M.Sc., P.Geo.  

 Focus And Extent of EXP’s Review 

EXP’s peer review focused on reviewing the approach, concepts, level-of-effort and overall findings from a 

technical standpoint, using our experience and expertise in such matters.  EXP did not re-visit and/or re-run the 

calculations, nor undertake a field visit to gather new data.  It is assumed that the regulators identified the 

appropriate guidelines for comparison.  

 Findings 

 Summary 

EXP was not given background as to Terms of Reference, time line, or budgets for the study.  In overview EXP 

found that the level-of-effort applied to the assessment and approach utilized were generally acceptable. Overall 

EXP agrees with the findings; with further consideration given to the points raised below in order to refine the 

assessment.  

 Specific Points of Note for further consideration: 

CONCEPT – Field Program Design 

There is no information provided on how the frequency of drill holes was selected in order to obtain  

representative samples over the range of sediment to be encountered, and including impacts of potential sources 

of contamination. 

It is recognized that the criteria used by Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) for disposal at sea is 

appropriate to compare results to.  However, it would also have been appropriate to obtain cores from nearby 

“background” sites for comparison.  It maybe that even background conditions exceed guidelines, in which case 

it would provide additional support for dealing with dredged materials that exceed guidelines. 

CONCEPT – Selection of samples for analysis: 

With sediment geochemistry analyses the selection of “representative samples” from the cores is critical, as 

selection of finer grained portions would lead to higher concentrations.  There is no discussion in the report as to 

who made that selection, using what approach.. 

CONCEPT – Laboratory Protocols 
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Since most of the parameters exceeding guidelines were metals, it would be important to identify the laboratory 

protocols utilized in terms of grain size, whether it was a leach or digestion and at what pH. 
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Chapter 30 - EcoMetrix Marine Fish and Fish Habitat Assessment 

Methodology 

This chapter documents the review of the memo from EcoMetrix titled “Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Effluent 

Treatment Project - Marine Fish and Fish Habitat Impact Assessment Methodology” dated 07 June 2019.  

This review was conducted by , Ph.D., EP. 

This methodology provided by EcoMetrix was part of the requirements of the Focus Report which was ordered by 

NSE after submission of the Registration documents. It pertains to section 7.3 of the Terms of Reference (TOR) for 

the Focus Report. 

To do: 

1. Assess the impact of treated effluent on key marine fish species 

2. Define key species as those which are important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal use 

3. Base assessment on updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of the expected 

movement of contaminants 

This document outlines how these requirements will be met as part of a “consultation with NSE…” i.e. they want 

to get some level of agreement from NSE that this approach will be sufficient. 

They use the Federal Canadian Environmental Assessment Act ( CEAA, 2012) and the Nova Scotia EIS Guidelines 

as their guide to impact assessment methods. These documents provide an excellent guide to impact assessment. 

They outline the basics of a thorough assessment of potential impacts on marine habitat and a wide range of 

marine organisms (Table 1 page 5 of the Memo). This list is considered to be comprehensive. 

They provide the regulatory framework for this project and then provide further description of the bulleted list. 

Generally speaking, each element is described adequately although there is always room for more details. The 

sections on Mitigation, Significance and Monitoring are fine. The main criticism would be under the identification 

of potential effects. 

Identification of Potential Effects (page 4) – “Potential effects…. will be identified and assessed.” – this is fine but 

what’s missing is information of how Ecometrix will measure the potential effects on any particular VEC. For 

example, Table 1 provides a comprehensive breakdown list of the “Marine Fish and Fish Habitat” VEC but it is not 

clear how they will measure/assess the potential effect of the project on each. The wording that best addresses 

this aspect is on page 3: “..will consider the discharge…on..marine biota…based on predicted 

concentrations…relative to available toxicity thresholds and reference values.”  

And on page 7: …”The analysis of effects may use a number of existing benchmarks, analysis, and tools to estimate 

the potential for a Project-related effect on the marine environment.” This phrase can cover a lot of things. A 

more detailed description, for each of the indicators in  Table 1, of how potential effects will be 
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assessed/measured should be provided. There should be a forth column in the Table that describes the method 

of assessment for each indicator. 

As an example, a main impact of the project will be the treated effluent that is discharged into the 

Northumberland Strait off Caribou Harbour. It will be described chemically, but how will we determine what effect 

it might have on, for example, the herring fishery or the lobster fishery? The nature of the effluent, based on the 

new effluent treatment facility, is that has not yet been subjected to toxicity testing. i.e., there are no “available 

toxicity thresholds”. Will they use the approach of assuring a 99% dilution at 100 m from the diffusor…..or maybe 

they plan to create thresholds by toxicity testing of species? 
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Chapter 31  – Focus Report 

 Introduction 

For this chapter EXP has taken the Terms of Reference (TOR) for a Focus Report and attempted to assess whether 

the intent of the TOR had been achieved or if there was any outstanding information. For each of the project 

elements, reports and studies that have been reviewed, EXP, was not made aware of the actual scope of the 

assessor nor what their agreed upon budget was. The purpose of the review is not to lay blame but rather examine 

from an unbiased perspective how the contents of each report or study have affect PLFN. In this regard EXP was 

tasked with examining the following:  

a) whether the focus report addresses all of items that the Minister requested in her decision last Spring. 

b) whether the information now contained in the EARD combined with the information in the Focus Report 

is sufficient to allow an assessment of the environmental impacts of the project as regards PLFN interests 

– namely 

a. its fishing activities 

b. air quality on and around the reserve lands 

c. water quality around reserve lands as well 

d. health of members, and 

e. the short term and long term water quality of the Northumberland Strait.  

c) what the risks to those interests are from the project; and  

d) how those risks can be mitigated or managed and what the options for mitigation and management are, 

including alternatives not mentioned in the reports.  

 Focus Report Elements 

The overview shows several graphs that demonstrate NPNS effluent characteristic.  They typically show that the 

effluent is characterized in the middle of the pack, ie a weak to moderate strength effluent.  It would be more 

appropriate to demonstrate the impacts from these other plants in relation to the predicted model impacts. 

1. PUBLIC, MI’KMAQ AND GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT 

1.1 PROVIDE A RESPONSE (VIA A CONCORDANCE TABLE) TO QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS RAISED BY THE PUBLIC, MI’KMAQ 

AND GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, AND INCORPORATE THESE COMMENTS IN THE FOCUS REPORT WHERE APPLICABLE.  

COMMENTS MAY BE SUMMARIZED PRIOR TO PROVIDING THE RESPONSE. 

The concordance table does not provide a quick description of the response to most of PLFN concerns.  The 

document starts off providing a description of the response but trails off quickly to references to multiple sections 

which is rather time consuming.  
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Much of the concordance table provides references to specific sections in technical documents.  It would be 

expected that plain term responses would be provided in addition to the necessary supporting technical details. 

Some of the responses direct the reader to the technical reports and while this is fine for government and 

consultants, it does not allow the public the opportunity to understand from a basic perspective what the response 

details.  

1.2 PROVIDE A PLAN TO SHARE FUTURE REPORTS AND/OR STUDIES RELEVANT TO THIS PROJECT WITH THE PUBLIC AND THE 

MI’KMAQ SUCH AS THE PICTOU LANDING FIRST NATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE FUTURE 

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS MONITORING RESULTS FOR THE NEW EFFLUENT TREATMENT FACILITY. 

Section 2.3 is just a list of engagement techniques they could use.  There is no commitment to what NPNS will use.  

Section 2.3 Consultation Methods (Section typo) again a list of consultation methods that could be used.  

Section 2.4 Stakeholder Register.  This is an example of what NP will use to keep track of stakeholders but there 

is no details pertaining to how an individual gets added to the list.  

Section 3.0 lists Identified Stakeholders.  PLFN are referenced in the list as well as the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs.  

There is no reference to other First Nation Communities.  There is no reference to FN communities in Prince 

Edward Island. These communities should be identified now that the effluent will be pumped into the 

Northumberland Strait. 

This document is rather high level and does not cover how actual information is provided.  Further, there was no 

reference as to how actual future monitoring data will be provided. An example would be: All monitoring data will 

be supplied to PLFN via email when transmitted to the regulators.  

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE ON-LAND PORTION OF THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE: 

o A RE-ALIGNMENT ROUTE FOR THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE, GIVEN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND 

INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL DOES NOT PERMIT THE PIPELINE TO BE PLACED IN THE SHOULDER OF HIGHWAY 106; 

o MAPS AND/OR DRAWINGS OF THE NEW PIPELINE LOCATION; 

o A LIST OF PROPERTIES (I.E., PREMISES IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OR PID) THAT WILL INTERSECT WITH THE NEW PIPELINE 

ALIGNMENT. 

Pipeline routing – refers to a design report in Appendix 3.5 which refers the reader back to a section 3.5 of the 

Focus Report….?? The design report is actually in Appendix 2.1 and only offers one possible pipeline route.  

The cover letter from TIR notes that TIR is continuing to hold talks with NPNS but does not confirm nor deny the 

use of TIR ROW for use.  A fact that TIR has recently come out in the news to clarify.  

What is the thermal transfer through the pipe?  What affect (if any) will this have on the stream crossings, 

specifically during winter months.  
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The list in the focus report lists multiple properties with the “Owner Undetermined” would this result in some 

land disputes?  

It would be expected that this document would go into better detail on the required water crossings. 

At this point this document would be considered a planning document and does not meet the level of details 

request in the focus report.  

Have there been any consultations with the Town of Pictou?  

A shape file showing this proposed route would be apricated and useful for overlying with mapped watercourses 

and wetlands.  The proposed route looks like the pipe is going right through a small pond in the middle of the 

roundabout. 

What is the option if TIR do not agree?  Seems premature to submit the Focus Report without this very key detail 

in agreement with TIR.  

2.2 CONDUCT GEOTECHNICAL SURVEYS AND PROVIDE THE SURVEY RESULTS TO CONFIRM VIABILITY OF THE MARINE 

PORTION OF THE PIPELINE ROUTE. THE SURVEYS MUST DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF ICE SCOUR ON THE 

PIPELINE. 

Marine Geotechnical Survey – Report details in Appendix 2.2 – Depth of 3 m planned to prevent ice scour issues. 

Looks like they have anticipated all variables. 

 The survey seems technically complete.  

 No ice scour is predicted in the vicinity of the diffusers.  

 Ice scour observed along the pipe route.  

 Ice scour in 2018/2019 in the bottom substrate was reportedly measured at a maximum of 0.4m outside 

the route and 0.3m within the route.  How does 2018/2019 compare to previous years in terms of ice in 

the harbour?  Perhaps this information is available via the ferry operator.  Also, what is the impact of 

climate change on ice scour?  

 Significant inflections observed in Pictou Harbour that could be archaeological in nature. What will be 

done to investigate these potential archaeological resources.  

EXP conducted a quick review for additional sources of information on ice scour in the Northumberland Strait.  

The FHWA Study Tour of Northumberland Strait Crossing Project (NSCP), published in 1996 notes that the ice 

scour occurs most commonly at the edge of the landfast ice and can occur at depths of 8 to 11 metres.  

The goal of the program was to characterize the bathymetry, geology, harbour bottom surficial features, benthic 

habitats, and potential archeological resources within the proposed pipeline route in Pictou and Caribou Harbour.  

The work involved geophysical, geotechnical and video investigations. Environmental testing of sediments is 

mentioned in the Executive Summary and various methodology sections. 
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In general the program appears to have been fairly complete and performed in a manner consistent with achieving 

their stated objectives. 

The methods employed in the CSR survey are in keeping with what EXP has seen in similar investigations in Halifax 

Harbour. A number of geophysical methods were employed to characterize the conditions. The document was 

reviewed with EXP’s GIS scientist, who also thought that the primary geophysics tools that would typically be 

expected were employed.  

Some potential issues or study limitations that EXP noted: 

 The vibracore samples were taken at offsets (~35 m to 50 m) from the pipeline route in Pictou Harbour so 

the conditions at the pipeline could vary somewhat along this part of the alignment. 

 The vibracore is mainly for sediment sampling so limited information with respect to the depth of 

investigation where till and rock are present. This is acknowledged by the authors and additional 

geotechnical investigations are recommended. 

 Basic factual geotechnical data were provided. It was indicated that geotechnical recommendations for 

the pipeline development would be provided at a later date. 

 Environmental results were not included. It is not known if sufficient testing was completed to meet 

provincial or federal dredging and disposal requirements in terms of the review of this document. EXP 

understands that this work was covered under another report completed by Stantec.  

EXP’s conclusion is that the geotechnical work is incomplete based on the recommendations for additional 

investigation into the till and bedrock thickness.  In addition the report is only looking at one season of ice scour 

data. It is deemed that this would be insufficient to make a current design prediction.  With the recommendations 

for pipeline development to be provided at a later date, it makes it near impossible to address the items outlined 

in Section 2.5 (proposed changes to pipeline routing/construction).  

2.3 SUBMIT DATA REGARDING THE COMPLETE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF NPNS’ RAW WASTEWATER 

(I.E., INFLUENT AT POINT A FOR THE PROJECT), TO SUPPORT THE ASSESSMENT OF THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE 

PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY. THE INFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS MUST BE COMPARED AGAINST THE 

PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATIONS. 

Characterization of Effluent – Effluent “not appreciably different from effluent characteristics from other bleached 

kraft mills in Canada”…but what about the impacts – if any, of these mills? 

i. Defined effluent and what has to be treated. 

ii. Treated effluent characterization – page 32 – reference to Table 2.4-1 is an error. Perhaps 2.4-2? 

What percentage of Total Chromium is represented by hexavalent chromium.  Should have analyzed for this so 

the values can be compared to the NSE Tier 1 EQS.  
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List of parameters analysed was reasonably comprehensive.  Would have been good to have guidelines (including 

NSE Tier 1 EQSs) listed in the tables where applicable.  There could be some exceedances.  

Site plan showing sample locations?  

Sampling data for analysis: 

 Raw water (Middle River): samples taken on April 24, 2018, and May 14, 2019;  

 Raw wastewater/ Influent (Point A): samples taken on May 29, 2018, and May 14, 2019  

 Treated effluent (Point C): samples taken on May 29, 2018, May 14, 2019, and July 17, 2019  

 Receiving water/Background (ambient) water (Caribou Harbour): samples taken on May 24 and May 25, 

2019  

 Production rate: data recorded on May 29, 2018, May 14, 2019 and July 17, 2019.  Production rates were 

within the typical design range for the plant.  

The report does not detail why there is so much variability in the days of sampling.  For instance Point C was 

sampled on July 17, 2019 but not Point A. In addition the samples mentioned above were taken only in April, May, 

and July of the year 2018 and 2019. Not sure if the analytical results in Table 1-2 could be used as the 

representative data for the characterization. 

Raw wastewater data of flow, BOD, COD, TSS, pH, and temperature in 2016 was used to determine and develop 

design specifications for the new treatment plant. 

Analytical parameters: 

In addition to the Physical, Chemical and Biological parameters, the parameters of pathogenic and Whole Effluent 

Toxicity (WET) - describes the proportion of effluent that can enter the receiving water without causing 

toxicological effects (both acute and chronic) - should be tested. 

2.4 SUBMIT A COMPLETE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF NPNS’S EXPECTED EFFLUENT FOLLOWING 

TREATMENT BY THE PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY. TO ASSESS THE EFFICACY OF THE PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY, 

THE FOLLOWING MUST BE INCLUDED: 

1) Average and design values for AOX 

“The average and design values for AOX in untreated effluent were artificially raised in the design specification to 

add a margin of safety to the design” (Page 2). It was not clearly mentioned how was the design values for AOX 

raised. Normally, based on the relationship of geometric standard deviation values to the ratio of peak to mean 

factor, the peak value in design is determined. 

2) Expected Treated Effluent Quality and EQOs: 

In the ETF design specifications, the phrase of “Expected Treated Effluent Quality” was given to the Bidders as a 

basis for the system performance guarantees. However, the values shown were based on average conditions and 
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represent the performance levels expected of the system. It was not mentioned as the limits or objectives that 

the ETF must comply with.  

Environmental Quality Objectives (EQOs) are numerical values and narrative statements established to protect 

the receiving water. The determination of the EQOs should proceed with statistical data of untreated effluent, 

background water quality, and a hydrodynamic model. The model shall consider the concentration of the 

substance in the effluent, the dilution ratio available at the edge of the mixing zone, and the naturally occurring 

background concentration of the particular substance. Based on site-specific EQOs, the Effluent Discharge 

Objectives (EDOs) will be determined. 

3) Regulatory limits and guidelines to be referred to: 

 Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines (CEQGs). 

 The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Water Quality Guidelines (WQGs) for the 

Protection of Aquatic Life. 

 The US EPA National Recommended Water Quality Criteria (saltwater) will be used when there is no CCME 

marine criteria provided. 

 The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Freshwater Guidelines will be used for 

substances where a marine criterion is not specified by either CCME or US EPA. 

 Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations, SOR/92-269. 

Data from laboratory trials on NPNS’s raw wastewater that were conducted at Veolia/AnoxKaldnes in Lund, 

Sweden in May 2018; 

 Modelling results using the raw wastewater parameters and quality; 

 A comparison of the effluent characterization results from the laboratory trials and modelling work, 

against appropriate regulations and/or guidelines. 

Northern pulp are planning a future increase in production.  They had asked bidders to propose technology that 

could be upgraded. Is this planned increase in production being carried though all calculations and design phases?  

RWS, pipe size, etc. When ADI (EXP) was asked to look at wetlands, we were looking at a reduced volume.  

The report does conclude that Point C is representative of what the future treated effluent will look like.  The site 

compliance with the PPER, ok, but what about the NSE CSR and other applicable guidelines.  

The trial used effluent from Point A that was shipped to Sweden for testing.  What was the time between sample 

collection and shipment?  This time between collection and analysis is critical as you can lose metals and 

bacteriological concentrations would change over time and with  changes in temperature.  Typically when you 

collect a COD or BOD sample, you have 24 hours to get the sample to the lab or it starts to exceed its hold time.  

The trial was ran for three weeks.  The trial was conducted on 60 Litres of effluent that was supplied to Veolia in 

three (3) 20 Litres containers that were received on April 3, 2018.  (to make all of these reports tie together, they 
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should have done a full chemical characterization on the April 2018 sample as well). Veolia noted that they placed 

the effluent in cold storage at 2oC until it was used. They note they started the test the same day the samples 

were received on a scale design of a BAS system and brought them back up to 37oC prior to use.  

The analysis of the parameters was completed using Hach-Lange analytical kits. So the analysis was not completed 

in an accredited laboratory but rather by field kits.  These kits can provide decent results but are typically used for 

field measurements to supplement chemical analysis. They do note that AOX and BOD were sent to an external 

lab.  

The trial used an active biomass from a nearby Kraft Pulp Mill, there is no mention as to whether this will be the 

same biomass that is used in the proposed new system.  

Based on EXPs review of Item 2.4 it is EXP’s opinion that a bench scale test was completed but does not feel that 

it represents “a complete physical and chemical characterization of NPNS’s expected effluent following treatment 

by the proposed technology”.  . It is believed that the 60 Litres used from a one-time sample collected at an 

unknown date does not provide a suitable baseline of what the effluent would look like. 

2.5 PROVIDE ANY PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY AND OTHER ASSOCIATED PIPELINE 

CONSTRUCTION WORK, RELATED TO THE POTENTIAL CHANGES TO THE MARINE PORTION OF THE PIPELINE ROUTE (E.G., 

INFILLING, TRENCHING, TEMPORARY ACCESS ROADS, EXCAVATION, BLASTING, DISPOSAL AT SEA, AND OTHERS WHERE 

APPLICABLE). 

Changes to Pipeline – Pipe will be thicker than originally planned and buried 3 m below the surface to avoid ice 

scour. Installation will be a “messy” time although the impacts will be relatively short-lived. There may be areas 

with layers of glacial till or bedrock. This would make the construction of the dredge channel more challenging. 

 Document was an opinion on possible ways….it is believed that the province is looking for something more 

detailed and definitive for making a decision than that.  

 In the exec summary trenching was looked at via three options.  All mechanical excavation style.  Not via 

the side dredge method looked at previously.  There were several additional options presented in the 

body of the report. 

 The document is leaving the option up to the Contractor performing the work.  If this is the case it is 

expected that the VECs must be examined via all three methods asked.  

 Excavated materials will be used to cover the pipe back over. 

 Note that excess spoils will be disposed of according to local regulation and permitting, detailed disposal 

options not discussed.  

 Laydown and staging areas have been identified by temporary construction roads were not noted.  

 Blasting is not expected.  
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A realignment route should NSTIR not permit the pipeline through the ROW has not been provided. At this point 

this document would be considered a planning document and does not meet the level of details request in the 

focus report. 

Proposed changes to Pipeline Construction Method:  Noted leaving up to contractors to decide method.  Not 

appropriate for assessment of risks which were not appropriately addressed in the EARD.  It is simply noted that 

the marine portion of the pipe will be covered in an EPP which has not yet been produced. Ocean disposal 

(troughing) not adequately assessed. Detailed disposal options of dredge spoil pile was not assessed. 

3. FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

Treatment Technology – Keeps stressing how outputs from treated effluent will be within PPER guidelines. 

Assumption is that if the treated effluent is better than regulatory limits, there are no impacts – or the impacts 

are not significant. 

Treated Effluent Quality – a thorough description of a wide variety of elements in the effluent and the amounts 

that will be discharged into the Northumberland Strait. 

Effluent Flow Data – 85,000 m3/day is justified in a couple of ways. 

Treated Effluent (Discharge) Parameters – a good review of what the treated effluent is like chemically. 

Spill Basin – well rationalized and described. 

Pipeline Leak Detection – final selection of leak detection technology will be left to the detailed design phase. 

Pipeline protection – the pipeline passes through the Pictou Water Supply Protection Area and so it was decided 

to have a thicker walled pipe (2.667 inches).  

Dangerous Goods – well covered. 

3.1 SUBMIT TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATIONS (E.G., OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE RANGE OF THE TECHNOLOGY) AND 

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFICACY OF THE PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR USE AT THE NPNS FACILITY, TO 

THE SATISFACTION OF NSE. FOR EXAMPLE, PEAK EFFLUENT TEMPERATURE IS PROPOSED TO BE ABOVE THE GENERALLY 

ACCEPTED RANGE OF TEMPERATURES TO ACHIEVE OPTIMAL BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT. EXPLAIN HOW THE PROPOSED 

HIGHER THAN OPTIMAL TREATMENT TEMPERATURE WOULD AFFECT THE TREATMENT PERFORMANCE. 
• Average weir loading of the outflow of the Primary Clarifier of the new ETF is much larger than normal. If 

the system overflowed the clarifier might overload too quick.  Need to identify the sizing of the clarifier to get the 

flows within range.  
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Did not note in review where site runoff is going in the new system.  This should be clarified.  

3.2 PROVIDE EFFLUENT FLOW DATA TO SUPPORT THE PROPOSED PEAK TREATMENT CAPACITY OF 85,000 M3 MAXIMUM 

FLOW OF EFFLUENT PER DAY. AT A MINIMUM, DATA FROM 2017 AND 2018 IS REQUIRED. PROVIDE FLOW DATA FOR 

POINT A, CLARIFY SOURCE OF THE EFFLUENT FLOW VOLUMES GIVEN IN THE EARD, AND PROVIDE OTHER RELEVANT 

DATA AND INFORMATION TO SUPPORT THE PROPOSED TREATMENT SYSTEM DESIGN. IF THE 85,000 M3 CANNOT BE 

JUSTIFIED BASED ON HISTORICAL DATA, IDENTIFY WATER REDUCTION PROJECTS, OR RE- EVALUATE THE TREATMENT 

SYSTEM DESIGN AND UPDATE THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY ACCORDINGLY. 

The document failed to provide flow data for Point A.  They noted they have a doppler based flow meter at the 

plant but that it is not suitable for calculation purposes and that it is used as an indicator only.  It would be good 

to see this data presented somewhere.  The obviously use it for plant purposes.  Perhaps some sort of correlation 

curve could be established to determine how reliable this data is. The exact text from the focus report reads as 

follows: 

“The flow measurements at Point C were used because the measurement equipment at Point C is the most 

accurate and reliable. Point A flow data would have been used for the design review if the flow meter at that 

location possessed the accuracy required for the evaluation. The flow measurement at Point A, used only to assist 

operations at the mill, is less accurate than the regulatory flow measurement (i.e., Parshall Flume) used at Point 

C.” 

The Industrial Approval No. 2011-076657-R03 Section 7 Effluent Treatment System states the following: 

d) The Approval Holder shall monitor flow at Point A, the end of the effluent transmission pipe on a 

continuous basis.  This data shall be recorded daily and tabulated monthly.  
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e) The Approval Holder shall operate and maintain real time flow monitoring equipment at the end of the 

effluent transmission pipeline which is designed to immediately notify the Approval Holder in the event 

of a total loss of flow or a reduction of flow below normal operating conditions.  

h) The Approval Holder shall ensure all monitoring equipment is calibrated and maintained in accordance 

with manufacturers specifications.  Records of calibration and maintenance performed shall be 

maintained for not less than three (3) years and shall be made available upon request to the Department.  

Based on the requirements of the IA, not only has Task 3.2 of the focus report not been addressed, but NPNS is in 

noncompliance with their IA.  

If oxygen delignification proceeds and they increase productivity as alluded to elsewhere, how does this affect 

their flow calculations.  Their average if 65K but they are creeping upward of 85K.  

Flowrate monitoring point and the difference between inlet vs outlet flow.  

The hereunder comment is made based on the understanding of the followings: 

 Point A is a monitoring point of untreated effluent, located after the Effluent Lift Pump and before the 

Primary Clarifier. 

 Point C is a monitoring point of treated effluent, located at the discharge point from the Aeration 

Stabilization Basin to Boat Harbour Stabilization Lagoon.  

 The measurement error at Point A has not been officially investigated and confirmed. 

The measurement at Point A is able to reflect the actual daily flow fluctuation of raw mill effluent. The treated 

effluent is partly equalized in the Aeration Stabilization Basin. Results at Point C, therefore, are “flatten” and less 

varied than Point A.  

Wastewater loss, evaporation, and leakage within piping and basins of the treatment plant might be one of the 

reasons for the consistent lower flow at Point C. 

Point A should be used as a monitoring point of raw effluent for the projection of design capacity (average, peak 

daily, and peal hourly) of the treatment facilities. 

3.3 EFFLUENT DISCHARGE PARAMETERS MUST BE UPDATED (WHERE NECESSARY) BASED UPON THE RESULTS OF THE 

EFFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION IN SECTION 2.4 AND RELEVANT ADDITIONAL STUDIES. REFER ALSO TO ADDENDUM ITEM 

2.0 

The focus report noted that Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) was the only parameter updated because of the 

evaluation; however, cadmium, total dioxins and furans, phenanthrene, total resin acids, total fatty acids, and 

total pulp and paper phenols were also identified as COPC to be included in the RWS. The other parameters 

already under assessment were AOX, total nitrogen, total phosphorous, colour, COD, BOD5, TSS and DO.  

If we examine the Effluent Characterization (Task 2.3) we can note the following that should be considered when 

examining the effluent discharge parameters.  
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1. Hexavalent Chromium (Cr6) was not analyzed.  However given the receiving water is marine based and 

will have significant oxygen content available, Cr6 would be expected to be the most available form.  As 

such, the Chromium values of 3.4 (Point A) and 2.3 (Point C) µg/L would be in exceedance of the NSE 

Contaminated Sites Regulations (CSR) for discharge to a Marine Surface Water Tier 1 Environmental 

Quality Standards (EQS). Chromium (Cr6 and Cr3) should be an effluent discharge parameter.  

2. Cadmium was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C.  

3. Lead was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 

4. Copper was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 

5. Mercury was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point C. 

6. Zinc was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 

7. The product resemblance on the laboratory certificates for Point C were within the fuel/lube oil range 

which would result in an applicable NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS guideline for modified total petroleum 

hydrocarbons (mTPH) of 0.1 mg/L.  The concentration of mTPH at Point C as reported in Table 1-10 was 

0.3 mg/L and at Point A was 2.38 mg/L at Point C, both in exceedance of the guideline.  

Based on EXPs review, the above parameters should have been included in the effluent discharge parameters. It 

is EXP’s opinion that Task 3.3 of the Focus Report has not been addressed.  

3.4 PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE SPILL BASIN: 

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO ASSESS THE SIZING AND APPROPRIATENESS OF THE DESIGN OF THE SPILL BASIN. THE EARD INDICATES A 

RETENTION TIME OF 10‐13 HOURS AT A DESIGN CAPACITY OF 35,000 M3. THE BASIS OF THIS DESIGN HAS NOT BEEN 

PROVIDED. IF FLOWS EXCEED 85,000M3 PER DAY ON  A CONSISTENT BASIS (E.G., DURING SUMMER MONTHS), 

CONFIRM THAT THERE WILL BE SUFFICIENT RECOVERY TIME IN THE TREATMENT SYSTEM TO EMPTY THE BASIN BEFORE 

THE ADDITIONAL VOLUME IS REQUIRED; 

EXPLAIN WHERE THE OVERFLOW WILL BE DIRECTED IN THE EVENT OF UNFORESEEN SCENARIOS (E.G., POWER OUTAGE). 

It is the opinion of EXP that Task 3.4 was not sufficiently addressed in the focus report.  

Purpose of Spill Basin: 

It was not clear the purpose of the use of the spill basin. Is it for: 

 Flows/loads equalization basin? 

 Storage basin for the overflow in the event of unforeseen scenarios? 

 Waste Activated Sledge (WAS) storage basin? Drawing 220-0-0311 shows a drain line from MBBR and the 

secondary clarifiers to the spill basin. WAS shall be directed to a sludge treatment facility instead of 

returning to the inlet wastewater flow.  

Capacity of Spill Basin 

It is depended on the purpose of the spill basin. For the flows/loads equalization purpose, the capacity will be 

determined based on the peak hourly flowrate (monitored at Point A) and the capacity of treatment facilities. 
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General 

Process Flow Diagram drawing Should be provided for further understanding and comment on the process. 

Drawing of all process by-passes within the project. Should be provided to determine if there are any bypasses to 

divert the raw effluent around the treatment plant. 

Back-up/ emergency power for treatment facilities. 

The conceptual design indicates the basin is open to atmosphere.  The design flow for sizing the basin relates to 

inflow volumes from the plant e.g. 10 to 13 hours of full mill diversion.  Consideration should also be given to a 

design storm event that may add additional water to the basin during an outage event, especially during non-

summer periods when evaporation is minimal. 

The conceptual basin design appears quite large, with no interior “finger” berms that would allow access by heavy 

equipment to clean out any solids that settle out during use.  Where would that material be disposed of? 

3.5 PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE: 

PROVIDE VIABLE OPTIONS INCLUDING THE SELECTED OPTION FOR LEAK DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES AND INSPECTION 

METHODOLOGIES, WITH SPECIFIC CONSIDERATION TO ANY PORTION OF THE PIPELINE LOCATED IN THE TOWN OF PICTOU’S 

WATER SUPPLY PROTECTION AREA; 

PROVIDE VIABLE OPTIONS INCLUDING THE SELECTED OPTION FOR THE ENHANCED PIPELINE PROTECTION, SUCH AS TRENCH 

LINING AND JUSTIFY HOW THE CHOSEN OPTION IS AN ADEQUATE OPTION FOR SECONDARY CONTAINMENT. BE SURE TO 

ADDRESS ANY POTENTIAL CHANGES IN FLOW REGIMES, ESPECIALLY WITHIN THE TOWN OF PICTOU’S WATER SUPPLY 

PROTECTION AREA, DUE TO THE INSTALLATION OF THE PIPELINE AND SECONDARY CONTAINMENT. IF DIFFERENT OPTIONS 

ARE PROVIDED FOR DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE PROPOSED RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE, THE LOCATIONS FOR EACH OPTION 

MUST BE IDENTIFIED. 

They did provide some leak detection methods for the overland portion of the pipe but nothing for the 

underwater.  What if a leak were to occur within 10 metres of the shoreline?  

The identified increasing the pipe thickness as their improved containment options. This does nothing to improve 

containment in areas where the length of pipe will be coupled.   

They did note that based on LiDAR, the pipe is downgradient of the well head protection area for the Town of 

Pictou.  But this means little without a hydrogeological assessment.  There could be highly fractured bedrock near 

surface allowing a quick release pathway into the shallow or deep bedrock. In fact the Geotech assessment on the 

underwater portion noted that the SB was ripable, meaning it is highly fractured.  Further, they will require a 

Geotech assessment along the proposed pipeline. Which they can’t do until the route is approved.  

Discussion is provided as to how to protect the Town’s groundwater supply as the pipeline transits the protection 

area. A range of options for the pipeline construction in this area were discussed.  Double walled pipeline was not 

considered necessary.  A single pipeline was considered given “the likelihood of a leak occurring after the proper 

installation and commissioning of the line is extremely low.  A properly a properly designed, specified, installed, 
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tested/commissioned pipeline will result in a leak-free system over its design lifetime”.  There is no information 

on what the design lifetime is, nor what an “extremely low” probability is. This is essentially a “fail safe” design 

approach assuming nothing could happen and therefore no back-up.  Given the importance of this water supply 

we would suggest that a “Safe-Fail” approach is more appropriate built around the concept that it will be safe in 

failure by incorporating backup systems so that if one fails other systems are in place. 

The report only assesses surface water flows in estimating what would happen if a leak occurs.  This indicates flow 

away from the well field.  However, no consideration is given to groundwater flow patterns in the sand/gravel 

quire underlying the site. 

It is noted that construction phase monitoring program for environmental compliance will be developed with NSE.  

The Town of Pictou should also be included for those wetlands within the Town of Pictou’s water supply protection 

area. 

3.6 CLARIFY WHERE THE POTENTIAL RELEASES OF WASTE DANGEROUS GOODS AT THE PROJECT SITE WILL BE DIRECTED FOR 

TREATMENT AND/OR DISPOSAL. IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE NEW TREATMENT FACILITY IS NOT PROPOSED TO 

TREAT WASTE DANGEROUS GOODS BASED ON THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THE EARD AND REQUIREMENTS OF 

NSE. 

It is appropriate if NPNS are going to note the their emergency response and release of dangerous goods will 

follow their Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), that a public version of the SOP is made available for review 

and should have been included in the Focus Report.  

4. MARINE WATER AND MARINE SEDIMENT 

Baseline studies have been carried out for marine water quality and sediment quality. The data provide a 

necessary baseline/background level for a wide variety of compounds (page 71). There are currently exceedances 

in some parameters – more so in Pictou Harbour. Arsenic is a good example. The addition of other contaminants 

from the effluent discharge should be considered. 

Receiving Water Study – updated with new, more realistic data. Predictions are all better than the 2018 RWS. 

Sediment Transport & entrainment – not considered significant problem due to low settling rates of suspended 

solids in the treated effluent. 

4.1 CONDUCT BASELINE STUDIES FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT (SUCH AS MARINE WATER QUALITY AND MARINE 

SEDIMENT) IN THE VICINITY OF PROPOSED MARINE OUTFALL LOCATION. 

The marine sediment report has been reviewed.   

Baseline data, in terms of chemical parameters, seems sufficient.  

Typically require seasonal samples not just one time.  The Environmental Impact Statement will define what is 

required for baseline studies but typically the minimum listed requested requirements for a baseline study of a 

surface water body would include wording such as:  seasonal water quality field and lab analytical results (e.g. 
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water temperature, turbidity, pH, dissolved oxygen profiles) and interpretation at several representative local 

stream and water body monitoring stations established at the project site;  

Based on the lack of season water quality and sediment data, EXP would deem that Task 4.1 has not been fully 

completed.  

4.2 UPDATE THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY TO MODEL FOR ALL POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN IN THE RECEIVING 

ENVIRONMENT (BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE EFFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION AND/OR OTHER RELEVANT STUDIES 

SUCH AS HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT). BASELINE WATER QUALITY DATA FOR CARIBOU HARBOUR MUST BE 

APPLIED TO THIS STUDY.  REFER ALSO TO ADDENDUM 3.0. 

Table 4.2 notes a list of chemical parameters utilized to characterize the effluent to be discharged from the plant 

and then to determine baseline conditions in the Northumberland Strait.  

The characterization of the effluent water does not include micro-biologicals, which may also have impact on 

marine aquatic organisms in the receiving water. 

There is no information provided on the chemicals, micro-biologicals attached to sediment particles that may be 

leached off under sea water conditions. 

The numerical models that were utilized to assess dispersion of dissolved contaminants and sediment are 

documented with various scenarios results provided in figure format.  There is no discussion as to the accuracy of 

the model results. 

We would like to review and have First Nations involved in reviewing and being involved with establishing 

stipulations appended to any permits provided for this work. One additional concern with a project this large is 

does NSE have the necessary experienced personnel that they could dedicate to monitoring compliance during 

construction and operation?  Could First Nations personnel be seconded to NSE to aid in this aspect? 

The Marine geotechnical survey notes the outflow site is presently positioned at a depth of -20 m.  During the last 

de-glaciation sea level was approximately -50 m around 9,000 years BP.  Therefore, the route alignment and 

disposal site was terrestrial and may have included springs. If present they may now appear as Submarine 

Groundwater Discharge zones (SGD’s) and have an impact on the geotechnical assessment of the  routing and 

discharge site.  In addition, if present they may have created unique marine bottom ecosystems. Such SGD’s 

should be considered in the analysis.  There is an indication that bottom photography was undertaken, which 

would aid in assessing marine ecosystems; but was not reported on in the text. These elements were not included 

in the RWS.  

The Marine geotechnical survey noted the potential presence of gas charged sediments along the routing.  There 

was no indication as to what gases were involved (hydrocarbons?) and how they would be dealt with if dredging 

for the pipeline opened these zones for greater discharge. These elements were not included in the RWS.  
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4.3 PROVIDE RESULTS OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT MODELLING WORK TO UNDERSTAND THE IMPACTS OF POTENTIAL 

ACCUMULATION OF SEDIMENT WITHIN NEAR FIELD AND FAR FIELD MODEL AREAS. THIS SHOULD INCLUDE CHEMICAL 

AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOLIDS PROPOSED TO BE DISCHARGED BY NPNS AS WELL AS A DISCUSSION 

OF HOW THESE SOLIDS WILL INTERACT WITH THE MARINE SEDIMENTS AND WHAT THE POTENTIAL IMPACT WILL BE ON 

THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT AS A RESULT. 

This requirement appears to be addressed.  

5. FRESH WATER RESOURCES 

5.1 COMPLETE A WETLAND BASELINE SURVEY ALONG THE PROPOSED RE-ALIGNED EFFLUENT PIPELINE ROUTE (IF WETLANDS 

ARE EXPECTED TO BE ALTERED). 

This was fairly comprehensive. But as previously noted, if NSTIR do not grant approval of use of the ROW, then all 

these wetland assessments will need to be repeated along whatever new route is selected.  

5.2 PROVIDE MONITORING METHODOLOGIES FOR AREAS WITH SIGNIFICANT RISK OF PIPELINE LEAKS OR SPILLS (E.G., TWO 

AREAS WHERE THE PIPELINE CROSSES THE SOURCE WATER PROTECTION DELINEATED BOUNDARY FOR THE TOWN OF 

PICTOU WELLFIELDS; BELOW WATER TABLE; IMPORTANT WETLANDS; WATERCOURSE CROSSINGS; ETC.). 

Baseline surface water monitoring is presently underway.  Would have expected this to be in place prior to 

submittal of the focus report.  

Further study will be done to assess potential wetland compensation which is covered under necessary project 

approvals.   

6. AIR QUALITY 

The Stantec expanded report was conducted to support the Environmental Assessment for the replacement of 

the Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) owned by the Government of Nova Scotia and operated by the Northern Pulp 

Nova Scotia Corporation, located at Abercrombie Point, Pictou County, Nova Scotia hereinafter referred to as “the 

Project”.  The Project includes the replacement ETF and the co-combustion of bio-sludge from the replacement 

ETF and hog fuel in the power boiler, while the operation of all other Facility activities remains the same.  The 

Stantec expanded report updates an original air dispersion study (Stantec 2017) to support the Environmental 

Assessment (EA) for the replacement ETF.  The Ministry of the Environment determined and issued a Focus Report 

(NSE 2019b) with the following conditions pertaining to air quality: 

“6.1 Provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants to be emitted from the proposed Project, 

including but not limited to, speciated volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, reduced 

sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and metals. 

6.2 Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill facility for all potential air contaminants of concern 

related to the Project. 
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6.3 Complete an updated ambient air monitoring plan for the Project site based on the air dispersion modelling 

results. This plan must include the potential air contaminants to be monitored and proposed air monitoring 

locations.” 

The stated objective of the Stantec expanded report is “the objective of assessing the Project’s potential effects 

on ground-level concentrations (GLCs) for air contaminants of interest to the Project.”   

EXP’s scope of work is to conduct a peer review of the Stantec expanded report and provide a professional opinion 

on its suitability as an assessment of the potential effects on air quality in the region around the pulp mill.  

The following report reviews the approach, findings, and recommendations of the Stantec expanded report and 

provides recommendations regarding an assessment of the potential effects on air quality in the region. 

 Assessment 

2.2.1 Documents Reviewed 

The following documents were provided for review: 

 Stantec Consulting Inc., Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study – Replacement Effluent Treatment 

Facility. August 27, 2019 

 Dillon Consulting, January 2019. Appendix J2 Environmental Assessment Registration Document 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. 

 Stantec Consulting Inc., Appendix K1, Air Dispersion Modelling Study – Replacement Effluent Treatment 

Facility. January 21, 2019. 

 Stantec Consulting Inc. Comments on Paper – Pilot study investigating ambient emissions near a Canadian 

kraft pulp and paper facility in Pictou County, Nova Scotia by Hoffman et al (2017 a b). June 15, 2018. 

 Northern Pulp’s Industrial Approval 076657-A01. 

  Peer Review  

The following review is divided into the same sections as presented in Stantec’s expanded report. 

2.3.1 Introduction 

This section adequately describes the Project background and study requirements 

2.3.2 Facility Description and Process Overview 

The Stantec expanded report provides a much more comprehensive list of emission sources and has been updated 

as follows: 

 operation of the power boiler has been updated to include the combustion of a mixture of hog fuel and 

AST bio-sludge at an approximate ratio of 14:1. 

 Identification of six (6) smaller exhausts to the High-Level Roof Vent (HLRV) 

 Identification of the primary sources of emission as: 

o power boiler 
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o recovery boiler 

o smelt dissolving tank 

o lime kiln 

o high level roof vent 

o replacement AST ETF 

 Identification of the following secondary sources: 

 bleach pulp dryer 

 causticizer 

 salt cake mix tank 

 lime mud precoat filter 

 precoat filter vacuum pump exhaust 

 white liquor tank 

 dregs filter hood exhaust 

 green liquor clarifier 

 slaker with a wet scrubber 

 unbleached pulp storage tank 

 steam stripper-off gases (when not able to be incinerated) 

The Stantec expanded report provides a process overview but does not include a process flow diagram identifying 

each source of emission in the process.  This should be provided along with more detailed description of the steps 

associated with each process to ensure that all emissions associated from the sources identified above are 

captured.  

2.3.3 Air Contaminants of Interest 

The air contaminants of interest list has been revised based on Section 6.1 of the Terms of Reference, published 

literature, Ontario's Technical Standards to Mange Air Pollution and site-specific data from similar operations. This 

is an acceptable method for source inventory and the revised inventory of air contaminants potentially emitted 

from the Project. 

 Ambient Air Quality Criteria 

The Stantec expanded report notes that the Nova Scotia Maximum Permissible Ground Level Concentration for 

hydrogen sulphide (H2S) has 1 hour and 24-hour limits and that contaminants of interest that do not have a Nova 

Scotia provincial standard are assessed against the limits prescribed in the Ontario Regulation 419/05: Air 

pollution Local Air Quality (O. Reg. 419/05).  H2S has a low odour threshold with limiting effects based on odour 

and health resulting in 10-minute criteria of 13 ug/m3 H2S being established in Ontario.  While it is recognized that 

only 1-hour and 24-hour monitoring is required in the existing approval (2011-076657-A01), given that Nova Scotia 

has not established a 10-minute criterium it is recommended that the 10-minute criterium prescribed in O. Reg. 

419/O5 also be assessed by dispersion modelling, in accordance with the MECP published technical bulletin on 
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Methodology for Modelling Assessments of Contaminants with 10-Minute Average Standards and Guidelines. This 

bulletin addresses modelling assessments for B1 values with a 10-minute averaging period.   

The criteria provided in Table 3.2 Ontario Regulation 419/05 Air Quality Standards (MECP 2018A) are correct with 

the following exceptions as shown in red. It is recommended that Table 3.2 be updated as follows. 

Air Contaminant  CAS No.   Averaging Period  Ontario Air Quality Standards 

(μg/m3) 

 Limiting 

Effect 

Silver 7782-49-

2 

24-hour 1 Health 

Naphthalene 

 

91-20-3 24-hour 

10-minute 

22.5 

50 

Health 

Odour 

Quinoline 91-22-5 24-hour 0.005 Health 

Hydrogen 

Sulphide 

7783-06-

4 

10-minute 13 Odour 

 

2.3.4 Emissions Inventory 

The revised report updates the emission inventory to include Project operation changes. While the method for 

estimating emission rates is described and is an acceptable approach, It is standard practice to provide sample 

calculations specifying the factor used for each source and contaminant.  This is required to verify modelling input.  

Further, when two methods are used to estimate, such as with Power Boiler metal emissions, clarification is 

required which method was used and that it represents the worst-case scenario.  The CAS number for Quinoline 

should be revised to 91-22-5. 

Supporting documentation, such as stack testing results or CEMs data are not provided. 

2.3.5 Air Dispersion Modelling Methodology 

 Model Selection 

The AERMOD dispersion modelling system is an appropriate choice, however it is noted that the most recent 

AERMOD version is version 19191.  It is not expected the version of AERMOD used would impact the model to any 

detriment, the key concern with the model is noted in Section 2.3.5.3 – Model Selection.  

 Model Domain 

The modelling domain is acceptable. 
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 Model Selection 

The proposed ETF is located 0.2 km from the coast line with other on-site sources with elevated stacks located 

within 0.35 km of the shoreline. The plume from a tall stack source located near the shoreline may intersect this 

turbulent layer and be rapidly mixed to the ground, a process called “fumigation,” resulting in high ground level 

concentrations.  AERMOD does not treat the effects of shoreline fumigation. Use of Shoreline Dispersion Model 

(SDM) to assess the potential concentrations due to shoreline fumigation conditions would typically be done in 

combination with the AERMOD model to assess concentrations during non-fumigation conditions.  

 Meteorological Data 

While the choice of a recent 5-year surface and upper air data provided by Lakes Environmental is generally 

accepted by regulatory authorities, it is noted that details with respect to the location and proximity of the surface 

monitoring station or upper air data are not provided.  Also, no comment or comparison of the data to on-site 

meteorological data which may be available. 

 Buildings 

The approach for building input parameters and the use of BPIP is acceptable, however, it is noted that the version 

of BPIP is not provided. 

 Receptors 

The Stantec expanded report has revised the receptor grid to include 20m spacing for 200 m in all directions 

surrounding a box enclosing all sources and is acceptable. 

 Source Information 

The classification of sources as point or area sources is acceptable. 

 NOx to NO2 Conversion 

The use of on default in-stack and equilibrium values and background ozone (O3) concentration is acceptable. 

2.3.6 Air Dispersion Modelling Results 

Electronic copies of modelling input data and results were not provided for verification. 10-minute assessment of 

hydrogen sulphide is not provided. 

2.3.7 Discussion 

The discussion includes a frequency analysis suggests that since methyl mercaptan, dimethyl disulphide and 

dimethyl sulphide are set based on odour and that a frequency of less than 0.5% is acceptable, however no 

assessment was provided for frequency of 10-minute hydrogen sulphide exceedances. 

Exceedances were identified with the power boiler with the expectation that more representative data would be 

obtained from stack testing during a pilot test.  It is recommended that details of the pilot study parameters and 
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stack testing methods and contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be provided in a formal stack 

testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability.  

2.3.8 Summary and Conclusions 

The Stantec revised report recommends “that once the replacement ETF is operational, source emissions testing 

(with air dispersion modelling) and ambient air monitoring of selected contaminants of interest be conducted to 

evaluate compliance with the applicable ambient air quality criteria.”  EXP recommends that that details of the 

pilot study parameters, stack testing methods and contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be 

provided in a formal stack testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability. 

 Recommendations and Conclusions 

EXP recommends the following: 

 Provide model input and output electronic files to verify model parameters and model processing. 

 Provide details on calculation of emission rates as recommended in the Ontario Procedure for Preparing 

an Emission Summary and Dispersion Modelling Report version 3.0 PIBs # 3614e03 (ESDM Procedure). 

 Assess for 10-minute time averaging for hydrogen sulphide in accordance with ADMGO. 

 Consideration be given to providing details of the pilot study parameters, stack testing methods and 

contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be provided in a formal stack testing plan be 

provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability.  

Stantec’s expanded report has substantially improved the source inventory and assessment criteria, however EXP 

cannot verify Stantec’s findings without provision of the model input and output files and supporting calculations 

for emission rates as identified above. 

6.1 PROVIDE A REVISED INVENTORY OF ALL POTENTIAL AIR CONTAMINANTS TO BE EMITTED FROM THE PROPOSED PROJECT, 

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, SPECIATED VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SEMI-VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, 

REDUCED SULPHUR COMPOUNDS, POLYAROMATIC HYDROCARBONS AND METALS. 

The response in the focus report lists the compounds study in the new Stantec Report.  They omitted SVOCs from 

their list despite being requested above.  

Most comments provided above. 

6.2 UPDATE THE AIR DISPERSION MODELLING FOR THE PULP MILL FACILITY FOR ALL POTENTIAL AIR CONTAMINANTS OF 

CONCERN RELATED TO THE PROJECT. 

Only one (1) Receptor station situated at PLFN.  

Most comments provided above. 
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6.3 COMPLETE AN UPDATED AMBIENT AIR MONITORING PLAN FOR THE PROJECT SITE BASED ON THE AIR DISPERSION 

MODELLING RESULTS. THIS PLAN MUST INCLUDE THE POTENTIAL AIR CONTAMINANTS TO BE MONITORED AND 

PROPOSED AIR MONITORING LOCATION(S). 

Are the  monthly and annual existing air monitoring reports made available to PLFN.  This information is required 

every month to NSE.  

Most comments provided above. 

7. FISH AND FISH HABITAT 

7.1 CONDUCT FISH AND FISH HABITAT BASELINE SURVEYS FOR THE FRESHWATER ENVIRONMENT, TO THE SATISFACTION OF 

FISHERIES AND OCEANS CANADA. 
Freshwater: fish and habitat baseline studies – all watercourses identified and classified – details in Appendix 7.1 

– these were reported and presented on the standard assessment forms.  

Managed to get field investigations completed the summer of 2019.  

Followed industry best practice for the wetland assessment.  

7.2 CONDUCT FISH HABITAT BASELINE SURVEYS FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT, TO THE SATISFACTION OF FISHERIES AND 

OCEANS CANADA. 

Marine: fish habitat baseline survey – a cursory description of the habitat types identified by video review is given 

in Table 7.2-1 page 120. The overview in the Focus report does not suggest that the results were issued to DFO. It 

would be expected that the Fish Habitat Survey for the Marine Environment would be conducted seasonally to 

address the types of species present and the life stages observed. There was online one baseline survey completed 

in May 2019.  Based on this it is EXP’s opinion that Item 7.2 is not complete.  

7.3 CONDUCT ADDITIONAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF TREATED EFFLUENT ON REPRESENTATIVE KEY MARINE FISH SPECIES 

IMPORTANT FOR COMMERCIAL, RECREATIONAL AND ABORIGINAL FISHERIES. THIS MUST BE BASED UPON UPDATED 

INFORMATION, ADDITIONAL STUDIES AND/OR AN UNDERSTANDING OF EXPECTED MOVEMENT OF CONTAMINANTS. 

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY MUST FIRST BE AGREED UPON BY NSE IN CONSULTATION WITH RELEVANT FEDERAL 

DEPARTMENTS. 

The focus report notes that the assessment was “developed in consultation with relevant Federal and Provincial 

Governments”. EXP is aware that the methodology was distributed for review at the Consultation Meeting in 

June/July but are unaware if any comments were supplied by NSE.  

The Benthic study was completed by side scan sonar and underwater video.  

Not really any new assessment of the fisheries in this area.  

1. Impacts on Marine Fish – i.e., what effects might the treated effluent have on important fish species?  
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2. Some studies are on-going or planned to get a better picture of what’s there.  The results of any ongoing or 

planned studies were not provided with the focus report.  

3. A heavy reliance on a Federally regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program and additional EA 

follow-up monitoring. 

4. Claim that the effluent discharge parameters will be equal to baseline conditions 5 metres from the diffuser. 

5. Also state that the 200 m wide area around the diffuser will have effluent concentrations greater than 1%. 

6. Assumption that any interaction between the project and marine species will be “short” and thus not 

significant. It is not clear how the interaction would be considered short.  Would the increase in temperature 

at the diffuser possibly attract or shift the known boundaries for various commercial fisheries?  

7. An admission – page 124 - “Prior to determining the potential effects of the project on the marine aquatic 

environment, there needs to be a greater understanding of the existing environment.” 

8. They state (pg. 131) that ….”the proposed pipeline route will interact with the herring fishery ”and “...the Rock 

Crab resource..” …but they do not indicate how it will interact. One would have to conclude that the 

interaction would be a negative one. You are then left with deciding if the effect is “significant” and in all cases 

they conclude that there are no residual negative impacts. 

9. They also state (page 141) that….”three key indicator species that warrant further investigation due to their 

importance in commercial and Indigenous harvests…” “American lobster, rock crab, and Atlantic herring.” 

10. Table 7.3-2 summarizes the EA analysis for marine impacts and raises a few questions: 

a. If the …. “Herring harvest areas will be directly affected by the pipeline in outer Caribou Harbour and 

Northumberland Strait” what is the Overall Significance – the last column – page 143? 

11. Page 144 – American lobster….under Proposed Mitigation, why was Physical Effect not mitigated by the 

restriction of construction during the lobster season? 

12. Who will be responsible for ensuring that “Work will be staged and incorporate fisheries timing windows to 

avoid sensitive life stages?” This is a commonly used mitigation statement that sounds great but needs to be 

backed up by information about when the sensitive life stages are for each VEC. 

13. This general section would be more convincing in terms of the degree of impact if examples were provided 

about the lack of significant effect on fisheries at other kraft pulp mills. 

Overall the request in Item 7.3 has been somewhat addressed, however even the author’s of the studies admit 

that information is pending and that further assessments are planned that will factor into the VEC.  In EXP’s opinion 

the baseline marine fish habitat surveys have not been fully completed and the list of COPCs is not complete.  

Given the outstanding information EXP concludes that Item 7.3 is not complete but acknowledges that it is 

underway. Secondly, EXP would note that the purpose of the baseline studies is to define the existing environment 

in a sufficient enough manner that future monitoring programs will have something to compare.  As such it would 
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be expected that greater detail than only video surveys would be captured and any data collected needs to be 

georeferenced.  

7.4 SUBMIT AN UPDATED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS MONITORING (EEM) PROGRAM BASED ON THE RESULTS OF VARIOUS 

RELEVANT BASELINE STUDIES AND AN UPDATED RECEIVING WATER STUDY. REFER ALSO TO ADDENDUM ITEM 4.0 

The EEM has not been altered very much between what was already reviewed in the EARD. Unchanged from EARD 

really and driven by PPER regulations What is important to note is that they seem to be focusing this EEM on what 

is required through the PPER and have very little mention on the significant monitoring and reporting 

requirements under the Approval.  

They are noting that the RWS is predicting less than 1% concentration of the effluent as such they note there is 

provision under the PPER to not do fish community or benthic community studies. They note they will confirm as 

part of the first EEM study this requirement and note that some aspects will be required as an outcome of the EA. 

The wording suggests that not even one round of these assessments will be performed until the results of the 

RWS are confirmed through the first sampling program. While this may be acceptable under the regulatory 

framework, EXP believes that this leaves a risk for PLFN use of the area around the discharge as a fishing ground. 

Further the EEM program should be reviewed for additional COPCs that have been identified in this Focus Report 

as well as based on comments to the focus report provided by others.   

7.5 CLARIFY WHAT CONTINGENCY MEASURES WILL BE IN PLACE TO MITIGATE POTENTIAL IMPACTS (E.G., THERMAL SHOCK 

TO FISH) DUE TO POTENTIAL LARGE AND RAPID FLUCTUATIONS IN WATER TEMPERATURE IN THE WINTER AT THE 

DIFFUSER LOCATION DURING LOW PRODUCTION OR MAINTENANCE SHUT DOWN PERIODS. 

Contingency – issue of temperature shock – argument is that temperatures will never exceed 37 degrees and will 

be at ambient levels within a few metres of the diffuser. Like most of this report, it depends on modelling the 

interactions between the project and the environment. The models might be right but will only be confirmed 

through an Environmental Monitoring program. 

Ultimately the question here is what contingency measures will be in place.  The response outlined the diffuser 

design – not a contingency measure and design aspects to control temperature – not a contingency plan.  The 

response also noted that there will be several SOPs developed to address issues such as low production; loss of 

power; and annual maintenance shut downs and resumption of production. These would satisfy the requirements 

above.  It would also be expected that end of pipe monitoring would be conducted as is stipulated in the IA Section 

7c for Point C – “monitoring continuously for flow, pH and conductivity, recorded daily.”  

8. FLORA AND FAUNA 

There seemed to be no reference to Fauna in the NSE terms of reference. From experience, there are some studies 

such as Lynx that need to be completed in the winter months. 

8.1 COMPLETE A PLANT BASELINE SURVEY ALONG THE PROPOSED RE-ALIGNED EFFLUENT PIPELINE ROUTE. 

Appears acceptable. 
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8.2 COMPLETE A MIGRATORY BIRD SURVEY ALONG THE RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE. 

Technically the study appears acceptable. However this study cannot be complete as it requires early spring (end 

of March to May) and fall field studies that would still be on-going. The studies completed were conducted May 

9, May 24, June 10 and July 5, 2019.  In addition there is no approved pipeline route.  8.3 COMPLETE A BIRD 

BASELINE SURVEY FOR COMMON NIGHTHAWK (CHORDEILES MINOR), DOUBLE CRESTED CORMORANTS (PHALACROCORAX AURATUS), 

OWLS, AND RAPTORS AND RAPTOR NESTS, FOR THE ENTIRE PROJECT AREA WHICH INCLUDES THE RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE. 

Technically the study appears acceptable.  

8.4 COMPLETE A HERPTILE SURVEY FOR THE PROJECT AREA WHICH INCLUDES THE RE-ALIGNED PIPELINE ROUTE. 

Herptile (Reptiles and Amphibians) Survey – all common species found. 

9. HUMAN HEALTH 

9.1 COMPLETE BASELINE STUDIES FOR FISH AND SHELLFISH TISSUE (VIA CHEMICAL ANALYSIS) OF REPRESENTATIVE KEY 

MARINE SPECIES IMPORTANT FOR COMMERCIAL, RECREATIONAL AND ABORIGINAL FISHERIES IN THE VICINITY OF THE 

PROPOSED EFFLUENT PIPELINE AND DIFFUSER LOCATION. 
Only one round of field studies has been completed with this issuance of the Focus Report.  The study was 

completed between June 10 and July 5 but only included American lobster, rock crab and quahogs.  There was no 

assessment completed on fish.  This study was to reflect key marine species for the Aboriginal Fisheries. It is EXPs 

opinion that this element of the focus report is incomplete. The HHRA identifies “Common commercially important 

species include cod, White Hake (Urophycis tenius), American Plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides), Atlantic 

Halibut (Hippoglossoides hippoglossus), Winter Flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus), Witch Flounder 

(Glyptocephalus cynoglossus), Yellowtail Flounder (Pleuronectes ferruginea), Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar), 

herring, mackerel, Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Gaspereau (alewife; Alosa pseudoharengus), American Eel, 

and Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus mordax; JWEL, 2001)” . 

9.2 COMMENCE A HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT (HHRA) TO ASSESS POTENTIAL PROJECT-RELATED IMPACTS ON 

HUMAN HEALTH. THE RISK ASSESSMENT MUST CONSIDER HUMAN CONSUMPTION OF FISH AND OTHER SEAFOOD, 

CONSUMPTION OF POTENTIALLY CONTAMINATED DRINKING WATER, EXPOSURE TO RECREATIONAL WATER AND 

SEDIMENT, OUTDOOR AIR INHALATION, AND ANY OTHER POTENTIAL EXPOSURE PATHWAYS. THE ANALYSIS MUST 

INFORM THE IDENTIFICATION OF CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN AND UPDATING OF THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY. 

Human Health Risk Assessment – it has been commenced – as directed by NSE. Plan of approach appears 

comprehensive and rational.  

In the determination of the receptors it is noted that the most sensitive age group will be used (toddlers) for non-

carcinogenic compounds but then they note that a “lifetime composite receptor” will be used for the evaluation 

of carcinogenic compounds. Why change the receptors?  
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Food injection rates “will be” developed based on the survey created specifically for this project.  Assumed this is 

the one on the NPNS website. Community engagement to capture the most relevant demographic. Does someone 

complete this on behalf of the toddlers.  Is that even an option.  

Section 2.7 “ Stantec found little information related to the combustion of pulp and paper sludge but used a 

sewage sludge incineration guidance to assist with predicting emissions for volatile organic compounds and NSE 

criteria air contaminants.  As such, there is uncertainty in the predicted emission rates.” 

The last section of the HHRA Section 3.0 notes the information required to complete the HHRA: 

1. Final Air Dispersion Model with concentrations predicated at First Nation and non-first nation residences.  

2. Results of the food surveys 

3. Mixing zone assessment reports. 

4. Results of the baseline study near the diffuser. 

For some reason the groundwater pathway has been omitted. The Town of Pictou and PLFN rely on groundwater 

for potable water.  This pathway should be included in the HHRA.  

Basically, this is just a planning document. The HHRA is not complete but it has been commenced as the focus 

report TOR has requested. 

10. ARCHAEOLOGY 

10.1 COMPLETE AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT RELATED TO THE 

PROJECT. 

Archeological Studies – marine and land-based are done – some “possible archeological resources” were 

identified. They will be accounted for during construction. 

10.2 COMPLETE SHOVEL TESTING FOR AREAS IN THE TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT THAT ARE IDENTIFIED TO HAVE ELEVATED 

OR MEDIUM POTENTIAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES, TO CONFIRM THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF THESE 

RESOURCES. 

This was completed.  

11. INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES 

11.1 COMPLETE A MI’KMAQ ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE STUDY (MEKS) FOR THE PROJECT. 

A complete MEK was not submitted with the Focus Report. A cover letter noting that the draft MEK was under 

review by the KMKNO was issued in its stead. There is a review/overview of the MEK process and some very brief 

descriptions of the land use. Dillon note that there could be no hunting in the HWY 106 ROW, however there is 

no approval for use of the HWY 106 ROW.  What about trapping within the ROW?  
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EXP was provided a copy of the 2019 draft MEK dated July 2019.  This is not the most recent MEK report as it is 

noted in the MGS cover letter that Version 1 dated September 2019 was issued to KMKNO for review.  

ADDENDUM: ITEMS RAISED BY REVIEWERS REQUIRING CLARIFICATION 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST BE ADDRESSED WITH NSE AND INCLUDED IN THE FOCUS REPORT WHERE APPROPRIATE: 

ADDENDUM  1.1 PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING WHETHER AND WHEN NEW TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT WILL BE 

INSTALLED AT THE NPNS PULP MILL TO IMPROVE THE EFFLUENT QUALITY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE 

FOLLOWING: 

O WILL O2 DELIGNIFICATION BE INSTALLED AT THE NPNS PULP MILL? 

NPNS are planning to install oxygen delignification.  There are several benefits to this upgrade but it is noted it will 

occur at an undetermined time following the ETF.  Further, the addition of the technology will also result in an 

increase in daily effluent production.  It is unclear what this predicted level would be.  

O WHAT OTHER TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT WILL BE INSTALLED AT THE NPNS PULP MILL? 

New cooling towers in addition to the cooling towers with the ETF.  

O HOW WILL EACH PROPOSED NEW TECHNOLOGY AND/OR EQUIPMENT IMPROVE THE EFFLUENT QUALITY? 

Oxygen Delignification – will reduce Cl, BOD, COD and colour.  

Cooling towers are projected to reduce summer discharge volume by 5000 m3/day.  

2.1 WITH RESPECT TO THE EFFLUENT DISCHARGE PARAMETERS: 

O EXPLAIN WHY THE TOTAL NITROGEN PARAMETER HAS CHANGED TO 6 MG/L (DAILY MAXIMUM) FROM THE 3 MG/L 

(PROPOSED IN THE AUGUST 11, 2017 RECEIVING WATER STUDY); 

A logical explanation was given for this increase.  What are they impacts associated with this increase?  

O PROVIDE DATA TO SUPPORT ASSERTIONS THAT CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (COD) CAN BE REDUCED TO THE 

PROPOSED LIMIT. 
This question was not really answered but a note was made that it would be further assessed once the new cooling 

towers were installed.  

3.1 WITH RESPECT TO THE UPDATING OF THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY: 

1. PROVIDE A RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS ON THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY (NOT ALREADY OUTLINED IN THIS 

DOCUMENT) FROM ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE CANADA’S EARD REVIEW SUBMISSION DATED MARCH 18, 

2019, AND UPDATE THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY AS APPLICABLE; 
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These questions and comments were on the original RWS.  Some of these questions/comments from ECCC were 

carried forward into the new RWS.  

2. EXPLAIN HOW THE INITIAL MIXING AND DISPERSAL OF THE PLUME WAS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHEN SIMULATING FAR-FIELD 

EXTENT AND CONCENTRATIONS OF EFFLUENT IN SECTION 3 OF APPENDIX E1 OF EARD. IT APPEARS THAT THE FAR-FIELD 

MODEL SIMULATIONS WERE RUN BEFORE THE NEAR-FIELD MODEL. ONE COULD EXPECT THAT THE BEHAVIOR OF THE PLUME 

FURTHER AFIELD DEPENDS A LARGE EXTENT ON HOW IT BEHAVED AT THE DIFFUSER, I.E. HOW QUICKLY IT MIXED AND SPREAD 

AND ROSE TO THE SURFACE; 

This was addressed in the responses to ECCC and is based on the old RWS.  

3. CONFIRM DILUTION RATIOS AND DISTANCES REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE BACKGROUND LEVEL FOR WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS 

IN APPENDIX E1 OF THE EARD, AS THE DILUTION RATIOS AND DISTANCES MAY BE OVERESTIMATED; 

This was addressed in the updated RWS.   

4. EXPLAIN IF THE SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE EFFLUENT AND THE RECEIVING WATERS HAS BEEN 

ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE MODEL. WHEN THE BUOYANCY DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE EFFLUENT AND RECEIVING WATERS ARE 

GREATER IN WINTER, IT RESULTS IN A FASTER RISING PLUME. THIS CAN POTENTIALLY AFFECT THE VISIBILITY OF THE EFFLUENT 

IN THE RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT. HAS THIS BEEN ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE MODEL? ALSO PROVIDE RESULTS FOR WINTER 

CONDITIONS; 

This was accounted for in the model.  

5. EXPLAIN IF RE-ENTRAINMENT OF EFFLUENT AND SEDIMENT AT THE DIFFUSER LOCATION WAS ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE ONE-

HOUR PERIOD SURROUNDING SLACK TIDE. SUPPORT THIS EXPLANATION WITH MODEL RESULTS USING A SMALLER TIME STEP 

(30 MINUTES) IF NECESSARY. 

This was accounted for and is in the updated RWS model according to the response.  

4.0 IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING FIELD STUDY AND MONITORING ARE LIKELY TO BE REQUIRED AS PART OF AN 

EEM PROGRAM REGULATED UNDER THE PULP AND PAPER EFFLUENT REGULATIONS FOR THE PROJECT IF IT IS 

APPROVED:  

A. FIELD DELINEATION OF TREATED EFFLUENT PLUME TO CONFIRM THE PREDICTION FROM THE RECEIVING WATER STUDY; 

NPNS note that they will conduct a tracer test over several tidal cycles to monitoring the plumes extent and 

validate the predictions of the RWS. The methodology for the tracer test is considered acceptable.  

B. MONITORING OF MARINE WATER QUALITY AND MARINE SEDIMENT QUALITY; 

The response here is good in that it provides a comprehensive list of chemicals to be monitored I the water and 

sediment.  However, there is no reference to when such sampling would occur or the frequency.  

C. SUBLETHAL TOXICITY TESTING AND CHEMISTRY TESTING OF THE TREATED EFFLUENT; AND 

The only commitment is to following the requirements of the PPER.  
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D. BIOLOGICAL MONITORING STUDIES INCLUDING BENTHIC INVERTEBRATE COMMUNITY STUDY, FISH POPULATION STUDY, AND 

DIOXIN AND FURAN LEVELS IN FISH AS APPLICABLE. 

Again the only commitment is to what is required as part of the EARD and under the PPER.  They note that there 

is no requirement for assessing the D&F levels in fish tissue under the regulations.  They note that they test the 

effluent annually for D&F.  

Addendum 4 Environmental Effects Monitoring – EEMs are driven by regulations such as PPER. This is the context 

for typical discussions of EEM work. Work planned that goes beyond the regulations should be more clearly stated 

here – to show an environmental commitment that goes further than the minimum.  There is no commitment 

beyond the minimum.  

 Conclusions 

Based on EXP’s review of the focus report, the following conclusions have been made: 

1. The focus report, while having a significant portion of the requirements of NSE addressed, does not 

address all of the items listed in the Focus Report TOR.  

a. Item 2.2: EXP’s conclusion is that the geotechnical work is incomplete based on the recommendations 

for additional investigation into the till and bedrock thickness.  In addition the report is only looking 

at one season of ice scour data. It is deemed that this would be insufficient to make a current design 

prediction.  With the recommendations for pipeline development to be provided at a later date, it 

makes it near impossible to address the items outlined in Section 2.5 (proposed changes to pipeline 

routing/construction). 

b. Item 2.3:  Based EXPs review of the data in Section 2.3 and comments supplied by others examining 

the focus report, EXP concludes that this report requires a detailed review by the authors to correct 

errors found within. In addition it would be expected that the effluent characterization would examine 

additional samples at Point A to ensure a representative set of values could be used for comparing 

against the design model.  In EXPs opinion this element (2.3) of the focus report is incomplete.  

c. Item 2.4:  Based on EXPs review of Item 2.4 it is EXP’s opinion that a bench scale test/pilot study was 

completed but do not feel that it represents “a complete physical and chemical characterization of 

NPNS’s expected effluent following treatment by the proposed technology”. It is believed that the 60 

Litres used from a one-time sample collected at an unknown date does not provide a suitable baseline 

of what the effluent would look like. 

d. Item 2.5 A realignment route, should NSTIR not permit the pipeline through the ROW, has not been 

provided. At this point this document would be considered a planning document and does not meet 

the level of details request in the focus report. 

e. Item 2.5 Proposed changes to Pipeline Construction Method:  Noted leaving up to contractors to 

decide method.  Not appropriate for assessment of risks, which were not appropriately addressed in 

the EARD.  It is simply noted that the marine portion of the pipe will be covered in an EPP which has 
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not yet been produced. Ocean disposal (troughing) not adequately assessed. Detailed disposal options 

of dredge spoil pile was not assessed.  

f. Item 3.2 NSE requested for Flow Data from Point A.  The Focus Report failed to provide flow data for 

Point A.  They noted they have a doppler based flow meter but that it is not suitable for calculation 

purposes and that it is used as an indicator only. It is a stipulation in the IA that this equipment is 

maintained, calibrated and data provided with the Annual Reports. It would be good to see this data 

presented somewhere. NPNS would obviously require this data for plant operational purposes. 

g. Item 3.3:  Based on EXPs review, chromium, cadmium, lead, copper, mercury, zinc and total petroleum 

hydrocarbons should have been included in the effluent discharge parameters. It is EXP’s opinion that 

Task 3.3 of the Focus Report has not been addressed. 

h.  

i. The RWS:  The characterization of the effluent water does not include micro-biologicals, which may 

also have impact on marine aquatic organisms in the receiving water 

j. The Marine geotechnical survey noted the potential presence of gas charged sediments along the 

routing.  There was no indication as to what gases were involved (hydrocarbons?) and how they would 

be dealt with if dredging for the pipeline opened these zones for greater discharge. 

k. Baseline surface water monitoring is presently underway for areas of significant risk of pipeline leaks.  

Would have expected this to be in place prior to submittal of the focus report. 

l. Air Quality report should to be amended with the following corrections in red: 

Air Contaminant  CAS No.   Averaging Period  Ontario Air Quality Standards 

(μg/m3) 

 Limiting 

Effect 

Silver 7782-49-

2 

24-hour 1 Health 

Naphthalene 

 

91-20-3 24-hour 

10-minute 

22.5 

50 

Health 

Odour 

Quinoline 91-22-5 24-hour 0.005 Health 

Hydrogen 

Sulphide 

7783-06-

4 

10-minute 13 Odour 

m. The proposed ETF is located 0.2 km from the coast line with other on-site sources with elevated stacks 

located within 0.35 km of the shoreline. The plume from a tall stack source located near the shoreline 

may intersect this turbulent layer and be rapidly mixed to the ground, a process called “fumigation,” 

resulting in high ground level concentrations.  AERMOD does not treat the effects of shoreline 

fumigation. Use of Shoreline Dispersion Model (SDM) to assess the potential concentrations due to 
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shoreline fumigation conditions would typically be done in combination with the AERMOD model to 

assess concentrations during non-fumigation conditions. (Cal-Puff) 

n. The revised inventory of all potential air contaminants was missing SVOCs as requested by NSE, with 

no rationale provided for the omission.  

o. Who will be responsible for ensuring that “Work will be staged and incorporate fisheries timing 

windows to avoid sensitive life stages?” This is a commonly used mitigation statement that sounds 

great but needs to be backed up by information about when the sensitive life stages are for each VEC. 

p. Item 7.3:  Overall the request in Item 7.3 has been addressed, however even the author’s of the 

studies admit that information is pending and that further assessments are planned that will factor 

into the VEC.  In EXP’s opinion the baseline marine fish habitat surveys have not been fully completed 

and the list of COPCs is not complete.  Given the outstanding information EXP concludes that Item 7.3 

is not complete but acknowledges that it is underway.  

q.  

r. Only one round of field studies for fish and shellfish tissue have been completed with this issuance of 

the Focus Report.  The study was completed between June 10 and July 5 but only included American 

lobster, rock crab and quahogs.  There was no assessment completed on fish.  This study was to reflect 

key marine species for the Aboriginal Fisheries. It is EXPs opinion that this element of the focus report 

is incomplete. The HHRA identifies “Common commercially important species include cod, White 

Hake (Urophycis tenius), American Plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides), Atlantic Halibut 

(Hippoglossoides hippoglossus), Winter Flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus), Witch Flounder 

(Glyptocephalus cynoglossus), Yellowtail Flounder (Pleuronectes ferruginea), Atlantic Salmon (Salmo 

salar), herring, mackerel, Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Gaspereau (alewife; Alosa 

pseudoharengus), American Eel, and Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus mordax; JWEL, 2001)” 

s. Task 8.3:  Technically the study appears acceptable. However, this this study cannot be complete as it 

requires early spring (end of March to May) and fall  field studies that would still be on-going. The 

studies completed were conducted May 9, May 24, June 10 and July 5, 2019.  In addition there is no 

approved pipeline route. 

t. The MEK study is not complete and was not provided with the Focus Report. 

2. It is concluded the following studies and assessment should be considered in order to provide a more 

thorough answer to the Focus Report TOR.  

a. In addition to the Physical, Chemical and Biological parameters, the parameters of pathogenic and 

Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) - describes the proportion of effluent that can enter the receiving water 

without causing toxicological effects (both acute and chronic) - should be tested. 

b. Point A should be used as a monitoring point of raw effluent for the projection of design capacity 

(average, peak daily, and peal hourly) of the treatment facilities. Or even more representative the 

discharge at the Mill.  

c. Treatment Design:  Spill Basin 
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a. Process Flow Diagram drawing Should be provided for further understanding and comment 

on the process. 

b. Drawing of all process by-passes within the project. Should be provided to determine if there 

are any bypasses to divert the raw effluent around the treatment plant. 

c. Back-up/ emergency power for treatment facilities. 

d. The conceptual design indicates the basin is open to atmosphere.  The design flow for sizing the basin 

relates to inflow volumes from the plant e.g. 10 to 13 hours of full mill diversion.  Consideration should 

also be given to a design storm event that may add additional water to the basin during an outage 

event, especially during non-summer periods when evaporation is minimal. 

e. The conceptual spill basin design appears quite large, with no interior “finger” berms that would allow 

access by heavy equipment to clean out any solids that settle out during use.  Where would that 

material be disposed of? 

f. Geotechnical investigation along the pipeline route is required. In addition they should assess the 

hydrogeological conditions in the vicinity to factor in the HHRA.  

g. There is no information on what the design lifetime is for the pipeline, nor what an “extremely low” 

probability is. This is essentially a “fail safe” design approach assuming nothing could happen and 

therefore no back-up.  Given the importance of this water supply we would suggest that a “Safe-Fail” 

approach is more appropriate built around the concept that it will be safe in failure by incorporating 

backup systems so that if one fails other systems are in place. 

h. The report only assesses surface water flows in estimating what would happen if a leak occurs.  This 

indicates flow away from the well field.  However, no consideration is given to groundwater flow 

patterns in the sand/gravel quire underlying the site. 

i. It is noted that construction phase monitoring program for environmental compliance will be 

developed with NSE.  The Town of Pictou should also be included for those wetlands within the Town 

of Pictou’s water supply protection area. 

j. We would like to review and have First Nations involved in reviewing and being involved with 

establishing stipulations appended to any permits provided for this work. One additional concern with 

a project this large is does NSE have the necessary experienced personnel that they could dedicate to 

monitoring compliance during construction and operation?  Could First Nations personnel be 

seconded to NSE to aid in this aspect? 

k. The Stantec revised Expanded Air Dispersion Modeling Study report recommends “that once the 

replacement ETF is operational, source emissions testing (with air dispersion modelling) and ambient 

air monitoring of selected contaminants of interest be conducted to evaluate compliance with the 

applicable ambient air quality criteria.”  EXP recommends that that details of the pilot study 
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parameters, stack testing methods and contaminants selected for ambient air quality monitoring be 

provided in a formal stack testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability. 

l. For some reason the groundwater pathway has been omitted. The Town of Pictou and PLFN rely on 

groundwater for potable water.  This pathway should be included in the HHRA. 

 



COMMENTS OF PICTOU LANDING FIRST NATION ON THE  
NORTHERN PULP FOCUS REPORT  

 
SCHEDULE A 

 

1.  PUBLIC, MI’KMAQ AND GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT 

1.1  Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions and comments raised by the public, 

Mi’kmaq and government departments, and incorporate these comments in the Focus Report where 

applicable.  Comments may be summarized prior to providing the response. 

The concordance table provided in the focus report makes reference to specific sections of the technical 

reports  as  a  response  to  various  concerns  raised  rather  than  providing  a  plain  language  explanation. 

Because of this it is inaccessible to the lay person.  Our technical consultants did not have time to review 

each item as it was focused on review the materials. Further time would be needed to prepare a proper 

response to the concerns raised. 

1.2  Provide a plan to share future reports and/or studies relevant to this Project with the public 

and  the  Mi’kmaq  such  as  the  Pictou  Landing  First  Nation,  including  but  not  limited  to  the  future 

Environmental Effects Monitoring results for the new effluent treatment facility. 

While  Section  3.0  of  the  Focus  Report  provides  a  list  of  stakeholders,  including  Pictou  Landing  Frist 

Nation,  it  does  not  include Mi’kmaq  communities  in  Prince  Edward  Island who  also make  use  of  the 

Northumberland Strait for fishing. 

Further,  while  Section  2.3  lists  various  methods  of  engagement  and  consultation,  there  is  no  actual 

strategy set out in the Focus Report. This includes for future monitoring activities. 

2.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1  PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE ON‐LAND PORTION OF THE EFFLUENT PIPELINE: 

o A  RE‐ALIGNMENT  ROUTE  FOR  THE  EFFLUENT  PIPELINE,  GIVEN  DEPARTMENT  OF  TRANSPORTATION  AND 

INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL DOES NOT PERMIT THE PIPELINE TO BE PLACED IN THE SHOULDER OF HIGHWAY 

106; 

o MAPS AND/OR DRAWINGS OF THE NEW PIPELINE LOCATION; 

o A  LIST OF PROPERTIES  (IE., PREMISES  IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OR PID) THAT WILL  INTERSECT WITH THE 

NEW PIPELINE ALIGNMENT. 

The only change to the route is to the portion that passes over Pictou Harbour. Otherwise, the pipeline 

route  is  still  within  the  shoulder  of  Highway  106  which  the  Department  of  Transportation  and 

Infrastructure Renewal still does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the shoulder of Highway 106. 
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EXP’s comments on the adequacy of this part of the Focus Report for the purposes of an environmental 

assessment are: “At this point this document would be considered a planning document and does not 

meet the level of details requested in the focus report.” 

While PID numbers have been provided for properties that will  intersect  the route,  in many  instances 

the  property  owners  are  undetermined.  This  will  pose  problems  in  obtaining  the  approval  of  those 

landowners in a timely fashion.  

2.2  Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to confirm viability of the marine 

portion of  the pipeline  route.  The  surveys must determine  the potential  impacts of  ice  scour on  the 

pipeline. 

EXP  identified  several  deficiencies with  the methodology  and  scope  of  the  geotechnical  survey work 

which limits the usefulness of the survey results for environmental assessment purposes: 

1.  The vibracore samples were taken at offsets (~35 m to 50 m) from the pipeline route in Pictou 

Harbour so the conditions at the pipeline could vary somewhat along this part of the alignment. 

2.  The vibracore is mainly for sediment sampling and provides limited information with respect to 

the  depth  of  investigation where  till  and  rock  are  present.  This  is  acknowledged  by  the  authors  and 

additional  geotechnical  investigations  are  recommended.  In  other  words  the  geotechnical  survey  is 

incomplete. 

3.  While  basic  factual  geotechnical  data  were  provided,  the  Focus  Report  acknowledges  that 

geotechnical recommendations for the pipeline development would be provided at a later date. 

4.   Ice scour was observed and measured  in winter 2019 along the pipeline route but there  is no 

indication as to how representative the ice conditions were in the area at that time. This would require a 

more rigorous comparison with ice conditions in previous years. No effort was made to obtain data on 

ice  conditions  from  previous  years  to  determine  how  representative  the  ice  conditions  that  were 

measured in 2019 were.   

5.  EXP  conducted  a  cursory  review  for  additional  sources  of  information  on  ice  scour  in  the 

Northumberland  Strait.    The  FHWA  Study  Tour  of  Northumberland  Strait  Crossing  Project  (NSCP), 

published in 1996 notes that the ice scour occurs most commonly at the edge of the landfast ice and can 

occur at depths of 8 to 11 metres. 

6.  Evidence  of  archeological  features  of  interest  was  seen  along  the  Pictou  Harbour  route  and 

there is no plan for how this would be dealt with. 

In  conclusion  without  data  on  the  till  and  bedrock  thickness  and  without  further  geotechnical 

recommendations in respect of the pipeline to be built, which the Focus Report acknowledges are yet to 

be completed,  it  is not possible  to ascertain  the viability of  the marine  route  for  the pipeline options 

outlined under section 2.5. In addition the report is only looking at one season of ice scour data which is 

insufficient to predict impacts on the proposed pipeline along the proposed route. 
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2.3  SUBMIT  DATA  REGARDING  THE  COMPLETE  PHYSICAL  AND  CHEMICAL  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  NPNS’  RAW 

WASTEWATER (IE., INFLUENT AT POINT A FOR THE PROJECT), TO SUPPORT THE ASSESSMENT OF THE APPROPRIATENESS OF 

THE PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY. THE INFLUENT CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS MUST BE COMPARED AGAINST THE 

PROPOSED TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATIONS. 

Northern Pulp relied on an analysis of samples taken at Point A of the Boat Harbour treatment facility as 

representative  of  the  raw  effluent  that  will  treated  in  the  proposed  new  effluent  treatment  facility. 

Currently  runoff  water,  i.e.  rain  water  that  collects  on  Northern  Pulp’s  mill  site,  is  drained  into  the 

effluent and mixes with effluent before discharged at Point A. Thus the characterization of raw effluent 

at Point A  is dependent on  the amount of  runoff water entering  the pipeline on  the day  the samples 

were taken. The two samples of effluent from Point A were taken in the same month (May) in 2018 and 

2019. 

Further, the flow, BOD, COD, TSS, pH, and temperature were all based on data collected in 2016. 

EXP was not able to determine based on the  information presented  in the report why those sampling 

dates were used and whether  conditions on  those dates were  representative  such  that  the analytical 

results  in  Table  1‐2  could  be  relied  on  to  characterize  the  raw  effluent  to  be  treated  in  the  new 

treatment facility. More data is required. 

Historic  flow volumes at Point A were not measured reliably as the current equipment was said to be 

inadequate  to  scientifically  measure  flows.  Yet,  reporting  of  flow  volumes  is  a  requirement  of  the 

current Industrial Approval. Flows from Point C were used as a proxy for flows at Point A. Maximum flow 

rates at Point A cannot be adequately inferred from flow rates at Point C due to the smoothing effect of 

the large retention areas between Point A and Point C. Maximum flow rates should have been measured 

at Point A. They were not. 

Another  significant  concern  noted  by  EXP  is  that  only  Total  Chromium  is  reported.  An  important 

question  is  what  percentage  of  Total  Chromium  is  comprised  of  hexavalent  chromium,  a  recognized 

human  carcinogen.  This  would  have  allowed  comparison  with  Nova  Scotia  Environment’s  Tier  1 

Environmental Quality Standards for hexavalent chromium. 

While physical, chemical and biological parameters were listed in the Focus Report, no parameters were 

listed for pathogens and Whole Effluent Toxicity  (WET). WET describes the proportion of effluent that 

can enter  the  receiving water without  causing  toxicological effects  (both acute and chronic).  This  test 

was omitted completely. 

2.4  Submit  a  complete  physical  and  chemical  characterization  of  NPNS’s  expected  effluent 

following  treatment  by  the  proposed  technology.  To  assess  the  efficacy  of  the  proposed  treatment 

technology, the following must be included: 

1)  Average and design values for AOX 

2)  Expected Treated Effluent Quality and EQOs: 

3)  Regulatory limits and guidelines to be referred to: 
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The Focus Report bases its characterization of the effluent expected following treatment in the new ETF 

on  an  analysis  of  samples  collected  at  Point  C  in  the  current  Boat  Harbour  Treatment  Facility,  i.e. 

effluent after  it  is treated at the current Boat Harbour facility  is used as a proxy for effluent after  it  is 

treated in the new ETF. The Point C effluent analysis was compared to an analysis of effluent generated 

during trials of model of AST treatment facility at the Veolia/AnoxKaldnes facilities  in Lund, Sweden in 

May 2018. 

There are deficiencies in both analyses. 

Point C samples were taken  in May of 2018 and 2019 and again  in July 2019. Once again  it cannot be 

said that these samples are representative of the effluent throughout the year. 

The  Veolia/AnoxKaldnes  model  of  the  AST  processed  only  60  Litres  of  untreated  effluent  that  was 

shipped from Northern Pulps mill to Sweden in three (3) 20 litre containers that were received on April 

3, 2018. Unfortunately no analysis was done on samples from Point A and Point C on the same day the 

60 litres was captured. This would have allowed the best comparison between samples at Point A, Point 

C and the following the trial in the model BAS system in Sweden.   

Also  it  is  not  known how  long  it  took  to  ship  the  60  Litres  of  effluent  to  Sweden.  The  time between 

collection and analysis is critical as metals and bacteriological concentrations can change over time and 

with changes to temperature.  Typically a COD or BOD sample, can be held for no more than 24 hours 

without sample degradation.  

Further  the  60  Litres was  taken on  the  same day  and once  again  it  is  impossible  to  confirm  that  the 

sample was representative. 

Veolia noted that prior to the trials they placed the effluent in cold storage at 2oC until it was used. They 

note they started the test the same day the samples were received on a scale design of a BAS system 

and brought them back up to 37oC prior to use.  

The  analysis  of  the parameters was  completed using Hach‐Lange  analytical  kits.  The  analysis was  not 

completed in an accredited laboratory but rather using field kits.  These kits can provide decent results 

but are typically used for field measurements to supplement laboratory chemical analysis. Only AOX and 

BOD were sent to an external lab.  

The trial used an active biomass from a nearby Kraft Pulp Mill, there  is no mention as to whether this 

will be the same biomass that is used in the proposed new ETF as this could affect the outcome..  

While the Focus Report states that “The average and design values for AOX in untreated effluent were 

artificially raised in the design specification to add a margin of safety to the design”, it is not stated how 

the average and design values  for AOX were raised. The peak value  in design  is determined normally, 

based on the relationship of geometric standard deviation values to the ratio of peak to mean factor. 

There is no mention of whether this was used or not. 

Environmental Quality Objectives (EQOs) are numerical values and narrative statements established to 

protect  the  receiving  water.  The  determination  of  the  EQOs  should  proceed  with  statistical  data  of 

untreated effluent, background water quality, and a hydrodynamic model. The model should consider 
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the concentration of the substance in the effluent, the dilution ratio available at the edge of the mixing 

zone, and the naturally occurring background concentration of the particular substance. Based on site‐

specific EQOs, the Effluent Discharge Objectives (EDOs) will be determined. This was not done. 

Further, in the ETF design specifications, the phrase of “Expected Treated Effluent Quality” was used in 

connection with system performance guarantees. However,  the values shown were based on average 

conditions and represent the performance  levels expected of the system. The  limits or objectives that 

the ETF must comply with were not mentioned.  

Northern Pulp has stated that it is planning a future increase in production.  They had asked bidders to 

propose  technology  that  could  be  upgraded.  There  is  no  indication  that  the  planned  increase  in 

production has been taken into account in each calculation and design phase: RWS, pipe size, etc.  

While the results show the effluent would comply with the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations, there is 

no discussion of compliance with NSE CSR and other applicable guidelines.  

EXP  concluded  that  the  approach  taken  by Northern  Pulp  did  not  result  in  “a  complete  physical  and 

chemical  characterization  of  NPNS’s  expected  effluent  following  treatment  by  the  proposed 

technology”.    In  its opinion 60 Litres  from a one‐time sample collected on an unknown date does not 

provide a suitable baseline for characterization of the effluent. 

2.5  Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction methodology and other associated 

pipeline  construction  work,  related  to  the  potential  changes  to  the  marine  portion  of  the  pipeline 

route  (e.g.,  infilling,  trenching,  temporary  access  roads,  excavation,  blasting,  disposal  at  sea,  and 

others where applicable). 

As  we  set  out  in  our  comments  on  the  original  EARD,  an  environmental  assessment  cannot  be 

performed  without  knowing  how  the  pipeline  is  proposed  to  be  installed.  While  the  Focus  Report 

provides additional options  for  installing  the pipeline,  it  simply defers  the decision on  the  installation 

method  to  the  contract  eventually  hired  to  perform  the  work.  Where,  as  here  three  methods  are 

possible, each method should be assess the VEC’s as if it were the method ultimately selected in order 

to  conduct  a  proper  environmental  assessment.  Referring  to  a  future  EPP  is  not  adequate  to  allow 

assessment of the risks. 

EXP’s  conclusions  in  reviewing  this  section were:  “At  this point  this document would be  considered a 

planning document and does not meet the level of details requested in the focus report.” 

In addition EXP noted that as discussed above, geotechnical survey was inadequate to identify glacial till 

and  bedrock  along  the  pipeline  route.  Without  property  geotechnical  data  the  environmental  risks 

associated with design and constructions cannot be known. 

EXP also noted that excess soils will be disposed of according to local regulation and permitting, but the 

Focus Report  lacked any discussion of  detailed disposal  options,  including ocean disposal  (troughing), 

and  that  laydown  and  staging  areas  have  been  identified  by  temporary  construction  roads were  not 

noted.  
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3.1  Submit  treatment  technology  specifications  (e.g.,  optimal  performance  range  of  the 

technology) and an assessment of  the efficacy of  the proposed  treatment  technology  for use at  the 

NPNS  facility,  to  the  satisfaction of NSE.  For  example,  peak  effluent  temperature  is  proposed  to be 

above the generally accepted range of temperatures to achieve optimal biological treatment. Explain 

how  the  proposed  higher  than  optimal  treatment  temperature  would  affect  the  treatment 

performance. 

EXP  noted  that  the weir  load  on  the  primary  clarify  (125 m3/d/m)  is much  larger  than  usual.    If  the 

system overflowed the clarifier might be overloaded too quickly.  The report does not address the sizing 

of  the  clarifier  required  to  keep  flows within  range.  It  is  not  clear whether  site  runoff  water will  be 

diverted to the primary clarify. This has potential for sudden increases in flow volumes. 

The  Focus Report does not  adequately  explain why  a  tertiary  treatment option was not  incorporated 

into  the  Project.  Nor  does  it  provide  for  the  diversion  of  clean  “non‐contact  water”  from  the  pulp 

effluent. 

Tertiary Treatment 

The  concept  of  tertiary  treatment  was  discussed  in  a  2011  report  prepared  for  Pictou  Landing  First 

Nation by EXP (then known as ADI) entitled Northern Pulp Tertiary Treatment Study (the “ADI Study”): 

By definition,  tertiary  treatment  is  applied  after  a  traditional mechanical  process.  The 
term tertiary treatment typically applies to reducing the BOD and TSS in the effluent to 
levels  lower  than  20  ppm  (known  as  the  20‐20  level).  This  is  usually  the  case  when 
specific  issues  are  present  with  the  receiving  water  such  that  lower  BOD  and  TSS 
concentrations  are  necessary.  Tertiary  treatment  is  also  considered  as  advanced 
wastewater treatment for specific issues with the effluent. Typically this is not related to 
BOD and TSS  (i.e., an effluent with a BOD and TSS concentration of 20/20  is generally 
suitable  and  acceptable  for  the  receiving  stream);  however,  it  is  related  to  other 
detrimental attributes of the effluent. Some examples of this  include nutrient removal 
(nitrogen  and  phosphorous),  hardness  removal,  reduction  of  endocrine  disrupters  or 
removal of colour from the effluent. (see p. 35) 

The ADI Report identified 3 types of tertiary treatment that would be effective at lowering TSS, BOD and 

colour.  The  engineered  wetlands  option  was  the  least  expensive  at  an  estimated  $7.8  million  (ADI 

Report, p. 43). EXP estimated that  the wetlands would  take up between 15 and 20 acres of  land  (ADI 

Report, p. 6). A wetland this size could be sited within Northern Pulp’s property at Abercrombie Point 

next to the mill. 

The ADI Report described engineered wetlands: 

Engineered  wetlands  take  advantage  of  the  natural  processes  that  occur  for  the 
breakdown of  colour  forming constituents  (Figure 2‐3). They also  filter  the  suspended 
solids  (TSS)  and  further  remove  (BOD).  A  typical  engineered  wetland  would  be 
constructed with a geo‐membrane liner that would prevent the effluent from coming in 
contact with the natural environment. In the lined bed, a configuration of various media 
types and a piping distribution network would distribute the effluent and treatment will 
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occur with  a  variety  of  plant  species  and micro‐organisms  that  naturally  occur  in  the 
root structure. This technology would typically require at  least 15 acres of usable area 
for the potential flows that are predicted from the mill.  

The cost of engineered wetlands could be offset by a reduction  in the cost of secondary treatment as 

the secondary treatment may not need to be as robust: 

Given that the design will largely be dominated by the hydraulic requirements of such a 
large flow (and not the biodegradation capabilities), the use of an engineered wetland 
could  potentially  reduce  the  treatment  requirements  of  secondary  treatment  or  at  a 
minimum, provide additional protection in the event of a process upset in the secondary 
treatment operation. 

The ADI Report was prepared as an adjunct to an engineering report prepared for the Province of Nova 

Scotia  in  2010  entitled  “Boat  Harbour:  Return  to  Tidal  Re‐Evaluation”(AMEC,  April  2010).  The 

recommendations  for  secondary  treatment  in  the  AMEC  report  and  an  even  earlier  report  (AGRA 

Simons, 2000) were identified in the ADI Report: 

One aspect of this study is to evaluate options of final effluent discharge and treatment 
required for eliminating  the use of Boat Harbour as part of  the wastewater treatment 
process for the operation of the Northern Pulp mill in Ambercrombie, Nova Scotia. Past 
study reports (AMEC, 2010; AGRA Simons, 2000) have investigated this issue and two re‐
occurring options for proceeding toward the final corrective action have been: 
 

1. Construct a treatment plant using an activated sludge process  (ASP) 
on the mill site, construct a storage basin and pumping system for 6hr 
capacity,  discharge  the  effluent  in  6hr  (tidal)  cycles  to  a  new  outfall 
located at Lighthouse Beach (or other location). 

 
2. Construct a treatment plant using an activated sludge process  (ASP) 
on  the mill  site,  along with  a  tertiary  treatment  system  and  pumping 
system for a new continuous outfall into Pictou Harbour. 
 

Pictou Landing First Nation urged the Province and Northern Pulp to implement an engineered wetlands 
solution in the design of the Project based on the ADI Report. Northern Pulp ruled out tertiary treatment 
for the Project. Pictou Landing First Nation raised this as an  issue in its comments on the EARD. In the 
concordance table it prepared for the Focus Report (Appendix 1.1, p. 11), Northern Pulp indicated that it 
would  address  this  concern  directly with  Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  during  the  ongoing  consultation 
process.  KSH  Consulting  subsequently  prepared  power  point  presentation  slides  (attached)  which  it 
provided to representatives of Pictou Landing First Nation in July 2019. 
 
The KSH slides discuss free water surface (FWS) wetlands and discuss issues with FWS wetlands such as 
freezing  during  winter  months  in  northern  climates  thereby  necessitating  extra  storage  capacity  for 
effluent to be stored until it can be treated in warmer months. KSH also provided a chart that suggested 
that the size of a FWS wetland would need to be 258 acres to teat effluent from the mill. The suggestion 
is that an engineered wetland is not feasible. 
 
Pictou Landing First Nation asked EXP to review the comments of KSH Consulting contained in the in the 
power point slides. EXP has prepared comments  in Chapter 25 of  its review document (attached). EXP 
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explains that in preparing the 2011 report ADI consulted with well know engineered wetlands supplier, 
Abydoz Environmental. EXP explains that Abydoz has installed many engineered wetlands for purposes 
of providing tertiary treatment for over 20 years. Abydoz has installed many systems in Atlantic Canada 
which are designed to operate year round. 
 
With respect to the area required for a wetland to treat the volume of effluent that is expected to be 
generated by Northern Pulp, the 2011 report was based on an expected volume of 45K m3/day. This was 
based on the 2010 AMEC study (attached) which found that Northern Pulp could reduce the volume of 
its  effluent  to  45K m3/day  by  carrying  out  certain  improvements,  the most  significant  one  being  the 
diversion of non‐contact (clean) cooling water from effluent stream (AMEC Study, pp. 47‐48). 
The Project  under  review does not  include  significant water  reduction  improvements  as  identified by 
AMEC  in  2010.  Instead  Northern  Pulp  proposes  to  discharge  an  average  of  65K  m3/day  of  effluent. 
Northern Pulp has provided no explanation as to why this is the case. 
 
EXP  notes  that  a  larger  system  is  required  to  treat  a  larger  volume  of  effluent.  Failure  to  make 
reductions in wastewater as suggested by AMEC in 2010 has resulted in the need for a larger treatment 
facility with a higher volume. If effluent volumes were reduced the tertiary treatment facility described 
by  EXP  in  the  ADI  Report  would  still  be  15‐20  acres  and  not  the  258  acres  as  suggested  by  KSH 
Consulting. 
 
Water volume alone does not determine the size. KSH Consulting describes a free water surface (FWS) 
wetland whereas  Abydoz  Environmental  recommended  an  engineered/constructed  (EC) wetland.  EXP 
describes the difference: 
  

In  free water  surface  (FWS) wetlands  the water  travels above  the growing medium of 
the wetlands. FWS wetlands employ the aeration of the open water to provide oxygen 
to the water. They have minimal surface area for the attachment of bacteria and require 
a much larger surface area than subsurface flow wetlands for treatment.  
 
Engineered/Constructed wetlands, like the proposed Abydoz horizontal flow type, have 
water  flowing  subsurface  through  the  wetland  growing  matrix.  The  subsurface  flow 
allows bacteria to grown on a large surface area of the aggregate, increasing biological 
activity  within  the  wetland.  This  allows  the  wetlands  to  be  smaller  and  provide 
significantly higher level of treatment.  

 
EC wetlands take up less area. 
 
The  last  factor  that  influences  the  area  required  for  an  engineered  wetland  is  how  much  of  each 
contaminant  it  is designed to remove. The 2011 proposed system was designed to meet the yet‐to‐be 
proclaimed federal municipal wastewater regulations. Notably this called for BOD of 20m3/l and TSS of 
20m3/l. These guidelines were  later  implemented but  in  just 8 years have been  lowered by Canada to 
13m3/l for both BOD and TSS.  
 
Using  the more  stringent  design  criteria  required  to meet  the  current  federal  municipal  wastewater 
regulations and allowing for effluent flows of 65Km3/day, Abydoz Environmental currently recommends 
an engineered wetland of 68 acres (EXP Chapter 25, p. 68). 
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With over 450 acres of land at the mill site, the original 2011 findings that engineered wetlands near the 
proposed ETF are feasible still stands. 
 
3.2  Provide  effluent  flow  data  to  support  the  proposed  peak  treatment  capacity  of  85,000 m3 
maximum flow of effluent per day. At a minimum, data from 2017 and 2018 is required. Provide flow 
data  for  Point  A,  clarify  source  of  the  effluent  flow  volumes  given  in  the  EARD,  and  provide  other 
relevant  data  and  information  to  support  the  proposed  treatment  system design.  If  the  85,000 m3 
cannot  be  justified  based  on  historical  data,  identify  water  reduction  projects,  or  re‐  evaluate  the 
treatment system design and update the receiving water study accordingly. 
 
EXP  notes  that  if  oxygen  delignification  proceeds  as  suggested  and  production  increases,  average 
volumes  will  be  higher  and  will  be  approaching  peak  capacity  of  85K m3/day.  The  systems  appears 
under‐designed for future expansion of production. 
 
Northern Pulp reports that it has not kept reliable flow data for Point A for 2017 and 2018 due to the 
limitations of  the Doppler based  flow meter used at Point A. As EXP points out,  this  is a breach of  its 
current Industrial Approval which requires continuous monitoring at Point A. It is not clear whether the 
data collected at Point A is completely unusable or what steps were taken to determine its reliability, for 
example through the use of a correlation curve. 
 
Northern Pulp has used flow data from Point C as a proxy for flows at Point A. EXP points out that this is 
not satisfactory since the area between Point A and Point C acts to smooth out peak volumes through 
wastewater  loss, evaporation, and  leakage within  the basins.  In other words peak volumes at Point A 
would not be the same as peak volumes at Point C. Standard practice  is to use raw effluent flow data 
(Point A)  for  the projection of  design  capacity  (average,  peak  daily,  and peak hourly) when designing 
treatment facilities. 
 
3.3  Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where necessary) based upon the results of 
the effluent characterization  in Section 2.4 and relevant additional studies. Refer also to Addendum 
item 2.0 
 
It  is  EXP’s  opinion  that  Task  3.3  of  the  Focus  Report  has  not  been  addressed.  The  effluent 
characterization in Section 2.4 revealed the following chemicals of concern: 
 

1. Hexavalent  Chromium  (Cr6)  was  not  analyzed.    However  given  the  receiving  water  is  marine 
based and will have significant oxygen content available, Cr6 would be expected to be the most 
available form.  As such, the Chromium values of 3.4 (Point A) and 2.3 (Point C) µg/L would be in 
exceedance of the NSE Contaminated Sites Regulations (CSR) for discharge to a Marine Surface 
Water  Tier  1  Environmental  Quality  Standards  (EQS).  Chromium  (Cr6  and  Cr3)  should  be  an 
effluent discharge parameter.  

2. Cadmium was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C.  
3. Lead was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 
4. Copper was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 
5. Mercury was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point C. 
6. Zinc was in exceedance of the NSE CSR Tier 1 EQS at Point A and Point C. 
7. The product resemblance on the laboratory certificates for Point C were within the fuel/lube oil 

range  which  would  result  in  an  applicable  NSE  CSR  Tier  1  EQS  guideline  for  modified  total 
petroleum hydrocarbons (mTPH) of 0.1 mg/L.  The concentration of mTPH at Point C as reported 
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in Table 1‐10 was 0.3 mg/L and at Point A was 2.38 mg/L at Point C, both in exceedance of the 
guideline.  

 
The Focus Report was only updated for Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) despite the fact that cadmium, total 
dioxins and furans, phenanthrene, total resin acids, total fatty acids, and total pulp and paper phenols 
were  all  identified  as  chemicals  of  potential  concern  (COPC).  These  should  have  been  added  to  the 
parameters  that were  identified  (AOX,  total  nitrogen,  total  phosphorous,  colour,  COD, BOD5,  TSS  and 
DO) for purposes of the receiving water study.  Accordingly, these parameters are not addressed in the 
receiving water study. 
 
3.4  Provide the following information regarding the spill basin: 
 
Submit information to assess the sizing and appropriateness of the design of the spill basin. The EARD 
indicates a retention time of 10‐13 hours at a design capacity of 35,000 m3. The basis of this design 
has not been provided. If flows exceed 85,000m3 per day on a consistent basis (e.g., during summer 
months),  confirm  that  there will  be  sufficient  recovery  time  in  the  treatment  system  to  empty  the 
basin before the additional volume is required; 
 
Explain where the overflow will be directed in the event of unforeseen scenarios (e.g., power outage). 
 
EXP  notes  that  in  its  opinion,  this  task was  not  sufficiently  addressed  in  the  focus  report.  The  Focus 
Report lacks a clear statement as to the purpose of the spill basin. It appears from Drawing 220‐0‐0311 
that  the waste  activated  sludge  storage  basin  is  designed  to  drain  back  into  the  spill  basin.  This  is  a 
design  flaw.  WAS  must  be  directed  to  a  sludge  treatment  facility  instead  of  returning  to  the  inlet 
wastewater flow.  
 
Lack of data for peak hourly flow rate hampers the design of the spill basin. 
 
The  Focus  Report  is  missing  key  information  including  a  process  flow  diagram,  drawing  showing  all 
process  by‐passes  and  back  up  electrical  supply.  Further  as  the  spill  basin  is  open  to  atmosphere 
consideration  should  have  been  given  to  a  design  storm event  that may  add  additional water  to  the 
basin during an outage event, especially during non‐summer periods when evaporation is minimal. 
 
Finally,  the  conceptual  basin  design  appears  quite  large,  with  no  interior  “finger”  berms  that  would 
allow access by heavy equipment to clean out any solids that settle out during use.  Additionally, there is 
no indication as to where material removed from the berm would be disposed of.  
 
3.5  Provide the following information regarding the effluent pipeline: 
 
Provide  viable  options  including  the  selected  option  for  leak  detection  technologies  and  inspection 
methodologies,  with  specific  consideration  to  any  portion  of  the  pipeline  located  in  the  Town  of 
Pictou’s water supply protection area; 
 
Provide  viable  options  including  the  selected  option  for  the  enhanced  pipeline  protection,  such  as 
trench lining and justify how the chosen option is an adequate option for secondary containment. Be 
sure to address any potential changes  in  flow regimes, especially within  the Town of Pictou’s water 
supply protection area, due to the installation of the pipeline and secondary containment. If different 
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options are provided  for different areas of  the proposed  re‐aligned pipeline  route,  the  locations  for 
each option must be identified. 
 
No leak detection was described for the underwater portion of the pipeline.   
 
While  increasing  thickness  appears more  secure,  this  does  nothing  to  improve  containment  in  areas 
where the length of pipe will be coupled.  
  
Exp notes the lack of hydrogeological assessment of the area around the well head protection area for 
the  Town  of  Pictou.  Even  though  the  LiDAR  shows  that  the  pipe  is  downgradient  of  the  well  head 
protection area for the Town of Pictou there could be highly fractured bedrock near surface allowing a 
quick  release  pathway  into  the  shallow  or  deep  bedrock.  In  fact  the  Geotech  assessment  on  the 
underwater portion noted that the surface bedrock was ripable, meaning it is highly fractured. 
 
A Geotechnical survey of then proposed pipeline is required but was not done because the route has not 
been selected. 
 
EXP notes that the approach to protecting the Town of Pictou well head protection area is “essentially a 
‘fail safe’ design approach assuming nothing could happen and therefore no back‐up.” EXP recommends 
that  given  the  importance  of  this  water  supply  a  “Safe‐Fail”  be  used  whereby  backup  systems  are 
incorporated which are designed to prevent contamination in the event of a failure. If one system fails 
others are in place. 
 
The  report only assesses  surface water  flows  in estimating what would happen  if  a  leak occurs.    This 
indicates  flow  away  from  the  well  field.    However,  no  consideration  is  given  to  groundwater  flow 
patterns in the sand/gravel quire underlying the site. 
 
3.6  Clarify  where  the  potential  releases  of  waste  dangerous  goods  at  the  Project  site  will  be 
directed for treatment and/or disposal.  It  is  important to note that the new treatment facility  is not 
proposed  to  treat  waste  dangerous  goods  based  on  the  information  provided  in  the  EARD  and 
requirements of NSE. 
 
It is appropriate if NPNS are going to note the their emergency response and release of dangerous goods 
will follow their Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), that a public version of the SOP is made available 
for review and should have been included in the Focus Report.  
 

 4.1  Conduct  baseline  studies  for  the  marine  environment  (such  as  marine  water  quality  and 

marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 

While  the  issue of chemical parameters  seems sufficient, normally  sampling  is  required  for a  full  year 

(seasonal sampling) owing to variations that may occur throughout the year.   Typical  language used in 

Environmental Impact Statements tend to define what is required for baseline studies but typically the 

minimum  listed  requested  requirements  for  a  baseline  study  of  a  surface water  body would  include 

wording  such  as:    seasonal  water  quality  field  and  lab  analytical  results  (e.g.  water  temperature, 

turbidity,  pH,  dissolved  oxygen  profiles)  and  interpretation  at  several  representative  local  stream  and 

water body monitoring stations established at the project site. 
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Based on the lack of season water quality and sediment data, EXP found that this requirement has not 

been fully completed.  

4.2  Update  the  receiving water  study  to model  for  all  potential  contaminants  of  concern  in  the 

receiving  environment  (based  on  the  results  of  the  effluent  characterization  and/or  other  relevant 

studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water quality data for Caribou Harbour must 

be applied to this study.  Refer also to Addendum 3.0. 

Table 4.2 notes a list of chemical parameters utilized to characterize the effluent to be discharged from 

the plant and then to determine baseline conditions in the Northumberland Strait.  

The  characterization  of  the  effluent  water  does  not  include  micro‐biologicals,  which  may  also  have 

impact on marine aquatic organisms in the receiving water. 

There is no information provided on the chemicals, micro‐biologicals attached to sediment particles that 

may be leached off under sea water conditions. 

The numerical models  that were utilized to assess dispersion of dissolved contaminants and sediment 

are documented with various scenarios results provided  in figure format.   There  is no discussion as to 

the accuracy of the model results. 

The Marine  geotechnical  survey  notes  the  outflow  site  is  presently  positioned  at  a  depth  of  ‐20  m.  

During the last de‐glaciation sea level was approximately ‐50 m around 9,000 years BP.  Therefore, the 

route  alignment  and disposal  site was  terrestrial  and may have  included  springs.  If  present  they may 

now  appear  as  Submarine  Groundwater  Discharge  zones  (SGD’s)  and  have  an  impact  on  the 

geotechnical assessment of the routing and discharge site.  In addition, if present they may have created 

unique  marine  bottom  ecosystems.  Such  SGD’s  should  be  considered  in  the  analysis.    There  is  an 

indication that bottom photography was undertaken, which would aid in assessing marine ecosystems; 

but was not reported on in the text. These elements were not included in the RWS.  

The  Marine  geotechnical  survey  noted  the  potential  presence  of  gas  charged  sediments  along  the 

routing.  There was no indication as to what gases were involved (hydrocarbons?) and how they would 

be  dealt with  if  dredging  for  the  pipeline  opened  these  zones  for  greater  discharge.  These  elements 

were not included in the RWS.  

Due to limitations of time and data the results of the RWS have not been fully reviewed and analyzed to 

date. 

4.3  Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impacts of potential 

accumulation of sediment within near field and far field model areas. This should include chemical and 

physical characterization of the solids proposed to be discharged by NPNS as well as a discussion of 

how these solids will interact with the marine sediments and what the potential impact will be on the 

marine environment as a result. 

While  EXP  found  that  this modelling  appeared  to  be  performed  satisfactorily,  EXP  has  acknowledged 

that it  lacks expertize in that area and has since seen reports which show that sediment accumulation 

could occur within 4 kilometers of the discharge point and could impact fishing areas. 
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5.1  Complete a wetland baseline survey along the proposed re‐aligned effluent pipeline route (if 

wetlands are expected to be altered). 

As previously noted, these wetland assessments are only useful if the final route is as described.   

5.2  Provide  monitoring  methodologies  for  areas  with  significant  risk  of  pipeline  leaks  or  spills 

(e.g., two areas where the pipeline crosses the Source Water Protection Delineated Boundary for the 

Town of Pictou wellfields; below water table; important wetlands; watercourse crossings; etc.). 

Baseline surface water monitoring is presently underway but has not been completed. This is a serious 

limitation to the Focus Report.   

6.1  Provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants to be emitted from the proposed 

project,  including  but  not  limited  to,  speciated  volatile  organic  compounds,  semi‐volatile  organic 

compounds, reduced sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and metals. 

6.2  Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill facility for all potential air contaminants 

of concern related to the Project. 

6.3  Complete  an  updated  ambient  air  monitoring  plan  for  the  Project  site  based  on  the  air 

dispersion modelling  results. This plan must  include  the potential air  contaminants  to be monitored 

and proposed air monitoring location(s). 

Some  limitations  on  the  air  dispersion  modelling  ware  noted.  Speciated  volatile  organic  compounds 

(SVOCs)  were  omitted  from  the  list  of  potential  air  contaminants.  There  is  only  one  air  monitoring 

station in the vicinity of Pictou Landing First Nation. Final air dispersion modelling should include Pictou 

Landing First Nation in the design process and in the actual monitoring.  

EXP  provided  a  peer  review  of  the  air  modelling  section  of  the  Focus  Report  and  recommends  the 

following: 

1. Provide  model  input  and  output  electronic  files  to  verify  model  parameters  and  model 

processing. 

2. Provide details on calculation of emission rates as recommended  in the Ontario Procedure for 

Preparing  an  Emission  Summary  and Dispersion Modelling Report  version  3.0  PIBs  #  3614e03 

(ESDM Procedure). 

3. Assess for 10‐minute time averaging for hydrogen sulphide in accordance with ADMGO. 

4. Consideration be given to providing details of the pilot study parameters, stack testing methods 

and  contaminants  selected  for  ambient  air  quality  monitoring  be  provided  in  a  formal  stack 

testing plan be provided to regulatory authorities to ensure acceptability.  

There was  one  significant  limitation  to  EXP’s  peer  review: While  EXP  concluded  that  the modeling  is 

improved from the previous version, EXP cannot verify Stantec’s findings without provision of the model 

input and output files and supporting calculations for emission rates as identified above. In other words, 

Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  has  not  had  an  opportunity  to  fully  review  the  proposed  air  dispersion 

modelling. 
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7.1  Conduct  fish  and  fish  habitat  baseline  surveys  for  the  freshwater  environment,  to  the 

satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

See EXP summary report.  

7.2  Conduct  fish  habitat  baseline  surveys  for  the  marine  environment,  to  the  satisfaction  of 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

EXP has concluded that fish habitat baseline survey is incomplete. Industry practice requires that a Fish 

Habitat  Survey  for  the Marine  Environment  would  be  conducted  seasonally  to  address  the  types  of 

species  present  and  the  life  stages  observed.  The  Focus  Report  relied  on  only  one  baseline  study 

conducted in May 2019.  

7.3  Conduct additional  impact assessment of  treated effluent on  representative  key marine  fish 

species  important  for  commercial,  recreational  and  Aboriginal  fisheries.  This  must  be  based  upon 

updated  information,  additional  studies  and/or  an  understanding  of  expected  movement  of 

contaminants.  Assessment  methodology  must  first  be  agreed  upon  by  NSE  in  consultation  with 

relevant federal departments. 

EXP lists several issues of concern with this section of the report. Rather than do the tests and studies 

required, Northern Pulp appears to rely on the assumption that the receiving water study will be correct 

and that there will be total mixing of the effluent and seawater within 2 meters. However, this does not 

address the specific task: “conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on key marine fish”. 

EXP summarizes its comments as follows: 

Overall  the  request  in  Item  7.3  has  been  somewhat  addressed,  however  even  the 

authors of the studies admit  that  information  is pending and that further assessments 

are  planned  that  will  factor  into  the  VEC.    In  EXP’s  opinion  the  baseline  marine  fish 

habitat  surveys have not  been  fully  completed and  the  list  of  COPCs  is  not  complete.  

Given  the  outstanding  information  EXP  concludes  that  Item  7.3  is  not  complete  but 

acknowledges  that  it  is  underway.  Secondly,  EXP would  note  that  the  purpose  of  the 

baseline studies is to define the existing environment in a sufficient enough manner that 

future  monitoring  programs  will  have  something  to  compare.    As  such  it  would  be 

expected  that greater detail  than only  video  surveys would be captured and any data 

collected needs to be georeferenced.  

7.4  Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program based on the results of 

various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water study. Refer also to Addendum item 

4.0 

The Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) has not been altered substantially from the original EARD.  

Northern Pulp appears to be proposing an EEM based solely on the requirements of the Pulp and Paper 

Effluent  Regulations  (PPER).  This  is  insufficient  since  the  contaminants  of  concern  go  beyond  those 

identified by  the PPER.    In particular Northern Pulp proposes  to  rely on an exemption  in  the PPER as 
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regards EEM. Under PPER no monitoring is required where concentrations are less than 1% as predicted 

by  the  receiving  water  study.  Based  on  this  no  fish  community  or  benthic  community  studies  are 

proposed. EXP believes that this creates a risk for Pictou Landing First Nation and as its members use of 

the area around the discharge as a fishing ground. EXP recommends that the EEM program should be 

reviewed  for  additional  COPCs  that  have  been  identified  in  this  Focus  Report  as  well  as  based  on 

comments on  the Focus Report provided by others. As with air dispersion monitoring, Pictou Landing 

First Nation should be involved in the design of an EEM program and also in carrying out the monitoring. 

Pictou Landing First Nation should be provided with results of the monitoring and with funding to access 

independent consultants to interpret monitoring results and provide direction for future monitoring. 

7.5  Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate potential impacts (e.g., thermal 

shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at the 

diffuser location during low production or maintenance shut down periods. 

No  contingency  measures  are  provided.  Like  much  of  the  Focus  Report  the  response  relies  on  the 

accuracy of  the modelling.  If  the modelling  is  correct no  contingency plan  is  needed.  This  is  not how 

environmental assessments work.  In  fact environmental assessments were designed to avoid  the wait 

and see approach. The fact  is no contingency plan has been provided as requested. While several safe 

operational  policies  will  be  developed  and  these  may  satisfy  this  requirement,  they  have  not  been 

prepared. The Focus Report is deficient.  

8.1  Complete a plant baseline survey along the proposed re‐aligned effluent pipeline route. 

EXP notes that this aspect of the Focus Report appears acceptable. 

8.2  Complete a migratory bird survey along the re‐aligned pipeline route. 

These cannot have been  fully  completed as  they  require early Spring and Fall  field  study.  The  studies 

completed were only conducted on May 9, May 24,  June 10 and July 5, 2019.   These may need to be 

repeated depending on the pipeline route.  

 8.3  Complete  a  bird  baseline  survey  for  common  nighthawk  (Chordeiles minor),  double  crested 

cormorants  (Phalacrocorax auratus),  owls,  and  raptors and  raptor nests,  for  the entire project area 

which includes the re‐aligned pipeline route. 

Technically the study appears acceptable.  

8.4  Complete a herptile survey for the Project area which includes the re‐aligned pipeline route. 

Herptile (Reptiles and Amphibians) Survey – all common species found. 

9.1  Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of representative 

key marine species  important  for commercial,  recreational and Aboriginal  fisheries  in  the vicinity of 

the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location. 
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Only one round of field studies has been completed with this issuance of the Focus Report.  The study 

was completed between June 10 and July 5 but only included American lobster, rock crab and quahogs.  

There was no assessment completed on any finfish.  This study was to reflect key marine species for the 

Aboriginal Fisheries. It is EXPs opinion that this element of the Focus Report is incomplete. The Human 

Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) identifies “Common commercially important species include cod, White 

Hake  (Urophycis  tenius),  American  Plaice  (Hippoglossoides  platessoides),  Atlantic  Halibut 

(Hippoglossoides  hippoglossus),  Winter  Flounder  (Pseudopleuronectes  americanus),  Witch  Flounder 

(Glyptocephalus  cynoglossus),  Yellowtail  Flounder  (Pleuronectes  ferruginea),  Atlantic  Salmon  (Salmo 

salar), herring, mackerel, Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus thynnus), Gaspereau (alewife; Alosa pseudoharengus), 

American Eel, and Rainbow Smelt (Osmerus mordax; JWEL, 2001)” . 

9.2  Commence  a  Human  Health  Risk  Assessment  (HHRA)  to  assess  potential  project‐related 

impacts on human health. The  risk assessment must consider human consumption of  fish and other 

seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking water, exposure to recreational water and 

sediment,  outdoor  air  inhalation,  and  any  other  potential  exposure  pathways.  The  analysis  must 

inform the identification of contaminants of concern and updating of the receiving water study. 

Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  points  out  that  this  requirement  merely  required  Northern  Pulp  to 

commence  a  Human  Health  Risk  Assessment.  The  assessment  has  been  barely  started  and  will  take 

some time. The Focus Report notes that the HHRA cannot be completed without: 

1. Final Air Dispersion Model with concentrations predicated at First Nation and non‐first nation 

residences.  

2. Results of the food surveys 

3. Mixing zone assessment reports. 

4. Results of the baseline study near the diffuser. 

While EXP found that the plan appeared comprehensive and rational, it will not be useful in determining 

adverse impacts in time for a decision under s. 35 of the Act.   

Of particular concern to Pictou Landing First Nation is the following comment found in the Focus Report: 

Section 2.7  “Stantec  found  little  information  related  to  the  combustion of  pulp  and paper  sludge but 

used  a  sewage  sludge  incineration  guidance  to  assist  with  predicting  emissions  for  volatile  organic 

compounds and NSE criteria air contaminants.   As such, there  is uncertainty  in the predicted emission 

rates.” 

Pictou Landing First Nation also notes that groundwater pathways have been omitted from the report. 

The Town of Pictou and PLFN rely on groundwater for potable water.  This pathway should be included 

in the HHRA.  

EXP concludes that the Focus Report is little more than a planning document at this stage as far as the 

HHRA is concerned.  
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10.  ARCHAEOLOGY 

10.1  Complete an Archaeological Resource Impact Assessment for the marine environment related 

to the Project. 

Archeological Studies – marine and land‐based are done – some “possible archeological resources” were 

identified. They will be accounted for during construction. 

10.2  Complete  shovel  testing  for  areas  in  the  terrestrial  environment  that  are  identified  to  have 

elevated or medium potential of archaeological resources, to confirm the presence or absence of these 

resources. 

This was completed.  

11.  INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES 

11.1 Complete a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) for the Project. 

Pictou  Landing  First  Nation  has  expressed  concerns  about  the MEKS  process  during  the  consultation 

process and refers and adopts those comments again herein. 

 













From: @campus.nscc.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 2:53:46 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No pipe....boat harbour
must close. We will not allow an extension...#january 2020 we will not allow a pipe to be
installed to discharge effluent into our oceans. Canâ?Tt you guys see as a government that our
planet is at risk of a mass extinction. Start worrying about how weâ?Tre gonna save this
beautiful planet not make the matter worse. Name:  Email:

@campus.nscc.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 3:24:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NO PIPE. NO
EXTENSION. NO MORE LIES OR EMPTY PROMISES. WEVE HAD ENOUGH. TIME
TO DO WHATS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF OUR ENVIRONMENT AND OUR
FUTURES. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 3:45:46 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plant has run its
course. Close it down. Clean up the mess. And learn from our mistakes. The wretched
pollution should never have been acceptable and most certainly is not now. Close it down !
Protect the fishermen ! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 3:53:49 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is more political
than a reality check. Does anyone get the big picture!!! Allergies, cancer and the poorest air
quality. The tar ponds in small compared to NP. It seems like no one political will stand up for
what is the right thing to do. Our fisheries, PLFN which is environmental racism. Its time to
close build a new one in Colchester County. You see I worked in Nunavut for two years
stopping all medications for allergies, migraines didnt have a migraine not did I have any
allergies. Being back in Pictou County I am now forced to take my medications and yes the
migraines and allergies and breathing problems are full blown. This isnt rocket science it is
common sense. Stop with the payouts to Northern Pulp better known as Asian pulp and clear
cutting out forests. I am against an extension and I am against the pipe going in our ocean and
water ways. This is our land of Nova Scotia a. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 4:05:47 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No pipe!! Our strait is to
valuable to let NP get away with this. I have two small children and would love for her to be
able to swim and fish here. We cannot let this happen. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 4:11:21 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not approve
this. We are in a crisis and we need to protect what we have left of our Earth. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 4:22:34 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a resident of Pictou
County and a concerned citizen of our County, it is extremely difficult to understand why the
elimination of industrial waste into the Northumberland Strait was even considered,let alone
acted upon. The shortsightedness of our government is mind-boggling...from spraying our
pristine forests with known carcinogenic chemicals to kill hardwood on behalf of Northern
Pulp, to pumping effluent into a once beautiful Boat Harbour and now into lucrative fishing
grounds, which will impact the Maritime provinces. The magnitude of ignorance is staggering.
NO to the pipe... Hold Northern Pulp responsible for the clean-up of Boat Harbour, and for the
cancer rates in Pictou County, which is among the highest in Canada. Force them to spend the
appropriate amount of money to build an environmentally friendly closed loop system, or
close the site altogether,and advance an environmentally friendly economy. Its 2019! Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 4:52:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Any replacement
effluent still means toxins in our water and our environment. We cannot allow this to continue
to destroy our land, trees, and fish. I reject any pipe going into the water. Name: 

Email: @yahoo.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 5:32:20 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Great to see. Will be
great when this new facility is built and this ongoing debate can stop. This new facility is great
news for the environment and the Nova Scotia economy. Great to see a huge outfit like Paper
Excellence interested to stay in Pictou county long term. Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 5:39:20 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our family depends on
the mill remaining open. We too are concerned about the environment and the safety of our
children. The science proves that the mill can operate safely and we need the jobs to provide
for our children. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 5:48:37 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No pipe !!! Ever !!
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 5:54:39 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe this project has
been proven in other mills and the province needs northern pulp to be viable. Northern pulp
has really listened to the environment minister and answered all.questions fully and
completely. I also believe an extension should be granted to let them use boat harbour until the
new facility is up and running. Please listen to the science and not the nay sayers. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 5:56:40 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project and
it needs to proceed as it offers environmental protection and economic certainty to the
province. The report on environmental impact found no reason to not build. Extension of
timeline needs to be extended for completion Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address: 



From: @hotmail
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 6:11:44 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plant should be
replaced and closed serciruit put in Name:  Email: @hotmail Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 6:12:07 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe this project
should go forward NS needs the forest industry to remain strong,I believe the company is
doing all that is necessary to make sure no harm is done to the fishing in the area. Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 6:27:07 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please save pictou
county jobs the rippâ?T Effect will be wide spread. Thanks Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: hone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 83 y: 15



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 6:32:02 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We definitely need to
keep Northern Pulp working. Nova Scotia cannot afford to lose their business. Name: 

Email: @hotmail.com Address: 



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 6:41:45 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: northern pulp has been
allowed to do their own studies ,and I donot trust this company . my grandchildren love to
swim in the clean pristine waters of the strait , this will stop if the pipeline goes through . this
poison will kill a way of life for the fishermen within a very large area . you also have a whale
population that will die . whales exhale and take in so much water with each breath. if you
allow the pipe you will be condoning the death of these animals , all shell fish , and more
because of a natural disaster YOU CAN STOP , honor the closure of boat harbor, and keep
our waters pure Name: @bellaliant.net Email: Address: 

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 7:04:22 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I dont think Northern
Pulp has any intention of installing a treatment system which will clean the waste to the degree
where it will do no environmental damage when put into the strait. Anything less than this
degree is unacceptable especially with such an important fishing industry in that area.Since the
beginning, this mill has been having a huge portion of their operating expense paid for by N.S.
taxpayers and the environment . If not for this freebie at our expense, they would have closed
years ago at the projected end of their operating life.I say close the mill and the economy will
absorb the workforce in a multitude of ways all for the betterment of the provinces coffers, the
environment and businesses in the area. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: 



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 7:13:14 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This new treatment plant
is going to have no effects to the environment and thousands of jobs Rely on the forestry
industry I completely support Northern pulp and their contribution to our community the
forestry industry will not be the only industry effected by the closure of the mill Pictou county
and Nova Scotia rely on the money northern pulp puts in our economy and the money that
every trucker lumber mill and people who cut the trees down thousands of jobs at stake and
Nova Scotia will be done and Pictou county will be a ghost town more then it already is
Name:  Email: @icloud.com Address: 



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 7:13:52 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that paper
Excellence will build the proper system to safely dispose of the effluent. We need this not only
for the future of the company but for all surrounding businesses and family across Nova
Scotia. Name:  Email: @live.com Address: Municipality:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 7:27:26 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The science provided
indicates every aspect of the project will be done in an environmentally safe way in
compliance with today standards and regulations. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 7:51:09 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Respect the Boat
Harbour ACT. Anything less is illegal. Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 7:51:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Provincial
Government has delayed, stalled, and requested study after study. They have known from the
start of their mandate how damaging shutting down the mill would be. They have played
politics and ignored what science would have allowed. The fishermen have been selling the
fish catch for the last 50 years and this treatment will only be better for the fish. The Natives
have received many millions of dollars for their interest in boat harbour and they do not own
it. The non-natives in the same area have not received any money and their claims are just as
valid or invalid, depending on your view. Jobs are the key. If the science supports a
environmentily acceptable solution then the 11,000 jobs the mill produces should be the
answer. Take those jobs away and then look at the roads and hospitals. Name: 
Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 8:17:12 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp has been
polluting for far too long. This new plan does nothing to eliminate the polluting. If I was to
pollute a fraction of one percent as much as they do my butt would be fined to the hilt, or in
jail. Do NOT extend the deadline! Clean it up totally or shut it down! Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: 



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 8:40:17 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nothing is worth
polluting our waters. Not jobs, not money, not promises to do better. Shut it down. Name:

 Email: @live.ca Address: 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 8:55:05 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly support this
good news story!! I feel that treating Effluent onsite is the right thing to do and the enhanced
safety it provides for the community is a great step forward. The much stronger safer new
pipeline will provide 50 years of trouble free operation. The addition of leak detection
monitors will serve to protect the water shed area. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:05:49 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Well if I could be blunt,
this seems to be a shit show!! My take of it all, close mill and we taxpayers pay big legal fees
for drawn out legal battle, that we taxpayers canâ?Tt afford or probably win so after legal fees
we taxpayerspay settlement to mill... Leave mill open and the same thing but replace mill with
First Nations, except payout would probably be smaller because historically the government
has shafted First Nations people... just a thought but maybe take the hundreds of millions this
will end up costing either way, and spend it on the best water treatment facility in the world
that is capable of producing bottled water quality out of the crap from the mill and any other
toxic water that could be transported there, then send it back to mill and power plant other
manufacturers that use water in whatever they manufacture, or put treated water in the towns
water pipes only if bottled water quality...This could give employment in area for First
Nations firs t, there happy, mills still going there happy, we taxpayers are happy that our
money was spent with future in mind, and possibly new facility could generate a profit,
facility would have to be government monitored so maybe get some money back...Real deal is
to take care of this pronto donâ?Tt let it become so political because that separates people
which isnâ?Tt a good thing to do in a small place, remember anything is possible when
positive minds are collective not separated...GO BLUES GO!! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 
 ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 107

y: 22



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:06:29 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: This is 2019 and we should be very cautious on polluting our
waters and our land. No person or company should be allowed to do so. Enough already...How
long is it going to take to clean up the mess that is already here?? Making a larger Boat
Harbour mess is not a solution !! Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:07:19 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: Close the poison factory and good riddance to it. Forest rapists,
be gone. We are mostly just lining the pockets of foreign companies anyway. The money that
the Government has taken from the people and given to this Mill could have paid off most of
the mortgages in this County. There are lots of landowners in the county that have had parts or
in my case, all of our trees stolen on one ninety acre lot by greedy contractors. Some
contractors ignore property lines and steal wood to line their own pockets. I know of
community neighbors who have lost resources to these people and they have the gall to ask for
my support to save their jobs. My support could have been had if they played fair, but after
having over one hundred acres of trees stolen and a ninety-acre parcel of land stolen, with the
deed still in my possession to this day. The Mill and the contractors were able to have the land
put in their name by the Pictou land office with no receipt of purchase and me still holding the
deed to this day. If for some crazy reason if I was to lose in a court battle with them, Im told
that I would have to cover their lawyer fees as well. We the people do not seem to have rights
anymore. Its politicians, big business and lawyers who own us now! Money has ruined this
world, so be damned with your Mill. My brother even stood on the land with a rep from the
mill who stated. We know theres a problem with our claim on your land parcel of ninety acres,
BUT WE ARENT GOING TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT CORRECTING IT. then walked
away! AND YOU WANT MY SUPPORT TO KEEP THIS MILL IN THE COUNTY! If it
closed five years ago, it waited too long to do so. I do feel for the honest worker, but this thing
should close yesterday and Im not even going to get into what a mess is left behind after
clearcutting. FEEL FREE TO POST MY NAME AND CONTACT UNFO AS I HAVE
NOTHING TO HIDE IN TELLING THE TRUTH ABOUT MY DEALING WITH THE
MILL! JOHN STEWART IRON ROCK. Name: John Stewart Email:

@gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:13:13 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The new focus report
mentions multiple times acceptable effluent for other pulp mills in Canada. This reference
should have no bearing on the decision as no other pulp mills in Canada propose dumping
effluent into an ecosystem as diverse or the Northumberland Strait. Any effluent dumping into
the Strait is not worth the environmental risk. Northern Pulps historical record on pollution
and their environmental record should be the number one factor in this historic decision for
our province. If a closed loop system is possible regardless of cost then it may be considered.
In closing do we want to take the RISK for our children and future generations for a few jobs
today. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:20:40 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Clean Ocean
Committee statement says it all,- There is no evidence indicating that the Northumberland
Strait or even the Gulf of St. Lawrence can absorb the massive amount of toxic effluent which
the Northern Pulp effluent project intends to pump into our fishing and lobster grounds. The
Strait and the Gulf of St. Lawrence are already in a state of environmental stress brought on by
the accelerating process of climate change. To add the massive new insult of Northern Pulp
effluent to these waters borders on criminality and cannot and should not be permitted. The
Nova Scotia Government should be looking for ways to reduce environmental stresses in the
Strait not proposing new processes which promote pumping in effluent which will only
magnify and exacerbate existing problems. Do the right thing for the First Nation people of the
area. Shut the mill down. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address:



From: @Gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:27:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been living in
pictou for 40 years and cant wait for the smell to go away but tell me this if this effluent is so
good for the environment why dont they just dump it rite in pictou harbour if it is so safe the
particulate matter will make it own reef in 5 years coming out at 80 million litres a day Name:

 Email: @Gmail.com Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-
Code: B0k 1h0 Phone: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:35:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Yes pipe I think this is
the best solution Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:42:49 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Fishermen and Indians,
they are all greedy, nothing more. Can you just imagine what would happen to Pictou County
and all surrounding areas if they shut the mill down . Boy the bleeding hearts will really be
bleeding then. The Indians have already gotten more than their share of the money they are
wailing about, ergo there will be something else they will find for a grievance. Back out to the
woods and teepees!!! That will give them something to growl about, as for the fishermen I
havent got the right words to describe how small they are... Just sayin. Name: 
Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 9:55:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project, as
it will improve the environmental impact of the mill and will support the economic benefits
that are seen from its operation Name:  Email: @gmail.com



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 10:01:55 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the project
because of the economic benefits to the community and surrounding areas! Name: 

Email: @bellaliant.net Address: Municipality: stellarton
Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 11:15:33 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This could lead to an
environmental disaster. We need to move forward and use our tax dollars towards sustainable
and renewable resources. Please do not go forward with this, please. We need to protect our
lands for our future generations. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 1



From: @hfx.eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 11:37:39 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: under no circumstances
should this waste be put in the water. What is wrong with everyone ? You dont clean up one
pollution by creating another one . Our water is precious . There is the fishing industry . There
are native concerns about the water and their land . I hate to hear of job losses but it is the fault
of the company . They have had years to clean up this mess and they did nothing , always
waiting for government to do nothing because there were jobs at stake and elections over the
years. Name:  Email: @hfx.eastlink.ca Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 3, 2019 11:52:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I see no reason to alter
the firm deadline already given. The mill will close.The rich foreign owners will not make
more money out of Nova Scotia. The Lahey report will help Forestry-dependent workers to
engage in new ways. The trees are a resource too precious to be dependent on the pulp
industry -- this is just bad management and now we have a chance to do better. There is NO
reason to believe the company is acting in good faith -- it is too little too late -- we are already
paying to clean up the last decades of destruction. They have shown no concern for the
Mikmaq or the environment. Name:  Wood Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 1:12:19 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Still not see the burning
of the effluent sludge being improved to meet present standards? Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 2:23:53 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Some people in Nova
Scotia cry but the jobs! when anyone dares to talk about Northern Pulp. However, if we kept
businesses that are environmentally devastating open simply for the jobs, wed still have the
coke ovens in Sydney. Few would argue it was a good decision to close them and clean up the
area, despite many jobs disappearing. The same is true for Northern Pulp yes, it will be hard
for those who find themselves unemployed if the plant closes. However, its our children and
the younger generation who will have to clean up the mess left by that plant, not the
pensioners and retirees of the place. Mortgaging our childrens future so a few baby boomers
can continue to collect a Northern Pulp paycheck until retirement is reprehensible. Name: .
Email: Address: Municipality: Truro, Nova Scotia Postal-Code: B2N 1H1 Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 20

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 6:44:56 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read the submitted
report and I support the approval of this project and I am confident in the specialty personnel
who were xo silted to address the environmental impacts. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 7:29:19 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NS needs the Forestry
industry. The environmental science in the latest proposal shows that Northern Pulps plan will
decrease the environmental impact in Pictou. Without NP NS stands to loose a great amount of
annual revenue as well as jobs. Give NP the means to implement their new facility. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 7:51:12 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think Northern Pulp are
doing a great job! And are trying to better their workplace.. I think the pipe should be allowed
to go in. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 8:11:43 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think Northern Pulp are
actually trying to improve, on their environmental impact. Give them a chance to put the new
effluent system in, it has been proven in other mills to work great. And they have done their
studies very thoroughly. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 8:13:05 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No significant effect on
the environment while preserving hundreds of well-paying jobs in Nova Scotia. The
construction of the facility will also inject millions into the provinces economy. This is a great
project and simply must go ahead. The Boat Harbour Act must be amended to allow sufficient
time for the construction and commissioning of the new facility. Name:  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Nova Scotia Pulp Corporation
Date: October 4, 2019 8:18:11 AM

To whom it may concern,
 
     I am writing with regards to the proposed plan for Nova Scotia Pulp to pump effluent into the
Northumberland Strait.
     I am, to say the least, shocked that the government would even consider this....given the
destruction that has already been done to our environment and the current global warming issue. 
    I realize that the closing of the Pulp Mill would mean a large number of people losing their jobs. 
But you also have to consider this beautiful Strait....the fish, lobster and others that live in this
water....not to mention the impact on the fishing industry in this area.  The value of the properties! 
This not only affects Nova Scotia, but Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick!!!!
    By allowing this to happen, you not only are affecting the air we breath, by means of what the
pulp mill is putting into the air, but you are now also affecting our ocean.  A slow death for all
concerned!!
 
     There have been many cities and communities that have survived the closing of a large employer. 
Take Moncton and the closing of the CN shops years ago.  The city and its people survived!!
 
     The ocean, land and people will not survive this if it is allowed to happen!!
 
Sincerely,
 

 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: @Sobeys.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 8:32:19 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: as a resident of caribou
island i do not want this pipe put in the water at my door step .allso i do not want the beach
and surrounding water contaminated by the effluent discharge . northern pulp had 5 years to
come up with a vailable plan but they waited till the last minute to submit a fool hardy plan.
with all the modern technology they should be to design a plant to keep everything on site
with no effluent leaving the site instead the choose the cheapest option and with no real regard
to what the long term effects will be .all you have to do is look back at the mills record and see
they are not a good steward of the environment.in closing past behavior is a good indication of
future behavior in regards to the environment. no job is worth the environment or the health of
the people . Name:  Email: @Sobeys.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 8:44:42 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: test Name: test Email:
k@gmail.com Address: Lunenburg Municipality: Lunenburg Postal-Code: B0J

2C0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
68 y: 30

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 8:56:07 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Approve this project.
Extend the deadline for the closure of Boat Harbour. The economy of Nova Scotia needs
forestry. Without Northern Pulp the forestry sector will collapse. This can all be done without
sacrificing the environment. Name:  Email: @northernpulp.com
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:16:14 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to give my
support to the replacement ETF project. I believe the studies and science behind the new
treatment facility demonstrate that it will be an improvement on the current system. The
improved diffusion of the treated effluent, the leak detection on the pipe, the new treatment
technology and cooling towers will all work together to support this improvement. Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 80 y: 19



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:17:06 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe the fear
mongering and misinformation has gone on long enough. I trust that the science behind this
project is sound. The effluent has been going into the Northumberland Strait for 52 years. The
project should be approved. Name:  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 12



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:18:24 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry. Nova Scotia Forestry needs Northern Pulp. Name:  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 19



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:21:11 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The focus report does an
excellent job of answering the ministers terms of reference with analytical scientific data that
leaves little doubt the project will be successful and have minimal environmental impact.
Name:  Email: @icloud.com Address:



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:23:19 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I dont know what else
Paper Excellence can do to demonstrate they have been been consciously making every effort
to adhere to environmental standards and continue to improve their footprint. The report
clearly shows the science behind all of this and if people will just take the time to read it or at
least listen to what Paper Excellence has been doing. Well done Paper Excellence! I for one
believe in the organization and their efforts to do the right thing for the environment, the
economy and the countless people of Pictou County and Nova Scotia that are impacted by this.
Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: :
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 8

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:42:32 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Its hard to believe that
the people we put in place to protect our envirnoment would ever allow this to take place. Its
been bad enough over the years putting up the the stink in our air and looking at what they did
to the land where my ancestors once lived. My grandfather used to tell me about the
abundance that was once in boat harbour. Now there is nothing there and there will probably
be nothing for a very very long time. Is this what you want for the Northumberland Strait ??.
Its obvious to me that the minster has never taken a boat trip out to that body of water to see
the life thats out there. With everything thats going wrong with our oceans you want to add
more ??? why ?? so its out of site ?? Is 200 jobs worth that ?? absolutely not. Theyve hacked
our forest too death, they have taken away the mixed forest we once had that supported my
different species of animals so the could grow fir trees. Now you want to let them take aim at
the strait. What i s wrong with you, you must realize that this is wrong. Please make the right
decision, this is wrong and NP needs to be told that. Is 200 jobs really worth the unknown
destruction that this will cause for generations to come.Its time to do something right for our
environment. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:48:40 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Proposal looks good.
Good work Northern Pulp! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @rumcacheforestry.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 10:36:49 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Great report. Hoping this
goes through to help our forest industry in the province. Its an integral part of our economy
and northern pulp has shown their commitment to being a positive contributer to our provinces
main industry and economy by doing whats right. Thumbs up! Name:  Email:

@rumcacheforestry.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 10:43:45 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Honor the Boat Harbour
Act. Stop environmental racism. #nopipe #noextension January 2020 ASEK Name: 

Email: y@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 10:48:42 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of this
entire project. This is not the first pulp mill in Canada. Not the first pipeline or effluent
treatment plant either. This is proven methodology across the globe. It seems that this has
become a crusade to close the mill despite all the efforts made to lessen their environmental
footprint. My entire families future in Nova Scotia hinders on this project. Many likeminded
skilled workers will move only deepening the economic impact. It will only get better and
better with time and investment. The mill continues to invest in the mills improvement. This
will benefit the economy, environment, and end a poor legacy regarding First Nations. Give
this company an oppurtunity to succeed. The negative implications on the forestry sector alone
is evidence enough that this should move forward. Let alone the fact that other mills across
Canada do the same thing in various bodies of water. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 10:49:45 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of
Northern Pulps Wastewater Treatment Facility.Third party environmental experts have
assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of
this project. Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 11:02:07 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The type of treatment
technology is used across the entire planet. Why in Pictou County do we feel the need to
falsey predict being the exception to the rule? The mill continues to prove that when they
undertake an environmental project of a large scale they exceed expectation. See air emissions
and precip Given the history of boat harbour id rather see it stay the same than cleaned up.
Save the 217 and growing million for other pressing issues. The plfn have been settled. Why
continue to rehash the issue. Sorry. See 35 million settlment. Whats done is done time to move
on not live in the past. Im pro pipe, pro job, pro economy. Lets get this thing built already!
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 11:11:04 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is absolutely
wonderful! State of the art system will provide environmental conservation as well as protect
thousands of jobs at Northern Pulp and many many other indirect jobs. Too bad other forms of
waste treatment systems polluting the waterways would put this much concern and money into
their waste treatments. Unfortunately there are multi thousands of pollutants polluting our
environment...and until the proper technology is built in the future to eliminate this
completely...shutting down ONE mill and causing major chaos is not going to achieve
anything, but only create more problems. Until a complete solution is derived in the future
which will not happen overnight...the best we can do is uphold all waste systems to the highest
level of regulations to reduce our impact on the future, which I truly believe Northern Pulp is
achieving. First Nations will get their land cleaned up...and Northumberland Straight will get
the absolute least and safest TREATED was te possible globally.Boat Harbour has been
running their treated waste to the straight for decades...not understanding why now the
fisherman are concerned??...especially now that the waste will be of a higher quality of
standards Im afraid if this one company is forced to closed, regardless of the FACT that all
regulations are met, all industries with any kind of environmental waste will be heavily under
the scope, including thousands of boats in the straight on a regular basis also polluting the
waters. Really hoping that SOMEDAY with continued efforts we can all work and play in a
world with no environmental impact. Thank you Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 11:12:26 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern, The replacement effluent treatment facility project should be given a real chance. It is
an opportunity for the effluent being released to come out cleaner and less harmful. Of course
no one wants to see marine life die or be in jeopardy, we also do not want to see thousands of
jobs lost. It is important however to explore and give chance to this treatment option to
actually find out what will work best. We wont know if we dont actually do it. I hope to see
this treatment facility go through in hopes of the effluent becoming treated more efficiently.
Name: Email: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 11:15:40 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The fact this old mill is
trying to proceed with this project is appalling. 70-90 million litres of fresh water is currently
being turned into useless effluent. Water should be protected. Of the many reasons this mill
should be stoped I believe my point above is the most important. Please do not let this foreign
company destroy our beaches. Name: mail: @hotmail.com Address:
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 11

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 11:23:57 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is set to
support the logging industry in NS. Logging is the backbone of the NS economy and is a very
important thing for us to sustain. Logging does not simply mean clearing a forest, its about
selecting trees to remove so others have room to grow and its about replanting trees after
theyre cut. Its all just a giant crop, it just takes longer to grow. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 11:47:21 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This Project is important
for jobs at the pulp mill and in the forest industry. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 1:11:22 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Lets make paper Name:
 Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 7:34:12 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think Northern Pulp
has gone above and beyond to prove that their new treatment facility will meet all
environmental standards. I believe industry and the environment must co exist. We cannot
afford to lose thousands of jobs in the forest industry and thousands of more spin off jobs
when Northern Pulp has done everything in its power to co operate with both government and
the citizens of Pictou County, ourselves included. Some people in Pictou County want the mill
closed for other reason besides the pipe which is simply wrong and have done a lot of harm
and fear mongering. This needs to stop and the Company begin getting on with its business so
the county can begin to heal. Thank you. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 7:59:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The science in this report
that says none or not likely any harm to any fishery will ever happen from this project and or
the treated effluent is reassuring to me. Im all for this project and the balance with the
environment and jobs it has created. Im all for it!!! Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:07:12 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hi. My name Is
 I have been working in the forest industry for 6 years now. I do understand the

concern and emergency for Boat Harbor, Environment and clean waters. I also kniw for a fact
that nit solving this problem equally on both sides will cost people Jobs and everything they
have. We have to come to a compromise. The Mill in Port Hawksbury send effluent into the
Ocean with a amazing treatment plant. We have to come to a compromise for and Against The
mill. Peoples Jobs and lives also the economy will be in Jeopardy with out The mill. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 4, 2019 9:41:45 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have lived in pictou
town my whole life. I am 58 years old so I remember when there was no mill.Pictou was
booming in those days. I have watched my town slowly die under the pollution that comes
from the mill every day since it opened. Its time for you the government to stop what you have
created. I also fish for a living and I do not want to in no way jepprodise my lively hood. As
gretta says how dare you even think of letting this thing happen. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 12:53:09 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The mill should close. It
has caused too much cancer.Its toxic for the environment. Name: Email: Address:
Municipality: Caribou Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 22

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 6:07:06 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No extension for
Northern Pulp putting effluent in Boat Harbour. To break Boat Harbour Act would be to
dishonour the promise made to Pictou Landing First Nation Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 7:43:33 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: sounds good, saves
many jobs,especailly forestry.Im not an expert on any of this, but a pipe been flowing into
water for 50 or so years. well were still fishing them water,still eating the catch still eating
lobsters. Also NP will keep treatment facility on site.like I said sounds good.Jobs saved.
Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: westville Postal-Code: 
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 15

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 9:27:52 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Absolutely not. No
extension should be granted to Northern Pulp. Close boat harbour facility, January 2020, as
per the agreement. No replacement is needed. No pipe into the strait should be allowed. Close
Northern Pulp down for good. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 9:43:47 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No more extensions. If
they cant meet the deadline they need to shut down. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: 
67 y: 18



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 10:06:26 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: #31january2020
#noextension #nopipe Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 10:10:02 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is an absolute
JOKE! this dump needs closing down,and our Premier is NOT listening to the MAJORITY of
the public on this matter or it would if ALREADY BEEN CLOSED YEARS
AGO,ENVIROMENT 1ST ITS A NO BRAINER!!!!! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 10:24:32 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Well if Boat Harbour is
perfectly fine, then Im sure its safe to put into the straight, right? HAVE YOU SEEN BOAT
HARBOUR?! ITS A CESSPOOL. And, the straight will be a cesspool as well if NP is allowed
to pipe effluent into the straight. SHUT DOWN NORTHERN PULP. CHOOSE THE
ENVIRONMENT OVER MONEY FOR ONCE FOR THE LOVE OF GOD. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 12:01:02 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Government policies
should not be bent over again and again for corporations. The current deadline was set years
ago. Northern Pulp had time to adjust things and they didnt, with the hope that NS government
will do whatever they ask for the sake of jobs. They can not use that to hold the province
hostage. Name: Email: @gmail.com Address: Lower Sackville
Municipality:  Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 38 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 12:22:29 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: How can you possibly
think during this day in age, when the Next world war will be waged over water that it is okay
for this company to abuse 70 million clean liters daily? Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account;

Subject: Environment assessment branch. the Northern PULP application is avoiding to mention the chemistry !!!
Date: October 5, 2019 1:05:41 PM

The Northern PULP application is avoiding to acknowledge the toxic residues is du to the
chemistry of Chlorinated solvents and that they do not break down burt recombine as
estrogenic and obesogeneic effects on all animal life !!! Chlorine is the highest most
dangerous Compound . 100 years of BELIEF protect from bacteria with a chemical sterilizer???
the half life of the breakdown never stops !!! Chlorinated compounds have HALF life
breakdown . they never disappear and they bio accumulate !! to create estrogenic type
cancers and create obesogen responses in human biology !! creating more diabetes . Organo
chlorines and organo chlorites from craft mills , using Chlorine fro paper mills  is band in
EUROPE  ?? organo chlorites are being reduced by not allowing the chemistry that believes
delution makes it GONE !!! parts per BILLION is enough for BREAST , prostate and brain
cancers !! The denial of our REGULATORY bodies and the DOWDUPONT control of THE HIDING
of ESTROGEN  hormone mimmick  tendency CHLORINE.  Chlorine is a NORTH AMERICAN cover
UP of the HEALTH EFFECTS ??? 1/3 of all pesticides registered HAVE chlorine in them !!! the
Chlorine in water is 100n times more then in EUROPEAN systems !! WHY !! we have more
cancers in North AMERICA !! I was in the Federal toxic Substance Committee at the federal
level from 1993 to 1999 .  this project absolutly is flowed and not acceptable ??? IF CHLORINE
is the CHEMISTRY ??? the damage that was and his PICTOU LANDING is due to CHLORINE
being USED ??? THE MALE Christian ABUSE of denying the TRUTH of the HEALTH DAMAGE
using the BELIEF chlorine is SAFE in the ASSUMPTION of the FALSE SCIENCE . ORGANO
Chlorine BREAK down is TOXIC in water and soil , and just does not disappear!!

this proposal is aSHAM going AROUND what the REAL problem is ??? regulatory BELIEF ,
POLITICAL belief that CHLORINE is SAFE ??? is not TRUE . I am completly against any
Chlorinated solvents use in the NEW effluent to be diluted ??? total DENIAL of the science
FACTS. BLOCKED BY the fabricators of CHLORINE ?? DOWDUPONT  proliferation of CANCER
while denying the science of the endocrine disruption.

MY name is

I am interested in talking to the Committee and Minister WILSON . DENIAL , ignorance and
avoidance will not be acceptable with the next Environmental disaster created by NS
INDUSTRIES DENIAL of toxicity . long lfe toxicity of persistent chemicals have to stop being
used in NEW TECHNOLOGY !!! Peroxide is the ANSWER for them !!  CHANGE the SOLVENTS ,
change the WHITENESS !!! create a NEW product !! simple !!

This plan is  a FRAUD of a SOLUTION !!!  NO to this PLAN ! DENIAL of the DAMAGE , DENIAL of



the LIFE damage !! Enviro damage , HEALTH damage !!  JOBS of TOXICITY is slavery of DEBT
economic policies not acceptable .

 , FREE citizen not accepting belief SPIN of professional science spinners of
BELIEF SPINS !! no to all chlorine solution , simple !!



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 2:41:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No, thats all...Its been
polluting waterways and poisoning lakes,streams and our environment far too long .... An
extension is ludicrous and for what purpose ?. To continue the polluting for multi years to
come..I dont see the wisdom or logic in that with all due respect.. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 5:05:57 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having spent most of the
first 20 years of my life in Pictou Landing, experiencing the air pollution was a daily part of
life. When I left home in 1999 for Alberta, I was able to breathe air again. Its difficult to grasp
how a group of experts really thought the Boat Harbour facility would be environmentally
sound. Its difficult to remember that a paid expert suggested that the water in boat harbour
would be safe for consumption. All parties opposed to this project have every right to cast
doubt. Any experts who are paid to produce the most positive result possible for the mill
cannot be viewed has an independent source of information. NP and previous companies have
been given millions if not billions in taxpayer money. NP was given significant periods of
time to get their information in. There is nothing extraordinary about this new report. NP must
NOT be permitted to compromise the health of Pictou County residents any longer. The
industry has to adopt and improve in order to survive. All the money they were given could
have been spent to invent a closed-loop system. Instead, NP is now playing the victim and
wants everyone to feel sorry for their inefficient action. Im not buying it, and neither should
you. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @yahoo.co.uk
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 6:01:39 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plant needs to be
shut down and stop polluting the environment - they have repeatedly ignored any deadlines
and are showing no sign of doing the right thing again - they will just try to extend the
deadline again! Name:  Email: @yahoo.co.uk Address: 

Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 8:14:19 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Stand firm with closing
Boat Harbour as an effluent treatment facility. A 15 km pipeline is not a viable solution - that
is 15 km of an accident waiting to happen. It could seriously harm the oceans and the fisheries.
The plan continues to parallel the Trans Canada Highway instead of a secondary road. It is
unacceptable that the route crosses the town of Pictous watershed. Steps to prevent leaks is too
wishy washy Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 8:48:30 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need our mill
working so we support our health care, schools and numerous other provincial needs. Forestry
is essential to Nova Scotia so please see that nothing hampers itâ?Ts moving forward. Name:

 Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 9:53:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dont do it. The salmon
are on their last legs. Name:  Email: @yahoo.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 5, 2019 10:07:20 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have lived in Pictou
County ,for many years, near the spot where the effluent pipe will pump millions of gallons of
pollution into the strait. I have held my breath while driving across the causeway because the
stench from the mill made my eyes water. My husband developed MS while living in Pictou
and my son is mentally challenged. Now I am not saying I cannot prove the toxic fumes from
that mill caused these problems, but I do know that my asthma is worse when the â?o ceiling
is lowâ?  and the fumes are bad, and as a nurse, I have seen very high rates of MS and cancer
in this area. Unfortunately, no health studies on the effects of this polluting mill have been
done on the good citizens of Pictou County. Previous governments have simply poured money
into this mill to save jobs. I have been told they have no monitoring of the fumes coming out
of their stacks. Now they want to pollute our stait, as well as our air? It is incredible that
anybody would think dumping over 80,000 litres of warm effluent into the Northumberlandâ?
Ts Strait is a good idea. They says that the effect on lobsters , if bad, is â?o reversibleâ? .
What? Are they serious? Once the damage is done, there is no turning back. The moving
finger writes, and haven written moves on.. Do NOT allow this polluting, foreign-owned,
aging plant continue to pollute our air and our waters. To do so would be a travesty of justice.
We, the people of Pictouâ?Ts county , deserve clean air and clean water. Name: 
Email: @yahoo.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 9:06:19 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Absolutely a must have
to maintain our economy and a hugely important sector of our job market. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Bible Hill Postal-Code: 
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

62 y: 39

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 9:29:58 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am against this project.
This plant should be shut down permanently and the ponds should be cleaned no Matter how
long it takes. Under no circumstances should my government do anything so stupid as send
effluent out into the ocean no matter how long a pipe. I understand that this will cost many
jobs . I suggest that many years of work will be required to clean up this mess and that could
employ some people.i also assume that fishing is a huge employer in NS and needs to be
protected even if you donâ?Tt care a whit about the environment. This government has
allowed clear cutting hidden behind little stands of trees . It has opened mines. It needs to
move into the 21st century. Letâ?Ts entice tech companies not forestry and mining. Letâ?Ts
employ our people building solar projects and wind projects or even building up our land link
to NB before we become an island. Enough environmental damage has been done by this
forestry company. Letâ?Ts stop it now! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 9:39:42 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not want a pipe in
the Northumberland strait it dont take a genius to see how this will effect our environment. No
pipe in our waters.50 years of pollution is enough if they wont put the money into a closed
loop pulp mill close it down we the people suffered enough in this area with all the health
issues from that toxic polluter.bullshit all you want about how safe it is we will never believe
any of your reports on how it wont effect our fishing grounds or our beautiful beaches. Be
prepared for protests because our future is going to be no pipe! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 1:00:31 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The the current and
previous owners of the Abercrombie pulp mill have a history of lies,deception and polluting.
The fragile eco system of the Northumberland Strait is in jeopardy of being destroyed for the
sake of foreign billionaires and around 300 local jobs. What we would lose is our fisheries and
tens of thousands of jobs and sadly the lives and health of people including children. The
treachery of the mills owners and provincial governments has been documented. From the
environmental racism against PLFN to the leakage of untreated effluent from aged pipes, to
non compliance of air emission guidelines all the while provincial government allowing it or
turning a blind-eye. No, the mill should not be allowed to continue to operate or open a jazzed
up sewage treatment plant or as Northern Pulp calls it state of the art facility. No there should
never be a pipe placed in the strait allowing for the outfow of treated poison. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 1:36:13 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp has been
committing egredious acts including the polluting of our waters and air for a very long time.
This has negatively impacted the health well being of the community. Not only do they
produce a terrible smell but release poison into the air and water on a continual basis. People
do not want to move to this community nor visit or dine there because of this. NP has had
more than enough time to correct/improve this situation and have not nor have they ever acted
in good faith. It is time to shut them down and put the government funds into 21st century
projects. This will not only improve the safety of our natural resources but create better
working opportunities and environments. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 11



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 1:43:39 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Shut down the mill. No
extension on the current deadline! No pipe! Environment first. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 2:01:11 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a fisherman. I fish
in these waters .no way should you jeopardize my livelihood. I also live in the town of pictou.
The proposed plan would require the effluent pipeline to cross over our watershed
jeopardizing the lives of my family and my children and my neighbors. This plan is not
acceptable and I will not stand by and let it happen. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @infogrove.com 
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Support for Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment
Date: October 6, 2019 2:36:15 PM

I am writing in support of the Environmental Assessment application submitted by Northern Pulp for its new
treatment facility.

A lot has been said about Northern Pulp and its impact on the local community. I stand in agreement with many,
including Unifor, that Boat Harbour must close and be cleaned up to respect Pictou Landing First Nations people
and their land. I also know there are many positives about having 300 good-paying jobs in Pictou, supporting
thousands more across Nova Scotia, particularly in rural communities.

The Nova Scotia Environment Act is an essential piece of legislation designed to protect our shared environment
and guide our economic development. The Act rightly spells out its purpose through a set of principles for
sustainable development that should guide its application, including:

------>    The linkage between economic and environmental issues, recognizing that long-term economic prosperity
depends upon sound environmental management and that effective environmental protection depends on a strong
economy.

In this situation, science should determine the best path forward. Nova Scotia, along with the rest of Canada, has
among the highest global standards for environmental stewardship in the forestry sector.

The job of government and every person we elect to represent us in government is to find the best way forward
when there are many competing and sometimes opposing interests. Communities across Canada manage to find a
fair balance where good mill jobs coexist with a prosperous fishing industry and thriving communities.

We can and must find this balance for Pictou. There is a lot at stake: jobs, the environment, and respect for First
Nations. We can and must find a solution that supports all three.

Thank you.



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 3:27:17 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: no risk to the fishery is
acceptable, this effluent could collapse a fishery providing jobs to THREE provinces. Forestry
needs to change regardless of this issue as outlined in the Lahey report which has been
accepted but needs to be implemented. The contract with Pictou Landing FN must be
honoured. Nova Scotia needs to do the RIGHT thing and let the mill which has had decades to
clean up its act and failed to do so fold. I expect revenues and jobs lost will be replaced with
tourist dollars and ecoinvestment in the region once the stench is gone. The health care savings
will be significant as well Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 -

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 3:39:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project should be
approved. An extension to the closure date stipulated in the Boat Harbour Act to allow for the
replacement project to be constructed, commissioned, and started up should also be given.
Raw effluent will be treated on-site at the mill using a state-of-the-art treatment system and
discharged via a new pipeline into the Northumberland Strait at a new location. It is fully
expected that the quality of the effluent being discharged will meet or exceed all Federal
guidelines. Treated effluent has been discharged into the Strait for some 50 years with no
adverse effect, but in another location. What will change is that Boat Harbour will no longer
serve as an effluent treatment system. It will be remediated in accordance with environmental
standards and then be allowed to return to its natural state. Nova Scotia needs this mill, and the
associated forestry, sawmill, and biomass operations to continue to function to our overall
benefit. If the mill closes, Boat Harbour will be remediated, as it should be, but a vital
economic driver for our province will be lost. Truly, this is not a viable option. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 3:58:43 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the owners of the NP
Mill were ever serious about the welfare of its employers, as well as the health and safety of
the entire community, then why dont they FIRST, Take the lead role in the massive cleanup of
50 years of toxic waste and accept the responsibility to pay for it. AND ONLY once the clean
up is completed and Nova Scotians can see first hand that they seriously taking ownership of
their past mistakes, then they can submit a proposal for any future processing. Nova Scotians
must ensure that future industries comply to strict environmental laws. Any old processing
plants that do not meet those standards must be closed or fully upgraded. And any new
industry must ensure they have cleaner and greener methods for energy, and processing which
requires change... eg. Use hemp - not our forests for pulp The future of our Province, its
people and wildlife is to ensure a safe, healthy, clean and green environment New industries
have an opportunity here to create and support jobs in the solar, wind and water energy sector,
and to use alternative resources. This Mill has continued to operate for decades in full
knowledge of the toxic waste. FIRST, Take the lead role in the massive cleanup of 50 years of
toxic waste and accept the responsibility to pay for it. This Mill has continued to operate for
decades with the full knowledge of the level of toxic waste that is a danger to all. They had
more than ample time and been given many chances to rectify and upgrade their processes, but
they continued to expel toxic waste from this outdated plant. They continued to pollute with
no respect for the people or environment of Nova Scotia. This Province must file a suit against
the owners of the Mill to force them to pay for the clean up. ... I believe the Mill have not only
violated the terms of their agreement by not putting into place proper measures to reduce this
toxic waste, but they were negligent in their actions and have caused a situation in Province
that will have lasting impact on the health and habitat of our people and wildlife. Where in the
Agreement does it say that the Province will clean up the Mill waste even if the Mill has
exceeds regulatory levels of toxicity Pollution?? The owners of the Mill must be held
accountable for the clean up,and especially if they want to continue to do business in this
Province. The Mill must not reopen until the clean up is complete and Canadas Environmental
Specialists have deemed the waste sites are safe. The Mill must refrain from using our forests
as a source for pulp and agree to use alternative plant matter eg Hemp. The Mill must not be
allowed to install any waste pipe into the waters or land surrounding the Plant. They must find
alternative and environmentally safe methods to dispose of their waste and this must be in line
with EPA regulations agreeable to the People of this Province. Furthermore the Mill must
install solar and wind energy and run by clean, green and renewable energy. Paper Excellence
had made millions while polluting our environment. We as Nova Scotians owe it to our
families and children to stand united and hold Paper Excellence responsible for their negligent
actions and fully accountable for the cleanup,before there is any future paper production. The
latter which must comply with strict environmental standards. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 4:00:56 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the owners of the NP
Mill were ever serious about the welfare of its employers, as well as the health and safety of
the entire community, then why dont they FIRST, Take the lead role in the massive cleanup of
50 years of toxic waste and accept the responsibility to pay for it. AND ONLY once the clean
up is completed and Nova Scotians can see first hand that they seriously taking ownership of
their past mistakes, then they can submit a proposal for any future processing. Nova Scotians
must ensure that future industries comply to strict environmental laws. Any old processing
plants that do not meet those standards must be closed or fully upgraded. And any new
industry must ensure they have cleaner and greener methods for energy, and processing which
requires change... eg. Use hemp - not our forests for pulp The future of our Province, its
people and wildlife is to ensure a safe, healthy, clean and green environment New industries
have an opportunity here to create and support jobs in the solar, wind and water energy sector,
and to use alternative resources. This Mill has continued to operate for decades with the full
knowledge of the level of toxic waste that is a danger to all. They had more than ample time
and been given many chances to rectify and upgrade their processes, but they continued to
expel toxic waste from this outdated plant. They continued to pollute with no respect for the
people or environment of Nova Scotia. This Province must file a suit against the owners of the
Mill to force them to pay for the clean up. ... I believe the Mill have not only violated the
terms of their agreement by not putting into place proper measures to reduce this toxic waste,
but they were negligent in their actions and have caused a situation in Province that will have
lasting impact on the health and habitat of our people and wildlife. Where in the Agreement
does it say that the Province will clean up the Mill waste even if the Mill has exceeds
regulatory levels of toxicity Pollution?? The owners of the Mill must be held accountable for
the clean up,and especially if they want to continue to do business in this Province. The Mill
must not reopen until the clean up is complete and Canadas Environmental Specialists have
deemed the waste sites are safe. The Mill must refrain from using our forests as a source for
pulp and agree to use alternative plant matter eg Hemp. The Mill must not be allowed to install
any waste pipe into the waters or land surrounding the Plant. They must find alternative and
environmentally safe methods to dispose of their waste and this must be in line with EPA
regulations agreeable to the People of this Province. Furthermore the Mill must install solar
and wind energy and run by clean, green and renewable energy. Paper Excellence had made
millions while polluting our environment. We as Nova Scotians owe it to our families and
children to stand united and hold Paper Excellence responsible for their negligent actions and
fully accountable for the cleanup,before there is any future paper production. The latter which
must comply with strict environmental standards. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 4:24:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Boat harbour is a
national disgrace and promises need to be kept. The pulp mill has for fifty years done the bare
minimum usually when forced to meet environmental commitments and frequently failed
while maximizing profits. They were give five years to come up with a solution and basically
ignored the problem for four years because they expect the threat of closures and job losses
will allow them to remain open and then put effluent through Pictou s watershed directly into
some of the most important inshore fishing in canada. These waters create a hell of a lot more
jobs and revenue then the pulp mill does as they overstate the impact on jobs. The blatant
disregard to this problem and the polluted water of the First Nations cannot be allowed to
stand. On top of this the pipe being proposed was deemed not good enough in 1993 why
would it be ok I 2019. Nova Scotia government your a disgrace for even considering this
misguided proposal and a full federal environmental impact study needs to have been done.
The five year deliberation could have been done but timelines were ignored. There are time s I
as a Canadian disagree with the First Nations funding and belief that they should be brought
into equality with every other Canadian citizen but when it come s to WATER, this is a
disgrace to be added to all reserves that donâ?Tt have potable water. No No No pipe into the
strait Name:  Email: @yahoo.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 4:54:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I grew up in Pictou, I
live in Antigonish but work in Pictou, my family lives in Pictou. I read the new report on how
the new placement of the pipe and the effluent treatment will probably not effect the Marne
life or the water in the striat. I doubt very much this will be the case. This will destroy our
beaches and fishing industry. It feels like a rushed report to see if this will work and when it
fails it will be to late, our waters will be polluted and our marine life will die. Then what? Itâ?
Ts not a quick fix. Testing has to show 100 safe before the new pipe is put in place. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 4:56:38 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Irrespective of pipeline,
the key factor is will discharged effluent pose a hazard to health, food chain, or wildlife. Is a
potential hazard diluted or is it accumulative? The only way to determine this is to look at the
physical and chemical properties of the effluent. What is the pH, is it viscous, will it float to
the surface or sink to the bottom, will it react with saltwater to form new molecules? Without
knowing the identity of the chemical constituents or their concentrations it is IMPOSSIBLE to
make a decision as to the safety of the effluent and its effects. Unless Northern Pulp provide
independently quantified data of chemical composition including the zero tolerance furans and
dioxins found at their previous leak then neither Government, businesses, the public or
Northern Pulp themselves can have any idea of the effects of pumping into the
Northumberland Strait, short term or long term. I therefore submit that this proposed method
of disposal of waste should not be allowed to progress. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 5:04:37 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Yes all for it! Name:
 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lunenburg

Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 84 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 5:13:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It so sad to see that the
people in North Nova Scotia must fight our government to keep our ocean clean our fish alive
our forest health and our people free from cancer having 5 yrs to mark their industry safe for
all these reasons they do nothing # pipe # extension Name:  Email: 
@yahoo.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 5:17:37 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: the focus report shows
the science and demonstrated that the new effluent treatment facility will not have a significant
negative impact to the environment. The construction of the new facility should begin
immediately without further details. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 6, 2019 9:00:39 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I beleive that northern
pulp should be allowed to put the pipe through and have the extension as it affects many
young families including my own if the mill is to shut down and I do not work for the mill I
have one of thousands of the spin off jobs that will be immediately lost.The province needs
this mill anybody who sees what is done in our forests knows that northern pulp does an
absolutely magnificent job of managing our forests and deserves to stay. Name:
Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 1:02:31 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not allow this
to go forward into the Northumberland Straight. It will ruin all habitat and fishery within the
Straight. They can say all they want that this new system will have little to no effect on the
ecological system but it is all guess work. When VAPING first came out they were saying it
was safe and it was the answer to help stop smoking and it was a miracle. Now, a few years
down the road we have learned that the side effects are far more worse then anyone could
realize. Causing moisture buildup in the lungs leading to pneumonia. Increasing the weight of
the lungs up to 3 times its original weight in some cases. That is just a few of the bad side
effects. This treatment system will turn out the same way. You CANNOT pump this sludge
into the Northumberland Straight and expect it to not have any bad effects. Not only will it
ruin the ecological environment there but over time it will also kill the tourism trade for the
Pictou area along with Prince Edward Island as it slowly destroys the Northumberland
Straight. I am all for saving jobs and the creation of jobs but the area of Pictou and Prince
Edward Island is too beautiful and important to tourism to take a chance that will almost
certainly end up in ruining the Straight. If it is passed it cannot be undone and in 10 years from
now we will be shaking our heads wondering why we let this project move ahead as we stare
at what was once one of the most beautiful areas of Atlantic Canada, actually one of the most
beautiful spots in all of Canada. Just like Vaping and it supposedly being safe but we are now
learning it is worse then cigarettes, this will end up the same way and it will be too late. Do
not allow this to go forward. No amount of jobs is worth loosing all that this area, the
Northumberland Straight and Pictou and PEI has to offer between the fisheries and tourism.
Moving forward is a huge mistake.  Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 5:38:02 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Seems like a reasonable
plan . Any advanced treatment facility will improve whats there . This company coukd have
bailed a long time ago leaving us with all the mess . Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 6:04:17 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Town of Pictou and
its residents are tired of air pollution, that awful smell that keeps tourists away. Such a
beautiful town with so much history, it should be an UNESCO site. Take that pulp mill down
before it destroys that entire area of Pictou County. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 7:52:10 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel Northern Pulp
should be given the EA, for it looks like they have meant all of the requirements. Name:

Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41 y: 20

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 9:12:18 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: so A company that has
had 5 years to fix a pollution problem that they should have fixed on their own many years ago
now wants a two year extension to the deadline. Based on just their previous violations
reported in the media I would have to say that maybe there time is up. Name: 
Email: @outlook.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @rogers.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 9:49:05 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Northern Pulp Mill
is hopelessly out of date as is the industry it supports. Put government money towards hemp
production and pulp mill workers employed in cleaning up Boat Harbour and directed towards
alternative energies not pulp production. Flying over Nova Scotia is a sad express one realizes
the forest is gone and only an outline of the province remains. Forestry vs. the fishing industry
should not be the issue. Finding new alternative sources of industry which do not harm the
environment is the issue. Northern Pulp has decimated the historical jewel of Pictou, created
cancer and respiratory illness and killed the tourist industry. Close it permanently! As for an
extended pipe into the Northumberland Strait, an idea beyond comprehension in view of the
government plans to protect our waters and fish stocks, lobster being one of a massive
industry. It is no longer a matter of environment vs. jobs. It is a matter of moving into the
future, reforestation, hardwood not just softwood, clean air and creating jobs that foster those
plans. Hoping to breath clean air in Pictou by January 2020, not just for a mill closure but
always as a result of innovation new environmentally responsible government and industry.
Name:  Email: @rogers.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @groupesavoie.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 9:54:03 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the science is all good
there should be no reason why the project should be Completed. This means an extension to
Boat Harbour Act would be required. Name:  Email:

@groupesavoie.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 10:14:36 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the new
assessment by Northern Pulp, I do not feel confident that their assumptions on the
environmental impact of the new effluent treatment system they plan to implement are
accurate. An assumption of no risk and no impact is foolhardy and false. As a permanent
resident of Nova Scotia, I DO NOT SUPPORT this project, and call for a shutdown that
adheres to the deadline set by the Province of Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Apartment

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 10:23:29 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forestry is a large part of
Nova Scotias livelihood. We must keep the industry strong and allow our province to flourish
when it comes to an economic standpoint. Nova Scotia needs to set the standard, that industry
must go hand and hand with our environmental goals. Name:  Email: Address:
Municipality: Lunenburg County Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 26

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @uoguelph.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 10:55:24 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The province has
imposed a deadline of January 30, 2020. This deadline must be met. The corporations needs
must NEVER be prioritized over the environment or the community. PLEASE, for the future
of our planet and the environment - please enforce and impose the deadline to STOP dumping
into Asek Boat Harbor. Name:  Email: @uoguelph.ca
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 11:02:01 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: good day, after
following the project and reading the focus report, I give northern pulp, and the effluent
treatment facility project my full support to move forward. as a community member where this
project is taking place, I have to trust that the science and proven studies must be taken for
what they are. these are scientific points that are the facts. I form my opinion based on these
facts, not on emotions that has a lot of this community divided upon. I dont believe that we
have to choose between forestry or our fishing. they can both thrive hand in hand, and I
believe that the work and studies northern pulp has done, proves this. I trust that my
government will make the responsible and educated decision to move forward with northern
pulps treatment facility. again as a community member, I fully support this project and trust
that my government will make the right choices moving forward. thank you for your time.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 11:08:34 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There is so much here to
comment on, Ill just use point form: - there are established functioning paper plants that use a
closed system to prevent waste water from entering the environment. - any negative impact on
the ocean environment is unacceptable. - there is evidence to suggest that NS forests are not
well-managed to begin with. Having less drain on them will be beneficial for NS forests. -
Boat Harbour needs to be closed. It was promised to be closed. Reneging on that promise will
incite unrest. - I believe the number of Canadians affected by Boat Harbour is greater than the
number employed locally by the paper mill. - It feels like Northern Pulp is dragging it feet
with this whole process, because theyve been given passes and extensions again and again
over the years. Its time that stopped. Others shouldnt pay for their nonchalance. And it isnt fair
to other businesses that run their companies more responsibly for fear of repercussions to have
the pulp mill get those passes. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 11:46:27 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe Northern Pulp
should continue operating with their new treatment facility because third party environmental
experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat
as a result of this project. Also, there is no history of ice scour was found at the planned
location of the diffuser port located outside of Caribou Harbour in 20m water depth. Name:

Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @mta.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 11:48:49 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is a disgrace
to the local fishers of Nova Scotia and PEI, to Pictou Landing First Nation, to our local
ecosystems, and to our provinces. It shouldve been shut down decades ago, and we finally
have a chance to respect the sovereignty of First Nations peoples and local environment. We
need to take that chance. Name:  Email: @mta.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @rumcacheforestry.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 11:52:41 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp is very
important to me because I run a harvester and plan on starting my own logging business and
our economy depends on northern pulp for a lot of resources. What people dont realize is how
much of an impact closing the mill will have on the logging community and how many people
will lose their jobs. My future depends on northern pulp and the economy of Nova Scotia
depends on northern pulp to survive. The benefits severely outweigh the cost of making the
necessary changes. I know first hand that we have the best interest of the forest in mind when
cutting and we replant to help the younger forest thrive in the future. Name:  Email:

@rumcacheforestry.com Address: 



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 12:43:39 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Nova Scotia
Government must enforce the requirement of Northern Pulp to stop dumping effluent into
Boat Harbor Asek by the deadline of January 30th, 2020. The Pictou Landing First Nations, on
the receiving end of the effluent for more than 50 years, more than deserve to finally get their
harbor back. Name:  Little Email: @msn.com Address:



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 12:57:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The science of the
submission is the critical factor the must be considered. Effluent from an existing treatment
centre has been going into the strait for over 50 years. It is not adversely effecting the
ecosystem of the strait now. There will be even less impact if the treated effluent is properly
diffused through the proposed pipeline. Allow the mill to run till the treatment centre is
commissioned and clean up the sediment in the boat harbour stabilization basin then. Name:

Email: Address:

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 1:32:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is based on
scientific research and proven technology across the world. Govt of NS should give a green
signal ASAP Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 1:51:29 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp response
to the minister of environment terms of reference for the focus report provides a wealth of
scientific data to provide answers to the terms of reference and any outstanding issues the
minister of environment and other governmental agencies would have with the project. A
science based decision is needed. The Nova Scotia government needs to end red tape and
delay tactics. The entire forestry industry is hanging in balance. The Lahey report can not be
implemented without a functioning pulp mill to provide a profit stream for forestry companies
needing to sell pulp wood to be competitive in a global market. Northern Pulp is an average
pulp mill in everyway. It meets all the pulp and paper regulations for discharge of effluent.
The company wants to improve their environmental footprint using top of the line technology.
the project should be approved. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 2:09:22 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The economical benefit
of this industry is important to Pictou County and surrounding towns which benefit from its
operation, employ many of their people who rely on these jobs to pay mortgages and raise
their families, all the while supporting local businesses while they live in these towns, register
their kids in activities and daycares, shop in their grocery stores , upkeep their homes through
the local building supply companies and spend money in their local restaurants. Pictou County
would basically shut down. Businesses would close and people would have to move away to
find work. Homes would be lost! Those who canâ?Tt move would be on EI until it ran out and
the next step would be Community Services. And we all the know the spin offs and other local
businesses who depend on Northern Pulp as theyâ?Tve always sold their lumber to them. Also
all the trucking companies who depend on this Mill. But the government doesnâ?Tt seem to
care about this. They seem to be focusing on the environment and pleasing the First Nations
and the Fishermen a lot of whom go to the Mill to work on their off season!!. Well from the
survey report it seems quite clear that the environment is in no danger from this pipeline which
seems to exist all over the world! Why is it not good enough for Pictou County? According to
the report the levels are already not meeting the recommended guideline. Could this be a result
of fishing. Lots of waste from fishing boats over the years going into our waters. There have
also been other business which no longer exist that may have caused part of it. But the
proposal is a well thought out plan which is sending â?oTREATEDâ?  effluent through a
pipeline well under the ground and well away from fishing areas. Boat Harbour is there and
that is something First Nations agreed to years back. They were paid well but at least it is
going to be cleaned up. Northern Pulp offered land, waterfront lots for those who were
concerned and worried about its effects. If they are really concerned about the effect wouldnâ?
Tt you think they would take them up on that offer to move? Just my opinion. I think this
survey and proposed plan proves that the environment is not going to be harmed by this
pipeline! But if it is not given approval by government then the government is not only
shutting down the mill but they are shutting down Pictou County and destroying a lot of
families and other companies in the process. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 2:27:08 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe in the science
and think the pipe is a good idea. The industries co existed for 50 years with no problem so
build the pipe!! Name:  Email: @outlook.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 4:56:56 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read the
documents and feel that Northern Pulp with science as their proof that a new treatment plant
will not do any harm to the environment and I believe they should be allowed to continue with
this project Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 5:49:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is an
absolute must for the environment and the Nova Scotian economy!!!! Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address: :

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 5:58:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am all for the
replacement effluent treatment facility project, with all the new technology we have now it
will be so much better than the old way. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 10:50:56 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: I believe in the science that Northern Pulp has proven for the
new effluent treatment facility. I also believe that NPNS should be granted an extension so
that they can be given the time to complete their state of the art facility. I also think that
without NPNS that Pictou country and in turn the province of Nova Scotia will be extremely
adversely affected if there should be a closure of any type, be it temporary or permanent. For
50 years, both the fishery and the pulp mill have co-existed. There is no reason that both
industries cannot survive harmoniously. PLFN deserves to have Boat Hbr cleaned up. YES to
the extension and prosperity to all. Science over rhetoric, science over guessing, science over
fiction. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 7, 2019 11:31:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that this is
mistake to think you can continue to operate this mill at its current capacity and build new
treatment facility,clean up Boat Harbour and continue to devastate our forests.When people
can drink the water you want to pump into the strait,Boat Harbour is totally cleaned up and
facility set up to process hemp as well as pulp to take strain of the badly beaten forest and in
turn take over as prime source of raw material to facilitate the paper plant.This cannot be the
answer to pump harmful materials into the waters that supply us with ,food
recreation,jobs,tourism and just life activities we have come accustomed to Name: 

Email: @outlook.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 8:49:30 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe the proposal
from Northern Pulp to build the treatment plant will more than suffice to do a world class
treatment of the effluent from their process. I feel it would be unwise to not grant them an
extension to enable them to construct the facility proposed to resolve this historical issue that
has not had any other company come forward with a viable solution. The government needs to
seriously look at the project that Northern is proposing to resolve a provincial issue. 

Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 9:05:13 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe the plan and
science behind it are sound and should be approved. As there should be no impacts to
fisheries, habitat, water temp or salinification, I believe the project should be approved. Name:

 Email: @yahoo.ca Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 31 y: 26

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 9:22:21 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: All the Politicians who
support Northern Pulp and the continued cutting of our forests need to get out of the office and
take a trip on the logging roads and ATV trails to see how their decisions are affecting our
ecosystem. Our Forests are not going to sustain this practice of clear cutting any longer! The
ecosystem is on the brink of being destroyed completely. The Earth is heating up, because you
are taking its lungs away .... Unfortunately this is just the start of what the Politicians are
allowing in Nova Scotia. Please, do not allow Northern Pulp to pump into the Straight! You
are killing us and our future! Name:  Email: @msn.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 10:31:45 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Its time for the people of
Nova Scotia to get behind this employer in this province. What was done by other companies
in the past is not the yhe fault of the future. This secondary treatment plant like the one in Port
Hawkesbury is way below the allowable limits set by the environment. The last think Nova
Scotia needs is to loss another employer. For the people in Pictou County that dont work in the
Mill think of your Schools,Healthcare and Recreation programs the Tax dollars from this Mill
feed into. You cant fix the past. You can only fix the future. Stand behind and support this
project. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 10:36:44 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Give the green light
Northern pulp is trying to make a difference.this system works and is used all over the world.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 10:37:08 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel that this project is
not environmentally safe and will negatively affect the environment , putting at risk both
marine and human life...i observe what has happened before... Always promises but in reality
it is never done with the safety of the environment it us done with one mind set and that is
Pofit...The past is a great teacher of the future. Yes we need forestry but if we continue to
remove our forest at the rate that we are at this point in time that to will end and so to will this
planet. This is the time to put the planet first let it start here . shut down this mill or Spend the
funds to render the whole mill the most modern environmentally minded structure this world
has seen And we all know that wont happen..so no pipe line in the strait. Name: 

 Email: @yahoo.com Address:



From: @jdirving.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 10:49:30 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel it is essential for
the forestry sector of NS to have Northern Pulp complete their proposed waste water treatment
facility and remain the corner stone of this sector. The proposed process is being used by
many other sites around the world with very acceptable results in water treatment. Allowing
for the industry and environment to co-exist. Name: Email:

@jdirving.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 10:55:31 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hi, In my opinion,
Northern Pulp has caused major damage to our forests, water and wildlife. Our forests have
been clearcut, leaving animals homeless, wondering city streets they are hunting down due to
the lack of out Forestry Departments unethical, parasitic partnership with Northern Pulp! Look
who is employed by this company. If you dont know, former forestry employees. Northern
Pulp had four or five years to make the changes required, and their request for an extension
must be denied. Also, a replacement effluent treatment facility should not be granted. The
people living in Pictou where told the effluent would not harm their water supply when the
company was built, just look at the water toxic sludge there. This company must be closed!
Have you read the quote in the book THE MILL which states how the people of Philadelphia
are still laughing at how stupid the government of Nova Scotis is for throwing money at this
company for years? Your job is to protect our resources, not keep a couple hundred people
working at the expense of the destruction of these resources! Thank you Name: 

Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 11:26:23 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think its a great plan to
put this new system in for people of area and for nova scotia as a hole.Its vital for this mill to
stay open for the forestry. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 3:06:22 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This pulp mill is an
environmental disaster from start to finish and Im embarassed that my government has
propped up this failing business for so long whilst doing nothing to transition this community
to clean industries. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 8, 2019 3:37:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe the work
undertaken by northern pulp shows a dedicated effort on their behalf to improve the
environmental footprint that the mill has. The immense amount of studies, planning and
engineering required to compile this focus report clearly shows that northern pulp is
committed to seeing this project through. I truly believe that the mill in its present form has a
future here in nova scotia and with it so do the people and their families whom depend on its
future operations. In closing I hope to see northern pulp step forward into a new era of
environmental awareness and responsibility while continuing to be a major contributor and
employer to the region. Sincerely  Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 6:19:50 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No pipe! Please clean up
our land. Its 2019. We can do so much better Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 89 y: 18

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 7:22:07 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a former employee of
ns environment we use to say jokingly the solution to pollution is dilution. I realized this
treatment design is based on this very principle. They are discharging the waste water in a spot
where the effluent will be diluted by the receiving water. If you could get this effluent out into
the middle of the ocean you would most likely agree it can be easily assimilated by the size of
the ocean. The closer you get to land the greater the uncertainty to this dilution process. When
I worked in this field we had to treat the waste to certain discharge limits before releasing the
effluent. Even with this design constraint, the variations of the strength of the waste water
could cause the effluent to rise above the discharge limits. We could easily monitor the
discharge water at source and take corrective measures. This is not same for this project. If
something goes wrong, the effluent is simply lost to the receiving environment. If the receivi
ng environment is not important for other reasons, then you can tell yourself with some degree
of certainty there wont be any problems that we have to be concerned about. I prefer the
effluent discharge standards with access to regular monitoring of the effluent at the point of
discharge. This is a choice the local people will have to make. It is their environment that
could be impacted especially if Murphys law kicks in. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address: 



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 8:48:26 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There seems to be no
reason why we cant give them extra time as the government kept asking for more and more
reports which each one took more time. They cant start the project until they get the go ahead
from the government. Boat Harbor is not going to close in January 2020 anyway as the
Federal assessment wont be done for at least another year. Why not give them an extention so
we call all benefit from this clean up project. We need forestry in Nova Scotia! Name: 

 Email: @seasidehighspeed.com Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 9:12:59 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The simple fact that you
need treatment plant and a effluent pipe makes it alarming. Sustainability means no pollution
at all, figure out how to do it without damage to the environment .We have suffered from this
polluting mill long enough, all we get is jobs and pollution, the profits go to the foreign
owners. Besides ,it is devastating the remaining forest and when its gone, they will be also ,
leaving us holding the bag. No thanks Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility Feedback
Date: October 9, 2019 10:17:02 AM

Hi there,

I'm pro business as a solution for a thriving Nova Scotia economy and I own and have owned
a couple businesses, but this project has several problems. 

1. It effects our fishing industry and future jobs. Why should anyone support a business
project that has so many lose-lose outcomes, when there are so many better win-win
options?

2. It negatively effects property values. I don't own any there, but this is a huge loss to
tourism if things go badly with water quality.

3. It directly pollutes waters in ways we can't fully predict all the outcomes
4. It pollutes a big area we get food from and export lots of fish from
5. and.... are in a climate crisis, with mass extinction going on. We've had a 70% loss of

biodiversity in the last 100 years in the food. What are we doing knowingly effecting an
ecosystem we get food from? When will we stop polluting our water and killing our
sources of food to make room for the resource economy and jobs that won't be around in
a few years? Why not support initiatives that will have jobs for many years to come that
are win-win for all? The solutions for green tech, regenerative agriculture,
manufacturing, highly profitable tourism opportunities exist, and various other
green/regenerative solutions exist. Germany, Sweden, Denmark and Finland are all
investing heavily in this direction and reaping the economic, social and environmental
benefits of this. Germany abandoned nuclear energy and coal and they still have the
strongest economy in the European Union.  If we survive 50 more years on this planet,
our children and grand children will look back at this era as resource economy holding
on and this active slowing economic, environmental, and social progress as "the dark
ages" of the 20th century.

Hurricaine Dorian and higher than normal floods in Fredricton and other areas are warning of
things to come with climate crisis. Let's look outside Nova Scotia and stop caving to the fear
based narrative of "jobs" versus the "environment." We keep falling into this trap of short term
jobs in Nova Scotia and it's keeping us one of the poorest provinces in Canada. THERE ARE
MORE GREEN ENERGY JOBS IN CANADA THAN THERE ARE IN OIL AND
ALBERTA IS IN A RECESSION RIGHT NOW...

------

Warmly,



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 11:24:39 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Itâ?Ts unfortunate that
this project has been so adversarial and a compromise could not be reached with all
stakeholders. I believe that the governmentâ?Ts decision should be based on the science and
not lobbyists or protesters or the economy. The current owner of the pulp mill is willing to
invest in a start of the art system to treat the effluent. He has already shown his commitment to
the mill and the environment by investing in the mill especially with the new long over due
precipitator. Previous mill owners have been unwilling to invest like the current owner. I guess
in a perfect world, there would be no effluent or air emissions from any industry but thatâ?Ts
why governments set regulations and industries operate within them. I said the decision should
be science based, and it should be but keep in mind itâ?Ts difficult to have a healthy province
without industry and exporting. Also, the forests should be managed in the best ways possible
but trees are just another crop with a very long harvesting cycle. Iâ?Tm not sure how much of
the current forests have never been cut in Nova Scotia with our long wood building history
and forest fires. These too have to be managed within the government regulations. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 12:00:46 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am not an expert in
this. And regardless of how many reports they read, neither are many people who will
comment. We need industry and a healthy environment. If this project is a sound one, I would
like to see it proceed. If it isnt a sound project...scrap it. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: B0K1H0 Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 33

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 1:12:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing the
Focus Report, I believe that this is a sound project and should be approved. Any questions that
I had were answered in this report. I was also found some of the information comparing
Northern Pulp to other mills across Canada. Some of the highlights I see are: 1. Page 37 shows
what expected results will be for effluent quality. This is based on similar plants elsewhere.
They will improve results that will meet current and proposed PPER limits. 2. The map on
page 130 shows location of current lobster traps during the 2019 fishing season. When I
compare this to the map on page 95 showing the receiving water study for current conditions,
it shows lobster being fished in the exact area where the effluent is known to be. This indicates
to me that there will be no harm to the fishery. 3. As I mentioned above, pages xxvii and xxviii
show that Northern Pulp is a good environmental performer compared to other Canadian
Mills. 4. Page 52 shows that Northern Pulp have continued to make environmental
improvements since 2007. COD has been reduced from 153 to 57. To me, this shows a culture
of improvement. 5. The new receiving water study shown on Page 96 indicates that the
discharge location will be far from any Lobster fishing. It shows that modelling was based on
several different conditions, including tides, currents, etc. It also shows an improvement over
current conditions. 6. The table for Marine Water Quality COPC shown on page 138 shows
that most water measurements will meet background levels within 2m of the diffuser. All
conditions will be met within 200m, which is the federal standard. 7. This is technology that
has been used extensively throughout the world and is proven. 8. Appendix 2.1 indicates that
while the pipe has a significant safety factor, Northern Pulp will increase its thickness through
the Pictou watershed, giving a safety factor of 2.3. It will also have a state of the art leak
detection system. In closing, I believe this proposed system is superior to most other mills in
Canada. If it is deemed to be not acceptable, I am not sure what other Pulp or Paper mill in
Canada should be able to operate. This seems to be a very well planned and documented
report. Regards, . Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca
Address:

20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 1:20:11 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Very science based, all
the evidence is there in support of this project. Right from the every beginning years ago, it
was said that the science will read the way and sure enough, her it is. People dont want to even
render the idea of this project working because the amount of wrong information out there.
This is a real thing, done elsewhere in the world. If we cant go by what science proves then
what else is there? Misinformed opinions? Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 2:54:13 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Shutting down the Mill
is never been a good solution as lot of people will loose their jobs and it will have a huge
impact on the province economy. NPNS should be given clearance for this project as soon as
possible to treat the mill effluent and discharge after Treatment which will not be harmful to
Aquatic animals. People should understand its Treated Effluent which comes out of the
Effluent treatment plant and not just the effluent which is untreated.This will keep the mill
running as usual and help in developing the economy of the province. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 3:51:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulp in its efforts to improve environmental performance and strongly urge the Province to
grant both approval for this project and an extension of the Boat Harbour treatment facility in
order to prevent the closure of the mill which is of vital importance to the NS forestry sector
Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 4:32:06 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe Northern Pulp
has gone far beyond reasonable, to satisfy the science and arguments of their new effluent
treatment plans. There is no reasons now it should not be built with the extended use of boat
harbor to facilitate the project. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 4:46:57 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the science says its
safe then lets get on with the project. IF that means an extension then that is the best option.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 4:48:47 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the treatment
facility because it is supported by science as being environmentally friendly and itâ?Ts nice to
see a company investing in Nova Scotia instead of leaving and shutting down Name: 

Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 4:54:08 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the
Northern Pulp plan I realize this is a real plan that could save our forestry industry and create
jobs in Nova Scotia for many years to come. It seems to me they are using the best technology
possible and to shut them down just because of a date on a piece of paper seems unjust. WE
are supposed to encourage companies to go green and clean up their act and this company
seems to be going far beyond that. Boat Harbor should be shut down however the mill should
be given realistic time to do this massive project. Jobs in Nova Scotia keep families together
and tax money in our province. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 5:03:28 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This sounds like an
excellent project! Many people I have spoken to in our community are in favour of this
project, contrary to what some media outlets and special interests groups would have Nova
Scotians believe. Well done Northern Pulp! Name:  Email:

@icloud.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 5:05:08 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a logging contractor
doing selection cuttings and thinning in Northern Nova Scotia. I employ 4 people each with a
family to support. We need the northern pulp mill to be given a chance to finish its treatment
plant and keep running. Our jobs relies on being able to sell low grade pulp from our thinning
operations. With no mill in order to keep operating we would have start high grading our
woodlots and only selling logs . And that would be only if the sawmills can keep running as
they rely on the mill to get rid of there by products. Pease consider our jobs. 
Name: Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 5:15:13 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: I truly believe science can produce a safe and environmentally
friendly effluent solution for Northern Pulp. This mill is too important to Pictou County and
Nova Scotia to allow two small groups of protesters to shut it down. I am behind the mill 100
percent. They will do the right thing. Give them the chance. Name:  Email:

@seasidehighspeed.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 5:20:53 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: Full support for Northern Pulp s new treatment project. It
would be devastating for the province without the mill. Thousands of jobs and tax dollars
would be lost. Nova Scotia needs Forestry Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 5:39:32 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After intense research, I
am very impressed with the sincere studies regarding the environmental aspects of the
proposed state of the art treatment facility that will be even better than the current treatment
that has not affected Pictou Harbour in any way the past 52 years. I hear that lobster fishermen
race to place their traps directly in the area to reap great catches. Hence, since the mill, forest
and the fishing industries have prospered together all this time and the new technology is state
of the art in the world, it only stands to reason that the future is even better! Letâ?Ts support
each other and build a great future for all Nova Scotians! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 5:42:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We both support the
State of the Art Water Treatment Facility. I already sent in my opinion earlier about the
indians, fishermen and bleeding hearts, I have nothing further to add. Name: 

 Email: @eastlink.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 6:01:05 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Keep forestry going in
nova scotia! They have my support Name:  Email: @live.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 6:53:37 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: hi I support the
replacement of the effluent treatment facility as long as it is based on science and facts not
opinions / I also feel boat harbour act should be extended to allow mill to run till plant is built /
Without that extension thousands of jobs are at stake and it would be a huge loss for tax
revenue for the province if it is forced to shut down Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 8:50:51 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the project
which will support the economy and province Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 8:54:53 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
Forestry to survive there are to many jobs and business that will suffer from trying to close the
pulp mill. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 9:45:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The treatment plant that
Northern Pulp is trying to build is a world class facility backed up by scientific evidence . Its
time Steven McNeil realizes he has to open the Boat Harbour Act and give Northern Pulp the
time it needs to build this world class Effluent Treatment Facility Project . Name:

 Email: @eastlink.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 9, 2019 10:17:57 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need this treatmemt
plant to go ahead, I work for a contractor that workâ?Ts at the mill and we need the mill to
stay open, too many jobâ?Ts at risk in this province! #YESPIPE Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 2:13:45 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the concept of
industry keeping up with current and future environmental requirements or other means of
minimizing the damaging footprint on our favourite biosphere. Having said that, I am
disappointed that once again there is no pure process to follow. There is too often a desire to
give credence to the loudest voices rather than the factual voices. This assessment process is
too easily littered with political wrangling and Political manipulation. Hopefully a factual
report will come from the assessment process and the emotional NIMBY rhetoric will be
given what little credibility it deserves. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env; Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility - Focus Report - letter to Minister Wilson
Date: October 10, 2019 6:32:00 AM
Attachments: 2019 10 10 - Letter to Minister Gordon Wilson - Focus report review timeline.pdf

Please find attached a letter to Minister Wilson, dated October 10, 2019, sent on behalf of our
clients, the Friends of the Northumberland Strait.
 
Kindly acknowledge receipt at your earliest convenience.
 
Sincerely,

Barrister & Solicitor | Ecojustice
520-1801 Hollis Street, Halifax, NS B3J 3N4
T: 902-417-1700 | 1-800-926-7744
F: 902-417-1701

@ecojustice.ca
 
Ecojustice is Canada’s largest environmental law charity. Help us build the case for a better earth.

This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the addressee or authorized to receive
this for the addressee, you must not use, copy, disclose or take any action based on this message or any information herein. If
you have received this message in error, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message. Thank
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October 10, 2019 


 


The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 


Department of Environment 


Barrington Tower 


1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 


P.O. Box 442 


Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 


Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 


Environmental Assessment Branch 


Nova Scotia Environment 


PO Box 442 


Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 


EA@novascotia.ca 


 


 


Sent via Electronic Mail  


 


Dear Minister Wilson: 


 


Re:  Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 


Environmental Assessment – Focus Report 


 


We write as counsel for Friends of the Northumberland Strait to request that you grant additional 


time within the above-captioned environmental assessment process currently underway.  


Specifically, we request that you: 


1. Grant additional time for the submission of public comments, with a new deadline of 


Monday December 9, 2019; and 


2. Add 30 more days to the 25-day period within which the Administrator must submit all 


comments and a recommendation to you, following close of the public comment period. 


As Minister, you may increase the time allotted for public comments, pursuant to section 16(2) 


of the Environmental Assessment Regulations, if the default 30 day period for review is 


insufficient in a particular case.  Likewise, Section 17(2) of the Regulations empowers you to 


allow more time for the Administrator’s review of focus reports, when the default regulatory 


timeframe is insufficient. 


In the present case, due to the volume, complexity and highly technical nature of the Focus 


Report materials submitted by Northern Pulp, more time is clearly required to permit a sufficient 


and reasonable opportunity for the public to review and comment on the submission, and for 


those comments to be given serious and fair consideration by the Administrator, and ultimately 


by yourself. 



mailto:jgunvaldsenklaassen@ecojustice.ca

mailto:smcdonald@ecojustice.ca

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
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The Focus Report and supporting materials submitted on behalf of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 


amount to well over two and a half thousand pages.  The materials involve many scientific 


disciplines and are not readily accessible or easily understandable by laypeople.  Further, the 


Focus Report, and some of the supporting materials refer the reader back to the original materials 


filed within Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD) 


package submitted in February 2019.  As you will be aware, that submission was also very large 


and consisted of many other scientific reports and technical materials.  It is unfair and 


counterproductive to require the general public to address all of this material within the short 


time currently allowed. 


The Focus Report was made available to the public on the Nova Scotia Environment website on 


October 3, 2019 at 2:32 pm.  The announcement indicates that comments are due on November 


8, 2019.   It will be essentially impossible for people to fit a comprehensive review of all this 


material into their daily lives, without more time.   As well, while paper copies of the Focus 


Report package were made available at the New Glasgow and Pictou Libraries, these are 


available for review only by a few people at a time, and only when the library is open.   


Northern Pulp Nova Scotia has had several years to prepare these materials, and was given a 


second chance in April 2019, via this Focus Report, to attempt to fix all the omissions in its 


original submission.   It is noted that most, if not all, of these materials were prepared with 


taxpayer monies, yet the average taxpaying resident of Pictou and area will be given almost no 


time to review them. 


As per NSE’s “Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment,” “[p]ublic participation is vital to 


the success of environmental assessment.”1  In respect of Northern Pulp’s original EARD, then 


Minister Miller acknowledged that it was very difficult for the public to address a submission of 


this nature, within a short timeframe.  She said “I don’t know that the public is really going to be 


able to fully digest everything that’s been submitted.”2   


It is clear that this project is highly controversial and has generated a very high level of public 


interest and concern, within the Pictou area and across Nova Scotia.  Serious concerns have also 


been raised by residents and officials in Prince Edward Island.  Appropriately, the Terms of 


Reference for the Focus Report recommended that Northern Pulp Nova Scotia engage with 


relevant stakeholders and the Mi’kmaq including Pictou Landing First Nation, and to share 


relevant studies and reports, in the process of preparing its focus report.  However, Northern Pulp 


has shared nothing with our clients or many other affected groups who have taken a consistent 


and active involvement in this project and the Environmental Assessment process.  Instead, its 


materials were submitted en masse all at once, creating barriers for our clients and for the general 


public which prevent a thorough and thoughtful review. This approach has also made it very 


difficult for our clients to receive timely and comprehensive advice from experts in the many 


fields covered by this submission. 


                                                           
1 Nova Scotia Environment, A Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment (Halifax, NS: Nova Scotia 


Environment, 2017) at p 4. Link to:  https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/docs/EA.Guide-Citizens.pdf  
2 Jean Laroche, “Northern Pulp’s plans for pipeline, effluent treatment plant now public,” CBC, February 7, 2019. 
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The additional time requested herein is also appropriate as there are materials promised, but not 


included in the Focus Report package.  For example, it appears that the following materials are to 


be considered by NSE and Minister but are not included in the package: 


1. Appendix 7.2 – states it includes as Appendix A an “Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey 


Video”.  However, no such video or link to any such video is included in the package. 


2. Appendices 10.1 and 10.2 both refer to reports which are not provided. 


3. Appendix 11.1 refers to a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study but no such study is 


included in the package. 


We hereby request that all these documents be posted on the NSE website forthwith, and that our 


clients, and all other affected groups, are given a sufficient opportunity to comment on them, and 


the public comment period be lengthened as requested. 


As well it is unclear as to whether reports are intended to be included, or submitted late, under 


Appendices 3.3, 3.5, 5.2, 6.1 and 7.5 of the Focus Report.  If any such report will be submitted 


for your consideration, it must also be made available for public comment prior to any decisions 


being made by you as Minister. 


We make these submissions in the alternative to, and without prejudice to, our submissions dated 


February 12, 2019 and March 8, 2019, and our client’s submission of September 27, 2018, in 


respect of our position that you, as Minister of Environment within the government of Nova 


Scotia and as a member of cabinet, have shown that a reasonable apprehension of bias exists in 


relation to this project and that you must recuse yourself from any further decision-making in 


relation to this environmental assessment process. 


On behalf of the Friends of the Northumberland Strait, we therefore ask that you: 


1. Provide additional time for the public comment period under section 16 of the 


Regulations such that comments may be submitted no later than Monday, December 9, 


2019; and 


2. Likewise, under s 17 of the Regulations, give the Administrator an additional 30 days, 


beyond the 25 day period default set out therein, to summarize all comments submitted 


and provide recommendations to you as Minister of Environment;  


Thank you for considering these submissions and we look forward to hearing from you.  As time 


is of the essence in this matter, we ask for a response no later than Tuesday October 15, 2019. 


Sincerely, 


 


James Gunvaldsen Klaassen 


Barrister & Solicitor 


 


 


For Sarah McDonald 


Barrister & Solicitor 


   
c. Friends of the Northumberland Strait, by electronic mail 







 

  

  
 @ecojustice.ca 

  

 @ecojustice.ca 
 520-1801 Hollis St 

 Halifax, NS B3J 3N4 

 902-417-1700,
 File No: 1003  

October 10, 2019 

 

The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 

Department of Environment 

Barrington Tower 

1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

EA@novascotia.ca 

 

 

Sent via Electronic Mail  
 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

 

Re:  Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

Environmental Assessment – Focus Report 
 
We write as counsel for Friends of the Northumberland Strait to request that you grant additional 

time within the above-captioned environmental assessment process currently underway.  

Specifically, we request that you: 

1. Grant additional time for the submission of public comments, with a new deadline of 

Monday December 9, 2019; and 

2. Add 30 more days to the 25-day period within which the Administrator must submit all 

comments and a recommendation to you, following close of the public comment period. 

As Minister, you may increase the time allotted for public comments, pursuant to section 16(2) 

of the Environmental Assessment Regulations, if the default 30 day period for review is 

insufficient in a particular case.  Likewise, Section 17(2) of the Regulations empowers you to 

allow more time for the Administrator’s review of focus reports, when the default regulatory 

timeframe is insufficient. 

In the present case, due to the volume, complexity and highly technical nature of the Focus 

Report materials submitted by Northern Pulp, more time is clearly required to permit a sufficient 

and reasonable opportunity for the public to review and comment on the submission, and for 

those comments to be given serious and fair consideration by the Administrator, and ultimately 

by yourself. 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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The Focus Report and supporting materials submitted on behalf of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

amount to well over two and a half thousand pages.  The materials involve many scientific 

disciplines and are not readily accessible or easily understandable by laypeople.  Further, the 

Focus Report, and some of the supporting materials refer the reader back to the original materials 

filed within Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD) 

package submitted in February 2019.  As you will be aware, that submission was also very large 

and consisted of many other scientific reports and technical materials.  It is unfair and 

counterproductive to require the general public to address all of this material within the short 

time currently allowed. 

The Focus Report was made available to the public on the Nova Scotia Environment website on 

October 3, 2019 at 2:32 pm.  The announcement indicates that comments are due on November 

8, 2019.   It will be essentially impossible for people to fit a comprehensive review of all this 

material into their daily lives, without more time.   As well, while paper copies of the Focus 

Report package were made available at the New Glasgow and Pictou Libraries, these are 

available for review only by a few people at a time, and only when the library is open.   

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia has had several years to prepare these materials, and was given a 

second chance in April 2019, via this Focus Report, to attempt to fix all the omissions in its 

original submission.   It is noted that most, if not all, of these materials were prepared with 

taxpayer monies, yet the average taxpaying resident of Pictou and area will be given almost no 

time to review them. 

As per NSE’s “Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment,” “[p]ublic participation is vital to 

the success of environmental assessment.”1  In respect of Northern Pulp’s original EARD, then 

Minister Miller acknowledged that it was very difficult for the public to address a submission of 

this nature, within a short timeframe.  She said “I don’t know that the public is really going to be 

able to fully digest everything that’s been submitted.”2   

It is clear that this project is highly controversial and has generated a very high level of public 

interest and concern, within the Pictou area and across Nova Scotia.  Serious concerns have also 

been raised by residents and officials in Prince Edward Island.  Appropriately, the Terms of 

Reference for the Focus Report recommended that Northern Pulp Nova Scotia engage with 

relevant stakeholders and the Mi’kmaq including Pictou Landing First Nation, and to share 

relevant studies and reports, in the process of preparing its focus report.  However, Northern Pulp 

has shared nothing with our clients or many other affected groups who have taken a consistent 

and active involvement in this project and the Environmental Assessment process.  Instead, its 

materials were submitted en masse all at once, creating barriers for our clients and for the general 

public which prevent a thorough and thoughtful review. This approach has also made it very 

difficult for our clients to receive timely and comprehensive advice from experts in the many 

fields covered by this submission. 

                                                           
1 Nova Scotia Environment, A Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment (Halifax, NS: Nova Scotia 

Environment, 2017) at p 4. Link to:  https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/docs/EA.Guide-Citizens.pdf  
2 Jean Laroche, “Northern Pulp’s plans for pipeline, effluent treatment plant now public,” CBC, February 7, 2019. 

https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/docs/EA.Guide-Citizens.pdf
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The additional time requested herein is also appropriate as there are materials promised, but not 

included in the Focus Report package.  For example, it appears that the following materials are to 

be considered by NSE and Minister but are not included in the package: 

1. Appendix 7.2 – states it includes as Appendix A an “Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey 

Video”.  However, no such video or link to any such video is included in the package. 

2. Appendices 10.1 and 10.2 both refer to reports which are not provided. 

3. Appendix 11.1 refers to a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study but no such study is 

included in the package. 

We hereby request that all these documents be posted on the NSE website forthwith, and that our 

clients, and all other affected groups, are given a sufficient opportunity to comment on them, and 

the public comment period be lengthened as requested. 

As well it is unclear as to whether reports are intended to be included, or submitted late, under 

Appendices 3.3, 3.5, 5.2, 6.1 and 7.5 of the Focus Report.  If any such report will be submitted 

for your consideration, it must also be made available for public comment prior to any decisions 

being made by you as Minister. 

We make these submissions in the alternative to, and without prejudice to, our submissions dated 

February 12, 2019 and March 8, 2019, and our client’s submission of September 27, 2018, in 

respect of our position that you, as Minister of Environment within the government of Nova 

Scotia and as a member of cabinet, have shown that a reasonable apprehension of bias exists in 

relation to this project and that you must recuse yourself from any further decision-making in 

relation to this environmental assessment process. 

On behalf of the Friends of the Northumberland Strait, we therefore ask that you: 

1. Provide additional time for the public comment period under section 16 of the 

Regulations such that comments may be submitted no later than Monday, December 9, 

2019; and 

2. Likewise, under s 17 of the Regulations, give the Administrator an additional 30 days, 

beyond the 25 day period default set out therein, to summarize all comments submitted 

and provide recommendations to you as Minister of Environment;  

Thank you for considering these submissions and we look forward to hearing from you.  As time 

is of the essence in this matter, we ask for a response no later than Tuesday October 15, 2019. 

Sincerely,

Barrister & Solicitor  Barrister & Solicitor 

   
c. Friends of the Northumberland Strait, by electronic mail 



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 6:50:26 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The mill needs to be
given an extension so that many people will not lose their jobs. That will have a serious effect
on Pictou Co. Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 6:54:17 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NovaScotia canâ?Tt
afford to see this plant be shutdown, itâ?Tll be more then just northern pulp affected if it is
forced to close. Name:  Email:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: [PROBABLE-SPAM] NPNCC Focus Report
Date: October 10, 2019 7:35:31 AM

Good Morning;

We are writing to  express our condemnation of the plan to dump effluent into Northumberland Strait. At this point
in our history it is evident that all too often government and industry do not act in the best interests of the people - or
the planet. This plan, looked at at its most basic level, involves polluting a body of water. The Strait and the people
who live and work on the Strait deserve protection from future destruction. We own property on this body of water,
but would be equally appalled by these plans if we did not. If we have learned anything from the past it is that
industry has not been responsible, and that government has repeatedly allowed that to happen.

If the NS government were to tell  the mill that they have to come up with a disposal method that does not  further
erode the air and water quality in Pictou and that they are forbidden to dump ANYTHING in the Strait, they will
either find a different way- or they will close. If they close, the area will be hurt economically, but this would be a
huge win for the environments and it is long past time to place the planet above profit. We depend on government to
do this and so far government has failed... even been complicit. It's time to stop such destructive practices, starting
with this proposal.

We have no confidence that the effluent will not destroy habitat or poison sea life. None.

If the government of NS cares about environmental degradation, they need to say NO to this proposal.

Thank you,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 8:36:28 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project has been
delayed for far too long. As a replacement for an existing system the only question which
should have been asked is will it be better or at least as good? That question was answered
multiple times. Any possible effects can be extrapolated from the 50 year history of the
existing plant and its co-existence with a viable fishing industry. I note that the government
itself has not tried to apply any similar level of study to its own plans to burn biomass for
heating public buildings in urban areas or to municipal sewage treatment plants, no air
emissions studies, no sewage composition research, no due diligence at all. One possibly only
good result of the protracted onerous process demanded here is the testing of sediments in
Pictou Harbour and Caribou Harbour. Both show elevated levels of pollutants which the
general public was not aware of. What plan does the Dept. of Environment have to track the
sources and/or stop their release? Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 8:52:51 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Boat Harbour should
have been cleaned up long ago. We donâ?Tt know for sure if diverting effluent into the
Northumberland is a safe solution that wonâ?Tt affect lobster fisheries, so maybe the company
needs to take a hiatus on operations until a viable alternative solution to the dumping of toxic
waste into Nova scotia waterways IS found? Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env; Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: Northumberland Fishermen"s Association; 
Subject: request for additional time, re Northern Pulp EA process
Date: October 10, 2019 10:08:52 AM
Attachments: letter to Minister Wilson, comment period request, Oct 10 2019.pdf

Dear Minister Wilson,

Please see the attached correspondence from the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, the
PEI Fishermen's Association and the Maritime Fishermen's Union regarding a request for
additional time in the Northern Pulp environmental assessment process.

Best regards,

Counsel to the above-named organizations

-- 

Barrister and Solicitor, Juniper Law
ph: 902 817 1737, www.juniperlaw.ca

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:redtrapper@icloud.com
http://www.juniperlaw.ca/



Jamie Simpson, BSc(H), MScF, JD  


Barrister & Solicitor 


3441 Purcells Cove Rd 


Fergusons Cove, NS B3V 1G3 


902 817 1737 / jamie@juniperlaw.ca 


Juniper Law – Jamie Simpson 


 


 


The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 


Nova Scotia Environment 


Barrington Tower 


1894 Barrington St., Suite 1800 


P.O. Box 442 


Halifax, NS  B3J 2P8 


 


October 10, 2019 


 


VIA Email: Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca; EA@novascotia.ca  


 


Dear Minister Wilson: 


 


I am counsel for three fishers’ organizations representing the fishing industry in the Northumberland 


Strait: Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, PEI Fishermen’s Association, and Maritime Fishermen’s 


Union.  These organizations represent some 3,000 fishers working in this region, and have been active in 


the environmental assessment process for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s proposed effluent treatment 


system. 


 


These organizations respectfully request that you increase the public comment period with respect to 


Northern Pulp’s focus report.  The current public comment period ends November 8th 2019; we ask that 


you extend this period by one month, to December 9th 2019. 


 


Furthermore, we ask that you provide additional time to the 25‐day period by which your Department 


must provide you with comments and a recommendation, following close of the public comment period. 


 


As you know, sections 16(2) and 17(2) of the Environmental Assessment Regulations empower you to 


extend both the public comment period and the time allotted for your Department to review the Focus 


Report.  Given the volume, complexity and magnitude of impact of this environmental assessment, a 30‐


day public comment period is unrealistic and unreasonable.  Furthermore, it is difficult to accept that 


your Department will be able to give this assessment the thorough review required in a mere 25 days. 


 


We note, further, that despite your Department recommending Northern Pulp to share studies and 


reports with stakeholders as these reports were available during the lead‐up to their submission, and 


despite our request to Northern Pulp to share such information, Northern Pulp did not share any 


information with the fishers’ organizations. 


 







   


 


We look forward to your response to these requests.  Given the short time‐frame associated with this 


process, we respectfully request a response by October 15th 2019. 


 


 


Sincerely, 


 
Jamie Simpson 


Barrister & Solicitor 


 


   


Cc:  


Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board,  


PEI Fishermen’s Association,  


Maritime Fishermen’s Union 


 







Barrister & Solicitor 

3441 Purcells Cove Rd 

Fergusons Cove, NS B3V 1G3 

902 817 1737 / @juniperlaw.ca 

Juniper Law –  

 

 

The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 

Nova Scotia Environment 

Barrington Tower 

1894 Barrington St., Suite 1800 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax, NS  B3J 2P8 

 

October 10, 2019 

 

VIA Email: Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca; EA@novascotia.ca  

 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

 

I am counsel for three fishers’ organizations representing the fishing industry in the Northumberland 

Strait: Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, PEI Fishermen’s Association, and Maritime Fishermen’s 

Union.  These organizations represent some 3,000 fishers working in this region, and have been active in 

the environmental assessment process for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s proposed effluent treatment 

system. 

 

These organizations respectfully request that you increase the public comment period with respect to 

Northern Pulp’s focus report.  The current public comment period ends November 8th 2019; we ask that 

you extend this period by one month, to December 9th 2019. 

 

Furthermore, we ask that you provide additional time to the 25‐day period by which your Department 

must provide you with comments and a recommendation, following close of the public comment period. 

 

As you know, sections 16(2) and 17(2) of the Environmental Assessment Regulations empower you to 

extend both the public comment period and the time allotted for your Department to review the Focus 

Report.  Given the volume, complexity and magnitude of impact of this environmental assessment, a 30‐

day public comment period is unrealistic and unreasonable.  Furthermore, it is difficult to accept that 

your Department will be able to give this assessment the thorough review required in a mere 25 days. 

 

We note, further, that despite your Department recommending Northern Pulp to share studies and 

reports with stakeholders as these reports were available during the lead‐up to their submission, and 

despite our request to Northern Pulp to share such information, Northern Pulp did not share any 

information with the fishers’ organizations. 

 



   

 

We look forward to your response to these requests.  Given the short time‐frame associated with this 

process, we respectfully request a response by October 15th 2019. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Barrister & Solicitor 

 

   

Cc:  

Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board,  

PEI Fishermen’s Association,  

Maritime Fishermen’s Union 

 



1

Leach, Nicole L

From: @accesswave.ca>
Sent: October 8, 2019 3:55 PM
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Feedback on Northern Pulp proposal

Categories: Printed and Routed for Response

You had asked for feedback on this and you committed to reading it. 
 

Here is mine. 
 

We have a huge problem with cancer in this country and particularly so in Nova Scotia. 
 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/cancer‐cardiovascular‐disease‐pure‐1.5268453 
 

I don’t know if what comes out of this mill is a direct cause of cancer. I am sure there are many 

different theories on that. The attached seems to suggest there is: 
 

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province‐house/dalhousie‐researcher‐breaks‐silence‐over‐pulp‐
mills‐cancer‐causing‐air‐
emissions/#Boat%20Harbour%20could%20be%20adding%20to%20the%20problem 

 

I do know that you don’t have to be a PhD to look at those pictures and figure out this stuff can’t 
be good for people and is more than likely very, very bad. 
 

I think it is time to put a stop to this and deny their proposal. 
 

As I see it, the only real question you have to answer is which is more important, human lives and 
human health or jobs. 
 

I hope for the benefit of all of us, even those who do not immediately see it, that you will do the 
right thing here. 
 

Yours Sincerely, 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 10:43:45 AM

Project: - Choose - Comments: We need an extension to the 2020 boat harbour act. The closer
of the mill is to big for everyone to sit back and do nothing.12000 people in pictou
country,halifax 2700 jobs in the forestary,all the these people will be afected .The people of
Nova Scotia shouldnt have to go trrough this because some people in the Grovement are to
stubbon to do the right thing.Wnen all these people are laided off there will be less income tax
and hstmoney going to the grovement.more peoplewill be on social assistance.another
grovement expence.caused by the goverment. The mill puts $4000.000 every month into Nova
Scotia economy directly and indectly.We cant afford to loss that We need the extension to the
boat habour act and we need it now. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 10:55:13 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp needs
Nova Scotia as much as Nova Scotia needs Northern Pulp Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Bedford Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 18

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 12:41:33 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am for the replacement
of the Effluent. The job done by Northern Pulp is quite extensive. The government should
extend and allow the work to be done and keep the mill open. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 12:45:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To many jobs at stake.
What the mill is going to do is better for the environment. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 9:00:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Yes I am a pulp mill
worker and I strongly support the replacement effluent treatment facility project Name: 

 Email: @msn.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 9:14:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support replacement
effluent treatment facility Project. Name:  Email: @outlook.com
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bell.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 10:19:36 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I thoroughly looked at
the proposed work , this is science based that offers reassurance that this project is such an
environmental advancement, finally a solution weâ?Tre industry and environment can
coincide. Long gone are the days that one sided agendas are met. Good work northern
pulp/part excellence.No ice scour ,cooling of water these are things people have to understand
my fear is people are not looking at the science based information. Name: 
Email: @bell.net Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 10:29:51 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the installation
of the modern science based activated sludge treatment facility, as it will deliver treated
effluent 5 meters from its diffuser outlet at ocean water quality. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 10, 2019 11:31:09 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im proud of Northern
Pulp for making one of THE BEST SHEETS OF KRAFT PULP around the World. Their
World Famously known as the Abercrombie Point Pulp Paper Mill. Im also proud of Northern
Pulp for Installing a State of the Art Precipitator to Minimizing their Air Quality
Environmental Foot Print. This next Improvement of the Installation by Northern Pulp of ONE
OF THE BEST Waste Water Effluent Treatment Facilities in the World Will Undoubtedly
Pass Any Regulations set out in the World Today, Easily. I Commend Northern Pulp on their
Hard Work and Persists and I look forward to commenting on their next steps towards
Environmental Friendliness. Lets get the Shovel in the Ground and get Started.TIME IS
MONEY You know what I mean? Name:  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 5:04:08 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think they should
approve this and let the pipe go in. This report covers way more then anyone else has ever
supplied information and they did everything you asked of them. You never asked anyone else
to jump through these loops. Nova Scotia needs jobs with benefits and pensions way more
then Northern pulp and doing away with these jobs are putting our province behind in
economic times. Name:  Email: @msn.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 6:14:52 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project needs to be
approved in conjunction with as extension of the Boat harbour facility to allow construction
and testing of the new system. Activated sludge treatment is state of the art current technology
utilized in Canada and around the world. The effluent, currently flowing to the Strait, will be
cleaner and presents no significant residual adverse effects on marine life. To not approve a
project like this would be disastrous to any future companies looking to invest in the province
of Nova Scotia. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 7:23:16 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The proposed Northern
Pulp pipeline into the Northumberland Strait should not happen. The waters off Caribou Point
are currently in a near pristine state. I have spent the past 15 years recording the bird species
from Caribou Light and at other areas along this shore. At certain times of year the area
exactly where the outflow is supposed to go can be found to be teeming with thousands of
birds, many of them there to feed on the abundant pelagic fish. Some of the bird species use
the waters and shoreline as very important staging grounds as they migrate from the Arctic in
late summer into the late fall where they refuel before continuing on their migration. These
natural process have been going on for thousands of years. Much of the data myself and other
naturalists have gathered is now in the Cornell University data base. There are also many
marine mammal species that use these waters directly off of Caribou point including Whales,
Porpoise, Seals and dolphins. Som e species that travel through this area are endangered, these
shorelines are an extremely important nesting area for Piping Plover. Shorebird populations
have plummeted 70 since the 1970s and the beaches all along this area are so important for
them to feed during migration. Biologists are calling these alarming trends an ecological
emergency. Habitat protection is key to preventing the possible extinction of these wading
birds which means securing the areas they need to breed and migrate through. The marine eco-
systems of these waters is so very fragile and important. Placing a pipe that pumps millions of
liters of effluent/day could be a devastating blow to wildlife long term. The effects on all
species are completely unknown, there are no scientific studies that can prove the long term
effects on the Northumberland Strait, the risk is way too high. The pipeline is a such a short
sighted and human centered fix without any regard for wildlife and indeed those who make a
livi ng from these waters including lobster fishermen and tourist operators. There should be no
pipe going into these waters, not now, not ever. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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Leach, Nicole L

From: @att.net>
Sent: October 10, 2019 4:07 PM
To: Minister, Env; Premier
Cc: pm@pm.gc.ca; justin.trudeau@parl.gc.ca
Subject: Give the public more time to respond to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report

Categories: Printed and Routed for Response

The Honourable Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
Phone: 902‐424‐3736 
Fax: (902) 424‐1599 
Email: minister.environment@novascotia.ca 
 
The Honourable Stephen McNeil 
Premier of Nova Scotia 
One Government Place, 7th Floor 
1700 Granville St 
PO Box 726 
Halifax, NS 
Canada B3J 2T3 
Phone Number 
(902) 424‐6600 
Fax: (902) 424‐7648 
premier@gov.ns.ca 
 
Re: Give the public more time to respond to Northern Pulp???s Focus Report 
 
Dear Minister and Premier: 
 
Give the public more time to review Northern Pulp???s Focus Report, which was released on October 3 and contains 
more than 2,500 pages of complex information. The Focus Report was required by Nova Scotia Environment, to provide 
critical information that was missing from Northern Pulp???s original proposal for a replacement effluent treatment 
facility that would see treated pulp effluent piped into the Northumberland Strait.  
The public has until November 8, 2019 to respond. 
 
Keep the public comment period open for an additional 30 days, until December 9, 2019. Nova Scotia???s 
Environmental Assessment Regulations allow the Minister to provide more time in situations where the default time 
frame is insufficient. 
 
Public participation is a key part of the environmental assessment process. People living and working in communities 
around the Northumberland Strait deserve enough time to voice their concerns.  
Northern Pulp???s focus report is well over two and a half thousand pages, containing many technical reports and 
additional materials. It is unrealistic and unfair to expect the general public to digest, understand, and respond before 
the November 8th deadline. 
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Northern Pulp has had years to prepare these documents. The public and independent experts should not be rushed in 
their review of the new information Northern Pulp is finally presenting, which has not been available to us until now. 
 
The Northumberland Strait is a sensitive environment that supports a unique ecosystem. It supports a lucrative fishery 
for thousands of fishers from Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, and First Nations communities. It also 
supports a thriving tourism industry.  
Environmental concerns about the project include the accumulation of toxic chemicals and heavy metals in the Strait, 
the harmful impact effluent could have on fish, lobster, crab and other marine life, in the short and long term, and an 
increase in air pollution as a result of Northern Pulp burning waste sludge. 
 
There is strong opposition to the proposed new treatment facility, from many parts of the community, including from 
Pictou Landing First Nation, community organizations such as Friends of the Northumberland Strait, fishers??? 
organizations, environmental groups, the tourism industry, the town of Pictou and local residents. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
cc: 
Right Honourable Justin Trudeau 
Office of the Prime Minister 
80 Wellington Street 
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A2 
Fax: 613‐941‐6900 
Email: pm@pm.gc.ca, justin.trudeau@parl.gc.ca 

 
 



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 8:58:01 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need the forest
industry in Nova Scotia, and that includes Northern Pulp.I support the new effluent treatment
facility. Name:  Email: @outlook.com Address: Stellarton Municipality:
Stellarton Postal-Code: B0k1s0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 102 y: 25

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 10:15:49 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: after reviewing the EA
and focus report submitted by Northern Pulp I feel confident that all aspects that could have
environmental impact where addressed and have a baseline from which future analysis can be
studied. I think the public should feel assured that this state of the art treatment facility will
meet and exceed the mandatory provincial and federal regulations. It is a perfect opportunity
for the government to take Northern Pulps attitude to adapt to new and more stringent
regulations and create a benchmark for future industry practices. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: pictou Postal-Code: b0k1h0 Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 18

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 11:16:20 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a young fisherman
many decades ago , I often heard my father and other fisherman talk about Boat Harbour and
what happened when the mill started running their effluent into it. Prior to the mill fisherman
fished salmon , smelts , oyster and other along with native peoples and the same went for
Pictou harbour , gassperu and lobster included . Because he was a fisherman and a iron worker
local it was voodoo to talk about it , they seen first hand what had happened to Boat/Pictou
harbours , but in them hard times they let it be for the greater good of the economy . Now here
we are fifty three years later , twenty eight years past the projected life span of the mill and
both Theas harbours lost their abilities to regenerate marine species. I ask you this , if
government then and now knew the affects of bleached craft production on marine
environment , why has it not taken the steps to shift its process to a peroxide and reducing its
water rate ? Where has responsible government been for the indigenous of Pictou Landing ?
Knowing the effects then and now ! This foreign corporation has taken democracy from our
region and replaced it with capitalism , taken the very fabric of our culture and heritage and
replaced it with anger and hostility . This is the legacy this mill and its owners have left us.
After is the foundation of all life, fresh or salt , it is everyones responsibility to ensure it is
protected for now and for generations to follow . May your decision be based on the will of
the people , and not the profit of industry . Name:  Email: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Pictou, N.S. BOK-1H0 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:
B0k-1H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 50 y: 23

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 11:46:35 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: So much discussion and
still so much negativities. NP has done their homework and has satisfactorily beyond any
doubt answered the challenges. To the opposition I say step up with your proof. Put your
money where your mouth is. Yes to the pipe. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: stellarton Municipality:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 12:01:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need this company
to support our NS Economy. I have faith in the Company that they are doing everything
possible to make this work and have it work in a way that it is safe for the environment. Give
them the extension Name: n Email: Address: Municipality: Upper Stewiacke Postal-
Code: B0N 2P0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 49 y: 21

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 2:20:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: share your comments
Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com Address: Municipality: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 5:15:04 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support both the forest
and fishing industries . The effluent treatment facility must be built,,,if I thought for a minute
that there would be negative effects to the fishing industry I would not support the project!
The Nova Scotia economy needs both industies to survive , There has been so much false
information out there in the last few years that have turned people against the mill,I read
opinions on the Facebook site but have not commented for fear of backlash from the anti mill
group! I know the mill is not perfect but once the new treatment system is installed it will be
in the top 20 of environmentally friendly mills in North America for effluent treatment! I can
understand the Fishers concerns but They should also take a look at their own industries
problem . I understand there are approximatly 600 fish processing plants in the Atlantic
Provinces and not one have any kind of treatment system, thus spewing thousands of gallons
of cleaning solutions and fish waste into our oceans.I know this is a huge problem in British
Columbia. Lets all work together and support the forest and fishing industrys and get the NP
mill treatment system built! Name:  Email: @live.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 11, 2019 7:54:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There are dramatic
economic impacts from Northern Pulp for the provincial as well as federal governments. A
closure of the mill would remove all of the spending, employment, income and tax revenue
benefits from our economy. During these difficult economic times this seems unbelievable
that the government would not be seen as a supporter of such a valuable resource. There are 88
other mills like Northern Pulp across Canada and they are operating without the treat of being
shutdown due to Environmental issues. It seems that the approach to be taken is supportive
instead of a negative connotation of SHUTTING DOWN THE MILL. The Researchers state
that there should be no danger to the natural resources so why do we continue on the negative
road to close such a valuable resource? Government set up and do your job supporting a
community, and our province Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 8:25:24 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The pulp mill has
already exceeded its expected lifetime, creating an environmental disaster, doing incalculable
harm to Pictou Countys tourism industry and endangering the health of its residents, and
discouraging newcomers and new growth. Now it proposes to ruin the livelihood of fishers in
the Strait. Its time to shut the place down, clean up the mess its made, and move on. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 9:21:37 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the effluent
treatment plan for Northern Pulp. I believe the facts and science behind their proposal as it it
used and working in other pulp mills. I support this project and trust in my government to
make the responsible decision for approval. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address: Avondale Municipality: NS Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 11:02:05 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It appears that a
scientific approach has been used to determine that the project should proceed. Emotional
concerns, genuine though they may be, should not delay the project. Name: 
Email: @live.com Address: 

x: 77 y: 12

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 1:41:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Good work ! Name:
Email: @outlook.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 3:40:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the report,
I feel confident that Northern pulp has been working very hard to ensure that Nova Scotias
needs can be met with the installation of the new EFT. I believe that the new EFT proposed
will allow operations to continue at Northern Pulp, while having minimal negative impact on
our environment. Nova Scotia and a large percentage of its residents depend on a healthy
forestry system, and one part of that system is the pulp mill and the success of the replacement
EFT. Name:  Email: @outlook.com Address: 



From: @ns.aliantzinc.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 4:14:49 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: WE require jobs for our young families, at the same time we
need technologies to keep N.S environmentally healthy, this process could be acceptable,
otherwise who is going to pay the costs of healthcare, pensions etc. Name: 
Email: @ns.aliantzinc.ca Address:  Municipality: Bayfield
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 62 y: 19

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 6:33:13 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read a lot of the
focus report and the science proves that the process works. It works in other mills so why not
NP. Letâ?Ts stop all the games and trust in science. It provides facts Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 7:12:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that the science
proves that Northern Pulp should be granted the extension so they can build the treatment
plant. So many kids are at stake in this province if they were to shut down and that will
snowball into people leaving the province or higher debt and losing homes and then we will
have depression and suicidal people. Is it really worth starting a storm over something that can
be prevented . The amount of businesses and people that Northern Pulp are associated with
everyday is huge . Please make the right decision and donâ?Tt cripple our province . Name:

Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 7:15:29 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Its time for the pulp mill
to clean up its act. For 50 years Pictou County has put up with the stink from the mill and now
they want to pollute the Northhumberland Strait like they did Pictou Landing. The government
should take the grants/loans it gives this company and make it available for retraining of the
workers. I am a former resident of Pictou County and a Unifor member and I dont trust this
government to make a fair decision. Name:  Email: @outlook.com
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 8:09:38 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think the Mill is
outdated and out of step. Time to cut our collective losses as citizens and taxpayers and move
on from this gigantic $* up of a saga. Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 63 y: 36

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 9:08:44 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
in the undertaking to replace the effluent treatment - I attended a workshop and was amazed at
the quality of the work they are undertaking and how it will offer environmental protection
and economic certainty to the province.Anyone who is against the project should attended
such a workshop-they will come out amazed.and in favor I am certain Name: 

 Email: @bellaliant.net Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 9:32:21 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This environmental
disaster at Boat Harbor has got to be closed. If there is no way to prevent pulp effluent waste
from entering the ocean the whole plant should be shut down. We are in a climate catastrophe.
We are in the process of poisoning every body of water that produces seafood to sustain life
on this planet. No more investment in technologies that poison our environment. Better to give
the money as pensions to the laid-off workers. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 10:08:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Trenton Works Ltd,
Maritime Steel, Convergys all closed and people moved on, got new jobs etc. The difference
here is that Northern Pulp has had 5 years to adjust their operation to accommodate the local
people and do it right but choose to wait and see if they could get away with doing nothing
and keep the septic tank open. They use scare tactics, with no facts, to back their stories about
thousands of job losses and no affects on the Northumberland Strait from the sewer pipe they
want to build. Why would NP care about our Strait/fisheries? They are in business to make
money by the cheapest means they can get away with....period. Our forests need a break, too
many small trees are being cut and they should be left to grow for proper lumber. Which is
worth more on the big stage. If Northern Pulp cant/wont back the environment, then we
cant/wont back them. *NO PIPE* BTW The fisheries has been feeding families for alot longer
than NP Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 12, 2019 3:05:11 PM

Project: highway.102.aerotech.connector.road.project Comments: ive been a private contractor
since 1981,ive loged on private woodland for over 30 years and and a couple times for the mill
itself,the last 10 years ive been road building on private wood lots,2019 is the slowest summer
ive had in years because of the pipe issues ,this mill has to keep running or I and a lot of other
people will have no work ,you have my support 100 Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 13, 2019 2:46:45 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Another alternative must
be found for the effluent dumping area. It has to be directed away from the shallow, warm
Northumberland Strait. The high volume of fresh water and its toxicity to the rich and hearty
sea life in this particular cherished area are two of many reasons. The amount of NS fresh
water utilized daily is exorbitant and a waste of natural resources. The absolute exact levels of
contaminants still left in the water being dumped is a major worry. With critical side issues
such as the excessive cutting of younger softwood trees being extremely wasteful/harmful and
the spraying of the woods to control hardwood growth being wrong and so many outstanding
challenges and barriers, a Federal assessment is the correct next step. The only option. No
amount of money is worth hurting this beautiful and treasured province. There are already
established long-term concerns for the air, land and water quality... Much more time must be
spent studying this proposal and the environmental implications of these actions/decisions.
The burden on the Pictou area is showing itself loud and clear. Serious concerns for PLFN, all
residents, the local fishing industry, the lobster fishers, water quality, boating, tourism and
most importantly the health of all Pictou area residents, visitors and tourists are at the top of
the priority list. Please refer this application to the Federal Government for a formal lengthier
assessment. Thank you very much. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Victoria Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 13, 2019 8:46:55 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly believe that
the government should stick to its promise to stop allowing Northern Pulp to send effluent into
Asek Boat Harbour at the end of January, 2020. Theyve had enough time to develop a viable
alternative and theyve squandered it. The people of Pictou Landing have put up with this
environmental disaster for long enough. If Northern Pulp cant meet the deadline , shut them
down! Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 13, 2019 9:21:48 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I truly believe that
industry and environment can exist together. I hope Northern Pulp will be given the chance to
continue operations and contribute to Nova Scotia economy. Name: 
Email: @seasidehighspeed.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 13, 2019 9:38:06 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This province should be
ashamed. The fine was not enough - the water and land has no value. It is irreplaceable and we
need it for the future. Print and paper we do not. Please think about us younger people and get
rid of the dinosaur mentality. It is no longer about divide and conquer, about money or
economy. It is about getting the world back to a state where humans didnâ?Tt make such an
impact on the environment. Where things were produced on a smaller, more local scale with
few middle men. Please, stop this project and shut the mill down. Use the money for the
replacement to pay off the individuals who require training for newer perhaps green
employment or health/long term care. Bring balance back to this pitiful situation we have in
Nova Scotia. For your sake and the sake of the people. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 13, 2019 12:02:47 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is
proposing to install a new wastewater treatment facility, that when built will meet
Environment Canada Standards. That same type of wastewater treatment facility is currently
used by cities, municipalities pulp mills across Canada the world, discharging into lakes, rivers
oceans, all without adverse effects to marine life the environment. Nova Scotia needs the jobs
associated jobs tied to this mill. People must understand that Boat Harbour is the current
treatment facility, that the out flow from Boat Harbour has been discharging for the past 50
plus years, that this outflow currently meets Environment Canada Standards. That this new
treatment facility will actually be better, safer to the environment, that only treated wastewater
will ever leave the plant property. I personally cannot understand why anyone would want to
refuse permission to build, construct a facility that would make things better, that meets all
government standards, that thi s new owner, wants the mill to operate, and has spent
considerable monies already to install a new precipitator which greatly improved air quality
surrounding the mill, wants this mill to operate, and will continue to improve the process into
the future. Please grant permission for this new Wastewater Treatment Facility, keep Nova
Scotia Jobs in Nova Scotia. Name:  Email: @yahoo.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 13, 2019 2:25:06 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a win win
solution to a long standing problem. First of all this will provide much needed employment
and financial stability to many small businesses and lead to more investment in the region.The
new technology used will make the mill a leader in safe effluent discharge.Also we have to
consider the consequences of shutting down the mill to the tax base for Nova Scotia,the many
bankruptcies that would result,and the exodus of our younger families forced to leave NS in
search of meaningful employment.I support and encourage safe environmental practices but at
the same time I strongly believe that the mill and the environmentalists can work together if
there is a will to do so. Name:  Email: @live.ca Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 14, 2019 3:24:55 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The effluent from this
pulp mill has been going into the Strait from Boat Harbor for 52 years, with NO impact to
both the environment and wildlife. Now they are going to construct a modern treatment
facility and people are up in arms? Give me a break! This project is a no brainer, give it the
stamp of approval and move on to real issues! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 14, 2019 2:48:34 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The changes made to the
original document are so minor they hardly bear scrutiny: the major objections to this project
remain: no long term studies have been undertaken, far less completed, to ascertain the
possible -- really almost certain -- damage to the fresh and saltwater environment and
particularly the fisheries in the area of the proposed release. Name:
Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 14, 2019 2:58:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having worked at the
mentioned pulp mill for thirty-six and one half years, I had seen several improvements to
comply with industry and environment standards. After reading the environmental assessment
I feel that Northern Pulp and their parent company Paper Excellence have shown that they are
more than committed to comply with and exceed all Federal and Provincial Regulations for
land and water. I strongly feel that if this type of treatment facility had been introduced in
1967 we would not be in the situation that we are in today. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 14, 2019 7:28:53 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that forestry is
very important to the NS economy. Please balance the environmental concerns and ensure that
Northern Pulp stays open. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 14, 2019 7:57:36 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the proposed
plan for the replacement of the effluent treatment facility. Name: Email: Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 39

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 14, 2019 11:09:34 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Pictou County and Nova
Scotia need to keep this mill operating...so many families are dependent on this business.
Nova Scotia needs Forestry. Environmentally it appears the state of art system will have no
significant impact on the waters or fishing industry Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: Scotsburn Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 7:08:22 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Better quality waste
water, better distribution and proof to back it? Bring it on! Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 7:10:15 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i have worked in the
woods of NS 20 years i love cutting pulp. i know nothing about environmental assesments but
i do know about the pay for people in forestry and how governments give away of crown
wood keeps prices down and govenment give away of my tax $ to NP keeps them in charge of
the forestry industry . DnR and NP under the westfor baner are taking lots of trees from the
crown land around my home.almost no jobs are done by anyone in the comunity many of my
frinds and coworkers have left the industry in disgust after to many years of stagnent pay .the
indusry has been run in crises mode for over 20 years this keeps forestry workers from
speaking up about low wages safey isuese or workers rights as the whole thing is suposed to
fall apart soon it also helps push land owners to cut right now insted of cutting right as they do
not want to be stuck with trees and no market .as long as the mill gets its way land owners and
forestry workers will never be treeted far ely .time for a re tooling of forestry in NS. starting
with NP no pipe no effluent in the stright Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: west Dallhouse Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

0 y: 0

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 10:38:11 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This job needs to be
done correctly, so take the time needed to make sure it is done correctly. Shutting them down
will only add to more problems in the end. Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 10:40:13 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This job needs to be
done correctly, so take the time needed to make sure it is done correctly. Shutting them down
will only add to more problems in the end. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 10:43:02 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of the
new Effluent Treatment Facility for Northern Pulp. The company has invested millions of
dollars in the current facility and the new treatment plant will ensure that effluent is treated
and processed in the best way possible. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.ca Address:



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:04:32 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:05:34 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gnspes.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:07:21 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email:

@gnspes.ca Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gnspes.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:08:25 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email: @gnspes.ca
Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:09:56 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: 



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:10:51 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:11:37 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gnspes.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 11:13:41 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Extend the deadline,
there won`t be any work for Nova Scotia`s. Name:  Email:

@gnspes.ca Address: 



From: hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 2:17:25 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Three generations of my
family have made our living from forestry my father, father-in-law, myself and now my son. I
believe to sustain this industry we need the Northern Pulp mill, to keep the forestry industry
moving forward for future generations. I support the Northern Pulp waste water treatment
facility project, providing environmental concerns are met. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.ca Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 29

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 3:04:36 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is an
environmentally sound plan that will not harm aquatic life. If you doubt this, just hedge your
bet with follow up studies to ensure it is the case. Without this mill, the economic crisis that
will follow in the province will be devastating! Please dont harm Nova Scotia with these
thousands of job loses! Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net Address: 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 4:11:44 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a retired employee of
Paper Excellence this project has been delayed by our politicians too long. I feel the mill has
done what they have been asked to do and mandated to do in terms of providing the scientific
data that they were required to do. As a part time fisherman I have consumed eaten all of the
consumable fish that the strait gives up with no health side effects. yes I agree with the Boat
Harbour tragedy that has occurred ,but I believe that was the old science from the past. But no
one is willing to listen to the new science regarding the effluent project. In closing - Nova
Scotia needs the forestry jobs and without these jobs our federal government will keep
pumping money into HRM and to our neighbors in central Canada without any sweat from
their brows and to add to this, not one politician has knocked on my door as I proudly display

. Name:  Email:
@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Phone:

### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 4:27:47 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After nearly 60 years of
poisoning the people of Pictou County, enough is ENOUGH. Hundreds of millions of Nova
Scotia taxpayers hard earned money has been poured into this mill since 1963, for a few
hundred well paying jobs. No more! There is no science that proves without a doubt that
dumping effluent into the Northumberland strait is a good idea. Time to say NO. Name: 

Email: @gmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 6:38:09 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I approve the projected
plan. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 15, 2019 7:10:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Approve of plan, loss of
mill would be a disaster to local economy Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:



October 9, 2019 

To: Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P. 0 . Box 442, Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Sir or Madam; 
After having read the Focus Report notice of Norther Pulp in the Chronicle Herald edition of October 

9th, 2019 I have the following comments. To most readers the technical reporting of the ETF makes little 
sense. Perhaps the intent of the notice is to confuse or impress the reader with scientific jargon. Either 
way the notice will not elicit a thoughtful response from most ordinary readers. 

Excluding the complex jargon and just looking at the logistics of the pipeline it is impractical and 
potentially vey dangerous to the environment. If a proposal like this one by Northern Pulp was 
introduced anywhere else in North America I am sure it would not get past the first reading. It seems 
ludicrous to even contemplate moving a potentially toxic substance over that much fragile geography. 

Norther Pulp does not have a very good track record of ethics and environmental responsibility. This 
foreign owned company does not have a high regard for Nova Scotian values. It will always be the 
bottom line regardless of how much suffering is inflicted on people and the environment. This fact has 
been established by their history. I am not suggesting closing the mill but rather mandating the mill 
meet responsible standards. If the mill can treat the effluent on land with scientific proven technology 
then I say fine. I do not think the mill should put anything into the water. 

Lastly, even if the mill can convince the regulators the effluent will not harm the environment there 
is one major problem remaining. I personally would never eat a fish product from the Strait where the 
effluent is discharged. There are many other people that feel the same way. This discharge has the 
potential to damage the Strait's reputation for a pristine environment where the sea life is of the highest 
quality. Is allowing this mill to discharge its waste into the resource of three maritime provinces worth 
the risk? 



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 12:36:39 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am retired from a pulp
and paper mill. It is my understanding that the effluent treatment proposed is state of the art
and is the best in the pulp and paper industry. I see no reason why the provincial government
should not approve this facility. Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @xplornet.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: October 16, 2019 12:37:45 PM

Good day

this report is no better off than the last one. No clear answers, everything to be done

after the fact, monitoring and such. They can tell us it will be clean but we have to take

their word for it. After the fact is TOO late. 

They have had ample time and then some to come up with REAL numbers and facts if

they have them but they have not. They have other closed mills that they could have 

adopted here for the same purpose but they didn't and won't. 

They are a big company that should be paying their own bills to do their own upgrading

if they want to stay here. If they were really serious about all this, they should have begun

preparing a different system back when they bought the plant, knowing full well that the 

situation was going to need to be fixed. 

They are depending on YOU to pass this through as fear tactic of it being gone when Nova

Scotia needs it. If Nova Scotia REALLY needs it, they (the parent company)need to come to
an agreement that 

fits the desire to stay here.

They have had more than enough time to know that they must fit in in order to stay.

Don't let them get away with this. Our Government needs to stand up for its People, not
cater to this

big business that thrives on late timing, fear to the people, fear to the industry in hopes you
will

over look their discretion's.

Thank you, I trust you will do the RIGHT THING for the People that you represent as
Government.

West Dalhousie, Nova Scotia



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 1:25:35 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please honour your
commitments to our indigenous people and to the environment and ensure that effluent is
treated properly before being put into the ocean. Please ensure a replacement facility improve
our water and beautiful natural land for generations to come. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 1:31:01 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Shut it down!! Its poison
, i want my grandchildren to be able to enjoy their home in a clean NS . Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Blockhouse Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y:
32

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 2:23:57 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have great concern
over the plan to pump treated wastewater 14 km from the site of the plant. The construction of
the pipe in the strait itself would disturb the fishing grounds. Digging a 3-meter deep trench to
bury the pipe would have devastating effects on the ecosystem within that area. Is there no
option to reuse this treated wastewater? The mill pumps water out of the middle river to use in
its production, can the treated wastewater not be re-used somehow to lessen the water needed
to be taken from middle river? Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 6:07:22 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the project and
believe that Northern Pulp is investing in much needed jobs for Nova Scotia now and in the
future without compromising the environment Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 6:40:06 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked at
Northern Pulp for the past 5 years. Prior to that I travelled 2 weeks on 2 weeks off to Alberta
Oil Sands for 3 years watching my two kids grow up on an iphone. Northern Pulp provides a
good wage decent pension for my family and it is 15 minutes from my home. I spend all the
money I make in Nova Scotia. The $25-$30,000 a year I pay in Federal/ Provincial tax Im sure
helps for many government initiatives. Northern Pulp finally has an owner who is willing to
invest in Nova Scotia. They are also invested in the closing of Boat Harbour, building a new
treatment plant and securing thousands of good paying jobs in a province and county that
needs all the help it can get. The new ETF proposed by Northern Pulp is a project that is
doable. It will meet and exceed federal and provincial pulp paper EFF regulations. If we are
going to trust the science on all the other environmental projects then why cant we trust the
science on this project , industry needs effluent and Nova Scotia needs industry. Northern Pulp
has been investing money for the last 10 years in environmental improvements. Nova Scotia
needs approval for this project NOW!!! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 6:55:08 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree with this plan. I
approve of this project. Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 69 y: 31



From: @xplornet.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 16, 2019 9:07:36 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have tried to
comprehend The document which is very Lengthy and have decided that I cannot nor should I
try to make a scientific evaluation on it. The problem for me is who is going to make a true
scientific decision with no political input I have decided that I have no faith in the process and
the politics will trump any science! I hope you will prove me wrong and reestablish my faith
in this Dept!! A great number of citizens of this and other Provinces are watching Name: 

Email: @xplornet.com Address:



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 3:30:30 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The only realistic
outcome is to allow this project to proceed. This owner of the mill and previous ones has/have
stated they are/were willing to work with the First Nation community to clean up Boat
Harbour. The only issues were dealing the government who backed out. 

 both tried to. Northern Pulp wants to. I AM NOT disputing the Mikmaw in PFLN
didnâ?Tt experience environmental racism. They certainly did. However, This mill is not
responsible for the environmental racism at Boat Harbour or in the First Nation community.
Our government is. This was shown in the Scott Paper Act1988, Pictou Landing Settlement
Agreement1993 and through Bill C-601994. If you look through these acts it shows that the
government stated that they would take responsibility and look after the treatment facility and
failed. Both levels of government failed the First Nation community when officials said water
would never be impacted. Thus the government wronged PFLN not the mill. Also the fisheries
were strong in the Strait confirmed by DFO this past summer and that was with a outdated
system. Do you think an updated system will negatively impact the fishery? Both industries
have surviving for over 50 years. Finally, the mill has been a solid corporate citizen by
investing in the tax base and has put money back into the North Shore economy especially the
Pictou region. Such things supporting local causes and donating to charities, contributing to
the Wellness Centre, hiring local NSCC graduates and supporting local festivals. They are
more a corporate citizen then the fishing or tourism industry despite what FONS, The
Northumberland Fishers association and numerous others might say. Name: 
Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 47

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 3:41:50 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Get er done Name:
Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 29

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 8:14:42 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I live in Pictou County,
downwind of the Nothern Pulp mill. I have lived here all my life. No longer can we ignore the
suffering our neighbors in Pictou Landing. There is a huge lack of faith in our government to
act in an unbiased way. The past environmental transgressions of the mill, including pipe leaks
and failed emissions tests, makes it is clear that allowing the pipe to go forward is
unacceptable. Through their lack of innovation and an unwillingness to upgrade their mill to
meet world environmental standards, the various companies that have owned Northern Pulp
have been digging their own grave over the last 50 years. The first nations people and the large
number of people working in the fishing industry should not have to pay for the mills lack of
action. In a letter included by Northern pulp in their submission for review, the following is
started by the Membertou Geomatics Solution: I would like to note that this report and the
protocol review by KMKNO is not considered Consultation within itself, nor is it deemed to
fulfill the Duty to Consult owed by the Crown to the Miâ?Tkmaq. As well, this report, and the
review cannot be used for justification of the Infringement of S.35 Aboriginal Rights. Our air
and waters should be clear, and so is the answer to this debate: NO PIPE, NO EXTENSIONS.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: New
Glasgow NS Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 9:09:29 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need industries in
this province. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 9:46:07 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the
updated Focus Report, I feel this project should be approved. I base my decision on: -The
scientific studies that were carried out, -The expert opinions that were explained, -The
improvements that will be realized with the new treatment system vs the present one, -The
reduction in environmental impacts in the future vs present. This project seems to be studied
and designed at a very detail level and looks like it is based on sound science. Also we need
jobs in NS and need this operation to continue to operate well into the future. We need to
bring on young people back home. The approval of this project must be based on sound
science and principles and not public fear and rumours. Also treated effluent has been
discharged to the Strait for 50 years with no negative impact, so an improved treated effluent
will have no impact as well. Thank-you, Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: Granton-Abercrombie Road Municipality: Abercrombie Postal-Code:
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 11:13:53 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not agree with
pumping effluent directly into the strait. end off. I have family in the fishing industry and I
dont think we should be putting one of our most profitable economic drivers in jeopardy to
help prevent the temporary closure of an obsolete mill. They had their chance to do upgrades
and they decided to squander it this is on the company not the fisherman/women of the
maritimes. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:
Municipality: Judique Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 90 y: 27

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 1:33:56 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: On the aspect of
Northern Pulps new effluent treatment system, what I have read, studied and heard on the
subject, this new on site treatment will be far superior than what was taking place at Boat
Harbour, and will go a long way in improving the Environment, with the pulp mill production.
With fifty years of out flow coming from Boat Harbour, into the Northumberland Strait and
the continued fishing being carried out with out no problems. There is no reason I can think of
that the new system wouldnt be more beneficial. With the potential shut down off the mill if
Boat Harbour does not get an extension, would be putting all of Pictou County and
surrounding area at risk. The forest economy , Halifax shipping and Pictou Co. economy
would suffer greatly with a great number of lost jobs. The people of Nova Scotia can not
afford to lose these jobs. A couple more years or less of boat Harbour running , while working
on a clean up plan, is a better plan in my view. This way everyone wins. Name: 

 Email: @bellaliant.net Address:



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 1:42:17 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Great Focus Report. This
makes me very confident that industry and the environment can coexist. The science in this
report backs this up perfectly. I support Northern Pulp and the construction of the effluent
treatment facility. Name:  Email: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 4:46:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This sounds like a very
environmentally friendly solution to the issues and concerns of all involved. We definitely
need to maintain the jobs in Nova Scotia that are existing now or our province will be in
shambles. Please accept this project and allow Northern Pulp the extension in time required to
put this in place. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 35



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 4:53:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Pipe Support!! Name:
 Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Fredericton

Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 66 y: 22



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 5:02:14 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I appreciate the work
that Northern Pulp has done and continues to do. Theyâ?Tre committed to lowering their
environmental footprint and keep the mill running which employs directly and indirectly 100s
of thousands hard working Nova Scotians. Not to mention the economic spinoff for businesses
where these people spend their wages. Yes I support Northern Pulp. We need to keep these
workers in Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia needs Forestry. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Upper Brookside Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 71 y: 16



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 5:03:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have lived across from
this Mill all my life, it was one of very few Industries that paid their employees very well and
contributed to the Economy in Pictou Co. We need to support them as they have supported us
all those yrs. We need to move forward and accept their new proposal and all work together
for Pictou County. Northern Pulp I stand for you with you. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:  Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 69 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 5:24:28 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Lets make paper Name:
 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:

Scotsburn Postal-Code:  Phone: ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 5:41:28 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project needs to go
forth not granting this up to date facility to progress will only prove that the government of
Nova Scotia only looks after a select few an not all Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

56 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 5:43:32 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support all aspects
of this project and feel this is the best option for everyone involved. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro
Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 73 y: 23



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 5:52:03 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked at
Northern Pulp for several years. I understand the argument from both sides. We want to have
clean waters to fish and we want the boat harbour issue to be addressed. We also want the
decent jobs the rural communities so desperately need. With the new effluent treatment facility
I am confident that the effluent discharged into the Northumberland strait will meet and
exceed all federal and provincial regulations. This province needs both industries to coexist
and thrive. I support the decision to build the new effluent treatment facility. Name: 

@live.ca Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 28



From: .com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 6:04:16 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Good afternoon, and
thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the new EFT. I am a young entrepeneur, and
am generally for supporting local business, but I am highly concerned about several aspects of
this proposal - Its likely to harm to water systems, water sheds, and drinking water for the
local communities: Having reviewed several of the documents as far as they load - not all
actually load as a pdf, it is very unclear what exactly will be released into the watershed.
Unless it is absolutely clean water, it should never be allowed to enter our water systems. -
Additionally, the pipeline poses a high risk of a spill of untreated effluent leaking into
wetlands. The question here is not IF a leak or another harm to the water systems will occur,
but WHEN given what our history with pipelines worldwide has taught us. -In 2019, in a time
of massive biodiversity loss and climate change, we are quickly working our way out of our
home by continuing to treat the environment as our dumping site, seeing all effects as
externalities and ignoring them. It is time we changed how we do business - when will we stop
putting profit above sustaining our planet and start living within planetary boundaries? -
Relatedly: Of course the argument will be made that unless the plant is allowed this new EFT,
we will loose at least some of the mill jobs. When will be get out of the shackles of being
pressured into unwise decisions for the sake of a few jobs that, might I say are already
unsustainable and undesirable if they require polluting the environment!. What about the jobs
that will be lost in the fishing industry and the tourism industry, once effluent is pumped into
the water systems there? - It is very clear that the effluent in the pipeline and the effluent being
released will be made up of a variety of chemical. It is also very obviously UNclear, though,
how exactly this project will pollute the water and the surrounding lands, as it is unclear what
chemicals will be left in the water exactly - lots of maybes and potentials in the report this is
absolutely unacceptable! Since when is it ok to take an utterly unpredictable risk of this
scale?? It is time we starting acting based on the precautionary principle! i.e. unless we can be
certain that there are no adverse effects, it cannot go ahead - this area is also an area for water
supply, food supply fish, farming, which are also part of our export economy. What are we
doing risking our drinking water food supply, in a time when shortages of both are predicted
and we are already experiencing the first partial crop failuers due to climate change and
extreme weather? additionally, this also impacts our economy negatively - this is a loose-loose
situation! Thus my ask is this: - I do not think we are ready to provide a permit for this new
EFT - the risks for the environment that we depend on for our living are too big, and the mill
needs to take full ! responsibility for treating their waste until it is harmless - The Board
Harbour Act must be honoured under all circumstances, and no extension of its use as effluent
receiver be permitted! - and finally, a personal note: If have  - one is learning to talk,
the other learning to walk. My generation  and all following generations will live to see
the effects of how this planet has been treated - and if we want to have any chance of living a
decent life with clean air, water and food and of having good answers to the hard questions my
nieces will start asking, we need to shift now! If that means making hard decisions about
certain businesses and industries, forcing them to make higher expenses to treat their waste, or
even not operating until a solution is found, then lets take on the challenge of that transition
together. other countries have long started the shift to a green economy, forcing businesses to
take responsibility for their waste and creating meaningful, sustainable jobs and supporting
workers in their transitions Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland come to mind - if we start
now, we have the opportunity to design this transition and make i t just. If we wait too long, it



will be forced, harsh and with terrible outcomes for future generations. Lets take on the
challenge of this transition together - now! Name:  Email: .com
Address:  Municipality: Wolfville Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 6:10:10 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We desperately need the
mill to continue to build our economy in pictou county. As a female entrepreneur in our town
my business will be at cost if the mill is too close. I fear for the future of our town without the
mill. Please consider all of us when making a decision weather to extend the deadline or not.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Pictou landing Postal-Code: Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 6:22:18 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in full support of
this replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61

y: 27



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 7:19:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Very good job Name:
@outlook.com Email: @outlook.com Address: 

Municipality: Linwood Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 18



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 7:21:22 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry. What is going in the strait now comes direct from Boat Harbour and has not affected
fisheries so I canâ?Tt see how treated effluent would hurt the industry. Nova Scotia needs the
revenue from forestry to pay all those fishermen that do not work year round and draw
unemployment. Trees are a renewable resource and our forests are being managed very well.
Less than 1 is being harvested annually. Name:  Email:

@seasidehighspeed.com Address:  Municipality: East Leicester Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 61 y: 33



From:
Environment Assessment Web Account

Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 8:13:30 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Closing the mill would
destroy the economy of all the Maritime provinces Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code:  Phone:  ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 37



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 8:26:25 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the
information and knowing the process having worked there for 37 years the new system will be
much better. The current system dumps along the shore and has drifted out to fishing grounds
from witch people have made a living and supplied local families with lobsters and scallops
with no health concerns. Why will an improved effluent that is dispersed farther out in open
water not be much better and the fishers and forest industry survive side by side with everyone
making a living with much better environmental outcome. I support the new effluent treatment
facility. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Durham Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 8:38:46 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I wholeheartedly support
the new treatment facility proposed by Northern pulp. I also an extension for Northern pulp so
they can continue to operate uninterrupted while the new treatment facility is built and
commissioned. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Hopewell Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 23



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 8:41:34 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulps focus
report calls it predicted future air quality from the burning of sludge in the power boiler and
they will be responsible for the operating of the power boiler for the incineration of sludge
including air quality monitoring. The ambient air quality will be monitored by NPs owned and
operated monitoring stations located at Pictou Landing and Green Hill. In the spring of 2017
particulate matter from the power boiler measured 224mg/rm3 which is approximately 50
above the approval limit.Following this result NSE released an Issue Analysis For Northern
Pulps June 2017 Power Boiler Exceedance which said there were no reported exceedances at
Northern Pulps ambient air monitoring stationsweek that power boiler exceedances occurred
That was no surprise to anyone familiar with the ambient air monitoring conducted in Pictou
County. There is little confidence in NP owned and operated monitors as well as their
reporting of monitoring data and the NAPS schedu le one test done every sixth day. The focus
report describes more monitoring for air quality by NP. The results are not made public so
what good are they. You need to make a FOIPOP request to access them. NP hasnt reported a
TSP measurement on their site since 2017. Why was our VOC monitor at Granton
decommissioned? This was a Federal monitor that provided damning evidence related to
dangerous VOCs being released into our from NP stacks. I have always been suspicious with
the move since the only ones who would benefit from the decommissioning are NP and the
Government at both levels. We should not have to fight to get air quality data. This is no
longer acceptable and NP and the Government both share the blame. We do not want any
more unknown and unreported toxic pollutants released into our air and that includes those
from a new ETF and certainly from the burning of sludge in the ancient power boiler. I have
no trust in this monitoring process described in the focus report. According to the focus report
burning sludge in the power boiler will increase levels of PM, TRS and VOCs along with
other contaminants of concern. The IA says biomass can be used for fuel in the power boiler,
but biomass does not include solid waste from the effluent treatment system. NSE said NPs
current IA stipulates what can be used as fuel in the power boiler. The current IA would need
to be amended if other fuels are used for the power boiler and NP would need to demonstrate
that burning any new fuel would meet our requirements before considering an approval
amendment. That is the intent of IA condition 10d and e. There has to be good reason for NSE
to include those conditions in NPs IA. Following a review of NPS EARD, Environmental
Health NSE, in consultation with the Medical Officer of Health said no evidence or analysis is
provided however, to demonstrate that the sludge produced as part of the project will comply
with existing requirements related to the application of the EPA rule. What did NP provide in
the focus report that would indicate the sludge from the new ETF would now be suitable to be
burned in a fifty plus year old breaking down power boiler. The list of contaminants that will
be released into our atmosphere is alarming. Of the contaminants compared to O.reg.419/05
limits, ammonia, chloroform and hexavalent chromium were found to be above ambient air
quality limits. These are all URTs, upper risk thresholds. Stantec said they found little
information related to the combustion of sludge and said there is uncertainty in the predicted
emission rates. They also said the ten minute TRS standard is based on odour as opposed to
health and this indicates that concentrations at this limit may result in odour nuisances but not
necessarily pose a threat to human health. Believe me,the odour is more than a nuisance to
those who have to live with it, it is a serious health concern. The focus report says the HHRA
is incomplete and wont be completed until spring 2020. The Town of Pictou voiced concerns



about the air quality and health effects from the mill along with the burning of sludge in the
power boiler adding to the current emissions. NSE Ambient Air Unit requested NP to address
the alternate method for sludge disposal in case the pilot study for co-combustion proves
unsuccessful, an environmental response plan to address any malfunctions or upset conditions
at the power boiler resulting from the co-combustion of waste water sludge with primary fuels
and odour mitigating strategies for operation as a result of the proposed activity. NPs response
to the above concerns is will be addressed in the IA and with discussions with NSE. This is
why a focus report was ordered so we could get the answers to these concerns. Anything less
should be unacceptable to NSE. There are to many concerns in this report that are either not
addressed or are incomplete for it to be accepted by NSE. When concerns were raised about
health effects from burning sludge in a power boiler that has failed many tests NP repliedNP
power boiler regulatory tests have been within operating limits-no exceedances since- 2017.
What they dont say is the limit for the power boiler is not a health based limit, but rather a
production based limit. Condition 9ad of the current IA says if the power boiler can
demonstrate emissions are at or below 75 of the emissions limits for TPM for at least two
consecutive years, NP can request a reduction in source testing or the power boiler TPM
frequency to once a year from the current four tests per year. This would amount to a total of
two hours of testing per year or a boiler that just introduced the burning of sludge which
would increase the levels of contaminants that would now be released into our air. Two hours
of source testing per year on the power boiler is akin to having no source testing on a boiler
that fails test s on a regular basis. This cannot be allowed under any circumstance. The current
IA does not allow for the burning in the power boiler now and the IA should not be amended
to allow for it. Fifty years of this mill is enough. For once consider the health and quality of
life of the people in this community over the wishes of this greedy uncaring repeat offender.
The forestry workers who say a mill closure will affect them do not live in Pictou County and
therefore do not have to live with the stench and fear of what is in the air they breath like we
do. Northern Pulp has lost their social license to operate in Nova Scotia and for the most part
has been supported by Governments both past and present. It is now time for Government to
support the people living here and the environment we share. Northern Pulps focus report
again is incomplete and shows no evidence to support their claim that this project will not do
irreversible damage to this part of the Province. Say NO to this focus report. Name: 

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: Municipality: Pictou
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 62 y: 22



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 8:47:35 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think Ns jobs
matter...give an extension encourage facts over the lies put out. Natives made an agreement
and accepted money about time they honour a contract they agreed too. Name: 

Email: @live.ca Address: Municipality: Hubbards
Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 91 y: 9



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 9:11:12 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read the focus
report summery,where it shows Northern Pulps continued efforts to reduce its environmental
footprint by reducing water usage and building a new electrostatic precipitator. They have
commissioned a science based focus report where they show the new proposed effluent
treatment system will have waste water of the same quality currently leaving Boat Harbour
which meets and exceeds Provincial,National and international standards for waste water from
Pulp Mills. The proposed discharge site for the effluent is in 60 feet of water,using state of the
art diffusers the effluent will mix 10 times faster than what is released from Boat Harbour. BH
is not tidal and yet fish and lobster around BH are showing no ill effects from the out fall of
effluent,because the treated water meets the guidelines required. Twenty percent of all pulp
mills in North America use the water treatment system proposed by Norther Pulp,Moving Bed
Biofilm it is a proven system based on science. As a matter of fact the Irving mill at Reversing
Falls St.Johns New Brunswick is going to be using the same system proposed by Northern
Pulp.while I dont pretend to understand all of the science I do understand a state of the art
treatment plant,best pipe available with leak detection,diffusers in deep enough water to meet
required mixing so salinity,colour,temperature and particulate matter will not accumulate is a
big step up from what we have now with Boat Harbour.Once again BH meets or exceeds
requirements . I to want BH cleaned up as we all do,but this project deserves, based on science
to be implemented . As mentioned in the report oxygen delignification will added after this
project making the effluent 40 percent cleaner again. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Pictiu Landing Municipality: Trenton Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 31



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 9:38:49 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I wholeheartedly endorse
the new effluent treatment project. I am strongly in favor of this new state of the art treatment
process. I hope that our pulp mill will continue to improve environmentally as new technology
allows. I also hope that Boat Harbor will continue to operate while the new facility is being
built so that the mill can continue to operate. For the government to request all the extra
studies and reports and then expect them to be completed in the same time frame is completely
unfair. Name:  Email: @seasidehighspeed.com Address: 

 Municipality: Salt Springs Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 28



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 10:02:28 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe Paper
Excellence is doing its very best to make things right with the environment and the
community. I personally believe in the science.It will move the community forward to approve
this project. I personally have seen how Paper Excellence and workforce has been very busy
trying to correct the neglect past of owners. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address: Lyons Brook NS Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
Phone: # # ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 51 y: 19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 10:05:44 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp was
already ahead of others in terms of treatment programs, now even more so. Glad to see more
great results! Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Upper North River Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 96 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 10:24:56 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i believe the treatment
facility project should go ahead as long as if it is based on facts and science and not emotions
and hear say info We need Northern Pulp and in a small province cannot afford to lose all the
direct and in direct jobs plus the tax dollars which helps our roads health system and education
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Caledonia
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 17



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 17, 2019 10:35:34 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Great looking project!
Lets give them some time to build it Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address:

 Municipality: Upper Brookside Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 31



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 3:47:39 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not believe this
project should be allowed to proceed. The environmental risk is too great. I am very concerned
about the social and environmental conscience of Northern Pulp. I do not trust that this foreign
owned company will do whats best for the environment of Nova Scotia Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Musquodoboit Harbour Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 24



From: @ .ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 7:16:35 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
Northern Pulp. I believe that theyve done everything that has been asked of them and more to
mitigate environmental impact. Name:  Email: @ .ca Address:

 Municipality: Frasers Mountain Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y:
31



From: @ .ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 7:48:53 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in favour of giving
Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government cannot
start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and
approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. For the longest time, it was my
understanding that Northern Pulp would be sending effluent into the Northumberland Strait for
the first time in the history of this pulp plant I was concerned. Upon further inquiry and study,
I came to the realization my facts were incorrect. Northumberland Strait has been receiving
Northern Pulpâ?Ts treated effluent for more than 50 years. I now understand Northern Pulp is
asking to improve their process and treat their effluent in a facility on Northern Pulpâ?Ts land
and then release the treated effluent into a new location in the Northumberland Strait via a
new, bigger, thicker pipe. I also am thankful the province has committed to cleaning up Boat
Harbour. In addition to these â?onew-to-meâ?  facts, my research also revealed that Northern
Pulp engaged at least 6 independent environmental experts to participate and offer their
findings on potential environmental impacts created by this project. Their scope of work
considered a wide variety of issues including, but certainly not limited to the potential impact
on the environment with respect to ice scour, pipe size and design, effluent discharge, water
studies, sediment transport, air quality, fish habitat, construction, flora and fauna and human
health. I have faith that I can rely on the unbiased results reported in the focus report. In
summary, I believe that when we know better, we do better. Northern Pulp has done their due
diligence and engaged experts to determine the impact their new process will have on the
environment. All the data gathered as a result of the studies points to improved processes. The
science verifies this project will have very little impact on the environment. The conclusions
from the extensive study should prevail. The Premier is on record that he also believes in
science and I hope he gives a â?othumbs upâ?  and approves this EA. Name: 

@ .ca Address:  Municipality:
Elmsdale Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 24



From: @scotsburnlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 8:10:09 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As science should be the
deciding factor. I believe that Northern Pulp has proven that this project will not be harmful to
the fisheries or the environment. With this in mind I hope the government will allow the
project to continue. Name:  Email:

@scotsburnlumber.com Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 43 y: 22



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 8:16:41 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: From the focus report,
the use of Best Available Technology Economically Achievable, it is obvious that Northern
Pulp will have an effluent system equivalent to most of the mills in Canada. Most of the
opposition to the pipeline is the Not in my backyard, and is not based on the facts. Needless to
say, over 7 generations of lobsters 7 year life expectancy have been grown in the effluent
discharged by the mill, with little to no effect to the industry, other than increased catches.
Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Westville
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 86 y: 25



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 8:45:39 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the effluent
treatment facility project and hope that the government will give an extension to Boat harbour
until the project is complete Name:  Email: @msn.com Address:

Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 15



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 9:10:53 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I write to you as a
scientist. I have a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of New Brunswick and must
reiterate what the Premier has said that the decision to proceed on this project must be made
based on science and science alone. Too often decisions are made that are emotional or
political that ignore the science - professionally trained people who know what is best for the
greater good of our society. I implore the regulator for this project to review the science and
decide the path forward solely based on science. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-
Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 50 y: 24



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 9:11:47 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern
Pulpâ?Ts efforts and this important industry for Nova Scotiaâ?Ts economy we can be
environmental and still have one of our leading industries remain a viable employer and
responsible earth citizen. Name:  Email:

@yahoo.com Address:  Municipality: Cambridge Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 75 y: 36



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 10:42:19 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Scanning the depth and
detail of this proposal and my 50 year experience as a professional engineer with engineering
associates gives me great confidence in the integrity of this proposal. We are fortunate to have
ethical informed staff to review this proposal. I understand Boat Harbour will be cleaned up,
ASAP hopefully without severely diminishing Nova Scotias number one product shipped
through Halifax and Sheet Harbour and subsequently the ability to fund this cleanup. Name:

 Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 10:45:03 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulps project
should be approved, and the deadline extended given the new information that no repairs can
begin on bost harbor for another year plus anyways. Allow northern pulp to make it right
without destroying nova Scotia forestry industry. Nova Scotia NEEDS Forestry. Name: D
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 63 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 11:04:41 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Keep jobs in Nova
Scotia, â?o Nova Scotia needs forestryâ? !! Keep families together, stop our young men from
heading out west.We need Northern Pulp in the province. Name:  Email: 

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Economy Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 58 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 11:54:22 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Keep up the good work
Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:  liverpool, n.s.

 Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 21



From: @NS.ALIANTZINC.CA
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 12:27:47 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forestry in Nova Scotia
depends on the continual operation of Northern Pulp without them a few things that come to
mind are 1. Unemployment will increase in many sectors not only forestry. 2. Businesses
small and large will shut down. 3. Land values will decrease Name:  Email:

@NS.ALIANTZINC.CA Address: 
Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 32



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 1:13:05 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe this is the best
news you could receive for the environment. With this new effluent treatment facility
Northern Pulp would be improving tremendously. As you can see when you read the
environmental assessment Northern Pulp had a third party environmental expert come in to
assess the impact this new treatment facility will have on any fisheries or fish habitat and it is
proven that no significant impacts are expected on the fisheries or fish habitat. The effluent
treatment facility meets all the regulations that are expected. Northern pulp is one of this
biggest suppliers out of the port of Halifax we need to keep Northern Pulp running. Northern
pulp has been improving over the past 50 years and is willing to keep improving for another
50 years, they do not want to quit. If northern pulp is forced to close for wanting to improve
their system you are looking at thousands of jobs being lost for Northern Pulp workers and
many other indirect jobs. Northern Pulp is looking to improve their system by updating to the
newest and best top of the line feature which is this treatment facility, there are millions of
other ways pollution is happening in our environment and no one is doing anything to stop
them, northern pulp is upgrading to have a better effect on the environment. Shutting down
Northern Pulp because they want to improve their system will not set a good impression in the
future for this community or province. We all want the same end goal- boat harbour will be
cleaned up but Northern Pulp does not have to close for that to happen. Treated effluent has
been running through the Northumberland straight for 50 years- Northern Pulp is looking to
improve their system like they have in the past 50 years why all of a sudden are they being
shamed upon for improving the quality of the effluent being released into the straight- if
anything the community should support that they are looking for ways to IMPROVE.
Northern Pulp has proven through third parties that it will be the safest, treated effluent
possible and all the regulations are met. There is a solution for this and it does not have to be
solved with this mill closing- the fisheries, first nations and northern pulp have survived the
past 50 years they should be able to go another 50 plus more. Northern Pulp has proven that
the effluent treatment facility meets all requirements. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville
Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 72 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 2:02:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I understand from the
focus report that the science shows little to no significant impact on the marine species in the
Northumberland Strait. I feel that the Project should be allowed to go forward based on the
science as well as the fact that there are other similar pulping operations across Canada that
operate within the provincial and federal environmental limits and regulations. I do not see
any reason to believe that Northern Pulp will be any different. They have agreed to install a
state of the art treatment system that will meet all regulations. Northern Pulp has agreed to
perform future baseline testing and monitoring of the air and water once the treatment system
is up and running. I would expect the government to ensure that this happens. The test results
should be shared with the public and relevant stakeholders to ensure complete transparency. I
encourage you to keep industry in Nova Scotia and work with Northern Pulp to ensure that the
environmental regulations are followed. Forestry in NS depends on the mill and I believe that
forestry and the fishing industry can coexist in the future just like it has for the past 50 years.
Effluent has been flowing into the Strait for over 50 years with no effect on the fishery.
Science is much improved now than it was in the past and has been used to clearly
demonstrate that no significant impacts on the environment will occur due to the construction
and operation of a new effluent treatment system at Northern Pulp. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58
y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 2:17:46 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: I have read parts of the submitted focus report and support the
construction and operation of a state of the art effluent treatment system at Northern Pulp. By
allowing this to happen, Boat Harbour can be re-mediated whenever an assessment is
approved and the forestry industry can continue to be a viable industry in NS. I read that
beyond a zone of 2 meters diameter around the outfall diffuser, water quality will be at
background conditions which limits exposure of marine animals in this small area. As well,
there will be minor impacts on marine species and habitat due to construction, but they will be
localized and generally â?oreversibleâ?  which means habitat and population will re-establish
naturally. I believe in the science that has been done to complete the focus report and the
original environmental assessment report. There is no science based reason as to why the
environmental assessment should not be granted. You need to treat Northern Pulp the same as
any other pulp mill in Canada and support them in their efforts to continue to provide
economic benefits to the Province while following the environmental regulations. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 67 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 2:31:21 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe this state of the
art treatment facility is the best news you could receive for the environment and Pictou
County. The science speaks for itself. They have had third party environmental experts
working on this EA around the clock with the conclusion that no significant impacts are
expected on the fisheries or fish habitats as a result of this project. This new facility is going to
meet all requirements and regulations required for the mill to continue to run legally and
environmentally friendly. . As a Pictou County resident, I would rather see Pictou County
continue to grow and flourish not become a ghost town. The mill provides 330 full time
employees with 2050 indirect jobs just in Pictou County alone. With $315 million in economic
contribution annually and over $10 million in tax revenue losing the mill would cause
significant impact to this county. The science is there, now to get an extension and get this
pipe in the water!! #YESPIPE  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 33



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 2:32:18 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly support
Northern Pulpâ?Ts proposal for the new effluent treatment facility, they have done an
excellent job on their research and will continue to provide some of the highest paying jobs for
the people of Pictou County. This will give us the opportunity to keep families in Nova Scotia
working to support our economy. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: Abercrombie Nova Scotia Municipality:
Abercrombie Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 3:44:22 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hello, I am a community
member of Pictou County and have lived here my entire life. I met my husband in high school
and we have   also being raised in Pictou County. We strive to educate on
children on different political views and on community issues. I remember as a child
myself,my best friends father worked at the â?omillâ?  then Scott Paper and I knew even at a
young age her family was supported with a good income from that mill job. My husbandâ?Ts
entire goal was to achieve employment at the mill. We continued to pursue the dream of mill
employment doing whatever was necessary for him to gain appropriate work history to open
that door. Eventually the dream became reality and we bought a home in the community and
began our family. We participate in the community and in the local economy by buying local
when possible. I can say the stress put upon our family has been unfair and unimaginable for
the last two years or so. My children  for the p ast two years if asked where their
father works do not tell anyone but simply respond that he is . That being said we
are not self absorbed enough to ignore that our livelihood is connected to the environment and
the injustice of the history. I am not a scientist however it would appear to me that the mill has
provided significant scientific evidence to support the project and that the effects to the
environment are captured clearly indicating no scientific based impact to the lifestyles we
have all become accustomed to with regard to the Northumberland Straits assets. I have seen
and heard a lot of untrue statements being passed off as science which are not actually
supported by the scientific community at large. In reference to Boat Harbour, I would like to
think there is not a single person trying to defend the history of that. There is a plan to
remediate Boat Harbour which is linked to an arbitrary deadline of January 2020. The mill can
not cease to exist with that hard and fast approaching date. The science seems to support the
project which your government committed to making science based decisions and I am
hopeful you will keep your promise. I can imagine the political weight of making the decision
to support the mill but there must be a middle ground where all parties can find a path to
delivering a positive outcome for all affected. The loudest voice isnâ?Tt always representative
of fact based decisions to be made. Sincerely Yours, Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46

y: 26



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 3:48:02 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As supporters of the
Wastewater Treatment Facility Project proposed by NP NS CorpPaper Excellence Co
concerned citizens of NS we wish to respond respectfully to the importance of this project. For
the past five years since the proposal of this project politicians locally provincially have
disappointed us by not foreseeing the crisis presently before us today. Instead of joining
together to find solutions the various political parties continually blame put one another down,
they refuse to communicate professionally to come together as team players for the betterment
of all people theyre supposed to represent. As residents of Pic.Co., we understand the concerns
of people locally here and we as well are genuinely concerned about our environmental future
and do not want any harm to our strait as we too love and use our waters for beauty pleasure.
What confuses us about the entire animosity and split of angers among residents in our
communities is that treated efflue nt not only from the pulp mill but from all waste water
treatment plants from all PC towns, other industries, PEI eventually make its way to the strait
and seemingly hasnt affected fisheries or use of waters for business or pleasure. The economic
impact facing our province will be significant if the possibility of a mill closure is realized.
Some of the primary effects threatening NSs future due to a permanent NP shutdown would be
the loss of approx. 330 FT NP employees, impact to benefits pensions for over 500 retirees,
over 2000 indirect jobs in PC alone, almost 3000 FT equivalent jobs supported by NP, a
supply chain of over 1350 companies supporting mill operation, and an undetermined number
of spin off jobs in the thousands in relation to forestry, trucking, etc. NP spends 279 million
annually with the larger portion spent in NS, 315 million in economic contribution annually,
with over 10 million annually in tax revenue and is the largest exporter of containers at Hlfx
Port Authority, largest purchaser of sawmill chips, the closure of multiple sawmills forestry
related businesses all astronomical to NS economy. Its evident that most everyone is in
agreement that Boat Harbour needs clean up and remediation. The statement repeated often is
that NP had five years to implement their plan but actually their five year plan has met with
continuous set backs and resistance causing many delays due to several additional requests for
more studies, tests, information, etc., all time consuming and time sensitive which brings us to
the Focus Report presently before us. As the premier has stated and been quoted, we also
believe that with groups working together the economy environment can co-exist towards a
safe viable solution. With the amount of dedication, time, money, studies, and diligent efforts
put forth by the company, government, scientists, others to move forward towards a hopeful
success of this project and to maintain a prosperous economy that affects our entire province,
we believe every consideration possible should be given the company towards completion of a
government approved effluent plan for the betterment of our provinces future even if that
means a possible extension of the Boat Harbour Act. Thank you for this opportunity to give
our feedback. Name:  Email: @live.ca Address: 

Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 4:16:57 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have visited mills all
over canada on buisness for the mill and our mill was the cleanest by far there mills went into
lakes waterways and not a word was ever said what is happening here is a conspiracy to shut
the mill down i am so sick and tired of listening to them they want to turn this country into a
third world country. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 pictou NS Municipality: pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: 
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 28



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 8:03:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
in there efforts to build a new treatment facility in all due fairness it takes more then 5 years to
gain environmental approval and build this facility shutting boat harbour down should never
happen early, in order to build a proper facility with proper approvals they need more time ,
we need forestry in this province but it seems to be at the bottom of this provinceâ?Ts priority
list or non essential to our present day governing party Name: :

hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax:  email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 66 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 9:01:02 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this 100 Name:
 Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Antigonish Co Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 21



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 9:14:02 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forestry in Nova Scotia
has been and continues to be a major contributor to the GNPgross national product. Revenue
created through this builds hospitals schools and other capital projects. Also payrolls for all
sectors of government far to extensive list rely on this. We need to support this project to treat
the effluent to standards that exceeds most and improve what is being pumped into the strait
currently. Name:  Email: @live.com Address: 

Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 28



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 18, 2019 9:35:44 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: how can defend and
continue to support a project as toxic as this.If you cannot clean existing Boat Harbour site
Should or you think the answer is we will tell them we can remove toxins and just pipe it out
further no one will be any wiser Name:  Email: @outlook.com
Address:  Municipality: Greenhill Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 40 y: 23



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 7:01:43 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The maritimes need this
mill. They have done all there homework. Crossed their Tâ?Ts an dotted their Iâ?Ts. All the
science shows it will work so I believe it should be granted a chance. Thousands of families
depend on this mill. The mill is definitely going to need an extension on boat harbour as well
as it took all this time to do the science an studies an all the other set backs from fisherman to
submitting another environmental assessment. Name:  Email:

@seasidehighspeed.com Address:  Municipality: Upper
Stewiacke Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 14



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 7:44:09 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Itâ?Ts not just Pictou
County that desperately needs Northern Pulp to move forward with this effluent treatment
facility, itâ?Ts all of Nova Scotia. This WILL affect the entire province. NOVA SCOTIA
NEEDS PULP ! Name: Email: @gmail.com Address: Pictou
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 30



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 8:54:13 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project
100. We need to keep our pulp mill going. It effects all of Nova Scotia. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Antigonish Co Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 16



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 9:21:31 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Need this for the future
of Nova Scotia Name: @gmail.com Address: Municipality:
St johns Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####j email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 3



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 9:31:26 AM

Project: - Choose - Comments: I support northern pulp Name:  Email: Address:
Clydesdale Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 20

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 12:22:52 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the mill Nova
Scotia needs this. Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Antigonish Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 23

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 1:16:17 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having spent
considerable time studying the report I feel the independent science is leaving the government
no choice but to move forward with the approval process. The effluent from the mill will be
cleaner and better monitored then ever in the past. Since the mill and fishing industry have
coexisted for 50 years and by their own records have steadily increased in value and size of
catch I can see nothing but improvement despite their groundless arguments. I support a green
mill, I support the Forest industry I support the cleanup of Boat Harbour, I support
government acting on facts and science, I support rational behavior that benefits all Nova
Scotians. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: NEW GLASGOW Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ###
 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 20



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 3:11:35 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am convinced that the
science is there to support Northern Pulps plans to build a new effluent plant. I have been
following effluent treatment plants with the same technology . They all claim improved
effluent and some have received environmental awards. So the science is correct i believe we
should give Northern Pulp enough time to build the new plant. Not only would it give our area
a financial boost while construction but the forest industry can finally breath a sigh of relief.
Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: Merigomish Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 28



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 3:29:25 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a lifetime resident of
the Northumberland strait,I have great confidence in the Northern pulp replacement effluent
treatment facility project.I feel the company is an extremely important asset not only to the
livelihood of our community,but our province as well.Nova Scotia needs our forestry
industry,and Northern pulp, one cannot survive without the other. Name: 
Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Merigomish Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 59 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 4:05:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe the science
supports this project and believe it should go forward peoples biggest concern is treated
effluent going into the strait thatâ?Ts exactly where it goes after boat harbor Name: 

Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 4



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 6:26:11 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My friend fishes lobster
at the present outfall since many years . Catches have increased and lobsters have been
analyzed at a university with good results .The Strait water is poluted according to UPEI tests
from sources other thsn NP. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Riverton NS Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 21



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 7:25:57 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It would be ludicrous to
shut down a major Forest Industry supporting pulp mill,which is now meeting Government
Environmental Regs is in the process of investing $$$ to improving its effluent treatment
systems. NS, would not only lose a major tax base from the loss of the mill related saw mills
dependent on the pulp mill for survival and thousands of related jobs, but we would be forced
to purchase essential products toilet paper, etc from mills elsewhere which may have less or
even no Environmental Regs,thus contributing a much larger impact on the environment. NS,
with little Forest Ind. remaining, and demands also for no fracking,no gold/coal mining,no nat.
gas storage facilities, etc,those of us who cant move away for employment will have to depend
to a large extent on our remaining natural resource Fishing Industry to support our
Government programs Public Works,Education,Health, etc.This will no doubt put a large
financial burden on our Fisheries if these programs cant be supported financially, then there
may have to be major cut backs or even cancellations of these programs. Name: 

Email: @eastlink.ca Address: Municipality:
Westville Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 8:16:34 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading through
Northern Pulps proposal report, I realized how seriously they are taking this issue. I believe
they are working very hard to make any wrongs theyve done right. I personally think they are
genuine in their journey to mitigate the issues that the community has with them. Change
doesnt happen over night and I think they need some time to put these new processes in place,
and I think they should be given a chance to prove that they are serious on making these
changes. The Pulp Mill generates so many jobs for people, how many communities and
families will it affect if the mill is shut down...the total amount of people affected is
staggering. The environment is something we have to take care of and I think with what they
have proposed the concerns that everyone has will be addressed. The economy alone in Nova
Scotia is already hurting please dont contribute to even more job loss due to closed
mindedness. thank you Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: FORT MCMURRAY Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y:
22



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 19, 2019 8:38:18 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulp in their efforts to improve their environmental footprint. Protecting the environment is
very important and I believe Northern Pulp has adequately addressed the concerns that came
from the initial environmental assessment. Northern Pulpâ?Ts operation is a critical part of
Nova Scotias forest industry and as such, they should be given the appropriate amount of time
that insures this project is successful in both the protection of the environment as well as the
economy. Name: : @msn.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 2:03:07 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support NP. Nova
Scotia cannot afford to lose the jobs related to NP. forestry industry as well as mining, oil, has
been the main things many people have been wanting to end in NS but these same people have
no clue as to how much damage this will do to our Province. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Tatamagouche NS Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 55 y: 17



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 2:20:36 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked in forestry
most of my life. The closing of Northern Pulp will have a devastating impact on NS. I find
most people who complain about forestry have no clue as to what we actually do. Name:

 Email: Address: Tatamagouche Nova Scotia Municipality: Tatamagouche
Postal-Code:  Phone: # ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 30

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 4:03:33 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the pulp mill
Name:  Email: @outlook.com Address: 

Municipality: Springhill Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 32



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 11:57:36 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There is no simple
solution for everyone but I believe that this proposal is the best move forward for all
concerned. Forestry and spin off is worth more to this province than I believe many people
realize. Please Give Northern Pulp the okay to move forward with their plan without shutting
down. Even a short closure would be devastating to the forestry industry...one we may never
recover from. Extend the deadline and lets get this done. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: Municipality: New Germany Postal-
Code:  Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 64 y: 26



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 12:00:53 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is what we need to
do with no shutdown. Please extend the deadline to allow for time to finish the project. We
have 3 trucks that haul raw wood products and we would be thrown out of work and into
possible bankruptcy by a shutdown. Forestry is essential to this province and is a fully
renewable resource. Please lets keep Nova Scotia open for business. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:
Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

69 y: 28



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 12:14:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am years old have
had a small business in the wood industry for 30 years I would like to upgrade my
equipment but everything is up in the air right now.What am I going to do if everything shuts
down?I am too old to move away I don`t want to lose everything I worked so hard for! Name:

 Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:
 Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 1:48:02 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Agreee with the
proposed plan Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Truro NS  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 28



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 2:35:52 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the pipe line
Name:  Email: @hotmail.ca Address: 
Municipality: Amherst Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 24



From: @live.c
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 3:36:35 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Good Name: 
Email: @live.c Address: Municipality:

Dartmouth Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 3:37:16 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Agreed Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:

Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 15



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 3:38:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Agreed Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:

Italy cross Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 86 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 3:38:56 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Agreed Name: 
 Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:

Italy cross Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 23



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 3:44:10 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Good Name: 
Email: live.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: 

Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 88 y: 30



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 6:32:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
Name: Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Westville Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 54 y: 12



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 6:32:52 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and the jobs it creates in pictou County. Name: Email: @gmail.com
Address: Alma Municipality: Alma Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 10



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 20, 2019 9:10:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern. I am a 4th generation logger who lives outside of pictou county. I have followed this
issue quite closely like many others and have gathered lots of opinions and information to the
point that I have finally arrived at my own honest opinion. I personally know a chemical
engineer and I have picked their brain about this topic, so I would hope that my opinion is an
informed one. In my honest opinion, the new replacement effluent treatment facility is
perfectly fine technology for this application. Although, I feel that it should have been
installed years ago. This is not new technology and I honestly wish that northern pulp had
have dealt with this matter sooner. If they had have done it before this, the boat harbour act
wouldnt have been legislated. If the boat harbour act wasnt legislated, they could have used
boat harbour as the outfall location for the treated effluent which is what I think should exactly
happen. Boat harbour is already contaminated and probably wont be able to be returned 100 to
its original state and this proposed technology has been proven that it works in other places.
When you look at the characteristics of treated effluent in the focus report, some numbers are
better than whats coming out of boat harbour and some numbers are worse. Lobstermen are
afraid of what it may do to their stocks, and I am empathetic of them, but there are lobstermen
that fish just outside of the boat harbour outfall so the TREATED pulpmill effluent cant be
that lethal. I also feel that it is far too elaborate of an undertaking to run a pipe to caribou
point. If TREATED effluent not raw was put into boat harbour, pictou landing first nation
could continue to be compensated for the use of boat harbour, and have it cleaned up. The
pulp mill could continue to operate and not collaterally damage the forest industry. As well,
there would be absolutely no risk to lobster stocks. That would be the win win win for
everybody immediately affected in this issue. Thank you Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Upper Musquodoboit Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

63 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 8:53:37 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The effluent treatment
facility will meet all environmental regulations and as such should be approved. The northern
pulp facility has been consistently meeting effluent regulations at the discharge point from the
current treatment facility, boat harbour. There have been no reported environmental effects
within the strait with 50 years of operation. The fishing industry has thrived during those
years. Fishing industry and forestry can co exist. Forestryâ?Ts jobs and other spin off jobs are
critical to our economy especially in rural areas. We need to support industry with the proper
environmental guidelines and oversight. The extension should be granted to allow this to
happen. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 9:03:30 AM

Project: - Choose - Comments: No. No. No Name:  Email:
@gmail.com Address: mount William N s 

Municipality: P .c Postal-Code: Phone:  #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 10:25:09 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support effluent project
100 percent. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Manganese mines Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 34



From: i @gmail.co.
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 10:40:42 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the new
treatment facility , new methods and science of today . This will sustain our industry and
prove Northern Pulp will stand up and do right by the environment and the people . Name: 

 Email: @gmail.co. Address:  Municipality: birch
hill Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 66 y: 32



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 10:54:20 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This apparent new
assessment Northern Pulp has submitted is just like they used their siblings homework from
the year before for the same teacher, itâ?Ts the same as their last proposal. They use a bunch
of probabilities and day all the bad things that will happen if the pipe goes in â?oshouldâ?
not happen. Should is not good enough for me. If this effluent was so safe they would be using
a closed loop system like all other mills still running. They said they could not do that because
the effluent would corrode that kind of pipe. Then what they are putting through the pipes is
obviously going to kill marine life. Also, itâ?Ts not just about the water, what goes into the air
is poisonous and causes cancer, we shouldnâ?Tt be dying because of 200 jobs. This mill is
falling apart and is too far gone to update. There are tons of jobs out there, northern pulp isnâ?
Tt that important, the pulp business is running out, weâ?Tre trying to find a more
environmentally friendly way to do things, we need to move forward and think about the
environment because if we ruin that then we will be dead, I donâ?Tt think that they should
continue to poison us just for 200 jobs. Weâ?Tre basically paying northern pulp to kill us.
Definitely not something I want to spend my tax money on. There will still be a forestry and
truck driving jobs. These workers will be fine, thereâ?Ts more jobs but there isnâ?Tt another
planet. We need to do better for our children and other future generations. Name: 

Email: @hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality:
Scotch Hill Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 11:09:42 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Just as we have evolved
in residential housing from dumping sewage into our rivers and streams and oceans we must
lead the way in industry by protecting our waters with improvement projects like this.
Government sets the bar. Industry makes the investment knowing they can trust there efforts
will be taken seriously and the tradesmen who have spent there lifetime traveling and
improving other countrys, states and provinces will be here to do the work. Please lead by
example and get this job done. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Hubbards , Nova Scotia. Municipality: Hubbarss Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y:
24



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 11:51:50 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have followed the back
and forth over these past years. I agree that Northern Pulp has a right to survive, but more, has
the responsibility to harbour those thousands of jobs throughout Nova Scotia. Once itâ?Ts own
treatment plant is in operation, Boat Harbour will be cleaned and refreshed. Please do not
allow the mill to close, please do not allow all this work and wellbeing of our economic
community die for the sake of an extended short time it will take to build the new treatment
facility and bring it on line. Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net
Address:  Municipality: Pictou, NS Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 # - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 26



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 12:02:28 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Social media and the
book The Mill tend to focus on a sorry past of previous owners that did not invest as good
corporate citizens. Fortunately for the NS forest industry, the current owners have invested
heavily in emissions upgrades and have jumped many regulatory hurdles to bring forth a
creditable solution for Boat Harbour. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 68 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 12:51:30 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Read the report. This
project should get the go ahead. All science points to little impact on the environment. Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Salt Springs Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 71 y: 12



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 1:15:49 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp is a key
contributor to the economy in Pictou county and Nova Scotia. The mill shutting down will
effect not only direct employees but the entire community. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 27



From: @ .ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 1:37:56 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Through the stringent
laws with todays environmental Dept. and Paper Exellences ongoing co-operation and
improving internally and externally with the existing mill the Effluent project should proceed.
With todays standards and technology, this is the only company that had it best interest for not
only themselves but for the public moving forward. Name:  Email:

@ .ca Address: Thorburn Municipality: Pic. Co.
Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 59 y: 21



From: @ .ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 2:27:14 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to provide
my support to the proposed effluent treatment facility project at Northern Pulp. It is extremely
important to realize that this is not a case of jobs vs. the environment, and that both can co-
exist. I am entirely confident that Northern Pulp has completed sufficient due diligence for this
project to be successful from an environmental and economic perspective, and ensure the
long-term future of the forest products industry here in Nova Scotia. Name: 
Email: @ .ca Address: MacLellans Brook Road
Municipality: MacLellans Brook Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 26



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 2:49:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support NP and
the Forestry Industry. The Sicence is there for the project to be completed. Having worked 27
years in Retail I also fully understand the impact the economy would suffer if NP is forced to
shut down for any amount of time due to any restrictions put in place to cause a stoppage in
the Mills Production. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Braeshore Municipality: Pictou
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 43 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 3:08:21 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read the focus
report. It looks like the science behind the project supports minimal environmental impact, and
as a result I believe the project should move forward. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Salt
Springs Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 24



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 4:58:27 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked in the
forestry for 27 years. I feel as though the objectives of having an effective effluent treatment
plant process will allow for the continued operation of Northern Pulp as well as the clean up of
Boat Harbour. There has been much discussion around all of the parties involved not being
able to co exist. I would suggest that the government of Nova Scotia has a responsibility to all
parties involved to see the project through and allow for the continued operation of the mill
and the continued operation of the local fishery. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Truro
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 56 y: 27

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 21, 2019 8:29:57 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The closure of Northern
Pulp would affect numerous families including myself. My family income comes from
forestry and has for the past 20 or more years. I hate the thought of trying to start another
occupation at my stage in life. Why can it the changes be done periodically. The closure would
great devastation in the ecomomy. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Danesville Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 16



OCTOBER 2019 RESPONSE TO NORTHERN PULP ETF PROPOSAL FOCUS REPORT 

O ne critical component is missing from this extremely lengthy ETF Replacement Proposal Focus Report -
TRUST! 

Trust is defined "as to have confidence, faith or hope in someone or something" . I believe th is proponent, Northern 
Pulp, has failed to earn any measure of public confidence, faith or hope during their tenure of mill ownership. 
NP's historical actions (or lack thereoO speak amplified volumes louder than the thousands of pages 
containing selectively contrived wording they've submitted for this application could ever hope to. 
Professional negligence has been repetitively exercised by Northern Pulp. 

Encompassing many decades, the true tested and trusted science is: 

• .... the fishers with years of hands on experience who know the real science of those Strait waters, fish 
and fish habitat. Their "field surveys" have been conducted over a span of lifetimes and are a 
demonstrated cred it to their chosen profession. 

• .... local underwater divers and boat owners who know the accurate science regarding Strait seabed 
geography, channels, currents and tides because their lives depend on that knowledge. 

• .... community residents living along those coastlines who bear witness to the tainted waters and 
pollution debris already washing ashore from activities this proponent had previously deemed 
scientifically acceptable as well. 

• .... this legion of ind ividuals for their practiced capabilities of recognizing what can be expected from 
Strait waters during seasonal weather conditions better than any hypothetical modelling methods 
might be able to predict. 

• .... data collected by the 600 researchers at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Canada's largest 
centre for ocean research, located right here in Nova Scotia. Presumably, this highly acclaimed facility 
is indeed providing the website identified "peer" reviewed advice and support for the provincial 
Environment Department's decision-making process in this ongoing contentious issue involving 
federal waters. 

I TRUST .... the substantial number of expressed concerns/ critiques by various government departments 
and groups who excel in their identified fields of expert ise are valid and will warrant respectful, responsible 
consideration. 

Nova Scotians love to promote the integrity of "shopping local". If the Nova Scotia Environment Department 
truly hopes to determine the best decision for Northumberland Strait waters, they would be well advised to 
search locally for the information needed to competently make that decision. Consult local fishers, d ivers, 
boat owners and community members who will be affected most by any decision. 

I TRUST .... the amassed knowledge and real life experiences of decades by those innumerable individuals 
significantly more than a single year's worth (or less) of computer modelling schematics designed at the desks 
of Northern Pulp's hired teams of creative wordsmiths. 
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In closing, I have to ask ... . 

• Could it be expected that extensive volumes of temperate effluent being d ischarged daily into the 
Strait natural marine environment wou ld alter and disturb the composition of that relatively shallow 
seabed? 

• ls there probability the continuous underwater movement will create deeper channels where exposed 
pressure fissures or cracks in plate boundaries may eventually develop? 

• Could that potentially generate enough underwater se ismic activity to produce submarine 
ea rthquakes and/or tsunamis? 

Can you honestly ask Nova Scotians to risk giving that much TRUST to this particular project application? 

Respectfully, 

Proud lifelong Nova Scotian for 61 years 

g)gmail.com 
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From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 8:24:53 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp closing
would cause the lost of thousands of jobs. Extend the boat harbour act! Let northern pulp do
whatâ?Ts right and let these innocent people keep their jobs! Name: Email: Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 34 y: 15

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 9:02:55 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is
essential to the successful future of Nova Scotia. The technology that has been shown to be
proven in other parts of the world. The Paper Excellence company shows great partnership in
other parts of Canada with pulp mills and the environment. The science is behind this project,
and wont harm the lobster fishery. If you reject the project,that would not be a decision based
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October 22, 2019


To: Environmental Assessment Branch 
      Nova Scotia Environment 
      P.O. Box 442 
      Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 


Re: Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project (Northern Pulp)


Submitted by: Linda Irving, MPH 
                       652 East Earltown Road 
                       Tatamagouche, NS B0K 1V0
                       lindairving5@gmail.com


Via email:  EA@novascotia.ca


Please find my personal comments below regarding the following deficiencies in the Focus Report for 
the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project (Northern Pulp):


1.  Lack of comprehensive evaluation of effluent temperature, and its effects on ocean warming and 
Northumberland Strait ecosystem (Sections 2.4, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5);


2.  HHRA fails to address human health risks associated with the project  (Appendix 9.2);


3.  Reliance on approximations and assumptions, not scientific inquiry. 


The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently released their 
report on the global climate crisis.  This report includes scientific updates on the state of the oceans at 
Chapter 5:  “Changing Ocean, Marine Ecosystems, and Dependent Communities”.  Seventy-five 
authors of scientific studies from around the globe contributed to this chapter, that concludes with a 65-
page reference list. Some key points:  


• It is very likely that the majority of coastal regions will experience statistically significant 
changes in tidal amplitudes over the course of the 21st century. The sign and amplitude of local 
changes to tides are very likely to be impacted by both human coastal adaptation measures and 
climate drivers


• By 2100 the ocean is very likely to warm by 2 to 4 times as much for low emissions (RCP2.6) 
and 5 to 7 times as much for the high emissions scenario (RCP8.5) compared with the observed 
changes since 1970


• Oxygen is projected to decline further
• Simulated ocean warming and changes in net primary production during the 21st century are 


projected to alter community structure of marine organisms (high confidence), reduce global 
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marine animal biomass (medium confidence) and the maximum potential catches of fish stocks 
(medium confidence) with regional differences in the direction and magnitude of changes (high 
confidence)


• Projected decreases in global marine animal biomass and fish catch potential could elevate the 
risk of impacts on income, livelihood and food security of the dependent human communities 
(medium confidence)


• Structure and functions of all types of coastal ecosystems will continue to be at moderate to 
high risk under the RCP2.6 scenario (medium confidence) and will face high to very high risk 
under the RCP8.5 scenario (high confidence) by 2100. 
https://report.ipcc.ch/srocc/pdf/SROCC_FinalDraft_Chapter5.pdf


Each of these findings, and others, are relevant to the EA that is the subject of the Focus Report, 
particularly Sections 2.4, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5.


Nova Scotia Environment publishes a document on their website titled “Guide to Considering Climate 
Change in Environmental Assessments in Nova Scotia” (2011).  Section 1.0 Introduction: 


“The importance of an EA process as an effective tool for climate change mitigation and 
adaptation planning and management has been identified by the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) as well as by the World Bank, 
United Nations and other international development agencies.  As such, climate change is 
increasingly becoming a key part of the EA process worldwide. This is because in the 
context of global climate change, it has been recognized that EAs should consider not 
only energy use/conservation and effects of emissions or sequestration of greenhouse 
gases, i.e. a project’s contribution to climate change, but also the impacts of climate 
change on a project.”
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/docs/EA.Climate.Change.Guide.pdf


While scientists and citizens worldwide are grappling with the impending climate catastrophe, 
Northern Pulp (NP) is charging forward with their proposal to install a pipeline to dispose of hot, 
“treated” pulp effluent into the shallow waters of the Northumberland Strait.  


We the citizens are tasked with reviewing and commenting on the absurdly voluminous Focus 
Report document.  The lengthy report belies the actual absence of valid data and conclusions.  It is also 
devoid of any discussion of the project’s contribution to the warming of ocean waters, with respect to 
climate change.


The findings/conclusions in the Focus Report fail to adhere to standard scientific methodology.  
The report is yet another compilation of unsupported data and conclusions.  None of the conclusions 
articulate statistical significance or confidence intervals.  The reader must comb through copious data 
that culminates in sweeping, and invalid conclusions about the potential for significant harm.  The leap 
from data to conclusions simply does not make the mark:


At Section 3.1 the report discusses the deleterious effects of temperature increases on biological
processes:
  


“A biological treatment system contains many microorganisms that provide treatment.
The types of organisms working change because of the constantly changing composition
and quality of the effluent. As the temperature changes in the effluent, one group of
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microorganisms will slow down, even die off, and another group will perform the
treatment needs. Variations in temperature affect all biological processes. ” Focus Report, 
p. 46


  At Section 7, the report states “Effluent temperature is expected to fall within the range of 25-
37ºC at the outfall location, as discussed in detail in Section 3.1 of the Focus Report...”  Focus Report, 
p. 152.   And, 


“Over the course of day-to-day operations with designed temperature control, the large inherent 
capacity of effluent in the replacement ETF, and the small zone of influence around the diffuser 
(See Section 4.2 of the Focus Report), thermal shock to the receiving environment and 
marine life at the effluent discharge are unlikely to occur.”  Focus Report, p. 152


This conclusion essentially contradicts the statements found in Section 3.1.  To repeat, 
“Variations in temperature affect all biological processes.”  Variations in temperature WILL affect 
lobster, rock crab, seaweed, scallops, herring, clams, cod, hake, plaice, halibut, flounder, mackerel, 
tuna, eels, seals, whales, dolphins, porpoises, phytoplankton etc.  In other words, biological organisms 
that are part of the diverse Northumberland Strait ecosystem. 


As with microorganisms discussed in Section 3.1, every organism has its own temperature 
tolerance range.  And, geographical range.  The arbitrary “mixing zone” will be high in temperature and
toxins, relative to background waters.  The arbitrary mixing zone itself is nothing more than a 
theoretical construct, yet to be scientifically tested.


 “Increased temperature can also have an adverse effect when combined synergistically with 
pollutants.  With increasing temperature, toxicities for some contaminants are increased and the 
resistance to disease lowered.” Environmental effects assessment of freshwater thermal discharge; 
Environment Canada, 2014.  
https://ec.gc.ca/ee-ea/e8fbacca-2e85-4e76-978b-5a1d45aacd82/1617_finalthermalguidance_e_07.pdf


As noted in the Focus Report at Section 3.1, in the summer, organisms will be subjected to 
effluent that is 20.2ºC warmer than the receiving environment, and in winter the effluent will be 
24ºC warmer than the receiving environment.   Those are significant temperature increases!  The 
focus report fails to discuss how the high effluent temperature will dissipate in the receiving waters in 
summer or winter, or the potential long-range, gradual effects on organisms in the Strait. Nor does the 
Focus Report, or the original undertaking contemplate the effects of warming seawater on local or 
global climate.  This is an unequivocal deficiency in the original undertaking, and in the Focus Report 
re: Sections 2.4, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5.
 


APPENDIX 9.2 – HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT


“9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-related impacts 
on human health.”


The scope of a human health risk assessment required by Nova Scotia Environment is limited 
by the requirement to “commence” an assessment.  No explanation or documentation of a projected 
timeline for completion of the HHRA is found in the terms of reference or the Focus Report. Section 
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9.2 of the Focus Report has insufficient information to inform the potential for human health risks 
associated with the undertaking.  


In addition to the HHRA being incomplete, the content is based almost entirely upon estimation 
and approximation, or, is “under consideration”.  The Focus Report requirements appear to stem from 
advisory comments by Allison Denning of Health Canada, submitted in response to the original 
undertaking submission: 


 “...the conduct of a more formalized human health risk assessment (HHRA) for baseline health 
risks and also for health risks related to future effluent releases, using the information collected 
as per the previous three bullets...Health Canada acknowledges that it has no enforceable 
regulatory requirement for the project (e.g. permits, authorizations), however, given the 
lack of information provided in the Human Health Evaluation (HHE), and the unknown 
chemical composition of the future effluent, any advice provided would be speculative and
may not adequately ensure the protection of human health...The information requested in
Health Canada’s comment 1) above should be used to inform the lack of current data and
should be collected prior to the commencement of effluent discharge fro the new pipeline
 to the Northumberland Strait.” Denning, Allsion (Health Canada).  Letter to:  Helen Yeh 
(Nova Scotia Environment), March 4, 2019.


The Focus Report Appendix 9.2 HHRA fails to provide a baseline description of the population 
at risk that includes the size, composition, health status or behavioural patterns. The only information 
about the human population characteristics is seen at 2.4.5 Receptor Characteristics  “The characteristics 
of each of the critical receptors, apart from the food ingestion rates, will be obtained from Health Canada (HC, 
2010b).” Appendix 9.2, p. 2.13.  The Health Canada document cited is described as follows:  


“The purpose of this guidance document is to prescribe, to the degree possible, standard exposure 
pathways, receptor characteristics, TRVs, and other parameters required to quantitatively and 
consistently assess the potential chemical exposures and human health risks at federal contaminated 
sites. The primary purpose for PQRA is to rank the potential human health risks posed by federal 
contaminated sites relative to one another...”


https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/environmental-workplace-health/reports-
publications/contaminated-sites/federal-contaminated-site-risk-assessment-canada-part-guidance-
human-health-preliminary-quantitative-risk-assessment-pqra-version-2-0.html
  


No population baseline data has been established, and no timeframe for obtaining baseline 
information is mentioned.  The four authors of the Ecometrix report have combined credentials in 
aquatic toxicology, the mining industry, environmental studies in air,  lake water, and earthworms, 
environmental effects monitoring, invasive species etc.  None of the four authors appear to have a 
background in human health sciences, public health, environmental health, biostatistics or 
epidemiology. 


NP and its predecessors have been operating the Abercrombie mill for 52 years.  Data for 
morbidity and mortality in humans who live in proximity to the mill should have been collected to 
establish the baseline for the target population (i.e. “receptor characteristics”), for the purposes of the 
present EA.  


By the authors’ own admission, the Focus Report is lacking in key information necessary to 
form reliable or valid conclusions of any kind.  For example, Section 2.2 Study Area at pp. 2.1 – 2.2 
states:
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“An air dispersion model is currently being finalized to support the Focus Report 
(Stantec, 2019a). When available, this model will be relied upon for the HHRA to define 
the areas potentially influenced by atmospheric emissions from the new ETF.”


Section 2.7 Uncertainties summarizes the deficiencies in the HHRA.  “...assumptions must be made 
due to a lack of absolute scientific knowledge.” Appendix 9.2 p. 2.16.  In an attempt to assuage 
concern about the abject lack of scientific basis, the authors state the following:  


“Therefore, when all of the assumptions are combined, the actual risks, if any, are overestimated 
rather than underestimated.” Appendix 9.2 p. 2.16


The reliance upon assumptions is likely the result of a lack of expertise in health sciences, lack 
of effort to gather and analyze health data, hubris, and the hope that reviewers will turn a blind eye to 
the flimsy attempt to “commence” a human health risk assessment as required in the Focus Report.  


A stunning example of the inadequacy of this HHRA is seen in Appendix B Local Seafood 
Intake Survey.  Here, the survey instrument is presented for review.  However, it is without any 
rationale for, or description of the methodology; description of how the survey was implemented; or,  
information about the timeline for ultimate analysis and completion of the survey.  The survey 
instrument is presented in a virtual vacuum.  It is devoid of any information that would inform the 
reader about potential effects on the future health of any consumer of seafood in the local area, or 
beyond.  


If the final completion of a valid HHRA were to be achieved after the effluent treatment project 
is commenced, it is impossible to imagine how the train could be turned around to bring the treatment 
facility and pipe within the realm of “safe” after it is finally determined that human health will be at 
risk.  Ultimately, the HHRA concludes with Section 3.0 Next Steps:  “The following information is 
needed to support the HHRA”  Appendix 9.2 p. 3.1.  Quintessential cart before the horse.   


Simply requiring that an HHRA be commenced, as an afterthought, has no practical application.
The HHRA at Appendix 9.2 of the Focus Report is lacking in useful information about the local at-risk 
human population, human health studies, epidemiological data, projected dispersion of pollutants in the
air, and Local Seafood Intake Survey data and analysis.  The HHRA relies entirely upon assumptions 
that have no scientific value to inform the safety of the NP replacement effluent treatment facility.  


Approving this project, based upon blind assumptions that human health, and the 
ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait will be protected, would be the most egregious act that 
this government could possibly undertake.  


Despite the confines of regulations and processes that govern this environmental assessment, 
common sense must prevail.  Listen to the wisdom of young people who are leading the way in their 
attempts to stop the destruction of their future and our planet.  The madness must stop here....


Because, underneath all of this is the real truth we have been avoiding: climate change isn’t an 
“issue” to add to the list of things to worry about, next to health care and taxes. It is a civilizational 
wake-up call. A powerful message—spoken in the language of fires, floods, droughts, and extinctions
—telling us that we need an entirely new economic model and a new way of sharing this planet. 
Telling us that we need to evolve.”
Naomi Klein
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October 22, 2019

To: Environmental Assessment Branch 
      Nova Scotia Environment 
      P.O. Box 442 
      Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 

Re: Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project (Northern Pulp)

Submitted by:  
                        
                       
                       gmail.com

Via email:  EA@novascotia.ca

Please find my personal comments below regarding the following deficiencies in the Focus Report for 
the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project (Northern Pulp):

1.  Lack of comprehensive evaluation of effluent temperature, and its effects on ocean warming and 
Northumberland Strait ecosystem (Sections 2.4, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5);

2.  HHRA fails to address human health risks associated with the project  (Appendix 9.2);

3.  Reliance on approximations and assumptions, not scientific inquiry. 

The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently released their 
report on the global climate crisis.  This report includes scientific updates on the state of the oceans at 
Chapter 5:  “Changing Ocean, Marine Ecosystems, and Dependent Communities”.  Seventy-five 
authors of scientific studies from around the globe contributed to this chapter, that concludes with a 65-
page reference list. Some key points:  

• It is very likely that the majority of coastal regions will experience statistically significant 
changes in tidal amplitudes over the course of the 21st century. The sign and amplitude of local 
changes to tides are very likely to be impacted by both human coastal adaptation measures and 
climate drivers

• By 2100 the ocean is very likely to warm by 2 to 4 times as much for low emissions (RCP2.6) 
and 5 to 7 times as much for the high emissions scenario (RCP8.5) compared with the observed 
changes since 1970

• Oxygen is projected to decline further
• Simulated ocean warming and changes in net primary production during the 21st century are 

projected to alter community structure of marine organisms (high confidence), reduce global 
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marine animal biomass (medium confidence) and the maximum potential catches of fish stocks 
(medium confidence) with regional differences in the direction and magnitude of changes (high 
confidence)

• Projected decreases in global marine animal biomass and fish catch potential could elevate the 
risk of impacts on income, livelihood and food security of the dependent human communities 
(medium confidence)

• Structure and functions of all types of coastal ecosystems will continue to be at moderate to 
high risk under the RCP2.6 scenario (medium confidence) and will face high to very high risk 
under the RCP8.5 scenario (high confidence) by 2100. 
https://report.ipcc.ch/srocc/pdf/SROCC_FinalDraft_Chapter5.pdf

Each of these findings, and others, are relevant to the EA that is the subject of the Focus Report, 
particularly Sections 2.4, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5.

Nova Scotia Environment publishes a document on their website titled “Guide to Considering Climate 
Change in Environmental Assessments in Nova Scotia” (2011).  Section 1.0 Introduction: 

“The importance of an EA process as an effective tool for climate change mitigation and 
adaptation planning and management has been identified by the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) as well as by the World Bank, 
United Nations and other international development agencies.  As such, climate change is 
increasingly becoming a key part of the EA process worldwide. This is because in the 
context of global climate change, it has been recognized that EAs should consider not 
only energy use/conservation and effects of emissions or sequestration of greenhouse 
gases, i.e. a project’s contribution to climate change, but also the impacts of climate 
change on a project.”
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/docs/EA.Climate.Change.Guide.pdf

While scientists and citizens worldwide are grappling with the impending climate catastrophe, 
Northern Pulp (NP) is charging forward with their proposal to install a pipeline to dispose of hot, 
“treated” pulp effluent into the shallow waters of the Northumberland Strait.  

We the citizens are tasked with reviewing and commenting on the absurdly voluminous Focus 
Report document.  The lengthy report belies the actual absence of valid data and conclusions.  It is also 
devoid of any discussion of the project’s contribution to the warming of ocean waters, with respect to 
climate change.

The findings/conclusions in the Focus Report fail to adhere to standard scientific methodology.  
The report is yet another compilation of unsupported data and conclusions.  None of the conclusions 
articulate statistical significance or confidence intervals.  The reader must comb through copious data 
that culminates in sweeping, and invalid conclusions about the potential for significant harm.  The leap 
from data to conclusions simply does not make the mark:

At Section 3.1 the report discusses the deleterious effects of temperature increases on biological
processes:
  

“A biological treatment system contains many microorganisms that provide treatment.
The types of organisms working change because of the constantly changing composition
and quality of the effluent. As the temperature changes in the effluent, one group of
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microorganisms will slow down, even die off, and another group will perform the
treatment needs. Variations in temperature affect all biological processes. ” Focus Report, 
p. 46

  At Section 7, the report states “Effluent temperature is expected to fall within the range of 25-
37ºC at the outfall location, as discussed in detail in Section 3.1 of the Focus Report...”  Focus Report, 
p. 152.   And, 

“Over the course of day-to-day operations with designed temperature control, the large inherent 
capacity of effluent in the replacement ETF, and the small zone of influence around the diffuser 
(See Section 4.2 of the Focus Report), thermal shock to the receiving environment and 
marine life at the effluent discharge are unlikely to occur.”  Focus Report, p. 152

This conclusion essentially contradicts the statements found in Section 3.1.  To repeat, 
“Variations in temperature affect all biological processes.”  Variations in temperature WILL affect 
lobster, rock crab, seaweed, scallops, herring, clams, cod, hake, plaice, halibut, flounder, mackerel, 
tuna, eels, seals, whales, dolphins, porpoises, phytoplankton etc.  In other words, biological organisms 
that are part of the diverse Northumberland Strait ecosystem. 

As with microorganisms discussed in Section 3.1, every organism has its own temperature 
tolerance range.  And, geographical range.  The arbitrary “mixing zone” will be high in temperature and
toxins, relative to background waters.  The arbitrary mixing zone itself is nothing more than a 
theoretical construct, yet to be scientifically tested.

 “Increased temperature can also have an adverse effect when combined synergistically with 
pollutants.  With increasing temperature, toxicities for some contaminants are increased and the 
resistance to disease lowered.” Environmental effects assessment of freshwater thermal discharge; 
Environment Canada, 2014.  
https://ec.gc.ca/ee-ea/e8fbacca-2e85-4e76-978b-5a1d45aacd82/1617_finalthermalguidance_e_07.pdf

As noted in the Focus Report at Section 3.1, in the summer, organisms will be subjected to 
effluent that is 20.2ºC warmer than the receiving environment, and in winter the effluent will be 
24ºC warmer than the receiving environment.   Those are significant temperature increases!  The 
focus report fails to discuss how the high effluent temperature will dissipate in the receiving waters in 
summer or winter, or the potential long-range, gradual effects on organisms in the Strait. Nor does the 
Focus Report, or the original undertaking contemplate the effects of warming seawater on local or 
global climate.  This is an unequivocal deficiency in the original undertaking, and in the Focus Report 
re: Sections 2.4, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5.
 

APPENDIX 9.2 – HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT

“9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-related impacts 
on human health.”

The scope of a human health risk assessment required by Nova Scotia Environment is limited 
by the requirement to “commence” an assessment.  No explanation or documentation of a projected 
timeline for completion of the HHRA is found in the terms of reference or the Focus Report. Section 
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9.2 of the Focus Report has insufficient information to inform the potential for human health risks 
associated with the undertaking.  

In addition to the HHRA being incomplete, the content is based almost entirely upon estimation 
and approximation, or, is “under consideration”.  The Focus Report requirements appear to stem from 
advisory comments by Allison Denning of Health Canada, submitted in response to the original 
undertaking submission: 

 “...the conduct of a more formalized human health risk assessment (HHRA) for baseline health 
risks and also for health risks related to future effluent releases, using the information collected 
as per the previous three bullets...Health Canada acknowledges that it has no enforceable 
regulatory requirement for the project (e.g. permits, authorizations), however, given the 
lack of information provided in the Human Health Evaluation (HHE), and the unknown 
chemical composition of the future effluent, any advice provided would be speculative and
may not adequately ensure the protection of human health...The information requested in
Health Canada’s comment 1) above should be used to inform the lack of current data and
should be collected prior to the commencement of effluent discharge fro the new pipeline
 to the Northumberland Strait.” Denning, Allsion (Health Canada).  Letter to:  Helen Yeh 
(Nova Scotia Environment), March 4, 2019.

The Focus Report Appendix 9.2 HHRA fails to provide a baseline description of the population 
at risk that includes the size, composition, health status or behavioural patterns. The only information 
about the human population characteristics is seen at 2.4.5 Receptor Characteristics  “The characteristics 
of each of the critical receptors, apart from the food ingestion rates, will be obtained from Health Canada (HC, 
2010b).” Appendix 9.2, p. 2.13.  The Health Canada document cited is described as follows:  

“The purpose of this guidance document is to prescribe, to the degree possible, standard exposure 
pathways, receptor characteristics, TRVs, and other parameters required to quantitatively and 
consistently assess the potential chemical exposures and human health risks at federal contaminated 
sites. The primary purpose for PQRA is to rank the potential human health risks posed by federal 
contaminated sites relative to one another...”

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/environmental-workplace-health/reports-
publications/contaminated-sites/federal-contaminated-site-risk-assessment-canada-part-guidance-
human-health-preliminary-quantitative-risk-assessment-pqra-version-2-0.html
  

No population baseline data has been established, and no timeframe for obtaining baseline 
information is mentioned.  The four authors of the Ecometrix report have combined credentials in 
aquatic toxicology, the mining industry, environmental studies in air,  lake water, and earthworms, 
environmental effects monitoring, invasive species etc.  None of the four authors appear to have a 
background in human health sciences, public health, environmental health, biostatistics or 
epidemiology. 

NP and its predecessors have been operating the Abercrombie mill for 52 years.  Data for 
morbidity and mortality in humans who live in proximity to the mill should have been collected to 
establish the baseline for the target population (i.e. “receptor characteristics”), for the purposes of the 
present EA.  

By the authors’ own admission, the Focus Report is lacking in key information necessary to 
form reliable or valid conclusions of any kind.  For example, Section 2.2 Study Area at pp. 2.1 – 2.2 
states:
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“An air dispersion model is currently being finalized to support the Focus Report 
(Stantec, 2019a). When available, this model will be relied upon for the HHRA to define 
the areas potentially influenced by atmospheric emissions from the new ETF.”

Section 2.7 Uncertainties summarizes the deficiencies in the HHRA.  “...assumptions must be made 
due to a lack of absolute scientific knowledge.” Appendix 9.2 p. 2.16.  In an attempt to assuage 
concern about the abject lack of scientific basis, the authors state the following:  

“Therefore, when all of the assumptions are combined, the actual risks, if any, are overestimated 
rather than underestimated.” Appendix 9.2 p. 2.16

The reliance upon assumptions is likely the result of a lack of expertise in health sciences, lack 
of effort to gather and analyze health data, hubris, and the hope that reviewers will turn a blind eye to 
the flimsy attempt to “commence” a human health risk assessment as required in the Focus Report.  

A stunning example of the inadequacy of this HHRA is seen in Appendix B Local Seafood 
Intake Survey.  Here, the survey instrument is presented for review.  However, it is without any 
rationale for, or description of the methodology; description of how the survey was implemented; or,  
information about the timeline for ultimate analysis and completion of the survey.  The survey 
instrument is presented in a virtual vacuum.  It is devoid of any information that would inform the 
reader about potential effects on the future health of any consumer of seafood in the local area, or 
beyond.  

If the final completion of a valid HHRA were to be achieved after the effluent treatment project 
is commenced, it is impossible to imagine how the train could be turned around to bring the treatment 
facility and pipe within the realm of “safe” after it is finally determined that human health will be at 
risk.  Ultimately, the HHRA concludes with Section 3.0 Next Steps:  “The following information is 
needed to support the HHRA”  Appendix 9.2 p. 3.1.  Quintessential cart before the horse.   

Simply requiring that an HHRA be commenced, as an afterthought, has no practical application.
The HHRA at Appendix 9.2 of the Focus Report is lacking in useful information about the local at-risk 
human population, human health studies, epidemiological data, projected dispersion of pollutants in the
air, and Local Seafood Intake Survey data and analysis.  The HHRA relies entirely upon assumptions 
that have no scientific value to inform the safety of the NP replacement effluent treatment facility.  

Approving this project, based upon blind assumptions that human health, and the 
ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait will be protected, would be the most egregious act that 
this government could possibly undertake.  

Despite the confines of regulations and processes that govern this environmental assessment, 
common sense must prevail.  Listen to the wisdom of young people who are leading the way in their 
attempts to stop the destruction of their future and our planet.  The madness must stop here....

Because, underneath all of this is the real truth we have been avoiding: climate change isn’t an 
“issue” to add to the list of things to worry about, next to health care and taxes. It is a civilizational 
wake-up call. A powerful message—spoken in the language of fires, floods, droughts, and extinctions
—telling us that we need an entirely new economic model and a new way of sharing this planet. 
Telling us that we need to evolve.”
Naomi Klein
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 9:42:08 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: please do the right thing
and shut down this poison creating Pulp Mill. Its time to use our resources smarter. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Yarmouth Co Municipality: Yarmouth County Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 19



From: @eacantimber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 11:56:02 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Minister Rankin It is
important that we retain and create as many jobs as possible in this province. It is just as
important that we protect our environment at all costs. By giving Northern Pulp an extension
to the Boat Harbor closure date, based on them providing a sound scientific EA, retaining jobs,
job creation and Environmental Protection will all be accomplished. We have a fishing
industry to be proud of , we have a forestry industry to be proud of . Both of these industries
have been the backbone of our Province and are highly sustainable. Environmental Protection
can be achieved in our Province through the support of our industries that are willing to spend
their own money to give us the most scientifically advanced projects available. regards 
Name:  Email: @eacantimber.ca Address: 
Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 12:54:29 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Has anyone looked into
the burning og effluent sludge in the new propossl? Is it safe? , temperatures are not hot
enough to destroy the dangerous chemicals in the effluent and will only distribute them over
the population in three counties Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 26



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 1:58:12 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I live here in pictou
county the treatment pkant would provide my family over a years work we depend on the
facility being built as im not working im a steam/pipefitter i live in pictou all my life,as the
mill hs been there for my family as im there for shut downs . Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: Phone:
## ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

80 y: 32



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Pulp Effluent
Date: October 22, 2019 3:34:49 PM

The Northumberland Strait shouldn’t be treated like a toilet. Please maintain the deadline for an
acceptable solution or shutdown as agreed to by the pulp mill’s owners and the province. It’s the
law.

Edmonton

 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 3:36:04 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a great
opportunity it will allow more jobs for the community and it will allow more people to get
money Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:  Phone:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 3:41:26 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a wonderful
opportunity Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 15



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 3:43:58 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: From what I understand
from the focus report, the items outlined by NSE in the Terms of Reference have been
addressed or indicated how Northern Pulp will address them in the future. Northern Pulp has
characterized their effluent and indicated through scientific methods of the receiving water
study and air dispersion modelling that the concentrations of COPC will not have a significant
impact. The effluent treatment facility that Northern Pulp is proposing to install is world class
and will net result in an improvement in the mills impact on the environment. I believe the
Minister of Environment should approve the project with the current information provided.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Haliburton Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 3:47:30 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a great new
improved way or operating the system. Safer and cleaner for the environment and keeps
thousands of hard working men and women employed witch inturn effects the overall econony
and surrounding communities Name: Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 30 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 3:47:33 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a great
opportunity Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 13



From: lumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 5:06:54 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We all use wood and
paper products every day. There is no reason why we should not make them in Nova Scotia.
Northernâ?Ts environmental performance is average for a Canadian kraft pulp mill. All 22
similar kraft pulp mills in Canada pipe treated effluent into a river, lake or stream. Their owner
has spent many millions to improve air, effluent and odour since 2011. The Project will use
state of the art technology found in the very best systems worldwide. Its capacity is 30
oversized with a large spill basin. No untreated effluent will leave the mill site. The pipe wall
will be thick and strong. There is 100X dilution 2M from the pipe. Temperature is less than 1
degree above background 2M from the pipe. Ice is not a concern. All existing and pending
regulations will be met. There will be no negative impact on the fishery. Boat Harbour has
discharged treated effluent into the Strait over a shoreside dam for decades with no impact on
fishing. This is an excellent Project with clearly documented environmental benefits which
should be approved. Name:  Email: lumber.com
Address:  Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 26



From: @modl.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 5:20:53 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As the municipal
representative of New Germany and surrounding communities of the District of Lunenburg I
know directly what this means to the households of my residents and the economy of all
residents and businesses along the southwestern region of Nova Scotia and all Nova Scotia
and beyond!! Forestry can not be taken away from us we have already lost to much. This
project MUST be approved and I will advocate on every opportunity I can when in the
company of all leaders. Name: Councillor  Email: @modl.ca
Address:  Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 Fax:  email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 23



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 5:49:18 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hi--its --I
am speaking as the wife of an employee of Freemans Lumber. My husband and I have worked
so hard since we were 16 years old -- When in closed we were
devastated -my husband was an employee there- Mill work is my husbands life and at years
old we are nowhere near retirement. This new plant needs to be approved because we want to
stay in our house pay our debt and go to work everyday!! Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: New Germany Postal-
Code: :  Fax:  email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 63 y: 32



From: @xplornet.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 6:46:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this new Effluent
treatment facility needs to go through. They are trying to fix the problem and need more time
to do so. Name: Email: @xplornet.ca Address:  Municipality:
Bridgewater Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 36



From: @xplornet.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 6:49:51 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this new Effluent
treatment facility needs to go through. They are trying to fix the problem and need more time
to do so. Name: Email: @xplornet.ca Address:  Municipality:
Bridgewater Postal-Code:  ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 46



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: Wendy Little
Subject: ‘No Pipeline Here.!’
Date: October 22, 2019 6:50:37 PM

Stop the greedy destruction of My world  now.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:wendymlittle@outlook.com


From: @xplornet.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 6:51:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this new Effluent
treatment facility needs to go through. They are trying to fix the problem and need more time
to do so. Name: Email: @xplornet.ca Address:  Municipality:
Bridgewater Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 29



From: @xplornet.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 6:53:09 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this new Effluent
treatment facility needs to go through. They are trying to fix the problem and need more time
to do so. Name: Email: @xplornet.ca Address:  Municipality:
Bridgewater Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 37



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 7:33:45 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Project makes sense
and should be approved* Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

Queens C.O. N.S.  Municipality: Milton Queens C.O.
Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: none email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 59 y: 24
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From: @gmail.com>
Sent: October 22, 2019 8:47 PM
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: Fwd: REMINDER To Submit Your Focus Report Comments #NOPIPE

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Northumberland Strait Sportfishing Association via Change.org <change@e.change.org> 
Date: Tue, Oct 22, 2019 at 2:14 PM 
Subject: REMINDER To Submit Your Focus Report Comments #NOPIPE 
To:  @gmail.com> 

Northumberland Strait Sportfishing Association shared an update 

on Save The Northumberland Strait - Protect our Fisheries, our 

Tourism and our Health Check it out and leave a comment:  

P E T I T I O N  U P D A T E   
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REMINDER To Submit Your Focus 
Report Comments #NOPIPE  
 

Just like it was your democratic right to vote yesterday, it is 

your democratic right to tell the Nova Scotia Department of 

Environment your opinion on Northern Pulp's proposed effluent 

treatment facility. Make sure you exercise that right. 

A proposed effluent pipe into the Northumberland Strait is 

unacceptable! 

Deadline: November 8, 11:59 pm. 

Email: EA@novascotia.ca 

Copy FONS:... 
 

Read full update  

 

 

 

 

 

Change.org is proudly funded by people like you, .  

As a public benefit company, we rely on the generosity of ordinary people — 

rather than government funding or annoying ads. Each contribution we receive 

means our small team can help petition starters win their campaigns. We believe 

in the voice of the people — that’s why we built a platform that is a 100% 

independent and available for everyone to create the change they want to see.  

Become a Change.org Member today!  
 

 

 

You signed Northumberland Strait Sportfishing Association‘s petition, “Save The 
Northumberland Strait - Protect our Fisheries, our Tourism and our Health”, on 

May 2, 2018 
 

The person (or organization) who started this petition is not affiliated with 

Change.org. Change.org did not create this petition and is not responsible for the 

petition content. Click here to stop receiving updates about this petition.  
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Unsubscribe from emails like this 

Unsubscribe from all Change.org emails 

Manage your email preferences  ꞏ  Privacy policy  

We’d love to hear from you! Contact us through our help centre.  

Change.org  ꞏ  548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 94104-5401, USA  

   

 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 8:59:32 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hoping good things
come out of this. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 26



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 22, 2019 9:58:25 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have reviewed the
focus report and believe the project meets the environmental standards and exceeds most
therefore I recommend the project be approved Name: :

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Gaspereaux Lake
NS Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 6:22:04 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The science of this
project is sound. This project will improve the environmental foot while continuing to support
the economy. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: beaver bank Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax:
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 7:14:09 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please consider the
devastating effect on the province if the Mill is shut down. Many of my family as well as
myself are employed either at the mill or contracted by the mill. Forestry has been a vital
resource in Nova Scotia since there has been people living here. To close the mill when there
are solutions to viabily clean it up would be a huge mistake. The province needs good paying
jobs and less unemployment. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Upper Stewiacke Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 27



From: @ lumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 7:40:05 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project makes
sense. Northern Pulp has obviously committed to making positive change to have a low
impact on the environment so they can responsibly do business in this province. We should
acknowledge this, and accept their proposal. This sounds like the best solution without any
shortcuts taken. Name:  Email: lumber.com Address:

 Municipality: Pine Grove Postal-Code:  Phone: 
 ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 16



From: @emeraenergy.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 8:48:06 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Based on the facts
submitted in the ETF Environmental Assess Focus Report, I am confident that the ETF is the
only solution that will work for Northern Pulp. 3rd party consultants have analyzed this report
and are still in favor of this solution. With the deadline fast approaching to close Boat
Harbour, Northern is showing their willingness to continue to operate in Nova Scotia and
provide well paying jobs to the Forestry Sector and thousands of spinoff jobs throughout the
province and country. Spending the amount of dollars that is required to build this ETF is
substantial and no company would do this if they did not believe in the benefits of this system
and that no harmful effects on the fishing, community, and environment will happen. Risk
mitigating has been analyzed and additional protection has been made such as the size and
thickness of the pipeline have been increased to provide more protection to ground water
resources in the watershed area. Another key area is that fossil fuels will be decreased by
burning a portion of the effluent in the new facility. This will reduce GHGs from the mills
operation. This is a step in the right direction considering the initiative to reduce the carbon
footprint of our planet. I do not understand how this process differs from others throughout the
country/world. If its a known success, why is it so hard to obtain the same level of success in
this province. I believe Northern Pulp should receive an extension of the deadline to close
Boat Harbour so they can continue to work on the betterment of their facility, community,
environment, and country by allowing the ETF to be built and commissioned. Name: 

@emeraenergy.com Address:  Municipality:
Liverpool Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 8:56:38 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: test2 Name: Email:
@gmail.com Address: Lunenburg Municipality: Lunenburg Postal-Code:

 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 47 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 8:58:47 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: test 3 Name: 
@gmail.com Address: Lunenburg Municipality: Lunenburg Postal-Code:

 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 84 y: 24



From: lumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 9:01:52 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Pleased with the Focus
Report! Name:  Email: lumber.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 9:02:01 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: the friends of
northumberland strait have researched this proposal with integrity. It is a large problem in
their area when aquatic species and their habitat are at risk of expirtating, because of the
release of harmful contaminants from Northern Pulp. Before approving the effluent treatment
facility bear in mind that the people suffer when the marine environment is exploited or
destroyed. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: .
Municipality: Quesnel Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 11



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 9:02:56 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: test 4 Name: 
@gmail.com Address: Lunenburg Municipality: Lunenburg Postal-Code:

 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 62 y: 25



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 9:06:46 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp provides
clothing for my back and food for my belly .I get to see my dad every night . Nova Scotia
needs to give NP approval for this project to meet the enviromental regs and continue to
provide much needed jobs ! Name:  Email: @outlook.com
Address: Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 22



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 9:08:41 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp provides
clothing for my back and food for my belly .I get to see my dad every night . Nova Scotia
needs to give NP approval for this project to meet the enviromental regs and continue to
provide much needed jobs ! Name:  Email: @outlook.com
Address: Municipality: westville Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 22



From: lumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 9:35:52 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is
proposing to install a state of the art Effluent Treatment Facility. Their treatment facility
proposal did not change at all when they were asked to provide the focus report showing
additional scientific evidence that their new treatment plant and effluent discharge pipe will
have little to no effect on the environment. This shows that NP was not trying to install an
inferior system to save money, they want to do the right thing. Since the current owners took
over in 2011 they have done significant improvements to air quality, effluent and odor. Let
them do the right thing and completed this project, to do this they will need additional time
than the Jan 31, 2020 deadline. This same treatment process is being used right here in our
country at other kraft pulp facilities. These facilities are releasing their treated effluent into
some sort of body of waterLake, River or ocean with no ill effect. Nova Scotia needs Forestry.
Thousands of jobs depends o n the continued operation of NP. Name:  Email:

lumber.com Address:  Municipality: Spectacle Lakes
Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 67 y: 22



From:
To: Minister, Env; Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Environmental Assessment – Focus

Report
Date: October 23, 2019 11:04:05 AM
Attachments: 2019 10 23 - Letter to Minister Gordon Wilson - Focus report review time....pdf

Good morning,

Please see attached correspondence to Minister Wilson, dated October 23, 2019 and sent on behalf
of our clients, the Friends of the Northumberland Strait.

Kindly acknowledge receipt at your earliest convenience.

Best regards,

Legal Administrative Assistant/Office Administrator | Ecojustice
520-1801 Hollis Street, Halifax, NS B3J 3N4
T: 902-417-1700 | 1-800-926-7744 ext. 
F: 902-417-1701

Ecojustice is Canada’s largest environmental law charity. Help us build the case for a better earth.

This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the addressee or authorized to receive
this for the addressee, you must not use, copy, disclose or take any action based on this message or any information herein. If
you have received this message in error, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message. Thank
you.

http://www.ecojustice.ca/
https://www.support.ecojustice.ca/ea-action/action?ea.client.id=1943&ea.campaign.id=42200&ea.tracking.id=Outlook



 


   


 James Gunvaldsen Klaassen 
 jgunvaldsenklaassen@ecojustice.ca 
 Sarah McDonald 
 smcdonald@ecojustice.ca 
 520-1801 Hollis St 
 Halifax, NS B3J 3N4 
 902-417-1700, ext 642/643 
 File No: 1003  


October 23, 2019 
 
The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Department of Environment 
Barrington Tower 
1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 


Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
EA@novascotia.ca 
 


 
Sent via Electronic Mail  
 
Dear Minister Wilson: 
 
Re:  Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 


Environmental Assessment – Focus Report 
 
We write further to our letter of October 10, 2019 on behalf of our client, the Friends of the 
Northumberland Strait in relation to the Northern Pulp focus report.  In that letter we asked that 
you: 


1. provide additional time for the public comment period on the focus report, pursuant to 
section 16 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations; and  


2. give the Administrator an additional 30 days pursuant to section 17 of the Environmental 
Assessment Regulations, to summarize all comments submitted during the comment 
period.   


Our letter explained why, in our clients’ view, more time was essential in the circumstances of 
this environmental assessment process.  We also noted that several documents were missing 
from the public comment package, making it impossible to comment on such materials within 
the existing timeframe.  Finally, we asked that we receive a response to our letter by October 15, 
2019, but none has been received to date. 


There is very little time remaining to complete a review of this complex package given the short 
timeframe you have imposed, and there is insufficient time to fully appreciate and address the 
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multitude of issues that are raised in this complex package.  We therefore ask for your response 
forthwith and without further delay. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


James Gunvaldsen Klaassen 
Barrister & Solicitor 


 
 


Sarah McDonald 
Barrister & Solicitor 


 


c. Friends of the Northumberland Strait, by electronic mail 







 

   

  
 @ecojustice.ca 
  
 @ecojustice.ca 
 520-1801 Hollis St 
 Halifax, NS B3J 3N4 
 902-417-1700, ext  
 File No: 1003  

October 23, 2019 
 
The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Department of Environment 
Barrington Tower 
1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
EA@novascotia.ca 
 

 
Sent via Electronic Mail  
 
Dear Minister Wilson: 
 
Re:  Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

Environmental Assessment – Focus Report 
 
We write further to our letter of October 10, 2019 on behalf of our client, the Friends of the 
Northumberland Strait in relation to the Northern Pulp focus report.  In that letter we asked that 
you: 

1. provide additional time for the public comment period on the focus report, pursuant to 
section 16 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations; and  

2. give the Administrator an additional 30 days pursuant to section 17 of the Environmental 
Assessment Regulations, to summarize all comments submitted during the comment 
period.   

Our letter explained why, in our clients’ view, more time was essential in the circumstances of 
this environmental assessment process.  We also noted that several documents were missing 
from the public comment package, making it impossible to comment on such materials within 
the existing timeframe.  Finally, we asked that we receive a response to our letter by October 15, 
2019, but none has been received to date. 

There is very little time remaining to complete a review of this complex package given the short 
timeframe you have imposed, and there is insufficient time to fully appreciate and address the 
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multitude of issues that are raised in this complex package.  We therefore ask for your response 
forthwith and without further delay. 

 

Sincerely, 

Barrister & Solicitor  Barrister & Solicitor 

 

c. Friends of the Northumberland Strait, by electronic mail 



From: @jdirving.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 11:54:05 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project.
Regarding water temperature concerns in the Northumberland Strait, it is important to note
that within 2 meters of the outfall, the temperature of the effluent will be less than 1 degree
Celsius above background. Name:  Email: @jdirving.com Address:

 Municipality: Truro Heights Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:
 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y: 29



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 12:14:10 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Project makes sense
and should be approved* Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Milton Queens C.0.N.S. Postal-Code: Phone:

 Fax: NONE email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 23



From: @uottawa.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 12:39:49 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: I grew up on the shore of the Northumberland Strait. I
remember the excitement when Scott Paper came to town. I was eleven years old. That
excitement has all but diminished! We used to have sand dollars, sea urchins, and starfish all
over the beaches and points in Pictou County. They are all but extinct. I walk for two hours on
Melmerby beach everyday in the summer. Last summer there were thousands of tiny dead
jelly fish without stingers piled at Roys Island which was a first for me in over 60 years. There
were also a lot of dead fish and crabs and brown sludgy foam which is another noticeable
change the mill has brought. For the past ten years, when there has been an onshore breeze the
water is the colour of coffee. On an offshore breeze the water is clear. I wonâ?Tt swim in the
water anymore. I am sure the lobster and fish are already tainted. The town of Pictou used to
be a quaint town with lots of shops and restaurants. It was a place you would go to visit for the
afternoon. The last time I went there was three years ago to visit the tall ships. Northern pulp
was blowing directly toward Pictou that day. As soon as I got out of the car I thought, I am
afraid to breathâ? . We left without visiting the ships or staying for lunch or the market. The
First Nations and residents of Pictou donâ?Tt have the choice to leave. The town is mostly
boarded up and looks like a ghost town. The mill has taken jobs from shop owners, hotel and
restaurant owners. The scandal that has been permitted to occur and continue for over fifty
years with poison air, clear cutting, chemicals spraying, and boat harbour effluent is
outrageous. The environmental racism and disrespect for the air, sea and forests is as bad as
the behavior in any third world county. This has all been driven by a few politicians to
improve their career and line their pockets. Please read Baxterâ?Ts book, The Mill and you
too will be ashamed and of situation and behavior of short-sighted politicians shameful
behavior motivated by greed. Donâ?Tt even consider making this decision without visiting the
Pictou and boat harbour. The idea of pouring 90 million liters of hot effluent every day into
the strait and fishing grounds is not even thinkable. No one trusts the mill. If past behavior is
an indication of future behaviour â?" let history speak for itself. People should be in jail over
this situation. It is time for the old boys club of Nova Scotia to cease to exist. Name: 

@uottawa.ca Address: 
Municipality: Merigomish Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 36 y: 29



From: lumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 1:04:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This sounds like a great
solution to an unfortunate problem! Name:  Email:

lumber.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 25



vF. 
~ health 

Services Inc. 

October 11, 2019 

Honourable, Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Envi ronment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Mr. Wilson, 

RE: NORTHERN PULP MILL CONTROVERSY 

Regional Pain Management 
Cape Breton Regional Hospital 

Level Ill, 1482 George Street 

Sydney, N.S. BlP 1P3 
PH: 902-567-8183 

FAX: 902-567-8188 

To be clear, I own woodlots. I spend time and money gaining insight into new ways t o manage 

and market these resources. My children's university education was paid for by my marketing 

wood. I've also done 24 semesters of university level biology training, w ith a good deal of that 

centered on ecology, particularly marine ecology. 

I have also worked for the Department of Fisheri es and covered a district from Caribou to 

Pleasant Bay. I'm quite comfortable stating that nothing good comes out of the pulp mill waste 

curre ntly deposited in Boat Harbour. The wood fines from the discharge have drifted east and 

west of the mill for many kilometers. The wood fines, which constitute the bulk of the solid 

discharge, provide a floatation system to ensure a wide dispersal of the dioxins, furans and 

other toxic substances along that coast. I have firsthand experience looking at the fish nets and 

lobster traps of local fisherman coated w ith those contaminates. 

I have read the proposed plan and in essence, what happens is, those same wastes currently 

produced and delivered to Boat Harbour, will now be delivered further offshore. This would 

ensure that those same containments and poisons are dispersed over a wider area of our 

coastlin e, poisoning a diffe rent marine ecosystem . 



~ flt, 
I" health tChv ll, 

To reiterate, closure of the pulp mill will acknowledgeably result in economic hardship but 

persistence of the pulp mill spewing its noxious wastes is by far, the greater crime and as such, I 

would recommend against the proposed changes to the effluent waste management from that 

site. 

It's time we started looking after our resources for our future generat ions. 

Yours sincerely, 

BSc(H), M.D., FRCP (C) 
cc: Environmental Assessment Branch 

Editor@ The Chronical Herald 
Editor@ The Cape Breton Post 
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Please note: 

All comments received from the public consultation will be posted on the department's website for public viewing. In the 
case of an individual, the address, email and contact information will be removed before being placed on the website. 
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Select a Project: 
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Fax Number: 
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I Please note: By submitting your comments, you are.consenting to the posting of your comments on the department's 
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website. 
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From: lumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 1:36:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As an employee of
 Lumber I am involved with paying Woodlands employees so I can see very clearly

how many people would be affected should Northern Pulp close its doors because of the
restrictions placed on them by the Government. It seems to me that Northern Pulp is
progressing forward and we all need to work together to ensure the Forestry industries remain
a viable operation. Name:  Email: lumber.com
Address:  Municipality: Italy Cross Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 1:38:46 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Keeping our jobs in NSis
very important,anytime we can do this without hurting the environment is a win for everyone.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Pinegrove NS Municipality: Pinegrove Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### 
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 31



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 2:33:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I work at 
lumber I worked at sawmills since I could start working they have supported my family and a
lot more familys for a very long time. The mill I work at and other mills needs Northern pulp
to operate. Its just not mills that need Northern pulp its people that work in the woods, truck
drivers etc. it involves a whole lot of people and there families I hope Northern pulp can do
what they need to do to stay in operation or Nova Scotia is going to look very sad. Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 31



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 2:46:06 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project makes sense
and we need to support it for the jobs and the income it brings in. All 22 mills in Canada
release treated effluent into a lake, river or ocean Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-
Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 58 y: 28



From: lumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 2:47:43 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: no untreated effluent will
leave the mill Name:  Email: lumber.com Address: 

Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 16



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 3:27:03 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I attended the open
house put on last year and although I am not a scientist it appeared that the new plan was
going to clean the waste very well before it is pumped into the ocean.. we certainly need those
jobs .. If we dont keep them the jobs will go to Quebec who pumps right into the st Lawrence
river .. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 3:38:13 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: if it works...great Name:
 Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: midville

branch Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 30



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 3:52:07 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Asek Northern Pulp
dumping effluent into the strait of Northumberland will provide jobs in pulp until the land is
exhausted in a few decades. Lobster, properly managed, could provide livelihoods forever.
The time for shortsighedness is over. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 15



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 3:52:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: it sounds like it will be
better than what is happening now but its still not good for the environment Name: 

@yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: midville branch
Postal-Code: :  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 88 y: 35



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 4:28:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having worked in the
forest industry for near 45 years, I know first hand the importance of it to the lives of many
workers and their families in Nova Scotia. Proper management of this resource is vitally
important to our future, and I commend this company and all others who strive to improve and
lessen their footprint on the environment, while continuing to employ a great number of
people in our province, and produce products that are used in our society today. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Chelsea Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus Report on Northern Pulp Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 5:31:44 PM
Attachments: Environmental Assessment Branch October 17.docx

Dear Minister of the Environment
Attached are my comments in regards to the Northern Pulp Focus Report for the Replacement
of the Effluent Treatment Facility.
Thank You for the opportunity to express our heartfelt concerns!








Environmental  Assessment Branch             					October 23 , 2019

Nova Scotia Environment

P.O. Box 442

Halifax , N.S.

B3J 2P8



Dear Minster of the Environment :

	I live in the Pictou County community of Kings Head, which like other areas in Pictou County has had to deal with negative and unhealthy effects of the Northern Pulp Mill operation. The choking air emitting from their stacks and toxic pollution being dumped into Boat Harbour is beyond the realm of acceptability , this is not a judgement call but “a well documented  Fact”.

	I am old enough to remember  when the Scott Paper Mill (same mill) was proposed for Pictou County and how their engineers provided  their  science to proclaim that the operation of the mill would have little to no effect on our marine waters or air quality. We were totally lied to and they new it, but  they had gotten their Industrial Approval in hand and we as citizens were basically helpless to do anything. This was a major injustice to our community and created major health problems for our citizens.

	Northern Pulp, as an operator ,has proven itself to be a very untrustworthy . That lack of trust has come from both  their actions and inactions , transparency and deceptive reporting practices, which again “are well documented.”

	So it’s 2019,and we as citizens have the opportunity to have our say prior to a decision being made .However, this time we need to know the science behind the proposal.

	On Science – You can only Trust what you can prove!

I was anxiously hoping to read a scientific based and data supported analysis of the quality of the effluent produced by Northern Pulp out of  it’s new system and how this effluent would affect human health and the health of the Marine Environment. Northern Pulp’s submission does not deliver on this, instead there are submissions by Advocates(i.e. Ecometrix) , whose sole purpose is to advance the outcome Northern Pulp wants,  as opposed to produce provable science we the public can trust.

Human Health Risk Assessment – Ecometrix

· Too many assumptions due to “lack of scientific knowledge”, this is not acceptable

· “new effluent is considered to be equal to or better” than Boat Harbour. Firstly, Boat Harbour effluent at Point “D” is not acceptable and they have not identified on what basis they know it will be better or at which point of collection.

Marine Environment Impact Assessment - Ecometrix

· According to report lobster population will be affected, this is not acceptable

· There is a “TRUMPIAN”approach to  affect on marine life, It’s going to great! Trust us! 

· 

· Guessing , estimating and supposing is not science, We need baseline  studies by qualified independent experts and their independent assessment of affects on marine life in the short and long term.



This is a monumental decision that will affect generations to come and must be made with the highest degree of confidence that the outcome does not negatively affect our environment or our health.

The idea of pumping toxic effluent from a  55 year old pulp mill run by company with a tarnished environmental record  ,through a pipe  across the Town of Pictou’s watershed lands and spilling into rich fishing grounds of the Northumberland Strait  in deep water ( to hide the visible evidence of destruction for a limited period) is a complete non starter.

Say NO to this proposal , let’s not get fooled a second time!

Thank You

Stuart Fraser

SFRASER373@GMAIL.COM







 

 

 

Environmental  Assessment Branch                  October 23 , 2019 

Nova Scotia Environment 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax , N.S. 

B3J 2P8 

 

Dear Minster of the Environment : 

 I live in the Pictou County community of Kings Head, which like other areas in Pictou County has 
had to deal with negative and unhealthy effects of the Northern Pulp Mill operation. The choking air 
emitting from their stacks and toxic pollution being dumped into Boat Harbour is beyond the realm of 
acceptability , this is not a judgement call but “a well documented  Fact”. 

 I am old enough to remember  when the Scott Paper Mill (same mill) was proposed for Pictou 
County and how their engineers provided  their  science to proclaim that the operation of the mill would 
have little to no effect on our marine waters or air quality. We were totally lied to and they new it, but  
they had gotten their Industrial Approval in hand and we as citizens were basically helpless to do 
anything. This was a major injustice to our community and created major health problems for our 
citizens. 

 Northern Pulp, as an operator ,has proven itself to be a very untrustworthy . That lack of trust 
has come from both  their actions and inactions , transparency and deceptive reporting practices, which 
again “are well documented.” 

 So it’s 2019,and we as citizens have the opportunity to have our say prior to a decision being 
made .However, this time we need to know the science behind the proposal. 

 On Science – You can only Trust what you can prove! 

I was anxiously hoping to read a scientific based and data supported analysis of the quality of the 
effluent produced by Northern Pulp out of  it’s new system and how this effluent would affect human 
health and the health of the Marine Environment. Northern Pulp’s submission does not deliver on this, 
instead there are submissions by Advocates(i.e. Ecometrix) , whose sole purpose is to advance the 
outcome Northern Pulp wants,  as opposed to produce provable science we the public can trust. 



Human Health Risk Assessment – Ecometrix 

- Too many assumptions due to “lack of scientific knowledge”, this is not acceptable 
- “new effluent is considered to be equal to or better” than Boat Harbour. Firstly, Boat Harbour 

effluent at Point “D” is not acceptable and they have not identified on what basis they know it 
will be better or at which point of collection. 

Marine Environment Impact Assessment - Ecometrix 

- According to report lobster population will be affected, this is not acceptable 
- There is a “TRUMPIAN”approach to  affect on marine life, It’s going to great! Trust us!  
-  
- Guessing , estimating and supposing is not science, We need baseline  studies by qualified 

independent experts and their independent assessment of affects on marine life in the short 
and long term. 

 

This is a monumental decision that will affect generations to come and must be made with the highest 
degree of confidence that the outcome does not negatively affect our environment or our health. 

The idea of pumping toxic effluent from a  55 year old pulp mill run by company with a tarnished 
environmental record  ,through a pipe  across the Town of Pictou’s watershed lands and spilling into 
rich fishing grounds of the Northumberland Strait  in deep water ( to hide the visible evidence of 
destruction for a limited period) is a complete non starter. 

Say NO to this proposal , let’s not get fooled a second time! 

Thank You 

 

@GMAIL.COM 

 

 



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 5:50:08 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp should
treat the effluent on its own property and now pollute the ocea -  Name: Email:
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 16

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 5:52:40 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It seems to me and my
employees that Northern Pulp is doing everything in there power to replace the effluent
treatment that they produce,to meet all standards. A project of this caliber does take time and
lots of expense which also creates jobs. There asking for more time to complete this project,I
personally have no issue with an extension on this project. As a small business owner I depend
on the forest industry to pay my bills and my taxes. Losing Northern Pulp would be
devastating to the Nova Scotia economy. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: italy cross
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
57 y: 27



From: @xplornet.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 5:57:17 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe Northern Pulp
is committed to meeting the requirements and they should be granted the extension so that
they can complete it. Name: Email: @xplornet.ca Address: 
Lunenburg County Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 36



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 6:03:04 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Forestry in Nova
Scotia plays a very important part in a lot of lives...not only the people who work at the mills,
the truck drivers or the men in the woods...it affects all of the business, stores etc. who depend
on these people spending their money at the place of business...if there is no money to spend
there will be no business...so this plant is definitely needed to continue with the prosperity of
the Forestry Industry in Nova Scotia. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:   Liverpool Municipality: Queens County, N.
S. Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 20



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 6:12:53 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Honor the deadline.
There is zero excuse not to. Name:  Email: @yahoo.com
Address:  Municipality: Mill Village Postal-Code:  Phone: 

Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 31



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 6:50:19 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Family need the forestry
industry for jods Name: Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Milton Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 21



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 7:39:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im just an average Joe in
the province that has been following this story. I really think that Northern Pulp have done
their homework on this project and should be granted approvals. The environmental impact
from the information provided will be far less than the current situation. and I believe falls
well within the guidelines. please use scientific information to make this decision. thank you
Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Upper Northfield Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 7:41:21 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Families need there jobs
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Milton Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 13



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 9:03:53 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Shutting down Northern
Pulp would be detrimental to our province and thousands of families. The trickle effect of a
decision like that would be felt for years to come, possibly decades. This does not just affect
the employees of Northern Pulp. Families will be without income leading to lose of homes and
other possessions. Bankruptcy will be inevitable for many people. This will have a huge affect
on the mental health of many people when they canâ?Tt provide for their families and unable
to find new jobs. This will also be a drain on the government as unemployment rates rise. The
government needs to approve this proposal and allow Northern Pulp to continue operations.
The blame for this situation cannot lay solely on the shoulders of Northern Pulp. Other
businesses and their employees will suffer if Northern Pulp ceased operations temporarily or
even worse permanently. Please approve the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility that
Northern Pulp has proposed and allo w them to continue operations during that process.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Spectacle
Lakes Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 44 y: 22



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; 
Subject: Paper Excellence Canada Holdings Corp of Vancouver
Date: October 23, 2019 9:36:20 PM

Northern Pulp’s local management works with Paper Excellence Canada Holdings
Corporation's stakeholders to stabilize R&D and 422,000 acres of  NS forest land. 
Commitment to work with Pictou Landing First Nation on Boat Harbour clean up is time-
specific commitment.   



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 10:08:40 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to add some
environmental points regarding Northern Pulps Effluent treatment facility. Some keys points
in favour of the replacements facility are as follows: The replacement facility will have up to
date technology that will greatly assist in environmentally safe ways to dispose of the treated
effluent, with saying this no untreated effluent will leave the mill. The new pipe line
technology and placement will prevent damages caused by weather ie. ice,snow and will be
constructed of 2â?  strong plastic with leak detection and will not cause harm to plant life or
animal life. Thank you for your time Sincerly  Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

79 y: 18



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 23, 2019 10:24:25 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: A few comments on the
replacement effluent treatment facility Did you know that raw municipal sewage is being
pumped across the pictou watershed or that all 22 kraft pulp mills in Canada release treated
effluent into lakes or rivers or lastly that the new owner has improved air, odour and effluent
since taking over in 2011. Please consider this when making your decision Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Liverpool
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 89 y: 30



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: A proposed effluent pipe into the Northumberland Strait is unacceptable!
Date: October 23, 2019 10:39:29 PM

Please consider the safety of the Northumberland Strait to protect the ecosystem and the
health of the people living in that area from the effluent pipe damage.

Thank you

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 2:04:07 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: lets move ahead for the
good of all follow science support the the workers in the business .Lets al work togeather as a
small family Name:   Email: Address:  Municipality:
Stellarton Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 16

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 7:29:30 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The pulp and paper
industry has made significant strides in improving processes and effluent treatment in the last
50 years and this focus report provides additional scientific information to support the new
treatment facility. Forestry and fishery can both exist and prosper in the northumberland strait.
Boat harbour must be closed but an extension to the closure date is warranted. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 7:37:00 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been studying the
proposed new treatment facility for several years and I am in full agreement with the new
proposal. Todays effluent has been entering the Strait for 52 years and current modeling and
location of lobster traps clearly show the two industries cohabit very well. As landowners we
would also like to comment on the positive impact the mill has on the land, water and air
quality in Nova Scotia. With a strong market for low quality fiber our woodlots can be
managed properly thus increasing the vigor of the trees growing on all woodlots. This
increased vigor increases the production of oxygen and carbon sequestration. A healthy forest
enables land manages to carry out multiple entries on the land as compared to old, over mature
forests that will die naturally or need to be clear cut. Please consider that this is not an
environment versus economy decision but a true win win for both parties. Let us not forget
that closing the mill will send a clear message to all industries in the world that Nova Scotia is
not business friendly which will be detrimental to all Nova Scotians. Name: 

Email: @gmail.com Address:  Clifton, Nova
Scotia  Municipality: CLIFTON Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 7:51:15 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Complete joke if pipe
goes in to my Northumberland strate there will be hell to pay Just look at boat harbor that is a
picture of what our strate will look like and 80 present of nova Scotia will move to a safer
place Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Stellarton
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 61 y: 34



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 8:18:24 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Focus Report is very
informative and it makes sense! Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 10



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 8:38:32 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am confident the
proposed wastewater treatment plant for Northern Pulp will be a safe and effective operation.
It has been engineered to remove plant waste to acceptable levels. Professionally, I deal with
other wastewater streams, but I am not associated in any way with this plant. I believe the
professionals involved with this plant will ensure the expected results will be achieved. We
need Northern Pulp! Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:
 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 17



From: @accesswave.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 9:22:56 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As our society evolves
toward lessening our reliance on single use plastics it is logical that at least some of these
applications will be replaced by pulp paper products. Now is not the time to be closing pulp
mills. All pulp mills produce some form of effulent. Its a question of it being an acceptanle
impact and risk. The task of a proponent is to demonstarate if they are taking all reasonable
measures to mitigate their environmental impact. If they do so than it is reasonanle for the
province to judge that the impact is acceptable or not. The province needs to have a viable
economy and our forest industry, as are other resource based industries, or key to attaining
this. The impact of losing this mill will have a huge impact on our mainland forest industry. In
my opinion, the impact of the effulent discharge into the Strait is minimal and acceptable.
Lastly, the effluent reaches the Strait now after going through the Boat Harbour system. How
is this any different than being released directly into the Strait when, in fact, the end result is
the effluent ends up in the Strait. The issue at hand is, if after treatment, is the composition of
the effluent an acceptable impact on the Strait environment. With everything mankind does,
no impact is impossinle but an acceptable impact is. Name:  Email:

@accesswave.ca Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: N/A email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 66 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 10:05:24 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No one wants effluent in
their water. In 2015, an 11 year old,  petitioned governments to
have 600 straight pipes removed from the Lahave River so that she and everyone could swim,
fish and enjoy this beautiful river. This problem is obviously more complicated as peoples
lively hoods on both sides are at stake. The basic problem though is the same. When do we
start putting our environment and peoples health before profit? This company has had ample
time to fix this problem. Please do not give this company more time to pollute our waters.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Wolfville Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 18



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 11:01:38 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry, and it needs Northern Pulp, if we lose Northern Pulp, we Lose Nova Scotia!! Name:

 Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:  CALEDONIA
Municipality: QUEENS COUNTY Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 12



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 11:15:01 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe this project
should be approved, this is a state of the art treatment facility and is used across Canada as
well as the world. The effluent leaving this facility will be improved over what is flowing into
the strait now. I do not believe this project will have any significant impacts on water ways or
fish habitat. Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 11:27:12 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The project should be
approved Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Milton, NS Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 26



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Give the public more time to respond to Northern Pulp"s Focus Report
Date: October 24, 2019 11:28:07 AM

The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment
Nova Scotia Environment
PO Box 442
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8
Phone: 902-424-3736
Fax: (902) 424-1599
Email:minister.environment@novascotia.ca

The Honourable Stephen McNeil
Premier of Nova Scotia
One Government Place, 7th Floor
1700 Granville St
PO Box 726
Halifax, NS
Canada B3J 2T3
Phone Number
(902) 424-6600
Fax: (902) 424-7648
premier@gov.ns.ca

Environmental Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment
P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8
Fax at {902) 424-6925
e-mail: EA@novascotia.ca

Re: Give the public more time to respond to Northern Pulp???s Focus Report

Dear Minister and Premier:

Give the public more time to review Northern Pulp???s Focus Report, which was released on October 3 and
contains more than 2,500 pages of complex information. The Focus Report was required by Nova Scotia
Environment, to provide critical information that was missing from Northern Pulp???s original proposal for a
replacement effluent treatment facility that would see treated pulp effluent piped into the Northumberland Strait.
The public has until November 8, 2019 to respond.

Keep the public comment period open for an additional 30 days, until December 9, 2019. Nova Scotia???s
Environmental Assessment Regulations allow the Minister to provide more time in situations where the default time
frame is insufficient.

Public participation is a key part of the environmental assessment process. People living and working in
communities around the Northumberland Strait deserve enough time to voice their concerns.
Northern Pulp???s focus report is well over two and a half thousand pages, containing many technical reports and
additional materials. It is unrealistic and unfair to expect the general public to digest, understand, and respond before
the November 8th deadline.

Northern Pulp has had years to prepare these documents. The public and independent experts should not be rushed
in their review of the new information Northern Pulp is finally presenting, which has not been available to us until
now.



The Northumberland Strait is a sensitive environment that supports a unique ecosystem. It supports a lucrative
fishery for thousands of fishers from Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, and First Nations
communities. It also supports a thriving tourism industry.
Environmental concerns about the project include the accumulation of toxic chemicals and heavy metals in the
Strait, the harmful impact effluent could have on fish, lobster, crab and other marine life, in the short and long term,
and an increase in air pollution as a result of Northern Pulp burning waste sludge.

There is strong opposition to the proposed new treatment facility, from many parts of the community, including
from Pictou Landing First Nation, community organizations such as Friends of the Northumberland Strait,
fishers??? organizations, environmental groups, the tourism industry, the town of Pictou and local residents.

Yours sincerely,

cc:
Right Honourable Justin Trudeau
Office of the Prime Minister
80 Wellington Street
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A2
Fax: 613-941-6900
Email:pm@pm.gc.ca,justin.trudeau@parl.gc.ca

Topeka, Kansas

@att.net



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 11:30:13 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: this project should be
approved. NS needs forestry Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Milton, NS Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 25



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 11:58:27 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: why not pump it into the
forest? Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com Address: 
Municipality: midville branch Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 98 y: 8



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 12:37:40 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I understand why people
would be troubled by having pollutions dumped into our waters, but after reading the water
study and the Marine geotechnical survey, the experts agree it is safe and will cause no
environmental impact. We have a beautiful place here but being able to make a living and stay
here is important too. I see no data that would cause a problem with fisheries or peoples
safety. They have done their homework, and we should trust the experts data, rather then a few
peoples un-informed emotional response. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address: Truro Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 40 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 12:37:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: this doesnt seem like a
great idea... Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: midville branch Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 31



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Fw: Northern Pulp - Additional Information Requested
Date: October 23, 2019 11:31:35 AM

I am forwarding an email I sent to you on October 16, 2019 to which I have received no
response. Kindly advise where I can obtain the requested information. The deadline for public
response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report is fast approaching and it is very important that the
requested information is provided so that the public has the opportunity to review it and reply
appropriately.
 
Thank you,

 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2019 12:03 PM
To: EA@novascotia.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp - Additional Information Requested
 
Hi: I am a member of Friends of the Northumberland Strait and am writing to you on their
behalf. When reviewing the Terms of Reference for the Focus Report to be filed by Northern
Pulp, I noted the following requirements:
 
 
7.1 Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater environment, to the
satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
 
7.2 Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, to the satisfaction of
Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
 
 
The Focus Report filed by Northern Pulp does not appear to include any information to
determine the criteria for the surveys established by Fisheries and Oceans Canada, nor any
report from Fisheries and Oceans Canada indicating whether or not the surveys were
completed to their satisfaction. This information is important for the public to have in order to
conduct a proper review and response to the Focus Report. Where do I obtain this
information?
 
The Terms of Reference also set out the following requirement:
 
 
7.3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish
species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based
upon updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of expected movement
of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be agreed upon by NSE in
consultation with relevant federal departments.
 
 
The Focus Report filed by Northern Pulp does not appear to include details of the assessment
methodology agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments. This
information is important for the public to have in order to conduct a proper review and



response to the Focus Report. Where do I obtain this information?
 
I look forward to your reply.
 

Pictou,

 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Re: Northern Pulp
Date: October 24, 2019 11:30:44 AM

Thank you for your reply.  I wish to advise that I reviewed the Focus Report at the Pictou
Library and found that the Figures were blurry and I was not able to read them in their
entirety. This will impact the ability of the public to properly respond to the Focus Report. It
will impact the ability of the various government departments to respond to the Focus Report
as well, including Nova Scotia Environment, if the quality of the Figures in the Focus Report
provided for review are similarly blurry. 
 
Please note my concerns for the record.
 
Thank you,

 
From: Environment Assessment Web Account
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2019 1:35 PM
To: @ns.sympatico.ca
Subject: RE: Northern Pulp
 
Good afternoon,
The Focus Report and Appendices for the project are posted on our website in the manner that they
were submitted to NSE by the company. Copies of the Focus Report may be examined at the
following locations:
• Pictou Library, 40 Water Street, Pictou, NS
• New Glasgow Library, 182 Dalhousie Street, New Glasgow NS
Thank you
 

From:  @ns.sympatico.ca> 
Sent: October 23, 2019 11:29 AM
To: Environment Assessment Web Account <EA@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Fw: Northern Pulp
 
I am forwarding an email I sent to you on October 16, 2019 to which I have received no
response. Kindly advise where I can obtain clear copies of the Figures. The deadline for public
response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report is fast approaching and it is very important that the
requested information is provided so that the public has the opportunity to review it and reply
appropriately.
 
Thank you,

 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2019 11:24 AM
To: EA@novascotia.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp
 
Hi: I am a member of Friends of the Northumberland Strait and am writing to you on their



behalf. When reviewing the Focus Report filed by Northern Pulp, I noted that some of the
Figures were blurry and I was not able to read them, particularly the key / legend. See Figure
7.3-1 found on page 124 for one example, but there are others. The Figures are blurry when
viewed online and when printed.
 
Where do I obtain clear copies of these Figures?
 



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 2:10:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im supporting this
project so that many Nova Scotians can continue working in one of the provinces most vital
industries, Forestry. Name:  Email: @live.ca Address: 

Dartmouth, NS Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 32



From: @jdirving.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 2:15:09 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It seems to me after
reading the Northern Pulp Focus Report that they have done everything they can to ensure the
safety and well being of the environment. It seems to me that the future of Nova Scotia is at
stake and I believe they have done their due diligence to help maintain a healthy environment
as well as continue to provide many jobs throughout Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:

@jdirving.com Address:  Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 54 y: 21



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 2:15:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I dont want this
disgusting pollution poison mill to receive any approval. Before you make a decision make a
trip to boat harbor,take in the view and the stench. Name: :

@msn.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

82 y: 23



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 2:36:51 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that Northern 
Pulp is trying to find the best solution to a very difficult situation. The technology that they 
want to put in place is used at other kraft pulp mills. They are not trying to reinvent the wheel 
but want to put in place a system that has been proven to work with other mills. The new 
owners have made other improvements since the they taken over and they need to be given the 
chance to make this improvement as well. Name: :

@freemanlumber.com Address:  Municipality: Greenfield
Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 64 y: 19



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 2:41:06 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp.
We all need the wood fibre from Nova Scotia to make products that we all use. Dont tell me
that no one doesnt use toilet paper. We have cohabitated this long with a much outdated
Effluent Treatment Facility. Let the mill live on and letâ?Ts keep on making improvements to
all industrial components of the mill to improve the future of Pictou County! Keep industry
and the livelihood of everyone that lives in the Maritimes!!! PS â?" Fishermen had their best
year last year 750 million and the mill kept on running. Name: Email: Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone:  ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 76 y: 31

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 3:05:45 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The comparison of the 
environmental foot print of the new effluent treatment facility to what is in place now, is 
amazing. It is fantastic how much can be eliminated with science. From my understanding, the 
area of ocean that we will be piping into is not fished because there are no lobsters due to the 
seascape of the area. Great job Northern Pulp!! I have also read in the focus report with 
supporting data that the potential effects on air quality are minimal and are in regulation limits 
for the build and operation. This province clearly needs a forest industry and I believe 
Northern has done a fantastic job ensuring we will Name:  Email: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49

y: 15



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 3:55:02 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We as Nova Scotians 
really need this project to go ahead so all these jobs stay put.i live close to the mill in cape 
breton and their discharge hasnt affected the lobster industry and I also fish lobsters. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality:
Judique Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: 
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 37



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 6:03:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been following 
this for the past 9 months and been to a few meetings concerning this project and I am a 
business owner with employees of a excavation company who works building rds for the for 
the forestry sector, and if this project doesnâ?Tt get the go ahead Iâ?Tll be out of work along 
with the families that depend on my business and I ask myself why would they not get the 
time and the go ahead to do this project in order to fix the problem just makes no sense.There 
are thousands of jobs that depend on this mill running and if there willing to spend millions on 
a treatment facility which will fix the issues and create hundreds of more jobs building this 
plant why would our government not give the ok. Name:  Email: 

@hotmail.com Address:  New Germany N.S. 
Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 6:32:04 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Very good project study, 
done with due diligence, respecting environmental requirements and even more. Excellent 
future outfall, dilution, without any significant impact expected for environment. The 
company did good work with 3rd party study and should be allowed to realize this great 
project. Name: @gmail.com Address:  

Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 7:07:34 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a forestry worker for 
20 years and hopefully for the next 20 this project needs to be approved and put in motion. 
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:  

Municipality: Caledonia Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 8:58:44 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We must ensure 
economic growth in our province. Lets work with these facilities to ensure this happens. 
Environmental issues are important also, but economics must be just as. Thanks. Name:  

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 24, 2019 9:35:18 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3rd party independent 
expertise was used to compile data has shown Northern Pulps new effluent treatment facility 
project NPNETFP will not have adverse impacts on the environment. With continuous calls 
for change on our reliance on fossil fuels NP has stated they will burn a portion of the effluent 
in their new facility thus reducing their carbon foot print. An increase in pipe thickness and 
burial of the pipe will be used to mitigate ice scour concerns. A considerable amount of 
scientific study has gone into the front of this project to ensure that the ecosystem of the area 
in question is not negatively effected. Good to see NP take every precaution to lessen any 
impact that the project will have. Name:  Email: @gmail.com 
Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### 
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 5



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 4:45:42 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Freemans Mill employs 
many people from Lunenburg and Queens County, since the Bowaters Mill has closed 
Freemans has taken on a much heavier client base and has hired many more workers, this has 
helped keep families together and not have to send husband/fathers out west to work, it has 
also kept families in the Queens County area to have such a large employer in such a small 
community..Without the mill the unemployment rate would go extremely high.. Name:  

@gmail.com Address: South Brookfield Nova
Scotia  Municipality: South Brookfield Postal-Code:  
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 6:55:57 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I understand that the new 
owner has made improvements to air and effluent since 2011. The new project will not impact 
plants, animals, fish or shellfish. Furthermore, the new plant will use the best technology 
currently available and will satisfy all air quality and existing laws. This is the best that can be 
asked, overall, the project should be approved. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 7:33:29 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Without northern pulp 
our economy would be in a state of dispare Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Greenfield,
QueensCo Postal-Code: :  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: 
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 26



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 8:22:11 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: as someone who lives 
next to the ocean, this disgusts me Name:  Email: @yahoo.ca 
Address:  Municipality: midville  Postal-Code:  Phone: 

## ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 17
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Please note: 

A ll comments received from the public consultation will be posted on the department 's website for public viewing. In the 
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:51:55 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: closing the mill is not an 
option the nova scotia economy would be devastated by a closure this would contribute to 
rural nova scotias out migration, the port of Halifax would lose one of its biggest customers 
northern pulps etf plans meet or surpass all current regulations boat harbour must remain 
operational until the new etf can be constructed Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:   Municipality: south side harbour
Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 61 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 11:30:48 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs 
Forestry Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 
44



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 11:39:38 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project appears to 
be a environmental improvement from the current setup. It will provide good jobs for Pictou 
Co. beyond while leaving a better footprint than the current system. The positive economic 
impact to the province should be a major consideration because the science has proven 
worldwide that this project is environmentally sound. Name:  Email: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree 
x: 42 y: 32



From: @lifesafetysystems.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 11:54:52 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Life Safety Systems is a 
fire protection contractor we do not carry out work with Northern Pulp but we do carry out 
work with saw mills in the province of Nova Scotia. In reading the Focus report dated October 
2109 I feel the new state of the art effluent treatment facility FAR out ways the antiquated 
existing system. I trust the minister will weigh this new technology in his ruling. Name:  

Email: @lifesafetysystems.ca Address: Life Safety Systems 
Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax:  
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 44 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 1:43:11 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Yes give them the green 
light. The stuff is going out into the Northumberland strait now,and is treated and the fishing is 
one of the best spots at the out fall.Fisher men can not say that it hurting them in that area
.there is records catchs there. The studies done on the muslims around the maritimes showed 
best ones were at out fall of boat harbour,and around pei from the farming was the wrost. 
Remember the river when it rain in pei after farmers sprayed poison on crops ,killed 
everything in the river. So these systems that northern pulp wants to put in are proven to work 
all around world. So yea theses new owners want to change there ways and make things great. 
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: 
Eureka Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: 
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 35



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 1:47:43 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With all the science and 
all highly paid, highly educated people involved along with all the regulation. I think its a no 
brainer to save. They can get the chemicals out of your toilet paper enough to wipe your ass, 
whats the problem with a purifying a little water. Name:  Email:

@live.ca Address:  Municipality: Rocklin Postal-Code:
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 68 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 1:48:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: we need forestry Name: 
 Email: @gmail.com Address: rr1 Municipality: caledonia

Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 74 y: 15



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 1:49:38 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: we need forestry Name: 
 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: caledonia Postal-

Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: 
agree x: 75 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 2:48:43 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: much needed facility to 
further grow business. @gmail.com Name:  Email: 

@gmail.com Address: NICTAUX Municipality:
MIDDLETON Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 3:48:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Homes need lumber
sawmills need logs please save northern pulp. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Liverpool n.s.
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 69 y: 26



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 4:02:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been following
the discussions over the last couple of years regarding the replacement of the effluent
treatment facility in Pictou Co.. It appears to be obvious that our province needs the mill to
continue running. The science and studies around this new project confirms that there will be
no impact on the fishery of NS. It appears to be absurd that we would consider halting the
massive commitment that Northern Pulp wants construct a world class treatment plant for a
sustainable forest industry. It is my hope that the politicians of this province make the right
decision and support this important industry. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Atigonish Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y:
22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 5:09:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please donâ?Tt sacrifice
good paying jobs the ripple effects will be wide spread. Thanks Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Memramcook Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 82 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 5:41:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The economy needs
Northern Pulp. Everyone, and every industry have coexisted for many years. The forestry
industry relies heavily on Northern Pulp continuing to operate. I am fully in support of
Northern Pulps new ETF being allowed to be built. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Central Caribou
Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 61 y: 28



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 5:48:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Excellent. Thorough and
effective. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Central Onslow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 5:52:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Fully support the
pipeline Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 11



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 6:03:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As someone who has
worked at northern pulp I see how valuable this industry is to pictou county and how it
supports families, trade workers and the community. I believe it would be a substantial loss to
Pictou county if it were to close. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Merigomish Municipality: Merigomish Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 24 y: 28



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 6:32:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I, and all members of my
family, fully support Northern Pulp and their planned treatment facility. I work in the forestry
sector as a contractor and support my family of five. We would be unable to stay in Nova
Scotia if the mill were to close. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Sherbrooke Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 34 y: 22



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 6:34:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This needs to go ahead.A
lot of families depend on it! Name: @eastlink.ca Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41 y: 10



From: @macmullinforestry.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 7:01:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I support this project as it has been identified as being
environmentally sound and on par with the rest of the pulp mills discharging effluent in
Canada and around the world. Name:  Email: @macmullinforestry.ca
Address:  Pomquet, Nova Scotia  Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 7:19:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This needs to happen!
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 23



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 8:00:59 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: #laythatpipe Name:
 Email: Address: Municipality: Amherst Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -

#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 26

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 8:55:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The new effluent plant
sounds like a Rolls Royce compared to boat harbour hopefully we get a chance to prove it
Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 23

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 8:56:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is a state of
the art project which has been used many times all over the world. The Nova Scotia
Government will be very proud they had a hand new effluent treatment plant once it is
approved and up and running. This large project will be a stepping stone for more big industry
to come to Nova Scotia and be successful. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Durham Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 73 y: 23



From: @tncwireless.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:01:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I totally support this
project and think that we can have a successful forestry and fishing industry This new
proposed system is used in other mills in North America and Europe and is the best available
in the world . Name: @tncwireless.ca Address: 

 Municipality: White Hill Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 34 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:05:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our local forestry sector
on PEI needs Northern Pulp to keep running!! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Montague Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 10



From: @gmual.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:09:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need the jobs to stay
in the county but at the same time by not destroying the each even more. Name: 

@gmual.com Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 22



From: @icolud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:13:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I stand for northern pulp Name:  Email:
@icolud.com Address:  Municipality: Montague pei Postal-

Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 72 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:18:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Science backs this
project,thousabds of families d3pends on it. It needs approval. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: . Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 80 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:36:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To close Northern Pulp
would be devastating to Nova Scotia economy. The amount of working people that would be
out of work, and their are no job vacancy out there. the number of business that would have to
close, the amount of equipment that would be for sale, and all the business that would go
bankrupted. With there new treatment plant up and running they should be able to operate at
full production. All the need is an extension to get every thing built and in to operation. Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Marion Bridge Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:43:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My family has been
involved in forestry for at least 3 generations including my   that started 
lumber in NS.I have been working in the woods since i was 14 and still love the
work.I am very concerned about the future of forestry in NS if Northern pulp is forced to close
.Please consider the families that will be without jobs and a healthy way of life working in the
forest.I sell most of my logs to freeman lumber and beleive they will be forced to close if
Northern pulp is shut down. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 South Range Municipality: Barton Postal-Code:  Phone: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 9:58:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: please don,t close down
the pulp mill as this is how most of my family for 4 generations is able to provide for our
families and it also keeps our forests healthy and replanting also provide jobs for others Name:

@hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: pugwash Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 25, 2019 11:56:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
in the proposed project for the replacement effluent treatment facility. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Abercrombie Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 34 y: 26



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 3:31:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: most of the silent ones
support the Mill You only hear the loud ones using the media Name: 
Email: @yahoo.com Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 52 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 8:12:09 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp should be
able to upgrade their effluent treatment that is scientifically proven to work and in use in many
pulp mills, and in so doing keep forestry alive and and also have a major impact on province
wide employment and many many dollars to provincial tax income Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Kings
Head Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 46 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus Report Northern Pulp
Date: October 26, 2019 8:17:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 The provincial government and the Environment Department in particular of Nova Scotia must conclude from this
detailed focus report that science should prevail. The pipe should be allowed to go through and an extension be
granted on the Boat Harbour closure.
It is critical that emotions regarding Northern Pulp be not part of the equation.

MacPherson’s Mills, N.S.



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 9:02:28 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe the studies to
date show that adverse effects to the marine life in the Northumberland Strait will be minimal
if at all and for that reason i believe the building of this treatment facility should be permitted
to be built. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Valley NS Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 29



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 9:43:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: First, full disclosure, I
am a forest technician and a woodlot owner, some of our land has been managed in our family
for 5 generations. I have read the focus report and although I am not an engineer, it gives me
confidence that this proposal is sound with science. It will use less water than before, the pipe
thickness has increased, and there are systems in place to mitigate risk. From the studies and
the history of our very lucrative lobster fishing industry, I do not see issues affecting this
Industry at all. We need to strike a balance with Environment and Industry and this plan I
believe does that. I hope that science will prevail and not fear-mongering from social media.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 1:07:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This treatment facility
project will affect thousands of Nova Scotians. Its success will have huge impact on the
provincial economy and unemployment rate. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Caledonia Postal-Code: Phone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 36



From: @copper.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 1:15:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a good project
that will allow us to maintain many well paying jobs in Nova Scotia, without harming the
environment. Name:  Email: @copper.net Address: 

Municipality: Waterside Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 24



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 1:55:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nobody in NS is
interested in harming the environment as we all breathe the same air and drink the same water.
The Pulp Mill has been a primary employer and contributor to the economy of this area of the
Province and beyond. Its not only the direct wages but all the other expenditures that make
this a thriving business. In those 52 years there have been many changes to how they treated
the efflueent that went into Boat Harbour trying always to improve This proposed new system
is top of the line and will contribute to improving it further. It would be very shortsighted to
shut down this very important industry. Northern Pulp has met and surpassed all guidelines set
out by the government even thought the government seems to be continually moving the goal
posts. Hopefully they will reach a resolve that protects not only the environment but also a
very vital industry that contributes so much to the economy of the entire Province. Name:

 Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: Mount William Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 43



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 2:20:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: nova scotia needs
forestry. families depend on it to make a living. Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Laconia Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 20 y: 28



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 3:26:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The information that I
read about the replacement Effluent treatment facility project shows a very thorough study of
the lobster habitat, and any concern to any other species of fish and will be much cleaner than
the existing plant. If this information was available for the public to read a year ago it would
not have come to this, so I agree to the changes that need to be done at the treatment plant
because it is a state of the art project with scientific research to prove it. If it doesnt get
approved there will still be a demand for the products produced at the pulp plant that will go to
another plant that may not be built as safe as this one and all the jobs that go with it for years
to come.So, to me its a no brainer to go a head with the changes to the Effluent facility Project.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Brookfield Postal-Code:  Phone: # ## ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 25



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 6:19:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Sounds like a great plan,
if only negative people would give it a chance Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:
 Phone: ## # ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 52 y: 32



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 7:02:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In a world of lets get rid
of plastic our pulp and paper industry is very important.I think this project is a win win
situation for the environment and the economy.I fully support the plans to make this mill more
environmentally efficient. Name:  Email: t @hotmail.com Address: 

New Germany Municipality: Lunenburg County Postal-Code:  Phone:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 26, 2019 7:11:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: According to public
information since 2011 improvements have been made with air, effluent and odour. It would
be beneficial to all to allow them to proceed with this project. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  New Germany Municipality:
Lunenburg County Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 22



From: @GMAIL.COM
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 8:26:09 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I was intrested in the
impact on the Marine fish and after reading the study, It appears that following proper
construction techniques and with the proposed treated effluent there will be no significant
impacts to these stocks. Including lobster larve. I hope the province holds the construction
companies to the regulations durring construction and I hope this facility gets built. As far as I
can tell this is a massive improvement for our province and should be considered a victory that
we are upgrading. Please ensure this project goes ahead. Name:  Email:

@GMAIL.COM Address:  Municipality:  Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 48 y: 20



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 10:48:47 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Att: Hon. Gordon
Wilson Minster of Environment Nova Scotia Environment The plans in the Focus Report
should satisfy any concerns about Northern Pulp.Its a successful solution for Forestry and
Fisheries to coexist and prosper. The Pulp Mill was a source of employment and financial
support for our family for many years.  was one of the college students hired for a
summer job at the Pulp Mill. We hope the Minster Hon. Gordon Wilson realizes that this is a
good Project and the importance it means to the prosperity of Pictou County and our families.
Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 

Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 12:42:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: NO PIPE!!!!!!!Ive be a resident of pictoulanding for 45 years
.Ive seen nothing but union coming out of your stacks going into.our air .Also seen what you
hv done to boat harbour destruction of a lovely place you destroyed living conditions for the
native community and also our community of pictoulanding ! ITS TIME CLOSE THAT
POLLUTION MALING PLANT AND MOVE ON !!!!!! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: pictouland Municipality: Trenton
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 80 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: Regarding the Focus Report on Northern Pulp"s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: October 27, 2019 12:43:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Requests:  1.  Honour the Boat Harbour Agreement, 
                  2.  No pulp effluent pipe in the Northumberland Strait

We live at Caribou River on the Northumberland Strait.  Our home is fifty-five feet from the high tide level
on the beach.  We are retired.  Our family, now three generations of us swim in this water all summer and
our neighbours and vacationers do as well.  I have a bachelor of science degree and own woodlots, and
have attended woodlot management workshops and have helped organize farm woodlot management
courses.  We need to manage our forests in a more sustainable way as advocated in the Layhe Report. 
My father and uncles fished in the area and my cousins and neighbours now fish lobster, herring, tuna,
mackerel and drag for scallops in this area of water.

Air pollution from the pulp mill also settle into the water and on the land.  Linda Pannozzo's article, March
7, 2019 in the Halifaxexaminer.ca sites the Ambient Air Quality study revealed high cancer causing air
emmisions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that exceed EPA cancer-risk levels  The town of Pictou
and area are often down wind and regularly receive the air pollution from the mill.

The area around where the proposed pipe is going is not deep and the surrounding vicinity has relatively
shallow water, so the volume of salt water is not huge in comparison to the volume of pulp effluent.  It is
risky and it is not environmentally responsible and acceptable to dump large volumes of warm fresh water
containing toxic pulp effluent in the midst of our rich fishing grounds.  Tidal action will move the pollution
east and west along the shore and bring it in toward land and lead to water pollution and pollution in near
by beaches, bays, Caribou Harbour, Pictou Harbour, tidal inlets, tidal rivers, brooks and streams and salt
marshes and wet lands.  Public beaches on Caribou Island, Monroe's Island, Caribou Park and Waterside
Park will be negatively effected.

Dr. Robert Macneill's letter in the Oct. 24, 2019 Truro Daily News states this toxic mix of pulp wood fines,
warm fresh water, dioxins, furans and other toxic substances will float long distances east and west along
the coats poisoning the marine ecosystem.

Most of the micro life in salt water is near the water's surface. Lobster eggs and larva float to the top of
the water where there will be a warm toxic mix of fresh water and pulp effluent.  The micro salt aquatic
life, including lobsters eggs and larva will die in this toxic environment.

The reputation of our seafood, is that it comes from clean,cool and unpolluted water.  If this reputation
lost, it will result in the loss of export markets for our Maritime seafood.

Phytoplankton and micro life in the salt water near the water surface will assimilate toxins and this will
result in organic chemistry toxins that will build in concentration in larger flora and fauna on up the food
chain.  Phytoplankton produces the majority of the worlds oxygen and is at the base of the food chain. 
Phytoplankton thrives in cool, salt water.  Much of the plankton will be killed in the warm, toxic mix of pulp
effluent and freshwater.

Beaches and bays will be polluted.  Property owners, tourists and vacationers and the businesses in the
communities will be negatively effected.

The Northern Pulp proposal should be rejected as it underestimates the risks.  There most likely will be

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


environmental damage that cannot be mitigated.

The information provided in the proposal does not prove there will be no adverse environmental, health
and economic effects.

If the Minister of Environment and the Province of Nova Scotia are favoring approval of the proposal ,
they need to be mindful and aware that they are in a conflict of interest and therefore they should not
approve the Northern Pulp proposal.  If you are favoring approval, the proposal should be handed over to
the government of Canada for a thorough environmental assessment and the Province set aside.  Issues
regarding the health of Northumberland Strait and its fisheries affect and effect Prince Edward Island and
New Brunswick as well as Nova Scotia and as such are a federal responsibility.

Sincerely, concerned local citizen and family

Caribou River, NS  



From: @greenparty.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 12:50:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My comment remains
the same as last time, as regulator, approver and funder of this project you are in a clear
conflict of interest. This needs to be assessed at the federal level for these reasons and also
because it affects federal waters. You are not in the position to be able to render a fair
assessment. Name:  Email: @greenparty.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 9



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 1:59:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need the mill Name:
 Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Westville

Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 49 y: 20



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 2:52:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The mill needs to stay
open.Too. many jobs will be lost and a lot of business will end up closing .Mr.McNeil give
them the time they need Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca
Address:  Municipality: Chelsea Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 24



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 5:04:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: its a good idea for the
treatment facility project as it will keep people in jobs in nova scotia. and keep nova scotia
thriving Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Queens county nova scotia Municipality: pleasntfield Postal-Code: Phone: 

: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 5:57:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please stop this pollution
making industry. Also pleas make them clean up the mess theyâ?Tve already made of their
local environment. I do not want any more money directed at this project. Name: 

@gmail.com Address: Yarmouth county
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 20



From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 6:15:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly urge that the
Boat Harbour Act should not be extended, and that if Northern Pulp does not meet the
deadline, that Boat Harbour be closed to effluent, as outlined in the Legislation from 5 years
ago. I am against the new scheme to pipe effluent out into the ocean. I understand that the mill
is outmoded and too expensive to update. My preference would be to close down the mill so
that besides avoiding further pollution we would also help preserve our precious forests.
Thank you. Name:  Email: dal.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Black River Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 13



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 6:56:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Makes sense that
effluent should be treated before discharging the plan for this new system, sounds encouraging
for the environment. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

Municipality: Timberlea Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 31 y: 10



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 6:58:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am not in support of
ANY piping of ANY effulent into the Northumberland Straight. Please reject this proposal.
This environmental injustice has gone on ling enough. It is time for Northern Pulp to follow
the rules or close. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Upper tantallon Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 35



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 7:04:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With no chance of solids
building up in the straight and no harm to plants, animals and fish stocks this new technology
should be implemented. Name: Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Timberlea Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 8:11:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing all of
the beneficial points and considering how many jobs are at stake within the province of nova
scotia, I feel like the project should commence. As well as the government should grant
Northern Pulp with a deadline extension. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Chipman Brook
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 62 y: 22



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 8:27:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe Northern Pulp
should be allowed the use of Boat Harbour during the construction and commissioning of their
proposed waste water treatment facility based on the science based focus report commissioned
by NP. Nova Scotia cannot afford to lose the jobs at the Pulp Mill or the thousands of jobs
connected directly in the Forestry sector. History tells us that effluent now flowing out of Boat
Harbour is well within established guidelines for pulp mill waste water both Canadian and
internationally. The Focus report Shows effluent from the new treatment facility will
essentially be the same as effluent leaving BH now. Presently effluent leaving BH flows into
the Strait without tidal mixing, by utilizing the new diffusers which will use high speed jets to
promote better mixing with the water in the strait. Modeling by the engineering company
shows it will mix 10 times quicker than at the outfall of BH. The area in the strait where the
diffusers will be located will meet marine guidelines within 5 meters, within 2 meters
temperatures will be within 1 degree Celsius, it also shows that the high speed water will
enable the very small pieces of wood fibers to be dispersed for miles and not build up around
the discharge area. This is a big improvement over the discharge from BH which affects a
much larger area than the new proposed treatment facility. Paper Excellence Canada is willing
to invest hundreds of millions of dollars in Nova Scotia on top of what has already been done
to reduce NPs environmental footprint. They are planning oxygen bleaching, a much larger
power generating turbine green energy using wood waste i.e. bark . WE as Nova Scotians need
to see Boat Harbour returned to its natural state, But until that can be achieved could take up
to 3 years for the Federal Environmental assessment because of all of the wildlife living there
such as turtles, fish, muskrats, snakes, water foul etc. Northern Pulp NS should be gran ted an
extension to allow for the continued operation of the mill during the construction of the waste
water treatment plant. Thank you Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Pictou Landing Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 18



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 27, 2019 9:09:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been a resident of
Pictou my entire life and have grown up on the water just like many other Pictonians. The
closure of this mill will leave our community in shambles. Our community is struggling now
to keep the youth from moving away leaving us with a lower population year in and year out.
Without this mill which does support my young family of 6, there would be no other option
then to move away and find work elsewhere, uprooting my entire family as well as thousands
more throughout the county. This is not just Pictou Countys problem, since many other
counties would face the same hardships. Its sad to believe that with work so scarce in these
parts that these activists want to tear down industry, something that other small communities
within the province would only beg for. By no means do I want the Northumberland Strait
compromised in anyway, but this is a proven state of the art system. It completely blows me
away that we could be sacrificing thousands of jobs simply because certain people do not
agree with the pulp and paper industry. An Extension is crucial to the survival of thousands of
families. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: Kay, Jonathan A; 176461
Subject: Northern Pulp - Reissue Dispersion Report Table 6.1
Date: October 28, 2019 2:26:16 PM
Attachments: Table6.1_Rev1.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Attached is a revision to Table 6.1 from Appendix 6.2 of the Focus Report. The email below
explains the reason for the revision.

Regards;

, M.Eng., P.Eng., FEC, FCSSE
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
137 Chain Lake Drive Suite 100
Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3S 1B3 
T - 902.450.5015 
F - 902.450.2008

www.dillon.ca 
Please consider the environment before printing this email

The purpose of this correspondence is to communicate a typo in Table 6.1 of the “Expanded Air
Dispersion Modelling Study” (Stantec Consulting Ltd. 2019), Appendix 6.2 of Northern Pulp’s Focus
Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. Table 6.1 has been updated (refer to the
attachment) to clarify that the units for the Dioxin and Furans ambient air quality criteria and predicted
concentration results are in picograms of toxic equivalent (TEQ) per cubic meter (pg TEQ/m3). The
revised version of Table 6.1, attached, is intended to replace the former version submitted in the original
report dated September 27th, 2019.

Thanks,

M.A.Sc., EIT

Air Quality Specialist

mailto:Jonathan.Kay@novascotia.ca
mailto:176461@dillon.ca
http://www.dillon.ca/
http://m.a.sc/



Table 6.1 Summary of Maximum Predicted GLCs from the Operation of the Project – 
Revised October 28th, 2019 


Contaminant 
Averaging 


Period 


Ambient 
Air Quality 


Criteria 
(µg/m3) 


Limiting 
Effect 


Predicted 
Concentration 


(µg/m3) 


Location of Max. Predicted 
GLC 


UTM Coordinates1 


Easting (m) Northing (m) 


Aluminum 24-hour 12 Health 0.83 522540 5055120 


Antimony 24-hour 25 Health 8.40E-04 522460 5055180 


Arsenic 24-hour 0.3 Health 3.05E-03 522540 5055120 


Barium  24-hour 10 Health 0.02 522580 5055300 


Beryllium 24-hour 0.01 Health 3.00E-05 Multiple Locations 


Boron 24-hour 120 Particulate 5.60E-03 522540 5055120 


Cadmium 
24-hour 0.025 Health 2.22E-03 522580 5055080 


24-hour 0.251 — 2.22E-03 522580 5055080 


Chromium 
24-hour 0.5 Health 6.75E-03 522600 5055060 


24-hour 51 — 6.75E-03 522600 5055060 


Hexavalent 
Chromium 


Annual 0.00014 Health 2.20E-04 Multiple Locations 


24-hour 0.071 — 2.89E-03 522580 5055080 


Cobalt 24-hour 0.1 Health 5.60E-04 522580 5055080 


Copper 24-hour 50 Health 0.01 522580 5055080 


Iron 24-hour 4 Health 0.84 522540 5055120 


Ferric Oxide 24-hour 25 Soiling 1.12 522580 5055300 


Lead 


24-hour 0.5 Health 0.01 522580 5055080 


30-day 0.2 Health 1.93E-03 522240 5055800 


24-hour 21 — 0.01 522580 5055080 


Lithium 24-hour 20 Health 2.70E-04 Multiple Locations 


Magnesium 24-hour 72 Health 3.76 522580 5055300 


Magnesium Oxide  24-hour 120 Particulate 6.23 522580 5055300 


Manganese 
24-hour 0.4 Health 0.22 522600 5055280 


24-hour 41 — 0.22 522600 5055280 


Mercury 24-hour 2 Health 4.70E-04 522580 5055300 


Nickel 
Annual 0.04 Health 4.40E-04 Multiple Locations 


24-hour 21 — 5.84E-03 522580 5055080 


Phosphorus  24-hour 0.5 Health 0.02 522540 5055120 


Selenium 24-hour 10 Health 5.90E-04 Multiple Locations 


Silver 24-hour 1 Health 4.42E-03 522580 5055300 


Strontium  24-hour 120 Particulate 0.02 522540 5055120 


Titanium 24-hour 120 Particulate 0.06 522580 5055300 


Vanadium 24-hour 2 Health 3.45E-03 522580 5055300 


Zinc 24-hour 120 Particulate 0.57 522540 5055120 


Carbon Monoxide2 
1-hour 34600 Health 665 513777 5040300 


8-hour 12700 Health 391 522460 5055160 


TSP2 
24-hour 120 Health 91.3 522540 5055320 


Annual 70 Health 7.77 522480 5055300 


PM2.5 
24-hour 27 Health 19.5 522580 5055300 


Annual 8.8 Health 1.66 522480 5055280 







Table 6.1 Summary of Maximum Predicted GLCs from the Operation of the Project – 
Revised October 28th, 2019 


Contaminant 
Averaging 


Period 


Ambient 
Air Quality 


Criteria 
(µg/m3) 


Limiting 
Effect 


Predicted 
Concentration 


(µg/m3) 


Location of Max. Predicted 
GLC 


UTM Coordinates1 


Easting (m) Northing (m) 


PM10
2 24-hour 50 Health 47.1 522580 5055300 


Nitrogen Dioxide2 
Annual 100 Health 1.93 522350 5056000 


1-hour 400 Health 43.3 522440 5055180 


Sulphur Dioxide2 


24-hour 300 Health 22.9 522440 5055200 


1-hour 900 Health 87.4 522600 5055140 


Annual 60 Health 1.98 522380 5055780 


Ammonia 
24-hour 100 Health 406 522400 5055220 


24-hour 10001 — 406 522400 5055220 


Hydrochloric Acid 
24-hour 20 Health 1.27 522650 5055200 


24-hour 2001 — 1.27 522650 5055200 


Dioxins and Furans 24-hour 0.13  Health 0.0133 522580 5055300 


Acetaldehyde 


24-hour 500 Health 10.7 522200 5055840 


1/2-hour 500 Health 106 522180 5055860 


24-hour 50001 — 10.7 522200 5055840 


Acetone 
24-hour 11880 Health 919 522400 5055220 


24-hour 1188001 — 919 522400 5055220 


Acrolein 


24-hour 0.4 Health 0.11 522200 5055840 


1-hour 4.5 Odour 0.78 522240 5055820 


24-hour 41 — 0.11 522400 5055220 


Benzene 
Annual 0.45 Health 0.01 522200 5055840 


24-hour 1001 — 0.14 522200 5055840 


1,3-Butadiene 
Annual 2 Health 0.04 522379 5055250 


24-hour 3001 — 0.19 522400 5055220 


Butanol, n 10-minute 2100 Health 1413 522420 5055200 


Chloroform 
24-hour 1 Health 2.55 522400 5055220 


24-hour 1001 — 2.55 522400 5055220 


Chloromethane 
24-hour 320 Odour 0.04 522700 5055250 


24-hour 32001 — 0.04 522700 5055250 


Cyclohexane 
24-hour 6100 Health 32.2 522400 5055220 


24-hour 61,0001 — 32.2 522400 5055220 


Dichloromethane 
24-hour 220 Health 0.80 522480 5055280 


24-hour 220001 — 0.80 522480 5055280 


Ethyl Benzene 10-minute 1900 Health 2.84E-03 522650 5055100 


Ethylene Dichloride 
(1,2-Dichloroethane) 


24-hour 2 Health 0.02 522400 5055220 


24-hour 2001 — 0.02 522400 5055220 


Formaldehyde 24-hour 65 Health 0.50 522700 5055250 


Hexane, n 
24-hour 7500 Odour 919 522400 5055220 


24-hour 25,0001 — 919 522400 5055220 


Methanol1 24-hour 4000 Health 38.0 522540 5055020 


Methyl Ethyl Ketone 
24-hour 1000 Odour 1.16 522400 5055220 


24-hour 10,000 — 1.16 522400 5055220 


Methyl Isobutyl 
Ketone 


24-hour 1200 Health 0.43 522400 5055220 







Table 6.1 Summary of Maximum Predicted GLCs from the Operation of the Project – 
Revised October 28th, 2019 


Contaminant 
Averaging 


Period 


Ambient 
Air Quality 


Criteria 
(µg/m3) 


Limiting 
Effect 


Predicted 
Concentration 


(µg/m3) 


Location of Max. Predicted 
GLC 


UTM Coordinates1 


Easting (m) Northing (m) 


Phenol 
24-hour 30 Health 10.0 522200 5055840 


24-hour 3001 — 10.0 522200 5055840 


Propionaldehyde 10-minute 10 Odour 5.27 522240 5055820 


a-pinene 24-hour 1350 Odour 965 522400 5055220 


b-pinene 24-hour 1350 Health 244 522400 5055220 


Toluene 24-hour 2000 Health 0.14 522600 5055280 


Xylenes 
10-minute 3000 Health 1.02 522650 5055200 


24-hour 730 Health 0.14 522600 5055280 


Hexachlorobenzene 24-hour 0.011 Health 1.20E-06 522450 5055120 


Naphthalene 
24-hour 22.5 Health 0.88 522400 5055220 


10-minute 50 Health 8.43 522420 5055200 


Quinoline 24-hour 0.005 Odour 6.00E-05 522580 5055060 


Benzo(a)pyrene4 
Annual 0.00001 Health 7.82E-06 522320 5055740 


24-hour 0.0051 — 0.07 522600 5055080 


Total Reduced 
Sulphur5 


24-hour 14 Health 64.5 522439 5055151 


10-minutes 13 Odour 528 522474 5055103 


24-hour 701 — 64.5 522433 5055159 


Hydrogen Sulphide2 
24-hour 8 Health 3.85 522626 5055535 


1-hour 42 Health 17.4 522420 5055200 


Bold indicates exceedance of ambient air quality criteria. 
1 – Upper Risk Threshold   
2 – Nova Scotia provincial limits without defined limiting effects - assumed standards were based on health effects.   
3 – Units for dioxins and furans results are presented as pg TEQ/m3 
4 – Project PAHs surrogated by B[a]P include: Acenaphthene, Acenaphthylene, Benz(a)anthracene, Benzo(a)phenanthrene 
(Chrysene), Benzo(b)fluoranthene, Benzo(b,j) fluoranthene, Benzo(e)pyrene, Benzo(g,h,i)perylene, Benzo(j)fluoranthene, 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene, Dibenz(a,j)acridine, Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene, Phenanthrene, Fluorene, Perylene, Pyrene, and Fluoranthene. 
5 – Total Reduced Sulphur is a combination of hydrogen sulphide, dimethyl disulphide, dimethyl sulphide, methyl mercaptan, and 
carbon disulphide 
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Table 6.1 Summary of Maximum Predicted GLCs from the Operation of the Project – 
Revised October 28th, 2019 

Contaminant 
Averaging 

Period 

Ambient 
Air Quality 

Criteria 
(µg/m3) 

Limiting 
Effect 

Predicted 
Concentration 

(µg/m3) 

Location of Max. Predicted 
GLC 

UTM Coordinates1 

Easting (m) Northing (m) 

Aluminum 24-hour 12 Health 0.83 522540 5055120 

Antimony 24-hour 25 Health 8.40E-04 522460 5055180 

Arsenic 24-hour 0.3 Health 3.05E-03 522540 5055120 

Barium  24-hour 10 Health 0.02 522580 5055300 

Beryllium 24-hour 0.01 Health 3.00E-05 Multiple Locations 

Boron 24-hour 120 Particulate 5.60E-03 522540 5055120 

Cadmium 
24-hour 0.025 Health 2.22E-03 522580 5055080 

24-hour 0.251 — 2.22E-03 522580 5055080 

Chromium 
24-hour 0.5 Health 6.75E-03 522600 5055060 

24-hour 51 — 6.75E-03 522600 5055060 

Hexavalent 
Chromium 

Annual 0.00014 Health 2.20E-04 Multiple Locations 

24-hour 0.071 — 2.89E-03 522580 5055080 

Cobalt 24-hour 0.1 Health 5.60E-04 522580 5055080 

Copper 24-hour 50 Health 0.01 522580 5055080 

Iron 24-hour 4 Health 0.84 522540 5055120 

Ferric Oxide 24-hour 25 Soiling 1.12 522580 5055300 

Lead 

24-hour 0.5 Health 0.01 522580 5055080 

30-day 0.2 Health 1.93E-03 522240 5055800 

24-hour 21 — 0.01 522580 5055080 

Lithium 24-hour 20 Health 2.70E-04 Multiple Locations 

Magnesium 24-hour 72 Health 3.76 522580 5055300 

Magnesium Oxide  24-hour 120 Particulate 6.23 522580 5055300 

Manganese 
24-hour 0.4 Health 0.22 522600 5055280 

24-hour 41 — 0.22 522600 5055280 

Mercury 24-hour 2 Health 4.70E-04 522580 5055300 

Nickel 
Annual 0.04 Health 4.40E-04 Multiple Locations 

24-hour 21 — 5.84E-03 522580 5055080 

Phosphorus  24-hour 0.5 Health 0.02 522540 5055120 

Selenium 24-hour 10 Health 5.90E-04 Multiple Locations 

Silver 24-hour 1 Health 4.42E-03 522580 5055300 

Strontium  24-hour 120 Particulate 0.02 522540 5055120 

Titanium 24-hour 120 Particulate 0.06 522580 5055300 

Vanadium 24-hour 2 Health 3.45E-03 522580 5055300 

Zinc 24-hour 120 Particulate 0.57 522540 5055120 

Carbon Monoxide2 
1-hour 34600 Health 665 513777 5040300 

8-hour 12700 Health 391 522460 5055160 

TSP2 
24-hour 120 Health 91.3 522540 5055320 

Annual 70 Health 7.77 522480 5055300 

PM2.5 
24-hour 27 Health 19.5 522580 5055300 

Annual 8.8 Health 1.66 522480 5055280 



Table 6.1 Summary of Maximum Predicted GLCs from the Operation of the Project – 
Revised October 28th, 2019 

Contaminant 
Averaging 

Period 

Ambient 
Air Quality 

Criteria 
(µg/m3) 

Limiting 
Effect 

Predicted 
Concentration 

(µg/m3) 

Location of Max. Predicted 
GLC 

UTM Coordinates1 

Easting (m) Northing (m) 

PM10
2 24-hour 50 Health 47.1 522580 5055300 

Nitrogen Dioxide2 
Annual 100 Health 1.93 522350 5056000 

1-hour 400 Health 43.3 522440 5055180 

Sulphur Dioxide2 

24-hour 300 Health 22.9 522440 5055200 

1-hour 900 Health 87.4 522600 5055140 

Annual 60 Health 1.98 522380 5055780 

Ammonia 
24-hour 100 Health 406 522400 5055220 

24-hour 10001 — 406 522400 5055220 

Hydrochloric Acid 
24-hour 20 Health 1.27 522650 5055200 

24-hour 2001 — 1.27 522650 5055200 

Dioxins and Furans 24-hour 0.13  Health 0.0133 522580 5055300 

Acetaldehyde 

24-hour 500 Health 10.7 522200 5055840 

1/2-hour 500 Health 106 522180 5055860 

24-hour 50001 — 10.7 522200 5055840 

Acetone 
24-hour 11880 Health 919 522400 5055220 

24-hour 1188001 — 919 522400 5055220 

Acrolein 

24-hour 0.4 Health 0.11 522200 5055840 

1-hour 4.5 Odour 0.78 522240 5055820 

24-hour 41 — 0.11 522400 5055220 

Benzene 
Annual 0.45 Health 0.01 522200 5055840 

24-hour 1001 — 0.14 522200 5055840 

1,3-Butadiene 
Annual 2 Health 0.04 522379 5055250 

24-hour 3001 — 0.19 522400 5055220 

Butanol, n 10-minute 2100 Health 1413 522420 5055200 

Chloroform 
24-hour 1 Health 2.55 522400 5055220 

24-hour 1001 — 2.55 522400 5055220 

Chloromethane 
24-hour 320 Odour 0.04 522700 5055250 

24-hour 32001 — 0.04 522700 5055250 

Cyclohexane 
24-hour 6100 Health 32.2 522400 5055220 

24-hour 61,0001 — 32.2 522400 5055220 

Dichloromethane 
24-hour 220 Health 0.80 522480 5055280 

24-hour 220001 — 0.80 522480 5055280 

Ethyl Benzene 10-minute 1900 Health 2.84E-03 522650 5055100 

Ethylene Dichloride 
(1,2-Dichloroethane) 

24-hour 2 Health 0.02 522400 5055220 

24-hour 2001 — 0.02 522400 5055220 

Formaldehyde 24-hour 65 Health 0.50 522700 5055250 

Hexane, n 
24-hour 7500 Odour 919 522400 5055220 

24-hour 25,0001 — 919 522400 5055220 

Methanol1 24-hour 4000 Health 38.0 522540 5055020 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 
24-hour 1000 Odour 1.16 522400 5055220 

24-hour 10,000 — 1.16 522400 5055220 

Methyl Isobutyl 
Ketone 

24-hour 1200 Health 0.43 522400 5055220 



Table 6.1 Summary of Maximum Predicted GLCs from the Operation of the Project – 
Revised October 28th, 2019 

Contaminant 
Averaging 

Period 

Ambient 
Air Quality 

Criteria 
(µg/m3) 

Limiting 
Effect 

Predicted 
Concentration 

(µg/m3) 

Location of Max. Predicted 
GLC 

UTM Coordinates1 

Easting (m) Northing (m) 

Phenol 
24-hour 30 Health 10.0 522200 5055840 

24-hour 3001 — 10.0 522200 5055840 

Propionaldehyde 10-minute 10 Odour 5.27 522240 5055820 

a-pinene 24-hour 1350 Odour 965 522400 5055220 

b-pinene 24-hour 1350 Health 244 522400 5055220 

Toluene 24-hour 2000 Health 0.14 522600 5055280 

Xylenes 
10-minute 3000 Health 1.02 522650 5055200 

24-hour 730 Health 0.14 522600 5055280 

Hexachlorobenzene 24-hour 0.011 Health 1.20E-06 522450 5055120 

Naphthalene 
24-hour 22.5 Health 0.88 522400 5055220 

10-minute 50 Health 8.43 522420 5055200 

Quinoline 24-hour 0.005 Odour 6.00E-05 522580 5055060 

Benzo(a)pyrene4 
Annual 0.00001 Health 7.82E-06 522320 5055740 

24-hour 0.0051 — 0.07 522600 5055080 

Total Reduced 
Sulphur5 

24-hour 14 Health 64.5 522439 5055151 

10-minutes 13 Odour 528 522474 5055103 

24-hour 701 — 64.5 522433 5055159 

Hydrogen Sulphide2 
24-hour 8 Health 3.85 522626 5055535 

1-hour 42 Health 17.4 522420 5055200 

Bold indicates exceedance of ambient air quality criteria. 
1 – Upper Risk Threshold   
2 – Nova Scotia provincial limits without defined limiting effects - assumed standards were based on health effects.   
3 – Units for dioxins and furans results are presented as pg TEQ/m3 
4 – Project PAHs surrogated by B[a]P include: Acenaphthene, Acenaphthylene, Benz(a)anthracene, Benzo(a)phenanthrene 
(Chrysene), Benzo(b)fluoranthene, Benzo(b,j) fluoranthene, Benzo(e)pyrene, Benzo(g,h,i)perylene, Benzo(j)fluoranthene, 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene, Dibenz(a,j)acridine, Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene, Phenanthrene, Fluorene, Perylene, Pyrene, and Fluoranthene. 
5 – Total Reduced Sulphur is a combination of hydrogen sulphide, dimethyl disulphide, dimethyl sulphide, methyl mercaptan, and 
carbon disulphide 

 



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:29:02 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This Is well thought out
and environmentally sound. I am proud of the work you have put into keeping Pictou county
clean and considering everyoneâ?Ts well being . I support northern pulp and the effluent
treatment plant. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 

Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y:
24

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 8:42:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need this mill to stay
open or western Nova Scotia will be done is all we have Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Weymouth ns Municipality: Weymouth
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 92 y: 13

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ledwidgelumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 9:38:21 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing in detail
the Focus report with Northern Pulp staff who have been working diligently on this project, I
believe in the science and the work completed by 2 third-party consultants that this project is
valid and will not have any negative impacts on marine life, air quality, or human health. The
focus report work has proven that any potential problems that were brought forward by critics
are not problems that this project will face. There are many other pulp mills in Canada and the
world at large that operate to various environmental standards that I believe this project would
meet. I have faith that treating the effluent on-site in a modern facility is much better than
piping it off-site to be treated. I also think the state-of-the-art technology to move a currently
7-day process to 1-day is efficient and effective. The new outfall site is in 20m deep water
with excellent currents to encourage great diffusion and is in an area where no fishing takes p
lace and there is no marine life activity. The science proves the new model has 3x higher
dilution ratios than the old model and within 5 metres of the diffuser colour, salinity,
temperature, etc. will be at background quality. How can one argue with this science? In
todays world, science should always lead projects when many people are misled by
misinformation or emotion. Name:  Email: @ledwidgelumber.com
Address: . Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 18



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 9:47:56 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel relieved after
reading about the work being done with the monitoring with the emissions and monitoring
with the Acoustic, soils, and the surface water. This illustrates how the company is really
covering the protection environment. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 83 y:
28

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 9:53:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To Whom it may
concern, We need to learn from our past in regards to the Replacement Effluent Treatment
Facility Project. Boat Harbor has been polluted for far too long, and this has become not only
an environmental and safety issue, but it is also an example of environmental racism that
occurs far too often in this country. Boat Harbor must close on schedule, the Pictou First
Nations community has suffered and fought for long enough. That being said, we can not just
jump into the pumping treated waste into the Northumberland Strait without serious
consideration of both environmental impact and impact on other industries such as fisheries.
Just because this process is being used in other areas of the world, does not mean it will not
pose any risk to the health of the Strait. Too many projects have been given the go ahead
without thorough investigation to the long term impacts of the project. Let us learn from past
mistakes, and be set an example for future projects. I truly think there must be another option
to help solve this problem, but I do not believe the pipeline is the right solution. 
Frenette Name:  Email: @hotmail.ca Address: 

Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 44 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 10:15:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry! Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Hebbs cross Postal-Code: 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 31



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 10:17:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this effluent
treatment facility project in its entirety. Name:  Email: @live.ca
Address:  Municipality: Beaver Bank, Nova Scotia Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y:
30
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8

Dear Minister Wilson: 

RECEIVED 
MINISTER'S OFFICE 

OCT 2 8 2019 

5.533'-/ 
NOVA SCOTIA ENVIRONMENT

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour untll a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 

--··· ---aREl-finaHY,a-Ad-ver-y-imf)0ft-a-At-ly,the-B0at-Ha r-l:'J0uf-elea-r-11:1p-wil l-begir1-a nd-the-eo mmu fl ity-eafl -begin-t1:1--- ---
he a I. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook,
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

RECEIVED 
MINISTER'S ni=-:-:;c;F. 

OCT 2 8 2019 

5�335-
HOVA SCOTIA ENVIRONMENT

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment rs 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 61000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is-to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

Sincerely, 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

RECEIVED 
MINISTER'S OFFICE 

OCT 2 8 2019 

65335 
NOVA SCOTIA ENVIRONMENT 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 

Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 

environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 

scientist, but I believe in science. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 

impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 

years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 

fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 

no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister WIison: 

RECEIVED 
MINISTER'S OFFICE 

OCT 2 8.2019 

55335 
�:ov,.'I SCOTIA ENViRONMENT

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Respectfully, 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 28, 2019 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved> I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 



OCT/ 28/ 2019/MON 10 :31 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 P. 001 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 28, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424·6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am ln favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Sincerely, 

OCT 2 8 2019 

RECEIVED 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 11:15:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My concern was the
amount of waste water entering the ocean. Based on the scientific evidence that I read, a
portion of the residue found in the water is burned and that the waste water is diluted at a rate
of 1 to 99 once it reaches the ocean. Encouraging information. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Sydney Forks NS Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 45 y: 15



From: @elmsdalelumber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 11:36:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together very well. I believe in the science. The economy and environment must work
together Name:  Email: @elmsdalelumber.ca Address: 

Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: B2T 1H1 Phone: 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 38 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 11:53:06 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 2. Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Amherst Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 37 y: 27



From: @shawresources.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 11:56:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name:  Email: @shawresources.ca Address:

Municipality: Shubenacadie Postal-Code: B0N 2H0 Phone: 
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 11:58:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There is no alternative. If
Northern pulp closes its doors so does our forestry industry. 70 of forest industry jobs are rural
and they are the hardest jobs to replace. I support this whole heartedly. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address: e Municipality: Bedford Postal-Code:

 Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 27



From: @motioncanada.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 11:59:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: WE need to extend the
time allowed for them to complete this project. Surely another year wouldnt put any more
undue stress on the habitat than is already present. Name:  Email:

@motioncanada.com Address: . Municipality: Dartmouth
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 56 y: 32



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 11:59:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Replacement effluent treatment facility I support the project proposed by Northern Pulp to
replace its current lagoon effluent treatment facility with the proposed state of the art waste
water treatment facility. As an avid outdoorsman, fishing enthusiast and employee of Northern
Pulp I believe it is critical to Nova Scotia that an extension be granted to Northern Pulp for the
construction of the new state of the art effluent treatment facility. Studies show that the
effluent once discharged will have no impact on the fisheries or fish habitat. The water
temperature will only increase at the discharge area by less than one degree, thus having
minimal to no effect on any marine species. With the new effluent treatment facility Northern
pulp is proposing the effluent discharge will meet all federal and provincial regulations
regarding treated effluent. With over 80 pulp mills operating in Canada Northern Pulps
effluent treatment facility will be one of only a few with this modern state of the art equipment
treating its effluent. Every pulp mill in Canada discharges itâ?Ts effluent into a body of water
weither it be the ocean, a river or lake. All have federal and provincial regulations that must be
met to operate, Northern Pulp is no exception. With the studies Northern Pulp has done over
the last few years you can clearly see that there is no danger to human or marine habitat. The
forestry sector in Nova Scotia needs Northern Pulp to operate in order to exist. The forestry
sector and fishing industry will thrive and coexist as they always have for over 50 years. Boat
Harbour will be put back to its natural habitat. Nova Scotia needs forestry. I would like to see
this project approved for a provincial environmental assessment. My families future depends
on it. Sincerely,  Name:  Email: @live.ca Address: 

 Pictou County NS Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:02:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name:  Email: c @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Hilden Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 28



From: @ohdns.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:15:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name:  Email: @ohdns.ca Address:
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: B3N 3M5 Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 32



From: l@master.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:15:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: * I worry about what
Nova Scotia may look like without a forestry industry. A Northern Pulp closure will 100
cripple an entire industry. The trickle down effect of this will be felt economically for
generations of Nova Scotians. It will not just be the citizens who work in forestry that it will
hurt, it will be pretty much every Nova Scotian in every walk of life. * Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. * The pulp plantâ?Ts effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland
Strait for well over a half a century and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project
will be an improvement. The building of this treatment facility needs to be allowed to happen.
Nova Scotia will be better for it! Name:  Email: @master.ca
Address:  Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: B2T1H1 Phone: Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 85 y: 32



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:20:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name:  Email: @outlook.com Address:

 Municipality: Middle Sackville Postal-Code:  Phone: : ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 17



From: @motioncanada.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:30:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry! The pulp plants effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well
over a half a century and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an
improvement. Nova Scotia needs all the jobs that it can provide. Make the new state-of-the-art
wastewater treatment plant go ahead and get it built. Name:  Email:

@motioncanada.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code: b2h5b7 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 79 y: 18



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:31:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson As
someone whos been working in the forestry Sector for 18yrs in Nova Scotia. I take pride in
supporting Northern Pulp, and their ongoing commitment to building a World Class facility
that all Nova Scotians can be proud of. Some Key Findings from Focus Report - Ocean water
quality within 5 meters of the diï¬?user will meet Canadian marine guidelines - No history of
ice scour was found at the planned location of the diï¬?user port located outside of Caribou
Harbor in 20m water depth. - For additional protection Northern Pulp has selected a thicker
than required pipe, in addition to establishing an automated leak detection system which will
be installed in the Pictou watershed area. Personally I believe Nova Scotia needs more
companies working as hard as Northern Pulp that want to stay in Nova Scotia, and who are
involved within their community.  Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: St. Andrews Postal-
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 54 y: 23



From: @coastaldoor.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:32:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is a
significant component to forest health, economic health and employment for Nova Scotia as a
whole. I understand the Boat Harbour situation is currently not ideal, but it has been in
existence for many years based upon a decision at that time. Northern pulp has been working
to rectify this situation. They engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report
their findings to the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project
may or may not have on the environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts
Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. We need to extend
the Boat Harbour Act to allow for the construction of the new treatment facility. Name:

 Email: @coastaldoor.com Address:  
Municipality: Chester Basin Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 21



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:34:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:

 Municipality: Elmsdale Postal-Code:  Phone: 9  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 21



From: @hotmail.co.uk
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:36:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Needs to be done to
ensure jobs arent lost. Name:  Email: 

@hotmail.co.uk Address:  Municipality: New ross Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 55 y: 31



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:38:00 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 2. Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name: Email: Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 46 y: 30

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:38:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name:  Email: s@hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Dutch Settlement NS Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 26



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:39:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am working as a
consultant in the Forest industry in Atlantic Canada Most all of my clients have a closed
relationship with Northern Pulp for their chip market an sawmill by products. The closure of
the mill will end the existence of most of my clients. The continuation of Northern Pulp is
essential for the continuation of family based sawmills and communities not just in Nova
Scotia but also in New Brunswick. Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net
Address:  Municipality: E3C0H7 Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:46:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Pulp Mill Support Name:  Email:
@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###

### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 92 y: 15



From: @classicfreight.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:47:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have reviewed the
highlights of the proposed facility. I am impressed with the approach and the investment
proposed to improve the environmental footprint of a valued Nova Scotia business.
Investments like this are so important for our Province, our Environment, and our Economy.
Name:  Email: @classicfreight.ca Address: 
Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 25

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:47:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We are all concerned
with climate change. A healthy forest industry plays a vital role in climate change
management. Nova Scotia needs Forestry. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Brookfield NS Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 71 y: 21



From: @xplornet.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:47:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a woodlot owner in
N.B. the Northern Pulp mill market is a very important oulet that makes it possible to harvest
logs for without a pulpwood market the whole industry will suffer. I urge you to find a way to
keep this market open. Name:  Email: @xplornet.com Address:

Municipality: Simonds Postal-Code:  Phone:  ### -
#### Fax: none### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 28



From: @gmail.con
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:48:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Pulp mill support Would like to see grant the extension
Projects like this need to move ahead in Nova Scotia Name:  Email:

@gmail.con Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 86 y: 35



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:58:13 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The economic impact of
not shutting down Northern Pulp will be more than the industry can sustain. Rural NS will
suffer another loss that it can ill afford to. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y:
22

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @theberkeley.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:58:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Climate Change is of
significant interest to most Canadians. If Northern Pulp is forced to close, the Forest Industry
in Nova Scotia will suffer be all but erased. We know that well managed forests aid in the
prevention of forest fires. Greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere by forest fires are
massive. Nova Scotia needs forestry and Northern Pulp plants more than 6,000,000 seedlings
every year. It would appear that third party environmental experts have concluded that the
ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian Marine
guidelines. Based on the information I have read, I believe that this project will have very little
negative impact on the strait and fisheries. Provided that Northern Pulp passes the
Environmental Assessment, I believe that the project should be completed. Forestry is an
important part of our provinces economy. Let us do everything we can to sustain this industry.
Name:  Email: @theberkeley.com Address: 

 Street Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: B3H 3A3 Phone: Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 12:59:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. My husband is a well educated forester with a BSc in Forest Engineering and I also
hold a Bachelor of Science degree. Our family is passionate about the forests and the
environment and we believe in science and the results of the Environmental Impact studies
that have been undertaken by Northern Pulp. The province of Nova Scotia NEEDS forestry
and the revenue generated by the industry to sustain our health system, schools, infrastructure,
and social programs. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have
demonstrated that they can work together successfully. Please do not force the closure of
Northern Pulp. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Clifton Truro Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 23



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 1:15:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: we need northern pulp,
as it is vital to our forest industry in surviving and it has a major effect on our economy and
many jobs. Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com Address: 

 SAME Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: NS Phone:
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 1:18:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Nova Scotia
forestry and fishing industries. Properly managed forests is a great renewable benefit to our
economy. If the third party environmental experts hired to determine the impact of this project,
concluded the ocean water quality will be ok, then I believe there will be little impact on the
Strait. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: Rural Nova Scotia
Municipality: Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 25



OCT/ 28/ 2019/MON 01:20 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 902883232 4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 28, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 / 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmenta l experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a resu lt of this project. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of Its energy. 

Sincerely, 

I I 



OCT/ 28/ 2019/MON 12:37 PM Elmsdal e Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 28, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summa'ry, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

OCT 2 8 L.~·.d 

RECEIVED 



OCT/ 28/ 2019/MON 12 :36 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 28, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Br;inch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 / 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment ls 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For so years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. 1hird party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our·forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 



OCT/ 28/ 2019/MON 01 :21 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 P. 001/ 001 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 28, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

OCT 2 8 ZC~3 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 
government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 
completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 
When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced, Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 1:37:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this is a great
project for Nova Scotia. I am satisfied that there will be no ice damage. I was also pleased to
see that third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. Name:
Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Hilden
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 63 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 1:44:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. Treated effluent
from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern
Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing
industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed
that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this
project. 2. Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is
polluting smoke, it is 98 steam. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:08:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: While the Board of
Directors and senior management have not performed well on this file, the science behind the
new plant treatment facility is already proven in Sweden and the USA. Closing the plant
would hurt families and businesses all over Nova Scotia and I think that an extension in order
for the new Effluent Treatment Facility is in the best interest of Nova Scotia and that the First
Nation community nearby should be compensated for the delay by the company, not the
taxpayer, as the Board and senior management were well aware of the deadline. Name: 

Email: r@hotmail.com Address:  Blvd Municipality:
Bedford Postal-Code:   Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 11



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:12:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I wanted to comment
and say that I am in favour of the current proposal put forth by Northern Pulp. If the scientists
have studied it and believe that it will be okay and cause minimal damage to the environment,
I am in favour. Thanks. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Bedford, Municipality: Postal-Code: Bedford Phone:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 25



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:24:30 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NOVA SCOTIA
NEEDS FORESTRY. BELIEVE IN THE SCIENCE. Name: Email: Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y:
34

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:28:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project.
Name:  Email: @alpaequipment.com Address: 
Municipality: Brookfield Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:32:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: closure of coal mines
devastated our province for thirty years or more. Now we want to strike another devastating
blow to our economy by closing a major industry which is probably one of the most up date
and modern plants in the country once the effluent treatment plant is completed give industry
and the people of Nova Scotia the opportunity to succeed . Industry can and will succeed in a
green environment if given the chance to succeed .Closure of northern pulp will directly effect
10,000 people or more thousand f more indirectly. We need to get rid of red tape and promote
industry not shut them down Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:36:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp produces
23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have their
record Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:42:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do you impose
the treatment facility upon Northern Pulp. If imposed this decision will be one the electorate of
Nova Scotia will not forget. Forestry is extremely important to Nova Scotians. Not all of us
are green extremists. Regards Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Port Williams Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bell.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:43:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It believe the pulp plants
effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years and i think the
fishing in the strait is still very viable. I believe that cleaning the effluent is important and the i
believe the science that has been submitted by independent parties will deliver cleaner effluent
if permitted . shutting down the mill will impact hundreds if not 1000s of forestry jobs all
across the province. Name: @bell.ca Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 44



From: @ALPAEQUIPMENT.COM
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:50:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NEED EXTENSION
FOR FUTURE OF FORESTRY IN PROVINCE. Name:  Email:

@ALPAEQUIPMENT.COM Address:  Municipality:
TRURO Postal-Code

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @payzants.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 2:56:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Too many jobs depend
on this company continuing to allow government red tape make it close Name:

 Email: @payzants.com Address:  Municipality: Sackville
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 54 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @herculesslr.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:07:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have
little impact on the Strait and fisheries. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility
is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry
and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the
Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. Name: 
Email: @herculesslr.com Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth, NS
Postal-Code: 



From: @wirerope-atlantic.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:09:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name: Wire Rope Industries Atlantic
Email: @wirerope-atlantic.com Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth, NS
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:16:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name:  Email: @alpaequipment.com Address: 

 Municipality: Upper Onslow, NS Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:24:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the project
considering that it would not harm the environment. From the economic point of view, this
project will allow the mill to continue operation thus will beneficial for Nova Scotia economy.
Name: : @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 33



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:26:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Northern Pulp passes
the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: SALMON RIVER Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @aplaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:27:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name:  Email: @aplaequipment.com Address: 

 Municipality: truro Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:28:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 2. Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@alpaequipment.com 
Municipality: Upper Onslow,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @marwoodltd.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:29:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Third party environmental experts have concluded
the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine
guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on
this information, I believe this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. When
this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive
and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the
community can begin to heal. The economic impacts to residents of Nova Scotia are enormous
and my fear is that by the time these impacts are realized it will be far too late if we do not
ensure the continued operation of Northern Pulp. As a Forester working across Canada in this
industry for over 25 years I take the environment I live and work in very seriously. Living and
working in Nova Scotia for ten of those 25 years I am very concerned with our wellbeing, and
do not take this matter lightly. I am confident that the work done by third party consultants is
solid and will allow Northern Pulp to continue to operate with minimal impact into the future.
Name:  Email: @marwoodltd.com Address: .
Municipality: Fredericton NB Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:31:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: nova scotia needs this
mill. we should be trying to get good jobs in nova scotia, not running them out. they have a
plan that will make this mill better than all the others so they should let them do their plan.
Name: @alpaequipment.com Address: Municipality: truro Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 48 y: 19



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 3:36:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been following
the pros and cons of the treatment system that Northern Pulp is proposing and it is my opinion
that they should be allowed to continue with the proposed affulent system Name: 
Email: @hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Upper Musquodoboit
Postal-Code: 



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 4:14:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: the plant is necessary for
our future and income in this province..I strongly support Northern Pulp and it has very
minimal effect on our environment..our trees are our biggest and most reusable resource. It
grows back creating more life than ever..ive seenthis my whole life Name: 
Email: Address:  Municipality: Kennetcook Postal-Code: 

52

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gnti.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 4:17:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is needed
in Nova Scotia to keep our communities in jobs which is connected to all the forestry in our
Province,without Northern Pulp many jobs will be lost. Name:  Email:

@gnti.ca Address:  nova scotia Municipality: hilden Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 4:33:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca
Address:  Municipality: halifax Postal-Code: Nova Scotia Phone: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ceharrison.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 4:36:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is a vital
part of Nova Scotias economy, and is the science proves valid to meet or exceed
environmental standards, there is no reason not to proceed with the project. Name: 

Email: @ceharrison.com Address: Municipality: Amherst Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 4:50:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I cannot believe that this
province would not welcome a company willing to spend money to establish a state of the art
effluent treatment facility that would replace boat harbour. Northern pulp has had nothing but
road blocks and criticism and it is about time to forge ahead with this project but at the same
time extend the operation at boat harbour until the project is complete. Nova Scotia needs this
valuable business as with any business that contributes to the tax base and economy of Nova
Scotia. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Lower Onslow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 5:25:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly support an
approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

bellaliant.net Address: Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: October 28, 2019 5:25:47 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Letter to the Minister.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Attached is a letter in support of Northern Pulp’s Proposed ETF.
 
Sincerely,
 

 
 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca




October 28, 2019



Hon. Gordon Wilson

Minister of Environment

Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8



RE: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility



Dear Minister:



I am writing to voice support for the proposed Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility.  I am currently employed by Northern Pulp and look after the Forest Certification Program for the Woodlands Division.  I am convinced that this is a state-of-the-art, top-of-the-line ETF that will reduce our environmental footprint dramatically and responsibly.



As an alumni of Dalhousie’s Bachelors Program (Biology) and the Maritime Forest Ranger School, I am extremely excited to be a part of this era of environmental change.    

The amount of time, money and combined efforts invested by the engineers, the consultants, NP Management, Paper Excellence and its owners, supporters, scientists, university students  etc… that went into the original EA submission, the additional studies and the most recent submission of the Focus Report is astounding and impressive.  



Some key aspects that are so encouraging for me include, but are certainly not limited to the following: 

a) the discovery in the latest field studies that the water activity and current is much stronger at the proposed diffuser outfall location than was originally predicted in previous receiving water studies;  

b) the impact on fish and fish habitat will only be minimally impacted by both the construction and the operation of the pipeline, and will be reversible (reestablished naturally);  

c) the treated effluent will meet current provincial regulations, as well as the regulations of every other Canadian province and the more stringent federal pulp and paper limits that are proposed; 

d) the amount of smaller-than-sand sized solids that will potentially remain in the treated effluent at the outfall are biodegradable (highly organic and therefor food for fish other aquatic species) and will likely be dispersed about a km if not ingested before that.



I am also very proud of the fact that the additional studies required for the Focus Report have enhanced the credibility of both the ETF and the pipeline.  This is great news!!



It looks to me as if the extra thick HDPE pipe, the in-line automated leak detection system, an over-sized on-site spill basin, will protect the surrounding areas, both on land and in the Northumberland Straight.  



I hope you will appreciate the science and facts as I do.  Once again, I fully support the approval of the Environmental Assessment proposed by Northern Pulp NS.



Yours Truly, 





Tracy Hamper 

Northern Pulp NS



 
October 28, 2019 
 
Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 
RE: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility 
 
Dear Minister: 
 
I am writing to voice support for the proposed Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility.  I am 
currently employed by Northern Pulp  

  I am convinced that this is a state-of-the-art, top-of-the-line ETF that will 
reduce our environmental footprint dramatically and responsibly. 
 
As an alumni of Dalhousie’s Bachelors Program (Biology) and the Maritime Forest Ranger School, I 
am extremely excited to be a part of this era of environmental change.     
The amount of time, money and combined efforts invested by the engineers, the consultants, NP 
Management, Paper Excellence and its owners, supporters, scientists, university students  etc… 
that went into the original EA submission, the additional studies and the most recent submission of 
the Focus Report is astounding and impressive.   
 
Some key aspects that are so encouraging for me include, but are certainly not limited to the 
following:  

a) the discovery in the latest field studies that the water activity and current is much stronger 
at the proposed diffuser outfall location than was originally predicted in previous receiving 
water studies;   

b) the impact on fish and fish habitat will only be minimally impacted by both the construction 
and the operation of the pipeline, and will be reversible (reestablished naturally);   

c) the treated effluent will meet current provincial regulations, as well as the regulations of 
every other Canadian province and the more stringent federal pulp and paper limits that are 
proposed;  

d) the amount of smaller-than-sand sized solids that will potentially remain in the treated 
effluent at the outfall are biodegradable (highly organic and therefor food for fish other 
aquatic species) and will likely be dispersed about a km if not ingested before that. 

 
I am also very proud of the fact that the additional studies required for the Focus Report have 
enhanced the credibility of both the ETF and the pipeline.  This is great news!! 
 
It looks to me as if the extra thick HDPE pipe, the in-line automated leak detection system, an over-
sized on-site spill basin, will protect the surrounding areas, both on land and in the 
Northumberland Straight.   
 
I hope you will appreciate the science and facts as I do.  Once again, I fully support the approval of 
the Environmental Assessment proposed by Northern Pulp NS. 
 
Yours Truly,  
 

Northern Pulp NS 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 5:40:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: The mail is a must for Nova Scotia Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lower Onslow
Postal-Code: 



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 5:47:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Two many jobs at risk , I
work in forestry a pipe fitter by trade , I think this issue is blown out of proportion everyone is
jumping on the band wagon trying to save the environment. Which I care about , but if it can
be done safely meets industry standards , there no reason not to build a new effulant plant
Name:  Email: @live.ca Address:  Municipality:
Westville Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 26

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 6:08:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please honour your
commitment to close Boat Harbour on January 31, 2020. More than enough money has been
spent on the pulp mill.As a tax paying citizen of this province I absolutely dont want anymore
money spent on a facility whose technology is so outdated and polluting. The citizens of Boat
Harbour deserve to have their piece of paradise returned to them. Their paradise will require a
Herculean effort to clean up...and it may not be possible but they deserve a chance to do so.
Spending money on cleaning up is far superior than continuing to pollute those waters. Name:

Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Wolfville
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 52 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 6:14:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 5. When this state-of-
the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint
will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can
begin to heal. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

Municipality: Moser River Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 6:21:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project should be
done not only for the economy of the province and local area which is huge. It should also be
built because I believe that the environment and pulp mill can co exist with little worries. If
the mill closed craft would be made somewhere else that has no restrictions and the
environment will suffer. The technology is there and the mill wishes to comply with all
regulations. Letâ?Ts support this business and show them and all other future business that we
want their industry!!! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 6:49:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: From my understanding
there was a lot of 3rd party study used to compile the data in the focus report for the new ETF
project. The experts are saying with evidence that no significant adverse residual
environmental impacts have been predicted for the build or operation of the facility. It has also
been shown that there will be no significant impact on the marine species around the discharge
area of pipeline. I believe that with this new facility the Fisheries and Forestry can continue to
work together as the have for many years in this province. The Province needs both to survive.
In conclusion we as a province must support Northern Pulp Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro
Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 6:57:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: For the sake of rural
Nova Scotia woodlot owners NP should be given a retention to complete the project . Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Bass River Postal-Code: 



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:00:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp along
with 3rd party experts have done a great job in creating this focus report. They have proven
with scientific data that we can support Northern pulp as a province. The province needs the
Forestry industry to thrive, without Northern Pulp it will not. The data provided in the report
shows current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the discharge from
the existing boat harbor facility then the proposed new one. Why is it then, that those
concerned with a NEW facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong,
growing lobster fishery in the area is not being and has not been impacted for over 50 years.
Nova Scotia needs Northern pulp.... without forestry there would be so many families with out
sustainable work. The province can not or should not have to go through this!! Name: 

 Email: @live.ca Address:  East Mountain NS
Municipality: East Mountain Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:09:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think the poorest
province in canada cannot afford to lose jobs Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Maitland Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 17

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:11:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to say that
this is a great idea because I would like my grandchildren to be able to go fishing and have
clean water. Anything to help the environment for the future generations is awesome.....
Thanks Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Milton Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:29:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: A modern effluent
treatment facility used in many other highly environmentally sensitive jurisdictions around the
world. An absolute need to retain the NP pulpmill to maintain the already depleted forest
industry in Nova Scotia. Its a no-brainer! Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Lower Onslow Postal-Code: 

y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:30:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: For 50 years Northern
Pulp has been pumping treated effluent into the strait and the fishing has been successful ever
since. According to the 28 studies and 19 focus reports the new treatment process will be less
harmful to the environment then the current process. Northern has been a huge economic
driver of the forest industry in Nova Scotia ever since they came to the province. From the
multiple contractors involved in harvesting, planting and road construction to the hundreds of
employees that work at the mill. If northern closes, thousands of people would be without a
job in the province, and that is only the people and families who are directly related to the
mill. The massive snowball effect it would have on businesses the are not directly related to
northern in the province would be devastating. As a sixth generation logger my family has
been selling products to the mill for many years. If northern were to close and leave the
province, im afraid that my fami lies six generations of logging history may stop at six. Name:
A.K. Goodwin Enterprises Email: @hotmail.com Address: 



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:47:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this project is
important to the whole economy of Nova Scotia. As long as the science is accurate, holding up
this project seems to be a waste of time. Name: Email: @hotmail.ca
Address: . Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code:

 y:
23

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 7:47:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments:  I have 5
employees full time year round Iâ?Tve got one harvester one forwarder and a log truck and I
have no intentions on shutting down WE NEED NORTHERN PULP!!!!!!!!! Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address: a Municipality: Meteghan River Postal-
Code:  ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 22



From: @ns.sypatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 8:10:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not
to complete the project. Name:  Email: @ns.sypatico.ca
Address:  Municipality: Shubenacadie Postal-Code:



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 8:26:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Northern Pulp
engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 2. I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry,
fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can work together
successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together.
Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @elynds.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 28, 2019 9:03:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I want to express my
deep concern over the possible closing of the Northern Pulp mill. The closing of a huge
economic enterprise such as this over an arbitrary and unreachable deadline would be
devastating to the regions economy. Any decision with this impact should be based on science.
I believe in studies, data and the findings of scientific professionals not emotions and
vendettas for past actions. If the mill meets the government guidelines for discharge then let
them continue as one of the key social and economic entities for Northern Nova Scotia. To
close it would be devastating! Name:  Email: @elynds.ca Address:
Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 5:10:48 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp has done a
great job with the focus report. There is a lot of scientific evidence that proves we can
continue with Forestry in Nova Scotia. I noticed in the report, like building anything, all
projects have an environmental impact. The report has proven on several levels that the build
of this new facility that these risks are well within OR UNDER acceptable levels. Nova Scotia
needs Forestry and I believe Northern has figured a way of us to continue on. Name: 

Email: Address:  Municipality: Hilden Postal-Code: 

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 7:29:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forestry, fishing and
agriculture are all vital to Nova Scotias economy. The loss of any of these industries would be
devastating to us and our unemployment would be so great that we would not be able to
support the government projects to which we have become so accustomed. With Northern
Pulp doing everything in their power to come up with a plan that would be beneficial to Boat
Harbour and Nova Scotia, I believe we have to give them the extra time needed to implement
their new treatment project. It has taken us 50 years to decide the current plant is not doing
what it should for our environment therefore, we should give the new owners as of 2011, the
few extra months they require to fix the problem. Allow Northern Pulp to correct the past
mistakes and move forward with their plans to make the plant a cleaner industry and keep our
Forestry workers employed. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 7:58:06 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There is enough bad
news everyday-lets create a real sucess story which includes the KEEPING of our forestry
industry alive and healthy for the many generation to come. Northern plup is not a company
we want packing up and moving away--come on do something right and stop wasting our
money on projects that just have no merit-we have hundreds of folks all ready making a
living- lets keep these nova scotians employed.If alittle more time is needed to get this right
TAKE MORE time-but get it right-. thank you. Name:  Email: Address: Enfield

: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 22

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @motioncanada.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 8:19:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please look at the
scientific data. Treated effluent has been diverted into the strait for close to 5 decades without
significant damage to the fishery. The plan is to reroute that effluent. Environment and the
Government need to work together to get the treatment facility in place and save our forestry
in Nova Scotia Name:  Email:

@motioncanada.com Address:  Municipality: Wellington
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 43 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: J. A. Turner & Sons (2012) Ltd.
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp - Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: October 29, 2019 8:21:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am writing today asking that Nova Scotia Minister of Environment approve the environmental
assessment for Northern Pulp’s wastewater treatment facility.  This approval is vital for the survival
of our sawmill J.A. Turner & Sons (2012) Ltd. as Northern Pulp is the main market for our sawmill
chips.  After reviewing the focus report I can see no reason why the proposed new treatment facility
should cause any environmental problems that would justify the negative economic impact of
closing the facility.  The facility that Northern Pulp has been operating for decades at the same
location has had minimal apparent impact on the local fishery. It certainly appears from the focus
report that these impacts should be further minimized with the new facility.
 
Thanks

mailto:jaturnerandsons@eastlink.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @shawgroupltd.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 8:29:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project.
Nova Scotia rural communities rely on a strong forestry industry as well as the fishing
industry. Losing Northern Pulp will have a huge impact on our business and the rural jobs it
creates. Please let science guide the decision and process. Name:  Email:

@shawgroupltd.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 8:36:08 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please let science and
common sense govern this issue and let it proceed. The mills contribution to the economy is a
huge and irreplaceable benefit to all of Nova Scotia but also to the Maritimes as well. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Fredericton, NB Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 82 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 8:47:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Northern Pulp
engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Name:  Email:

@outlook.com Address:  Municipality: Upper onslow
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @novascotiaspirits.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 9:14:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No history of ice scour
was found at the planned location of the diï¬?user port located outside of Caribou Harbor in
20m water depth. The project will have no impact in terms of accumulation of materials
around the diï¬?user. Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and
report their findings to the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their
project may or may not have on the environment. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp
grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. Treated wastewater from Northern Pulp has
been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to
re-route the treated wastewater to a different location further out into the Strait. For 50 years,
the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have
assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of
this project. Name:  Email: @novascotiaspirits.com Address:

 Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 25

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 9:21:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name: Email: e@gmail.com Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 63 y: 32



Environmental Assessment Branch, 
NS Environment, 
Box 442 
Halifax, N.S. 

To whom it may concern; 

OCT 2 9 ~., 18 

RECEIVED 

I have read the focus report offered by Dillon Consulting on behalf of Northern Pulp and its parent 
company, Paper Excellence. This report, in my view, is essentially the same in its proposal section as 
the initial environmental assessment submission. It does not appear that the nineteen identified 
deficiencies have been adequately responded to. 
The current proposal puts in jeopardy marine biota, municipal water supply, and breeding grounds for 
crab, lobster and other species. Acute lethality, floatables, and bioaccumulation will occur under this 
proposal. Discharging deleterious substances into water frequented by fish is AGAINST THE LAW in 
Canada. The " ... modern engineered diffuser ... " does nothing to stop bioaccumulation, floatables or 
acute lethality. It, as with any discharge, releases pollution into a column of water that will have those 
pollutants carried for tens of kilometres. How can a consultant indicate that there will be acute lethality 
and also claim that there would be no "significant impact" of the dispersion? 

The highest court in the land has informed the citizens of this country of the precautionary principle; it 
is that principle that needs to be observed by the Nova Scotia Department of Environment. Justice J. L. 
Heureux-Dube (1993) stated this: 

Today we are more conscious of what type of environment we wish to live in 
and what quality of life we wish to expose our children {to}. 

In another court case, Ontario versus Canadian Pacific Ltd. 1995 2 SCR 1031, parag.55 the following 
was offered by that court: 

... everyo.l\e1s aware that individually and collectively we are responsible for preserving the natural 
environment.. e1\vironmental protection has emerged as a FUNDAMENTAL VALUE in Canadian 
society. 

The current operator of the mill at Abercrombie Point , as with previous operators, has been very lax in 
complying with regulations and it lacks rigorous monitoring of its pollutants. The current operator has 
relied on private citizens to make it aware of leaks from the pipeline from the mill to A' sek- (Boat 
Harbour). This company does not have flow rate monitors where they need to be in order to ensure 
early detection of leaks. Our own Dept. Of Environment drags its feet on the latest leak specifics; the 
public should have been informed by now as to the extent of the latest leak. The local staffer in charge 
of regulation enforcement and monitoring simply says that the report is" not ready yet." Why not? 

The holding capacity and the holding times for the pollutants from the mill, as proposed, are woefully 
inadequate. Extreme weather events will mean that even an eighteen hour hold will be disabled and the 
liquid pollutants would have to bypass the holding pits and go directly into the Northumberland Strait. 
What would such a release mean in terms of acute lethality and what would it mean in terms of further 
compromising of the breeding of crab and lobster? 

The risk of contamination to the wells that supply the Town of Pictou with drinking water remains. 



The Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal has said 'no' to the use of the right of way 
for a pipeline to Caribou and out into the Strait four kilometres. Nothing has changed in this submission 
( the Focus Report) to have TIR go back on this decision. 

In November of 2017 all fishermen, wharf workers, other harvesters and environmental stewards 
offered to assist Northern Pulp and its consultant, Dillon, to come up with a vastly changed mill 
operation that would offer little to no impact on the waters of the Strait of Northumberland. That offer 
was met by silence. 

The words of the spokes-person for Northern Pulp has been ringing in the ears of many concerned 
citizens. Those words- "No pipe; no mill." offered those concerned people not a negotiation, but 
a taste of brinkmanship as a laughable negotiating tactic. Unfortunately, the stance of the operator of 
the mill continues to be just as the spokes-person so coldly offered it. That is too bad as a motivated 
group of concerned citizens and mill operators could have delivered something very differem1 erhaps 
that could have been a win all the way around. 
Resoectfullv offered, 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 9:23:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 37 y: 16



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 9:24:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this project
should be approved it has passed all environmental studies air/ water/ soil. Nova Scotia
forestry sector is dependent on a pulp mill and the economy of the entire province depends on
this. My family is and has been dependent on the forest industry and planned to continue to be.
Without this approval my job with Freeman Lumber as a forest tech. Would be in serious
jeopardy. Northern pulp and paper excellence have made ever effort to improve there impact
on the environment in a positive way. Name: Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address:  Municipality: Milton Postal-Code:
 ### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 80 y: 23

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 9:59:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: forestry has been in my
family for many generations.Both me and my father  are employees of Freemans.
My familys jobs are at risk. It has passed all environmental studies. Name:
Email: @outlook.com Address:  Municipality: Milton Postal-
Code: : ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 77 y: 18

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 10:07:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: this project would
employ so many people and save so many jobs in nova scotia. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: New Germany Municipality: Lun.Co Postal-Code: B0R1E0
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 62 y: 19



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 10:19:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been reading
about this project and i believe that the project should go ahead. They say no untreated effuent
will leave the mill site.The pipe itself will have a 2 inch wall. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: New Germany Municipality: Lun.Co Postal-Code: B0R1E0
Phone: ### ### - ####  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 71 y: 20



From: @ledwidgelumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 10:53:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe in the integrity
of this project and the science behind it. The ice scour is no longer an issue with the new
outfall site and I am happy to see it is in 20 m deep water with great currents to ensure good
mixing with the effluent. The pipeline overland is also going to have a 0.5â?  thicker high-
density Polyethylene pipe than engineering required with an automated leak detection system.
I believe Northern Pulp is taking every precaution necessary to ensure the environment is
protected while modernizing their waste water system. Treating it on-site is a positive! I hope
they stay operating in the province for many years to come. Name:  Email:

@ledwidgelumber.com Address: . Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.symaptico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 11:05:47 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is very
important to all Nova Scotians and needs to move forward so jobs in the forest industry will
not be lost. Name:  Email: @ns.symaptico.ca Address: 

Municipality: Caledonia Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 11:32:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I truly believe that
Pictou County, Nova Scotia and the forestry industry needs the Mill to remain open. The focus
report is based on science which proves the new treatment plant is environmentally
sustainable. This decision should be based on science not fear!! Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :49 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fa:x: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

1 ·am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coa l that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :50 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Brarich 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Closing the plant would have a significant impact on people's livelihoods, not just within the plant but 

other mills, truckers, etc. 

Yes, the effect on the environment is extremely important; please give them an extension so they can 
complete the new system. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale> NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :50 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Sincerely, 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :50 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatmeht Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear M inister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government _cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this stateflof-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's envfronment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:50 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re~route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% ofits power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Moncton, NB 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :50 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :31 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 021 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I t hink it is appropriate that the government al low Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Although, 1 am in favour of using brown paper for toilet paper, paper towels, tissues, etc. 

Sincerely, 

Grand Lake, NS 



OCT/ l8/ lU 18/ TUE lU :31 AM Elmsda le Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Attn: Honourable Gordon Wil son, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box: 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. ULU 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, l think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Although, I don't see anything wrong with using brown paper for toilet paper, paper towels, tissues, etc. 

Sincerely, 

Grand Lake, NS 

.. 

OCT 2 9 i..J19 

RECEIVED 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :31 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 019 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Although, I don' t see anything wrong with using brown paper for toilet paper, paper towels, tissues, etc. 

Sincerely, 

Grand Lake, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:50 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am n·ot a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

lf Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:50 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. 1his project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :50 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have tittle impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:51 AM Elmsdal e Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Envi ronment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 I 0 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive ! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The p'ulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low ca rbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Fall River, NS 

' 

OCT 2 9 t019 

RECEIVED 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:51 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 011 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. Northern Pulp produces 23MW of 

electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on their record . 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete this project. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:51 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 012 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their· new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
yea rs. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete this project. 

Sincerely, 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :51 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 013 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to comple~e their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the t reated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 
Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. Northern Pulp produces 23MW of 

electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Belnan, NS OCT 2 9 tJ19 

RECEIVED 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 11:41:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry! There are too many families out west now, need to keep the jobs here. This is a
necessity! Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 13

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :31 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 018 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 20 19/ TUE 10 :30 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 017 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. l'he forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:28 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10: 28 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
Impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For so years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts a re expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 
I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power 

requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning coal that NSP uses 

producing 60% of its energy. 

Elmsdale, NS 

OCT 2 9 2019 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :28 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

lam in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin . 

Top on the minds of Canadians and foll<s all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp ls forced into 
closure, the Forest-Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests ald 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 
products which store the carbon Instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest Industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 

Environmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulp's 
plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the fishing industry has successfully 
fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is 
complete, Northern Pulp's environment footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will 
be able to t hrive and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the 

community can begin to heal. 
Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of Its energy. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity dally, most 

of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on their record. 

Bleaching paper is pointless and causes more pollution. 

Sincerely, 

Grand Lake, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:29 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-ofMthe-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

heat. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

I would also be in favour of using brown paper instead of white. 

Sincerely, 

Grand Lake, NS 



UC'J'/L~/LUl~/TUh JU : ::JU AM tlmsdale Lum.ber Y. U I b 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson> Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Elmsdale, N! 

OCT 2 9 ~ .;19 

RECEIVED 



OCT/28ILU 18/TUE I U: ::JU AM Elmsdale Lumber P. Ul J 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fa:x: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister W ilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it ls appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, Nova Scotia 

OCT 2 9 ZD19 

RECEIVED 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :29 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 00 5 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pu lp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 11:48:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a mechanical
engineer with work experience in several industries including manufacturing, automotive,
nuclear power, petrochemical, and forestry. My thoughts on this project are based entirely on
the technical information provided, and the resulting local and global environmental impact. I
do not believe that job-preservation or commercial survival should be primary deciding factors
in a project of this nature. Firstly, I am impressed with the volume and depth of detailed
technical information made available to the public. I am equally pleased with the focus reports
and summaries which have broken down the main points of the effluent treatment facility
plan. Nova Scotia Environment has made a clear effort to transparently present all available
information relating to the project, and although most of it will not be read, it is greatly
appreciated by those with both personal interest in the project and technical curiosity. I believe
that the proposed ETF is the best available solution to address the concerns of environmental
damage caused by the operation of the Northern Pulp mill. The available material on the
proposed biological effluent treatment system indicates that its performance in breaking down
chemical and organic compounds in the effluent will be to very high standards. Heavy
investments have already been made by the company to reduce gaseous and solid emissions
from the biomass boiler operation, and the proposed effluent treatment facility will enable the
plant to further reduce its impact on the nearby aquatic environment. Canada is rich in natural
resources, but it is a significant challenge to compromise the impacts of our resource
industries with the environmental protection required to combat climate change and maintain
our beautiful natural wilderness. I believe this effluent treatment facility is a step in the right
direction for the sustainability of Canadian industry. The sheer cost to install and maintain
such a robust and efficient treatment facility indicates a high level of commitment to
upholding the environmental responsibility expected of Canadian industrial facilities. The use
of thick-walled piping, which will be mostly buried, as well as advanced leak detection
technology, further reduce the potential for catastrophic pipeline failure, and the spill basing is
designed to contain any leaks from mechanical equipment damage. These conservative design
standards have been applied throughout the project to guarantee the performance and safety of
the ETF operation, and it is worthwhile to note that the costs are not recovered by operation: in
other words, there is no commercial incentive to over-design these treatment systems, and
instead a combination of environmental responsibility and regulatory requirements have
guided the robust design of the project. It is also comforting to compare the thermal discharge
of the proposed ETF to that of a Canadian nuclear generating facility Darlington: although this
CANDU plant discharges only clean water, its flow rate is over 100 times that of the ETF with
a similar thermal limitation at a set distance from the diffusor 2 degree C. This indicates that
the thermal load of Northerns proposed ETF will be much lower than that of a CANDU station
and my assumption is that the Northumberland Strait is much more capable of removing heat
than Lake Ontario. For this reason I am confident that the thermal load imposed by the ETF
will not have a significant impact on the surrounding aquatic environment. Some important
points can also be noted from the conservative projections of treated effluent characteristics.
The total suspended solid flow of 1875 kg/day and chemical oxygen demand of 37500 kg/day

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


is manageable when considering the flow volume of both the treated effluent stream and the
Strait. These values, which represent the absolute upper limit of contaminants in the effluent
stream, will still maintain Northern as a better-than-average Canadian Kraft pulp mill. My
final point is an appeal for realistic thinking about the global impact of this project. The
demand for pulp and paper products is relatively static, which indicates that even if Northern
Pulp is shut down immediately, its output will be filled by other mills around the world. Since
other Canadian mills do not have the same access to the Asian market, it is more likely that
increased production in existing mills, or new mill construction, would be seen in China or
nearby industrialized countries. Countless studies and reports have shown that the
environmental impacts and pollution caused by Asian industrial facilities is far greater than
that of comparable North American operations. In my view, closing the mill would do more
global environmental damage than continuing to operate it while adhering to to strict
environmental regulations. It is more responsible to maintain the facility and hold Northern
Pulp accountable to the requirements of Canadian industrial operation. Thank you for reading
these comments. Please contact me with any questions. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 56 y: 31



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :29 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifa><, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :29 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424M6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wil son, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :29 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 
completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10:29 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :29 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 90288::l2::JL4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. U I U 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 

OCT 2 9 20i9 

RECEIVED 



OCT/ Z~/ ZUl~/ TUK JU : jU AM Elmsdale Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. U 11 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 

·ocr 2 9 ,.J19 

RECEIVED 



OCTIL~ILUl~/TUE IU :::JU AM Elmsdale Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

~. u lL 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The economy and the environment must work together. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental 

Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project and it will be an improvement over today's 

processes. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



OCT/ 29/ 2019/ TUE 10 :30 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 013 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. Third party environmental experts have 

concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine 

guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this 

information, I believe this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project 

and it will be an improvement over today's processes. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



UL1 / L~/ LUl~/ TUt lU : jU AM tlmsda le Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 29, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

l' . Ul 4 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forestlndustry of Nova·scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon inst ead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 
I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely t hat sediment will build up in either the near or fa r
field. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 12:26:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is my opinion that if
the information in the northern pulp focus report is correct, northern pulp should be given the
chance to build their new treatment facility. If a short extension to boat harbor is necessary I
would support that also. Thanks   Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Londonderry Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 75 y: 25



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 12:51:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need forestry Name:
Email: @yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: midville branch

Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @wilsonequip.ns.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 3:22:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need this mill, alot
of good jobs at stake Name:  Email: @wilsonequip.ns.ca Address:

Municipality: ALMA Postal-Code: B0K 2A0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 26

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 3:50:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Thank you for asking the
public for our input. Itâ?Ts important to understand that the forestry industry is extremely
important to rural NS and the families who live here. My families survival to put food on our
plate and a shelter over our head is because of the forest industry in Queens Co. Nova Scotia. I
feel that when decisions are being made regarding the forest industry in Nova Scotia we are
not taking into consideration the amount of people and families that will be affected When
policy makers make decisions they feel are best without talking to those who live it, know it,
work it. This happens because we are seen as not privileged enough to have an opinion and
itâ?Ts okay to hurt the little people because we donâ?Tt know them. So please know us, and
know that we love living and working in rural NS for the forestry industry and decisions made
without talking to the people working hands on from the bottom up not top down then you will
see the impact and impor tance of a sustainable forestry industry. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality:
Liverpool Postal-Code: B0T1K0 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 3:53:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulps new effluent treatment facility. I have read through the focus report and have confidence
in the studies they have performed. I am not a scientist nor environmental expert so I am not
going to pretend to understand everything that I have read. The treated effluent has been going
into the Northumberland Strait for 50 years now and it has not been harmful to us, so I am
extremely confident that the new system will be better. I applaud Northern Pulp in the efforts
to improve their environmental footprint. I believe that they have addressed the concerns that
were brought forward from the initial environmental assessment and think they should be
given the go ahead. I believe that protecting the environment is extremely important, as well
as protecting the oceans ecosystem, however, I am getting quite tired of having to submit
support comments to counter balance all the negative comments from naysayers. Said
naysayers have not provided evidence to support their negativity towards the project. If the
treated effluent being released into the Strait now is not harming the ecosystem, then why do
people think the new effluent treatment facility will be harmful? Northern Pulp is a vital part
of Pictou Countys economy and forest industry in Nova Scotia. I think they should be given a
reasonable amount of time to time to ensure this project is successful in both protecting the
environment as well as the economy. Green light the project! Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Abercrombie Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 4:27:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have attended a
presentation on the NP Treatment Facility Project and there isnt a reason that this project
should not be passed and approved by our NS Government. Our family has so many people
involved in the Forestry business that if this mill were to close many family and friends would
be forced to leave the province and seek employment elsewhere - if that is even possible. In
my opinion all aspects were thought of and covered with NP plan to treat this issue the public
has to be made aware that this is a good thing - not bad and we should all try to work together
and keep NS Strong. Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net Address:

Municipality: Nine Mile River Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 5:58:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There are too many
spinoff jobs to not remedy this! Our family will be directly impacted! Name: 
Email: @eastlink.ca Address: Municipality: Lower Northfield
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 7:04:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
with their new treatment plant , which will reduce their environmental foot print when the
plant is up and running. Name:  Email: @seasidehighspeed.com
Address:  Municipality: Aspen Postal-Code:

1 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 52 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @xplornet.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 7:30:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel Northern Pulp has
done a good job in meeting all the requirements at the requests of the public.The law that was
passed cut 10 years off the the agreement which was made with this company to come here
and take over the mill and clean up the harbor. This should be taken into consideration when
this decision is made because they are being painted with same brush the old companies which
have left and made this mess along with the provincial gov. I think it will be an economic lose
to the province and me personally for I work in the forestry industry. Name: 
Email: @xplornet.com Address: 
Municipality: HRM Postal-Code:



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 8:40:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Great job on trying to
improve the environmental footprint of northern pulp. All for the new treatment facility.
Name: Wes Email: @yahoo.com Address: Westville. Municipality: Westville
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 93 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 9:07:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: @gmail.com
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:  ,Hebbs
across NS,  Municipality: Hebbs Cross Postal-Code: 

 ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 11



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 9:46:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing several
section of the Focus Report I still have several concerns about the lack of engagement and
investigation to those in the area. Specifically, I am referring to section 3.5.2 of the report. The
consultants did not engage the Pictou Water Utility to gain information on the wellfield nor
did they reach out to anyone in who manages or operates the systems. If they had, they would
know the map that is used in this report is dated and is missing a new well head that is closer
to the pipeline than what appears in this document. The lack of effort on these little things, or
easy way out by googling Pictou Water Utility is just one of the examples of how things have
been overlook in this report and the last. Furthermore, the solution of downgrading from a
double walled pipe to a single thicker one is just a cost cop out at the expense of source water
risk. Simple math can show that a 3 foot diameter pipe that will normally pump 62,500
m3/day of pipe could dump 43,403 liters of product into the protected area in just one minute
if the break were to happen in the wrong spot. To put that into perspective the amount of water
produced from the wellfield is roughly 1,000 m3/day. A spill even of short duration would
significantly displace water and have magnitude of impact on drinking water supplies. Finally,
looking at the effluent characteristics, I am very disappointed to see big business having more
lenient requirements than sewer treatment facilities. One facility that I manage has cBOD and
TSS less than 15 mg/L, a second has less than 20. Why are the targets for the mill 350 and 800
for BOD and TSS respectively? The final parameter that bothers me the most is the effluent
temperature of 37oC. I believe the report does address temperature dissipation, but the sea life
within the temperature gradient area will be substantially impacted. The warmest I have ever
seen that area of water was 19C in the middle of the summer heatwave. 18C above that is
significant. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 29, 2019 11:52:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our ocean is under
tremendous stress, and our valuable fisheries in NS with it. The Abercrombie paper mill has
polluted our environment and poisoned our citizens for over half a century. The reach of
destruction even reaches much further. Clearcutting and glyphosate spraying of our forests is a
direct consequence of the mill. As a scientist, I am appalled by the claim of the report of
scientific evidence. As far as I have seen, the evidence comes from industry organizations
such as the Forest Products Association of Canada and VEOLIA/ANOXKALDNES Lab. Such
organizations have a clear conflict of interest. The report talks about computer modeling that
is not reproducible and hence scientifically useless. Given the previous history of misleading
claims by Northern Pulp and the inability to fully assess this proposal in the very limited time
provided, I think that the safety of our citizens as well as the protection of our traditional
fisheries on which this province relies must have precedence over a flowed proposal with little
benefit to NS. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: HATCHET LAKE Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 6:23:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Northern Pulp
engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Name:  Email:

@alpaequipment.com Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 60 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 7:25:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think we need this
project and our forestry ! Name: Email: @hotmail.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 20



From: @gnti.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 7:44:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water
quality within 5 meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and
there is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this
information, I believe this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. Name:

@gnti.ca Address:  Municipality: Upper
Musquodoboit Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 32



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Focus Report for Replacement Treatment Facility
Date: October 30, 2019 9:27:35 AM
Attachments: .pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien



Re-Northern Pulp's focus 
effluent treatment facility 

report 

. -

·

/ .

for replacement 

My name is  . I have fished for twenty 
nine years and fish lobster, rock crab, herring and 
scallops. 

Northern Pulp states that effluent will be almost 
undetectable ten meters from the end of the pipe, yet 

the attached photo from 2016 shows the effluent 
traveling several miles. The end of the discharge pipe 
is a half of a kilometer away from the channel used by 
Northumberland Ferries. This channel flows into Caribou 
Harbour, which is home to the largest rock crab nursery 

in the Northumberland Strait. The demis,e of this rock 
crab nursery will have a devastating effect on the 
local lobster fishery as these crab are a main part of 
the lobster's diet. 

The enclosed picture shows water depth in feet, 
demonstrating a very shallow harbour. There are three 
wharves and a fish plant in this harbour. Lobster 
buyers hold tens of thousands of pounds of lobster 
daily in the waters of the harbour in May and June. 

North Nova Seafoods, which is also in the harbour, 
draws water from the harbour, which is necessary to

operate their plant. 

The tide running into Caribou Harbour in the ferry 
channel rises at a speed of four knots. With 70-90 
million litres per day discharge from the Northern Pulp 
pipe, the contamination of Caribou Harbour is 
unavoidable and inevitable. 
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70 vessels fish for lobster
in May & June in the area of this photo

up to 150 fish herring in this area
during Sept & Oct 

up to 100 fish scallops
in this area in Nov & Dec

20 fishers fish 
Rock Crab here 
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From: Leach, Nicole L
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: requesting a boat trip
Date: October 30, 2019 9:33:30 AM

NP comment
 

From: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca> 
Sent: October 30, 2019 9:27 AM
To: Leach, Nicole L <Nicole.Leach@novascotia.ca>
Subject: FW: requesting a boat trip
 
 
 
 

From: @hotmail.com> 
Sent: October 30, 2019 6:06 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: requesting a boat trip
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good Morning The Honourable Gordon Wilson,
 

My name is . I am a commercial fisherman out of the Northumberland Strait and
my home port is Caribou NS.  I have until November 8 to submit my comment on Northern
Pulp's effluent treatment project under the public comment period.  Section 7 and Figure 7.3-
3 Northumberland Strait Lobster Buoy Locations.  This figure is showing no buoys in the
outflow location.  This is invalid.  My wife told me that I should take pictures of my daily ledger
of coordinates and send them along with my submission.  Firstly, I do not know how to do
that, however I am certain she could assist me. Secondly, why do I have to prove to
department where I fish when a company is lying about it.  Why do I lose sleep every night
because a company decided to fudge reports.  The best way I can show you the area is for
you, or someone from the department to come on my boat for no more than an hour and I
can sail you to the exact spot of the outflow areas and explain where we all fish.  I am
requesting this as a last resort to save my livelihood.  I am disturbed at the fact that when the
survey boat was out in May, myself and other fisherman had to wait to throw our trolls off the
boat because the survey boat was in the way.  Three days out of the season we had planes
circling us taking pictures.  And now, when I look at this report, they say that there was no
fishing there? It would be super easy for your department to come out for a field trip and I can

mailto:Nicole.Leach@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


physically show you the area!! November 8 is almost here.  Could someone call me back
please and we can discuss this: 
 

Sincerely,
A fisherman desparately trying to save his business,
 

 

 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 10:00:21 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading all of the
science behind this project, I fail to see why there can be any objections to this proposal. If
irrational thought is let prevail here there will be a lot of ripple effects. If Northern Pulp has to
close then the majority of the lumber industry in Nova Scotia will be forced into closure
Northern Pulp is the biggest consumer of wood chips in the province and Lumber Mills cannot
survive without a customer for their wood chips. This will have a knock on effect for
communities and businesses directly and indirectly supported by the lumber industry and
workers employed in that field. Hopefully the correct decision will be made not only for the
environment but also for the Lumber Industry. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 60 y: 25



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 10:07:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a NS forestry
contractor since 2001 with an annual payroll in excess of $600,000 and investment of over $3
Million, 3 to 5 trucks haul our wood. We need approval to stay in business. I have read
highlights of the focus report and discussed confidence in the project with designers at the
open house. Im familiar with RFPs such as for this design Sept. 2016 and the enviable
integrity and global reputation of Canadian Engineers. I have full confidence in this proposal
by KSH, recognized global Pulp and Paper experts since 1923, Stantec designing globally
with community in mind since 1954 and Dillon our success is our success since 1946. I am
confident with approval the community will heal and the economy of our province be
sustained. Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 

Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 10:13:54 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing the
Focus Report I feel that the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility proposal fully addresses
the environmental considerations asked of them - and puts them well ahead of other Kraft
Mills across Canada. I fully support Northerns plan and the project going forward. Name:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 36 y: 31



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 10:47:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After many months of
speculation and several scientific studies, I now feel secure in the new effluent facility being
proposed by Northern Pulp. It goes without saying that closing this mill will ultimately impact
ALL mills in Canada. We cannot afford to lose the jobs this would entail. The consequences
are extremely far-reaching. Keep it open. Work together. Perhaps this will help set a new
standard for other mills that will open in the future. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: . New Glasgow, NS 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 24



From: @mvrs.ns.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 11:05:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I firmly believe the
environmental assessment of the proposed treatment facilities to be suitable to allow the
treated flow into the straight. Enough studies and assessments have been done to prove the
process to be completely acceptable. Please allow the process to continue and allow the pulp
mill the extension required. Name: @mvrs.ns.ca Address: 

East Loon Lake Village. Municipality: Upper Musquodoboit Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

64 y: 25



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 11:12:12 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry Name: Email: Address: Lunenburg Municipality: Lunenburg Postal-Code: 

Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
89 y: 28

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 11:27:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 2. Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: Parrsboro
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 66 y: 27



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 11:41:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think that the new ETF
is, after reviewing the information, a huge step forward compared to now and in past years.
The effluent leaving the property will be cleaner, considering in the past was raw, which
would be by far more advantaged to protecting the environment. The on site facility is the
most advanced in the industry and is used widely throughout the industry and has been
accepted by the communities with which it coexists. I do believe that Northern pulp is doing
everything in its power to be a proper corporate citizen and should be given an opportunity to
demonstrate this attitude going forward. I believe that they should be given the environmental
go ahead for this project and protect not only our environment but our economical well being
in the process. The future of Pictou, Colchester, Cumberland, and other counties depends
heavily on this mill as well as the forest industry in general. Please give this project your okay
and right a wrong that has been decades in the making and secure our future as the
environmental minded province that we are. Thank you. Name:  Email:

@seasidehighspeed.com Address: Municipality: Westville
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 58 y: 26



From: @c .com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 11:58:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My family works in the
forest industry. We have well managed woodlands which aid in the prevention of forest fires,
as well as in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die,
they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and
waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In other words, a healthy forest industry plays a vital
role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulps
Environmental Assessment. The loss of the forest industry will have devastating repercussions
for all Nova Scotians so lets please all work together to find a solution for everyone involved.
Name:  Email: .com Address: 
Municipality: Southampton, N.S. Postal-Code:  Fax: 

 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 22



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report response - Minister of Environment-Gordon Wilson
Date: October 30, 2019 12:49:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

October 30, 2019

Minister of Environment

Mr. Gordon Wilson

Dear Sir,

I have three concerns regarding Northern Pulp’s Focus Report.

1. Water Temperature

I live in Braeshore on the water at the mouth of Pictou harbour. We have had a raft and a buoy
with a thermometer on it for many years every summer. We swim often and in in the past the
water temperature would reach 21° in August. However, in the last two years we have seen the
temperature in July and August climb to as high as 24/25c. Almost too warm for a refreshing
swim!

The temperature of the effluent entering the strait will be between 35-37c. The
Northumberland Strait is very shallow (68 m deep at its eastern end but less than 20 m over a
large central area) and is home to warmer summer temperatures on the Atlantic coast north of
Virginia. I understand that just a .5 increase could cause an increase in hurricane intensity and
enormous amounts of rain, plus risks to marine fishes, seabirds and mammals. Does it make
sense to pump this this hot effluent into the strait? Why would anyone want to help speed up
global warming?

2 . Pollution is pollution

The words cadmium, mercury, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, petroleum hydrocarbons,
zinc, heavy metals, dioxins and furans scare me! Northern Pulp says it is meeting or exceeding
legal wastewater standards. They say they are science based using state of the art technology.
Yet their report is littered with vagueness, with words like:

not predicted
unlikely
no significant effects
not expected

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


no significant impact

In terms of safety to the environment, there is nothing guaranteed or promised. They assume
these chemicals will reach the strait only to be eventually and hopefully diluted away, but
there is no guarantee that some won’t settle on the ocean floor. Why would we allow any
wastewater to be dumped into our waters, unless it is 100% safe? Northern Pulp cannot
promise you that!

3 . Yellow signs

Will you be ordering additional signs for the Caribou Harbour area once this area becomes
contaminated? I only say this because the signs are already everywhere along our shoreline
(thanks Boat Harbour). Aren’t you concerned that because the effluent outfall is not 100%
clean, this shellfish area will be compromised?

In closing, I feel there is nothing good for the environment in this project. As minister, it is not
only your job, but your duty to protect it. You have an opportunity to ensure that the



Northumberland Strait will be clean and safe to use for generations to come!

Respectfully submitted

Braeshore NS



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 1:12:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry! Nova Scotia needs Northern Pulp! Nova Scotia needs our lumber facilities! How
many jobs are gonna be lost, not just at the Mill, but all effected? But most importand, what
would your rather swim or fish in? Treated wood product or treated bio waste from our toilets
etc? I would much rather swim in a treated wood product!!!!!!!!! Name: :

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Maitland Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 2:33:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Seems to be very low
risks for very high rewards. I think this project should be started asap. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
lunenburg County Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 2:34:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment I am a landowner-farmer living in Pictou County Having lived close
to the pulp mill since it was opened I have seen the huge positive impact it has had on our
area. After reading and attempting to understand the application they have submitted it appears
the outflow pipe will have less pollutants than what is now ending up in Pictou Harbour which
is the same body of water. I understand there is no negative effect on the fishery at present so
do not understand the concerns of the fishing industry. On a personal note, having forest land
my retirement income is partly dependant on the success of the forest industry. In closing I
like to make clear that I am one of what I believe is the silent majority who look forward to a
long future for Northern Pulp Thank You  Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: westville nova scotia
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 38 y: 12



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 2:54:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hi, I am against the
proposed plan as it will affect ocean habitat and species. I am worried about shellfish and how
they will absorb the toxins emitted. Please do not allow this pipe to go through. Name:

@hotmail.ca Address: 
Municipality: Frasers Mountain Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 38 y: 35



From: @me.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 3:31:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support the
project and look forward to Northern Pulp operations in Nova Scotia for many years to come.
Name: @me.com Address:  Municipality:
Valley Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 3:37:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: For 50 years, the fishing
industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed
that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this
project. Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5
meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history
of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. A third-party consultant, Stantec, has
concluded that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. Based on
the scientific facts in the environmental assessment I support this project for Northern Pulp. I
am also in favor of giving Northern Pulp an extension at Boat Harbour. The clean-up cannot
begin for approximately 2 years, so I believe it is appropriate to give this extension. My
business,  with 26 direct employees depends on it. 

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Barneys River Postal-Code: 

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 37 y: 24



From: @marwoodltd.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 4:01:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: When this state-of-the-
art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be
significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and
finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can
begin to heal. Name: @marwoodltd.com Address: 

Municipality: Fall River Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 16



From: @rembos.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 4:01:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: COMMENTS IN
SUPPORT OF NORTHERN PULP 1. Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to
consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on
the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These findings are reported
in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science.
2. Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If
Northern Pulp is forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic
hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes
of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of
massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees
can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the
atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in climate change
management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment.
3. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry.Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every
year. That is impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the
Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated
effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the
Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 4. Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have
little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 5. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment
facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced.
Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 6. I
am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have
demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and
the environment must work together. 7. The pulp plantâ?Ts effluent has been flowing into the
Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the fishing seems to be better than
ever. This project will be an improvement. 8. Concern has been raised about the accumulation
of materials around the diffuser. A third-party consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is
unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. 9. The Lahey Report and
good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 10. Northern Pulp generates 90 of its power
requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning coal that NSP uses
producing 60 of its energy. 11. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there
is no reason not to complete the project. 12. Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of
the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 98 steam. 13. Northern Pulp produces
23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on



their record.   Rembos Inc An Independent Secondary
Manufacturer Brantford, Ontario Name:  Email:

@rembos.ca Address:  Municipality:
Brantford Postal-Code:  email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 4:11:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please extend Boat
Harbour Agreement Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 31



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: NorthernPulp (CEAA/ACEE); Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report Concerns
Date: October 30, 2019 4:27:39 PM
Attachments: Focus-Report-Findings Oct 30.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Minister Wilson,

The following are my concerns associated with the Northern Pulp Effluent Proposal and their
submitted Focus Report.  

Thank you for your time.

mailto:ceaa.northernpulp.acee@canada.ca
mailto:Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca

Focus Report  Findings



1. No Time line or financial commitment from Northern Pulp for the Oxygen Delignification system “It will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is completed. This project is a significant capital expenditure for the mill and an implementation schedule has not been determined at this time.”

a. This is unacceptable.  All modern mills have this in place.  Having no time line and not willing to financially commit to this project is a good indication it is not going to happen.

b. They are owned by Billionaires.  This should be implemented from Day 1

c. It is not clear the numbers they presented are with or without the O2 Delignification system.



2. The proponent has indicated that dewatered pulp and paper sludges managed in a manner that preserves the meaningful heating value of the materials can be considered a standard fuel, with combustion related emissions. Little information has been provided to indicate what will be in this  sludge material from the Effluent Treatment Facility 

a.  The composition of the sludge material has not been defined and it is unclear whether any additional contaminants of concern should be assessed and considered in the model calculations. 

b. Amendment to their current Industrial approval to burn the sludge would be needed

c. No precipitator on the Power Boiler that would be used to burn the sludge.

d. The FR shows Dillon Consulting used a sewage treatment plant for the analysis of impact which is not an accurate comparison.  

e. There are no other examples cited where a Mill is burning its sludge from the AST .



3. “No significant adverse residual effects were identified” for all categories.  This is not accurate. Per the PPER  

Meeting regulations shouldn’t give anyone a sense of relief.  The regulations are weak and dated!



Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) in Canada cover two matters; total suspended solids (TSS) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD.) Even though total discharges of TSS and BOD in pulp and paper effluent decreased by approximately 90% and 97% respectively from 1970-2008, pulp mill effluents continue to have harmful impacts on fish, fish habitat and the environment. Information gathered through environmental effects monitoring (EEM) at all Canadian mills points to the disturbing conclusion that although mills are meeting regulations and passing the PPER toxicity test, 70% are having harmful effects on aquatic life and habitat, and 55% are having harmful effects on the larger environment. 

This information led the federal department of Environment and Climate Change to undertake a modernization review of pulp and paper effluent regulations in 2017. “Results from EEM studies and the changing realities of the pulp and paper industry indicate a need to modernize the PPER to improve environmental protection,” the department states.  If meeting regulations is not enough to prevent harm, neither is passing toxicity tests. Only one toxicity test is required under Canadian pulp and paper regulations. The required LC-50 test is for acute lethality. For this test, an effluent is considered acutely lethal if the treated effluent at 100% concentration kills more than 50% of the Rainbow Trout exposed to it during a 96-hour period. Long-term effects, including impacts on reproduction or growth, cumulative impacts on fish habitat and the larger environment or accumulation of substances harmful for human consumption are not regulated under the PPER. Testing for environmental effects is required for information purposes. 

Effluent from pulp and paper mills is regulated at the federal level principally by the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER), which form part of the Fisheries Act. The standards that apply to pulp effluent today were adopted in 1992 and have remained unchanged for 25 years. Highly toxic dioxins and furans are regulated under a separate Act. 

70% of pulp & paper mills are having harmful effects on aquatic life and habitat despite meeting current regulations. Long term impacts on reproduction and growth are not regulated under PPER.  Federal regulations cover only a few of the recognized harmful substances in pulp mill effluent.  For example, there are no federal regulations for AOX compounds, a component of pulp effluent in mills that bleach with chlorine or a chlorine compound. AOX compounds are recognized as extremely toxic. They are not easily broken down by bacteria and thus bioaccumulate in the environment. Yet they are not included in PPER regulations. Neither are phenols, toluene, chloroform or chemical oxygen demand (COD).

For 25 yrs the regulations that apply to pulp effluent have remained unchanged. Provinces may go beyond Federal standards and adopt stricter regulations for effluent from pulp mills. British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and Quebec have adopted stricter regulations.  Nova Scotia does not have regulations, but sets limits through individual industrial approvals. The EU has more protective regulations than Canada does. 

Evidence exists that bleached pulp mill effluents affect the dominance of floral species. The community structure of the periphyton in a southern U.S. river shifted toward a heterotrophic population near the bleached pulp mill effluent discharge point but recovered to control characteristics at downstream stations(224) . A more widespread situation exists in the Baltic Sea.  Page 32 https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf

Tainting-- Whole bleached pulp mill effluents can cause tainting in commercial species of fish and shellfish. Several reviews list constituents of bleached pulp mill effluents responsible for tainting . Fish tainting may be caused by chlorinated or nonchlorinated components of bleached or unbleached pulp mill effluents. It may also arise from naturally occurring water contaminants. This makes identification of 36 the causative agents in bleached whole mill effluents difficult.  Bleaching was not considered to be a significant contributor to tainting until recent work found that biotransformation products of chlorophenols, tri- and tetrachloroveratrole, cause tainting.  Simple aeration and/or secondary waste treatment may reduce tainting by a factor of 2 to 10. The degree of tainting contributed by specific effluent constituents or their derivatives has yet to be determined. Whole bleached pulp mill effluent can cause tainting in fish at concentrations as low as 0.5.



 For perspective, concentrations of 1% elicit the more sensitive sublethal effects in fish. Field studies confirm that tainting may occur at that concentration, although some results appear to be confounded with natural "offflavours". For example, a field study on the Ottawa River found fish that had been caged for 48 hours became tainted as far as 2.5 km downstream of the bleached pulp mill effluent discharge site Pg 35

https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf



4. The testing clearly shows the Effluent quality will not be better when compared to Point C of Boat Harbour.  The proposed ETF will not have a 300 acre lagoon to provide further dilution and natural processing like it does today (Point D is the outflow of the lagoon) 





5. No Mill in NA pumps that amount of effluent into a small shallow ecosystem.  Mills they used for comparison like Howe Sound are pumping effluent into the Pacific Ocean that is several hundred feet deep vs the Strait that is 20-65 feet deep. 





6. Lacking details of the inspection program for pipe and other areas of concern.



7. Dozens of Endangered and Species at Risk along the ETF and Pipeline footprint and very short periods of time were used to assess the risk on this species.



8. Incomplete marine studies with many species not studied such as Trout, Salmon, Striped Bass



9. Still using 106 for pipeline root although NSTIR did not give approval and consult taking place into the Fall. A decision on these needs to be made in advance of submitting this report.



10. Going through the Pictou Water Supply – This is unacceptable. A town water supply for thousands of people should not be risked.  The potential impact to potable water supplies if a release occurs from the pipe line is a significant concern. The proposed pipeline traverses a drinking water supply area. Limited information has been provided on the proposed maintenance and inspection of pipeline during its operation.  Northern Pulp has indicated that there is an intention to have a system in place to detect leaks (or a significant drop in pressure) during operation and maintenance; however, details concerning this system have not been provided. It is unclear what impact a “significant drop in pressure” could have on a groundwater supply before being detected. 



11. The documents and studies conducted by NP did not engage the Public which was one of the requirements of the Focus Report.



12. 133 Ice scours noted and only one Spring study completed.  This sample set of data is not enough to conclude that burying the pipe 3M will be safe.



13. Dredging of a scallop buffer zone.  Excavated volume of more than 20,000 cubic metres of soil per kilometer.  This is an increase after the EA was submitted.



14. Incomplete info – “The exact method used for dredging will be determined by the selected marine contractor based on schedules, costs, and available equipment resources.”

a. This info needs to be very clear.  It goes against the updated Federal Fisheries Act.



15. Data collection/studies still ongoing.  Gathering baseline data now is unacceptable.  Collecting info after the pipe is approved and constructed is too late.



16. The construction process along the Marine floor will require industrial equipment which will lead to excess noise, emissions, etc that will impact Marine Species in this area.  This goes against the updated Federal Fisheries Act



17. Lake Trout listed in the Food Survey – Lake Trout are fresh water species and only exist in a select few lakes in NS.  This indicates that Northern Pulp nor its Consultants do not understand the Species of the Strait.



18. Pulp Mill Effluent Listed as Toxic substance as of June 2019 https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/canadian-environmental-protection-act-registry/substances-list/toxic/schedule-1.html?fbclid=IwAR39yKPa-3h10oVu6B_I13ufetxEDHpNAdxedj0fnLjIcPzGfFKKZC4cR1g



19. Dioxins and Furans found in 2014 Pulp Mill effluent that are prohibited.  These regulations prohibit the release of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-para-dioxin and 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzofuran in pulp and paper mill effluents.

a. https://pollution-waste.canada.ca/environmental-protection-registry/regulations/view?Id=20

b. The FR lists the Dioxins and Furans as not detected but when the effluent was tested by DOE back in 2014 (The spill) many were present. Their effluent process has not changed since that time.

c. How many samples did they take and test? 1? 





20. Fisheries Act - News Release issued August 28, 2019 and titled “Full protections for fish and fish habitat under the modernized Fisheries Act now in force” was sent to provincial government departments.  It prohibits harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat and prohibits against causing the death of fish by means other than fishing.  A 4km pipe into the Strait goes against the Fisheries Act.



21. Effluent parameters are “predicted” which is unacceptable – “As the replacement ETF has not yet been constructed, the treated parameters and their levels were predicted.”  These numbers should be factual and real.  What happens if the ETF is constructed and the numbers do not match the parameters?  History shows that the public will not be made aware of this.



22. Key effluent measures are predicted to be higher from current Boat Harbour numbers today.  Point C where they are measured in Boat Harbour is a dead zone.

23. Marine Water Quality study insufficient.  It only took 2 days and gathering baseline data this late in the game is unacceptable.  



24. Disposing of dredging material at sea is unacceptable and the study is incomplete.  The details around this need to be clear since it could lead to damaging fish and fish habitat and not meet the requirements of the updated Fisheries Act

25. The Northumberland Strait Ecosystem Overview Report, prepared for DFO in 2007, documents increasing stresses on the Strait. “Increased nutrient loading from land-based activities was identified as the most important MEQ [Marine Environment Quality] issue in the near shore areas such as the estuaries, harbours, and bays. The principal sources of nutrients to the coastal areas of the Northumberland Strait are sewage, agricultural runoff, fish plant effluents, and pulp mill effluent.”  The Ecosystem Overview Report also states, “In addition to individual impacts of the various elements identified as having an impact on the environment in the Northumberland Strait, there can be cumulative impacts that exceed the individual effects.”  Ocean stresses are increasing generally.  Anoxic areas, where there is insufficient oxygen for marine life, are growing, and are expected to continue to do so due to global warming and other factors.  The discharge of pulp effluent, with significant amounts of total suspended solids, biochemical oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand and contaminants including heavy metals and AOX, has to be evaluated in the context of cumulative impacts on an increasingly stressed ecosystem. The consequences will be greater now and in coming decades than they would have been 50 or 25 years ago in healthier oceans. 

a. .  The Baseline data from the Marine Sediment from NP also shows this.  The Strait cannot with stand any more pollution from a toxic effluent pipe.  It will be the straw that breaks the Camel’s Back and will ultimately destroy the Northumberland Strait as well as the Atlantic Canadian Shellfish brand . 





26. Cadmium is now being reported as being part of the effluent. Why was it not part of the initial EA?  Cadmium poses a risk to Humans and Marine life.  It bioaccumlates and biomagnifies .  That also holds true for the other metals now listed that is being proposed to be pumped into the Strait. 



27. The proponent used Howe Sound Mill and the Crofton Mill as comparative data/mills but both of those mills have many environmental issues related to their effluent.  The Shellfish industry is closed in certain parts of the Pacific Ocean close to these mills due to dioxins and furans from the effluent



 





28. AIR QUALITY lacks regulations, monitoring and will exceed limits in some cases.  This is unacceptable! 

a. The maximum predicted GLCs of ammonia, chloroform, TRS, and hexavalent chromium were above applicable ambient air quality criteria during the predicted operation of the project (though none of these contaminants are currently regulated under the Air

b. The ambient air quality criteria, to which predicted GLCs were compared, included: the Nova Scotia Air Quality Regulations for carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), total suspended particulate (TSP), and hydrogen sulphide (H2S); the 2020 Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard for fine particulate matter (PM2.5); and the Ontario Reg. 419/05 criteria for the remaining contaminants (in the absence of specific guidelines or standards for these parameters. Only contaminants that were compared against O. Reg. 419/05 (which have no force of law in Nova Scotia and are simply used here for comparison purposes) were found to have predicted GLCs above the respective criteria.

c. TRS exceeded the odour based 10-minute limit more frequently

d. Study incomplete – Once the replacement ETF is operational, source emissions testing with follow-up air dispersion modelling and/or ambient air monitoring of selected contaminants of interest will be conducted to evaluate compliance with the applicable ambient air quality criteria



29. No studies completed on Lobster Larvae, Herring eggs or Phytoplankton. “Future studies could include toxicity testing, specifically on larval lobster and herring eggs to evaluate sublethal effects on these species. Phytoplankton (small plant-based drifting organisms), zooplankton (small animal based drifting organisms), and benthic invertebrate community assessments could also be conducted alongside ongoing water quality analysis “



30. Pipeline route will interact with the herring fishery, several threatened and endangered species and the proposed treated effluent pipeline traverses the Scallop Buffer Zone, SFA 24, set in place in order to protect lobster nursery habitat



31. Bioaccumulation or Biomagnification is not being taken into consideration with the reports submitted by Northern Pulp.

32. Marine Water Quality and COPCS’s with no guidelines or exceeding guidelines



33. Mercury - the construction of the proposed waste facility is next to the former Canso Chemicals plant. This could disturb the mercury remaining at the site and lead to its spread in the environment, now or in the future. 

The Canso Chemicals property is known to be contaminated with mercury. It contains “on-site secure landfills” built between 1992 and 1999. The landfills contain free mercury from contaminated soils as well as mercury-contaminated materials generated from demolition of the old Canso Chemicals buildings. Mercury is also known to have seeped into bedrock on the site. 

Mercury is an environmental toxin which is persistent and bio-accumulative. It does not “go away” and can build up in the environment and in the food chain. There is no known safe level of human exposure to mercury. 

Plans for Northern Pulp’s new ETF show that the clarifiers and the activated sludge basins with depths of seven metres and greater would sit very close to the former Canso Chemicals site but there is a possibility that mercury from the contaminated site could seep into the treatment system and end up in the sludge that will be burned, or in the effluent released into the Strait.  The EA nor the Focus Report does not address this.



34. Traffic issues- The FR states “ The Contractor’s work plan will have significant impact on the traffic control requirements as it will detail material deliveries, crew transportation, equipment transportation etc.”  This plan is nonexistent and should be made public well in advance.  It is not acceptable for local business to have traffic diverted or held up which may impact their business or cause safety issues.



35. 4 days of Migratory bird surveys is not enough to gather sufficient data.  Surveys were only undertaken on May 9, May 24, June 10, and July 5, 2019.



36. As noted in the Focus Report – Effluents cause harm to fish.--Recent reviews of biochemical responses of fish in mesocosms, found that many effluents actually inhibited MFO activity (Mixed Function Oxidase, a measurement of liver enzymes), as well as activity of conjugating enzymes, at concentrations as low 0.25 mg/l, likely due to the presence of fatty and resin acids and chlorophenols.



37. Pumping 85,000.000 litres a day risks the entire Atlantic Canadian Shellfish Brand.



a. One case of mad cow disase in Alberta crashed the entire Canadian Beef markey

b. One trace of GMO wheat from Canada stopped all of Asia from purchasing our wheat until the issue was corrected.



38. None of the studies conducted are peer reviewed.  They lack confidence, validation and the time lines used for the studies are not long enough.



39. Effluent dispersal – Not accurate



a. The 2d modeled shows effluent in  Pictou Harbour dispersing into the Strait and various concentrations and covering a large area.

b. The 2d model for Caribou Harbour  indicates that the effluent will be at 1% concentration within 20M of the diffusers.  This is does not make sense since the effluent will be processed and pumped into the Strait in under 24 hours and at a very high  velocity and force.





40. Conflict of Interest

Backroom deals as reported by The Herald  - “The province made a secret agreement with Northern Pulp to pay part of the cost of producing its environmental assessment documents.

Furthermore, it contractually forbade Northern Pulp from revealing any details of the agreement to the taxpayer.”

a. https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-scotia-had-secret-pact-with-northern-pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/

b. Negotiating who will pay for the ETF and O2 which has been redacted but is tax payer dollars !











41. The proponent has indicated that they will use a spill basin with a capacity of 35,000 m3. Little information concerning design flow rates have been provided to determine whether the capacity of the spill basin will be sufficient in all scenarios (e.g. successive days with flow rate of 85,000 m3). The proposed spill basin will be located in close proximity to Pictou Harbour. The proximity of the spill basin to the harbour is concerning, should the spill basin be compromised due to internal or external forces; such as, berm or liner failures, overflows, storm events or potential impacts of climate change. Limited information has been provided at this stage to ensure that operational activities in and around the spill basin will not adversely affect the environment.



42.  The proposed ETF does not take into consideration Climate Change and the combined effects of warmer temperatures as a result of climate change and project activities on water quality of Northumberland Strait and Caribou Harbour.



43. The proponent has identified a possible need for a Special Move Permit for overweight and overdimension loads.  This poses a major safety risk to the commuters of this stretch of road.



44. The pipeline alignment route crosses three tertiary watersheds, which are 1DP-SD8 (1 unnamed watercourse [WC4]), 1DP-SD3 (seven unnamed watercourses [WC5 – 6; WC12 - 16] and 1DP-SD4 (five unnamed watercourses [WC7 – 11]). All of these are shore direct drainage areas that drain into either Pictou Harbour or the Northumberland Strait directly. The pipeline also directly crosses Pictou Harbour and within the Northumberland Strait to the discharge location near Caribou Point. These watercourses would be potentially impacted during the construction phase by the pipeline installation and in the case of an inadvertent release (leak or spill)



45. Current NPNS Mill Effluent Chemistry discusses potential contaminants of concern within a single sample collected in 2018 from the plant influent discharge to the Boat Harbour Treatment Lagoon that underwent comprehensive contaminant analysis. No quantitative data, including concentrations or loads, is provided in the section and no reasoning as to why it is not included. No full list of parameters analyzed in the sample is provided. No discussion on why one influent sample is enough to characterize the influent is provided. Contaminants of concern are identified as the following: hydrocarbons, toluene, cyanide, metals and metalloids, phenol, o-cresol, a phthalate ester compound, chloroform, total trihalomethanes, phenanthrene and pyrene. The potential contaminants were present at concentrations close to the laboratory reportable detection limits with no inclusion of what those specific quantitative limits were. Mercury, 2,3,7,80-TCDD and 2,3,7,8-TCDF were identified as parameters that were not analyzed. Without quantitative full characterization of the influent quality to identify potential contaminants of concern to be received by the ETF, there is insufficient information to assess the potential Project effects to receiving water systems and their associated VECs, and to support the subsequent selection of appropriate mitigation measures to address those effects.


46. Human Health Risk Assessment is incomplete – This info needs to be available prior to any decisions being made and available to the public.



a. Food Consumption survey was not made public or promoted

b. No data included in the FR that shows the results

c. Who did they survey? The Focus Report suggest First Nations, Commerical Fishers and Residents close to Pictou Landing but from speaking to thousands of people, no one said they were surveyed.

d. How many people did they survey?

e. Over what time frame?



47. Turbidity / Effluent Colour -The proponent states the colour of the effluent will decrease with the proposed AST but does not give an actual number.  This number is very important.   The Focus Report also does not have data that measures the Turbidity .  It should be measured in  Nephelometric Turbidity Units  

Turbidity and colour of the receiving waters limits the penetration of light and therefore inhibits photolysis   the decomposition or separation of molecules by the action of light.

High concentrations of particulate matter can modify light penetration, cause shallow lakes and bays to fill in faster, and smother benthic habitats - impacting both organisms and eggs. As particles of silt, clay, and other organic materials settle to the bottom, they can suffocate newly hatched larvae and fill in spaces between rocks which could have been used by aquatic organisms as habitat. Fine particulate material also can clog or damage sensitive gill structures, decrease their resistance to disease, prevent proper egg and larval development, and potentially interfere with particle feeding activities. If light penetration is reduced significantly, macrophyte growth may be decreased which would in turn impact the organisms dependent upon them for food and cover. Reduced photosynthesis can also result in a lower daytime release of oxygen into the water. Effects on phytoplankton growth are complex depending on too many factors to generalize.

Very high levels of turbidity for a short period of time may not be significant and may even be less of a problem than a lower level that persists longer (85,000,000 Litres per day times 10 years). The figure below shows how aquatic organisms are generally affected.





48. Focus Report makes to many assumptions not supported by Factual Data 



a. The water depth is approximately 20 m at the diffuser and it is anticipated that the effluent will not come into contact with sediment within the mixing zone



b. KSH Consulting reported that the current treated effluent is a reasonable example of the future treated effluent and that the current treated effluent is also comparable to other pulp mills’ effluent. Further they said that the future ETF is expected to have similar performance to other pulp and paper mills’ treatment systems in Canada. 



c. What Mills are they comparing too ?  
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Focus Report  Findings 
 

1. No Time line or financial commitment from Northern Pulp for the Oxygen Delignification system 
“It will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is completed. 
This project is a significant capital expenditure for the mill and an implementation schedule has 
not been determined at this time.” 

a. This is unacceptable.  All modern mills have this in place.  Having no time line and not 
willing to financially commit to this project is a good indication it is not going to happen. 

b. They are owned by Billionaires.  This should be implemented from Day 1 
c. It is not clear the numbers they presented are with or without the O2 Delignification 

system. 
 

2. The proponent has indicated that dewatered pulp and paper sludges managed in a manner that 
preserves the meaningful heating value of the materials can be considered a standard fuel, with 
combustion related emissions. Little information has been provided to indicate what will be in 
this  sludge material from the Effluent Treatment Facility  

a.  The composition of the sludge material has not been defined and it is unclear whether 
any additional contaminants of concern should be assessed and considered in the model 
calculations.  

b. Amendment to their current Industrial approval to burn the sludge would be needed 
c. No precipitator on the Power Boiler that would be used to burn the sludge. 
d. The FR shows Dillon Consulting used a sewage treatment plant for the analysis of impact 

which is not an accurate comparison.   
e. There are no other examples cited where a Mill is burning its sludge from the AST . 

 
3. “No significant adverse residual effects were identified” for all categories.  This is not accurate. 

Per the PPER   

Meeting regulations shouldn’t give anyone a sense of relief.  The regulations are weak and dated! 
 
Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) in Canada cover two matters; total suspended solids 
(TSS) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD.) Even though total discharges of TSS and BOD in pulp 
and paper effluent decreased by approximately 90% and 97% respectively from 1970-2008, pulp mill 
effluents continue to have harmful impacts on fish, fish habitat and the environment. Information 
gathered through environmental effects monitoring (EEM) at all Canadian mills points to the 
disturbing conclusion that although mills are meeting regulations and passing the PPER toxicity test, 
70% are having harmful effects on aquatic life and habitat, and 55% are having harmful effects on 
the larger environment.  



This information led the federal department of Environment and Climate Change to undertake a 
modernization review of pulp and paper effluent regulations in 2017. “Results from EEM studies and 
the changing realities of the pulp and paper industry indicate a need to modernize the PPER to 
improve environmental protection,” the department states.  If meeting regulations is not enough to 
prevent harm, neither is passing toxicity tests. Only one toxicity test is required under Canadian pulp 
and paper regulations. The required LC-50 test is for acute lethality. For this test, an effluent is 
considered acutely lethal if the treated effluent at 100% concentration kills more than 50% of the 
Rainbow Trout exposed to it during a 96-hour period. Long-term effects, including impacts on 
reproduction or growth, cumulative impacts on fish habitat and the larger environment or 
accumulation of substances harmful for human consumption are not regulated under the PPER. 
Testing for environmental effects is required for information purposes.  

Effluent from pulp and paper mills is regulated at the federal level principally by the Pulp and Paper 
Effluent Regulations (PPER), which form part of the Fisheries Act. The standards that apply to pulp 
effluent today were adopted in 1992 and have remained unchanged for 25 years. Highly toxic 
dioxins and furans are regulated under a separate Act.  

70% of pulp & paper mills are having harmful effects on aquatic life and habitat despite meeting 
current regulations. Long term impacts on reproduction and growth are not regulated under PPER.  
Federal regulations cover only a few of the recognized harmful substances in pulp mill effluent.  For 
example, there are no federal regulations for AOX compounds, a component of pulp effluent in mills 
that bleach with chlorine or a chlorine compound. AOX compounds are recognized as extremely 
toxic. They are not easily broken down by bacteria and thus bioaccumulate in the environment. Yet 
they are not included in PPER regulations. Neither are phenols, toluene, chloroform or chemical 
oxygen demand (COD). 

For 25 yrs the regulations that apply to pulp effluent have remained unchanged. Provinces may go 
beyond Federal standards and adopt stricter regulations for effluent from pulp mills. British 
Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and Quebec have adopted stricter regulations.  Nova Scotia does not 
have regulations, but sets limits through individual industrial approvals. The EU has more protective 
regulations than Canada does.  

Evidence exists that bleached pulp mill effluents affect the dominance of floral species. The 
community structure of the periphyton in a southern U.S. river shifted toward a heterotrophic 
population near the bleached pulp mill effluent discharge point but recovered to control 
characteristics at downstream stations(224) . A more widespread situation exists in the Baltic Sea.  
Page 32 https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-
sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-
pate_blanchie-eng.pdf 

Tainting-- Whole bleached pulp mill effluents can cause tainting in commercial species of fish and 
shellfish. Several reviews list constituents of bleached pulp mill effluents responsible for tainting . 
Fish tainting may be caused by chlorinated or nonchlorinated components of bleached or 

https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf


unbleached pulp mill effluents. It may also arise from naturally occurring water contaminants. This 
makes identification of 36 the causative agents in bleached whole mill effluents difficult.  Bleaching 
was not considered to be a significant contributor to tainting until recent work found that 
biotransformation products of chlorophenols, tri- and tetrachloroveratrole, cause tainting.  Simple 
aeration and/or secondary waste treatment may reduce tainting by a factor of 2 to 10. The degree 
of tainting contributed by specific effluent constituents or their derivatives has yet to be 
determined. Whole bleached pulp mill effluent can cause tainting in fish at concentrations as low as 
0.5. 

 

 For perspective, concentrations of 1% elicit the more sensitive sublethal effects in fish. Field studies 
confirm that tainting may occur at that concentration, although some results appear to be 
confounded with natural "offflavours". For example, a field study on the Ottawa River found fish 
that had been caged for 48 hours became tainted as far as 2.5 km downstream of the bleached pulp 
mill effluent discharge site Pg 35 

https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-
sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-
pate_blanchie-eng.pdf 

 
4. The testing clearly shows the Effluent quality will not be better when compared to Point C of 

Boat Harbour.  The proposed ETF will not have a 300 acre lagoon to provide further dilution and 
natural processing like it does today (Point D is the outflow of the lagoon)  

 
 

5. No Mill in NA pumps that amount of effluent into a small shallow ecosystem.  Mills they used for 
comparison like Howe Sound are pumping effluent into the Pacific Ocean that is several hundred 

https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf


feet deep vs the Strait that is 20-65 feet deep. 

 
 
 

6. Lacking details of the inspection program for pipe and other areas of concern. 
 

7. Dozens of Endangered and Species at Risk along the ETF and Pipeline footprint and very short 
periods of time were used to assess the risk on this species. 
 

8. Incomplete marine studies with many species not studied such as Trout, Salmon, Striped Bass 
 

9. Still using 106 for pipeline root although NSTIR did not give approval and consult taking place 
into the Fall. A decision on these needs to be made in advance of submitting this report. 
 

10. Going through the Pictou Water Supply – This is unacceptable. A town water supply for 
thousands of people should not be risked.  The potential impact to potable water supplies if a 
release occurs from the pipe line is a significant concern. The proposed pipeline traverses a 
drinking water supply area. Limited information has been provided on the proposed 
maintenance and inspection of pipeline during its operation.  Northern Pulp has indicated that 
there is an intention to have a system in place to detect leaks (or a significant drop in pressure) 
during operation and maintenance; however, details concerning this system have not been 
provided. It is unclear what impact a “significant drop in pressure” could have on a groundwater 
supply before being detected.  
 

11. The documents and studies conducted by NP did not engage the Public which was one of the 
requirements of the Focus Report. 
 



12. 133 Ice scours noted and only one Spring study completed.  This sample set of data is not 
enough to conclude that burying the pipe 3M will be safe. 
 

13. Dredging of a scallop buffer zone.  Excavated volume of more than 20,000 cubic metres of soil 
per kilometer.  This is an increase after the EA was submitted. 

 
14. Incomplete info – “The exact method used for dredging will be determined by the selected 

marine contractor based on schedules, costs, and available equipment resources.” 
a. This info needs to be very clear.  It goes against the updated Federal Fisheries Act. 

 
15. Data collection/studies still ongoing.  Gathering baseline data now is unacceptable.  Collecting 

info after the pipe is approved and constructed is too late. 
 

16. The construction process along the Marine floor will require industrial equipment which will 
lead to excess noise, emissions, etc that will impact Marine Species in this area.  This goes 
against the updated Federal Fisheries Act 
 

17. Lake Trout listed in the Food Survey – Lake Trout are fresh water species and only exist in a 
select few lakes in NS.  This indicates that Northern Pulp nor its Consultants do not understand 
the Species of the Strait. 
 

18. Pulp Mill Effluent Listed as Toxic substance as of June 2019 
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/canadian-environmental-
protection-act-registry/substances-list/toxic/schedule-1.html?fbclid=IwAR39yKPa-
3h10oVu6B_I13ufetxEDHpNAdxedj0fnLjIcPzGfFKKZC4cR1g 
 

19. Dioxins and Furans found in 2014 Pulp Mill effluent that are prohibited.  These regulations 
prohibit the release of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-para-dioxin and 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzofuran in pulp and paper mill effluents. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/canadian-environmental-protection-act-registry/substances-list/toxic/schedule-1.html?fbclid=IwAR39yKPa-3h10oVu6B_I13ufetxEDHpNAdxedj0fnLjIcPzGfFKKZC4cR1g
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/canadian-environmental-protection-act-registry/substances-list/toxic/schedule-1.html?fbclid=IwAR39yKPa-3h10oVu6B_I13ufetxEDHpNAdxedj0fnLjIcPzGfFKKZC4cR1g
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/canadian-environmental-protection-act-registry/substances-list/toxic/schedule-1.html?fbclid=IwAR39yKPa-3h10oVu6B_I13ufetxEDHpNAdxedj0fnLjIcPzGfFKKZC4cR1g


a. https://pollution-waste.canada.ca/environmental-protection-
registry/regulations/view?Id=20 

b. The FR lists the Dioxins and Furans as not detected but when the effluent was tested by 
DOE back in 2014 (The spill) many were present. Their effluent process has not changed 
since that time. 

c. How many samples did they take and test? 1?  

 
 

20. Fisheries Act - News Release issued August 28, 2019 and titled “Full protections for fish and fish 
habitat under the modernized Fisheries Act now in force” was sent to provincial government 
departments.  It prohibits harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat and 
prohibits against causing the death of fish by means other than fishing.  A 4km pipe into the 
Strait goes against the Fisheries Act. 
 

21. Effluent parameters are “predicted” which is unacceptable – “As the replacement ETF has not 
yet been constructed, the treated parameters and their levels were predicted.”  These numbers 
should be factual and real.  What happens if the ETF is constructed and the numbers do not 
match the parameters?  History shows that the public will not be made aware of this. 
 

22. Key effluent measures are predicted to be higher from current Boat Harbour numbers today.  
Point C where they are measured in Boat Harbour is a dead zone.

https://pollution-waste.canada.ca/environmental-protection-registry/regulations/view?Id=20
https://pollution-waste.canada.ca/environmental-protection-registry/regulations/view?Id=20


 

AOX (Adsorbable Organic Halogens) 

The AOX loading used in t he RWS is conservat ive and remains unchanged. AOX of 7.8 

mg/Lat t he design flow of 85,000 m3 /day equates to 663 kg/day in t he RWS, while the 

Veolia expectation is :5 225 kg/day and t he 2018 BHETF annual average discharge was 95 

kg/day. 

TN (Total Nit rogen) 

The TN loading used in t he RWS is conservative and remains unchanged. TN of 6.0 mg/L 

at t he design flow of85,000 m3/day equates to 510 kg/day in t he RWS, whi le t he Veolia 

analysis predicts :5 450 kg/day and t he 2018 BHETF annual average discharge was 299 

kg/day. 

Total Phosphorus 

The TP loading used in t he RWS is conservative and remains unchanged. TP of 1.5 mg/L 

at t he design flow of85,000 m3/day equates to 128 kg/day in t he RWS, whi le Veolia 

predicts TP to remain unchanged from the 2018 BHETF annual average discharge of 95 

kg/day. 

COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) 

The COD loading used in t he RWS is conservative and remains unchanged. COD at 725 

mg/Lat the design flow of 85,000 m3 /day equates to 61,625 kg/day in the RWS, while 

the Veolia guarantee for COD is s 37,500 kg/day and the 2018 BHETF annual average 

discharge was 39,521 kg/day. 

B0Ds (Biochemical Oxygen Demand) 

The BOD loading used in t he RWS is conservat ive and remains unchanged. BOD5 at 

48 mg/ Lat the design flow of 85,000 m3 /day equates to 4,080 kg/ day in the RWS, whi le 

the Veolia guarantee for BOD is s 1,875 kg/day and the 2018 BHETF annual average 

discharge was 1,526 kg/day. 

TSS (Total Suspended Solids) 

The TSS loading used in the RWS is conservat ive and remains unchanged. TSS at 48 mg/L 

at the design flow of 85,000 m3/day equates to 4,080 kg/day, while the Veolia guarantee 

for TSS is s 1,875 kg/day and t he 2018 BHETF annual average discharge was 1,717 

kg/ day. 



23. Marine Water Quality study insufficient.  It only took 2 days and gathering baseline data this late 
in the game is unacceptable.  

 
 

24. Disposing of dredging material at sea is unacceptable and the study is incomplete.  The details 
around this need to be clear since it could lead to damaging fish and fish habitat and not meet 
the requirements of the updated Fisheries Act

 
25. The Northumberland Strait Ecosystem Overview Report, prepared for DFO in 2007, documents 

increasing stresses on the Strait. “Increased nutrient loading from land-based activities was 
identified as the most important MEQ [Marine Environment Quality] issue in the near shore 
areas such as the estuaries, harbours, and bays. The principal sources of nutrients to the coastal 
areas of the Northumberland Strait are sewage, agricultural runoff, fish plant effluents, and pulp 
mill effluent.”  The Ecosystem Overview Report also states, “In addition to individual impacts of 
the various elements identified as having an impact on the environment in the Northumberland 
Strait, there can be cumulative impacts that exceed the individual effects.”  Ocean stresses are 
increasing generally.  Anoxic areas, where there is insufficient oxygen for marine life, are 
growing, and are expected to continue to do so due to global warming and other factors.  The 
discharge of pulp effluent, with significant amounts of total suspended solids, biochemical 
oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand and contaminants including heavy metals and AOX, 
has to be evaluated in the context of cumulative impacts on an increasingly stressed ecosystem. 
The consequences will be greater now and in coming decades than they would have been 50 or 
25 years ago in healthier oceans.  



a. .  The Baseline data from the Marine Sediment from NP also shows this.  The Strait 
cannot with stand any more pollution from a toxic effluent pipe.  It will be the straw that 
breaks the Camel’s Back and will ultimately destroy the Northumberland Strait as well as 
the Atlantic Canadian Shellfish brand . 



 
 
 

26. Cadmium is now being reported as being part of the effluent. Why was it not part of the initial 
EA?  Cadmium poses a risk to Humans and Marine life.  It bioaccumlates and biomagnifies .  That 



also holds true for the other metals now listed that is being proposed to be pumped into the 
Strait. 

 
 

27. The proponent used Howe Sound Mill and the Crofton Mill as comparative data/mills but both 
of those mills have many environmental issues related to their effluent.  The Shellfish industry is 
closed in certain parts of the Pacific Ocean close to these mills due to dioxins and furans from 
the effluent 
 



 

 
 
 

28. AIR QUALITY lacks regulations, monitoring and will exceed limits in some cases.  This is 
unacceptable!  



a. The maximum predicted GLCs of ammonia, chloroform, TRS, and hexavalent chromium 
were above applicable ambient air quality criteria during the predicted operation of the 
project (though none of these contaminants are currently regulated under the Air 

b. The ambient air quality criteria, to which predicted GLCs were compared, included: the 
Nova Scotia Air Quality Regulations for carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), 
sulphur dioxide (SO2), total suspended particulate (TSP), and hydrogen sulphide (H2S); 
the 2020 Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard for fine particulate matter (PM2.5); 
and the Ontario Reg. 419/05 criteria for the remaining contaminants (in the absence of 
specific guidelines or standards for these parameters. Only contaminants that were 
compared against O. Reg. 419/05 (which have no force of law in Nova Scotia and are 
simply used here for comparison purposes) were found to have predicted GLCs above 
the respective criteria. 

c. TRS exceeded the odour based 10-minute limit more frequently 
d. Study incomplete – Once the replacement ETF is operational, source emissions testing 

with follow-up air dispersion modelling and/or ambient air monitoring of selected 
contaminants of interest will be conducted to evaluate compliance with the applicable 
ambient air quality criteria 
 

29. No studies completed on Lobster Larvae, Herring eggs or Phytoplankton. “Future studies could 
include toxicity testing, specifically on larval lobster and herring eggs to evaluate sublethal 
effects on these species. Phytoplankton (small plant-based drifting organisms), zooplankton 
(small animal based drifting organisms), and benthic invertebrate community assessments could 
also be conducted alongside ongoing water quality analysis “ 
 

30. Pipeline route will interact with the herring fishery, several threatened and endangered species 
and the proposed treated effluent pipeline traverses the Scallop Buffer Zone, SFA 24, set in 
place in order to protect lobster nursery habitat 
 

31. Bioaccumulation or Biomagnification is not being taken into consideration with the reports 
submitted by Northern Pulp. 



32. Marine Water Quality and COPCS’s with no guidelines or exceeding guidelines

 
 

33. Mercury - the construction of the proposed waste facility is next to the former Canso Chemicals 
plant. This could disturb the mercury remaining at the site and lead to its spread in the 
environment, now or in the future.  
 
The Canso Chemicals property is known to be contaminated with mercury. It contains “on-site 
secure landfills” built between 1992 and 1999. The landfills contain free mercury from 
contaminated soils as well as mercury-contaminated materials generated from demolition of 
the old Canso Chemicals buildings. Mercury is also known to have seeped into bedrock on the 
site.  
 
Mercury is an environmental toxin which is persistent and bio-accumulative. It does not “go 
away” and can build up in the environment and in the food chain. There is no known safe level 
of human exposure to mercury.  
 
Plans for Northern Pulp’s new ETF show that the clarifiers and the activated sludge basins with 
depths of seven metres and greater would sit very close to the former Canso Chemicals site but 



there is a possibility that mercury from the contaminated site could seep into the treatment 
system and end up in the sludge that will be burned, or in the effluent released into the Strait.  
The EA nor the Focus Report does not address this. 

 
34. Traffic issues- The FR states “ The Contractor’s work plan will have significant impact on the 

traffic control requirements as it will detail material deliveries, crew transportation, equipment 
transportation etc.”  This plan is nonexistent and should be made public well in advance.  It is 
not acceptable for local business to have traffic diverted or held up which may impact their 
business or cause safety issues. 
 

35. 4 days of Migratory bird surveys is not enough to gather sufficient data.  Surveys were only 
undertaken on May 9, May 24, June 10, and July 5, 2019. 
 

36. As noted in the Focus Report – Effluents cause harm to fish.--Recent reviews of biochemical 
responses of fish in mesocosms, found that many effluents actually inhibited MFO activity 
(Mixed Function Oxidase, a measurement of liver enzymes), as well as activity of conjugating 
enzymes, at concentrations as low 0.25 mg/l, likely due to the presence of fatty and resin acids 
and chlorophenols. 
 

37. Pumping 85,000.000 litres a day risks the entire Atlantic Canadian Shellfish Brand. 
 

a. One case of mad cow disase in Alberta crashed the entire Canadian Beef markey 
b. One trace of GMO wheat from Canada stopped all of Asia from purchasing our wheat 

until the issue was corrected. 
 

38. None of the studies conducted are peer reviewed.  They lack confidence, validation and the time 
lines used for the studies are not long enough. 
 

39. Effluent dispersal – Not accurate 
 

a. The 2d modeled shows effluent in  Pictou Harbour dispersing into the Strait and various 
concentrations and covering a large area. 

b. The 2d model for Caribou Harbour  indicates that the effluent will be at 1% 
concentration within 20M of the diffusers.  This is does not make sense since the 
effluent will be processed and pumped into the Strait in under 24 hours and at a very 
high  velocity and force. 



~---------- d.0 MARINE WATER AND MARINE SEDIMENT 95 

Figure 4.2-6; Spatial Distribution of Simulated Effluent Dilution Factor at the End of a 

One-Month Simulation Period July 2016 

... 

Note; The figure assume no particle degradation c,ver the simulation period) 



 

 
40. Conflict of Interest 

Backroom deals as reported by The Herald  - “The province made a secret agreement with Northern 
Pulp to pay part of the cost of producing its environmental assessment documents. 

Furthermore, it contractually forbade Northern Pulp from revealing any details of the agreement to the 
taxpayer.” 

a. https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-scotia-had-secret-pact-with-
northern-pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/ 

b. Negotiating who will pay for the ETF and O2 which has been redacted but is tax payer 
dollars ! 
 
 
 

https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-scotia-had-secret-pact-with-northern-pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/
https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-scotia-had-secret-pact-with-northern-pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/


 
 

41. The proponent has indicated that they will use a spill basin with a capacity of 35,000 m3. Little 
information concerning design flow rates have been provided to determine whether the 
capacity of the spill basin will be sufficient in all scenarios (e.g. successive days with flow rate of 
85,000 m3). The proposed spill basin will be located in close proximity to Pictou Harbour. The 
proximity of the spill basin to the harbour is concerning, should the spill basin be compromised 
due to internal or external forces; such as, berm or liner failures, overflows, storm events or 
potential impacts of climate change. Limited information has been provided at this stage to 
ensure that operational activities in and around the spill basin will not adversely affect the 
environment. 
 

42.  The proposed ETF does not take into consideration Climate Change and the combined effects of 
warmer temperatures as a result of climate change and project activities on water quality of 
Northumberland Strait and Caribou Harbour. 
 

43. The proponent has identified a possible need for a Special Move Permit for overweight and 
overdimension loads.  This poses a major safety risk to the commuters of this stretch of road. 
 

44. The pipeline alignment route crosses three tertiary watersheds, which are 1DP-SD8 (1 unnamed 
watercourse [WC4]), 1DP-SD3 (seven unnamed watercourses [WC5 – 6; WC12 - 16] and 1DP-



SD4 (five unnamed watercourses [WC7 – 11]). All of these are shore direct drainage areas that 
drain into either Pictou Harbour or the Northumberland Strait directly. The pipeline also directly 
crosses Pictou Harbour and within the Northumberland Strait to the discharge location near 
Caribou Point. These watercourses would be potentially impacted during the construction phase 
by the pipeline installation and in the case of an inadvertent release (leak or spill) 
 

45. Current NPNS Mill Effluent Chemistry discusses potential contaminants of concern within a 
single sample collected in 2018 from the plant influent discharge to the Boat Harbour Treatment 
Lagoon that underwent comprehensive contaminant analysis. No quantitative data, including 
concentrations or loads, is provided in the section and no reasoning as to why it is not included. 
No full list of parameters analyzed in the sample is provided. No discussion on why one influent 
sample is enough to characterize the influent is provided. Contaminants of concern are 
identified as the following: hydrocarbons, toluene, cyanide, metals and metalloids, phenol, o-
cresol, a phthalate ester compound, chloroform, total trihalomethanes, phenanthrene and 
pyrene. The potential contaminants were present at concentrations close to the laboratory 
reportable detection limits with no inclusion of what those specific quantitative limits were. 
Mercury, 2,3,7,80-TCDD and 2,3,7,8-TCDF were identified as parameters that were not analyzed. 
Without quantitative full characterization of the influent quality to identify potential 
contaminants of concern to be received by the ETF, there is insufficient information to assess 
the potential Project effects to receiving water systems and their associated VECs, and to 
support the subsequent selection of appropriate mitigation measures to address those effects. 
 

46. Human Health Risk Assessment is incomplete – This info needs to be available prior to any 
decisions being made and available to the public. 
 

a. Food Consumption survey was not made public or promoted 
b. No data included in the FR that shows the results 
c. Who did they survey? The Focus Report suggest First Nations, Commerical Fishers and 

Residents close to Pictou Landing but from speaking to thousands of people, no one said 
they were surveyed. 

d. How many people did they survey? 
e. Over what time frame? 

 
47. Turbidity / Effluent Colour -The proponent states the colour of the effluent will decrease with 

the proposed AST but does not give an actual number.  This number is very important.   The 
Focus Report also does not have data that measures the Turbidity .  It should be measured in  
Nephelometric Turbidity Units   

Turbidity and colour of the receiving waters limits the penetration of light and therefore inhibits 
photolysis   the decomposition or separation of molecules by the action of light. 



High concentrations of particulate matter can modify light penetration, cause shallow lakes and 
bays to fill in faster, and smother benthic habitats - impacting both organisms and eggs. As 
particles of silt, clay, and other organic materials settle to the bottom, they can suffocate newly 
hatched larvae and fill in spaces between rocks which could have been used by aquatic 
organisms as habitat. Fine particulate material also can clog or damage sensitive gill structures, 
decrease their resistance to disease, prevent proper egg and larval development, and potentially 
interfere with particle feeding activities. If light penetration is reduced significantly, macrophyte 
growth may be decreased which would in turn impact the organisms dependent upon them for 
food and cover. Reduced photosynthesis can also result in a lower daytime release 
of oxygen into the water. Effects on phytoplankton growth are complex depending on too many 
factors to generalize. 

Very high levels of turbidity for a short period of time may not be significant and may even be 
less of a problem than a lower level that persists longer (85,000,000 Litres per day times 10 
years). The figure below shows how aquatic organisms are generally affected. 

 

 
48. Focus Report makes to many assumptions not supported by Factual Data  

 
a. The water depth is approximately 20 m at the diffuser and it is anticipated that the 

effluent will not come into contact with sediment within the mixing zone 
 

http://www.waterontheweb.org/resources/glossary.html#Benthic
http://www.waterontheweb.org/resources/glossary.html#Photosynthesis
http://www.waterontheweb.org/resources/glossary.html#Oxygen


b. KSH Consulting reported that the current treated effluent is a reasonable example of the
future treated effluent and that the current treated effluent is also comparable to other
pulp mills’ effluent. Further they said that the future ETF is expected to have similar
performance to other pulp and paper mills’ treatment systems in Canada.

c. What Mills are they comparing too ?



From: @goguenlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 4:36:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need Northen pulp to
stay open , we have 28 men at our mill in Cocagne NB, northen pulp buys our wood chip,also
this effluent treatment project will make the the water cleaner. Name:  Email:

@goguenlumber.com Address:  Municipality: COCAGNE Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

33 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 7:09:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support and approve of
Northern Pulpâ?Ts project to replace effluent treatment facility. I believe the company has
completed the required scientific studies to show this project will be a significant
environmental improvement compared to the existing system. Environmental improvements
such as the treated effluent meeting background conditions within 5 meters of the diffuser and
with it having no significant impact on the fisheries or fish habitat is very good Name: 

Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Kemptown Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 14



From: @live.caI
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 7:41:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe Northern pulp
should be given an extension to better enable them to fix the problem with their effluent
problem. Name: Email: @live.caI Address:  Municipality: Shubenacadie
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 63 y: 26



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: NorthernPulp (CEAA/ACEE); Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp air emission issues in FR
Date: October 30, 2019 7:44:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my concerns for the predicted air emissions from the proposed ETF.

They are showing they will exceed the criteria in many areas .  However, I will focus on 3 of
them:

Ammonia - Exposure to high concentrations of ammonia in air causes immediate burning of the
nose, throat and respiratory tract. This can cause bronchiolar and alveolar edema, and airway
destruction resulting in respiratory distress or failure. Inhalation of lower concentrations can
cause coughing, and nose and throat irritation.

Chloroform - Local effects following inhalation of chloroform include shortness of breath and
irritation of the nose and throat. Acute inhalation can cause systemic effects such as, excitement,
nausea and vomiting followed by ataxia, dizziness, drowsiness.

Total Reduced Sulphur - TRS compounds in small concentrations are not normally considered a
health hazard. however, they produce a rotten egg or cooked cabbage-like odour, which is
offensive to many people.  The Strait and surrounding businesses thrive on tourism and this is
“smell” is often called out in spots like Trip Advisor and other social media platforms.

All air emission criteria should be met and failure to do so should result in the ETF proposal
being rejected.

Sincerely

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:ceaa.northernpulp.acee@canada.ca
mailto:Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 7:51:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: -I want you to know that
I support the closure of Boat Harbour to pulp effluent on 31 January, 2020. -I know the history
of broken promises to Pictou Landing First Nation.To break another promise would be adding
to past wrong doings and would continue Nova Scotiaâ?Ts legacy of environmental racism.Â -
It is my understanding that Northern Pulpâ?Ts newest plan proposes to use a pipeline to move
effluent from a new treatment site by the mill in Abercrombie Point to the Northumberland
Strait. I am concerned about how this new plan would avoid polluting the strait. -Northern
Pulp is a long way from having a viable plan that will not harm the ecosystem or fisheries of
the Northumberland Strait that are crucial to our provinceâ?Ts economy. -It has been argued
that the mills closing will hugely impact Nova Scotias economy. I believe the forestry experts
who say that the forestry industry in Nova Scotia has a good future, even if Boat Harbour
closes on schedule and Northern Pulp leaves the province. -Pictou Landing First Nation has
had to live with the environmental devastation caused by the mill for many years. Pictou
Landing First Nation is not to blame for Northern Pulp being so far from meeting the deadline.
The community should not pay the price.Â Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 79 y: 21



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: October 30, 2019 7:51:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson and Department of Environment Team,

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp's focus report. I have reviewed much of the report and I must say; I am
desperately worried for the health of myself and the people of Pictou. I live in the Town of Pictou and the stacks are
less than 2km from my windows. Last week, Monday October 21, I had the windows open in my home when a
severe toxic substance was inhaled. With each breath I choked. Some evenings are like this in Pictou and I wish that
other people understood what the people of this area have had to endure over the lifetime of this mill.  In  my
husband and myself and our  small children moved to the Town of Pictou and within 4 months 
diagnosed with asthma caused by the air quality. Doctor  told me this was caused by the pulp mill. My
husband had just relocated us from  because he was the new at a company here in the county.
What were we to do? We  where we would go every weekend, Holliday
and summer months and never once,  breathing issue when we left Pictou.

After reading the ea document and the focus report the fact that the sludge will be burned is the most disturbing
thing I have ever read. We have been treated as the abused spouse of Nova Scotia for far too long! It is 2019 and
government do not allow industry to treat people like this anymore. I am pleading with you to reject this project.

Thank you for the opportunity to let me tell you my experience.

Concerned citizen and mother and grandmother

Sent from my iPad



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 8:08:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Is the price of wood
going to be the same price Name:  Email: Address: 
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 39

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 8:11:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This seems like a win
win for the environment and the economy of nova scotia Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Greenfield
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### - 9#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 61 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: October 30, 2019 8:52:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
      My name is   and I am a life long resident of Pictou N.S.I have great
concern about the proposal put forward by Northern Pulp regarding their effulent waste pipe
being put out through Pictou Harbour into Northhumberland Strait,How can they be any more
sure that this measure is any safer than Boat Harbour.I have seen over the past 50 years how
this treated water??coming from Boat Harbour has affected our shores along Chance Harbour
Sinclairs Island and adjacent shorelines and it isn't pretty.There is no proof that this new
proposed plan will be any better as a matter of fact it will be far worse in the long term as they
plan to diffuse millions of  gallons of H2O with who knows what toxic materials in it into our
Northumberland Strait.This will definetly affect our Fishing Industry,our Tourist Industry and
our beautiful shoreline and beaches(CANADA"s OCEAN PLAYGROUND)Prayfully hoping our
Government will make the only right decision and not allow this to happen .



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 8:53:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a resident of resident
of living directly across the harbour from northern pulp and having many friends and family
involved in both the fishing and forestry industries I feel it is necessary to provide my input on
this touchy subject. Be employee in both industries in some capacity during my life time I
have had mixed feeling on the project. As I am not looking to see either industries being
effected by the final decisions made. So after spending a fair amount of time reviewing
Northern Pulps focus report it seems to be pretty straight forward that these industries can
definitely co-exist by approving Northern Pulp proposed new Effluent treatment facility and
allowing the required extension to in order to implement the project. A few highlights I would
like to point out from the report are that the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in
closer proximity to the outfall from the existing boat harbour facility than the proposed new
outfall. The data show th at for 50 years the fishing industries has not been impacted. The
report also show that the burning of fossil fuels will be replaced at the mill by burning a
portion of the effluent in the new facility-further reducing GHGs from the mills operations. A
lot of improvement have been made since the 2011 paper Excellence purchase- air particulate,
effluent and odour. The company has shown they are committed to making this work. We now
need our people and government to take the time and review the facts of the project and
realize that the approval of the new facility and the extension are the right choices for our
community and province. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 21



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 9:01:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The destruction of Boat
Harbour over the last fifty years is an example of atrocious environmental racism. Right now,
Nova Scotia has the opportunity to make amends with the people of Pictou Landing First
Nation, listen to their needs, and close the pulp mill and remediate the harbour. The pulp mill,
under various owners, has failed time and time again to find a solution for their polluting, and
it deserves no more chances. The Nova Scotia government has extended deadline after
deadline, without adequate basis or consultation. Extending the deadline again in January
would be an egregious act that openly demonstrates to the people of Nova Scotia that our
government puts industry ahead of its Indigenous people. It would reassert our colonial
position of power and disregard our commitment to reconciliation. I do not support the
extension of the Boat Harbour deadline. The pulp mill needs to close. I am a settler here, but
please watch this video and understand how the pulp mill has impacted the people of Pictou
Landing First Nation: https://plfn.ca/departments/boat-harbour-rem. Please also do your due
diligence and directly consult the impacted communities, particularly PLFN. Name: 

@outlook.com Address:  Municipality: Truro
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 56 y: 18



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 9:57:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a third generation
logger, the project must be approved as it will greatly affect my business, my family and my
community. I employ local, spend local, and not having a secure future in foresty will greatly
diminish any or all chances of my continuing to support myself/family and the local economy.
Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Milton Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: mackenzied@ccrsb.ca
Subject: All ages, all affected parties? Northern pulp. Water.
Date: October 30, 2019 10:03:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

My name is .  I am from Pictou County, and I am asking for the mistreatment of all Canadian
water to stop.

I have watched and responded only quietly here until now, cautious of many perspectives in my home community.
You see, I too, love the simple luxuries like toilet paper, but I cannot with any conscience accept the story of how
it’s made here in my Pictou County.  I know, as well, that there are many other similar mistreatments of water in
other communities in Canada.

There may be many things I can’t understand as I was not at the first table of discussion for any of the projects. 
Projects that, no doubt were full of dreams from a different time.   Instead, we now are here.  With a new table of
discussion needing to be set.

So, please,  any of you currently  with a chair,
Stop.  Examine. Consider.

Respond as if water was the only thing keeping you alive...

Speak to the elders. Then to the children.

Then ask everyone else if they agree with them instead of with the industry ?

Solutions shall come after that.

mailto:mackenzied@ccrsb.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 10:04:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project must be
approved as it will greatly affect my family. My job security will be affected as I look after the
day to day duties and bookkeeping of the family logging business. Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Milton
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 51 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: re northern pulp focus report
Date: October 30, 2019 10:36:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

       I am concerned re the plan for the the direction and placement of the pipe carrying the effluent from the
mill.Our beaches have already been polluted for 50 plus years .I come from a family of fishermen a am afraid their
livelyhood will be gone.The Northumberland Strait can,t handle the millions of untreated effluent .Lets save a clean
environment for the future generations. Thanks 

Sent from my iPad



From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: @tncweb.ca
Subject: re Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: October 30, 2019 11:20:22 PM
Importance: High

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Oct 31, 2019
 
To - Nova Scotia Dept. of Environment
re - Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
subject - Focus Report
 
As a resident of Pictou County (Three Brooks) and the wife of a self employed fisher, I am deeply
concerned regarding the information submitted by Northern Pulp
in their Focus Report. I am not a environmental scientist nor an expert in marine biology; however, even I
can see the numerous GAPS in information provided in this Focus Report. It was supposed to address
the missing information from their environmental assessment application yet I find it still leaves many
questions unanswered. There is still critical information not provided.
 
So much so , it almosts seems wifull or deliberate on part of Northern Pulp.
All human beings should have the right to clean air and clean water. As the Provincial department
overseeing this project, I fully expect your department to ensure my rights and my health is protected.
There is so much to comment on I feel i could go on and on.
 
The following comments are in regard to the Focus Report itself.
 
2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION page 42
Marine Pipeline Construction Description
The following is stated :
"During the survey completed byCanadian Seabed Research (CSR), no evidence of ice scour was found
at the planned location of the diffuser port, located outside of Caribou Harbour in 20 m water depth.CSR
concluded that given the water depth, the shelter provided by Caribou Island and the lack of any scour
indicators observed, an ice strike at this location appears unlikely." 
So, do they really expect that ice flows will follow the exact same path year after year ? The term
"unlikely" certainly isn't 100 %. The assumption that ice scour will never tear the diffuser port apart is
rediculous. What happens if the diffuser port was damaged by ice? Will they even know immediately ?
Does Northern Pulp shut down while its being repaired or does it simply just continue to operate ? Does it
create an area of zero oxygen in the Northumberland Strait because the effluent isn't being diffused
properly ?

3.0 FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE page 54
The TSS loading used in the RWS is conservative and remains unchanged. TSS at 48 mg/Lat the design
flow of 85,000 m3/day equates to 4,080 kg/day, while the Veolia guaranteefor TSS is = 1,875 kg/day and
the 2018 BHETF annual average discharge was 1,717kg/day.
Even at 1717 kg TSS per day x 365 days per year . Thats an enormous amount of suspended solids to
be settling at the bottom of our Strait. Year after year this will continue to add up. What will be the long
term effect ?
 
Figure 6.3-1: Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study for Replacement ETF 
page 113



The diagram shows the proposed sites for 10 Air Monitoring sites. 
I cannot believe 9 of them are on the same side of Pictou Harbour as the mill; leaving only 1 monitoring
site in the Town of Pictou. So, it the wind is blowing to the north east of the Town towards Braeshore, for
example, the monitor won't pick up anything? there should be several monitors in the Town of Pictou ,
Braeshore and Three Brooks areas . Also, will the air monitoring results be in real time and accessible for
public viewing ? The results should be transparent. If their air quality is going to be as good as they
suggest, they shouldn't mind making it public in real time.
 
The following comments are in regard to the Appendix sections:
 
Appendix 2.1 page 6
Secondary Containment 
Indicates "dual wall pipe not necessary"
Part of the land portion of the pipe is going through the Town of Pictou's watershed. Wouldn't it be wise to
take all extra precautions ? Considering this company has had 2 major leaks with their current effluent
treatment facility. I believe its part of the Industrial Approval that they are supposed to be monitoring for
leaks, yet both times it took a member of the community to discover and report the leak. 
What would happen if there was a leak with the new ETF and the Town's watershed and private wells
were contaminated ? Will there be compensation to the Town and the residents effected ?
 
Appendix 2.3 
Characterization of Effluent
It appears that Northern Pulp took samples from their current ETF at Boat Harbour to be analyzed. How
can you compare the untreated effluent going into Boat Harbour to the untreated effluent that will be
coming out of the new ETF when its a different treatment system ? This doesn't correspond to what the
exact characterization of the effluent will be. 
How can they predict the effects if we still don't know the exact characterization of the effluent for the new
ETF ?
 
Appendix 2.4 
Treated Effluent Characterization
page 25 under Background
it states "The new system is expected to reach a maximum removal of biodegradable COD in the effluent.
However, the biodegradability of COD in the effluent in question is unknown."
Again, how can we predict the impacts of the new ETF if the biodegradability of the COD in the effluent is
unknown?

My husband fishes lobster, rock crab, herring , scallops, etc. 
The area he fishes is directly surrounding the outfall location and the surrounding area. Yet Northern Pulp
seem to indicate no fishing or buoys around the outfall location. 
As soon as this pipe is installed and effluent starts to flow into the Strait, the "fresh atlantic Lobster" brand
will lose its certification. Once certification of coming from clean waters is gone, there will be no
justification for fish buyers to pay a competitive price for any shellfish harvested in the Strait. In fact, the
demand for shellfish from the Strait will deteriorate. So, i ask you , where does it outline what the
compensation is for the Fishermen who have invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in their small
businesses ? Who pays the loans and lines of credit secured for these businesses when the Fishermen
cannot sell the fish they harvest anymore because its not edible and has no value ? This will leave
Fishermen the only avenue of legal action.
 
In the midst of climate change and warming waters, endangering a food supply that feeds world markets
just doesn't make sense !
Its simply too much of a risk. I fully expect you to deny this project.

 
Pictou, NS



 
 
 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 30, 2019 11:24:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our climate is in
crisis...there is no question about this and we must do our part to mitigate any future damage.
This project goes against all that is needed to ensure the future health of our community. To
knowingly disperse effluent in any form into our ocean is criminal and to say that there is no
danger is a lie. We cannot continue to allow industry to dictate what is good for the
community--they have a biased view that cannot be trusted. We have the opportunity to stand
up and be noticed as a leader for recognizing climate change and show that world that this
province that cares about the environment and its citizens. This project is just a really bad idea.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: stellarton Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 10



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 12:19:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a resident of Nova
Scotia, I am opposed to enabling the further pollution of water bodies in this province by
Northern Pulp. I am also opposed to the air pollution, chemical contamination and clear
cutting of our forests and the immense outlay of tax dollars in support of the mills operations.
But this discussion is about the effluent treatment system so my comments will concentrate on
that. We rely heavily on the fisheries in this province as a main driver in our economy. The
reputation of our quality products can be destroyed instantly with the results of contamination.
This is going to reverberate throughout Nova Scotia. The risks associated with the alteration of
the Northumberland Strait both chemically and thermally are far greater than any benefits the
province can realize by extending the life of this mill - already more than 25 years past its
intended life span. The impact assessments of pumping up to 85 Million litres of 35 degree
water into the Strait ranging between 0 and 17.6 degrees depending on the season over the past
two years have only been done by computer modelling. The results have not been tested in
real world terms, and have never been proven. No comparison can be made with any other
water body, and no guarantees can be found in hypotheticals. I would add too that Northern
Pulps current industrial approval 2011-076657-A01 applies a reduction in daily water
consumption to 70 Million litres by January 2020, but their plan is up to 85 Million litres
going forward. Our oceans are in dire condition, and there is no excuse for ignoring this.
Ecosystems are at stake. The health of our planet is at stake. And while there has been indirect
release of effluent from the Boat Harbour facility for over half a century, the evidence shows
that impacts are localized to the shores around that facility. This new plan is no more than a
proposal to shift the impacts to a new location, further into the Strait, impact a greater area.
Moving it, does not make it better, and the absence of the 30 day settling and cooling process
will only make it worse. The United Nations Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of
Marine Pollution would classify pulp waste on their Black and Grey lists, based on the toxins
contained in the effluent. Due to multiple pipe leaks and the rupture that occurred in 2014, a
condition was included in Northern Pulps current Industrial Approval 2011-076657-A01 to
install flow metres as a method for monitoring for leaks in their 4 km pipe. They failed to
implement this requirement. So at this point, the intent and methodology of monitoring for
leaks on an effluent pipe passing through wellfields and a watershed, as well as multiple
brooks and streams over 13 kms is incredibly difficult if not impossible to support. Humans
need clean, safe drinking water. Nothing else... no corporation, jobs or economic growth,
matter more than human life. 4,000 pages of technical and hypothetical guessing does not
contrast the daily and long term experiences of those living with the mill and the widespread
impacts it has on our health, the environment and our provinces finances. The first plan was
supposed to be safe. The changes over the decades were supposed to make it safer. It has
never been safe. I do not support the proposed plan for Northern Pulps Effluent Treatment
Plant replacement. And I will not support an extension of the use of Boat Harbour to provide
time for a new plan, or for the construction of this one. Name:  Email:

@outlook.com Address: Municipality: Fall River
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-



Statement: agree x: 43 y: 11



From: @mmfi.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 6:57:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Time to get at the new
project Approve it Name:  Email: @mmfi.ca Address: 
Municipality: Londonderry Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 21



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Re northern pulp
Date: October 31, 2019 7:32:31 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Last night the mill made more noise than I have ever heard.I am asking you to reject this Project and clean up the
poisons in our Northumberland Strait.close the mill period .thanks sleepless in Pictou County
Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report Environmental Assessment
Date: October 31, 2019 8:00:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Gordon

I am a mother with a young family and work and live in Pictou.

Allowing a pipe to dump effluent on our straight is not something we do in 2019.

For years we have suffered with bad air, respiratory issues , polluted beaches and of course the smell.

I beg you do the right thing, be on the right side of history.

I AM ASKING YOU TO REJECT THIS PROJECT

Thank you

Pictou, NS

Sent from my iPhone



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 8:25:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the project passes a
credible environmental acessment I see no reason not to complete the project Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Enfield
Postal-Code: # - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 18



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report Environment Assessment
Date: October 31, 2019 8:39:08 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Gordon Wilson,

     With all that it going on with climate change right now, thousands and thousands of people marching in the
streets all over the world in protest and politicians preaching action on climate change.  Yet, here we are writing
letters begging you to stop a pipe that will run poison effluent over our watershed and directly into our
Northumberland Strait. Why would we even consider such a dangerous project that will kill marine life and perhaps
human life!   Close the mill and save our tourism and fishing industries!
      I am asking you to please reject this project!  

Sent from my iPad



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 8:41:28 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The proposed Effluent
Treatment system for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia is used in many mills throughout the world
and the science and results say it works well. I am an employee of Northern Pulp and would
like to keep my job, so please go be the science and pass this proposal. Thank you Name:

@northernpulp.com Address: 
Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 8:45:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think the science
speaks for itself so please pass this proposal. There are many jobs in Nova Scotia that would
be affected by the closure of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia. Please look at the science and pass
this. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 8:51:21 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
Effluent Treatment Project, after attending the presentation by Northern Pulp, in regards to the
Effluent Facility Project. It was shown in great detail, they hired a third party environmental
experts and have assessed that there is no significant impacts on any fisheries or fish habitat as
a result of this project. We need to educate the people of Pictou County, by having more
public presentations like this, for the hysteria that is happening is due to people making
assumptions without knowing the facts. This county needs to think back to 1983, now that
date may not be significant to many, but at that time, Northern Pulp then Scott Paper, went
into a 9 month strike, almost crippling the county. And that was 9 months, people do not
understand, that by effect the mill has on the community, sure there maybe 500 mill
employees, but its not just the mill employees that would be effected by this, it would effect
2500 people. Pictou County ne eds this industry, I shutter to think what would happen to the
county and all the business within the county with out it. As I know they would not be able to
survive. It is due to this that I give my full support to the Northern Pulps Effluent Treatment
Facility Project. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Durham Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 27



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 8:54:26 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The treated effluent has
no chemical break down. What is in it and how much? Many heavy metals are poisonous even
in small amounts. How many heavy metals are in the effluent? Name: Email:

@yahoo.com Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:
 Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 8



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 9:57:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Hon. Gordon
Wilson Hi my name is  and I currently work at Northern Pulp. I am a 
that works on site full time. I was born and raised in Trenton and I seen the devastation that hit
when the car works closed in Trenton. Trenton is still a ghost town compared to what it used
to be, and now they are tearing the buildings down. I see every day the amount of people that
come in and out of these gates. From sales reps, contractors, wood trucks and the trucks that
haul the pulp to the Halifax ship yard. I fear the devastation will be much greater if Northern
Pulp were to close. The water from boat harbor has been going into the straight for 50 years
and has not affected the fishing industry at all. With the new state of the art system that
Northern Pulp is purposing the water will be even cleaner. Forestry and fishing industries will
both be able to co-exist and keep millions of tax dollars in Nova Scotia, and we will finally be
able to see boat harbor return to its natural state as it once was. So in conclusion Mr. Minister
the science is there to approve the new treatment facility at Northern Pulp there should be no
reason not to approve it. Yours Truly   Name: 
Email: @northernpulp.com Address:  Municipality: Trenton Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 60 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project for Northern Pulp
Date: October 31, 2019 9:58:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Attn Hon. Gordon Wilson,
Minister of the Environment,
 
As a former resident of Pictou County, a NS woodlot owner and a Professional Engineer who
presently works in the forestry industry elsewhere, I have watched the events surrounding this issue
with some concern. I strongly believe that the Minister needs to accept the findings of the Focus
Report. They are based on sound science and it appears to me that much of the resistance to this
project is not. This is a state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility which will dramatically reduce
the Mill’s environmental footprint.  The economic stakes are very high for Pictou County, and the
resistance to this project largely comes from people who have very little to lose if the Mill closes.
That is not the case for many thousands of other Nova Scotians.



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 10:03:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a former resident of
Pictou County, a NS woodlot owner and a Professional Engineer who presently works in the
forestry industry elsewhere, I have watched the events surrounding this issue with some
concern. I strongly believe that the Minister needs to accept the findings of the Focus Report.
They are based on sound science and it appears to me that much of the resistance to this
project is not. This is a state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility which will dramatically
reduce the Millâ?Ts environmental footprint. The economic stakes are very high for Pictou
County, and the resistance to this project largely comes from people who have very little to
lose if the Mill closes. That is not the case for many thousands of other Nova Scotians Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: saint
John Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 10:08:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: this will be a modern
treatment facility plus nova scotia CAN NOT afford to lose these forestry jobs Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: new glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 54 y: 24



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Proposed outflow pipe
Date: October 31, 2019 10:21:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

As a citizen of Pictou County I am opposed to the Northern Pulp putting a pipe line in to the
Northumberland Strait which I understand some 9000,000 liters of supposedly treated effluent will
be pumped into the Strait on a hourly basis. Northumberland Pulp has asked us to trust the science
well if we are to trust the science why is this proposal not being examined by an INDEPENDENT (Void
of NS government or Northern Pulp involvement) so maybe we have a truth to work with. Since the
timeline for closure of Boat Harbor has shorten Northern Pulp has thrown one crazy idea after
another at a problem that is not going away and cannot be hidden by putting a pipe line out through
Pictou Harbor. While Northern Pulp and it’s predecessors have been good corporate citizens
supporting many worthwhile projects it has not been a good steward of our forest , waterways and
atmosphere and to this end has not earned our trust so why should we trust this latest proposal.
 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 10:31:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I find it hard to
understand the Provinces lack of commitment to our forest industry. Having Northern Pulp
jump through even more hoops to build an effluent treatment facility only exasperates the
situation where thousands of workers are wondering about their future in this province. I
believe the science is quite clear regarding this state-of-the art facility, as it is for similar
facilities found world wide. Nova Scotias continued resistance to any resource based industry
is giving our fair province a bad reputation. Lets support a great corporate citizen like
Northern Pulp and grant them their extension. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Lower Onslow Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 77 y: 31



From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 10:33:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name: Email: @alpaequipment.com Address: 

Upper Onslow Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: 
 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 10:46:28 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson HI my name is  and
have worked in the forestry sector for the last sixteen years. Six years   in
Truro and the last 10 years at Northern Pulp. Myself and my family have grown up in Pictou
County and are frequent users of the beaches, campgrounds and waterways. As much as I
appreciate employment with the pulp mill i to would hate to see damages to our county or any
other work force. In turn reading the report and understanding the science behind it I feel
approving the treatment facility is a must for Nova Scotia. The science states there will be
very little impact to our strait and for the past fifty years there has been little to no damage to
our waters. The only difference is Nova Scotia losing billions of tax dollars with a mass exit of
people looking for work. Please do the right thing for the province. Yours Truly 
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 31



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 11:05:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please enforce the Boat
Harbour Act and ensure the closure of Boat Harbour to pulp effluent on January 2020. Name:

@gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Lumsden Dam Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 26



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Minister Gordon Wilson
Date: October 31, 2019 11:42:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

No Pipe in the straight!! Enough is enough!
Sent from my iPhone



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 11:56:54 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The damage is done and
the cost is unacceptable.Thanks to everyone who are standing up for the next generation. We
canâ?Tt continue polluting our oceans. We canâ?Tt go back, however we can try and manage
our future with a conscious and take a page from our First Nations and make our environment
a priority. If we have the will we can reinvent the forest industry to be prosperous and at the
same time continue to be one of our contributors to the economy of Pictou County. Remove
government from the equation and let the people take charge of the future. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Ponds Municipality:
Ponds Postal-Code:  #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 25



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 12:32:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The closure would
impact so many direct and indirect jobs. This means many young families would end up
moving. A huge loss to Pictou county. It will be a ghost town and difficult to recover. It
affects us all. We need to do something now to keep it running. Name: :

@icloud.com Address:  Municipality: Greenwood Postal-Code:
: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 55 y: 19



From:
Environment Assessment Web Account

Subject: Focus Report on Northern Pulp"s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: October 31, 2019 12:49:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Minister Gordon Wilson:

I am writing to you to express my grave concerns with the above named project.  Our oceans
are crying out for help!  We are destroying marine life at a terrifying rate with the multiple
forms of pollution we inject into waters around the world.  The Northumberland Strait is home
to a profusion of both commercial catch and endangered marine species. The proposed
project will cause destruction of this area by a foreign owned company that seeks only to
increase its monetary assets, regardless of the cost to human health (which has already been
demonstrated by the environmental disaster of Boat Harbour) or marine existence.

I am asking you to REJECT this project!

Economy, NS  



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report Environmental Assessment
Date: October 31, 2019 1:54:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson:

I am writing to you as part of the Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment process. 

I grew up in Pictou across the harbour from what is now Northern Pulp. While the mill has
undoubtedly had a significant positive impact on the economies of Pictou County and Nova
Scotia more broadly, it has come at an even more significant price to the health and well-being
of those in the surrounding area. Closing Boat Harbour is a much needed step in the journey
towards reconciliation but the proposed route for the pipeline and the possibility of
discharging effluent directly into prime fishing grounds is simply another example of
environmental racism and the risks are simply not worth the reward.

Northern Pulp has tried to hide leaks that have resulted in the discharge of effluent over land
on several occasions. The proposed route passes through the watershed that supplies the town
of Pictou with its drinking water, and the water for thousands of people who have personal
wells. This alone is a significant cause for concern. Remediating groundwater is unbelievably
challenging, expensive and in some cases impossible.

Discharging effluent directly into the Northumberland Strait has unknown consequences for
the commercial fisheries in the area (managed through DFO), which makes it all the more
unbelievable that this project wasn't subject to a federal EA in the first place. The fishery, and
the tourism industry, are back bones of our rural economy. Are they really worth the risk? 

Some have argued that the closure of the mill will have negative spin-off effects in the forest
industry. In the short term this may be the case; however, Nova Scotians are resilient and
innovative and already there is a movement afoot to develop more sustainable and value-
added wood fibre products from Nova Scotia forests. While there are options to diversify
forest products, fishers and those who work in tourism do not. Our environment has been
negatively impacted by the mill currently operated by Northern Pulp for too long and
increasingly the costs are outweighing the benefits.

I am asking you to reject this project.

Respectfully,



OCT/ 31 / 2019/THU 02 : 16 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Rawdon, NS 



OCT/ 31/ 2019/THU 02 : 16 PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 

Response to Northern Pulp ll.epl;u;ement of Effluent Tre.itment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government cannot start the 

cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I think it Is appropriate that the 

government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp ls forced into closure, the 
Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires 
emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses Into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid ln the prevention of massive pest 
outbreaks, kllllng trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored 
into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store t he carbon instead of releasing the 
carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role In climate change management. I strongly 
support an approva l of Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! Treated 
effluent from t he mill has been flowing ltit o the Northumberland Strait for over SO years. Northern Pulp's plan Is to re-route 
the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfu lly fished the Strait. Third party 
environ mental experts have assessed that no significant Impacts are expected on any flsheries or fish habitat as a result of this 
project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can work 

together successfully. I believe In the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and t he major consumer of 

this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning coal that 

NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there Is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 



OCT/ 31/ 2019/THU 02: 16 PM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, .1 think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



OCT/ 31 / 2019/ THU 02 : 17 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

NS 



OCT/ 31/ 2019/ THU 02 : 17 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson; 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that t he government allow Northern Pulp to lJSe Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and f isheries. 

Sincerely, 

NS I 



OCT/ 31/ 2019/ THU 02: 17 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

NS 



OCT/ 31 / 2019/THU 02 : 17 PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very impo11antly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Middle Musquodoboit, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement 

NS . 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp EA.
Date: October 31, 2019 2:00:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

No Trust!
 
It is hard to believe that The Province of Nova Scotia is even considering approving an environmental
assessment for the Northern Pulp Mill in Abercrombie , Pictou County. Just look at the history of this
company, the management and the owners. Trust has long gone!
 
Why should we not trust the mill? Because of many unreported current pipe leaks, current daily air
and water contamination for a start. They are also the dirtiest mill operating in Canada
(documented!) because the weakest environmental laws in the Country are here in Nova Scotia.
 
I cannot even fathom the thought that Northern Pulp would be allowed to build a new treatment
system on the mercury contaminated soil of Abercrombie point. This is a 50 plus year old mill that
has been band-aided together with Provincially funded tax payer money for too long! Enough is
enough! Pictou County has the highest rate of cancer in the Province and is currently the largest user
of The Lodge That Gives in Halifax.
 
This mill produces more Particulate Matter 2.5 daily than all of our coal fired generation stations
combined. This is totally unacceptable. To allow this mill to dump their treated effluent into one of
Nova Scotia’s most pristine and vulnerable fishing grounds would be a grave mistake and could
never be reversed. Just look at the mess we are dealing with on the Boat Harbour site.
 
Listen to the Fishermen, they know best.
No trust, no more chances!!
 
 
 
 

@wearwellgarments.com
 

 



  Stellarton, NS B0K 1S0
 
WEARWELLGARMENTS.COM • GELIGET.COM
 
This message may contain privileged or confidential information. Any unauthorized distribution, copying, disclosure or dissemination of this transmission
or taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this transmission is strictly prohibited.  If you are not (one of) the intended recipient(s), if you receive
this transmission in error or if it is forwarded to you without the express authorization of Wearwell Garments, please destroy this transmission and
contact us (902 752 4190) immediately. / La présente communication pourrait contenir des renseignements privilégiés ou confidentiels. Toute
distribution, reproduction, divulgation ou diffusion non autorisée de cette communication ou toute action prise dépendant du contenu de cette
communication est strictement interdite. Si vous avez reçu cette communication par erreur ou si l’on vous l’a retransmise sans l’autorisation expresse de
la Wearwell Garments, Veuillez détruire cette communication et communiquer immédiatement avec nous en composant le (902 752 4190).
 
Please think twice before printing this ... help make your office a paper-less environment.
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: October 31, 2019 2:20:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am sending this e-mail to say I oppose any affluent going into our Northumberland Strait or our
harbours. I seen the scum on the waters from Boat Harbour. I would like to see more extensive
testing done before any decision  is made.
 
Yours truly
 

Merigomish, N.S.
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 2:30:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing the
proposed project documentation, I support moving ahead with this project given that there is -
no impact to marine species - water will be equal to background with 2m of discharge - the
pipeline will be built with high-density and have automatic leak detection Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Bridgewater, NS Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 26 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 2:40:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing the
project proposal I believe that the project should move forward for the betterment of NS
because - it is one of 89 mills currently operating within PPER standards - there is currently a
sustainable and prosperous fishing industry in the same waters that the treated effluent is being
deposited today - based on the receiving water study the treatment facility and pipeline will
improve the quality of the effluent that is being discharged today - the new location and burial
of design of the pipeline and defuser limits the risk of ice scour and thus potential damage to
the pipeline - effluent dispersion with mixing by 5m from diffuser will result in an impacted
area of less than 0.5 hectares Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Bridgewater, NS Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 23



From: @unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 2:41:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: [A formatted version of
this submission is also being sent by e-mail and fax] October 31, 2019 Environmental
Assessment Branch Nova Scotia Environment P.O. Box 442 Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 Re:
Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Focus Report Greetings, We
are pleased to have an opportunity to provide comments regarding the Focus Report for the
Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project, an essential development for
the future of forestry in Nova Scotia. Unifor proudly represents 230 workers at Northern Pulp,
12,000 workers in Nova Scotia, and 23,000 forestry workers across Canada. We are Canadaâ?
Ts largest union in the private sector with 315,000 members in every sector of the economy,
and regularly advocate for good jobs, sustainable development, and progressive change for a
better future. From the outset of discussions concerning the future of the Northern Pulp mill,
our union has agreed the Boat Harbour facility must close. We firmly believe there can be a
solution that supports good jobs, protects the environment and respects First Nations rights.
Our members, and their families, live and work in the communities around the mill and have
the highest interest in building a truly sustainable future. The science clearly supports approval
Northern Pulpâ?Ts proposed wastewater treatment facility Focus Report follows an extensive
period of scientific study. The proposed new treatment facility will see the replacement of the
existing plant with a state of the art wastewater treatment facility that will result in a
significant improvement in the way treated wastewater is discharged. With the implementation
of this new facility, Northern Pulp will become one of the most environmentally responsible
mills in North America. The Focus Report provides a science-based review arising from more
than twenty different investigations and analyses. These scientific analyses include
environmental baseline studies, engineering designs, archaeological investigations, receiving
water modeling, and Miâ?Tkmaq Ecological Knowledge Studies, among others. Not only will
the new effluent treatment facility meet all requirements of the Nova Scotia Environment Act,
it will also comply with several other essential regulations. Project components are designed to
meet the federal Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations, the National Building Code of Canada,
the Canadian Standards Association best practices for effluent treatment and pipeline
construction, and other design codes and standards. Additionally, all future facility operations
would also be conducted under a provincial Industrial Approval. This project will be well
regulated to ensure that it meets the highest standards for safe operation and environmental
protection. Based on the assessments made previously, and for the Focus Report, no
significant adverse residual environmental effects are predicted for the air environment, fresh
water environment or marine environment. Additionally, third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. It is our view that the completion of Focus Report provides the science-
based evidence that will enable the environmental assessment to be approved. An excellent
record of improved performance Northern Pulpâ?Ts replacement effluent treatment facility is
the latest of a long series of investments in environmental improvements at the mill. When
acquiring Northern Pulp, Paper Excellence saw it as an opportunity to purchase an older mill
and invest in operational and environmental improvements to extend its life, the associated



economic activity, and related employment. Understanding the facility needed a considerable
amount of work, Paper Excellence took over the mill with a goal to improve safety, efficiency,
productivity and to make environmental improvements. More than $70 million has been
invested since 2011 toward reducing effluent flow reducing odorous, particulate, and
greenhouse gas emissions and to improve air quality monitoring. From the onset of its
ownership, Paper Excellence committed to investing in environmental improvements which
has led to: â?¢ Reduced odorous emissions by more than 90 on average â?¢ Reduced recovery
boiler particulate emissions by 99 on average â?¢ Reduced mill-wide particulate emissions by
more than 80 on average and â?¢ Reduced greenhouse gas emissions through the conversion
from fuel oil to natural gas. The environmental record of the mill will be improved even
further with the proposed replacement effluent treatment facility. Strong regulations in a
global industry Canada has world-leading environmental regulation, including some of the
most forward thinking and sustainable forestry management legislation and practices in the
world. It should be no surprise that Canada leads the world with the highest proportion of our
forests officially certified as sustainable. Nova Scotia, like all provinces, has excellent forestry
management legislation through the Nova Scotia Forestry Act, and continues to modernize
and improve on policy and regulation through the Nova Scotia Code of Forest Practice: A
Framework for the Implementation of Sustainable Forest Management. From all perspectives,
forest products made in Nova Scotia meet the very highest global environmental standards.
Having high standards is exactly the right approach for our natural resource industries. It is
also a challenge for commodities that compete in a global market that does not operate on a
level playing field. The global kraft pulp market is expected to reach 60 million tonnes this
year. While Canada continues to improve our already strong environmental and forestry
management regulations, that is not necessarily the case elsewhere. Kraft pulp production is
growing at a rapid rate across South America and Asia. Some of the countries with the fastest
growing forestry industries, particularly in kraft pulp production, are in parts of the world
notorious for weak environmental regulation and enforcement, few labour rights and minimal
Indigenous rights. From the broadest environmental and social justice perspective, we should
all champion maintaining and expanding forestry production in those nations with strong
standards. If Northern Pulp was forced to close, the millâ?Ts share of the global market would
rapidly be filled from elsewhere, with high odds that it is produced with far lower
environmental, labour and Indigenous rights standards. Northern Pulp performs well compared
to other mills There are 89 pulp and paper mills in Canada operating from coast to coast. In
most instances these mills discharge treated air emissions, create solid waste and discharge
treated wastewater into rivers, lakes or marine environments. In comparison to other mills,
Northern Pulp is now very typical in terms of its emissions footprint and processes. The Focus
Report provides data on treated effluent collected by the independent organization Forest
Products Association of Canada, which was used to compare Northern Pulpâ?Ts effluent
performance to Canadaâ?Ts other 22 stand alone Kraft facilities. Additionally, Paper
Excellence provided air emissions and solid waste data for its nine other facilities in Canada
and France. Keeping in mind that each of these mills already operate in accordance with all
existing environmental regulations, the evidence shows that Northern Pulp performs as well,
or better, than the majority of the other mills. Compared to the group of 23 kraft mills in
Canada, an analysis of five different measures concerning water use, oxygen demand,
sediment and chlorine load shows that Northern Pulpâ?Ts average ranking was better than half
of the other mills. On these five measures, Northern Pulp ranked in the top third on two, in the
top half on two others and in the top two-thirds on one. Similarly, compared to the group of 10
Paper Excellence mills in Canada and France, an analysis of six measures of air emissions and
solid waste show that Northern Pulp is right in the middle of the pack, with an average ranking
of 5.5 among the ten mills. Moreover, in absolute measurements as opposed to rankings, in no



case was Northern Pulp anywhere near the bottom performers. Northern Pulp is operating in
one of the jurisdictions with among the very highest environmental standards in the world, and
already performs better than the majority of mills in Canada and nearly half of Paper
Excellenceâ?Ts mills. By all measures, Northern Pulp lands firmly in the middle of an already
highly regulated pack. Of course, the millâ?Ts environmental record will improve even further
with the proposed replacement effluent treatment facility. The link between a strong
environment and strong economy The Nova Scotia Environment Act is recognized as an
essential piece of legislation designed to protect our shared environment, and guide our
economic development. The Act rightly spells out its purpose through a set of principles for
sustainable development that should guide its application, including: The linkage between
economic and environmental issues, recognizing that long-term economic prosperity depends
upon sound environmental management and that effective environmental protection depends
on a strong economy. It is on this principle that policy-makers need a full understanding of the
vital economic role played by Northern Pulp in the broader forestry industry, rural
communities and the wider Nova Scotia economy. There is a lot at stake in this approval
process, far more than immediately meets the eye. It seems obvious to most that Northern Pulp
operations make an important contribution to the economy. What is not always well
understood, however, is how big that impact actually is. The mill is the anchor for a much
wider industry that stretches across the province, providing good jobs in many smaller and
rural communities with high unemployment, and where good jobs are scarce. If the mill is
allowed to close, the impact will be devastating not only for the workers at Northern Pulp,
their families, and communities, but for the entire province. Earlier this year Unifor
commissioned an independent study from Gardner Pinfold Consulting to examine the
economic impact of a possible closure of Northern Pulp. Gardner Pinfold is recognized as one
of Canadas leading firms in terms of its analytical capabilities and experience related to the
economics of natural resource development and management. The purpose of the study was to
examine the broad economic impact and contribution the operations of Northern Pulp provides
within the Pictou County region, and across the province of Nova Scotia. The study not only
examined the impact of the mill as on ongoing business, but also examined forestry sector
dependence on Northern Pulp through analysis of the economic impacts under a scenario of a
potential mill closure, focusing particularly on the impacts upon sawmills that are highly
dependent on the mill. A close look at the community level was also made through an analysis
of the impacts of the mill, and related industries, in five of the most affected counties. Through
rigorous and independent economic analysis, combined with detailed interviews with
representatives from 13 sawmills, forestry harvesters and related suppliers, the study found
that: â?¢ Northern Pulp is a key player in rural Nova Scotia, creating a significant number of
well-paying jobs in typically high-unemployment areas â?¢ Its unique partnerships with
sawmills, forestry contractors and private woodlot owners are critical to its success, and to the
rural economy â?¢ Owing to the inter-connected dependence of the forestry sector on the mill,
a closure of the mill would result in the closure of several sawmills and forest harvesting
businesses â?¢ Northern Pulp spends $279 million annually, with most spent in Nova Scotia
â?¢ A supply chain of 1,379 companies support the mill operation â?¢ About 2,679 full-time
equivalent jobs are supported by the mill â?¢ Workers throughout the economy gain $128
million annually worth of income â?¢ Approximately $38.4 million in tax revenues is
generated annually to the provincial and federal governments and â?¢ A closure of the mill
would remove all of these spending, employment, income and tax revenue benefits from the
economy. An important choice for the future Canada is a nation rich in natural resources. With
this wealth comes great opportunities, but also great responsibilities. We already have among
the strongest environmental protections in the world, and should be proud of our record. We
also need to understand that a strong economy that provides good jobs, and opportunities for



economic development, can go hand in hand with sustainable development that respects First
Nationsâ?T rights. Forestry is one of the most sustainable industries we have, with prospects
for a bright future, but only if we make the right choices. We have one of those choices in
front of us now. We strongly believe that approval of the Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility Project is the right choice for our members, the broader forestry sector, all
stakeholders and rights holders, and the province of Nova Scotia. Sincerely, 

@unifor.org Address: 
Municipality: TORONTO Postal-Code:  Fax: ###

### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 2:50:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Minister, I have
skimmed rather than read the focus report and nothing in it has allayed my fears.Â I bring to
your attention some disturbing portions of the focus report that your department should look
into further. 1. Effluent Cooling StatementsCooling towers will generate naturally occurring
LEGIONELLA BACTERIA.Â A process that generatesÂ LEGIONELLA BACTERIA. is
unacceptable This will also generate additional odorous emissions which NPNS claims to be
able to eliminate. Â But can they!! 2. The Process The bacteria used in the proposed process
contain water in their bodies that will make them difficult to settle and so they will float and
undoubtedly form part of the effluent. There is no comment in the report as to how these
bacteria will affect the environment, since the new effluent is assumed to be the same as that
emitted from Boat Harbour, which of course doesnt doesnt utilize this bacteria.Â See the
statement that confirms this Project-related emissions for the purposes of this assessment are
specific to the discharge of the treated effluent from the proposed ETF. For the purposes of
this assessment the quality of treated effluent from the proposed ETF is considered to be
consistent with the effluent currently discharged from the Boat Harbour facility at Point C. So
what about these bacteria how will they affect the Marine environment generally and if one or
both of the secondary settling tanks fail? 3.Note the Stantec limitation This document entitled
Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study was prepared by Stantec Consulting Ltd. â?
oStantecâ? for the account of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation the â?oClientâ?. Any
reliance on this document by any third party is strictly prohibited. The material in it reflects
Stantecâ?Ts professional judgment in light of the scope, schedule and other limitations stated
in the document and in the contract between Stantec and the Client. The opinions in the
document are based on conditions and information existing at the time the document was
published and do not take into account any subsequent changes. In preparing the document,
Stantec did not verify information supplied to it by others. Any use which a third party makes
of this document is the responsibility of such third party. Such third party agrees that Stantec
shall not be responsible for costs or damages of any kind, if any, suffered by it or any other
third party as a result of decisions made or actio ns taken based on this document. Prepared by
signature Melanie Fillingham, M.A.Sc., E.I.T. signature Reviewed by Boris Chen, M.A.,
P.Eng If Stantec are wrong the Province doesnt have a leg to stand on! 4.Â The Impact
Assessment of the Marine Environment as of the submission is incomplete, what if something
is discovered in the meantime? see: Â NORTHERN PULP NOVA SCOTIA CORPORATION
REPLACEMENT EFFLUENT TREATMENT FACILITY PROJECT FOCUS REPORT â?"
MARINE ENVIRONMENT IMPACT ASSESSMENT â?¢ Further studies are ongoing and
planned and the information from these studies will be made available as the studies are
completed 5. Effect on American Lobster, Rock Crab and Atlantic MackerelÂ Â And while I
am on the topic of the Assessment of the Marine Environment this is a very worrying
statement which must be investigated further by NSDOE. See However, based on the socio-
economic importance of American Lobster, Rock Crab and Atlantic Mackerel that may have a
higher potential for interaction with the project than some other indicators that were assessed
specific to the Marine Fish and Fish Habitat VEC, it is recommended that EA Follow-up



Monitoring be undertaken. The purpose of such monitoring should be to identify if predictions
with respect to water quality and potential impacts are consistent with the conducted
assessment. And what if after the fact the predictions are not consistent with the Follow Up
assessment? 6. The size of the Dispersive Plume Throughout the focus report Dillon claim to
know the size of the dispersive plume with references varying from a few metres up to 50
metres, yet hereÂ is a direct quote from the report: For NPNS, confirmation of the size of the
effluent plume once operations have begun will be needed to determine the scope of in-
filedsic biological monitoring 7. The Minister asked two questions here they are and here are
the answers. Summary of Maximum Predicted GLCs from the Operation of the Project â?"
Revised October 28th, 2019 â?¢ Explain why the total nitrogen parameter has changed to 6
mg/L daily maximum from the 3 mg/L proposed in the August 11, 2017 receiving water study.
After a long and evasive response the conclusion is a non answer. To account for the inert N
present, the high lab efficiency and typical nutrient dosing residuals, it was recommended that
a concentration of 3 mg/l was not unlikely achievable and 6 mg/l should be carried forward to
the Receiving Water Study. â?¢ Provide data to support assertions that chemical oxygen
demand COD can be reduced to the proposed limit.No data was provided and the opportunity
was taken to provide a future excuse for exceeding the limits Effluent quality metrics based on
concentration will need to be re-evaluated after in-mill cooling towers are installed in the
future as mill water reduction will increase the concentration of untreated effluent without
increasing the amount of pollutants that the effluent contains. NPNS: is already winding up
with arguments to support the increased concentration of COD, rather than trying to reduce it
in this project.playing with total amounts rather than concentrations which is what the DOE
was requesting.. 8.Â Emission Exceedances.Â This Focus report in bold type says that it will
exceed the following allowable chenicial emissions so an approval will be an approval to amit
Sulphur 24 hour allowable 14 Emission 64.5 Ammonia 24 hour Allowable 100 Emission 406
Chloroform Allowable 1 Emission 2.55 Dioxins and Furans .013 Â Minister this is a 2020
project there should be NO exceedances whatsoever. If a permit is issued this type of willful
blindness by NSDOE will go down in history as despicable.So much for Canads Ocean
Playground. I dont have the time or expertise to do a full analysis of this focus report that is
the DUTY of your department but if I can find this many inconsistencies and ommisions , how
many are buried here? 

@gmail.com Name: @gmail.com Address:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Honourable
Minister Wilson, It is my sincere and well versed opinion that you should approve the
Environmental Assessment for the state of the art wastewater facility that Northern Pulp has
proposed. This proposal is based purely on scientific facts that have been surveyed and
documented by third party environmental experts. These same experts have stated that there
will be no significant impact on the fishing industry as a result of this project. It has been
determined that ocean water quality within 5 meters of the discharge diffusers will meet
Canadian marine guidelines. I have spent 25 years in the Pulp Paper industry, the past 6 being
at Northern Pulp. My father spent 30 years in the industry before me. In fact, I still live in the
other town that has a Mill and utilizes a wastewater treatment system very similar to the one
that Northern Pulp proposes. That system has done its job well for over 20 years. I think its
very safe to say that 2019 technology will allow Northern Pulp to treat wastewater even better.
The economic impact of Northern Pulp in this Province cannot be denied. There are not only
jobs at the Mill but there are jobs on woodlots that are also at stake. There are many jobs
involved in our Supply Chain, from trucks bringing us raw materials to trucks taking our
products to the Port of Halifax for world wide distribution. Northern Pulp is The Port of
Halifaxs largest customer. Northern Pulp also purchases goods and services from a vast
vendor community. These vendors come from the Canada, the United States, and around the
world. But a vast majority come from Halifax, Dartmouth, Truro, all of Pictou County,
Antigonish, and Port Hawkesbury to name some. Without the Mill, all of these people will be
affected. The economy of Nova Scotia will be greatly affected. Our customers will get this
product from elsewhere. It would be much better to have them buy it from this province and
keep our citizens employed. We all want to be environmentally responsible. Most of us want
different industries to co-exist and thrive. That has been the case for over 50 years. This
proposal is based on science, not emotion. It is factual and not based on guesses and lack of
information. The science will show that this project should be approved so we can keep people
working in this Province and begin the clean up of Boat Harbour. In closing, I ask again that
you approve the Environment Assessment for this project. Respectfully yours, 

@northernpulp.com Address: 
Municipality: Port Hawkesbury Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name: 

@atlanticcompressedair.ca Address: Municipality: Moncton Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Northern Pulp engaged independent
consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia Department of the
Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These
findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist,
but I believe in science. Name: @atlanticcompressedair.ca
Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water
quality within 5 meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and
there is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this
information, I believe this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. Name:
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Beaver Bank Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: yes Name: 
@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: milton ns Postal-
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. The economy and the environment must work together. Name:

@eacantimber.ca Address: :
Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 33
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 13
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I should start by saying I
completely support the project proposed by Northern Pulp. They are proposing to use industry
leading technology to almost eliminate their impact on the Northumberland Strait. The
construction and commissioning of this project is a win for the environment and the forest
sector that depends on Northern Pulpâ?Ts continued operations. The focus report, in my
opinion, completely answers my questions in terms of what are the environmental risks and
what impacts the project will have on the environment. If the studies are correct the project
should be approved. Currently the mixing of the treated effluent from Boat Harbour is not
good. The focus report shows how poorly the treated effluent mixes in the strait. The location
of the proposed diffusers where the treated effluent will be released is a vast improvement
over the current location due to itâ?Ts depth and strong ocean currents. Between ocean current
and the diffusing technology proposed the water quality will return to ambient within 2M of
the diffusers. Even if predictions are wrong by a factor of 10 that is only a 20M radius that will
be affected, mostly due to the fact that it is warm fresh water. This seems like a reasonable
risk. This is an extremely small area when you consider the size of the body of water. It should
also be noted that currently no one fishes in the proposed location of the diffusers. There
would be zero impact to the fishing industry. Untreated effluent will no longer leave the
Northern Pulp site. Currently there is a risk of a break in the pipe to Boat Harbour which could
cause untreated effluent to be released. The new effluent treatment system eliminates this risk
as only treated effluent will leave the site going forward. The proposed route for the pipe
appears to be the best possible solution in terms of minimizing impact to the environment and
it will be buried up to 3 meters deep with automated leak detection. Based on my experience
with the type of pipe proposed to be used it is very tough. I used similar but thinner walled
pipe in a construction project and it is nearly impossible to break. The walls in the pipe I used
were between 0.25-0.5â?  thick and they are going to use 2.667â?  thick walls! The effluent
that will be released meets all current and proposed federal guidelines. There should be little
guess work on the quality and make up of the effluent that will be released from Northern
Pulpâ?Ts proposed treatment facility. The Veolia BAS effluent treatment system is industry
leading technology used in pulp mills all over the world. Why would we expect different
results here? The quality of the effluent is essentially a known outcome. These are just a few
of many improvements this project will have. Iâ?Tm struggling to see why anyone who has
read this report would consider it controversial. If you focus on the science and consider the
amount of risk to the environment then there is no reason not to improve this project. Name:

@freemanlumber.com Address: 
Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code: 
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To whom it may concern:

 The Northern Pulp Waste Proposal needs never to happen. There are endangered animals at risk, not to mention the
irreversible damage that would happen to the water and land and surrounding ecosystems.
Keep Canada beautiful and pristine!
Don’t let the Northern Pulp Waste Proposal happen.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
Forestry! Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In favor Name: 
@atlanticcompressedair.ca Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: if Northern Pulp passes
the Environmental Assessment there is no reason not to complete the project. Name: 

@urquhartmacdonald.com Address:  Municipality:
Waverley Postal-Code:  Phone:  email_message:
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Project: - Choose - Comments: WE NEED THIS INDUSTRY IN THIS PROVINCE Name:
 Email: Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth N.S Postal-Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel that if the science
numbers are met and with close monitoring of the outfall, that the effluent treatment should go
ahead. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Scotsburn Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 26
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Hon. Gordon
Wilson HI my name is  and I currently work at Northern Pulp as a . I
have worked there for 13 years 

. I have worked offshore on oil rigs and other places as well. It is nice
to be able to work at home where I am close to my family. If the mill is not able to build the
world class water treatment facility they are purposing, unfortunately I will have no choice but
to go elsewhere for work. Mr. Minister the water from boat harbour has been going to the
straight for 50 years and has not affected the fishing industry at all. With this new world class
treatment facility the water will be cleaner than what is going out there now. Reading the
report and understanding the science behind it I feel that the approval for the new facility will
be the best thing for Nova Scotia and keeping hard working people in this province. Fishing
and forestry can co-exist in Nova Scotia. Sincerely  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address: Municipality: Alma Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: protect the numerous
related jobs and the environment Name: @bellaliant.net
Address:    Municipality: liverpool Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 45 y: 23
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: October 31, 2019
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited Notes concerning the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited
Focus Report, September 2019 Revised/Requested process information for Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Limited, as required for the Minister of the Environment, Nova Scotia for
consideration of the waste water pipeline and effluent treatment facility to replace the Boat
Harbour Effluent Treatment facility. 1. Â The proposed pipeline crosses Pictou Harbour, will
this section of the pipeline be buried in the floor of the harbour? It is not specifically stated.
The pipeline on the land segment, crossing from Pictou Harbour, the Rotary along highway
106 Pictou town areas to the Caribou Wharf and pipeline extension into the Northumberland
Strait will be buried as described in the document. Page 42 Project Description, paragraphs 2
3.Â Â Â It is important that the entire pipeline be buried so it will not flex with tidal changes
and ice scour during the winter months both within Pictou Harbour and the Northumberland
Strait. The pipeline made of HDPE can suffer fatigue cracking which cannot be predicted. Â
Fatigue cracking could cause the pipeline failure in months after installation. Page 60, 3.5.1
second paragraph, second sentence Â â?oPE4710 resin wasâ?¦. as a result slow crack growths
uncommon.â? Slow crack growth is fatigue cracking. Â Â The Pictou Harbour silts contained
heavy metals and is the site of the largest bird population. Â What can be done by Northern
Pulp Nova Scotia Limited The Mill to address this difficult issue. 2. Â The pipeline will be
high density polyethylene plastic piping, which is a good product for the application. Â Will
The Mill require the contractors to pressure test all fusions/welded connections? Â It appears
the NorthumberlandStrait and the Pictou watershed lands may have product verification. Â It
is unclear as to the entire pipeline length. Â Nondestructive testing, fusion/weld verification
quality assurance is essential for the long term life of the pipeline. Verification testing, must
be by certified inspection having a CSA accreditation for the inspection process. 3. Â The
October 2019 Kraft Pulping Process diagram does not depict both the Recovery Boiler and the
Power Boiler. Â Both types of boilers are common to Kraft Pulp plants. 4. Â The October
2019 Kraft Pulping Process diagram nor the text throughout the 100 plus pages does not
address the quantities of Â hydroxide salts, caustics, sulfur compounds or any other industrial
chemicals added to the digestion of the wood to create pulp. Â The volume of industrial
chemicals is significant and this is totally ignored in the environmental description of the
process.Â 5. Â Benchmarking The Mill, Â NPNS is the sixth worst kraft pulp mill in the
country based upon the Chemical Â Oxygen Demand COD levels for the waste waters leaving
NPNSâ?¦ Shame. Page Â xxvii of the project overviewÂ 6. Â Annual waste volume from The
Mill is reported to be 62,000 cubic metres of liquid waste per day on average. Â Maximum
wastewater should not exceed 85,000 cubic metres per day. A volume of 62,000 cubic metres
is Â 22,630,000,000 litres of liquid waste per year. Â 22.63 billion litres of industrial waste
into the Northumberland Strait. Â Because the 22.6 billion litres of waste water is at 35
degrees Celsius, it will require 5 times this volume in marine waters to reduce the thermal
loading from 35 degrees C to ambient temperatures. Â The Mill waste waters will impact 100
billion litres of the marine waters, due to temperature alone. Â The three diffusers described in
the text are not significantly described. One can only assume that each diffuser pipe would be



Â very close to 350 centimeters, or 0.35 meters or 12 inches, given the pipeline is 900
centimeters in diameter. Â The heat affected zone for each of the three diffusion pipes at a
flow of 0.3 cubic meters per second is well beyond 10 meters in the downstream directionâ?¦ It
is not possible to diffuse rapid flowing water, and the jet description Â imagined for air
distribution is simply not p ossible with moving water. 7. Management of the Â settling
pond/tanks on The Mill site: Â The oxides of sulphur, sulphur dioxide, hydrogen sulphide and
other compounds pose a occupational health and safety risk to employees Â The NS
department of Labour requires no employee to be exposed to more than 0.5 parts per million
of hydrogen sulphide in accordance with ACGIH threshold limit values TLVs for workplace
employees. Â The pipeline construction... 8. Â The fusion of the high density polyethylene
pipeline is not sufficiently considered by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited. Â They NPNS
Ltd stated the pipeline will be pressure tested before burial in the Northumberland Strait. Â
There is no statement of quality control for the land buried pipeline or for the segment under
Pictou Harbour running adjacent to the Highway 106 causeway. Â The proposed pipeline must
be pressure tested the entire length of the 15 kilometres. 9. Â The Pipeline must also be buried
in the Pictou Harbour zone to prevent the pipeline from suffering fatigue cracking. Â This is
not addressed within the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited Focus Report of September 2019.
10. Â The diffuser assembly as described and depicted in the Focus Report by NPNS Ltd.,
page 61 suggested flanged connections. Â The flanges of stainless steel depicted page 86,
Figure 4.2-2, would most likely be selected with stainless steel bolts. Â Stainless steel which is
buried in the marine environment does not have access to oxygen to maintain the passivation /
corrosion resistance. Chromium in stainless steel needs oxygen to create a rust resistant layer.
Â Stainless steel that is buried in seawater will rust and corrode. Â 11. The flow rate of the hot
waste water of 700 to 950 litres per second will cause pitting corrosion of the flanged
connectors. Â The diffuser pipes will break off due to the corrosion of these stainless steel
flanges. Â The diffusers will have a very short service life. Â No mention by Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Ltd., is provided on the maintenance of the pipeline diffusers, a mission critical
part of the effluent dispersion systemâ?¦ I am a corrosion and materials chemist and speak
from experience.Â Â Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental HistoryÂ Paper Excellence and
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia operated the kraft pulp mill without an electrostatic preceptor for
more than a year without reporting its failure to the community or its regulator. Northern
Pulpâ?Ts Power Boiler has failed emissions testing. The Northern Pulpâ?Ts Recovery Boiler
failed emissions testing. Regardless of failed airborne pollution testing, the Mill operations
continued until appropriate shutdowns could be scheduled well after directions/Ministerâ?Ts
Orders were given to the Mill management. Â Â The proposed size of the first and second
stage clarifiers and the â?oBAS technology may appear interesting to the environmental
assessment decision makers. Â However, there is only a four or five hour residency of waste
waters to remain in effluent treatment holding system.Â Waste waters flowing between 700 -
950 litres per second, entering each of the first and second stage clarifiers, this flow rate will
cause extreme turbulence. The magnitude of the waste water flow rate limits the capacity of
the clarifiers. Furthermore the off-gasing of hydrogen sulphide from the clarifiers will create a
process that is difficult to understand and control as well as potentially deadly to workers
exposed to the open clarifiers. Â The recent Mill Management, while perhaps willing to invest
in operator training, most likely will under resource this waste treatment system as previously
demonstrated.Â The waste treatment proposal only addresses the BOD/COD, pH attributes of
the waste waters. Â The off-gasing from sulphites/sulphides/oxides of sulphur, wear metals,
inorganic chemical iron, nickel, chromium, cadmium, sodium sulphide, sodium sulphates
pollution, and the huge thermal pollution issues are not addressed by the proposed plan of
action.Â The high density polyethylene piping system to transport the waste water effluent to
the final marine site will effectively insulate the waste waters and prevent heat loss. The daily



loss of 62,000,000 to 82,500,000 litres hot water 35 to 40 degree Celsius into the environment
is â?ocriminal. Conclusions: The proposed effluent treatment system is undersized for the
clarifiers and the current daily waste water volumes. Once effluents have passed the clarifier
system, there is little opportunity for subsequent remediation should BOD testing indicate
non-compliance, this is an issue. Â BOD testing requires an hour to complete in an onsite
laboratory test, Â which only provides three hours Â to stop production of the Mill should a
compliance issue arise. 6.6 million kilograms of waste solids will be piped into the
Northumberland Strait, if the proposed effluent treatment facility works as well as stated by
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited. Waste effluent at 35 degrees C. Â or more Â will enter
the Northumberland Strait killing marine life. Â This effluent thermal loading alone is deadly,
regardless of BOD/COD/ heavy metals, total suspended solids, etcâ?¦ The projected waste
water path via the diffusers, does not accurately address the thermal toxicity to marine life, the
foul smelling oxides of sulphur by-products, the chronic heavy metals contamination from the
Millâ?Ts equipment, piping, pumps, chromium electroplated rollers, presses etc. which will
enter the Northumberland Strait. The waste waters are out of the visual sight of the Mill
Management, its response teams, and could have days of non compliant waste disposal before
regulatory processes would require Â immediate shutdown of the proposed waste treatment
system. Â This would be at the expense of fisherman, marine life, and a valuable coastal zone
area for tourists, residents and endangered marine mammals.Â Lastly Â An Industrial
Approval should not be considered by the Province of Nova Scotia for the continuing
operations of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited the Mill until the Mill replaces the
existing kraft caustic digestion technology and implements a closed loop water pulping
process: such that there is little or no waste management issue, no need to dump waste process
chemicals Â and spent waters into the marine environment of Pictou County, the Pictou
Landing First Nations or the Strait of Northumberland.Â Sincerely  Chemist 

New Glasgow, N.S. Name:  Chemist Email: @me.com
Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow, N.S. Postal-Code: 
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From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 4:25:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: save jobs and
environment Name: @bellaliant.net Address: 
Municipality: liverpool Postal-Code: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 4:36:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the project. The
mill will be treating the waste water the best way possible and disposing it in a safe location.
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Debert Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 5:02:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree with the plan in
place thats proposed to build new treatment plant. I own a gas station and rely on the
employment of forestry workers Name: Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Bridgewater  Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 22



From: @cvwpa.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 5:08:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a land owner and
 Carleton Victoria Forest Products Marketing Board in Florenceville, NB.

The closing of this pulp mill would have a devastating effect on the forest industry in this
region and the Maritime region as a whole. I would implore your government to keep this mill
operating until other uses for the wood is developed. Name: 

@cvwpa.ca Address:  Municipality: Fielding Postal-Code: 
 Phone:  email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51

y: 19



From: @bulletproofsi.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 5:19:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Name: 

@bulletproofsi.com Address:  Municipality: Fredericton Postal-
Code:  email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 64 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 6:08:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please provide an
extension to the Boat Harbour Act under the condition that Northern Pulp build their new
treatment facility without delay. If Northern Pulp is not able to build their new treatment
facility before Boat Harbour closes they will be in a situation where they will likely have to
shut down permanently. The closure of Northern Pulp would have far reaching and long term
negative economic ramifications in the region, not only NS, but also the rest of Atlantic
Canada. Please, Minister, do not let this happen. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Fredericton, NB Municipality:
Fredericton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 6:50:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: All environmental
studies were passed. I grew up in a forestry family and depend on it as does th e whole
province. I believe that a pulp mill/market is essential for proper forest management . Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Milton
Postal-Code: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 6:59:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a life-long forestry
worker. Over the years, I have personally witnessed the change in attitude that good forestry
operations have taken with respect to their environmental foot print in the communities where
they operate. However, not all companies have proven to be good stewards of the resource or
environment. Just look back about 10 years, in Atlantic Canada, UPM Miramichi New
Brunswick and Abitibi Bowater Grand Falls Newfoundland and Labrador. UPM pulled the
plug on the Miramichi paper mill after stripping the land of timber, and cutting up the
machinery to make sure no one could purchase the mill and put it back into production. This
devastated the local economy and has caused the young people to leave the area to pursue
futures elsewhere. In Grand Falls Newfoundland and Labrador, not only did they lose all the
jobs attached to the mill, and spinoff jobs created by the mill, but the government of
Newfoundland and Labrador had to pay the 200 million bill to do the environmental clean-up
of the site. With no economic output from the mill and all those good-paying jobs, this was an
especially difficult expense. Paper Excellence purchased the pulp mill in 2011 and letâ?Ts be
honest, the future was not bright under the old ownership. Lack of research and development
money, lack of investment and lack of a will to make the operation sustainable was where this
site was at a mere 8 years ago. Since the purchase, Northern Pulp have already invested over
70 million into improving their environmental foot print, switching from burning dirty bunker
C oil to cleaner natural gas and installing a new precipitator. Money well spent with noticeable
improvement to air quality in the community. With respect to the 200 million improvement to
the effluent treatment upgrade. The site I work at has a similar effluent treatment system.
These systems run with strict environmental watchdog systems in place, continuous
monitoring of the in and out flow, and stringent testing protocols, which are the norm with any
effluent treatment system. This site will be no different than the over 80 sites in Canada with
similar treatment systems. Northern pulp has addressed every concern raised in the initial
public consultation comments and every question posed to them by Nova Scotia Environment
using 3rd party opinions from experts in the field, scientific studies and actual facts, instead of
emotion and self interest. This site now has a plan, a plan to move forward and continue to
improve the environmental footprint that exists today. As the Minister of Environment for the
province of Nova Scotia itâ?Ts up to you now to make your decision. And following the
scientific review of the focus report, within the limits of the focus report terms of reference,
there are no adverse effects or significant environmental effects which may be caused by the
undertaking. Approve this plan, and get this project started and keep the forestry sector in
Nova Scotia alive. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Bains Corner Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 30



From: @nb.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 7:06:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have
little impact on the Strait and fisheries. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility
is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry
and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the
Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. Name: 

@nb.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: New Maryland
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 56 y: 23



From: @guderley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 7:07:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that the Nova
Scotia government cannot make an unbiased decision about this plan given a clear conflict of
interest. Having partially funded the preparation of the prosed replacement effluent treatment
facility, the NS government is not in a position to reject the proposal. This facility should be
evaluated by the federal government, because the effluent would affect three provinces, not
just Nova Scotia. The focus report is meant to deal with issues such as toxicity to fish and
invertebrate populations that cannot be studied adequately in the time frame available for the
preparation of the report. As a biologist, I know how long it takes to properly study such
questions. Therefore, due to the major conflict of interest and the inadequacy of the focus
report, I believe that you should send this project out for examination by the Federal
Department of Environment and Climate Change. Now that the federal election is over, they
should be able to take th is on. Name: @guderley.ca Address: 

Municipality: Boutiliers Pt. Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 17



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 7:22:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Do not shut down
Northern Pulp.It would be devastating to the Forestry industry.Northern Pulp are willing to do
the work and all they are asking for is the time needed to do it.If this closes it will effect so
many other businessand thousands of jobs will be lost.Keep Northern Pulp running! Name:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: Chelsea Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 8:24:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the facility
project Nova Scotia need to save all the jobs every one has families to feed. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Digby Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 95 y: 15



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 9:40:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I am 100 in favor of this new proposed treatment plant, as the
science proves that both The fishery and forestry Industry can co-exist together. It would be
financial insanity to shut down this Mill, an extension must be given to Northern Pulp to build
this state of the art effluent treatment plant and to install the pipeline. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-
Code: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 24



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: October 31, 2019 10:19:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need forestry. We.
Need Northern Pulp. This project is gonna help everyone and everything. Survive longer This
is a great decision to build a new plant Name:  Email:

@live.com Address:  Municipality: New Canada Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 56 y: 25
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Re: Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Focus Report 

Greetings, 

We are pleased to have an opportunity to provide comments regarding the Focus Report for the 
Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project, an essential development for the 
future of forestry in Nova Scotia. 

Unifor' proudly represents 230 workers at Northern Pu lp, 12,000 workers in Nova Scotia, and 
23,000 forestry workers across Canada. We are Canada's largest union in the private sector with 
315,000 members in every sector of the economy, and regularly advocate for good jobs, 
sustainable development, and progressive change for a better future. 

From the outset of discussions concerning the future of the Northern Pulp mlll, our union has 
agreed the Boat Harbour facility must close. We firmly believe there can be a solution that 
supports good jobs, protects the environment and respects First Nations' rights. Our members, 
and their families, live and work In the communitles around the mill and have the highest interest 
in build ing a truly sustainable future. 

The science clearly supports approval 

Northern Pulp's proposed wastewater treatment facility Focus Report follows an extensive period 
of scientific study. The proposed new treatment facility will see the replacement of the existing 
plant with a state of the art wastewater treatment facility that will result in a significant 
improvement in the way treated wastewater is discharged. With the implementation of this new 
facility, Northern Pulp will become one of the most environmentally responsible mills in North 
America. 

/ 2 
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The Focus Report provides a science-based review arising from more than twenty different 
Investigations and analyses. These scientific analyses include environmental baseline studies, 
engineering designs, archaeological investigations, receiving water modeling, and Mi'kmaq 
Ecological Knowledge Studies, among others. 

Not only will the new effluent treatment facllfty meet all requirements of the Nova Scotia 
Environment Act, it will also comply with several other essential regulations. Project components 
are designed to meet the federal Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations, the National Building Code 
of Canada, the Canadian Standards Association best practices for effluent treatment and pipeline 
construction, and other design codes and standards. Additionally, all future facility operations 
would also be conducted under a provincial Industrial Approval. "fhis project wlll be well regulated 
to ensure that it meets the highest standards for safe operation and environmental protection . 

Based on the assessments made previously, and for the Focus Report, no significant adverse 
residual environmental effects are predicted for the air environment, fresh water environment or 
marine environment. Additionally, third party environmental experts have assessed that no 
significant Impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

It Is our view that the completion of Focus Report provides the science-based evidence that will 
enable the environmental assessment to be approved. 

An excellent record of Improved performance 

Northern Pulp's replacement effluent treatment facility is the latest of a long series of Investments 
in environmental improvements at the mill. When acquiring Northern Pulp, Paper Excellence saw 
it as an opportunity to purchase an older mill and invest in operational and environmental 
improvements to extend its life, the associated economic activity, and related employment. 

Understanding the facility needed a considerable amount of work, Paper Excellence took over the 
mill with a goal to improve safety, efficiency, productivity and to make environmental 
improvements. More than $70 million has been invested since 2011 toward reducing effluent 
flow; reducing odorous, particulate, and greenhouse gas emissions; and to improve air quality 
monitoring. From the onset of its ownership, Paper Excellence committed to Investing In 
environmental improvements which has led to: 

• Reduced odorous emissions by more than 90% on average; 

• Reduced recovery boiler particulate emissions by 99% on average; 
• Reduced mill-wide particulate emissions by more than 80% on average; and 
• Reduced greenhouse gas emissions through the conversion from fuel oil to natural gas. 

The environmental record of the mill will be improved even further with the proposed 
replacement effluent treatment facility. 
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Strong regulations in a global industry 

Canada has world-leading environmental regulation, lncludlng some of the most forward thinking 
and sustainable forestry management legislation and practices In the world. It should be no 
surprise that Canada leads the world with the highest proportion of our forests officially certified 
as sustainable. Nova Scotia, like all provinces, has excellent forestry management legislation 
through the Nova Scotia Forestry Act, and continues to modernize and improve on policy and 
regulation through the Nova Scotia Code of Forest Practice: A Framework for the Implementation 
of Sustainable Forest Management. From all perspectives, forest products made In Nova Scotia 
meet the very highest global environ mental standards. 

Having high standards is exactly the right approach for our natural resource Industries. It Is also a 
challenge for commodities that compete in a global market that does not operate on a level 
playing field. The global kraft pulp market is expected to reach 60 million tonnes this year. While 
Canada continues to improve our already strong environmental and forestry management 
regulations, that is not necessarily the case elsewhere. Kraft pulp production is growing at a rapid 
rate across South America and Asia. Some of the countries with the fastest growing forestry 
Industries, particularly In kraft pulp production, are tn parts of the world notorious for weak 
environmental regulation and enforcement, few labour rights and minimal Indigenous rights. 

From the broadest environmental and social Justice perspective, we should all champion 
maintaining and expanding forestry production in those nations with strong standards. If Northern 
Pulp was forced to close, the mill's share of the global market would rapidly be filled from 
elsewhere, with high odds that it is produced with far lower environmental, labour and Indigenous 
rights standards. 

Northern Pulp performs well compared to other mills 

There are 89 pulp and paper mills in Canada operating from coast to coast. In most instances these 
mills discharge treated air emissions, create solid waste and discharge treated wastewater into 
rivers, lakes or marine environments. In comparison to other mills, Northern Pulp is now very 
typical In terms of Its emissions footprint and processes. 

The Focus Report provides data on treated effluent collected by the Independent organization 
Forest Products Association of Canada, which was used to compare Northern Pulp's effluent 
performance to Canada's other 22 stand alone Kraft facilities. Additionally, Paper Excellence 
provided air emissions and solid waste data for its nine other facilities in Canada and France. 
Keeping in mind that each of these mills already operate in accordance with all existing 
environmental regulations, the evidence shows that Northern Pulp performs as well, or better, 
than the majority of the other mllls. 
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Compared to the group of 23 kraft mills in Canada, an analysis of five different measures 
concerning water use, oxygen demand, sediment and chlorine load shows that Northern Pulp's 
average ranking was better than half of the other mllls. On these five measures, Northern Pulp · 
ranked in the top third on two, in the top half on two others and ln the top two-thirds on one. 

Slmllarly, compared to the group of 10 Paper Excellence mills in Canada and France, an analysis of 
six measures of air emissions and solid waste show that Northern Pulp is right in the middle of the 
pack, with an average ranking of 5.5 among the ten mills. Moreover, in absolute measurements 
(as opposed to rankings), in no case was Northern Pulp anywhere near the bottom performers. 

Northern Pulp is operating in one of the Jurisdictions with among the very highest environmental 
standards in the world, and already performs better than the majority of mills In Canada and 
nearly half of Paper Excellence's mills. By all measures, Northern Pulp lands firmly in the middle of 
an already highly regulated pack. Of course, the mill's environmental record will improve even 
furthe r with the proposed replacement effluent treatment facility. 

The link between a strong environment and strong economy 

The Nova Scotia Environment Act is recognized as an essential piece of legislation designed to 
protect our shared environment, and guide our economic development. The Act rightly spells out 
its purpose through a set of principles for sustainable development that should guide Its 
application, including: 

The linkage between economfc and environmental fssues, recognizing that long-term 
economic prosperity depends upon sound environmental management and that effective 
environmental protection depends on a strong economy. 

It Is on th is principle that policy-makers need a full understanding of the vital economic role played 
by Northern Pulp in the broader forestry industry, rural communities and the wider Nova Scotia 
economy. 

There is a lot at stake in this approval process, far more than immediately meets the eye. It seems 
obvious to most that Northern Pulp operations make an Important contribut ion to the econorny. 
What is not always well understood, however, Is how big that Impact actually is. 

The mill is the anchor for a much wider industry that stretches across the province, providing good 
jobs In many smaller and rural communities with high unemployment, and where good jobs are 
scarce, If the mill is allowed to close, the impact will be devastating not only for the workers at 
Northern Pulp, their families, and communities, but for the entire province. 
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Earlier this year Unifor commissioned an independent study from Gardner Pinfold Consulting to 
examine the economic impact of a possible closure of Northern Pulp. Gardner Pinfold is 
recognized as one of Canada's leading firms in terms of its analytical capabilities and experience 
related to the economics of natural resource development and management. 

The purpose of the study was to examine the broad economic Impact and contribution the 
operations of Northern Pulp provides within the Pictou County region, and across the province of 
Nova Scotia. The study not only examined the impact of the mill as on ongoing business, but also 
examined forestry sector dependence on Northern Pulp through analysis of the economic impacts 
under a scenario of a potential mill closure, focusing particularly on the impacts upon sawmills 
that are highly dependent on the mill. 

A close look at the community level was also made through an analysis of the Impacts of the mill, 
and related industries, in five of t he most affected counties. Through rigorous and independent 
economic analysis, combined with detailed interviews with representatives from 13 sawmills, 
forestry harvesters and related suppliers, the study found that: 

• Northern Pulp is a key player in rural Nova Scotia, creating a significant number of well
paying jobs in typically high-unemployment areas; 

• Its unique partnerships with sawmills, forestry contractors and private woodlot owners are 
critical to its success, and to the rural economy; 

• Owing to the inter-connected dependence of the forestry sector on the mill, a closure of 
the mill would result in the closure of several sawmills and forest harvesting businesses; 

• Northern Pulp spends $279 million annually, with most spent in Nova Scotia; 
• A supply chain of 1,379 companies support the mill operation; 
• About 2,679 full-time equivalent Jobs are supported by the mill; 
• Workers throughout the economy gain $128 million annually worth of income; 
• Approximately $38.4 million in tax revenues is generated annually to the provincial and 

federal governments; and 

• A closure of the mill would remove all of these spending, employment, income and tax 
revenue benefits from the economy. 

An important choice for the future 

Canada is a nation rich in natural resources. With this wealth comes great opportunities, but also 
great responslbilltles. We already have among the strongest environmental protections in the 
world, and should be proud of our record. We also need to understand that a strong economy that 
provides good jobs, and opportunities for economic development, can go hand in hand with 
sustainable development that respects First Nations' rights. 
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Forestry is one ofthe most sustainable industries we have, with prospects for a brlght future, but 
only if we make the right choices. We have one of those choices In front of us now. We strongly 
believe that approval of the Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project is the 
right choice for our members, the broader forestry sector, all stakeholders and rights holders, and 
the province of Nova Scotia. 

Sincerely, 

BM:LM:lmc/cope-343 

Tel/'rel: 416.497.4110 I Toll-fl'fl/Semfrals: 1.800.268.5763 I Fu/Telec: 416.49S.3753 unlfor.ol"I 
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NOV/01/2019/FRI 10:00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 l

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 

years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts a re expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 
Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 



NOV/ 01/ 2019/ FRI 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Haiifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, t think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying tree~ release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS NOV O 1 2019 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 01 / 2019/ FRI 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 

NOV O 1 ~J19 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 01 / 2019/ FRI 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson1 Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 

NOV O 1 L.~18 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ Ul / 2019/ FRI 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent ireatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902A24-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 

NOV O 1 i...,.~ 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 01 / 2019/ FRI 10 :00 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 902883232 4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ 01 / 2019/ FRI 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister W ilson: 

P. 008 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ Ul / 2019/ FRI 10:01 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 009 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ 01 / 2019/ FRI 10 :01 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax; 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 010 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 

NOV O 1 ~-u:~ 
RECEIVED 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 II 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS 

NOV O 1 ' v .1 Lv ,;:, 

RECEIVED 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 012 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scoti;;i Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Mlnlster Wilson: 

r. UU4 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the governn,ent 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is completed and approved, I 

think It Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 
process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact thelr project may or may not have on the environment. These 
findings are reported In Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment . I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change~. If Northern Pulp is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored Into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 
products which store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role ln climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That Is impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulp's 
plan Is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the fishing Industry has successfully 
fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed 

diffuser will meet Canadian marine guldellnes and there is no history of lee scour at the planned locatlon of the 

diffuser. Based on this Information, I believe this project will have litt le impac:t on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment footprint will 
be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist ;;ind fina lly, and very 
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the 

fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 



nvv1 u1 1 LUlj/ r 11 uJ;uo r m c1 msaa1 e Lumcer r. UU'.J 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third,party consultant, 
Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in elther the near or far-fi eld. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major 

consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It is 98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Moose Brook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

t' . u u 

I an, in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such tlme the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These 
findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world Is "climate change''. If Northern Pulp Is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into 
products which store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vita I role In climate change mallagement. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mlll has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulp's 
plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing Industry has successfully 
fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed 

diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the 

diffuser. Based on this information, l believe this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment footprint will 
be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing Industries wlll be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very 
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 

I am proud of ou r forest Industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the 

fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 
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Concern has been raised about the accumu lation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party consultant, 
Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-fie ld . 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low,grade wood fibre in our forest and the major 

consumer of this product Is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environment<1I Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It ls 98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would fove to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Maitland, 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r . UU I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Noel, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fa><: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. UUL 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is completed and approved, I 

think it Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp Is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses Into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, kllllng trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 
products which store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mlll has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over SO years. Northern Pulp's 
plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully 
fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant Impacts are expected on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the 

fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of Its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change" . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the ca rbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere .. In summary, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

I am proud ofour forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

_ Kennetcook, NS NOV O 1 2019 

RECEIVED 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

r. uuu 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new efflL1ent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Asses$ment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup wil l begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that It is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field . 

Sincerely1 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I, UU I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approva l of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

When this state~of-the-art wastewater treatment faci lity is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Stewiacke, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

f . uuo 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment rs 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of masslve,pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 
proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 
on the Strait and fisheries. 
The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northt1mberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902w424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

l , UUJ 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environment~! Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an Improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, N~ 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

l, u u 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That Is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Beaverbank, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I , UU l 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r . UUL 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

1 am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. UUJ 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re~route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and t here is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 
on the Strait and fisheries. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment F<1cility 

October 311 2019 

Via fax : 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I, UU'± 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re·route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r . UU'.) 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

East Gore, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

l. uuu 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start t~e cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think It is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
Impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

l, UU I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 
government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook 



Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I, UUU 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is completed and approved, I 

think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 
process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive I 
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulp's 
plan Is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully 
fished the Strait. Third party environ mental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a reslllt of this project. 

I am proud of our forest Industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major 
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It is 98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon WIison, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r . UU::J 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think It ls appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That Is Impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mlll has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulp's 
plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully 
fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant Impacts are expected on any 
flsherles or f ish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest Industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe In the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulatlon of materials around the diffuser. A thirdwparty consultant, 
Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major 

consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it Is 98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces Z3MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

1 , U ! L, 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

f. U I J 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start t~e cleanup of Boat Harbour untll a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it rs appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role ln 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agricu lture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: UA Local 244
Subject: Northern Pulp waste water assessment
Date: November 1, 2019 12:37:16 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am sending this email in support of Northern Pulp's planned waste water treatment facility.
I have worked at the Pulp mill in Abercrombie for various contractors and for the mill itself as a temporary
employee.
I and my family have fished in the waters near the present outfall from Boat Harbour, and have purchased and eaten
shellfish that has been harvested from these same waters for over sixty years.
I and my family have used these same waters for swimming and boating all my lifetime, and will continue to do so
after Northern Pulp installs the new and improved treatment facility.
I have also benefitted from the harvesting of pulpwood that was purchased by Northern Pulp.
In closing, Nova Scotia needs industry. Pictou County needs industry. Without these industries our part of the
province will die out. Just look at the enrolment in our schools today compared to fifty years ago when I went to
school. The young people can't find employment here so they move away, leaving us older folks to try and keep our
communities going.

Sincerely,

a Scotia.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:ualocal244@ns.sympatico.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus Report Form Northern Pulp- letter of response
Date: November 1, 2019 6:39:46 AM
Attachments: Northern Pulp Proposal Comments to Report.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Honorable Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment
Government of Nova Scotia

Environmental Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment
PO Box 442, Halifax, NS
B3J 2P8

October 31, 2019

Re: Response to the Focus Report on Effluent Treatment Facility-Northern
Pulp, NS Corp.

Sir,
In February of this year we sent a 3 page letter of deep concern to then
Minister of the Environment,  The Honorable Margaret Miller regarding
the proposed Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility.
We were encouraged by her response to Northern Pulp that the Minister
had read our letter and listened to our specific areas of concern and
those of many others regarding the plant’s proposal and the probable
effects it would have on the air, land and surrounding waters of Pictou
County, The Northumberland Strait, and environs. We have attached our
letter here and hope that you can take time to read it as it contains
our then and present issues with the proposal and continues to be
relevant regarding Northern Pulp’s Focus Report.

We are appalled that there is little in the Focus Report that addresses
our fears for the land over which their proposed pipe will be built or
for the waters into which their effluent will be discharged.  In a Focus
Report where Appendices are empty and ‘new’ information  does not point
to any new and enlightening science does not give residents any reason
to put trust in a Company that has for so long  used the resources of
this county, IE: land, forests and clean water so very blithely. It
seems that this report was written with less integrity and earnestness
than the last one.

We live in a province that takes its environmental values and standards
very seriously. Those values have been translated over the past decades
into actions by its citizens to reduce, reuse and recycle in our homes,
our workplaces and our schools, etc.  We have for many years led the
country in innovative ways to help our environment survive the next
millennium for both ourselves and our children by teaching and learning
ways to reduce the burden of our footprint on our land and in our seas.






Honorable Margaret Miller

Minister of Environment,

Government of Nova Scotia



Environmental Assessment Branch

Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442 Halifax, NS

B3J 2P8



February 25, 2019



Re: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project-Northern Pulp, NS Corp. 



Madam,

 We are writing as present Pictou residents and former home owners in the Caribou Island area of Nova Scotia, very near the site of Northern Pulp’s proposed discharge of its effluent material. We are active residents who enjoy fully the environmental life of this part of Northern Nova Scotia from the recreational pursuits of walking, biking, swimming, sailing and kayaking on and around Pictou Harbour and the Caribou Harbour areas, to the pride we have in the area as a viable environment in which we can continue to thrive and in which other generations will buy and build homes, settle and raise children and continue to enjoy the wonderful and close community that has been built here over the years. We feel strongly as members of this great county that the proposal put forward by Northern Pulp is flawed in a number of ways and should not be considered as a way forward for this mill. This pipe proposal should be denied as it has the potential to “...damage or change the environment in a manner that negatively affects aspects of human (and marine) health”.   



We have long lived with the air pollution caused by the mill over that past 50 plus years and felt this was a very high cost for the economic life of the community, as said air quality has been thought by some studies to cause many of the lung, heart and other health issues of those in this county. In recent years we have looked with horror at the conditions at Boat Harbour, its affect on wildlife and on the indigenous peoples of Pictou Landing First Nation. We have been very gratified to learn that there will be restoration there for the land and waterways with the clean-up proposed to begin next January. The air pollution continues....     



In the Executive Summary of the proposal, Northern Pulp suggests that there will be “no significant” affects of the effluent from the pipe on Fish, Fish Habitat, Flora, Sediment Quality or on the Social and Economic Environment in and around Caribou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait. It is hard to believe that they could report this without any understanding of how much of the solids, how much silt, what smell, what measure of ‘plume’ or what temperature of water will be issued from the end of the pipe on any given day and what effects each will have. Water temperature and effluent will affect the fish/lobster/oyster/ life of the immediate water area and the fishing industry as a whole, including licences for shell fish just off shore. The changes in water color, and the sight and smell of waste will affect land and property values, even passenger service on the Northumberland Ferry during the summer months has the potential to be affected. The water pollution affecting fish and wildlife habitat, especially migrating birds such as heron and small shore birds and the seal population living close to Caribou Island and Pictou Island a good deal of the year is vast. The human recreational and tourism costs of loss of swimming, boating and recreation in the area including many parks and public beaches could reach millions of dollars of revenue to the community just by the fact that tourists would know that the effluent is being released into the area. With solid and or silt effluent the very currents may be changed by this accumulating effluent on the Harbour bottom. 



Tens of thousands of litres of effluent will be flushed into Caribou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait daily without an effective monitoring system applicable to either land or water usage. This company has yet to develop any monitoring system that speaks to long term assessment and when Northern Pulp says that it will have a system in place to “adapt long term to changing conditions” we are skeptical, as we have seen what the mill has done over the years in Boat Harbour.  We are concerned as well about the life of the pipe itself overland or in some places a few feet underground as it follows the #106 to the sea and how this may affect our land masses, transportation and most importantly our Pictou Watershed.



The proposal of a “new” program on the mill site for dealing with solids does not sit well with us as we wonder how they will be handled in the short and long term. Will burning some of the remaining solids add to the air pollution we are now exposed to daily? Will they end up in the effluent as sludge and further pollute the waterways in Caribou Harbour? Will they be buried and how will that affect the health of individuals  who live in the area and work on site? The trust is thin on this issue as you can imagine. 



Therefore, for these reasons we oppose the Pipeline Proposal and suggest a more extensive study to ameliorate the concerns we and many others in the area have about this proposal. We believe strongly that a Full Environmental Assessment is necessary for the continued health and safety of the environment in Pictou County.    













We thank you for your time and attention to our concerns as citizens of Nova Scotia.



We would appreciate an acknowledgement of this letter,



Most sincerely,

Anne Bulley,





Gil Redman



PO Box 162

Pictou, Nova Scotia

B0K 1H0       

  



Our children and grandchildren have become advocates for the change that
is needed in our world. How can we of this generation allow continued
pollution of the air, the land and the sea here in this province by a
company that seems not only not to care for these values but to exploit
its resources. Using up to 40 million litres of clear fresh water daily
and pumping out sludge into Boat Harbour for 52 years and now when this
is coming to an end to try, through a flawed and insufficiently
supported plan of a running a pipeline into the clean and clear waters
of the Northumberland Strait is not the plan of a company that chooses
to think and care about the environment or our way of life.

There have been many ideas touted for a way to deal with this many sided
issue if this proposal is rejected and when the Boat Harbour closure is
honored and the land and waters restored to Pictou Landing First Nation.
These ideas consider the Mill’s employees and its forestry and
transportation workers. It is cognizant of the economic and tax output
of plant. Some of these ideas include: 1.) using a closed-looped system
for the reuse of water and effluent within the plant; 2.) closing the
plant and support pensioned employees through better use of government
dollars over coming decades to buy into an insured pension plan for
these employees; 3.) or by forcing the Mill to update to a modern system
of dealing with effluent in its plant. These are only a few of the
possible counter measures to the proposed pipeline. We hope that with
your decision, that all citizens of this county and of future
generations are its heart.

We implore you to think of our concerns both here and in our last letter
along with those like minded folk of this county and of our present and
future concerns for our environment here in Pictou County. Do now allow
this to become any more of a disaster than it already is and a drain on
the economy which it no doubt will continue to be.

  Thank you for your time and attention,

Most Sincerely,

B0K 1H0



 
 
Honorable Margaret Miller 
Minister of Environment, 
Government of Nova Scotia 
 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 Halifax, NS 
B3J 2P8 
 
February 25, 2019 
 
Re: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project-Northern Pulp, NS Corp.  
 
Madam, 
 We are writing as present Pictou residents and former home owners in the Caribou 
Island area of Nova Scotia, very near the site of Northern Pulp’s proposed discharge of 
its effluent material. We are active residents who enjoy fully the environmental life of 
this part of Northern Nova Scotia from the recreational pursuits of walking, biking, 
swimming, sailing and kayaking on and around Pictou Harbour and the Caribou Harbour 
areas, to the pride we have in the area as a viable environment in which we can continue 
to thrive and in which other generations will buy and build homes, settle and raise 
children and continue to enjoy the wonderful and close community that has been built 
here over the years. We feel strongly as members of this great county that the proposal 
put forward by Northern Pulp is flawed in a number of ways and should not be 
considered as a way forward for this mill. This pipe proposal should be denied as it has 
the potential to “...damage or change the environment in a manner that negatively affects 
aspects of human (and marine) health”.    
 
We have long lived with the air pollution caused by the mill over that past 50 plus years 
and felt this was a very high cost for the economic life of the community, as said air 
quality has been thought by some studies to cause many of the lung, heart and other 
health issues of those in this county. In recent years we have looked with horror at the 
conditions at Boat Harbour, its affect on wildlife and on the indigenous peoples of 
Pictou Landing First Nation. We have been very gratified to learn that there will be 
restoration there for the land and waterways with the clean-up proposed to begin next 
January. The air pollution continues....      
 
In the Executive Summary of the proposal, Northern Pulp suggests that there will be “no 
significant” affects of the effluent from the pipe on Fish, Fish Habitat, Flora, Sediment 
Quality or on the Social and Economic Environment in and around Caribou Harbour and 



the Northumberland Strait. It is hard to believe that they could report this without any 
understanding of how much of the solids, how much silt, what smell, what measure of 
‘plume’ or what temperature of water will be issued from the end of the pipe on any 
given day and what effects each will have. Water temperature and effluent will affect the 
fish/lobster/oyster/ life of the immediate water area and the fishing industry as a whole, 
including licences for shell fish just off shore. The changes in water color, and the sight 
and smell of waste will affect land and property values, even passenger service on the 
Northumberland Ferry during the summer months has the potential to be affected. The 
water pollution affecting fish and wildlife habitat, especially migrating birds such as 
heron and small shore birds and the seal population living close to Caribou Island and 
Pictou Island a good deal of the year is vast. The human recreational and tourism costs 
of loss of swimming, boating and recreation in the area including many parks and public 
beaches could reach millions of dollars of revenue to the community just by the fact that 
tourists would know that the effluent is being released into the area. With solid and or 
silt effluent the very currents may be changed by this accumulating effluent on the 
Harbour bottom.  
 
Tens of thousands of litres of effluent will be flushed into Caribou Harbour and the 
Northumberland Strait daily without an effective monitoring system applicable to either 
land or water usage. This company has yet to develop any monitoring system that speaks 
to long term assessment and when Northern Pulp says that it will have a system in place 
to “adapt long term to changing conditions” we are skeptical, as we have seen what the 
mill has done over the years in Boat Harbour.  We are concerned as well about the life of 
the pipe itself overland or in some places a few feet underground as it follows the #106 
to the sea and how this may affect our land masses, transportation and most importantly 
our Pictou Watershed. 
 
The proposal of a “new” program on the mill site for dealing with solids does not sit 
well with us as we wonder how they will be handled in the short and long term. Will 
burning some of the remaining solids add to the air pollution we are now exposed to 
daily? Will they end up in the effluent as sludge and further pollute the waterways in 
Caribou Harbour? Will they be buried and how will that affect the health of individuals  
who live in the area and work on site? The trust is thin on this issue as you can imagine.  
 
Therefore, for these reasons we oppose the Pipeline Proposal and suggest a more 
extensive study to ameliorate the concerns we and many others in the area have about 
this proposal. We believe strongly that a Full Environmental Assessment is necessary for 
the continued health and safety of the environment in Pictou County.     
 
 
 
 



 
 
We thank you for your time and attention to our concerns as citizens of Nova Scotia. 
 
We would appreciate an acknowledgement of this letter, 
 
Most sincerely, 



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:11:22 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Npns effluent treatment
facility should be approved based on the science in the focus report and not on the opinions of
those who refuse to understand it. Most people still do not understand that the outfall of boat
harbour flows into the strait. The new project will be an environmental improvement. Give the
extension as the cleanup of boat harbour cannot begin until federal assessment is completed
which takes several years. Many industrial and municipal effluents flow into st Lawrence river
and towards to the strait as well we are on the gulf stream so we get everything the us eastern
seaboard. We must listen to facts and follow the science. Name:  Email: Address: Ns
Municipality: Abercrombie Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 22

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:41:25 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp generates
90 of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning
coal that NSP uses producing 60 of its energy Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: DOUGLAS
Postal-Code: 



From: @nscc.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:55:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plan does
not make any sense. There is far too much uncertainty and direct conflict with livelihoods in
the fishery and tourism. Forestry will survive the closure of NP, and it will be another
correction for the wood industry here...not unlike the Bowater closure, and there will be
opportunities for government to help, and for small sawmills and other fibre users to adapt.
Please say no to this proposal and be on the right side of history on the decision, and be a part
of the new forestry in NS. Sincerely, Name:  Email: @nscc.ca
Address:  Municipality: Petite Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:01:35 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Hanwell Postal-Code: 



From: @brunswickvalley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:05:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the extension
of the replacement of the treatment facility of the Northern Pulp mill in order not to kill the
sawmill industry in Nova Scotia and parts of New Brunswick. Name:  Email:

@brunswickvalley.ca Address:  Municipality: Fredericton,
NB Postal-Code:



From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:07:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I live in Rural Nova
Scotia. I travel from one end of the province to the other selling forestry equipment. I pay
taxes in Nova Scotia, the company i work for employs 200 people in Atlantic Canada, 20 in
Nova Scotia, they pay taxes to the Nova Scotia Government. The people that I deal with on a
day to day bases, dont have pensions from the government. Most have to work in to there 60-
70s of age before they can retire. But also most choose to work, not because they have to, but
they love what they do. You read this and ask, what does this have to do with Northern
PulpNP. Well the main reason is 1/3 of all the wood that is cut in NS is funneled through NP.
Taking this out of the province will be the end of a industry that is profitable and sustainable.
The industry needs to make money. Our province needs this industry, to pay for Doctors,
Roads, Schools, Hospitals etc....... Our Province needs export, and jobs in rural Nova Scotia.
Thats the business end. We also need a clean industry, and NP is committed to cleaning up the
mess that the former owners of the mill created. So for the love of the population of the
province of Nova Scotia, as i may be one of many many many families cutting roots and
heading west of here to find a province that will take us. Name:  Email:

@alpaequipment.com Address: Scotsburn, NS Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:10:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name:  Email: Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: E3A 5A1 Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
75 y: 31



From: @tsdca.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:13:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp should be
granted the extension it requests. Name:  Email: @tsdca.com Address:

Municipality: Fredericton Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:15:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The economic impact of
the Northern Pulp closure would be felt throughout all maritime provinces. As I understand
the importance of a new treatment facility and believe it should be done, to give NP an
ultimatum without any flexibility on a project this large would be irresponsible to thousands of
maritimers who work and rely in the industry. I hope everyone can work together in order to
solve this problem so a new problem within the economy itself does not take its place. Please
understand the thousands out of work if no collaboration can be met between the two parties.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Fredericton Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @brunswickvalley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:21:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Norther Pulp should
absolutely be given an extension to complete the new treatment facility. They are willing to
invest heavily in the region as well as into improved environmental systems so why not give
them a little extra time. Without Northern Pulp much our forestry will disappear and this
sector works to help maintain a healthy forests. I believe int he science and will be very
disappointed with the NS government if they dont give an extension .... place rules on it if you
must, but give an extension. Name:  Email: @brunswickvalley.ca
Address: Municipality: Fredericton Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:22:09 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Atlantic Canada Needs
Forestry! Should an extension not be granted to Northern Pulp, most of the forestry industry in
NS, PEI, and parts of NB would cease to exist. This pulp mill remains a vital center piece to
the forestry industry. The relating impact on truckers, local restaurants, stores, suppliers, etc.
would be far reaching, long-term, and dramatic. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000
seedlings every year. That is impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into
the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated
effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the
Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Fredericton
Postal-Code: 



From: @eacantimber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:22:54 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The environment is very
important to all Nova Scotians. Northern Pulp is asking for time to build a state of the art
facility to rectify an environmental issue that dates back to previous owners of the mill. Give
them time to do so. Name:  Email: @eacantimber.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Beaver Bank Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @kohltech.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:29:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project. A
sustainable and healthy forestry industry is essential to our economy and the success of
Northern Pulp as a processor and employer is vital to Nova Scotias economy. Name: 

 Email: @kohltech.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @brunswickvalley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:33:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulp getting an extension Name:  Email: @brunswickvalley.ca Address:

Municipality: fredericton Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @brunswickvalley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:34:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support them
receiving an extension Name:  Email: @brunswickvalley.ca Address:

 Municipality: Fredericton Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @brunswickvalley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:34:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support the
extension Name: Courtney Email: @brunswickvalley.ca Address: Municipality: Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 55 y: 26

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @nfti.ns.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:40:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having worked in the
forest industry since 1989, much of it in a management and planning role, I recognize the
importance of Northern Pulps continued operation. Northern Pulp is the cornerstone of rural
Nova Scotias forestry and economic viability. If NP is forced to cease operation, sawmills and
all dependent businesses would soon cease operations. The impact to rural NS would be
devastating. I believe the proposed affluent treatment plant would be a significant
improvement over the current process and will provide an environmentally sustainable
solution. Name:  Email: @nfti.ns.ca Address: 
Municipality: Upper Stewiacke Postal-Code: B0N 2P0 Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 25

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @brunswickvalley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:41:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulp receiving an extension! Name:  Email: @brunswickvalley.ca Address:

Municipality: Keswick Ridge Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:47:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Why not give them an
extension? They are making progress and trying to make the changes. It would be different if
they werent doing anything but at least they are working towards it. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 20



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:51:56 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We as Nova Scotians
need to clean up our environment for our health and for the health of the environment. Name:
Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 36

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 10:18:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Giving them an
extension is the only option. If not, the ripple effect on the NS Forestry industry, NS economy
and more will be felt like never before. Hopefully the NS government comes to their senses
and does the right thing. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Hanwell Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 10:36:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The forestry industry is a
Green Industry, it uses renewable resources, creates renewable energy and products we use
daily. The NIMBY opposition to this mill is counterproductive to global environmental
protection air and water. The more thats produced in a controlled environment like Canadas
the better. Other option is to outsource to other countries with less environmental controls.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: McIvers Postal-Code: 

 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 10:36:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is absolutely crucial
that the pulp mill continues to operate ! There needs to be a â?ocommon groundâ?  between
all parties to resolve this very important issue. There is no question that ALL environmental
concerns need to meet or exceed government standards with regards to the mill or any other
industry in the province. There are landowners all over the maritimes harvesting wood lots
under â?ofearâ?  of the unknown which is not sustainable forestry management. This needs
to be resolved very soon so the forest industry can come out of the 1 year of contraction we
have been in ..... I am proud of the Forest industry in our province and we continue to improve
our Best Management practices and forest implementation guidelines. I believe in the science
and we must find the â?obalanceâ?  between the environment and the economy !! Name:

Email: 1@ns.sympatico.ca Address: Municipality: Oxford, NS
Postal-Code: B0M 1P0 Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 48 y: 32

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 11:02:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Beaver Bank Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 11:04:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and
agriculture industries have demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the
science. The economy and the environment must work together. The Lahey Report and good
forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Beaver Bank Postal-Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: northern pulps proposed effluent pipeline
Date: November 1, 2019 11:05:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear environment minister.
                As you are aware, northern pulp has proposed to place a pipeline into the strait, very close
to the entrance of caribou harbor. This pipe is projected to dump close to 90 million liters a day of
effluent, which at this point, has an unknown composition. As I read through the many pages of this
report I did not see any reference to the large fish plant and the impact that effluent will have on its
clean salt water supply. The fish plant has a 10 inch pipe placed approximately half way across the
harbour and the intake point is approximately 3 kms from where the effluent pipe plans to
discharge. The fish plant, North Nova Seafood’s,  last year purchased and processed close to 20
million dollars in product with several hundred workers and fishermen.

There is also no mention in the proposal of the large amount of water that comes into the
harbor each day on the tides, on an incoming tide 5 vertical feet of water enter that harbor 2 times a
day. Along with the fish plant there are also several oyster leases inside the harbor that would will
also see a negative impact on their stock.

As a resident in the caribou area, I  would like to see our fisher people continue to operate in
a clean environment without an effluent pipe from a pulp mill, as this will have a very negative
impact on employment in the region.

In the caribou region there is also a provincial park called Caribou/Munroe’s island, which
will be approximately 1 km from the outfall location of the proposed pipeline.

In the report filed to you by northern pulp, there is a reference of a buoy map, I believe page
170 in the receiving water section. This map is inaccurate as the flight line of the Ariel survey is
mostly overland and a great distance from the actual outfall location. There are several lobster
fishermen that fish in May and June approximately 200 meters from that location. There is also a
very large herring fishery area 16F which takes place in the region, which landed 3000 metric tons in
2019. This pipeline and discharge area is also in scallop fishing area 24 and scallop fishing does take
place in the region.

Therefore I hope you reject the pipeline proposal.
Reference. www.nnseafoods.ca

                https://www.windfinder.com/forecast/caribou_point
 

 
 
Thank you
 
 

 
Confirm receipt

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
http://www.nnseafoods.ca/
https://www.windfinder.com/forecast/caribou_point


 
Have a nice day !

Pictou, Nova Scotia



From: @catalystpaper.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 11:15:47 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have 30 years of
experience as an environmental professional at a pulp and paper mill on the west coast of
Canada. The Port Alberni mill is located at a sensitive marine location. The Alberni Inlet and
Somass River supports millions of salmon. In 1993 the Port Alberni mill installed an activated
sludge treatment plant in order to meet Special Regulations under the Fisheries Act. The
system has performed exceptionally well and has contributed to improvements in water quality
and fish habitat in the Alberni Inlet. These improvements are documented in the
Environmental Effects Monitoring studies. The activated sludge treatment system replaced an
existing aeration lagoon. The design of the Port Alberni effluent treatment system is similar to
that proposed by Northern Pulp air activated sludge. I encourage you to approve the Northern
Pulp project based on the demonstrated success of a similar system at Port Alberni. This
project will benefit both the environment and the economy. Name:  Email:

@catalystpaper.com Address:  Municipality: Port Alberni
Postal-Code: 



From: @alpaequipment.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 11:50:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do support Elmsdale
Lumber and the entire Nova Scotia Forest Industry Name:  Email:

@alpaequipment.com Address:  Municipality: UPPER
ONSLOW NS Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: ceaa.northernpulp.acee@ceaa-acee.gc.ca; Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca
Subject: 25,000 + Signatures from All Over Canada that Support NO PIPE in the Northumberland Strait
Date: November 1, 2019 11:55:23 AM
Attachments: No Pipe Petiton Signatures.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Hello Minister Wilson,

Please see the attached list of 25,000 + signatures that support No Effluent Pipe into the
Strait.  This number is growing daily and is from people from all over Canada.  This clearly
demonstrates a broad public outcry of concerns.

Thank You

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:ceaa.northernpulp.acee@ceaa-acee.gc.ca
mailto:Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca



Recipient: Minister Environment of Nova Scotia, Minister McKenna, Jonathan Wilkinson


Letter: Greetings,


Minister Miller, Minister Wilkinson and Minister McKenna,


Today we have dozens of rivers that dump into the Northumberland Strait
not counting tributaries. The Strait is a main passage for our a lot of marine
species including Waterfowl. It is a place for them to feed, rest and live.
However all this is at major risk with the proposed 90 million litres of
effluent to be pumped into the Strait a day. The effluent at the outflow of
the pipe is going to come out at 25c in the Winter and 37c in the summer!!
(The natural water temps of the Strait reaches 15C in the summer ) These
temps will absolutely change the diversity and make up of this sensitive and
important marine ecosystem. This will increase the overall temperatures of
the Strait over time due to the high volume of effluent being pumped a day.


The Effluent is going to be fresh water. The Strait is comprised of salt water
and species that require a specific level of salinity. At a rate of 70-90 Million
litres a day, the salinity of the Strait will change as the waste continues to
accumulate over time. This will impact Wetlands, all species that use the
Strait as well as the food sources within.


The makeup of the toxic chemicals that will be part of the effluent will
also pose major threat to marine life. The communications officer for
Northern Pulp has said a few times that the current infrastructure of the
mill cannot handle the new proposed effluent makeup because it will be to
corrosive to their internal setup and that pumping it into the Strait is the
most economical option for the Mill. However, there are many scientific
documents that show the risk and harm that will come from this.


Furthermore, the effluent would contain chlorines, dioxins, metals, among
other toxic constituents and will contain 935kg of solid materials per day.
All of these can bioaccumulate, having catastrophic effects on marine life.
Laboratory studies using individual chlorinated organic compounds that
are commonly discharged from bleached pulp mills have demonstrated
effects such as deformities, as well as embryonic and larval mortalities in
fish. These chronic effects will jeopardize the future of many fish species
and damage the integrity of the ecosystem. It is documented that Dioxins
contaminate fish and shellfish because fish act like sponges for Dioxins,







accumulating them at 25,000-50,000 times the concentrations present in
their environment. It also is reported that fish species 250 miles away from
the source have been impacted.


The other obvious threat to the Strait is the colour of the water will change.
The effluent due to its makeup will change the colour at the water at the
outflow of the pipe which is positioned a few kms offshore and directly into
the Strait. At millions of litres a day, this will impact a very large area and
ultimately change the natural state of the ecosystem.


The Strait already has several large dead zones due to nutrient overloading
from many sources. It cannot handle any additional pressures. Boat
Harbour, once a very healthy estuary and wetlands is an official
environmental disaster due to the mills current waste process. The NS
Government is mandating that it be stopped by 2020 and cleaned up.
However, the option Northern Pulp came up with is to dump it into
the Northumberland Strait! We need Federal involvement and a full
Environmental Assessment completed to ensure that the proper scientific
testing is done and risks highlighted.


These are only a few points of a concern from a very long list that this pipe
will cause. Our wetlands and surrounding marine habitat are not the only
things at risk here. Atlantic Salmon, Trout, Herring, Gasperaux, Smelt, Eels,
Whales, Atlantic dolphins, Tuna, Mackerel, Striped Bass, etc etc etc all will be
impacted by high water temps, toxic chemicals, changes in salinty and water
clarity.


You can help by submitting feedback on the Environmnetal process by
sending your concerns to ea@novascotia.ca







Signatures


Name Location Date


Matt Dort Canada 2018-04-13


Chip Sutherland Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Peter Janes New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Darlene Runnalls Canada 2018-04-13


Brandon Robicheau Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Aaron Fisher Amherst, Canada 2018-04-13


Lance Rodey Moncton, Canada 2018-04-13


Tonia Curtis Bridgewater, Canada 2018-04-13


Rick Clarke Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Anita Still Canada 2018-04-13


Craig Cochrane Saint John, Canada 2018-04-13


Luke Murrell New glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Chris Kinnie Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Chris McCurdy Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Steven Lemoine Canada 2018-04-13


James Sutherland Burlington, Canada 2018-04-13


douglas stewart Trenton, Canada 2018-04-13


Annette Grondin Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-04-13


Brandon crowell porters lake, Canada 2018-04-13


ken weagle lunenburg, Canada 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


ken hutchins Glace Bay, Canada 2018-04-13


Bill Carpan Stillwater NS, Canada 2018-04-13


Matt Piper Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Charles Rennison Hebbville, Canada 2018-04-13


Jeff Falconer Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13


William Walker Chester Basin, Canada 2018-04-13


Thomas Mortimore Elmsdale, Canada 2018-04-13


d doiron Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13


andrew Kaiser Bickerton West, Canada 2018-04-13


Shane Morse Kentville, Canada 2018-04-13


Stacy Doiron North Grant, Canada 2018-04-13


Ian Murray Toronto, Canada 2018-04-13


Christian Levatte Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13


Jordan Reid Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Gayle MacPhail Lyons brook, Canada 2018-04-13


Andrew Nicholson Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13


Christopher McAloney New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


John McNally Amherst, Canada 2018-04-13


Mike Parker Dartmouth, N.S., Canada 2018-04-13


Adam Dorey Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Susana Muñoz Madrid, Spain 2018-04-13


Donald Barnes Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


Alan MacDonald Aspen, Canada 2018-04-13


yolanda schultes Wittenbach, Switzerland 2018-04-13


Lee Kelly Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13


Wayne Hart Glace Bay, Canada 2018-04-13


Bob Bissett Fall River, Canada 2018-04-13


carolina ioana41 Germany 2018-04-13


Irene Nawo-Eichner Hamburg, Germany 2018-04-13


Laurel Larder Pubnico, Canada 2018-04-13


Scott Beaver Sherbrooke NS, Canada 2018-04-13


Petra Hegenscheidt Essen, Germany 2018-04-13


H Mol Poortvliet, Nebraska, US 2018-04-13


jocelyne lapointe Terrebonne, California, US 2018-04-13


Tyler Grant Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13


Linda Titus Westminster, Colorado, US 2018-04-13


Monika Sohr Berlin, Germany 2018-04-13


Willem Kom Hoogezand, Netherlands 2018-04-13


Jerry Rhodes US 2018-04-13


David Williamson Sconser, Scotland, UK 2018-04-13


Rosi Zang Aschaffenburg, Germany 2018-04-13


sean litle Kirkland, Canada 2018-04-13


John Laundon Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13


Kerem Yanaloglu Switzerland 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


Nancy Roussy Grand-Métis, Canada 2018-04-13


Sheilah Cronkite New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Robert DeWolfe Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13


Paul Marriner Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-04-13


Malorie Crispo Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13


David Moore Truro, Canada 2018-04-13


Eva Maria Genovese Muttenz, Switzerland 2018-04-13


john kur Canada 2018-04-13


Stephen Peck Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Kyle Davis Toronto, Canada 2018-04-13


Silvia Steinbrecher Germany 2018-04-13


Birta Nónfjall Copenhagen, Denmark 2018-04-13


Candy MacDonald New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Matthew Jennings New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Donald McCarthy Timberlea, Canada 2018-04-13


Janet Shively Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-13


Alexandra Juvancic Kirchdorf an der Krems, Austria 2018-04-13


Brent Turnbull Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13


jose ignacio Madrid, Spain 2018-04-13


Gilles Barriault Summerside, Canada 2018-04-13


Rick Dempsey Bedford Station, Canada 2018-04-13


Glen Cunningham Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


Patrick Taylor Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Brigitte Donkers Heerlen, Netherlands 2018-04-13


Erin Gillis Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13


Djamila grouci Paris, France 2018-04-13


Vanessa Vance Truro, Canada 2018-04-13


Bradley Arsenault Summerside, Canada 2018-04-13


Linda Geffroy New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Néstor Fernández Quintero Barcelona, Spain 2018-04-13


Jared Livingstone Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Dean Dayton Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-13


Dave Cullen Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-13


Ana Gruber Wolfratshausen, Germany 2018-04-13


Peter MacDonald Sylvester, Canada 2018-04-13


Tyler McGillivray Cardigan, Canada 2018-04-13


Nikolaus Buchinger Burlington, Canada 2018-04-13


Morgan Peirce Las Vegas, Nevada, US 2018-04-13


Sharon Grant New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Skyler Jeddore Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13


Michael Young Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13


Chad Richardson Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Mike Sutherland Sampsonville, Canada 2018-04-13


Hans de Vos Schoondijke, Netherlands 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


Jessica Arsenault Wellington, Canada 2018-04-13


Seth Johnson Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13


Mark Sutherland Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Dominique LANG Vaison-la-Romaine, France 2018-04-13


John Davis Victoria, Canada 2018-04-13


Diana Wallis Seaview, Pictou County, Canada 2018-04-13


Lee Denny Truro, Canada 2018-04-13


Ronny De Coster Ghent, Belgium 2018-04-13


jennifer d'herckers Bredestraat, Belgium 2018-04-13


John Nichols Truro, Canada 2018-04-13


Chris Durant Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Bert Fraser Canso, Canada 2018-04-13


Cherie Kennedy North Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13


Wayne Fogarty Moncton, Canada 2018-04-13


Cole Macleod Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13


darryl bowen Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13


Dean Lowe Canada 2018-04-13


Angela MacDonald Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13


Dillon Paul Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13


Cole Gilbert Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Cory Poulette Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13


Keith Courage Bedford, Canada 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


Sarah MacInnis Westville, Canada 2018-04-13


Gonny Stevens Lanaken, Belgium 2018-04-13


Sigrid Müller Germany 2018-04-13


Doug Peterson Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Sharon Phillips Hawkinsville, Georgia, US 2018-04-13


Allison MacIsaac Westville, Canada 2018-04-13


Faye Macdougall Murray River, Canada 2018-04-13


Josh Babineau Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-13


Michele Leblanc Saint-Joseph-de-Kent, Canada 2018-04-13


Robert Poirier Oak Point, Canada 2018-04-13


Joyce Burhoe Hunter River, Canada 2018-04-13


S Comeau Church Point, Canada 2018-04-13


ursula schilg Mayen, Germany 2018-04-13


Raphaël PONCE Toulouse, France 2018-04-13


TYLER Redden Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Julie Cameron Canada 2018-04-13


Roland Pentz Wabush, Canada 2018-04-13


Marion Schiffers Brussels, Belgium 2018-04-13


Jack Macmillan Hazelbrook, Canada 2018-04-13


Angelika Koch Q. Cove, Canada 2018-04-13


Steve Linthorne alma, Canada 2018-04-13


Jason Walford East Preston, Canada 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


christopher niblett Stourbridge, England, UK 2018-04-13


Melissa Hines Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Mitchell Sarson Toronto, Canada 2018-04-13


Scott Murray Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Gayle Gammon Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13


Gerlinde Holzer Guntersdorf, Austria 2018-04-13


Jason Garland Westville, Canada 2018-04-13


Larry Shortt Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-13


Lee Herbert Lawrencetown, Canada 2018-04-13


Garrett Robbins Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13


joe francis sydney, Canada 2018-04-13


Hailey Caissie Prince Edward Island, Canada 2018-04-13


Jamie Mackenzie Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13


laborgrupo armer teufel Dieter
Reger


Nürnberg, Germany 2018-04-13


Joel Enman Murray harbour, Canada 2018-04-13


Sian Turner Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13


Logan Quist Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


joel Kennedy Montague, Canada 2018-04-13


Mark Kelly Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13


bellinda rolf-jansen Wijk Bij Duurstede, Netherlands 2018-04-13


Laura Buck Westcock, Canada 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


Matt Turner Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13


Kyle Dempsey Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


joanne mailman Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-13


Andrew Kyte Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Caleb Johnson Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Colton Dempsey Bedford, Canada 2018-04-13


ROBERT BEKKERS Blind River, Canada 2018-04-13


Steven White Montague, Canada 2018-04-13


Annik Leger New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13


Barbara Cyr Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13


Taylor Dacey Bedford, Canada 2018-04-13


Alison Kinning Cincinnati, Ohio, US 2018-04-13


Gordon Mackay Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13


Kaelan Schmidt Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Charlie trainor Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13


Khrista Higginbotham Montague, Canada 2018-04-13


Mitchell Roberts Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Alexander Munro Truro, Canada 2018-04-13


Jeremy Millar Murray Harbour, Canada 2018-04-13


Mike Starrs Browns Plains, Australia 2018-04-13


Rick Arsenault Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13


Ray Mills Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13







Name Location Date


Melissa Lee Berwick, Canada 2018-04-13


paulo krentz canoas, Illinois, US 2018-04-13


Bob Godfrey Oxford nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-13


Ryan DeJong Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13


Carolyn Grant Pictou County, Canada 2018-04-13


Evan Gillis Stittsville, Canada 2018-04-14


Brandon Gracie North Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14


Jenna Arsenault Montague, Canada 2018-04-14


Suzanne Gallant-Beagan Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14


Craig MacCarthy Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


James C George Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


David MacKinnon Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14


John Cameron Indian Harbour Lake, Canada 2018-04-14


Sonja Mosher Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Tobias DOUCETTE Saint Peter's, Canada 2018-04-14


Jacklyn Godfrey Oxford, Canada 2018-04-14


Jeff Duggan Summerside, Canada 2018-04-14


todd legere stellarton, Canada 2018-04-14


Logan MacKenzie Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


wendy kearley New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14


Dam Morris Montague, Canada 2018-04-14


john fraser NEW GLASGOW, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Colin Macintyre Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14


Nina Hubenschmidt Walled Lake, Michigan, US 2018-04-14


Dwayne Eye Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Paige Dean Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-14


Val Poulette Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-14


Janis Millu Reno, Pennsylvania, US 2018-04-14


Hazen Patriquin River John, Canada 2018-04-14


John Giles Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Nathan Martin Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-14


Boris Krit Canada 2018-04-14


Dan McLean St Albert, Canada 2018-04-14


Watanabe Osamu Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-14


Cory Worth Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-14


Kris Simmons Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Amanda McSweeney Winnipeg, Canada 2018-04-14


mihaela gongescu Burlington, Canada 2018-04-14


Kyle Judge halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Matthew Webb Truro, Canada 2018-04-14


Heather Baird Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Tina Patterson Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14


Clifford Hutt Silver Spring, Maryland, US 2018-04-14


Kyle Murphy Montague, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Manjinder Kaur Canada 2018-04-14


mauro torelli villarotta- luzzara, Italy 2018-04-14


imran mir Canada 2018-04-14


Rishu Saini Canada 2018-04-14


Edward Dewtie New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14


Melanie Lockyer Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Ryan Shay Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Michelle Halliday Westville, Canada 2018-04-14


patrick poirier Margaree Forks, Canada 2018-04-14


Mike Ross Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-14


Dustin Gunn Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-14


Kelly Goodall Westville, Canada 2018-04-14


Julie Grant Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14


Daniel MacEachern Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14


Jillian Cameron Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-14


CATHRYN SCHNEIDER ABBOTSFORD, Canada 2018-04-14


yancette halverson Portland, Oregon, US 2018-04-14


Hannah Mawhinney Truro, Canada 2018-04-14


Lewis Luke Pitts Rr#1 Trenton NS, Canada 2018-04-14


Lydia Zink Hanover, Germany 2018-04-14


tony decoste trenton, Canada 2018-04-14


Grace Rooney Montague, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Ashley Johnston Cardigan, Canada 2018-04-14


Dean Mrki Greenwood, Canada 2018-04-14


Erinn Graham Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Nan Newall BrightsGrove, Canada 2018-04-14


Birthe Møller SKOV Höör, Oklahoma, US 2018-04-14


Evan Gilbert Matawan, New Jersey, US 2018-04-14


Stephanie Larkin Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-14


Matt Mcdonald New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14


Louis Clements Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


palak sappal Canada 2018-04-14


michael ellsmere Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Jad Abou Saleh Canada 2018-04-14


Emily Elizabeth Porters Lake, Canada 2018-04-14


sheldon beaton port hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-14


cathala corine Pierrelatte, France 2018-04-14


Alex Gould Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


sakaguchi akiko Japan 2018-04-14


Bartha Sjoerdsma Leeuwarden, Netherlands 2018-04-14


joke haan Hoogezand, Netherlands 2018-04-14


alex gould Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14


Dale Starkey Denare Beach, Canada 2018-04-14


petra egging Amsterdam, Netherlands 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Gerard Macoald Inverness, Canada 2018-04-14


Andrew Vallender Leicester, England, UK 2018-04-14


Rob Weir New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14


Colla MacDonald Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14


angelika+ thomas wegner Germany 2018-04-14


leslie pfost Tacoma, Washington, US 2018-04-14


Cathy Miller Vancouver, Canada 2018-04-14


P M Canada 2018-04-14


mike brown hemford, Canada 2018-04-14


Simon Adams Worcester, UK 2018-04-14


Christopher Evans Shobdon, England, UK 2018-04-14


Rainer Fricke Wahlsburg, Germany 2018-04-14


Caroline Sévilla Paris, France 2018-04-14


Sue Cone Hessle, England, UK 2018-04-14


Esther Kemperle Berg, Austria 2018-04-14


catherine cheneval LYON, France 2018-04-14


Justin Fenton Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Karin Guenther Germany 2018-04-14


Maria Van Geel Zdroisko, Poland 2018-04-14


Wendy Douglas , Scotland, UK 2018-04-14


octavia indra cluj, Romania 2018-04-14


Scott Watling Kentville, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Chee Siew Im Georgetown, Malaysia 2018-04-14


Julie Champagne Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


An v. Brussel R'veer, Netherlands 2018-04-14


jurgen wulf Schöneberg, Germany 2018-04-14


Scott Archer Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Nicolette Ludolphi Bremen, Germany 2018-04-14


Simon Caruana Balzan, Malta 2018-04-14


Dana Ehrenbergerová Upice, US 2018-04-14


wendy smith Nelson, England, UK 2018-04-14


Margaret Patton Brookside, Canada 2018-04-14


Gero Wölfel Ichtershausen, Germany 2018-04-14


Holly Fancy Bedford, Canada 2018-04-14


Don mackenzie Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14


Melissa MacLaren Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-14


Stadtmueller Petra Erlensee, Germany 2018-04-14


massenet carole Bagnolet, France 2018-04-14


Снежка Яначкова Popovo, Bulgaria 2018-04-14


sylvia Breuer 56220, Germany 2018-04-14


Jerome Molloy Saint John, Canada 2018-04-14


Brenna MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14


Thomas Wegner Düsseldorf, Germany 2018-04-14


michon emmanuelle longes, Florida, US 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Gabriela Gurdziel Germany 2018-04-14


Gerard Goulette Montréal, Canada 2018-04-14


Alex Craven NS, Canada 2018-04-14


editha echavez maneja san german puerto rico, New York, US 2018-04-14


Mary Easson RR1 Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14


Mark McFarlane Kennebunkport, Maine, US 2018-04-14


Alex MacDonald Fredericton, Canada 2018-04-14


Susan Purdy Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Sabine Möhler sabine.stiker@web.de, Germany 2018-04-14


Claudia Tüchler Vienna, Austria 2018-04-14


Leo Callahan Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14


Jill Clausson-Munro Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14


Susanne Roy Guysborough, Canada 2018-04-14


Julia Wiltshire Ipswich, UK 2018-04-14


sonia lamot Gent, Belgium 2018-04-14


Sanand Dilip Mumbai, India 2018-04-14


Anke O. Schaller Germany 2018-04-14


ciardi chris gignac, France 2018-04-14


evelyn hayne country harbour, Canada 2018-04-14


Darcy MacDonald Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Petra Jones Sydney, Australia 2018-04-14


Lona Murphy Dartmouth, NS, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Levi Crooks UK 2018-04-14


Dylan Shortt Nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-14


Shelley Dunlop Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14


Diane Bell Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


David Belt Seafoam NS, Canada 2018-04-14


Darren Hume Waverley, Canada 2018-04-14


Caity Fenton Canada 2018-04-14


Robert MacKenzie Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14


Jennifer Dobson Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14


George Heatley Hantsport, Canada 2018-04-14


Nick Reitmaier Oxford, Canada 2018-04-14


Regine LOEUIL Hamoir, Belgium 2018-04-14


Katharine Mott Westville, Canada 2018-04-14


Anna Mai Van Bytom, Poland 2018-04-14


間賀⽥ 佐江 Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-14


Shawn Greene St. Peter's, Canada 2018-04-14


Victoria Watkins Old Town, Maine, US 2018-04-14


Justin Gonsalves Kittery, Maine, US 2018-04-14


佐々⽊ 渚 Japan 2018-04-14


Alec Griswold Somerville, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-14


Mary Gorman Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14


Dora MacAulay Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Sylvia Gries Eppenbrunn, Germany 2018-04-14


Daniel Pyke Enfield, NS, Canada 2018-04-14


Darlene Fraser Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Evie Moore Afton Station, Canada 2018-04-14


Lewis Acker Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14


Katalin Kónya-Jakus Szatymaz, Hungary 2018-04-14


Mike Baillie Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Rosa Brown Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14


Irene Vucko Oshawa, Canada 2018-04-14


Malcolm MacGougan Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Valerie Richardson Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Ian Howatt Prince, Canada 2018-04-14


Fabienne Stoudmann Oulens-Echallens, Switzerland 2018-04-14


Rebecca Phillips Bellaire, Texas, US 2018-04-14


Chantal Buslot Hasselt, Texas, US 2018-04-14


Kalliope M. Zülpich, Germany 2018-04-14


Tara Stirrat Moncont, Canada 2018-04-14


Jessie Sehr Frankfurt Am Main, Germany 2018-04-14


Linda Irving Miami, Florida, US 2018-04-14


Conor DeMone Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


George Davies Belfast, Canada 2018-04-14


Christopher Larkin Houston, Texas, US 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Ralph Lavers Montague, Canada 2018-04-14


Todd Langille River John, Canada 2018-04-14


David Johnson Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14


Blake Milbury Digby, Canada 2018-04-14


Brody Fogarty Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14


Jonathan Poirier Inverness, Canada 2018-04-14


Carole Barnes Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14


Tyler Harker St. Peter's, Canada 2018-04-14


Darlene Watters Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14


Katherine Doull-McCaul Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


James Hamilton Brooklyn, New York, US 2018-04-14


Kim Fenton Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Sugeno Chiharu ⼤阪, Japan 2018-04-14


wendy LEBLANC Chester, Canada 2018-04-14


Lauren Kelly Fort mcmurray, Canada 2018-04-14


katherine Sampson Devon, England, UK 2018-04-14


Jody Blackburn Staffordsville, Kentucky, US 2018-04-14


Volker Klum Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14


Jennifer Murley Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Dan Hallberg Edmonton, Canada 2018-04-14


Evelyn Lockhart Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Elizabeth MacDonald Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


織⽥ あや Japan 2018-04-14


Susan Laviolette Conohan Montague, Canada 2018-04-14


Joanne Chaisson Fairview, Canada 2018-04-14


Patricia Garley Mississauga, Canada 2018-04-14


Inge Stadler Hilpoltstein, Germany 2018-04-14


Sophie Martinetti Afa, France 2018-04-14


Heather Collister Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14


Del Charlton UK 2018-04-14


Ananya Boonyarattaphun Bangkok, Thailand 2018-04-14


Jackie Nicolle Murray river p.e.i, Canada 2018-04-14


Bonnie Becker Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-14


Hasan Karolia UK 2018-04-14


Kate Kenner Guilford, Vermont, US 2018-04-14


Larry Gates Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14


Tory Bishop Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14


Bob Stewart Montague, Canada 2018-04-14


Gabby Moore London, Canada 2018-04-14


Diana Hewett Sarnia, Canada 2018-04-14


Deirdre Green Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Ron wikson Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-14


kaitlyn craughwell Canada 2018-04-14


Fe Camila Azupardo Calamba,Laguna, Philippines 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Edward Parnell Canada 2018-04-14


Nath Dubuy Sannois, France 2018-04-14


Travis MacDonald Port Hastings, Canada 2018-04-14


Kate Surrett Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Megan Wing Canada 2018-04-14


Kim Stanbury Canada 2018-04-14


Marie Cecile Diakite France 2018-04-14


Vineela Gadde US 2018-04-14


Grethe Lund Canada 2018-04-14


Perry Munro Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14


Andrew Skinner Canada 2018-04-14


Shivani S Canada 2018-04-14


Kim Marquis timberlea, Canada 2018-04-14


Stephane Prevost Canada 2018-04-14


Spencer Gillis Montague, Canada 2018-04-14


Richard Whissell Luskville, Canada 2018-04-14


Tallyanna Knight Munich, Germany 2018-04-14


Kyle Murray Rusagonis, Canada 2018-04-14


rimlinger sylvie Lyon, France 2018-04-14


Katie King Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14


Rolf Mense Puerto Lumbreras, Spain 2018-04-14


Ann ler Singapore, Singapore 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


frieda lisens merksem, Belgium 2018-04-14


Kim Zwicker Lynn, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-14


Kristi Carroll Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-14


Wade McFarlane Moncton, Canada 2018-04-14


Isaac Parthun Washington, Utah, US 2018-04-14


Bobbi Parsley Atwood, Illinois, US 2018-04-14


daniela plüschau Germany 2018-04-14


daniel maclean port hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-14


Emily MacPherson Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Katelyn Crout Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Stephenie Halliday Westville, Canada 2018-04-14


Lisa Langille Kingston, Canada 2018-04-14


Claudia Charles-van Groning Amsterdam, Netherlands 2018-04-14


richard leleu France 2018-04-14


Penni Wolflover Des Moines, Iowa, US 2018-04-14


Susan lea Manning Mermaid PEI, Canada 2018-04-14


Sheena Guy Canada 2018-04-14


Sarah Gruber Canada 2018-04-14


Ted Adams Canada 2018-04-14


Chantal Gagnon Canada 2018-04-14


Lynn Ma Canada 2018-04-14


Paula Zulkoskey Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Howard Higgins Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14


Eric Lemasson Hennebont, France 2018-04-14


Brett Barnett US 2018-04-14


Melissa Sullivan Canada 2018-04-14


Pj Gd Canada 2018-04-14


Angelika Peter Vienna, Austria 2018-04-14


Sarah Bayhi San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-04-14


federica bracciotti livorno, Italy 2018-04-14


Nadyne Weatherhead Sidney, Ohio, US 2018-04-14


bryan sparks Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14


Garfield Pauley Belle River, Canada 2018-04-14


Malcolm MacLean Beaver bank, Canada 2018-04-14


Susan Pauley Pei, Canada 2018-04-14


Colleen Burris Saskatoon, Canada 2018-04-14


Maria Mia Gloria Giacomelli Ljubljana, Slovenia 2018-04-14


william smith Powell River, Canada 2018-04-14


marilyn byrne graziano torino, Italy 2018-04-14


claudine gouru saint-aignan, France 2018-04-14


Rolland Mertin Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-04-14


Kyla Sarson Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Max Russell Lake Cowichan, Canada 2018-04-14


Davinia Hernández Gómez Spain 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Roswitha Hanowski Riedbach, Germany 2018-04-14


Todd Lockhart Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14


David Mortimer Glace bay, Canada 2018-04-14


William McDougall Coventry, US 2018-04-14


Bob Burns Canoe Cove PEI, Canada 2018-04-14


Alexander J Wilson Bridgetown, Canada 2018-04-14


sau tsang los angeles, California, US 2018-04-14


mesut subasi istanbul, Turkey 2018-04-14


Tuechler Maria Kirchbach, Austria 2018-04-14


Ashton Bekkers Borden, Canada 2018-04-14


mariettezitta vanseer vanseer rekem, Belgium 2018-04-14


Lisa Salazar Shasta Lake, California, US 2018-04-14


laetitia faivre-duboz Saint-nicolas-de-port, France 2018-04-14


Jan Garen Abercraf, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-04-14


Alan Haas Cambridge, Canada 2018-04-14


Skye Reed Murray Harbour, Canada 2018-04-14


Da'Vid Robinson US 2018-04-14


Alison Lyod France 2018-04-14


Salty Dog US 2018-04-14


Melody Bigney Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14


Tyler Loureiro US 2018-04-14


Shannon Fielding Debert, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Neil Ryding Birchwood, England, UK 2018-04-14


Danuta Guzylak Canada 2018-04-14


Alex Willer Vienna, Austria 2018-04-14


Mark Fielding debert, Canada 2018-04-14


Alain Gentric France 2018-04-14


Murray Smith Powell River, Canada 2018-04-14


marion Nüssel Eschweiler, Germany 2018-04-14


Ross MacLeod Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Niina Anttinen Espoo, Finland 2018-04-14


terry white ch-town, Canada 2018-04-14


Andrea Sampson New glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14


Marites Reimann Oslo, Norway 2018-04-14


Gwenda Vollstädt Germany 2018-04-14


Aaron Krick Saint Anns, Canada 2018-04-14


Jonathan Tullas Moncton, Canada 2018-04-14


Margaret Church Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Betty-Anne Fraser Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14


Brooklyn Monroe Vernon, Canada 2018-04-14


Christine Bezanson Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14


Leigha Mac New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14


Brett Webber Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Josh Macneil Inverness, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


simone maes Gent, Belgium 2018-04-14


Sam Fraser Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Petra Jakubzik Grevenbroich, Germany 2018-04-14


jerome masuy paris, France 2018-04-14


Rudolf Mühl Nidderau, Germany 2018-04-14


manuela wolter st-cruiz, Costa Rica 2018-04-14


Mandi ~ Gayle T. Saratoga, California, US 2018-04-14


Donna Murphy Moonstone, Canada 2018-04-14


Nelly Nyffeler Derendingen, Switzerland 2018-04-14


sue sch. Florida, Florida, US 2018-04-14


Graham Hardy Berwick, Canada 2018-04-14


Elisabeth Bechmann Polten, Austria 2018-04-14


Hauer Johann Sankt Pölten, Austria 2018-04-14


Mary Jerabek Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-04-14


Alanna McDonald Celebration, Florida, US 2018-04-14


Christina McKay Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14


Hariana V Días Bogota, Colombia 2018-04-14


Desiree Jans Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-14


Barbara Lundrigan Cardigan, Canada 2018-04-14


kari waller pictou, Canada 2018-04-14


Tina M Houthalen, Belgium 2018-04-14


Madison Kennedy Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Cameron Larkin Austin, Texas, US 2018-04-14


Natalie Longarini Sudbury, Canada 2018-04-14


AJ Andrews Digby, Canada 2018-04-14


Donna Larkin Puerto Vallarta, Mexico 2018-04-14


Heather Mayhew Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14


A. E. Simms S.O., New Jersey, US 2018-04-14


Jonathan Woodland Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Krishna Vinod Cambridge, UK 2018-04-14


Dayton Doutrich US 2018-04-14


Dan Sayer UK 2018-04-14


bill wiebe Canada 2018-04-14


Harneet Singh Canada 2018-04-14


Conner John lake UK 2018-04-14


Mary Lou McKeever Canada 2018-04-14


Nanu Miah UK 2018-04-14


Sharon Hambleton Canada 2018-04-14


Nalini Kannan Canada 2018-04-14


Britta Hansen Nørrebro, Denmark 2018-04-14


Sonny Nauss Bridgewater, Canada 2018-04-14


Linda Luna stephenville, Texas, US 2018-04-14


Kyle Schaefer Portsmouth, New Hampshire, US 2018-04-14


laurence vanham 5310 leuze, Belgium 2018-04-14







Name Location Date


Lucy Pérez Chilpancingo Guerrero, Mexico 2018-04-14


Kristina Sedic Zagreb, Croatia 2018-04-14


Jusandra Passos Sao Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-14


Bob Hume Montague, Canada 2018-04-14


Joan Fraser Etobicoke, Canada 2018-04-14


Ryan MacDonald Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14


Ginger Litteral Hagerhill, Kentucky, US 2018-04-14


Tionna Gordon Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14


Kim Goslin Burns Lake, Canada 2018-04-14


Liliana Fiorini San Miguel, Argentina 2018-04-14


Ellen Gurtner Mönchengladbach, Germany 2018-04-14


Manuela Mintemur-Frenzel Fürth, Germany 2018-04-14


Paul Conway Mount Uniacke, Canada 2018-04-14


Michael Larisey Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14


Marion Friedl Konstanz, Germany 2018-04-14


zara c Manchester, Åland Islands 2018-04-14


Tracy Bonner Marple Bridge, England, UK 2018-04-14


Sudeshna Ghosh Calcutta, India 2018-04-14


Françoise SEGAIN France 2018-04-14


Janice Chisholm New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15


Jennifer Morrisin Welland, Canada 2018-04-15


PETER Lynch New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Laura Johnson Fulshear, Texas, US 2018-04-15


Rory Gordon Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-15


kenna gould Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-15


Mary Pomeroy Oakville, Canada 2018-04-15


Linda Brown Toronto, Canada 2018-04-15


Treena Gosbee Steinbach, Canada 2018-04-15


Danette Murphy Toronto, Canada 2018-04-15


Gary Nowlan Sydney, Canada 2018-04-15


Sharon Kinnee Eldon, Canada 2018-04-15


Fr. Byron Woolcock Madoc, Canada 2018-04-15


David Benoit New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15


Stewart Naylor Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15


Tania Harrison bridgetown , w.a, Australia 2018-04-15


Vanessa clark Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15


Mari Dominguez Linden, California, US 2018-04-15


Alexander Zangenehpour Bangkok, Thailand 2018-04-15


⾺野 ⼼ Gifu, Japan 2018-04-15


Anne May Hamilton, Canada 2018-04-15


Pam Miller Tolar, Texas, US 2018-04-15


Chantal Martin Koné, New Caledonia 2018-04-15


Leonard St-Aubin Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-15


Cathy Arsenault Pownal, Canada 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Aimy Yuill Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-04-15


Elaine Al Meqdad Willowbrook, Illinois, US 2018-04-15


Sandra Adams Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-04-15


Sonya Thomsen Canada 2018-04-15


Kathryn Dupuis Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-15


Jaylin neveh US 2018-04-15


Corrina Parker Toowoomba, Australia 2018-04-15


Ines Nemiña Buenos Aires, Argentina 2018-04-15


Karine Cintrat France 2018-04-15


Druantia Danu UK 2018-04-15


Ann Jardmark Hindås, Sweden 2018-04-15


Suzanne Rivera Geneve, Switzerland 2018-04-15


Peter Tebbutt Powell River, Canada 2018-04-15


patricia wood Málaga, Spain 2018-04-15


Akemi fukuyoshi hong kong, Hong Kong 2018-04-15


Jeff Shay Halifax, Canada 2018-04-15


MARGA GILI Spain 2018-04-15


Anne Montarou Plaisir, France 2018-04-15


claire lille Danbury, England, UK 2018-04-15


cecil pauley Montague, Canada 2018-04-15


rhys phillips UK 2018-04-15


Thomas Rich UK 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


James Card UK 2018-04-15


Kirsi Kilpinen Finland 2018-04-15


Stephen Dow Winterport, Maine, US 2018-04-15


Leslie Vanlessen Lanaken, Belgium 2018-04-15


Chuck McDow Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-04-15


Frédéric Jaubert Pont de Chéruy, France 2018-04-15


Sapphira Langlet Marly-la-Ville, France 2018-04-15


Shelagh Dodge Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15


Rita Wolff Hannover, Germany 2018-04-15


Gabriella Buschi Roma, US 2018-04-15


Ольга Виноградова Санкт-Петербург, Russia 2018-04-15


Donna Fitzgerald West Branch, Canada 2018-04-15


Jenna Marks Scituate, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-15


gloria fraser Antigonish,N.S., Canada 2018-04-15


Simone Duffin Australia 2018-04-15


Martina Behla Berlin, Delaware, US 2018-04-15


Debra Storring Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-15


Terry Dunbrack North Sydney, Canada 2018-04-15


Nathalie Fournier MELUN, France 2018-04-15


Elixzabeth Kelly Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-15


Claude Mattel Eberbach / seltz, France 2018-04-15


sven novosel Oakville, Canada 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Bernadette Mount Toronto, Canada 2018-04-15


Brandon Raftus Vernon, Canada 2018-04-15


MARY SPARKS Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15


Wendy Forster Hebburn, England, UK 2018-04-15


Michelle Kruize Groesbeek, Netherlands 2018-04-15


Liam Macintyre Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-15


Craig Sullivan Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15


Jake Beairstom Kippens, Canada 2018-04-15


Rashda Aslam UK 2018-04-15


Divya Khanna UK 2018-04-15


Clare Dukes UK 2018-04-15


Olly Taylor UK 2018-04-15


lo more UK 2018-04-15


Anne Lee UK 2018-04-15


Shell Tran UK 2018-04-15


Lyndsey Thompson UK 2018-04-15


Anna MacDonald UK 2018-04-15


Vishal Chhabra UK 2018-04-15


Chrissie French UK 2018-04-15


Amanda Roberts UK 2018-04-15


Ludmila Gaidam UK 2018-04-15


abul monsur UK 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Monika Tymanowska UK 2018-04-15


Melissa Eaves UK 2018-04-15


Katie cross UK 2018-04-15


Maria Minassian Canada 2018-04-15


Craig Ferguson UK 2018-04-15


Andrew Cole UK 2018-04-15


Fay Taylor New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15


Usmaan Ahmed UK 2018-04-15


ANNE GEORGE UK 2018-04-15


Holly McCandless-Desmond UK 2018-04-15


Jim Pane UK 2018-04-15


⾜利 久美⼦ Setagaya-ku, Japan 2018-04-15


Sam Small UK 2018-04-15


Luc Hyams UK 2018-04-15


Cheryl McGeough UK 2018-04-15


Leif Gorrie Canada 2018-04-15


Glen Thackery UK 2018-04-15


AJ Walshe UK 2018-04-15


Jade Louise UK 2018-04-15


Jon Frizz Chester, Canada 2018-04-15


Lisa Hamer UK 2018-04-15


Wendy Heasman UK 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Kyra McCready UK 2018-04-15


Sarah Bisson Canada 2018-04-15


Elise Emerald Canada 2018-04-15


Christopher Barham UK 2018-04-15


Stephen Oxley UK 2018-04-15


Aileen Alexander UK 2018-04-15


Christopher Ozmen UK 2018-04-15


Katrina McGough UK 2018-04-15


Elle Chambers UK 2018-04-15


Stephen McGowan UK 2018-04-15


Karen Hickey UK 2018-04-15


Beth Trout UK 2018-04-15


Ali IMRAN UK 2018-04-15


David Husbands UK 2018-04-15


Keiron Wright UK 2018-04-15


shabena khan UK 2018-04-15


Emma Byrne UK 2018-04-15


Tony Adex Bromley, UK 2018-04-15


Elaine Emmott UK 2018-04-15


Sharon Pollock UK 2018-04-15


BHARAT GOPAL Canada 2018-04-15


Lorraine Macneil Margaree forks, Canada 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Jenna Miles Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15


Harriet Mitchell Inverness, Canada 2018-04-15


Lyndsay Lewis Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-15


Eric Grenier antigonish, Canada 2018-04-15


Jeanne Pauley Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-15


Amina Hassain UK 2018-04-15


Kyle Hall Canada 2018-04-15


Lesley Lay UK 2018-04-15


Louie Iacobelli Canada 2018-04-15


Jules Meneaugh London, UK 2018-04-15


Candis Wareing UK 2018-04-15


sofia chardi UK 2018-04-15


Darryl Snailham UK 2018-04-15


Thomas Eaton UK 2018-04-15


jack feeley UK 2018-04-15


Alice Hill UK 2018-04-15


Ritika lotey Canada 2018-04-15


Robert Stark Centreville, Canada 2018-04-15


Gillian Allanson-Bailey UK 2018-04-15


Arshbeer Aujla Canada 2018-04-15


Gifty Danquah UK 2018-04-15


Carol Lee UK 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Christopher Finn UK 2018-04-15


Miley Thatch UK 2018-04-15


Yvonne Fast Aalborg, Denmark 2018-04-15


Sally Thoun Sacramento, California, US 2018-04-15


Diana Moore Belton, Texas, US 2018-04-15


Fran Morgan Dunkirk, Maryland, US 2018-04-15


Trina Younh Georgetown, Canada 2018-04-15


Glenn Smith Shubenacadie, Canada 2018-04-15


Samantha Parsons Victoria, Canada 2018-04-15


Nicole Dyck Mechelen, Belgium 2018-04-15


Gregg Macdonald Pictou county, Canada 2018-04-15


Daniela Nenz Full, Switzerland 2018-04-15


Michael Feiner Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15


Scodellari Paola Roma, Italy 2018-04-15


Sem Sem UK 2018-04-15


Linda Butler UK 2018-04-15


Matt Welsh Canada 2018-04-15


Jack Lovell UK 2018-04-15


Stacey Bliss UK 2018-04-15


Tracey Mallaby UK 2018-04-15


Jack Tennant UK 2018-04-15


Nixon Bosma US 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Collin Kozyra US 2018-04-15


john roberts UK 2018-04-15


Daniel Thanekar UK 2018-04-15


Hazel Swarbrick UK 2018-04-15


Lara Riley US 2018-04-15


Tracy Seretean US 2018-04-15


Levi O'Reilly UK 2018-04-15


wendy rogers UK 2018-04-15


Kelly Wheeler UK 2018-04-15


Peter Grant UK 2018-04-15


Sidharth Moudgil Canada 2018-04-15


Teresa Johnson UK 2018-04-15


Hollie Follett UK 2018-04-15


Tami Dean US 2018-04-15


David Habershon UK 2018-04-15


Rasmat Sekhon Canada 2018-04-15


sandra goodge UK 2018-04-15


Jennifer Brandon US 2018-04-15


Sol Jennings UK 2018-04-15


Alan Knox UK 2018-04-15


Cathy Montague US 2018-04-15


Joseph Harrison UK 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


brigida camacho US 2018-04-15


Patel Patel UK 2018-04-15


Ashfaq Shaikh UK 2018-04-15


Patrycja Molczyk UK 2018-04-15


Isabelle FERNANDES MEUDON LA FORET, France 2018-04-15


Patricia Delabays Rolle, Switzerland 2018-04-15


goujon sylvia signes, France 2018-04-15


Christelle McKie Lausanne, Switzerland 2018-04-15


Angela Kohnke 25436, Delaware, US 2018-04-15


carl burke Montague PEI, Canada 2018-04-15


nadege felguera bordeaux, France 2018-04-15


Maureen Thompson Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-04-15


Michel Charlier Jambes, Belgium 2018-04-15


Benjamin Walley US 2018-04-15


Dylan Wallek UK 2018-04-15


Kyla Janzen Saskatoon, Canada 2018-04-15


Michael Cox UK 2018-04-15


Charlotte Roberts UK 2018-04-15


Gerard Lennon UK 2018-04-15


Tatiana Fernandes UK 2018-04-15


Bill & Rhyl Stollery Canada 2018-04-15


Lillian Wakely UK 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Siân Tawfik UK 2018-04-15


Geta Vreme UK 2018-04-15


Christine Pisapia Canada 2018-04-15


Jean Pike Canada 2018-04-15


peter scott UK 2018-04-15


Marcin Kawalec UK 2018-04-15


Linda Woods UK 2018-04-15


Jeff Messore US 2018-04-15


Frank McKenna UK 2018-04-15


Robert Edwards UK 2018-04-15


Amy McCombe UK 2018-04-15


R Atcha UK 2018-04-15


GUSTIN BERNADETTE jambes, Belgium 2018-04-15


Saida Jamaal UK 2018-04-15


Frutuoso Christina Esch, Texas, US 2018-04-15


ORLANE LEFEBVRE TOURCOING, France 2018-04-15


HERNANDEZ CHRISTINE cabestany, Florida, US 2018-04-15


Yan Ei Ra Singapore, Singapore 2018-04-15


Gloria Hardy Halifax, Canada 2018-04-15


marie france christiane Nancy, France 2018-04-15


Laurence Violet France 2018-04-15


David Pye Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-15







Name Location Date


Terry Hilchey Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15


Esmeralda martin martin Spain 2018-04-15


solange scherer st pete, Florida, US 2018-04-15


Giuseppe Granato Collombey, Switzerland 2018-04-15


Larry. Macaulay Montague, Canada 2018-04-15


Jill MacAulay Johnstons River, Canada 2018-04-15


Darrin Moran Moncton, Canada 2018-04-15


Cynthia Michaud Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16


Trevor Chappell Montague, Canada 2018-04-16


chris usami Toronto, Canada 2018-04-16


dominique benoit Villiers-en-Désoeuvre, France 2018-04-16


Ava Sturm Toronto, Canada 2018-04-16


Marj Cameron New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-16


Bernie Flynn Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16


Jacqueline Cohn Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, US 2018-04-16


Paul Olivio US 2018-04-16


Jack Court UK 2018-04-16


Samuel Plemons US 2018-04-16


Nafiseh Mostofi Canada 2018-04-16


Don Cianelli US 2018-04-16


Leah Mcgillicuddy Canada 2018-04-16


Pascale Moisan Canada 2018-04-16







Name Location Date


Thomas Nyez US 2018-04-16


Cindy Cyr Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 2018-04-16


Terence Nicholas Trenton, Canada 2018-04-16


Judy Dierksen Pahrump, Nevada, US 2018-04-16


wendy bailey - hill Adelaide, Australia 2018-04-16


Drew Boulton Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16


Angela K. Cologne, Germany, Germany 2018-04-16


Janina Grage Germany 2018-04-16


Mariana Lukáčová Kosice, Slovakia 2018-04-16


eleni skarlatos Australia, Alabama, US 2018-04-16


Carl Solomon bridgetown, Canada 2018-04-16


Andrea Knöpfler Germany 2018-04-16


⼟佐 理⼦ Sakado-shi, Japan 2018-04-16


Sabine Julieka Danelon 555 22, Australia 2018-04-16


⻄川 瑞花 Takatsuki, Japan 2018-04-16


Giancarlo Pesenti Milan, Italy 2018-04-16


kato reiko 神奈川県, Japan 2018-04-16


Briley Wheaton Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16


Emily LeBlanc Moncton, Canada 2018-04-16


加藤 葉⼦ Japan 2018-04-16


Melissa Duralia Wellington, Florida, US 2018-04-16


eric penney dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16







Name Location Date


Margie Lawson South Bend, Indiana, US 2018-04-16


Wayne Pratt Napanee, Canada 2018-04-16


AnnMarie Hodgson Villeurbanne, France 2018-04-16


Gail Purdy Truro, Canada 2018-04-16


luiz fernando ache garcez TORRES, UK 2018-04-16


Milton Gallant Okotoks, Canada 2018-04-16


Alex Richard Miramichi, Canada 2018-04-16


vicki mac kinnon rr1 trenton, Canada 2018-04-16


Dan Collier Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-16


Debbie White Halifax, Canada 2018-04-16


Richard Manktelow Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16


wellensohn eleni Sp, Brazil 2018-04-16


Roger Reid Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-16


Melissa Chisholm Canada 2018-04-16


brian mcquaid Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16


danielle jacques bruxelles, Belgium 2018-04-16


達知 美加 Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-16


Oliver Ling Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16


Dawn Richards Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16


Con Mah Vancouver, Canada 2018-04-16


MADISON Banks aulac, Canada 2018-04-16


MV L Schneeberg, Germany 2018-04-16







Name Location Date


Jordan Hirtle Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16


brigitte vanbekbergen bruxelles, Belgium 2018-04-16


Maryse Patrignani Brussels, Belgium 2018-04-16


Shaughnessy Niven Peterborough, Canada 2018-04-16


Maria Ianc Zaragoza, Spain 2018-04-16


Nick Burrell Berwick, Canada 2018-04-16


Daniel MacRae Sugarcamp, Canada 2018-04-16


Natalie McAllister Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16


Keifer Dedam Burnt church new brunswick, Canada 2018-04-16


Susan LeBlanc Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16


James Conohan Montréal, Canada 2018-04-16


Tara Pettipas Westville, Canada 2018-04-16


Jake Reade Upper cape, Canada 2018-04-16


EUNICE SILVA São Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-16


Chelsea Wasson Moncton, Canada 2018-04-16


Marilyn Hinkley Halifax, Canada 2018-04-16


joan farrar Saint Peters, Canada 2018-04-16


Mike Andrews Hamilton, Canada 2018-04-16


Chris Bellefontaine Nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-16


John McLaughlin Canada 2018-04-16


NARA SILVEIRA ESTEIO, Puerto Rico, US 2018-04-16


Danielle Realan Alves Rio Grande, Brazil 2018-04-16







Name Location Date


Iara Bulso Porto Alegre, RS, República Federativa
do Brasil, Brazil


2018-04-16


sylvie Taliercio Paris, France 2018-04-16


Caroline Niceday Paris, France 2018-04-16


Andrew Neves Sackville NB., Canada 2018-04-16


Cameron Buffett Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-16


Chrissy Clayton Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16


Rebecca Bailey Cambridge, Canada 2018-04-16


Toni LeBlanc MacLennan Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16


Jeffery Gallant New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-16


Shirley McAllister Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-16


Angela Hodder Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16


Doris Matte Porto Alegre, Brazil 2018-04-16


jason ritchie Purchase, New York, US 2018-04-16


Angela Fricke Germany 2018-04-16


Sarah Teich Cape Town, South Africa 2018-04-16


alexis font Edinburgh, Scotland, UK 2018-04-16


Stacey beaton Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16


ximena suarez lopez Gardena, California, US 2018-04-16


Jonas Cosh New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-16


Harrison Embree Fredericton, Canada 2018-04-16


Praesens Absens Rotterdam, Netherlands 2018-04-16







Name Location Date


Adam Whitney Hampton, New Hampshire, US 2018-04-16


Robyn Wolfe Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16


Hannah Shortridge US 2018-04-16


Cody Gaudet Canada 2018-04-16


Frederick Schweig Canada 2018-04-16


JOHN ROBERTS Canada 2018-04-16


Sharon Hawley UK 2018-04-16


Kristin Bigras Canada 2018-04-16


Terence Whiting UK 2018-04-16


Stephanie King UK 2018-04-16


Riley Damron US 2018-04-16


Vuqar Zeynalov US 2018-04-16


Candy Beggs Canada 2018-04-16


Emma Arrington US 2018-04-16


margo watt Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16


B Kools Ridderkerk, Netherlands 2018-04-16


Junior Perry Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16


Mike Gonsalves Cardiff By The Sea, California, US 2018-04-16


chanel mitton Amherst, Canada 2018-04-16


Betty Langille Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-16


Shane Atkinson Elgin, Canada 2018-04-16


Mike Audy Amesbury, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-16







Name Location Date


Tanya Kenneddy Springhill, Canada 2018-04-16


Amanda LeBlanc-Schulz Dieppe, Canada 2018-04-16


Melinda MacKenzie Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16


Ducarmo Alves ARACAJU SE, Brazil 2018-04-16


Gisela Gama Porto, Portugal 2018-04-16


Aida Ruiz Norfolk, Virginia, US 2018-04-16


Brendan MacLennan New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-17


Umezaki makiko 福岡県, Japan 2018-04-17


Fernanda Lemos Rio De Janeiro, Brazil 2018-04-17


Neil Strickland Elmsdale, Canada 2018-04-17


Zachary Strayer Los Angeles, California, US 2018-04-17


Rob Romard Sydney, Canada 2018-04-17


Sam Chaudhri Stretford, England, UK 2018-04-17


jeanette wrenshall Bowen Island, Canada 2018-04-17


Paul Fraser New Waterford, Canada 2018-04-17


Fátima Menarelo Americana, Brazil 2018-04-17


Nico Font Edinburgh, Scotland, UK 2018-04-17


Calvin Schulz Moncton, Canada 2018-04-17


Crystal Turner Oakland, California, US 2018-04-17


m d antigonish, Canada 2018-04-17


Alexia Klaos Amparo, Brazil 2018-04-17


Janice Faryniuk Westville, Canada 2018-04-17







Name Location Date


Tim Cruikshank Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17


Stewart Wilmott Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17


pilar blas san sebastian, Spain 2018-04-17


magali mauffrey Paris, France 2018-04-17


Bonnie Tomasi Essex Junction, Vermont, US 2018-04-17


Sarah Vuu Espoo Finland, Finland 2018-04-17


Anna Luneau liège, Belgium 2018-04-17


Brendan Mullan Rochester, Michigan, US 2018-04-17


Mary Creeden-Redan Kissimmee, Florida, US 2018-04-17


Roberto Meritoni Asso, Italy 2018-04-17


matt hayne Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-17


Tere Kuda Brooklyn, New York, US 2018-04-17


Anne Lévesque Inverness Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-17


Kaliyan Palmer Conception Bay South, Canada 2018-04-17


Steven Baker Chester, Canada 2018-04-17


del muise Inverness, Canada 2018-04-17


claire davis Sao Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-17


Esmeralda Martin Navas Del Rey, Spain 2018-04-17


Ruthe Macaulay Little Narrows, Canada 2018-04-17


shaela kinting london, Canada 2018-04-17


Dean Charron Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17


Carol Smith Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17







Name Location Date


Paul Strome Chéticamp, Canada 2018-04-17


Lola Salas Garcia Spain 2018-04-17


Michelle Sylliboy Vancouver, Canada 2018-04-17


Tom Caldwell New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-17


William Pemberton Southwest Margaree, Canada 2018-04-17


Alexander Gillis Fairfield, Iowa, US 2018-04-17


Donna Arsenault Rigolet, Canada 2018-04-18


Matt Chisholm Canada 2018-04-18


Laura Vergani Italy 2018-04-18


Betsy Jardine Orangedale, Canada 2018-04-18


Diane Mair Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18


Kathy McIntyre Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-04-18


Kristin Muntz Cheticamp, Canada 2018-04-18


Anton Selkowitz Naples, Florida, US 2018-04-18


Jennifer Cantley Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18


Lynn Meredith Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18


Catharine Tutton Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18


Colette Poirier Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18


Hermine Moskowitz Margaree Harbour, Nova Scotia, New
York, US


2018-04-18


⻑⾕ 千春 Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-18


yvette vernet Hobart, Australia 2018-04-18







Name Location Date


Louise Pouvreau Fontenay-aux-roses, France 2018-04-18


Brenda Conroy Ketch Harbour, Canada 2018-04-18


Gillian MacLeod Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-18


Barbara Poirier Pictou.N.S, Canada 2018-04-18


Tina Poirier Salt Springs, NS, Canada 2018-04-18


marilyn macdonald Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-04-18


Rosita Gillis Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-04-18


Don Beamish Margaree, Canada 2018-04-18


Evelyn Mann Halifax , NS, Canada 2018-04-18


Yo Pere Saint Vincent, France 2018-04-18


Joelle SACHET Colombes, France 2018-04-18


Herb Gamberg Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18


Cliff Esler Grand Etang, NS, Canada 2018-04-18


Greg Lovely Lovely Margaree, Canada 2018-04-18


Gabriel Jacques Mount Pisgah, Canada 2018-04-18


Emily Heffernan Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-18


Mariah MacDonald Toronto, Canada 2018-04-18


MARK ERNST Wellington, Canada 2018-04-18


judy haiven Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18


Edna Brin East Margaree, Canada 2018-04-18


Derek Power Stratford P.E.I., Canada 2018-04-18


Steve Michaud Riverview, Canada 2018-04-18







Name Location Date


Jamie Power Hampton, Canada 2018-04-18


Deborah Hayward Mabou, Canada 2018-04-18


Lisa Nishi Mabou, Canada 2018-04-18


Christopher Campbell Montague pei, Canada 2018-04-18


Ray Plourde Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18


Melanie Briand Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18


Karlene McAree Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-18


Patricia MacDonald Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-18


aaron schneider Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-18


Andréa Branco Sao Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-18


Cindy Were Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18


georgina chambers Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18


Donald Wilson Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-18


Donalda MacDonald Inverness, Canada 2018-04-18


Nicole Poirier Pictou, Canada 2018-04-18


lorettefeehangmail.com Yipp Inverness, Canada 2018-04-18


Coralie Cameron Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-18


gordon anderson Woburn, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-19


Ruth Currie Amherst NS, Canada 2018-04-19


Konner Coughlin Canada 2018-04-19


brandon arneson edmonton, Canada 2018-04-19


Katie Macintosh Pictou, Canada 2018-04-19







Name Location Date


Colin Jenkins Vernon Bridge, Canada 2018-04-19


Marlee Gregory South Winsloe, Canada 2018-04-19


Amy Doyle Charlottetown, PE, Canada 2018-04-19


Heather Bates New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19


Aimee Carter Antiginish, Canada 2018-04-19


Stacey Doiron Reading, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-19


Kevin Ferris Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-19


Kim Brown New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19


karma beaton New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19


Mary Macaulay Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-19


Karin Zimmermann Germany 2018-04-19


kevin gestrich vero beach, Florida, US 2018-04-19


Catherine Sanchez Plant City, Florida, US 2018-04-19


Angela Giles Three Fathom Harbour, Canada 2018-04-19


James Sawler Halifax, Canada 2018-04-19


Rene Halden Donkin, Canada 2018-04-19


Devon Smith Sackville, Canada 2018-04-19


David Gaudet Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-19


Josh Tracey New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19


Christina Clifford Don Mills, Canada 2018-04-19


Laura Browne Wallace, Canada 2018-04-19


Mike Trenholm Moncton, Canada 2018-04-19







Name Location Date


ELvira Heim Mabou, Canada 2018-04-19


Elizabeth MacLeod Herring Cove, Canada 2018-04-19


Yvon Theriault Upper Tantallon, Canada 2018-04-19


K Bullerwell Yarmouth, Canada 2018-04-19


Martha Curry Halifax, Canada 2018-04-19


Regan McAdam Inverness, Canada 2018-04-19


Patricia Ridenhour US 2018-04-19


Luna Elrod US 2018-04-19


Krzysztof Mruk Canada 2018-04-19


Robert Neeson London, England, UK 2018-04-19


Michelle Clark Canada 2018-04-19


Andruw Chao US 2018-04-19


beth jarvis Canada 2018-04-19


Victor Bell Canada 2018-04-19


Julie Schmidt Canada 2018-04-19


Bridget Wilcox UK 2018-04-19


Denis De Jong Canada 2018-04-19


Alyx Zwierzynski Canada 2018-04-19


Marian Scholtmeijer Canada 2018-04-19


Gary Jefferson UK 2018-04-19


Emily Friesen Canada 2018-04-19


Ala Dawud Canada 2018-04-19







Name Location Date


Sydney Perry US 2018-04-19


Eric demelo Canada 2018-04-19


Jennifer Farned US 2018-04-19


LINDA NEWTON Canada 2018-04-19


Tracy Andrews US 2018-04-19


Gayle Wigen Canada 2018-04-19


Cheryl Gaster Canada 2018-04-19


MIriam Davidson Canada 2018-04-19


Charlotte Ducsharm Canada 2018-04-19


Ann Sullivan US 2018-04-19


jackie neehuis LaHave, Canada 2018-04-20


Linda Bateman Seabright, Canada 2018-04-20


Dr John O'Connor Edmonton, Canada 2018-04-20


Vickie Avery Edmonton, Canada 2018-04-20


edith mc mahon Limerick, Ireland 2018-04-20


Yvonne O'Connell Ireland 2018-04-20


Susan Gleeson Dublin, Ireland 2018-04-20


Petra Neumann Wulften Am Harz, Germany 2018-04-20


Jennifer Brandt Avondale, Arizona, US 2018-04-20


Myron Syms Cheticamp, Canada 2018-04-20


Joanne Coulton Mississauga, Canada 2018-04-20


Johanna Padelt Port Hood, Canada 2018-04-20







Name Location Date


TAILLEBOIS Marie-France FONTENAY-TRESIGNY, France 2018-04-20


Thierry Konietzko Canada 2018-04-20


Karan Aulakh Canada 2018-04-20


Marcine McBride West Babylon, New York, US 2018-04-20


Grace Lim US 2018-04-20


Valerie Godefroy UK 2018-04-20


navi Srivastava US 2018-04-20


Bret Richards UK 2018-04-20


sacha simpson Canada 2018-04-20


Sara Wiles UK 2018-04-20


Lynn Stewart US 2018-04-20


Deborah Cooper UK 2018-04-20


Esteban Vidal Epinay sur Orge, France 2018-04-20


aurelie o Vannes, France 2018-04-20


Charles Reid Victoria, Canada 2018-04-20


Christine Nickerson Woods Harbour, Canada 2018-04-20


James Lerikos Antigonish ,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-21


melinda cook Dingwall, Canada 2018-04-21


Zoe Panting UK 2018-04-21


Amanda Locke UK 2018-04-21


John Lydiatt UK 2018-04-21


Lynda Tomlinson UK 2018-04-21







Name Location Date


Ruth Jackson UK 2018-04-21


Oliver Hargreaves UK 2018-04-21


Philip Hendley UK 2018-04-21


matthew griffiths UK 2018-04-21


Rebecca Creighton UK 2018-04-21


Judy Elsmore UK 2018-04-21


Gillian Broome UK 2018-04-21


AnneMarie Devisme UK 2018-04-21


Sydnie Anstey UK 2018-04-21


Fred Fall US 2018-04-21


Caroline Turner UK 2018-04-21


Danielle Moroz Canada 2018-04-21


Bill Wiebe Canada 2018-04-21


Anne Beaudry Canada 2018-04-21


Edwin Shaw Truro, Canada 2018-04-21


John Brewer Marietta, Ohio, US 2018-04-21


Silja Alter Weßling, Germany 2018-04-21


Claudia Gaballo Antwerpen, Belgium 2018-04-21


Janine Vinton Hastings, Australia 2018-04-21


Lacey Levitt San Diego, California, US 2018-04-22


Danny van Huizen Geldrop, Netherlands 2018-04-22


Alexandra Tobin Gloucester, England, UK 2018-04-22







Name Location Date


Tracey French Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-22


Mary Maclean Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-22


Christa Schläfke Germany 2018-04-23


Kendall McCulloch Schomberg, Canada 2018-04-23


Arne Axeman Halifax, Canada 2018-04-23


Jennah Larkin Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-23


Carrie Colquitt Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-23


Amberlee Boulton Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-23


Jane Matheson West Dover, Canada 2018-04-23


tracy coles Canada 2018-04-23


Andrew Todd Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-23


Lukas Pearse Halifax, Canada 2018-04-23


Anna Hughes UK 2018-04-23


Zara Lowe UK 2018-04-23


troy hoare UK 2018-04-23


Natalie Quintero US 2018-04-23


Jonny Mcglinchey UK 2018-04-23


Kimberley Hicks Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-23


Ziggy Madraszewski UK 2018-04-23


Erin Gallagher UK 2018-04-23


Agnes Jane Steinson UK 2018-04-23


Eve A US 2018-04-23







Name Location Date


Nichola Everard UK 2018-04-23


Kelly Davey UK 2018-04-23


Tate Wieber US 2018-04-23


Paul Bissonnette Gaspereaux Lake, Canada 2018-04-23


Deedee Schneider Canada 2018-04-23


Joyce Ellsworth US 2018-04-23


Heather Parekh Canada 2018-04-23


cHUCK hIRSCH US 2018-04-23


Zachary Freeland US 2018-04-23


Anna Barnes Canada 2018-04-23


sharon storey UK 2018-04-23


Kayla Mills US 2018-04-23


Matthew Lane Canada 2018-04-23


Heather Clarke UK 2018-04-23


Jessica Spencer UK 2018-04-23


Maisy Langridge UK 2018-04-23


Jane Woolaver Canning, Canada 2018-04-23


David Craig Pictou, Canada 2018-04-23


Jolene Cook Halifax, Canada 2018-04-23


helen Lofgren halifax, Canada 2018-04-23


Lisa Galway Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24


Jaime Creaser Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24







Name Location Date


helen sinclair Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24


Julie Henderson Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-24


Tom Cheney Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24


Liane Khoury Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24


Simon Ryder-Burbidge Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24


Bob Archibald Truro, Canada 2018-04-24


Dominic Larkin Halifax, Canada 2018-04-25


Don Ayer Montreal, Canada 2018-04-25


Jeffrey Parker Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25


William Carroll Miramichi NB, Canada 2018-04-25


gOds plan Canada 2018-04-25


Denise Griffin US 2018-04-25


Seamus Rodman Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25


Andrew Lehner US 2018-04-25


Picken Bonz US 2018-04-25


Shiloh D US 2018-04-25


Steven Tangney Fowlerville, Michigan, US 2018-04-25


nancy pacquette Canada 2018-04-25


That One Raven US 2018-04-25


Pablo D. C. Salt Lake City, Utah, US 2018-04-25


Karen Felts US 2018-04-25


Shannon marshall US 2018-04-25







Name Location Date


JOSÉ V. GARIBAY US 2018-04-25


Pat Petro US 2018-04-25


Deborah Compton US 2018-04-25


Gabe Levin US 2018-04-25


Alli Driscoll US 2018-04-25


Tiffany Tsai US 2018-04-25


Bernice MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25


judy Jowett Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25


Tania Tangney Fowlerville, Michigan, US 2018-04-25


Ken Lywood F, Canada 2018-04-25


Kim Jacobson Canada 2018-04-25


wendy Badru UK 2018-04-25


Michelle Triplett-Wilkerson US 2018-04-25


Lisa King US 2018-04-25


Rojen Besha US 2018-04-25


Fi Lambert UK 2018-04-25


Margaret Strohfus US 2018-04-25


Antoinette C. Gonzales US 2018-04-25


Zoe Wilson UK 2018-04-25


Marika Wojciechowska UK 2018-04-25


Sonia Hague UK 2018-04-25


Kathy Pomerhn US 2018-04-25







Name Location Date


Elaine wilkinson UK 2018-04-25


jasmine du-quesnay UK 2018-04-25


Angelica Novoa US 2018-04-25


Cheryl briggs UK 2018-04-25


Tina Warren UK 2018-04-25


Karen McGonigle UK 2018-04-25


Andres Marte US 2018-04-25


Terrance Guidry US 2018-04-25


Andrew Dalkie Canada 2018-04-25


Tina Clark US 2018-04-25


Arlene Singh US 2018-04-25


Amy Ledgerwood UK 2018-04-25


John Huggins UK 2018-04-25


Jane Saxena US 2018-04-25


Peter Carrington Canada 2018-04-25


l smith UK 2018-04-25


Susan Plant UK 2018-04-25


Marrisa Snyder US 2018-04-25


Claire Jeffrey UK 2018-04-25


tara wheeler US 2018-04-25


Charles Keith Inches Canada 2018-04-25


Scott DeAscentis US 2018-04-25







Name Location Date


Ravneet Kaur UK 2018-04-25


Dawn Patton Lishman UK 2018-04-25


Brigette McIlmoyle Canada 2018-04-25


Michelle Hewitt UK 2018-04-25


Char Moseley US 2018-04-25


Ellie Moore UK 2018-04-25


John Benedikty Canada 2018-04-25


William Farr UK 2018-04-25


fag boi US 2018-04-25


Shelley Davies Canada 2018-04-25


Tammy Foreman US 2018-04-25


Philip Topping UK 2018-04-25


Lisa Strand US 2018-04-25


Gemma Robinson UK 2018-04-25


Elaine Becker Roanoke, Virginia, US 2018-04-25


Bevily Gurwe UK 2018-04-25


Maria Candelaria US 2018-04-25


Carole Brindley UK 2018-04-25


Lucy Finnie UK 2018-04-25


Jason Fleming US 2018-04-25


Joanne Stewart UK 2018-04-25


Bob Lush Toronto, Canada 2018-04-25







Name Location Date


Don Campbell Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25


Dena Harvie Halifax, Canada 2018-04-26


Jessica Rumore Newburyport, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-26


sheila hayworth madrid, Spain 2018-04-26


Murray Kirkpatrick Mill Village, Canada 2018-04-26


Ryan Gouthro Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-26


Christopher Kennedy Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-26


Tiernan Johnson Canada 2018-04-26


lilith green Canada 2018-04-26


Lisa Farden Canada 2018-04-26


Nick Hawkins Liberia, Canada 2018-04-26


Dwain Wiley Canada 2018-04-26


James Turnbull Canada 2018-04-26


Donny Cyr New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-26


Russell Carter Riverview, Canada 2018-04-26


MaryBeth Gorey Fredericton, Canada 2018-04-26


garnet rogers Ann Arbor, Michigan, US 2018-04-26


Brittany MacKeil Pictou, Canada 2018-04-26


Alicia Losier Canada 2018-04-26


Cliff Brown Canada 2018-04-26


Julie Gunning Halifax, Canada 2018-04-26


Linda Murphy-Bilek SAntigonish, N.S., Canada 2018-04-26







Name Location Date


Paul Macisaac Pictou, Canada 2018-04-26


Phil Cormier Louisdale, Canada 2018-04-26


Karen Shabarowski Canada 2018-04-26


Joseph Hallam Berwick, Canada 2018-04-26


Helen Guggiari Whitton, Middx, England, UK 2018-04-26


matt gunning pictou, Canada 2018-04-26


Philippe Marceau Canada 2018-04-26


ronald maceachern Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-26


tanya wasitis Canada 2018-04-26


Corinne MacKeil Canada 2018-04-27


Nathaniel Pye Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-27


Dustan Mackeil Westville, Canada 2018-04-27


Mike Sarson pictou nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-27


Theresa Cappadocia Cambridge, Canada 2018-04-27


Diana Stelmach Canada 2018-04-27


Charlie Bourdeau Canada 2018-04-27


Rita Colaluca Canada 2018-04-27


Sara Royes Canada 2018-04-27


Anne Kwasnik-Krawczyk Kings Head, Canada 2018-04-27


Nicolas Guest Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-27


Maxine Krawczyk Warsaw, Poland 2018-04-27


Sylvia Dingle Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27







Name Location Date


Pamela Rubin Halifax, Canada 2018-04-27


Stacey Rudderham Fall River, Canada 2018-04-27


dwayne orser Canada 2018-04-27


Elise Williams Truro, Canada 2018-04-27


josie green trenton, Canada 2018-04-27


Donna Collins Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27


Carolyn Plitz Canada 2018-04-27


justyna lorenc Windsor, Canada 2018-04-27


Cathy Fogarty Trenton, Canada 2018-04-27


Алёна Икина Russia 2018-04-27


Colleen Gallant Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27


Andrew Buchanan Leduc, Canada 2018-04-27


Patricia MacLeod Toronto, Canada 2018-04-27


Nancy Scrapneck Canada 2018-04-27


Stephanie MacDonald New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-27


Jerry Cedar Canada 2018-04-27


Cory Cyr Baku, Azerbaijan 2018-04-27


Patricia Craig Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27


Wendy Magee Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27


Bernice Langille New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-27


Brenna MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-27


Paula Foley Miramichi, Canada 2018-04-27







Name Location Date


Elizabeth Copeland Sackville, Canada 2018-04-27


Маргарита Буковская Russia 2018-04-27


Roberta Smith Frenchfort, pe, Canada 2018-04-27


Beth McCann Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27


Cheryl Chabassol Pictou County, Canada 2018-04-27


Donna Thompson New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-27


Barbara Kwasnik Syracuse, New York, US 2018-04-27


Gisele Fontaine Saint Louis, NB, Canada 2018-04-27


Jeremy Umlah Stewiacke, Canada 2018-04-27


Trevor Betts Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-28


angus seifried Canada 2018-04-28


Lucie Aubuchon Canada 2018-04-28


Alyssa Biggers Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-28


William Askew Toronto, Canada 2018-04-28


Lenore Zann Truro, Canada 2018-04-28


Sandra Rychel Canada 2018-04-28


Stuart Gibb Truro, Canada 2018-04-28


Stacy and Paul MacKinnon Chaplin Island Road, Canada 2018-04-28


Brenda Durdle Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-28


jeanette Hermanson Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-28


Susan Stephen Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-28


Gordon Howland Rutland, Vermont, US 2018-04-28







Name Location Date


David Campbell St.peters ns., Canada 2018-04-28


Andrea Somers Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


Jeff Byrnes Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


Carol Bruneau Halifax, California, US 2018-04-28


Bob Nicholson Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


Ephraim Lee Canada 2018-04-28


Julie Windebank Pictou Co, Canada 2018-04-28


Tracy Gallant Hunter River, Canada 2018-04-28


Janice Nicholson Mount Uniacke, Canada 2018-04-28


Lynn Ellsworth Summerside, Canada 2018-04-28


Monica Gallegos Riverside, California, US 2018-04-28


April MacConnell Toronto, Canada 2018-04-28


steven Krizsan Truro, Canada 2018-04-28


Suzanne Campbell Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-28


john adamson Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-28


Troy Martin Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-28


Jane Affleck Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


Sara Erskine Toronto, Canada 2018-04-28


James Anderson Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-28


Chris Parsons Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


Catherine Boyd Beechville, Canada 2018-04-28


Greg Macgillivray Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-28







Name Location Date


Diane Campbell Stratford, Canada 2018-04-28


Jani Bellefleur-Kaltush Canada 2018-04-28


Gorjan Angelovski Macedonia (FYROM) 2018-04-28


Jeannine Covan MacDougall Settlement, Canada 2018-04-28


Ashley Collins Denver, Colorado, US 2018-04-28


Ken Edwards Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


James Mallov Truro, Canada 2018-04-28


Doug Lloyd US 2018-04-28


Dominique ANID Abymes, Guadeloupe 2018-04-28


Lynda Leach Delta, Canada 2018-04-28


Diana Carver Summerside, Canada 2018-04-28


Jill MacPherson Canada 2018-04-28


Cassie Langille Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


Marney Simmons Mulgrave, Canada 2018-04-28


Billy Shanahan Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-28


Elizabeth Greene Kingston, Canada 2018-04-28


David Brush Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-28


cynthia young Pictou, Canada 2018-04-28


sadie jacobs-peters Nappan, Canada 2018-04-28


Jodi Messett-Jory Murray River, Canada 2018-04-28


Ellen G Sussex, Wisconsin, US 2018-04-28


Matt Arsenault truro, Canada 2018-04-28







Name Location Date


Paul Jenkinson Abbotsford, Canada 2018-04-28


Glynis Ross Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28


Ken McRitchie Almonte, Canada 2018-04-28


Joy Laking Bass River, Canada 2018-04-28


Anne Arsenault Falmouth, Canada 2018-04-29


Terry MacNeil Cape Breton, Canada 2018-04-29


curtis lelacheur Truro, Canada 2018-04-29


Tim Craig Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-29


Jason Macdonald Hopewell n.s., Canada 2018-04-29


Jules Brenez Canada 2018-04-29


Simon Lilley Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-04-29


Dominique Caron Canada 2018-04-29


Ivan Vorobiev Canada 2018-04-29


jordan lynch US 2018-04-29


Emma Taylor Canada 2018-04-29


Wendy Sangara Canada 2018-04-29


Stephanie Bennett US 2018-04-29


Julie Bennington Truro, Canada 2018-04-29


Karen Doiron Country HBR, Canada 2018-04-29


Richard Somers Canada 2018-04-29


Maggie Smart Thame, England, UK 2018-04-29


Deborah Tobin Oman 2018-04-29







Name Location Date


Bernadette Campbell Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-29


Imen Ayed Canada 2018-04-29


Joan O'Connor Sydney, Canada 2018-04-29


Shirley Gallant Montague, Canada 2018-04-29


Garry Stewart Trenton. Ns, Canada 2018-04-29


Sarah Barnes Salt Springs, Canada 2018-04-29


Damian Welsh Guysborough, Canada 2018-04-29


Adam Long Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-29


Candice Hallett Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-29


Mike LITTLE Canada 2018-04-29


Mary Oakley Gilmour, Canada 2018-04-29


Betty Ann MacKinnon Sydney, Canada 2018-04-29


Bob Welsh Guysborough, Canada 2018-04-29


catherine korpan N Falls, Canada 2018-04-29


tyler leblanc Boularderie East, Canada 2018-04-29


Raphaëlle Poulin-Gagné Canada 2018-04-29


Grant Hartnett Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-29


Erika Sloan Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-29


Ruth Gamberg Halifax, Canada 2018-04-29


Brad Mackenzie New glasgow, Canada 2018-04-29


dana lipnicki Halifax, Canada 2018-04-29


Edward Curtis Conception Bay South, Canada 2018-04-29







Name Location Date


Chris Chisholm Hillcrest, Canada 2018-04-29


Tim Boudreau Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-29


Erin Carruthers Canada 2018-04-29


Doug Calver Canada 2018-04-29


Amanda Kavanaugh Canada 2018-04-29


Anna Kocsis UK 2018-04-29


Paulina Mastryukov US 2018-04-29


Randy Demorest Canada 2018-04-29


Zohreh Tasharofi Canada 2018-04-29


Marlene Lediet Canada 2018-04-29


mark taylor UK 2018-04-29


Milla Waldron UK 2018-04-29


Ariana Saroeuth US 2018-04-29


Louise Nora US 2018-04-29


Balaji Gopalan India 2018-04-29


Liz Phillips Sydney, NS, Canada 2018-04-29


Lynn Lindeijer Bedford, Canada 2018-04-29


david walmark Rose Bay, Canada 2018-04-29


Adele Stokoe Truro, Canada 2018-04-29


Joan Clarke Trenton, Canada 2018-04-29


wanda boudreau Halton Hills, Canada 2018-04-29


Elaine Baskerville Minnedosa, Canada 2018-04-29







Name Location Date


Deborah Jeffrey Long Creek, Canada 2018-04-29


Besnik Krasniqi Summerside, Canada 2018-04-29


John Wigle Canada 2018-04-29


Paula Fredericks Boutilier's Point, Canada 2018-04-29


Brandi Penney Flat River, Canada 2018-04-29


Sophie Bedard Canada 2018-04-29


Jaysen Jeffers US 2018-04-29


Timothy Miller US 2018-04-29


Ted Gohmann US 2018-04-29


Loraine Peters UK 2018-04-29


Geoffrey Charlton Summerside, Canada 2018-04-29


Jennifer Blackman US 2018-04-29


Anu Sharma UK 2018-04-29


Nicole MacKenzie Pictou, Canada 2018-04-29


Chandra BOuchie Pictou, Canada 2018-04-29


M Langille Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30


Jojo Currie pictou, Canada 2018-04-30


Dana Jeffrey Rice Point, Canada 2018-04-30


Esmé Tierney Canada 2018-04-30


Stephen Mailman Bridgetown NS, Canada 2018-04-30


Alexander Rankin Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30


Sarah Maclaren Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30







Name Location Date


Emelyne Marshall Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30


Ryan Cyr Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30


Isabelle Gagnon Canada 2018-04-30


Aaron Sellers Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30


Brenda Langille Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30


Michelle Livingston Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30


Eva Macdonald Durham, Canada 2018-04-30


Carol Dobson Trenton Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-30


Kim Roth Canada 2018-04-30


Marie Sophie Lebel Canada 2018-04-30


Megan Graham Westville, Canada 2018-04-30


Amber Reding Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-04-30


Sheila Conway Calgary, Canada 2018-04-30


Shaylynn Hayes Evanston, Canada 2018-04-30


Ashley Pitre Canada 2018-04-30


Dan Sullivan US 2018-04-30


Colleen Patterson Scotch Hill, Canada 2018-04-30


Laura MacDonald Kenzieville, Canada 2018-04-30


Julia MacLaine Montréal, Canada 2018-04-30


Elaine Fischer Roanoke, Virginia, US 2018-04-30


Christopher Beale London, UK 2018-04-30


Canon Mel Langille Fortrose, Scotland, UK 2018-04-30







Name Location Date


Terry Fraser Edinburgh, UK 2018-04-30


Robin Fleury-beecham Hove, England, UK 2018-04-30


Kim Greek Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-30


Matthew Clattenburg Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30


Amy Downie Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-30


Ruud van den Berg Zoetermeer, Netherlands 2018-04-30


Julie Schmidt Canada 2018-04-30


Nancy MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-30


debbie beale Amesbury, England, UK 2018-04-30


Christopher Chaisson St. John's, Canada 2018-04-30


Andrea McInnis Yarmouth, Canada 2018-04-30


Christy Greek Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30


Laura Laura Bertrand Canada 2018-04-30


emmett cady US 2018-04-30


jeff stephen Canada 2018-04-30


Michael Farren US 2018-04-30


anita moss UK 2018-04-30


Pete Paine UK 2018-04-30


Marsha Burke Wakefield, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-30


Daniel Marie US 2018-04-30


Jenn Donaldson US 2018-04-30


sara randel Canada 2018-04-30







Name Location Date


james hermon Canada 2018-04-30


Tarra Green Canada 2018-04-30


Stuart Smith UK 2018-04-30


Danielle Gallagher UK 2018-04-30


Jameelah Gafur Canada 2018-04-30


Anna Marrello Canada 2018-04-30


Adele Durdey UK 2018-04-30


sharon treistman antioch, California, US 2018-04-30


Meg Forrest Fortrose, Scotland, UK 2018-04-30


Logan Baxter Canada 2018-04-30


dorinda kelley US 2018-04-30


marli johnston pictou, Canada 2018-05-01


Steve MacFarlane Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01


Juliana Facundo Westville, Canada 2018-05-01


Dove Mitton Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-01


Kelsey M Frasers Mills, Canada 2018-05-01


Susan Hughes Westville, Canada 2018-05-01


Steven Nelson Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01


Laura Cullen Westville, Canada 2018-05-01


Amy Guthro New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-01


Daniel MacDonald New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-01


Rosa Dort Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-05-01







Name Location Date


Nadia Chouinard Canada 2018-05-01


Marie MacCallum Truro, Canada 2018-05-01


Michael Mcdonald Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01


Veronica MacDonald Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-01


Chris Scholl Neptune, New Jersey, US 2018-05-01


Sarah Donahue US 2018-05-01


Kristine Neff US 2018-05-01


Autumn Denmark US 2018-05-01


Valerie Ward Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-01


Laura Della Badia US 2018-05-01


Cynthi Mckeen Canada 2018-05-01


Katherine Potter Horsham, England, UK 2018-05-01


Amy Wanless Koh Samui, Thailand 2018-05-01


Susan Gagnon Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01


Corey Matheson Caribou Island, Canada 2018-05-01


Kathy Sutherland Westville, Canada 2018-05-01


Mackenzie Barnes Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01


Hillary McMurren Canada 2018-05-01


Mandy Bartsch Canada 2018-05-01


Yann Reynolds Canada 2018-05-01


Lena Peters Australia 2018-05-01


Satwinder Garcha Canada 2018-05-01







Name Location Date


beatrice rae pictou, Canada 2018-05-01


Steven Morris US 2018-05-01


Gurleen Dhillon Canada 2018-05-01


Harpreet Sandhu Canada 2018-05-01


JOY HURDING BRISTOL, England, UK 2018-05-01


Phillip Beecham Hove, England, UK 2018-05-01


Michael Beecham Mount Helena, Australia 2018-05-01


Jami Fillier Pictou County, Canada 2018-05-01


Anne Petley Murray River, Canada 2018-05-01


deirdre wear joggins, Canada 2018-05-01


Holly Hutchinson Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01


Laurel Gray Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01


Ellen Bedell Browns MIlls, New Jersey, US 2018-05-01


Robert Kent Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-01


Kyle Christopher Mexico, Mexico 2018-05-01


marc cormier moncton, Canada 2018-05-01


Charles Purdy Malagash, Canada 2018-05-01


Jilayne Gouvion US 2018-05-01


Eloise Pearson UK 2018-05-01


William Palmer Inverness, Canada 2018-05-01


Wally Vaters Pugwash NS, Canada 2018-05-01


Bobbie Flowers US 2018-05-01







Name Location Date


gail hopkinson halifax, Canada 2018-05-01


Christine Fuss Millgrove, Canada 2018-05-01


Victoria Bimm Canada 2018-05-01


Catherine Niemi Canada 2018-05-01


Gord Strome Canada 2018-05-01


Erik Skuggedal Canada 2018-05-01


Sephora Tieche Canada 2018-05-01


Peter Lewis Canada 2018-05-01


Stephanie Mortaley Canada 2018-05-01


kathleen vanderlinden Canada 2018-05-01


Laura Betz US 2018-05-01


Kathleen Monster Canada 2018-05-01


Shandon Martin Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-01


Ayce Foy UK 2018-05-01


Nina Deschamps Canada 2018-05-01


Amina Izri Canada 2018-05-01


Aldo Juarez Canada 2018-05-01


Lorie Zaplotinsky Canada 2018-05-01


REBECCA CORNES UK 2018-05-01


Raminder Uppal Canada 2018-05-01


Gary Kehoe Kanata, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-01


Rachael Porter Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-01







Name Location Date


Anna Osburn Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01


Ben Geyser US 2018-05-01


Sharron Tuckey Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-01


Jarrid Hunter Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01


Roberta Matheson Fortrose, Scotland, UK 2018-05-01


sarah kemp Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-01


Kristine Kutchaw Canada 2018-05-01


Jenny Osburn Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01


barb burke Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-01


James Lank New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-01


Phil Vogler Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01


Don Rushton Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01


Helen Baron Canada 2018-05-01


Brenda Cordiner UK 2018-05-01


Princess Lee Canada 2018-05-01


kurt sherman collingwood, Canada 2018-05-01


Sherry Shaw Trenton, Canada 2018-05-01


Andrew Jung US 2018-05-01


jenny fones UK 2018-05-01


Maddie Mac Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01


Crystal Copeland Edmonton , Alberta, Canada 2018-05-01


Mary Bauch Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-01







Name Location Date


Cindy McAskill Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-01


Delinah MacDonald Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-01


steve wynn Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-01


Gwen Harding shelburne, Canada 2018-05-01


Nancy Porter-Steele Halifax, N.S., California, US 2018-05-01


kai goodall Canada 2018-05-01


Tena MacLellan Thorburn, Canada 2018-05-01


Courtney Mac Donald Canada 2018-05-01


Janet Wallace Los Angeles, California, US 2018-05-01


Charlotte Edel US 2018-05-01


Kelli Anderson Chipman Brook, Canada 2018-05-01


Jason Obrien Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-01


Amrita Rampersad US 2018-05-01


Gaige Butler US 2018-05-01


Diego A. Canada 2018-05-01


Peter Schwandt US 2018-05-01


Sholomo Yisrael US 2018-05-01


Tom Brophy US 2018-05-01


Chris Chisholm Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01


mike byers Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-01


Craig Chisholm Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01


Anthony Craig Chisholm Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01







Name Location Date


Lee Phillips Malagash, Canada 2018-05-01


Julia Shipley Jolicure, Canada 2018-05-02


Shaynea Hefler Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


Darlene MacPherson Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


Tim MacDonald Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02


donna cook victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Don Byers Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Sonya Finlay Canada 2018-05-02


Lindsay Keeler Canada 2018-05-02


Stevie-Lee Frnacis Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


ME ME BIG BOY Canada 2018-05-02


Cheryl Graul Lockeport, Canada 2018-05-02


Cori Grabow US 2018-05-02


James Edwards Spruce Grove, Canada 2018-05-02


Raymond O'Neill Hong Kong, Hong Kong 2018-05-02


Jena Peori saltspring island, Canada 2018-05-02


Brad Byers Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Coral Black US 2018-05-02


Florence Ying Canada 2018-05-02


C Thibault Truro, Canada 2018-05-02


Kaylee Byers Sri Lanka 2018-05-02


beth tomlin UK 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Cathy Faulkner Truro, Canada 2018-05-02


Michelle Ferris Scotburn, Canada 2018-05-02


Vanessa Dilworth US 2018-05-02


Kathryn Weiss US 2018-05-02


Nicole Collins US 2018-05-02


Cindy Staicer Lawrencetown, Canada 2018-05-02


LA Lopes toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Sophia Chang Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Charmaine Dowe-Stephenson Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02


ROIRON HELENE MARIE MONTREAL, Canada 2018-05-02


Ellen curran vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


tina sallee US 2018-05-02


Michael Burgess Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Janet Juneau Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Tim Cathcart Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Greg Hutchins US 2018-05-02


Lisa MacNeil Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


Monica Norcia US 2018-05-02


Janna Eggebeen Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Nicole Tate US 2018-05-02


Jay Sierra US 2018-05-02


Colin walker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Jessica Zarazee US 2018-05-02


Mike Walsh Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-02


Chris Corry Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02


Matt Dratva Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-02


Steve Sanderson Quispamsis, Canada 2018-05-02


Peggy Shanks Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02


jeff reid arnprior, Canada 2018-05-02


David Oates Fergus, Canada 2018-05-02


Melissa Holland US 2018-05-02


Elisabetta Modesti Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Merri-Lee Metzger Wallenstein, Canada 2018-05-02


Géraldine Petit-Gras Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Savia US 2018-05-02


George Valgora Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


joanne fields Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-02


Shawn Peddie St Marys, Canada 2018-05-02


R. K. Almonte, Canada 2018-05-02


Eric Advincula Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Geoffrey Whynot Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Marie-Ève Garneau Québec, Canada 2018-05-02


michelle reis-amores wakefield, Canada 2018-05-02


Judy Paterson Hillsburgh, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Linda Smith Freelton, Canada 2018-05-02


Amanda Teske Nepean, Canada 2018-05-02


zakaria chaoui Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02


Nikolay Martynov Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


Shaun Mascarenhas Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02


Rosemary Harris Tofield, Canada 2018-05-02


Christine Hopkins Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


Sheri Cameron Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-02


Lenka Matuska Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


E Trizulino US 2018-05-02


Cathy Grody US 2018-05-02


Vivien Pinto Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02


Chris Egli Baden, Canada 2018-05-02


Brenda Hancock Belle River, Canada 2018-05-02


Anne desneiges Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


Sonia Casey South Woodslee, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynne MacQuarrie Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


ian simpson Corner brook, Canada 2018-05-02


Jeff Schmidt Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Jim Pike Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02


Rose Tofano Port Elgin, Canada 2018-05-02


Bettina Lori Norris Point, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Ayleen Nunnerley Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


susan poaps Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathy Garland Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02


Donna Sherry Port Colborne, Canada 2018-05-02


Carmela Botticella Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Jean Lawrence Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


James Fimognari Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


Dana Wight Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Frederick Oliver Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynn Hefler RR3 Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02


Janet Glazebrook St Catharines, Canada 2018-05-02


Debbie Lorette Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-02


Brian Jollimore Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Michele Barron Essex, Canada 2018-05-02


Jack Barr Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02


Cathy Tafler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Barry Redmond Chester, Canada 2018-05-02


Rob Gordon Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02


David Kettlewell Tweed, Canada 2018-05-02


Andy Emilio Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-02


K. Youmans US 2018-05-02


Lisa Zucchiatti Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Amanda MacNeil Mill Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


LINDA LYON US 2018-05-02


Joy Innis Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02


Cindy Stanleigh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Phyllis Palov Sutton, Canada 2018-05-02


Plante Jean-Guy Saint-Lambert, Canada 2018-05-02


Connie Lamanna Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Greg Smith Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynda MacPhail Port Williams, Canada 2018-05-02


Guy Ferraton Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


gitta postigo Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Michelle Bernier-Wilson Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02


Karen Dukes Wellington, Canada 2018-05-02


Cindy Brown Howick, Canada 2018-05-02


Tina McNulty Fonthill, Canada 2018-05-02


chris woodrow US 2018-05-02


John Bradbury Schomberg, Canada 2018-05-02


Terry Seid To, Canada 2018-05-02


billy kent Portage la Prairie, Canada 2018-05-02


Angela Messier Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Tami Çhiarello Canada 2018-05-02


Donna Siemens Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Carol Ramm Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Linyue Huang Durham, UK 2018-05-02


Stephanie Lambert Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathleen Fleck Canada 2018-05-02


Cathy McQueen Canada 2018-05-02


Scott Hunter Regina, Canada 2018-05-02


Margaret Osmond UK 2018-05-02


julie maue Canada 2018-05-02


Kelly Robinson Merville, Canada 2018-05-02


Jonathan Evans Bradford, Canada 2018-05-02


Sheri primeau Canada 2018-05-02


Stephen Ferguson Wakefield, Canada 2018-05-02


Garrett Ogden Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-02


M. Raymond Sheppard Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


R. K. BASDEO Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Tyrel Frank Rimbey, Canada 2018-05-02


Jacqueline Leslie Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02


Martine Valois Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Gerald Geiger Belle River, Canada 2018-05-02


Sarah Keoughan Quinte West, Canada 2018-05-02


Angela Silvester Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02


Marilym Chambers Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Brad Smith US 2018-05-02


Marianne Fraser N-D-du-Mont-Carmel, Canada 2018-05-02


Orlin Bojanov Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Chris Oliver Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Denise Jacob Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02


Abdul Hendricks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Madeleine Thériault montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Norman Anderson Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


Nicole Perron Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Anthony Filice Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


Timothy Cox Cookstown, Canada 2018-05-02


ruth maclean Kincardine, Canada 2018-05-02


Ann Truyens Shanty Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


John Gallaghet US 2018-05-02


Trevor Mcauley Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-02


Sindy Jones Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Hein-Peter Schmidt Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Marc DeGagne Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Frank Laaper Mattawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Rashanda Tiapani US 2018-05-02


Peggy Toews Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-02


Vern Archer Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Tom Wolf Orton, Canada 2018-05-02


kathy jakubik Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02


Polina Schwartz US 2018-05-02


Phil Garratt Port Carling, Canada 2018-05-02


Madeline Conacher Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-02


Budd Hall Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Sam O'connor UK 2018-05-02


C Berg Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Joanne harrop Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


barb hogg Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02


Ami Majmudar US 2018-05-02


Louis Esposito US 2018-05-02


Gayle Lavigne Canada 2018-05-02


Allegra Fulton Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


josie muller innisfil, on, Canada 2018-05-02


Cecile Deveau Oak Bay NB, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathryn Sullivan Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


R.A.G. Seely McGill University, Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


michelle arteaga Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


The good Zucc US 2018-05-02


Tina MacIntyre Canada 2018-05-02


John King US 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Mélissa Vildari-Lazure Canada 2018-05-02


Sue Hancock Wood Islands, PE, Canada 2018-05-02


Barbara Christensen Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


S Garratt Oro Station, Canada 2018-05-02


lee jussen vaughan, Canada 2018-05-02


Elizabeth Walters Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02


Olia Larsen Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-02


Sam Horsey UK 2018-05-02


Odette Morin Prevost, Canada 2018-05-02


Jennifer Pion US 2018-05-02


John So Canada 2018-05-02


Bentley Froese peterborough, Canada 2018-05-02


Robert Austen-Brown Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02


Rachelle Loewen Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Frances Skinner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Frances Skinner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


ian smith UK 2018-05-02


Karen Smith Canada 2018-05-02


Donna Smith Canada 2018-05-02


June Abuda Saint Andrews, Canada 2018-05-02


Isabelle Watson Mount Forest, Canada 2018-05-02


JOANNE MILES West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


val koyanagi Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02


Jane Mcculloch Thornhill, ON, Canada 2018-05-02


Doug Y Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Marie Lavallée Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Helen Stewart Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Shirley Watt Plum coulee, Canada 2018-05-02


Matthew Becker London, Canada 2018-05-02


Sylvain Campeau Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02


Deborah Miles Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02


Stewart Kern Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-02


corinne sperling Canada 2018-05-02


Gwen Smith D'Escousse, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynn Ewing Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-02


Linda Canestrari Bromont, Canada 2018-05-02


Louis Creusot Regina, Canada 2018-05-02


Debbie Ellis Napanee, Canada 2018-05-02


Mary Ann Cimer Tobermory, Canada 2018-05-02


Meichelle Eston US 2018-05-02


robin wade Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Frankie B. Wylde Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathy Abel Regina, Canada 2018-05-02


Alain Belanger Lasqueti Island, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Steve Seymour Unionville, ON, Canada 2018-05-02


Diane Halpenny Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Michael Papple Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Stephen Yorke Dover, New Hampshire, US 2018-05-02


Peter Schwenger London, Canada 2018-05-02


Alexyna Chhim Québec City, Canada 2018-05-02


Jackie Mazze Caledon, Canada 2018-05-02


Cecilia Maresca Brazil 2018-05-02


Natalie Lucas South Slocan, B. C., Canada 2018-05-02


Ross Vernooy Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02


Troy Powell Canada 2018-05-02


Misty Breedlove US 2018-05-02


Ekram Hossain Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Liam Stirling UK 2018-05-02


Jack Border Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Trish Orwen Etobicole, Canada 2018-05-02


Linda Walls Canada 2018-05-02


Helen Mayers Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Judy Layne Canada 2018-05-02


Christina May US 2018-05-02


Donald Nichol Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Caroline Michon Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Ronald Ferguson Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Pierre Martel Canada 2018-05-02


Lynn Bailey Canada 2018-05-02


Heather MacKay Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Marina Dupasquier Canada 2018-05-02


Una Folkson Singh Canada 2018-05-02


Catherine Sword Canada 2018-05-02


Lorrie Ankney US 2018-05-02


Barry Isenor Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Madiha Akhtar Canada 2018-05-02


esther etchells Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02


Baylee Morton US 2018-05-02


Andrew Wilson New Hamburg, Canada 2018-05-02


Bouchard Gaétan Canada 2018-05-02


steve breschuk windsor, Canada 2018-05-02


Shannon Cameron North York, ON, Canada 2018-05-02


Monica Stanek Canada 2018-05-02


JIM COX Walkerton, Canada 2018-05-02


June Surycz Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02


Lloyd MacLean RR3 Salt Springs, NS, Canada 2018-05-02


maria vela US 2018-05-02


Beth Kennedy Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Jane Pascarella US 2018-05-02


Lyle Dickson US 2018-05-02


Joan Klatt Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


Mark Jobin Bloomfield, Canada 2018-05-02


Leslie Franklin Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Thomson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Thomas Wirszilas Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-02


bob hinton peterborough on, Canada 2018-05-02


James Lambert Québec, Canada 2018-05-02


Nicole Irwin Pickering, Canada 2018-05-02


Roger Holt Mission, Canada 2018-05-02


Marlene Stephens Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-02


Sonya Livingston Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02


Cynthia Crispino Canada 2018-05-02


Jessica Griffiths Canada 2018-05-02


Viraj Fernando Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Bozidarka Brick Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-02


David B Ridgeway Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-02


Giuseppe Nappi UK 2018-05-02


Clive Hunt Oliver, Canada 2018-05-02


Whitney Reyes Canada 2018-05-02


Grace Stastny Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Nadica Sloan Canada 2018-05-02


Heather O'Halloran Minesing, Canada 2018-05-02


christine weber Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02


Nikolaos Giannopoulos Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Alice Smith Canada 2018-05-02


James MacIntyre Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-02


Jonathan Mossop Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Anna Desanges UK 2018-05-02


Devyn Gwynne Canada 2018-05-02


Goodwin
robin_goodwin@wrdsb.on.ca


Conestogo, Canada 2018-05-02


Father John Matthew Duffy Canada 2018-05-02


Dawn Fettis Canada 2018-05-02


jason harvey US 2018-05-02


Cheryl Northcott Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-02


Jim DeCoste Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-02


Colleen Walsh Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02


joy Varady Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Janet Eyre York, Canada 2018-05-02


Nick Cohen Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Jeanne Barosh Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Dave Woodcock Bonnington, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


emilie potvin Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Jenny Schmidt US 2018-05-02


Leslie Watts Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02


Larry Middleton Wiarton, Canada 2018-05-02


Rachelle Sandy Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Pascale Gareau Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Hailley Gartland US 2018-05-02


antony etheridge Cumberland, Canada 2018-05-02


Gaie Haydon London. Ont., Canada 2018-05-02


Terry Guerard Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Deryl Hurl Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Renate Sander Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Meraj Mirza US 2018-05-02


clive lawry Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


dawn spivey US 2018-05-02


Lisa Rinn Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Tish Vickers London, Canada 2018-05-02


John Hawke Little Current, Canada 2018-05-02


Julie Fitzpatrick Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


Sean Cosgrave Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Suraya Patel Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02


Wendy Mathers Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Samantha Tobin Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02


Rachel Cronin North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Hanh Thai Montreal, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-02


Victor Fleury Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02


Natalya Kuziak Chelsea, Canada 2018-05-02


David Jakubiec Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02


Donald Herman Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Nancy Fargo Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2018-05-02


Amber Callender US 2018-05-02


Marge whittles Mill Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


Barb Foulds Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-02


Scott Bradford Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-02


Lyn Hartfield Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02


Phil Campbell Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02


Lini Hutchings Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Craig D. Macklem Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Professor Ferrel Christensen Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Lawrence Gordon Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Deborah Soeder Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02


Stephan Williams Outremont, Canada 2018-05-02


Diane Reynolds bradford, Canada 2018-05-02


Cathy Hancock Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Robin Ungaro burlington, Canada 2018-05-02


christopher morris Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynda Oliver Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Candace Mercer Gander, Canada 2018-05-02


Sheila Bailin Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Stacy Cabage-Sterling Prince George, Canada 2018-05-02


Lenny Dass Canada 2018-05-02


Britta Charbonneau Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02


Cheryl Hillier Kaslo, Canada 2018-05-02


Elena Iakimenko Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Jacqueline Sokol Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Caldwell Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Helen Boyd Comox, Canada 2018-05-02


christine armstrong Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Bernadette Carini Puvwash, Canada 2018-05-02


s mack-- Kings Co, Canada 2018-05-02


marilyn roue Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


TERRY HASSELMAN US 2018-05-02


Johanne Ouellette Cap-Chat, Canada 2018-05-02


Elisebeth Maynard Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Robin Ruff Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


judith poier Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Raven Fyre Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-02


Esa Hermikari Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02


Keely Shaw Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02


Nestor Deza Canada 2018-05-02


Edward Spady Lamont, Canada 2018-05-02


Margaret Grace Pickering, Canada 2018-05-02


David Fort Penticton, Canada 2018-05-02


Katherine MacIntyre Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


celine lemelin montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Danae McKay North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Cindy Luce Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Joanne Vance Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Peter Wilkins Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Lorraine Willis Hagensborg, Canada 2018-05-02


Star Singleton gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02


Colin McCubbin Osoyoos, Canada 2018-05-02


Leanna Sturley Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Natalia Stoll Powell River, Canada 2018-05-02


Roshani Welagedara Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


allan crawshaw Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Heather Little Grand Bay-Westfield, Canada 2018-05-02


Jugnu Ojha Sunnyvale, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Ute Wittig Deep River, Canada 2018-05-02


Denise Roldan Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Jared Benevict Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Katharina Czerny Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Steve Boutin Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-02


Kenedi Pratt Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


pier rienks Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-02


June Kertyzia Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


C Alschuler Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Kate Oswald Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-02


Philippe Parenteau Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02


Hussein Musa Markham, Canada 2018-05-02


Susanne Kumar Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Alan Kosinski Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


John Kreppner Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02


Kim O'Reilly Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02


Elise Garcin Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Trenia Laye Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02


Monica Mac Costumer US 2018-05-02


Gaye Webb US 2018-05-02


Karen Craigie North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Elaine Doorn Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Guy Reichard Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-02


Ann Price Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Jong-Sung Park Orillia, Canada 2018-05-02


Sharon Couchman Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Ron Arial Lanark, Canada 2018-05-02


Alyson Waite Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-02


willard ripley Fernie, Canada 2018-05-02


Debi Purvis Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-02


Charles Cilek US 2018-05-02


Diane Vitou Saint-Constant, Canada 2018-05-02


Marjorie Raymond Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02


Carol Mountain Assiniboia, Canada 2018-05-02


j harding north vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Wendy Havelaar Whaletown, Canada 2018-05-02


Kate LAwes Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Fred Simard Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


bob therriault Parksville, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Laffier-Fraser Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Warren Fraser Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-02


monique schwarz Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


jim carter surrey, Canada 2018-05-02


Karen Bissonnette Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Christopher Somner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Doug Kirillo Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Krista Ringler Canada 2018-05-02


Mark K. Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Isabella Di Federico Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


annis kukulan US 2018-05-02


Maria A Alvarez US 2018-05-02


Peter Bolton Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathy Romses North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Rocky Mikolic Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynn Jarvis Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Christina Ruiz US 2018-05-02


Inti Hernandez US 2018-05-02


Brian Shaw Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


David Steele Wolfville, Canada 2018-05-02


Janet Tan Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02


Alexandra Stuart Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02


Lisa Schraenkler Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Jeremy Mathers Fergus, Canada 2018-05-02


Peter Sowassey Langley, Canada 2018-05-02


Norm Mohamid Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


john watson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Ian dinsdale Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-02


jacquie Lautermilch Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Julia Merritt Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02


sieglinde hadden Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02


Manfred Radius Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Sukrit Thanalerdwong UK 2018-05-02


Ashly Williams US 2018-05-02


kelly watts blind bay, Canada 2018-05-02


Jim Fornelli Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-02


Rebecca Omahoney Arreton, England, UK 2018-05-02


Shelley Parsons US 2018-05-02


Dan Douglas Belleville, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Armstead US 2018-05-02


Elizabeth Ramirez De Vivero Canada 2018-05-02


Joan Lockhart Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


I. Ceplis Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


andy white Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02


Patrick Young Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Vicki Harknett Canada 2018-05-02


Mado Limoges Canada 2018-05-02


Judith French Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02


MORTIS . Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Suzanne Royden US 2018-05-02


Patrick Baker Canada 2018-05-02


linda goby Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Douthit UK 2018-05-02


monica phal US 2018-05-02


Tj Near US 2018-05-02


steph Diamant montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Gary Lea Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02


June Szasz Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Cynthia Leslie Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Dave Olaney Westville, Canada 2018-05-02


Arlana Taylor Coldstream, Canada 2018-05-02


Lauren Belyea-Nisbet Mill bay, Canada 2018-05-02


David Henley Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


Jacques Cantin Fossambault, Canada 2018-05-02


Renee Boileau St. Hubert QC, Canada 2018-05-02


Norah Kraft Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


Yolande Frederick Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Hugh Waller Sooke, Canada 2018-05-02


Luciano Iogna Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Fairlie Poole Kawartha Lakes, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathleen Jones Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Tim Windsor Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02


Liz Janzen-Drewitt Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


James Vincent Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02


Mike Grant Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02


Aloysius MacNeil Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


jane shuker Welland, Canada 2018-05-02


don chisholm La Porte, Texas, US 2018-05-02


Lydia Dillard US 2018-05-02


Lauren Hunter Good Corner, Canada 2018-05-02


Barbara Dryhurst Qualicum Beach, BC, Canada 2018-05-02


Roger Hawkins Thessalon, Canada 2018-05-02


Jedidiah Duyf Saltspring Island, Canada 2018-05-02


John Ryrie Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02


J Pichach Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02


Rosalie Julien Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Tom Nicholson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Keegan Manson-Curry New Maryland, Canada 2018-05-02


Stan Pollard US 2018-05-02


Jessica Laxo US 2018-05-02


Valeriy Retyunin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Mike Shauer Hope, Canada 2018-05-02


Helena Turinov Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Natalia Ignatenko Ontario, Canada 2018-05-02


Kara touzos US 2018-05-02


Shirley Hansen Regina, Canada 2018-05-02


Geraldine Williams Plymouth, UK 2018-05-02


KingRamsey Bitters US 2018-05-02


Alina Virga US 2018-05-02


Lisa Corbett Canada 2018-05-02


Elizabeth Stuef Canada 2018-05-02


Sarah McColgan US 2018-05-02


Janet McPhee Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Mary Day Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Meredith Harper Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-02


Anthony Griffin Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02


Ciara Fields US 2018-05-02


Mary Nortis US 2018-05-02


Korey Laviscount US 2018-05-02


Misty Dorcas Canada 2018-05-02


Maureen Blackwood Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02


Scott Tucker Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Diane Clarke Redruth, England, UK 2018-05-02


Alice Kidd Lillooet, Canada 2018-05-02


josh carley Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Cheryl M.G Robertson Canada 2018-05-02


Jonothan Bowen UK 2018-05-02


Elizabeth Davis US 2018-05-02


Kelsey Head US 2018-05-02


Emily Luke Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02


Joe Nguyen Canada 2018-05-02


nick robley UK 2018-05-02


Judy Harrold Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


BON JEANNE Canada 2018-05-02


David Howard Canada 2018-05-02


Mohammed Munir Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


David Lewis Ammon, NB, Canada 2018-05-02


Mike Fogt Caledon, Canada 2018-05-02


Jeremy Wilkins Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


N Meghji Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Marissa Donofrio US 2018-05-02


Peter Wood Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Ian King Delta, Canada 2018-05-02


Abigail Sternbergh Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-02


Harumi Sawada-Tse Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02


Marilyn Hamilton Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02


Kari Hook US 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Sharon Head US 2018-05-02


Vee Astaphan Nepean, Canada 2018-05-02


Michael Webb Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Mark Steppell West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02


Craig Vickers Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Edward Tymchatyn Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-02


John Pappas Lions Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


carolyn lafontaine Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02


Kellie Lawson US 2018-05-02


Laureen McLean Grand Forks, Canada 2018-05-02


Doran Doyle Port Renfrew, Canada 2018-05-02


Ashok Aklujkar Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02


David Oakley Sydney, Canada 2018-05-02


Elisabeth Klein Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02


Suzanne Fifi Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Alyson Vandergrift Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Miner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Larry Hein Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Richard Atherton Garson, Canada 2018-05-02


Scott Barrie London, Canada 2018-05-02


Carol A Murawsky Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02


Hector Curiel Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Chris Wood Nanaimo District, Canada 2018-05-02


Maxime Balthazard Verdun, Canada 2018-05-02


marla yacowar victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Robert Zan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Richard Bulka Canada 2018-05-02


Angela George Red Deer County, Canada 2018-05-02


Brad Chalmers Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02


Andrea Sparling Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Bonnie Pfeifer Regina, Canada 2018-05-02


Kat Kent Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-02


Jean Herzog Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02


Gordon Nicholls Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynn Foster Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Lorelei Richards Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02


Patricia Eberhard US 2018-05-02


Rajneet Sandhu Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02


Lori Funnell Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02


Carole Epp Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02


Tom Molyneaux Welland, Canada 2018-05-02


Darren Boyko moose Jaw, Sask, Canada 2018-05-02


Shirley Morie Westlock, Canada 2018-05-02


Carol Brubaker Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Julian carnrite Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Magnus Birkner Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Debra Clinton Pickering, Canada 2018-05-02


Christian Deane Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


Kali Simmonds Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-02


Donna yim Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Chris Rodgers UK 2018-05-02


Katarzyna Michalik Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Joseph Dudiak Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-02


Tara Enever Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Johanna Mathieu Renfrew, Canada 2018-05-02


Timothy Goddard US 2018-05-02


Jamie Meilen-Ramsay Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Kyle Cousins US 2018-05-02


Cat Schick Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Tara Munnings Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


James Thornley Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Roger Charby London, Canada 2018-05-02


Fred Yack TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-02


Rosemary Klippenstein Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-02


Shelley Russell Brentwood Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


Tonje Williams US 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Sandra Doyle Plymouth, England, UK 2018-05-02


Gary Bigden UK 2018-05-02


Rose Lucking UK 2018-05-02


Colette Finkelstein UK 2018-05-02


Charlie Quill UK 2018-05-02


John Burke UK 2018-05-02


lauren james US 2018-05-02


Melissa Harris UK 2018-05-02


Susan Gowens US 2018-05-02


Carl Thompson UK 2018-05-02


Alison Griggs US 2018-05-02


Anonymous User UK 2018-05-02


Kirstin Gulbransen US 2018-05-02


Cindy Felton UK 2018-05-02


Albus Dumbledore US 2018-05-02


Penny Phillpotts UK 2018-05-02


Susan & R. Jason Rogers Nakusp, Canada 2018-05-02


Maahida Bajwa US 2018-05-02


Katie Dunnett UK 2018-05-02


Zeljana Maric Canada 2018-05-02


David Doubleday UK 2018-05-02


mike lawrance UK 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Judith Henshaw UK 2018-05-02


Renee Meggs Banff, Canada 2018-05-02


Audrey MacDonald Markham, Canada 2018-05-02


Alan Fox UK 2018-05-02


adam barrett UK 2018-05-02


LoopyL Scott UK 2018-05-02


Maisy Coupe UK 2018-05-02


cheryl wright parksville, Canada 2018-05-02


Caroline Fusco Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Nadine Towell Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-02


Cheryl Anderson Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02


Khati Hendry Summerland BC, Canada 2018-05-02


ann maynard Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


narjess abbas Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


P Johnson Penticton, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathy Welter Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02


Ed Goldberg US 2018-05-02


Rose Levy Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-02


Kimberly Gill US 2018-05-02


Jackie Courteau Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Linda Kowalski Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Michele Holcomb Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Olivia Levesque Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02


Debbie Poisson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Ryan McGinnis Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


GARY THOMAS Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Gwendolyn Colman Glen Haven, Canada 2018-05-02


Pam Lund US 2018-05-02


marianne mohan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Margaret Rundgren Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Cathie Graham Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


Christopher Barnes Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Linda Walker Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


carol gilpin New Tecumseth, Canada 2018-05-02


Sheyenne Pruett US 2018-05-02


J P Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Patrick Short Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-02


Len Shaw Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02


Travis Miller US 2018-05-02


Kim Dignan Duncan, Canada 2018-05-02


Francis Adams Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02


Denise Watson Duncan, BC, Canada 2018-05-02


michael lim Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02


Lynn Inouye Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Dianne Perrier Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02


Antonia Kowalewski Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Roberta Newbigging Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02


Michel DeMars Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02


Eric Turko Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Eric Fontaine Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Tim Lachman US 2018-05-02


Bernadette Warren Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Andre Bussanich Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-02


Judith Ellerby Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-02


Doug Zaph Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02


Mary Lou Gauthier Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Leon Hill Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Janis Epners Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-02


Gail Laursen Cache Creek, Canada 2018-05-02


Christopher Nelson Howell, New Jersey, US 2018-05-02


Geneviève Quevillon Laval, Canada 2018-05-02


mary nutt Hubbards, Canada 2018-05-02


Shannon Davidson Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-02


Keirsten Poepjes Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02


Jacki Jackson Canada 2018-05-02


D Conrad Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Abbas Qureshi Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


susan scott victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Grant Fahlman Regina, Canada 2018-05-02


Rosalie Grills North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Margie Starkes Prince George, Canada 2018-05-02


Iraj Afshari North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-02


Elaine Casinelli UK 2018-05-02


Kimberly Glendenning Shelburne Ontario, Canada 2018-05-02


Carolyn Richard Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Diane Hoffman US 2018-05-02


Danielle Duberow US 2018-05-02


J Enderby Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Barb Keith White Rock, Canada 2018-05-02


Chloe Cohen US 2018-05-02


Julia Thompson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Isid Johnson US 2018-05-02


Mark Ogloff Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-02


Timothy Bahry Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


John Edward Westmount, Canada 2018-05-02


Grace Daniele US 2018-05-02


laura sanchez US 2018-05-02


Coryn Nelson Morinville, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Rae Luther Canada 2018-05-02


Bryan R. Gates R.P.Bio (Ret) Black Creek, Canada 2018-05-02


Kathryn Fleming Beeton, Canada 2018-05-02


Julia Kelly Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


Jean-Louis chatel Laval, Canada 2018-05-02


Marina Kuznetsova Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Jean Fioramore Léry, Canada 2018-05-02


Kim Cranmer Banff, Canada 2018-05-02


Dave Lowe Berwick, Canada 2018-05-02


rick carlson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Sabrina Zollo Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Heber Lorraine Desboro, Canada 2018-05-02


helmut becker Delta, Canada 2018-05-02


David Simpson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Natasha Beaulieu Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Steve Garamszeghy Eastend, Canada 2018-05-02


Chris Crocker Gimli, Canada 2018-05-02


Rose Gordon Acton, Canada 2018-05-02


Ale Olmos Canada 2018-05-02


adam ikari Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Bev Sanders Bowser, Canada 2018-05-02


Diana Glixman US 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


William Reist Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


zainab manji Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-02


Nancy Dinnigan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Jacques Beaulieu Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Kaitlyn Bur US 2018-05-02


Skye Reid-Calder Canada 2018-05-02


ken phelps Kingsville, Canada 2018-05-02


Frances Mackie UK 2018-05-02


Eva Grubb US 2018-05-02


Lewis Soderberg UK 2018-05-02


Cheryl Allen Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-02


Wendy McLeary Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-02


Nicolette Cardiel US 2018-05-02


Robert Henkel Canada 2018-05-02


Mark Newman UK 2018-05-02


Isaiah Laitinen US 2018-05-02


Wendy Titheradge UK 2018-05-02


Karla Robb UK 2018-05-02


Marielle Marne Phoenix, Arizona, US 2018-05-02


Robin Munro UK 2018-05-02


Paul Marshman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Janette Blades UK 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Filip Lubiarz UK 2018-05-02


Leonard Bowring Port McNeill, Canada 2018-05-02


Valerie Hurst Canada 2018-05-02


Kenneth Whittlesey US 2018-05-02


Lee Kirwan UK 2018-05-02


Richard Bird UK 2018-05-02


Khalla Roberts Canada 2018-05-02


Mike Lam Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-02


Rita Ozols Gilford, Ont., Canada 2018-05-02


Betty Schweitzer Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Nancy Cabral Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02


Alondra Partida US 2018-05-02


Leslie Magee Penticton, Canada 2018-05-02


Nelson Drake Whistler, Canada 2018-05-02


Robert Wilson Québec, Canada 2018-05-02


Sudasi Gardner Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-02


karen rose Aurora, Canada 2018-05-02


Thomas de la Courneuve Northumberland County, Canada 2018-05-02


Christine Bailey Arnstein, Canada 2018-05-02


Mary-Jane Limberis Canada 2018-05-02


Robert McLean Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Saira Hansen Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Gino Tortolano Prévost, Canada 2018-05-02


Shen Hajee Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Christine Mateika Canada 2018-05-02


Joan Miller Delta, Canada 2018-05-02


Cindy Janzen Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-02


Christa Gallant New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-02


Veronica Dunn Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-02


Ray Colbert Caerphilly, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-05-02


Rick Mooney Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02


Nancy Charlton Beaverton, Oregon, US 2018-05-02


Barb Macdonald Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-02


Brad Atchison Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Andrea Willers Cumbernauld, Scotland, UK 2018-05-02


marilyn westgerdes medford, Oregon, US 2018-05-02


Susan White New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-02


Marie Bell Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Frisch US 2018-05-02


Matthew Desroches Penetanguishene, Canada 2018-05-02


Brenda Dowell London, Canada 2018-05-02


Krista Ockenden Hamilton ON, Canada 2018-05-02


Geoff Bennett Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-02


Timothy Brownlow Duncan, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Elaine Haveman Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-02


Ann Hall Bradenton, Florida, US 2018-05-02


Luce Guertin Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Garry Hunter Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02


Douglas Mellott US 2018-05-02


bonnie lindros Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Sylvia Mittler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Ana Maria Salgueiro Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


bali genhaz ajax, Canada 2018-05-02


Wendy Hooker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Marc Tremblay Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Alp Altuntur Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Tove Reece Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-02


Leanne Olson Val-des-monts, Canada 2018-05-02


giseline guay Kentville, Canada 2018-05-02


RICHARD PALMER Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


mae Runions Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Sheila Giroux Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02


Gwyneth Bowen Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Alan Burt Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02


Joana Valdez US 2018-05-02


Heidi Reid Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Tammy stpierre New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-02


Jim Harris Nanaimo, BC, Canada 2018-05-02


Trevor Wildman Warrington, UK 2018-05-02


John Brownie Dorval, Canada 2018-05-02


Jada Brotman Greece 2018-05-02


pam Lee Thetis Island, Canada 2018-05-02


Yvonne Hartman Granville, Australia 2018-05-02


Chris Keiser Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-02


Jack Cooley Brackendale, Canada 2018-05-02


Jennifer Pagnan Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02


cindy Fernandes Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Karen Hodgson Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-02


Brett Rabb Straffordville, Canada 2018-05-02


Charlélie Bilodeau Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02


Matteo Fontana Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Kelsi Larsson Parksville, Canada 2018-05-02


Gloria Rebellato Lavoie North Bay, Canada 2018-05-02


james dean New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-02


larry alcantar US 2018-05-02


GRANT BUOTE Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-02


Mary Trieber Lafond, Canada 2018-05-02


Alanna Dyck Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Darrell Kapicki Saint Albert, Canada 2018-05-02


Tara Hepinstall Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Svea Ogilvie New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-02


mercedes santos garcia US 2018-05-02


James Forsyth Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Tasia Bantassios Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Val Davis Sorrento, Canada 2018-05-02


Norma Grant Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Graydon Hooper Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Ryan LaCroix Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02


Kevin Barber Casselman, Canada 2018-05-02


Mark Newton Regina, Canada 2018-05-02


Chris Paisey Canada 2018-05-02


Zoë Allen US 2018-05-02


Byron Tracey coquitlam, bc, Canada 2018-05-02


Merry Harris US 2018-05-02


Abby Ryks Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Janie Dunn UK 2018-05-02


sacchi sosho Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Peter A Hillman Mission BC, Canada 2018-05-02


Rosalind Britten North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02


Isabelle Nadon Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Marce Walsh US 2018-05-02


Donald Kennedy Angus, Canada 2018-05-02


Susan Wright UK 2018-05-02


Cynthia Marie Henley US 2018-05-02


Jack Hopek Mississauga On, Canada 2018-05-02


Rachel Major UK 2018-05-02


Travis Hoover Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-02


Yvonne Bell Richmond, BC, Canada 2018-05-02


Yvonne Bell Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02


Natsume Masaki US 2018-05-02


Darlene Hanson Moncton, Canada 2018-05-02


Brent Irwin Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-02


Julie Cosimi Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02


Lisa Hanson Ouellette Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-02


HALDANE REYNOLDS Edmonton, AB, Canada 2018-05-02


Diane Simpson Langley, B.C., Canada 2018-05-02


Sean Dineen ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02


Sam Jaber Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02


Valentino Sanna Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


Regina Afif Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02


mark horsford erin, Canada 2018-05-02


Adam Izeboudjene UK 2018-05-02







Name Location Date


Isabelle Sevrain Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Sylvia Briones Atlanta, Georgia, US 2018-05-02


Stevi Urben Nelson, Canada 2018-05-02


RODOLFO MEJIA Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02


Louise Hartnagel Prince George, Canada 2018-05-02


Norma Barnes ColdstreamB.C., Canada 2018-05-02


michael pitt Langley, Canada 2018-05-02


Bart de Cort Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02


John Hylton Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02


Iris Duchesne Mars ton, Canada 2018-05-02


savawn bretthauer US 2018-05-03


Melody McTaggart Napanee, Canada 2018-05-03


georgia silverstein Canada 2018-05-03


Marjorie Soares Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-03


Ande Williams US 2018-05-03


Jon Hemmy Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


scott blair kamloops, Canada 2018-05-03


Beatrix Santorelli Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-03


Ron Link Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-03


Hélène Régnier Ottawa ON, Canada 2018-05-03


Louise Griep Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03


Taremekedzwa Muvingi Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Simon Rimmer Woodville, Canada 2018-05-03


michael barker port coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-03


Elizabeth Stokes Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Roy Schwartzenburg Guelph, Canada 2018-05-03


Denise Schmidt US 2018-05-03


Lauren Spear US 2018-05-03


Emily Mandy Toronto ON, Canada 2018-05-03


Leonie de Young Canada 2018-05-03


owen caldwell US 2018-05-03


Teresa leung US 2018-05-03


fernanda morley West Lorne, Canada 2018-05-03


Daniel Dawson US 2018-05-03


Robbin Mcknight US 2018-05-03


Joan Pleads US 2018-05-03


Miguel Barclay Canada 2018-05-03


Veronica Rodger US 2018-05-03


Ruth Salazar US 2018-05-03


mahire eziz Canada 2018-05-03


Claire Inbody US 2018-05-03


Tracey Holt UK 2018-05-03


Lichen Tilley Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-03


Nalomie Brandenn Surrey, Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


carol anne spivak London, Canada 2018-05-03


Paula Sinclair Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Sharon Gelling Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-03


Tony Parrell St. John's, Canada 2018-05-03


Pauline Head Brampton, Canada 2018-05-03


C L Tofino, Canada 2018-05-03


Wendy Ashton Espanola, Canada 2018-05-03


Catherine McLean London, Canada 2018-05-03


mehdi najari Saanich, Canada 2018-05-03


bertrand roberge greenfield park, Canada 2018-05-03


k g US 2018-05-03


Cindy Jaggernauth Canada 2018-05-03


Jonathan Boyne Honolulu, Hawaii, US 2018-05-03


Sandra Janssen Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-03


Tony Curtis Townsville, Australia 2018-05-03


BILL COVERT US 2018-05-03


Pam Dunlop Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-03


Darren Doi Surrey, Canada 2018-05-03


Lorne Brackenbury Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-03


Blake Volesky Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03


David Besharah Dalmeny, Canada 2018-05-03


michael vogl Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Keith Newcombe Canada 2018-05-03


Karen Oleary US 2018-05-03


Carol Weiss US 2018-05-03


joe CEMBRUCH winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-03


Patricia Bullock Canada 2018-05-03


Melissa Kumpis US 2018-05-03


Kevin Aitchison Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-03


Sheila Eaglestone Canada 2018-05-03


Edward Stirton Canada 2018-05-03


Anne Curtis Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Petra Norris Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Naomi Wise Langley Township, Canada 2018-05-03


james McConnell Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-03


Chantel Guglielmi US 2018-05-03


Kelly Fine US 2018-05-03


Teresa Bigham Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-03


Ashley Rake US 2018-05-03


Daisy Arellano US 2018-05-03


Corey Tkach US 2018-05-03


Nour Youssef Canada 2018-05-03


Athalat Malik UK 2018-05-03


Susan Fletcher Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Rolf Widmer Powll River BC, Canada 2018-05-03


Breyan Nino US 2018-05-03


Amber Polzin US 2018-05-03


Amy Manson Canada 2018-05-03


Dale Chase Hornby Island, B.C., Canada 2018-05-03


Angelia Milanovic Verdun, Canada 2018-05-03


Nathalie Dube Victoria, Canada 2018-05-03


Marguerite Soucy White Rock, Canada 2018-05-03


Teresa Beers Gabriola Island, Canada 2018-05-03


Darlene Ford US 2018-05-03


Anna Tracey Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-03


Nicolle Czajkowski US 2018-05-03


K Antonick Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


John Mayfield Old Barns, Canada 2018-05-03


William Tomczak Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Heidi Falzon Westmeadows, Australia 2018-05-03


Natasha Khemchand Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Sharon Fell UK 2018-05-03


Sallie Boschung Burnaby BC, Canada 2018-05-03


Pamela Parker Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-03


Tracey Swanson US 2018-05-03


John R Bell Victoria, Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Marc Erickson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


Melanie Caron Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


Giacomo Sabella Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-03


Chris Fosbury UK 2018-05-03


Kristin Nilsson UK 2018-05-03


Balli Garcha UK 2018-05-03


Liz Miller-Hall UK 2018-05-03


Daniel Eisele UK 2018-05-03


Emma Frost UK 2018-05-03


Krister Belfon US 2018-05-03


Katie Krause US 2018-05-03


Barbara Johns Lewisberry, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-03


Warren Flanagan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


Mark Andersen Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03


Alina Stefanska Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-03


Kelly Keats UK 2018-05-03


Emmeline Durrant UK 2018-05-03


Chiamaka Okenna-Afamefuna Canada 2018-05-03


Catherine Woodley Dundas, On, Canada 2018-05-03


Arthur Turple Truro, Canada 2018-05-03


Jane Thrush North York, Canada 2018-05-03


EMILY Blanke US 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Bella Saw Australia 2018-05-03


Rakesh Patel UK 2018-05-03


Michelle Chan US 2018-05-03


Donald Poole Val-des-Monts, Canada 2018-05-03


Christopher Williams US 2018-05-03


Christina Alvarez US 2018-05-03


Ross Beckett Canada 2018-05-03


Emma Du US 2018-05-03


Ed Innes UK 2018-05-03


Christine Noe US 2018-05-03


CAD Bradshaw Ceri-Anne
Bradshaw


UK 2018-05-03


James Williams Canada 2018-05-03


Tina Gardin Canada 2018-05-03


christopher churcher UK 2018-05-03


Sam Sam UK 2018-05-03


Gina Binetti Canada 2018-05-03


Mary Tiller Bourdages Canada 2018-05-03


ANDRE DESLAURIERS Canada 2018-05-03


Deborah Turner Canada 2018-05-03


Michael Butz Haliburton, Canada 2018-05-03


Barbara Fee Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


GAIL FRASER London, Canada 2018-05-03


Federico De Marco Canada 2018-05-03


Kathleen Brett Merville, Canada 2018-05-03


Maria McGuire US 2018-05-03


Judy Ring Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03


Naomi Adams Canada 2018-05-03


Laura Curley New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03


Jessie McKay Springville, Canada 2018-05-03


Darren Warren US 2018-05-03


Rosalind Mariconda Windsor, Canada 2018-05-03


Steve Squizzato Canada 2018-05-03


Nathan McCarthy Bedford, Canada 2018-05-03


Kaden Bryant US 2018-05-03


Christine Cull Oliver, Canada 2018-05-03


Susanna White US 2018-05-03


Marsha KIdeckel Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Soleil River US 2018-05-03


claudia somerville US 2018-05-03


whitney cox gibbons, Canada 2018-05-03


Margaret Taylor Halifax, Canada 2018-05-03


U. R. Tomanek US 2018-05-03


Amy Paska Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Namatié Traoré Canada 2018-05-03


Naomi Matlow Canada 2018-05-03


derek small UK 2018-05-03


Andrew Tremeer Canada 2018-05-03


Louise Jex Canada 2018-05-03


Anastasia Voivodeanu Canada 2018-05-03


Hannah Curtis Canada 2018-05-03


Julie Usher Canada 2018-05-03


Christopher Symonds UK 2018-05-03


Gregor Kelly UK 2018-05-03


Eric Ly Canada 2018-05-03


Taha Tomizeh Canada 2018-05-03


Vanessa Pereira Canada 2018-05-03


Brenda Pickvance Canada 2018-05-03


Alison Houston Canada 2018-05-03


Tracey Sandilands Canada 2018-05-03


Sarah Drake Canada 2018-05-03


Michael Johnson US 2018-05-03


Richard Witham Canada 2018-05-03


Kalwant Phull Canada 2018-05-03


Cordelius Hultberg Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-03


Geneviève Sincennes Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Angie sharma Canada 2018-05-03


Moya Rose Canada 2018-05-03


Ben Ritman Canada 2018-05-03


Simon Gaudet Canada 2018-05-03


Xochitl Cervantes US 2018-05-03


Cathy Clarke Canada 2018-05-03


Semhan Aydin Turkey 2018-05-03


Wayne Hohn Nelson, Canada 2018-05-03


Marcia Hamacher Keremeos, Canada 2018-05-03


D Y Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03


Susan Finlay Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03


Heidi MacDonald San Clemente, California, US 2018-05-03


Leighlani Lowes US 2018-05-03


Jason Melanson Montréal, Canada 2018-05-03


Kristin Roland Katy, Texas, US 2018-05-03


Carol Sabean Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03


Erin Zimdars US 2018-05-03


Maria Escallon Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03


Greg Walker Glen Huron, Canada 2018-05-03


dale yim Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Heather Garden Harrow, Canada 2018-05-03


Deborah Vitek Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Kanjana Fathi US 2018-05-03


Carey Caswell Vernon, Canada 2018-05-03


DIane Schulte Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-03


katelyn dolton Canada 2018-05-03


Paul Cloud Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-03


Andrea Schultz Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-03


Kim Casper US 2018-05-03


Nicola Young Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-03


Pete Herlihy Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-03


Nikki Nelson US 2018-05-03


Donald Oliver Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2018-05-03


David Reinboth West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


Bev Jones Canada 2018-05-03


Rachel Nalos Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-03


Helene Lavigne Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Victoria Lyons Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


Randy woods North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


Judy Cayford Canada 2018-05-03


Kaysone keovongsa Canada 2018-05-03


maggie semyonova Canada 2018-05-03


Eli Baumgardt US 2018-05-03


felicity don Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Jennifer Warkentin Canada 2018-05-03


Dave Lang Canada 2018-05-03


Erika Dagyte UK 2018-05-03


Jocelyn Johnson US 2018-05-03


Kay Leadbetter UK 2018-05-03


Marie Machin UK 2018-05-03


Jeff Bozarth US 2018-05-03


Jacob McIntyre US 2018-05-03


Dickson Au Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


George Swarchuk Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-03


Steve Moore Peoria, Arizona, US 2018-05-03


Ray Morris Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03


Jordana P Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Kimberly Jones US 2018-05-03


Mike McCann Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-03


Sasha Buenrostro Canada 2018-05-03


Jacqueline A. Heise Delta, Canada 2018-05-03


Margaret Page Canada 2018-05-03


Maxine Gammon River john, Canada 2018-05-03


David Hill Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03


Molly Hughes Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03


Raven Moerhea Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Alix sullivan UK 2018-05-03


Ana Suarez Canada 2018-05-03


Tanvit Ahmed UK 2018-05-03


Not Applicable UK 2018-05-03


William Holland US 2018-05-03


Stan Johnson Eskasoni, Canada 2018-05-03


Dawne Meneguzzo US 2018-05-03


Stacey Govito Beaufort, South Carolina, US 2018-05-03


Alicia Patience Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03


Bobbi Morrison Canada 2018-05-03


Gary Whitten Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03


Tara Abrams Markham, Canada 2018-05-03


lois south Beaufort, South Carolina, US 2018-05-03


Susan MacDonald Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03


shirley Brinkhurst Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-03


Christopher Horton Canada 2018-05-03


Stephan Huber Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-03


Carly MacDonald Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-03


Dawn Burke Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03


David Slade Cobble Hill BC, Canada 2018-05-03


Karen Chamarette UK 2018-05-03


Asiah Grey Canada 2018-05-03







Name Location Date


Joanne Kane Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03


Anna Pereda New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03


Tammy Gillis Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03


marnie kaufman Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-03


JOHN JONES VICTORIA, Canada 2018-05-03


Cristian Gaspar Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-03


Tim Richard Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-03


Brad O’Neill New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03


Ashley Cullen New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03


shirley mackay Westville, Canada 2018-05-03


Quinn Labelle Canada 2018-05-03


cory bueckert Dresden, Canada 2018-05-03


kathy shaw UK 2018-05-03


frank salage US 2018-05-03


Sam Roberts UK 2018-05-03


Judy Cormier Canada 2018-05-03


Chantal Aubin Canada 2018-05-03


Cheryl O'Neill Canada 2018-05-03


Geraldine MacDonald Kingston, Canada 2018-05-03


Angela Burns Westville, Canada 2018-05-03


Gioconda Rojas Montréal, Canada 2018-05-04


Lee Everts Placentia, Canada 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Amy Cusack Derwent, Canada 2018-05-04


yaquelin perez US 2018-05-04


Thinh Ngo US 2018-05-04


carol kurtin Hawkestone, Canada 2018-05-04


andy broverman Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-04


germaine asplin Canada 2018-05-04


leon vanderveen Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-04


Brady Winter US 2018-05-04


Holly Marchuk Canada 2018-05-04


Trevor Walsh Rose Park, Australia 2018-05-04


Jacqueline Davis Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-04


Song Kinnamon Easley, South Carolina, US 2018-05-04


jo allgood US 2018-05-04


Wendy Chisholm Trenton, Canada 2018-05-04


Adriana St John US 2018-05-04


Karen Koftinoff Canada 2018-05-04


kathleen sheehan US 2018-05-04


masehullah osman US 2018-05-04


Lea Boswell Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-04


Diane Wong Calgary, Canada 2018-05-04


Sue Deruelle US 2018-05-04


wayne volzke Fort Saint John, Canada 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Dean Worsley Victor Harbor, Australia 2018-05-04


Cathryn York Toronto, Canada 2018-05-04


elizabeth acker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-04


Tere Zamora Montreal, Canada 2018-05-04


ken blucke Surrey, Canada 2018-05-04


Tanya & Ronald Stewart Canada 2018-05-04


Terry Hoffman Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-04


Odelle Agustin Canada 2018-05-04


Daniel Jardin Canada 2018-05-04


jeff zimmer Canada 2018-05-04


Joanna Blitt Canada 2018-05-04


Lara Franco US 2018-05-04


Kurstin Hamilton US 2018-05-04


Mickey Sutherland Adelaide, Australia 2018-05-04


Ashley Fedoriuk Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04


Rowena Axford US 2018-05-04


Judith Stefancic Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-04


Anna Denes Canada 2018-05-04


Kevin Luis US 2018-05-04


Talia Harper US 2018-05-04


Jagjit Nijjer Prince George, Canada 2018-05-04


BRITTNEY HEATHERINGTON Canada 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Bobby Parmar Canada 2018-05-04


Karen Birkett Lachine, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-04


Monica Latham UK 2018-05-04


IAN RUBERY UK 2018-05-04


George Shortman UK 2018-05-04


Anneka Spice Canada 2018-05-04


Kelly Brown Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-04


Lauren Yeager US 2018-05-04


Thomas McVay US 2018-05-04


Sean Peter Rutledge UK 2018-05-04


Karen Barnes UK 2018-05-04


John Hindley UK 2018-05-04


Marie-Josee Beauchamp Canada 2018-05-04


Grahame Edwards Black Creek, Canada 2018-05-04


shirley swan Birmingham, England, UK 2018-05-04


Keith Carey UK 2018-05-04


Imogen Warren UK 2018-05-04


Anne Bell Harrow, Canada 2018-05-04


Ellie Dixon UK 2018-05-04


Madita Buennecke South Africa 2018-05-04


Donald Grant UK 2018-05-04


bianca tenneriello US 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Mike Shreeve UK 2018-05-04


Eva Mikuska UK 2018-05-04


Sam Brettle UK 2018-05-04


Anita Niles UK 2018-05-04


Carmen Bichsel Canada 2018-05-04


Veronika Šobáňová Czech Republic 2018-05-04


Ryan Currie Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-04


John T. Aikens Aikens Baddeck, Canada 2018-05-04


Karin Bisschop Canada 2018-05-04


Kevin Gardner UK 2018-05-04


Lesley Anne Bhatti Wishaw, UK 2018-05-04


Doaa Awan Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-04


Sharon Kirkham Canada 2018-05-04


Adam Moore Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-04


Martin Mac Intyre Souris, Canada 2018-05-04


Trevin McNicol Yarmouth County, Canada 2018-05-04


Mariah Godin Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04


Liana LeBlanc Canada 2018-05-04


Teresa Reichert US 2018-05-04


Carrie mcgee US 2018-05-04


André La'Course UK 2018-05-04


Robin Elshout UK 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Juan carlos Vargas Canada 2018-05-04


Minh Nguyen Canada 2018-05-04


Natalie Boshell UK 2018-05-04


Angela Aers Aers Merlin, Canada 2018-05-04


Kevin Pond Canada 2018-05-04


kathy campbell Canada 2018-05-04


Ali Guvenc Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-04


Dale Hawley Oxford, Canada 2018-05-04


jeremiah ramirez US 2018-05-04


Scott Robinson Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-04


Arden Rasmussen Canada 2018-05-04


diana skinner US 2018-05-04


Lisa Holloway Canada 2018-05-04


Desmay Smith Canada 2018-05-04


Janell Gehmlich Montreal, Canada 2018-05-04


Virginia Avila US 2018-05-04


M. Jimena Rodriguez US 2018-05-04


Nidhee Dubal US 2018-05-04


sorin tudorahe Romania 2018-05-04


Angela Bourne Canada 2018-05-04


J Riley UK 2018-05-04


Dominic LeRose US 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Amber Whitley US 2018-05-04


Jennifer Plishka US 2018-05-04


Phil Marty Canada 2018-05-04


Morgan Matthews Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04


Beth Johnson Canada 2018-05-04


Brandie Arp US 2018-05-04


Jim Miles Canada 2018-05-04


Justine Shamed US 2018-05-04


Robert Fetzer US 2018-05-04


Alison Foster Sutton-in-Ashfield, England, UK 2018-05-04


Shalese Jordan Canada 2018-05-04


Joshua Dabakarov US 2018-05-04


Nathan Durnion UK 2018-05-04


Andrea Gurgian US 2018-05-04


pat rollo US 2018-05-04


Andrew Ritch Canada 2018-05-04


Rosane Baril Canada 2018-05-04


Laura McClure Canada 2018-05-04


Anja Vitalis Canada 2018-05-04


Eric Kleis US 2018-05-04


Christina Athens US 2018-05-04


Heidi Brown US 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Crystal Stafford US 2018-05-04


Flossie Pruitt US 2018-05-04


Molly Christensen US 2018-05-04


Adrian Oakley-Dow UK 2018-05-04


Karol kpatean@yahoo.com US 2018-05-04


Ben Young US 2018-05-04


Julia Kolasa UK 2018-05-04


Alison O'Neill Canada 2018-05-04


carlo mckale Canada 2018-05-04


Landon Mcgibbon Las Vegas, Nevada, US 2018-05-04


Glenna Eby Canada 2018-05-04


Marva Lind US 2018-05-04


Ryan DesRoche Summerside, Canada 2018-05-04


Rita Otaner Canada 2018-05-04


Rachel Cox US 2018-05-04


Barri Hitchin UK 2018-05-04


kathleen caldwell US 2018-05-04


Ula Nero US 2018-05-04


Naomi Harper Canada 2018-05-04


Susan Frazier US 2018-05-04


Ian Heptinstall US 2018-05-04


Carl Martinez US 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Eric Cunningham US 2018-05-04


Susan Battle US 2018-05-04


Colin Shaw Canada 2018-05-04


Kevin Dwyer Canada 2018-05-04


Laura Robinson US 2018-05-04


Tracy Stroh US 2018-05-04


Carri Foote US 2018-05-04


Ashton Armelin US 2018-05-04


William Walls UK 2018-05-04


Cullen Polesne US 2018-05-04


Alex Armstrong Mount Pearl, Canada 2018-05-04


patrick scanlon UK 2018-05-04


doug curry UK 2018-05-04


Maura Hope Canada 2018-05-04


Ken Ellis Canada 2018-05-04


Kim Strickland Pictou, Canada 2018-05-04


nicole ricks US 2018-05-04


Lindsey Bowser Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-04


Rakesh Khattar Canada 2018-05-04


Irene Peters Orillia, Canada 2018-05-04


Brian McCord Pickering, Canada 2018-05-04


Susan Csontos Debert,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Jennifer Bankay Canada 2018-05-04


Judith Bowman Canada 2018-05-04


Aoife Connolly UK 2018-05-04


Amos Zou US 2018-05-04


charity kurz Canada 2018-05-04


Megan Morrissey UK 2018-05-04


Sarah Rickman UK 2018-05-04


Robert Apens Canada 2018-05-04


MARTIN WHEATLEY UK 2018-05-04


Joe O'Gorman UK 2018-05-04


Adrian Greaves UK 2018-05-04


Rachel Densing UK 2018-05-04


john jones grande prairie, Canada 2018-05-04


Edna Gooden US 2018-05-04


Judy Marshall Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04


Aaron Todd Canada 2018-05-04


john scharf Canada 2018-05-04


Kelly Vollering Toronto, Canada 2018-05-04


Sylvia Francis Rexton, Canada 2018-05-04


Chris Irvine London, Canada 2018-05-04


Richard Collins Corbyville, Canada 2018-05-04


a w UK 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Mary Heraty UK 2018-05-04


ROGER Alberts UK 2018-05-04


Wendy McMaster Canada 2018-05-04


Paul McKeown UK 2018-05-04


Shray Spriggs US 2018-05-04


Denise Baker UK 2018-05-04


Andrew Reid UK 2018-05-04


A Morris UK 2018-05-04


Jean Heeley UK 2018-05-04


Chris Bergauer-Free Markham, Canada 2018-05-04


marcel keoughan mt uniacke, Canada 2018-05-04


Susan Marrier Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-04


Edith Cunningham US 2018-05-04


Jill MacDonald Kentville, Canada 2018-05-04


alberto ruz US 2018-05-04


Peter Starling UK 2018-05-04


monty foley US 2018-05-04


Kerry Briggs UK 2018-05-04


Carole Bennett UK 2018-05-04


Paul Clarke Pontllanfraith, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-05-04


Ciaran Nowek UK 2018-05-04


Thelma Williams UK 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Larry Daymude US 2018-05-04


Angela Fraser Abercrombie, Canada 2018-05-04


Lisa Linardatos Montréal, Canada 2018-05-04


kim caberte Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04


Clare McKenna UK 2018-05-04


John Hilt Canada 2018-05-04


Aneesa Hassan UK 2018-05-04


Janet Graham Sooke, Canada 2018-05-04


Michelle Neeson UK 2018-05-04


John Mutch Liverpool, England, UK 2018-05-04


George Elsegood UK 2018-05-04


Michelle Evans US 2018-05-04


Geraldine Warrington US 2018-05-04


Annette Long-Stinnett Tahlequah, Oklahoma, US 2018-05-04


Joanne Baskett UK 2018-05-04


Zac Rosamond UK 2018-05-04


Martha Abbondandelo US 2018-05-04


ROSHANEE LAPPE US 2018-05-04


Danielle LeClair Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-04


Emma Churchill UK 2018-05-04


Geraldine Stone UK 2018-05-04


Jordan Darrell US 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Natalia Schmitter-Emerson US 2018-05-04


Robin Thompson US 2018-05-04


Paul Thomas UK 2018-05-04


Donnie Roberts US 2018-05-04


Denise Braden US 2018-05-04


Laurel Dewar Brechin, Canada 2018-05-04


Christine Ashcroft Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-04


Joan MacDonald Canada 2018-05-04


Melissa Grubbs US 2018-05-04


Lois Hamilton US 2018-05-04


Caroline Bath Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-04


Codi Cole Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-04


Liz Kelly Canada 2018-05-04


anthony laroche montreal, Canada 2018-05-04


Julia Timoshenko Canada 2018-05-04


dylan bickler US 2018-05-04


Christine Pethick UK 2018-05-04


Elaine Thomas Canada 2018-05-04


Anthony Stuart US 2018-05-04


Julian Thomas US 2018-05-04


Nigel Coles UK 2018-05-04


Beatrice Sternberg US 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


james carrson Canada 2018-05-04


Wayne Bezanson Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04


Gwyneth Carlson US 2018-05-04


Harriet Borch Canada 2018-05-04


Neil Longley UK 2018-05-04


Terrence Plain Sidney, Canada 2018-05-04


Is Al UK 2018-05-04


Angela Wang Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04


Lucy Berry UK 2018-05-04


Leah Maxwell Canada 2018-05-04


Alison Murray Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-04


Melissa Marczak Victoria, Canada 2018-05-04


Anna D Canada 2018-05-04


Dominic Baker Nelson, Canada 2018-05-04


Nate Kelley US 2018-05-04


Robert Lowry UK 2018-05-04


Todd Matz US 2018-05-04


Jakki Wetherall Ewshot, England, UK 2018-05-04


Skippy Helmly US 2018-05-04


Hannah Hoisington US 2018-05-04


Rachel Wang Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04


Anthony Richard Cross Roads Country Harbour, Canada 2018-05-04







Name Location Date


Christina Davis US 2018-05-04


Tim Gain Canada 2018-05-04


Len Gibson Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-04


Chelsea Tapanainen Canada 2018-05-05


Tami McCready US 2018-05-05


Stacey Swaluk Canada 2018-05-05


Barbara Giles Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-05


Amy Hisry New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-05


Carol Gallacher Canada 2018-05-05


Nancy Walkling Westmount, Canada 2018-05-05


Dorothy Marc US 2018-05-05


J Vez Canada 2018-05-05


Damon Dziuba US 2018-05-05


Ashley Spors US 2018-05-05


Keesha McQuay US 2018-05-05


Mackenzie Friend US 2018-05-05


Barret Ruttan Mallorytown, Canada 2018-05-05


lauren rodriguez US 2018-05-05


Rebecca Jones Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-05


Lisa Penney Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-05


Jade Docherty UK 2018-05-05


kamla bhaskar India 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Ross Beach Moncton, Canada 2018-05-05


Pierre Roy Canada 2018-05-05


Helen Pointer UK 2018-05-05


Laila lefebvre Canada 2018-05-05


Mariola Pietrzyk Canada 2018-05-05


Aaliyah Hogan Canada 2018-05-05


Camille Dime Canada 2018-05-05


barb skinner Canada 2018-05-05


Diana Dionne Canada 2018-05-05


Kane Keller Canada 2018-05-05


gordon pinchbeck Canada 2018-05-05


Wendy Davis Canada 2018-05-05


Erica Graves Canada 2018-05-05


Marina Ivanovic Canada 2018-05-05


Frank Solcan Canada 2018-05-05


Tara Johnson Canada 2018-05-05


Sarah Grimes Canada 2018-05-05


Wanda Jervah Canada 2018-05-05


Adriana Torruco-Sanchez Canada 2018-05-05


Mary Waterhouse Canada 2018-05-05


Carlo Cardone Canada 2018-05-05


Veronique labbe Canada 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Trisha Pond Canada 2018-05-05


Carl Williams Canada 2018-05-05


Shelly Van Poppel Canada 2018-05-05


Nabiha Rahimi Canada 2018-05-05


Diane Lavallie Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-05


carolyn crawley Canada 2018-05-05


Bryce Stewart Canada 2018-05-05


Tj Potter Canada 2018-05-05


Gary Crandall US 2018-05-05


Patricia Flores Canada 2018-05-05


Zakk Collins Canada 2018-05-05


Todd Burns Canada 2018-05-05


Jim Portz Canada 2018-05-05


Karen Robertson Canada 2018-05-05


suzanne dionisio Canada 2018-05-05


Marg Johnston Canada 2018-05-05


U. Belluz Canada 2018-05-05


Mike Unsworth Canada 2018-05-05


Kiara Pendragon UK 2018-05-05


Barbara Teplovs is Canada 2018-05-05


Kashyap Raval Canada 2018-05-05


Karine Côté Canada 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Angelica Lavoie Canada 2018-05-05


Kathleen Demers Canada 2018-05-05


Nic Calamusa Canada 2018-05-05


WALTER DELOREY Canada 2018-05-05


Darcy Bullock Canada 2018-05-05


chantal cormier Canada 2018-05-05


Carol Harris Canada 2018-05-05


Justine La Penna Canada 2018-05-05


Shawn Roberts Canada 2018-05-05


Patric Byrns Canada 2018-05-05


Dreanna Da Costa Canada 2018-05-05


Shirley Love Canada 2018-05-05


Merle Werseen Canada 2018-05-05


Linda Szostak Toronto, Canada 2018-05-05


Kevin Callaghan Canada 2018-05-05


Edward Peck Canada 2018-05-05


Pat Delaronde Canada 2018-05-05


Akli Attar Canada 2018-05-05


Jane Woodley Canada 2018-05-05


Fred Short Canada 2018-05-05


Peter Jackson Canada 2018-05-05


Carole Davis Canada 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Ellora Patnaik Canada 2018-05-05


Rich Dingwell Canada 2018-05-05


Maureen Black Canada 2018-05-05


Austin Mason Canada 2018-05-05


Sheldon Watt Canada 2018-05-05


Sugiira Anandavadivel Canada 2018-05-05


Heidi Rogers Canada 2018-05-05


Michelle Woods Canada 2018-05-05


kevin Brabaw Canada 2018-05-05


Jennifer S Canada 2018-05-05


Nina James Canada 2018-05-05


James Tucker Canada 2018-05-05


Anthony Bosecke Canada 2018-05-05


Ross Rushton Canada 2018-05-05


Joe Repovs Mulmur, Canada 2018-05-05


Katherine Shelley Canada 2018-05-05


Melisa Sidow Canada 2018-05-05


Kimberly Weaselfat Canada 2018-05-05


Philip Vala Canada 2018-05-05


Ian Reid Canada 2018-05-05


Ian McPherson Canada 2018-05-05


Francis Boyes Canada 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Michael Lenzner Canada 2018-05-05


Dale McCall Canada 2018-05-05


Robert Acorn Canada 2018-05-05


Jennifer Briault Canada 2018-05-05


Myron Koch Canada 2018-05-05


Renata Trifunovski Canada 2018-05-05


Dawn Tansky Canada 2018-05-05


Anna Hendrickson Canada 2018-05-05


Manpreet Dhaliwal Canada 2018-05-05


John Gallant Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-05


Manpreet Singh Canada 2018-05-05


Margaret Lee Canada 2018-05-05


Richard Zogala Canada 2018-05-05


Julie Bouchard Canada 2018-05-05


Joseph Tanel Canada 2018-05-05


elise veilleux Canada 2018-05-05


olivia winston Canada 2018-05-05


Adriane Polo Canada 2018-05-05


Jennifer Majore Canada 2018-05-05


yu young Canada 2018-05-05


Kim Zwicker Canada 2018-05-05


Kelly Day US 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Marcello Pascheto Canada 2018-05-05


Kendra Christiansen Canada 2018-05-05


Thomas Boudel Tan Canada 2018-05-05


Dickson Chan Canada 2018-05-05


Anita Bailly Canada 2018-05-05


Shannon Gurney Canada 2018-05-05


Maureen & Phaedon
Arvanitidis


Canada 2018-05-05


Milana G Canada 2018-05-05


Summer Varty Canada 2018-05-05


Tannis Sigurdson Canada 2018-05-05


john chan Canada 2018-05-05


Warren Bethune Canada 2018-05-05


Andrew Lane Canada 2018-05-05


Sage Deverell Canada 2018-05-05


Stephane Richard Canada 2018-05-05


Rob Brownlow Canada 2018-05-05


Tanya Handley Canada 2018-05-05


Helen Martens Canada 2018-05-05


David Berg Canada 2018-05-05


Louise Brownwarren US 2018-05-05


Laurie Kelder Canada 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Sabrina Wihnon Canada 2018-05-05


Phil Hebert Canada 2018-05-05


Brigitte Prochaska Canada 2018-05-05


Lawrence McDermott Canada 2018-05-05


Jen Swiger Canada 2018-05-05


John Rose Canada 2018-05-05


Jemima Limbo Canada 2018-05-05


Joan Wilson Canada 2018-05-05


Deborah Zometa US 2018-05-05


Renee Campbell Canada 2018-05-05


Levon Minasyan Canada 2018-05-05


Priya Nandrajog Canada 2018-05-05


John Lecuyer Canada 2018-05-05


Stephen Cardwell UK 2018-05-05


n johnson US 2018-05-05


Leah Bruce UK 2018-05-05


David Simpson UK 2018-05-05


Jonathan Briscoe UK 2018-05-05


VANESSA AUSTIN BADOOR UK 2018-05-05


Mario Charbonnier Canada 2018-05-05


Anne Bhagwan Canada 2018-05-05


christina Nielsen Canada 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


Gwen Fahrenschon Canada 2018-05-05


Chris Dykeman Canada 2018-05-05


Kevin Harris Delta, Canada 2018-05-05


Fern Lines UK 2018-05-05


Mireille Lapointe Canada 2018-05-05


Karm Barber Canada 2018-05-05


Carson Wieler Canada 2018-05-05


Margaux Ouimet Canada 2018-05-05


Katherine Reades Canada 2018-05-05


Erika Sakaguchi Canada 2018-05-05


Bob Bobbington Canada 2018-05-05


Hannah Mathes US 2018-05-05


Arlene Thibodeau Canada 2018-05-05


glenn smith Canada 2018-05-05


Lisa Abramovic US 2018-05-05


Wade Huke US 2018-05-05


Sarah Otto Canada 2018-05-05


Sarah Matheson Canada 2018-05-05


Isabelle Boullet Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-05


Marilyn Bishop Canada 2018-05-05


Anna Cabalka Canada 2018-05-05


Joseph Serna Canada 2018-05-05







Name Location Date


kathy Assayag Canada 2018-05-05


Melanie Lowe Canada 2018-05-05


Catherine Diebel Canada 2018-05-05


Fran Hancock Belle River, Canada 2018-05-05


Lisa Dooher Belle river pei, Canada 2018-05-05


Virender Toor India 2018-05-05


Jaden Tapscott Canada 2018-05-05


brian McConnell Canada 2018-05-05


Kristin Jefferies Canada 2018-05-05


Sue Rankin Canada 2018-05-05


Doyle Prier Canada 2018-05-05


Cheryl Brink Canada 2018-05-05


Laya Shakery Canada 2018-05-05


Misha Welsh Canada 2018-05-05


Caitlin Brynczka Canada 2018-05-05


George Norman Digby, Canada 2018-05-05


Todd Allan Canada 2018-05-05


Lukas Hardieck Canada 2018-05-06


Joan Richie Canada 2018-05-06


Crystal Rounds Canada 2018-05-06


igor pilosov Canada 2018-05-06


Masooma Noor Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-06







Name Location Date


Gillian Haraga Canada 2018-05-06


Violet Jensen US 2018-05-06


Sheila Blackmore Canada 2018-05-06


Sabine Vantooren Canada 2018-05-06


Sara Barker Canada 2018-05-06


Darnell White US 2018-05-06


Lisa Dorey Canada 2018-05-06


Stephen Lloyd Canada 2018-05-06


Kirk Michael Canada 2018-05-06


Heather Wright Canada 2018-05-06


Kristin Metcalfe Canada 2018-05-06


Marlo Romagnoli Canada 2018-05-06


Michele Spinney Canada 2018-05-06


Re Chou Canada 2018-05-06


Alexander Gomez US 2018-05-06


David Villagran Canada 2018-05-06


She Scott Canada 2018-05-06


Erin Foley US 2018-05-06


Anita Harrison Canada 2018-05-06


Noel Palmer Canada 2018-05-06


Tariq SYED Canada 2018-05-06


Laura Mercer Canada 2018-05-06







Name Location Date


maioqep . Canada 2018-05-06


Jennifer Suchy Canada 2018-05-06


Jacqueline Walsifer US 2018-05-06


Anthony Paterson UK 2018-05-06


Ana Nechiporenko Australia 2018-05-06


Patricia LInd US 2018-05-06


Christina Plewes Canada 2018-05-06


Elizabeth McGowan UK 2018-05-06


Jennifer Sealey Lytham Saint Annes, England, UK 2018-05-06


Marnie Powell Canada 2018-05-06


Fiona Weir UK 2018-05-06


Theresa Coe Canada 2018-05-06


Ivan Lung Markham, Canada 2018-05-06


SYLVIE ROY Canada 2018-05-06


Linda Ritchie Canada 2018-05-06


John Miller US 2018-05-06


Nadine Salame Canada 2018-05-06


Sarah Benwell UK 2018-05-06


Nicholas Anderson Hahn UK 2018-05-06


Sue Mattie Canada 2018-05-06


R Vermeulen Canada 2018-05-06


Allison Millman Canada 2018-05-06







Name Location Date


carola Suarez zuñiga Costa Rica 2018-05-06


Bill Flight Canada 2018-05-06


LYDIA POWELL UK 2018-05-06


David Patriquin Halifax, Canada 2018-05-06


Cavelle Penney Canada 2018-05-06


Allen Hanson Canada 2018-05-06


Sue Mitchell Canada 2018-05-06


Dawn Nicholls UK 2018-05-06


Mike Storm Canada 2018-05-06


annah jetha UK 2018-05-06


Donnie McLean Canada 2018-05-06


Jan Hosking Canada 2018-05-06


Joan Tyler Canada 2018-05-06


Terri Taggart Canada 2018-05-06


Maylin Seip Canada 2018-05-06


Gail Mattuck Canada 2018-05-06


Tom Mepham UK 2018-05-06


Marion Palidwor Canada 2018-05-06


Lisa Jackson Canada 2018-05-06


Brandon Ward US 2018-05-06


Mignonne Wood Canada 2018-05-06


S Fong Canada 2018-05-06







Name Location Date


Graham Flood UK 2018-05-06


Colin Banks Canada 2018-05-06


Naomi M US 2018-05-06


Andrew Laughlin Summerside, Canada 2018-05-06


Michelle Da Silva Canada 2018-05-06


Sugar Bouche Canada 2018-05-06


Ada Strub Canada 2018-05-06


C Fenton Canada 2018-05-06


Shawn Parkinson Canada 2018-05-06


Olivia Taylor Canada 2018-05-06


alex chop US 2018-05-06


Jerry Mcgregor Canada 2018-05-06


Elizabeth Wallace Canada 2018-05-06


Leane Gaussorgues Canada 2018-05-06


Charles Restino Victoria, Canada 2018-05-06


Joan How Luton, England, UK 2018-05-06


mirkaele mongrain-t Saint-hyacinthe, Canada 2018-05-06


Edith Eylott Canada 2018-05-06


Chris Briand Salisbury, Maryland, US 2018-05-06


Nevan Hyde Canada 2018-05-06


Chandler White US 2018-05-06


Lynne Hunter UK 2018-05-06







Name Location Date


Kadence Carey US 2018-05-06


Robert Reid UK 2018-05-06


leigh czombos Canada 2018-05-06


Rachel Pickard Canada 2018-05-06


Peter Bronder UK 2018-05-06


Caroline Fix US 2018-05-06


Chris Cleary US 2018-05-06


emma tooraen US 2018-05-06


Dwight Paras Leduc, Canada 2018-05-06


Andy Yu Canada 2018-05-06


Rory Wilson US 2018-05-06


Frederic Dupont Canada 2018-05-06


Lucas McCauley Canada 2018-05-06


Shaun Holleron UK 2018-05-06


Dorothée McKinlay Toronto, Canada 2018-05-06


anna paton Canada 2018-05-06


cam ranger Canada 2018-05-06


nancy hughes Canada 2018-05-06


Hanna Dral Pickering, Canada 2018-05-06


Ellen Shoalts Canada 2018-05-06


Deedra Sloat Canada 2018-05-06


Bonnie Haywood Halifax, Canada 2018-05-06







Name Location Date


Safa Elhowari Canada 2018-05-06


Melinda Clementi Canada 2018-05-06


David Ritchey US 2018-05-06


Mitchell Dobrzanski Canada 2018-05-06


richard mustonen-smith UK 2018-05-06


Razan Karom Canada 2018-05-06


Ian Hajiro US 2018-05-06


Lorne Anderson Apo, Armed Forces Africa, Canada,
Europe, Middle East, US


2018-05-06


MIRNA ESPINA US 2018-05-06


Linda Hughes Canada 2018-05-06


Britt Roscoe Port George, Canada 2018-05-06


Wade Zwarich Canada 2018-05-06


David Purdie Canada 2018-05-06


Nathalie A. Canada 2018-05-06


MARK BRENNAN Westville, Canada 2018-05-07


Nico Gagné Canada 2018-05-07


Kirpal Cheema Canada 2018-05-07


Quinn de Bourbon Canada 2018-05-07


Kathy Holtman US 2018-05-07


tracey rossetti Canada 2018-05-07


Patricia Barraza Canada 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Cathy Goring Canada 2018-05-07


Sienecera Arsenault Canada 2018-05-07


Dan Old Canada 2018-05-07


Isabel Calderon US 2018-05-07


Caroline Saunders Canada 2018-05-07


David Rowe Canada 2018-05-07


Noelle Morrissey Canada 2018-05-07


Teresa Lakusta Canada 2018-05-07


June Trenholm Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-07


Nadine Seguin Canada 2018-05-07


Mark Davis US 2018-05-07


Dawn Pang US 2018-05-07


Erika Doerksen Canada 2018-05-07


Yolanda Wilson US 2018-05-07


M Ferguson Canada 2018-05-07


Beth Lefebvre Canada 2018-05-07


Janice Solomon Canada 2018-05-07


Brenda Short UK 2018-05-07


Jennifer Van Randen Canada 2018-05-07


Kt Liz Canada 2018-05-07


Madison Homer UK 2018-05-07


Michael Cooper US 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Siham Botto Ngayan US 2018-05-07


Karen Girling UK 2018-05-07


Andy Wright UK 2018-05-07


Priscilla Morehouse Canada 2018-05-07


RHEA ZANIN Canada 2018-05-07


Katerina Vichova Czech Republic 2018-05-07


Doug Paterson Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-07


Oscar Kitchen UK 2018-05-07


Ross Aitken UK 2018-05-07


Jake Wiltsie UK 2018-05-07


Ty Newton UK 2018-05-07


a rowland UK 2018-05-07


deb doubt Canada 2018-05-07


US Citizen US 2018-05-07


Marta Sikora Canada 2018-05-07


Dawson Sinnicks Canada 2018-05-07


Rebecca Muller US 2018-05-07


Sheila Hunter Canada 2018-05-07


Marie O'Reilly UK 2018-05-07


Ranjit sidhu Canada 2018-05-07


Jai Bhagat US 2018-05-07


Hugo Andrade Canada 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Steve Pupo US 2018-05-07


Rebecca Kruchten US 2018-05-07


Louise Hemlin UK 2018-05-07


Mijanou Brousseau Canada 2018-05-07


Dominique David Canada 2018-05-07


Mark Barras Canada 2018-05-07


Amanda Louey US 2018-05-07


Jamie Doan Canada 2018-05-07


laura boragina Canada 2018-05-07


Therese Lamie Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07


Heidi Ship Herring Cove, Canada 2018-05-07


Rebecca Quinn Canada 2018-05-07


HELEN CORMIER Canada 2018-05-07


Romane Lord-Morin Canada 2018-05-07


sadra nelson toronto, Canada 2018-05-07


David George US 2018-05-07


Jessica Demogenes US 2018-05-07


jamie chapman US 2018-05-07


Dana Magureanu Canada 2018-05-07


Jerri Goodman US 2018-05-07


Elaine Lopez US 2018-05-07


Josephine DiPhilippo US 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Katherine Barnette US 2018-05-07


carrice McKinstry US 2018-05-07


scott clarke oro station, Canada 2018-05-07


Shawna Bagnall US 2018-05-07


Amanda B US 2018-05-07


Colette Blain Canada 2018-05-07


David Tohon US 2018-05-07


Enrique Rodriguez US 2018-05-07


Kimberly Austin US 2018-05-07


Rachel Smyth Canada 2018-05-07


Jeanna Diaz US 2018-05-07


Maisie Hickling US 2018-05-07


Adriana Pirovolou US 2018-05-07


Chelsea Behforouz US 2018-05-07


stephen palencar US 2018-05-07


Amanda Torres US 2018-05-07


Tom Chvala US 2018-05-07


Khevna Oza US 2018-05-07


Blake Nahf US 2018-05-07


alexis frensley US 2018-05-07


vandhna kahoussi US 2018-05-07


Annie Terpstra US 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Megan Allard US 2018-05-07


Julie Gristina US 2018-05-07


Jennifer Murray US 2018-05-07


Natali Zollinger US 2018-05-07


Toni Sky Canada 2018-05-07


Riley Mattina US 2018-05-07


Victoria Wisdom US 2018-05-07


Hunter Hansen US 2018-05-07


Heather Msi Canada 2018-05-07


Rick James US 2018-05-07


Michael Cournoyer US 2018-05-07


Angela Turner US 2018-05-07


Morgan Bristow US 2018-05-07


Melissa Miller Plaisance US 2018-05-07


Aubrey Steele US 2018-05-07


Matt Christenson US 2018-05-07


Linda Clark US 2018-05-07


Debbie Fadely US 2018-05-07


Mariusz Bembenek Canada 2018-05-07


Olivia Paccione US 2018-05-07


Mobster Lobster US 2018-05-07


Brandy Baybutt Canada 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Maggie Zadikov US 2018-05-07


Hunter Bailey US 2018-05-07


Celia Grenville UK 2018-05-07


Debbie Sullivan Canada 2018-05-07


Deborah D'Amico Canada 2018-05-07


Sherri Wade Canada 2018-05-07


Daniel Hornby UK 2018-05-07


Kayla Gordon Canada 2018-05-07


Ada Jitza Cortes US 2018-05-07


JENNIFER WILLIAMS US 2018-05-07


Ellalee Myers US 2018-05-07


Steven Solomon Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-07


Janis Ecclestone Canada 2018-05-07


ajamaree smith US 2018-05-07


Rosina Zimnickaite US 2018-05-07


Michael Weindel US 2018-05-07


Harpreet Sekhon Canada 2018-05-07


Kenneth Dooley US 2018-05-07


Aimee Wallace US 2018-05-07


ming xia Fan Canada 2018-05-07


Maleeka Marsden US 2018-05-07


Alice Fitzgerald US 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Tyrone Ramirez US 2018-05-07


liz kaldenberg US 2018-05-07


Jean Baptiste Nouzeilles Canada 2018-05-07


Paige Gulacy US 2018-05-07


Elaine Cote Canada 2018-05-07


S. Michele McFadden 1124 E.
Timber Ridge Rd.


US 2018-05-07


Wiyan Wong US 2018-05-07


Jean Draper Canada 2018-05-07


greg q US 2018-05-07


Alex Terry US 2018-05-07


carol knowles Canada 2018-05-07


Gia Cappiello US 2018-05-07


Abbey Castelletti Canada 2018-05-07


Robin Dingess US 2018-05-07


Charity Joiner US 2018-05-07


Shelley Fields Canada 2018-05-07


Sheri Stapleton-Hewitt US 2018-05-07


Denise Reader UK 2018-05-07


Maria Narcis US 2018-05-07


Mike Kennedy Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07


James Henry US 2018-05-07







Name Location Date


Marylou Foley US 2018-05-07


maddie pittman US 2018-05-07


Dennis Nelson US 2018-05-07


Joiey Fisher US 2018-05-07


Lena Crist US 2018-05-07


C S St. John's, Canada 2018-05-07


Colleen TAYLOR Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07


A M US 2018-05-07


Angus Angus Canada 2018-05-07


Tim Maghran US 2018-05-07


kelly thorpe UK 2018-05-07


oneima cruces Colombia 2018-05-07


Scott Logan US 2018-05-07


Rebecca Dixon US 2018-05-07


Barbara Skokowski US 2018-05-08


Andrea Tavlarides US 2018-05-08


Tracy Pfennig US 2018-05-08


Sarah Beauregard Canada 2018-05-08


Jeri and Dolf Harmsen Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Bengivenni Canada 2018-05-08


Caitlin Goddard UK 2018-05-08


Mallorie Wright US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Amy Reeves US 2018-05-08


Jesse Templeton Canada 2018-05-08


Debra Beck Canada 2018-05-08


Graham Grecian US 2018-05-08


Anita Marin Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Harrison Canada 2018-05-08


Theresa Knelsen Canada 2018-05-08


May H Canada 2018-05-08


GRAHAM ANTHONY Cardiff, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-05-08


angelina hollihn Canada 2018-05-08


rhea Schutt Canada 2018-05-08


Frank April Canada 2018-05-08


peter alderson US 2018-05-08


Izabela Holospin Canada 2018-05-08


Donald Pettipas Canada 2018-05-08


Leo Cheverie York, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer White Central District, Canada 2018-05-08


Duane Greene US 2018-05-08


JoeAnne Callaghan Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Lydia Hughes Morell, Canada 2018-05-08


Gary Torlone Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Brenda MacDonald Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Matthew Haughn Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Aucker Elizabethville, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-08


diane minick charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Pauline Jusdson Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Mohan Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Mitch Dacey Canada 2018-05-08


phil callaghan Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Alesha Doucette Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna Hearn Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


Adriane Weller Canada 2018-05-08


Joshua Canning Canada 2018-05-08


Katherine Salter Cayman Islands 2018-05-08


Regina Murphy US 2018-05-08


Sharon Brideau Canada 2018-05-08


Dana Doucette Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet Pate Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Angela MacMillan Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Dodd Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Liam Coward Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08


TRACY DA CAMARA Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Michel Rondeau Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Cowper-Smith Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Andrew Kennedy Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


sukhpaul sandhu Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Salah Zeghouane Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Heimbecker Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-08


Frederic Poulin Shefford, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Sharp Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Carlsen Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Cherie Smith Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet Cameron Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


John Pickford Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-08


Amy Tepper West Lorne, Canada 2018-05-08


Madan subramanya Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn Hannah Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Lori Stinson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Desveaux Picton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Molson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kelly Rico Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Dalton Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Syl Hayer Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Hodgson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Timmins Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Duperron Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Cassy Mitchell Kitimat, Canada 2018-05-08


Sabrina Sutherland Wiarton, Canada 2018-05-08


R Rasmussen Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Katie McInnis Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Kelly Falmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


stacey hartman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Davis Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Eileen Melia Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Ian Elliott Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Mitali Sharma Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Becky Choi Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Maher Alazzam St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Alain Fournier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Cristina Florea Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Sandell Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Murray Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


David Flagel Pocologan, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Kierstead Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Martin Ainsley Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


Allard Suzanne Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Smith Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Marc Parent Saint-Norbert-d'Arthabaska, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Sandie Simard Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08


Darcy Corregan Berwick, Canada 2018-05-08


Karry Groen Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Macklin Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Ingrid Pierson Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Keith Lowe Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Cindy Symes Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Greg Hanson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Constance Prince Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruth Walker Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Einarson-McCleery Swansea, Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


MEGHAN O'BRIEN Chatham, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Wood Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Bill Hyde Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Anna Lilliman Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Katie Brandon Fergus, Canada 2018-05-08


Dianne Hall Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Holly Kelly Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Wong Saint-Laurent, Canada 2018-05-08


Greg Singh Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Geoffrey Fudurich Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Manmo Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Yasmine Tanielian Saint-jean-sur-richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Evans Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Taylor Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Anita Portier Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Sylvie Arsenault Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


audra adams Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08


Cheri MacDonald huntsvilleRdHuntsville, Canada 2018-05-08


Carole Foley Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Ninon Pageau Sainte-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Emmanuelle Jimenez Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


jane campbell waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Caryl elver ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Irene Vaillancourt Repentigny, Canada 2018-05-08


Colleen Bonnah Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Ehsan Tawhidi Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Buchanan Stirling, Canada 2018-05-08


Barry Dewis Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


susan dexter toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mangold Norbert Kelz Marlbank, Canada 2018-05-08


irving ebert Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Mccrorey Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08


Darshan Maharaj Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Tracy Craigen Oliver, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Blasak Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


MaryAnn Foley Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Bools Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Joan Edwards Grand Manan, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Horsman Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Gord Higham Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Erik Rasmussen Georgina, Canada 2018-05-08


Kurt Walchyshyn Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Gibson Pierrefonds, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Furtado Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Savannah Thorold, Canada 2018-05-08


Raja Lal Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lin B. Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Roz Klaiman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Dianne Quibell Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Allen Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Thorpe St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Carole Desforges Val-David, Canada 2018-05-08


Edith mary Burnett Annapolis royal, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristine Young Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Megan Leith-Menard Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Helen Miller streetsville, Canada 2018-05-08


Virginia Reinecker Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Graham Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Stevenson Central District, Canada 2018-05-08


Sara Sturm Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Bruce Wilson Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Bowes Athens ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Francis Lionnet Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Jai Naraine Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeff Parker Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Clarisse Tatro Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Louise Graham Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Goforth Montreal-West, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Henderson Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-08


Shellie Armstrong Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


kathryn wilson Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08


Rebecca Waldner Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Sage walker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Wentzell Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Garner Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08


Lana Pestaluky Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlene Ricarze Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nancy Lance Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Lorraine Martin Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Frank Honisch Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Brown Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Havelock Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Sachs Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Jo-Anne Lennard Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Vincent Fournier Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Rev. Wanda Burse Blenheim, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Edward King Lake Charlotte, Canada 2018-05-08


James Martin Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaye Hogg Hogg Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


jo saunders ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Bruins Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Ray Pearson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheila Setnor Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicolas Jansens Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan DeCambra Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Smart Clarksburg, Canada 2018-05-08


Kate Zimmerman Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Yvonne Pregely Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Greenblatt Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Shirley Scharf Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Wallace Toronto, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Helen Forsey Ompah, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Wallace Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Flewelling Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Boyle Belleville, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Carole Moult Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Frederique Tanguay Mont-Saint-Hilaire, Canada 2018-05-08


Douglas Hull Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Flavia Perizzolo Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynn Mills Cobble Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Sally Howe Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


sean tilley montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


maxine o'regan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Howard Nye Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Nebelung Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Mayr St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Cordoba Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gloria Buchert Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathryn Shapiro Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Redfern Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-08


Hans Schroeder Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Larry M Roy Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Tara McCarthy Nackawic, Canada 2018-05-08


JOHN RICHARDSON Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Trishan Lawson Courtice ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Judy Heron Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna Slater Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


jim bonk Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruith Tedford Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Murphy Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Roderick Bolton Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Ela Ostrowska Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Sally Vergeer London, Canada 2018-05-08


Alison Schroeder Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Arty Joaquim Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jessica McCrae Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicholas Villeneuve Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurie Paulmert Simcoe, Canada 2018-05-08


Burke Goldstein Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana Claire Tkaczuk Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Milne Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Lauri Lindsay Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Herman Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Michelle Maille Brossard, P.Q., Canada 2018-05-08


Sylvain Filion Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Roberto Pedicelli Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Anthony Antony Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Evans Ottawa. ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Lauren Aquino Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nisha Coleman Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Young Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Claudia Steinke Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


melissa hum markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Jorge Trujillo Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marcia Pulleyblank Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Rahmer Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Cathy Sears The Blue Mountains, Canada 2018-05-08


Hasmita Modh Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristy Thompson Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Felicia Palma Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Richardson Lake Saint Peter, Canada 2018-05-08


Calvin Emerson De Winton, Canada 2018-05-08


fabiana Sanna Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilyn Smith Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Maple Markham, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Wayne Roddick Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Blackadar Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jocelyne Monk London, Canada 2018-05-08


Neil W. Humphrey Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Yvonne McGrath Kitchener ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Ullman-Petrash Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


George Kelly Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Price Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Chrissy Glentz Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


Sam Henderson Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Foley Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Helen Fyles Baie d'urfe, Canada 2018-05-08


Leeann Maye Petitcodiac, Canada 2018-05-08


Jon Makar Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Brad Arvisais Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Olga vasilyeva Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Don Colby Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


John Whitr Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Makiejewski Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Ed Kotanen Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Zigelman Thornhill, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Avrie Mason Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


lynn craig dunsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Stewart Bruce Shawinigan, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Elson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Ritva Saunders Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Tricia Baril Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Cole Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Charles McIntosh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Charles Cross Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Miller Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Thatcher Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Angus MacKay Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08


Claudia Baker Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Mortimer-Rae Blenheim ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Wurfel Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Naghmeh B. Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


ken rimmer Hinchinbrooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Beata Schaller Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Benaroch Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


andre vincelli Dorval, Canada 2018-05-08


cheryl kedwards Welland, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie-Line Sabbagh Dollard-des-Ormeaux, QC, Canada 2018-05-08


KATE CROOK Palmerston, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lynda McRae Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Garswood Mallorytown, Canada 2018-05-08


V. Orr Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Newton Cameron London, Canada 2018-05-08


vanessa dicicco Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Steeve Ha Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Janice Scales Prescott, Canada 2018-05-08


Kimberly Mahon Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Layla Bartole Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Smith Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Senchak Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Young Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Elaine MacKay Inverness, Canada 2018-05-08


Shari Liggett London, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Butler-Jones Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Sean Johnstone Calmar, Canada 2018-05-08


Elmer Kabush Moberly Lake, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Katrina Piacek Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08


Ian Manning, Ph.D. Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurie Tomita Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08


T Charles Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jessica Heittola North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Linda Langero Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Hubbard Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


Sonya Lecours L'Orignal, Canada 2018-05-08


Lila Irving Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Champi Sevathiar Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Nichols Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Douglas Catty Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marshall Page Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Marty Meshberg Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lori Bohn Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeannette McQuaid Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


marcy railer Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Thompson Glace Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlene Alexander London, Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria Da Silva Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Anthony McDonald Upper Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08


Brittany Donnelly Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08


Julie St.Onge Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynne Thompson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Ward Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


Philip Lofters Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


linda sabourin Great Village, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


paul irvin Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Connie Badour Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-08


Debbie Brooks Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Rhonda Sofaer MontcTremblant, Canada 2018-05-08


Yves Brisson Orleans, Canada 2018-05-08


Omer Chaudhary London, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Daniell Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan Maitland Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Bik Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Brennan Phoenix Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria White London, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Watson minising on, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Bailey Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-08


Syed Rizvi Maple, Canada 2018-05-08


Marta Krygier Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Howard London, Canada 2018-05-08


Sid Reichelson Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


David Carroll St Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Kenna Chandler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Heidi Rood Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


kody baker North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Lois Betteridge Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Mary Stouffer Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Natalie Neary Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie-France Blouin Saint-Charles-Garnier, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Courte Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Brenda Backus Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Henry Murphy Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Randy Dearing Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


marilyn freeman Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Luc Marcel St-Anaclet, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Biggs Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Shawn Casey Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


claude cardinal Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Beverley Wangler-Robb Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-08


Leigh-Anne Botting Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sunil Masih Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken McChesney Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-08


Kay Dunphy Switzer Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Joe Burrell Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08


Liliane Blair Pincourt, Canada 2018-05-08


Deanna Mariotti Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08


Judi Efford St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Thomas St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Werner Bock Hillgrove, NB, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Condy Norwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Martha Aitkin Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


denis croteau ADSTOCK, Canada 2018-05-08


barbara howarth Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Terrence Conroy Golden Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Pedro Almeida Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


mike smith Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Markel Abel Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Dorey Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne St-Cyr North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Gisèle Flambeau Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Martin Jr. Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08


Sakee Ozgan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole Bleach Wahnapitae, Canada 2018-05-08


Jenny Wasenda Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Mick Keller Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Rick Hughes Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08


Matt Ingwersen Canada 2018-05-08


Roger Galante Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Whissell Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Justin Kraemer Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Stephanie W Wolfson Canada 2018-05-08


Karyn Scalise Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Skoll Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Glenn Nakamura Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


eva feehan kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Dale Longworth UK 2018-05-08


Deb Marquis Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Robertson Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Kunec Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


P. van Nes Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Engels Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Francesca Ranalli London, Canada 2018-05-08


raymond pierce Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Jo Calarco Alma, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy O'Donnell Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


JANET ANDREWS THORNHILL, ONTARIO, Canada 2018-05-08


Istvan Papp Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Kennedy Grand Valley, Canada 2018-05-08


IRENE SCHLOSS Rimouski, Canada 2018-05-08


Eve Sanders Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Bernardita Gonzales Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Karin Streu Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Paul Colaco Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Hung Nguyen Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Cudmore Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Michel Marchant Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine O'Neill Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Vintr Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


James Kerr Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Judith JOHNSON North York, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Carey Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Rae Gabriel Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


virendra gidwani Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Yasmin Issa US 2018-05-08


Helen Leask Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Del Mason Martensville, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Maraj Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Jerry Austin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Valeria Bismar Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Jordanne Hutchison Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-08


debbie cherry Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Frances Andreana King City, Canada 2018-05-08


Jordan Bassett UK 2018-05-08


Sue Merritt Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Barbara Symington London, Canada 2018-05-08


Nelly Young Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


BRENDA IVANY HALIFAX, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeffrey Williams Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Ferch Winnipeg, MB, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Szeto Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Bill Fee Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-08


richard zeman Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Lori Price Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Sylvie Trepanier Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Perciballi Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jenny Pierucki US 2018-05-08


erika ritter Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Susann Jedro Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08


Frances Hillier Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


ron aspinall penticton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Davis Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Carmelo Gumina Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


mark brill Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerhard Zimmerl Bolton-Ouest, Canada 2018-05-08


Amelia Mitchell Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Berger Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Yvonne Bullen UK 2018-05-08


Dan Scarrow Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Hamilton Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Francois Lacasse Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail McArthur Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Adam Butler Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


David Dwyer Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Iain MCLELLAN UK 2018-05-08


Cheryll Haydon-Soutar UK 2018-05-08


Susanne Simon Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Julia Parkinson Rosemont, Canada 2018-05-08


Maya Sanders vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


John Greene Canada 2018-05-08


Adrian Kremblewski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Julia Giesen Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Cassie Scott Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Keays Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08


Shelley Langis Riverview, Canada 2018-05-08


Alex Penn Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Eliza Tague London, Canada 2018-05-08


Puvi Nada Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Stephen Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Veronica Cormier Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Ali Devereux Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Shirley Tetreau Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Eva Paul Yellowknife, Canada 2018-05-08


T Runions Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Phaelen Nagley Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Glenn Tsang Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Mitchell Tupper Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Roy Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08


Rick Duchscher CAlgary, Canada 2018-05-08


John MacDougall Lumby, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexandria Shupenia East Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-08


Charles Pinch Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


nancy hukari Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Potiuk Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


John Howard London, Canada 2018-05-08


Carla Wong Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Edward Trzeciak Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Allie Sabadin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


D. Hadley Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynn Heisler Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Diamante London, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jo Jones Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08


brad vaters Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Jordan Grafton Portland, Canada 2018-05-08


Julie de Corneille Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marian Sierra Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert McWhinney Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Lovegrove Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Amanda Cheong Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Sean Homer Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Kirkby Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Leslie Chanin Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


bernard roberge montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Dominique Des Lauriers Canada 2018-05-08


Charlotte Gilmore Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Judy Fazio Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Dianne Powell Wentworth, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Adair Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Marci Burgess Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Pauline Peters Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


John Alexander Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Elie Kassouf Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Graves US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


aaron vermette woodstock ont, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Cote Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


June Wilson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alan Hopkins Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Petri Toivonen Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


S Collado US 2018-05-08


John Mulholland Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Angelika Alander US 2018-05-08


John Kilgour Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


susan baxter US 2018-05-08


H Patel North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Calvin Hambrook Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Brooke Prather US 2018-05-08


Staci Lassiter US 2018-05-08


Audrey Seaton Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


MARY LAFON US 2018-05-08


Steve Elenich US 2018-05-08


Maria Beury US 2018-05-08


Jordynn Larkin US 2018-05-08


Tina Jones US 2018-05-08


Janine Alfieri Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


diane torbicki toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Holly Bass US 2018-05-08


thomas nastasia US 2018-05-08


Edward Marchewka Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Lewis Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


shadow starfire US 2018-05-08


Shane Neufeld Grand Forks, Canada 2018-05-08


Quinn Rathmell US 2018-05-08


Maggie Lopes-Lo Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew ??? US 2018-05-08


sidonio terralheiro toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Muriel Heaton Midland, Canada 2018-05-08


Katherine Angell US 2018-05-08


Allan Prittie Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


John Morrissey Langton, Canada 2018-05-08


Alex A US 2018-05-08


Matt Cook Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Raybould La Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Kennedy Coon US 2018-05-08


Riley Snyder US 2018-05-08


Wayne Hankey Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Idris Wishiwala India 2018-05-08


sabina taneja US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Vishal Bajaj Québec City, Canada 2018-05-08


Jenna Margolis US 2018-05-08


Pál Forisek US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Goodfriend US 2018-05-08


Jigna Shah US 2018-05-08


Kasey Cannon US 2018-05-08


Arvind Ravi US 2018-05-08


Jude Press Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


David Bernhardt Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-08


Eva Robinson US 2018-05-08


Alvaro Mercado US 2018-05-08


Marcella Anderson US 2018-05-08


Allison Dreager Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Diaz US 2018-05-08


Lisa Stidham US 2018-05-08


Kyle Murphy Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlize quinonez US 2018-05-08


Marte J. Holouka Whitefish, Canada 2018-05-08


Genevieve Mulder Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sean Hunter US 2018-05-08


Karlene M. Francis Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Wiggins Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Shirin Vakili Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Hollander Surrey, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Shawn Kettner Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Evans North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


David Adams US 2018-05-08


Ken Salter Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert DuTeil US 2018-05-08


F David Vidales US 2018-05-08


Somia Hauser US 2018-05-08


Amelia Owens US 2018-05-08


colton moore US 2018-05-08


Tammy Lewis London, Canada 2018-05-08


Esmerelda Winter US 2018-05-08


Savannah Flores US 2018-05-08


rohan T US 2018-05-08


Carol Manussier US 2018-05-08


Victoria Velinski US 2018-05-08


Lydia Robison US 2018-05-08


Rebecca Caustrita US 2018-05-08


Cynthia Vaillant Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Savannah Alexander US 2018-05-08


Autumn Sanford US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


deb somfay elora, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc Schwartz US 2018-05-08


Marina Pianosi Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


Kylee Chiang US 2018-05-08


Eileen Meyer Sklar US 2018-05-08


Lloyd Richards Timmins, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Kerns Leduc, Canada 2018-05-08


steve Ferda US 2018-05-08


rakesh kumar US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Eastwood kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole Borau US 2018-05-08


Michael Hutcheson US 2018-05-08


Xavier Charpentier Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Lydick US 2018-05-08


Claire Horstman US 2018-05-08


Dru Powell US 2018-05-08


Lynsey Malin US 2018-05-08


Nelson Poe US 2018-05-08


Susan Mariano US 2018-05-08


Christine McCarthy Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Danielle Dionne Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc McDougall Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nestor Gomez US 2018-05-08


Elena Kazienko US 2018-05-08


Alexandra heidinger US 2018-05-08


Melissa Selke US 2018-05-08


José António Bairos US 2018-05-08


Lyle Bowness Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


tim charbonneau Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


lisa berkman US 2018-05-08


Ken Smith US 2018-05-08


William Hinegardner US 2018-05-08


Sheila Helferty Val-des-monts, Canada 2018-05-08


Christiane Plante Sainte-Louise, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilyn Gabura Midland, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniel Blundon Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Christian Moraes US 2018-05-08


Michelle Winckel US 2018-05-08


Siddhesh Phaterpekar US 2018-05-08


Angelina Foster Salisbury, North Carolina, US 2018-05-08


Veronica Morrison US 2018-05-08


Janna Kotlyar US 2018-05-08


Andrew Paul US 2018-05-08


Ava Janikowski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Rich Murphy US 2018-05-08


Shani Jones Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


William (Bill) Chockla US 2018-05-08


Julie LaGuardia US 2018-05-08


Kevin Li US 2018-05-08


Alan Gooding Thorndale, Canada 2018-05-08


Cam Macpherson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosalind Moir US 2018-05-08


Marguerite (Margo) Ward, (nee
Ryan)


Brechin, Canada 2018-05-08


sally brown US 2018-05-08


Janice McCarter London, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsay Hacker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Hruska Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


Rich Rosso US 2018-05-08


Jacob Neumann US 2018-05-08


Olivia Rudyk Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Tosha devlin US 2018-05-08


Alyson Hallander US 2018-05-08


Angela O'Neill Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Shirley Bush Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Avery Duda US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Braden Missall Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Reed Holsinger US 2018-05-08


Samantha Swan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Takayuki Sekimoto US 2018-05-08


Eddie Flores US 2018-05-08


Nathaniel O'Neill Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Ahmad Rezania Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Cole Morgan Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


patricia parker Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheila Radovancevic Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Ranney Peterbrorough, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Dougherty US 2018-05-08


Jose Pizarro Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Josie Sanders US 2018-05-08


Kelton Finney US 2018-05-08


Jean Savoie West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Crozier Kanata, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Bell Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Tommy Yau Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Bouchier Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Joshua Fontaine Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynda Ferguson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


William Gribbin US 2018-05-08


Jack Gibney Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosemarie Hoppe-Wilhelm Perth, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Eng-Lodge Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Justin Tilson Little Current, Canada 2018-05-08


Hugh Tyson Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08


Joe Miller US 2018-05-08


Lea van Stolk Saanichon, Canada 2018-05-08


Jubair Rabbani Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug Russell US 2018-05-08


Mandy Franks US 2018-05-08


Hosin Ariyaei Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Quynh Nguyen Brossard, Canada 2018-05-08


saloni handa toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivian Cromwell US 2018-05-08


Ron Jamini US 2018-05-08


Lynne Racine Lakeside, PEI, Canada 2018-05-08


Lyne Daoust Salaberry-de-Valleyfield, Canada 2018-05-08


Bernard-Normand Ladouceur Lachine, Canada 2018-05-08


David Morton Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


TK O'Shannahan-Hyland Dunnville, Canada 2018-05-08


Meredith Hartmann US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Raymond You US 2018-05-08


stephen stafford US 2018-05-08


Laura Enderle US 2018-05-08


Dylan Bradshaw US 2018-05-08


Lorraine Hyatt Picton, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


HENRY PHILLIPS Cornwall. ON, Canada 2018-05-08


John Colby Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Cee Jee Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Ursula Schleen Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken McClelland St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


William Mellor US 2018-05-08


Karla Ujifusa US 2018-05-08


William Murray US 2018-05-08


Jackeline Sheppard US 2018-05-08


Mina Subramaniam US 2018-05-08


Gillian Toll Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Tracy Stone US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Horner US 2018-05-08


Ramona Albanese-Allen US 2018-05-08


Trent Waite US 2018-05-08


James Kramer US 2018-05-08


Jessica Vienneau Bathurst, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jb Hunt US 2018-05-08


Ken Piirtoniemi Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-08


Anjali Karkera US 2018-05-08


Caitlin Smale US 2018-05-08


John Giranda US 2018-05-08


Ali Maksoud Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Ali Maksoud Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Amanda Lakhanpal Dundas, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Dobbis US 2018-05-08


Erika Flaman Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Ellen Wagenman US 2018-05-08


Craig Kimmerly Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Ellen Brown Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-08


Stan Trzebunia US 2018-05-08


Elaine Barbetta US 2018-05-08


Peter Morris Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Mohamed Fazal Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Uma Bhatt Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Watt Bolton-Ouest, Canada 2018-05-08


Geraldine Lohmann US 2018-05-08


Susan Eshed US 2018-05-08


Joseph Pivar US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Wilma Davison US 2018-05-08


Chris Reynolds US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Pritchard US 2018-05-08


Adam Wardlow US 2018-05-08


Rene Duchesne Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


JoEllyn Phillips US 2018-05-08


Marielis Rojas US 2018-05-08


Leanna Hickey Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Christina Gonzalez US 2018-05-08


Laura Pierson US 2018-05-08


Sid Perkins US 2018-05-08


Luanne Funk US 2018-05-08


Martha Sawatzky Altona, Canada 2018-05-08


Kay Grossman US 2018-05-08


Jane Maglieri Westport, Canada 2018-05-08


Allan Schachter Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


kayti Weston US 2018-05-08


Erin Trier US 2018-05-08


Teresa Miskulin US 2018-05-08


William Boyle US 2018-05-08


Carol Jeffcoat US 2018-05-08


Scott McAboy US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gayle Vallance Fernie, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Krahn Codrington, Canada 2018-05-08


Maribel Cruz US 2018-05-08


Marisela Galarza US 2018-05-08


Ryan Shannon US 2018-05-08


Massimo Sabadin Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Whittier US 2018-05-08


Andrew Hanselman US 2018-05-08


Evelyn John US 2018-05-08


Esmeralda Cuevas US 2018-05-08


Jeff Thatcher US 2018-05-08


Monica Steinhauer Strathmore, Canada 2018-05-08


Gloria Reszler Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna Nesbitt US 2018-05-08


steven rodrigues Acton, Canada 2018-05-08


Erin Wagner Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Jessy Oldroyd US 2018-05-08


Glen Gall US 2018-05-08


Randy Belyk Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


robert Boyle US 2018-05-08


Pattra Chandrakamol US 2018-05-08


danielle Boissonneault Laval, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Dona Shue US 2018-05-08


Patti Johnson Thorold, Canada 2018-05-08


Dawn Swanson US 2018-05-08


nancy price-munn Nanoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


PERLLIE SULIT US 2018-05-08


Ralph Bowman Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


susan peterson regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Seamus Hopkins Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08


Kira Moore US 2018-05-08


Katarzyna Jaskiewicz Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Devayani McCullough US 2018-05-08


Dustin Bealby US 2018-05-08


Peter H US 2018-05-08


Vicki Guthrie US 2018-05-08


Bepo Grubišić Drayton Valley, Canada 2018-05-08


Joyce Dannheim US 2018-05-08


Greg Burrows New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn Knebler US 2018-05-08


Sarah Hale Arden, Canada 2018-05-08


Shane Burr Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


annie paquette Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Vincent Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Kara McKenna US 2018-05-08


Lisa Nilli US 2018-05-08


Kristin Diefenbacher US 2018-05-08


Blaine Kennedy US 2018-05-08


Lisa LaPiana US 2018-05-08


Paul Gemmell Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Tammy Carley US 2018-05-08


Adrian Bozocea US 2018-05-08


Jeannie Klein US 2018-05-08


Tanya Schwartz Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Christene Hazelton HAMILTON, Canada 2018-05-08


Cheryl Kallenbach US 2018-05-08


Barbara Dorris US 2018-05-08


Dale K Armstrong London, Canada 2018-05-08


Emma Christensen US 2018-05-08


Erika Agnew Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Janice Windsor Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Derek Kaplan US 2018-05-08


Therese (Terri) Dube Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne McIntosh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rick Gilpin US 2018-05-08


Maura McGrath Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Michelle Roy Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


Sean Daley Almonte, Canada 2018-05-08


Cathy Barrett Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Philpott US 2018-05-08


robin chaney US 2018-05-08


Ray Gutnick Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilyn Lefler Waterford, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Rene Labonte Gatineau Qc., Canada 2018-05-08


John Meehan Willow Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Trevor McDonald Apsley, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary E. Miller US 2018-05-08


Jenny Wunsawijaya US 2018-05-08


Kerry Russell Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia Yablonski US 2018-05-08


Kenzie McCurdy Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


monica benner US 2018-05-08


Kevin Wicks Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Donnie Nicholson Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniela López US 2018-05-08


Alex Chu Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ralf Lemire Swan Hills, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Higden Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Carla Tucker US 2018-05-08


John Broeze London, Canada 2018-05-08


John Melanson Torbay, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Walters Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


john walker brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeffrey Labush US 2018-05-08


Stephen Picone US 2018-05-08


Bradley Stricker Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Tamayo US 2018-05-08


shawn mines US 2018-05-08


Seaghan Hancocks Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Márton Seregélyes Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Kat Rodriguez US 2018-05-08


Peter Volpini Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08


Jerina C. US 2018-05-08


Anne Preston Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Annabel Larocque Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Loriann Gannone US 2018-05-08


Nakesha Hulme US 2018-05-08


Sophie Bertin Saint-Leolin, Canada 2018-05-08


Blake Ruff US 2018-05-08


James H US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


James Burgess Thamesville, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Libonati Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Corey Polster US 2018-05-08


Beatrice Laporte Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Katie Mosher-Nicholls Long Sault, Canada 2018-05-08


Nathalie Hervé Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Mylene Parent Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Bolin US 2018-05-08


Eva Langer US 2018-05-08


keith tattman duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert McMaster London, Canada 2018-05-08


Lesley Thomson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Courtney Stollon US 2018-05-08


Laura Dundas Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Pilarski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Dona TIBERIO-Smith Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexa L. US 2018-05-08


KarenSue Zoeller US 2018-05-08


Stephanie Barwick Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Graham Pointe Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Grether US 2018-05-08


Brian Moynihan US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Catherine Wellesley Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Wheedleton US 2018-05-08


Robert Weissenberger US 2018-05-08


Stephen Lott Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Adam Schneider US 2018-05-08


Kate Macintosh Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Sutton Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sergio Quesada US 2018-05-08


Marilyn cober Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Danielle Marion US 2018-05-08


Doreen Pizzi US 2018-05-08


Richard Neil Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


De Anna Cantile US 2018-05-08


Kim Benson Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08


Ml Ervin US 2018-05-08


Angie Vettese Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


James Quinn Tamworth, Canada 2018-05-08


calvin coolidge georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Stefan Ciosici US 2018-05-08


Viv Dunn Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Kent Sproul Ottawa, ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Kovelan US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Alex Silva Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


sarah blake US 2018-05-08


Kahla Palmarin White City, Canada 2018-05-08


Amy MacLean Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Karl Hunting US 2018-05-08


David Holden Melita, Canada 2018-05-08


Sylvia Terpstra Baltimore, Canada 2018-05-08


Jonathan Switzer Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Traci Cave Canada 2018-05-08


donald eastwood Bainsville, Canada 2018-05-08


STACEY SCHNACKENBERG US 2018-05-08


Dmitri Kaminiar Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marko Zonta Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Janine Carter Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Natasha Pusaka Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Debbie Everets Caledonia, Canada 2018-05-08


Joyce Thomas Granum, Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria Herrmann US 2018-05-08


Harry Ha Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


N A Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


John Sharp Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


david harrison Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Trang Vo US 2018-05-08


Randall Stevenson Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Dolin US 2018-05-08


Anne Graham Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Manning oak ridges, Canada 2018-05-08


Gina Cerami US 2018-05-08


Lillian Grant North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Criena Sekhon Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Amundsen Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Kate Sparling London, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrea Waugh Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Worsham US 2018-05-08


GURINDER SINGH Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Andre Dragutesco Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Teti US 2018-05-08


skip reeves gibsons bc, Canada 2018-05-08


Derek Jensen Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie Claire Gaumond Saint-Gabriel-de-Valcartier, Canada 2018-05-08


Michel R. SIZAIRE RIDGEWAY, Canada 2018-05-08


Brad McMillan London, Canada 2018-05-08


Collin Pawlak US 2018-05-08


Vivian Zaccak Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Rosie Maronese Manitouwadge, Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan Arceneaux US 2018-05-08


Anne MacLellan Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Hélène Ross Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Madelein Rigaud, Qc, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Rainsberry London, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Walkowiak US 2018-05-08


Bob Saunders Calgary, AB, Canada 2018-05-08


gord dunn Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ali Honey Jarvis US 2018-05-08


Monidipa Dasgupta London, Canada 2018-05-08


Alec Monro Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Robertson US 2018-05-08


Pat Hidson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Popel Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Pierre Beaulieu Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


murray reeve Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08


Carleen Terrano US 2018-05-08


Dawn Savoy US 2018-05-08


Donna McLean Branchton, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Petru Rotariu Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Day US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Madyson Gilbert US 2018-05-08


Trevor Empey London, Canada 2018-05-08


jeff strong Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Knowles Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Arnold Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Britney Gaudin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Tiziana Manierka Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivian Cattaneo Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexis Curiel US 2018-05-08


Nik Morris BEDFORD, Canada 2018-05-08


John Casey Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Lianne Mulder London, Canada 2018-05-08


MARIA NOVO toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


David Hunter US 2018-05-08


Dan Gallant Saint-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosalynn Tubbe Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Morel Caissie Grand Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


Gemma Emsley Cloyne, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana Gadjanov Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Dean MacDonald halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Farooq Nadeem Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


valerie austin US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Luis Ayala US 2018-05-08


Carol Riddell Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Zack Dohanik Ardrossan, Canada 2018-05-08


Hank Rosenthal US 2018-05-08


Chris Mara US 2018-05-08


Janell Hartley Dorval, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Mcmahon Flesherton, Canada 2018-05-08


Hermina Joldersma Yellowknife, Canada 2018-05-08


Walter Webb Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Cherry Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Eva Krysyoff US 2018-05-08


Pat Monhollon Chamcook, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Van Wert Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Shelley Vossen Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Mikki D US 2018-05-08


Javan Gronigen US 2018-05-08


Rob Wiggins Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Cindy Shaw US 2018-05-08


Hilary Hellum victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Young Canada 2018-05-08


Marta Mora Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


nancy briggs US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Matolene Chambers US 2018-05-08


Joe Verardi US 2018-05-08


Jeannie Springer US 2018-05-08


christine krahn-matias Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Mario Spezza Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Quentin Playfair Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Andreas Wielgosz Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Tibbetts US 2018-05-08


Markian Lozowchuk Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


David Prevost Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Vernandria Livingston US 2018-05-08


Philip Thompson Perth, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Harry Streep US 2018-05-08


Larry Weeks Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Sushkova Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Rebekah Eckert Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Lydia Robertson Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Deepika Rao US 2018-05-08


John Evans US 2018-05-08


John van der Heiden Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


eliane rivard Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08


David Evans London, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Helen Price US 2018-05-08


Patti Hansen US 2018-05-08


Jennelle White US 2018-05-08


Jessica Knoll Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Yapp Brechin, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Powley Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Bruno Moos Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Darrell Harvey Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole Clifton US 2018-05-08


Heather Pennah US 2018-05-08


Jasmine MacDonald Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ligita Torpey Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sue Joordens Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sydney Spoerl US 2018-05-08


Rob Sutherland Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Eden Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Louisa Giovannetti Nobleton, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Lafleur Chelsea, Canada 2018-05-08


Isabelle Rosini US 2018-05-08


Doug Gascon Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Sara Camplain US 2018-05-08


Mirjana Damjanovic Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Barry Green Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashley Hammersley US 2018-05-08


Joyce Itchon US 2018-05-08


Meghan Kearns US 2018-05-08


Amanda Viney Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Louise Broderick Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Thu Le Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Phoebe sicks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Maggie DaCosta Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexandria Galea Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Maxine Mueller Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Susanne Myles Pierrefonds, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Szilagyi Côte Saint-Luc, Canada 2018-05-08


George Franks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Réjane Paradis Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Leo Guilbeault Mattawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Rutledge-Taylor Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Ermens Meneguzzi Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


A. Kaszner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Vera Pszenyczny US 2018-05-08


Ross Munro Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Thompson Sutil rd, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Madeleine Levy Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Quinn` US 2018-05-08


Angela Russo US 2018-05-08


Bryan MacIntosh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alain Lamadeleine Limoges, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Sellon US 2018-05-08


Paul Cate Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Meaghan Evans Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


David Baxter Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


LR Floyd Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynn Ingham North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Caroline Desautels Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug Kincaid Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Baerbel Meissner Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08


Leonardo Burgos US 2018-05-08


Kerri Vandale Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Gayle Carroll US 2018-05-08


Jan Fergus Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08


Eleanor Conrad Port Howe Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-08


Georges G. kovari London, Canada 2018-05-08


martha jones US 2018-05-08


Birgit Keim Breslau, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Eduardo Barrientos US 2018-05-08


Rachel Sitz US 2018-05-08


Alexandria Joy US 2018-05-08


Irv Zisselman US 2018-05-08


Diane Shears Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Eshpeter Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Rebecca Dufour Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Katrina Jensen White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08


Ronald D Hallett Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


muriel dean Blind River, Canada 2018-05-08


Michele Entenman US 2018-05-08


David Mallett Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Susanne Ledingham Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Rudy Lopez US 2018-05-08


sharyn devine Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Neila Coe Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


Tabitha Wozniak US 2018-05-08


Trevor Schmidt US 2018-05-08


colleen roberton Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08


joe roddy Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Rose Krohmer Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Kerry Firbes Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lise Jacobs Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Mindy Manner US 2018-05-08


Sarah Bowen US 2018-05-08


Nicholas Maclean Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


John Davis Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Roxanna Stumbur Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Janice Benson Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Joshua Santos US 2018-05-08


Susan Stock Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Dionisi US 2018-05-08


Anthony Edgar Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivianne Roy St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08


Glen Pederson Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Fred Guida US 2018-05-08


Kelley Giddings US 2018-05-08


Jacqui Wakefield Tobermory, Canada 2018-05-08


julia brandreth Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Moran Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Hancock US 2018-05-08


Friedemann Brauer Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Marty Martindale US 2018-05-08


Brad Bazinet North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Kathleen Shell US 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Pears Lacombe, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Paul DesRosiers Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Terri Lee Edward Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Garnet Diaz Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


mary collier fleet Rothesay, Canada 2018-05-08


Hanna Back Hartington, Canada 2018-05-08


Inna Becker Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Crichton Alexandria, Canada 2018-05-08


Arthur Crook Norwood, Canada 2018-05-08


kai clemen vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexandra Sbrocchi Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Leslie Slack Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Noble Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Vera P Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Janice Lindsay Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Fiona Galbraith Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Isabelle Cavanagh US 2018-05-08


Thomas Perdue Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-08


James Smith Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Cooper Kitimat, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie Warner Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Arthur Hondros US 2018-05-08


dan mera Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Elke Leidenfrost Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Elena Smushkin North York, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Borell US 2018-05-08


Mary Grainger Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniella Malaquias Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mackenzie Manning Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Durber Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Guy Robert de Verville Côté Blainville, Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Powell Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Henderson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Luc Bouchard Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


Sherry Mullikin US 2018-05-08


Tim Creighton Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Denyse Pinsonneault Wentworth-Nord, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08


Jubin Shah US 2018-05-08


Sherry Freeman US 2018-05-08


pam roche US 2018-05-08


Bud Hitchman US 2018-05-08


Pamela Schlacter US 2018-05-08


michael bolton Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Raven Marrotti US 2018-05-08


Jamie K US 2018-05-08


Cait Connolly US 2018-05-08


carol williams Elora, Canada 2018-05-08


Trevor Leathem Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


chrisssy Slaight toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


l f Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan Ellison Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Janice Makellky Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


t bell steinbach, Canada 2018-05-08


Geneviève Marentette Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Myron Selby Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Quigley Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Beat Mertz Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Baldeo Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Natalya Cole Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Kato Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Jacqueline Holler Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


Louis Coussa Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Therese Lawlor Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


George Atkinson Southampton, Canada 2018-05-08


William Martin US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Diana Venier Snape Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gregg Collins Shanty Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


jacob hunt US 2018-05-08


Luc Lussier Val-des-Monts, Canada 2018-05-08


Michele Lepp US 2018-05-08


Helen Monks Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


kendra camplain US 2018-05-08


Daniel Backman US 2018-05-08


Sheila Clark Bethany, Canada 2018-05-08


stephanie dixon montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Katy Thompson North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Nadine Collins Whitney, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Pugliese Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Jackie Chow Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Cornelius Timothy Bramton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ronald Joyal Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug Moore Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jason Sanchez US 2018-05-08


Kelly Sawyer Langbank, Canada 2018-05-08


Marsha Watts Ridgeway, Canada 2018-05-08


Harry Smaller Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Teri McArtetr Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nnamdi Uyalor, Jr US 2018-05-08


Lori Demeester Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Cummer Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah M Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Lorie Robertson Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Audrey WEED US 2018-05-08


Louise Terrillon-Mackay Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Stuart Guillory US 2018-05-08


Shirley Ross Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristen McGinn US 2018-05-08


Teressa Adkins US 2018-05-08


Deirdre Dodds Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Lapos Leamington, Canada 2018-05-08


Dylan Van Den Assem Blyth, Canada 2018-05-08


Gayle Allen Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Simon Burin des Roziers Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Norris Whiston Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-08


Danielle Hoar Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Valarie Olafson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Cole Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Sciampacone Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


ronald bensink US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Maryse Lipari Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Rigby Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Burns US 2018-05-08


Dawn I US 2018-05-08


morgyn vanantwerp US 2018-05-08


alex charles Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


David Phillips Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08


Reg MacLean Dalhousie, Canada 2018-05-08


Sydney Kelston Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Francine Côté Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


David van Berckel Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurel Pierce US 2018-05-08


Kevin Oshann US 2018-05-08


Nathan McQueen Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Meredith Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Gaylene Borgstede Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08


Aleksandar Serafimovski Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Jaiyson Dillon Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Karn Schurmans London, Canada 2018-05-08


Hilary Hodgins Bluevale, Canada 2018-05-08


Mavis DeGirolamo Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Teresa Salamone US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Craig Jefferson Wingham, Canada 2018-05-08


Candace Sinson London, Canada 2018-05-08


K Jill Varnell Madison, Wisconsin, US 2018-05-08


Denisse Bowyer London, Canada 2018-05-08


Kimberly Koenig US 2018-05-08


Bill Marshall Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Lawson Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Tapp US 2018-05-08


Drew Post Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Vartan Karasseferian Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Joannie Houde Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol McKay US 2018-05-08


Douglas Stewart London, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc Charette Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Howell US 2018-05-08


Andy Stanton Leamington, Canada 2018-05-08


kees vandervalk hornby island, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynn Krikorian US 2018-05-08


Iris Meehan Invermere, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Gilarowski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Chien-Ling Lin US 2018-05-08


paul leblanc grand bend on, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Mark Writt US 2018-05-08


Benoit Boucher Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Mitchell Musquodoboit Harbour, Canada 2018-05-08


Hailey Stafford Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-08


Lauren Vigeland US 2018-05-08


Elga konietzny Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Al Kitchen Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


dianne ketko Woodland beach Township of Tiny,
Canada


2018-05-08


john cobb US 2018-05-08


Bonnie Bridger Mittelmaier US 2018-05-08


Tiffany Norris US 2018-05-08


Shannon Adams US 2018-05-08


Richard Elsons Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Richmond Campbell Hubley, Canada 2018-05-08


Lai-Yin Tseng US 2018-05-08


Peter Biro North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivian Tichko US 2018-05-08


Anne Dawson Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Kerry Gifford US 2018-05-08


Susanna Justice-Fahey US 2018-05-08


Maria Costa Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Samantha Hau US 2018-05-08


Tia Smith Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


BEN GREGO US 2018-05-08


Blanca Alvarado US 2018-05-08


Burkhard Plache Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


nicole ouellet Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Miller Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynne Harrison Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Randy Williams US 2018-05-08


Paul Crete La Pocatiere, Canada 2018-05-08


Charity Bourette Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08


N T Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Buckley US 2018-05-08


KAREN BOTTING Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Traci Sabey US 2018-05-08


Curtis Duguid Brossard, Canada 2018-05-08


Luis Arias US 2018-05-08


Nina Lesowitz US 2018-05-08


Amber Luthi Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Czerniej Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Steven BURKE Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Danuta Snyder Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gerald Cawdell Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Moreno US 2018-05-08


tabitha schneider US 2018-05-08


Mary Ferguson US 2018-05-08


Erin Lamb US 2018-05-08


Jess Mueller US 2018-05-08


Leigh Ann Rehfuss US 2018-05-08


Ken Dawonik Olds, Canada 2018-05-08


Darla Tharp US 2018-05-08


Anne Sciara US 2018-05-08


Adam Vasilevich Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Fitting Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Yosry RASHWAN US 2018-05-08


Laurie Lyster Penhold, Canada 2018-05-08


brad nixon niagara on the lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Godbeer Dorval, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Thys Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Brad Trower Peachland, Canada 2018-05-08


Kelly Giroux Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-08


Christy Dishkin Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Carole Welmers Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Strickland US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Larry Bradfield US 2018-05-08


Bob Verigin Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


derek ross manotick, Canada 2018-05-08


Ronald Hiscock Georges River, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Dana US 2018-05-08


Chloe Carver US 2018-05-08


Mike Baxter Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Showers London, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Crispin Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Krystal Dionne Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Swannell Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Nick DeMello US 2018-05-08


Tim Page Port Sydney, Canada 2018-05-08


Carrie Thomas US 2018-05-08


Catherine Cookman Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-08


Quinlin Lindsey US 2018-05-08


Jen Penchansky US 2018-05-08


monique marion Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Wright Brandon, Canada 2018-05-08


Art Van DeLay US 2018-05-08


Charles Schafer Waverley, Canada 2018-05-08


doug ward Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Stephanie Gaines US 2018-05-08


Vandana Singh US 2018-05-08


Pierrett Sherwood Ste. Anne, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Thompson US 2018-05-08


Julie Sheehan US 2018-05-08


BERNADETTE HENDRICKX OTTAWA, Canada 2018-05-08


Krystal Powell US 2018-05-08


Peter Sutton Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Szpakowski Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


stephen hoffman US 2018-05-08


Joan Strack Westport, Canada 2018-05-08


Monica Gold West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Williamson Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08


Mariette Emond Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Amanda Pollio US 2018-05-08


Kyle d'Entremont Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Rufino US 2018-05-08


Irene Moore Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashley Hunsberger US 2018-05-08


Brad Roof US 2018-05-08


michael duffie ancaster, Canada 2018-05-08


Iris Pison Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gail Coronato US 2018-05-08


Marylou Sanchez Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08


Murray Wm. Vint Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


David Robinson Ariss, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug Thomson Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Bull US 2018-05-08


Michelle Cosstick Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


James Dionne Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Sabrina MacAllister Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Greaves London, Canada 2018-05-08


Gary Robinson Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Tiffany Cale US 2018-05-08


Nata Y US 2018-05-08


Pamela Perez US 2018-05-08


Cynthia Wizeman US 2018-05-08


Oleg Vydykhan Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-08


Enrique Hoefele Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Thames US 2018-05-08


Terry O'Connor Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Cunningham Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole Tschekalin Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-08


Tammy Hinojosa US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Kevin Duffy US 2018-05-08


Micheline Carignan Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Colette Belanger Sundre, Canada 2018-05-08


Kate Mayo US 2018-05-08


Yusuf Azma Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


carol WILLICK Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Keyserling US 2018-05-08


Bob Werbicky Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Caroline Celeste US 2018-05-08


Mary Wojdyslawski Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08


Elina Falck Pender Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Smith US 2018-05-08


Stephanie King US 2018-05-08


fritz friesinger lac du cerf quebec j0w 1s0, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Reaney Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


John Rhoat US 2018-05-08


Joni Taylor Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


N A Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-05-08


LISA WILD US 2018-05-08


Luc Poirier Perth, Canada 2018-05-08


Carly Cannon US 2018-05-08


Kerry Beck Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


David Cosh Rose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Leonard Evenson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Johanna Pietersma Lyn, Canada 2018-05-08


Raymond Jorczak US 2018-05-08


Maribel Acevedo US 2018-05-08


Jamie Allyson Dela Cruz US 2018-05-08


Jocelyne Poirier Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Hinkson Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Karina Tervooren US 2018-05-08


Charlene Fyda US 2018-05-08


nastia roeder US 2018-05-08


Robert Ryan Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


meghan leadbeater ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Gina O'Neill US 2018-05-08


Jane Galley Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Jen Nancy US 2018-05-08


Freeman Dryden Terence Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Michele Henen Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Adler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexandra S Wick US 2018-05-08


Rob Holton Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Tamara Cowan Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Carmelo & Anneke
Ciaramidaro


Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Shebek US 2018-05-08


Darcy Mazloum Montreal-West, Canada 2018-05-08


Kendall Zarrella US 2018-05-08


Norman de St. Croix Cowansville, Canada 2018-05-08


Wesley Moore Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


tina dunkijacobs US 2018-05-08


Charles Martin Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Taryn Smith US 2018-05-08


Sharon Williams London, Canada 2018-05-08


David Robinson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Lilley Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Glenda Hyndman Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Lupinski Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Grant Brinson US 2018-05-08


Kristen geeter US 2018-05-08


Ross Urquhart Lytton, Canada 2018-05-08


Angela Sloan Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Dean Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Estefania Leon US 2018-05-08


James Taggart Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lisle Frank Westholme, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Page Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Prunty Jr US 2018-05-08


Fred Schell Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Colleen Lessard Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


rachel smith Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaylee Utko US 2018-05-08


Carolina Larracilla US 2018-05-08


Linda Bentley Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Jury London, Canada 2018-05-08


Kayla Combs US 2018-05-08


Christian Brown US 2018-05-08


Mary BARRATT Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Decker Holloway US 2018-05-08


randi vincken Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Ross Henderson Strathroy Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Johanne Leroux Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael LeGresley New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Gaston Guenette Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen T Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Tamara Bavdek Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Cain Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Kathryn Evans Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Donald Gagne Canada 2018-05-08


DEBRA STEWART US 2018-05-08


Kevin Buckholdt US 2018-05-08


Sandy Pena Franco Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Silvia Selzer Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Harley Binder Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jan Ackermann US 2018-05-08


Marilyn McLean Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


shannon La Bounty US 2018-05-08


Melanie Brown US 2018-05-08


Lisa Leonard US 2018-05-08


Christine Aubry Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug McKlusky Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Ella Ivensky Côte Saint-Luc, Canada 2018-05-08


Tony Starkey US 2018-05-08


Heather Good Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08


John Gorman Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah A. Hanson-Pareek US 2018-05-08


Noreen Lam Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Boyd Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jody White Huntsville, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


John Conte US 2018-05-08


Patricia Rowe Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Jillian Tanzey US 2018-05-08


Greg Arveseth US 2018-05-08


S JS Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Elaine Lenehan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike McNaney Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Donnie Dillabaugh Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Charles Willis US 2018-05-08


Aileen Orthner Kawartha Lakes, Canada 2018-05-08


Keyleigh Lehan US 2018-05-08


Ron Legato Hannon, Canada 2018-05-08


Holly Dean Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Howe Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-08


linda berry Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Gordon Mick Calabogie, Canada 2018-05-08


Isabella Poschman US 2018-05-08


Nahid Miller US 2018-05-08


Vida Cooper Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Rogers US 2018-05-08


K. Marie Barbara Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


J Hug Langley, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Richard Bitner North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


whitney schwartz US 2018-05-08


Karen Harrison Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


lisa marie US 2018-05-08


Sparky Watts US 2018-05-08


Alexandre Provencher Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


real Berthiaume Lefebvre, Canada 2018-05-08


shivaune wright Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gayle Gagner Mission, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan Schubart Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Leech Saint-Denis-de-Brompton, Canada 2018-05-08


David Kennedy Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Ryan Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan E Sandwith Saint Marys, Canada 2018-05-08


K Denise US 2018-05-08


Serge Latour Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Gadouas Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Hosegood Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Brasher Oro Station, Canada 2018-05-08


Miranda Simon US 2018-05-08


Craig Green Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilyn Stevenson Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Bree Bilstein US 2018-05-08


Mark Mostovac Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Philippe Roy Léonard Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Jana Rogers US 2018-05-08


Liz McBryan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivian Johnson Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Clarissa Santos US 2018-05-08


Valerie Burke US 2018-05-08


Stephen Marks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Speissegger Dundas, Canada 2018-05-08


Rebecca McClain US 2018-05-08


Richard Lopez vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Urquhart Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


peter babich Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Mario Landa Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Bob May Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-08


Janis Turner New Minas, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Baglio US 2018-05-08


rachel jane waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Ross Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


marc archenault US 2018-05-08


MARISA ROJAS Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Sheila Marjoribanks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Travis Horner US 2018-05-08


Roger Christie Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


Tyler DL Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


cathy coryell US 2018-05-08


Emily Burns US 2018-05-08


Mark Aiello Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet Schnirer Edson, Canada 2018-05-08


Brandon Bowling Petrolia, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Turner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Danette Hickey Cold Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Terry Roach US 2018-05-08


Teresa Waters Salt Spring, Canada 2018-05-08


James Seaton Brooks, Canada 2018-05-08


Ghizlane Ahrouch US 2018-05-08


Alexis Ashburn US 2018-05-08


cal gagnon Fergus, Canada 2018-05-08


Share Chute Vavenby, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Courtice Bridgetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaija Thiessen Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Tracey Ratelle-Westdorp Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jerry Bielak Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Dan McManus Timmins, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaylee Taylor Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Vineet Saxena Fort McMurray, AB, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken M Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08


diane bouffard US 2018-05-08


Jessica Corcoran US 2018-05-08


Lauren Woods US 2018-05-08


Linda Samson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Lydia Dyda Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rose Evans Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilee Allan US 2018-05-08


Sara Ann Brings Plenty US 2018-05-08


Diane Buckley US 2018-05-08


David Pettigrew Cochrane, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Knechtel Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Man Lee Lam Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendell Gilby Upper Rawdon, Canada 2018-05-08


ESther Dynal Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Ilka Abbott Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Lyn Dean Millarville, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08


Connor Brown US 2018-05-08


Eloise Farlow US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Obaid Paima Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Grant McCausland Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Harry Grundke Stony Plain, Canada 2018-05-08


Kyra Terrell US 2018-05-08


JJ Osterloo US 2018-05-08


Donna Sullivan Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


cindy hopper New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Keogh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Carl and Brenda Ens Aylsham, Canada 2018-05-08


James maw Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Angela Harris US 2018-05-08


Stephen Law Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


Grant Pattingale Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Muir Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Holly Bondy Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Isolde Daiski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Oona Hochberg Leduc County, Canada 2018-05-08


oscar Alvarez US 2018-05-08


G.J. Lewis Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Skedd Canada 2018-05-08


Lidia Michon Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Belinda Leach Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Blake Mason US 2018-05-08


Michele Sinclair US 2018-05-08


Brian Long London, Canada 2018-05-08


Lloyd Moseley Nelson B. C., Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Emenau Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Svjetlana Szabo Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


Andreas Christen Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Meyer US 2018-05-08


Rhonda Walsh US 2018-05-08


Donna Pluta US 2018-05-08


nghia Nguyen Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08


Rodney Malham Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Mejia Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn Cutt Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Lucy Shaver Summerstown, Canada 2018-05-08


Krista Thorpe US 2018-05-08


Ron Brown Penhold, Canada 2018-05-08


Shena Beck-Carpenter US 2018-05-08


Denis Tonn Kelowna, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Dawson Lecompte Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-08


Tisha Polk US 2018-05-08


Alka Sharma Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Ed Schykulski Devon, Canada 2018-05-08


william beaton bc, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Main Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Mona Aldoff Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


Taylor Forsyth US 2018-05-08


Katherine Haines Cheltenham, Canada 2018-05-08


ed long US 2018-05-08


Merri Robinson US 2018-05-08


Jessica Menke US 2018-05-08


Katie Jesse US 2018-05-08


Marlon Silvestre US 2018-05-08


John Sloan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Raymonde Tremblay Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Bader Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Veronika Behrens Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Jewett US 2018-05-08


Megan Spelrem Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Hazel Boyle Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Hanna Parker Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniel Bryce Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


david houston Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Fatima Ho Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Susan Stewart West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine O'Neil Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Ann McKlusky Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Oliver US 2018-05-08


Doris Winkler Kuujjuaq, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Rooney Chelsea, QC, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Cassolato London, Canada 2018-05-08


B. Stephen Glassel Burnaby BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Sergey Yun Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Lani Claxton Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Billings Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


James Mac Donald Stettler, Canada 2018-05-08


D Steen Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Lee Burns Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


edrick minor US 2018-05-08


Travis Whitney US 2018-05-08


Gloria Zatarain US 2018-05-08


Amin Maula Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jason Segal Côte Saint-Luc, Canada 2018-05-08


Jai Lea US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Millman US 2018-05-08


Kacey Bremer US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Quavo Christiansen Queen Creek, Arizona, US 2018-05-08


Danielle Dolan US 2018-05-08


Claudia Amaranto US 2018-05-08


Rachel Thomas US 2018-05-08


Niki Murray Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Mari Rudnick US 2018-05-08


Donna Rigaux Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Shellain Anderson Bentley, Canada 2018-05-08


C Alex Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jill Degroote US 2018-05-08


Eric Arner Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Ibrahim Elgazzar US 2018-05-08


Marjan Djokic US 2018-05-08


James & Gaye Spinney Apple Hill, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Draper Paris, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc Peeters Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia McLeod West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


randi drevland Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas McDonald US 2018-05-08


Ian Johnson Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard murphy rr1 westville, Canada 2018-05-08


Annie A Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


David Eadie Saltspring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug Finnie Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Miller Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Watson North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08


Gillian Ferrabee Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


PAUL O'SHAUGHNESSY Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


James Taylor Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nick Poutsoungas Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Ross McCoubrey 150 Mile House, Canada 2018-05-08


Max Cafissi Mt. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08


Johanne De Ladurantaye Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Dorian Van Rijsselberghe US 2018-05-08


Marilyn Decarle Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Lou Ann Jauss US 2018-05-08


Catherine Nelson Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheri Friesen Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Zeidler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Melinda Beres US 2018-05-08


Lillian Mokievsky Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Sutherland Terence Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Calvert US 2018-05-08


Marcia Rusen Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Owen Wiseman Kemptville, Canada 2018-05-08


Doreen Profitt Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Chad Oney US 2018-05-08


Gwen Davies Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Smith Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


amy chasse US 2018-05-08


MARnie Gold Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Meghan Vesey Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Kimberly hoerth US 2018-05-08


Liston Anderson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Colleen Rauscher Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Anderson US 2018-05-08


Merv Watson Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Brecht US 2018-05-08


dawn mirabal US 2018-05-08


Mary Kuchman US 2018-05-08


Mia Bentel US 2018-05-08


Nizar Ramji Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Shay Langgood US 2018-05-08


Michael Hawke Rodney, Canada 2018-05-08


Fernando Ferreira Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


John McLean Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lorraine Mathews Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Jackson Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08


Kimberly Mahoney US 2018-05-08


Charlotte Baker US 2018-05-08


Robert Moreland US 2018-05-08


Heather Joe US 2018-05-08


Davor Krilic Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Herb Wiseman Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


McFarlan McFarlan Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Landry Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


David Chevalier Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Read Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Samuel Grenier Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Geoffrey Hall Marbleton, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug Kerr Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Diebold Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Adnan Khalid Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


KENDALL MIX US 2018-05-08


Joe Bradshaw Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Lori York Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


John Zaroff US 2018-05-08


Oliver Pokrandt Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Teresa fuchs US 2018-05-08


Linda Hutchings Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-08


David Hutchinson Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Finch Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Cathy Ladd Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Gordon Sopczak Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Lederman US 2018-05-08


Dorey McCarron US 2018-05-08


kye marshall toronot, Canada 2018-05-08


Jamie Hubbard Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


beverly roberts US 2018-05-08


Edwin Maldonado US 2018-05-08


Heidi Beliveau US 2018-05-08


John Aramenko Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Rudge Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Amanda Duncan US 2018-05-08


Douglas Buchanan Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Eva Kerr Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08


Gary Kendall Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Irene Rainey Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Natasha Ayoub Dawson, Canada 2018-05-08


Steven N Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


margaret janack stoney creek, Canada 2018-05-08


Norma Moore Mission, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Mclean US 2018-05-08


Marta Lychacz Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


André PaRADIS Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


marcos rubalcava US 2018-05-08


Diane Williams Vancouver, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Kristine Mantini Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Olivia Kerr Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marti Drase US 2018-05-08


Eli Kurlander US 2018-05-08


Julia Aylen London, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna McCaw Elora, Canada 2018-05-08


JAMES LINDSAY OSHAWA, Canada 2018-05-08


Martin Blanchet Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Neil St. Clair Windsor Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Lorraine Cormier Manotick, Canada 2018-05-08


Cristina Banu Verdun, Canada 2018-05-08


Cheryn de Bruyn Herbert, Canada 2018-05-08


Jay Robinson Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Valerie Hancock US 2018-05-08


Mary Anne Britskey Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Karl Abbadessa US 2018-05-08


Margaret Boyle Truro, Canada 2018-05-08


benjamin lincoln US 2018-05-08


Jillian Fougerousse US 2018-05-08


Debbie Scott US 2018-05-08


Pierre Lambert Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria Stanford West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Cassandra Petterson Stony Plain, Canada 2018-05-08


Bradley Orr US 2018-05-08


Grant Sommerfeld Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Alisha Souch Alert Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Carl Shearer US 2018-05-08


Mike Muzyka Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Declan Moorhouse UK 2018-05-08


Melissa Smith US 2018-05-08


Eric Medawar US 2018-05-08


Diane Keating Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Strecker Erin, Canada 2018-05-08


Sherrie Roulston Stratford, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Art Wegner Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08


Nora Onorato US 2018-05-08


Mitchell Goldberg Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Robyn Nicholson New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


K Bourque Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


karen cashley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Matt Capone US 2018-05-08


Brielle Dobes conestoga, Canada 2018-05-08


Cee C Canada 2018-05-08


Karina Salazar US 2018-05-08


Michel Paquette Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Martha McCallum Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08


Barrie Webster Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Allison Sundre, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Grigg Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Derek Demierre Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie McKee Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Eckert Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08


Ilze Booth Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Amy Luong US 2018-05-08


Frank Loritz Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gosia gajownik US 2018-05-08


Jessica Adario Canada 2018-05-08


Zachary Hollett Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Marina Nordli Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


thomas Campbell Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon (McDonald) Mission, Canada 2018-05-08


Bernadette Rose Canada 2018-05-08


Viviane Fournier Saint-Basile-le-Grand, Canada 2018-05-08


Lee Thompson Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Bloemhard Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Sara Bugamelli US 2018-05-08


Gabriela Rodriguez US 2018-05-08


Susan Rathie Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


william gerdes-mcClain US 2018-05-08


Muriel Blake US 2018-05-08


Pamela Battaglia US 2018-05-08


James Botaitis Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Mitch Baxter Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


john sakacs US 2018-05-08


Brenda Picard Prince Edward, Canada 2018-05-08


Benjamin Mongeon Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


mike case ham, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Zoine US 2018-05-08


Eduardo Diconca Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


dave fish Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Jamie Scott US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


don mcbrearty Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Carson Phoenix Freelton, Canada 2018-05-08


Bea Estrella US 2018-05-08


Norm Ellis US 2018-05-08


حمید ماکویی Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Dorian McGlannan US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Gibson US 2018-05-08


Sam Scougale US 2018-05-08


Jacques Lemieux L'Isle-Verte, Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


N A Tatamagouche, N.S., Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Garland Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Edith Cunningham Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Hawkin Yu Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jack Pearpoint Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lorne Combden Herring Neck, Canada 2018-05-08


Otto Gil Ovalle Canada 2018-05-08


Kenneth Mak Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Joplin US 2018-05-08


Germaine McConnell Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Samy Rodriguez US 2018-05-08


Brian Kreager US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Pontarelli US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Raquel Graziano US 2018-05-08


john dickson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kate Graves Debert, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Foyston Port Carling, Canada 2018-05-08


James McGrath US 2018-05-08


Carmen Appleton chalk river, Canada 2018-05-08


Curtis Johnson Fanny Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


alan sleightholme Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Noel Jacquot Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan Cohen US 2018-05-08


teresa chan ETOBICOKE, Canada 2018-05-08


Rob Lewis Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-08


Ted Wozny Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Carole and Karl Condé and
Beveridge


Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Larry Kry Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Virginia Mazzone Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


John Gormley US 2018-05-08


Maya Cain Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon M McDonalds Corners, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan Buss Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Lillian Lubyk Carvel, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


akelah sedca Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Carleen Johnson US 2018-05-08


Annmarie Corbett Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Tara Helsby US 2018-05-08


Joan Emmans Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter VanSickle Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Jasneet Singh Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosa Del Rio Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Jordan Barrie UK 2018-05-08


B Wesley Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Conny Fricke Baie-D'Urfe, Canada 2018-05-08


Adeeba Por Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Falyn Satterfield US 2018-05-08


Gaddah Yassein Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Harlend and Naeodi Brisdon Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Stinson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Family Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Don Patrick US 2018-05-08


Margarita Lopez US 2018-05-08


Mike Starr Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Haynes Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbra Lee Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Sandra Postel US 2018-05-08


Judy Hall Grand Marais, Canada 2018-05-08


Wayne wentzloff Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08


Valma Mongeon Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08


John Wilding Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Maggie McCourt Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Nikolas Koehn US 2018-05-08


Katie Gambrell US 2018-05-08


Mick Lautt Dauphin, Canada 2018-05-08


Marwa El Nairab Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Mariah Ramdial US 2018-05-08


Curtis Ready Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlene Baum US 2018-05-08


Patricia Banks Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Zlatko Zvekic Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Saundra Polanco US 2018-05-08


james gray victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Lucia Garzon US 2018-05-08


m kowal Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Doris McHarg Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


ian adair Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Edward Rivera US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gerri May Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08


K. Avery Schael US 2018-05-08


Rebecca Slimak US 2018-05-08


David Nickerson Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Joy Thornton Saint Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08


Elise Zell US 2018-05-08


Valery Summons Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


John Shaw Valemount, Canada 2018-05-08


Arielle BenHur US 2018-05-08


Gary Parsons Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan McGregor Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Henry Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Eirich Netherlands 2018-05-08


Dave Bakken Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Estefany Charles US 2018-05-08


Michel Tremblay Laterrière, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Starling Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Beverley Blackstien Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08


Melanie Hawley US 2018-05-08


John Deviney Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Denis Theriault Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08


David Fiedler US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Kevin Whalan Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Brumelle Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Arash pars US 2018-05-08


Rashmi Deshpande US 2018-05-08


Catherine Lentz Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Young Bobcaygeon, Canada 2018-05-08


Rahaman Baksh Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Grant Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


JOSEPH CASTRENZE US 2018-05-08


David Dewhirst Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Fairbairn Smarden, England, UK 2018-05-08


Wendy Daschner Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Nora Robicheau Meteghan River, Canada 2018-05-08


Darcie Wheeler Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


rhonda gustafson US 2018-05-08


emmanuel lalonde Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Lila Engberg Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Greg Illerbrun Swift Current, Canada 2018-05-08


al Cowan Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Luke Vorstermans Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Silva Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurie Cloud US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Michelle Duclos Kettleby, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Grassl US 2018-05-08


Mavis Vermilion US 2018-05-08


Jason Gren Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Latimer Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole Dannery US 2018-05-08


Donna Read Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Eren Birben Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Dennis Baresco Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Haar Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


BRIAN WILLIS US 2018-05-08


Stephen Sedgwick Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Ray Gaetz Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


charles stolins US 2018-05-08


Mathieu Langlais Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Wynnyk Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Kent Saunders Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Breauna Decker US 2018-05-08


Barbara Devitt Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08


Marcel Sabourin Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Jemma Shkopiak Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Tupper Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Julio E. Lopez US 2018-05-08


Doug Dobbyn Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Tony Beck Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Joshua Fletcher US 2018-05-08


russell carter US 2018-05-08


Georgia Bentrud US 2018-05-08


Patricia LaCroix Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Vincent Robitaille Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08


Hannah Bogan US 2018-05-08


Linda Eldridge Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Stewart Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Carl Madigan Mabou, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna Gaspari London, Canada 2018-05-08


Bob Sand Saskatoon, SK, Canada 2018-05-08


Jamie Lawrence Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08


Cheryl Morse US 2018-05-08


Judy Newman Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Iman Nikinejad US 2018-05-08


Allen Carroll Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08


Kate Puszykowski US 2018-05-08


Pauline Byrne Surrey, B C, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert George Merville, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Marie srdic Elk Point, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynette Prescott US 2018-05-08


Chris Whiteside US 2018-05-08


L. Bartkowski US 2018-05-08


Margaret Bulmer Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Don Schau Winnipeg, MB, Canada 2018-05-08


Nell Kazakoff Mission, Canada 2018-05-08


cate shields Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


kare willcox Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Felix Ho Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


barbara macgibbon toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gabrielle Clarkson Amherst, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-08


Kelly Mulrooney Kemptville, Canada 2018-05-08


Adam Smith Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Chantal Mau Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Barrows US 2018-05-08


Alan Casselman North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Rob Taylor Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Roehl Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Rainey Hopewell Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Alton London, Canada 2018-05-08


Pat Dwyer Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Brian Carrigan Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


pragada bharathi US 2018-05-08


Michele Graham US 2018-05-08


janine bandcroft Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Bowen US 2018-05-08


Catherine Slater Quadra Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Cheryl Farrancve Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Stéphane B Canada 2018-05-08


Alice Sech Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Boyde Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-08


Tanya Harvey Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Craig Williams Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


tanya runfola williams lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Livia Arnaiz US 2018-05-08


Kitty Lepnis US 2018-05-08


SERGIY ZAVTUR Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Ewen West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Murray US 2018-05-08


L. Chab Magog, Canada 2018-05-08


Jill Howe US 2018-05-08


Lisa Ferris US 2018-05-08


Mackenzie Jackson US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Miguel Rodriguez Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaitlyn Scheurich US 2018-05-08


brenda parsons Magog, Canada 2018-05-08


jenny Carter Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeff Janisch US 2018-05-08


Mickey Johnston Strathmore, Canada 2018-05-08


Marg Bromley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Hanna Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08


m. glavina Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Zozan Noman US 2018-05-08


Shannon Perez US 2018-05-08


James Brown Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08


Walter Whiteley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Mc Coy Blind River, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivienne Simmons Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Jackson US 2018-05-08


Paige Horton Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Susannah Day Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Cumberland Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Beamish West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Bao Trieu US 2018-05-08


William Prettie Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Donna Thorvaldson Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


Kirsten Smith Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ibolya Ligotti US 2018-05-08


julie brady US 2018-05-08


Heather Richard US 2018-05-08


Shelley Wickabrod Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08


Todd Avery Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Ellis Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Jackson US 2018-05-08


Mitra S Dey US 2018-05-08


Jeremy Weldon Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Ozwald McGuire Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


John Bird Lakefield, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Mcfadzean Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana Guy St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08


Kassandra Boisvert Spruce Grove, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Bourbon US 2018-05-08


Alfonso Drouet US 2018-05-08


T. IAN MCLEOD Fergus, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Flood US 2018-05-08


Bernard Dugré Knowlton, Canada 2018-05-08


Haifa Miller Fredericton New Brunswick, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Vivian Meyer Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ahilan Sivasamy US 2018-05-08


Darlene Johnson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Leonardo Kogan edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Luc Bihan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Crawford Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Hart Lemmle Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Edmunds Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08


Gord Dewar Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Heithaus US 2018-05-08


Judith Kendall Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


shari luker US 2018-05-08


Lauren Fedor Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Ward US 2018-05-08


Christopher Shea US 2018-05-08


James Benchetrit Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Kamiar Mireskandari Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Baker Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Maarten Bonten Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Palmer US 2018-05-08


Luke Harney US 2018-05-08


Dave Fitzsimmons Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jerome Fazio US 2018-05-08


Suzanna Kotilehti London, Canada 2018-05-08


L McLellan Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandie Eidet Roberts Creek BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Ian MacDonald Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Tara Rao US 2018-05-08


Maureen Selwood US 2018-05-08


Danielle Meeks US 2018-05-08


Margot Deveault Grindrod, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Tomas Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Julie Morton Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


David Rea Mayne Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Toni Storer US 2018-05-08


David &. Terry Boorman Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


William Ross Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


gary brownlee Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim McCaslin US 2018-05-08


Misty Zimmerman US 2018-05-08


Gabriele Vulpitta Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Schwenk UK 2018-05-08


Dave Singleton Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Margret Kristjansson Wawanesa, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


john Marshton US 2018-05-08


Linna Muller-Wille Saint-Lambert, Canada 2018-05-08


Joseph Courtenay Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Samuel Lisenco US 2018-05-08


Sarah Stabenow US 2018-05-08


Jessica Olive US 2018-05-08


Angela Luiten US 2018-05-08


Ed Valeri Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Manne Idestrom Holland Landing, Canada 2018-05-08


Raf Ollivierre Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Jolanta Fredericks Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarasi Singh US 2018-05-08


Paul Challen Smithers, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Zhelesnik US 2018-05-08


Christy Preston Canada 2018-05-08


Erin Gore Chester, Canada 2018-05-08


Edith Guzman-Hernandez US 2018-05-08


Vivienne Glista Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Armstrong Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Korchinski Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Su Deveau Church Point, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsey Hernandez US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


yasmin Haq Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlene Adler US 2018-05-08


Dalyn Frigon Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Inga Davis Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Cora Hale US 2018-05-08


Mario Ibarra US 2018-05-08


Kyle Quinn Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Johnson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Barrie Frost Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Creed Wyatt, M.D. US 2018-05-08


Ann Kurtz Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Cole Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


anik descoteaux Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-08


Tamlin Vetter Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Mitchell US 2018-05-08


sarah goldberg US 2018-05-08


Allen Binnington Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Grove Koger US 2018-05-08


Shannon Waldron US 2018-05-08


NEIL HAWKS Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Beverley McBeth Regina, Sask, Canada 2018-05-08


Jake de Villiers Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


chloe tonks UK 2018-05-08


Keaton Spitzke Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Caskey US 2018-05-08


Don Winstone Matlock, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Heslinga London, Canada 2018-05-08


sheila webster Nr. Vancover, Canada 2018-05-08


Darla Anderson US 2018-05-08


Anton Stoeckl Baldonnel, Canada 2018-05-08


William Stevenson Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken White Lillooet, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Gordon Callon Canning, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheila MacKenzie Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Crooks Sylvan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Saya-Moore Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Alison Urbina US 2018-05-08


Ann Byrne Janetville, Canada 2018-05-08


David Rogosin Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08


Jordan Valyan US 2018-05-08


Preston Stevens US 2018-05-08


Jorie Ross Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Natasha Holowachuk Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


G Bellary Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Ja Nielsen Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Samantha wierenga US 2018-05-08


Robin hurrell Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Lucy Pereira Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Judy Totzke Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Shawn Dawes Madoc, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Shysh Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


David Panton Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Williamr Roberts US 2018-05-08


Eileen O'Reilly Quathiaski Cove, Canada 2018-05-08


Shari Sage US 2018-05-08


Kevin Cade US 2018-05-08


Erin Wright US 2018-05-08


Maria Dolores Ferrante Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Bob Russell BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Skai Leja Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gabriel Alvarez US 2018-05-08


Abigail Patch New Hazelton, Canada 2018-05-08


Tracy Overturf US 2018-05-08


daniel brillant Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08


Kirsten Vance Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Sergio Franco US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Tim Chappell Elmira, Canada 2018-05-08


Vanessa Vaughan Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Dana Coons US 2018-05-08


Ester Tam Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Aryon Elmers Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


David Thomas Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Marks Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


Cristine Selirio Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Thiessen Mission, Canada 2018-05-08


David Korsch Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08


Leah Hanley US 2018-05-08


laurence le henaff Orleans, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilynn Kuhn Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Tasha Nimmer US 2018-05-08


Christine Amini US 2018-05-08


Alia Lapina US 2018-05-08


Michele Nolt Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Candice Baldwin Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna Serson Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheila Gofwin Canada 2018-05-08


Bill Riel Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Irene Corrigan West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Naomi Büchmann Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Julian Schurman Canada 2018-05-08


Akoko Agoudou Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Makris US 2018-05-08


cullen goodyear north van, Canada 2018-05-08


ken dixon ladysmith bc, Canada 2018-05-08


Mitaya La Pierre US 2018-05-08


Zizi Lievers edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Mitchell Greene US 2018-05-08


Alexandra Ponca Stock US 2018-05-08


Anne Farineau Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Swith Bell Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Bianca merriman UK 2018-05-08


Cathy Rogers Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Hancock Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Albert Peters Vanderhoof, Canada 2018-05-08


Rodney Russell Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Albert Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08


sarah cook Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael George Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-pierre Brie Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Bryan Fitzpatrick Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Chuck Stormes Millarville, Canada 2018-05-08


Brett Morrison Tecumseh, Canada 2018-05-08


Boyd White North Vancouver BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Bingham Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Bill Rafuse Trenton, Canada 2018-05-08


Donald Garnett London, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Glasheen US 2018-05-08


Maria Barbosa US 2018-05-08


Edward Beekman US 2018-05-08


Harry Gonzalez US 2018-05-08


Michaela Lenhart US 2018-05-08


Elisabeth Ecker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


jeff page Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


L. Drew Sebesteny Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Alf Gurr Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachael Zumstein US 2018-05-08


Melissa Khenane US 2018-05-08


Janice Kennedy London, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Gyde Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Stimson US 2018-05-08


Barbara Beran US 2018-05-08


Julie Beauregard Magog, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Al Watkinson Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Donaldson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul O'Rorke Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Fuller Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08


terry trotter Seaforth, Canada 2018-05-08


Macy Puckett US 2018-05-08


Stephanie Gunter Aupaluk, Canada 2018-05-08


Hélène Boulay Gatineau (Québec), Canada 2018-05-08


Judith Rosewilde Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Boeckh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Steele Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlene Streif Rossland, Canada 2018-05-08


Anthony Wooller Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


John Singleton US 2018-05-08


Kevin Haggerty Swan Hills, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicholas Davis US 2018-05-08


Suzanne Ungar Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaiser III Lawrence US 2018-05-08


Jacob Ortiz US 2018-05-08


Nina Littman-Sharp Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerald Arndt Three Hills, Canada 2018-05-08


Valerie Makower US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Carole Moreau Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Weller Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Lori Dupuis Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


mike ellis burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Don Sinclair Thetis Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Phil warman Boutiliers point, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Edwards Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Hendra Wijaya Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Kezia Kurniawan US 2018-05-08


Wayne Enevoldson Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Byway London, Canada 2018-05-08


Sydney Lancaster Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


John Quinn Saltspring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Helen albright Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Katherine Drotos Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Yam Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Steven Stocks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kimi Rose US 2018-05-08


M Eastwood US 2018-05-08


Christina Brackett US 2018-05-08


Megan Clover US 2018-05-08


Alicia Lombardi Port Perry, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Michelle Hammond Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia Brown Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


g clemson US 2018-05-08


Kellen Taman Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Chad Hucal Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


marilyn meek Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Stacey Grunwald US 2018-05-08


A DeOcampo US 2018-05-08


Hilary Lithgow US 2018-05-08


Angèle Desgagné Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Paula Pazur US 2018-05-08


Mark Harper Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08


noeleen blue West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Anita Katzberg North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


C. Olivier Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Cara Jozefowski US 2018-05-08


Theresa Oppedisnao US 2018-05-08


Aiden Fowler Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Chandra Gutierrez US 2018-05-08


Taylor Huling US 2018-05-08


Jenna Traxel Medicine hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Coe US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Michael Moore Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Penny Gelber Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08


Neil Seenarine US 2018-05-08


emilie higginson oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Maribeth Clancy US 2018-05-08


Jenny Angus Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerry Nichols US 2018-05-08


Cassandra Verrelli Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Pauline Peters Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Hutcheson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Collier US 2018-05-08


Darren Bohan US 2018-05-08


Michel Ostiguy Hatley, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Woodman Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


andrew campbell US 2018-05-08


William Komoto US 2018-05-08


Erin Sendor US 2018-05-08


Sharon Yen US 2018-05-08


Marilyn Nicholson North Augusta, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthijs Eterman Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Elaine Fetherston Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Richelle Bird London, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lynne Porter Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Alison Gilday Hudson Heights, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Kinnear Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlayne Dinney Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Trahyn US 2018-05-08


Cecilia Brown Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Oriana Barkham Cantley, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Meilun US 2018-05-08


George Starr US 2018-05-08


Julie Mirdoch Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Tanja stanfield US 2018-05-08


Shaun Piazza US 2018-05-08


Deb Harris Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Carley Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08


Fran Gardner Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeremy Hakes US 2018-05-08


Lauren Tarrant Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08


Sean MacDonald Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Terry Lovelace US 2018-05-08


Brian Englund Horsefly, Canada 2018-05-08


Chang Woo Han New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Faiers Marmora, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Eryn Van Acker US 2018-05-08


William Goodfellow Calgary Ab, Canada 2018-05-08


Melanie Ferguson US 2018-05-08


Natasha Hartlen US 2018-05-08


Natasha Penchuk Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


John D MacDonald P Eng Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


susan ware melancthon, Canada 2018-05-08


kristine letson Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Mann Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


David Clandfield Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Anya Hleba London, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Cundiff US 2018-05-08


Mike Camp Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


P Leclair Blackstock, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Georgeadis Surrey, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Eldo Spangenberg River Denys, Canada 2018-05-08


Armen Dermentjian Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08


elaine grass Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Lascelles Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Cordova US 2018-05-08


Paul Muir Rosebud, Canada 2018-05-08


Charles Migneault Saint-Jean-Sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Louise Wesley North Saanich, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Hasler Canada 2018-05-08


C. Victor Hall Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Keith Dunne Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Lennie Vibert New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Larry Dea NVan, Canada 2018-05-08


Jackie Anderson US 2018-05-08


Rachel Wren US 2018-05-08


Alba Valderrama Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


robert mcmurtry Picton, Canada 2018-05-08


Elma Ortiz-Marcial US 2018-05-08


David Wood Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Ponchet-Cassidy Hazelton, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Bicknell Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Duncan Monro Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan Farrell US 2018-05-08


Judy SUmner Capreol, Canada 2018-05-08


Chester Dobruk Knutsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Philip Grange Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Amber Hauser Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Lou Probst Kirkfield, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Zakem Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Marianne Angus Windsor ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Barron Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Noah Dunlap US 2018-05-08


Jana Schneider Sarasota, Florida, US 2018-05-08


cheryl hayes US 2018-05-08


Neha Nayak US 2018-05-08


chris charlebois Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Lines North Saanich, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


natasha genevro US 2018-05-08


Irene Gouin Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Denis Fletcher Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Dominic Downer Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Prince Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Lee Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Karl Jensen Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Stranks Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ian Stewart Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary jean Folinsbee Nanticoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Brock Knipfel Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08


W. Alex Burton Halfmoon Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


carole waspe Port Dover, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennie Botterbusch US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Bev Weidman Dawson Creek, Canada 2018-05-08


Katalin Trevorrow Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruth Jones US 2018-05-08


Belle Wark Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Driscoll- Mallard Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Steph Woodworth Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Morrier Magog, Canada 2018-05-08


Debbie Szat US 2018-05-08


Ian Olson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


John Spencer US 2018-05-08


Ken Spittle Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Randal Marlin Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Gagnon St. Albert, A, Canada 2018-05-08


Elijah Beretta Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Benjamin Wood US 2018-05-08


Dawn Fitzpatrick Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Kendel Rust Cantley, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Bern Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Theresa Smith US 2018-05-08


Rick Peters Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Kiandra Holloway US 2018-05-08


Summer Stevens US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Larissa Konik Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


tom george Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Cairns Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Phil Devitt Crofton, Canada 2018-05-08


Dr. Ronald Levesque Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Alicia Rakos US 2018-05-08


Dawn Bramadat Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Eva Cameron Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashlan Christoph US 2018-05-08


Barbara Shelton US 2018-05-08


Karen Driedger Wheatley, Canada 2018-05-08


Sig Gilchrist Brock, Canada 2018-05-08


Megan Wardrop Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Heyer US 2018-05-08


Ian Rogers Palm Desert, California, US 2018-05-08


manuel kornegay US 2018-05-08


Cydney Scheel US 2018-05-08


Jim Starrett Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


M. Piirtoniemi Sault Ste Marie, Canada 2018-05-08


Becky Freeman US 2018-05-08


DARREN brezden Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Lipton Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Marilyn Johnston Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08


Roni Lipstein Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Karie Smith Surrey, BC, Canada, Canada 2018-05-08


Ben Kennedy Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Debbie Powers Acton, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Freeman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Petra Hansen US 2018-05-08


john delgado US 2018-05-08


Ann Marie Horton US 2018-05-08


Yaiza Decaudin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Taylor gauthier Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


William Ferguson Trail, Canada 2018-05-08


Samuel Louis Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Aiden Kleer Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Carrie Albers US 2018-05-08


Terrie Kansas Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


mary rannie Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Frankie Vondrejs Terra Cotta, Canada 2018-05-08


Maureen Sigston Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08


B Maddigan US 2018-05-08


Norman Reedman Kettleby, Canada 2018-05-08


Jen Ingram Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Claire Stuart Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Yumi Ishihara US 2018-05-08


Gordon Mckee Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Yee Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08


Howard Cempel RobertsCreek BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Phil Crosbie Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-08


Rani Fowler US 2018-05-08


Steven Rosen Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Esthel Poulet Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


A Maddigan US 2018-05-08


Penny Dawe Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Lee Toronto Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Noreen O'Rinn Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Tracie Catalano Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Lana Cheong Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08


Terry Stewart Fredericton N.B., Canada 2018-05-08


Lynn Roberson US 2018-05-08


Mahnaz Emadi North York, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruth Humberstone Salt Spring Island, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Wasif Khan Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Tuulia Law Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Leonard Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


David Udayasekaran Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Judi McCallum Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy k US 2018-05-08


Amanda Cyr Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Geovanna Ordonez US 2018-05-08


David Doncaster Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Darlene De Girolamo Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Selma Martinez Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Folts US 2018-05-08


Emily Felton US 2018-05-08


Lyly Dagerty Memramcook, Canada 2018-05-08


joanne scharf Hawkestone, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Fadel Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurel Stiles Hinton, Canada 2018-05-08


John Gray Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivian Seidenstucker US 2018-05-08


Helen McInnes Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


LeeAnn Spriggs US 2018-05-08


Gabriela Ramo Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08


Debra Minchak Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Sydney Jane Geikler US 2018-05-08


Sharon Miller Regina, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Melissa Goodliff Kinmount, Canada 2018-05-08


Olivia Tatum US 2018-05-08


Manny Liats US 2018-05-08


Vamsi Gondi US 2018-05-08


Jessica Haarer Penetanguishene, Canada 2018-05-08


Julie McLaren Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Kelvin Vuong Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Theresa Scott Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


S. Sanderman Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria Sanchez US 2018-05-08


Jim Morrison Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Philippe St-Jean Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Howard Cole Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Penny Charlebois Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Michel Desabrais Clarence-Rockland, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Travis-Eaddy US 2018-05-08


Janice Naylor Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Mann Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08


Irfan Baig Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Harrisson Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08


Rita MacDonald Rosthern, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharron Gunn Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jenett Ashley Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08


william Stephenson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Erin Pratt Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


kyle duperron Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Morrison Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


bryan lachapelle Welland, Canada 2018-05-08


tom eyre Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Johnson Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Shirley DePlonty Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Anita Powell Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Priscilla Indrio US 2018-05-08


Patricia Bradley Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Paul Asselin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Bozena Kostecki Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Nind Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Edith Gonzalez US 2018-05-08


Ken Stewart Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Ramona Blankinship US 2018-05-08


Bryce Lencoe Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Johanne Lavallee Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


erin meadows US 2018-05-08


Cherry Soliva Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Blake Heaston US 2018-05-08


Juliette Domenici US 2018-05-08


Greg Fenty Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Farrell Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Anson Highland Grove, Canada 2018-05-08


Stratos Tsompanellis Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Parsons Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrea Budgey Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrea Bertram US 2018-05-08


Eric Jones US 2018-05-08


Dennis Hall Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynda Wood Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Bernice Stangenberg Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Adrien Cameron London, Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia Vincent Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Helen Brown Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Tara Beatty Morden, Canada 2018-05-08


philip staddon Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


keith sale port severn, Canada 2018-05-08


George Helal Saint-Laurent, Canada 2018-05-08


Eileen Power Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Josie Schwarzli Markham, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Rosa Mancuso Saint-Colomban, Canada 2018-05-08


diego ramirez Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Misener Meaford, Canada 2018-05-08


ALEKSANDRA TOCZEK US 2018-05-08


Curtis Campbell Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Silvestri Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Elbina Rusnak Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Mahmoud Karkhairan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Teresa Smith US 2018-05-08


Doreen Davidson Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Tanya Scholes US 2018-05-08


Hector Campbell Pictou, Canada 2018-05-08


sandy shin US 2018-05-08


Verne Lindner US 2018-05-08


Kirsten Mawle Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Lucy Chranowski US 2018-05-08


Maria Issa North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Madi Hill US 2018-05-08


Ray Harper Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


VINCENT VILLENEUVE Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Sero-Thompson bellevillle, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Colandrea US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


tionna forney US 2018-05-08


Dorian Hano US 2018-05-08


Elsha Kowbel Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Marco di Tomasso Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Jull Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Melanie Boyd Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara O'Gorman Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlene Lubacz US 2018-05-08


Rachel Trokey US 2018-05-08


Cynthia Walker Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Margo Craig Garrison Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia LawsonSmith UK 2018-05-08


Susan Patrick Canada 2018-05-08


Toby Earp Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Norbert Bluhm Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Elena Rats Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Young Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Josée Gatien Alfred, Canada 2018-05-08


Nick Harran US 2018-05-08


Angela Smith Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Josh Child Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


John Michael Curtis Yarker, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Melissa G US 2018-05-08


Sarah Robinette US 2018-05-08


Viviana Lubertino US 2018-05-08


Jonathan Caswell US 2018-05-08


Al Halliday Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08


martin graham scotsburn nova scotia, Canada 2018-05-08


Justin McDuffie US 2018-05-08


Corinne Thorsell Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


moira copeland Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


John Ashby Invermere, Canada 2018-05-08


Annette Langevin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Anna Kula US 2018-05-08


Caroline Pap Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Mireles US 2018-05-08


Virginia Thomson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


John McCubbin Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Rothe US 2018-05-08


Bruce Salo Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Umber Arain Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Nathaniel Gray US 2018-05-08


Caitlyn Skelton Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Jay Titerle North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


CLAUDE BEAUMIER QUEBEC CITY, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashish Madan US 2018-05-08


Pat Thompson Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08


Randy Wolff US 2018-05-08


Diana Koutrouliotis Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Ainsleah Hastings Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Ehrhardt Canada 2018-05-08


Abbey Kucera Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


marlene Hall Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Pagano US 2018-05-08


brian alexander kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Allison Smithville, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristin Fraser North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Paige Arvidson US 2018-05-08


Heather Flood US 2018-05-08


Michael Wall Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia Groves US 2018-05-08


Merren Cragg Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Brauer US 2018-05-08


Rosemary Vrscay Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Zdravka Zhekova US 2018-05-08


David Guy Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lori Domich US 2018-05-08


Dave Wulff Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathy Shimizu Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Maureen Polizzi US 2018-05-08


Frank Peluso Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Arne Baartz Lasqueti, Canada 2018-05-08


Norm Ninatti Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Tyler Wolfe Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Indiana Mezta US 2018-05-08


Casey Van Hooydonk Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Carlin Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Dale Lauf Leduc, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Fay Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Irene Taylor Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Winnie Bodner Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Charity Chen Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Douglas Watson Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Moon US 2018-05-08


Ambrose Duperon Mission, Canada 2018-05-08


Odette Abaco Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


paulette kelly Brandon, Canada 2018-05-08


Suzanne Gonsalves Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Karla Paragg Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


marie price Bruce Mines, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Easterbrook Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Salmon US 2018-05-08


Neda Ravnic US 2018-05-08


Catherine Kidd US 2018-05-08


leo kinshella Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Noel Jenkins North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Bill Flores Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Tyler Mckinnon Flin flon, Canada 2018-05-08


michelle r a crozier North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Fiona Duffy US 2018-05-08


Debbie Fitzgibbon Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Tara Bruno Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Stacey Snyder US 2018-05-08


Gilles Detillieux Lorette, MB, Canada 2018-05-08


Sara Low Sydney, Canada 2018-05-08


bruce entus Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Johanna Goguen Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Ross McKee Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Alicia Denison Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Leanna Klistoff US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Araceli Bojorquez US 2018-05-08


Olaf Trunzer Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrea Fyock US 2018-05-08


Janet Orser Penetanguishene, Canada 2018-05-08


joann field New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Vern Abbott Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Roberts-Long Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Stéphane Karp US 2018-05-08


Eva Weissmann Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Helene Love vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Kelly Nelson-Wright US 2018-05-08


Linda Voelker London, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Stahldorf Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Albert Raczka US 2018-05-08


STEPHANIE FRIOUD Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08


Claudia Davies Dorval, Qc, Canada 2018-05-08


Aspy Ayrton Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Douglas Booth London, Canada 2018-05-08


Baljit Mann Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Brittney Tripp US 2018-05-08


Rebecca Kilpatrick US 2018-05-08


Angelika Prutkin US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Fay De Forest Vegreville, Canada 2018-05-08


ciara young US 2018-05-08


Ian McFarlane Valleyview, Canada 2018-05-08


Gemma Nicholson Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Jody Fox US 2018-05-08


Carlos Vasquez US 2018-05-08


Carole Reed Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Chalcea Malec Victoria, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Jasmine Magana US 2018-05-08


Charlotte Koonce US 2018-05-08


Kate Rawson US 2018-05-08


Alison Harrison Kendal, England, UK 2018-05-08


liz elliott Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Terry Korman Athabasca, Canada 2018-05-08


Bryan Stevenson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Thurston US 2018-05-08


Heather Fairhurst Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Joelle Ferraina US 2018-05-08


Kiere El-Shafie US 2018-05-08


Jerrold Asling Hanover, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Vission North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08


Anita Fiorentino Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Sarah Maitland-Jones UK 2018-05-08


Dave Geruski Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Helane Ellis Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Fredrick Chang Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Sigrid Heuer Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia O’Brien US 2018-05-08


Gina paul Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Soto US 2018-05-08


Alicia Turvin US 2018-05-08


Terry Hibbert Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jason Board Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Read Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


joan tremblay Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Constable Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Odie Geiger Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Dhugga Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniel Manobianco US 2018-05-08


Christy Jones Canada 2018-05-08


Delia Burnhope UK 2018-05-08


Jake McAuley Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Butler US 2018-05-08


Veronica Castillo US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Justin Finnegan Ohaton, Canada 2018-05-08


Max Richard Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Goeking-Frazer US 2018-05-08


Katharine Barrett US 2018-05-08


Tiffany Park Mason Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ellen Rainwalker Cumberland, Canada 2018-05-08


Alessandra Capperdoni Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert McAree Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Kami Kanetsuka Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Decastro US 2018-05-08


eiko namura victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilynne Friedman Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08


Rick Crueger US 2018-05-08


Helen Kurgansky Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna Brushey Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-08


Glen Bassett Cowan,MB, Canada 2018-05-08


Lise-Anne Lavigne Edmonton Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Pugliese US 2018-05-08


Mark Shields Courtice, Canada 2018-05-08


Sabina Schamer Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08


Timothy Dunn US 2018-05-08


Robert Anderson US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gabrielle Johnson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Leslie Rose Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Amit Valia Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


natalie bass US 2018-05-08


Carole Taber US 2018-05-08


David Lane Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan Baggs Paradise, Canada 2018-05-08


Dene-u Deranger regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Bowe Bergdahl US 2018-05-08


Allison Aguirre US 2018-05-08


Deborah Amian US 2018-05-08


Janice McLean Salt Spring Island, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


T\\homas leake US 2018-05-08


Allison Toddmussett Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08


sophie pelletier Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathy Dill North Battleford, Canada 2018-05-08


Rose-Anne Gleiser Dunrobin, Canada 2018-05-08


Darren Cissell US 2018-05-08


Hahano Lollahdhd US 2018-05-08


Brian Anderson North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Chandra Woodhouse Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Gurbir Sandhu Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


James Raines Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Don Solohub Hanna, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Stokey US 2018-05-08


Jean-François Caron Verdun, Canada 2018-05-08


MARY Gomes Canada 2018-05-08


jeff moore US 2018-05-08


kay newbold Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Evelyn Lue Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana B. Green North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Brun US 2018-05-08


Patrick Taylor Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Bonni Patterson Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Keri Gerla Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


derek gray UK 2018-05-08


Stacey Robinson US 2018-05-08


Kali V Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Gudrun Haag Hamilton, Ont, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Craig Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Kareem Ullah US 2018-05-08


Uschi Hopping Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Gormley Kitchener, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


melissa Kuechler calgary, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nancy-Anne Giroux Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Bingert US 2018-05-08


Zubeir Khan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


David Gallagher Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Katherine White Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08


Katie Bodkin US 2018-05-08


Lance Schultz Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Barry Nagel Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Priscilla Grande US 2018-05-08


Martin Provencher Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


cathy roberts Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Christina Hodges US 2018-05-08


Sherry Ostapovitch Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Smith US 2018-05-08


Barbara Bashnick Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08


Aliaksandr Yakubau Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Michele Cook Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol McWhirter US 2018-05-08


Diana Dean SSI, Canada 2018-05-08


Gillian Balmer North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Darla Chibi North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Zdenka Beljo Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Mary Cronin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Anderson Dunstaffnage, PEI, Canada 2018-05-08


Radhy Pena US 2018-05-08


Nicholas Reeser US 2018-05-08


Nancy Buye Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Gaby Navejas US 2018-05-08


Anibal Soto-Rivera US 2018-05-08


Raven Alavizadeh Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsey Mauck US 2018-05-08


Rosalie Brown US 2018-05-08


Wyatt Ratterree US 2018-05-08


Sheldon Casey Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Bjornson Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Pagani Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Haley Hunter Canada 2018-05-08


Kelly Goode Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Bonnie Rapaport Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Miroslav Kuzmanovic Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Esther Richter Saint-Georges, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Todd Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Beahm Estevan, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaitlyn Yeick US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Morgan Marshall US 2018-05-08


Leanne Cruickshank Canada 2018-05-08


Shirley Balllin Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Nelson Gonzalez US 2018-05-08


Julien Brunel Luxembourg, Luxembourg 2018-05-08


Talia Moser US 2018-05-08


Gloria Sven Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Louis Garcia US 2018-05-08


Katie von Tiesenhausen Rimbey, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike French Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Heidi Burch US 2018-05-08


Robin Goettsch US 2018-05-08


Claire Honeyman Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08


Shella Mercado US 2018-05-08


Marilyn Jobson Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Neil LaPointe Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


hugh mountford toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sherry Burke North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jistin Brey US 2018-05-08


Kelly Galbraith Appin, Canada 2018-05-08


mckenna Combs US 2018-05-08


ralph roberts Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Scotty Date toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheridon Ward US 2018-05-08


Amy Collins US 2018-05-08


Analyse Adams US 2018-05-08


Marilyn McFee Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


Leah Sides US 2018-05-08


Sarah Sinclair Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Glenn Goddard Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Averie Wittmer US 2018-05-08


gabriela klacansky White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08


Fereshteh Fahimi US 2018-05-08


Michelle Ma Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Evelyn Bednarz Orillia, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Snider Pakenham ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Mamdouh Armanios Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Holly Francis Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Penelope Mayo Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Ring Rothesay, Canada 2018-05-08


Vicky F. US 2018-05-08


Patricia Diaz TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-08


harry shah Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan Anghel Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Howard McAskill Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Lucia Ruiz-Gaekel Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Strak Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter McNeil Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Sara Gibson US 2018-05-08


Tom Rooney Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


alan faulkner Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Douglas Mendoza US 2018-05-08


Libby McGrattan Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsey Fuentes US 2018-05-08


Robert Prazeres Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Suzanne Esen Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Maribeth Deinlein US 2018-05-08


JL Brown Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Essig Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana Krsek Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08


B Giles Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08


David Hartley Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Vanda Silva Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mario Breau Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Stuart Westie Williams Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Terry Comfort Kelvington, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Linda Peacock Magog, Canada 2018-05-08


Amanda Lemeron US 2018-05-08


Malcolm Cross toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mette Pedersen Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Druzin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Deanna Horton US 2018-05-08


Douglas Alton Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole LeBlanc Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Bradley King Conception Bay South, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Mendoza US 2018-05-08


Jim small Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Los Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Wray London, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Ann Zeimet US 2018-05-08


Todd Nesbitt Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexander Klein US 2018-05-08


Gerard Kloepfer Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Kwoka US 2018-05-08


Gerald Bowman US 2018-05-08


Donna Tizzard Chauvin, Canada 2018-05-08


salina canning US 2018-05-08


Ryan Imhof US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Theresa Molle Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Smith Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Justin Bull US 2018-05-08


Matthew Li Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Macklem Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Terry Danyleyko Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Crystal K Saint-Philippe, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristen Castaneda US 2018-05-08


Ian Elwood-Oates Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Pat Johnston Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Dominique Gaucher Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Miranda Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Alicia Gradson Canada 2018-05-08


doug mason havelock, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Stefans US 2018-05-08


Lorraine Colbeck Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Rick Duggan Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Goodfellow-Baikie North West River NL, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Gendron Nanoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Katherine Kelley US 2018-05-08


Bridger Syme US 2018-05-08


Suzanne Morine US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nevin McGee US 2018-05-08


lyle mccomber Kahnawake, Canada 2018-05-08


Irena Lambrou US 2018-05-08


Clayton Cowan Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Sue Fowler Saint Marys, Canada 2018-05-08


savy smith US 2018-05-08


Harriet Lennox Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Makayla Estes US 2018-05-08


Lenore Brown Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Wigle Greg Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Magnuson New Denver, Canada 2018-05-08


Don Hamilton Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08


Sam Frketich Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08


N Mohapatra US 2018-05-08


Jillian Goulding Acton, Canada 2018-05-08


Rebecca Sharp US 2018-05-08


John Harris US 2018-05-08


Stacie Zakrzewski US 2018-05-08


Mark Whalley Canada 2018-05-08


Micheal Hartinger Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Xiomara Gamez US 2018-05-08


Anastasia Sakawsky Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Carol Bowler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lorraine Finch Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Doug MacLachlan Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08


Rex Rosal US 2018-05-08


Lissa Diaz Diaz US 2018-05-08


Lucas Avery US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Brasch Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniel Boychuk vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Strem Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


sherry boghani US 2018-05-08


Kirk Sylvia Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Wade McCord Belle River, Canada 2018-05-08


Erik Benton North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


susan ayotte montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Anthony Craggs Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Roland MacKenzie Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Rick Worrall Victoria, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Ellie Philion Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Walther Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mikhail Grigoryev Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana Douglas West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ellen Gabelmann Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Sandra Jackson Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Harvey Black US 2018-05-08


Donna Money North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Tasse Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


David Storm Canada 2018-05-08


Amber Hayden US 2018-05-08


Katherine Evans Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Megan Gilmore North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Lauren Hill US 2018-05-08


Patrick Lewey US 2018-05-08


Cam Weishaar Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Khaled Lashin Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Alicia Cabral Tilbury, Canada 2018-05-08


Ameenah Almerdasi US 2018-05-08


Martin Gagne Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosemary Tulett Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Perry Unrau Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Liz Estupinan US 2018-05-08


Shani Brandon US 2018-05-08


Jeanne Luther Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Lukow Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Johan Salvador US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Amy Burrows guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


chrissy Alexander US 2018-05-08


Carl Gunther Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Michaylah MacCallum Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08


Nadine Bolduc Vaudreuil-Dorion, Canada 2018-05-08


Haroution Askanoghli Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Theodore McInnis Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Becker US 2018-05-08


Connie Kostiuk Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Richardson Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Arthur Woodruff Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheelah Field Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Caroline Solonenko Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08


Cesar De Lucia US 2018-05-08


Tami Wagner Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan Jenik Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Shawn Caron Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Swackhammer Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


Joyce Unruh Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Braxton Mason US 2018-05-08


Ray Auger Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Trent Aaron US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Sarah Talley US 2018-05-08


Javier Aleman US 2018-05-08


Toni Hamilton US 2018-05-08


Steven Portigal US 2018-05-08


Tara Kachmarski Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Kaye Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


robert cloutier Canada 2018-05-08


Conrad Allgaier Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


k hughes US 2018-05-08


Sherri M. Canada 2018-05-08


Lynda Price Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeff Butler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


LaVerne Mullane Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


brian nguyen Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Reynolds Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsay kemp UK 2018-05-08


Madison Chang Beverly Hills, California, US 2018-05-08


Joanne Snydmiller Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Scott Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Jack McRogers Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Eve Weinberg Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Arnie Petterson Edmonton AB, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Carl Borgstrom Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


E. Rhee Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Kimberly Hayes Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Badenhorst Foothills, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Ferry Salt spring island, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Verlin US 2018-05-08


Ellie Micol Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Caroline ap Rees US 2018-05-08


Phil Bottrell Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Merkle Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristy Maki Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


elizabeth smyth Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Cimone Schelle Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Cathy McKim Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Deni Wise Carnarvon, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim DesLauriers White Rock, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Garry Dufford US 2018-05-08


Juanita Weeks US 2018-05-08


Shelby Snow Canada 2018-05-08


Chelsea Bourgeois US 2018-05-08


steffany schulhof West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Anthony Craddock US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gianfranco Giometti US 2018-05-08


Karen Ulrich US 2018-05-08


Courtney Lawson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Tragis US 2018-05-08


Barron Black US 2018-05-08


mathieu leger St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Michel US 2018-05-08


Barbara Doucet Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilyn Ford Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosmarin Heidenreich Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Jimcdnrattler Bosiak Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Sumayya Imran Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Wood Campbellford, Canada 2018-05-08


janet forman US 2018-05-08


Ann Owens Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Meghan Hathaway US 2018-05-08


Kristen Nash US 2018-05-08


Kaitlynn Weisgerber Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Rafle US 2018-05-08


Tammy Tosczak Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Terezinha dos Santos Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Shaneel Koitsopoulos Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Chris Loftin US 2018-05-08


Judy Bulpitt Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Florence Bell Napanee, Canada 2018-05-08


Dennis robinson Burnaby, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Jan Hanselman US 2018-05-08


ladouceur claude claue
ladouceur


Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Becky Shuart Brigden, Canada 2018-05-08


Terrence C. Lee Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Norman Warkworth, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Child US 2018-05-08


Darren Malcolm Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Kai Stephan US 2018-05-08


karen signorile US 2018-05-08


William OConnor US 2018-05-08


Bruce McKay Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Rodriguez US 2018-05-08


Germaine Luyben Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


elspeth thomson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


trina kaczor Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Houle Douglas Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


GABRIELA ARREDONDO VIDAL US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Shawn McCann Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


audrey goulet US 2018-05-08


J Silver Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Clayton Kennedy Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


James Hogue Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Bird Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan Downey US 2018-05-08


Patti My US 2018-05-08


Lucy Haslam US 2018-05-08


Andrew Strusowski US 2018-05-08


john tsouroulas Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Bhavya Desai US 2018-05-08


Kiara Cunningham US 2018-05-08


Christie Betsworth US 2018-05-08


Michael Paul Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Megan Evans Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Brett Smith vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Schultz Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08


peter raymond Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sherry Zwick Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Bohn US 2018-05-08


Fiona Blak Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Michelle Murphy US 2018-05-08


Lorena Reyes US 2018-05-08


Brian Halloran Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08


William Osborne Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Talbert-Hill US 2018-05-08


sean scott US 2018-05-08


Slade Kern US 2018-05-08


Philippe Turcot Québec City, Canada 2018-05-08


Brenda Murphy Pointe Claire, Canada 2018-05-08


Desaree Mueller Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom O'Keefe US 2018-05-08


Nick Chandra Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandi Bellamy Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Paule Levesque Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Aj Tripp Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Herma Van Zoost Amherst, NS, Canada 2018-05-08


Annette Streich Canada 2018-05-08


Kelsey Hansen Lac La Biche, Canada 2018-05-08


Julia Pretorius Tofino, Canada 2018-05-08


Laureen Swann Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeannine Schulz Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan Lloyd Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


charlene gingera priddis, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Stephenson Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


April Dodge Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Jonathan Torregosa US 2018-05-08


Michele Barnes London, Canada 2018-05-08


Geral Tetz Trochu, Canada 2018-05-08


Louise Mangan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Rona Rigotti Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Machala US 2018-05-08


McKenna Jennings Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


David Kaip Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


karen ewing Bass River, Canada 2018-05-08


Megan wenzel US 2018-05-08


Archi Teuthis US 2018-05-08


John Molenaar Meaford, Canada 2018-05-08


Stuardo Girón London, Canada 2018-05-08


Jenna Waldner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Fred Richer Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08


Earl Knox US 2018-05-08


George Semler Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Chambers Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Jacob Ward US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Irina Koudriavtsev Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Richard Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


James MacKenzie Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave McFetridge Malahat, Canada 2018-05-08


Shirley Jeboult Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Mooney US 2018-05-08


Antje Pollmann Hubley, Canada 2018-05-08


Rene Lawand Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Charlotte Zesati Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Trish Collins Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Storm Stevenson Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Smita Pattnaik US 2018-05-08


dave benson Humboldt, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Kelly Comox, Canada 2018-05-08


Rasheeda Suleman US 2018-05-08


Cyndia Cole Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole Nassas Torrance, Canada 2018-05-08


Sara Cooper Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Sasha Delgado US 2018-05-08


John McMichael Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsay Smith Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Al Anderson Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Camilo Restrepo US 2018-05-08


Kevin Blair US 2018-05-08


James Getz US 2018-05-08


Timothy Dyck Spruce Home, Canada 2018-05-08


Molly Hurd Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrea Brown Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Kaiser US 2018-05-08


Garnet Bartlett Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Guerrero US 2018-05-08


Marilyn Starr Haisla, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerda Molson Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen B H Smith Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Smith Prince Rupert, Canada 2018-05-08


Lee Rucker US 2018-05-08


Sarah Landavaso US 2018-05-08


Kate Donayre US 2018-05-08


Joshua Gilbert US 2018-05-08


Laurie Feid Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-08


George Isnor New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Fairbanks Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


WAYNE SALUTI Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Rose Rose Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Linda Wallace King City, Canada 2018-05-08


nicolette chambers Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann De Shalit Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Samantha Briley US 2018-05-08


Bryce Peterson Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Maria Jones US 2018-05-08


Beth Neitsch US 2018-05-08


Janice Rukavina North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerry Simon Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Juergen Gailer Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Jill Breeck Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Delannoy Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Vicki Hall US 2018-05-08


Brian Dyson Oliver BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Carole Chicoine US 2018-05-08


Ursula Litzcke Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Hart US 2018-05-08


michel gratton outremont, Canada 2018-05-08


Ilyse Dolgenas US 2018-05-08


malcolm page Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


JOHN Sims-Davies Dunnville, Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia Farringer US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Terri Gedo US 2018-05-08


Karen Kiovsky New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruby Troxell US 2018-05-08


Ikuko Clark Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Gallagher US 2018-05-08


Michelle Pauling US 2018-05-08


Cindy Wasney Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Holly Slatinsky US 2018-05-08


Anne Klein Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria Sanjuan US 2018-05-08


Paul Laxton US 2018-05-08


Pasternak Melvin Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


H Whitmore Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Ferdinand Suzara Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Leroy Ampana Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Elaine Brown Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Wright US 2018-05-08


Kate MacDonald Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Shelly Angie Flores Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rod ngwenya Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Julia Fursova Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


rebecca kochman US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Brenna King US 2018-05-08


Lindsay Verhelst Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


E McBride Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Carter Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Marjie Taylor Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


rob lynette walkerton, Canada 2018-05-08


George Pateman North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jesse Jobin Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Tammy Casto US 2018-05-08


sandra nickel Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Michele Boutin US 2018-05-08


Dianne Campbell Charlottetown,PEI, Canada 2018-05-08


Ed Bjarneson Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Bonnie Pritchard Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08


Ye Him Loo Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Cathy Ho Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Manning Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


lou wotzke Williams Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Rebecca Stewart-Johnson US 2018-05-08


Sarah Tustin North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Valentina Gonzalez Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Damian Power Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Kelsey Seth Castor, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Webb Lunenburg, Canada 2018-05-08


Carole Zwicker Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Fran Hall Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Schranz Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristijana Obradovic New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Erin Smithson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Maureen O'Connor North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric crum Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Althea McAdam Brentwood Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet Hofstetter Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Ryan US 2018-05-08


Barb Vichov Czech Republic 2018-05-08


Lynne Hollingsworth US 2018-05-08


gilles miramontes Bloomfield, Canada 2018-05-08


John McDonald Sidney, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Brent Woods Deep River, Canada 2018-05-08


Candace Ravelle US 2018-05-08


Megan Thompson US 2018-05-08


Michael Maclean Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Miles Babcock US 2018-05-08


Sandra Hughes Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Aaron Kaka US 2018-05-08


Jessica Fish US 2018-05-08


Barbora Silva US 2018-05-08


Kyla Ouellet Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean VanEtten US 2018-05-08


Ichha Kaur Kohli Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosemary Limes-Zeiger US 2018-05-08


Tracy Conrad US 2018-05-08


Brian Brokenshire New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Uwe Mummenhoff Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashley Kern US 2018-05-08


Pauline Robert Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ramu NARAYANAN Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Bella US 2018-05-08


Alzina Jones Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeanette Demers-Weir Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Kenna Robinson US 2018-05-08


chuck Potter Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-08


Anna Kabat Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Tracey Canada 2018-05-08


Tonya Green-Stevenson US 2018-05-08


Teri Weller US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Janani Raghu US 2018-05-08


Jacques LaRose Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Tobin MacIntosh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Bryant US 2018-05-08


Kishwar Husain US 2018-05-08


Doug morrison Halifax,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-08


Lawrence Fredeen Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


Crystal Perez US 2018-05-08


Ilia Rusakov US 2018-05-08


Margaret Robertson Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Yant US 2018-05-08


Eric overbeek brownsville, Canada 2018-05-08


Martha Peterson Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Philip Kloc Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Christina Oerter US 2018-05-08


helder feio US 2018-05-08


Judi Putnam US 2018-05-08


Jan McAlpine Canada 2018-05-08


Guy Thériault Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Bill Borgwardt Sturgeon County, Canada 2018-05-08


Joyce Smith Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Tina Cardenas US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Pat Stewart Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


George Larner US 2018-05-08


Matthew Horvath US 2018-05-08


sharron weeks North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


A V US 2018-05-08


Robin Churchill US 2018-05-08


Helen Ilijoic Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jai Mac US 2018-05-08


Robert Davies Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08


Vicky Cullinan US 2018-05-08


lesley becker pemberton, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn Fast Welland, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Turner Williams Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Killeen Pilon US 2018-05-08


Lin Clarke Arden, Canada 2018-05-08


Bonnie Nay Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Tyler Unger Wood Buffalo, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Osborne Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Janz Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Bonnie Hughes US 2018-05-08


Mark Neumeyer Errington, Canada 2018-05-08


Gary Mills Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


laura veytia US 2018-05-08


Ron Babula Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Vincent Rowell Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn Parsons Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Massicotte Rimouski, Canada 2018-05-08


nicole cauble US 2018-05-08


Tracy French Napanee, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Page Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Tashawn Johnson US 2018-05-08


Barry Britnell Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Casey Funaki US 2018-05-08


Deb Daniell Grindrod, Canada 2018-05-08


John Harrelson US 2018-05-08


Geoff Strong Cowichan Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Harold Evans Campbell river, Canada 2018-05-08


stephanie descoteaux Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Fred Campaigne Springfield, Canada 2018-05-08


Martine Asselin Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Ray Roy Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


sage wise US 2018-05-08


Paul Glover Smithers, Canada 2018-05-08


Jag Arora Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nick Carravetta Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet Forbes US 2018-05-08


Chapman, David Chase, Canada 2018-05-08


elinor egarreynolds Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Sonia Semonian Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Stéphane Côté Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


LEVI FRANZ Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Adam Hilton London, Canada 2018-05-08


L.S. Strange Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


valerie engels victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Louise Scheuer Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Jarrell St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Ales Somrak Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Theresa Kowall Ladysmith, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Haddon Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Amylia Wong Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Lyn Baron Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Nadia Hadikin Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Derek Spragg Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Wilson Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Wilson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Wise US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Elizabeth Allen Del Mar, California, US 2018-05-08


Douglas Hensley Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Dayanara Bullock US 2018-05-08


Jessica Steffler St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08


Lloyd Hynes New Westminster, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Caroline Wessel West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen DiNapoli US 2018-05-08


Jason Rosebush Mono, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Howard US 2018-05-08


Sue Ridley Victoria, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


J. Weisgarber Oliver, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Angela Jackson US 2018-05-08


Rosemarie Gerspacher Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Adrienne Eymundson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael O'Sullivan St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Veronica Locher Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Rona Kosansky Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Traci Meyer US 2018-05-08


Karl Kopecky Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Hari Knapp Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08


mike wong Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


serge pelletier Bathurst, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gerry Campbell Port Blandford, Canada 2018-05-08


Vanessa Visconti US 2018-05-08


V.R. Hall Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Michel Jaworski Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08


Jutta Taraniuk Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08


Angie Terrillon Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Hortin Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08


Jon Radojkovic Chesley, Canada 2018-05-08


Elaine Williamson Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08


T. D. Man Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Cleough Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Martha Podilchuk US 2018-05-08


John Muir Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


David Morris US 2018-05-08


kenny smith Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn White Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ronnie Leah Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Julie Massey Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Smith Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Brittany Michael US 2018-05-08


William Wiest US 2018-05-08


Rhonda Bosman US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Marion Nuytten North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Melanie Clay-Smith Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


kathleen MacBain Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Dabney US 2018-05-08


Sophie Brauer Copenhagen, Denmark 2018-05-08


Mike North Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet J. Slobin US 2018-05-08


Bud Kurz Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-08


rd wraggett Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Harvill US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Kobe Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jacky Crawford London, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristin Saunders Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Shane Spurlock Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Penelope Karhinen Kanata, Canada 2018-05-08


Felecia Huffman Canada 2018-05-08


Riann Brown US 2018-05-08


Peter Boys Stettler, Canada 2018-05-08


debi holm Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


George Hoffman US 2018-05-08


Don McCulloch Nanoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Hetu Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Rochelle Douglas-Holt US 2018-05-08


Liam Kelly Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Justin Torchinsky Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Vaughn Barnard Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Wilma Zondag Breslau, Canada 2018-05-08


H. B. Ip Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alison Boyack Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


tracy peeters Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Tunnicliffe Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Bron Ostic Fergus, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Hughes Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Vahid Talei Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Effinger US 2018-05-08


Keasha Johnson US 2018-05-08


Heather Yilmaz US 2018-05-08


Frank Sorensen Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Roy Demcheson Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan McLean Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Yuen Connolly Shelburne N. S., Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Girard Oliver, Canada 2018-05-08


Johanna Kilbridge Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Pagel US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Denise Ferguson Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08


Trisha Hiland Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Winckel Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Joel Johnston Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ted Crosfield Castlegar, Canada 2018-05-08


Christina Mills Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Estefania Yepez US 2018-05-08


Ludwig Huppmann Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Marion Pirch Montague, Canada 2018-05-08


Claire Woodhead Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


dan favarger parksville, Canada 2018-05-08


scott young Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Leah Maloney Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Evelyn Florence US 2018-05-08


kajol verma Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Salma Makki Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Francesco Goretti US 2018-05-08


Gordon Eddy Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Wingrove-Jones Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Zielinski Vancouver BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Dennis Zacharias Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Annabelle Thiebaux East Gore, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Tony Wind Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Carla Harris Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Mac Day Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah McClure Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Marek M. Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Milton Verskin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Eileen Browne Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Charles B. Amherst, Canada 2018-05-08


steve ainslie Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerianne Knowles-Robson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Phyllis Wood Gabriola Island BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Dodeen Martin Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Kirsten Stiff Nanoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Wayne Cannon King City, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Burrows Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Callaghan Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Flo Rublee Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08


Tony Popescu Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Marcel Ackermann Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrea Hayden Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


David Lee Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


DiDonato Frank US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Christopher de Hrussoczy -
Wirth


Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Stewart Hay Brookside, Canada 2018-05-08


jordan welsh Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Allen Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Emma Mazurek Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Peterson US 2018-05-08


Amarjargal Myagmarjav US 2018-05-08


usha uthayan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Myers Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Montocchio Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie Godin Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08


Shelley Webb Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Bruce Allen St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Maggi Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Szutu Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc Richard Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


Vanessa von Twistern US 2018-05-08


Magali Beniere Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Rintamaki Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Pernot US 2018-05-08


Patricia Gerard Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Camille Schmiedel Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


chris ness Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Lauren Schatzel US 2018-05-08


Thomas Jackson-Brown Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Alice Rivera US 2018-05-08


Spencer Rhodes US 2018-05-08


Sharon Lovett Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Garcia US 2018-05-08


A Brook Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Bryon Wiley Salmon Arm, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Banks Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Sabina Kowalczyk US 2018-05-08


megan hogg Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Soppelsa Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve K US 2018-05-08


Linda Stockert Canada 2018-05-08


Judith Barber Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Lareau US 2018-05-08


Randy Schnell Medicine Hat Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08


Glen Toporowski Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Carla Thomas US 2018-05-08


Grace Lyczkowski US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Marina Rodriguez Moya US 2018-05-08


Barbara Rose Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gloria Navan US 2018-05-08


robert veres Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Gilmore Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jodie Bergeron North vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Beverly Stonehouse Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Brenda Tilley St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa MacKenzie St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Agnes Deglon US 2018-05-08


tommy bugno US 2018-05-08


Jewel Walker Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


steve Panzera US 2018-05-08


William McKay Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


inda marcucci Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Charles Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Moore Prince Rupert, Canada 2018-05-08


Grace Steinmeier US 2018-05-08


Linda Ounapuu Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


james Hrabe US 2018-05-08


Sara Carmona US 2018-05-08


Darryl Sinclair Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


chris ward US 2018-05-08


Brenda Neidert Osoyoos, Canada 2018-05-08


Flavia Sollecito US 2018-05-08


Diana Ball Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Alex Ortiz US 2018-05-08


Mary Ann Mardirossian North York, Canada 2018-05-08


LEN LAST New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Stuart MacDonald Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Bjarnason Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


beate denz salt spring island, Canada 2018-05-08


Alex C Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Fred Mercer Canada 2018-05-08


Olga O'Toole Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Langley Canada 2018-05-08


Charl Johnson US 2018-05-08


Ahna Nixon US 2018-05-08


Lisa Hanson US 2018-05-08


Jessica Ly Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Le Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


John Diaz US 2018-05-08


Leonard Woren US 2018-05-08


Terry Cranston US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


David Pomerville US 2018-05-08


Valerie Hale US 2018-05-08


susan mitruk Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


Raena Telles US 2018-05-08


ANGEL RIVERA US 2018-05-08


Frank Barnes Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-08


Judie Molloy Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Veronique Claudel Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Klefenz Timberlea, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Roth US 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Galea Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Inez Vincent Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Lex L Canada 2018-05-08


D. Hanson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Lingxia Gao Amherst, Canada 2018-05-08


samantha cannella US 2018-05-08


Sheree Cuevas US 2018-05-08


Warren Francis Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08


CJ Munro Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Caitlin Champion US 2018-05-08


Colin Ferguson Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08


brenda denno Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lydia Laskaris US 2018-05-08


Any Hoaks US 2018-05-08


J. R. Radney Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


elaine plourde Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-08


Adirson Silva Jr Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Irma Martinez US 2018-05-08


Gilles Cloutier Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Dr. Andrew Michrowski Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Vickrea Mohsin US 2018-05-08


Felicity Tanous UK 2018-05-08


Ana Kramar Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ju id Dow US 2018-05-08


Philip Adamson Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Arney US 2018-05-08


Judy Christoffersen Toronto On, Canada 2018-05-08


Frederika De gier Ponoka, Canada 2018-05-08


Michaela Ouimet Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Al Brockway Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Webb US 2018-05-08


Rosanne Fritzsche Alliston, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Walden US 2018-05-08


Bill Jamieson Pitt Meadows, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


jean harms Hamilton..ON, Canada 2018-05-08


susan westren Heriot Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Danielle L'Ecuyer Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Caroline Mickalitis US 2018-05-08


Michael Xuereb Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


susannah garrett victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Rogalsky Hornby Island, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashley Morales US 2018-05-08


Grazia Laboccetta Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Reyes US 2018-05-08


Kathy Collier Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Wegford Georgina, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Roberts US 2018-05-08


Kim McClain US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Finley US 2018-05-08


joy Fielder Westport, Canada 2018-05-08


Anthony Quinn US 2018-05-08


Denise M. Blais Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Emma Waller Canada 2018-05-08


Nathan Pepper Canada 2018-05-08


Tony Rivera US 2018-05-08


Karla Vazquez US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Ian Mceune Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kerry Kushner Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan and David Lewall Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


David Lougheed UK 2018-05-08


suzanne kulasek US 2018-05-08


Eva Vazquez UK 2018-05-08


Christine Bertoloni UK 2018-05-08


Jeremy Abernethy Whitecourt, Canada 2018-05-08


Ameke Baptiste US 2018-05-08


Victor Howard Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Louise Donnelly UK 2018-05-08


David Johnson UK 2018-05-08


James Bennett UK 2018-05-08


Sumi Hasegawa Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Oliver UK 2018-05-08


Eleanor Murphy UK 2018-05-08


Natalia Rozanska UK 2018-05-08


Doreen Blair Pakenham, Canada 2018-05-08


Dillon Dhanecha UK 2018-05-08


Rod McKinnon Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-08


Erin Carney US 2018-05-08


Sheila Moore Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Angela Daly UK 2018-05-08


Annie Moss Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Kassie Virden US 2018-05-08


Sue Moran UK 2018-05-08


Bruce Barnard Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


John Townsend US 2018-05-08


Stephen Cush UK 2018-05-08


Helen Bellfield UK 2018-05-08


Harry Bone UK 2018-05-08


Chris Swann UK 2018-05-08


Maurice Wuetherick Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Shannon Talmon Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Alan Nugent UK 2018-05-08


Stacey Hamilton UK 2018-05-08


Martin Oslinger Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruth Prestidge UK 2018-05-08


Laurie Dolmage Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Jasper Hoogendam Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08


chris schrader US 2018-05-08


Diana Scoville Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Liliana Jimenez US 2018-05-08


Gabriela silva Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Simon Jenkins UK 2018-05-08


Sunny Gallant North Rustico, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Martin Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Colin Tisshaw Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Latta Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Faith Savarese Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Justine Tarkowski Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


P Hildahl Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Cunningham New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathryn Clouston Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Cindy Saari US 2018-05-08


Lorrie Burlingham Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah King US 2018-05-08


Doris Floding Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott MacDougall US 2018-05-08


Michael Bovi US 2018-05-08


aranka szaniszlo Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Watson US 2018-05-08


Julie Whetstone UK 2018-05-08


J. Kerekes Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerry Kumagai Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


evelyn violini Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Rebecca Martin Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Craig Porter Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rob Roy Keewatin, Canada 2018-05-08


Alejandro Campos-García Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Lance Bridge Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne MacKenzie PEI, Canada 2018-05-08


Penny Vance Tweed, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Amanda Bricklebank UK 2018-05-08


Ryan Hodgson US 2018-05-08


beky De jesus US 2018-05-08


Tom Walker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


chris williamson Port Perry, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Chambers US 2018-05-08


James Spooner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Twiss Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Godal Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


N A Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Christina Schlattner Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Bert Clever Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Khemraj Kassee Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Sam Barone Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet Christie Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Susan Ericson US 2018-05-08


River Morgan US 2018-05-08


Rob Clinch Salisbury, Canada 2018-05-08


Victor Soto Jr US 2018-05-08


joy valerie wattie Sutton, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Marioneaux US 2018-05-08


Lorie Sinnaeve Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Derek Miller US 2018-05-08


Guillermo Banuelos Alliston, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Catling Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Clifford Jagoe Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


David Pring Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Hafeez Khan Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


patrick kelly US 2018-05-08


Laura Pierson North vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Maxine Warren US 2018-05-08


olivia olivares US 2018-05-08


John Currie Port Alice, Canada 2018-05-08


G Petersen Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Pascal Laquerre Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Bulet US 2018-05-08


Ralf muller toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Florette Radmanovich St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08


Vern Kennedy Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Valerie Ugor Hastings, Canada 2018-05-08


Sabrina Foster US 2018-05-08


Megan Clendenan North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric Mckenzie Mesachie Lake, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanna Wilkinson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaitlyn Pereira US 2018-05-08


Corinne Dulberg Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Joerg Hoerath Peachland, Canada 2018-05-08


Basil Kingstone Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Anant Mm UK 2018-05-08


Angela Xue Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Cheryl Macgregor Merville, Canada 2018-05-08


ELIAS TELLEZ US 2018-05-08


Gloria Lewis US 2018-05-08


Kelly Colleen Bekeris Oakbankmb, Canada 2018-05-08


Deanna dessart US 2018-05-08


James McLendon US 2018-05-08


Shalom Heppner Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Eliot Santo Canada 2018-05-08


Lucy Price US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Ethan Oquendo US 2018-05-08


Graham Robertson Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Juliana Gomez US 2018-05-08


Dan Maslak US 2018-05-08


Robin Scott Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Brandy Olsen US 2018-05-08


Donna Nigh Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Garber Sawyerville, QC, Canada 2018-05-08


Wayne Pauplis US 2018-05-08


Shayla Gayton US 2018-05-08


Tami King US 2018-05-08


Julie Lee US 2018-05-08


Gord miller Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Zigomanis Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Holly Winters Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Gerry Fairchild Delhi, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Dong US 2018-05-08


Cindy Kunz Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Slater Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


George Pyron Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Francis Fisher Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Lupita Garcia Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Tracey George US 2018-05-08


Kristi Hagen Chemainus, Canada 2018-05-08


Tessa weimer Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Laperrière Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Deedee Dukes US 2018-05-08


nathan barney Petawawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Stella Parr Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


jeff jacobson US 2018-05-08


Klaus Rahn Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Searing North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08


Morgan Ratsoy Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole de Verteuil Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashley Zupan US 2018-05-08


L Rempel La Salle, Canada 2018-05-08


Cicely Berglund Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-08


Duncan Smith Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Shelley R Hagensborg, Canada 2018-05-08


Valerie Scott Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Wu Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ellen Frei Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaitlyn Chen US 2018-05-08


Anne Morris Salmon Arm, BC, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lynn Shead Okanagan Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


Kath Selkirk Dawson, Canada 2018-05-08


Savannah Spanke US 2018-05-08


Flora Macquarrie Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Nisha Scullino Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


kristina wheeler US 2018-05-08


Brian St. Goddard Calgary, AB, Canada 2018-05-08


Andru Branch Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


kelvyn batt Elliot Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Michelle Gardner US 2018-05-08


Tracey Brown Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Perrin Tsawwassen, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Hayes 70 Mile House, Canada 2018-05-08


Stella Porras Santiago US 2018-05-08


A W Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


John Davies Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Mohamed Abdelmeged US 2018-05-08


Kathleen YoungKuder US 2018-05-08


Farhad Tayya US 2018-05-08


nicole Brown Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


George marshall Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan Cameron White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Ghislaine Laferrière st-eustache, Canada 2018-05-08


Brad Raburn US 2018-05-08


Janet & Rob O'Neill Kelowna, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Roger Weinhardt Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Piche Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela MacLaine US 2018-05-08


Victor Escobar US 2018-05-08


terence mckenna Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08


margot vankleeck Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08


W. White US 2018-05-08


Saadia Khan Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Tammi Sakai Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Amy Scott Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alison Wilcock Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Luke Johnson Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


David Price 100 Mile House, Canada 2018-05-08


linda gagnon Déléage, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Irving Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08


Alex Vargas US 2018-05-08


jim mccullough Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


hilary parker Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Tyler Leung US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


gail conway Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Lorna Burdett Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


R Procyk Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Francois Lapointe Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08


Nick Miceli Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Abigail Kalil US 2018-05-08


Justin Shults US 2018-05-08


Jack Jensen Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Jazzlyn Pinos US 2018-05-08


Nancy Thelot US 2018-05-08


Lana Hishchak Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Carly Camarena US 2018-05-08


Katarzyna Swoboda Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Shari Vanden Berg US 2018-05-08


Ina Sandler Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Dan McNeill Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Briggs Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Lesley Yungblut Hilton Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


David Harrison Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Sue Brydges Paris, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Heinrichs Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Parkinson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Philippa jackson UK 2018-05-08


Phyllis Brummitt US 2018-05-08


fatima lacporia Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


liam perry Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


steve shapland UK 2018-05-08


Laird Mcmurray Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Sam Kaiser Shawnigan lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Kemp Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruzanna Arutyunyants US 2018-05-08


Michael Parsons Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Roz Zurkowsky Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


CynthiaS. Pattison Fort Worth, Texas, US 2018-05-08


Doug Bennett Callander, Canada 2018-05-08


Stacy Ramirez US 2018-05-08


roman gross North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Collin Shreffler US 2018-05-08


Carrie Johnson US 2018-05-08


Lily-Anna Wosar Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


lise brisebois Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Ouellet Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Clegg UK 2018-05-08


Bob Bancroft Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Dixi Rose Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Fred Schauvinhold US 2018-05-08


jean frost UK 2018-05-08


Susan Riley UK 2018-05-08


Sima Khorrami Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


tim schneider Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08


Anna Hughes Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Gregory Bower US 2018-05-08


Dianne Henshaw Pender Island, Canada 2018-05-08


heidi johnsin US 2018-05-08


Iris Sinai Elizabeth, New Jersey, US 2018-05-08


Robert Mcintyre Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Hannah Loveless US 2018-05-08


Carla Arnold Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08


Chelsea Woodruff US 2018-05-08


Jill Moulton US 2018-05-08


Norma Bergen Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


David Larose Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Miranda C Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Young ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Simon and Grace Bennett Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Gillian Reain Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nathaniel Lynch UK 2018-05-08


Katie Pickup UK 2018-05-08


Maria Fragoso US 2018-05-08


Zainab Homam UK 2018-05-08


Maurice Manyfingers Canada 2018-05-08


Hamizah Haidi UK 2018-05-08


Lisa Egan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeff Odacre Nepean, Canada 2018-05-08


Veronique Duquette Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Cross Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-08


R.J South UK 2018-05-08


Lara Landzberg Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Neil Corcoran UK 2018-05-08


maurice james Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Gordon Kern Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Niec Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Zbigniew Sienkiewicz Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Bonnie Chapman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


JOHN RODGERS Malahat, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Paille Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08


Julia Levy Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Dubé St-Zénon, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Donna Azzopardi Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Mariana Fernandez La Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08


Alana Rybchuk Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Tracy Hueston manitoba, Canada 2018-05-08


Samantha Zuniga Georgina, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Ménard Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


Monique St.Amand Chatham, Canada 2018-05-08


Payton Hodgens US 2018-05-08


Heather Posey Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Whitman US 2018-05-08


Janice Whitehead Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Leslie Toy Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Dorothee Mages Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Anet Gumienik Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Emma Perez US 2018-05-08


Liselotte Engler St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08


Darcy Goyette North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Michele Swain US 2018-05-08


Tammy Benton New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


VINCE PALLIER St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08


Suzanne Pell vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Brad Weiss Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


kevin hyland Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


emma kivisild vancouver, bc, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Taillefer Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Alan Hedley Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Inman Miller US 2018-05-08


Michel Schein US 2018-05-08


Angela Veale Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindy Hammond Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Camilynn Baker UK 2018-05-08


Kent Marven Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathy-Lynne Currie Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen McFadden Chesley, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Thompson Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


harriet england Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alfredo Hadad Kanata, Canada 2018-05-08


Jill Dewey-Davidson US 2018-05-08


Charles B. US 2018-05-08


Catherine West US 2018-05-08


Deborah Karpa Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Siegel US 2018-05-08


John & Claudette McLenahan Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Kelly Chin US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


COLLEEN WEDDIG US 2018-05-08


Karen Reiss Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


N Vanassen Neerlandia, Canada 2018-05-08


Gretchen Nastasi US 2018-05-08


Elena Grubisic Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


wade annas Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Motz Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Paula Bonucchi Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeanine Parker Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Cockburn Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn Moritz US 2018-05-08


Allister D'Silva Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Meredith Ball Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Josee Gaudet Italy 2018-05-08


Michael Chisholm Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08


Kirk Whiting US 2018-05-08


Mike Ngo US 2018-05-08


Doug Murphy Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Katie Vecchiolla US 2018-05-08


Christopher Thomas Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Celia Lawson Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheryl Myhan US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jack Rose US 2018-05-08


Sonja Nijs Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


DIANE WILLIS Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08


Marty Bruce Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Lionel Ehlert Heriot Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Moore US 2018-05-08


Pius Ng US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Day Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


PAUL DESORMEAUX MONTREAL, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilyn & Gord Harris North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08


jazmin Chsme US 2018-05-08


Janet Nabb US 2018-05-08


NISHEETH PROSHANTI TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-08


Jenny McWilliams US 2018-05-08


Mona Malcolm Sharman Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-08


Meredith Cavanaugh Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Alana Didur Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Cristina Bucci Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Lutsamie Sphabmixay US 2018-05-08


Chari Keet Gibsons, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Orvel MacDonald Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Sawyer US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Fred Gonzales US 2018-05-08


Greta Kos Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jihadda Govan US 2018-05-08


Kim Serwatkewich Fernie, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine L Langille Greenfield, Canada 2018-05-08


Charles Gillis Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08


Troy Petersen US 2018-05-08


Alinka Porebska Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Ali Hussain Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Cornel Fulop Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


J Briand Acton, Canada 2018-05-08


Doris Carey US 2018-05-08


Sharan Rai Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


ndidi applewhite US 2018-05-08


Christina Viljoen US 2018-05-08


Willow Thompson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Nolette Vancouver BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexis MacKinnon Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Guin Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Bayer US 2018-05-08


Neil Vegoinre US 2018-05-08


Jodi Cheslock Washago, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Barry Monaghan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Musgrove US 2018-05-08


Yasmin Michalowicz US 2018-05-08


Teresa Cameron Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Kevin Brost Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


steelton white US 2018-05-08


Csaba Szeredai Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


michael holt Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Tina Stokes Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine McPeak US 2018-05-08


Jennifer murray US 2018-05-08


Kerri Cat Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsay Bass Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08


Madison Schulmerich US 2018-05-08


Nicole Dimas US 2018-05-08


Shiana Lovejoy US 2018-05-08


Cynthia Ramsey US 2018-05-08


Lynda Rennick Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-08


Chirag Odedra UK 2018-05-08


Bill Vermette Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Ann Nayar Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Brager Camrose, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Anne Marie Baldwin US 2018-05-08


Ruth Anne MacEachern Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Fisher UK 2018-05-08


Janice Hyatt Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Reg Quiring Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Kyla Cleveland US 2018-05-08


Lynn Scheuerman Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Debra Lea US 2018-05-08


Rin Douthit US 2018-05-08


Ian Holden Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Brenden Jones Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Monique Girouard Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-08


Devon Crane US 2018-05-08


Owen Davies Canada 2018-05-08


Vegan Vocalist UK 2018-05-08


Frankie Molarius US 2018-05-08


Clare Fuller Coldstream, Canada 2018-05-08


Dysheka Reed US 2018-05-08


Chris Sankey Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Manuel Lozoya US 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Howe Hearst Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Shari Henderson Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Helen Trung Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Cholmondeley Schomberg, Canada 2018-05-08


Heather Kushum Sheedy Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Pat Insch UK 2018-05-08


Moon Stainton London, Canada 2018-05-08


Gordon Hillman Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Brown Pacheco US 2018-05-08


Stephanie Cale US 2018-05-08


Bonnie Giles Arnprior, Canada 2018-05-08


Lauraine Gardiner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


C. Farmilo Mayne Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Maas Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Madeline Ryan US 2018-05-08


Gabi Hamm US 2018-05-08


Rachel Chavarria US 2018-05-08


Deborah Lake Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Esther Grant UK 2018-05-08


Sara Mayhew UK 2018-05-08


Dieter Siperko US 2018-05-08


Theresa Callahan US 2018-05-08


Arthur Bakx Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jolene Donaldson (nee
Harding)


Beausejour MB, Canada 2018-05-08


Henry Schachte Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jolene Scott Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


K Knox Yellowknife, Canada 2018-05-08


Allyson Harper US 2018-05-08


Darron Armstrong UK 2018-05-08


Shelly Norris US 2018-05-08


caroline cote gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


cline donald parksville bc, Canada 2018-05-08


Paula Mills UK 2018-05-08


mike sharples Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-08


Dawn Polny Sangudo, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurie Siederman US 2018-05-08


Douglas Pitt Musgravetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Smith Canada 2018-05-08


Tori Wood-wilson Canada 2018-05-08


Christina michaud Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


sally billing UK 2018-05-08


Joan Salter Rigaud, Qc., Canada 2018-05-08


cate shanahan US 2018-05-08


Sara Chorney Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


terry twyford UK 2018-05-08


Michael Cook UK 2018-05-08


Melanie Lecompte Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Beverly Fester White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08


Greg Cameron Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Hagerty US 2018-05-08


Kaila Ellis Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Wallrath US 2018-05-08


Darcy Stevens Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Barrett Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


jeffrey hollway US 2018-05-08


Helen Humphrey US 2018-05-08


jerry denight US 2018-05-08


Margaret Grandison Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08


anne musgrave Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


serena bernal US 2018-05-08


Robin Gionette Blind River Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Tiffani Short US 2018-05-08


Eric Daoust Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Ian Adams Coe Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


J oan Scott millarville, Canada 2018-05-08


Destiny Hensley US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Thea Rott Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Adam Wray West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Irene Nina Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


RITA CAMPOMIZZI Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Green Keremeos, Canada 2018-05-08


Louis D'Alton London, Canada 2018-05-08


David Shafer US 2018-05-08


Trinity Campbell US 2018-05-08


Vanna Haniff US 2018-05-08


Barb Dawson Rycroft, Canada 2018-05-08


Guy Pageau Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


Isabelle Henri Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Dejah Ecckles US 2018-05-08


Norma Giovanella Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Carter Graveline Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Jay Lerman US 2018-05-08


Andrew Chisholm Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Johnson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Kambiz Sobhi Afshar Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


lewis vaughan Chambly, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Stewart US 2018-05-08


Stephen Jacobs Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


noah thomas US 2018-05-08


Jason Pavlos Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


ANDRE SOOKOO US 2018-05-08


Ro Doyle Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


a.abbott Abbott London, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Kettleborough US 2018-05-08


Wendy Ogaard US 2018-05-08


Henry Morales US 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Mcguire Denver, Colorado, US 2018-05-08


Joan Cooley Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Camille Pelletier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Mathers Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Eves North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Nitesh Patel US 2018-05-08


Margaret Carney Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08


Nancy Hauer US 2018-05-08


Maria Lucas Camrose, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Frank London, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer D US 2018-05-08


Grant McVittie The Pas, Canada 2018-05-08


Larry Segall Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08


Eilis Carpentier Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Danielle Young Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Fiona McMurran Welland, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela San Miguel US 2018-05-08


Amy Tray US 2018-05-08


Barry Malkin US 2018-05-08


Michael Pollock Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Astrid Draiocht kenora, Canada 2018-05-08


Tracey A US 2018-05-08


keith hare US 2018-05-08


Hien Lam Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


krishna vachhani US 2018-05-08


Brittany Groen Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Zidenberg-Opalewski US 2018-05-08


Yvonne Connors Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Martin Oram Pitt Meadows, Canada 2018-05-08


Candace Chapman Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08


shawn frantz US 2018-05-08


Lynette Hairrell US 2018-05-08


Geraldine Bligh Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


karen bradcoe West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Huba Sebo Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


johnny perez US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jennifer Beyer Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


kris strand US 2018-05-08


Anne Sheridan-Niemimaa Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Johnston Mont-Tremblant, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Pauk Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrea John Kerivan US 2018-05-08


Mattilyn Collins US 2018-05-08


Stefani Mlenar US 2018-05-08


Melody Mak US 2018-05-08


octav gavrilas Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Zoya STAROSELSKY US 2018-05-08


Lorraine Orosco US 2018-05-08


Edmond Verheyen Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Green, Jr. US 2018-05-08


Kristy Nicholson Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


milton samis Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Marcia Macaulay Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Gardner Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08


Rebecca Finch US 2018-05-08


Todd Mickolwin Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08


Martin Hyde Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gary Giffin Pierrefonds Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Joseph Ricci laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Hadshi Halef Ben Yussuf Barneys River Station, Canada 2018-05-08


dmitry shvedov Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Loretta Draper Pitt Meadows, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Guy Trepanier Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


susan tabell US 2018-05-08


Michelle Lombardi US 2018-05-08


Jessica Cox US 2018-05-08


Jurgen Eichmann Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Claudia Gutierrez Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Derek Dicks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Erica Van Sciver US 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Matthews Port Sydney, Canada 2018-05-08


Germaine Comeau Meteghan River, Canada 2018-05-08


Brittany Atkins Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Melinda Suto Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Aldamir Dieloch US 2018-05-08


Byron Bona North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Joselin Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Morris Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Brenda Blaschuk Burns Lake, Canada 2018-05-08


Seth Poulin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


JANICE Cha US 2018-05-08


Pamela Stadnyk Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Esplen Regina, Canada 2018-05-08


Rob Krieger Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Lora Cunningham US 2018-05-08


V. Coleman US 2018-05-08


Bill Knight Emsdale, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Yao Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathie Garahan New Liskeard, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Scott Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Cornelia Cheung Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Sills Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Bryon Walters Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsey Lane US 2018-05-08


Louise McColl Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharry white Utterson, Canada 2018-05-08


Debra Schneider Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Chong Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Natalie Henderson US 2018-05-08


Don Allison Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Shen US 2018-05-08


Meleena Benance US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


alfred cheever US 2018-05-08


D. Fletcher Coldwater, Canada 2018-05-08


John Hunter US 2018-05-08


Ruby jubb Oshawa ont., Canada 2018-05-08


John Bui Canada 2018-05-08


Wayne Gibbons Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


Greg Erickson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


janice vakili US 2018-05-08


Bruce Markle Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Loel Kim US 2018-05-08


Jean Miller US 2018-05-08


JITH JOHN Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Macy Placide US 2018-05-08


Alma Pomales US 2018-05-08


Frank Boimare US 2018-05-08


Neta Refaeli Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Sian Woodward, MFA North Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Dianne V Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Stead Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Slocum US 2018-05-08


Carl Stewart US 2018-05-08


Sharon Need US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Anthony Grandov US 2018-05-08


Maureen Uldall-Ekman Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Judi Argento Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Banks US 2018-05-08


Barbara Bradbury Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Sylvia Przychodzki Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Janice Clarke UK 2018-05-08


Frank Folz Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Frédéric Piché Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Judy Archer Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Chantal Gelina Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Connor Macleod Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashley Mahlmeister US 2018-05-08


Joseph Huntley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Hudson London, Canada 2018-05-08


Larry Tegler Port Rowan, Canada 2018-05-08


katy Brennan UK 2018-05-08


Rick Pitts VICTORIA, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Long US 2018-05-08


Rebecca Sullivan Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Samantha W. Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Deliva Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


mark brewer US 2018-05-08


John Sakeris toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Colgrove Florissant, Colorado, US 2018-05-08


Pamela Dodds UK 2018-05-08


Dylan Malone US 2018-05-08


Paul Lord UK 2018-05-08


Didi Doris US 2018-05-08


James Aspin Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Phil Hedberg Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ninai Zarach UK 2018-05-08


Ben Cortese US 2018-05-08


Kayla Fulton Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08


Henri Frioud Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Deckel US 2018-05-08


Kyle Sajdak US 2018-05-08


Marie Kozak St Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08


carol mullen UK 2018-05-08


John Hobbs Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Erin McGanty US 2018-05-08


Sheila Ward UK 2018-05-08


Ruth Colclough UK 2018-05-08


Les Banks UK 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Angela Bartunek US 2018-05-08


Paul Osborn UK 2018-05-08


C Hunt UK 2018-05-08


Ilda Pereira Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Kelly UK 2018-05-08


marge wilson US 2018-05-08


Lara Okihiro Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Walter Fedyniak UK 2018-05-08


Mark Turner UK 2018-05-08


Julija Muliarova UK 2018-05-08


erin mckenna US 2018-05-08


Trish Spilker Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Chow Canada 2018-05-08


Brianna Sanders US 2018-05-08


Gail Fairley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Geoff Cragg Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Beth Gibson US 2018-05-08


Gillian Ridgewell UK 2018-05-08


Crystal Young Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Wright UK 2018-05-08


David Oram UK 2018-05-08


Elisabeth MacKinnon Wellington, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Ciara Humphreys UK 2018-05-08


Juliana Posse US 2018-05-08


Key K US 2018-05-08


Joan Germain Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Bank US 2018-05-08


Jane Pollock US 2018-05-08


Angus Pate Ingleside, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Hill Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Burnett US 2018-05-08


Matthias Mellouli Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gary Reid Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Suzanne Troop UK 2018-05-08


Dan O'Connell Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Tessa Andriopoulos Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Dominic Simpson UK 2018-05-08


Julie Colhoun Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Newman Paradise, Canada 2018-05-08


Douggie Bell Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Simon Bennett Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Samantha Poland US 2018-05-08


Danny Vaughan Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-08


Johnny Snydal Delta, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


janell k Parker US 2018-05-08


Stephanie Mathison US 2018-05-08


Jenna Cross Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Lacey Snow US 2018-05-08


Thuong Ngo US 2018-05-08


marie may Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Mariya Olshevska Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Connor Reed US 2018-05-08


Meredith Minter US 2018-05-08


Lillian Forney US 2018-05-08


alexia fontel US 2018-05-08


mylene neveu Britannia Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


jude schleicher US 2018-05-08


Alan Huntley Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Brendan Ball US 2018-05-08


Irwin Barrett Bedford, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Vanniie Canada 2018-05-08


Rona Graham Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Ross Goddard West vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


charles ovington US 2018-05-08


Peter Schwarz Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Heitkemper US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jean-Marc Tourigny Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Bryan Dozzi De Winton, Canada 2018-05-08


sheilagh Currie Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


anne yeadon-jones vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Bob Gaynor Pictou, Canada 2018-05-08


colleen champion Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


gerald jones Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Duncan Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


David O'Dwyer US 2018-05-08


Deborah Bryant Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Elena Kormakova Racine, QC, Canada 2018-05-08


Beverley Bramah Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Wilson Lake Echo, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc Bergeron Merrickville, Canada 2018-05-08


rayne jacobsen Kelowna, B. C., Canada 2018-05-08


naseem vellani Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


David Coulson Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


John Gonzalez US 2018-05-08


Fred Riche Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Estíbaliz Rodríguez García US 2018-05-08


Juliette Chou Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Gesine Alders London, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Patti Marche-Kerr Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08


Max Arseneault Dalhousie, Canada 2018-05-08


H D US 2018-05-08


dorothea schlichting Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-08


David Oliver Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08


Faye Anisfeld Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ameen Rahnoma US 2018-05-08


Sally Sheck US 2018-05-08


Cal McKerral Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


George Koch North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Len Worley Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexander And Gloria Macklin Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Gilroy Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Constantinos Costa US 2018-05-08


jeremy watts UK 2018-05-08


Rachel Fisher UK 2018-05-08


Darin Gershenson US 2018-05-08


Glenn McMath Fort Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Maureen Minicucci US 2018-05-08


Allison Flynn Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


NEBOJSA SUKO Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeremy Mendes Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Vincent Strynkowski US 2018-05-08


Chloe Nichols US 2018-05-08


Hannah Kim Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Lucas Babcock Canada 2018-05-08


lily armer UK 2018-05-08


maria Rocha Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Kamienski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Guy Philippe La Pêche, Canada 2018-05-08


Toby Wyss UK 2018-05-08


vivienne nicholson UK 2018-05-08


Suzanne Marshall Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie Roulleau Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Merchant US 2018-05-08


Bob Daykin UK 2018-05-08


beverley armstrong Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Munoz US 2018-05-08


Lori Boleyn Mission, Canada 2018-05-08


tim brooks Canada 2018-05-08


Lindsay Depugh US 2018-05-08


Carrie Lieneweg US 2018-05-08


Jamie Francisco Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Steve Parry Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Alla Rapoport US 2018-05-08


Kathryn Curwin Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


wendy feather Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Amy Clark US 2018-05-08


Frances Carriere Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Garth Cane Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Christopher Cameron-Mouat UK 2018-05-08


Chris Panzera US 2018-05-08


Christopher Randell Canada 2018-05-08


Steve P. Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Derek Morrison Fall River, Canada 2018-05-08


TM Gove Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Padula Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Debi Dion Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


RUTH WEBB UK 2018-05-08


Noe Martinez Canada 2018-05-08


Nolan Dutton Canada 2018-05-08


C Newton US 2018-05-08


Beverly Matheson US 2018-05-08


Mora Gonzalez Argentina 2018-05-08


Diane McKenna sooke, Canada 2018-05-08


Samantha Grieve Markham, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Brice Elliott Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08


Brenda Gillies Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Julie Darnel Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Palka US 2018-05-08


Danielle Bernier St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08


ihor ilnyckyj Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Loredana Bruni Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


glenn jeffs Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathy Gagne Canada 2018-05-08


Lynn HAmilton US 2018-05-08


David McKitrick Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Marraro US 2018-05-08


Spring Watson Orillia, Canada 2018-05-08


Jessica Sanelli Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Marcela Maya US 2018-05-08


william sippel Ayr, Canada 2018-05-08


Amy Quinn Grafton, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Heintzman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Currie Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Campbell Saskatoon SK, Canada 2018-05-08


Maree Carter Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Matt Pelkey Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Mike Jack Tofield, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephanie Pereira Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Joel Hulley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Lundquist Grandhaven, Canada 2018-05-08


Onida Garner North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Allison Fader West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Cozzi US 2018-05-08


Gabrielle MARKVORSEN Carp, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Carreira Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Bach Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Wendy Butt King City, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Filbert West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Clare Knapkin Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Marry Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Jones Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Margot Lowe Thompson, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Nischan Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Klisko Gimli, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Brown US 2018-05-08


Athanasios Raptis US 2018-05-08


Fred Haeseker Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Sydney Kleinholz US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Matt Scott London, Canada 2018-05-08


Graham Marzolf Central Butte, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Chiappetti US 2018-05-08


Stef Dean Bristol, Canada 2018-05-08


Roxy Janet Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Bentley Westholme, Canada 2018-05-08


Jimmy Borisenko Carcross, Canada 2018-05-08


Aino Lutter Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08


Rod Morley London, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Wallace Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


William White US 2018-05-08


Isabella Cebreros US 2018-05-08


Arthur Wall Berwyn, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom MacPherson Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Welter Sioux Lookout, Canada 2018-05-08


Kristina May Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Tara Munier US 2018-05-08


Isaac Thomas US 2018-05-08


Patricia Bass US 2018-05-08


Vanessa Powell Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Merv Nicholson Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Holly Gabourt Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gregory MacKenzie Lantz, Canada 2018-05-08


Yvonne Rocco US 2018-05-08


Janice W. US 2018-05-08


Michael Dunham Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Vanessa Gale Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Kowalski US 2018-05-08


Catherine Chabrouillaud US 2018-05-08


Joan Curry Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-08


Katie Cooper US 2018-05-08


Kathleen Mercer Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Cooke Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08


V. Winter Montague, Canada 2018-05-08


Louise Lamb Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Shelagh Weedon Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Ruth Yeoman Torontm, Canada 2018-05-08


Patti Ross Headingley, Canada 2018-05-08


Jody Hanson Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Corrie Barkauskas London, Canada 2018-05-08


Stuart Evans Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Ronald Huie Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Esmail Remtulla Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


J Chamberland Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Betty McClelland Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah Dupuis Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jack Coughlan London, Canada 2018-05-08


Katherine Reagan Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Dennis Antosh Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Pelley US 2018-05-08


Roger Learn Caledon on, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Whitefish Prince Albert, Canada 2018-05-08


Janna Shumila Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Bratina US 2018-05-08


Terry Richard Bouctouche NB, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Lupinski US 2018-05-08


Hollis Klein Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Amber Jimenez US 2018-05-08


Kirk Maskell Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


Alisha How Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Sinclair Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


clara corbo Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Webster Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08


Barry Klassen Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Marissa Maffiolini US 2018-05-08


Paula Bezerra US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


ange ingell estevan, Canada 2018-05-08


nancy hart Sydenham, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeffrey Owens US 2018-05-08


Larry O'Donnell Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08


Mark Kinskofer Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Keyes Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Ian Stirrett Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08


Robbi O'Quinn Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


cristina trevisan ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Erik LaRue US 2018-05-08


frank john Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Annette Spindler Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Natalie Dover Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


augustin desmeules Trois-Rivières, Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Lindhe Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Megan Stewart US 2018-05-08


Garret Chambers US 2018-05-08


Deb Whitman US 2018-05-08


sal randazzo tecumseh ont., Canada 2018-05-08


Philip Wilson Oak Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


m jones Castlegar, Canada 2018-05-08


Valerie Arnold US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


LAcuhlann Gidsj Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew MacCormack Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-05-08


Wes Ammeter Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Petra Florian Germany 2018-05-08


Nayda Valle US 2018-05-08


Carly Carroll US 2018-05-08


Lauren Brown US 2018-05-08


Hannah Wiseman Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Maire McCormack US 2018-05-08


Brent Husluk Brandon, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Beckman Santiago, Chile 2018-05-08


Nancy Ironside Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08


Amy Kerpel Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


George Clark Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Tony Policelli Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Ben Redwood Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Drew Varsava Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


DAVID & ADEL ROUTLEDGE Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Annamaria Wainstein US 2018-05-08


Merna Prentice Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Dolores Barucco Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Raymond Hutt Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Safdar Nawaz US 2018-05-08


Gary Rutherford Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


sarah zihni UK 2018-05-08


lis yorke Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Kuehn Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Lorena Hoyle US 2018-05-08


Larry Smith Lower Prospect, Canada 2018-05-08


David Nobles US 2018-05-08


Tom Carnwell Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08


Gail Gibson Thornhill, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Monique Larez US 2018-05-08


Anne Plaxton Plaxton Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08


Helen Stauffer Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Argue Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Lavigne Welland, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Herborth Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


Jimi Giles US 2018-05-08


Cynthia tam Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Grand London, Canada 2018-05-08


Magda Sakaan US 2018-05-08


Candi Pamplin US 2018-05-08


Cindy R. Bank Twillingate, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Jean-Francois Tellier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Sandra Whittall Heathcote Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Patti Babut Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Virginia Patson US 2018-05-08


K Hughes Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08


David Dougan Cobble Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Graham North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Marcos Lussio Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Simone Heynen UK 2018-05-08


Caroline Scrutton Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08


Julian Rangel Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Mahtab Marker US 2018-05-08


Jazmin Guevara Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


zaccaria biondi toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Tabitha Cashion US 2018-05-08


Katie Sutton UK 2018-05-08


Nicola Weston UK 2018-05-08


Andrew Bridge UK 2018-05-08


Anne Van Allen Canada 2018-05-08


APRIL E Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Judy France Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Pamela Henderson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Angela Ducati UK 2018-05-08


Al Moore Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08


su davies UK 2018-05-08


Emma McEachern North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Liz Faherty UK 2018-05-08


Judith Appleby Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


lisa jefko US 2018-05-08


Lucio Valvasori Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria Woznick US 2018-05-08


Lulu James UK 2018-05-08


Lillian Williams US 2018-05-08


Noel Mutch Manchester, England, UK 2018-05-08


Nicholas Corsale Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Annand Canada 2018-05-08


Keegan Wilburn US 2018-05-08


Marie Picard Canada 2018-05-08


jean paul vallieres Cartago, Costa Rica 2018-05-08


Gaynor Marshall UK 2018-05-08


Autumn Cobb US 2018-05-08


wendy sehmbey Hacketts Cove, Canada 2018-05-08


Judy McDougall London, Canada 2018-05-08


Lenka Pelikan Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


cheri lamb courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Ashley Brien US 2018-05-08


Claudia Radmore Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-08


Crystal Pelletier Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


andrea watson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Minigouin Legouin Saint-Bruno-De-Montarville, Canada 2018-05-08


Odette Perras Montreal Qc., Canada 2018-05-08


André de Repentigny Armagh, Canada 2018-05-08


Leslie walerius Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08


Penny Davidson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Barry Whiteley Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Farah Butler US 2018-05-08


Barbara Zeigler Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Diane Turcotte Candiac, Canada 2018-05-08


Dawn Morrison Glace Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Georgia Cardillo Saint-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08


Colleen Peters Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


June Goh Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Tracy Tobey US 2018-05-08


Susan Bryant Elmira, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Warren Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Boliver US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Dan Wicht US 2018-05-08


josee thuot st-sauveur, Canada 2018-05-08


Wan chen wang US 2018-05-08


Greg Duncan Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Iris Fano US 2018-05-08


Douglas Holub US 2018-05-08


David Meade US 2018-05-08


Richard Renaud Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Gary Hohs Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Ivy Wigmore Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Sidney Harris US 2018-05-08


Winter S London, Canada 2018-05-08


Larry Drozda Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Darlene Leverett Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Brooks Arensberg US 2018-05-08


Laura Grove US 2018-05-08


sylvia sb Canada 2018-05-08


Victor Smithers US 2018-05-08


Lois Doig Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Hallie Marsh US 2018-05-08


Destiny Jefferson US 2018-05-08


Drew Shaw Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Paul Duerden London, Canada 2018-05-08


smith smith US 2018-05-08


Michael Pelchat Conway, South Carolina, US 2018-05-08


Michell Good US 2018-05-08


Sharon Eyford Delta, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Funk Plympton ,N.S., Canada 2018-05-08


Yolande Sylvain Sainte-Adèle, Canada 2018-05-08


brooklyn wissbaum US 2018-05-08


River McDow US 2018-05-08


Norma Nixon Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


ANDY RAEBER VERNON, Canada 2018-05-08


Ilona Bulyga Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Como Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Darren Blackie CD Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


C Archer Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurie O'Brien Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Sarah Hutchinson Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Travis Tomchuk Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Bécu Gaspé, Canada 2018-05-08


Andy Sledden UK 2018-05-08


Kathleen Howard Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-08


julie maury US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Christine Dunbar Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08


Dillon Arvanetes US 2018-05-08


Victoria Canete Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Bryan Young Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniel Stokes US 2018-05-08


James Guinane Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08


Julian Evans US 2018-05-08


Samuel Morris Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Adam Ellis Canada 2018-05-08


Susan MacLeod New Glasgow. RR #2, NS, Canada 2018-05-08


Jane Dermer Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


linda sweet Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


jamie arnold US 2018-05-08


Carla Pires Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Earl Close Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Scarlet T Leamington, Canada 2018-05-08


Suzanne Piche Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alex Khay Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


J Baca US 2018-05-08


Rosie Doherty UK 2018-05-08


Diane Ferguson North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08


Lois McKeown Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Shannon Kalavesis Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08


Malysa Soeung US 2018-05-08


Douglas Pudsey Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Lee Swan River MB, Canada 2018-05-08


Marcas McCarl US 2018-05-08


Flo Rog US 2018-05-08


mike stadnyk Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


rocco frangione London, Canada 2018-05-08


Nathan Sukmanowsky Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08


Harold Garland US 2018-05-08


Sharon Wang US 2018-05-08


Luchino Cohen Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08


Arthur Shaffman US 2018-05-08


Darlene Burkholder Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Jerry Schneider Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Cathy Cronin Napanee, Canada 2018-05-08


Cassie Kimmerling US 2018-05-08


Sam Bassett US 2018-05-08


Marsha Kriss Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Darian Preston US 2018-05-08


David Leasa London, Canada 2018-05-08


Sara Pistilli Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gabriela Hochmuth Sainte Marie De Kent, Canada 2018-05-08


Ann Drake Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Joan Barrett Hawkestone, Canada 2018-05-08


Curt Taylor US 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Arychuk Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Philip Gregory Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-08


Danielle Perron Saint-hyacinthe, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Wolfe US 2018-05-08


Emily Mantey Smith US 2018-05-08


Brooke Mechels US 2018-05-08


Esmonde Clarke Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Abhi Amuluru US 2018-05-08


William LaBarge US 2018-05-08


Merly Dinarte US 2018-05-08


Iliana Colon US 2018-05-08


Henry Wallace Brights Grove, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Kane US 2018-05-08


Stephen Magill Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Marilyn Benjamin Hampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Harold Engle US 2018-05-08


Alana Forrester Guelph, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


John Donabedian US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Angela Block Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Cleary US 2018-05-08


Lorraine Toews Steinbach, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicole webster US 2018-05-08


lyle elder Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Natalie Goyer MTL, Canada 2018-05-08


Maxime Lefrançois Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Robin Garcia US 2018-05-08


Matthew Barnes St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08


Denise Robichaud Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Hagarty London, Canada 2018-05-08


Melanie Whynot Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniel Heikalo Middleton, Canada 2018-05-08


Jay Ward US 2018-05-08


Owen Rizzo Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


John Johnstone Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Reed Lynn, Canada 2018-05-08


Simon Milkovic US 2018-05-08


Susan Rose Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Thomas Dyshuk US 2018-05-08


mike quinn Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08


John Woodall US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Trevor Goodger-Hill Sainte-Hélène-de-Chester, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana Arnold Economy, Canada 2018-05-08


Barb Steeves Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Franca Esposito Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Howe Trout River, Canada 2018-05-08


Shannon Scherr Chemainus, Canada 2018-05-08


Spencer Morris US 2018-05-08


Joe Sanders Lumby, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharron McCrimmon Hazelton, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyn Chapin US 2018-05-08


Barbara Schlafer Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


Douglas Barlund Penhold, AB., Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Short UK 2018-05-08


Aime Crepeau Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08


Emily Stauffeneker US 2018-05-08


Jan Howe UK 2018-05-08


michele direnzo US 2018-05-08


Anne-Marie Malo Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Mimi Mimi Canada 2018-05-08


Debbie Crowley UK 2018-05-08


Shaun Heffernan Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Eisenbach US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Caroline Ng Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Jay Perez US 2018-05-08


Diane Cartwright Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Marlis Keller Pembroke, Canada 2018-05-08


Steven Nich Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Nataf Saint-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08


juan carlos jaimes US 2018-05-08


Kimberly Evans US 2018-05-08


Heather Read-Crossley Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Nichole Brown Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Ellington UK 2018-05-08


Tsuritsa Later US 2018-05-08


cha Churchwell US 2018-05-08


shirley thompson US 2018-05-08


Jehan Sandra Salem US 2018-05-08


Martine Bussières Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Kaleigh Cook US 2018-05-08


Linda Swick US 2018-05-08


Leon Rodriguez US 2018-05-08


June Hurst US 2018-05-08


Samantha Shaw St Margaret's Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Joseph Denham Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Anjanette Marquez US 2018-05-08


Crystal Walker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


aden yastro US 2018-05-08


Linda Lines Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


blossom sanders Canada 2018-05-08


Tyler Dietrich Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Colin Toward UK 2018-05-08


Kristy Sampler US 2018-05-08


Deborah Headdy Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


c vertucci US 2018-05-08


Wilfrid Denis Saskatoon, SK, Canada 2018-05-08


Tony Stolarczyk US 2018-05-08


richard terry ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Wall US 2018-05-08


Nancy O'Rourke US 2018-05-08


Nina Rao US 2018-05-08


Noé Lausberg South Africa 2018-05-08


Fiona Wilson UK 2018-05-08


Keith Porteous Osgoode, Canada 2018-05-08


ann hurd kemptville, Canada 2018-05-08


Johnny Manahani US 2018-05-08


Helen Smyth West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


jesse swanson North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Rae Trudeau Tumbler Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08


ChongFeng Gao US 2018-05-08


Dave Beatch Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08


Kathleen Hartman US 2018-05-08


Roger Arsensau Porier sub ., Canada 2018-05-08


Elizabeth Maloney Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08


Sharon Laws Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Nutt Canada 2018-05-08


Lynda Henry Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Rose Oceania US 2018-05-08


Rosemary Harden Vankleek Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Carolyne Belso Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Greg Carter Dorchester, ON, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Reid Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Melente Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Karin Bolender US 2018-05-08


Claude Bergeron Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Cogswell Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Brewer US 2018-05-08


Michelle Wade US 2018-05-08


Sara Meeter US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


JOHN NIEDRICH US 2018-05-08


Kevin Lee Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeffrey Christo US 2018-05-08


Bruce Stewart US 2018-05-08


Gabriela Garcia US 2018-05-08


Richard Kite US 2018-05-08


Amal Wadi Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Crystal Loving US 2018-05-08


Mara Mark Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


cathy vought US 2018-05-08


Audra Turuta Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


mike deangelis US 2018-05-08


Damian Hutchison US 2018-05-08


Stéphane Abran Santiago, Chile 2018-05-08


M. More Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Cathy Mostowy US 2018-05-08


Lisa MacDonald Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Charly Matchett Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08


Cornelia Dumitriu Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


dahae park US 2018-05-08


Jason Nykaza US 2018-05-08


Peter de Koos Pointe-Claire, Qc, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Roger Wilcox Liverpool, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Maziarek US 2018-05-08


Kelly McPhee Canada 2018-05-08


Ryan miller Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08


Norm Reid London Ont., Canada 2018-05-08


Reisa Schneider vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Barry Krulicki Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Kora Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08


ned tobyn Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Yolanda Alba US 2018-05-08


Ahmed Bilal Canada 2018-05-08


MaryEllen Ebear Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


John Sutherland CONSTANCE LAKE, Canada 2018-05-08


Ansel Tan Canada 2018-05-08


Cameron Deacoff Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Alexandra Vuckovic Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


tani nake Canada 2018-05-08


Toan Nguyen Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Edward Eisner Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine Grant Cornwall, Canada 2018-05-08


Joseph Kennedy US 2018-05-08


Amber Chaisson St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Lou Landry Almonte, Canada 2018-05-08


Sherie Craik St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08


Nadine Harris UK 2018-05-08


Mérette Michelle Dolbeau-Mistassini, Canada 2018-05-08


Golda Ryzer Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Jodi Lees Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Glenn North UK 2018-05-08


Samantha Goytia US 2018-05-08


Henry Sak Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Ron Holmes Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


James Gallant Montague, Canada 2018-05-08


Cath Blakemore UK 2018-05-08


Rebecca Crompton US 2018-05-08


Geoffrey Jordan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Daniel Chung US 2018-05-08


Voula Pololos Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeffrey Wiseblatt Laval, Canada 2018-05-08


Sheelagh McHardy UK 2018-05-08


Jane Tidwell US 2018-05-08


Tracy Tavalsky US 2018-05-08


Sylvia Jonescu Lisitza Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


sheila pennington Dorset, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Susan Jacobsen New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Woodard Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


Cal Robinson US 2018-05-08


Stu Lloyd Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


André Levesque Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08


Jade Khara US 2018-05-08


Dood_Bro N/A US 2018-05-08


Jayne Batchelor Pender Island BC, Canada 2018-05-08


Georgina Firth Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08


lena frankstone US 2018-05-08


Mitchell Barry US 2018-05-08


Bree Dull US 2018-05-08


Don Boos Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08


Zakia Yasin UK 2018-05-08


Pm Gonzalez US 2018-05-08


Jorge Tirado UK 2018-05-08


Jean Garriga Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Stephen Smith UK 2018-05-08


Warwick Mann UK 2018-05-08


Nicole Gianuzzi US 2018-05-08


Christine Yan US 2018-05-08


Maria Rincon US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Mike Rybka Martensville, Canada 2018-05-08


George Ingram UK 2018-05-08


Tricia Hughes UK 2018-05-08


Warner Warner Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Skingley Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


James Renner Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Gloria Bahris Abbotsford, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Avi Dayne UK 2018-05-08


Becky. shershefskiy Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08


Deborah OConnell US 2018-05-08


Andrea Williamson US 2018-05-08


Hassan Hillawi Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


jean Ann Marwick US 2018-05-08


daniel bernard granby qc, Canada 2018-05-08


Barbara Coats US 2018-05-08


Dorothy Geisler Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-08


lorena cabrera US 2018-05-08


lorena cabrera US 2018-05-08


Cody Smith Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Audry Letain Sandy Hook, Canada 2018-05-08


brian erickson Portage la Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08


Jenny Michel US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


mona mckay Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-08


Thelma Leese-Graham US 2018-05-08


Charles Cooper US 2018-05-08


Morgan gowans Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Braven Jones US 2018-05-08


Viktoria Zheleznaya Canada 2018-05-08


Victoria Dale-Harris Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Zach Pounsberry US 2018-05-08


Andrew George US 2018-05-08


Heather MacDonald Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Casey Martin US 2018-05-08


Victoria Templeton UK 2018-05-08


MAx thomson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Nicola Steer North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Valerie Urquhart Valemount, Canada 2018-05-08


Florence Erwin New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Rikhael Burns US 2018-05-08


Tara Taylor US 2018-05-08


Michel Bélisle London, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc Leroux Cornwall, Canada 2018-05-08


Scott Lowry Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Tardif Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Megan Zamora US 2018-05-08


Ron Board Limehouse, Canada 2018-05-08


Madeleine Lajambe Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-08


Marina Aprea Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


SATTAR KEHY MIANJY Canada 2018-05-08


william halliday Canada 2018-05-08


Josh Allen Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Alain Courmont Jaffray, Canada 2018-05-08


Bonnie Campbell Canada 2018-05-08


Erica Jomphe Hanwell, Canada 2018-05-08


Maggie Keller Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Greenwood Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Kamila Novicki US 2018-05-08


Catharina Sobotta Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08


Ken Nastuny Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Jill Harland Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Boyd Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08


William Powell Grand Forks, Canada 2018-05-08


Clyde Lanthier Pembroke, Canada 2018-05-08


Alice Williams Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Panetta Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Catherine Desparois Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Nancy Crozier Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08


Karl Montgomery Battersea, Canada 2018-05-08


George Pohrib Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Rathe US 2018-05-08


Glenn Paulson Canada 2018-05-08


Tammy Hitlon US 2018-05-08


Gavin Bornholtz US 2018-05-08


Alexander Hunt Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08


Joseph SchianodiCola US 2018-05-08


Ellie Forrest Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Tammy Schapansky Garson, Canada 2018-05-08


Kirklend Nicholson US 2018-05-08


Ken Cariso Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Michele Elia Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Veronika Crabb US 2018-05-08


Leo Buckley US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Wong Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Earl Clayton, Canada 2018-05-08


Carlin Belof Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Olive Jean Zawalsky Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Toews Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Colleen Beamer Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


nancy schultz Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Jones Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08


Vivianne Vitye Saint-Sauveur, Canada 2018-05-08


Gilles Michaud 4533 Millvale Rd RR2 Breadalbane,
Canada


2018-05-08


John Poato US 2018-05-08


RON KEMP Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08


Janae Thomas Canada 2018-05-08


June Jacobs Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie-Andrée Michaud Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08


Richard Martin Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Eric F. Lemieux Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Simpson New Tecumseth, Canada 2018-05-08


Andrew Karczynski Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Monica Connor Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08


Mayra Molina US 2018-05-08


Patric Langevin Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Nathanm Spencer US 2018-05-08


Garry Craven UK 2018-05-08


W K Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Muriel Zimmer Falmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Nola Wuttunee Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


michael gottron US 2018-05-08


Harriet Christou Cavan, Canada 2018-05-08


Judith Murphy US 2018-05-08


Darryl Hayes Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-08


Abby O'Brien US 2018-05-08


Adam Scher Spain 2018-05-08


John Hill Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Faye Rye US 2018-05-08


wil douglas Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura-Lynne McGinnis Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


james mobayed US 2018-05-08


Marie Navarro Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Steven Morris US 2018-05-08


janet wrege US 2018-05-08


David Ohrling Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Shaw US 2018-05-08


Cody Lamb Canada 2018-05-08


Melissa Friedman US 2018-05-08


Abigail Buhrts US 2018-05-08


Louis Lussier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Lasma Ivanova Canada 2018-05-08


john macdonald calgary, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Philly Roach Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Roy Reed Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08


Clay Poupart Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08


Beth Chilvers UK 2018-05-08


ruth wotton-gauthier Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Galbraith Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Rosa Fairley Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Anayis Terzian Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Mohamed Taha Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08


Priya Sundaram US 2018-05-08


Jennifer Scott US 2018-05-08


Asli Tasci US 2018-05-08


Julia Wowkodaw Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Matthew Higdon New Harbour, Canada 2018-05-08


Tasha Richards US 2018-05-08


marie-christine tanguay cap santé, Canada 2018-05-08


Brian Voth Lund, Canada 2018-05-08


Zora Bily Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jeff Stephens Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08


Abby Hail US 2018-05-08


Larry Garyantes US 2018-05-08


Volodymyr Intelegator Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Elheran Francis US 2018-05-08


M Covington Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08


mike norris Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Garth Phillips Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08


susan jephcott Vankleek Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Debbie jones Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08


Shiuli Khanna Canada 2018-05-08


Zachary Zuckerman US 2018-05-08


David Holoboff Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


sean mulhern Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Diana Piche Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Chelsa Rachogan US 2018-05-08


Dmitriy Yakovenko Markham, Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Dellevoet Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Neda Dadmand North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Theodora Tournas-Murray US 2018-05-08


Glenda Brown Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08


Marc Desjardins Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


S E Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Passang negi passang, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Zurowski Ucluelet, Canada 2018-05-08


Athalia Santillana US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


bob louie US 2018-05-08


Matt Powers US 2018-05-08


Cora Sanders US 2018-05-08


David Reed Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08


Adam Brown Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean Morris Lampman, Canada 2018-05-08


James Slater Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08


Pam From London, Canada 2018-05-08


Ed Lowans Lyndhurst, Canada 2018-05-08


Lisa Gregory Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08


Dean Ackison Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Susan Rabovsky Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Michael Hare UK 2018-05-08


Eva Meyer Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


Ariadna Sullivan Canada 2018-05-08


Caroline pritchard UK 2018-05-08


Delaney Watkins US 2018-05-08


David Huyton UK 2018-05-08


Morgan Mair UK 2018-05-08


Mike Leatham London, Canada 2018-05-08


Lesley Lambert UK 2018-05-08


K Conway US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Wade Hamaliuk Sturgeon County, Canada 2018-05-08


Margaret Tulonen Bruce Mines, Canada 2018-05-08


Julie Waddington Hornby Island, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08


Nathalie Mesa Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Ekers Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


christina Martin US 2018-05-08


Rashard Lemieux US 2018-05-08


Januarius Asongu US 2018-05-08


Nnaemeka Nwankwo UK 2018-05-08


Mary Timmons Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Debby Taylor Langley, Canada 2018-05-08


Joanne Light Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08


Jacquie de Jong-Seinen Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


John Paul Luna US 2018-05-08


Jerry Swenarchuk WPG. MB., Canada 2018-05-08


Mary Hosick Parry Sound, Canada 2018-05-08


geraldine gray Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Alyson Quist US 2018-05-08


Ron Bruce Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Gabriela Olalde US 2018-05-08


Jeremy Gomoljak US 2018-05-08


Marjorie Stoughton Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


petrie agterberg banff, Canada 2018-05-08


Karen KERR Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Barb Sturgeon Hamilton Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


Stuti Patel Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


John Fico US 2018-05-08


Robert Reeves Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Dianne Searle Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Tiffany Lam Canada 2018-05-08


John F. Purdy Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Peter Wood Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08


Don Wright Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Ginette Corbeil St-Jérôme, Canada 2018-05-08


Carroll Christoffersen High River, Canada 2018-05-08


Beth Ferguson Little Current, Canada 2018-05-08


Christine yeomans Lantzville, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Stevens Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08


Janet Civiero Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Dana Kaufman Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Cargill US 2018-05-08


shirley w Coaldale, Canada 2018-05-08


Frank Mika Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Erik Butterworth US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Carol Mazur Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08


K R Canada 2018-05-08


Tim Stairs Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Roger Ould Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Aimee Brady US 2018-05-08


Caron Nejame US 2018-05-08


Rachelle Diaz US 2018-05-08


Mitchell Gates Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08


Dylan Jones US 2018-05-08


Caitlin Friesen-Paul Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08


Anne Falvo Prince Rupert, Canada 2018-05-08


Tanav Mylavaram US 2018-05-08


Barbara MacKenzie Canada 2018-05-08


Jessie Wallis Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08


Cherilyn Patterson US 2018-05-08


Leslie King US 2018-05-08


Sharon Lenz Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08


Simon Gregory Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Jim Anderson Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08


Tom Moran US 2018-05-08


Hannibal Sheen Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Amanda Frye US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Gary Kilbride Goodwood, Canada 2018-05-08


ian huxted kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


BJ DeLaHoz-Luckett Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Leah Speller Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Yvonne Cote Canada 2018-05-08


Devon Haiges US 2018-05-08


jake evans UK 2018-05-08


Sarah Poole US 2018-05-08


Eirlys Davies Canada 2018-05-08


Cynthia Caissie Canada 2018-05-08


Ingrid McCarthy Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Jean-Luc Martel Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Laurie MacKenzie Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Natalie Zaza Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08


marco cecchetto Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08


Mitch Grady Summerside, Canada 2018-05-08


Kate Sawford Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Paula Paine Foxboro, Canada 2018-05-08


Claudia Settels Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Netra Chhetri UK 2018-05-08


Bailey Callahan US 2018-05-08


Ray McNairn Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


K Downey Saint John's, Canada 2018-05-08


Evelyn Sosa US 2018-05-08


Richard Cheeseman US 2018-05-08


Alistair Meacle Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Murial Joseph Canada 2018-05-08


Louise Perreault Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Katherine Wood US 2018-05-08


Alexander Galitzine Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Dave Maxner Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08


Laura Oakley Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


Grant Sampson Bedford, Canada 2018-05-08


Judene Salas Mclane US 2018-05-08


Brigitta Ryan Toronto, On, Canada 2018-05-08


Taqui M US 2018-05-08


Warren Baker Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Paul Koth Lively,Ont, Canada 2018-05-08


Earl Brewer Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08


Dominique MAVILLA France 2018-05-08


Sheila Denham Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2018-05-08


Robert Baker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


dorothy roberts New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08


Al Beaulieu Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Wendy Gruner Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08


Anthony Smith Cochrane AB., Canada 2018-05-08


Tami Lukachy US 2018-05-08


Jyothirmai Talasila US 2018-05-08


Carol Flecker US 2018-05-08


Virginia Walsh Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08


Frank Robitaille Belle River, Canada 2018-05-08


Patrick Kufflick St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08


Monica Stan Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08


Mike Slaney Stephenville Crossing, Canada 2018-05-08


Lynn Chalifoux Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Beverley Rea Wiarton, Canada 2018-05-08


Rachel Wilson US 2018-05-08


Christopher Yatrakis US 2018-05-08


Adrian Mathura US 2018-05-08


Deborah Jagelka US 2018-05-08


Alex Peterson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Jose Torres US 2018-05-08


Filipe Ferreira Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Donna Coutts Osgoode, Canada 2018-05-08


John Neal Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Smith Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Ryan Moore-Gough Kinburn, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Ouimette Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08


Lilli Blackburn US 2018-05-08


D K Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Elijah Molina US 2018-05-08


W Mlynarski Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08


Ian Scott Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Wichert Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08


adam thompson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Patricia Tingley Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08


Mia Track Canada 2018-05-08


ROBERT CABOOR US 2018-05-08


Courtney Scanlon US 2018-05-08


Meylinda Anderton Canada 2018-05-08


Carol Heuman Langley Township, Canada 2018-05-08


Chris Butcher UK 2018-05-08


Lynda Miller Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08


Jennifer Markovich US 2018-05-08


Monique Gionet Drummondville, Canada 2018-05-08


jean-luc Martel Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Natalia Krol US 2018-05-08


Anne Cornish Canada 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Arya Eshghi North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08


paul mcneil vancouver bc, Canada 2018-05-08


Abbous Kirahachi Singapore 2018-05-08


Margot Collins TWEED, Canada 2018-05-08


Jo-Ann Frost Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08


Linda Suen US 2018-05-08


Inbar Horowitz US 2018-05-08


Paul Duncan Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada 2018-05-08


michele largman US 2018-05-08


Kaitlyn Lloyd US 2018-05-08


Beth anne Miller US 2018-05-08


Golbahar Rafinejad Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08


Sam Min Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08


Craig Young Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08


Kim Irving Milton, Canada 2018-05-08


Marie Achneepineskum Canada 2018-05-08


Karen Dowan Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08


K S US 2018-05-08


Susan Janke US 2018-05-08


Joe Malloy US 2018-05-08


James Mannella Garson, Canada 2018-05-08


Harry Calahan US 2018-05-08







Name Location Date


Angie Moore US 2018-05-08


Terri Roberts Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08


Aleksandra Skoric Maple, Canada 2018-05-09


Ryan Liebscher Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


gabrielle guettinger vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Angela Leclerc Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


renelle brun shediac cape, Canada 2018-05-09


Katherine Brunet Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Vicki Sanders Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Walter Nassichuk Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Lynn Kelly Nottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Jason francis Gunn, Canada 2018-05-09


Helen Gutierrez US 2018-05-09


Denise Bostwick New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-09


Lindsay Prima Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-09


Rozina Khan US 2018-05-09


Patty Staup US 2018-05-09


Malena Alvarado Canada 2018-05-09


Nasim Beizaie Richmond, Canada 2018-05-09


Denise Mamchur Wolfville, Canada 2018-05-09


Terry McDonald Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09


harold hopkins Innisfil, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Alan Kydd Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-09


Heather Neufeld Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Rachel Johns Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Luke Downing Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Jocelyne Scott Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Daniela Jank Singapore 2018-05-09


Linda Dlhopolsky Douglassville, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-09


Gregory Kilpatrick US 2018-05-09


Cutie Cat US 2018-05-09


Janna Hiemstra Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Dr Ronald Mervis US 2018-05-09


Georgina Rice Hope, Canada 2018-05-09


Charlotte Prokopetz Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-09


Alex Pasek Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Brent Smith Pembroke, Canada 2018-05-09


Brett Porter Ennismore, Canada 2018-05-09


Beryl Mallinson Duncan, Canada 2018-05-09


Luqmaan Issak Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Anne Douglas North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


dominique bherer Maniwaki, Canada 2018-05-09


Evan Hutchinson Canada 2018-05-09


Jean Lessard Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Jennifer Ge Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Debbie Mens US 2018-05-09


D.K. Hodges Hull US 2018-05-09


Rosa Lopez US 2018-05-09


Mona Mulligan Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09


GREG ARNOLD St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-09


james wheldon port hope, Canada 2018-05-09


Bunny Dunc Greely, Canada 2018-05-09


Deanna Cloud US 2018-05-09


sim Bajaj US 2018-05-09


frederic fortin deux montagnes, Canada 2018-05-09


Alice Jacobson US 2018-05-09


Leo Tomlinson Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09


Paul Jablonski Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-09


Wendy Kees US 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Gauthier US 2018-05-09


David Charlton Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09


jake richard UK 2018-05-09


Gail McCulloch Schomberg, Canada 2018-05-09


Rob Ferguson Seagrave, Canada 2018-05-09


Dan Blankstein Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


John Palmer Trail, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Jeannie Ross Port Perry, Canada 2018-05-09


john payne Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Krin Asselta US 2018-05-09


Annina Plummer Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Matt Molinski Canada 2018-05-09


James Diamond Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


sharon shivji Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


Trena Anderson US 2018-05-09


Venu Kalath US 2018-05-09


Viola G. Stephens Tottenham, ON, Canada 2018-05-09


Francois Perreault Agassiz, Canada 2018-05-09


VERONICA SWYSTUN Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Cameron Ross Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-09


Simrah Saqeb Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Morgan Johnson US 2018-05-09


Denise Desrochers Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-09


David Cobb US 2018-05-09


Lorena Gonsalez US 2018-05-09


Pierre A Renaud Canada 2018-05-09


David Buller Winlaw BC, Canada 2018-05-09


Jean-Marie Guertin Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Suzette Gaynor US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Anita Tang US 2018-05-09


Virginie C Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


paul lhirondelle Cobble Hill, Canada 2018-05-09


gabi savu toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


clare burg US 2018-05-09


Lia Avalos Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09


Jeffrey Manson US 2018-05-09


Michael Rist Pointe Claire, QC, Canada 2018-05-09


Surinder Kaur Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Henry Tensen Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Gary Cralle Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-09


Dianne Bradshaw Goderich, Canada 2018-05-09


Ruth Stewart Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


Nadia Ursacki Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Bruce Stearman Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-09


Marlene Aikens Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09


Sheila Simpson Souris, Canada 2018-05-09


Jim Ryerson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Barbara Chandler Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


N Platel West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Nicole Roblin Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


Chantal Cornu Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


NORMAN THIBODEAU Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09


Peter D. Shambrook DUNDAS, Canada 2018-05-09


Lisa Finnigan New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-09


Rachel Vaillancourt Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-09


Debbie Essex Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-09


Joan Brown Mooretown, Canada 2018-05-09


stephanie coffin Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Kristine Lenehan US 2018-05-09


Kumari Gopi US 2018-05-09


ed giggie Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Hendrik Mentz Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


William Rideout Wetaskiwin, Canada 2018-05-09


Mason Zimmermanm US 2018-05-09


Barb Lindberg London, Canada 2018-05-09


Ashley m US 2018-05-09


Ann Howland-Coone US 2018-05-09


gage bowman Canada 2018-05-09


Adrienne Snik US 2018-05-09


Vita Kipping Quispamsis, Canada 2018-05-09


Caitlyn Mullen US 2018-05-09


Karl Brinker US 2018-05-09


Joanne Mackinnon Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Joquebed Colin Lugo US 2018-05-09


Joan Martin US 2018-05-09


Graham Sunderland Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Justin Wong Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Bala Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


karika lepik US 2018-05-09


Dawn Palmerley Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09


Yasmin Devji North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Pierre Wust Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-09


Deborah Grant Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Lori Scott Canada 2018-05-09


Cathy Cooke Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Helena kurpaska US 2018-05-09


heidi muis Simcoe, Canada 2018-05-09


Ellen Jarus Hanley US 2018-05-09


lynn lahrkamp kincardine, Canada 2018-05-09


Cheyanne Grube Canada 2018-05-09


Sania Naqvi Canada 2018-05-09


Kathryn Nicholson Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09


Lara Zalinko Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Mark Wilson Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09


Eric Caldwell US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Doug Walsh London, Canada 2018-05-09


Maria Bolton-Joubert US 2018-05-09


Michael King US 2018-05-09


Stefania Mienta US 2018-05-09


Ian Schell Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Jo-Anne Mills Canada 2018-05-09


Cynthia Ruiz US 2018-05-09


Dean James Canada 2018-05-09


Perolina Fernandes Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Wendy Creasey Bradford, Canada 2018-05-09


Anthony Scardino US 2018-05-09


erin styles Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09


andrew romoki Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Cheryl Creasey US 2018-05-09


Melissa Bird US 2018-05-09


Oleg Chainiewski Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Karen Abbott US 2018-05-09


Zaynab Alimoglu Canada 2018-05-09


Ebbe Thomsen Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Arvin Ghamami US 2018-05-09


colleen stadlwieser Leduc, Canada 2018-05-09


Marlee Campbell Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Heather La Grange US 2018-05-09


Karin Radtke Whitney, Canada 2018-05-09


Donna Arsenault Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-05-09


Caley Jay Chargualaf US 2018-05-09


jonathan west US 2018-05-09


Ed Wooley US 2018-05-09


L. Messerhuber Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


holly gold US 2018-05-09


Helen Elliott Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Claudine Boulet St-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-09


Janice Harris North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Jason Cheah US 2018-05-09


Johanna Schroth US 2018-05-09


Brian G Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-09


Mattigan Walters US 2018-05-09


Shane Quigley US 2018-05-09


Heather Lebrun Canada 2018-05-09


Gary E Schoenfeldt Stratford, Canada 2018-05-09


Mckayla Anderson Canada 2018-05-09


Don Grier Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


karen T Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Rakesh Jain US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Mary Wright Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


paul swim barrington, Canada 2018-05-09


Kelly Mcdowell Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09


Emmanuel Blanchard-Kabat US 2018-05-09


Alice Gallagher US 2018-05-09


Chelsea Roach US 2018-05-09


Glenna Atkins Cambridge, On, Canada 2018-05-09


Kristen Voegeli Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-09


Layla Felder US 2018-05-09


Elisabeth Lerch US 2018-05-09


Tait Zinszer US 2018-05-09


EMMAGANE Carreiro gane Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Beth Nesbitt South River, Canada 2018-05-09


Tammi Denby Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-09


Alexander Damyanovich Canada 2018-05-09


William Graves Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09


Sue Hinders US 2018-05-09


travis Smith US 2018-05-09


Mary Stucklen US 2018-05-09


ellen longmoore US 2018-05-09


JOANELLE DELEIRE US 2018-05-09


Clinton Rohr St. Jacobs, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Larry Bell US 2018-05-09


Athena Phillips US 2018-05-09


Lynda Gibas Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-09


Lynne Simpson Halifax NS, Canada 2018-05-09


Paul Moyles Mount Pearl, Canada 2018-05-09


Derek Coomber Belle River, Canada 2018-05-09


Jen Tucker Canada 2018-05-09


Luann Jones Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Isabel Lam Whitby, Canada 2018-05-09


Gerald Dani Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Wendy Ludwig US 2018-05-09


Brent Severin Port Colborne, Canada 2018-05-09


Christine B. US 2018-05-09


Patricia Baird Canada 2018-05-09


Erin Wolfe Boulder CO, Colorado, US 2018-05-09


Suzie Blake Murphy London, Canada 2018-05-09


Mai Nguyen Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Kim Zander Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Gurleen Dosanjh Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


Eileen Slade Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Janice Gibbs US 2018-05-09


Janine Lehmann Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Stjepan Djurdjevic Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Leslie Rose Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Alina Lopez US 2018-05-09


Kathleen Pierson US 2018-05-09


Esther Wiens Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Anahi Santiago US 2018-05-09


Alison King Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-09


sandra stephenson Rigaud, Canada 2018-05-09


Gerald Wilde Sydenham, Canada 2018-05-09


Tracy Jenkins Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Michael Stephan Rhinelander, Wisconsin, US 2018-05-09


Shirley Boudreau Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Emanuel Léger-Valère US 2018-05-09


Martin Gauthier Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Julie Holle US 2018-05-09


sandra carruthers Union Bay, Canada 2018-05-09


Shariss Hindman US 2018-05-09


Doug White Kelowna BC, Canada 2018-05-09


Lynda Haver US 2018-05-09


Wayne Allison Mason City, Iowa, US 2018-05-09


Ruthanne Patterson White Plains, New York, US 2018-05-09


Jessica Katrakova Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Julie Hahn Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Alexie Doucet Montréal, Québec, Canada 2018-05-09


Heejoung KIM Gyeonggi-do, South Korea 2018-05-09


Rich Bak Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09


Jeff Mcwilliam Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Helga Mankovitz Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09


Caitlin Sloan US 2018-05-09


matt turpin Canada 2018-05-09


Roger Plaisance Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-09


gail mclean Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Dan Bar Canada 2018-05-09


Alicja Kaminska Canada 2018-05-09


Ted Wyglinski Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Sheila KELLEHER US 2018-05-09


S Byron Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Michaela Booty US 2018-05-09


donald bur Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Dino Ciccone London, Canada 2018-05-09


Carol Schwartz Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Angela Snow US 2018-05-09


Amanda spero US 2018-05-09


Kenneth Moren Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Leaya Clarkson Canada 2018-05-09


susan armour seidman US 2018-05-09


Sandra De Avila Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


David Bishop US 2018-05-09


Megan Nowinsky US 2018-05-09


Leslie Storeshaw Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


GAIL WILEN Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-09


Jonathan Mckelvey Duncan, Canada 2018-05-09


Erica Pinsky Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Mike McCormick Chelsea, Canada 2018-05-09


Lee Engler Ammon, Canada 2018-05-09


Joanne Keelan Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09


Pierre Pena Canada 2018-05-09


Norris Ward US 2018-05-09


Sonia Frassetto Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-09


Agnes Szenaki Squamish, Canada 2018-05-09


Alanna Steele US 2018-05-09


Jean-Claude Arseneault Québec, Canada 2018-05-09


Sarah Reiffer Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Chris Baird Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09


Alexandrea Murray Miami, Canada 2018-05-09


Judy Mullenix US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Juliana Lanfrey US 2018-05-09


Tara Payne Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Lisa Goar US 2018-05-09


Ijeoma Verberckmoes Belgium 2018-05-09


Cheten Sherpa US 2018-05-09


Hope Engel Waterloo, ON, Canada 2018-05-09


Shelley Murray Canada 2018-05-09


milos andric Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Hana Harp US 2018-05-09


Wendy McCaw Regina, Canada 2018-05-09


cindy vandermolen Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-09


glynn johnston rothesay, Canada 2018-05-09


Rod Edmonds Parkhill, Canada 2018-05-09


nick aloe North York, Canada 2018-05-09


Margarete Renaud Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Max Malbasa US 2018-05-09


tony pedersen Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Ruth Wallace Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-09


Denis Knopp Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-09


Renata Benko Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Tristan Larocque Canada 2018-05-09


Cindy Jenkins Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Vanessa Nicholls-Thomas Perth, Canada 2018-05-09


Wes Buckle Canada 2018-05-09


Margaret Peterson Canada 2018-05-09


Sydney Navas US 2018-05-09


Anika Luteijn Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09


Corey Wittmann US 2018-05-09


Pam Reeves Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


carlos perez Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-09


Felix Wong Canada 2018-05-09


Erin Kindred Canada 2018-05-09


edward michiels Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Gleda Kronen US 2018-05-09


Anatoliy Yevsyukov US 2018-05-09


PAULINE SPENCER Dundas, Canada 2018-05-09


chris Perrigaud Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Deb Drissell West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09


Anne Learn Sharpe Angus, Canada 2018-05-09


Robert Dean Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Sylvie Landerman Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-09


Mary Ingoglia Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


judah heron Canada 2018-05-09


Ishbel Cormack Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Shirley Xu US 2018-05-09


Sylvain Christin Beaconsfield, Canada 2018-05-09


Patsy Perkull Quesnel, Canada 2018-05-09


Ryleigh Altenburg Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Jorge Pinazo Canada 2018-05-09


Marica Pasciullo Canada 2018-05-09


abraham ruiz US 2018-05-09


Jamie McLeod Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Livia Boudreault Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Janice Partington Saint John, Canada 2018-05-09


Dale Friend Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Debby Moore Regina, Canada 2018-05-09


Sheri Stephen Enfield, Canada 2018-05-09


Sharon Delaney Canada 2018-05-09


Betty Warkentin Swan River, Canada 2018-05-09


MEL SMITH US 2018-05-09


Mark Jordan US 2018-05-09


Julia McManaman Fort Frances, Canada 2018-05-09


Imogene Lim Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09


Paige Spieran Canada 2018-05-09


Michael Doscher US 2018-05-09


Janice Munzer London, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Audrey Partington Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09


Sheryl Love Hudson, Canada 2018-05-09


Tracy Haiste Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09


Ruthann Brown Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-09


Nikolaos Sokos Οτάβα, Canada 2018-05-09


Teah King US 2018-05-09


Marie Mills Sooke, Canada 2018-05-09


François Globensky Pointe-claire, Canada 2018-05-09


Brenda Blackett Regina, Canada 2018-05-09


Dave Williams Canada 2018-05-09


Cliff Barnhardt Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Sasha Pavlovich US 2018-05-09


ana Gabriela Quebec, Canada 2018-05-09


Flo-Ann Hamilton Montreal West, Canada 2018-05-09


celine lepage Saint-Prosper, Canada 2018-05-09


Vidushi Chaudhary US 2018-05-09


Kristina Fischer Fergus, Canada 2018-05-09


Brian Armstrong Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Janice Bowers Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Darla Burch US 2018-05-09


Whitney Beck US 2018-05-09


Galen Raza-Self US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Harrington Lisa Westville, NS, Canada 2018-05-09


Eleonora Vidershpan Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Maureen Sullivan US 2018-05-09


Franklin Veto US 2018-05-09


Eileen Ingham US 2018-05-09


Mary Hatka US 2018-05-09


Maria Lima US 2018-05-09


Carol Berry US 2018-05-09


Mark Fleming US 2018-05-09


Melissa Andrews Canada 2018-05-09


Patricia Loughrey Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


Maria Horsley US 2018-05-09


Allison in't Veld Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-09


Elliott Spina Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Troy Olson Canada 2018-05-09


Maureen O'Neal US 2018-05-09


Billy g Bob US 2018-05-09


Grace Walker US 2018-05-09


Kristanna Barnes US 2018-05-09


Shelby Cyr Canada 2018-05-09


Jessica Ruiz US 2018-05-09


jessica nelson US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Ian Forbes Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Irene Hortness Redvers, Canada 2018-05-09


Marty Horbachewsky richmond, Canada 2018-05-09


Amy Niswonger US 2018-05-09


Paula Wickenden Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-09


Jess McIntyre Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09


Joanne Eriksson Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09


Sarah Oswald US 2018-05-09


Murtaza Gulamhussein Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-09


Diana Cooper Sooke, Canada 2018-05-09


Dorrie Jensen Canada 2018-05-09


Hardeepak Singh Bedi Canada 2018-05-09


Chad Day London, Canada 2018-05-09


Diane Murray US 2018-05-09


Nick Portugal Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Alex Eroff Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


Kari Buie Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-09


Julie Zink Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Dania Bautista US 2018-05-09


Al Virani Brossard, Canada 2018-05-09


Anne Chorneyko Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathy Borgfjord Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Cynthia Rée West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Margaret Davidson US 2018-05-09


Nancy Thiessen Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Yan Yang Canada 2018-05-09


G Spencer Gilford, Canada 2018-05-09


Helen Mady Robinson Beirut, Canada 2018-05-09


penny harkey US 2018-05-09


sandra katcsma pt. coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09


leslie kestin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Marcy Mullet Boulder, Colorado, US 2018-05-09


Brad Robert Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Cheryl Bell Harriston, ON, Canada 2018-05-09


Corey Donaldson Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Shelley Tucker New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-09


Graham Burton US 2018-05-09


Carrie Saffer US 2018-05-09


Norma Herman US 2018-05-09


janet smith windsor, nova scotia, Canada 2018-05-09


Erich Fleck US 2018-05-09


eric witkowski US 2018-05-09


Blake Proudfoot Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Vera Strang US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Tracy Simpson London, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathy Sansoin Magog, Canada 2018-05-09


katherine jeffries Quesnel, Canada 2018-05-09


Jane Rueckert Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Norwin Anne Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Sarah Hudson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Gayle Preston Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-09


Richard Kudrna Carignan, Canada 2018-05-09


Blaine Blinston Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


raymond cassaro US 2018-05-09


Paul Conroy Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09


Catherine Blais Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09


Valerie Massie US 2018-05-09


Dante Winkler Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-09


Valerie Ellis Blackstock, Canada 2018-05-09


Krystal Davis US 2018-05-09


elise hamtiaux Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Chris Shook Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Denis Arutyunov Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


glenn archibald Saguenay, Canada 2018-05-09


William Brady North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-09


John Magill Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Alie Hirsch US 2018-05-09


Ben Stevenson US 2018-05-09


Katie cada Canada 2018-05-09


Melannie Burke Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


Lucile Barker Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Brenda Brand Poplar Point, Canada 2018-05-09


Zeytoun Mousavipour Canada 2018-05-09


Nate Evans Canada 2018-05-09


Kevin Zackrisson Drumheller, Canada 2018-05-09


John Tetel US 2018-05-09


Marlen Casillas US 2018-05-09


Kimberly Howalt US 2018-05-09


Ariana Roz Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


rob fernau Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-09


Cole Goodman US 2018-05-09


J Gauthier North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Joseph Dykens Canada 2018-05-09


Caroline Pritchett US 2018-05-09


Barbara Marshall Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09


Elmer Ramirez US 2018-05-09


Miranda Bestman Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Barbara Rivers Nanaimo, BC, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Sue McGuey nee Bliss BRAMPTON, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathy Doyle US 2018-05-09


frank smith Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09


Mark Walton Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Hailey Krom US 2018-05-09


Anna-Lisa JOHANSON US 2018-05-09


Ron Gauthier Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09


Julien Beausejour SAINT-JÉRÔME, Canada 2018-05-09


Isabella Soboleski US 2018-05-09


Carolinn Atkins Canada 2018-05-09


Robert Sabbagha Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Sandra McGladdery Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-09


Jay Van Oostdam Comox, Canada 2018-05-09


Elida Gomez Weslaco, Texas, US 2018-05-09


Jane Millen Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09


Richard Arthur IV US 2018-05-09


Melanie Koenig Fordwich, Canada 2018-05-09


Sarah white Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


Victor Guerin Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Dave Abbey SASKATOON, Canada 2018-05-09


Liz Pastorek Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09


Bryn Christopher US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Michelle Holland Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09


Louise Myshak Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09


Karinna Howell US 2018-05-09


Andrea Nowak US 2018-05-09


Chiara Ducker US 2018-05-09


John Kamm US 2018-05-09


Eric Gilmaster Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


Sebastian Antczak US 2018-05-09


David Waldman Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Yahya Khalid Canada 2018-05-09


Andrew Dickie Canada 2018-05-09


Sean O'Mahony US 2018-05-09


Richard Watson Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Cecilia Cortes US 2018-05-09


John Polkinghorne Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


scott stedman US 2018-05-09


Celeste Flowers Langley Township, Canada 2018-05-09


Katherine Thiele Stratford, Canada 2018-05-09


Leslie Hill Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Olinda Diad Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Ross Kakuschke Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Emma Le US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Noel Phillips US 2018-05-09


valerie gallant Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09


Ken Ward US 2018-05-09


Judith Wapp New Denver, Canada 2018-05-09


Angela Kortekaas Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-09


Janna Savill Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Douglas P. Schlenker Port Elgin, On, Canada 2018-05-09


bhavna chandra US 2018-05-09


Salvador Morales US 2018-05-09


Jenice Minamide Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-09


Anne Wolever Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Dena Arbaugh US 2018-05-09


Suzanne Klehr US 2018-05-09


Laurie Soloway Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Cheryl Linton-Julian Lac la Biche, Canada 2018-05-09


Michael Marinus Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


jessica boyd US 2018-05-09


Carolyn LeRoux Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-09


Neil VanDusen Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Amelia Greenidge US 2018-05-09


Lois Pennell Canada 2018-05-09


Avery Snyder US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Brock Elliott Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Joan Kelly US 2018-05-09


Mariabelen Zambrano Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


bill lamorte US 2018-05-09


Marina Jacobs UK 2018-05-09


Mihja Manfrin US 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Eriksson Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Campbell Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-09


Frances Clegg UK 2018-05-09


Daniel-Wilfrid Rheaume (with
an ACCENT AIGU)


Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-09


Kevin Storm Evansburg, Canada 2018-05-09


Richard Maurer US 2018-05-09


Isaac Wood US 2018-05-09


Sylvia Pivko Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


James Klassen Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Lynda Comber Sidney, Canada 2018-05-09


LOUISE MOORE Canada 2018-05-09


Sravika Pillarisetty US 2018-05-09


Charles Dudek Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09


Stephanie Rose Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Syeda Islam Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Lori Simons Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09


jihan fadayel Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09


Rick Ivanoff Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-09


franklin benoist Cannington, Canada 2018-05-09


Claude Desrosiers Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Maria Katic Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


Mark Kahabka Windsor, Canada 2018-05-09


Tara Murgolo US 2018-05-09


Vicki Linn Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-09


ara cekyan US 2018-05-09


Louise King UK 2018-05-09


Paul S. Canada 2018-05-09


Susan Easterly US 2018-05-09


Kayla Gunn Canada 2018-05-09


Linda Coman US 2018-05-09


Lara Ramsey US 2018-05-09


Kim Knickerbocker US 2018-05-09


Patrick Melvin Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Vlado Gasperov Rijeka, Croatia 2018-05-09


Jon Williams UK 2018-05-09


Erica Cummings US 2018-05-09


Chris Taylor Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Muzala Yamfwa Pickering, Canada 2018-05-09


Susan Boegman Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Miles Petersen Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Angela LeBlanc Sylvan Lake, Canada 2018-05-09


Kevin Petty US 2018-05-09


Marissa Baerg Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09


Christine Evans US 2018-05-09


Sarah Snow Canada 2018-05-09


Chenny Angel Canada 2018-05-09


Dieter Kirste Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-09


Eric Neufeld Winkler, Canada 2018-05-09


Nicholas Monitto US 2018-05-09


Joseph Weinerman Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Jennifer Gugenheimer Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Dianne Namkung US 2018-05-09


РАЗИЛЯ ПОЛИКАРОВА Russia 2018-05-09


maja Krnjajic Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Suzanne Chittick US 2018-05-09


Adeline Jarvis US 2018-05-09


David Clarke US 2018-05-09


Eddie Wilson US 2018-05-09


Karen Palfreyman Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Randall Morrison Melville, Canada 2018-05-09


Tina Quinn Canada 2018-05-09


Anni Wakefield UK 2018-05-09


Gordon White Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-09


Katerina Braaten US 2018-05-09


Ian Webster UK 2018-05-09


David Walker Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Teresa Steele US 2018-05-09


Robert Syx US 2018-05-09


Tom Mitchell Salt Spring Island BC, Canada 2018-05-09


Linda Patterson Shawnigan Lake, B.C., Canada 2018-05-09


Katie Dixon-Warren UK 2018-05-09


Kristi Ricard US 2018-05-09


Joyce LaVelle US 2018-05-09


Tina Crafford UK 2018-05-09


Stacey Bannister UK 2018-05-09


paul leggett UK 2018-05-09


NATALIE ADAMS UK 2018-05-09


John Burnside US 2018-05-09


KAYLA Laughlin US 2018-05-09


John Tracey UK 2018-05-09


Yvonne Soria US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Elizabeth Duguid Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


H.M. Sustaita US 2018-05-09


Nicole Emmons-Willis US 2018-05-09


Donna Olson Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Haylee Puente US 2018-05-09


Craig MacKay Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Sally Sliwinski US 2018-05-09


Sebastien Delacroix Comox, Canada 2018-05-09


Roxana R US 2018-05-09


Jason Patry Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


darlene blakely US 2018-05-09


Lauren Moody Canada 2018-05-09


Kent Mjolsness Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Lisa Cronin UK 2018-05-09


Brad Fahlman Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Christine Clarke Worcester, UK 2018-05-09


Carol Dingee Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Ana Aguiar Spain 2018-05-09


Arnaud Mavre UK 2018-05-09


Susan Winsberg US 2018-05-09


Niamh Whicher UK 2018-05-09


Sorcha Gibson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Margaret Ann Wallace UK 2018-05-09


SANDRA ROCHA Portugal 2018-05-09


ramandeep jawanda Canada 2018-05-09


Theresa Connolly UK 2018-05-09


Joanie black White Rock, Canada 2018-05-09


Kelli Swan UK 2018-05-09


Margaret Harrington UK 2018-05-09


Alison Ewart Whitby, Canada 2018-05-09


Walter Buell Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-09


Sara Stewart Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09


Gwen Miramontes US 2018-05-09


Sandi Tavel US 2018-05-09


Linda Cardinal Canada 2018-05-09


Ariane Wattie Canada 2018-05-09


Kaitlyn Swanson US 2018-05-09


Frances Bretherton UK 2018-05-09


Carolynne Johnson UK 2018-05-09


Eric Waxman US 2018-05-09


Joanne Ball Saint Kilda, Australia 2018-05-09


Peter Willis UK 2018-05-09


joseph moore jr US 2018-05-09


Wendy Logergren Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


paul cherry UK 2018-05-09


Thomas Rimell UK 2018-05-09


Tracy Matthews UK 2018-05-09


Dean Morrison Delta, Canada 2018-05-09


Irene Radlowski London, Canada 2018-05-09


Lizzy Whittaker UK 2018-05-09


Michael Neville UK 2018-05-09


Sophia Yard UK 2018-05-09


Michelle Jebb UK 2018-05-09


Larry Stockburger Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Dave Baker UK 2018-05-09


Zena Ashmore UK 2018-05-09


Lauren Hall UK 2018-05-09


C Berty UK 2018-05-09


Ezra Estephan Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-09


Carol Wedterman UK 2018-05-09


Lindsay J ., Canada 2018-05-09


Theodore Tytkanych Rossburn, Canada 2018-05-09


Victor Parness UK 2018-05-09


Rebecca Alexis US 2018-05-09


p b US 2018-05-09


Ariana Haynes US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Elaine Sweetlove Adelaide, Australia 2018-05-09


Marcey Low Barrhead, Canada 2018-05-09


mark searcy UK 2018-05-09


Olivia Knapp UK 2018-05-09


Ed Frearson UK 2018-05-09


Donald Trump US 2018-05-09


Linnis Cook US 2018-05-09


Annie Yung Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Hambidge UK 2018-05-09


Trevor Footitt UK 2018-05-09


Dave Mckenzie UK 2018-05-09


Paul Jenkinson Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09


Rob Breakwell UK 2018-05-09


Whitney Wirta US 2018-05-09


Emily Hawley UK 2018-05-09


Joyce Rawlings UK 2018-05-09


Stephen Eade UK 2018-05-09


Irina Patrolea UK 2018-05-09


Maria Morales US 2018-05-09


Devin Boyer US 2018-05-09


carla brown US 2018-05-09


K Abel UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


brian lebold whitby, Canada 2018-05-09


Cherie Carpenter Barrie, Canada 2018-05-09


jenn ramroop Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


dee goforth Miramichi, Canada 2018-05-09


Alan Drew Ridgeway, Canada 2018-05-09


Isi Arnott-Campbell Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Monica Nobile Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-09


Amy Kovac US 2018-05-09


Catherine Clase Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Mellany Frederick US 2018-05-09


Ian Douglas UK 2018-05-09


Neville Pearson UK 2018-05-09


Mark Rose Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Sky Souza US 2018-05-09


Alison Vit Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Molly Berrick UK 2018-05-09


Deported Irishman UK 2018-05-09


Elaine Belisle Canada 2018-05-09


David Israel Canada 2018-05-09


Rachel Quinnell Singapore 2018-05-09


Matthew Coates UK 2018-05-09


Chris Lee Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


earnest shellhouse US 2018-05-09


Jari-Matti Helppi Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Catherine Gendler US 2018-05-09


Claude Vincent Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09


Corinne Wolpe Harvey, Canada 2018-05-09


Animesh Sasan Canada 2018-05-09


Thomas Griffin UK 2018-05-09


Carrie Gubersky Canada 2018-05-09


John Bunyan UK 2018-05-09


Danny Yeung Markham, Canada 2018-05-09


Peter Bolton Durham, Canada 2018-05-09


Mike derbyshire Huntsville, Canada 2018-05-09


Sarah Shah US 2018-05-09


Anthony Salvatore US 2018-05-09


sally lee US 2018-05-09


Tammy Buerge Canada 2018-05-09


Ilona Lajko Sainte-Adèle, Canada 2018-05-09


Martin Fletcher Montreal Quebec, Canada 2018-05-09


Grace Frasch US 2018-05-09


Christine Rosenkrantz US 2018-05-09


eloise price-barnes UK 2018-05-09


Paul Thomson Brantford, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Justin Engelmann US 2018-05-09


Daniel Wright UK 2018-05-09


Lesley Clarke UK 2018-05-09


Amanda D'Aoust Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Gunta Hagar Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Tracey Fry Canada 2018-05-09


Charles Bancheek US 2018-05-09


pamela blick Foxhole, England, UK 2018-05-09


Tom MacLean Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-09


Manuel Hueso Jimenez Spain 2018-05-09


Andrei Datsiouk Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


norma merritt Canada 2018-05-09


Penny Adams UK 2018-05-09


Brenda Eldridge US 2018-05-09


Josef Pliva Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Richard Layman US 2018-05-09


ROBERT LANGLOIS Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Marianne Que Canada 2018-05-09


Kari Renaud Canada 2018-05-09


Kate McLaren Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


Jayden Slyman US 2018-05-09


MyNam Jeff Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


William Armour Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


P Hornsby Elora, Canada 2018-05-09


Joan Rawlings US 2018-05-09


Joanne Pelligra US 2018-05-09


Mark Simmons Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Gloria Dugger US 2018-05-09


Mary Anne Tokar US 2018-05-09


Alice Kalaczynski Canada 2018-05-09


Nadia Whitney Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Sheila Guerenstein Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-09


Corey Phillips Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Ronan Yakubov US 2018-05-09


Kelly Park US 2018-05-09


Gabija Zakarauskaite UK 2018-05-09


John Hays US 2018-05-09


Darrell Tingley Green Bay, Canada 2018-05-09


Thu thuy Dang Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Holly Hollins US 2018-05-09


Sonsoles Breau Scoudouc Road, Canada 2018-05-09


Jay Gray UK 2018-05-09


Sam Jones UK 2018-05-09


Wendy McKeown UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Francine Poirier Bonaventure, Canada 2018-05-09


Wood Draxon US 2018-05-09


Fae Jackson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Reginald V Wedge US 2018-05-09


Frances Mastrota US 2018-05-09


Dawne Stevenson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Allan Reid Hanwell, Canada 2018-05-09


Jill Toy US 2018-05-09


Sophie Gosselin Sirois Canada 2018-05-09


Jaimie ihlenfeldt US 2018-05-09


baasundar bhamidipati India 2018-05-09


C P North View, Canada 2018-05-09


Helen O'Hagan Dunnville, ON, Canada 2018-05-09


Esme Scott Ipswich, England, UK 2018-05-09


Nancy Farrer Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-09


Tobias Grottrup UK 2018-05-09


Marco Nunez US 2018-05-09


Paula Vice Canada 2018-05-09


Liz Burga UK 2018-05-09


Andrea Kenyon UK 2018-05-09


Charlotte Crowell US 2018-05-09


Karen McTavish UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


taylor smith UK 2018-05-09


wendy veit UK 2018-05-09


Ron McCann Saint John, Canada 2018-05-09


deborah little UK 2018-05-09


Johanna MacKinnon Bath, Canada 2018-05-09


Debbie French Kincardine, Canada 2018-05-09


Zubaida Braganca Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Georgette Mitrakos US 2018-05-09


Jack Hutchinson Whitby, Canada 2018-05-09


Zbigniew Skiba Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Britt Guild US 2018-05-09


Joan Brooks Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Frances Skulj Canada 2018-05-09


L Jackson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Sabina Sasse Deux-montagnes, Canada 2018-05-09


Dulce Mendoza Canada 2018-05-09


Mark Rutenberg Napanee, Canada 2018-05-09


Marvin Bosetti Comox, Canada 2018-05-09


Darleigh Butt Canada 2018-05-09


Bruce Flattery Pickering, Canada 2018-05-09


Zak Ellard US 2018-05-09


Michelle Escobedo US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Lynn Lavery Canada 2018-05-09


Robyn Cross UK 2018-05-09


Eszter Fazekas UK 2018-05-09


jackie deley Kinuso, Canada 2018-05-09


Scott Sanderson Canada 2018-05-09


linda grynberg Canada 2018-05-09


Alison Petten Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


M Crowe US 2018-05-09


Ola Bis Canada 2018-05-09


Betsy Canfield Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Alexandre Fecteau Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


tony chase US 2018-05-09


Susan Lyon US 2018-05-09


Hazel Maki South Porcupine, Canada 2018-05-09


RACHEL FRIEDMAN US 2018-05-09


Caroline Tennent Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09


Nelson Vessey Riverview, Canada 2018-05-09


Jeffrey Canton Canada 2018-05-09


Bernard Carrier Lévis, Canada 2018-05-09


Marie Boisvert Canada 2018-05-09


Arline Lohli US 2018-05-09


Thomas Gulo US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Jennah Thabata US 2018-05-09


Gina Dean UK 2018-05-09


Ravin Hansraj Canada 2018-05-09


Stephanie Kiroff US 2018-05-09


Mélanie Primeau Canada 2018-05-09


Nancy Naves Saugeen Shores, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-09


Paul Gaudet Hearst, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathryn Coles US 2018-05-09


Yannick Verreault Saint-Pacôme, Canada 2018-05-09


Jean Bolduc Québec, Canada 2018-05-09


Neil Cox UK 2018-05-09


Monika Gucma-Deras Canada 2018-05-09


rebecca b UK 2018-05-09


Claire Aucott Canada 2018-05-09


Bruce Taylor Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Josee Noel nestleton, Canada 2018-05-09


John Lister Canada 2018-05-09


VANDA LLOYD Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Jerome Mpyisi Canada 2018-05-09


Jennifer O'Loughlin US 2018-05-09


Judy Carnegie Aurora, Canada 2018-05-09


Linda Hembruff North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Sarah Newell Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Emily Claire Coleman US 2018-05-09


Annie Roy North Tetagouche, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathryne Bayley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Leanne Bradley US 2018-05-09


Marybeth Breau US 2018-05-09


Frederic Lapointe Canada 2018-05-09


Syndey Winchester US 2018-05-09


Виктория Тер Russia 2018-05-09


Debbie Tait Canada 2018-05-09


Eric Wilmot Jonquière, Canada 2018-05-09


Daniel Ko Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Candice Goodwyn US 2018-05-09


Jennifer Shipherd US 2018-05-09


Liz L Canada 2018-05-09


Christine Waverley Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Jess Sumner Canada 2018-05-09


H Richard UK 2018-05-09


Lise Rockory
liserock@icloud.com


Canada 2018-05-09


Romani Bays Pickering, Canada 2018-05-09


Claude Vendette Rouyn-Noranda, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Holly Shapiro US 2018-05-09


sylvie panetta ste-marguerite, Canada 2018-05-09


Alex Rose US 2018-05-09


Marc Cyr Bécancour, Canada 2018-05-09


Debbie Kolozsvari Canada 2018-05-09


sheila Nabigon-Howlett Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09


Jack Wright Thamesford, Canada 2018-05-09


Paige Visagie US 2018-05-09


Craig Barrett US 2018-05-09


mark niec Canada 2018-05-09


James Crawford US 2018-05-09


Ella Xu Canada 2018-05-09


Robert McLean Shuniah, Canada 2018-05-09


Louise Tomlinson UK 2018-05-09


Barbara odenwald Canada 2018-05-09


Nancy Urekar Canada 2018-05-09


mike halpen Tsawwassen, Canada 2018-05-09


Mikaela Karlsson UK 2018-05-09


Teresa Janssens Canada 2018-05-09


Rachel Sax Orleans, Canada 2018-05-09


brent desouza Canada 2018-05-09


Caroline Gobeil Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Stephen Coultas UK 2018-05-09


B Evans UK 2018-05-09


Mike Fan Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Rosemary Cozens Kinmount, Canada 2018-05-09


Jacob Adian US 2018-05-09


Lynn Banez US 2018-05-09


Toby Pedder UK 2018-05-09


Ira Rose UK 2018-05-09


patricia maddalena Thorold, Canada 2018-05-09


Brent greenstein Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-09


Kyla Roach Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2018-05-09


Zoë Ortiz US 2018-05-09


Rocio De La Rosa US 2018-05-09


Tammy Munro Watford, Canada 2018-05-09


Lori L. Canada 2018-05-09


Dean Simmons Canada 2018-05-09


Aaron Tippe Canada 2018-05-09


Matthias Jakob Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Bruce Spratford US 2018-05-09


Nadia Cunha Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09


Roy Dickinson Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


RoseMarie Durward Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


stephanie east-ginting US 2018-05-09


Jane West Canada 2018-05-09


Frederick Ajandi Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-09


Gaylene Horner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Peter Morgan Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09


Laura Mayo Deep River, Canada 2018-05-09


Connor Mallette Canada 2018-05-09


MARILYN WYNN ORILLIA, Canada 2018-05-09


Barbara McNamara Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Sharon Leach Beaver Creek, Canada 2018-05-09


Rafael Zabuza US 2018-05-09


John Barr Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09


Nikita Crowell Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Nick Varga Canada 2018-05-09


Eva Juul Westmount, Canada 2018-05-09


Moraig Macgillivray Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09


Nicole LaForge Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Lori Hesler Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-09


Sean McIver US 2018-05-09


Jenna Miller Canada 2018-05-09


yusuf varsani UK 2018-05-09


C. Tyrrell London, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


maryse binette laval, Canada 2018-05-09


Toni Phillips UK 2018-05-09


Max Garcia US 2018-05-09


Colin Ball UK 2018-05-09


Er Ic US 2018-05-09


Ryan Stanley New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09


Martin Rose Canada 2018-05-09


Ashley Lambert Canada 2018-05-09


Michael Carter Canada 2018-05-09


Nickolas Makras US 2018-05-09


Kalyssa P Canada 2018-05-09


Lillian Hibbs Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Andrew MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09


Matthew Genera US 2018-05-09


Jeff Waterfall Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Jacee Beliveau Canada 2018-05-09


Naveen Booma US 2018-05-09


Deepika Fernandez toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathaleen Milan Granville Ferry, Canada 2018-05-09


Dane Schipp US 2018-05-09


Jennifer Hart US 2018-05-09


steve everett UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Justine Ackerman Canada 2018-05-09


Angela Frewin UK 2018-05-09


Anne Erickson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Matthew Clark Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Francesco De Robertis Canada 2018-05-09


cindy jordan Canada 2018-05-09


Albert Nesseth Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-09


Jamie Macdonald Canada 2018-05-09


Michael Silva Canada 2018-05-09


Ian Carmichael UK 2018-05-09


Tony Walton Canada 2018-05-09


Elaine o'loughlin UK 2018-05-09


Marissa Rizzo US 2018-05-09


GREG MCKAY FORT FRANCES, Canada 2018-05-09


Nadzeya Rahavaya Canada 2018-05-09


Michael Chang Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09


Kate Zinszer Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Michelle Funk US 2018-05-09


carmel bouzanne Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-09


Bryden Rowland Canada 2018-05-09


Wolfgang Hempel Canada 2018-05-09


Lauren Boyle US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Miranda Johnson US 2018-05-09


Anton Iorga Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


sillan sorgucu UK 2018-05-09


Acacia Daniels US 2018-05-09


Scott Reid Port Sydney, Canada 2018-05-09


Greg Northman Hfx, Canada 2018-05-09


Julien Leclerc Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Mark Martin Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Julie Juliehamlynmlyn Canada 2018-05-09


Gerald Kiewning Dryden, Canada 2018-05-09


Diana Max Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


will walton US 2018-05-09


NANCY WOLSKE US 2018-05-09


Adrian Whiteman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Jamie MacArthur Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Gabrielle Rivard Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Harry IsGay UK 2018-05-09


Dave MacRae North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


wendy watson smith Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


debra simons US 2018-05-09


Anne Doran Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Marie Leduc Salaberry-de-Valleyfield, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Danielle Rose US 2018-05-09


S Biggs Goderich, Canada 2018-05-09


Wayne Yancey Lilburn, Georgia, US 2018-05-09


Ken Wettlaufer Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Helen Weiss North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


peter roney simcoe, Canada 2018-05-09


Kenneth Sadowski Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Carmen Patterson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Barbara Wasserman US 2018-05-09


Florence MacLennan Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Joseph Marshall UK 2018-05-09


Kristen Daniels Canada 2018-05-09


Dorothy Loomer Waverley, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathy Migdal US 2018-05-09


Susan Hall Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09


Why Why UK 2018-05-09


jade haughton US 2018-05-09


Anna Segers Videbaek, Denmark 2018-05-09


Angela Kett Canada 2018-05-09


Sade Roberts Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09


Carol Walker Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


D. J. Baskerville Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Paige Harrar US 2018-05-09


Hwan Hong Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Robin Curtis Pictou Landing, Canada 2018-05-09


Lauren McNeil US 2018-05-09


John Mooney Canada 2018-05-09


Carolina Iannicelli Canada 2018-05-09


Ernest Scholten Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Beatrice Berardini UK 2018-05-09


Jill Graves US 2018-05-09


Caroline Casines-Vazquez US 2018-05-09


Joann Baez US 2018-05-09


Amanda Bigney Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


Karen Lawson Canada 2018-05-09


Barbara Ray UK 2018-05-09


ISHTIAQ AHMED Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Irene Keszler Brantford, Canada 2018-05-09


Don Rankine Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


William Phelps Oliver, Canada 2018-05-09


Ellie Lerner US 2018-05-09


Joseph Lodge US 2018-05-09


Orfhliath ni mhaoldomhnaigh Canada 2018-05-09


Ryan Richter US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Soula Arcidiacono US 2018-05-09


Angel Beauregard Canada 2018-05-09


Katie Corbett Canada 2018-05-09


Deborah Short Creston, Canada 2018-05-09


Elliot Gustafson Canada 2018-05-09


Alejandra Aguilar US 2018-05-09


Andrew Skakun Canada 2018-05-09


Rachelle Floin Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-09


Brian comeau Canada 2018-05-09


Paula MACCARTHY Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


Jon Gale UK 2018-05-09


Richard Felix Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Denise Kiedis US 2018-05-09


Bonnie Foster Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09


Albert Mundy US 2018-05-09


Megan Dawson US 2018-05-09


Laura Murray Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Pauline Collins Paradise, Canada 2018-05-09


Angel Martinez US 2018-05-09


Ann Gunning Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


Michael Link Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Erika Solis US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Nancy CCozier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Marilyn MacDonald Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09


Jessica Harrison Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Charles Billo Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Sami Khan Canada 2018-05-09


Patricia Bolduc Canada 2018-05-09


paige miller US 2018-05-09


Marta Kryny t US 2018-05-09


Sheila Gardiner Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Stacey Carruthers Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Brett Hadley Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09


N A Lévis, Canada 2018-05-09


Matias Allen US 2018-05-09


Vasco Ramos UK 2018-05-09


Fran Hall UK 2018-05-09


Dawn Hogarth Canada 2018-05-09


Heather Jones Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09


hayley matthews US 2018-05-09


Shwetha Prabhu UK 2018-05-09


Duane Woutzke US 2018-05-09


carolyn rooke Canada 2018-05-09


Spencer O'Hearne Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Mick Kreidler US 2018-05-09


Patrick Cromie UK 2018-05-09


Kathy Brown UK 2018-05-09


Carol Justin US 2018-05-09


Barb Riggs Canada 2018-05-09


Evan Bridson-Pateman Canada 2018-05-09


Frédérique Tessier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Caitlin G US 2018-05-09


Tana Harris US 2018-05-09


julie coleman Canada 2018-05-09


Krista Luttmer Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Andrew Medina US 2018-05-09


Paula Cummings UK 2018-05-09


Charlotte Thorpe Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09


Cory BlackEagle US 2018-05-09


Emilly Perez US 2018-05-09


Carson Pearse Canada 2018-05-09


Jeff Butterworth Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09


Lauren Fiasconaro US 2018-05-09


Ramsay Piche Canada 2018-05-09


Janice Kasala US 2018-05-09


tim Hartley UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


katy baines UK 2018-05-09


J Michel Bonnell Mascouche, Canada 2018-05-09


Jake Lqngille Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


Sharon Mcmillan Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09


Xavier O’Mack US 2018-05-09


Jade Vidal Saint Albert, Canada 2018-05-09


Shayla Gibson Sangudo, Canada 2018-05-09


Michele Sanzobrin US 2018-05-09


Michelle Hallman US 2018-05-09


Shivani Wazalwar Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Mihoko Kanashiro White Rock, Canada 2018-05-09


frank palmiere Canada 2018-05-09


Corwin Khoe Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Quinn Cooke Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Turunku Swazy Koseshi UK 2018-05-09


Carol Hall UK 2018-05-09


Steve Green East Zorra-Tavistock, Canada 2018-05-09


Sine Keith Kentville, Canada 2018-05-09


james mctavish UK 2018-05-09


Denis Coulombe Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-09


Nicole B Canada 2018-05-09


Alvaro E. Madrigal London, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


jan hollis Sydney, Canada 2018-05-09


Craig Campbell Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-09


sophia castellana Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Asen Velichkov Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Anna Recinos-Ferguson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Tatiana Rayvich Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Ross Lillard US 2018-05-09


Vanessa Mac Donald-Lake Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-09


Malinda Gills US 2018-05-09


Irene Parker Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Krassimir Stoichev Sofia, Bulgaria 2018-05-09


Brenda Ward Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09


Elene Correa-Sorich US 2018-05-09


Sam Elliott Toney River, Canada 2018-05-09


Corey Johnston Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Best Canada 2018-05-09


Janice Valiente US 2018-05-09


Mathieu Denis Canada 2018-05-09


Haejin Cho US 2018-05-09


Katie Morgan US 2018-05-09


Martha Cano US 2018-05-09


Liliana Tortolano UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Janet Price Canada 2018-05-09


Trevor Brewer Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09


Joshua Bisson Canada 2018-05-09


jake whately Canada 2018-05-09


Nityant Rai US 2018-05-09


Mia Teague US 2018-05-09


Jenny Barnes Canada 2018-05-09


Barbara Kammenzind US 2018-05-09


Paula Quillinan Cairo, Egypt 2018-05-09


LARRY COSGRAVE North Wiltshire, Canada 2018-05-09


J. Bayer Glen Haven, Canada 2018-05-09


Geraldine Jones US 2018-05-09


Jaleesa Harris Canada 2018-05-09


Dina Zeng Canada 2018-05-09


Nadine Beckham Squamish, Canada 2018-05-09


Garcia Kidd Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09


Rachel Azzopardi Canada 2018-05-09


Scott Zimmerman Sharbot lake, Canada 2018-05-09


Margaret Waldner Middleton, Canada 2018-05-09


Kaylyn York Canada 2018-05-09


Joyce Routly Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Hadi Abdul Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Brian Wyvill Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Richard Sambad Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09


lola monaghan UK 2018-05-09


valerie mallon UK 2018-05-09


Elaine Cordier US 2018-05-09


Louisa Wendt Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Dorothy Davidson UK 2018-05-09


Barbara Hubert Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-09


Robert/Audrey Wild Saltspring Island, BC, Canada 2018-05-09


Brian Edge Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09


Peter Isaksen US 2018-05-09


Jack Griffin Canada 2018-05-09


Sandra-lee Shaw Canada 2018-05-09


Elliot V UK 2018-05-09


Jeanette Loewke US 2018-05-09


Gail Pifer Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09


Charlotte Epps UK 2018-05-09


Dyan Brisebois Boucherville, Canada 2018-05-09


Alain Fournier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


robert snow pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


Dinah Robinson Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Greg Butt Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


JANET SCOTT CALGARY, Canada 2018-05-09


James Moore US 2018-05-09


L. Martin Canada 2018-05-09


Jay Fruin US 2018-05-09


Firdous Mardonov Canada 2018-05-09


Diana Knuth US 2018-05-09


Lesly Taylor Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Barry Thienpont Woodville, Canada 2018-05-09


Andrew Devitt Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09


Dave Skinner HALIBURTON, Canada 2018-05-09


Deanna Brown US 2018-05-09


Agnes Morrison Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


Julianna Lazaro US 2018-05-09


Barbara Shinn US 2018-05-09


Loretta Khouri Canada 2018-05-09


Reese M Canada 2018-05-09


Marilyn Leggett Canada 2018-05-09


Gina Di Ioia Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Wes Atkinson Canada 2018-05-09


Tammy Manders Canada 2018-05-09


Jonathan Jones US 2018-05-09


amie Williams Smithers, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Mary P Lombardozzi US 2018-05-09


Andrew Spring Canada 2018-05-09


Jennifer Jordan US 2018-05-09


Kevin wright UK 2018-05-09


Dr. FP Gaviller Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Johnson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Duncan Smith Dawson, Canada 2018-05-09


Dan Pardoe UK 2018-05-09


barbara mingione US 2018-05-09


candace piette UK 2018-05-09


Bernadette O'SHEA UK 2018-05-09


Helaine Mauritz US 2018-05-09


Zack Busbee US 2018-05-09


Lois Bown UK 2018-05-09


Steven Dallow UK 2018-05-09


Rileys Savin UK 2018-05-09


Luanne MacDonell Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Steven Bonato Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Robin Enotera Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-09


brian Williamson Riverview, Canada 2018-05-09


Graham Heath Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Meredith Moore Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Amy Dodington Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Greg Pearson Coldstream, B.C., Canada 2018-05-09


Sarah Woodson US 2018-05-09


Jon Vant Hul US 2018-05-09


Jason Grondin Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Marina Rinaldini Canada 2018-05-09


Wendy Zhang Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Lubenow Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Sanchez US 2018-05-09


SAndra Sgrosso Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Carley Rummery Canada 2018-05-09


Kerry Littlehales UK 2018-05-09


Vanice Simpson Redwood Meadows, Canada 2018-05-09


Erin Macleod New glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09


Nenen Obrador US 2018-05-09


Ashley Meyers US 2018-05-09


RENEE CASTRO-POZO TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-09


Travis Hughes US 2018-05-09


Allison Saleh UK 2018-05-09


Hung Nguyen Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Marcel Journeay Nictaux, Canada 2018-05-09


guylaine roy Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Anna Temple Canada 2018-05-09


Harold Hechi US 2018-05-09


Dorothy Alt Wentworth, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathryn Larkin US 2018-05-09


carolyn budden Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Cynthia Turano US 2018-05-09


Dawn Brown Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-09


Christopher Sanders US 2018-05-09


Cindy Brooks UK 2018-05-09


Liz Wanschura US 2018-05-09


Maryann Sanchez UK 2018-05-09


Michelle Lamberton UK 2018-05-09


Janis Kinnie Windsor, Canada 2018-05-09


Sharon Fraser Canada 2018-05-09


Tiffany Feng Canada 2018-05-09


JEN BOGGS US 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Nash UK 2018-05-09


barbara dunslow Canada 2018-05-09


Rosalind Downs UK 2018-05-09


Ronald Karagianis Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Cheyenne Clark US 2018-05-09


Adbhuta Ananda Smithers, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Ausbeth Ajagu Canada 2018-05-09


Angela Sutcliffe Canada 2018-05-09


Rosemary Bell Canada 2018-05-09


Louise Pohl Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Joseph Henderson UK 2018-05-09


Richard Salomon US 2018-05-09


Linda Charney Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathleen Morris US 2018-05-09


Clive Howe Keremeos, Canada 2018-05-09


Rob Ryan Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


laura Curley Canada 2018-05-09


Cynthia Boyle Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Krys Baklinski Prince Edward, Canada 2018-05-09


LeeAnne Bloye Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09


Todd Stewart Canada 2018-05-09


Charlotte McCallum London, Canada 2018-05-09


Liam Mulroy Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Sylvie Royer Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Talha Haidery Canada 2018-05-09


cynthia otero US 2018-05-09


Fayez Siddiqi Canada 2018-05-09


Marilyn Gagne North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Judyth Mermelstein Verdun, QC, Canada 2018-05-09


Noabel Zamorano Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Ronald Jones US 2018-05-09


Daniel P Devlin UK 2018-05-09


Christian Johnson US 2018-05-09


Hywel Jones Canada 2018-05-09


Rhys Harding UK 2018-05-09


tam shaw UK 2018-05-09


Nathan Foyle UK 2018-05-09


Sharon Criddle UK 2018-05-09


ian watson UK 2018-05-09


Tom Lancaster UK 2018-05-09


Stephany Cortes US 2018-05-09


Peter Smith UK 2018-05-09


Helen Boucher US 2018-05-09


Yurey Wu Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09


Rebecca Verdon Laval, Canada 2018-05-09


Dave Williams UK 2018-05-09


Damien Williams Canada 2018-05-09


Rosaleen Mahoney Summerside, Canada 2018-05-09


Jill McEachern North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Pam MacRae Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Darean Howell’s Canada 2018-05-09


Sandra Marciante US 2018-05-09


stephanie chaney UK 2018-05-09


gloria percy UK 2018-05-09


David Farrer UK 2018-05-09


Charlie Coolen Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09


Kinga Szulovszky UK 2018-05-09


Alastair Gibb UK 2018-05-09


Daisy Palmer UK 2018-05-09


Myka Patton US 2018-05-09


Ed Kopala Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


gordon grodzki US 2018-05-09


Teresa Brewer Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09


Dorian Harcourt Canada 2018-05-09


Jason Carr-White UK 2018-05-09


Kevin Amboe Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Robin Fellner US 2018-05-09


Pat Love-Forester Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-09


Arthur Allen West Vancouver, B.C., Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Lindsay Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-09


Kai Kubota-Enright Canada 2018-05-09


Catherine Webster Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Kat Hinter Canada 2018-05-09


Dolores Comeau Beaubassin East, Canada 2018-05-09


Bobbi Fuller Canada 2018-05-09


alison Stenson Merville, Canada 2018-05-09


Glenn Miller Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09


Douglas Norman Thornbury, Canada 2018-05-09


Cristal Alcala US 2018-05-09


John Corry US 2018-05-09


Kim Lander Canada 2018-05-09


Simon Bennett Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09


Alison Lane UK 2018-05-09


Hannah Reeves UK 2018-05-09


Helga Dorman UK 2018-05-09


R. D. UK 2018-05-09


Ali Kolat Canada 2018-05-09


Kristi Sharp North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Muhammad Rahman UK 2018-05-09


Naeodi Downey cochrane, Canada 2018-05-09


Ccampbell Mulvaney UK 2018-05-09


Garth Bedwell UK 2018-05-09


Sian Thompson UK 2018-05-09


Jennifer Matsuura US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Daniel Pyette US 2018-05-09


Brandi R US 2018-05-09


maisie podesta UK 2018-05-09


joshua macdonald Canada 2018-05-09


Chris Bruels Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09


John Siddall Canada 2018-05-09


Barry Moakes UK 2018-05-09


Candace Davis Canada 2018-05-09


Adzira Membu UK 2018-05-09


Bianca Avina US 2018-05-09


Halyna Olijnyk Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Beth Hart Little River, Canada 2018-05-09


Freda Lawrence UK 2018-05-09


Richard Saindon Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Chloe Dunlap Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Karen Murrin Covington, Louisiana, US 2018-05-09


Keith Robinson Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09


Carol Macaulay UK 2018-05-09


marc demers Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09


Christina Lima Canada 2018-05-09


Tiger Dong Canada 2018-05-09


Dario Tasillo Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Jess Barkhouse New Glasgow nova scotia, Canada 2018-05-09


Fei Hu Canada 2018-05-09


Andrew Pulham Dubai, England, UK 2018-05-09


Beverly Kelley US 2018-05-09


Robbie Bursey Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09


Anthony Tilling UK 2018-05-09


Benjamin Lorenc Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


Nick Dineff Canada 2018-05-09


Brodie Fairchild UK 2018-05-09


Vicki Hayes US 2018-05-09


Carol Moore Creston, Canada 2018-05-09


Tristan Dickson Hunter river, Canada 2018-05-09


Lauren Kinsella UK 2018-05-09


Tallulah Lloyd-Allum UK 2018-05-09


Alan Gilman UK 2018-05-09


Kassandra Castillo US 2018-05-09


Brendan Meagher Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-09


lawrence pfau Canada 2018-05-09


V Basok High River, Canada 2018-05-09


Craig Hinch Brandon, Canada 2018-05-09


Cassiah Bartos Penticton, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathleen Drippe' US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Jeffre Grigsby US 2018-05-09


K Armstrong Bolton, Canada 2018-05-09


Camilla Abdrazakov Canada 2018-05-09


Reem Hariri Canada 2018-05-09


Michal Wilk US 2018-05-09


Valerie Guillemette Canada 2018-05-09


Richard Kitchener Fort Collins, Colorado, US 2018-05-09


Anne S. Grant US 2018-05-09


Abby Khalek halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Molly Johnson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Paola Wilford Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


andrew lawrence Hagersville, Canada 2018-05-09


Jordan Condon Bonshaw, Canada 2018-05-09


yvonne pascoe Devon AB, Canada 2018-05-09


Cynthia Mullin US 2018-05-09


Brittany Woods Canada 2018-05-09


Mujtaba Mirza Canada 2018-05-09


Paul Wallace Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-09


asma hashim Canada 2018-05-09


Lindsey Reid Canada 2018-05-09


Aimy Pylatuk Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


Adams Tracey Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


I'm not A robot Canada 2018-05-09


Kathryn Brock Ontario, Canada 2018-05-09


Jodi Komarek US 2018-05-09


Roberta Rain Riverview, Canada 2018-05-09


Paul Wilson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Carole Hillsmith UK 2018-05-09


Matthew Godfrey UK 2018-05-09


Richie Mantle UK 2018-05-09


Zack Stacey UK 2018-05-09


ronald klein US 2018-05-09


Season Crooks Canada 2018-05-09


Kevin Proulx Canada 2018-05-09


Ted Bowron Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


alice morrissey UK 2018-05-09


james laughlin US 2018-05-09


Patricia Campbell Halifax,NS, Canada 2018-05-09


antonio elbourne Canada 2018-05-09


Nora Griffin Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Sherry Greene US 2018-05-09


Edith Daniels Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Chris Dixon Canada 2018-05-09


Christine Leahy UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Shayne Dean US 2018-05-09


Philippxa Domville Canada 2018-05-09


Kay Miller US 2018-05-09


Alison Downes UK 2018-05-09


Tiffany Frybarger US 2018-05-09


Season Crooks Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Greg Smith UK 2018-05-09


Andrew Redknap UK 2018-05-09


Keith Mason UK 2018-05-09


Michael Melancon US 2018-05-09


Paul Harvey UK 2018-05-09


Janine Plante Belle River, Canada 2018-05-09


Rachele McMillon US 2018-05-09


Sheila Andersen Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Devon Webater Canada 2018-05-09


Aleksandra Raznatovic Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-09


Craig Tullis Canada 2018-05-09


MIRA BJELAN US 2018-05-09


Alan Jones Welland, Canada 2018-05-09


Catherine Demaer Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Jill Scanlan Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-09


george baird pictou, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Richard Jenne Canada 2018-05-09


Joanna Crout Canada 2018-05-09


Wood Dave Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-09


Carolyn Hammond UK 2018-05-09


Timothy Fenlon Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09


Ann Russ UK 2018-05-09


Tracey Gerrior New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09


Larry Ackerson Oromocto, Canada 2018-05-09


audrey Ellis Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-09


Jo Aird UK 2018-05-09


Frank Fodor Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-09


Ehor Boyanowsky West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09


Margaret Hayes UK 2018-05-09


Bharat Rama UK 2018-05-09


Jon Ceh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Sophie Hurst US 2018-05-09


Adrine Garabedian US 2018-05-09


Louise Astbury UK 2018-05-09


karen hodgson UK 2018-05-09


shelby charlie Canada 2018-05-09


Bill Tingley UK 2018-05-09


Luay Naji UK 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


J P US 2018-05-09


Charles Werger Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09


Gary Tallant UK 2018-05-09


Kara Battaglia US 2018-05-09


Mary-Kate Cowan Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09


Glenn Rhee Canada 2018-05-09


Tara Taylor Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


Heather Hesselden Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09


David Johnson Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09


Nicole Laughlin Canada 2018-05-09


Elizabeth Ozust Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09


Iris McCloughey UK 2018-05-09


Elvera Todd UK 2018-05-09


Ernest Wall Canada 2018-05-09


Helen Elliott UK 2018-05-09


Niall Guite UK 2018-05-09


Arlene Zuckerman US 2018-05-09


Emily Z. US 2018-05-09


Susie Klein US 2018-05-09


Seve Walliman US 2018-05-09


Rosanne Maluk Sandy Lake, Canada 2018-05-09


Joe Mattinsob Amherst, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Robert Cottrill Pompano Beach, Florida, US 2018-05-09


Judy Macdonald Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Lillith Moor UK 2018-05-09


Caroline Barnett UK 2018-05-09


Audrey Cobrin Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Diane Laaksonen Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-09


Rachael Bailey UK 2018-05-09


Andy Simms Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


Caity Roxanne Hemsworth UK 2018-05-09


Christy Spear US 2018-05-09


A Laskowski UK 2018-05-09


mariana diaz US 2018-05-09


Reuel Russell UK 2018-05-09


Annette Normann Canada 2018-05-09


nene nelson US 2018-05-09


Justin Thomas US 2018-05-09


Colleen Cook US 2018-05-09


Gerald Kameka Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


David Wright Thorburn, Canada 2018-05-09


Nicole Gauvin Canada 2018-05-09


Doug Brubaker Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-09


Shishira S Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Linda Flury Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09


Stewart Cresswell UK 2018-05-09


Lucy Burnett UK 2018-05-09


Andrew McGreal Canada 2018-05-09


Dave Gunning Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


C Curry UK 2018-05-09


Janet Gainey UK 2018-05-09


Cindy Harris Bear River, Canada 2018-05-09


anna byrne Belleville, Canada 2018-05-09


Jamila Oseye UK 2018-05-09


Francis Mullen UK 2018-05-09


Danick Forest Canada 2018-05-09


Jeremy Chaisson Souris, Canada 2018-05-09


Darcie Birdsell Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


william Baker Montague, Canada 2018-05-09


Jennifer Pagan US 2018-05-09


Robyn Kuck US 2018-05-09


heather Hogarth Hamilton, on, Canada 2018-05-09


Summer Watt Canada 2018-05-09


Lindsay Alchorn Canada 2018-05-09


Dennis Smith Smith UK 2018-05-09


Ann Ross Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Shlean Cole UK 2018-05-09


Glenda MacFarlane Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


reese child US 2018-05-09


Steven Maclean Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09


Steve MacDonald Milton, Canada 2018-05-09


Sebastiao Da Silva UK 2018-05-09


Gord Schimnowsky Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


Lynn Lachoski Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Grant Thomson UK 2018-05-09


Verna Hawe Yarmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


michael Watts Canada 2018-05-09


Avery Murchison US 2018-05-09


Debbie Rogers Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Kelley Ryan Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-09


Calder Amos-wood Canada 2018-05-09


D,A. Dubuc Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-09


Jovanna White US 2018-05-09


Anne Galipeau Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09


Reba McIver Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Flannery Muise Canada 2018-05-09


Tammy Andrews US 2018-05-09


Clayton Taylor Warburg, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Matt Brun Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09


Jason Roy New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09


Riley G-H East Gwillimbury, Canada 2018-05-09


June Haischt Markham, Canada 2018-05-09


Syed Hammad Ali Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Fran Campbell Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Sabine Hazime Canada 2018-05-09


Andy Storrs Canada 2018-05-09


boyd leard souris, Canada 2018-05-09


Martha Doyle Silver Spring, Maryland, US 2018-05-09


David Avery Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09


Graeme Wilson Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09


Fumi Torigai Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-09


Bernie Hatt Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-09


Twyla Kline Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-09


susan Ross Canada 2018-05-09


Ming Ping Tan Canada 2018-05-09


Desmond Jonsnon Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09


Jennifer Journeaux Canada 2018-05-09


Ingrid Esau Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Wendy Munro Westville, Canada 2018-05-09


Joan Tompkins Truro, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Declan Weir Canada 2018-05-09


Scott & Cindy Parkin Barrie, Canada 2018-05-09


linda christensen Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-05-09


Randy Gilby Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


Anne Barusta Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Barbara Hacking Canada 2018-05-09


Cheryl Mahon Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09


Robindra Sookar Canada 2018-05-09


Roberto De Faveri Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09


Mariposa Pigott US 2018-05-09


Colin Lowe Canada 2018-05-09


Kay Brown Westville, Canada 2018-05-09


Riely Gallant Orlando, Florida, US 2018-05-09


Miriam Bootsma Canada 2018-05-09


Mark Zomer London, Canada 2018-05-09


Bernie Boutilier Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09


dianna vandenberg Canada 2018-05-09


David Truran Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-09


Buddy MacDonald Boularderie CB NS, Canada 2018-05-09


Kathy Dunbar Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-09


Jeff Freeman Thorburn, Canada 2018-05-09


Mike Faught Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Matthew Gordon Canada 2018-05-09


Matt Lank Montague, Canada 2018-05-09


TERRANCE TOWNS Armstrong, Canada 2018-05-09


Isabelle Tetreault New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09


Sheila Stuart Canada 2018-05-09


Wendy Adams Canada 2018-05-09


Robert Marshall-Ward Leduc,Alberta, Canada 2018-05-09


Marija Markeviciute UK 2018-05-09


Sophie Friend UK 2018-05-09


Katie Waxdal US 2018-05-09


Maggie Parkhurst-Bartel Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09


Jack Cates Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Miriam Noemi Ivaldi Argentina 2018-05-09


Susan Mckennan UK 2018-05-09


Audrey Pickering Canada 2018-05-09


terri pigford Dayton, Ohio, US 2018-05-09


VANESA C US 2018-05-09


j GRNAT US 2018-05-09


tyler Golling Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09


Wendy Naerbo US 2018-05-09


Peter Paul Van Camp Nelson, BC, Canada 2018-05-09


Charlie Strickland Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Eric Greenius Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09


M.Jennie Frost Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09


Holly Stockfish Canada 2018-05-09


Mike Vegas Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Kevin Connor Canada 2018-05-09


Margaret Poit Manchester, New Hampshire, US 2018-05-09


Elmore Amero Canada 2018-05-09


Zach Cuff Canada 2018-05-09


Mackenzie Wilkie US 2018-05-09


Arnie Ivsins Barrie, Canada 2018-05-09


Oliver Jarosz Canada 2018-05-09


Kevin Hobbs Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09


vonnie mann Lakeville, Canada 2018-05-09


Beverley Benteau Trenton, Canada 2018-05-09


Denis Grohol Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09


Sarah Venedam Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09


Merri Ferrell Huntington, New York, US 2018-05-09


Ann Willever Norfolk, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-09


Tiffany MacInnis Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09


Brea Viragh US 2018-05-09


june bullied Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09


Brian W Truro, Canada 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Lynn Langrock Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09


Ruth Farrugia Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09


Martha Murphy Half Island
Cove


Guadalajara, US 2018-05-09


Peter de Gelder Canada 2018-05-09


Dana Black Arlington, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-09


Joe Morin Calgary, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-09


Susan Hansen West Hartford, Connecticut, US 2018-05-09


Diane Gleason US 2018-05-09


Gerry Lowe Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09


Jan Black UK 2018-05-09


Agnes Rack Canada 2018-05-09


Kristine Phillips Powerview, Canada 2018-05-09


Kerstin Martin Seabright, Canada 2018-05-09


Kate Ferris Winnipeg Beach, Canada 2018-05-09


Juan Gallegos Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09


Danny Gallant Souris, Canada 2018-05-09


ken thompson Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09


Shelley Peters Langley, Canada 2018-05-09


marsha cameron Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09


Gordena DeVries Canada 2018-05-09


Aastha Verma US 2018-05-09







Name Location Date


Arch OW US 2018-05-09


whitney watters US 2018-05-09


Stephen Mcgrath Desable, Canada 2018-05-09


Liisa Salonen Windsor, Canada 2018-05-09


robert cobb US 2018-05-09


Myles White US 2018-05-09


Kelly O'Neill Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09


Colton Kugler US 2018-05-09


Robert Reid Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09


Joelle Hebert Canada 2018-05-09


Cesar Guzman US 2018-05-09


Vanessa Ortiz-Pagan US 2018-05-09


John Finlayson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09


Nancy Zhang Canada 2018-05-09


Linda York US 2018-05-09


Dade Barger Canada 2018-05-09


Amanda Bihari US 2018-05-09


Nicole Mitchell Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09


Ronald Haylock Canada 2018-05-10


Sylvia Chang US 2018-05-10


Peter Whitbourn Banff, Canada 2018-05-10


Don Williamson Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Brenda Hardison Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-10


Israel Mercier Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10


Gregory Dee Wallace, Canada 2018-05-10


Dylan Nash Canada 2018-05-10


Alexandra Marcella
Manolesco-Ami


Dunvegan, Canada 2018-05-10


marilyn ouellette Diligent River, Canada 2018-05-10


Nickelo Smith Canada 2018-05-10


Dove Bear US 2018-05-10


Gerald Reid Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-10


Susan Knowles Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Linda Brown Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10


Winston Zhang Canada 2018-05-10


Diana Birkenheier Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Ur mom Gay US 2018-05-10


Ashley Thomas London, Canada 2018-05-10


Gagnon Sonia Canada 2018-05-10


Clea Charette Canada 2018-05-10


Michael MacLeod Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10


Kat Step Oakville, Canada 2018-05-10


brittany hardison Canada 2018-05-10


Ben Cleveland Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Erin Ripley Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10


Margo Gregory US 2018-05-10


Justin Trudeau Canada 2018-05-10


Derith Mersereau Canada 2018-05-10


D Rutgers Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-10


Asa Adams Canada 2018-05-10


Amanda Pearson US 2018-05-10


Jordyn Macias US 2018-05-10


Edoardo Frassine UK 2018-05-10


Jezebel Kenny US 2018-05-10


MaryHughes Hughes canada, Canada 2018-05-10


Noel Barnes US 2018-05-10


Leah Liebrecht Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10


Sarah Bruce US 2018-05-10


lydia perri US 2018-05-10


Will McGee Merigomish, Canada 2018-05-10


Sydney Fremeau Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Amalia Schön North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


Bob Gulliford Stratford, Canada 2018-05-10


Nicole arbuckle Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10


Delora Skelton Canada 2018-05-10


Margaret Smith Longwood, Florida, US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Richard Fultz Westville, Canada 2018-05-10


Antje Richter Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Kevin Milne Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-10


Sean Cunningham US 2018-05-10


Luis Ruiz US 2018-05-10


Cole Searcy Canada 2018-05-10


Maria Sandu US 2018-05-10


JJ Allwood St. John's, Canada 2018-05-10


Joanna Calisto Canada 2018-05-10


Brigitte Roy Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10


Olivier Houle Canada 2018-05-10


iris owens US 2018-05-10


James Clayton Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Eli Ghkhanloo Canada 2018-05-10


Fanny Thiffault Montréal, Canada 2018-05-10


Linda Schultz Canada 2018-05-10


Melissa McCormick Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10


Louis Grittani Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Leslie Milne Lake Mary, Florida, US 2018-05-10


Lilita Boden HAMILTON, Canada 2018-05-10


Richard Martin US 2018-05-10


Stacey Peters Durango, Colorado, US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Maryum Ajaz Canada 2018-05-10


Grace Abernethy Colorado Springs, Colorado, US 2018-05-10


Michael Mrygas US 2018-05-10


Mike Bochen Canada 2018-05-10


Gail Hardman UK 2018-05-10


Michael McBride Canada 2018-05-10


Grace Gates Canada 2018-05-10


Agnieszka Barszczewska Squamish, Canada 2018-05-10


Pauline George US 2018-05-10


kim delagran Ontario, Canada 2018-05-10


John Briand Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10


ALLAN GROSE New Hamburg, Canada 2018-05-10


Donald Allen US 2018-05-10


Hola Holland US 2018-05-10


Rick Fancey Palo Alto, California, US 2018-05-10


Frank Chartrand Canada 2018-05-10


Melissa Epp Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10


Wendy Smandych Trail, Canada 2018-05-10


Kenny Perry US 2018-05-10


Allison Martin Weyburn, Canada 2018-05-10


Teryn Price Canada 2018-05-10


Caroline Zelniker US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


wayne button Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-10


Elsa Markus Canada 2018-05-10


Janet Ginepro US 2018-05-10


Josh Moran Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10


Raquel Kerzel Jarvis Canada 2018-05-10


Madisyn Dannhauser US 2018-05-10


Ellen Beraud US 2018-05-10


Brian Ferro US 2018-05-10


Jason Price Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-10


Sam Bohling US 2018-05-10


Tyler Thompson Summerside, Canada 2018-05-10


Susan Nichols US 2018-05-10


Geneviève Villeneuve Canada 2018-05-10


Steve Lantrip US 2018-05-10


Dobi Dobroslawa US 2018-05-10


Michelle Dyker UK 2018-05-10


Alasdair MacKenzie Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Tania Chavez US 2018-05-10


Diana Kilroy Westland, Michigan, US 2018-05-10


Tammy Radford Canada 2018-05-10


Jazmin Navarro US 2018-05-10


Raymond Goyette Townsend, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Twyla Douaire Millbrook, Canada 2018-05-10


M.-L. Perron Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Trevor Houlden Rossland, Canada 2018-05-10


Sid Friesen Canada 2018-05-10


Taylor G Canada 2018-05-10


Helen Hills Canada 2018-05-10


Marion Carr Canada 2018-05-10


Francisco Silva US 2018-05-10


Daniel Bolduc Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-10


Ashley Coady-Deagle Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10


Pam Rogers RR2 Staffa, Canada 2018-05-10


Jahdyn Gardiner Canada 2018-05-10


Shelley Filippone Surrey, Canada 2018-05-10


C.T. Thieme Lake Villa, Illinois, US 2018-05-10


Naomi Oliver US 2018-05-10


Lauren Brunson US 2018-05-10


Douglas Eat8 Canada 2018-05-10


Alexis Sears US 2018-05-10


Bethany Broughton UK 2018-05-10


Brianna Dewan US 2018-05-10


Ron Bernier Brooklyn, Connecticut, US 2018-05-10


Taylor Rose Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Chris Hollingsworth Strathmore, Canada 2018-05-10


Barb Lopes Kamloops, BC, Canada 2018-05-10


Janine Grawbarger Comox, Canada 2018-05-10


Matthew Dick Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10


Nancy Newton White Rock, Canada 2018-05-10


Toni Garmon US 2018-05-10


Eliotte Brouillard Canada 2018-05-10


random human US 2018-05-10


joanne harris High River, Canada 2018-05-10


Leah R Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-10


Stephen Smith Ajax, Canada 2018-05-10


White Chocolate Canada 2018-05-10


Ellen Winther Canada 2018-05-10


Mary kate Bost US 2018-05-10


alexandria sturgess Canada 2018-05-10


Robin Stano US 2018-05-10


Marc Nimigon Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Denise Burgsma Canada 2018-05-10


Susan Lindley Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10


Gurwinder Athwal Canada 2018-05-10


danice stucky Canada 2018-05-10


Diane Laing Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Dana McAuley Canada 2018-05-10


tamera orosz US 2018-05-10


John Rynn Burlington, Canada 2018-05-10


Adrian Placencia Canada 2018-05-10


M Chang Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-10


julia d Canada 2018-05-10


Chizom Wali Canada 2018-05-10


ikam Ali Canada 2018-05-10


Melissa Barcenas US 2018-05-10


John Cameron Bow Island, Canada 2018-05-10


chong yen Canada 2018-05-10


Sandra Novalija Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10


Katie Kan US 2018-05-10


Bonnie Liakas US 2018-05-10


sydney price-sparling victoria, Canada 2018-05-10


Steven Pankov New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-10


Lorraine Sadler US 2018-05-10


Denise Williams US 2018-05-10


Zachary Weidner Canada 2018-05-10


Cinthia Rodriguez US 2018-05-10


Shari Millerson Canada 2018-05-10


Jennifer Smith Port Caledonia, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Laura Coleman UK 2018-05-10


Maheswari Kalaivanan Canada 2018-05-10


Andrew Buydens Victoria, BC, Canada 2018-05-10


Jack Ross Canada 2018-05-10


Matt Chevrier Canada 2018-05-10


Javier Solis US 2018-05-10


Emily Dingwall Millville, Canada 2018-05-10


David Warren Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


wanda reimer Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10


Lajos Solar Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


francis lavigne Fort Saint John, Canada 2018-05-10


shane thomas Canada 2018-05-10


Journey Meyerhoff Canada 2018-05-10


Alicia Dermer Highland Park, New Jersey, US 2018-05-10


Ann Kurt Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-10


Judy Jacobson Libertyville, Illinois, US 2018-05-10


Carolyn May Steiss Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-10


Diana Genrik US 2018-05-10


Emeline Myung US 2018-05-10


Teck Khing Sia Canada 2018-05-10


Jenny On Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


Cate Root Victoria Harbour, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


david lawes UK 2018-05-10


Burkhard Kraas Canada 2018-05-10


Karen Carriere Sundridge, Canada 2018-05-10


Jill Middleton UK 2018-05-10


gary st onge Canada 2018-05-10


Merry Lee Canada 2018-05-10


Sophie Nicoll US 2018-05-10


Elaine Webb US 2018-05-10


J.J. Goodison Fernie, Canada 2018-05-10


hana qureshi Canada 2018-05-10


Joanna Cheong Canada 2018-05-10


janet rowlinson UK 2018-05-10


Jasmin Banda US 2018-05-10


Adelina Bartoli Canada 2018-05-10


Ava Quilter UK 2018-05-10


Marlene Taylor Campbell River, BC, Canada 2018-05-10


Nicole Yeager US 2018-05-10


Brittany Miller US 2018-05-10


Mina Has Canada 2018-05-10


Pat Gibson Stevensville on., Canada 2018-05-10


Rae Win Canada 2018-05-10


Kelsey Mann Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Katerina Monte Canada 2018-05-10


donna Canfield Canada 2018-05-10


Darlene J. Salter Dryden, Canada 2018-05-10


Raki Sao Canada 2018-05-10


L R UK 2018-05-10


Kian Kai Lim US 2018-05-10


Ashley Meredith US 2018-05-10


Jesse Ringer Canada 2018-05-10


Susana Bernard US 2018-05-10


Linda Mogensen Canada 2018-05-10


Charlene Fontaine Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-10


Janina Walker Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-10


Pam Johnstone Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-10


Clara Felecanu UK 2018-05-10


Elizabeth L. Anderson US 2018-05-10


Felicity Walker Richmond, Canada 2018-05-10


Jailene Villacorta US 2018-05-10


Michael Savage UK 2018-05-10


Kevin Kendrick White Rock, Canada 2018-05-10


Nicole Derebi Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Alan Marshall UK 2018-05-10


Roberta Borrello UK 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Kathleen Woodhouse Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


Ashley Stewart Canada 2018-05-10


James Kuzara US 2018-05-10


Beth Wray US 2018-05-10


Laura McManus UK 2018-05-10


Bob Hanley Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-10


Clark Anderson US 2018-05-10


maddisyn brunner US 2018-05-10


Will Timms UK 2018-05-10


Russell Green UK 2018-05-10


Jenny Hu Canada 2018-05-10


Anna Ruckstuhl Canada 2018-05-10


lucy dellar montreal, Canada 2018-05-10


Jody Zhou Canada 2018-05-10


Marylle Soriano Canada 2018-05-10


Michael Largary Canada 2018-05-10


Avneet Aujla Canada 2018-05-10


Michelle Winn US 2018-05-10


Natasha Tansley UK 2018-05-10


Barbara Toering US 2018-05-10


gema ortiz UK 2018-05-10


Susan Linford York, England, UK 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Emma Pink UK 2018-05-10


Serena Beck Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10


Crystal Elliott Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10


Eddy Dawood Canada 2018-05-10


clementina van de
weteringe-buys


Langley, Canada 2018-05-10


barry markle North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


Florin Popescu Constanta, Romania 2018-05-10


Chengsee Goh Canada 2018-05-10


Aimee Smith UK 2018-05-10


Tim Lane Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-10


Eliza kandell UK 2018-05-10


Foster Boom US 2018-05-10


angie nathwani UK 2018-05-10


Pamela Diva Canada 2018-05-10


hans vanschaik Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


tracey carnahan kitchener, Canada 2018-05-10


Kyra Dehker Canada 2018-05-10


Senorina Silva US 2018-05-10


Lila Westaway Caledonia, Canada 2018-05-10


Jessie Cain UK 2018-05-10


Karen Butcher UK 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


sarah-jane sneddon UK 2018-05-10


Bernadette Keating UK 2018-05-10


Paul Clifford-jones Blakelands, England, UK 2018-05-10


Karla Roberts Hanwell, Canada 2018-05-10


roger david jackson UK 2018-05-10


Lilli Beeley UK 2018-05-10


Chris Randall Canada 2018-05-10


Lawrence Layne Victoria, B. C., Canada 2018-05-10


a w US 2018-05-10


robert pleavin UK 2018-05-10


Jill Cooke UK 2018-05-10


Johnny Lee US 2018-05-10


Bob Marley US 2018-05-10


Alistair Lennox UK 2018-05-10


Cheryllh Cheryllh UK 2018-05-10


joanne beach UK 2018-05-10


Steve Impey UK 2018-05-10


Alex Little Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10


Peter Purdom UK 2018-05-10


Coutu Daniel Hope Town, Canada 2018-05-10


sophia Blazevic Canada 2018-05-10


Laura Carroll US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Jennifer Publicover Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10


Jessic L Canada 2018-05-10


Christine Coe UK 2018-05-10


fghjkjhgf fghjhgf UK 2018-05-10


Alison Kilpatrick Canada 2018-05-10


Kayla Spalding UK 2018-05-10


Laiba Mujeeb Canada 2018-05-10


Gabi Mills-Hall Canada 2018-05-10


David MacNeil Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10


Kent Barnes Canada 2018-05-10


Jon Krueger US 2018-05-10


Penny Beavan Leyton, England, UK 2018-05-10


Mary-Jane O'Halloran Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10


Jade Kyle UK 2018-05-10


Gigi Vincent Canada 2018-05-10


Terry Burke Dartmouth N.S., Canada 2018-05-10


Patricia Foote Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10


Emilie Lynes Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Natalia Maximova Oakville, Canada 2018-05-10


Leanne Birchenough US 2018-05-10


David Morgan UK 2018-05-10


Mélanie Cyr Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


vicky murray UK 2018-05-10


Livie Lu Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Rhianydd Jenkins UK 2018-05-10


Herlinda Garcia US 2018-05-10


vasudevakumar Mallula Canada 2018-05-10


Rhesa Sandy US 2018-05-10


Yousra Al Mograbi Canada 2018-05-10


Simone Stubbs US 2018-05-10


Bob Ferguson RR # 1 New Glasgow, N.S., Canada 2018-05-10


Shawn Crick Canada 2018-05-10


Melanie Beaupre Embrun, Canada 2018-05-10


KAREN JAKEL Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


mitchell taylor Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10


Abbie MacDonald Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10


Theresa F Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Isabel James Canso, Canada 2018-05-10


Mackenzie Steele Canada 2018-05-10


Brigum Bell US 2018-05-10


Laura Frasheri Canada 2018-05-10


Richard Delorey Polska, Poland 2018-05-10


Adam Eve Canada 2018-05-10


Jakayla Wells US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Shameed Mohammed Canada 2018-05-10


Angel Benny UK 2018-05-10


Jazmin Wamboldt Canada 2018-05-10


Amy Kirk Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


craig allan UK 2018-05-10


Kristen Hilborn Canada 2018-05-10


Laura Varga Dundas, Canada 2018-05-10


Lesli Marriott Katy, Texas, US 2018-05-10


Lynda Forbes Canada 2018-05-10


Janice Cruikshank Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-10


Bev Plummer Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10


Ryan Sugrim Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Susie Cheung Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-10


Susan French Bolton, Canada 2018-05-10


John Jackson UK 2018-05-10


Muqaiba Imtiaz Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10


Shaun MacIntosh Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10


pairurself jakes UK 2018-05-10


charlotte burgin UK 2018-05-10


Abbi Geddes Canada 2018-05-10


Nick White UK 2018-05-10


Bonnie McCrimmon Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Daniel Brocca US 2018-05-10


jennifer rafferty Canada 2018-05-10


Lynda Dowdle Battersea, Canada 2018-05-10


Glenda Garbutt Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Rebecca Briones-Sabourin Canada 2018-05-10


D Brian Hoyles UK 2018-05-10


Debbie Hanson UK 2018-05-10


Frank Grani Canada 2018-05-10


Karen Riddle Canada 2018-05-10


Sherri vegso Canada 2018-05-10


Dennis H US 2018-05-10


Carolyn Klause Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10


Kaitlyn A Canada 2018-05-10


Linda Derosa US 2018-05-10


Lina Medina US 2018-05-10


alan burke UK 2018-05-10


Elyse Fortuna Canada 2018-05-10


jean wilson Denver, Colorado, US 2018-05-10


JoAnn Lopez US 2018-05-10


Cameron Rumfelt US 2018-05-10


Ross Hanna Canada 2018-05-10


Miranda Cowan Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


amanda vasilakos Canada 2018-05-10


Joan Bowden Canada 2018-05-10


Michelle Read Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10


Doolie Kabbani Canada 2018-05-10


Sandy Mcnallly Canada 2018-05-10


Pat Doe Canada 2018-05-10


Benny Webster US 2018-05-10


Maryam Khan UK 2018-05-10


Denise Ormerod Kentville, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-10


Phoebe Ho US 2018-05-10


Lora Rentz Canada 2018-05-10


Gicela Arauz US 2018-05-10


Safura Aziz Canada 2018-05-10


cathie chahoud Canada 2018-05-10


Scott Foster Kingston, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-10


Tommy Pierecson US 2018-05-10


David Tarrant Canada 2018-05-10


Christina Plumridge Canada 2018-05-10


Alex Butts Regina, Canada 2018-05-10


Victoria Wanihadie Grovedale, Canada 2018-05-10


Camilla Waitt Canada 2018-05-10


Claudia Schnaible Germany 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


irina kulida las vegas, Nevada, US 2018-05-10


Misty Tabert Canada 2018-05-10


wendy Acosta US 2018-05-10


charles goldsmith US 2018-05-10


Miguelangel Maduro Canada 2018-05-10


Janice Quait Canada 2018-05-10


Jack Wilson UK 2018-05-10


Dannii Skelton UK 2018-05-10


Kenisha Humber Canada 2018-05-10


Christopher Brunt Chatham, England, UK 2018-05-10


Nancy Clifford Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-10


Sky Zimmerman Canada 2018-05-10


Ashley Delorey Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10


Graham read Canada 2018-05-10


alyssa hillsdon Munster, Canada 2018-05-10


Melanie Reid New glasgow, Canada 2018-05-10


Zoee Pessoa Canada 2018-05-10


SUSAN SCOTT Shelburne, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-10


Shannel De Melo Canada 2018-05-10


Jason Elias Canada 2018-05-10


Ranjiv Sandhu Canada 2018-05-10


Melissa Owens UK 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Solange Desrochers Canada 2018-05-10


Zanna Lifshits Canada 2018-05-10


micheal blanke Canada 2018-05-10


Glenn Turcott Canada 2018-05-10


Amber Frettingham Market Rasen, England, UK 2018-05-10


Tanvir Gandham Canada 2018-05-10


Nicole Dewbre US 2018-05-10


Quinn Mahoney US 2018-05-10


Nazira Hanna UK 2018-05-10


Ellis Watson UK 2018-05-10


Raja Sangana Canada 2018-05-10


D Pace US 2018-05-10


lana taplin Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10


Cheryl Smith US 2018-05-10


Lina Dia Canada 2018-05-10


Edwin Mercurio Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-10


Zaineb Asadi Canada 2018-05-10


Joelle Szendel US 2018-05-10


Mary Manning Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-10


Gwen Bennett Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-10


jakup upiu Canada 2018-05-10


Maddy Wright Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Raissa Dietl Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Christine Taylor Canada 2018-05-10


John Funnell Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Darla Lamoreaux US 2018-05-10


Cathy Kreutz Canada 2018-05-10


Lo szegeny Canada 2018-05-10


James McMurdo UK 2018-05-10


Destiny Oliveira Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10


Sheila Bolan Lytton, Canada 2018-05-10


Aracely Miranda Jamaica, New York, US 2018-05-10


Rosalie Beaudoin Canada 2018-05-10


Chukwuemeka Egoegonwa Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10


Nadine C. Canada 2018-05-10


Kaileigh Clarke Canada 2018-05-10


Ceilidh W Port Elgin, Canada 2018-05-10


Kacee Laninga Canada 2018-05-10


Stephen Rose Canada 2018-05-10


Niomi Starspires Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10


Chris Cheng Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


Bron Popiela Canada 2018-05-10


Barry Prest Canada 2018-05-10


Liz Stokes Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Peter Verchick US 2018-05-10


Mary Kowalsky Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Whittingham Whittingham UK 2018-05-10


Jennifer Lee Crowl US 2018-05-10


Rachel Neufeld Canada 2018-05-10


Valerie Redfern UK 2018-05-10


Rebekah Jackson-Gravely Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-10


Amanda Matthies US 2018-05-10


Suzanne May US 2018-05-10


Evelyn Schweier Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Terry Baillie Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10


Colleen Bishop Canada 2018-05-10


Lewis Blannin UK 2018-05-10


Cathy Spence Canada 2018-05-10


Scott Stever US 2018-05-10


Mélissa Lilembo-Mazamba UK 2018-05-10


Metea Romanzin Canada 2018-05-10


Samantha Skeoch UK 2018-05-10


Hailey LaRosa US 2018-05-10


Francesca Zucconi UK 2018-05-10


Robby Puttock Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


Nicola Kozakiewicz Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Eric Betteridge Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Julie Balfour UK 2018-05-10


Terry Ahopelto Canada 2018-05-10


Kathy Riggs US 2018-05-10


mike digby Canada 2018-05-10


M McKay US 2018-05-10


ALLAN GRUNDER NEPEAN, ON, Canada 2018-05-10


Shideh Pourfarshomi Canada 2018-05-10


Matthew Nace Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-10


Moira Doherty Canada 2018-05-10


Madlaina Bielser Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Jace Dude Canada 2018-05-10


DAMIR Mirkovic Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-10


Alexandra thompson grafton, Canada 2018-05-10


Willie Siu Canada 2018-05-10


Akian Geoffroy-cyr Saint-charles-borromée, Canada 2018-05-10


Cathy Goranko Surrey, Canada 2018-05-10


Peter Monaco US 2018-05-10


pat worthy Canada 2018-05-10


Kristin Smith US 2018-05-10


Lauren Yee US 2018-05-10


Kim Scharley Montréal, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Taylor Poersch Canada 2018-05-10


Shelley Hall Canada 2018-05-10


Xian Hao Zhou Canada 2018-05-10


Boku Kuroo Canada 2018-05-10


Judy Ludwig Canada 2018-05-10


Pam Garapick US 2018-05-10


Eric Pitre Canada 2018-05-10


Tyler Lear US 2018-05-10


Rob Haberman Canada 2018-05-10


Kelly Darlene Healey Canada 2018-05-10


Marla McKelvey US 2018-05-10


Jamienette Perez US 2018-05-10


sasha pirogova UK 2018-05-10


Nimish Sanghrajka US 2018-05-10


Vlado Petrushevski Canada 2018-05-10


Andrea Mifsud Keswick, Canada 2018-05-10


Wafa Zahra Canada 2018-05-10


Gabriella Wiebe Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-10


Terry Moor Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10


Shannon McEachern West Canada 2018-05-10


Sarah I Canada 2018-05-10


Helene Simoneau Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Kathryn Johnson Blind Bay, Canada 2018-05-10


Molly Troup US 2018-05-10


Chad Sanderson Cornwall ,PE, Canada 2018-05-10


Diane Pollock Canada 2018-05-10


Kerry Anne Bowman Canada 2018-05-10


Valkyrie Mauii Canada 2018-05-10


Shelby Hieb US 2018-05-10


Lisa Krumm US 2018-05-10


Karen Moore US 2018-05-10


Anthony Russell UK 2018-05-10


Jill Pringle delta, bc, Canada 2018-05-10


Lorraine Longarini Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Peter Kuzik Sainte Anne DE Bellevue, Canada 2018-05-10


Richard Wyatt Canada 2018-05-10


Leah Smallace Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10


Henri Henault Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10


Erika Ensign US 2018-05-10


Howard Gibson Upper Northfield, Canada 2018-05-10


sandra babin Canada 2018-05-10


John Watson Canada 2018-05-10


Rod Ruth Canada 2018-05-10


Sarah Sagabaen Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Jillian MacIver Tweed, Canada 2018-05-10


M K Canada 2018-05-10


Dave Hohn Mission BC, Canada 2018-05-10


Juanita Czervenatis White Rock, Canada 2018-05-10


Michelle Stirling Canada 2018-05-10


Francois Swart Summerside, Canada 2018-05-10


elizabeth janusiewicz Canada 2018-05-10


Lynn Paris Powell River, Canada 2018-05-10


john samuels Canada 2018-05-10


Jan Manchur Brentwood Bay, Canada 2018-05-10


Katie Johnston Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-10


Cynthia Dambrie US 2018-05-10


Cecilia Harkness Canada 2018-05-10


Rosa Unperfect France 2018-05-10


alison timko US 2018-05-10


D Moore Canada 2018-05-10


Ł dug UK 2018-05-10


Ambjour Hazen US 2018-05-10


Esme Soplantila UK 2018-05-10


Kelly Ann Trepanier Canada 2018-05-10


sandra Toole UK 2018-05-10


Nancy McNeil Windsor, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Kun Hu Canada 2018-05-10


Bob Boyle UK 2018-05-10


David Clarke UK 2018-05-10


Slowomir and Irene Przybysz US 2018-05-10


Valerie Sotere US 2018-05-10


Bruce and Maureen DeNunzio US 2018-05-10


Liz Farr UK 2018-05-10


Kristina McNeely US 2018-05-10


Julie Martin Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10


ashton fotty Canada 2018-05-10


Jessica Soto US 2018-05-10


Dylan MacHattie Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Reo Boss Canada 2018-05-10


Sharon Hunchak Canada 2018-05-10


Donald Allanson Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10


Leif Haugen-strand Sackville, Canada 2018-05-10


Caroline Heeley UK 2018-05-10


Breanna Shaw US 2018-05-10


BARBARA BATES UK 2018-05-10


jenny smith US 2018-05-10


claudia scott Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10


Emma Partington UK 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


George Hart Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10


Jane Haapiseva Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-10


Cindy Doucette Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Susan Glass UK 2018-05-10


Matthew Perovic Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


sdfsdfsdf sdfsdfsdf Canada 2018-05-10


Angie Hermoza Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-10


Ian Maxen US 2018-05-10


Kenneth Norberg US 2018-05-10


Ewurafua Opoku-Agyeman Canada 2018-05-10


Ann Smith Mobile, Alabama, US 2018-05-10


Earl Cantwell Bras d'Or N.S., Canada 2018-05-10


Elizabeth Child Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-10


Lorne Temple Truro, Canada 2018-05-10


Reg Stoyles Canada 2018-05-10


Lyn Farley US 2018-05-10


Connie Calderon US 2018-05-10


Paula Orbaugh US 2018-05-10


roland d'amour Milton, Canada 2018-05-10


Phil Langenderfer US 2018-05-10


Marc Wilkinson UK 2018-05-10


Joanne Jones UK 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Jesse K UK 2018-05-10


doreen brown UK 2018-05-10


haley carver US 2018-05-10


Ryan Connors Canada 2018-05-10


Ann Cleary Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-10


paul hanson US 2018-05-10


Alexis Brooks Canada 2018-05-10


Isabella Cooper-Brown UK 2018-05-10


luvepuppiesxd
Citrisisgoodanime


Canada 2018-05-10


Amanda Cornell US 2018-05-10


Catherine Andrews UK 2018-05-10


Lynn Cameron Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10


barbara gordon Canada 2018-05-10


SharaLee Podolecki Canada 2018-05-10


Scott VanHaren Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-10


Jan Knolle Gernsbach, Germany 2018-05-10


Myrnalee Elliott Canada 2018-05-10


Ally Linz Canada 2018-05-10


Marc Levesque Richmond, Canada 2018-05-10


Nancy Lewis US 2018-05-10


Malcolm Edwards UK 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Shannon Talmon de l'armee Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10


Magdalene Solomou UK 2018-05-10


Jan Home UK 2018-05-10


ANNEMARIE CAVELL UK 2018-05-10


rachael Glogovsky US 2018-05-10


Aleena Dawach Canada 2018-05-10


Denise Gindhart US 2018-05-10


Daniel Sevigny MONTREAL, Canada 2018-05-10


Nate Barley US 2018-05-10


Emma Howatt Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10


Daniela Dishington Canada 2018-05-10


Ean Armstrong US 2018-05-10


Allan Kennedy Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10


Nathan Moore Canada 2018-05-10


Jordyn Cook Canada 2018-05-10


Alison Kelly UK 2018-05-10


Luciana Rojas Canada 2018-05-10


Elaine bromka US 2018-05-10


Katie Harvey Canada 2018-05-10


Brodie Johnson US 2018-05-10


Khalid Alomani Canada 2018-05-10


Chelsea Youell US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Maris Sulcs Belcarra, Canada 2018-05-10


martine van adorp Bruxelles (NoH), Belgium 2018-05-10


Gordon Young Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10


Christine Taylor UK 2018-05-10


Kayla Vinson US 2018-05-10


MIA Lyons UK 2018-05-10


Ekaterina Romanov Canada 2018-05-10


Roger Camp Roberts Creek B.C., Canada 2018-05-10


Susan Spring UK 2018-05-10


Judy Traub US 2018-05-10


CYNTHIA MC LAIN US 2018-05-10


peenor peenor Canada 2018-05-10


Samantha Sooknanan Brampton, Canada 2018-05-10


Laurena Miller UK 2018-05-10


Leo Paulino US 2018-05-10


David Chui Canada 2018-05-10


Marie-Josée Garand Bathurst, Canada 2018-05-10


Melaine Bermuda Canada 2018-05-10


Andrew Staffieri US 2018-05-10


chris graham Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-10


anon anon Anon, Canada 2018-05-10


Lorena Mares US 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Daniel Muise Canada 2018-05-10


Judy Bowell Cloverdale, BC, Canada 2018-05-10


Darrin Simard Canada 2018-05-10


Jonathon Xilon Canada 2018-05-10


Malika Voori Canada 2018-05-10


Gina Marafiote US 2018-05-10


Madison Morse US 2018-05-10


Andria Porter Canada 2018-05-10


Terry Howatt Millcove, PEI, Canada 2018-05-10


Michael Peterson Powell River, Canada 2018-05-10


Victoria Mikhnovskaya Canada 2018-05-10


Helene Citeau US 2018-05-10


Renna N Canada 2018-05-10


DANIEL KALDERON Israel 2018-05-10


Alicia Webb UK 2018-05-10


Kathleen Harris Delta, Canada 2018-05-10


Nisali Muthumuni Canada 2018-05-10


Lisa Hogue Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-10


Macarena Cataldo Hernandez Canada 2018-05-10


Iffat Ahmad Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-10


r kup Canada 2018-05-10


Anika Bialecki Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Desmond Cooper Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-10


Anna Avelino Canada 2018-05-10


Laura Maki Canada 2018-05-10


Don Chapman Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10


Jessica Murray Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Mark Tyldsley Canada 2018-05-10


Megan Wettlaufer Canada 2018-05-10


Jada Doerksen Canada 2018-05-10


Big Daddy Christmas Canada 2018-05-10


ella simms UK 2018-05-10


Ari K Canada 2018-05-10


Jane Clowes UK 2018-05-10


Akansha Dinesh Canada 2018-05-10


jane rushton UK 2018-05-10


Julia Soccio Lubbock, Texas, US 2018-05-10


Nicole Bedard Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10


Allison Caron US 2018-05-10


Katie Nicoll Canada 2018-05-10


Debbie Stewart Elgin, Canada 2018-05-10


Connie MacRury Canada 2018-05-10


Ruth Perkins Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10


Laurie Halpenny Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Michele Sommerard Canada 2018-05-10


Maven Quong Canada 2018-05-10


Ella Abbie Canada 2018-05-10


Max Zhang Canada 2018-05-10


Hanh Le Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10


Billie Carlson Canada 2018-05-10


Rowena Ochiagha US 2018-05-10


Peter Mogk Brantford, Canada 2018-05-10


Em S Canada 2018-05-10


Allison Leblanc Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10


Jerome Marion Saint-Basile-le-Grand, Canada 2018-05-10


Albert Rojas Canada 2018-05-10


Alem Mohammed Canada 2018-05-10


jordan nolin Canada 2018-05-10


brian trainor Summerside, Canada 2018-05-10


Gail Gel Canada 2018-05-10


Amy Jewel Canada 2018-05-10


Svitlana Berezhna Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-10


Diane Nightingale Scotsburn, N.S., Canada 2018-05-10


Robert Twigg Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10


Nathan Lai Canada 2018-05-10


Alexis Pare Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Lily Paxton US 2018-05-10


Margi Barsamian US 2018-05-10


Wade Forrest Leamington, Canada 2018-05-10


Stewart Robertson Monks Head, Canada 2018-05-10


Alexandra Lindau Canada 2018-05-10


janet casey UK 2018-05-10


ALEXANDRA ZARZYCKA US 2018-05-10


Anita Webb Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10


Ramona Canton Canada 2018-05-10


sheila ellis Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-10


J Jackson UK 2018-05-10


t percy UK 2018-05-10


Tina Kosakowski US 2018-05-10


Sara Bowling US 2018-05-10


Bridget A US 2018-05-10


mk mango UK 2018-05-10


Kelsey Bulkeley US 2018-05-10


Shannon Coomes US 2018-05-10


Cole Frain Canada 2018-05-10


Christine DiGiampaolo US 2018-05-10


Bernie Curse Canada 2018-05-10


Emma Creed Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Nicole Lefaivre Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10


Janet Doiron Canada 2018-05-10


Norah Burnett Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-10


Sydney Rittscher Canada 2018-05-10


Leon Porta Canada 2018-05-10


Danica Keith Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-10


Diane Brick Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10


Jasmine Whitehead Canada 2018-05-10


Mima Compaore Canada 2018-05-10


Ghazi Hussein Canada 2018-05-10


Jessie Degen Canada 2018-05-10


Chris Chia Canada 2018-05-10


Rya Lefevre Canada 2018-05-10


Jean Ferguson Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10


madison schlichthorn Canada 2018-05-10


Nasma Nasr Canada 2018-05-10


kim hennessey Canada 2018-05-10


Sue Forsyth Canada 2018-05-10


Mario Tusa Canada 2018-05-10


Caitlyn Meval Canada 2018-05-10


Beth MacDonald Canada 2018-05-10


George Sutherland Sutherland New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-10







Name Location Date


Dan Tonkin US 2018-05-10


Jackson Bannon Canada 2018-05-10


Keily Johnson Canada 2018-05-10


Denise Murray Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10


Iman Jama Canada 2018-05-10


Alan Jennings Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10


Chad O ‘ Connor Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-11


Lauren Young Canada 2018-05-11


Tanya Barsoumian US 2018-05-11


Sandra Happy Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-11


Valentina Osorio Canada 2018-05-11


Jazmyne Ridder US 2018-05-11


Greg Gibson Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11


Claude Beausoleil Gore, Canada 2018-05-11


Steve Jordan Eel Ground, Canada 2018-05-11


Alicia Culleton Canada 2018-05-11


DAVID GREEN US 2018-05-11


Shannon Hicks US 2018-05-11


Randy Duplessis River john, Canada 2018-05-11


Samantha Zheng Canada 2018-05-11


river haris Canada 2018-05-11


Barbara Tupper Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Matt Weir Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-11


Ada S Canada 2018-05-11


Gregor Wilson Londonderry, Canada 2018-05-11


Tony DiBenedetto Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-11


Emerald Ignacio Canada 2018-05-11


Catherine Jones Midhurst, Canada 2018-05-11


Larissa Sabau Canada 2018-05-11


Holly Cummins New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11


Bob Gerblett Canada 2018-05-11


Nancy Mccandless Duncan, Canada 2018-05-11


Paul Endres Oakville, Canada 2018-05-11


Evander Dewar Canada 2018-05-11


Linda Fox Lantzville, Canada 2018-05-11


Nhung Dinh Canada 2018-05-11


Rebecca Waitson Canada 2018-05-11


J R Canada 2018-05-11


Claire Quinlan UK 2018-05-11


TANIA LAM Canada 2018-05-11


tim lowenberg Canada 2018-05-11


KAREN TIPPING UK 2018-05-11


cynthia dahlen US 2018-05-11


Stella Siodmok Roxboro, Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


haha nope umm i think not US 2018-05-11


Paul Boegel Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11


Mymy Truong Calgary, Canada 2018-05-11


Shelby Green Canada 2018-05-11


Robyn Baechler Wellesley, Canada 2018-05-11


Harley Chinchilla US 2018-05-11


Emily Sanderson Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-11


Julian Yee Canada 2018-05-11


Shelby S Canada 2018-05-11


Alex Smith Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Linda howard Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Pete Jecklin Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-11


grayson vanderzam Canada 2018-05-11


Bennett Brulé Canada 2018-05-11


Hélène Charron-Martin Canada 2018-05-11


Ashley Martin Canada 2018-05-11


Nancy Robinson Digby, Canada 2018-05-11


Amber Bothman US 2018-05-11


David Watt Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11


Carla Wall Canada 2018-05-11


Sean Dmello Canada 2018-05-11


Tracey Klym Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Hilkat Dokuzoguz Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11


Kaitlyn Hackett Canada 2018-05-11


Christina Trusca Canada 2018-05-11


Ron Vinokoor US 2018-05-11


Rhys Chapman Canada 2018-05-11


Anonymous Anonymous US 2018-05-11


Allyson Forbes Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-11


Charles-Henri Brunet Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-11


susan brookes Canada 2018-05-11


April Coakwell Canada 2018-05-11


olivia fazio Canada 2018-05-11


Ronin Haufler Canada 2018-05-11


Christel Carmen Canada 2018-05-11


Therese Chatelain Stratford, Canada 2018-05-11


Christopher Matthew Canada 2018-05-11


Ingrid Wilm Canada 2018-05-11


Deanna Munson Beaverton, Oregon, US 2018-05-11


Carol Cameron Boutiliers Point, Canada 2018-05-11


Kyle Kryst US 2018-05-11


Kenzie Nelligan Canada 2018-05-11


bella joints Canada 2018-05-11


Ashlyn Roberts Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Holly Light Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-11


Angela Martin Canada 2018-05-11


Laurence Robert Canada 2018-05-11


Jennifer Wemyss Canada 2018-05-11


Jaclyn Manderville Canada 2018-05-11


Savanah Jones US 2018-05-11


Abaigh Collins Canada 2018-05-11


Sarah Hallonquist Canada 2018-05-11


Lindsay De Leon Canada 2018-05-11


Rose Banta US 2018-05-11


Jennifer Conway Victoria, Canada 2018-05-11


Ally Farrell Canada 2018-05-11


Xavier Musto Montréal, Canada 2018-05-11


Katarzyna Barcicki Canada 2018-05-11


Jackie Ste Marie US 2018-05-11


Angela Ruiter Canada 2018-05-11


Michael Ling Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-11


Haley Wamback Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11


Zara Evans US 2018-05-11


Allyson Raymundo Canada 2018-05-11


Ripka Rashid Canada 2018-05-11


Siewbee Choon US 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Cyrus Zakeri Canada 2018-05-11


Breece Denise US 2018-05-11


Crystal Rawson US 2018-05-11


Mellissa Dehne US 2018-05-11


Haley Hunt Canada 2018-05-11


morgan g Canada 2018-05-11


Lauren Crawley Canada 2018-05-11


Christopher Cruz US 2018-05-11


Kiera M Canada 2018-05-11


Corinne Kellar napanee, Canada 2018-05-11


Felicity Dando Canada 2018-05-11


Ian McAfee Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-11


Malina Marlene Canada 2018-05-11


Mimi Thayer US 2018-05-11


Krissa Haley US 2018-05-11


Daniela Casanova Rubio Canada 2018-05-11


Ezra Barnes Canada 2018-05-11


Charlotte Traille Canada 2018-05-11


Janvi Singh Canada 2018-05-11


Gia Anna Canada 2018-05-11


Pat Kinrade Victoria, Canada 2018-05-11


Joon Heo US 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Anisha Vijh Canada 2018-05-11


Eleanor Giesecke Canada 2018-05-11


Alberta Williams Canada 2018-05-11


April Holtzclaw US 2018-05-11


Richard Abbott Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11


al reid Canada 2018-05-11


Mary Munro Canada 2018-05-11


Lincoln Simpson Canada 2018-05-11


Angela Smith US 2018-05-11


simon chan Canada 2018-05-11


Mario Bucao Canada 2018-05-11


marina lane Canada 2018-05-11


Barbara Winski US 2018-05-11


Kari Salah US 2018-05-11


Kyla Franks Canada 2018-05-11


Brigid McClinton Aurora, Canada 2018-05-11


Emeial Onodi Canada 2018-05-11


Eman Le US 2018-05-11


Anna Nisenbaum US 2018-05-11


Adama Bundu Canada 2018-05-11


Ruth Rusch US 2018-05-11


Jeremiah Sullivan US 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


madi braun Canada 2018-05-11


Kahlid Goma UK 2018-05-11


Tammy Yiu Canada 2018-05-11


Dallas E Canada 2018-05-11


Hisham AG Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-11


julieth beltran Canada 2018-05-11


John Mksyartinian Canada 2018-05-11


Deanna Belliveau New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11


Aminadam Teklehymanot Canada 2018-05-11


R.C Karvellius London, Canada 2018-05-11


Trevor Gregory Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Patrick Darby Canada 2018-05-11


Alexandra Ramos Canada 2018-05-11


Jacqueline Purcell Canada 2018-05-11


Danylo Gula Canada 2018-05-11


Tara Dundas Canada 2018-05-11


Marion Bedford Bath, England, UK 2018-05-11


annie Liu Canada 2018-05-11


Ava Jorgenson Canada 2018-05-11


Daniel Feeley US 2018-05-11


Jocelyn Russell Canada 2018-05-11


Dianne Ross Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


John Mccoy US 2018-05-11


Brayana Taylor Canada 2018-05-11


Diana laryea Ghana 2018-05-11


Richard Kociszewski Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11


Tamanna Kaur Canada 2018-05-11


Megan Atkinson Canada 2018-05-11


Josee Beauchamp Canada 2018-05-11


wesley dynna Canada 2018-05-11


Amanda Cogswell Canada 2018-05-11


David Herzberg US 2018-05-11


john karley Canada 2018-05-11


Nolan Bialkowski Canada 2018-05-11


Chris Shepley Canada 2018-05-11


Vince Webster Enderby, Canada 2018-05-11


david hughes Sandton, South Africa 2018-05-11


elizabeth Doerksen Canada 2018-05-11


Rick Ball Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-11


Karen Tollefsen Canada 2018-05-11


Emily McCue Canada 2018-05-11


John I Canada 2018-05-11


Mike Greenfield UK 2018-05-11


Biana Blanco Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Sara Edin Stockholm, Sweden 2018-05-11


Celine Pechard Montréal, Canada 2018-05-11


Marie P. Lods Mâcon, France 2018-05-11


Sandra McIntyre Canada 2018-05-11


Gemma Bedford Durham, UK 2018-05-11


Golden Snow Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-11


Lynne Rhead Surrey, Canada 2018-05-11


Sandra Phillips Hot Springs Village, Arkansas, US 2018-05-11


Robert David Pictou, Canada 2018-05-11


rebecca hodgetts Burnley, England, UK 2018-05-11


Janet Hamblin Beckenham, England, UK 2018-05-11


Louise Fitzsimmons UK 2018-05-11


Jennife Keeler UK 2018-05-11


Deborah Betts UK 2018-05-11


sinead mackin UK 2018-05-11


Paul Drew UK 2018-05-11


Rohit Roy UK 2018-05-11


Donna Parkins UK 2018-05-11


Andrew Roof Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-11


Alex Nicholls Orr Lake, Canada 2018-05-11


Lincoln Cano US 2018-05-11


Stanley Reeves UK 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Jennifer Holness Canada 2018-05-11


ROSS SWINEAMER Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11


Jacob Bernard Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11


Karen Peters Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11


heather Robson Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-11


Rafya Khan Canada 2018-05-11


Connie Hawkins Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-11


Marilyn Peters New Waterford, Canada 2018-05-11


Kash Syed Canada 2018-05-11


Carole Boocock UK 2018-05-11


Nancy Alabboodi Canada 2018-05-11


Alison Proteau New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11


Michael Jacobson Laguna Woods, California, US 2018-05-11


Beatrice Baker Joliet, Illinois, US 2018-05-11


Alex Mossdorf Canada 2018-05-11


Amie Green Canada 2018-05-11


Adriana Anleu Canada 2018-05-11


Jan Volkers Baden, Canada 2018-05-11


Laurie Bucci Sandler Canada 2018-05-11


Erin Mulvihill Canada 2018-05-11


Bellamy Morrid Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-11


Jen d. Barco Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


sarah asmat Canada 2018-05-11


Trevor Toews Canada 2018-05-11


Linda Repath Canada 2018-05-11


Meegan Ball Canada 2018-05-11


Ali Ahmed Canada 2018-05-11


Chloe Hickman US 2018-05-11


jessica allen Canada 2018-05-11


L F Canada 2018-05-11


Heidi Maissan Canada 2018-05-11


veronica slattery-filipas Canada 2018-05-11


Logan D Canada 2018-05-11


s m Canada 2018-05-11


Ksyls Marsh Canada 2018-05-11


anna zhu Canada 2018-05-11


Sarah Gosse Canada 2018-05-11


Charlotte Rogers Canada 2018-05-11


Joanne Pajkovic Canada 2018-05-11


Samantha Edwards Windsor, Canada 2018-05-11


Krystyna Gagnon Canada 2018-05-11


Lorraine Currie North Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, US 2018-05-11


Bob Person Canada 2018-05-11


Erin Sarfeld Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Tori Chuong Canada 2018-05-11


Phoebe Lam Canada 2018-05-11


Ron Roxtar Canada 2018-05-11


Lorie Davey Canada 2018-05-11


Louis Sydney Canada 2018-05-11


kathy king Canada 2018-05-11


Arianna Bowman Canada 2018-05-11


M Gaffney Canada 2018-05-11


Simon Norton Canada 2018-05-11


james hyde UK 2018-05-11


Ashley LeBlanc Abercrombie, Canada 2018-05-11


Ann placid Canada 2018-05-11


Effie Karadjian Canada 2018-05-11


Desiree Morrow Canada 2018-05-11


Merry Dry Canada 2018-05-11


Shandy Coffin Calgary, Canada 2018-05-11


Max Townsend New York, New York, US 2018-05-11


Jeevan Kapoor Canada 2018-05-11


Frances Dvorchik Canada 2018-05-11


Veronica Hares Canada 2018-05-11


Skyland MacBean Canada 2018-05-11


Mrs Shah Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Lisa K Canada 2018-05-11


Maureen Fogden Canada 2018-05-11


Rob Wilson Saltcoats, Canada 2018-05-11


Daniel Kocsis Canada 2018-05-11


Laura Moloney Canada 2018-05-11


Melisha Abeysena Canada 2018-05-11


Samin Shenas Canada 2018-05-11


Michelle Aubertin Canada 2018-05-11


Kevin Foote Canada 2018-05-11


Ruby Shepherd Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Laura LeBlanc Canada 2018-05-11


Heather Majcan Canada 2018-05-11


Tori Chuong Canada 2018-05-11


Olivia Ford Canada 2018-05-11


Danialle Squires Canada 2018-05-11


Celeste Makow Montreal, Canada 2018-05-11


Nahid Madi Canada 2018-05-11


Agnes Chisholm Pictou,N.S., Canada 2018-05-11


German Tureckiy Canada 2018-05-11


carol buchanan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11


Kate McGranaghan UK 2018-05-11


Nancy Gouliquer Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Lynda Waugh Murrell Canada 2018-05-11


Michelle Collins Canada 2018-05-11


Ann Hennigar Shubenacadie, Canada 2018-05-11


Elisabeth De Ruiter Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Maneera Mahamoud Canada 2018-05-11


Frank Loschmann Canada 2018-05-11


Julie Hendren Canada 2018-05-11


Nancy Stephens London, Canada 2018-05-11


Roger Allen Canada 2018-05-11


Kaela burgetz Canada 2018-05-11


Olivia Gasior Canada 2018-05-11


Freya Shelvey UK 2018-05-11


Paul Roberts(Tonys son) Liverpool, UK 2018-05-11


Tim Blackwell Canada 2018-05-11


Carl Spicer US 2018-05-11


Rowan Veitch UK 2018-05-11


christopher eves UK 2018-05-11


debbie beaumont-griffin UK 2018-05-11


Susana Soares Braga, Rhode Island, US 2018-05-11


Keith Hartwell UK 2018-05-11


Andrey Leon UK 2018-05-11


Jody Jordan Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Lori Johnson Westville, Canada 2018-05-11


SANDY LIEU Canada 2018-05-11


Ron Singh Canada 2018-05-11


eddie chee Canada 2018-05-11


Merissa Simonian Canada 2018-05-11


Claudie Frid Canada 2018-05-11


Adrienne Dwyer Canada 2018-05-11


Aleena Noor Canada 2018-05-11


Michael Carcasole New Hamburg, Canada 2018-05-11


Anya Pearson Canada 2018-05-11


Catherine Meehan UK 2018-05-11


Kelli Morehouse Canada 2018-05-11


Amelia Eden Hamilton UK 2018-05-11


Mari-Lynn Cordahi Whitby, Canada 2018-05-11


Jane Moult UK 2018-05-11


Heather Lambert Canada 2018-05-11


TIa Moore US 2018-05-11


Arunima Gupta Canada 2018-05-11


Sarah Ballard Canada 2018-05-11


Taylor Whitelaw Canada 2018-05-11


Aishah Masood UK 2018-05-11


judy Beaumont -Paull Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Megan and Doug Roberts Canada 2018-05-11


Sarah Saleem Canada 2018-05-11


HEMAMALA JAYASURIYA Canada 2018-05-11


Valerie Szeto Canada 2018-05-11


Hayat Abdulhakim Canada 2018-05-11


Doug Long Mountain, Canada 2018-05-11


kim porter Canada 2018-05-11


Anne Napoleon Canada 2018-05-11


Clint Bauer Canada 2018-05-11


Kim Levesque Canada 2018-05-11


Paul Thompson Canada 2018-05-11


Sandy Congram Canada 2018-05-11


Jeremia Gendron Montréal, Canada 2018-05-11


robin read Canada 2018-05-11


Paula Swain Canada 2018-05-11


Cindya Williams Canada 2018-05-11


Kyle Tozer Canada 2018-05-11


Chris Khokgar Canada 2018-05-11


Virginia Allen Canada 2018-05-11


Patsy Morgan Canada 2018-05-11


Vale Clark Canada 2018-05-11


Pierre Jalbert Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Carol Maier Canada 2018-05-11


Rebecca Hudson Canada 2018-05-11


Nathania Ebegbare Canada 2018-05-11


Ruth Cowley Canada 2018-05-11


Jennifer Sparfel Canada 2018-05-11


Yogen Subra Canada 2018-05-11


Fatima Correia Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-11


Alexandra Zarifeh Hajjar Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Patricia Irimias Canada 2018-05-11


Jennifer Taylor Canada 2018-05-11


Steve Rosen US 2018-05-11


emily moore Canada 2018-05-11


Neil Todd UK 2018-05-11


Jessica Huxley UK 2018-05-11


Miranda Derkson Canada 2018-05-11


Mare Moore Canada 2018-05-11


Devon Williams US 2018-05-11


Fatima Ali Canada 2018-05-11


Sylvie LAMER Canada 2018-05-11


Ibukun Okunnu Canada 2018-05-11


Judy Orange Canada 2018-05-11


Hardeep Sandhu Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Sandra Weeks Canada 2018-05-11


A Dudman Canada 2018-05-11


Kathy Karlstrom Little Fort, Canada 2018-05-11


Cassandra Poeta Amaranth, Canada 2018-05-11


Sierra Rajabali Canada 2018-05-11


Ivy Carriero Canada 2018-05-11


Mailan Dorrelus US 2018-05-11


Tristen Simms Canada 2018-05-11


Cass Stephens Canada 2018-05-11


Amanda Norris Canada 2018-05-11


Lorrie Snyder Canada 2018-05-11


makayla gugliotta Canada 2018-05-11


jessica robertson Canada 2018-05-11


GRAHAM FURBER Canada 2018-05-11


Cianna D'Argis Canada 2018-05-11


MARIOLA GONZALEZ Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Jean Desouza Canada 2018-05-11


Donna Zarowny Wadena, Canada 2018-05-11


Tania Patola Canada 2018-05-11


Abumchi cann UK 2018-05-11


Josh Pickens Canada 2018-05-11


Kylee James Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Beverly Lovejoy Welland, Canada 2018-05-11


Jesse Pickwell UK 2018-05-11


Deborah Smith UK 2018-05-11


sebastian Hadas Canada 2018-05-11


Samantha Toews Canada 2018-05-11


Margaret Green Canada 2018-05-11


Maram Almutairi Canada 2018-05-11


Jake Fenton UK 2018-05-11


Lucy Banks US 2018-05-11


Michele Hartford Canada 2018-05-11


Rene Vogrin Mount Albert, Canada 2018-05-11


Mackenzie Dafoe Canada 2018-05-11


Nicole Calhoun US 2018-05-11


Corey Mang Langley, Canada 2018-05-11


Alissa Tzaferis Canada 2018-05-11


Maxine Bruce Canada 2018-05-11


Jill Jacobson London, Canada 2018-05-11


Kerrie Hamilton Canada 2018-05-11


Sybil Berk Canada 2018-05-11


Gerard Halfyard Trenton, Canada 2018-05-11


Stephanie Chatlain Canada 2018-05-11


John Fothergill Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Michael Pangburn US 2018-05-11


Bennett Hiew Canada 2018-05-11


Cori Goodmanson Canada 2018-05-11


sarah manning Canada 2018-05-11


Nicole Williams Canada 2018-05-11


Mariana Aquino Canada 2018-05-11


Tessa Burkholder Canada 2018-05-11


James P Canada 2018-05-11


Chloe Newton UK 2018-05-11


Kyle Shick Canada 2018-05-11


Colleen McCutcheon Canada 2018-05-11


Krystyna Smith UK 2018-05-11


Hannah Seaton Canada 2018-05-11


Veronica Darr Canada 2018-05-11


paul grecco Canada 2018-05-11


Michael Kupchin Canada 2018-05-11


Conrad Couture Canada 2018-05-11


Jubilee Hudson US 2018-05-11


Ellen Belton Canada 2018-05-11


Sari Stikans Canada 2018-05-11


Brenda Crawford Hillsborough, Canada 2018-05-11


Victoria Koch Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Luciano Rosales Canada 2018-05-11


Angela Learn Canada 2018-05-11


michelle lambert US 2018-05-11


David Boisclair Canada 2018-05-11


OH YEAH MR.KRaBs Canada 2018-05-11


Sandra Hasselfelt Canada 2018-05-11


John Corella Canada 2018-05-11


Linda Toby Arends Canada 2018-05-11


Christine Mason Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Tom McFadzean Canada 2018-05-11


Charles Roussy Canada 2018-05-11


April Haywood UK 2018-05-11


Isabella Farbahi Canada 2018-05-11


Kendra LePage US 2018-05-11


eli thome Canada 2018-05-11


Parth Patel Canada 2018-05-11


robinson cook Tofino, Canada 2018-05-11


Osama Wali US 2018-05-11


Jackie Jones UK 2018-05-11


Camille Yabut US 2018-05-11


Sandra Horvath Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-11


Nathan Turner Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Isolde Hager Canada 2018-05-11


Henry Fitzgerald Fitzgerald Dingwall, Canada 2018-05-11


Bill Harding Canada 2018-05-11


Emily Konstantas Canada 2018-05-11


Marlowe Szuberwood Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


weeworld fan Canada 2018-05-11


Alyssa Winer Canada 2018-05-11


Shannon Webber Canada 2018-05-11


D. Osborne Canada 2018-05-11


Shyanne Kostyk Canada 2018-05-11


S K Canada 2018-05-11


Kenndra Lattemore Canada 2018-05-11


Malcolm Kenney Canada 2018-05-11


Sydney Girard Canada 2018-05-11


Darrell Driedger Anmore, Canada 2018-05-11


Deborah Grey UK 2018-05-11


Lynne Fox Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11


edyta purizaca Canada 2018-05-11


Robert S. Montesano Canada 2018-05-11


Marwan Harika Canada 2018-05-11


Katherine Dern Canada 2018-05-11


Andrew Woolley Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Jesse Sutton Canada 2018-05-11


Randa Bastouli Canada 2018-05-11


k vreeken Canada 2018-05-11


Tanya Ebert Canada 2018-05-11


Judy Wiggins Vigue Canada 2018-05-11


Yulia Romaniuk Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11


Brenda Saulnier New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11


Emily Benson Canada 2018-05-11


Peter Chal Calgary, Canada 2018-05-11


Maddy Morgan Canada 2018-05-11


Katerina Tefft Canada 2018-05-11


Crystal Bastarache Canada 2018-05-11


Rhonda Taylor Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-11


Haroon Bajwa Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11


Leea Heber Canada 2018-05-11


Cameron Merzetti Canada 2018-05-11


Gabrielle Mikhail Canada 2018-05-11


Logan Parker Canada 2018-05-11


Jill Van Camp Canada 2018-05-11


ingrid hengemuhle Binbrook, Canada 2018-05-11


Alcida Baker Canada 2018-05-11


Janet Icely UK 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Kate O'Donnell Canada 2018-05-11


Penny Campbell UK 2018-05-11


Nita French UK 2018-05-11


Dickie Xavier Canada 2018-05-11


Jeanie Paquette Princeton, Canada 2018-05-11


Joe Gnemmi Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11


Diane Scott Canada 2018-05-11


Marcela Salazar US 2018-05-11


Sabeeta Javed Canada 2018-05-11


chris payne Isaacs Harbour, Canada 2018-05-11


Mala Ram Canada 2018-05-11


michael white Canada 2018-05-11


Qudsia Ahmad Canada 2018-05-11


Vipinder Mann Canada 2018-05-11


Miriam Hughes Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11


NOEL GRAY Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11


Jaime Pokhoy Canada 2018-05-11


Areeba Tabassum Canada 2018-05-11


Leena Välimaa Finland 2018-05-11


Ella Nicholas Canada 2018-05-11


Lucia Ma Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-11


Linda Cooper Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Judy Richardson Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-11


Tyrelle White Canada 2018-05-11


Shevaun Liteplo Canada 2018-05-11


Vikas Bawa Brampton, Canada 2018-05-11


Eliot Perrin Montreal, Canada 2018-05-11


Jeremy Cook US 2018-05-11


jazz brooks UK 2018-05-11


Karina Serrano US 2018-05-11


Gratiana Chen Canada 2018-05-11


Jenny Engel Canada 2018-05-11


Jessica Yaxley Canada 2018-05-11


Evelyn Badeau Canada 2018-05-11


dale palmer haskett newmarket, Canada 2018-05-11


JOE CARO Canada 2018-05-11


Riley Brown Canada 2018-05-11


JAKE HODIE US 2018-05-11


Serena Smith Canada 2018-05-11


Donna McKee-Gallant US 2018-05-11


Resi Walt Consecon, Canada 2018-05-11


Frédéric Denis Roxton Pond, Canada 2018-05-11


Shirley Liu Canada 2018-05-11


S.A. Mitchell-Young US 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Donna Varty Canada 2018-05-11


Patty Lucas Canada 2018-05-11


Patricia Chard Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Agnes Eva Canada 2018-05-11


Ken A Canada 2018-05-11


Britt Vogrin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11


Cathy Shaw Canada 2018-05-11


Robert McKerron Canada 2018-05-11


Donna Leslie Ladysmith, BC, Canada 2018-05-11


Emily S Canada 2018-05-11


Lana Simon Canada 2018-05-11


Savannah Knorr Canada 2018-05-11


Ivan S Canada 2018-05-11


Mayra Bruneau Da Costa Canada 2018-05-11


Barbara Blades UK 2018-05-11


Zainab Ibrahim Canada 2018-05-11


justin jagdeo Canada 2018-05-11


Airinne Ryan UK 2018-05-11


Brooke Davidson Canada 2018-05-11


Alex Norton UK 2018-05-11


Bernard Stout Canada 2018-05-11


Bethan Johnes UK 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Alexis Robbins Canada 2018-05-11


Ami Church Canada 2018-05-11


D Taylor UK 2018-05-11


Thomas Mcgurk UK 2018-05-11


Sorren Weiss Canada 2018-05-11


Marie Popp Canada 2018-05-11


Matt Wolfe Canada 2018-05-11


Sieben Wendy Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-11


Karen Lepinski Canada 2018-05-11


Joanne Sosnowski Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11


Ann Maloney US 2018-05-11


Yes Please Canada 2018-05-11


Caleigh Mason Sydney, Canada 2018-05-11


Ian Cameron Quispamsis, Canada 2018-05-11


Steve Farand Canada 2018-05-11


Redrawn Gaming Canada 2018-05-11


Sabrina Virgilio Canada 2018-05-11


jenni slaven Beaconsfield, Canada 2018-05-11


Robin Smith Canada 2018-05-11


Alanah Chappell Canada 2018-05-11


Neil McKinney Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11


Penny Szpakowski Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


rhiannon atlee US 2018-05-11


Alex Mossdorf Canada 2018-05-11


Dani Petty Canada 2018-05-11


Maarten Nederhof Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-11


Jinlan Nguyen Canada 2018-05-11


J C Taylor Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-11


Dean Pahud medfield, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-11


Scott Gidney Canada 2018-05-11


Allyson Johnstone Canada 2018-05-11


Sarah Palmer Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11


Stephen Malthouse Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-11


Nancy Douglas Surrey, Canada 2018-05-11


Justin Oblak Canada 2018-05-11


Jim Turple Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-11


Jake Lang Canada 2018-05-11


Lauren Kelly UK 2018-05-11


Charlotte Bennett UK 2018-05-11


Jennifer Humm UK 2018-05-11


Liam Addison UK 2018-05-11


Keri Hunt US 2018-05-11


Maria Wiacek Canada 2018-05-11


Kim Harley Castlegar, Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Ellie Young UK 2018-05-11


Magdalena Mackow UK 2018-05-11


Maggie Gao Canada 2018-05-11


Carol Pryce Ajax, Canada 2018-05-11


CATHY MORRISON Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11


Alexis Arsenault Canada 2018-05-11


Douglas Uttley UK 2018-05-11


Yves Perron Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-11


deborah chisholm Oromocto, Canada 2018-05-11


Dolores Williams Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-11


Kevin Mulholland Canada 2018-05-11


Sarah Deery UK 2018-05-11


Jack Spenceley UK 2018-05-11


Andrew Bagon US 2018-05-11


Elissa Richards Canada 2018-05-11


Jennifer Lowndes Canada 2018-05-11


Ryan Murphy Canada 2018-05-11


Josee Labrecque Canada 2018-05-11


Liv Svenne Canada 2018-05-11


Paulyne Villarosa Canada 2018-05-11


Sallie Graham White Rock, Canada 2018-05-11


Joseph Edmonds Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Jennifer Seidel Canada 2018-05-11


Dan Brenton Canada 2018-05-11


Seyda Celebi Canada 2018-05-11


Carly Wong Canada 2018-05-11


Christine Reeve Canada 2018-05-11


Jack Conquest UK 2018-05-11


Andy Lester UK 2018-05-11


Emilie pare-perreault Canada 2018-05-11


sophie kempenich US 2018-05-11


Kemunto MK Canada 2018-05-11


Charlotte Yiu Canada 2018-05-11


Sally Jackson UK 2018-05-11


Justine Saulnier Canada 2018-05-11


Anna Reynold Canada 2018-05-11


Robyn Moore Canada 2018-05-11


Kelsey Elliot-Marcolin Canada 2018-05-11


marian nyitrai Canada 2018-05-11


Cindy Easter Canada 2018-05-11


Kade Dufresne Canada 2018-05-11


Lesley Millington Canada 2018-05-11


Gosia Mrugala Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-11


Vibor Talan Canada 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


lyne robin Canada 2018-05-11


Moiz Gittham Canada 2018-05-11


Julia Hancock Montague, Canada 2018-05-11


Maria Choma US 2018-05-11


Amanda Hodder New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11


Rosa Cabrerizo Domenech L'Hospitalet, Spain 2018-05-11


Camyr Constantino Canada 2018-05-11


Kendal Charchuk Canada 2018-05-11


Mike Belleperche Canada 2018-05-11


John Siddall Canada 2018-05-11


Sandry Samper San Juan, Argentina 2018-05-11


Frank Tibbetts New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11


mohsina sheikh Canada 2018-05-11


Julie Witkoff US 2018-05-11


Brandon Reed US 2018-05-11


Nadia Braun Canada 2018-05-11


Winnie Li Canada 2018-05-11


Nick Safos Canada 2018-05-11


Aisha Gilbert Canada 2018-05-11


Leonie Reilly UK 2018-05-11


Diane Sober River Denys, Canada 2018-05-11


Katie Stickler US 2018-05-11







Name Location Date


Colette Maxwell Tampa, Florida, US 2018-05-11


L Hunt UK 2018-05-11


Dante Bellegarde US 2018-05-11


Hayley Walker UK 2018-05-11


Matthew Holland Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11


Pat Gagne Ajax, Canada 2018-05-11


Ali Hajar Canada 2018-05-11


David Kaupp Canada 2018-05-11


haliey newton Canada 2018-05-11


Sarah McNeely Canada 2018-05-11


Yves Levasseur Canada 2018-05-11


Thesara Veliu Canada 2018-05-11


Liisa Jalonen Canada 2018-05-11


Michael Kimes Canada 2018-05-11


Thesara Veliu Canada 2018-05-11


Iancu Dajbog Canada 2018-05-11


George Cote Redwood Meadows, Canada 2018-05-11


Susan Barrett Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-11


Myles McHattie Canada 2018-05-12


April Edwards Canada 2018-05-12


Scott Lynch Canada 2018-05-12


Sean Escandon Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Manisha Walia Canada 2018-05-12


Alyssa Kulbacki Canada 2018-05-12


yolanda quintanilla Canada 2018-05-12


Susan Ross Canada 2018-05-12


Lea Hamze Canada 2018-05-12


len mitan Canada 2018-05-12


Tristan Beam Caledon, Canada 2018-05-12


Tracy Almeida Canada 2018-05-12


Giselher Weber Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-12


Emma Eckdahl Canada 2018-05-12


Lynda Karn Toronto, Canada 2018-05-12


Ken Carr Canada 2018-05-12


Bill de Jong Athens, Canada 2018-05-12


Lyndsay Sim Little Harbour, Canada 2018-05-12


Bonnie Gentile US 2018-05-12


Isabelle Tozier US 2018-05-12


Reece Macdonald Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12


Kat Miller US 2018-05-12


Tanya Chan Canada 2018-05-12


Toni Panzuto Canada 2018-05-12


Josh Bannan Canada 2018-05-12


Michelle Wilton Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Taylor Chan Canada 2018-05-12


Stephen Knecht Brampton, Canada 2018-05-12


Shona Powell Canada 2018-05-12


Heather Hunt Canada 2018-05-12


Anna Thai Canada 2018-05-12


Rebecca Thomas Canada 2018-05-12


Michael Wilson Canada 2018-05-12


Mckenzie Myatt Canada 2018-05-12


Andre Barros Canada 2018-05-12


Claire Burden Canada 2018-05-12


Anon Imous Canada 2018-05-12


Andrea Birt Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12


Vincent Shenko US 2018-05-12


Sylvie Lamarche Plantagenet, Canada 2018-05-12


Eunice Domingo Canada 2018-05-12


Brian Fyda US 2018-05-12


Wendy Ernest Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-12


Brenna Calhoun Canada 2018-05-12


EnterRandomNameHere
ThisIsAFakeName


Canada 2018-05-12


Sabrina Savic Canada 2018-05-12


Vincent Lam Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Farzana Ratan Canada 2018-05-12


Alys Pro Canada 2018-05-12


Samantha Roche Canada 2018-05-12


Cheryl Cullis Ajax, Canada 2018-05-12


Shepherd Poisson Canada 2018-05-12


Melody Morrison Canada 2018-05-12


Fazil Ali Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-12


Alex D Canada 2018-05-12


Elodie Bérubé-Lemay Canada 2018-05-12


Helen doukas Canada 2018-05-12


Matt Westcott Canada 2018-05-12


parvin zafarani Canada 2018-05-12


Tracey Cawkwell Canada 2018-05-12


Paige Murphy Canada 2018-05-12


Jaclyn Brandon Canada 2018-05-12


Haeley Thomson Canada 2018-05-12


Catherine McLean Canada 2018-05-12


Gaby Mojica Canada 2018-05-12


Robert Webb Canada 2018-05-12


Dylan Pavlica Canada 2018-05-12


Danielle VanWoudenberg Canada 2018-05-12


Hazel Gabe Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Sarah Z Canada 2018-05-12


Julia Hoytema Canada 2018-05-12


Abdulahat Nur Canada 2018-05-12


002240131 L Canada 2018-05-12


Tyler Lange Canada 2018-05-12


Maxwell Gallacher Canada 2018-05-12


Basel Tobail Canada 2018-05-12


Ryan M. Canada 2018-05-12


Joan Klatt Skilled, Canada 2018-05-12


Emma Piayda Canada 2018-05-12


Sarah Bourque Canada 2018-05-12


Emily Hu Canada 2018-05-12


sara labelle Canada 2018-05-12


Haeley Thomson Canada 2018-05-12


Jeremy Whitton Canada 2018-05-12


Tristan Chaulk Canada 2018-05-12


Aliyah Gonzales US 2018-05-12


Marina Tobin Duncan, Canada 2018-05-12


Manpinder Dhillon Canada 2018-05-12


Ashley Shipman Canada 2018-05-12


Victoria Niven UK 2018-05-12


Elizabeth Estrella US 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Jon Bon Canada 2018-05-12


Keely Gililland US 2018-05-12


Shannah Praus US 2018-05-12


Mandy Peters Canada 2018-05-12


Shannon Virgin Canada 2018-05-12


Brooke Knott Canada 2018-05-12


Marty Utley Prineville, Oregon, US 2018-05-12


Denice V US 2018-05-12


Muhlise Kanbul Canada 2018-05-12


Brenda Pogorzelec East Saint Paul, Canada 2018-05-12


Sabirah Bacchus Canada 2018-05-12


Latoya Duncan Canada 2018-05-12


Belle Jeni Canada 2018-05-12


Andy Baldeo Canada 2018-05-12


Paul Ziter Canada 2018-05-12


Iman Alk Canada 2018-05-12


Karla Cruz Canada 2018-05-12


Kayla J Canada 2018-05-12


Alicia Brown Canada 2018-05-12


Abra Cadabra Canada 2018-05-12


Joelsa Domingos Canada 2018-05-12


Autumn Brown Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Trevor Spencer Hammonds plains, Canada 2018-05-12


Alex Birt Montague, Canada 2018-05-12


Tara Yang Canada 2018-05-12


tracy gordon US 2018-05-12


Monica Peters Canada 2018-05-12


Amanda Armstrong Canada 2018-05-12


Kim Speakman Canada 2018-05-12


Karina Hill Canada 2018-05-12


Hafsa J Canada 2018-05-12


Michael Madsen US 2018-05-12


Caroline Sullivan Canada 2018-05-12


Sarah Jane B Canada 2018-05-12


Carly Rocheleau Canada 2018-05-12


Kiarra Millejours Canada 2018-05-12


Miyuki Yamaguchi Espada Whistler, Canada 2018-05-12


Riley Larsen Canada 2018-05-12


Barbara Burden UK 2018-05-12


Danielle Georgiou-Read UK 2018-05-12


Tony stark UK 2018-05-12


Juliette pierson Canada 2018-05-12


Katherine Maclennan Canada 2018-05-12


Ross Bayes UK 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Karen O'Neil UK 2018-05-12


June Lambert UK 2018-05-12


Ariana Luszeck Canada 2018-05-12


Catherine Williams Canada 2018-05-12


Stephanie Emanuel Canada 2018-05-12


Janelle Andruk Canada 2018-05-12


alex smith Canada 2018-05-12


Gloria Lazaga US 2018-05-12


Alyson Masuskapoe Canada 2018-05-12


Rita Carmella Dormeus Canada 2018-05-12


Max Power Canada 2018-05-12


Ziyana Vasaya Canada 2018-05-12


Melissa De Sousa Canada 2018-05-12


Scott Dykstra Canada 2018-05-12


Phil Kelley Canada 2018-05-12


Dianne Birt Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12


Frederick Rolland Canada 2018-05-12


Burns Anderson Canso, Canada 2018-05-12


Patrick Makembo Canada 2018-05-12


Andrew Roorda Canada 2018-05-12


Kevin Jacka Australia 2018-05-12


Yvonne Hutt Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Gerimee Martin Canada 2018-05-12


Jack Dilawri Canada 2018-05-12


jean-baptiste dupre Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-12


Troy Greencorn Canso, Canada 2018-05-12


Henry Renglich Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-12


Brianne Tweedie Canada 2018-05-12


Sam MacDonald Halifax, Canada 2018-05-12


Max Harris Canada 2018-05-12


jake jake Canada 2018-05-12


Olivia Rice Canada 2018-05-12


kevin macisaac pictou, Canada 2018-05-12


Hello Nuffield Canada 2018-05-12


Sneh Modi Brampton, Canada 2018-05-12


Lynda Trites Stittsville on, Canada 2018-05-12


Ben Triantafillou Mermaid, Canada 2018-05-12


Aislinn Wood Canada 2018-05-12


karen heywood Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-12


Manar Hassan Canada 2018-05-12


Rose Finland Canada 2018-05-12


Danny Larose Canada 2018-05-12


Laurell Brownlee Canada 2018-05-12


Beth Login Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Patsy Watt Amherst Shore, Canada 2018-05-12


Cody Brough-Lockrey Canada 2018-05-12


Cynthia Martinez US 2018-05-12


Stacy Pickering Canada 2018-05-12


Roman Brudnik Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-12


Emily Ng UK 2018-05-12


Alexis Parr US 2018-05-12


Jeffery Blanton US 2018-05-12


Natalie Nunes UK 2018-05-12


Will Morrison UK 2018-05-12


Michelle Dail US 2018-05-12


Anna Huschka Canada 2018-05-12


Eileen Whittock UK 2018-05-12


Dianna Gaines US 2018-05-12


Jean Hilscher Toronto, Canada 2018-05-12


John Richard Napanee, Canada 2018-05-12


Elma Karabegovic Canada 2018-05-12


Diana Pergunas Brockville, Canada 2018-05-12


Veronica Lesisz Canada 2018-05-12


Jeff Coleman Canada 2018-05-12


Sophia DeFulvis Canada 2018-05-12


Jordan R Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Adam Jagt Canada 2018-05-12


Zach Obrien Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12


adriana diamond UK 2018-05-12


Mimi Gyi Canada 2018-05-12


Dael Morris Orillia, ON, Canada 2018-05-12


Anik Landry Canada 2018-05-12


Brandy Clark Canada 2018-05-12


Daniel Mosher Montague, Canada 2018-05-12


Kathy Tse Canada 2018-05-12


Susie Knights US 2018-05-12


King Wan Wu Canada 2018-05-12


David Vladar Canada 2018-05-12


Mirjana Jankovic Canada 2018-05-12


Carin Pavlinchak US 2018-05-12


Shamila Karunakaran Canada 2018-05-12


Stacey A Canada 2018-05-12


Emma Vega Canada 2018-05-12


Irene Leong Canada 2018-05-12


Noah Cross Canada 2018-05-12


Terry Tucker US 2018-05-12


Harjot Gill Canada 2018-05-12


Gabrielle LeBlanc Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Jillyssa Newman Canada 2018-05-12


Sophie Labbee Canada 2018-05-12


Nahla Khalil Canada 2018-05-12


Heather Miranda Canada 2018-05-12


Avy Yaciw Canada 2018-05-12


Johnny Voulgaris Canada 2018-05-12


Dylan Aughe Hamtramck, Michigan, US 2018-05-12


Justin Curran Canada 2018-05-12


Verena Baur-Samborn Canada 2018-05-12


Rosanne Tom Montreal, Canada 2018-05-12


Olga Gaisan Canada 2018-05-12


UV Animates Canada 2018-05-12


Lindsey McCrea Canada 2018-05-12


Stephanie Barbas Canada 2018-05-12


Mohamad AlChnioui Canada 2018-05-12


Donna Vickers Canada 2018-05-12


Maryann Shemansky Canada 2018-05-12


Nicolas hamel Canada 2018-05-12


Petra Fayad Canada 2018-05-12


Crystal Martin Canada 2018-05-12


Debbie Tse Canada 2018-05-12


Diana Romero Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


ash r. Canada 2018-05-12


shawn tennant Canada 2018-05-12


Talia Fantin Canada 2018-05-12


Jack Kolafa Canada 2018-05-12


Sumanjot Dhillon Canada 2018-05-12


Jessie Thomson Canada 2018-05-12


Irma susset Canada 2018-05-12


Chiara Giglio Canada 2018-05-12


Bernie Hollett Canada 2018-05-12


Dave Trites Portdover, Canada 2018-05-12


Beth Sanborn Canada 2018-05-12


Keith Cadman Canada 2018-05-12


Alesia Dragos Canada 2018-05-12


Amanda Wheeler Canada 2018-05-12


Celina Lieu Canada 2018-05-12


trinity Halla Canada 2018-05-12


Jeremy Shankman Canada 2018-05-12


Jill Ronan Canada 2018-05-12


Alana Hirgreaves Canada 2018-05-12


Angelica Loera US 2018-05-12


Lea Bayliss Canada 2018-05-12


Lorelei Stewart Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Sanya Arora Canada 2018-05-12


Asmaa Ali Canada 2018-05-12


nazo i Canada 2018-05-12


Olivia Makish Canada 2018-05-12


deborah mcnaul Canada 2018-05-12


Camille Renaud Canada 2018-05-12


Sajjad Hanif Canada 2018-05-12


Jill Bischop Canada 2018-05-12


Katey O Canada 2018-05-12


Mason Carr Canada 2018-05-12


Megan Hardman Canada 2018-05-12


Nuno Figueiredo Union, New Jersey, US 2018-05-12


Lisa Trautman Canada 2018-05-12


Ozzy Costa Canada 2018-05-12


Natasha Juba Canada 2018-05-12


raj singh Canada 2018-05-12


Rebecca Orr Canada 2018-05-12


Emma Boalndwall Aurora, Canada 2018-05-12


Olga Sobol Canada 2018-05-12


Dale Luongo US 2018-05-12


David Luckay Canada 2018-05-12


Liz Bilinski Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Patricia Wait Markham, Canada 2018-05-12


Gennifer Dorin Canada 2018-05-12


Charlene Biggs Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-12


Jenna DiSalvo Canada 2018-05-12


David Rexworthy Canada 2018-05-12


Michelle Gibson US 2018-05-12


Diana Tarquini Canada 2018-05-12


Billie-Jo Schuyler Canada 2018-05-12


Sharyl Marriott Canada 2018-05-12


Aero Jomram Whistler, Canada 2018-05-12


Diljaan Khan Canada 2018-05-12


liz richardson Canada 2018-05-12


Michael Rupe Plainfield, Indiana, US 2018-05-12


Danyelle St. Pierre Canada 2018-05-12


Marika Sek Canada 2018-05-12


Nadiia Sarmatina US 2018-05-12


Courtney P Canada 2018-05-12


olivia wohlgemuth
Wohlgemuth


US 2018-05-12


Barbara O"Neil Canada 2018-05-12


Tasnim Hussaim Canada 2018-05-12


Cheska Hiavia Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Debbie Blue Canada 2018-05-12


Sharon Bradley Canada 2018-05-12


Melissa Sandoval US 2018-05-12


Christina Torchetti Canada 2018-05-12


Fatima Albeer Canada 2018-05-12


Jacob Fewer Canada 2018-05-12


Sheryl schulgen US 2018-05-12


Mirka Mazak Canada 2018-05-12


Andrea Ortiz Canada 2018-05-12


Jayde Smith Canada 2018-05-12


Kevin Tokohope Canada 2018-05-12


Aaron Lee Canada 2018-05-12


Mark Campbell Canada 2018-05-12


mark smith US 2018-05-12


Dale M Canada 2018-05-12


christopher huggins Canada 2018-05-12


Wanda McGuire Canada 2018-05-12


kimberlee taylor US 2018-05-12


Zoe Belair Canada 2018-05-12


nick sevostiyanov Canada 2018-05-12


Quincy Johnson Canada 2018-05-12


Katherine McHughen Devlin, Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Derek James Richmond, Canada 2018-05-12


Charlie Sather Canada 2018-05-12


Finlay F.noon@sky.comNoon UK 2018-05-12


Maya Fines Canada 2018-05-12


Freya Bartels Taunton, UK 2018-05-12


emma part UK 2018-05-12


Richard Vaughan Canada 2018-05-12


Al Strickland Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-12


Kai M Canada 2018-05-12


Aidan Robertson UK 2018-05-12


Logan Lambert US 2018-05-12


William Biediger US 2018-05-12


Peyton Bonnifield US 2018-05-12


Johanna Hill Canada 2018-05-12


Ryan May Canada 2018-05-12


natasha polychuk Canada 2018-05-12


Roger G Ryan Canada 2018-05-12


Jabad Ismail Canada 2018-05-12


Grace Martin Canada 2018-05-12


Serena Wambura Canada 2018-05-12


Geri Wall Toronto, Canada 2018-05-12


Athen Korek Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Pamela Regier Canada 2018-05-12


Eleanor White Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-12


Kasia Wake US 2018-05-12


Carol-Ann McKenzie Canada 2018-05-12


Smia Baig Canada 2018-05-12


Kenneth Rose Canada 2018-05-12


Christine Walsh Canada 2018-05-12


Joy Smuck Canada 2018-05-12


john thorpe Canada 2018-05-12


Jeanette Paisley Canada 2018-05-12


Francesco Sacco Canada 2018-05-12


Laurie Forward Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-12


Radha Prasad Canada 2018-05-12


Holly Kent Canada 2018-05-12


Bev& Jack Webb Canada 2018-05-12


Tabya Miller Canada 2018-05-12


Kim Ohara US 2018-05-12


David Esch Canada 2018-05-12


wade nothnagel Canada 2018-05-12


Antoine Sutherland Canada 2018-05-12


Ruth Bigler Canada 2018-05-12


Paris M Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Ra Lee Canada 2018-05-12


Leslie Robertson Calgary, Canada 2018-05-12


tylor pheonix Canada 2018-05-12


Clare Dufresne Canada 2018-05-12


sarah lane UK 2018-05-12


Caroline Henson Canada 2018-05-12


lori steeves Halifax, Canada 2018-05-12


Tori Pittman Canada 2018-05-12


John Demeulemeester Canada 2018-05-12


Adrian Bjorndal Canada 2018-05-12


Paul Frankick Canada 2018-05-12


Breanna LeLiever Canada 2018-05-12


Kiana Sprague Canada 2018-05-12


Liv B Canada 2018-05-12


Jasmine Z Calgary, Canada 2018-05-12


Alxandra Tshileo Kalongi Canada 2018-05-12


Samm Molina Canada 2018-05-12


Sam Strickland Canada 2018-05-12


Alex Damjanovski Canada 2018-05-12


Maya Reyes Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-12


Kiki Garba Canada 2018-05-12


Wayne Henry Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Hanna Marin Canada 2018-05-12


Linda White Canada 2018-05-12


sarit asher Canada 2018-05-12


Emily Fields Canada 2018-05-12


Cameron Peterson Canada 2018-05-12


Charmi Pithadia Canada 2018-05-12


Amanda Martin Canada 2018-05-12


Kolbee Bertrand Canada 2018-05-12


Tanya Zelenitsky Canada 2018-05-12


charmaine mollison Stirling, Canada 2018-05-12


Arlene Berezowski Canada 2018-05-12


Zak Clemmensen Canada 2018-05-12


Tracy Burke Mount Forest, Canada 2018-05-12


Will Lancaster Canada 2018-05-12


Jackie Polo Canada 2018-05-12


Josepha Leary Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-12


Laura Kirkhope Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-12


Paul McPherson Canada 2018-05-12


repodreptiles the mantis Canada 2018-05-12


Sharon Delparte Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-12


Elizabeth Foran Crescent Valley, Canada 2018-05-12


Rita Banatshini Canada 2018-05-12







Name Location Date


Kayla Zaremba Canada 2018-05-12


Chelsey Johnson Canada 2018-05-12


Chris Basarab Canada 2018-05-12


Amna Khierallah Canada 2018-05-12


Josh Leonardo Canada 2018-05-12


Keri Aisenstat Canada 2018-05-12


Nicholas Gaudet Canada 2018-05-12


BRANDON Cole Canada 2018-05-12


Stephanie Cortez Canada 2018-05-12


Darryl Walker Canada 2018-05-12


Sumaya Ali Canada 2018-05-12


Matteo Lovisotto Canada 2018-05-12


Rebecca Cedeno Canada 2018-05-12


Allan Donald Canada 2018-05-12


Randall Emmons Canada 2018-05-12


Mariam Taguemount Canada 2018-05-12


R Cowdy Canada 2018-05-12


Rania Kim Canada 2018-05-12


Georga Cunliffe Canada 2018-05-12


Nikki Dettman Canada 2018-05-13


Lorraine d'Entremont terence Bay, Canada 2018-05-13


Nancy Virk Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Christine Courtenay Canada 2018-05-13


Govardhan Muthineni US 2018-05-13


Madeleine Spicer Canada 2018-05-13


Patricia Mercier Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-13


Layton Mitchell US 2018-05-13


Rock Kristian Canada 2018-05-13


marg richings Canada 2018-05-13


Antoine Caron Montréal, Canada 2018-05-13


john mcclure Stanwood, Washington, US 2018-05-13


Alexander Torres Canada 2018-05-13


Baasem Nouseir Canada 2018-05-13


Hamid Noei Canada 2018-05-13


Allan MacCarthy Tangier, Canada 2018-05-13


Alicia Hodder Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-13


Kayla Garcia Canada 2018-05-13


NIRIIDA TZORAKAKI Cyprus 2018-05-13


Jay Kraminsky Canada 2018-05-13


Divakar Kapil Canada 2018-05-13


Joshua Santos Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-13


Nick Meilleur Canada 2018-05-13


Tanya Hampshire Canada 2018-05-13


kevin valiquette Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Jeff Lingard Canada 2018-05-13


Skye Thompson Canada 2018-05-13


Chalanne Matheson Canada 2018-05-13


KAnsjsn Nenksne Canada 2018-05-13


David Marshall Canada 2018-05-13


Jacquie Gebhard Canada 2018-05-13


tazim esmail Calgary, Canada 2018-05-13


ISndjsn Jsbisne Canada 2018-05-13


Nick Lockhart Canada 2018-05-13


Jacob p Canada 2018-05-13


Daniel Bede-Fazekas Canada 2018-05-13


Nicole Mihaly Canada 2018-05-13


Rebecca Allen Tacoma, Washington, US 2018-05-13


Ronald Gomez Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-13


Steve Wallace Canada 2018-05-13


KANJsns Beisbbe Canada 2018-05-13


HANsjnen Henisnje Canada 2018-05-13


Isnjsns Haisbb Canada 2018-05-13


Deborah Harper Canada 2018-05-13


Dawn St.Denis Canada 2018-05-13


Cailena Stanley Kindersley, Canada 2018-05-13


Brooke adams Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Jennifer Reid Canada 2018-05-13


Jonathan Maclean Statesville, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13


Christina Serpa Canada 2018-05-13


Sabrina Falconer Canada 2018-05-13


Jan Lovewell Lund, Canada 2018-05-13


Brock Mills Canada 2018-05-13


Arianna Vacca Canada 2018-05-13


Jean Tremblay Ssrsfield, On., Canada 2018-05-13


Nathan Wiens Canada 2018-05-13


Alma Martin Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-13


Serenity Schweers Canada 2018-05-13


tanvir grewal Canada 2018-05-13


Elizabeth Leggett Canada 2018-05-13


Mark Jaipersaud Canada 2018-05-13


Theresa De Maeyer Canada 2018-05-13


Mark Williams Canada 2018-05-13


Sophia Kremleva Canada 2018-05-13


Mona Lise Canada 2018-05-13


Margarita Mendy US 2018-05-13


Rebecca Moran US 2018-05-13


shondra Bingaman US 2018-05-13


Maryann Handy Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Kawing Leung Canada 2018-05-13


Sonya Elis Canada 2018-05-13


Ann Ayton UK 2018-05-13


Katrina Polgar Canada 2018-05-13


Troy Fernandes Canada 2018-05-13


Gary Schenk Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-13


Tony R Snow US 2018-05-13


Jennifer Allan Canada 2018-05-13


Luana Kodato Whistler, Canada 2018-05-13


Hannah Cehajic Canada 2018-05-13


Stephen McFadzean Canada 2018-05-13


Israel King Canada 2018-05-13


Mary Stevenson Canada 2018-05-13


William Denton Canada 2018-05-13


josh Lahaie Canada 2018-05-13


Rivka S Canada 2018-05-13


Samuel Crouch Canada 2018-05-13


Thomas Hladki Canada 2018-05-13


Marin Curtis Canada 2018-05-13


Namju Lim US 2018-05-13


Gus Manning Canada 2018-05-13


PETER OLDFIELD UK 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Paul Canon Canada 2018-05-13


Simon Adamsdale UK 2018-05-13


Nik Benstead UK 2018-05-13


Melvyn Lavender UK 2018-05-13


Eboni Nibblett US 2018-05-13


Geraldine Williams UK 2018-05-13


Marielle Seco Richmond, Canada 2018-05-13


Lorraine West UK 2018-05-13


Sylvia Chilcott UK 2018-05-13


Gwen Bennett UK 2018-05-13


Brinda Vareed Canada 2018-05-13


Ian Fleming Attleborough, England, UK 2018-05-13


Valerie flewellin UK 2018-05-13


Raymond Smith UK 2018-05-13


Sheena Ogilvie UK 2018-05-13


Irene Fillingham UK 2018-05-13


steve pacheco Comox, Canada 2018-05-13


Matt M Canada 2018-05-13


preston quinn Canada 2018-05-13


G. James Prouty Canada 2018-05-13


Chylo Scherger Canada 2018-05-13


Leanne Kendall UK 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Peter Williams UK 2018-05-13


Joseph Bull UK 2018-05-13


alan moore UK 2018-05-13


Melissa Templeman UK 2018-05-13


Aleigh Kennedy UK 2018-05-13


thomas syms Canada 2018-05-13


Teresa Nikiforov Canada 2018-05-13


Gen Schram Canada 2018-05-13


Amin Nouri Canada 2018-05-13


mia rcip Canada 2018-05-13


Sam B Canada 2018-05-13


Anne Craigs Canada 2018-05-13


Emily Wang Canada 2018-05-13


Zach Adams Canada 2018-05-13


anthony demitre Canada 2018-05-13


Megan Cameron Canada 2018-05-13


Ayanna Hemani Canada 2018-05-13


James nicol Mulgrave-et-Derry, Canada 2018-05-13


Luke Richard Brookside, Canada 2018-05-13


David Gibson Canada 2018-05-13


Julia Duong Canada 2018-05-13


Lauren Jamieson Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


sharon fleming Canada 2018-05-13


Alana Sutherland Canada 2018-05-13


Kathleen Thomson-Malouin Waterford, Canada 2018-05-13


Jen Bonsall Canada 2018-05-13


Debra Smith Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-05-13


Joan Black Arlington, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-13


Vivianne Ory Canada 2018-05-13


sabine coller magland, France 2018-05-13


Alex Neilson Canada 2018-05-13


Joe Hunk Canada 2018-05-13


Lance Delos Reyes Canada 2018-05-13


Alyssa Salajka Canada 2018-05-13


Marianne Middelveen Canada 2018-05-13


Jean Harland Canada 2018-05-13


Roland Poix Breteuil, France 2018-05-13


Molly Ferguson Canada 2018-05-13


hugh westwood Canada 2018-05-13


dolores paddock cheshire, Connecticut, US 2018-05-13


Megan Wylie Canada 2018-05-13


Aaron Fifield Canada 2018-05-13


Stuart Cornfield Canada 2018-05-13


Andrea Solano Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


ivan maric Canada 2018-05-13


nancy merrill Canada 2018-05-13


Felix An Canada 2018-05-13


Duane Varga Canada 2018-05-13


Cheryl Roberts Canada 2018-05-13


rajinder dhillon UK 2018-05-13


Fulvia Campaner Canada 2018-05-13


richard ellis Canada 2018-05-13


Samuel Gagnon Carignan, Canada 2018-05-13


Linda Sproat Canada 2018-05-13


Imogen Blomley Canada 2018-05-13


Ed Gould Canada 2018-05-13


mary Leskiw Canada 2018-05-13


Kathy mccoll Canada 2018-05-13


Jillian Adams Canada 2018-05-13


Caleigh Campbell Canada 2018-05-13


Brenna Mervyn Canada 2018-05-13


Kit Fox Canada 2018-05-13


John Nunez US 2018-05-13


Leigh Wills Canada 2018-05-13


Sanjay G Canada 2018-05-13


Robert Healy UK 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Heather Austria Canada 2018-05-13


John Ashton UK 2018-05-13


Jean-Claude Sommier Kingston, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-13


NHU DINH US 2018-05-13


H Klett Canada 2018-05-13


Chantal Ranger Canada 2018-05-13


Robbie Hall US 2018-05-13


Jacob Remus Canada 2018-05-13


Duncan Morrical Canada 2018-05-13


jacques gauthier Canada 2018-05-13


Marc Monfet Canada 2018-05-13


sally williams Canada 2018-05-13


Julia McQueen Canada 2018-05-13


John Snow Canada 2018-05-13


Pierce Owl Canada 2018-05-13


S Kirby Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-13


Daphne Barest Canada 2018-05-13


Jeffrey Poulin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-13


François Ouellette Canada 2018-05-13


Marilyn Paul Canada 2018-05-13


james c. williams Canada 2018-05-13


Zane Shammas-Toma Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Hammy Galbraith US 2018-05-13


Angie Bradley Canada 2018-05-13


Frank McNeff US 2018-05-13


krista crawford Canada 2018-05-13


Monte Turner Canada 2018-05-13


Alyssa Uebelhard Canada 2018-05-13


Diane Vaughan Pictuo, Canada 2018-05-13


Tristan Starmer Canada 2018-05-13


David Auer Canada 2018-05-13


Judy Porter Burlington, Canada 2018-05-13


Tanis Miller Canada 2018-05-13


shane windatt Canada 2018-05-13


David Miner Canada 2018-05-13


maria piotrowska Canada 2018-05-13


Matthew Tremblay Canada 2018-05-13


Aurora Lewis Canada 2018-05-13


melanie gamache Canada 2018-05-13


Hazem Alsageer Canada 2018-05-13


Cynthia caruso Canada 2018-05-13


Melissa Ursu Canada 2018-05-13


Devon Sneyd Canada 2018-05-13


Johanna Browning Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Donna Taylor Canada 2018-05-13


Wanda Prescott Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-13


Katherine Lam-Tran Canada 2018-05-13


Emily Di Iorio Canada 2018-05-13


Leanna Sargent Canada 2018-05-13


Alexandra Armas Canada 2018-05-13


Michael Spearing Canada 2018-05-13


MAKA Nknsjanwjsksn Canada 2018-05-13


Maria Nowy Canada 2018-05-13


Danielle Petit Canada 2018-05-13


Leonid Vesselov Canada 2018-05-13


Roger Kenrick Canada 2018-05-13


sean Maphosa Canada 2018-05-13


Noah Mcguigan Canada 2018-05-13


Susan Gravel Canada 2018-05-13


mary wells Canada 2018-05-13


Eve Tollenaar Winnipeg, MB, Canada 2018-05-13


Steven Wallace Canada 2018-05-13


Sandra Kazandjian Canada 2018-05-13


Jamie Graham Canada 2018-05-13


Allan Carr Canada 2018-05-13


Maya Hart Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Georgina Lush Canada 2018-05-13


Jon Laurin Canada 2018-05-13


Fern Dodick Canada 2018-05-13


Jessica Yaremcio Canada 2018-05-13


christina borring-olsen Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-13


Roxanne Dobson-efpatridis Canada 2018-05-13


Jacob Culp Canada 2018-05-13


Penny Staines UK 2018-05-13


Zoe Zhang Canada 2018-05-13


Darren Hill UK 2018-05-13


Ian Foster Canada 2018-05-13


Sahar A Canada 2018-05-13


Eihab El Sheikh UK 2018-05-13


Elizabeth Thornton UK 2018-05-13


Lewis Feely UK 2018-05-13


Navdeep singh Barian Canada 2018-05-13


Hazel Jones UK 2018-05-13


Joy Sheard UK 2018-05-13


RAYMOND JACKSON CLEARWATER BC, Canada 2018-05-13


Marylou Styles US 2018-05-13


Dustin Bailas Canada 2018-05-13


h core Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Alinn Dc US 2018-05-13


Neysha Sima Toronto, Canada 2018-05-13


Donna McIntosh Canada 2018-05-13


venessa corrogan Canada 2018-05-13


Anh Khoa Phan Canada 2018-05-13


Michael Ruttan Canada 2018-05-13


Chap Marrs Canada 2018-05-13


Maria Vargas US 2018-05-13


Ronnie Bucura Canada 2018-05-13


Emily Joyce Canada 2018-05-13


Vaidehi Patel Canada 2018-05-13


Saamiya Alam US 2018-05-13


katherine brook Canada 2018-05-13


Kayla Maginn UK 2018-05-13


Len Weston Canada 2018-05-13


Alicia Baksh Canada 2018-05-13


Carol Evans Canada 2018-05-13


Stephen Benjamin Canada 2018-05-13


Gamini Abeysinghe Canada 2018-05-13


Blair Robb Canada 2018-05-13


cathy tonarelli US 2018-05-13


Terry Barker Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Suleyman Kar Canada 2018-05-13


Brittany Riopel Canada 2018-05-13


Brandon Donovan Canada 2018-05-13


Anthony Spasov Canada 2018-05-13


Dale LaVerne Canada 2018-05-13


Katharine Schulz Canada 2018-05-13


Richard Munroe Canada 2018-05-13


Gale Hanson Hornby Island, Canada 2018-05-13


Jordan Miers Canada 2018-05-13


nigel Hussey Canada 2018-05-13


Sibeesh Ponnudurai Canada 2018-05-13


Muriel Smith Canada 2018-05-13


Joel Dubin Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-13


Randy Lisowski Winona, Minnesota, US 2018-05-13


John Finn Cleveland, Ohio, US 2018-05-13


Dr. Jon Staiger Gainesville, Florida, US 2018-05-13


Randy Sigler Marblehead, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-13


Brenton Scott Littleton, Colorado, US 2018-05-13


George Bischoff Morehead City, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13


Annie Anderson Canada 2018-05-13


Lynn Carin US 2018-05-13


John Merriman Bloomfield, New Jersey, US 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Leonid Dmitrienko Millstone, New Jersey, US 2018-05-13


Elizabeth Stephenson US 2018-05-13


steve nicholson UK 2018-05-13


Charles Hammerstad San Jose, California, US 2018-05-13


Ashleigh Fountain Memphis, Tennessee, US 2018-05-13


Judah Williams Canada 2018-05-13


patricia fava US 2018-05-13


Katherine Khasimkhanov Canada 2018-05-13


Jerry Gibbons San Francisco, California, US 2018-05-13


Jean & Ernie McMillan Canada 2018-05-13


Alec Brillon Canada 2018-05-13


jesse darosa Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-13


Harvey Lawson North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-13


Jerald Cross MORRISON, Colorado, US 2018-05-13


gene hughes alameda, California, US 2018-05-13


William Yingst Calabash, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13


Mickey Ford Durham, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13


Justin Tkachuk Surrey, Canada 2018-05-13


Ashley Colombo Canada 2018-05-13


Meghan McKeeman Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-13


David Studeman Lafayette, California, US 2018-05-13


Julia Parr Bronx, New York, US 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Gregory Pellegrino BATTLE CREEK, Michigan, US 2018-05-13


Felipe Joya Galviz Canada 2018-05-13


Mandy Alcurrie London, England, UK 2018-05-13


karl marvin palmdale, California, US 2018-05-13


James Waugh Canada 2018-05-13


Peyton Mcintosh Canada 2018-05-13


Amanda Koenig Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-13


Barry Ewanation Canada 2018-05-13


Deanna Klassen Canada 2018-05-13


Jaden Blackburn Canada 2018-05-13


Paige Foster Canada 2018-05-13


Kimberly Bergeron Canada 2018-05-13


Jeffrey Atkinson Perkins, Oklahoma, US 2018-05-13


Chris Kuokkanen Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-13


Ken Bachman State College, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-13


Nick White Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-13


Julian Najera Canada 2018-05-13


Sabrina Lord Canada 2018-05-13


Leslie jones Canada 2018-05-13


Tamara Howe Canada 2018-05-13


Eileen Easton Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-13


Bryan Stuart Canada 2018-05-13







Name Location Date


Jack Brown Mohnton, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-13


Reb Wayne Canada 2018-05-13


Bryan Armit Canada 2018-05-13


Jean Clément Ferland Quebec City, Canada 2018-05-13


Nate Duzak Canada 2018-05-13


johane joncas Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-13


Rachel Wood Canada 2018-05-13


Lanie D Canada 2018-05-13


James Bjork Saint Paul, Minnesota, US 2018-05-13


heather plaizier Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-13


Megan Morawski Canada 2018-05-13


Justin Triebe Greely, Canada 2018-05-13


Carmen Tran Canada 2018-05-13


Dan Nguyen Canada 2018-05-13


Richard Prest Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-13


Douglas MacDonald Kouchibouguac, Canada 2018-05-13


Sue Sargent Canada 2018-05-13


Joseph Jones Canada 2018-05-13


Brien Wolfman Canada 2018-05-13


Gili Avrahami Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-14


Nathaniel Chisholm Canada 2018-05-14


Matthew Sousa Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Sigmund Holtz Poughkeepsie, New York, US 2018-05-14


Margaret R US 2018-05-14


Jennifer King Canada 2018-05-14


Anne Whatcott Canada 2018-05-14


Sandra Carlson Canada 2018-05-14


Qui Klll Canada 2018-05-14


Damon Kuarsingh Canada 2018-05-14


Dean Dupuis Canada 2018-05-14


Tom Musilek Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-14


Leanne Chan Canada 2018-05-14


yasmin Puri Canada 2018-05-14


Jacqueline Cabello Canada 2018-05-14


Bernard Fréchette Les Coteaux, Canada 2018-05-14


Matt Fryatt Canada 2018-05-14


Anthony D'Ampolo US 2018-05-14


Manuela Werthwein Canada 2018-05-14


Evelyn Giron Canada 2018-05-14


Eric Meyer Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-14


Vanessa Lorusso Canada 2018-05-14


Bruce Novakowski Canada 2018-05-14


Jennifer Retz Canada 2018-05-14


Kierra Fox Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Mateas Winter Canada 2018-05-14


Kaleb Conniff Canada 2018-05-14


Doris Dobberthien Canada 2018-05-14


Gordan Kelcec Canada 2018-05-14


Sophie Mertens Canada 2018-05-14


Christina Cote US 2018-05-14


Monika Springer Canada 2018-05-14


Ani Grant Canada 2018-05-14


Anh Vu Canada 2018-05-14


Janet Miszczyszyn Canada 2018-05-14


Jewel Verone Marasigan Canada 2018-05-14


David Dziwinsky Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-14


Liu Schamehorn Canada 2018-05-14


Martin Hickey Farmingdale, New York, US 2018-05-14


Marianne Dupuis Canada 2018-05-14


Oksana Shvets Canada 2018-05-14


jana doi Lafayette, California, US 2018-05-14


John Forbes Edinburgh, Scotland, UK 2018-05-14


Emma Bryson US 2018-05-14


Janet Haas US 2018-05-14


Omar Hurtado US 2018-05-14


Joseph Sims US 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Ashton Mcdonald Canada 2018-05-14


Steve Lemay Canada 2018-05-14


Elizabeth Bailie Canada 2018-05-14


Peter Cloud Canastota, Canada 2018-05-14


kayla guerard Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2018-05-14


tom favro Rutland, Vermont, US 2018-05-14


Nguyet Nguyen Canada 2018-05-14


Amanda Barker Canada 2018-05-14


Adriana Pinedo US 2018-05-14


Tyler Cox Canada 2018-05-14


Leslie Hall Victoria, Canada 2018-05-14


Tommy Pham Canada 2018-05-14


Mariam Al-Natsheh Canada 2018-05-14


Paul Neuman Canada 2018-05-14


Lisa Garnet Canada 2018-05-14


Gary Peterson Baton Rouge, Louisiana, US 2018-05-14


Kaitlyn Murphy Canada 2018-05-14


Lily Armstrong US 2018-05-14


Xinyu Ma Canada 2018-05-14


Cheri Le Brun Canada 2018-05-14


Stefanie Lapointe Canada 2018-05-14


George Latta Salt Lake City, U.S. Outlying Islands 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Vena Henry US 2018-05-14


Michael Fearon Canada 2018-05-14


Ron Cwang Canada 2018-05-14


Tim Maurer US 2018-05-14


Grace Joanne Canada 2018-05-14


Sophia Triassi Canada 2018-05-14


Ash m Canada 2018-05-14


Luna Martin Canada 2018-05-14


Michael McDougall Canada 2018-05-14


izzy l Canada 2018-05-14


Cathy Laursen Powell River, Canada 2018-05-14


John Xue Canada 2018-05-14


brynn mckenzie Canada 2018-05-14


tea qiuhe Canada 2018-05-14


Rana Sarhan Canada 2018-05-14


Nikki Hakimi Canada 2018-05-14


Nga Doan Canada 2018-05-14


Chris Zhou Canada 2018-05-14


Susan Hancsicsak Canada 2018-05-14


charmaine conaghty Australia 2018-05-14


Hannes Napierala Germany 2018-05-14


Donald Chan Montreal, Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Carol Wright Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-14


Madison M Canada 2018-05-14


Roberta Marghetti Canada 2018-05-14


Cindy Alimondo Canada 2018-05-14


Alvena Pauls Canada 2018-05-14


Kylie Yearsley UK 2018-05-14


Wolfgang Koepke Ireland 2018-05-14


Brandon Tkachuk Orleans, Canada 2018-05-14


John Dunn Covent Garden, UK 2018-05-14


Seika Yoru Canada 2018-05-14


Barbara BROWN Crescent Valley, Canada 2018-05-14


Nate lister Canada 2018-05-14


Leslie Malcolm Canada 2018-05-14


Derek Miguel Gainesville, Florida, US 2018-05-14


Christie Melnik Canada 2018-05-14


Jordan Hickey Canada 2018-05-14


Ronald Woolford Antioch, Kansas, US 2018-05-14


Robert Lee Canada 2018-05-14


Irma Bourgeois Canada 2018-05-14


Andrina Biscette Canada 2018-05-14


Cristelle Moniman Canada 2018-05-14


Olga Callan Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Andrew Telford Canada 2018-05-14


Samantha Nantais Canada 2018-05-14


Sarah Cantelon Canada 2018-05-14


Cody Vaughan Canada 2018-05-14


Nikolaj van Omme Canada 2018-05-14


Tracy LeBlanc Canada 2018-05-14


Kelly Krotowski Canada 2018-05-14


Slaheddine Kessantini Canada 2018-05-14


Denver Sanmuganathan Canada 2018-05-14


Stephanie Barton Canada 2018-05-14


A K Canada 2018-05-14


Sophie Hicks Canada 2018-05-14


Kenzie Bradley Canada 2018-05-14


Raven Tan Canada 2018-05-14


Peyton Duggan Canada 2018-05-14


Jude Hipperson Canada 2018-05-14


David Jefferson Canada 2018-05-14


G B Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14


Chia B Canada 2018-05-14


Jennifer Posylek Canada 2018-05-14


Sian Rogers Canada 2018-05-14


Bruce Berghamer Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Jennifer Buckland Canada 2018-05-14


Zevida G Canada 2018-05-14


Melissa van Eck Canada 2018-05-14


Winston Mavraganis Canada 2018-05-14


Sydney Hyatt Canada 2018-05-14


Barbara O'Gorman Canada 2018-05-14


j beckford Canada 2018-05-14


Maryellen Whipps Canada 2018-05-14


Renata Simkus Canada 2018-05-14


Barbara Mann Canada 2018-05-14


Niran Perera Canada 2018-05-14


Jalo Hill Canada 2018-05-14


Pierre Godin Canada 2018-05-14


Manju Rose Canada 2018-05-14


Tania Ahmed Canada 2018-05-14


Alison Mountz Canada 2018-05-14


Adam El Sioufi Canada 2018-05-14


Gerard Labelle Canada 2018-05-14


allegra robinson Canada 2018-05-14


Robin McLeod Canada 2018-05-14


Heather Mathur Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-14


Lori Wareham Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Catherine Cosgrove Canada 2018-05-14


yoontaek seo Canada 2018-05-14


MARIETTE FOURNIER Canada 2018-05-14


Ariel VanSlet Canada 2018-05-14


Deborah Milward Canada 2018-05-14


michael cassidy San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-05-14


Terry Frost Canada 2018-05-14


Nicolina DiRuscio Canada 2018-05-14


Michael Lum Min Canada 2018-05-14


Danielle Stengel Canada 2018-05-14


Siraj Shaikh Canada 2018-05-14


Sarah Mansfield Canada 2018-05-14


Maureen Pennington Canada 2018-05-14


Mira Rose Canada 2018-05-14


TINA PETRONSKI Canada 2018-05-14


Peter Van Wart Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14


Norbert Schmitz Lakeside, Ohio, US 2018-05-14


William Vinett Nashville, Tennessee, US 2018-05-14


Csaba Barabas Canada 2018-05-14


Royal York Road Safety
Community


Canada 2018-05-14


Collin Carbno Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


meaghan grand Canada 2018-05-14


Aleks Ross Canada 2018-05-14


Bianca Sass Canada 2018-05-14


Isabel Costa Canada 2018-05-14


Ashoke Dasgupta Canada 2018-05-14


Stephanie Vatcher Canada 2018-05-14


Reem Khalaf Canada 2018-05-14


Katherine Derziotis Canada 2018-05-14


Garfield Arbuckle Canada 2018-05-14


Stephanie Miller Canada 2018-05-14


Julian Ritchey Calgary, Canada 2018-05-14


William Stark Canada 2018-05-14


Holly Benison Canada 2018-05-14


Van Chau Canada 2018-05-14


Dustin Fehr Canada 2018-05-14


penny c Canada 2018-05-14


eda turan Canada 2018-05-14


Juan Piedrahita Canada 2018-05-14


Milan Pavlovic Canada 2018-05-14


Steve Murray Canada 2018-05-14


Saad Amjad Canada 2018-05-14


Liz Joyce Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Maclain Sinton Canada 2018-05-14


Lila Vanderhorden Canada 2018-05-14


Jim Moroney Canada 2018-05-14


Laura Pauk Canada 2018-05-14


DENISE SOILEAU Beaumont, Texas, US 2018-05-14


Kevin Hayden Canada 2018-05-14


Frédérique Coache Canada 2018-05-14


rachel kolba Canada 2018-05-14


Vicki Collins Canada 2018-05-14


H Inwood Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14


Abby Reynolds Canada 2018-05-14


Shawana Farooq Canada 2018-05-14


Mohammed Farooq Canada 2018-05-14


Husseinali Dewji Canada 2018-05-14


Lisa Cao Canada 2018-05-14


Margaret Durrance Canada 2018-05-14


Chandra Bulucon Canada 2018-05-14


Ceridwen Rankin Canada 2018-05-14


Sophia P Canada 2018-05-14


Peter Vaccaro Canada 2018-05-14


Kayla L Canada 2018-05-14


james godwin Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Fidel Romero Canada 2018-05-14


Rhonda Reaume Canada 2018-05-14


Miranda Archer Canada 2018-05-14


Liam Anjos Canada 2018-05-14


Nancy Lanphear Canada 2018-05-14


Samantha Walsh Canada 2018-05-14


Leslie Heydon Canada 2018-05-14


Zoë Heffring Canada 2018-05-14


Wendy Cooling Canada 2018-05-14


Jennifer Hardwick Canada 2018-05-14


Rupinder Mehrok Canada 2018-05-14


Taylor Nason Canada 2018-05-14


Skye Clark Canada 2018-05-14


Laura Belanger Canada 2018-05-14


Nolan Ramler Canada 2018-05-14


Genella Macintyre Canada 2018-05-14


Gabrielle Sugar Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14


Anthony Saunders Canada 2018-05-14


Lyndsey Plante Canada 2018-05-14


Linda Powell Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-14


Alazar Awegachew Canada 2018-05-14


Bernadine Richard Moncton, Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Charlie Smith Overland Park, Kansas, US 2018-05-14


John Clark Canada 2018-05-14


Lisa Sargent Canada 2018-05-14


Madeleine Hubler Canada 2018-05-14


Jessika Villano Canada 2018-05-14


Daniel Sakchekapo Canada 2018-05-14


Shandra Adamek Canada 2018-05-14


sangeetha sarvan Canada 2018-05-14


Ann Jones Canada 2018-05-14


Peter Gabany Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-14


Nicole Mar Canada 2018-05-14


Sabine Faour Canada 2018-05-14


Maxine Hibbert Canada 2018-05-14


Wendy Temple Canada 2018-05-14


Daniel Newport Canada 2018-05-14


Genna Kass New Haven, Connecticut, US 2018-05-14


Kaley Colepaugh Canada 2018-05-14


Alex Ste Croix Canada 2018-05-14


Sarah Daly Canada 2018-05-14


Anneke Le Roux Canada 2018-05-14


steve anderson Canada 2018-05-14


Alexzandria D’Aulerio US 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Emily Sceviour Canada 2018-05-14


Leah ter Hart Canada 2018-05-14


Rosemary Sojka Canada 2018-05-14


Anita Araujo Canada 2018-05-14


Cody Chalmers-We Canada 2018-05-14


Thea Holdevici Canada 2018-05-14


Bette Ma Canada 2018-05-14


Louise Wisner Canada 2018-05-14


Natalie Chevalier Canada 2018-05-14


Hannah Olthoff Canada 2018-05-14


Perry Hogan Canada 2018-05-14


Rhett Schultz Canada 2018-05-14


Julien Gallant Canada 2018-05-14


Clinton Onukwugha Canada 2018-05-14


Aaron Stanley Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-14


Jesse Clark Canada 2018-05-14


Faruk Mannan Canada 2018-05-14


Razia yousufy Canada 2018-05-14


Pepar Hugo Canada 2018-05-14


Isabelle Zeitschel Canada 2018-05-14


Halah Butt Canada 2018-05-14


PAMELA MORDECAI Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Jorden Waldner Canada 2018-05-14


Marku Glowacki Canada 2018-05-14


Reaba Mhlongo Canada 2018-05-14


maureen Remus Canada 2018-05-14


Maggie Hou Canada 2018-05-14


ROYLEEN ROBINSON Canada 2018-05-14


Reedi Farooque Canada 2018-05-14


Ashley Lalli Canada 2018-05-14


Jena Vliet Canada 2018-05-14


Michael Larson Canada 2018-05-14


Cheryl Fourie Canada 2018-05-14


sofia quijada Canada 2018-05-14


Priya Modi Canada 2018-05-14


vicki layton Canada 2018-05-14


Curtis Conley Maple, Canada 2018-05-14


MacKenzie Parman Canada 2018-05-14


Andrew Sobczak Canada 2018-05-14


Melissa Ironside Canada 2018-05-14


Truong Phan Canada 2018-05-14


Yannis Boenn Canada 2018-05-14


Nancy Marchant Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14


Zachary Neeb Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Kat Tremblay Canada 2018-05-14


Kylie Fraser Canada 2018-05-14


Laura VanMeer Canada 2018-05-14


Ricky Goldberg Canada 2018-05-14


Ethan Busse Washington, Missouri, US 2018-05-14


sade diebold Canada 2018-05-14


Christine Belanger Calumet Island, Canada 2018-05-14


dat boi Canada 2018-05-14


Lillian Patterson Canada 2018-05-14


ANDREA Hughes Canada 2018-05-14


Rosalind Chan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14


Brian Rowe Oakville, Canada 2018-05-14


Abby Ayoola Canada 2018-05-14


M STERANKA Canada 2018-05-14


Harveen Rai Canada 2018-05-14


Amara Mohiuddin Canada 2018-05-14


Laurann S Canada 2018-05-14


Filis Levesque Canada 2018-05-14


Patrick Colson Canada 2018-05-14


Valerie Lafrance Canada 2018-05-14


Mackenzie Muise Canada 2018-05-14


Melissa Koebel Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Prakashkumar Jaiswal Canada 2018-05-14


Kathy He Canada 2018-05-14


Michael Varsava Windsor, Canada 2018-05-14


Kristin Johnson US 2018-05-14


da hart Canada 2018-05-14


Haris Leghari Canada 2018-05-14


Stelu Dara Canada 2018-05-14


Kaitlin Trimble Canada 2018-05-14


Lise Boily Canada 2018-05-14


Rain Brathwaite Canada 2018-05-14


Tarik Menkad Canada 2018-05-14


Barbara Boire Canada 2018-05-14


R Z Canada 2018-05-14


l w Germany 2018-05-14


Rida Salman Canada 2018-05-14


Michaela Stevenson Canada 2018-05-14


Chelsea Vetter Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-14


Lorne Baker Canada 2018-05-14


Aigoul Kim Canada 2018-05-14


Nicolas Xx_siroplover20_ Canada 2018-05-14


Maddy Wimmer Canada 2018-05-14


S N Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Hannah Collins Canada 2018-05-14


Justin Grover Taylorsville, Utah, US 2018-05-14


frred sutliff Washington, North Carolina, US 2018-05-14


yvonne hamel Canada 2018-05-14


Mike Ponto Canada 2018-05-14


sarena knapik Canada 2018-05-14


Harry Bui Canada 2018-05-14


bonnie spears US 2018-05-14


Keri Michel Canada 2018-05-14


mike k Canada 2018-05-14


JP Alino Canada 2018-05-14


Clay Simpson Denver, Colorado, US 2018-05-14


Lily Jackels US 2018-05-14


Franca Faustini Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-14


lindsay robinson Canada 2018-05-14


Jenna-Lee Perkins Canada 2018-05-14


Brian Vitulli Manitou Springs, Colorado, US 2018-05-14


Paulina Mera Canada 2018-05-14


Janet Raimondo Canada 2018-05-14


Iwona Haidari Canada 2018-05-14


Alitta Marie Canada 2018-05-14


Taylor Hamelin Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Zavary Koehn Canada 2018-05-14


R Saulnier Quebec, Canada 2018-05-14


Bryan Cresswell Long Eaton, England, UK 2018-05-14


michael dobrowolski Canada 2018-05-14


Selena Mearns Canada 2018-05-14


Sean Groat Canada 2018-05-14


Tammy BOOKER North York, Canada 2018-05-14


Dinh Thinh Ngo Canada 2018-05-14


D Tashi Canada 2018-05-14


Emily Prince Alcove, Canada 2018-05-14


mona tabrizy Oakville, Canada 2018-05-14


Linda Arango Canada 2018-05-14


Iriyan Johannsen Canada 2018-05-14


Ben Gillett Canada 2018-05-14


Shauna Megill Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-14


ron johnson Canada 2018-05-14


Danielle sickini Canada 2018-05-14


Sonia Chan Canada 2018-05-14


Derek Flight Montréal, Canada 2018-05-14


Chris Cole UK 2018-05-14


Dwight Peigan Regina, Canada 2018-05-14


Keith Knox UK 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Paul Murphy UK 2018-05-14


Daiquarius Coleman US 2018-05-14


Syed Jafery UK 2018-05-14


Thom Wicks UK 2018-05-14


Steph Barrett UK 2018-05-14


Dominika Krauze UK 2018-05-14


Peter Head UK 2018-05-14


Charlotte Chaplin-Hughes UK 2018-05-14


Paula Anne Morgan UK 2018-05-14


Madison Scanlan Canada 2018-05-14


Martin Puddy UK 2018-05-14


Rebecca Fletcher UK 2018-05-14


Lucy Eveleigh UK 2018-05-14


Roger Payne UK 2018-05-14


Karmen Beaney UK 2018-05-14


Nancy McCullough US 2018-05-14


Livingstone Mckenzie UK 2018-05-14


Sandy Pemberton Kingston, Canada 2018-05-14


JASON BOWMAN Brevard, North Carolina, US 2018-05-14


julie fair UK 2018-05-14


ali reza vakili Canada 2018-05-14


Brandon Kennedy Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


C. A. McKee Canada 2018-05-14


Francine Heykoop Canada 2018-05-14


patty hall US 2018-05-14


diane findlay Canada 2018-05-14


Larry Charles Canada 2018-05-14


Bria Abrams Canada 2018-05-14


Sarina Badre rajaei Canada 2018-05-14


Zulfiqar Ahmed Canada 2018-05-14


Codey Shrider Montréal, Canada 2018-05-14


B. M. Malbasa Canada 2018-05-14


Tammy Baumery Canada 2018-05-14


Robert Oliver Pacifica, California, US 2018-05-14


Elsa Campuzano Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14


Suzanne Schildroth Canada 2018-05-14


Marc St-Laurent Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, Canada 2018-05-14


Caroline Longford Canada 2018-05-14


Dipshit REEeee Canada 2018-05-14


Holly Smith Canada 2018-05-14


Kay Robertson Inverness, Canada 2018-05-14


david aves Canada 2018-05-14


Sophie Janas Canada 2018-05-14


Sali Sabean Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Derek Whiteway Canada 2018-05-14


Jane Walton Canada 2018-05-14


Syd R. Canada 2018-05-14


Jerry MacWha Truro, Canada 2018-05-14


Alexandra Craig Canada 2018-05-14


Dorothy Burton Cape Breton, Canada 2018-05-14


Brigham Albers Canada 2018-05-14


Kierra Scott Canada 2018-05-14


Elizabeth Scott Canada 2018-05-14


karen sanderson Canada 2018-05-14


Michelle Bouchard Beaumont, Canada 2018-05-14


Emily Milton Canada 2018-05-14


Alan Jennings Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-14


Kevin Owen Canada 2018-05-14


Judy Chapman Canada 2018-05-14


Bill Peterson Canada 2018-05-14


Jarrod Marsman Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-14


Elizabeth McIlroy Canada 2018-05-14


Kashish Jaiswal Canada 2018-05-14


Michael Graham Canada 2018-05-14


Grim Watson Canada 2018-05-14


Sophia Thai Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Stephanie Ott Canada 2018-05-14


Jean Houston Canada 2018-05-14


deslandes yannis Canada 2018-05-14


John Higgs Canada 2018-05-14


Charcey Henderson Pictou, Canada 2018-05-14


Jessica Wray UK 2018-05-14


marcie kwasnycia Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-14


Tayne Van Dingjan Canada 2018-05-14


Lisa Stanfill US 2018-05-14


Iman Khan Canada 2018-05-14


merryl arbogast US 2018-05-14


Mike Doucet Sydney, Canada 2018-05-14


Jordan Eastman Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-14


David Burke Westville, Canada 2018-05-14


Gina Weatherby Truro, Canada 2018-05-14


Stacey Langley Canada 2018-05-14


Hayley Walters Canada 2018-05-14


Vera Sanftl Canada 2018-05-14


Ken Roose Halifax, Canada 2018-05-14


Sarah V Canada 2018-05-14


Frank Gould Canada 2018-05-14


Ellie Anderson UK 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Dan Mutton Summerside, Canada 2018-05-14


Carolynn Bailey Canada 2018-05-14


Charles Schell Canada 2018-05-14


Murray Burton Canada 2018-05-14


Pathik Wahi Canada 2018-05-14


Crystal Pelehos Canada 2018-05-14


Alex Richard Canada 2018-05-14


Deborah Spring Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-14


Sharon Ellis Canada 2018-05-14


PETER WOOD UK 2018-05-14


Joud Alborno Canada 2018-05-14


James Yeoman Canada 2018-05-14


Victoria Bimm Canada 2018-05-14


ROLAND ULATOWSKI Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-14


Cory Halverson Parksville, Canada 2018-05-14


Lawson Quibell Canada 2018-05-14


La Noel Canada 2018-05-14


Deadly Flame Canada 2018-05-14


Bailey Pinto Canada 2018-05-14


Terra Derkson Canada 2018-05-14


Angela Bruckel Canada 2018-05-14


margaret milne Canada 2018-05-14







Name Location Date


Warda Suleiman Canada 2018-05-14


Gurpreet Jaswal Canada 2018-05-14


Donna Smith Havertown, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-14


Barbara Robbins Scott Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-15


Jennifer England Keyes Canada 2018-05-15


Jeremy St.Pierre Ecuador 2018-05-15


Dawn McEwen Canada 2018-05-15


Matthew Walker Canada 2018-05-15


Nicole Piercey Canada 2018-05-15


Robin Izzard Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-15


Kelsey Kerrigan Canada 2018-05-15


Romasa Mehmood Canada 2018-05-15


Emma Singer Canada 2018-05-15


Michael Benedetto Canada 2018-05-15


P HUHTALA Canada 2018-05-15


marianne t Canada 2018-05-15


Susan Poku Indonesia 2018-05-15


joan diamond cornwall, Canada 2018-05-15


karen garrett Canada 2018-05-15


Gerry Russsell Canada 2018-05-15


Walter Sumoski Canada 2018-05-15


derek Kolenchuk Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Mitranee Chatterjee Canada 2018-05-15


Lindsey Prosper Trenton, Canada 2018-05-15


Don Anderson Russell, Canada 2018-05-15


Alexandra Spurvey Canada 2018-05-15


Oskar Kaune Canada 2018-05-15


Michael Godden Canada 2018-05-15


Gail Lonergan Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15


Aliya Cox Canada 2018-05-15


Tam Le Canada 2018-05-15


Anthony Di Buono Canada 2018-05-15


Randy gubersky Canada 2018-05-15


Niloy Ahmed Canada 2018-05-15


Joy Zhou Canada 2018-05-15


Johnny Matti Canada 2018-05-15


Grace Kalu Canada 2018-05-15


Wendy Moon Canada 2018-05-15


Aquib Mir Canada 2018-05-15


Ruth Pryzner Canada 2018-05-15


Graeme Brown Burlington, Canada 2018-05-15


Owen Chadwick Canada 2018-05-15


Aleesha Jewell New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-15


Ali E. Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Kendall Boyd Canada 2018-05-15


Brent Cleland Canada 2018-05-15


Julien Côté Canada 2018-05-15


chris shep Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-15


Yohannis Gebeyehu Canada 2018-05-15


Bobby Hutchinson Canada 2018-05-15


Cheyanne Melnychuk Canada 2018-05-15


Salvatore De Masi Canada 2018-05-15


Tanya Marchand Canada 2018-05-15


Jake Sallenback Canada 2018-05-15


TJ Hanley Canada 2018-05-15


Alistair Grey Canada 2018-05-15


Michael Cheung Canada 2018-05-15


Tim Wile Canada 2018-05-15


C Gordon Canada 2018-05-15


Alon Berman Canada 2018-05-15


alex cormier Canada 2018-05-15


Aiden Lalic Canada 2018-05-15


Ahmed Syed Canada 2018-05-15


Sarah Pilatzkie Canada 2018-05-15


Leah Parisella Canada 2018-05-15


Anna Magera Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Kristen Bazon Canada 2018-05-15


Niousha Djahanpour Canada 2018-05-15


Laura Berton Canada 2018-05-15


Autumn Dudley Canada 2018-05-15


Wesley Smith Canada 2018-05-15


May Cheng Canada 2018-05-15


Mich Man Canada 2018-05-15


Bev Shannon Powell River, Canada 2018-05-15


Catherine Vera Canada 2018-05-15


Dempsey App Canada 2018-05-15


Chloe Summers Canada 2018-05-15


Elizabeth Kirkpatrick Canada 2018-05-15


Ashley Tibbett Canada 2018-05-15


Jaspreet Kalirai Canada 2018-05-15


Wilbert Yan Zhang Canada 2018-05-15


Celeste Birzgalis Canada 2018-05-15


Kailasapillai Ponnampalam Canada 2018-05-15


Michael Friedman Burlington, Canada 2018-05-15


Jessica Anderson Canada 2018-05-15


Mark Gapa US 2018-05-15


F.ELIZABETH DANIELSON Canada 2018-05-15


Ella Bantigue Philippines 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Linh Bui Canada 2018-05-15


Jamie Sunderland Canada 2018-05-15


Alisa Rodriguez Canada 2018-05-15


Susan Zhang Canada 2018-05-15


LYNNE WILLOX Canada 2018-05-15


Breanna Lu Canada 2018-05-15


LAYNA JAN WILSON Canada 2018-05-15


Sarah Darwiche Canada 2018-05-15


lortie gregoire Canada 2018-05-15


Cameron Shenton Canada 2018-05-15


Michelle Wilson Canada 2018-05-15


Matt Ready Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-15


Mark Lawrence Canada 2018-05-15


dzevdet Berisa Canada 2018-05-15


maria razdik US 2018-05-15


Melissa DeNoble Canada 2018-05-15


A L Canada 2018-05-15


Diana Challenger Canada 2018-05-15


Vivian Balint Canada 2018-05-15


NEALL PATERSON Canada 2018-05-15


Jessica Nye Canada 2018-05-15


Fiona Ct Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Niki Jordan Canada 2018-05-15


SUZANNE STENOFF Canada 2018-05-15


Greg Murphy Canada 2018-05-15


aileen griffin Riverview, Canada 2018-05-15


Megan Coleman Canada 2018-05-15


Evan King Canada 2018-05-15


Ruth Ruddy Canada 2018-05-15


Angela Margison Canada 2018-05-15


Debbie O'Rourke Canada 2018-05-15


Kirsten Vickers Canada 2018-05-15


Ali Raja Canada 2018-05-15


NINAN MATHEW Canada 2018-05-15


Steven Muise Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-15


Courtney MacDonald Canada 2018-05-15


Clemmie Essex UK 2018-05-15


Paul Wong Canada 2018-05-15


Taylor Cosman Canada 2018-05-15


Madalena Filippo Canada 2018-05-15


Albert Richards Canada 2018-05-15


Adam Peart Canada 2018-05-15


Sarah Zak Canada 2018-05-15


Geneviève Dunn Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Amy Hodgkinson Canada 2018-05-15


Holly Yake Canada 2018-05-15


Paulina Korneluk Canada 2018-05-15


Lisa McInnis Canada 2018-05-15


Kiran Gundloory Canada 2018-05-15


Leila Nadimi Canada 2018-05-15


Lois Michalski Canada 2018-05-15


Carmen Siegel Canada 2018-05-15


Mimi Pascoe Canada 2018-05-15


Andrew Zasada Canada 2018-05-15


aimie enns Canada 2018-05-15


Tanya Dort Canada 2018-05-15


Ewan Yousif Canada 2018-05-15


Aliz Csenki Canada 2018-05-15


Magdalena Berger Canada 2018-05-15


Janelle Wiebe Canada 2018-05-15


Nancy Waite Canada 2018-05-15


Vivian Gies Canada 2018-05-15


Al Le Canada 2018-05-15


Raymond Schenk Prinsenbeek, Netherlands 2018-05-15


Noemie Durst Canada 2018-05-15


Chantal Forcier Montréal, Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Amy Lowes Canada 2018-05-15


Neil Clarke Canada 2018-05-15


Shelley Ford Canada 2018-05-15


Joey Chakraborty Canada 2018-05-15


Laurie Godin Canada 2018-05-15


Sue Joordens Canada 2018-05-15


Magda O Canada 2018-05-15


Janice D'Souza Canada 2018-05-15


Pam Rathbone Canada 2018-05-15


Shane Cramer Canada 2018-05-15


Kathy Tahery Canada 2018-05-15


Gloria Wilson Canada 2018-05-15


Nadia Ayoubi Canada 2018-05-15


Claudia Parys Canada 2018-05-15


Melissa Fry Canada 2018-05-15


Maeve Mulroy Canada 2018-05-15


Randy Ackert Canada 2018-05-15


Christopher Myslicki Canada 2018-05-15


Tim Roberts Canada 2018-05-15


Robert Morin Canada 2018-05-15


Melodie Stewart Canada 2018-05-15


Andy Vanderkaay Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


grady carson Canada 2018-05-15


Janet Wesselius Canada 2018-05-15


Francine Johnston Canada 2018-05-15


Lucia Barron Canada 2018-05-15


Art Warren Canada 2018-05-15


logan nadia Canada 2018-05-15


Franck Ocl Canada 2018-05-15


Sandra Sorensen Canada 2018-05-15


Jenna Forrester Canada 2018-05-15


Rob Lev Canada 2018-05-15


lee klimpke Canada 2018-05-15


Tammy Hunter Canada 2018-05-15


Aldo Gallone Canada 2018-05-15


Emma Kulcsar Canada 2018-05-15


ilana d Canada 2018-05-15


Lena C. Canada 2018-05-15


Andrea Sutherland Canada 2018-05-15


Michelle Bourne Canada 2018-05-15


Caroline Linetsky Canada 2018-05-15


Joelle Crane Canada 2018-05-15


Nancy Wilkie Canada 2018-05-15


Jana Dinsmore Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Connie Anderson Canada 2018-05-15


Caroline Boulianne Canada 2018-05-15


John Kolb Canada 2018-05-15


Ashley Eugine Canada 2018-05-15


Robert Thompson Canada 2018-05-15


Jamie Denis Canada 2018-05-15


Jennifer Davison Canada 2018-05-15


Robyn Bertrand Canada 2018-05-15


Ethan Lebowitz Canada 2018-05-15


Julie Michailidis Canada 2018-05-15


Lisa Hackney Canada 2018-05-15


George Faust Canada 2018-05-15


Tamara Pylypchuk Canada 2018-05-15


Jane Livedon Canada 2018-05-15


Rylan Cameron Canada 2018-05-15


Nicolas Randazzo Canada 2018-05-15


Shelly Connolly Canada 2018-05-15


jean cahuzac Canada 2018-05-15


Jessica Louise Canada 2018-05-15


Jackson Murphy Canada 2018-05-15


Gail James Canada 2018-05-15


Stefan Titus Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Justin Ho Canada 2018-05-15


Anthony Mercado Canada 2018-05-15


Tracy Glass Canada 2018-05-15


Dylan Lawson Canada 2018-05-15


Dave Gillap Barrie, Canada 2018-05-15


Adrianna Vecchiola Canada 2018-05-15


Imelda Cormier Canada 2018-05-15


Jacquelyn Barbisan Canada 2018-05-15


Shirley Lesch Canada 2018-05-15


Rachel Lambert Canada 2018-05-15


Tatiana hutt Canada 2018-05-15


anne smart Canada 2018-05-15


Priya Ashlyn Canada 2018-05-15


Barbara Scheuneman Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-15


Zenia Khursigara Canada 2018-05-15


Maria Leverrier Canada 2018-05-15


Tara Sarai Canada 2018-05-15


Wendy Morris Canada 2018-05-15


Maris Millar Canada 2018-05-15


Aleksandra Popovic Canada 2018-05-15


Kari Toban Canada 2018-05-15


Kimia Yana Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


waluigi wauigi Canada 2018-05-15


luc comeau Canada 2018-05-15


Colin Henninger Canada 2018-05-15


mary morris-anderson Canada 2018-05-15


Brian Mcgowan Canada 2018-05-15


Diana Henson Canada 2018-05-15


Zubair Ahmad Canada 2018-05-15


Michelle O'Connor-Scheuer Canada 2018-05-15


Laura Lafrance Canada 2018-05-15


Allison David Canada 2018-05-15


Vlad Chek Canada 2018-05-15


Joseph MacKenzie Canada 2018-05-15


Amy Delorey Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-15


karen neko Canada 2018-05-15


Coleen Rogg Canada 2018-05-15


Kevin St. Cyr Canada 2018-05-15


vincent costa Canada 2018-05-15


steve hewson Canada 2018-05-15


Dale Patriquin Canada 2018-05-15


Madeleine Lajambe Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-15


Glenda Fevidal Brampton, Canada 2018-05-15


S M Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Cynthia Arce Canada 2018-05-15


Bush Petal Canada 2018-05-15


fart poop Canada 2018-05-15


Nathan MAyl Fort Lauderdale, Florida, US 2018-05-15


Rebecca Marar Toronto, Canada 2018-05-15


Oxana Chervetsova Canada 2018-05-15


Gillian W Toronto, Canada 2018-05-15


Kayla K. Canada 2018-05-15


Barry Heuer Canada 2018-05-15


Kinga Jasek Canada 2018-05-15


Ian Robertson Canada 2018-05-15


Marjorie Hunt Canada 2018-05-15


Sylvia Reid Canada 2018-05-15


Kolby Young Canada 2018-05-15


Giovanna Chell Canada 2018-05-15


maryam chaudhry Belgium 2018-05-15


Stephanie Gabrirl Belgium 2018-05-15


Mary Chun Belgium 2018-05-15


adrienne paul trenton, Canada 2018-05-15


Isag Firh Belgium 2018-05-15


GERLACH GERLACH Canada 2018-05-15


Julia Koziol Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Zach Somerville Canada 2018-05-15


leana temoana Canada 2018-05-15


Marie-Paule Avanthay Canada 2018-05-15


Ann Martin Canada 2018-05-15


Isaiah Wang Canada 2018-05-15


Amanda Chen Canada 2018-05-15


lawrence joel UK 2018-05-15


Tim Lawrence Canada 2018-05-15


sherry lescure Canada 2018-05-15


Tarek Ouardi Canada 2018-05-15


Valerie B Canada 2018-05-15


Catherine Woodman Fort MacLeod, Canada 2018-05-15


Kit Scoville Canada 2018-05-15


Lanika Gallant Canada 2018-05-15


Judith Fahey Canada 2018-05-15


Emily Rapaport-Alstrom Canada 2018-05-15


Dandilion Schlase Canada 2018-05-15


Cate Goodwin Canada 2018-05-15


Daniel Humby Canada 2018-05-15


Justin Lau Squamish, Canada 2018-05-15


Mei Yin Liu Canada 2018-05-15


Maury Kleebaum Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Shelagh McGuinty Canada 2018-05-15


Bahaneh Grewal Canada 2018-05-15


Sierra Pleasance Canada 2018-05-15


Hannah Leistle Canada 2018-05-15


Runjot Mann Canada 2018-05-15


Kenneth MacKay Victoria, Canada 2018-05-15


Karmilla Mou Canada 2018-05-15


Ben Daniels Canada 2018-05-15


sonja manning Canada 2018-05-15


Suzanne Gignac Canada 2018-05-15


Gay Boy Canada 2018-05-15


Aesther Eris Canada 2018-05-15


Muhammad Tahir Canada 2018-05-15


Latoya Joseph Canada 2018-05-15


Terry Landry Balmoral, Canada 2018-05-15


Ibrahim Abusitta Canada 2018-05-15


Barb Weir Canada 2018-05-15


Lisa Triebe Germany 2018-05-15


Renata Tracey Canada 2018-05-15


Sako Yousif Canada 2018-05-15


Allan Prudente Canada 2018-05-15


France Plourde Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Julia McRae Surrey, Canada 2018-05-15


Helen Correia Canada 2018-05-15


marcia williams Canada 2018-05-15


seth smith Canada 2018-05-15


Emma Braun Canada 2018-05-15


Jessica Aguiar Canada 2018-05-15


Nathan Notfoinglastname Canada 2018-05-15


Lorraine Dinsel US 2018-05-15


Cleo Mitsoulis Canada 2018-05-15


Don Mckinney Canada 2018-05-15


Jesse McMichael Canada 2018-05-15


Rob Strain UK 2018-05-15


Ryan Messi Canada 2018-05-15


Charlie Urgiles Canada 2018-05-15


Alexina Noel Canada 2018-05-15


Amber Young Canada 2018-05-15


Charlotte Morton UK 2018-05-15


Anya Kazamer Canada 2018-05-15


Abbi Omar Canada 2018-05-15


Kayla W Canada 2018-05-15


jeffrey vogt Canada 2018-05-15


Gerardo Hernandez US 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Ov vey Goy Canada 2018-05-15


Arthur Sinclair Canada 2018-05-15


David Gray Canada 2018-05-15


James Griffiths Canada 2018-05-15


H S Canada 2018-05-15


T-pose Lord Canada 2018-05-15


Sylvie Diane Richer Canada 2018-05-15


Gursach 44 Canada 2018-05-15


Alex Taylor Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15


Abdullah Parks Canada 2018-05-15


duncan reimer Canada 2018-05-15


Angeleen Moro Canada 2018-05-15


Jacob Jech Canada 2018-05-15


Giovanna Currie Markham, Canada 2018-05-15


louise alvarez Canada 2018-05-15


jen shelton Canada 2018-05-15


rob francis Canada 2018-05-15


Sophia Chan Canada 2018-05-15


big dog Canada 2018-05-15


Tudor Marius Popescu Canada 2018-05-15


Frank Sablatnig Canada 2018-05-15


Daniel Kartepa Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Michelle Knight Canada 2018-05-15


Sven Dietsche Canada 2018-05-15


Michael Ferrazzo Canada 2018-05-15


Rachael Drummond Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15


Andrew Langford Canada 2018-05-15


Mark Tsang Massey Drive, Canada 2018-05-15


Saobang Nguyen Canada 2018-05-15


Corinne Walsh Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15


Brianna Warrhunter Canada 2018-05-15


Mercer Mercer Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-15


Darren Smith Canada 2018-05-15


Dan Hickey St. John's, Canada 2018-05-15


Spencer Wikert US 2018-05-15


Kelley Beavers US 2018-05-15


Janet Marie Snair Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-15


Daniela De oliveira Canada 2018-05-15


Hilarey Cowan Canada 2018-05-15


Penny Haywood Canada 2018-05-15


johanne frost collingwood, Canada 2018-05-15


Garry Loewen Canada 2018-05-15


Volodymyr Nesterenko Canada 2018-05-15


Ying hui Ding Canada 2018-05-15







Name Location Date


Christine Caliwag Canada 2018-05-15


Lloyd Payne Canada 2018-05-15


Niagale Fofana US 2018-05-15


Nicole Shrigley Canada 2018-05-15


Riley Eaton Canada 2018-05-15


Lisa Peck Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-15


Braeden Pyne Canada 2018-05-15


Barbara Green Canada 2018-05-16


Luminita Simion Canada 2018-05-16


James Philpott Canada 2018-05-16


Cindy Cole Canada 2018-05-16


Michael Pesendorfer Canada 2018-05-16


rhonda sager Canada 2018-05-16


Pael Ngende Canada 2018-05-16


Mariah Bohdan Canada 2018-05-16


Sean Barker North York, Canada 2018-05-16


Elon Zuckerberg Canada 2018-05-16


Jonathan Jans Canada 2018-05-16


Jeff Brouwers Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-16


Jenn Springstead US 2018-05-16


Donald Anderson Canada 2018-05-16


Michelle Smith Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Phyllis Humphrey Canada 2018-05-16


Francis Sanchez Canada 2018-05-16


Caleb Levasseur Canada 2018-05-16


sadiq Hasan Canada 2018-05-16


John Morden Canada 2018-05-16


James Paterson Canada 2018-05-16


Joey Sullivan Canada 2018-05-16


Autumn Broadbent Canada 2018-05-16


Giuliana Jakob Canada 2018-05-16


Tammy Charrier Canada 2018-05-16


Stacey Knobel Canada 2018-05-16


Lindsay MacSween Canada 2018-05-16


Zalie Perreault Canada 2018-05-16


Jade Galandie Canada 2018-05-16


Rebecca Riley Canada 2018-05-16


David Muir Canada 2018-05-16


Monika Nguyen Canada 2018-05-16


Joshua Ditomaso Canada 2018-05-16


Brett Parent Canada 2018-05-16


Jason O'quinn kingston on, Canada 2018-05-16


Karissa Ramsey Canada 2018-05-16


damien nguyen Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Alysha Irvine Canada 2018-05-16


I Hussey Canada 2018-05-16


Maya Easton Canada 2018-05-16


Matthew Diabo Canada 2018-05-16


Aracely Munoz US 2018-05-16


Paul DeFillippo US 2018-05-16


Jo Lin Canada 2018-05-16


Jessica L Canada 2018-05-16


patrick wenger US 2018-05-16


dawn zhang Canada 2018-05-16


Chun-Bin Cheng Canada 2018-05-16


Tiana Weicker Canada 2018-05-16


Andrea Cabrera Canada 2018-05-16


Steven Boutilier Canada 2018-05-16


Nicole Howse Canada 2018-05-16


Michael Churchill Canada 2018-05-16


Jorge Trejos Canada 2018-05-16


Dennis King Regina, Canada 2018-05-16


Drrf Yang Canada 2018-05-16


Julia Holt Canada 2018-05-16


Sharon Bahadursingh Canada 2018-05-16


Bill Bobin Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Cliven Mitchell Canada 2018-05-16


Jonathan Newman Canada 2018-05-16


Ihtkahb Irutsak Canada 2018-05-16


jackie cudney chilliwack bc, Canada 2018-05-16


Candace Tucker US 2018-05-16


Jules W Canada 2018-05-16


Lindsay Inshaw Canada 2018-05-16


Jane Devons UK 2018-05-16


Floranne Davison Canada 2018-05-16


Jordan Canning Canada 2018-05-16


Adele Yu Canada 2018-05-16


Lily Selinger Canada 2018-05-16


Kristie Nault Canada 2018-05-16


Alison Richards Canada 2018-05-16


Josh Lilley Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16


Geoff Silverass Canada 2018-05-16


Shannon Goodwin Canada 2018-05-16


Shawn Johnson Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-16


Heather Campbell Canada 2018-05-16


Angie Gallant Canada 2018-05-16


T Edison Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-16


Rhyan Abbott Moncton, Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Maria Monaghan UK 2018-05-16


Chris Mason Canada 2018-05-16


Christine Bichara Canada 2018-05-16


Paul Brown Canada 2018-05-16


Tim Shaver Washington, District of Columbia, US 2018-05-16


Lillie DiVincenzo Canada 2018-05-16


Marissa Stewart Canada 2018-05-16


Jennifer Parr Canada 2018-05-16


Amanda Spittal Canada 2018-05-16


Dixie Kearley Canada 2018-05-16


Steve McInnis Canada 2018-05-16


Tammy Hicks Canada 2018-05-16


Tyron Vogt Canada 2018-05-16


michele knot Canada 2018-05-16


Bee Duncan Châtelain Canada 2018-05-16


gill morrison Canada 2018-05-16


Laura Massingham Canada 2018-05-16


Michelle Sherwood Canada 2018-05-16


Miranda Lee Canada 2018-05-16


ANDREW MERRICKS UK 2018-05-16


Jer Haelen US 2018-05-16


Shameem Chowdhury Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Alicia Cappadocia Canada 2018-05-16


Andrea Erickson Canada 2018-05-16


Todd Doering Canada 2018-05-16


Pamela De Los Santos Canada 2018-05-16


desiree burroughs Canada 2018-05-16


Michelle Lubrick Canada 2018-05-16


Linda Armstrong Canada 2018-05-16


Kirk Bromfield Canada 2018-05-16


Antoniette D'Angelo Canada 2018-05-16


Elaine VACHERESSE Canada 2018-05-16


Morgan Bishop Canada 2018-05-16


Kirk Kendell Halifax, Canada 2018-05-16


Diana Rayson Canada 2018-05-16


Frank Wirrell Canada 2018-05-16


Codie Morehead US 2018-05-16


Vishali Sathiyavarathan Canada 2018-05-16


Hugh Nichols Canada 2018-05-16


yeet barnes Canada 2018-05-16


Sofia Kesterton Canada 2018-05-16


Jackson Bannon Canada 2018-05-16


Heidi Mcleod Canada 2018-05-16


Joann Barrack Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Ranjana Sahai Canada 2018-05-16


Alison Thomas Canada 2018-05-16


Nathalie Daoust Canada 2018-05-16


Tianna Beaulieu Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-16


Mary Anne Mayhew Canada 2018-05-16


Claire Yeh Canada 2018-05-16


Norbert Kovacs Canada 2018-05-16


N Boswell Canada 2018-05-16


miranda m Canada 2018-05-16


Ali Akhtar Canada 2018-05-16


Chris Nokleby Canada 2018-05-16


Samuel Tudor Canada 2018-05-16


Jesse Dufresne Canada 2018-05-16


Bruce Scott Canada 2018-05-16


Gabriel Featherstone Canada 2018-05-16


Jane Embleton Canada 2018-05-16


Carolyn Barr Canada 2018-05-16


Maryssa Stanton Canada 2018-05-16


Christopher Taylor Canada 2018-05-16


Gary STEVENS Canada 2018-05-16


David Horley Canada 2018-05-16


Berit Bein Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


A.J. Leyte Canada 2018-05-16


kaitlyn mihaihuk Canada 2018-05-16


Wanda George Canada 2018-05-16


Josh Cameron Middle stewiacke, Canada 2018-05-16


jaden o'dell Canada 2018-05-16


elizabeth schembri Canada 2018-05-16


Talyn Fry Canada 2018-05-16


Tami Langenright US 2018-05-16


Samantha Simpson Canada 2018-05-16


Kelly Derkson Canada 2018-05-16


Leslie Baker Canada 2018-05-16


Linda Brooymans Canada 2018-05-16


Gabby Wilkinson Pincourt, Canada 2018-05-16


Gracie Valdez Canada 2018-05-16


Josée Chevalia Canada 2018-05-16


La Phan Canada 2018-05-16


Saranki Sivan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16


Larry Kelln Canada 2018-05-16


Kolton Mapes Canada 2018-05-16


Janet Cousins Canada 2018-05-16


COLLEEN Robson Canada 2018-05-16


siavash oveisy Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Carol-Lynn Jones Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16


Samantha Banks Canada 2018-05-16


Carryll Liang Canada 2018-05-16


beth olmstead Canada 2018-05-16


frank wang Canada 2018-05-16


Oliver Baker Canada 2018-05-16


Saad Khalaf Windsor, Canada 2018-05-16


Adnan Malik Canada 2018-05-16


Vanessa Watts Canada 2018-05-16


Rajwinder Sandhu Canada 2018-05-16


Abeer Khalil Canada 2018-05-16


Jodi Purvis Canada 2018-05-16


jennifer munoz Canada 2018-05-16


Samantha Lee Canada 2018-05-16


Howard Huang Canada 2018-05-16


Heli Shah Canada 2018-05-16


Jacqueline Smart Canada 2018-05-16


Saul Morton UK 2018-05-16


Joanne Cook UK 2018-05-16


Amy Barnes UK 2018-05-16


Abigail Shreero US 2018-05-16


Chantel Deneumoustier Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Carllie Smith Canada 2018-05-16


N J Canada 2018-05-16


Yannick Fornacciari Canada 2018-05-16


Tina Drake Canada 2018-05-16


Lee Potthast Canada 2018-05-16


Mikayla Daniel Canada 2018-05-16


Cody Pelletier Canada 2018-05-16


Bruce Teodoro Canada 2018-05-16


Liisa Lauszus Canada 2018-05-16


Robert Ibrahimov Canada 2018-05-16


Katherine Wood Canada 2018-05-16


Allyson Watts Canada 2018-05-16


Emily Sutherland Canada 2018-05-16


Brianna Hilman Canada 2018-05-16


Stella Brodersen Canada 2018-05-16


Austin Lammerink Canada 2018-05-16


Saeed Ghanbari Canada 2018-05-16


Ross Hodges Canada 2018-05-16


Ewa Kretowicz Canada 2018-05-16


Elene Lucchetta Canada 2018-05-16


Quinn Carruthers Canada 2018-05-16


Francine Burt Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


emma middleton UK 2018-05-16


nikki hunter Canada 2018-05-16


winnie zhao Canada 2018-05-16


Alaundra Thompson Canada 2018-05-16


Bernadette Crann Canada 2018-05-16


Nicole Tone US 2018-05-16


Wiktoria Babczyk UK 2018-05-16


Alannah Jimmo Canada 2018-05-16


Efin 2way Canada 2018-05-16


Marion Eals Canada 2018-05-16


Julieta Carrasco Canada 2018-05-16


Shivam Jagdev Canada 2018-05-16


Lovely Devaya Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16


Navya Saini Canada 2018-05-16


Chloe Lidvall Canada 2018-05-16


Inez Hileman Orinda, California, US 2018-05-16


Dominique Osmon Canada 2018-05-16


Sarah Telfeyan Canada 2018-05-16


Hazel Cardwell UK 2018-05-16


MOREAU AGNES Saint-Cyr-sur-Loire, France 2018-05-16


Avneet Basra Canada 2018-05-16


Bianca Jacob Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Rob Skrt-skrt-veny Canada 2018-05-16


Teanne Wilson Canada 2018-05-16


Winnie Hsieh Canada 2018-05-16


Diane Woodward UK 2018-05-16


Darcy Noye Summerside, Canada 2018-05-16


Henriett Balogh Canada 2018-05-16


Happydonkey36_Delta Roblox Canada 2018-05-16


catherine hesson St. John's, Canada 2018-05-16


J. Tong Canada 2018-05-16


Julia Heiroth Canada 2018-05-16


Rich Colton US 2018-05-16


Alex Diamond Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-16


Denise Della Mattia Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-16


Sarah Moricz Canada 2018-05-16


Savannah Mejias Canada 2018-05-16


Brad Lyons Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-16


Rachela De Fazio Canada 2018-05-16


Skye Ton Nu Canada 2018-05-16


Martin Benoit Canada 2018-05-16


Christina Biancardi US 2018-05-16


Johhny Blazesit Canada 2018-05-16


Annie Simmons St. John's, Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Holly Pierre Canada 2018-05-16


Taylin Swain Canada 2018-05-16


Gertrude Crawford Canada 2018-05-16


Mike Biggin St. John's, Canada 2018-05-16


Jumana Khan Canada 2018-05-16


Thokozile Mafaje Canada 2018-05-16


Richard Thacker UK 2018-05-16


Russ Purvis Purvis Canada 2018-05-16


Andul Jiwa Canada 2018-05-16


ty ty Canada 2018-05-16


Cherie Smith Canada 2018-05-16


Heather Kelly New Zealand 2018-05-16


Nicolette Sopcak Canada 2018-05-16


Erin Rivest Canada 2018-05-16


Stephen Mortimer Canada 2018-05-16


pamela reid Canada 2018-05-16


Jo-Ann Levesque Canada 2018-05-16


dean bolton Canada 2018-05-16


Emily Densmore Canada 2018-05-16


Erin Bannerman Canada 2018-05-16


Kelly Persico Canada 2018-05-16


Ashtin Staats Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Corazon Zoleta Canada 2018-05-16


Eugene Peters Canada 2018-05-16


Darcee Cheney Canada 2018-05-16


Selena Phillips Canada 2018-05-16


David Burgoyne UK 2018-05-16


miguel ramos Bellingham, Washington, US 2018-05-16


OLGA BIANCHI Canada 2018-05-16


Frédérik Saint-Pierre Canada 2018-05-16


Maddie Gulak-Winter Canada 2018-05-16


Evelyn Lounsbury Canada 2018-05-16


Amelia Tremblay Canada 2018-05-16


Kathleen Seroy Canada 2018-05-16


Jolee Stewart Canada 2018-05-16


Natalie Leung Canada 2018-05-16


DAVIDE BARINI Italy 2018-05-16


Alex D. Canada 2018-05-16


Alon Blank Canada 2018-05-16


Karen Ernandez Canada 2018-05-16


Amir Hart Canada 2018-05-16


Sandi Foden Canada 2018-05-16


Bronwyn MacKinnon Halifax, Canada 2018-05-16


Sadhna Ramquar Canada 2018-05-16







Name Location Date


Kim McLennan Canada 2018-05-16


Kate Lobsinger Canada 2018-05-16


Uy Kim Canada 2018-05-16


Ranen Johnson Canada 2018-05-16


Chris Williams Saint John, Canada 2018-05-16


Lola Calder Canada 2018-05-16


Jacob Fu Canada 2018-05-17


Joan Klatt Oakville, Canada 2018-05-17


Jo-Ann Leake Canada 2018-05-17


Christine Woodman RR# 6 Orillia, ON, Canada 2018-05-17


Shelley Beard Canada 2018-05-17


Alexander Dumouchelle Canada 2018-05-17


JENNIFER Majore Canada 2018-05-17


Moisés Benavides Canada 2018-05-17


James Hanson Canada 2018-05-17


Elaine Ullmann Canada 2018-05-17


Kaila Sinclair Canada 2018-05-17


Khush Asif Canada 2018-05-17


Ron Varva Manchester, Iowa, US 2018-05-17


Susan Heron-Brown US 2018-05-17


Antoine Bourdeau Canada 2018-05-17


Jeff Taylor Canada 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Robert Sitarski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-17


Lisa Geall Canada 2018-05-17


Hailee Turken Canada 2018-05-17


maria Mossovitz US 2018-05-17


Tom Qiu Canada 2018-05-17


Karen Poko Canada 2018-05-17


Nir Nevo Dinur Canada 2018-05-17


Richard David Canada 2018-05-17


Ian Nuevo Canada 2018-05-17


MinRu Yuan Taiwan 2018-05-17


Andrea Mellis Canada 2018-05-17


Heather McKechnie Canada 2018-05-17


Toni Stokes Canada 2018-05-17


Leslie Simmons Canada 2018-05-17


janice brake Canada 2018-05-17


Darlene Duncan Canada 2018-05-17


Adam Melbourne Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-17


Doug Tunney Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17


Deborah Cooper St. John's, Canada 2018-05-17


diane stewart Canada 2018-05-17


Karen Dixon Canada 2018-05-17


Allan Schreiber Canada 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Blake Mcquarrie Canada 2018-05-17


Amanda Masson Canada 2018-05-17


Danielle Shantz Canada 2018-05-17


atila vakiliazar Canada 2018-05-17


Shannon Johnson Canada 2018-05-17


Siobhan Forrest Canada 2018-05-17


Soliman Ali Canada 2018-05-17


Lauren West Canada 2018-05-17


Denis Daigle Canada 2018-05-17


Preeti Dhawan Canada 2018-05-17


Danielle Hart Canada 2018-05-17


Nathan Schuurman Canada 2018-05-17


Kathleen DeWitt Canada 2018-05-17


Bacon Deng Canada 2018-05-17


Debbie Toews Canada 2018-05-17


George Wu Canada 2018-05-17


Steven Fan Canada 2018-05-17


David Love Ajax, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-17


Dave Gresswell NewGlasgow, Canada 2018-05-17


Emily Hadubiak London, Canada 2018-05-17


Shawn He Canada 2018-05-17


Tony Huggan Canada 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Katelyn Power Canada 2018-05-17


Christopher Kim Canada 2018-05-17


Sammi Huang Canada 2018-05-17


Rebecca Wilks Canada 2018-05-17


Vicki Peters US 2018-05-17


James Gregory Canada 2018-05-17


Terry Lee Canada 2018-05-17


ivadelle kanis Canada 2018-05-17


Trisha Barranoik Canada 2018-05-17


Alokananda Ghosh US 2018-05-17


Chelsey Kaiser Canada 2018-05-17


Dan Sirk Canada 2018-05-17


Maria Tabakaieva Lvov, Ukraine 2018-05-17


Yvonne Grant Canada 2018-05-17


Jason Butler-Boffey UK 2018-05-17


sandrina carosso UK 2018-05-17


Sara Valade Canada 2018-05-17


William Knowles Stockport, England, UK 2018-05-17


alex maillet shediac, Canada 2018-05-17


alex aube Lantz, Canada 2018-05-17


Justin Mckiernan Lantz, Canada 2018-05-17


Michael Innes Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Jordan Stuckless Canada 2018-05-17


Candice Alkerton Canada 2018-05-17


Danny Clements Beaubassin East, Canada 2018-05-17


Kyle Yong Canada 2018-05-17


Steven Wark Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-17


Sue Innes Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17


H G Canada 2018-05-17


Holland Cook US 2018-05-17


Tina Walls Canada 2018-05-17


Sharon Langfield Canada 2018-05-17


Anthea Wyman Canada 2018-05-17


Cam Smith Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-17


Evelyn Jacobs Canada 2018-05-17


Debbie Lushington Saint-quentin, Canada 2018-05-17


Bruce Gartrell Canada 2018-05-17


Natasha Michaud Canada 2018-05-17


Alexandra Markwell Canada 2018-05-17


Julia Bouchier Canada 2018-05-17


helen curcic Canada 2018-05-17


Faye Connolly Canada 2018-05-17


Breanne Wong Canada 2018-05-17


Donna White Coventry, Rhode Island, US 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Tyler Church Canada 2018-05-17


Emily Coath UK 2018-05-17


Dawn Mills Delta, Canada 2018-05-17


Alex Tsukernik US 2018-05-17


Nancy Donovan Saint Isidore, Canada 2018-05-17


Angel White Canada 2018-05-17


Sarah Voyer Canada 2018-05-17


Jessie Grimm Canada 2018-05-17


Sandra Cox UK 2018-05-17


Raina Schaefer Canada 2018-05-17


John Canning Westville, Canada 2018-05-17


Dimitry Mignot Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-17


Darla gilson Canada 2018-05-17


Kassidy MacKinnon Canada 2018-05-17


Scott Mackenzie Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-17


Jason Greene burlington, Canada 2018-05-17


Richard Manon Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-17


Katie Brown US 2018-05-17


bill gillespie Canada 2018-05-17


Ewan Donnachie Canada 2018-05-17


Marie Barlow US 2018-05-17


Megan B US 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Nancy Shea Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-17


Sami MacKenzie Canada 2018-05-17


Robert Burns Canada 2018-05-17


Brad Wells Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17


Gabrielle McIntire Canada 2018-05-17


liz towers Canada 2018-05-17


samara Persaud Sunderland, Canada 2018-05-17


sandra shea pictou,ns, Canada 2018-05-17


RANDY SAIANI SIMPSONVILLE, South Carolina, US 2018-05-17


Zarah Ali Canada 2018-05-17


Brandine Nicholl Canada 2018-05-17


brayden heal Canada 2018-05-17


A. Huertas US 2018-05-17


Cassie Wilkes District Heights, Delaware, US 2018-05-17


Black Hole US 2018-05-17


Darryl Chandler Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17


cole henderson Canada 2018-05-17


Tzu Han Chen US 2018-05-17


Jadzia Thompson US 2018-05-17


Forrest Atkins UK 2018-05-17


Landon Bishop US 2018-05-17


Tyler Quackenbush Canada 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Madeleine Birchmore UK 2018-05-17


phoebe lawrence UK 2018-05-17


Jeremy Cayea Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-17


Meadow Bennett Canada 2018-05-17


Vanessa Tomlinson UK 2018-05-17


Denise Ross Liverpool, Canada 2018-05-17


Robert Selkowitz Woodstock, New York, US 2018-05-17


Donna Beaton New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-17


Martha Dang Singapore 2018-05-17


Andrew Jin Canada 2018-05-17


Lidia Komorowsky Toronto, Canada 2018-05-17


Katherine Robinson New Waterford, Canada 2018-05-17


agnes ellens Canada 2018-05-17


Sheena Ray Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-17


V Lee Canada 2018-05-17


Kimberly Roberts Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-17


Kathy Kosinski US 2018-05-17


melanie langley Port Dufferin, Canada 2018-05-17


C. Jane Wilson Dumfries, Canada 2018-05-17


Mckayla Heinrich Canada 2018-05-17


Daddy Jeff Canada 2018-05-17


Vivien Stumpf Canada 2018-05-17







Name Location Date


Camilla Johnson US 2018-05-17


k s Canada 2018-05-17


Patricia Pickle Canada 2018-05-17


Lillian Liu Canada 2018-05-17


Peter Martin Canada 2018-05-17


Ching Zamora Canada 2018-05-18


deb Devellerez US 2018-05-18


Kathy simonik US 2018-05-18


Ashley Odell US 2018-05-18


Hannah Richards Canada 2018-05-18


Krista Maynard London, Canada 2018-05-18


Rocio Canales Molina Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-18


Laura McConkey Toronto, Canada 2018-05-18


Garrett Freeh US 2018-05-18


Gabriel Cortellucci Canada 2018-05-18


Chris Coristine Canada 2018-05-18


Kira Belong Canada 2018-05-18


Mary Corbett Paterson, New Jersey, US 2018-05-18


Arish Delon Canada 2018-05-18


Jezabel Almanzar US 2018-05-18


Dunkelblau00 Deviantart US 2018-05-18


Jeordie Shepherd Canada 2018-05-18







Name Location Date


Eva Waardenburg Canada 2018-05-18


Fred Escobar Canada 2018-05-18


glennis killoran Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-18


Sasha Patrick UK 2018-05-18


Danny Green US 2018-05-18


Sarrah Norris Canada 2018-05-18


Mitchell Bond UK 2018-05-18


lily lina lin Canada 2018-05-18


caren look Canada 2018-05-18


russell MUIR UK 2018-05-18


Sarah Hall UK 2018-05-18


Rebecca Ward UK 2018-05-18


Elizabeth Gore UK 2018-05-18


Derek Day UK 2018-05-18


Ayesha Broadbent UK 2018-05-18


Rosie Hui UK 2018-05-18


Max Lee UK 2018-05-18


Rodger Garratt UK 2018-05-18


Milne Harris UK 2018-05-18


Carole Spencer UK 2018-05-18


Ulrike Gerhardt UK 2018-05-18


Richard duRose UK 2018-05-18







Name Location Date


Sandra M UK 2018-05-18


Janet Gorin UK 2018-05-18


Ellie Gill UK 2018-05-18


reb gro UK 2018-05-18


Claudia Wittenberg US 2018-05-18


Biamba Bestman UK 2018-05-18


Sarah James UK 2018-05-18


Yasmin Tenpow UK 2018-05-18


C Klauke UK 2018-05-18


Vytaute Varanaviciute UK 2018-05-18


Connor Neal UK 2018-05-18


Graham Luscombe UK 2018-05-18


Vilma Macenaite-Abouelmagd UK 2018-05-18


Wayne Topping UK 2018-05-18


Lynda Maddison UK 2018-05-18


Lesley Foster UK 2018-05-18


Jason Hayward UK 2018-05-18


Richard Brighton UK 2018-05-18


Androulla Papalouca UK 2018-05-18


Alex Mixter UK 2018-05-18


Tracey Mccabe UK 2018-05-18


Joshua Philips- Kerrigan UK 2018-05-18







Name Location Date


John Kneale UK 2018-05-18


Hajera Bibi UK 2018-05-18


Sophie Blackburn UK 2018-05-18


Jane Johnson UK 2018-05-18


Craig Harland UK 2018-05-18


Elizabeth Whalin UK 2018-05-18


Maria Stevens UK 2018-05-18


ascot phill UK 2018-05-18


Chris Morton UK 2018-05-18


Mike Collins UK 2018-05-18


Victoria Dyer US 2018-05-18


Michael Faires US 2018-05-18


carolyn betts-Brennan Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-18


Agnieszka Katlewska UK 2018-05-18


Lila Yuhasz-Bell Canada 2018-05-18


Edward Knight UK 2018-05-18


Brian Gaulke Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-18


Anoop Johal Canada 2018-05-18


Christine Foster Canada 2018-05-18


Dennis Ryan Halifax, Canada 2018-05-18


Joanne Bedard Canada 2018-05-18


Nagma Mathur Toronto, Canada 2018-05-18







Name Location Date


lisa maclane new glasgow, Canada 2018-05-18


chris douglas Toronto, Canada 2018-05-18


Matthew McMillan Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-18


Tilly Dolan UK 2018-05-18


steven tsicolas Canada 2018-05-18


Conner Arts Canada 2018-05-18


Tannis Tataryn Canada 2018-05-18


heather bowman Canada 2018-05-18


Zeb-Un Nessa Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-18


Jeannette Pottier Canada 2018-05-18


klaudia myrto Canada 2018-05-18


Farista Sairuv Canada 2018-05-18


Jasmine Blight UK 2018-05-18


Jenny Tyson UK 2018-05-18


cathy rupp US 2018-05-18


Erfan Ak UK 2018-05-18


Jennifer Delaney UK 2018-05-18


Amanda Faulkner UK 2018-05-18


gina smart UK 2018-05-18


Julian Toulouse Thorpe UK 2018-05-18


Jennifer Houselander Dunrobin, Canada 2018-05-18


S.G. Harmonia Canada 2018-05-18







Name Location Date


Mary Hubbard UK 2018-05-18


Jenna Penney Canada 2018-05-18


Tessa Burrows Canada 2018-05-18


nathan leyte Canada 2018-05-18


Amelia Thomas Canada 2018-05-18


Wayne Fuller Canada 2018-05-18


Jenna Poste Halifax, Canada 2018-05-18


Jacqueline Baptista Canada 2018-05-18


Noah Vasquez US 2018-05-18


Pascal Lo Canada 2018-05-18


Hildy Bowen Regina, Canada 2018-05-18


Randi Cooper Canada 2018-05-18


Frank Falvo Canada 2018-05-18


Yvette Gregorash Canada 2018-05-18


hijong kim Canada 2018-05-18


Harry Dibb UK 2018-05-18


Fan from The Start UK 2018-05-18


Emma Knights UK 2018-05-18


youef Alaghbari Canada 2018-05-18


Nathan Shaw Merigomish, Canada 2018-05-18


Nicole Arnott Canada 2018-05-18


Amanda Lewis Canada 2018-05-18







Name Location Date


Brian Sams US 2018-05-18


Karan Nagar Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-18


Leanne Luu Canada 2018-05-18


Emmy Lock UK 2018-05-18


Michele Scully UK 2018-05-18


karen leach Canada 2018-05-18


Michael Warhurst Canada 2018-05-18


Bill Laight Canada 2018-05-18


Taylor Dockerty UK 2018-05-18


Gaby Guzman Canada 2018-05-18


Stefan Lapointe Canada 2018-05-18


Sandra Westbury Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-18


harriett mccormick UK 2018-05-19


Kori MacCara Fall River, Canada 2018-05-19


Norbert Rennert Canada 2018-05-19


Jennifer Curlin US 2018-05-19


Cecilia Munoz US 2018-05-19


Mary Zorrilla US 2018-05-19


Jill Gumienny US 2018-05-19


dominic profaci US 2018-05-19


Al Vincente US 2018-05-19


Ashley Kennedy Canada 2018-05-19







Name Location Date


Samantha wright UK 2018-05-19


Maggie Hung Canada 2018-05-19


Samantha Tomchuk Canada 2018-05-19


Veronica Taylor Canada 2018-05-19


lisa honecker US 2018-05-19


Andrew Hong US 2018-05-19


Kristi Wilson US 2018-05-19


Roger Pelletier Canada 2018-05-19


Mary Fortuner US 2018-05-19


Elanda Rubirosa US 2018-05-19


Howard Foster UK 2018-05-19


Nicholas Jenkinson UK 2018-05-19


Monica Pop UK 2018-05-19


Janis Bethel UK 2018-05-19


Lesley Thomas UK 2018-05-19


Ian Mode UK 2018-05-19


Mark Hickman UK 2018-05-19


Jason Schecter Canada 2018-05-19


JENNY Klecan UK 2018-05-19


Marlon Mahroyan UK 2018-05-19


Denise Shupert UK 2018-05-19


Jonathan Webb UK 2018-05-19







Name Location Date


Muriel Banfield UK 2018-05-19


Anuka Teggart UK 2018-05-19


Michael Sciarra Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-19


Silvia Moreno Bolton, Canada 2018-05-19


Barb Nell Canada 2018-05-19


James Harris UK 2018-05-19


Rebecca Pearson UK 2018-05-19


Gabrielle Tanner UK 2018-05-19


Ben Petty-Smith UK 2018-05-19


Céline Lafrance Canada 2018-05-19


Denine Montecalvo Canada 2018-05-19


Tobias Douglas Halifax, Canada 2018-05-19


Cristina Dowsett UK 2018-05-19


Ed Jowett Canada 2018-05-19


Janice Ho Canada 2018-05-19


Lorraine Moores Mount Pearl, Canada 2018-05-19


Susana Rodas Canada 2018-05-19


Michael McConvey Canada 2018-05-19


Jackie Jonkheid Salmo, Canada 2018-05-19


John McCabe Tottenham, Canada 2018-05-19


Nelson Baziuk Canada 2018-05-19


Evelyn Chui Hong Kong 2018-05-19







Name Location Date


Gray Daniels Canada 2018-05-19


Glen Yang Canada 2018-05-19


Jcy Cinema Canada 2018-05-19


Adam Kaluba US 2018-05-19


Crystal Moen US 2018-05-19


Bill Dumanski Regina, Canada 2018-05-19


norton dowd aleza lake bc, Canada 2018-05-19


Meghan Ry Calgary, Canada 2018-05-19


Jiwon Ohm US 2018-05-19


Lex Bloxham US 2018-05-19


Amber Bridgeman US 2018-05-19


etienne arago Mexico 2018-05-19


Carol Johnston Canada 2018-05-19


Angela VICKERY-leflar Canada 2018-05-19


Zuhair Qureshy Canada 2018-05-19


Lynn Gambon US 2018-05-19


Edward Hovsepianmehr UK 2018-05-19


Ariela Vg US 2018-05-19


Jonathan Maschke Saint-quentin, Canada 2018-05-19


CLIFF NAVAN Dacula, Georgia, US 2018-05-19


Goldie Dignard Canada 2018-05-19


Allison Kelly Lion's Head, Canada 2018-05-19







Name Location Date


Michelle Lindsay Canada 2018-05-19


C D Brampton, Canada 2018-05-19


Abbey Giorno Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-19


Allan Portelance Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-19


Andrew Vassell US 2018-05-19


Spandan Garg Canada 2018-05-19


John Brown St. Thomas, Canada 2018-05-19


Destiny Crowe UK 2018-05-19


Adil Khan UK 2018-05-19


Issabel Issi Slovenia 2018-05-19


Pat King Canada 2018-05-19


Kayla B Calgary, Canada 2018-05-19


Umm Nusaybah US 2018-05-19


Rebecca Harvey Tiny, Canada 2018-05-19


georgia koutsogianis Canada 2018-05-20


Emilie Capowski Canada 2018-05-20


tom w UK 2018-05-20


Natalie Martin Canada 2018-05-20


Donna D. Peerless Canada 2018-05-20


Mason Mcdonald US 2018-05-20


Don Bracewell Vernon, Canada 2018-05-20


Kafilat Lawal UK 2018-05-20







Name Location Date


Jorge Olvera Canada 2018-05-20


Mark Bossart Surrey, Canada 2018-05-20


Patricia Parker US 2018-05-20


Genia Gibson US 2018-05-20


Georgia Scholz US 2018-05-20


Marlene Kay US 2018-05-20


ron warren ganderton Canada 2018-05-20


Lisa Sitybell-Ryan Canada 2018-05-20


Alan Clooney UK 2018-05-20


Donna Johnson Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-20


james br Canada 2018-05-20


Merren Bullet UK 2018-05-20


Noah Mendoza US 2018-05-20


John P. Athens, Greece 2018-05-20


Sharon Adams UK 2018-05-20


Ava Allchurch UK 2018-05-20


Patricia Rorison UK 2018-05-20


Kit O'Connor UK 2018-05-20


Cate Humphries UK 2018-05-20


Tal Kaur UK 2018-05-20


Matt Holmes UK 2018-05-20


Russell Poste Creemore, Canada 2018-05-20







Name Location Date


Pangwiny2 Gaming US 2018-05-20


Joanna Latarska UK 2018-05-20


Isabel Oliveira Canada 2018-05-20


John Somers Canada 2018-05-20


Dr Helene T Canada 2018-05-20


Charles Gould Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-20


Femke Davis UK 2018-05-20


Gabrielle Hirst UK 2018-05-20


Tristan Scranton US 2018-05-20


Jennifer Sanchez US 2018-05-20


j westra Canada 2018-05-20


Johnny Wheeler Canada 2018-05-20


Oscar Glancy UK 2018-05-20


Terry Wright Leeds, England, UK 2018-05-20


Ray Hawker US 2018-05-20


Amanda Murray New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-20


James Seabrook Canada 2018-05-20


Kyra Young Canada 2018-05-20


Adrienne David Canada 2018-05-20


Susan Scarff Canada 2018-05-20


Janet Weissenberger US 2018-05-20


Amy Kress Canada 2018-05-20







Name Location Date


Jariya Kung US 2018-05-20


Julie Melo US 2018-05-20


****STOP HURTING ANIMALS!
****


US 2018-05-20


Cleveland Duff Canada 2018-05-20


Scott Gupton US 2018-05-20


Kathleen Hoague US 2018-05-20


Nathan W Canada 2018-05-20


David Crockett Canada 2018-05-20


Mary Fredisdottir UK 2018-05-20


CATHERINE ST. ONGE US 2018-05-20


Amy G UK 2018-05-20


Chris Bashford Calgary, Canada 2018-05-20


Ashley Nay Canada 2018-05-20


Anita Payne Canada 2018-05-20


Lauren Frenden US 2018-05-20


Sophie Moore UK 2018-05-20


Catherine Mauro Canada 2018-05-20


Janet Cunille Canada 2018-05-20


Hope Hopkins US 2018-05-20


Wendy Lee Canada 2018-05-20


Rupert Harrison Watchet, England, UK 2018-05-20







Name Location Date


william warwick Canada 2018-05-20


Nancy Law US 2018-05-20


Nicole Van Oss Canada 2018-05-20


Courtney Kimbark Canada 2018-05-20


Mataiya Lee Canada 2018-05-20


Ana Coelho UK 2018-05-20


Pete West Canada 2018-05-20


Paige Rogers Canada 2018-05-20


Roger Punnett Canada 2018-05-20


Paige Hunter Canada 2018-05-20


Sarah Ashton US 2018-05-20


Daniel Gardner US 2018-05-20


Gregg Congdon Canada 2018-05-20


Rena Dugish US 2018-05-20


Carter Worth Bonshaw, PEI, Canada 2018-05-20


Bruce Silverthorn Moncton, Canada 2018-05-20


Eva Zalewski Canada 2018-05-20


Patty Mattern US 2018-05-20


Shania Christensen Canada 2018-05-20


Roxana Deleasey UK 2018-05-20


Rachel Kush US 2018-05-20


Martha Orr US 2018-05-20







Name Location Date


mark nishiguchi Canada 2018-05-20


Karen Lechner Toronto, Canada 2018-05-20


Simon Walker UK 2018-05-20


Nick White US 2018-05-20


Joseph Beeley Canoe Cove, Canada 2018-05-20


Wendy McIsaac Canada 2018-05-20


K Trenholm UK 2018-05-20


Johnny English UK 2018-05-20


Alan Macnab Canada 2018-05-20


George List US 2018-05-20


Darin Schlingmann Canada 2018-05-20


S A US 2018-05-20


kay roberts UK 2018-05-20


Stephanie Montero US 2018-05-20


Elijah Piirala US 2018-05-20


Dessy Didova Canada 2018-05-20


delena howell US 2018-05-20


Dave Hall US 2018-05-20


Juliette L. Dunn US 2018-05-20


Tazim Ahmed Canada 2018-05-20


Dylan Hickox Kensington, Canada 2018-05-20


lisa l US 2018-05-20







Name Location Date


Alex Campbell Cornwall, Canada 2018-05-20


Joan Gale Surrey, Canada 2018-05-20


Cassidy nicholls-bonk Canada 2018-05-20


John flint Australia 2018-05-20


Brandon Noonan Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-20


Linda Clair Englewood, Florida, US 2018-05-20


Robert Snyder US 2018-05-20


Andrea Robustelli US 2018-05-20


Melissa K Canada 2018-05-20


David Eggbeer UK 2018-05-20


Drose Lil pump US 2018-05-20


Jackie Swartz Canada 2018-05-20


Suzanne Lalande Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-20


Jesus Alvarez Burkina Faso 2018-05-20


Grace Carey Canada 2018-05-20


Amber Davies Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-20


Albert Dow Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-20


Thomas Doucette Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-20


Claire Cawley UK 2018-05-20


Andrew LeFort Canada 2018-05-20


Casper Voogt Sterling, Virginia, US 2018-05-20


Charlotte Russell Netherlands 2018-05-20







Name Location Date


vincent partos US 2018-05-20


Steve Rust UK 2018-05-20


Jit Singh UK 2018-05-20


richard baker UK 2018-05-20


Mandy Bol Netherlands 2018-05-20


Alison Claire Canada 2018-05-20


Regan Smith Montréal, Canada 2018-05-20


Ryan Wittek Canada 2018-05-20


Hugh Gabor Umeå, Sweden 2018-05-21


Taz Fawcett UK 2018-05-21


Jacob Stewart Canada 2018-05-21


Samantha Manso US 2018-05-21


Celia Goldman Canada 2018-05-21


Mia Acosta US 2018-05-21


EmpathyBridge -Fight Media
Bias


US 2018-05-21


Bei Wunda US 2018-05-21


Christylee Heide Canada 2018-05-21


Cory Williams Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-21


DANA MADUTA UK 2018-05-21


Austin Arsenault Canada 2018-05-21


Steve Christiaans Canada 2018-05-21







Name Location Date


Carol Albert Sedges US 2018-05-21


Alexis Collazo US 2018-05-21


Alan Przeworski US 2018-05-21


Brian Patterson UK 2018-05-21


John Pallister UK 2018-05-21


Sylvia Warner US 2018-05-21


Jenifer Muralles Guatemala, Guatemala 2018-05-21


Shannon Elliott Canada 2018-05-21


Kevin Lynch UK 2018-05-21


Nick Tulip UK 2018-05-21


Amy Bloomfield UK 2018-05-21


Julia Stanziani Canada 2018-05-21


Karen Gorman Canada 2018-05-21


Kayla Stephens Canada 2018-05-21


Julie Singleton Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-21


Cathie Lank Canada 2018-05-21


Steven Reid Canada 2018-05-21


Johan Vink Canada 2018-05-21


Ray Duff Canada 2018-05-21


Dallas & Susan McQuarrie St-Ignace, Canada 2018-05-21


Danielle Plante Canada 2018-05-21


m r Canada 2018-05-21







Name Location Date


John Thomas Aguinaldo Canada 2018-05-21


Zbigniew Zmuda Canada 2018-05-21


dawson snache Canada 2018-05-21


Amy Blakeman Canada 2018-05-21


Joe Pereira Canada 2018-05-21


Matthew Denman US 2018-05-21


Ashley Pratt Canada 2018-05-21


John Gillis Canada 2018-05-21


Alyssa Di Lazzaro Canada 2018-05-21


Susan Holmes UK 2018-05-21


Lynne Dyson Canada 2018-05-21


Melissa Fraser Canada 2018-05-21


karen palkowski Toronto, Canada 2018-05-21


Ryland Downs UK 2018-05-21


ann Fresina US 2018-05-21


lisa renar Oldbury, England, UK 2018-05-21


Aanekke Klimm Canada 2018-05-21


Staci Rossell US 2018-05-21


Nkechi Esan US 2018-05-21


Kevin intini Canada 2018-05-21


john knauff US 2018-05-21


Emma Whyte Canada 2018-05-21







Name Location Date


Kristol Richards Canada 2018-05-21


Chase Bell US 2018-05-21


Kayla Neal US 2018-05-21


Kinsey Gardiner US 2018-05-21


Brigitta Schmidt Canada 2018-05-21


Carly Cullen Canada 2018-05-21


Ruth Daly UK 2018-05-21


Roya Rasoolzadeh UK 2018-05-21


Tim Saunders UK 2018-05-21


Chelsea Carter Canada 2018-05-21


Carolina Carolina UK 2018-05-21


Allison Sathern US 2018-05-21


Victoria Kong Canada 2018-05-21


Zygmunt Dudaniec Canada 2018-05-21


Kye Wolters Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-21


Savanna Faltas Canada 2018-05-21


Darrell Arsenault Summerside, Canada 2018-05-21


Karl Sanden Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-22


Joanne Ignaccolo Canada 2018-05-22


Eric Geier US 2018-05-22


Alen Rekel US 2018-05-22


Shelley Dawar US 2018-05-22







Name Location Date


Kyle Douglas Canada 2018-05-22


Garret Gibson Canada 2018-05-22


sonia Ivonne(sonivonne)
quesadagonzalez


Costa Rica 2018-05-22


Sheldon Sumpson Canada 2018-05-22


بابک دشتی Canada 2018-05-22


shannon schofield Canada 2018-05-22


Cole Clark Canada 2018-05-22


Dana Hergott Canada 2018-05-22


Casey Escobar US 2018-05-22


A Russell Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-22


Maneet Nagra Canada 2018-05-22


Matthew Sanderson Canada 2018-05-22


Jo Thauberger Penticton, Canada 2018-05-22


Ruth Rogers US 2018-05-22


Dianne Douglas US 2018-05-22


Sandra Crocket US 2018-05-22


Kayla Spence US 2018-05-22


Mary Lewis US 2018-05-22


Hdi Bsr UK 2018-05-22


Betty Umlas US 2018-05-22


Mayuri Surendran Canada 2018-05-22







Name Location Date


Tara Singh Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22


Robin Jane McNichol Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-22


les firth UK 2018-05-22


margaret hook UK 2018-05-22


steve black UK 2018-05-22


Amina BOUTABBA Tunisia 2018-05-22


aria irani UK 2018-05-22


Allan Kennedy Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-22


Lindsey Leathers Australia 2018-05-22


carla bush pictou, Canada 2018-05-22


Jacob Chamberlain UK 2018-05-22


MICHAEL TOBIN UK 2018-05-22


Elaine Atkinson Canada 2018-05-22


Sydney Veres Canada 2018-05-22


Ben Sanchez US 2018-05-22


Barbara Henry Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-22


Sean McAdam UK 2018-05-22


Stephanie Paris Canada 2018-05-22


Caroline Dunn UK 2018-05-22


shahzad farid UK 2018-05-22


Daniel Watkins UK 2018-05-22


Lisa Huttley UK 2018-05-22







Name Location Date


adam lungley UK 2018-05-22


John Lehunte UK 2018-05-22


Rosemarie Caruso US 2018-05-22


Ailsa Stephenson UK 2018-05-22


Paula Aron UK 2018-05-22


olumide Olo US 2018-05-22


Martin Febry UK 2018-05-22


Alison Balint UK 2018-05-22


Alyson Kettles UK 2018-05-22


Roger Provins UK 2018-05-22


Pam Mitchell UK 2018-05-22


James Davis UK 2018-05-22


Nima Z Los Angeles, California, US 2018-05-22


Emily Rasmussen Arda UK 2018-05-22


??? ??? US 2018-05-22


Duncan Michael UK 2018-05-22


Sandra Young Canada 2018-05-22


Eric Laberge Canada 2018-05-22


Andy Perlmutter US 2018-05-22


Doug Woodbeck Canada 2018-05-22


Jennifer Prashad Canada 2018-05-22


Vea Botanicals US 2018-05-22







Name Location Date


Rita Brooks Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22


Kara Campbell Canada 2018-05-22


ellen munroe Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-22


Lisa boyce Canada 2018-05-22


Charles Favorite US 2018-05-22


Decland Parsons Canada 2018-05-22


Chloe Eaton UK 2018-05-22


Charlie Gascoyne UK 2018-05-22


Jasmine Smith US 2018-05-22


Walter Sonnenberg US 2018-05-22


Chris Jackson UK 2018-05-22


Laibah Ahmed UK 2018-05-22


Asif Rehmani Canada 2018-05-22


Stephen Holland Canada 2018-05-22


Lisa McLellan Canada 2018-05-22


Jake Kitchen Canada 2018-05-22


Karen White Formby, England, UK 2018-05-22


Janet Musa UK 2018-05-22


Abu Sufian UK 2018-05-22


Hollie Thompson UK 2018-05-22


Mary Morrison Canada 2018-05-22


Iris Habashush Laval, Canada 2018-05-22







Name Location Date


Lorna Johnston Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-22


MARY-MARGARET BEATON HALIFAX, Canada 2018-05-22


Danielle Strachan Canada 2018-05-22


Jonathan Shane Finn Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-22


Dianne Douglas US 2018-05-22


Paulina Li Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22


Paula Anscombe UK 2018-05-22


viktoria hetzer Germany 2018-05-22


Max Wallace Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-22


Cathy Tafler Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22


Kali Hayden US 2018-05-22


Brennan Hudson-Jagdeo Canada 2018-05-22


Melissa Attard US 2018-05-22


Crystal Kennedy Canada 2018-05-22


Jen Brett Langley, Canada 2018-05-22


Rick hirtle Canada 2018-05-22


Lia Janitens Canada 2018-05-22


Teresa Mak Sturgis, Michigan, US 2018-05-22


Marisa Reple Brazil 2018-05-22


John Williams Portage, Michigan, US 2018-05-22


Justin Macrae Halifax, Canada 2018-05-22


Faye Varady Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-22







Name Location Date


Eric Trottier Canada 2018-05-22


علی عبدالهی UK 2018-05-22


Ali Hosseinifar Canada 2018-05-22


James McCarthy US 2018-05-22


Karen Scott US 2018-05-22


Vanessa Marie US 2018-05-22


Cynthia Spiegel US 2018-05-22


F carroll US 2018-05-22


Hamza Herzalla Canada 2018-05-22


Elliot Cheeseman Canada 2018-05-22


Sheila Battle Memphis, Tennessee, US 2018-05-22


Kavita Mehey UK 2018-05-22


Amber Spence Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-22


Fariba Rahimi UK 2018-05-22


Alexandra Beaton Mabou, Canada 2018-05-22


Michael Mcphee Canada 2018-05-22


william goodfellow Canada 2018-05-22


Ariadne Stoneburgh Canada 2018-05-23


Perran Wetzel US 2018-05-23


HUGH WEBB Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-23


Rebekah Devito Canada 2018-05-23


Reb MacInnis Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Julia Nikolakakos Canada 2018-05-23


Trevor Schaub Canada 2018-05-23


Paul Carnes US 2018-05-23


Sophia Mack Canada 2018-05-23


Melissa Power Canada 2018-05-23


Kelley Page Beckenham, England, UK 2018-05-23


Aidan Thompson Canada 2018-05-23


Deanna Lucas Canada 2018-05-23


Tiana Stanisic Canada 2018-05-23


Susan Barrett Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-23


Shimako Kato UK 2018-05-23


Darron Pinnell UK 2018-05-23


florence dalit Canada 2018-05-23


Peter Woolfrey Canada 2018-05-23


Meghna Shah Canada 2018-05-23


Sophie Adams US 2018-05-23


Lindsay Lavallee Cartier, Canada 2018-05-23


Suzanne Kennedy Canada 2018-05-23


Anita Harrison Canada 2018-05-23


Samir Coussa Canada 2018-05-23


janice ryan Canada 2018-05-23


carol Little Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


bert kang Canada 2018-05-23


Jennifer Rich Canada 2018-05-23


Roderick Purdy Canada 2018-05-23


Maria Gutierrez Canada 2018-05-23


Janice Musial Canada 2018-05-23


Margaret Watson Canada 2018-05-23


Imali Perera Canada 2018-05-23


Michal Marek Canada 2018-05-23


Alfredo Simas Canada 2018-05-23


Cathy Wang Canada 2018-05-23


Sean Taylor Canada 2018-05-23


Elizabeth Leslie Canada 2018-05-23


Rose Klatt Canada 2018-05-23


Jonathan Seymour Canada 2018-05-23


Sydney Albrecht Canada 2018-05-23


McKayla Locke Canada 2018-05-23


Ken Lockhart Canada 2018-05-23


Michele Iredale Canada 2018-05-23


Evelyn Yeh Canada 2018-05-23


Hailie Mccann Canada 2018-05-23


Alastair Thorburn-Vitols Westmount, Canada 2018-05-23


Erin Joness Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Carlene Hawley Canada 2018-05-23


Coral Armstrong Canada 2018-05-23


Charlene Poulton Canada 2018-05-23


Carl Corter Canada 2018-05-23


Darlene Koster Canada 2018-05-23


james peters Canada 2018-05-23


Cameron Bergsma Canada 2018-05-23


Greg van Riel Canada 2018-05-23


Cindy Farrell Canada 2018-05-23


Lynne Chiandet Canada 2018-05-23


Karen Rosenberg Canada 2018-05-23


John Corbett Canada 2018-05-23


Lerrita Rubinoff Canada 2018-05-23


Sharon Price Canada 2018-05-23


Justin Godard Canada 2018-05-23


Fanny Maure Canada 2018-05-23


PATRICK HENRY Canada 2018-05-23


Bob Gollinger Canada 2018-05-23


Don Ball Canada 2018-05-23


Siobhan Fitzgerald Canada 2018-05-23


CANDIA ALLEYNE ALLEYNE Grenada 2018-05-23


Christine Keogh Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Vaughn Dutch Canada 2018-05-23


Mark Huffman Canada 2018-05-23


kathleen riley Canada 2018-05-23


Nancy Walsh Canada 2018-05-23


Margo Takeda Canada 2018-05-23


Oliver Ganske Canada 2018-05-23


Lee Dimos Canada 2018-05-23


Angela White Canada 2018-05-23


dawn goyeche Canada 2018-05-23


Jordan White Montague, Canada 2018-05-23


Brian Farr Canada 2018-05-23


robin grinnell Canada 2018-05-23


Jeff Da Silva Canada 2018-05-23


Elaine Qiu Canada 2018-05-23


John Jazwinski Canada 2018-05-23


Kim Elsaifi Canada 2018-05-23


Sally Casey Canada 2018-05-23


Kierin Forbes Canada 2018-05-23


Ninon Hebert Levis, Canada 2018-05-23


Julie Daly Canada 2018-05-23


Cynthia Guimaraes Canada 2018-05-23


Aihua Zhang Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Anthony Punnett Canada 2018-05-23


Chynace Van Lambalgen Canada 2018-05-23


Jason Fear Canada 2018-05-23


Mikhail Osipov UK 2018-05-23


Lynn Lewis Canada 2018-05-23


Trent MacKay Canada 2018-05-23


Michaela Spitzer Canada 2018-05-23


Matthew Athanasopoulos Canada 2018-05-23


Andrew Gitt Canada 2018-05-23


Joaquin lagos Canada 2018-05-23


ANDRE SCHNEIDER Canada 2018-05-23


Calista Bloedorn Canada 2018-05-23


Wanda splawinski Canada 2018-05-23


Duong Pham Canada 2018-05-23


josef Svoboda Canada 2018-05-23


Chris Kliewer Canada 2018-05-23


mariah falat Canada 2018-05-23


Mary Krohn Canada 2018-05-23


Jan Smith Canada 2018-05-23


Tara Smith Canada 2018-05-23


egon keist Canada 2018-05-23


David Degrow Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Scott Hooper Canada 2018-05-23


Luna Nightstalker Canada 2018-05-23


Sue Bazely Canada 2018-05-23


Matthew Vernelli Canada 2018-05-23


Don George Canada 2018-05-23


YASIN IBRAHIM Canada 2018-05-23


John O'S Canada 2018-05-23


Rachel Johnson Canada 2018-05-23


StraT barrett Canada 2018-05-23


Jennifer Tavares Canada 2018-05-23


Tom Langridge Canada 2018-05-23


Genessis Arauz US 2018-05-23


jeff gibson Canada 2018-05-23


stewart scott Canada 2018-05-23


G Duncan Canada 2018-05-23


Mary Telford Canada 2018-05-23


luisa ianniciello Canada 2018-05-23


Murray Spicer Canada 2018-05-23


Maureen Hinz Canada 2018-05-23


Sartaj Singh Canada 2018-05-23


Colette Duelli Canada 2018-05-23


Rob Mccauley US 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Margaret Smith Canada 2018-05-23


clifford grass Canada 2018-05-23


Dianna Wilson Canada 2018-05-23


Sophia Reder Canada 2018-05-23


George P Canada 2018-05-23


Jens Wolkewitz Canada 2018-05-23


Barbara Robertson Canada 2018-05-23


Catherine St-Onge Canada 2018-05-23


Stephen Spring Canada 2018-05-23


Colleen Craig Canada 2018-05-23


geri hayes Canada 2018-05-23


Peter Feldman Canada 2018-05-23


John Marcucci Canada 2018-05-23


Elhanan Kenichi Canada 2018-05-23


Johanna Allaston Canada 2018-05-23


Alexander MacEachern Ajax, Canada 2018-05-23


Julie Lenchyshyn Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-23


gianna girolami US 2018-05-23


Nicole Stuber Canada 2018-05-23


Penn Lewis Canada 2018-05-23


Tim O'Gorman Canada 2018-05-23


james jardine Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Katie MacNeil Canada 2018-05-23


cindy niceforo Canada 2018-05-23


Florence Vilcsak Canada 2018-05-23


Lynn Haviland Canada 2018-05-23


Lynn Winston Canada 2018-05-23


Aki Nisbet Canada 2018-05-23


Jeanne Bain Canada 2018-05-23


Jessica Reeves US 2018-05-23


Mark Weber US 2018-05-23


Darlene Orr US 2018-05-23


Amber Brown Canada 2018-05-23


James a Pasciolla US 2018-05-23


Elizabeth Valenzuela US 2018-05-23


Gunnar Holtzapple US 2018-05-23


Lisa Huhn Canada 2018-05-23


al legittino US 2018-05-23


Kristi Makela US 2018-05-23


bob kelley US 2018-05-23


Marcy Elias Canada 2018-05-23


Anas Bha77i Canada 2018-05-23


Peter Tyrer UK 2018-05-23


Priscilla Huskey Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Joseph Saucier US 2018-05-23


Beverly Thomas US 2018-05-23


Alexandra Gomez US 2018-05-23


marilyn prentice Canada 2018-05-23


SARAH-JANE ROGERS UK 2018-05-23


Aimee Funkhouser US 2018-05-23


Cl Bedard US 2018-05-23


Autumn W US 2018-05-23


Kayla Hulita US 2018-05-23


David O'Rourke UK 2018-05-23


Michael purdon Canada 2018-05-23


Sharon Shaw Canada 2018-05-23


J. William Saunders Canada 2018-05-23


Jason Gabriel US 2018-05-23


Tom Malloch Canada 2018-05-23


Ivan Chapdelaine Canada 2018-05-23


Deborah McCutcheon Canada 2018-05-23


Eva Santianni Canada 2018-05-23


Cecilia McDonald Canada 2018-05-23


Jatinder Sandhu Canada 2018-05-23


Glenda Crawford Canada 2018-05-23


Brett Nadrozny Canada 2018-05-23







Name Location Date


Janet Hughes-Adams Canada 2018-05-23


Theres Dubois Canada 2018-05-23


Lana Gallivan Canada 2018-05-23


Brent Husluk Brandon, Canada 2018-05-23


Zyoulou A. Canada 2018-05-23


Bryan Zapata Canada 2018-05-23


Rod Francey Canada 2018-05-23


cameron johnstone lanark highlands, Canada 2018-05-23


Stella Beadle US 2018-05-23


Olivia cassie US 2018-05-23


William Colby Canada 2018-05-23


Julien Ramond Canada 2018-05-23


Margaret Gilligan Canada 2018-05-23


Griffith Hawkins Canada 2018-05-23


gabby smith US 2018-05-23


Zephyr Polk Simoom Sound, Canada 2018-05-24


Carolina Valdez Canada 2018-05-24


Margaret Zadak Canada 2018-05-24


Diana Goh Canada 2018-05-24


Joannie Savoie Canada 2018-05-24


Jessica Brown Canada 2018-05-24


Walker Shearman US 2018-05-24







Name Location Date


Declan Fischlin Canada 2018-05-24


Valerie Fuller Canada 2018-05-24


Gordon Wallace Canada 2018-05-24


Brandi WIlson Canada 2018-05-24


Pan Rogerson Canada 2018-05-24


Nickie V Canada 2018-05-24


Joshua Blancher US 2018-05-24


Julia Petruescu Canada 2018-05-24


kalia thompson US 2018-05-24


Indigo Allgood US 2018-05-24


Lila Vincent New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-24


John Millett Canada 2018-05-24


Sara Summer US 2018-05-24


Juanita Cochran US 2018-05-24


linda elder US 2018-05-24


David Espenscheid US 2018-05-24


Jake Wildgoose Canada 2018-05-24


Carol Goerke US 2018-05-24


Bill Ellwood Canada 2018-05-24


Tom Gregg Canada 2018-05-24


Heather Gjesdal Canada 2018-05-24


Kimber H US 2018-05-24







Name Location Date


Sarah Torgerson Canada 2018-05-24


Jake Loncar US 2018-05-24


Igor Gonchar Richmond, Canada 2018-05-24


Mehul Mahajan India 2018-05-24


Lucifer Morningstar UK 2018-05-24


Tanya Lussier Canada 2018-05-24


Jaime McElyea US 2018-05-24


Linda Pelchat Canada 2018-05-24


Aline Srogosz Canada 2018-05-24


Rob Hess Rochester, New York, US 2018-05-24


David Beddow UK 2018-05-24


Jesse Schilling US 2018-05-24


Sue Webb Smith Canada 2018-05-24


Robert Robinson Canada 2018-05-24


Rose Evania Gedeon Canada 2018-05-24


Sandra Lloyd-Smith Canada 2018-05-24


Chris White Canada 2018-05-24


Janet Wundee US 2018-05-24


Dianne Lifset Canada 2018-05-24


Korina Donnelly Canada 2018-05-24


Eduardo Gonzalez US 2018-05-24


Jean-Philippe Haden-West Canada 2018-05-24







Name Location Date


Margaret Steele Canada 2018-05-24


Kerry de Gelder Canada 2018-05-24


Lynne Chrismas Canada 2018-05-24


Jason Cameron Canada 2018-05-24


Vanessa Leclair Canada 2018-05-24


Lisa Palmer Canada 2018-05-24


NAHID SULTANA Canada 2018-05-24


S. Nystrom Canada 2018-05-24


Connie Lunn Canada 2018-05-24


Aija Svenne Canada 2018-05-24


Jeffrey Rose Canada 2018-05-24


gerry frain Canada 2018-05-24


Barbara Welsh Canada 2018-05-24


Kim Miller Canada 2018-05-24


Michael Tesfamichael Canada 2018-05-24


Jane Regusj Canada 2018-05-24


Jessica Liquori US 2018-05-24


Gem Solorio Canada 2018-05-24


Roberta Butticci Canada 2018-05-24


James Loughran Canada 2018-05-24


Eduardo Urian Canada 2018-05-24


Lala Caren Canada 2018-05-24







Name Location Date


Molly Pearson Canada 2018-05-24


Nixon Riewe Canada 2018-05-24


Noelia aguirre UK 2018-05-24


tracy patterson Canada 2018-05-24


Christopher Kay UK 2018-05-24


Alicia Baker Canada 2018-05-24


Chris McKim Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-24


Patricia Smith UK 2018-05-24


Alesandra Di Giovanni Canada 2018-05-24


Lindi Smith Canada 2018-05-24


Natalie Sheehan US 2018-05-24


Thomas Maclean Canada 2018-05-24


Linda Futty Canada 2018-05-24


JAMES KENNEDY Canada 2018-05-24


sharon pacheco Canada 2018-05-24


ara suarez Canada 2018-05-24


Amber Townsend Canada 2018-05-24


Donna Kouri Canada 2018-05-24


Shelley Legacy Canada 2018-05-24


Mirta Klaric Canada 2018-05-25


Mackenzie Meachem Canada 2018-05-25


Carina Morabito Canada 2018-05-25







Name Location Date


kevin yako Canada 2018-05-25


Melanie Filly Canada 2018-05-25


Nela Ivanova Canada 2018-05-25


Keith Parker Canada 2018-05-25


Alex Hutchison Canada 2018-05-25


Eva Chuen Canada 2018-05-25


Shaun Daltrey Canada 2018-05-25


Sarah Leighton Canada 2018-05-25


richard middleton Canada 2018-05-25


Anna Reeve UK 2018-05-25


Elaine Konieczny UK 2018-05-25


Becci Wilson UK 2018-05-25


Laurel Alder Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-25


Ian Rudkin UK 2018-05-25


Lesley Lewis Canada 2018-05-25


amanda perrin UK 2018-05-25


Sarah McNulty UK 2018-05-25


Paula McCarthy UK 2018-05-25


Greg Chanakos Canada 2018-05-25


Andrea Ponte US 2018-05-25


Chandra Dubé Canada 2018-05-25


Eva Mok Canada 2018-05-25







Name Location Date


Christina Oijen Sydney, Canada 2018-05-25


Samuel Fraser Saltsprings, pictou county, Canada 2018-05-25


Sandra Brown Buena Vista, Virginia, US 2018-05-25


Brittany Livingstone Pictou, Canada 2018-05-25


Bob Oakes Pictou, Canada 2018-05-25


Sawyer Buchanan Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-25


Mary Meckley Westlock, Canada 2018-05-25


Vincent Mok Canada 2018-05-25


Rose Wu Taiwan 2018-05-25


Crystal Oliver US 2018-05-25


Jennifer Tremblay Canada 2018-05-25


Phil K Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-25


Sabrina Gordon Canada 2018-05-25


Sandi Aden Tempe, Arizona, US 2018-05-25


Mary I Driscoll Driscoll Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-25


Jimmie Daley West River Station, Canada 2018-05-25


v taragan Canada 2018-05-25


shvan ghadri Iraq 2018-05-25


QUANG TRAN Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-25


Chanice Murray Westville, Canada 2018-05-25


Haley Curry US 2018-05-25


Sindre Kaspersen Skutvik, Norway 2018-05-25







Name Location Date


Tara Robinson New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-25


Irene Manhunzi London, UK 2018-05-25


Linda Pellowe North Saanich, BC, Canada 2018-05-25


Maria Arghyrou UK 2018-05-25


Ryan Dickson Westville, Canada 2018-05-25


Rachelle Bate Pictou, Canada 2018-05-25


Carol Robson Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-26


Dylan Atwal Canada 2018-05-26


annalisa gianferrari US 2018-05-26


K Torin West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-26


James Cieloha US 2018-05-26


Ruth Martinez US 2018-05-26


Lavanya Xavier Canada 2018-05-26


Lee Duncan Canada 2018-05-26


Jazmine Boutilier Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-26


Beatrice Rivera Canada 2018-05-26


Claire Hildebrand US 2018-05-26


Judith Crompton UK 2018-05-26


Robb Wright Toronto, Canada 2018-05-26


Glenn Zanth Canada 2018-05-26


Joshua Martin Knoxville, Tennessee, US 2018-05-26


Doug Dunlop New Waterford, Canada 2018-05-26







Name Location Date


Kaitlin Hartjoy US 2018-05-26


Kaitlin Hartjoy US 2018-05-26


brynn landry Canada 2018-05-26


Marina Schmidt Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-26


Lucie Lafrance Canada 2018-05-26


Ambar Yanelis Panama 2018-05-26


Samy Zagara US 2018-05-26


Wayne Candy Canada 2018-05-26


Logan denny Canada 2018-05-26


Sandrine Gamache Laval, Canada 2018-05-26


Alessia Carbone Canada 2018-05-26


Kiana Smith Canada 2018-05-26


Iran’s voice M. Iran 2018-05-26


Tammy Walters US 2018-05-26


Leslie Christian Canada 2018-05-26


Alyssa Gastelum US 2018-05-27


Kieran Deighton Canada 2018-05-27


Kaleena Astle Canada 2018-05-27


Nelson Romero US 2018-05-27


Bonnie Harris Canada 2018-05-27


Elijah Ephraim Canada 2018-05-27


Brandon Webber Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-27







Name Location Date


Sajeda Shuaib US 2018-05-27


Sally Jeff Canada 2018-05-27


Kris Kruczek Canada 2018-05-27


Kayla Vondracek US 2018-05-27


Sammie Calton UK 2018-05-27


George Robson UK 2018-05-27


Mark Rahman Malaysia 2018-05-27


lynnea booth Canada 2018-05-27


Stevie Christopher UK 2018-05-27


Jan Adams Canada 2018-05-27


Lua Marcos Spain 2018-05-27


Céline Papillon New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-27


Maurice Strasfeld Toronto, Canada 2018-05-27


Shanaz Khatri UK 2018-05-27


Jenny Dakins US 2018-05-27


Ty Wilkes US 2018-05-27


Charlotte Haynes UK 2018-05-27


Torah Leaver UK 2018-05-27


Raven Hale US 2018-05-27


Shirley GELLER Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-27


Anthony Shipman Canada 2018-05-27


Courtney Phillips Canada 2018-05-27







Name Location Date


Dina Dacy UK 2018-05-27


Melanie Sauriol-Kelly Canada 2018-05-27


Cindy Meide US 2018-05-27


Bunjiao Huang Taiwan 2018-05-27


darth Vader Canada 2018-05-27


maureen Claydon Canada 2018-05-27


Bill Auchterlonie NOTL, Canada 2018-05-27


Julie Martin US 2018-05-27


Jasmine Dyer Canada 2018-05-27


Aurelia B US 2018-05-27


Steven Kaye UK 2018-05-27


Amber Latham US 2018-05-27


Paul King UK 2018-05-27


David Matthew UK 2018-05-27


Michael Evans UK 2018-05-27


Sadiq KazmiKhan UK 2018-05-27


Aria White US 2018-05-27


George Buckley UK 2018-05-27


Peter Cox Canada 2018-05-27


Jamario Cannon US 2018-05-27


John Hinchliffe UK 2018-05-27


Reizi Smith US 2018-05-27







Name Location Date


james curran UK 2018-05-27


Bill Fingleton US 2018-05-27


Amelia Drake UK 2018-05-27


Scott Allen UK 2018-05-27


Shad Shaikh US 2018-05-27


Julie Gowing UK 2018-05-27


Jonathan Renaut UK 2018-05-27


Jackie Parsonage Squamish, Canada 2018-05-28


Iris Dzioduck Canada 2018-05-28


Adrienne Descamps Canada 2018-05-28


Wilma Waura-Mosley US 2018-05-28


Daniel Smith North York, Canada 2018-05-28


Kiasha Borjian Canada 2018-05-28


Sarbdeep Johal Canada 2018-05-28


William Yiu Hong Kong 2018-05-28


Shirley McGuire Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-28


Isabella Beck US 2018-05-28


Hannah Butler UK 2018-05-28


M.Elías F.Karraá. El Salvador 2018-05-28


Tatiana Kholyavko Canada 2018-05-28


Steven Perigord Canada 2018-05-28


Toby Collins Canada 2018-05-28







Name Location Date


Sigita Simona Paplauskaite Belgium 2018-05-28


Carmen Humphreys Canada 2018-05-28


Lynn Dupuis Canada 2018-05-28


jennifer roach Canada 2018-05-28


Giancarlo Biasiucci Canada 2018-05-28


Sam Bingham Canada 2018-05-28


Steve Winger Canada 2018-05-28


Afrah Rauf Canada 2018-05-28


Sandra Butts Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-28


HuskyE Lam Canada 2018-05-28


Corinne Cairns Toronto, Canada 2018-05-28


PERRi Gardner Canada 2018-05-28


Sandy Cambrey Canada 2018-05-28


Judah Onstad-Bauld Canada 2018-05-28


Laura Martin Canada 2018-05-28


Annie Gagnon Canada 2018-05-28


Cathy Holmes Plymouth, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-28


breann shrigley Canada 2018-05-28


William Harkness Canada 2018-05-28


Rachel Smith-Young Elora, Canada 2018-05-28


J Pinder UK 2018-05-28


Jacques Brun Canada 2018-05-28







Name Location Date


Melany Lund Canada 2018-05-28


Victoria Lamkin Canada 2018-05-28


Janis Hariprashad Canada 2018-05-28


Taylor Bischler Canada 2018-05-28


Jekkalin dela Paz Canada 2018-05-28


Kathleen Glazer Canada 2018-05-28


Marc L'Heureux Canada 2018-05-28


Tristin Cooper Canada 2018-05-28


Mya Steele Canada 2018-05-28


Amy Lees Prince George, Canada 2018-05-29


Michael Bermudez US 2018-05-29


T Cooks US 2018-05-29


Kristen Felt Calgary, Canada 2018-05-29


Mairead Aripotch US 2018-05-29


Mary Macedonio US 2018-05-29


Samantha Chee Canada 2018-05-29


Corbin Keatts US 2018-05-29


Caprice Capers US 2018-05-29


Hannon Lowe US 2018-05-29


Viktoriya Berkovich US 2018-05-29


Zo Ashby US 2018-05-29


Wanda Gagnon US 2018-05-29







Name Location Date


Ben Barclay Canada 2018-05-29


Craig Conlan US 2018-05-29


Gopa Chakravartty Toronto, Canada 2018-05-29


Luke Nicosia US 2018-05-29


itzel pina US 2018-05-29


Robert Reed Canada 2018-05-29


David Kalli Canada 2018-05-29


Anahi Hernandez US 2018-05-29


Mohamad Muizzuddin
Roslihuddin


Canada 2018-05-29


Sonja Müller US 2018-05-29


Mathilde Proulx Canada 2018-05-29


Ava Dear US 2018-05-29


Desiree Kay Canada 2018-05-29


Margaret Hansen Canada 2018-05-29


Marianne Noss US 2018-05-29


Gary McCOmbs Berkley, Michigan, US 2018-05-29


Nicole B Canada 2018-05-29


Chloe Wilhelm Canada 2018-05-29


Joe Cox UK 2018-05-29


Andy Mohammed Canada 2018-05-29


Halina Warren Secaucus, New Jersey, US 2018-05-29







Name Location Date


Irene Szabla Pictou, Canada 2018-05-29


Joan Turner Halifax, Canada 2018-05-29


Jekaterina Buinicka UK 2018-05-30


Moon Kinnaird UK 2018-05-30


Jo Massey US 2018-05-30


Jack L Maddox US 2018-05-30


jackie dupre UK 2018-05-30


Becky McSwanson US 2018-05-30


Laura Cartwright UK 2018-05-30


wayne johnson UK 2018-05-30


Paola Ash UK 2018-05-30


Mary Lewis Pictou, Canada 2018-05-30


Andrea Chan Canada 2018-05-30


Daniel Carr Saint Louis, Missouri, US 2018-05-30


Fran Rodriguez US 2018-05-30


Alicia Thomas UK 2018-05-30


Ben Hureau Canada 2018-05-30


Samuel Olukoju UK 2018-05-30


Aly Sno Canada 2018-05-30


Kyle Cassady Bellingham, Washington, US 2018-05-30


Rachel Ellingsen US 2018-05-30


mary kessler US 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


Pol Valls UK 2018-05-30


ampharos flaaffy US 2018-05-30


Derek Andrews River John, Canada 2018-05-30


Sue Tudisco US 2018-05-30


Susanne Scarth US 2018-05-30


Lincoln Nicholson Pictou, Canada 2018-05-30


David Tenorio Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30


Erelin Rodriguez US 2018-05-30


David Lewis Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30


Kristen Lewis Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30


Ryan Brandham Toronto, Canada 2018-05-30


Alicia MacIntyre Amherst, Canada 2018-05-30


Linda Koekman Nova Scotia, California, US 2018-05-30


Trevor Brumwell Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30


Sean Hartery Wellington, New Zealand 2018-05-30


Kathy Brush Central North River, Canada 2018-05-30


David Sampson Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30


George Thomson Canada 2018-05-30


June Stewart Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-30


Ron Fraser New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-30


Darcy Boettger Canada 2018-05-30


Mike Rath Perth, Canada 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


Jade Flores US 2018-05-30


Margaret Towne Chino Valley, Arizona, US 2018-05-30


Alicia Owen Toronto, Canada 2018-05-30


Serge Boisvert Canada 2018-05-30


Heather Martin US 2018-05-30


paul lemanczyk UK 2018-05-30


rosemary murton UK 2018-05-30


Erika Faber US 2018-05-30


Frank Livingstone UK 2018-05-30


Brenda Choi US 2018-05-30


Neil Scotford UK 2018-05-30


Ann Turner UK 2018-05-30


Deborah Hamilton UK 2018-05-30


Mick Smithurst UK 2018-05-30


Graeme King UK 2018-05-30


Craig Hoult UK 2018-05-30


Scott Littleboy UK 2018-05-30


James Hewitt UK 2018-05-30


Isobelle Whitehurst UK 2018-05-30


A Oldham UK 2018-05-30


john scanlon UK 2018-05-30


Pamela Stuart UK 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


Ade Ola UK 2018-05-30


Mahlengi Bhengu South Africa 2018-05-30


Tasha Tanner Lords Cove, Canada 2018-05-30


Cecil Pauley Canada 2018-05-30


Bruce Kennedy Halifax,ns, Canada 2018-05-30


Dana Nicely Westville, Canada 2018-05-30


Roman Talkowski Burlington, Canada 2018-05-30


Cathy Curtis Trenton, Canada 2018-05-30


JoAnn Nicol Renfrew, Canada 2018-05-30


peter krauskopf Montague, Canada 2018-05-30


Joanne Bleho Sainte-Anne-des-Lacs, Canada 2018-05-30


Vicki Haddon Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-30


Garry Lewis Pictou, Canada 2018-05-30


Deborah Gillis-Williams Dartmouth, NS, Canada 2018-05-30


Gregory Davis Lexington, Kentucky, US 2018-05-30


Stephen Bushell Canaan, Canada 2018-05-30


Verda Simpson Vernon, Canada 2018-05-30


Patricia Smith Kawartha Lakes, Canada 2018-05-30


Cheri Gray Sidney, Canada 2018-05-30


Barbara Currie Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30


Alex Macinnis Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30


stephen harford Canada 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


Lily Smith UK 2018-05-30


Kristen Kuefler Canada 2018-05-30


Mehtab Gill Canada 2018-05-30


Izabelle Muschol Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30


Maggie McKnight Canada 2018-05-30


lololol njjhjh Canada 2018-05-30


Suzanne Archambault Canada 2018-05-30


Kelsey M Canada 2018-05-30


Margarita H. Netherlands 2018-05-30


Chantal Theroux Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-30


Trevor Parsons Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-30


Ruth Lann New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-30


Dahlia Alie Canada 2018-05-30


Chelsea LaRose Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-30


Alain Bourgie Canada 2018-05-30


Bonnie Rodgers US 2018-05-30


A Sc UK 2018-05-30


Karen Thomas UK 2018-05-30


David Cooley Canada 2018-05-30


MICHAEL LYNSKEY UK 2018-05-30


Louise Kassian Canada 2018-05-30


Michelle Catton UK 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


Ranjit Tennakoon UK 2018-05-30


Terence Oakes UK 2018-05-30


Dennis Bixler US 2018-05-30


TERENCE Cooke UK 2018-05-30


grahCam clack UK 2018-05-30


Alexandra Russell US 2018-05-30


Melanie Shone UK 2018-05-30


Emily Collins Canada 2018-05-30


Carol Schmidt US 2018-05-30


Kerry Fowler UK 2018-05-30


Rose M Smith US 2018-05-30


Joshua Morris UK 2018-05-30


Grzegorz Muszynski UK 2018-05-30


Ryan Hartley UK 2018-05-30


Dan Cox UK 2018-05-30


Peter Marsland UK 2018-05-30


Tawndra Vail US 2018-05-30


Sarah Hope-Walker UK 2018-05-30


Karen Cadwalader US 2018-05-30


Catherine Adjani UK 2018-05-30


Monika SZMYT UK 2018-05-30


Christine Quinn UK 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


chris powell UK 2018-05-30


DeLine Joyce US 2018-05-30


Claire Bessell UK 2018-05-30


Gladys Barcela Canada 2018-05-30


pavlin yankov UK 2018-05-30


Dave Tickner UK 2018-05-30


Dale Paling UK 2018-05-30


Courtney Haan US 2018-05-30


Kyle Fox US 2018-05-30


Nancy Long US 2018-05-30


Raylene Hrechka Canada 2018-05-30


Donny Morris US 2018-05-30


Alan White UK 2018-05-30


Tracy Davis UK 2018-05-30


Carolyn Gee UK 2018-05-30


Jeremy Fry UK 2018-05-30


Judith Gosling UK 2018-05-30


Lisa Carter UK 2018-05-30


Diana Perry UK 2018-05-30


Hannah Lange Mount Horeb, Wisconsin, US 2018-05-30


Emma cernohous US 2018-05-30


Marie Ross UK 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


parastou zekri US 2018-05-30


SCOTT HAWKINS UK 2018-05-30


Sharon Hough UK 2018-05-30


jayne williams UK 2018-05-30


Živilė Žukauskaitė UK 2018-05-30


Chris Slatus US 2018-05-30


Hussein Al-Tayyar US 2018-05-30


Lisa Caraveo US 2018-05-30


Jana Mingeozi UK 2018-05-30


Martin Miller UK 2018-05-30


tiffani brown US 2018-05-30


Neil O'Hara UK 2018-05-30


Lee Eyre UK 2018-05-30


Debra Betts UK 2018-05-30


MARGARET THOMPSON UK 2018-05-30


Benz Jamin UK 2018-05-30


Laura Mackay Canada 2018-05-30


MICAH KAY Canada 2018-05-30


Barbara Foulds Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-30


Natalie Crane Toronto, Canada 2018-05-30


Madison Edens US 2018-05-30


jess taylor Canada 2018-05-30







Name Location Date


Linda Negulic Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30


Donna Rhead US 2018-05-30


Yassmin Sarmadi US 2018-05-30


claude duhaime Wickham, Canada 2018-05-30


Josh Matte Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-30


Void ジオ Canada 2018-05-30


Cathy Martin Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-30


Mark Richard Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30


Amanda Ward Canada 2018-05-30


Carolyn Valme Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-30


Ian MCNEILL Ancaster, Canada 2018-05-30


Annirose Graebig Coleman, Canada 2018-05-30


Rose Boyd US 2018-05-30


Chris Owen Halifax, Canada 2018-05-31


Jaxon Crosmas Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-31


Trevor Cannon US 2018-05-31


Alex Colpitts Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-31


Brian Scott US 2018-05-31


vivian yih Canada 2018-05-31


hanna naphegyi Austria 2018-05-31


marisol escobar Canada 2018-05-31


Diane St-Onge Canada 2018-05-31







Name Location Date


Betty Power Canada 2018-05-31


Tracey Shipman Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31


Dorothy Bilicki Canada 2018-05-31


Chris Turnbull Toronto, Canada 2018-05-31


Angelika Maeser Lemieux Canada 2018-05-31


Mallorie Nigro Canada 2018-05-31


Janie Pepin Canada 2018-05-31


Kaisa Binalon weil Philippines 2018-05-31


Wanda Hansen-Track Canada 2018-05-31


Dd Dion Canada 2018-05-31


Mary Ann Turnbull Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31


Patricia Anderson Rye, New Hampshire, US 2018-05-31


Alison Armes Canada 2018-05-31


Cheryl Mihalin Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31


Christoph Hubmann Nosara, Costa Rica 2018-05-31


Ann Fothergill-Brown Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-31


Pierrette Exel Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31


Stéphane Pirsoul Belgium 2018-05-31


jan mackay Halifax, Canada 2018-05-31


Katharina Achterberg Germany 2018-05-31


Grant Terrell Canada 2018-05-31


jake krz Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-31







Name Location Date


Jacqueline Cole US 2018-05-31


Shawn Tracy St. John's, Canada 2018-05-31


Debbie MacDoald Westville, Canada 2018-05-31


Mohsen Mofrad Iran 2018-05-31


Bruce Nicol Canada 2018-05-31


Hiba Muhammad Canada 2018-05-31


Deanna Lee Canada 2018-05-31


Nicole Bryan Canada 2018-05-31


Andrey Agaga Canada 2018-05-31


Amanda Calleja Canada 2018-05-31


Dorita Xiques US 2018-05-31


Lacie Flores US 2018-06-01


Katie Lockett US 2018-06-01


Sheryll jane Downie Dartmouth, Canada 2018-06-01


WK LO Malaysia 2018-06-01


Jay Smith Toronto, Canada 2018-06-01


Erika Kreis Winnipeg, Manitoba, Alabama, US 2018-06-01


Brian Nein US 2018-06-01


Erica Hall Canada 2018-06-01


Kashmir Lidder Canada 2018-06-01


Debbie Bell Bc, Canada 2018-06-01


Patricia Wachs Winnipeg, Canada 2018-06-01







Name Location Date


Hillie Janssen Los Angeles, California, US 2018-06-01


Bao Bui Vietnam 2018-06-01


Judy maingot Burlington, Canada 2018-06-01


Elise Costa Markham, Canada 2018-06-01


wayne noel Moncton, Canada 2018-06-01


Jan Blanchard US 2018-06-01


Steven Paonne Canada 2018-06-01


Frances Butson Canada 2018-06-01


Janet Small Canada 2018-06-01


Kristen Forsyth Canada 2018-06-01


Deborah Carlton US 2018-06-01


Jessica Zab Canada 2018-06-01


marina dykhtan Canada 2018-06-01


Pierre Huard Canada 2018-06-01


Sania Hussain Canada 2018-06-01


Russell Gaffney US 2018-06-01


Roberta Weatherbee New Glasgow, Canada 2018-06-01


Emilie Sabath US 2018-06-01


Linda Campbell Scotsburn, Canada 2018-06-01


Brenda Scully Coalburn, Canada 2018-06-01


Marielenne Mulera Sudbury, Canada 2018-06-01


Bruce Nelson Denver, Colorado, US 2018-06-01







Name Location Date


Samantha Orozco US 2018-06-01


Lee Haines UK 2018-06-01


MELANIE KNIGHT Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-01


Amy Haworth US 2018-06-01


Ivan Chenkov Canada 2018-06-01


Beth Gleason Canada 2018-06-01


James Scholten UK 2018-06-01


Sarah Moorhouse UK 2018-06-01


Matt Brady UK 2018-06-01


Sandra Cowler UK 2018-06-01


Darren McGee UK 2018-06-01


Laura Andrei UK 2018-06-01


Pen Too UK 2018-06-01


Tessa Cannizzaro US 2018-06-01


Sarah Bondy Canada 2018-06-01


megan ballantyne UK 2018-06-01


Kathy Stechschulte US 2018-06-01


Michele Beedles UK 2018-06-01


William Stewart UK 2018-06-01


Catherine Phillips Canada 2018-06-01


lilian Biddiss UK 2018-06-01


Ann Jackson Canada 2018-06-01







Name Location Date


Jenny Egilsson Pictou, Canada 2018-06-01


Jessica Robins Canada 2018-06-01


Mehrdad TAEB Canada 2018-06-02


dennis mcgee Merigomish, Canada 2018-06-02


JENNIFER HOLMES US 2018-06-02


Diane Surette Dieppe, Canada 2018-06-02


James Jamieson UK 2018-06-02


Colin Rowson UK 2018-06-02


Jacky Bennett UK 2018-06-02


George Harvie UK 2018-06-02


Rebecca Smedley UK 2018-06-02


keith woodland UK 2018-06-02


Mary Walsh UK 2018-06-02


patricia Mort UK 2018-06-02


richard laing UK 2018-06-02


Maxine Lee UK 2018-06-02


Paul Mullin West Chester, Pennsylvania, US 2018-06-02


Giovanna Wolfenden US 2018-06-02


Musa Badar UK 2018-06-02


Diane Arvey US 2018-06-02


McKenzie G US 2018-06-02


steve carter UK 2018-06-02







Name Location Date


Jeremy Wade UK 2018-06-02


vipin das US 2018-06-02


Breanne Penny Canada 2018-06-02


Ian Marriott UK 2018-06-02


Antony Bennett UK 2018-06-02


Jane McCulloch Markham, Canada 2018-06-02


Diego Escalante US 2018-06-02


Don Richard Saint John, Canada 2018-06-02


Jennifer Karel Winnipeg, Canada 2018-06-03


Courtney C Canada 2018-06-03


Heather Byrne France 2018-06-03


Dimitrije Martinovic Toronto, Canada 2018-06-03


Holly MacIntosh Dundee, Canada 2018-06-03


Donna Engel US 2018-06-03


Sharon Laughlin Creston, Canada 2018-06-03


simona nesci Canada 2018-06-03


Amelia howells UK 2018-06-03


Bob Daren Canada 2018-06-03


Lynda Smith US 2018-06-04


Sierra Carter US 2018-06-04


Rylee Orlosk US 2018-06-04


David Hermanson Beechville, Canada 2018-06-04







Name Location Date


Perry Shearwood Westmount, Canada 2018-06-04


Asami Watson Canada 2018-06-04


Amber Wood Canada 2018-06-04


Rick Jenkins Calgary, Canada 2018-06-04


Martina Waidhas Germany 2018-06-04


Ray Morris Calgary, Canada 2018-06-04


R de Blaey Lewedorp, Netherlands 2018-06-04


stella wittmann Austria 2018-06-04


anna krohn US 2018-06-04


Cameron MacDonald Canada 2018-06-05


Dawn Frizzel UK 2018-06-05


Myles Wesley Kent US 2018-06-05


Dave Iverson LaSalle, Ontario, Canada, Canada 2018-06-05


Dianne Douglas Tempe, Arizona, US 2018-06-05


Monica Booth New Zealand 2018-06-05


Leah Young Toronto, Canada 2018-06-05


Sharon Hillier Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-06-05


Thanh Nguyen US 2018-06-05


Noah Sczepanski US 2018-06-05


Kristen Whiteman Canada 2018-06-05


April Lauricella Canada 2018-06-05


Chris Eddington Canada 2018-06-05







Name Location Date


Sophie Kazakoff Canada 2018-06-05


Susan Rollet-Stewart Canada 2018-06-05


Kathleen Madden Canada 2018-06-05


Rosemary Plaskett Canada 2018-06-05


Hannah Boswell Canada 2018-06-05


Louie Duggan UK 2018-06-05


Andrea Li Calzi Canada 2018-06-05


Chantal Maillet Canada 2018-06-05


Joanne Coyle Canada 2018-06-05


Kevin Noh Canada 2018-06-05


Bruce Wallace Canada 2018-06-05


SharaLee Podolecki Canada 2018-06-05


Rowan Brandt US 2018-06-05


Aaron Hignell Canada 2018-06-05


Annie Gallagher US 2018-06-05


Glenn Buchanan Canada 2018-06-05


Bruce Ernst Tucson, Arizona, US 2018-06-05


Nicholas Bortz US 2018-06-05


brooklynn clark Canada 2018-06-06


Serina Mak Burnaby, Canada 2018-06-06


Shannon McCloy US 2018-06-06


Diana Bucanac Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-06







Name Location Date


salma fawzan Egypt 2018-06-06


Derek Duszynski US 2018-06-06


Jess Potts UK 2018-06-06


Fadeelah R US 2018-06-06


Damien Charial Toronto, Canada 2018-06-06


Carol Hoskins Canada 2018-06-06


Ethan Yang Canada 2018-06-06


bev ruttle Canada 2018-06-07


Gilles Léonard Otterburn Park, Canada 2018-06-07


Carl Schmiedeke US 2018-06-07


Noreen Styacko Stettler, Canada 2018-06-07


paula ortega US 2018-06-07


Linda Barrett US 2018-06-07


Russell Walsh Sorel, Canada 2018-06-07


Pam Olin Canada 2018-06-08


Micheline Pilon Montréal, Canada 2018-06-08


Connie Young Calgary, Canada 2018-06-08


Terry Smith Calgary, Canada 2018-06-08


Lori Wormington Calgary, Canada 2018-06-09


Christina Schou Denmark 2018-06-09


Patricia Palulis Ottawa, Canada 2018-06-10


Dee Droese Elk River, Minnesota, US 2018-06-11







Name Location Date


Sebastien Pilon Ottawa, Canada 2018-06-11


Tom Goving London, Canada 2018-06-12


Troy Cock Pictou, Canada 2018-06-12


Beth Paradis Canada 2018-06-12


Ally Pentz Canada 2018-06-12


emma lee Canada 2018-06-12


Avery Mae US 2018-06-12


Mandy Statham Canada 2018-06-12


Alan Hayman UK 2018-06-12


N A Westville, Canada 2018-06-12


Jordan Haughn Halifax, Canada 2018-06-12


Brenda Nelson North Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-12


Alex Setchell Halifax, Canada 2018-06-12


Kenneth MacCallum Wilton, Connecticut, US 2018-06-12


Thomas Baker Halifax, Canada 2018-06-12


haajarah chaudhry london, England, UK 2018-06-13


Ann Brunton London, Canada 2018-06-13


Francoise Vulpe Toronto, Canada 2018-06-13


Sandra Bowes Halifax, Canada 2018-06-13


Daniel Leonard Toronto, Canada 2018-06-13


Josee Painchaud Blainville, Canada 2018-06-13


Laura Sarlo O'Leary, Canada 2018-06-13







Name Location Date


pat hudson UK 2018-06-13


Fiona Brawn US 2018-06-13


Beth Hancock UK 2018-06-13


Brendan Lawrence UK 2018-06-13


Mark Fraser UK 2018-06-13


Sara DeLong Gunning Pictou NS, Canada 2018-06-13


Wayne Madore Westville, Canada 2018-06-13


Candace Chisholm Stellarton, Canada 2018-06-14


Corey Fougere Halifax, Canada 2018-06-14


Stacey Munro Pictou, Canada 2018-06-14


Sue Burness Markham, Canada 2018-06-14


Crystal Leduc Sydney, Canada 2018-06-14


B Raoul New glasgow, Canada 2018-06-14


Darlene Mackeen Stellarton, Canada 2018-06-14


bev wigney Wedgeport, Canada 2018-06-14


Thomas Neilson Victoria, Canada 2018-06-14


James Boyer Halifax, Canada 2018-06-14


Elaine Casey Halifax, Canada 2018-06-14


Yvonne Hiemstra Dollard-des-ormeaux, Canada 2018-06-14


Trevor Johnson River John, Canada 2018-06-15


Cheryl O’Neill New Glasgow, Canada 2018-06-15


Murray MacIvor Pictou, Canada 2018-06-15







Name Location Date


Allen McDonald Glace Bay, Canada 2018-06-15


Heather McAuley Dartmouth, Canada 2018-06-15


Lisa ONeill Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-06-15


Blair Rhyno Canada 2018-06-15


Chris Hall Australia 2018-06-15


Madeleine Gläser Germany 2018-06-15


joseph kennedy ottawa, Canada 2018-06-15


Roxanne Minaker Brant, Canada 2018-06-16


Lisa Cole Victoria, Canada 2018-06-16


Arlene Morris Victoria, Canada 2018-06-17


fay forman new york, New York, US 2018-06-17


Nancy MacPhee Charlottetown, Canada 2018-06-18


Jennifer Hall Pictou, Canada 2018-06-18


C S US 2018-06-18


N v. Berge Dieren, Netherlands 2018-06-18


Sally Cole Charlottetown, PE, Canada 2018-06-18


Catherine O'Bryan Rice Point, Canada 2018-06-18


Vicki Armstrong Akron, Ohio, US 2018-06-18


Heather Irving Charlottetown, Canada 2018-06-18


Aimee Hirtle Peace River, Canada 2018-06-18


Kris Simmons Halifax, Canada 2018-06-18


Kathleen kirk-Leason Silver Spring, Maryland, US 2018-06-19







Name Location Date


Joshua Fischer Atlanta, Georgia, US 2018-06-19


Linda Hall Hillsboro, Oregon, US 2018-06-19


Vladimir Kurgansky Hudson, Canada 2018-06-19


Patricia McCulloch Toronto, Canada 2018-06-19


Karen Klisko Gimli, Canada 2018-06-19


Barbara Henry Cornwall, Canada 2018-06-19


Tajeer Robinson Orange, New Jersey, US 2018-06-19


Miriam Henriques Toronto, Canada 2018-06-19


Angelika Mrula Mississauga, Canada 2018-06-19


Nikita Jütte Guelph, Canada 2018-06-20


Michelle D Oshawa, Canada 2018-06-20


shawn poirier Gatineau, Canada 2018-06-21


richie rae US 2018-06-21


Phyllis Poland Trenton, Canada 2018-06-21


Shawn Maccormick Montréal, Canada 2018-06-21


Hugh R MacDonald Dana Point, California, US 2018-06-21


Owen Woodside Halifax, Canada 2018-06-21


Lorna MacCormick Halifax Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-06-22


Cathy Miller Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-22


Skip Hamilton Bonita springs, Florida, US 2018-06-22


JANET LUCAS NEW GLASGOW, NS, Canada 2018-06-22


David O'Donnell West Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-22







Name Location Date


Brian ROACH Antigonish, Canada 2018-06-22


Erin Cox westville, Canada 2018-06-22


Sarah Gurney Halifax, Canada 2018-06-22


Paula Sinclair Toronto, Canada 2018-06-23


Christopher Wells Hunter River, Canada 2018-06-23


julie buchan Oakville, Canada 2018-06-23


Kellie Ault US 2018-06-24


Jane Hamiltonflorea Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, US 2018-06-24


Sid Vanderwilp Canada 2018-06-24


Tyler Stewart Victoria, Canada 2018-06-24


Christena Copeland Halifax, Canada 2018-06-25


Mary Jennings Pictou, Canada 2018-06-26


Taylor Gustavson Canada 2018-06-26


Jacquie Bird Penticton, Canada 2018-06-27


Rick Wardell Wardell Newmarket, Canada 2018-06-27


Rosalie Clinton Lee York, Canada 2018-06-27


Lee WolfX UK 2018-06-28


Julie Power Halton Hills, Canada 2018-06-29


Richard Barker Phoenix, Oregon, US 2018-06-30


Norm Brown Londonderry, NS, Canada 2018-06-30


David Caswell Rollo Bay, Canada 2018-07-02


Rachael Caswell San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-07-02







Name Location Date


Dorene Bernard Micmac, Canada 2018-07-02


Anne Kelly Victoria, Canada 2018-07-02


Quinn Hennessey Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-03


Michaela LaPorte Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-03


Shana Wood Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-03


Patricia Crant Montague, Canada 2018-07-03


Courtney Gaudreau Kitchener, Canada 2018-07-03


Warren Campbell Montague, Canada 2018-07-03


Logan MacDonald Montague, Canada 2018-07-03


Cody Murdock Montage, Canada 2018-07-03


Kelly Snowdon Grandview, Canada 2018-07-03


Toni MacAfee Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-07-03


casey macphail North River Bridge, Canada 2018-07-03


Dewayne Falconer Mabou, Canada 2018-07-03


Rylan McDowell Canada 2018-07-04


Brad Delorey Toronto, Canada 2018-07-04


Billy Pope Canada 2018-07-04


Bob beaton New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-04


Carol Bell Kissimmee, Florida, US 2018-07-04


Marsha Herney Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-04


Melvin Mac Gillivray Judique, Canada 2018-07-04


Ellen Gormley Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-04







Name Location Date


donna koziel Glace Bay, Canada 2018-07-04


johanna sutton Bedford, Canada 2018-07-04


brenda ramsay Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-07-04


Ken Barton Conway, Massachusetts, US 2018-07-04


William Francis Pictoulanding, Canada 2018-07-04


Brenda Smith ottawa, Canada 2018-07-04


susan picco Summerside, Canada 2018-07-05


Sheila Horhota Scotsburn, Canada 2018-07-05


James Fik Castlegar, Canada 2018-07-05


Lois Beaton Halifax, Canada 2018-07-05


Jürgen Löhr Wetzlar, Germany 2018-07-05


Sean Dacey Bedford, Canada 2018-07-05


Lorraine Bergen Canada 2018-07-05


Valentina Mills US 2018-07-05


Emily Alie Canada 2018-07-05


Abby Arsenault Canada 2018-07-05


zoe jones Canada 2018-07-05


Becky Abman Canada 2018-07-05


Paul Donovan Ingonish, Canada 2018-07-05


Paul Bardsley UK 2018-07-05


Charlie Dillman New Ross, Canada 2018-07-05


Yuly carolina Munar US 2018-07-05







Name Location Date


Debbie Sydes UK 2018-07-05


Ruth Emery US 2018-07-05


Andrew Willsher UK 2018-07-05


M Corkill UK 2018-07-05


Stephen Blore UK 2018-07-05


Stephen Darwin UK 2018-07-05


Tom Hahn Westville, Canada 2018-07-05


Sandra Geraghty Canada 2018-07-05


g pink pink UK 2018-07-05


Alastair bonnett UK 2018-07-05


Blair Gwilt Canada 2018-07-05


brittany currie New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-05


Chris Boudreau Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-05


Luke Hartling New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-05


Marian Newton UK 2018-07-05


Auriel Imbriaco US 2018-07-05


Jared Young US 2018-07-05


Litzi Ramirez US 2018-07-05


Karen MacDonald Bromont, Canada 2018-07-05


Juan Sanchez US 2018-07-06


Jaime Little Canada 2018-07-06


Marliese Renz Canada 2018-07-06







Name Location Date


Michele Clarke UK 2018-07-06


Sofia Vasquez US 2018-07-06


Kathy VanKoughnet Canada 2018-07-06


Donna Lin Canada 2018-07-06


Nathan Magee Canada 2018-07-06


Rey Espady US 2018-07-06


Trixy Wollaston Canada 2018-07-06


Rhonda Gabriel Canada 2018-07-06


Sophie Luxton UK 2018-07-06


andrew FLETCHER UK 2018-07-06


Keith Page UK 2018-07-06


kayla Coffin Canada 2018-07-06


Adele Atkins UK 2018-07-06


Michelle Morgan US 2018-07-06


Emily Macpherson Canada 2018-07-06


Mary Beth Hardy Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-06


Sue Blackeagle UK 2018-07-06


Patrick McDonnell UK 2018-07-06


Jack McClymont UK 2018-07-06


Fernando Altuzar Canada 2018-07-06


Nicholas Draper UK 2018-07-06


Barb Johnston Canada 2018-07-06







Name Location Date


George Watkin UK 2018-07-06


Sheila Williamson UK 2018-07-06


Emily Duff UK 2018-07-06


Sierra Gallant Canada 2018-07-06


Louise Addison UK 2018-07-06


Ruth Harte UK 2018-07-06


Gareth Williams UK 2018-07-06


Alex Harding Canada 2018-07-06


Erin Shrigley Canada 2018-07-06


Steve Viau Canada 2018-07-06


Ben Duthie Canada 2018-07-06


brandon maclean Canada 2018-07-06


Anna Wharton Mississauga, Canada 2018-07-06


Scott Gaudet summerside, Canada 2018-07-06


Nancy Dennison Orillia, Canada 2018-07-06


Clifford Muggah Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-07-06


Greg Burrell Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-06


Vince Arvidson Vancouver, Canada 2018-07-06


virginia gladue Duncan's First Nation, Canada 2018-07-06


George Thebeau Hinton, Canada 2018-07-06


stephen szawlowski Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-06


Wesley Bone Dauphin, Canada 2018-07-06







Name Location Date


Leo Doucet Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-06


Laura Felstiner Toronto, Canada 2018-07-06


Julia Andrews UK 2018-07-06


JoAnne Jarvis Victoria, Canada 2018-07-06


Nicolette Westfall Kingsville, Canada 2018-07-06


Joe Carpenter Canada 2018-07-06


Angela whittleton bedford, Canada 2018-07-06


Sue Morrison Kelowna, Canada 2018-07-06


Xianfeng Zhu Canada 2018-07-06


Anna McIntosh Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-06


M Coulter Ucluelet, Canada 2018-07-06


Erik Vilu Calgary, Canada 2018-07-06


Kathleen Graham Canada 2018-07-06


Dylan Ganassin Canada 2018-07-06


Lisa Demont Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-06


Maureen Bodie Gibsons, Canada 2018-07-06


Penny Mills Newmarket, Canada 2018-07-06


Kayla Brown Canada 2018-07-06


Lois Van Geel London, Canada 2018-07-06


janet Goguen proudfoot New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-06


dave lank trenton, Canada 2018-07-06


Hillary Haine US 2018-07-06







Name Location Date


patricia smith US 2018-07-06


Candace Trussler Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-06


Eva Wilson Fontaine Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-06


Gwen Morinaga-Kama Makawao, Hawaii, US 2018-07-06


Carole Beaulieu Montreal, Canada 2018-07-06


Dawn Ikezue US 2018-07-06


Kimberly M. US 2018-07-06


Claude Pauly US 2018-07-06


Pam Aggelakos Toronto, Canada 2018-07-06


Gregory Marchant Canada 2018-07-06


Anthony Mercado US 2018-07-06


Kagan Pittman Oakville, Canada 2018-07-06


mynalee johnstone Ganges, Canada 2018-07-07


James Little Canada 2018-07-07


Nadia Alexan Montreal, Canada 2018-07-07


Konrad Dyck Kelowna, Canada 2018-07-07


Diana Monks Gabriola, Canada 2018-07-07


elena verga Canada 2018-07-07


Guy Cloutier Deux-montagnes, Canada 2018-07-07


Max Kennedy New Liskeard, Canada 2018-07-07


Jessica Siwicki Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-07


Elly DOLLARD Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Lacey Lattimore US 2018-07-07


Jennifer Hineman-Brickell Oshawa, Canada 2018-07-07


Lee Visseau Canada 2018-07-07


heather mckenzie Canada 2018-07-07


Laurie Bylok Canada 2018-07-07


Joey Bezdan Canada 2018-07-07


Leif Kasmer Canada 2018-07-07


Shanna Davidson Bowmanville, Canada 2018-07-07


Ronald Park Tacoma, Washington, US 2018-07-07


Susan Brandum Perth, Canada 2018-07-07


Sally Coram Vancouver, Canada 2018-07-07


Zack Chaney US 2018-07-07


Ian MacDonald Canada 2018-07-07


Simranjeet singh Chandhok Canada 2018-07-07


Michelle Wen Canada 2018-07-07


Enzo Castelnuovo Canada 2018-07-07


Janet Hooper-Elzer Calgary, Canada 2018-07-07


Denise Slusser UK 2018-07-07


Sylvie Lemire Canada 2018-07-07


Sarah Fraser Trenton, Canada 2018-07-07


Heidi Moss Grande-Digue, Canada 2018-07-07


Danielle Macaulay Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Claudia Julien Miramichi, Canada 2018-07-07


D.S. Prunkard Royal Oak, Michigan, US 2018-07-07


Sherry Baskerville-Bridges Canada 2018-07-07


TeriAnn Payment Canada 2018-07-07


John Foot Canada 2018-07-07


Gemma Lorentz Canada 2018-07-07


J Geddes Canada 2018-07-07


Karen Baker Canada 2018-07-07


Jordan Hoekstra Canada 2018-07-07


holly rees Canada 2018-07-07


Dean Sandhu Canada 2018-07-07


Steven Lorley Canada 2018-07-07


marie Desjardins Montreal, Canada 2018-07-07


fakher Sayyed Ahmad Canada 2018-07-07


Kasia Gorecki Canada 2018-07-07


Raheem Ahmed Canada 2018-07-07


Andre Mazhar Canada 2018-07-07


George Yaneff Canada 2018-07-07


Julie Peters Canada 2018-07-07


Francine Tremblay Canada 2018-07-07


mike bilenki Canada 2018-07-07


Anne Ward Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Emily Peplinskie Canada 2018-07-07


DENISE KENNEY Canada 2018-07-07


Cole Bridgewood Canada 2018-07-07


Eric Wega Canada 2018-07-07


Tyler Rigby Canada 2018-07-07


Stuart Ashman Canada 2018-07-07


Nick Joseph Canada 2018-07-07


Gabriel Quintana Canada 2018-07-07


Ron LeDrew Canada 2018-07-07


Nicole Cull Canada 2018-07-07


Nick Schimpf Canada 2018-07-07


Constantine Pateras Canada 2018-07-07


Chris Barnes Canada 2018-07-07


Josh Klassen Canada 2018-07-07


Rachel Poroliseanu Canada 2018-07-07


Mike Chala Canada 2018-07-07


Elizabeth Lavender Canada 2018-07-07


Don Sinclair Canada 2018-07-07


Pina Macey Canada 2018-07-07


Josee Louisseize Canada 2018-07-07


Lionel Noronha Canada 2018-07-07


Dmitri Soudakov Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Michele Montgomery Canada 2018-07-07


Selena Guo Canada 2018-07-07


Brenna Willette Canada 2018-07-07


Sara-Pier Bilodeau Canada 2018-07-07


Andrew Thomson Canada 2018-07-07


Osama Massoud Canada 2018-07-07


Dawson Walker Canada 2018-07-07


Flor Moortgat Canada 2018-07-07


Don Cull Canada 2018-07-07


Angie Lowerison Canada 2018-07-07


Alexandria Kochhar Canada 2018-07-07


David Chalmers Canada 2018-07-07


Claudia Ximena Villa Canada 2018-07-07


Pat Garneau Canada 2018-07-07


Tadeusz Lewandowski Canada 2018-07-07


Naim Suleman Canada 2018-07-07


gurinder singh saini Canada 2018-07-07


ole gronkjaer Canada 2018-07-07


Peter Werner Canada 2018-07-07


Geetu Janjua Canada 2018-07-07


constance cooke Victoria, Canada 2018-07-07


Luciano Pagnot Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Peter Cook Canada 2018-07-07


Benoit-Gilles Kerfant Canada 2018-07-07


ryan dunn Canada 2018-07-07


Wendy Clark Canada 2018-07-07


K B Canada 2018-07-07


Hannah Hillier Canada 2018-07-07


Katelyn Holliday Canada 2018-07-07


Aliona Lukonina Canada 2018-07-07


Carmelina Salerni Canada 2018-07-07


e signorotto Canada 2018-07-07


Jennifer St-pierre Canada 2018-07-07


Dave Villeneuve Canada 2018-07-07


Tania Schissler Canada 2018-07-07


Sean Murphy Canada 2018-07-07


patricia bannister Canada 2018-07-07


Val Hessam Canada 2018-07-07


Victor Matthews Canada 2018-07-07


Ekpereka Anyanwu Canada 2018-07-07


Jyotsna Gupta Canada 2018-07-07


Robert Murley Canada 2018-07-07


Nicole Burgess Canada 2018-07-07


Daniel Pereira Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Rene Cole Canada 2018-07-07


Danny fellingham Canada 2018-07-07


George Dascalakis Canada 2018-07-07


Chun Man Chiu Canada 2018-07-07


Sam B Canada 2018-07-07


Jon yuzwak Canada 2018-07-07


Tara Kelsberg Canada 2018-07-07


Julia Toews Canada 2018-07-07


Ethan O'Brien Canada 2018-07-07


Julie Nguyen Canada 2018-07-07


Denyse Chambers Canada 2018-07-07


Marcia Bell Canada 2018-07-07


Emily Mackinlay Ireland 2018-07-07


stacey Hlusiak Canada 2018-07-07


Tania Guerrero Canada 2018-07-07


Monika Szymczak Canada 2018-07-07


Karen Smith-Black Canada 2018-07-07


Jessica Maray Canada 2018-07-07


Amanda Thomson Canada 2018-07-07


leonard kane Canada 2018-07-07


Lindsey ruba Canada 2018-07-07


Amanda Hosie Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Brett McGrath Canada 2018-07-07


n pellow Canada 2018-07-07


Carrie Ollerton Canada 2018-07-07


Radhika Jain Canada 2018-07-07


Hannah Young Canada 2018-07-07


Emily Faiola Canada 2018-07-07


Caleb McLean Canada 2018-07-07


kristyn Bugoy Canada 2018-07-07


Mandy Wu Canada 2018-07-07


Diana Wallace UK 2018-07-07


Jessica Adamo Canada 2018-07-07


Rolly Pharand Canada 2018-07-07


Dale Gratto Red Deer, Canada 2018-07-07


Beverly Chen Canada 2018-07-07


Rose Gay Canada 2018-07-07


Kelly Souva Canada 2018-07-07


Jennifer Cates Canada 2018-07-07


Kaifee Haque Canada 2018-07-07


Phathi Ndlovu-Fraser Canada 2018-07-07


Eni Keszthelyi Canada 2018-07-07


Tony Metez Canada 2018-07-07


Cindy Aiken Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Janice Forsey Canada 2018-07-07


Luke Beckner Canada 2018-07-07


Jakayla Sparks Canada 2018-07-07


Debbie Chalmers Canada 2018-07-07


Anita Walsh Canada 2018-07-07


E DiIorio Canada 2018-07-07


Fiona Averill Canada 2018-07-07


Lea Gamble Canada 2018-07-07


Skylar Hall Canada 2018-07-07


Marilyn Gordon Canada 2018-07-07


Darian George Canada 2018-07-07


Pradeep Oommen Canada 2018-07-07


Arlin Sansome Canada 2018-07-07


Blake Thiemann Canada 2018-07-07


Art Williams Canada 2018-07-07


Dustin Smith Canada 2018-07-07


Murray Strand Canada 2018-07-07


Jacinta Sterling Canada 2018-07-07


Jeannine Chudzik Canada 2018-07-07


Diane Charles NANAIMO, BC, Canada 2018-07-07


robin ferrier Canada 2018-07-07


Charlotte Senay Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Elaine Gower Canada 2018-07-07


Ahmet Goksu Canada 2018-07-07


Michael Rolling Canada 2018-07-07


Jennifer Li Canada 2018-07-07


jewel sacrey Canada 2018-07-07


Mike Thompson Canada 2018-07-07


Ray Morris Canada 2018-07-07


Dave Belliveau Canada 2018-07-07


Badal s Gill Canada 2018-07-07


Hilary Jones Canada 2018-07-07


Teresa Marek Canada 2018-07-07


Jessica Cormier Canada 2018-07-07


Brian E Canada 2018-07-07


Heidi Gray Canada 2018-07-07


James Teakles Canada 2018-07-07


LYNN WOYCHES Canada 2018-07-07


Madlaina Bielser Canada 2018-07-07


iara ramanauskas Canada 2018-07-07


Mike Springfield Canada 2018-07-07


Michael Motut Canada 2018-07-07


Teresa Raphael Canada 2018-07-07


Lisa Bjordal Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


omar el-masri London, Canada 2018-07-07


Janice Escala Canada 2018-07-07


Norm Wright Canada 2018-07-07


Sean Peters Canada 2018-07-07


Adam Smandych Canada 2018-07-07


Justin Chan Canada 2018-07-07


Wendy Wheeler Canada 2018-07-07


Todd Cardoso Canada 2018-07-07


John Hannah Canada 2018-07-07


Adam Colangelo Canada 2018-07-07


JD Dunton Canada 2018-07-07


desaree pople Canada 2018-07-07


Carrie Ketting-Olivier Canada 2018-07-07


Joshua somerton Canada 2018-07-07


Bridgette Van Egmond Canada 2018-07-07


sam safaei sooreh Canada 2018-07-07


Mark Lisan Canada 2018-07-07


Oliver Somers-Brown Canada 2018-07-07


hannah ramage Canada 2018-07-07


Catherine Greven Canada 2018-07-07


Gary Liddell Canada 2018-07-07


Motty Levy Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


kevin Shefley Canada 2018-07-07


Muhammad Zakir Canada 2018-07-07


Michael Crowe Canada 2018-07-07


Jazmine Fenton Canada 2018-07-07


Heather Hand Canada 2018-07-07


Mitchell Poundmaker Canada 2018-07-07


Linda Black Canada 2018-07-07


Graham Matthews Canada 2018-07-07


Leah Clowater Canada 2018-07-07


Sylvia Robbins Canada 2018-07-07


Natacha Paquette Canada 2018-07-07


Lauren Heart Canada 2018-07-07


Maureen Caissy Canada 2018-07-07


Margaret Little Canada 2018-07-07


Todd Wybouw Canada 2018-07-07


Warren Oja Canada 2018-07-07


Lise Patenaude Canada 2018-07-07


Lloyd Bray Canada 2018-07-07


Glen Jardine Canada 2018-07-07


Stan Sawicki Canada 2018-07-07


Rohan Lyall Canada 2018-07-07


Patricia Wenger Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Jasmine Poulin Canada 2018-07-07


Suffern Richard Canada 2018-07-07


Madeleine Korozs Canada 2018-07-07


Maria Rodriguez Canada 2018-07-07


Paul Fraser Canada 2018-07-07


Jim Hayes Canada 2018-07-07


Ann Wood UK 2018-07-07


Maureen Kinahan Canada 2018-07-07


Chanel Best Canada 2018-07-07


Thomas Jones Canada 2018-07-07


Marco Ferreira Canada 2018-07-07


Cheryl Ottenbreit Canada 2018-07-07


Kim Voll Canada 2018-07-07


Martin Wink US 2018-07-07


Kim Caron Canada 2018-07-07


James Nixon Canada 2018-07-07


Raheem Choudry Canada 2018-07-07


David Payne Canada 2018-07-07


Peter Meissnitzer Canada 2018-07-07


Richard Alger Canada 2018-07-07


Reginald Auger Canada 2018-07-07


carlos velazquez Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Yasin Hossain Canada 2018-07-07


Laura Ford Canada 2018-07-07


Kaitlin Macintosh Canada 2018-07-07


Valentina Karpov Canada 2018-07-07


Rob Rowan US 2018-07-07


yimeng Chen Canada 2018-07-07


Heather Nancekievill Canada 2018-07-07


Jeff Insell Canada 2018-07-07


Caitlin SM Canada 2018-07-07


Joey Cuddington Canada 2018-07-07


Hans-Peter Wachter Germany 2018-07-07


Jim Elliott Regina, Canada 2018-07-07


Whitney Lorentz Canada 2018-07-07


Camilla Bird Canada 2018-07-07


shabir Mohamed Canada 2018-07-07


Abby Findtad Canada 2018-07-07


Nicole Goulding Canada 2018-07-07


Linda Dalman Canada 2018-07-07


Carol Faubert Canada 2018-07-07


Erika Varga Canada 2018-07-07


Eden Deschênes Canada 2018-07-07


Alex Guimaraes Canada 2018-07-07







Name Location Date


Steve Cheeseman Canada 2018-07-07


Natalie Houde Canada 2018-07-07


Geordan Rennie Canada 2018-07-07


Joseph Delaney Canada 2018-07-07


Thiago Vieira Canada 2018-07-07


Christopher Simon Canada 2018-07-07


N R Ann Arbor, Michigan, US 2018-07-07


Christian Landry Canada 2018-07-07


Ei Chan Canada 2018-07-07


J. C. Gow Canada 2018-07-07


Claire MeeKay Canada 2018-07-07


Shane B Canada 2018-07-07


Dennis Dubs Canada 2018-07-07


Bernie Gaucher Canada 2018-07-07


Mitchell Kuester Canada 2018-07-07


Gabriel Mueller Canada 2018-07-07


Tara Jaeger Canada 2018-07-07


William Miskelly Canada 2018-07-08


Amina Chadda Canada 2018-07-08


John Paul Rice Summerside, Canada 2018-07-08


PETERSON RAYMOND Canada 2018-07-08


Ryan Fales Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


robert bettridge Canada 2018-07-08


Daniel Zamora US 2018-07-08


Theresa Moher Canada 2018-07-08


Cathy Bryan Canada 2018-07-08


Jeraldine Arondus Canada 2018-07-08


Michaela Jenkins Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-08


David Loader Canada 2018-07-08


Elyssa McIvor Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-08


Shannon Koby Canada 2018-07-08


Manuela Valle Canada 2018-07-08


Polly Rice Richmond, Canada 2018-07-08


Michael Healey Canada 2018-07-08


Clare Lowe Canada 2018-07-08


Stéphanie Vallée Canada 2018-07-08


Tahirah Liao Canada 2018-07-08


Cephas Woodward US 2018-07-08


Tyler Summers Canada 2018-07-08


Pamela Douglas Canada 2018-07-08


Todd Oalman US 2018-07-08


eli rey US 2018-07-08


Kelly Baker-Thorne Canada 2018-07-08


Pirjo Huhtala Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


Ray Fraess Canada 2018-07-08


Samuel Leclerc Canada 2018-07-08


Terri and Allan Pelan Canada 2018-07-08


Charlie Kiel US 2018-07-08


Cat Mewett Canada 2018-07-08


Bertha lopez US 2018-07-08


Elisa Paoluzzi Canada 2018-07-08


Joey FitzGerald Richmond, Canada 2018-07-08


Jack Johansen Canada 2018-07-08


Miklos Matyas Canada 2018-07-08


Meghan Brine Canada 2018-07-08


ANGELA KUSHNER Canada 2018-07-08


John-Charles Heins Canada 2018-07-08


Jacobus Steyn Canada 2018-07-08


Steven McAulay Canada 2018-07-08


Hailie Melanson Summerside, Canada 2018-07-08


Francesca Sciangula Canada 2018-07-08


Heather Newton Canada 2018-07-08


Victoria Pitchford Canada 2018-07-08


Ashley Spanier-Levasseur Canada 2018-07-08


Elizabeth Cockburn Canada 2018-07-08


Carmen Kim Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


Stefan Soldovieri Canada 2018-07-08


Marlene Plourde Canada 2018-07-08


Laura McConville Canada 2018-07-08


Kingsley Anukam Canada 2018-07-08


Ashley Harris Canada 2018-07-08


A K Canada 2018-07-08


Yulian Kidane Canada 2018-07-08


G. Kirkland Canada 2018-07-08


wefaa abubeker Canada 2018-07-08


Maryum Ahmad Canada 2018-07-08


Emery Ellas Canada 2018-07-08


Ewa Lee Canada 2018-07-08


Sydney Thomas Canada 2018-07-08


Olivier Coulombe Canada 2018-07-08


Graham Watson Canada 2018-07-08


Ingrid Riedel Canada 2018-07-08


Ana Pedrero Canada 2018-07-08


Tanya Wadden Canada 2018-07-08


Rowen Wark Canada 2018-07-08


Mary Jo Mitchell Canada 2018-07-08


Toby Cowley Canada 2018-07-08


Shane Waddell Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


Amar Patel Canada 2018-07-08


Vicki Lee Burnaby, Canada 2018-07-08


Joshua Medeiros Canada 2018-07-08


Boyd Kodak Canada 2018-07-08


Staci McCarron Belfast, Canada 2018-07-08


Coden Thompson Canada 2018-07-08


Arnold Sieben Canada 2018-07-08


Keegan Matthews Whistler, Canada 2018-07-08


Lori Bryant US 2018-07-08


Wendy Moore Canada 2018-07-08


Dave Ward Canada 2018-07-08


Armel Roy Canada 2018-07-08


Valerie Andrews Canada 2018-07-08


Rebecca sly UK 2018-07-08


Megan Simmonds Cornwall, Canada 2018-07-08


kelly munro Canada 2018-07-08


Moshe Elhav Canada 2018-07-08


Charlie Winters US 2018-07-08


Azzah Jeena Canada 2018-07-08


Sam Blanchard Summerside, Canada 2018-07-08


Vivian Nguyen Canada 2018-07-08


Carla Matthews Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


David Rutherford Canada 2018-07-08


Gerald Kelly UK 2018-07-08


Katherine Herrera Canada 2018-07-08


Megan White Halifax, Canada 2018-07-08


Gabrielle Nydam Canada 2018-07-08


Kassie Gilroy Halifax, Canada 2018-07-08


Aruna Liyanage Canada 2018-07-08


Ryan Murphy Canada 2018-07-08


Brad Hoover Canada 2018-07-08


Dana Radulescu Canada 2018-07-08


Miah Giroux Canada 2018-07-08


Tania Alves Canada 2018-07-08


Jenna Del Papa Canada 2018-07-08


sarah spence Canada 2018-07-08


beth maloney Canada 2018-07-08


Connie Jennings Hugo, Oklahoma, US 2018-07-08


Karen Campbell Canada 2018-07-08


Gemma Mata UK 2018-07-08


Rebecca Banks Pictou County, Canada 2018-07-08


Jenifer Darbellay Canada 2018-07-08


Kyle Lapina Canada 2018-07-08


Kyle Barber Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


Gaetan Guay Canada 2018-07-08


Dan Clark Canada 2018-07-08


Corina Waldie Canada 2018-07-08


Daniel Manoukian Canada 2018-07-08


Maria Arts Canada 2018-07-08


Lise Ecclestone Canada 2018-07-08


vin arora Canada 2018-07-08


Victoria Murray Canada 2018-07-08


Junaid Iqbal Canada 2018-07-08


Paul Bain Canada 2018-07-08


Gisele Bouvier Canada 2018-07-08


James Walker Walker Canada 2018-07-08


Irene Tretjakoff Canada 2018-07-08


JoAnne Loudoun Canada 2018-07-08


SANJAY ANEJA Canada 2018-07-08


Davinder Singh Canada 2018-07-08


Markus Eymann Canada 2018-07-08


Michelle Schulz Canada 2018-07-08


J Mateus Canada 2018-07-08


Amanda Nevin Canada 2018-07-08


Sydney Brouillard-Coyle Canada 2018-07-08


Jenna Shepherd Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


Adrien Agreste Canada 2018-07-08


Aden Routly Canada 2018-07-08


Lyla Drayson Canada 2018-07-08


travis sorensen US 2018-07-08


Ann Jewra Canada 2018-07-08


Trent Billy Canada 2018-07-08


Lindsay Wood Halifax, Canada 2018-07-08


Bryce Gartside Canada 2018-07-08


Lisa Boland Canada 2018-07-08


Logan Bryant Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-08


Aberaa Logeswaran Canada 2018-07-08


Bryan Stephenson Canada 2018-07-08


Melanie Grant Canada 2018-07-08


Eli Ridder Canada 2018-07-08


Erica & Eric Walker Canada 2018-07-08


Michael Salvador Canada 2018-07-08


Carolyn L. Herbert Canada 2018-07-08


Shirley Klimowicz US 2018-07-08


John deMaere Canada 2018-07-08


Samy Marzouk Canada 2018-07-08


Stephen Cahill Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-08


Daniel Landry Canada 2018-07-08







Name Location Date


Cheyenne Edgar US 2018-07-08


Marilyne Tremblay Coutu Canada 2018-07-08


valer vasin Canada 2018-07-08


Jean-Christophe Cyr Canada 2018-07-08


Jeff Whalley Canada 2018-07-08


Bern Langen Canada 2018-07-08


Jolene M Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-08


George Campbell Canada 2018-07-08


Sabrina carvonis Canada 2018-07-08


Hanna Parker Canada 2018-07-08


Martine Perreault Canada 2018-07-08


Lisa Garnet Canada 2018-07-08


Soban Zahid Canada 2018-07-08


Rob Wainwright Canada 2018-07-08


Tom Anold Canada 2018-07-08


Sharon Taylor Canada 2018-07-08


Nancy Taylor Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-07-08


kelsey atkinson halifax, Canada 2018-07-08


Molly Kearney US 2018-07-09


Katherine Manarin Canada 2018-07-09


Joel Butler Canada 2018-07-09


Angela Hanebury Westville, Canada 2018-07-09







Name Location Date


Anita Ravji Canada 2018-07-09


Natalie Glavovic Canada 2018-07-09


Janie Rennie Canada 2018-07-09


Tashfin Awal Canada 2018-07-09


Lea Galeano Canada 2018-07-09


Jyoti Sachdeva Canada 2018-07-09


Debbie Leaman Canada 2018-07-09


Pam Smith Canada 2018-07-09


Sandy Salvetti Canada 2018-07-09


Mike Perreault Canada 2018-07-09


james forbes Canada 2018-07-09


Thomas Desautels Canada 2018-07-09


Robert Averill Canada 2018-07-09


Samantha Davidson Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-09


Mirian Wong Canada 2018-07-09


Mxjssks Nisj Canada 2018-07-09


Skye Gillings Canada 2018-07-09


PAUL DHARI Canada 2018-07-09


Troy Munn Canada 2018-07-09


Yasmin Patel Canada 2018-07-09


Cameron Cardwell Canada 2018-07-09


Chantal Pieters Canada 2018-07-09







Name Location Date


Chris Gustafson US 2018-07-09


Trinton Saul Canada 2018-07-09


Aubrey Lafortune Canada 2018-07-09


Max Yeetarus UK 2018-07-09


Orysia Bachinsky Canada 2018-07-09


Kara M Canada 2018-07-09


Mia Smith US 2018-07-09


Abigail Hartman US 2018-07-09


Jemma Wyper UK 2018-07-09


Vesna Iljic Canada 2018-07-09


Charles Fauster US 2018-07-09


Stephen Langhammer Canada 2018-07-09


N Ta Canada 2018-07-09


kelvin hui Canada 2018-07-09


Jordan Giroux Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-09


BigMama Dave Germany 2018-07-09


Grace Li Canada 2018-07-09


Gerald Giroux Summerside, Canada 2018-07-09


Keyuntae Henderson-Williams US 2018-07-09


Vince Ferraccioli Canada 2018-07-09


Chelsea Parker Canada 2018-07-09


tiffany bradford summerside, Canada 2018-07-09







Name Location Date


Linda Campbell Canada 2018-07-09


Helene Bolduc Canada 2018-07-09


Jennifer Nesbitt US 2018-07-09


Kelly Cutting Canada 2018-07-09


Jessica Hunter US 2018-07-09


Tamara Stevenson Canada 2018-07-09


Wendy Greene Canada 2018-07-09


Preston McCann US 2018-07-09


Allan Eves Canada 2018-07-09


aziz Kinnarath Canada 2018-07-09


Diana Roder Canada 2018-07-09


Julie Nichol Canada 2018-07-09


Oliver Chew Canada 2018-07-09


Barry Morley Canada 2018-07-09


Tini Duong Milton, Canada 2018-07-09


Sanjib kumar das India 2018-07-09


Toni Panchuk Canada 2018-07-09


Lorraine Hague Canada 2018-07-09


Jessica Black US 2018-07-09


Emily Rhinier US 2018-07-09


Dale Fedo Canada 2018-07-09


Eddie Cormier Canada 2018-07-09







Name Location Date


Shalom O Canada 2018-07-09


Marina NW Canada 2018-07-09


Kitty Engineer Canada 2018-07-09


Stephen Berg Canada 2018-07-09


Kimberly Taylor Canada 2018-07-09


Edward Hudgeons US 2018-07-09


Cadie Fox Canada 2018-07-09


Jason Cole Halifax, Canada 2018-07-09


nancy quinn Summerside, Canada 2018-07-09


kathy backway Canada 2018-07-09


Brad Worden NiagaraFalls, Canada 2018-07-09


Tom McArdle Canada 2018-07-09


Katharina Mueller Richmond, Canada 2018-07-09


Nissim Hamadani US 2018-07-09


Linda Gee Pictou, Canada 2018-07-09


Lora Barry West Kelowna, Canada 2018-07-09


Layla Turbide Canada 2018-07-09


Carmen Achadinha Canada 2018-07-09


Sam Baddeley Canada 2018-07-09


Lucas Droetto Canada 2018-07-09


Jennifer Taylor Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-09


William Janosik US 2018-07-09







Name Location Date


Claudia Lemay Canada 2018-07-09


Rita Tal Canada 2018-07-09


Vicky Tribble Oxford, England, UK 2018-07-09


Krista Godinho Canada 2018-07-09


Jean-Claude Bergeron Canada 2018-07-09


Francie Stone US 2018-07-09


Perry O'Keefe Canada 2018-07-09


S Peterson US 2018-07-09


Sarah Amaneddine Canada 2018-07-09


Courtney Peterson Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-09


clarisse espiritu Canada 2018-07-09


Brandon Johnson Canada 2018-07-09


Lana Hammond Canada 2018-07-09


Nicholas Gray Canada 2018-07-09


Roshell Maidment Canada 2018-07-09


Diana Ringstrom Canada 2018-07-09


Jacqueline Ripley Perth Andover, Canada 2018-07-09


Sandee Kealey Canada 2018-07-09


Sumayyah Abidi Canada 2018-07-09


Wayne Warren Canada 2018-07-09


gerrie prymak Canada 2018-07-09


Shannon Lightfoot Canada 2018-07-09







Name Location Date


Bella Bendov Canada 2018-07-10


roger avery Canada 2018-07-10


Fa Ab Canada 2018-07-10


Michelle Berry Canada 2018-07-10


Ravindren Krishnasamy Canada 2018-07-10


Mario Iacobaccio Canada 2018-07-10


Maureen O'Brien Canada 2018-07-10


Mary Ingram Canada 2018-07-10


Melissa Flick Canada 2018-07-10


Kenneth Methot Canada 2018-07-10


Keith Mark Langton UK 2018-07-10


Hunter Sander Canada 2018-07-10


Adam Bremner-Akins Canada 2018-07-10


Lynda Owens Canada 2018-07-10


Nicholas Triantos Canada 2018-07-10


Jack Nuttall UK 2018-07-10


Jamie Munro UK 2018-07-10


Sara Yantho Canada 2018-07-10


Gary Meddick Canada 2018-07-10


Peggy Benson Canada 2018-07-10


Kris k Canada 2018-07-10


Lilly Busto Canada 2018-07-10







Name Location Date


Amanda Mcleod Canada 2018-07-10


Linda McCartney Canada 2018-07-10


Alicia Heymerdinguer Canada 2018-07-10


Katrina Hayes Canada 2018-07-10


Teale Joyce Halifax, Canada 2018-07-10


erica pryde Canada 2018-07-10


Steve Glock UK 2018-07-10


Vidhi M Canada 2018-07-10


Thelma Potter Canada 2018-07-10


Deborah MacTaggart Canada 2018-07-10


Kelsey Hoffmann Canada 2018-07-10


Darren MacLellan Canada 2018-07-10


jaiden caesar Canada 2018-07-10


Matthew Cheng Canada 2018-07-10


Kristy Tucker Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-10


Leanne Ventola Canada 2018-07-10


A CALVERT UK 2018-07-10


Jo Horton Canada 2018-07-10


Sarah Legenza Canada 2018-07-10


Karen Lagadi Canada 2018-07-10


Madison Doria Canada 2018-07-10


Angela Mccleary Canada 2018-07-10







Name Location Date


Barry Carrigan Westville,NS., Canada 2018-07-10


Penny Presunka-Winterburn Canada 2018-07-10


Jazmine d doddleburge
Maskifir


US 2018-07-10


Liam Pender Canada 2018-07-10


Philip Cousins Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-10


Paul Talluri Canada 2018-07-10


Sherri Sheehan Summerside, Canada 2018-07-10


Easlie Li Canada 2018-07-10


Kim Parfitt US 2018-07-10


Beth Gibbons UK 2018-07-10


Sam Gordey Canada 2018-07-10


Amanda Kavanagh Canada 2018-07-10


Brian Elgey UK 2018-07-10


norstrev nichripka Canada 2018-07-10


Jake Guthro New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-10


Geoffrey Feldman Canada 2018-07-10


Andrew Davenport US 2018-07-10


Sydney White Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-10


Peter Martin UK 2018-07-10


Mark Woods US 2018-07-10


Andrew MEAD UK 2018-07-10







Name Location Date


John Ball UK 2018-07-10


Anna Byron-Butler UK 2018-07-10


stuart stevenson UK 2018-07-10


Monika Howse Canada 2018-07-10


Stephanie Munn Canada 2018-07-10


L Rotor Canada 2018-07-10


Shmuly Kraus US 2018-07-10


Grace Coughlin Ellerslie, Canada 2018-07-10


Stephen Rollins UK 2018-07-10


Marla Motzkus Canada 2018-07-11


Kaitlyn French Westville, Canada 2018-07-11


Jolanda JSkirly@yahoo.ca Canada 2018-07-11


Erik Hansen Canada 2018-07-11


Devin Babb Kingston, Canada 2018-07-11


Rebecca Spurlock US 2018-07-11


Niki A US 2018-07-11


Lauren Matthiesen US 2018-07-11


Nico Morettin Canada 2018-07-11


anthony mele US 2018-07-11


Tashynna Nault Canada 2018-07-11


Mark Kyle Canada 2018-07-11


Matthew Semerko Canada 2018-07-11







Name Location Date


Shawn Little Canada 2018-07-11


Miles Petersen Canada 2018-07-11


Marc Dufresne Canada 2018-07-11


Bruce Keller Canada 2018-07-11


Amanda Cook UK 2018-07-11


Valerie Barnett Canada 2018-07-11


Seyed Rastaghi Canada 2018-07-11


Jeff Young Canada 2018-07-11


melissa anania Canada 2018-07-11


Stuart Chandler Canada 2018-07-11


Daniel Currie Canada 2018-07-11


Angela Russell Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-11


Kim French Woodbridge, Canada 2018-07-11


Sheila McKee-Protopapas Canada 2018-07-11


John Cannell Canada 2018-07-11


Stephen Fletcher Canada 2018-07-11


Danielle Covello Canada 2018-07-11


Luc Salvas Canada 2018-07-11


Douglas Guitard Canada 2018-07-11


Kyle Dermott Canada 2018-07-11


Douglas MacDonald Canada 2018-07-11


John Miya Canada 2018-07-11







Name Location Date


Ann Swayze Canada 2018-07-11


Maria Blackmore Canada 2018-07-11


Aleid Botero Canada 2018-07-11


Keayra Byloo Canada 2018-07-11


Louise Cleroux Canada 2018-07-11


sherry Ferguson Canada 2018-07-11


Janice Gibson Canada 2018-07-11


Liz Smith Canada 2018-07-11


Marvin Schulz Canada 2018-07-11


William Terry Canada 2018-07-11


Caroline Harrison-O'Connor Canada 2018-07-11


Michael Goodwin Canada 2018-07-11


Michelle Eserjose Canada 2018-07-11


Lise Carbonneau Canada 2018-07-11


Donovan Joseph Canada 2018-07-11


Sarah Magnan Canada 2018-07-11


Olivia Ypelaar Canada 2018-07-11


Taseer Aziz Canada 2018-07-11


Caitlin Penny Canada 2018-07-11


Tiffany Brown Canada 2018-07-11


Christine Longe Canada 2018-07-11


melissa larsen pictou, Canada 2018-07-11







Name Location Date


Nigel Van Teeffelen Canada 2018-07-11


james Armstrong Canada 2018-07-11


Laurel Hood Canada 2018-07-11


Silvia Wolff Canada 2018-07-11


Emilee Shpeley Canada 2018-07-11


Fiorel Tuli Canada 2018-07-11


Kelly Perry Miscouche, Canada 2018-07-11


Nicole Powers Ellerslie, Canada 2018-07-11


Dan Walders Canada 2018-07-11


Carlee Lynch Canada 2018-07-11


Brian Reeves Canada 2018-07-11


Ludovic Bourdon Canada 2018-07-11


Nancy Young Canada 2018-07-11


Jake Johnstone Sydney, Canada 2018-07-11


Carol Hall Canada 2018-07-11


Isha Bhasin Canada 2018-07-11


Farhad Jahangirnia Canada 2018-07-11


Merna Schmidt Canada 2018-07-11


Arianna Ingram Canada 2018-07-11


Mike Palumbo Canada 2018-07-11


Sharon Cropp Canada 2018-07-11


S Ssaeedi Canada 2018-07-11







Name Location Date


Cj Garcha Canada 2018-07-11


Cole Battie Canada 2018-07-11


Rebecca Maier Canada 2018-07-11


Cheri Campbell Milton, Canada 2018-07-11


Matthew Vorstermans Canada 2018-07-11


Patty Balfour Canada 2018-07-11


Greg Malone Canada 2018-07-11


Theresa Abbott-Howland Canada 2018-07-11


Leanne Cormier Canada 2018-07-11


Meghan McIntyre Toronto, Canada 2018-07-11


tyson bracken Canada 2018-07-11


Cody Chesnutt Canada 2018-07-11


Judy Carpenter Canada 2018-07-11


Glen Green Canada 2018-07-11


Benjamin Abitbol-Salazar Canada 2018-07-11


Christine Carriere Canada 2018-07-11


Trevor Stubbings Canada 2018-07-11


Chava Finkler Canada 2018-07-11


Lyndon Gotelaere US 2018-07-11


Daniel C Chaboya Canada 2018-07-11


Shaun Geerts Canada 2018-07-11


Lorna Nelson Canada 2018-07-11







Name Location Date


Alex Reid Canada 2018-07-11


Marta Edgar Canada 2018-07-11


Korena Weagle Canada 2018-07-11


Gavin Smith Canada 2018-07-11


Florence McGregor-Foxcroft Canada 2018-07-11


Tanya Koganov Canada 2018-07-11


Phil Robotham Canada 2018-07-11


Zachary Cockburn Canada 2018-07-11


Elli Jasinski Woodstock, Canada 2018-07-11


Haley Andrews Canada 2018-07-11


Ashleigh James Canada 2018-07-11


Lanita Santos Canada 2018-07-11


Larry Ferster Canada 2018-07-11


Vanessa Lindstrom Canada 2018-07-11


Eva ONG Canada 2018-07-11


zackery Miller Canada 2018-07-11


Sherrill Elliot-Lee Canada 2018-07-11


Cathy Riberdy Canada 2018-07-11


Mustpha Mukeef Canada 2018-07-11


Marie-Josee Godin Canada 2018-07-11


Sophia Uruena Canada 2018-07-11


Delanie Manegre Canada 2018-07-11







Name Location Date


Mitchell Snider Canada 2018-07-11


Katherine Zeller Canada 2018-07-11


Lesley Johnson Canada 2018-07-11


patricia kowalchuk Canada 2018-07-11


Dereck Searle Canada 2018-07-11


robert cahn Canada 2018-07-11


James Nairne Canada 2018-07-11


David Rew Canada 2018-07-11


Ronita Stobbart Canada 2018-07-11


Chris Wiseman Canada 2018-07-11


Kyle Morgan Canada 2018-07-11


Dave Holton Canada 2018-07-11


Brenda Smith Canada 2018-07-11


Courtlind Elliott Canada 2018-07-12


Mary Grant Canada 2018-07-12


Ben Crossett Canada 2018-07-12


Rosaire Lamouche Canada 2018-07-12


Nicole Kruger Canada 2018-07-12


L Jones Canada 2018-07-12


Cotie Horsey US 2018-07-12


Deanna Fitzgerald Canada 2018-07-12


Crystal Moonlight Canada 2018-07-12







Name Location Date


dan pare Canada 2018-07-12


Adriana Caragea Canada 2018-07-12


Susan Duncan Canada 2018-07-12


vannia herst Canada 2018-07-12


Syed Moin Canada 2018-07-12


Sarah Kelly Baker Canada 2018-07-12


Jayne Norrie Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-12


Michael letcher Canada 2018-07-12


Carole Yeaman Canada 2018-07-12


Michelle Salgueiro Canada 2018-07-12


Marilyn Harper Canada 2018-07-12


Miko Panda Canada 2018-07-12


William Jeremiah Canada 2018-07-12


lori hyde Canada 2018-07-12


Barbara Saulnier Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-12


Lena Bar Canada 2018-07-12


Carla Nelson-Boyce Canada 2018-07-12


Denise Sydor Canada 2018-07-12


Greg Hunt Canada 2018-07-12


Amy Scott Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-12


Kelsey Worboys Canada 2018-07-12


David Abrahamson Canada 2018-07-12







Name Location Date


Carina Newton Canada 2018-07-12


Frank Singh Canada 2018-07-12


Terrence Grand Canada 2018-07-12


Laura Mikulec Canada 2018-07-12


Jo-Ann Johnson Canada 2018-07-12


Riley Gross Canada 2018-07-12


SYLVIA DONOVAN Canada 2018-07-12


Joshua Hooper Canada 2018-07-12


Kaitlin Castellani Canada 2018-07-12


Nancy Bennett Canada 2018-07-12


Danielle D'Aoust Canada 2018-07-12


Dr John F. Miner Canada 2018-07-12


Naveen Thadakamalla Canada 2018-07-12


Nicole Barthes France 2018-07-12


Miranda Hanus Canada 2018-07-12


Silvia Milena López Escobar Canada 2018-07-12


Mike bailey Canada 2018-07-12


ginette doiron Canada 2018-07-12


Anika P Canada 2018-07-12


mike giletchuk Canada 2018-07-12


Jaden Patel Canada 2018-07-12


Tania Da costa Canada 2018-07-12







Name Location Date


Linda Schleihauf Canada 2018-07-12


Amanda Cornett Pictou, Canada 2018-07-12


Megan Ballance Canada 2018-07-12


Carlos Moreno Canada 2018-07-12


edwin pottier Canada 2018-07-12


Adam Cook Canada 2018-07-12


Steven Carreira Canada 2018-07-12


Mike Hatt Canada 2018-07-12


Angelique Chartre-Menard Canada 2018-07-12


Terry McKeough Moncton, Canada 2018-07-12


Matthew Britt Canada 2018-07-12


Gilles Charette Canada 2018-07-12


Barbara Walker Canada 2018-07-12


Tia Dauvin Canada 2018-07-12


Leslie Sykes Canada 2018-07-12


Danielle Belanger Canada 2018-07-12


Jack Sergeant UK 2018-07-12


Jeral Anderson-Pearce Canada 2018-07-12


Anjulia Masson Canada 2018-07-12


Paul Cumming UK 2018-07-12


Shyamal Ray Canada 2018-07-12


Cleopatra Quieto Canada 2018-07-12







Name Location Date


Elizabeth Senson Canada 2018-07-12


Isaac Vasquez Canada 2018-07-12


Jasmine Saini Canada 2018-07-12


Janice Rehill Pictou, Canada 2018-07-12


Jon Mills Canada 2018-07-12


Maisie Bracewell Canada 2018-07-12


Trevor Obodoechina Canada 2018-07-12


JENNIFER GIGNAC Canada 2018-07-12


Kimberly McGowan Canada 2018-07-12


carol - ann bagan Canada 2018-07-12


Dave Gamble Scotsburn, Canada 2018-07-12


Gigante Kim Canada 2018-07-12


pascaline martres France 2018-07-12


Troy Carlson Canada 2018-07-12


Kristian Crossley Canada 2018-07-12


Abby Parenteau Canada 2018-07-12


Kevin Pozderec Canada 2018-07-12


Isabella Leung Canada 2018-07-12


Kelly Nameth Canada 2018-07-12


Rebecca messier Canada 2018-07-12


Grace Tallar Canada 2018-07-12


Sarah Seo Canada 2018-07-12







Name Location Date


Justine Westall Barry, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-07-12


Corny Redecopp Canada 2018-07-12


Nadia Nandkumar Canada 2018-07-12


Stephanie Bamforth Canada 2018-07-12


Linda Legault Canada 2018-07-13


Rosemin Shah Canada 2018-07-13


Rachael Hachey Canada 2018-07-13


Robert Dean Canada 2018-07-13


Karen Poulin Canada 2018-07-13


Jane Pettipas New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-13


Daria Salemka Canada 2018-07-13


Brianna McArthur-Brown UK 2018-07-13


Brittany Pegg Canada 2018-07-13


Aneta Walker Canada 2018-07-13


Angie Perez Canada 2018-07-13


Tova Östlund Sweden 2018-07-13


Christir Allan Canada 2018-07-13


Hayley Daignault Canada 2018-07-13


Eugenia Turanski Canada 2018-07-13


Janet Riddell Canada 2018-07-13


Sheri Crowe Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-13


Wasseem El Shakaa Saudi Arabia 2018-07-13







Name Location Date


Henrique Arnal Canada 2018-07-13


Audrey Fournel France 2018-07-13


Paula Escuadro Canada 2018-07-13


Valerie Michelle US 2018-07-13


iryna grabova Canada 2018-07-13


Laureen Perreault Canada 2018-07-13


Lynn Tait Canada 2018-07-13


Tom Smith Canada 2018-07-13


Emily Hamblin Canada 2018-07-13


Claude Francis Canada 2018-07-13


yana Hovakimyan Canada 2018-07-13


Amanda Pennington Canada 2018-07-13


Daniela Rubio Canada 2018-07-13


Trisha Klemm Canada 2018-07-13


Roberto Bornay Canada 2018-07-13


Amit Sadhan Canada 2018-07-13


Ebow Amoah-Gyampoh Canada 2018-07-13


Norman Falk Canada 2018-07-13


Wyatt Smith Canada 2018-07-14


Michelle Cimermancic Canada 2018-07-14


Carla Benzo US 2018-07-14


Helen Rajsigl Canada 2018-07-14







Name Location Date


Sylvie Gascon Canada 2018-07-14


Katherine Yakimetz Hungary 2018-07-14


Ksenia K Canada 2018-07-14


Natalie P US 2018-07-14


Katie Judson Canada 2018-07-14


Danella brideau Canada 2018-07-14


Kristina Rinn Canada 2018-07-14


Kimberley Milliard Canada 2018-07-14


Gab Joseph Canada 2018-07-14


Nicole Brioso Canada 2018-07-14


Marin Scotto Canada 2018-07-14


Carmen Foster Canada 2018-07-14


Vicky Jackson UK 2018-07-14


Steve Voelkel Canada 2018-07-14


Joya McKenzie Canada 2018-07-14


Teresa McSpurren Canada 2018-07-14


David Barg Canada 2018-07-14


Robert Dumais Canada 2018-07-15


Zsolt Zsoldos Canada 2018-07-15


James C Canada 2018-07-15


Lynda Spencer Canada 2018-07-15


Andy Foster Canada 2018-07-15







Name Location Date


Gladys Ferenczi Canada 2018-07-15


Laura Tailleur Canada 2018-07-15


Corey Sarafinchan Canada 2018-07-15


Suzie Baron Canada 2018-07-15


Danielle Allen Canada 2018-07-15


Chansoo Byeon Canada 2018-07-15


Katie Pfeifer Canada 2018-07-15


Cecilie Ulrich Canada 2018-07-15


Natascha Leisi Switzerland 2018-07-15


Mohtashim Ahmed Canada 2018-07-15


Cassandra Larchek Canada 2018-07-15


Cristina Aldrete Canada 2018-07-15


Linda Di Palma Canada 2018-07-15


duncan ward Canada 2018-07-15


Jennifer Johnston Canada 2018-07-15


Francis Moniz Canada 2018-07-15


Joseph Sirianni Canada 2018-07-15


Eric Nocito US 2018-07-15


Jeremy Harris New Zealand 2018-07-15


Rameesha Ahmed Canada 2018-07-15


Mark Metus Canada 2018-07-15


Craig Thexton Canada 2018-07-15







Name Location Date


Karly Heroux Canada 2018-07-16


Ashley B Canada 2018-07-16


Alison MacDonald Kingston, NS, Canada 2018-07-16


Colin Kress Canada 2018-07-16


bolin bress Canada 2018-07-16


Laura Meeko Canada 2018-07-16


ryan winsborrow Canada 2018-07-16


Ryan Liu Canada 2018-07-16


Sarah Khan Pakistan 2018-07-16


Lavonne Allen Canada 2018-07-16


Samantha LÉcuyer Canada 2018-07-16


cate boutilier Canada 2018-07-16


Elizabeth Kirsch Canada 2018-07-16


Amalia Kerekes Canada 2018-07-16


Pam Robinson Canada 2018-07-16


Mark Edkins Canada 2018-07-16


Mina Daratzikis Canada 2018-07-16


Maya Iyonmana Canada 2018-07-16


Laura Agar Canada 2018-07-16


Ken Wiens Canada 2018-07-16


Shivabalan Nagakumaran Canada 2018-07-16


Lise Smith Canada 2018-07-16







Name Location Date


Dominique Martell Canada 2018-07-16


Pat Vanderkooy Canada 2018-07-16


Wade Glasspoole Canada 2018-07-16


Erin Forget Canada 2018-07-16


Paul Poses Canada 2018-07-16


Allison Barnes Canada 2018-07-16


Brady Coggins Canada 2018-07-16


David Courvoisier Canada 2018-07-16


Jessica Taylor Canada 2018-07-16


Justin Anderson Canada 2018-07-16


Wasim Syed Canada 2018-07-16


Julianne Richer Canada 2018-07-16


ashley payne US 2018-07-16


Elspeth Skeats Canada 2018-07-16


Diane DuChemin Canada 2018-07-16


Vincenza Del Buono Canada 2018-07-16


Patrick Cooney Canada 2018-07-16


Kandy Ethier Canada 2018-07-16


Jeff Marchand Canada 2018-07-16


Peter Li Canada 2018-07-16


sara flynn Canada 2018-07-16


Johanna Jamieson Canada 2018-07-16







Name Location Date


Sumit Vohra Canada 2018-07-16


Maha Abbasi Canada 2018-07-16


Alexa Sylvestre Canada 2018-07-16


Joanne Azzopardi Canada 2018-07-16


Gaye McLennan Canada 2018-07-16


Jeff Strome Canada 2018-07-16


Krzysztof Katarzynsi Canada 2018-07-16


Eve L Canada 2018-07-16


Cassandra Guthrie Canada 2018-07-16


Kayla Wong Canada 2018-07-16


Katharina Stieffenhofer Canada 2018-07-16


Thomas Boland Canada 2018-07-16


Sue Seguin Canada 2018-07-16


Sandy Weatherston Canada 2018-07-16


Roslyn Dawe Canada 2018-07-16


Peyton campbell Canada 2018-07-16


Maxime Lamoureux Canada 2018-07-16


Adam Finlay Canada 2018-07-16


Zen Rizwan Canada 2018-07-16


Sarah Roebuck Canada 2018-07-16


Miki Shefsky Canada 2018-07-16


Douglas Conery Canada 2018-07-16







Name Location Date


Nicole Jeffreys Canada 2018-07-16


Sharon van Son Canada 2018-07-16


Dale Coulombe Canada 2018-07-16


Michelle Clark Canada 2018-07-16


Chris Howell Canada 2018-07-16


Zephaniah Hannem Canada 2018-07-16


Lindsay A Canada 2018-07-16


Meghan O'Brien Canada 2018-07-16


Treena-marie Prairie Canada 2018-07-16


Wayne Marks Canada 2018-07-16


Fadi Bawwab Canada 2018-07-16


B. Pieczatkiewicz Canada 2018-07-16


Wendi MacPherson Canada 2018-07-16


Rachel Zuccaro Canada 2018-07-16


Linn Smith Canada 2018-07-16


Eric Mascarenhas Canada 2018-07-16


Rene Denis Canada 2018-07-16


Gisele Naturkach Canada 2018-07-16


Bianca Hankins Canada 2018-07-16


Jordan Smith Canada 2018-07-16


Wendy Honey Canada 2018-07-16


P. Patry Canada 2018-07-16







Name Location Date


Wendy Craig Canada 2018-07-16


Mike G Canada 2018-07-16


Jennifer Campbell Canada 2018-07-16


Al Bee Canada 2018-07-16


Joyce Maclean Canada 2018-07-16


Amandeep Walia Canada 2018-07-16


Yan Wang Canada 2018-07-16


Darren Brownlee Canada 2018-07-16


Melia Theriault Canada 2018-07-16


joan parsonson Canada 2018-07-16


Tarandeep Sahota Canada 2018-07-16


Desmond Betteto Canada 2018-07-16


Chris Seed Canada 2018-07-16


MARNIE SHEPHERD Canada 2018-07-16


Mark Brown Canada 2018-07-16


deborah donau Canada 2018-07-16


Aoife Pucchio Canada 2018-07-16


James Baumann Canada 2018-07-16


Joan Van den broeck Canada 2018-07-16


Geoffry Feeley Canada 2018-07-16


Yumiu Pedoe Canada 2018-07-16


Julie Hendren Canada 2018-07-16







Name Location Date


Cheryl Koller Canada 2018-07-16


Craig MacEachern Canada 2018-07-16


Sam N Canada 2018-07-16


Nida Khan Canada 2018-07-16


Paola Marca Bolivia 2018-07-16


Stefanie Smagala Canada 2018-07-16


Elizabeth Chin Canada 2018-07-16


Marina Perera Canada 2018-07-17


Mario Chase Canada 2018-07-17


Patrick Castonguay Canada 2018-07-17


Leslie-Anne Steeper-Doxtator Canada 2018-07-17


Roy Evans Canada 2018-07-17


Julio A Genaro Canada 2018-07-17


Stephanie Meeuwse Canada 2018-07-17


Menak Ladd Canada 2018-07-17


Alliah Rattray Canada 2018-07-17


Elisabet Service Canada 2018-07-17


Charlotte Montgomery Canada 2018-07-17


Michel Barry Canada 2018-07-17


Julie Wiebe Canada 2018-07-17


John Barclay Canada 2018-07-17


Jessica Phillips Canada 2018-07-17







Name Location Date


Cheryl Baxter Canada 2018-07-17


Mark-Angelo Szoges Canada 2018-07-17


Gerald Pelletier Canada 2018-07-17


Ralph Moran US 2018-07-17


Mihaela Paina Canada 2018-07-17


John Kueppers Canada 2018-07-17


Natalie Campbell Canada 2018-07-17


Shadi Golestani Canada 2018-07-17


shaun gallagher Canada 2018-07-17


Omkar Joshi US 2018-07-17


Susan Hitchens Canada 2018-07-17


Jeff Brown Canada 2018-07-17


linda martens Canada 2018-07-17


Jim Lamoureux Canada 2018-07-17


Andre Anglin China 2018-07-17


Jessica Clifton Canada 2018-07-17


Daniel Grieco Canada 2018-07-17


lfhnb laiuwerfbhhwjf Canada 2018-07-17


elise herman Canada 2018-07-17


Sillian Jowerby Canada 2018-07-17


Tenzile Tunc Canada 2018-07-17


Jake Viscomi France 2018-07-17







Name Location Date


Patricia Guzman Mexico 2018-07-17


Sue Davar Onanole, Canada 2018-07-17


Hemo Guli Turkey 2018-07-17


mary major Canada 2018-07-17


Maria Kola UK 2018-07-17


Chris Yeates Canada 2018-07-17


Gina Tietze Canada 2018-07-17


Jill Burgin Canada 2018-07-17


Hina T Canada 2018-07-17


Edward Barbeau Canada 2018-07-17


Janette Bartfeld US 2018-07-17


Elia Rojas Canada 2018-07-17


matt ferguson Canada 2018-07-17


Elaine Bissonnette Canada 2018-07-17


Nathan Lam Canada 2018-07-17


stephen johnstone Canada 2018-07-17


Michael Rosentzveig Canada 2018-07-17


Keif Davies Canada 2018-07-17


Florian Tanguay Canada 2018-07-17


Alexa Pavao Canada 2018-07-17


Yvonne Stanley Canada 2018-07-17


Melanie Anderson Canada 2018-07-17







Name Location Date


Mellisa Stuckert US 2018-07-17


Alina Radulescu Canada 2018-07-17


Karen Dee Canada 2018-07-17


Michael Tzerelshtein Canada 2018-07-17


Manvir Grewal Canada 2018-07-17


Dolores Arndt US 2018-07-17


Riaz Mohammed Canada 2018-07-17


alan pensiero US 2018-07-17


Maureen Tully Canada 2018-07-17


Fara Spence Canada 2018-07-17


Kelsey Bercher US 2018-07-17


Stephanie Dos Santos Canada 2018-07-17


Terrah Gere US 2018-07-17


Marie-Claude Hébert Canada 2018-07-17


Mallory McNicoll Canada 2018-07-17


Collin Matthews Canada 2018-07-17


Dustin Michaud Canada 2018-07-17


Margie Giesbrecht Canada 2018-07-17


Melissa Steele US 2018-07-18


peter welsh Canada 2018-07-18


Matt White Canada 2018-07-18


Brittany Hynes Canada 2018-07-18







Name Location Date


Casey Totten Canada 2018-07-18


Angel M Canada 2018-07-18


Mara Beldavs US 2018-07-18


Tara Stokotelny Canada 2018-07-18


Grayson Golka Canada 2018-07-18


Petra Ivković Germany 2018-07-18


Thomas McKissick Canada 2018-07-18


Лера Уральская Russia 2018-07-18


Jason Neron Canada 2018-07-18


Braiden Janes Canada 2018-07-18


Lisa Kurk US 2018-07-18


Kevin Khan Canada 2018-07-18


Donald Egan US 2018-07-18


Aixa Fielder US 2018-07-18


Tanvi Wadhwa Canada 2018-07-18


George Isnor New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-18


Rachael Greenland-Smith Noel, Canada 2018-07-18


Ashley Burke Canada 2018-07-18


Chris Berry Canada 2018-07-18


Victor Dasilva Canada 2018-07-18


Alessand Chou Canada 2018-07-18


Stephanie Barcan Canada 2018-07-18







Name Location Date


Ivan Marusic Canada 2018-07-18


LYNDA MOULTON Canada 2018-07-18


oneima niño Bogotá, Colombia 2018-07-18


Ron Taylor US 2018-07-18


Amanda Broughton Canada 2018-07-19


teena Hackett Canada 2018-07-19


Agnes H. Canada 2018-07-19


Jason Logrippo Canada 2018-07-19


Laura Jane mclauchlan Canada 2018-07-19


Andrea Harvey Canada 2018-07-19


Oliviea Allison Canada 2018-07-19


Kevio Zhu Canada 2018-07-19


Janusz Olejarz Canada 2018-07-19


Destiny White US 2018-07-19


Robyn Akre Canada 2018-07-19


Sarah MacPherson Canada 2018-07-19


David Wiszniowski Canada 2018-07-19


Josefine Herr Canada 2018-07-20


Mario Marengo Canada 2018-07-20


Miranda Cote Canada 2018-07-20


J Holman Canada 2018-07-20


Laura Grindlay Canada 2018-07-20







Name Location Date


Suzanne Kennedy Toronto, Canada 2018-07-20


Heather Fougere New glasgow, Canada 2018-07-20


Jasmine Chapman UK 2018-07-20


Hannah Burgett US 2018-07-20


Kristine Villarroel US 2018-07-20


Alfonso Drouet Guayaquil, Ecuador 2018-07-20


Walter Bauer Aurora, Canada 2018-07-20


Patrick Williams Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-20


Chris Pyke Canada 2018-07-20


Robert Zeidler Toronto, Canada 2018-07-20


gracia Janes Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-07-20


Jamie Works Canada 2018-07-20


peter bennett dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20


Colin Cook Gloucester, England, UK 2018-07-20


Jordan Cook Gloucester, UK 2018-07-20


Margrethe Ruddock Canada 2018-07-20


Jaden Macmillan New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-20


Pearl Gallant BeaverBank, Canada 2018-07-20


Ryan Skelton Canada 2018-07-20


Norman Earle Margaree Valley, Canada 2018-07-20


Angela Gonzalez US 2018-07-20


Gregory Bennett Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20







Name Location Date


Peter Beckman Canada 2018-07-20


Cal Bennett UK 2018-07-20


Russell Ripper Canada 2018-07-20


Paul Blart US 2018-07-20


Loree Mandrell US 2018-07-20


Audrey Cameron Canada 2018-07-20


Liza Sayer UK 2018-07-20


Steven Poirier Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20


Angela Martinez Canada 2018-07-21


Judy Fazio Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-21


Paul Clayfield Westville, Canada 2018-07-21


tanmim awal Canada 2018-07-21


S Lewis Canada 2018-07-21


Mohammad Awal Canada 2018-07-21


Braydon Killen New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-21


Alan Christopher Creaser UK 2018-07-21


Bonnie Wong Hong Kong 2018-07-21


Alison MacLeod ABERCROMBIE, Canada 2018-07-21


Donna Manning Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-21


Nathan Nathancook Gloucester, UK 2018-07-21


Brad Richards Canada 2018-07-21


Robert Waters UK 2018-07-21







Name Location Date


Mazhar Malik UK 2018-07-21


Tom Lusk Lansdowne, Canada 2018-07-21


Angela Powell Killeen, Texas, US 2018-07-21


Josh Alderton Australia 2018-07-21


Ryan Farris Wallace, Canada 2018-07-21


Donna Johnson Baddeck, Canada 2018-07-21


Linda MacRae Baddeck, Canada 2018-07-21


Paul Yeung Canada 2018-07-21


Al Tompkins Baddeck, Canada 2018-07-21


Guillermo Suarez Toronto, Canada 2018-07-21


Christine Wilson Canada 2018-07-21


Janice Dyett Windsor, Canada 2018-07-22


Donald Drump US 2018-07-22


Katherine Dunlop Samson Windsor, Canada 2018-07-22


Madeline porter Porter US 2018-07-22


Trevor Marshall Canada 2018-07-22


Kae M Canada 2018-07-22


Elzbieta Zembik UK 2018-07-22


Girlie Joyce Garabiles Canada 2018-07-22


Chun Din WONG Canada 2018-07-22


Samuel Cooke UK 2018-07-22


Wilson Plain Canada 2018-07-22







Name Location Date


Katherine Blake US 2018-07-22


Shauna Anderson Canada 2018-07-22


Ginny W Canada 2018-07-22


lalji bambhroliya Canada 2018-07-22


Matthew Berlin US 2018-07-22


Ben Glaspie US 2018-07-22


Josée Valiquette Montréal, Canada 2018-07-23


Nena Lowry US 2018-07-23


Gaurav Mathur Canada 2018-07-23


Tracy Marco Canada 2018-07-23


Linda Campbell Brookfield, Canada 2018-07-23


Jimi Fanstone Hong Kong 2018-07-23


Janice OBryan Canada 2018-07-24


Benjamin Williamson Canada 2018-07-24


sonya mack Canada 2018-07-24


George Lup Windsor, Canada 2018-07-24


Tor-Arne Bundesen Norway 2018-07-24


Stewart Cresswell Long Eaton, England, UK 2018-07-24


roger mac gillivray antigonish, Canada 2018-07-24


Kim Trenholm Newcastle upon Tyne, England, UK 2018-07-24


Bill Galbraith Canada 2018-07-24


Lewis MacKenzie North York, Canada 2018-07-24







Name Location Date


Charles Anderson New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-24


Austin Levi Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-24


Leroy Denny Trenton, Canada 2018-07-25


colin belchuk Canada 2018-07-25


L V Canada 2018-07-25


Danielle Metcalfe Canada 2018-07-25


Thomas Vanschaik Canada 2018-07-25


Daniel Clavijo Canada 2018-07-25


Allison Lange Big Island, NS, Canada 2018-07-25


Coco Davidson Davidson Canada 2018-07-25


Paul Elson Moncton, Canada 2018-07-25


David Roth Fredericton, Canada 2018-07-25


CHRIS birchell halifax, Canada 2018-07-25


Beth Zorychta Canada 2018-07-25


Laurel Dupe Point Aconi ,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-07-25


Mike K Glace Bay, Canada 2018-07-25


Max Russell Lund, Canada 2018-07-25


Cherie LeBlanc Canada 2018-07-26


Royall Baker Trenton, Canada 2018-07-26


Donald Mac Donald Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-26


Dawson Currie Glace Bay, Canada 2018-07-26


Chris Glode Masstown, Canada 2018-07-26







Name Location Date


peter bos Netherlands 2018-07-27


Robert White Halifax, Canada 2018-07-27


Linda Negulic Bedford, Canada 2018-07-27


Kevin Mehlmann Canada 2018-07-28


Audrey Taylor Canada 2018-07-28


David Totten Canada 2018-07-28


Melanie Sullivan Halifax, Canada 2018-07-28


Soumpo Dicko France 2018-07-29


Tristan TRENEL France 2018-07-29


rene maestre France 2018-07-29


TANNO tanno France 2018-07-29


lili Gonnet France 2018-07-29


christian séné France 2018-07-29


Aurore Gibert France 2018-07-29


Rose Le Guillant France 2018-07-29


Christian Désir France 2018-07-29


AYETT HAMMOUDI Martinique 2018-07-29


JEAN PIERRE ROMMENS France 2018-07-29


Aude ENON France 2018-07-29


Martine PILLOUD France 2018-07-29


Nora Lisein France 2018-07-29


JEAN FOURQUET France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


emmanuel charles France 2018-07-29


Emine Cet France 2018-07-29


Artur Harezga France 2018-07-29


Laetitia Bouchet l'abat France 2018-07-29


phil ibert France 2018-07-29


Christel Noiret France 2018-07-29


christine FORGET France 2018-07-29


Kiara Lazo France 2018-07-29


Sophia Amchi France 2018-07-29


Elodie Daussy France 2018-07-29


Florian LE FUR France 2018-07-29


traore Traore France 2018-07-29


Timothé Hervo France 2018-07-29


Abdallah Fedad France 2018-07-29


Isabelle Rocher France 2018-07-29


marcelle thouvenin France 2018-07-29


Jean-Lou EXILIE Martinique 2018-07-29


LAURENT VAN DEN HOVE France 2018-07-29


Gregory Nunes France 2018-07-29


Valerie Muller France 2018-07-29


Laetitia Chauveau France 2018-07-29


Sébastien Barnola France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Guillaume LESEIGNOUX France 2018-07-29


Lorine Leblanc France 2018-07-29


Félicia SUSINI France 2018-07-29


Marine gapp France 2018-07-29


Solenn Schumacher France 2018-07-29


Geoffrey Gereau France 2018-07-29


Shirley Tonna France 2018-07-29


Moreen Becue France 2018-07-29


Léna Mentzinger France 2018-07-29


joan Pinchu France 2018-07-29


Julien Dizier France 2018-07-29


Loan Goehry France 2018-07-29


Benoit Laplace France 2018-07-29


fabien arpin France 2018-07-29


Corinne looten France 2018-07-29


christelle dano France 2018-07-29


marc dubray France 2018-07-29


Line Le Tallec France 2018-07-29


Ahmed El yakhloufi France 2018-07-29


Cathy ALBIET France 2018-07-29


thibault pereira France 2018-07-29


xavier quissolle France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Beatrice Williams Guadeloupe 2018-07-29


Christian Ilunga Djim France 2018-07-29


armand alexeline France 2018-07-29


Fred François Rose Martinique 2018-07-29


Laila Sakradj France 2018-07-29


Hicham Bahri France 2018-07-29


Anna Cecilia France 2018-07-29


Pierre COVES France 2018-07-29


radoine akira France 2018-07-29


Michèle BOISGIBAULT France 2018-07-29


Samy Mouillah France 2018-07-29


MARIE LOZANO France 2018-07-29


B Boutahar France 2018-07-29


Micheline MASSON France 2018-07-29


Judite Audras France 2018-07-29


nicole rousseau France 2018-07-29


CRISTINA RUBALCAVA France 2018-07-29


elodie pinot France 2018-07-29


Sauzede elisabeth Sauzede France 2018-07-29


Kentin Paille France 2018-07-29


Nicolas Soyer France 2018-07-29


Alice Bellon France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Michael Boittin France 2018-07-29


Cécile Zobiri France 2018-07-29


Françoise FONTAINE France 2018-07-29


Léa Belougne France 2018-07-29


James Cebin France 2018-07-29


Jean-Marie Mirof Gibon France 2018-07-29


Hélène Simonin France 2018-07-29


Marc Lumbroso France 2018-07-29


Severine Tentelier France 2018-07-29


Arnaud Duprat France 2018-07-29


jean-louis peyrou France 2018-07-29


arnaud jeanlin France 2018-07-29


Christine O Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-07-29


Fat.9@live.fr Traoré France 2018-07-29


Christine Kervadec France 2018-07-29


alex yavau France 2018-07-29


Fikriye Bayram France 2018-07-29


alan humbert France 2018-07-29


MARY GREGNANIN France 2018-07-29


Pascal RECHARD France 2018-07-29


Alici Alic France 2018-07-29


Marie Lucie Taclet France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Anne-laure Pastant France 2018-07-29


Jean phillipe Calviere France 2018-07-29


kheira djalti France 2018-07-29


Christine Lebrun France 2018-07-29


Claude Rigal France 2018-07-29


Laurie Buttitta France 2018-07-29


Mamoun Boukhriss France 2018-07-29


Eloïc FERDINAND France 2018-07-29


chloe costentin France 2018-07-29


Aziz Louartiti France 2018-07-29


Stéphanie Buttitta France 2018-07-29


Shayma Khelladi France 2018-07-29


delooecker thibault France 2018-07-29


brahimi keni France 2018-07-29


Eunice BOREL Guadeloupe 2018-07-29


Gérard Cassagne France 2018-07-29


Marie annick Brun France 2018-07-29


Andrea Callia D'Iddio France 2018-07-29


Jean Paul Moreau France 2018-07-29


Francis CROZAT France 2018-07-29


Mathilde Senlis France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Je sais plus Ah! Non toujours
pas trouvé


France 2018-07-29


Nadezhda Gazmuri-Cherniak France 2018-07-29


Lanoë Guy France 2018-07-29


J. COLASSE France 2018-07-29


Patricia Wie - Chen France 2018-07-29


Michel Braud France 2018-07-29


Tatiana Hamza zerigat France 2018-07-29


Christophe Salanon France 2018-07-29


jean borghelot France 2018-07-29


Abderrahim Ait bourhim France 2018-07-29


Louis MUKENDI M France 2018-07-29


Nganno Dia France 2018-07-29


Hélène Durand-Gasselin France 2018-07-29


florence LEDAN France 2018-07-29


Steve Robson French Polynesia 2018-07-29


Farid Hammachi France 2018-07-29


Henri Ginda France 2018-07-29


Jean-Louis CUVIER France 2018-07-29


Lietseu Legris France 2018-07-29


Jamal Badaoui France 2018-07-29


odile raynal France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Ruslan Delion France 2018-07-29


Christian Allemagne France 2018-07-29


Karine Brossier France 2018-07-29


Laurence Clairat France 2018-07-29


ISABELLE CADORET France 2018-07-29


Un Inconnu France 2018-07-29


martine MARTY France 2018-07-29


Safia Addad France 2018-07-29


stéphanie Daguin France 2018-07-29


Rosine Capece France 2018-07-29


Chloé Paul France 2018-07-29


Mustapha el hiti France 2018-07-29


Ludivine Tabouret France 2018-07-29


Marjolaine Vilain France 2018-07-29


Jean paul Baron France 2018-07-29


Assia Benchouk France 2018-07-29


Didier Kebiche France 2018-07-29


rony loval Guadeloupe 2018-07-29


Christine Prévost France 2018-07-29


Elisabeth Jami France 2018-07-29


Jacques Briand France 2018-07-29


Daoud Mb France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Heidi Boniface France 2018-07-29


Sola Diak France 2018-07-29


Bernard Suro France 2018-07-29


Annie MARTINEZ France 2018-07-29


Samantha Cathala France 2018-07-29


Emilie Landais France 2018-07-29


Houari Benaouda France 2018-07-29


Fouzia KHALFAOUI France 2018-07-29


STEPHANE PICHARD France 2018-07-29


Christian MONIN France 2018-07-29


Kahina Ihd France 2018-07-29


Simon De gavre France 2018-07-29


Mohamed guendli France 2018-07-29


Elsa Lamour France 2018-07-29


Nadia Feth France 2018-07-29


Gerard GROS France 2018-07-29


Marguerite Rose Frias France 2018-07-29


Balthazar Sibieude France 2018-07-29


Franck Biviglia France 2018-07-29


helene sourlier France 2018-07-29


Ondine Fendelert France 2018-07-29


Marie Toulorge France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


yann dano France 2018-07-29


Gauthier Marc France 2018-07-29


Magalie ETIENNE France 2018-07-29


Yannis Madini France 2018-07-29


Brigitte Lacoste France 2018-07-29


Manoo Rivgoch France 2018-07-29


Judith CONTROU France 2018-07-29


Nadine Roux France 2018-07-29


Christophe BERTO France 2018-07-29


carole tessier France 2018-07-29


Adam Zebiche France 2018-07-29


Hajare BOUCHENTOUF France 2018-07-29


Seyidali Aras France 2018-07-29


julie lecordier France 2018-07-29


Alain Frerot France 2018-07-29


Ben Oir France 2018-07-29


Solène GERMAIN France 2018-07-29


sandrine LARIVIERE France 2018-07-29


rachel collu France 2018-07-29


Martine CLAMART JABOT Guadeloupe 2018-07-29


Lea Katherina France 2018-07-29


franck widro France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Fabrice MOTTE France 2018-07-29


Aline Lorette France 2018-07-29


michele.loos@hotmail.fr loos France 2018-07-29


catherine Deschatre France 2018-07-29


Camille PACCELLIERI France 2018-07-29


Charlotte Rabouam France 2018-07-29


Max REMUS Martinique 2018-07-29


Angélique TERRIEN France 2018-07-29


Bernard Lebobe France 2018-07-29


Julien halimi France 2018-07-29


philippe gimenez France 2018-07-29


Caroline Spelta France 2018-07-29


gerard huet France 2018-07-29


tiba delespierre France 2018-07-29


Philippe Jambou France 2018-07-29


David Daligault France 2018-07-29


Eliane Ferrier France 2018-07-29


Joël TABARY France 2018-07-29


Souria Boutennoune France 2018-07-29


Alexandre Picart France 2018-07-29


thierry rachalski France 2018-07-29


Lisa BAPTISTE France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Fatma Cetin France 2018-07-29


Laurence toth France 2018-07-29


helene monvoisin France 2018-07-29


bruno simon France 2018-07-29


Alice Fleury France 2018-07-29


FREDERIC FOULON France 2018-07-29


Marie - Thérèse Munck France 2018-07-29


Joelle Fauvaux France 2018-07-29


Jacques Zheng France 2018-07-29


Alia Bst France 2018-07-29


monique lecomte France 2018-07-29


Pierre Vanbrugghe France 2018-07-29


Christine Berthe France 2018-07-29


Selim MOHAMED France 2018-07-29


Thierry GIROUARD France 2018-07-29


Foudil Mokhtar seddik France 2018-07-29


Yeyik Irfan France 2018-07-29


ginette fasquel France 2018-07-29


Lionel REVEL France 2018-07-29


Jérôme Estager France 2018-07-29


agnès perrodon France 2018-07-29


Victor Parmentier France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Fanny Yeh Corderoy du Tiers France 2018-07-29


Angelique Metens France 2018-07-29


frédéric magne France 2018-07-29


jean christophe lamourette France 2018-07-29


Neil Leroy France 2018-07-29


jean duprat France 2018-07-29


yves duchâtel France 2018-07-29


Chantal Gandossi France 2018-07-29


Patricia POULAIN France 2018-07-29


josiane le corre France 2018-07-29


fabien roberge France 2018-07-29


Elisa DUBREUIL France 2018-07-29


stephane clowdis France 2018-07-29


Erwan LEPINAY France 2018-07-29


eric foret France 2018-07-29


Johanna Tafial France 2018-07-29


christiane taboulot France 2018-07-29


malo kervern France 2018-07-29


Christiane Liger France 2018-07-29


Lingrand lingrand France 2018-07-29


dominique GUFFROY France 2018-07-29


Sabrina Assor Guadeloupe 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


sylvie grousseau France 2018-07-29


Emma Schmelzer France 2018-07-29


Erlaitz De Madariaga France 2018-07-29


Guy LAROCHE France 2018-07-29


Mahmoud MOUMENE France 2018-07-29


Philippe KARL France 2018-07-29


julien tateossian France 2018-07-29


isabelle Grosjean France 2018-07-29


christine plaisance France 2018-07-29


Nathalie NOËL France 2018-07-29


Marion CATHELIN France 2018-07-29


thomas larme France 2018-07-29


valerie schwalek France 2018-07-29


Alexis Keignaert France 2018-07-29


Gaëlle Criscola France 2018-07-29


SORRENTINO Patricia France 2018-07-29


CHRISTIAN LAPORTE France 2018-07-29


daniel grasser France 2018-07-29


Laure Gardahaut France 2018-07-29


Nathalie Delawoevre France 2018-07-29


Penny Bonneau France 2018-07-29


leo g France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Eric DOMECH France 2018-07-29


Catherine MARTIN France 2018-07-29


Renaud TEPEINT France 2018-07-29


dominique merot France 2018-07-29


estelle vas France 2018-07-29


Fabienne Arberet France 2018-07-29


Alexandra Begot France 2018-07-29


Marion Bitttante France 2018-07-29


Christian BELLEY France 2018-07-29


Rosiane Mpini Moke France 2018-07-29


Sandra Fix France 2018-07-29


Oceane Piccolo France 2018-07-29


Alicia Diavara France 2018-07-29


bisch danierl France 2018-07-29


Yvette Lemesle France 2018-07-29


Marie Woessner France 2018-07-29


marie france montier France 2018-07-29


Diana Meyer France 2018-07-29


melanie renouard France 2018-07-29


Isabelle Cadart France 2018-07-29


Océane Lemerle France 2018-07-29


Eric EDRAGAS France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Stella Hehner France 2018-07-29


fabio romanelli France 2018-07-29


Laetitia Roland France 2018-07-29


Brigitte Tinetto France 2018-07-29


Patricia Zanzucchi France 2018-07-29


marylou marchal France 2018-07-29


pascale hernandez France 2018-07-29


Theo Prince France 2018-07-29


Dilane Lampecinado Guadeloupe 2018-07-29


Bernadette MARSOLLIER France 2018-07-29


Pierrick Bourgeois France 2018-07-29


Paola Besnard France 2018-07-29


maria teresa miolli France 2018-07-29


Brigitte Lavarenne France 2018-07-29


Kévin Delignières France 2018-07-29


gwendy Aslanian France 2018-07-29


nella Keheyan France 2018-07-29


jean marie VALLET France 2018-07-29


Anne-Cécile Bernier France 2018-07-29


severine gentil France 2018-07-29


Robert LAMOTHE France 2018-07-29


daniel cesca France 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Jean pierre Blatrix France 2018-07-29


Kherdine Balamane France 2018-07-29


aman chahal Canada 2018-07-29


nicole Hayes Canada 2018-07-29


jessica antuofermo France 2018-07-29


Shanya Dumanois France 2018-07-29


Roberte Bottone France 2018-07-29


francois Debois France 2018-07-29


Catherine CANONGE France 2018-07-29


gerard lassagne France 2018-07-29


Ugur Avunca Canada 2018-07-29


Miy zefjlh France 2018-07-29


Sébastien Lemoine France 2018-07-29


Véronique Mounissamy France 2018-07-29


Emir Ben Attia France 2018-07-29


Gerard GALY France 2018-07-29


Derwyn Wright Canada 2018-07-29


genevieve delecour Guadeloupe 2018-07-29


Kaoutar Ez-zahraoui France 2018-07-29


Rochelle Millward Canada 2018-07-29


Luise Steidtmann France 2018-07-29


Lenore Black Canada 2018-07-29







Name Location Date


Eesha Chahal Canada 2018-07-29


Olivier Grenard France 2018-07-29


Alexis Flageolet France 2018-07-29


Clotaire Payen France 2018-07-29


Mercedes Perez Canada 2018-07-29


Bev Sands Canada 2018-07-29


Salomé Juigner France 2018-07-29


Djénéba N’DIAYE France 2018-07-29


Karine Chabrele France 2018-07-29


Remi Casseron France 2018-07-29


Antoanella Stan France 2018-07-29


Salima Ouahabi France 2018-07-29


Alex RANO Martinique 2018-07-29


Gary Teuwsen Canada 2018-07-29


Karim Benmessahel France 2018-07-29


trevor brown Canada 2018-07-29


Cara Bellamy UK 2018-07-29


Jeff Broderick Canada 2018-07-30


lakshminath jayasinghe Canada 2018-07-30


SYLVIA CONNOLLY Canada 2018-07-30


Valentine Perez France 2018-07-30


sadia el aarabi France 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


Lucas Ferreira France 2018-07-30


Gerard Cousin France 2018-07-30


Amritpal Singh Canada 2018-07-30


Denis Coutet France 2018-07-30


Daniel Arekion Guadeloupe 2018-07-30


Marguerite Caron Canada 2018-07-30


Yassin BENCHAOUCHE France 2018-07-30


Mohamed Ali Hassen France 2018-07-30


christiane rousselin Martinique 2018-07-30


Maïwenn Allegranza France 2018-07-30


Pauline
DESWELLE-KESMAECKER


France 2018-07-30


Micki Lopez US 2018-07-30


Béatrice Imouza Réunion 2018-07-30


Cristina Zeppieri Canada 2018-07-30


Balile Zaituni France 2018-07-30


Claude Piètre France 2018-07-30


Colette Seube France 2018-07-30


K. D. France 2018-07-30


Alexandra MC glinchey France 2018-07-30


Isabelle Dixon Canada 2018-07-30


louise stephane France 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


Jean-louis BASELLO France 2018-07-30


Sonia Gbaguidi France 2018-07-30


Marta Martinez France 2018-07-30


Serge BELLAICHE France 2018-07-30


Joel Loosli France 2018-07-30


Florence Treboutte France 2018-07-30


jonathan dupont France 2018-07-30


leo jorritsma France 2018-07-30


Marie Laure Peixoto France 2018-07-30


cedric honorin France 2018-07-30


clément marchand France 2018-07-30


julie dupire France 2018-07-30


Murielle LAURENT France 2018-07-30


Robert Boublil France 2018-07-30


Jules Colin France 2018-07-30


arnaud romain France 2018-07-30


Alexandrina Pires France 2018-07-30


alice killerich France 2018-07-30


Michel Bourgeot France 2018-07-30


serge Hoareau France 2018-07-30


Abdel Hajouji France 2018-07-30


julia carbonnell France 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


Virginie Carlucci France 2018-07-30


Corto Garnier France 2018-07-30


Lise Arrivé France 2018-07-30


guillaume ALARY France 2018-07-30


STEPHANIE BOUJASSY France 2018-07-30


Alain MAZEAU France 2018-07-30


Jean jacques courtin France 2018-07-30


Marc DAUBERCIES France 2018-07-30


Elliott Cohen France 2018-07-30


Claudia Boninsegna France 2018-07-30


Sakura Todoroki France 2018-07-30


Elisa Lejeune France 2018-07-30


nordine techtach France 2018-07-30


David Durand France 2018-07-30


Léa Arnaud Martinique 2018-07-30


celine fontfrede France 2018-07-30


Didier Martineau France 2018-07-30


Jean Ortro France 2018-07-30


Liam Penalver France 2018-07-30


Simon Fécelier France 2018-07-30


Christine LEVESQUE France 2018-07-30


pascal gould France 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


jean-francois QUINTANA France 2018-07-30


Liza Alvarez France 2018-07-30


Alcime BERAT France 2018-07-30


mireille brunet France 2018-07-30


henri viaud France 2018-07-30


Marie MARTIN France 2018-07-30


denis saillard France 2018-07-30


Véronique Gontard France 2018-07-30


Annette Laviale France 2018-07-30


Hugo Carignano France 2018-07-30


Myriam Suquia France 2018-07-30


Sarah Lewczuk France 2018-07-30


Fabien Lafitte France 2018-07-30


Morgane Gonzalez France 2018-07-30


laurent bonneau France 2018-07-30


Pierre luigi Caggiano France 2018-07-30


ALAIN AVRIL France 2018-07-30


Manuella Costanzo France 2018-07-30


Chahid Bouchafra France 2018-07-30


joel cossart France 2018-07-30


Philippe HIRCHWALD France 2018-07-30


julie veau France 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


Eric BERTRAND France 2018-07-30


jean-pierre ROBERT France 2018-07-30


alexis dupont France 2018-07-30


Sébastien Bourdon France 2018-07-30


Abdelhak Magadarras France 2018-07-30


Marina Fauviau France 2018-07-30


jane beaucamp France 2018-07-30


Jean-Marie BAUDRY France 2018-07-30


Rachid Bachiri France 2018-07-30


Paulette MODIRI Paulette France 2018-07-30


ghislaine desbiot France 2018-07-30


Bochra Lafi France 2018-07-30


Dom Baladier France 2018-07-30


gilbert Gonzalvez France 2018-07-30


Mailys Laborde France 2018-07-30


christophe philippon France 2018-07-30


catherine thuet France 2018-07-30


pascal lafon France 2018-07-30


Sorya Im France 2018-07-30


Ibrahim Kherbache France 2018-07-30


PRESCILIA TUIL France 2018-07-30


Jean-Louis ORTYL French Guiana 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


paola catapano Canada 2018-07-30


Manon Pichereau France 2018-07-30


Josephine Mhun France 2018-07-30


kelly stra France 2018-07-30


Claire BLOT France 2018-07-30


Eveline Guiot France 2018-07-30


maryline martin France 2018-07-30


Elisa Luginbuehl Greece 2018-07-30


Agathe Le Goc France 2018-07-30


Robin Bailey Canada 2018-07-30


Mélina Lin France 2018-07-30


DANIELLE MALAISE France 2018-07-30


Lucie Mourot France 2018-07-30


robert yous France 2018-07-30


Aymeric Koch France 2018-07-30


Alice Krieger France 2018-07-30


Suzy Wilkinson Canada 2018-07-30


Regis Lespagnol France 2018-07-30


SABRINA SEHABI France 2018-07-30


ulrik eriksen Sweden 2018-07-30


Jeanine Bonnet France 2018-07-30


jeremie benarabi France 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


GUILLON Gwenaelle France 2018-07-30


Hélène Trimaille France 2018-07-30


genia perrin France 2018-07-30


Amelie Suzan Martinique 2018-07-30


marie-france CLARIS France 2018-07-30


Camelia Stoica Canada 2018-07-30


Farah KRAIEM France 2018-07-30


Christophe Deperraz France 2018-07-30


MORIN DELLY Rose Christelle France 2018-07-30


Lloyd Melon Canada 2018-07-30


David Béreau France 2018-07-30


Bianca Brown Canada 2018-07-30


aleth laurençon France 2018-07-30


emmanuel moreau France 2018-07-30


Anaïs Ruchaud France 2018-07-30


CHARLOTTE ARTRU France 2018-07-30


Pauline LE NOT France 2018-07-30


nadine madene France 2018-07-30


Patricia Young Canada 2018-07-30


Brigitte Colin France 2018-07-30


Maryse Bellanger France 2018-07-30


STEPHEN BAKER Canada 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


Lisa Downing Canmore, Canada 2018-07-30


Ralale Bouguerrra France 2018-07-30


Susan Godin Canada 2018-07-30


Tristan Lafaye France 2018-07-30


Hasith Sellapperumage France 2018-07-30


Carole Foury France 2018-07-30


Jason Suarez Canada 2018-07-30


marion constantin France 2018-07-30


raphael massardier France 2018-07-30


andrea parks Canada 2018-07-30


sylvie landais France 2018-07-30


Didier THOMAS Guadeloupe 2018-07-30


Jean-Luc Vermeulen France 2018-07-30


nelly richerd French Polynesia 2018-07-30


Eva Tribout France 2018-07-30


Erin Jordan Canada 2018-07-30


jerome Faurie France 2018-07-30


Malika Ajlil France 2018-07-30


Asad Khan Canada 2018-07-30


leroy thierry France 2018-07-30


Vincent Bollengier France 2018-07-30


Sébastien Courrié France 2018-07-30







Name Location Date


Linda Putman Canada 2018-07-30


Corinne DONNEZ France 2018-07-30


Cory Burdeau US 2018-07-30


John Buss US 2018-07-30


Samantha Bentley UK 2018-07-30


Arlene Mendoza Canada 2018-07-30


Association HANDICAP
AFRIQUE


Congo (Republic) 2018-07-30


Eli Meddick Canada 2018-07-30


moe boucher lower sackville, Canada 2018-07-30


Julie Nguyen Canada 2018-07-30


cuellar bernadette France 2018-07-30


Jamie Phillip Langlois Canada 2018-07-30


Katarzyna Krol Canada 2018-07-30


adam relf Canada 2018-07-31


STEVE VAVALA Canada 2018-07-31


diana roca Canada 2018-07-31


Natalie Bartosek Canada 2018-07-31


Shelley Unser Canada 2018-07-31


Al Jones Canada 2018-07-31


Michael Caputo US 2018-07-31


Gilbert Hoom Canada 2018-07-31







Name Location Date


Marilyn Santos Canada 2018-07-31


Joanna Way Canada 2018-07-31


Jude Gorgopa Canada 2018-07-31


Heather Wishart Australia 2018-07-31


Darryl Niefer Canada 2018-07-31


Darlene Digiacomantonio Canada 2018-07-31


Alfred Ghazzi New Zealand 2018-07-31


Harry Holmes UK 2018-07-31


Vanessa Heron Canada 2018-07-31


Julie Lamb UK 2018-07-31


stawell searle UK 2018-07-31


Semra Somersan Turkey 2018-07-31


JANE WHIPPS UK 2018-07-31


Josephine Olsen US 2018-07-31


Isabel Maria Luiz Lopes US 2018-07-31


Kelsey Shevlin US 2018-07-31


Larry Irvine Canada 2018-07-31


T lerke Canada 2018-07-31


Sandra Ryan UK 2018-07-31


Teresa Boydon US 2018-07-31


Yevgeniya Ferris US 2018-07-31


Homa fattahi Canada 2018-07-31







Name Location Date


Jean-Francois Bazaugour France 2018-07-31


Ash Boyd Canada 2018-07-31


Rickee Coll Canada 2018-07-31


Andy Domini Canada 2018-07-31


Chantal Peters Netherlands 2018-07-31


Heather Rendulich Canada 2018-07-31


alsafa Alkhalidi Canada 2018-07-31


Greg Clark Innisfil, Canada 2018-07-31


Welly Forstbauer Canada 2018-07-31


Kiyomi Sohn Canada 2018-07-31


Patricia Ellis Jones UK 2018-07-31


Carla Hazell Canada 2018-08-01


Ajmi krisztina Canada 2018-08-01


SAndra Lepage Canada 2018-08-01


Joseph Lowe Canada 2018-08-01


Julienne Karganilla Canada 2018-08-01


Jaklynn Nimec Canada 2018-08-01


Denise Masse Canada 2018-08-01


ISABELLE TERRANOVA French Guiana 2018-08-01


Mbaya Kabengele Canada 2018-08-01


Kimberly Wade US 2018-08-01


ken lang Canada 2018-08-02







Name Location Date


Pat Middleton Canada 2018-08-02


Timea Lucza US 2018-08-02


Diana Morton Canada 2018-08-02


Theresa Strom US 2018-08-02


Susan Scott Canada 2018-08-02


Helen Laffier Canada 2018-08-02


Gulnaz Ahmad Canada 2018-08-02


Angela Cardile Canada 2018-08-02


Gael Reimonenq France 2018-08-02


Isabella Towriss Canada 2018-08-02


Nikhil Kairose Canada 2018-08-02


Urva Tul-Wusqa UK 2018-08-02


Luke Glodowicz Borden, Canada 2018-08-02


Sarah Gout UK 2018-08-02


Pat Wood UK 2018-08-02


Samantha Bentley Market Rasen, England, UK 2018-08-02


Thy Huynh Canada 2018-08-03


Sharon Bailey Apache Junction, Arizona, US 2018-08-03


Clayton Matheson Canada 2018-08-03


Joan Gaffney Spruce Grove, Canada 2018-08-03


Marcia Collier US 2018-08-03


Jean Pellerin Canada 2018-08-03







Name Location Date


Donna Ginnell UK 2018-08-03


clare De Laloe UK 2018-08-03


Kevin Littleton UK 2018-08-03


Darren West UK 2018-08-03


Saulo Alves Brazil 2018-08-03


_ Aveyonn _ Canada 2018-08-03


Brandon Jordan US 2018-08-03


Penny Phillips UK 2018-08-03


Laura Petre Canada 2018-08-03


peter baker Mississauga, Canada 2018-08-03


Julie Dallow UK 2018-08-03


andrew tune Doncaster, UK 2018-08-03


Caroline Hawthorne Canada 2018-08-03


Eden Gillard Canada 2018-08-03


catherine d. campbell Canada 2018-08-03


Makayla Veach Edmonton, Canada 2018-08-03


Gail Edenson Canada 2018-08-03


Michael McNabb Bermuda 2018-08-03


Robert Richardson UK 2018-08-03


Kelly Godwin US 2018-08-03


S. Andrew Johnson UK 2018-08-03


Beth Morton UK 2018-08-03







Name Location Date


Claudia Robles US 2018-08-03


Amanda Irwin Canada 2018-08-03


Christine Stever Canada 2018-08-03


chloe kusik Canada 2018-08-03


lynnette Sagisi Canada 2018-08-03


Callie Birtles Canada 2018-08-03


Alita Balla Canada 2018-08-04


matt ethier Canada 2018-08-04


Peggy Millar Canada 2018-08-04


Zaina Jabr Canada 2018-08-04


Richard Jewett US 2018-08-04


Rhéanne R Canada 2018-08-04


James W. Johnson Canada 2018-08-04


Joe Arnold UK 2018-08-04


Kenneth Whomsley UK 2018-08-04


Inger Humberstone UK 2018-08-04


Laura Adelaar Netherlands 2018-08-04


Elizabeth Coberly US 2018-08-04


Alen Tzampaz UK 2018-08-04


Amanda Kavanagh Canada 2018-08-04


Barry REdmond Chester, Canada 2018-08-04


Carol Mallett Canada 2018-08-04







Name Location Date


Kurt Wentzell Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2018-08-04


Shauna Wentzell Westville, Canada 2018-08-04


JASON BROOKS UK 2018-08-04


Shania Soogrimsingh Canada 2018-08-04


Melissa Levac Canada 2018-08-04


Pia Paul UK 2018-08-04


Peter Schlegel Canada 2018-08-04


Kate Bell Canada 2018-08-04


Natalie Gurich US 2018-08-04


Dorthea Przybilla US 2018-08-04


Deb Jewett Canada 2018-08-04


Linda Dale Canada 2018-08-04


Colin McKeown Canada 2018-08-04


Hamna Samad Canada 2018-08-04


cindy legaree Canada 2018-08-04


Lindy Weilgart Canada 2018-08-04


Doug Swanson Canada 2018-08-04


Eleanor Peterson Canada 2018-08-05


Bridget wagner Canada 2018-08-05


Adrian Van Boeyen Canada 2018-08-05


Elisabeth Cheng Canada 2018-08-05


Toby O'Quinn Canada 2018-08-05







Name Location Date


Ashley Gilbert Canada 2018-08-05


carol courtney Janesville, Wisconsin, US 2018-08-05


Glenn Johnson Canada 2018-08-05


Michael Lawrence Canada 2018-08-05


brenda rayner Canada 2018-08-05


Jane Prescot Canada 2018-08-05


chris schneider Canada 2018-08-05


Ashkan Zahed Canada 2018-08-05


Maahid Umar Canada 2018-08-05


MJ Elliott Canada 2018-08-05


Kyle Anderson Canada 2018-08-05


Finn Cruise UK 2018-08-05


David Jackson Canada 2018-08-05


Michael Malz Canada 2018-08-05


Lacey Miller Canada 2018-08-05


Brian Miles Canada 2018-08-05


Dan Smith Canada 2018-08-05


Grant Sovdi Canada 2018-08-05


Wendy Michalowicz Canada 2018-08-05


Alison Dove Canada 2018-08-05


Mark Ridgway UK 2018-08-05


Tammy Ward US 2018-08-05







Name Location Date


Sonya Macleod UK 2018-08-05


Muna Delovski Canada 2018-08-05


Randy Huggett Canada 2018-08-05


Dajnae Rousseau Canada 2018-08-05


Crystal Blais Canada 2018-08-05


iain paterson Canada 2018-08-05


Debbie Bannister Canada 2018-08-05


Steve March UK 2018-08-05


Eva Pedersen Canada 2018-08-05


Khantiyathy Chhoeung US 2018-08-06


Matthew Morrow Canada 2018-08-06


Lisa Patterson UK 2018-08-06


Sandie Young UK 2018-08-06


France Hélary Canada 2018-08-06


Aisha Mian Canada 2018-08-06


Bob Dufour Canada 2018-08-06


Bruno Dupere Canada 2018-08-06


Brittney Collette Truro, Canada 2018-08-06


Janette Boggon UK 2018-08-06


Tasha Scott US 2018-08-06


pauline holden UK 2018-08-06


Christine Wilson Canada 2018-08-06







Name Location Date


Lisa Brown UK 2018-08-06


David Sherwood Portsmouth, UK 2018-08-06


Char Hoffman US 2018-08-07


sharon turner US 2018-08-07


Paul Picard Canada 2018-08-07


lise smith UK 2018-08-07


Toni Sunday Canada 2018-08-07


linda barton UK 2018-08-07


Maria Asuncion Datu US 2018-08-07


Fernando ayala US 2018-08-07


Tristin Green US 2018-08-07


Mark Meinhardt US 2018-08-07


Ranjith Kumar.S India 2018-08-08


Krystal Dagenais Canada 2018-08-08


Alvin Tubbs Canada 2018-08-08


Desiree King Canada 2018-08-09


Monika Stepaniuk Canada 2018-08-09


Tara Priwall Canada 2018-08-09


Satinderpal Singh Canada 2018-08-09


Laura Grant Canada 2018-08-10


Alisha Mathison Canada 2018-08-10


Valerie Hildebrand Canada 2018-08-10







Name Location Date


Courtney Zoschke Canada 2018-08-10


Lance Rolph Canada 2018-08-10


Julia Snook UK 2018-08-11


Ann Bonnell Guernsey Cove, Canada 2018-08-11


Pamela Comber UK 2018-08-11


Mahesh Kerai UK 2018-08-11


Joshua Curphey UK 2018-08-11


Anna-Marie Escard'a UK 2018-08-11


Stefania Botea UK 2018-08-11


Kathleen Konecek US 2018-08-12


Robin Beck Kirn, Scotland, UK 2018-08-12


kenny shrider Moser river, Canada 2018-08-14


Kim Webb Stellarton, Canada 2018-08-14


Brenda Rogers New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-14


Mark Geck Pictou, Canada 2018-08-14


Eliane Gimenez France 2018-08-14


Tammy Stanwood Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-14


glenn hughes trenton, Canada 2018-08-14


Susan Beaton Halifax, Canada 2018-08-14


Debra Muise Brookside, Canada 2018-08-14


Jennifer Duffett Halifax, Canada 2018-08-14


sonya salter pictou, Canada 2018-08-14







Name Location Date


Peter Rankin Pictou, Canada 2018-08-15


Derryl Buote Tignish, Canada 2018-08-15


Dave Armstrong Merigomish, Canada 2018-08-15


Neal Livingston Mabou, Canada 2018-08-15


Birgit Wunn Antigonish, Canada 2018-08-15


John Couture Sydney, Canada 2018-08-15


gwenn marshall st peters, Canada 2018-08-15


Andrew Thompson New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-15


Colin Fleet Nova scotia, Canada 2018-08-15


Penny Appleby New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-15


Graeme Gawn Meteghan, Canada 2018-08-15


Guadalupe Yanez US 2018-08-15


halls halls US 2018-08-15


Patricia Freeman UK 2018-08-15


SCOTT LANGSTAFF Pictou, Canada 2018-08-15


Cheryl Mancini Port Hope, Canada 2018-08-15


Oliver Kirkham UK 2018-08-15


Mario Rocha Canada 2018-08-15


James Spencer Canada 2018-08-15


Anna Lee Canada 2018-08-15


Leslie Roque Canada 2018-08-15


Sachi Yamabe Canada 2018-08-15







Name Location Date


c wood UK 2018-08-15


T C Canada 2018-08-15


Kalyn Fairfield US 2018-08-15


Muff-Anne Haley Canada 2018-08-16


Melanie Sonnenberg Norton, Canada 2018-08-16


Spencer O'Neal US 2018-08-16


jacqueline reid Pictou, Canada 2018-08-16


Eva Walczynski US 2018-08-16


Kenny Voltaire US 2018-08-16


BRYAN GONTERMAN US 2018-08-16


ameena bibi UK 2018-08-16


Kyle Price UK 2018-08-16


Patricia Morphy Canada 2018-08-16


Beth Phillips US 2018-08-16


Cody Sawyers US 2018-08-16


Sandra Caldwell US 2018-08-16


James L US 2018-08-16


Arnold Sama US 2018-08-16


Claudia Simpson Canada 2018-08-16


Lauryn Haynes Memphis, Tennessee, US 2018-08-16


Marta Amalcai Canada 2018-08-16


cheryl anderson pictou ns, Canada 2018-08-16







Name Location Date


Trevor Dalton New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-16


Claire Pennock UK 2018-08-16


Georgia Koutsogianis Canada 2018-08-16


Lelah Fletcher US 2018-08-16


Cody Phoenix US 2018-08-16


Sanik Edwards Canada 2018-08-16


Bob Ellis Halifax, Canada 2018-08-16


vern turple scotsburn rd., Canada 2018-08-16


Tracy Nicholson Truro, Canada 2018-08-17


douglas herring Murray River PE, Canada 2018-08-17


Ellen Abraham Toronto, Canada 2018-08-17


Sharlene Nicholson Surrey, Canada 2018-08-17


Selena Lombardo Canada 2018-08-17


Margaret Davies Canada 2018-08-17


Leopold Tacitus US 2018-08-17


Filip Stefanov US 2018-08-17


Gayle Plunz Canada 2018-08-17


Eric Jensen Canada 2018-08-17


Girish Kumar US 2018-08-17


Troy Robertson Sudbury, Canada 2018-08-17


Grace King Canada 2018-08-17


Julie Phillipson Jarrow, England, UK 2018-08-17







Name Location Date


Michael khan US 2018-08-17


Lindie Brown Tempe, Arizona, US 2018-08-17


Thanbir Islam UK 2018-08-17


Sara Mayer Canada 2018-08-17


Carl Harrison UK 2018-08-17


Andy Harrop-Smith UK 2018-08-17


nic Davies UK 2018-08-17


Gerryca Kinch Tyne Valley, Canada 2018-08-17


Chloe Price UK 2018-08-17


H M Canada 2018-08-17


Ana Prodan UK 2018-08-17


Cynthia Brooks UK 2018-08-17


Joshua Swartz US 2018-08-17


Helen Wood UK 2018-08-17


William Duerden Canada 2018-08-17


Miesje Cremasco Canada 2018-08-17


German Carvajal US 2018-08-17


Valérie Gaudemer US 2018-08-17


Sydnee Giesbrecht Canada 2018-08-17


Julie Miller Canada 2018-08-17


Kris Saravan Canada 2018-08-17


Ashlyn Martinez US 2018-08-17







Name Location Date


Emmie Pavey UK 2018-08-17


Lloyd Saar US 2018-08-17


Felicia Muncy US 2018-08-17


Kahlil Ingram Canada 2018-08-18


Sharlene Harrison-Hinds Canada 2018-08-18


Urvi Pithadiya Canada 2018-08-18


Suzanne Beauchesne Canada 2018-08-18


Bash Robinson UK 2018-08-18


Bailey Williams-davidson US 2018-08-18


Noah Mills Canada 2018-08-18


alexandra turcanu Hamilton, Canada 2018-08-18


Muntadar AL-bazaz Canada 2018-08-18


Joy Rossiter UK 2018-08-18


Sam Davis Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-18


Lauren Cooke Canada 2018-08-18


sheri gibb Canada 2018-08-18


Barry Swanson Canada 2018-08-18


Ann E Canada 2018-08-18


Kevin Carlson US 2018-08-18


Ahmad Abdolalisenejani Canada 2018-08-18


Fe Brown Canada 2018-08-18


Lance Schooler US 2018-08-18







Name Location Date


Juliette Michaud Canada 2018-08-18


Brandi Collins US 2018-08-18


Patti O hagan UK 2018-08-18


Saylor Rasmussen Canada 2018-08-18


Darlene Gagliardi Canada 2018-08-18


Abdul Khan Canada 2018-08-18


Nicolas Haitas Canada 2018-08-18


Stephanie Grondines Canada 2018-08-18


Bob Mehrmand UK 2018-08-18


Kenia Martinez Canada 2018-08-18


Brendan Gray Canada 2018-08-18


Samantha Kozlo US 2018-08-19


Ann Halton Canada 2018-08-19


Kevin Miller Canada 2018-08-19


Alvin Lloyd Canada 2018-08-19


Leslie Jack Canada 2018-08-19


Mitra Arzani Canada 2018-08-19


Denis Hughes Canada 2018-08-19


Wayne Cornock Canada 2018-08-19


Hannah Jaaber US 2018-08-19


Alice Butler UK 2018-08-19


Julie Smith UK 2018-08-19







Name Location Date


Magdalena Puchowska UK 2018-08-19


Anna Stanke Canada 2018-08-19


Catti Calthrop UK 2018-08-19


Christoph Zockler UK 2018-08-19


Rose Russell Canada 2018-08-19


Sheri Heffel Canada 2018-08-19


Chris Wilkins UK 2018-08-19


Mark Roberts UK 2018-08-19


Aidan Montour Canada 2018-08-19


Peter Raja Canada 2018-08-19


Cassidy Smith Canada 2018-08-19


Cheryl Hewitt-Smith UK 2018-08-19


bob joe go Canada 2018-08-19


John Snow UK 2018-08-19


Randy Newman Canada 2018-08-19


Jon Sage UK 2018-08-19


Brandon Griffith Canada 2018-08-19


Moyna Nesbitt UK 2018-08-19


Mary Donaldson Canada 2018-08-19


Deisy Ospina Canada 2018-08-19


Sarah Callaby US 2018-08-19


Morgan kalyta Canada 2018-08-20







Name Location Date


Quinn Fletcher Canada 2018-08-20


Niki Booker Canada 2018-08-20


nfdndf rwhwrh Ireland 2018-08-20


Harold Hunter US 2018-08-20


William Brotherton US 2018-08-20


Ashli Tingle US 2018-08-20


Tyler MacKenzie US 2018-08-20


Mary Garcin US 2018-08-20


Katherine McCartney US 2018-08-20


Mallory Vallier US 2018-08-20


Marguerite Juliusson US 2018-08-20


Judy Pigott US 2018-08-20


Mary Paschal US 2018-08-20


CARRIE MCMURRAN US 2018-08-20


Dave Metta US 2018-08-20


Tonya Jay-Sizemore US 2018-08-20


David Maguire US 2018-08-20


Monica Hammond US 2018-08-20


John Kramer US 2018-08-20


Terrance O'Neill US 2018-08-20


Tracy Roe US 2018-08-20


Teresa Yates US 2018-08-20







Name Location Date


Jennifer hanna US 2018-08-20


Nikki Harris US 2018-08-20


Dawn Howard US 2018-08-20


Sue Nuccio US 2018-08-20


Terry Coleman US 2018-08-20


Regina Kourafas US 2018-08-20


Mariah Mims US 2018-08-20


Ruth Curiale US 2018-08-20


Laurie Ferrell US 2018-08-20


Bob Lichtenbert US 2018-08-20


mahesh dalvi India 2018-08-20


Patrick Wilson US 2018-08-20


Debbie Earley US 2018-08-20


Kenneth Hollis US 2018-08-20


conni leonessa US 2018-08-20


Bradley Benard US 2018-08-20


Susan Flaherty US 2018-08-20


Annisa Hull US 2018-08-20


Jason Laube US 2018-08-20


PETER GEIST US 2018-08-20


Dylan Melchor US 2018-08-20


Nancy Branella US 2018-08-20







Name Location Date


Wyatt Morgan US 2018-08-20


Dana Fisher US 2018-08-20


Magaly Montes US 2018-08-20


Heidi Holloran US 2018-08-20


Arkady Vyatchanin US 2018-08-20


Dalina Bayon US 2018-08-20


Sandra Salisbury US 2018-08-20


Cindi Frolove US 2018-08-20


Darius Fattahipour US 2018-08-20


sandra kirk US 2018-08-20


Carol Clarke US 2018-08-20


Dan Racz US 2018-08-20


Camie Rodgers US 2018-08-20


Kim Hamilton US 2018-08-20


Marilyn White US 2018-08-20


Sotiris Sotiropoulos Greece 2018-08-20


Rebecca Lambert US 2018-08-21


Nathan Jones Canada 2018-08-21


Sandra Backelund Sweden 2018-08-21


Daniel Lui Canada 2018-08-21


Mayra Triano Canada 2018-08-21


Jill angove Canada 2018-08-22







Name Location Date


Martha Rivera US 2018-08-22


Heather Mcknight Portugal 2018-08-22


Erkin Kerimov Canada 2018-08-22


Samaa Ali Canada 2018-08-22


Susan Lunch UK 2018-08-22


Chris Nicosia US 2018-08-23


Jenny Delorey Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-23


Simon Delorey Halifax, Canada 2018-08-23


Dylan Maybe Sydney, Canada 2018-08-23


Alex Lozano Canada 2018-08-23


Sk Shahad Bangladesh 2018-08-24


Dolores Duarte US 2018-08-24


Harry Anchan US 2018-08-24


Tarra-Lynn Bussey Canada 2018-08-24


Udaipal Tyagi India 2018-08-24


Russ Forbes Canada 2018-08-24


Kathleen McDonough US 2018-08-25


David Peters US 2018-08-25


Michelle Ramagos US 2018-08-25


Ruth Moley US 2018-08-25


Melissa Savilonis US 2018-08-25


Judy B US 2018-08-25







Name Location Date


Daniela Ball US 2018-08-25


Emmett Jarvis II US 2018-08-25


Catherin Seele US 2018-08-25


Brenda Truesdale US 2018-08-25


Mark Trejo US 2018-08-25


Dixie Nihsen US 2018-08-25


LL Dored US 2018-08-25


Norm Wilmes US 2018-08-25


Brittany Barham US 2018-08-25


Karla Viera US 2018-08-25


Randall Campbell US 2018-08-25


Nathan Layman US 2018-08-25


loreli wolf-spears US 2018-08-25


Bronwyn Morris US 2018-08-25


Jo Ann Nigro US 2018-08-25


Alicja KLONOWSKA US 2018-08-25


Marti Johnson US 2018-08-26


Hamsa Mukund US 2018-08-26


Susan White US 2018-08-26


SherrilL Futrell US 2018-08-26


William Robson Canada 2018-08-26


T.J. Pitts US 2018-08-26







Name Location Date


Diane Marques US 2018-08-26


Sandra Wertz US 2018-08-26


Leslie Sigmon US 2018-08-26


Deborah Venner US 2018-08-26


s metzler US 2018-08-26


Lisa Fitts US 2018-08-26


BRENDA PASIEKA Canada 2018-08-26


Anna Field US 2018-08-26


Matt Tappe US 2018-08-26


Amanda Sloan US 2018-08-26


Frank Twardak US 2018-08-27


Joanne Rist US 2018-08-27


Kionah Lynom US 2018-08-27


Shane Staples US 2018-08-27


Tim Riley US 2018-08-27


Michael Carl US 2018-08-27


Sarah Zantua-Torres US 2018-08-27


Sidney Gregory Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-27


David Reinsch Canada 2018-08-28


Angelina Monsonn US 2018-08-28


Amy Shepherd US 2018-08-28


Rhys Pond US 2018-08-28







Name Location Date


Frances Wise UK 2018-08-28


Kevin Jenkins Stratford, Canada 2018-08-28


Aurora Rennie Canada 2018-08-28


Shani Noon UK 2018-08-28


Anita Sephton UK 2018-08-28


georgina chief Canada 2018-08-28


Adam Norris Felton, Pennsylvania, US 2018-08-28


Anne Boulay Canada 2018-08-28


Antonio presutti Canada 2018-08-28


Geneva Shimmick US 2018-08-28


Bailey Miller US 2018-08-28


Phillip Griffin Belle River, Canada 2018-08-28


Jim Weaver London, Canada 2018-08-28


Susan Hartley Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-28


Cathy Grant Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-28


Denise Herbert Mission, Canada 2018-08-28


D. Mahoney Canada 2018-08-29


Justin Strielkauskas US 2018-08-29


Dylan Holton Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29


Yeet On The Haters US 2018-08-29


Isabella Otley UK 2018-08-29


Laura Iocca Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Mark Dsouza Canada 2018-08-29


Ann Van Regan Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29


Morgan Duke Canada 2018-08-29


Peter Bevan-Baker Hampton, Canada 2018-08-29


Michael McQuaid Montréal, Canada 2018-08-29


Kenny Singleton Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


C Waite Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Bill Hogg Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29


Matthew MacFarlane Borden-Carleton, Canada 2018-08-29


troy gregory York, Canada 2018-08-29


Hannah Bell Shreveport, Louisiana, US 2018-08-29


Nancy Webster Canada 2018-08-29


Waluigi Time Canada 2018-08-29


Sandy Foy Hampton, Canada 2018-08-29


Angie Acorn Belle River, Canada 2018-08-29


sofya shnayder US 2018-08-29


Amanda Pavicic Canada 2018-08-29


Lori Chapman US 2018-08-29


Jonathan Smith US 2018-08-29


Cam Reed US 2018-08-29


Katelin Ledford US 2018-08-29


Donna Mayer Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Josh Underhay Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Tommy Sheridan Crapaud, Canada 2018-08-29


Lynne Lund Kensington, Canada 2018-08-29


Trina O'Brien Leggott Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Fred Horne Nine Mile Creek, Canada 2018-08-29


Sylvia Wolters Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


ken hume montague, Canada 2018-08-29


Janet Murphy Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29


Jack Warwick US 2018-08-29


Ashton Gianakos US 2018-08-29


Patrick Moroz Canada 2018-08-29


TERRI HALL US 2018-08-29


jill spelliscy Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Kyle MacDonald Morell, Canada 2018-08-29


ayesha rais Canada 2018-08-29


janice macwilliam Montague, Canada 2018-08-29


Corey Ross Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Anne Putnam Stratford, Canada 2018-08-29


Maya Collins US 2018-08-29


Elizabeth McDonnell Fredericton, Canada 2018-08-29


Andrew Plank Montreal QC, Canada 2018-08-29


Kerri Kelly Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Samantha clow Stratford, P.E.I, Canada 2018-08-29


Arthur O'Malley Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Tracy Tongol Canada 2018-08-29


Aaron Reimer Borden-Carleton, Canada 2018-08-29


wyman moase Kensington, Canada 2018-08-29


viki gregory york, Canada 2018-08-29


Angela Kroeker Canada 2018-08-29


Terry Smith Canada 2018-08-29


Sam Clark US 2018-08-29


Madison Gill Canada 2018-08-29


jack phillips US 2018-08-29


Deena Barnes US 2018-08-29


Dawn Camardelle Belle Chasse, Louisiana, US 2018-08-29


J A US 2018-08-29


Joanne Fraser Port Moody, Canada 2018-08-29


Kevin Wisener Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29


Isabella Bucci Canada 2018-08-29


Fred Louder Handen, Sweden 2018-08-29


Zion Hines US 2018-08-29


Turner Scherr US 2018-08-29


Jade Golden US 2018-08-29


Jann MacIsaac Windsor, Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Louise Rebelle Gabriola, Canada 2018-08-29


Julie MacIsaac Bedford, Canada 2018-08-29


Natalie Dawson UK 2018-08-29


Austin Verge Canada 2018-08-29


Richard MacCallum Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Nathan Albert Brockville, Canada 2018-08-29


Dar Mcgregor Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Shelagh Young Ellerslie, Canada 2018-08-29


Amy Doyle Montague, Canada 2018-08-29


Lisa Jones US 2018-08-29


krista Gallant Morell, Canada 2018-08-29


Steve MacNeill Canada 2018-08-29


Michael Conway Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Debby Potter St Ann, Canada 2018-08-29


frederick rodgers Wellington, Canada 2018-08-29


mike doyle Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


helena mcdonald Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Alyson Belanger Souris, Canada 2018-08-29


Yogi Fell SouthGranvile, Canada 2018-08-29


Lynn Gallant Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Cathy Trainor Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Ellen Mullally Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Екатерина Мясникова US 2018-08-29


Marianne Taylor UK 2018-08-29


Sharlene MacEachern Victoria, Canada 2018-08-29


Stephanie Rupard Lusby, Maryland, US 2018-08-29


mary bailey London, England, UK 2018-08-29


Amy Carver Saint Catherines, Canada 2018-08-29


Craig Harris Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Linda Waite Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Gertrude Parker Canada 2018-08-29


Scott Harris Caldwell, New Jersey, US 2018-08-29


Maria Schiller Teddington, England, UK 2018-08-29


Sam Kharas UK 2018-08-29


Andrew MacSwain Saint John, Canada 2018-08-29


Randi Lockhart US 2018-08-29


Lenny Gallant Cardigan, Canada 2018-08-29


S Thibodeau Edmundston, Canada 2018-08-29


Margarett Crosby Sholtz US 2018-08-29


Davy Weale Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Blake Ferrish Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Mark Sandiford Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Nancy Maddams Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29


Synthia Maceachern Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Walner Espinoza Bares US 2018-08-29


Andy Thomson US 2018-08-29


Tammy Waugh Red Deer, Canada 2018-08-29


Karla Rigol Kenner, Louisiana, US 2018-08-29


William Finlayson Montague, Canada 2018-08-29


savannah auld charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Sharon Larter Ch'town, Canada 2018-08-29


alex goncalves UK 2018-08-29


Brayden Seay US 2018-08-29


Phillip Rody Miramichi, Canada 2018-08-29


Tim Connolly Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Heather Slater Canada 2018-08-29


Samantha Winters Florida, US 2018-08-29


Martha Davis Canada 2018-08-29


Pauline Richards WATERLOO, Canada 2018-08-29


Lisa Maclennan Montague, Canada 2018-08-29


Keyong Yang Canada 2018-08-29


Rebecca Mayotte US 2018-08-29


Tim Bywater UK 2018-08-29


susan foy Red Deer County, Canada 2018-08-29


Erika Kathryn Crosse Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


kendra MacKinnon Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Edith Perry Vernon River, Canada 2018-08-29


Maria Cumming Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-08-29


Katrina Edey Canada 2018-08-29


Chris Curran Canada 2018-08-29


Bluma Holtzman Canada 2018-08-29


Dhuvy Matt Canada 2018-08-29


Jane Lytle US 2018-08-29


Dick Ryan Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-29


Alicia Marquez-Hernandez US 2018-08-29


Lara W UK 2018-08-29


Daniel Batchelor US 2018-08-29


Andrew MacDonald Canada 2018-08-29


Sean kipling Blind bay bc, Canada 2018-08-29


Isaiah Courtad US 2018-08-29


Darran Davies UK 2018-08-29


Ann Conney UK 2018-08-29


francis hickey Canada 2018-08-29


Liam Brinser US 2018-08-29


Ann Sherman Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


clara Z France 2018-08-29


Cheryl MacDonald Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-29


Brodie Wild UK 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


David Zhao UK 2018-08-29


Bodhi Venter Canada 2018-08-29


Aurelie Taylor US 2018-08-29


Marie Nantes Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Erica Soto Canada 2018-08-29


Jennifer Brookes Montague, Canada 2018-08-29


Dan Shinn Nottingham, UK 2018-08-29


Maureen McCabe UK 2018-08-29


Beenish Ali UK 2018-08-29


Albert Prince UK 2018-08-29


William Chaundy UK 2018-08-29


Judy Daly Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29


Helen Kennedy US 2018-08-29


Ian J Goodman UK 2018-08-29


Myles Egbowon US 2018-08-29


Chris Roumbanis Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Ana Popescu UK 2018-08-29


Shikha Dhir US 2018-08-29


Carol Beddington UK 2018-08-29


Anna Israfilova Canada 2018-08-29


Tracy Thomas US 2018-08-29


Lee Unsworth UK 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Tyler Hill Canada 2018-08-29


Brianna Pegahmagabow Canada 2018-08-29


Valerie Creed Montague, Canada 2018-08-29


Tracy Maginnis UK 2018-08-29


Alex Franco Canada 2018-08-29


Hans Ehrbar US 2018-08-29


Chris Heaton UK 2018-08-29


Tara Waugh red deer, Canada 2018-08-29


Graham DeCourcy UK 2018-08-29


Bee Calabrese US 2018-08-29


jennifer kim US 2018-08-29


Lisa Sooley Granville Ferry, NS, Canada 2018-08-29


Janet McLeod Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Gillian Asher Stratford, Canada 2018-08-29


B Stewart Parry Sound, Canada 2018-08-29


Helen Sentner Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


Dorcas EATCH UK 2018-08-29


Lauren Fleischner US 2018-08-29


Dominick Pharris US 2018-08-29


Haley Fritz US 2018-08-29


Kim MacKeigan Fredericton, Canada 2018-08-29


Al Brideau Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Alex Bevan-Baker Belfast, Canada 2018-08-29


Izabela Perry Crapaud, Canada 2018-08-29


Carolina Camargo US 2018-08-29


Shaun Burns Canada 2018-08-29


Mozhdeh Borzui Canada 2018-08-29


Christine Chong Canada 2018-08-29


Brad McIntosh Canada 2018-08-29


Damo Slavking UK 2018-08-29


hanna huang Canada 2018-08-29


Star Nope Canada 2018-08-29


Georgina-Ellen Holroyd-Blanc UK 2018-08-29


MICHAEL MITCHELL UK 2018-08-29


Devlin Wing Canada 2018-08-29


Brad Durkin Canada 2018-08-29


Corbin Buscay US 2018-08-29


Lynne Petry Canada 2018-08-29


June White UK 2018-08-29


corenna thibeau Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29


J Woloszczuk Canada 2018-08-29


Tim Jim US 2018-08-29


Matt Hughes Kelly's cross, Canada 2018-08-29


Jennifer Brown Crapaud, P.E.I., Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Skye Ryan-Evans Canada 2018-08-29


alessia franco Canada 2018-08-29


NICOLE PERCY Canada 2018-08-29


Rachel Lall Canada 2018-08-29


Raymond Hamelin Canada 2018-08-29


Cathy Brunton Canada 2018-08-29


Talila Black UK 2018-08-29


Aly Eldeeb Canada 2018-08-29


Kevin Snider Canada 2018-08-29


Tania Gauvin Canada 2018-08-29


michael kraehling Canada 2018-08-29


Colin Reid Canada 2018-08-29


Katelyn Vail Albany, Canada 2018-08-29


Sandra Olsen Canada 2018-08-29


Al Fulchini Canada 2018-08-29


Tanya Dyson UK 2018-08-29


Sydney Keith US 2018-08-29


Bonnie McDermid Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29


Corina Clouthier Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29


Mike Melanson Moncton, Canada 2018-08-29


Lisa Hayes UK 2018-08-29


Maisie Smith Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29







Name Location Date


Anne Leblanc Montague, Canada 2018-08-29


Cindy Richards charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29


Michele Robinson Mission, Canada 2018-08-30


Justin Pereira Canada 2018-08-30


Kerry Wilson Canada 2018-08-30


Victoria S US 2018-08-30


Halle Dewart Canada 2018-08-30


Kathy Westfall Canada 2018-08-30


Valentina Pérez Canada 2018-08-30


Kristyn DaCosta Canada 2018-08-30


Nicholas Vecchio US 2018-08-30


Sandro Fontana Canada 2018-08-30


Marsha Bryenton Montague, Canada 2018-08-30


Val McGee Canada 2018-08-30


Parker Demers Canada 2018-08-30


Michael Schoenknecht Montague, Canada 2018-08-30


Monica Amancio US 2018-08-30


Keisty Greig Canada 2018-08-30


Ken smith Montague, Canada 2018-08-30


Laurel Hanna Dominican Republic 2018-08-30


Chad Clarke Canada 2018-08-30


Richard Hayhurst Canada 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Marjorie McKearney Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


robbin dauenbaugh US 2018-08-30


Longa Longa US 2018-08-30


Andrew Glasel Canada 2018-08-30


Ben Hickey Canada 2018-08-30


Cindy Ballard US 2018-08-30


Jenna Bernard Montague, Canada 2018-08-30


Don Campbell Canada 2018-08-30


koryne kershisnik US 2018-08-30


Aisha Otiti Canada 2018-08-30


mahboubeh katirai Canada 2018-08-30


Kathy Plachta Canada 2018-08-30


Sharon Gavigan Canada 2018-08-30


Mitchel Beano US 2018-08-30


Christen Stewart US 2018-08-30


Amanda Mark Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-30


Alex Mitra Canada 2018-08-30


Sonak Saha Canada 2018-08-30


John Cranwell UK 2018-08-30


Toni Bear Canada 2018-08-30


Isabelle Bardelas Canada 2018-08-30


Ann Spencer UK 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Hernan Correa US 2018-08-30


Eugene O'Leary Canada 2018-08-30


Ilona Brunzel UK 2018-08-30


Sylvie Leduc Canada 2018-08-30


Amila Polic US 2018-08-30


Corbin Ball UK 2018-08-30


Rebecca Green UK 2018-08-30


Kate Budd UK 2018-08-30


Elwood Goodwin Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


Joseph Fajerman UK 2018-08-30


Nerissa Brown UK 2018-08-30


Jordan Hendrickson Canada 2018-08-30


Terence A Wythe UK 2018-08-30


Michael Hope UK 2018-08-30


wendy nicolaou UK 2018-08-30


Liz Fryer UK 2018-08-30


Emelia Jackson UK 2018-08-30


Lucy Bursford UK 2018-08-30


dylan ferguson Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


James Kane UK 2018-08-30


Shaun Spencer Portsmouth, England, UK 2018-08-30


Veronica De Luca Canada 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Ceri Staddon-Evans UK 2018-08-30


Paul Beasant Canada 2018-08-30


Marlene Guignion Mont-royal, Canada 2018-08-30


owen diaram UK 2018-08-30


Brian Perez US 2018-08-30


spencer james Fayetteville, North Carolina, US 2018-08-30


Jean Hughes Mt.Stewart, Canada 2018-08-30


axel la flamme UK 2018-08-30


Kane Rogerson Canada 2018-08-30


Fiona Brown UK 2018-08-30


Jude Maloney UK 2018-08-30


Miranda Windham US 2018-08-30


Norma Vass Pownal, Canada 2018-08-30


Sara Deveau Deveau Montague, Canada 2018-08-30


Laura Henderson Canada 2018-08-30


Ed Toombs Staynet, Canada 2018-08-30


Rebekah Hey Canada 2018-08-30


Doug Millington Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


Rick Hussey Canada 2018-08-30


Daniel Esponda US 2018-08-30


Donna McIntyre Edmonton, Canada 2018-08-30


Valerie Owen Stanhope, Canada 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Eriena Oreilly Summerside, Canada 2018-08-30


Alex Roper UK 2018-08-30


Millie Davila US 2018-08-30


Norah C Canada 2018-08-30


Tanya Borovic Canada 2018-08-30


VALERIE LOW UK 2018-08-30


Val Coon Canada 2018-08-30


Debbie Drumm Canada 2018-08-30


Chris Walters UK 2018-08-30


Elizabeth MacDonald Halifax, Canada 2018-08-30


Jennifer Emsley UK 2018-08-30


Logan Courville US 2018-08-30


Marrianne Badley@rogers.com Canada 2018-08-30


dawn Giudice UK 2018-08-30


aisha tahir UK 2018-08-30


Omer Khan Canada 2018-08-30


Hanna Heinrichs Canada 2018-08-30


Melody Wharton US 2018-08-30


Ashlee Taylor US 2018-08-30


mya . Canada 2018-08-30


Callum Jones UK 2018-08-30


Jim Millington Canada 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Margaret Ellen Canada 2018-08-30


Jill MacCormack Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


Marianne Bannister UK 2018-08-30


deema GAMAL US 2018-08-30


Muriel Balls UK 2018-08-30


Nick Hebert US 2018-08-30


Denny Serridge US 2018-08-30


Mamuel Reynoso US 2018-08-30


dan the man with the van Canada 2018-08-30


Liz CHUA US 2018-08-30


Kayla Waxman Canada 2018-08-30


Georgina Markov Canada 2018-08-30


Michelle Enns Canada 2018-08-30


Carol Knox Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


Janette Morton UK 2018-08-30


Cosmo Peterson US 2018-08-30


Scott Ferguson Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


Richard Saunders UK 2018-08-30


Jasmin Roberts UK 2018-08-30


Gill Woods UK 2018-08-30


Adam Beltran US 2018-08-30


Joan Sinclair Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Ververith Lobo-Molnar Canada 2018-08-30


Ellen Davis Charlotteown, Canada 2018-08-30


Noreen Kausar UK 2018-08-30


marie gogniat Canada 2018-08-30


Valerie Bridgman UK 2018-08-30


Faye Pound Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


Shelley Tamtom Miscouche, Canada 2018-08-30


Dave Kerwin Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30


Leigh Phillips UK 2018-08-30


serge castiera France 2018-08-30


Deryl Henderson Canada 2018-08-30


John Digitale Canada 2018-08-30


Dylan Dennis Canada 2018-08-30


Naomi Crook UK 2018-08-30


David Mac Cormac Montague, Canada 2018-08-30


Paulette St. Cyr Kensington, Canada 2018-08-30


Robert-Lynne Dorland Canada 2018-08-30


jo mawby-baker UK 2018-08-30


Issy Keane UK 2018-08-30


Jaquline Gorman UK 2018-08-30


Tyler Merko Canada 2018-08-30


Nicholas Manky Canada 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Katie Draper UK 2018-08-30


Barbara Mellor UK 2018-08-30


Ian Hall US 2018-08-30


Laetitia Tissard UK 2018-08-30


Kathryn Marriott UK 2018-08-30


JOY Thompson US 2018-08-30


Hassan Hagiyusuf Canada 2018-08-30


jim whiteford UK 2018-08-30


Jill Gallager US 2018-08-30


Glenna Lohnes Canada 2018-08-30


Debbie Elliott Canada 2018-08-30


Cheryl Coulson Charlottetown,, Canada 2018-08-30


Janice Fehr Canada 2018-08-30


Crystal Burs Canada 2018-08-30


Neville Cook Summerside, Canada 2018-08-30


Ravi Anand Canada 2018-08-30


Vivien Parker Canada 2018-08-30


Carol Richards Pickering, Canada 2018-08-30


Theresa Smith UK 2018-08-30


Jacqui Evans UK 2018-08-30


Gabrielle Dubois-Gómez Canada 2018-08-30


Jennifer Kennedy Canada 2018-08-30







Name Location Date


Vinay Khosla Canada 2018-08-30


Suzanne Gardner Canada 2018-08-30


Aly Habib Canada 2018-08-30


Lesley Westbrook US 2018-08-30


Arabella H N Lane UK 2018-08-30


Barb Kult Canada 2018-08-30


lisa trujillo US 2018-08-30


Michelle Nelson Canada 2018-08-30


Paula MacIntyre Stratford, Canada 2018-08-30


Sandra Mendes Santos Canada 2018-08-30


Kayla Breelove Carter Canada 2018-08-30


Janet Preston Belle River, Canada 2018-08-30


Dana Sova Canada 2018-08-30


Cheril LeBlanc Canada 2018-08-30


Tianna kaimimoku US 2018-08-30


Mary Hazzel Sale Canada 2018-08-30


Frank Thorburn Fredericton, Canada 2018-08-30


Kristen Thomas Canada 2018-08-30


Genevieve Potvin Canada 2018-08-30


Sheridan Barker Waterloo, Canada 2018-08-31


Jennifer Betsill Canada 2018-08-31


David McCallum Canada 2018-08-31







Name Location Date


Neelam Bance Parsons Canada 2018-08-31


Elizabeth Crawforth Canada 2018-08-31


carmen carpi Canada 2018-08-31


Ed Estabrooks Bonshaw, Canada 2018-08-31


Joanne Bedard Canada 2018-08-31


dana macleod Canada 2018-08-31


Lori Oliveira US 2018-08-31


Pat Ridenhour US 2018-08-31


Stacey Paul Canada 2018-08-31


Nancy Tallman US 2018-08-31


Nadira Alli Canada 2018-08-31


Adam Jackson Canada 2018-08-31


George Mondragon US 2018-08-31


Audrey Manasterski Canada 2018-08-31


Peter Kielburger Conquerall Bank, Canada 2018-08-31


Roxane Young Bermuda 2018-08-31


Kornelia Drianovski Canada 2018-08-31


Larisa Giobetti Canada 2018-08-31


Nancy Chimienti Canada 2018-08-31


John Howe Canada 2018-08-31


Adrianna Biernat Canada 2018-08-31


Jada Mercado US 2018-08-31







Name Location Date


Sydney Beres Canada 2018-08-31


Deidra Delorme Canada 2018-08-31


Talia Goodyear Canada 2018-08-31


Shephali Gupta Canada 2018-08-31


John Magnan Port Colborne, Canada 2018-08-31


Tara Tomassetti Canada 2018-08-31


Mike Enns St. Catharines, Canada 2018-08-31


Dan Buchar Canada 2018-08-31


Elizabeth Hoyt US 2018-08-31


D Thompson Newton, Massachusetts, US 2018-08-31


Diego Mendoza US 2018-08-31


Madison Bernard Westmount, Canada 2018-08-31


Leigh Johnson Canada 2018-08-31


Lukas Siu Canada 2018-08-31


Kevin Johnston Calgary, Canada 2018-08-31


Maria Kennedy UK 2018-08-31


tobie peters north york, Canada 2018-08-31


Isaac cedar Canada 2018-08-31


Claire Lintott Canada 2018-08-31


Mark Donald UK 2018-08-31


Jamie Hills UK 2018-08-31


albert ferris Canada 2018-08-31







Name Location Date


sim a UK 2018-08-31


Molly Owen UK 2018-08-31


Helen Clapham UK 2018-08-31


Sehar Asad UK 2018-08-31


Claire Palmer UK 2018-08-31


Gavin Hall Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Ellen Jones Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-31


Scott Marlin Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Amanda Morrison Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Tom MacRae Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Deianna Buxton Canada 2018-08-31


Luisa Robinson Canada 2018-08-31


Anne Koughan Stratford, Canada 2018-08-31


Anne Gatensby Canada 2018-08-31


Vicki Morrow Breadalbane, Canada 2018-08-31


Luca Salvatore Canada 2018-08-31


KATE KINLOCH US 2018-08-31


Laure Bourdon Canada 2018-08-31


Terra MacKinnon Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Pierre Cousineau Canada 2018-08-31


Pam Martin Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Victoria Doronina Canada 2018-08-31







Name Location Date


Karen Tobin Oshawa, Canada 2018-08-31


Stephanie Simmons North Rustico, Canada 2018-08-31


France Watters Canada 2018-08-31


Dean Meredith UK 2018-08-31


Laura Slingsby UK 2018-08-31


Kenneth James UK 2018-08-31


Paul Allard Canada 2018-08-31


WENDY WIDMER Canada 2018-08-31


Margaret Brady Montague, Canada 2018-08-31


Taylor Parsons Canada 2018-08-31


Jill Crumb Canada 2018-08-31


Robert Gallant Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-31


donna wigmore Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Lily Loncar Canada 2018-08-31


Nichelle Hubley Montague, Canada 2018-08-31


Gilly Seymour UK 2018-08-31


talat akhtar US 2018-08-31


Daphnée Azoulay Montréal, Canada 2018-08-31


Stacey Arsenault Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Roxanne O'Sullivan Canada 2018-08-31


Rita Melinskaite US 2018-08-31


Marilyn Chechik Canada 2018-08-31







Name Location Date


T F. Canada 2018-08-31


Carly Burgess Canada 2018-08-31


James Rodd North Milton, Canada 2018-08-31


Candy Gallant Miscouche, Canada 2018-08-31


Janice McGuigan Sammamish, Washington, US 2018-08-31


Georgia Sullivan UK 2018-08-31


Evan Scialdone US 2018-08-31


Linda Thielker Bedford, UK 2018-08-31


Caroline Kings Canada 2018-08-31


Shannon Rourke Canada 2018-08-31


Traci Morgan Oakville, Canada 2018-08-31


Andrea McAnally Canada 2018-08-31


Marie Gabino Canada 2018-08-31


David Campbell Bonshaw, Canada 2018-08-31


Carole Gallant Wellington, Canada 2018-08-31


Barb Vantslot Montréal, Canada 2018-08-31


Norm Finlayson Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31


Linsey Fischer Canada 2018-08-31


carol sadowski Long Beach, California, US 2018-08-31


Tracey Noble Canada 2018-08-31


Neil Cannon Canada 2018-08-31


Nelly Andriukaityte UK 2018-08-31







Name Location Date


Pamela Bergeron Spring Hill, Florida, US 2018-08-31


Courtney Brock US 2018-08-31


Tom Jasper UK 2018-08-31


Joanna Siebiesiuk Canada 2018-08-31


Frank Roposs Canada 2018-08-31


Heather Butler Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-01


Errol Campbell Cornwall P.E.I., Canada 2018-09-01


Dave Jones Canada 2018-09-01


Grace Berestecky US 2018-09-01


Mary Redmond Ottawa, Canada 2018-09-01


Dereik Pearson Canada 2018-09-01


Brenda Nichols Rice Point, Canada 2018-09-01


denise edgar US 2018-09-01


Maggie Boyd Canada 2018-09-01


Gary Taylor UK 2018-09-01


Chad Peterson UK 2018-09-01


Thomas Phillips UK 2018-09-01


Rachel Scott UK 2018-09-01


Alice Millington UK 2018-09-01


Reece Clugston UK 2018-09-01


Colin Horwood UK 2018-09-01


Joanne Briggs Canada 2018-09-01







Name Location Date


Andrea Shoemaker Canada 2018-09-01


ellen odonohue las vegas, Nevada, US 2018-09-01


Debbie Crooks Borden-Carleton, Canada 2018-09-01


Robbie Strathdee UK 2018-09-01


Lydia Warner UK 2018-09-01


Nathalie Limon UK 2018-09-01


Gerry Hopkinson UK 2018-09-01


Brent Fleming Canada 2018-09-01


Andrew Ellis San Mateo, California, US 2018-09-01


Robin T Canada 2018-09-01


Robin MacLeod Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-01


Isabella Stanton US 2018-09-01


Keith De Coene UK 2018-09-01


frank downey Canada 2018-09-01


Neil Stevens UK 2018-09-01


Hailey Mills Canada 2018-09-01


Virginia Whyte Canada 2018-09-01


Shirley Baker US 2018-09-01


Rebekah Condon Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-01


Shawn Johnston Canada 2018-09-01


ElizabethVessey Vessey Cornwall, Canada 2018-09-01


Samira Abby UK 2018-09-01







Name Location Date


Amanda Privett Canada 2018-09-01


Chloe McAllister UK 2018-09-01


Meg Blackwell Canada 2018-09-02


Roberta Borrello UK 2018-09-02


Rk K Canada 2018-09-02


Kelvin MacInnis Kilmuir, Canada 2018-09-02


Brittlene Schindle Canada 2018-09-02


Martha Panizares Canada 2018-09-02


jan petrykowski Canada 2018-09-02


karen kertz Canada 2018-09-02


Melanie Veilleux Canada 2018-09-02


Josh Burns Canada 2018-09-02


Rob Sto US 2018-09-02


BELINDA WAGG Canada 2018-09-02


Laura crimp UK 2018-09-02


Beverley Luty UK 2018-09-02


ghia ismail Lebanon 2018-09-02


Zahira Mabine UK 2018-09-02


Sally maynard UK 2018-09-02


Jan Dutton UK 2018-09-02


Kim Creed York, Canada 2018-09-02


Zoe Stewart Canada 2018-09-02







Name Location Date


Christina Karagianis Ajax, Canada 2018-09-02


Jai Poole US 2018-09-02


Amanda Paterson UK 2018-09-02


Amelia Howelll Canada 2018-09-02


Justin Everette US 2018-09-02


blaine curtis Canada 2018-09-02


Steven Attwood UK 2018-09-02


Tiara Glendale Canada 2018-09-02


Ceri-anne Lewis Canada 2018-09-02


William White Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-02


Ryan Cook Canada 2018-09-02


Debbie Hedrick Canada 2018-09-02


Aidan Marcelissen Canada 2018-09-03


Barry Gullion Canada 2018-09-03


Jed Monares Philippines 2018-09-03


Judy Platts Montague, Canada 2018-09-03


Achilles lukusa Canada 2018-09-03


Kelly Beals US 2018-09-03


Shirley Henry Canada 2018-09-03


arthur bryan dennis cambridge, Canada 2018-09-03


julie manciagli US 2018-09-03


Jozef Magolon Canada 2018-09-03







Name Location Date


dimitry gurlenya US 2018-09-03


Madison van ‘t Zelfde Canada 2018-09-03


Maria Jaskolka US 2018-09-03


Greg Lundahl Canada 2018-09-03


Danelda Johnston Canada 2018-09-03


Owen Anthony Canada 2018-09-03


Briana Hamlin Canada 2018-09-03


Natasha Ljubic Canada 2018-09-03


Suzanne Crowdis Ottawa, Canada 2018-09-03


dale richards Millbrook, Canada 2018-09-03


Michelle Schulder Canada 2018-09-03


Alan Stein Canada 2018-09-03


Dolores Lees Canada 2018-09-03


Shannon Sherk Canada 2018-09-03


Olivia Nicoloff Canada 2018-09-03


Maki Trumble Canada 2018-09-03


Deanna Pope -Toth Canada 2018-09-03


Cindy Robinson Canada 2018-09-03


Phyllis Nannister Canada 2018-09-03


Patrick Wasch Canada 2018-09-03


Robert Dupont Canada 2018-09-03


Leila Ghamari Canada 2018-09-03







Name Location Date


Miranda Kuenzl Canada 2018-09-03


Amy H.M. Chan Canada 2018-09-03


Adrienne Wankiewicz Canada 2018-09-03


Calli Kantartzis Canada 2018-09-03


David Bi Canada 2018-09-03


Jean Laurin Canada 2018-09-03


John Dickson Canada 2018-09-03


Stewart Clark Canada 2018-09-03


Minecraft Minecraft Canada 2018-09-04


Robert Terbrugge Canada 2018-09-04


Colin McCleave Canada 2018-09-04


Marie Chou Canada 2018-09-04


Geoff Carberry Canada 2018-09-04


Mylene Paradis Canada 2018-09-04


Anna Steranka Canada 2018-09-04


James Linoge Canada 2018-09-04


Joelle Laham Canada 2018-09-04


Tracy Griffin Canada 2018-09-04


Jessie Demone Canada 2018-09-04


maria oneill Canada 2018-09-04


Kate Khrebto Canada 2018-09-04


Julie Finch Canada 2018-09-04







Name Location Date


karo hill Canada 2018-09-04


Duncan Sutherland Canada 2018-09-04


Aaron Hall Canada 2018-09-04


Jessica Xiong Canada 2018-09-04


Portia X Canada 2018-09-04


ludivine lebon Mauritius 2018-09-04


Debbie Mastronardi Canada 2018-09-04


Chenoa Pamer Canada 2018-09-04


Zermena Trzcinski Canada 2018-09-04


Kat Bayer Canada 2018-09-04


Alana Coady Canada 2018-09-04


amtul ahmad Canada 2018-09-04


Owain Ralston Canada 2018-09-04


jenepher reynolds charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-04


marion ross Belle River, Canada 2018-09-04


Tate Ryan Canada 2018-09-04


Nadine Bouchard Lamartine, Canada 2018-09-04


Corinne Lloyd Belleville, Canada 2018-09-04


Emma TenBrink US 2018-09-04


Sarah Newman US 2018-09-04


Zarina Talukdar Canada 2018-09-04


M Darling Canada 2018-09-05







Name Location Date


susan renaud Canada 2018-09-05


jane Lewis Canada 2018-09-05


Brenda Theakston Canada 2018-09-05


Margot Allen Edmonton, Canada 2018-09-05


Sherisse Burke Canada 2018-09-05


annette florence Canada 2018-09-05


Joanna Dyl Canada 2018-09-05


Jayne Taylor UK 2018-09-05


Rebecca Möllemann Canada 2018-09-05


Christine Poth US 2018-09-05


Shelley Harris Calgary, Canada 2018-09-05


Marie Mahar Canada 2018-09-05


Diane Sica San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-09-05


Jennifer Burgin Canada 2018-09-05


Joseph Bertumen Mississauga, Canada 2018-09-05


Lyn Brownlee Canada 2018-09-05


Michelle Deveau Canada 2018-09-05


Chatelaine Achterberg US 2018-09-05


Angelique Horton Canada 2018-09-05


Saffron Binder Canada 2018-09-05


Carla Poivre Canada 2018-09-05


Stacey Tzalalis Canada 2018-09-05







Name Location Date


Thomas Hall Canada 2018-09-06


Chad Stephens Georgina, Canada 2018-09-06


Wendy Low Canada 2018-09-06


nicole henry Peterborough, Canada 2018-09-06


Marsha Kai US 2018-09-06


Nattalia Chilcott Canada 2018-09-06


Kirsten Skjodt Trenton, Canada 2018-09-06


Dakota Mathe US 2018-09-07


Dan Jensen wyoming, Rhode Island, US 2018-09-07


Steven Ender US 2018-09-07


Tree Man Canada 2018-09-08


Emma Wells US 2018-09-08


Sean Dyball-George Canada 2018-09-08


Sidney Shaffer US 2018-09-08


Joanne Snow Ashwell, UK 2018-09-09


Anya Bernard US 2018-09-10


vanessa cheung Canada 2018-09-10


Catherine BOLLY France 2018-09-11


Monique Zimmerman US 2018-09-12


Ellen Beaudet Canada 2018-09-12


Leslie Buckley Gardner Creek, Canada 2018-09-15


kathrin winkler Halifax, Canada 2018-09-15







Name Location Date


Robert Morrison nova scotia, Canada 2018-09-23


MURDOCK BURTON white point, Canada 2018-09-23


Ross Hambly Vernon Bridge, Canada 2018-09-26


Blake Fairclough Halifax, Canada 2018-09-27


Drew Heggie Canada 2018-10-01


Jennifer Host-Simon France 2018-10-01


Megan Isaacs UK 2018-10-01


Stuart Simpson UK 2018-10-01


hermann Wenghofer Canada 2018-10-01


Dawn Lynn US 2018-10-01


chris russell UK 2018-10-01


Stuart Wilson London, England, UK 2018-10-01


ian price UK 2018-10-01


julie colley UK 2018-10-01


Anne McKnight Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-01


oliwier donrekor UK 2018-10-01


Brigitte Susie Cavanagh Canada 2018-10-01


Kim Hellstrand US 2018-10-01


Catherine Light UK 2018-10-01


Lorenzo Smeithe UK 2018-10-01


Kinga Wojcik UK 2018-10-01


abigail Davies UK 2018-10-01







Name Location Date


Lori Sandford Canada 2018-10-01


Richard Askem UK 2018-10-01


Jane Durward UK 2018-10-01


EVANGELINE Miranda US 2018-10-01


Kiya Heimbach US 2018-10-01


Keith Bumstead Canada 2018-10-01


cunningham cunningham Canada 2018-10-01


Stacey Hansen Canada 2018-10-01


Kathryn Shelton Canada 2018-10-01


Samantha Wilson Canada 2018-10-02


Maria Panagiotopoulos Canada 2018-10-02


Trent Torrez US 2018-10-02


Dellee Bradbrooke Canada 2018-10-02


Dennis Brown Canada 2018-10-02


Natalie Rapp US 2018-10-02


Sandra Saldivar US 2018-10-02


rhonda myers US 2018-10-02


Jiri Kulik US 2018-10-02


Keith Holdner Canada 2018-10-02


Karlinna Sanchez US 2018-10-02


Evi Dunphy UK 2018-10-02


Jeju Igwe UK 2018-10-02







Name Location Date


sarah quinlan UK 2018-10-02


Jorden Andrews UK 2018-10-02


Antony Price UK 2018-10-02


Taylor Stevens Canada 2018-10-02


Joelle Taylor UK 2018-10-02


Gillian Hill UK 2018-10-02


Dave James UK 2018-10-02


john Bassey UK 2018-10-02


Sophie Rose UK 2018-10-02


Astrid Bradubry Canada 2018-10-02


Benjamin Belcher US 2018-10-02


andres venegas el paso, Texas, US 2018-10-02


Rose Mary Spadaccini Canada 2018-10-02


Franz-Viktor Kuhlmann Canada 2018-10-02


Ewan Dillon Haverfordwest, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-10-02


Trevor Thompson US 2018-10-02


Ken Glitnak Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-02


Robert Badcock Plymouth, UK 2018-10-02


Erica Wolowicz Fleury US 2018-10-02


George Buckingham UK 2018-10-02


Olivia Morgan US 2018-10-02


Danny Sidney UK 2018-10-02







Name Location Date


Dylan Antonious US 2018-10-02


Colin Webster Canada 2018-10-02


John Furneaux Canada 2018-10-02


Fredrick Bates Canada 2018-10-02


Caroline Higgins Canada 2018-10-02


Rick Kirkbride Canada 2018-10-02


Elizabeth Tischuk US 2018-10-02


Nancy Ji Canada 2018-10-02


Marion Marsh US 2018-10-02


Treva Blunt Canada 2018-10-03


Catherine McLeod Canada 2018-10-03


Ginny Retz Canada 2018-10-03


Fanny Tseng Canada 2018-10-03


Danylo Pelech Canada 2018-10-03


shawn mcmanus Canada 2018-10-03


D O'Connor Canada 2018-10-03


Paul Hubbard Canada 2018-10-03


Liz Huisken Canada 2018-10-03


Shenali Thewarapperuma Canada 2018-10-03


Karen Kirchhofer Canada 2018-10-03


Cathy Kwan Canada 2018-10-03


Annaleze Whymark UK 2018-10-03







Name Location Date


Fraser Haddington UK 2018-10-03


Thomas Ralph UK 2018-10-03


marie boutier UK 2018-10-03


Diana Phillips UK 2018-10-03


Janet Geer Lewes, UK 2018-10-03


Kelly Raffray Canada 2018-10-03


Heidi Rudyk Canada 2018-10-03


Mark Kiesel US 2018-10-03


Caileigh Hagen Canada 2018-10-03


mel banks Canada 2018-10-03


James Stanway Canada 2018-10-03


Darren Tully Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-03


Tamm Fenske Canada 2018-10-03


Tammy Mclean Canada 2018-10-03


margot kowal Canada 2018-10-03


Ebony Colley UK 2018-10-03


Brenda Burke Canada 2018-10-03


John Partridge UK 2018-10-03


Rocco Al-bakeeri UK 2018-10-03


Jan Meechie UK 2018-10-03


Jan Sommerfeld Canada 2018-10-03


Tim Challenor UK 2018-10-03







Name Location Date


Richard Holloway UK 2018-10-03


simon street UK 2018-10-03


Deanna Obos Chicago, Illinois, US 2018-10-03


Annika Wilson Canada 2018-10-03


Taryn Schreindorfer US 2018-10-03


Rebecca Smith Canada 2018-10-03


John Blaszak Chicago, Illinois, US 2018-10-03


Tahiri Mohamd Meknes, Morocco 2018-10-03


Kevin Faerber UK 2018-10-03


Roger Robinson UK 2018-10-03


Margaret Shand Canada 2018-10-03


Sarah Van Loon Canada 2018-10-03


joseph borkovic Canada 2018-10-03


Cory Taylor Canada 2018-10-03


Jason Cantas Canada 2018-10-03


Nicholas Tyler Canada 2018-10-03


Robbie White Charlottetown, Canada 2018-10-03


Anika Jankowiak Canada 2018-10-03


Meghan Crawford Canada 2018-10-03


Lorna Zamora US 2018-10-03


hella w Canada 2018-10-03


donna sellers US 2018-10-03







Name Location Date


Jodie Callaghan Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-03


Lorraine Bourgeois Canada 2018-10-04


Deiter Aldinger US 2018-10-04


Duncan McIntosh Canada 2018-10-04


Tracey Clausi Canada 2018-10-04


Nancy Grant Canada 2018-10-04


Steven Compton Canada 2018-10-04


kendra sears US 2018-10-04


Katherine Nayef Canada 2018-10-04


Jakob Morrow US 2018-10-04


Shawn Morse Canada 2018-10-04


Annette Levean Canada 2018-10-04


Karen Wilson Canada 2018-10-04


Linda Feldhaus Canada 2018-10-04


Hugh Gilbert UK 2018-10-04


Soheni Nandy Canada 2018-10-04


Danie Hebert Canada 2018-10-04


emma jackson UK 2018-10-04


Vanessa Marcoux Canada 2018-10-04


Amanda Selewich Canada 2018-10-04


helaine becker Chicopee, Massachusetts, US 2018-10-04


Scott Senatore US 2018-10-04







Name Location Date


Ryan Eakins US 2018-10-04


Madelaine Clare Knowles UK 2018-10-04


William Ledford US 2018-10-04


Kimberly Patterson Vietnam 2018-10-04


JOHN SUTTON UK 2018-10-04


anja Nasstrom US 2018-10-04


Caroline Pie Canada 2018-10-04


Gail Bouchard Canada 2018-10-04


Andre Steffens Canada 2018-10-04


Vicky Irwin Canada 2018-10-04


Andrew Randant US 2018-10-04


Valerie Mitchell Canada 2018-10-04


Shrey Pareek US 2018-10-04


Mark Hodie Munster, Indiana, US 2018-10-04


Stephanie Callaghan Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-04


Thad Merritt US 2018-10-04


Larry Clinton Newport, Canada 2018-10-04


Valéry Thibault Canada 2018-10-04


Greg Wojcik UK 2018-10-04


Dalal Altoubeh Canada 2018-10-04


Jordan Manshack US 2018-10-04


Taylor Jensen Canada 2018-10-04







Name Location Date


Ismail Rakik UK 2018-10-04


Royston Mann UK 2018-10-04


John Fishley UK 2018-10-04


Louise Gooch UK 2018-10-04


Nicola Shires UK 2018-10-04


The worst US 2018-10-04


Jennifer Caldwell Walton, Kentucky, US 2018-10-04


Emmanuel Filosi Canada 2018-10-04


Sarah Barraclough UK 2018-10-04


Norberto Romero US 2018-10-04


Jordan Letlow Canada 2018-10-04


Elizabeth Reynolds UK 2018-10-04


Katherine MacDonald Canada 2018-10-04


John Perkins US 2018-10-04


Paul Landry UK 2018-10-04


Susan Kain Canada 2018-10-05


Linda Garrard Canada 2018-10-05


Roselle Thomas Canada 2018-10-05


Theresa Barzee US 2018-10-05


Kat Anderson US 2018-10-05


Sheri Welch US 2018-10-05


Jacob Mills Canada 2018-10-05







Name Location Date


Carrie Mulholland US 2018-10-05


Josh Wilkinson UK 2018-10-05


Susanne Knapp UK 2018-10-05


Michael Alker UK 2018-10-05


Reuben Cozens UK 2018-10-05


Josie Pagliaro Hamilton, Canada 2018-10-05


Alan Ferguson UK 2018-10-05


Luke Gray UK 2018-10-05


Andrew DePasquale US 2018-10-05


mark skellon UK 2018-10-05


Justin Dwyer Canada 2018-10-05


Laura Matos US 2018-10-05


Ryan Sapoff US 2018-10-05


Mark Cardeal Canada 2018-10-05


Tracey Baker Canada 2018-10-05


Jack Ashwell UK 2018-10-05


whitney Gordon Canada 2018-10-05


april stephanie turner UK 2018-10-05


Lori Angelini Canada 2018-10-05


Dongle Donker Canada 2018-10-05


Dongle Dorp Canada 2018-10-05


Maris Voskresenskaya US 2018-10-05







Name Location Date


June Rich UK 2018-10-05


Darcy Corby Canada 2018-10-05


John Redden Canada 2018-10-05


Gay Odell Canada 2018-10-05


Alec Baker UK 2018-10-05


Jean-Luc SIGALA France 2018-10-05


Kathleen Vermette US 2018-10-05


chamath kj Qatar 2018-10-05


susan@hall2224.fsnet.co.uk
Hall


UK 2018-10-05


Justin Moyou Canada 2018-10-05


wendy mccausland Canada 2018-10-05


Claire Williams UK 2018-10-05


mike palinkas Canada 2018-10-05


owen payne US 2018-10-05


Kate Manderson Canada 2018-10-06


Jahdai Hart-Hernandez US 2018-10-06


Robyn bay Canada 2018-10-06


Barb Thibault Canada 2018-10-06


anita neufeld Canada 2018-10-06


Matt Irving US 2018-10-06


Nat Bangor UK 2018-10-06







Name Location Date


Christopher Bailey US 2018-10-06


Karen Ryce Canada 2018-10-06


Grace C US 2018-10-06


Nazma Khatun UK 2018-10-06


Bruno Damasio UK 2018-10-06


Owen Amntol Canada 2018-10-06


Joshua Duncan Canada 2018-10-06


Ashdon Brouise UK 2018-10-06


Solveig Denis Canada 2018-10-06


laurie smith US 2018-10-06


Anns Khalfalla US 2018-10-06


Miguel Otalora Canada 2018-10-06


Richard White UK 2018-10-06


Zeyad Youssef Canada 2018-10-06


Pauline Gartside Lees, England, UK 2018-10-06


Graham Rhodes Canada 2018-10-06


Laura Leaman Canada 2018-10-06


Francis Griffin UK 2018-10-06


Bob Bobmarler US 2018-10-07


Carole Newsome US 2018-10-07


Alain Fleury Canada 2018-10-08


Moeed Jawad Canada 2018-10-08







Name Location Date


Charlotte Rahn US 2018-10-08


Michelle Bradet-Simpson Canada 2018-10-08


Rebecca Stewart Canada 2018-10-09


Brenda Robinson Canada 2018-10-09


Thomas MacGuigan Charilttrown, Canada 2018-10-09


Vernon Brewster Canada 2018-10-09


Byron Flores US 2018-10-09


lewis court Canada 2018-10-09


Ann MacPherson Cornwall, Canada 2018-10-09


Lynn Cook US 2018-10-09


Uffler Patrick France 2018-10-09


Brooklyn Titford Canada 2018-10-09


Michael Lucy UK 2018-10-09


Shirley Ross Beaver Bank, Canada 2018-10-09


Heather Pratt Charlottetown, Canada 2018-10-09


Ann Crouse Chelsea, NS, Canada 2018-10-09


Abigael Estrada Canada 2018-10-09


Nick Lukacs UK 2018-10-09


Gabriella Sharif Canada 2018-10-09


Navjot Kaur Canada 2018-10-09


Noor Tazekout France 2018-10-09


Patrick Markowski Windsor, Canada 2018-10-09







Name Location Date


Coral Thomson Canada 2018-10-09


David webb UK 2018-10-09


Frances Kling Canada 2018-10-10


Kevin Thorpe UK 2018-10-10


Wendy Douglas Canada 2018-10-10


JR Williams Canada 2018-10-10


Marcel Ware US 2018-10-10


Angelika Kowalska UK 2018-10-10


Louise O'Connor Toronto, Canada 2018-10-10


Sharon O'Rourke UK 2018-10-10


OWen Rogers UK 2018-10-10


Donna Linn Canada 2018-10-10


Erin Streit US 2018-10-10


Shanna Brant Canada 2018-10-10


owen fitzgerald UK 2018-10-10


Angela Desroches Canada 2018-10-10


Gary Langley UK 2018-10-10


Alexis Taylor UK 2018-10-10


Tara Stephens Canada 2018-10-10


Max Gerard UK 2018-10-10


Trevor Moodie Canada 2018-10-10


Naeem Arain Canada 2018-10-10







Name Location Date


Rob Latham UK 2018-10-10


Anthony Thevenin Canada 2018-10-10


Lisa Smith US 2018-10-10


grazyna Swolkien Canada 2018-10-10


walt brown Canada 2018-10-10


diehardsteven diehardsteven Falmouth, UK 2018-10-10


Braven MacFarlane Canada 2018-10-11


Jean-Marc Frion Canada 2018-10-11


Mary Marshall US 2018-10-11


Jesenya Jacome Canada 2018-10-11


Nethra MG Canada 2018-10-11


Ishbellah Oldis UK 2018-10-11


Jenny Sandum UK 2018-10-11


Ubon Mitzerange UK 2018-10-11


Natasha Lee UK 2018-10-11


laurie bowron Westville, Canada 2018-10-11


Tara White UK 2018-10-11


Patricia Lepage Canada 2018-10-11


Briana Kozak Canada 2018-10-11


Cynthia Sanderson Canada 2018-10-11


Paul G Howell UK 2018-10-11


Roy Grant Scotsburn, Canada 2018-10-11







Name Location Date


Frank DeBodt Stellarton, Canada 2018-10-11


Joyce Lucas UK 2018-10-11


Thalia Fehr Canada 2018-10-11


Leif Leclaire Canada 2018-10-11


Karen Healy UK 2018-10-11


Lori Hurd Canada 2018-10-11


Alberto Santanilla Canada 2018-10-11


kabous marie louise France 2018-10-12


Barbara Thompson Halifax, Canada 2018-10-12


Cherie Fernandez US 2018-10-12


Linda Dyrda UK 2018-10-12


Nina Trevino US 2018-10-12


Shannon Kennedy US 2018-10-12


Karli Mann Canada 2018-10-12


Carol Russell UK 2018-10-12


Sandra Wuthrich Canada 2018-10-12


Tommy McWhirter UK 2018-10-12


Alex Williams Inverness, Canada 2018-10-12


Heather Mccormick UK 2018-10-12


Samantha Bentley Kings Lynn, England, UK 2018-10-12


Rhys Down UK 2018-10-12


michael atkins UK 2018-10-12







Name Location Date


Alison Walker UK 2018-10-12


Euan Forbes UK 2018-10-12


Shannon Donally Canada 2018-10-12


Mandy Mohart Hamilton, Canada 2018-10-12


Kiana Burrows Canada 2018-10-12


Tim Postma Canada 2018-10-13


Morgan Montanti Canada 2018-10-13


Amber Brownlee Canada 2018-10-13


Harry Hamilton UK 2018-10-13


Samantha Bird UK 2018-10-13


Ed Carden UK 2018-10-13


Stephanie Mclean UK 2018-10-13


John Parkman UK 2018-10-13


James Hill-Perrin UK 2018-10-13


Dragon Wing UK 2018-10-13


Trevor Meadows Balnaguard, UK 2018-10-13


Jayne Baxter Scotland, Scotland, UK 2018-10-13


Mercedes Fernandez US 2018-10-13


Spencer Hall Canada 2018-10-13


Nana-Yaw Karikari-Brobbey UK 2018-10-13


bernie wheeler UK 2018-10-13


Horace Glanville US 2018-10-13







Name Location Date


ROB GIBBS UK 2018-10-13


Clare Stringer UK 2018-10-13


Tara Steere US 2018-10-13


TIMOTHY KINKEAD US 2018-10-14


Stephanie Lewis Canada 2018-10-14


Majka Krzyzaniak Mississauga, Canada 2018-10-14


Jill MacDonald Pictou, Canada 2018-10-14


Phillips George Baddeck, Canada 2018-10-14


Brooke Biggs US 2018-10-14


Holly Brown US 2018-10-15


Michelle Cooper UK 2018-10-15


tom halley France 2018-10-15


Sandra Muir Creston, Canada 2018-10-15


Ramisa Rahman Canada 2018-10-16


Amandove Richardson US 2018-10-16


HSIU CHIEN CHUI Canada 2018-10-16


JANICE CHUI Canada 2018-10-16


Connie Montgomery Hamilton, Canada 2018-10-16


Kim Jenkins Canada 2018-10-16


Shaun Gill UK 2018-10-16


Cindy Tugwell Canada 2018-10-16


Justin Jenkins Brampton, Canada 2018-10-16







Name Location Date


H HC Canada 2018-10-16


Nicole Hermelyn Brampton, Canada 2018-10-17


Magdalena Sanchez Canada 2018-10-17


RUTH SIEGEL US 2018-10-17


sylvia whalen Porters Lake, Canada 2018-10-17


Rebecca Dorrelus US 2018-10-17


Elizabeth Theriault Pictou, Canada 2018-10-17


Donna M. Ormond Frasers Mountain, Canada 2018-10-17


Courtney Garcia US 2018-10-17


Lucia Neira Bogotá, Colombia 2018-10-18


Balqees Jama Canada 2018-10-18


Janis Hain Canada 2018-10-18


Marie Lann Westville, Canada 2018-10-18


Rick Hodorowich US 2018-10-21


Brad Nicolaou Toronto, Canada 2018-10-22


Deanna Hamm Canada 2018-10-23


Kim Botelho Orleans, Canada 2018-10-24


Terence Feather London, UK 2018-10-25


Erica Miller New Glasgow, Canada 2018-10-25


Troy White Montréal, Canada 2018-10-25


Geoff MacDonald Yarmouth, Canada 2018-10-25


Juliann Heighton Scotsburn, Canada 2018-10-25







Name Location Date


wayne macdonald pictou, Canada 2018-10-25


Barry Randle Pictou, Canada 2018-10-25


mark rafuse new glasgow, Canada 2018-10-25


Susan Pollard Bible hill, Canada 2018-10-25


Faye MacDonald Trenton, Canada 2018-10-25


george langstaff Toronto, Canada 2018-10-25


joy Brandon Mt. Pearl, Canada 2018-10-25


J Houser New Glasgow, Canada 2018-10-25


William Schooler Perrysburg, Ohio, US 2018-10-26


Jax Black Markham, Canada 2018-10-26


Nancy Baird Oshawa, Canada 2018-10-26


Jessie Klassen Saint John, Canada 2018-10-26


Karen Smith Peterborough, Canada 2018-10-26


Elizabeth Churchfield Springfield, Tennessee, US 2018-10-26


Karen Boudreault Toronto, Canada 2018-10-26


Orcean Hele Fraserville, Canada 2018-10-26


Joanne Connors Fraserville, Canada 2018-10-26


Jenifer Sunday Port Hope ON, Canada, Canada 2018-10-27


Deborah Gordon Wallace, Canada 2018-10-27


Carrie Bennett ajax, Canada 2018-10-27


Bob Alexander London, Canada 2018-10-27


Marlene Azevedo Toronto, Canada 2018-10-27







Name Location Date


megan wilkie Truro, Canada 2018-10-28


Christine Martin UK 2018-10-29


Joan Good Canada 2018-10-29


Eileen Higbee UK 2018-10-29


Eesha Chahal Canada 2018-10-29


Annette Milne Victoria, Canada 2018-10-30


Marija Stojkoska Oakville, Canada 2018-10-30


Cole Klein Wichita, US 2018-10-30


Ben Reid Belfast, UK 2018-10-30


Oliver Hayes Lancashire, UK 2018-10-30


Cheryl Perlitz Wetaskiwin, Canada 2018-10-30


Colin Fleming Perth, UK 2018-10-30


Neville Austin Toronto, Canada 2018-10-30


Molly Harber Bozeman, US 2018-10-30


marga bosanac Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-30


Theresa Williams Egham, UK 2018-10-30


Michael Payne London, UK 2018-10-30


Victoria Watson-Campbell Rotherham, UK 2018-10-30


Ashley Hunter Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-31


Adam Weston Palm Harbor, US 2018-10-31


JOHN RUTTER TERRE COTTA, Canada 2018-10-31


Max salthouse Bletchley, UK 2018-10-31







Name Location Date


paulette crampton Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-31


joey blake Toronto, Canada 2018-10-31


Angela Sham west kelowna, Canada 2018-10-31


Minerva Manalo UK 2018-10-31


Sara Burow Sussex, US 2018-10-31


Anne Kelly Kamloops, Canada 2018-10-31


ward nelson Nelson, Canada 2018-10-31


Ruth Pryzner Brandon, Canada 2018-10-31


Yvete jallu France 2018-10-31


Jean Marc Nehlig France 2018-10-31


éric Drugeon Toulouse, France 2018-10-31


Peyton Robinson Port Moody, Canada 2018-10-31


Melissa Luckovitch Cornwall, Canada 2018-11-01


Sierra Doucette Taber, Canada 2018-11-01


Jonny Wilcock Lichfield, UK 2018-11-01


Rowan Guy Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-01


Holly Broadhurst UK 2018-11-01


François LE CALVEZ Avon, France 2018-11-01


Charlie Browne Harlow, UK 2018-11-01


Carrie Shelton Miami, US 2018-11-01


Jacqueline Dillon Liverpool, UK 2018-11-01


Gail Van Hezewyk Barrie, Canada 2018-11-01







Name Location Date


Teresa Leon Wrexham, UK 2018-11-02


Chandani Holliday Wakefield, UK 2018-11-02


Perry Glambeck Heinsburg, Canada 2018-11-02


Oceana Free San Diego, US 2018-11-02


Francois de la Giroday los Angeles, US 2018-11-02


Jean-robin Tremblay Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-02


Lynda Haleigh Hemel Hempstead, UK 2018-11-02


Gail Garland Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-02


Toni Hamilton Clawson, Michigan, US 2018-11-02


Max Xam Canada 2018-11-02


Eric Soller Ashton-under-lyne, UK 2018-11-02


Megan Stanion Brixham, UK 2018-11-02


Derek Valentine UK 2018-11-02


Jay MacGregor Rendlesham, UK 2018-11-02


Stuart Pike Stalybridge, UK 2018-11-02


Louise Watts UK 2018-11-02


Adam Ellis Airdrie, Canada 2018-11-02


kat ridenour sandy, Utah, US 2018-11-02


David Musa UK 2018-11-02


Adrian Davies Knighton, UK 2018-11-02


Edna Rangel Poole, UK 2018-11-02


Robert Hanisco Hamilton, Canada 2018-11-03







Name Location Date


Stephen Hall Akron, US 2018-11-03


Jovinita Meisenbach Crescent city, US 2018-11-03


Lisa Griffin Stockport, UK 2018-11-03


James RH Romford, UK 2018-11-03


C Heyes Claygate, UK 2018-11-03


Marianne Finnie Comox, Canada 2018-11-03


Lauren VonderMuhll Surrey, Canada 2018-11-03


Commander Bly Victoria, Canada 2018-11-03


Lisa-Marie Laurin Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-11-04


Jessica Doyle Ottawa, Canada 2018-11-04


jane turner newbury, UK 2018-11-04


Leon Owers Hull, UK 2018-11-04


Wendy Pooley Ashford, UK 2018-11-04


Carole Mitchell Winsford, UK 2018-11-04


Linda Brown Montague, Canada 2018-11-04


Melody Dunn Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-04


Ricky LaFon Mckinney, US 2018-11-04


Leon Hopkins Llanelli, UK 2018-11-04


Mai Thanh Nguyen Guildford, UK 2018-11-04


Sherrill Futrell Davis, California, US 2018-11-04


Kris Kolamaliki Houston, US 2018-11-04


Isabel Bremner Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-04







Name Location Date


Azin Dolatabadi Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-11-05


Hong D Toronto, Canada 2018-11-05


banana banana Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-05


Suky Garcha Scraptoft, UK 2018-11-05


Claire Candow Elizabethtown, Canada 2018-11-05


j r New York, US 2018-11-05


Mick C Shipley, UK 2018-11-05


LEEEEEEEEEEROY
JENKINSSSSSSS


Findlay, US 2018-11-05


Brian Derkach Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-05


Rainey Becker Victoria, Canada 2018-11-05


Dawn Bernardin Prince George, Canada 2018-11-05


Chelsea Wilkins-Fortune Surprise, US 2018-11-05


Bill Bayley Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-11-05


Sandra Adam Mattice, Canada 2018-11-05


Rosemary Granger Cardiff, UK 2018-11-05


christian white Kokomo, US 2018-11-05


David Smith Toronto, Canada 2018-11-05


Fang Zou Toronto, Canada 2018-11-06


Clements Verhoeven Creston BC, Canada 2018-11-06


Lauren Bishop St. John's, Canada 2018-11-06


Dalia Dargazli Toronto, Canada 2018-11-06







Name Location Date


Shalan Davis Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-06


Sarvesh Prasad Canada 2018-11-06


Peter Ainsworth Preston, UK 2018-11-06


Mathieu Duval Québec, Canada 2018-11-06


Erika Goodwin Calgary, Canada 2018-11-06


Raleigh koritz Minneapolis, US 2018-11-06


manuela ribeiro Paris, France 2018-11-06


joanne chalmers Newquay, UK 2018-11-06


Arthur Melanson Pointe-du-Chêne, Canada 2018-11-06


Tam Buyers Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-06


Sandra Brand Baselland, Switzerland 2018-11-06


KA Burke London, Canada 2018-11-06


Bridget Dawe Bridgend, UK 2018-11-06


alice hammond leeds, UK 2018-11-06


Tim Dalgliesh Battle, UK 2018-11-07


C Hale Westville, Canada 2018-11-08


Robin Jardine Pictou, Canada 2018-11-08


Jelica Roland Split, Croatia 2018-11-08


shaun mclean Sinclair's island., Canada 2018-11-08


Marion Taylor New Glasgow, Canada 2018-11-08


Michael Friedmann Bronx, US 2018-11-08


Véronique Laurin Drummondville, Canada 2018-11-11







Name Location Date


michele rule Concord, US 2018-11-11


lyle elder montreal quebec, Canada 2018-11-14


R Procyk Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-14


Florent Fourcaudot 00, France 2018-11-14


Kasey Watkins Truro, UK 2018-11-14


denis jacky France 2018-11-14


Taya Carver Meopham, UK 2018-11-14


Gina Albanese New York, New York, US 2018-11-14


Benjy Barrett-Miles Honiton, UK 2018-11-14


Dean Gleeson bridge of weir, UK 2018-11-14


lily summers chicago, US 2018-11-14


Mackinzie Moliere Leeds, UK 2018-11-15


Shawn Dogra Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-15


J Mirams Cheadle Hulme, UK 2018-11-15


Mitchell Quondam Canada 2018-11-15


Jack Baker Rancho Murieta, US 2018-11-15


William Craig Sacramento, US 2018-11-15


M A Godiin Sudbury, Canada 2018-11-15


Charmaine Clayton Kanata, Canada 2018-11-15


guy simo Milwaukee, US 2018-11-15


Rubilla Javaid LONDON, UK 2018-11-15


S E Paris, France 2018-11-15







Name Location Date


Jasmine Thomson Brampton, Canada 2018-11-15


Maria Thomsen Camberley, UK 2018-11-15


Carrie Dove Minot, US 2018-11-15


Ken Getty Tecumseh, Canada 2018-11-15


Heather Barnhill West Point, New York, US 2018-11-15


Scott Palmer Shrewsbury, UK 2018-11-15


Carolyn Howard Toronto, Canada 2018-11-15


Sarah Barnhill Palm Harbor, Florida, US 2018-11-15


Stephanie Bacmeyer Lloydminster, Canada 2018-11-15


Anson Lo Reading, UK 2018-11-15


Jeanette Delisle Choiceland, Canada 2018-11-15


Thai Nham Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-15


Rick Turner Antigonish, Canada 2018-11-15


Raymond P FAIRWEATHER Calgary, Canada 2018-11-15


claire Blackburn Cardiff, UK 2018-11-15


Stacey Rhindress Calgary, Canada 2018-11-15


Sonia Gougnard Landerneau, France 2018-11-15


Larry Barnhill Bloomington, Indiana, US 2018-11-15


Sandy Crawford Canada 2018-11-15


John Dominski Windsor, Canada 2018-11-16


Michael Johnson Costa Mesa, US 2018-11-16


Josh Walker Lindfield, UK 2018-11-16







Name Location Date


Madeleine de Pinto UK 2018-11-16


Megan Michell Gillingham, UK 2018-11-16


Catherine Feather Birmingham, UK 2018-11-16


Jonathan Islas Sacramento, US 2018-11-16


Sergio Solis New York, US 2018-11-16


Chip Zelinsky Strathmore, Canada 2018-11-16


Tyler Nolen Hacienda Heights, US 2018-11-16


David Hayden Stellarton, Canada 2018-11-16


Stevie Norris Fredericton, Canada 2018-11-17


sylvain Clav France 2018-11-18


Jesse Moore Kentville, Canada 2018-11-18


April B Montréal, Canada 2018-11-19


Margaret Barnhill Fort Myers, Florida, US 2018-11-20


Rojhea Binns Brampton, Canada 2018-11-20


Lukas Gibson Brampton, Canada 2018-11-20


Sherrilyn Taylor Cloverdale, NS, Canada 2018-11-20


Jose Hernandez El Paso, US 2018-11-21


Linda Putman Surrey, Canada 2018-11-21


Tyler Perrier-Ehrlich Canada 2018-11-21


Kristupas Liskauskas Ilford, UK 2018-11-21


Shane Pilgrim Dartmouth, Canada 2018-11-21


Chris Sinclair STILLWATER, Canada 2018-11-21







Name Location Date


Janette Pierechod Stroud, UK 2018-11-21


Patricia Lennon London, UK 2018-11-21


Andrew Williams Kentville, Canada 2018-11-21


Eamon Clancey Wolfville, Canada 2018-11-21


Tom Raymond Trowbridge, UK 2018-11-21


Manuela Kesseler Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-11-21


Leonie Metz Canada 2018-11-21


Kathy Rose Inverness, Canada 2018-11-21


Therese Harvey Halifax, Canada 2018-11-21


Keri Harrison Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-11-21


Tyson Prosser Bridgewater, Canada 2018-11-21


Adam Ostli Halifax, Canada 2018-11-21


Alexandra Leeming Docking, UK 2018-11-22


Magdalena Villacorta Gatineau, Canada 2018-11-22


Rebeca Muir Harrogate, UK 2018-11-22


Ryan Kapica Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-22


Barbara Hance Chilliwack, Canada 2018-11-22


Paul griffiths Luton, UK 2018-11-22


Danielle Foskett Bassingbourn, UK 2018-11-22


Donna Leal Rugby, UK 2018-11-22


Anne Marie Dalton Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22


John Jones Hubbards, Canada 2018-11-22







Name Location Date


Natalie Wood Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22


lété florence coizard-joches, France 2018-11-22


trebouta louis France 2018-11-22


Samuel Lasnier Saint-Jean-Sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-11-22


Josue Juarez Fort Payne, US 2018-11-22


Skye Gerro Devon, Canada 2018-11-22


Daniel Zhang Victoria, Canada 2018-11-22


Fawzia Kara-Isitt Northwood, UK 2018-11-22


Lucie Boutin Mérignac, France 2018-11-22


SERGE CAPDEVILLE Colomiers, France 2018-11-22


Amelia Wade Okotoks, Canada 2018-11-22


Sharon Essery Cambridge, Canada 2018-11-22


Clare Buchanan Chester, UK 2018-11-22


Lyse Lemieux Wickham, UK 2018-11-22


Georgie Atkinson Bournemouth, UK 2018-11-22


Katie Caeder London, UK 2018-11-22


George Carey Bromsgrove, UK 2018-11-22


Jeff Urquhart Stellarton, Canada 2018-11-22


Jayne Atkinson Middlewich, UK 2018-11-22


Vernon Totten Kanata, Canada 2018-11-22


Meghan McMorris Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22


Karl cresswell Denton, UK 2018-11-22







Name Location Date


Gabriel Epprecht Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22


Alex Smith Bournemouth, UK 2018-11-22


Ellis Roddick Pictou, Canada 2018-11-22


Remi Painter London, UK 2018-11-22


Laura and Philip Taylor Stirling, Canada 2018-11-22


Anna Williams Fulwood, UK 2018-11-22


Joanna Bull Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22


Geoff Le Boutillier Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-11-22


Cody Pumphrey Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-22


елена кудимова бровары, Ukraine 2018-11-22


Eileen pearson Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-11-22


Sarah Heaton Marsden, UK 2018-11-22


Catherine Pross Lunenburg, Canada 2018-11-22


Ian Reid Lakefield, Canada 2018-11-22


Owen Dalton Norman, US 2018-11-22


Emily Mallon Silver Spring, US 2018-11-22


Ashley Brown Steyning, UK 2018-11-22


Doug Schlink Old Lyme, Connecticut, US 2018-11-22


Sue Ecclestone Shelburne, Canada 2018-11-22


Douglas Hunter Bitterne Manor, UK 2018-11-22


Janet Bennett Halifax, UK 2018-11-22


kev sheahan Liverpool, UK 2018-11-22







Name Location Date


Karen Cook canning, Canada 2018-11-22


Needa Ashraf Sutton Coldfield, UK 2018-11-23


Lee Fearnley Surrey, Canada 2018-11-23


Melina Geoheli Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-23


Stephen Simpson Micklefield, UK 2018-11-23


Dominique Mosel Montréal, Canada 2018-11-23


Zélie El Hassouni--Sarazin Saco, US 2018-11-23


Melicent Leblond Le Havre, France 2018-11-23


Randy Danian Glasgow, UK 2018-11-23


mercedes garrido France 2018-11-23


Sayhyaprakash Ranganath Glasgow, Scotland, UK 2018-11-23


shirley cooksley Alveston, UK 2018-11-23


Jack Gremory LEED, UK 2018-11-23


Manon Boileau France 2018-11-23


kerry dykeman Thorburn, Canada 2018-11-23


Olivia Smith Durham, UK 2018-11-23


Leanne Webb Truro, UK 2018-11-23


Tom Miller Westville, Canada 2018-11-23


allen beard Dukinfield, UK 2018-11-23


Rosie mai Iredale Bristol, UK 2018-11-23


MACCARIO MARGUERITE ajaccio, France 2018-11-23


Fanon Fanon Hermelinghen, France 2018-11-23







Name Location Date


Kelly Hall Toronto, Canada 2018-11-23


denis harquevaux France 2018-11-23


Yvonne Marshall Cheltenham, UK 2018-11-23


B. J. Van Camp Memphis, US 2018-11-23


Siobhan Leen Aberdeen, UK 2018-11-23


Susan Ingimundson Victoria, Canada 2018-11-23


elya holmes-rol France 2018-11-23


Christian Melendez El Paso, US 2018-11-23


Emmett Curley New Glasgow, NS, Canada 2018-11-23


Carole Hagen Hillsboro, US 2018-11-23


maggie norman Earl Shilton, UK 2018-11-23


Morris Torpedo Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-11-23


Christine Ennew Colchester, UK 2018-11-23


Ruben Carter UK 2018-11-23


Karen Routledge London, UK 2018-11-23


laribi samir Cachan, France 2018-11-23


Eleri Price Bangor, UK 2018-11-23


Marie-Claire Arentsen Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-23


Generosa Palmares Toronto, Canada 2018-11-23


Raja Jeevagan Scarborough, Canada 2018-11-23


Kristen Northrup Fredericton, Canada 2018-11-24


Kristin Houlette BENTON, US 2018-11-24







Name Location Date


Sarah Corsetti Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-24


Natasha Villagra Calgary, Canada 2018-11-24


Isabella Robinson London, UK 2018-11-24


Jake Brawn Ontario, Canada 2018-11-24


Ann Thurston Stockport, UK 2018-11-24


Kora Wallis Toulouse, France 2018-11-24


Rosie Gyde Saltford, UK 2018-11-24


Emilie BONANNO Vitry-sur-seine, France 2018-11-24


Michael Haywood Saint Leonards-on-sea, UK 2018-11-24


Holly Prest Didsbury, Canada 2018-11-24


Natalie Evermann Ottawa, Canada 2018-11-24


abd ama France 2018-11-24


Julia Pijewska Peterborough, UK 2018-11-24


Bruno Gomes Gennevilliers, France 2018-11-24


Amanda BONET France 2018-11-24


Barry Stephens Holmer Green, UK 2018-11-24


Teresa Yau Scarborough, Canada 2018-11-24


Josée-Ann Cloutier Halifax, Canada 2018-11-24


Natalie Grazier Birstall, UK 2018-11-24


Andrw duffie kalispell, US 2018-11-24


Malisa Lazzinnaro Kamloops, Canada 2018-11-24


Kate Gavin Sale, UK 2018-11-24







Name Location Date


Jessica Shoesmith Hamilton, Canada 2018-11-24


Vaneesa Foley Saint Helier, Jersey 2018-11-24


h. kramer Netherlands 2018-11-25


Mehdi Laffi France 2018-11-25


Manohar Sahota Brampton, Canada 2018-11-25


Connor Freimuth Kimberly, US 2018-11-25


Tyleka Blackwell Coatesville, US 2018-11-25


Sebastian Kelly Alberta, Canada 2018-11-25


Dylan Hong Calgary, Canada 2018-11-25


Savannah Wright Everson, US 2018-11-25


Nina Nguyen Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-25


Susan Mosing Wisconsin Rapids, US 2018-11-25


Dawn Spencer Clearwater, Canada 2018-11-25


Matys Szlos Bronx, US 2018-11-25


Philippe RECLUS Issoire, France 2018-11-25


Paula Mali Surrey, Canada 2018-11-25


Sam Groarke London, UK 2018-11-25


FELIX CAT Memeville, US 2018-11-25


Brian Barrett Falkirk, UK 2018-11-25


paoli christophe Les Ulis, France 2018-11-25


Andy Craig London, UK 2018-11-25


Milla Waldron UK 2018-11-25







Name Location Date


Diana Friedman Valley Stream, US 2018-11-25


Oscar Hogan-Paul Sydney, Canada 2018-11-25


Nino Delgado Brest, France 2018-11-25


Abigail Peterson Warrior, US 2018-11-25


Sam Bruno Canada 2018-11-25


Dark no Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-11-25


Lai Anh Ngoc Paris, France 2018-11-25


Zoe Smith Scholes, UK 2018-11-25


Sarah Ronschak London, UK 2018-11-25


Shelby Moniuk Canada 2018-11-25


Connie Vance Strwiacke, Canada 2018-11-25


Laura Milton Calgary, Canada 2018-11-25


Mason Coveyduc-Brown Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-25


Martha Richards Bristol, UK 2018-11-25


Kate McMaster Ogden, US 2018-11-25


Michael Weinstein Naples, US 2018-11-25


Mark Eldridge Cardiff, UK 2018-11-25


Abigail Benson Hampshire, UK 2018-11-25


Pedro Gomez Marvejols, France 2018-11-25


Filip Gawecki Hartlepool, UK 2018-11-25


Derlan Wilmot Bay Shore, US 2018-11-25


Eddie Bourn Mill Hill, UK 2018-11-25







Name Location Date


Elsa Lee Cerritos, US 2018-11-25


Hit Or miss Ajax, Canada 2018-11-26


Elly Huang Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-11-26


Emmanuel Orozco Surprise, US 2018-11-26


Penny Maxted Sutton, UK 2018-11-26


Syed Measum Atlanta, Spain 2018-11-26


Leah Klaassen Warman, Canada 2018-11-26


Peter Kubakh Wheeling, US 2018-11-26


Kelsee Sharp Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-11-26


Hélène Labrèche Orléans, Canada 2018-11-26


Aaron lauritsen Calgary, Canada 2018-11-26


Jerrod Mcclain Vacaville, US 2018-11-26


greg mead Chippenham, UK 2018-11-26


Richard Clemens Victoria, B.C., US 2018-11-26


James Neal US 2018-11-26


Roger Palmer Callington, UK 2018-11-26


Denay Wood Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-26


solange theodule MIAMI, US 2018-11-27


Tricia Bruyere Pine Falls, Canada 2018-11-27


Jade Maxwell Peak Forest, UK 2018-11-27


Cindy Burkett Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-27


Wendy Finlay Markham, Canada 2018-11-27







Name Location Date


KATHRYN STEPHEN Ottawa, Canada 2018-11-27


Emma Springett Scotland, UK 2018-11-27


Ginette Garceau Gatineau, Canada 2018-11-27


Arshi Sahunja Oakville, Canada 2018-11-27


Zoe Filiatrault Moncton, Canada 2018-11-27


Cindy Bachynski Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-27


CHJ Peters Netherlands 2018-11-28


Stefani Sulaver Burnaby, Canada 2018-11-28


John Davies Skegness, England, UK 2018-11-28


melanie marsh greater manchester, UK 2018-11-28


Courtney Palmer Chatham, Canada 2018-11-29


Jesse Jenner Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-29


Barb Kevis Port Alberni, Canada 2018-11-29


Brandy Moyen port alberni, Canada 2018-11-29


Aster Abraham Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-29


Allan Reid Fredericton, Canada 2018-11-29


Don Kevis Port Alberni, Canada 2018-11-29


Snow Whiteking Minneapolis, US 2018-11-29


Joan Andre Victoria, Canada 2018-11-29


Shoreen F St. Catharines, ON, Canada 2018-11-29


Skylar Knox Minto New Brunswick, Canada 2018-11-30


May Minty Beaverton, US 2018-11-30







Name Location Date


Savannah Smith Calgary, Canada 2018-11-30


Angelina Whittle Central District, Hong Kong 2018-11-30


alexandra Lefebvre Longueuil, Canada 2018-11-30


Kathryn Adkisson Seattle, US 2018-11-30


Leka White Springfield, US 2018-11-30


Lasha Wells Saint Petersburg, US 2018-11-30


Linda Mozol Winnipeg, Canada 2018-12-01


Dan Wicks Port Alberni, Canada 2018-12-01


Alexis Gomez Charlevoix, US 2018-12-01


Robert Nicholls Sebastopol, Australia 2018-12-01


Vili Pietarinen Espoo, Finland 2018-12-01


Beth Torres US 2018-12-01


Cassidy Wagner Aurora, US 2018-12-01


Kevin Vroman Table Grove, US 2018-12-01


Alison Sweet Halifax, Canada 2018-12-02


Samm Kerri Dartmouth, Canada 2018-12-02


Lachlan Renwick Halifax, Canada 2018-12-02


Elaine Chang Toronto, Canada 2018-12-02


Alex Sutton Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-12-02


HEIDI BENDER Kitchener, Canada 2018-12-02


Sandra Munroe Halifax, Canada 2018-12-02


Tori Shearn Smithfield, US 2018-12-03







Name Location Date


Rj Bowers Kennetcook, Canada 2018-12-03


Julianna Levin Washington, US 2018-12-03


Brian Gifford Halifax, Canada 2018-12-04


Emma Porter Courtenay, Canada 2018-12-04


Alicia Haugen Nanaimo, Canada 2018-12-05


Teale Joyce Westville, Canada 2018-12-05


ZIANI Kouider France 2018-12-05


Maggie Wormall Brooke, UK 2018-12-05


Lino Poli Bronxville, US 2018-12-05


Philip Milostan Brownsville, US 2018-12-05


Elodie picard tourrette levens, France 2018-12-05


Jim &gt;Guild Halifax, Canada 2018-12-05


Jordy Bony Lyon, France 2018-12-05


Kiahn Gowenlock Manchester, UK 2018-12-05


Renata Moretti Orleans, Canada 2018-12-06


Hena Momotaj Newcastle, UK 2018-12-06


Jacob Roberts Madisonville, US 2018-12-06


Julie Zhu Bayside, US 2018-12-06


Landon Flach Castleton On Hudson, US 2018-12-06


Vianna T Richmond hill, Canada 2018-12-06


Warren Custer Pelican Narrows, Canada 2018-12-07


Richard Wurtz Blockhouse, Canada 2018-12-07







Name Location Date


Marco Poffa Saskatoon, Canada 2018-12-07


Mathia Brigitte France 2018-12-07


Andrew Deucher Vass, US 2018-12-07


Clémence Herbet France 2018-12-07


Kathryn Hyndman Brandon, Canada 2018-12-07


Thomas Rumble Kitchener, Canada 2018-12-07


Josue crosa Paris, France 2018-12-07


Katie Parr Lincoln, UK 2018-12-07


Allyson Burgess Mckinney, US 2018-12-07


Ashley Hamasaki Las Vegas, US 2018-12-08


Danny Pasoan Winnipeg, Canada 2018-12-08


françoise zita metthey France 2018-12-08


Jane Reynolds Fougere, France 2018-12-08


SHENGLI LI Jericho, US 2018-12-08


aastha gupta New Orleans, US 2018-12-08


Angie Wakelam Colebatch, UK 2018-12-08


Tanya Huizinga Whitby, Canada 2018-12-08


Lynn Bergren Geneseo, US 2018-12-08


Ryan Supples Buffalo, US 2018-12-08


Corey Bissett Canada 2018-12-08


Ravinder Singh Maple, Canada 2018-12-09


Suzanne Lee Bury Saint Edmunds, UK 2018-12-09







Name Location Date


Juliette Bunuel Paris, France 2018-12-09


Anne Sophie moyon Saint-Nazaire, France 2018-12-09


Bryan Mannion pinxton, UK 2018-12-09


Alex Inglis Edinburgh, UK 2018-12-09


Marla Cameron Pictou, Canada 2018-12-10


Jeanne-Mance Robichaud Porters Lake, Canada 2018-12-10


Sandra Walsh New Glasgow, Canada 2018-12-10


Sarah Gray Halifax, Canada 2018-12-10


Yes No Dallas, US 2018-12-10


Lane Cormier Hopewell, Canada 2018-12-10


jasmine burke El Dorado Hills, US 2018-12-10


Matthew Peppard New Glasgow, Canada 2018-12-10


Sally Rohde Priceville, Canada 2018-12-10


Cathy Grant Halifax, Canada 2018-12-10


Annette LeBlanc Petit-Rocher, Canada 2018-12-10


evelyne lili France 2018-12-10


Marina Llamas Brighton, UK 2018-12-10


Genevieve Donin Toronto, Canada 2018-12-10


Colton Anderson Pictou, Canada 2018-12-10


Gary Greene Stellarton, Canada 2018-12-10


Megan Carter Canada 2018-12-10


Regan MacCarthy Caribou island, Canada 2018-12-10







Name Location Date


Jordan Macleod New glagow, Wisconsin, US 2018-12-10


zach cormier stellarton, Canada 2018-12-10


Jordan Manuel Wolfville, Canada 2018-12-10


Raymond Fougere Halifax, Canada 2018-12-11


Cassidy O'Hearn Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11


Kyle MacArthur Fredericton, Canada 2018-12-11


julie adams Saint Mellons, UK 2018-12-11


Jeremy O'Hearn Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11


Louisa Donelan Toronto, Canada 2018-12-11


Candace Jack Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11


Maureen Tilson-Dyment Grimsby, Canada 2018-12-11


Joanne MacMaster Halifax, Canada 2018-12-11


Matt Bakker Montréal, Canada 2018-12-11


Victoria Richard Moncton, Canada 2018-12-11


Bryanna Osorio Waukegan, US 2018-12-11


Richard Elliott Port Howe, Canada 2018-12-11


Mairi Munn Cupar, Scotland, UK 2018-12-11


Layla Shelleman biglerville, US 2018-12-11


Zack Ward Digby, Canada 2018-12-11


Helen Doherty Baddeck, Canada 2018-12-11


Ben Elliott Pictou county, Canada 2018-12-11


Jennifer Rose Lethbridge, Canada 2018-12-11







Name Location Date


Kim Scaravelli Halifax, Canada 2018-12-11


Noah Clark Merrimack, US 2018-12-11


Adrienne MacNeil Wolfville, Canada 2018-12-11


Pamela VARY Winnipeg, Canada 2018-12-11


Kassie Hicken Stratford, Canada 2018-12-11


Felicity C Dallas, US 2018-12-11


rob mackean Sydney, Canada 2018-12-11


Maribel Marulanda New York, US 2018-12-11


Laura Scaravelli Canada 2018-12-11


Austin Anonymous Canada 2018-12-11


Melissa Anonymous Dartmouth, Canada 2018-12-11


Coby Diamond NEW GLASGOW, Canada 2018-12-11


John Bailey tallahassee, US 2018-12-11


Ricky Cormier Cap-pelé, Canada 2018-12-11


Sydnie Cameron Sydney, Canada 2018-12-11


bouabdelli floriane le pradet, France 2018-12-11


Ashley Ward Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-12-11


Annette Long-stinnett Tahlequah, Oklahoma, US 2018-12-11


Brandon Evangelista Hamilton, Canada 2018-12-11


CHRISTIAN MARTINEZ Biscarrosse, France 2018-12-11


Joan Carpenter New Glasgow, Canada 2018-12-12


collin nickerson Clark's Harbour, Canada 2018-12-12







Name Location Date


Rosemsry Amadeo Amadeo Boston, US 2018-12-12


Mike MacGillivray Toronto, Canada 2018-12-12


Doug Chapman Sydney, Canada 2018-12-12


Kenneth Lai Markham, Canada 2018-12-12


Elise Adams Canmore, Canada 2018-12-12


Ella Nya Goulette Madeira Park, Canada 2018-12-12


Garry Vacheresse Ottawa Ontario, Canada 2018-12-12


Chris Merry Newport, Canada 2018-12-12


Zoe Neudorf Nelson, Canada 2018-12-12


Swaroop kottapalli Hyderabad, India 2018-12-12


Vass TheSupersaiyan France 2018-12-12


capra maryvonne France 2018-12-12


aumage gilles France 2018-12-12


Anthony Barath Toronto, Canada 2018-12-12


Rita Barca Dallas, US 2018-12-12


Gigi Lopez Rockville, US 2018-12-12


Brittney ChRisty West Covina, US 2018-12-12


sarah fineour Buffalo, US 2018-12-12


Bob Copenace Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-12-12


Kelly Benedict Ellershouse, Canada 2018-12-12


Robert Jamison London, Canada 2018-12-12


Jamie Soave Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-12-12







Name Location Date


Charley Benard France 2018-12-12


Duncan Christopher Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-12


Zaria van Oranje Shepherds Bush, UK 2018-12-12


Ava Kutach Manvel, US 2018-12-12


Yassyeater Yateme Shreveport, US 2018-12-12


semogi aime Gilbert montreal, Canada 2018-12-12


vivian Kiefer Odem, US 2018-12-12


John Leopold Halifax, Canada 2018-12-13


Erin Kryschuk Prince George, Canada 2018-12-13


Tina God love Meridian, US 2018-12-13


Cynthia Mussard Montpellier, France 2018-12-13


Tom Macleod Pictou, Canada 2018-12-13


Anna Randell Canmore, Canada 2018-12-13


Lynn Henderson Calgary, Canada 2018-12-13


Brad Nelson Eagle, US 2018-12-13


Angelina Hon San Leandro, US 2018-12-13


Robert Tarrant Peachland, Canada 2018-12-13


mackenzie Covington Clearfield, US 2018-12-13


Andrew Mitson Lizard, UK 2018-12-13


Audrey Macdonald Moncton, Canada 2018-12-13


Laura Lloyd Calgary, Canada 2018-12-13


Sati Byers Quispamsis, Canada 2018-12-14







Name Location Date


Griffin LaVigne Hood River, US 2018-12-14


Mary Cornum Sanford, Colorado, US 2018-12-14


Utkarsh Nath Fremont, US 2018-12-14


Shawna-Raye King Georgina, Canada 2018-12-14


Cheryl Duivesteyn Cambridge, Canada 2018-12-14


Stephany Byrd Port Saint Lucie, US 2018-12-14


chris kincade saltspring island, Canada 2018-12-14


Qistina Hasshim Kuala Lumpur, UK 2018-12-14


Caroline Fitzgerald Nottingham, UK 2018-12-14


N A Worksop, UK 2018-12-14


Ged Bannon Manchester, UK 2018-12-14


niamh spilsbury Eccleshall, UK 2018-12-14


Manon Verchere France 2018-12-14


nooty dj sparta, US 2018-12-14


Laurence SEGEAR France 2018-12-14


Joey Chapman Halifax, Canada 2018-12-14


Andrew Neill Laird Portugal Cove-St. Philip's, Canada 2018-12-14


Pierre Rouchouse lyon, France 2018-12-14


Melinda Chpman Halifax, Canada 2018-12-14


Jake Warner US 2018-12-14


Heather Powell Melancthon, Canada 2018-12-14


Shelley Pritchard Hamilton, Canada 2018-12-14







Name Location Date


Payton Preston Summerland, Canada 2018-12-15


Justin McClean Canada 2018-12-15


Kimberly Wall Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-12-15


Maria Bach Newton Abbot, UK 2018-12-15


bianca zen Milan, Italy 2018-12-16


Anita Kwok Toronto, Canada 2018-12-16


diane ireland Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-16


Michael Piekutowski Brampton, Canada 2018-12-16


Daniel Stein Barrie, Canada 2018-12-17


Taylor Hodgins Halifax, Canada 2018-12-17


Jordan Macleod Halifax, Canada 2018-12-17


Carl Jensen Cow Bay, Canada 2018-12-17


Pamela Bolton Hampton, Canada 2018-12-17


Marie Lannigan Sudbury, Canada 2018-12-17


Elizabeth Bolton Walton, Canada 2018-12-17


Gianfranco Ronchin Sarnia, Canada 2018-12-17


Andrew Browne Vancouver, Canada 2018-12-17


Jordan Angle Dartmouth, Canada 2018-12-17


Cain Ford Asheville, US 2018-12-17


Kathy Vargyas Ancaster, Canada 2018-12-17


Natalie Gunther Bronxville, US 2018-12-17


Gary Bolton Hampton, Canada 2018-12-17







Name Location Date


Dancho Danov Varna, Bulgaria 2018-12-18


Saša Kovač Pivka, Slovenia 2018-12-18


cindy linares Van Nuys, US 2018-12-18


Natalie Kane Swansea, UK 2018-12-18


Melissa St-jean Moonbeam, Canada 2018-12-19


Sheila Brand Toronto, Canada 2018-12-19


Linda Forbes Mississauga, Canada 2018-12-19


Chloe Roy Evans, US 2018-12-19


Joe Paravan Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-20


Lorainne MacDonald Ontario, Canada 2018-12-21


daniel gréaux France 2018-12-23


Esteban Nada Noirmoutier-en-l'Île, France 2018-12-24


Joanne Spears Canada 2018-12-25


Rik Burns Ashland, Oregon, US 2018-12-28


Hasenfuss Sebastian BOSTON, Massachusetts, US 2018-12-31


Mathilde Epifanie Davayat, France 2019-01-06


Linda Ferns Courtenay, Canada 2019-02-02


Dahlia ChanTang Ville Saint-Laurent, Canada 2019-02-03


Brian Pollard Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-03


Rebecca Viau Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-03


Dixon Anne Toronto, Canada 2019-02-03


Suzanne Girard-Fortier Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-03







Name Location Date


navdeep Bariana Ontario, Canada 2019-02-03


Donalda MacDonald Inverness, Canada 2019-02-03


sheila MacDonald New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-03


Gina Ko Calgary, Canada 2019-02-03


Jack Perry Victoria, Canada 2019-02-03


Sylvia Love Central West River, Canada 2019-02-03


Richard Michaud Halifax, Canada 2019-02-03


Todd Donald Canada 2019-02-04


Ray Hayman Canada 2019-02-04


Rankin MacKeil Caribou, Canada 2019-02-04


Dwayne Heighton River John, Canada 2019-02-04


Adam Stewart Canada 2019-02-04


Amy Fraser Scotsburn, Canada 2019-02-04


Eric Anderson New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-04


Robert MacKean Caribou River, NS, Canada 2019-02-04


Katie Green New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-04


Michelle Davey Pictou, Canada 2019-02-04


Tyler Eckert Halethorpe, US 2019-02-04


Micah Alexander Fairfax, US 2019-02-04


Alexander Biaggi Greensboro, US 2019-02-04


Jeremiah Allen Tyler, US 2019-02-04


Marco Lanteigne Miscou, Canada 2019-02-04







Name Location Date


Robert Trowbridge St. Peter's Bay, Canada 2019-02-04


sharran anne Cameron Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-04


Zack Nicholas PLFN, Canada 2019-02-04


sylvie chiasson miscou, Canada 2019-02-04


Chiasson Bertrand Calgary, Canada 2019-02-04


William Jamieson Calgary, Canada 2019-02-04


Lorrianne Bois Collingwood, Canada 2019-02-04


Shaelene Thomas New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-04


Francois Tardif Gaspé, Canada 2019-02-04


Kailyn Cameron Trenton, Canada 2019-02-04


Samantha Francis Pictou Landing, Canada 2019-02-04


Ashley Cooke San Jose, California, US 2019-02-05


Ann Lawton Dartmouth, NS, Canada 2019-02-05


Jake Ward Miscou, Canada 2019-02-05


Nikko Mcgraw Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05


Jolaine Guignard Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05


Melanie Gaudet Caraquet, Canada 2019-02-05


Audrey St-Pierre Canada 2019-02-05


Dominic Larocque Moncton, Canada 2019-02-05


Mike Ward Miscou, Canada 2019-02-05


maude roussel Moncton, Canada 2019-02-05


Mathieu Toth Lameque, Canada 2019-02-05







Name Location Date


Audrey Godin Caraquet, Canada 2019-02-05


robert mackenzie pictou, Canada 2019-02-05


Mary Ann Gonneau Bracebridge, Canada 2019-02-05


Renaud Robichaud Moncton, Canada 2019-02-05


Adam Bachour Ajax, Canada 2019-02-05


Angeline Sewell Nanaimo, Canada 2019-02-05


Hazel MacLellan Pictou, Canada 2019-02-05


Jennie Stevens Trenton, Canada 2019-02-05


Marie-Kim Guignard Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05


Trisha Goodrick Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-05


James Russell Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-05


Eugene Fortune Toney River, Canada 2019-02-05


Don Creighton New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-05


Randy Rutherford Clifton, Canada 2019-02-05


Melanie Langille river john, Canada 2019-02-05


Darren Landry Trenton, Canada 2019-02-05


Sandrine Desjardins Shippagan, Canada 2019-02-05


Cynthia Robicheau Meteghan, Canada 2019-02-05


Catherine Robichaud Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05


Chris Mazeroll Little Brook, Canada 2019-02-05


francois bourneuf Halifax, Canada 2019-02-06


Shelley Cunningham Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06







Name Location Date


Caroline Bezeau Shippagan, Canada 2019-02-06


Devin White antigonish, Canada 2019-02-06


Wayne Denny Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-06


Claude Savoie Grand Rapids, Canada 2019-02-06


deana Shaw Landry Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06


Janie Craig River John, Canada 2019-02-06


Brett Denny Eskasoni, Canada 2019-02-06


Shawna Hynes Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06


Mark Terry Ptbo, Canada 2019-02-06


Ashley Walshe Canada 2019-02-06


Ola Marasco Hauula, US 2019-02-06


Julia Coons Langley, Canada 2019-02-06


Heather DeLory Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06


Odette Comeau Saulnierville Station, Canada 2019-02-06


Patricia Kermath Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06


Cathy Hiscott Stellarton, Canada 2019-02-06


Caitlin Johnson Amherst, Canada 2019-02-06


Debbie Sharpe RR2 Scotsburn, Canada 2019-02-06


jenny Moldovan Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06


Kim Davison West Chester, US 2019-02-06


Debbie Kenney London, Canada 2019-02-06


Harold Pack Roseburg, US 2019-02-06







Name Location Date


Drake Gerow Mulmur, Canada 2019-02-06


Annemarie Gillard Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06


Miguel Plourde Lameque, Canada 2019-02-06


Susan Langille Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06


Isabelle Levasseur Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06


Alexandra Caissie Coteau Road, Canada 2019-02-06


Judi michaud Bathurst, Canada 2019-02-06


colin chishplm stellarton ns, Canada 2019-02-07


Daniel Ehler Toronto, Canada 2019-02-07


Alannah MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-07


Diane Dort PICTOU, Canada 2019-02-07


Alphonse Lemieux Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-07


Gordon Woodill Trenton, Canada 2019-02-07


cassie lincoln pictou, Canada 2019-02-07


Maria Tambasco Staten Island, US 2019-02-07


Joseph Woods Piscataway, US 2019-02-07


Jadin Sagabay Toronto, Canada 2019-02-07


Jill Petts Sittingbourne, UK 2019-02-07


Dan Stewart Pictou, Canada 2019-02-07


Maria Castro Bristow, US 2019-02-07


Colan Cassell Brooklyn, US 2019-02-07


Archange Brideau Moncton, Canada 2019-02-07







Name Location Date


Roma McNeil Halifax NS, Canada 2019-02-07


Erika Salter Wood Buffalo, Canada 2019-02-08


Ella McKenzie Wishaw, UK 2019-02-08


Noah Bucholtz Navarre, US 2019-02-08


Kara Patterson Trenton, Canada 2019-02-08


Ava Araujo Toronto, Canada 2019-02-08


judy garland pictou, Canada 2019-02-08


Emma Garcia Camarillo, US 2019-02-08


Brendan Maasjo Wheatland, US 2019-02-08


CHUKWUDI MONYEI Miami, US 2019-02-08


Tracy James Salisbury, UK 2019-02-08


Jason Slatter Windsor, Canada 2019-02-08


Anielka Castro Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-02-08


Sharon stock Tre-boeth, UK 2019-02-08


Grace Cha Thornhill, Canada 2019-02-08


Mike Weinheimer Stratford, Canada 2019-02-08


Hanifa Snell newark, US 2019-02-08


Tommy Hoare New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-08


Catie Sinner Casselton, US 2019-02-08


Mike HIGGINS North Bay, Canada 2019-02-08


Trev Neufeld Victoria, Canada 2019-02-08


Linda Emberley Modesto, Canada 2019-02-08







Name Location Date


paul shaw Hadfield, UK 2019-02-08


Brodie Vowles US 2019-02-08


yiwen bai yoronto, Canada 2019-02-08


Reese Marston Ypsilanti, US 2019-02-08


Selina Feng Toronto, Canada 2019-02-08


Josh Jones Minneapolis, US 2019-02-08


Shawn Veinotte Blockhouse, Canada 2019-02-08


Hope Murphy Farmington, US 2019-02-08


Trisha Angle Calgary, Canada 2019-02-08


Brenda Moore Arthur Ontario, Canada 2019-02-08


Claudia Liu Canada 2019-02-08


Keirsti Drost Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-08


Tong Zhang Toronto, Canada 2019-02-08


dora yan Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-08


Shuning Zhang Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-08


Nancy MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-08


Auguste Foss Carriere, US 2019-02-08


Briane Sproule Calgary, Canada 2019-02-08


nicolas martin Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-08


Ziheng Chen Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-08


Tyson Scott Winkler, Canada 2019-02-08


Second Sign Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-08







Name Location Date


Carrie Gleason Littleton, Colorado, US 2019-02-09


Gertie Odell Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-09


Trudi Rhynold Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-02-09


Elisella Macy Warm Springs, US 2019-02-09


Taryn Lloyd Toronto, Canada 2019-02-09


Michel Eudore Desrosiers Montréal, Canada 2019-02-09


Jayme Connors Halifax, Canada 2019-02-09


Stephanie Deschene Norman Wells, Canada 2019-02-09


Kathleen McMorran Manchester, UK 2019-02-09


Sharon Burgess Lakehurst, Canada 2019-02-09


Taylor Sanzari Beaconsfield, Canada 2019-02-09


Karissa White Merigomish, Canada 2019-02-09


Gavin Mifflin Toronto, Canada 2019-02-09


Avery Patey Barrie, Canada 2019-02-09


John Winters North Augusta, Canada 2019-02-09


Glenna Ripley Durham, Canada 2019-02-09


Robert Spicer Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-09


Billy Ku Richmond, Canada 2019-02-09


Steve Westall Portslade, UK 2019-02-09


Carol Hughes Horsham, UK 2019-02-09


kathy rogers Stellarton, Canada 2019-02-09


Tessa Thornycroft Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-10







Name Location Date


Barbara Lavoie Burlington, Canada 2019-02-10


Judith Martin South Ozone Park, US 2019-02-10


Chris Nolan Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-10


Melissa Ward Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-10


Tammy Eide Calgary, Canada 2019-02-10


Patrick Karp Toronto, Canada 2019-02-10


Wyatt Braman Saint Paul, US 2019-02-10


Dominic Boyle Calgary, Canada 2019-02-10


Pierre Bouillé Sorel-Tracy, Canada 2019-02-10


Hi and bye Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-10


chandler owen Bonney Lake, US 2019-02-10


samantha heffer Pulham Saint Mary, UK 2019-02-10


Beverley Golds Toronto, Eritrea 2019-02-10


Steve Bennett Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-10


Alyssa Kittle Mono, Canada 2019-02-10


Richard Mapp Halifax, Canada 2019-02-10


Steven Taylor Manchester, UK 2019-02-10


Rachel Robillard Calgary, Canada 2019-02-10


Rahaf Nazzal Oxford, UK 2019-02-10


Richard McConnell Crown Point, US 2019-02-10


Sheri Tenaglia Toronto, Canada 2019-02-10


Richard Bartley Brooklyn, US 2019-02-10







Name Location Date


Himm D B, Canada 2019-02-10


James Trainor Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-10


Kathy Hedden Keansburg, US 2019-02-10


Kevin Doucette Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-10


Heather Lowe Birmingham, UK 2019-02-10


Andrew Flores Aurora, Canada 2019-02-10


Quinten Vanneck Toronto, Canada 2019-02-10


Solomon Fulson Milton, Canada 2019-02-10


Carol Elizabeth Newton Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 2019-02-10


Andrea Sissons Yarmouth, Canada 2019-02-10


Robert Irwin Madoc, Canada 2019-02-10


Jerry Mulanax Richland, US 2019-02-10


Tuukka Richardson Halifax, Canada 2019-02-10


Janet Peterson Troy, US 2019-02-10


Cindy Manwill Salt Lake City, US 2019-02-10


Jillian MacNeil-Mah Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11


Matthew Thompson Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11


Wieslawa Gorczyca Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-11


Carla Da Fonte Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11


Soph Holls Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11


Matthew Tortolano Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11


Gurshaan Gill Delta, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


Sharaya Garant Brantford, Canada 2019-02-11


Melissa Mckay Arnprior, Canada 2019-02-11


Miles Petersen Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


coco feng Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11


Jonah Graumann Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11


Graham Feist Delta, Canada 2019-02-11


Nafi Rahman MoNTREAL, Canada 2019-02-11


Nick Tokarz Springfield, US 2019-02-11


Angelo Sakai Delta, Canada 2019-02-11


angel stacey New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-11


Hoa Doan Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Lyoma Eguizabal Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Noah Is Gay JShsjdjd Delta, Canada 2019-02-11


christina wang richmond, Canada 2019-02-11


Jerry Wu Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Nariah Tommy Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Grace Warner Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Yuna Hu Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Raven M Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11


Vivian Lei New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-11


Zobela Anderson Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


torres chen Langley, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


Tommy Diep Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Suri Chang Langley, Canada 2019-02-11


Yeajin Ko Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11


Muhammad Qutab Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Wallace Chen Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


X Jh Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


liya asgharpour Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Zian Zhu Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


tt ty Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Kishou Arima Canada 2019-02-11


Sanah Irfan Surrey, Canada 2019-02-11


Francesca Gu Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Aline Ramos Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11


Fabiano Soto Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


aaron espiritu Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Mingze Hua Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Richard Liang Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-11


Emily Peng Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11


Baran Farhang Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Bryan Singh Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Caijiao Cong Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-11


Jerry Zhang Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


yujia wu Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Twitch.tv/ Tsg_Panda Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


anthony han Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Phoebe Weng Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Michael Boersma Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Connor Seabrook Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Blake Larocque Delta, Canada 2019-02-11


Tiara Sartene Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


tiffany lee Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Jingxi Zhang Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11


Aaron Kim Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11


Bashar Ali Delta, Canada 2019-02-11


Yi Yi Wang Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Ziyu Cheng Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11


Andrew White Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11


Jacob Quon Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Meghan Tse Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Hayley Clark Thrissur, India 2019-02-11


Andréanne Ledoux-Bérubé Québec, Canada 2019-02-11


James Sparks Lewes, US 2019-02-11


Samuel Doiron Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-11


Ryan Ouyang Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


Glenn Steinbach Colfax, US 2019-02-11


Anthony Boisclair Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Isabelle Poirier Charlesbourg, Canada 2019-02-11


cheryl watters Ormond Beach, Florida, US 2019-02-11


Spencer Thon North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Maggie Greenlees Surrey, Canada 2019-02-11


Giovanni Patricelli Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11


Harpreet Sidhu Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11


Mycah Villarmino Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


owen torrance v3v 1v8delta, Canada 2019-02-11


Lenial Pinard Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-11


Amber Johnson-belanger Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-11


Angela Riley Eastern passage, Canada 2019-02-11


Kent Gillespie Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-11


Luke Sweetman Walsall, UK 2019-02-11


Takumi Nishikawa Santa Cruz, US 2019-02-11


Maria Shaikh Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11


Liz Bisson Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-11


Anthony Doyle Moncton, Canada 2019-02-11


mercy myers st paul, Minnesota, US 2019-02-11


Heidi Kurz Gibsons, Canada 2019-02-11


T Peake Sturminster Newton, UK 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


JR West Rochester, US 2019-02-11


Dominique Durocher Deux-Montagnes, Canada 2019-02-11


Sierra Erickson Hawi, Hawaii, US 2019-02-11


Keiyh Van Loggerenberg Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-11


Sarah Alkhatab Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11


Isabel Ospina Hollywood, US 2019-02-11


Riley Neaves Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Adam n Novakowski Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Jacob Joseph Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11


Dylan Mcmahon Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-11


Noah Jenner Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11


Jess Tupper Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11


Emile Brosseau Saint-Placide, Canada 2019-02-11


Julia Trudelle Lévis, Canada 2019-02-11


Jessi Lavallée Chicoutimi, Canada 2019-02-11


Hope For earth Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Johanne Beaulieu Fermont, Canada 2019-02-11


Camille Dubé Jonquiere, Canada 2019-02-11


Dany Chenier Sté -rherese, Canada 2019-02-11


Marie-Claude Desautels Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Lynn Sicotte La Tuque, Canada 2019-02-11


France Dubois Laval, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


Mario Savaria Saint-jean-sur-richelieu, Canada 2019-02-11


Justin Fiset Québec, Canada 2019-02-11


Christian Boily Magog, Canada 2019-02-11


Anne-Marie Gauthier Cold Lake, Canada 2019-02-11


Yce Inkercrown Canada 2019-02-11


Patrice Cloutier m, Canada 2019-02-11


Caroline Matte Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Samuel Patry Burlington, Canada 2019-02-11


Ariane Lalande-Borris Saint hubert, Canada 2019-02-11


Mathilde math Joliette, Canada 2019-02-11


Jean Lemire Valleyfield, Canada 2019-02-11


Denise Berube Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Manon Therrien Blainville, Canada 2019-02-11


Isabelle Massé Canada 2019-02-11


Jessica Poissant P. Québec, Canada 2019-02-11


Sébastien Moffatt Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Marjolaine Fournier Saint-Jérôme, Canada 2019-02-11


Bianca Pouliot Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-11


Yann Chabot Québec, Canada 2019-02-11


Jordan Langley Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11


Renaud Fleury Québec, Canada 2019-02-11


Quinn Barrie-Watts Beaconsfield, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


Antoine Léveillé Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Line Brouillard Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-11


Moisan Florent Shawinigan, Canada 2019-02-11


Christian Boucher Magog, Canada 2019-02-11


Jean-Guy Therrien Québec, Canada 2019-02-11


Charles Campeau Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Phillipe Jomphe Saguenay, Canada 2019-02-11


cedric lapointe Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-11


Melodie Carey Sainte-Martine, Canada 2019-02-11


Marie-Eve Tremblay Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


serge morin trois-rivières, Canada 2019-02-11


Monique Taillefer Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-11


Patricia Dignard Saint-Jérôme, Canada 2019-02-11


Mikael Dupuis Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-11


Erika Lemire Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-11


gauvin jean-francois lameque, Canada 2019-02-11


Émile Duffy Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Alexandra Bélair Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Annie R. Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Marika Csano Deux-Montagnes, Canada 2019-02-11


Marie France Leblanc Chandler, Canada 2019-02-11


Catherine Dupuis Laval, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


Jasmin Major Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-11


Pratistha Sainju Montreal, Canada 2019-02-11


Christiane Pierre Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


APPLE H4CKZ Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11


Victor Pimentel Saint-Augustin-de-Desmaures, Canada 2019-02-11


Francine Leduc Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Christine Proulx Bécancour, Canada 2019-02-11


Sylvie Hainault Repentigny, Canada 2019-02-11


Estelle Gratton Bromont, Canada 2019-02-11


Mila Ortiz Québec, Canada 2019-02-11


Ariane Cormier Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Elliot Simard Alma, Canada 2019-02-11


Jimmy Lavoie Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11


Janick Grignon-alarie Val-d'or, Canada 2019-02-11


Caroline Gauthier Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


catherine st-yves Châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-11


Marie-claude
Comtois-lecavalier


Charlemagne, Canada 2019-02-11


Krystel Lemieux Chambly, Canada 2019-02-11


Julie-Ann Bérubé Canada 2019-02-11


Michel Jacques Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11


Nancy Ratté Trois Rivières, Canada 2019-02-11







Name Location Date


Zoé Caissy Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12


Benoit NIENHUIJS MASCOUCHE, Canada 2019-02-12


nathalie picard L'Épiphanie, Canada 2019-02-12


marie gingras gingras st-jean sur richelieu, Canada 2019-02-12


Véronique Béliveau Trois-Rivièred, Canada 2019-02-12


Pierre Bergeron Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Josée Riopel Canada 2019-02-12


Danielle Laferriere Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Marie-Hélène Gagnon Ste-Catherne-de-la-J.C., Canada 2019-02-12


Mathieu Roy-Sioch Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12


Mathilde Paré Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Joannie Lapointe Saint-nicolas, Canada 2019-02-12


Sabrina Champagne Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12


Marc Canuel Quebec, Canada 2019-02-12


Patrick Duchesneau Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Olivier Désy Berthierville, Canada 2019-02-12


Emilie Khaled Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Éghan Gras Saint-leonard-d'aston, Canada 2019-02-12


Caroline Stroombergen St-joseph-du-lac, Canada 2019-02-12


Simon Lemieux St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2019-02-12


Audrey Deschamps Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Frederic Paquin Mont Rolland, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Nicolas Sauvageau Saint-Lazare, Canada 2019-02-12


Samantha Bowler Delta, Canada 2019-02-12


daniel brunet brownsburg chatham, Canada 2019-02-12


Paul andre Bolduc Charny, Canada 2019-02-12


Angela Bailey Prince George, Canada 2019-02-12


MURRAY J. WELLS WINDSOR, NS, Canada 2019-02-12


Dorsa Pedroud North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Luca DiTomaso Pitt Meadows, Canada 2019-02-12


Angel Vollant Sept-îles, Canada 2019-02-12


Shorya Lamba Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12


gdfksjdhf siudfyslk Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-12


rene st jean quebec, Canada 2019-02-12


Marie-Audrey Horion Nicolet, Canada 2019-02-12


Marc Lévesque Sept-îles, Canada 2019-02-12


Armelle Auguste Brossard, Canada 2019-02-12


Véronique Blondin Saint-Amable, Canada 2019-02-12


Isabelle Giguere Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Claudine Theriault Caraquet, Canada 2019-02-12


Chanel Auclair St honore temiscouata sur le lac, Canada 2019-02-12


Nathalie Roy Vaudreuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Johanne Bouchard Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Sylvain Saint-Cyr Asbestos, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Maude Durand Verdun, Canada 2019-02-12


Karine Lebrun Ste-marthe-sur-le-lac, Canada 2019-02-12


Audrey-Ann Fortier Saint-nicolas, Canada 2019-02-12


alejandra Huertas brossard, Canada 2019-02-12


Veronique Caron Jonquiere, Canada 2019-02-12


Lorraine Ledesma Desrochers Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Alain Malo Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Julie Gauvin Pointe-aux-Trembles, Canada 2019-02-12


Audrey-Ann Lachance Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Vincent Bélanger Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Annie Marquez Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Patrick Lalemand Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Nathan Bellemare Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Mabel zam Orillia, Canada 2019-02-12


Jacob Morin Magog, Canada 2019-02-12


skinny legend Richmond, Canada 2019-02-12


Morgan Schultz Pompano Beach, US 2019-02-12


Mélanie Kajfasz Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Shania Candale Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Catherine Ayotte Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Laurent Vachon Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Francis Latulippe Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Ida Edwards Athabasca, Canada 2019-02-12


Alexander Nguyen Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Pratham Bharmi Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


Ano Nyme Edmundston, Canada 2019-02-12


Fateh Hachemi Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Mélissa Hull Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12


Imane Louni Brossard, Canada 2019-02-12


Fatiha Soufi Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Emile Perreault Warwick, Canada 2019-02-12


Zach Velasco Canada 2019-02-12


Daphnis Victor Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Laure Villeneuve Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Brendan O Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Gilberte Langelier Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12


Emilie Vincent Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Sheila Candie Canada 2019-02-12


Daniel Robert Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Laurence Guy Brossard, Canada 2019-02-12


Alain Dupuis Beauharnois, Canada 2019-02-12


hannah Morand Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


MARTIN FRÉCHETTE Lachine, Canada 2019-02-12


Ève Castonguay Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Alysson Paradis Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Thibault Foyart Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Rejean Blais Trois -Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12


Émilie Soucy-Savard Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Marc-Antoine Bourgeois Deux-Montagne, Canada 2019-02-12


Edouard Demers Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Billy Boyer Ste-Anne-des-Lacs, Canada 2019-02-12


Yannick Benoit Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Colin Toaster Atlanta, US 2019-02-12


Deanna Bean Livermore, US 2019-02-12


Riley Malkoske Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-12


Naomy Angers Saint-georges, Canada 2019-02-12


enzo xu Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Sascha Myers Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12


Marie-eve Jirat Orford, Canada 2019-02-12


Jugou Jugou Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Kowsar Aden Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


claude lafaye Saint-eustache, Canada 2019-02-12


Steeve Turcotte Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-12


Noah Masse Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Sébastien Martel Blainville, Canada 2019-02-12


Matteo Bozzetto Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Robert Morin Vaudreuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Florine Collin Lévis, Canada 2019-02-12


Julie Chevalier Labelle, Canada 2019-02-12


Emilia Sirois Val-David, Canada 2019-02-12


Mathilde Trudeau L'assomption, Canada 2019-02-12


Odessa Guindon Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


benoit carignan Boucherville, Canada 2019-02-12


Alexandre Meilleur Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12


Florence Sauvé Lorraine, Canada 2019-02-12


Émeraude Weslh Napierville, Canada 2019-02-12


James Dubé Trois-rivières, Canada 2019-02-12


Yannick Beillard Marzin Sainte Adèle Quebec, Canada 2019-02-12


Eric St-pierre Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12


Maude Tétreault Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Isabelle Perreault Vaudreuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Josée Dutil Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Rose-Aimée Dubé-Giguère Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Jean-Charles Léger Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


AS G Bridgetown, Barbados 2019-02-12


Ellie Fournier Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Byanka Ferland Mont-tremblant, Canada 2019-02-12


Annabelle Jussaume L’Assomption, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


claude beland Île-aux-Noix, Canada 2019-02-12


Mario Thibeault Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


David Meilleur Boucherville, Canada 2019-02-12


Jennifer Nadro Vaudreuil-Dorion, Canada 2019-02-12


salima BOUMEDINE Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12


Kelly-Anne Boucher Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-12


Jean Begin Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12


Thomas Gignac Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Salematou Soumah LaSalle Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Joshua Yahav North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Jean-Sébastien Sauvé Saint-nicolas, Canada 2019-02-12


Evan He Prince George, Canada 2019-02-12


Maxime Robichaud Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Nichole Mendoza Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-12


Kiara Starr Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-12


Omar Waqar Duncan, Canada 2019-02-12


camille zhou Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12


Logan Paul Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Alex Brisson Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


Nadine Dahou Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Wendy Whyte Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12


Laura Prégent Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Sylvie Barbeau Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Vanessa Figliuzzi Chertsey, Canada 2019-02-12


Suzanne Parenteau Verdun, Canada 2019-02-12


Dan Pantera Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Serynah Moreau Canada 2019-02-12


Gaon Kim Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12


j. tanguay Shannon, Canada 2019-02-12


Vikramjit Kaith Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


Kongpop Apininbongkode Delta, Canada 2019-02-12


Stephane Desjardins Saint-sauveur, Canada 2019-02-12


maxime lemire Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Kim Nolet Mont-laurier, Canada 2019-02-12


Nathalie Gauthier Trois-rivières, Canada 2019-02-12


Martin Gareau St-Polycarpe, Canada 2019-02-12


Nadine Guénette Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Myriam Desrochers Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Brandon Kong Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-12


Martine Fournelle Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 2019-02-12


roana radu New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-12


Nathan Taylor North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


mark culp nelson, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


gang gang schools gonna go
bang bang


Canada 2019-02-12


Arthur Yun Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Ashley Marie Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-12


Robert Forget Lévis, Canada 2019-02-12


pls ty Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Angelina Corda Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


Tina Dinh Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


lauren herbert-bolton Penticton, Canada 2019-02-12


Amélie Castonguay Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Yvette Ruffat Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12


Zeejayyy Musavi Richmond, Canada 2019-02-12


Shen Maahen New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-12


Isobel White Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Ian Burrow Crosby-on-Eden, UK 2019-02-12


Gemma Cardenas Ellensburg, US 2019-02-12


p k terh, US 2019-02-12


hugues lavoie Saint-François-de-la-Rivière-du-Sud,
Canada


2019-02-12


Emily Truman Brighton, UK 2019-02-12


Laurie HAENEL Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Jocelyne Duchesneau Saint-Damase, Canada 2019-02-12


Christine Godley Dagenham, UK 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Milcah Cansico-Stringer Gimli, Canada 2019-02-12


jacques dubois Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Véronyque Lachance Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Carole Ferrer Sabrevois, Canada 2019-02-12


Mehmet Meral Beckenham, UK 2019-02-12


Eva Gionet St Ignace, Canada 2019-02-12


paule chevalier Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Danielle Shea Harrowsmith, Canada 2019-02-12


Andrea marshall eskasoni, nova scotia, Canada 2019-02-12


Francis Roberge-Perron Saint-Mathieu, Canada 2019-02-12


Mélina Tremblay Saguenay, Canada 2019-02-12


Anthony Hinostroza Chambly, Canada 2019-02-12


Pearl Riddle Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-12


Chantal Lafrance Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Kirstie Leggate Dundas, Canada 2019-02-12


Mr JJ Greenwood, Canada 2019-02-12


Ines Ammal Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Anita Jones Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


Francine Houle St-Hyacinthe, Canada 2019-02-12


Samuel Bouchard Jonquière, Canada 2019-02-12


lawrence gagnon Saint John, Canada 2019-02-12


Nick Arrizza Grimsby, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Trystant Goyer Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12


Marieve Sanscartier Candiac, Canada 2019-02-12


Gabrielle Grenier Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


dave shaw Stillwater Lake, Canada 2019-02-12


Debbie Wellein Saint-sauveur, Canada 2019-02-12


François Perreault Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Danielle Gaumond Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Maryse AAudaux Châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-12


Julie Mcdougall Sylvan lake, Canada 2019-02-12


Diane Collins Drummondville, Canada 2019-02-12


Patricia Jollymore Lakeside, Canada 2019-02-12


maeva pilote trois-rivieres, Canada 2019-02-12


Lisa Hughes Bushnell, US 2019-02-12


Maéva Côté Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12


robin lemieux terrebonne, Canada 2019-02-12


Joelene coleman Calgary, Canada 2019-02-12


Imane Ahkid Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Michel Martin Tadoussac, Canada 2019-02-12


Paul Zamperin Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Emilie Ouellet Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12


Owen Findley Terre Haute, US 2019-02-12


Ricky Babiarz Burlington, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Simon Dufour Baie-Comeau, Canada 2019-02-12


Jade Berrouard-allie Lac-mégantic, Canada 2019-02-12


Nicole Mainguy Canada 2019-02-12


isabelle poirier canton tremblay, Canada 2019-02-12


Maygann Simard Jonquière, Canada 2019-02-12


Sylvie Gauthier Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Elena Fiset Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Louis Damphousse montreal, Canada 2019-02-12


Thomas Linhares Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Gisele Aliba Udaipur, India 2019-02-12


Annie Ngo Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12


Ross Hunt Port Hardy, Canada 2019-02-12


Perreault Diane Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Canada 2019-02-12


Jeanne Bélanger Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Nathalie Labbé Châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-12


Melanie Lord Montmagny, Canada 2019-02-12


Patrick Wilkie Joliette, Canada 2019-02-12


Mani George Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Danny Fargnoli Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Martine De Serres Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12


janet raymond Essex, Canada 2019-02-12


Victor Perreault Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Bianca Michaud Saint-georges, Canada 2019-02-12


Izza Lapalice Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12


Lyette Cousineau Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Josie Grella Markham, Canada 2019-02-12


Evra N'DA Ivory Coast 2019-02-12


Sierra Reid Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12


marie v Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Catherine Hamel Saint-Eustache, Canada 2019-02-12


Christine Duplain Neuville, Canada 2019-02-12


Madeline Doyle Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-12


Greg langham Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Kassandra Matte Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


CHARLES-ANTOINE BINETTE Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Nadia Sabra Laval, Canada 2019-02-12


Josianne Brault Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Rose-Ann Charlebois Trois-Rivieres, Canada 2019-02-12


Travis Lahnalampi Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12


Alexandre Fortier Magog, Canada 2019-02-12


Alyssa Offenheim Vaughan, Canada 2019-02-12


Victoria Tremblay Mont-Royal, Canada 2019-02-12


Jean-Pierre Flynn Terrebonne, Canada 2019-02-12


Yoan Ferland Victoriaville, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Dagmar Cimino mississsuga, Canada 2019-02-12


Sylvia Higgins Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-12


Miguel Bélangef Sept-îles, Canada 2019-02-12


Barry Coccimiglio Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2019-02-12


Tad Jones Canada 2019-02-12


Françoise Clavette Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12


Marie-eve Blain Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Brice William DONGMO
NGUETSOP


Chandler, Canada 2019-02-12


Yvon Vachon Outremont, Canada 2019-02-12


Marc-Antoine Sabourin Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12


austin ward lebanon, Oregon, US 2019-02-12


Daniel Roberge Beauceville, Canada 2019-02-12


Walter James Hide Leicester, UK 2019-02-12


Normande Paradis Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Houda Ouerghi Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Karyane Lévesque Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Luis Edgardo Lima Ortega Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


sylvie laroche Coaticook, Qc, Canada 2019-02-12


Annette Wilcox DARWEN, UK 2019-02-12


Jeanne Perreault Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12


Samuel Pinet-Dumaresq Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Sabrina Du tremble Berthierville, Canada 2019-02-12


Véronique Montambault Rouyn-Noranda, Canada 2019-02-12


Pat Primeau North Bay, Canada 2019-02-12


Chantale Chrétien Thetford Mines, Canada 2019-02-12


Lee Morris Pittsburgh, US 2019-02-12


Walter Guiscardo Wolfville, Canada 2019-02-12


Donovan Collins Sullivan, US 2019-02-12


leika bedard Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12


Gaetane dumas Granby, Canada 2019-02-12


Khadija El mones Tunisia 2019-02-12


Martin Bouchard Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Radin Najafi Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12


Michael Walker Canada 2019-02-12


Julie Dagenais Ormstown, Canada 2019-02-12


Aziz-Ben Burahee London, UK 2019-02-12


Arthur Stickland North Cadbury, UK 2019-02-12


Carlie Lovell Kamloops BC, Canada 2019-02-12


Juan Murillo Newark, US 2019-02-12


Flore Bergeron Alma, Canada 2019-02-12


John Devereaux Mount pearl, Canada 2019-02-12


Sarah Bernier Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-12


Samantha P Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Alexandru Manea Coventry, UK 2019-02-12


Pascal-Olivier Labrecque Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12


Sara Johnston Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Stacy Verret-Ouellette Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Joyce Benson Willow Grove, US 2019-02-12


Marie-Chantal D'Aoust Kirkland, Canada 2019-02-12


Kiranpreet Mavi Brampton, Canada 2019-02-12


Sylvia Branch Comanche, US 2019-02-12


Allan Dearing Moncton, Canada 2019-02-12


Rose Blouin Québec, Canada 2019-02-12


Mylene Desrosiers Terrebonne, Canada 2019-02-12


Jagpreet Grewal Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-12


Carolyn Ross Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Andrew Askaros Windsor, Canada 2019-02-12


Douglas Davis Barrie, Canada 2019-02-12


Antonella Forestieri Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Sydney Maddison Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-12


Karen Love Sechelt, Canada 2019-02-12


Astrid Bourassa Magog, Canada 2019-02-12


Rick Cornett Aurora, Canada 2019-02-12


Kristian Schaefer San Jose, US 2019-02-12


Howard Pugh Trimdon, UK 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Karl Stamp Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Erika Maga Regina, Canada 2019-02-12


Brendan Flynn Sarnia, Canada 2019-02-12


Eden Blanchard Guelph, Canada 2019-02-12


Charles Tremblay Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12


Thomas Burke penticton, Canada 2019-02-12


Dale Watson Calgary, Canada 2019-02-12


Daphné Marinier new-york city, U.S. Outlying Islands 2019-02-12


Amanda Saunders Bristol, UK 2019-02-12


Laura Cooke Renfrew, Canada 2019-02-12


Wanda Bennett Parrsboro, Canada 2019-02-12


Lesley Grahame Norwich, UK 2019-02-12


Jerry Carter Clayton, US 2019-02-12


Garrett Hales Apex, US 2019-02-12


tyla fee Lenoir City, US 2019-02-12


Byron Foss Hinton, Canada 2019-02-12


Kerry Edwards Kingston, Canada 2019-02-12


Regan Lampman Port Colborne, Canada 2019-02-12


Annamarie Lazarenko Vernon, Canada 2019-02-12


Madisen Weir Penticton, Canada 2019-02-12


Deanna Hembruff Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Robert Dessouroux Lasalle, Canada 2019-02-12







Name Location Date


Nikki Parashar Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12


Reeva Rana Victoria, Canada 2019-02-12


Cassandra Marks Langley, Canada 2019-02-12


Emily Benjamin Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Alida Pokoradi Kingston, Canada 2019-02-13


Cindy Nguyen Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


David Sculthorpe Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Monique Dosanjh Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13


glakwa kweenie campbell river, Canada 2019-02-13


Veroinca Hawthorne Canada 2019-02-13


Sue Wasson Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13


Vatika Mohanty Kingston, Canada 2019-02-13


Maddy Essery Canada 2019-02-13


Tracy Murphy Brandon, Canada 2019-02-13


Kokulan Vivekananthan Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-13


Jill Goldie Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Catherine Robert-Frigon Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-13


Zaine Fregia Porter, US 2019-02-13


Em Li Markham, Canada 2019-02-13


Gregory Doyle Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13


Yanik K. Mueller London, Canada 2019-02-13


Cody Winger Ridgeway, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Charles Dupuis Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13


Sharon Young Portugal Cove-St. Philips, Canada 2019-02-13


Scott Jaskow Brandon Mb, Canada 2019-02-13


Ashley Sherry London, Canada 2019-02-13


Breeanna Blakeburn Wetaskiwin, Canada 2019-02-13


Ashley Vance White City, Canada 2019-02-13


Otaigbe Okosodo Maple, Canada 2019-02-13


Dave Gronberg Canada 2019-02-13


Manahil Kolar Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13


Phil Cere Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-13


Kourtney Steen Peace River, Canada 2019-02-13


Alice Fraimovich Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Gregory Vaters Lower Sackville, Canada 2019-02-13


Meghan Morrissette Cornwall, Canada 2019-02-13


Donna Berley Pomaria, US 2019-02-13


Yves Aube Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Natasha Malenchak Sundown, Canada 2019-02-13


Liam Furlong Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13


Rachel Rondeau Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13


Breanna Kennedy Delta, Canada 2019-02-13


Robert Joy Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13


Simone Dussuet Sainte-clotilde-de-châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Lucas Harris Kamloops, Canada 2019-02-13


Vlad Lopatik Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13


Cole Inkpen St. John's, Canada 2019-02-13


kATHERINE WEBSTER richmond, Canada 2019-02-13


Ace Milosevski Windsor, Canada 2019-02-13


Bademba MBOUM Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-13


Rebekah Kennedy Bobcaygeon, Canada 2019-02-13


Monica Henry Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13


donna rose oromocto, Canada 2019-02-13


Courtney Fabricius Canada 2019-02-13


Dina El Bestawy Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13


Sonal Dandavate Angus, Canada 2019-02-13


Ken McLean Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13


Will Dunne Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Frank Feng Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-13


Shada Aborawi Lethbridge, Canada 2019-02-13


Samantha Donald Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13


Noelle Thibeault Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-13


Sofia Rosano Oakville, Canada 2019-02-13


Nikita I Love Khabib
Winchester


Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Cameron Free Tecumseh, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Diane Gagne George Town, Cayman Islands 2019-02-13


claudia rojas Guelph, Canada 2019-02-13


Gigi Labrie Canada 2019-02-13


Gabriela Szymczyk Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Nelly Laboucan Peace River, Canada 2019-02-13


Brieanna Kirk Knoxville, US 2019-02-13


Bailey Dawson London, Canada 2019-02-13


Balvir Gill Prince George, Canada 2019-02-13


Saad Nisar Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13


Édith Métivier Drummondville, Canada 2019-02-13


Kadiatou Bah Lasalle, Canada 2019-02-13


Cooper Connell North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13


Burbuqe Cunaj Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Maria Mayo Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13


Victor Truong Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Nattakorn Chockdeesathaporn West Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13


landis ham Lansing, US 2019-02-13


Quinton Brohart Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13


Rob Adair OSHAWA, Canada 2019-02-13


Michelle Gayle Milton, Canada 2019-02-13


Katie Ryan Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Shangavi Siva Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Emerson Hunt Brockville, Canada 2019-02-13


Kate Martin DDO, Canada 2019-02-13


Rajender Newton New Delhi, India 2019-02-13


Sukhwinder Singh Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13


Sharon Thorkelson Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13


Leslie Vollmershausen Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-13


Jill McMahon mission, Canada 2019-02-13


Mady Stickley Surrey, Canada 2019-02-13


Donna Morley Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13


Shelby Hayes Whitby, Canada 2019-02-13


Roohina Basher Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Laurie Marchessault Boucherville, Canada 2019-02-13


Edgar Faleiro Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Sofia Ferreira Brossard, Canada 2019-02-13


Lecia Zhu New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-13


Amber Slovan Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13


deirdre Nudds St Thomas, Canada 2019-02-13


Michael Rosko Victoria, Canada 2019-02-13


Fiona Groening Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Andra Forsyth Penticton, Canada 2019-02-13


Ewan Izett Surrey, Canada 2019-02-13


Maureen Boulanger Delta, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Lauchie Landry Baddeck, Canada 2019-02-13


Анна Лейних Тюмень, Russia 2019-02-13


Nia Mindeli Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13


Ashley Harten Whitby, Canada 2019-02-13


Steven Garcia West Valley City, US 2019-02-13


donna prevost Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-13


katrina Andersen Welland, Canada 2019-02-13


Maria Esperanza Dumagat Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-13


Katie Mandel Brooks Alberta, Canada 2019-02-13


Godfrey Andrew Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13


Zoe Dosanjh Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13


muriah cardin Langley, Canada 2019-02-13


Jaynie Leblanc Vernon, Canada 2019-02-13


Stephanie Needham Delta, Canada 2019-02-13


Samantha Stephens Qualicum Beach, Canada 2019-02-13


marica czirfusz kamloops, Canada 2019-02-13


Deep Trivedi India 2019-02-13


Princess Agno Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13


Riley Schlosser Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-13


Karyn Pappel Nanoose Bay, Canada 2019-02-13


Sivakami Siva Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13


erin taylor Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Venus Lucero Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13


Vanessa Barbas Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Wayne Christian Southport, UK 2019-02-13


Christina Child St. John's, Canada 2019-02-13


Shanna Maki Leslieville, Canada 2019-02-13


Sophie Baxter UK 2019-02-13


Krys-Tyna Collins Lincoln, Canada 2019-02-13


Joanna McKnight Pulborough, UK 2019-02-13


Madison Chynoweth Coboconk, Canada 2019-02-13


Melissa Bailey Summersville, US 2019-02-13


Tyrone Johnson Hanmer, Canada 2019-02-13


Agustina Pedrocca Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-13


Roger Beech Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Jessica Joanis Orleans, Canada 2019-02-13


Jennifer Zelney Ottawa, on, Canada 2019-02-13


Mark Morris Sutton Coldfield, UK 2019-02-13


Katie Rennie Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-13


Samuel Lazanis Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-13


Lorraine Anderson Bradford, Canada 2019-02-13


Lyall Arblaster Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13


Bryson Cheng Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-13


Hanna Gunn Portage la Prairie, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


jenny larocque oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Sue MacLellan Leduc, Canada 2019-02-13


Vicki Lubell Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Julian Carmona Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13


Joanne Jones Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13


Aine McGrath Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Nicole bishop london, Canada 2019-02-13


Kira Smalley Tottenham, Canada 2019-02-13


Sean O'Hare Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-13


Yasmeen Jaberi London, Canada 2019-02-13


Karen Morrell Digby, Canada 2019-02-13


Ally Nguyen Windsor, Canada 2019-02-13


Greg Pieon Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Valerie Bechberger Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Tom Wilson Saskatoon, Canada 2019-02-13


steven brodie aberdeen, UK 2019-02-13


April Swanson Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13


Melissa Broatch Walford Station, Canada 2019-02-13


Mario Perazzelli Repentigny, Canada 2019-02-13


Eric LeBreton Hanmer, Canada 2019-02-13


Mélissa Dubuc Valleyfield, Canada 2019-02-13


Chris B Halifax, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Alexandra Smith Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-13


Yeni Mansur Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Daniel Millar Londonderry, UK 2019-02-13


BETHANY Munroe Bridgewater, Canada 2019-02-13


Arlene Millar Ajax, Canada 2019-02-13


Al Bond Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13


David Stralak Courtice, Canada 2019-02-13


Mathew Record Walsall, UK 2019-02-13


chris ninni whitby, Canada 2019-02-13


Cedrick Bosse Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-13


Marina Bateman-Vautier St. John's, Canada 2019-02-13


Laureanne Stewart Moncton, Canada 2019-02-13


Anon Diggums Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Paul Mason Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-13


Savanna Sandhu Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13


Jessica C. London, Canada 2019-02-13


Audrey Lane Knoxville, US 2019-02-13


Claudia Blandon Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-13


Isabelle Spina Québec, Canada 2019-02-13


Ben Cant Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-13


Deborah Roch Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Kathy Weir New Hamburg, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Wanda Glasner Halifax Nova Scotia., Canada 2019-02-13


Catherine Chew Halifax, Canada 2019-02-13


Rachel Petkau Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13


Sandy Whebby Truro, Canada 2019-02-13


Steve Sheppard Oakville, Canada 2019-02-13


Mary ellen Olsen Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13


Carmen Napper Port Robinson, Canada 2019-02-13


Lily Change for the better Whitby, Canada 2019-02-13


Dorothy Buziak Quinte West, Canada 2019-02-13


Bill Scheeringa Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-13


S. McElroy Canada 2019-02-13


Samantha Fallon Grove Hill, Canada 2019-02-13


Nigel Huish London, UK 2019-02-13


Rebecca Roberts Maple ridge, Canada 2019-02-13


Andjela Komar new west, Canada 2019-02-13


GREG ROWNTREE Huntsville, Canada 2019-02-13


Mariyana Dobreva Montreal, Canada 2019-02-13


T McComber Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13


Jean-samuel Leech Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-13


Miranda T. Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Kate Jestin Kanata, Canada 2019-02-13


Heather Ruthstrom Idaho Falls, US 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Marrisha Dawkins Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-13


laura di maria Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Mark Byers Liverpool, UK 2019-02-13


Aleksia Jankovic Grimsby, Canada 2019-02-13


emma harbec Vernon, Canada 2019-02-13


Maude Dubois Pembroke, Canada 2019-02-13


GARY GONZALES Pigeon, Michigan, US 2019-02-13


Andy McDougall Kamloops, Canada 2019-02-13


Jillian McAuley Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13


Vanitas Woods Dallas, US 2019-02-13


cynthia fleury granby, Canada 2019-02-13


Peyton Pitawanakwat Blind River, Canada 2019-02-13


Charles Guel Cleveland, Ohio, US 2019-02-13


sophie brassard Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13


Tina Yu Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-13


Jocelyne Houle Shawinigan, Canada 2019-02-13


Sophie MacMillan Berwick, Canada 2019-02-13


Sara Aguilar Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13


Telia Barrow Saint-Jérôme, Canada 2019-02-13


Emily C Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13


Nhi Ngo Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13


Carl Harrison Manchester, UK 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Jo O'Connor Fulham, UK 2019-02-13


Brent Forgie Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13


dannette quinn North Battleford, Canada 2019-02-13


Laura Palmer Berwick, Canada 2019-02-13


S. Jackson Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13


Giverny Simm Holybourne, UK 2019-02-13


anthony auger Calmar, Canada 2019-02-13


Jasmin Fuell Gravesend, UK 2019-02-13


Rachel Ryan Halifax, Canada 2019-02-13


Vincenzo Saieva Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13


Sara-Ève Desbiens Baie-comeau, Canada 2019-02-13


Martin Leclair Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13


Jacques Hébert MONTRÉAL, Canada 2019-02-13


Lucy Hand Wolverhampton, UK 2019-02-13


Karly Cole Kingston, Canada 2019-02-13


Deanna Kelly Omemee, Canada 2019-02-13


Vera Chaikowsky london, Canada 2019-02-13


Brittany Kristalovich Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13


Heather bishop Australia 2019-02-13


Debby Tonks Nottinghamshire, UK 2019-02-13


Maxim Jutras Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13


Marie-eve gatien Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13







Name Location Date


Bella Fallos Johnson Creek, US 2019-02-13


Joanna Forsyth Aberdeen, UK 2019-02-13


Sassy purple Diamond YT Elgin, US 2019-02-13


John Williams London, UK 2019-02-13


Christina Huang Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


jordynn daiter Oakville, Canada 2019-02-13


Jack Hall Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Troy A Upson Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-13


Ibrahim Hammoud Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-13


Liz Casey Pembroke, Canada 2019-02-13


Andrew Jochem Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13


Jagan george Mathews India 2019-02-14


Jennifer Singer Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14


Jonathan Gravells Red Deer, Canada 2019-02-14


Pam Noel Saint John, Canada 2019-02-14


Thomas Nguyen Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14


Quentin Villines Victoria, Canada 2019-02-14


Chelsey Zeeman Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14


Mark Petrina Stoney creek, Canada 2019-02-14


Debbie Bentley Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-14


Donovan Chalmers Warren, US 2019-02-14


Jennifer Graham Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-14







Name Location Date


Anna Maria Jesionka Val-des-Monts, Canada 2019-02-14


Odélie Boudreault Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-14


Stephanie Ierullo Georgina, Canada 2019-02-14


Amir Nowtash West Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14


Angelo Catojo Chelmsford, Canada 2019-02-14


Mackenzie Evans Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-14


Amanda Snoek Stratford, Canada 2019-02-14


Tarik Elkarib Brampton, Canada 2019-02-14


Kai Tam Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-14


Tara Johnston Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14


Victor L’Archevêque Montréal, Canada 2019-02-14


Jessica Angle East Haven, Connecticut, US 2019-02-14


Matthew Bamsey Camrose, Alberta, Canada 2019-02-14


Serena Zhang Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14


dave popoff castlegar, Canada 2019-02-14


Jewel Guatney Murray, US 2019-02-14


Nether Goblin US 2019-02-14


maria yushchenko Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14


gibby idk his last night Chevy Chase, US 2019-02-14


Megan Veinot Sydney, Canada 2019-02-14


Miriam Ghebray WINNIPEG, Canada 2019-02-14


Jade Rioux Bedford, Canada 2019-02-14







Name Location Date


Kandy Taylor London, Canada 2019-02-14


Julie Blanchard Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-14


Linda Hubbard Ajax, Canada 2019-02-14


Carolanne Turcotte Chicoutimi, Canada 2019-02-14


Dan B Whistler, Canada 2019-02-14


Audrey Diamantakos Canada 2019-02-14


Figen Agin UK 2019-02-14


Olivia Wright Millbrook, Canada 2019-02-14


Russell Deeks Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14


Zara Valenzuela Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-14


Natasha Chetwood London, UK 2019-02-14


Crystal Newman London, Canada 2019-02-14


Merzia Subhan Newbury Park, US 2019-02-14


shereen awan birmingham, UK 2019-02-14


Gina Guinn Georgetown, US 2019-02-14


Casey Doey chatham kent, Canada 2019-02-14


Abraham Chávez Oxnard, US 2019-02-14


Keira Hoang Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14


Simerpreet Singh Amritsar, India 2019-02-14


Muskaan Rana Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14


Rhythem Sharma India 2019-02-14


Victoria Kelby Castle Gresley, UK 2019-02-14







Name Location Date


Anna Caldwell Livingston, US 2019-02-14


Chi Turcott Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-14


Myron Tang Central District, Hong Kong 2019-02-14


Liz Chandler Newcastle, UK 2019-02-14


Katie Dow Pefferlaw, Canada 2019-02-14


Mel Acker Halifax, Canada 2019-02-14


Ken Flanagan Prince George, Canada 2019-02-14


Yasmeen Genest L'Épiphanie, Canada 2019-02-14


Chifawn Hare Fergus, Canada 2019-02-14


Kathleen McMullen Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-14


emily horton Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-02-14


Carlos Manuel Santana Cliffside Park., New Jersey, US 2019-02-14


Yvonne Ho-Drake Ajax, Canada 2019-02-14


david ferguson Richmond, UK 2019-02-14


Claudine Dunn Doncaster, UK 2019-02-14


Martin Desmarais Montreal, Canada 2019-02-14


Brenda Quarterman Emmet, US 2019-02-14


Ashley Wu Markham, Canada 2019-02-14


Anita Hicks Canada 2019-02-14


Laura Sheehey Chillicothe, US 2019-02-14


Brenda Fort Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-14


Carolyn Kitzanuk Victoriaville, Canada 2019-02-14







Name Location Date


Danielle B Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14


Paul Jacobs Woodbridge, US 2019-02-14


Audrey Benecke Alma, US 2019-02-14


Kianna Jewell Athabasca, Canada 2019-02-14


Carly Menard Kingston, Canada 2019-02-14


tim atkinson Huntingtown, US 2019-02-14


Maxine Gaye Dunkley Kamloops, Canada 2019-02-14


Jeremy Burton Prosper, US 2019-02-14


Hunter Ty Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14


Jquan Allen jones Milton, US 2019-02-14


Oof Lasagna Washington, US 2019-02-14


Wren Lee Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-14


Rick Ward London, Canada 2019-02-14


Landry Still Sullivan, US 2019-02-14


Ricardo Canovas Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14


Declan Goddard Minneapolis, US 2019-02-14


Erika Bertrand Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-14


Micaela Bicudo Sintra, Portugal 2019-02-14


Emmanuelle Mignacca Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-14


Tate Anderson Orem, US 2019-02-14


Joel Bates Halifax, Canada 2019-02-14


J L New York, US 2019-02-14







Name Location Date


Niel Ledesma Iligan, Philippines 2019-02-14


natasha polychuk Canada 2019-02-14


Janet Bennett Liverpool, UK 2019-02-14


Ali Ghedi Mogadishu, Somalia 2019-02-14


Sherri Lamb Victoria, Canada 2019-02-14


andrea davis Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-14


Michael Yearout Princeton, US 2019-02-14


Adriana Ureña Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-14


Trev Bamford Saint Thomas, Canada 2019-02-14


Logan Lanoie Moose Jaw, Canada 2019-02-14


tanner gilland Clinton, US 2019-02-14


Deborah Meredith Bournemouth, UK 2019-02-14


T S Renous, Canada 2019-02-14


Matthew Groenke US 2019-02-14


Olivier Magny Montréal, Canada 2019-02-14


Kole Deakin Surrey, Canada 2019-02-14


Tea Marconn Bolton, Canada 2019-02-14


Mr NORTHY UK 2019-02-14


Suz Lill Rmt Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14


arun patti Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-14


Boyana Aleksova Birmingham, UK 2019-02-14


Susan Drimmie Ennismore, Canada 2019-02-14







Name Location Date


henri albert pertzing Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-14


Claire Bowen Porthcawl, UK 2019-02-14


Jaidyn Kim Thorold, Canada 2019-02-14


Walter Aufrecht Lethbridge, Canada 2019-02-14


Francis Plante Canada 2019-02-14


Sheyla Abarca Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14


Kristen Giesbrecht Matawan, US 2019-02-14


Jack Blain Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-14


Austin Dahl MERRILL, US 2019-02-14


sophie gerrior WESTVILLE, Canada 2019-02-14


melanie Bouthiette Montréal, Canada 2019-02-14


Justine Robidoux Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-14


Ero Axe Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-14


Michelle Kitainik Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-14


Ryan Melville London, Canada 2019-02-14


Marcella Stickle Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-14


Joy Osuji Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14


Christopher Zalitach St. Albert, Canada 2019-02-15


Pippa Brannan Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15


Katy Rozanova Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15


Zoeb Khambati Calgary, Canada 2019-02-15


Carly Ladouceur Markham, Canada 2019-02-15







Name Location Date


susan biggs columbia city, US 2019-02-15


Karmen To Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Tiffany Lee markham, Canada 2019-02-15


andrew dunn pickering, Canada 2019-02-15


Jason Pelletier Trenton, Canada 2019-02-15


Marie Bauer Galpin Sydney, Canada 2019-02-15


Victoria Williston London, Canada 2019-02-15


Ariel Holland Victoria, Canada 2019-02-15


Shawn Hunter Prince George, Canada 2019-02-15


Kimberley Harding Lake Cowichan, Canada 2019-02-15


Jeff Lu Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15


Lism MacKinnon Whycocomagh, Canada 2019-02-15


Anaya Albino Newburgh, US 2019-02-15


Cullin David Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-15


Dan Thomson Brantford, Canada 2019-02-15


Elliott MacMurchy Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-15


Lindsay Quesnelle Aurora, Canada 2019-02-15


Steven Di Donato Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


gabrielle c Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-02-15


John Smith Okotoks, Canada 2019-02-15


Mary-Lynne Stepan Calgary, Canada 2019-02-15


Barb Moriarty London, Canada 2019-02-15







Name Location Date


Courtney Warren Petawawa, Canada 2019-02-15


Stefan Czobit Oakville, Canada 2019-02-15


Melissa Capitano Niagara Falls, Canada 2019-02-15


Brennan Sharpe Milton, Canada 2019-02-15


Joanne Cutler Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Yoven Noyadoo Windsor, Canada 2019-02-15


Abraham Peter Milton, Canada 2019-02-15


Tim Sedgwick Barrie, Canada 2019-02-15


Kuldeep Dhesi Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-15


Alexis Pelletier Matane, Canada 2019-02-15


samantha curcione Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Meghann Steel Windsor, Canada 2019-02-15


Paul Poses Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Bernard Bufi Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-15


Troy Lofters Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Borid Diaz US 2019-02-15


Zeeshan Mohammadi Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-15


Mark Mann Parry Sound, Canada 2019-02-15


Karen Doucette Douglas, Canada 2019-02-15


Nav Randhawa Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15


Jason Borne Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Doug Pearson Canada 2019-02-15







Name Location Date


Armando Ygari Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15


danielle gagnon Quinte West, Canada 2019-02-15


j isbell Brackendale, Canada 2019-02-15


Garrett Rowland Aldergrove, Canada 2019-02-15


Aaron Palmquist Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-15


Shirley Kumar Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15


David Munro Niagara Falls, Canada 2019-02-15


Michel Lemay Montréal, Canada 2019-02-15


Céline Godin Levis, Canada 2019-02-15


Dalvin Andrews Augusta, US 2019-02-15


Vipushan Ravi Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Tamera Ols Wetaskiwin, Canada 2019-02-15


Tsiokeriio Brant Belleville, Canada 2019-02-15


ALEXANDRA ZARZYCKA Brooklyn, New York, US 2019-02-15


Randi Dillon Hearst, Canada 2019-02-15


Carl Jacklin Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


GEORGIE MCLAREN Waterford, Canada 2019-02-15


Velda McCook Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Phil Lemieux Burlington, Canada 2019-02-15


Klaudia Harman Peterborough, Canada 2019-02-15


Craig Nesbitt Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-02-15


Maxwell Fine Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15







Name Location Date


David Kurz Burlington, Canada 2019-02-15


Thomas Lejeune Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-15


Kelly anderson Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-15


Alejandro Regner Okotoks, Canada 2019-02-15


Nina Roberts Twickenham, UK 2019-02-15


Joseph Nguyen Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Nathan Rogers Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Dayna broderick penticton, Canada 2019-02-15


Dale Radue Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Edee Rumley Canada 2019-02-15


Laraiane Beranic CODSALL, UK 2019-02-15


Stefan Björkman eksjö, Sweden 2019-02-15


kenzie saar Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-15


June Deranja Abbotsford, Canada 2019-02-15


Amber Paddison Bristol, UK 2019-02-15


carol wiggins Spruce Grove, Canada 2019-02-15


Dudley Hughes Wirral, UK 2019-02-15


Richard Cunningham London, UK 2019-02-15


Stephanie Cooper Montréal, Canada 2019-02-15


Cody Rowe Canada 2019-02-15


Lauren Booklin Oakville, Canada 2019-02-15


Sarah-jane Ashton Plymouth, UK 2019-02-15







Name Location Date


Mitchell Rayner Ancaster, Canada 2019-02-15


Mark Hewson Birmingham, UK 2019-02-15


Stephanie boucher codling Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-15


Mikayla Lucas Halifax, Canada 2019-02-15


Steve Hunt Corunna, Canada 2019-02-15


Mark Rechichi Mount Royal, Canada 2019-02-15


Christine sauve Saskatoon, Canada 2019-02-15


tony fallucco Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-15


Amina Jamil Newmarket, Canada 2019-02-15


Trevor May Nashua, US 2019-02-15


Ion Ciubuc Whitby, Canada 2019-02-15


Gina Acustua Sacramento, US 2019-02-15


Majid Hashemi Calgary, Canada 2019-02-15


Alastair Henry London, Canada 2019-02-15


Valérie Pelletier Barrie, Canada 2019-02-15


roxiane engineer Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


kyle marsan Rigaud, Canada 2019-02-15


karur badrinarayan Markham, Canada 2019-02-15


Jason Fernandes Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15


francine MACLELLAN WINDSOR, Canada 2019-02-15


Elaina Baker Hammonds plains, Canada 2019-02-15


mark gasperi Nobleton, Canada 2019-02-15







Name Location Date


Eleanor Holloway Northampton, UK 2019-02-15


Evan Ferreira Vaughan, Canada 2019-02-15


Pam Jack Merritt, Canada 2019-02-15


J-P Gervais Corbeil, Canada 2019-02-15


Christine Hampton Fort Frances, Canada 2019-02-15


N T Verdun, Canada 2019-02-15


Wayne Tubbs Centerville, US 2019-02-15


Elaoise Benson Hascombe, UK 2019-02-15


Andrea Calvert Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15


Dee Rushbrook North Walsham, UK 2019-02-15


Charmaine Attwood Southampton, UK 2019-02-15


L Short Gloucestershire, UK 2019-02-15


Kristy Littler Watford, UK 2019-02-15


Kole Dickcheese Ankeny, US 2019-02-15


Yani Predovic Camberwell, UK 2019-02-15


Diane Thomas TAMWORTH, UK 2019-02-15


Piper McGuire Morden, UK 2019-02-15


Cary Eckhart Tulsa, US 2019-02-15


William Auger Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-15


Madi Smith Red Deer, Canada 2019-02-15


Hailey Wynne Canada 2019-02-15


Marie Mullie Barrie, Canada 2019-02-15







Name Location Date


Tina Liu Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Michele Robillard Canada 2019-02-15


ssdf sdfsdf Berea, US 2019-02-15


Katelyn B Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15


Cassydy Bannister Belleville, Canada 2019-02-15


Jessica Smith Reading, UK 2019-02-15


Karen Sked Deal, UK 2019-02-15


M. Starr Haisla, Canada 2019-02-15


Katherine Tesselaar Wainwright, Canada 2019-02-15


Johnathan Cole House Springs, US 2019-02-16


Christine Lind Alliston, Canada 2019-02-16


aidan winn Surrey, Canada 2019-02-16


Miriah Grondin Windsor, Canada 2019-02-16


Mariève Carino Pickering, Canada 2019-02-16


Robin Claxton Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16


Meme Lord Tears, British Virgin Islands 2019-02-16


Jennifer O’Rourkr Caledonia, Canada 2019-02-16


Sukhjinder Singh Ludhiana, India 2019-02-16


Danielle Nicholas Nelson, B.C., Canada 2019-02-16


MIke M. New York, US 2019-02-16


Andrew Jack Manila, Philippines 2019-02-16


Sue Thompson Renfrew, Canada 2019-02-16







Name Location Date


Kayla Zimmermann Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-16


Mary Haynes Remington, US 2019-02-16


Jasmine prasse Maple, Canada 2019-02-16


Leah Swalwell Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16


Warren Thrasher Thorndale, Canada 2019-02-16


Merve Kose Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16


Carol Jones Tenby, UK 2019-02-16


Rachel Staron Barrie, Canada 2019-02-16


Nicole Yam Red Deer, Canada 2019-02-16


Cindy Clavette St leonard, Canada 2019-02-16


Anthony Sison Montréal, Canada 2019-02-16


Kevin Lao Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16


Kowena Page Salmon Arm, Canada 2019-02-16


Bobbi Schnurr Vernon, Canada 2019-02-16


chris walker Surrey, Canada 2019-02-16


Claudia Nigro Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16


Ivan Lemus Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16


Diana Morimanno Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-16


Chike Ozurus Vaughan, Canada 2019-02-16


Daphne Colomb Calgary, Canada 2019-02-16


V. Porter Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16


Tanveer Sishu Abbotsford, Canada 2019-02-16







Name Location Date


laura harwood Reading, UK 2019-02-16


Nathan Zafran Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16


Sarah Smith Victoria, Canada 2019-02-16


Jane Mason Southend-on-sea, UK 2019-02-16


Eva Filmer London, UK 2019-02-16


Rosa Stephenson Montgomery, UK 2019-02-16


Dominique Henry London, UK 2019-02-16


Jp Nz Hornsey, UK 2019-02-16


Fred Thompson Kindersley, SK, Canada 2019-02-16


Jayde Dahlbeck Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-16


Virginie Roberge Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-16


Elena Ardighieri London, UK 2019-02-16


Joe McEvoy Prescot, UK 2019-02-16


Mike Loiskandl Penetanguishene, Canada 2019-02-16


Sylvia Robertson Grange, UK 2019-02-16


Thomas Fowkes Saint Leonards, UK 2019-02-16


JOHN WOOD Weston-super-Mare, UK 2019-02-16


Diane LYON Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-16


Esther Ler Oakville, Canada 2019-02-16


Martin Abel Temple Grafton, UK 2019-02-16


Sarah Mersereau Ingleside, Canada 2019-02-16


Emma Sanderson Brantford, Canada 2019-02-16







Name Location Date


John Jones Swansea, UK 2019-02-16


Guy Wilson York, UK 2019-02-16


Bonnie Corning Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-16


Dale Kaufman Beachwood, US 2019-02-16


Sarah Beck Reading, UK 2019-02-16


Liae Paquette Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-16


Albeki Mogger Brooklyn, New York, US 2019-02-16


Jesse St Pierre Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-16


Catherine Arruda Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-16


Lili Francke-Robitaille Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2019-02-16


Liz Newton Oxford, UK 2019-02-16


Mila Jokovic Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-16


Tammy Rogers Cochrane, Canada 2019-02-16


Brody Poitras North Bay, Canada 2019-02-16


sandra short durham, UK 2019-02-16


J.C. Arnold Pagosa Springs, US 2019-02-16


Karen Bewick Harpenden, UK 2019-02-16


Katie Malbon Stoke-on-Trent, UK 2019-02-16


Isabel Wakely Westminster, UK 2019-02-16


Glen Stark Strathmore, Canada 2019-02-16


Mélissa de Repentigny outremont, Canada 2019-02-16


Gabriella Silvaggio Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16







Name Location Date


Joshua Hale Northallerton, UK 2019-02-16


Biola Bolanle Quebec, Canada 2019-02-16


Yeeter Yeet Jinja, Uganda 2019-02-16


Mars Adison Maple, Canada 2019-02-16


JOANNA THALASSINOS Πάτρα, Canada 2019-02-16


Vaughan Pursall Stamford, UK 2019-02-16


Alex Todd Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-16


Omar Janabi Windsor, Canada 2019-02-16


Zer Sh Montréal, Canada 2019-02-16


Zoey Hesnault Loveland, US 2019-02-16


Gregg Capstick Baddeck, Canada 2019-02-16


Helen Aylwin Montreal, Canada 2019-02-16


Leah Heavey Fernie, Canada 2019-02-16


Rosie Glen Port of Menteith, UK 2019-02-16


Adam Houldcroft Stockport, UK 2019-02-16


Angela Baldwin Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-17


Natalia Chulak Montréal, Canada 2019-02-17


Simone Scott Westville, Canada 2019-02-17


A Montgomery Toronto, Canada 2019-02-17


Austin Lewis Slidell, US 2019-02-17


hannah ives newry, UK 2019-02-17


Fatima Huda Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-17







Name Location Date


Linda Carpenter Nanaimo, Canada 2019-02-17


christine bain Fraserburgh, UK 2019-02-17


Monika Bakowska Burlington, Canada 2019-02-17


Annemarie Gallagher Philadelphia, US 2019-02-17


Vishal Verma Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-17


Connie Gelber Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-17


Danielle Lacasse Sault Ste.Marie, Canada 2019-02-17


Kelly crowder Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-17


Darcy Bushnell Albuquerque, US 2019-02-17


karen allemann Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-17


Elliot Goldstein Canada 2019-02-17


Trent Bellamy Taylor, Canada 2019-02-17


Kimberley Spark Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-17


Chief Gregory Burke Lucasville, Canada 2019-02-17


Petr Malik Etobicoke, Canada 2019-02-17


Audrey-ann Grenier Male, Maldives 2019-02-17


Clare Scott Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-17


Brandon Whitelock Toronto, Canada 2019-02-17


Christine Haider Cochrane, Canada 2019-02-17


Cristol Pullen Grassmoor, UK 2019-02-17


Alex Parry Birmingham, UK 2019-02-17


Vanya Sood Slough, UK 2019-02-17







Name Location Date


Guy Gauthier Montreal, Canada 2019-02-17


Irene Rerick Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-17


mark johnstone Loughton, UK 2019-02-17


Gaye Ratcliff Lowestoft Suffolk, UK 2019-02-17


Roz Hoy Phnom Penh, UK 2019-02-17


Charlene Davis Newbury, UK 2019-02-17


Delphine Dickson Hornsey, UK 2019-02-17


Llinos Owen Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-17


Brennan Marks Pictou, Canada 2019-02-17


Maxine Luckhurst Loughborough, UK 2019-02-17


Kirk Mason Skelmersdale, UK 2019-02-17


Carina Wiesner Leoben, Austria 2019-02-17


Emel Ayaz Gien, France 2019-02-17


Edward Cattaneo Virginia Beach, US 2019-02-17


Callum Finnegan Ringwood, UK 2019-02-17


Glen Turner Brampton, Canada 2019-02-17


Ghada El khelly Valleyfield, Canada 2019-02-17


michel levrero Magog, Canada 2019-02-17


adam dwyer kitchener, Canada 2019-02-17


Jeremiah Parker-Cleaves Barons, Canada 2019-02-17


JUDY PARINO Union City, US 2019-02-17


Latif Oztosun UK 2019-02-17







Name Location Date


JARRITT Checkley North York, Canada 2019-02-17


Gyula Toth Valley Village, US 2019-02-17


CLAUDIA Raquel Muñoz
Fernández


Olopa, Guatemala 2019-02-17


ANNE MILLAR Saint John, Canada 2019-02-17


Louise Mitchell Coventry, UK 2019-02-17


Greg Bradley Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-17


Kathleen Romans Mount Herbert, Canada 2019-02-17


Catherine Kenyon Penrith, UK 2019-02-17


Werner Freudenreich Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-17


Trumaine Jackson Toronto, Canada 2019-02-17


Lucy Turner Worcestershire, UK 2019-02-17


Irene Zsoldos Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-17


V Helen Walker Milton Keynes, UK 2019-02-17


Jamie Kawar Montréal, Canada 2019-02-18


Bill Berkeley Rochester, UK 2019-02-18


Jordan Bober Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18


Mira Dahn Canada 2019-02-18


Moraima Pride Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-18


Debbie Payment Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-18


Teresa Doyle Belfast, Canada 2019-02-18


Michael Tomkinson Lake Cowichan, Canada 2019-02-18







Name Location Date


christine gray Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18


Shari Savory Canada 2019-02-18


Anika Marsolais Pointe-Claire, Canada 2019-02-18


Fabian Sinclair Sinclair Abbotsford, Canada 2019-02-18


Douglas Owzarek Dundee, Canada 2019-02-18


Zoraida Vianey Diaz Key Largo, US 2019-02-18


coady gallant Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18


Kristen Travis Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-18


Dhiren Parmar Lloydminster, Canada 2019-02-18


stephanie Kodis Brampton, Canada 2019-02-18


Norma Isabel Morales Lira Managua, Nicaragua 2019-02-18


Tara OSullivan Montague, Canada 2019-02-18


Barb Macuch Saint Albert, Canada 2019-02-18


Nathan Duncan Milton, Canada 2019-02-18


john Roddis Sheffield, UK 2019-02-18


Lodo Parmar Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-18


Michael Payne Bournemouth, UK 2019-02-18


Kounouz Benali Brossard, Canada 2019-02-18


Laraine Goodban Milton, Canada 2019-02-18


Naomi Dennis Sutton Coldfield, UK 2019-02-18


Vikki Lomas Brixham, UK 2019-02-18


Ethan Wilson Doncaster, UK 2019-02-18







Name Location Date


Russ Wilkins UK 2019-02-18


Violetta Alnour Canterbury, UK 2019-02-18


kevin butler Woking, UK 2019-02-18


lynn curtis stoke on trent, UK 2019-02-18


Julia Bowhay Albaston, UK 2019-02-18


Jamie Larkin Larkin Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18


Jacob St-Amand St-mathias, Canada 2019-02-18


Sonal Dedhia Pune, India 2019-02-18


Jason MacGregor Oxford, England, UK 2019-02-18


James Mitchell Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-18


Becky Cheang Markham, Canada 2019-02-18


warren bond warren bond, UK 2019-02-18


jennifer ridgway Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18


Jordan Oakie Halifax, Canada 2019-02-18


Susan Dunn Oakville, Canada 2019-02-18


Jason Ramsay Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18


Melissa Livingstone Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-18


Amanda Filiatrault Orillia, Canada 2019-02-18


Frank Peng Canada 2019-02-18


Robert Goudin Eustis, US 2019-02-18


Alundra Elder La Salle, Canada 2019-02-18







Name Location Date


MR.
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


England, North Korea 2019-02-18


Alex Durand Québec, Canada 2019-02-18


Ana Levrero Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-18


Josh Power Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18


Anthony Stapenhurst Montréal, Canada 2019-02-18


Angela Alaggia Gibsons, Canada 2019-02-18


Linda Badham BISHOPS STORTFORD, UK 2019-02-18


Naes Nalnoc Irvine, UK 2019-02-18


bob bunker liverpool, UK 2019-02-18


Ally Tapscott Guelph, Canada 2019-02-18


Jayne Smith Newport, UK 2019-02-18


Lorine Fulton Marysville, US 2019-02-18


Jonathon Kilbane Rushden, UK 2019-02-18


Alex Chan Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-18


Mitch Patton Truro, Canada 2019-02-18


nikki wehrhahn edmonton, Canada 2019-02-18


Shelley Nordstrom Timberlea, Canada 2019-02-18


Kathy La Newmarket, Canada 2019-02-18


Tia McKay Brampton, Canada 2019-02-19


Skylar Irwin Arthur, Canada 2019-02-19


Sawan S Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-19







Name Location Date


Ava Peters Calgary, Canada 2019-02-19


Sara Maselli rosemere, Canada 2019-02-19


Donna Lyn Toronto, Canada 2019-02-19


Farisha A Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-19


j gordon Allen Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-19


Shelley McLeod Milton, Canada 2019-02-19


Natasha Lewis Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-19


Petra Tufford Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-19


Myriam Turki Lasalle, Canada 2019-02-19


Melissa DiNardo Woodbridge, Canada 2019-02-19


Brittany Claeys Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-19


Irene Novianty Godjali Bandung, Indonesia 2019-02-19


Destiny Heltzel Middle River, US 2019-02-19


Dean Hickam Puyallup, US 2019-02-19


Deborah Crawford Barnsley, UK 2019-02-19


lisabeth cooper Northampton, UK 2019-02-19


Estela Flores Montevideo, Uruguay 2019-02-19


Andrew Warren Gateshead, UK 2019-02-19


barbara le-vahn Leeds, UK 2019-02-19


Kim Nowlan Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-19


Tony Dent Douglasville, US 2019-02-19


DeeAnne LaDrew Boyers, US 2019-02-19







Name Location Date


Ingrid Rijo Loretto, Canada 2019-02-19


Kim Lauzon Cornwall, Canada 2019-02-19


Patricia McDonald Tatamagouche, Canada 2019-02-19


Raquelle Petrari Rosemere, Canada 2019-02-19


Jody Winkler Cincinnati, US 2019-02-19


Tamara Archer Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-19


JEAN LAU Harlow, UK 2019-02-19


Nicholas Henning New Hamburg, Canada 2019-02-19


Steven Thelen Madison, US 2019-02-19


Hunter Eastwood Surrey, Canada 2019-02-19


Maridellen Garner Harker Heights, US 2019-02-19


Lisa Budziak Flint, US 2019-02-19


Anna Agnello Fitchburg, US 2019-02-19


Joy Campbell Newtownabbey, UK 2019-02-19


Jade Rico Newmarket, Canada 2019-02-19


Raelle Lowe Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-19


Rachael Clarke Stratford, UK 2019-02-19


John Repsch london, UK 2019-02-19


Justin Truong San Francisco, US 2019-02-19


Dany Lapointe Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-19


James Messineo Verona, US 2019-02-19


Amanda Williams Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-19







Name Location Date


Angela Hicks St. John's, Canada 2019-02-19


Stephen Gilbert Oakville, Canada 2019-02-19


Thusayan Uthayakumaran Toronto, Canada 2019-02-19


Samantha Clark Calgary, Canada 2019-02-20


Christine Colomy Hitch Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-20


Julie Gagnon St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2019-02-20


Don Larmer White River, Canada 2019-02-20


celeste lane Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-20


Ayyub Babayev Toronto, Canada 2019-02-20


Deanna Guignard kippens, Canada 2019-02-20


Brooke Rivet Pitt Meadows, Canada 2019-02-20


jude tezuka Lloydminster, Canada 2019-02-20


Bengi Başer Port moody, Canada 2019-02-20


Teresa Bayaborda Brampton, Canada 2019-02-20


Sarah Roberts Bristol, UK 2019-02-20


chloe Grill Saint-laurent, Canada 2019-02-20


Alexis Adams Saint Johns, US 2019-02-20


Hy Tale Gophers, US 2019-02-20


Eric Sundin Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-20


Christopher Jones Tenby, UK 2019-02-20


Ma Luisa Sapanza Imus, Philippines 2019-02-20


Greg buchanan Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-20







Name Location Date


Andrea Ezaki Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-20


Michelle Behrle Waupun, US 2019-02-20


Vonda Taylor Jacksonville, US 2019-02-20


Patrick Sutton Saint John, Canada 2019-02-20


Kevin Tyrer Komoka, Canada 2019-02-20


MARY SUTTON Dorset, Canada 2019-02-20


Virginia VanDeusen
VanDeusen


Farmington, US 2019-02-20


Orlando DE Vera Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-20


Norman William McCrimmon Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-20


TIGAS LILIBETH Baras, Philippines 2019-02-20


eric twitty Penticton, Canada 2019-02-20


Josh Goulart Pelham, US 2019-02-20


Kevin St. Clair Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-20


Patricia Vercillo Bolton, Canada 2019-02-20


Kevin Haynes Norwalk, US 2019-02-20


Terrilyn M Labrador City, Canada 2019-02-20


Pam Frizell Mesa, US 2019-02-21


Victoria Haranczak Troy, US 2019-02-21


Roz Isaac North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-21


Mark Pulham Duncan, Canada 2019-02-21


Adrian Holm Innisfail, Canada 2019-02-21







Name Location Date


Nora Johnson Victoria, Canada 2019-02-21


Becca Minas Los Angeles, US 2019-02-21


Andreea Butnariu Canada 2019-02-21


Tania Gaye Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-21


Togr Fami Ajax, Canada 2019-02-21


Kevin Knowles Australia 2019-02-21


Eric Deaconu Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-02-21


Robyn Leblanc Moncton, Canada 2019-02-21


Gerry Bernas Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-21


Shelley Hillis Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-21


Willis Sergent Nashville, US 2019-02-21


Oleksandra Shevchuk Toronto, Canada 2019-02-21


Courtney A Canada 2019-02-21


Jacob Krawczyk Aurora, Canada 2019-02-21


Alexa Schneider Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-02-21


Viena Acosta Whitehorse, Canada 2019-02-21


Soren Bondrup-Nielsen Canning, Canada 2019-02-21


yv chn Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-21


Ivy Shanks Kansas, US 2019-02-21


Denise Morris Hinton, Canada 2019-02-21


Mike Smith Truro, Canada 2019-02-21


Alex Domaracki Canada 2019-02-21







Name Location Date


Lynn Turner Windsor, Canada 2019-02-21


Cameron From Toronto, Canada 2019-02-21


Nina Sale Halifax, Canada 2019-02-21


Robyn Store Petersfield, UK 2019-02-21


Brenda Smith Truro, Canada 2019-02-21


elly danica bridgewater, Canada 2019-02-21


Robert Deschamps Moncton, Canada 2019-02-22


Janice Flynn Stephenville, Canada 2019-02-22


Aimie Beaudoin Québec, Canada 2019-02-22


Charlotte Charpentier Deux-Montagnes, Canada 2019-02-22


Stephanie Borch North york, Canada 2019-02-22


Jason Litke Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-22


Felix Berthiaume Québec, Canada 2019-02-22


Ari Belley Québec, Canada 2019-02-22


Kassidy Currie Surrey, Canada 2019-02-22


Ashley Sandoval San Diego, US 2019-02-22


Jonah Burkart Victoria, Canada 2019-02-22


Noella Brideau Candiac, Canada 2019-02-22


Maria Durand Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-22


Henry Chan Windsor, Canada 2019-02-22


Jessica Thibault Quebec, Canada 2019-02-22


kathy rann ns, Canada 2019-02-22







Name Location Date


Christian Nicholas Caerphilly, UK 2019-02-22


Marie Ruger Accord, US 2019-02-22


Natalie Vido HAMILTON, Canada 2019-02-22


Louise Nobert Shawinigan, Canada 2019-02-22


Robert Kehler Wolfville, Canada 2019-02-22


simon-philippe lalonde Gaspé, Canada 2019-02-22


Emmy Moo Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-22


Corey Mang Langley, Canada 2019-02-22


Helen Cooper Canada 2019-02-22


Robert Bright Toronto, Canada 2019-02-22


Josh Gray Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-22


Carole Chicoine Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-22


PETER GRIFFIN Birmingham, UK 2019-02-22


Cyan Shields Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-23


Thomas Tekest London, Canada 2019-02-23


Robert Burke Sheffield Mills, Canada 2019-02-23


Cheryl McMullan Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-23


B Buzz Dollard-des-ormeaux, Canada 2019-02-23


Adrian Marinescu Woodbridge, Canada 2019-02-23


Xiuxiu Li Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-23


Zaida meije Iglesias Spain 2019-02-23


Isa LeBlanc Dufferin, Canada 2019-02-23







Name Location Date


David Smith Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-23


Urte Smitaite Vilnius, Vilnius County, Lithuania,
Lithuania


2019-02-23


Brittany Fournier Burlington, Canada 2019-02-23


John Huculiak Toronto, Canada 2019-02-23


hi hello Milton, Canada 2019-02-23


Dayton Chow Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-23


Marilyn Smith London, UK 2019-02-24


Lorraine Burke Canada 2019-02-24


Jeani Reynolds Victoria, Canada 2019-02-24


Jackie Reynolds Victoria, Canada 2019-02-24


Beverly Berg Calgary, Canada 2019-02-25


Ethan Strickland Windsor, Canada 2019-02-25


Jocelyne Mainville Sunny Brae, Canada 2019-02-25


Cole Silva Canada 2019-02-25


Val Hali Halifax, Canada 2019-02-25


Rachel Podger Brecon, UK 2019-02-25


Quianah Cooper Kalamazoo, US 2019-02-25


Brian Hartin Napanee, Canada 2019-02-25


Monique St.Pierre Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-25


cathy hassen Blackfalds, Canada 2019-02-26


Heather McRae huntsville, Canada 2019-02-26







Name Location Date


Jennifer Fuccillo Barrington, Rhode Island, US 2019-02-26


brent seward Mildmay, Canada 2019-02-27


Rockefeller Street Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-27


Tina V Toronto, Canada 2019-02-27


Barbara Dylla Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-27


Salvatore Fuccillo Barrington, Rhode Island, US 2019-02-27


Stephen Fuccillo Hollywood, Florida, US 2019-02-28


Josiane Chemla Malakoff, France 2019-03-06


aurélia tisserand Saint-Denis, France 2019-03-06


John Collins Pictou, Canada 2019-03-08


David Buell Amherst, Canada 2019-03-08


Tony Tower Sackville, Canada 2019-03-08


Gary Beers Moncton, Canada 2019-03-08


Elke Muessle Lorneville NS, Canada 2019-03-08


bobby maclane newglasgow, Canada 2019-03-09


Mathieu Henley Cambridge, Canada 2019-03-09


timothy Gallagher Toronto, Canada 2019-03-09


Samantha Uher Selden, US 2019-03-09


Nina Rannie Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-09


Jerrica Shea Langley, Canada 2019-03-09


Elisa Tuyikeze Burnaby, Canada 2019-03-09


kiera west Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-09







Name Location Date


Hope Guenard Canada 2019-03-09


Isaac Sanchez Pasadena, US 2019-03-10


Sabine Zigelstein Toronto, Canada 2019-03-10


Jason Dziadyk Saskatoon, Canada 2019-03-10


Yonah Winter-Card Welland, Canada 2019-03-10


autum tellasiel Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-10


Alana Cook Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-03-10


Yousef Shaban Windsor, Canada 2019-03-10


tracey bright Doncaster, UK 2019-03-10


Bilhan Sasmitanjaya Halifax, Canada 2019-03-10


Lesley Ives Aldershot, UK 2019-03-10


Ramona Pal-Kovacs Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-10


Jessica Ewing Hanover, US 2019-03-10


Rick Gurton Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-10


Kimberly Zhu Cupertino, US 2019-03-11


Jennie Canty Catawba, US 2019-03-11


Ryan Moase Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11


Sue Potter Welwyn, UK 2019-03-11


Trudy Peeler London, UK 2019-03-11


John MacInnis Westville, Canada 2019-03-11


Taylor Ash Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-11


Jamie Aitken Baddeck, Canada 2019-03-11







Name Location Date


Elizabeth Watts Lynbrook, US 2019-03-11


Jane Johnson Truro, Canada 2019-03-11


Erin Cox Pictou, Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-03-11


Shaun Macinnis Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-11


Amy Adams Conception Bay South, Canada 2019-03-11


Anne MacAdam Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-11


Roderick Francis Scotsburn, Canada 2019-03-11


Rose DeWolfe Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-11


Pat Randel Shelburne, Canada 2019-03-11


Kriston Brady Easton, US 2019-03-11


Graham McPherson Puerto Vallarta, Mexico 2019-03-11


Nancy Jennings Great Village, Canada 2019-03-11


Nathan Betts Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11


Keelan Horne Golden, Canada 2019-03-11


Christopher Cozine Culver, US 2019-03-11


Bo Stonehocker Squamish, Canada 2019-03-11


Rosemary Dandy Golden, Canada 2019-03-11


Trevor Enns Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-11


Myles Coleman Columbus, US 2019-03-11


Vincent Fontaine FORT ALEXANDER, Canada 2019-03-11


Greg Egilsson Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11


Marlene Busch North Sydney, Canada 2019-03-11







Name Location Date


Gage Browne Everton, US 2019-03-11


Crystal Hiltz Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11


Matthew Craig Halifax, Canada 2019-03-11


Joshua Laird Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11


Peter Robinson Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11


Theresa MacDonald Canada 2019-03-11


Brianne Higgins Stockport, UK 2019-03-11


Cindy Hart St. John's, Canada 2019-03-11


Ruby Komisar Gore Bay, Canada 2019-03-11


tegan bettencourt winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-11


Sonia MacIntosh-Dobson Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11


Sarah Glover Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11


Jackie Jurmain Toronto, Canada 2019-03-11


Annie theriault Charlo, Canada 2019-03-12


Mike Lancaster Halifax, US 2019-03-12


Andrew Chatterton Dagsboro, US 2019-03-12


Darlene Wilson Port Edward BC, Canada 2019-03-12


Caroline Dalton Banff, Canada 2019-03-12


Trever Hall Big Rapids, US 2019-03-12


Nicole Fox Kingston, Canada 2019-03-12


Jeffrey Kaufman US 2019-03-12


Lisa Smith Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-12







Name Location Date


Stephen Greaves Hartshorne, UK 2019-03-12


Karen Driscoll Montreal, Canada 2019-03-12


Sabrina Morrison Lisle, Canada 2019-03-12


Racautanu Cristian Saint Eustache, Canada 2019-03-12


Danielle Sanguellini Calgary, Canada 2019-03-12


Zachary Melanson Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-12


priscilla bullard pembroke, US 2019-03-12


ur mom geiy Salisbury, US 2019-03-12


Balu B Concord, US 2019-03-12


Danial MacInnis Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-12


Kevin Smith Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-12


Stephanie Curin Weimar, California, US 2019-03-12


S Bennie Maidstone, UK 2019-03-12


Andy Sadiku New York, US 2019-03-12


Rebecca Lee TORONTO, Canada 2019-03-12


Janelle Clyke Halifax, Canada 2019-03-12


Chris Peacock Westville, Canada 2019-03-12


Michele White Lincoln, UK 2019-03-12


Rhys Burgess Ashford, UK 2019-03-13


Michael Berger Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-13


Ashley Gorrell Huntertown, US 2019-03-13


Jaime Smith Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13







Name Location Date


Matthew Smith Grande Prairie, Canada 2019-03-13


Blayne Haverkort Montréal, Canada 2019-03-13


Talal Daud Royal Oak, US 2019-03-13


Yudelka Espinal New York, US 2019-03-13


Kelsea Love Tacoma, US 2019-03-13


Chris Macphee Pictou, Canada 2019-03-13


Kazuyo Kashiwagi Toronto, Canada 2019-03-13


Pavan Shetty Durham, US 2019-03-13


Beverly Smith Mundleville, Canada 2019-03-13


smith cindy halifax, Canada 2019-03-13


Pam Harris Brampton, Canada 2019-03-13


MIRANE RAHEL ABOWORK Toronto, Canada 2019-03-13


Clovis Keable vezina Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-13


Joann McPherson Puerto Vallarta, Mexico 2019-03-13


Walter Mueller Mundleville, Canada 2019-03-13


Kelly Teasdale antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13


Merissa Ann Canada 2019-03-13


Leah Teasdale Calgary, Canada 2019-03-13


Amin Elamin Thornhill, Canada 2019-03-13


MACINNIS NADINE Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13


ruth simmonds tiverton, UK 2019-03-13


Lizbeth MacKenzie Kingston, Canada 2019-03-13







Name Location Date


Karen Burke Merigomish, Canada 2019-03-13


Denise Hannay Penniac, Canada 2019-03-13


Marco Gagnon Forestville, Canada 2019-03-13


beatrice rae Scotsburn, Canada 2019-03-14


Ashley Mac Nair Charlo, Canada 2019-03-14


Trent McLaughlin Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-14


PMK2000 from Discord Canada 2019-03-14


Heidi Stuckless Fort Mcmurray, Canada 2019-03-14


terrance schnare Halifax, Canada 2019-03-14


Marc Ochs Schuttertal, Germany 2019-03-14


Robin Osborne Whickham, UK 2019-03-14


Justin Tollenaar North vancouver, Canada 2019-03-14


valerie rowlands Kingsbury, UK 2019-03-14


jassica wild Calgary, Canada 2019-03-14


Dorothy Anne Codville Golden, Canada 2019-03-14


Jeannette Janssen Halifax, Canada 2019-03-14


Charlie Dillman Meaghers Grant, Canada 2019-03-14


nicholes reid Victoria, Canada 2019-03-14


Nicki Schriber Barriere, Canada 2019-03-15


Laurie-Anne Bélec Lévis, Canada 2019-03-15


Sheila Henderson Meteghan, Canada 2019-03-15


Kevin Zwicker Halifax, Canada 2019-03-15







Name Location Date


donna mackay Debert, Canada 2019-03-15


karen jones bridgetown, Canada 2019-03-15


Luis Pulido Toronto, Canada 2019-03-15


Sheryl Alexander Debert, Canada 2019-03-15


Joyce Barkhouse Hants County, Canada 2019-03-15


Nick Upham Truro, Canada 2019-03-15


Lesley Lohnes Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-15


Malan Durant Calgary, Canada 2019-03-15


Hope Moore Kentville, Canada 2019-03-15


Ian Campbell Erin, Canada 2019-03-15


Danielle van Andel Stoney Creek, Canada 2019-03-15


Matt Downie Golden, Canada 2019-03-15


Russell Richard Truro, Canada 2019-03-15


Michelle Barrett Bridgewater@speedycash.ca, Canada 2019-03-15


Christy Carlyle Caribou River, NS, Canada 2019-03-15


Lisa Nie Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-15


Mary Baird Clifton, Canada 2019-03-15


Paul Denton Truro, Canada 2019-03-15


Nicholas Kleemola Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-15


CHRISTINE STRUPAT Dundas, Canada 2019-03-15


Patricia Cochrane Truro, Canada 2019-03-15


Deborah Beaver Conquerall Mills, Canada 2019-03-16







Name Location Date


Millie Day Meaghers Grant, Canada 2019-03-16


Donald Cox Truro, Canada 2019-03-16


Raymond Reid BibleHill, Canada 2019-03-16


Mario Martin Truro, Canada 2019-03-16


Michaerl Fowler Bridgewater, NS, Canada 2019-03-16


Jessica Muir Vernon, Canada 2019-03-16


Nancy Myatt Devereaux Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-16


Olga Comeau Hampton, Canada 2019-03-16


Helene Smith Truro, Canada 2019-03-16


Craig MacMullen Kings County, Canada 2019-03-16


Sandra Foster Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-16


Evan Thibault Golden, Canada 2019-03-16


simone scott lower sackville, Canada 2019-03-17


haley muise kettleby, Canada 2019-03-17


Blair Scorgie Toronto, Canada 2019-03-17


Kurt Wittstadt Parkville, US 2019-03-17


DEBAJYOTI MAULIK DORVAL, Canada 2019-03-17


Robert Burke Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-17


Alison Ohr Bingley, UK 2019-03-17


Amanda Bay Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-17


STEFANIA MASSETTI Asti, Italy 2019-03-18


Nadine Simec Toronto, Canada 2019-03-18







Name Location Date


Stephanie Souza Elizabeth, US 2019-03-19


Amal Weerasinghe Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-03-19


Peter Lynch Canada 2019-03-19


Vivian Hernandez Toronto, Canada 2019-03-19


Branden twing Fort Smith, US 2019-03-19


Eli Berry Asheville, US 2019-03-19


Gianna Smith Vienna, US 2019-03-19


Tym Salt Shrewsbury, UK 2019-03-19


Chris MacDonald Cape Breton, Canada 2019-03-19


Will Walton Miami Beach, Florida, US 2019-03-19


Tara O'Sullivan Calgary, Canada 2019-03-20


Harold’ White Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Duane Boudreau Bayfield, Canada 2019-03-20


Blaine Taylor Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


Darren Turple Westville, Canada 2019-03-20


Denis Guimond Miramichi, Canada 2019-03-20


Morghanne Boudreau Toronto, Canada 2019-03-20


steven irving montague, Canada 2019-03-20


Catlin Joseph Indian Island, Canada 2019-03-20


Ethan Simon Indian Island, Canada 2019-03-20


Steven Haché Le Goulet, Canada 2019-03-20


JASON WALTON Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Mike Shindruk Pictou, Canada 2019-03-20


scott Dennis dunstaffnage, Canada 2019-03-20


Kennlin Barlow Salisbury, Canada 2019-03-20


Rheanna Chisholm Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20


Pierre Degrace Dieppe, Canada 2019-03-20


Brad Lesperance Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Michel Soucy Chéticamp, Canada 2019-03-20


Yvette Lelièvre Cheticamp, Canada 2019-03-20


Kelsey MacDonald Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


Dwayne Higginbotham Cape Bear, Canada 2019-03-20


Jimmy McInnis Canada 2019-03-20


Josh O’ Hanley Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Jean pierre Cormier Shediac, Canada 2019-03-20


Jason Sheppard Saint Peters Bay, Canada 2019-03-20


Elmer Wade Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20


Jordan Sanipass Penniac, Canada 2019-03-20


James Beaton Saint Peters Bay, Canada 2019-03-20


Andrew Feeney Portland, Maine, US 2019-03-20


Randy Macphee Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Marlene Mac Donald Shubenacadie, Canada 2019-03-20


Stanton Clements New Glasgow, Canada 2019-03-20


Kelly Campbell Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Emma Campanaro Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Gina L’Esperance Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Cassie Mackenzie Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Shalynn Bailey Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-20


Sullivan Cullen Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20


Wade McGuigan Canada 2019-03-20


Ben Mackenzie Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Patrick Eastman Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Doreen LeBlanc Waltham, Massachusetts, US 2019-03-20


Ewen MacPhee Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20


Leah Doyle Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20


Rod Lukeman Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Dan McLaughlin Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20


Noah Williams St. Johns, Canada 2019-03-20


Vernelle Johnson Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Joanne MacInnis Cape george Point, Canada 2019-03-20


Barbara Karras Berlin, Massachusetts, US 2019-03-20


Tyson Poitras Cornwall, Canada 2019-03-20


Dylan Armstrong Orangeville, Canada 2019-03-20


Jack Fraser Alberton, Canada 2019-03-20


Maude Duguay Bathurst, Canada 2019-03-20


Sheila Eastman East Baltic, Canada 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Roy Bivouac Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20


Anne McPhee Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Remi Richard Montréal, Canada 2019-03-20


Adam Fraser Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20


Isobel Fitzpatrick Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


E. Leo Kelly Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Keely Knox Perth, Canada 2019-03-20


Fran Ellsworth Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20


Ryan Osborne Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Brandon Eldershaw Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Monique R. Cormier Dieppe, NB, Canada 2019-03-20


Linda Elliott Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


zara mortimer Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-20


miguel cormier cap pele, Canada 2019-03-20


Kaylee Campbell Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Madelyn Aylward Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20


Kaleigh Stagg Paynter Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


Laura Dodge Bristol, Connecticut, US 2019-03-20


Madison Perry Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20


Stephanie MacPhee Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Crystal Paynter Alberton, Canada 2019-03-20


Rian Chadha Millburn, US 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Lily Blaier Conyers, US 2019-03-20


George Cyr New Glasgow, Canada 2019-03-20


Lydia Ross Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20


Lorne Bonnell Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Your Fucking Dad Portland, US 2019-03-20


Victoria Elliott Krems an der Donau, UK 2019-03-20


Lydia MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-20


Sarah Flynn Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Keira MacKendrick Prince Edward Island, Canada 2019-03-20


Tyler Handrahan Pei, Canada 2019-03-20


Nicholas Manuel Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Cody MacAusland Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Matt McInnis Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Charlie Hamann Lima, US 2019-03-20


ariana picarelli Lenni, US 2019-03-20


Rhona LeDuc Pefferlaw, Canada 2019-03-20


Courtney Deagle Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Shane MacClure Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Cameron Pollard Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Emily Fennessey Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20


Charlie McInnis Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20


Shontell MacInnis Iqaluit, Canada 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Phillip Sprague Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-20


Sylvia Moore Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Allain Savoie Riverview, Canada 2019-03-20


mike Masko Amherstburg, Canada 2019-03-20


James Doyle Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20


Sophie Margerison Caterham, UK 2019-03-20


ann williams Waters Upton, UK 2019-03-20


Monica Jollimore Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20


Stephanie Sampson St. Peter’s Bay, Canada 2019-03-20


Brynne Perry Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20


Bev Shea Oleary, Canada 2019-03-20


Matthew MacLaren Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Kennedy Gallant Summerside, Canada 2019-03-20


Michael MacDonald Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


Blake Buote North Rustico, Canada 2019-03-20


Maggie Gard Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Ryan Welsh Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


BobbiJo Pineau Coleman, Canada 2019-03-20


Paul Michalewski North Rustico, Canada 2019-03-20


Kaitlyn Karkouti Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-20


Lelaine Ryu Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-20


Avery Hammel Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Walker Harper Prince Edward Island, Canada 2019-03-20


Cole Camenzuli Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Stephen MacNeil Sydney, Canada 2019-03-20


Paul Camenzuli Pownal, Canada 2019-03-20


Nathan Green Perth, Canada 2019-03-20


Camille Knox Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-20


Roxanne Molnar Airdrie, AB, Canada 2019-03-20


Bianca Roche Souris, Canada 2019-03-20


Taylor Camenzuli Newmarket, Canada 2019-03-20


Angela Perry Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Lauren Grady Clarkston, US 2019-03-20


Melanie Gonzalez Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-20


Nancy Smith Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20


Penny Camenzuli Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Catherine Beaton Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


ANA MONIZ BRADFORD, Canada 2019-03-20


Jacques Savoie Montréal, Canada 2019-03-20


Blake Downe Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


Everett Jackson Sussex, Canada 2019-03-20


Rob Young Carstairs, Canada 2019-03-20


Clarice Cormier Cap Pele nb, Canada 2019-03-20


maryanne mackeigan cameron troy, Canada 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Rem Mill Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-03-20


Isabel Field Cap-pele, Canada 2019-03-20


Aaron Faulkner Cambridge, Canada 2019-03-20


peggy crutchfeld Toronto, Canada 2019-03-20


Isahoe Yabadoe Vaughan, Canada 2019-03-20


Magellan Tindall Sudbury, Canada 2019-03-20


Krystel de Leon Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-20


Natasha Shaw Summerside, Canada 2019-03-20


Samantha Gallant Georgetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Rachel and Francis PIneau O'LEARY, Canada 2019-03-20


Kim Rideout Conquerall Bank, Canada 2019-03-20


Alice Butler Canada 2019-03-20


Karen Sutherland Phoenix, Arizona, US 2019-03-20


Kaycee Pitre Saskatoon, Canada 2019-03-20


Mike Lepage Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-20


Amanda Jay Calgary, Canada 2019-03-20


Krissy Millard Windham, New Hampshire, US 2019-03-20


Kate Bartlett Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Stacy Taylor Melville, Canada 2019-03-20


Amy Gamble Montague, Canada 2019-03-20


Curtis martin Martin Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20


Ray Martell Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20







Name Location Date


Jessica Hinkley Inverness, Canada 2019-03-20


Makayla Larsen Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


Danielle McGonnell Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


rmacd lol macdonald Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-21


Tanya Kader Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-21


Denise McKeon St Annes on Sea, UK 2019-03-21


Rayna LaPierre Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


Julie Ann Reid Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


Coralee Keefe Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


CHELSEA MACCORMACK Fredericton, Canada 2019-03-21


Kyle Horne Corner Brook, Canada 2019-03-21


Kayla Mccloskey Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


Jacqueline Aitken Lawrencetown, Canada 2019-03-21


Darlene Stewart Montague, Canada 2019-03-21


Darian Marshall Sydney, Canada 2019-03-21


lily meara Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-21


Nasir Siyo Windsor, Canada 2019-03-21


Tyler Lachance Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-21


Abby McRae Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-21


Jazlaan Siddiqui Dallas, US 2019-03-21


Dahntay Roberts Sudbury, Canada 2019-03-21


Brad Fraser Eastern Passage, Canada 2019-03-21







Name Location Date


Jodi Perry Tignish, Canada 2019-03-21


Robert Black Canada 2019-03-21


Cody Coffin Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


Natalie Flynn Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


Debbie Arseneau Lloydminster, AB, Canada 2019-03-21


Krista Murphy Bloomfield, Canada 2019-03-21


Christie Rennie Murray river, Canada 2019-03-21


Donna Peters Montague, Canada 2019-03-21


Rebecca Beaven Whycocomagh, Canada 2019-03-21


Kelly Murphy Summerside, Canada 2019-03-21


Adithya Perera Maida Vale, UK 2019-03-21


Nora Aitken Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


Lotte Zon Netherlands 2019-03-21


Hailey Ford Oakville, Canada 2019-03-21


Amanda Lambe Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21


Abby Christopher Summerside, Canada 2019-03-21


Deb Elsdon London, Canada 2019-03-21


Cheryl Clements Summerside, Canada 2019-03-21


Dylan Delaney Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-21


Dylan Fay Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


Taylor Blaikie New Glasgow, Canada 2019-03-21


Carl Gamba Stone Mountain, US 2019-03-21







Name Location Date


Joanne MacDonald Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


Kim Knox Kensington, Canada 2019-03-21


Eva Kim Toronto, Canada 2019-03-21


Tanner MacLean Stratford, Canada 2019-03-21


Lynn McInnis Montague, Canada 2019-03-21


Joanne Shaw O'Leary, Canada 2019-03-21


Ray Mark Torres Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-21


Marsha Hogan Tignish, Canada 2019-03-21


Morgan Gaudet Kensington, Canada 2019-03-21


Aaron Hustler St.louis, Canada 2019-03-21


Briar Bernard Kensington, Canada 2019-03-21


Mike Smith Tyne valley, Canada 2019-03-21


Matt Richard Kensington, Canada 2019-03-21


Eric Curran Richmond, Canada 2019-03-21


Margaret Darrach O'LEARY, Canada 2019-03-21


Wendy Bailey Parkland, US 2019-03-21


Mach Pascua Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21


alex m North York, Canada 2019-03-21


Anuththara Thathsarani UK 2019-03-21


Kathleen Simpson Cavendish, Canada 2019-03-21


Petra Schneider Pratteln, Switzerland 2019-03-21


Tangrae Driver Fort Macleod, Canada 2019-03-21







Name Location Date


Angie Barton Montague, Canada 2019-03-21


Lily Greenan Montréal, Canada 2019-03-21


Samantha Schurman Kensington, Canada 2019-03-21


Faith Schnarr Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-21


Paige Beattie Brantford, Canada 2019-03-21


Rui Zhao Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-21


Lavar Stubbs Raleigh, US 2019-03-21


maeve campbell jasper, Canada 2019-03-21


Jenna Cahill Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


Gemma Shea Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


jesse outhouse Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


Baah Behs Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21


rosanne lawlor Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21


Grace Lowery Brighton, Canada 2019-03-21


Lucas Bernhard Guelph, Canada 2019-03-21


Marie Gebauer Lac du Bonnet, Canada 2019-03-21


Limyel Eliot Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-21


Janet Peterson Troy, Michigan, US 2019-03-21


Gavin White Toronto, Canada 2019-03-21


Brandon Leard Alberton, Canada 2019-03-21


Dora Skradski Marquette, US 2019-03-21


Lerenzo McDonald Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-21







Name Location Date


c n Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21


Thea Calvin Whitby, Canada 2019-03-21


Aiden Dawson Milton, Canada 2019-03-21


isabella arias isa Toronto, Canada 2019-03-21


Chad Greencorn Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


David Millard Windham, New Hampshire, US 2019-03-21


Skade Fernando St. John's, Canada 2019-03-21


Amy Cahill Souris, Canada 2019-03-21


LeeAnn Jackson Fortune Bridge, Canada 2019-03-21


Helen Campbell Regina, Canada 2019-03-21


Ayo Adekunjo Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-21


Jigarjeet Grovera Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-21


Jan Padilla Calgary, Canada 2019-03-21


Ramneet Bhul Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21


Jean Pugh Neath, UK 2019-03-21


Florencia Olivera Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-21


Alyssa Petrangelo Barrie, Canada 2019-03-21


Mary Chaisson Souris, Canada 2019-03-22


Ally Smith Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-22


alexandra Z Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-22


Ben Hunt West Lafayette, US 2019-03-22


Elle Grant Keswick, Canada 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Laura Ramsay Tyne valley, Canada 2019-03-22


Alexandra Veglio Toronto, Canada 2019-03-22


Mackenzye Collins Barrie, Canada 2019-03-22


Spencer Dubeau Barrie, Canada 2019-03-22


Heidi Boer Atwood, Canada 2019-03-22


Eesha Rehan Oakville, Canada 2019-03-22


Chris Victor Souris, Canada 2019-03-22


ANNA SUCHECKI hamilton, Canada 2019-03-22


Kyle MacDonald Montague, Canada 2019-03-22


Tanner McCue Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22


Marilyn Kelly-McArthur Parson, Canada 2019-03-22


Maeve Redmond Toronto, Canada 2019-03-22


Morgan Churchill Amherstburg, Canada 2019-03-22


Betty Jenkins Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


M Schilling Calgary, Canada 2019-03-22


John Cartwright Didsbury, Canada 2019-03-22


Much Hdhcbc Montréal, Canada 2019-03-22


Kyle Cruz Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-22


Christine Wong La Mirada, US 2019-03-22


Ben Armstrong Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-03-22


Deborah Currie Lake Forest, US 2019-03-22


matthew butler montague, Canada 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Melanie Waidler Kennesaw, US 2019-03-22


Leslie Stanick Surrey, Canada 2019-03-22


Amy Beaith Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-22


Shailynn Richards Kensington, Canada 2019-03-22


Maia Lane Sandy, US 2019-03-22


Paul Steele Montague, Canada 2019-03-22


julia moore London, UK 2019-03-22


Ryan Smith Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22


Peter Harvey Gateshead, UK 2019-03-22


JaYmE Camus Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-03-22


Joel Cook Canada 2019-03-22


Ben Miller Montague, Canada 2019-03-22


Paolo Prisco london, UK 2019-03-22


Noah Riddle Windsor, Canada 2019-03-22


Emily Linthorne Cardigan, Canada 2019-03-22


Wayne Jordan Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


KG Kelly Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Brayden Arsenault Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22


Thomas Medford Bowie, US 2019-03-22


Patricia Chess Hermanville, US 2019-03-22


Joanna Dang Aptos, US 2019-03-22


Edgar Rivera Caguas, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Aileen Avigliano South Hadley, US 2019-03-22


Meredith Wojciechowski Schaumburg, US 2019-03-22


Sheila Ward San Juan, US 2019-03-22


MaryAnn F. Orlando, US 2019-03-22


John Campobasso Yorktown Heights, US 2019-03-22


Ann Tyler Dallas, US 2019-03-22


jolie platinsky Parsippany, US 2019-03-22


Eric Snyder Myrtle Beach, US 2019-03-22


Paul Andrew Flowery Branch, US 2019-03-22


Valerie Conrad Caldwell, US 2019-03-22


Renee Hocevar Bedford, US 2019-03-22


Laraine Muller West Orange, US 2019-03-22


Gabrielle Shamblin Dallas, US 2019-03-22


Leslie Briggs Chelsea, US 2019-03-22


Ainsley Criswell League City, US 2019-03-22


Richard Waksman Pleasantville, US 2019-03-22


Kathleen Womer-Zocco Newington, US 2019-03-22


Mike Hughes Tangier, Canada 2019-03-22


Stacy Aljabiry Elkridge, US 2019-03-22


Roberta Callaghan Lockport, US 2019-03-22


Richard Christoffersen san diego, US 2019-03-22


Donald Mandy Birmingham, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Jim Petruzzi North Ridgeville, US 2019-03-22


Andrew Kershaw Titusville, US 2019-03-22


Noemi Dostal Hayward, US 2019-03-22


Heidi St. Amour Dearborn Heights, US 2019-03-22


Milan Mehta Midlothian, US 2019-03-22


robert viola Manchester Township, US 2019-03-22


Lindsey Ginski US 2019-03-22


Michael Mocabee Santa Barbara, US 2019-03-22


Kay Robinson Lithonia, US 2019-03-22


CONNIE MILLER Berea, US 2019-03-22


Susan Wilczynski Whitinsville, US 2019-03-22


Ann Darwish Naples, US 2019-03-22


Lea Hall Holbrook, US 2019-03-22


Tryna Lyons Seattle, US 2019-03-22


Carlos Tirado US 2019-03-22


Mona Hendi San Antonio, US 2019-03-22


Rita Pujara Greenbrook, US 2019-03-22


Anastasia Hutnick Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22


Brian Connor Amherst, US 2019-03-22


Chantee Rohan Charlotte, US 2019-03-22


Kristen Skladd Delray Beach, US 2019-03-22


thomas griffin Elmsdale, Canada 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Tanya Romero phoenix, US 2019-03-22


Kathleen Cuilan Savannah, US 2019-03-22


Beverley Best Colorado Springs, US 2019-03-22


Gary Smith Barrie, Canada 2019-03-22


Leslie Maczka Johnson City, US 2019-03-22


robert Todd Collinsville, US 2019-03-22


Karen East Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-22


Rebecca Schultz Cranberry Twp, US 2019-03-22


Denae Rebecca Bronx, US 2019-03-22


Shannon Wiser Irving, US 2019-03-22


Juan Adame Clare, US 2019-03-22


Kelly Cote Conway, US 2019-03-22


Charissa Bratcher Little Rock, US 2019-03-22


danny james Burbank, US 2019-03-22


Steven Gammon US 2019-03-22


Sharon Lyons Elk Grove, US 2019-03-22


Karri King Fort Worth, US 2019-03-22


Paula Lemay Libertyville, US 2019-03-22


Ellis Nichols Madison, US 2019-03-22


Kaeli Pankey Burleson, US 2019-03-22


William Tate Panama City, US 2019-03-22


Jorge S Hollywood, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Andrea KOHNEN Jefferson City, US 2019-03-22


Bridgitte Davis-Hawkins Baltimore, US 2019-03-22


Karina Hardy Springfield, US 2019-03-22


Jeff Miller Carmichael, US 2019-03-22


Deborah Collins Marceline, US 2019-03-22


Oluwatoyin Somefun Minneapolis, US 2019-03-22


Brandi Sullivan Poquoson, US 2019-03-22


Valerie Urbine Coatesville, US 2019-03-22


Halstead D. Yarrow Ann Arbor, US 2019-03-22


Tinnisha Hutchinson-Nolan Milwaukee, US 2019-03-22


Payton Akaniroj Burbank, US 2019-03-22


Elisabeth Keller Mercer Islan, US 2019-03-22


Rochelle Freeland Palmyra, US 2019-03-22


Rachel Stigall Asheville, US 2019-03-22


Cheryl Nazario Franklin, US 2019-03-22


Tammy Hotz Wellington, US 2019-03-22


Scott Thaler Boca Raton, US 2019-03-22


Stacianne Slifer Emmaus, US 2019-03-22


jeremy nelson Celebration, US 2019-03-22


Janine Adams Phoenix, US 2019-03-22


Michael Liang Minneapolis, US 2019-03-22


Michael Bacidore Dekalb, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Mark Kudrna Scottsdale, US 2019-03-22


Alexander Wysocki Holly Springs, US 2019-03-22


Ilene Thompson Carmel, US 2019-03-22


Lakin Ekwall Manhattan, US 2019-03-22


Tom Gordon Brick, US 2019-03-22


Kelley McDowell US 2019-03-22


Mindy Law Elkhart, US 2019-03-22


Anthony Marabate Eastpointe, US 2019-03-22


Laura Ryan Chicago, US 2019-03-22


Frances McCarthy Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22


Daniela Renteria Little Elm, US 2019-03-22


Tomer Rigler Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-03-22


Melissa Peters Denton, US 2019-03-22


Jeanne Dimon Foster City, US 2019-03-22


Emma Uderski Seattle, US 2019-03-22


Mary Gill Gastonia, US 2019-03-22


Caroline Dykes Rolla, US 2019-03-22


PETER CORRIGAN Mississippi State, US 2019-03-22


Omar Hernand Miami, US 2019-03-22


Tiffany Ridling Mount Hope, US 2019-03-22


John C Falk SR Delaware, US 2019-03-22


Gary Whiteman Gaithersburg, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


James Hoots Germanton, US 2019-03-22


Michelle Garcia Pearland, US 2019-03-22


Stephanie Tonnesen Glen Ridge, US 2019-03-22


Theron Colvin Omaha, US 2019-03-22


Kelly Sourwine Downers Grove, US 2019-03-22


Nina Grubbs Long Beach, US 2019-03-22


SODY BONILLA frederick, US 2019-03-22


James Thomas Chapel Hill, US 2019-03-22


Carla Christian Queens, US 2019-03-22


Luis Frias Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22


Nancy Dollard Uniontown, US 2019-03-22


Jodi Rodar Springfield, US 2019-03-22


Logan Mcinnis Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


HAZEL LACROIX Lapeer, US 2019-03-22


Claudia Hernandez Thousand Oaks, US 2019-03-22


Herbert Braidman Northbrook, US 2019-03-22


Laura Silva Stamford, US 2019-03-22


Jon Bever South Burlington, US 2019-03-22


Navin Persaud Yonkers, US 2019-03-22


Sheree Seabury Erie, US 2019-03-22


Dean Jabas Minocqua, US 2019-03-22


Nancy Thomas baltimore, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Leonard Sussman Brooklyn, US 2019-03-22


Christine Livingston Portland, US 2019-03-22


Tim Riley Brooklyn, US 2019-03-22


Kristen Palacios Azusa, US 2019-03-22


Joseph Tupa North Olmsted, US 2019-03-22


Jenn Atkinson Seattle, US 2019-03-22


Deirdre McBride Bridgeport, US 2019-03-22


Kiri Yon-Eriksson Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22


Bernadette England Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22


Debra Hand HOBE SOUND, US 2019-03-22


LISA FUSILLI Richmond Hill, US 2019-03-22


Lissette Mendez Holden, US 2019-03-22


Matt Mcauley Wylie, US 2019-03-22


Jim Hoyt Reno, US 2019-03-22


LayTane Kathy Evans Odessa, US 2019-03-22


Dominick Mungo New Paltz, US 2019-03-22


debora baldin Leominster, US 2019-03-22


Joanna Kukla-Pownuk El Paso, US 2019-03-22


diana kanitz Las Vegas, US 2019-03-22


Christine Moreau Arlington, US 2019-03-22


Virginia Pittaluga New York, US 2019-03-22


Cristina Economides Athens, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Jacqueline McVicar San Diego, US 2019-03-22


Anastasia Fields Plymouth, US 2019-03-22


Roman P Westlake Village, US 2019-03-22


Myrna Ramos Bronx, US 2019-03-22


Emmelynn Dawn Nassau Wahiawa, US 2019-03-22


Willfree Kim Bayside, US 2019-03-22


Stacey Shellhammer Conneaut, US 2019-03-22


gabriele willis san diego, US 2019-03-22


Harolena gaines Valley Village, US 2019-03-22


Katelyn Camacho Simi Valley, US 2019-03-22


Kevin Baldoza Olmsted Falls, US 2019-03-22


Justin Norwood Spokane, US 2019-03-22


Shane Feather Weston, US 2019-03-22


Debbie Ciaccio Orland Park, US 2019-03-22


Debraa Yoccodine Brick, US 2019-03-22


Wolfgang Peterson Austin, US 2019-03-22


Lucas Nassef US 2019-03-22


Misty Fisher Kirkland, US 2019-03-22


Steven Johnston Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22


Susan Henning Boone, US 2019-03-22


Eric Lawrence Rahway, US 2019-03-22


Maria Manjarrez San Francisco, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Florence Whyte Loma Linda, US 2019-03-22


Jenny Rose Souris, Canada 2019-03-22


Sarah Walker Pearland, US 2019-03-22


Bob Branick Cleveland, US 2019-03-22


Julie DeCuire Kirkland, US 2019-03-22


Samantha McAleer Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22


Joan Gretschel Waretown, US 2019-03-22


meghan follansbee Brookline, US 2019-03-22


Sam Allen Garland, US 2019-03-22


Alyssa Lapa Titusville, US 2019-03-22


Logan McGrath Woodridge, US 2019-03-22


Lynn Konieczny Mundelein, US 2019-03-22


Chris Harris Linda, US 2019-03-22


Hailey Rouleau Canada 2019-03-22


Carrie Gibson Rancho Santa Margarita, US 2019-03-22


Mike Franklin Enfield, US 2019-03-22


Gilbert Garcia Devine, US 2019-03-22


Jamie Clements Wellington, Canada 2019-03-22


Michael Snoddy Harrisonburg, US 2019-03-22


Calvin Loch Menomonie, US 2019-03-22


Nadia Kobel Santa Fe, US 2019-03-22


Carol Alexander Hicksville, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


miguel celado Phoenix, US 2019-03-22


Anthony moyett South Bend, US 2019-03-22


Cassie Burhoe Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Catherine MacLeod Drayton Valley, Canada 2019-03-22


Bette Duddy Harleysville, US 2019-03-22


Brigitta Kahn Somerville, US 2019-03-22


Deborah Kahn Delmar, US 2019-03-22


Deborah Sterling Chandler, US 2019-03-22


Gloria Rentmaster River Falls, US 2019-03-22


Kateland Kobza Augusta, US 2019-03-22


Dave Wilhelm Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22


Ajish Cunnapuzha Charlotte, US 2019-03-22


Ronald Zeballos El Paso, US 2019-03-22


Gordon Hunter Portland, US 2019-03-22


Katy Sonnier Austin, US 2019-03-22


Anthony Spanel Amarillo, US 2019-03-22


Elisabeth Garrett Elmhurst, US 2019-03-22


Julia Marks San Pablo, US 2019-03-22


Juanita Garcia Hauppauge, US 2019-03-22


Melissa Katterson Crescent, US 2019-03-22


Brady Albert Summerside, Canada 2019-03-22


N A US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Jonathan Hancock Montague, Canada 2019-03-22


Amber Davis Toledo, US 2019-03-22


michael bekkela Beecher, US 2019-03-22


JERROLD FOX laurel, US 2019-03-22


marion macdonald Addington Forks Rd, Canada 2019-03-22


Jon Cook Canada 2019-03-22


Jon Carr Livermore, US 2019-03-22


Jeff McDonald Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22


Mia Obure Omaha, US 2019-03-22


Ralphy Willis Jacksonville, US 2019-03-22


Marguerite Groark Denver, US 2019-03-22


Jose Ruiz Lamont, US 2019-03-22


Scott Enlow Belleville, US 2019-03-22


Hannah Rayner Alberton, Canada 2019-03-22


Al Gomez Jersey City, US 2019-03-22


Karoline Westphal Mount Clemens, US 2019-03-22


Tom Anderson San Francisco, US 2019-03-22


Cole Richards Summerside, Canada 2019-03-22


Kathie Caffarella Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22


Maria Rivero Alexandria, US 2019-03-22


francisco melendez Lawrence, US 2019-03-22


Ann Moore US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Sarah Sansoucie Anon, US 2019-03-22


Marshall Wentz US 2019-03-22


Kelly Mitchell Flowery Branch, US 2019-03-22


Dawn Erickson Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22


sam mosleh Falls Church, US 2019-03-22


Tracy Arcure Port charlotte, US 2019-03-22


Nishitha Donthy Lowell, US 2019-03-22


Lauren Scott Oklahoma City, US 2019-03-22


Ken Bacher Westminster, US 2019-03-22


Amber Staley Columbus, US 2019-03-22


Kristen Snider Hawthorne, US 2019-03-22


Emily Ye Tustin, US 2019-03-22


Kevin Lambert Houston, US 2019-03-22


Shubhendu Dey Elizabeth, US 2019-03-22


Jerry Morgan Mansfield, US 2019-03-22


Shveta Trivedi Manville, US 2019-03-22


Glenn Eklund Oak Harbor, US 2019-03-22


Katia Matulic Rochester, US 2019-03-22


Diamond Keeling Houston, US 2019-03-22


Raphael Oyervides Austin, US 2019-03-22


JOAN HELEINE HACKETTSTOWN, US 2019-03-22


Heather Nickelson Caledonia, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Cynthia Thorin Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22


Victor Rodriguez Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22


Lauren Nickell Groveland, US 2019-03-22


Gerald Shaia Sun Valley, US 2019-03-22


Mario Schmutz Sonoma, US 2019-03-22


Michelle Kruse Woodbury, US 2019-03-22


walter worley Edgewood, US 2019-03-22


Nicholas Bouck San Diego, US 2019-03-22


Linda Kelley St. Augustine, US 2019-03-22


Caleb Turner Orange, US 2019-03-22


Anna Bolles Bellmore, US 2019-03-22


Patricia Heitmann Hampden, US 2019-03-22


Chris Miller Lawrence, US 2019-03-22


Mark Monteiro Boston, US 2019-03-22


Beverly Thomas Provincetown, US 2019-03-22


Meredith Fjelsted South Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22


Orah Burstyn Long Beach, US 2019-03-22


Ellen McCann US 2019-03-22


deb bacon Vero Beach, US 2019-03-22


zxanna peters Peters Columbus, US 2019-03-22


Joan Connor Nottingham, UK 2019-03-22


Margaret Hartwell Manahawkin, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Zuzanna Jaloszynska Venice, US 2019-03-22


Jack Warren Durham, US 2019-03-22


Lana Shaun 43004, US 2019-03-22


Crystal Flores San Antonio, US 2019-03-22


Brenda Gamache Seymour, US 2019-03-22


Marcus Muro Tehachapi, US 2019-03-22


Ruben Granillo v Irvine, US 2019-03-22


Juan Baxter Indianapolis, US 2019-03-22


Carolyn Bentley Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22


MARILYN SHAFFER Colorado Springs, US 2019-03-22


Angela Betters Hales Corners, US 2019-03-22


Heather McClain New Brighton, US 2019-03-22


Shara Byrnes San Jose, US 2019-03-22


Julie Kipper Urbandale, US 2019-03-22


Donna Barter Moncton, Canada 2019-03-22


Connor McInnis Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Regina Sanders Campo, US 2019-03-22


Tara Kapoor New York, US 2019-03-22


Kenneth Varner US 2019-03-22


jarda nehybka astoria, US 2019-03-22


marybeth batista Asheville, US 2019-03-22


jeremy meindl Buffalo, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


sherri hodges Phoenix, US 2019-03-22


Colette M. Livingston Cleveland, US 2019-03-22


Carlyn Hinds Nipomo, US 2019-03-22


Karolyn LaRose Portland, US 2019-03-22


Alice Markey Hattiesburg, US 2019-03-22


Alyssa Seal Lakeville, US 2019-03-22


Alia Pavlinic Palm Beach Gardens, US 2019-03-22


Dae G Las Vegas, US 2019-03-22


Holly Rangel Highland, US 2019-03-22


Linda Gambino brooklyn, US 2019-03-22


shelby richins Ogden, US 2019-03-22


Lauryn Moore Norwalk, US 2019-03-22


Cheri Carlson Erie, US 2019-03-22


Sarah Gronim Brooklyn, US 2019-03-22


Darian Bojkovic Rocklin, US 2019-03-22


Melanie Meehan Blacksburg, US 2019-03-22


Gail Nickowitz FAIRFIELD, US 2019-03-22


Patrick Tally Baltimore, US 2019-03-22


Pat Lang Los Altos Hills, US 2019-03-22


Kim Thomason Lansing, US 2019-03-22


Cyndi Cash Dallas, US 2019-03-22


Mick Murray Fayetteville, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Shelby Hamel Collinsville, US 2019-03-22


Wyatt Pajtash US 2019-03-22


Andrea Burmann Aurora, US 2019-03-22


William Ewert US 2019-03-22


Khoa Hoang Harvey, US 2019-03-22


Victoria Shih Plano, US 2019-03-22


Jeanne Reside Long Beach, US 2019-03-22


Trevar Bauer Minneapolis, US 2019-03-22


Elizabeth Levin Tustin, US 2019-03-22


carol duerig pittsburgh, US 2019-03-22


Ruslan Yakobchuk Somerville, US 2019-03-22


Chris Ackler Southwest Brevard Cnty, US 2019-03-22


Colton Sands Spring Mills, US 2019-03-22


Mark Zera Milwaukee, US 2019-03-22


Jennifer Elrod Loganville, US 2019-03-22


Schaefer Tillie Germantown, US 2019-03-22


Cathy Dennler Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-22


Claudia Citro Lorain, US 2019-03-22


Angelo Fernandez Sunrise, US 2019-03-22


Robin Dann Montréal, Canada 2019-03-22


James Stordahl Saint Croix Falls, US 2019-03-22


Andrew Scannell Oakland, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Jayabharathi Seshan Morrow, US 2019-03-22


John Doe Utopia, US 2019-03-22


Ridge Saunders Montague, Canada 2019-03-22


Lorelyn Noa Lake Worth, US 2019-03-22


Sami-Dee Chiasson Fredericton, Canada 2019-03-22


Kathleen Collins Austin, US 2019-03-22


JO � NICOLE Covington, US 2019-03-22


Lacey Taccogna Portland, US 2019-03-22


William J. Mason Jr. Richmond, US 2019-03-22


Michael Mccombie Ypsilanti, US 2019-03-22


james burdick kansas city, US 2019-03-22


Marcos Hung San Jose, US 2019-03-22


Bijen Patel Meridian, US 2019-03-22


Scott Shemitz Chester, US 2019-03-22


Dave Lachance Milwaukee, US 2019-03-22


Tina Beedle Milton, US 2019-03-22


Nina Palomares Wayzata, US 2019-03-22


Victoria Cenicacelaya Abingdon, US 2019-03-22


Nicole Nores Kamuela, US 2019-03-22


Jill Sherwood Belvedere Tiburon, US 2019-03-22


Amy Ryan Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Walter Krzak Cary, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Ron Odo Chicago, US 2019-03-22


Saima Ilyas Randallstown, US 2019-03-22


Alex Morales Edinburg, US 2019-03-22


mark charlton minneapolis, US 2019-03-22


Heidi Pitsch Van Nuys, US 2019-03-22


Liam Dodge Bristol, Connecticut, US 2019-03-22


Jana Douglas ellensburg, US 2019-03-22


Tyler Parker Ramsey, US 2019-03-22


Shane Shipman Saint Joseph, US 2019-03-22


Pamela Tasker Oakland, US 2019-03-22


Norman Gavin Laval, Canada 2019-03-22


Bill Evans Pasadena, US 2019-03-22


Trent Adrian Tampa, US 2019-03-22


Nina Lopes Secaucus, US 2019-03-22


Robert Luther Caro, US 2019-03-22


Elmore Rasco Secaucus, US 2019-03-22


CHAD ROOD Sodus, US 2019-03-22


R Lamar Sheffield Rome, US 2019-03-22


danielle swartz Kingston, US 2019-03-22


Brett Shoemaker Arvada, US 2019-03-22


Chris Arsenault Summerside, Canada 2019-03-22


Jacquelyn Seaman Evanston, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Jacqui Barbieri Berkeley Heights, US 2019-03-22


Horne Karol Ponte Vedra Beach,, US 2019-03-22


Eric Lehmann Santa Barbara, US 2019-03-22


Amber quinn Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Lillian Bitar San Dimas, US 2019-03-22


Lori O'Connor Downers Grove, US 2019-03-22


Janet McCarthy Oneonta, US 2019-03-22


kathy Alvarez Lake Elsinore, US 2019-03-22


Natalie Ingram Longview, US 2019-03-22


NORMA GOMEZ RIVERSIDE, US 2019-03-22


Jacob Helms Claremont, US 2019-03-22


Ruby Cerny Walkersville, US 2019-03-22


Nathan Ross Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Rina Sunar Dover, US 2019-03-22


Britian Miller Murfreesboro, US 2019-03-22


Kyle Boeger Colby, US 2019-03-22


Alexander Cusneros Houston, US 2019-03-22


LeeAnn Trevino Pendleton, US 2019-03-22


Chloe Nehus US 2019-03-22


Maria L Hernandez US 2019-03-22


Justin Lee 88 Alpine Drive, US 2019-03-22


Debbie Hill Elk Grove, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Karen Lipson Decatur, US 2019-03-22


Sandra Hunter Dallas, US 2019-03-22


Lee Gillespie Santa Rosa, US 2019-03-22


Laurence Eyen Tucson, US 2019-03-22


nancy bruno san jose, US 2019-03-22


Madeline Dortch Portland, US 2019-03-22


Makara Perry Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22


Kari Lockwood Portland, US 2019-03-22


Stephanie Stewart Bakersfield, US 2019-03-22


Barbara Mathes Rio Rico, US 2019-03-22


Kathy Brown Edina, US 2019-03-22


Luke Wisniewski Miami, US 2019-03-22


Natalie Alexander Irvine, US 2019-03-22


Dawn Forsberg Saint Joseph, US 2019-03-22


Sheldon Kasdan Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22


Angela Mcgougan Glasgow, UK 2019-03-22


lexis tran Winfield, US 2019-03-22


Sarah Marvitz Cape Coral, US 2019-03-22


Will Chasteen Jericho, US 2019-03-22


Scott DeAscentis portsmouth, US 2019-03-22


Irene Goer Riverview, US 2019-03-22


Jacqualyn Hardin Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Deb Hart Clover, US 2019-03-22


Sy Nashiro Honolulu, US 2019-03-22


Sahara Bergstrom US 2019-03-22


ellie c Houston, US 2019-03-22


Angie Smith El Paso, US 2019-03-22


Trent Peel Huntington Beach, US 2019-03-22


Nishant Yagnik Mountain View, US 2019-03-22


Hunter Crawford Vancouver, US 2019-03-22


Melissa Anima San Antonio, US 2019-03-22


Ranah Brooks Moody, US 2019-03-22


Aimee Johnson Modesto, US 2019-03-22


Maria Teixeira-Henao Flushing, US 2019-03-22


Tyler Hall Sturgis, US 2019-03-22


Wendy Larks Clayton, US 2019-03-22


Judy Larkin Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Kay Halloran Albuquerque, US 2019-03-22


Daniel Taibo Richmond, US 2019-03-22


Em S Redwood City, US 2019-03-22


Kevin Smith Papillion, US 2019-03-22


Justine Baker Cascade, US 2019-03-22


doris fritsch ft. davis, US 2019-03-22


Robert Belknap Raleigh, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


kim buntin durham, US 2019-03-22


Alisha MacDonald Canada 2019-03-22


Glory Eden Shingle Springs, US 2019-03-22


Parker Macaulay Souris pei, Canada 2019-03-22


Ellen Isaly Dallas, US 2019-03-22


Thomas Baron Vermilion, US 2019-03-22


Cortney Knowles Roswell, US 2019-03-22


Brian Kainulainen Scottville, US 2019-03-22


Shani Baker Silverthorne, US 2019-03-22


Billie Svoboda Bedford, US 2019-03-22


Victoria Geppert Ambler, US 2019-03-22


Raychel Martinez Valencia, US 2019-03-22


AJ Ardon Columbia, US 2019-03-22


Jack Papandreou US 2019-03-22


Monica Quintana Rancho Cucamonga, US 2019-03-22


Elizabeth Vargas Hayward, US 2019-03-22


Colleen We dt Crescent City, US 2019-03-22


Jeff Sorensen San Diego, US 2019-03-22


Leslie Oubre Humble, US 2019-03-22


Jack Satz New York, US 2019-03-22


Judith Bailey Plainfield, US 2019-03-22


margaret cortright Park Forest, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Leslie Wilkerson Raleigh, US 2019-03-22


Stephen McEachen Fairview, US 2019-03-22


Kevin Carr Lancaster, US 2019-03-22


Jason Anderson Lansing, US 2019-03-22


Michelle Keller Bolivar, US 2019-03-22


mary hebert Souris, Canada 2019-03-22


Sean Smith Flanders, US 2019-03-22


Dash Dean Chapel Hill, US 2019-03-22


Barbara Kruza Woodland Park, US 2019-03-22


Steven Shalvey US 2019-03-22


Robert Clark Placerville, US 2019-03-22


Sharon J Otisco, US 2019-03-22


Cheyenne Jones Oak Grove, US 2019-03-22


Megan Tosh Concord, US 2019-03-22


Colton Dunn Halifax, Canada 2019-03-22


Harold Goldsmith Wadsworth, US 2019-03-22


Juan Giraldez Miami, US 2019-03-22


Rosie Aguilar New Mexico, US 2019-03-22


Rachel Hood Hudson, US 2019-03-22


Patricia Cantu US 2019-03-22


Laiba Nayeem Calgary, Canada 2019-03-22


Olivia Loupe Hollister, US 2019-03-22







Name Location Date


Matthew Goodman Hudson, US 2019-03-22


Shaun McIntire Kingsford, US 2019-03-22


Gene Mullen charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22


Natalya Bychkov West Sacramento, US 2019-03-22


Camie Rodgers Fayetteville, US 2019-03-22


Katie Macleod Chicken, Canada 2019-03-22


nicole Lidstone Tyne Valley, Canada 2019-03-22


Ashley Downing Chicago, US 2019-03-22


Kelly Moore Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-22


Anne Safrit Raleigh, US 2019-03-22


Johanna Jennings Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-22


Kevin Xu Bellevue, US 2019-03-22


William Artrip Tampa, US 2019-03-22


carol arinder Fontana-on-Geneva Lake, US 2019-03-22


Homeyra Abbasian Irving, US 2019-03-22


David Perkey Morristown, US 2019-03-22


Eric Hodgson Draper, US 2019-03-22


Theresa Firestone Elkhart, US 2019-03-22


Pat Robinson Upper Marlboro, US 2019-03-23


Debbie Stinehart Park Hills, US 2019-03-23


Mike Allen Crawfordsville, US 2019-03-23


Mark Jones Leonardtown, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Lucy C. Los Angeles, US 2019-03-23


Selena Bastarache Moncton, Canada 2019-03-23


Missy Rice US 2019-03-23


Sharon Scholten Mesa, US 2019-03-23


Svetlana Abdrshina Miami, US 2019-03-23


Alix Keast New York, US 2019-03-23


Carol Ann Casey Gambier, US 2019-03-23


Jane Teichner Wellington, US 2019-03-23


ashton carter Hartfield, US 2019-03-23


Pam Wilbourn Roseville, US 2019-03-23


David Peters Port Huron, US 2019-03-23


Michael Scagliotti Winter Garden, US 2019-03-23


Persilla/Percy Sullivan Upper Darby, US 2019-03-23


SANDRA SERAZIO Keshena, US 2019-03-23


Charlotte Serazio Milwaukee, US 2019-03-23


carol hankins Rock Island, US 2019-03-23


David Morrison Albuquerque, US 2019-03-23


Kimberly Mejia Phoenix, US 2019-03-23


Harvey Griffin Fayetteville, US 2019-03-23


Gary Schuyler Oceanside, US 2019-03-23


Fatimah Abdus Sabur Binghamton, US 2019-03-23


Joy Kots Bernville, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Kay Lowe Thornton, US 2019-03-23


Francine Piatigorski Las Vegas, US 2019-03-23


Lewis Elbertson Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-23


Melissa McCallin miami, US 2019-03-23


Denise dyer Columbus, US 2019-03-23


Jordan Wright Dover, US 2019-03-23


Jennifer Cunningham Aurora, US 2019-03-23


Jermaine Da-Costa Bronx, US 2019-03-23


Point Less San Antonio, US 2019-03-23


Bailie Watson Southington, US 2019-03-23


Leslie Sharlock Butler, US 2019-03-23


Patricia McDonald Winter Park, US 2019-03-23


Chloe Labrech Souris, Canada 2019-03-23


Michael White Mustang, US 2019-03-23


Valerie Ryan New Braunfels, US 2019-03-23


Marissa Sepulvado Euless, US 2019-03-23


Debra Mendelsohn San Rafael, US 2019-03-23


Monica Compton Proctorville, US 2019-03-23


Todd Shepherd Warsaw, US 2019-03-23


E G New Orleans, US 2019-03-23


Tylor Ramsey Saint Marys, US 2019-03-23


Ashley Smith India 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Dana Luke van nuys, US 2019-03-23


Jasmine Fregoso Bakersfield, US 2019-03-23


L.T. CRAWFORD Dover, US 2019-03-23


George Koch West Chicago, US 2019-03-23


Loretta Johnson Sacramento, US 2019-03-23


Dawn Collins Denver, US 2019-03-23


Luz Alexandra Wehmeyer Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-03-23


Linda Mcmahan Crouse, US 2019-03-23


Patrick W. Mulligan Mims, US 2019-03-23


John Yoshida Simi Valley, US 2019-03-23


Danielle Emon North York, Canada 2019-03-23


Victoria Wilson Fancy Farm, US 2019-03-23


Lizbeth Ramirez Tucson, US 2019-03-23


Donna Dhom Olney, US 2019-03-23


Tania Albanez Reno, US 2019-03-23


Jeremy Nadeau Saint-romuald, Canada 2019-03-23


Kathleen Roohan Melbourne Beach, US 2019-03-23


Sindy Trieu Fair Oaks, US 2019-03-23


MARY LAWRENCE Coral Gables, US 2019-03-23


Shilo Adams Isom, US 2019-03-23


Richard Payne Aloha, US 2019-03-23


Jalen Castille Hawthorne, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Bryan Lezama Wilton, US 2019-03-23


Michelle Simonian Los Angeles, US 2019-03-23


sayanti Roy India 2019-03-23


Daniela Duran Dubois, US 2019-03-23


Jennis Conroy Calverton, US 2019-03-23


Henry Janero Hialeah, US 2019-03-23


Talia Sclafani East Brunswick, US 2019-03-23


MARGARET MACKEY SOMERVILLE, US 2019-03-23


Ricardo Buquet Buenos Aires, Argentina 2019-03-23


Noelle North-Norris US 2019-03-23


Lena Le Keysborough, Australia 2019-03-23


Vince Mendieta Austin, US 2019-03-23


Harold Lee Glendale, US 2019-03-23


Perla Guzman San Antonio, US 2019-03-23


Sasha Markland Seattle, US 2019-03-23


Michael Marsullo, Jr. Torrington, US 2019-03-23


Heidi Brandon Champaign, US 2019-03-23


Brian Miller Palmdale, US 2019-03-23


Tia Lymn Opelika, US 2019-03-23


Stephanie Chan Gaithersburg, US 2019-03-23


Hannah Whitted Aptos, US 2019-03-23


Nancy Ortmann Marshall, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Amil Vazquez Orlando, US 2019-03-23


Corey Clements Oleary, Canada 2019-03-23


Gabino Guillen US 2019-03-23


sandra herzstein fremont, US 2019-03-23


Anthony Kobets US 2019-03-23


Carrie Tai Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-03-23


Stephanie Child Walpole, US 2019-03-23


john lemanski Boca Raton, US 2019-03-23


P Brezene Schererville, US 2019-03-23


josh salyer Albuquerque, US 2019-03-23


Christine Moore Hebden Bridge, UK 2019-03-23


Darlene Peters Souris PEI, Canada 2019-03-23


Cassandre Fiering Providence, US 2019-03-23


Dale Webb Newglasgow novascotia, Canada 2019-03-23


Bryan Davis Williamston, US 2019-03-23


David Dalrymple Avon, US 2019-03-23


Lou Orr Seattle, US 2019-03-23


Joseph Klotz Mckinney, US 2019-03-23


Kevin Bartlett Ridgeway, Canada 2019-03-23


Lauren Johnson East Lansing, US 2019-03-23


rolando tayag Manila, Philippines 2019-03-23


MICHAEL Musoni Crum Lynne, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


cris robb Belfast, UK 2019-03-23


Lynne Wendt Grand Island, US 2019-03-23


Jena Walla Edmond, US 2019-03-23


Jennifer King Katy, US 2019-03-23


Omega Lol US 2019-03-23


Sheana K Vaughn Tampa, US 2019-03-23


Nerissa Moser Huntington Beach, US 2019-03-23


Michael Greyson Mckinney, US 2019-03-23


Molly Carroll Riner, US 2019-03-23


Laura Shroka Grafton, US 2019-03-23


Dustin MacDonald Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-23


April Graham Miami, US 2019-03-23


Will Awad Lowell, US 2019-03-23


Julia Tsairis Miami, US 2019-03-23


Misty Bongiorno Endicott, US 2019-03-23


Lidia Lucaciu Hickory, US 2019-03-23


Josh Jensen Thornton, US 2019-03-23


L. Lee Port Charlotte, US 2019-03-23


meghan rush tampa, US 2019-03-23


Pete Gonzales Seguin, US 2019-03-23


Teresa Kuhbacher Gillette, US 2019-03-23


ken canty oxford, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Ashley Hamby Harriman, US 2019-03-23


Asim Zubair Burke, US 2019-03-23


Sonya Hanlon Culver City, US 2019-03-23


Sandra Wilde Bromsgrove, UK 2019-03-23


Cecilia Viens Attleboro, US 2019-03-23


Jennifer Howard Tulsa, US 2019-03-23


Ciara Logan Brooklyn, US 2019-03-23


Kate Ravenstein Magnolia, US 2019-03-23


Dan Fotopoulos Mount Prospect, US 2019-03-23


Stirling Wight Kingston, Canada 2019-03-23


Marie-Francoise Jounaidi Boston, US 2019-03-23


debra gendron vancouver, Canada 2019-03-23


Sonja Dahl Puyallup, US 2019-03-23


sandra l MOLLA Waldron, US 2019-03-23


Trixie Zilouski Croswell, US 2019-03-23


Adrian Miller New Castle, US 2019-03-23


Rachel Postiff Spring Arbor, US 2019-03-23


Allison Handrahan Halifax, Canada 2019-03-23


Shelby Peeden Reidsville, US 2019-03-23


Galen Allis US 2019-03-23


Peter Schultz Downers Grove, US 2019-03-23


MF McDermott Joshua Tree, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Emma Furlong Galena, US 2019-03-23


Eugene Bae Huntington Station, New York, US 2019-03-23


Jody Doyle Tignish, Canada 2019-03-23


Travis Dickson Charlotte, US 2019-03-23


Blair Glowach EDMONTON, Canada 2019-03-23


Martina Schmidt Long Beach, US 2019-03-23


Ann Northrop Santa Monica, US 2019-03-23


Dylan Gould Fort McMurray, Canada 2019-03-23


Arleen Duran Newark, US 2019-03-23


Greta Fischer US 2019-03-23


janet Schmidtlein Englewood, US 2019-03-23


Eva Thompson Brown Salt Lake City, US 2019-03-23


Chloe MacDonald Souris, Canada 2019-03-23


Adam Heard US 2019-03-23


Belle Ashley Summerside, Canada 2019-03-23


Dakota Hicks Madison, US 2019-03-23


Josiane Swartz debary, US 2019-03-23


danny clements montague, Canada 2019-03-23


Daphne Choquette Kingston, Canada 2019-03-23


Madelene Evans Wittmann, US 2019-03-23


Rafaela Staggs Mishawaka, US 2019-03-23


Brendon Bingham Royal Oak, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Laraine Goodban Canada 2019-03-23


Brianne Rogers Valley Village, US 2019-03-23


Brandon carver Lindsay, Canada 2019-03-23


ZOE Macisaac Elmira, Canada 2019-03-23


Seiyefa Baralatei Minneapolis, US 2019-03-23


Alejandro Gonzalez Baltimore, US 2019-03-23


Lillian Humphrey Amherstview, Canada 2019-03-23


Mary Michaelis Columbia Station, US 2019-03-23


Ava Burtis Caledonia, Canada 2019-03-23


Selina Phok Montréal, Canada 2019-03-23


Rylee Lynch Summerside, Canada 2019-03-23


Maureen Bisutti Burlington, Canada 2019-03-23


Bryce McNeil Washington, US 2019-03-23


tara paulson fremont, US 2019-03-23


Riley Hume Montréal, Canada 2019-03-23


Gabriela Herrera Bloomfield, US 2019-03-23


Hope Wilcox Beverly Hills, US 2019-03-23


Sandra Palmer Canada 2019-03-23


Devin Fisher Woodland, US 2019-03-23


Kristen Davis Indianapolis, US 2019-03-23


Raheemah Akudi Dewsbury, UK 2019-03-23


Nicole Lee-Faith Pasadena, US 2019-03-23







Name Location Date


Abdelmoniem Ibrahim Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-23


Alexander Shonjani US 2019-03-23


Ravin Curse Xenia, US 2019-03-23


Paula Hypher Toronto, Canada 2019-03-23


Yuri Brodyansky Santa Monica, US 2019-03-23


Koen Norton Montague, Canada 2019-03-23


Glenn Hackett Tignish, Canada 2019-03-23


Mark Garvey Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-23


Kain Macdonald Souris, Canada 2019-03-23


Claire Tramble Snowdon Chance Harbour, Canada 2019-03-24


Heidi Gaudet Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-24


Olivia Quinn Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-24


Katrina Holland Evanston, US 2019-03-24


Velma Sanabria Bayside, US 2019-03-24


Michelle Rosas Fort Worth, US 2019-03-24


Jasmine Parker Mascouche, Canada 2019-03-24


Rachel Ohnona Longueuil, Canada 2019-03-24


Alexis Lopez Rockville, US 2019-03-24


Sadik shafici San Francisco, US 2019-03-24


Maryrose Harris Frankford, Canada 2019-03-24


Daniel Gadbois Gatineau, Canada 2019-03-24


Shaeden O’Reilly Cherhill, Canada 2019-03-24







Name Location Date


Derek Tran Santa Clara, US 2019-03-24


Sabrina H Markham, Canada 2019-03-24


Enrique Barcenas las vegas, US 2019-03-24


Andre Moreno San Francisco, US 2019-03-24


Ashley Lee Irvine, US 2019-03-24


FAYE KINNEAR STRATFORD, Canada 2019-03-24


Helen wonderful Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-24


Amare Hailu Washington, US 2019-03-24


Robyn Eady-Sitar Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-03-24


Patrick Daunais Repentigny, Canada 2019-03-24


Iris & Patty Yermak Wilmington, US 2019-03-24


Hannah Risi Brantford, Canada 2019-03-24


Alex Landicho Laval, Canada 2019-03-24


Ben Bundy Clarksville, US 2019-03-24


Tony Peachey Cambridge, UK 2019-03-24


Robert Lewis Montague, Canada 2019-03-24


Carter Shadwell Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-24


Katrina Romanowski Windsor, Canada 2019-03-24


Maria McAloon Chicago, US 2019-03-24


Harriett smalley Los Angeles, US 2019-03-24


Aurelia Feiner Montréal, Canada 2019-03-24


Mackenzie Williams Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-24







Name Location Date


Elizabeth Moellenhoff San Diego, US 2019-03-24


Mehmet Batuhan Sahin Turkey 2019-03-24


Naheed Minhas Canada 2019-03-24


Kelsey Norring Whitecourt, Canada 2019-03-24


Ellie Markley Lethbridge, Canada 2019-03-24


C L US 2019-03-24


Simran Mattu St. John's, Canada 2019-03-24


Dianne Miller San Diega, US 2019-03-24


Leila Beaudet Canmore, Canada 2019-03-24


Becky Bunch Talbott, US 2019-03-24


Tim Covey Ventura, US 2019-03-24


Rebekah Innanen Canada 2019-03-24


Natalie Chernyavsky Walnut Creek, US 2019-03-24


Sherry McIntosh Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-03-24


Canadian En4cer Trenton, Canada 2019-03-24


Nicole Ivan Phoenix, US 2019-03-25


Taylar Cinotto Jefferson City, US 2019-03-25


Amanda Bellar Denton, US 2019-03-25


Blayd Stevens Mattawan, US 2019-03-25


Albert Sotomayor San Antonio, US 2019-03-25


Madeline Griswold Pacifica, US 2019-03-25


Maddie Bedard-Adam Halifax, Canada 2019-03-25







Name Location Date


N I Berkeley Heights, US 2019-03-25


Beverly Gamuso Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-25


Andrew Blake Burlington, Canada 2019-03-25


Katelyn Cole Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-25


Assad Ginem Germantown, US 2019-03-25


Lise SEPRUS Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25


Michaela Taylor St Peters Bay, Canada 2019-03-25


Terrance Darrach Tyne Valley, Canada 2019-03-25


Lyn Huston Akron, US 2019-03-25


Michele Veiga hamden, US 2019-03-25


Aisha Khan Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25


Robin Enman Miscouche, Canada 2019-03-25


Patricia Evelyn Anderson Cathlamet, US 2019-03-25


Kriya Vohra White Rock, Canada 2019-03-25


Jesse Tate-Johnson Burton, US 2019-03-25


Megan Rubino Arverne, US 2019-03-25


Charlotte Darke Newport, UK 2019-03-25


Victor Basso Oxford, UK 2019-03-25


Jasmine Singh Barrie, Canada 2019-03-25


Geoffrey Lalonde Canada 2019-03-25


Braiden Rice Fort Mcmurray, Canada 2019-03-25


arlette simon France 2019-03-25







Name Location Date


Keir Blackett Kensington, Canada 2019-03-25


Anna Kreimendahl Waban, US 2019-03-25


Anne Mac Donald Arisaig Antigonish n.s, Canada 2019-03-25


Ryley Somers Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-25


Shantal Kaminski Hammersmith, UK 2019-03-25


Gabriel Ayoub Montréal, Canada 2019-03-25


Daniel Clark Red deer, Canada 2019-03-25


Owen McDougall Barrie, Canada 2019-03-25


Kelsie Handrahan Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25


Cody Perry Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25


Benjamin Gurevitch Dollard-des-ormeaux, Canada 2019-03-25


Mickael Maertens Granollers, Spain 2019-03-25


Anna Burko Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25


Mikayla Menezes Québec, Canada 2019-03-25


Sandra Fife Bellingham, Washington, US 2019-03-25


Valérie Bérard Québec, Canada 2019-03-25


Jerry McCabe Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-25


Dan Good PEI, Canada 2019-03-25


Brendan gledhill kendal, UK 2019-03-25


Tammy Arsenault Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25


Scott Freeman victoria, Canada 2019-03-25


Amanda Boltwood Kelowna, Canada 2019-03-25







Name Location Date


anita alfoldi Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-25


Bruce Horne Alberton, Canada 2019-03-25


Kassandra Sison Burnaby, Canada 2019-03-25


mary gray boyne falls, US 2019-03-25


Jc Dawson Kensington, Canada 2019-03-25


Angela Buote Kensington, Canada 2019-03-25


Mahlet Beyene Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-25


Bardha Recica Etobicoke, Canada 2019-03-25


Heather Totten Saint John, Canada 2019-03-25


Simon Gray Ardmore, US 2019-03-25


Vachel Lahay Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-25


Sharon Garwood Hayden, US 2019-03-25


Isabella Oulashian El Segundo, US 2019-03-25


Kayleigh Hunter Brampton, Canada 2019-03-25


Maryann Jose Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25


Danny Gavin Tignish, Canada 2019-03-26


Olivia Lundman Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-26


Arad Badamchizadeh Calgary, Canada 2019-03-26


tyril lynch Summerside, Canada 2019-03-26


Dorothy Butler St.Lawrence, Canada 2019-03-26


Ashley Brennan Sherwood Park, Canada 2019-03-26


Catherine Bullock Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-26







Name Location Date


Wilma Morrissey Canada 2019-03-26


Jessica Savoie Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-26


Ann Sohn Los Angeles, US 2019-03-26


zoe solyon Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-26


Daly Vasquez El paso, US 2019-03-26


Aimee Jones Weyburn, Canada 2019-03-26


Margaret McAndrew Volcano, US 2019-03-26


Aleks Maria Warsaw, Poland 2019-03-26


Erin Sullivan Oakville, Canada 2019-03-26


Doaa Elmasry Kirkland, Canada 2019-03-26


Courtney McCoy West Mifflin, US 2019-03-26


Asgar Aarif Visakhapatnam, India 2019-03-26


Richard Siewertsen Marquette, US 2019-03-26


Charles Carr Saskatoon, SK, Canada 2019-03-26


Michael Metzger Jamesville, US 2019-03-26


Karen Wu mississauga, Canada 2019-03-26


Saoirse Howe Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26


charlotte ellsworth Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26


Kennedy Francis Kensington, Canada 2019-03-26


Kaycee Atkinson Montréal, Canada 2019-03-26


Vaibhavi Kukkala Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-26


Rebecca Cordeiro Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-26







Name Location Date


Noemi Munoz London, UK 2019-03-26


Maria Ramos Lawrence, US 2019-03-26


Jake Williams Birmingham, UK 2019-03-26


Julie Harris Bracknell, UK 2019-03-26


Stacey Barr Kingston, Canada 2019-03-26


Patricia Franson Calgary, Canada 2019-03-26


Élizabeth Lagacé Repentigny, Canada 2019-03-26


Sarah Wiklund Auckland, New Zealand 2019-03-26


Marjorie Timmers Englewood, US 2019-03-26


Richard Stockley Cardiff, UK 2019-03-26


Sara Shillson Harpenden, UK 2019-03-26


Jaime Gautreaux Cut Off, US 2019-03-26


CharlotteK Edits US 2019-03-26


Gia Sakkab Newmarket, Canada 2019-03-26


Oshann Landry Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-03-26


Ella Firman Englewood, US 2019-03-26


Tania K melbourne, Australia 2019-03-26


patricia(tracy) willis Ranson, US 2019-03-26


Heather Crew Backwell, UK 2019-03-26


Nena Ortiz Riverside, US 2019-03-26


WIDO HOVILLE LIle-Bizard, Canada 2019-03-26


christine Beckett Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-26







Name Location Date


Gerry Stanley Landcaster, US 2019-03-26


Lynnette Roberts Shepherd's Bush, UK 2019-03-26


Elizabeth Williams Lansing, US 2019-03-26


Geoff White UK 2019-03-26


susan o'hanlon Warwick, UK 2019-03-26


Heather Grimmer Ross-shire, UK 2019-03-26


Zuzanna Jakubowska Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26


Karrina Henderson Seattle, US 2019-03-26


Ron Fultz Pictou, Canada 2019-03-26


laurie karp tavares, US 2019-03-26


Erika Wolf Etobicoke, Canada 2019-03-26


Jeffrey Picard Montreal, Canada 2019-03-26


Roel Miranda San Diego, US 2019-03-26


Philip Cardy Hatfield Peverel, UK 2019-03-26


Anna Rakitina London, UK 2019-03-26


Jarod Farrant Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-03-26


Deborah Ruth Rinks San Angelo, US 2019-03-26


Christine Phillips High Wycombe, UK 2019-03-26


Cat Ochoa Canada 2019-03-26


Cassy Leung Atlanta, US 2019-03-26


Valerie Ervin Northampton, US 2019-03-26


louise burgess Basildon, UK 2019-03-26







Name Location Date


Meryll Guiang New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-26


claudia annett Garibaldi highlands, Canada 2019-03-26


Ethan Anonymous Williams Lake, Canada 2019-03-26


Jayden Waugh Saint John, Canada 2019-03-26


Leoni Grimshaw Cardiff, UK 2019-03-26


Liza Johnson pass christian, US 2019-03-26


Ayse Ozguven Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26


Caroline Gibb Kirkintilloch, UK 2019-03-26


Megan Crow Belleville, Canada 2019-03-26


Catherine Church London, UK 2019-03-26


Vickie vangorder Kingston, US 2019-03-26


Sheila Tutkaluk Red Deer, Canada 2019-03-27


Terry Sprague Canton, US 2019-03-27


Trudy Goldenberg Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27


Brooklyn Nichol Winkler, Canada 2019-03-27


Chantal Fisher Mermaid, Canada 2019-03-27


Avante Dennis Millsboro, US 2019-03-27


Grace Campbell Sydney, Canada 2019-03-27


Diana Tiralongo London, Canada 2019-03-27


Thelma Wheeler Southampton, UK 2019-03-27


HEATHER HART SHORELINE, US 2019-03-27


Eiline Rode Terrebonne, Canada 2019-03-27







Name Location Date


Fadi Khraim Saint John's, Canada 2019-03-27


Dana Lesiuk Jakarta, Indonesia 2019-03-27


Willis Jung New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-27


Elaine Jung New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-27


Kerdkaeow Chareonying West Sussex, UK 2019-03-27


Yana Aleksandrov Los Angeles, US 2019-03-27


Nastoshia Cain Windsor, Canada 2019-03-27


Fawn Rothlander Auckland, New Zealand 2019-03-27


Nix Werld Calgary, Canada 2019-03-27


JACK HAMPE Houston, US 2019-03-27


Kathleen Strasser Martinez, US 2019-03-27


Katie Lawton Weymouth, UK 2019-03-27


Kaz Abrahams Southend-on-Sea, UK 2019-03-27


Stephanie Heredia Oxnard, US 2019-03-27


Anne Craig Kensington, UK 2019-03-27


Damian Pyrzanowski Enfield, UK 2019-03-27


Kitana Kattan Reston, US 2019-03-27


Anne McConnell Ashburn, US 2019-03-27


Monika Bersihand Kensington, UK 2019-03-27


deb labelle Great Falls, US 2019-03-27


Bonnie Spangenberg Freehold, US 2019-03-27


Eloïse Dub La Escala, Spain 2019-03-27







Name Location Date


Gina Rück Reutlingen, Germany 2019-03-27


J VR Deurne, Belgium 2019-03-27


Thelma Grobbelaar Brooks, Canada 2019-03-27


Daniel O'Brien MILTON, US 2019-03-27


barbara bemis Manchester, US 2019-03-27


Donna Smith Windsor, Canada 2019-03-27


Elida Gonsalez Liberty Hill, US 2019-03-27


Marci Dell Qualicum Beach, Canada 2019-03-27


Arlene Dixon Cambridge, Canada 2019-03-27


Kai Churchill Laval, Canada 2019-03-27


Mary Rose Velez Tucson, US 2019-03-27


Elyse Edevane Vernon, Canada 2019-03-27


Janet christian Dayton, US 2019-03-27


Alison Campbell Oakville, Canada 2019-03-27


Zelda Conradie Struisbaai, South Africa 2019-03-27


cristiana de laurentis Italy 2019-03-27


Lara Amin Horsens, Denmark 2019-03-27


Irina Salauyeva Athens, Greece 2019-03-27


Frances Price New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-27


Elena Perez Valladolid, Spain 2019-03-27


Vilmer Jansson Kumla, Sweden 2019-03-27


Danielle Robertson Bogotá, Colombia 2019-03-27







Name Location Date


Jae Horngerber Hilton Head Island, US 2019-03-27


Valerie Emmott Bridlington, UK 2019-03-27


Anne-Marie Landriault Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-27


Mara Jones Regina, Canada 2019-03-27


kelly craske Regina, Canada 2019-03-27


hilary schultheis port washington, US 2019-03-27


Melissa Riddleb Charlottesville, US 2019-03-27


Gina Grove Pamber Heath, UK 2019-03-27


Debbie Weiner Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27


paul schmegal hudson, US 2019-03-27


Daniel Varga Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-27


Arvind Dhaliwal Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27


Lorraine Sequeira Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27


andrew kerr London, UK 2019-03-27


Catherine Berry Poole, UK 2019-03-27


Linda Morrison Ellerslie, Canada 2019-03-28


Cree Michaud Toronto, Canada 2019-03-28


Angelina Leyton Malmö, Sweden 2019-03-28


Sylvia Brockwell Bowmanville, Canada 2019-03-28


Sam Soom Brampton, Canada 2019-03-28


Julie Stuckey Pensacola, US 2019-03-28


Charly Willis Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-28







Name Location Date


Ovechka White Toronto, Canada 2019-03-28


Dylan Krapf Bellmore, US 2019-03-28


CINDY PIZANO MARINA DEL REY, US 2019-03-28


Jan Hughes Reading, US 2019-03-28


Rupal Panchal Baroda, India 2019-03-28


Lesley Kellar Guelph, Canada 2019-03-28


Baha AS Courtice, Canada 2019-03-28


Vivian Le Irvine, US 2019-03-28


Lisa Hopko Port Jervis, US 2019-03-28


Manju Vora Stanmore, UK 2019-03-28


Christine Tickner Denmead, UK 2019-03-28


Ronald Bach Zeewolde, Netherlands 2019-03-28


Sabine Rapp Fridingen, Germany 2019-03-28


Sam Padmore London, UK 2019-03-28


Elena Stankeviciene Teaneck, US 2019-03-28


Anthony Capobianco Châteauguay, Canada 2019-03-28


Maria Santiago Sarasota, US 2019-03-28


Ray Yow San Antonio, US 2019-03-28


Christine Harris Pontypridd, UK 2019-03-28


Katarina V Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-28


barbara garwood Horns Cross, UK 2019-03-28


Pamela Varenas Philadelphia, US 2019-03-28







Name Location Date


Kathleen Edwards Cardiff, UK 2019-03-28


mary baglivi Trenton, US 2019-03-28


Karen Pecsok West Plains, US 2019-03-28


Jillian Inman Summerside, Canada 2019-03-28


Kelsey Trickett Kingston, Canada 2019-03-28


Marie Pullan Sydney, Australia 2019-03-28


Ana Vieira Portugal 2019-03-28


Amy Leadbetter Gorleston-on-Sea, UK 2019-03-28


Alex Giacchetta Toronto, Canada 2019-03-28


alejandra Hernandez Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-03-28


Katie Frank US 2019-03-29


lesa Fitzpatrick Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-29


Tita Zierer Toronto, Canada 2019-03-29


Arthur Dutram Chanute, US 2019-03-29


Emma Arsenault Canada 2019-03-29


Kate Cooper Leduc, Canada 2019-03-29


Katie Sumpter Toronto, Canada 2019-03-29


Natanya Mark Brampton ON, Canada 2019-03-29


Susan Hughes Calgary, Canada 2019-03-29


Bradley Shea St louis, Canada 2019-03-29


Jenny Reyes Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-29


lauren harris lucan ontario, Canada 2019-03-29







Name Location Date


Yodit Aynalem Sheffield, UK 2019-03-29


Ashley Simmons Summerside, Canada 2019-03-29


Kathren Leek 1715 C Avenue
NE


Cedar Rapids, US 2019-03-29


Victoria Kalemba Ypsilanti, US 2019-03-29


steven holoubek ft lauderdale, US 2019-03-29


Peter Chang Canada 2019-03-29


Alessia Agazzi Vertova, Italy 2019-03-29


Serena Da Silva Oakville, Canada 2019-03-29


Mary Jo neu Westbank, Canada 2019-03-29


francis maclean Cardigan, Canada 2019-03-29


Vincent Rich Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-29


Marc DesRoches Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-29


Alessandria V toronto, Canada 2019-03-29


Janice Dlugosz Beachwood, US 2019-03-30


Janet Bennett St. Peter, US 2019-03-30


Daniel O Tampa, US 2019-03-30


Deb French Brantford, Canada 2019-03-30


Charles Sullivan Flossmoor, US 2019-03-30


Audrey Laplante Châteauguay, Canada 2019-03-30


Nick Motter West Chester, US 2019-03-30


Sandra Denis Sainte-Catherine, Canada 2019-03-30







Name Location Date


Mohamed lamine Samake Montréal, Canada 2019-03-30


PAUL CROCHETIÈRE Saint-hyacinthe, Canada 2019-03-30


James Shea Bellingham, Massachusetts, US 2019-03-31


Ivan Glozinic Laval, Canada 2019-03-31


Romana Belicová Nitra, Slovakia 2019-03-31


Mary Zarei Saint John, Canada 2019-04-01


Nathalie Jean quebec, Canada 2019-04-01


Emma Cooley Holladay, US 2019-04-01


Arlete Anderson Pahrump, US 2019-04-01


Judith Canepa New York, US 2019-04-01


Marie-Josée Sévigny Québec, Canada 2019-04-02


P Hollier Ottawa, Canada 2019-04-02


joaquin robledo West Kingston, US 2019-04-03


Analyse Pena Bloomington, US 2019-04-04


Tammy Curtis Summerside, Canada 2019-04-10


Daya S. Minden, Canada 2019-04-22


Ryan Bungay Mississauga, Canada 2019-04-23


Kya McNally Saint John, Canada 2019-04-23


Jane Merritt Worcester, US 2019-04-24


Christine Moore UK 2019-04-24


Tracy Charlton St.Catharines, Canada 2019-04-24


Arnold Meetsma Calgary, Canada 2019-04-24







Name Location Date


Mila Urban Vancouver, Canada 2019-04-24


Vincenzo Lazzara Addison, US 2019-04-24


June Kanitz Caledon, Canada 2019-04-24


Anoxic_ youtube Kansas City, US 2019-04-24


Isöbel Darby Mississauga, Canada 2019-04-24


Ethan Ramsey Goole, UK 2019-04-24


Hannah Wells Vancouver, Canada 2019-04-24


Angelica Castro San Antonio, US 2019-04-24


Anna Wheatley Hampstead, UK 2019-04-24


Christina Heinze Oshawa, Canada 2019-04-24


Marcy Kaufman Cleveland, Ohio, US 2019-04-24


Marie Gabrielle Donnelly Shropshire, UK 2019-04-24


Jackie Hale Stellarton, Canada 2019-04-25


Josh McCormick Saint Paul, Canada 2019-04-25


trilby smith Enfield, UK 2019-04-25


Morgan Marr Erbs Cove, Canada 2019-04-25


Danielle Desjardins Halifax, Canada 2019-04-26


Audrey Muir Redruth, UK 2019-04-26


Piper Viola Mississauga, Canada 2019-04-27


T T Grand Island, New York, US 2019-04-28


M DMD Toronto, Canada 2019-04-28


Tapanga MacDonald Trenton, Canada 2019-04-29







Name Location Date


Jake Hurley Belfountain, Canada 2019-04-30


Tanya Broad Burns Brampton, Canada 2019-04-30


Gabriel Neda Toronto, Canada 2019-04-30


brennan grange Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-01


David Kendall Miramichi, Canada 2019-05-01


Geraldine Ketchum Woodstock, Canada 2019-05-03


Shariz Gonzales Surrey, Canada 2019-05-04


Renee Canning Orleans, Canada 2019-05-04


Natalie Kermany London, Canada 2019-05-04


Pam Evely Fort Erie, Canada 2019-05-04


Laurie Woudstra Georgetown, Canada 2019-05-04


Vicki Collings Bath, Canada 2019-05-04


Ricky Lapish Sarnia, Canada 2019-05-04


Ann Seymour Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-04


Riley Roberts Kitchener, Canada 2019-05-05


Jen Pacholok Georgetown, Canada 2019-05-06


Tom Hooker Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-06


Lynne Poyntz Acton, Canada 2019-05-06


Sadia Assolari Mississauga, Canada 2019-05-06


Sylvia Bradley Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-06


Chris LeBlanc Limehouse, Canada 2019-05-06


Mackenzie Collings Canada 2019-05-06







Name Location Date


Marco Petraglia Toronto, Canada 2019-05-06


Nathan Yue Toronto, Canada 2019-05-06


Phyllis Dupret Delray Beach, US 2019-05-07


Kaila Joseph Toronto, Canada 2019-05-07


Matthew Fletcher Stafford, England, UK 2019-05-07


Yvonne Hönemann Weil, Germany 2019-05-07


Michelle Moles Belleville, Canada 2019-05-07


Naomi Hall Frizers, Barbados 2019-05-07


Cory Salema Mississauga, Canada 2019-05-07


simona nizza Italy 2019-05-08


Fiona Vandergucht Kamloops, Canada 2019-05-08


Paul Batte Kitchener, Canada 2019-05-08


Jesse Hale Scotsburn, Canada 2019-05-09


Cathy Falagario Toronto, Canada 2019-05-10


Sarah W Canada 2019-05-12


Mariana Ponce de Leon Victoria, Canada 2019-05-12


Oriah Gallacher Nanaimo, Canada 2019-05-12


Robyn LeBlanc Moncton, Canada 2019-05-12


Karen Maxwell Erin, Canada 2019-05-12


Lea Gallant Haute-Aboujagane, Canada 2019-05-12


Judy Bowen Ottawa, Canada 2019-05-12


Cody Carpluk Middle Village, US 2019-05-13







Name Location Date


Eric Albert Moncton, Canada 2019-05-13


Darren perry Moncton, Canada 2019-05-13


Michelle Donovan Fredericton, Canada 2019-05-13


PAUL BANGAY Rothesay, Canada 2019-05-13


Amy Wood Fredericton, Canada 2019-05-13


Denise Hall Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-13


Carol Little Belleville, Canada 2019-05-13


Scott Carter Moncton, Canada 2019-05-14


Massimo Gallo Montréal, Canada 2019-05-14


Misha LeBlanc Moncton, Canada 2019-05-14


Heidi Gregoire Canada 2019-05-14


Sylvie Roy Dieppe, Canada 2019-05-14


Michael Findlater Weston, Canada 2019-05-14


Anne-Marie Chamberlain Moncton, Canada 2019-05-15


Katie girvan Moncton, Canada 2019-05-15


Andrea Tomah Woodstock, Canada 2019-05-15


Donna Parker Stoney Creek, Canada 2019-05-15


Pamela Beers-sturgeon Miramichi, Canada 2019-05-15


Timothy Herron Calgary, Canada 2019-05-15


james gladstone moncton, Canada 2019-05-16


Cindy Maillet Moncton, Canada 2019-05-16


Francois Helene Dieppe, Canada 2019-05-16







Name Location Date


Jessica Lamont Thornhill, Canada 2019-05-17


Kristen Scriver Shelburne, Canada 2019-05-17


Sebastien Goiziou Shediac, Canada 2019-05-17


Emilie Arseneault Moncton, Canada 2019-05-17


Francis Sonier Tracadie, Canada 2019-05-17


Valerie McLaughlin Moncton, Canada 2019-05-17


Jeff Boudreau Kingston, Canada 2019-05-17


Halina Jackowski Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17


Connie Percy Kitchener, Canada 2019-05-17


Ian Bugala Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17


Rachel Freedman Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17


Kelly Patterson Mississauga, ON, Canada 2019-05-17


Michael Laing Ingersoll, Canada 2019-05-17


Antonio D'Alfonso Montreal, Canada 2019-05-17


Barry Johnston-Spooner London, Canada 2019-05-17


James Tworek Calgary, Canada 2019-05-17


Brody Gauthier Burlington, Canada 2019-05-17


Jesse Gratton Saskatoon, Canada 2019-05-17


Larry Pringle Winnipeg, Canada 2019-05-17


Sukhjinder Singh Brampton, Canada 2019-05-17


Julianna Sebastiani Hamilton, Canada 2019-05-17


Anne MacDonald Brampton, Canada 2019-05-17







Name Location Date


Glenda McCallum Delta, Canada 2019-05-17


Teresa Caterini Hamilton, Canada 2019-05-17


Peter Metaxas Iona Prince Edward Island, Canada 2019-05-17


Kaitlyn Thebeau Moncton, Canada 2019-05-17


Thomas Rounthwaite Chetwynd, Canada 2019-05-17


Jim Dawes Markham, Canada 2019-05-17


Justin Gwilliam North York, Canada 2019-05-17


Julie Popowicz Stony Plain, Alberta, Canada 2019-05-17


Sylvie Lavergne Plantagenet, Canada 2019-05-17


derek mooney Saskatoon, Canada 2019-05-17


Tom O’Hagan Orillia, Canada 2019-05-17


Lynne Miller Milton, Canada 2019-05-17


Elizabeth Erickson West elowna, Canada 2019-05-17


Ernest Dawson Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17


mary mason toronto, Canada 2019-05-17


Jack Maas Guelph, Canada 2019-05-17


Aaron Senger Thompson, Canada 2019-05-17


Kristen Thomson Etobicoke, Canada 2019-05-17


James Macdonald St catharines, Canada 2019-05-17


Linda Muzzo Vaughan, Canada 2019-05-17


Marie-Claude Baird Ottawa, Canada 2019-05-17


Eric Nigut Pitt meadows, Canada 2019-05-17







Name Location Date


Ataur Rahman Edmonton, Canada 2019-05-17


Kelsey Young-Rokosh Edmonton, Canada 2019-05-17


sophia viti toronto, Canada 2019-05-17


Nammal Mahboob Mississauga, Canada 2019-05-17


Joel Leblanc Riverview, Canada 2019-05-17


Shazana Ali Etobicoke, Canada 2019-05-17


Jean court Hillsburgh, ON, Canada 2019-05-17


Gordon Weller Victoria, Canada 2019-05-18


Jodi Dutz London, Canada 2019-05-18


Jamie Warwick North York, Canada 2019-05-18


Kathryn Gibson Chicago, Illinois, US 2019-05-21


Thomas Grand Vancouver, Canada 2019-05-22


Sean Cameron Waubaushene, Canada 2019-05-22


Messier Stephen Wrentham, Massachusetts, US 2019-05-23


J. Michael Horgan Toronto, Canada 2019-05-23


Kevin Vieira York, Canada 2019-05-23


Kristin Ross Scotsburn, Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-05-24


meaghan bright Bedfors, Canada 2019-05-24


Dennis Allen Windsor, Canada 2019-05-25


Claire Allen Murray Corner, Canada 2019-05-25


Amy Guitard Sackville, Canada 2019-05-25


Cory Allen Amherst, Canada 2019-05-25







Name Location Date


Ashley Whalen Dartmouth, Canada 2019-05-26


Jessica Cote Moncton, Canada 2019-05-26


Nicholas Bingham Moncton, Canada 2019-05-26


Shawn Foster Minden, Canada 2019-05-27


Zachary Stright Johnston point, Canada 2019-05-27


Esme Markey Chilliwack, Canada 2019-05-28


Anson McKim Toronto, Canada 2019-05-28


Suzanne Schultz Alix, Canada 2019-05-31


lizzie putman birmingham, US 2019-06-03


B Morin US 2019-06-03


Janet Warren Moncton, Canada 2019-06-03


Ervin Kadric Hamburg, US 2019-06-03


Nathan Foster Bentonville, US 2019-06-03


Ellen McCann Escondido, California, US 2019-06-03


Andrew Wilson Orleans, Canada 2019-06-04


Julianne Howe Seattle, Washington, US 2019-06-05


Jamil El-Hindi New Glasgow, Canada 2019-06-05


Kim Davies Hamilton, Canada 2019-06-06


Karen Duguay Quispamsis, Canada 2019-06-08


Lori Hudson St.Catharines, Canada 2019-06-08


Constance Cooper Victoria, Canada 2019-06-09


Gary Gallant Mississauga, Canada 2019-06-16







Name Location Date


Xavier LeBlanc Truro, Canada 2019-07-03


Gurneet Kalra Delta, Canada 2019-07-05


Casey May Harwood, Canada 2019-07-06


Tyson McGee Campbell River, Canada 2019-07-06


Nannette Kime UK 2019-07-06


Liam Henderson Moscow, US 2019-07-06


Yael Tzabari Montreal, Canada 2019-07-06


maggie castle UK 2019-07-06


Lola Soto Chester, US 2019-07-06


Gladys Bleakney Collingwood, Canada 2019-07-06


Emma Doucette Dartmouth, Canada 2019-07-06


Dion Paul Trenton, Canada 2019-07-06


Kerry Pitt Beaumont, Canada 2019-07-06


Roy Nixon Sutton, UK 2019-07-06


Michelle Foster Endicott, US 2019-07-07


jolene brimicombe New Glasgow, Canada 2019-07-07


john wick Bentonville, US 2019-07-07


Luisa Sabourin Winnipeg, Canada 2019-07-07


Mikako Kodama Seattle, US 2019-07-07


Michelle Moree Bronx, US 2019-07-07


Mike Belair Stouffville, Canada 2019-07-07


Sergio Romeo Mississauga, Canada 2019-07-07







Name Location Date


Amanda Juby Hamilton, Canada 2019-07-07


Cristina D'addario montreal, Canada 2019-07-07


Nancy Emungu Vancouver, Canada 2019-07-07


Felipe Tolentino Lakeland, US 2019-07-07


Gail MacMillan Sydney, Canada 2019-07-07


ari l Orleans, Canada 2019-07-07


Mike Cooper Manchester, UK 2019-07-07


Kurtis Lovas Calgary, Canada 2019-07-07


Teresa Noel London, Canada 2019-07-07


Hamza Khan Edmonton, Canada 2019-07-07


Sharon Garvey Stratford, Canada 2019-07-07


anne doran SKELMERSDALE, UK 2019-07-07


patrick boulet thetford mines, Canada 2019-07-08


Janie Salwan Surrey, Canada 2019-07-08


Trina Desmond Kamloops, Canada 2019-07-08


sundeep rana Toronto, Canada 2019-07-08


Julie Stone Irvine, US 2019-07-08


Kathleen Leigh Preston, UK 2019-07-08


Heather Wilson Seattle, US 2019-07-08


Mike HIGGINS French River, Canada 2019-07-08


Michael Walsh St. John's, Canada 2019-07-08


Cecile Cameron Calgary, AB, Canada 2019-07-08







Name Location Date


Jamila Daudpota Windsor, Canada 2019-07-08


Inez Szczepanska Camberwell, UK 2019-07-08


Stephanie Lapierre Caraquet, Canada 2019-07-08


Terri Anne Watson Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-07-10


Eliana Craig Buffalo, US 2019-07-10


Ivan Stephen St Catharines, Canada 2019-07-17


Margaret Curran Kentville, Canada 2019-08-02


Dale Poulette Amherst, Canada 2019-08-10


Angus MacDonald Colchester, Canada 2019-08-10


Tina Johnston Pictou, Canada 2019-08-10


sadie beaton Halifax, Canada 2019-08-10


Lisa Hayden Stellarton, Canada 2019-08-10


karen halfyard trenton, Canada 2019-08-10


Adam Maclellan Joliette, Canada 2019-08-10


Bernice Langille New Glasgow, Canada 2019-08-10


Charlene Steeves Canada 2019-08-10


Maggie Barnett Nova scotia, Canada 2019-08-10


Gabrielle Greenlaw Pictou landing, Canada 2019-08-10


Courtney Mclaughlin Enfield, Canada 2019-08-10


Faron Beadle Pictoulanding, Canada 2019-08-10


Peggy Anglin Trenton, Canada 2019-08-10


Maria Sofía Martínez Orlando, US 2019-08-10







Name Location Date


Laura-Lee Kearns Canada 2019-08-10


Liliana Silva Hollywood, US 2019-08-10


Joshua Park Mississauga, Canada 2019-08-10


Wendy Little Saskatoon, Canada 2019-08-10


Kristina Pinter Aurora, Canada 2019-08-10


Benjamin Ardeljan Kitchener, Canada 2019-08-10


Kasia daCosta Mississauga, Canada 2019-08-10


Swapandeep Singh Burlington, Canada 2019-08-10


Romane Devillers Seraing, Belgium 2019-08-10


Scott Besaw Antigonish, Canada 2019-08-10


Ousa Sama Mayotte 2019-08-10


Shane Hampton Westville, Canada 2019-08-10


Seray Kayacioglu Kanata, Canada 2019-08-10


bryn davies Evesham, UK 2019-08-10


Sam Kachure Atlanta, US 2019-08-10


Ambier Waddell Taylor, US 2019-08-10


Christiane Nkolo Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-10


Anita Erickson New Glasgow, Canada 2019-08-10


Darrel Silver Dartmouth, Canada 2019-08-10


Katherine Makkreel Calgary, Canada 2019-08-10


Peter Morrison Shawville, Canada 2019-08-10


Christine Dickson New Glasgow, Canada 2019-08-10







Name Location Date


Karla Rose Pictou, Canada 2019-08-10


Stirling MacLean Stellarton, Canada 2019-08-10


Kate Young Toronto, Canada 2019-08-10


Adam Trefry Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-10


Janie Gardner Halifax, Canada 2019-08-10


Kareena Boodoosingh Aurora high, Canada 2019-08-10


chastin anderson Prince George, Canada 2019-08-10


Vincent Mah Canada 2019-08-10


Giovanny Tremblay Montréal, Canada 2019-08-10


Marjorie Howley Boldon, UK 2019-08-10


annie ferguson pictou, Canada 2019-08-10


Pierre Gill Montreal, Canada 2019-08-10


Verica Ristovska Windsor, Canada 2019-08-10


Le Dieu Linh Nguyen Victoria, Canada 2019-08-10


Jake Wood Blackpool, UK 2019-08-10


Christian Craig Murfreesboro, US 2019-08-10


Sarah N Brampton, Canada 2019-08-10


Mohammed Seedat Torbay, Canada 2019-08-10


sylvie robitaille boucherville, Canada 2019-08-11


Daniel Legault Golden, Canada 2019-08-11


Amy Gonzalez Jacksonville, Florida, US 2019-08-11


Andrea Piccinin British Columbia, Canada 2019-08-11







Name Location Date


Tara Sanderson Calgary, Canada 2019-08-11


Romy Monaghan London, UK 2019-08-11


Sam Carroll surrey, UK 2019-08-11


David Barkhouse Caribou, Canada 2019-08-11


Dave Brimicombe Westville, Canada 2019-08-11


Dan Fraser Honolulu, US 2019-08-11


Lauren Kelly Georgeville, Canada 2019-08-12


Jonavon Meawasige Trenton, Canada 2019-08-12


Marius Hoogerboord Montague, Canada 2019-08-12


Rachelle Scanlan Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-15


Vanessa Bennett London, Canada 2019-08-15


Norman Ball White Rock, Canada 2019-08-15


Tracey Doyle Rothesay, Canada 2019-08-16


Marla MacLean Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-16


Jennifer Richardson Halifax, Canada 2019-08-17


Kajal Shinde Mumbai, India 2019-08-18


Antoinette Gonzales California, US 2019-08-23


Elizabeth Shelton Antigonish,nova scotia, Canada 2019-08-28


Yeet mibba nsjajsjfhd Simpsonville, US 2019-08-29


Lance Pace Comox, Canada 2019-08-29


Kyla Albisser Chilliwack, Canada 2019-08-29


Jordan Russell Nashua, US 2019-08-29







Name Location Date


Wayne Robinson Margate, UK 2019-08-29


Caitlin Smith Bathurst, Canada 2019-08-29


Sandy St. Dennis Regina, Canada 2019-08-29


Brigitte Bertrand Gatineau, Canada 2019-08-29


Damonte Johnson Lancaster, US 2019-08-29


Manu S-M Hamilton, Canada 2019-08-29


Richard ZBORIL Calgary, Canada 2019-08-29


Dawn Mikell Palatka, US 2019-08-29


Leah Healiss Warrington, UK 2019-08-29


Stefanie Ghamloush Didcot, UK 2019-08-29


Stephen Alston Ramsbottom, UK 2019-08-29


Elyse Fortuna Montréal, Canada 2019-08-29


Tristan Ignatius Ford Knoxville, US 2019-08-29


Katherine Hinson Gilbert, US 2019-08-29


Finley Nimmo Rutherglen, UK 2019-08-29


molli underwood vero beach, US 2019-08-29


Owen Humphries London, UK 2019-08-29


Amanda Main Walkerton, Canada 2019-08-29


Kelly Marcolini Glasgow, UK 2019-08-29


Tin Holder Canada 2019-08-29


Isabella Ciocoiu Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-29


Bailey Wellbeloved Asheville, US 2019-08-29







Name Location Date


Leah Stark Canada 2019-08-30


Sylvain Hebert Montreal, Canada 2019-08-30


Shirley Nicol Wetaskiwin, Canada 2019-08-30


Rita Jackson North Milton, Canada 2019-08-30


pierre Grimes Little Rock, US 2019-08-30


Shanti Rai London, UK 2019-08-30


hirai haruko Simpsonville, US 2019-08-30


fshsjaj fagajaj Saint-jean-sur-richelieu, Canada 2019-08-30


Kevin Winlaw Woodstock, Canada 2019-08-30


Liz Hutton Brantford, Canada 2019-08-30


Johnathon Flores-Lopez Fresno, US 2019-08-30


Dan Turner Rochdale, UK 2019-08-30


David Krysko Toronto, Canada 2019-08-30


Mike Visschedyk Grimsby, Canada 2019-08-30


Danielle Coutts Peterborough, Canada 2019-08-30


Sonja Weagant Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-30


Emilio Teixeira Saskatoon, Canada 2019-08-30


Dawn Willey Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-08-30


Axel Peter von Bertoldi Toronto, Canada 2019-08-30


Micky Rathwell St-Eugène, Canada 2019-08-30


Anell McDaniel Denton, US 2019-08-30


Jo ellis manchester, UK 2019-08-30







Name Location Date


yvonne nevala Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-08-30


matthew deavitt Dunsford, Canada 2019-08-30


Patricia Garley Burlington, Canada 2019-08-30


Dora Kammer Frome, UK 2019-08-30


Rob Holik Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-30


Bruce L Toronto, Canada 2019-08-30


Léopold Lévesque Lac-Etchemin, Canada 2019-08-30


Cheryl Chen Burnaby, Canada 2019-08-30


Maya Agbata Maple, Canada 2019-08-30


Victoria Clarke New Westminster, Canada 2019-08-30


Joe Reeves Winnipeg, Canada 2019-08-30


Natalee Kazor Etobicoke, Canada 2019-08-30


Glen J Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-30


Catherine Strybosch Cambridge, Canada 2019-08-30


RONNIE Berschaminski Saskatoon, Canada 2019-08-30


timothy lim Vancouver, Canada 2019-08-30


Tricia Loken Parksville, Canada 2019-08-30


Karsen Boerger West Chester, US 2019-08-30


Rosalind Walton Kingston, Canada 2019-08-30


Jason Simas Oakville, Canada 2019-08-31


Mandy Gass South croydon, UK 2019-08-31


G Kearns Brampton, Canada 2019-08-31







Name Location Date


David Colla BRISTOL, UK 2019-08-31


Gerry Capling kitchener, Canada 2019-08-31


Stephen Lewis MBE Gorseinon, UK 2019-08-31


Christine Lennon Gatineau, Canada 2019-09-01


Patricia Garley Burlington, Canada 2019-09-01


Arja Romaniuk Charlottetown, Canada 2019-09-02


Mary-Ellen Campbell Toronto, Canada 2019-09-03


Patsy MacDonald Lunenburg, Canada 2019-09-04


Emily Sullivan Charlottetown, Canada 2019-09-04


Maura Mckernan Calgary, Canada 2019-09-05


Arlette Sinquin Mira Gut, Canada 2019-09-05


Sabina Schamer Montréal, Canada 2019-09-05


Hope Peters Roermond, Netherlands 2019-09-05


Milan Mehta Midlothian, Virginia, US 2019-09-05


Peg Wilkes Campbell River, Canada 2019-09-06


Suzette Lawes Trenton, Canada 2019-09-06


Zysareane Medrano Toronto, Canada 2019-09-06


Robert Panos Calgary, Canada 2019-09-06


Darleigh Butt Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-09-06


Leah Campanella Hamilton, Canada 2019-09-06


Eden Haile Sheffield, UK 2019-09-06


Heidi Catlow Chatham, UK 2019-09-06







Name Location Date


brett reis Tucson, US 2019-09-06


Nora McDowell Creston, Canada 2019-09-06


Kathy Mutch Charlottetown, Canada 2019-09-06


Dylan Coates Courtenay, Canada 2019-09-06


P.J. Henry Northampton, UK 2019-09-06


Isabella Doherty-Ozobiane Salford, UK 2019-09-06


Paul Aube Hudson Heights, Canada 2019-09-06


Hovind Karen Edmonton, Canada 2019-09-07


John Westwood Maidstone, UK 2019-09-07


henry kim Lakewood, US 2019-09-07


Mike Kinash Winnipeg, Canada 2019-09-07


Hector Porquin Jersey City, US 2019-09-07


Angela Molyneaux Toronto, Canada 2019-09-07


Sofie Cortez Toronto, Canada 2019-09-07


Kimberly Chang Quebec, Canada 2019-09-07


Rebecca Baldock Rainham, UK 2019-09-07


Lisa Centracchio UK 2019-09-07


Jessica Roy Comox, Canada 2019-09-07


Brooklyn Konchakowski Edmonton, Canada 2019-09-07


c f Canada 2019-09-07


Mark Strange Embree, Canada 2019-09-07


Jason Nguyen Montréal, Canada 2019-09-07







Name Location Date


jimmy lot Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-07


Danica Davidovic Coquitlam, Canada 2019-09-07


Jordan Carol London, Canada 2019-09-07


Émile-Antoine Enlow Quebec, Canada 2019-09-07


Nadia Laflamme Oka, Canada 2019-09-07


Louise Charlebois Laval, Canada 2019-09-07


Nathaniel Burke Moose Jaw, Canada 2019-09-08


Allie chaudhry Sherwood Park, Canada 2019-09-08


Jessica Morriss Airdrie, Canada 2019-09-08


Shelby Frederick Abbotsford, Canada 2019-09-08


Jennine Smith Workington, UK 2019-09-08


Lily Thornton London, UK 2019-09-08


Joyce Galloway Newmarket, Canada 2019-09-08


David Esposito Pompano Beach, US 2019-09-08


Yasmine McLean Ottawa, Canada 2019-09-08


Paul Deakin Chorley, UK 2019-09-08


Rebecca Campbell Stratford, Canada 2019-09-08


Shiloh Alwine Chicago, US 2019-09-08


Êverike Lussier Magog, Canada 2019-09-08


Gail Johnson scarborough, UK 2019-09-08


Brooklyn Harrison Calgary, Canada 2019-09-08


Susan Allen Molesey, UK 2019-09-08







Name Location Date


Patricia Lopes Montréal, Canada 2019-09-08


Haydie Jardine Honolulu, US 2019-09-08


Colin Griffiths Deep River, Canada 2019-09-09


Am. H. Thornhill, Canada 2019-09-09


annabelle jam Montreal, Canada 2019-09-09


rebecca de jesus Bronx, New York, US 2019-09-09


Heather Kelly Markham, Canada 2019-09-09


Christina Bova Guelph, Canada 2019-09-09


Jodi MacQuarrie Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-09-09


Noah Russell San Jose, US 2019-09-09


Ryan R A, UK 2019-09-09


Alex MacMillan Tongland, UK 2019-09-09


Hannah C Waxhaw, US 2019-09-09


Rod Wise Findlay, US 2019-09-09


ella wright Towson, US 2019-09-09


Sandra Ungerson Victoria, Canada 2019-09-09


fuck ronnie Katy, US 2019-09-09


Dave Badcock Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-09


IVETA JARCICOVA Langley, Canada 2019-09-09


Vinodh Rao Mississauga, Canada 2019-09-09


Courtney Barnes Manchester, UK 2019-09-09


Mariah Brumback Boynton Beach, US 2019-09-09







Name Location Date


S Slater Featherstone, UK 2019-09-09


shane koh Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-10


Nicholas Johns Burlington, Canada 2019-09-10


Sherry Awde Cayuga, Canada 2019-09-10


Terri Gamble Duck lake, Canada 2019-09-10


Leonardo Pernas Orlando, US 2019-09-10


Mustafa Khan US 2019-09-10


Leslie L Florida, US 2019-09-11


Jeff Wilson Modesto, US 2019-09-12


Vic Harris Toronto, Canada 2019-09-12


Janice Green Walton on Thames, UK 2019-09-12


Giffin George Waterloo, Canada 2019-09-12


Teresa Egan London, UK 2019-09-12


Thomas Lowe Kula, Hawaii, US 2019-09-12


Gordon Eddy Victoria, Canada 2019-09-13


Daniela Korcheva Raynes Park, UK 2019-09-13


G R surrey, Canada 2019-09-13


Grace Reynolds Batg, UK 2019-09-13


Lee Murgatroyd London, UK 2019-09-13


Kamila Twarowska Londyn, UK 2019-09-13


Jacob Kemp Manchester, UK 2019-09-13


Calum Dunnett Thurso, UK 2019-09-13







Name Location Date


Jane Ryves Exeter, UK 2019-09-13


Ian Dorman Peterborough, UK 2019-09-13


Stéphane D. Longjumeau, France 2019-09-14


john atwater westville, Canada 2019-09-16


Ginny Point Wolfville, Canada 2019-09-16


Danial Divan Montréal, Canada 2019-09-16


brook archer Niagara Falls, Canada 2019-09-17


Lilly White Yorkton, Canada 2019-09-17


Chris H Calgary, Canada 2019-09-17


Tori Rallison Bancroft, Canada 2019-09-17


Ali Samani Guelph, Canada 2019-09-17


Amber Whiting Essex, UK 2019-09-17


V. Heath Heath Surrey, Canada 2019-09-17


Ollie Perkins UK 2019-09-17


Bailin Su Toronto, Canada 2019-09-17


Kira Rideout Pacquet, Canada 2019-09-17


Zoe Moon Phoenix, US 2019-09-17


Caitlyn M. Aurora, Canada 2019-09-17


Yvonne Daniels Morin-Heights, Canada 2019-09-17


Lorraine Lok Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-09-18


Tanya Sherboneau Kingston, Canada 2019-09-18


Model Kyandi Malibu, US 2019-09-18







Name Location Date


Chris Hubbard Grand Falls, Canada 2019-09-18


Deniae Storms Surrey, Canada 2019-09-18


Chim Nguyen Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


Frida Mariana Reading, UK 2019-09-18


Abdur Rouf Kingston Upon Thames, UK 2019-09-18


Louise Duncan Wanstead, UK 2019-09-18


D Porter Moncton, Canada 2019-09-18


alex hachem Wasaga Beach, Canada 2019-09-18


erinn leuthner port charlotte, US 2019-09-18


Laura O'Connor Warrington, UK 2019-09-18


roger wakefield Cressing, UK 2019-09-18


Cynthia Jones Harrogate, UK 2019-09-18


Molten Pig Winnipeg, Canada 2019-09-18


Ron Medway Belair, MB, Canada 2019-09-18


Deniz Capan Port Dover, Canada 2019-09-18


Lance Beevor-Potts Nanaimo, Canada 2019-09-18


Breanne Humber Surrey, Canada 2019-09-18


Sevy Fays Edmonton, Canada 2019-09-18


Hannah Ransome Shaw, UK 2019-09-18


Luke Keaton Calgary, Canada 2019-09-18


Ivor MOODY Sheffield, UK 2019-09-18


EARL BLACK SUDBURY, Canada 2019-09-18







Name Location Date


Tristan Woolstencroft Manchester, UK 2019-09-18


Yuanzhen Shao Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


Mary Irizarry Bronx, US 2019-09-18


Dayna Ingbritson Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-18


Nicole De Caires Newmarket, Canada 2019-09-18


Geoffrey Yip Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-18


bruce graham Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


Walter Krystia Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


Christine Yu Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


anthony Delle donne Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


barb griffiths Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


amala thej francis Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-18


Caroline Moore Reading, UK 2019-09-18


Tracy Braat Calgary, Canada 2019-09-18


A Person A city, Canada 2019-09-18


Michele LaPorte Hoffman Estates, US 2019-09-18


Marquis Roehl Kenosha, US 2019-09-18


Ava Soars Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18


Lesley Hastie Huntsville, Canada 2019-09-18


macey smith Brooklyn, US 2019-09-18


Andrew Valentine Sherwood Park, Canada 2019-09-18


Reagan Patrick Wauconda, US 2019-09-19







Name Location Date


Clara Fu Richmond, Canada 2019-09-19


Sandeep Guduru Toronto, Canada 2019-09-19


Shelley Johnsgaard Calgary, Canada 2019-09-19


frank holloway phoenix, US 2019-09-19


Sean Tatarov Surrey, Canada 2019-09-19


Suzy Lucas UK 2019-09-19


Simon Cherry Aldbrough Saint John, UK 2019-09-19


Greg Cocking Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-19


Sharon Espar Palo Alto, US 2019-09-19


taegan mccarthy Scarborough, Canada 2019-09-19


DR McLaren Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-19


Laqueeda Mason Racine, US 2019-09-20


Trish Tonelli Aurora, Canada 2019-09-20


Simom Briere Gatineau, Canada 2019-09-20


Philip Cheginy Toronto, Canada 2019-09-20


Audrey Seng Pearland, US 2019-09-20


Jenna Lafave Deep River, Canada 2019-09-20


Belicia Bolton Kitchener, Canada 2019-09-20


Alan Kirk Basingstoke, UK 2019-09-20


Riley Sandul timtam, Canada 2019-09-20


Andrea Mansfield Blyth, UK 2019-09-20


Clinton Byrne Toronto, Canada 2019-09-20







Name Location Date


Kayli Cap Stuart, US 2019-09-20


Cat Man Liverpool, UK 2019-09-20


soph sta Whitby, Canada 2019-09-21


nyssa kunitz Regina, Canada 2019-09-21


James Reynolds Saskatoon, Canada 2019-09-21


Jennifer Edison Botwood, Canada 2019-09-21


Oksana Nhuien Kelowna, Canada 2019-09-21


Dayan Theverapperuma Toronto, Canada 2019-09-21


amy teepe Laurens, US 2019-09-25


Ayo Osindele Airdrie, Canada 2019-09-25


Beth Hyatt Burlington, Canada 2019-09-25


Henry Bare Columbus, US 2019-09-25


Kerri Smeaton Toronto, Canada 2019-09-25


Natasha Cannavo Orangeville, Canada 2019-09-25


gabe itch US 2019-09-25


Shelley Crichton Midhurst, Canada 2019-09-25


Charrie Harris Canada 2019-09-26


Donna Kukka Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-09-26


Tom Mortimer London, UK 2019-09-26


Jeannine Abe Germantown, US 2019-09-26


Margaret Goheen Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-26


Laiba Rais Edenbridge, UK 2019-09-26







Name Location Date


Matthew LeBeau Toronto, Canada 2019-09-26


Eliza Giles Burlington, US 2019-09-29


Dianne Douglas Phoenix, Arizona, US 2019-10-01


Peter Wilkins Toronto, Canada 2019-10-02


rosemary coop Haverhill, UK 2019-10-02


Ali Bradley Ilfracombe, England, UK 2019-10-04


tim engberts Leusden, Netherlands 2019-10-11


Ken Spittle Canada 2019-10-16


Braydon Hassenbach Kitchener, Canada 2019-10-17


Georgia Bell Chelmsford, UK 2019-10-17


Carey Lai Richmond, Canada 2019-10-17


Michael McAnea Toronto, Canada 2019-10-17


Edward Rea Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-17


Ryan pongracz Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-17


Sindi Lee Pictou, Canada 2019-10-17


Jonathan Anderson West Columbia, South Carolina, US 2019-10-17


Amy Liu Toronto, Canada 2019-10-17


Garry Gill Mississauga, Canada 2019-10-17


Elsa H Pickering, Canada 2019-10-17


Lee L. Longwood, US 2019-10-17


Jennifer Villalobos Grandview, US 2019-10-17


mimi shulman Toronto, Canada 2019-10-17







Name Location Date


edison ganggangan Surrey, Canada 2019-10-17


Zara Kelly Chesterfield, UK 2019-10-17


Jennifer Hoffmann Surrey, Canada 2019-10-17


Scott Beaver Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-10-17


Ify Ugbaja Dartmouth, Canada 2019-10-17


Eileen Bacon London, UK 2019-10-17


Ernst Braendli Brampton, Canada 2019-10-17


Ashley Brewer Moncton, Canada 2019-10-17


Adam Dade Bristol, UK 2019-10-17


Werewolf Stacy New York, UK 2019-10-17


Victoria Soares Taunton, US 2019-10-17


Dakota Genaille Winnipeg, Canada 2019-10-17


Dawn Swan Croydon, UK 2019-10-17


Erika Odegard Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-17


Jody Buckley Aldwick, UK 2019-10-17


Cierra Carey Nappanee, US 2019-10-18


Isabel Leger Moncton, Canada 2019-10-18


charles reiffensteim Oshawa, Canada 2019-10-18


Kate Allen Tangier, Canada 2019-10-18


abbey stirling Surrey, Canada 2019-10-18


Brittani Kozak Hillsburgh, Canada 2019-10-18


Sam Snyder PhD PLAYA DEL REY, US 2019-10-18







Name Location Date


Michel Hervieux Saint-sauveur, Canada 2019-10-18


Ruth Ferguson London, Canada 2019-10-18


Jeanett Preston Calgary, Canada 2019-10-18


Jessica Bellew Corby, UK 2019-10-18


alex hart Maidstone, UK 2019-10-18


Anita Rac Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada 2019-10-18


Kay Rex Corner Brook NL, Canada 2019-10-18


Owen Danby Kingston, Canada 2019-10-18


Kelsea Halcarz Valparaiso, US 2019-10-18


Thomas Wills Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-10-18


mariette illner Surry,Bc, Canada 2019-10-18


Jack Stickland Field, Canada 2019-10-18


Ethan Diaz Toronto, Canada 2019-10-18


Ava Richter Canada 2019-10-18


anna i Huntingtown, US 2019-10-18


Julia Berkers Ottawa, Canada 2019-10-18


jaelyn green Aurora, US 2019-10-18


Doug Talbott Jr 2019-10-21


Tom Patterson Stratford, Canada 2019-10-21


natalie pascus Parksville, Canada 2019-10-21


Mohamed Ahamed London, UK 2019-10-21


Michael Breen Etobicoke, Canada 2019-10-21







Name Location Date


Ryan Slattery Calgary, Canada 2019-10-21


Gabrielle Jodoin Mascouche, Canada 2019-10-21


Lisa birston Chilliwack, Canada 2019-10-21


Agnieszka Wojdala Montréal, Canada 2019-10-21


Amanda lacey Wasaga Beach, Canada 2019-10-21


Richard Prescott Kamloops, Canada 2019-10-21


Sudhir Sahu Toronto, Canada 2019-10-21


Aubri Martinez Englewood, Colorado, US 2019-10-21


Yvonne McShane Fenelon Falls, Canada 2019-10-21


Anne Carchesio Burnaby, Canada 2019-10-21


Paris Newton Port Saint Lucie, US 2019-10-21


Lori Chin Toronto, Canada 2019-10-21


Ginnie Chen toronto, Canada 2019-10-21


Jenn Dube Langley, Canada 2019-10-21


L. Singh Toronto, Canada 2019-10-21


Kherrington Gevara Englewood, Colorado, US 2019-10-21


Chantell Simpson Kerrobert, Canada 2019-10-22


liam russell ottawa, Canada 2019-10-22


Dalton Barr Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


David Thornhill Fort McMurray, Canada 2019-10-22


Steven Saranchuk Canada 2019-10-22


Jason Makuch Timmins, Canada 2019-10-22







Name Location Date


David Wade Spirit River, Canada 2019-10-22


Geoff Wilson St. Albert, Canada 2019-10-22


Maria Mangas Markham, Canada 2019-10-22


Diana Henning Livonia, Michigan, US 2019-10-22


Justin Seifert St. Albert, Canada 2019-10-22


Jim McQuiston Caroline, Alberta, Canada 2019-10-22


Ashley Stotyn Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Leah Neufeld La Crete, Canada 2019-10-22


James Tucker Cwmbran, UK 2019-10-22


Don Senebald Saskatoon, Canada 2019-10-22


Joe Mackenzie Isle of Wight, UK 2019-10-22


ChanHee Lee Winnipeg, Canada 2019-10-22


Stephen Hunt Hempstead, UK 2019-10-22


Dustin-lee Davis Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Diane habart kimberly, Canada 2019-10-22


Karina Zickute Watford, UK 2019-10-22


Gordon Villumsen Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Brett Willis Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Barry Whiteley Calgary, Canada 2019-10-22


Aaron McNabb Lethbridge, Canada 2019-10-22


Martha Zacharias Barnwell, Canada 2019-10-22


Travis Nicks Fort Walton Beach, US 2019-10-22







Name Location Date


Kenneth Quick Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Cathy Oppedisano Woodbridge, Canada 2019-10-22


Lynda Gripton Bangor, UK 2019-10-22


Georgia Leigh Stoke-on-trent, UK 2019-10-22


Klas Enns Two Hills, Canada 2019-10-22


Cheryl Khidaroo Toronto, Canada 2019-10-22


Dean Schneider Canada 2019-10-22


terry duffenais Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Robert Stirrat Cayley, Canada 2019-10-22


Allysha Joseph Montreal, Canada 2019-10-22


Jake Poitras Wainwright, Canada 2019-10-22


James Taylor Okotoks, Canada 2019-10-22


Marquise Beauchemin De Winton, Canada 2019-10-22


Tracy Watson Doncaster, UK 2019-10-22


Tessie Kennelly Bracebridge, Canada 2019-10-22


Jacob Tschetter Valleyview, Canada 2019-10-22


laura pasqualini calgary, Canada 2019-10-22


Ben Pennington Saint Leonards, UK 2019-10-22


Mango Hawtree Murfreesburo, US 2019-10-22


Holly Callihoo Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Sara B Brooks, Canada 2019-10-22


Rick Grimes Montréal, Canada 2019-10-22







Name Location Date


Emily Hart Toronto, Canada 2019-10-22


Mitch Black Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Natasha Babicz Oshawa, Canada 2019-10-22


Cindie Dillard Bryan, US 2019-10-22


guilherme santos Nutt's Corner, UK 2019-10-22


Me High Omaha, US 2019-10-22


Helen Delicata Innisfil, ON, Canada 2019-10-22


Reed moser Lethbridge, Canada 2019-10-22


De Cole Hammersmith, UK 2019-10-22


Kathi Borthwick Hamilton, Canada 2019-10-22


Suzana LAZIC Saskatoon, Canada 2019-10-22


Brad Jones Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


Terry Bedell Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22


bailey sanders Medicine Hat, Canada 2019-10-22


kenny shaw O'Leary, Canada 2019-10-23


Roger LeBlanc Saint John, Canada 2019-10-23


Bridgette Queen Dearborn Heights, US 2019-10-23


David Clarke Mount Pearl, Canada 2019-10-23


chyanne fode Medicine Hat, Canada 2019-10-23


danm1650 danm1650 Canada 2019-10-23


Damyris Monsibaez Miami, US 2019-10-23


James Forsyth Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-23







Name Location Date


Jaz Smith South Shields, UK 2019-10-23


sparrow hawk Saint John's, Canada 2019-10-23


Jeremy Clow Charlottetown, Canada 2019-10-23


Jade Foster Poole, UK 2019-10-23


Kirk Reeve Calgary, Canada 2019-10-23


Noah Jo Casillas Miami, US 2019-10-23


Derek Ross Prince George, Canada 2019-10-23


Kienna Parrotta Sudbury, Canada 2019-10-23


Blake Thomas Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-23


Marie Campbell Parkland County, Canada 2019-10-23


mark spencer okotoks, Canada 2019-10-23


Brian Gerrior Toronto, Canada 2019-10-23


Archan Knotz Antigonish, Canada 2019-10-25


DELPECH Stéphane Epinay sur orge, France 2019-10-26


Natalie Dwyer-Edinger Dartmouth, Canada 2019-10-28







Recipient: Minister Environment of Nova Scotia, Minister McKenna, Jonathan Wilkinson

Letter: Greetings,

Minister Miller, Minister Wilkinson and Minister McKenna,

Today we have dozens of rivers that dump into the Northumberland Strait
not counting tributaries. The Strait is a main passage for our a lot of marine
species including Waterfowl. It is a place for them to feed, rest and live.
However all this is at major risk with the proposed 90 million litres of
effluent to be pumped into the Strait a day. The effluent at the outflow of
the pipe is going to come out at 25c in the Winter and 37c in the summer!!
(The natural water temps of the Strait reaches 15C in the summer ) These
temps will absolutely change the diversity and make up of this sensitive and
important marine ecosystem. This will increase the overall temperatures of
the Strait over time due to the high volume of effluent being pumped a day.

The Effluent is going to be fresh water. The Strait is comprised of salt water
and species that require a specific level of salinity. At a rate of 70-90 Million
litres a day, the salinity of the Strait will change as the waste continues to
accumulate over time. This will impact Wetlands, all species that use the
Strait as well as the food sources within.

The makeup of the toxic chemicals that will be part of the effluent will
also pose major threat to marine life. The communications officer for
Northern Pulp has said a few times that the current infrastructure of the
mill cannot handle the new proposed effluent makeup because it will be to
corrosive to their internal setup and that pumping it into the Strait is the
most economical option for the Mill. However, there are many scientific
documents that show the risk and harm that will come from this.

Furthermore, the effluent would contain chlorines, dioxins, metals, among
other toxic constituents and will contain 935kg of solid materials per day.
All of these can bioaccumulate, having catastrophic effects on marine life.
Laboratory studies using individual chlorinated organic compounds that
are commonly discharged from bleached pulp mills have demonstrated
effects such as deformities, as well as embryonic and larval mortalities in
fish. These chronic effects will jeopardize the future of many fish species
and damage the integrity of the ecosystem. It is documented that Dioxins
contaminate fish and shellfish because fish act like sponges for Dioxins,

change.org 



accumulating them at 25,000-50,000 times the concentrations present in
their environment. It also is reported that fish species 250 miles away from
the source have been impacted.

The other obvious threat to the Strait is the colour of the water will change.
The effluent due to its makeup will change the colour at the water at the
outflow of the pipe which is positioned a few kms offshore and directly into
the Strait. At millions of litres a day, this will impact a very large area and
ultimately change the natural state of the ecosystem.

The Strait already has several large dead zones due to nutrient overloading
from many sources. It cannot handle any additional pressures. Boat
Harbour, once a very healthy estuary and wetlands is an official
environmental disaster due to the mills current waste process. The NS
Government is mandating that it be stopped by 2020 and cleaned up.
However, the option Northern Pulp came up with is to dump it into
the Northumberland Strait! We need Federal involvement and a full
Environmental Assessment completed to ensure that the proper scientific
testing is done and risks highlighted.

These are only a few points of a concern from a very long list that this pipe
will cause. Our wetlands and surrounding marine habitat are not the only
things at risk here. Atlantic Salmon, Trout, Herring, Gasperaux, Smelt, Eels,
Whales, Atlantic dolphins, Tuna, Mackerel, Striped Bass, etc etc etc all will be
impacted by high water temps, toxic chemicals, changes in salinty and water
clarity.

You can help by submitting feedback on the Environmnetal process by
sending your concerns to ea@novascotia.ca



Signatures

Name Location Date

Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Amherst, Canada 2018-04-13

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-13

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Canada 2018-04-13

Saint John, Canada 2018-04-13

New glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Canada 2018-04-13

Burlington, Canada 2018-04-13

Trenton, Canada 2018-04-13

Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-04-13

porters lake, Canada 2018-04-13

lunenburg, Canada 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-04-13

Stillwater NS, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Hebbville, Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13

Chester Basin, Canada 2018-04-13

Elmsdale, Canada 2018-04-13

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Bickerton West, Canada 2018-04-13

Kentville, Canada 2018-04-13

North Grant, Canada 2018-04-13

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-13

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Lyons brook, Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Amherst, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, N.S., Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Madrid, Spain 2018-04-13

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Aspen, Canada 2018-04-13

Wittenbach, Switzerland 2018-04-13

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-04-13

Fall River, Canada 2018-04-13

Germany 2018-04-13

Hamburg, Germany 2018-04-13

Pubnico, Canada 2018-04-13

Sherbrooke NS, Canada 2018-04-13

Essen, Germany 2018-04-13

Poortvliet, Nebraska, US 2018-04-13

Terrebonne, California, US 2018-04-13

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13

Westminster, Colorado, US 2018-04-13

Berlin, Germany 2018-04-13

Hoogezand, Netherlands 2018-04-13

US 2018-04-13

Sconser, Scotland, UK 2018-04-13

Aschaffenburg, Germany 2018-04-13

Kirkland, Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13

Switzerland 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Grand-Métis, Canada 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13

Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-04-13

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Truro, Canada 2018-04-13

Muttenz, Switzerland 2018-04-13

Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-13

Germany 2018-04-13

Copenhagen, Denmark 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Timberlea, Canada 2018-04-13

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-13

Kirchdorf an der Krems, Austria 2018-04-13

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Madrid, Spain 2018-04-13

Summerside, Canada 2018-04-13

Bedford Station, Canada 2018-04-13

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Heerlen, Netherlands 2018-04-13

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Paris, France 2018-04-13

Truro, Canada 2018-04-13

Summerside, Canada 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Barcelona, Spain 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-13

Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-13

Wolfratshausen, Germany 2018-04-13

Sylvester, Canada 2018-04-13

Cardigan, Canada 2018-04-13

Burlington, Canada 2018-04-13

Las Vegas, Nevada, US 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Sampsonville, Canada 2018-04-13

Schoondijke, Netherlands 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Wellington, Canada 2018-04-13

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Vaison-la-Romaine, France 2018-04-13

Victoria, Canada 2018-04-13

Seaview, Pictou County, Canada 2018-04-13

Truro, Canada 2018-04-13

Ghent, Belgium 2018-04-13

Bredestraat, Belgium 2018-04-13

Truro, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Canso, Canada 2018-04-13

North Sydney, Canada 2018-04-13

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-13

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13

Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-13

Bedford, Canada 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Westville, Canada 2018-04-13

Lanaken, Belgium 2018-04-13

Germany 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Hawkinsville, Georgia, US 2018-04-13

Westville, Canada 2018-04-13

Murray River, Canada 2018-04-13

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-13

Saint-Joseph-de-Kent, Canada 2018-04-13

Oak Point, Canada 2018-04-13

Hunter River, Canada 2018-04-13

Church Point, Canada 2018-04-13

Mayen, Germany 2018-04-13

Toulouse, France 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Canada 2018-04-13

Wabush, Canada 2018-04-13

Brussels, Belgium 2018-04-13

Hazelbrook, Canada 2018-04-13

Q. Cove, Canada 2018-04-13

alma, Canada 2018-04-13

East Preston, Canada 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Stourbridge, England, UK 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13

Guntersdorf, Austria 2018-04-13

Westville, Canada 2018-04-13

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-13

Lawrencetown, Canada 2018-04-13

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13

sydney, Canada 2018-04-13

Prince Edward Island, Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13

Nürnberg, Germany 2018-04-13

Murray harbour, Canada 2018-04-13

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Montague, Canada 2018-04-13

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13

Wijk Bij Duurstede, Netherlands 2018-04-13

Westcock, Canada 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Bedford, Canada 2018-04-13

Blind River, Canada 2018-04-13

Montague, Canada 2018-04-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-13

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Bedford, Canada 2018-04-13

Cincinnati, Ohio, US 2018-04-13

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-13

Montague, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Truro, Canada 2018-04-13

Murray Harbour, Canada 2018-04-13

Browns Plains, Australia 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-13



Name Location Date

Berwick, Canada 2018-04-13

canoas, Illinois, US 2018-04-13

Oxford nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13

Pictou County, Canada 2018-04-13

Stittsville, Canada 2018-04-14

North Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14

Indian Harbour Lake, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Saint Peter's, Canada 2018-04-14

Oxford, Canada 2018-04-14

Summerside, Canada 2018-04-14

stellarton, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14

NEW GLASGOW, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14

Walled Lake, Michigan, US 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-14

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-14

Reno, Pennsylvania, US 2018-04-14

River John, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

St Albert, Canada 2018-04-14

Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-14

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-04-14

Burlington, Canada 2018-04-14

halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Truro, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14

Silver Spring, Maryland, US 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-04-14

villarotta- luzzara, Italy 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Westville, Canada 2018-04-14

Margaree Forks, Canada 2018-04-14

Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-14

Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-14

Westville, Canada 2018-04-14

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14

Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-14

ABBOTSFORD, Canada 2018-04-14

Portland, Oregon, US 2018-04-14

Truro, Canada 2018-04-14

Rr#1 Trenton NS, Canada 2018-04-14

Hanover, Germany 2018-04-14

trenton, Canada 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Cardigan, Canada 2018-04-14

Greenwood, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

BrightsGrove, Canada 2018-04-14

Höör, Oklahoma, US 2018-04-14

Matawan, New Jersey, US 2018-04-14

Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-14

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Porters Lake, Canada 2018-04-14

port hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-14

Pierrelatte, France 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Japan 2018-04-14

Leeuwarden, Netherlands 2018-04-14

Hoogezand, Netherlands 2018-04-14

Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14

Denare Beach, Canada 2018-04-14

Amsterdam, Netherlands 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-14

Leicester, England, UK 2018-04-14

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14

Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14

Germany 2018-04-14

Tacoma, Washington, US 2018-04-14

Vancouver, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

hemford, Canada 2018-04-14

Worcester, UK 2018-04-14

Shobdon, England, UK 2018-04-14

Wahlsburg, Germany 2018-04-14

Paris, France 2018-04-14

Hessle, England, UK 2018-04-14

Berg, Austria 2018-04-14

LYON, France 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Germany 2018-04-14

Zdroisko, Poland 2018-04-14

, Scotland, UK 2018-04-14

cluj, Romania 2018-04-14

Kentville, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Georgetown, Malaysia 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

R'veer, Netherlands 2018-04-14

Schöneberg, Germany 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Bremen, Germany 2018-04-14

Balzan, Malta 2018-04-14

Upice, US 2018-04-14

Nelson, England, UK 2018-04-14

Brookside, Canada 2018-04-14

Ichtershausen, Germany 2018-04-14

Bedford, Canada 2018-04-14

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14

Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-14

Erlensee, Germany 2018-04-14

Bagnolet, France 2018-04-14

Popovo, Bulgaria 2018-04-14

56220, Germany 2018-04-14

Saint John, Canada 2018-04-14

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14

Düsseldorf, Germany 2018-04-14

longes, Florida, US 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Germany 2018-04-14

Montréal, Canada 2018-04-14

NS, Canada 2018-04-14

san german puerto rico, New York, US 2018-04-14

RR1 Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14

Kennebunkport, Maine, US 2018-04-14

Fredericton, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

sabine.stiker@web.de, Germany 2018-04-14

Vienna, Austria 2018-04-14

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14

Guysborough, Canada 2018-04-14

Ipswich, UK 2018-04-14

Gent, Belgium 2018-04-14

Mumbai, India 2018-04-14

Germany 2018-04-14

gignac, France 2018-04-14

country harbour, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Sydney, Australia 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, NS, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-14

Nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-14

Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Seafoam NS, Canada 2018-04-14

Waverley, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14

Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14

Hantsport, Canada 2018-04-14

Oxford, Canada 2018-04-14

Hamoir, Belgium 2018-04-14

Westville, Canada 2018-04-14

Bytom, Poland 2018-04-14

Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-14

St. Peter's, Canada 2018-04-14

Old Town, Maine, US 2018-04-14

Kittery, Maine, US 2018-04-14

Japan 2018-04-14

Somerville, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-14

Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Eppenbrunn, Germany 2018-04-14

Enfield, NS, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Afton Station, Canada 2018-04-14

Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14

Szatymaz, Hungary 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14

Oshawa, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Prince, Canada 2018-04-14

Oulens-Echallens, Switzerland 2018-04-14

Bellaire, Texas, US 2018-04-14

Hasselt, Texas, US 2018-04-14

Zülpich, Germany 2018-04-14

Moncont, Canada 2018-04-14

Frankfurt Am Main, Germany 2018-04-14

Miami, Florida, US 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Belfast, Canada 2018-04-14

Houston, Texas, US 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14

River John, Canada 2018-04-14

Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14

Digby, Canada 2018-04-14

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-14

Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14

St. Peter's, Canada 2018-04-14

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Brooklyn, New York, US 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

⼤阪, Japan 2018-04-14

Chester, Canada 2018-04-14

Fort mcmurray, Canada 2018-04-14

Devon, England, UK 2018-04-14

Staffordsville, Kentucky, US 2018-04-14

Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Edmonton, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Japan 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14

Fairview, Canada 2018-04-14

Mississauga, Canada 2018-04-14

Hilpoltstein, Germany 2018-04-14

Afa, France 2018-04-14

Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14

UK 2018-04-14

Bangkok, Thailand 2018-04-14

Murray river p.e.i, Canada 2018-04-14

Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-14

UK 2018-04-14

Guilford, Vermont, US 2018-04-14

Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14

Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14

London, Canada 2018-04-14

Sarnia, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Calamba,Laguna, Philippines 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-04-14

Sannois, France 2018-04-14

Port Hastings, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

France 2018-04-14

US 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

timberlea, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14

Luskville, Canada 2018-04-14

Munich, Germany 2018-04-14

Rusagonis, Canada 2018-04-14

Lyon, France 2018-04-14

Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14

Puerto Lumbreras, Spain 2018-04-14

Singapore, Singapore 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

merksem, Belgium 2018-04-14

Lynn, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-14

Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-14

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-14

Washington, Utah, US 2018-04-14

Atwood, Illinois, US 2018-04-14

Germany 2018-04-14

port hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Westville, Canada 2018-04-14

Kingston, Canada 2018-04-14

Amsterdam, Netherlands 2018-04-14

France 2018-04-14

Des Moines, Iowa, US 2018-04-14

Mermaid PEI, Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2018-04-14

Hennebont, France 2018-04-14

US 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Vienna, Austria 2018-04-14

San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-04-14

livorno, Italy 2018-04-14

Sidney, Ohio, US 2018-04-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14

Belle River, Canada 2018-04-14

Beaver bank, Canada 2018-04-14

Pei, Canada 2018-04-14

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-04-14

Ljubljana, Slovenia 2018-04-14

Powell River, Canada 2018-04-14

torino, Italy 2018-04-14

saint-aignan, France 2018-04-14

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Lake Cowichan, Canada 2018-04-14

Spain 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Riedbach, Germany 2018-04-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14

Glace bay, Canada 2018-04-14

Coventry, US 2018-04-14

Canoe Cove PEI, Canada 2018-04-14

Bridgetown, Canada 2018-04-14

los angeles, California, US 2018-04-14

istanbul, Turkey 2018-04-14

Kirchbach, Austria 2018-04-14

Borden, Canada 2018-04-14

rekem, Belgium 2018-04-14

Shasta Lake, California, US 2018-04-14

Saint-nicolas-de-port, France 2018-04-14

Abercraf, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-04-14

Cambridge, Canada 2018-04-14

Murray Harbour, Canada 2018-04-14

US 2018-04-14

France 2018-04-14

US 2018-04-14

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14

US 2018-04-14

Debert, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Birchwood, England, UK 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Vienna, Austria 2018-04-14

debert, Canada 2018-04-14

France 2018-04-14

Powell River, Canada 2018-04-14

Eschweiler, Germany 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Espoo, Finland 2018-04-14

ch-town, Canada 2018-04-14

New glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14

Oslo, Norway 2018-04-14

Germany 2018-04-14

Saint Anns, Canada 2018-04-14

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-14

Vernon, Canada 2018-04-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-14

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Gent, Belgium 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Grevenbroich, Germany 2018-04-14

paris, France 2018-04-14

Nidderau, Germany 2018-04-14

st-cruiz, Costa Rica 2018-04-14

Saratoga, California, US 2018-04-14

Moonstone, Canada 2018-04-14

Derendingen, Switzerland 2018-04-14

Florida, Florida, US 2018-04-14

Berwick, Canada 2018-04-14

Polten, Austria 2018-04-14

Sankt Pölten, Austria 2018-04-14

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-04-14

Celebration, Florida, US 2018-04-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14

Bogota, Colombia 2018-04-14

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-14

Cardigan, Canada 2018-04-14

pictou, Canada 2018-04-14

Houthalen, Belgium 2018-04-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Austin, Texas, US 2018-04-14

Sudbury, Canada 2018-04-14

Digby, Canada 2018-04-14

Puerto Vallarta, Mexico 2018-04-14

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14

S.O., New Jersey, US 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Cambridge, UK 2018-04-14

US 2018-04-14

UK 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

UK 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

UK 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Canada 2018-04-14

Nørrebro, Denmark 2018-04-14

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-04-14

stephenville, Texas, US 2018-04-14

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, US 2018-04-14

5310 leuze, Belgium 2018-04-14



Name Location Date

Chilpancingo Guerrero, Mexico 2018-04-14

Zagreb, Croatia 2018-04-14

Sao Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-14

Montague, Canada 2018-04-14

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-04-14

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14

Hagerhill, Kentucky, US 2018-04-14

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-14

Burns Lake, Canada 2018-04-14

San Miguel, Argentina 2018-04-14

Mönchengladbach, Germany 2018-04-14

Fürth, Germany 2018-04-14

Mount Uniacke, Canada 2018-04-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-14

Konstanz, Germany 2018-04-14

Manchester, Åland Islands 2018-04-14

Marple Bridge, England, UK 2018-04-14

Calcutta, India 2018-04-14

France 2018-04-14

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15

Welland, Canada 2018-04-15

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

Fulshear, Texas, US 2018-04-15

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-15

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-04-15

Oakville, Canada 2018-04-15

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-15

Steinbach, Canada 2018-04-15

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-15

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-15

Eldon, Canada 2018-04-15

Madoc, Canada 2018-04-15

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15

bridgetown , w.a, Australia 2018-04-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15

Linden, California, US 2018-04-15

Bangkok, Thailand 2018-04-15

Gifu, Japan 2018-04-15

Hamilton, Canada 2018-04-15

Tolar, Texas, US 2018-04-15

Koné, New Caledonia 2018-04-15

Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-15

Pownal, Canada 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-04-15

Willowbrook, Illinois, US 2018-04-15

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

Toowoomba, Australia 2018-04-15

Buenos Aires, Argentina 2018-04-15

France 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Hindås, Sweden 2018-04-15

Geneve, Switzerland 2018-04-15

Powell River, Canada 2018-04-15

Málaga, Spain 2018-04-15

hong kong, Hong Kong 2018-04-15

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-15

Spain 2018-04-15

Plaisir, France 2018-04-15

Danbury, England, UK 2018-04-15

Montague, Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-15

Finland 2018-04-15

Winterport, Maine, US 2018-04-15

Lanaken, Belgium 2018-04-15

Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-04-15

Pont de Chéruy, France 2018-04-15

Marly-la-Ville, France 2018-04-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15

Hannover, Germany 2018-04-15

Roma, US 2018-04-15

Санкт-Петербург, Russia 2018-04-15

West Branch, Canada 2018-04-15

Scituate, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-15

Antigonish,N.S., Canada 2018-04-15

Australia 2018-04-15

Berlin, Delaware, US 2018-04-15

Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-15

North Sydney, Canada 2018-04-15

MELUN, France 2018-04-15

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-15

Eberbach / seltz, France 2018-04-15

Oakville, Canada 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-15

Vernon, Canada 2018-04-15

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15

Hebburn, England, UK 2018-04-15

Groesbeek, Netherlands 2018-04-15

Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15

Kippens, Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Setagaya-ku, Japan 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Chester, Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Bromley, UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

Margaree forks, Canada 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-15

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-15

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-15

antigonish, Canada 2018-04-15

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

London, UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

Centreville, Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Aalborg, Denmark 2018-04-15

Sacramento, California, US 2018-04-15

Belton, Texas, US 2018-04-15

Dunkirk, Maryland, US 2018-04-15

Georgetown, Canada 2018-04-15

Shubenacadie, Canada 2018-04-15

Victoria, Canada 2018-04-15

Mechelen, Belgium 2018-04-15

Pictou county, Canada 2018-04-15

Full, Switzerland 2018-04-15

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15

Roma, Italy 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

MEUDON LA FORET, France 2018-04-15

Rolle, Switzerland 2018-04-15

signes, France 2018-04-15

Lausanne, Switzerland 2018-04-15

25436, Delaware, US 2018-04-15

Montague PEI, Canada 2018-04-15

bordeaux, France 2018-04-15

Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-04-15

Jambes, Belgium 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

Canada 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

US 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

jambes, Belgium 2018-04-15

UK 2018-04-15

Esch, Texas, US 2018-04-15

TOURCOING, France 2018-04-15

cabestany, Florida, US 2018-04-15

Singapore, Singapore 2018-04-15

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-15

Nancy, France 2018-04-15

France 2018-04-15

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-15



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15

Spain 2018-04-15

st pete, Florida, US 2018-04-15

Collombey, Switzerland 2018-04-15

Montague, Canada 2018-04-15

Johnstons River, Canada 2018-04-15

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-15

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16

Montague, Canada 2018-04-16

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-16

Villiers-en-Désoeuvre, France 2018-04-16

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-16

New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-16

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, US 2018-04-16

US 2018-04-16

UK 2018-04-16

US 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

US 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16



Name Location Date

US 2018-04-16

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 2018-04-16

Trenton, Canada 2018-04-16

Pahrump, Nevada, US 2018-04-16

Adelaide, Australia 2018-04-16

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16

Cologne, Germany, Germany 2018-04-16

Germany 2018-04-16

Kosice, Slovakia 2018-04-16

Australia, Alabama, US 2018-04-16

bridgetown, Canada 2018-04-16

Germany 2018-04-16

Sakado-shi, Japan 2018-04-16

555 22, Australia 2018-04-16

Takatsuki, Japan 2018-04-16

Milan, Italy 2018-04-16

神奈川県, Japan 2018-04-16

Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-16

Japan 2018-04-16

Wellington, Florida, US 2018-04-16

dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16



Name Location Date

South Bend, Indiana, US 2018-04-16

Napanee, Canada 2018-04-16

Villeurbanne, France 2018-04-16

Truro, Canada 2018-04-16

TORRES, UK 2018-04-16

Okotoks, Canada 2018-04-16

Miramichi, Canada 2018-04-16

rr1 trenton, Canada 2018-04-16

Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-16

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-16

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16

Sp, Brazil 2018-04-16

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16

bruxelles, Belgium 2018-04-16

Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-16

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16

Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16

Vancouver, Canada 2018-04-16

aulac, Canada 2018-04-16

Schneeberg, Germany 2018-04-16



Name Location Date

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16

bruxelles, Belgium 2018-04-16

Brussels, Belgium 2018-04-16

Peterborough, Canada 2018-04-16

Zaragoza, Spain 2018-04-16

Berwick, Canada 2018-04-16

Sugarcamp, Canada 2018-04-16

Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16

Burnt church new brunswick, Canada 2018-04-16

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16

Montréal, Canada 2018-04-16

Westville, Canada 2018-04-16

Upper cape, Canada 2018-04-16

São Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-16

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-16

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-16

Saint Peters, Canada 2018-04-16

Hamilton, Canada 2018-04-16

Nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

ESTEIO, Puerto Rico, US 2018-04-16

Rio Grande, Brazil 2018-04-16



Name Location Date

Porto Alegre, RS, República Federativa
do Brasil, Brazil

2018-04-16

Paris, France 2018-04-16

Paris, France 2018-04-16

Sackville NB., Canada 2018-04-16

Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-16

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16

Cambridge, Canada 2018-04-16

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-16

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-16

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-04-16

Porto Alegre, Brazil 2018-04-16

Purchase, New York, US 2018-04-16

Germany 2018-04-16

Cape Town, South Africa 2018-04-16

Edinburgh, Scotland, UK 2018-04-16

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16

Gardena, California, US 2018-04-16

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-16

Fredericton, Canada 2018-04-16

Rotterdam, Netherlands 2018-04-16



Name Location Date

Hampton, New Hampshire, US 2018-04-16

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-16

US 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

UK 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

UK 2018-04-16

UK 2018-04-16

US 2018-04-16

US 2018-04-16

Canada 2018-04-16

US 2018-04-16

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16

Ridderkerk, Netherlands 2018-04-16

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-16

Cardiff By The Sea, California, US 2018-04-16

Amherst, Canada 2018-04-16

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-16

Elgin, Canada 2018-04-16

Amesbury, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-16



Name Location Date

Springhill, Canada 2018-04-16

Dieppe, Canada 2018-04-16

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16

ARACAJU SE, Brazil 2018-04-16

Porto, Portugal 2018-04-16

Norfolk, Virginia, US 2018-04-16

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-17

福岡県, Japan 2018-04-17

Rio De Janeiro, Brazil 2018-04-17

Elmsdale, Canada 2018-04-17

Los Angeles, California, US 2018-04-17

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-17

Stretford, England, UK 2018-04-17

Bowen Island, Canada 2018-04-17

New Waterford, Canada 2018-04-17

Americana, Brazil 2018-04-17

Edinburgh, Scotland, UK 2018-04-17

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-17

Oakland, California, US 2018-04-17

antigonish, Canada 2018-04-17

Amparo, Brazil 2018-04-17

Westville, Canada 2018-04-17



Name Location Date

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17

san sebastian, Spain 2018-04-17

Paris, France 2018-04-17

Essex Junction, Vermont, US 2018-04-17

Espoo Finland, Finland 2018-04-17

liège, Belgium 2018-04-17

Rochester, Michigan, US 2018-04-17

Kissimmee, Florida, US 2018-04-17

Asso, Italy 2018-04-17

Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-17

Brooklyn, New York, US 2018-04-17

Inverness Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-17

Conception Bay South, Canada 2018-04-17

Chester, Canada 2018-04-17

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-17

Sao Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-17

Navas Del Rey, Spain 2018-04-17

Little Narrows, Canada 2018-04-17

london, Canada 2018-04-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-17



Name Location Date

Chéticamp, Canada 2018-04-17

Spain 2018-04-17

Vancouver, Canada 2018-04-17

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-17

Southwest Margaree, Canada 2018-04-17

Fairfield, Iowa, US 2018-04-17

Rigolet, Canada 2018-04-18

Canada 2018-04-18

Italy 2018-04-18

Orangedale, Canada 2018-04-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18

Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-04-18

Cheticamp, Canada 2018-04-18

Naples, Florida, US 2018-04-18

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18

Margaree Harbour, Nova Scotia, New
York, US

2018-04-18

Tokyo, Japan 2018-04-18

Hobart, Australia 2018-04-18



Name Location Date

Fontenay-aux-roses, France 2018-04-18

Ketch Harbour, Canada 2018-04-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-18

Pictou.N.S, Canada 2018-04-18

Salt Springs, NS, Canada 2018-04-18

Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-04-18

Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-04-18

Margaree, Canada 2018-04-18

Halifax , NS, Canada 2018-04-18

Saint Vincent, France 2018-04-18

Colombes, France 2018-04-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18

Grand Etang, NS, Canada 2018-04-18

Margaree, Canada 2018-04-18

Mount Pisgah, Canada 2018-04-18

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-18

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-18

Wellington, Canada 2018-04-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18

East Margaree, Canada 2018-04-18

Stratford P.E.I., Canada 2018-04-18

Riverview, Canada 2018-04-18



Name Location Date

Hampton, Canada 2018-04-18

Mabou, Canada 2018-04-18

Mabou, Canada 2018-04-18

Montague pei, Canada 2018-04-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-18

Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-18

Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-18

Sao Paulo, Brazil 2018-04-18

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-18

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-18

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-18

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-18

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-18

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-18

Woburn, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-19

Amherst NS, Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

edmonton, Canada 2018-04-19

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-19



Name Location Date

Vernon Bridge, Canada 2018-04-19

South Winsloe, Canada 2018-04-19

Charlottetown, PE, Canada 2018-04-19

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19

Antiginish, Canada 2018-04-19

Reading, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-19

Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-19

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-04-19

Germany 2018-04-19

vero beach, Florida, US 2018-04-19

Plant City, Florida, US 2018-04-19

Three Fathom Harbour, Canada 2018-04-19

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-19

Donkin, Canada 2018-04-19

Sackville, Canada 2018-04-19

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-19

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-19

Don Mills, Canada 2018-04-19

Wallace, Canada 2018-04-19

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-19



Name Location Date

Mabou, Canada 2018-04-19

Herring Cove, Canada 2018-04-19

Upper Tantallon, Canada 2018-04-19

Yarmouth, Canada 2018-04-19

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-19

Inverness, Canada 2018-04-19

US 2018-04-19

US 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

London, England, UK 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

US 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

UK 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

UK 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19



Name Location Date

US 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

US 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

US 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

Canada 2018-04-19

US 2018-04-19

LaHave, Canada 2018-04-20

Seabright, Canada 2018-04-20

Edmonton, Canada 2018-04-20

Edmonton, Canada 2018-04-20

Limerick, Ireland 2018-04-20

Ireland 2018-04-20

Dublin, Ireland 2018-04-20

Wulften Am Harz, Germany 2018-04-20

Avondale, Arizona, US 2018-04-20

Cheticamp, Canada 2018-04-20

Mississauga, Canada 2018-04-20

Port Hood, Canada 2018-04-20



Name Location Date

FONTENAY-TRESIGNY, France 2018-04-20

Canada 2018-04-20

Canada 2018-04-20

West Babylon, New York, US 2018-04-20

US 2018-04-20

UK 2018-04-20

US 2018-04-20

UK 2018-04-20

Canada 2018-04-20

UK 2018-04-20

US 2018-04-20

UK 2018-04-20

Epinay sur Orge, France 2018-04-20

Vannes, France 2018-04-20

Victoria, Canada 2018-04-20

Woods Harbour, Canada 2018-04-20

Antigonish ,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-21

Dingwall, Canada 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

US 2018-04-21

UK 2018-04-21

Canada 2018-04-21

Canada 2018-04-21

Canada 2018-04-21

Truro, Canada 2018-04-21

Marietta, Ohio, US 2018-04-21

Weßling, Germany 2018-04-21

Antwerpen, Belgium 2018-04-21

Hastings, Australia 2018-04-21

San Diego, California, US 2018-04-22

Geldrop, Netherlands 2018-04-22

Gloucester, England, UK 2018-04-22



Name Location Date

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-22

Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-22

Germany 2018-04-23

Schomberg, Canada 2018-04-23

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-23

Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-23

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-23

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-23

West Dover, Canada 2018-04-23

Canada 2018-04-23

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-23

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

US 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

US 2018-04-23



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

US 2018-04-23

Gaspereaux Lake, Canada 2018-04-23

Canada 2018-04-23

US 2018-04-23

Canada 2018-04-23

US 2018-04-23

US 2018-04-23

Canada 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

US 2018-04-23

Canada 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

UK 2018-04-23

Canning, Canada 2018-04-23

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-23

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-23

halifax, Canada 2018-04-23

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24

Katy, Texas, US 2018-04-24

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24

Truro, Canada 2018-04-24

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-25

Montreal, Canada 2018-04-25

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25

Miramichi NB, Canada 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Fowlerville, Michigan, US 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Salt Lake City, Utah, US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25



Name Location Date

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25

Fowlerville, Michigan, US 2018-04-25

F, Canada 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25



Name Location Date

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

Canada 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

Roanoke, Virginia, US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

US 2018-04-25

UK 2018-04-25

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-25



Name Location Date

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-25

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-26

Newburyport, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-26

madrid, Spain 2018-04-26

Mill Village, Canada 2018-04-26

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-26

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Liberia, Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-26

Riverview, Canada 2018-04-26

Fredericton, Canada 2018-04-26

Ann Arbor, Michigan, US 2018-04-26

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-26

SAntigonish, N.S., Canada 2018-04-26



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-26

Louisdale, Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Berwick, Canada 2018-04-26

Whitton, Middx, England, UK 2018-04-26

pictou, Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-26

Canada 2018-04-27

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-27

Westville, Canada 2018-04-27

pictou nova scotia, Canada 2018-04-27

Cambridge, Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

Kings Head, Canada 2018-04-27

Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-27

Warsaw, Poland 2018-04-27

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-27

Fall River, Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

Truro, Canada 2018-04-27

trenton, Canada 2018-04-27

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

Windsor, Canada 2018-04-27

Trenton, Canada 2018-04-27

Russia 2018-04-27

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27

Leduc, Canada 2018-04-27

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-27

Canada 2018-04-27

Baku, Azerbaijan 2018-04-27

Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27

Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-27

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-27

Miramichi, Canada 2018-04-27



Name Location Date

Sackville, Canada 2018-04-27

Russia 2018-04-27

Frenchfort, pe, Canada 2018-04-27

Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27

Pictou County, Canada 2018-04-27

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-04-27

Syracuse, New York, US 2018-04-27

Saint Louis, NB, Canada 2018-04-27

Stewiacke, Canada 2018-04-27

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-28

Canada 2018-04-28

Canada 2018-04-28

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-28

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-28

Truro, Canada 2018-04-28

Canada 2018-04-28

Truro, Canada 2018-04-28

Chaplin Island Road, Canada 2018-04-28

Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-04-28

Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-28

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-28

Rutland, Vermont, US 2018-04-28



Name Location Date

St.peters ns., Canada 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Halifax, California, US 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Canada 2018-04-28

Pictou Co, Canada 2018-04-28

Hunter River, Canada 2018-04-28

Mount Uniacke, Canada 2018-04-28

Summerside, Canada 2018-04-28

Riverside, California, US 2018-04-28

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-28

Truro, Canada 2018-04-28

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-28

Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-04-28

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Toronto, Canada 2018-04-28

Baddeck, Canada 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Beechville, Canada 2018-04-28

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-28



Name Location Date

Stratford, Canada 2018-04-28

Canada 2018-04-28

Macedonia (FYROM) 2018-04-28

MacDougall Settlement, Canada 2018-04-28

Denver, Colorado, US 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Truro, Canada 2018-04-28

US 2018-04-28

Abymes, Guadeloupe 2018-04-28

Delta, Canada 2018-04-28

Summerside, Canada 2018-04-28

Canada 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Mulgrave, Canada 2018-04-28

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-04-28

Kingston, Canada 2018-04-28

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-28

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-28

Nappan, Canada 2018-04-28

Murray River, Canada 2018-04-28

Sussex, Wisconsin, US 2018-04-28

truro, Canada 2018-04-28



Name Location Date

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-04-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28

Almonte, Canada 2018-04-28

Bass River, Canada 2018-04-28

Falmouth, Canada 2018-04-29

Cape Breton, Canada 2018-04-29

Truro, Canada 2018-04-29

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-29

Hopewell n.s., Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

Truro, Canada 2018-04-29

Country HBR, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Thame, England, UK 2018-04-29

Oman 2018-04-29



Name Location Date

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-29

Montague, Canada 2018-04-29

Trenton. Ns, Canada 2018-04-29

Salt Springs, Canada 2018-04-29

Guysborough, Canada 2018-04-29

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-29

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Gilmour, Canada 2018-04-29

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-29

Guysborough, Canada 2018-04-29

N Falls, Canada 2018-04-29

Boularderie East, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-29

Merigomish, Canada 2018-04-29

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-29

New glasgow, Canada 2018-04-29

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-29

Conception Bay South, Canada 2018-04-29



Name Location Date

Hillcrest, Canada 2018-04-29

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

UK 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

UK 2018-04-29

UK 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

India 2018-04-29

Sydney, NS, Canada 2018-04-29

Bedford, Canada 2018-04-29

Rose Bay, Canada 2018-04-29

Truro, Canada 2018-04-29

Trenton, Canada 2018-04-29

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-04-29

Minnedosa, Canada 2018-04-29



Name Location Date

Long Creek, Canada 2018-04-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

Boutilier's Point, Canada 2018-04-29

Flat River, Canada 2018-04-29

Canada 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

UK 2018-04-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-04-29

US 2018-04-29

UK 2018-04-29

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-29

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-29

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30

pictou, Canada 2018-04-30

Rice Point, Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

Bridgetown NS, Canada 2018-04-30

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30

Durham, Canada 2018-04-30

Trenton Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

Westville, Canada 2018-04-30

Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-04-30

Calgary, Canada 2018-04-30

Evanston, Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

US 2018-04-30

Scotch Hill, Canada 2018-04-30

Kenzieville, Canada 2018-04-30

Montréal, Canada 2018-04-30

Roanoke, Virginia, US 2018-04-30

London, UK 2018-04-30

Fortrose, Scotland, UK 2018-04-30



Name Location Date

Edinburgh, UK 2018-04-30

Hove, England, UK 2018-04-30

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-04-30

Zoetermeer, Netherlands 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-30

Amesbury, England, UK 2018-04-30

St. John's, Canada 2018-04-30

Yarmouth, Canada 2018-04-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

US 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

US 2018-04-30

UK 2018-04-30

UK 2018-04-30

Wakefield, Massachusetts, US 2018-04-30

US 2018-04-30

US 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

UK 2018-04-30

UK 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

UK 2018-04-30

antioch, California, US 2018-04-30

Fortrose, Scotland, UK 2018-04-30

Canada 2018-04-30

US 2018-04-30

pictou, Canada 2018-05-01

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01

Westville, Canada 2018-05-01

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-01

Frasers Mills, Canada 2018-05-01

Westville, Canada 2018-05-01

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01

Westville, Canada 2018-05-01

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-01

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-01

Whycocomagh, Canada 2018-05-01



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-01

Truro, Canada 2018-05-01

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-01

Neptune, New Jersey, US 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Horsham, England, UK 2018-05-01

Koh Samui, Thailand 2018-05-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01

Caribou Island, Canada 2018-05-01

Westville, Canada 2018-05-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Australia 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01



Name Location Date

pictou, Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

BRISTOL, England, UK 2018-05-01

Hove, England, UK 2018-05-01

Mount Helena, Australia 2018-05-01

Pictou County, Canada 2018-05-01

Murray River, Canada 2018-05-01

joggins, Canada 2018-05-01

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01

Browns MIlls, New Jersey, US 2018-05-01

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-01

Mexico, Mexico 2018-05-01

moncton, Canada 2018-05-01

Malagash, Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

UK 2018-05-01

Inverness, Canada 2018-05-01

Pugwash NS, Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01



Name Location Date

halifax, Canada 2018-05-01

Millgrove, Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-01

UK 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

UK 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Kanata, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-01

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-01



Name Location Date

Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-01

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01

Fortrose, Scotland, UK 2018-05-01

Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-01

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-01

Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

UK 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

collingwood, Canada 2018-05-01

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

UK 2018-05-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01

Edmonton , Alberta, Canada 2018-05-01

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-01



Name Location Date

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-01

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-01

Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-01

shelburne, Canada 2018-05-01

Halifax, N.S., California, US 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Thorburn, Canada 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

Los Angeles, California, US 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Chipman Brook, Canada 2018-05-01

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Canada 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

US 2018-05-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01



Name Location Date

Malagash, Canada 2018-05-01

Jolicure, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02

victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Lockeport, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Spruce Grove, Canada 2018-05-02

Hong Kong, Hong Kong 2018-05-02

saltspring island, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Truro, Canada 2018-05-02

Sri Lanka 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Truro, Canada 2018-05-02

Scotburn, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Lawrencetown, Canada 2018-05-02

toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02

MONTREAL, Canada 2018-05-02

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-02

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-02

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-02

Quispamsis, Canada 2018-05-02

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02

arnprior, Canada 2018-05-02

Fergus, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Wallenstein, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-02

St Marys, Canada 2018-05-02

Almonte, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Québec, Canada 2018-05-02

wakefield, Canada 2018-05-02

Hillsburgh, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Freelton, Canada 2018-05-02

Nepean, Canada 2018-05-02

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02

Tofield, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02

Baden, Canada 2018-05-02

Belle River, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

South Woodslee, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

Corner brook, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02

Port Elgin, Canada 2018-05-02

Norris Point, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02

Port Colborne, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02

RR3 Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02

St Catharines, Canada 2018-05-02

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Essex, Canada 2018-05-02

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Chester, Canada 2018-05-02

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02

Tweed, Canada 2018-05-02

Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Mill Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Sutton, Canada 2018-05-02

Saint-Lambert, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Port Williams, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02

Wellington, Canada 2018-05-02

Howick, Canada 2018-05-02

Fonthill, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Schomberg, Canada 2018-05-02

To, Canada 2018-05-02

Portage la Prairie, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Durham, UK 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Merville, Canada 2018-05-02

Bradford, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Wakefield, Canada 2018-05-02

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

Rimbey, Canada 2018-05-02

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

Belle River, Canada 2018-05-02

Quinte West, Canada 2018-05-02

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-02

N-D-du-Mont-Carmel, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Cookstown, Canada 2018-05-02

Kincardine, Canada 2018-05-02

Shanty Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Mattawa, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-02

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Orton, Canada 2018-05-02

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Port Carling, Canada 2018-05-02

Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

innisfil, on, Canada 2018-05-02

Oak Bay NB, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

McGill University, Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-02

Wood Islands, PE, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

Oro Station, Canada 2018-05-02

vaughan, Canada 2018-05-02

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Prevost, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

peterborough, Canada 2018-05-02

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Saint Andrews, Canada 2018-05-02

Mount Forest, Canada 2018-05-02

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02

Thornhill, ON, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Plum coulee, Canada 2018-05-02

London, Canada 2018-05-02

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02

Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

D'Escousse, Canada 2018-05-02

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-02

Bromont, Canada 2018-05-02

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02

Napanee, Canada 2018-05-02

Tobermory, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02

Lasqueti Island, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Unionville, ON, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Dover, New Hampshire, US 2018-05-02

London, Canada 2018-05-02

Québec City, Canada 2018-05-02

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-02

Brazil 2018-05-02

South Slocan, B. C., Canada 2018-05-02

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Etobicole, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

New Hamburg, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

windsor, Canada 2018-05-02

North York, ON, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Walkerton, Canada 2018-05-02

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02

RR3 Salt Springs, NS, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

Bloomfield, Canada 2018-05-02

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-02

peterborough on, Canada 2018-05-02

Québec, Canada 2018-05-02

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-02

Mission, Canada 2018-05-02

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-02

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-02

Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Oliver, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-02

Minesing, Canada 2018-05-02

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Conestogo, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-02

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-02

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

York, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Bonnington, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02

Wiarton, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Cumberland, Canada 2018-05-02

London. Ont., Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

London, Canada 2018-05-02

Little Current, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-02

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02

Chelsea, Canada 2018-05-02

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Mill Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-02

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-02

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02

Outremont, Canada 2018-05-02

bradford, Canada 2018-05-02

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

burlington, Canada 2018-05-02

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Gander, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02

Kaslo, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Comox, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Puvwash, Canada 2018-05-02

Kings Co, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Cap-Chat, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-02

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Lamont, Canada 2018-05-02

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-02

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Hagensborg, Canada 2018-05-02

gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02

Osoyoos, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Grand Bay-Westfield, Canada 2018-05-02

Sunnyvale, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Deep River, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-02

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02

Markham, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Orillia, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Lanark, Canada 2018-05-02

Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-02

Fernie, Canada 2018-05-02

Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Saint-Constant, Canada 2018-05-02

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02

Assiniboia, Canada 2018-05-02

north vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Whaletown, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

surrey, Canada 2018-05-02

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Wolfville, Canada 2018-05-02

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Fergus, Canada 2018-05-02

Langley, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-02

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

blind bay, Canada 2018-05-02

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-02

Arreton, England, UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

Westville, Canada 2018-05-02

Coldstream, Canada 2018-05-02

Mill bay, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Fossambault, Canada 2018-05-02

St. Hubert QC, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Kawartha Lakes, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Welland, Canada 2018-05-02

La Porte, Texas, US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Good Corner, Canada 2018-05-02

Qualicum Beach, BC, Canada 2018-05-02

Thessalon, Canada 2018-05-02

Saltspring Island, Canada 2018-05-02

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

New Maryland, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Hope, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Ontario, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02

Plymouth, UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-02

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Redruth, England, UK 2018-05-02

Lillooet, Canada 2018-05-02

Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Ammon, NB, Canada 2018-05-02

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Delta, Canada 2018-05-02

Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-02

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-02

Nepean, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-02

Lions Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Grand Forks, Canada 2018-05-02

Port Renfrew, Canada 2018-05-02

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-02

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Garson, Canada 2018-05-02

London, Canada 2018-05-02

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Nanaimo District, Canada 2018-05-02

Verdun, Canada 2018-05-02

victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Red Deer County, Canada 2018-05-02

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-02

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-02

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02

Welland, Canada 2018-05-02

moose Jaw, Sask, Canada 2018-05-02

Westlock, Canada 2018-05-02

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Renfrew, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

London, Canada 2018-05-02

TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-02

Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-02

Brentwood Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Plymouth, England, UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Nakusp, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-02

Banff, Canada 2018-05-02

Markham, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

parksville, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-02

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02

Summerland BC, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-02

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Glen Haven, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

New Tecumseth, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-02

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-02

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02

Duncan, BC, Canada 2018-05-02

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-02

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-02

Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-02

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-02

Cache Creek, Canada 2018-05-02

Howell, New Jersey, US 2018-05-02

Laval, Canada 2018-05-02

Hubbards, Canada 2018-05-02

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-02

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-02

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Shelburne Ontario, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Morinville, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-02

Black Creek, Canada 2018-05-02

Beeton, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

Laval, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Léry, Canada 2018-05-02

Banff, Canada 2018-05-02

Berwick, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Desboro, Canada 2018-05-02

Delta, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Eastend, Canada 2018-05-02

Gimli, Canada 2018-05-02

Acton, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Bowser, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Kingsville, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-02

Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Phoenix, Arizona, US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-02

Port McNeill, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-02

Gilford, Ont., Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-02

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-02

Québec, Canada 2018-05-02

Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-02

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-02

Northumberland County, Canada 2018-05-02

Arnstein, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Prévost, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

Delta, Canada 2018-05-02

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-02

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-02

Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-02

Caerphilly, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-05-02

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02

Beaverton, Oregon, US 2018-05-02

Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Cumbernauld, Scotland, UK 2018-05-02

medford, Oregon, US 2018-05-02

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-02

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Penetanguishene, Canada 2018-05-02

London, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton ON, Canada 2018-05-02

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-02

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-02

Bradenton, Florida, US 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

ajax, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-02

Val-des-monts, Canada 2018-05-02

Kentville, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-02

Nanaimo, BC, Canada 2018-05-02

Warrington, UK 2018-05-02

Dorval, Canada 2018-05-02

Greece 2018-05-02

Thetis Island, Canada 2018-05-02

Granville, Australia 2018-05-02

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-02

Brackendale, Canada 2018-05-02

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-02

Straffordville, Canada 2018-05-02

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-02

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-02

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-02

Lafond, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Saint Albert, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Sorrento, Canada 2018-05-02

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-02

Casselman, Canada 2018-05-02

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02

Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

coquitlam, bc, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Mission BC, Canada 2018-05-02

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-02

Angus, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Mississauga On, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-02

Richmond, BC, Canada 2018-05-02

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-02

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-02

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-02

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, AB, Canada 2018-05-02

Langley, B.C., Canada 2018-05-02

ottawa, Canada 2018-05-02

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-02

erin, Canada 2018-05-02

UK 2018-05-02



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Atlanta, Georgia, US 2018-05-02

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-02

ColdstreamB.C., Canada 2018-05-02

Langley, Canada 2018-05-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02

Mars ton, Canada 2018-05-02

US 2018-05-03

Napanee, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

kamloops, Canada 2018-05-03

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-03

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-03

Ottawa ON, Canada 2018-05-03

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Woodville, Canada 2018-05-03

port coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Toronto ON, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

West Lorne, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-03

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-03

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-03

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-03

Tofino, Canada 2018-05-03

Espanola, Canada 2018-05-03

London, Canada 2018-05-03

Saanich, Canada 2018-05-03

greenfield park, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Honolulu, Hawaii, US 2018-05-03

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-03

Townsville, Australia 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-03

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-03

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-03

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03

Dalmeny, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Langley Township, Canada 2018-05-03

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Powll River BC, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Hornby Island, B.C., Canada 2018-05-03

Verdun, Canada 2018-05-03

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-03

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-03

Gabriola Island, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Old Barns, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Westmeadows, Australia 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Burnaby BC, Canada 2018-05-03

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Lewisberry, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-03

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Dundas, On, Canada 2018-05-03

Truro, Canada 2018-05-03

North York, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Australia 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Val-des-Monts, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Haliburton, Canada 2018-05-03

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Merville, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03

Springville, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Bedford, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Oliver, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

gibbons, Canada 2018-05-03

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Turkey 2018-05-03

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-03

Keremeos, Canada 2018-05-03

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03

San Clemente, California, US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-03

Katy, Texas, US 2018-05-03

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03

Glen Huron, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Harrow, Canada 2018-05-03

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-03

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-03

Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-03

Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-03

Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2018-05-03

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-03

Peoria, Arizona, US 2018-05-03

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Delta, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

River john, Canada 2018-05-03

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Eskasoni, Canada 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

Beaufort, South Carolina, US 2018-05-03

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03

Markham, Canada 2018-05-03

Beaufort, South Carolina, US 2018-05-03

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-03

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-03

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03

Cobble Hill BC, Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-03

VICTORIA, Canada 2018-05-03

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-03

Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-03

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-03

Westville, Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Dresden, Canada 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

US 2018-05-03

UK 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Canada 2018-05-03

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-03

Westville, Canada 2018-05-03

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-04

Placentia, Canada 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

Derwent, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Hawkestone, Canada 2018-05-04

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Rose Park, Australia 2018-05-04

Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-04

Easley, South Carolina, US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-04

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Fort Saint John, Canada 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

Victor Harbor, Australia 2018-05-04

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-04

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-04

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-04

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Adelaide, Australia 2018-05-04

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-04

Lachine, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Black Creek, Canada 2018-05-04

Birmingham, England, UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Harrow, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

South Africa 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Czech Republic 2018-05-04

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-04

Baddeck, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Wishaw, UK 2018-05-04

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-04

Souris, Canada 2018-05-04

Yarmouth County, Canada 2018-05-04

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Merlin, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-04

Oxford, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Romania 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Sutton-in-Ashfield, England, UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Las Vegas, Nevada, US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Mount Pearl, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Orillia, Canada 2018-05-04

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-04

Debert,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

grande prairie, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-04

Rexton, Canada 2018-05-04

London, Canada 2018-05-04

Corbyville, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Markham, Canada 2018-05-04

mt uniacke, Canada 2018-05-04

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Kentville, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Pontllanfraith, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-04

Abercrombie, Canada 2018-05-04

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-04

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Liverpool, England, UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Tahlequah, Oklahoma, US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

n US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Brechin, Canada 2018-05-04

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-04

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

montreal, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-04

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-04

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Ewshot, England, UK 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

US 2018-05-04

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-04

Cross Roads Country Harbour, Canada 2018-05-04



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-04

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-04

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-05

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Mallorytown, Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-05

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

India 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Mulmur, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Delta, Canada 2018-05-05

UK 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

US 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Belle River, Canada 2018-05-05

Belle river pei, Canada 2018-05-05

India 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Digby, Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-05

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-06



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Australia 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Lytham Saint Annes, England, UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Markham, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06



Name Location Date

Costa Rica 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-06

Luton, England, UK 2018-05-06

Saint-hyacinthe, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Salisbury, Maryland, US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Leduc, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-06



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

UK 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Apo, Armed Forces Africa, Canada,
Europe, Middle East, US

2018-05-06

US 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Port George, Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Canada 2018-05-06

Westville, Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Czech Republic 2018-05-07

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07

Herring Cove, Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

toronto, Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

oro station, Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-07

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

Canada 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

UK 2018-05-07

Colombia 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-07

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Cardiff, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

York, Canada 2018-05-08

Central District, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Morell, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Elizabethville, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-08

charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Cayman Islands 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-08

Shefford, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-08

West Lorne, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Picton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kitimat, Canada 2018-05-08

Wiarton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Falmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Pocologan, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Norbert-d'Arthabaska, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08

Berwick, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Swansea, Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Chatham, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Fergus, Canada 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Laurent, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Saint-jean-sur-richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08

huntsvilleRdHuntsville, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Sainte-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Repentigny, Canada 2018-05-08

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08

Stirling, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Marlbank, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Oliver, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Grand Manan, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Georgina, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Pierrefonds, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Thorold, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

Val-David, Canada 2018-05-08

Annapolis royal, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

streetsville, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Central District, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08

Athens ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal-West, Canada 2018-05-08

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Blenheim, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Lake Charlotte, Canada 2018-05-08

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08

Clarksburg, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Ompah, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

Belleville, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Mont-Saint-Hilaire, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Cobble Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Nackawic, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtice ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Simcoe, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Brossard, P.Q., Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa. ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

The Blue Mountains, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Lake Saint Peter, Canada 2018-05-08

De Winton, Canada 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Baie d'urfe, Canada 2018-05-08

Petitcodiac, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Thornhill, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

dunsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Shawinigan, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Blenheim ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Hinchinbrooke, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Dorval, Canada 2018-05-08

Welland, Canada 2018-05-08

Dollard-des-Ormeaux, QC, Canada 2018-05-08

Palmerston, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Mallorytown, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Prescott, Canada 2018-05-08

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Inverness, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Calmar, Canada 2018-05-08

Moberly Lake, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

L'Orignal, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

Upper Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Great Village, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

MontcTremblant, Canada 2018-05-08

Orleans, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

minising on, Canada 2018-05-08

Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

St Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Charles-Garnier, Canada 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

St-Anaclet, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08

Pincourt, Canada 2018-05-08

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Hillgrove, NB, Canada 2018-05-08

Norwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

ADSTOCK, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Golden Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Wahnapitae, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Alma, Canada 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

THORNHILL, ONTARIO, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Grand Valley, Canada 2018-05-08

Rimouski, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

North York, Canada 2018-05-08

Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Martensville, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

King City, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

HALIFAX, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, MB, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

penticton, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Bolton-Ouest, Canada 2018-05-08

Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Rosemont, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08

Riverview, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Yellowknife, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Tupper Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08

CAlgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Lumby, Canada 2018-05-08

East Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

Portland, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Wentworth, Canada 2018-05-08

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

woodstock ont, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Grand Forks, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Midland, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Langton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

La Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

India 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Québec City, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whitefish, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

elora, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Timmins, Canada 2018-05-08

Leduc, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Val-des-monts, Canada 2018-05-08

Sainte-Louise, Canada 2018-05-08

Midland, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salisbury, North Carolina, US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Thorndale, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brechin, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterbrorough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Kanata, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Perth, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Little Current, Canada 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saanichon, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Brossard, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lakeside, PEI, Canada 2018-05-08

Salaberry-de-Valleyfield, Canada 2018-05-08

Lachine, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Dunnville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Picton, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Cornwall. ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Bathurst, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Dundas, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Bolton-Ouest, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Altona, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Westport, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Fernie, Canada 2018-05-08

Codrington, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Strathmore, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Acton, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Thorold, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nanoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Drayton Valley, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Arden, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

HAMILTON, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

Almonte, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterford, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau Qc., Canada 2018-05-08

Willow Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Apsley, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Swan Hills, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Torbay, Canada 2018-05-08

Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saint-Leolin, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Thamesville, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Long Sault, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Pointe Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Tamworth, Canada 2018-05-08

georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

White City, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Melita, Canada 2018-05-08

Baltimore, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Bainsville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Caledonia, Canada 2018-05-08

Granum, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

oak ridges, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

gibsons bc, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Gabriel-de-Valcartier, Canada 2018-05-08

RIDGEWAY, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Manitouwadge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Rigaud, Qc, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, AB, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Branchton, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

BEDFORD, Canada 2018-05-08

Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saint-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Grand Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

Cloyne, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Ardrossan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Dorval, Canada 2018-05-08

Flesherton, Canada 2018-05-08

Yellowknife, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Chamcook, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Perth, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Brechin, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Nobleton, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Chelsea, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Pierrefonds, Canada 2018-05-08

Côte Saint-Luc, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Mattawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Sutil rd, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Limoges, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Howe Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Breslau, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Blind River, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Tobermory, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Lacombe, Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Rothesay, Canada 2018-05-08

Hartington, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Alexandria, Canada 2018-05-08

Norwood, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitimat, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

North York, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Blainville, Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Wentworth-Nord, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Elora, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

steinbach, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Southampton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Shanty Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Val-des-Monts, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Bethany, Canada 2018-05-08

montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitney, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Bramton, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Langbank, Canada 2018-05-08

Ridgeway, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08

Leamington, Canada 2018-05-08

Blyth, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08

Dalhousie, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Bluevale, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Wingham, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Madison, Wisconsin, US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Leamington, Canada 2018-05-08

hornby island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Invermere, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

grand bend on, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Musquodoboit Harbour, Canada 2018-05-08

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Woodland beach Township of Tiny,
Canada

2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Hubley, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

La Pocatiere, Canada 2018-05-08

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brossard, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Olds, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Penhold, Canada 2018-05-08

niagara on the lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Dorval, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Peachland, Canada 2018-05-08

Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

manotick, Canada 2018-05-08

Georges River, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Port Sydney, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Brandon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Waverley, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ste. Anne, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

OTTAWA, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Westport, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

ancaster, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Ariss, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Sundre, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-08

Pender Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

lac du cerf quebec j0w 1s0, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Mount Stewart, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Perth, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Rose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Lyn, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Terence Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal-West, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cowansville, Canada 2018-05-08

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lytton, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Westholme, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Strathroy Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Côte Saint-Luc, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Huntsville, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kawartha Lakes, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hannon, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Calabogie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Lefebvre, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Denis-de-Brompton, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Marys, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Oro Station, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Dundas, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-08

New Minas, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edson, Canada 2018-05-08

Petrolia, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Cold Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salt Spring, Canada 2018-05-08

Brooks, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Fergus, Canada 2018-05-08

Vavenby, Canada 2018-05-08

Bridgetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Timmins, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Fort McMurray, AB, Canada 2018-05-08

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cochrane, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Upper Rawdon, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Millarville, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Stony Plain, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Aylsham, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Leduc County, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Nelson B. C., Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Summerstown, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Penhold, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Devon, Canada 2018-05-08

bc, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cheltenham, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kuujjuaq, Canada 2018-05-08

Chelsea, QC, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Stettler, Canada 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Côte Saint-Luc, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Queen Creek, Arizona, US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Bentley, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Apple Hill, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Paris, Canada 2018-05-08

Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

rr1 westville, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Saltspring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

150 Mile House, Canada 2018-05-08

Mt. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Terence Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kemptville, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Rodney, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

Marbleton, Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Selkirk, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

toronot, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Dawson, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

stoney creek, Canada 2018-05-08

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Elora, Canada 2018-05-08

OSHAWA, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Manotick, Canada 2018-05-08

Verdun, Canada 2018-05-08

Herbert, Canada 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Truro, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Stony Plain, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Alert Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Erin, Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

conestoga, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Sundre, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Basile-le-Grand, Canada 2018-05-08

Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Prince Edward, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

ham, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Freelton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

L'Isle-Verte, Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Tatamagouche, N.S., Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Herring Neck, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Debert, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Carling, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

chalk river, Canada 2018-05-08

Fanny Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

ETOBICOKE, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

McDonalds Corners, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

Carvel, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Baie-D'Urfe, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Grand Marais, Canada 2018-05-08

Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Dauphin, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Valemount, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Netherlands 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Laterrière, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Bobcaygeon, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Smarden, England, UK 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Meteghan River, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Swift Current, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kettleby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Mabou, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, SK, Canada 2018-05-08

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, B C, Canada 2018-05-08

Merville, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Elk Point, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, MB, Canada 2018-05-08

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Amherst, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-08

Kemptville, Canada 2018-05-08

Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Quadra Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

williams lake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Magog, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Magog, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Strathmore, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Blind River, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Lakefield, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08

Spruce Grove, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Fergus, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Knowlton, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton New Brunswick, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Roberts Creek BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Grindrod, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Mayne Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Wawanesa, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Saint-Lambert, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

Holland Landing, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Smithers, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Chester, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Church Point, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Sask, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Matlock, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Nr. Vancover, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Baldonnel, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Lillooet, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Canning, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Sylvan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Janetville, Canada 2018-05-08

Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Madoc, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Quathiaski Cove, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

New Hazelton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Elmira, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Orleans, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

Brockville, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

north van, Canada 2018-05-08

ladysmith bc, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Vanderhoof, Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Millarville, Canada 2018-05-08

Tecumseh, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Magog, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08

Seaforth, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Aupaluk, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau (Québec), Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Rossland, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Swan Hills, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Three Hills, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Thetis Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Boutiliers point, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Saltspring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Port Perry, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Medicine hat, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hatley, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Augusta, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Hudson Heights, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Cantley, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Horsefly, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Marmora, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Calgary Ab, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

melancthon, Canada 2018-05-08

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Blackstock, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

River Denys, Canada 2018-05-08

Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Rosebud, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Jean-Sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

North Saanich, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

NVan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Picton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Hazelton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Capreol, Canada 2018-05-08

Knutsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Kirkfield, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Windsor ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sarasota, Florida, US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

North Saanich, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanticoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08

Halfmoon Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Dover, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Dawson Creek, Canada 2018-05-08

Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Magog, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Albert, A, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Cantley, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Crofton, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Wheatley, Canada 2018-05-08

Brock, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Palm Desert, California, US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

Sault Ste Marie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, BC, Canada, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Acton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Trail, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Terra Cotta, Canada 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kettleby, Canada 2018-05-08

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08

RobertsCreek BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton N.B., Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North York, Canada 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Memramcook, Canada 2018-05-08

Hawkestone, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Hinton, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kinmount, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Penetanguishene, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

Clarence-Rockland, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08

Rosthern, Canada 2018-05-08

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Welland, Canada 2018-05-08

Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Highland Grove, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Morden, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

port severn, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Laurent, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Saint-Colomban, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Meaford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08

bellevillle, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Alfred, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Yarker, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08

scotsburn nova scotia, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Invermere, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

QUEBEC CITY, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Smithville, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Lasqueti, Canada 2018-05-08

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Leduc, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Brandon, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Bruce Mines, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Flin flon, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lorette, MB, Canada 2018-05-08

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Penetanguishene, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08

Dorval, Qc, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vegreville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Valleyview, Canada 2018-05-08

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kendal, England, UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Athabasca, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hanover, Canada 2018-05-08

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Ohaton, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Cumberland, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-08

Cowan,MB, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Courtice, Canada 2018-05-08

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

Paradise, Canada 2018-05-08

regina, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

North Battleford, Canada 2018-05-08

Dunrobin, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Hanna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Verdun, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Ont, Canada 2018-05-08

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

calgary, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

SSI, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Dunstaffnage, PEI, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Georges, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Estevan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Luxembourg, Luxembourg 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Rimbey, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Appin, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

Orillia, Canada 2018-05-08

Pakenham ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08

Rothesay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Williams Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelvington, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Magog, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Conception Bay South, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Chauvin, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Philippe, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

havelock, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08

North West River NL, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Kahnawake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Marys, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

New Denver, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Acton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Belle River, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Tilbury, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08

Vaudreuil-Dorion, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Beverly Hills, California, US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton AB, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Foothills, Canada 2018-05-08

Salt spring island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Carnarvon, Canada 2018-05-08

White Rock, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Campbellford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Napanee, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Brigden, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Warkworth, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Québec City, Canada 2018-05-08

Pointe Claire, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Amherst, NS, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Lac La Biche, Canada 2018-05-08

Tofino, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

priddis, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Trochu, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Bass River, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Meaford, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Malahat, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hubley, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Humboldt, Canada 2018-05-08

Comox, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Torrance, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Spruce Home, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Haisla, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince Rupert, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-08

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

King City, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oliver BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

outremont, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Dunnville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

walkerton, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Charlottetown,PEI, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Williams Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Castor, Canada 2018-05-08

Lunenburg, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

Brentwood Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Czech Republic 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Bloomfield, Canada 2018-05-08

Sidney, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Deep River, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

brownsville, Canada 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Sturgeon County, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

pemberton, Canada 2018-05-08

Welland, Canada 2018-05-08

Williams Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Arden, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Wood Buffalo, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Errington, Canada 2018-05-08

Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Rimouski, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Napanee, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Grindrod, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cowichan Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Campbell river, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Springfield, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Smithers, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Chase, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Del Mar, California, US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mono, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Oliver, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Bathurst, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Port Blandford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08

Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-08

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08

Chesley, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

orth Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

ichmond, Canada 2018-05-08

ancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

S 2018-05-08

openhagen, Denmark 2018-05-08

amilton, Canada 2018-05-08

S 2018-05-08

oberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-08

ictoria, Canada 2018-05-08

S 2018-05-08

ancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

ondon, Canada 2018-05-08

amloops, Canada 2018-05-08

dmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

anata, Canada 2018-05-08

anada 2018-05-08

S 2018-05-08

tettler, Canada 2018-05-08

dmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

S 2018-05-08

anoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

herwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Breslau, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Fergus, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Shelburne N. S., Canada 2018-05-08

Oliver, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Castlegar, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Montague, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

parksville, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

East Gore, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Gabriola Island BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanoose Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

King City, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Brookside, Canada 2018-05-08

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

North vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince Rupert, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Osoyoos, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North York, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

salt spring island, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Woodbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Timberlea, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Orangeville, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto On, Canada 2018-05-08

Ponoka, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Alliston, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pitt Meadows, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Hamilton..ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Heriot Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Hornby Island, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

Georgina, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Westport, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Whitecourt, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Pakenham, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

North Rustico, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Keewatin, Canada 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Bridge Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

PEI, Canada 2018-05-08

Tweed, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Perry, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salisbury, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sutton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Alliston, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Port Alice, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Hastings, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Mesachie Lake, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Peachland, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Merville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakbankmb, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08

Sawyerville, QC, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Delhi, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Chemainus, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Petawawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

La Salle, Canada 2018-05-08

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-08

Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Hagensborg, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, BC, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Okanagan Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

Dawson, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, AB, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Elliot Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

Tsawwassen, Canada 2018-05-08

70 Mile House, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

st-eustache, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08

Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

100 Mile House, Canada 2018-05-08

Déléage, Canada 2018-05-08

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Hilton Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Paris, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Shawnigan lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Fort Worth, Texas, US 2018-05-08

Callander, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pender Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Elizabeth, New Jersey, US 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Nepean, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Malahat, Canada 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

St-Zénon, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

La Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

manitoba, Canada 2018-05-08

Georgina, Canada 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Chatham, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, bc, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Chesley, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kanata, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Neerlandia, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Italy 2018-05-08

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Heriot Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

MONTREAL, Canada 2018-05-08

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Gibsons, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Fernie, Canada 2018-05-08

Greenfield, Canada 2018-05-08

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Acton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Washago, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Camrose, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Coldstream, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hearst Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Schomberg, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Arnprior, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mayne Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Beausejour MB, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Yellowknife, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

parksville bc, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-08

Sangudo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Musgravetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Rigaud, Qc., Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Blind River Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Coe Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

millarville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Keremeos, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Rycroft, Canada 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Chambly, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Denver, Colorado, US 2018-05-08

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Camrose, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

The Pas, Canada 2018-05-08

Moose Jaw, Canada 2018-05-08

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Welland, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

kenora, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Pitt Meadows, Canada 2018-05-08

Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Mont-Tremblant, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Pierrefonds Quebec, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Barneys River Station, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Pitt Meadows, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Port Sydney, Canada 2018-05-08

Meteghan River, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Burns Lake, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-08

Regina, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Emsdale, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

New Liskeard, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08

Utterson, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Coldwater, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oshawa ont., Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Rowan, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

VICTORIA, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-05-08

Fort McMurray, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Florissant, Colorado, US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08

Summerland, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Wellington, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ingleside, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Paradise, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Britannia Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Bedford, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-08

West vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

De Winton, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Racine, QC, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Lake Echo, Canada 2018-05-08

Merrickville, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, B. C., Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08

Dalhousie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-08

Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Fort Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

La Pêche, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Fall River, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Argentina 2018-05-08

sooke, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Galiano Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Orillia, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ayr, Canada 2018-05-08

Grafton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon SK, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Tofield, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Grandhaven, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Carp, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

King City, Canada 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Thompson, Canada 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

Gimli, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Central Butte, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Bristol, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Westholme, Canada 2018-05-08

Carcross, Canada 2018-05-08

Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Berwyn, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

Sioux Lookout, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Lantz, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08

Montague, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Torontm, Canada 2018-05-08

Headingley, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Caledon on, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince Albert, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Bouctouche NB, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

estevan, Canada 2018-05-08

Sydenham, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

Saanichton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Trois-Rivières, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

tecumseh ont., Canada 2018-05-08

Oak Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Castlegar, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Germany 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brandon, Canada 2018-05-08

Santiago, Chile 2018-05-08

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lower Prospect, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-08

Thornhill, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Welland, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Twillingate, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Heathcote Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08

Cobble Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-08

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Manchester, England, UK 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Cartago, Costa Rica 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Hacketts Cove, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Bruno-De-Montarville, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal Qc., Canada 2018-05-08

Armagh, Canada 2018-05-08

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

Candiac, Canada 2018-05-08

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Elmira, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

st-sauveur, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Conway, South Carolina, US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Plympton ,N.S., Canada 2018-05-08

Sainte-Adèle, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

VERNON, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Gaspé, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

New Glasgow. RR #2, NS, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Leamington, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-08

Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Swan River MB, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

Napanee, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Sainte Marie De Kent, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Hawkestone, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-hyacinthe, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brights Grove, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Hampton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Guelph, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Steinbach, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

MTL, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Middleton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-08

Lynn, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Châteauguay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Sainte-Hélène-de-Chester, Canada 2018-05-08

Economy, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Trout River, Canada 2018-05-08

Chemainus, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lumby, Canada 2018-05-08

Hazelton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Penhold, AB., Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

Pembroke, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St Margaret's Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, SK, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

South Africa 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Osgoode, Canada 2018-05-08

kemptville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Tumbler Ridge, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Porier sub ., Canada 2018-05-08

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vankleek Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Dorchester, ON, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Santiago, Chile 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Owen Sound, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pointe-Claire, Qc, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Liverpool, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08

London Ont., Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

CONSTANCE LAKE, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Cornwall, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Almonte, Canada 2018-05-08

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Dolbeau-Mistassini, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Montague, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-08

Laval, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Dorset, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pender Island BC, Canada 2018-05-08

Canmore, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Martensville, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

granby qc, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Bowen Island, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Sandy Hook, Canada 2018-05-08

Portage la Prairie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Valemount, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Cornwall, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Limehouse, Canada 2018-05-08

Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Jaffray, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Hanwell, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08

Grand Forks, Canada 2018-05-08

Pembroke, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08

Battersea, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Garson, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-08

Clayton, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint-Sauveur, Canada 2018-05-08

4533 Millvale Rd RR2 Breadalbane,
Canada

2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Hudson, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

New Tecumseth, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Falmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Cavan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Spain 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

calgary, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

New Harbour, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

cap santé, Canada 2018-05-08

Lund, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-08

Vankleek Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Markham, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

passang, Canada 2018-05-08

Ucluelet, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08

Lampman, Canada 2018-05-08

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

Lyndhurst, Canada 2018-05-08

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

London, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Sturgeon County, Canada 2018-05-08

Bruce Mines, Canada 2018-05-08

Hornby Island, B.C., Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Langley, Canada 2018-05-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

WPG. MB., Canada 2018-05-08

Parry Sound, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

banff, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

St-Jérôme, Canada 2018-05-08

High River, Canada 2018-05-08

Little Current, Canada 2018-05-08

Lantzville, Canada 2018-05-08

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Coaldale, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Alberta, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08

Prince Rupert, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Goodwood, Canada 2018-05-08

kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Foxboro, Canada 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Saint John's, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-08

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

Bedford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, On, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Lively,Ont, Canada 2018-05-08

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-08

France 2018-05-08

Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-08

Cochrane AB., Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08

Belle River, Canada 2018-05-08

St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-08

Stephenville Crossing, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Wiarton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Osgoode, Canada 2018-05-08

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

Kinburn, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-08

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Langley Township, Canada 2018-05-08

UK 2018-05-08

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Drummondville, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08

vancouver bc, Canada 2018-05-08

Singapore 2018-05-08

TWEED, Canada 2018-05-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-08

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08

Milton, Canada 2018-05-08

Canada 2018-05-08

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08

Garson, Canada 2018-05-08

US 2018-05-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-08

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-08

Maple, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

shediac cape, Canada 2018-05-09

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Nottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Gunn, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-09

Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-09

Wolfville, Canada 2018-05-09

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09

Innisfil, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

Singapore 2018-05-09

Douglassville, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Hope, Canada 2018-05-09

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Pembroke, Canada 2018-05-09

Ennismore, Canada 2018-05-09

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Maniwaki, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09

St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-09

port hope, Canada 2018-05-09

Greely, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

deux montagnes, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09

Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Schomberg, Canada 2018-05-09

Seagrave, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

Trail, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Port Perry, Canada 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Tottenham, ON, Canada 2018-05-09

Agassiz, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Winlaw BC, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Cobble Hill, Canada 2018-05-09

toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Pointe Claire, QC, Canada 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-09

Goderich, Canada 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-09

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09

Souris, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09

DUNDAS, Canada 2018-05-09

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-09

Carleton Place, Canada 2018-05-09

Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-09

Mooretown, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

Wetaskiwin, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Quispamsis, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Simcoe, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

kincardine, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Bradford, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Leduc, Canada 2018-05-09

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Whitney, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

St-Lazare, Canada 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

barrington, Canada 2018-05-09

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Cambridge, On, Canada 2018-05-09

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

South River, Canada 2018-05-09

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

St. Jacobs, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax NS, Canada 2018-05-09

Mount Pearl, Canada 2018-05-09

Belle River, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Port Colborne, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Boulder CO, Colorado, US 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-09

Rigaud, Canada 2018-05-09

Sydenham, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Rhinelander, Wisconsin, US 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Union Bay, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kelowna BC, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Mason City, Iowa, US 2018-05-09

White Plains, New York, US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Québec, Canada 2018-05-09

Gyeonggi-do, South Korea 2018-05-09

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Sechelt, Canada 2018-05-09

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Chelsea, Canada 2018-05-09

Ammon, Canada 2018-05-09

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-09

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Québec, Canada 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09

Miami, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Belgium 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Waterloo, ON, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Regina, Canada 2018-05-09

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-09

rothesay, Canada 2018-05-09

Parkhill, Canada 2018-05-09

North York, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-09

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Perth, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Dundas, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09

Angus, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Beaconsfield, Canada 2018-05-09

Quesnel, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Regina, Canada 2018-05-09

Enfield, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Swan River, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Fort Frances, Canada 2018-05-09

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09

Hudson, Canada 2018-05-09

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-05-09

Οτάβα, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-09

Pointe-claire, Canada 2018-05-09

Regina, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Quebec, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal West, Canada 2018-05-09

Saint-Prosper, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Fergus, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Westville, NS, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Redvers, Canada 2018-05-09

richmond, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-09

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-09

Sooke, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Brossard, Canada 2018-05-09

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Gilford, Canada 2018-05-09

Beirut, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

pt. coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Boulder, Colorado, US 2018-05-09

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09

Harriston, ON, Canada 2018-05-09

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

windsor, nova scotia, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-05-09

Magog, Canada 2018-05-09

Quesnel, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-09

Carignan, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-09

Blackstock, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Saguenay, Canada 2018-05-09

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Poplar Point, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Drumheller, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Nanaimo, BC, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

BRAMPTON, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09

SAINT-JÉRÔME, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-09

Comox, Canada 2018-05-09

Weslaco, Texas, US 2018-05-09

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Fordwich, Canada 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

SASKATOON, Canada 2018-05-09

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Langley Township, Canada 2018-05-09

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

New Denver, Canada 2018-05-09

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Port Elgin, On, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Grande Prairie, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Lac la Biche, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-09

Evansburg, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09

Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-09

Cannington, Canada 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-09

Rijeka, Croatia 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Sylvan Lake, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-09

Winkler, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Russia 2018-05-09

Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Melville, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Salt Spring Island BC, Canada 2018-05-09

Shawnigan Lake, B.C., Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Comox, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Worcester, UK 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Spain 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-09

Portugal 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-09

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-09

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Saint Kilda, Australia 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Delta, Canada 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Lake Country, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

., Canada 2018-05-09

Rossburn, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Adelaide, Australia 2018-05-09

Barrhead, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

whitby, Canada 2018-05-09

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

Miramichi, Canada 2018-05-09

Ridgeway, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Georgetown, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Singapore 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-09

Harvey, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Markham, Canada 2018-05-09

Durham, Canada 2018-05-09

Huntsville, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Sainte-Adèle, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal Quebec, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Foxhole, England, UK 2018-05-09

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-09

Spain 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Elora, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Green Bay, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Scoudouc Road, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Bonaventure, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Hanwell, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

India 2018-05-09

North View, Canada 2018-05-09

Dunnville, ON, Canada 2018-05-09

Ipswich, England, UK 2018-05-09

Innisfil, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Bath, Canada 2018-05-09

Kincardine, Canada 2018-05-09

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Deux-montagnes, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Napanee, Canada 2018-05-09

Comox, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Kinuso, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

South Porcupine, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09

Riverview, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Lévis, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Saugeen Shores, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-09

Hearst, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Saint-Pacôme, Canada 2018-05-09

Québec, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-09

nestleton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-09

North Saanich, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

North Tetagouche, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Russia 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Jonquière, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-09

Rouyn-Noranda, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

ste-marguerite, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Bécancour, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09

Thamesford, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Shuniah, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Tsawwassen, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Orleans, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

Kinmount, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Thorold, Canada 2018-05-09

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-09

Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Watford, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

Uxbridge, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Grimsby, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09

Deep River, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

ORILLIA, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Beaver Creek, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-09

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

laval, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Granville Ferry, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

FORT FRANCES, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Port Sydney, Canada 2018-05-09

Hfx, Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dryden, Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Salaberry-de-Valleyfield, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Goderich, Canada 2018-05-09

Lilburn, Georgia, US 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

simcoe, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Waverley, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Videbaek, Denmark 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Pictou Landing, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Oliver, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Creston, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Chatham-Kent, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Paradise, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09

Lévis, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-09

Mascouche, Canada 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Saint Albert, Canada 2018-05-09

Sangudo, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

East Zorra-Tavistock, Canada 2018-05-09

Kentville, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-09

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

Sofia, Bulgaria 2018-05-09

Guelph, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toney River, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Cairo, Egypt 2018-05-09

North Wiltshire, Canada 2018-05-09

Glen Haven, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-09

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Sharbot lake, Canada 2018-05-09

Middleton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Kamloops, Canada 2018-05-09

Saltspring Island, BC, Canada 2018-05-09

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Boucherville, Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

CALGARY, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Woodville, Canada 2018-05-09

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09

HALIBURTON, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Smithers, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Dawson, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Whitchurch-Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-09

Riverview, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Coldstream, B.C., Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Redwood Meadows, Canada 2018-05-09

New glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

TORONTO, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Nictaux, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Wentworth, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Smithers, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Keremeos, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Prince Edward, Canada 2018-05-09

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Verdun, QC, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-09

Laval, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-09

West Vancouver, B.C., Canada 2018-05-09

Rockwood, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

Beaubassin East, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Merville, Canada 2018-05-09

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09

Thornbury, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

cochrane, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Little River, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Covington, Louisiana, US 2018-05-09

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Kirkland, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

New Glasgow nova scotia, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dubai, England, UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Creston, Canada 2018-05-09

Hunter river, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

High River, Canada 2018-05-09

Brandon, Canada 2018-05-09

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Bolton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Fort Collins, Colorado, US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

Hagersville, Canada 2018-05-09

Bonshaw, Canada 2018-05-09

Devon AB, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Medicine Hat, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

Ontario, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Riverview, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Halifax,NS, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Belle River, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Welland, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-09

pictou, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09

Oromocto, Canada 2018-05-09

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-09

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Sandy Lake, Canada 2018-05-09

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Pompano Beach, Florida, US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

Thorburn, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Bear River, Canada 2018-05-09

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Souris, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Montague, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Hamilton, on, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09

Milton, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Yarmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Longueuil, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Warburg, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09

East Gwillimbury, Canada 2018-05-09

Markham, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

souris, Canada 2018-05-09

Silver Spring, Maryland, US 2018-05-09

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-09

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-09

Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-09

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-09

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Westville, Canada 2018-05-09

Truro, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-09

Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-05-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Westville, Canada 2018-05-09

Orlando, Florida, US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

London, Canada 2018-05-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-09

Boularderie CB NS, Canada 2018-05-09

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-09

Thorburn, Canada 2018-05-09

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-09

Montague, Canada 2018-05-09

Armstrong, Canada 2018-05-09

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Leduc,Alberta, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Argentina 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Dayton, Ohio, US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Nelson, BC, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-09

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Manchester, New Hampshire, US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09

Lakeville, Canada 2018-05-09

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-09

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-09

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09

Huntington, New York, US 2018-05-09

Norfolk, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-09

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-09

Truro, Canada 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-09

Guadalajara, US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Arlington, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-09

Calgary, Alberta, Canada 2018-05-09

West Hartford, Connecticut, US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09

UK 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

Powerview, Canada 2018-05-09

Seabright, Canada 2018-05-09

Winnipeg Beach, Canada 2018-05-09

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-09

Souris, Canada 2018-05-09

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09

Langley, Canada 2018-05-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Desable, Canada 2018-05-09

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-09

US 2018-05-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Banff, Canada 2018-05-10

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-10

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10

Wallace, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Dunvegan, Canada 2018-05-10

Diligent River, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

London, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Vancouver, BC, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

canada, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Merigomish, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-10

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Longwood, Florida, US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Westville, Canada 2018-05-10

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10

Peterborough, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Lake Mary, Florida, US 2018-05-10

HAMILTON, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Durango, Colorado, US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

Colorado Springs, Colorado, US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Ontario, Canada 2018-05-10

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10

New Hamburg, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Palo Alto, California, US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10

Trail, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Weyburn, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Lloydminster, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Westland, Michigan, US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Townsend, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Millbrook, Canada 2018-05-10

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10

Rossland, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-10

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10

RR2 Staffa, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-10

Lake Villa, Illinois, US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Brooklyn, Connecticut, US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Strathmore, Canada 2018-05-10

Kamloops, BC, Canada 2018-05-10

Comox, Canada 2018-05-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

High River, Canada 2018-05-10

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-10

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Bow Island, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

victoria, Canada 2018-05-10

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Port Caledonia, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Victoria, BC, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Millville, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Fort Saint John, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Highland Park, New Jersey, US 2018-05-10

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-10

Libertyville, Illinois, US 2018-05-10

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Victoria Harbour, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Sundridge, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Fernie, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Campbell River, BC, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Stevensville on., Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Dryden, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Maple Ridge, Canada 2018-05-10

Thornhill, Canada 2018-05-10

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Stoney Creek, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

montreal, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

York, England, UK 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-10

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Langley, Canada 2018-05-10

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Constanta, Romania 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

kitchener, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Caledonia, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Blakelands, England, UK 2018-05-10

Hanwell, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Victoria, B. C., Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Hope Town, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Leyton, England, UK 2018-05-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Dartmouth N.S., Canada 2018-05-10

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

RR # 1 New Glasgow, N.S., Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Embrun, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canso, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Polska, Poland 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Dundas, Canada 2018-05-10

Katy, Texas, US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-10

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-10

Bolton, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Battersea, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Denver, Colorado, US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Kentville, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Kingston, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Regina, Canada 2018-05-10

Grovedale, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Germany 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

las vegas, Nevada, US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Chatham, England, UK 2018-05-10

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Munster, Canada 2018-05-10

New glasgow, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Shelburne, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Market Rasen, England, UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Scarborough, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-10

Campbell River, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10

Lytton, Canada 2018-05-10

Jamaica, New York, US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Port Elgin, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

NEPEAN, ON, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Woodstock, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Port Moody, Canada 2018-05-10

grafton, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Saint-charles-borromée, Canada 2018-05-10

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Keswick, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-10

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Blind Bay, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Cornwall ,PE, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

delta, bc, Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Sainte Anne DE Bellevue, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Upper Northfield, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Tweed, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Mission BC, Canada 2018-05-10

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Brentwood Bay, Canada 2018-05-10

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

France 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10

Sackville, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-10

Bracebridge, Canada 2018-05-10

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Mobile, Alabama, US 2018-05-10

Bras d'Or N.S., Canada 2018-05-10

Okotoks, Canada 2018-05-10

Truro, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Milton, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Saint Thomas, Canada 2018-05-10

Gernsbach, Germany 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

MONTREAL, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Belcarra, Canada 2018-05-10

Bruxelles (NoH), Belgium 2018-05-10

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Roberts Creek B.C., Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Bathurst, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-10

Anon, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

Cloverdale, BC, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Millcove, PEI, Canada 2018-05-10

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Israel 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Delta, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Middle Sackville, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-10

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

Lubbock, Texas, US 2018-05-10

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Elgin, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10

Saint-Basile-le-Grand, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-10

Scotsburn, N.S., Canada 2018-05-10

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Leamington, Canada 2018-05-10

Monks Head, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

UK 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Salt Spring Island, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Roberts Creek, Canada 2018-05-10

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-10



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10

Canada 2018-05-10

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-10

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11

Gore, Canada 2018-05-11

Eel Ground, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

River john, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Londonderry, Canada 2018-05-11

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Midhurst, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-11

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Lantzville, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Roxboro, Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-11

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Wellesley, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Digby, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-11

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Stratford, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Beaverton, Oregon, US 2018-05-11

Boutiliers Point, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

napanee, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

London, Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Bath, England, UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Ghana 2018-05-11

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Enderby, Canada 2018-05-11

Sandton, South Africa 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Cambridge, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Stockholm, Sweden 2018-05-11

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-11

Mâcon, France 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Durham, UK 2018-05-11

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-11

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-11

Hot Springs Village, Arkansas, US 2018-05-11

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-11

Burnley, England, UK 2018-05-11

Beckenham, England, UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-11

Orr Lake, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-11

New Waterford, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11

Laguna Woods, California, US 2018-05-11

Joliet, Illinois, US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Baden, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

North Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Abercrombie, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-11

New York, New York, US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Saltcoats, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Pictou,N.S., Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Shubenacadie, Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

London, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Liverpool, UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Braga, Rhode Island, US 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Westville, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

New Hamburg, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Mountain, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Little Fort, Canada 2018-05-11

Amaranth, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Wadena, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Welland, Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Mount Albert, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Langley, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

London, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Hillsborough, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Tofino, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Dingwall, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Anmore, Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-11

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Binbrook, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Princeton, Canada 2018-05-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Isaacs Harbour, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Finland 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-11

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

newmarket, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Consecon, Canada 2018-05-11

Roxton Pond, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Ladysmith, BC, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-11

Quispamsis, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Beaconsfield, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-11

medfield, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11

Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-11

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Castlegar, Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-11

Oromocto, Canada 2018-05-11

Sherbrooke, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

White Rock, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Montague, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11

L'Hospitalet, Spain 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

San Juan, Argentina 2018-05-11

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

River Denys, Canada 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11



Name Location Date

Tampa, Florida, US 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

US 2018-05-11

UK 2018-05-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-11

Redwood Meadows, Canada 2018-05-11

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-11

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Athens, Canada 2018-05-12

Little Harbour, Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Plantagenet, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Skilled, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Prineville, Oregon, US 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

East Saint Paul, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Hammonds plains, Canada 2018-05-12

Montague, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canso, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Australia 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-12

Canso, Canada 2018-05-12

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

pictou, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-12

Stittsville on, Canada 2018-05-12

Mermaid, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Nobleton, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Amherst Shore, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-12

Napanee, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Brockville, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Orillia, ON, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Montague, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Hamtramck, Michigan, US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Portdover, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Union, New Jersey, US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Aurora, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Markham, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Plainfield, Indiana, US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Devlin, Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Taunton, UK 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Shawnigan Lake, Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

US 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

UK 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Abbotsford, Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Stirling, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Mount Forest, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-12

Cranbrook, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-12

Crescent Valley, Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-12

Canada 2018-05-13

terence Bay, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-13

Stanwood, Washington, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Tangier, Canada 2018-05-13

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Cyprus 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Tacoma, Washington, US 2018-05-13

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Kindersley, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Statesville, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Lund, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Ssrsfield, On., Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Whistler, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Attleborough, England, UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Comox, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Mulgrave-et-Derry, Canada 2018-05-13

Brookside, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Waterford, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-05-13

Arlington, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

magland, France 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Breteuil, France 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

cheshire, Connecticut, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Carignan, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Kingston, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Pictuo, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Winnipeg, MB, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

CLEARWATER BC, Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-13

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Hornby Island, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-13

Winona, Minnesota, US 2018-05-13

Cleveland, Ohio, US 2018-05-13

Gainesville, Florida, US 2018-05-13

Marblehead, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-13

Littleton, Colorado, US 2018-05-13

Morehead City, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Bloomfield, New Jersey, US 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Millstone, New Jersey, US 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

UK 2018-05-13

San Jose, California, US 2018-05-13

Memphis, Tennessee, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

San Francisco, California, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-13

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-13

MORRISON, Colorado, US 2018-05-13

alameda, California, US 2018-05-13

Calabash, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13

Durham, North Carolina, US 2018-05-13

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-13

Lafayette, California, US 2018-05-13

Bronx, New York, US 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

BATTLE CREEK, Michigan, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

London, England, UK 2018-05-13

palmdale, California, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Perkins, Oklahoma, US 2018-05-13

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-13

State College, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-13

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13



Name Location Date

Mohnton, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Quebec City, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Saint Paul, Minnesota, US 2018-05-13

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Greely, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-13

Kouchibouguac, Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Canada 2018-05-13

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Poughkeepsie, New York, US 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Les Coteaux, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Farmingdale, New York, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Lafayette, California, US 2018-05-14

Edinburgh, Scotland, UK 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canastota, Canada 2018-05-14

Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2018-05-14

Rutland, Vermont, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Salt Lake City, U.S. Outlying Islands 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Australia 2018-05-14

Germany 2018-05-14

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

Ireland 2018-05-14

Orleans, Canada 2018-05-14

Covent Garden, UK 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Crescent Valley, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Gainesville, Florida, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Antioch, Kansas, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14

Lakeside, Ohio, US 2018-05-14

Nashville, Tennessee, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Beaumont, Texas, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Overland Park, Kansas, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Port Hope, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

New Haven, Connecticut, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Maple, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Washington, Missouri, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Calumet Island, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Germany 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Salmon Arm, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Taylorsville, Utah, US 2018-05-14

Washington, North Carolina, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Denver, Colorado, US 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Dollard-Des Ormeaux, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Manitou Springs, Colorado, US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Quebec, Canada 2018-05-14

Long Eaton, England, UK 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

North York, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Alcove, Canada 2018-05-14

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Denman Island, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

Regina, Canada 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-14

Brevard, North Carolina, US 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Pacifica, California, US 2018-05-14

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Inverness, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Truro, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Cape Breton, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Beaumont, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

US 2018-05-14

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-14

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-14

Westville, Canada 2018-05-14

Truro, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

UK 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-14

Parksville, Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-14

Canada 2018-05-14

Havertown, Pennsylvania, US 2018-05-14

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Ecuador 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Indonesia 2018-05-15

cornwall, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-15

Russell, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Powell River, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

US 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Philippines 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

US 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Riverview, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

UK 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Prinsenbeek, Netherlands 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Mahone Bay, Canada 2018-05-15

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Fort Lauderdale, Florida, US 2018-05-15

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Belgium 2018-05-15

Belgium 2018-05-15

Belgium 2018-05-15

trenton, Canada 2018-05-15

Belgium 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

UK 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Fort MacLeod, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Balmoral, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Germany 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

US 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

UK 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

UK 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

US 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Markham, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Massey Drive, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-15

US 2018-05-15

US 2018-05-15

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

collingwood, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

US 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-15

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

North York, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

kingston on, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Regina, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

chilliwack bc, Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-16

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Washington, District of Columbia, US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Middle stewiacke, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Pincourt, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Windsor, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Orinda, California, US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

Saint-Cyr-sur-Loire, France 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-16

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Bowmanville, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

New Zealand 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

UK 2018-05-16

Bellingham, Washington, US 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Italy 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Saint John, Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-16

Canada 2018-05-17

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

RR# 6 Orillia, ON, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Manchester, Iowa, US 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Taiwan 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Corner Brook, Canada 2018-05-17

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Ajax, Ontario, Canada 2018-05-17

NewGlasgow, Canada 2018-05-17

London, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Lvov, Ukraine 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

UK 2018-05-17

UK 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Stockport, England, UK 2018-05-17

shediac, Canada 2018-05-17

Lantz, Canada 2018-05-17

Lantz, Canada 2018-05-17

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Beaubassin East, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-17

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Saint-quentin, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Coventry, Rhode Island, US 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-17

UK 2018-05-17

Delta, Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Saint Isidore, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

UK 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Westville, Canada 2018-05-17

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-05-17

burlington, Canada 2018-05-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Sunderland, Canada 2018-05-17

pictou,ns, Canada 2018-05-17

SIMPSONVILLE, South Carolina, US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

District Heights, Delaware, US 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

UK 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-17

UK 2018-05-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

UK 2018-05-17

Liverpool, Canada 2018-05-17

Woodstock, New York, US 2018-05-17

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-17

Singapore 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-17

New Waterford, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Sarnia, Canada 2018-05-17

US 2018-05-17

Port Dufferin, Canada 2018-05-17

Dumfries, Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-17

Canada 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

London, Canada 2018-05-18

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-18

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Paterson, New Jersey, US 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

d UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

Salt Springs, Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-18



Name Location Date

new glasgow, Canada 2018-05-18

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-18

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Dunrobin, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

US 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Regina, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Merigomish, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-18

Etobicoke, Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Canada 2018-05-18

Kitchener, Canada 2018-05-18

UK 2018-05-19

Fall River, Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-19

Bolton, Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Mount Pearl, Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Salmo, Canada 2018-05-19

Tottenham, Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Hong Kong 2018-05-19



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

Regina, Canada 2018-05-19

aleza lake bc, Canada 2018-05-19

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

Mexico 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

Saint-quentin, Canada 2018-05-19

Dacula, Georgia, US 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Lion's Head, Canada 2018-05-19



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-19

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-19

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-19

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

St. Thomas, Canada 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

UK 2018-05-19

Slovenia 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-19

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-19

US 2018-05-19

Tiny, Canada 2018-05-19

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-20

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Athens, Greece 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Creemore, Canada 2018-05-20



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Collingwood, Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Leeds, England, UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Watchet, England, UK 2018-05-20



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Bonshaw, PEI, Canada 2018-05-20

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-20

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canoe Cove, Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Kensington, Canada 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20



Name Location Date

Cornwall, Canada 2018-05-20

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Australia 2018-05-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-20

Englewood, Florida, US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

US 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-20

Burkina Faso 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Sterling, Virginia, US 2018-05-20

Netherlands 2018-05-20



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

UK 2018-05-20

Netherlands 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-20

Canada 2018-05-20

Umeå, Sweden 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Guatemala, Guatemala 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

St-Ignace, Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Oldbury, England, UK 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

UK 2018-05-21

US 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-21

Canada 2018-05-21

Summerside, Canada 2018-05-21

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Costa Rica 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Tunisia 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-22

Australia 2018-05-22

pictou, Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Los Angeles, California, US 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Formby, England, UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Laval, Canada 2018-05-22



Name Location Date

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-22

HALIFAX, Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Germany 2018-05-22

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-22

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Langley, Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Sturgis, Michigan, US 2018-05-22

Brazil 2018-05-22

Portage, Michigan, US 2018-05-22

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-22

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-22



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

US 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Memphis, Tennessee, US 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Ingersoll, Canada 2018-05-22

UK 2018-05-22

Mabou, Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-22

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Beckenham, England, UK 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Waterloo, Canada 2018-05-23

UK 2018-05-23

UK 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Cartier, Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Westmount, Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Grenada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Montague, Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Levis, Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

UK 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Ajax, Canada 2018-05-23

Saint Catharines, Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

UK 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

UK 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

UK 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Brandon, Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

lanark highlands, Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

Canada 2018-05-23

US 2018-05-23

Simoom Sound, Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Richmond, Canada 2018-05-24

India 2018-05-24

UK 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Rochester, New York, US 2018-05-24

UK 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

UK 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

UK 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-24

UK 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

US 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-24

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

Oshawa, Canada 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

US 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25



Name Location Date

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-25

Saltsprings, pictou county, Canada 2018-05-25

Buena Vista, Virginia, US 2018-05-25

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-25

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-25

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-25

Westlock, Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Taiwan 2018-05-25

US 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Tempe, Arizona, US 2018-05-25

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-05-25

West River Station, Canada 2018-05-25

Canada 2018-05-25

Iraq 2018-05-25

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-25

Westville, Canada 2018-05-25

US 2018-05-25

Skutvik, Norway 2018-05-25



Name Location Date

New Westminster, Canada 2018-05-25

London, UK 2018-05-25

North Saanich, BC, Canada 2018-05-25

UK 2018-05-25

Westville, Canada 2018-05-25

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-25

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-26

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-26

UK 2018-05-26

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Knoxville, Tennessee, US 2018-05-26

New Waterford, Canada 2018-05-26



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Panama 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Laval, Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

Iran 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-26

Canada 2018-05-26

US 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-27



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

Malaysia 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

Spain 2018-05-27

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-27

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

Taiwan 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

NOTL, Canada 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

Canada 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

US 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

UK 2018-05-27

Squamish, Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

US 2018-05-28

North York, Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Hong Kong 2018-05-28

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-28

US 2018-05-28

UK 2018-05-28

El Salvador 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28



Name Location Date

Belgium 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Plymouth, Massachusetts, US 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Elora, Canada 2018-05-28

UK 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Canada 2018-05-28

Prince George, Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

US 2018-05-29

Berkley, Michigan, US 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

UK 2018-05-29

Canada 2018-05-29

Secaucus, New Jersey, US 2018-05-29



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-29

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-29

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Saint Louis, Missouri, US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Bellingham, Washington, US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

River John, Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-30

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-30

Nova Scotia, California, US 2018-05-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30

Wellington, New Zealand 2018-05-30

Central North River, Canada 2018-05-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Newmarket, Canada 2018-05-30

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Perth, Canada 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-30

Chino Valley, Arizona, US 2018-05-30

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-30

South Africa 2018-05-30

Lords Cove, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Halifax,ns, Canada 2018-05-30

Westville, Canada 2018-05-30

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-30

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-30

Renfrew, Canada 2018-05-30

Montague, Canada 2018-05-30

Sainte-Anne-des-Lacs, Canada 2018-05-30

Fredericton, Canada 2018-05-30

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-30

Dartmouth, NS, Canada 2018-05-30

Lexington, Kentucky, US 2018-05-30

Canaan, Canada 2018-05-30

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-30

Kawartha Lakes, Canada 2018-05-30

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Netherlands 2018-05-30

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-30

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-05-30

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Whitehorse, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Mount Horeb, Wisconsin, US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

UK 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-30

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

Wickham, Canada 2018-05-30

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-05-30

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-30

Canada 2018-05-30

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-30

Ancaster, Canada 2018-05-30

Coleman, Canada 2018-05-30

US 2018-05-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-31

Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-31

US 2018-05-31

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-05-31

US 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Austria 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-05-31

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Philippines 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31

Rye, New Hampshire, US 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31

Nosara, Costa Rica 2018-05-31

Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-05-31

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-31

Belgium 2018-05-31

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-31

Germany 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Mississauga, Canada 2018-05-31



Name Location Date

US 2018-05-31

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-31

Westville, Canada 2018-05-31

Iran 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

Canada 2018-05-31

US 2018-05-31

US 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-06-01

Malaysia 2018-06-01

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-01

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Alabama, US 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Bc, Canada 2018-06-01

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-06-01



Name Location Date

Los Angeles, California, US 2018-06-01

Vietnam 2018-06-01

Burlington, Canada 2018-06-01

Markham, Canada 2018-06-01

Moncton, Canada 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-06-01

Coalburn, Canada 2018-06-01

Sudbury, Canada 2018-06-01

Denver, Colorado, US 2018-06-01



Name Location Date

US 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

US 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

UK 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-01

Canada 2018-06-02

Merigomish, Canada 2018-06-02

US 2018-06-02

Dieppe, Canada 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

West Chester, Pennsylvania, US 2018-06-02

US 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

US 2018-06-02

US 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02



Name Location Date

UK 2018-06-02

US 2018-06-02

Canada 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

UK 2018-06-02

Markham, Canada 2018-06-02

US 2018-06-02

Saint John, Canada 2018-06-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-06-03

Canada 2018-06-03

France 2018-06-03

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-03

Dundee, Canada 2018-06-03

US 2018-06-03

Creston, Canada 2018-06-03

Canada 2018-06-03

UK 2018-06-03

Canada 2018-06-03

US 2018-06-04

US 2018-06-04

US 2018-06-04

Beechville, Canada 2018-06-04



Name Location Date

Westmount, Canada 2018-06-04

Canada 2018-06-04

Canada 2018-06-04

Calgary, Canada 2018-06-04

Germany 2018-06-04

Calgary, Canada 2018-06-04

Lewedorp, Netherlands 2018-06-04

Austria 2018-06-04

US 2018-06-04

Canada 2018-06-05

UK 2018-06-05

US 2018-06-05

LaSalle, Ontario, Canada, Canada 2018-06-05

Tempe, Arizona, US 2018-06-05

New Zealand 2018-06-05

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-05

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-06-05

US 2018-06-05

US 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

UK 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

US 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

US 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-05

Tucson, Arizona, US 2018-06-05

US 2018-06-05

Canada 2018-06-06

Burnaby, Canada 2018-06-06

US 2018-06-06

Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-06



Name Location Date

Egypt 2018-06-06

US 2018-06-06

UK 2018-06-06

US 2018-06-06

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-06

Canada 2018-06-06

Canada 2018-06-06

Canada 2018-06-07

Otterburn Park, Canada 2018-06-07

US 2018-06-07

Stettler, Canada 2018-06-07

US 2018-06-07

US 2018-06-07

Sorel, Canada 2018-06-07

Canada 2018-06-08

Montréal, Canada 2018-06-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-06-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-06-08

Calgary, Canada 2018-06-09

Denmark 2018-06-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-06-10

Elk River, Minnesota, US 2018-06-11



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-06-11

London, Canada 2018-06-12

Pictou, Canada 2018-06-12

Canada 2018-06-12

Canada 2018-06-12

Canada 2018-06-12

US 2018-06-12

Canada 2018-06-12

UK 2018-06-12

Westville, Canada 2018-06-12

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-12

North Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-12

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-12

Wilton, Connecticut, US 2018-06-12

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-12

london, England, UK 2018-06-13

London, Canada 2018-06-13

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-13

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-13

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-13

Blainville, Canada 2018-06-13

O'Leary, Canada 2018-06-13



Name Location Date

UK 2018-06-13

US 2018-06-13

UK 2018-06-13

UK 2018-06-13

UK 2018-06-13

Pictou NS, Canada 2018-06-13

Westville, Canada 2018-06-13

Stellarton, Canada 2018-06-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-06-14

Markham, Canada 2018-06-14

Sydney, Canada 2018-06-14

New glasgow, Canada 2018-06-14

Stellarton, Canada 2018-06-14

Wedgeport, Canada 2018-06-14

Victoria, Canada 2018-06-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-14

Dollard-des-ormeaux, Canada 2018-06-14

River John, Canada 2018-06-15

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-06-15

Pictou, Canada 2018-06-15



Name Location Date

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-06-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-06-15

Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-06-15

Canada 2018-06-15

Australia 2018-06-15

Germany 2018-06-15

ottawa, Canada 2018-06-15

Brant, Canada 2018-06-16

Victoria, Canada 2018-06-16

Victoria, Canada 2018-06-17

new york, New York, US 2018-06-17

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-06-18

Pictou, Canada 2018-06-18

US 2018-06-18

Dieren, Netherlands 2018-06-18

Charlottetown, PE, Canada 2018-06-18

Rice Point, Canada 2018-06-18

Akron, Ohio, US 2018-06-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-06-18

Peace River, Canada 2018-06-18

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-18

Silver Spring, Maryland, US 2018-06-19



Name Location Date

Atlanta, Georgia, US 2018-06-19

Hillsboro, Oregon, US 2018-06-19

Hudson, Canada 2018-06-19

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-19

Gimli, Canada 2018-06-19

Cornwall, Canada 2018-06-19

Orange, New Jersey, US 2018-06-19

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-19

Mississauga, Canada 2018-06-19

Guelph, Canada 2018-06-20

Oshawa, Canada 2018-06-20

Gatineau, Canada 2018-06-21

US 2018-06-21

Trenton, Canada 2018-06-21

Montréal, Canada 2018-06-21

Dana Point, California, US 2018-06-21

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-21

Halifax Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-06-22

Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-22

Bonita springs, Florida, US 2018-06-22

NEW GLASGOW, NS, Canada 2018-06-22

West Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-22



Name Location Date

Antigonish, Canada 2018-06-22

westville, Canada 2018-06-22

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-22

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-23

Hunter River, Canada 2018-06-23

Oakville, Canada 2018-06-23

US 2018-06-24

Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, US 2018-06-24

Canada 2018-06-24

Victoria, Canada 2018-06-24

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-25

Pictou, Canada 2018-06-26

Canada 2018-06-26

Penticton, Canada 2018-06-27

Newmarket, Canada 2018-06-27

York, Canada 2018-06-27

UK 2018-06-28

Halton Hills, Canada 2018-06-29

Phoenix, Oregon, US 2018-06-30

Londonderry, NS, Canada 2018-06-30

Rollo Bay, Canada 2018-07-02

San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-07-02



Name Location Date

Micmac, Canada 2018-07-02

Victoria, Canada 2018-07-02

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-03

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-03

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-03

Montague, Canada 2018-07-03

Kitchener, Canada 2018-07-03

Montague, Canada 2018-07-03

Montague, Canada 2018-07-03

Montage, Canada 2018-07-03

Grandview, Canada 2018-07-03

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-07-03

North River Bridge, Canada 2018-07-03

Mabou, Canada 2018-07-03

Canada 2018-07-04

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-04

Canada 2018-07-04

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-04

Kissimmee, Florida, US 2018-07-04

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-04

Judique, Canada 2018-07-04

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-04



Name Location Date

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-07-04

Bedford, Canada 2018-07-04

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-07-04

Conway, Massachusetts, US 2018-07-04

Pictoulanding, Canada 2018-07-04

ottawa, Canada 2018-07-04

Summerside, Canada 2018-07-05

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-07-05

Castlegar, Canada 2018-07-05

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-05

Wetzlar, Germany 2018-07-05

Bedford, Canada 2018-07-05

Canada 2018-07-05

US 2018-07-05

Canada 2018-07-05

Canada 2018-07-05

Canada 2018-07-05

Canada 2018-07-05

Ingonish, Canada 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

New Ross, Canada 2018-07-05

US 2018-07-05



Name Location Date

UK 2018-07-05

US 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

Westville, Canada 2018-07-05

Canada 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

Canada 2018-07-05

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-05

Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-05

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-05

UK 2018-07-05

US 2018-07-05

US 2018-07-05

US 2018-07-05

Bromont, Canada 2018-07-05

US 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06



Name Location Date

UK 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06



Name Location Date

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Mississauga, Canada 2018-07-06

summerside, Canada 2018-07-06

Orillia, Canada 2018-07-06

Lower Sackville, Canada 2018-07-06

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-06

Vancouver, Canada 2018-07-06

Duncan's First Nation, Canada 2018-07-06

Hinton, Canada 2018-07-06

Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-06

Dauphin, Canada 2018-07-06



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-06

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-06

UK 2018-07-06

Victoria, Canada 2018-07-06

Kingsville, Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

bedford, Canada 2018-07-06

Kelowna, Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-06

Ucluelet, Canada 2018-07-06

Calgary, Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-06

Gibsons, Canada 2018-07-06

Newmarket, Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

London, Canada 2018-07-06

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-06

trenton, Canada 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06



Name Location Date

US 2018-07-06

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-06

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-06

Makawao, Hawaii, US 2018-07-06

Montreal, Canada 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-06

Canada 2018-07-06

US 2018-07-06

Oakville, Canada 2018-07-06

Ganges, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Montreal, Canada 2018-07-07

Kelowna, Canada 2018-07-07

Gabriola, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Deux-montagnes, Canada 2018-07-07

New Liskeard, Canada 2018-07-07

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

US 2018-07-07

Oshawa, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Bowmanville, Canada 2018-07-07

Tacoma, Washington, US 2018-07-07

Perth, Canada 2018-07-07

Vancouver, Canada 2018-07-07

US 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Calgary, Canada 2018-07-07

UK 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Trenton, Canada 2018-07-07

Grande-Digue, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Miramichi, Canada 2018-07-07

Royal Oak, Michigan, US 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Montreal, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Victoria, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Ireland 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

UK 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Red Deer, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

NANAIMO, BC, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

UK 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

US 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

US 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Germany 2018-07-07

Regina, Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Ann Arbor, Michigan, US 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-07

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Summerside, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Richmond, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Summerside, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-08

Burnaby, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Belfast, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Whistler, Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

UK 2018-07-08

Cornwall, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Summerside, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-08

UK 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Hugo, Oklahoma, US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

UK 2018-07-08

Pictou County, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Canada 2018-07-08

Smiths Falls, Canada 2018-07-08

halifax, Canada 2018-07-08

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Westville, Canada 2018-07-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09



Name Location Date

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

UK 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

UK 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-09

Germany 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Summerside, Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

summerside, Canada 2018-07-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Milton, Canada 2018-07-09

India 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-09

Summerside, Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

NiagaraFalls, Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Richmond, Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-07-09

West Kelowna, Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Oxford, England, UK 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

US 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Perth Andover, Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09

Canada 2018-07-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10



Name Location Date

Westville,NS., Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

US 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Summerside, Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

US 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

US 2018-07-10

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

US 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10



Name Location Date

UK 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-10

US 2018-07-10

Ellerslie, Canada 2018-07-10

UK 2018-07-10

Canada 2018-07-11

Westville, Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Kingston, Canada 2018-07-11

US 2018-07-11

US 2018-07-11

US 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

US 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

UK 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-11

Woodbridge, Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

pictou, Canada 2018-07-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Miscouche, Canada 2018-07-11

Ellerslie, Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Sydney, Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Milton, Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

US 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Woodstock, Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-11

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

US 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

France 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-12

Pictou, Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Moncton, Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

UK 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

UK 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Pictou, Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

France 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12



Name Location Date

Barry, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-12

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

UK 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Sweden 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-13

Saudi Arabia 2018-07-13



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-13

France 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

US 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-13

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

US 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-14

Hungary 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

US 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

UK 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-14

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Switzerland 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

US 2018-07-15

New Zealand 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15

Canada 2018-07-15



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Kingston, NS, Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Pakistan 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

US 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Bolivia 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-16

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

China 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

France 2018-07-17



Name Location Date

Mexico 2018-07-17

Onanole, Canada 2018-07-17

Turkey 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

UK 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17



Name Location Date

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

Canada 2018-07-17

US 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

US 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Germany 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Russia 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

US 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

US 2018-07-18

US 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-18

Noel, Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-18

Bogotá, Colombia 2018-07-18

US 2018-07-18

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

US 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-19

Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-20

New glasgow, Canada 2018-07-20

UK 2018-07-20

US 2018-07-20

US 2018-07-20

Guayaquil, Ecuador 2018-07-20

Aurora, Canada 2018-07-20

Stellarton, Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-20

Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20

Gloucester, England, UK 2018-07-20

Gloucester, UK 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-20

BeaverBank, Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

Margaree Valley, Canada 2018-07-20

US 2018-07-20

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-20

UK 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

US 2018-07-20

US 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-20

UK 2018-07-20

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20

Canada 2018-07-21

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-07-21

Westville, Canada 2018-07-21

Canada 2018-07-21

Canada 2018-07-21

Canada 2018-07-21

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-21

UK 2018-07-21

Hong Kong 2018-07-21

ABERCROMBIE, Canada 2018-07-21

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-21

Gloucester, UK 2018-07-21

Canada 2018-07-21

UK 2018-07-21



Name Location Date

UK 2018-07-21

Lansdowne, Canada 2018-07-21

Killeen, Texas, US 2018-07-21

Australia 2018-07-21

Wallace, Canada 2018-07-21

Baddeck, Canada 2018-07-21

Baddeck, Canada 2018-07-21

Canada 2018-07-21

Baddeck, Canada 2018-07-21

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-21

Canada 2018-07-21

Windsor, Canada 2018-07-22

US 2018-07-22

Windsor, Canada 2018-07-22

US 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22

UK 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22

UK 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22



Name Location Date

US 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22

Canada 2018-07-22

US 2018-07-22

US 2018-07-22

Montréal, Canada 2018-07-23

US 2018-07-23

Canada 2018-07-23

Canada 2018-07-23

Brookfield, Canada 2018-07-23

Hong Kong 2018-07-23

Canada 2018-07-24

Canada 2018-07-24

Canada 2018-07-24

Windsor, Canada 2018-07-24

Norway 2018-07-24

Long Eaton, England, UK 2018-07-24

antigonish, Canada 2018-07-24

Newcastle upon Tyne, England, UK 2018-07-24

Canada 2018-07-24

North York, Canada 2018-07-24



Name Location Date

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-07-24

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-24

Trenton, Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-25

Big Island, NS, Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-25

Moncton, Canada 2018-07-25

Fredericton, Canada 2018-07-25

halifax, Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-25

Point Aconi ,Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-07-25

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-07-25

Lund, Canada 2018-07-25

Canada 2018-07-26

Trenton, Canada 2018-07-26

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-26

Glace Bay, Canada 2018-07-26

Masstown, Canada 2018-07-26



Name Location Date

Netherlands 2018-07-27

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-27

Bedford, Canada 2018-07-27

Canada 2018-07-28

Canada 2018-07-28

Canada 2018-07-28

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-28

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Martinique 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Martinique 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

Guadeloupe 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Martinique 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Guadeloupe 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

French Polynesia 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Guadeloupe 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Guadeloupe 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Martinique 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Guadeloupe 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Guadeloupe 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

Guadeloupe 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Martinique 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

France 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-29

UK 2018-07-29

Canada 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Guadeloupe 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Martinique 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

US 2018-07-30

Réunion 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Martinique 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

French Guiana 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Greece 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Sweden 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Martinique 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

Canmore, Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Guadeloupe 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

French Polynesia 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

US 2018-07-30

US 2018-07-30

UK 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

Congo (Republic) 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

lower sackville, Canada 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

France 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-30

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

US 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Australia 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

New Zealand 2018-07-31

UK 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

UK 2018-07-31

UK 2018-07-31

Turkey 2018-07-31

UK 2018-07-31

US 2018-07-31

US 2018-07-31

US 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

UK 2018-07-31

US 2018-07-31

US 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31



Name Location Date

France 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Netherlands 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Innisfil, Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-07-31

UK 2018-07-31

Canada 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-01

French Guiana 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-01

US 2018-08-01

Canada 2018-08-02



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-02

US 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-02

US 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-02

France 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-02

UK 2018-08-02

Borden, Canada 2018-08-02

UK 2018-08-02

UK 2018-08-02

Market Rasen, England, UK 2018-08-02

Canada 2018-08-03

Apache Junction, Arizona, US 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Spruce Grove, Canada 2018-08-03

US 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03

Brazil 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

US 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Mississauga, Canada 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03

Doncaster, UK 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Edmonton, Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Bermuda 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03

US 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03

UK 2018-08-03



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-03

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

US 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

UK 2018-08-04

UK 2018-08-04

UK 2018-08-04

Netherlands 2018-08-04

US 2018-08-04

UK 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Chester, Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04



Name Location Date

Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2018-08-04

Westville, Canada 2018-08-04

UK 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

UK 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

US 2018-08-04

US 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-04

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-05

Janesville, Wisconsin, US 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

UK 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

UK 2018-08-05

US 2018-08-05



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

UK 2018-08-05

Canada 2018-08-05

US 2018-08-06

Canada 2018-08-06

UK 2018-08-06

UK 2018-08-06

Canada 2018-08-06

Canada 2018-08-06

Canada 2018-08-06

Canada 2018-08-06

Truro, Canada 2018-08-06

UK 2018-08-06

US 2018-08-06

UK 2018-08-06

Canada 2018-08-06



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-06

Portsmouth, UK 2018-08-06

US 2018-08-07

US 2018-08-07

Canada 2018-08-07

UK 2018-08-07

Canada 2018-08-07

UK 2018-08-07

US 2018-08-07

US 2018-08-07

US 2018-08-07

US 2018-08-07

India 2018-08-08

Canada 2018-08-08

Canada 2018-08-08

Canada 2018-08-09

Canada 2018-08-09

Canada 2018-08-09

Canada 2018-08-09

Canada 2018-08-10

Canada 2018-08-10

Canada 2018-08-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-10

Canada 2018-08-10

UK 2018-08-11

Guernsey Cove, Canada 2018-08-11

UK 2018-08-11

UK 2018-08-11

UK 2018-08-11

UK 2018-08-11

UK 2018-08-11

US 2018-08-12

Kirn, Scotland, UK 2018-08-12

Moser river, Canada 2018-08-14

Stellarton, Canada 2018-08-14

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-08-14

France 2018-08-14

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-14

trenton, Canada 2018-08-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-08-14

Brookside, Canada 2018-08-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-08-14

pictou, Canada 2018-08-14



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2018-08-15

Tignish, Canada 2018-08-15

Merigomish, Canada 2018-08-15

Mabou, Canada 2018-08-15

Antigonish, Canada 2018-08-15

Sydney, Canada 2018-08-15

st peters, Canada 2018-08-15

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-15

Nova scotia, Canada 2018-08-15

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-15

Meteghan, Canada 2018-08-15

US 2018-08-15

US 2018-08-15

UK 2018-08-15

Pictou, Canada 2018-08-15

Port Hope, Canada 2018-08-15

UK 2018-08-15

Canada 2018-08-15

Canada 2018-08-15

Canada 2018-08-15

Canada 2018-08-15

Canada 2018-08-15



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-15

Canada 2018-08-15

US 2018-08-15

Canada 2018-08-16

Norton, Canada 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

Pictou, Canada 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

UK 2018-08-16

UK 2018-08-16

Canada 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

Canada 2018-08-16

Memphis, Tennessee, US 2018-08-16

Canada 2018-08-16

pictou ns, Canada 2018-08-16



Name Location Date

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-08-16

UK 2018-08-16

Canada 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

US 2018-08-16

Canada 2018-08-16

Halifax, Canada 2018-08-16

scotsburn rd., Canada 2018-08-16

Truro, Canada 2018-08-17

Murray River PE, Canada 2018-08-17

Toronto, Canada 2018-08-17

Surrey, Canada 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

Sudbury, Canada 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

Jarrow, England, UK 2018-08-17



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-17

Tempe, Arizona, US 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

Tyne Valley, Canada 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

UK 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

US 2018-08-17

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

UK 2018-08-18

US 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Hamilton, Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

UK 2018-08-18

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

US 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

US 2018-08-18



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-18

US 2018-08-18

UK 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

UK 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

Canada 2018-08-18

US 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

US 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

UK 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-19

US 2018-08-19

Canada 2018-08-20



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-20

Canada 2018-08-20

Ireland 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

India 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-20

Greece 2018-08-20

US 2018-08-21

Canada 2018-08-21

Sweden 2018-08-21

Canada 2018-08-21

Canada 2018-08-21

Canada 2018-08-22



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-22

Portugal 2018-08-22

Canada 2018-08-22

Canada 2018-08-22

UK 2018-08-22

US 2018-08-23

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-23

Halifax, Canada 2018-08-23

Sydney, Canada 2018-08-23

Canada 2018-08-23

Bangladesh 2018-08-24

US 2018-08-24

US 2018-08-24

Canada 2018-08-24

India 2018-08-24

Canada 2018-08-24

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-25

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

Canada 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

Canada 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-26

US 2018-08-27

US 2018-08-27

US 2018-08-27

US 2018-08-27

US 2018-08-27

US 2018-08-27

US 2018-08-27

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-27

Canada 2018-08-28

US 2018-08-28

US 2018-08-28

US 2018-08-28



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-28

Stratford, Canada 2018-08-28

Canada 2018-08-28

UK 2018-08-28

UK 2018-08-28

Canada 2018-08-28

Felton, Pennsylvania, US 2018-08-28

Canada 2018-08-28

Canada 2018-08-28

US 2018-08-28

US 2018-08-28

Belle River, Canada 2018-08-28

London, Canada 2018-08-28

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-28

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-28

Mission, Canada 2018-08-28

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-29

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Hampton, Canada 2018-08-29

Montréal, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29

Borden-Carleton, Canada 2018-08-29

York, Canada 2018-08-29

Shreveport, Louisiana, US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Hampton, Canada 2018-08-29

Belle River, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Crapaud, Canada 2018-08-29

Kensington, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Nine Mile Creek, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

montague, Canada 2018-08-29

Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Morell, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Stratford, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Fredericton, Canada 2018-08-29

Montreal QC, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Stratford, P.E.I, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Borden-Carleton, Canada 2018-08-29

Kensington, Canada 2018-08-29

york, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Belle Chasse, Louisiana, US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Port Moody, Canada 2018-08-29

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Handen, Sweden 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Windsor, Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Gabriola, Canada 2018-08-29

Bedford, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Brockville, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Ellerslie, Canada 2018-08-29

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Morell, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

St Ann, Canada 2018-08-29

Wellington, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Souris, Canada 2018-08-29

SouthGranvile, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Victoria, Canada 2018-08-29

Lusby, Maryland, US 2018-08-29

London, England, UK 2018-08-29

Saint Catherines, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Caldwell, New Jersey, US 2018-08-29

Teddington, England, UK 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Saint John, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Cardigan, Canada 2018-08-29

Edmundston, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29

Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Red Deer, Canada 2018-08-29

Kenner, Louisiana, US 2018-08-29

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29

charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Ch'town, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Miramichi, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Florida, US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

WATERLOO, Canada 2018-08-29

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Red Deer County, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Vernon River, Canada 2018-08-29

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Blind bay bc, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

France 2018-08-29

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29

Nottingham, UK 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

red deer, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Granville Ferry, NS, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Stratford, Canada 2018-08-29

Parry Sound, Canada 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Fredericton, Canada 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Belfast, Canada 2018-08-29

Crapaud, Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Kelly's cross, Canada 2018-08-29

Crapaud, P.E.I., Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Albany, Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

US 2018-08-29

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29

Moncton, Canada 2018-08-29

UK 2018-08-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29



Name Location Date

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29

charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-29

Mission, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Montague, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Montague, Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Montague, Canada 2018-08-30

Dominican Republic 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Montague, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Portsmouth, England, UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Mont-royal, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Fayetteville, North Carolina, US 2018-08-30

Mt.Stewart, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Pownal, Canada 2018-08-30

Montague, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Staynet, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Edmonton, Canada 2018-08-30

Stanhope, Canada 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Halifax, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-30

Charlotteown, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

Miscouche, Canada 2018-08-30

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

France 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Montague, Canada 2018-08-30

Kensington, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Charlottetown,, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Summerside, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Pickering, Canada 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

UK 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Stratford, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Belle River, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

US 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Fredericton, Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Canada 2018-08-30

Waterloo, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Bonshaw, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Conquerall Bank, Canada 2018-08-31

Bermuda 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Port Colborne, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

St. Catharines, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Newton, Massachusetts, US 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Westmount, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Calgary, Canada 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

north york, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31



Name Location Date

UK 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Cornwall, Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Stratford, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Breadalbane, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31



Name Location Date

Oshawa, Canada 2018-08-31

North Rustico, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Montague, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Montague, Canada 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Montréal, Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

North Milton, Canada 2018-08-31

Miscouche, Canada 2018-08-31

Sammamish, Washington, US 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

Bedford, UK 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Oakville, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Bonshaw, Canada 2018-08-31

Wellington, Canada 2018-08-31

Montréal, Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Long Beach, California, US 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31



Name Location Date

Spring Hill, Florida, US 2018-08-31

US 2018-08-31

UK 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Canada 2018-08-31

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-01

Cornwall P.E.I., Canada 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

US 2018-09-01

Ottawa, Canada 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

Rice Point, Canada 2018-09-01

US 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-09-01

las vegas, Nevada, US 2018-09-01

Borden-Carleton, Canada 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

San Mateo, California, US 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-01

US 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

US 2018-09-01

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-01

Cornwall, Canada 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-09-01

UK 2018-09-01

Canada 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Kilmuir, Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

US 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

Lebanon 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

York, Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02



Name Location Date

Ajax, Canada 2018-09-02

US 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

US 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

UK 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-02

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Philippines 2018-09-03

Montague, Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

US 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

cambridge, Canada 2018-09-03

US 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03



Name Location Date

US 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

US 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Ottawa, Canada 2018-09-03

Millbrook, Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-03

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Mauritius 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

charlottetown, Canada 2018-09-04

Belle River, Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Lamartine, Canada 2018-09-04

Belleville, Canada 2018-09-04

US 2018-09-04

US 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-04

Canada 2018-09-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Edmonton, Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

UK 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

US 2018-09-05

Calgary, Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

San Antonio, Texas, US 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Mississauga, Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

US 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05

Canada 2018-09-05



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-09-06

Georgina, Canada 2018-09-06

Canada 2018-09-06

Peterborough, Canada 2018-09-06

US 2018-09-06

Canada 2018-09-06

Trenton, Canada 2018-09-06

US 2018-09-07

wyoming, Rhode Island, US 2018-09-07

US 2018-09-07

Canada 2018-09-08

US 2018-09-08

Canada 2018-09-08

US 2018-09-08

Ashwell, UK 2018-09-09

US 2018-09-10

Canada 2018-09-10

France 2018-09-11

US 2018-09-12

Canada 2018-09-12

Gardner Creek, Canada 2018-09-15

Halifax, Canada 2018-09-15



Name Location Date

nova scotia, Canada 2018-09-23

white point, Canada 2018-09-23

Vernon Bridge, Canada 2018-09-26

Halifax, Canada 2018-09-27

Canada 2018-10-01

France 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

Canada 2018-10-01

US 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

London, England, UK 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

Canada 2018-10-01

US 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

UK 2018-10-01

US 2018-10-01

US 2018-10-01

Canada 2018-10-01

Canada 2018-10-01

Canada 2018-10-01

Canada 2018-10-01

Canada 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02



Name Location Date

UK 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

el paso, Texas, US 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

Haverfordwest, Wales; Cymru, UK 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-02

Plymouth, UK 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

UK 2018-10-02



Name Location Date

US 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-02

US 2018-10-02

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03



Name Location Date

UK 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

Lewes, UK 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

US 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03



Name Location Date

UK 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

Chicago, Illinois, US 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

US 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Chicago, Illinois, US 2018-10-03

Meknes, Morocco 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

UK 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

US 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-03

US 2018-10-03



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-03

Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Chicopee, Massachusetts, US 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04



Name Location Date

US 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Vietnam 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Munster, Indiana, US 2018-10-04

Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Newport, Canada 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04



Name Location Date

UK 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Walton, Kentucky, US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-04

US 2018-10-04

UK 2018-10-04

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05



Name Location Date

US 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

Hamilton, Canada 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05



Name Location Date

UK 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

France 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

Qatar 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

UK 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-05

US 2018-10-05

Canada 2018-10-06

US 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

US 2018-10-06

UK 2018-10-06



Name Location Date

US 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

US 2018-10-06

UK 2018-10-06

UK 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

UK 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

US 2018-10-06

US 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

UK 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

Lees, England, UK 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

Canada 2018-10-06

UK 2018-10-06

US 2018-10-07

US 2018-10-07

Canada 2018-10-08

Canada 2018-10-08



Name Location Date

US 2018-10-08

Canada 2018-10-08

Canada 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-09

Charilttrown, Canada 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-09

US 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-09

Cornwall, Canada 2018-10-09

US 2018-10-09

France 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-09

UK 2018-10-09

Beaver Bank, Canada 2018-10-09

Charlottetown, Canada 2018-10-09

Chelsea, NS, Canada 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-09

UK 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-09

France 2018-10-09

Windsor, Canada 2018-10-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-10-09

UK 2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10

US 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10

US 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10

UK 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10

Canada 2018-10-10



Name Location Date

K 2018-10-10

anada 2018-10-10

S 2018-10-10

anada 2018-10-10

anada 2018-10-10

almouth, UK 2018-10-10

anada 2018-10-11

anada 2018-10-11

S 2018-10-11

anada 2018-10-11

anada 2018-10-11

K 2018-10-11

K 2018-10-11

K 2018-10-11

K 2018-10-11

estville, Canada 2018-10-11

K 2018-10-11

anada 2018-10-11

anada 2018-10-11

anada 2018-10-11

K 2018-10-11

cotsburn, Canada 2018-10-11



Name Location Date

Stellarton, Canada 2018-10-11

UK 2018-10-11

Canada 2018-10-11

Canada 2018-10-11

UK 2018-10-11

Canada 2018-10-11

Canada 2018-10-11

France 2018-10-12

Halifax, Canada 2018-10-12

US 2018-10-12

UK 2018-10-12

US 2018-10-12

US 2018-10-12

Canada 2018-10-12

UK 2018-10-12

Canada 2018-10-12

UK 2018-10-12

Inverness, Canada 2018-10-12

UK 2018-10-12

Kings Lynn, England, UK 2018-10-12

UK 2018-10-12

UK 2018-10-12



Name Location Date

UK 2018-10-12

UK 2018-10-12

Canada 2018-10-12

Hamilton, Canada 2018-10-12

Canada 2018-10-12

Canada 2018-10-13

Canada 2018-10-13

Canada 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

Balnaguard, UK 2018-10-13

Scotland, Scotland, UK 2018-10-13

US 2018-10-13

Canada 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

US 2018-10-13



Name Location Date

UK 2018-10-13

UK 2018-10-13

US 2018-10-13

US 2018-10-14

Canada 2018-10-14

Mississauga, Canada 2018-10-14

Pictou, Canada 2018-10-14

Baddeck, Canada 2018-10-14

US 2018-10-14

US 2018-10-15

UK 2018-10-15

France 2018-10-15

Creston, Canada 2018-10-15

Canada 2018-10-16

US 2018-10-16

Canada 2018-10-16

Canada 2018-10-16

Hamilton, Canada 2018-10-16

Canada 2018-10-16

UK 2018-10-16

Canada 2018-10-16

Brampton, Canada 2018-10-16



Name Location Date

Canada 2018-10-16

Brampton, Canada 2018-10-17

Canada 2018-10-17

US 2018-10-17

Porters Lake, Canada 2018-10-17

US 2018-10-17

Pictou, Canada 2018-10-17

Frasers Mountain, Canada 2018-10-17

US 2018-10-17

Bogotá, Colombia 2018-10-18

Canada 2018-10-18

Canada 2018-10-18

Westville, Canada 2018-10-18

US 2018-10-21

Toronto, Canada 2018-10-22

Canada 2018-10-23

Orleans, Canada 2018-10-24

London, UK 2018-10-25

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-10-25

Montréal, Canada 2018-10-25

Yarmouth, Canada 2018-10-25

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-10-25



Name Location Date

pictou, Canada 2018-10-25

Pictou, Canada 2018-10-25

new glasgow, Canada 2018-10-25

Bible hill, Canada 2018-10-25

Trenton, Canada 2018-10-25

Toronto, Canada 2018-10-25

Mt. Pearl, Canada 2018-10-25

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-10-25

Perrysburg, Ohio, US 2018-10-26

Markham, Canada 2018-10-26

Oshawa, Canada 2018-10-26

Saint John, Canada 2018-10-26

Peterborough, Canada 2018-10-26

Springfield, Tennessee, US 2018-10-26

Toronto, Canada 2018-10-26

Fraserville, Canada 2018-10-26

Fraserville, Canada 2018-10-26

Port Hope ON, Canada, Canada 2018-10-27

Wallace, Canada 2018-10-27

ajax, Canada 2018-10-27

London, Canada 2018-10-27

Toronto, Canada 2018-10-27



Name Location Date

Truro, Canada 2018-10-28

UK 2018-10-29

Canada 2018-10-29

UK 2018-10-29

Canada 2018-10-29

Victoria, Canada 2018-10-30

Oakville, Canada 2018-10-30

Wichita, US 2018-10-30

Belfast, UK 2018-10-30

Lancashire, UK 2018-10-30

Wetaskiwin, Canada 2018-10-30

Perth, UK 2018-10-30

Toronto, Canada 2018-10-30

Bozeman, US 2018-10-30

Ottawa, Canada 2018-10-30

Egham, UK 2018-10-30

London, UK 2018-10-30

Rotherham, UK 2018-10-30

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-31

Palm Harbor, US 2018-10-31

TERRE COTTA, Canada 2018-10-31

Bletchley, UK 2018-10-31



Name Location Date

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-31

Toronto, Canada 2018-10-31

west kelowna, Canada 2018-10-31

UK 2018-10-31

Sussex, US 2018-10-31

Kamloops, Canada 2018-10-31

Nelson, Canada 2018-10-31

Brandon, Canada 2018-10-31

France 2018-10-31

France 2018-10-31

Toulouse, France 2018-10-31

Port Moody, Canada 2018-10-31

Cornwall, Canada 2018-11-01

Taber, Canada 2018-11-01

Lichfield, UK 2018-11-01

Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-01

UK 2018-11-01

Avon, France 2018-11-01

Harlow, UK 2018-11-01

Miami, US 2018-11-01

Liverpool, UK 2018-11-01

Barrie, Canada 2018-11-01



Name Location Date

Wrexham, UK 2018-11-02

Wakefield, UK 2018-11-02

Heinsburg, Canada 2018-11-02

San Diego, US 2018-11-02

los Angeles, US 2018-11-02

Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-02

Hemel Hempstead, UK 2018-11-02

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-02

Clawson, Michigan, US 2018-11-02

Canada 2018-11-02

Ashton-under-lyne, UK 2018-11-02

Brixham, UK 2018-11-02

UK 2018-11-02

Rendlesham, UK 2018-11-02

Stalybridge, UK 2018-11-02

UK 2018-11-02

Airdrie, Canada 2018-11-02

sandy, Utah, US 2018-11-02

UK 2018-11-02

Knighton, UK 2018-11-02

Poole, UK 2018-11-02

Hamilton, Canada 2018-11-03



Name Location Date

Akron, US 2018-11-03

Crescent city, US 2018-11-03

Stockport, UK 2018-11-03

Romford, UK 2018-11-03

Claygate, UK 2018-11-03

Comox, Canada 2018-11-03

Surrey, Canada 2018-11-03

Victoria, Canada 2018-11-03

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-11-04

Ottawa, Canada 2018-11-04

newbury, UK 2018-11-04

Hull, UK 2018-11-04

Ashford, UK 2018-11-04

Winsford, UK 2018-11-04

Montague, Canada 2018-11-04

Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-04

Mckinney, US 2018-11-04

Llanelli, UK 2018-11-04

Guildford, UK 2018-11-04

Davis, California, US 2018-11-04

Houston, US 2018-11-04

Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-04



Name Location Date

dicine Hat, Canada 2018-11-05

onto, Canada 2018-11-05

couver, Canada 2018-11-05

aptoft, UK 2018-11-05

abethtown, Canada 2018-11-05

w York, US 2018-11-05

pley, UK 2018-11-05

dlay, US 2018-11-05

nnipeg, Canada 2018-11-05

toria, Canada 2018-11-05

nce George, Canada 2018-11-05

prise, US 2018-11-05

dicine Hat, Canada 2018-11-05

ttice, Canada 2018-11-05

rdiff, UK 2018-11-05

komo, US 2018-11-05

onto, Canada 2018-11-05

onto, Canada 2018-11-06

ston BC, Canada 2018-11-06

John's, Canada 2018-11-06

onto, Canada 2018-11-06



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2018-11-06

Canada 2018-11-06

Preston, UK 2018-11-06

Québec, Canada 2018-11-06

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-06

Minneapolis, US 2018-11-06

Paris, France 2018-11-06

Newquay, UK 2018-11-06

Pointe-du-Chêne, Canada 2018-11-06

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-06

Baselland, Switzerland 2018-11-06

London, Canada 2018-11-06

Bridgend, UK 2018-11-06

leeds, UK 2018-11-06

Battle, UK 2018-11-07

Westville, Canada 2018-11-08

Pictou, Canada 2018-11-08

Split, Croatia 2018-11-08

Sinclair's island., Canada 2018-11-08

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-11-08

Bronx, US 2018-11-08

Drummondville, Canada 2018-11-11



Name Location Date

Concord, US 2018-11-11

montreal quebec, Canada 2018-11-14

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-14

00, France 2018-11-14

Truro, UK 2018-11-14

France 2018-11-14

Meopham, UK 2018-11-14

New York, New York, US 2018-11-14

Honiton, UK 2018-11-14

bridge of weir, UK 2018-11-14

chicago, US 2018-11-14

Leeds, UK 2018-11-15

Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-15

Cheadle Hulme, UK 2018-11-15

Canada 2018-11-15

Rancho Murieta, US 2018-11-15

Sacramento, US 2018-11-15

Sudbury, Canada 2018-11-15

Kanata, Canada 2018-11-15

Milwaukee, US 2018-11-15

LONDON, UK 2018-11-15

Paris, France 2018-11-15



Name Location Date

Brampton, Canada 2018-11-15

Camberley, UK 2018-11-15

Minot, US 2018-11-15

Tecumseh, Canada 2018-11-15

West Point, New York, US 2018-11-15

Shrewsbury, UK 2018-11-15

Toronto, Canada 2018-11-15

Palm Harbor, Florida, US 2018-11-15

Lloydminster, Canada 2018-11-15

Reading, UK 2018-11-15

Choiceland, Canada 2018-11-15

Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-15

Antigonish, Canada 2018-11-15

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-15

Cardiff, UK 2018-11-15

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-15

Landerneau, France 2018-11-15

Bloomington, Indiana, US 2018-11-15

Canada 2018-11-15

Windsor, Canada 2018-11-16

Costa Mesa, US 2018-11-16

Lindfield, UK 2018-11-16



Name Location Date

UK 2018-11-16

Gillingham, UK 2018-11-16

Birmingham, UK 2018-11-16

Sacramento, US 2018-11-16

New York, US 2018-11-16

Strathmore, Canada 2018-11-16

Hacienda Heights, US 2018-11-16

Stellarton, Canada 2018-11-16

Fredericton, Canada 2018-11-17

France 2018-11-18

Kentville, Canada 2018-11-18

Montréal, Canada 2018-11-19

Fort Myers, Florida, US 2018-11-20

Brampton, Canada 2018-11-20

Brampton, Canada 2018-11-20

Cloverdale, NS, Canada 2018-11-20

El Paso, US 2018-11-21

Surrey, Canada 2018-11-21

Canada 2018-11-21

lford, UK 2018-11-21

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-11-21

STILLWATER, Canada 2018-11-21



Name Location Date

Stroud, UK 2018-11-21

London, UK 2018-11-21

Kentville, Canada 2018-11-21

Wolfville, Canada 2018-11-21

Trowbridge, UK 2018-11-21

Niagara Falls, Canada 2018-11-21

Canada 2018-11-21

Inverness, Canada 2018-11-21

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-21

Hammonds Plains, Canada 2018-11-21

Bridgewater, Canada 2018-11-21

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-21

Docking, UK 2018-11-22

Gatineau, Canada 2018-11-22

Harrogate, UK 2018-11-22

Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-22

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-11-22

Luton, UK 2018-11-22

Bassingbourn, UK 2018-11-22

Rugby, UK 2018-11-22

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22

Hubbards, Canada 2018-11-22



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22

coizard-joches, France 2018-11-22

France 2018-11-22

Saint-Jean-Sur-Richelieu, Canada 2018-11-22

Fort Payne, US 2018-11-22

Devon, Canada 2018-11-22

Victoria, Canada 2018-11-22

Northwood, UK 2018-11-22

Mérignac, France 2018-11-22

Colomiers, France 2018-11-22

Okotoks, Canada 2018-11-22

Cambridge, Canada 2018-11-22

Chester, UK 2018-11-22

Wickham, UK 2018-11-22

Bournemouth, UK 2018-11-22

London, UK 2018-11-22

Bromsgrove, UK 2018-11-22

Stellarton, Canada 2018-11-22

Middlewich, UK 2018-11-22

Kanata, Canada 2018-11-22

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22

Denton, UK 2018-11-22



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22

Bournemouth, UK 2018-11-22

Pictou, Canada 2018-11-22

London, UK 2018-11-22

Stirling, Canada 2018-11-22

Fulwood, UK 2018-11-22

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-22

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-11-22

Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-22

бровары, Ukraine 2018-11-22

Port Hawkesbury, Canada 2018-11-22

Marsden, UK 2018-11-22

Lunenburg, Canada 2018-11-22

Lakefield, Canada 2018-11-22

Norman, US 2018-11-22

Silver Spring, US 2018-11-22

Steyning, UK 2018-11-22

Old Lyme, Connecticut, US 2018-11-22

Shelburne, Canada 2018-11-22

Bitterne Manor, UK 2018-11-22

Halifax, UK 2018-11-22

Liverpool, UK 2018-11-22



Name Location Date

canning, Canada 2018-11-22

Sutton Coldfield, UK 2018-11-23

Surrey, Canada 2018-11-23

Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-23

Micklefield, UK 2018-11-23

Montréal, Canada 2018-11-23

Saco, US 2018-11-23

Le Havre, France 2018-11-23

Glasgow, UK 2018-11-23

France 2018-11-23

Glasgow, Scotland, UK 2018-11-23

Alveston, UK 2018-11-23

LEED, UK 2018-11-23

France 2018-11-23

Thorburn, Canada 2018-11-23

Durham, UK 2018-11-23

Truro, UK 2018-11-23

Westville, Canada 2018-11-23

Dukinfield, UK 2018-11-23

Bristol, UK 2018-11-23

ajaccio, France 2018-11-23

Hermelinghen, France 2018-11-23



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2018-11-23

France 2018-11-23

Cheltenham, UK 2018-11-23

Memphis, US 2018-11-23

Aberdeen, UK 2018-11-23

Victoria, Canada 2018-11-23

France 2018-11-23

El Paso, US 2018-11-23

New Glasgow, NS, Canada 2018-11-23

Hillsboro, US 2018-11-23

Earl Shilton, UK 2018-11-23

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2018-11-23

Colchester, UK 2018-11-23

UK 2018-11-23

London, UK 2018-11-23

Cachan, France 2018-11-23

Bangor, UK 2018-11-23

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-23

Toronto, Canada 2018-11-23

Scarborough, Canada 2018-11-23

Fredericton, Canada 2018-11-24

BENTON, US 2018-11-24



Name Location Date

Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-24

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-24

London, UK 2018-11-24

Ontario, Canada 2018-11-24

Stockport, UK 2018-11-24

Toulouse, France 2018-11-24

Saltford, UK 2018-11-24

Vitry-sur-seine, France 2018-11-24

Saint Leonards-on-sea, UK 2018-11-24

Didsbury, Canada 2018-11-24

Ottawa, Canada 2018-11-24

France 2018-11-24

Peterborough, UK 2018-11-24

Gennevilliers, France 2018-11-24

France 2018-11-24

Holmer Green, UK 2018-11-24

Scarborough, Canada 2018-11-24

Halifax, Canada 2018-11-24

Birstall, UK 2018-11-24

kalispell, US 2018-11-24

Kamloops, Canada 2018-11-24

Sale, UK 2018-11-24



Name Location Date

Hamilton, Canada 2018-11-24

Saint Helier, Jersey 2018-11-24

Netherlands 2018-11-25

France 2018-11-25

Brampton, Canada 2018-11-25

Kimberly, US 2018-11-25

Coatesville, US 2018-11-25

Alberta, Canada 2018-11-25

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-25

Everson, US 2018-11-25

Edmonton, Canada 2018-11-25

Wisconsin Rapids, US 2018-11-25

Clearwater, Canada 2018-11-25

Bronx, US 2018-11-25

Issoire, France 2018-11-25

Surrey, Canada 2018-11-25

London, UK 2018-11-25

Memeville, US 2018-11-25

Falkirk, UK 2018-11-25

Les Ulis, France 2018-11-25

London, UK 2018-11-25

UK 2018-11-25



Name Location Date

Valley Stream, US 2018-11-25

Sydney, Canada 2018-11-25

Brest, France 2018-11-25

Warrior, US 2018-11-25

Canada 2018-11-25

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-11-25

Paris, France 2018-11-25

Scholes, UK 2018-11-25

London, UK 2018-11-25

Canada 2018-11-25

Strwiacke, Canada 2018-11-25

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-25

Mississauga, Canada 2018-11-25

Bristol, UK 2018-11-25

Ogden, US 2018-11-25

Naples, US 2018-11-25

Cardiff, UK 2018-11-25

Hampshire, UK 2018-11-25

Marvejols, France 2018-11-25

Hartlepool, UK 2018-11-25

Bay Shore, US 2018-11-25

Mill Hill, UK 2018-11-25



Name Location Date

Cerritos, US 2018-11-25

Ajax, Canada 2018-11-26

Richmond Hill, Canada 2018-11-26

Surprise, US 2018-11-26

Sutton, UK 2018-11-26

Atlanta, Spain 2018-11-26

Warman, Canada 2018-11-26

Wheeling, US 2018-11-26

Sherwood Park, Canada 2018-11-26

Orléans, Canada 2018-11-26

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-26

Vacaville, US 2018-11-26

Chippenham, UK 2018-11-26

Victoria, B.C., US 2018-11-26

US 2018-11-26

Callington, UK 2018-11-26

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-26

MIAMI, US 2018-11-27

Pine Falls, Canada 2018-11-27

Peak Forest, UK 2018-11-27

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-27

Markham, Canada 2018-11-27



Name Location Date

Ottawa, Canada 2018-11-27

Scotland, UK 2018-11-27

Gatineau, Canada 2018-11-27

Oakville, Canada 2018-11-27

Moncton, Canada 2018-11-27

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-27

Netherlands 2018-11-28

Burnaby, Canada 2018-11-28

Skegness, England, UK 2018-11-28

greater manchester, UK 2018-11-28

Chatham, Canada 2018-11-29

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-29

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-11-29

port alberni, Canada 2018-11-29

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-29

Fredericton, Canada 2018-11-29

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-11-29

Minneapolis, US 2018-11-29

Victoria, Canada 2018-11-29

St. Catharines, ON, Canada 2018-11-29

Minto New Brunswick, Canada 2018-11-30

Beaverton, US 2018-11-30



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2018-11-30

Central District, Hong Kong 2018-11-30

Longueuil, Canada 2018-11-30

Seattle, US 2018-11-30

Springfield, US 2018-11-30

Saint Petersburg, US 2018-11-30

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-12-01

Port Alberni, Canada 2018-12-01

Charlevoix, US 2018-12-01

Sebastopol, Australia 2018-12-01

Espoo, Finland 2018-12-01

US 2018-12-01

Aurora, US 2018-12-01

Table Grove, US 2018-12-01

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-02

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-12-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-02

Toronto, Canada 2018-12-02

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-12-02

Kitchener, Canada 2018-12-02

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-02

Smithfield, US 2018-12-03



Name Location Date

Kennetcook, Canada 2018-12-03

Washington, US 2018-12-03

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-04

Courtenay, Canada 2018-12-04

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-12-05

Westville, Canada 2018-12-05

France 2018-12-05

Brooke, UK 2018-12-05

Bronxville, US 2018-12-05

Brownsville, US 2018-12-05

tourrette levens, France 2018-12-05

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-05

Lyon, France 2018-12-05

Manchester, UK 2018-12-05

Orleans, Canada 2018-12-06

Newcastle, UK 2018-12-06

Madisonville, US 2018-12-06

Bayside, US 2018-12-06

Castleton On Hudson, US 2018-12-06

Richmond hill, Canada 2018-12-06

Pelican Narrows, Canada 2018-12-07

Blockhouse, Canada 2018-12-07



Name Location Date

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-12-07

France 2018-12-07

Vass, US 2018-12-07

France 2018-12-07

Brandon, Canada 2018-12-07

Kitchener, Canada 2018-12-07

Paris, France 2018-12-07

Lincoln, UK 2018-12-07

Mckinney, US 2018-12-07

Las Vegas, US 2018-12-08

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-12-08

France 2018-12-08

Fougere, France 2018-12-08

Jericho, US 2018-12-08

New Orleans, US 2018-12-08

Colebatch, UK 2018-12-08

Whitby, Canada 2018-12-08

Geneseo, US 2018-12-08

Buffalo, US 2018-12-08

Canada 2018-12-08

Maple, Canada 2018-12-09

Bury Saint Edmunds, UK 2018-12-09



Name Location Date

Paris, France 2018-12-09

Saint-Nazaire, France 2018-12-09

pinxton, UK 2018-12-09

Edinburgh, UK 2018-12-09

Pictou, Canada 2018-12-10

Porters Lake, Canada 2018-12-10

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-12-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-10

Dallas, US 2018-12-10

Hopewell, Canada 2018-12-10

El Dorado Hills, US 2018-12-10

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-12-10

Priceville, Canada 2018-12-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-10

Petit-Rocher, Canada 2018-12-10

France 2018-12-10

Brighton, UK 2018-12-10

Toronto, Canada 2018-12-10

Pictou, Canada 2018-12-10

Stellarton, Canada 2018-12-10

Canada 2018-12-10

Caribou island, Canada 2018-12-10



Name Location Date

New glagow, Wisconsin, US 2018-12-10

stellarton, Canada 2018-12-10

Wolfville, Canada 2018-12-10

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-11

Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11

Fredericton, Canada 2018-12-11

Saint Mellons, UK 2018-12-11

Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11

Toronto, Canada 2018-12-11

Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11

Grimsby, Canada 2018-12-11

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-11

Montréal, Canada 2018-12-11

Moncton, Canada 2018-12-11

Waukegan, US 2018-12-11

Port Howe, Canada 2018-12-11

Cupar, Scotland, UK 2018-12-11

biglerville, US 2018-12-11

Digby, Canada 2018-12-11

Baddeck, Canada 2018-12-11

Pictou county, Canada 2018-12-11

Lethbridge, Canada 2018-12-11



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-11

Merrimack, US 2018-12-11

Wolfville, Canada 2018-12-11

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-12-11

Stratford, Canada 2018-12-11

Dallas, US 2018-12-11

Sydney, Canada 2018-12-11

New York, US 2018-12-11

Canada 2018-12-11

Canada 2018-12-11

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-12-11

NEW GLASGOW, Canada 2018-12-11

tallahassee, US 2018-12-11

Cap-pelé, Canada 2018-12-11

Sydney, Canada 2018-12-11

le pradet, France 2018-12-11

Nova Scotia, Canada 2018-12-11

Tahlequah, Oklahoma, US 2018-12-11

Hamilton, Canada 2018-12-11

Biscarrosse, France 2018-12-11

New Glasgow, Canada 2018-12-12

Clark's Harbour, Canada 2018-12-12



Name Location Date

Boston, US 2018-12-12

Toronto, Canada 2018-12-12

Sydney, Canada 2018-12-12

Markham, Canada 2018-12-12

Canmore, Canada 2018-12-12

Madeira Park, Canada 2018-12-12

Ottawa Ontario, Canada 2018-12-12

Newport, Canada 2018-12-12

Nelson, Canada 2018-12-12

Hyderabad, India 2018-12-12

France 2018-12-12

France 2018-12-12

France 2018-12-12

Toronto, Canada 2018-12-12

Dallas, US 2018-12-12

Rockville, US 2018-12-12

West Covina, US 2018-12-12

Buffalo, US 2018-12-12

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-12-12

Ellershouse, Canada 2018-12-12

London, Canada 2018-12-12

Thunder Bay, Canada 2018-12-12



Name Location Date

France 2018-12-12

Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-12

Shepherds Bush, UK 2018-12-12

Manvel, US 2018-12-12

Shreveport, US 2018-12-12

montreal, Canada 2018-12-12

Odem, US 2018-12-12

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-13

Prince George, Canada 2018-12-13

Meridian, US 2018-12-13

Montpellier, France 2018-12-13

Pictou, Canada 2018-12-13

Canmore, Canada 2018-12-13

Calgary, Canada 2018-12-13

Eagle, US 2018-12-13

San Leandro, US 2018-12-13

Peachland, Canada 2018-12-13

Clearfield, US 2018-12-13

Lizard, UK 2018-12-13

Moncton, Canada 2018-12-13

Calgary, Canada 2018-12-13

Quispamsis, Canada 2018-12-14



Name Location Date

Hood River, US 2018-12-14

Sanford, Colorado, US 2018-12-14

Fremont, US 2018-12-14

Georgina, Canada 2018-12-14

Cambridge, Canada 2018-12-14

Port Saint Lucie, US 2018-12-14

saltspring island, Canada 2018-12-14

Kuala Lumpur, UK 2018-12-14

Nottingham, UK 2018-12-14

Worksop, UK 2018-12-14

Manchester, UK 2018-12-14

Eccleshall, UK 2018-12-14

France 2018-12-14

sparta, US 2018-12-14

France 2018-12-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-14

Portugal Cove-St. Philip's, Canada 2018-12-14

lyon, France 2018-12-14

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-14

US 2018-12-14

Melancthon, Canada 2018-12-14

Hamilton, Canada 2018-12-14



Name Location Date

Summerland, Canada 2018-12-15

Canada 2018-12-15

Tatamagouche, Canada 2018-12-15

Newton Abbot, UK 2018-12-15

Milan, Italy 2018-12-16

Toronto, Canada 2018-12-16

Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-16

Brampton, Canada 2018-12-16

Barrie, Canada 2018-12-17

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-17

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-17

Cow Bay, Canada 2018-12-17

Hampton, Canada 2018-12-17

Sudbury, Canada 2018-12-17

Walton, Canada 2018-12-17

Sarnia, Canada 2018-12-17

Vancouver, Canada 2018-12-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2018-12-17

Asheville, US 2018-12-17

Ancaster, Canada 2018-12-17

Bronxville, US 2018-12-17

Hampton, Canada 2018-12-17



Name Location Date

Varna, Bulgaria 2018-12-18

Pivka, Slovenia 2018-12-18

Van Nuys, US 2018-12-18

Swansea, UK 2018-12-18

Moonbeam, Canada 2018-12-19

Toronto, Canada 2018-12-19

Mississauga, Canada 2018-12-19

Evans, US 2018-12-19

Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-20

Ontario, Canada 2018-12-21

France 2018-12-23

Noirmoutier-en-l'Île, France 2018-12-24

Canada 2018-12-25

Ashland, Oregon, US 2018-12-28

BOSTON, Massachusetts, US 2018-12-31

Davayat, France 2019-01-06

Courtenay, Canada 2019-02-02

Ville Saint-Laurent, Canada 2019-02-03

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-03

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-03

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-03

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-03



Name Location Date

Ontario, Canada 2019-02-03

Inverness, Canada 2019-02-03

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-03

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-03

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-03

Central West River, Canada 2019-02-03

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-03

Canada 2019-02-04

Canada 2019-02-04

Caribou, Canada 2019-02-04

River John, Canada 2019-02-04

Canada 2019-02-04

Scotsburn, Canada 2019-02-04

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-04

Caribou River, NS, Canada 2019-02-04

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-04

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-04

Halethorpe, US 2019-02-04

Fairfax, US 2019-02-04

Greensboro, US 2019-02-04

Tyler, US 2019-02-04

Miscou, Canada 2019-02-04



Name Location Date

St. Peter's Bay, Canada 2019-02-04

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-04

PLFN, Canada 2019-02-04

miscou, Canada 2019-02-04

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-04

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-04

Collingwood, Canada 2019-02-04

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-04

Gaspé, Canada 2019-02-04

Trenton, Canada 2019-02-04

Pictou Landing, Canada 2019-02-04

San Jose, California, US 2019-02-05

Dartmouth, NS, Canada 2019-02-05

Miscou, Canada 2019-02-05

Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05

Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05

Caraquet, Canada 2019-02-05

Canada 2019-02-05

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-05

Miscou, Canada 2019-02-05

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-05

Lameque, Canada 2019-02-05



Name Location Date

Caraquet, Canada 2019-02-05

pictou, Canada 2019-02-05

Bracebridge, Canada 2019-02-05

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-05

Ajax, Canada 2019-02-05

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-02-05

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-05

Trenton, Canada 2019-02-05

Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-05

Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-05

Toney River, Canada 2019-02-05

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-05

Clifton, Canada 2019-02-05

river john, Canada 2019-02-05

Trenton, Canada 2019-02-05

Shippagan, Canada 2019-02-05

Meteghan, Canada 2019-02-05

Lamèque, Canada 2019-02-05

Little Brook, Canada 2019-02-05

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-06

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06



Name Location Date

Shippagan, Canada 2019-02-06

antigonish, Canada 2019-02-06

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-06

Grand Rapids, Canada 2019-02-06

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06

River John, Canada 2019-02-06

Eskasoni, Canada 2019-02-06

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06

Ptbo, Canada 2019-02-06

Canada 2019-02-06

Hauula, US 2019-02-06

Langley, Canada 2019-02-06

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06

Saulnierville Station, Canada 2019-02-06

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06

Stellarton, Canada 2019-02-06

Amherst, Canada 2019-02-06

RR2 Scotsburn, Canada 2019-02-06

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06

West Chester, US 2019-02-06

London, Canada 2019-02-06

Roseburg, US 2019-02-06



Name Location Date

Mulmur, Canada 2019-02-06

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06

Lameque, Canada 2019-02-06

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-06

Coteau Road, Canada 2019-02-06

Bathurst, Canada 2019-02-06

stellarton ns, Canada 2019-02-07

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-07

Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-07

PICTOU, Canada 2019-02-07

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-07

Trenton, Canada 2019-02-07

pictou, Canada 2019-02-07

Staten Island, US 2019-02-07

Piscataway, US 2019-02-07

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-07

Sittingbourne, UK 2019-02-07

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-07

Bristow, US 2019-02-07

Brooklyn, US 2019-02-07

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-07



Name Location Date

Halifax NS, Canada 2019-02-07

Wood Buffalo, Canada 2019-02-08

Wishaw, UK 2019-02-08

Navarre, US 2019-02-08

Trenton, Canada 2019-02-08

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-08

pictou, Canada 2019-02-08

Camarillo, US 2019-02-08

Wheatland, US 2019-02-08

Miami, US 2019-02-08

Salisbury, UK 2019-02-08

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-08

Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-02-08

Tre-boeth, UK 2019-02-08

Thornhill, Canada 2019-02-08

Stratford, Canada 2019-02-08

newark, US 2019-02-08

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-02-08

Casselton, US 2019-02-08

North Bay, Canada 2019-02-08

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-08

Modesto, Canada 2019-02-08



Name Location Date

Hadfield, UK 2019-02-08

US 2019-02-08

yoronto, Canada 2019-02-08

Ypsilanti, US 2019-02-08

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-08

Minneapolis, US 2019-02-08

Blockhouse, Canada 2019-02-08

Farmington, US 2019-02-08

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-08

Arthur Ontario, Canada 2019-02-08

Canada 2019-02-08

Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-08

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-08

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-08

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-08

Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-08

Carriere, US 2019-02-08

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-08

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-08

Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-08

Winkler, Canada 2019-02-08

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-08



Name Location Date

Littleton, Colorado, US 2019-02-09

Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-09

Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-02-09

Warm Springs, US 2019-02-09

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-09

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-09

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-09

Norman Wells, Canada 2019-02-09

Manchester, UK 2019-02-09

Lakehurst, Canada 2019-02-09

Beaconsfield, Canada 2019-02-09

Merigomish, Canada 2019-02-09

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-09

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-09

North Augusta, Canada 2019-02-09

Durham, Canada 2019-02-09

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-09

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-09

Portslade, UK 2019-02-09

Horsham, UK 2019-02-09

Stellarton, Canada 2019-02-09

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-10



Name Location Date

Burlington, Canada 2019-02-10

South Ozone Park, US 2019-02-10

Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-10

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-10

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-10

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-10

Saint Paul, US 2019-02-10

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-10

Sorel-Tracy, Canada 2019-02-10

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-10

Bonney Lake, US 2019-02-10

Pulham Saint Mary, UK 2019-02-10

Toronto, Eritrea 2019-02-10

Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-10

Mono, Canada 2019-02-10

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-10

Manchester, UK 2019-02-10

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-10

Oxford, UK 2019-02-10

Crown Point, US 2019-02-10

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-10

Brooklyn, US 2019-02-10



Name Location Date

B, Canada 2019-02-10

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-10

Keansburg, US 2019-02-10

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-10

Birmingham, UK 2019-02-10

Aurora, Canada 2019-02-10

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-10

Milton, Canada 2019-02-10

Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 2019-02-10

Yarmouth, Canada 2019-02-10

Madoc, Canada 2019-02-10

Richland, US 2019-02-10

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-10

Troy, US 2019-02-10

Salt Lake City, US 2019-02-10

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-11

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11

Delta, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Brantford, Canada 2019-02-11

Arnprior, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11

Delta, Canada 2019-02-11

MoNTREAL, Canada 2019-02-11

Springfield, US 2019-02-11

Delta, Canada 2019-02-11

New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Delta, Canada 2019-02-11

richmond, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11

New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Langley, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Langley, Canada 2019-02-11

Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Canada 2019-02-11

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-11

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Delta, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-11

Delta, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11

Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Thrissur, India 2019-02-11

Québec, Canada 2019-02-11

Lewes, US 2019-02-11

Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Colfax, US 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Charlesbourg, Canada 2019-02-11

Ormond Beach, Florida, US 2019-02-11

North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-11

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-11

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

v3v 1v8delta, Canada 2019-02-11

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-11

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-11

Eastern passage, Canada 2019-02-11

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-11

Walsall, UK 2019-02-11

Santa Cruz, US 2019-02-11

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11

Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-11

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-11

st paul, Minnesota, US 2019-02-11

Gibsons, Canada 2019-02-11

Sturminster Newton, UK 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Rochester, US 2019-02-11

Deux-Montagnes, Canada 2019-02-11

Hawi, Hawaii, US 2019-02-11

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-11

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11

Hollywood, US 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-11

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-11

Saint-Placide, Canada 2019-02-11

Lévis, Canada 2019-02-11

Chicoutimi, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Fermont, Canada 2019-02-11

Jonquiere, Canada 2019-02-11

Sté -rherese, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

La Tuque, Canada 2019-02-11

Laval, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Saint-jean-sur-richelieu, Canada 2019-02-11

Québec, Canada 2019-02-11

Magog, Canada 2019-02-11

Cold Lake, Canada 2019-02-11

Canada 2019-02-11

m, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Burlington, Canada 2019-02-11

Saint hubert, Canada 2019-02-11

Joliette, Canada 2019-02-11

Valleyfield, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Blainville, Canada 2019-02-11

Canada 2019-02-11

Québec, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Saint-Jérôme, Canada 2019-02-11

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-11

Québec, Canada 2019-02-11

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-11

Québec, Canada 2019-02-11

Beaconsfield, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-11

Shawinigan, Canada 2019-02-11

Magog, Canada 2019-02-11

Québec, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Saguenay, Canada 2019-02-11

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-11

Sainte-Martine, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

trois-rivières, Canada 2019-02-11

Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-11

Saint-Jérôme, Canada 2019-02-11

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-11

Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-11

lameque, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Deux-Montagnes, Canada 2019-02-11

Chandler, Canada 2019-02-11

Laval, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-11

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-11

Saint-Augustin-de-Desmaures, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Bécancour, Canada 2019-02-11

Repentigny, Canada 2019-02-11

Bromont, Canada 2019-02-11

Québec, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Alma, Canada 2019-02-11

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-11

Val-d'or, Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-11

Charlemagne, Canada 2019-02-11

Chambly, Canada 2019-02-11

Canada 2019-02-11

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-11

Trois Rivières, Canada 2019-02-11



Name Location Date

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12

MASCOUCHE, Canada 2019-02-12

L'Épiphanie, Canada 2019-02-12

st-jean sur richelieu, Canada 2019-02-12

Trois-Rivièred, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Ste-Catherne-de-la-J.C., Canada 2019-02-12

Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-nicolas, Canada 2019-02-12

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12

Quebec, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Berthierville, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-leonard-d'aston, Canada 2019-02-12

St-joseph-du-lac, Canada 2019-02-12

St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2019-02-12

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Mont Rolland, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Saint-Lazare, Canada 2019-02-12

Delta, Canada 2019-02-12

brownsburg chatham, Canada 2019-02-12

Charny, Canada 2019-02-12

Prince George, Canada 2019-02-12

WINDSOR, NS, Canada 2019-02-12

North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Pitt Meadows, Canada 2019-02-12

Sept-îles, Canada 2019-02-12

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-12

quebec, Canada 2019-02-12

Nicolet, Canada 2019-02-12

Sept-îles, Canada 2019-02-12

Brossard, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-Amable, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Caraquet, Canada 2019-02-12

St honore temiscouata sur le lac, Canada 2019-02-12

Vaudreuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Asbestos, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Verdun, Canada 2019-02-12

Ste-marthe-sur-le-lac, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-nicolas, Canada 2019-02-12

brossard, Canada 2019-02-12

Jonquiere, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Pointe-aux-Trembles, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Orillia, Canada 2019-02-12

Magog, Canada 2019-02-12

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-12

Pompano Beach, US 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Athabasca, Canada 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

Edmundston, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12

Brossard, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Warwick, Canada 2019-02-12

Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Brossard, Canada 2019-02-12

Beauharnois, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Lachine, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Trois -Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Deux-Montagne, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Ste-Anne-des-Lacs, Canada 2019-02-12

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Atlanta, US 2019-02-12

Livermore, US 2019-02-12

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-georges, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12

Orford, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-eustache, Canada 2019-02-12

Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Blainville, Canada 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Vaudreuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Lévis, Canada 2019-02-12

Labelle, Canada 2019-02-12

Val-David, Canada 2019-02-12

L'assomption, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Boucherville, Canada 2019-02-12

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12

Lorraine, Canada 2019-02-12

Napierville, Canada 2019-02-12

Trois-rivières, Canada 2019-02-12

Sainte Adèle Quebec, Canada 2019-02-12

Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Vaudreuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Bridgetown, Barbados 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Mont-tremblant, Canada 2019-02-12

L’Assomption, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Île-aux-Noix, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Boucherville, Canada 2019-02-12

Vaudreuil-Dorion, Canada 2019-02-12

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12

Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-12

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

LaSalle Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-nicolas, Canada 2019-02-12

Prince George, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-12

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-12

Duncan, Canada 2019-02-12

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Chertsey, Canada 2019-02-12

Verdun, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Canada 2019-02-12

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12

Shannon, Canada 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

Delta, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-sauveur, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Mont-laurier, Canada 2019-02-12

Trois-rivières, Canada 2019-02-12

St-Polycarpe, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-12

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 2019-02-12

New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-12

North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

nelson, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Canada 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-12

Lévis, Canada 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

Penticton, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12

Richmond, Canada 2019-02-12

New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Crosby-on-Eden, UK 2019-02-12

Ellensburg, US 2019-02-12

terh, US 2019-02-12

Saint-François-de-la-Rivière-du-Sud,
Canada

2019-02-12

Brighton, UK 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-Damase, Canada 2019-02-12

Dagenham, UK 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Gimli, Canada 2019-02-12

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Sabrevois, Canada 2019-02-12

Beckenham, UK 2019-02-12

St Ignace, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Harrowsmith, Canada 2019-02-12

eskasoni, nova scotia, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-Mathieu, Canada 2019-02-12

Saguenay, Canada 2019-02-12

Chambly, Canada 2019-02-12

Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Dundas, Canada 2019-02-12

Greenwood, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

St-Hyacinthe, Canada 2019-02-12

Jonquière, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint John, Canada 2019-02-12

Grimsby, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12

Candiac, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Stillwater Lake, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-sauveur, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-12

Sylvan lake, Canada 2019-02-12

Drummondville, Canada 2019-02-12

Lakeside, Canada 2019-02-12

trois-rivieres, Canada 2019-02-12

Bushnell, US 2019-02-12

Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12

terrebonne, Canada 2019-02-12

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Tadoussac, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12

Terre Haute, US 2019-02-12

Burlington, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Baie-Comeau, Canada 2019-02-12

Lac-mégantic, Canada 2019-02-12

Canada 2019-02-12

canton tremblay, Canada 2019-02-12

Jonquière, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

montreal, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Udaipur, India 2019-02-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-12

Port Hardy, Canada 2019-02-12

Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-12

Montmagny, Canada 2019-02-12

Joliette, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12

Essex, Canada 2019-02-12

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Saint-georges, Canada 2019-02-12

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Markham, Canada 2019-02-12

Ivory Coast 2019-02-12

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-Eustache, Canada 2019-02-12

Neuville, Canada 2019-02-12

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Laval, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Trois-Rivieres, Canada 2019-02-12

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-12

Magog, Canada 2019-02-12

Vaughan, Canada 2019-02-12

Mont-Royal, Canada 2019-02-12

Terrebonne, Canada 2019-02-12

Victoriaville, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

mississsuga, Canada 2019-02-12

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-12

Sept-îles, Canada 2019-02-12

Sault Sainte Marie, Canada 2019-02-12

Canada 2019-02-12

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Chandler, Canada 2019-02-12

Outremont, Canada 2019-02-12

Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-02-12

lebanon, Oregon, US 2019-02-12

Beauceville, Canada 2019-02-12

Leicester, UK 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Coaticook, Qc, Canada 2019-02-12

DARWEN, UK 2019-02-12

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Berthierville, Canada 2019-02-12

Rouyn-Noranda, Canada 2019-02-12

North Bay, Canada 2019-02-12

Thetford Mines, Canada 2019-02-12

Pittsburgh, US 2019-02-12

Wolfville, Canada 2019-02-12

Sullivan, US 2019-02-12

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-12

Granby, Canada 2019-02-12

Tunisia 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-12

Canada 2019-02-12

Ormstown, Canada 2019-02-12

London, UK 2019-02-12

North Cadbury, UK 2019-02-12

Kamloops BC, Canada 2019-02-12

Newark, US 2019-02-12

Alma, Canada 2019-02-12

Mount pearl, Canada 2019-02-12

Rimouski, Canada 2019-02-12

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Coventry, UK 2019-02-12

Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Willow Grove, US 2019-02-12

Kirkland, Canada 2019-02-12

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-12

Comanche, US 2019-02-12

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-12

Québec, Canada 2019-02-12

Terrebonne, Canada 2019-02-12

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-12

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-12

Sechelt, Canada 2019-02-12

Magog, Canada 2019-02-12

Aurora, Canada 2019-02-12

San Jose, US 2019-02-12

Trimdon, UK 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

Regina, Canada 2019-02-12

Sarnia, Canada 2019-02-12

Guelph, Canada 2019-02-12

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-12

penticton, Canada 2019-02-12

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-12

new-york city, U.S. Outlying Islands 2019-02-12

Bristol, UK 2019-02-12

Renfrew, Canada 2019-02-12

Parrsboro, Canada 2019-02-12

Norwich, UK 2019-02-12

Clayton, US 2019-02-12

Apex, US 2019-02-12

Lenoir City, US 2019-02-12

Hinton, Canada 2019-02-12

Kingston, Canada 2019-02-12

Port Colborne, Canada 2019-02-12

Vernon, Canada 2019-02-12

Penticton, Canada 2019-02-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Lasalle, Canada 2019-02-12



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-12

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-12

Langley, Canada 2019-02-12

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Kingston, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13

campbell river, Canada 2019-02-13

Canada 2019-02-13

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13

Kingston, Canada 2019-02-13

Canada 2019-02-13

Brandon, Canada 2019-02-13

Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-13

Porter, US 2019-02-13

Markham, Canada 2019-02-13

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13

London, Canada 2019-02-13

Ridgeway, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13

Portugal Cove-St. Philips, Canada 2019-02-13

Brandon Mb, Canada 2019-02-13

London, Canada 2019-02-13

Wetaskiwin, Canada 2019-02-13

White City, Canada 2019-02-13

Maple, Canada 2019-02-13

Canada 2019-02-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13

Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-13

Peace River, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Lower Sackville, Canada 2019-02-13

Cornwall, Canada 2019-02-13

Pomaria, US 2019-02-13

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Sundown, Canada 2019-02-13

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13

Delta, Canada 2019-02-13

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13

Sainte-clotilde-de-châteauguay, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Kamloops, Canada 2019-02-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13

St. John's, Canada 2019-02-13

richmond, Canada 2019-02-13

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-13

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-13

Bobcaygeon, Canada 2019-02-13

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13

oromocto, Canada 2019-02-13

Canada 2019-02-13

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13

Angus, Canada 2019-02-13

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-13

Lethbridge, Canada 2019-02-13

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13

Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-13

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-13

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Tecumseh, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

George Town, Cayman Islands 2019-02-13

Guelph, Canada 2019-02-13

Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Peace River, Canada 2019-02-13

Knoxville, US 2019-02-13

London, Canada 2019-02-13

Prince George, Canada 2019-02-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13

Drummondville, Canada 2019-02-13

Lasalle, Canada 2019-02-13

North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

West Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13

Lansing, US 2019-02-13

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13

OSHAWA, Canada 2019-02-13

Milton, Canada 2019-02-13

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Brockville, Canada 2019-02-13

DDO, Canada 2019-02-13

New Delhi, India 2019-02-13

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13

Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-13

mission, Canada 2019-02-13

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-13

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13

Whitby, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Boucherville, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Brossard, Canada 2019-02-13

New Westminster, Canada 2019-02-13

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13

St Thomas, Canada 2019-02-13

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Penticton, Canada 2019-02-13

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-13

Delta, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Baddeck, Canada 2019-02-13

Тюмень, Russia 2019-02-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13

Whitby, Canada 2019-02-13

West Valley City, US 2019-02-13

Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-13

Welland, Canada 2019-02-13

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-13

Brooks Alberta, Canada 2019-02-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13

Langley, Canada 2019-02-13

Vernon, Canada 2019-02-13

Delta, Canada 2019-02-13

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2019-02-13

kamloops, Canada 2019-02-13

India 2019-02-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13

Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-13

Nanoose Bay, Canada 2019-02-13

Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13

Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Southport, UK 2019-02-13

St. John's, Canada 2019-02-13

Leslieville, Canada 2019-02-13

UK 2019-02-13

Lincoln, Canada 2019-02-13

Pulborough, UK 2019-02-13

Coboconk, Canada 2019-02-13

Summersville, US 2019-02-13

Hanmer, Canada 2019-02-13

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Orleans, Canada 2019-02-13

Ottawa, on, Canada 2019-02-13

Sutton Coldfield, UK 2019-02-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-13

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-13

Bradford, Canada 2019-02-13

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-13

Portage la Prairie, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Leduc, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

london, Canada 2019-02-13

Tottenham, Canada 2019-02-13

Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-13

London, Canada 2019-02-13

Digby, Canada 2019-02-13

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-02-13

aberdeen, UK 2019-02-13

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13

Walford Station, Canada 2019-02-13

Repentigny, Canada 2019-02-13

Hanmer, Canada 2019-02-13

Valleyfield, Canada 2019-02-13

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Londonderry, UK 2019-02-13

Bridgewater, Canada 2019-02-13

Ajax, Canada 2019-02-13

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-13

Courtice, Canada 2019-02-13

Walsall, UK 2019-02-13

whitby, Canada 2019-02-13

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-13

St. John's, Canada 2019-02-13

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-13

Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-13

London, Canada 2019-02-13

Knoxville, US 2019-02-13

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-13

Québec, Canada 2019-02-13

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-13

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-13

New Hamburg, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Halifax Nova Scotia., Canada 2019-02-13

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-13

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13

Truro, Canada 2019-02-13

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-13

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13

Port Robinson, Canada 2019-02-13

Whitby, Canada 2019-02-13

Quinte West, Canada 2019-02-13

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-13

Canada 2019-02-13

Grove Hill, Canada 2019-02-13

London, UK 2019-02-13

Maple ridge, Canada 2019-02-13

new west, Canada 2019-02-13

Huntsville, Canada 2019-02-13

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-13

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Kanata, Canada 2019-02-13

Idaho Falls, US 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Liverpool, UK 2019-02-13

Grimsby, Canada 2019-02-13

Vernon, Canada 2019-02-13

Pembroke, Canada 2019-02-13

Pigeon, Michigan, US 2019-02-13

Kamloops, Canada 2019-02-13

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-13

Dallas, US 2019-02-13

granby, Canada 2019-02-13

Blind River, Canada 2019-02-13

Cleveland, Ohio, US 2019-02-13

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-13

Shawinigan, Canada 2019-02-13

Berwick, Canada 2019-02-13

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13

Saint-Jérôme, Canada 2019-02-13

Oshawa, Canada 2019-02-13

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-13

Manchester, UK 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Fulham, UK 2019-02-13

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13

North Battleford, Canada 2019-02-13

Berwick, Canada 2019-02-13

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-13

Holybourne, UK 2019-02-13

Calmar, Canada 2019-02-13

Gravesend, UK 2019-02-13

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-13

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-13

Baie-comeau, Canada 2019-02-13

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-13

MONTRÉAL, Canada 2019-02-13

Wolverhampton, UK 2019-02-13

Kingston, Canada 2019-02-13

Omemee, Canada 2019-02-13

london, Canada 2019-02-13

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-13

Australia 2019-02-13

Nottinghamshire, UK 2019-02-13

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-13



Name Location Date

Johnson Creek, US 2019-02-13

Aberdeen, UK 2019-02-13

Elgin, US 2019-02-13

London, UK 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-13

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-13

Pembroke, Canada 2019-02-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-13

India 2019-02-14

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14

Red Deer, Canada 2019-02-14

Saint John, Canada 2019-02-14

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-14

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14

Stoney creek, Canada 2019-02-14

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-14

Warren, US 2019-02-14

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-14



Name Location Date

Val-des-Monts, Canada 2019-02-14

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-14

Georgina, Canada 2019-02-14

West Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14

Chelmsford, Canada 2019-02-14

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-14

Stratford, Canada 2019-02-14

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-14

Burnaby, Canada 2019-02-14

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-14

East Haven, Connecticut, US 2019-02-14

Camrose, Alberta, Canada 2019-02-14

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14

castlegar, Canada 2019-02-14

Murray, US 2019-02-14

US 2019-02-14

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14

Chevy Chase, US 2019-02-14

Sydney, Canada 2019-02-14

WINNIPEG, Canada 2019-02-14

Bedford, Canada 2019-02-14



Name Location Date

London, Canada 2019-02-14

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-14

Ajax, Canada 2019-02-14

Chicoutimi, Canada 2019-02-14

Whistler, Canada 2019-02-14

Canada 2019-02-14

UK 2019-02-14

Millbrook, Canada 2019-02-14

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-14

London, UK 2019-02-14

London, Canada 2019-02-14

Newbury Park, US 2019-02-14

birmingham, UK 2019-02-14

Georgetown, US 2019-02-14

chatham kent, Canada 2019-02-14

Oxnard, US 2019-02-14

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14

Amritsar, India 2019-02-14

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14

India 2019-02-14

Castle Gresley, UK 2019-02-14



Name Location Date

Livingston, US 2019-02-14

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-14

Central District, Hong Kong 2019-02-14

Newcastle, UK 2019-02-14

Pefferlaw, Canada 2019-02-14

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-14

Prince George, Canada 2019-02-14

L'Épiphanie, Canada 2019-02-14

Fergus, Canada 2019-02-14

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-14

Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-02-14

Cliffside Park., New Jersey, US 2019-02-14

Ajax, Canada 2019-02-14

Richmond, UK 2019-02-14

Doncaster, UK 2019-02-14

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-14

Emmet, US 2019-02-14

Markham, Canada 2019-02-14

Canada 2019-02-14

Chillicothe, US 2019-02-14

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-14

Victoriaville, Canada 2019-02-14



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14

Woodbridge, US 2019-02-14

Alma, US 2019-02-14

Athabasca, Canada 2019-02-14

Kingston, Canada 2019-02-14

Huntingtown, US 2019-02-14

Kamloops, Canada 2019-02-14

Prosper, US 2019-02-14

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14

Milton, US 2019-02-14

Washington, US 2019-02-14

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-14

London, Canada 2019-02-14

Sullivan, US 2019-02-14

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-14

Minneapolis, US 2019-02-14

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-14

Sintra, Portugal 2019-02-14

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-14

Orem, US 2019-02-14

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-14

New York, US 2019-02-14



Name Location Date

Iligan, Philippines 2019-02-14

Canada 2019-02-14

Liverpool, UK 2019-02-14

Mogadishu, Somalia 2019-02-14

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-14

Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-14

Princeton, US 2019-02-14

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-14

Saint Thomas, Canada 2019-02-14

Moose Jaw, Canada 2019-02-14

Clinton, US 2019-02-14

Bournemouth, UK 2019-02-14

Renous, Canada 2019-02-14

US 2019-02-14

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-14

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-14

Bolton, Canada 2019-02-14

UK 2019-02-14

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-14

Birmingham, UK 2019-02-14

Ennismore, Canada 2019-02-14



Name Location Date

Trois-Rivières, Canada 2019-02-14

Porthcawl, UK 2019-02-14

Thorold, Canada 2019-02-14

Lethbridge, Canada 2019-02-14

Canada 2019-02-14

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-14

Matawan, US 2019-02-14

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-14

MERRILL, US 2019-02-14

WESTVILLE, Canada 2019-02-14

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-14

Longueuil, Canada 2019-02-14

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-14

Port Moody, Canada 2019-02-14

London, Canada 2019-02-14

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-14

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-14

St. Albert, Canada 2019-02-15

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-15

Markham, Canada 2019-02-15



Name Location Date

columbia city, US 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

markham, Canada 2019-02-15

pickering, Canada 2019-02-15

Trenton, Canada 2019-02-15

Sydney, Canada 2019-02-15

London, Canada 2019-02-15

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-15

Prince George, Canada 2019-02-15

Lake Cowichan, Canada 2019-02-15

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15

Whycocomagh, Canada 2019-02-15

Newburgh, US 2019-02-15

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-15

Brantford, Canada 2019-02-15

Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-15

Aurora, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-02-15

Okotoks, Canada 2019-02-15

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-15

London, Canada 2019-02-15



Name Location Date

Petawawa, Canada 2019-02-15

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-15

Niagara Falls, Canada 2019-02-15

Milton, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-15

Milton, Canada 2019-02-15

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-15

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-15

Matane, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

US 2019-02-15

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-15

Parry Sound, Canada 2019-02-15

Douglas, Canada 2019-02-15

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Canada 2019-02-15



Name Location Date

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15

Quinte West, Canada 2019-02-15

Brackendale, Canada 2019-02-15

Aldergrove, Canada 2019-02-15

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-15

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15

Niagara Falls, Canada 2019-02-15

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-15

Levis, Canada 2019-02-15

Augusta, US 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Wetaskiwin, Canada 2019-02-15

Belleville, Canada 2019-02-15

Brooklyn, New York, US 2019-02-15

Hearst, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Waterford, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Burlington, Canada 2019-02-15

Peterborough, Canada 2019-02-15

Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15



Name Location Date

Burlington, Canada 2019-02-15

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-15

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-15

Okotoks, Canada 2019-02-15

Twickenham, UK 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

penticton, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Canada 2019-02-15

CODSALL, UK 2019-02-15

eksjö, Sweden 2019-02-15

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-15

Abbotsford, Canada 2019-02-15

Bristol, UK 2019-02-15

Spruce Grove, Canada 2019-02-15

Wirral, UK 2019-02-15

London, UK 2019-02-15

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-15

Canada 2019-02-15

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-15

Plymouth, UK 2019-02-15



Name Location Date

Ancaster, Canada 2019-02-15

Birmingham, UK 2019-02-15

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-15

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-15

Corunna, Canada 2019-02-15

Mount Royal, Canada 2019-02-15

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-02-15

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-15

Newmarket, Canada 2019-02-15

Nashua, US 2019-02-15

Whitby, Canada 2019-02-15

Sacramento, US 2019-02-15

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-15

London, Canada 2019-02-15

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Rigaud, Canada 2019-02-15

Markham, Canada 2019-02-15

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-15

WINDSOR, Canada 2019-02-15

Hammonds plains, Canada 2019-02-15

Nobleton, Canada 2019-02-15



Name Location Date

Northampton, UK 2019-02-15

Vaughan, Canada 2019-02-15

Merritt, Canada 2019-02-15

Corbeil, Canada 2019-02-15

Fort Frances, Canada 2019-02-15

Verdun, Canada 2019-02-15

Centerville, US 2019-02-15

Hascombe, UK 2019-02-15

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-15

North Walsham, UK 2019-02-15

Southampton, UK 2019-02-15

Gloucestershire, UK 2019-02-15

Watford, UK 2019-02-15

Ankeny, US 2019-02-15

Camberwell, UK 2019-02-15

TAMWORTH, UK 2019-02-15

Morden, UK 2019-02-15

Tulsa, US 2019-02-15

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-15

Red Deer, Canada 2019-02-15

Canada 2019-02-15

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-15



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Canada 2019-02-15

Berea, US 2019-02-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-15

Belleville, Canada 2019-02-15

Reading, UK 2019-02-15

Deal, UK 2019-02-15

Haisla, Canada 2019-02-15

Wainwright, Canada 2019-02-15

House Springs, US 2019-02-16

Alliston, Canada 2019-02-16

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-16

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-16

Pickering, Canada 2019-02-16

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16

Tears, British Virgin Islands 2019-02-16

Caledonia, Canada 2019-02-16

Ludhiana, India 2019-02-16

Nelson, B.C., Canada 2019-02-16

New York, US 2019-02-16

Manila, Philippines 2019-02-16

Renfrew, Canada 2019-02-16



Name Location Date

Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-16

Remington, US 2019-02-16

Maple, Canada 2019-02-16

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16

Thorndale, Canada 2019-02-16

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16

Tenby, UK 2019-02-16

Barrie, Canada 2019-02-16

Red Deer, Canada 2019-02-16

St leonard, Canada 2019-02-16

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-16

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16

Salmon Arm, Canada 2019-02-16

Vernon, Canada 2019-02-16

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-16

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-16

Vaughan, Canada 2019-02-16

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-16

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16

Abbotsford, Canada 2019-02-16



Name Location Date

Reading, UK 2019-02-16

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-16

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-16

Southend-on-sea, UK 2019-02-16

London, UK 2019-02-16

Montgomery, UK 2019-02-16

London, UK 2019-02-16

Hornsey, UK 2019-02-16

Kindersley, SK, Canada 2019-02-16

Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-16

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-16

London, UK 2019-02-16

Prescot, UK 2019-02-16

Penetanguishene, Canada 2019-02-16

Grange, UK 2019-02-16

Saint Leonards, UK 2019-02-16

Weston-super-Mare, UK 2019-02-16

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-16

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-16

Temple Grafton, UK 2019-02-16

Ingleside, Canada 2019-02-16

Brantford, Canada 2019-02-16



Name Location Date

Swansea, UK 2019-02-16

York, UK 2019-02-16

Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-16

Beachwood, US 2019-02-16

Reading, UK 2019-02-16

Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-16

Brooklyn, New York, US 2019-02-16

Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-16

Kitchener, Canada 2019-02-16

Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2019-02-16

Oxford, UK 2019-02-16

Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-16

Cochrane, Canada 2019-02-16

North Bay, Canada 2019-02-16

durham, UK 2019-02-16

Pagosa Springs, US 2019-02-16

Harpenden, UK 2019-02-16

Stoke-on-Trent, UK 2019-02-16

Westminster, UK 2019-02-16

Strathmore, Canada 2019-02-16

outremont, Canada 2019-02-16

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-16



Name Location Date

Northallerton, UK 2019-02-16

Quebec, Canada 2019-02-16

Jinja, Uganda 2019-02-16

Maple, Canada 2019-02-16

Πάτρα, Canada 2019-02-16

Stamford, UK 2019-02-16

Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-16

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-16

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-16

Loveland, US 2019-02-16

Baddeck, Canada 2019-02-16

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-16

Fernie, Canada 2019-02-16

Port of Menteith, UK 2019-02-16

Stockport, UK 2019-02-16

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-17

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-17

Westville, Canada 2019-02-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-17

Slidell, US 2019-02-17

newry, UK 2019-02-17

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-17



Name Location Date

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-02-17

Fraserburgh, UK 2019-02-17

Burlington, Canada 2019-02-17

Philadelphia, US 2019-02-17

Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-17

Scarborough, Canada 2019-02-17

Sault Ste.Marie, Canada 2019-02-17

Sudbury, Canada 2019-02-17

Albuquerque, US 2019-02-17

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-02-17

Canada 2019-02-17

Taylor, Canada 2019-02-17

Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-17

Lucasville, Canada 2019-02-17

Etobicoke, Canada 2019-02-17

Male, Maldives 2019-02-17

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-17

Cochrane, Canada 2019-02-17

Grassmoor, UK 2019-02-17

Birmingham, UK 2019-02-17

Slough, UK 2019-02-17



Name Location Date

Montreal, Canada 2019-02-17

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-17

Loughton, UK 2019-02-17

Lowestoft Suffolk, UK 2019-02-17

Phnom Penh, UK 2019-02-17

Newbury, UK 2019-02-17

Hornsey, UK 2019-02-17

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-02-17

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-17

Loughborough, UK 2019-02-17

Skelmersdale, UK 2019-02-17

Leoben, Austria 2019-02-17

Gien, France 2019-02-17

Virginia Beach, US 2019-02-17

Ringwood, UK 2019-02-17

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-17

Valleyfield, Canada 2019-02-17

Magog, Canada 2019-02-17

kitchener, Canada 2019-02-17

Barons, Canada 2019-02-17

Union City, US 2019-02-17

UK 2019-02-17



Name Location Date

North York, Canada 2019-02-17

Valley Village, US 2019-02-17

Olopa, Guatemala 2019-02-17

Saint John, Canada 2019-02-17

Coventry, UK 2019-02-17

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-17

Mount Herbert, Canada 2019-02-17

Penrith, UK 2019-02-17

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-17

Worcestershire, UK 2019-02-17

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-17

Milton Keynes, UK 2019-02-17

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-18

Rochester, UK 2019-02-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18

Canada 2019-02-18

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-18

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-18

Belfast, Canada 2019-02-18

Lake Cowichan, Canada 2019-02-18



Name Location Date

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18

Canada 2019-02-18

Pointe-Claire, Canada 2019-02-18

Abbotsford, Canada 2019-02-18

Dundee, Canada 2019-02-18

Key Largo, US 2019-02-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18

Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-18

Lloydminster, Canada 2019-02-18

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-18

Managua, Nicaragua 2019-02-18

Montague, Canada 2019-02-18

Saint Albert, Canada 2019-02-18

Milton, Canada 2019-02-18

Sheffield, UK 2019-02-18

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-18

Bournemouth, UK 2019-02-18

Brossard, Canada 2019-02-18

Milton, Canada 2019-02-18

Sutton Coldfield, UK 2019-02-18

Brixham, UK 2019-02-18

Doncaster, UK 2019-02-18



Name Location Date

UK 2019-02-18

Canterbury, UK 2019-02-18

Woking, UK 2019-02-18

stoke on trent, UK 2019-02-18

Albaston, UK 2019-02-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18

St-mathias, Canada 2019-02-18

Pune, India 2019-02-18

Oxford, England, UK 2019-02-18

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-18

Markham, Canada 2019-02-18

warren bond, UK 2019-02-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-18

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-18

Orillia, Canada 2019-02-18

Canada 2019-02-18

Eustis, US 2019-02-18

La Salle, Canada 2019-02-18



Name Location Date

England, North Korea 2019-02-18

Québec, Canada 2019-02-18

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-18

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-18

Montréal, Canada 2019-02-18

Gibsons, Canada 2019-02-18

BISHOPS STORTFORD, UK 2019-02-18

Irvine, UK 2019-02-18

liverpool, UK 2019-02-18

Guelph, Canada 2019-02-18

Newport, UK 2019-02-18

Marysville, US 2019-02-18

Rushden, UK 2019-02-18

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-18

Truro, Canada 2019-02-18

edmonton, Canada 2019-02-18

Timberlea, Canada 2019-02-18

Newmarket, Canada 2019-02-18

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-19

Arthur, Canada 2019-02-19

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-19



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-19

rosemere, Canada 2019-02-19

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-19

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-19

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-19

Milton, Canada 2019-02-19

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-19

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-19

Lasalle, Canada 2019-02-19

Woodbridge, Canada 2019-02-19

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-19

Bandung, Indonesia 2019-02-19

Middle River, US 2019-02-19

Puyallup, US 2019-02-19

Barnsley, UK 2019-02-19

Northampton, UK 2019-02-19

Montevideo, Uruguay 2019-02-19

Gateshead, UK 2019-02-19

Leeds, UK 2019-02-19

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-02-19

Douglasville, US 2019-02-19

Boyers, US 2019-02-19



Name Location Date

Loretto, Canada 2019-02-19

Cornwall, Canada 2019-02-19

Tatamagouche, Canada 2019-02-19

Rosemere, Canada 2019-02-19

Cincinnati, US 2019-02-19

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-19

Harlow, UK 2019-02-19

New Hamburg, Canada 2019-02-19

Madison, US 2019-02-19

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-19

Harker Heights, US 2019-02-19

Flint, US 2019-02-19

Fitchburg, US 2019-02-19

Newtownabbey, UK 2019-02-19

Newmarket, Canada 2019-02-19

Quesnel, Canada 2019-02-19

Stratford, UK 2019-02-19

london, UK 2019-02-19

San Francisco, US 2019-02-19

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-19

Verona, US 2019-02-19

Mississauga, Canada 2019-02-19



Name Location Date

St. John's, Canada 2019-02-19

Oakville, Canada 2019-02-19

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-19

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-20

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-20

St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada 2019-02-20

White River, Canada 2019-02-20

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-20

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-20

kippens, Canada 2019-02-20

Pitt Meadows, Canada 2019-02-20

Lloydminster, Canada 2019-02-20

Port moody, Canada 2019-02-20

Brampton, Canada 2019-02-20

Bristol, UK 2019-02-20

Saint-laurent, Canada 2019-02-20

Saint Johns, US 2019-02-20

Gophers, US 2019-02-20

Waterloo, Canada 2019-02-20

Tenby, UK 2019-02-20

Imus, Philippines 2019-02-20

Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-20



Name Location Date

Cambridge, Canada 2019-02-20

Waupun, US 2019-02-20

Jacksonville, US 2019-02-20

Saint John, Canada 2019-02-20

Komoka, Canada 2019-02-20

Dorset, Canada 2019-02-20

Farmington, US 2019-02-20

Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-20

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-20

Baras, Philippines 2019-02-20

Penticton, Canada 2019-02-20

Pelham, US 2019-02-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-20

Bolton, Canada 2019-02-20

Norwalk, US 2019-02-20

Labrador City, Canada 2019-02-20

Mesa, US 2019-02-21

Troy, US 2019-02-21

North Vancouver, Canada 2019-02-21

Duncan, Canada 2019-02-21

Innisfail, Canada 2019-02-21



Name Location Date

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-21

Los Angeles, US 2019-02-21

Canada 2019-02-21

Port Coquitlam, Canada 2019-02-21

Ajax, Canada 2019-02-21

Australia 2019-02-21

Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-02-21

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-21

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-21

Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-21

Nashville, US 2019-02-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-21

Canada 2019-02-21

Aurora, Canada 2019-02-21

Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-02-21

Whitehorse, Canada 2019-02-21

Canning, Canada 2019-02-21

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-21

Kansas, US 2019-02-21

Hinton, Canada 2019-02-21

Truro, Canada 2019-02-21

Canada 2019-02-21



Name Location Date

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-21

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-21

Petersfield, UK 2019-02-21

Truro, Canada 2019-02-21

bridgewater, Canada 2019-02-21

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-22

Stephenville, Canada 2019-02-22

Québec, Canada 2019-02-22

Deux-Montagnes, Canada 2019-02-22

North york, Canada 2019-02-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-22

Québec, Canada 2019-02-22

Québec, Canada 2019-02-22

Surrey, Canada 2019-02-22

San Diego, US 2019-02-22

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-22

Candiac, Canada 2019-02-22

Fredericton, Canada 2019-02-22

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-22

Quebec, Canada 2019-02-22

ns, Canada 2019-02-22



Name Location Date

Caerphilly, UK 2019-02-22

Accord, US 2019-02-22

HAMILTON, Canada 2019-02-22

Shawinigan, Canada 2019-02-22

Wolfville, Canada 2019-02-22

Gaspé, Canada 2019-02-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-02-22

Langley, Canada 2019-02-22

Canada 2019-02-22

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-22

Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-02-22

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-22

Birmingham, UK 2019-02-22

Ottawa, Canada 2019-02-23

London, Canada 2019-02-23

Sheffield Mills, Canada 2019-02-23

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-23

Dollard-des-ormeaux, Canada 2019-02-23

Woodbridge, Canada 2019-02-23

Hamilton, Canada 2019-02-23

Spain 2019-02-23

Dufferin, Canada 2019-02-23



Name Location Date

Gatineau, Canada 2019-02-23

Vilnius, Vilnius County, Lithuania,
Lithuania

2019-02-23

Burlington, Canada 2019-02-23

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-23

Milton, Canada 2019-02-23

Kelowna, Canada 2019-02-23

London, UK 2019-02-24

Canada 2019-02-24

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-24

Victoria, Canada 2019-02-24

Calgary, Canada 2019-02-25

Windsor, Canada 2019-02-25

Sunny Brae, Canada 2019-02-25

Canada 2019-02-25

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-25

Brecon, UK 2019-02-25

Kalamazoo, US 2019-02-25

Napanee, Canada 2019-02-25

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-02-25

Blackfalds, Canada 2019-02-26

huntsville, Canada 2019-02-26



Name Location Date

Barrington, Rhode Island, US 2019-02-26

Mildmay, Canada 2019-02-27

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-27

Toronto, Canada 2019-02-27

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-02-27

Barrington, Rhode Island, US 2019-02-27

Hollywood, Florida, US 2019-02-28

Malakoff, France 2019-03-06

Saint-Denis, France 2019-03-06

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-08

Amherst, Canada 2019-03-08

Sackville, Canada 2019-03-08

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-08

Lorneville NS, Canada 2019-03-08

newglasgow, Canada 2019-03-09

Cambridge, Canada 2019-03-09

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-09

Selden, US 2019-03-09

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-09

Langley, Canada 2019-03-09

Burnaby, Canada 2019-03-09

Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-09



Name Location Date

Canada 2019-03-09

Pasadena, US 2019-03-10

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-10

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-03-10

Welland, Canada 2019-03-10

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-10

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-03-10

Windsor, Canada 2019-03-10

Doncaster, UK 2019-03-10

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-10

Aldershot, UK 2019-03-10

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-10

Hanover, US 2019-03-10

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-10

Cupertino, US 2019-03-11

Catawba, US 2019-03-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11

Welwyn, UK 2019-03-11

London, UK 2019-03-11

Westville, Canada 2019-03-11

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-11

Baddeck, Canada 2019-03-11



Name Location Date

Lynbrook, US 2019-03-11

Truro, Canada 2019-03-11

Pictou, Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-03-11

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-11

Conception Bay South, Canada 2019-03-11

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-11

Scotsburn, Canada 2019-03-11

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-11

Shelburne, Canada 2019-03-11

Easton, US 2019-03-11

Puerto Vallarta, Mexico 2019-03-11

Great Village, Canada 2019-03-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11

Golden, Canada 2019-03-11

Culver, US 2019-03-11

Squamish, Canada 2019-03-11

Golden, Canada 2019-03-11

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-11

Columbus, US 2019-03-11

FORT ALEXANDER, Canada 2019-03-11

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11

North Sydney, Canada 2019-03-11



Name Location Date

Everton, US 2019-03-11

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11

Canada 2019-03-11

Stockport, UK 2019-03-11

St. John's, Canada 2019-03-11

Gore Bay, Canada 2019-03-11

winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-11

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-11

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-11

Charlo, Canada 2019-03-12

Halifax, US 2019-03-12

Dagsboro, US 2019-03-12

Port Edward BC, Canada 2019-03-12

Banff, Canada 2019-03-12

Big Rapids, US 2019-03-12

Kingston, Canada 2019-03-12

US 2019-03-12

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-12



Name Location Date

Hartshorne, UK 2019-03-12

Montreal, Canada 2019-03-12

Lisle, Canada 2019-03-12

Saint Eustache, Canada 2019-03-12

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-12

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-12

pembroke, US 2019-03-12

Salisbury, US 2019-03-12

Concord, US 2019-03-12

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-12

Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-12

Weimar, California, US 2019-03-12

Maidstone, UK 2019-03-12

New York, US 2019-03-12

TORONTO, Canada 2019-03-12

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-12

Westville, Canada 2019-03-12

Lincoln, UK 2019-03-12

Ashford, UK 2019-03-13

Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-13

Huntertown, US 2019-03-13

Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13



Name Location Date

Grande Prairie, Canada 2019-03-13

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-13

Royal Oak, US 2019-03-13

New York, US 2019-03-13

Tacoma, US 2019-03-13

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-13

Durham, US 2019-03-13

Mundleville, Canada 2019-03-13

halifax, Canada 2019-03-13

Brampton, Canada 2019-03-13

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-13

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-13

Puerto Vallarta, Mexico 2019-03-13

Mundleville, Canada 2019-03-13

antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13

Canada 2019-03-13

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-13

Thornhill, Canada 2019-03-13

Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13

tiverton, UK 2019-03-13

Kingston, Canada 2019-03-13



Name Location Date

Merigomish, Canada 2019-03-13

Penniac, Canada 2019-03-13

Forestville, Canada 2019-03-13

Scotsburn, Canada 2019-03-14

Charlo, Canada 2019-03-14

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-14

Canada 2019-03-14

Fort Mcmurray, Canada 2019-03-14

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-14

Schuttertal, Germany 2019-03-14

Whickham, UK 2019-03-14

North vancouver, Canada 2019-03-14

Kingsbury, UK 2019-03-14

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-14

Golden, Canada 2019-03-14

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-14

Meaghers Grant, Canada 2019-03-14

Victoria, Canada 2019-03-14

Barriere, Canada 2019-03-15

Lévis, Canada 2019-03-15

Meteghan, Canada 2019-03-15

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-15



Name Location Date

Debert, Canada 2019-03-15

bridgetown, Canada 2019-03-15

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-15

Debert, Canada 2019-03-15

Hants County, Canada 2019-03-15

Truro, Canada 2019-03-15

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-15

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-15

Kentville, Canada 2019-03-15

Erin, Canada 2019-03-15

Stoney Creek, Canada 2019-03-15

Golden, Canada 2019-03-15

Truro, Canada 2019-03-15

Bridgewater@speedycash.ca, Canada 2019-03-15

Caribou River, NS, Canada 2019-03-15

Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-15

Clifton, Canada 2019-03-15

Truro, Canada 2019-03-15

Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-15

Dundas, Canada 2019-03-15

Truro, Canada 2019-03-15

Conquerall Mills, Canada 2019-03-16



Name Location Date

Meaghers Grant, Canada 2019-03-16

Truro, Canada 2019-03-16

BibleHill, Canada 2019-03-16

Truro, Canada 2019-03-16

Bridgewater, NS, Canada 2019-03-16

Vernon, Canada 2019-03-16

Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-16

Hampton, Canada 2019-03-16

Truro, Canada 2019-03-16

Kings County, Canada 2019-03-16

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-16

Golden, Canada 2019-03-16

lower sackville, Canada 2019-03-17

kettleby, Canada 2019-03-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-17

Parkville, US 2019-03-17

DORVAL, Canada 2019-03-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-17

Bingley, UK 2019-03-17

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-17

Asti, Italy 2019-03-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-18



Name Location Date

Elizabeth, US 2019-03-19

Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-03-19

Canada 2019-03-19

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-19

Fort Smith, US 2019-03-19

Asheville, US 2019-03-19

Vienna, US 2019-03-19

Shrewsbury, UK 2019-03-19

Cape Breton, Canada 2019-03-19

Miami Beach, Florida, US 2019-03-19

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Bayfield, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

Westville, Canada 2019-03-20

Miramichi, Canada 2019-03-20

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-20

montague, Canada 2019-03-20

Indian Island, Canada 2019-03-20

Indian Island, Canada 2019-03-20

Le Goulet, Canada 2019-03-20

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-20

dunstaffnage, Canada 2019-03-20

Salisbury, Canada 2019-03-20

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20

Dieppe, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Chéticamp, Canada 2019-03-20

Cheticamp, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

Cape Bear, Canada 2019-03-20

Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Shediac, Canada 2019-03-20

Saint Peters Bay, Canada 2019-03-20

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20

Penniac, Canada 2019-03-20

Saint Peters Bay, Canada 2019-03-20

Portland, Maine, US 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Shubenacadie, Canada 2019-03-20

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-20

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20

Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Waltham, Massachusetts, US 2019-03-20

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-20

St. Johns, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Cape george Point, Canada 2019-03-20

Berlin, Massachusetts, US 2019-03-20

Cornwall, Canada 2019-03-20

Orangeville, Canada 2019-03-20

Alberton, Canada 2019-03-20

Bathurst, Canada 2019-03-20

East Baltic, Canada 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-20

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Perth, Canada 2019-03-20

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Dieppe, NB, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-20

cap pele, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

Bristol, Connecticut, US 2019-03-20

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Alberton, Canada 2019-03-20

Millburn, US 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Conyers, US 2019-03-20

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-03-20

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Portland, US 2019-03-20

Krems an der Donau, UK 2019-03-20

Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Prince Edward Island, Canada 2019-03-20

Pei, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Lima, US 2019-03-20

Lenni, US 2019-03-20

Pefferlaw, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20

Iqaluit, Canada 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Riverview, Canada 2019-03-20

Amherstburg, Canada 2019-03-20

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20

Caterham, UK 2019-03-20

Waters Upton, UK 2019-03-20

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-20

St. Peter’s Bay, Canada 2019-03-20

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-20

Oleary, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

North Rustico, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

Coleman, Canada 2019-03-20

North Rustico, Canada 2019-03-20

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-20

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-20

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Prince Edward Island, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Sydney, Canada 2019-03-20

Pownal, Canada 2019-03-20

Perth, Canada 2019-03-20

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-20

Airdrie, AB, Canada 2019-03-20

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20

Newmarket, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Clarkston, US 2019-03-20

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-20

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

BRADFORD, Canada 2019-03-20

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

Sussex, Canada 2019-03-20

Carstairs, Canada 2019-03-20

Cap Pele nb, Canada 2019-03-20

troy, Canada 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-03-20

Cap-pele, Canada 2019-03-20

Cambridge, Canada 2019-03-20

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-20

Vaughan, Canada 2019-03-20

Sudbury, Canada 2019-03-20

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-20

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-20

Georgetown, Canada 2019-03-20

O'LEARY, Canada 2019-03-20

Conquerall Bank, Canada 2019-03-20

Canada 2019-03-20

Phoenix, Arizona, US 2019-03-20

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-03-20

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-20

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-20

Windham, New Hampshire, US 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Melville, Canada 2019-03-20

Montague, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-20



Name Location Date

Inverness, Canada 2019-03-20

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-21

Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-21

St Annes on Sea, UK 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

Fredericton, Canada 2019-03-21

Corner Brook, Canada 2019-03-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Lawrencetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Montague, Canada 2019-03-21

Sydney, Canada 2019-03-21

Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-21

Windsor, Canada 2019-03-21

Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-21

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-21

Dallas, US 2019-03-21

Sudbury, Canada 2019-03-21

Eastern Passage, Canada 2019-03-21



Name Location Date

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-21

Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Lloydminster, AB, Canada 2019-03-21

Bloomfield, Canada 2019-03-21

Murray river, Canada 2019-03-21

Montague, Canada 2019-03-21

Whycocomagh, Canada 2019-03-21

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-21

Maida Vale, UK 2019-03-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Netherlands 2019-03-21

Oakville, Canada 2019-03-21

Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-21

London, Canada 2019-03-21

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-21

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-03-21

Stone Mountain, US 2019-03-21



Name Location Date

ris, Canada 2019-03-21

nsington, Canada 2019-03-21

onto, Canada 2019-03-21

atford, Canada 2019-03-21

ntague, Canada 2019-03-21

eary, Canada 2019-03-21

nnipeg, Canada 2019-03-21

nish, Canada 2019-03-21

nsington, Canada 2019-03-21

ouis, Canada 2019-03-21

nsington, Canada 2019-03-21

e valley, Canada 2019-03-21

nsington, Canada 2019-03-21

hmond, Canada 2019-03-21

EARY, Canada 2019-03-21

kland, US 2019-03-21

mpton, Canada 2019-03-21

rth York, Canada 2019-03-21

2019-03-21

vendish, Canada 2019-03-21

tteln, Switzerland 2019-03-21

t Macleod, Canada 2019-03-21



Name Location Date

Montague, Canada 2019-03-21

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-21

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-21

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-21

Brantford, Canada 2019-03-21

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-21

Raleigh, US 2019-03-21

jasper, Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-21

Brighton, Canada 2019-03-21

Guelph, Canada 2019-03-21

Lac du Bonnet, Canada 2019-03-21

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-21

Troy, Michigan, US 2019-03-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-21

Alberton, Canada 2019-03-21

Marquette, US 2019-03-21

Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-21



Name Location Date

Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21

Whitby, Canada 2019-03-21

Milton, Canada 2019-03-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

Windham, New Hampshire, US 2019-03-21

St. John's, Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-21

Fortune Bridge, Canada 2019-03-21

Regina, Canada 2019-03-21

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-21

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-21

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-21

Brampton, Canada 2019-03-21

Neath, UK 2019-03-21

Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-21

Barrie, Canada 2019-03-21

Souris, Canada 2019-03-22

Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-22

Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-22

West Lafayette, US 2019-03-22

Keswick, Canada 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Tyne valley, Canada 2019-03-22

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-22

Barrie, Canada 2019-03-22

Barrie, Canada 2019-03-22

Atwood, Canada 2019-03-22

Oakville, Canada 2019-03-22

Souris, Canada 2019-03-22

hamilton, Canada 2019-03-22

Montague, Canada 2019-03-22

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22

Parson, Canada 2019-03-22

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-22

Amherstburg, Canada 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-22

Didsbury, Canada 2019-03-22

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-22

La Mirada, US 2019-03-22

Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-03-22

Lake Forest, US 2019-03-22

montague, Canada 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Kennesaw, US 2019-03-22

Surrey, Canada 2019-03-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-22

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-22

Sandy, US 2019-03-22

Montague, Canada 2019-03-22

London, UK 2019-03-22

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22

Gateshead, UK 2019-03-22

Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-03-22

Canada 2019-03-22

Montague, Canada 2019-03-22

london, UK 2019-03-22

Windsor, Canada 2019-03-22

Cardigan, Canada 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22

Bowie, US 2019-03-22

Hermanville, US 2019-03-22

Aptos, US 2019-03-22

Caguas, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

South Hadley, US 2019-03-22

Schaumburg, US 2019-03-22

San Juan, US 2019-03-22

Orlando, US 2019-03-22

Yorktown Heights, US 2019-03-22

Dallas, US 2019-03-22

Parsippany, US 2019-03-22

Myrtle Beach, US 2019-03-22

Flowery Branch, US 2019-03-22

Caldwell, US 2019-03-22

Bedford, US 2019-03-22

West Orange, US 2019-03-22

Dallas, US 2019-03-22

Chelsea, US 2019-03-22

League City, US 2019-03-22

Pleasantville, US 2019-03-22

Newington, US 2019-03-22

Tangier, Canada 2019-03-22

Elkridge, US 2019-03-22

Lockport, US 2019-03-22

san diego, US 2019-03-22

Birmingham, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

North Ridgeville, US 2019-03-22

Titusville, US 2019-03-22

Hayward, US 2019-03-22

Dearborn Heights, US 2019-03-22

Midlothian, US 2019-03-22

Manchester Township, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Santa Barbara, US 2019-03-22

Lithonia, US 2019-03-22

Berea, US 2019-03-22

Whitinsville, US 2019-03-22

Naples, US 2019-03-22

Holbrook, US 2019-03-22

Seattle, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

San Antonio, US 2019-03-22

Greenbrook, US 2019-03-22

Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22

Amherst, US 2019-03-22

Charlotte, US 2019-03-22

Delray Beach, US 2019-03-22

Elmsdale, Canada 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

phoenix, US 2019-03-22

Savannah, US 2019-03-22

Colorado Springs, US 2019-03-22

Barrie, Canada 2019-03-22

Johnson City, US 2019-03-22

Collinsville, US 2019-03-22

Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-22

Cranberry Twp, US 2019-03-22

Bronx, US 2019-03-22

Irving, US 2019-03-22

Clare, US 2019-03-22

Conway, US 2019-03-22

Little Rock, US 2019-03-22

Burbank, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Elk Grove, US 2019-03-22

Fort Worth, US 2019-03-22

Libertyville, US 2019-03-22

Madison, US 2019-03-22

Burleson, US 2019-03-22

Panama City, US 2019-03-22

Hollywood, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Jefferson City, US 2019-03-22

Baltimore, US 2019-03-22

Springfield, US 2019-03-22

Carmichael, US 2019-03-22

Marceline, US 2019-03-22

Minneapolis, US 2019-03-22

Poquoson, US 2019-03-22

Coatesville, US 2019-03-22

Ann Arbor, US 2019-03-22

Milwaukee, US 2019-03-22

Burbank, US 2019-03-22

Mercer Islan, US 2019-03-22

Palmyra, US 2019-03-22

Asheville, US 2019-03-22

Franklin, US 2019-03-22

Wellington, US 2019-03-22

Boca Raton, US 2019-03-22

Emmaus, US 2019-03-22

Celebration, US 2019-03-22

Phoenix, US 2019-03-22

Minneapolis, US 2019-03-22

Dekalb, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Scottsdale, US 2019-03-22

Holly Springs, US 2019-03-22

Carmel, US 2019-03-22

Manhattan, US 2019-03-22

Brick, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Elkhart, US 2019-03-22

Eastpointe, US 2019-03-22

Chicago, US 2019-03-22

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22

Little Elm, US 2019-03-22

Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-03-22

Denton, US 2019-03-22

Foster City, US 2019-03-22

Seattle, US 2019-03-22

Gastonia, US 2019-03-22

Rolla, US 2019-03-22

Mississippi State, US 2019-03-22

Miami, US 2019-03-22

Mount Hope, US 2019-03-22

Delaware, US 2019-03-22

Gaithersburg, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Germanton, US 2019-03-22

Pearland, US 2019-03-22

Glen Ridge, US 2019-03-22

Omaha, US 2019-03-22

Downers Grove, US 2019-03-22

Long Beach, US 2019-03-22

frederick, US 2019-03-22

Chapel Hill, US 2019-03-22

Queens, US 2019-03-22

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22

Uniontown, US 2019-03-22

Springfield, US 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Lapeer, US 2019-03-22

Thousand Oaks, US 2019-03-22

Northbrook, US 2019-03-22

Stamford, US 2019-03-22

South Burlington, US 2019-03-22

Yonkers, US 2019-03-22

Erie, US 2019-03-22

Minocqua, US 2019-03-22

baltimore, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Brooklyn, US 2019-03-22

Portland, US 2019-03-22

Brooklyn, US 2019-03-22

Azusa, US 2019-03-22

North Olmsted, US 2019-03-22

Seattle, US 2019-03-22

Bridgeport, US 2019-03-22

Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22

Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22

HOBE SOUND, US 2019-03-22

Richmond Hill, US 2019-03-22

Holden, US 2019-03-22

Wylie, US 2019-03-22

Reno, US 2019-03-22

Odessa, US 2019-03-22

New Paltz, US 2019-03-22

Leominster, US 2019-03-22

El Paso, US 2019-03-22

Las Vegas, US 2019-03-22

Arlington, US 2019-03-22

New York, US 2019-03-22

Athens, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

San Diego, US 2019-03-22

Plymouth, US 2019-03-22

Westlake Village, US 2019-03-22

Bronx, US 2019-03-22

Wahiawa, US 2019-03-22

Bayside, US 2019-03-22

Conneaut, US 2019-03-22

san diego, US 2019-03-22

Valley Village, US 2019-03-22

Simi Valley, US 2019-03-22

Olmsted Falls, US 2019-03-22

Spokane, US 2019-03-22

Weston, US 2019-03-22

Orland Park, US 2019-03-22

Brick, US 2019-03-22

Austin, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Kirkland, US 2019-03-22

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22

Boone, US 2019-03-22

Rahway, US 2019-03-22

San Francisco, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Loma Linda, US 2019-03-22

Souris, Canada 2019-03-22

Pearland, US 2019-03-22

Cleveland, US 2019-03-22

Kirkland, US 2019-03-22

Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22

Waretown, US 2019-03-22

Brookline, US 2019-03-22

Garland, US 2019-03-22

Titusville, US 2019-03-22

Woodridge, US 2019-03-22

Mundelein, US 2019-03-22

Linda, US 2019-03-22

Canada 2019-03-22

Rancho Santa Margarita, US 2019-03-22

Enfield, US 2019-03-22

Devine, US 2019-03-22

Wellington, Canada 2019-03-22

Harrisonburg, US 2019-03-22

Menomonie, US 2019-03-22

Santa Fe, US 2019-03-22

Hicksville, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Phoenix, US 2019-03-22

South Bend, US 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Drayton Valley, Canada 2019-03-22

Harleysville, US 2019-03-22

Somerville, US 2019-03-22

Delmar, US 2019-03-22

Chandler, US 2019-03-22

River Falls, US 2019-03-22

Augusta, US 2019-03-22

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22

Charlotte, US 2019-03-22

El Paso, US 2019-03-22

Portland, US 2019-03-22

Austin, US 2019-03-22

Amarillo, US 2019-03-22

Elmhurst, US 2019-03-22

San Pablo, US 2019-03-22

Hauppauge, US 2019-03-22

Crescent, US 2019-03-22

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Montague, Canada 2019-03-22

Toledo, US 2019-03-22

Beecher, US 2019-03-22

laurel, US 2019-03-22

Addington Forks Rd, Canada 2019-03-22

Canada 2019-03-22

Livermore, US 2019-03-22

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22

Omaha, US 2019-03-22

Jacksonville, US 2019-03-22

Denver, US 2019-03-22

Lamont, US 2019-03-22

Belleville, US 2019-03-22

Alberton, Canada 2019-03-22

Jersey City, US 2019-03-22

Mount Clemens, US 2019-03-22

San Francisco, US 2019-03-22

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-22

Philadelphia, US 2019-03-22

Alexandria, US 2019-03-22

Lawrence, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Anon, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Flowery Branch, US 2019-03-22

Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22

Falls Church, US 2019-03-22

Port charlotte, US 2019-03-22

Lowell, US 2019-03-22

Oklahoma City, US 2019-03-22

Westminster, US 2019-03-22

Columbus, US 2019-03-22

Hawthorne, US 2019-03-22

Tustin, US 2019-03-22

Houston, US 2019-03-22

Elizabeth, US 2019-03-22

Mansfield, US 2019-03-22

Manville, US 2019-03-22

Oak Harbor, US 2019-03-22

Rochester, US 2019-03-22

Houston, US 2019-03-22

Austin, US 2019-03-22

HACKETTSTOWN, US 2019-03-22

Caledonia, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22

Groveland, US 2019-03-22

Sun Valley, US 2019-03-22

Sonoma, US 2019-03-22

Woodbury, US 2019-03-22

Edgewood, US 2019-03-22

San Diego, US 2019-03-22

St. Augustine, US 2019-03-22

Orange, US 2019-03-22

Bellmore, US 2019-03-22

Hampden, US 2019-03-22

Lawrence, US 2019-03-22

Boston, US 2019-03-22

Provincetown, US 2019-03-22

South Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22

Long Beach, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Vero Beach, US 2019-03-22

Columbus, US 2019-03-22

Nottingham, UK 2019-03-22

Manahawkin, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Venice, US 2019-03-22

Durham, US 2019-03-22

43004, US 2019-03-22

San Antonio, US 2019-03-22

Seymour, US 2019-03-22

Tehachapi, US 2019-03-22

Irvine, US 2019-03-22

Indianapolis, US 2019-03-22

Saint Paul, US 2019-03-22

Colorado Springs, US 2019-03-22

Hales Corners, US 2019-03-22

New Brighton, US 2019-03-22

San Jose, US 2019-03-22

Urbandale, US 2019-03-22

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Campo, US 2019-03-22

New York, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

astoria, US 2019-03-22

Asheville, US 2019-03-22

Buffalo, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Phoenix, US 2019-03-22

Cleveland, US 2019-03-22

Nipomo, US 2019-03-22

Portland, US 2019-03-22

Hattiesburg, US 2019-03-22

Lakeville, US 2019-03-22

Palm Beach Gardens, US 2019-03-22

Las Vegas, US 2019-03-22

Highland, US 2019-03-22

brooklyn, US 2019-03-22

Ogden, US 2019-03-22

Norwalk, US 2019-03-22

Erie, US 2019-03-22

Brooklyn, US 2019-03-22

Rocklin, US 2019-03-22

Blacksburg, US 2019-03-22

FAIRFIELD, US 2019-03-22

Baltimore, US 2019-03-22

Los Altos Hills, US 2019-03-22

Lansing, US 2019-03-22

Dallas, US 2019-03-22

Fayetteville, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Collinsville, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Aurora, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Harvey, US 2019-03-22

Plano, US 2019-03-22

Long Beach, US 2019-03-22

Minneapolis, US 2019-03-22

Tustin, US 2019-03-22

pittsburgh, US 2019-03-22

Somerville, US 2019-03-22

Southwest Brevard Cnty, US 2019-03-22

Spring Mills, US 2019-03-22

Milwaukee, US 2019-03-22

Loganville, US 2019-03-22

Germantown, US 2019-03-22

Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-22

Lorain, US 2019-03-22

Sunrise, US 2019-03-22

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-22

Saint Croix Falls, US 2019-03-22

Oakland, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Morrow, US 2019-03-22

Utopia, US 2019-03-22

Montague, Canada 2019-03-22

Lake Worth, US 2019-03-22

Fredericton, Canada 2019-03-22

Austin, US 2019-03-22

Covington, US 2019-03-22

Portland, US 2019-03-22

Richmond, US 2019-03-22

Ypsilanti, US 2019-03-22

kansas city, US 2019-03-22

San Jose, US 2019-03-22

Meridian, US 2019-03-22

Chester, US 2019-03-22

Milwaukee, US 2019-03-22

Milton, US 2019-03-22

Wayzata, US 2019-03-22

Abingdon, US 2019-03-22

Kamuela, US 2019-03-22

Belvedere Tiburon, US 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Cary, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Chicago, US 2019-03-22

Randallstown, US 2019-03-22

Edinburg, US 2019-03-22

minneapolis, US 2019-03-22

Van Nuys, US 2019-03-22

Bristol, Connecticut, US 2019-03-22

ellensburg, US 2019-03-22

Ramsey, US 2019-03-22

Saint Joseph, US 2019-03-22

Oakland, US 2019-03-22

Laval, Canada 2019-03-22

Pasadena, US 2019-03-22

Tampa, US 2019-03-22

Secaucus, US 2019-03-22

Caro, US 2019-03-22

Secaucus, US 2019-03-22

Sodus, US 2019-03-22

Rome, US 2019-03-22

Kingston, US 2019-03-22

Arvada, US 2019-03-22

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-22

Evanston, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Berkeley Heights, US 2019-03-22

Ponte Vedra Beach,, US 2019-03-22

Santa Barbara, US 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

San Dimas, US 2019-03-22

Downers Grove, US 2019-03-22

Oneonta, US 2019-03-22

Lake Elsinore, US 2019-03-22

Longview, US 2019-03-22

RIVERSIDE, US 2019-03-22

Claremont, US 2019-03-22

Walkersville, US 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Dover, US 2019-03-22

Murfreesboro, US 2019-03-22

Colby, US 2019-03-22

Houston, US 2019-03-22

Pendleton, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

88 Alpine Drive, US 2019-03-22

Elk Grove, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Decatur, US 2019-03-22

Dallas, US 2019-03-22

Santa Rosa, US 2019-03-22

Tucson, US 2019-03-22

san jose, US 2019-03-22

Portland, US 2019-03-22

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-22

Portland, US 2019-03-22

Bakersfield, US 2019-03-22

Rio Rico, US 2019-03-22

Edina, US 2019-03-22

Miami, US 2019-03-22

Irvine, US 2019-03-22

Saint Joseph, US 2019-03-22

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22

Glasgow, UK 2019-03-22

Winfield, US 2019-03-22

Cape Coral, US 2019-03-22

Jericho, US 2019-03-22

portsmouth, US 2019-03-22

Riverview, US 2019-03-22

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Clover, US 2019-03-22

Honolulu, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Houston, US 2019-03-22

El Paso, US 2019-03-22

Huntington Beach, US 2019-03-22

Mountain View, US 2019-03-22

Vancouver, US 2019-03-22

San Antonio, US 2019-03-22

Moody, US 2019-03-22

Modesto, US 2019-03-22

Flushing, US 2019-03-22

Sturgis, US 2019-03-22

Clayton, US 2019-03-22

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

Albuquerque, US 2019-03-22

Richmond, US 2019-03-22

Redwood City, US 2019-03-22

Papillion, US 2019-03-22

Cascade, US 2019-03-22

ft. davis, US 2019-03-22

Raleigh, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

durham, US 2019-03-22

Canada 2019-03-22

Shingle Springs, US 2019-03-22

Souris pei, Canada 2019-03-22

Dallas, US 2019-03-22

Vermilion, US 2019-03-22

Roswell, US 2019-03-22

Scottville, US 2019-03-22

Silverthorne, US 2019-03-22

Bedford, US 2019-03-22

Ambler, US 2019-03-22

Valencia, US 2019-03-22

Columbia, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Rancho Cucamonga, US 2019-03-22

Hayward, US 2019-03-22

Crescent City, US 2019-03-22

San Diego, US 2019-03-22

Humble, US 2019-03-22

New York, US 2019-03-22

Plainfield, US 2019-03-22

Park Forest, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Raleigh, US 2019-03-22

Fairview, US 2019-03-22

Lancaster, US 2019-03-22

Lansing, US 2019-03-22

Bolivar, US 2019-03-22

Souris, Canada 2019-03-22

Flanders, US 2019-03-22

Chapel Hill, US 2019-03-22

Woodland Park, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Placerville, US 2019-03-22

Otisco, US 2019-03-22

Oak Grove, US 2019-03-22

Concord, US 2019-03-22

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-22

Wadsworth, US 2019-03-22

Miami, US 2019-03-22

New Mexico, US 2019-03-22

Hudson, US 2019-03-22

US 2019-03-22

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-22

Hollister, US 2019-03-22



Name Location Date

Hudson, US 2019-03-22

Kingsford, US 2019-03-22

charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-22

West Sacramento, US 2019-03-22

Fayetteville, US 2019-03-22

Chicken, Canada 2019-03-22

Tyne Valley, Canada 2019-03-22

Chicago, US 2019-03-22

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-22

Raleigh, US 2019-03-22

Pompano Beach, US 2019-03-22

Bellevue, US 2019-03-22

Tampa, US 2019-03-22

Fontana-on-Geneva Lake, US 2019-03-22

Irving, US 2019-03-22

Morristown, US 2019-03-22

Draper, US 2019-03-22

Elkhart, US 2019-03-22

Upper Marlboro, US 2019-03-23

Park Hills, US 2019-03-23

Crawfordsville, US 2019-03-23

Leonardtown, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-23

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Mesa, US 2019-03-23

Miami, US 2019-03-23

New York, US 2019-03-23

Gambier, US 2019-03-23

Wellington, US 2019-03-23

Hartfield, US 2019-03-23

Roseville, US 2019-03-23

Port Huron, US 2019-03-23

Winter Garden, US 2019-03-23

Upper Darby, US 2019-03-23

Keshena, US 2019-03-23

Milwaukee, US 2019-03-23

Rock Island, US 2019-03-23

Albuquerque, US 2019-03-23

Phoenix, US 2019-03-23

Fayetteville, US 2019-03-23

Oceanside, US 2019-03-23

Binghamton, US 2019-03-23

Bernville, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Thornton, US 2019-03-23

Las Vegas, US 2019-03-23

Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-23

miami, US 2019-03-23

Columbus, US 2019-03-23

Dover, US 2019-03-23

Aurora, US 2019-03-23

Bronx, US 2019-03-23

San Antonio, US 2019-03-23

Southington, US 2019-03-23

Butler, US 2019-03-23

Winter Park, US 2019-03-23

Souris, Canada 2019-03-23

Mustang, US 2019-03-23

New Braunfels, US 2019-03-23

Euless, US 2019-03-23

San Rafael, US 2019-03-23

Proctorville, US 2019-03-23

Warsaw, US 2019-03-23

New Orleans, US 2019-03-23

Saint Marys, US 2019-03-23

India 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

van nuys, US 2019-03-23

Bakersfield, US 2019-03-23

Dover, US 2019-03-23

West Chicago, US 2019-03-23

Sacramento, US 2019-03-23

Denver, US 2019-03-23

Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-03-23

Crouse, US 2019-03-23

Mims, US 2019-03-23

Simi Valley, US 2019-03-23

North York, Canada 2019-03-23

Fancy Farm, US 2019-03-23

Tucson, US 2019-03-23

Olney, US 2019-03-23

Reno, US 2019-03-23

Saint-romuald, Canada 2019-03-23

Melbourne Beach, US 2019-03-23

Fair Oaks, US 2019-03-23

Coral Gables, US 2019-03-23

Isom, US 2019-03-23

Aloha, US 2019-03-23

Hawthorne, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Wilton, US 2019-03-23

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-23

India 2019-03-23

Dubois, US 2019-03-23

Calverton, US 2019-03-23

Hialeah, US 2019-03-23

East Brunswick, US 2019-03-23

SOMERVILLE, US 2019-03-23

Buenos Aires, Argentina 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Keysborough, Australia 2019-03-23

Austin, US 2019-03-23

Glendale, US 2019-03-23

San Antonio, US 2019-03-23

Seattle, US 2019-03-23

Torrington, US 2019-03-23

Champaign, US 2019-03-23

Palmdale, US 2019-03-23

Opelika, US 2019-03-23

Gaithersburg, US 2019-03-23

Aptos, US 2019-03-23

Marshall, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Orlando, US 2019-03-23

Oleary, Canada 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

fremont, US 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-03-23

Walpole, US 2019-03-23

Boca Raton, US 2019-03-23

Schererville, US 2019-03-23

Albuquerque, US 2019-03-23

Hebden Bridge, UK 2019-03-23

Souris PEI, Canada 2019-03-23

Providence, US 2019-03-23

Newglasgow novascotia, Canada 2019-03-23

Williamston, US 2019-03-23

Avon, US 2019-03-23

Seattle, US 2019-03-23

Mckinney, US 2019-03-23

Ridgeway, Canada 2019-03-23

East Lansing, US 2019-03-23

Manila, Philippines 2019-03-23

Crum Lynne, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Belfast, UK 2019-03-23

Grand Island, US 2019-03-23

Edmond, US 2019-03-23

Katy, US 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Tampa, US 2019-03-23

Huntington Beach, US 2019-03-23

Mckinney, US 2019-03-23

Riner, US 2019-03-23

Grafton, US 2019-03-23

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-23

Miami, US 2019-03-23

Lowell, US 2019-03-23

Miami, US 2019-03-23

Endicott, US 2019-03-23

Hickory, US 2019-03-23

Thornton, US 2019-03-23

Port Charlotte, US 2019-03-23

tampa, US 2019-03-23

Seguin, US 2019-03-23

Gillette, US 2019-03-23

oxford, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Harriman, US 2019-03-23

Burke, US 2019-03-23

Culver City, US 2019-03-23

Bromsgrove, UK 2019-03-23

Attleboro, US 2019-03-23

Tulsa, US 2019-03-23

Brooklyn, US 2019-03-23

Magnolia, US 2019-03-23

Mount Prospect, US 2019-03-23

Kingston, Canada 2019-03-23

Boston, US 2019-03-23

vancouver, Canada 2019-03-23

Puyallup, US 2019-03-23

Waldron, US 2019-03-23

Croswell, US 2019-03-23

New Castle, US 2019-03-23

Spring Arbor, US 2019-03-23

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-23

Reidsville, US 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Downers Grove, US 2019-03-23

Joshua Tree, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Galena, US 2019-03-23

Huntington Station, New York, US 2019-03-23

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-23

Charlotte, US 2019-03-23

EDMONTON, Canada 2019-03-23

Long Beach, US 2019-03-23

Santa Monica, US 2019-03-23

Fort McMurray, Canada 2019-03-23

Newark, US 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Englewood, US 2019-03-23

Salt Lake City, US 2019-03-23

Souris, Canada 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-23

Madison, US 2019-03-23

debary, US 2019-03-23

montague, Canada 2019-03-23

Kingston, Canada 2019-03-23

Wittmann, US 2019-03-23

Mishawaka, US 2019-03-23

Royal Oak, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Canada 2019-03-23

Valley Village, US 2019-03-23

Lindsay, Canada 2019-03-23

Elmira, Canada 2019-03-23

Minneapolis, US 2019-03-23

Baltimore, US 2019-03-23

Amherstview, Canada 2019-03-23

Columbia Station, US 2019-03-23

Caledonia, Canada 2019-03-23

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-23

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-23

Burlington, Canada 2019-03-23

Washington, US 2019-03-23

fremont, US 2019-03-23

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-23

Bloomfield, US 2019-03-23

Beverly Hills, US 2019-03-23

Canada 2019-03-23

Woodland, US 2019-03-23

Indianapolis, US 2019-03-23

Dewsbury, UK 2019-03-23

Pasadena, US 2019-03-23



Name Location Date

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-23

US 2019-03-23

Xenia, US 2019-03-23

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-23

Santa Monica, US 2019-03-23

Montague, Canada 2019-03-23

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-23

Pittsburgh, US 2019-03-23

Souris, Canada 2019-03-23

Chance Harbour, Canada 2019-03-24

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-24

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-03-24

Evanston, US 2019-03-24

Bayside, US 2019-03-24

Fort Worth, US 2019-03-24

Mascouche, Canada 2019-03-24

Longueuil, Canada 2019-03-24

Rockville, US 2019-03-24

San Francisco, US 2019-03-24

Frankford, Canada 2019-03-24

Gatineau, Canada 2019-03-24

Cherhill, Canada 2019-03-24



Name Location Date

Santa Clara, US 2019-03-24

Markham, Canada 2019-03-24

las vegas, US 2019-03-24

San Francisco, US 2019-03-24

Irvine, US 2019-03-24

STRATFORD, Canada 2019-03-24

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-24

Washington, US 2019-03-24

Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-03-24

Repentigny, Canada 2019-03-24

Wilmington, US 2019-03-24

Brantford, Canada 2019-03-24

Laval, Canada 2019-03-24

Clarksville, US 2019-03-24

Cambridge, UK 2019-03-24

Montague, Canada 2019-03-24

Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-24

Windsor, Canada 2019-03-24

Chicago, US 2019-03-24

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-24

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-24

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-24



Name Location Date

San Diego, US 2019-03-24

Turkey 2019-03-24

Canada 2019-03-24

Whitecourt, Canada 2019-03-24

Lethbridge, Canada 2019-03-24

US 2019-03-24

St. John's, Canada 2019-03-24

San Diega, US 2019-03-24

Canmore, Canada 2019-03-24

Talbott, US 2019-03-24

Ventura, US 2019-03-24

Canada 2019-03-24

Walnut Creek, US 2019-03-24

Fort Saskatchewan, Canada 2019-03-24

Trenton, Canada 2019-03-24

Phoenix, US 2019-03-25

Jefferson City, US 2019-03-25

Denton, US 2019-03-25

Mattawan, US 2019-03-25

San Antonio, US 2019-03-25

Pacifica, US 2019-03-25

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-25



Name Location Date

Berkeley Heights, US 2019-03-25

Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-25

Burlington, Canada 2019-03-25

Edmonton, Canada 2019-03-25

Germantown, US 2019-03-25

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25

St Peters Bay, Canada 2019-03-25

Tyne Valley, Canada 2019-03-25

Akron, US 2019-03-25

hamden, US 2019-03-25

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25

Miscouche, Canada 2019-03-25

Cathlamet, US 2019-03-25

White Rock, Canada 2019-03-25

Burton, US 2019-03-25

Arverne, US 2019-03-25

Newport, UK 2019-03-25

Oxford, UK 2019-03-25

Barrie, Canada 2019-03-25

Canada 2019-03-25

Fort Mcmurray, Canada 2019-03-25

France 2019-03-25



Name Location Date

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-25

Waban, US 2019-03-25

Arisaig Antigonish n.s, Canada 2019-03-25

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-25

Hammersmith, UK 2019-03-25

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-25

Red deer, Canada 2019-03-25

Barrie, Canada 2019-03-25

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25

Dollard-des-ormeaux, Canada 2019-03-25

Granollers, Spain 2019-03-25

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25

Québec, Canada 2019-03-25

Bellingham, Washington, US 2019-03-25

Québec, Canada 2019-03-25

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-25

PEI, Canada 2019-03-25

kendal, UK 2019-03-25

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25

victoria, Canada 2019-03-25

Kelowna, Canada 2019-03-25



Name Location Date

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-25

Alberton, Canada 2019-03-25

Burnaby, Canada 2019-03-25

boyne falls, US 2019-03-25

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-25

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-25

Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-25

Etobicoke, Canada 2019-03-25

Saint John, Canada 2019-03-25

Ardmore, US 2019-03-25

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-25

Hayden, US 2019-03-25

El Segundo, US 2019-03-25

Brampton, Canada 2019-03-25

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-25

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-26

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-26

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-26

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-26

St.Lawrence, Canada 2019-03-26

Sherwood Park, Canada 2019-03-26

Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-26



Name Location Date

Canada 2019-03-26

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-26

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-26

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-26

El paso, US 2019-03-26

Weyburn, Canada 2019-03-26

Volcano, US 2019-03-26

Warsaw, Poland 2019-03-26

Oakville, Canada 2019-03-26

Kirkland, Canada 2019-03-26

West Mifflin, US 2019-03-26

Visakhapatnam, India 2019-03-26

Marquette, US 2019-03-26

Saskatoon, SK, Canada 2019-03-26

Jamesville, US 2019-03-26

mississauga, Canada 2019-03-26

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26

Kensington, Canada 2019-03-26

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-26

Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-26

Mississauga, Canada 2019-03-26



Name Location Date

London, UK 2019-03-26

Lawrence, US 2019-03-26

Birmingham, UK 2019-03-26

Bracknell, UK 2019-03-26

Kingston, Canada 2019-03-26

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-26

Repentigny, Canada 2019-03-26

Auckland, New Zealand 2019-03-26

Englewood, US 2019-03-26

Cardiff, UK 2019-03-26

Harpenden, UK 2019-03-26

Cut Off, US 2019-03-26

US 2019-03-26

Newmarket, Canada 2019-03-26

Saint-jérôme, Canada 2019-03-26

Englewood, US 2019-03-26

melbourne, Australia 2019-03-26

Ranson, US 2019-03-26

Backwell, UK 2019-03-26

Riverside, US 2019-03-26

LIle-Bizard, Canada 2019-03-26

Hamilton, Canada 2019-03-26



Name Location Date

Landcaster, US 2019-03-26

Shepherd's Bush, UK 2019-03-26

Lansing, US 2019-03-26

UK 2019-03-26

Warwick, UK 2019-03-26

Ross-shire, UK 2019-03-26

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26

Seattle, US 2019-03-26

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-26

tavares, US 2019-03-26

Etobicoke, Canada 2019-03-26

Montreal, Canada 2019-03-26

San Diego, US 2019-03-26

Hatfield Peverel, UK 2019-03-26

London, UK 2019-03-26

Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-03-26

San Angelo, US 2019-03-26

High Wycombe, UK 2019-03-26

Canada 2019-03-26

Atlanta, US 2019-03-26

Northampton, US 2019-03-26

Basildon, UK 2019-03-26



Name Location Date

New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-26

Garibaldi highlands, Canada 2019-03-26

Williams Lake, Canada 2019-03-26

Saint John, Canada 2019-03-26

Cardiff, UK 2019-03-26

pass christian, US 2019-03-26

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-26

Kirkintilloch, UK 2019-03-26

Belleville, Canada 2019-03-26

London, UK 2019-03-26

Kingston, US 2019-03-26

Red Deer, Canada 2019-03-27

Canton, US 2019-03-27

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27

Winkler, Canada 2019-03-27

Mermaid, Canada 2019-03-27

Millsboro, US 2019-03-27

Sydney, Canada 2019-03-27

London, Canada 2019-03-27

Southampton, UK 2019-03-27

SHORELINE, US 2019-03-27

Terrebonne, Canada 2019-03-27



Name Location Date

Saint John's, Canada 2019-03-27

Jakarta, Indonesia 2019-03-27

New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-27

New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-27

West Sussex, UK 2019-03-27

Los Angeles, US 2019-03-27

Windsor, Canada 2019-03-27

Auckland, New Zealand 2019-03-27

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-27

Houston, US 2019-03-27

Martinez, US 2019-03-27

Weymouth, UK 2019-03-27

Southend-on-Sea, UK 2019-03-27

Oxnard, US 2019-03-27

Kensington, UK 2019-03-27

Enfield, UK 2019-03-27

Reston, US 2019-03-27

Ashburn, US 2019-03-27

Kensington, UK 2019-03-27

Great Falls, US 2019-03-27

Freehold, US 2019-03-27

La Escala, Spain 2019-03-27



Name Location Date

Reutlingen, Germany 2019-03-27

Deurne, Belgium 2019-03-27

Brooks, Canada 2019-03-27

MILTON, US 2019-03-27

Manchester, US 2019-03-27

Windsor, Canada 2019-03-27

Liberty Hill, US 2019-03-27

Qualicum Beach, Canada 2019-03-27

Cambridge, Canada 2019-03-27

Laval, Canada 2019-03-27

Tucson, US 2019-03-27

Vernon, Canada 2019-03-27

Dayton, US 2019-03-27

Oakville, Canada 2019-03-27

Struisbaai, South Africa 2019-03-27

Italy 2019-03-27

Horsens, Denmark 2019-03-27

Athens, Greece 2019-03-27

New Westminster, Canada 2019-03-27

Valladolid, Spain 2019-03-27

Kumla, Sweden 2019-03-27

Bogotá, Colombia 2019-03-27



Name Location Date

Hilton Head Island, US 2019-03-27

Bridlington, UK 2019-03-27

Ottawa, Canada 2019-03-27

Regina, Canada 2019-03-27

Regina, Canada 2019-03-27

port washington, US 2019-03-27

Charlottesville, US 2019-03-27

Pamber Heath, UK 2019-03-27

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27

hudson, US 2019-03-27

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-27

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-27

London, UK 2019-03-27

Poole, UK 2019-03-27

Ellerslie, Canada 2019-03-28

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-28

Malmö, Sweden 2019-03-28

Bowmanville, Canada 2019-03-28

Brampton, Canada 2019-03-28

Pensacola, US 2019-03-28

Kitchener, Canada 2019-03-28



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-28

Bellmore, US 2019-03-28

MARINA DEL REY, US 2019-03-28

Reading, US 2019-03-28

Baroda, India 2019-03-28

Guelph, Canada 2019-03-28

Courtice, Canada 2019-03-28

Irvine, US 2019-03-28

Port Jervis, US 2019-03-28

Stanmore, UK 2019-03-28

Denmead, UK 2019-03-28

Zeewolde, Netherlands 2019-03-28

Fridingen, Germany 2019-03-28

London, UK 2019-03-28

Teaneck, US 2019-03-28

Châteauguay, Canada 2019-03-28

Sarasota, US 2019-03-28

San Antonio, US 2019-03-28

Pontypridd, UK 2019-03-28

Vancouver, Canada 2019-03-28

Horns Cross, UK 2019-03-28

Philadelphia, US 2019-03-28



Name Location Date

Cardiff, UK 2019-03-28

Trenton, US 2019-03-28

West Plains, US 2019-03-28

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-28

Kingston, Canada 2019-03-28

Sydney, Australia 2019-03-28

Portugal 2019-03-28

Gorleston-on-Sea, UK 2019-03-28

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-28

Fort Lauderdale, US 2019-03-28

US 2019-03-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-29

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-29

Chanute, US 2019-03-29

Canada 2019-03-29

Leduc, Canada 2019-03-29

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-29

Brampton ON, Canada 2019-03-29

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-29

St louis, Canada 2019-03-29

Scarborough, Canada 2019-03-29

lucan ontario, Canada 2019-03-29



Name Location Date

Sheffield, UK 2019-03-29

Summerside, Canada 2019-03-29

Cedar Rapids, US 2019-03-29

Ypsilanti, US 2019-03-29

ft lauderdale, US 2019-03-29

Canada 2019-03-29

Vertova, Italy 2019-03-29

Oakville, Canada 2019-03-29

Westbank, Canada 2019-03-29

Cardigan, Canada 2019-03-29

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-03-29

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-03-29

toronto, Canada 2019-03-29

Beachwood, US 2019-03-30

St. Peter, US 2019-03-30

Tampa, US 2019-03-30

Brantford, Canada 2019-03-30

Flossmoor, US 2019-03-30

Châteauguay, Canada 2019-03-30

West Chester, US 2019-03-30

Sainte-Catherine, Canada 2019-03-30



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2019-03-30

Saint-hyacinthe, Canada 2019-03-30

Bellingham, Massachusetts, US 2019-03-31

Laval, Canada 2019-03-31

Nitra, Slovakia 2019-03-31

Saint John, Canada 2019-04-01

quebec, Canada 2019-04-01

Holladay, US 2019-04-01

Pahrump, US 2019-04-01

New York, US 2019-04-01

Québec, Canada 2019-04-02

Ottawa, Canada 2019-04-02

West Kingston, US 2019-04-03

Bloomington, US 2019-04-04

Summerside, Canada 2019-04-10

Minden, Canada 2019-04-22

Mississauga, Canada 2019-04-23

Saint John, Canada 2019-04-23

Worcester, US 2019-04-24

UK 2019-04-24

St.Catharines, Canada 2019-04-24

Calgary, Canada 2019-04-24



Name Location Date

Vancouver, Canada 2019-04-24

Addison, US 2019-04-24

Caledon, Canada 2019-04-24

Kansas City, US 2019-04-24

Mississauga, Canada 2019-04-24

Goole, UK 2019-04-24

Vancouver, Canada 2019-04-24

San Antonio, US 2019-04-24

Hampstead, UK 2019-04-24

Oshawa, Canada 2019-04-24

Cleveland, Ohio, US 2019-04-24

Shropshire, UK 2019-04-24

Stellarton, Canada 2019-04-25

Saint Paul, Canada 2019-04-25

Enfield, UK 2019-04-25

Erbs Cove, Canada 2019-04-25

Halifax, Canada 2019-04-26

Redruth, UK 2019-04-26

Mississauga, Canada 2019-04-27

Grand Island, New York, US 2019-04-28

Toronto, Canada 2019-04-28

Trenton, Canada 2019-04-29



Name Location Date

Belfountain, Canada 2019-04-30

Brampton, Canada 2019-04-30

Toronto, Canada 2019-04-30

Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-01

Miramichi, Canada 2019-05-01

Woodstock, Canada 2019-05-03

Surrey, Canada 2019-05-04

Orleans, Canada 2019-05-04

London, Canada 2019-05-04

Fort Erie, Canada 2019-05-04

Georgetown, Canada 2019-05-04

Bath, Canada 2019-05-04

Sarnia, Canada 2019-05-04

Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-04

Kitchener, Canada 2019-05-05

Georgetown, Canada 2019-05-06

Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-06

Acton, Canada 2019-05-06

Mississauga, Canada 2019-05-06

Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-06

Limehouse, Canada 2019-05-06

Canada 2019-05-06



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-06

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-06

Delray Beach, US 2019-05-07

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-07

Stafford, England, UK 2019-05-07

Weil, Germany 2019-05-07

Belleville, Canada 2019-05-07

Frizers, Barbados 2019-05-07

Mississauga, Canada 2019-05-07

Italy 2019-05-08

Kamloops, Canada 2019-05-08

Kitchener, Canada 2019-05-08

Scotsburn, Canada 2019-05-09

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-10

Canada 2019-05-12

Victoria, Canada 2019-05-12

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-05-12

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-12

Erin, Canada 2019-05-12

Haute-Aboujagane, Canada 2019-05-12

Ottawa, Canada 2019-05-12

Middle Village, US 2019-05-13



Name Location Date

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-13

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-13

Fredericton, Canada 2019-05-13

Rothesay, Canada 2019-05-13

Fredericton, Canada 2019-05-13

Orangeville, Canada 2019-05-13

Belleville, Canada 2019-05-13

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-14

Montréal, Canada 2019-05-14

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-14

Canada 2019-05-14

Dieppe, Canada 2019-05-14

Weston, Canada 2019-05-14

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-15

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-15

Woodstock, Canada 2019-05-15

Stoney Creek, Canada 2019-05-15

Miramichi, Canada 2019-05-15

Calgary, Canada 2019-05-15

moncton, Canada 2019-05-16

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-16

Dieppe, Canada 2019-05-16



Name Location Date

Thornhill, Canada 2019-05-17

Shelburne, Canada 2019-05-17

Shediac, Canada 2019-05-17

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-17

Tracadie, Canada 2019-05-17

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-17

Kingston, Canada 2019-05-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17

Kitchener, Canada 2019-05-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17

Mississauga, ON, Canada 2019-05-17

Ingersoll, Canada 2019-05-17

Montreal, Canada 2019-05-17

London, Canada 2019-05-17

Calgary, Canada 2019-05-17

Burlington, Canada 2019-05-17

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-05-17

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-05-17

Brampton, Canada 2019-05-17

Hamilton, Canada 2019-05-17

Brampton, Canada 2019-05-17



Name Location Date

Delta, Canada 2019-05-17

Hamilton, Canada 2019-05-17

Iona Prince Edward Island, Canada 2019-05-17

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-17

Chetwynd, Canada 2019-05-17

Markham, Canada 2019-05-17

North York, Canada 2019-05-17

Stony Plain, Alberta, Canada 2019-05-17

Plantagenet, Canada 2019-05-17

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-05-17

Orillia, Canada 2019-05-17

Milton, Canada 2019-05-17

West elowna, Canada 2019-05-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-17

toronto, Canada 2019-05-17

Guelph, Canada 2019-05-17

Thompson, Canada 2019-05-17

Etobicoke, Canada 2019-05-17

St catharines, Canada 2019-05-17

Vaughan, Canada 2019-05-17

Ottawa, Canada 2019-05-17

Pitt meadows, Canada 2019-05-17



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2019-05-17

Edmonton, Canada 2019-05-17

toronto, Canada 2019-05-17

Mississauga, Canada 2019-05-17

Riverview, Canada 2019-05-17

Etobicoke, Canada 2019-05-17

Hillsburgh, ON, Canada 2019-05-17

Victoria, Canada 2019-05-18

London, Canada 2019-05-18

North York, Canada 2019-05-18

Chicago, Illinois, US 2019-05-21

Vancouver, Canada 2019-05-22

Waubaushene, Canada 2019-05-22

Wrentham, Massachusetts, US 2019-05-23

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-23

York, Canada 2019-05-23

Scotsburn, Nova Scotia, Canada 2019-05-24

Bedfors, Canada 2019-05-24

Windsor, Canada 2019-05-25

Murray Corner, Canada 2019-05-25

Sackville, Canada 2019-05-25

Amherst, Canada 2019-05-25



Name Location Date

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-05-26

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-26

Moncton, Canada 2019-05-26

Minden, Canada 2019-05-27

Johnston point, Canada 2019-05-27

Chilliwack, Canada 2019-05-28

Toronto, Canada 2019-05-28

Alix, Canada 2019-05-31

birmingham, US 2019-06-03

US 2019-06-03

Moncton, Canada 2019-06-03

Hamburg, US 2019-06-03

Bentonville, US 2019-06-03

Escondido, California, US 2019-06-03

Orleans, Canada 2019-06-04

Seattle, Washington, US 2019-06-05

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-06-05

Hamilton, Canada 2019-06-06

Quispamsis, Canada 2019-06-08

St.Catharines, Canada 2019-06-08

Victoria, Canada 2019-06-09

Mississauga, Canada 2019-06-16



Name Location Date

Truro, Canada 2019-07-03

Delta, Canada 2019-07-05

Harwood, Canada 2019-07-06

Campbell River, Canada 2019-07-06

UK 2019-07-06

Moscow, US 2019-07-06

Montreal, Canada 2019-07-06

UK 2019-07-06

Chester, US 2019-07-06

Collingwood, Canada 2019-07-06

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-07-06

Trenton, Canada 2019-07-06

Beaumont, Canada 2019-07-06

Sutton, UK 2019-07-06

Endicott, US 2019-07-07

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-07-07

Bentonville, US 2019-07-07

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-07-07

Seattle, US 2019-07-07

Bronx, US 2019-07-07

Stouffville, Canada 2019-07-07

Mississauga, Canada 2019-07-07



Name Location Date

Hamilton, Canada 2019-07-07

montreal, Canada 2019-07-07

Vancouver, Canada 2019-07-07

Lakeland, US 2019-07-07

Sydney, Canada 2019-07-07

Orleans, Canada 2019-07-07

Manchester, UK 2019-07-07

Calgary, Canada 2019-07-07

London, Canada 2019-07-07

Edmonton, Canada 2019-07-07

Stratford, Canada 2019-07-07

SKELMERSDALE, UK 2019-07-07

thetford mines, Canada 2019-07-08

Surrey, Canada 2019-07-08

Kamloops, Canada 2019-07-08

Toronto, Canada 2019-07-08

Irvine, US 2019-07-08

Preston, UK 2019-07-08

Seattle, US 2019-07-08

French River, Canada 2019-07-08

St. John's, Canada 2019-07-08

Calgary, AB, Canada 2019-07-08



Name Location Date

Windsor, Canada 2019-07-08

Camberwell, UK 2019-07-08

Caraquet, Canada 2019-07-08

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-07-10

Buffalo, US 2019-07-10

St Catharines, Canada 2019-07-17

Kentville, Canada 2019-08-02

Amherst, Canada 2019-08-10

Colchester, Canada 2019-08-10

Pictou, Canada 2019-08-10

Halifax, Canada 2019-08-10

Stellarton, Canada 2019-08-10

trenton, Canada 2019-08-10

Joliette, Canada 2019-08-10

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-08-10

Canada 2019-08-10

Nova scotia, Canada 2019-08-10

Pictou landing, Canada 2019-08-10

Enfield, Canada 2019-08-10

Pictoulanding, Canada 2019-08-10

Trenton, Canada 2019-08-10

Orlando, US 2019-08-10



Name Location Date

Canada 2019-08-10

Hollywood, US 2019-08-10

Mississauga, Canada 2019-08-10

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-08-10

Aurora, Canada 2019-08-10

Kitchener, Canada 2019-08-10

Mississauga, Canada 2019-08-10

Burlington, Canada 2019-08-10

Seraing, Belgium 2019-08-10

Antigonish, Canada 2019-08-10

Mayotte 2019-08-10

Westville, Canada 2019-08-10

Kanata, Canada 2019-08-10

Evesham, UK 2019-08-10

Atlanta, US 2019-08-10

Taylor, US 2019-08-10

Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-10

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-08-10

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-08-10

Calgary, Canada 2019-08-10

Shawville, Canada 2019-08-10

New Glasgow, Canada 2019-08-10



Name Location Date

Pictou, Canada 2019-08-10

Stellarton, Canada 2019-08-10

Toronto, Canada 2019-08-10

Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-10

Halifax, Canada 2019-08-10

Aurora high, Canada 2019-08-10

Prince George, Canada 2019-08-10

Canada 2019-08-10

Montréal, Canada 2019-08-10

Boldon, UK 2019-08-10

pictou, Canada 2019-08-10

Montreal, Canada 2019-08-10

Windsor, Canada 2019-08-10

Victoria, Canada 2019-08-10

Blackpool, UK 2019-08-10

Murfreesboro, US 2019-08-10

Brampton, Canada 2019-08-10

Torbay, Canada 2019-08-10

boucherville, Canada 2019-08-11

Golden, Canada 2019-08-11

Jacksonville, Florida, US 2019-08-11

British Columbia, Canada 2019-08-11



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2019-08-11

London, UK 2019-08-11

surrey, UK 2019-08-11

Caribou, Canada 2019-08-11

Westville, Canada 2019-08-11

Honolulu, US 2019-08-11

Georgeville, Canada 2019-08-12

Trenton, Canada 2019-08-12

Montague, Canada 2019-08-12

Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-15

London, Canada 2019-08-15

White Rock, Canada 2019-08-15

Rothesay, Canada 2019-08-16

Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-16

Halifax, Canada 2019-08-17

Mumbai, India 2019-08-18

California, US 2019-08-23

Antigonish,nova scotia, Canada 2019-08-28

Simpsonville, US 2019-08-29

Comox, Canada 2019-08-29

Chilliwack, Canada 2019-08-29

Nashua, US 2019-08-29



Name Location Date

Margate, UK 2019-08-29

Bathurst, Canada 2019-08-29

Regina, Canada 2019-08-29

Gatineau, Canada 2019-08-29

Lancaster, US 2019-08-29

Hamilton, Canada 2019-08-29

Calgary, Canada 2019-08-29

Palatka, US 2019-08-29

Warrington, UK 2019-08-29

Didcot, UK 2019-08-29

Ramsbottom, UK 2019-08-29

Montréal, Canada 2019-08-29

Knoxville, US 2019-08-29

Gilbert, US 2019-08-29

Rutherglen, UK 2019-08-29

vero beach, US 2019-08-29

London, UK 2019-08-29

Walkerton, Canada 2019-08-29

Glasgow, UK 2019-08-29

Canada 2019-08-29

Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-29

Asheville, US 2019-08-29



Name Location Date

Canada 2019-08-30

Montreal, Canada 2019-08-30

Wetaskiwin, Canada 2019-08-30

North Milton, Canada 2019-08-30

Little Rock, US 2019-08-30

London, UK 2019-08-30

Simpsonville, US 2019-08-30

Saint-jean-sur-richelieu, Canada 2019-08-30

Woodstock, Canada 2019-08-30

Brantford, Canada 2019-08-30

Fresno, US 2019-08-30

Rochdale, UK 2019-08-30

Toronto, Canada 2019-08-30

Grimsby, Canada 2019-08-30

Peterborough, Canada 2019-08-30

Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-30

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-08-30

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-08-30

Toronto, Canada 2019-08-30

St-Eugène, Canada 2019-08-30

Denton, US 2019-08-30

manchester, UK 2019-08-30



Name Location Date

Thunder Bay, Canada 2019-08-30

Dunsford, Canada 2019-08-30

Burlington, Canada 2019-08-30

Frome, UK 2019-08-30

Ottawa, Canada 2019-08-30

Toronto, Canada 2019-08-30

Lac-Etchemin, Canada 2019-08-30

Burnaby, Canada 2019-08-30

Maple, Canada 2019-08-30

New Westminster, Canada 2019-08-30

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-08-30

Etobicoke, Canada 2019-08-30

Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-30

Cambridge, Canada 2019-08-30

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-08-30

Vancouver, Canada 2019-08-30

Parksville, Canada 2019-08-30

West Chester, US 2019-08-30

Kingston, Canada 2019-08-30

Oakville, Canada 2019-08-31

South croydon, UK 2019-08-31

Brampton, Canada 2019-08-31



Name Location Date

BRISTOL, UK 2019-08-31

kitchener, Canada 2019-08-31

Gorseinon, UK 2019-08-31

Gatineau, Canada 2019-09-01

Burlington, Canada 2019-09-01

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-09-02

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-03

Lunenburg, Canada 2019-09-04

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-09-04

Calgary, Canada 2019-09-05

Mira Gut, Canada 2019-09-05

Montréal, Canada 2019-09-05

Roermond, Netherlands 2019-09-05

Midlothian, Virginia, US 2019-09-05

Campbell River, Canada 2019-09-06

Trenton, Canada 2019-09-06

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-06

Calgary, Canada 2019-09-06

Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-09-06

Hamilton, Canada 2019-09-06

Sheffield, UK 2019-09-06

Chatham, UK 2019-09-06



Name Location Date

Tucson, US 2019-09-06

Creston, Canada 2019-09-06

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-09-06

Courtenay, Canada 2019-09-06

Northampton, UK 2019-09-06

Salford, UK 2019-09-06

Hudson Heights, Canada 2019-09-06

Edmonton, Canada 2019-09-07

Maidstone, UK 2019-09-07

Lakewood, US 2019-09-07

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-09-07

Jersey City, US 2019-09-07

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-07

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-07

Quebec, Canada 2019-09-07

Rainham, UK 2019-09-07

UK 2019-09-07

Comox, Canada 2019-09-07

Edmonton, Canada 2019-09-07

Canada 2019-09-07

Embree, Canada 2019-09-07

Montréal, Canada 2019-09-07



Name Location Date

Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-07

Coquitlam, Canada 2019-09-07

London, Canada 2019-09-07

Quebec, Canada 2019-09-07

Oka, Canada 2019-09-07

Laval, Canada 2019-09-07

Moose Jaw, Canada 2019-09-08

Sherwood Park, Canada 2019-09-08

Airdrie, Canada 2019-09-08

Abbotsford, Canada 2019-09-08

Workington, UK 2019-09-08

London, UK 2019-09-08

Newmarket, Canada 2019-09-08

Pompano Beach, US 2019-09-08

Ottawa, Canada 2019-09-08

Chorley, UK 2019-09-08

Stratford, Canada 2019-09-08

Chicago, US 2019-09-08

Magog, Canada 2019-09-08

scarborough, UK 2019-09-08

Calgary, Canada 2019-09-08

Molesey, UK 2019-09-08



Name Location Date

Montréal, Canada 2019-09-08

Honolulu, US 2019-09-08

Deep River, Canada 2019-09-09

Thornhill, Canada 2019-09-09

Montreal, Canada 2019-09-09

Bronx, New York, US 2019-09-09

Markham, Canada 2019-09-09

Guelph, Canada 2019-09-09

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-09-09

San Jose, US 2019-09-09

A, UK 2019-09-09

Tongland, UK 2019-09-09

Waxhaw, US 2019-09-09

Findlay, US 2019-09-09

Towson, US 2019-09-09

Victoria, Canada 2019-09-09

Katy, US 2019-09-09

Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-09

Langley, Canada 2019-09-09

Mississauga, Canada 2019-09-09

Manchester, UK 2019-09-09

Boynton Beach, US 2019-09-09



Name Location Date

Featherstone, UK 2019-09-09

Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-10

Burlington, Canada 2019-09-10

Cayuga, Canada 2019-09-10

Duck lake, Canada 2019-09-10

Orlando, US 2019-09-10

US 2019-09-10

Florida, US 2019-09-11

Modesto, US 2019-09-12

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-12

Walton on Thames, UK 2019-09-12

Waterloo, Canada 2019-09-12

London, UK 2019-09-12

Kula, Hawaii, US 2019-09-12

Victoria, Canada 2019-09-13

Raynes Park, UK 2019-09-13

surrey, Canada 2019-09-13

Batg, UK 2019-09-13

London, UK 2019-09-13

Londyn, UK 2019-09-13

Manchester, UK 2019-09-13

Thurso, UK 2019-09-13



Name Location Date

Exeter, UK 2019-09-13

Peterborough, UK 2019-09-13

Longjumeau, France 2019-09-14

westville, Canada 2019-09-16

Wolfville, Canada 2019-09-16

Montréal, Canada 2019-09-16

Niagara Falls, Canada 2019-09-17

Yorkton, Canada 2019-09-17

Calgary, Canada 2019-09-17

Bancroft, Canada 2019-09-17

Guelph, Canada 2019-09-17

Essex, UK 2019-09-17

Surrey, Canada 2019-09-17

UK 2019-09-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-17

Pacquet, Canada 2019-09-17

Phoenix, US 2019-09-17

Aurora, Canada 2019-09-17

Morin-Heights, Canada 2019-09-17

Richmond Hill, Canada 2019-09-18

Kingston, Canada 2019-09-18

Malibu, US 2019-09-18



Name Location Date

Grand Falls, Canada 2019-09-18

Surrey, Canada 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Reading, UK 2019-09-18

Kingston Upon Thames, UK 2019-09-18

Wanstead, UK 2019-09-18

Moncton, Canada 2019-09-18

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2019-09-18

port charlotte, US 2019-09-18

Warrington, UK 2019-09-18

Cressing, UK 2019-09-18

Harrogate, UK 2019-09-18

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-09-18

Belair, MB, Canada 2019-09-18

Port Dover, Canada 2019-09-18

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-09-18

Surrey, Canada 2019-09-18

Edmonton, Canada 2019-09-18

Shaw, UK 2019-09-18

Calgary, Canada 2019-09-18

Sheffield, UK 2019-09-18

SUDBURY, Canada 2019-09-18



Name Location Date

Manchester, UK 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Bronx, US 2019-09-18

Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-18

Newmarket, Canada 2019-09-18

Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-18

Reading, UK 2019-09-18

Calgary, Canada 2019-09-18

A city, Canada 2019-09-18

Hoffman Estates, US 2019-09-18

Kenosha, US 2019-09-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-18

Huntsville, Canada 2019-09-18

Brooklyn, US 2019-09-18

Sherwood Park, Canada 2019-09-18

Wauconda, US 2019-09-19



Name Location Date

Richmond, Canada 2019-09-19

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-19

Calgary, Canada 2019-09-19

phoenix, US 2019-09-19

Surrey, Canada 2019-09-19

UK 2019-09-19

Aldbrough Saint John, UK 2019-09-19

Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-19

Palo Alto, US 2019-09-19

Scarborough, Canada 2019-09-19

Vancouver, Canada 2019-09-19

Racine, US 2019-09-20

Aurora, Canada 2019-09-20

Gatineau, Canada 2019-09-20

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-20

Pearland, US 2019-09-20

Deep River, Canada 2019-09-20

Kitchener, Canada 2019-09-20

Basingstoke, UK 2019-09-20

timtam, Canada 2019-09-20

Blyth, UK 2019-09-20

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-20



Name Location Date

Stuart, US 2019-09-20

Liverpool, UK 2019-09-20

Whitby, Canada 2019-09-21

Regina, Canada 2019-09-21

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-09-21

Botwood, Canada 2019-09-21

Kelowna, Canada 2019-09-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-21

Laurens, US 2019-09-25

Airdrie, Canada 2019-09-25

Burlington, Canada 2019-09-25

Columbus, US 2019-09-25

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-25

Orangeville, Canada 2019-09-25

US 2019-09-25

Midhurst, Canada 2019-09-25

Canada 2019-09-26

Maple Ridge, Canada 2019-09-26

London, UK 2019-09-26

Germantown, US 2019-09-26

Burnaby, Canada 2019-09-26

Edenbridge, UK 2019-09-26



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2019-09-26

Burlington, US 2019-09-29

Phoenix, Arizona, US 2019-10-01

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-02

Haverhill, UK 2019-10-02

Ilfracombe, England, UK 2019-10-04

Leusden, Netherlands 2019-10-11

Canada 2019-10-16

Kitchener, Canada 2019-10-17

Chelmsford, UK 2019-10-17

Richmond, Canada 2019-10-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-17

Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-17

Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-17

Pictou, Canada 2019-10-17

West Columbia, South Carolina, US 2019-10-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-17

Mississauga, Canada 2019-10-17

Pickering, Canada 2019-10-17

Longwood, US 2019-10-17

Grandview, US 2019-10-17

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-17



Name Location Date

Surrey, Canada 2019-10-17

Chesterfield, UK 2019-10-17

Surrey, Canada 2019-10-17

Sherbrooke, Canada 2019-10-17

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-10-17

London, UK 2019-10-17

Brampton, Canada 2019-10-17

Moncton, Canada 2019-10-17

Bristol, UK 2019-10-17

New York, UK 2019-10-17

Taunton, US 2019-10-17

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-10-17

Croydon, UK 2019-10-17

Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-17

Aldwick, UK 2019-10-17

Nappanee, US 2019-10-18

Moncton, Canada 2019-10-18

Oshawa, Canada 2019-10-18

Tangier, Canada 2019-10-18

Surrey, Canada 2019-10-18

Hillsburgh, Canada 2019-10-18

PLAYA DEL REY, US 2019-10-18



Name Location Date

Saint-sauveur, Canada 2019-10-18

London, Canada 2019-10-18

Calgary, Canada 2019-10-18

Corby, UK 2019-10-18

Maidstone, UK 2019-10-18

Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada 2019-10-18

Corner Brook NL, Canada 2019-10-18

Kingston, Canada 2019-10-18

Valparaiso, US 2019-10-18

Saint Catharines, Canada 2019-10-18

Surry,Bc, Canada 2019-10-18

Field, Canada 2019-10-18

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-18

Canada 2019-10-18

Huntingtown, US 2019-10-18

Ottawa, Canada 2019-10-18

Aurora, US 2019-10-18

2019-10-21

Stratford, Canada 2019-10-21

Parksville, Canada 2019-10-21

London, UK 2019-10-21

Etobicoke, Canada 2019-10-21



Name Location Date

Calgary, Canada 2019-10-21

Mascouche, Canada 2019-10-21

Chilliwack, Canada 2019-10-21

Montréal, Canada 2019-10-21

Wasaga Beach, Canada 2019-10-21

Kamloops, Canada 2019-10-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-21

Englewood, Colorado, US 2019-10-21

Fenelon Falls, Canada 2019-10-21

Burnaby, Canada 2019-10-21

Port Saint Lucie, US 2019-10-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-21

toronto, Canada 2019-10-21

Langley, Canada 2019-10-21

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-21

Englewood, Colorado, US 2019-10-21

Kerrobert, Canada 2019-10-22

ottawa, Canada 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Fort McMurray, Canada 2019-10-22

Canada 2019-10-22

Timmins, Canada 2019-10-22



Name Location Date

Spirit River, Canada 2019-10-22

St. Albert, Canada 2019-10-22

Markham, Canada 2019-10-22

Livonia, Michigan, US 2019-10-22

St. Albert, Canada 2019-10-22

Caroline, Alberta, Canada 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

La Crete, Canada 2019-10-22

Cwmbran, UK 2019-10-22

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-10-22

Isle of Wight, UK 2019-10-22

Winnipeg, Canada 2019-10-22

Hempstead, UK 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

kimberly, Canada 2019-10-22

Watford, UK 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Calgary, Canada 2019-10-22

Lethbridge, Canada 2019-10-22

Barnwell, Canada 2019-10-22

Fort Walton Beach, US 2019-10-22



Name Location Date

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Woodbridge, Canada 2019-10-22

Bangor, UK 2019-10-22

Stoke-on-trent, UK 2019-10-22

Two Hills, Canada 2019-10-22

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-22

Canada 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Cayley, Canada 2019-10-22

Montreal, Canada 2019-10-22

Wainwright, Canada 2019-10-22

Okotoks, Canada 2019-10-22

De Winton, Canada 2019-10-22

Doncaster, UK 2019-10-22

Bracebridge, Canada 2019-10-22

Valleyview, Canada 2019-10-22

calgary, Canada 2019-10-22

Saint Leonards, UK 2019-10-22

Murfreesburo, US 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Brooks, Canada 2019-10-22

Montréal, Canada 2019-10-22



Name Location Date

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Oshawa, Canada 2019-10-22

Bryan, US 2019-10-22

Nutt's Corner, UK 2019-10-22

Omaha, US 2019-10-22

Innisfil, ON, Canada 2019-10-22

Lethbridge, Canada 2019-10-22

Hammersmith, UK 2019-10-22

Hamilton, Canada 2019-10-22

Saskatoon, Canada 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-22

Medicine Hat, Canada 2019-10-22

O'Leary, Canada 2019-10-23

Saint John, Canada 2019-10-23

Dearborn Heights, US 2019-10-23

Mount Pearl, Canada 2019-10-23

Medicine Hat, Canada 2019-10-23

Canada 2019-10-23

Miami, US 2019-10-23

Vancouver, Canada 2019-10-23



Name Location Date

South Shields, UK 2019-10-23

Saint John's, Canada 2019-10-23

Charlottetown, Canada 2019-10-23

Poole, UK 2019-10-23

Calgary, Canada 2019-10-23

Miami, US 2019-10-23

Prince George, Canada 2019-10-23

Sudbury, Canada 2019-10-23

Edmonton, Canada 2019-10-23

Parkland County, Canada 2019-10-23

okotoks, Canada 2019-10-23

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-23

Antigonish, Canada 2019-10-25

Epinay sur orge, France 2019-10-26

Dartmouth, Canada 2019-10-28



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca; ceaa.northernpulp.acee@ceaa-acee.gc.ca
Subject: Comments from People who Support NO PIPE in the Strait
Date: November 1, 2019 12:01:41 PM
Attachments: petition_comments.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Hello Minister Wilson,

Please see the attached pdf for thousands of comments of people who have concerns about
an effluent pipe in the Strait.  These people are land owners, community members,
commercial fishers, tourists, children etc.  Their is broad public concern about this ETF
proposal

Sincerely,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca
mailto:ceaa.northernpulp.acee@ceaa-acee.gc.ca



Recipient: Minister Environment of Nova Scotia, Minister McKenna, Jonathan Wilkinson


Letter: Greetings,


Minister Miller, Minister Wilkinson and Minister McKenna,


Today we have dozens of rivers that dump into the Northumberland Strait
not counting tributaries. The Strait is a main passage for our a lot of marine
species including Waterfowl. It is a place for them to feed, rest and live.
However all this is at major risk with the proposed 90 million litres of
effluent to be pumped into the Strait a day. The effluent at the outflow of
the pipe is going to come out at 25c in the Winter and 37c in the summer!!
(The natural water temps of the Strait reaches 15C in the summer ) These
temps will absolutely change the diversity and make up of this sensitive and
important marine ecosystem. This will increase the overall temperatures of
the Strait over time due to the high volume of effluent being pumped a day.


The Effluent is going to be fresh water. The Strait is comprised of salt water
and species that require a specific level of salinity. At a rate of 70-90 Million
litres a day, the salinity of the Strait will change as the waste continues to
accumulate over time. This will impact Wetlands, all species that use the
Strait as well as the food sources within.


The makeup of the toxic chemicals that will be part of the effluent will
also pose major threat to marine life. The communications officer for
Northern Pulp has said a few times that the current infrastructure of the
mill cannot handle the new proposed effluent makeup because it will be to
corrosive to their internal setup and that pumping it into the Strait is the
most economical option for the Mill. However, there are many scientific
documents that show the risk and harm that will come from this.


Furthermore, the effluent would contain chlorines, dioxins, metals, among
other toxic constituents and will contain 935kg of solid materials per day.
All of these can bioaccumulate, having catastrophic effects on marine life.
Laboratory studies using individual chlorinated organic compounds that
are commonly discharged from bleached pulp mills have demonstrated
effects such as deformities, as well as embryonic and larval mortalities in
fish. These chronic effects will jeopardize the future of many fish species
and damage the integrity of the ecosystem. It is documented that Dioxins
contaminate fish and shellfish because fish act like sponges for Dioxins,







accumulating them at 25,000-50,000 times the concentrations present in
their environment. It also is reported that fish species 250 miles away from
the source have been impacted.


The other obvious threat to the Strait is the colour of the water will change.
The effluent due to its makeup will change the colour at the water at the
outflow of the pipe which is positioned a few kms offshore and directly into
the Strait. At millions of litres a day, this will impact a very large area and
ultimately change the natural state of the ecosystem.


The Strait already has several large dead zones due to nutrient overloading
from many sources. It cannot handle any additional pressures. Boat
Harbour, once a very healthy estuary and wetlands is an official
environmental disaster due to the mills current waste process. The NS
Government is mandating that it be stopped by 2020 and cleaned up.
However, the option Northern Pulp came up with is to dump it into
the Northumberland Strait! We need Federal involvement and a full
Environmental Assessment completed to ensure that the proper scientific
testing is done and risks highlighted.


These are only a few points of a concern from a very long list that this pipe
will cause. Our wetlands and surrounding marine habitat are not the only
things at risk here. Atlantic Salmon, Trout, Herring, Gasperaux, Smelt, Eels,
Whales, Atlantic dolphins, Tuna, Mackerel, Striped Bass, etc etc etc all will be
impacted by high water temps, toxic chemicals, changes in salinty and water
clarity.


You can help by submitting feedback on the Environmnetal process by
sending your concerns to ea@novascotia.ca







Comments


Name Location Date Comment


Chris Kinnie Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-04-13 "I believe this is absolutely not being Good Stewards of the
environment........this should never have been the only option....for
that matter an option at all!!"


Steven Lemoine Canada 2018-04-13 "Nothing good can come of this. We need to start caring for our
oceans and coastlines."


douglas stewart Trenton, Canada 2018-04-13 "I am 100 1 % for this the plant. They make enough money to billed
the best effluent pond on their property and not pipe ont in the
harbor or strait they are cheep"


James Sutherland Burlington, Canada 2018-04-13 "#nopipe"


Brandon crowell porters lake,
Canada


2018-04-13 "We need to protect our current fishing population that we have or
we won't have it for future Generations"


William Carpan Aspen, Canada 2018-04-13 "Concern for freshwater & saltwater fisheries, aquaculture &
ecosystem."


William Walker Chester Basin,
Canada


2018-04-13 "This is a disgrace money hungry corperations cutting corners to
line there pockets."


andrew Kaiser Bickerton West,
Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-04-13 "#nopipe"


Ian Murray Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-04-13 "This mill is destroying habitat with clear cutting, spraying toxins
from the air, poisonious air pollution and dumping of toxins in
Pictou Harbour. Shut it down."


Christopher McAloney New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-04-13 "NoPIPEDon't Destroy our Fisheries!"


Andrew Nicholson Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13 "The dead zone that exists in the strait now that was created from
boat harbour outflow is very large and no fish live in that area . We
need the Feds to investigate that under section 35 of fishery act.
That would be a start . Many criminal charges could be laid already
but nothing seems to be happening"


Bob Bissett Fall River, Canada 2018-04-13 "This is not an environmentally responsible or sustainable way to
manage and operate any business. There is a complete disregard
and disrespect for our marine environment and everything living
within the ecosystem, which concerns me greatly."


Linda Titus Clementsport,
Canada


2018-04-13 "This is a disgrace. No concern for the future."


Matthew Jennings New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-04-13 "I'm signing this petition because I am fully against the pipe being
put into the straight. It will hurt the fisherman, plant workers,
buyers, helpers, tourism in the county and destroy sports fishing.







Name Location Date Comment


Salmon are already at a minimum in our rivers. Let's not ruin it even
more."


Donald McCarthy Timberlea, Canada 2018-04-13 "I been saying this for years we need help��"


Linda Geffroy New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-04-13 "Saving our waters for future generations is number one"


Sharon Grant New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-04-13 "It is not the 1960's any longer. We KNOW that marine
environments need to be protected for their sustainability, their
marine life and marine plants. Professor Oliver (oceanographer)
from Dalhousie Univ. recently reported the oceans are warming
faster than ever. There is no guarantee what will happen to the
Northumberland Strait if 70,000 million litres DAILY of 37C hot,
FRESH water effluent is piped into it on a continuous basis year after
year. Not another Boat Harbour! #nopipe!"


Chad Richardson Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13 "There’s a better way to create jobs than killing the Strait. If the Govt
doesn’t ruin legal cannabis before it gets off the ground it would be
nice to see a pulp mill turned into something more positive."


John Davis Victoria, Canada 2018-04-13 "If Northern Pulp cannot safely dispose of the effluent they should
not be allowed to produce it. There is no justification whatsoever
for putting the interests of Northern Pulp or the Nova Scotia
government before the safety, health and reproduction security
of all species indigenous to the Northumberland Strait and its
tributaries."


Diana Wallis Seaview, Pictou
County, Canada


2018-04-13 "I signed this petition because the people of Pictou County have
been abused for far too long by this mill and government(s) who
have allowed excessive toxic emissions and effluent to destroy our
land, water and air. Enough is enough, don't let this continue and
ruin our fisheries and beaches."


Donald Brown Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-13 "It is a bad Idea to pump that effluent into the strait where there is
so much fishing and tourism involved"


shelly hipson Shelburne, Canada 2018-04-13 "No pipe - and kick this company out. They are polluting our air -
water and destroying entire forests to get their pulp."


Joyce Burhoe Hunter River,
Canada


2018-04-13 "I am completely disgusted they would even consider pumping
effluent into the strait in this day and age. All the work peop.e do
to recycle, stop using poisons, unleaded gas, electric cars etc There
are plants that can be built to clean the water instead of disrupting
our ecosystem. Has anyone considered what this will do to the
beaches? The north shore of Nova Scotia and the south shore are
the warmest waters north of the Carolinas with beautiful world class
beaches...... will you still want to swim there or let your babies play
in that sand?"


Roland Pentz Wabush, Canada 2018-04-13 "The Northumberland Strait is a rare and precious aquatic
environment! Why would we as Canadians allow a foreign owned
Forestry company to pump effluient into this pristine environment?
Tell them to fix their environmental issues and stop polluting our
waters!!"
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Angelika Koch Q. Cove, Canada 2018-04-13 "Why do we risk our earth with oil at all when there are so many
other cleaner solutions at hand....Wind, tidal, solar, geothermal,
hemp...take your pick, jobs for many and ahhhh, gotta love the
smell of all that fresh air"


christopher niblett Stourbridge,
England, UK


2018-04-13 "Why are they allowed to keep poisoning people. Do no politicians
care."


Larry Shortt Lower Sackville,
Canada


2018-04-13 "If you cannot pump a sewer into a lake why would government
allow this to be done?"


Fernande Fournier Luxembourg,
Luxembourg


2018-04-13 "Certains " humains " ne sont pas en dessus de tous! C'es notre
devoir de respectez et protegez les animaux et les oceans. Eux,
aussi on le droit d'avoirs une vie saine sur ce planéte! Vous, le savez?
Prenez, votre responsabiltée ârrêtez et aidez, s.v.p. Civilisez? Bien
triste, de signez des pétitions. Merci."


Barbara Cyr Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13 "Barbara Cyr"


joanne mailman Sherbrooke,
Canada


2018-04-13 "Such a terrible idea."


David MacKinnon Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14 "I’m signing because humans suck."


john fraser NEW GLASGOW,
Canada


2018-04-14 "what will we tell the Grand children when they ask Grampa why
wont anyone eat the fish or lobsters from here , Grandma why cant
we swim in the beach , Grampa we cant sunbath on our beaches
because the sand & water stinks Grandma how come I have a hard
time to breath & my eyes burn when I am close to the water"


patrick poirier Margaree Forks,
Canada


2018-04-14 "We meed to protect our resourses. The environment is stressed as
is, and we must push for better regulations and environmental laws
to reduce the polution and stress on our land and waters"


Kelly Goodall Westville, Canada 2018-04-14 "I'm signing because I don't want the pipe #nopipe"


Daniel MacEachern Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14 "The natural environment is our most important resource."


Emily Elizabeth Porters Lake,
Canada


2018-04-14 "I’m signing because I like to eat clean and fresh fish not ones full of
chemicals."


Bartha Sjoerdsma Leeuwarden,
Netherlands


2018-04-14 "please sign&share"


alex gould Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14 "We don't know the ramifications of this and I don't want to have to
deal with the negative consequences."


Alex Gould Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14 "Don't know consequences."


Colla MacDonald Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14 "Colla Macdonald"


catherine cheneval LYON, France 2018-04-14 "PROTEGEZ LES SAUMONS DU NORD- THUMBERLAND / CANADA"
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Justin Fenton Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-04-14 "dumping waste water is not a very environmental idea mr.
"environmental" ""minister "" use your head."


Maria Van Geel Zdroisko, Poland 2018-04-14 "Getekend"


Jill Clausson-Munro Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14 "We have to protect our waters"


Lona Murphy Dartmouth, NS,
Canada


2018-04-14 "I think this is the right thing to do!"


Nick Reitmaier Oxford, Canada 2018-04-14 "Northern pulp must he stopped. They can do whatever they please"


Katharine Mott Westville, Canada 2018-04-14 "Concern about all aquatic species in the Strait"


佐々⽊ 渚 Japan 2018-04-14 "賛同"


Mj Gorman Pictou county,
Canada


2018-04-14 "It is insanity to allow pulp mill effluent into spawning, nursing and
migratory waters. Protect the environment. Don't destroy it."


Lewis Acker Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14 "Projects like this can't be allowed to ruin our water ways and
fisheries!"


Ian Howatt Prince, Canada 2018-04-14 "It's a scary world when idea's like this are seriously being
considered"


Darlene Watters Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14 "On it's own, this is a bad idea. Given who's proposing it and
backing up the "no harm to the environment" claims, and their lying
track-record, we'd be masochistic not to fight it."


Katherine
Doull-McCaul


Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-04-14 "This pipe will ruin the environment in the Northumberland Strait. It
must be stopped"


Perry Munro Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14 "Tired of this companies disregard of the environment"


Kim Marquis timberlea, Canada 2018-04-14 "I find it hard to believe that in 2018 I have to sign something like
this to force the government to protect our fisheries and ultimately
our very own health. Have we learned nothing?"


Garfield Pauley Belle River, Canada 2018-04-14 "Don't want that hot poison water being dumped in the ocean.."


william smith Powell River,
Canada


2018-04-14 "I grew up with clean clear water, our oceans face terrible
challenges already, we need to stop using our planet as a dumping
ground for unneeded profit seeking industries."


William McDougall Coventry, US 2018-04-14 "The environment is globally under attack from special interest
groups. Nova Scotia especially needs a break because it still
maintains, in many regions, that ability to maintain fragile species.
The Northumberland Strait is one of these ecosystems that needs
this special consideration."


Betty-Anne Fraser Merigomish,
Canada


2018-04-14 "Do not destroy our beauty and fishery!"


Jonathan Tullas Moncton, Canada 2018-04-14 "STAP EET!!"
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Alanna McDonald Celebration,
Florida, US


2018-04-14 "I own a summer home at Melmerby Beach."


Paul Conway Mount Uniacke,
Canada


2018-04-14 "I love my Grandkids."


Françoise SEGAIN France 2018-04-14 "I sign"


Anne May Hamilton, Canada 2018-04-15 "We need to save our fresh Trout and Salmon."


cecil pauley Montague, Canada 2018-04-15 "They must have effluent treatment in place before releasing it into
the strait"


Chuck McDow Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-04-15 "There is no reason good enough to put this area of the ocean at
risk. The track record of this mill is historically terrible and has had
enough help from the taxpayers of Nova Scotia."


Debra Storring Mount Stewart,
Canada


2018-04-15 "I care about what is done to our environment."


Debra Storring Mount Stewart,
Canada


2018-04-15 "We need to stand up and take notice of what is being done to our
environment!"


Terry Dunbrack North Sydney,
Canada


2018-04-15 "Our provincial govt has shown time and time again that they can't
handle projects at this size appropriately. They allowed Northern
Pulp, who is only tested 4 times a year, to exceed emissions for
about 4 years because they were 'working towards compliance'.
Northern Pulp used that time to set production records instead of
reducing their emissions. When the original 'world class treatment
facility' was built, they noticed how horribly bad it was after two
days after it killed all of the fish and became the worst case of
environmental racism in the province. That was 51 years ago and
still won't close for another 2 years. If that pipe goes in, I'm sure the
same logic will be in place that if we notice that it is a mistake, even
after 2 days, we will likely see that pipe continue for 50 years. And if
the company has something go on that they need to fix that makes
things worse while they 'work towards compliance', I'm sure they'll
take that opportunity to break production records over showing any
concern"


MARY SPARKS Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15 "I live on this Strait. Our waters need to be protected for our
fisheries, our tourism, and our people. In 2018 it is unthinkable to
pollute the water (and our air), like a third world country."


Craig Sullivan Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-04-15 "Waste heat dumping will affect the marine ecosystem. Use a
cooling tower."


carl burke Petitcodiac,
Canada


2018-04-15 "our environment is more important than paper"


Maureen Thompson Fort McMurray,
Canada


2018-04-15 "Maureen Thompson"


ORLANE LEFEBVRE TOURCOING,
France


2018-04-15 "La pêche n a rien d un sport ce n est qu une autre façon de
nommer la maltraitance animale signé et ptg svp"
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Darrin Moran Moncton, New
Brunswick, Canada


2018-04-15 "Our Province needs us to protect it and it’s ecosystems. There is
another way to do what they want to accomplish. Take the time and
figure that out without destroying ecosystems and habitat."


Cindy Cyr Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada


2018-04-16 "We have to start paying more attention to our land and water
instead of the money."


Drew Boulton Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-04-16 "I enjoy the outdoors and love my province and community!"


Nick Burrell Berwick, Canada 2018-04-16 "Signed"


Susan LeBlanc Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16 "We need to protect our waters. NO PIPE!!!!"


Tara Pettipas Westville, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-04-16 "This is a crime against humanity! And we will pay!!"


Marilyn Hinkley Halifax, Canada 2018-04-16 "Really good cause!"


joan farrar Saint Peters,
Canada


2018-04-16 "absolute LUNACY to pump all that CRAP into the Strait."


Shirley McAllister Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-04-16 "I don't want the same damage done to the east coast that has been
done west."


Mary Creeden-Redan Kissimmee, Florida,
US


2018-04-17 "I support marine life!"


Northumberland
Strait Sportfishing
Association


Canada 2018-04-17 "1000 + signatures!! Thanks for great feedback and continue to
share.Here is a great article on Bleach Kraft Effluent and Marine Life.
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf"


Steven Baker New Ross, Canada 2018-04-17 "Steven Baker"


Ruthe Macaulay Little Narrows,
Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-04-17 "Our fishing industry, & tourism brings far more $ into this province
then Northern Pulp. Environmental issues need to be appropriately
addressed. It’s time to clean up toxic pollution in this province."


Dean Charron Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-04-17 "Why on earth would anyone allow this to happen."


Paul Strome Chéticamp, Canada 2018-04-17 "This should be illegal in Canada because it will poison our offshore
waters with effluent from a mill that has not followed environmental
laws for decades. Shame on our government."


Matt Chisholm Canada 2018-04-18 "I am signing this because the proposal to pump 90 million litres of
effluent a day into the Northumberland Strait is unacceptable."


Betsy Jardine Orangedale,
Canada


2018-04-18 "I'm signing because this is something that can be changed."


Tina Poirier Salt Springs, NS,
Canada


2018-04-18 "An effluent pipe would be a crime and a travesty! Very adverse
effects for fishermen, home and cottage owners along the shore
and beach goers."
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Evelyn Mann Halifax , NS,
Canada


2018-04-18 "Ingnore our environment at our peril!"


Cliff Esler Grand Etang, NS,
Canada


2018-04-18 "Did they hire Scott Pruitt to consult on this, or what? Over-the-top
insanity!"


Emily Heffernan Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-18 "Let's keep our waters and fishing industry safe!"


Michael Feiner Pictou Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-04-18 "#nopipe period. End of story."


Tom Caldwell New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-04-18 "The resource in our waters should be protected from dumping
waste of any nature"


Derek Power Stratford P.E.I.,
Canada


2018-04-18 "Do not even think of this happening we are not Montreal."


Deborah Hayward Mabou, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-04-18 "Many fishermen in Atlantic Canada depend on the fisheries for
their livelihood. The damage to the ecosystem by this greed is will
kill to many already endangered species."


Lisa Nishi Mabou, Canada 2018-04-18 "As an oysterman in Mabou Harbor, featuring world renowned
oysters. The Northern Pipe effluent release is something I will
vigorously protest."


Karlene McAree Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-04-18 "Brought up in a fishing family"


Donald Wilson Tatamagouche,
Canada


2018-04-18 "The combined value of these fisheries is in the Millions of dollars
which supports about 7100 fisher persons in the Gulf . Compare this
with only about 300 employed by the Pulp Mill ."


kevin gestrich vero beach,
Florida, US


2018-04-19 "Because of the unthinkable,poorly imagined ,and horridly
demeaning slap in the face of species that 'dont speak
english'...human beings were made,to demonstrate high
intelligence; what happened ? Its akin to saying "We dont care about
Life!" . The fish,that i kill, to provide sustanence,are dispatched with
prayers and blessings...this is wholesale ,Godless greed, for "the
Love of money, is at the root of all evil...." Must stop !"


Angela Giles Three Fathom
Harbour, Canada


2018-04-19 "Northern Pulp must stop polluting, whether that be in Boat
Harbour / Pictou Landing, or in the Strait! Enough. #NoPipe"


Rene Halden Donkin, Canada 2018-04-19 "I believe that our environment and diversity of fish and wild life is
more important than the profits of corporations."


Laura Browne Wallace, Canada 2018-04-19 "I care about protecting our natural environment for future
generations!"


Elizabeth MacLeod Herring Cove,
Canada


2018-04-19 "What a disgusting thing to do to this beautiful area and the natural
environment. Toxic, deplorable."


Yvon Theriault Upper Tantallon,
Canada


2018-04-19 "Stop polluting the waters"
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Dr John O'Connor Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada


2018-04-20 "I’ve seen and smelled the damage Northern Pulp is responsible
for, and am aware of the health impacts in Pictou Lansing. Stop this
now!"


Kendall McCulloch Schomberg,
Canada


2018-04-23 "The livelihood of fishermen and their or I should out fishing ground
are worth more than that plant will ever be , the plant has already
destroyed tourism in the area , were they should be swamped with
people whating to visit and enjoy thief waterfront"


Amberlee Boulton Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-23 "We need to protect our land and water. This is unacceptable."


helen sinclair Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24 "I’ve seen the destruction to the environment in the bays and
inlets this where this company spued their poison. A pipe further
into the strait would destroy beaches, our fish,oysters etc and is
Unacceptable . They hold jobs as ransom! Never liked their presence
or their stink"


Elaine Becker Roanoke, Virginia,
US


2018-04-25 "We MUST save species for future generations!"


Dena Harvie Halifax, Canada 2018-04-26 "I care"


john fraser NEW GLASGOW,
Canada


2018-04-26 "Northern Pulp has gone too long disrespecting our forests , waters
,&people"


Linda Murphy-Bilek SAntigonish, N.S.,
Canada


2018-04-26 "L"


Joseph Hallam Berwick, Canada 2018-04-26 "I know its a huge subject and this place provides a lot of jobs but
we have to start taking a serious look at our environmental impacts
rather than just saying yes to money and comfort. NOPIPE"


Anne
Kwasnik-Krawczyk


Kings Head,
Canada


2018-04-27 "I too am very concerned about the safety and doing everything we
can to protect our waters . We have too much at stake to not take
this seriously ."


Maxine Krawczyk Warsaw, Poland 2018-04-27 "I care about my home."


Pamela Rubin Halifax, Canada 2018-04-27 "Nova Scotia forests should not be a toilet paper farm for China or
anywhere. Our water is not a toxic dump. Northern Pulp your day is
over."


Stacey Rudderham Fall River, Canada 2018-04-27 "Too much is at risk and the evidence of risk is overwhelming
after 51 years. Dead zones and the lack of accountability or real
enforcement in Nova Scotia for industries that don't put human life
and the environment first."


josie green trenton, Canada 2018-04-27 "I want clean air, water and land free of mill pollution!"


Donna Collins Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27 "Because we need to protect our marine environment, the fishery
and tourism industries that this effluent pipe will destroy."


Patricia Craig Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27 "I am deeply disturbed that such a disasterous option would even
be considered!! Pat Craig"
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Brenna MacDonald Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-27 "We shouldn't be going backwards in how we treat the environment.
We have one earth, we shouldn't be taking shortcuts because they
cost less. There is always a better way. It's 2018, haven't we learned
by now?"


Bernice Langille New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-04-27 "Northern Pulp is an environmental disaster and the worst part
is that the government of NS keeps handing them millions and
millions of the taxpayers money to keep going. It's absolutely
shameful."


Paula Foley Miramichi, Canada 2018-04-27 "We know better. We can do better."


Elizabeth Copeland Sackville, Canada 2018-04-27 "Water is life."


Donna Thompson New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-04-27 "I am very concerned! It just doesn't make sense to dump millions
of litres of toxic waste into our ocean. Our ocean will become an
environmental disaster! Also my family's livelihood is at stake if the
the oceans fish stocks are destroyed. Why are there different rules
for different government departments? If I were to do any type of
work near a river I would have to install a barrier around the river to
protect it! Why not protect our oceans!"


Trevor Betts Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-04-28 "This whole idea of pumping pulp mill waste water full of chemicals
into a delicate ecosystem that many in the area cherish and rely
upon for their livelihoods is absolute insanity. I WANT THIS ENTIRE
MILL OPERATION SHUT DOWN IMMEDIATELY!!!!"


Andrea Somers Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "No job is worth ruining our environment!"


Jeff Byrnes Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "It is fucking ridiculous how all technology changes yet the oil/car
industry stays the same. Oil is destroying our planet. Green energy
is the only way. Save the planet. And might I add, go vegan!"


Tracy Gallant Hunter River,
Canada


2018-04-28 "I 'm opposed to the Northern Pulp's Effluent Pipe being placed in
the Northumberland Strait. The water of the gulf, the strait and the
the Atlantic are not a limitless dumping ground for corporations.
Marine ecosystems and and the species they support are already
stressed and threatened."


Janice Nicholson Mount Uniacke,
Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-04-28 "Dumping toxic waste in the Northumberland Strait will create an
environmental disaster that will affect fisheries and tourism. Time
to realize our environment is precious and make protecting it a
priority."


Jane Affleck Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "To allow the effluent from a NS pulp & paper mill to flow untreated
into the Strait is to disregard the forms of life living in this body of
water and to say that once again, the economic bottom line of one
industry supercedes any other consideration. This is short-sighted
thinking. My family has had a summer property for decades on the
south shore of PEI, and we have already seen an increase in the
water temperature, and a concomitant alteration to the diversity
of species, as a result of climate change. The temperatures of the
effluent will further affect this. But of course the toxicity of the
effluent is another concern. Fish & seafood stocks will be affected,
as well as the livelihoods of fishers. I also wonder if the water will
be safe to swim in... some days frothy bubbles wash up on shore as
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a result of who knows what effluent already in the water. Will my
nephew's children, 35 years from now, have to swim in a pool rather
than the ocean...?"


Ken Edwards Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "This is sociopathic behaviour given our present day understanding
of the consequences of these actions."


James Mallov Truro, Canada 2018-04-28 "I do not trust this government to take adequate precautions to
protect our water."


Marney Simmons Linden, Canada 2018-04-28 "I'm signing because I believe in keeping all our waterways clean
which means free of ALL pollutants - pulp mill waste, plastics,
pesticide runoff - in short, anything that does not belong in water. I
want to eat clean, unadulterated fish and sea plants."


Elizabeth Greene Kingston, Canada 2018-04-28 "Don't let the waters be poisoned for the mill's convenience."


cynthia young Pictou, Canada 2018-04-28 "It is unacceptable to poison the water, the people,the fish and all
other species that live in or depend upon the Northumberland Strait
!"


Paul Jenkinson Abbotsford,
Canada


2018-04-28 "The pipe is The Mills attempt at an inexpensive ( cheap) solution to
treat their effluent. No pipe/ better waste management on the mill
site."


Glynis Ross Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "it's the responsible thing to do"


Tara Pettipas Westville, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-04-28 "We all deserve clean air and water. I love my beaches. I don’t
believe our government is acting in our best interest; I believe they
are acting on money in there pockets!"


curtis lelacheur Truro, Canada 2018-04-29 "I want a clean future for our kids"


Julie Bennington Truro, Canada 2018-04-29 "We need to stop destroying our planet."


Bernadette Campbell Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-04-29 "A healthy Strait serves all species in this region!"


Joan O'Connor Sydney, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-04-29 "CBRM must treat all sewage waste ( and pay the price to do so) but
the big company can dump chemicals which will mix with other toxic
chemicals, creating new ones, into the gulf? You're going to kill a lot
of fish & people to save money for one industry? Please wake up!"


Damian Welsh Guysborough,
Canada


2018-04-29 "This is wrong on so many levels."


Mike LITTLE Canada 2018-04-29 "ask them to dump in their own backyard!!!! how many jobs and
lives-both human and animal will this KILL."


catherine korpan N Falls, Canada 2018-04-29 "Please stop � this from happening!!!"


Adele Stokoe Truro, Canada 2018-04-29 "Let’s hope the petition has some impact."


wanda boudreau Halton Hills,
Canada


2018-04-29 "Save the North Cumberland Sraight JUST SAY NO"
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Nicole MacKenzie Pictou, Canada 2018-04-29 "This proposal needs to be rejected if the Provincial government
can not do it because their hands are held captive by Northern Pulp
then send it to Federal Government. If proper science is looked at
and not decision based science than it will be rejected. There is to
much at risk and to much harm will be done if this is allowed to
proceed."


Jojo Currie pictou, Canada 2018-04-30 "I want my kid to grow up and be able to enjoy the beaches, go on
fishing trips and boating adventures just like i did and i want him to
be able to be safe doing so"


Aaron Sellers Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30 "Pumping industrial discharge into waterways stopped being
acceptable back when bell bottoms and disco. That this idea is being
considered is a terrible joke."


Aaron Sellers Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30 "Pumping industrial discharge into waterways stopped being
acceptable back when bell bottoms and disco were still in style. This
is a terrible joke."


Carol Dobson Trenton Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-04-30 "Don't destroy another area with this poisonous waste water
coming from the NP Kraft Pulp Mill.We have Boat Harbour to get
cleaned up.Isn't that enough toxins to clean up in our little Pictou
Co.area???"


Amber Reding Halifax, NS, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-04-30 "I’m signing because I live in Pictou and raised there and see the
distraction this plant has caused over the years."


Robin Fleury-beecham Hove, England, UK 2018-04-30 "This pipe will kill life in the ocean, the livilhood of thousands and
our precious environment. Please stop this from happening!"


Kim Greek Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-04-30 "So tired of the narrative that we have to make this easy for the pulp
mill or they will pull out of the county. It is wrong to dump into the
waterways. It is wrong to pollute our air. It is wrong to clearcut our
forrests. We need to face the fact that this is profit driven and that
the company has no loyalty to our county. As soon as theyre done
their pillage, they will move on to other unsuspecting places to use
them up."


Christopher Chaisson St. John's, Canada 2018-04-30 "I'm signing because paper is not worth the lives of people, the
irreversible damage to the environment or the damage to peoples
livelihood."


Marsha Burke Wakefield,
Massachusetts, US


2018-04-30 "It's time to stop the polluting of our precious oceans and
waterways by greedy and shortsighted businesses."


Amber Reding Halifax, NS, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-04-30 "Destruction was the word I meant to type. This has gone on far
too long No pipe ever should be filling our straight with toxic waste.
Period"


Meg Forrest Fortrose, Scotland,
UK


2018-04-30 "Save the wildlife. Keep wild places wild. No pipeline here."


Susan Hughes Westville, Canada 2018-05-01 "To save our community"
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Daniel MacDonald New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-05-01 "If the government isn’t going to do something about this then we
have to! What a joke our minister of environment is! We should vote
someone in who actually cares about us and our health .They are
finally admitting how toxic boat harbour is. But the government
is going to let them put it in our ocean? So how can they justify
pumping these toxins into our ocean? The rest of the world is trying
to reduce emissions and here in Nova Scotia we’re living in the
Stone Age just going to pump everything into our atmosphere and
pristine waters.This pipe is going to ruin our lobster fishery and
I don’t think the fishermen will stand for it. Nor will I . I talked to
an engineer who has done projects at other pulp mills and he said
there’s definitely other options, they just don’t want to spend the
money! Don’t for one second let them make you believe this is our
only option. There’s many options, one being block the access to the
mill so they can’t operate!"


Michael Mcdonald Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01 "No pipe in the strait."


Veronica MacDonald Stellarton, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-05-01 "There are more environmentally friendly ways to dispose of this
effluent. I may be very uneducated regarding this topic, but the mill
has already destroyed boat harbour, now they want to destroy the
ocean and all that lives in it. I say NO. Spend the money to do it right
without destroying our waters."


Jami Fillier Pictou County,
Canada


2018-05-01 "Keep it clean - no pulp waste in our water!"


Holly Hutchinson Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01 "One of the the greatest passions I have is fly fishing for trout and
salmon. First is the passion and understanding of the fish itself.
Without a doubt salmon are facing difficult times due to industry,
whether it's fish farmers destroying there breeding and feeding
grounds and the cesspools of disease they create or pollution
from industry. They do not need to face another road block while
swimming to breeding grounds. Keep the pipe out of the strait."


Angela MacDonald Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01 "I love our environment, our oceans, our air !! Our tress!!"


William Palmer Inverness, Canada 2018-05-01 "William james palmer"


Wally Vaters Pugwash NS,
Canada


2018-05-01 "This is outrageous. What is our Environment Minister and local
politicians doing about this?"


Marj Cameron New Glasgow,
Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-05-01 "Disgusting that the government continues to allow and financially
support this pit of poison. No pipe!"


barb burke Lower Sackville,
Canada


2018-05-01 "There’s too much at stake ! NO PIPE !"


Phil Vogler Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01 "Intentional pollution is disgusting. To stand aside and not protest is
to enable this!"


Robert Poirier Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-01 "Keep effluent out of our food chain and waters"


Courtney Mac Donald Canada 2018-05-01 "NO PIPE"
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Chris Chisholm Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01 "I care about the environment more than I care about employment
for the unemployable masses of uneducated workers. Down with
the mill!"


Donna Collins Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02 "A pipe in the Strait will be an environmental disaster."


Julia Shipley Jolicure, Canada 2018-05-02 "I want to help secure a clean future for the Northumberland
Stright"


Cheryl Graul Lockeport, Canada 2018-05-02 "Absolutely NOT!"


C Thibault Truro, Canada 2018-05-02 "Fuck the mill!"


Amanda Teske Nepean, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-02 "These are NOT renewable resources. Put our money into
something that is sustainable and healthy for the environment."


zakaria chaoui Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02 "Stop destroying our planet... Enough destruction!!!"


Lynn Hefler RR3 Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02 "I'm signing because this pipe will decimate the lobster fishing on
the east coast as well as the north Atlantic right wales, salmon, sea
turtles, and turn Canada's Ocean playground into Canada's ocean
deadzone"


Andy Emilio Woodbridge,
Canada


2018-05-02 "Enough already. Why aren't we responsible by now with our water
and eco-systems. The technology is available."


val koyanagi Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada


2018-05-02 "will we ever learn how mankind's impact affects all things"


Tyrel Frank Rimbey, Canada 2018-05-02 "This is one more example of liberal hypocrisy. They take the
environmental high road when it comes to pipelines to transport
our petroleum products and they impose carbon taxes to try to save
the planet from climate change which has been occurring since the
beginning of time and then Liberal Environment Minister under
Chretien admitted that the science concerning climate change
was phony. This is proof that these people can care less about the
environment. The strongest opponents to the Trans Mountain
Pipeline expansion, when they are in the BC capital, poop directly
in the Pacific Ocean as Victoria does not treat it's sewage. These
same goons just raised their carbon tax, yet many oppose a sewage
treatment plant. And Montreal has dumped raw sewage in the St.
Lawrence when opposing the Energy East pipeline. And Nova Scotia
who was predominantly Liberal red in the 2015 supporting Trudeau
who promised the carbon tax now has a proposed disposal pipeline
to the Northumberland Strait to dump toxic effluent. Our w"


JIM COX Walkerton, Canada 2018-05-02 "THE NERVE OF THESE COMPANIES. DON'T THEY KNOW THE WATER
IS NOT THEIRS TO POLLUTE, AND WHERE IS THE GOVERNMENT IN
THIS VERY BAD IDEA."


Beth Kennedy Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02 "Please, this is vitally important."


Jim DeCoste Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-02 "I think it is important for the Minister of Environment to do more
studies to consider the long term effects a pipe like this could have
on the marine life in the Strait and to consider how that may affect
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the people and industry who depend on a stable and healthy marine
life. Don't hurt one industry to protect another industry."


John Hawke Little Current,
Canada


2018-05-02 "It is 2018 and we shouldn't be dumping anything into the ocean,
plastic and especially effluent. Build a water treatment plant for
heaven's sake."


Barb Foulds Woodstock,
Canada


2018-05-02 "No more oil spills. Save our water life from crazy money
grabbers!Enough !"


Candace Mercer Gander, Canada 2018-05-02 "I'm tired of govt stealing tax$$$ and not using the money to help
humans sustain life in and off land"


Esa Hermikari Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02 "How do you spell INSANITY ?.?"


Katherine MacIntyre Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02 "I love the younger people and we really need to start to care a little
about what we are actually doing with the many other choices there
are that could be utilized"


Kate Oswald Lake Country,
Canada


2018-05-02 "THIS century includes innovation and technology to better deal
with effluent from pulp mills. Take the time to find a better way to
deal with it than dump it into the strait. Invest in our future, not our
past."


Debi Purvis Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-02 "If we don't protect our natural environment there will be no future
for our children."


Carol Mountain Assiniboia, Canada 2018-05-02 "We have to quit polluting our waters and killing our marine life!
There has to be a better solution!"


Peter Bolton Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02 "We are killing the oceans"


David Henley Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02 "I have seen far to much from weak minded politicians that take a
quick route to solve a problem. Our waters and oceans are the life
blood. Poluting our water is criminal"


Norah Kraft Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02 "It’s hard to believe that it is even on the table to pour untreated
effluent into a natural water body."


Mary Day Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02 "This continuing destruction of Maritime land, clean water & food,
is utterly disgusting of government. It has been over decades
since pollution wrecked the land & water, more so the citizens are
carrying heavy cancer issues. Most of my family & friends have died.
Please stop polluting, it needs to end."


Scott Tucker Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02 "Because this is the right thing to do"


Judy Harrold Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02 "Business owners need to take responsibility for non-polluting
options to dispose of their waste, and the government needs to
ensure that this is done to ensure healthy ecosystems now and in
the future."


Michael Webb Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02 "Other solutions that don't affect the Marine environment should be
considered."
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Scott Barrie London, Canada 2018-05-02 "Thermal pollution is a real threat to fishing ecosystems."


Tom Molyneaux Blenheim, Canada 2018-05-02 "Once again, we see a company trying to overrule the needs of the
environment for it's own profit. Instead, use your employees to help
solve the problem and thus keep the company alive (as well as the
environment of the Strait). Otherwise. shut the company down until
it solves its problem (I'd feel bad for its employees if shutting down
was the only solution)."


Renee Meggs Banff, Canada 2018-05-02 "We have to take a stand to protect out waters and its inhabitants!"


Kathy Welter Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02 "Kathy Welter"


Jackie Courteau Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02 "We need to protect our wildlife on land and in the oceans. Pouring
its effluence without it being treated is gross negligence in my book.
Gone are the days of simply dumping into Our land or oceans. We
now know that there are dire consequences to wildlife when we do.
It goes without saying, you can't poison your food and expect to
live."


Francis Adams Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02 " Canada is not the only country that needs to smarten up, this
disgrace is going on around the whole world and is going to cost us
all BIG time if it's not stopped."


Christopher Nelson Howell, New Jersey,
US


2018-05-02 "The water ways of NS need to be free of pollutants that negatively
effect the environment"


Grant Fahlman Regina, Canada 2018-05-02 "When exactly are the persons that we elect into government going
to figure out that we cannot simply dump our CRAP! into our marine
systems and expect it to not have serious, negative consequences!?
What year/century are we living in; 1918?"


Rita Ozols Gilford, Ont.,
Canada


2018-05-02 "This waterway will become unhealthy for the trout and Atlantic
salmon as well as humans with temperature change and the toxic
chemicals. Avoid another tragedy please!"


Christa Gallant New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-05-02 "We need to protect our wildlife"


Rick Mooney Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02 "One more of man's great decisions to destroy more of the
environment."


Nancy Charlton Beaverton,
Oregon, US


2018-05-02 "The waters of Northumberland Strair don’t stay there but work
their way around the whole earth. To allow this pollution here, and
similarly in many other places, is to toxify the waters of the whole
planet, to the detriment of all life."


Geoff Bennett Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-05-02 "Could we have a government concerned with making the right long
term decision?"


Alp Altuntur Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02 "For our waters and our wildlife!"


Gloria Rebellato
Lavoie


North Bay, Canada 2018-05-02 "Leave our water system alone! No pipes!"
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Val Davis Sorrento, Canada 2018-05-02 "It's the right thing to do!"


Lisa Hanson Ouellette Fredericton,
Canada


2018-05-02 "We've done enough damage to our environment. It's time to
design and implement better solutions."


mark horsford erin, Canada 2018-05-02 "Hard to believe this is happening in 2018 in Canada ! We continue
to use our precious water as a toilet !!!"


Sylvia Briones Atlanta, Georgia,
US


2018-05-02 "We have to stop polluting our environment!!!"


Rolf Widmer Powll River BC,
Canada


2018-05-03 "Clean up humanity, our waste ..pay the price for a good life on
a clean planet .As long as we reproduce as we do our actions will
destroy us. We soon reach critical mass of selfdestruction .A few
bugs ,beasts,rhinos extinct will be nothing compared to what's
looming beyond permafrost meltdown. Who knows really how much
methane will be released soon.Even the rich won't have anywhere to
escape to."


Laura Curley Pictou County,
Canada


2018-05-03 "My husband is a commercial fisherman and this directly impacts
our livelihood"


Greg Walker Glen Huron,
Canada


2018-05-03 "The hidden effluent, exposed by environmentalist groups,
conscientious media outlets and sustainable activists has shed a
well deserved light on the atrocities committed by these farming
operations - increased monitoring and regulation of this must be
encouraged and adopted."


Alicia Patience Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03 "Our nation should be focusing on renewable, sustainable forms
of fuel - wind and solar! These practices of using oil for fuel are
outdated and are doing nothing to benefit our environment"


Gary Whitten Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03 "Dumping contaminated waste into the ocean is ridiculous and
should never be allowed!"


lois south Beaufort, South
Carolina, US


2018-05-03 "WHAT IS IT ABOUT HUMAN NATURE THAT WE HAVE THE
CAPABILITIES TO DESTROY OURSELVES AND ALL LIVING CREATURES
AND STILL DO NOTHING TO STOP IF FROM HAPPENING?"


Tammy Gillis Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03 "I don't trust thus company. I believe they will ruin the
Northumberland Strait if allowed to pump effluent into it."


Lea Boswell Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-04 "This is a travesty!!"


Dean Worsley Victor Harbor,
Australia


2018-05-04 "I oppose all dumping of pollution, more so when the effects are so
profound. This shit has to stop!"


Michael Feiner Pictou Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-05-04 "#nopipe period. End of story."


David Patriquin Halifax, Canada 2018-05-06 "In 2018, It only makes sense"


Charlie Restino Victoria, Canada 2018-05-06 "Pollution by dilution is not a solution"
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Chris Briand Salisbury,
Maryland, US


2018-05-06 "What a truly bad idea!"


Britt Roscoe Port George,
Canada


2018-05-06 "As with our dirty Canadian oil refineries, it's time industry paid for
their messes; treaty the stuff!"


June Trenholm Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-05-07 "I’m sure the chemical engineers would like to get this right and
neutralize the effluent and get it to the right tempersture before
releasing it to the environment. Don’t destroy 4 indistries and the
health of Nova Scotians for the sake of this one industry that we
don’t even profit from."


Steven Solomon Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-07 "It's not cheaper to dump this effluent directly into the ocean. The
effects from this effluent will cost a billion times more to clean up
than the few jobs it will create by dumping... If the effluent can't be
disposed of in a positive way to benefit something then the whole
project needs to be stopped."


Colleen TAYLOR Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07 "I'm concerned about our marine life."


Leo Cheverie Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I come from a fishing family - we need to protect the
Northumberland Strait ! NO PIPE"


Karen Aucker Elizabethville,
Pennsylvania, US


2018-05-08 "I grew up crossing that straight. There is a very delicate balance
that is important to maintain. Please look at other options."


diane minick charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada


2018-05-08 "Far too risky."


Mitch Dacey Canada 2018-05-08 "Our resources are far too valuable to be destroyed."


Bill Hyde Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08 "We've created enough ecological mess. Everyone, and every
community, large or small, must deal with their own crap."


Rebecca Waldner Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08 "Complete your signature￼Rebecca Waldner Red Deer,
Canada￼I’m signing because… (optional)￼Display my name and
comment on this petition"


Frank Honisch Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08 "No more pipelines or other pollution ."


Michelle Maille Brossard, P.Q.,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Such a rich place for wildlife"


Patricia Evans Ottawa. ON,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Surely the Government has considered the environmental impact"


Wayne Roddick Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Using the ocean as a dumping ground has to stop."


Christopher Miller Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "This effluent needs to be properly treated before being released
into the environment to reduce negative impact."


Lynda Mcrae Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop the pipe Dave the sea life"
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Layla Bartole Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "We must prevent the destruction of our waterways. The Great
Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway are part of the largest freshwater
system in the world. We should preserve it."


Barbara Young Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Designing a pipe to dump waste water from a pulp into a
productive and remarkably beautiful stretch of Canada’s coastline
waters is wrong in so many ways."


Michael Senchak Owen Sound,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There is no long term future for oil. It is a finite product which
will disappear. I do not see any Government programs for long
term energy production that does not involve oil. The Federal
Government is failing it's promises and ignoring the Canadian
people's wishes. The economy does not make a country, the
community and the people make a country."


Elmer Kabush Moberly Lake, BC,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Oceans should no longer be used as a sewage pond for human
waste."


Jeannette McQuaid Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08 "The Gulf of St. Lawrence is not your toilet."


Connie Badour Chatham-Kent,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Don’t mess with the oceans. No pipelines in Northumberland."


Rhonda Sofaer Venice, California,
US


2018-05-08 "We need Marine animals natural waters marine life etc. Think
upanother way to deal with to deal with toxic waste. No pipeline."


Barbara Symington London, Canada 2018-05-08 "As a former resident of New Brunswick, I understand the delicacy
of that ecosystem and would be appalled to see it damaged."


Dave Potiuk Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08 "What is the matter with you people?! Haven't you heard of a
sewage treatment plant?! Where is all the money that the Feds
promised for infrastructure???"


brad vaters Saint Catharines,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There is a better solution to the
problem. <a href="http://www.dajere.ca"
rel="nofollow">http://www.dajere.ca</a>"


June Wilson Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "You bet I'm signing this. How can you possibly think that dumping
all that crap in the water will not harm or destroy what is there?
Canadians love our fresh clean water ways. Don't mess with it."


Linda Lewis Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-05-08 "Please be reasonable and say no to the environmentally
UN-friendly idea of dumping effluent into the Northumberland
Strait!"


deb somfay elora, Canada 2018-05-08 "Surely we are smarter than this! Come on engineers! This is our
childrens’ future too!"


TK
O'Shannahan-Hyland


Dunnville, Canada 2018-05-08 "All pipelines fail in time. Stop this senseless destruction. Petro is no
longer needed as we now have so many cleaner alternatives."


HENRY PHILLIPS Cornwall. ON,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There are enough problems facing our oceans. We should not be
adding to them."
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Trevor Empey London, Canada 2018-05-08 "It’s essential that we expand our efforts to protect our
environment. We have reached a point of no return."


Zack Dohanik Ardrossan, Alberta,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Our water is being destroyed when it needs to be saved"


Larry Weeks Kelowna, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-08 "throwing away effluent is throwing away money. It can be recycled,
the water cleaned and released. There is no need to treat the ocean
as a toilet."


Diane Shears Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Effluent piped directly into the Strait? What are you thinking?"


Anthony Edgar Chilliwack, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-08 "In 20 years the world will be off its dependence on oil and onto
clean energy, let’s start this change now."


Beat Mertz Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is 2018. How can you!!?"


Sheila Clark Bethany, Canada 2018-05-08 "There has to be a better way to handle this without compromising
our oceans."


Mary Lapos Leamington,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I agree that the risk to the habitat and marine life is too great for
the location of this pipeline."


Hailey Stafford Bridgewater,
Canada


2018-05-08 "The long term environmental risks to this proposed plan heavily
out way any short term economical benefits."


Steven BURKE Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is dosgraceful"


Gerald Cawdell Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "The environment is more important than this mill's desire to save
money. What a stupendously idiotic idea."


Laurie Lyster Penhold, Canada 2018-05-08 "Wow leave the oceans alone stop wrecking the planet"


Anne Swannell Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "a fish sent me"


Catherine Cookman Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-08 "Surely, the company involved could consult with experts to come
up with a less environmentally damaging disposal of their effluent.
It is their moral responsibility to do so, but too often economic
expediency is the winner."


Monique Marion Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "because I care about our oceans and all that live in it. people are
the worst enemy to nature."


Joan Strack Westport, Canada 2018-05-08 "This must not happen."


Irene Moore Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-08 "is that the best we can do in 2018!!!? Raw sewage poured into the
ocean...."out of sight out of mind" mentally has got to stop!"


Marylou Sanchez Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Respect for Nature - Respect for LIFE"


David Robinson Ariss, Canada 2018-05-08 "Treat the effluent so it is non toxic and has a neutral effect on the
environment prior to dumping. It is the cost of doing business. The
ocean is not a garbage dump."
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Michelle Cosstick Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08 "You don't pump toxic chemicals into Straits."


Elina Falck Pender Island,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We need to protect our environment, for its own sake, and for
future generations."


N A Mount Stewart,
Canada


2018-05-08 "What year is this that we are still considering a long pipe the
solution?"


Freeman Dryden Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08 "Once again, politicians are faced with making the RIGHT decision
and flying in the face of their «friends» and moneybags. There is
NO LIMIT to the greed of WorldCorp Kapitalists whose agenda is
PROFIT and the environmental and social costs be damned. Just one
more example of the massive destruction perpetrated in the name
of «progress» where that «progress» is the advancement of the 1%
world slavery agenda."


Donald Gagne Azilda, Canada 2018-05-08 "Sewage should be treated in lagoons before disposed of in
oceans."


Elaine Lenehan Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Its the right thing to fight for safe waters For Canada’s Fish!!"


David Kennedy Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08 "This would be a disaster for the environment."


Iris Meehan Invermere, Canada 2018-05-08 "I thought us Canadians had such educated views now, but to pipe
garbage into the ocean is so backward and selfish!"


Roger Christie Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08 "To put all the marine life at risk by proposed pumping of 90 million
litres of effluent would be an rresponsible act especially when the
oceans are already threatened and when this is where they get
energized and feed before entering the rivers. Do not go ahead with
this plan."


Lyn Dean Millarville, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is as bad as Victoria B.C. stop this"


Oona Hochberg Leduc County,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We need clean solutions to continue living together on this planet
with the life that gives us all life."


Brian Long London, Canada 2018-05-08 "We are killing the oceans."


william beaton bc, Canada 2018-05-08 "enough is enough."


Katherine Haines Cheltenham,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I love the maritimes and have visited many time as a tourist over
my lifetime. Please help keep this region diverse and pristine!"


Susan Stewart West Vancouver,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Please consider how important this area is to the planet. Do not
rush into development simply for economic reasons. There are vast
economic benefits that exist based on the feeding grounds of the
fish. Do not pollute this sensitive area!"


Andrew Rooney Chelsea, QC,
Canada


2018-05-08 "If our politicians continue to place profit above planet they should
be made to pay. First at the ballot box and then in the courts."


Max Cafissi Mt. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to stop polluting our rivers and oceans if we want to
survive."
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Merv Watson Abbotsford,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I am signing because there must be another way for this mill to
operatebecause I am from the West Coast and Canada does not
need further fishing destruction."


Herb Wiseman Peterborough,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Life should be a priority over money and the environment sustains
us all. Especially the oceans."


Eva Kerr Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08 "All of life on our planet depends on the health of our oceans."


margaret janack stoney creek,
Canada


2018-05-08 "WE NEED TO WAKE UP."


Diane Williams Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We only have one world. We must protect it."


Margaret Boyle Truro, Canada 2018-05-08 "I do not trust the people that tell me the pipe will not have a
negative environmental impact. I KNOW IT WILL! David Boyle"


Doug Finnie Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08 "For an education in environment management, check out the
non-fiction book &quot;Collapse&quot; by Jared Diamond."


Sharon (McDonald) Mission, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to protect our oceans and all fish life. To often we proceed
with business ventures that end up costing our environment."


Lee Thompson Sarnia, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Seriously? You can’t treat this water first?? Greedy a$$&@les"


Carson Phoenix Freelton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Warming and rising oceans along with poluted waters are a
worldwide threat."


Jack Pearpoint Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Defend clean water - for all of us"


Kate Graves Debert, Canada 2018-05-08 "Precautionary principled...K."


teresa chan ETOBICOKE,
Ontario, Canada


2018-05-08 "Our biodiversity needs to be protected."


Dan Buss Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08 "I care"


John Deviney Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "It is very disturbing that industry can still be allowed to dump
effluent into waterways that will damage the ecosystem."


Kevin Whalan Maple Ridge,
Canada


2018-05-08 "The environment needs to come first. Ahead of money."


Luke Vorstermans Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop the insanity of polluting our earth and expecting the
environment to absorb our greed!!"


Dennis Baresco Medicine Hat,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Is there no end to perverted corporate greed and political
appeasement? For God's sake, think of everyone, not just the tiny
minority!"
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Barbara Devitt Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is my ocean location & I wish to continue to enjoy its beauty &
protect our marine life for now & generations to come."


Tony Beck Delta, Canada 2018-05-08 "Tony beck"


Bob Sand Saskatoon, SK,
Canada


2018-05-08 "This is the only EARTH we have.Keep it clean for people & ALL
species!"


Judy Newman Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08 "People running these companies need to find solutions to these
issues before engaging an a process."


Kelly Mulrooney Merrickville,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There must be another way. They must find a better solution."


Catherine Slater Quadra Island,
Canada


2018-05-08 "The environment, the foundation of our [and all other species']
well being and very survival, is dying by "a thousand cuts". We must
become far more careful about what we do to it. NO more dumping
into fresh or marine waters as if they were a large toilet! Perhaps
waters could take "another hit" before, but now they are under
multiple assaults and can no longer."


Jim Boyde Whitehorse,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We need to do better!"


John Bird Lakefield, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I can’t believe this is considered a viable option in this day and age.
For gawds sake, think about what you’re doing. Thank you."


Haifa Miller Fredericton New
Brunswick, Canada


2018-05-08 "I am worried about the abuse of our planet and want to preserve it
for future generations."


L McLellan Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08 "Why are we still allowing companies to dump waste into our
oceans???"


Dave Singleton Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Polluting the environment should not be allowed for economic
reasons ever!!!"


Skai Leja Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "It’s not acceptable to treat our oceans as a garbage dump!"


Cathy Rogers Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "If the effluent is too corrosive to the infrastructure of the mill,
how can it possibly be acceptable to dump it into the environment?
Dear Minister, I urge you to protect the marine environment by
preventing the effluent dump. The marine emviroemnt is iinvaluable
and irreplaceable.."


Bill Rafuse Trenton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Also, a great deal of the coastline of the Northumberland Strait
is designated as a Maritime Protected Area by the Government of
Canada, and that the proposed area for effluent discharge is also
the location of several federal marine refuges."


Jennifer Gyde Canada 2018-05-08 " Polluting valuable Marine ecosystems is unconscionable! Find a
better solution to the pulp waste problem!"


Phil warman Boutiliers point,
Canada


2018-05-08 "My major concern are the effluent chemicals; proper waste
management can reduce the chemical output!"
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Helen albright Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "One more nail in our collective coffin..."


Cecilia Brown Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08 "Isn,t this waste treated first??"


Joan Lascelles Barrie, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There has to be another option, we cannot poison the waters
around us."


Margaret Prince Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need the ocean to be save for all marine life."


Dawn Fitzpatrick Delta, Canada 2018-05-08 "For the safety of marine life"


Rita Crosbie Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-08 "enough is enough STOP destroying our home planet. People
who allow this are Ecological terrorists and are committing crimes
against humanity."


tom eyre Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-08 "we only have one planet, don't destroy it or anything that lives
here"


Greg Fenty Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08 "There is a better way."


Bernice Stangenberg Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada


2018-05-08 "WTF Nova Scotia, how could you not possibly know how disastrous
this will be?"


Annette Langevin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "As consumers, we need to demand less bleaching
- tissue, toilet paper, paper towels, all involve
bleach. Read this FAQ, and decide for yourself:<a
href="https://sites.google.com/dillon.ca/northernpulpetf/frequently-asked-questions"
rel="nofollow">https://sites.google.com/dillon.ca/northernpulpetf/frequently-asked-questions</a>"


brian alexander kamloops, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-08 "the government are stupid assholes who don't care about anything
but themselves and their lobbiests...go to hell"


Patricia Allison Smithville, Canada 2018-05-08 "OH PLEASE save the future of the Northumberland Strait"


Diane Fay Salt Spring Island,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I am finding increasingly difficult to understand any reasoning that
would have a person put in charge of protecting the environment
maaking a damaging decision like this. What the hell is going
on????"


Joan Cullemore Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Any kind of effluent should NEVEr be dumped into our oceans or
lakes. No exceptions."


Janet Orser Penetanguishene,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Are we insane or just crazy?? Don't put marine life & water at risk!
We're supposed to REDUCE our dependency on fossil fuels; not
increase it!"


Linda Voelker London, Canada 2018-05-08 "Has the Pulp & Paper industry learned nothing over the last
100 years about the effects of their pollution in the air and water
around them? The oceans and connected waterways are NOT
dumping grounds for effluent they, the industry, produce, and do
not want to be responsible for dealing with in a environmentally
sensitive fashion. If that cannot be done, perhaps they should not
be in business! Absolutely NO to the effluent pipe pumping toxic
chemicals etc. into the Northumberland Strait !"







Name Location Date Comment


Claudia Davies Dorval, Qc,
Quebec, Canada


2018-05-08 "We must stop polluting the world we live in."


Jake McAuley Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Our water systems and marine life are way more important than
more oil coroporation profits. Thid insanity has to stop."


Wendy Anderson Dunstaffnage, PEI,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Seriously, there has to be a better way."


Marilyn Jobson Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08 "Why do we keep trying to destroy our beautiful planet and all the
wonderful creatures in it!!! Shameful!!"


Carol Bjornson Grande Prairie,
Canada


2018-05-08 "This has nothing to do with oil!"


Carol Bjornson Grande Prairie,
Canada


2018-05-08 "This has nothing to do with oil!"


Carol Ring Rothesay, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop polluting our waters!"


Maria Los Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Much concerned, and very alarming....."


Jennifer Macklem Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Please support an ecologically wise and responsible solution."


Ian Elwood-Oates Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "Process your waste into something neutral or useful. Don't just
dump it out of sight/out of mind, because someone will ultimately
have to pay for your convenience."


Sue Fowler Saint Marys,
Canada


2018-05-08 "This is unacceptable! It is time that we made protecting our
waterways a priority."


Lorraine Finch Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to protect our eco system."


Ellie Philion Saanichton,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We need to protect both east and west sides of Canada. Stand up
for each other."


Eve Weinberg Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "NO PIPELINE EVER!! Get off oil dependency and begin investing in
non toxic energy!"


Cimone Schelle Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "We don't need any more pipelines, why can't the Liberal
government stand strong for the environment?"


Geral Tetz Trochu, Canada 2018-05-08 "To bad they love shit but hate oil..."


Rona Rigotti Bowmanville,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There has to be another way that doesn’t forever change our water
ways."


Louise Mangan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "The truth of this petition is common sense."


Dave McFetridge Malahat, Canada 2018-05-08 "What are you thinking? Stop it!"


bryce peterson Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08 "the environment isn't worth the chance. if there ever a spill, it never
gets all cleaned up."







Name Location Date Comment


Anne Klein Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08 "You have a very worthy cause. My petition also has great merit.
Would you present my petition concerning the risk that airline
passengers will face and the countless deaths of birds and animals
in two protected forest from an ill-placed odorous compost
plant that is in violation of the regulations of Montreal-Trudeau
airport. My petition is located at <a href="https://chn.ge/2HJXHvg"
rel="nofollow">https://chn.ge/2HJXHvg</a> Good luck with your
petition. Anne"


Michael Maclean Galiano Island,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Toxins must be liscensed and regulated."


Fran Hall Brampton, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There are new energy sources out there, namely Oro Blanc why is
this not being developed?"


gilles miramontes Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08 "There is no excuse for industry dumping their effluent into the
environment. This is the 21st century."


Philip Kloc Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08 "I love to eat wild fish and think that our oceans and its' creatures
are already struggling enough as it is."


Gary Mills Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08 "Time to stop these idiots from treating the ocean like one big
garbage dump."


Tracy French Napanee, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I cannot believe in this day and age, with the concern for our
environment as heightened as it is, and with the knowledge we now
have, that THIS is even A REMOTE consideration by the MINISTER
OF THE ENVIRONMENT, no less!!!!!!! It’s absolutely shameful and it
impacts not just Nova Scotians, but the whole world!!! Our marine
ecosystems MUST be protected at all costs - they are the source
of life one this planet!! I sincerely hope, Minister, that you will
see the dangers inherent in allowing piped effluent into marine
ecosystems, and Stand Up as a Protector of the Environment as your
title implies."


stephanie descoteaux Montreal, Quebec,
Canada


2018-05-08 "The mill has to come forward with a better solution."


elinor egarreynolds Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08 "DO I REALLY NEED TO EXPLAIN WHY ITS A DANGEROUS GAME TO
DUMP EFFLUENT INTO THE NORTH UMBERLAND STRAIT"


Theresa Kowall Ladysmith, B.C.,
British Columbia,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We have trouble out here on the West Coast re fishing too, so
wishing you good luck!!!"


Sue Ridley Victoria, B.C.,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Sewage Treatment Plants can be built to be self sustaining."


Elaine Williamson Port Alberni,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Our marine life is struggling as it is with plastics in the oceans,
fishing gear and pollution. If we lose our oceans, we lose ourselves.
We must be smarter and care more. “The most dangerous breed -
humans.”"


Sophie Brauer Copenhagen,
Denmark


2018-05-08 "Canada needs to wake up and halt all new investments in oil and
gas, as a minimum effort in the global fight for our climate."







Name Location Date Comment


Peter Boys Stettler, Canada 2018-05-08 "It's time the federal government took as much interest in fixing
raw sewage dumping as they do in putting endless roadblocks in
building new pipelines in Canada?"


Mike Hughes Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08 "Canadians need to work together to rid ourselves of the negative
forces at work trying to exploit resources regardless of the impact
on nature and humanity"


Joel Johnston Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "I absolutely cannot believe at this day and age, with all we know
about how badly we are destroying our marine environments, that
we are still engaging in this kind of practice!"


Dodeen Martin Lumby, Canada 2018-05-08 "We Can not get away from fossil fuel use fast enough. Love
nature."


megan hogg Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08 "we need to end our dependence on fossil fuel. we need to protect
our oceans and everything that lives there."


inda marcucci Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Taking care of our environment and our wildlife helps to take care
of us. When are we going to understand this, its almost too late!"


Darryl Sinclair Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "The danger to the local environment is too great."


beate denz salt spring island,
Canada


2018-05-08 "It is the right thing to do...ethics. Ever read any history of on the
pillaging of saline and birdlife thats happened over the last 200 or
so years? Humans have destroyed and driven life to extinction so
will human pollution."


susannah garrett victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "Protect the fish please!"


joy Fielder Westport, Canada 2018-05-08 "Sounds like a bad idea to me."


Jasper Hoogendam Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08 "If we don't protect our food sources, then all the oil in the world will
be useless. Food needs priority."


Craig Porter Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Once the water is polluted and the fish are dead, it's too late..."


D Steen Canada 2018-05-08 "Just to be clear, this is an effluent pipe ( waste liquids ) from a pulp
mill, not a fossil fuel pipeline. :-)"


Lupita Garcia Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada


2018-05-08 "No pipe!!!!!!"


Klaus Rahn Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "Take care off the environmental system. Help the plant , give our
children a future."


D Steen Canada 2018-05-08 "Just to be clear, this is an effluent pipe ( waste liquids ) from a pulp
mill, not a fossil fuel pipeline. :-) ( I totally agree, we need to protect
our oceans from every form of humanity's trash and industrial
waste. City's such as New York dumping their garbage offshore;
Montreal pumping its sewage into the St Lawrence ... are disgusting
!! )"







Name Location Date Comment


Shelley R Hagensborg,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I'm all for jobs and mills create work and good products. There's
got to be a way to deal with this that doesn't destroy our food and
our health."


Janet & Rob O'Neill Kelowna, B.C.,
Canada


2018-05-08 "we all need to ban together and keep our oceans clean and safe for
all living creatures."


Michael Parsons Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08 "we have enough water problems now without creating new ones.
we cant even fish Atlantic salmon because there are so few and now
a mill wants to destroy the rest and many other fish we depend
on for various reasons. Ones this affluent gets into the ocean it
will remain there for ever as it has no where else to go. Are we
really debating whether or not this is ok, so, a company who cares
nothing about the Maritime's or its people can make more money
by destroying our natural resources which are connected to our
food sources"


CynthiaS. Pattison Fort Worth, Texas,
US


2018-05-08 "This region is important to our global health."


Andrew Young ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "There has to be an environmentally sound way of treating the
effluent and if it is not economically feasible, the mill ownership is
not looking hard enough!"


Lisa Egan Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Without the environment and clean water to drink and
replenishable resources we have nothing , all these companies care
about is money , they don't care about the devistation left behind
for further generations"


Sharon Cross Cranbrook, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-08 "Our oceans are failing. We are losing species at an alarming
rate. Until we look at the cumulative effects of what is happening
globally, we must stop dumping toxins into our waterways and
on the land. We are jeopardizing all that sustains us and future
generations by our careless regard for the earth and all the
creatures that live on it."


Gordon Kern Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Because its about time th Bearing Straight gets its fair share of the
pollution!"


Bonnie Chapman Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Please pursue other options for pulp waste!"


Paul Dubé St-Zénon, Canada 2018-05-08 "C’est Vital de sauver les espèces animal de l’extinction !"


Tracy Hueston manitoba, Canada 2018-05-08 "I want environmental respect in my life and the lives of my
children!!! And for Canada!!!! We need to lead this!! Look at what
Mother Nature has accomplished in Chernobyl ���"


Kent Marven Maple Ridge,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Are you kidding, it’s 2018."


Deborah Thompson Maple Ridge,
Canada


2018-05-08 "This is NOT the place to be dumping toxic and harmful waste. Our
Canadian Marine Life are already under terrible stress with other
environmental factors impacting their survival. Please come up with
another solution that will not have such dire consequences on such
an important food source."







Name Location Date Comment


Robert Nolette Vancouver BC,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Doesn't anyone ever listen! Stop destroying our environment to
save on costs."


Lynda Rennick Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-08 "Our natural resources must be protected!"


Elizabeth Howe Hearst Ontario,
Ontario, Canada


2018-05-08 "I believe we need to clean up mother earth for all inhabitants with
our Injury to the ecosystem."


C. Farmilo Mayne Island,
Canada


2018-05-08 "I'm signing because I think it's a TERRIBLE idea to dump tons of
toxic effluent into the Northumberland Strait, with the consequent
destructive impact on sea-life and marine eco-systems. It's
criminally stupid to believe this is an appropriate solution for
dealing with the waste. Wake Up!"


Dawn Polny Sangudo, Canada 2018-05-08 "No! This is not good for anything but the mill. The oceans are
already polluted with toxic chemicals, plastics and other wastes. Our
marine life is already suffering, horribly. Already, in certain areas it's
not safe to eat many kinds of seafoods. Adding more effluent is NOT
a good idea. People are seriously being affected by environmental
pollutants with all kinds of diseases from Autism to Cancer to MCS
and many others that are not yet recognized as bring a result of
toxic overload. Please say NO to this!"


lewis vaughan Chambly, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is just a completely terrible plan. It is inconceivable how
any sane person or group of people (a company) could seriously
consider such a proposal in the first place!"


Sharon Frank London, Canada 2018-05-08 "There are lots of issues of concern. World waters are already
getting too warm impacting sea life and weather patterns globally.
Adding pollutant is just crazy!"


Fiona McMurran Welland, Canada 2018-05-08 "We absolutely must act to protect marine environments; this is NOT
the way to do that!"


Geraldine Bligh Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08 "We are trying to do the same thing here in BC..Pacific wild salmon,
orcas, and humpbacks. Oil pipelines..and spills will devastate our
coast."


milton samis Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "quality over short term monetary gain!"


Elizabeth Matthews Port Sydney,
Canada


2018-05-08 "There are more than enough pollutants poisoning our seas and
oceans. We absolutely do not need to exacerbate an already critical
and expanding problem. Stop poisoning our marine life."


Byron Bona North Vancouver,
British Columbia,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Keep the pollution in the Legislature. We are having running battles
in BC over aquaculture, much as NS, and of course, the KM pipeline.
It appears more and more that the effluent is the affluent."


Don Allison Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "Fish when gone are gone forever,no discharge into there home and
habitatThank you."


Ilda Pereira Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "If we do not protect our ecosystem, at the moment, our prospect of
living in 50 years is zero ..."
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Stephen Hill Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08 "What’s happening today is just wrong. Oceans need protection.
They are not a dump for our waste"


Douggie Bell Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08 "I’m signing because i want to protect the fish"


Johnny Snydal Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08 "We have to STOP dumping crap in our waters."


Jenna Cross Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08 "I am concerned about that much waste dumping into the
Northumberland Strait and the effects to our oceans and sea life,
not to mention the effects to our economy as a result of collapsed
fisheries."


Deborah Bryant Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "It is essential we protect our ecosystems and food supply. Nature
has created a delicate balance. Even a one or two degree change
affects water species. ...ask anyone who owns a fishtank. Protect our
environment."


Beverley Bramah Maple Ridge,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We only have one world and everything on it is in fine balance...it’s
worth protecting!"


rayne jacobsen Kelowna, B. C.,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Again, I can't believe what I am reading: to deliberately dump pulp
mill effluent into pristine waters where the ice is melting alread
so that polar bears have no chance for survival as no food can be
caught. Does this take a moment of consideration to say? STOP THIS
IMMEDIATELY . There is no end to what damage we are doing to
our waters. They can store the effluent - pay for it - and find ways
to detoxify it. Are the people we elect into government not thinking
but bowing to big business? This cannot continue . We already have
nuclear waste being pumped into the waters non-stop . There is no
hope for humans and other life if not stopped."


Patti Marche-Kerr Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08 "The oceans are getting more and more polluted we need to protect
it bfore its all destroyed"


Jeremy Mendes Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "Without food - we die. Food resources before energy money."


beverley armstrong Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "This home to thousands of species. Would anyone of us agree t
toxins being pumped into our homes because it is seen as the only
viable alternative?"


wendy feather Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop screwing with our planet!!!"


Debi Dion Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08 "This pipe should not even be a consideration for very obvious
reasons. It is pathetic that we must have a petition to protect an
integral part of our eco system."


Jessica S Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to more towards environmentally CLEAN waste practices.
The ocean is not a toilet bowl !"


Amy Quinn Grafton, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is not possible that in today's world with all the technology we
have that we have governments that are even thinking of dumping
effluents in our marine ecosystems. Not possible and not on my
watch."
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Barbara Campbell Saskatoon SK,
Canada


2018-05-08 "It is completely shocking to me that any company would propose
such a damaging effluent pipe. If the toxic effluent is too corrosive
for their machinery, it is certainly too toxic for the sea waters. I am
totally opposed to it."


Joanne Nischan Collingwood,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Please do not destroy any more of our natural environment with
money being the main reason."


N A Montague, Canada 2018-05-08 "if they think the pipe is such a great idea to pump effluent waste
into our precious strait.....why not put the pipe into a retaining pond
on the CEO's property? it's safe, isn't it? and would be great for his
or her's backyard!"


clara corbo Richmond Hill,
Canada


2018-05-08 "It's an ecological disaster"


Margaret Argue Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "Short term profits to a company is a concept from the dark ages.
The effluent must be cleaned of toxic materials as is the law and
policy in other jurisdictions in this country"


Barry Whiteley Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08 "I am a fisherman who likes trout & salmon, and even pikes. PLEASE
Don't destroy the strait for Greed!"


Lois Doig Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada


2018-05-08 "We need water, everyone needs water and we need to stop
destroying our precious water and everything in our waters. Please
no pipe."


ANDY RAEBER VERNON, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-08 "Time is NOW to start looking after our enviorment."


Douglas Pudsey Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08 "we must protect our environment before profits and ignorance"


Gabriela Hochmuth Sainte Marie De
Kent, Canada


2018-05-08 "Save the world before it's too late. Maybe it already is. But don't
make life harder for the remain of humanity and our children,"


Matthew Barnes St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08 "I care for our earth, it’s ridiculous how is as humans treat it"


Susan Rose Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to start treating all our water with care and respect.
Dilution is NOT the solution!"


Samantha Shaw St Margaret's Bay,
Canada


2018-05-08 "To be clear, we are not promoting the closing of the mill; the smart
thing instead would be to pursue other options to deal with the
Pulp waste versus polluting this valuable Marine ecosystem. Once
this effluent changes the Strait, it is likely changed for dozens if not
hundreds of years, and will be difficult if not impossible to clean up.
Do the right thing for Nova Scotia and our ocean waters!"


Crystal Walker Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-08 "No pipelines! We can and have lived without it!!"


Carolyne Belso Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08 "It is unacceptable to endanger local fish populations and
compromise the environment, not to mention tourist industry for
the entire region, for the sake of one company’s profit."
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John Sutherland CONSTANCE LAKE,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Have to stop all pollution cause we won't have a future when we
are destroying the environment."


Morgan gowans Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08 "1 earth humans as it's keepers, and all we managed to do is cash
in on the oil and it's not paid off oil spills killed off parts of one
fertile sea beds , all it took is is 1 major oil spill, i ask you why... is it
worth it once the oil is all tapped out add, over population, go green
technology, that will save this world pain and suffering."


MAx thomson Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-08 "NO pipes"


Nancy Crozier Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08 "If marine life survives- we humans survive"


Olive Jean Zawalsky Calgary, Alberta,
Canada


2018-05-08 "Dumping effluent in the ocean is not good for any one or any thing
on this planet. Please stop this."


john macdonald calgary, Canada 2018-05-08 "protect our water and ocean"


mike norris Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is an outrage. There must be a better way to dispose of the
waste."


Susan Jephcott Vankleek Hill,
Canada


2018-05-08 "This is wrong..there has to be a better solution...we cannot
continue to pollute and destroy Mother Earth and her Creatures.
Please stop"


Tom Stevens Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08 "An operation which requires this kind of an easement to survive
should not go ahead. The environment is not something simply
"nice to have"."


Shirley Whiles Lethbridge,
Canada


2018-05-08 "People have to stop polluting our planet and start healing it. Be it
land, sea, or air"


Jessie Wallis Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08 "The earth shakes & unless the “pipe” (assuming it’s metal) expands
with an earth quack, there’s too much potential for damage."


Jean-Luc Martel Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08 "REMEMBER BP OIL!!! NEVER FORGET!"


Paula Paine Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08 "Protect the species; find another way to deal with effluent (there
are lots of other ways)."


K Downey Saint John's,
Canada


2018-05-08 "gross."


Patrick Kufflick St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08 "If they can't treat their waste then they should not be able to
operate. GO GREEN EXCUSE ME !!!!!!!!!!!!!"


Sharon Ferris Dundas ON,
Canada


2018-05-09 "To protect the trout and salmon."


David Buller Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-09 "What they are planning is not acceptable."


Gary Cralle Halton Hills,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Canada has the means to do the right thing."
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Dianne and Leon
Bradshaw


Goderich, Canada 2018-05-09 "My husband, Leon, and I oppose unnecessary pollution of any kind
that puts the health of our planet at further risk."


Debbie Essex Nobleton, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-09 "We have got to start making better decisions before it is too late?"


Dawn Mahaney Campbell River,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Because it's messed up!!!"


Mark Wilson Abbotsford, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-09 "The oceans are not dump sites"


Donna Arsenault Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-05-09 "Donna Arsenault"


sandra stephenson Rigaud, Canada 2018-05-09 "I was so happy when I heard Pictou was getting sewage treatment,
now this set-back. Why?"


sandra carruthers Union Bay, Canada 2018-05-09 "I"m signing because I believe our environment needs protecting
and we have to find alternate ways of dealing with toxic waste from
the pulp mill."


Ruth Wallace Saint Thomas,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Short term gain for privately owned mills to dump effluent the
cheapest way = screwing over everyone and everything else. Is that
really the legacy policy makers want?"


Patsy Perkull Quesnel, Canada 2018-05-09 "Ok by now , in this century ,you should be able to figure it out this
can only be bad for the environment enough already"


Jess McIntyre Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09 "Our children have inherited a disaster, the state of Mother Earth is
treacherous."


Chad Day London, Canada 2018-05-09 "It is extremely stupid for an elected official to allow a for-profit
corporation to dump its toxic waste into a sensitive environment
in this way. The mill is responsible for ensuring that the toxic
by-products of its manufacturing process do not pollute the
environment and the government of Nova Scotia should be
intelligent enough to recognize this."


Shelley Tucker Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09 "Water is life. Why are you destroying life?"


Melannie Burke Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Please stop this effluent pipe from being put there. Our fish and
turtles deserve our protection!"


Miranda Bestman Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09 "This is absolutely ridiculous!! I definitely oppose the Northern
Pulp's Effluent Pipe to Dump this in the Northumberland Strait.
There must be other ways to deal with effluent!!"


David Waldman Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09 "I'm signing because all sewage should be treated before it is
discharged anywhere in Canada."


Cheryl Linton-Julian Chemainus,
Canada


2018-05-09 "This precious habitat and it’s wildlife will be irreversibly destroyed
by dispensing tons of toxic effluent into it. STOP IT!"
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Elizabeth Campbell Port Moody,
Canada


2018-05-09 "We have to fight for our earth everyday. It is so tiring to see that
people do not know if they don't protect the water they will have
nothing."


Lynda Comber Sidney, Canada 2018-05-09 "Step up and defend the strait from toxic pollution."


Tom Mitchell Salt Spring Island
BC, Canada


2018-05-09 "It is just totally insane what unconscious Corporations will try and
do, without regulation and control they won’t stop their drive for
profit."


Jason Patry Leduc, Canada 2018-05-09 "This just seems like a silly thing to allow"


Monica Nobile Georgetown,
Canada


2018-05-09 "This is ascenine pumping toxic chemicals STRAIGHT INTO a body of
water WITHOUT TREATING THE WATER first. Why do companies only
think about their bottom line? What about the future Earth? Do they
even care? It doesn’t sound like they do."


Paul Thomson Brantford, Canada 2018-05-09 "Too much crap going into the water now!"


Gunta Hagar Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09 "We must save this main passage for the sake of our Trout and
Atlantic Salmon."


pamela blick Foxhole, England,
UK


2018-05-09 "This is not the way forward."


Sheila Guerenstein Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-09 "I don’t want my country to become more polluted."


N A Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09 "Poisoning our precious water is ridiculous and unnecessary!!"


Alexandre Fecteau Montreal, Quebec,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Petrolium extraction is dirty, on all aspects."


Jean Bolduc Québec, Quebec,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Il faut protéger les cours d'eau, une ressource inestimable."


Sheila
Nabigon-Howlett


Peterborough,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Pipelines are passe. Invest in renewables!"


Gar MacDonald Kentville, Canada 2018-05-09 "The Mill was a con, and it continues to be a crime against the
planet. It must be shut down, not extended."


Jeff Waterfall Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09 "Let’s move forward with our energy choices, not backward!"


Carol Walker Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09 "Please do not allow the effluent to be pumped into the strait. Sea
Trout and Atlantic Salmon will soon be an endangered species."


Mike Kennedy Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09 "The Ocean, the Atlantic Salmon are part of our culture and History
in Atlantic Canada we should cherish them not crush them.Nova
Scotia Canada Ocean playground , let’s keep it that way"


Laura Murray Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09 "Save our planet �, and stop harming it."


Charles Billo Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09 "We have to transition away from oil. There is simply no safe way to
continue using it."
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Bonnie Foster Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09 "They have the technology to clean without destruction to the
environment. I heard of a technology years ago, created or
experimented with, by a large company in Southern Ontario who
did sheet metal and ironwork. It was a type of incinerator where
everything that went into it the waste product produced was
nontoxic and mostly water. From what I was told by a person who
worked for them, the tests were successful. It was hushed up
because it was not a money maker. True or false? is there someone
who could find out?"


Trevor Brewer Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09 "Our marine life deserve better."


J. Bayer Glen Haven,
Canada


2018-05-09 "#nopipe"


robert snow pictou, Canada 2018-05-09 "I am signing this because I am deeply concerned that there has
not been enough research done in order to allow this to take place.
We have seen what the effluent has done to Boat Harbour and
I fear it will be the same for the Strait as the treatment process
they are planning will not remove such toxins as Cadmium and
Mercury. I have seen soil tests from the exit point of Boat Harbour
that were privately done and Cadmium levels are well above the
allowable limit and in case you do not know Cadmium is known for
its damaging effects on DNA. Unless you want to be know for taking
part in a national disaster I would strongly suggest you look at this
issue very closely and give a directive for a Class 2 Assessment. You
are calling for one on the Clean up, so thinking there should be one
for what caused it in the first place."


Dave Skinner HALIBURTON,
Canada


2018-05-09 "Zero carbon emissions are needed to save the people of this
planet. Wasting money on pipelines is ludicrous."


Elizabeth Lubenow Maple Ridge,
Canada


2018-05-09 "This is ridiculous. We know how damaging this kind of dumping is.
Stop now!"


Hywel Jones Canada 2018-05-09 "It will kill our water and all the fish"


Pam MacRae Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09 "Fish first - please! Forget the profits for sake of ou environment
please!"


Kevin Amboe Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09 "I value our natural wildlife of trout and salmon. These are keystone
species being put at risk."


john fraser NEW GLASGOW,
Canada


2018-05-09 "there is no reason for this pipe to to ever exist except for greed"


john fraser NEW GLASGOW,
Canada


2018-05-09 "the N.S. Gov .has to pay for the new effluent system & they want
the cheapest & easiest way to get rid of the effluents ,where as they
signed to own the effluents,also, that is why they have been trying
to fast track the asessment & approval"


Ehor Boyanowsky Ashcroft, Canada 2018-05-09 "I worry about the effects on the rivers in the area"


Anthony Wooller Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09 "The mill owners made a profit from producing the effluent and it is
their responsibility to clean it up and only put clean water back into
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the sea. Why should the general public and Nature suffer because of
a Corporations greed and having no community feelings."


Anthony Wooller Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09 "The mill owners made a profit from producing the effluent and it is
their responsibility to clean it up and only put clean water back into
the sea. Why should the general public and Nature suffer because of
a Corporations greed and having no community feelings."


Gerald Kameka Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09 "Make them create a pond for the effluent and process it!"


anna byrne Belleville, Canada 2018-05-09 "Because I do care"


Ann Ross Fredericton,
Canada


2018-05-09 "We need to keep the wild we still have!"


Erinn Graham Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09 "We need to stand up and protect our environment and fishing
industries!!!"


David Truran Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-09 "I’m a fan of a pristine NE Passage."


Kevin Hobbs Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09 "Enough of pipelines!! how many more areas need to be ruined?"


Gerry Lowe Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09 "This has to be the dumbest idea since the Tar Ponds."


Stephen Mcgrath Desable, Canada 2018-05-09 "No, find another way. Polluting is never an option."


Brenda Hardison Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-10 "Negative things keep happening to this planet, where do you think
it is going to lead us. Before it is too late do the right thing."


Michael MacLeod Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10 "I'm signing because the environment in this area is under siege. It
is critical that the regulations not be tampered with or allowances
made for anyone."


Asa Adams Canada 2018-05-10 " I know the Mill is a major employer here in Pictou county, all the
spin off jobs through out the province and beyond. But to discharge
the "treated" effluent into the Northumberland Strait..........That's
just insane!"


Richard Fultz Westville, Canada 2018-05-10 "I completely oppose the plan to pump pulp mill effluent into our
Strait. There has been zero scientific studies and decisions are being
made from an economic and engineering standpoint only. This is
wrong!"


JJ Allwood St. John's, Canada 2018-05-10 "Our beautiful ocean is NOT WORTH the risks. Not worth the money
to be made. Not worth it."


Chris Hollingsworth Strathmore,
Canada


2018-05-10 "If the mill can’t afford to dispose of their byproduct then they
shouldn’t exist"


joanne harris High River, Canada 2018-05-10 "stop this pollution & thoughtless cruelty/ destruction now.. has to
be a better way."


John Cameron Bow Island,
Canada


2018-05-10 "This is unacceptable - we should be trying to protect what’s left of
our already damaged habitat, not destroy it. Technology exists so
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that industry can exist in an environmentally responsible way, it just
requires the will to use it."


fran lavigne fort st. john,
Canada


2018-05-10 "I am amazed that that in times wnen many fisheries have been
decimated, leaving many w/o work & a source of food reduced
radidically as well as a time when we Canada is trying to save our
natural environment that a govt would allow a private company
to emit that much effluent that would ruin the Strait waters.
NORTHUMBERLAND Strait & all that it provides, is for the inalienable
right of the citizens of the provinces around it; not to provide a
cheaper dump for a private company to the detriment of the Strait.
Very small minded. Please reconsider such an option & serve those
who voted for your govt.; protect the Strait."


Ann Kurt Kitchener, Ontario,
Canada


2018-05-10 "Find a better way to deal with this !"


Darlene J. Salter Dryden, Canada 2018-05-10 "We send astronauts to outer space and yet we are still dumping
human waste garbage into rivers and oceans. Only clean water
should enter our rivers and oceans!"


tracey carnahan kitchener, Canada 2018-05-10 "This pipeline is a ridiculous idea. Haven't we learned ANYTHING
about environmental protection?"


SUSAN SCOTT Shelburne, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-05-10 "There will be nothing left if we keep destroying the bit of healthy
environment that is left."


Niomi Starspires Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10 "Im signing because, I believe our water ways all over the planet
are fundamental to human life. Our priority as we consider
more expansion of human society needs to first consider if the
actions taken are going to maintain the health and diversity
of our waterways and the ecosystems they support. Water is
the fundamental element necissary for the human body. If we
continue to disregard the necessity to keep our water safe in
this limited resource of earth, we will not be living in a very
healthy environment 30-40-50 years down the road. We need only
observe the detrimental impact we have already had on our global
environment to know how bad it could get, if continue in the same
light, with disregard for the very substances that sustain life. This
idea should be seen as a crime, if it was implemented, a crime
against humanity! Our fundamental life source is in danger and to
even consider continuing to contaminate it is ludicrous!!!"


Katie Johnston Lethbridge,
Canada


2018-05-10 "I am appalled that we still do this in Canada . Why are you not pre
planning for the extra effluent long before you need to dispose
of it. I work in research our rivers and streams are becoming very
polluted naturally without mans thoughtlessness."


Daniel Muise Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10 "I care"


Kathleen Harris Delta, Canada 2018-05-10 "We need to protect wild salmon and marine ecosystems far more
than we do investment and dependence on harmful fossil fuels."


Nicole Bedard Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10 "All good is wild & free!"
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Debbie Stewart Elgin, Canada 2018-05-10 "Help protect our fish."


Ruth Perkins Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10 "Northern Pulp must be stopped from using our ocean as a sewer.
Their poisons must be prevented from entering our ecosystem."


brian trainor Summerside,
Canada


2018-05-10 "Perhaps in this day and age, if you can't deal with your waste in a
proper manner, you shouldn't be in business..."


Anita Webb Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10 "It’s time to stop this polluting of our environment."


Denise Murray Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10 "I’m signing because it is the only right thing to do! Thanks to Matt
Dort for being such an inspiring influence!"


George Sutherland
Sutherland


New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-05-11 "Isn’t it time this stopped, rather than starting over someplace so
special to so many, full of whales , tuna , and gannets feeding on
Herring all of September... and rich Lobster spawning grounds!!"


Gregor Wilson Londonderry,
Canada


2018-05-11 "Salmon, trout, lobster and recreation are all threatened by this NP’s
pipe.#nopipe"


Catherine Jones Midhurst, Canada 2018-05-11 "Dumping 90 million litres of effluent daily into the Strait will cause
harm to marine ecosystem. Find another solution!"


Paul Boegel Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Nobody should dump ANYTHING in the ocean!! Its a source of food
for millons. Who in their right mind would even think of polluting
the oceans??? So much for civilized.....Nature does not dump
anything. There is no waste in nature. Something always cleans up
and we better get on that or we will kill our environment. We are
well on our way."


Alex Smith Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11 "Companies should not be allowed to continue to download costs
onto taxpayers and the environment. They take the profit and we
take the cost. How is this a fair deal for us?"


Karen Peters Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11 "I care about the health if Canada's environment. I want it preserved
for my children."


Alison Proteau New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-05-11 "This planned effluent pipe into our beautiful strait in
unconscionable."


Lorraine Currie North Myrtle
Beach, South
Carolina, US


2018-05-11 "This ocean is a habitat for our eco system which includes us
humans . We should be proud to keep our waters clean and
un-polluted! Let’s do this!!!"


carol buchanan Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Beautiful warm waters need full protection from pollution."


Lori Johnson Westville, Canada 2018-05-11 "I think its long past time the government protected our ocean, not
pander to corporations. Stop the poisoning of your citizens, and the
destruction of natural habitats we depend on"


Lynne Fox Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Crude bitumen... probably not the best mineral to pipe through
an environmentally sensitive area. For the life of me, I can't
understand, why, governments, at every level, don't think refined
stuff would be a huge improvement, and a much safer, albeit not a
terrific, option. That crude filth we don't want near our shores... Get
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real. Remember Exxon? Sheesh! What does it take? Any disaster for
BC's coastline is going to impact so many. If you want oil to come
here, send it in the right form, not goop that can't be utilized until
refined anyway. Wakey, wakey!"


Gerard Halfyard Trenton, Canada 2018-05-11 "Why risk our environment? It is insane that the government would
want to allow this to happen. #NoPipe"


Chester Dobruk Knutsford, Canada 2018-05-11 "You are commenting on the wrong petition Lynne Fox. This is
about dumping pulpwood sludge into the Atlantic not about the oil
pipeline to the Pacific. Wakey Wakey Lynne."


Britt Vogrin Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11 "I disagree with this bullshit"


Lynne Fox Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Oops! My upset - given the coverage on this pipeline it's little
wonder there's a mix-up. However, my sentiment for any pipeline
is still the same - measures, proper structures need to be
implemented. No question about it. Thanks for the point out! L"


Sarah Palmer Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11 "there is no more important cause for our future than that of our
oceans - if we want a decent future for our kids we need to insure
it by taking care of the planet now before it's too late - it's the only
decent thing to do and it's the best inheritance we could give"


Yves Perron Kelowna, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-11 "How Stupid can People Be!?!?! It is High Time that Governments
Do their Jobs and Deal Appropriately with All Pollutants...Wake Up
People..."


Julia Hancock Montague, Canada 2018-05-11 "Save our Future!"


Frank Tibbetts Wentworth,
Canada


2018-05-11 "I know it is important. #NOPIPE"


Diane Sober River Denys,
Canada


2018-05-11 "Nature is more Important than a Papier mill"


Andrea Birt Charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada


2018-05-12 "I am very concerned about our eco systems."


Trevor Spencer Hammonds plains,
Canada


2018-05-12 "This will be an environmental disaster."


Kevin Jacka Australia 2018-05-12 "Icare about our fish"


Dael Morris Orillia, ON, Canada 2018-05-12 "Alternative ways and means are available in this day and age of
extinguishing species and climate change, surely--these companies
must show the will."


Bev Plummer Barrie, Canada 2018-05-12 "Are the people who live in these areas so stupid that they are still
allowing this to happen? Why don't they stand up and demand an
alternative?"


Daniel MacDonald New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-05-12 "We are. The government is against us and multimillion dollar
company is against us. Not as easy as you think."
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Ronald Gomez Burnaby, British
Columbia, Canada


2018-05-13 "We either close out nearly all outfishing for ever and save our
people's lives, or we live very few more years and all painfully"


Jean Tremblay Ssrsfield, On.,
Canada


2018-05-13 "Unbelievable! With today's scientific knowhow, industry is still
trying to use the old «let's just dump our garbage into the sea»
method of years past. Incredible! If that mill cannot find a better
way of solving their waste problem, they should not be allowed to
operate until they do find a clean solution to that problem."


Ian Fleming Attleborough,
England, UK


2018-05-13 "All effluent can be recycled. It just costs more. If we won't pay for
an ethical product, the product must not be manufactured."


Kathleen
Thomson-Malouin


Waterford, Canada 2018-05-13 "We cannot afford any environmental disasters The priority is the
planet"


N A Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-05-13 "This would be nothing short of another environmental devastation
to our beautiful county. #NO PIPE"


S Kirby Mississauga,
Canada


2018-05-13 "You must pursue other options to deal with the Pulp waste versus
polluting this valuable Marine ecosystem.The Strait is a main
passage for our Sea Trout and Atlantic Salmon as well as a place to
feed and get energized prior to entering the rivers. However all this
is at major risk with the proposed 90 million litres of effluent to be
pumped into the Strait a day."


Wanda Prescott Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-13 "Seriously!! This is something that happened 100 years ago but we
know better now. And let's face it, the taxpayer will pay for the clean
up after the damage is done."


Harvey Lawson Highclife, UK 2018-05-13 "Too much environmental damage is being done by industry in
Canada."


Eileen Easton Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-13 "Everything is being destroyed because of greed."


Richard Prest Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-13 "Because we have corporate shills pretending to be Minister's who
represent the Citizens of Canada. With all the big icebergs drifting
south, lets see if one can hit and create another oil disaster. After all
they have no accountability."


Sue Sargent Calgary, Canada 2018-05-14 "Someone has to have the will to stop this"


William Vinett Nashville,
Tennessee, US


2018-05-14 "My mom's from Cape Breton, NS. This is too important a place,
ecologically, to befoul with paper mill effluent. As someone in the
printing business for the past 47 years, I understand the importance
of the mill. But, the costs associated with the paper-making process
should be borne by the mill and the purchasers of the paper, not the
environment. The fish, and the ocean itself, should not be harmed
by a shifting or disguising of real costs."


Linda Powell Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-14 "The government is horrible with respect to tax payers and there
health and well being. They are ignorant!"


Brian Rowe Oakville, Canada 2018-05-14 "Enough is enough. We need to stop polluting the earth for the
convenience of corporations."
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frred sutliff Washington, North
Carolina, US


2018-05-14 "enough destroying the inviroment ,there are other ways to get ride
of there waste but will cost them a few bucks"


Sandy Pemberton Kingston, Canada 2018-05-14 "We can't afford to lose any more rivers!!!"


Dorothy Burton Cape Breton,
Canada


2018-05-14 "We need to save our rivers. no more polluting the rivers."


Ken Roose Halifax, Canada 2018-05-14 "Should not be"


ROLAND ULATOWSKI Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-14 "this is ridiculous in todays modern world dumping raw sewage into
the ocean as Victoria Vancouver Island has been doing for the 100
yrs...bullshit."


Matt Ready Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-15 "Enough is enough. Polluting these water must be stopped."


Cathy Miller Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-15 "I have personally witnessed the on going effect of the effluent ,
color, smell and foam along our beaches of the Northumberland
Strait. In the last 10 years I have also seen its effects on Pictou
Island shoreline and shellfish who’s shells are a very copper brown
stain."


Madeleine Lajambe Mahone Bay,
Canada


2018-05-15 "What kind of 'environment minister' pushes pipelines, BP offshore
drilling and filth entering the Northumberland Strait? Why, it must
be a yet another hypocritical Liberal 'environment' minister!"


adrienne paul trenton, Canada 2018-05-15 "I want future generations to be able to enjoy the ocean. I for one
was unable to enjoy the ocean growing up. Boat Harbour is in my
back yard and the only way I can view what was once a spectacular
place is by hearing stories. I want those stories to be real again for
generations to come. Why ruin our beautiful home by polluting our
waters?"


Jason O'quinn kingston on,
Canada


2018-05-16 "I care"


Darcy Noye Summerside,
Canada


2018-05-16 "I care about our waterways and the Northumberland Straight"


Adam Melbourne Corner Brook,
Canada


2018-05-17 "Ridicules"


John Canning Westville, Canada 2018-05-17 "Enough is enough, NP pollutes our air and water as well reck havic
on our woodlands, talking no responsibility for their actions. Our
fishing grounds must be protected."


melanie langley Port Dufferin, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-05-17 "this is wrong on so many levels ...think we had a lot of fish and
marine life die and wash up on shore already . imagine if they
are allowed to do this ,the devastation it will cause to marine life,
eco systems and even us from eating things caught in that area
contaminated by chemicals ."


Stéphane Côté Québec, Canada 2018-05-18 "We must stop the planetary ecocide !"
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Brian Gaulke Tatamagouche,
Canada


2018-05-18 "It's long past time to stop allowing a large foreign corporation
pollute our environment, raze our forests, and get away with
millions of dollars while harming our fisheries and tourism
industries."


Jennifer Houselander Dunrobin, Canada 2018-05-18 "I grew up there and shall return"


George Isnor New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-05-18 "Keep sending your letters to the Federal and Provincial government
agencies , maybe we will get a respond from a real person instead
of a computer ...The Federal government should be involved in this
...there should be no way that this mill be allowed to dump their
pollution into a prime fishing area like the Northumberland Strait
thus affecting all three maritime provinces...."


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-05-18 "Who is allowing..?Find out who owns you, learn, understand and
be conscientious about the reasons of this all and than understand
the results.You live in a corporate country and you are not the
shareholder but their asset.Schools never tell you the truth... you
must do that for yourself"


Carol Dobson Trenton Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-05-19 "I live in the Pictou Landing community and there are days the air is
so toxic it is so hard to breath and I get so sick.If the wind is blowing
from the east we get Boat Harbour fumes,If the wind blows from
the west we get the NP fumes.Can't live this way any longer.#no
pipe ever!!!"


Byron Bona North Vancouver,
British Columbia,
Canada


2018-05-19 "Save the Atlantic salmon, get rid of the aquaculture fishery, and
ditch the crooked politicians. See DFO Minister Leblanc's Arctic surf
clam licensing to family friends and Liberal supporters. And we think
the American are bad...we are becoming Americans."


Casper Voogt Sterling, Virginia,
US


2018-05-20 "I don't know whose brilliant idea it was to propose pumping 90
million litres of effluent daily, but that's insane. Trout is delicious,
and before they're eaten they deserve to live healthily."


Joanne Thauberger Penticton, Canada 2018-05-22 "This is disgusting and certainly not necessary in today's world.
Clean up you act, and anyone else that is dumping sewage into the
waterways. How do you think the Nile, Ganges, et al. became so
polluted? Haven't you learned anything?"


Robin Jane McNichol Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-22 "Our natural habitat matters more than anything else. Keep Canada
Pristine!!!"


Bill Jamieson Pitt Meadows,
Canada


2018-05-22 "time to clean up our planet and leave future generations with a
better system than we have , no need to allow this mess"


Teresa Mak Sturgis, Michigan,
US


2018-05-22 "The effects of this will be far reaching. Quality and safety of
commercial fishing will affect everybody."


Joanne Thauberger Penticton, Canada 2018-05-24 "Who says schools never tell you the truth? Some people just refuse
to acknowledge the truth because it doesn't suit them."


Chris McKim Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-24 "The cost savings now will never justify the environmental impact."
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Kevin Mulholland Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-25 "Our enviroment has been damaged possibly beyond year. We
do have to try. This is one of those steps. I like how you are going
about it , saying lets look at alternates for this situation. Very
commendable. We need our fish for many many many reasons.
Do some research as to why but please vote. Thank you Kevin
Mulholland. Hamilton Ontario Canada. L8K 1H9"


Sawyer Buchanan Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-25 "It effects my home town pictou nova Scotia and I'm completely
against what they're trying to do"


Phil K Lower Sackville,
Canada


2018-05-25 "Boat harbour and the stack emissions were awful since day one,
but now pumping the effluent directly into the strait untreated?
Shame on you, it's unacceptable."


Antoine Caron Montréal, Canada 2018-05-25 "Having experienced that beautiful region (Melburby beach!), there
is no way this idiotic project should be allowed"


Richard Collins Corbyville, Canada 2018-05-26 "Apparently the mill ownership can be traced backed through
a series of companies and at the end it appears the owner is in
Indonesia, so why would they care what happens to the strait. In
this day of high tech engineering there has to be a better way of
dealing with the waste if the parent company is forced to spend the
money."


Céline Papillon New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-05-27 "We are in dire straits here! Our very health depends on clean
waters to insure viable and untainted fish and other marine life. It
is obscene to put big and dirty business ahead of the health and
well being of the citizens who live here. They will creep away when
they can no longer wrench any more out of our environment, but
we will still be here, left with little to hang on to for a healthy life. It
has happened before. Why let it happen again and again? Enough is
enough"


Gerard Macdonald New York, New
York, US


2018-05-30 "No pipe"


June Stewart Newmarket,
Canada


2018-05-30 "I was raised in rural Nova Scotia and remember the prestine waters
and fishing ... and that’s how it should be Our beautiful Province
that is unique in its own way.... please don’t let this pipe happen"


Tasha Tanner Lords Cove,
Canada


2018-05-30 "Enough is enough! Our planet is in peril- it's time to start fixing it,
not making it worse...."


Bruce Kennedy Halifax,ns, Canada 2018-05-30 "It will harm fishery, tourism , and our beautiful beaches"


Deborah
Gillis-Williams


Dartmouth, NS,
Canada


2018-05-30 "We need to be smarter about our decisions"


Patricia Smith Kawartha Lakes,
Canada


2018-05-30 "I am strongly opposed to this pipe being in the Northumberland
Strait."


Trevor Parsons Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-05-30 "Our current provincial government is not acting for the
environment and hence is creating an environmental deficit for our
children and grand-children."
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Ann Fothergill-Brown Smiths Falls,
Canada


2018-05-31 "Haven't we learned anything yet about what fouling our oceans
means to our species, too? Waste disposal is a cost of business that
should not be foisted on the environment."


Nancy Naves Saugeen Shores,
Ontario, Canada


2018-05-31 "Is the water cleaned/filtered before flowing out into the
Northumberland Strait? If not, do they fine them for polluting on
such a preposterously high scale as this? Keep it clean!"


Stacey Rudderham Fall River, Canada 2018-06-01 "The mill is 26 past its life expectancy. No matter what anyone tells
you about upgrades, people who go inside the mill are prone to
relating feelings of terror about the risk of the conditions inside the
mill. I have been to Boat Harbour, and I can speak to the terror of
the outfall from the mill. Recent revelations about the estimated
costs to clean up Boat Harbour, are grave supports for the risks
the Mill's planned effluent pipe will impose on the Northumberland
Strait. The illnesses, the air quality and offensive stench. The mill's
impacts on our forests in the province. Enough is enough."


Stacey Rudderham Fall River, Canada 2018-06-01 "The mill is 26 years past its life expectancy. No matter what anyone
tells you about upgrades, people who go inside the mill are prone
to relating feelings of terror about the risk of the conditions inside
the mill. I have been to Boat Harbour, and I can speak to the terror
of the outfall from the mill. Recent revelations about the estimated
costs to clean up Boat Harbour, are grave supports for the risks
the Mill's planned effluent pipe will impose on the Northumberland
Strait. The illnesses, the air quality and offensive stench. The mill's
impacts on our forests in the province. Enough is enough."


Stacey Rudderham Fall River, Canada 2018-06-01 "The mill is 26 years past its life expectancy. No matter what anyone
tells you about upgrades, people who go inside the mill are prone
to relating feelings of terror about the risk of the conditions inside
the mill. I have been to Boat Harbour, and I can speak to the terror
of the outfall from the mill. Recent revelations about the estimated
costs to clean up Boat Harbour, are grave supports for the risks
the Mill's planned effluent pipe will impose on the Northumberland
Strait. The illnesses, the air quality and offensive stench. The mill's
impacts on our forests in the province. Enough is enough."


wayne noel Moncton, Canada 2018-06-01 "No pipe in the strait"


Bruce Nelson Denver, Colorado,
US


2018-06-01 "Because The Northumberland Strait is more vital than pulp
effluent. NS is not a paper mill trash bin. Save the Marine life. Thank
you."


Northumberland
Strait Sportfishing
Association


Canada 2018-06-01 "The water will be treated with toxins, dioxins, chlorine, pulp fibres,
and fresh water. The Strait is salt water and the marine species rely
on a certain degree of salinity"


Margo Sheppard Fredericton,
Canada


2018-06-02 "the Oceans are not our private dumping grounds."


Dimitrije Martinovic Toronto, Canada 2018-06-03 "I want to express my deepest desire to keep the health and
well-being of northern fish stocks alive and well for future
generations."
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Carol Pryce Ajax, Canada 2018-06-05 "Northern pulp must treat the effluent water they produce, prior
to releasing it into the Northumbrrland Strait. They must take
responsibility for the garbage they create."


Natasha Juba Nanaimo, Canada 2018-06-08 "I can't figure out how to contact the individual who started this
petition, but I have information about a new technology that
is far superior and cleaner than what is being proposed in the
Northumberland Strait. This information was forwarded to the mill
in question, but no response as of yet. If the person who started this
petition would like more information about what we proposed, they
can contact me at natasha.juba@hotmail.com, and I can put you in
touch with the people involved in the technology. Good luck, I hope
that your concerns are listened to!"


Micheline Pilon Montréal, Canada 2018-06-08 "I agree with the petition..."


Francoise Vulpe Toronto, Canada 2018-06-13 "The salmon and trout are already facing insurmountable problems.
Perhaps this is the government's plan to finish them off? So much
for campaign promises."


Darlene Mackeen Stellarton, Canada 2018-06-14 "Because our oceans should not be ruined for others greed and we
should be taking better care of OUR oceans and planet"


Thomas Neilson Victoria, Canada 2018-06-14 "Atlantic salmon represent a resource which took thousands if not
millions of years to develop. The resource is in a critical state; on life
support. Any industrial project which threatens in any way shape
or form the future viability of Atlantic salmon is not economically
viable, period."


Joshua Fischer Atlanta, Georgia,
US


2018-06-19 "We must always protect our natural resources."


Owen Woodside Halifax, Canada 2018-06-21 "My family has lived in New Glasgow, Pictou County for generations,
enjoying all the coastal beaches had to offer. I attended as a child,
and worked as a young adult at Big Cove, YMCA camp, where we
ran canoe trips along the shoreline of the northumberland strait,
following east towards Cape Breton, or west towards the ferry to
PEI. I have known personally and come to enjoy the pristine coastal
waters, a boon for local tourism, and seen bountiful marine life such
as seals and porpoises, schools of young fish taking refuge from the
tumultous atlantic waters. I studied Biology at Dalhousie University,
and have good evidence to know the harm this would cause to
the local economy, and ecology. We cannot allow such reckless
disregard for health and human safety, as well as our collective
natural resources. Sincerely,Owen Woodside"


Cathy Miller Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-22 "I am a property owner on Pictou Island, NS. I grew up in New
Glasgow. I come back every summer. I have seen the change in
the quality of the water and our shoreline on the Northumberland
Strait.This needs to stop before it is completely destroyed. The
short term gain for NP and its few employees is not reason
enough for the long term destruction of our strait and all that that
encompasses."
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Brian ROACH Antigonish, Canada 2018-06-22 "Anything worth doing ..is worth doing RIGHT!!. Do the RIGHT
THING!"


Northumberland
Strait Sportfishing
Association


Canada 2018-06-22 "We will contact you"


David Reinboth West Vancouver,
Canada


2018-06-29 "This decision will require courage, compassion and integrity from
Nova Scotia's political leadership. While these traits often exist
in candidates for public office, they seem to erode once elected.
I hope, as many have recommended, that the politicians vote to
protect the marine environment and they support industries that
rely on pristine coastal waters to provide employment and promote
tourism."


Dorene Bernard Micmac, Canada 2018-07-02 "#waterissacred, #waterislife, #nopipe"


Ken Barton Conway,
Massachusetts, US


2018-07-04 "Dumping effluent into pristine waters is a “Third World” thing.
We’re better educated than that. We know better. Do the right thing,
STOP such dumping. Spend the money on up-to-date waste water
cleaning and recycle it."


Lois Beaton Halifax, Canada 2018-07-05 "It’s an ecological disaster and the local people are strongly against
it. Don’t force it on them."


Greg Burrell Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-07-06 "Maritime activities accounted for 15.2% of Nova Scotia's
GDP in 2015, and between 10-25% of the GDP of the
other Maritime provinces. Deliberately harming the
viability of the Maritime ecosystems in this way is grossly
irresponsible. This project must be stopped.(Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, Maritime Sectors Gross Domestic Product
Contribution to Provincial and Territorial Economies 2015, <a
href="http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/stats/maritime/tab/mar-tab2-eng.htm"
rel="nofollow">http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/stats/maritime/tab/mar-tab2-eng.htm</a>)"


Tracy Polhill Dauphin, Canada 2018-07-06 "It will destroy this fragile ecosystem"


Angela whittleton bedford, Canada 2018-07-06 "The future of the Northumberland Strait is being put at risk. This
greedy pulp mill could have invested in alternative soultions to clean
up their operation, but instead they reap profits year after year and
continue to threaten the environment, mutiple industries and the
health of those living in and around the maritimes. Shame on this
pulp mill and anyone who supports the idea of dumping into the
water."


dave lank trenton, Canada 2018-07-06 "so many reasons"


Kagan Pittman Oakville, Canada 2018-07-06 "I'm signing because the ocean is an important part of our global
ecosystem, and the wastewater dumped into it would be extremely
harmful."


Nadia Alexan Montreal, Canada 2018-07-07 "Our livelihood is more important than the economy"
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Max Kennedy New Liskeard,
Canada


2018-07-07 "WTF, only the stupid could expect to do something as potentially
destructive as this. Smarten up, change your system and
recycle/reuse this water."


Jennifer
Hineman-Brickell


Oshawa, Canada 2018-07-07 "Fossil fuels are NOT the way of the future. Protect what we have,
politicians won’t fight for the environment-the people must."


Diane Charles NANAIMO, BC,
Canada


2018-07-07 "It is time."


Jim Elliott Regina,
Saskatchewan,
Canada


2018-07-07 "We can no longer use our oceans and our skies as dumping
grounds for our garbage and waste. Everything must be net zero."


N R Ann Arbor,
Michigan, US


2018-07-07 "Oil is out, renewable is in."


John Paul Rice Summerside,
Canada


2018-07-08 "I work in the fishing industry. As does some of my family. I don't
want our lively hoods to suffer, because of a corporation in another
province. I also want to continue to enjoy local sea food without
worrying about what it's doing to my and my family's health."


Polly Rice Richmond, Canada 2018-07-08 "I can’t even believe they would even consider this�"


Connie Jennings Hugo, Oklahoma,
US


2018-07-08 "Our oceans and waterways provide home to all kinds of life."


Stephen Cahill Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-07-08 "Not the best idea. Hiding the $hit."


Jordan Giroux Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-09 "I care about nature, our oceans and the overall health of Earth"


Linda Gee Pictou, Canada 2018-07-09 "I am signing because it is not acceptable to dump millions of litres
of effluent into our fishing ground. The proposed pipe will come out
right in front of our home. Unbelievable that the government would
consider supporting this! No pipe!"


Lora Barry West Kelowna,
Canada


2018-07-09 "It's the right thing to do."


Brandon Johnson Canada 2018-07-09 "I believe this is wrong."


Jacqueline Ripley Perth Andover,
Canada


2018-07-09 "no no and no :( do not put our water at risk :("


Kelly Perry Miscouche, Canada 2018-07-11 "This does so much harm to our oceans it has to be stopped!"


Cheri Campbell Milton, Canada 2018-07-11 "I want this to be available to many more generations"


Suzanne Kennedy Toronto, Canada 2018-07-20 "Without clean water there is no life"


Heather Fougere New glasgow,
Canada


2018-07-20 "I am signing because it is ludicrous to potentially destroy the local
fishing industry for the sake of another industry's responsibility. We
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can live without pulp processing, but can't live without a vital food
source."


peter bennett dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20 "Im doing this to have a better future for my kids.Would be good to
leave something for our grand kids"


Paul Clayfield Westville, Canada 2018-07-21 "We need to protect our natural assets"


Tom Lusk Lansdowne,
Canada


2018-07-21 "No company has the right to imperil the environment!"


Linda Campbell Brookfield, Canada 2018-07-23 "We need to keep businesses honest & keep them open to the
better way not the easier/cheaper way. We also need to unify the
effort to live in harmony with nature."


roger mac gillivray antigonish, Canada 2018-07-24 "I'm worried about the impact on my job as a lobster and tuna
fisherman"


Terence Nicholas Jamaica Plain,
Canada


2018-07-24 "Ruining the rest of what we have left of our strait would be
horrible"


Austin Levi Dartmouth,
Canada


2018-07-24 "No Pipe"


Charles Anderson New Glasgow,
Canada


2018-07-25 "No pipe !!!!"


Donald Mac Donald Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-07-26 "Just not a bright idea"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "Why would anyone think a petition or asking
&quot;Government&quot; to help with created situation by big
international corporations will bring remedy?Noam Chomsky
stated that their own peoples are the biggest enemies of
corporatized not civil authorities =&gt; Governance.Check
your civil status how you being is perceived and treated as an
asset/thing, CDM As long as you keep silent and don't want to
understand the issue forget your fight, you are lost already be
design...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cT-E-zXLlI&feature=youtu.be"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "you should worry, the damages will be real and you be blamed on
top of it.Carbon-tax is lurking, 'cause you are the problem. Most
take the Tax and do not think further.., start thinking big about
things you have not known.. petitions are not designed to work,
petite=small"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "nice ideas but pls realize why a corporation exists, who developed
this fiction and whyyou have to go back a few centuries--&gt; google
&quot;Unam Sanctam&quot; and what it realty meant, the desired
outcome...still surprised?"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "but a corporation has, can and will, and your government being
a corporation itself has applied wool over your eyes trying to keep
away your waking up...just check who is issuing licences now, how
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&quot;access NS&quot; is being organized and who owns this fiction
and who it can be sold to....think and ask questions"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "why would this Corporation be benefited with the Indemnity
provision, backed up and payed by whom? btw &quot;Government
is doing things absolutely right being a Corporation itself and has
to listen to its owners, no owner you are not but their asset, their
thing/resource to be used up and not bestowed with rights,CDM =
capitis dimintutio maxmia, learn about this to live"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "I know is hard to swallow but most citizen of this world have
no clou why things are as the are and real problems not
solvedPictou County has been plagued with this pulp mill (air,
water pollution,low wood prizes, clear-cut, spraying herbicides etc),
&quot;Government&quot; funds by the millions poured in over the
last half century for no real progress, wake up and small this rotten
scheme actually and as what it does to us..."


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "good luck, if you concerned study what happened in 1974 with
the Canada Bank Act and its outcome...The yet unborn of your
growing kids are already loaded up.did you know about this
http://www.comer.org/ ???"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "how? by not grasping the reality?"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "correct, what do you propose?"


Hadshi Halef Ben
Yussuf


Barneys River
Station, Canada


2018-07-28 "expect more from foreign Corporation and a no civil fiction of
&quot;government&quot;?Did school prepare you for what, who
rules? think notwe all have rights but they don’t come down like dew
in a hot summer nightwe don’t even have a fundamental framework
for and by the peoples, what do we expect..."


Shauna Wentzell Westville, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-08-04 "I’m signing because this is absolutely disgusting."


Mark Geck Pictou, Canada 2018-08-14 "the effluent would contain chlorines, dioxins, metals, among other
toxic constituents and will contain 935kg of solid materials per day."


Susan Beaton Halifax, Canada 2018-08-14 "As a commercial lobster fishermen in the Gulf, I know this pollution
puts our entire lobster industry at risk. One contaminated lobster
could sink our entire reputation and market abroad."


gwenn marshall st peters, Canada 2018-08-15 "Because I care"


SCOTT LANGSTAFF Pictou, Canada 2018-08-15 "Imagine what that kind of financial boost to new small business
could do for our economy! Instead of sending it over seas!"


Cheryl Mancini Port Hope, Canada 2018-08-15 "How can these companies live with themselves!!! The pollution in
itself is horrible let alone everything being fished out!!!!!"


Tracy Nicholson Truro, Canada 2018-08-17 "Nova Scotia and PEI coastlines have been damaged enough over
the years...let the fishing return..quit messing with the ecosystem"
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douglas herring Murray River PE,
Canada


2018-08-17 "Signing to help prevent a company that doesn't care about
polluting the waters of Northumberland strait and harming incomes
from fishermen, property values and tourism."


Tyler MacKenzie US 2018-08-20 "Enough is enough"


Bradley Benard Indianapolis,
Indiana, US


2018-08-20 "Truly sickening...I am ashamed of man. &quot;The greatness of a
nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals
are treated.&quot;-Mahatma Ghandi &quot;We should respect
animals because it makes better human beings of us all."


Jim Weaver London, Canada 2018-08-28 "I agree with the goal."


David & Pam Ing Stratford, Canada 2018-08-28 "We feel strongly that we must do whatever is necessary to protect
the finite environment. David Ing"


Ann Van Regan Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29 "No Pipes...We're past that."


wyman moase Kensington,
Canada


2018-08-29 "I believe we must take better care of our planet."


Joanne Fraser Port Moody,
Canada


2018-08-29 "We have to quit messing with the ecosystem!"


Debby Potter St Ann, Canada 2018-08-29 "I hope it's not too late !"


frederick rodgers Wellington, Canada 2018-08-29 "Because it’s time we tarted to care for this world and stop caring
for our wallets"


Yogi Fell SouthGranvile,
Canada


2018-08-29 "Protect our fisheries."


Ellen Mullally Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-08-29 "I value our waters and marine life and beaches."


mary bailey London, England,
UK


2018-08-29 "Make all the culprits clean their own effluent"


Amy Carver Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-08-29 "It is crucial that we protect our water, marine life and industry. This
pollution should be criminal."


Gertrude Parker Canada 2018-08-29 "Edgar parker"


savannah auld charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada


2018-08-29 "I care about my island and it's water quality! I enjoy swimming in
this area, as well as thousands of others!"


Phillip Rody Miramichi, Canada 2018-08-29 "What they want to do is unacceptable."


Valerie Creed Montague, Canada 2018-08-29 "This should not happen."


Tara Waugh red deer, Canada 2018-08-29 "I care about the environment"
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Janet McLeod Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-08-29 "I'm signing because I'm neither insane nor stupid. You have to be
one or the other to think this is a good idea."


Gillian Asher Stratford, Ontario,
Canada


2018-08-29 "I care a lot about the Northumberland Strait"


Izabela Perry Crapaud, Canada 2018-08-29 "I live right here....in a center of a Straight. I cannot allow this to
happen....this will kill tourism and many businesses around!"


Maisie Smith Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-08-29 "This is indeed a major risk to the environmental health of the
Northumberland Strait."


Don Campbell Canada 2018-08-30 "Aquatic life and healthy waters in our region is important and
deserves protection, to preserve this nature. And btw I enjoy
responsible fishing."


Valerie Owen Stanhope, Canada 2018-08-30 "In what world could this be a good idea?"


Glenna Lohnes Canada 2018-08-30 "I believe by standing together in unity via this petition and those
like it; we can make a difference."


Paula MacIntyre Stratford, Canada 2018-08-30 "No pulp in the Gulf!"


Janet Preston Belle River, Canada 2018-08-30 "I live in Wood Islands and swim in the strait. Never let this happen
to our strait and fish and beaches"


Peter Kielburger Conquerall Bank,
Canada


2018-08-31 "It's important"


John Magnan Port Colborne,
Canada


2018-08-31 "This is wrong! We’re killing ourselves when we kill our planet!"


Gavin Hall Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-08-31 "Our government needs to stop this and start protecting our
environment."


Candy Gallant Miscouche, Canada 2018-08-31 "I want the earth to be as healthy as possible"


Norm Finlayson Charlottetown,
Canada


2018-08-31 "Because it’s 2018."


Brenda Nichols Rice Point, Canada 2018-09-01 "This is completely insane and stupid."


Judy Platts Montague, Canada 2018-09-03 "Reasons I don't want to see waste going into are waters are, is it
killing sea life n beside that I swim in that water"


Kirsten Skjodt Trenton, Canada 2018-09-06 "Kirsten skjodt"


Robert Morrison nova scotia,
Canada


2018-09-23 "I’m a fisherman and fishing is renewable"


Ken Glitnak Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-02 "Keep My Country ( Canada ) free from degradation ."


Mark Hodie Munster, Indiana,
US


2018-10-04 "So many of our waters have already been ruined by mining,
development, drilling, pollution, and other man-made harm.Enough
is enough!Our waters are supposed to be a place of peace and quiet
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for us, and the fish and wildlife which live in them and/or rely on
them!The animals are running out of places to live and be safe.
Our fish and wildlife are under threat from so many angles. They
desperately need to be protected, mainly from humans.Life is hard
enough for people, let alone the animals.Can't we please offer them
some much needed help?!PLEASE protect our waters for all future
generations before they are permanently ruined. Some damage
cannot be undone!"


Thomas MacGuigan Charilttrown,
Canada


2018-10-09 "Tommy macgugan"


Kim Jenkins Canada 2018-10-16 "I am in support of saving our wildlife, fisheries and waterways. It’s
time that we starting being responsible for our actions and take
care of what we have."


wayne macdonald pictou, Canada 2018-10-25 "I worked there for ten years and even though the effluent in the
bay of fundy is a really bad idea, you guys don't even know half off
it.Good luck"


Faye MacDonald Trenton, Canada 2018-10-25 "Pleas no pipe!"


Bob Alexander London, Canada 2018-10-27 "STOP THIS DISASTER NOW !!"


JOHN RUTTER TERRE COTTA,
Canada


2018-10-31 "I have just recently reviewed the UN report on Climate Change
and just tonight listened to the WWF report on declining animal /
marine species world wide. When will the humane race wake up
and realize that proposals such as this effluent dumping into the
Northumberland Strait is just another piece of the puzzle aimed at
the destruction and death of our planet as we know it today. One
day in the not too distant future we will wake up and say "What
have we done?" When you hear this , it will be too late. Prepare
your children and your grand children to live on a planet the likes of
which we have never seen before!"


Linda Brown Montague, Canada 2018-11-04 "My family’s cottage is in pictou county and many of my friends
livelihood depends on the strait. No pipe in the strait."


Sherrill Futrell Davis, California,
US


2018-11-04 "Effing environmental criminals. Put them in jail."


Clements Verhoeven Creston BC,
Canada


2018-11-06 "Stop it now. Show moral integrity. Make human health and Earth's
protection your greatest priority."


shaun mclean Sinclair's island.,
Canada


2018-11-08 "The idea of polluting the water is insane"


R Procyk Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-14 "You cannot profit over the destruction of public resources,
God-given resources and not take responsibility for the damage you
do, the mess you make."


Sherrilyn Taylor Cloverdale, NS,
Nova Scotia,
Canada


2018-11-20 "Stop the pollution of our waters and hopefully get rid of the
company period!!!!"
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Linda Putman Surrey, Canada 2018-11-21 "Close it down no delays"


Andrew Williams Kentville, Canada 2018-11-21 "The Northumberland Strait supports fishing, shellfish and
lobsters."


Janette Pierechod Stroud, UK 2018-11-21 "This is ecocide. Look up Mission Life Force to become an Earth
Protector!"


Keri Harrison Hammonds Plains,
Canada


2018-11-21 "I’m concerned about the environmental impact, as well as the
impact to Tourism in NS, PEI and NB. There are popular beach areas
in the strait and I know I don’t want my kids swimming in effluent
�."


Brian Gifford Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2018-12-04 "Boat Harbour was approved because of lies. It has been terrible for
50 years. It must be ended as promised."


Jim &gt;Guild Halifax, Canada 2018-12-05 "Jane MacMillan"


Josue crosa Paris, France 2018-12-07 "We are many people out there that are not aware and concious
of these things happening and some that don't even give a damn
because of their conditions and education levels, this is a wonderful
way to share the and educate people so we can save our planet of
this catastrophe.."


Louisa Donelan Toronto, Ontario,
Canada


2018-12-11 "I have swam in these waters every summer of my life. This would
have devastating effects on the environment, on fisheries, tourism
and the way of life for those who live in the region. I get that is scary
to loose an industry like pulp and paper in the province but what is
scarier is loosing biodiversity."


Candace Jack Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11 "I'm signing because I care about the future of our fishery, our
strait, and our community. #nopipe"


Austin Anonymous Canada 2018-12-11 "Fuck northern pulp"


collin nickerson Clark's Harbour,
Canada


2018-12-12 "Be stupid not to sign this"


Robert Jamison London, Canada 2018-12-12 "Im connected to mother earth...."


Duncan Christopher Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-12 "I believe strongly in the fact that we muct move away from Fossil
Fuels."


Anna Randell Canmore, Canada 2018-12-13 "This just makes no sense at all."


Carl Jensen Cow Bay, Canada 2018-12-17 "They destroyed NB's natural forest, don't want to see ours go the
same way. Glyphosate (Roundup) is a dangerous poison not only us
but all living things it comes in contact with. Stop it now."


Linda Ferns Courtenay, Canada 2019-02-02 "i am very concerned about the widlife and people. i do not live
there now, but i lived near there for around 3 years. linda ferns,
DVM"
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Rebecca Viau Charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada


2019-02-03 "There is no life without clean water."


sheila MacDonald New Glasgow,
Canada


2019-02-03 "Sheila MacDonald"


Courtney George Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-05 "My family will be directly impacted by the pipe if it goes through
#nopipe"


Krista Thomas Canada 2019-02-05 "I love our waters"


cody george westville, Pictou
county, Canada


2019-02-05 "I'm signing not only because my family makes part of our living
off of the Northumberland strait, but also because I notice the way
northern pulp impacts the health of everyone in this county, the
pulp mill needs to go, and this pipe will not only absolutely destroy
our waters, but will also allow northern pulp to continue to pollute
our environment and damage my health, along with everyone
around me. #nopipe"


Linda Geffroy New Glasgow,
Canada


2019-02-05 "It's the right thing to do! Protect our waters!"


Katherine Robinson New Waterford,
Canada


2019-02-06 "Tired of all the pollution this mill has caused"


Shawna Hynes Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06 "#nopipe"


Cathy Hiscott Stellarton, Canada 2019-02-06 "I am concerned for and about the health of the people and the
environment in the area of which I live .Northern Pulp have already
had too many chances to correct their wrongs and have ignored all
of it !!"


Judi michaud Bathurst, Canada 2019-02-06 "I care !"


judy garland pictou, Canada 2019-02-08 "Judith Garland"


Angela Riley Eastern passage,
Canada


2019-02-11 "I care about our future.. our childrens future... I care about the
animals. We need to think ahead. Leave the oil in the ground"


Anthony Doyle Moncton, Canada 2019-02-11 "Anthony Doyle"


Sierra Erickson Hawi, Hawaii, US 2019-02-11 "Protecting our water and the ecosystems within those waters
should be the most important thing. We are in a climate crisis and
this will only speed that up, we are on the verge of extinction as we
continue to desemate this earth and all those inhabiting it."


Danielle Shea Harrowsmith,
Canada


2019-02-12 "All water sources lead in some way to the ocean, which is in need
of dire help due to our society. Let's stop adding to the problem and
instead start coming up with solutions! :)"


lawrence gagnon Saint John, Canada 2019-02-12 "I support the cause !"


Donna Berley Pomaria, South
Carolina, US


2019-02-13 "For the families"
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Sandy Whebby Truro, Canada 2019-02-13 "I believe we have done enough damage. It's really time to care for
our planet."


GARY GONZALES Pigeon, Michigan,
US


2019-02-13 "I support this cause.."


Chief Gregory Burke Lucasville, Nova
Scotia, Canada


2019-02-17 "This is all about money and jobs. I am against destroying our
waters ways for the sake of saving a factory where CEO’s are
earnings millions on the backs of our environment. The pulp mill
shouldn’t be there in the first place"


Kathleen Romans Mount Herbert,
Canada


2019-02-17 "Save the Strait from further damage, remember that PEI pesticides
have already poured a tremendous amount of poison into the
Strait."


Teresa Doyle Belfast, Canada 2019-02-18 "the strait is critical"


christine gray Charlottetown,
Canada


2019-02-18 "Water and marine life are important."


Tara OSullivan Montague, Canada 2019-02-18 "I love the waters of Northumberland Strait and this makes no
sense."


Muna Delovski Mississauga,
Canada


2019-02-19 "Dear all friends & family,Please help these people.Sincerely,Muna
P-Delovski"


Corey Mang Langley, Canada 2019-02-22 "In my lifetime I've witnessed heartbreaking environmental
destruction. Most of this destruction could have been avoided by
implementing policies and procedures which put the environment
and the public good ahead of profits. Industries that pollute must
be held accountable. It's not enough to provide jobs to a community
that will eventually pay the enormous cost of cleaning up the mess,
when and if that's even possible."


Val Hali Halifax, Canada 2019-02-25 "Why is this even allowed? Are we trying to save our environment?
We are not the only species to consider. I am totally against this
proposal!"


Gary Beers Moncton, Canada 2019-03-08 "Doesnt matter where it gets dumped....its still no good !"


bobby maclane newglasgow,
Canada


2019-03-09 "no pipe then lets talk about dredging"


Amy Adams Conception Bay
South, Canada


2019-03-11 "I’m signing because I love my hometown and I have many friends
and family still living in the shadow of the mill."


Rose DeWolfe Dartmouth,
Canada


2019-03-11 "I love the ocean , dumping this crap into it is not saving the
environment,by doing this , it will destroy all peoples health by
breathing in all this sludge, and we , the poor people of the Atlantic
provinces, can not support the extra drain on the health care , now
, can we ?How can the powers that are in charge of this decision
make any other decision,but to close down this toxic monster ?"


Crystal Hiltz Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11 "Stop this pollution now!"
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Gar MacDonald Kentville, Canada 2019-03-12 "300 jobs are not worth the health of tens of thousands in lives,
livelihoods and our common future."


MACINNIS NADINE Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13 "WE NEED TO KEEP OUT WATERS CLEAN"


donna mackay Debert, Canada 2019-03-15 "no pipe...it would be the ruination of the Strait..."


Mario Martin Truro, Canada 2019-03-16 "I’m in and let the Irving sawmill close their door because they can’t
sell chips to Northn Pulp and treat their workers right and don’t
treat them like a Number."


Kathy Brush Central North
River, Canada


2019-03-16 "The poisoning of our environment has to stop. Just because you
can't see it (in the water) doesn't mean it doesn't have a devastating
affect."


simone scott lower sackville,
Canada


2019-03-17 "FOR ONE THING IT'S A HEALTH HAZZARD AIR WATER POLUTION.
THUS MAKING LIFE A STRUGGLE"


robert snow pictou, Canada 2019-03-18 "Warning .The Atlantic Chamber of Commerce update above, is
offering a survey that is strong slanted towards giving Northern
Pulp and Extension and lead up to installing this Pipe. Which goes
against what this petition is about."


Freeman Dryden Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-19 "PLEASE! Your LINKS are incorrect (or have been HACKED!) and
whoever writes these «updates» needs to go back to school and
learn to use correct English. I am at the point of UNSUBSCRIBING
due to the poor quality of these petitions which are full of poor
writing and, like today, FAULTY LINKS. Get with it!!!!!"


william halliday Toronto, Canada 2019-03-19 "This is a no brainer stop dumping toxic waste in our water . ? Who
are being paid to let this happen?"


valerie mallon Swindon, UK 2019-03-19 "S T O PT H ES O C I O P A T H SN O WP L E A S E = : ("


Erica & Eric Walker Toronto, Canada 2019-03-19 "I'm signing because enough f.....talk -this is way past crisis point
like so many environmental issues in our world. I'm signing because
our air, land and water are being & will continue to be affected
everywhere. I'm signing because science is the real news, not fake!
I'm signing because $ speaks larger than health which is way past
shortsightedness. I'm signing because where have our leaders been
all this time and where are they now and all of us???? I'm signing
because talk is cheap and money will not matter when the planet
causes all ecosystem to progressively fail. I'm signing because the
climate change is causing or enhancing many issues and I blame
the government mostly. I'm signing because if we don't do this
altogether it will be too late very soon for our once was beautiful
planet. I'm signing because it brought me to tears watching that
little boy running through the waters, knowing full well what may
be in them, what may be in our drinking water, if not now, soon. I'm
signing because I care about"


Tara O'Sullivan Calgary, Canada 2019-03-20 "This is a bad decision for Northumberland Strait, the fishery and
the Maritime provinces. Once the water is dead, its dead..."
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Duane Boudreau Bayfield, Canada 2019-03-20 "I fish in the Northumberland strait, and the proposed place the
pipe will empty is a spawning ground for many species including
lobster, scallops, and herring. The effluent poses a huge risk to the
entire ecosystem."


Mike Shindruk Pictou, Canada 2019-03-20 "The industry that feeds my family and provides my income will
never recover in my life time, or my childrens' life time, once the
damage is done by the effluent."


john fraser NEW GLASGOW,
Canada


2019-03-20 "I know that our Gulf fishing industry employ thousands more
people direct & spin offs more than this corporate welfare Pulp Mill
. Northern Pulp & the N.S Gov. have no right to play God with our
Gulf & gulf Fishery .It is public knowledge that Northern Pulp sent
in an incomplete assessment report they think that the public is so
niaeive to believe that they can clean 2.5 million liters of toxic sludge
per hour & be non toxic , When it takes 30 days from the time it
enters Boat Harbour (lake ) when it exits Boat Harbour (lake ) into
the strait it is isd still toxic less the heavy metals (it is less toxic than
when it left the mill) there is very little current at the lake outfall
where the toxic effluents lay along the shore for a mile or so in
each direction .that is why Lighthouse beach has been closed to the
public for the last 50+ years. They have not tested this effect of their
(better quality ) effluent on plankton or lobster larvae the plankton
is the life blood of the marine life in all living bo"


Brad Lesperance Souris, Canada 2019-03-20 "Signing this because my family depends on petition! Move the mill
to China! It’s the environment we are talking about!! Have some
common sense"


James Beaton Saint Peters Bay,
Canada


2019-03-20 "Not worth the risk of an environmental catastrophe, morons"


Wade McGuigan Canada 2019-03-20 "I love the Straight, and I want clean water and seafood! Too much
to ask?"


Rod Lukeman Charlottetown,
Canada


2019-03-20 "I want to save our ocean."


Barbara Karras Berlin,
Massachusetts, US


2019-03-20 "They want to preach climate change! Well this IS climate change. I
a a seasonal resident but my family goes back to the 1800’s. Need to
keep this island and it’s waters alive"


Anne McPhee Souris, Canada 2019-03-20 "I oppose this pipe and dumping of effluent into the
Northumberland straight."


Monique R. Cormier Dieppe, NB,
Canada


2019-03-20 "Monique R Cormier"


Lydia Ross Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20 "We only have one Straight, one Gulf. We can't mess this up."


Cole Camenzuli Charlottetown,
Canada


2019-03-20 "There should be no pipeline in the strait cause you're pollutiiting
the good fishing grounds that are there and there are many other
ways to get resources over to the island or off the island"







Name Location Date Comment


Ron Bruce Guelph, Canada 2019-03-20 "With all the upstream sewage waste from Montreal and the
surrounding area and the pulp mill effluent, I can't imagine
anything living in these waters, let alone eating the fish."


Kyle Horne Corner Brook,
Canada


2019-03-21 "We are all distracted from the reality if the destruction of our
planet"


Mary Chaisson Souris, Canada 2019-03-22 "I believe in reversing the damage done, and preventing further
damage to our fragile environment."


Betty Jenkins Charlottetown,
Canada


2019-03-22 "Any far thinking person knows this is a toxic recipe for disaster."


Joel Cook Canada 2019-03-22 "I love the Ocean, made my living off of it and have seen the
damage people have caused."


danny clements montague, Canada 2019-03-23 "Fisherman."


Sandra Palmer Canada 2019-03-23 "Sandra Palmer & Arthur Palmer"


Kelsey Norring WHITECOURT,
Canada


2019-03-24 "Years of research and review for a oil or gas pipeline but 50 days to
dump waste into the water."


Natalie Chernyavsky Walnut Creek, US 2019-03-24 "I want to live in a safe place"


Mehmet Batuhan
Sahin


Turkey 2019-03-25 "We Wish Everything is a safe place."


Cody Perry Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25 "I think it should stop"


Danny Gavin Tignish, Canada 2019-03-26 "I'm signing it because I dont want nothing emptied into the strait
or any water way"


Jackie Hale Stellarton, Canada 2019-04-25 "I don’t want the pipe into the straight!!"


trilby smith Enfield, UK 2019-04-25 "its a disgrace on this country"


Dennis Allen Windsor, Canada 2019-05-25 "I'm signing because. I believe northern Pulp should be shut down.
They have devastated out forestry, wildlife and our beloved ocean in
the Northumberland Straits."


Ewan Dewar Perth, Western
Australia, Australia


2019-06-04 "For the love of Northumberland Strait, no way should it be put
through any travesties like this."


Kerry Pitt Beaumont, Alberta,
Canada


2019-07-06 "Because the health of our oceans is at stake"


Mj Gorman Pictou county,
Canada


2019-07-06 "The Gulf of St Lawrence needs immediate protection from
industrial pollution. It is extremely fragile and can not withstand
any further assault. Half a century of pulp mill effluent from a kraft
bleached pulp mill into Boat Harbour is a horrifying historical legacy
for Pictou County. It must stop � now."
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Ivan Stephen St Catharines,
Canada


2019-07-17 "Our governments are (as usual) failing to uphold environmental
protection laws."


Angus MacDonald Colchester, Canada 2019-08-10 "I'm signing because I spend alot of time on the northumberland
sure in summer, swimming and enjoying the beaches. zwe dont
need northern pulps crap in our waters"


Tina Johnston Pictou, Canada 2019-08-10 "Protect our Strait"


Robin Fleury-beecham Hove, England, UK 2019-08-10 "We have only one earth and it is quickly being killed. This along
with 50 years of pollution against the people of Poctou County and
increased illnesses and cancer rates, not to mention the horrific
conditions that the PLFN have had to indure. This must not be
allowed to go ahead!"


Stirling MacLean Stellarton, Canada 2019-08-10 "It's the right thing to do."


annie ferguson pictou, Canada 2019-08-10 "Enough is enough! HEALTHY NOT WEALTHY!"


Agnes Chisholm Pictou,N.S., Canada 2019-08-11 "Protect our strait ! protect our health,the health of our children and
grandchildren.For the love of God our health is more important than
the greed of the people who run this dirty mill.�"


Rachelle Scanlan Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-15 "I lived in Pictou most of my life and at some point wish to return
there and would like the waters of the area kept clean, free of all
the garbage the mill wants to flush into it, killing our amazing
underwater life and our fishery in the process!"


Tracey Doyle Rothesay, Canada 2019-08-16 "I have a cottage on the Northumberland Strait near Pictou. I want
nothing more then to see the mill close! It is devastating to see the
environmental impact it has had. No extension/no pipe! It’s time to
put the environment first! Tourism will boom!"


Leah Stark Canada 2019-08-30 "Dumping any more $hit into our oceans is NOT the answer to
anything. Stop bleaching paper before you go destroying more
ecosystems. It is not acceptable."


Sabina Schamer Montréal, Canada 2019-09-05 "Protect our eco system"


Rebecca Campbell Stratford, Canada 2019-09-08 "We need to keep our strait clean for our fisheries, and for future
generations to enjoy!"


john atwater westville, Canada 2019-09-16 "its about time we did the right thing"


Simon Cherry Aldbrough Saint
John, England, UK


2019-09-19 "I am concerned about the environment in this area.."


Peter Wilkins Toronto, Canada 2019-10-02 "I watched the film 'Something in the Water' and cant understand
why Indigenous and Women of colour are so mistreated!"


tim engberts Leusden,
Netherlands


2019-10-11 "Seventh Angel Care Revelation 10:7 / 11:15"


beatrice rae Pictou, Canada 2019-10-23 "what does angels have to do with boat harbour"
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beatrice rae Pictou, Canada 2019-10-23 "poison can be invisible in the air we breathe"


Owen Bury Toronto, Canada 2019-10-31 "Lived and have family in NewBrusnsick and expect to return,
perhaps to the North Shore of Nova Scotia. This is an area that
should be protected and not destroyed, particularly the fishery and
the tourism that accompanies it."







Recipient: Minister Environment of Nova Scotia, Minister McKenna, Jonathan Wilkinson

Letter: Greetings,

Minister Miller, Minister Wilkinson and Minister McKenna,

Today we have dozens of rivers that dump into the Northumberland Strait
not counting tributaries. The Strait is a main passage for our a lot of marine
species including Waterfowl. It is a place for them to feed, rest and live.
However all this is at major risk with the proposed 90 million litres of
effluent to be pumped into the Strait a day. The effluent at the outflow of
the pipe is going to come out at 25c in the Winter and 37c in the summer!!
(The natural water temps of the Strait reaches 15C in the summer ) These
temps will absolutely change the diversity and make up of this sensitive and
important marine ecosystem. This will increase the overall temperatures of
the Strait over time due to the high volume of effluent being pumped a day.

The Effluent is going to be fresh water. The Strait is comprised of salt water
and species that require a specific level of salinity. At a rate of 70-90 Million
litres a day, the salinity of the Strait will change as the waste continues to
accumulate over time. This will impact Wetlands, all species that use the
Strait as well as the food sources within.

The makeup of the toxic chemicals that will be part of the effluent will
also pose major threat to marine life. The communications officer for
Northern Pulp has said a few times that the current infrastructure of the
mill cannot handle the new proposed effluent makeup because it will be to
corrosive to their internal setup and that pumping it into the Strait is the
most economical option for the Mill. However, there are many scientific
documents that show the risk and harm that will come from this.

Furthermore, the effluent would contain chlorines, dioxins, metals, among
other toxic constituents and will contain 935kg of solid materials per day.
All of these can bioaccumulate, having catastrophic effects on marine life.
Laboratory studies using individual chlorinated organic compounds that
are commonly discharged from bleached pulp mills have demonstrated
effects such as deformities, as well as embryonic and larval mortalities in
fish. These chronic effects will jeopardize the future of many fish species
and damage the integrity of the ecosystem. It is documented that Dioxins
contaminate fish and shellfish because fish act like sponges for Dioxins,

change.org 



accumulating them at 25,000-50,000 times the concentrations present in
their environment. It also is reported that fish species 250 miles away from
the source have been impacted.

The other obvious threat to the Strait is the colour of the water will change.
The effluent due to its makeup will change the colour at the water at the
outflow of the pipe which is positioned a few kms offshore and directly into
the Strait. At millions of litres a day, this will impact a very large area and
ultimately change the natural state of the ecosystem.

The Strait already has several large dead zones due to nutrient overloading
from many sources. It cannot handle any additional pressures. Boat
Harbour, once a very healthy estuary and wetlands is an official
environmental disaster due to the mills current waste process. The NS
Government is mandating that it be stopped by 2020 and cleaned up.
However, the option Northern Pulp came up with is to dump it into
the Northumberland Strait! We need Federal involvement and a full
Environmental Assessment completed to ensure that the proper scientific
testing is done and risks highlighted.

These are only a few points of a concern from a very long list that this pipe
will cause. Our wetlands and surrounding marine habitat are not the only
things at risk here. Atlantic Salmon, Trout, Herring, Gasperaux, Smelt, Eels,
Whales, Atlantic dolphins, Tuna, Mackerel, Striped Bass, etc etc etc all will be
impacted by high water temps, toxic chemicals, changes in salinty and water
clarity.

You can help by submitting feedback on the Environmnetal process by
sending your concerns to ea@novascotia.ca



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-04-13 "I believe this is absolutely not being Good Stewards of the
environment........this should never have been the only option....for
that matter an option at all!!"

Canada 2018-04-13 "Nothing good can come of this. We need to start caring for our
oceans and coastlines."

Trenton, Canada 2018-04-13 "I am 100 1 % for this the plant. They make enough money to billed
the best effluent pond on their property and not pipe ont in the
harbor or strait they are cheep"

Burlington, Canada 2018-04-13 "#nopipe"

porters lake,
Canada

2018-04-13 "We need to protect our current fishing population that we have or
we won't have it for future Generations"

Aspen, Canada 2018-04-13 "Concern for freshwater & saltwater fisheries, aquaculture &
ecosystem."

Chester Basin,
Canada

2018-04-13 "This is a disgrace money hungry corperations cutting corners to
line there pockets."

Bickerton West,
Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-04-13 "#nopipe"

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-04-13 "This mill is destroying habitat with clear cutting, spraying toxins
from the air, poisonious air pollution and dumping of toxins in
Pictou Harbour. Shut it down."

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-04-13 "NoPIPEDon't Destroy our Fisheries!"

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-13 "The dead zone that exists in the strait now that was created from
boat harbour outflow is very large and no fish live in that area . We
need the Feds to investigate that under section 35 of fishery act.
That would be a start . Many criminal charges could be laid already
but nothing seems to be happening"

Fall River, Canada 2018-04-13 "This is not an environmentally responsible or sustainable way to
manage and operate any business. There is a complete disregard
and disrespect for our marine environment and everything living
within the ecosystem, which concerns me greatly."

Clementsport,
Canada

2018-04-13 "This is a disgrace. No concern for the future."

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-04-13 "I'm signing this petition because I am fully against the pipe being
put into the straight. It will hurt the fisherman, plant workers,
buyers, helpers, tourism in the county and destroy sports fishing.
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Salmon are already at a minimum in our rivers. Let's not ruin it even
more."

Timberlea, Canada 2018-04-13 "I been saying this for years we need help��"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-04-13 "Saving our waters for future generations is number one"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-04-13 "It is not the 1960's any longer. We KNOW that marine
environments need to be protected for their sustainability, their
marine life and marine plants. Professor Oliver (oceanographer)
from Dalhousie Univ. recently reported the oceans are warming
faster than ever. There is no guarantee what will happen to the
Northumberland Strait if 70,000 million litres DAILY of 37C hot,
FRESH water effluent is piped into it on a continuous basis year after
year. Not another Boat Harbour! #nopipe!"

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-13 "There’s a better way to create jobs than killing the Strait. If the Govt
doesn’t ruin legal cannabis before it gets off the ground it would be
nice to see a pulp mill turned into something more positive."

Victoria, Canada 2018-04-13 "If Northern Pulp cannot safely dispose of the effluent they should
not be allowed to produce it. There is no justification whatsoever
for putting the interests of Northern Pulp or the Nova Scotia
government before the safety, health and reproduction security
of all species indigenous to the Northumberland Strait and its
tributaries."

Seaview, Pictou
County, Canada

2018-04-13 "I signed this petition because the people of Pictou County have
been abused for far too long by this mill and government(s) who
have allowed excessive toxic emissions and effluent to destroy our
land, water and air. Enough is enough, don't let this continue and
ruin our fisheries and beaches."

Stellarton, Canada 2018-04-13 "It is a bad Idea to pump that effluent into the strait where there is
so much fishing and tourism involved"

Shelburne, Canada 2018-04-13 "No pipe - and kick this company out. They are polluting our air -
water and destroying entire forests to get their pulp."

Hunter River,
Canada

2018-04-13 "I am completely disgusted they would even consider pumping
effluent into the strait in this day and age. All the work peop.e do
to recycle, stop using poisons, unleaded gas, electric cars etc There
are plants that can be built to clean the water instead of disrupting
our ecosystem. Has anyone considered what this will do to the
beaches? The north shore of Nova Scotia and the south shore are
the warmest waters north of the Carolinas with beautiful world class
beaches...... will you still want to swim there or let your babies play
in that sand?"

Wabush, Canada 2018-04-13 "The Northumberland Strait is a rare and precious aquatic
environment! Why would we as Canadians allow a foreign owned
Forestry company to pump effluient into this pristine environment?
Tell them to fix their environmental issues and stop polluting our
waters!!"
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Q. Cove, Canada 2018-04-13 "Why do we risk our earth with oil at all when there are so many
other cleaner solutions at hand....Wind, tidal, solar, geothermal,
hemp...take your pick, jobs for many and ahhhh, gotta love the
smell of all that fresh air"

Stourbridge,
England, UK

2018-04-13 "Why are they allowed to keep poisoning people. Do no politicians
care."

Lower Sackville,
Canada

2018-04-13 "If you cannot pump a sewer into a lake why would government
allow this to be done?"

Luxembourg,
Luxembourg

2018-04-13 "Certains " humains " ne sont pas en dessus de tous! C'es notre
devoir de respectez et protegez les animaux et les oceans. Eux,
aussi on le droit d'avoirs une vie saine sur ce planéte! Vous, le savez?
Prenez, votre responsabiltée ârrêtez et aidez, s.v.p. Civilisez? Bien
triste, de signez des pétitions. Merci."

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-13

Sherbrooke,
Canada

2018-04-13 "Such a terrible idea."

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14 "I’m signing because humans suck."

NEW GLASGOW,
Canada

2018-04-14 "what will we tell the Grand children when they ask Grampa why
wont anyone eat the fish or lobsters from here , Grandma why cant
we swim in the beach , Grampa we cant sunbath on our beaches
because the sand & water stinks Grandma how come I have a hard
time to breath & my eyes burn when I am close to the water"

Margaree Forks,
Canada

2018-04-14 "We meed to protect our resourses. The environment is stressed as
is, and we must push for better regulations and environmental laws
to reduce the polution and stress on our land and waters"

Westville, Canada 2018-04-14 "I'm signing because I don't want the pipe #nopipe"

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-14 "The natural environment is our most important resource."

Porters Lake,
Canada

2018-04-14 "I’m signing because I like to eat clean and fresh fish not ones full of
chemicals."

Leeuwarden,
Netherlands

2018-04-14 "please sign&share"

Amherst, Canada 2018-04-14 "We don't know the ramifications of this and I don't want to have to
deal with the negative consequences."

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-14 "Don't know consequences."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-04-14

LYON, France 2018-04-14 "PROTEGEZ LES SAUMONS DU NORD- THUMBERLAND / CANADA"
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Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-04-14 "dumping waste water is not a very environmental idea mr.
"environmental" ""minister "" use your head."

Zdroisko, Poland 2018-04-14 "Getekend"

Scotsburn, Canada 2018-04-14 "We have to protect our waters"

Dartmouth, NS,
Canada

2018-04-14 "I think this is the right thing to do!"

Oxford, Canada 2018-04-14 "Northern pulp must he stopped. They can do whatever they please"

Westville, Canada 2018-04-14 "Concern about all aquatic species in the Strait"

Japan 2018-04-14 "賛同"

Pictou county,
Canada

2018-04-14 "It is insanity to allow pulp mill effluent into spawning, nursing and
migratory waters. Protect the environment. Don't destroy it."

Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14 "Projects like this can't be allowed to ruin our water ways and
fisheries!"

Prince, Canada 2018-04-14 "It's a scary world when idea's like this are seriously being
considered"

Sydney, Canada 2018-04-14 "On it's own, this is a bad idea. Given who's proposing it and
backing up the "no harm to the environment" claims, and their lying
track-record, we'd be masochistic not to fight it."

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-04-14 "This pipe will ruin the environment in the Northumberland Strait. It
must be stopped"

Wolfville, Canada 2018-04-14 "Tired of this companies disregard of the environment"

timberlea, Canada 2018-04-14 "I find it hard to believe that in 2018 I have to sign something like
this to force the government to protect our fisheries and ultimately
our very own health. Have we learned nothing?"

Belle River, Canada 2018-04-14 "Don't want that hot poison water being dumped in the ocean.."

Powell River,
Canada

2018-04-14 "I grew up with clean clear water, our oceans face terrible
challenges already, we need to stop using our planet as a dumping
ground for unneeded profit seeking industries."

Coventry, US 2018-04-14 "The environment is globally under attack from special interest
groups. Nova Scotia especially needs a break because it still
maintains, in many regions, that ability to maintain fragile species.
The Northumberland Strait is one of these ecosystems that needs
this special consideration."

Merigomish,
Canada

2018-04-14 "Do not destroy our beauty and fishery!"

Moncton, Canada 2018-04-14 "STAP EET!!"
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Celebration,
Florida, US

2018-04-14 "I own a summer home at Melmerby Beach."

Mount Uniacke,
Canada

2018-04-14 "I love my Grandkids."

France 2018-04-14 "I sign"

Hamilton, Canada 2018-04-15 "We need to save our fresh Trout and Salmon."

Montague, Canada 2018-04-15 "They must have effluent treatment in place before releasing it into
the strait"

Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-04-15 "There is no reason good enough to put this area of the ocean at
risk. The track record of this mill is historically terrible and has had
enough help from the taxpayers of Nova Scotia."

Mount Stewart,
Canada

2018-04-15 "I care about what is done to our environment."

Mount Stewart,
Canada

2018-04-15 "We need to stand up and take notice of what is being done to our
environment!"

North Sydney,
Canada

2018-04-15 "Our provincial govt has shown time and time again that they can't
handle projects at this size appropriately. They allowed Northern
Pulp, who is only tested 4 times a year, to exceed emissions for
about 4 years because they were 'working towards compliance'.
Northern Pulp used that time to set production records instead of
reducing their emissions. When the original 'world class treatment
facility' was built, they noticed how horribly bad it was after two
days after it killed all of the fish and became the worst case of
environmental racism in the province. That was 51 years ago and
still won't close for another 2 years. If that pipe goes in, I'm sure the
same logic will be in place that if we notice that it is a mistake, even
after 2 days, we will likely see that pipe continue for 50 years. And if
the company has something go on that they need to fix that makes
things worse while they 'work towards compliance', I'm sure they'll
take that opportunity to break production records over showing any
concern"

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-15 "I live on this Strait. Our waters need to be protected for our
fisheries, our tourism, and our people. In 2018 it is unthinkable to
pollute the water (and our air), like a third world country."

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-04-15 "Waste heat dumping will affect the marine ecosystem. Use a
cooling tower."

Petitcodiac,
Canada

2018-04-15 "our environment is more important than paper"

Fort McMurray,
Canada

2018-04-15

TOURCOING,
France

2018-04-15 "La pêche n a rien d un sport ce n est qu une autre façon de
nommer la maltraitance animale signé et ptg svp"
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Moncton, New
Brunswick, Canada

2018-04-15 "Our Province needs us to protect it and it’s ecosystems. There is
another way to do what they want to accomplish. Take the time and
figure that out without destroying ecosystems and habitat."

Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada

2018-04-16 "We have to start paying more attention to our land and water
instead of the money."

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-04-16 "I enjoy the outdoors and love my province and community!"

Berwick, Canada 2018-04-16 "Signed"

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-16 "We need to protect our waters. NO PIPE!!!!"

Westville, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-04-16 "This is a crime against humanity! And we will pay!!"

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-16 "Really good cause!"

Saint Peters,
Canada

2018-04-16 "absolute LUNACY to pump all that CRAP into the Strait."

Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-04-16 "I don't want the same damage done to the east coast that has been
done west."

Kissimmee, Florida,
US

2018-04-17 "I support marine life!"

Canada 2018-04-17 "1000 + signatures!! Thanks for great feedback and continue to
share.Here is a great article on Bleach Kraft Effluent and Marine Life.
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf"

New Ross, Canada 2018-04-17 "

Little Narrows,
Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-04-17 "Our fishing industry, & tourism brings far more $ into this province
then Northern Pulp. Environmental issues need to be appropriately
addressed. It’s time to clean up toxic pollution in this province."

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-04-17 "Why on earth would anyone allow this to happen."

Chéticamp, Canada 2018-04-17 "This should be illegal in Canada because it will poison our offshore
waters with effluent from a mill that has not followed environmental
laws for decades. Shame on our government."

Canada 2018-04-18 "I am signing this because the proposal to pump 90 million litres of
effluent a day into the Northumberland Strait is unacceptable."

Orangedale,
Canada

2018-04-18 "I'm signing because this is something that can be changed."

Salt Springs, NS,
Canada

2018-04-18 "An effluent pipe would be a crime and a travesty! Very adverse
effects for fishermen, home and cottage owners along the shore
and beach goers."
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Halifax , NS,
Canada

2018-04-18 "Ingnore our environment at our peril!"

Grand Etang, NS,
Canada

2018-04-18 "Did they hire  to consult on this, or what? Over-the-top
insanity!"

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-18 "Let's keep our waters and fishing industry safe!"

Pictou Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-04-18 "#nopipe period. End of story."

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-04-18 "The resource in our waters should be protected from dumping
waste of any nature"

Stratford P.E.I.,
Canada

2018-04-18 "Do not even think of this happening we are not Montreal."

Mabou, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-04-18 "Many fishermen in Atlantic Canada depend on the fisheries for
their livelihood. The damage to the ecosystem by this greed is will
kill to many already endangered species."

Mabou, Canada 2018-04-18 "As an oysterman in Mabou Harbor, featuring world renowned
oysters. The Northern Pipe effluent release is something I will
vigorously protest."

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-04-18 "Brought up in a fishing family"

Tatamagouche,
Canada

2018-04-18 "The combined value of these fisheries is in the Millions of dollars
which supports about 7100 fisher persons in the Gulf . Compare this
with only about 300 employed by the Pulp Mill ."

vero beach,
Florida, US

2018-04-19 "Because of the unthinkable,poorly imagined ,and horridly
demeaning slap in the face of species that 'dont speak
english'...human beings were made,to demonstrate high
intelligence; what happened ? Its akin to saying "We dont care about
Life!" . The fish,that i kill, to provide sustanence,are dispatched with
prayers and blessings...this is wholesale ,Godless greed, for "the
Love of money, is at the root of all evil...." Must stop !"

Three Fathom
Harbour, Canada

2018-04-19 "Northern Pulp must stop polluting, whether that be in Boat
Harbour / Pictou Landing, or in the Strait! Enough. #NoPipe"

Donkin, Canada 2018-04-19 "I believe that our environment and diversity of fish and wild life is
more important than the profits of corporations."

Wallace, Canada 2018-04-19 "I care about protecting our natural environment for future
generations!"

Herring Cove,
Canada

2018-04-19 "What a disgusting thing to do to this beautiful area and the natural
environment. Toxic, deplorable."

Upper Tantallon,
Canada

2018-04-19 "Stop polluting the waters"
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Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada

2018-04-20 "I’ve seen and smelled the damage Northern Pulp is responsible
for, and am aware of the health impacts in Pictou Lansing. Stop this
now!"

Schomberg,
Canada

2018-04-23 "The livelihood of fishermen and their or I should out fishing ground
are worth more than that plant will ever be , the plant has already
destroyed tourism in the area , were they should be swamped with
people whating to visit and enjoy thief waterfront"

Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-23 "We need to protect our land and water. This is unacceptable."

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-24 "I’ve seen the destruction to the environment in the bays and
inlets this where this company spued their poison. A pipe further
into the strait would destroy beaches, our fish,oysters etc and is
Unacceptable . They hold jobs as ransom! Never liked their presence
or their stink"

Roanoke, Virginia,
US

2018-04-25 "We MUST save species for future generations!"

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-26 "I care"

NEW GLASGOW,
Canada

2018-04-26 "Northern Pulp has gone too long disrespecting our forests , waters
,&people"

SAntigonish, N.S.,
Canada

2018-04-26

Berwick, Canada 2018-04-26 "I know its a huge subject and this place provides a lot of jobs but
we have to start taking a serious look at our environmental impacts
rather than just saying yes to money and comfort. NOPIPE"

Kings Head,
Canada

2018-04-27 "I too am very concerned about the safety and doing everything we
can to protect our waters . We have too much at stake to not take
this seriously ."

Warsaw, Poland 2018-04-27 "I care about my home."

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-27 "Nova Scotia forests should not be a toilet paper farm for China or
anywhere. Our water is not a toxic dump. Northern Pulp your day is
over."

Fall River, Canada 2018-04-27 "Too much is at risk and the evidence of risk is overwhelming
after 51 years. Dead zones and the lack of accountability or real
enforcement in Nova Scotia for industries that don't put human life
and the environment first."

trenton, Canada 2018-04-27 "I want clean air, water and land free of mill pollution!"

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-27 "Because we need to protect our marine environment, the fishery
and tourism industries that this effluent pipe will destroy."

Saint John, Canada 2018-04-27 "I am deeply disturbed that such a disasterous option would even
be considered!!
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Antigonish, Canada 2018-04-27 "We shouldn't be going backwards in how we treat the environment.
We have one earth, we shouldn't be taking shortcuts because they
cost less. There is always a better way. It's 2018, haven't we learned
by now?"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-04-27 "Northern Pulp is an environmental disaster and the worst part
is that the government of NS keeps handing them millions and
millions of the taxpayers money to keep going. It's absolutely
shameful."

Miramichi, Canada 2018-04-27 "We know better. We can do better."

Sackville, Canada 2018-04-27 "Water is life."

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-04-27 "I am very concerned! It just doesn't make sense to dump millions
of litres of toxic waste into our ocean. Our ocean will become an
environmental disaster! Also my family's livelihood is at stake if the
the oceans fish stocks are destroyed. Why are there different rules
for different government departments? If I were to do any type of
work near a river I would have to install a barrier around the river to
protect it! Why not protect our oceans!"

Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-04-28 "This whole idea of pumping pulp mill waste water full of chemicals
into a delicate ecosystem that many in the area cherish and rely
upon for their livelihoods is absolute insanity. I WANT THIS ENTIRE
MILL OPERATION SHUT DOWN IMMEDIATELY!!!!"

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "No job is worth ruining our environment!"

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "It is ridiculous how all technology changes yet the oil/car
industry stays the same. Oil is destroying our planet. Green energy
is the only way. Save the planet. And might I add, go vegan!"

Hunter River,
Canada

2018-04-28 "I 'm opposed to the Northern Pulp's Effluent Pipe being placed in
the Northumberland Strait. The water of the gulf, the strait and the
the Atlantic are not a limitless dumping ground for corporations.
Marine ecosystems and and the species they support are already
stressed and threatened."

Mount Uniacke,
Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-04-28 "Dumping toxic waste in the Northumberland Strait will create an
environmental disaster that will affect fisheries and tourism. Time
to realize our environment is precious and make protecting it a
priority."

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "To allow the effluent from a NS pulp & paper mill to flow untreated
into the Strait is to disregard the forms of life living in this body of
water and to say that once again, the economic bottom line of one
industry supercedes any other consideration. This is short-sighted
thinking. My family has had a summer property for decades on the
south shore of PEI, and we have already seen an increase in the
water temperature, and a concomitant alteration to the diversity
of species, as a result of climate change. The temperatures of the
effluent will further affect this. But of course the toxicity of the
effluent is another concern. Fish & seafood stocks will be affected,
as well as the livelihoods of fishers. I also wonder if the water will
be safe to swim in... some days frothy bubbles wash up on shore as
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a result of who knows what effluent already in the water. Will my
nephew's children, 35 years from now, have to swim in a pool rather
than the ocean...?"

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "This is sociopathic behaviour given our present day understanding
of the consequences of these actions."

Truro, Canada 2018-04-28 "I do not trust this government to take adequate precautions to
protect our water."

Linden, Canada 2018-04-28 "I'm signing because I believe in keeping all our waterways clean
which means free of ALL pollutants - pulp mill waste, plastics,
pesticide runoff - in short, anything that does not belong in water. I
want to eat clean, unadulterated fish and sea plants."

Kingston, Canada 2018-04-28 "Don't let the waters be poisoned for the mill's convenience."

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-28 "It is unacceptable to poison the water, the people,the fish and all
other species that live in or depend upon the Northumberland Strait
!"

Abbotsford,
Canada

2018-04-28 "The pipe is The Mills attempt at an inexpensive ( cheap) solution to
treat their effluent. No pipe/ better waste management on the mill
site."

Halifax, Canada 2018-04-28 "it's the responsible thing to do"

Westville, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-04-28 "We all deserve clean air and water. I love my beaches. I don’t
believe our government is acting in our best interest; I believe they
are acting on money in there pockets!"

Truro, Canada 2018-04-29 "I want a clean future for our kids"

Truro, Canada 2018-04-29 "We need to stop destroying our planet."

Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-04-29 "A healthy Strait serves all species in this region!"

Sydney, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-04-29 "CBRM must treat all sewage waste ( and pay the price to do so) but
the big company can dump chemicals which will mix with other toxic
chemicals, creating new ones, into the gulf? You're going to kill a lot
of fish & people to save money for one industry? Please wake up!"

Guysborough,
Canada

2018-04-29 "This is wrong on so many levels."

Canada 2018-04-29 "ask them to dump in their own backyard!!!! how many jobs and
lives-both human and animal will this KILL."

N Falls, Canada 2018-04-29 "Please stop � this from happening!!!"

Truro, Canada 2018-04-29 "Let’s hope the petition has some impact."

Halton Hills,
Canada

2018-04-29 "Save the North Cumberland Sraight JUST SAY NO"
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Pictou, Canada 2018-04-29 "This proposal needs to be rejected if the Provincial government
can not do it because their hands are held captive by Northern Pulp
then send it to Federal Government. If proper science is looked at
and not decision based science than it will be rejected. There is to
much at risk and to much harm will be done if this is allowed to
proceed."

pictou, Canada 2018-04-30 "I want my kid to grow up and be able to enjoy the beaches, go on
fishing trips and boating adventures just like i did and i want him to
be able to be safe doing so"

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30 "Pumping industrial discharge into waterways stopped being
acceptable back when bell bottoms and disco. That this idea is being
considered is a terrible joke."

Pictou, Canada 2018-04-30 "Pumping industrial discharge into waterways stopped being
acceptable back when bell bottoms and disco were still in style. This
is a terrible joke."

Trenton Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-04-30 "Don't destroy another area with this poisonous waste water
coming from the NP Kraft Pulp Mill.We have Boat Harbour to get
cleaned up.Isn't that enough toxins to clean up in our little Pictou
Co.area???"

Halifax, NS, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-04-30 "I’m signing because I live in Pictou and raised there and see the
distraction this plant has caused over the years."

Hove, England, UK 2018-04-30 "This pipe will kill life in the ocean, the livilhood of thousands and
our precious environment. Please stop this from happening!"

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-04-30 "So tired of the narrative that we have to make this easy for the pulp
mill or they will pull out of the county. It is wrong to dump into the
waterways. It is wrong to pollute our air. It is wrong to clearcut our
forrests. We need to face the fact that this is profit driven and that
the company has no loyalty to our county. As soon as theyre done
their pillage, they will move on to other unsuspecting places to use
them up."

St. John's, Canada 2018-04-30 "I'm signing because paper is not worth the lives of people, the
irreversible damage to the environment or the damage to peoples
livelihood."

Wakefield,
Massachusetts, US

2018-04-30 "It's time to stop the polluting of our precious oceans and
waterways by greedy and shortsighted businesses."

Halifax, NS, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-04-30 "Destruction was the word I meant to type. This has gone on far
too long No pipe ever should be filling our straight with toxic waste.
Period"

Fortrose, Scotland,
UK

2018-04-30 "Save the wildlife. Keep wild places wild. No pipeline here."

Westville, Canada 2018-05-01 "To save our community"
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New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-05-01 "If the government isn’t going to do something about this then we
have to! What a joke our minister of environment is! We should vote
someone in who actually cares about us and our health .They are
finally admitting how toxic boat harbour is. But the government
is going to let them put it in our ocean? So how can they justify
pumping these toxins into our ocean? The rest of the world is trying
to reduce emissions and here in Nova Scotia we’re living in the
Stone Age just going to pump everything into our atmosphere and
pristine waters.This pipe is going to ruin our lobster fishery and
I don’t think the fishermen will stand for it. Nor will I . I talked to
an engineer who has done projects at other pulp mills and he said
there’s definitely other options, they just don’t want to spend the
money! Don’t for one second let them make you believe this is our
only option. There’s many options, one being block the access to the
mill so they can’t operate!"

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01 "No pipe in the strait."

Stellarton, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-05-01 "There are more environmentally friendly ways to dispose of this
effluent. I may be very uneducated regarding this topic, but the mill
has already destroyed boat harbour, now they want to destroy the
ocean and all that lives in it. I say NO. Spend the money to do it right
without destroying our waters."

Pictou County,
Canada

2018-05-01 "Keep it clean - no pulp waste in our water!"

Amherst, Canada 2018-05-01 "One of the the greatest passions I have is fly fishing for trout and
salmon. First is the passion and understanding of the fish itself.
Without a doubt salmon are facing difficult times due to industry,
whether it's fish farmers destroying there breeding and feeding
grounds and the cesspools of disease they create or pollution
from industry. They do not need to face another road block while
swimming to breeding grounds. Keep the pipe out of the strait."

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-01 "I love our environment, our oceans, our air !! Our tress!!"

Inverness, Canada 2018-05-01 "

Pugwash NS,
Canada

2018-05-01 "This is outrageous. What is our Environment Minister and local
politicians doing about this?"

New Glasgow,
Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-05-01 "Disgusting that the government continues to allow and financially
support this pit of poison. No pipe!"

Lower Sackville,
Canada

2018-05-01 "There’s too much at stake ! NO PIPE !"

Berwick, Canada 2018-05-01 "Intentional pollution is disgusting. To stand aside and not protest is
to enable this!"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-01 "Keep effluent out of our food chain and waters"

Canada 2018-05-01 "NO PIPE"
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Halifax, Canada 2018-05-01 "I care about the environment more than I care about employment
for the unemployable masses of uneducated workers. Down with
the mill!"

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02 "A pipe in the Strait will be an environmental disaster."

Jolicure, Canada 2018-05-02 "I want to help secure a clean future for the Northumberland
Stright"

Lockeport, Canada 2018-05-02 "Absolutely NOT!"

Truro, Canada 2018-05-02 "F k the mill!"

Nepean, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-02 "These are NOT renewable resources. Put our money into
something that is sustainable and healthy for the environment."

Gatineau, Canada 2018-05-02 "Stop destroying our planet... Enough destruction!!!"

RR3 Pictou, Canada 2018-05-02 "I'm signing because this pipe will decimate the lobster fishing on
the east coast as well as the north Atlantic right wales, salmon, sea
turtles, and turn Canada's Ocean playground into Canada's ocean
deadzone"

Woodbridge,
Canada

2018-05-02 "Enough already. Why aren't we responsible by now with our water
and eco-systems. The technology is available."

Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada

2018-05-02 "will we ever learn how mankind's impact affects all things"

Rimbey, Canada 2018-05-02 "This is one more example of liberal hypocrisy. They take the
environmental high road when it comes to pipelines to transport
our petroleum products and they impose carbon taxes to try to save
the planet from climate change which has been occurring since the
beginning of time and then Liberal Environment Minister under
Chretien admitted that the science concerning climate change
was phony. This is proof that these people can care less about the
environment. The strongest opponents to the Trans Mountain
Pipeline expansion, when they are in the BC capital, poop directly
in the Pacific Ocean as Victoria does not treat it's sewage. These
same goons just raised their carbon tax, yet many oppose a sewage
treatment plant. And Montreal has dumped raw sewage in the St.
Lawrence when opposing the Energy East pipeline. And Nova Scotia
who was predominantly Liberal red in the 2015 supporting Trudeau
who promised the carbon tax now has a proposed disposal pipeline
to the Northumberland Strait to dump toxic effluent. Our w"

Walkerton, Canada 2018-05-02 "THE NERVE OF THESE COMPANIES. DON'T THEY KNOW THE WATER
IS NOT THEIRS TO POLLUTE, AND WHERE IS THE GOVERNMENT IN
THIS VERY BAD IDEA."

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02 "Please, this is vitally important."

Antigonish, Canada 2018-05-02 "I think it is important for the Minister of Environment to do more
studies to consider the long term effects a pipe like this could have
on the marine life in the Strait and to consider how that may affect
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the people and industry who depend on a stable and healthy marine
life. Don't hurt one industry to protect another industry."

Little Current,
Canada

2018-05-02 "It is 2018 and we shouldn't be dumping anything into the ocean,
plastic and especially effluent. Build a water treatment plant for
heaven's sake."

Woodstock,
Canada

2018-05-02 "No more oil spills. Save our water life from crazy money
grabbers!Enough !"

Gander, Canada 2018-05-02 "I'm tired of govt stealing tax$$$ and not using the money to help
humans sustain life in and off land"

Sudbury, Canada 2018-05-02 "How do you spell INSANITY ?.?"

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-02 "I love the younger people and we really need to start to care a little
about what we are actually doing with the many other choices there
are that could be utilized"

Lake Country,
Canada

2018-05-02 "THIS century includes innovation and technology to better deal
with effluent from pulp mills. Take the time to find a better way to
deal with it than dump it into the strait. Invest in our future, not our
past."

Lindsay, Canada 2018-05-02 "If we don't protect our natural environment there will be no future
for our children."

Assiniboia, Canada 2018-05-02 "We have to quit polluting our waters and killing our marine life!
There has to be a better solution!"

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-02 "We are killing the oceans"

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02 "I have seen far to much from weak minded politicians that take a
quick route to solve a problem. Our waters and oceans are the life
blood. Poluting our water is criminal"

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-02 "It’s hard to believe that it is even on the table to pour untreated
effluent into a natural water body."

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02 "This continuing destruction of Maritime land, clean water & food,
is utterly disgusting of government. It has been over decades
since pollution wrecked the land & water, more so the citizens are
carrying heavy cancer issues. Most of my family & friends have died.
Please stop polluting, it needs to end."

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-02 "Because this is the right thing to do"

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-02 "Business owners need to take responsibility for non-polluting
options to dispose of their waste, and the government needs to
ensure that this is done to ensure healthy ecosystems now and in
the future."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-02 "Other solutions that don't affect the Marine environment should be
considered."
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London, Canada 2018-05-02 "Thermal pollution is a real threat to fishing ecosystems."

Blenheim, Canada 2018-05-02 "Once again, we see a company trying to overrule the needs of the
environment for it's own profit. Instead, use your employees to help
solve the problem and thus keep the company alive (as well as the
environment of the Strait). Otherwise. shut the company down until
it solves its problem (I'd feel bad for its employees if shutting down
was the only solution)."

Banff, Canada 2018-05-02 "We have to take a stand to protect out waters and its inhabitants!"

Burnaby, Canada 2018-05-02 "

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-02 "We need to protect our wildlife on land and in the oceans. Pouring
its effluence without it being treated is gross negligence in my book.
Gone are the days of simply dumping into Our land or oceans. We
now know that there are dire consequences to wildlife when we do.
It goes without saying, you can't poison your food and expect to
live."

Vernon, Canada 2018-05-02 " Canada is not the only country that needs to smarten up, this
disgrace is going on around the whole world and is going to cost us
all BIG time if it's not stopped."

Howell, New Jersey,
US

2018-05-02 "The water ways of NS need to be free of pollutants that negatively
effect the environment"

Regina, Canada 2018-05-02 "When exactly are the persons that we elect into government going
to figure out that we cannot simply dump our CRAP! into our marine
systems and expect it to not have serious, negative consequences!?
What year/century are we living in; 1918?"

Gilford, Ont.,
Canada

2018-05-02 "This waterway will become unhealthy for the trout and Atlantic
salmon as well as humans with temperature change and the toxic
chemicals. Avoid another tragedy please!"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-05-02 "We need to protect our wildlife"

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-02 "One more of man's great decisions to destroy more of the
environment."

Beaverton,
Oregon, US

2018-05-02 "The waters of Northumberland Strair don’t stay there but work
their way around the whole earth. To allow this pollution here, and
similarly in many other places, is to toxify the waters of the whole
planet, to the detriment of all life."

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-05-02 "Could we have a government concerned with making the right long
term decision?"

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-02 "For our waters and our wildlife!"

North Bay, Canada 2018-05-02 "Leave our water system alone! No pipes!"
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Sorrento, Canada 2018-05-02 "It's the right thing to do!"

e Fredericton,
Canada

2018-05-02 "We've done enough damage to our environment. It's time to
design and implement better solutions."

erin, Canada 2018-05-02 "Hard to believe this is happening in 2018 in Canada ! We continue
to use our precious water as a toilet !!!"

Atlanta, Georgia,
US

2018-05-02 "We have to stop polluting our environment!!!"

Powll River BC,
Canada

2018-05-03 "Clean up humanity, our waste ..pay the price for a good life on
a clean planet .As long as we reproduce as we do our actions will
destroy us. We soon reach critical mass of selfdestruction .A few
bugs ,beasts,rhinos extinct will be nothing compared to what's
looming beyond permafrost meltdown. Who knows really how much
methane will be released soon.Even the rich won't have anywhere to
escape to."

Pictou County,
Canada

2018-05-03 "My husband is a commercial fisherman and this directly impacts
our livelihood"

Glen Huron,
Canada

2018-05-03 "The hidden effluent, exposed by environmentalist groups,
conscientious media outlets and sustainable activists has shed a
well deserved light on the atrocities committed by these farming
operations - increased monitoring and regulation of this must be
encouraged and adopted."

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-03 "Our nation should be focusing on renewable, sustainable forms
of fuel - wind and solar! These practices of using oil for fuel are
outdated and are doing nothing to benefit our environment"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-03 "Dumping contaminated waste into the ocean is ridiculous and
should never be allowed!"

Beaufort, South
Carolina, US

2018-05-03 "WHAT IS IT ABOUT HUMAN NATURE THAT WE HAVE THE
CAPABILITIES TO DESTROY OURSELVES AND ALL LIVING CREATURES
AND STILL DO NOTHING TO STOP IF FROM HAPPENING?"

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-03 "I don't trust thus company. I believe they will ruin the
Northumberland Strait if allowed to pump effluent into it."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-04 "This is a travesty!!"

Victor Harbor,
Australia

2018-05-04 "I oppose all dumping of pollution, more so when the effects are so
profound. This shit has to stop!"

Pictou Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-05-04 "#nopipe period. End of story."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-06 "In 2018, It only makes sense"

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-06 "Pollution by dilution is not a solution"
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Salisbury,
Maryland, US

2018-05-06 "What a truly bad idea!"

Port George,
Canada

2018-05-06 "As with our dirty Canadian oil refineries, it's time industry paid for
their messes; treaty the stuff!"

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-05-07 "I’m sure the chemical engineers would like to get this right and
neutralize the effluent and get it to the right tempersture before
releasing it to the environment. Don’t destroy 4 indistries and the
health of Nova Scotians for the sake of this one industry that we
don’t even profit from."

Coquitlam, Canada 2018-05-07 "It's not cheaper to dump this effluent directly into the ocean. The
effects from this effluent will cost a billion times more to clean up
than the few jobs it will create by dumping... If the effluent can't be
disposed of in a positive way to benefit something then the whole
project needs to be stopped."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-07 "I'm concerned about our marine life."

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I come from a fishing family - we need to protect the
Northumberland Strait ! NO PIPE"

Elizabethville,
Pennsylvania, US

2018-05-08 "I grew up crossing that straight. There is a very delicate balance
that is important to maintain. Please look at other options."

charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada

2018-05-08 "Far too risky."

Canada 2018-05-08 "Our resources are far too valuable to be destroyed."

Whitby, Canada 2018-05-08 "We've created enough ecological mess. Everyone, and every
community, large or small, must deal with their own crap."

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08

Belfast, Canada 2018-05-08 "No more pipelines or other pollution ."

Brossard, P.Q.,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Such a rich place for wildlife"

Ottawa. ON,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Surely the Government has considered the environmental impact"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Using the ocean as a dumping ground has to stop."

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "This effluent needs to be properly treated before being released
into the environment to reduce negative impact."

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop the pipe save the sea life"
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Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "We must prevent the destruction of our waterways. The Great
Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway are part of the largest freshwater
system in the world. We should preserve it."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Designing a pipe to dump waste water from a pulp into a
productive and remarkably beautiful stretch of Canada’s coastline
waters is wrong in so many ways."

Owen Sound,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There is no long term future for oil. It is a finite product which
will disappear. I do not see any Government programs for long
term energy production that does not involve oil. The Federal
Government is failing it's promises and ignoring the Canadian
people's wishes. The economy does not make a country, the
community and the people make a country."

Moberly Lake, BC,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Oceans should no longer be used as a sewage pond for human
waste."

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08 "The Gulf of St. Lawrence is not your toilet."

Chatham-Kent,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Don’t mess with the oceans. No pipelines in Northumberland."

Venice, California,
US

2018-05-08 "We need Marine animals natural waters marine life etc. Think
upanother way to deal with to deal with toxic waste. No pipeline."

London, Canada 2018-05-08 "As a former resident of New Brunswick, I understand the delicacy
of that ecosystem and would be appalled to see it damaged."

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08 "What is the matter with you people?! Haven't you heard of a
sewage treatment plant?! Where is all the money that the Feds
promised for infrastructure???"

Saint Catharines,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There is a better solution to the
problem. <a href="http://www.dajere.ca"
rel="nofollow">http://www.dajere.ca</a>"

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "You bet I'm signing this. How can you possibly think that dumping
all that crap in the water will not harm or destroy what is there?
Canadians love our fresh clean water ways. Don't mess with it."

Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-05-08 "Please be reasonable and say no to the environmentally
UN-friendly idea of dumping effluent into the Northumberland
Strait!"

elora, Canada 2018-05-08 "Surely we are smarter than this! Come on engineers! This is our
childrens’ future too!"

Dunnville, Canada 2018-05-08 "All pipelines fail in time. Stop this senseless destruction. Petro is no
longer needed as we now have so many cleaner alternatives."

Cornwall. ON,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There are enough problems facing our oceans. We should not be
adding to them."
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London, Canada 2018-05-08 "It’s essential that we expand our efforts to protect our
environment. We have reached a point of no return."

Ardrossan, Alberta,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Our water is being destroyed when it needs to be saved"

Kelowna, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-08 "throwing away effluent is throwing away money. It can be recycled,
the water cleaned and released. There is no need to treat the ocean
as a toilet."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Effluent piped directly into the Strait? What are you thinking?"

Chilliwack, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-08 "In 20 years the world will be off its dependence on oil and onto
clean energy, let’s start this change now."

Victoria BC, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is 2018. How can you!!?"

Bethany, Canada 2018-05-08 "There has to be a better way to handle this without compromising
our oceans."

Leamington,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I agree that the risk to the habitat and marine life is too great for
the location of this pipeline."

Bridgewater,
Canada

2018-05-08 "The long term environmental risks to this proposed plan heavily
out way any short term economical benefits."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is dosgraceful"

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "The environment is more important than this mill's desire to save
money. What a stupendously idiotic idea."

Penhold, Canada 2018-05-08 "Wow leave the oceans alone stop wrecking the planet"

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "a fish sent me"

Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-08 "Surely, the company involved could consult with experts to come
up with a less environmentally damaging disposal of their effluent.
It is their moral responsibility to do so, but too often economic
expediency is the winner."

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "because I care about our oceans and all that live in it. people are
the worst enemy to nature."

Westport, Canada 2018-05-08 "This must not happen."

Aylesford, Canada 2018-05-08 "is that the best we can do in 2018!!!? Raw sewage poured into the
ocean...."out of sight out of mind" mentally has got to stop!"

Brighton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Respect for Nature - Respect for LIFE"

Ariss, Canada 2018-05-08 "Treat the effluent so it is non toxic and has a neutral effect on the
environment prior to dumping. It is the cost of doing business. The
ocean is not a garbage dump."
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Stratford, Canada 2018-05-08 "You don't pump toxic chemicals into Straits."

Pender Island,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We need to protect our environment, for its own sake, and for
future generations."

Mount Stewart,
Canada

2018-05-08 "What year is this that we are still considering a long pipe the
solution?"

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-08 "Once again, politicians are faced with making the RIGHT decision
and flying in the face of their «friends» and moneybags. There is
NO LIMIT to the greed of WorldCorp Kapitalists whose agenda is
PROFIT and the environmental and social costs be damned. Just one
more example of the massive destruction perpetrated in the name
of «progress» where that «progress» is the advancement of the 1%
world slavery agenda."

Azilda, Canada 2018-05-08 "Sewage should be treated in lagoons before disposed of in
oceans."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Its the right thing to fight for safe waters For Canada’s Fish!!"

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08 "This would be a disaster for the environment."

Invermere, Canada 2018-05-08 "I thought us Canadians had such educated views now, but to pipe
garbage into the ocean is so backward and selfish!"

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08 "To put all the marine life at risk by proposed pumping of 90 million
litres of effluent would be an rresponsible act especially when the
oceans are already threatened and when this is where they get
energized and feed before entering the rivers. Do not go ahead with
this plan."

Millarville, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is as bad as Victoria B.C. stop this"

Leduc County,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We need clean solutions to continue living together on this planet
with the life that gives us all life."

London, Canada 2018-05-08 "We are killing the oceans."

bc, Canada 2018-05-08 "enough is enough."

Cheltenham,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I love the maritimes and have visited many time as a tourist over
my lifetime. Please help keep this region diverse and pristine!"

West Vancouver,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Please consider how important this area is to the planet. Do not
rush into development simply for economic reasons. There are vast
economic benefits that exist based on the feeding grounds of the
fish. Do not pollute this sensitive area!"

Chelsea, QC,
Canada

2018-05-08 "If our politicians continue to place profit above planet they should
be made to pay. First at the ballot box and then in the courts."

Mt. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to stop polluting our rivers and oceans if we want to
survive."



Name Location Date Comment

Abbotsford,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I am signing because there must be another way for this mill to
operatebecause I am from the West Coast and Canada does not
need further fishing destruction."

Peterborough,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Life should be a priority over money and the environment sustains
us all. Especially the oceans."

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-08 "All of life on our planet depends on the health of our oceans."

stoney creek,
Canada

2018-05-08 "WE NEED TO WAKE UP."

Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We only have one world. We must protect it."

Truro, Canada 2018-05-08 "I do not trust the people that tell me the pipe will not have a
negative environmental impact. I KNOW IT WILL! 

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08 "For an education in environment management, check out the
non-fiction book &quot;Collapse&quot; 

Mission, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to protect our oceans and all fish life. To often we proceed
with business ventures that end up costing our environment."

Sarnia, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Seriously? You can’t treat this water first?? Greedy a$$&@les"

Freelton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Warming and rising oceans along with poluted waters are a
worldwide threat."

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Defend clean water - for all of us"

Debert, Canada 2018-05-08 "Precautionary principled.

ETOBICOKE,
Ontario, Canada

2018-05-08 "Our biodiversity needs to be protected."

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08 "I care"

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "It is very disturbing that industry can still be allowed to dump
effluent into waterways that will damage the ecosystem."

Maple Ridge,
Canada

2018-05-08 "The environment needs to come first. Ahead of money."

Gibsons, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop the insanity of polluting our earth and expecting the
environment to absorb our greed!!"

Medicine Hat,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Is there no end to perverted corporate greed and political
appeasement? For God's sake, think of everyone, not just the tiny
minority!"



Name Location Date Comment

Stouffville, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is my ocean location & I wish to continue to enjoy its beauty &
protect our marine life for now & generations to come."

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08

Saskatoon, SK,
Canada

2018-05-08 "This is the only EARTH we have.Keep it clean for people & ALL
species!"

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08 "People running these companies need to find solutions to these
issues before engaging an a process."

Merrickville,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There must be another way. They must find a better solution."

Quadra Island,
Canada

2018-05-08 "The environment, the foundation of our [and all other species']
well being and very survival, is dying by "a thousand cuts". We must
become far more careful about what we do to it. NO more dumping
into fresh or marine waters as if they were a large toilet! Perhaps
waters could take "another hit" before, but now they are under
multiple assaults and can no longer."

Whitehorse,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We need to do better!"

Lakefield, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I can’t believe this is considered a viable option in this day and age.
For gawds sake, think about what you’re doing. Thank you."

Fredericton New
Brunswick, Canada

2018-05-08 "I am worried about the abuse of our planet and want to preserve it
for future generations."

Revelstoke, Canada 2018-05-08 "Why are we still allowing companies to dump waste into our
oceans???"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Polluting the environment should not be allowed for economic
reasons ever!!!"

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "It’s not acceptable to treat our oceans as a garbage dump!"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "If the effluent is too corrosive to the infrastructure of the mill,
how can it possibly be acceptable to dump it into the environment?
Dear Minister, I urge you to protect the marine environment by
preventing the effluent dump. The marine emviroemnt is iinvaluable
and irreplaceable.."

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Also, a great deal of the coastline of the Northumberland Strait
is designated as a Maritime Protected Area by the Government of
Canada, and that the proposed area for effluent discharge is also
the location of several federal marine refuges."

Canada 2018-05-08 " Polluting valuable Marine ecosystems is unconscionable! Find a
better solution to the pulp waste problem!"

Boutiliers point,
Canada

2018-05-08 "My major concern are the effluent chemicals; proper waste
management can reduce the chemical output!"



Name Location Date Comment

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "One more nail in our collective coffin..."

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08 "Isn,t this waste treated first??"

Barrie, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There has to be another option, we cannot poison the waters
around us."

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need the ocean to be save for all marine life."

Delta, Canada 2018-05-08 "For the safety of marine life"

Shelburne, Canada 2018-05-08 "enough is enough STOP destroying our home planet. People
who allow this are Ecological terrorists and are committing crimes
against humanity."

Strathroy, Canada 2018-05-08 "we only have one planet, don't destroy it or anything that lives
here"

Saskatoon, Canada 2018-05-08 "There is a better way."

Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada

2018-05-08 "WTF Nova Scotia, how could you not possibly know how disastrous
this will be?"

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "As consumers, we need to demand less bleaching
- tissue, toilet paper, paper towels, all involve
bleach. Read this FAQ, and decide for yourself:<a
href="https://sites.google.com/dillon.ca/northernpulpetf/frequently-asked-questions"
rel="nofollow">https://sites.google.com/dillon.ca/northernpulpetf/frequently-asked-questions</a>"

kamloops, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-08 "the government are stupid assholes who don't care about anything
but themselves and their lobbiests...go to hell"

Smithville, Canada 2018-05-08 "OH PLEASE save the future of the Northumberland Strait"

Salt Spring Island,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I am finding increasingly difficult to understand any reasoning that
would have a person put in charge of protecting the environment
maaking a damaging decision like this. What the hell is going
on????"

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Any kind of effluent should NEVEr be dumped into our oceans or
lakes. No exceptions."

Penetanguishene,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Are we insane or just crazy?? Don't put marine life & water at risk!
We're supposed to REDUCE our dependency on fossil fuels; not
increase it!"

London, Canada 2018-05-08 "Has the Pulp & Paper industry learned nothing over the last
100 years about the effects of their pollution in the air and water
around them? The oceans and connected waterways are NOT
dumping grounds for effluent they, the industry, produce, and do
not want to be responsible for dealing with in a environmentally
sensitive fashion. If that cannot be done, perhaps they should not
be in business! Absolutely NO to the effluent pipe pumping toxic
chemicals etc. into the Northumberland Strait !"



Name Location Date Comment

Dorval, Qc,
Quebec, Canada

2018-05-08 "We must stop polluting the world we live in."

Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Our water systems and marine life are way more important than
more oil coroporation profits. Thid insanity has to stop."

Dunstaffnage, PEI,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Seriously, there has to be a better way."

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-08 "Why do we keep trying to destroy our beautiful planet and all the
wonderful creatures in it!!! Shameful!!"

Grande Prairie,
Canada

2018-05-08 "This has nothing to do with oil!"

Grande Prairie,
Canada

2018-05-08 "This has nothing to do with oil!"

Rothesay, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop polluting our waters!"

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Much concerned, and very alarming....."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Please support an ecologically wise and responsible solution."

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "Process your waste into something neutral or useful. Don't just
dump it out of sight/out of mind, because someone will ultimately
have to pay for your convenience."

Saint Marys,
Canada

2018-05-08 "This is unacceptable! It is time that we made protecting our
waterways a priority."

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to protect our eco system."

Saanichton,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We need to protect both east and west sides of Canada. Stand up
for each other."

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "NO PIPELINE EVER!! Get off oil dependency and begin investing in
non toxic energy!"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "We don't need any more pipelines, why can't the Liberal
government stand strong for the environment?"

Trochu, Canada 2018-05-08 "To bad they love shit but hate oil..."

Bowmanville,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There has to be another way that doesn’t forever change our water
ways."

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "The truth of this petition is common sense."

Malahat, Canada 2018-05-08 "What are you thinking? Stop it!"

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08 "the environment isn't worth the chance. if there ever a spill, it never
gets all cleaned up."
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Montréal, Canada 2018-05-08 "You have a very worthy cause. My petition also has great merit.
Would you present my petition concerning the risk that airline
passengers will face and the countless deaths of birds and animals
in two protected forest from an ill-placed odorous compost
plant that is in violation of the regulations of Montreal-Trudeau
airport. My petition is located at <a href="https://chn.ge/2HJXHvg"
rel="nofollow">https://chn.ge/2HJXHvg</a> Good luck with your
petition. Anne"

Galiano Island,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Toxins must be liscensed and regulated."

Brampton, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There are new energy sources out there, namely Oro Blanc why is
this not being developed?"

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-08 "There is no excuse for industry dumping their effluent into the
environment. This is the 21st century."

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08 "I love to eat wild fish and think that our oceans and its' creatures
are already struggling enough as it is."

Terrace, Canada 2018-05-08 "Time to stop these idiots from treating the ocean like one big
garbage dump."

Napanee, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I cannot believe in this day and age, with the concern for our
environment as heightened as it is, and with the knowledge we now
have, that THIS is even A REMOTE consideration by the MINISTER
OF THE ENVIRONMENT, no less!!!!!!! It’s absolutely shameful and it
impacts not just Nova Scotians, but the whole world!!! Our marine
ecosystems MUST be protected at all costs - they are the source
of life one this planet!! I sincerely hope, Minister, that you will
see the dangers inherent in allowing piped effluent into marine
ecosystems, and Stand Up as a Protector of the Environment as your
title implies."

Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

2018-05-08 "The mill has to come forward with a better solution."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08 "DO I REALLY NEED TO EXPLAIN WHY ITS A DANGEROUS GAME TO
DUMP EFFLUENT INTO THE NORTH UMBERLAND STRAIT"

Ladysmith, B.C.,
British Columbia,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We have trouble out here on the West Coast re fishing too, so
wishing you good luck!!!"

Victoria, B.C.,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Sewage Treatment Plants can be built to be self sustaining."

Port Alberni,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Our marine life is struggling as it is with plastics in the oceans,
fishing gear and pollution. If we lose our oceans, we lose ourselves.
We must be smarter and care more. “The most dangerous breed -
humans.”"

Copenhagen,
Denmark

2018-05-08 "Canada needs to wake up and halt all new investments in oil and
gas, as a minimum effort in the global fight for our climate."
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Stettler, Canada 2018-05-08 "It's time the federal government took as much interest in fixing
raw sewage dumping as they do in putting endless roadblocks in
building new pipelines in Canada?"

Duncan, Canada 2018-05-08 "Canadians need to work together to rid ourselves of the negative
forces at work trying to exploit resources regardless of the impact
on nature and humanity"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "I absolutely cannot believe at this day and age, with all we know
about how badly we are destroying our marine environments, that
we are still engaging in this kind of practice!"

Lumby, Canada 2018-05-08 "We Can not get away from fossil fuel use fast enough. Love
nature."

Ladysmith, Canada 2018-05-08 "we need to end our dependence on fossil fuel. we need to protect
our oceans and everything that lives there."

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Taking care of our environment and our wildlife helps to take care
of us. When are we going to understand this, its almost too late!"

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "The danger to the local environment is too great."

salt spring island,
Canada

2018-05-08 "It is the right thing to do...ethics. Ever read any history of on the
pillaging of saline and birdlife thats happened over the last 200 or
so years? Humans have destroyed and driven life to extinction so
will human pollution."

victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "Protect the fish please!"

Westport, Canada 2018-05-08 "Sounds like a bad idea to me."

Cobourg, Canada 2018-05-08 "If we don't protect our food sources, then all the oil in the world will
be useless. Food needs priority."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Once the water is polluted and the fish are dead, it's too late..."

Canada 2018-05-08 "Just to be clear, this is an effluent pipe ( waste liquids ) from a pulp
mill, not a fossil fuel pipeline. :-)"

Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada

2018-05-08 "No pipe!!!!!!"

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "Take care off the environmental system. Help the plant , give our
children a future."

Canada 2018-05-08 "Just to be clear, this is an effluent pipe ( waste liquids ) from a pulp
mill, not a fossil fuel pipeline. :-) ( I totally agree, we need to protect
our oceans from every form of humanity's trash and industrial
waste. City's such as New York dumping their garbage offshore;
Montreal pumping its sewage into the St Lawrence ... are disgusting
!! )"
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Hagensborg,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I'm all for jobs and mills create work and good products. There's
got to be a way to deal with this that doesn't destroy our food and
our health."

Kelowna, B.C.,
Canada

2018-05-08 "we all need to ban together and keep our oceans clean and safe for
all living creatures."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08 "we have enough water problems now without creating new ones.
we cant even fish Atlantic salmon because there are so few and now
a mill wants to destroy the rest and many other fish we depend
on for various reasons. Ones this affluent gets into the ocean it
will remain there for ever as it has no where else to go. Are we
really debating whether or not this is ok, so, a company who cares
nothing about the Maritime's or its people can make more money
by destroying our natural resources which are connected to our
food sources"

Fort Worth, Texas,
US

2018-05-08 "This region is important to our global health."

ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "There has to be an environmentally sound way of treating the
effluent and if it is not economically feasible, the mill ownership is
not looking hard enough!"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "Without the environment and clean water to drink and
replenishable resources we have nothing , all these companies care
about is money , they don't care about the devistation left behind
for further generations"

Cranbrook, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-08 "Our oceans are failing. We are losing species at an alarming
rate. Until we look at the cumulative effects of what is happening
globally, we must stop dumping toxins into our waterways and
on the land. We are jeopardizing all that sustains us and future
generations by our careless regard for the earth and all the
creatures that live on it."

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-08 "Because its about time th Bearing Straight gets its fair share of the
pollution!"

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-08 "Please pursue other options for pulp waste!"

St-Zénon, Canada 2018-05-08 "C’est Vital de sauver les espèces animal de l’extinction !"

manitoba, Canada 2018-05-08 "I want environmental respect in my life and the lives of my
children!!! And for Canada!!!! We need to lead this!! Look at what
Mother Nature has accomplished in Chernobyl ���"

Maple Ridge,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Are you kidding, it’s 2018."

Maple Ridge,
Canada

2018-05-08 "This is NOT the place to be dumping toxic and harmful waste. Our
Canadian Marine Life are already under terrible stress with other
environmental factors impacting their survival. Please come up with
another solution that will not have such dire consequences on such
an important food source."
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Vancouver BC,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Doesn't anyone ever listen! Stop destroying our environment to
save on costs."

Newcastle, Canada 2018-05-08 "Our natural resources must be protected!"

Hearst Ontario,
Ontario, Canada

2018-05-08 "I believe we need to clean up mother earth for all inhabitants with
our Injury to the ecosystem."

Mayne Island,
Canada

2018-05-08 "I'm signing because I think it's a TERRIBLE idea to dump tons of
toxic effluent into the Northumberland Strait, with the consequent
destructive impact on sea-life and marine eco-systems. It's
criminally stupid to believe this is an appropriate solution for
dealing with the waste. Wake Up!"

Sangudo, Canada 2018-05-08 "No! This is not good for anything but the mill. The oceans are
already polluted with toxic chemicals, plastics and other wastes. Our
marine life is already suffering, horribly. Already, in certain areas it's
not safe to eat many kinds of seafoods. Adding more effluent is NOT
a good idea. People are seriously being affected by environmental
pollutants with all kinds of diseases from Autism to Cancer to MCS
and many others that are not yet recognized as bring a result of
toxic overload. Please say NO to this!"

Chambly, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is just a completely terrible plan. It is inconceivable how
any sane person or group of people (a company) could seriously
consider such a proposal in the first place!"

London, Canada 2018-05-08 "There are lots of issues of concern. World waters are already
getting too warm impacting sea life and weather patterns globally.
Adding pollutant is just crazy!"

Welland, Canada 2018-05-08 "We absolutely must act to protect marine environments; this is NOT
the way to do that!"

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-08 "We are trying to do the same thing here in BC..Pacific wild salmon,
orcas, and humpbacks. Oil pipelines..and spills will devastate our
coast."

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "quality over short term monetary gain!"

Port Sydney,
Canada

2018-05-08 "There are more than enough pollutants poisoning our seas and
oceans. We absolutely do not need to exacerbate an already critical
and expanding problem. Stop poisoning our marine life."

North Vancouver,
British Columbia,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Keep the pollution in the Legislature. We are having running battles
in BC over aquaculture, much as NS, and of course, the KM pipeline.
It appears more and more that the effluent is the affluent."

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "Fish when gone are gone forever,no discharge into there home and
habitatThank you."

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "If we do not protect our ecosystem, at the moment, our prospect of
living in 50 years is zero ..."
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Oakville, Canada 2018-05-08 "What’s happening today is just wrong. Oceans need protection.
They are not a dump for our waste"

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08 "I’m signing because i want to protect the fish"

Red Deer, Canada 2018-05-08 "We have to STOP dumping crap in our waters."

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08 "I am concerned about that much waste dumping into the
Northumberland Strait and the effects to our oceans and sea life,
not to mention the effects to our economy as a result of collapsed
fisheries."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "It is essential we protect our ecosystems and food supply. Nature
has created a delicate balance. Even a one or two degree change
affects water species. ...ask anyone who owns a fishtank. Protect our
environment."

Maple Ridge,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We only have one world and everything on it is in fine balance...it’s
worth protecting!"

Kelowna, B. C.,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Again, I can't believe what I am reading: to deliberately dump pulp
mill effluent into pristine waters where the ice is melting alread
so that polar bears have no chance for survival as no food can be
caught. Does this take a moment of consideration to say? STOP THIS
IMMEDIATELY . There is no end to what damage we are doing to
our waters. They can store the effluent - pay for it - and find ways
to detoxify it. Are the people we elect into government not thinking
but bowing to big business? This cannot continue . We already have
nuclear waste being pumped into the waters non-stop . There is no
hope for humans and other life if not stopped."

Caledon, Canada 2018-05-08 "The oceans are getting more and more polluted we need to protect
it bfore its all destroyed"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-08 "Without food - we die. Food resources before energy money."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-08 "This home to thousands of species. Would anyone of us agree t
toxins being pumped into our homes because it is seen as the only
viable alternative?"

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08 "Stop screwing with our planet!!!"

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-08 "This pipe should not even be a consideration for very obvious
reasons. It is pathetic that we must have a petition to protect an
integral part of our eco system."

Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to more towards environmentally CLEAN waste practices.
The ocean is not a toilet bowl !"

Grafton, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is not possible that in today's world with all the technology we
have that we have governments that are even thinking of dumping
effluents in our marine ecosystems. Not possible and not on my
watch."
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Saskatoon SK,
Canada

2018-05-08 "It is completely shocking to me that any company would propose
such a damaging effluent pipe. If the toxic effluent is too corrosive
for their machinery, it is certainly too toxic for the sea waters. I am
totally opposed to it."

Collingwood,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Please do not destroy any more of our natural environment with
money being the main reason."

Montague, Canada 2018-05-08 "if they think the pipe is such a great idea to pump effluent waste
into our precious strait.....why not put the pipe into a retaining pond
on the CEO's property? it's safe, isn't it? and would be great for his
or her's backyard!"

Richmond Hill,
Canada

2018-05-08 "It's an ecological disaster"

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-08 "Short term profits to a company is a concept from the dark ages.
The effluent must be cleaned of toxic materials as is the law and
policy in other jurisdictions in this country"

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-08 "I am a fisherman who likes trout & salmon, and even pikes. PLEASE
Don't destroy the strait for Greed!"

Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada

2018-05-08 "We need water, everyone needs water and we need to stop
destroying our precious water and everything in our waters. Please
no pipe."

VERNON, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-08 "Time is NOW to start looking after our enviorment."

Burlington, Canada 2018-05-08 "we must protect our environment before profits and ignorance"

Sainte Marie De
Kent, Canada

2018-05-08 "Save the world before it's too late. Maybe it already is. But don't
make life harder for the remain of humanity and our children,"

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-08 "I care for our earth, it’s ridiculous how is as humans treat it"

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-08 "We need to start treating all our water with care and respect.
Dilution is NOT the solution!"

St Margaret's Bay,
Canada

2018-05-08 "To be clear, we are not promoting the closing of the mill; the smart
thing instead would be to pursue other options to deal with the
Pulp waste versus polluting this valuable Marine ecosystem. Once
this effluent changes the Strait, it is likely changed for dozens if not
hundreds of years, and will be difficult if not impossible to clean up.
Do the right thing for Nova Scotia and our ocean waters!"

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-08 "No pipelines! We can and have lived without it!!"

Montreal, Canada 2018-05-08 "It is unacceptable to endanger local fish populations and
compromise the environment, not to mention tourist industry for
the entire region, for the sake of one company’s profit."
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CONSTANCE LAKE,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Have to stop all pollution cause we won't have a future when we
are destroying the environment."

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-08 "1 earth humans as it's keepers, and all we managed to do is cash
in on the oil and it's not paid off oil spills killed off parts of one
fertile sea beds , all it took is is 1 major oil spill, i ask you why... is it
worth it once the oil is all tapped out add, over population, go green
technology, that will save this world pain and suffering."

Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-08 "NO pipes"

Gabriola, Canada 2018-05-08 "If marine life survives- we humans survive"

Calgary, Alberta,
Canada

2018-05-08 "Dumping effluent in the ocean is not good for any one or any thing
on this planet. Please stop this."

calgary, Canada 2018-05-08 "protect our water and ocean"

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-08 "This is an outrage. There must be a better way to dispose of the
waste."

Vankleek Hill,
Canada

2018-05-08 "This is wrong..there has to be a better solution...we cannot
continue to pollute and destroy Mother Earth and her Creatures.
Please stop"

Pickering, Canada 2018-05-08 "An operation which requires this kind of an easement to survive
should not go ahead. The environment is not something simply
"nice to have"."

Lethbridge,
Canada

2018-05-08 "People have to stop polluting our planet and start healing it. Be it
land, sea, or air"

Courtenay, Canada 2018-05-08 "The earth shakes & unless the “pipe” (assuming it’s metal) expands
with an earth quack, there’s too much potential for damage."

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-08 "REMEMBER BP OIL!!! NEVER FORGET!"

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-08 "Protect the species; find another way to deal with effluent (there
are lots of other ways)."

Saint John's,
Canada

2018-05-08 "gross."

St. Albert, Canada 2018-05-08 "If they can't treat their waste then they should not be able to
operate. GO GREEN EXCUSE ME !!!!!!!!!!!!!"

Dundas ON,
Canada

2018-05-09 "To protect the trout and salmon."

Winlaw, Canada 2018-05-09 "What they are planning is not acceptable."

Halton Hills,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Canada has the means to do the right thing."
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Goderich, Canada 2018-05-09 "My husband, and I oppose unnecessary pollution of any kind
that puts the health of our planet at further risk."

Nobleton, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-09 "We have got to start making better decisions before it is too late?"

Campbell River,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Because it's messed up!!!"

Abbotsford, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-09 "The oceans are not dump sites"

Halifax, NS, Canada 2018-05-09

Rigaud, Canada 2018-05-09 "I was so happy when I heard Pictou was getting sewage treatment,
now this set-back. Why?"

Union Bay, Canada 2018-05-09 "I"m signing because I believe our environment needs protecting
and we have to find alternate ways of dealing with toxic waste from
the pulp mill."

Saint Thomas,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Short term gain for privately owned mills to dump effluent the
cheapest way = screwing over everyone and everything else. Is that
really the legacy policy makers want?"

Quesnel, Canada 2018-05-09 "Ok by now , in this century ,you should be able to figure it out this
can only be bad for the environment enough already"

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-09 "Our children have inherited a disaster, the state of Mother Earth is
treacherous."

London, Canada 2018-05-09 "It is extremely stupid for an elected official to allow a for-profit
corporation to dump its toxic waste into a sensitive environment
in this way. The mill is responsible for ensuring that the toxic
by-products of its manufacturing process do not pollute the
environment and the government of Nova Scotia should be
intelligent enough to recognize this."

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-09 "Water is life. Why are you destroying life?"

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Please stop this effluent pipe from being put there. Our fish and
turtles deserve our protection!"

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-09 "This is absolutely ridiculous!! I definitely oppose the Northern
Pulp's Effluent Pipe to Dump this in the Northumberland Strait.
There must be other ways to deal with effluent!!"

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-05-09 "I'm signing because all sewage should be treated before it is
discharged anywhere in Canada."

Chemainus,
Canada

2018-05-09 "This precious habitat and it’s wildlife will be irreversibly destroyed
by dispensing tons of toxic effluent into it. STOP IT!"
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Port Moody,
Canada

2018-05-09 "We have to fight for our earth everyday. It is so tiring to see that
people do not know if they don't protect the water they will have
nothing."

Sidney, Canada 2018-05-09 "Step up and defend the strait from toxic pollution."

Salt Spring Island
BC, Canada

2018-05-09 "It is just totally insane what unconscious Corporations will try and
do, without regulation and control they won’t stop their drive for
profit."

Leduc, Canada 2018-05-09 "This just seems like a silly thing to allow"

Georgetown,
Canada

2018-05-09 "This is ascenine pumping toxic chemicals STRAIGHT INTO a body of
water WITHOUT TREATING THE WATER first. Why do companies only
think about their bottom line? What about the future Earth? Do they
even care? It doesn’t sound like they do."

Brantford, Canada 2018-05-09 "Too much crap going into the water now!"

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09 "We must save this main passage for the sake of our Trout and
Atlantic Salmon."

Foxhole, England,
UK

2018-05-09 "This is not the way forward."

Vaughan, Canada 2018-05-09 "I don’t want my country to become more polluted."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09 "Poisoning our precious water is ridiculous and unnecessary!!"

Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Petrolium extraction is dirty, on all aspects."

Québec, Quebec,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Il faut protéger les cours d'eau, une ressource inestimable."

Peterborough,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Pipelines are passe. Invest in renewables!"

Kentville, Canada 2018-05-09 "The Mill was a con, and it continues to be a crime against the
planet. It must be shut down, not extended."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09 "Let’s move forward with our energy choices, not backward!"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-09 "Please do not allow the effluent to be pumped into the strait. Sea
Trout and Atlantic Salmon will soon be an endangered species."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-09 "The Ocean, the Atlantic Salmon are part of our culture and History
in Atlantic Canada we should cherish them not crush them.Nova
Scotia Canada Ocean playground , let’s keep it that way"

Victoria, Canada 2018-05-09 "Save our planet �, and stop harming it."

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-09 "We have to transition away from oil. There is simply no safe way to
continue using it."
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Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-09 "They have the technology to clean without destruction to the
environment. I heard of a technology years ago, created or
experimented with, by a large company in Southern Ontario who
did sheet metal and ironwork. It was a type of incinerator where
everything that went into it the waste product produced was
nontoxic and mostly water. From what I was told by a person who
worked for them, the tests were successful. It was hushed up
because it was not a money maker. True or false? is there someone
who could find out?"

Brampton, Canada 2018-05-09 "Our marine life deserve better."

Glen Haven,
Canada

2018-05-09 "#nopipe"

pictou, Canada 2018-05-09 "I am signing this because I am deeply concerned that there has
not been enough research done in order to allow this to take place.
We have seen what the effluent has done to Boat Harbour and
I fear it will be the same for the Strait as the treatment process
they are planning will not remove such toxins as Cadmium and
Mercury. I have seen soil tests from the exit point of Boat Harbour
that were privately done and Cadmium levels are well above the
allowable limit and in case you do not know Cadmium is known for
its damaging effects on DNA. Unless you want to be know for taking
part in a national disaster I would strongly suggest you look at this
issue very closely and give a directive for a Class 2 Assessment. You
are calling for one on the Clean up, so thinking there should be one
for what caused it in the first place."

HALIBURTON,
Canada

2018-05-09 "Zero carbon emissions are needed to save the people of this
planet. Wasting money on pipelines is ludicrous."

Maple Ridge,
Canada

2018-05-09 "This is ridiculous. We know how damaging this kind of dumping is.
Stop now!"

Canada 2018-05-09 "It will kill our water and all the fish"

Kelowna, Canada 2018-05-09 "Fish first - please! Forget the profits for sake of ou environment
please!"

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09 "I value our natural wildlife of trout and salmon. These are keystone
species being put at risk."

NEW GLASGOW,
Canada

2018-05-09 "there is no reason for this pipe to to ever exist except for greed"

NEW GLASGOW,
Canada

2018-05-09 "the N.S. Gov .has to pay for the new effluent system & they want
the cheapest & easiest way to get rid of the effluents ,where as they
signed to own the effluents,also, that is why they have been trying
to fast track the asessment & approval"

Ashcroft, Canada 2018-05-09 "I worry about the effects on the rivers in the area"

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09 "The mill owners made a profit from producing the effluent and it is
their responsibility to clean it up and only put clean water back into
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the sea. Why should the general public and Nature suffer because of
a Corporations greed and having no community feelings."

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-09 "The mill owners made a profit from producing the effluent and it is
their responsibility to clean it up and only put clean water back into
the sea. Why should the general public and Nature suffer because of
a Corporations greed and having no community feelings."

Surrey, Canada 2018-05-09 "Make them create a pond for the effluent and process it!"

Belleville, Canada 2018-05-09 "Because I do care"

Fredericton,
Canada

2018-05-09 "We need to keep the wild we still have!"

Pictou, Canada 2018-05-09 "We need to stand up and protect our environment and fishing
industries!!!"

Houston, Texas, US 2018-05-09 "I’m a fan of a pristine NE Passage."

Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-09 "Enough of pipelines!! how many more areas need to be ruined?"

Moncton, Canada 2018-05-09 "This has to be the dumbest idea since the Tar Ponds."

Desable, Canada 2018-05-09 "No, find another way. Polluting is never an option."

Fort Erie, Canada 2018-05-10 "Negative things keep happening to this planet, where do you think
it is going to lead us. Before it is too late do the right thing."

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-10 "I'm signing because the environment in this area is under siege. It
is critical that the regulations not be tampered with or allowances
made for anyone."

Canada 2018-05-10 " I know the Mill is a major employer here in Pictou county, all the
spin off jobs through out the province and beyond. But to discharge
the "treated" effluent into the Northumberland Strait..........That's
just insane!"

Westville, Canada 2018-05-10 "I completely oppose the plan to pump pulp mill effluent into our
Strait. There has been zero scientific studies and decisions are being
made from an economic and engineering standpoint only. This is
wrong!"

St. John's, Canada 2018-05-10 "Our beautiful ocean is NOT WORTH the risks. Not worth the money
to be made. Not worth it."

Strathmore,
Canada

2018-05-10 "If the mill can’t afford to dispose of their byproduct then they
shouldn’t exist"

High River, Canada 2018-05-10 "stop this pollution & thoughtless cruelty/ destruction now.. has to
be a better way."

Bow Island,
Canada

2018-05-10 "This is unacceptable - we should be trying to protect what’s left of
our already damaged habitat, not destroy it. Technology exists so
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that industry can exist in an environmentally responsible way, it just
requires the will to use it."

fort st. john,
Canada

2018-05-10 "I am amazed that that in times wnen many fisheries have been
decimated, leaving many w/o work & a source of food reduced
radidically as well as a time when we Canada is trying to save our
natural environment that a govt would allow a private company
to emit that much effluent that would ruin the Strait waters.
NORTHUMBERLAND Strait & all that it provides, is for the inalienable
right of the citizens of the provinces around it; not to provide a
cheaper dump for a private company to the detriment of the Strait.
Very small minded. Please reconsider such an option & serve those
who voted for your govt.; protect the Strait."

Kitchener, Ontario,
Canada

2018-05-10 "Find a better way to deal with this !"

Dryden, Canada 2018-05-10 "We send astronauts to outer space and yet we are still dumping
human waste garbage into rivers and oceans. Only clean water
should enter our rivers and oceans!"

kitchener, Canada 2018-05-10 "This pipeline is a ridiculous idea. Haven't we learned ANYTHING
about environmental protection?"

Shelburne, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-05-10 "There will be nothing left if we keep destroying the bit of healthy
environment that is left."

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10 "Im signing because, I believe our water ways all over the planet
are fundamental to human life. Our priority as we consider
more expansion of human society needs to first consider if the
actions taken are going to maintain the health and diversity
of our waterways and the ecosystems they support. Water is
the fundamental element necissary for the human body. If we
continue to disregard the necessity to keep our water safe in
this limited resource of earth, we will not be living in a very
healthy environment 30-40-50 years down the road. We need only
observe the detrimental impact we have already had on our global
environment to know how bad it could get, if continue in the same
light, with disregard for the very substances that sustain life. This
idea should be seen as a crime, if it was implemented, a crime
against humanity! Our fundamental life source is in danger and to
even consider continuing to contaminate it is ludicrous!!!"

Lethbridge,
Canada

2018-05-10 "I am appalled that we still do this in Canada . Why are you not pre
planning for the extra effluent long before you need to dispose
of it. I work in research our rivers and streams are becoming very
polluted naturally without mans thoughtlessness."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-10 "I care"

Delta, Canada 2018-05-10 "We need to protect wild salmon and marine ecosystems far more
than we do investment and dependence on harmful fossil fuels."

Nelson, Canada 2018-05-10 "All good is wild & free!"
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Elgin, Canada 2018-05-10 "Help protect our fish."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-10 "Northern Pulp must be stopped from using our ocean as a sewer.
Their poisons must be prevented from entering our ecosystem."

Summerside,
Canada

2018-05-10 "Perhaps in this day and age, if you can't deal with your waste in a
proper manner, you shouldn't be in business..."

Sydney, Canada 2018-05-10 "It’s time to stop this polluting of our environment."

Stellarton, Canada 2018-05-10 "I’m signing because it is the only right thing to do! Thanks to Matt
Dort for being such an inspiring influence!"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-05-11 "Isn’t it time this stopped, rather than starting over someplace so
special to so many, full of whales , tuna , and gannets feeding on
Herring all of September... and rich Lobster spawning grounds!!"

Londonderry,
Canada

2018-05-11 "Salmon, trout, lobster and recreation are all threatened by this NP’s
pipe.#nopipe"

Midhurst, Canada 2018-05-11 "Dumping 90 million litres of effluent daily into the Strait will cause
harm to marine ecosystem. Find another solution!"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Nobody should dump ANYTHING in the ocean!! Its a source of food
for millons. Who in their right mind would even think of polluting
the oceans??? So much for civilized.....Nature does not dump
anything. There is no waste in nature. Something always cleans up
and we better get on that or we will kill our environment. We are
well on our way."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11 "Companies should not be allowed to continue to download costs
onto taxpayers and the environment. They take the profit and we
take the cost. How is this a fair deal for us?"

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-11 "I care about the health if Canada's environment. I want it preserved
for my children."

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-05-11 "This planned effluent pipe into our beautiful strait in
unconscionable."

North Myrtle
Beach, South
Carolina, US

2018-05-11 "This ocean is a habitat for our eco system which includes us
humans . We should be proud to keep our waters clean and
un-polluted! Let’s do this!!!"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Beautiful warm waters need full protection from pollution."

Westville, Canada 2018-05-11 "I think its long past time the government protected our ocean, not
pander to corporations. Stop the poisoning of your citizens, and the
destruction of natural habitats we depend on"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Crude bitumen... probably not the best mineral to pipe through
an environmentally sensitive area. For the life of me, I can't
understand, why, governments, at every level, don't think refined
stuff would be a huge improvement, and a much safer, albeit not a
terrific, option. That crude filth we don't want near our shores... Get
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real. Remember Exxon? Sheesh! What does it take? Any disaster for
BC's coastline is going to impact so many. If you want oil to come
here, send it in the right form, not goop that can't be utilized until
refined anyway. Wakey, wakey!"

Trenton, Canada 2018-05-11 "Why risk our environment? It is insane that the government would
want to allow this to happen. #NoPipe"

Knutsford, Canada 2018-05-11 "You are commenting on the wrong petition Lynne Fox. This is
about dumping pulpwood sludge into the Atlantic not about the oil
pipeline to the Pacific. Wakey Wakey Lynne."

Toronto, Canada 2018-05-11 "I disagree with this bullshit"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-11 "Oops! My upset - given the coverage on this pipeline it's little
wonder there's a mix-up. However, my sentiment for any pipeline
is still the same - measures, proper structures need to be
implemented. No question about it. Thanks for the point out! L"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-05-11 "there is no more important cause for our future than that of our
oceans - if we want a decent future for our kids we need to insure
it by taking care of the planet now before it's too late - it's the only
decent thing to do and it's the best inheritance we could give"

Kelowna, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-11 "How Stupid can People Be!?!?! It is High Time that Governments
Do their Jobs and Deal Appropriately with All Pollutants...Wake Up
People..."

Montague, Canada 2018-05-11 "Save our Future!"

Wentworth,
Canada

2018-05-11 "I know it is important. #NOPIPE"

River Denys,
Canada

2018-05-11 "Nature is more Important than a Papier mill"

Charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada

2018-05-12 "I am very concerned about our eco systems."

Hammonds plains,
Canada

2018-05-12 "This will be an environmental disaster."

Australia 2018-05-12 "Icare about our fish"

Orillia, ON, Canada 2018-05-12 "Alternative ways and means are available in this day and age of
extinguishing species and climate change, surely--these companies
must show the will."

Barrie, Canada 2018-05-12 "Are the people who live in these areas so stupid that they are still
allowing this to happen? Why don't they stand up and demand an
alternative?"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-05-12 "We are. The government is against us and multimillion dollar
company is against us. Not as easy as you think."
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Burnaby, British
Columbia, Canada

2018-05-13 "We either close out nearly all outfishing for ever and save our
people's lives, or we live very few more years and all painfully"

Ssrsfield, On.,
Canada

2018-05-13 "Unbelievable! With today's scientific knowhow, industry is still
trying to use the old «let's just dump our garbage into the sea»
method of years past. Incredible! If that mill cannot find a better
way of solving their waste problem, they should not be allowed to
operate until they do find a clean solution to that problem."

Attleborough,
England, UK

2018-05-13 "All effluent can be recycled. It just costs more. If we won't pay for
an ethical product, the product must not be manufactured."

Waterford, Canada 2018-05-13 "We cannot afford any environmental disasters The priority is the
planet"

Pictou, NS, Canada 2018-05-13 "This would be nothing short of another environmental devastation
to our beautiful county. #NO PIPE"

Mississauga,
Canada

2018-05-13 "You must pursue other options to deal with the Pulp waste versus
polluting this valuable Marine ecosystem.The Strait is a main
passage for our Sea Trout and Atlantic Salmon as well as a place to
feed and get energized prior to entering the rivers. However all this
is at major risk with the proposed 90 million litres of effluent to be
pumped into the Strait a day."

Airdrie, Canada 2018-05-13 "Seriously!! This is something that happened 100 years ago but we
know better now. And let's face it, the taxpayer will pay for the clean
up after the damage is done."

Highclife, UK 2018-05-13 "Too much environmental damage is being done by industry in
Canada."

Cochrane, Canada 2018-05-13 "Everything is being destroyed because of greed."

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-13 "Because we have corporate shills pretending to be Minister's who
represent the Citizens of Canada. With all the big icebergs drifting
south, lets see if one can hit and create another oil disaster. After all
they have no accountability."

Calgary, Canada 2018-05-14 "Someone has to have the will to stop this"

Nashville,
Tennessee, US

2018-05-14 "My mom's from Cape Breton, NS. This is too important a place,
ecologically, to befoul with paper mill effluent. As someone in the
printing business for the past 47 years, I understand the importance
of the mill. But, the costs associated with the paper-making process
should be borne by the mill and the purchasers of the paper, not the
environment. The fish, and the ocean itself, should not be harmed
by a shifting or disguising of real costs."

Lincoln, Canada 2018-05-14 "The government is horrible with respect to tax payers and there
health and well being. They are ignorant!"

Oakville, Canada 2018-05-14 "Enough is enough. We need to stop polluting the earth for the
convenience of corporations."
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Washington, North
Carolina, US

2018-05-14 "enough destroying the inviroment ,there are other ways to get ride
of there waste but will cost them a few bucks"

Kingston, Canada 2018-05-14 "We can't afford to lose any more rivers!!!"

Cape Breton,
Canada

2018-05-14 "We need to save our rivers. no more polluting the rivers."

Halifax, Canada 2018-05-14 "Should not be"

Chilliwack, Canada 2018-05-14 "this is ridiculous in todays modern world dumping raw sewage into
the ocean as Victoria Vancouver Island has been doing for the 100
yrs...bullshit."

Dieppe, Canada 2018-05-15 "Enough is enough. Polluting these water must be stopped."

Vancouver, Canada 2018-05-15 "I have personally witnessed the on going effect of the effluent ,
color, smell and foam along our beaches of the Northumberland
Strait. In the last 10 years I have also seen its effects on Pictou
Island shoreline and shellfish who’s shells are a very copper brown
stain."

Mahone Bay,
Canada

2018-05-15 "What kind of 'environment minister' pushes pipelines, BP offshore
drilling and filth entering the Northumberland Strait? Why, it must
be a yet another hypocritical Liberal 'environment' minister!"

trenton, Canada 2018-05-15 "I want future generations to be able to enjoy the ocean. I for one
was unable to enjoy the ocean growing up. Boat Harbour is in my
back yard and the only way I can view what was once a spectacular
place is by hearing stories. I want those stories to be real again for
generations to come. Why ruin our beautiful home by polluting our
waters?"

kingston on,
Canada

2018-05-16 "I care"

Summerside,
Canada

2018-05-16 "I care about our waterways and the Northumberland Straight"

Corner Brook,
Canada

2018-05-17 "Ridicules"

Westville, Canada 2018-05-17 "Enough is enough, NP pollutes our air and water as well reck havic
on our woodlands, talking no responsibility for their actions. Our
fishing grounds must be protected."

Port Dufferin, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-05-17 "this is wrong on so many levels ...think we had a lot of fish and
marine life die and wash up on shore already . imagine if they
are allowed to do this ,the devastation it will cause to marine life,
eco systems and even us from eating things caught in that area
contaminated by chemicals ."

Québec, Canada 2018-05-18 "We must stop the planetary ecocide !"
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Tatamagouche,
Canada

2018-05-18 "It's long past time to stop allowing a large foreign corporation
pollute our environment, raze our forests, and get away with
millions of dollars while harming our fisheries and tourism
industries."

Dunrobin, Canada 2018-05-18 "I grew up there and shall return"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-05-18 "Keep sending your letters to the Federal and Provincial government
agencies , maybe we will get a respond from a real person instead
of a computer ...The Federal government should be involved in this
...there should be no way that this mill be allowed to dump their
pollution into a prime fishing area like the Northumberland Strait
thus affecting all three maritime provinces...."

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-05-18 "Who is allowing..?Find out who owns you, learn, understand and
be conscientious about the reasons of this all and than understand
the results.You live in a corporate country and you are not the
shareholder but their asset.Schools never tell you the truth... you
must do that for yourself"

Trenton Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-05-19 "I live in the Pictou Landing community and there are days the air is
so toxic it is so hard to breath and I get so sick.If the wind is blowing
from the east we get Boat Harbour fumes,If the wind blows from
the west we get the NP fumes.Can't live this way any longer.#no
pipe ever!!!"

North Vancouver,
British Columbia,
Canada

2018-05-19 "Save the Atlantic salmon, get rid of the aquaculture fishery, and
ditch the crooked politicians. See DFO Minister Leblanc's Arctic surf
clam licensing to family friends and Liberal supporters. And we think
the American are bad...we are becoming Americans."

Sterling, Virginia,
US

2018-05-20 "I don't know whose brilliant idea it was to propose pumping 90
million litres of effluent daily, but that's insane. Trout is delicious,
and before they're eaten they deserve to live healthily."

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-22 "This is disgusting and certainly not necessary in today's world.
Clean up you act, and anyone else that is dumping sewage into the
waterways. How do you think the Nile, Ganges, et al. became so
polluted? Haven't you learned anything?"

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-05-22 "Our natural habitat matters more than anything else. Keep Canada
Pristine!!!"

Pitt Meadows,
Canada

2018-05-22 "time to clean up our planet and leave future generations with a
better system than we have , no need to allow this mess"

Sturgis, Michigan,
US

2018-05-22 "The effects of this will be far reaching. Quality and safety of
commercial fishing will affect everybody."

Penticton, Canada 2018-05-24 "Who says schools never tell you the truth? Some people just refuse
to acknowledge the truth because it doesn't suit them."

Kimberley, Canada 2018-05-24 "The cost savings now will never justify the environmental impact."
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Hamilton, Canada 2018-05-25 "Our enviroment has been damaged possibly beyond year. We
do have to try. This is one of those steps. I like how you are going
about it , saying lets look at alternates for this situation. Very
commendable. We need our fish for many many many reasons.
Do some research as to why but please vote. Thank you 

Edmonton, Canada 2018-05-25 "It effects my home town pictou nova Scotia and I'm completely
against what they're trying to do"

Lower Sackville,
Canada

2018-05-25 "Boat harbour and the stack emissions were awful since day one,
but now pumping the effluent directly into the strait untreated?
Shame on you, it's unacceptable."

Montréal, Canada 2018-05-25 "Having experienced that beautiful region (Melburby beach!), there
is no way this idiotic project should be allowed"

Corbyville, Canada 2018-05-26 "Apparently the mill ownership can be traced backed through
a series of companies and at the end it appears the owner is in
Indonesia, so why would they care what happens to the strait. In
this day of high tech engineering there has to be a better way of
dealing with the waste if the parent company is forced to spend the
money."

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-05-27 "We are in dire straits here! Our very health depends on clean
waters to insure viable and untainted fish and other marine life. It
is obscene to put big and dirty business ahead of the health and
well being of the citizens who live here. They will creep away when
they can no longer wrench any more out of our environment, but
we will still be here, left with little to hang on to for a healthy life. It
has happened before. Why let it happen again and again? Enough is
enough"

New York, New
York, US

2018-05-30 "No pipe"

Newmarket,
Canada

2018-05-30 "I was raised in rural Nova Scotia and remember the prestine waters
and fishing ... and that’s how it should be Our beautiful Province
that is unique in its own way.... please don’t let this pipe happen"

Lords Cove,
Canada

2018-05-30 "Enough is enough! Our planet is in peril- it's time to start fixing it,
not making it worse...."

Halifax,ns, Canada 2018-05-30 "It will harm fishery, tourism , and our beautiful beaches"

Dartmouth, NS,
Canada

2018-05-30 "We need to be smarter about our decisions"

Kawartha Lakes,
Canada

2018-05-30 "I am strongly opposed to this pipe being in the Northumberland
Strait."

Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-05-30 "Our current provincial government is not acting for the
environment and hence is creating an environmental deficit for our
children and grand-children."
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Smiths Falls,
Canada

2018-05-31 "Haven't we learned anything yet about what fouling our oceans
means to our species, too? Waste disposal is a cost of business that
should not be foisted on the environment."

Saugeen Shores,
Ontario, Canada

2018-05-31 "Is the water cleaned/filtered before flowing out into the
Northumberland Strait? If not, do they fine them for polluting on
such a preposterously high scale as this? Keep it clean!"

Fall River, Canada 2018-06-01 "The mill is 26 past its life expectancy. No matter what anyone tells
you about upgrades, people who go inside the mill are prone to
relating feelings of terror about the risk of the conditions inside the
mill. I have been to Boat Harbour, and I can speak to the terror of
the outfall from the mill. Recent revelations about the estimated
costs to clean up Boat Harbour, are grave supports for the risks
the Mill's planned effluent pipe will impose on the Northumberland
Strait. The illnesses, the air quality and offensive stench. The mill's
impacts on our forests in the province. Enough is enough."

Fall River, Canada 2018-06-01 "The mill is 26 years past its life expectancy. No matter what anyone
tells you about upgrades, people who go inside the mill are prone
to relating feelings of terror about the risk of the conditions inside
the mill. I have been to Boat Harbour, and I can speak to the terror
of the outfall from the mill. Recent revelations about the estimated
costs to clean up Boat Harbour, are grave supports for the risks
the Mill's planned effluent pipe will impose on the Northumberland
Strait. The illnesses, the air quality and offensive stench. The mill's
impacts on our forests in the province. Enough is enough."

Fall River, Canada 2018-06-01 "The mill is 26 years past its life expectancy. No matter what anyone
tells you about upgrades, people who go inside the mill are prone
to relating feelings of terror about the risk of the conditions inside
the mill. I have been to Boat Harbour, and I can speak to the terror
of the outfall from the mill. Recent revelations about the estimated
costs to clean up Boat Harbour, are grave supports for the risks
the Mill's planned effluent pipe will impose on the Northumberland
Strait. The illnesses, the air quality and offensive stench. The mill's
impacts on our forests in the province. Enough is enough."

Moncton, Canada 2018-06-01 "No pipe in the strait"

Denver, Colorado,
US

2018-06-01 "Because The Northumberland Strait is more vital than pulp
effluent. NS is not a paper mill trash bin. Save the Marine life. Thank
you."

Canada 2018-06-01 "The water will be treated with toxins, dioxins, chlorine, pulp fibres,
and fresh water. The Strait is salt water and the marine species rely
on a certain degree of salinity"

Fredericton,
Canada

2018-06-02 "the Oceans are not our private dumping grounds."

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-03 "I want to express my deepest desire to keep the health and
well-being of northern fish stocks alive and well for future
generations."
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Ajax, Canada 2018-06-05 "Northern pulp must treat the effluent water they produce, prior
to releasing it into the Northumbrrland Strait. They must take
responsibility for the garbage they create."

Nanaimo, Canada 2018-06-08 "I can't figure out how to contact the individual who started this
petition, but I have information about a new technology that
is far superior and cleaner than what is being proposed in the
Northumberland Strait. This information was forwarded to the mill
in question, but no response as of yet. If the person who started this
petition would like more information about what we proposed, they
can contact me at natasha.juba@hotmail.com, and I can put you in
touch with the people involved in the technology. Good luck, I hope
that your concerns are listened to!"

Montréal, Canada 2018-06-08 "I agree with the petition..."

Toronto, Canada 2018-06-13 "The salmon and trout are already facing insurmountable problems.
Perhaps this is the government's plan to finish them off? So much
for campaign promises."

Stellarton, Canada 2018-06-14 "Because our oceans should not be ruined for others greed and we
should be taking better care of OUR oceans and planet"

Victoria, Canada 2018-06-14 "Atlantic salmon represent a resource which took thousands if not
millions of years to develop. The resource is in a critical state; on life
support. Any industrial project which threatens in any way shape
or form the future viability of Atlantic salmon is not economically
viable, period."

Atlanta, Georgia,
US

2018-06-19 "We must always protect our natural resources."

Halifax, Canada 2018-06-21 "My family has lived in New Glasgow, Pictou County for generations,
enjoying all the coastal beaches had to offer. I attended as a child,
and worked as a young adult at Big Cove, YMCA camp, where we
ran canoe trips along the shoreline of the northumberland strait,
following east towards Cape Breton, or west towards the ferry to
PEI. I have known personally and come to enjoy the pristine coastal
waters, a boon for local tourism, and seen bountiful marine life such
as seals and porpoises, schools of young fish taking refuge from the
tumultous atlantic waters. I studied Biology at Dalhousie University,
and have good evidence to know the harm this would cause to
the local economy, and ecology. We cannot allow such reckless
disregard for health and human safety, as well as our collective
natural resources. Sincerely,Owen Woodside"

Vancouver, Canada 2018-06-22 "I am a property owner on Pictou Island, NS. I grew up in New
Glasgow. I come back every summer. I have seen the change in
the quality of the water and our shoreline on the Northumberland
Strait.This needs to stop before it is completely destroyed. The
short term gain for NP and its few employees is not reason
enough for the long term destruction of our strait and all that that
encompasses."
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Antigonish, Canada 2018-06-22 "Anything worth doing ..is worth doing RIGHT!!. Do the RIGHT
THING!"

Canada 2018-06-22 "We will contact you"

West Vancouver,
Canada

2018-06-29 "This decision will require courage, compassion and integrity from
Nova Scotia's political leadership. While these traits often exist
in candidates for public office, they seem to erode once elected.
I hope, as many have recommended, that the politicians vote to
protect the marine environment and they support industries that
rely on pristine coastal waters to provide employment and promote
tourism."

Micmac, Canada 2018-07-02 "#waterissacred, #waterislife, #nopipe"

Conway,
Massachusetts, US

2018-07-04 "Dumping effluent into pristine waters is a “Third World” thing.
We’re better educated than that. We know better. Do the right thing,
STOP such dumping. Spend the money on up-to-date waste water
cleaning and recycle it."

Halifax, Canada 2018-07-05 "It’s an ecological disaster and the local people are strongly against
it. Don’t force it on them."

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-07-06 "Maritime activities accounted for 15.2% of Nova Scotia's
GDP in 2015, and between 10-25% of the GDP of the
other Maritime provinces. Deliberately harming the
viability of the Maritime ecosystems in this way is grossly
irresponsible. This project must be stopped.(Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, Maritime Sectors Gross Domestic Product
Contribution to Provincial and Territorial Economies 2015, <a
href="http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/stats/maritime/tab/mar-tab2-eng.htm"
rel="nofollow">http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/stats/maritime/tab/mar-tab2-eng.htm</a>)"

Dauphin, Canada 2018-07-06 "It will destroy this fragile ecosystem"

bedford, Canada 2018-07-06 "The future of the Northumberland Strait is being put at risk. This
greedy pulp mill could have invested in alternative soultions to clean
up their operation, but instead they reap profits year after year and
continue to threaten the environment, mutiple industries and the
health of those living in and around the maritimes. Shame on this
pulp mill and anyone who supports the idea of dumping into the
water."

trenton, Canada 2018-07-06 "so many reasons"

Oakville, Canada 2018-07-06 "I'm signing because the ocean is an important part of our global
ecosystem, and the wastewater dumped into it would be extremely
harmful."

Montreal, Canada 2018-07-07 "Our livelihood is more important than the economy"
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New Liskeard,
Canada

2018-07-07 "WTF, only the stupid could expect to do something as potentially
destructive as this. Smarten up, change your system and
recycle/reuse this water."

Oshawa, Canada 2018-07-07 "Fossil fuels are NOT the way of the future. Protect what we have,
politicians won’t fight for the environment-the people must."

NANAIMO, BC,
Canada

2018-07-07 "It is time."

Regina,
Saskatchewan,
Canada

2018-07-07 "We can no longer use our oceans and our skies as dumping
grounds for our garbage and waste. Everything must be net zero."

Ann Arbor,
Michigan, US

2018-07-07 "Oil is out, renewable is in."

Summerside,
Canada

2018-07-08 "I work in the fishing industry. As does some of my family. I don't
want our lively hoods to suffer, because of a corporation in another
province. I also want to continue to enjoy local sea food without
worrying about what it's doing to my and my family's health."

Richmond, Canada 2018-07-08 "I can’t even believe they would even consider this�"

Hugo, Oklahoma,
US

2018-07-08 "Our oceans and waterways provide home to all kinds of life."

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-07-08 "Not the best idea. Hiding the $hit."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-07-09 "I care about nature, our oceans and the overall health of Earth"

Pictou, Canada 2018-07-09 "I am signing because it is not acceptable to dump millions of litres
of effluent into our fishing ground. The proposed pipe will come out
right in front of our home. Unbelievable that the government would
consider supporting this! No pipe!"

West Kelowna,
Canada

2018-07-09 "It's the right thing to do."

Canada 2018-07-09 "I believe this is wrong."

Perth Andover,
Canada

2018-07-09 "no no and no :( do not put our water at risk :("

Miscouche, Canada 2018-07-11 "This does so much harm to our oceans it has to be stopped!"

Milton, Canada 2018-07-11 "I want this to be available to many more generations"

Toronto, Canada 2018-07-20 "Without clean water there is no life"

New glasgow,
Canada

2018-07-20 "I am signing because it is ludicrous to potentially destroy the local
fishing industry for the sake of another industry's responsibility. We
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can live without pulp processing, but can't live without a vital food
source."

dartmouth, Canada 2018-07-20 "Im doing this to have a better future for my kids.Would be good to
leave something for our grand kids"

Westville, Canada 2018-07-21 "We need to protect our natural assets"

Lansdowne,
Canada

2018-07-21 "No company has the right to imperil the environment!"

Brookfield, Canada 2018-07-23 "We need to keep businesses honest & keep them open to the
better way not the easier/cheaper way. We also need to unify the
effort to live in harmony with nature."

antigonish, Canada 2018-07-24 "I'm worried about the impact on my job as a lobster and tuna
fisherman"

Jamaica Plain,
Canada

2018-07-24 "Ruining the rest of what we have left of our strait would be
horrible"

Dartmouth,
Canada

2018-07-24 "No Pipe"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2018-07-25 "No pipe !!!!"

Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-07-26 "Just not a bright idea"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "Why would anyone think a petition or asking
&quot;Government&quot; to help with created situation by big
international corporations will bring remedy?
stated that their own peoples are the biggest enemies of
corporatized not civil authorities =&gt; Governance.Check
your civil status how you being is perceived and treated as an
asset/thing, CDM As long as you keep silent and don't want to
understand the issue forget your fight, you are lost already be
design...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cT-E-zXLlI&feature=youtu.be"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "you should worry, the damages will be real and you be blamed on
top of it.Carbon-tax is lurking, 'cause you are the problem. Most
take the Tax and do not think further.., start thinking big about
things you have not known.. petitions are not designed to work,
petite=small"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "nice ideas but pls realize why a corporation exists, who developed
this fiction and whyyou have to go back a few centuries--&gt; google
&quot;Unam Sanctam&quot; and what it realty meant, the desired
outcome...still surprised?"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "but a corporation has, can and will, and your government being
a corporation itself has applied wool over your eyes trying to keep
away your waking up...just check who is issuing licences now, how
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&quot;access NS&quot; is being organized and who owns this fiction
and who it can be sold to....think and ask questions"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "why would this Corporation be benefited with the Indemnity
provision, backed up and payed by whom? btw &quot;Government
is doing things absolutely right being a Corporation itself and has
to listen to its owners, no owner you are not but their asset, their
thing/resource to be used up and not bestowed with rights,CDM =
capitis dimintutio maxmia, learn about this to live"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "I know is hard to swallow but most citizen of this world have
no clou why things are as the are and real problems not
solvedPictou County has been plagued with this pulp mill (air,
water pollution,low wood prizes, clear-cut, spraying herbicides etc),
&quot;Government&quot; funds by the millions poured in over the
last half century for no real progress, wake up and small this rotten
scheme actually and as what it does to us..."

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "good luck, if you concerned study what happened in 1974 with
the Canada Bank Act and its outcome...The yet unborn of your
growing kids are already loaded up.did you know about this
http://www.comer.org/ ???"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "how? by not grasping the reality?"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "correct, what do you propose?"

Barneys River
Station, Canada

2018-07-28 "expect more from foreign Corporation and a no civil fiction of
&quot;government&quot;?Did school prepare you for what, who
rules? think notwe all have rights but they don’t come down like dew
in a hot summer nightwe don’t even have a fundamental framework
for and by the peoples, what do we expect..."

Westville, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-08-04 "I’m signing because this is absolutely disgusting."

Pictou, Canada 2018-08-14 "the effluent would contain chlorines, dioxins, metals, among other
toxic constituents and will contain 935kg of solid materials per day."

Halifax, Canada 2018-08-14 "As a commercial lobster fishermen in the Gulf, I know this pollution
puts our entire lobster industry at risk. One contaminated lobster
could sink our entire reputation and market abroad."

st peters, Canada 2018-08-15 "Because I care"

Pictou, Canada 2018-08-15 "Imagine what that kind of financial boost to new small business
could do for our economy! Instead of sending it over seas!"

Port Hope, Canada 2018-08-15 "How can these companies live with themselves!!! The pollution in
itself is horrible let alone everything being fished out!!!!!"

Truro, Canada 2018-08-17 "Nova Scotia and PEI coastlines have been damaged enough over
the years...let the fishing return..quit messing with the ecosystem"
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Murray River PE,
Canada

2018-08-17 "Signing to help prevent a company that doesn't care about
polluting the waters of Northumberland strait and harming incomes
from fishermen, property values and tourism."

US 2018-08-20 "Enough is enough"

Indianapolis,
Indiana, US

2018-08-20 "Truly sickening...I am ashamed of man. &quot;The greatness of a
nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals
are treated.&quot;-Mahatma Ghandi &quot;We should respect
animals because it makes better human beings of us all."

London, Canada 2018-08-28 "I agree with the goal."

Stratford, Canada 2018-08-28 "We feel strongly that we must do whatever is necessary to protect
the finite environment. David Ing"

Ottawa, Canada 2018-08-29 "No Pipes...We're past that."

Kensington,
Canada

2018-08-29 "I believe we must take better care of our planet."

Port Moody,
Canada

2018-08-29 "We have to quit messing with the ecosystem!"

St Ann, Canada 2018-08-29 "I hope it's not too late !"

Wellington, Canada 2018-08-29 "Because it’s time we tarted to care for this world and stop caring
for our wallets"

SouthGranvile,
Canada

2018-08-29 "Protect our fisheries."

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-08-29 "I value our waters and marine life and beaches."

London, England,
UK

2018-08-29 "Make all the culprits clean their own effluent"

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-08-29 "It is crucial that we protect our water, marine life and industry. This
pollution should be criminal."

Canada 2018-08-29

charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada

2018-08-29 "I care about my island and it's water quality! I enjoy swimming in
this area, as well as thousands of others!"

Miramichi, Canada 2018-08-29 "What they want to do is unacceptable."

Montague, Canada 2018-08-29 "This should not happen."

red deer, Canada 2018-08-29 "I care about the environment"
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Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-08-29 "I'm signing because I'm neither insane nor stupid. You have to be
one or the other to think this is a good idea."

Stratford, Ontario,
Canada

2018-08-29 "I care a lot about the Northumberland Strait"

Crapaud, Canada 2018-08-29 "I live right here....in a center of a Straight. I cannot allow this to
happen....this will kill tourism and many businesses around!"

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-08-29 "This is indeed a major risk to the environmental health of the
Northumberland Strait."

Canada 2018-08-30 "Aquatic life and healthy waters in our region is important and
deserves protection, to preserve this nature. And btw I enjoy
responsible fishing."

Stanhope, Canada 2018-08-30 "In what world could this be a good idea?"

Canada 2018-08-30 "I believe by standing together in unity via this petition and those
like it; we can make a difference."

Stratford, Canada 2018-08-30 "No pulp in the Gulf!"

Belle River, Canada 2018-08-30 "I live in Wood Islands and swim in the strait. Never let this happen
to our strait and fish and beaches"

Conquerall Bank,
Canada

2018-08-31 "It's important"

Port Colborne,
Canada

2018-08-31 "This is wrong! We’re killing ourselves when we kill our planet!"

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-08-31 "Our government needs to stop this and start protecting our
environment."

Miscouche, Canada 2018-08-31 "I want the earth to be as healthy as possible"

Charlottetown,
Canada

2018-08-31 "Because it’s 2018."

Rice Point, Canada 2018-09-01 "This is completely insane and stupid."

Montague, Canada 2018-09-03 "Reasons I don't want to see waste going into are waters are, is it
killing sea life n beside that I swim in that water"

Trenton, Canada 2018-09-06

nova scotia,
Canada

2018-09-23 "I’m a fisherman and fishing is renewable"

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-10-02 "Keep My Country ( Canada ) free from degradation ."

Munster, Indiana,
US

2018-10-04 "So many of our waters have already been ruined by mining,
development, drilling, pollution, and other man-made harm.Enough
is enough!Our waters are supposed to be a place of peace and quiet
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for us, and the fish and wildlife which live in them and/or rely on
them!The animals are running out of places to live and be safe.
Our fish and wildlife are under threat from so many angles. They
desperately need to be protected, mainly from humans.Life is hard
enough for people, let alone the animals.Can't we please offer them
some much needed help?!PLEASE protect our waters for all future
generations before they are permanently ruined. Some damage
cannot be undone!"

Charilttrown,
Canada

2018-10-09

Canada 2018-10-16 "I am in support of saving our wildlife, fisheries and waterways. It’s
time that we starting being responsible for our actions and take
care of what we have."

pictou, Canada 2018-10-25 "I worked there for ten years and even though the effluent in the
bay of fundy is a really bad idea, you guys don't even know half off
it.Good luck"

Trenton, Canada 2018-10-25 "Pleas no pipe!"

London, Canada 2018-10-27 "STOP THIS DISASTER NOW !!"

TERRE COTTA,
Canada

2018-10-31 "I have just recently reviewed the UN report on Climate Change
and just tonight listened to the WWF report on declining animal /
marine species world wide. When will the humane race wake up
and realize that proposals such as this effluent dumping into the
Northumberland Strait is just another piece of the puzzle aimed at
the destruction and death of our planet as we know it today. One
day in the not too distant future we will wake up and say "What
have we done?" When you hear this , it will be too late. Prepare
your children and your grand children to live on a planet the likes of
which we have never seen before!"

Montague, Canada 2018-11-04 "My family’s cottage is in pictou county and many of my friends
livelihood depends on the strait. No pipe in the strait."

Davis, California,
US

2018-11-04 "Effing environmental criminals. Put them in jail."

Creston BC,
Canada

2018-11-06 "Stop it now. Show moral integrity. Make human health and Earth's
protection your greatest priority."

Sinclair's island.,
Canada

2018-11-08 "The idea of polluting the water is insane"

Winnipeg, Canada 2018-11-14 "You cannot profit over the destruction of public resources,
God-given resources and not take responsibility for the damage you
do, the mess you make."

Cloverdale, NS,
Nova Scotia,
Canada

2018-11-20 "Stop the pollution of our waters and hopefully get rid of the
company period!!!!"
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Surrey, Canada 2018-11-21 "Close it down no delays"

Kentville, Canada 2018-11-21 "The Northumberland Strait supports fishing, shellfish and
lobsters."

Stroud, UK 2018-11-21 "This is ecocide. Look up Mission Life Force to become an Earth
Protector!"

Hammonds Plains,
Canada

2018-11-21 "I’m concerned about the environmental impact, as well as the
impact to Tourism in NS, PEI and NB. There are popular beach areas
in the strait and I know I don’t want my kids swimming in effluent
�."

Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2018-12-04 "Boat Harbour was approved because of lies. It has been terrible for
50 years. It must be ended as promised."

Halifax, Canada 2018-12-05

Paris, France 2018-12-07 "We are many people out there that are not aware and concious
of these things happening and some that don't even give a damn
because of their conditions and education levels, this is a wonderful
way to share the and educate people so we can save our planet of
this catastrophe.."

Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

2018-12-11 "I have swam in these waters every summer of my life. This would
have devastating effects on the environment, on fisheries, tourism
and the way of life for those who live in the region. I get that is scary
to loose an industry like pulp and paper in the province but what is
scarier is loosing biodiversity."

Pictou, Canada 2018-12-11 "I'm signing because I care about the future of our fishery, our
strait, and our community. #nopipe"

Canada 2018-12-11 "F k northern pulp"

Clark's Harbour,
Canada

2018-12-12 "Be stupid not to sign this"

London, Canada 2018-12-12 "Im connected to mother earth...."

Ottawa, Canada 2018-12-12 "I believe strongly in the fact that we muct move away from Fossil
Fuels."

Canmore, Canada 2018-12-13 "This just makes no sense at all."

Cow Bay, Canada 2018-12-17 "They destroyed NB's natural forest, don't want to see ours go the
same way. Glyphosate (Roundup) is a dangerous poison not only us
but all living things it comes in contact with. Stop it now."

Courtenay, Canada 2019-02-02 "i am very concerned about the widlife and people. i do not live
there now, but i lived near there for around 3 years. linda ferns,
DVM"
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Charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island, Canada

2019-02-03 "There is no life without clean water."

New Glasgow,
Canada

2019-02-03

Antigonish, Canada 2019-02-05 "My family will be directly impacted by the pipe if it goes through
#nopipe"

Canada 2019-02-05 "I love our waters"

westville, Pictou
county, Canada

2019-02-05 "I'm signing not only because my family makes part of our living
off of the Northumberland strait, but also because I notice the way
northern pulp impacts the health of everyone in this county, the
pulp mill needs to go, and this pipe will not only absolutely destroy
our waters, but will also allow northern pulp to continue to pollute
our environment and damage my health, along with everyone
around me. #nopipe"

New Glasgow,
Canada

2019-02-05 "It's the right thing to do! Protect our waters!"

New Waterford,
Canada

2019-02-06 "Tired of all the pollution this mill has caused"

Pictou, Canada 2019-02-06 "#nopipe"

Stellarton, Canada 2019-02-06 "I am concerned for and about the health of the people and the
environment in the area of which I live .Northern Pulp have already
had too many chances to correct their wrongs and have ignored all
of it !!"

Bathurst, Canada 2019-02-06 "I care !"

pictou, Canada 2019-02-08

Eastern passage,
Canada

2019-02-11 "I care about our future.. our childrens future... I care about the
animals. We need to think ahead. Leave the oil in the ground"

Moncton, Canada 2019-02-11

Hawi, Hawaii, US 2019-02-11 "Protecting our water and the ecosystems within those waters
should be the most important thing. We are in a climate crisis and
this will only speed that up, we are on the verge of extinction as we
continue to desemate this earth and all those inhabiting it."

Harrowsmith,
Canada

2019-02-12 "All water sources lead in some way to the ocean, which is in need
of dire help due to our society. Let's stop adding to the problem and
instead start coming up with solutions! :)"

Saint John, Canada 2019-02-12 "I support the cause !"

Pomaria, South
Carolina, US

2019-02-13 "For the families"
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Truro, Canada 2019-02-13 "I believe we have done enough damage. It's really time to care for
our planet."

Pigeon, Michigan,
US

2019-02-13 "I support this cause.."

e Lucasville, Nova
Scotia, Canada

2019-02-17 "This is all about money and jobs. I am against destroying our
waters ways for the sake of saving a factory where CEO’s are
earnings millions on the backs of our environment. The pulp mill
shouldn’t be there in the first place"

Mount Herbert,
Canada

2019-02-17 "Save the Strait from further damage, remember that PEI pesticides
have already poured a tremendous amount of poison into the
Strait."

Belfast, Canada 2019-02-18 "the strait is critical"

Charlottetown,
Canada

2019-02-18 "Water and marine life are important."

Montague, Canada 2019-02-18 "I love the waters of Northumberland Strait and this makes no
sense."

Mississauga,
Canada

2019-02-19 "Dear all friends & family,Please help these people.Sincerely

Langley, Canada 2019-02-22 "In my lifetime I've witnessed heartbreaking environmental
destruction. Most of this destruction could have been avoided by
implementing policies and procedures which put the environment
and the public good ahead of profits. Industries that pollute must
be held accountable. It's not enough to provide jobs to a community
that will eventually pay the enormous cost of cleaning up the mess,
when and if that's even possible."

Halifax, Canada 2019-02-25 "Why is this even allowed? Are we trying to save our environment?
We are not the only species to consider. I am totally against this
proposal!"

Moncton, Canada 2019-03-08 "Doesnt matter where it gets dumped....its still no good !"

newglasgow,
Canada

2019-03-09 "no pipe then lets talk about dredging"

Conception Bay
South, Canada

2019-03-11 "I’m signing because I love my hometown and I have many friends
and family still living in the shadow of the mill."

Dartmouth,
Canada

2019-03-11 "I love the ocean , dumping this crap into it is not saving the
environment,by doing this , it will destroy all peoples health by
breathing in all this sludge, and we , the poor people of the Atlantic
provinces, can not support the extra drain on the health care , now
, can we ?How can the powers that are in charge of this decision
make any other decision,but to close down this toxic monster ?"

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-11 "Stop this pollution now!"
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Kentville, Canada 2019-03-12 "300 jobs are not worth the health of tens of thousands in lives,
livelihoods and our common future."

Antigonish, Canada 2019-03-13 "WE NEED TO KEEP OUT WATERS CLEAN"

Debert, Canada 2019-03-15 "no pipe...it would be the ruination of the Strait..."

Truro, Canada 2019-03-16 "I’m in and let the Irving sawmill close their door because they can’t
sell chips to Northn Pulp and treat their workers right and don’t
treat them like a Number."

Central North
River, Canada

2019-03-16 "The poisoning of our environment has to stop. Just because you
can't see it (in the water) doesn't mean it doesn't have a devastating
affect."

lower sackville,
Canada

2019-03-17 "FOR ONE THING IT'S A HEALTH HAZZARD AIR WATER POLUTION.
THUS MAKING LIFE A STRUGGLE"

pictou, Canada 2019-03-18 "Warning .The Atlantic Chamber of Commerce update above, is
offering a survey that is strong slanted towards giving Northern
Pulp and Extension and lead up to installing this Pipe. Which goes
against what this petition is about."

Nanaimo, Canada 2019-03-19 "PLEASE! Your LINKS are incorrect (or have been HACKED!) and
whoever writes these «updates» needs to go back to school and
learn to use correct English. I am at the point of UNSUBSCRIBING
due to the poor quality of these petitions which are full of poor
writing and, like today, FAULTY LINKS. Get with it!!!!!"

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-19 "This is a no brainer stop dumping toxic waste in our water . ? Who
are being paid to let this happen?"

Swindon, UK 2019-03-19 "S T O PT H ES O C I O P A T H SN O WP L E A S E = : ("

Toronto, Canada 2019-03-19 "I'm signing because enough f.....talk -this is way past crisis point
like so many environmental issues in our world. I'm signing because
our air, land and water are being & will continue to be affected
everywhere. I'm signing because science is the real news, not fake!
I'm signing because $ speaks larger than health which is way past
shortsightedness. I'm signing because where have our leaders been
all this time and where are they now and all of us???? I'm signing
because talk is cheap and money will not matter when the planet
causes all ecosystem to progressively fail. I'm signing because the
climate change is causing or enhancing many issues and I blame
the government mostly. I'm signing because if we don't do this
altogether it will be too late very soon for our once was beautiful
planet. I'm signing because it brought me to tears watching that
little boy running through the waters, knowing full well what may
be in them, what may be in our drinking water, if not now, soon. I'm
signing because I care about"

Calgary, Canada 2019-03-20 "This is a bad decision for Northumberland Strait, the fishery and
the Maritime provinces. Once the water is dead, its dead..."



Name Location Date Comment

Bayfield, Canada 2019-03-20 "I fish in the Northumberland strait, and the proposed place the
pipe will empty is a spawning ground for many species including
lobster, scallops, and herring. The effluent poses a huge risk to the
entire ecosystem."

Pictou, Canada 2019-03-20 "The industry that feeds my family and provides my income will
never recover in my life time, or my childrens' life time, once the
damage is done by the effluent."

NEW GLASGOW,
Canada

2019-03-20 "I know that our Gulf fishing industry employ thousands more
people direct & spin offs more than this corporate welfare Pulp Mill
. Northern Pulp & the N.S Gov. have no right to play God with our
Gulf & gulf Fishery .It is public knowledge that Northern Pulp sent
in an incomplete assessment report they think that the public is so
niaeive to believe that they can clean 2.5 million liters of toxic sludge
per hour & be non toxic , When it takes 30 days from the time it
enters Boat Harbour (lake ) when it exits Boat Harbour (lake ) into
the strait it is isd still toxic less the heavy metals (it is less toxic than
when it left the mill) there is very little current at the lake outfall
where the toxic effluents lay along the shore for a mile or so in
each direction .that is why Lighthouse beach has been closed to the
public for the last 50+ years. They have not tested this effect of their
(better quality ) effluent on plankton or lobster larvae the plankton
is the life blood of the marine life in all living bo"

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20 "Signing this because my family depends on petition! Move the mill
to China! It’s the environment we are talking about!! Have some
common sense"

Saint Peters Bay,
Canada

2019-03-20 "Not worth the risk of an environmental catastrophe, morons"

Canada 2019-03-20 "I love the Straight, and I want clean water and seafood! Too much
to ask?"

Charlottetown,
Canada

2019-03-20 "I want to save our ocean."

Berlin,
Massachusetts, US

2019-03-20 "They want to preach climate change! Well this IS climate change. I
a a seasonal resident but my family goes back to the 1800’s. Need to
keep this island and it’s waters alive"

Souris, Canada 2019-03-20 "I oppose this pipe and dumping of effluent into the
Northumberland straight."

Dieppe, NB,
Canada

2019-03-20

Halifax, Canada 2019-03-20 "We only have one Straight, one Gulf. We can't mess this up."

Charlottetown,
Canada

2019-03-20 "There should be no pipeline in the strait cause you're pollutiiting
the good fishing grounds that are there and there are many other
ways to get resources over to the island or off the island"



Name Location Date Comment

Guelph, Canada 2019-03-20 "With all the upstream sewage waste from Montreal and the
surrounding area and the pulp mill effluent, I can't imagine
anything living in these waters, let alone eating the fish."

Corner Brook,
Canada

2019-03-21 "We are all distracted from the reality if the destruction of our
planet"

Souris, Canada 2019-03-22 "I believe in reversing the damage done, and preventing further
damage to our fragile environment."

Charlottetown,
Canada

2019-03-22 "Any far thinking person knows this is a toxic recipe for disaster."

Canada 2019-03-22 "I love the Ocean, made my living off of it and have seen the
damage people have caused."

montague, Canada 2019-03-23 "Fisherman."

Canada 2019-03-23

WHITECOURT,
Canada

2019-03-24 "Years of research and review for a oil or gas pipeline but 50 days to
dump waste into the water."

Walnut Creek, US 2019-03-24 "I want to live in a safe place"

Turkey 2019-03-25 "We Wish Everything is a safe place."

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-25 "I think it should stop"

Tignish, Canada 2019-03-26 "I'm signing it because I dont want nothing emptied into the strait
or any water way"

Stellarton, Canada 2019-04-25 "I don’t want the pipe into the straight!!"

Enfield, UK 2019-04-25 "its a disgrace on this country"

Windsor, Canada 2019-05-25 "I'm signing because. I believe northern Pulp should be shut down.
They have devastated out forestry, wildlife and our beloved ocean in
the Northumberland Straits."

Perth, Western
Australia, Australia

2019-06-04 "For the love of Northumberland Strait, no way should it be put
through any travesties like this."

Beaumont, Alberta,
Canada

2019-07-06 "Because the health of our oceans is at stake"

Pictou county,
Canada

2019-07-06 "The Gulf of St Lawrence needs immediate protection from
industrial pollution. It is extremely fragile and can not withstand
any further assault. Half a century of pulp mill effluent from a kraft
bleached pulp mill into Boat Harbour is a horrifying historical legacy
for Pictou County. It must stop � now."



Name Location Date Comment

St Catharines,
Canada

2019-07-17 "Our governments are (as usual) failing to uphold environmental
protection laws."

Colchester, Canada 2019-08-10 "I'm signing because I spend alot of time on the northumberland
sure in summer, swimming and enjoying the beaches. zwe dont
need northern pulps crap in our waters"

Pictou, Canada 2019-08-10 "Protect our Strait"

Hove, England, UK 2019-08-10 "We have only one earth and it is quickly being killed. This along
with 50 years of pollution against the people of Poctou County and
increased illnesses and cancer rates, not to mention the horrific
conditions that the PLFN have had to indure. This must not be
allowed to go ahead!"

Stellarton, Canada 2019-08-10 "It's the right thing to do."

pictou, Canada 2019-08-10 "Enough is enough! HEALTHY NOT WEALTHY!"

Pictou,N.S., Canada 2019-08-11 "Protect our strait ! protect our health,the health of our children and
grandchildren.For the love of God our health is more important than
the greed of the people who run this dirty mill.�"

Edmonton, Canada 2019-08-15 "I lived in Pictou most of my life and at some point wish to return
there and would like the waters of the area kept clean, free of all
the garbage the mill wants to flush into it, killing our amazing
underwater life and our fishery in the process!"

Rothesay, Canada 2019-08-16 "I have a cottage on the Northumberland Strait near Pictou. I want
nothing more then to see the mill close! It is devastating to see the
environmental impact it has had. No extension/no pipe! It’s time to
put the environment first! Tourism will boom!"

Canada 2019-08-30 "Dumping any more $hit into our oceans is NOT the answer to
anything. Stop bleaching paper before you go destroying more
ecosystems. It is not acceptable."

Montréal, Canada 2019-09-05 "Protect our eco system"

Stratford, Canada 2019-09-08 "We need to keep our strait clean for our fisheries, and for future
generations to enjoy!"

westville, Canada 2019-09-16 "its about time we did the right thing"

Aldbrough Saint
John, England, UK

2019-09-19 "I am concerned about the environment in this area.."

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-02 "I watched the film 'Something in the Water' and cant understand
why Indigenous and Women of colour are so mistreated!"

Leusden,
Netherlands

2019-10-11 "Seventh Angel Care Revelation 10:7 / 11:15"

Pictou, Canada 2019-10-23 "what does angels have to do with boat harbour"



Name Location Date Comment

Pictou, Canada 2019-10-23 "poison can be invisible in the air we breathe"

Toronto, Canada 2019-10-31 "Lived and have family in NewBrusnsick and expect to return,
perhaps to the North Shore of Nova Scotia. This is an area that
should be protected and not destroyed, particularly the fishery and
the tourism that accompanies it."



From: @mcti.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 12:49:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree with Northern
Pulps focus report of October 2019. Name:  Email: @mcti.ca
Address: , Municipality: Bedford Postal-Code: B4A 3X7
Phone: ###  ### - #### Fax: ### #902-457-3014## - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 25

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @nb.sympatico.ca
To: ment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 12:50:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a maritimer, any
action that will impact the economy of our region concerns me. I have many friends and
family members who work in the forestry industry, and the closure of the Northern Pulp
facility would not only impact the industry in Nova Scotia, but also that of its neighbours in
New Brunswick and PEI. Industries must work toward becoming more environmentally
responsible, and it seems to me that this is what Northern Pulp is trying to do. If the company
meets Canadaâ?Ts environmental guidelines, it doesnâ?Tt make sense to stick to an arbitrary
date for closure. I am asking you to support an extension to the Boat Harbor act provided that
Northern Pulp starts construction of their new treatment facility immediately. Name: 

Email: @nb.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality:
Fredericton Postal-Code: E3B4H9 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 13



From: @canwel.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:06:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name:  Email: @canwel.com Address:
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.aliantzinc.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:10:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. No significant impact on any fisheries or
fish habitat have been foun by third party enviornmental experts. Northern Pulp has selected a
thicker than normally required pipe and an automated leak detection system to be installed in
the Pictou watershed area. There is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the
diffuser port. This proposed waste water facility by Northern Pulp is a leader in the industry.
This shows that the company has a long term vested interest in our area. I urge the Honorable
Minister of Environment to Approve the Environmental Assement from Northern Pulp as a
resident of Pictou County. Name:  Email: @ns.aliantzinc.ca
Address: . Municipality: Coalburn Postal-Code: B2H 5C7 Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 28



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:11:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The effluent from Boat
Harbour has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years and to the best of
my knowledge the ecosystem has not been completely destroyed. Last I heard, Fisherman still
fish and tourists still come to that part of Atlantic Canada and people still live on its shores.
With the completion of the New treatment plant, the effluent should be much less harmful to
the environment in general. If one wants to talk about the effluent that washes into the
Northumberland Strait,how about all the run off from the Farming community and the
untreated sewers. Lets not forget about the jobs that would be lost in the Forestry sector and at
the mill. Some times what gets lost in all the back and forth discussion about the project is old
fashion Common Sense Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

unicipality: Halifax Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:22:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our family and rural
communities have relied on the forest industry for income for generations. We have followed
the science and read the focus report supporting the ETF. I believe designers and scientists
with local and global expertise and integrity have overwhelmed negativity. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Pictou Co
Municipality: New Town Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: comments on Replacement Effluent Treatment facility Project, Northern Pulp
Date: November 1, 2019 1:41:33 PM
Attachments: Position paper on Boat Harbour.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hi there. I have attached a document with my comments regarding the proposed effluent treatment
facility.  I can also attempt to paste it in the comments section of the form, if necessary.  Here is the
personal information required by the comments section:
Name: , research professor
Email: @stfx.ca
Address: Work: , St.F.X. University, PO Box 5000, Antigonish b2G 2W5

I agree to the posting of my comments on the department’s website

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca

Position paper on Boat Harbour, Dr. Jim Williams

I have prepared this document to provide my interpretation of the science surrounding the pending decision regarding the Northern Pulp effluent treatment facility.  I’m motivated to comment because I have several friends on both sides of the debate, and am increasingly disturbed by the misrepresentation and misinformation of the science surrounding the situation, especially as it pertains to the toxicity of treated pulp and paper effluent.  The mainstream media have polarized the debate as a choice between forestry and fisheries, partly because this “sells” much better in terms of viewers, readers, and hits.  In fact, I firmly believe both industries could continue to coexist and be important economic drivers, as they have done for decades in the area.

	I am presently retired from teaching at ST.F.X., but have a position as a research professor.  I receive funding from NS Lands to carry out research related to the cleanup of Boat Harbour.  I also sit on the Boat Harbour Environmental Action Committee (BHEAC).  I am a marine ecologist, and had NSERC supported research programs involving coastal and estuarine invertebrates, specifically lobster (including juvenile and sub-adult stages), green crab, and bay scallop.  In my post-doctoral research prior to my arrival at St. F.X. in 1997, I worked on a DFO-Green Plan research project that tested the impact of pulp and paper mills (including the mill at Pictou) on estuarine organisms.  My doctoral research centered on the behavioural ecology of larval marine fish.  So, in my professional career, I have been actively involved with many aspects germane to the present discussion.

	Back in the spring, I did prepare a short video that makes the case that if (and it is a very significant if) the effluent from a new effluent treatment facility was treated to the same level as is the case today, it could be released via the proposed pipeline/diffuser system with no significant impact on local or farfield fisheries.  I didn’t post the video, but did share it with senior NS Lands representatives on the BHEAC committee, and they felt its release would not reflect well on the recent NS DOE decision to require further information/study with respect to the effect of pulp and paper effluent on fisheries and coastal ecosystems.  Consequently, I have not posted the video. I am attempting to include a compressed version of this video with this position paper.

Summary of position:  

If future Northern Pulp effluent is treated to the same level as it is at present, there is considerable evidence, both scientific and otherwise, that it could be released via the proposed pipeline/diffuser system with no significant impact on proximate or farfield fisheries, or on the receiving coastal ecosystem. 

Reasons (to be explained below):

· Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not acutely toxic

· It has passed virtually all toxicity tests administered since 1992

· It has not only passed these tests, but test organisms rarely if ever have any mortality from prolonged exposure to 100% treated effluent

· There are different species of fish, amphibians, and aquatic insects living in Boat Harbour, in 100% treated effluent

· The 2016 EEM program, which includes comprehensive sampling in the receiving environment, showed very minor differences compared to samples collected at two non-industrialized reference sites

· Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in the receiving environment

· The lobster fishery is doing very well in the receiving area, with catches similar or better than areas east and west 

· Lobsters can be caught in very close proximity to the outfall itself

· Diving in the area of the outfall in fall of 2018 found very large numbers of lobsters

· A recent study that measured contaminants in lobsters showed no higher contaminant load in lobsters from Pictou Road compared to two reference sites 

· All of this despite the fact that the present method of effluent release is probably the worst possible with respect to promoting mixing of treated effluent with receiving water




In the following section, I will expand on each of the listed reasons:

	Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic:  Toxicity tests

As per the most recent pulp and paper effluent regulations (PPER) that came into effect in 1992, Northern Pulp treated effluent has been tested using the 96 hour rainbow trout toxicity test and the 48 hour Daphnia toxicity test.  The results since the mill took over the operation of the effluent treatment facility in 1995 are listed in the 2016 EEM document.  The rainbow trout test is done monthly, and in the nearly 300 tests carried out since 1995, the mill failed one test (80% mortality) in January 7 2014, coincident with a prolonged power outage and partial mill slowdown.  One week later there was no mortality.  In addition, although the effluent can pass the test with 40% mortality, Mike Wilson of NP has communicated to me that the treated effluent rarely has any mortality at all, with an average of 1-2 fish dying every two years, which would be approximately 1%.  So, rainbow trout can survive a four day exposure to 100% treated effluent, with virtually no mortality.  To encounter that concentration of effluent in the proposed system, the trout would have to be living in the effluent pipe.

	Perhaps more relevant to the considerations for the lobster fishery is the Daphnia test.  Daphnia are cladocerans, which are crustaceans.  These tests are carried out weekly, with greater than 50% mortality indicating a failed test.  Since 1995, including more than 1200 tests, the treated NP effluent has not failed a single daphnia toxicity test.  What is more, similar to the rainbow trout test, it is rare to have any mortality in these tests at all, with an average of 5-6 mortalities per year, out of 52 tests.  So at least for this freshwater crustacean, the treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic.

	While discussing toxicity tests, there are also sub-lethal tests performed as part of the Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program, last completed in 2016.  These tests use fertilization rate in a sea urchin, and reproductive growth in a species of red algae.  In both tests, various dilutions of treated effluent are used to determine the concentration that results in a 25% decrease in the measured endpoint.  In 2016, a concentration of 2.44% effluent was determined to cause the required decrease in sea urchin fertilization, and a concentration of 0.62% effluent caused the required reduction in growth of the red alga.  These values are noted as requiring further attention in the next EEM cycle, but for the moment it is useful to place some context on the results.  In both cases, the testing laboratory that performs these tests for many mills across Canada indicate that they suspect the dark colour of the treated NP effluent likely contributes significantly to the results.  Furthermore, in the case of the red alga test, a three day static exposure to the concentration of effluent is used in the test.  It is harder to envision a combination of wind and tide that would result in exposure to the required concentration for three days.  I’m not discounting these results, it is correct that the next EEM cycle will continue to try to determine what aspect or component of the effluent leads to these low concentration effect levels.  However, from a practical perspective, it is difficult to envision a scenario where there would be a significant (or even measurable) impact on biota in the field.  The latest submission claims the 1% zone will be approximately 5 meters from the outflow.

Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic: organisms are living in Boat Harbour

There is a common theme in the mainstream media, social media, and posted videos that there is nothing living in Boat Harbour, that it is an ecological wasteland.  This is not true.  The liquid portion of Boat Harbour is 100% treated NP effluent, diluted somewhat by incoming groundwater, and precipitation, both direct and via surface runoff.  Very limited sampling in the fall of 2018, which consisted of one fyke net set overnight, and five or six beach seine hauls, yielded at least three species of fish: mummichogs, sticklebacks (we did not examine to see if one or more stickleback species were present), and a tomcod.  These are all shown, captured live, in the accompanying video.  The fact that these fish species are living in full strength treated NP effluent again supports the idea that this effluent is not acutely toxic.  We also collected amphibians as large tadpoles, as well as aquatic insects, also shown in the video.  Amphibians are established as being sensitive to environmental perturbations, yet they are living in near full strength treated NP effluent, and it’s not uncommon to see frogs along the shore in the spring.  What does this tell you about the toxicity of treated NP effluent?  These organisms are living in near 100% treated NP effluent, but our zone of influence we are using for management purposes is 1% effluent. If fish and inverts can live in 100% effluent, is it reasonable to think that any effects would be seen even within the 1% zone?  A group from Cape Breton University, headed up by Dr. Ken Oakes, carried out more fish sampling in Boat Harbour this fall.  They did not get as many fish, although they did record an additional species, the golden shiner.  It is likely that Hurricane Dorian may have caused considerable fish mortality in Boat Harbour, as the storm would have re-suspended the unconsolidated contaminated layer throughout the water column, with accompanying clogging of gills and likely a precipitous drop in dissolved oxygen. 

Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic: EEM program

	The EEM program was designed to measure impact of pulp and paper effluent on fish and fish habitat.  For the Pictou mill, there has been 7 cycles of this testing, the most recent carried out in 2015, and reported in a 2016 report by the company EcoMetrix.  I urge you to read the original report, as it provides a great deal of information about earlier cycles, results, trends, and so on.  I’ve already spoken about the sub-lethal toxicity testing, but also want to mention an extensive benthic macroinvertebrate survey, as well as a fish survey.  In both cases, samples are collected in the small section between the control structure at the mouth of Boat Harbour and the Northumberland Strait, or in the coastal region directly outside of Boat Harbour, and compared to samples collected in reference areas.  During much of the falling tide cycle, the inner region is inundated with near full strength treated effluent.  Some significant differences were found in parameters of the most common fish, the mummichog, specifically enlarged liver size in females, larger gonads in some fish from the exposure sites, larger size at age, etc.  In my opinion, these differences are worthy of further investigation, but it would be a leap to say the mill effluent has negatively impacted the local fish population.  In some cases, it could be argued the differences are positive, for example increased lipid levels indicative of more food availability.  The results with the benthic macroinvertebrates also did not show any substantial differences in population makeup among the sites, and clearly no evidence of a consistent negative impact on benthic macroinvertebrates.  So, in summary, after 25 years of exposure to very high concentrations of treated NP effluent, an exhaustive survey of the benthic community and resident fish populations did not show any clear negative impacts in the receiving environment.  You could not design and carry out a set of experiments that would provide a fraction of the robust information that is available from simply examining the receiving environment.  Here is the evidence.  The NP effluent, treated to the level it is at present, does not have a significant impact on the receiving environment.  And, it should be noted, the present method of releasing the effluent, where it essentially overflows the control structure and flows directly out along a stream into the Strait, is the worst possible scenario to promote mixing in the receiving environment, resulting in the inner estuary essentially filled with full strength effluent at some stages of the tide.  The effluent has very low salinity, and is usually warmer than the receiving water.  These two characteristics will result in the effluent staying near the surface, and in some combinations of wind and tide, can form a plume at the surface that can extend the 1% concentration to many km from the outfall.  If ever there was a situation that should exacerbate the impact of the effluent, the present release method is it (it is true that a surface plume would reduce exposure of benthic organisms, but within the inner estuary, all organisms are exposed to near full strength effluent, and these invertebrate populations are not significantly impacted).  Any pipeline/diffuser release, at depth, would markedly improve the mixing dynamics, and drastically reduce the size of the 1% zone. 

Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in the receiving environment: The lobster fishery is doing very well in the receiving area, with catches similar or better than areas east and west

	The plainest way to introduce this section is to say if treated NP effluent has any impact on the lobster population, someone forgot to tell the lobsters.  In the summer of 2018, my Master’s student Ella Maltby and I collected adult, subadult, and juvenile lobsters from three sites: directly off the outfall in Pictou Road, approximately 15 km to the east at Big Island, and 45 km to the east in Ballantyne’s cove.  Adults and subadults were collected with commercial fishermen, juveniles obtained by diving.  A full day on three different boats allowed a lot of discussion of catches up and down the shore.  Catches in the Pictou Road area were very good (the highest of the three boats we were on), and conversations with the captain indicated that their catches were usually as good or better that fisheries east and west of the area.  So, at least anecdotally from the fishermen of the area, there is no impact of the outfall on lobster catches. 

You’d think it would be easy to compare lobster catches from the area that presently receives treated effluent to the areas to the west (ie, upstream), or well to the east.  In fact it’s pretty complicated. Landings are grouped into lobster fishing areas (LFAs), and the area of interest is in LFA 26A, and stretches all the way from Amherst in the west to the bottom of Cape Breton in the east!  There is a sub-area called 26ANS, but even it includes the area from Pictou island to Auld’s cove, so it’s too big as well.  There’s another complication with minimum size limits, as they are even different within 26A.  So, you can have two fishermen hauling traps within sight of each other, and one will be keeping 1/10 lobsters, while the other is keeping 4/10 lobsters.  This results in huge differences in landings, even though catch may be similar.  A further complication is that fishermen land their catch at different ports, for example the fisherman we sampled with from the Pictou Road area lands his catch at Caribou, which would be considered west of the outfall.   So one can look at the stock status reports for the relevant lobster fishing areas, and these do not show any obvious differences between areas, but there is not sufficient resolution to really ask the question accurately.  It is possible that DFO has individual fisherman logbook or observer data that could be used to answer this question.  Certainly, DFO could design a log-book and observer program that would definitely answer the question of whether or not the catches in the receiving area are significantly different that from areas upstream (to the west) or well downstream (far to the east) of the receiving area, and this is certainly something that should be implemented if the new treatment plant and pipeline system is put in place.  It is unfortunate that this study has not already been done.

	Finally, although the data may not exist to test for differences in catch, I would argue that the fishermen who fish in the outfall area are very aware of how their catches stack up against areas to the west and east.  If these fishermen had consistently been landing smaller catches, they would have complained publically.  Modern fishermen are well organized, and the associations to which they belong are not shy to bring grievances to the public.  Even though fisherman’s organizations are all opposed to the new pipeline, it is telling that they have not tried to make the case that fishermen from the receiving area have had catches compromised.  The fisherman we sampled with who fishes directly in the outfall area reported that his catches were very good in 2019, and in fact the day we accompanied him, in late July, he landed over 1300 lbs.  The fisherman from Big Island, considered moderate distance from the receiving area, caught a similar number of lobsters, but most were thrown back because of a larger minimum size.

Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in the receiving environment: Lobsters can be caught in very close proximity to the outfall itself

	When we communicated to the fisherman from Pictou Road area that we required lobsters from as close as possible to the outfall, he hauled a few sets of traps first thing, rebaited them, and set them in very close proximity to the outfall.  We then hauled and processed the rest of his traps, which took several hours, and eventually returned to these traps at the end of the day.  After a five hour soak, these traps were full, with multiple lobsters in each trap, and we were able to obtain out sample of adults and subadults from these lobsters.  The fisherman did communicate to us that early in the season he does fish a lot of traps very close to the outfall, and catches are good.  We could see the plume of the effluent in the area, as it was a relatively calm day.    

Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in the receiving environment: Diving in the area of the outfall in fall of 2018 found very large numbers of lobsters

Because we required juvenile lobsters for our study, we had to dive for them.  The dives were carried out by Dr. Russell Wyeth, who has extensive diving experience on both coasts.  Because of the necessity to have shore access, the dives were carried out approximately 1 km to the east of the outfall, but well within the area affected by the effluent plume.  Dr. Wyeth reported that he had never seen so many large adult lobsters in a location as he observed in these dives.

A recent study that measured contaminants in lobsters showed no higher contaminant load in lobsters from Pictou Road compared to two reference sites

This study, which used an accredited lab for the analysis, found that there was no significant difference in contaminant loading between lobsters caught from the outfall area, versus those caught off Big Island (20 km to east) and Ballantynes Cove (65 km to the east).  Again, you couldn’t design and carry out a more robust and ecologically relevant experiment in the lab than exposing lobsters to treated effluent for the last 50 years, and yet the lobsters have no difference in contaminant load compared to reference sites.  So this study has answered the question of whether treated effluent will negatively affect lobsters in a receiving environment, and the answer to this is that there will be no measurable effect.  Again, as I have throughout this document, this presupposes that the effluent in the future will be treated to the same level as it is today.  A final report from this study is available from NS Lands, it is entitled: American lobster (Homarus americanus) tissue sampling for trace metal(loid)s and organic contaminants: baseline report for Boat Harbour remediation project.  

All of this despite the fact that the present method of effluent release is probably the worst possible with respect to promoting mixing of treated effluent with receiving water.

If you wanted to design a method of releasing the treated effluent that would result in the worst possible mixing, the method that has been used for the last 50 years, and is still being used, would be a strong candidate.  The effluent has much lower salinity than the receiving environment, and is usually warmer than the receiving environment.  Both of these factors can result in a surface plume of effluent that mixes poorly with the receiving environment.  Having the effluent released at depth, with multiple diffusers, will drastically improve the mixing and dilution of the effluent.

Conclusions:  To conclude, I will repeat my initial statement,

If future Northern Pulp effluent is treated to the same level as it is at present, there is considerable evidence, both scientific and otherwise, that it could be released via the proposed pipeline/diffuser system with no significant impact on proximate or farfield fisheries, or on the receiving coastal ecosystem.

Perhaps the most important word in this statement is the first.  The “if” is very significant.  The present day effluent is treated to a better degree, both in terms of BOD and suspended sediment, than is required by the PPER regulations.  Everything I have claimed in this paper pre-supposes that the level of treatment is maintained.  I do have a concern that the proposed effluent treatment facility could legally release treated effluent that has much higher levels of both BOD and TSS.  The PPER regulations are currently being revised, so there is an opportunity to require Northern Pulp to treat future effluent to the same degree as it does at present.  I feel that this should be incorporated in the approval for the new facility.  I would also like to see total transparency with respect to routine measurement of effluent parameters, and results of toxicity tests.  There is no reason this information cannot be made available to the public soon after it is collected.  At the same time, there should be action levels of effluent parameters identified, with a flow chart of action items established that would run the gamut from changing treatment components all the way through to mill shutdown.  The public has the perception that once the facility is constructed, there will be little oversight, and no consequences if the facility does not meet the expected standards.  I would also like to see some verification of the modelling predictions with respect to mixing, so actual testing in the field to measure the extent of the 1% zone, and degree of sediment deposition near and farfield from the diffuser field.  Also, DFO should design and initiate a logbook and observer program to gather data on individual catches in the area, so they can statistically compare catches in and out of the influence zone.

	These recommendations may be perceived by Northern Pulp to be unfair and overly restrictive.  I would argue that, rightly or wrongly, there is waning social license for the facility, and this climate calls for imagination, transparency, and innovation in monitoring and regulation.  	I sincerely believe that the new facility and pipeline system would have no significant impact on local fisheries of the estuarine ecosystem, if we can continue to treat effluent to the same extent as present day.  This debate has pitted one industry against the other from the outset, yet all of the evidence indicates that the two can continue to co-exist.  At the same time, it is clear that the closure of the mill will result in the loss of many jobs, an economic hit for Northern Nova Scotia, and severe economic hardship for many people directly and indirectly involved with the industry.  There is no clear evidence that the new facility will result in significant impact on the fishery.

	I would be happy to provide further clarification or comment on this issue.

Sincerely, 

Dr. Jim Williams, Research Professor

Biology Dept., St. Francis Xavier University

PO Box 5000, Antigonish, NS





Position paper on Boat Harbour, 

I have prepared this document to provide my interpretation of the science surrounding the 

pending decision regarding the Northern Pulp effluent treatment facility.  I’m motivated to 

comment because I have several friends on both sides of the debate, and am increasingly 

disturbed by the misrepresentation and misinformation of the science surrounding the situation, 

especially as it pertains to the toxicity of treated pulp and paper effluent.  The mainstream media 

have polarized the debate as a choice between forestry and fisheries, partly because this “sells” 

much better in terms of viewers, readers, and hits.  In fact, I firmly believe both industries could 

continue to coexist and be important economic drivers, as they have done for decades in the area. 

 I am presently retired from teaching at ST.F.X., but have a position as a research 

professor.  I receive funding from NS Lands to carry out research related to the cleanup of Boat 

Harbour.  I also sit on the Boat Harbour Environmental Action Committee (BHEAC).  I am a 

marine ecologist, and had NSERC supported research programs involving coastal and estuarine 

invertebrates, specifically lobster (including juvenile and sub-adult stages), green crab, and bay 

scallop.  In my post-doctoral research prior to my arrival at St. F.X. in 1997, I worked on a DFO-

Green Plan research project that tested the impact of pulp and paper mills (including the mill at 

Pictou) on estuarine organisms.  My doctoral research centered on the behavioural ecology of 

larval marine fish.  So, in my professional career, I have been actively involved with many 

aspects germane to the present discussion. 

 Back in the spring, I did prepare a short video that makes the case that if (and it is a very 

significant if) the effluent from a new effluent treatment facility was treated to the same level as 

is the case today, it could be released via the proposed pipeline/diffuser system with no 

significant impact on local or farfield fisheries.  I didn’t post the video, but did share it with 



senior NS Lands representatives on the BHEAC committee, and they felt its release would not 

reflect well on the recent NS DOE decision to require further information/study with respect to 

the effect of pulp and paper effluent on fisheries and coastal ecosystems.  Consequently, I have 

not posted the video. I am attempting to include a compressed version of this video with this 

position paper. 

Summary of position:   

If future Northern Pulp effluent is treated to the same level as it is at present, there is 

considerable evidence, both scientific and otherwise, that it could be released via the proposed 

pipeline/diffuser system with no significant impact on proximate or farfield fisheries, or on the 

receiving coastal ecosystem.  

Reasons (to be explained below): 

• Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not acutely toxic 

o It has passed virtually all toxicity tests administered since 1992 

o It has not only passed these tests, but test organisms rarely if ever have any 

mortality from prolonged exposure to 100% treated effluent 

o There are different species of fish, amphibians, and aquatic insects living in 

Boat Harbour, in 100% treated effluent 

o The 2016 EEM program, which includes comprehensive sampling in the 

receiving environment, showed very minor differences compared to samples 

collected at two non-industrialized reference sites 

• Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster 

fishery in the receiving environment 



o The lobster fishery is doing very well in the receiving area, with catches 

similar or better than areas east and west  

o Lobsters can be caught in very close proximity to the outfall itself 

o Diving in the area of the outfall in fall of 2018 found very large numbers of 

lobsters 

o A recent study that measured contaminants in lobsters showed no higher 

contaminant load in lobsters from Pictou Road compared to two reference 

sites  

o All of this despite the fact that the present method of effluent release is 

probably the worst possible with respect to promoting mixing of treated 

effluent with receiving water 

  



In the following section, I will expand on each of the listed reasons: 

 Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic:  Toxicity tests 

As per the most recent pulp and paper effluent regulations (PPER) that came into effect 

in 1992, Northern Pulp treated effluent has been tested using the 96 hour rainbow trout toxicity 

test and the 48 hour Daphnia toxicity test.  The results since the mill took over the operation of 

the effluent treatment facility in 1995 are listed in the 2016 EEM document.  The rainbow trout 

test is done monthly, and in the nearly 300 tests carried out since 1995, the mill failed one test 

(80% mortality) in January 7 2014, coincident with a prolonged power outage and partial mill 

slowdown.  One week later there was no mortality.  In addition, although the effluent can pass 

the test with 40% mortality, NP has communicated to me that the treated 

effluent rarely has any mortality at all, with an average of 1-2 fish dying every two years, which 

would be approximately 1%.  So, rainbow trout can survive a four day exposure to 100% treated 

effluent, with virtually no mortality.  To encounter that concentration of effluent in the proposed 

system, the trout would have to be living in the effluent pipe. 

 Perhaps more relevant to the considerations for the lobster fishery is the Daphnia test.  

Daphnia are cladocerans, which are crustaceans.  These tests are carried out weekly, with greater 

than 50% mortality indicating a failed test.  Since 1995, including more than 1200 tests, the 

treated NP effluent has not failed a single daphnia toxicity test.  What is more, similar to the 

rainbow trout test, it is rare to have any mortality in these tests at all, with an average of 5-6 

mortalities per year, out of 52 tests.  So at least for this freshwater crustacean, the treated NP 

effluent is not acutely toxic. 



 While discussing toxicity tests, there are also sub-lethal tests performed as part of the 

Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program, last completed in 2016.  These tests use 

fertilization rate in a sea urchin, and reproductive growth in a species of red algae.  In both tests, 

various dilutions of treated effluent are used to determine the concentration that results in a 25% 

decrease in the measured endpoint.  In 2016, a concentration of 2.44% effluent was determined 

to cause the required decrease in sea urchin fertilization, and a concentration of 0.62% effluent 

caused the required reduction in growth of the red alga.  These values are noted as requiring 

further attention in the next EEM cycle, but for the moment it is useful to place some context on 

the results.  In both cases, the testing laboratory that performs these tests for many mills across 

Canada indicate that they suspect the dark colour of the treated NP effluent likely contributes 

significantly to the results.  Furthermore, in the case of the red alga test, a three day static 

exposure to the concentration of effluent is used in the test.  It is harder to envision a 

combination of wind and tide that would result in exposure to the required concentration for 

three days.  I’m not discounting these results, it is correct that the next EEM cycle will continue 

to try to determine what aspect or component of the effluent leads to these low concentration 

effect levels.  However, from a practical perspective, it is difficult to envision a scenario where 

there would be a significant (or even measurable) impact on biota in the field.  The latest 

submission claims the 1% zone will be approximately 5 meters from the outflow. 

Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic: organisms are living in Boat Harbour 

There is a common theme in the mainstream media, social media, and posted videos that 

there is nothing living in Boat Harbour, that it is an ecological wasteland.  This is not true.  The 

liquid portion of Boat Harbour is 100% treated NP effluent, diluted somewhat by incoming 

groundwater, and precipitation, both direct and via surface runoff.  Very limited sampling in the 



fall of 2018, which consisted of one fyke net set overnight, and five or six beach seine hauls, 

yielded at least three species of fish: mummichogs, sticklebacks (we did not examine to see if 

one or more stickleback species were present), and a tomcod.  These are all shown, captured live, 

in the accompanying video.  The fact that these fish species are living in full strength treated NP 

effluent again supports the idea that this effluent is not acutely toxic.  We also collected 

amphibians as large tadpoles, as well as aquatic insects, also shown in the video.  Amphibians 

are established as being sensitive to environmental perturbations, yet they are living in near full 

strength treated NP effluent, and it’s not uncommon to see frogs along the shore in the spring.  

What does this tell you about the toxicity of treated NP effluent?  These organisms are living in 

near 100% treated NP effluent, but our zone of influence we are using for management purposes 

is 1% effluent. If fish and inverts can live in 100% effluent, is it reasonable to think that any 

effects would be seen even within the 1% zone?  A group from Cape Breton University, headed 

up by , carried out more fish sampling in Boat Harbour this fall.  They did not get 

as many fish, although they did record an additional species, the golden shiner.  It is likely that 

Hurricane Dorian may have caused considerable fish mortality in Boat Harbour, as the storm 

would have re-suspended the unconsolidated contaminated layer throughout the water column, 

with accompanying clogging of gills and likely a precipitous drop in dissolved oxygen.  

Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic: EEM program 

 The EEM program was designed to measure impact of pulp and paper effluent on fish 

and fish habitat.  For the Pictou mill, there has been 7 cycles of this testing, the most recent 

carried out in 2015, and reported in a 2016 report by the company EcoMetrix.  I urge you to read 

the original report, as it provides a great deal of information about earlier cycles, results, trends, 

and so on.  I’ve already spoken about the sub-lethal toxicity testing, but also want to mention an 



extensive benthic macroinvertebrate survey, as well as a fish survey.  In both cases, samples are 

collected in the small section between the control structure at the mouth of Boat Harbour and the 

Northumberland Strait, or in the coastal region directly outside of Boat Harbour, and compared 

to samples collected in reference areas.  During much of the falling tide cycle, the inner region is 

inundated with near full strength treated effluent.  Some significant differences were found in 

parameters of the most common fish, the mummichog, specifically enlarged liver size in females, 

larger gonads in some fish from the exposure sites, larger size at age, etc.  In my opinion, these 

differences are worthy of further investigation, but it would be a leap to say the mill effluent has 

negatively impacted the local fish population.  In some cases, it could be argued the differences 

are positive, for example increased lipid levels indicative of more food availability.  The results 

with the benthic macroinvertebrates also did not show any substantial differences in population 

makeup among the sites, and clearly no evidence of a consistent negative impact on benthic 

macroinvertebrates.  So, in summary, after 25 years of exposure to very high concentrations of 

treated NP effluent, an exhaustive survey of the benthic community and resident fish populations 

did not show any clear negative impacts in the receiving environment.  You could not design and 

carry out a set of experiments that would provide a fraction of the robust information that is 

available from simply examining the receiving environment.  Here is the evidence.  The NP 

effluent, treated to the level it is at present, does not have a significant impact on the receiving 

environment.  And, it should be noted, the present method of releasing the effluent, where it 

essentially overflows the control structure and flows directly out along a stream into the Strait, is 

the worst possible scenario to promote mixing in the receiving environment, resulting in the 

inner estuary essentially filled with full strength effluent at some stages of the tide.  The effluent 

has very low salinity, and is usually warmer than the receiving water.  These two characteristics 



will result in the effluent staying near the surface, and in some combinations of wind and tide, 

can form a plume at the surface that can extend the 1% concentration to many km from the 

outfall.  If ever there was a situation that should exacerbate the impact of the effluent, the present 

release method is it (it is true that a surface plume would reduce exposure of benthic organisms, 

but within the inner estuary, all organisms are exposed to near full strength effluent, and these 

invertebrate populations are not significantly impacted).  Any pipeline/diffuser release, at depth, 

would markedly improve the mixing dynamics, and drastically reduce the size of the 1% zone.  

Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in 

the receiving environment: The lobster fishery is doing very well in the receiving area, with 

catches similar or better than areas east and west 

 The plainest way to introduce this section is to say if treated NP effluent has any impact 

on the lobster population, someone forgot to tell the lobsters.  In the summer of 2018,  

 and I collected adult, subadult, and juvenile lobsters from three 

sites: directly off the outfall in Pictou Road, approximately 15 km to the east at Big Island, and 

45 km to the east in Ballantyne’s cove.  Adults and subadults were collected with commercial 

fishermen, juveniles obtained by diving.  A full day on three different boats allowed a lot of 

discussion of catches up and down the shore.  Catches in the Pictou Road area were very good 

(the highest of the three boats we were on), and conversations with the captain indicated that 

their catches were usually as good or better that fisheries east and west of the area.  So, at least 

anecdotally from the fishermen of the area, there is no impact of the outfall on lobster catches.  

You’d think it would be easy to compare lobster catches from the area that presently 

receives treated effluent to the areas to the west (ie, upstream), or well to the east.  In fact it’s 

pretty complicated. Landings are grouped into lobster fishing areas (LFAs), and the area of 



interest is in LFA 26A, and stretches all the way from Amherst in the west to the bottom of Cape 

Breton in the east!  There is a sub-area called 26ANS, but even it includes the area from Pictou 

island to Auld’s cove, so it’s too big as well.  There’s another complication with minimum size 

limits, as they are even different within 26A.  So, you can have two fishermen hauling traps 

within sight of each other, and one will be keeping 1/10 lobsters, while the other is keeping 4/10 

lobsters.  This results in huge differences in landings, even though catch may be similar.  A 

further complication is that fishermen land their catch at different ports, for example the 

fisherman we sampled with from the Pictou Road area lands his catch at Caribou, which would 

be considered west of the outfall.   So one can look at the stock status reports for the relevant 

lobster fishing areas, and these do not show any obvious differences between areas, but there is 

not sufficient resolution to really ask the question accurately.  It is possible that DFO has 

individual fisherman logbook or observer data that could be used to answer this question.  

Certainly, DFO could design a log-book and observer program that would definitely answer the 

question of whether or not the catches in the receiving area are significantly different that from 

areas upstream (to the west) or well downstream (far to the east) of the receiving area, and this is 

certainly something that should be implemented if the new treatment plant and pipeline system is 

put in place.  It is unfortunate that this study has not already been done. 

 Finally, although the data may not exist to test for differences in catch, I would argue that 

the fishermen who fish in the outfall area are very aware of how their catches stack up against 

areas to the west and east.  If these fishermen had consistently been landing smaller catches, they 

would have complained publically.  Modern fishermen are well organized, and the associations 

to which they belong are not shy to bring grievances to the public.  Even though fisherman’s 

organizations are all opposed to the new pipeline, it is telling that they have not tried to make the 



case that fishermen from the receiving area have had catches compromised.  The fisherman we 

sampled with who fishes directly in the outfall area reported that his catches were very good in 

2019, and in fact the day we accompanied him, in late July, he landed over 1300 lbs.  The 

fisherman from Big Island, considered moderate distance from the receiving area, caught a 

similar number of lobsters, but most were thrown back because of a larger minimum size. 

Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in 

the receiving environment: Lobsters can be caught in very close proximity to the outfall 

itself 

 When we communicated to the fisherman from Pictou Road area that we required 

lobsters from as close as possible to the outfall, he hauled a few sets of traps first thing, rebaited 

them, and set them in very close proximity to the outfall.  We then hauled and processed the rest 

of his traps, which took several hours, and eventually returned to these traps at the end of the 

day.  After a five hour soak, these traps were full, with multiple lobsters in each trap, and we 

were able to obtain out sample of adults and subadults from these lobsters.  The fisherman did 

communicate to us that early in the season he does fish a lot of traps very close to the outfall, and 

catches are good.  We could see the plume of the effluent in the area, as it was a relatively calm 

day.     

Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in 

the receiving environment: Diving in the area of the outfall in fall of 2018 found very large 

numbers of lobsters 

Because we required juvenile lobsters for our study, we had to dive for them.  The dives were 

carried out by who has extensive diving experience on both coasts.  Because 



of the necessity to have shore access, the dives were carried out approximately 1 km to the east 

of the outfall, but well within the area affected by the effluent plume.  reported that he 

had never seen so many large adult lobsters in a location as he observed in these dives. 

A recent study that measured contaminants in lobsters showed no higher contaminant load 

in lobsters from Pictou Road compared to two reference sites 

This study, which used an accredited lab for the analysis, found that there was no significant 

difference in contaminant loading between lobsters caught from the outfall area, versus those 

caught off Big Island (20 km to east) and Ballantynes Cove (65 km to the east).  Again, you 

couldn’t design and carry out a more robust and ecologically relevant experiment in the lab than 

exposing lobsters to treated effluent for the last 50 years, and yet the lobsters have no difference 

in contaminant load compared to reference sites.  So this study has answered the question of 

whether treated effluent will negatively affect lobsters in a receiving environment, and the 

answer to this is that there will be no measurable effect.  Again, as I have throughout this 

document, this presupposes that the effluent in the future will be treated to the same level as it is 

today.  A final report from this study is available from NS Lands, it is entitled: American lobster 

(Homarus americanus) tissue sampling for trace metal(loid)s and organic contaminants: baseline 

report for Boat Harbour remediation project.   

All of this despite the fact that the present method of effluent release is probably the worst 

possible with respect to promoting mixing of treated effluent with receiving water. 

If you wanted to design a method of releasing the treated effluent that would result in the worst 

possible mixing, the method that has been used for the last 50 years, and is still being used, 

would be a strong candidate.  The effluent has much lower salinity than the receiving 



environment, and is usually warmer than the receiving environment.  Both of these factors can 

result in a surface plume of effluent that mixes poorly with the receiving environment.  Having 

the effluent released at depth, with multiple diffusers, will drastically improve the mixing and 

dilution of the effluent. 

Conclusions:  To conclude, I will repeat my initial statement, 

If future Northern Pulp effluent is treated to the same level as it is at present, there is 

considerable evidence, both scientific and otherwise, that it could be released via the proposed 

pipeline/diffuser system with no significant impact on proximate or farfield fisheries, or on the 

receiving coastal ecosystem. 

Perhaps the most important word in this statement is the first.  The “if” is very significant.  The 

present day effluent is treated to a better degree, both in terms of BOD and suspended sediment, 

than is required by the PPER regulations.  Everything I have claimed in this paper pre-supposes 

that the level of treatment is maintained.  I do have a concern that the proposed effluent treatment 

facility could legally release treated effluent that has much higher levels of both BOD and TSS.  

The PPER regulations are currently being revised, so there is an opportunity to require Northern 

Pulp to treat future effluent to the same degree as it does at present.  I feel that this should be 

incorporated in the approval for the new facility.  I would also like to see total transparency with 

respect to routine measurement of effluent parameters, and results of toxicity tests.  There is no 

reason this information cannot be made available to the public soon after it is collected.  At the 

same time, there should be action levels of effluent parameters identified, with a flow chart of 

action items established that would run the gamut from changing treatment components all the 

way through to mill shutdown.  The public has the perception that once the facility is 

constructed, there will be little oversight, and no consequences if the facility does not meet the 



expected standards.  I would also like to see some verification of the modelling predictions with 

respect to mixing, so actual testing in the field to measure the extent of the 1% zone, and degree 

of sediment deposition near and farfield from the diffuser field.  Also, DFO should design and 

initiate a logbook and observer program to gather data on individual catches in the area, so they 

can statistically compare catches in and out of the influence zone. 

 These recommendations may be perceived by Northern Pulp to be unfair and overly 

restrictive.  I would argue that, rightly or wrongly, there is waning social license for the facility, 

and this climate calls for imagination, transparency, and innovation in monitoring and regulation.  

 I sincerely believe that the new facility and pipeline system would have no significant 

impact on local fisheries of the estuarine ecosystem, if we can continue to treat effluent to the 

same extent as present day.  This debate has pitted one industry against the other from the outset, 

yet all of the evidence indicates that the two can continue to co-exist.  At the same time, it is 

clear that the closure of the mill will result in the loss of many jobs, an economic hit for Northern 

Nova Scotia, and severe economic hardship for many people directly and indirectly involved 

with the industry.  There is no clear evidence that the new facility will result in significant impact 

on the fishery. 

 I would be happy to provide further clarification or comment on this issue. 

Sincerely,  

, Research Professor 

 St. Francis Xavier University 



 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:43:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our family and 80 of our
relatives and friends in our geographic area work full time in forestry. I am impressed with the
depth of scientific research and application in the ETF proposal. A lucrative lobster industry
has concentrated for 50 years around the Boat Harbour discharge area. I am satisfied fishery
and environmental aspects have been adequately addressed by highly educated engineers and
scientists with global design integrity. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Pictou Co. Municipality: New Town Postal-Code: B2H 5C8
Phone: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:48:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I know the value of the
forestry business to our Atlantic economy.Please ensure an extention is provided to Northern
Pulp to allow the building of a new facility. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Islandview Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 58 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @regionofqueens.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:49:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Comments to Nova
Scotia Department of Environment on Northern Pulp â?oReplacement Effluent Treatment
Facility Projectâ?T Dear Sir/Madam: Northern Pulp has applied for an Environmental
Approval of their new proposed Effluent Treatment Facility. It should be noted that Northern
Pulp is Freeman Lumber`s largest and most critically important customer. Freeman Lumber
employs over 150 employees in Region of Queens Municipality, while fostering many
additional jobs in related support industries. It is understood that the new proposed Effluent
Treatment Facility will be much more efficient than Northern Pulp`s existing facilities, with
effluent from the new system meeting existing Regulations in all Canadian Provinces, as well
as the new Federal pulp and paper limits being proposed. Council of Region of Queens
Municipality requests that you give all due consideration to providing an Environmental
Assessment Approval to Northern Pulp pertaining to their proposed new Effluent Treatment
Facility Project. Name: Mayor David Dagley Email: @regionofqueens.com Address:
Region of Queens Municipality Municipality: Liverpool, N.S. Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 1:57:18 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: PuLp mill doing the right thing by putting in treatment facility
plant Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 31

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 2:10:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Honourable
Gordon Wilson, I want you to understand the importance of approving the new effluent
treatment facility at Northern Pulp. This is the one and only lifetime opportunity to make
things right by building a state of the art facility that will ensure that the mill effluent will be
the best quality possible before going back to the Northumberland Strait. Now that everybody
understand the economic benefits of the forestry in Nova Scotia, especially for the rural areas
but also for the whole province, it is mandatory to give a chance to this organization to move
forward and continue to create jobs and make the economy going for everybody to enjoy all
services needed in this province. We have to keep a good balance in between the different
industries and I am very confident that you will only look at the science based facts to make
the best possible decision for the people of Nova Scotia. Thank you Best regards, 

Name:  Email: @northernpulp.com Address:
 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 2:13:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of the
approval for a new Effluent Treatment Facility ETF for Northern Pulp. My job, my family,
and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until
such a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently
meets or exceeds all Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding
Environment Departments. This was shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section.
Once the construction of a new ETF is completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat
Harbour can commence. It is my understanding through media and government reports that
the cleanup of Boat Harbour canâ?Tt start until a Federal EA is completed which is project to
be 24 months to complete. This will allow for the subsequent construction of a new world
class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive in the future.
The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing and forestry has coexisted in the
Northumberland Strait for 50 years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the
existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. The new ETF will be an improvement on the
current situation. The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation
where all effluent leaving the site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry
standard and the new outfall location will be far superior to the existing situation. There are
currently other similar pulp mills in the province that have existing ETF outfalls into the
ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the ETF indicates that there will be
no significant environmental impact for the projectâ?Ts construction or future operation.
Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily
activities one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not
allow that vocal minority to jeopardize that. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Truro, NS Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @motioncanada.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 2:17:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This treatment plant will
improve the existing situitation 100. There is plenty of science backing this project and it has
been studdied to death. Delaying this project will end up in the loss of badly needed jobs in
Central Nova. Name:  Email: @motioncanada.com Address:

Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @macmullinforestry.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 2:24:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our province needs to
allow time to get this project started. This province can not run with the without this mill in its
equation. There too many private woodlot owners that have invested their lives into growing
timber for future generations. May science and common sense prevail. Name: 

 Email: @macmullinforestry.ca Address:  Municipality:
ANTIGONISH Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @logandrillinggroup.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 2:24:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Should Northern Pulp be
forced to close, the negative impact on forest related operations will be devastating. This
cannot be allowed to happen. It is the responsibility of DOE to see that both our enviornment
and this vital and essential segment of our economy are protected. Some give and take, and
flexability on both sides is paramount in order to ensure success. This is the only viable and
sustainable outcome. I strongly support the approval of the Northern Pulp Environmental
Assessment. Lets see all Members of our Legislature demonstrate their capabilities of working
together. Name:  Email: @logandrillinggroup.com Address: 

 Municipality: Pugwash Postal-Code:
19



From: @kingfreight.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:04:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that Northern
Pulp is making huge contributions in regards to emissions and their carbon footprint,
especially in relation to other producers who may not necessarily in the spotlight at this time.
This is a big step forward for the Pictou area and will help secure hundreds of direct and
thousands of indirect jobs. I hope that other industries take Northern Pulp as an example on
how to deal with environmental issues. Name:  Email:

@kingfreight.com Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:04:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp only
submitted a proposal for sending the effluent of the pulp mill into the straight this fall, only a
few months prior to the deadline for having a new system in place. Their delay means that
there is not enough time to test the effect of the effluent on organisms in the Straight? For
example, a study on the effect of the effluent on lobster or crab larvae could only be made
when these organisms are releasing larvae into the water column. This only happens in the
spring or early summer. Given the great mistakes with the effluent treatment in the past, we
should not be allowing the effluent to be released into the Straight without adequate testing of
potential effects. This cannot be done before the January 2020 deadline. Furthermore, given
that the NS government has been so involved in supporting the mill in the past, and bowing to
its threats, it should pass the responsibility of evaluating the effects of the effluent onto the
Federal government. Name:  Email:  Address: 

Municipality: Boutiliers Point, N.S. Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:09:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: thorburn Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:09:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Name:  Email: @icloud.com
Address:  Municipality: thorburn Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: info@atlanticchamber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:28:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 1, 2019 Re:
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project â?" Northern Pulp Focus Report Dear Mr.
Minister, This submission is intended to convey appreciation to the Department of the
Environment for its stewardship role in protecting Nova Scotiaâ?Ts environment and to
submit an opinion on the Northern Pulp Focus study for a proposed upgraded effluent
treatment facility in Pictou. The Atlantic Chamber of Commerce has represented the interests
of businesses in communities across the region for more than 120 years. As an organization
representing business interests, it might be expected that this submission would include a bias
for encouraging investment and minimizing regulation of productive business operation. The
reality is the majority of business owners acknowledge that consumers and businesses need to
reduce emission and make more efficient use of existing and renewable energy. But these are
objectives that will be achieved more quickly in a vibrant economy where research,
development and investment can be funded more readily. The province therefore has an urgent
responsibility to provide the balance between the extremes of balancing protection of the
environment versus the economy. In more succinct terms, it cannot and should never be one at
the expense of the otherâ?"co-existence is possible. Businesses, large and small, appreciate
that improving their environmental performance is a benefit to themselves and society.
Northern Pulp has proven this principle and during the last eight years has worked with
regulatory authorities to achieve large reductions in odour, particulate matter, and greenhouse
gas emissions since acquiring the plant in 2011. Recognizing that the processes required to
produce kraft paper for global markets involves production and disposal of waste and by-
products, the mill has made great strides in decreasing the environmental footprint of the
operation. Assessment of the Focus Report must move beyond the debate and discussions of
blame and instead focus on a path forward that contributes to an acceptable solution. The issue
at hand is not whether that Boat Harbour facility should close â?" of course, it must â?" but
rather, whether the proposed treatment and disposal technology adequately safeguards
communities, residents, the fishing industry and the local environment and allows the
Northern Pulp to continue to operate profitably and provide employment. It is essential the
assessment be tempered by an acknowledgement of the extensive impact of that the mill
closure would have on livelihoods across the provinceâ?"well beyond the 340 direct jobs
provided in Pictou. Such a closure will impact and potentially force closure of numerous
sawmills, woodlot owners, truckers, and incur the loss of the largest shipper out of the Port of
Halifax. The loss to the provincial economy has been conservatively estimated at over $300M
and is not contained solely to the Pictou County area. The focus report provides additional
scientific evidence of the improved environmental impact of constructing a new treatment
facility based on proven technology will result in a reduction of waste materials, disposed in a
more environmentally favourable manner. Simply put, the quality of the waste water disposed
in the Northumberland Strait will be improved over current dispersion â?" far more effectively
than the previous facility. Based on the specifications noted by Northern Pulp, the movement
of waste water will be executed with an improved leak-resistant pipe with electronic
monitoring able to detect minute leaks. The impacts at the proposed diffusion site are

mailto:info@atlanticchamber.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


estimated to be contained to a very limited area in the Strait, not in close proximity to current
fishing locations. The forestry and fishery sectors have co-existed successfully for decades and
a better treatment facility should materially improve outcomes that allow both industries to
thrive and deliver upon env ironmental protection targets. The Environmental Impact
Assessment process is intended to evaluate whether proposed operations fall within the limits
imposed by legislation and regulation. The concept of imposing desirable standards of
operation, such as zero emissions, is neither realistic nor feasible. If the province wants to
attract and retain business investment and development, we must enforce reasonable and
predictable environmental standards based on current technologyâ?"with an eye to continuous
learning, improvement and innovation for the future. Beyond a certain point, excessive
regulation will cause businesses to close and move operations and jobs to other jurisdictions.
All that is required to avoid such an occurrence is to allow Norther Pulp to improve the
treatment of production waste and alter the location of the waste/emissions disposal. It is also
worthy to note reclamation efforts at Boat Harbour will take time. Even if enforcement of the
closure occurs in January 2020, it will not result in immediate remediation of the site. Federal
and provincial environmental assessments of the clean-up will not be concluded for many
months or years, making a short-term extension to the operation of Boat Harbour less
impactful on key objectiveâ?" returning Boat Harbour to its original state. We submit that all
commercial investments crave predictability in terms of regulation and timeliness. Nova
Scotia is well beyond the 11th hour in determining whether Northern Pulp should be allowed
to move forward and provide the facility needed to allow Boat Harbour to close. For the good
of the province, it is important that the focus report be accepted on its merits and a
determination provided by the Department of Environment. Name: Atlantic Chamber of
Commerce Email: info@atlanticchamber.ca Address: PO Box 2291 Municipality: Windsor
Postal-Code: B0N 2T0 Phone: 902 292-0121 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 91 y: 31



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:34:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think the forestry
industry is very important to NS. I do not want to see NPP forced to move out. However, they
do need to stop the pollution of Boat Harbour and any other areas they are polluting. I think
the province and/or Federal Government and NPP should work together for a viable solution.
Maybe the government funds the project and NPP pays them back over a certain timeframe.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Dartmouth Municipality:
Dartmouth Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 53 y: 23

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @lrconstruction.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:37:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly support an
approval of Northern Pulps Environmental assessment! Name:  Email:

@lrconstruction.ca Address:  Municipality: Stewiacke Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 63 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:37:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have studied Northern
Pulps Focus Report, that deals with their project to replace the effluent treatment
facility.Being an avid hunter and fisherman as well as an environmentally conscious person,
my main concern is the protection of our environment. Third party consultants have studied
the probable effects of effluent being pumped into the Northumberland Straight and found that
the toxin levels will be within Canadian guidelines. Their proposed plan to protect the effluent
pipe seems to be sound. I feel that Northern Pulp is on the right tract to make this an
environmentally sound project. I see this as a huge improvement over Boat Harbor. Their are
thousands of jobs in Nova Scotia that are dependent on the harvest and sale of forest products.
It is essential that a Pulp Mill exists to support the forest industry. I feel that the Minister of
the Environment should give his approval for this project to go ahead. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Brookfield Postal-Code:



From: @ibew625.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:47:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is
continuing to invest large sums of money in their Nova Scotia operations. They are a source of
income for Nova Scotians, a source of revenue for the government and a market for a resource
that Nova Scotia has very little ability left to develop. They have continued to spend money on
the research, development and engineering of an improved waste water treatment facility even
when the rhetoric is predominately negative concerning their chances of being given the time
to build one. Give them something that costs the Government and taxpayers nothing: TIME!
Name:  Email: @ibew625.ca Address: 
Municipality: Windsor Junction Postal-Code: B2T 1G4 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 19

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 3:55:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I hope this works out for
all involved.Build the treatment plant and save the environment.This will keep jobs and bring
money to local areas.I enjoyed my time working at Northern pulp and staying in New
Glasgow.Keep the peace everyone.Cheers!! Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: Upper derby Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 4:03:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This opinion is written
from the perspective of someone who believes in the science and has worked the science with
regards to the functioning of a secondary treatment process in a paper mill application. It is
understandable that people would be skeptical, cynical, dubious, even fearful. There is a lot at
stake here. However, many of these sentiments appear to be stemming from a lack of
knowledge in how science, in treating toxic effluent waste, is used to render it harmless to the
environment by the time it is finally discharged into our waters. Paper Excellence Northern
Pulp has proposed an environmentally friendly solution to treat the toxic waste emitted from
their paper making process. Currently, we are facing a serious problem with the state of Boat
Harbour and the emissions that are already flowing out into the Northumberland Strait semi-
treated. Action must be taken. Much conversation has occurred around the devastation to our
economy in Nova Scotia if the Mill were to close its doors. Absolutely, we would all be
affected, especially those of us living in Pictou County. However, there has been less
discussion centering around the environmental impact to our forests. This is a renewable
resource that we must manage for our childrens future, as well as, for the health of our
province. If Northern Pulp were to close their doors, the general public, I believe, truly does
not grasp the enormity of the impact. It should be noted that this impact would also extend to
forestry operations in New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. If approval was granted, the
environment would be improved exponentially. Through the proper application of the science
available to us today, toxic material found in the effluent emissions would be treated through
various systems prior to release out into our waters. It is my experience, having operated a
secondary treatment facility at a paper mill, that this is a viable, safe solution. It will work!
There is no compromise required in this scenario. Ultimately, it would also avert the
devastation to our lives if the mill were to close. Having worked this science and because I
live in close proximity to Boat Harbour, I feel entitled to make the above assessment and
statements. The science has worked in Port Hawkesbury for over twenty-plus years and, it is
my perception, that it has been viewed as a positive to the community in Cape Breton.
Considering all of the benefits that would be inherited regarding the environment, the stability
of our forest management, our home evaluations and finally, our taxes, why would anyone
want to bring upon themselves and their neighbours, all the negative aspects that would occur
if Northern Pulp were to close?? Especially, if there is an alternative. With sound government
regulations/laws in place and with committed gate-keepers/watchdogs to monitor the process,
I believe we should be moving forward with the proven science, instead of accepting
groundless fears of the unknown which paralyse our growth as a community and as a
province. Please, examine and educate yourselves regarding the science behind this proposal
before slamming a door shut on our future. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: . Municipality:  Trenton
NS Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 21
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp effluent pipe
Date: November 1, 2019 4:27:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I believe in the science that was used to determine if this will harm the waters of the strait . The loss the Northern
pulp at the moment will cripple this area financially as you know. The world is changing but our governments seem
stuck in the 80s. This forestry industry has to end sooner than later.Investments in hemp processing should have
already started by government, training, planting and harvesting. In a short time this would lead to cleaner air,
smaller carbon footprint ,cheaper pulp if northern pulp can process it, and more employment we so badly need. This
hemp industry has no limits ,it will replace petroleum in millions of items and its green. But of course there’s our
government without any real environmental policies as we saw at Alton ,  the gold mine meeting, ship cleanup.
Probably I should save this until after the next election and a party ( if there is one)with a real environmental policy
and vision is in charge. Regards 

Sent from my iPad



From: @mlb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 4:39:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As an employee of the
forest industry, I support an extension to allow Northern Pulp to build a new treatment facility.
I say this fully aware of my ignorance of the many details at play. I know that the
environmental damage that has been done needs to be repaired. I know that the proposed
solution must not harm the environment in the years to come. I also recognize that Northern
Pulp should have taken action on this many years ago, which is very unfortunate. If there is a
way to allow this company to continue operations in an environmentally friendly way, I think
that it should be allowed to do so. There are many families whose livelihood depend upon the
forest industry, which would be seriously harmed if Northern Pulp were to shut down.
Keeping this industry in good health, while allowing it to make considerable investment in its
future, will be a good thing for all of Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:

@mlb.ca Address: t. Municipality: Dieppe Postal-Code:



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 4:49:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is
desperately needed in Pictou County. It supports thousands of jobs including spinoff jobs. We
would much rather keep our young people here in PC with good jobs and to start their families
knowing there is a future here for them. Please keep Northern Pulp. I fully support the
treatment facility because of the science that backs it up. Thank you. Name:
Email: @icloud.com Address: . Thorburn, NS 
Municipality: Thorburn Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @in.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 5:33:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Smarten up Name:  Email: @in.ca
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: M4N3P7 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 22
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 5:45:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please support our
workers and our environment. It IS VERY possible to do both. Thank you for considering this.
Our Province needs business and safe conditions. A win, win. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-



From: @xplornet.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 5:46:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support 100 Name:
 Email: @xplornet.ca Address:  Municipality: Westville

Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 5:48:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This would be another
step in the right direction for our environment. We fully support this project! Name: 

Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:
Mahonebay Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 5:51:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: all 4 it. lets get building
it. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: Municipality: stellarton
Postal-Code: b0k1s0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 46 y: 12



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 7:01:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Friday, November 1,
2019 Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 Hon. Gordon Wilson The
future of Northern Pulp is of great concern to all of rural Nova Scotia. Obviously, the forestry
industry is one of the few tax generating, employment creating industries in all of Nova
Scotia, and particularly in rural Nova Scotia. Thousands of jobs depend on its continued
operation. As well, 40 of container traffic in the Port of Halifax is directly due to Northern, so
it is definitely not just a rural issue. For me personally, I am a large woodlot owner/operator
that makes my full-time living from managing and harvesting timber products in a sustainable
manner. I intensely manage my lot and this will not be possible if the market for low quality
fiber provided to us by Northern Pulp is closed, or the funds they provide us for silviculture is
discontinued. One of the consultants on the Lahey Commission stated that ecological forestry
would not be possible without a pulp mill to purchase low quality wood. In todayâ?Ts world,
the hypocritical â?onot in my backyardâ?  attitude of those that use the products but protest
the process is starting to wear very thin with those tax generators that produce some of the
necessary products for our modern society. This attitude is creating a very difficult
environment for attracting investment to our province that creates real wealth, employment,
and economic spinoff. Another issue that is arising from the continued talk of closing the pulp
mill is that many smaller land owners have been feeling forced to liquidate their properties in
order to realize some return on the investment that they have made in an attempt to create
some wealth for their futures. Some of the environmentalists that are against any sort of
resource development in Nova Scotia are creating a situation that will do exactly the opposite.
This is happening now, but for the wrong reasons and under less than ideal situations.
Properties that were being carefully managed are now being clear-cut. Lobster fishermen this
season are having record catches. The effluent from Northern pulp that is leaving Boat
Harbour now, has had little or no effect on their catches for 50 years, and the proposed new
facility will actually release a much better form of treated effluent in a much more
environmentally friendly way, not directly in the fishing grounds. The independent experts
have stated that the new facility should have little or no effect on the fishery in the
Northumberland Strait. The focus report submitted by Northern Pulp is based on science and
was done largely by independent consultants. They have dealt with the issues of water
temperature, quality, and visibility. Their conclusions on these is that they are all within the
guidelines. They acknowledge that there would be some impact on the environment as there
would be with any large project or business but all within acceptable limits. An interesting
point from the report states that the some of the effluent will be used in generating power,
reducing the use of fossil fuels, which to my understanding, would reduce the overall
environmental footprint of the operation. In conclusion, this project seems to be of a world
class design, at least equal to or above the many other similar mills putting effluent into
waterways in Canada and around the world. It would seem reasonable to me to grant Northern
Pulp approval on their environmental assessment and allow them to proceed with the
development of this treatment facility and keep this necessary industry operating in Nova
Scotia. Name:  Email: @seasidehighspeed.com Address: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


 Municipality: Spencers Island Postal-Code: B0M 1S0 Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 7:08:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Yes I support Unifor
Local 440 members at Northern Pulp in their battle to get approval for a brand new, state-of-
the-art effluent treatment facility to replace the current system in Boat Harbour, adjacent to
Pictou Landing First Nation Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

Municipality: ottawa- Ontario Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 7:40:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree with this project
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 7:44:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The report shows no
potential significant impact where the sediment would settle to have any affect on the marine
environment. Also, the air quality would be enhanced because of the quality monitoring
program for the future. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

. Municipality: Central North River Postal-Code: B6L 6K3 Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 27

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 7:49:29 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The focus report outlines
detailed information on the proposed on-going, enhanced air quality monitoring program for
the future of the proposed new ETF for Northern Pulp. Name: Email: Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 39 y: 20

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 7:51:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Its the right thing to do.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Lake Louise
Postal-Code: T0L 1E0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 22



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 7:56:10 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The computer model
shows no anticipated adverse environmental impacts in water quality near and far from the
outflow location of the proposed pipeline Name:  Email: Address: 

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: B3M 4H3 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 36

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:10:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Keep these jobs in Nova
Scotia Name:  Email: t Address: 
Municipality: Regina Postal-Code: S4V2S6 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 32



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:14:56 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Based on reports from
third party, independent expertise shows that no significant environmental impacts are
predicted for this project. Name:  Email: Address: 
Municipality: Central North River Postal-Code: B6L 6K3 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 34 y: 20

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:25:07 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: One of the main
concerns is the smell and the data report makes it clear that the air quality for this project is
very low in potential effects and is well within the regulated limits for both construction and
operation stages. This also includes the volatile organic compounds. Name: 
Email: Address:  Municipality: Central North River Postal-Code: B6L
6K3 Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 44 y: 23

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @nb.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:26:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have
little impact on the Strait and fisheries. Concern has been raised about the accumulation of
materials around the diffuser. A third-party consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely
that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. The Lahey Report and good forestry
depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major consumer of this
product is Northern Pulp. Name:  Email: @nb.sympatico.ca Address: 

Municipality: New Maryland Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:36:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing the large
amount of information that is available to me. I would like to say, I support and am satisfied
with the science presented by Northern Pulp and its presenters. I support an extension. I dont
see how NS, and more importantly Pictou County will survive without it. Name:
Email: @gmail.com Address: Little Hbr Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:
B2H 1Y8 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 51 y: 13

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:38:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Save those jobs! Name:
 Email: @yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality:

MontrÃ©al Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:40:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am very comfortable
with the science that has proven the minimal environmental impact on the new EFT plan
proposed by Northern Pulp. I think not approving this project and granting an extension would
spell economic disaster. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Pictou Municipality: PICTOU Postal-Code: B0K 1H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 29 y: 26

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:41:54 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Part of the report notes
that the new facility will be burning a portion of the effluent in replacement of some of the
fossil fuels. This is a positive step in implementing new technology in the overall impact of
Northern Pulp. Name:  Email: Address:  Municipality: Lower
Sackville Postal-Code: B4C3T5 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 30

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:43:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel Nortern pulp the
forestry industry and fishing industry can coexist as they have for 50 plus years.it appears with
all the independent studies and science around this effluent treatment plant that it only makes
sense that the public would be in favour of something that meets and exceeds todayâ?Ts
stringent regulations. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: B0k1h0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 15



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:58:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the new
effluent treatment facility for a few reasons. I am the owner of a small forestry business and I
see the economic impact that they have on the province especially in the rural communities. If
Northern Pulp closed it would take away funding for my business which would mean the loss
of jobs for my employees. I have been to a few of the public information sessions that they
have held. I can see they are trying to be responsible environmental stewards with the
construction of the new treatment facility. I can also see that the current owners care about
restoring Boat Harbour back to the aboriginal people. My understanding is there will be no
untreated effluent leaving Northern Pulp property and the effluent that has been going into the
harbour for a number of years has had minimal environment impact as well as negative
economic impact for the fishing industry. Name:  Email:

@outlook.com Address: Municipality: Sherbrooke Postal-

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 8:59:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read through the
focus report, and believe that this is a sound environmental project. I have faith in the input
from the third party environmental experts. I am encouraged to see that background
concentrations will be reached within five metres of the outfall. I firmly believe that fishing
and forestry can co-exist. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 9:59:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments:
@gmail.com Name:  Email: @gmail.com

Address:  Municipality: HEBBS CROSS Postal-Code: 



From: @shaw.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 10:27:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please reconsider. From
all Ive read and heard, its the right thing to do.Thank you. Name:  Email:

@shaw.ca Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 1, 2019 11:57:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The forest and fishing
industries are very important for all Nova Scotians, not just for those employed directly or
indirectly in these two resource sectors. If we are to use these resources then we must accept
the risks associated with their use. Neither industry can claim that they are risk free when it
comes to environmental impacts. To suggest that we close a mill or fishery just because it may
have an impact on the integrity of the environment and then send the problem elsewhere is
socially irresponsible. It would be far better to tackle whatever issue may be associated with
these resources here in Nova Scotia than to import forest and fishery products from countries
with less concern for the environment. Science is showing that the effluent from the mill,
dispersed several kilometers offshore, will have minimal impact on the fishery. Northern Pulp
plays a vital role in maintaining a healthy forest in Nova Scotia on all ownerships. Dying and
decrepit forests do not contribute to the mitigation of carbon emissions, only healthy managed
forests can achieve this goal. The inability to manage forests due to the loss of wood using
industries such as sawmills, pulp mills, and biomass energy plants, cannot be replaced with
low volume users such as specialty product mills. The clean-up of Boat Harbour should
proceed as soon as possible. However, if the Sydney tar ponds clean-up is any indication, then
Northern Pulp will have their new treatment facility built well before government has
permitted any activity at Boat Harbour. The financial commitment required by Northern Pulp
for this new treatment plant is substantial and a strong indicator that the forest of Nova Scotia
is in a good position to continue to provide employment and tax dollars. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 12:14:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Paper Excellence has
demonstrated their investment in improving effluent treatment project. In good faith, they have
come to the table to meet with the public to address the concerns and have heavily invested in
research to further define this project, factually! The Nova Scotia government has pushed
Northern Pulp into a corner by shortening the lease of Boat Harbour by 10 years! In the
publics eye, perception is that NP had 5 yrs to design their treatment facility. Expectations are
that a state of the art facility leading industry standards should be developed in half the time
span the corporation was originally working toward. The only solution is to extend the boat
harbour end date to allow Paper Excellence to effectively implement this new treatment
facility/process. The Nova Scotias economy needs Northern Pulp and its economic benefits.
Nova Scotia needs industry to stay. Nova Scotia needs to keep trades people working in Nova
Scotia! Do the right thing, approve the extension to Boat Harbour. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Plymouth
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 64 y: 38



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 12:31:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Greetings, I am a
community member who has seen and prospered from the forestry sector and the spin off from
the sector in the province of Nova Scotia. Over the years I have seen a change in attitude
regarding the forestry sector and the environment. There is no secret we as a province or the
industry partners have not always had best practices in place to manage and sustain a health
industry while protecting the environment. However we have been evolving as a province, as
woodlot owners, as harvesters, as saw mill operator and pulp and paper mills to do better. In
2011 Paper excellence purchased this pulp mill.The previous owner lacked
investment,development and interest to make sustainable changes to keep the mill and the
environment viably stable for the future. Since the purchase Northern Pulp has invested over
130 million dollars into improvements to protect and improve their environmental foot print in
the community. This included changing from bunker c oil to cleaner natural gas and the
installation of a new precipitator to improve the air quality in the area. Northern Pulp is
prepared to make the investment in a new state of the art effluent treatment facility that is
similar to more than 80 other mills of this nature across the country. They have addressed
every concern raised in the initial public consultation comments and every question raised to
them by the Nova Scotia Environment department.They have answered with facts from
experts including scientists and third party experts in the field. We know Nova Scotia now has
some of the most stringent environmental laws in the country and Northern Pulp is will to
make the investments need to respect these laws.They have a plan to move forward and
continue investing in improving their environmental footprint. As the Minister of Environment
for the province of Nova Scotia I hope you make your decision based the scientific review of
the focus report which highlights there is no adverse effects or significant environmental
effects which may be caused by this under taking. The forestry sector, as well as all
stakeholders in this province are counting on the approval of this plan in order to survive. This
project needs to be approved so this work can get started. Sincerely,  Name:

@outlook.com Address:  Municipality:
Afton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 12:45:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson Im
writing to show my support for Northern Pulp. As someone who has family working in
forestry, and who enjoys a variety of recreational activities made possible because of Northern
Pulp. - Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Trees are a renewable resource Northern Pulp grows more
than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. Treated wastewater from Northern Pulp has been flowing
into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the
treated wastewater to a different location further out into the Strait. For 50 years, the fishing
industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed
that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this
project. - Ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diï¬?user will meet Canadian marine
guidelines. My Family, friends, and I strongly Approve the Environmental Assessment for
Northern Pulp! Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Port Hawkesbury Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 27



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 1:37:08 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a forestry worker
from northern BC, and I wholeheartedly support Northern Pulp and its employees in their
efforts to obtain approval for their effluent treatment facility. At our pulp mill, the company
has spent a lot of money cleaning up both our effluent and our emissions over the years. We
are right on the Nechako River, and have been for over fifty years. The important thing is that
the direct jobs, 230 of them, are not the only would be casualty if the treatment facility was
denied. Its all of the spin off jobs in the community that would be lost, and associated
businesses, which would be disastrous for the Pictou area. Thousands of jobs and many
businesses, including restaurants, movie theaters, shopping centers, and the list goes on. Not to
mention the hit to government coffers in the loss of income tax on good paying forestry jobs.
For the environmentalists and activists fighting climate change, theres good news as well. As
it has been mentioned, Canada is a worldwide leader in forest management. Replanting trees
and using wood in our construction, leads to increasing carbon capture in our country, aiding
in the fight against climate change. It makes forestry a truly green industry in Canada, and a
renewable resource that can be well managed and results in many benefits, including
economic and environmental ones. I would strongly urge you to approve this project and
continue a long-standing Canadian tradition of forestry. Thank you for your time. Name: 

@yahoo.com Address:  Municipality: Prince George
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 70 y: 20



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 9:11:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Overtheyears,theres been
a change in attitude that good forestry operations have taken with respect to their
environmental footprint in the communities where they operate. However, not all companies
have proven to be good stewards of the resource or environment. Just look back about
10years, in Atlantic Canada, UPM Miramichi, New Brunswick and Abitibi Bowater, Grand
Falls, Newfoundlandand/Labrador. UPM pulled the plug on the Miramichi paper mill after
stripping the land of timber,and cutting up the machinery to make sure no one could purchase
the mill and put it back into production. This devastated the local economy and has caused the
young people to leave the area to pursue futures elsewhere. In Grand Falls
Newfoundlandand/Labrador, not only did they lose all the jobs attached to the mill,and spinoff
jobs created by the mill, but the government of Newfoundlandand/Labrador had to pay the
$200 million bill to do the environmental clean-up of the site. With no econom ic output from
the mill and all those good-paying jobs, this was an especially difficult expense. Paper
Excellence purchased the pulp mill in 2011 and letâ?Ts be honest, the future was not bright
under the old ownership. Lack of RD money, lack of investment and lack of a will to make the
operation sustainable was where this site was at a mere 8 years ago. Since the purchase,
Northern Pulp have already invested over 130 million into improving their environmental
footprint, switching from burning dirty bunker C oil to cleaner natural gas and installing a new
precipitator. Money well spent with noticeable improvement to air quality in the community.
With respect to the 200 million improvement to the effluent treatment upgrade. 80 plants in
Canada have an effluent treatment system. These systems run with strict environmental
watchdog systems in place, continuous monitoring of the in and out flow, and stringent testing
protocols, which are the norm with any effluent treatment syst em. This site will be no
different than those. Northern pulp has addressed every concern raised in the initial public
consultation comments and every question posed to them by Nova Scotia Environment using
3rd party opinions from experts in the field, scientific studies and actual facts, instead of
emotion and self interest. This site now has a plan, a plan to move forward and continue to
improve the environmental footprint that exists today. As the Minister of Environment for the
province of Nova Scotia, itâ?Ts up to you now to make your decision. And following the
scientific review of the focus report, within the limits of the focus report terms of
reference,there are no adverse effects or significant environmental effects which may be
caused by the undertaking. Approve this plan,and get this project started and keep the forestry
sector in Nova Scotia alive. Name: @msn.com
Address:  Municipality: Tecumseh Postal-Code: Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 9:51:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The BHTF has been in
service for 52 years with no measured effects on marine life beyond the outfall.The new
treatment facility will provide better mixing and more stable temperature control providing a
smaller environmental footprint. The Replacement Facility if commissioned 2020 before the
new pipeline2021 could flush treated water through the existing pipeline to Boat Harbour
adding to the cleaning action of tidal waters after the BHTF is shut down until the remediation
is ready to begin late 2021 earliest date. This in turn would shorten the total amount of time
required to return Boat Harbour to its natural state. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Plymouth Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

65 y: 28



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 9:58:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been following
the Northern Pulp situation closely. I have read the focus report fact sheet and listened to
multiple statements from both sides. I feel the proposed plan by Northern Pulp is acceptable
and they should be allowed the time to implement it. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address: ,New Germany Municipality: Lunenburg
County Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 36



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 10:25:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@icloud.com Address:  Municipality: New Maryland Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 83 y: 18



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 10:36:16 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia resources
for income are deteriorating very rapidly we need to help the remaining ones Name: 

@outlook.com Address: Saulnierville
digby co ns Municipality: Saulnierville Postal-Code: ### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 11:23:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please approve this new
state of art facility ASAP. From reading and reviewing all pertinent submissions I strongly
feel Northern Pulp has done the due diligence in this matter! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Rexton, N.B. Municipality: Rexton, N.B.
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 71 y: 21



From: @sasktel.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 11:57:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Progress in
manufacturing comes these days with more responsibility than 50 or 75 years ago. The
advancements made to protect the environment have become a prerequisite rather than an
option. With a new treatment facility comes the security of not only jobs but the economy of
the surrounding area it is situated in. If we stop progress no matter what business it may be,
you will end up with people leaving that community to find jobs in a more prosperous area or
province. If we embrace progress like the younger generation, we can create careers related to
intelligent technology. Please ensure the viability of this area in Nova Scotia by approving the
new treatment facility. Thank you for your attention. Name: 

@sasktel.net Address:  Municipality: Sturgis Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y:
22



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 12:08:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think the approval
should be given to Northern Pulp to build treatment plant. If it isnâ?Tt there will be a large
amount of people out of job in the forestry industry and itâ?Ts suppliers. Name: 

@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 70 y: 21



From: @sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 12:15:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Do the right thing by
protecting Canadian jobs with this environmentally safe solution. How many more living
wage job losses can Canada sustain before we become a third world travesty!!!!! Name: 

@sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: LaSalle Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 63 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 12:16:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The lost of this industy
would destroy rual nova scotia not to mention the trucking and shipping of this product
stephen mcneil should strongly consiter the extenton of effluent treatment project Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Greenfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 1:20:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The government should
look at all the data provided and follow the facts. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 63 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 1:25:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Commercial fishing is
much more detrimental to aquaculture than the proposed pipe is. The environmental
assessment proves there will be no adverse affects. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Durham Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 18



From: @mlb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 1:40:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp appears to
be trying very hard to do the right thing regarding the environment and the First Nations
Community. I am very proud of our forest industry and of the people who work to manage and
sustain good forestry practices and protect the environment. Our Maritime forestry economy
and any related environmental concerns must/must work together. I believe that the
wastewater treatment project should be allowed to proceed to its completion. Name: 

@mlb.ca Address: Municipality: Hanwell Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 54 y: 17



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 2:19:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I SUPPORT
NORTHERN PULP. Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 2:23:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 
Advocate Harbour, NS  Hon. Gordon Wilson Minister of Environmental

November 1, 2019 Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson, As someone who works in the forestry sector
and have now for 20 years and who also enjoys hunting and fishing, the environment is very
important to me. After reviewing Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Proposal, I see no real
reason why the proposal not be accepted. The report states that the ocean water quality, within
5 meters of the proposed diffuser, will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no
history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Also, within 5 meters of the diffuser
the temperature of the waste water and ocean water will be less than 1 degree in the difference.
Third party environmental experts have assessed that no signiï¬ cant impacts are expected on
any ï¬ sheries or ï¬ sh habitat as a result of this project. Construction will have minor
impacts on marine species and habitat they will be localized and generally â?oreversibleâ? ,
which means habitat and population will re-establish naturally. Based on this information, it is
believed this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. Forestry and fishing
industries have have worked side by side each other now for 50 years and will continue to co-
exist and thrive for another 50 years if this proposal is accepted. Also, I donâ?Tt think the
Province of Nova Scotia can afford to lose the economic impact that would occur if the mill
was to close. Northern Pulp employes thousands of hard working Nova Scotians, providing
them with the means to provide for their families. It is a vital part of our economy. In addition
to all the spin off companies and businesses that depend on Nova Scotians to buy their
products, fill up their tanks with oil and gas, buy groceries, etc. they would also suffer if we
were to lose, Northern Pulp, such an important part of the forestry industry here in Nova
Scotia. Hon. Gordon Wilson, I urge you to approve the environmental assessment and grant
the time needed to put the new waste water treatment facility in place. Sincerely, 

@hotmail.com Address: 
 Municipality: Advocate Harbour, NS Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 2:46:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Itâ?Ts such a great and
modern way of treating the effluent Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 2:54:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a pulp mill worker
with an intimate knowledge of the process and potential environmental impact. This new
project is a huge improvement, first and foremost there will be no untreated effluent leaving
our property. Secondly, this is the latest and greatest in effluent treatment technology used all
over the world with minimal impacts. This new facility just like any effluent treatment facility
is not far off from a muncipal sewage treatment plant. The science says those are safe to use
and discharge into the oceans so why is an effluent treatment facility different? As long as
they meet the regulations there will be no problems. The installation of this facility also opens
the door for further upgrades that reduce our footprint even more. Please grant this project
approval because the science says it is SAFE. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Trenton NS Municipality: Trenton Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 70 y: 23



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:00:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need these jobs.
There are so many spin-off jobs it would be very difficult to count them from the forest
workers, the transport industry of truckers and seaport workers, to the retail sector where these
workers spend their money both for necessities and for the extras. As far as the fishing
industry goes, lots of mill workers eat lobster and other seafoods. They wouldnt do so if they
thought the water and the seafood was contaminated. I support the mill because I know how
much cleaner it is now compared to fifty years ago and that this owner seems quite committed
to the people of Pictou County. Name: @hotmail.ca
Address:  ScotsburnB  Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 64 y: 33



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:01:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and all its workers, their families and all the Forestry jobs in Nova Scotia. Name:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 75 y: 22



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:11:58 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think that this effluent
has been dumping into these waters for the past 50 years with old outdated technology and
people are still making successful careers as fisherman. NPNS is proposing a modern much
more cleaner and environmentally friendly solution to their effluent disposal and we would be
foolish not to let them build it. There is hardly any industry in this province for younger
generations to look for careers in lets not shoot ourselves in the foot and kill another industry,
like this country seems to be so good at doing, while the USA embraces it and succeeds
wildly. Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Priestville Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 85 y: 29
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From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:18:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the mill is to close I
will probably have to pack up my family and move out of the province to make a living. Itâ?
Ts hard to make a go in this province with a young family and without the good paying jobs
that the mill supports many young families will have to leave. Taking their tax money with
them, putting more of a strain on the province. Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

66 y: 26



From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:26:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
Name: @tncweb.ca Address:  merigomish
pictou county Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 17



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:28:50 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I surport this project
Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code: Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 20
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From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:51:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
wholeheartedly Name: @outlook.com Email: @outlook.com
Address:  Municipality: Linwood Postal-Code: 

Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 32



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 3:59:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel it is a very
advanced so system Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 4:07:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need forestry in
Nova Scotia, it is a dependant industry which many Nova Scotians need. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Barss Corner
N.S. Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 15



From: @outlook.con
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 4:20:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need this effluent
treatment facility project at Northern Pulp. If the science is following environmental standards,
Northern Pulp should stay open. As a past employee summer student, it has helped me pay for
my  tuition at  University. My  works here and it is the
primary income for our family. Name:  Email:

@outlook.con Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-
Code: NS Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 65 y: 32



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 4:31:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this mill and all
upgrades it desires to install. Know many people who work/have worked there and they have
made great improves so far to their plant. Hate to see how bad our taxes will go up if you close
this mill down Name: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 4:58:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
Name: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 24



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project
Date: November 2, 2019 5:03:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Hon. Mr. Wilson,
The following letter is written to confirm my support for the approval of the Environmental
Assessment as it pertains to the  Northern Pulp paper mill  in Pictou County, Nova Scotia. After
perusing the Focus Report, it is evident that profound research and diligent investigation has  been
conducted by environmental experts as well as chemical , mechanical , and constructional engineers.
This exhaustive process  is impressive.
 My family, immediate community and extended regions throughout this province has benefited
greatly from the existence of Northern Pulp and its previous owners. Many years of generosity from
this mill have been obvious throughout our school systems, sport teams ,service clubs, youth
programs, special events and the list goes on endlessly.  The economic benefits of this mill is
multifaceted in most aspects of  people’s lives  in the Maritimes.
The findings of the Focus Report cannot be disputed:- the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian
marine guidelines

-no history of ice scour at the planned
site

- little to nil  impact on fisheries and
marine habitats  and ocean environments

- no visibility on the water’s surface of
effluent
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input  for your decision making. Please weigh the impact of
your conclusion as to how it will affect the citizens of our province.

Regards,

 Plymouth,
Nova Scotia     



From: @mail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 5:18:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I 100 support the Mill
and all the employees in Pictou County, we need everyone to work together and make this
happen. Save the Mill and itâ?Ts people ðY' ðY' ðY' ðY' ðY' ðY'  Name: 

@mail.com Address: Lyons Brook ,
Pictou Co., NS Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 5:43:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel Northern Pulp is a
big player in the local economy and if the science proves what it has to the IA should be
approved and an extension should be granted. If NP has to close there will be a large impact
on not only the county but on the province. Name: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 18



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 5:52:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of the
new effluent treatment project at Northern Pulp. There does not appear to be any science to
support adverse effects but we are certainly aware of the economic impacts should it not be
approved. Name: @outlook.com Address: 
Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 14



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 6:17:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: A major concern I have
is the decline in rural population and the struggle rural communities have trying to survive. As
a person who derives a large portion of my income from a natural resource based industry,
farming, I have experienced firsthand the negative effects the industry has faced because of
decisions made by governing bodies without considering all of the ramifications of these
decisions. I believe that some of these decisions were made, without credible evidence, to
appease a small portion of the population that had no stake in the industry and had limited
knowledge of it. Over time these decisions have lead to a major number of industry
participants leaving the industry. Decisions made that directly involve any of our natural
resource industries will determine if this negative trend continues or not. Like it not, the pulp
industry plays a key part in the forest industry and I believe if a sudden reduction of this major
component were to happen, the current rural population decline trend would not only continue
but would do so at an accelerated rate. The rural economy can not afford to be dealt a major
disruption with any positive outcome at this time. I firmly believe that technology has
advanced tremendously in the last half century and we should take advantage of these
advancements to improve our position in rural Nova Scotia. I truly hope that the final decision
on allowing this project to proceed or not will be made on sound and reliable facts and proven
scientific knowledge only. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp.
As I see it, this will be an improvement on the already excellent working effluent treatment
facility at boat harbour. This upgrade combined with process upgrades that will be added in
conjunction with the new facility should be embraced with open arms. A big step forward
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Meiklefield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp has made
a lot of commitments to improve and go beyond current environmental standards to ensure
that they are producing a product that is used by all people is done in a manor that ensures
minimal environmental impact. There has been many scientific facts and analyses presented
that show that treated effluent can be released in waters and will have no ill effect on the water
and marine life of the surrounding area. We continue to allow individuals, towns, cities etc. to
dump raw sewage , plastics , garbage into the waters which we know is causing major effects
on the environment but do little to stop this but when an industry has made a commitment to
do their best based on studies and scientific facts its brought into question whether they should
be allowed to remain a company that provides a product for consumers use as well the jobs
directly and indirectly which would be effected. So yes they should be granted the opportunity
to complete the upgrade. Name: @hotmail.com
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Save those jobs! There
are so few jobs as it is. People need to stand and fight for new jobs and to keep those we have.
Northern Pulp must find ways to satisfy those fighting for the environment. Of course the
environment we live in is important but there must be a way to make the industry work on
both ends. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulp and whatever needs to be done to keep the facility open. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 46 y: 17
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp,
its workers and its industry. Northern Pulp if lost would have a devastating impact on not only
the local economy but as well as the provincial economy. Northern Pulp has my absolute full
support! Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 26
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need this for nova
scotia and its a great project for the environment Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Greenwood.nova scotia Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 90 y: 33
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS B3J 2P8
November 2, 2019. Dear Minister Wilson, I am writing a submission today as a concerned
Nova Scotian. It is absolutely essential that Northern Pulp Nova Scotiaâ?Ts environmental
assessment and application for a new effluent treatment facility be approved. As the focus
report clearly shows, the new facility will be constructed using sound scientific modelling.
The effluent that will flow from the new facility will be significantly cleaner than the current
effluent, which has flowed into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years without any
negative impact of the lobster industry. Study as shown that the outfall location is an area with
significant currents so that effluent will mix with surrounding water and be diluted more than
100 times within 2 meters of the outfall, and the change in temperature in the surrounding
water will be less than 1â"f. Effluent from the new treatment facility will meet current
regulations in all Canadian provinces, as well as the more stringent limits that are proposed
federally for pulp and paper effluent. Additional safe-guards proposed are using a thicker than
required pipe, and establishing an automated leak detection system which will be installed in
the Pictou watershed area. It should be n oted that the pipe location is downhill from any wells
in the Pictou watershed, so gravity will insure that any spill or leak would flow away from the
townâ?Ts water supply. Northern Pulp is absolutely economically critical to Nova Scotia.
There is not a person in this province who will not be impacted by the loss of Northern Pulp.
Of course, the forestry industry will be decimated, but beyond that the trucking industry and
the Port of Halifax will feel immediate impacts. Beyond this, everyone who is trying to sell
anything or provide a service in Nova Scotia will feel an impact with far less money available
for people to spend. Rural Nova Scotia will feel the brunt of this loss. More rural schools will
face declining enrollment, and communities across this province will shrink and no longer be
self-supporting. Nova Scotia, without a functioning forest industry, will have almost no
primary industry, and economies are built on primary industry. This large scale project, in
addition to the millions already invested by Northern Pulp in the new precipitator and other
environmental improvements, show that this company is committed to Nova Scotians and
Nova Scotiaâ?Ts environment. As a mother, a professional, a taxpayer, and a Nova Scotia
property-owner, I want my future and my childrenâ?Ts future to be in Nova Scotia. I hope that
you will see the good-sense, the science, and the economics of keeping Northern Pulp in Nova
Scotia, and as such, approve their application for a replacement effluent treatment facility.
Sincerely, @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Myself and my family
support Northern Pulp and their workers!!! Name: @hotmail.ca
Address: Scotsburn Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and their workers!! Name: @gmail.com Address: Scotsburn
Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 14
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern
Pulp!! Name: @gmail.com Address: Scotsburn Municipality: Pictou
County Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 22
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Honourable Gordon
Wilson Minister of Environment Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS B3J 2P8
Dear Minister Wilson: I wish to go on record in support of the proposed effluent treatment
facility Northern Pulp plans to construct depending on the approval of the environmental
assessment. I live in Cumberland County where our economy depends largely on natural
resources.  own a commercial woodlot where we use sustainable harvesting
methods. We provide employment as well as use the services of other small businesses in the
community. However, only a small percentage of our harvested wood is used locally. Much of
it has to be transported to sawmills outside of Cumberland County. In order for us to gain any
financial benefit from this export, all of the wood must be utilized. The sawmills make the
lumber and send the residual to Northern Pulp for the production of craft pulp. Without the
market provided us by NP, our commercial woodlot would not be viable, and we would have
to liquidate. This would have a negative impact not only on us, but also on our local economy.
The proposed waste water treatment facility will meet all standards. The difference in water
temperature within two metres of the diffuser will be less than 1C. Maintenance along the
effluent pipe corridor will be consistent with standard procedures used by the Canadian
Pipeline Industry with modifications made for the Nova Scotia regulatory environment. I
believe the request for the extension is more than reasonable. Northern Pulp hit many
roadblocks in their attempt to have the environmental assessment and construction of the
facility completed by the January 2020 deadline. The Focus Report is very complete and
seems to have the concern for the environment at the forefront. I believe it is in the best
interest of the entire province of Nova Scotia that the Environmental Assessment be approved.
Yours truly, @ .com
Address:  Municipality: Spencers Island Postal-Code:  Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 22
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Honorable Gordon
Wilson Environmental Assessment Branch Nova Scotia Environment P.O. Box 442 Halifax,
NS, B3J 2P8 Dear Minister Gordon Wilson, The purpose of this correspondence is to ensure
that the â?oReplacement Effluent Treatment Facility ETF Projectâ? , submitted by Northern
Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation NPNS, is rejected. The opportunity exists to clean Boat
Harbour, the same opportunity will not if this environmental disaster is repeated in the
Northumberland Strait. During the past 30 days, I have attempted to read through the focus
report submitted by NPNS 30 days is clearly not long enough to comprehend and digest
almost 4,000 pages of technical literature. I did however notice a trend of assumption. For
example, in the Marine Environment Impact Assessment NPNS states that - â?oAlthough
significant residual effects to American Lobster are UN-LIKELY, the level of public interest,
socio-economic and Indigenous importance warrants the inclusion to follow-up monitoring
specific to American Lobster to confirm the performance of mitigative design and therefore
lack of a significant residual effect to the resourceâ?  page 4.19. Hanging our hat on an UN-
LIKELY assumption that there wonâ?Tt be adverse effects on the most valuable resource in
Nova Scotia seems incredibly naÃ¯ve. An effluent contaminated lobster from Caribou is a
Maritime seafood industry disaster to the global market. - â?oRock Crab represents one of the
most important species harvested in the Local Assessment Area LAA by commercial and
Indigenous fisheries. Rock Crab is fished within Caribou Harbour along a majority of the
proposed pipeline corridor, though not typically at greater depths of 10m or in the vicinity of
the diffuser location. Therefore, interaction with adult Rock Crab within the vicinity of the
diffuser are expected to be MINIMALâ?  page 4.20. As a self-employed fisher holding Rock
Crab license #045527, I can confirm that Rock Crab are consistently harvested at depths
greater than 10m and found all throughout the diffuser location. NPNSâ?Ts assumption or
statement is false and misleading. It is my belief that it is your mandate to protect the
environment from unreasonable human activity, and to protect humans from unacceptable
environmental risk.Â With that in mind, I am asking you to please ensure that Northern Pulpâ?
Ts â?oReplacement Effluent Treatment Facility ETF Projectâ?  is rejected. Sincerely,

 Self Employed Fisher 
gmail.com Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the northern
pulp replacement effluent treatment facility project Name:  Email:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and their employees!! Name: @icloud.com Address:
Scotsburn Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code:  Fax:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp.
Name: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We support the mill. We
need to keep it open for the jobs. We support the proposed plan in the focus report. Name:

hotmail.com Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have reviewed the
Focus Report on the proposed treatment facility and outfall from the Northern Pulp
Abercrombie Kraft Pulp Mill and I feel that the science is up to date and that the new facility
will indeed operate to the standards require in the pending Provincial permit. I also believe
that there will be little impact on the fishery or water quality of the Strait. I believe that the
fifty year history of the Boat Harbour Treatment Facility would show that the commitment by
the various companies operating the Abercrombie Mill was always progressive and
community minded. I also believe that the proposed on-site treatment facility is another such
commitment to the communities and other stakeholders by the owners of the Abercrombie
Mill. This mill and the forestry operations - forest nursery and tree planting - silviculture
operations - support of private sawmills - purchase wood from small producers - etc. has
always been a great financial benefit to rural Nova Scotia and I believe the proposed upgrade
will continue in that support. Name:  Email:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support the new
effluent treatment facility at Northern Pulp. I am a woodlot owner and have supported my
family by working in the forest industry for the past 50 years. Northern Pulp is absolutely
crucial to our forest industry. Fishery and forestry can co-exist. Please extend the boat harbour
act to allow Paper Excellence to complete this project.  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the effluent
treatment plan and extending the boat harbour act to allow The mill to complete this project. It
is vital to our forest industry and our province. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp deserves
the opportunity to end this negative legacy associated with the pulp mill from years past. Give
them the chance to help us move forward together, for our future. I for one truly believe we
can coexist well within the environmental guidelines, and that both the forestry sector and the
fishing industry will continue to prosper. Nova Scotia canâ?Tt stand to lose the forestry sector.
Name: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Amherst
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have actually read all
of the submissions on the NS environment Website. There is no doubt that all human
endeavours have an impact on our environment. Human beings, and all mammals, for example
take in air and remove the oxygen from it thus increasing the percentage of CO2 in the
atmosphere. Every industry has an effect on the environment. We cannot shut down an
industry simply because there are perceived negative effects on the environment. Agriculture
and yes fishing and all food production has some negative effect, in someones view, on their
environment. What we need to strive for is improvement not an unattainable perfection. From
what I have seen this old mill is vastly improved from where it was when this company took
over. I remember just 3-4 short years ago driving from Truro to New Glasgow and coming
over Mt. Thom and seeing the plume from the pulp mill stretching from the mill to my left to
as far as I could see to the right. That is now a thing of the past. The only visible plume from
the stack now does not appear to extend beyond the pulp mill property. It will be noticed that
on colder days the plume will be marginally longer. This is the nature of steam condensing.
Steam is water in another form i.e. non toxic to organisms. So one major issue dealt with very
effectively at a cost of I believe some 37 million dollars. That is equivalent to over a months
production at this mill, not a months profit but simply the gross value of the finished product. I
would love to see this mill running with a zero or even positive effect on the environment. I
would also like to give my granddaughter a unicorn for her birthday. Lets face reality the
current effluent system needs to be modernized to improve how it impacts the environment.
See above re improvement vs perfection I am shocked that the government broke a contract by
legislating new terms unilaterally. Legal and correct and just are not interchangeable terms.
Negotiations on a change to the contract should have been done in an honest, honourable, and
legitimate manner. Boat Harbour Act S, 4 2 The enactment of this Act is deemed not to be a
repudiation or anticipatory repudiation by Her Majesty in right of the Province of the lease
agreement dated December 31, 1995, between Her Majesty in right of the Province and Scott
Maritimes Limited, as extended by a lease extension agreement dated October 22, 2002,
between Her Majesty in right of the Province and Kimberly-Clark Inc. Essentially what this
section says is This is not a brown bear, it is a bear which is brown. I call on the Pictou
Landing First Nation to work at correcting this injustice. All of the First Nations peoples of
Canada and indeed all of the Americas have endured a too long history of broken promises.
Given this history, I do not believe that any First Nation should support a situation where what
was, and in fact is still being done in many ways to their Nations and peoples is done to any
other party. Too many people look at changing the way things are done as a process much like
turning on a light. I have been a small part of many large projects and one thing I have learned
is that there are essentially two ways of doing projects. 1. Do it fast and hope for luck or 2.
Take a reasonable time and do it right. I commend Northern Pulp and all of the associated
contractors for following #2 despite the knowledge that they risked a total mill shutdown. This
matter could have been negotiated properly in 2015 rather than hastily enacted legislation 18
days to be exact. A midpoint of the contract and the legislation would have been, if my math
on dates is still working, 31 July, 2022. I strongly suggest that the Province of Nova Scotia



negotiate a repeal of the Boat Harbour Act and negotiate a reasonable amendment to the
contract entered into freely. I understand the frustrations of the Pictou Landing First Nation.
They just want to look forward to a future without this blight on their lands. That being said I
sound to them a warning. A severely economically depressed Pictou County does not serve
their long term interests. Secondly, by supporting the government on the Boat Harbour Act
they have put in jeopardy any and all agreements they may have now or in the future with the
Province of Nova Scotia and possibly even any agreements with the Federal Government. To
paraphrase a famous saying First they came for Northern Pulp but I was not Northern Pulp so I
did nothing, then... When we allow our governments to rip up legal contracts in 18 days with a
single page document which contains phrase which is an oxymoron our entire society is at
risk. If we allow this to stand no one is in any position to plan for the future of either ourselves
or our children or our childrens children. In summary the Boat Harbour Act is a farce of epic
proportions. This effluent treatment plant will be a vast improvement over the current status
quo.Again see above re: improvement vs perfection. It meets or exceeds the requirements in
all but the virtually unattainable. I hereby request that the Pictou Landing First Nation become
seriously involved in a reasonable resolution of the current untenable situation. Lest you be
next and a precedent of dishonoured contracts is used by this or some future government to the
long term detriment to your Nation. The planning has been essentially complete, there is no
way that this improvement can be implemented in the next 3 months. We are at a stage where
reasonable negotiation involving The Corporation, the Government, and the First Nation and
the subsequent repeal of the Boat Harbour Act will lead to a win/win and a return to the rule of
the Law of Equity. I would be happy to assist in any way to assist in an equitable resolution.
Respectfully submitted Harold Hal James Legere 2nd Class Power Engineer and proud Nova
Scotian Do not remove my name from this submission Name: Harold Hal James Legere
Email: @shaw.ca Address: Currently in transition Municipality: in Transition Postal-
Code: in transition Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the effluent
treatment plant. The short sightedness of our elected officials, couple with the control we have
given to First Nations is crippling our economy. I would much rather leave my grandchildren a
well run effluent treatment plant than a ghost community. Visit Dalhousie, NB.... see first
hand the effects of Mill Closures. I could understand if the environment was to be continually
abused, but with a plan of action, backed by science, we ALL lose. Name: 

@icloud.com Address: Municipality: New
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
!! My Father is retired now but had worked there 30 years before retirement ... Name:
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email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus report Northern Pulp ETF proposal
Date: November 2, 2019 10:41:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Nova Scotia Department of Environment,
I am writing in relation to the focus report on Northern Pulp’s proposed Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility Project. I am a resident of Central Caribou where the pipe will be constructed,
I own a cottage on the Northumberland Strait near the outfall and we are a commercial fishing
family. Concerns in my original submission about pulp effluent and TSS in the water and on
beaches, public engagement and effluent meeting regulations but still causing harm have not been
answered or mitigated by this focus report. 

In relation to my concerns that the effluent will enter Caribou Harbour the focus report Appendix
4.2 Receiving Water Study Caribou Harbour Figure 38 and Figure 45 show where the effluent is
predicted to be during the month of May and February. Why are they only putting modeling
calculations in for one month periods? Why don’t they put it in for 20 year period, I would like to
see what that would look like if in one month it looks like this. What would the accumulated
effects be in Caribou Harbour and on the beaches. 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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As I stated in my original letter, I attended all the open houses. There have never been anymore
information sessions or public engagements or response to questions since changing the route to

OJ DA 

2.57 



Caribou Harbour and no studies or reports were made public as required in the Terms of
Reference 1.1 and 1.2.

My initial concerns about dredging have not been mitigated; furthermore, it is not in accordance
with Fisheries Act 36(1)(a) 

 

In relation my point that the quality of effluent leaving the pipe (same as point C) vs BHETF will
be worse, there is no mitigation measures for replacing Boat Harbour lagoon. The new system is
still only replacing the settling basins and aeration basins. This is what is coming out at point C,
this is meeting regulations. This will still cause harm to fish and fish habitat, even with the Boat
Harbour lagoon cooling and removing most of the TSS they are still causing harm to fish and fish
habitat as stated by PPER in PEI Legislative Assembly. In the focus report levels are predicted to
be higher than point C as shown in table 2.4-3: Effluent Loading Act 



Minister, the Focus Report was supposed provided additional information so that your office
could make an educated decision on this project. Northern Pulp has not mitigated concerns or met
the requirements of the terms of reference and for this reason I ask that you reject the proposal, if
you feel you can not reject it than I ask that you require a full Environmental Assessment Report.

Respectfully,

Central Caribou, Nova Scotia 

Original submission:

4 Mar 2019

 

Nova Scotia Department of Environment, 

 

I am writing in regards to Northern Pulp’s new effluent treatment facility and 15.5 km pipe
proposed to discharge up to 85 million litres of treated effluent and four tonnes of suspended
solids daily into the Northumberland Strait. I am a resident of Central Caribou, where this
pipe is proposed to run through, I have walked the coast of Caribou Harbour almost daily
with my children for 12 years. I have several concerns about effluent and suspended solids
where my children, dog and I swim. What will happen to the clam and oyster beds that live
in the mud of Caribou Harbour, Northern Pulp’s open house information is not matching
what is in the EA, the treated effluent leaving the aeration basins of Boat Harbour is
meeting Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations and causing harm but nothing can be done to
remediate this other than some recommendations.



 

Caribou Harbour is not a large body of water, the tide will bring effluent and suspended
solids into the harbour. The EA and receiving water study state that the effluent will not
come into Caribou Harbour, I fail to see how this is possible as the end of the pipe is right
outside the mouth. Figure 8.12-1 page 363 of the EA is a still photo of the bottom of Caribou
Harbour and states that it is devoid of microflora and microfauna. I can tell you that it is
most certainly not void of life; perhaps, because one still shot of a sand bar cannot show the
huge oyster and clam beds present in Caribou Harbour, we have to wear swim shoes in the
water there are so many you cannot walk without them. Oysters and clams are filter feeders
and will be the first affected by this pipe. The mitigation measures for socio-economic issues
is to take our concerns to the NSE Dept in Granton and Northern Pulp Community Liaison
Committee will continue to facilitate two-way communication and advise to Northern Pulp.
It is well known that the Community Liaison Committee meets in secret and the
membership is hidden from the public. It also states that a communications and
compensation plan will be available for the commercial fishermen, this is the first mention
that there will be any effect of the effluent 2-5 meters past the outfall. If there needs to be a
compensation package due to regular operation of the ETF how can the significance of the
residual effects be: not significant or averse as stated in Table 8.14-2 pages 444-445.

        

I attended all of Northern Pulps open houses, these were held for the Pictou Harbour
outfall, they did not have any information sessions on the Caribou outfall. The information I
received stated that there would be one tonne of suspended solids being pumped out daily,
after reading the EA and calculating 48 mg/L by 85 million litres that would mean there are
4 tonnes of suspended solids daily going through the pipe. The ferry channel already needs
to be dredged due to sand build up in the channel, how often would it need to be dredged if
four tonnes of solids would be pumped into it daily, also I have not seen anywhere in the EA
how routine dredging would affect the pipe. At the information open houses they had
pictures of treated effluent from 1970, 1990, 2017 and finally a predicted photo of 2020. The
last picture showed that the effluent was clear and this is how it would look in the new
system (History Effluent Quality picture Open House Panel 14, link below). This is not how
it will look coming out of the pipe. There are pictures and video of what the effluent looks
like leaving Boat Harbour now it is dark brown, however that is better than what it will look
like coming out of the pipe because the new system does not replace the Boat Harbour
Lagoon. It is only replacing the settling basins and aeration basins, what the water will look
like leaving the pipe is what the water looks like now leaving the aeration basins. This is
meeting regulations, and will continue to meet regulations in the new system. That does not
mean it will not cause harm to fish, shellfish, marine plants, marine animals, birds as well as
their habitat. 

 

When Environment and Climate Change Canada Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations
(PPER) came to meet with the PEI Legislative assembly Feb 1st, 2019 (see link below for
transcripts) they stated that Northern Pulp is one of the 70% of pulp mills that are causing
harm even though they are meeting regulations. The Environmental Effects Monitoring
(EEM) shows they are harming fish habitat while meeting regulations. The only corrective
action taken after harmful effects are found by the effluent is Pulp and Paper regulators
make recommendations for them to implement for the next three years, whether or not
these changes are made or work isn’t checked until the next three year period of the EEM,

x-apple-data-detectors://1/
x-apple-data-detectors://3/


and if they are still harming fish habitat there would just be more recommendations to
them. So just like when Pictou Landing First Nation told Environment Canada that the mill
was killing all the fish 50 years ago, there is still nothing living in Boat Harbour and the mill
is meeting regulations. Would the same not happen to the Northumberland Strait?
Everyone could complain that there is nothing living around Caribou but the mill is meeting
regulations so the only thing that can be done is recommend changes every three years.  

 

The Strait is a unique ecosystem that must be protected. We are known for our swimmable
beautiful beaches, our pristine waters that produce a sustainable seafood industry renowned
around the world.  If this is approved there will be no turning back, the Pulp and Paper
regulations do not protect us or the Strait, if this decision is based on whether or not the EA
can pass PPER then the Strait will become the next Boat Harbour, because it is the same
regulations that they are passing now. Northern Pulp has made no effort to meet with the
communities of Pictou and Central Caribou before and after the pipe location changed and
the information that was provided by the meetings in New Glasgow are not even close to the
information that is now in the EA. For these reasons I ask you Minister to reject this
proposal.

   

Thank you

 

Central Caribou, Nova Scotia

 

http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018fall/transcripts/17_2019-01-02-transcript.pdf

 

http://www.paperexcellence.com/copy-of-faq

click on tab for project launch open house materials if link below does not work

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14OWv3oA8C1E1ys4hxFCBCq4IcRkpkJq5/view

 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 10:51:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
Name: @hotmail.com Address:  new Glasgow
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 93 y: 26



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 11:22:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I would certainly support this otherwise it will not look good
for the lumber business ,especially the Maritime provinces and Canada letâ?Ts wor together
Name: @icloud.com Address: 
Municipality: Petitcodiac nb Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 92 y: 35



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 11:23:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This whole process
makes me sick to my stomach. Northern Pulps air emissions, pipeline leaks not regulated read
held accountable by the province, pumping effluent into the Strait, lack of accountability with
their Industrial Approval, full and unfettered license to clear-cut, piping effluent over Pictous
water shed or other watercourses is criminal and should be treated as such. I have huge
concern for human health, concern for species at risk, concern for marine life, concern for
other industries - fishing or tourism. This behavior on the part of the province as the regulator
is criminal, derelict, incompetent, biased and clearly paid for by the mill. This must stop!!!
Politicians who support the continued Northern Pulp existence should be held accountable for
their dereliction of duty because they are a representative of all people, not just the mill.
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 2, 2019 11:36:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 2, 2019 To
whom it may concern My name is  and Iâ?Tm a Tugboat operator at a small pulp mill on
the west coast of British Columbia. There is roughly 400 plus people working here supporting
their familyâ?Ts with an additional 1000 plus spin off jobs in our community. I started
working here in 1979 and have seen a lot of changes in the forest industry and in particularly
at my work site. One indisputable fact that is as true today as it was a hundred years ago is that
the Forest industry built this country and the thousands of small communities across Canada
and I mean that in a most literal sense. Pulp and Paper mills such as mine at Howe Sound on
the West Coast and Northern Pulp on the East Coast are a vital and integral part of the Forest
industry, the Forest industry contributes more Jobs and GDP to Canadaâ?Ts economy than the
Mining, Auto, Oil and Gas industryâ?Ts combined. One doesnâ?Tt need to be an economist to
understand the devastating impact right across this country that losing a vital multi billion
dollar industry like Forestry would have on working families, the communities they live in
that their children go to school in. When the News Print machine at our site was shut down in
2015 I saw firsthand the look on peopleâ?Ts faces when they were told they were losing their
jobs, the loss of hope, the loss of words to say to explain to their families they have lost their
jobs, and I never want to go through that again. In the 1980s there was a large and very vocal
group lead by the environmentalist and singer Terry Jacks that were bound and determined to
shut down my pulp mill at all costs. They demanded the mill permanently close and stop
polluting the waters of Howe sound with dioxins and they had the support of many in the
community at the time. I still remember standing on the dock looking at all those sail boats
that had come to protest at the mill yelling and screaming â?oshut-er downâ?  and thinking
why wonâ?Tt they just let the Company try and fix the problem before destroying our
livelihood. I look back at those times and wonder how I would have provided for my Family
and raised my two children in their community if the Government of the day had capitulated to
those demands over the cries of us who wanted and needed to keep those very good jobs.
What happened and what I respectfully ask to happen with Northern Pulp is the Government
gave the Employer a reasonable time frame to invest the millions of dollars to install clarifiers
and water treatment facilities in order to treat the effluent before it was discharged into the
sound. Construction started in 1989 and lasted a few years but what struck me the most is how
fast the sound recovered from the dumping of raw untreated effluent since the mill opened in
1908. I remember as a child myself fishing with my brother in-law near the mill it was like
driving through Coca-Cola with 4 inches of foam on top as far as the eye could see. Today the
sound is clean and clear with a thriving commercial prawning industry taking place right out
front of the mill, no foam, and no brown water. All of the mills effluent is treated and cooled
before being released and is proof positive that when Government, Industry and other stake
holders work together to support good paying jobs and the environment, everyone wins. I
know it takes courage to stand up for good paying jobs sometimes when the popular thing is to
side with those many very loud voices telling you to just shut the mill down, but I can tell you
with 100 certainty that given the right leadership from Government, the Industry and the
workers will not let you down, so please donâ?Tt let them down. Sincerely Name: 



@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: sechelt Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

50 y: 21



From: Minister, Env
To:
Subject: FW: You MUST SAY NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 8:30:44 AM

Public Comments

-----Original Message-----
From: 
Sent: November 2, 2019 4:25 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: You MUST SAY NO to Northern Pulp

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

A cleaner environment is our hero’s’ journey: Nova Scotia can and must step up now. Future generations are
depending on us. Let us show planetary leadership!

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone
Farnell Disclaimer: This email is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, dissemination, copying, printing or other use of this email
by persons or entities other than the addressee is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please contact
the sender immediately and delete the material from any computer. If you no longer wish to receive email from
Farnell Packaging Ltd , reply to this email with the word "unsubscribe" in the subject.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 12:31:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

If they can't tell us exactly what they are going to be pumping into the Strait, there is no way
they should be allowed to pump it into the Strait. Our we environment, our childrens
environment, our grand childrens environment should not be sacrificed to line the pockets of
foreign corporations. NPs plan shows they are clueless about the marine environment. 

A very concerned citizen 

Get Outlook for Android

https://aka.ms/ghei36


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: re. Northern Pulp"s submission
Date: November 3, 2019 1:22:33 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hi,
I grew up in Pictou, and even though I don’t live there now, I visit and stay there quite frequently.
My favourite beach is in Waterside in Caribou. Knowing that Caribou is where the proposed effluent outfall would
go, and it’s proximity to Waterside, I am certain that it will have an impact on the ability to swim or even walk in
the water there. I have seen this company fail stack tests time after time, operate at a higher output late at night when
they hope that no one is looking, and continue to have major/minor leaks that are devastatingly harmful to the
environment, especially to Pictou Landing First Nation. I know that the proposed pipe is also along a route that
passes through the Pictou watershed, and knowing the company's history of leaks, it would affect the potability of
the water of the town of Pictou, probably permanently.
I ask that you not accept this proposal for the sake of the town and its residents, for PLFN, and for
Caribou/Waterside.
Thank you,

Fletcher’s Lake, NS



From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 7:39:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To the Minister of
Environment: Northern Pulp has to date not specified the chemical composition of their
effluent, an unknown can not be approved. Given their record of not meeting standards,
dealing with emergencies and a lack of transparency regarding their emissions, I have no trust
in the company to treat the public better this time around. As the province took over the
responsibility for all effluent from the mill, how can they decide over a proposal they have a
vested interest in. This is a clear conflict of interest and the proposal should be directed to a
federal agency. Name: @tncweb.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Merigomish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:01:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: There solid science backing this project and in particular the
outfall diffuser. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:02:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am from Pictou county
and know the plague this mill has been on our community since as long as I can remember. I
do not live in Pictou county anymore, not will i as long as that mill operates. My mother and
brothers have had health issues, while none of us that live outside the community have had
any. I have a large family and only those that live in Pictou county get sick. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 70 y: 27



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:08:40 AM

Project: - Choose - Comments: I support the mill and I support the proposal in the focus
report. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y:
25
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp pipe extension
Date: November 3, 2019 8:12:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To whom it may concern,
   When a general election has just pointed out the multiple concerns of vast numbers of Canadians regarding the
environment, this new proposal by Northern Pulp to put a pipe into the Northumberland Strait is beyond
comprehension. Not only for it’s lack of credibility as to what happens to the fishing industry but what would
continue to happen to forestry, ie the ravaging of what is left of Nova Scotia forests, if you can call a tree perimeter
of the province a forest.
New jobs can created with the clean up of Boat Harbour.  Pensions of previous workers at the mill paid for by NP
and the government.
More new jobs with tree planting including more than softwood for Northern Pulp consumption because it grows
more quickly that hardwood.
The tourist industry and real estate sales in Pictou have been destroyed by the smell of the mill for years. Cancer
rates and respiratory illness are way up in the town.
Pictou is an Heritage Town destroyed by Norther Pulp.
Yes, it has provided much needed jobs for 50 years, but there are alternative industries which should now be put in
place, hemp production,  alternatives to fossil fuels, solar and wind power. Ship building was a big industry in
Pictou at one time.
Northern Pulp has been more than irresponsible for years. It should be shut down or repurposed to protect peoples’
health and an environmentally sustainable industry created.
Can we please look forward instead of back!

Pictou Island
Sent from my iPhone



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:31:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: WE have to come to
mutual grounds so everyone can win here. If the pipe is deemed fit but scientific proof, then a
extension to boat harbor act should be given for the narrowest time possible with
compensation to those affected. And Northern pulp should be given a deadline within reason
to complete the project. If they do not meet that deadline, it should have to close till the new
facility is online. The loss of this vital industry in Nova Scotia could devastate the economy
for years or decades to come. But also strict testing should be done and if any negative affects
on the environment is found, The company should be made to correct it or shut down. Im glad
I dont have to make this decision. Name: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Kenzieville Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:50:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister Wilson
and colleagues, I and my family wish to express our concern about the proposed pipeline that
would pump waste from Northern Pulp operations into the Northumberland Strait. This
company has a long and notorious history of disregard for the land and water, and the First
Peoples living near Boat Harbour have also expressed their anger about how they have been
treated by the company. Its time to hold Northern Pulp accountable for their damaging
actions! If they cant clean up their act, its past time that they close down. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:51:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly oppose
Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan to pump effluent into the Strait. Tell him you want to see an end to
this toxic legacy. Do not let this happen. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 8



From: @acadiau.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 9:23:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Truly, the eyes of the
world are on us as we contemplate continuing the travesty of this pulp mill. Massive
environmental degradation, naked environmental racism, corporate greed, government
corruption John Hamm - your name will go down in disgrace and ignoring the needs and
wishes of the people of Nova Scotia are all on display in this one place. To continue this
nightmare is BEYOND ALL REASON. I am one of many residents who has taken a vow to
do what I can to stop this. If this goes ahead, I intend to engage the government in non-violent
civil disobedience with determination. Many others will, Im afraid, feel they must resort to
violence in order to stop this. It is more than obvious to anybody not in an out-of-touch,
coddled cocoon of an office in government, that you will be furthering an environmental
disaster of epic proportions, as well as a massive polarizing issue that will see your
government end... not to mention causing civil strife the likes of which we have not seen in
recent times. Im a 66-year old who would like to live my days in peace, but I have already
traveled hundreds of kilometers and will do much more if this madness continues. Everyone
knows that this foreign-owned corporation is confident that they already own your government
and is thumbing their collective nose at those who own these resources and live here - the
people. You must stop NOW, or the people will stop you later. Name:  Email:

@acadiau.ca Address:  Municipality: Ogilvie Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 59 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 10:03:17 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a resident of
Mulgrave, Nova Scotia. I support northern pulp and itâ?Ts proposed effluent treatment plant.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Mulgrave Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 34



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 10:18:41 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in to state
that Northern Pulp should be allowed to complete the new proposed treatment plant. I feel
they have come up with a viable solution to address the issues. I work in the forestry industry
along with 7 of my immediate family. None of us work for the same employer nor directly for
Northern Pulp but will be impacted by its closure. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 73 y: 28
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am supportive of
Northern Pulpâ?Ts replacement ETF. The sheer volume of science based evidence they have
collected and presented in such a short period of time should be commended. They have
demonstrated that the facility will be in compliance of all limits set forth by the DoE and, most
importantly for everyone, that there will be no significant health impacts to humans or marine
life aside from construction, which will be reversible, and not unlike any construction project.
We must recognize the impact that closing Northern Pulp would have on the entire forestry
industry across Nova Scotia. To close a facility that is operating within its regulated limits and
will continue to do so would not come from a fact based, science based conclusion. We must
focus on the facts of the focus report and not let personal feelings and biases skew our
judgement towards a false conclusion. This new treatment facility will provide much greater
dilution factors than the Boat Harbour facility currently provides. It will also, importantly,
allow the healing process for the people of PLFN to begin. Effluent water conditions will be
the same as the background conditions within 5m of the diffuser and there will be no effluent
visible at the surface of the water. No ice scour was detected at the diffuser location as well.
Of course, no toxic and harmful chemicals outside of regulations will be present either. We
must move forward and approve the EA. The science has been proven and â?oNova Scotia
Needs Forestry.â?  Name: @outlook.com Address: 

 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 90 y: 16
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Hello,
I am writing to express my support for Northern Pulp’s plan for a new treatment plant.

The company is willing to invest a large amount of money in this facility which shows their commitment to doing
business in the area. They have addressed the requirements set out by the government and have showed how they
rank compared to other facilities.

Forestry is one of the few renewable resources in this world , and ensuring this industry survives and is managed
well is our government’s responsibility.

Lunenburg County, NS

Sent from my iPhone



From: @eacantimber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over
the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced into closure, the Forest Industry
of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of forest
fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed
forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees
die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils
and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital
role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts
Environmental Assessment. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than
6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been
flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-
route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has
successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no
significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project.
Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of
the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour
at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will
have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment
facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced.
Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. I am
proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have
demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and
the environment must work together If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment,
there is no reason not to complete the project. Name:  Email:

@eacantimber.ca Address: Oakfield NS Municipality:
Oakfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 29
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Hello,
I am writing in support of Northern Pulp’s new treatment plant.

I feel they have adequately addressed the issues and show a commitment to continue to work towards what is best.

I feel we should be making our choices on sound environmental and business practices. Not just the loudest voice.

I believe everyone would like to see a list of all the businesses and municipalities environmental impact so we
ensure we are focusing on what is important and to put this into perspective .

Lunenburg County
Nova Scotia
Sent from my iPhone



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 10:47:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a forestry worker in
Atlantic Canada for over 20 years i know these are good paying jobs which help drive the
local economy and support families, they are essential especially in small communitys .The
balance between good science and economic growth and a commitment to environmental
protection need to and can certainly co-exist as is the case here and with the other 88 mills
across Canada .Northern Pulp is committed to the community and has addressed every
concern brought forward by the initial public consultation and Nova Scotia Enviorment.The
decesion should be based on the science that backs Northern Pulps claims of being able to run
safely with a environmental protection plan.These jobs are needed! this mill is needed! we
need to find the balance! it CAN work so we CAN work! thank you. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: willow grove
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 66 y: 22
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp
grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! Treated effluent from the
mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts
plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry
has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no
significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project.
Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of
the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour
at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will
have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment
facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced.
Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. I am
proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have
demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and
the environment must work together. The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a
market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major consumer of this product is
Northern Pulp. Northern Pulp generates 90 of its power requirements from a low carbon,
renewable resource and not from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60 of its energy. If
Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the
project. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Oakfield NS Municipality: Oakfield Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 30
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Decisions are about to be
made on Northern Pulps potential new effluent system. The science has been done to the
greatest extent possible and at a significant cost to Paper Excellence and the Abercrombie
mill, all the questions put forward have been adequately answered, all the tees have been
crossed and is dotted. They have done their part. If anything more should be needed then let it
be the Neh Sayers onus to submit their lab tests and science reports and formal reports that
definitively trace these so called poisons back to Northern pulp and not the waste of the 44000
residence of Pictou county, or the multitude of other past and or present industries, or even
from farther away like the St. Lawrence river or PEI. 89 Kraft pulp mills exist in Canada with
a large majority in the eastern portions so why are these groups tunneled focused on just one.
the answer is easy just not in my back yard plane and simple, we want the product just not the
process. Even tho Northern pulp is in the heart of an industrial based county that has been
industrial based for hundreds of years. Im saying let the pipe be run, let the effluent plant be
built and let Nova Scotia continue to thrive and continue to be the greatest Province in
Canada. Name: @gmail.com Address:  East
Hants, NS Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the pulp mill
Name: Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:

 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 69 y: 28



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 11:48:48 AM
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Project: - Choose - Comments: I am a retired Forest Technician having been employed in the
Forest Industry from 1957-94 and can appreciate how the Industry practices have improved to
the present time especially in regards to treatment of the effluent especially Northern Pulps
Plan. Lets support them keep jobs. Name: @bellaliant.net
Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y: 29
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The forestry, fishing,
mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can work together successfully. I
believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 19



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 12:42:29 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that the
proposed new treatment facility that Northern Pulp has chosen represents the best technology
available today and I am satisfied that this facility will meet the environmental guidelines both
provincially and federally. Name:  Email: Address: 
Municipality: pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 7 y: 24
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Please find attached my comments re Northern Pulp’s Focus Report.
 




November 3, 2019



I am writing to express my concerns in relation to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report on a proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.

I am a Fisher that fishes in the Northumberland Strait out of the port of Lismore.  My ability to support my family depends on my fishing income. I currently fish Lobster, Oysters, Herring, Clams, and Mackerel.

I will be discussing Effluent and its effects on marine life.

 From the Focus Report:  Project Overview page XXIV which states: “The Kraft process creates wastewater, air emissions, and solid waste, all of which requires appropriate disposal.” The wastewater also known as “effluent” is to be released into the Northumberland Strait via a pipeline to Caribou Harbor once it has gone through a proposed treatment. The Focus Report states from 3.0 FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE page 52
“As the replacement ETF has not yet been constructed, the treated parameters and their

levels were predicted. Table 3.3-1 shows the effluent discharge concentrations that are

expected to be present in the treated effluent coming out of the new replacement ETF.”  

This report is predicting probable outcomes but not able to predict the exact outcomes!

This Focus Report does not guarantee our waters of the Northumberland Strait will allow me to continue to harvest sustainable seafood that is safe for human consumptions. The Effluent released into the ocean will elevate the temperature of the water surrounding the discharge zone. This will lead to lower dissolved oxygen content of the water affecting marine life. This could lead to marine life kills!

 I am concerned about the effect on the close-by lobster nursery.  Will this decreased lobster reproduction or stop it in this area?  The report does not answer these questions! I buy scallops from a fellow fisher that fishes scallops in the area where the pipe will be placed. Are these scallops going to be safe for human consumption!

The effects of the chemicals in the effluent at the time of discharge into Caribou Harbour is also concerning and may produce changes to the food source for marine life and changes to their health. The report does not offer me reassurance that the fish will be safe from harm or safe for human consumption. I want to be able to consume fish and know that the species I fish are sustainable for my future and my son’s future as he wants to be a Fisher one day.

 The far reaching damage to our Strait is not known until after the project would be completed and in operation! No amount of research can tell us the real impact of Northern Pulp’s planned release of effluent into the Northumberland Strait.



Page 2  -November 3, 2019

I am also concerned about the effluent effects on the larger marine mammals such as whales or seal populations that rely on the ocean for their existences.  Their diets vary considerably as some feed on zooplankton while others eat fish.



 The Focus Report noted on page 83: 

”Dilution in the far-field is determined in large part by complex ocean currents, tides,

wind, bathymetry, and waves. The study area included in the far-field model comprises

an area 58.8 km x 42.5 km.”  

The effluent will travel throughout a large area each day as it is released, interacting with these larger marine mammals through their consumption of zooplankton or other marine life.  The effects to these larger mammals are not covered in the reports. There is only mention of Tuna in the area of the pipe.

 I am concerned with the winter months, and how the ice could change the dilution rates of the effluent, causing more intense damage to marine life in the area of the pipe. 

I do not feel Northern Pulp Focus Report answers my questions and concerns. Until we have more concrete information I am asking you to not allow the Effluent to be discharged in the Northumberland Strait. Protect our waters and keep them safe for all Nova Scotian’s and tourists to benefit and enjoy!

Sincerely,

Bryce Thompson



 

November 3, 2019 

 

I am writing to express my concerns in relation to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report on a proposed 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

I am a Fisher that fishes in the Northumberland Strait out of the port of Lismore.  My ability to support 
my family depends on my fishing income. I currently fish Lobster, Oysters, Herring, Clams, and Mackerel. 

I will be discussing Effluent and its effects on marine life. 

 From the Focus Report:  Project Overview page XXIV which states: “The Kraft process creates 
wastewater, air emissions, and solid waste, all of which requires appropriate disposal.” The wastewater 
also known as “effluent” is to be released into the Northumberland Strait via a pipeline to Caribou 
Harbor once it has gone through a proposed treatment. The Focus Report states from 3.0 FACILITY 
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE page 52 
“As the replacement ETF has not yet been constructed, the treated parameters and their 

levels were predicted. Table 3.3-1 shows the effluent discharge concentrations that are 

expected to be present in the treated effluent coming out of the new replacement ETF.”   

This report is predicting probable outcomes but not able to predict the exact outcomes! 

This Focus Report does not guarantee our waters of the Northumberland Strait will allow me to 
continue to harvest sustainable seafood that is safe for human consumptions. The Effluent released into 
the ocean will elevate the temperature of the water surrounding the discharge zone. This will lead to 
lower dissolved oxygen content of the water affecting marine life. This could lead to marine life kills! 

 I am concerned about the effect on the close-by lobster nursery.  Will this decreased lobster 
reproduction or stop it in this area?  The report does not answer these questions! I buy scallops from a 
fellow fisher that fishes scallops in the area where the pipe will be placed. Are these scallops going to be 
safe for human consumption! 

The effects of the chemicals in the effluent at the time of discharge into Caribou Harbour is also 
concerning and may produce changes to the food source for marine life and changes to their health. The 
report does not offer me reassurance that the fish will be safe from harm or safe for human 
consumption. I want to be able to consume fish and know that the species I fish are sustainable for my 
future and my son’s future as he wants to be a Fisher one day. 

 The far reaching damage to our Strait is not known until after the project would be completed and in 
operation! No amount of research can tell us the real impact of Northern Pulp’s planned release of 
effluent into the Northumberland Strait. 
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I am also concerned about the effluent effects on the larger marine mammals such as whales or seal 
populations that rely on the ocean for their existences.  Their diets vary considerably as some feed on 
zooplankton while others eat fish. 

 

 The Focus Report noted on page 83:  

”Dilution in the far-field is determined in large part by complex ocean currents, tides, 

wind, bathymetry, and waves. The study area included in the far-field model comprises 

an area 58.8 km x 42.5 km.”   

The effluent will travel throughout a large area each day as it is released, interacting with these larger 
marine mammals through their consumption of zooplankton or other marine life.  The effects to these 
larger mammals are not covered in the reports. There is only mention of Tuna in the area of the pipe. 

 I am concerned with the winter months, and how the ice could change the dilution rates of the effluent, 
causing more intense damage to marine life in the area of the pipe.  

I do not feel Northern Pulp Focus Report answers my questions and concerns. Until we have more 
concrete information I am asking you to not allow the Effluent to be discharged in the Northumberland 
Strait. Protect our waters and keep them safe for all Nova Scotian’s and tourists to benefit and enjoy! 

Sincerely, 
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I have attached comments to Northern Pulp Focus Report 2019.
 


November 3, 2019



I am writing to express my concerns in relation to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report on a proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.

I spend my summers on the Northumberland Strait. My family and I enjoy swimming in the waters on the shores of the Northumberland Strait. I have endured the stench from the Pulp Mill over decades. I see the dirty brown foam that washes up on the beach. I am concerned about the value of my property that is located on the shores of the Northumberland Strait. If the pipe goes in the ocean as described in Northern Pulps Focus Report, my land will devalue once destruction to the ocean begins. 

 I read in the Focus Report about the reduced settling time for the effluent in the proposed holding tanks of the new system. This reduced settling time will increase the amount of heavy metals among other chemicals in the effluent to be released into Caribou Harbour. Marine life that live on the ocean floor are filter feeders and will absorb these heavy metals into their bodies. I will no longer be able to enjoy a feed of lobsters, clams, oysters, scallops or any fish from the Northumberland Strait. We will not be able to swim in the ocean due to contamination/pollution! I always buy scallops from a fisherman that fishes in the area where the pipe will be located. 

The Focus report also tells us the effluent will be released into the ocean at a higher temperature than the existing ocean water is. The ocean temperature will increase resulting in more damage to the ocean!  In light of climate change, we must do everything we can to protect our environment, including our air, land and ocean. 

Now that we are all aware of what has happened to Boat Harbour and the cost to the taxpayers; we should be very careful about what goes into our ocean! I don’t think we should rely on information that predicts what could happen knowing how much damage the effluent has caused at Boat Harbour.  We should now be very careful about what goes into our ocean!

I do not feel Northern Pulp’s Focus Report offers me reassurance that my property will not de-value, the fish from the ocean will be safe for my family and I to consume and that it will be safe for my family and I to swim in.



Sincerely,

Donna Thompson



November 3, 2019 

 

I am writing to express my concerns in relation to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report on a proposed 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

I spend my summers on the Northumberland Strait. My family and I enjoy swimming in the waters on 
the shores of the Northumberland Strait. I have endured the stench from the Pulp Mill over decades. I 
see the dirty brown foam that washes up on the beach. I am concerned about the value of my property 
that is located on the shores of the Northumberland Strait. If the pipe goes in the ocean as described in 
Northern Pulps Focus Report, my land will devalue once destruction to the ocean begins.  

 I read in the Focus Report about the reduced settling time for the effluent in the proposed holding tanks 
of the new system. This reduced settling time will increase the amount of heavy metals among other 
chemicals in the effluent to be released into Caribou Harbour. Marine life that live on the ocean floor 
are filter feeders and will absorb these heavy metals into their bodies. I will no longer be able to enjoy a 
feed of lobsters, clams, oysters, scallops or any fish from the Northumberland Strait. We will not be able 
to swim in the ocean due to contamination/pollution! I always buy scallops from a fisherman that fishes 
in the area where the pipe will be located.  

The Focus report also tells us the effluent will be released into the ocean at a higher temperature than 
the existing ocean water is. The ocean temperature will increase resulting in more damage to the ocean!  
In light of climate change, we must do everything we can to protect our environment, including our air, 
land and ocean.  

Now that we are all aware of what has happened to Boat Harbour and the cost to the taxpayers; we 
should be very careful about what goes into our ocean! I don’t think we should rely on information that 
predicts what could happen knowing how much damage the effluent has caused at Boat Harbour.  We 
should now be very careful about what goes into our ocean! 

I do not feel Northern Pulp’s Focus Report offers me reassurance that my property will not de-value, the 
fish from the ocean will be safe for my family and I to consume and that it will be safe for my family and 
I to swim in. 

 

Sincerely, 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a matter of fact: The
Pulp mill in Abercrombie Nova Scotia is not doing anything illicit or illegal. The mill observes
and operates under stringent Federal and Provincial laws and standards, and when called upon
has corrected any and all miss measures that have occurred. Given adequate time will do so
with its effluent under given guide lines and using state of the day technologies and will
remain as one of the provinces most lucrative and conscience employers. Northern Pulp has
always been transparent with the public and politicians in its daily operations. There are no
secret ingredients or hidden substances or irregular process that is not openly searchable and
public knowledge as per its process. Pictou County and its five towns continue to use
rudimentary 1930s technologies to collect and dispose of our residential and commercial
effluents and its biologically hazardous make up. Allow me to break it down for you. A
normal human will defecate about a pound of feces a day, with 44000 residence in the County
, that calculates to the equivalence to two school buses re-entering our water systems via open
looped extended pipe systems and carrying with it any number of unknown medications,
deceases, and carcinogens, as the town and area facilities have limited to no treatment
capabilities to strain and filter these unknowns. The average person will use 337 liters of water
a day, treated with chlorides, alum, fluorides along with a number of other undisclosed
additives to make it safe for human use. Again doing the math that calculates to over 14
million liters of water, removed, used, then returned in undisclosed states back to open waters
where it along with the poop interact and form an integral part of our aquatic habitats. Laundry
detergents typically contain hazardous ingredients including sodium lauryl sulfate SLS /
sodium laureth sulfate SLES: 1,4 dioxane nonylphenol ethoxylate , and phosphates. 28 of ware
used id by laundering. Aluminum hydroxide ALOH3, Calcium carbonate CaCO3, various
calcium hydrogen phosphates, various silicas and zeolites, and hydroxyapatite Ca5PO43OH.
17 used is with tooth paste. Zinc Pyrithione, Copal Tar,Ketoconazole, Selenium Sulfide,
Panthenol, Dimethicone, Cocamidoporopyl Betaine, Methylparaben, Ethylparaben,
Butylparaben 22 used in shampoo. Trade secret esters for fragrances, Parabens, Sulfate,
Triclosan this chemical is most often found in antibacterial soaps. Recent studies have found
that Triclosan actually promotes the emergence and growth of bacteria resistant to antibiotic
cleansers. It also creates dioxin, a carcinogen that has been found in high levels in human
breast milk. Dioxins have disrupted effects on the endocrine system and negatively affect
thyroid functions, And heres a fun fact Dioxin is the primary toxic compound of Agent Orange
! 31 hand soap. Under estimating, the average person uses 57 squares of toilet paper per day.
Multiplied by the population of the five towns, we know that 2,508,000 squares of toilet paper
get flushed daily. Dissolved these squares break down to their essential chemical compounds
and are re-introduced directly, untreated through local sewer facilities back into the waters of
our rivers, straights and harbors. The name Pictou, pronounced Pictoe derives from the
Mikmaq name Piktuk, given to the area by Nicolas Denys in 1654, meaning explosive place, a
reference to nthe river banks of black gooish pitch that was found in the area, or perhaps from
the strong sulfur from methane bubbling up from coal seams below the harbor both
contributing to a fowl looking smelly district. With all said its apparent that Northern Pulps



foot print in this district is minimal compared to its surroundings. Allow the mill to succeed
and move forward and stop this witch hunt once and for all. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

63 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 1:48:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support this
project. The science behind it shows that it can be safely done with having no effect on marine
life. Both industries are important to the local economy, and both should be looked after.
According to the report, they can be. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Thorburn Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 66 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 1:48:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the focus
report Im very happy to see that there will be only minor impacts on the
ocean,fisheries,vegetation and on land animals and plants for the short time of construction
and that everything will return to its natural state after a short time just like any other
construction sites. Its good to see that the company is also going to continue to monitor
everything like air quality, human affects and marine species in the future. The point selected
for dilution of the effluent is in a perfect spot. Its good and deep and it has a good current flow
in this area of the strait. Its obvious to me that there will be absolutely no impact on any of the
fisheries or vegetation especially with the defusers being off the surface of the ocean floor and
also they will be able to turn with the currents which is a great engineering plus.The treatment
facility is proven to be the best selection for this type of industry until something else is
developed, so Im happy to see that the province and the company are working hard together to
provide the area with a state of the art facility to resolve this important issue. We need the
minister to now approve the E.A. and the extension on the boat harbor act in order for this
facility to be built and commissioned. The province cant with stand the financial burden of a
billion dollars of losses each year until I dont no when. Or we continue to more forward and
enable the local economy and the province to prosper from the construction of the facility and
other possible additions in the future while not taking away from the rural areas and the rest of
the businesses and people of the province. I have family that work in both the forestry, the mill
and the fisheries and I can tell you that I believe the answer to this issue is in front of you. This
facility is the answer. The scientists and engineers have it all work out and now its time for
Nova Scotia to prosper and move into the future together. Please support this project and all
the hard working people of your province. Thank You for listening. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: RIVER JOHN Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 22



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 2:00:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please proceed with this
project as we fully support the proposal. Nova Scotia needs the Pulp Mill and all the spin off
jobs. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 

Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Fax: 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 18



From: @ .com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 2:14:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I want to voice my
concern over the proposed effluent treatment facility. This is an absolutely unnecessary
environmental risk and the report prepared does not fully capture the extreme risk to marine
environment and in particular the precarious fishery on the Northumberland Strait. This plan
should be absolutely rejected by the Minister. Name:  Email:

.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

54 y: 15



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: response to Northern Pulp focus report re: pipe into Northumberland Strait
Date: November 3, 2019 2:38:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
November 3, 2019
 
The Hon. Gordon Wilson
NS Minister of Environment
1894 Barrington St
Suite 1800 Box 442
Halifax NS B3J 2P8
 
Dear Mr. Minister,
 
 
 
Save our Seas and Shores is a coalition of fishers, First Nations and concerned activists from
NS, NB, PEI, QC and NL who have advocated for protection of the Gulf of St Lawrence for
decades. The Gulf of St Lawrence provides global food sources and feeds the coastal
communities of 5 provinces and thousands of jobs with its multi billion dollar sustainable
fishery and tourism industries.
 
We are writing today to comment on Northern Pulp’s Focus report which details its ill advised,
unrealistic scheme to pump 92 million litres of toxic kraft bleached effluent into this
exceptionally fragile body of water. This egregious proposal  lacks integrity, responsibility and
a concrete grip on reality. Our coalition vehemently opposes a pipe dumping toxic pulp mill
effluent adjacent to Caribou Harbour or anywhere in the Northumberland Strait and Gulf of St
Lawrence. Let us explain why.
 
1) Six and a half times smaller than the Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf of St. Lawrence is a fragile,



landlocked, semi-enclosed inland sea that completely exchanges its water with the Atlantic
Ocean only once a year. As one of the most productive marine regions in Canada and one of
the most precious ecosystems on earth, (according to Dr, David Suzuki), it should never be
placed in harm's way. Because of its circular, counter clockwise currents, any contamination
will be widespread along the Gulf coastlines of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island, Quebec and Newfoundland.This is further exacerbated by winter ice coverage that
eliminates wave action that could contribute to oxygenation of the water. This freshwater
effluent will raise to the surface and lay under the ice lay for months at a time every winter. 
 
For 50 years, Northern Pulp has dumped 92 million litres of kraft bleached effluent, known to
be one of the most toxic marine pollutants on this earth, every single day into this fragile
ecosystem where over 2,000 marine species spawn, nurse and migrate annually. Their
irrational logic for the continuation of this immoral conduct is that they’ve done it for fifty
years and no harm has been done... so they say.
 
In reality, as it stands now, the Right whale, Blue whale, leatherback turtle, piping plover and
harlequin duck are endangered; while Atlantic salmon, cod, fin whale, humpback whale are in
trouble; bass are in sharp decline, as are mackerel and herring; Bluefin tuna are starving and
flocking to fishing boats for food – these are just some examples of the disgraceful indicator
that in only fifty years, our generation has taken for granted and degraded our Gulf's natural,
renewable resources. We have allowed unfettered industrial development and pollution with
little regard for the precautionary principle and ecosystem approaches demanded by the United
Nations Convention on Biodiversity, supported by Canada in 1992.
 
In October of 2018, international scientists noted that the Gulf of St Lawrence is one of the
most deoxygenating bodies of water on this earth.
 
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-
other-marine-environment
 
The authors of this study also note that protection of the Gulf needs to happen via
governments at regional and local levels.
 
How does NSDOE reconcile this international science with Northern Pulp’s irrational logic
that a half a century of toxic effluent dumped into spawning waters determines that they
should continue to violate our oceans? Northern Pulp’s focus report reads as if they are
dumping into pristine waters, rather than the deeply degraded fragile ecosystem the
Northumberland Strait and Gulf of St Lawrence have now become in 2019.
 
There is no mention in Northern Pulp’s focus report of the current state of de-oxygenation in
this body of water. Hence the entire focus report is a farce, not grounded in truth or reality.
 
2) Northern Pulp plans to build its treatment facility on top of mercury that was buried by
previous owners. Any individual is aware that disturbing buried mercury could lead to
irrevocable consequences.The enclosed article by investigative journalist Joan Baxter explains
this mercury problem in great detail. Yet it is being all but ignored by the NS Dept of
Environment. It is disgraceful conduct for a department mandated to protect Nova Scotia’s
renewable resources to simply ignore and pretend that this monster of a mercury problem does

https://e360.yale.edu/digest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-other-marine-environment
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-other-marine-environment


not exist. Our children deserve better scrutiny and oversight of proposed industrial
developments in 2019 when their very future is in peril.
 
 https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/
 
3) Perhaps NSDOE is ignoring this frightening mercury problem because of the conflict of
interest you are in, as both owner, operator of the Boat Harbour treatment facility and alleged
environmental protector of Nova Scotia’s resources. For this reason, our coalition does not
have any faith or believe your department can ethically determine this environmental
assessment. We believe there should be a full federal assessment under CEAA.
 
Whatever your reasons for ignoring this looming mercury crisis, and the current de-
oxygenation of our precious Gulf and its ongoing decline of marine resources, Save our Seas
and Shores reiterates that we are vehemently opposed to any further effluent being dumped
by this antiquated mill into the Northumberland Strait. 
 
We are grateful to the Nova Scotia government for its leadership in establishing the Boat
Harbour Act. But you must finish what you have started. Re-routing the toxic effluent from
Boat Harbour to Caribou Harbour is MOVING the problem.Not solving it. 
           
It is our responsibility as adults to protect the ecosystems that enable resource development
for future generations. Up until now, we have failed our children. This must stop. Now. There
must be #NOPIPE in the Northumberland Strait.
 
Respectfully submitted,
 

Merigomish, NS  

 
 on twitter

 
https://www.saveourseasandshores.ca
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/
https://www.saveourseasandshores.ca/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/
 
https://e360.yale.edu/dest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-
other-marine-environment
 

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/
https://e360.yale.edu/dest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-other-marine-environment
https://e360.yale.edu/dest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-other-marine-environment


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 2:41:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Rest of the Story: I
belong to established families of Pictou County having both lived and heard the hardships of
the area. I always felt proud to call the county home but not these days. This area supported
each other and stood together to make it right for all. I also consider myself a person who
listens to both sides before forming opinions. With that said forms my next statement. Why is
NORTHERN PULP being asked to prove that they didnt and wont cause pollution to the air
and straight when we all know of present and past residential,commercial and industrial
practices that have contributed to this. As i read comments to the focus report all factual
information comes in support of the mill remaining in operation. Where is the factual, not hear
say from the opposition. I seen, I heard doesnt cut it when your dealing with the lives of
friends, neighbors,and families. I feel this pollution situation had been along time in the
making, not just the 50 years the mill has been in existence. Our history is that of industry of
all types since the beg inning. including a large seaport, mining etc. that were by no means run
with much in the way of standards including past practices of inadequacy in human waste
disposal as a couple examples. Northern pulp, the company still standing, is being unjustly left
holding the bag. they are willing to spend their money and resources to prevent further harm
caused by past practices of others. Why are they being fought and prevented from doing the
job. There is no proof of them as the sole cause. I work with the public, and im hearing the
reasoning from people for closure as being I DONT LIKE THE LOOK OF IT AND OH THE
SMELL. Lets get real we all use in abundance some form or another of what they produce and
cant imagine life without it. I guess what is not being said is not in my back yard. Im asking
you all to remember the economic hits we all felt with the closure of Trenton Works, Maritime
Steel, Stora Port Hawkesbury,Mercy Bouwater Bridgewater and the closure of small
businesses that fallowed. We can not survive as a retirement community. Our youth have
already been forced out with these hits, and now if Northern Pulp a very viable employer and
Atlantic job provider is forced closed do to the gain of a few what is left for the rest. First you
behind can expect further job closure or cuts in hours, closures of more hospital beds, fewer
nurses, teachers, and doctors indexing of some established pensions to some of our seniors. In
closing I support NOVA SCOTIA and allowing people to make a living and work together as
a community for us all. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 18



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 2:55:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 3, 2019 Hon.
Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS
B3J2P8 Dear Hon. Wilson: I am writing to give my support to the Environmental Assessment
completed by Northern Pulp and owner Paper Excellence for the building of a new
Modernized, State of the Art Wastewater Treatment Facility on location at the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia site in Abercrombie, Nova Scotia. Their goal is to support a modern facility that
meets and exceeds environmental targets, supports a sustainable forest sector and provides
economic stability for the region for years to come. This means â?ono untreated water will
leave the mill property, eliminating risk of pipe leaksâ? . As a retiree of Northern Pulp and a
person who has owned a cottage on the Northumberland Strait at Lismore for nearly 50 years,
I feel that Northern Pulp has always been and will continue to be environmentally focused.
The proposed new Wastewater Treatment Facility Focus Report Findings by Stantec
Consulting guarantees that ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diffuser at Caribou will
meet Canadian Marine Guidelines and that within 5 meters of the diffuser, the difference
between the treated wastewater and ocean temperature will be less than 1C. This is a
significant improvement and the project will have no impact in terms of accumulation of
materials around the diffuser output off of Caribou. Third party environmental experts have
assessed â?othat no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result
of this projectâ? . Our son-in-law is a commercial fisherman in Lismore. An abundance of
Lobster, crab, herring, silversides, and tuna ar e fished in the waters of the Northumberland
Strait. With the environmental improvements being proposed, the fishery can continue to
successfully fish the strait and co-exist side by side with the pulp mill as they have done for
more than 50 years. Economically, Northern Pulp Nova Scotia is a key player in rural Nova
Scotia, creating a significant number of well-paying jobs in typically high unemployment
areas. Its unique partnerships with sawmills, forestry contractors and private woodlot owners
are critical to its success, and to the rural economy. Northern Pulp spends $279 million
annually with most spent in Nova Scotia. A supply chain of 1,379 companies support the mill
and an estimated 2,679 full-time equivalent jobs are supported by the mill. Approximately $38
million in tax revenues is generated annually to the provincial and federal governments by
Northern Pulp. We cannot afford to lose the income from these jobs or the taxes generated by
Northern Pulp. Nova Scotia needs Forestry and Forestry is depending on Northern Pulp.
Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. They are committed to
reforestation, meeting or exceeding environmental guidelines, and providing high paying jobs
for hundr eds of people for many years to come. That is why I am asking you to please
approve the Environmental Assessment submitted by Northern Pulp. Thank you very much for
your time. Respectfully, Mill Retiree 
Antigonish, NS  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 51 y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 3:03:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 3, 2019 Hon.
Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS
B3J2P8 Dear Hon. Wilson: I am writing to give my support to the Environmental Assessment
completed by Northern Pulp and owner Paper Excellence for the building of a new
Modernized, State of the Art Wastewater Treatment Facility on location at the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia site in Abercrombie, Nova Scotia. Their goal is to support a modern facility that
meets and exceeds environmental targets, supports a sustainable forest sector and provides
economic stability for the region for years to come. This means â?ono untreated water will
leave the mill property, eliminating risk of pipe leaksâ? . As a retiree of Northern Pulp and a
person who has owned a cottage on the Northumberland Strait at Lismore for nearly 50 years,
I feel that Northern Pulp has always been and will continue to be environmentally focused.
The proposed new Wastewater Treatment Facility Focus Report Findings by Stantec
Consulting guarantees that ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diffuser at Caribou will
meet Canadian marine guidelines and that within 5 meters of the diffuser, the difference
between the treated wastewater and ocean temperature will be less than 1C. This is a
significant improvement and the project will have no impact in terms of accumulation of
materials around the diffuser output off of Caribou. Third party environmental experts have
assessed â?othat no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result
of this projectâ? . Our son-in-law is a commercial fisherman in Lismore. An abundance of
Lobster, crab, herring, silversides, and tuna ar e fished in the waters of the Northumberland
Strait. With the environmental improvements being proposed, the fishery can continue to
successfully fish the strait and co-exist side by side with the pulp mill as they have done for
more than 50 years. The science in the Focus Reports Key Findings proves that it is safe.
Economically, Northern Pulp Nova Scotia is a key player in rural Nova Scotia, creating a
significant number of well-paying jobs in typically high unemployment areas. Its unique
partnerships with sawmills, forestry contractors and private woodlot owners are critical to its
success, and to the rural economy. Northern Pulp spends $279 million annually with most
spent in Nova Scotia. A supply chain of 1,379 companies support the mill and an estimated
2,679 full-time equivalent jobs are supported by the mill. Approximately $38 million in tax
revenues is generated annually to the provincial and federal governments by Northern Pulp.
We cannot afford to lose the income from these jobs or the taxes generated by Northern Pulp.
Nova Scotia needs Forestry and Forestry is depending on Northern Pulp. Northern Pulp grows
more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. They are committed to reforestation, meeting or
exceeding environmental guidelines, and providing high paying jobs for hundr eds of people
for many years to come. That is why I am asking you to please approve the Environmental
Assessment submitted by Northern Pulp. Thank you very much for your time. Respectfully,

 Mill Retiree  Antigonish, NS 
@hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Antigonsih Postal-Code: 
ax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 24



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 3:10:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
working people who pay taxes in order to pay for government programs. Nova Scotians
continuously complain about our medical care. How is this province suppose to pay for
improvements without tax payers? The Northern Pulp Plant directly and indirectly supports
thousands of jobs. The owners are proposing to replace an outdated facility with the best
available technology. This represents a big step forward environmentally. The engineered
outlet provides far greater dilution of treated wastewater than the old treatment plant. The
additional information in the focus report has only confirmed that this is a first rate project
with vastly improved environmental performance. The Northern Pulp project should be
approved without delay. Name: @icloud.com
Address:  Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code: 

Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 32



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 3:21:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
replacement effluent facility project and hope that the government will give an extension to
boat harbour Name:  Email: @outlook.com Address:  Pictou
landing Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code: Phone: ### ###  - #### Fax:

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 31



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Water Treatment Upgrade
Date: November 3, 2019 3:36:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

After reading the proposed new water treatment submission, I find this to be an improvement
over the existing Boat Harbour facility.  As the world progresses, we see the need for reducing
our environmental impact and I see this facility as a step in this direction.  The scope of the
project is huge, in my opinion, and should not have any corners cut as it could be detrimental
to the final proper operation of the project.  The fishery must be adequately protected while
allowing the pulp mill to continue operations while the treatment facility is being properly
built and tested. 

Many of the studies that have been done show that the fisheries will not be impacted. 
Migratory birds nesting sites have been addressed.  There are many studies done and some still
ongoing as they can take years to do.

There were wrongs done to Pictou Landing residents that the present owners want to rectify by
the closing of Boat Harbour as a treatment pond.

I do feel, however, that Boat Harbour needs to remain as the current treatment facility until the
new one is built, operational, and proven technology so as not to destroy any fishing habitat.

I have heard that the company building the new treatment facility is a world class leader in
such structures.  I don't think they would want to put their name on something that was likely
to fail.  I think the environment and industry can continue to coexist as long as people are
willing to work together to protect both.

Many strides have been taken in the pulp mill with equipment upgrades that better wash pulp
so there is less need for chemicals.  We have learned to reuse more water than before.  We are
constantly trying to upgrade our skills in pulping technology.



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 3:49:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Canadian citizens lives
and land should not be jeopardized on a third parties profits. Foreign as it is with taxpayer
funding. It is All wrong. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: W. Arichat Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 8



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 3:55:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Build it Name:  Email:
@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: newglasgow

Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 4:46:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No effluent from
Northern Pulp into the Northumberland Strait, please, NONE! Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Yarmouth
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 41 y: 30



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 5:03:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Better solution and for
the environment. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Queens Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 30



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 5:19:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree Nova scotia
needs Forestry Name: : @hotmail.com Address: 
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Good Evening
Please find attached a letter to the Environment Minister on the  Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s
Proposed Re placement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.
Thanks


I am writing this letter in regards to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.



My name is Sheila MacIntosh, and I live in Stellarton and I have been a resident of Stellarton, Nova Scotia for the past 37 years. Previous to that I grew up in Three Brooks, Pictou County, which is on the Sunrise Trail and not far from the coast. 

This project is extremely important to me and it scares me to think that it could be approved.  During the summer months we spend our time at our cottage in Caribou Island.  Caribou Island is wonderful it is off the beaten path with stunning beaches and beautiful views! The beach is amazing and has a great view of the Northumberland Strait from ocean level.  It is also rich in mussels, quahogs, clams and razor fish with beautiful clear waters.  When these shellfish are in season we will go down and walk the beach to get a few for an enjoyable summertime treat.  If this pipe goes into the water and follows its pathway to Caribou Island, these shellfish will no longer be a treat they will be toxic.

 The fishing industry is an anchor industry for Nova Scotia.  Sever rural communities have survived for years and many times have thrived in the past and will continue in the future. My father was a fisherman for 40 some years, he fished Lobster, Scallops and Herring and this livelihood is what supported our family.  I now have two brothers that also fish for a living and have been doing so for 35 years.  I have cousins who also fish out of this area every year.  And also had uncles who have since past but this was their source of income for which made families succeed and stay in Pictou County. 



The Northumberland Strait is a tidal water body between Prince Edward Island and the coast of eastern New Brunswick and northern Nova Scotia. The strait extends 225 km west-northwest to east-southeast from Richibucto Cape, NB, to Cape George, NS, with a width of 13-43 km.  The effects of this effluent pumped into the Strait will affect all of the Atlantic Provinces, so how can this get approved, it is unacceptable?



In this letter there are two things that I would like to address that were listed in the Terms of Reference, that I feel have not been fully addressed or answered on the Focus Report provided by Northern Pulp.  Northern Pulp talks a lot about the science of this project and it is not all about the science.  It is about common sense and the economic implications that will result if this project gets approved.  



The first one that is a concern to me is Appendix 3.5 – Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection. 

So when I go into that report it is left intentionally blank and then it refers back to section 3.5 of the Focus Report –Terms of Reference.  And the Terms-of-Reference report states to provide viable options including the selected option for leak detection technologies and inspection methodologies, with specific consideration to any portion of the pipeline located in the Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area.  

There are three major exposure routes through which chemicals present in environmental media can enter the body:  Inhalation, ingestion and dermal (skin) absorption. This can happen from ingestion of soils, dusts, drinking water and garden produce, local country food items (e.g., fish, shellfish and hunting). An undetected leak in the water supply over a period of time would have long term exposure to a living organism.  And we know that Northern Pulp is known for their leaks and cover ups. 

Something that was stated in this report was:  During a pipeline malfunction, treated pulp mill effluent may leak and infiltrate into groundwater that is used as drinking water by residents near the pipeline.  So anything that comes after this paragraph is exempt to the people of this area, as it states about the increased cancer risk from lifetime exposure because of the toxic chemicals.   As we know there have been many leaks in the past several years that have gone unnoticed by the Company. There was one in 2008 when the underwater pipe broke and caused a lengthy shutdown of the Mill.

Back in 2014 there was a rupture of the Mill’s effluent pipeline which leaked 47 million litres of toxic waste which spilled on sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds at Indian Cross Point and into the East River that flows into Pictou Harbour.  In October 2018 a couple out for a walk noticed a leak from one of the Company’s effluent pipes.  They were the ones that notified the Company of the leak as it was not detected by Northern Pulp.  

2008

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/broken-pipe-idles-pictou-county-pulp-mill-1.706509

2014

https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/updated-pictou-landing-votes-to-accept-government-offer-dismantle-blockade-77525/

2018

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/effluent-leak-northern-pulp-pipeline-1.5006939 



Apparently they had no Leak Detection in place and still don’t.  In the Task 3.6 they explain how to contain the waste and they talk about storage tanks and they also talk about a spill containment system storage tanks.  Which is all great but if it does not get detected the 3.6 part does not matter.  There is no talk about inspections in this report or leak detection technologies.  Although it does talk about if there was an atmospheric release of chlorine dioxide during a major spill, it would hinder response efforts as well as potentially endanger mill staff.  Then I am sure that it would also damage the water supply in the Town of Pictou and kill the marine life.  They talk about the Mill’s Emergency Response Plan would be updated, not sure how good that would be without a leak detection plan first.

I would think that the following things would be in this section by the Company: Screening Technologies, Technology for an In-Dept inspection and Inspections to evaluate the pipe walls and much more.

 A leak of any magnitude in the strait without any knowledge of it would completely eliminate our lucrative and productive eco-system causing catastrophic results.  To me this part of the assessment will cause adverse effects to the environment and the water supply to the people of Pictou if it went undetected.  This section needs so much more investigation before this project could be approved.



The second point that I would like to address is Appendix 9.2 the Human Health Risk Assessment, which requires more information in the Terms of Reference.  Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-related impacts on human health. The risk assessment must consider human consumption of fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking water. The chronic illnesses in Pictou County over the past 40 years that have increased with the presence of this pulp mill are insurmountable.  Pulp and Paper Mills use a variety of chemical substances that are potentially hazardous to human health. Compounds of both short- and long-term toxicological significance are found in workplaces, air emissions, and water effluent.  

There are 47 Canadian bleached pulp mills and together annually they discharge over one million tonnes of chlorinated organic compounds to the aquatic environment. Approximately 250 compounds have been identified but more remain unidentified.  The chemical compositions of bleached pulp mill effluents are complex, variable, and not well characterized.  But Northern Pulp wants to dump quantities of chlorinated organic matter, both of known and unknown composition into the Northumberland Strait’s aquatic environment?  

So in this report Northern Pulp is stating that under normal operating procedures there is no contact between the treated effluent and groundwater. But they state there is a potential for ocean to flow into wells that are close to shores.  But that residents would likely stop drinking their groundwater due to taste from the salt.  And therefore there would be minimal exposure.   

The pipe is in the water and they are essentially saying that there is a good chance that the salt will go into the drinking water but not effluent from a damaged effluent pipe?  And they know this, how?

So they are essentially saying that hopefully in most cases the effluent will not flush into the drinking water, but with a damaged pipe it can and commonsense tells us it will.  Everything in this part seems to be a calculation or estimate this is people’s lives at stake? So what determines on what day if the pipe is operating abnormally what goes in the groundwater?  Drinking salt is one thing but just the thought of the other is revolting.  So where is the science here? For the reason that when I look at 2.7 the uncertainties section it states throughout the Human Health Risk Assessment  process, assumptions must be made due to a lack of absolute scientific knowledge.   I was under the assumption that Northern Pulp was basing their information on science but apparently due to a lack of science?

I have researched some of the chemicals that are in a pulp mills effluent. They are Oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, ozone, peracetic acid, sodium hypochlorite, chlorine dioxide, chlorine, sodium hydroxide and so many other chemicals.  This is a toxic glass of cancer.   In this report there is a lot of talk about the uncertainty of air emissions, estimations and parts where scientific knowledge is lacking and Northern Pulp wants this to pass?.  In section 2.5.3 of this section it states: There are a number of residential wells near the pipeline route. There is the possibility of a leak leading to treated pulp mill effluent infiltrating into groundwater that is used as drinking water.  WHAT and this could be approved? How can something of this magnitude go into our water and destroy the eco-system, our food source, health and the drinking water for the town?  This project has the potential to have adverse effects on human health and environmental effects on this area for years to come if approved.  Nothing has been made better in this assessment since the one in March. This should be rejected.



Also in this section it shows a local Seafood Intake Survey that Northern Pulp provided for their Nova Scotia Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility.  Apparently it was only given to a specific number of people as I never heard of it until I read this section and I did not hear of anyone else that had taken it.   I believe that this survey would have been better utilized if it was sent through a lot more channels/sources rather than how it was conducted by phone.   If the survey had been sent through, mail, advertised in a newspaper or handed out more response would have been provided.  It would have given a more complete picture of how people want this project to fail.  The Northumberland Strait is a mass supply of water maybe this survey should have been sent to everyone in many areas rather than just a 5 KM radius. This project affects everyone in Atlantic Canada and surrounding areas.  Remember what goes on in the water will affect the marine life which affects the fishing industry.  I love fish of every kind, but if this pipe goes into the water the fishing industry vanishes.  Nobody is going to eat the fish that come out of the Strait once this pipe is put in place.  We are talking contaminated fish that will cause sickness and eventually death.



If this pipe goes into the Strait and pumps effluent through a pipe into the water, it does not just affect the Northumberland Strait this is part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, this is a shared body of water for our three Provinces and the rest of Canada. Wastewater temperature also affects receiving waters. When discharged in large quantities, it can raise the temperature anywhere from 28 degrees Celsius in the winter to 38 degrees in the summer which means no marine life will survive. In the Northumberland Strait waters marine life spawns, nurses and migrates here, how is that possible if they are exposed to chemicals and heat?  The assessment talks about the pathway that the pipe will position in the water will not disrupt fishing as apparently the fish were not in that specific area in 2018 and it was not a fish habitat.  Well it is now 2019, and I am sure in a year that marine life have passed through that pathway area in the strait that has been laid out for the apparent pipe.  Adult lobsters do not swim they crawl by using their walking legs and contracting their tail, so they can move anywhere within that area.   Also lobster larvae that has not settled to the bottom will float through the ocean’s current which will send the larvae to the opening of the pipeline.  As they get older they gain their walking legs but if there is No larvae then there will be No lobster, then the marine life will vanish.  It’s like anything it will be a domino effect! There are just too many variables to have this project approved.  It will have detrimental impact on the environment through air, water and soil pollution. 



With these articles below how can we even think about disrupting our food source in Atlantic Canada, it is absurd!  But yet Northern Pulp is stating that the millions of litres of treated wastewater which would be pumped daily into the strait will have no significant impact on water quality or marine life.   When the mill open in 1960 as soon as it started operating all aquatic life died and the water level rose.  Yes it is 59 years later.  There are updates on everything in our world including assessments but the science is the same.  The fish will die, humans will be at risk, and the environment will be desolate in this area.  That’s what we all know. The work in this assessment has not been done; the information is abnormal at best. The infrastructure alone for this project will be the death of marine life and wildlife.



Nova Scotia’s seafood industry continues to reach new heights. Last year, our companies exported over $2 billion worth of our premium quality seafood products to markets around the world,” said Premier McNeil. “I’m pleased to be travelling with our industry, as we continue to build our reputation for being Canada’s seafood export powerhouse.” (https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20190314003)

“The United States remains Nova Scotia’s largest market for seafood exports with close to $984 million in 2018. Exports to China followed with over $524 million, an increase of 36 per cent from last year, and the European Union followed with over $197 million. (https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/business/nova-scotia-seafood-exports-reach-new-high-292234/

I do not feel that Northern Pulp has provided enough information to prove that this project will not harm the environment including the fish and fish habitat. Furthermore there has been enough evidence in this assessment to show that it will cause adverse and irreversible effects on human health.  I feel that the proper data has not been validated in this report.  The tests have not been done for the period of time that it needs to take in order to have the correct legitimacy for a project of this size; one example being the impact on marine life.   Pulling information from other projects that were done in years past is not the characteristics of a confident assessment for a project such as this. The astronomical effect of this project to Marine life, human life and the environment is enough that I can say confidently that the Minister of Environment needs to reject this Proposed Project.

 

 Remember it only took one diseased steer to basically cripple the beef industry in Canada for 5 years.   If this goes through there will be no fishery, can Nova Scotia live without that?







I am writing this letter in regards to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 
 
My name is , and I live in Stellarton and I have been a resident of Stellarton, Nova 
Scotia for the past 37 years. Previous to that I grew up in Three Brooks, Pictou County, which is on 
the Sunrise Trail and not far from the coast.  
This project is extremely important to me and it scares me to think that it could be approved.  
During the summer months we spend our time at our cottage in Caribou Island.  Caribou Island is 
wonderful it is off the beaten path with stunning beaches and beautiful views! The beach is amazing 
and has a great view of the Northumberland Strait from ocean level.  It is also rich in mussels, 
quahogs, clams and razor fish with beautiful clear waters.  When these shellfish are in season we 
will go down and walk the beach to get a few for an enjoyable summertime treat.  If this pipe goes 
into the water and follows its pathway to Caribou Island, these shellfish will no longer be a treat 
they will be toxic. 
 The fishing industry is an anchor industry for Nova Scotia.  Sever rural communities have survived 
for years and many times have thrived in the past and will continue in the future. My father was a 
fisherman for 40 some years, he fished Lobster, Scallops and Herring and this livelihood is what 
supported our family.  I now have two brothers that also fish for a living and have been doing so for 
35 years.  I have cousins who also fish out of this area every year.  And also had uncles who have 
since past but this was their source of income for which made families succeed and stay in Pictou 
County.  
 
The Northumberland Strait is a tidal water body between Prince Edward Island and the coast of 
eastern New Brunswick and northern Nova Scotia. The strait extends 225 km west-northwest to 
east-southeast from Richibucto Cape, NB, to Cape George, NS, with a width of 13-43 km.  The effects 
of this effluent pumped into the Strait will affect all of the Atlantic Provinces, so how can this get 
approved, it is unacceptable? 
 
In this letter there are two things that I would like to address that were listed in the Terms of 
Reference, that I feel have not been fully addressed or answered on the Focus Report provided by 
Northern Pulp.  Northern Pulp talks a lot about the science of this project and it is not all about the 
science.  It is about common sense and the economic implications that will result if this project gets 
approved.   
 
The first one that is a concern to me is Appendix 3.5 – Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection.  
So when I go into that report it is left intentionally blank and then it refers back to section 3.5 of the 
Focus Report –Terms of Reference.  And the Terms-of-Reference report states to provide viable 
options including the selected option for leak detection technologies and inspection methodologies, 
with specific consideration to any portion of the pipeline located in the Town of Pictou’s water 
supply protection area.   
There are three major exposure routes through which chemicals present in environmental media 
can enter the body:  Inhalation, ingestion and dermal (skin) absorption. This can happen from 
ingestion of soils, dusts, drinking water and garden produce, local country food items (e.g., fish, 
shellfish and hunting). An undetected leak in the water supply over a period of time would have 
long term exposure to a living organism.  And we know that Northern Pulp is known for their leaks 
and cover ups.  
Something that was stated in this report was:  During a pipeline malfunction, treated pulp mill 
effluent may leak and infiltrate into groundwater that is used as drinking water by residents near 
the pipeline.  So anything that comes after this paragraph is exempt to the people of this area, as it 
states about the increased cancer risk from lifetime exposure because of the toxic chemicals.   As we 



know there have been many leaks in the past several years that have gone unnoticed by the 
Company. There was one in 2008 when the underwater pipe broke and caused a lengthy shutdown 
of the Mill. 
Back in 2014 there was a rupture of the Mill’s effluent pipeline which leaked 47 million litres of 
toxic waste which spilled on sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds at Indian Cross Point and into the East 
River that flows into Pictou Harbour.  In October 2018 a couple out for a walk noticed a leak from 
one of the Company’s effluent pipes.  They were the ones that notified the Company of the leak as it 
was not detected by Northern Pulp.   
2008 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/broken-pipe-idles-pictou-county-pulp-mill-1.706509 
2014 
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/updated-pictou-landing-votes-to-accept-government-offer-
dismantle-blockade-77525/ 
2018 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/effluent-leak-northern-pulp-pipeline-1.5006939  
 
Apparently they had no Leak Detection in place and still don’t.  In the Task 3.6 they explain how to 
contain the waste and they talk about storage tanks and they also talk about a spill containment 
system storage tanks.  Which is all great but if it does not get detected the 3.6 part does not matter.  
There is no talk about inspections in this report or leak detection technologies.  Although it does 
talk about if there was an atmospheric release of chlorine dioxide during a major spill, it would 
hinder response efforts as well as potentially endanger mill staff.  Then I am sure that it would also 
damage the water supply in the Town of Pictou and kill the marine life.  They talk about the Mill’s 
Emergency Response Plan would be updated, not sure how good that would be without a leak 
detection plan first. 
I would think that the following things would be in this section by the Company: Screening 
Technologies, Technology for an In-Dept inspection and Inspections to evaluate the pipe walls and 
much more. 
 A leak of any magnitude in the strait without any knowledge of it would completely eliminate our 
lucrative and productive eco-system causing catastrophic results.  To me this part of the 
assessment will cause adverse effects to the environment and the water supply to the people of 
Pictou if it went undetected.  This section needs so much more investigation before this project 
could be approved. 
 
The second point that I would like to address is Appendix 9.2 the Human Health Risk Assessment, 
which requires more information in the Terms of Reference.  Commence a Human Health Risk 
Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-related impacts on human health. The risk 
assessment must consider human consumption of fish and other seafood, consumption of 
potentially contaminated drinking water. The chronic illnesses in Pictou County over the past 40 
years that have increased with the presence of this pulp mill are insurmountable.  Pulp and Paper 
Mills use a variety of chemical substances that are potentially hazardous to human health. 
Compounds of both short- and long-term toxicological significance are found in workplaces, air 
emissions, and water effluent.   
There are 47 Canadian bleached pulp mills and together annually they discharge over one million 
tonnes of chlorinated organic compounds to the aquatic environment. Approximately 250 
compounds have been identified but more remain unidentified.  The chemical compositions of 
bleached pulp mill effluents are complex, variable, and not well characterized.  But Northern Pulp 
wants to dump quantities of chlorinated organic matter, both of known and unknown composition 
into the Northumberland Strait’s aquatic environment?   

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/broken-pipe-idles-pictou-county-pulp-mill-1.706509
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/updated-pictou-landing-votes-to-accept-government-offer-dismantle-blockade-77525/
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/updated-pictou-landing-votes-to-accept-government-offer-dismantle-blockade-77525/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/effluent-leak-northern-pulp-pipeline-1.5006939


So in this report Northern Pulp is stating that under normal operating procedures there is no 
contact between the treated effluent and groundwater. But they state there is a potential for ocean 
to flow into wells that are close to shores.  But that residents would likely stop drinking their 
groundwater due to taste from the salt.  And therefore there would be minimal exposure.    
The pipe is in the water and they are essentially saying that there is a good chance that the salt will 
go into the drinking water but not effluent from a damaged effluent pipe?  And they know this, 
how? 
So they are essentially saying that hopefully in most cases the effluent will not flush into the 
drinking water, but with a damaged pipe it can and commonsense tells us it will.  Everything in this 
part seems to be a calculation or estimate this is people’s lives at stake? So what determines on 
what day if the pipe is operating abnormally what goes in the groundwater?  Drinking salt is one 
thing but just the thought of the other is revolting.  So where is the science here? For the reason that 
when I look at 2.7 the uncertainties section it states throughout the Human Health Risk 
Assessment  process, assumptions must be made due to a lack of absolute scientific 
knowledge.   I was under the assumption that Northern Pulp was basing their information on 
science but apparently due to a lack of science? 
I have researched some of the chemicals that are in a pulp mills effluent. They are Oxygen, hydrogen 
peroxide, ozone, peracetic acid, sodium hypochlorite, chlorine dioxide, chlorine, sodium hydroxide 
and so many other chemicals.  This is a toxic glass of cancer.   In this report there is a lot of talk 
about the uncertainty of air emissions, estimations and parts where scientific knowledge is lacking 
and Northern Pulp wants this to pass?.  In section 2.5.3 of this section it states: There are a number 
of residential wells near the pipeline route. There is the possibility of a leak leading to treated pulp 
mill effluent infiltrating into groundwater that is used as drinking water.  WHAT and this could be 
approved? How can something of this magnitude go into our water and destroy the eco-system, our 
food source, health and the drinking water for the town?  This project has the potential to have 
adverse effects on human health and environmental effects on this area for years to come if 
approved.  Nothing has been made better in this assessment since the one in March. This should be 
rejected. 
 
Also in this section it shows a local Seafood Intake Survey that Northern Pulp provided for their 
Nova Scotia Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility.  Apparently it was only given to a specific 
number of people as I never heard of it until I read this section and I did not hear of anyone else 
that had taken it.   I believe that this survey would have been better utilized if it was sent through a 
lot more channels/sources rather than how it was conducted by phone.   If the survey had been sent 
through, mail, advertised in a newspaper or handed out more response would have been provided.  
It would have given a more complete picture of how people want this project to fail.  The 
Northumberland Strait is a mass supply of water maybe this survey should have been sent to 
everyone in many areas rather than just a 5 KM radius. This project affects everyone in Atlantic 
Canada and surrounding areas.  Remember what goes on in the water will affect the marine life 
which affects the fishing industry.  I love fish of every kind, but if this pipe goes into the water the 
fishing industry vanishes.  Nobody is going to eat the fish that come out of the Strait once this pipe 
is put in place.  We are talking contaminated fish that will cause sickness and eventually death. 
 
If this pipe goes into the Strait and pumps effluent through a pipe into the water, it does not just 
affect the Northumberland Strait this is part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, this is a shared body of 
water for our three Provinces and the rest of Canada. Wastewater temperature also affects 
receiving waters. When discharged in large quantities, it can raise the temperature anywhere from 
28 degrees Celsius in the winter to 38 degrees in the summer which means no marine life will 
survive. In the Northumberland Strait waters marine life spawns, nurses and migrates here, how is 
that possible if they are exposed to chemicals and heat?  The assessment talks about the pathway 



that the pipe will position in the water will not disrupt fishing as apparently the fish were not in 
that specific area in 2018 and it was not a fish habitat.  Well it is now 2019, and I am sure in a year 
that marine life have passed through that pathway area in the strait that has been laid out for the 
apparent pipe.  Adult lobsters do not swim they crawl by using their walking legs and contracting 
their tail, so they can move anywhere within that area.   Also lobster larvae that has not settled to 
the bottom will float through the ocean’s current which will send the larvae to the opening of the 
pipeline.  As they get older they gain their walking legs but if there is No larvae then there will be 
No lobster, then the marine life will vanish.  It’s like anything it will be a domino effect! There are 
just too many variables to have this project approved.  It will have detrimental impact on the 
environment through air, water and soil pollution.  
 
With these articles below how can we even think about disrupting our food source in Atlantic 
Canada, it is absurd!  But yet Northern Pulp is stating that the millions of litres of treated 
wastewater which would be pumped daily into the strait will have no significant impact on 
water quality or marine life.   When the mill open in 1960 as soon as it started operating all 
aquatic life died and the water level rose.  Yes it is 59 years later.  There are updates on everything 
in our world including assessments but the science is the same.  The fish will die, humans will be at 
risk, and the environment will be desolate in this area.  That’s what we all know. The work in this 
assessment has not been done; the information is abnormal at best. The infrastructure alone for 
this project will be the death of marine life and wildlife. 
 
Nova Scotia’s seafood industry continues to reach new heights. Last year, our companies exported over 
$2 billion worth of our premium quality seafood products to markets around the world,” said Premier 
McNeil. “I’m pleased to be travelling with our industry, as we continue to build our reputation for being 
Canada’s seafood export powerhouse.” (https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20190314003) 

“The United States remains Nova Scotia’s largest market for seafood exports with close to $984 million 
in 2018. Exports to China followed with over $524 million, an increase of 36 per cent from last year, and 
the European Union followed with over $197 million. (https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/business/nova-
scotia-seafood-exports-reach-new-high-292234/ 

I do not feel that Northern Pulp has provided enough information to prove that this project will not 
harm the environment including the fish and fish habitat. Furthermore there has been enough 
evidence in this assessment to show that it will cause adverse and irreversible effects on human 
health.  I feel that the proper data has not been validated in this report.  The tests have not been 
done for the period of time that it needs to take in order to have the correct legitimacy for a project 
of this size; one example being the impact on marine life.   Pulling information from other projects 
that were done in years past is not the characteristics of a confident assessment for a project such 
as this. The astronomical effect of this project to Marine life, human life and the environment is 
enough that I can say confidently that the Minister of Environment needs to reject this Proposed 
Project. 
  
 Remember it only took one diseased steer to basically cripple the beef industry in Canada for 5 
years.   If this goes through there will be no fishery, can Nova Scotia live without that? 
 
 

https://novascotia.ca/news/release/?id=20190314003
https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/business/nova-scotia-seafood-exports-reach-new-high-292234/
https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/business/nova-scotia-seafood-exports-reach-new-high-292234/
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  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

64 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:03:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No untreated effluent
will leave the mill site. The project does not impact plants, animals, fish or shellfish. Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Middle sackville Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:03:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My livelihood depends
on the mill staying open. Our household would be greatly affected by its closer. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Springfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:11:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our Family depends on
the Forestry Industry to survive. Keep the mill open. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Springfield Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 91 y: 31



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:32:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Ive worked in the forest
industry all my life and would like to continue.The province cant afford to loose all these jobs.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Springfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 10



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:36:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 
 Advocate Harbour,  Hon. Gordon Wilson Minister of Environment

November 1, 2019 Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson, As someone who works in the forestry sector
and have now for 45 years the environment is very important to me. However, so is the Forest
Industry in Nova Scotia. After reviewing Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Proposal, I see no
real reason why the proposal not be accepted. The report states that the ocean water quality,
within 5 meters of the proposed diffuser, will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no
history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Also, within 5 meters of the diffuser
the temperature of the waste water and ocean water will be less than 1 degree in the difference.
Northern Pulp, for additional protection, has selected a thicker than required pipe, plus they
will establish an automated leak detection system which will be installed in the Pictou
watershed area. The project will not have any impact in terms of collection of materials around
the diffuser. Northern Pulp hired an independent consulting firm to study and report what they
found to your department, the impact their project may or may not have on the environment.
Forestry and fishing industries have have worked side by side each other now for 50 years and
will continue to co-exist and thrive for another 50 years if this proposal is accepted. As a
grandfather of a 16 year old young man who lives, breathes and dreams of one day working in
the forest industry in Nova Scotia, I truly feel this proposal needs to be accepted. Our children
and grandchildren are the future of Nova Scotia, without Northern Pulp and this new waste
water treatment project, where is this going to leave our future generation? It leaves them no
choice but to leave their home province to pursue their career dreams. Can Nova Scotia afford
to lose the millions of dollars that the forest industry pumps into the Nova Scotia economy?
Not only would there be thousands of jobs lost, hundreds of small spin off companies would
also suffer. Northern Pulp employs thousands of hard working Nova Scotians providing them
with the means to provide for their families, they are a vital part of our economy. If we want
our young people to stay, live and work in Nova Scotia please accept this proposal so they
have the opportunity to do so in the Forestry industry. Hon. Gordon Wilson, I urge you to
approve the environmental assessment and grant the time needed to put the new waste water
treatment facility in place. Sincerely,  Name: 
Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Advocate
Harbour,  Municipality: Advocate Harbour Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:37:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Cant wipe your butt with
plastic toilet paper. Just sayin! Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Springfield Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 20



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:37:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility based on the science in the reports that there will be
no adverse effects to the environment. If the project is rejected the impact to the economy will
be devastating. Name: @outlook.com Address: 

Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:38:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister After
reading the Focus Report that has been submitted by Northern Pulp I believe giving them the
the ok to build the new Effluent Treatment Plant is the right thing to do. The extensive
Scientific Fact Based report shows that after the effluent has been treated it will have no effect
on the Northumberland Strait. Ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diffuser will meet
Canadian Marine guidelines. Within 5 meters of the diffuser, the difference between the
treated wastewater and ocean temperature will be less than 1 degree. This operation has been
running since 1967 and has been releasing treated effluent into the Northumberland Strait
since itâ?Ts opening. Saying this allowing Paper Excellence to build a state of the art
treatment system is the right thing to do. The new piping will be much better than the pipe
being used today. Two and a half inch wall thickness. Two and three quarters wall thickness
where it goes across the Pictou watershed area. All fused pipe. Forestry Nova Scotia needs
Northern Pulp to continue running. Without Northern Pulp the forest Industry in Nova Scotia
simply canâ?Tt survive. There are approximately 2700 direct jobs the rely on the continuation
of this mill running and also thousands of indirect jobs that depend on it as well. At this time
in Nova Scotia we simply canâ?Tt afford to lose the taxes that this Company generates to the
province. After youâ?Tve had time to read the Focus Report you will come to the same
conclusion as I have that this is a sound proven way to treat the mills effluent and with all the
fact based research that has been done a new Effluent Treatment Plant will be a win for
everyone. Thank you for your time. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement effluent treatment facility project
Date: November 3, 2019 6:42:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

As a former resident of Pictou and now living and working in one off the 88 pulp and paper mill towns across this
great country I feel I must add my voice in support of this project
    As you are well aware the economic impact this region would face would be devastating,it’s well documented
that any were between 2500-3000 direct jobs would no longer exists. The trickle down affect would also be
huge,everything from small business to social programs.                                Can Nova Scotia balance the economic
growth of this region with the environmental concerns, I believe so. We only need to look at the Force report, the
report some 2600 pages in length contents the results of more than 20 different complex and detailed environmental
tests. The findings are clear, the environmental impact would be well below Nova Scotia and Canada’s standards     
Has Paper Excellence been willing to live up to this standards,you only need to look at the millions they have
invested since they took ownership of the mill , and now willing to invest 130 million on this project. Since I move
away but return every summer to visit my family I have noticed a huge improvement in the air quality so I say yes I
believe the company is doing their part.           At the end of the day the science must have a voice it must be heard.
If science is ever to be believe moving forward around climate change,environmental issues we have to accept it.
We shouldn’t make things up or rely on old out dated data to better our cause, as I believe some groups have in this
case.                                                                        Forestry sector has moved into a green/ renewable/ sustainable
industry. One that if managed right will benefit our environment, let’s not put a end to this industry in Nova Scotia
but instead move it forward with good stewardship.                                                         In closing the decision you
face will have a huge impact on this industry, Pictou , the surrounding region and all of Nova Scotia. I believe the
fact are clear Nova Scotia can have a great forestry industry and at the same time protect the environment.                 
Take it from one Nova Scotian people from Nova Scotia what to live in Nova Scotia and have the opportunity to
make a good living in this industry not be forced out and live elsewhere in this country. Thanks for taking the time
to read this submission.                          Thanks
Sent from my iPhone



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 6:42:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Too many mills closing
down as it is. The province cannot afford to lose another one. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Springfield Postal-
Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 92 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 7:01:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please stop any dumping
of effluent into the strait. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Waterville Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 25



From: @me.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 7:28:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having grown up on the
Northumberland Strait in Pictou County, I am extremely concerned by the proposal to pipe
effluent into the strait. At a minimum, this project should be required to have a class 3
environmental assessment, as well as a federal environmental assessment as it will affect the
waters surrounding all Maritime provinces. This would negatively impact first and foremost
our environment marine ecosystems and water quality, but also the fishing industry, tourism,
and recreation. Please think of the long term impacts of this project. And please honour your
commitment to close the Boat Harbour site by the January 2020 deadline. This is owed to the
people of Pictou Landing First Nations, who have suffered many hardships at the hands of
Northern Pulp and the province of N.S. Name: @me.com Address:
Municipality: Bereick Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 94 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 7:29:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am not convinced that
the proposed treatment of the effluent will make the effluent safe enough to dump into the
ocean. Dumping the effluent into the ocean should not be an option, and therefore the pipeline
should not be constructed. The mill is an environmental blight, and the residents of Pictou
deserve better. If the residents themselves are opposed to the project, it should not proceed.
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 30



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 7:49:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in favor of this
project. I feel this company has done everything theyâ?Tve been asked to do. The environment
of course comes first and I feel this effluent treatment facility is proving that this company
wants to care for the environment. The research has been done to assure the quality of the
ocean water is within acceptable limits by federal standards which I feel is the most important
part so marine life and industry are not impacted. I am a second generation logger I for one am
fearful that the public does not realize how important this mill is to our industry. If this mill
closes not only will my family business likely close but the quality of our forests I feel will
suffer as well due to the decrease in funding for silviculture and tree planting programs.I hope
this mill can remain open and we can all do our part to care for the environment while having
a strong industry and economy along with it. Thanks Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Auburndale Postal-Code: 
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

76 y: 20



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:10:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not proceed
with the replacement of the effluent treatment facility unless it is proven that it will not: 1
Continue to pollute 2 Harm marine life and fisheries 3 Harm Pictou Landing Mikmaq people 4
Cost more tax payer dollars. Also stick to original deadlines for the mill. This mill is
destroying forest ecosystems at alarming rates. Ecological forestry is now required which
leaves little room for this mill to operate. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:  Bridgetown Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 31 y: 22



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:31:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
Name: @seasidehighspeed.com Address: 
Municipality: Westville Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 8:32:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
Name: @hotmail.com Address: Eastern Passage
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 32



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 9:20:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please seriously consider
the damage this has caused and is causing, please do the right thing and close this plant, itâ?Ts
time the world changes and evolves to recognize the mistakes that have been made and to
strive to make change. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code: ## ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 47



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 9:36:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe in the science
behind this project. This an opportunity for Nova Scotia to show how industry and the
province can work together to protect both the environment and jobs. This type of system is
recognized as one of the best in the world and used successfully in many other mills and
treatment plants. The time has come to get construction underway and protect jobs in Forestry
while protecting the ocean and fisheries. I believe granting a TEMPORARY extension to the
Boat Harbor Act will allow the mill to operate while the new plant is constructed as soon as
possible. Upon completion of the plant immediately begin the long over due clean up of Boat
Harbor. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Gaspereaux Lake Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 23 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 9:40:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister Wilson I
am writing to express my concern about Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan to allow effluent to drain into
the Northumberland Strait. Certainly doing the right thing can meet resistance but bowing to
that resistance can cause irreparable damage to a sensitive ecosystem. We need to hold such
companies accountable and push them to be responsible to provide jobs that allow people to
work with a clear conscience. We cannot keep correcting mistakes we need to stop making
mistakes. Thank you for taking the time to read my concern. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: t Municipality: Bedford Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 68 y: 30



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 9:53:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The risks are too high in
my opinion. Name: Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Somerset Municipality: Somerset Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 25



From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 9:57:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Mr. Gordon
Wilson. I have a deep concern regarding the future of northern pulp and its proposed effluent
treatment plant. My father is a at the  pellet mill in upper
musquodoboit and my husband is a 4th generation logger. I myself do very little in the woods
but have listened to my husband, his father and my father talk about how detrimental it would
be for the industry if northern pulp were to close. These men know the the model and the
supply chain of the modern day forest industry. They have also seen the repercussions that
mill closures have on the industry. They have maintained their positions in the industry
through the hard times but are really scratching their heads on what they would do if northern
pulp closes. Critics say that port hawkesbury paper will take the role of being the provinces
leading pulp manufacturer but there are three problems with that. 1. They would have a
monopoly on all low grade fibre and sawmill by-products. 2. It doesnt matter which way you
slice it, there is still market for pulp and wood chips disappearing with northern pulp 3. Port
hawkesbury paper is a super calendar paper mill. That is a shrinking market. Norther pulp is a
Kraft mill. Online shopping has driven up packaging paper and toilet paper is a daily
neccesity. My husband preaches how it would be almost impossible to manage spruce and fir
without the pulpmill. The land that he manages steadily consists spruce and fir. Mr. Wilson, I
hope your history of working in the forest industry helps you have an open mind to this
proposed treatment plant. Thank you Name:  Email: @dal.ca
Address:  Municipality: Upper Musquodoboit Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y:
19



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 10:46:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This should absolutely
not go ahead. Once the environment is gone its gone. I spoke with someone who worked a
shutdown there from a company y I Dartmouth all the stuff that was supposed to be shipped
off site, they were told to bury in the dump on site. Saved NP from getting permits extra coat
to truck the sludge out. Get rid of this place. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address: Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y:
46



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 3, 2019 11:28:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Throughout the years I
have worked in many industries such as oil/gas pipelines, manufacturing, forestry,
transportation and pulp and paper. I have gained considerable knowledge and know about
environmental regulations through the various industries that I have worked. We all know that
decisions cannot be made on opinions and the department in past history does not make
decisions on opinions but on regulations that were developed for your department to be able to
make appropriate decisions that all industries must follow and meet guidelines. The focus
report is a very long report that took time to complete based on the need for the company to
conduct science based documentation to meet the regulatory guidelines that the department of
environment laid out for industry to follow. Third party environmental experts have concluded
that these studies meet the guidelines set out by the department. An example of this is the
quality of the water within the 5 meters of the proposed diffuser, it will meet the Canadian
marine guidelines. They have also shown that there is no history of ice scour at the planned
location of the diffuser. The science based studies have also proven that there will be no
significant impact to any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. Pipelining is a
subject that I have an extensive knowledge of and the selected thicker pipe that Northern Pulp
will install is above the required regulatory thickness, they will also install a leak detection
system on this pipe. The leak detection system is a proven system in pipelining. It is very
interesting reading comments about the potential leak in this system but many are forgetting it
is not the same as the line going from the mill to Boat Harbour, it is untreated effluent but the
new pipe will be treated effluent that has already been treated at the new facility located on
mill property. No one wants to see any pipe system leak but seeing the thickness of this pipe
along with the leak detection system that exceeds regulatory requirements there would be no
reason for anyone to be concerned with any leak. Also the studies show that there is no chance
that ice scour would be any concern at the planned location of the diffuser. For 50 years the
fishing industry has successfully fished from the Strait and interestingly enough their industry
has met quotas and has only increased. I have not seen any studies showing that the fishing
industry has been impacted in the last 50 years from the effluent coming from Boat Harbour
only peoples opinions saying the industry will be killed off when the new treatment facility
goes out into the strait. Which makes no sense because studies show that the fishing industry
has not been damaged and we can look at the Department of Fisheries studies to see its only
increased not decreased and thats with an outfall from Boat Harbour going to the strait. So the
studies that Northern Pulp has put into this focus report show that the construction will have
minor impact on marine species and habitat but is reversible which means it will naturally be
re-established. These are not opinions like many others have made opinions that it will kill the
fishing industry but environment al experts science have assessed that no significant impacts
are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. Nova Scotia needs
Forestry and needs Northern Pulp. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every
year. A well-managed forest aids in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing of trees
and does not allow land owners to just clear cut their land and not replenish the forest. Most
land owners cutting wood on their land do not spend the money to grow seedlings to replace



what they cut. Northern Pulp owns the tree nursery in Debert and uses these seedlings to
replenish our forests when wood is harvested. When a tree dies, they fall to the ground and
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees
can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the
atmosphere. A healthy forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. People
just making the statement that our forests will be better off really dont understand forestry
management nor climate change. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulps
Environmental Assessment. Name: @bellaliant.net
Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 19



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Re. Environmental Racism in Nova Scotia 
Date: November 3, 2019 8:36:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si 
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Department of Environment
Barrington Tower
1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800
P.O. Box 442
Halifax, NS
B3J 2P8

  Truro, N.S.  

November 3, 2019

Re. Environmental Racism in Nova Scotia

Dear Honourable Gordon Wilson:

I am a white, settler woman who grew up in Mi’kma’ki, this unceded Mi’kmaq territory, and 
have recently moved back after living in Ottawa, Ontario while completing my Master of 
Social Work degree. I looked forward to hiking, swimming, and appreciating the natural 
beauty that these lands have to offer. However, I am deeply disturbed by the long history and 
deeply entrenched environmental racism in this province.

A’se’k, or Boat Harbour, is one major example of environmental racism. I know the history of 
broken promises to the Pictou Landing First Nation. I am currently reading Dr. Daniel Paul's 
book 'We Were Not the Savages: Collision Between European and Native American 
Civilizations’. In it, Dr. Paul lays out the long history of colonial violence done to First 
Nations in what is now known as Nova Scotia. Dr. Paul explains how the province and the 
company behind the mill in Abercrombie, now Northern Pulp, deceived Pictou Landing First 
Nation chiefs about how the mill would affect Boat Harbour. This deception has continued 
over the years as the mill has been granted multiple extensions since 1995. We as a province 
avoided getting informed consent and then consistently failed to prioritize the health, 
livelihoods, and rights of Pictou Landing First Nation. To break another promise and extend 
the Boat Harbour Act past 31 January 2020 would be adding to past wrong doings and would 
continue Nova Scotia’s legacy of environmental racism. 

It has been argued that the mill's closing will hugely impact Nova Scotia's economy. I believe, 
the forestry experts who say that the forestry industry in Nova Scotia has a good future, even if 
Boat Harbour closes on schedule and Northern Pulp leaves the province. Further, if the 
success of our economy continues to rely upon polluting the land and water of First Nations 



communities and ignoring Indigenous rights, we are furthering a cruel and violent process of 
colonialism.

I know that Northern Pulp was aware they had a tight deadline, but did not begin designing a 
new effluent treatment facility for several years.  I know that when Northern Pulp submitted 
their project for environmental assessment in January 2019, the company did not provide 
many essential studies and information requested by government departments, leading to 
further delay.  It is my understanding that Northern Pulp’s newest plan proposes to use a 
pipeline to move effluent from a new treatment site by the mill in Abercrombie Point to the 
Northumberland Strait. I am concerned about how this new plan would avoid polluting the 
strait. As noted by the Halifax Examiner, Northern Pulp has failed “repeatedly and 
spectacularly when it comes to pollution emission tests,” and there is no reason why this 
history would not be repeated should the Boat Harbour Act be extended. Further, it is 
unrealistic that members of the public could be expected to read the Focus Report for 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project document submitted by Northern Pulp, a 
document of over 2000 pages, during about a month-long period. This means that the 
consultation process is inaccessible. 

I urge you to honour the closure date of 31 January 2020. Northern Pulp is a long way from 
having a viable plan that will not harm the ecosystem or fisheries of the Northumberland Strait 
that are crucial to our province’s economy. As Premier McNeil said, Northern Pulp is 
responsible for the decisions they have made over the past 5 years. Pictou Landing First 
Nation has had to live with the environmental devastation caused by the mill for over 50 years, 
and they are not to blame for Northern Pulp being so far from meeting the deadline. The 
community should not pay the price.

Another example of environmental racism that is currently supported in this province is Alton 
Gas’s proposed project at Shubenacadie river. I understand that this 50-year project would 
seriously harm the river ecosystem as well as the health, livelihoods, and rights of the 
Sipekne'katik First Nation. It is also my understanding that the project did not meet the 
minimal requirements of consultation of the Sipekne’katik First Nation. It is surprising to me 
that, rather than opposing Alton Gas project for not complying with federal regulations, the 
Federal government is looking to create rules that would allow the project to proceed. It is 
imperative that we listen to the wisdom of the grassroots grandmothers regarding how to be 
stewards of this land, and we must be courageous enough to implement the solutions they 
offer.  I urge you to suspend permits for the proposed Alton Ga project.

 Economic prosperity that relies on pollution of First Nations lands and waters and on 
disregarding Indigenous rights is insufficient, and indeed fails those who have been 
historically marginalized and ignored by decision makers.

Thank you for your time and for your consideration.

Sincerely,

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Please do the right thing - say "no" to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 5:56:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Northern Pulp’s poor record of managing the environmental risks of their operations gives me serious concerns that
they will fail to meet their claimed environmental goals for this project.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

West Porters Lake
Nova Scotia



From:  Boat Tours
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp - please stop them!
Date: November 3, 2019 1:52:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please do not allow Northern Pulp to continue with their Pipeline proposal. We
value our clean water and our marine habitat in the Northumberland Strait.
Thank you,

-- 

 Boat Tours,
Mountain Vista Seaside Cottages

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp pipeline
Date: November 3, 2019 12:32:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Minister Wilson,

This is to let you know that I oppose in the strongest possible terms the piping of effluent from
the Northern Pulp plant in Pictou into the Northumberland Strait. It is time that this history of
pollution stop. The Government of Nova Scotia could divert the substantial subsidies that it
has provided to Northern Pulp, in its various iterations over the years, to developing a plant or
industry that supports, rather than destroys, the environment.

In the midst of this climate crisis, it is inconceivable that our governments continue to support
the industries that have contributed to the current emergency. If we are to turn this crisis
around we need to begin to act now on all fronts and this is definitely one of them. 

Please do not allow this pipeline to be built. Please force Northern Pulp to be environmentally
responsible and clean up its own mess.

Thank you for you consideration of my concerns,

Oxford, Nova Scotia



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Pulp plant effluent
Date: November 3, 2019 8:14:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Mr. Wilson,

When the pulp plant began operations in the 1960s, people of Nova Scotia were appalled at it's
toxic waste disposal practices.  It was thought that the Dept. Of Environment was not doing
it's job.  Maybe it was ignorant of the terrible environmental effects of the effluent.

Now, sixty years later, we are presented with so much good scientific information about the 
collective effects of human pollution on the earth that we cannot possibly plead ignorance.

You, as Minister of the Environment, must pay the leading role in stopping this.

Be brave, Minister, and do your duty to the people of Nova Scotia and the world.

Yours truly

Wolfville



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Don"t Extend Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:40:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister
I call on your government to respect the agreement in place to end the present toxic effluent
into Boat Harbour by no later than the end of January, 2020. Also DO NOT PUMP
EFFLUENT INTO NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT as this will simply creator more
problems in future. NOW is the time to move to a more sustainable way of living in this
province.
Respectfully,

Tatamagouche, NS

I am grateful to live in Mi'kma'ki, the ancestral and unceded territory of the Mi'kmaw people.
We are all Treaty People.
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r, UU I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! ireated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years1 the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 1 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

f, UUL 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS I 

NOV O 4 LD19 

RECEIVED 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J .2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. UUJ 

I arn In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Head of Chezzetcook ,NS 

NOV O 4 LU19 

RECEIVED 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 11 2019 

Via fax : 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r . UU't 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federa l Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

f. UU :J 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federa l Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Vla fax : 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

l. uuu 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 
government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I, UU / 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federa l Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think It is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1) 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

1 , uuo 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility Is complete, Northern Pulp's environ merit 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatm~nt Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. uu::, 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I, U . U 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1,· 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. u 1 1 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

f . UU I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, Nova Scotia, 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. UUL 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 

. scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change11
• If Northern Pulp is 

forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killlng trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seec;llings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, tlie 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project .. 

Sincerely, 

Chezzetcook, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r . UUJ 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour un~il a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts a re expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS E 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

1, UU ': 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Dartmouth, NS . 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn; Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 . 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r . uu:i 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Bedford, NS , 
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Response to Nor.them Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November l, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

Y. UUb 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on th,e minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is ''climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the c;arbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
cl imate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive ! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to. thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated t hey can work together successfully. I be lieve in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work t ogether. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Middle Musquodoboit, NS ' 



NOV/04/ 2019/ MON 12 :39 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax/ NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp is critical to the health and stabil ity of our Nova Scotia Forest Industry. 

Sincerely, 

Bedford, NS , 



NOV/ 04/ 2019/MON 12 :39 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Sackville, NS 



NUV/ U4/ LUl~/ MUN IL :j~ PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . ~UL88JLJL4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. U l U 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS . 



NUV/ U4/ LUl~/ MUN IL:3~ PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 011 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS . 



NUV/U4/'LU1~/MUN U : 4U PM tlmsdal e Lumber 
rAX No. ~U'L~tl3tfL4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. Ul'L 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Shubenacadie, NS __ 



NUV/ U4/ LUl~/ MUN \L :4U YM tlmsdale Lumber H X No. ~UL~~jLJL4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. UU 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement 

NS 1.-- ---



NOV/ 04/ 2019/MON 12 :40 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 014 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Lanesville, NS .. _ . . __ . 



NOV/04/ 2019/MON \2:40 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facllity 

November l, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 015 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is completed and approved, I 

think It Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

We need this extension to desperately happen to help keep jobs avallable to the public and some people may lack 

education and it could be perhaps extremely difficult for them (unless they went to upgrade their education skills) 

to find employment. We also need Northern Pulp to succeed in this endeavor to help the wood industry and all 

the goods that come out of the wood to help our economy. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is ''climate change". If Northern Pulp is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 
products which store the carbon Instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO years. Northern Pulp's 
plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the fishing industry has successfully 
fished the Strait_. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state~of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment footprint will 
be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing Industries will be able to thrive and co~exist and finally, and very 
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 

Sincerely, 

L,mesville, NS "' 



NOV/04/ 2019/MON 12 :40 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424·6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 016 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Stewiacke, NS , 



NOV/ 04/2019/MON 12 :40 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 017 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Shorts Lake, NS __ .. __ , 



NOV/ 04/ 2019/MON 12 :41 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 ! 8 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality 'within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little Impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS 



NOV/ 04/ 2019/MON 12 :41 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

o·ear Minister Wilson; 

P. 019 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Envlronmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think It is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These 
findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world ls "climate change". If Northern Pulp Is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 
products which store the carbon Instead of releasing the c.arbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is Impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulp's 
plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully 
fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant Impacts are expected on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment footprint will 
be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very 
importantly, the Boat Ha.rbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 

Sincerely, 

-- - 0 4 2019 
Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 04/ 2019/MON 12 :41 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 020 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is completed and approved, I 

think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings t o the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These 
findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 

Third party envlronmentcl experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed 

diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of Ice scour at the planned location of the 

diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment footprint will 
be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very 
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS 



NOV/04/ 2019/MON 12:41 PM Elmsdale Lumber 
FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November l, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

\ 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environmerit 

PO Box 442 

Hallfax1 NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 021 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Since rely, 

Nine Mlle River, NS 



NOV/U 4/'LUl~/ MON 11 :41 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. ~U18832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 831 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 022 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup c;>f Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmen~al Assessment is 

completed and approved, I t hink it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until s1,1ch time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That Is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Shubenacadie, NS 



NOV/ 04/ 2019/ MON 12 :41 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 023 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Nort~ern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 04/LUl~/ MON IL :4L PM Elmsdale Lumber HX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 024 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

I am proud of our forest Industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke> it is 

98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 04/2019/ MON 12 : 42 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 902883232 4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 025 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider1 study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may ·not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I belleve in science. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is c;omplete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS __ . _ 



NOV/ 04/ 2019/ MON 03 :04 PM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change''. If Northern Pulp is 
forced Into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 04/2019/ MON 03 :04 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: $)02-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environme.ntal experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project . 

Since rely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/04/ 101~/ MON 03 :04 PM El msdale Lumber FAX No.9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan Is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing Industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. r believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Walton, NS 



NUV/ U4/LU19/ MUN U::J :U4 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9U'.l88323'.l4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of givfng Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment rs 

completed and approved, I think it is approprfate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begfn. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Rawdon, NS 



NOV/ 04/ 2018/ MON 02 : 18 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1) 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Shubenacadie, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 

NOV O 4 i.J19 

RECEIVED 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

Y. UUj 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete thelr new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, r think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS ' 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. UU4 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS , 
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Response to Norther'n Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. UU) 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 1 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November l, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. UUb 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until sllch time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. uu , 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Shubenacadie, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. uu~ 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

NS l 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November l , 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-692S 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

r. UU':J 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approva l of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! lreated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 
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When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third~party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low~grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product Is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It is 
98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I:'. U. 1 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fa:x: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 012 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such tirne the cleanup process can begin. 

Jobs, livelihoods, and our economy depends on this company. The plant can stay open and continue to 

improve their processes and therefore, not affect Jobs and economy while helping the environment. I 

have worked in forestry and have many family and friends who also work in the forest industry. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project rnay or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 
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Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe th is project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an lmprovement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not t o complete the project . 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record . 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS I 
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· Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424w6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 014 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, l think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begln. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 1, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 015 

1 am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS , 
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:02:46 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to take this
opportunity to show my complete support for Northern Pulps proposed state-of-the-art
wastewater treatment facility.This project,if approved,will reduce Northern Pulps
environmental footprint,will help create more jobs as well as sustaining the jobs already
here,will deliver significant economic benefits locally and especially provincially and ensures
the continued operation of Norther Pulp. A very important part of this whole project will be
that the forestry and fishing industries will co-exist and be able to thrive as well for years to
come. With such an emphasis being placed on climate change,Northern Pulp has taken great
strides the past several years to help in this cause,with projects like their new precipitator and
this new proposed wastewater treatment system as just a couple of examples. The
lengthy,extensive,and scientific,fact based Focus Report shows that Northern Pulp is
committed to doing things right and investing in the province of Nova Scotia. As you will
notice in Northern Pulps EA Submission and Focus Report,consultation from professional
engineers and environmental experts provided their knowledge and expertise for this
project.Please,trust the sources that are accurate and honest,not the ones that are false and
misleading. I am asking you,on behalf of not only the hundred of direct jobs,but also the
thousands of indirect jobs to approve this industry leading wastewater treatment facility.
Thank you Name: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: westville Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 26



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:46:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a resident of
Antigonish N.S. I revived the information on the replacement of the effluent treatment facility
and feel that this is a environmental improvement and should proceed. Name: 

@yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 48 y: 30



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:51:46 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Northern Pulp passes
the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Fall River
Postal-Code:  ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 45 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:51:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please Respect the
agreement to end pumping poison into Boat Harbour by the end of January, 2020. Also, it is
totally unacceptable to built a pipeline through the Pictou community watershed to pump the
poison into Northumberland Strait. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y: 27



From: @aero.bombardier.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:57:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Canada is a world-leader
in forestry regulations and enforcement. This new effluent treatment facility balances
economic development with environmental protection. Based on the Science this project
should be approved. It will provide good-paying jobs for Nova Scotians. Name: 

Email: @aero.bombardier.com Address: 
Municipality: Mississauga Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 29



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:04:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I beleive this is a great
solution to a long outstanding problem. Kudos to Northern Pulp for a great solution that helps
everyone. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Middlewood Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 21



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:08:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please protect the
environment and the people who depend on it such as fishers and the tourism industry. Name:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 78 y: 26



From: gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:13:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not support this
project continuing to negatively affect the surrounding environment and its citizens Name:

gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 26



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: fultontrucking@hotmail.com
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 4, 2019 8:15:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Environment Assessment public submission

My opinion is this is a disaster in the making to spew waste
water from Northern Pulp into the local straight:
What we know from the history of this plant:
1 ) 50 plus years ago the mill said the waste water was drinkable
We now have one of the most toxic polluted sites on the planet
The current government claims it will clean-up this mess at the taxpayer expense. the price
tag on this will exceed estimates by
100's of millions until we admit it can not even be done. 
2 ) Paper excellence have stated their environmental record is superior and above industry
standards.
Current issue of Atlantic Forestry lists numerous convictions the British Columbia plant has for
killing fish, Etc,Etc. One fine was $900,000.00 recently.
3 ) The mill has had numerous breaks in the pipe crossing to Boat Harbor. Some of these went
unnoticed for days.
4 ) The mill produces toxic waste; this never appears to be dealt with on why it won't be put
into the water knowing it is going to be part of the discharge
5 ) A picture of buoy location taken early in the 2019 lobster season missed all the buoys of
more than 25 fishermen. This could only be possible by photo cropping the aerial photos
6 ) It is stated that the proposed location of the pipe and the diffusion of the waste is not a
fishing zone. I personally know fishermen who set traps for lobster, fish herring, tuna in the
area. And the bottom is so rich in sea-life that no one drags that area for scallops. This are will
get a huge trench kilometers long and wide where the waste is discharged.
7 ) They say "trust us"- We did, look at the mess: polluted water and land, toxic emissions,
destruction of our forests, ruined bridges and roads. Now trust this foreign corporation to
protect our fishery, tourism, and ocean waters and rely on a study produced by them. Maybe
we should remember "figures don't lie; but lairs figure "
      Even if the claim of no damage or harm to the waters, the fishing industry and tourism
were true or slightly believable it is the worst case of a foreign corporation putting the
province at risk of another disaster far more reaching than boat harbor and once again
expecting it will hold no liability and get governmental funding to pay both the costs of
installing the disaster and being responsible for the results.   The politicians from every party
have been " played like a fiddle and beaten like a drum " so many times by the "mill" that it is

mailto:fultontrucking@hotmail.com


no wonder that Northern Pulp expect the insanity will continue. Are we really this stupid to
even consider doing this ? 

 landowner and farmer
Bass River, N.S.
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From: @unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:47:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Although the historical
owners of this plant have done nothing for the environment, creating the mess that is in place
now, Paper Excellence, the owners since 2011 have made significant improvements, to the
cost of millions. The company is ready to spend the extra $130 million to place a state of the
art effluent treatment plant to ensure the absolute minimum waste is released. The product
produced here is some of the best and highest grade pulp available. While alternatives have
been suggested, such as the implementation of a closed loop system, this is not an option to
continue producing this product. To downgrade the mill and replace it with a lower grade of
pulp would result in lost jobs, lost profits and significant harm to the sustainable forestry
industry in Nova Scotia, as well as the rest of Atlantic Canada. Name: 

@unifor.org Address:  Municipality: St. Johns Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 55 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:51:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I encourage the present
government to approve this upgrade of a water treatment plant for Northern Pulp...This
Company has done many many improvements to this Plant. An extension on Boat Harbour
would be also needed. Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y:
19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:51:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: in support Name: 
Email:  Municipality:

LONDON Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 26



From: @brunswickvalley.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:55:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support an extension to
the Boat Harbor act under the condition that Northern Pulp build the new treatment facility
without delay Name: @brunswickvalley.ca Address: 

unicipality: Fredericton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:36:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With so many recent
closures of plants in Canada, as well as companies moving from Canada, it is more important
than ever to save good paying jobs for Canadians. The Pictou mill in NS provides thousands
of jobs and spin off jobs. The Environment is a top priority for the Forestry industry and
millions of dollars have been spent to lower air and water emissions. The technology exists
and Paper Excellence is prepared to spend the money required to bring the mill to
environmental standards with the construction of the new treatment plant. We urge you to
please allow the treatment plant to ensure the survival of this important asset to the Pictou
community and protect jobs. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Thunder Bay, ON Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 24



From: @rogers.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:38:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Nova Scotia
Government - it is time for this plant to close. We own a house near Sinclairs Island Beach
and the plant has been polluting the area for too many years, and especially the First Nations
land in Boat Harbour. The company that owns the mill has done nothing to improve its
emissions. Please honour the date to close this toxic facility that is ruining a piece of Nova
Scotia heaven. Name: @rogers.com Address: 

 Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:38:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp needs to
make upgrades to protect the environment but it takes time. A reasonable timeline should be
put in place. Things will always come up when working with a project like this but they
should be monitored by the appropriate government bodies. Nova Scotia would suffer without
the business of Northern Pulp, not just Pictou County. The money they put into the province is
incredible. I do fear the snow ball effect of this issue is we do not work together to resolve.
Name: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 59 y: 17



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:41:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry eastlink.ca Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address: Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:  Phone: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 17 y: 22



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:44:16 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:46:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:09:08 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am originally from
Pictou County, and did a 4 year degree in Environmental Science and this makes me feel good
that a proper solution for the effluent has been proposed. We should accept this propsal and
extend the deadline so Northern Pulp can make this happen. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pine Grove Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 86 y: 24



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus Report
Date: November 4, 2019 10:11:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
 Hon. Gordon Wilson

The employees and community of Northern Nova Scotia depend on the work that the pulp mill has brought to
Nova Scotia.Reading the report there seem to be some very good results from it.

Ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines.

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp has been a very responsible company. Treated wastewater from
Northern Pulp has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years.  Northern Pulp’s plan is to re-
route the treated wastewater to a different location further out into the Strait.  For 50 years, the fishing industry has
successfully fished the Strait and last year lobster fishery has done very well.

Thank You

 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:19:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Norther Pulp and Paper
is owned by Paper Excellence Asian Pulp and Paper, an Indonesian company that makes
TRILLIONS of dollars in revenue by exploiting land and people. They are profiting off of
shitty deals made decades ago that lets them rape and pillage our lands and waters. Make them
pay for the environmental cleanup. They have ridiculously deep pockets. Companies like these
need to be held accountable. Why doesnâ?Tt Nova Scotia become a world leader by investing
in clean, green technology to impress the world. I would like to be proud of my home
province, not ashamed of it. Please step up to the plate and do not let NPP get away with more
generations of environmental destruction. Name: @gmail.com
Address: Dartmouth Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 14



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:20:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No they should no
longer be allowed to pollute the Northumberland strait. Even if science says it works accidents
poor management and carelessness will happen. Once its gone its gone and a long road to
recovery. Yes it may cost some jobs. In this day and age if they really want to they can
probably find a better solution. They have sat on this a long time so they are not really
interested in the environment or there impact on it. So no they should not be allowed and the
deadline should stand. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Lake killarney Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 32 y: 27



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:22:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Basing the decision
solely on science, I do not see how this project can be rejected. It is a proven facility all over
the world. Northern Pulps effluent is not special and is common to other pulp mills in
existence. Treated effluent has been going into the straight for 50 years, and with this new
plan, the effluent will be of even better quality than it ever has been. To lose one of Pictou
Countys largest industries would be detrimental to the area and the province as a whole. There
is no reason to lose the mill based on environmental or socio-economic reasons as the science
proves. The only reason this EA wouldnt be approved would be because of biased people
making the decision that will not look at both sides and are solely out to have the mill shut
down permanently at any cost. People like that are going to destroy our community, not
environmentally responsible industries. Name:  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address:  Municipality: Stellarton
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 21



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:24:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the focus
report on the new treatment facility and pipeline it appears that all the issues have been
addressed. The study says that there is no ice scour in the discharge area which was a big
concern. The discharged waste water will be or - 1 degree of the water in the strait and will be
dispersed within 5 meters. This is also very important and will not visible from the surface. It
is nice to see they have up graded the pipe thickness and have a leak detection system included
for the pipeline. I believe this report covers all the possible concerns and the science speaks
for itself. I support this project moving ahead and believe an extension is needed to allow the
mill to run while the new treatment facility is being built. I do not want to see thousands of
jobs disappear. Name: @outlook.com Address: 
Street Municipality: Trenton N.S. Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 25



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:29:25 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a time for
government to fulfill two obligations in one.To protect our environment and our ever eroding
jobs Please replace the effluent system and eep our tax paying workers working Please Name:

 Email: @live.com Address: Municipality:
Petit de Grat n s Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:36:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support the
building of the new effluent treatment facility at NorthernPulp. After reading the Focus Report
submitted its is clearly founded that there will be no significant impact on the fishing industry.
With the new diffuser water temperature will not be affected. Thicker pipe being used along
with leak detection is a definite plus. Construction will have minor impacts on marine species
and habitats. With third party environmental expert conclusions ocean water quality will meet
Canadian marine guidelines within 5 meters of the diffuser. Therefore Iâ?Tve come to my
conclusion and fully support this project for NorthernPulps new effluent treatment facility.
Name: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:37:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Unifor Local
440 members at Northern Pulp in their a battle to get approval for a brand new, state-of-the-art
effluent treatment facility to replace the current system in Boat Harbour, adjacent to Pictou
Landing First Nation. Unifor firmly believes this new facility is the right project to support
thousands of good jobs across the province, protect the environment, and respect First Nations.
There are 88 other pulp and paper mills across Canada that coexist and support their
communities. We know Northern Pulp can, too. I strongly urge you to support this effort.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Guelph
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 22



From:
Environment Assessment Web Account

Subject: Re the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project proposed By Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 10:38:08 AM
Attachments: letter to Gordon Wilson.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Mr. Wilson,

Please find attached concerns I have addressed regarding the proposed Effluent Replacement Treatment Facility by
Northern Pulp. I trust you will read and take into consideration these concerns when you make your decision.

Sincerely

Braeshore, Pictou County NS


To : Gordon Wilson

          Minister of Environment



From: Margaret Facey

             Resident of Braeshore Pictou County, NS



Date: Nov. 4/19



Re: The Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Proposed By Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation





Dear Mr. Wilson,



I am writing as a very concerned citizen regarding this proposal. Although I am not a scientist there are things I do know. I have so many concerns that to try to address only a few is very difficult but I will try to address the ones that are the most alarming.





1. Contamination of the Strait with toxic effluent:



I know that the effluent coming out of the pulp mill is toxic with many cancer-causing chemicals. This is a fact. We have observed the effects of the effluent coming out of this Mill for over 50 years. We know what we see and we know what we smell. You just need to visit the Boat Harbour site to witness that. In the flow out to the Northumberland Strait from Boat Harbour it is evident there is contamination by the smell and the appearance of the surrounding area. How will the outflow at Caribou Harbour be any different? They may tell you the color will be less but that does not mean the effluent will be any less toxic. The impact on marine life will be disastrous. Adjacent to the outflow site is the Caribou Provincial Park used by many locals as well as tourists as a recreational camping, swimming and boating area. The tides will take this effluent into the shoreline along this beach area. This will effectively close this park to citizens for any type of recreational activity.  Just down from the park is the Pictou Lodge Beach Resort. This resort will also be very negatively impacted by the contamination of this beach area. Would you want to come to a resort where the water adjacent to the resort was contaminated? The adjacent properties that also will be impacted by this effluent include Munroe Island (a wild life habitat) Pictou Island (home to citizens of the Island as well as seasonal people who have cottages there as well as visitors). This effluent will flow into the Strait at close proximity to these landmasses.









2. Probability of leaks or spills from the pipe:



There is a high possibility of potential leaks or spills along this pipeline.  Northern Pulp has a history of leaks and spills. One as early ago as Oct. 2018 which was detected by a passerby NOT their monitoring system. The mill is over 50 years old and many will tell you far beyond it’s expected life span. Antiquated technology, deteriorating structure and corroding equipment can only lead to a failed system causing a catastrophic outcome.```	 Any leaks along this long stretch of pipeline would be disastrous to any of the areas it passes through, certainly to the town of Pictou’s watershed, which provides drinking water to the town. Out in the Northumberland Strait there is high likelihood of a break in the pipe due to ice scour and rough seas. Due to the shallow nature of the water in the area, disturbances in the seabed are likely to occur and cause movement of the pipe causing breakages in seals and joints. If a leak occurs the damage could be catastrophic affecting marine life as well as humans. The lucrative fishing industry would only need one report of contaminated fish or shellfish and the industry would collapse not only in Pictou County but also in other districts of the Northumberland Strait like PEI. NB.



3. Air Quality:



The air quality in Pictou County has been a longstanding concern. Now there will be another layer of concern due to the fact the mill will be burning the biomass that is left over from the effluent settling tanks. This will most certainly cause an increase in smell as well as toxic gases. Although it has been requested that a study be done to determine the cause of the high rate of lung and other forms of cancer in the area, this has never been approved. Doctors in this area as well as Halifax have made a connection to the presence of a pulp mill and the high incidence of cancer and have often stated this. One of the first questions asked to a patient newly diagnosed with cancer is “ Do you have a pulp mill in your area?” How many more years are we, as citizens of Pictou County, going to be exposed to these toxins?

  

4. Deforestation of our woodlands:



Over the years our woodlands have been clear-cut and sprayed with chemicals to prevent other trees other than soft wood to grow. Due to this practice our woodlands now have no diversity of multiple types of trees. This means the animals that once lived there can no longer survive because their food source has been killed of and they no longer have the shelter of diverse growth. I recognize your experience in the forestry industry and know that you are very aware of this situation. Because of the experience you have I know you understand the implications of continued clear cutting.  Looking at the map of Nova Scotia you can see the amount of clear cutting that has occurred. If we do not stop this practice soon our forests and woodlands will be obsolete.



Mr. Wilson, I implore you to make the decision to NOT approve the proposal from Northern Pulp. The decision you make will impact the lives of many. We owe it to our children and their future to ensure we no longer chose profit and economic gain at the cost of our environment and their future. Your responsibility is just that. I recognize the pressure you will be under to approve this plan but I also recognize that when you assumed this responsibility and took this position you did so because you care about our environment. 



I trust that you will take my concerns seriously and will make the decision that is best for our environment.



Respectfully yours



Margaret Facey

Braeshore, Pictou County

NS











To : Gordon Wilson 
          Minister of Environment 
 
From:  
             Resident of Braeshore Pictou County, NS 
 
Date: Nov. 4/19 
 
Re: The Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Proposed By Northern Pulp 
Nova Scotia Corporation 
 
 
Dear Mr. Wilson, 
 
I am writing as a very concerned citizen regarding this proposal. Although I am not a 
scientist there are things I do know. I have so many concerns that to try to address 
only a few is very difficult but I will try to address the ones that are the most 
alarming. 
 
 

1. Contamination of the Strait with toxic effluent: 
 
I know that the effluent coming out of the pulp mill is toxic with many 
cancer-causing chemicals. This is a fact. We have observed the effects of the 
effluent coming out of this Mill for over 50 years. We know what we see and 
we know what we smell. You just need to visit the Boat Harbour site to 
witness that. In the flow out to the Northumberland Strait from Boat Harbour 
it is evident there is contamination by the smell and the appearance of the 
surrounding area. How will the outflow at Caribou Harbour be any different? 
They may tell you the color will be less but that does not mean the effluent 
will be any less toxic. The impact on marine life will be disastrous. Adjacent 
to the outflow site is the Caribou Provincial Park used by many locals as well 
as tourists as a recreational camping, swimming and boating area. The tides 
will take this effluent into the shoreline along this beach area. This will 
effectively close this park to citizens for any type of recreational activity.  Just 
down from the park is the Pictou Lodge Beach Resort. This resort will also be 
very negatively impacted by the contamination of this beach area. Would you 
want to come to a resort where the water adjacent to the resort was 
contaminated? The adjacent properties that also will be impacted by this 
effluent include Munroe Island (a wild life habitat) Pictou Island (home to 
citizens of the Island as well as seasonal people who have cottages there as 
well as visitors). This effluent will flow into the Strait at close proximity to 
these landmasses. 

 
 
 



 
2. Probability of leaks or spills from the pipe: 

 
There is a high possibility of potential leaks or spills along this pipeline.  
Northern Pulp has a history of leaks and spills. One as early ago as Oct. 2018 
which was detected by a passerby NOT their monitoring system. The mill is 
over 50 years old and many will tell you far beyond it’s expected life span. 
Antiquated technology, deteriorating structure and corroding equipment can 
only lead to a failed system causing a catastrophic outcome.```  Any leaks 
along this long stretch of pipeline would be disastrous to any of the areas it 
passes through, certainly to the town of Pictou’s watershed, which provides 
drinking water to the town. Out in the Northumberland Strait there is high 
likelihood of a break in the pipe due to ice scour and rough seas. Due to the 
shallow nature of the water in the area, disturbances in the seabed are likely 
to occur and cause movement of the pipe causing breakages in seals and 
joints. If a leak occurs the damage could be catastrophic affecting marine life 
as well as humans. The lucrative fishing industry would only need one report 
of contaminated fish or shellfish and the industry would collapse not only in 
Pictou County but also in other districts of the Northumberland Strait like 
PEI. NB. 
 

3. Air Quality: 
 
The air quality in Pictou County has been a longstanding concern. Now there 
will be another layer of concern due to the fact the mill will be burning the 
biomass that is left over from the effluent settling tanks. This will most 
certainly cause an increase in smell as well as toxic gases. Although it has 
been requested that a study be done to determine the cause of the high rate 
of lung and other forms of cancer in the area, this has never been approved. 
Doctors in this area as well as Halifax have made a connection to the 
presence of a pulp mill and the high incidence of cancer and have often stated 
this. One of the first questions asked to a patient newly diagnosed with 
cancer is “ Do you have a pulp mill in your area?” How many more years are 
we, as citizens of Pictou County, going to be exposed to these toxins? 

   
4. Deforestation of our woodlands: 

 
Over the years our woodlands have been clear-cut and sprayed with 
chemicals to prevent other trees other than soft wood to grow. Due to this 
practice our woodlands now have no diversity of multiple types of trees. This 
means the animals that once lived there can no longer survive because their 
food source has been killed of and they no longer have the shelter of diverse 
growth. I recognize your experience in the forestry industry and know that 
you are very aware of this situation. Because of the experience you have I 
know you understand the implications of continued clear cutting.  Looking at 
the map of Nova Scotia you can see the amount of clear cutting that has 



occurred. If we do not stop this practice soon our forests and woodlands will 
be obsolete. 

 
Mr. Wilson, I implore you to make the decision to NOT approve the proposal from 
Northern Pulp. The decision you make will impact the lives of many. We owe it to 
our children and their future to ensure we no longer chose profit and economic gain 
at the cost of our environment and their future. Your responsibility is just that. I 
recognize the pressure you will be under to approve this plan but I also recognize 
that when you assumed this responsibility and took this position you did so because 
you care about our environment.  
 
I trust that you will take my concerns seriously and will make the decision that is 
best for our environment. 
 
Respectfully yours 
 

 
Braeshore, Pictou County 
NS 
 

 
 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:52:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No pipe. No extension.
Honour the date in the Boat Harbour Act. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

33 y: 20



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:03:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive science-
based studies and research done by world-class environmental experts conclude that this
project can proceed with minimal and manageable environmental impacts. this project should
proceed, based on the scientific evidence. Name: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 24



From: @ledwidgelumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:05:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think that Northern
Pulp has done their due diligence with this project and that it should go forward. The studies
have shown no significant impact on the environment and I dont believe there is any valid
reason why it should not be approved. Name:  Email:

@ledwidgelumber.com Address:  Municipality: Elmsdale Postal-
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 42 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:06:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The province , Pictou
County and the Forestry industry all depend on Northern Pulp not only for direct employment
but the massive spin off with trucking , housing, fuel, food, proper forestry practices and so
much more.With all the work that has been done and steps that have been taken to evaluate the
situation and offer results and plans that would benefit everyone shows me that they are truly
committed to the environment and industry that is our future. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: mt.William Postal-Code: 
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63

y: 26



From: @jdirving.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:07:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp has used a
significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise to determine there will be no significant
impacts to marine species important to local fisheries. Having the treatment facility right on
the property certainly helps to ensures no untreated effluent will ever leave the sight. Name:

@jdirving.com Address: 
Municipality: truro Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 48 y: 15



From: @unifor16.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:13:16 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Save our resources and
keep the valuable jobs in our home province, that drive our economy and put food on our
tables. Name: @unifor16.ca Address: 
On Municipality: Goderich Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 18 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:20:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a huge loss of not
only employment but also a properly maintained forestry industry. I feel the only option is to
move ahead with this properly managed project. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 31



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 4, 2019 11:30:49 AM
Attachments: image001.png

EA Letter.pdf
NNS Intake Pipe.pdf

Importance: High

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister:

Re: Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project



I am writing to you as a concerned citizen, a lobster fisherman and business
  North Nova Seafoods Ltd (NNS) a seafood processing

plant located in Caribou I am concerned on a number of levels – for the
community, the plant workers jobs, the fishermen and the direct effects on the
plant operating processes.

This plant operates year-round processing a variety of species including
Lobster, Snow Crab, Rock Crab, Jonah Crab, Shrimp, and Herring. Throughout
the year the plant employs over 150 people here in Pictou County with direct
wages paid out each year over three million dollars.

As part of the process here in the plant there is an intake pipe out in the harbour
that takes water into the plant used during the cleaning process. The plant has
many wells on site that are also used during the processing, but this is not
enough water to support the plant. The intake pipe is necessary for the plant to
operate. The water is tested regularly to ensure that it is cleared to use. This is
a very sensitive issue as the plant is making a ready to eat product and there
are obviously strict CFIA guidelines that are followed here. This intake pipe will
be a mere few kilometers away from where the proposed effluent pipe is going.
With a proposal to discharge 70-90 million litres of treated effluent from a
bleached kraft mill every day this will obviously shut the plant down from using
the intake pipe anymore for the necessary water to operate. I have included
some pictures to give you an idea of exactly what we are looking at with the





 


 
 
 
 
Dear Minister: 
 
Re: Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
 
I am writing to you as a concerned citizen, a lobster fisherman and business 
owner.  As an owner of North Nova Seafoods Ltd (NNS) a seafood processing 
plant located in Caribou I am concerned on a number of levels – for the 
community, the plant workers jobs, the fishermen and the direct effects on the 
plant operating processes.  
 
This plant operates year-round processing a variety of species including Lobster, 
Snow Crab, Rock Crab, Jonah Crab, Shrimp, and Herring. Throughout the year 
the plant employs over 150 people here in Pictou County with direct wages paid 
out each year over three million dollars.  
 
As part of the process here in the plant there is an intake pipe out in the harbour 
that takes water into the plant used during the cleaning process. The plant has 
many wells on site that are also used during the processing, but this is not enough 
water to support the plant. The intake pipe is necessary for the plant to operate. 
The water is tested regularly to ensure that it is cleared to use. This is a very 
sensitive issue as the plant is making a ready to eat product and there are 
obviously strict CFIA guidelines that are followed here. This intake pipe will be a 
mere few kilometers away from where the proposed effluent pipe is going. With a 
proposal to discharge 70-90 million litres of treated effluent from a bleached kraft 
mill every day this will obviously shut the plant down from using the intake pipe 
anymore for the necessary water to operate. I have included some pictures to give 
you an idea of exactly what we are looking at with the pipes.  
 
On top of the jobs that the plant provides it also supports hundreds of fishermen 
with T4’s issued to them in the 10’s of millions of dollars each year. NNS operates 
its own private wharf right here in Caribou in front of the processing plant. This 
wharf supports over 60 local fishermen. NNS then puts trucks on the roads all 
year long going to about 10 wharfs directly here in the Straight then over another 
50 throughout NS from Cape Breton to Yarmouth and into PEI and NB.  NNS and 
myself as a lobster fisherman is very concerned about the harm to fish and fish 
habitat that could result from Northern Pulp's proposal to discharge 70-90 million  
 
 
 
 
 
 







 


 
 
 
 
 
litres of treated effluent from a bleached kraft mill every day through a 10.5k pipe 
into the prime fishing grounds of the Northumberland Strait. 
 
Thousands of families from all three provinces, including First Nation communities 


in those provinces, make their living from these fisheries. Many fishermen come 


from families which have fished for generations. They have made changes to help 


keep our waters clean, so that their children and grandchildren can fish also.  


Owner-operator fishermen are an important part of our regional economies. 


Fishermen generate many jobs in our communities. They buy their supplies 


locally, and they spend their profits locally.   


I am also concerned about the continued health of the Northumberland Strait, 
which attracts thousands of tourists, visitors and summer residents who fish, dive, 
swim and boat in its beautiful waters. The Northumberland Strait is a key part of 
life and the economy of Pictou County and draws people to our area.  


I am further concerned about the health of people living close to Northern Pulp. 
For decades air emissions from the mill have been a problem affecting residents' 
health and local businesses. Northern Pulp has frequently failed stack emission 
tests. The new treatment proposal would add additional air emissions to an 
already bad situation.   


I believe this project requires a more rigorous review than it will receive from the 
province of Nova Scotia, which has decided to require only a Class 1, 50-day 
review, including only 30 days for public comment.  


The government's past handling of effluent from this mill has resulted in one of the 
most contaminated sites in Canada, Boat Harbour.  I want to see a strong, science 
based review of this project which will protect the present and future health of our 
Strait and the economy which depends on healthy waters. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Paul Logan 
 


 












pipes.

 

On top of the jobs that the plant provides it also supports hundreds of fishermen
with T4’s issued to them in the 10’s of millions of dollars each year. NNS
operates its own private wharf right here in Caribou in front of the processing
plant. This wharf supports over 60 local fishermen. NNS then puts trucks on the
roads all year long going to about 10 wharfs directly here in the Straight then
over another 50 throughout NS from Cape Breton to Yarmouth and into PEI and
NB.  NNS and myself as a lobster fisherman is very concerned about the harm
to fish and fish habitat that could result from Northern Pulp's proposal to
discharge 70-90 million litres of treated effluent from a bleached kraft mill every
day through a 10.5k pipe into the prime fishing grounds of the Northumberland
Strait.

 
Thousands of families from all three provinces, including First Nation
communities in those provinces, make their living from these fisheries. Many
fishermen come from families which have fished for generations. They have
made changes to help keep our waters clean, so that their children and
grandchildren can fish also.  Owner-operator fishermen are an important part of
our regional economies. Fishermen generate many jobs in our communities.
They buy their supplies locally, and they spend their profits locally. 

I am also concerned about the continued health of the Northumberland Strait,
which attracts thousands of tourists, visitors and summer residents who fish,
dive, swim and boat in its beautiful waters. The Northumberland Strait is a key
part of life and the economy of Pictou County and draws people to our area.

I am further concerned about the health of people living close to Northern Pulp.
For decades air emissions from the mill have been a problem affecting
residents' health and local businesses. Northern Pulp has frequently failed stack
emission tests. The new treatment proposal would add additional air emissions
to an already bad situation. 

I believe this project requires a more rigorous review than it will receive from the
province of Nova Scotia, which has decided to require only a Class 1, 50-day
review, including only 30 days for public comment.

The government's past handling of effluent from this mill has resulted in one of
the most contaminated sites in Canada, Boat Harbour.  I want to see a strong,
science based review of this project which will protect the present and future
health of our Strait and the economy which depends on healthy waters.

 

 



Sincerely,

 

 
 
 

Email – @nnseafoods.ca

     
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Dear Minister: 
 
Re: Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
 
I am writing to you as a concerned citizen, a lobster fisherman and business 

   North Nova Seafoods Ltd (NNS) a seafood processing 
plant located in Caribou I am concerned on a number of levels – for the 
community, the plant workers jobs, the fishermen and the direct effects on the 
plant operating processes.  
 
This plant operates year-round processing a variety of species including Lobster, 
Snow Crab, Rock Crab, Jonah Crab, Shrimp, and Herring. Throughout the year 
the plant employs over 150 people here in Pictou County with direct wages paid 
out each year over three million dollars.  
 
As part of the process here in the plant there is an intake pipe out in the harbour 
that takes water into the plant used during the cleaning process. The plant has 
many wells on site that are also used during the processing, but this is not enough 
water to support the plant. The intake pipe is necessary for the plant to operate. 
The water is tested regularly to ensure that it is cleared to use. This is a very 
sensitive issue as the plant is making a ready to eat product and there are 
obviously strict CFIA guidelines that are followed here. This intake pipe will be a 
mere few kilometers away from where the proposed effluent pipe is going. With a 
proposal to discharge 70-90 million litres of treated effluent from a bleached kraft 
mill every day this will obviously shut the plant down from using the intake pipe 
anymore for the necessary water to operate. I have included some pictures to give 
you an idea of exactly what we are looking at with the pipes.  
 
On top of the jobs that the plant provides it also supports hundreds of fishermen 
with T4’s issued to them in the 10’s of millions of dollars each year. NNS operates 
its own private wharf right here in Caribou in front of the processing plant. This 
wharf supports over 60 local fishermen. NNS then puts trucks on the roads all 
year long going to about 10 wharfs directly here in the Straight then over another 
50 throughout NS from Cape Breton to Yarmouth and into PEI and NB.  NNS and 
myself as a lobster fisherman is very concerned about the harm to fish and fish 
habitat that could result from Northern Pulp's proposal to discharge 70-90 million  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
litres of treated effluent from a bleached kraft mill every day through a 10.5k pipe 
into the prime fishing grounds of the Northumberland Strait. 
 
Thousands of families from all three provinces, including First Nation communities 

in those provinces, make their living from these fisheries. Many fishermen come 

from families which have fished for generations. They have made changes to help 

keep our waters clean, so that their children and grandchildren can fish also.  

Owner-operator fishermen are an important part of our regional economies. 

Fishermen generate many jobs in our communities. They buy their supplies 

locally, and they spend their profits locally.   

I am also concerned about the continued health of the Northumberland Strait, 
which attracts thousands of tourists, visitors and summer residents who fish, dive, 
swim and boat in its beautiful waters. The Northumberland Strait is a key part of 
life and the economy of Pictou County and draws people to our area.  

I am further concerned about the health of people living close to Northern Pulp. 
For decades air emissions from the mill have been a problem affecting residents' 
health and local businesses. Northern Pulp has frequently failed stack emission 
tests. The new treatment proposal would add additional air emissions to an 
already bad situation.   

I believe this project requires a more rigorous review than it will receive from the 
province of Nova Scotia, which has decided to require only a Class 1, 50-day 
review, including only 30 days for public comment.  

The government's past handling of effluent from this mill has resulted in one of the 
most contaminated sites in Canada, Boat Harbour.  I want to see a strong, science 
based review of this project which will protect the present and future health of our 
Strait and the economy which depends on healthy waters. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

 



Go gle Maps North Nova Seafoods to Caribou, Nova Scotia Drive 2.0 km, 4 min 
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From: @NORTHERNPULP.COM
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:38:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive, scientific,
fact-based Focus Report we submitted to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Minster of Environment highlights
that our proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and significantly
reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America. When this state-of-the-art wastewater
treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly
reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and
very importantly, the community can begin to heal. Name:  Email:

@NORTHERNPULP.COM Address: Municipality: NEW GLASGOW
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 59 y: 26



From: @ledwidgelumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:41:25 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing
Northern Pulps Focus Report, I feel confident in the projects environmental integrity. The
modern Activated sludge treatment system proposed is a proven technology coming from one
of the leaders in treating Kraft pulp mill effluent. Not one, but two third-party consultants now
state there is no significant impact on marine life in the Northumberland Strait because of this
project. The proposed treatment facility on-site will be an improvement over todays off-site
location which has been in use for over 50 years. The high density polyethylene pipeline
sounds to be robust and will have extra precautions with leak detection to ensure its safety. I
am confident in the new diffusion site for the effluent in the Northumberland strait as it
appears to have excellent mixing conditions with a strong current and 20 metre deep waters.
Ice scour looks to no longer be an issue and no fishing takes place in this area as there is very
little marine life. I encourage the Department of Environment to approve the science provided
with this project and its many studies. Many pulp mills exist around the world with similar
operations and environmental integrity to provide us with the many paper products we use in
our daily life. Lets ensure Nova Scotia stays open for business while following the best
science out there to protect the environment. Name:  Email:

@ledwidgelumber.com Address:  Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53

y: 27



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:42:49 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plant is a major
employer in the area - it absolutely must be kept open - the NS Gov needs to assist in any way
they can to ensure the plant stays open Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
Phone: ## ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y:
21

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:45:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive, scientific,
fact-based Focus Report we submitted to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Minster of Environment highlights
that our proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and significantly
reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America. When this state-of-the-art wastewater
treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly
reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and
very importantly, the community can begin to heal. Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address: Foord St Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y:
25



From: @ns.aliantzinc.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:47:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Northern Pulp
engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 2. Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over
the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced into closure, the Forest Industry
of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of forest
fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed
forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees
die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils
and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital
role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts
Environmental Assessment. 3. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than
6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been
flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-
route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has
successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no
significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 4.
Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of
the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour
at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will
have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 5. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment
facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced.
Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 6. I
am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have
demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and
the environment must work together. 7. The pulp plantâ?Ts effluent has been flowing into the
Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the fishing seems to be better than
ever. This project will be an improvement. 8. Concern has been raised about the accumulation
of materials around the diffuser. A third-party consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is
unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. 9. The Lahey Report and
good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 10. Northern Pulp generates 90 of its power
requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning coal that NSP uses
producing 60 of its energy. 11. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there
is no reason not to complete the project. 12. Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of
the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 98 steam. 13. Northern Pulp produces
23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on
their record. Name: @ns.aliantzinc.ca Address: 



 Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:  Fax: 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 44 y: 30



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:47:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive, scientific,
fact-based Focus Report that was submitted to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Minster of Environment
highlights that the proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and
significantly reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America. When this state-of-the-art wastewater
treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly
reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and
very importantly, the community can begin to heal. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:  Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 25



From: @HOTMAIL.COM
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:48:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive, scientific,
fact-based Focus Report that was submitted to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Minster of Environment
highlights that the proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and
significantly reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America. When this state-of-the-art wastewater
treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly
reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and
very importantly, the community can begin to heal. Name: 

@HOTMAIL.COM Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y:
35



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:49:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Northern Pulp passes
the Environmental Assessment stage of this project, and is prepared to invest in a new effluent
treatment facility, then the project should be permitted to, and given time to proceed. Does
everyone not realize that this is not new effluent, but is already entering the Northumberland
Strait now? Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Lower Truro Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:49:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive, scientific,
fact-based Focus Report that was submitted to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Minster of Environment
highlights that the proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and
significantly reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America. When this state-of-the-art wastewater
treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly
reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and
very importantly, the community can begin to heal. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: hone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 27



From: @keewatinair.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:50:26 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive, scientific,
fact-based Focus Report that was submitted to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Minster of Environment
highlights that the proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and
significantly reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America. When this state-of-the-art wastewater
treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly
reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and
very importantly, the community can begin to heal. Name:  Email:

@keewatinair.ca Address: Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 28
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The pulp plantâ?Ts
effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the
fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. Name: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extensive, scientific,
fact-based Focus Report that was submitted to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Minster of Environment
highlights that the proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and
significantly reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America. When this state-of-the-art wastewater
treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly
reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and
very importantly, the community can begin to heal. Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address: Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 26 y: 20
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the Effluent
Treatment Facility Project and I support extending the Boat Harbour Act to allow sufficient
time for Paper Excellence to complete this project. This mill is important to rural jobs across
our province. Name: @web.de Address: 
Municipality: Halifax , NS Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 21
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Position paper on Boat
Harbour, I have prepared this document to provide my interpretation of the
science surrounding the pending decision regarding the Northern Pulp effluent treatment
facility. Iâ?Tm motivated to comment because I have several friends on both sides of the
debate, and am increasingly disturbed by the misrepresentation and misinformation of the
science surrounding the situation, especially as it pertains to the toxicity of treated pulp and
paper effluent. The mainstream media have polarized the debate as a choice between forestry
and fisheries, partly because this â?osellsâ? much better in terms of viewers, readers, and hits.
In fact, I firmly believe both industries could continue to coexist and be important economic
drivers, as they have done for decades in the area. I am presently retired from teaching at

 but have a position as . I receive funding from  to carry
out research related to the cleanup of Boat Harbour. I also sit on 

. I am , and had NSERC
supported research programs involving coastal and estuarine invertebrates, specifically lobster
including juvenile and sub-adult stages, green crab, and bay scallop. In my post-doctoral
research prior to my arrival at , I worked on a DFO-Green Plan research
project that tested the impact of pulp and paper mills including the mill at Pictou on estuarine
organisms. My doctoral research centered on the behavioural ecology of larval marine fish.
So, in my professional career, I have been actively involved with many aspects germane to the
present discussion. Back in the spring, I did prepare a short video that makes the case that if
and it is a very significant if the effluent from a new effluent treatment facility was treated to
the same level as is the case today, it could be released via the proposed pipeline/diffuser
system with no significant impact on local or farfield fisheries. I didnâ?Tt post the video, but
did share it with senior NS Lands representatives on the  committee, and they felt its
release would not reflect well on the recent NS DOE decision to require further
information/study with respect to the effect of pulp and paper effluent on fisheries and coastal
ecosystems. Consequently, I have not posted the video. I am attempting to include a
compressed version of this video with this position paper. Summary of position: If future
Northern Pulp effluent is treated to the same level as it is at present, there is considerable
evidence, both scientific and otherwise, that it could be released via the proposed
pipeline/diffuser system with no significant impact on proximate or farfield fisheries, or on the
receiving coastal ecosystem. Reasons to be explained below: â?¢ Present day Northern Pulp
treated effluent is not acutely toxic o It has passed virtually all toxicity tests administered since
1992 o It has not only passed these tests, but test organisms rarely if ever have any mortality
from prolonged exposure to 100 treated effluent o There are different species of fish,
amphibians, and aquatic insects living in Boat Harbour, in 100 treated effluent o The 2016
EEM program, which includes comprehensive sampling in the receiving environment, showed
very minor differences compared to samples collected at two non-industrialized reference sites
â?¢ Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in
the receiving environment o The lobster fishery is doing very well in the receiving area, with
catches similar or better than areas east and west o Lobsters can be caught in very close



proximity to the outfall itself o Diving in the area of the outfall in fall of 2018 found very large
numbers of lobsters o A recent study that measured contaminants in lobsters showed no higher
contaminant load in lobsters from Pictou Road compared to two reference sites o All of this
despite the fact that the present method of effluent release is probably the worst possible with
respect to promoting mixing of treated effluent with receiving water â?f In the following
section, I will expand on each of the listed reasons: Present day treated NP effluent is not
acutely toxic: Toxicity tests As per the most recent pulp and paper effluent regulations PPER
that came into effect in 1992, Northern Pulp treated effluent has been tested using the 96 hour
rainbow trout toxicity test and the 48 hour Daphnia toxicity test. The results since the mill
took over the operation of the effluent treatment facility in 1995 are listed in the 2016 EEM
document. The rainbow trout test is done monthly, and in the nearly 300 tests carried out since
1995, the mill failed one test 80 mortality in January 7 2014, coincident with a prolonged
power outage and partial mill slowdown. One week later there was no mortality. In addition,
although the effluent can pass the test with 40 mortality,  of NP has
communicated to me that the treated effluent rarely has any mortality at all, with an average of
1-2 fish dying every two years, which would be approximately 1. So, rainbow trout can
survive a four day exposure to 100 treated effluent, with virtually no mortality. To encounte r
that concentration of effluent in the proposed system, the trout would have to be living in the
effluent pipe. Perhaps more relevant to the considerations for the lobster fishery is the Daphnia
test. Daphnia are cladocerans, which are crustaceans. These tests are carried out weekly, with
greater than 50 mortality indicating a failed test. Since 1995, including more than 1200 tests,
the treated NP effluent has not failed a single daphnia toxicity test. What is more, similar to
the rainbow trout test, it is rare to have any mortality in these tests at all, with an average of 5-
6 mortalities per year, out of 52 tests. So at least for this freshwater crustacean, the treated NP
effluent is not acutely toxic. While discussing toxicity tests, there are also sub-lethal tests
performed as part of the Environmental Effects Monitoring EEM program, last completed in
2016. These tests use fertilization rate in a sea urchin, and reproductive growth in a species of
red algae. In both tests, various dilutions of treated effluent are used to determine the
concentration that results in a 25 decrease in the measured endpoint. In 2016, a concentration
of 2.44 effluent was determined to cause the required decrease in sea urchin fertilization, and a
concentration of 0.62 effluent caused the required reduction in growth of the red alga. These
values are noted as requiring further attention in the next EEM cycle, but for the moment it is
useful to place some context on the results. In both cases, the testing laboratory that performs
these tests for many mills across Canada indicate that they suspect the dark colour of the
treated NP effluent likely contributes significantly to the results. F urthermore, in the case of
the red alga test, a three day static exposure to the concentration of effluent is used in the test.
It is harder to envision a combination of wind and tide that would result in exposure to the
required concentration for three days. Iâ?Tm not discounting these results, it is correct that the
next EEM cycle will continue to try to determine what aspect or component of the effluent
leads to these low concentration effect levels. However, from a practical perspective, it is
difficult to envision a scenario where there would be a significant or even measurable impact
on biota in the field. The latest submission claims the 1 zone will be approximately 5 meters
from the outflow. Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely toxic: organisms are living in
Boat Harbour There is a common theme in the mainstream media, social media, and posted
videos that there is nothing living in Boat Harbour, that it is an ecological wasteland. This is
not true. The liquid portion of Boat Harbour is 100 treated NP effluent, diluted somewhat by
incoming groundwater, and precipitation, both direct and via surface runoff. Very limited
sampling in the fall of 2018, which consisted of one fyke net set overnight, and five or six
beach seine hauls, yielded at least three species of fish: mummichogs, sticklebacks we did not
examine to see if one or more stickleback species were present, and a tomcod. These are all



shown, captured live, in the accompanying video. The fact that these fish species are living in
full strength treated NP effluent again supports the idea that this effluent is not acutely toxic.
We also collected amphibians as large tadpoles, as well as aquatic insects, also shown in the
video. Amphibians are established as being sensitive to envi ronmental perturbations, yet they
are living in near full strength treated NP effluent, and itâ?Ts not uncommon to see frogs
along the shore in the spring. What does this tell you about the toxicity of treated NP effluent?
These organisms are living in near 100 treated NP effluent, but our zone of influence we are
using for management purposes is 1 effluent. If fish and inverts can live in 100 effluent, is it
reasonable to think that any effects would be seen even within the 1 zone? A group from Cape
Breton University, headed up by , carried out more fish sampling in Boat
Harbour this fall. They did not get as many fish, although they did record an additional
species, the golden shiner. It is likely that Hurricane Dorian may have caused considerable fish
mortality in Boat Harbour, as the storm would have re-suspended the unconsolidated
contaminated layer throughout the water column, with accompanying clogging of gills and
likely a precipitous drop in dissolv ed oxygen. Present day treated NP effluent is not acutely
toxic: EEM program The EEM program was designed to measure impact of pulp and paper
effluent on fish and fish habitat. For the Pictou mill, there has been 7 cycles of this testing, the
most recent carried out in 2015, and reported in a 2016 report by the company EcoMetrix. I
urge you to read the original report, as it provides a great deal of information about earlier
cycles, results, trends, and so on. Iâ?Tve already spoken about the sub-lethal toxicity testing,
but also want to mention an extensive benthic macroinvertebrate survey, as well as a fish
survey. In both cases, samples are collected in the small section between the control structure
at the mouth of Boat Harbour and the Northumberland Strait, or in the coastal region directly
outside of Boat Harbour, and compared to samples collected in reference areas. During much
of the falling tide cycle, the inner region is inundated with near full strength treated effluent.
Some significant differences were found in parameters of the mos t common fish, the
mummichog, specifically enlarged liver size in females, larger gonads in some fish from the
exposure sites, larger size at age, etc. In my opinion, these differences are worthy of further
investigation, but it would be a leap to say the mill effluent has negatively impacted the local
fish population. In some cases, it could be argued the differences are positive, for example
increased lipid levels indicative of more food availability. The results with the benthic
macroinvertebrates also did not show any substantial differences in population makeup among
the sites, and clearly no evidence of a consistent negative impact on benthic
macroinvertebrates. So, in summary, after 25 years of exposure to very high concentrations of
treated NP effluent, an exhaustive survey of the benthic community and resident fish
populations did not show any clear negative impacts in the receiving environment. You could
not design and carry out a set of experiments that would provide a fraction of the robust
information that is available from simply examining the receiving environment. Here is the
evidence. The NP effluent, treated to the level it is at present, does not have a significant
impact on the receiving environment. And, it should be noted, the present method of releasing
the effluent, where it essentially overflows the control structure and flows directly out along a
stream into the Strait, is the worst possible scenario to promote mixing in the receiving
environment, resulting in the inner estuary essentially filled with full strength effluent at some
stages of the tide. The effluent has very low salinity, and is usually warmer than the receiving
water. These two characteristics will result in the effluent staying near the surface, and in
some combinations of wind and tide, can form a plume at the surface that can extend the 1
concentration to many km from the outfall. If ever there was a situation that should exacerbate
the impa ct of the effluent, the present release method is it it is true that a surface plume would
reduce exposure of benthic organisms, but within the inner estuary, all organisms are exposed
to near full strength effluent, and these invertebrate populations are not significantly impacted.



Any pipeline/diffuser release, at depth, would markedly improve the mixing dynamics, and
drastically reduce the size of the 1 zone. Present day Northern Pulp treated effluent is not
adversely affecting the lobster fishery in the receiving environment: The lobster fishery is
doing very well in the receiving area, with catches similar or better than areas east and west
The plainest way to introduce this section is to say if treated NP effluent has any impact on the
lobster population, someone forgot to tell the lobsters. In the summer of 2018, my Masterâ?Ts
student  and I collected adult, subadult, and juvenile lobsters from three sites:
directly off the outfall in Pictou Road, approximately 15 km to the east at Big Island, and 45
km to the east in Ballantyneâ?Ts cove. Adults and subadults were collected with commercial
fishermen, juveniles obtained by diving. A full day on three different boats allowed a lot of
discussion of catches up and down the shore. Catches in the Pictou Road area were very good
the highest of the three boats we were on, and conversations with the captain indicated that
their catches were usually as good or better that fisheries east and west of the area. So, at least
anecdotally from the fishermen of the area, there is no impact of the outfall on lobster catches.
Youâ?Td think it would be easy to compare lobster catches from the area that presently
receives treated effluent to the areas to the west ie, upstream, or well to the east. In fact itâ?Ts
pretty complicated. Landings are grouped into lobster fishing areas LFAs, and the area of
interest is in LFA 26A, and stretches all the way from Amherst in the west to the bottom of
Cape Breton in the east! There is a sub-area called 26ANS, but even it includes the area from
Pictou island to Auldâ?Ts cove, so itâ?Ts too big as well. Thereâ?Ts another complication
with minimum size limits, as they are even different within 26A. So, you can have two
fishermen hauling traps within sight of each other, and one will be keeping 1/10 lobsters,
while the other is keeping 4/10 lobsters. This results in huge differences in landings, even
though catch may be similar. A further complication is that fishermen land their catch at
different ports, for example the fisherman we sampled with from the Pi ctou Road area lands
his catch at Caribou, which would be considered west of the outfall. So one can look at the
stock status reports for the relevant lobster fishing areas, and these do not show any obvious
differences between areas, but there is not sufficient resolution to really ask the question
accurately. It is possible that DFO has individual fisherman logbook or observer data that
could be used to answer this question. Certainly, DFO could design a log-book and observer
program that would definitely answer the question of whether or not the catches in the
receiving area are significantly different that from areas upstream to the west or well
downstream far to the east of the receiving area, and this is certainly something that should be
implemented if the new treatment plant and pipeline system is put in place. It is unfortunate
that this study has not already been done. Finally, although the data may not exist to test for
differences in catch, I would argue that the fishermen who fish in the outfall area are very
aware of how their catches stack up against areas to the west and east. If these fishermen had
consistently been landing smaller catches, they would have complained publically. Modern
fishermen are well organized, and the associations to which they belong are not shy to bring
grievances to the public. Even though fishermanâ?Ts organizations are all opposed to the new
pipeline, it is telling that they have not tried to make the case that fishermen from the receiving
area have had catches compromised. The fisherman we sampled with who fishes directly in
the outfall area reported that his catches were very good in 2019, and in fact the day we
accompanied him, in late July, he landed over 1300 lbs. The fisherman from Big Island,
considered moderate distance from the receiving area, caught a similar number of lobsters, but
most wer e thrown back because of a larger minimum size. Present day Northern Pulp treated
effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in the receiving environment: Lobsters
can be caught in very close proximity to the outfall itself When we communicated to the
fisherman from Pictou Road area that we required lobsters from as close as possible to the
outfall, he hauled a few sets of traps first thing, rebaited them, and set them in very close



proximity to the outfall. We then hauled and processed the rest of his traps, which took several
hours, and eventually returned to these traps at the end of the day. After a five hour soak, these
traps were full, with multiple lobsters in each trap, and we were able to obtain out sample of
adults and subadults from these lobsters. The fisherman did communicate to us that early in
the season he does fish a lot of traps very close to the outfall, and catches are good. We could
see the plume of the effluent in the area, as it was a relatively calm day. Present day Northern
Pulp treated effluent is not adversely affecting the lobster fishery in the receiving
environment: Diving in the area of the outfall in fall of 2018 found very large numbers of
lobsters Because we required juvenile lobsters for our study, we had to dive for them. The
dives were carried out by , who has extensive diving experience on both
coasts. Because of the necessity to have shore access, the dives were carried out approximately
1 km to the east of the outfall, but well within the area affected by the effluent plume. 

 reported that he had never seen so many large adult lobsters in a location as he
observed in these dives. A recent study that measured contaminants in lobsters showed no
higher contaminant load in lobsters from Pictou Road compared to two reference sites This
study, which used an accredited lab for the analysis, found that there was no significant
difference in contaminant loading between lobsters caught from the outfall area, versus those
caught off Big Island 20 km to east and Ballantynes Cove 65 km to the east. Again, you
couldnâ?Tt design and carry out a more robust and ecologically relevant experiment in the lab
than exposing lobsters to treated effluent for the last 50 years, and yet the lobsters have no
difference in contaminant load compared to reference sites. So this study has answered the
question of whether treated effluent will negatively affect lobsters in a receiving environment,
and the answer to this is that there will be no measurable effect. Again, as I have throughout
this document, this presupposes that the effluent in the future will be treated to the same level
as it is today. A final report from this study is available from NS Lands, it is entitled:
American lobster Homarus americanus tissue sampli ng for trace metalloids and organic
contaminants: baseline report for Boat Harbour remediation project. All of this despite the fact
that the present method of effluent release is probably the worst possible with respect to
promoting mixing of treated effluent with receiving water. If you wanted to design a method
of releasing the treated effluent that would result in the worst possible mixing, the method that
has been used for the last 50 years, and is still being used, would be a strong candidate. The
effluent has much lower salinity than the receiving environment, and is usually warmer than
the receiving environment. Both of these factors can result in a surface plume of effluent that
mixes poorly with the receiving environment. Having the effluent released at depth, with
multiple diffusers, will drastically improve the mixing and dilution of the effluent.
Conclusions: To conclude, I will repeat my initial statement, If future Northern Pulp effluent is
treated to the same level as it is at present, there is considerable evidence, both scientific and
otherwise, that it could be released via the proposed pipeline/diffuser system with no
significant impact on proximate or farfield fisheries, or on the receiving coastal ecosystem.
Perhaps the most important word in this statement is the first. The â?oifâ?  is very significant.
The present day effluent is treated to a better degree, both in terms of BOD and suspended
sediment, than is required by the PPER regulations. Everything I have claimed in this paper
pre-supposes that the level of treatment is maintained. I do have a concern that the proposed
effluent treatment facility could legally release treated effluent that has much higher levels of
both BOD and TSS. The PPER regulations are currently being revised, so there is an
opportunity to require Northern Pulp to treat future effluent to the same degree as it does at
present. I feel that this should be incorporated in the approval for the new facility. I would also
like to see total transparency with respect to routine measurement of effluent parameters, and
results of toxicity tests. There is no reason this information cannot be made available to the
public soon after it is collected. At th e same time, there should be action levels of effluent



parameters identified, with a flow chart of action items established that would run the gamut
from changing treatment components all the way through to mill shutdown. The public has the
perception that once the facility is constructed, there will be little oversight, and no
consequences if the facility does not meet the expected standards. I would also like to see
some verification of the modelling predictions with respect to mixing, so actual testing in the
field to measure the extent of the 1 zone, and degree of sediment deposition near and farfield
from the diffuser field. Also, DFO should design and initiate a logbook and observer program
to gather data on individual catches in the area, so they can statistically compare catches in
and out of the influence zone. These recommendations may be perceived by Northern Pulp to
be unfair and overly restrictive. I would argue that, rightly or wrongly, there is waning social
license for the facility, and this climate calls for imagination, transparency, and innovation in
monitoring and regulation. I sincerely believe that the new facility and pipeline system would
have no significant impact on local fisheries of the estuarine ecosystem, if we can continue to
treat effluent to the same extent as present day. This debate has pitted one industry against the
other from the outset, yet all of the evidence indicates that the two can continue to co-exist. At
the same time, it is clear that the closure of the mill will result in the loss of many jobs, an
economic hit for Northern Nova Scotia, and severe economic hardship for many people
directly and indirectly involved with the industry. There is no clear evidence that the new
facility will result in significant impact on the fishery. I would be happy to provide further
clarification or comment on this issue. Sincerely, 

 Antigonish, NS Name: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate
changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will
take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit
mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the
prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the
ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways.
Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of releasing the
carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in climate
change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental
Assessment. Name:  Email: @mlb.ca Address: 
Municipality: Southampton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is faced
with the possibility of shutting down and leaving the province. if this happens, most of the
forest related operations will cease to exist. Northern Pulp has completed 28 studies and 19
focus reports in hopes of passing an environmental assessment. Northern Pulp has done their
due diligence to determine the impact their new process will have on the environment. All data
gathered as a result of these of the studies points to improved process. The science verifies this
project will have very little impact on the environment. If the assessment passes an extension
to the Boat Harbour Act will be required in order to complete the construction of the new
$130,000,000 treatment facility. Before making a decision, Government needs to determine
what are the possible economic consequences of Northern Pulp closing down and more
importantly subsequent economic consequences on all other forest related operations. Nova
Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for
over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location.
For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental
experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat
as a result of this project. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete,
Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing
industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the Boat
Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. Northern Pulp produces
23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on
their record. Name: @barrettlumber.com Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 4, 2019 TO:
Nova Scotia Environment Minister Gordon Wilson RE: Northern Pulp response to questions
from the NS Government Department of Environment This is my second letter directed to the
Nova Scotia Government on the issue of the effluent treatment plan of Northern Pulp. I have
attached that letter below, which comments on the audacious initial plan from this private
company. And even with this limited further study, we see that there would now be up to 7x
more days/kilometer of construction 3-4 days to 21 days and 150 more dredging 13,500 cu m
/km to 20,000 cu m/km. The first question asked by the Government, on behalf of the people
of the province, is for a â?onew routeâ?, one that doesnâ?Tt follow along the shoulder of Hwy
106. Yet, the route is not new, it is the same aside from now, a proposed encroachment into
the Pictou Harbour along the length of the Causeway. This adds addition marine disruption,
and would affect a nesting area for a local cormorant population. The route veers further into
drainage areas, natural open land, and important wetlands, and further development under
Caribou Harbour. Many of the landowners are listed as unknown or undetermined. How can
such a significant proposal be at this point and not have identified, and approached land
owners that would be affected. The second questions asks for a complete physical and
chemical characterization of the the raw effluent and the treated effluent. Yet, their response is
an estimate, a guess. The Government asks for baseline studies on the water into which the
effluent will go and data on potential contaminants. Basically, their report says, it should be
better than current. Also, the Government has questioned potential impacts on the town of
Pictouâ?Ts water supply. I am not reassured that â?oa modern leak detection systemâ? as
strategy to mitigate effects on municipal and residential water wells is acceptable. No leak is
acceptable. The route cannot traverse water supply sites. Impacts on fish â?" once again the
company foresees no negative effect on fish or fish habitat. This cannot be believed. At the
same time, the response admits to too many unknowns â?" the location of bedrock along
submerged sections, and the impact of ice scour and ice floes along the Caribou Harbour
route. The response does not definitively rule out blasting during construction â?" underwater
blasting has been shown in many studies to significantly affect sea mammal communication
systems, displace fish populations and massively kill off zooplankton. With respect to impacts
on human health that must consider consumption of fish and other seafood, potentially
contaminated drinking water, exposure to recreational water and sediment, air quality, and
other potential exposures, the response has not provided reassuring data on this question. The
project is now estimated to take 21 months. We can more realistically anticipate more than
two years of severe disruption to the region, and during which time, Northern Pulp admits
there would be increased atmospheric pollution. Yet, they also claim that there will be no
residual effect on atmosphere, watershed, wetland and aquatic and wild life. Surely this is an
impossible claim. I for one, as a retired scientist and physician oncologist do not believe that
the proposal is yet established to be environmentally safe. Neither should you. As a basic
premise, the NS Government, on behalf of the people, must heed the careful conclusions of Mr
Laheyâ?Ts Independent Review of Forest Practices in Nova Scotia. Yes, NS needs forestry,
but practices and processing must change. I understand that the usual lifespan of a kraft paper



mill is 30-40 years, yet this mill is well beyond that span. The Nova Scotia
Government/taxpayers cannot accept ongoing exorbitant payouts to this internationally-owned
Indonesian company: these are a huge burden to Nova Scotians. It would be more palatable to
assist directly in such programs as employment in the cleanup project, employee retraining,
and pension securement. Sincerely,  BSc, MSc, MD 

 Feb, 2019 To: Our provincial government Re: Northern
Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Change is difficult. But this is exactly
what both the Ivany Report 2014 and the Independent Review Lahey, 2018 challenge us to do
within the forestry industry in Nova Scotia. Both emphasize the importance of biodiversity
and the health of our forests. I am convinced that now, urgently, the forest industry in Nova
Scotia must adopt practices to become eco-friendly and sustainable. Never has this been better
illustrated than in the Northern Pulp NP proposal to run a 15.5 km pipeline for effluent in
support of its current activities. Forestry practices that currently feed Northern Pulp are
heavily reliant on clear cutting, and are decimating Acadian woodland biodiversity with
monoculture replanting of short turnaround species. It has severely polluted Boat Harbour and
environs, and there has been at least one significant effluent pipeline leak on land 47 million
litres, June 9, 2014. A few kilometres of pipeline were incompetently maintained and
monitored, yet now a line is proposed that traverses the Pictou Harbour Causeway, the Pictou
town roundabout, the TransCanada Highway for several kilometres, and enters the harbour at
the Ferry Terminal â?" a proud, major point of entry from PEI, and also of the Pictou Island
Ferry. In the Executive Summary of The Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment
Project report, Table E1.1.1, Northern Pulp anticipates NO SIGNIFICANT NS impact on each
and every environmental and socio-economic metric, through every phase of the project,
including accidents. This must be considered ludicrous conjecture. One example from the
plan, the construction of a 4 km trench, 9 m wide and 3 m deep, would most certainly result in
a SIGNIFICANT impact on the ocean floor. Construction activities and resulting sediment
would have significant negative effects within Caribou Harbour and beyond. Then the
introduction of 60-90 million liters of treated effluent each day would certainly have an effect
on marine habitat, lobster larvae, lobster and herring. The Northumberland Strait waters
source our â?oworld famousâ?  Nova Scotia lobster fisheries. Our north shore fishing
community will be providing more educated, experienced input. But, in fact, the lobster
fisheries of 3 maritime provinces share risk here. It is not reassuring to read the note in the NP
report that â?ounlike the visual impact experienced today, it is anticipated italics added that
the effluent plume will not be visible when it reaches the waterâ?Ts surfaceâ?  Executive
Summary. It is not the visual impact of the effluent which is the largest risk to the long term
sustainability of the fishery. Further, there must be some doubt about whether a short term
exposure test can predict the long term impact on this important fishery. Nova Scotia boasts of
its Northumberland Shore with the â?owarmest waters north of the Carolinasâ? . The site of
effluent discharge would be into these waters and within sight of four islands, all of which are
permanently or seasonally inhabited â?" Caribou Island, Caribou and Munroe Island
Provincial Park, Pictou Island, and Prince Edward Island. Not only the commercial use, but
the recreational use of effluent waters and the potential socio-economic impact on local
residents and businesses gives pause. In Section 2.1.1.1, pg 8 of the report, Northern Pulp
notes that they have achieved 80-99 reduction within the mill of â?omill-wide particulate
emissions, odorous emissions, and boiler particulate emissionsâ? , yet in spite of this, the
residents of and visitors to Pictou and within many kilometres of the town still note skin,
respiratory and sensory symptoms. The Canadian Environmental Law Association website
defines the precautionary principle in environmental decision-making to â?odenote a duty to
prevent harm, when it is possible to do so, even when all the evidence is not inâ?  that is,
even in the setting of simply, uncertainty, decisions should favour health and sustainability of



the environment. Thus, the NP effluent pipeline project must be refused: this is especially so,
since there exists an alternative in-mill, closed-loop effluent treatment option. I believe that
Pictou County can survive, and indeed thrive after a decision to deny the proposed effluent
treatment plan, and could withstand a temporary downtime for the conversion to closed-loop
system or even permanent closure of the mill. Michelin, Pictou County plant, recently
announced that they are to make 200 part-time jobs permanent and will hire 150 more
Chronicle Herald, October 23, 2018. People will be more likely to come and to stay - currently
we have instances of folks leaving Pictou because of the blight of the mill on the landscape
and on the senses. Visitor numbers to Pictou will be improved and local businesses will be
able to reinvigorate. I also believe that the hardworking, innovative woodlot owners would
also thrive when relieved of current constraints. Certainly, a Federal Environmental
Assessment of the proposed effluent plan is required, but not only the water testing, but also of
the potential impact of a leak along the full length of the proposed 15.5 km pipeline. Again,
the larger issue to be addressed is how to better sustain the forestry industry in this province,
to launch eco-friendly practices, with minimized impact on the environment, other industries
fishery, tourism and small businesses, and importantly, on the health and wellbeing of the
residents of Nova Scotia. With this effluent treatment pipeline proposal, Northern Pulp, a
foreign-owned entity, has pitted the forestry industry against the regional fishery, local
businesses and residents. In 2014, following the Ivany Report, a group met to continue the
positive discussions and devised a vision for Pictou County: â?oIn 2020, Pictou County will
be healthy, united, thriving and bold.â?  I support the Nova Scotia Government in upholding
the January 31, 2020 date for closure of the Boat Harbour site, and encourage the immediate
prioritization of working with the forestry industry to adopt sustainable practices with respect
for environmental values and the health of Nova Scotians. Effluent into the Northumberland
Strait via the proposed pipeline should not be part of that practice. Now is the time for strong
Government action, and for change.

 Name:  Email:
@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Braeshore, NS Postal-

Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:07:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 2. Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lantz Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 37 y:
20



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:08:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The mill is key to the
continued strong Forestry economy for the province so anything that jeopardizes that has to
well worth the negative impact on the forest community. The science behind the project is
strong so make it work. If the project doesnt go ahead I think there will be a lot of negative
opinions in years to come on why the mill wasnt able to survive. It would be great if we didnt
need industry or farming or fishing but we need it so we have to make it work when it makes
sense and it makes sense. Name: @seasidehighspeed.com
Address:  Municipality: beaver meadow Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 22



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:22:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Enough with the
environmental negligence and misuse. We are in a position now where we must do everything
we can to protect and restore the biosphere, and what you wish to do is n Itâ?Ts high time you
stopped. Itâ?Ts time to put the planet before profit! Our lives depend on it. Name: 

Email: @outlook.com Address:  Municipality:
Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 10



From: @sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:23:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hi, Please act in good
sense, just do it. Name: @sympatico.ca Address:

 Municipality: Ste-Julie Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 18



From: @eastink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:25:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There will be a high
financial cost for closing the Plant. If the technology exists for proper water treatment, which
Data shows it does. Lets get on with the project. Too much Governmental red tape already.
Name: @eastink.ca Address:  Avonport
Kings County N.S. Municipality: Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 21



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:27:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been involved,
either working at or watching, steady air and water improvements concerning the
environment, for over fifty years at Northern Pulp Pictou Mill. I wish that all the naysayers
would realize that what will be going into the Strait is first all treated at the mill site. Name:

@bellaliant.net Address: 
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 24



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:27:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We live our lives due to
science we live longer and healthier than any generation before us. Science again. Believe
what the scientist say in respect to pollution from this mill. It needs to stay open mainly
because it enhances the lives of Nova Scotians. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Bedford Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y:
30



From: @oregans.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:30:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Northern Pulp passes
environmentalassessment on this project, there is no reason for them not to proceed . Name:

 Email: @oregans.com Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 21



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:33:32 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
replacement of the effluent treatment facility at the Northern Pulp mill. It is a great
improvement over the NS government owned facility that was operated for 50 years. The mill
effluent discharged will be the same volume that has been discharged for these 50 years only
treated to a higher degree. Name:  Email: Address: 
Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: Nil email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 40 y: 25

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:37:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There can be no pipe in
the Northumberland Strait. Forestry practices have been terribly mismanaged and our fishery
is far more important to our economy. We need to think of future generations and we all
deserve the right to enjoy our beautiful coastline. Such a no brainer. Our health matters and
should take precedence over corporate greed. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Bay View Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 67 y: 39



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:39:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of
Northern Pulp getting approval for a new state of the art effluent treatment facility. Like the
other 88 pulp and paper mills who co-exist across this country this would do the same for
Northern Pulp. The new treatment facility would meet the goal set out in the NSEA to balance
economic development and environmental protection. Northern Pulp submitted a report that
addressed every concern raised in initial public consultations. Please base your decision on the
science provided, this closure will have detrimental ripple down affects on many other
communities in our province and decimate the economies of some of our most vulnerable rural
communities. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Sydney Mines Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 27



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:40:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I understand what a
difficult position the government is in and I have done quite a lot of research in the past year
on the topic. Although it is undeniable that the economy will be affected by the closure of the
plant I believe there is no other option at this stage. Considering the plants bad history, the
strong economy of the fishing industry and the environmental impact closure of the plant is
inevitable. In todays day where the the importance of protecting the environment is stressed so
strongly the public is keeping a close eye on what action the government takes. Will they
follow talk with action or if they are like many past governments where they give in to large
companys just to protect their pocket books. To put our Beautiful Nova Scotian waters at
possible risk over the word of a foreign company that has no personal connection to our
province is a scary thought. I stand with both the community and the fisherman that I am
strongly against the pulp mill dumping into the straight. I will continue following this closely
and have high hopes that the government will not disapoint this province by choosing the
word of an over-seas company over our own land and the people they are suppose to
represent. Name:  Email: Address: Sackville NS Municipality: Postal-Code: 

 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
67 y: 30

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:43:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After having reviewed
different parts of the focus report that I had interest in I believe the science is there for the
project to be a success. I fully support this project and would like to see it go ahead and to
have the extension needed to complete the project safely and correctly. Some of the science
based information from the focus report that I was pleased to see were the concerns around the
watershed area and the fact that the company will have an automated leak detection system
installed in this area also that the high-density Polyethylene pipeline in the watershed area will
be 0.5â?  thicker than the rest of the pipeline for added protection of the watershed area.
Northern Pulp will also be adding a spill basin to the project design which is considered
industry best practice and will help to minimize upsets in effluent quality. Effluent from the
new system will meet current regulations in every province of Canada as well as the more
stringent federal pulp and paper limited being proposed. Again I fully support this project and
all the science supporting the new Effluent Treatment Facility. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 69 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:46:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian Marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this informaion, I believe this project will have little
impact on the Strait and fisheries. Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Brookfield Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 36 y: 17



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:52:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Growing up in queens
co. I be always had forestry as the biggest part of my style . Fishing, hunting , hiking , working
, self employed silviculture /small scale logging ,etc . A forest tech who choose a career in this
field because it was a sustainable resource. My father a forest tech also, father-in-law logging
contractor I believed it was a career my daughter could choose . Closing the np mill will put
all this in jeopardy. A pulp market is needed for no-products to run a sawmill and to do proper
silviculture treatment s to keep forestry sustainable. The treatment facility has passsed all
environmental studies put in its path and will continue to b improved. Please donâ?Tt make a
bad discussion on uneducated statements made by a few with no science based complaints.
Name: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:
Milton Postal-Code:  Phone:  ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 88 y: 18



From: @sunlife.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:53:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Norther Pulp passes
the environmental Assessment, there is no reason why the project should not be approved!
Name: @sunlife.com Address:  Municipality:
Enfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 20



From: @sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 12:54:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This Project needs to
move forward, for the sake of the community and the industry. It has been well planned and
studied and the benefits to getting this done far outweigh the costs. This is an essential sector
to keep in Nova Scotia, the economic benefits, and the ability to grow in the future depends on
this important project. Name: @sympatico.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Kanata Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 30



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:00:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Northern Pulp
engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Name: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: truro,n.s. Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 34



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:09:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The County needs this
mill and the province needs this Mill. Fix the wrongs from years past. Support the Industry
and support the workers. Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Port Hastings Postal-Code:  Phone:

### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
57 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:10:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Keep the mill open it
puts people to work Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 23



From: @sweetspotchocolateshop.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:11:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. Name: @sweetspotchocolateshop.com
Address:  Municipality: Nine Mile River Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 15



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:12:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS B3J 2P8
Northern Pulp has my full confidence in this project! There many types of effluent dumping
into the Northumberland Strait, including effluent from Northern Pulp, which a great number
of people fail to realize! To update and improve the quality of both effluent and the treatment
facility can only be an improvement! The pipe itself will a greater thickness and has an
improved joining proceed that is performed all over the world! The fact that only treated
effluent will be travelling through this improved pipe proves its sustainability unquestionably!
Name: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Stellarton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 18



From: @sweetspotchocolateshop.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:14:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The pulp plantâ?Ts
effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the
fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. Name: 

@sweetspotchocolateshop.com Address: 
Municipality: Nine Mile River Postal-Code:  Fax: ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:15:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia can not
afford to lose the pulp mill it affects so many people. We have to make this project work.
Name: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Great
Village Postal-Code: ## ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:24:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: UA 244 Support Name:
@gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:24:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Since I am a retired
employee from the Mill, I am writing this letter for your support...I worked at the Mill for 36
years without any health issues. The Mill has provided our family with good pay wage and we
were able to send two children to University without government assisted Loans and they
Graduated and obtained good paying jobs...The benefit package gave us a good health plan
and we did not depend on the Government for any assistance...These are things have to take
into account if this Mill closes and leaves people without jobs....This will affect many families
in this area....I say we have to do things in life....die and pay taxes and live and survive....I read
the report on the new water treatment system the Mill is suggesting and they have met all the
guide lines...it needs to be approved ....Do the right thing....Thank you Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Stellarton, N. S. Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 22



From: @kelgreg.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:29:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Lahey Report and
good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. Northern Pulp generates 90 of its power
requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning coal that NSP uses
producing 60 of its energy. Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials
around the diffuser. A third-party consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that
sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. Name:  Email:

@kelgreg.com Address:   Municipality:
Elmsdale Postal-Code:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 65 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:37:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a proud citizen on
Nova Scotia and an empathietic human being I completely appreciate the impact that the
poetntial loss of this mill could have. It will bring hardship for some. But that cant be
considered justification to compromise the ongoing and long term health of our waterways,
fisheries and wildlife and the MANY MORE individuals locally and beyond who will be
negatively impacted by the effluent of this mill in ways we can and cannot predict. We have to
say no to this proposal. Name: @gmail.com Address:

Municipality: White Rock Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 10



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:40:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Stop taking jobs away.
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New Waterford Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 83 y: 9



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:42:25 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in support
of the mill to remain itâ?Ts important for the local community I am a member of local 244
plumbers and pipe fitters Antigonish your truly  Name:  Email:
Address:  Municipality: Hopewell Ns Postal-Code:  Phone:

 ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
65 y: 21

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Project
Date: November 4, 2019 1:46:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The proposed Northern Pulp waste water facility is a leader in the pulp mill industry.
A thicker than normal required pipe and an automatic leak detection system will be installed in the watershed area at
Pictou.
There is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser port.
Northern Pulp’s focus report indicates that the proposed project contains a spill basin component that is above and
beyond regulated requirements for a project like this.  It provides for a further layer of environmental projection
built within the system.
Data in the report indicates no significant impact on marine species important to the fisheries.
I urge Hon. Gordon Wilson to approve the Environmental Assement from Northern Pulp
as a resident of Pictou County.

Regards

Sent from my iPad



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 1:48:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We support
environmental forestry industry Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 24



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Pulp Mill
Date: November 4, 2019 1:57:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please, don’t close the mill.  We have family members who depend on jobs connected to the mill. We have kept
alert to the plans the mill has to recycle healthy affluent and we’re happy it won’t harm fish or other coastal life. 
Please, extend the deadline for the new treatment plant as Nova Scotians can’t afford to lose their lifeline to jobs and
a healthy future living here.  We pray you will support the future of the mill and our people. Thanks, 

 Truro, N.S.



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:00:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: For 50 years the fishing
industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party experts have assessed that no significant
impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. A leak detection
system along with a thicker than required pipe will be installed in the Pictou watershed area.
This creates two extra levels of security. I totally support this project. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Westville NS
Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:00:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to see our
govt support Northern Pulps Effluent Treatment Project not only because of the impact on our
jobs and economy if they do not, but I would hope they look at the facts closely. Northern
Pulp has brought in 3rd party experts to analyze data submitted by NP and these experts assure
no significant adverse residual environmental impacts are predicted. Also the proposed project
will have a spill basin that is above and beyond regulated requirements for a project of this
size. How could you not support a project that is meeting and or exceeding all environmental
safety criteria of the other 80 Kraft Mills currently operating in Canada with no environmental
issues ? Name: @gmail.com Address: Central Onslow , NS
Municipality: Central Onslow Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 44 y: 24



From: @me.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:02:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Paper Excellence has
invested considerable money to upgrade and provide a mill that will respect the environment
and provide good jobs to protect the local economy. When citizens have income to spend in
their communities everybody wins. All information must be evaluated, there is updated
science to support the environmental concerns and very real reasons to keep people employed
and the local economy strong. Name: @me.com Address: 

 Municipality: Regina Sk Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 14



From: .sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:08:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in science. Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over
the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced into closure, the Forest Industry
of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of forest
fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed
forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees
die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils
and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital
role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts
Environmental Assessment. Name: @nb.sympatico.ca Address:

 Municipality: New Maryland Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 34



From: @LedwidgeLumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:10:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry !!! Northern Pulp must continue to operate. When the state of the art wastewater
treatment facility can open, NP environmental footprint will be significently reduced. I am
proud of NS forestry and the science behind it. Name:  Email:

@LedwidgeLumber.com Address:  Enfield, NS 
Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 25



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:16:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Lahey Report and
good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. Name:  Email:

@icloud.com Address:  Municipality: New Maryland Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 62 y: 24



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:27:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Ive worked in the Forest
Industry for the past 25 years. I feel this new effluent treatment facility will protect the
environment and the fisheries, as it will meet all environmental regulations, as shown by the
studies of the environmental assessment. Heres a couple of key factors which are extremely
important to me from this assessment: Ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diffuser will
meet marine guidelines. Within 5 meters of the diffuser, the difference between the treated
wastewater and ocean temperature will be less than 1 degree. Third party environmental
experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat
as a result of this project. I support this Replacement Effluent Treatment Project summited by
Northern Pulp, as I feel it will protect the environment, fisheries and the forestry job which
contribute to Nova Scotias economy. Thank you Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Greenfield Municipality: Nova Scotia Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 48 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:28:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Paqtnkek Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 98 y: 34



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:36:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need to keep the
Northern Pulp company active to ensure Nova Scotia maintains the economy built through this
company. Without Northern Pulp Nova Scotia will be devastated with the loss of jobs in the
mill and in the forestry sector. And many businesses will not survive due to the lack of funds
to support them. Please accept the proposal for the new pipeline. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address: Pictou,Nova Scotia 
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 27



From: @gnti.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:52:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With all the tests done
there should be no reason why the project cant move forward. Shutting down the mill site will
have a major impact on all of the province. New business will not come to set up shop if there
is no one working to purchase there goods! Name: @gnti.ca Address:

 Municipality: Upper Musquodoboit Postal-Code:  Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 2:55:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Excellent opportunity
created and maintain short and long term jobs. In a province with high unemployment in rural
areas, this mill is one of the biggest employers outside of the HRM. Keep the mill. Keep some
people working at home. #yespipe. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Frankville Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 91 y: 28



From: @elmsdalelumber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:00:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp engaged
independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I
am not a scientist, but I believe in the science. The plantâ?Ts effluent has been going into the
Northumberland Strait for the over half a century. The lobster fishery seems to be better than
ever. I think most people recognize that Boat Harbour should not have been placed where it is,
and it is time to fix this. This should not mean, shutting down most of the forest industry in
Nova Scotia. The plan should be to move the outflow to a different location and that is exactly
the plan. The forest industry and the fishing industry have worked side by side ever since the
first settlers arrived here in Nova Scotia. There is no reason why we can not continue to do so.
The clean up of Boat Harbour is presently engaged in a federal environmental assessment and
the Premier has said this will take a considerable amount of time. An extension to the Boat
Harbour Act should not cause the eventual clean up to be delayed. We need to keep a watchful
eye on our environment and at the same time we need to have a healthy economy. In
conclusion, I believe in the conclusions reached by the third-party consultants hired by
Northern Pulp. These consultants have excellent reputations and they have concluded the
effluent system proposed by Northern Pulp will have little impact on the environment. With
this in mind, I strongly urge the Premier and his government to extend the Boat Harbour Act
to allow enough time to complete this valuable project. Name:  Email:

@elmsdalelumber.ca Address:  Municipality: Elmsdale Postal-Code:
 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 62 y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:05:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete,
Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing
industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the Boat
Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together. The pulp plantâ?Ts effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait
for well over a half a century and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be
an improvement. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax:
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:09:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support fhe
construction of the new effluent plant. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Upper Stewiacke Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 23



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:11:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Forestry is such a necessary resource both for employment and
our environment. Name: @icloud.com Address: 
Hubbards Municipality: Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: x: 65 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:14:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in response
to Northern Pulps Focus Report on their proposed Effluent Treatment Facility. I am a mom, a
life long resident of Pictou and involved in the fishing industry. I did not read the entire focus
report but I did review the parts that I understand and know. Once again I feel much
frustration and anger in the lack of work/studies done by Northern Pulp. They did not do what
they were asked in the Terms of Reference provided to them by the Minister. They are still
running the pipe down the 106 although it was stated by the governments chief engineer, Peter
Hackett, that the transportation department did not want the pipeline along the highway. He
stated, Its not just the shoulder of the road, its the entire right of way. They choose not to
listen, they choose to still run a pipeline carrying effluent across the Town of Pictous
watershed. They choose not to listen! They use many words like anticipated, likely, unlikely,
words that do not describ e certainty, words that make me very nervous and uneasy. They do
not know the waters like the fishermen do, they do not know the behavior of lobster like the
fishermen do, they do not know the tides, the bottom of the strait like the fishermen do. They
base everything on modelling, there is no real science. They dont know what the noise from
the diffuser will do to the lobsters, crab, herring, the ripple it will create under water. They do
not know the behavior of lobster larvae. They use big words and fill thousands of pages to
intimidate us but they have no plan. They dont even know where the pipe will enter Caribou
Harbour. They have no plan!! If this pipeline is placed in the Caribou Harbour it will have
devastating effects on the fishing industry. It does not matter how the effluent is treated. The
temperature, the force, the discoloration, the presence of fresh water and the lack of oxygen in
the water is enough to kill the fishery. The lobster will leave, the larvae will die, the lovely
brown foam created will wash up on our beaches. Follow up monitoring, as discussed in the
Focus Report, will be too late. If the Minister approves this report, although I do not believe
that is possible, our government will be responsible for once again giving into a bully, a big
corporation that does not care about the fishery, the watershed, the beaches, the health and
wellbeing of the residents of Pictou County. They only care about the bottom line, the
almighty dollar. They do not care! Northern Pulp had sufficient time, they did nothing. The
mill is old, we have suffered enough. The time has come to move forward, to protect a thriving
industry, to protect the people of Pictou County, to protect our environment. The time has
come, we have suffered enough damage and if this pipe is approved, we will not be able to
save the Northumberland Strait, we will not be able to bring back the fishery. It will be too
late. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Lyons Brook Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:14:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need our pulp mill to
keep our forest healthy Its a renuwable resorce Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 30



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus report
Date: November 4, 2019 3:15:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

As a retiree from Northern Pulp, I am very concerned for mine and hundreds of others who are collecting a pension
from NPNS, as well as the thousands who will  be affected directly and indirectly by  a closure.  We support the
community economically, through volunteerism and many fund raisers for agencies such as United Way  and our
local Summer street.
The scientific studies have been completed with the utmost professionalism and extensive research by various
agencies.  The effect of the new ‘treated effluent’ will have very little impact on the ocean quality.  For 50 years the
fishing industry has flourished in the Strait.
Northern Pulp has studied and researched all the requirements set forth by the government and have meet all
accepted guidelines.  Science is fact.
Northern Pulp has proposed spending millions which will create employment immediately for the construction
industry to start building the facility, and will keep thousands of men and women employed in the forestry sector.
OR, the alternative......Pay... Paper Excellence millions.

NOVA SCOTIA NEEDS FORESTRY....

Sent from my iPad



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:16:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
street Municipality: dartmouth Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 41



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:16:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. If Northern Pulp
passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. Name:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Bedford Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 76 y: 29



From: @burmac.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:20:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and the Forest Industry. Name: @burmac.ca Address: 

Municipality: Upper Stewiacke Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 37



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:21:15 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and the Forest Industry Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Upper
Stewiacke Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 26

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:26:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: You and I and us can do
better. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 27



From: @eacantimber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:30:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the independent
consultants reveal Northern Pulp passes the environmental assessment, I support the
replacement treatment facility and the cleansing of Boat Harbour. I feel Nova Scotia and all of
Pictou County will benefit with a healthy relationship between its people and the many
industries involved, including fishing and forestry. Name:  Email:

@eacantimber.ca Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 18



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:36:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please find a way to
Make this happen Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: West River Station Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 25



From: @mta.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:49:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am encouraged by the
due diligence of Northern Pulp to secure an environmentally conscious facility moving
forward. The extensive studies that have been completed show a company committed to
improving its environmental impact. The completed studies show minimal impact to marine
species both during the construction period of the new discharge pipeline, and once the new
EFT pipeline discharge area is operational. Additionally, using computer modelling, North
Pulp has shown minimal residual effects in water quality from the outflow location of the pipe.
Name: @mta.ca Address:  Municipality:
Upper Malagash Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 18



From: @strongco.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 3:53:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This the best option for
the forestry in NS and land owners. Without this mill everyone in NS with suffer. Land
owners will have no where to sell the logs and stud wood. Sawmill will have to close due to
lack of round wood, and a place to sell the wood chips and shaving. Name: 
Email: @strongco.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:

 Phone: ### ###-#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 44 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 4:05:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
Northern Pulp, to have a forestry industry. If northern pulp was to close thousands of jobs
would the lost, the Nova Scotia economy would take a major decline. It would not just affect
one mill, it would affect every sawmill in the province. Mill works will lose there jobs along
with harvester, truck drivers, road builders and many more. Without these jobs more people
will be forced to move out of province to find work. Small rural communities with suffer the
worst with many people depending on the forestry industry. Do Not Let Northern Pulp Close
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 15



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 4:12:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia is a
beautiful province that is finally starting to offer young people employment here at home. If
Northern Pulp wants to be a part of Nova Scotias economy it cannot be pumping chemicals
into our ocean. There is too much potential downside. I have lived my entire life in Nova
Scotia and I dont remember a time when we were not dealing with industrial contamination
from the Tar Sands in Cape Breton to Northern Pulps boat harbour to the gold mine tailings
being cleaned up now. Northern Pulp can choose to be a clean mill that benefits every aspect
of Nova Scotia or close. It cannot be an indiscriminate polluter. Moving their contamination
from Boat Harbour to the Northumberland Strait is not being clean. The risk of contamination
would just be shifted from Northern Pulp to every resident of the north shore, every fisherman,
every homeowner, every tourist, every person who visits for a beach. To my mind Northern
Pulp must insure that any effluent be potable water, the strait is not a toxic waste site and
cannot be allowed to deteriorate to that level. They must also provide regular publically
accessible water quality testing to confirm that they are only putting water in the strait. There
need to be assurances that they never open up the valve and allow effluent to flow untreated
directly into the Straight backed up by very high fines and regular DOE record checking and
water quality testing. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Court Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Fax:
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 15



From: gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 4:21:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The new treatment
facility should be allowed hands down to be constructed, paper excellence is making all the
right steps in the right direction to be the most environmentally friendly craft pulp mill. And
the new facility is proposed to be extremely more effective and efficient than the current boat
harbour site. The new facility should be built and operational then boat harbour cleaned up.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Enfield NS Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 18



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 4:25:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The new state of the art
wastewater treatmentfacility will be the link that is needed to aid in the protection 0f our
environment.Ifeel that Northern Pulp is making a great effort to protect our future generations
ability to keep the forestry industry alive in N.S. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52

y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 4:36:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project
Name: _@hotmail.com Address:  
Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 94 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 4:39:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing the
report it appears northern pulp has met the standards for operating a pulp mill In the province
of Nova Scotia and should be allowed to continue to operate. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 74 y: 25



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 4:40:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im for the expansion, the
mill has got my family throught hard times as pictou county,i get seasonal work i require the
mill to support my family Name: @hotmail.ca Address: 
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: ## ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 32



From: @royallepage.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 5:07:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My family has been in
the forestry industry for almost 100 years. Im proud of the forestry industry! The Department
of Environment and the forestry industry must work together to solve this complicated issue.
Northern Pulp cannot leave Nova Scotia! Name: @royallepage.ca
Address: ROYAL LEPAGE ATLANTIC  Municipality: Dutch Settlement
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 5:14:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: How can anyone truly
agree that putting effluent in our Water and soneone is saying it is safe? Even the folks that
want to do it are saying that. Makes no sense. Please do respect the Environment. This is the
Unceded Territory of the Miâ?Tcmaki. Their values and that means all of the people need
more voice and say then any of us. Please ask the Grandmothers. Ask your future great
grandchildren. Thank you for considering all of life and not just an industry. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Windsor
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 51 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 5:46:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
and myself and a ton of people in my family,and friends would be out a job if it were to shut
down, it would be absolutely stupid for it to close. It will not only effect the employees at the
mill but everyone that trucks wood to the mill, and all the small mills around Pictou
county.there would be a lot worse of an impact if it closes, than it would to stay open. NOVA
SCOTIA NEEDS FORESTRY!!!!!!! Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Hillside Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 20



From: @hotmai.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 5:49:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: . Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@hotmai.com Address:  Municipality: Nuttby Postal-Code:
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 34



From: @unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:00:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please consider an
extension on the Treatment Facility. We need to act quickly on both the Environment and on
jobs in the community. I understand the difficulty in the situation and how many are affected.
The Indigenous, Fisheries and the community as a whole. We need to keep good jobs to keep
the economy growing. Name: @unifor.org Address: 

 Municipality: Lockport MB Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 19



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:11:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: A healthy forest industry
plays a vital role in climate change management. A strong forest economy also bring jobs and
support communities. I support an approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment.
Name: @hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality:
Laval Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 28



From: @hotmaol.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:14:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is very
important to Nova Scotia economy.Environmental key points needs to be address and sorted
out let them cleanup the mess and keep Nova Scotia family jobs. thanks 

@hotmaol.com Address:  Municipality: liverpool
Postal-Code:  ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:25:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project needs to be
built. For the environment and for the economy of Pictou county and Nova Scotia. We need
the Northern pulp Mill to stay running. How many kids do you when see go hungry when the
parents that work directly and indirectly for the northern pulp Mill are out of a job if it
closes!!!!!! Get this project started ASAP!!!!!!! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Pictou NS Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 43 y: 23



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:40:22 PM

Project: - Choose - Comments: I support Northern Pulp Name:  Email: Address:
 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:

### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 17

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 6:59:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am saying that the mill
has been operating since 1967 and effluent has been going in to the straight,since that time and
from what I hear the fishing has never been better, that being said they want to make it better
and they supply thousands of jobs ,we need industry in this province it is worth investing in
Name: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Truro Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 19



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:02:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To Hon. Gordon Wilson,
I encourage you to approve the ea for the replacement of Northern Pulps effluent treatment
facility. When completed this will be a state of the art facility meeting or exceeding
environmental standards. The report is a scientific fact based report showing that the forestry
industry and the fishing industry can both thrive and co-exist. They have co-existed for the last
50 plus years. The effluent has always flowed in the Northumberland Strait. This is an
improvement to the old system so that Boat Harbour can be brought back to its natural habitat.
Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on
any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. With this new facility Northern Pulp will
be one of the most environmentally responsible mills in North America. I come from a
community that had a such an industry close because of market conditions. An industry such
as this closing would be disastrous to this community and the province as a whole. Again I ask
you to approve the ea and allow them to run while the facility is being built. Thank You

@eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:02:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think the economic and
forest management upsides outweigh the debatable environmental risks. These risks have
received alot of media attention and will be monitored. They have been given alot of attention
already. The province needs this corporate partner... Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

57 y: 24



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:11:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My family and friends
support Northern Pulp, all employees and their families. Name:  Email:
Address:  Municipality: River John Postal-Code: 

# ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 29

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:13:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. I am proud of our
forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have Nova Scotia
Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for
over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location.
For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental
experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat
as a result of this project. 2. Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean
water quality within 5 meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines
and there is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this
information, I believe this project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 3. When
this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive
and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the
community can begin to heal.1. Northern Pulp generates 90 of its power requirements from a
low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60 of its
energy. 4. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to
complete the project. 5. Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at
Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 98 steam. 6. Northern Pulp produces 23MW of
electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on their record.
7. The economy and the environment must work together. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Bible Hill Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y:
23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: A LEAK FROM EFFLUENT PIPE WILL CAUSE PICTOU TOWN RESIDENTS TO BE POISONED BY DRINKING

CONTAMINATED WATER FROM THE EFFLUENT WASTE PIPE NEAR TOWN OF PICTOU AS PER PROPOSED PIPE
ALONG HIGHWAY 106 TO CARIBOU!

Date: November 4, 2019 7:15:15 PM
Attachments: AK FROM EFFLUENT PIPE PICTOU TOWN RESIDENTS WILL BE POISONED BY DRINKING CONTAMINATED

WATER FROM THE CHEMICALS IN EFFLUENT.eml.msg

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
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Nine days left in public consultation on Northern Pulp focus report | Local | News | The News   A LEAK FROM EFFLUENT PIPE   PICTOU TOWN RESIDENTS WILL BE POISONED BY DRINKING CONTAMINATED WATER FROM THE CHEMICALS IN EFFLUENT

		From

		Vickie Oliver

		To

		Hon. Stephen McNeil; Tim Houston; Gary Burrill NDP Leader

		Cc

		Vickie Ellen Oliver

		Recipients

		leader@liberal.ns.ca; tim.houston@mail.com; gary@nsndp.ca; vickeo@eastlink.ca



Dear Honorable Premier Stephen McNeil,  Honorable PC Leader Tim Houston,  Honorable NDP Leader Gary Burrill:


If  Gordon Wilson, Nova Scotia’s Honorable Minister of Environment  should choose  to approve  the Mill  New  Pipe Proposal  to Caribou Ferry   infiltrating  the Atlantic Ocean @ Northumberland Strait   with over  1 Million liters of Effluent Waste   containing  Contaminants  such  as  Mercury  which is  60 Times  “”Higher than the Health Canada  Recommendations”   Since. the  Paper Excellence Mill’s Pipe   chooses  to run  the Effluent Waste Pipe  along the Hwy.106  which is approximately  20 Feet  away  from my family’s  residence on Pine Tree  Road  where  we  live   with  a Well  on our property  it  is subjecting  our family  to  Potential High Risk  of  The Mill’s  Effluent Pipe  Leaking  and  Contaminating our well or  clearly  “Poisoning our water with the Contaminants  from Effluent Waste of  Over  1 Million Liters  of  Effluent from the  Mill   which  empties  into  Northumberland  Strait.

There  are over  3,150 Residents  within the Town of Pictou Not  Accounting for the  Caribou Residents  living  within Close Proximity to the  Mill’s Proposed  Pipe Route to Northumberland Strait.





That  does  Not  Take into Account the  Northumberland Fishermen’s Association  who have  depended  for  Centuries  on the Fishing for Lobster, Herring  and other Fish/Shellfish  in Northumberland Strait!


 


The Choice  is  a  difficult  one  for  Our Honorable Premier  Stephen McNeil  of Nova Scotia   and  I  respect   the  fact  that  Our Honorable Premier  is  a  Sincere Man  who Honors  His Words and Commitment to Nova Scotians.    I   certainly  sympathize  with Our Honorable Premier  Stephen McNeil  as  it  is  The Toughest Decision  a Premier and  Environment Minister  will  have  to make!   


 


Ultimately  What  Cost  do  Our Honorable Leaders  Put  on Human Life  and  the Livelihood of  Many Nova  Scotians.    Also  Take into Account  the  Pictou  Mill   Did  Close  for  Several Years  after  Scott Paper, the Original  Owners  walked  away   before the  Wadjaja Family of  Paper Excellence Pulp Mills!    

Finally,   Nova  Scotians  are  Footing the Bill to Pay for  The Boat Harbor Cleanup   and  Can  Nova Scotians Afford  a Major  Leak  this time  Affecting the Water of  Thousands  of Pictonians  along with the Livelihood of  Pictou/Caribou Fishermen  who have  Fished the  Northumberland Strait  for  Generations!





The Cost  and  The  Decision to Affect  Life  is  Yours!    





Thank You for  Your Decision to Promote  Life  Always!


 


Sincerely,





Vickie Ellen Oliver
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Nine days left in public consultation on Northern Pulp focus report | Local | News | The News   A LEAK FROM EFFLUENT PIPE   PICTOU TOWN RESIDENTS WILL BE POISONED BY DRINKING CONTAMINATED WATER FROM THE CHEMICALS IN EFFLUENT

		From

		Vickie Oliver

		To

		Hon. Stephen McNeil; Tim Houston; Gary Burrill NDP Leader

		Cc

		Vickie Ellen Oliver

		Recipients

		leader@liberal.ns.ca; tim.houston@mail.com; gary@nsndp.ca; vickeo@eastlink.ca



Dear Honorable Premier Stephen McNeil,  Honorable PC Leader Tim Houston,  Honorable NDP Leader Gary Burrill:


If  Gordon Wilson, Nova Scotia’s Honorable Minister of Environment  should choose  to approve  the Mill  New  Pipe Proposal  to Caribou Ferry   infiltrating  the Atlantic Ocean @ Northumberland Strait   with over  1 Million liters of Effluent Waste   containing  Contaminants  such  as  Mercury  which is  60 Times  “”Higher than the Health Canada  Recommendations”   Since. the  Paper Excellence Mill’s Pipe   chooses  to run  the Effluent Waste Pipe  along the Hwy.106  which is approximately  20 Feet  away  from my family’s  residence on Pine Tree  Road  where  we  live   with  a Well  on our property  it  is subjecting  our family  to  Potential High Risk  of  The Mill’s  Effluent Pipe  Leaking  and  Contaminating our well or  clearly  “Poisoning our water with the Contaminants  from Effluent Waste of  Over  1 Million Liters  of  Effluent from the  Mill   which  empties  into  Northumberland  Strait.

There  are over  3,150 Residents  within the Town of Pictou Not  Accounting for the  Caribou Residents  living  within Close Proximity to the  Mill’s Proposed  Pipe Route to Northumberland Strait.





That  does  Not  Take into Account the  Northumberland Fishermen’s Association  who have  depended  for  Centuries  on the Fishing for Lobster, Herring  and other Fish/Shellfish  in Northumberland Strait!


 


The Choice  is  a  difficult  one  for  Our Honorable Premier  Stephen McNeil  of Nova Scotia   and  I  respect   the  fact  that  Our Honorable Premier  is  a  Sincere Man  who Honors  His Words and Commitment to Nova Scotians.    I   certainly  sympathize  with Our Honorable Premier  Stephen McNeil  as  it  is  The Toughest Decision  a Premier and  Environment Minister  will  have  to make!   


 


Ultimately  What  Cost  do  Our Honorable Leaders  Put  on Human Life  and  the Livelihood of  Many Nova  Scotians.    Also  Take into Account  the  Pictou  Mill   Did  Close  for  Several Years  after  Scott Paper, the Original  Owners  walked  away   before the  Wadjaja Family of  Paper Excellence Pulp Mills!    

Finally,   Nova  Scotians  are  Footing the Bill to Pay for  The Boat Harbor Cleanup   and  Can  Nova Scotians Afford  a Major  Leak  this time  Affecting the Water of  Thousands  of Pictonians  along with the Livelihood of  Pictou/Caribou Fishermen  who have  Fished the  Northumberland Strait  for  Generations!





The Cost  and  The  Decision to Affect  Life  is  Yours!    





Thank You for  Your Decision to Promote  Life  Always!


 


Sincerely,





Vickie Ellen Oliver
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From:
To: Hon. Stephen McNeil; Tim Houston; Gary Burrill NDP Leader
Cc:
Subject: Nine days left in public consultation on Northern Pulp focus report | Local | News | The News A LEAK FROM

EFFLUENT PIPE PICTOU TOWN RESIDENTS WILL BE POISONED BY DRINKING CONTAMINATED WATER FROM
THE CHEMICALS IN EFFLUENT

Date: November 4, 2019 12:07:19 PM

Dear Honorable Premier Stephen McNeil,  Honorable PC Leader Tim Houston,  Honorable NDP Leader Gary Burrill:
If  Gordon Wilson, Nova Scotia’s Honorable Minister of Environment  should choose  to approve  the Mill  New  Pipe
Proposal  to Caribou Ferry   infiltrating  the Atlantic Ocean @ Northumberland Strait   with over  1 Million liters of
Effluent Waste   containing  Contaminants  such  as  Mercury  which is  60 Times  “”Higher than the Health Canada 
Recommendations”   Since. the  Paper Excellence Mill’s Pipe   chooses  to run  the Effluent Waste Pipe  along the
Hwy.106  which is approximately    from my family’s  residence on   where  we  live  
with  a Well  on our property  it  is subjecting  our family  to  Potential High Risk  of  The Mill’s  Effluent Pipe  Leaking 
and  Contaminating our well or  clearly  “Poisoning our water with the Contaminants  from Effluent Waste of  Over 
1 Million Liters  of  Effluent from the  Mill   which  empties  into  Northumberland  Strait.

There  are over  3,150 Residents  within the Town of Pictou Not  Accounting for the  Caribou Residents  living  within
Close Proximity to the  Mill’s Proposed  Pipe Route to Northumberland Strait.

That  does  Not  Take into Account the  Northumberland Fishermen’s Association  who have  depended  for 
Centuries  on the Fishing for Lobster, Herring  and other Fish/Shellfish  in Northumberland Strait!
 

The Choice  is  a  difficult  one  for  Our Honorable Premier  Stephen McNeil  of
Nova Scotia   and  I  respect   the  fact  that  Our Honorable Premier  is  a  Sincere
Man  who Honors  His Words and Commitment to Nova Scotians.    I   certainly 
sympathize  with Our Honorable Premier  Stephen McNeil  as  it  is  The Toughest
Decision  a Premier and  Environment Minister  will  have  to make!  
 

Ultimately  What  Cost  do  Our Honorable Leaders  Put  on Human Life  and  the
Livelihood of  Many Nova  Scotians.    Also  Take into Account  the  Pictou  Mill   Did 
Close  for  Several Years  after  Scott Paper, the Original  Owners  walked  away  
before the  Wadjaja Family of  Paper Excellence Pulp Mills!    

Finally,   Nova  Scotians  are  Footing the Bill to Pay for  The Boat Harbor Cleanup  
and  Can  Nova Scotians Afford  a Major  Leak  this time  Affecting the Water of 
Thousands  of Pictonians  along with the Livelihood of  Pictou/Caribou Fishermen 
who have  Fished the  Northumberland Strait  for  Generations!

The Cost  and  The  Decision to Affect  Life  is  Yours!   

Thank You for  Your Decision to Promote  Life  Always!

mailto:tim.houston@mail.com
mailto:gary@nsndp.ca


 
Sincerely,

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.ngnews.ca/news/local/ten-days-left-in-public-consultation-on-northern-pulp-focus-report-369942/
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:22:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I vehemently oppose a
pipe dumping toxic pulp mill effluent adjacent to Caribou Harbour or anywhere in the
Northumberland Strait and Gulf of St Lawrence. In this day of scientific understanding I find
it mind boggling that the potential for this pipe and dispersal of toxic effluent is even remotely
being entertained. Allow such a pipe is nothing short of criminal. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Plymouth Postal-Code:

 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 55 y: 28



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:24:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I worked at Bowater
Mersey in the effluent plant. As far as I know we never had any issues with the treatment
plant. I am sure the new system proposed for this plant would be better for the environment.
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Caledonia Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 27



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:25:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: this is a one way trip to
disaster... After many years of Northern Pulp dumping their toxic waste into Boat Harbour,
there can be NO doubt of the pollution, health concerns, aquatic life issues , drinking water
and disregard for the Indigenous community of Boat Harbour. Asek . What are the future
Guarentees that no more harm will come from this? There are NO guarentees... Do you really
want to risk Nova Scotias furture? We need this stopped now for all our sake.... Msitnokamaq
ALL My Relations... Welalin Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca
Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 24



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:28:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im sure with todays
technology the system proposed will be clean and safe for the environment. Name: 

@yahoo.com Address:  Municipality:
Caledonia Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 24



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:47:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project has to stop
completely, no more waste pumped i to the water by Northern Pulp and an immediate clean up
and restoration of the environment. Put our money into clean energy projects. Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Greenwich
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 56 y: 27



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 7:55:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plan looks like it
would work for both forestry workers and the environmental side of things. Nova Scotia needs
forestry. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

: Liverpool Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 31



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:04:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project plan looks
to be a great way to keep the much needed northern pulp mill up and running and keeping the
toxic waste clean for the environment. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Liverpool
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 55 y: 16



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:13:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plan looks great for
both environment and the workers. Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Liverpool
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 64 y: 22



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s proposed effluent treatment facility replacement
Date: November 4, 2019 8:21:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Honouable Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment, Nova Scotia

Dear Minister Wilson,
I am writing concerning Northern Pulp's proposed effluent treatment facility replacement.
I have reviewed the report prepared by Dillon Consulting and find that it still does not address issues I had identified
as areas of concern when the previous report was released. One of these is the effect of warming water on lobster
larvae. Also, I believe the report is using outdated information in some sections, such as the location of wells
currently being used to supply drinking water for the town of Pictou.
Reading this report is overwhelming for the average citizen and I would expect it is a difficult task for government
employees as well.  I feel it is extremely important to critically evaluate all the information presented here and that
will definitely take time. I recommend that this project be reclassified for a Class 2 environmental assessment
allowing the additional time that a project of this magnitude requires.
Sincerely,



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:25:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to show that
I am in support of the new state of the art treatment facility that Northern Pulp plans to build.
My families lively hood depends on Northern Pulp staying open. It has been a huge topic
between many of our family and friends. My husband is an employee there, and he is the one
providing for our family. I am all for not causing harm to the waters, however after reading the
focus report, it clearly shows that there will be no harm done. It shows that the project will
have little impact on the straight and the fisheries. One of the main things I took from it, is that
water quality within FIVE meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian Marine guidelines. The
effluent has been pumped into the straight for 50 years already, and the fishing industry has
always been able to successfully fish, some of the best places are close to where the outfall is
right now from Northern Pulp. The report shows that there will be no significant impacts to
the fisheries or the fish habitat. Northern Pulp plans on making this facility one of the cleanest
mills in the country! One way to show that, is that the treated effluent will not be visible at the
waters surface, which is even better then what we can say now, also that when construction is
happening it will have only minor impacts on marine species and habitat. Putting the pipe into
the straight is only a small thing we would be doing when you consider all the other
construction that has occurred in our waters. When the PEI bridge was built, that also
disrupted the marine life, and now it is thriving more then it ever was before, I know many
fishermen that would say this is true. So it shows that the construction will not hurt the waters.
Northern Pulp is willing to provide a thicker pipe then required for the job and place an
automated leak detection system which will alert us if anything was going wrong. It shows
that they are willing to reduce their environmental footprint, they want to provide good paying
jobs and stay here in our community. They dont just create jobs they also do a lot for our
community in terms of fundraising and helping us out in ways that help our community as
well. They want the forestry and fishing industry to all co-exist with us, and they are trying
everything they can do get it right. If Northern Pulp is to close, its not just our family that will
be without a job, but also all the spin off jobs that come from Northern Pulp running, this is
1000â?Ts of jobs at stake. It will affect our county heavily but it will ALSO affect all of Nova
Scotia as well. Trying to find a job in Pictou County will be hard but it doesnt seem appealing
to even want to stay in Nova Scotia, so many of us will have to move else where. Please
APPROVE the Environmental Assessment and allow Northern Pulp to build the new
treatment facility and continue to bring good paying jobs and money here in Nova Scotia.
Thank you for your time. Name: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 38 y: 28



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:30:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think that everything
has been said by now, but Iâ?Tll repeat my prior concerns. I have lived in Pictou my whole
life and Iâ?Tve put up with the horrible stench and possible effects on my health from the mill
because of the refrain of â?ojobs, jobs, jobs,â?  and the â?osmell of moneyâ? . No longer. I
think we know better in this day and age that jobs have to be sustainable and environmentally
friendly. Why do you think the fisheries have quotas? So itâ?Ts sustainable for the future. This
pipe puts the sustainable future of the fishery at risk. Of course, the environmental racism
committed against Pictou Landing First Nation must end. Keep your word. As a resident of
Pictou the route of this pipe is not acceptable to me. I think weâ?Tve all heard of Flint,
Michigan. They still do not have clean drinking water. Why would it be okay to have a pipe
run effluent over our water shed? We will not be another Flint. Do the right thing. Close Boat
Harbour on time. Donâ?Tt create another environmental disaster. Name:  Email:

@icloud.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

39 y: 30



From: @iafltd.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:32:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: WE Need the forest
industry Plain and simple what Northern pulp is offering to do is a lot more than most NS
Companys are doing for our environment. Do Not let them leave! Name:  Email:

@iafltd.com Address: Fall River N.S. Municipality: Fall River
Postal-Code:  email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 50 y: 27



From: @mlb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:33:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There have been a
multitude of environmental assessments and evaluations completed since 2015. It is known
that if this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is completed, Northern Pulpâ?Ts
environment footprint will be significantly reduced. Third-party consultants have concluded
that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. As well, Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines. Based on scientific data obtained and the
completion of the required EAs, Northern Pulp should be granted the necessary extension in
order to maintain operations and to construct a state-of-the-art effluent treatment facility.
Name: @mlb.ca Address:  Municipality: Lower
Onslow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:34:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is best for
everyone and both forestry and fishing industries SHOULD continue to be two of Nova
Scotiaâ?Ts agricultural landmarks and keep our economy growing Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pomquet Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 67 y: 33



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:36:23 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
Name:  Email: Address:  Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 70 y: 29

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:37:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Need this project to go
Too keep industry in Nova Scotia many jobs and familyâ?Ts depend on this mill. Closing it
would be devastating for the province. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  havre Boucher Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 75 y: 10



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:39:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am deeply concerned
about Northern Pulps plan to pump effluent into the Gulf and am, in fact, against it. It is, in my
opinion, a continuation of the disregard that several successive NS governments have had for
Pictou Landing First Nations, the citizens of Pictou and surrounding area and the environment
in general. The impunity with which this mill has been allowed to function has been costly
beyond measure in terms of human health and environmental damage, not to mention the loss
of trust in a government that appears to value business over human lives. I intend to stand with
others against the implementation of this facility. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Berwick Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 48 y: 22



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:45:32 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp
Name:  Email: Address:  Municipality: Antigonish
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 71 y: 21

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 8:46:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To Whom It May
Concern, Re: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility After reading the Focus Report and
applicable documentation provided by Northern Pulp I have come to the conclusion that the
information therein remains insufficient and therefore the Minister of the Environment has a
duty of care to the people of Nova Scotia to reject Northern Pulps proposal. Upon reviewing
the Focus Report, which was requested at the behest of the former Environment Minister, I
have concluded that what Northern Pulp has proposed in regards to their ETF has not satisfied
the requirements requested of them pursuant to the terms and conditions of the environmental
assessment i.e. Subclause 91Abx which requires that environmental baseline data be sufficient
in predicting adverse effects. Northern Pulp prefaces the Focus Report as being science based,
but upon review this amounts to nothing more than a fallacy. Upon their own admission the
majority of the scientific studies within the Focus Report rely on surrogate data sets as a
substitute for empirically observed base line studies, specifically in regards to the presence,
diversity and relative abundance of marine species in the proposed outfall area. The Focus
Report outlines Northern Pulps proposal to burn Activated Sludge on site in their power
boiler, of which the effects on the environment and human health are still unknown and
unmitigated. Given Northern Pulps track record as serial polluters that have been fined on
several occasions for failing to meet stack emission guidelines, how can we trust that will
provide the due diligence required by the EA. As a good corporate citizen Northern Pulp
should have used this as a learning experience and to commit to improving processes, but time
and time again they have proven that they are unwilling to adopt more environmentally
responsible processes that respect the environment and the people that call Nova Scotia home.
The year is 2019 and Northern Pulp cannot, or will not resolve to take responsibility for
implementing a more environmentally conscious ETF that does not directly pump treated
effluent into the Northumberland Strait. It is incumbent upon the Nova Scotia government to
stop this farce and hold Northern Pulp to account. Industries change, but people adapt and the
employees of Northern Pulp are no different and should be provided with the resources
necessary to adapt to a changing world through retraining and directed benefits that would
allow them to transition within the workforce. The management team at Northern Pulp have
succeeded in making this issue as divisive as it is, but I hope that the Nova Scotia government
has the resolve to reject the proposed ETF and begin to move towards a more sustainable
future that takes into account the many and not the few. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 50 y: 18



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report response
Date: November 4, 2019 8:55:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Environment Minister, 
I am writing to you about Northern Pulp’s Focus Report on the Pipe they want to build. I live
in Central Caribou where they want to run  the pipe. 
This focus report has not changed my mind, I still think it is a terrible idea. Two major
concerns that I would like to add to my last letter (below) are the province of Nova Scotia
secretly promising Northern Pulp $8 million and Air quality with burning sludge. 
After hearing in the news that the Provence had a secret pact with Northern Pulp to share
environmental assessment costs, up to $8 million dollars, this really upset me. If the Provence
had not given them this money would they even be building this pipe? Probably not. And if
the Provence is going to spend $8 million dollars in a project are they then going to reject it? 

In my first letter I talked about how bad the mill smells now and how it will be worse burning
sludge. The focus report has not made any changes to this proposal that would make burning
sludge a good idea, this will add more pollution to the air, there is no precipitator on that stack,
and the fact that the mill has said that this makes them “Green” because they are burning
biomass to fuel themselves is discusting! 

The Provence and pulp mill lied 50 years ago and said it would not cause any harm. This focus
report is just more lies. Minister I ask that you reject this proposal.

 
Central Caribou, NS 

https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-scotia-had-secret-pact-with-northern-
pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/

   

Dear Environment Minister Margaret Miller,

 

I am writing to you about Northern Pulp’s pipe that they want to build. I am nine years old from Central Caribou, NS.
Please do not dismiss my letter because of my age. I have grown up on the beaches of Caribou and my cottage on Pictou
Island. I have fished lobster with my grandfather and father every spring since I was four. My Great-grandfather,
grandfather and father have all fished the same Pictou Island grounds that I would like to fish someday. Kids like Greta
Thunberg are making grownups take climate change serious, if she can do that maybe I can do the same with this pipe
idea, because it is serious, seriously bad.

 

I am asking you to not allow Northern Pulp to put their pipe in our ocean. It will make all the marine life swim away.

https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-scotia-had-secret-pact-with-northern-pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/
https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-scotia-had-secret-pact-with-northern-pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/


People around the world are making changes and working to stop pollution, why would we allow this to happen to our
beautiful beaches, to the animals and fish that live in the Northumberland Strait. We need to think forward not backwards.

 

In 4H I am doing a project on Sustainable Fishing Practices in Nova Scotia. While doing my project I have found lots of
examples of fishermen, scientists and First Nations working together and coming up with ideas so there are still fish in the
ocean in the future. Destroying their marine habitat with brown, hot smelly water is not sustainable.

 

When I was at marine biology camp we did an experiment with oil on a feather and used Dawn soap to try and get it off
like in the commercials. It was hard to get any of the oil off and in the end we weren’t able to get it all. We were
learning about a spill, an accident, this pipe will be pumping an unimaginable amount of pollution on purpose everyday
into the ocean. This experiment also made me think about the Dawn commercial, using hurt ducks to sell their soap and it
made me mad. I have to listen to Northern Pulp commercials everyday telling me how great they are, but just because it is
in a commercial does not make it true.

 

In school we talk about not littering, reduce, reuse and recycle. We learn about pollution and what we can do to help the
Earth, but we are not allowed to talk about Northern Pulp even though some days when the wind is blowing the smog
toward our school we have to play inside because the air hurts to breathe and it smells worse than dog farts. If you allow
them to build their new system it will be burning sludge on top of what they burn now, it will be worse.

 

If you have ever played on a beach, ate seafood, enjoyed your day on a boat I want you to think about that when you
make your decision, think about that and think about a nine year old in Caribou NS staring out at a new Boat Harbour.

 

Thank you for reading my letter,

 

Central Caribou NS



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Please NOPIPE
Date: November 4, 2019 9:03:02 PM
Attachments: letter to Min Env NOPIPE.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien




                                The Hon. Gordon Wilson, Nova Scotia Minister of Environment 


Dear Mr. Minister, 


We approached the 4000 page Northern Pulp Focus Report with trepidation. It is a daunting tome written 


in language that is challenging to understand. It posed a difficult task to read, process, comprehend and 


respond to within 37 days. We struggled…what to do. We read what we could manage. We thought about  


essentially what it was saying. We listened to those who live along the proposed pipes path and those who  


fish the waters and others that have delved deeper into the report. We referred to our family and friends  


history of living with the Mill in their backyard and the results of previous reports. We concluded this  


proposed plan for a pipe in the strait to disperse effluent is not a good plan and we oppose it. This plan  


should not be allowed to be implemented. 


Many reports have been done over the 52 years of the Mill’s existence. If one can be simplistic essentially  


what they all say to some degree after much verbiage is… all will be well…here is our plan…this is what we  


will do…there will not be an environmental impact …pollution will not be a problem or will be lessoned.  


These reports have always been flawed…pollution has continued to spew for 52 years. We propose erring  


on the side of caution as history has provided us a cautionary tale. Please…no pipe. 


  
The Northern Pulp Focus Report states in the executive summary that the proposed project will consist of 


the construction and subsequent operation of a new effluent treatment facility (ETF) including a pipeline to 


transport treated effluent for discharge into the Northumberland Strait, further out from the current discharge 


location. It also states …as has been the case since 1967 via the existing facility, the treated effluent 


discharge will continue to be discharged into the Northumberland Strait. The proposed project says that it will 


consist of a modernized treatment system enhancing protection of the local receiving environment (water  


discharge). 


Essentially the report concludes… treatment of effluent will be somewhat better…the pipe will go further out 


in the strait where dispersion will not be harmful. Reality…the effluent will have fewer contaminants but there 


will still be contaminants and it is still going into the strait. It is pollution and however far out it is dispersed it 


will still cause harm and that is totally unacceptable. 


Growing up in New Glasgow some of us were attending local schools when the Mill first opened in 1967. Our 


mother and Grandmother Mary Wallace had a home in Chance Harbour for 30 years about 2.5 km as the 


crow flies from Boat Harbour. We were all very familiar with the stench from the mill and the concerning 


contaminants in the air and water. The effluent from the mill was processed in Boat Harbour where it went to 







settling ponds and then directly into the Northumberland Strait where it flowed along the shore where our 


mother/grandmother resided and whose waters we have swum in for years. Often the pollution was visible in 


the water. 


It was so obvious a problem in the water that Mary Wallace joined CAP Citizens Against Pollution in the 80’s 


to help hold the Mill accountable for the pollution and to elicit change. Despite efforts by this group and 


countless people and groups since we still have a pollution problem from the mill some 52 years after it was 


built. Certainly there have been efforts to control emissions and improvements made over time but never 


enough and Boat Harbour and the effluent problem is ongoing. 


While our mother/grandmother lived in Chance Harbour full time she had a very bad bronchitis, asthma type 


condition and needed to use inhalers “puffers.” This condition disappeared after she moved into assisted 


living in Truro and then Moncton. For the few remaining years of her life she would come home for the 


summer to her place in Chance Harbour. The bronchitis condition would be reactivated when she came back 


in the summer. After reading the information on the health issues caused by the mill we felt that in all 


likelihood this at the very least was a contributor to her health challenge. Pictou County has higher than 


average respiratory illnesses. Also as documented by the Pictou County Health Authority, cancer incidences, 


including breast cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, and cancer-related deaths in general are all higher in 


Pictou County than the rest of Nova Scotia. Pictou County also ranks far higher in acute coronary syndrome 


and coronary failure than the rest of Nova Scotia. 


It is known that the NS Government in 1967 bent over backwards to ensure they got a mill in Pictou County.  


With the best of intentions to lure big industry that would provide jobs they gave away the farm so to speak. 


The results are an environmental foot print that is horrific. Yes jobs were provided but at what cost. 


  
The original mill owner Scott Paper was provided free infrastructure, extremely cheap water, tax holidays, the  


use of Boat Harbour for effluent and the the assurance the provincial government would take care of treating  


the effluent. The Scott Maritimes Act, passed in 1965 gave the company a 50-year lease on 230,000 acres of  


prime Crown land in Halifax County. That was just the beginning. 


Amongst many other insults to the environment the Mill has utilized the spraying of  DDT.  Rachel Carson's  


book Silent Spring (1962) described the harmful effects of pesticides like DDT on the environment. She also  


stated in the book “It is also an era dominated by industry, in which the right to make a dollar at whatever 


cost is seldom challenged.” 


We know the world is suffering an environmental crisis. The day when you can give companies free access  



http://nslegislature.ca/legc/statutes/scottmar.htm





to pollute air and water and impact forests negatively is over. Deforestation is a big contributor to the climate  


crisis. Forests are the “lungs of the Earth” that absorb carbon dioxide and produce oxygen and they help  


control the climate. 


The effort of groups and citizens over 52 years have forced improvements at the Mill but the pollution  


level is still highly unacceptable. There were little to no checks and balances to start with so the advances  


that have been made are still not enough. 


Thank you for taking the time and considering this letter supporting NOPIPE  in your decision making. 


Respectfully submitted, 


In memory of the late Mary Wallace 


 who worked hard in her lifetime to have the Mill reduce effluent to within safe limits 


Family Members 


Janet Wallace   New Glasgow, NS 


Paul Wallace     Medicine Hat, AB 


Carol Connor     Halifax, NS 


Tom Wallace      Kamloops, BC 


Brittany Cameron  Montreal, QC







                                The Hon. Gordon Wilson, Nova Scotia Minister of Environment 

Dear Mr. Minister, 

We approached the 4000 page Northern Pulp Focus Report with trepidation. It is a daunting tome written 

in language that is challenging to understand. It posed a difficult task to read, process, comprehend and 

respond to within 37 days. We struggled…what to do. We read what we could manage. We thought about  

essentially what it was saying. We listened to those who live along the proposed pipes path and those who  

fish the waters and others that have delved deeper into the report. We referred to our family and friends  

history of living with the Mill in their backyard and the results of previous reports. We concluded this  

proposed plan for a pipe in the strait to disperse effluent is not a good plan and we oppose it. This plan  

should not be allowed to be implemented. 

Many reports have been done over the 52 years of the Mill’s existence. If one can be simplistic essentially  

what they all say to some degree after much verbiage is… all will be well…here is our plan…this is what we  

will do…there will not be an environmental impact …pollution will not be a problem or will be lessoned.  

These reports have always been flawed…pollution has continued to spew for 52 years. We propose erring  

on the side of caution as history has provided us a cautionary tale. Please…no pipe. 

  
The Northern Pulp Focus Report states in the executive summary that the proposed project will consist of 

the construction and subsequent operation of a new effluent treatment facility (ETF) including a pipeline to 

transport treated effluent for discharge into the Northumberland Strait, further out from the current discharge 

location. It also states …as has been the case since 1967 via the existing facility, the treated effluent 

discharge will continue to be discharged into the Northumberland Strait. The proposed project says that it will 

consist of a modernized treatment system enhancing protection of the local receiving environment (water  

discharge). 

Essentially the report concludes… treatment of effluent will be somewhat better…the pipe will go further out 

in the strait where dispersion will not be harmful. Reality…the effluent will have fewer contaminants but there 

will still be contaminants and it is still going into the strait. It is pollution and however far out it is dispersed it 

will still cause harm and that is totally unacceptable. 

Growing up in New Glasgow some of us were attending local schools when the Mill first opened in 1967. Our 

mother and Grandmother  had a home in Chance Harbour for 30 years about 2.5 km as the 

crow flies from Boat Harbour. We were all very familiar with the stench from the mill and the concerning 

contaminants in the air and water. The effluent from the mill was processed in Boat Harbour where it went to 



settling ponds and then directly into the Northumberland Strait where it flowed along the shore where our 

mother/grandmother resided and whose waters we have swum in for years. Often the pollution was visible in 

the water. 

It was so obvious a problem in the water that  joined CAP Citizens Against Pollution in the 80’s 

to help hold the Mill accountable for the pollution and to elicit change. Despite efforts by this group and 

countless people and groups since we still have a pollution problem from the mill some 52 years after it was 

built. Certainly there have been efforts to control emissions and improvements made over time but never 

enough and Boat Harbour and the effluent problem is ongoing. 

While our mother/grandmother lived in Chance Harbour full time she had a very bad bronchitis, asthma type 

condition and needed to use inhalers “puffers.” This condition disappeared after she moved into assisted 

living in Truro and then Moncton. For the few remaining years of her life she would come home for the 

summer to her place in Chance Harbour. The bronchitis condition would be reactivated when she came back 

in the summer. After reading the information on the health issues caused by the mill we felt that in all 

likelihood this at the very least was a contributor to her health challenge. Pictou County has higher than 

average respiratory illnesses. Also as documented by the Pictou County Health Authority, cancer incidences, 

including breast cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, and cancer-related deaths in general are all higher in 

Pictou County than the rest of Nova Scotia. Pictou County also ranks far higher in acute coronary syndrome 

and coronary failure than the rest of Nova Scotia. 

It is known that the NS Government in 1967 bent over backwards to ensure they got a mill in Pictou County.  

With the best of intentions to lure big industry that would provide jobs they gave away the farm so to speak. 

The results are an environmental foot print that is horrific. Yes jobs were provided but at what cost. 

  
The original mill owner Scott Paper was provided free infrastructure, extremely cheap water, tax holidays, the  

use of Boat Harbour for effluent and the the assurance the provincial government would take care of treating  

the effluent. The Scott Maritimes Act, passed in 1965 gave the company a 50-year lease on 230,000 acres of  

prime Crown land in Halifax County. That was just the beginning. 

Amongst many other insults to the environment the Mill has utilized the spraying of  DDT.  Rachel Carson's  

book Silent Spring (1962) described the harmful effects of pesticides like DDT on the environment. She also  

stated in the book “It is also an era dominated by industry, in which the right to make a dollar at whatever 

cost is seldom challenged.” 

We know the world is suffering an environmental crisis. The day when you can give companies free access  

http://nslegislature.ca/legc/statutes/scottmar.htm


to pollute air and water and impact forests negatively is over. Deforestation is a big contributor to the climate  

crisis. Forests are the “lungs of the Earth” that absorb carbon dioxide and produce oxygen and they help  

control the climate. 

The effort of groups and citizens over 52 years have forced improvements at the Mill but the pollution  

level is still highly unacceptable. There were little to no checks and balances to start with so the advances  

that have been made are still not enough. 

Thank you for taking the time and considering this letter supporting NOPIPE  in your decision making. 

Respectfully submitted, 

In memory of the late  

 who worked hard in  lifetime to have the Mill reduce effluent to within safe limits 

Family Members 

   New Glasgow, NS 

     Medicine Hat, AB 

     Halifax, NS 

      Kamloops, BC 

  Montreal, QC



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:05:35 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Environment Minister, I
love to swim at the beach in caribou, go mackreal fishing, and tube on the back of the boat. If
this pipe is aloud to happen this beautiful place will never be the same. Please reject this
proposal Thank you  Central Caribou, NS Name:  Email: Address:
Central Caribou Road Municipality: Central Caribou Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 29

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Environmental Assessment followup and mill support
Date: November 4, 2019 9:07:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To whom it may concern,
I am writing you to express my concerns as a woodlot owner, and silviculture contractor in
Central Nova Scotia. I have been involved directly in the forest industry since 1989.It has been
a great source of livelihood for me since this time, and feel that if Northern Pulp closes, my
livelihood will be threatened. As a woodlot owner in Hants County, I am also concerned that if
Northern Pulp closes its doors, I will  be unable to receive a fair market value of my pulp
wood from my property. I am also concerned that our local sawmills will lose their wood
chips market to Northern Pulp should the mill close its doors.
I have read the mills current proposal to get rid of its waste products, and I am expressing my
support to the current proposal. I hope that at this time next year, this mill will be open for
business, and that I will continue to be employed in the forest industry of Nova Scotia for
many years in the future,
Thanks for your time to read my concerns, and I can be reached via email or by phone at 

Sincerily, 
 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:12:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Atlantic Canada needs
good paying jobs in the forestry sector. Please save Northern Pulp jobs! Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
corner brook, nl Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 20



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:12:07 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs its
forestry sector, Im in favour of the treatment facility 100 Name:  Email:
Address:  Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 22

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: environmental assessment for northern pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 9:13:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Hon. Gordon Wilson Minister of Environment : I highly recommend that the environmental
assessment be approved for Northern Pulp.  Northern Pulp employs thousands in northern and
central nova scotia in the woods and the mill plus all the sawmills. The economic spin offs to all the
local businesses are in the hundreds of millions. All the woodlot owners are dependent on Northern
Pulp and the sawmills that supply chips to the pulp mill in order to sell their logs and pulp wood.
 Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. For additional protection Northern Pulp has
selected a thicker than required pipe, in addition to establishing an automated leak detection system
which will be installed in the Pictou watershed area. Ocean water quality within 5 meters of the
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines. When this state of the art wastewater treatment
facility is complete, Northern Pulps environmental footprint will be significantly reduced. These facts
were taken from the focus report. As a former forestry worker I strongly endorse the approval of this
environmental assessment for Northern Pulp. Sincerely,    Central West
River NS  

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: BH
Date: November 4, 2019 9:15:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Honour the act!

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:24:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Minister, I would expect
that after years of a private company dumping effluent onto public property, there will be
some effort at remediation of Boat Harbour on behalf of both the public and private sector.
While this clean up takes place, there should be a tremendous effort on behalf of the
government to nudge the industry in another direction. This will mean supporting those
working in the industry while they voluntarily retrain for new work. I trust government is
taking expert advice seriously when it comes to environmental concerns from various parties.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 29 y: 32



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: response to Northern Pulp"s EA
Date: November 4, 2019 9:25:32 PM
Attachments: response to Northern Pulp"s EA .msg

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Environment Assessment Web Account
info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
response to Northern Pulp"s EA
November 4, 2019 9:25:31 PM
Northern Pulp report.pages
Northern Pulp report.pdf

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca

response to Northern Pulp's EA 

		From

		Anne Krawczyk

		To

		Environment Assessment Web Account

		Cc

		info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca

		Recipients

		info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca; EA@novascotia.ca





Northern Pulp report.pages

Northern Pulp report.pages





Northern Pulp report.pdf

Northern Pulp report.pdf




Anne Kwasnik-Krawczyk, MD, ABFP, CCFP, (PC) 
65 Meadow Breeze Lane 



Kings Head, NS, B2H5C4 
akx2@mac.com 



November 4, 2019 



The Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of  Environment 



Dear Minister, 



I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for a proposed Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility. I have moved to Nova Scotia in 2003 and work as the 
Director of  Palliative Care at the Aberdeen Hospital in New Glasgow NS. Since moving 
here to this Province, I have lived in Pictou County under the plume of  Northern Pulp. 
From a personal perspective this has affected my own health in various circumstances, 
and from a professional perspective I have witnessed the exceeding proportion of  
respiratory and cancer related illness’s in this community.  



Based on my own observations, I have noticed the air quality in emissions has surpassed 
allowable levels on more occasions than it has reached the proper limits. The marine life 
in the Northumberland Strait has vastly diminished in the years since we moved here, 
there were too numerous to count species of  crab and sand dollars several years ago to a 
rare finding in the past years.  Our forestry services have denigrated to practices of  
clearcutting with no consideration of  sustainable renewable forestry.  



I am not an expert in these matters, yet, clearly these changes are occurring at an 
alarming rate that one can feel the environmental degradation in just a decade.  



I would like to reflect specifically to Appendix 9.2 Human Health Risk Assessment in the 
Focus Report. After reading this, and especially after a history of  non-compliance in the 
past, I am not convinced that the health of  humans and the marine biosphere will not be 
harmed.  



A simple search led me to a report from the US-EPA [ https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/
si_public_record_Report.cfm?Lab=NHEERL&dirEntryID=51649 ] where it is clearly 
written, that “even effluents receiving good treatment may exhibit sporadic and dynamic 
increases in toxicity (due in part to spills or dumping of  spent pulping chemicals)”  



I am utterly flabbergasted that we are even considering such a potentially disastrous 
proposition in this day and age of  Climate Change and  Ocean Conservation efforts.  





mailto:akx2@mac.com
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Our billion dollar fishing industry is at risk of  suffering huge losses at the mere thought of  
potential polluted sea life. What convincing data have we received that the treated effluent   
will not cause harm to our sea life. Let alone, the effects of  the higher water temperatures 
and the dilution of  the water. The data is not reassuring that this will not change the 
biodiversity of  our sea life. In addition the amount of  heavy metals leaching into our 
mollusks and shell fish is unacceptable. The facts and figures for this in the health 
literature is overwhelming on the great risks this presents.  



The potential irreversible destruction and health hazards implicated in this venture 
should no longer be acceptable .  



Sincerely yours, 



Anne Kwasnik-Krawczyk 



a very concerned citizen and health care provider. 














 
 

Kings Head, NS,  
 

November 4, 2019 

The Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of  Environment 

Dear Minister, 

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for a proposed Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility. I have moved to Nova Scotia in  and work as the 

 Aberdeen Hospital in New Glasgow NS. Since moving 
here to this Province, I have lived in Pictou County under the plume of  Northern Pulp. 
From a personal perspective this has affected my own health in various circumstances, 
and from a professional perspective I have witnessed the exceeding proportion of  
respiratory and cancer related illness’s in this community.  

Based on my own observations, I have noticed the air quality in emissions has surpassed 
allowable levels on more occasions than it has reached the proper limits. The marine life 
in the Northumberland Strait has vastly diminished in the years since we moved here, 
there were too numerous to count species of  crab and sand dollars several years ago to a 
rare finding in the past years.  Our forestry services have denigrated to practices of  
clearcutting with no consideration of  sustainable renewable forestry.  

I am not an expert in these matters, yet, clearly these changes are occurring at an 
alarming rate that one can feel the environmental degradation in just a decade.  

I would like to reflect specifically to Appendix 9.2 Human Health Risk Assessment in the 
Focus Report. After reading this, and especially after a history of  non-compliance in the 
past, I am not convinced that the health of  humans and the marine biosphere will not be 
harmed.  

A simple search led me to a report from the US-EPA [ https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/
si_public_record_Report.cfm?Lab=NHEERL&dirEntryID=51649 ] where it is clearly 
written, that “even effluents receiving good treatment may exhibit sporadic and dynamic 
increases in toxicity (due in part to spills or dumping of  spent pulping chemicals)”  

I am utterly flabbergasted that we are even considering such a potentially disastrous 
proposition in this day and age of  Climate Change and  Ocean Conservation efforts.  

https://nslegislature.ca/members/profiles/gordon-l-wilson
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_Report.cfm?Lab=NHEERL&dirEntryID=51649
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Our billion dollar fishing industry is at risk of  suffering huge losses at the mere thought of  
potential polluted sea life. What convincing data have we received that the treated effluent   
will not cause harm to our sea life. Let alone, the effects of  the higher water temperatures 
and the dilution of  the water. The data is not reassuring that this will not change the 
biodiversity of  our sea life. In addition the amount of  heavy metals leaching into our 
mollusks and shell fish is unacceptable. The facts and figures for this in the health 
literature is overwhelming on the great risks this presents.  

The potential irreversible destruction and health hazards implicated in this venture 
should no longer be acceptable .  

Sincerely yours, 

 

a very concerned citizen and health care provider. 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:29:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a lifelong resident of
Nova Scotia as well as a member of a family who have been involved in the forest industry
going back three generations I cant state strongly enough how important the survival of
Northern Pulp is to the economy of the province. Paper Excellence has proven that they are
willing to invest in improving their environmental footprint. They have addressed in the
original EA application, and now followed up with the focus report, the concerns of the
government and have third party scientific evidence to back up the validity of the project. This
same technology is used successfully in many other mills so there should be no doubt that it
will be an environmentally friendly solution here as well. To reiterate, Nova Scotia needs the
forest industry to thrive economically and the forest industry needs Northern Pulp to br able to
thrive within the province. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Upper Musquodoboit Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:37:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please donâ?Tt allow
this to continue anymore. I know your government has been taking small strides towards
bettering the environment, and Iâ?Tm aware of the potential loss of several hundred well-
paying jobs, but if my grand children have to fish from polluted waters any longer, you will go
down in history as the hand who allowed this to keep happened. Reconciliation begins by
making tough decisions - people can find new jobs, not a new planet. I plan to move back well
before I retire, I surely hope itâ?Ts gone, or I may have to stay away from my homeland
forever. Name: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality:
Prescott Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 94 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:40:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our province needs this.
This is my family future, our family has worked with this mill for over 50 years. My family
woodlots will have no value if the mill closes. What does my future look like without forestry
in NS Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Glenholme Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 19



From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: jhbaird@tncweb.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 4, 2019 9:40:44 PM
Importance: High

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Nova Scotia Dept of Environment
Minister of Environment

re Northern Pulp Focus Report
 
Nov 4/19
 
I am writing in regard to the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp in regard to their Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility.
 
As i read through the Focus Report all i am seeing is alot of speculation and not alot of facts.
As an Asthma sufferer since aged 3, I am particularly interested in the Air Emmissions and the Human
Health Risk Assessment. I wasn't diagnosed with Asthma until after we moved to the Caribou area when i
was 3 years old.
 
The mill has a long history of exceeding their air emmissions with virtually ZERO consequenses. What
precident has that set for the mill in future concerning air emmissions?
Now, with the new activated sludge treatment facility they will actually be burning the sludge. That will
mean more emmissions than we have now and I am very concerned what it will mean for my breathing.
I noticed in one diagram, which outlined where the emmissions monitoring stations would be located,
almost all of them were on the same side of Pictou Harbour as the mill itself. There was only one
monitoring station located in the Town of Pictou. 
This is simply unacceptable! So, if the wind is blowing towards Braeshore or towards Three Brooks area,
for example, the monitor in the Town of Pictou may not even pick it up. How can you justify NOT having
one in every direction ?
 
I am currently  years old and currently enrolled in post secondary education. When i finish school I
hope to stay in this area but my decision may be impacted by your decision on this project. Nova Scotia
already has a higher rate of unemployment than other parts of the country; if this project is approved, it
will be a glaring example of Nova Scotia's careless disregard for the environment. Not to mention the fact
that i am expecting my Asthma to worsen with the burning of the sludge.
 
When I reviewed the Human Health Risk Assessment section, I was surprised to see no real information
at all. It appeared to be a list of things they would "monitor" if the project was approved, but no real data
on what the actual impacts will be if this project is completed. How can you approve this project if no one
knows what the impacts will be to human health?
 
I don't feel this company has made any effort to complete any required studies on human health impacts
or impacts to fish and fish habitat that they were required to do. They knew since 2014 that their Boat
Harbour site would be discontinued in 2020 ; that was plenty of time.
 
 

 
Three Brooks 

mailto:jhbaird@tncweb.ca


Pictou County, NS



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:40:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I Support the Northern
Pulp Effluent project. Iâ?Tve read the research and feel that sufficient actions are taking place
to mitigate health and environmental impact. The economic impact of the mill is critical to our
province. I lived in Pictou county for over 30 years. I raised 2 children here. My son is in his
late 20â?Ts and teaches high school. I therefore continue to have a vested interest in the long
term health,enviromental and economic well being Of the county. I have good friends and
relatives that both work at the Mill as well as in the forestry and Fishery. Iâ?Td like to see
Approval of the Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-
Code:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 19



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 9:41:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked in the
forest industry for almost 25 years. Until the local mill was closed. This caused me to find
work outside of the of the province working away from home. This closure caused much stress
in the local area affecting over 1600 people directly and indirectly. When these industries
leave they do not return. Nova Scotia being a have nothing province cannot affort to lose NP. I
believe NP has a good plan going forward. Having seen the positive affects of a modern
treatment plant can do for the environment as it did in Liverpool when a treatment plant was
installed in the mid 90s. This project should proceed and N.S. continue having a forestry
industry and not to be only a retirement province for the rest of Canada. NOVA SCOTIA
NEEDS FORESTRY  Liverpool Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Liverpool
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 29



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:01:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am still completely
unconvinced that measures undertaken by Northern Pulp will undeniably assure no harm will
come to our marine biosphere or to human health. History and the holes in the recent report
cause my sincere objection to this project. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Kings Head Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 47 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:10:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please fix the plant to
meet code as you would a house on a river with a septic tank and a bed for filtering human
waste before it enters the water. This is just responsible home owning . Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Hubbards , Nova Scotia.
Municipality: Hubbarss Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 34



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:10:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have two concerns: 1. I
ask that you stop the use of Boat Harbour for effluent disposal on January 31, 2019 as
promised. Too many promises have been broken before to the Pictou Landing First Nations
Community. 2. Before a decision is made about a future method of waste disposal for the mill,
data must be gathered that studies other kraft mills and the impact this new form of disposal
has on the adjacent waterways. We do not have enough data currently to be able to allow
waste to flow directly into the Northumberland Straight. Name: 
Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: Municipality: Truro
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 38 y: 32



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp’s Proposed Plan
Date: November 4, 2019 10:14:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honourable Gordon Wilson,

I am writing to you regarding the focus report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 
I am a long time resident of the town of Pictou, a retired teacher, and a mother of two children,
one of which has chosen to return to Pictou after receiving her education to bring up her
family in the town of Pictou. 
Throughout the many years living in a Pictou I was never happy about the odor coming from
the mill but I always felt my government kept my family safe with stringent environmental
regulations. In recent years I have become very aware that I have good reason the be
concerned about the pollution this mill emits into the air as well as the water.
My first comment about this proposed pipeline is that I fully support the closure of Boat
Harbour and feel that the government needs to honour the Boat  Harbour Act and close the
treatment facility on January 31st, 2020. I am ashamed how the residents of Pictou Landing
First Nations have been treated and fully support their plea to have Boat Harbour Effluent
Treatment Facility closed as previously promised by this government. So regardless of your
decision about the proposed pipeline plan, the Boat Harbour Act must be honoured.

My second comment is that I am very concerned about the proposed pipeline’s route and that
it will pass through the town of Pictou’s watershed. I would like to point out that I believe the
data presented by Northern Pulp is incorrect. Their representation of where the town’s active
wells are located is inaccurate. There are active wells closer to the proposed pipeline than is
indicated by their plan. I would ask if your department would investigate this error as the
location of the town’s active wells is very important. The closer the proposed pipe is to the
town’s water supply, the greater the chance that it could have devastating   consequences for
the thousands of residents of the town if a leak occurs. Or should I say when a leak occurs. I
would like to hear from you about the discrepancy in the proposed plan regarding the location
of the town’s active wells. 

My third comment is that I feel that the significance of this project deserves the most diligent
form of investigation. Therefore, I feel a federal environmental assessment is needed. Much is
at stake here. I ask you to please consider the pleas of the Pictou Landing First Nations, the
fishermen of the Northumberland Strait and the local residents of Pictou County and request
further study with a federal assessment. It really seems unfair to expect local citizens to absorb
and critique the amount of information the proposed plan includes. Thirty days is an unfair
allotment of time to fully explore the information presented. Any reasonable person I’m sure
would agree. Therefore this project requires a federal environmental assessment and I ask that
your department would ask for one.

My final comment is that Pictou County, and in particular the town of Pictou, is much more
that a mill. We will survive the closure of this mill and the forestry industry will adapt to the



changes it will bring.  I hope you have walked our beautiful beaches and swam in our warm
waters and just experienced what Northern Nova Scotia has to offer. In my opinion it would
be criminal to pump effluent from this mill directly into the Northumberland Strait. I ask you
to request a full federal environmental assessment. 

Thank you for your time concerning this very serious situation.
Yours truly,



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:18:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need the mill and the
new treatment facility. The technology in every industry today compared to 50 years ago is not
even fair comparison. Please do not wait another fifty years to impliment positive changes to
help protect our environment and jobs. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  New Glasgow Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y:
26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 10:59:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a Nova Scotia
taxpayer I firmly believe this project must go forward for the good of all Nova Scotians.
Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 28



From: @nb.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:04:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NS cannot afford to be a
forerunner with environmental issues that are beyond us when we are already so recessed with
jobs as compared to the rest of the country. Name:  Email:

@nb.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Antigonish Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 49 y: 23



Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442
Halifax, NS  B3J 2P8

Hon. Gordon Wilson
As a concerned member of the community, a family member of a mill employee, an
employee in the building supply industry, a former employee of a local forest co-operative
and from a family of a small woodlot owner, I know and have seen the value of the forestry
sector in Nova Scotia and I understand the supply chain and spin off jobs created.  I am
aware of the concerns for the environment but this improved type of effluent treatment
facility, which is already in use in other parts of Canada, along with the studies that have
been done tells me the science is there to show this will significantly reduce the
environmental footprint of Northern Pulp.  This gives me confidence we can continue to have
strong, sustainable forestry and fishery industries for many years to come.  I strongly
encourage you to approve the Environmental Assessment.

From:
Environment Assessment Web Account

Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 4, 2019 11:10:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Regards

Valley, NS



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 4, 2019 11:11:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The mill is vital to Nova
Scotias economy. The mill itself all of the spinoff industry are greatly helping to keep Nova
Scotians employed. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 33



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 12:08:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: we need northern pulp
the south shore needs forestry. I dont think the local economy can handle the loss of 10,000
plus full time jobs. Name:  Email: @outlook.com Address: 

Municipality: milton Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 12:36:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 1:26:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need jobs in this
province. People want the pulp mill cleaned up this proposal is doing just that. Donâ?Tt be
foolish to let one of our big employers leave. The impact on our economy would be
astronomical and far reaching. Nova Scotia needs jobs. Nova Scotia NEEDS forestry. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: .
Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:03:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister I think of
many positive reasons to proceed with Northern Pulps effluents project. - The new owner has
made many improvements to odors, effluents air since 2011. - No effluents will leave the mill
site. The best technology available worldwide well be used. Treated effluents will satisfy the
toughest existing proposed laws. All 22 Canadian Kraft pulp mills release treated effluents
into a lake, river, or ocean... Are they all being reviewed ? - I work in the forestry industry, the
project makes sense and should be approved. Thanks Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: Municipality: Greenfield
Postal-Code: B0T 1E0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 55 y: 28



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:09:08 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I want to see the
Environmental Assessment submitted by Northern Pulp accepted and the needed extension
given to allow Northern Pulp to operate the mill while the treatment plant and pipeline are
being constructed. Having worked on the commissioning, start-up and operation of a
wastewater treatment facility for a pulp mill in the past I have full confidence that the state of
the art wastewater treatment facility that Northern Pulp proposes to build will meet all
government requirements when the treated effluent discharges into the Northumberland
straight. Northern Pulp effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland straight at its
current location for 50 years with no impact to the fisheries. Northern Pulpsâ?T plan to re-
route the treated effluent to a different location further into the Straight will have no
significant impact on fish habitat. Third party experts have determined that water quality
within 5 meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and the treated effluent
will not be visible at the waterâ?Ts surface. Experts have assessed that there will be no
significant impact to be expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of the project.
Studies have also shown that there will be not be a buildup of materials around the outlet of
the diffuser. The difference of the temperature of the water and the treated effluent will be 1
degree within 5 meters. The effluent pipeline will be made from industry standard material
used in applications demanding long life and low maintenance with automated in leak
detection. This is a science based study using the best available technology to treat the mill
effluent before being discharged into the Northumberland Straight. This is a process used
across he Pulp and Paper industry, it works elsewhere and it will work here. We do not need to
reinvent the wheel. I have lived firsthand the result of a community suffering the loss of a Mill
and the results are devastating to any community. One has only to look to New Brunswick, the
communities of Miramichi, Bathurst and Dalhousie. Nova Scotia cannot afford the job losses
that the closure of Northern Pulp would create, the jobs are needed along with the taxes that
they raise, think hospitals, doctors, schools, and infrastructure. We need to build Nova Scotia
better and bigger to attract people to our province not drive them away. I believe that Nova
Scotia needs both the forest industry and the Fishing industry to continue to work together so
we can build a future for all. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 22



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:12:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The project will not
impact plants, animals, fish or shellfish, but if Northern Pulp stops,many families in Nova
Scotia will feel the impact. Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com
Address: . Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code: B0T 1E0 Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 4:12:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp.
Nova Scotia needs forestry. Northern Pulps focus report shows that we can protect the
environment and continue to grow Nova Scotias economy. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: East
mountain Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 6:04:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova scotia will literally
die without forestry, tht is the sad truth Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 18

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 6:50:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please consider the
further damage to the environment if this pipeline goes ahead and perhaps alternatives would
have less impact. Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:00:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly urge the
government of Nova Scotia to remain firm on the Jan.31, 2020 closure date for the Boat
Harbour â?~treatmentâ?T of effluent from the Northern Pulp Mill. I believe it is long past time
to close this mill for good and to not allow any further degradation of the air and waterways.
After 52 years of continuous pollution and broken promises, this mill and its owners have zero
credibility when it comes to our environment. A pipe moving effluent into the
Northumberland Straight should not be permitted under any circumstance, so extending the
deadline for closure of Boat Harbour does not make sense. This plan will risk the fisheries of
three provinces and the livelihoods of many more people than the number of people currently
employed by Northern Pulp, even when associated forestry jobs are considered. These jobs are
not more important than fisheries jobs. The government of Nova Scotia should help those mill
workers transition to other employment, with tr aining opportunities and income support
during that transition. Please, keep your word to Pictou First Nation, and to the people of this
province, and do not extend the closure deadline. Do not allow Northern Pulp to extort you
with threats of shut down. After 52 years of pollution, it is time they shut down for good.
Sincerely,  Prospect Bay, NS Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  
Municipality: Halufax Postal-Code: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:11:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This will destroy a
vibrant and important spawning ground for herring and lobsters. As well as a nursery area for
rock crabs and scallops. Dont even get me started on global warming - the warming of our
oceans will be the end of us. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Victoria Harbour Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Date: November 5, 2019 7:13:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please, we have got to start putting people over profit. It is pathetic how money can have so
much control and power. I beg you, you MUST see, it's NOT money that truly matters. It is us.
People. Humanity. Please do the honourable thing. 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:15:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Think this will be a far
better system than they have now, and we need the jobs Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Saltsprings pictou county Municipality: Saltsprings
Postal-Code: B0K1P0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 73 y: 23



From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:15:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister: Having
grown up in Pictou County and paid my way through university and medical school by
working in the forest industry, I am compelled to write to support the Focus Report that will
allow the replacement effluent treatment facility construction. I am also a supporter of the
fishery, and of friends who rely on this industry. The location of the effluent pipe is actually a
significant improvement over where this effluent leaves Boat Harbour currently. As a
scientific minded person I hope that in this case science will prevail over the unfounded fear-
mongering that some opponents are using to try and stop this project. Similar to the high
profile discussions on Climate Change, we have to believe the science. Sincerely, 

 Name:  Email: @dal.ca Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp replacement ETF focus report public comment
Date: November 5, 2019 7:15:56 AM
Attachments: IMG_5248.mp4

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous
ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

My name is I am 13 years old and live in the Town of Pictou. I am writing to you
about Northern Pulps plan to pipe effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Why? Why would any
company think this is ok? Maybe because they only care about the money they make and have zero
respect for Mother Nature!! My mom and I go out every spring and we clean up the beaches around
here. We find all kinds of stuff that people have littered. Hopefully we get to it before a fish or a bird
swallows it. It is not ok, in fact it is illegal to litter. So why is pumping fluid that is filled with all
kinds of dangerous substances considered littering? I didn’t read the focus report because I have too
much school work, volley ball games, I work as a barn hand up the road and I ride my horse
everyday. But I did do a quick word search for the word “snapping turtle”. Nothing came up. Well
attached to this email is a video that my mom and I took this passed summer when we were driving
to the ferry wharf to bring my dad a part for his fishing boat. We bike this road a lot because on both
sides are wetlands for almost the whole 7 km.  Sometimes we see cool stuff like turtles. This
particular day we were driving and my mom said what is in the middle of the road! It was a giant
snapping turtle trying to cross the highway from one wetland to another. We stopped traffic and
helped him across safely to the other side. There are so many really cool wetland plants, turtles, birds
and other wildlife that inhibit this area. Please consider this when northern pulp wants to go ahead
and dig it all up! These turtles are on the endangered species list and it is illegal to disturb them. I
ride my horse in a field that runs along the ferry wharf road. The owners of the property have signs
up and a string across that says “stay off this area momma turtles trying to protect whir babies”. So if
it is the right thing to do to try and protect these reptiles why would a company think it is ok to bring
heavy equipment in and dig it up? I paddle board in the Strait, spend lots of days at the beach and
fish lobsters with my dad in Saturday’s. we eat all the fish that Mother Nature has provided from this
body of water. And Northern pulp doesn’t care if they put our health, the health of the ocean, my
dads business, at risk!!! I live in Pictou and sometimes in the summer when it is hot and humid we
have to leave for the day to escape the bad air from entering our lungs. I

 My mom and dad got a professional to come in and check out house for
mould.  We didn’t have any mould. I said look out the window it is those stacks that we breathe in!!!
This is wrong! I am asking you to reject northern pulps project please please please. Our future
depends on a healthy ecosystem. And ask yourselves “would you buy my dads scallops or lobster,
would you live here with those stacks”. If your answer is no then you know what to do!
Thank you for reading my email. Have a nice day!

A very concerned kid

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:21:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the mill and
forestry workers for these much needed jobs Name:  Email:

@live.ca Address:  Municipality:  saltsprings Postal-Code:
B0k1p0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 46 y: 27

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:38:41 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not allow
effluent to flow from the Northern Pulp facility into the Northumberland Strait between PEI
and NS! Doing so would pollute marine life, ruin the fishing industries, violate Indigenous
Rights. Name:  Email: @yahoo.com Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Boat harbour
Date: November 5, 2019 7:44:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I live at least 40 km away fr BH but am affected by the stink of the environmental pollution carried in the air when it
blows towards us - must close windows & stay inside
I can’t imagine living w/ that intensified if i had to live in the once lovely Pictou area
Please stop funding bad corporate practices
Please start funding cleanup
Please change priorities & protect people & land & water - it’s all we have!
Honour the Boat Harbour Act & close the damn thing!
People have spoken - government must listen!

Earltown NS
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:51:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp reports
that â?oThird party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this projectâ? . If the professions at
NSDOE find that the science supports that interpretation, then the province should grant
approval for the effluent treatment plant and pipe. Almost all human activity has some impact
on the environment. Northern Pulp is too important to the forestry sector and provincial
economy to close unless there is scientific evidence to indicate the impact on the fishery and
environment is significantly negative to warrant closure. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Braeshore Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:53:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I ask the Minister to
reject the proposed project. If he is not prepared to reject the project, I ask the Minister to
order a full environmental assessment report. Name:  Email:

 Address:   Municipality: Canning Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Re: Focus Report on NPNS"s proposed RETF project.
Date: November 5, 2019 7:58:38 AM
Attachments: NPNS" Focus Report letter.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good morning,
Please find attached our letter in response to Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s recently submitted
Focus Report.
Yours sincerely,

 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca

Judith and Peter Ryan

peter.ryan@ns.sympatico.ca

Caribou Island, NS, B0K 1H0

Environmental Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment
P.O. Box 442
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8



November 4, 2019



Good morning ladies and gentlemen,



We are writing in relation to the Focus Report on NPNS’s proposed RETF project.

We wish to express our profound dismay when we read Aaron Beswick’s September 17, 2019 article in New Glasgow’s The News, that our tax dollars were invested by the Nova Scotia Government for design and engineering work for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s (NPNS) Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (RETF), which includes tax dollars for the preparation of an environmental assessment, in a project whose environmental assessment had yet to be audited or approved.

We are unaccustomed to being betrayed by our elected peers.  We were led to believe that NPNS’s environmental assessment, though compressed, would be science based and impartial.  The substantial investments of taxpayers’ tithe from the McNeil Government for one side of the debate with no corresponding contribution to the opposing side and the discovery that agreements were made to avoid revealing these transactions to their true investors underline the duplicity of this government.  In light of these contributions, there is now no doubt that the impartiality of this Nova Scotia Government on this file has been non-existent and it explains the haste imposed on the review process for the eleventh-hour-delivered Focus Reports.

The discharge of 85 million litres per day of partially treated Kraft pulp mill effluent into the Northumberland Strait demands impartial, in-depth and audited analyses.

In our March 15, 2019 letter to you, we cited the Dr. Andrew W. Wadsley 2007 audit debunking the 2006 Toxidos study for the proposed and rejected Bell Bay Pulp Mill near Launceston, Tasmania, which study NPNS had used to justify the benign nature of their forthcoming effluent.  We reference it again, http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.582.2806&rep=rep1&type=pdf to underline that studies purchased by NPNS need to be audited, not only on their data but also on the methodologies where calculation errors could invalidate all of the quantitative ecotoxicological analyses as happened in Tasmania.  This takes time and one would have thought that five years would be sufficient to conduct then audit ecotoxicological analyses.  That the 2,674-page Focus Report was submitted only 122 days before Boat Harbour’s legislated closure demonstrates not only bad faith on the part of NPNS but it also prevents independent audits of the data submitted and the methodologies used to calculate the impact that their effluent will have on the surrounding ecosystem.

A Federal Environmental Assessment should be sought, but given the McNeil Government’s conflict of interest and NPNS’s lack of sympathy in protecting our environment, it is more likely that the NPNS’s RETF will be approved. This could require the re-opening, by the McNeil Government, of the Boat Harbour Act to grant an extension to NPNS to use Boat Harbour for the reception and treatment of its effluent until its RETF is operational.  We hope that this Government will resist the temptation as NPNS has had ample time and money to prepare a sound and healthy RETF proposal.

The McNeil Government’s Boat Harbour Act was a truly courageous and exemplary piece of legislation in a history of shameful decisions by previous Nova Scotian governments.  There is still an opportunity for Nova Scotians to honour their commitment to Pictou Landing First Nations, help keep healthy one of the most beautiful places on earth and leave a cleaner Nova Scotia for our children and grandchildren.

We therefore respectfully request that the McNeil Government not re-open The Boat Harbour Act and keep Nova Scotians’ promise to Pictou Landing First Nation to begin remediating Boat Harbour as of January 31, 2020.

Yours sincerely,

Judith and Peter Ryan



Caribou Island, NS,
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
 
November 4, 2019 
 
Good morning ladies and gentlemen, 
 
We are writing in relation to the Focus Report on NPNS’s proposed RETF project. 

We wish to express our profound dismay when we read Aaron Beswick’s September 17, 2019 article in 
New Glasgow’s The News, that our tax dollars were invested by the Nova Scotia Government for design 
and engineering work for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s (NPNS) Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
(RETF), which includes tax dollars for the preparation of an environmental assessment, in a project 
whose environmental assessment had yet to be audited or approved. 

We are unaccustomed to being betrayed by our elected peers.  We were led to believe that NPNS’s 
environmental assessment, though compressed, would be science based and impartial.  The substantial 
investments of taxpayers’ tithe from the McNeil Government for one side of the debate with no 
corresponding contribution to the opposing side and the discovery that agreements were made to avoid 
revealing these transactions to their true investors underline the duplicity of this government.  In light of 
these contributions, there is now no doubt that the impartiality of this Nova Scotia Government on this 
file has been non-existent and it explains the haste imposed on the review process for the eleventh-
hour-delivered Focus Reports. 

The discharge of 85 million litres per day of partially treated Kraft pulp mill effluent into the 
Northumberland Strait demands impartial, in-depth and audited analyses. 

In our March 15, 2019 letter to you, we cited the Dr. Andrew W. Wadsley 2007 audit debunking the 
2006 Toxidos study for the proposed and rejected Bell Bay Pulp Mill near Launceston, Tasmania, which 
study NPNS had used to justify the benign nature of their forthcoming effluent.  We reference it again, 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.582.2806&rep=rep1&type=pdf to underline 
that studies purchased by NPNS need to be audited, not only on their data but also on the 
methodologies where calculation errors could invalidate all of the quantitative ecotoxicological analyses 
as happened in Tasmania.  This takes time and one would have thought that five years would be 
sufficient to conduct then audit ecotoxicological analyses.  That the 2,674-page Focus Report was 
submitted only 122 days before Boat Harbour’s legislated closure demonstrates not only bad faith on 
the part of NPNS but it also prevents independent audits of the data submitted and the methodologies 
used to calculate the impact that their effluent will have on the surrounding ecosystem. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Launceston,_Tasmania
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.582.2806&rep=rep1&type=pdf


A Federal Environmental Assessment should be sought, but given the McNeil Government’s conflict of 
interest and NPNS’s lack of sympathy in protecting our environment, it is more likely that the NPNS’s 
RETF will be approved. This could require the re-opening, by the McNeil Government, of the Boat 
Harbour Act to grant an extension to NPNS to use Boat Harbour for the reception and treatment of its 
effluent until its RETF is operational.  We hope that this Government will resist the temptation as NPNS 
has had ample time and money to prepare a sound and healthy RETF proposal. 

The McNeil Government’s Boat Harbour Act was a truly courageous and exemplary piece of legislation in 
a history of shameful decisions by previous Nova Scotian governments.  There is still an opportunity for 
Nova Scotians to honour their commitment to Pictou Landing First Nations, help keep healthy one of the 
most beautiful places on earth and leave a cleaner Nova Scotia for our children and grandchildren. 

We therefore respectfully request that the McNeil Government not re-open The Boat Harbour Act and 
keep Nova Scotians’ promise to Pictou Landing First Nation to begin remediating Boat Harbour as of 
January 31, 2020. 

Yours sincerely, 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Date: November 5, 2019 8:08:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Re: northern pulp

As I have already sent in my first concerns months ago, I will relay how this entire process has
impacted myself and family. I travel to Pictou a few times a week to visit with family. Over
the past year, realizing how many pollutants could be impacting my health from Northern
Pulp, I refrain from visiting the town of Pictou as much as possible. 

I decline to visit my loved ones because of Northern pulp and what they emit into the
environment.

Should a pipe be built, my family will have to look to leave our good paying jobs, and
potentially leave not only the area, but the province.

We are not in favour of the poison continuing. 

We stand with Pictou Landing first Nations. 

We are tired of hearing from this company release full out propaganda to the media and the
government seemingly supporting this. We are not okay with our government changing any
possible legislation to the Boat Harbour Act.

The people of Pictou County have taken the brunt of poison for 53 years to many. The world
is watching. Please do the right thing. 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:10:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In this time of
environmental crisis we must protect the air and water. Please close this outdated facility, give
the workers a pension and stop desyroying our forests. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 60 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @xplornet.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: You have got to be kidding
Date: November 5, 2019 8:17:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence
si vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Here , supposedly, Nova Scotia has adopted some kind of plan to do with

Climate Crisis. As much as I don't agree with the words Climate Crisis, I do believe

that the environment is under destruction.

The very fact that you are looking at cutting emissions and what can be done

here is NS to lower the footprint , how in good measure can you possibly even

think of extending Boat Harbor in Any way. How can you in good measure

possibly consider to let this company Northern Pulp continue on any seconds 

past the deadline. 

You have already been to easy on them with no fines or light fines for their

indiscretions against the air, water and land around the area.

It is time for the Government to understand that this is NOT wanted, the toxins

are NOT wanted. 

It is time for the Government and their Environment section to stand up, clean up

and fix this mess as was intended and agreed to and time for you to look after the

people YOU WORK FOR and stop catering to Big Business as you have with this one.

Thanks

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Pictou mill
Date: November 5, 2019 8:28:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The poisoning of the environment must not be allowed to continue. This proposal must be rejected.

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Boat Harbour Act
Date: November 5, 2019 8:29:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good morning, 

Why does Pictou County have the highest rate of cancer in Canada? Years of breathing in
polluted air caused by Scott Paper, now known as Northern Pulp. Try staying in Pictou for a
few days when the mill is spewing out their poison. You would be appalled. My family moved
to Nova Scotia in 1964, only to have a nightmare built which has caused nothing but
heartache. Sure, it employs lots of people, but we will still survive without the mill. Michelin
is always looking for good workers. This pipe would kill our beautiful ocean.Please don't let
us down, by not honoring what was promised. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely,



From: @tncwireless.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:30:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This can not go
through..there is no proof it will not hurt the environment. Look what happend with Boat
Harbour. And if things go wrong what will we tell our children and grand children Name:

 Email: @tncwireless.ca Address: . Municipality: RR#1
Westville Postal-Code: bok2ao Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 25

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:31:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing this letter in
support of the Northern Pulp Replacement Affluent Treatment Plant in Pictou County N.S. I
have worked as a Tradesmen for the past 20 years in Nova Scotia and across Canada. It is
always beneficial for us as N.S. workers to have employment in our Province. Northern Pulp
employs many in the Pictou County area but also, Tradesmen like myself who feel very
fortunate to work in our home province. The Mill benefits many who work there as well as the
economic benefits for business in the area. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Port Hastings, NS
Postal-Code: B9A1L5 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 72 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:33:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I moved to Nova Scotia
six years ago because itâ?Ts a beautiful province that has so much innovation and
entrepreneurship opportunities to offer. If Northern Pulp wants to be a part of Nova Scotias
economy it cannot be pumping chemicals into our ocean. There is too much potential
downside. I donâ?Tt understand why Nova Scotia wants to continue to deal with industrial
contamination and reclamation costs from the Tar Sands in Cape Breton to Northern Pulps
boat harbour to the gold mine tailings being cleaned up now. Northern Pulp can choose to be a
clean mill that benefits every aspect of Nova Scotia or close. It cannot be an indiscriminate
polluter.Â Moving their contamination from Boat Harbour to the Northumberland Strait is not
being clean. The risk of contamination would just be shifted from Northern Pulp to every
resident of the north shore, every fisherman, every homeowner, every tourist, every person
who visits for a beach. Northern Pulp must insure that any ef fluent be potable water, the strait
is not a toxic waste site and cannot be allowed to deteriorate to that level. They must also
provide regular publically accessible water quality testing to confirm that they are only putting
water in the strait. There need to be assurances that they never open up the valve and allow
effluent to flow untreated directly into the Straight backed up by very high fines and regular
DOE record checking and water quality testing. Itâ?Ts time Nova Scotia moves forward and
be an example to other provinces. Â We have the ability to lead in innovation and to be
socially and environmentally conscious when tackling these type of industries. I donâ?Tt want
Nova Scotia to revert back to a short term heavy industrial mindset. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Dartmouth Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:34:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern:Hopefully someone with a back bone. We all know that a pipe in the Strait will not be
done. So closure of Boat Harbour will be January 31 2020. No Pipe No Mill. Save our strait,
save our forests, save our air we breath. I live on the Strait and my Husband is a fisher and so i
am also. This is a very hard way to make a living, just phone and ask the wife. All his hard
earned money is invested with this fishing fleet just paid in 2018. So i hope the government
realize how many jobs and pension plans are involved. No doubt one half million or more
each.You can no longer use Boat Harbour as a dump. This practice is no longer allowed.
Honor the agreement January 31 2020. No Pipe. If we lose our certification on this issue it will
effect all fishers in Nova Scotia. Poison is Poison Name: 

Email: @gmail.com Address:  P.O. Box
 Municipality: Pictou NS Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:36:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister if Environment,

Your title bestows on you a great burden. As both sides debate this last minute Focus Report
tabled by NP.. you must decide .
There is only one solution. That which is right, honourable and just.
That which is the truth.
A very old, expensive, polluting, poisonous mill must close. How can anyone do else wise?

With respect to our water, our air and our children,
Yours sincerely,



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Voyon
Date: November 5, 2019 8:39:46 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

On a besoin de vous pour aider northern pulp

 Utilisez votre expertise en tant que travailleuse ou travailleur forestier
 Gardez les choses simples, directes et basées sur des faits
 Mettez l'accent sur le mandat du ministère de l'Environnement de la Nouvelle-

Écosse
 Mettez l'accent sur les données scientifiques fournies par des tierces parties dans le 

rapport ciblé

Envoyé de mon appareil Samsung de Bell via le réseau le plus vaste au pays.

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:46:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please honour the Boat
Harbour Act. The people of PLFN have been lied to for far too long. Is the wealth of a few
worth the lives and livelihood of many. In the Pictou area the air is polluted and choking the
people, contributing to lung disease and killing others. Boat Harbour is dead, PLFN was lied
to saying the effluent would be harmless. The lies will continue with a pipe in the
Northumberland Strait further killing the Strait and killing a multimillion dollar fishing
industry and the livelihood of fishermen not only in Nova Scotia but in PEI and NB. Does
Nova Scotia need forestry, absolutely, but it needs sustainable forestry. Forestry is not going
to go away, it may have to change but no one will die. People in the Pictou area are dying
from cancers and other diseases, they are choking from the air they breath. This is not the
Nova Scotia I want to live in. Please honour the Boat Harbour Act. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Fenwick Postal-Code:
# - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 77 y: 27

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Pulp mill Pictou County
Date: November 5, 2019 8:49:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

PLEASE shut this down.
PLEASE stop the pollution.
PLEASE. It is wrong.

Respectfully,

Bedford, NS
Former resident of Pictou Landing



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:50:55 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please consider our
children and environment we are leaving behind for them. Profit over planet is leading us to
decimated lands and sick people. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 21

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:52:09 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am placing my name
and comments to help identify the negative influence of deforestation. It is affecting our
environment now and for the future. Please stop!! Name: Email: 
@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 37 y: 30

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:56:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think we all know that
its past time for this practice to end. The poisons, the degredation of our environment, the
literal raping of our forests. It has to stop. Take the money we make from this wasteful facility
and spend it on supporting unemployed workers and retraining them for more sustainable
work. We have to start thinking about these mills and singular projects in a diffrenet way.
Diversify the economic risk and treat our environment and the creatures who depend on it with
dignity. We have birds going extinct and we keep cutting the trees down! We have a climate
heating up and about to beat the crap out of Nova Scotia and we need those trees. Please, for
the love of God see the big picture. History will not be kind to the people who still support this
nonsense. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
NS Municipality: Falmouth Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:57:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulps request. We can not afford to lose current future jobs. We must find a sustainable
solution for all involved. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Troy Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 88 y: 38

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:58:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have visited the current
treatment some years ago and the final effluent are as clear or better then any municipal
treatment facility. The propose new treatment is a great design and represent what new
technology can do to help the environment Why is no one talking about the fertilizer run off
from PEI?? Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: .
Municipality: New Glsagow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @auracom.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:02:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Close them up - period.
Have a look at our forests - or what is left of them. I live in the country and I see everyday
what is happening. The forests are being ravaged. There is no other word for it. It has to stop
not only for the future of our land but also the forests are reducing our carbon. Please get out
to the country and have a look. The pictures are are the facts. Name:  Email:

@auracom.com Address:  Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:04:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Stick to 31January2020.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Newport Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ymail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:04:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This report shows
scientific proof that this is state of art system. This would be great to the province and all
communities to have state of art system. Name:  Email: @ymail.com
Address:  Municipality: Macphersons mills Postal-Code: B2h 5c8 Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s October 2019 proposal
Date: November 5, 2019 9:04:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 

 Environmental Assessment Branch Nova Scotia Environment P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J
2P8  

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s proposed dumping of effluent via a pipeline into prime
fishing grounds of the Northumberland Strait.  I am against this proposal.

After reading the report, one would think that having a pulp mill on every acre of Nova Scotia land
would be the most wonderful thing for Nova Scotia.

Down to business.

The Minister of the Environment requested additional information on March 29, 2019 and Dillon
Consulting had all the answers by October 2, 2019 even though they had one full year to respond.
Call me skeptical but I find it hard to believe that all baseline studies required could have been
completed, with full scientific validity, and a written report of over 2600 pages prepared for the
Minister in that short time period.  I would also like to comment that 30 days for the public to read
this report and respond with their concerns is not adequate.

In reading the report, I have two major areas of concern.  One is the quality of the air (
) and two is the health of the marine environment

not only in the vicinity of the outfall location but to the Northumberland Strait and Caribou Harbour.

 I can’t even get passed the first page of the Focus Report/Executive Summary before I notice that
the summary states: “As has been the case since 1967 via the existing facility, the treated effluent
discharge will continue to be discharged into the Northumberland Strait. However, the proposed
project will consist of a modernized treatment system enhancing protection of the local receiving
environment (water discharge).”

First of all, there is a huge difference between how the effluent ends up flowing into the
Northumberland Strait to how the effluent will be discharged into the Northumberland Strait via this
proposal.  Stantec said this about the current waste process “Primary effluent treatment is provided
in the north settling pond (12-h retention time), secondary treatment in an aerated lagoon (8-day
retention time), and subsequently in a stabilization basin (20–30-day retention time) (Stantec
2004).”  This is far different from the current proposal to pipe the effluent directly into the
Northumberland Strait without and settling or cooling.  And for the focus report to state: “However,
the proposed project will consist of a modernized treatment system enhancing protection of the
local receiving environment (water discharge)” is absolutely ludicrous.  How will dumping effluent
into prime fishing grounds enhance the protection of the local receiving environment?   This is just
the first page.  The document then goes on to say that the report provides a science based review
including additional data beyond what was in NP EARD submission in January 2019.  They have not
proven scientifically that dumping 70,000-90,000  litres of heated effluent (37 degrees C) laced with
chemicals will not affect the reproduction/health of the all the ocean wildlife.    And to say that a
model will predict the outcome when there are so many variable in play is bordering on criminal.   I

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


sincerely hope the federal government sent a copy of their News Release issued August 28, 2019
and titled “Full protections for fish and fish habitat under the modernized Fisheries Act now in force”
to provincial government departments  The document lists: These changes include:protection for all
fish and fish habitats; restoring the previous prohibition against the “harmful alteration, disruption
or destruction of fish habitat”; and,restoring a prohibition against causing “the death of fish by
means other than fishing,  

I would like to know:  Who will be liable for the cleanup when one is needed and I expect one will be
needed in the future?  Who will compensate the inter generational families of fishers’ livelihoods
when the industry collapses due to contaminants found in the seafood or due to the increase of
water temperature and the die off of the marine life? Who will compensate the tourist industry
when the Northumberland Strait starts to resemble Boat Harbour?  These questions must be
answered before the proposal is rubber stamped.

Although ice scour has been studied and ice scour in the Caribou Harbour pipeline route has been
documented as a maximum of .4 m, it is also noted that the area is dominated by areas of silty sand,
sand and sand/gravel (pg 130 of Appendix 2.2).  It is also noted in Appendix 2 that the ice scours are
probably from 2018/2019 season.  Again my concern is that deeper scours would have filled in
naturally due to the silty sand, sand and sand/gravel composition of the seabed and wave action.  A
pipeline that is 36” or .9144 meters, buried to a depth of less than 3 meters (which would allow the
top of the pipe to be exposed to ice scour at a depth of approx. 2.1 meters) does not exude
confidence that a future ice scour could not affect the integrity of the pipeline.  To recommend in
the proposal that the pipeline could possibly be buried at a depth less than that, is not comforting
and I would suggest that it not be allowed.  One scheduled mapping of the seabed does not take into
consideration the frequency of ice scouring in any given area, but only shows the current situation
not the probability of ice scouring on the site during the duration of the pipe’s operational lifespan
(e.g. 20 -40 years). Notwithstanding the pipe, the actual diffusers will not be buried.  There is no
mention of how ice scour would affect the diffuser or the possibility of the diffuser being ripped
apart by the ice.  How will that be monitored?  I don’t believe this would show up as a leak since it
would be at the end of the pipe. 

 I would also like to point out that: Appendix E3, Stantec Receiving Water Study PRELIMINARY
RECEIVING WATER STUDY FOR NORTHERN PULP EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANT REPLACEMENT,
PICTOU HARBOUR, NOVA SCOTIA p 4.80-4.81 "Engineering Considerations August 11, 2017. It was
reported (in ENSR, 1999) that Maritime Telephone and Telegraph (MT&T) performed an ice
evaluation in support of an optical communication cable deployment across the Northumberland
Strait. Based on MT&T’s review, the estimated potential for damage to the cable from ice scour
extended to water depths of 12 to 14 m. In 1991 their cable was trenched and buried to a selected
depth (depth is unknown) and left on the surface of the sea bottom at greater depths.
Unfortunately, the winter of 1991/1992 was severe and the cable was severed by ice keels at a
water depth greater than 18 m towards the Woods Island, PEI side of the Northumberland Strait”.
 With climate change a variable and unknown, it is uncertain how climate change will affect future
ice scouring.  It is also unknown how the heated effluent will affect the formation of ice.  A pipe
rupture is a definite concern based on the above information.  I understand that there would be a
leak detection system in the pipe but the public has been told that before only to find out that it
either wasn’t true or wasn’t working.  We the public are still waiting on the findings of the latest pipe
leak at the North Pulp facility.   

 Another area of concern for me is the tourist industry.  With the diffuser being placed 3.6 km
offshore within the Northumberland Strait and 3 km from the ferry terminal and less than 1 km from
the ferry route, what lasting impression will tourists have to brown foaming water on their way to
visit or leaving Nova Scotia.

My initial concerns from my first letter still stand.  One cannot read this document without noticing



how many times the information is still “estimated” or “expected”.  This is not scientific proof.

 

The other area of concern is the Air Quality.

Instead of just saying I have concerns, I would like to refer to the “Pilot study investigating ambient
air toxics emissions near a Canadian kraft pulp and paper facility in Pictou County, Nova Scotia Emma
Hoffman1 & Judith R. Guernsey2 & Tony R. Walker 1 & Jong Sung Kim2 & Kate Sherren1 & Pantelis
Andreou2 Received: 15 December 2016 /Accepted: 21 June 2017 /Published online: 15 July 2017 #
Springer-Verlag GmbH Germany 2017” which you received in the first round of public comments and
states in their conclusion “Findings reveal that 1,3-butadiene, benzene, and carbon tetrachloride
exceeded their respective cancer risk thresholds and are of primary health concern in terms of
population risk.

 Additional Air Quality Issues. The new proposal also shows a plan to burn contaminated sludge in
the power boiler which raises new threats to air quality. The waste sludge contains toxins which
would be released through the stacks of the mill’s power boiler. The proposal is to "dewater the
sludge prior to mixing it with bark and other wood waste for combustion in the mill's power boiler."
This is the same power boiler that is currently and repeatedly failing stack emissions tests. Problems
with air quality from mill emissions have been documented for years. Lack of appropriate monitoring
and enforcement already puts area residents at risk. Now, Northern Pulp is considering adding
sludge containing toxins to the combustion mix, increasing health risks from NP’s air emissions.
Recently a group of scientists decided to measure the levels of VOCs (volatile organic compounds) in
Pictou County with an ambient air monitor. They chose Granton as the location and they found that
when the mill blew toward the monitoring station that the cancer risk thresholds for VOC levels
were exceeded. They also studied the seasonal wind directions and determined that the mill mostly
blew in other directions where no monitoring stations were ever located to measure VOC levels. The
study concludes by recommending that monitoring stations should be installed in higher populated
areas such as the town of Pictou where exposure is greater. But instead of installing more
monitoring stations to measure VOC levels the Provincial Government removed the monitoring
station in Granton. The VOC monitoring station in Granton was decommissioned - An email response
from NSE (Nova Scotia Environment) states "Environment Canada decided to decommission the
Granton VOC monitor in 2015 after they analyzed the 10 years of data and determined there were
no pollutants of concern in the area" - Yet this attached study is contradictory to the findings of this
ambient air study. According to the NPRI data on Environment Canada's website the VOC levels were
not reduced since the installation of the new precipitator at Northern Pulp. The precipitator is
designed to filter out visible particulate but does not lower the VOC levels. So Northern Pulp is still
currently releasing cancer causing levels of VOCs and we can only assume this would become much
worse once they would begin to burn their dried up waste sludge in their already failing power
boiler. The study shows that VOC levels (volatile organic compounds) in the air around Pictou County
"exceeded their respective cancer risk thresholds and are of primary health concern in terms of
population risk. Results highlight associations with wind direction and the Granton NAPS site's
ambient VOC concentrations in relation to location of the pulp mill". But most importantly the study
revealed that there are no monitoring stations located in many of the populated areas that are
susceptible to the pollution coming from the mill - "Findings suggest that Granton's NAPS site is not
positioned to accurately represent ambient levels of toxidity in PC." And the study concludes that
NSE should install the proper monitoring stations such as in Pictou where there is "higher residential
exposure". This should also include places like New Glasgow, Trenton, Pictou Landing, Westville,
Stellarton and other areas around the County where the population is being exposed. Northern Pulp
also doesn’t have "Continual Emissions Monitoring" CEM on all of their stacks like other mills in
Canada are required to do with live streaming to a website for everyone to see exactly what
chemical compounds are being released and whether or not they are surpassing the risk thresholds.
Since this study was done (and since the new precipitator was installed), the NPRI data on the



Environment Canada's website shows very little change in the amounts of VOCs being emitted to the
present day. AND for some reason the Granton VOC air monitoring station was decommissioned
approximately three years ago. From NPRI data - Northern Pulp's Self Reported VOC Levels from
2010-2016: 2010 – 118 2011 – 108 2012 – 143 2013 – 144 2014 – 140 2015 – 132 2016 - 136 See
Volatile organic compounds http://ec.gc.ca/inrp-npri/donnees-data/index.cfm… In light of this new
information about high cancer causing VOC levels coming from the mill, several monitoring stations
would be required because readings from any one monitoring station will only detect pollutants
from the mill if the wind happens to be blowing that way - the mill is the point source. An even
better solution would be the mill having continuous air monitoring (CEM) on each of the three main
stacks with set limits monitored by a third party and real time data made available to the public.

 “2.3 Practical and Security Considerations The final locations of stations will be constrained to sites
with adequate security, vehicle access, set-back from roadways, and access to power. The sites will
be developed and maintained in order to prevent unauthorized access and vandalism.”  Why don’t
we know the locations now?  And why is it up to NP to finalize the locations.

In my opinion no amount of exceedances of air contaminants is acceptable.

 In regards to wetlands:

Once again everything is wonderful.  NP can chew up the wetlands to put their pipe in but there is
no impact to the wetlands.  A total of 2ha will be disturbed and the worst part of all is that it is not in
one area but in 13 different areas.  Just because the province or NP owns some of the wetlands,
does not make it acceptable for NP to think ram through their pipe proposal and state that there will
be no lasting effect after disturbing the numerous wetlands.

“ Clearing and grubbing activities will take place outside of the nesting periods for turtles (avoiding
the May – late July period) and breeding birds (avoiding mid-April to late August)( Regional nesting
Zone C3 – Environment Canada guidance - https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-
climatechange/services/avoiding-harm-migratory-birds/general-nesting-periods/nesting-
periods.html#toc0 ), or if this is not possible, a trained biologist will conduct a pre-commencement
turtle nesting survey or bird nesting survey to confirm no nesting is present in the project area
and/or develop mitigation in discussion with NSLF.”  Once again I highly doubt that this part of the
project will be put on hold for the months of April – August, nor can I see a trained biologist paid for
by NP to take the time to walk the project in front of the bulldozers to ensure that no bird nests or
turtle nestings are being destroyed.  It sounds commendable that NP is willing to have training put in
place but call me skeptical for thinking that heavy equipment operators will be on the lookout for
turtle nestings and bird nests.  It is a feel good statement only as we have seen with past clear
cutting where this requirement was also in place but not honoured.  Better and cheaper to ask for
forgiveness than ask for permission.

Summary: In 1966, unscrupulous provincial government officials convinced the First Nation to sign
over Boat Harbour for the pulp effluent, with false promises that Boat Harbour would hardly be
affected. Within days, all the fish were dead. Eventually, Boat Harbour became a toxic wasteland. In
the absence of a Federal Assessment, I would hope that the current government with its conflict of
interest will do the right thing and not allow the moving of toxic effluent from Boat Harbour to
Caribou Harbour.

 To reiterate, closure of the pulp mill may result in short term economic hardship but persistence of
the pulp mill spewing its noxious wastes is by far the greater crime and as such I would recommend
against the proposed changes to the effluent water management from that site.
It’s time we started looking after our resources for our future generations.

Yours sincerely

http://ec.gc.ca/inrp-npri/donnees-data/index.cfm
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climatechange/services/avoiding-harm-migratory-birds/general-nesting-periods/nesting-periods.html#toc0
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climatechange/services/avoiding-harm-migratory-birds/general-nesting-periods/nesting-periods.html#toc0
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climatechange/services/avoiding-harm-migratory-birds/general-nesting-periods/nesting-periods.html#toc0


 



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:08:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am not convinced by
the Focus report that effluent that will be released into the Northumberland Strait will have no
affect on the environment. The report says the effluent will disperse quickly, within 10 metres
of the discharge pipe, however, where will it end up or accumulate? Just because it disperses
quickly, doesnt mean the currents will not bring it to a specific location where the chemicals
will accumulate. What temperature will the effluent be? What will the affect be on the ambient
temperature at different distances from the discharge point? How will that affect sea life?
Also, based on the severe weather and ice in the Northumberland Strait, what are the
guarantees that the pipe will not suffer damage and result in the effluent being discharged at a
different point along the pipe, much closer to the shoreline? Lastly, this effluent discharge has
a greater reach than what is being promoted in the report. What will be the affect on southern
shores of PEI and the northern shores of New Brunswick? Name:  BSc, MEng
Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow, NS
Postal-Code: 



From: @unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:09:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The science based report
provided by Northern Pulp supports the use of this type of treatment facility. It is used at other
mills in Canada and is proven to work. Forestry jobs are an important component of our
economy as is the environment and this report shows that both can be protected. This project
should move forward, it is the right thing to do for Pictou county and the surrounding areas.
Name:  Email: @unifor.org Address: 
Municipality: Saint John Postal-Code:



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:13:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulpâ?Ts effluent treatment facility project. Everything I have read in both the initial EA and
focus report leads me to believe this project is extremely low risk and should be approved.
After all the studies and increased scrutiny the design and plan remain unchanged. I am a 

 and every one of the direct full-time
150 jobs my company supports depend on the continued operation of Northern Pulp. This
isnâ?Tt about jobs versus the environment. This about having both a vibrant fishing industry
and forest sector that will continue to co-exist for generations. Northern pulp has not cut
corners with this project. They are proposing to use industry leading technology to treat their
effluent on site. This is a dramatic improvement as there would be no chance for untreated
effluent to be released. The pipe that they plan to use is extremely tough will feature leak
detection and be buried most of the way to the diffusers. I donâ?Tt see there being a risk to the
watershed with these safeguards in place. The site where the treated effluent will be released is
ideal in terms of mixing with predicted 100 times dilution within 2M of the diffusers. The
studies in the focus report prove that the impacted area would be less than initially predicted in
the EA. The most important thing to note is that there is minimal marine life in that area and
satellite imagery show that the site isnâ?Tt a fishing ground. There is also no evidence of ice
scour in the area. It isnâ?Tt the cheapest route for the effluent to flow but itâ?Ts the best
possible outcome for the environment. All the modeling shows that the new treatment facility
will meet all current and proposed pulp mill effluent and air quality regulations. In my opinion
this makes this project impossible not to approve. There are 22 Canadian kraft pulp mills in
Canada. They all have a pipe that releases effluent into a body of water. Northern Pulp will be
a leader among these companies in terms of environmental impact when this project is
completed. This process should be about science and I believe the science supports the
approval of the project. Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: Municipality: Greenfield Postal-



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :00 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

E'.nvironmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests ald In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. i am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadlans and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. t strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP 

would love to have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 902883232 4 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister WIison: 

P. 006 

NOV O 5 2u18 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is completed and approved, I 

think It Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour untll such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp eng.iged independent com,ultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the envlronme11t. These 
findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate changeH. If Northern Pulp is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid In the prevention of 
forest fi res. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all .iges. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decavi Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and wateiways. Harvested trees can be turned Into 
products which'store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry pl.iys a vital role in climate change m.inagernent. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

When this state-of-the-.irt w.istewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment footprint will 
be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist .ind finally, and very 
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe In the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10:01 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

P. 007 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environmeflt 

Nova Scotia Environment 

NOV O 5 1.0'19 

RECEIVED 
PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system·. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Departrnent of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ iUE 10:01 AM El msda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-692S 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

NOV O 5 1./id 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, 1 t hink it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported ln Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :01 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Virl fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2 P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 
demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 20 19/ TUE 10:01 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 010 

I am in favour of glvlng Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp .to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 
demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10:01 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

'November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 011 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant lmpacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment faclllty is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Middle Musquodoboit, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :01 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442. 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 ! 2 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . 

Sincerely, 

Chaswood, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ iUE 10 :01 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 013 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
yea rs. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmenta l experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a resu lt of this project. 

The pulp plant's efffuent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10:02 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 014 

NOV O 5 Zu19 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved1 I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "cl imate change11
• If Northern Pulp is 

forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways .. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
rele~sing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10:02 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister W ilson: 

P. 015 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :02 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424· 6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2 P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 ! 6 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think It Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of.tp_e ,EovJronm.e.nt on th~ imp.;::i,c;Ul:leir project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported In Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change" . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon Instead of 
releasing the carbon into the .atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

lf Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10:02 AM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Faeility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-692S 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 017 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such tirne the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over t he world is ''climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will t ake a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fa ll to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there Is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10:02 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 l 8 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project . 

Third party environmenta l experts have co'ncluded t he ocean water quality within 5 · meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsda le, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :02 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 019 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

,· am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, rnining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 20 19/ TUE 10:03 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-692S 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 022 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment ts 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility Is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

heal. 

I am proud of our forest fndustry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. 1 believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 
Northern Pulp gene,rates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :03 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

P. 023 

Environmenta l Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

NOV O 5 LJ·,9 

RECEIVED 
PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Oear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Nortliern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

East Gore 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 10:03 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 026 

1 am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project wlll be an improvement. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

lf Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02 :49 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treattnent Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmenta l Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environme.nt 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

J am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change11
• If Northern Pulp is 

forced Into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia wlll take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
rn the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees dle, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the sol ls and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Bible Hill, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02:49 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . . 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02 :49 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks~ killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! l"reated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02:50 PM Elmsdale Lumber 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No. 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I arn in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02 :50 PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nonhern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying t rees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02:50 PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment F-adlity 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-oMhe-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02:50 PM Elmsdale Lumber 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No. 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02 :50 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmenta l Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 I 0 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seed lings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Bible Hill, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02:50 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 II 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agrlculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together.successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ iUE 02:50 PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 P. 012 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902A24-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That Is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmenta l experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. l believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Oakfield, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02 :51 PM Elmsdale Lumber 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax : 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No . 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Min ister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 013 

NOV O 5 2019 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental. Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are repo rted in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 

scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/TUE 02: 18 PM Elrnsdale Lumber 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No. 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on fanuary 31, 2020. 

Sincerely, 

Nova Scotia 



NOV/05/ 2019/ TUE 02 : 18 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am not in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension and I feel the government should close 

Boat Habour on January 31, 2020. 

Personally, I believe there a better solution than the pipeline. I would really hat to see the 

Northumber Strait looking like Boat Harbour. That is disgusting. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Rawdon, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02 : 19 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pu!p Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear M inister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Envirqnmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
Impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the·art wastewater t reatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the fow·grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Wellington, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02 : 19 PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Nbrthern Pu fp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 20:19 

Via fa x: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2 f>8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the. cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use _Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Since rely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/TUE 02 :21 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 ! 9 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

When this state-of -the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries wil l be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Northern Pu lp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record . 

Sincerely, 

Goffs, NS 



NOV/05/ 20 19/ TUE 02 :22 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 P. 020 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fa x: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 5 2019 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cJeanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 05/ 2019/ TUE 02:22 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scot ia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister WIison: 

P. 021 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is completed and approved, I 

think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour unt il such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultant s to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 

Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These 
findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp Is forced into 

closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia w ill take a dramatic hit. Well managed forest s aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 

decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 

products which store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 

Envlronmental Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! 
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulp's 
plan is to re~route the treated effluent to a d ifferent location . For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully 

fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any 

fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp ls pollutlng smoke, it is 98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Lant21 NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

Novernber 4, 2019 

Via fa x: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 022 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think it ls appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such t ime the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These 
findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe In science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change'1 • If Northern Pulp is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid In the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of green~ouse gasses Into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soi ls and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 
products which store the carbon Instead of releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

Third party environmental experts have condu_ded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed 

diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the 

diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project wlll have little Impact on the Strait and fisheries. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmenta l Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 5 2u·19 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot stan the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this proje.ct will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the~art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be bettenhan ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far

field . 

If Northern Pu lp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% stear:n . 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wil son: 

P. 024 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 027 

NOV O 5 LU~9 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour unt il a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think it Is appropriate that the government allow Nor thern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These 
find ings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe In science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world Is "cllmate change". If Northern Pulp is forced into 
closure, the Forest industry of Nova Scotia will _take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the c-arbon stored Into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into 
products which store the carbon Instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the 

fishing seems to be better than ever. This project wi ll be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of Its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of Its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It is 98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity dally, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fox: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 028 

NOV D 5 1.c·:g 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp Is forced into 
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of 
forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and 
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into 
products which store the carbon Instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy 
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 
Environmental Assessment. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the proposed. 

diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of Ice scour at the planned location of the 

diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little Impact on the Strait and fisheries. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture Industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from 

burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It Is 98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Bedford, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 029 

NOV O 5 tu ·.g 

RECEIVED 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the government 

cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is completed and approved, I 

think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat Harbour until such time the cleanup 

process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consti ltants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia 
Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These 
findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not.a scientist, but I believe in sc:ience. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed 

diffuser wil l meet Cam1dicm marine guidelines and there Is no history of ice scour at the planned location of the 

diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little Impact on the Strait and fisheries. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they 

can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the 

fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major 

consumer o'fthis product Is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on 

their record. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is " climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 
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When this state-of•the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be ab le to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup wi ll begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment mu.st work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stan tee, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to comp lete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Lake Egmont, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

Novembe r 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 020 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 
completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pu.lp's Environmental Assessment. I ~m not a 
scientist, but I believe In science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
il'f the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate changt;! management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's 1:nvironmenta l 

Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pu lp grows more than 6,000,000 seed lings every year. That is 
Impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been f lowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re~route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pu lp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 02 I 

Northern Pulp generat es 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 024 

NOV O 5 Lu19 

RECEIVED 

1 am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that tne government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strajt for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there Is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 
When this state-of~the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup wil l begin and the community can begin to 

heal. 

The pu lp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-part')/ 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sedirnent will build up in either the near or far

field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low~grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 
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ff Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424·6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO BoX442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 027 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, 1 think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Envlronmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change" . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevent ion of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atrnosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment_ 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re. route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 
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When this state-of-the·art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint wil l be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co~exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup wil l begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser . A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has condude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason .not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Carrolls Comer, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax; 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 029 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways_ Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 
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When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbou r cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fi~hing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that It is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity dally, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record . 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Environmental Assessment Br. 
Nova Scotia Environmental 
PO Rox 44? 
Halifax, NS 
R'U ?.PR 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

Hello, my name is 
here in Antigonish Co. 

, and a member of Local 244, Pipefitters, Plumbers, Sprinkler fitters, 

I have been in this local for over twenty years and rely heavily, along with my family members on 
Northern Pulp as it produces employment, not just for trades, but thousands of forestry working 
familie~ 

By now, everyone is aware of the effiuent issue at Boat Harbour, where people are very concerned, and 
I understand this would leave a negative attitude among the surrounding community, but I also believe 
that if something is broke you fix it. Once again time is the factor. especially when environmental 
.......... ..,..; ....... .., ... ~ ........ ....,~ ~.:, P"~ :...~v p!u.vv, ~--~ , ... ~,:,.~ ........ a~.:.!y ~i.i5 dvC5 iiOt happen over night. Tensions can 
run high on this issue, but if two sides can work together instead of working against each other, maybe 
this issue: c~n he: rectifie<l 

Therefore, the employment rate in Nova Scotia has not been exactly perfect for a very long time, lets 
work together to help and try to change this statistic. 

Thank you for listening, a concerned tradesman, 



Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 2P8 

Re: Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 

I support the continued operation of Northern Pulp provided it meets the necessary environmental 

standards the following are my reasons: 

• Decisions such as this should be based on science not emotion. If emotion is allowed to over

rule science we will make unwise decisions time and time again based on mob-mentality. 

• While not directly related to this application, during the summer of 2014, the mill should 

probably have been closed for air quality violations until repairs were made or at least have 

been more heavily fined. In my opinion the perceived inaction of both the mill and Nova Scotia 

Environment played a major role in the opposition the mill faces today. 

Since the installation of the precipitator was completed there has been very little if any odor/air 

quality issues from the mill. 

• The mill has been sending effluent into the Strait for over 50 years, over that time the quality of 

the effluent has improved significantly and from what I have read meets all the necessary 

standards and has not in fact failed an assessment of the treated effluent since the mill took 

over operation of the facility. Other than information provided by the " NO" side that continually 

focuses on decades old information. 

• The largest polluter of the Strait is the Province of PEI, largely due to agricultu ral run-off, the 

studies show that 95% of the nitrates in the Strait come from PEI, with only 5% coming from NB 

and NS combined. 

• The Province has been promoting the need to develop our export business yet appear to be 

working to drive one of our largest exporters out of business. A business with owners who have 

proven their will ingness to significantly invest in their business to meet all requirements. What 

message are we sending to any other business interested in investing in Nova Scotia? As a 

Province we should be working to keep this company in business not moving the goal posts. 

• Northern Pulp is the largest exporter through the Halifax Port Authority, and supports 

thousands of jobs throughout Nova Scotia. We as a Province are not in a financial position to 

shoot ourselves in the foot, because one side has more rallies, signs and marketing or screams 

louder than the other; all of which have nothing to do with science. 

• The mill generates "new" money into the Province, many other employers rely on recycling 

money. This Province needs revenue generators. 

• The tourism argument doesn't cut it, Pictou very much shuts down after the Labour Day week

end, B&Bs are almost empty, restaurants and shops close, closing the mill won't change that. 



• The "NO" side continually bring up issues of health, I have reviewed many reports and have 

, found 'the health statistics in Pictou County that appear to be of concern are almost all life-sty le 

related diseases, this appears to be supported by high rates of smoking, drinking, and obesity 

within the County. I've heard a number of people complain the mill is "killing us" as they stand 

with a cigarette in hand. 

• We are hypocrites; we all use the resu lting products and will continue to do so if the mill closes. 

But we are okay with importing those products from countries with lower labour costs and 

environmental standards. The "NO" side are not environmentalists, they are simply "N IMBYs" 

I support the continued operation of Northern Pulp provided it meets the necessary environmental 

standards. 

Respectfully 

Pictou, Nova Scotia 



TO: GORDON WILSON 
RE: I AM WRITING IN RESPONSE TO NORTHERN PULP'S PROSPOSED R 

EFFLUENT TREATMENT FACILITY PROJECT. 

I am an experienced fisherman with 30 plus ye·ars in the industry; 20 of those as captain of my 
own vessel. My homeport is Caribou, NS. I fish commercially for Lobster, Herring, Rock Crab, 

Scallops and I am also involved in a Bait fishery. (Mackerel and Herring) . During the fall Herring 

fishery i also do acoustic survey work and test nets for the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
to check the health of the Herring stocks in the Northumberland Strait. All of my fishing activity 

is done in this Strait. r the Caribou Harbour Authority and a member of the 
Northumberland Fishermans Association. I have lived and worked my entire life in this area and 

know it well . 

In the following pages I would like to address these issues and correct the misinformation i have 

found in Northern Pulps Focus Report. 

1 ) Lobster 

2) Rock Crab 

3) Herring 

4) Mackerel 

5) Scallops 

6) species at risk 

7) mill comparison 



1) LOBSTER 

I would like to point out some false information I have found in two charts in the Focus 
Report regarding Lobster fishing activities. 

Lobster Harvesting chart ( see appendix 7.3, figure 3-11) - This chart only shows a lobster 
fishery north of the diffuser location. 

Northumberland Strait Lobster Buoy location chart (see figure 7.3-3) - This charts shows 
no lobster buoys within a mile of the diffuser location. 

Both of these charts are incorrect. There are approximately 60-80 lobster boats that fish 

north, south, east and west and around the diffuser location. Northern Pulp 

cannot eliminate a whole lobster fishery area with the say so of an inaccurate map! 

The focus reports states that lobster larvae ( stages 1-3) are free swimmers. They are not 
free swimmers at this stage and in fact float back and forth with the tide. This makes 

them vulnerable to temperature changes in the water. (see larvae chart) Northern Pulp 

plans to pump hot treated wastewater onto prime fishing grounds 24 hours a day for 365 

a year. 

2) ROCK CRAB 

I am going to address the invalid chart on Rock Crab. (see appendix 7.3 page 3.36, 

figure 3-14) - It states that there is no rock crab fished within 1 km of diffuser location or 
fished in depths greater than 1 O meters. Again , more false information. Rock crab are 

fished over the entire Northumberland Strait at depths of 1 meter to 42 meters . The 

season runs from August to the end of November. Caribou Harbour is especial ly busy in 
the fall as the crab migrate toward the shore. 

I have attached a picture of my plotter (see chart# 1) I am currently fishing Rock Crab. 

The red X marks Northern Pulps diffuser location. The different coloured stars mark my 

crab pots. It shows clearly that I fish around the ditf user location in all depths of water. In 
fact, I am one of 93 rock crab licenses that fish the Strait . We share this fishing location 

with rock crabbers from Prince Edward Island , whom are also greatly concerned about 
the effects this will have on their fishery. 
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filgge one larva 

3. In stage two and three of the planktonic larval phase, the lobster is about the size of a thumbnail. At stage 

three, larvae have a fully developed tail fan . Since the larvae are not particularly capable swimmers, much of 

their movement is controlled by wind and water currents. All stages of the lobster grow by molting; a process 

in which the old, hard shell is cast off and completely replaced with a new one. 

Stage two and three larvae 

4. In the postlarval stage, the lobster settles to the bottom of the ocean and finds shelter. Young lobsters prefer 

an inshore habitat of rocks, reefs or grass beds, remaining hidden there for the first years of life. At this stage, 

the lobster looks like a smaller version of an adult lobster. 

Young lobster 

5. In the early bottom phase, lobsters are mostly shelter restricted. Although they have developed the ability to 

move their tail effectively, their overall movement is limited. As they grow larger they begin to move outside 

their burrows looking for food. 

ht t ps: w11w. dfo-rnpo. gc.ca, species-t·speces/pulll icat i onsdobsterl i fe-v ic hum a rel /index-en g. ht ml 





3) HERRING 

I noticed in the Focus Report another missing f9,ct. (see appendix 7.3, page 3.31) 

It describes Herring as migratory and passing through the diffuser location. It also states 
that Herring resource and harvest areas are located well outside the discharge area . I have 

personally seen Herring stay in this channel for up to two weeks at a time before moving 

into shallower water along the channel. 

I have attached (see chart# 2 ) my plotter marks where i have harvested herring around the 
diffuser location. The red stars and fish are my marks. 

4) MACKEREL 

(See Appendix 7.3 Figure 3-12) - This shows no Mackerel fishery around the outfa ll location 

of diffuser. It says the nearest Mackerel harvesting area is greater than 2 km away from 

proposed diffuser location. This is false. I caught Mackerel all through the channel and 
surrounding area, including this location. It is not only commercially fished here but also 

recreationally fished. Mackerel is caught at the Caribou wharf on a continuous basis and it 
had to go through the diffuser location to enter caribou harbour. 

I find it very concerning that Northern Pulp has eliminated al l the above fish stocks in the 

diffuser area . They have not portrayed an accurate account of our fishing grounds at all. 





5) SCALLOPS 

In Focus Report-
(See Appendix 2.5 page 9 figure 1) - This gives the coordinates for the diffuser location as 

45 45.49 North and 62 39.37 west. These marks clearly show that the diffuser location is 
INSIDE SFA 24 ( scallop fishing area buffer zone) and not OUTSIDE like Northern Pulp 

states. The red line ( see chart 3) attached , is 1 NAUTICAL MILE distance from shore. 

On bottom left corner of this chart it shows the coordinates of the diffuser location. The 

outfall location of the diffuser is in fact inside the marine protected area. 

Also, Fishers are permitted to fish Scallops anywhere in the (SFA 24) that is outside the 1 

nautical mile from shore. If Northern Pulp puts the diffuser outside the 1 nautical mile buffer 

zone it will interfere with the Scallop Fishery. 





6) SPECIES AT RISK 

In Focus Report ( see appendix 7.3, page 3.33) - It states that there is no marine fin fish on 
Species At Risk list located in the diffuser area. This is false. Northern and Spotted Wolfish 

which is on the species at risk risk list frequents the area and is occasionally caught in the 
lobster traps. Another Species at risk is the Leatherback Turtle. Fisheries and Oceans 

states that the Leatherback Turtle migrates to the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (which 

includes the Northumberland Strait ) during the summer and fal l to feed on jellyfish. Has 
Northern Pulp done any extensive studies on these Species At Risk? I could not find any 

of these studies in the Focus Report . 

In Focus Report ( see appendix 7.3 figure 3 .31) - Its states that there is no commercial 

fishery for Cunner. What they left out is the fact that Cunner is actually caught in our 

lobster traps in all depths of water and used for bait to trap lobster. 

I have included my Lobster Conditions from DFO with information on species at Risk 

and Incidental Catch regarding the Cunner for reference . 
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the Record of Fishing Gear Tags associated with all the licences being fished with this vessel 

must be kept on board the vessel for the period authorized to fish under this licence. 

3 . 9 When a vessel is used for fishing, all replacement tags issued must be carried on board 

the vessel unless they are attached to the frame of the lobster trap being fished under this 

licence . These tags must be produced upon the demand of a Fishery Officer or a Fishery Guardian . 

4. DISCARDING 

4 . 1 All lobster must be measured immediately after removal from the trap . If the length of the 

lobster is less than the minimum length specified by the regulations for the lobster fishing 

area authorized by this licence or it is a female lobster of a length of 115 mm but not more 

than 129 mm, it must be returned to the water inunediately in a manner that causes it the least 

harm . 

5 . INCIDENTAL CATCH 

5 . 1 The licence holder/operator is required to fo·th.w.ith return all incidentally caugb i.sh of 

a species, except male rock crab, sculpin and cunner to the water and place from which it was 

taken ; and where it is alive , a manner that causes it the least harm . 

6 . SPECIES AT RISI<ACT 

6.1 In accordance with the recovery strategy for the Northern Wolffish (Anarhichas 

denticulatus), Spotted Wolffish (Anarhichas minor), and for the Leatherback Turtle (Dermochelys 

coriacea) the licence holder/operator is permitted to carry out commercial fishing activities 

authorized under t he Fisheries Act that may incidentally ki ll , harm, harass, capture or take the 

Northern Wolffish, the Spotted Wolffish or the Leatherback Turtle, as per subsection 83(4) of 

the Species At Risk Act (SARA) . 

6 . 2 Pursuant to the subsections 73(2) to 73(6 . 1) of the Species at Risk Act , the licence 

holder/operator is permitted to carry out corrunercial fishing activities authorized under the 

Fisheries Act that may incidentally kill, harm, harass or capture a White Shark when fishing 

under th~ authority of these licence conditions. 

6.3 The following conditions apply: 

a) This authorizatio n is o nl y valid while commercial fishing is conducted under the authority 

of the licence issued under the Fisheries Act in all authorized waters under this licence. 

b) The licence holder/operator is required to ensure that, while the fishing ac ivities are 

conducted, every_person on boa.x:.d tJ1e ve sel who incidentally catches a Northern Wolffish, a 

Spotted Wolfish, a Leatherback Turtle and a White Shar~ forthwith returns i to he place from 

which it was taken, and where i t is aliv , in a manner that causes it the least harm . 

6 .4 SARA Reporting requirements when using a paper Lobster Fishery Logbook: 

a) Only the Species at Risk Logbook and Species at Risk Logbook - Instructions documents 

Canada 



7) PULP MILLS 

I wou ld like to do a comparison between three Pulp Mills. 
1) Northern Pulp ( Abercrombie point, N.S.) 

2) Catalyst Paper Corporation ( Crofton.BC) 
3) Howe Sound Pulp and Paper Corporation ( Port Mellon, BC) 

In the Focus report, these two mills in BC are used as examples to compare with Northern 
Pulp proposed effluent treatment system . This is a poor comparison as these two mills have 

very different circumstances surrounding their outfall diffuser location. ( 1) water depth 
(2) tidal flow and (3) no commercial fishery around the two in BC. 

NORTHERN PULP - Their diffuser location is in 62 feet of water. On either side of this 
very narrow channel there is an average of 23 feet of water depth. These are shallow waters 

with no much tidal action. ( average 3-4 feet) . See my chart #4 and #5 ( water depth and 
tidal chart) 

HOWE SOUND PULP AND PAPER - Their diffuser location is in 400 feet of water. At 1/8 of 

a mile outside this diffuser there is a water depth of 750 feet. This effluent is going into very 

deep water . The area also has strong tidal action ( average 1 o -15 feet) See my chart 
#6 and #7 (water depth and tidal action) 

CATALYST PAPER CORPORATION - Their diffuser location is in 230 feet of water. At 1 /8 

of a mile outside this diffuser there is a water depth of 450 feet. This area also has strong 

tidal action ( average 3-12 feet) See my chart# 8 and# 9 (water depth and tidal act ion) 

I would also like to mention that the Howe Sound Pulp and Paper Corporation had a 

1 .4 billion upgrade between 1988 and 1991 . They are considered an industry leader with 
state of the art environmental protection technology. Northern Pulp is a 53 year old mill 

that has never had a major upgrade to deal with its pollution. 

Caribou Harbour is home to the second largest fleet of boats in the Northumberland Strait. 

There is a very large , multi species commercia l fisheries conducted from this wharf alone 

that is worth millions of dollars to the local economy. Yet, Northern Pulp insists on putting an 

effluent pipe directly on our fishing area. The two mills out west in BC have no commercial 
fishery around them. However , they do have a recreational crab fishery in the area . 

Despite the fact that the effluent is going into much deeper water with better dispersal in these 

two BC mills, these two mills have dioxin contamination in their crab with human 

consumption warnings. 



The area around Howe Sound Pulp and Paper (Thornbrough channel) has a dioxin 

contamination and the human consumption of crab should not exceed 55 grams per week. 

(see info. from DFO - Chart 1 O which i have included) 

The area around Catalyst Paper Corporation has a dioxin contamination of their crab also. 
The human consumption of this crab should not exceed 40 grams per week. 

(see DFO - Chart 11) 

I am very concerned about the potential shellfish contamination around Northern Pulps diffuser 

location. Our Strait is so much more shal lower than these BC mills. The Northumberland Strait 
has an unique tidal current and does not flush well. In fact, it compares to the flushing of a 

washing machine, back and forth . In the Focus Report it does not ta lk about the contamination 

of their seafood at their mills in BC. This needs to be addressed . If our shellfish is contaminated 
it will have significant effects on the whole lobster industry in Canada. Northern Pulp has not 

been able to show us fisherman another example of a Bleached Kraft Mill in the entire world that 
releases its effluent into such a large lucrative fishery like ours here in the Northumberland 

Strait. A Strait which is fished by three provinces and is a multi-billion dollar industry. Boat 

Harbour is an environmental disaster that needs to be cleaned up. How does one go about 
cleaning a polluted Northumberland Strait? It will be ruined for years. In conclusion , Northern 

Pulps local knowledge about OUR Fishing Industry is poor, inadequate and lacking key 

information. 
Minister Gordon Wilson, I ask that you reject Northern Pulps proposal. 

Thank You 
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:!01 9/ 11 /U:, 3.2 3. 1 2.9 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.6 3. 1 3.7 ~-' 4.5 4.6 4.5 4 ' 3.~ 3.5 3.2 2.9 2.8 2.9 3.0 

1Ul\l/ll/06 3. 1 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.8 2. 5 2.3 2. 1 2.2 2.4 2 .8 _, __ , 3.~ n ~-5 ~-6 4.~ 4. 1 3.7 3.2 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.7 

20\9/ l l i07 2.9 3. 1 .,_., 3.3 3.2 3.0 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.9 .~.4 3.9 4 .3 4.5 4 .5 4.3 3.9 3.4 2.9 2.5 2.3 2.4 

:!Ul9/l I/OS 2.6 2.9 3.2 3. 5 3.5 3.4 3.2 2.9 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.7 3 .1 3.6 ~-' 4.4 4 5 4 .4 ~-0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2. 1 2.1 

hit ps:/ lwww. wa te rle vels. gc.ca/en g/station ?sid= 7820 Il l 
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t Government Gouvernement 

(CRor/oµ ) CoRf-C.anada ol Canada du Canaoa C'll-fl rtr 41 er Fisheries and Oceans Canada -·---------------.. --------...--------·-------------.. 
C rofton (#7~:\0) 

7 days Tidal Predi ctions 
Relerence: C hart Datum 

T imes and Heights for High and Low Tides 

2U 19- 1 t-02 201•,. 11-0J 2019 11 -0-1 !Ul'J-11-U:'-
tSaturday) (Su111la) I ('.\lo11d:t:'J ( J'u,,day) 

Tim~ I lcight Tim,• Heigh t Time..· l·ki~lu Ti rn l' l!ci~ht 

PDT (m) (11) PDT ( 111 ) (ll) PDT (111) (ft ) PDT Cm) (Ii ) 

03:02 0 .7 2.3 03:50 0.9 3.0 04:44 I. I 3.6 05 :47 1.4 4.6 

11 :24 3.7 12. 1 12:20 'J.7 12.1 l'J : 11 3.7 12.1 13:57 3.7 12. 1 

16:59 2.9 9.5 18:59 2. 7 8.\/ 20:3.1 2.5 8.2 20:59 D 7.5 

19: 57 ., 9.8 20:22 2.8 9.2 22:27 2.5 8.2 

~019- 11 -06 !019 11 -117 101\l I l -0!-l 
( \\',sl n ,·<d a~) 1l'h111"l":I (Fnd a~) 

Time lleight Tinu.· I lt·1gh1 'l im,• II eight 

l'DT ( Ill) (ft) 1 PJrl (111) (fl) l'IJ'l { Ill ) (ft) 

00:37 2.5 8.2 02:18 2.6 8.5 03:29 2.7 8.9 

06:59 l.6 5.2 08:07 1.8 5.9 09:02 1.9 6.2 

14:36 3.6 11.8 15:08 3.5 11.5 15:.'~ _;_5 11.5 

2 1:24 2. 1 6.9 2 1:50 1.9 6.2 22: 15 1.7 5.6 

Predicted Ho urly Heights (111) 

Dat e l111ur 

PDT t)(J fl[ 01 IJJ 0-1 0 5 116 07 08 UY lU II 12 l.l 14 I:- I<., 17 (!j 19 2U 21 22 23 

20!!1111/02 1.6 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.8 I.I 1.6 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.3 3. 1 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.4 

'.! Ol\1/1 l / OJ 2.0 1.6 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.J 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.5 .) . .) 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.6 

2019/1 1/0~ 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.4 1.2 I. I 1.3 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.9 -' ·-' 3.6 ·.u _; _7 _;_5 3.2 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

101\//11/0:', 2.5 2.3 2. 1 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.5 I.~ 2. 1 2.6 3 .0 .' .-1 3.6 3.1 3.6 3A 3.1 2.8 2. 5 2 4 2.3 2.3 2A 

2UIWI l/06 2.5 2.5 2.4 2 .2 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.3 2.7 ~. I 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.~ 3.2 2.9 2.5 2.3 2. 1 2. 1 2.2 

2019/1 1/07 2.3 2. 5 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.8 2. 1 2.4 2.8 3. 1 3 .4 3.5 3.5 3.2 2.9 2.6 2.2 2.0 1.9 2.0 

'.!019/1 1/08 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.l> 1.9 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.0 2.6 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.7 

ht t ps:l/www. wate rlevcl s. gc. ca/e 11 g/s tation ?si d=7450 I/ I 
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Area 28 (\/annrn, er, llclll t'n Island , Indian A rm, Squam,sh) - 13C Tidal Wate rs Sport Fishing G uid(· 

Species Areas 

28-1,28-3 

Measure 

Type 

Dioxin 

Contamination 

[g/w) 

Measure Value 

Consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 

55g/week - consumption of crab hepatopancreas harvested 

in Howe Sound in subarea 28-3 and portions of subarea 28-

1, in the waters of Thornbrough Channel , bounded on the 

north by a line from McNab Point on the mainland southwest 

to Ekins Point on Gambier Island, and on the south by a line 

from Gower Point to the southern tip of Home Island , thence 

north to Keats Island and along the western and northern 

shore to Cotton Point , thence west of a line o the 

government wharf at Gambier Harbour on Gambier Island, 

should not exceed 55 g/week . 

28-1,28-2 Dioxin Consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 

Contamination 130g/ week - consumption of crab hepatopancreas harvested 

28-8,28-

10 

(g/w) 

Reminder 

King Crab Coastwide Sex 

Restriction 

Dungeness Coastwide Packaging 

Crab and 

Transporting 

Sex 

Restriction 

hl lps: ,,·ww.p;u.:.dfo-mpo.gc.l'.a fm· gp, r'!~ li<lal-macc.~1-.s28-cng.luml 

in Howe Sound and the Strait of Georgia in subareas 28-2 

and 29-1 and portions of subareas 28-1, 29-2 and 29-3, in 

the waters bounded: on the north by a line from Brunswick 

Point west to Irby Point on Anvil Island and along the 

shoreline to Domett Point on Anvil Island , west to McNab 

Point on the mainland, on the west by a line from McNab 

Point to Ekins Point on Gambier Island that follows the 

eastern and soutl,ern shorel ine to the government wharf at 

Gambier Harbour, then proceeds south to Cotton Point on 

Keats Island and along the eastern and southern shoreline , 

south to Home Island and continues from southern tip of 

Home Island west to Gower Point, then follows the shoreline 

north and west to Reception Point , then on the south by a 

line that goes from Reception Point east to a point 1 .5 km 

true south of Cape Roger Curt is on Bowen Island, and finally 

east to Point Atkinson, should not exceed 130 g/week. 

Closed to harvesting of all crab species per navigat ional 

closures in sub-areas 28-8 (False Creek} and 28-10 (Burrard 

Inlet) 

It is prohibited to possess female King crab 

In order to be accurately measured, the carapace of 

Dungeness crab that you catch must remain attached until 

the crab arrives at your residence or it is consumed. 

It is prohibited to possess female Dungeness crab 

(- Source Coe,,!-. oF ~isherl"H Ocean.s) 18/29 
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Area 17 ( 1anaimo)- BC Tidal \Va1rrs Spon Fishi ng Guide 

Species Areas 

Crab 17 

17 

North of 

Winchelsea 

Islands 

Nanaimo 

.(Harmac). 

Crofton 

King Crab Coastwide 

Dungeness Coastwide 

Crab 

Red Rock Coastwide 

Crab 

Measure 

Type 

Reminder 

Reminder 

Time of Day 

Restrictions 

Gear 

Restriction 

Dioxin 

Contamination 

(g/w) 

Dioxin 

Contamination 

(g/w) 

Sex 

Restriction 

Packaging 

and 

Transporting 

Sex 

Restrict ion 

Packaging 

and 

Transporting 

Sex 

Restriction 

Area Descriptions 

Area Map Area Description 

11·11·11·. pac.dfo-mpo. gc.c.1 fm-gp rec 1idal-111a ree1a-s 17-eng.hlml//cr-resl 

Measure Value 

Keep navigation channels clear of buoys and lines. Any 

fishing gear that interferes with safe navigation can be 

removed under the Navigation Protection Act. 

Combined daily limit for Dungeness crab, red rock crab, box 

crab, Puget Sound king crab and all other king crab is 4. 

Daylight Hours - It is il legal to set or haul crab traps from one 

hour after sunset to one hour before sunrise; overnight 

soaking of traps is allowed. 

No anchorage and no trap or bottom contact fishing area: 

Consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 

105g/week 

Consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 

40g/week 

It is prohibited to possess female King crab 

In order to be accurately measured, the carapace of 

Dungeness crab that you catch must remain attached until 

the crab arrives at your residence or it is consumed. 

It is prohibited to possess female Dungeness crab 

In order to be accurately measured, the carapace of Red 

Rock crab that you catch must remain attached until the 

crab arrives at your residence or it is consumed. 

It is prohibited to possess female Red Rock crab 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Min ister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

bear Minister W ilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federa l Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour untll such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-oMhe-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be sign ificantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 
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The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low~grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp . 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Rawdon, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That Is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re·route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there Is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff corning out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Lower Sackville, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension Jo complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Weil managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I rreated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Polp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmenta l experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 
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If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of t he stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Carrolls Corner, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in.favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top_ on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every yea r. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re~route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has. successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmenta I experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidel ines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, t he Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest indu.stry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfu lly. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment rnust work together. 

P. 0 l 0 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far

field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of Its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is pollutlng smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Antrim, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear' Minister' Wilson: 

P. 011 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp ·an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests ald in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded t he ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forest ry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment mtlSt work together. 

P. 012 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field . 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Carrolls Corner, NS ' 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-69ZS 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 01 3 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year: That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, l believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When t his state,of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is cotnplet e, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agricu lture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build llp in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have t his on their rec9rd. 

Sincerely, 

Antrim, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 015 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants ta consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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lam proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 016 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been ra ised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
tonsultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Antrim, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 017 

I am in favour of giving Northern .Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have conclude~ the ocean water quality within s meters of the 

proposed diffuser will rneet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries w ill be ab le to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I an, proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

a·nd the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is un likely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
fie ld. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their reco rd. 

Sincerelyt 

Antrim, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 5 ZJ·,g 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a f:ederal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pltlp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, t he Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any'fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmenta l experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud ofour forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 026 

The pulp plant's effluent has been f lowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-
field . · 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy, NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 030 

NOV O 5 2019 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different ·location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice . scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe th is project will have little Impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

heal. 
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Jam proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 031 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far

fleld. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp . 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facllity 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 032 

NOV O 5 Ltf,9 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon rnto the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 

Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location_ For 50 years, the 
fishing.industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be signfficantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co·exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 
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The pulp plant' s effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a centu ry 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or fa r
field . 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

lf Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the whtte stuff corning out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

I am also worried people will loose their jobs, including my husband who hauls wood out of the 

province. 

Sincerely, 

Meaghers Grant, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent 1'reatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister ~f Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 034 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is ''climate change'' . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 rneters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian rnarine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and t he community can begin to 
heal. 
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The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of t his product is Northern Pu(p. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable reso urce and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of it s energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electr icity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Middle Musquodobolt, NS 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:13:17 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
ment effluent facility. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address:
. Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code: B6L 4H6 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:

### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 11 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:15:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am opposed to
Northern Pulps proposal to pump their effluent into the Northumberland Strait. In 2015 the
legislature passed enact that gave a deadline of January 1, 2020 for closure of the Boat
Harbour effluent treatment plant. This was supported by all three political parties indicating
recognition of the environmental degradation it has caused. With this firm deadline in place,
Northern Pulp dragged their feet in taking any actual steps to replace the facility, which would
be required to remain operational. The report of the environmental assessment was only
submitted in January 2019. A report which government review indicated was inadequate, Even
if the proposed treatment process was acceptable, there would not be sufficient time to
construct the facility and associated infrastructure in time to meet the January 2020 deadline.
This cynical approach by the owners of Northern Pulp should not be rewarded. Also the
proposed discharge to marine waters, I understand should be a trigger requiring an
environmental review by the federal government. This EA is deficients flawed process. The
people of Nova Scotia are already going spend hundreds of millions of dollars to clean up
Boat Harbour. We cannot risk more environmental degradation to burden our childrens future.
Protection of the environment is vital. Decisions made in the past can no longer be justified
based on current knowledge. A rigorous and thorough environmental assessment is required
for consideration of any undertaking. There are still to many unknowns on the potential
impacts of discharge of the effluent into the Strait. Name:  Email:

t@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code:
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:19:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think done correctly
this project plays a key part in the growth of the forestry sector and all of Nova Scotia. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Nova Scotia
 Municipality: Smiths cove Postal-Code:



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:19:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulps replacement effluent treatment facility project. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:
B3M 4A9 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 57 y: 19



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:22:16 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support Northern
Pulps replacement effluent treatment facility project. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code: B6L 4H6
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y:
19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:25:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp should
granted an extension to the Boat Harbour Act to ensure that all opportunities are being
explored to keep the forest industry strong and healthy in Nova Scotia. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:29:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have carefully
reviewed the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp NP because, as a citizen of the Town
of Pictou, the future of the pulp mill, the Forestry Industry, Boat Harbour, the Fishing
Industry, Pictou Landing First Nation PLFN, and the general health of my environment matter
deeply to me. I came into the report undecided, and I read it with an open mind â?" if there is a
path forward that supports all stakeholders, and allows industry to continue unimpeded, then
thatâ?Ts the path I want to take. I reflected especially upon Premier McNeilâ?Ts comments
from 26 September in the Chronicle Herald that, â?othe final decision on whether the new
effluent treatment facility gets the go-ahead must be based on science and reason.â? And, as
he requested, I offer â?ofeedback on Northern Pulpâ?Ts focus report that zeroes in on science
and environmental impacts.â? I need to be upfront and frank. Based on this focus report, there
is no acceptable path forward for the new treatment facility. There are so many issues in this
report â?" errors in their logic, poorly displayed and misrepresented statistics, and a general
underhandedness in their approach to the issues that I, as a citizen, care deeply about. I cannot
list all of the issues I found in the space provided, so I will limit myself to three. I want to talk
about the science and environmental impacts on the forestry industry, the fishing industry, and
the citizens of Pictou County. A common defence of NP is that the forestry industry requires it
to be sustainable. The reality is that the forestry industry in Nova Scotia is not sustainable in
its current form. On page xxi, the report claims that NP runs a truly sustainable business,
because of their forest management strategies. However, according to research done for the
DNR by Noseworthy and Arp, it takes 120 years for a forest to rebuild nitrogen levels
sustainably, and Northern Pulp keeps their forests on a rotation of ~45-50 years, guaranteeing
a lack of sustainability for the provinceâ?Ts forests. We are cutting down trees younger and
younger, to fill the demand of the three pulp mills in Nova Scotia. This depletes nitrogen and
other essential nutrients in our soil, leading to environmental and biodiversity issues. The only
long term, sustainable solution for our forestry industry is to reduce the number of pulp mills
most studies suggest one as the maximum Nova Scotia can sustain, increase the tim e in
between forest clearings, and plan our forestry industry around a model that is
environmentally sustainable. Extending NPâ?Ts operations will actually make our industry
less sustainable in the long term, despite what short term gains may be gleaned from our
quickly depleting soils. So, extending NP weakens our forestry industry in the long term, and
it has the potential to drastically weaken our fishing industry as well. Repeatedly throughout
the effluent assessment, the focus report claims that the newly treated effluent will be
comparable to the current effluent. See page 33, â?oAs such, since the current and proposed
ETFs are anticipated to have comparable performance, the data collected from Point C can be
used to accurately represent what the effluent from the replacement ETF would resemble.â?
But all stakeholders agree that current effluent is unacceptable. Look at Boat Harbour!
Further, the focus in the report on effluent treatment to remove â?oeffluents that could cause
potential immediate and severe harm acute lethality to fishâ? Focus Report, 26 is entirely the
problem. Immediate lethality is important to stop, but so is prolonged exposure damages,
which is what most stakeholders are concerned about, for humans and for ocean life. The
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report does not adequately address this, but one might hope that NP recognizes the oversight.
Sadly not. On page xxxvii NP lists their responsibilities. They do not take any responsibility
for the resulting impact on lobster and marine life and stocks in the Northumberland Straight,
the largest concern fishermen have for the project. This washing their hands of the issue is,
frankly, disgusting. Their approach makes me feel physically nauseated. We can see that the
extension of NP definitely weakens the forestry industry in the long term, and very probably
weakens the fishing industry. What impact will it have on the citizens of Pictou County? Will
air quality improve? Pages 4 and 5 of the focus report claims that air emissions will be the
same as they currently are, with potentially some new emissions from the new processes. And
thatâ?Ts comparing against current emissions, not against the scenario of no emissions from
the plant. Will effluent be cleaner? We already saw that itâ?Ts anticipated to be similar to
now, and now gave us Boat Harbour. Will the Miâ?Tkmaq of PLFN be better consulted? On
page 12 the focus report reads â?oâ?¦there is a proposed process for consultation for project
proponents when dealing with projects which may have impacts on Indigenous rights and/or
title. Northern Pulp has reviewed this process and incorporated the principles for consultation
into this project.â?  Translation â?" they did n ot follow the process as suggested by the Miâ?
Tkmaq-NS-Canada Framework. So, no, par for the course in not adequately consulting with
First Nations. NP actually claims their hiring of Miâ?Tkmaq students to do digging activities
page 12 to be meaningful engagement. I can thinking of few statements more condescending
or colonial. In my view, based on the science and environmental impacts that NP itself put
forward, the extension of NP seems to have primarily negative impacts on the citizens of
Pictou County, and they are much weightier than the small, positive impact of jobs at the
plant. The reasons not to extend are manifest and convincing. The reasons to extend are pitiful
and short sighted. This is an opportunity to set standards for Nova Scotia appropriately, to
uphold environmental policy, to protect and defend the rights of all Nova Scotians. The
government should act accordingly, honour the Boat Harbour Act, not offer an extension, get
to work cleaning Boat Harbour, and restore our lands to a sustainable model of forestry. Will
there be some real pain for some citizens? Yes. Will support for them be required to help in
this transition? Yes. But a government should lead for the wellbeing of its people, not run
from its fear of lost votes. Leadership is hard, but itâ?Ts the only defensible approach to
governance. I hope this government will honour its promises, and be a leader for the rights of
its citizens. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

t Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 9:39:33 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
This is a travesty! There has not been the proper environmental studies done from day 1.
Please stop this project from going ahead, Boat Harbour needs to be cleaned up and the Pulp
Mill needs to have a closed loop system - or be shut down.  Our environment and our waters
are not replaceable - they are our only world.....

NO PIPE 

REJECT

ToneyRiver, NS



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 9:49:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello, I am writing as a concerned citizen and cottage owner on the Strait. The First Nations people have suffered
greatly as a result of the pollution going into Boat Harbour - their backyard food sources and medicine gone, health
struggles and beautiful land destroyed.  We must stop the environmental racism.  We must honour the deadline of
January 2020. ( I am in my early 50's and I have had several peers die from cancer that had ties to the area - all non-
smokers and healthy living. )

The solution to pollution is not dilution. The Northumberland Strait needs to be valued for its fishery and tourism
potential.  I have had the opportunity to spend time on both the Strait and the south shore and I think the only thing
holding back tourism on the strait is the Mill. The smog coming from it stinks and can travel hundreds of kilometres
depending on the wind. I have seen the brown bubbly polluted water near Tatamagouche as well.  We need to think
long term with our solutions and putting millions of toxic effluent in the strait on a daily basis is not the answer. We
are living in a Climate Emergency.  Let's think long term. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter! 

Lower Sackville, NS 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:49:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project should
either not take place a all or should be a closed loop system. The fact that weâ?Tre even
discussing putting effluent in the harbour in 2019 is indicative of the backward thinking that
takes place in Nova Scotia. Iâ?Tm a longtime Liberal but will vote for whoever takes the lead
on rejecting this. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:50:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 2019. Hell almost 2020
and here we are still destroying our forests and polluting our waters. Slowly killing off our
animals which use these forests ,as the poisons trickle along each waterway for the animals to
drink. Get rid of Northern Pulp. I mean all the CO2 emissions. Having a pipe sending
disgusting polluted used chemicals in the water ....heading towards our not yours Northern
Pulp....Ours !! No pipe ,no boat harbour no Northern Pulp No more destroying our forests here
in NS. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Windsor
Postal-Code: B0n2t0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 79 y: 28



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:58:10 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The proposed effluent
treatment plant conforms with all the government tests and regulations. The effluent will be
even cleaner that what has been going into the strait for the last 53 years. There has been no
environmental problems with the treated effluent too date. An extension to the use of the Boat
Harbour Treatment Facility will be critical to the survival of the mill and the jobs it creates.
Please extend the use of the Boat Harbour Facility and let the new treatment center be built
and commissioned. Name:  Email: Address:
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:02:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Changes must be made,
the solution is not pollution. Dumping pollution of any kind is not the answer. The
Environmental laws are destroying our Country and World. Take a hard stand and stop the
pollution. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: B0K1H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 18



From: @marwoodltd.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:03:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a business owner
and currently employee over 200 direct employees in the NS Forest sector. It is with great
concern that the government has not provided the necessary leadership to this issue. The forest
industry is highly integrated and we are all dependent on each other. Industry investments
have slowed and we question the future. We are getting the wrong message from government.
Believe in the science, keep the politics out of it! Name:  Email:

@marwoodltd.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 28
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:08:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Boat harbour was a
crime to humanity and a disgrace and disrespect to a native community this crime has gone on
for too long please honour the Boat Harbour act and bring back a little respect to its people,as
a Canadian and a person living in Pictou N.S i canâ?Tt help but feel a bit ashamed to be a
Canadian ,when discrimination like this was allowed in our country and in our community of
pictou county n.s,there are no excuses that can sugar coat this crime to a people ,we canâ?Tt
talk about other countries crimes to the planet ,when Canada allows something like this to go
on for 50 years,let us be able to pick our heads up and once again say we are proud to be
Canadians, we need a Government that is a Real Canadian,it takes more then just words to be
one just because your born here does not make you true.Its your actions behind your words.
yours sincerely Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:10:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: northern pulp is an
average pulp mill, and they have already made a quite a few changes to comply with the new
regulations but they need time to make these changes. Rome was not built in a day after all. if
the government would just give them an extension so they can make the necessary changes it
will make it better for the environment with out loosing the jobs we badly need as Canadians
to survive. i am for giving northern pulp an extension so they can make their changes without
having to shut down. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: camperdown Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:16:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There are to many
wrongs in allowing to have the effluent pipe going into the Northamberland Streight for me to
get into because English is my second language. I strongly agree with all the points â?oFriends
of the Northamberland Sraightâ?  are making. Most of all Iâ?Tm horrified that an extension
to the Boat Harbour Act and the environmental racism is even considered. My hope and
expectation is that Premier Stephen McNeilâ?Ts legacy will be the closing of Boat Harbour on
January 30, 2020! Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 4

 Municipality: Durham Postal-Code: B0K1H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 83 y: 28
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:19:35 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Looks like Nothern Pulp
have done a good job at meeting all the environmental requirements set forth. They deserve an
extension. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Milton Postal-Code: 



From: @tbh.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:22:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am encouraging Nova
Scotia Environment to approve Northern Pulps Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
Project! It will make difference in the lives of employees, spouses, children, grandchildren, the
family dog Charlie and so many more. Name: Email: @tbh.net Address: 

 Municipality: Thunder Bay Postal-Code: 



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:23:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I beleive they deserve a
second chance because Nova Scotia needs Forestry. Looks like a win win for everyone. Name:

Email: @live.ca Address: , Municipality:
Port Mouton Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:27:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forestry is an important
industry for rural Nova Scotians. Lots of people depend on it. Please allow this facility to be
built. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: 
Postal-Code: B0J 2K0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 63 y: 31
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From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:36:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Paper Excellence NPNS
is a vital part of the Nova Scotia economy supporting 11,500 jobs. Local families are able stay
in their communities with work in Nova Scotia. The mill itself is not stand alone but part of a
process utilizing sawmill byproducts. Unlike many other biomass processes which essentially
burn the whole tree for heating/power, NPNS has the sawmills produce construction lumber
and then takes their chips byproduct to produce pulp and their bark byproduct to produce
Green Energy via a power boiler, acquiring 92 renewable efficiency. While the proposed
improved treatment plant is new the effluent has existed for over 50 years with sustainable and
rich fishing fields coexisting. NPNS has successfully made great efforts to reduce odor
emissions, particulate stack emissions and greenhouse gasses in recent years in support of
climate and the local community. NPNSs new proposed treatment facility will meet Canadian
Marine guidelines and NS Environmental standards. NPNS should be allowed to continue to
support the vital forest industry in NS with the standards being met. Name:
Email: t@live.ca Address:  Municipality: Riversdale Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:36:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern, The cost is greater than the gain. There are better uses for our forest and the risk of
permanently damaging and polluting our water and fisheries is too great. Please do not allow
this to happen. Close as promised. Sincerely, A very concerned citizen. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code: B2G 2N8 Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 44 y: 35



From: hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:36:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I really hope to see this
project go forward. The steps being put in place are above and beyond what many of us
thought and expected.This industry is crucial in so many ways but in a time when
unemployment is high, it would be sad to see so many families put in that category including
mine when such great efforts are being made in a positive direction. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Bridgewater Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Pipe Proposal feedback
Date: November 5, 2019 10:38:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please see below feedback regarding Northern Pulp's proposal to dump toxic effluent into the
Northumberland Strait. I lived my entire life on the Northumberland Strait and this has been
the biggest threat in my 40 years to the environment, waterways, health of community and
ecosystems. This is 2019.. times of dumping in oceans and spewing endless amounts of air
pollution will not be tolerated nor should be allowed. The years of total disregard for the First
Nations and residents of Pictou county to maximize profits of Foreign Corporate owners has
gone on to long. The Liberal government made a promise to close Boat Harbour on time
January 2020 and 1000s and 1000s of people are going to hold them accountable to that. As
Stephen MacNeil stated "the Mill has had 5 years to come up with a plan" and we expect the
deadline to be honored and no further destruction to the environment and health of those
people, wildlife and supporting ecosystems jeopardized. There is a lot of wordy stats and
downplaying of the severity of dumping toxic effluent into the Strait in Northern's Pulps latest
EA submission. This company has one interest in mind, and it is not protecting the
Northumberland Strait or providing a healthy environment for the community. What kind of
company intentionally leaves out the make up the effluent? Why did Northern Pulp initially
submit an EA that appeared to be created by a How is the public suppose to trust this company
when they have done nothing in 5 years and still say a toxic pipe dumped into the ocean is
their only solution. The fact of the matter is if a community member got caught dumping
anything into a waterway we would be investigated and charged. This company has had spills
and breakages going to Boat Harbour but yet the the amount of effluent spilled and all
information surrounding it is not shared with the public after repeated requests. Why is that?
Why is the company being protected after they continually cause negligence to the
environment?
 
Concerns listed below:

1.    “No significant adverse residual effects were identified” for all categories.  This is not
accurate.  Meeting regulations shouldn’t give anyone a sense of relief.  The regulations are
25 years old and NP has done the bare minimum to test. How can a company of this size
do all this testing within such a short time frame. They certainly weren’t testing in the 4
years prior to the deadline. Their results can not be trusted.
Pulp mill effluents continue to have harmful impacts on fish, fish habitat and the
environment. Information gathered through environmental effects monitoring (EEM) at all
Canadian mills points to the disturbing conclusion that although mills are meeting
regulations and passing the PPER toxicity test, 70% are having harmful effects on aquatic
life and habitat, and 55% are having harmful effects on the larger environment.
 
Long term impacts on reproduction and growth are not regulated under PPER.  Federal
regulations cover only a few of the recognized harmful substances in pulp mill effluent. 
For example, there are no federal regulations for AOX compounds, a component of pulp
effluent in mills that bleach with chlorine or a chlorine compound. AOX compounds are
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recognized as extremely toxic. They are not easily broken down by bacteria and thus
bioaccumulate in the environment. Yet they are not included in PPER regulations. Neither
are phenols, toluene, chloroform or chemical oxygen demand (COD).
 
Evidence exists that bleached pulp mill effluents affect the dominance of floral species.
The community structure of the periphyton in a southern U.S. river shifted toward a
heterotrophic population near the bleached pulp mill effluent discharge point but recovered
to control characteristics at downstream stations(224) . A more widespread situation exists
in the Baltic Sea.  Page 32 https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-
semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-
lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
 
Tainting-- Whole bleached pulp mill effluents can cause tainting in commercial species of
fish and shellfish. Several reviews list constituents of bleached pulp mill effluents
responsible for tainting . Fish tainting may be caused by chlorinated or nonchlorinated
components of bleached or unbleached pulp mill effluents. Whole bleached pulp mill
effluent can cause tainting in fish at concentrations as low as 0.5.
 
 For perspective, concentrations of 1% elicit the more sensitive sublethal effects in fish.
Field studies confirm that tainting may occur at that concentration, although some results
appear to be confounded with natural "offflavours". For example, a field study on the
Ottawa River found fish that had been caged for 48 hours became tainted as far as 2.5 km
downstream of the bleached pulp mill effluent discharge site Pg 35
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-
sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-
pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
 
 
2. Incomplete marine studies with many species not studied such as Trout, Salmon, Striped
Bass. Lake Trout was listed in the Food Survey – Lake Trout are fresh water species and
only exist in a select few lakes in NS.  This indicates that Northern Pulp nor its
Consultants do not understand the Species of the Strait. The fact they included Lake Trout
signifies how out of touch with reality they are.
3. Pipe Route -Pictou Water Supply – This is outrageous. A town water supply for
thousands of people should not be risked.  The potential impact to potable water supplies if
a release occurs from the pipe line is a significant concern. There is already a nation wide
investigation into toxic metals in drinking water and now Northern Pulp wants to further
risk contaminating drinking water with heavy metals?????.
https://www.thestar.com/news/investigations/2019/11/04/is-there-lead-in-your-water-canada-
wide-investigation-exposes-chronic-extreme-exceedances-of-toxic-metal.html
 
4.The documents and studies conducted by NP did not engage the Public which was one of
the requirements of the Focus Report.

5. The species at Risk was severely down played in the EA. Dozens of Endangered and
Species at Risk along the ETF and Pipeline footprint and very short periods of time were
used to assess the risk on this species.

https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/hc-sc/migration/hc-sc/ewh-semt/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/contaminants/psl1-lsp1/pulp_mill_effluents_pate_blanchie/pulp_bleaching-pate_blanchie-eng.pdf
https://www.thestar.com/news/investigations/2019/11/04/is-there-lead-in-your-water-canada-wide-investigation-exposes-chronic-extreme-exceedances-of-toxic-metal.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/investigations/2019/11/04/is-there-lead-in-your-water-canada-wide-investigation-exposes-chronic-extreme-exceedances-of-toxic-metal.html




From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:43:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NORTHERN PULP has
had 5 years to clean up their emissions and havent done so.Its sad to see the job losses,but this
mill needs to be shut down until they stop polluting our waters.Their clear cutting of forests is
a disgrace ,too. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

. Municipality: BRIDGEWATER Postal-Code:



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:44:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Excellence Paper has
invested in Nova Scotia to keep the Boat Harbor Pulp and Paper Mill competitive and are
willing to spend another 130 million dollars to support a new modern effluent facility. Lets
keep Nova Scotia moving forward by supporting the construction of this facility and keep this
Mill operating. Name:  Email: @yahoo.com Address:
Municipality: Spruce Grove Postal-Code: T7X0B3 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:55:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Hon. Gordon
Wilson Hi my name is  and I have worked in the forestry industry for 40
years and the last 30 years at Northern Pulp. I have 2 daughters, one daughter is an
environmental engineer and the other is a mechanical engineer. They to have worked at
Northern Pulp as summer students. The proposed facility will benefit a lot of people in Nova
Scotia. Boat harbor will be cleaned, forestry in Nova Scotia will be maintained and there will
be many jobs saved. All of which generate tax revenue for Nova Scotia. If Northern Pulp is
forced to close Nova Scotia will not have the tax revenue it needs for schools, hospitals, or
health care which is in despair now. Northern Pulpâ?Ts facility will reduce the water usage,
and have no impact on the fishing community. Boat harbors outflow is in the strait now and
has been for over 50 years and has had no impact on the fishing. The science is there that
within 5 meters of the diffuser the ocean water will meet Canadian marine guidelines as well
within 2 meters the difference between the treated waste water and ocean will be less than 1C.
My family and I enjoy swimming in our ocean at our beautiful beaches that we are very proud
of. Mr. Minister the science is there and for the sake of Nova Scotia and all the workers here
please approve the Environmental Assessment that Northern Pulp has submitted. Thank you

Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
 Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:56:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
industry leaders like Paper Excellence/Northern Pulp, who care about the people and the
environment and who want to improve and make things right. We need businesses like this to
stay in our province to help boost the economy and keep Nova Scotians employed IN Nova
Scotia. As far as its impact on the local fishery is concerned, from what I understand, the
effluent from the mill has been going into the straight for the last 50 years and the fishery has
been doing just fine in that area. Putting in a new state-of-the-art treatment plant will only help
to decrease the mills environmental footprint. The effluent entering the straight will be
significantly better than what we have today, not worse, and will not have a negative impact
on the fishing industry. We cant punish Northern Pulp because of mistakes that were made in
the past by someone else. They need to be given the opportunity to proceed with the new
effluent treatment plant in order to make things right and be more environmentally friendly
and an extension is required in order for them to be able to do that. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Trenton Postal-
Code



From: @Gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:59:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not live in the
province of Nova Scotia but this story effects all provinces and it is time for our governments
to act to save good jobs and at the same time be environmentally conscious. I 
Local 200 in Windsor, Ontario and we have just watched another manufacturing plant close
and leave for a third world jurisdiction. They left for cheap wages but they also left so they
could spill there pollution in a different country but the same world. Our governments need to
put the carbon tax on incoming products from countries that exploit the laws and use this
money to upgrade the facilities here to keep good jobs otherwise they will just cut our trees
down take our raw materials and make the finished product somewhere else exploiting the
same laws that our government closed them here for. Keep the work here, lets get back to
making the finished product and lets support the companies that want to stay with an
environmental strategy that has the polluting countries of the world that want to do business
here held accountable, not at the expense of hard working families who expect our leaders to
come up with a strategies to help keep companies here by working together for solutions in a
changing world. Name:  Email: @Gmail.com Address:

Municipality: Essex Postal-Code:



Gmail 

Focus Report of Northern Pulp. 

@gmail.com> 

Mr. Gordon Wilson, 
Minister of Environment, 
Gov. of Nova Scotia, 
P.O. Box 442, Halifax, NS, 
83J 2P8 

Re: Focus Report of Northern Pulp 

Dear Mr. Wilson, 

Thu, Oct 31, 2019 at 6:53 AM 

We, the undersigned, are property owners and residents on Caribou Island, and we will be directly affected if Northern 
Pulp is allowed to implement its plan to put a pipeline into Northumber1and Strait. We do not want this to proceed. 
We have read and heard much from both sides of the argument concerning the planned piping of treated effluent into 
Northumberland Strait and having reviewed both sides of the issues, feel that we must take a stand to try to keep this 
from happening. 
On the face of it, it just seems like an insane idea. Think about it: even after being treated, this sludge remains full of 
many types of toxic waste which will end up in the fishing grounds and beaches of the entire coastal area. In addition, 
what remains behind as solids is to be Burned on Northern Pulp property! So, along with poisoning our waters, they 
intend to spew even more pollution into the air than they already do! Crazy! 
Given our harsh and stormy weather any time of the year and the frozen ocean /strait in winter, it will be extremely 
difficult or even impossible to access the pipe to "fix" any breakages or leaks. The very nature of the ocean floor's 
movements and currents at Any time of the year will play havoc with the security of the pipe. VVHEN, not IF, a leak 
occurs, poison waste will leak out which may go undetected . Even if detected, it will likely be ignored or not 
addressed properly. After all, the Mill, regardless of who has owned it, simply does not have a good track record of 
taking care 
of its environmental problems. An underwater pipeline is an invitation to disaster. 
We have heard stories that the Mill itself is suffering from maintenance problems and that its very life-span is limited to 
perhaps another 5-10 years. If that is the case, why not just end the misery and call a DNR- 'Do Not Resuscitate'? 
After the hundreds of millions of dollars already 'invested' , is it not time to say Enough? 
And yes, as property owners and residents of Caribou Island, 
we have a stake in the outcome of this situation. We enjoy the pristine beauty of the beach and for most of us, 
generations of our families have enjoyed swimming and playing in the clean water and safe environment of the Strait. 
We all want to see that lifestyle preserved. If the pipeline goes through, it very well may not survive. 
It is not only the pollution of the water, the land and the demise of the fishery that is a concern to all who live here ... it 
is the very Air that we breathe. Despite some Mill improvements, many people have respiratory problems that are 
directly and indirectly related to the stack discharges and current mitigation has not done much for those already sick. 
These stories are well documented. All of this will only get worse with the addition of burned solids from the new 
proposed settling pond. 
We are well aware that people are afraid of the economic effects of a Mill closure - and yes, they will be dramatic. 
They are also inevitable because the Mill is not going to be here forever. Here in Pictou County there is often 
a tendency to be negative about the future when a major industry is lost. We have suffered , but survived, the loss of 
Trenton VVorks and many other companies over the years. VVhen the CNR ended its business in Moncton, there was 
much doom and gloom, but that city not only survived - it has thrived! And Pictou County can as well. We all need to 
work together to ensure that the attitude of despair and fear does not continue to divide us and create animosity to the 
point where it seems hopeless that things can and will get better, not worse, if the Mill closes. 
We see no sensible solution other than the closure of Northern Pulp if there is no better and more viable answer to the 
effluent problem than the planned pipeline. The pollution of Boat Harbour needs to be ended, not extended. To anyone 
seriously reviewing the science and the research and the whole picture, closure should be a 'no brainer'. There is just 
too much at stake for a pipeline to be created in the Strait. Let the taxpayers' financia\ blood-letting final\y end , and 



.. 

• 

after compensation is made to the victims of this environmental debacle, let's get on with living cleaner, healthier and 
prosperous lives here in Pictou County. 
Let sanity prevail. Enough is Enough! NO PIPE! 

Signed, 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Abercrombie Pt pulp mill
Date: November 5, 2019 11:01:28 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

1. Keep your promise to Pictou Landing First Nation
2. We have paid enough to keep the mill going. Any further payouts should go to employing
people (creation, training, who lose their jobs when the mill closes - because it will. Nothing
lasts forever, but the fishery has more built-in longevity than the pulp mill. we have to eat. We
can find a substitute for TP. 
3. People in Pictou County complained about government support for the Sydney steel mill,
and it closed. Now Pictou County is in Sydney's place - same message. 
4. If a multibillionaire company can't keep the mill open, why should we impoverished
taxpayers even try? 
5. Pollution of air and sea. Stripping of woodlands, willingness to destroy marine habitat.
Arrogance that leaves planning for effluent treatment and dispersal to the last "who's gonna
blink first" moment. Ignorance of local watersheds. Local industries trying to co-exist for
decades and keeping their mouths shut about it. 
6. Jobs may be lost - time for new jobs in a new millenium. 

"If you want to bake an apple pie from scratch, you must first create the universe..." Carl Sagan



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:05:46 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
replacement effluent treatment facility.3rd party experts have stated that there will be no
significant impact on fish habitat. For the past 50 years less treated effluent has flowed into the
strait and the fisheries have been successful. Name:  Email:

@seasidehighspeed.com Address: Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: B6L2X7
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y:
22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:07:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in complete
agreement with the proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility They have done their
due diligence in taking into consideration numerous factors such as environment,
modernization. The impact on the economy of the province in a whole if the plant were to
close, would be felt for many years and in my personal opinion may never fully recover.
Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:19:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: continuation of
provincial economical and natural stability is certainly a positive direction to sustain our ocean
playground for generations to come! Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: liverpool Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:19:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp has had
the 4-5 years to come up with an offer, troubles me that the last minute they might come
through. We taxpayers have been giving them millions and millions over the last what is it
40yrs! This is a foreign owned company that has not proved to be responsible with our
environment. Our oceans supply many needed jobs, wildlife need to be protected, itâ?Ts time
to shut it down and put our tax dollars to a more positive use. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: St Margarets Bay
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:21:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that Northern
Pulp should have the timeto correct this problem and come up with a solution, as the entire
economy of the maritime provinces depends on the forestry industry Name: 
Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  NS Municipality: Lantz
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:24:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Approval of this
project is so important to the large amount of families and businesses in this Province that
would ultimately be affected. We have seen multiple hardships and downturns in this industry.
And from the private woodlot owner, to the few large sawmill operations lucky enough to
survive and still be in operation, we have withstood them all. But none will have quite the
impact that the potential closure of Northern Pulp will have. The immediate and subsequent
trickle down effect of a closure would be devastating to everyone involved and ultimately
devastating to both the economy of the province and the communities that depend on forestry
and forestry related jobs. That being said, the information laid out in the focus report easily
shows the extent to which Northern Pulp wants to go to stay in operation. At the very least
meeting, and most cases exceeding what is generally accepted for a facility such as this. the
end result will be world class as far as the treatment of the effluent and the disposal method.
People need to be aware that there are facilities like this in other parts of the world that
currently dont treat effluent waste at all. when all things are considered, and the data put forth
is fully studied, allowing this project to move forward seems like the best route for all of Nova
Scotia. Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com Address: 

Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:39:08 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the environment must
work together Name: Email:  Address: 

 Municipality: SAINT JOHN Postal-Code:



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:41:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Honour the agreement to
close Boat Harbour. Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:
Municipality: River John Postal-Code: B0K 1N0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 18



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: focus report submission
Date: November 5, 2019 11:47:54 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 "Dear Premiere McNeil and NS Min for the Env Gordon Wilson,

As i type this i am pissed off and angry why?

The water i look out from my living room  window in Lyons Brook   looks beautiful
but i sink up to my knees the last time i "wanted" to swim there. All yellow signs around lake
read "contaminated shellfish " and those were put up 20 years ago.
You see i was born here and am now years old growing up here we could swim and eat
from this water.  Now ,not only did NP take this away from us but our OWN government will
NOT test this water i been asking for 2 years now and left it with my MLA  
 WHY??? You know why its contaminated from that f ing mill!! 

In my living room i see across the causeway that beast cancer monster mill that needs to be put
to death why? My dad worked there  and now is dead because of cancer at the age
of .but i still smell the stench that killed him everyday its killing employees family friends
and the public and now you want to kill our beautiful  Northumberland straight and every
living species in it??

 This focus report is soley theory and modelling and no actual testing of the theories .

I don't trust Northern Pulp's ability to monitor their effluent over Pictou's watershed with their given track
record with leaks and their inability to meet the terms of their Industrial Approvals.

Summary from April 2011 to October 10, 2018
14 Failed air emission tests
2 or more Pipe blowouts / leaks *
2 Ash slurry spill
8 Directives
1 Legally binding order
5 Ministerial Orders
2 Warning Reports
1 Federal Fine $225,000. **

NO info yet from the spill in 2018 that happened over a year ago !

SHUT IT DOWN and pllease be a man of your word and Honor the Boat Harbour Act January 31 2020

PS i will stand arm in arm with Pictou Landing first nations  if you allow and extension

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


so get ready for a war



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:48:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp needs to
close by the deadline and no later. There needs to be an immediate clean up of boat harbor to
return it to aâ?Tsek. There cannot be a pipeline to release the affluent into the northumberland
straight, that is not a solution. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Halifac Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:52:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is an opportunity
foR this company to reduce their environmental impact. Through the building of this state of
the art effluent treatment facility The province of Nova Scotia is showing concern for the
environment while showing an interest in growing business in our province. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Ns Postal-Code:



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:57:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson Ive
been working in the woodlands division at Northern Pulp for .

Northern Pulp invested over
$80-Million a short time ago to improve air quality so that it now greatly exceeds federal
requirements. Northern Pulp is committed to Nova Scotia! Some Key Findings Focus Report -
Ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diï¬?user will meet Canadian marine guidelines -
Treated wastewater effluent will not be visible at the waterâ?Ts surface - Third party
environmental experts have assessed that no signiï¬ cant impacts are expected on any
ï¬ sheries or ï¬ sh habitat as a result of this project I fully support Northern Pulp to invest in
building a state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility that reduces our environmental
footprint, creates and sustains jobs, delivers significant economic benefits locally and
provincially, and ensures the continued operation of Northern Pulp. Proudly support this
project! Best Regards Name:  Email: @northernpulp.com Address:

 Municipality: St. Andrews Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 12:10:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson:

I am a resident of Braeshore, NS and I am deeply concerned about the government's unsure
stance to protect the Northumberland Strait against Northern Pulp and it's proposal to dump
it's effluent directly into our waters. If you let NP do what they wish, you will be poisoning
my front yard and poisoning myself and my family. I have spent my whole life breathing in
NP's toxic air chemicals and have seen first hand the devastation it continues to inflict on Boat
Harbour. We need our government to protect us, to protect fisherman, our environment and to
honour our First Nations people. I ask you to protect us. 

Sincerely,

Braeshore, NS



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 12:18:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I firmly do not want any
toxic effluent from Northern Pulp pumped into the Northumberland Strait. This would have
dire impacts on air, water, and sensitive marine ecosystems. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Belmont Postal-



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 12:22:52 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 29 y: 13

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp and clear cutting
Date: November 5, 2019 12:24:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Please listen to the people who are being affected by the pollution and poison billowing out of
this outdated pulp mill.  Look around at our beautiful province which is slowly being
decimated by clear cutting  - because it is much more profitable than alternatives.  It is time to
stop pouring taxpayer money into this obsolete mill - use these millions to help re-train the
workers if that is what it takes.  But please stop poisoning the innocent residents of Pictou
County and beyond. And there is no reason in this world why our fishing industry should ever
be put at risk. 
Remember how pristine Boat Harbour was supposed to be...... there is no lie big enough that
it can't be used to grab the almighty dollar.  DO NOT allow this to happen to our beautiful
Northumberland Strait.



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Focus Report
Date: November 5, 2019 12:25:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am writing to you in hopes you will deny Northern Pulp from running an effluent pipe over
the watershed for Town of Pictou..this pipe endangers our safe water supply and takes millions
of litres of toxic waste into our fishing grounds...this will do major damage our environment
...for both the health of all the people that need clean safe water and the fishing industry
...REMEMBER you can't money!!!

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 12:40:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please shut the np mill
down until such time that they find a way other than piping into the water Name: 

Email: @msn.com Address:  salt springs Pictou
County Municipality: Postal-Code: B0k1p0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 23

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 12:54:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova scotia needs
forestry to support our local communities and local employees and their families Name:

Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @tbh.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 12:59:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The forestry sector has
increasingly become a renewable sector, focused on sustainability and implementing the best
available processes to reduce impact on the environment. It is important to emphasize that the
company addressed every concern raised in the initial public consultation comments and every
question posed to them by Nova Scotia Environment. This project achieves the necessary
balance to sustain these good, mainly rural jobs across Nova Scotia, protect our precious
marine and land resources and environment and establish a new legacy of respect with Pictou
Landing First Nations as it moves water treatment away from their community and onto mill
property. Name:  Email: @tbh.net Address: Municipality: Thunder Bay
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 1:07:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This looks like a good
plan that meets environmental standards and maintains jobs across the province. Looks like
Northern Pulp deserves a chance to stay here in the province. Thanks for taking this serious.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 1:10:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: *considering the current
fragile state of the Gulf of St. Lawrence as described inÂ the 2018 article -Â The Gulf of St.
Lawrence is Losing Oxygen Faster Than Almost Any Other Marine Environment Â
e360.yale.edu/digest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-other-
marine-environment - a report noting that the Gulf of St Lawrence is one of the most
deoxygenating bodies of water on earth. * considering the negative impact that the pipe in the
Northumberland Strait would have on the lucrativeÂ Northumberland Strait commercial
fishery and *considering the water pollution that has resulted from the Boat Harbour treatment
process which has gone on for the past 50 years and still continues today I strongly believe in
irresponsible to pump in the range of 62 - 85 MILLION litres of Northern Pulp effulent
DAILY into the Northumberland Strait as outlined in Appendix 3.2 of the Focus Report.
Effulent Treatment Plant Replacement. June 2019. There must be NO PIPE in the
Northumberland Strait. Sincerely submitted by . 5 November, 2019
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: Please stop this
Date: November 5, 2019 1:12:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premiere McNeil and NS Min for the EnvGordon Wilson,

As i type this i am pissed off and angry why?

The water i look out from my living room  window in Lyons Brook looks
beautiful but i sink up to my knees the last time i "wanted" to swim there. All yellow signs
around lake read "contaminated shellfish " and those were put up 20 years ago not only did
NP take this away from us but our OWN government will NOT test this water i been asking
for 2 years now and left it with my MLA    WHY??? You know why its
contaminated from that f ing mill!! 

In my living room i see across the causeway that beast cancer monster mill that needs to be
put to death

 This focus report is soley theory and modelling and no actual testing of the theories
.

I don't trust Northern Pulp's ability to monitor their effluent over Pictou's watershed with their given track
record with leaks and their inability to meet the terms of their Industrial Approvals.

Summary from April 2011 to October 10, 2018
14 Failed air emission tests
2 or more Pipe blowouts / leaks *
2 Ash slurry spill
8 Directives
1 Legally binding order
5 Ministerial Orders
2 Warning Reports
1 Federal Fine $225,000. **

NO info yet from the spill in 2018 that happened over a year ago !

SHUT IT DOWN and pllease be a man of your word and Honor the Boat Harbour Act
January 31 2020

PS i will stand arm in arm with PictouLanding first nations  if you allow and
extension so get ready for a war

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: I am not a scientist ….
Date: November 5, 2019 1:18:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I have read the document from a layperson’s vantage point.
I am a finance professional and business owner -- I am not a scientist.
Pictou has been home-base for me for my entire life. The pulp mill in Abercrombie Point is
literally the crime of the century here in Nova Scotia. This behemoth of a  document is
essentially a weak and self-serving marketing document camouflaged as  “science-based”.
Many with science and engineering backgrounds have already poked significant holes in it.
Clearly it is designed to overwhelm the average citizen in an attempt at circumventing a much
bigger problem – this antiquated 1967 company’s lack of will to be in-step with the global
reality, and their desire to perpetuate this travesty, and to continue to disrespect the people
and government of Nova Scotia. Yes, I did read the document but at the same time I also did
read between the lines.
 
What is known:
 
I know.... that it is not ecologically nor environmentally sound to dump industrial effluent into
pristine waters.
 
I know.... that the industries of tourism and fishing together are larger than the pulp industry.
Some speak of the need for balance. The concept of balance is meaningless when one side of
the ledger entails words such as destruction, pollution, mercury, contamination, health-risk,
and death.
 
I know.... that much of our forests are decimated due to Northern Pulp clear-cutting practices.
This is indisputable.
 
I know.... that Northern Pulp has been less than the perfect corporate citizen. Far less. Their
report shows that they am to continue to do bad things.
 
I know.... that Northern Pulp and its predecessors, due to my proximity to mill,  continue to
destroy my air quality and my quality of life and likely have also affected my health, and that
of tens of thousands of others.
 
I know.... that the stench emitted from this antiquated industry is often unbearable, as well as

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


containing particulates damaging to the health of many .
 
I know.... that the parent company has an abominable history of poor stewardship of lands –
globally.
 
I know.... that if there were a raw vote of the citizenry, the majority of us would like to see
Northern Pulp erased from our province entirely.
 
I know.... that Northern Pulp has orchestrated their own fate. They are the architects of their
own demise. They could have done things differently.
They did not and as evidenced by their current proposal they will not. Science tells us that
their plan is without merit.
 
What is happening, unequivocally, is the environmental Crime of the Century – a crime with
social, ecological,  and negative health implications for its citizenry – past, present, and future.
 
I beseech this government to put a definitive stop to this pulp mill and its filthy ways.
No pipe in strait. No more clear-cutting. “Paper Excellence, please leave.”

Pictou/ Halifax
 

 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Response to Northern Pulp"s Focus Report
Date: November 5, 2019 1:39:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Pictou, NS

Dear Minister,

Please accept this communication in response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  My name is .  I am 

 proud resident of the Town of Pictou. 

I feel the concerns that I had brought forward about Northern Pulp’s Environmental
Assessment, were not addressed sufficiently in the Focus Report.  I would like to address the
following concerns in regards to response or lack thereof in the focus report to the following
areas of concern highlighted in the Terms of Reference::

1. PUBLIC, MI’KMAQ AND GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT 

1.1 Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions and comments raised by the
public, Mi’kmaq and government departments, and incorporate these comments in the Focus
Report where applicable. 

I am appalled by the lack of response to questions and comments raised by the public around
the socio-economic impact that the project will have on the area.  In particular to the tourism
industry.  To refer the respondents to appendix 6.1, a list of maximum predicted GLC’s, is not
nearly enough of a response to the concerns raised.   

As per the Nova Scotia Environment Act, Purpose of Act, section A:

The purpose of this Act is to support and promote the protection, enhancement and prudent
use of the environment while recognizing the following goals: (a) maintaining environmental
protection as essential to the integrity of ecosystems, human health and the socio-economic
well-being of society; 

The concerns here were not addressed to satisfy the purpose of the Environment Act’s
precautionary principle:
 
“(ii) the precautionary principle will be used in decision making so that where there are threats
of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a



reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation”

The response delivered to the public’s concern about the irreversible damage on the local
economy and local tourism industry this project will have is insufficient and does not address
the concerns raised during the EA process by myself and many others.  The company shows
no concern with the impact this project would have on other businesses in the area.  This is
made evident in the lack of response in the focus report.  Tourism produced 2.8 billion dollars
in revenues in Nova Scotia in 2018.  That is more than the forestry, fishing, and farming
industries combined. Northumberland Shore area makes up 8% of the province's totals.  The
Pictou Lodge Beach Resort (built in 1924) is located about 5km down the strait from the
proposed outfall area. The resort has been built to a 2.8 million dollar business that employs
70 people.  
 
According to the 2017 NS Tourism Visitor Exit Survey, the top reasons pleasure tourists visit
Nova Scotia are “Coastal Sightseeing - 47%” and “Visit a Beach - 49%”.  Lobster remains an
important part of the visitors experience as well.  45% of pleasure visitors to the province in
2017 ate lobster while here.   

From a destination marketing perspective, the Northumberland Shore has always lead with the
beaches in our area.  Northumberland Strait’s unique selling point is that our beach waters are
swimmable reaching as high as 25 degrees Celsius.

The impact of dumping millions of litres of effluent into the Strait will be harmful to our
branding efforts and will have a negative impact on tourism businesses in the area. We are a
destination that primarily sells warm swimmable waters and fresh local seafood.  Nova Scotia
is traditionally known as Canada’s Ocean Playground.  The impact of this pollution will affect
Nova Scotia’s tourism brand as a whole.  It will also have negative impacts on the lobster
brand for Northumberland Strait and Nova Scotia in general.  

The lack of response on the economic impact and tourism impact for the Northumberland
Shore and Nova Scotia is a major concern.  Nor was the scientific certainty produced to satisfy
the precautionary principle around the threat of irreversible damage.  I therefore ask the
Minister to reject this project.

In the terms of reference section 6:
6. AIR QUALITY
 6.1 Provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants to be emitted from the
proposed project, including but not limited to, speciated volatile organic compounds, semi-
volatile organic compounds, reduced sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and
metals. 
6.2 Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill facility for all potential air
contaminants of concern related to the Project. 
6.3 Complete an updated ambient air monitoring plan for the Project site based on the air
dispersion modelling results. This plan must include the potential air contaminants to be
monitored and proposed air monitoring location(s).

In the focus report page 44, the company states:

The only new sources of emissions from the operation of the mill include fugitive emissions of



potential odours from the replacement ETF itself, and emissions of combustion gases from the
burning of sludge from the replacement ETF in the power boiler. These activities have the
potential to result in some limited changes in the local air quality 

And in section 8.1.2.2 the EA claims that odours are impossible to address as the new odour
coming from new treatment plant will not be known until such time as the plant starts to
operate.  Until the new chemicals and compounds are combined.  It also states that this issue is
subjective and will quite possibly not be worse than current.
It also states that “Because the perception of odour and its effects are subjective and relative to
an individual’s perceptions, limits, and tolerances, it is more frequently treated as a nuisance
issue”.

The current state of air quality and odours produced from the plant have had a negative socio-
economic impact on the community.  In my tourism operation we have lost long term guests
who had to leave because of poor air quality.  We have lost potential group bookings and
weddings because of the air quality on the day of planning visits and tours.  The local town
has lost residents and potential investors because of the air quality.  There is no current study
on what the economic impact the poor air quality and odour produced by mill has had on
tourism industry and economic development in the community over the last 50 years.  This is
of concern to me.   Not to mention the new “limited changes in the local air quality” with the
burning of sludge.   Table 6.1 as submitted in the focus report does nothing to address these
issues and concerns. 

I would argue it is more than a “nuisance issue” when air quality and odours are recorded and
publicly displayed on trip planning sites such as TripAdvisor.  This has a real impact on
potential travel and booking decisions.  For example:

“Lovely spot - except for the smell
Review of Pictou Lodge Beachfront Resort
Reviewed October 12, 2015
We only stated for a brief overnight visit and didn't get to fully appreciate this resort. Desk
staff very pleasant and helpful, supper in the pub area delicious with the server going out of
her way to make us comfortable. Room clean with usual facilities you would expect.
However, there is a continuous smell in the air which at first we thought was sewage, but were
told it is the emissions of the local pulp mill. This is disappointing as the location and facilities
at this resort are lovely and it is very convenient for catching the ferry to Prince Edward Island
(10 mins to the terminal). My mother and I were very relieved that we did not have to stay for
longer and if we had booked for longer would have probably checked out and found someone
else.  I am sorry for the poor review as the problems are largely outside the control of the
owners, but hope this will help their cause in trying to get the Mill to clean up its act.
Date of stay: October 2015”

In addition to the current air issues, the new treatment plant will include the combustion of
sludge generated in the replacement ETF for energy recovery.  Emissions from the combustion
of sludge in the power boiler during operation and maintenance is to be dispersed from mill
stacks.  

As per the Focus Report Section appendix 6.3:  updated air quality monitoring plan. 



As a local resident I insist that the updated air quality monitoring plan does not go far enough. 
There are more monitors needed in populated areas where large numbers of humans are
spending a large amount of time.  All data collected by the monitors need to be posted in real
time for the public. 

As per the Environment Act: The purpose of the Act is maintaining environmental protection
as essential to the integrity of ecosystems, human health and the socio-economic well-being of
society.  

As a local business operator and resident I insist there has not been scientific evidence
provided that can prove there is not a threat of irrevocable harm to the region’s socio-
economic well being of the area because of air quality.  I therefore ask the Minister to reject
this project.

As per the Terms of Reference Human Health 
9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-
related impacts on human health. The risk assessment must consider human consumption of
fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking water, exposure to
recreational water and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any other potential exposure
pathways. The analysis must inform the identification of contaminants of concern and
updating of the receiving water study.

I live and work within both of the “areas of concern” identified here.  I insist the HHRA needs
to be completed before project can begin.  The irrevocable harm to human health can not be
put at risk here.  There is far too much information missing from the focus report to even
consider the impact this project may have on humans.  As per Appendix 9.2:
The following information is needed to support the HHRA: • The final air dispersion model
report to update the estimated air emission concentrations and the estimated concentrations at
receptor locations (First Nations Communities, Non-First Nations Residents). 
The final mixing zone assessment report to support the estimation of water concentrations at
receptor locations in the Marine Study Area (beaches, seafood harvest areas). 
The results of a baseline study being completed by EcoMetrix near the proposed diffuser to
better define the seafood species that are likely to inhabit the diffuser area. 
The results of the seafood intake survey to determine the types of seafood consumed by the
critical receptors and the quantity of seafood consumed by the critical receptors. 

There is far too much information missing here to be able to prove there would not be
irreversible harm to human health.  The Human Health Risk Assessment needs to be
completed by an unbiased third party before the project can begin.  I therefore ask you
Minister to reject this project.

As per the Terms of Reference 
3.5 FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Provide the following information regarding the effluent pipeline: 
o Provide viable options including the selected option for leak detection technologies and
inspection methodologies, with specific consideration to any portion of the pipeline located in
the Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area; 
o Provide viable options including the selected option for the enhanced pipeline protection,



such as trench lining and justify how the chosen option is an adequate option for secondary
containment. Be sure to address any potential changes in flow regimes, especially within the
Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area, due to the installation of the pipeline and
secondary containment. If different options are provided for different areas of the proposed re-
aligned pipeline route, the locations for each option must be identified.

As a resident of the town of Pictou I am concerned about the proposed pipeline route and the
Town of Pictou’s water supply.  I have not seen proof in the focus report that our water supply
is safe from irreparable harm.  I am not satisfied that the company has come up with viable
options for pipeline protection given their poor history of leaks and leak detection.  It is going
on over a year now and we still do not have details on the last pipeline leak this company had. 
For this reason, I ask the Minister to reject the project.  

Conclusion

Northern Pulp concludes that there will be no significant residual harm that is not reversible or
cannot be mitigated.  As a citizen and business operator in the area I could not disagree more. 
As highlighted above there is possible irreversible harm to local businesses.  There is possible
irreversible harm to local human’s health.  There is possible irreversible harm to local drinking
water.  The Environment Act states that the Minister has a duty to  maintain environmental
protection as essential to the integrity of ecosystems, human health and the socio-economic
well-being of society.

I ask that you do so and reject this project.
 
Thank you,



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 1:42:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NP seems to be just as
concerned as everyone as to the issues and I believe we should work together to accomplish
both sides of the issue. We need forestry in Nova Scotia as it s vital to many thousands of
families and all the layers that spin off from this industry. From the workers directly involved
or whether its the corner store owner...we all depend on it in some way. Name: t Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 42 y: 27
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 1:45:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a person who was
born and raised almost entirely in Pictou County I feel it is in the provinceâ?Ts and countyâ?
Ts best interest to shut down the entire Northern Pulp project. Countless of our tax dollars
have been wasted on a company that quite frankly a s one of the worst companies in terms of
environmental impact. Asia Pulp and Paper-the parent corporation of Northern Pulp-are
NOTORIOUS for looting the places theyâ?Tve set up shop in and then just picking up and
leaving the residents and environment left with the cleanup of their mess. They exploit
communities and theyâ?Tve exploited us. As someone who has struggled with asthma in the
past, I can say that having this company is no help to our health. The insecticide they spray our
forests with also contain a chemical known as glyphosate-which has been linked not only to
reduction in bee populations, but cancer as well. This company has done enough damage and
itâ?Ts time to cut our losses before they take more. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report re Pipe Proposal
Date: November 5, 2019 1:46:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

                                                                                                        SENT BY EMAIL
New Glasgow, NS  B2H3K8
(Summer Residence-  
 
November 5, 2019
 
 
Minister Gordon Wilson,  NS Dept. of Environment
EA@novascotia.ca
 
Dear Minister:
Re: Response to Northern Pulp's Focus Report - Effluent Pipe to Caribou Harbour.  
Our summer residence at  Pictou Landing of 14 acres and 1300 feet of beachfront
has been owned by  family since the early 19th century. It is very near the outfall of
Boat Harbour. Since the initial start-up of the Mill and for over 50 years, we have lived with the Boat
Harbour smog;  the smelly, root beer brown foamy effluent washing up on our beach, and the air
emissions from the Mill. This present situation is not acceptable to us, let alone the proposal for
Northern Pulp's new treatment plant  to pipe their pulp effluent to an outfall near Caribou Harbour.
We have concerns about both the air emissions (with the Mill's intent to burn the dried sludge) and
the dumping of the effluent.
 
Scientists have acknowledged that the world's oceans are warming and marine environments are
under attack from pollution. Dumping 70 millions liters of 37C hot, fresh effluent water daily is a
major step backward. Fresh water is known to kill lobster larvae, and the Mill has not done lengthy
studies to determine how the effluent will affect the larvae.
 
Here is an observation from being at our property for 50+ years.  Bladder Rockweed that attaches to
rocks requires cold, clean salt water to survive.  This plant consumes CO2, gives off oxygen during
photosynthesis and provides a protective environment for sea urchins, rock crabs, and starfish, and
other small organisms. By regulating these dissolved gases, rockweed helps in maintaining water
quality.  I have seen on our beach that Bladder Rockweed, once bountiful, has been diminished over
time being replaced in the summer months with a  green hairy grass that seems to thrive in the
warmer temperatures of the effluent washing by each day. The creatures previously mentioned,
once plentiful, are almost non-existent now on our beach.  The rocks are covered with a slick black
substance to the high tide level.  The ocean that used to be crystal clear pre 1968 is most often a tea
colour, with the exception of when the Mill is on shut down.



 
Engineers from the Mill have stated to us personally that there is a good possibility the new system's
'treated' effluent will contain more solids being released than what is presently is released from Boat
Harbour. We have seen the globs of mushy pulp washing up on our beach.  This is after the effluent
has settled for 30 days in Boat Harbour.  With the proposed dumping up to 70 million liters effluent
daily, I can't help but to envision the pulp mush floating around the Strait, and depending on tides
and winds, washing back to Caribou Harbour, beautiful Caribou Provincial Park beach, or the Pictou
Lodge property. Computer modelling says the solids will be broken down by wave action - how long
will that take? Perhaps the solids will eventually fall the bottom of the Strait creating an anoxic zone
(dead of oxygen).
 
The government's past handling of effluent from this mill has resulted in one of the most
contaminated sites in Canada.  There is no 100% guarantee that Northern Pulp's new proposal for
treating the pulp effluent  will not harm the Strait - perhaps not in year one, or year two; however,
possibly five years down the road we may see the signs of the ocean failing.  At that point it will be
too late and clean-up an impossibility.
 
In closing, I wish to state that I am vehemently opposed to Northern Pulp's plan to pump their
effluent through a pipe to be released offshore Caribou Harbour. Oceans NEED to be protected for
their sustainability, marine animals and marine plants.
 
Respectfully,



From: @scotsburnlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 1:50:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of the
approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility ETF for Northern Pulp. My job, my family, and
rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such
a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or
exceeds all Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment
Departments. This was shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the
construction of a new ETF is completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can
commence. It is my understanding through media and government reports that the cleanup of
Boat Harbour canâ?Tt start until a Federal EA is completed which is project to be 24 months
to complete. This will allow for the subsequent construction of a new world class ETF which
will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive in the future. The Focus Report
data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50 years.
Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour
facility. Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting
their traps at that location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. To
close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse
the forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly
and indirectly employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private
land-owners in N.S. The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report
will be impossible without a market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of
several sawmills throughout N.S. The proposed facility will be an improvement over the
existing situation where all effluent leaving the site will be treated. The pipe being used is well
above industry standard and the new outfall location will be far superior to the existing
situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province that have existing ETF
outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the ETF indicates
that there will be no significant environmental impact for the projectâ?Ts construction or
future operation. Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every
day in their daily activities one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in
our favour. Do not allow that vocal minority to jeopardize that. Name:  Email:

@scotsburnlumber.com Address: . Municipality: Truro, NS Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 5, 2019 1:51:13 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003311 (2).pdf

FYI…
 
 

From:  @scotsburnlumber.com> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 12:43 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration with this matter.
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Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

SignaturE 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. Th is will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residua l environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: ___. 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such t ime as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu1 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address : 

E-mail:_ 

Signatur 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics . 



e: -c; 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry S-ector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employedi n the Forestry Sector mNova Scotfa and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed . The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds al l of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is current ly and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills cu rrently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Add res: 

E-mail: 
I 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the orestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in ail other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address 

E-mail :_ 

Signatur 

RE: NorthU Pulp Erfv'ironmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Faci lity (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fi shing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 
years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility w ill be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Ac:dress: 

E-mai!: 

SignatL:re: _ 

At!el;tior:: Hon. Gorden Wilsen, Ministe; of Env;ron:nen<.: 

! 2rn currently ernplcyec.i in the Forescry Sector i:1 :,:ova Scofi: 2nd a!so live ir. r'..l ra l N.S. I n2ve '.lad ':::e 

opportunity -.:o attend presentatio:1s and revievv tr.e Focus Rep:::rt docur:.er:-cs surrounding r:-,e pr::icoseC: 

:::cnstruction of a new'.:: :,- (Effluent T,ea:me!",t :=acility} for l\:c rt '.-:e,;i Pul;::,. I 2.:1 fui ly su::,pcrt!ve of ~:1e 

construct:on of a new world :!ass C:TF an::: the st..:bsequen-.: closure and remecia:ic:: o~ 5::)a·~ :-ia'.::lo!..., 

once this facility is constructed. The Provlr:c;a! Government has a!ready stated that tnev cie sigr:ific2i:t:y 

behind in g2in;ng Fede.al i:.nvironrr.e:1:c1 Assessment approva! to commei:ce the cieam:p of -~:-:e 

provincia lly owned 3oat Har.:;our ETr. Ti:is fac;!;ty sr.o~id remain O;Jcrationa, untii such : :me es ':r,e r,ew 
ETF is cor:struc.:ed. Tbs wi:! a Low ':r.2 Fo~2s·~r'y' Sector, a :·er.ewable reso'..!rce, to continue to t:-.:·:ve t~ ·:r.e 

Cenefit cf thcusa:1ds cf \.Vc~'<<ers a:"":0 ~eris of ::ho 'aa!S3~:ds o~ ~riva~e !2nd ovvne;--s in :he prcvi~cs . 32:a ~s2 

forest;y :s so ir.tegrated i;; N.S. (Saw r:.iiis, P;iv,r~e c.a.1ci-Ovvne~s, SilvicL!!ture wcrke~s, ?eLet ?ia~:s, ?L.1::J 

Mills etc. ) 21! activl·~ies a:e rel;znt on o!"le ano-::;1er arid No;t heni ?~:p is the key fa.:i ilty that r,o;cs al: cf 

zrd an2!yz2c: in t:-.e focc:s ~ep:,~t sc01:. itteo by Northern Pu!p f~; '.:he :iew '.:TF project. Tr.e ass:..:~ar.ces 

::,,ovicied ::,y these ex::::e~'i:s i:-;-:iicate r.o sig,-.i·.' icar:t ccverse residt.:a : er.viro:1.-r.er::ai impacts h.;;ve :::ee:: 

;:>~edicted ~O; tnis i:;rcj2c~ :o:,s:rcctic:: or fut'J: e cpe~;;tior.. :1 ::~d:ticn the 7ocus repon: ::a::c :rac.·c2·c2c: 

fishery and forest inGuscry h2ve existed for 50+ yec:rs ir: the existing outfall a~ec: at 3oat ~crboJ~. 

Contrary to public ccmr.ienta:y cy severa l grc...ips and individ•.1a ls regard ing t~e potentiai impac: ;:if 

treated effluent from the mi!! on !cbster ~isning grounds, the c:ata provided :r. the ~c::us re::,::;r:: shcvvs 

the curre:1t lobster fishing grcL!nds ::a1 be ~cunc ;r: cioser ;.)rox!;r,:ty ;:o the c,..rr:a '.i f:orr: i: '.1 2 ex's·:i ::g :::.:::2: 

Harbour :=acility than t:1e ;:irccosed r.ew :Jutfa!I. This begs t;:e question en w:;y ·those concer:ieC: wit., 

the NEW treatment faciiity a::ci ou:fai! seer:: to ignore the data i:h2t shows :he s::rc:;g, g,cw:ng :~:::ster 

fishery !r: the area is not being i;npactec: 7or ":ne previous 30+ years. W':-,y w o:.i!d a -:1ew, i ... prova:: 

system not ~e an irnprnve:-:-:e:-:: c :1 : he ex:stlr.g si·::.,,2;:icr.? 

Since Peper Exce lie~ce ~~rcl-.aseC: ~ c !-ch.err. ?u lp in 2.C11 nu::-:e:-ous irr,prove11,E:1:s have :Jeen ~cCc ·:c 

·:he facility ::o i:-7ip~ove c: r .:l2rt:-:::.1;2·:e, ef~it.:er:t anci od::iur . .A.s shown :n benci-:~arking sec:icn ::::7 :.-.e 

Focus Report Norcr.er:-i pL'.p is curr2 ,.t;y c::-. a·ve,age ·:(: above average rni:1 when cor::pc:~eci ·.:::, cthe, :<r2fc 

pulp mill s current!v C;:)2rc::i:-:g L, a,: 0·J-:2r j :...r:scii:::tio,s i:: CanaO:c:. Tr.e new p,opcseci faci lity vJ:i: c.i \: 
ir::prove c:; these s':a:is::cs. 



Name 

Addre 

C-mci 

S!gna~ 

Attentio:i: Hon. Go~don W:lson, Mi:ilstei cf Envir~nment 

I am in suppo,t of the approva l for new E-:'fluent Treat:nent Facility (ETF) for Norttiern Pulp. My job, ':':"'!Y 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open untii suer. 

a time that the new facillty is ccilstructed. This existir,g provincial faci lity currenjy meets or exceeds a ll 

Provincial and Federal guidellnes outii:1ed by the corresponding Environrne:1t Departments. This wzs 

shown in the Focus Report in '.:he :,e,;chmark1ng sectior:. Once tne ccnstn.ic! io:: of a new i:-:-F is 

completed then the subsequent ciean up of 3oat i-larbour c2n commence. l"c is my u:1de,s1:a:.c:!: :1g 

through med:a and gove;nment reports that t he ciear.up of Beat Har:,our can't start until a ;=ec'.e~a l 'c. J::,.. !S 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months w complete). :his wi ll allow for t he subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF wh!ch w ill allow our prnv:nclal forest industry to continue '.:o ·J;rive 

in the future. 

The Foct..:s :ieport data a!lows me tc see ·:hc:·c -:ishing has coexisted in the Northumoer!anc Strait ~or 50+ 
ye2rs. Currently, lobster ·;;snernen a,2 set";:1ng t,aps ir. the existing outfa li from the Boat Har'.:)ou, faci :ity. 

o::,v1ous!y, i:' '.:here ,vas a :12gat:ve l;:.pc: en the fishery they wou ld not be set;ng tneir traps a·:: t ::at 

iocatior,. T'1e r:ew E:!= w i'.I b2 2.-. lr.:,:roveme,,:: :J!'! the current si:uatio.1. 

To close Boat Harbour w lt hOl.:t havlng an ex!st!ng facll!ty operating would pe~ma:.ent!y co! lapse '.:he 

forest industry !n ~ova Scci:!a. This w ouic ;.egatively :m;:;act thousands cf people c:iiiectiy and !n::::i~e::lv 

employed in the forest indus~ry and would devastate tens of thousands of priv2te larid-ow ,.ers ir. \'..S. 

The impiementatlcn of goverr,.:.ent initiatives such as the Lahey report wi ll '.Je !rnposs:b !e w i':ho:.r, a 

market for low grade pu ipwood and wil: cause the closure of severa l sawmill s ·::hroughout N.S. 

The proposed faci\i'.:y will be an improvement over the existing situat;on where all efflue:1;: ,eavir.g ·:::1e 

site wiil be treated. The pipe being used is wel i above industry standard and tne new outfa :l locat ;:::. ;; 

w iil be far superior to '.:he existing situation. There 2re cu~rer:tly othe; similar ;:iulp ~ i:!s in tr.e p~ovince 

t hat have existiilg ETF ou'.:fa lis into the ocean. Numerous 3"' ::arty expertises have conc!:..:C:ec -:~2,t -c:-.e 

ETF indicates that t he:-e w i ii be no sig:1ificant envirnnmenta! l :r.p2ct fo:- t~e projee::' s ccr.5':n.:ctio~ er 

fut:..ire operai:ion. 

forest ry :s a ~er.ewab!e resol.irce '~!-:at eve,yon.e in i\l .S. uses ea ::h a:.c every day in t heir ca i:y ac:ivit:es 

one w2y c, a:iother. We have the fo;-es:s, science a:id expe•1!se in c ,.H favour. Do not a!iow t~at vocal 

mir.odty :o J=o~ardize t hat. 
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature:. 

R.E; Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attentlofl: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and wou ld devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: __ 

E-mail : __ _ 

Signature: __ 

RE: Northern Pulp Envir~~mental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

m inority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the f ishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Addres: 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence t he cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational unt il such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to t he 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are rel iant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key faci l ity that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and cont ained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on t he marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the pot ential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall . This begs the question on why t hose concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the st rong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made t o 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to ot her 

Kraft pulp mills currently operat ing in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility wil l 

only improve on these stat istics. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ < 

Signature:_ ----RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 
minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed construction of a new ETF 

(Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the construction of a new world 

class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour once this facility is constructed. 

The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly behind in gaining Federal 

Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the provincially owned Boat Harbour 

ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new ETF is constructed. This will allow 

the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the benefit of thousands of workers 

and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because forestry is so integrated in N.S. 

(Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp Mills etc.) all activities are 

reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of these businesses together in 

the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_t 

Signature 

RE: Nortnern t'UIP t:nv1ronmenta1 ASsessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

A$ an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumoer Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulp mill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow t o our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is littlP. or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the oi:,portunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed ail Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last SO+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental Impacts have been predicted for thls pro]ects ccnstrnctlon or f!.!ture operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same t ime allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

SignaturE 

, / 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an empioyee i family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be dlfflcult If not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no markP.t for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this prcject"...s construction orf!.!t!.!re operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 
as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As dn empioyee / famiiy member of Scotsourn Lumoer Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not Impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no markPt for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

e11vir0nmenta! impacts have been pred!cted for th!s prcject..s construct!cn or future cperat!0n. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

m facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

SignaturE 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an empioyee i famiiy member of Scotsburn Lumoer Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult If not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is littlP. or no markPt for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facil ity 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental !mpacts have been pred!cted for t h1s projects co~stn.!ctlon or fut!.!re oper~t,on. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same t ime allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_1 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an empioyee / famiiy member of Scotsourn LUmt>er Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult If not Impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is littlP. or no markP.t for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

env,ronmenta! impacts have been pred1cted for !hls projects construction er foture operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF faci1ity before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 11:52:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dalhousie University, Halifax NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 10:53:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 10:48:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 10:48:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 10:23:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 9:16:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am a property owner in the South end of Halifax and ran a business,  for twenty
five years here before retiring. I’m sending you the letter below but wish to say that it’s now time for hard decisions
around pollution in Nova Scotia, especially this particular situation. The pulp and paper mill has had governments
bending over backwards to help it survive, probably due to the jobs it provides, for decades. But at some point this
brand of accommodation has to stop and it takes political guts to do so; at some point, an that point is now, the
paradigm has to change. A company like this that can’t stand on its own two feet, clean up its own pollution and
prevent it from happening at all in such an egregious way does not deserve to be doing business in Nova Scotia. In
fact I’d wage they feel they can play us like a violin whenever this issue comes back to haunt them, by dangling
threats to their workers and the communities around themselves. But everybody, including people who live with this
disfunctional reality, has had ample time to digest this. Now it’s time to face the music, do the right thing and trust
that the voters will support you. Please make it happen for the benefit of future generations and to keep our Nova
Scotia the beautiful, forward-thinking province it’s proving to be around environmental action.

Thank you,

Halifax, B3H 1S1

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 9:01:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Thank you for listening.
 
Sincerely,

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:54:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:23:47 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
 

Halifax, N.S.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:16:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am 11 years old and I don’t want to live in a world that is unsafe for me!
I want to be able to not have anxiety about being able to be safe here! I don’t want to have nightmares about the
world blowing up, I know that it sounds silly but it makes me scared to even live here!

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPod

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:13:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: @forces.gc.ca
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:12:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I am asking that you reject this proposal in its entirety due to
the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.  Northern Pulp has had more than enough time to address the issue
and Nova Scotians have made clear how they feel about this.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:09:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS Canada B2Y 3P1
| @truefauxfilms | #truefauxfilmsinc 

Truefaux is dedicated in supporting people and organizations that make positive social and cultural change 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:06:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 7:56:56 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Economy, Nova Scotia



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 7:51:58 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
I must also add that it is time to do away with clear cutting our forests to satisfy the demands for
pulp mills like Northern Pulp. There are alternatives to tree fiber to make paper that will not destroy
our forests or pollute out land, air or waterways from pulp mill processes. It is time to get back to
managed woodlot logging that will not destroy the land, soil our waterways or kill birds populations,
squirrels etc. Or cause eye sores for the hiking, nature lovers who live in and vacation here in Nova
Scotia. Getting back to environmentally friendly forestry will also spur more value added
woodworking jobs and more tourism.  
 
Do the right thing. Shut down Boat Harbour and do not allow Northern Pulp to pour effluent into the
Northumberland Strait (#NoPipe) polluting the ocean, poisoning sea life damaging our fisheries who
provide thousands of jobs.     
 
Respectfully,

Dean, Nova Scotia.
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 6:49:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 11:27:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Eastern Passage

Virus-free. www.avast.com

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=webmail
https://www.avast.com/sig-email?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=webmail


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 10:54:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There
are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 10:50:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I am asking you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia's tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region, which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens. 

You are going to be fighting a campaign for re-election soon. I am confident you will do better
if you let Northern Pulp close and instead provide retraining for woods workers and for its
employees.

Let's get into renewable energy fast.

Sincerely,

Hants West.

--

@bellaliant.net

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 10:44:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely, , Tatamagouche.  NS.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 10:19:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 9:58:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,

Dartmouth
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 9:54:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 9:52:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing during this public response period of the overall
environmental assessment process related to Northern Pulp, to express my
opposition to the company proposal for effluent discharge into
Northumberland Strait.

The proposal itself is environmentally absurd - stop polluting location
A by polluting location B instead.

The main union at Northern Pulp asserts that some 300 jobs are directly
at stake, with possibly ten times that number indirectly affected to
some degree. I'll concede that those numbers are reasonably accurate.
However, those numbers must be set against grievous environmental damage
already done (and who will pay for that?), and health impacts on
everyone who lives or has lived in proximity to that plant. We should
also consider that this industrial operation like a number of others in
this province extracts or uses primary resources, and at best does some
first level processing before exporting product out of province (e.g
gypsum mining, gold mining etc), so it is not the kind of company I am
happy to support.

If we were truly interested in stable and well-paying employment, we
would do much better at diversifying Nova Scotia industry, and
establishing a much more solid technology base than we have got now. And
to the extent that we still extracted resources we'd be doing a lot more
processing here, not shipping it off for real value-add elsewhere.

I will not support any government which has a track record of overly
subsidizing corporations. Cutting Northern Pulp slack on how it pollutes
qualifies as a hefty business subsidy. Eventually people will pay for
cleanup and extra health costs, and it won't be Northern Pulp, it'll be
the NS taxpayer.

Thank you for your consideration,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 9:26:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,

 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 8:47:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 8:46:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 8:06:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
As a Nova Scotian, I am tired of having to chose between the economy/ jobs and health/the
environment. These things should not be mutually exclusive. I urge you to decide to take the
progressive path and help evolve our antiquated forestry industry practices into contemporary best
practices. It requires courage and vision to take this path. Rejecting the Focus Report is a first step.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
 

 
Halifax, NS

Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:53:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.
Put our tax money into creating environmental friendly alternative energy projects.
Sincerely,

Greenwich NS

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:50:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:30:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Fwd: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:16:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: @gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 7:15 PM
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
To: <minister.environment@novascotia.ca>

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:minister.environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:15:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:13:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

LaHave, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:10:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From: Sustainable Northern Nova Scotia
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 3:10:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.
Please do the right thing and support the Boat harbour Act. Do not allow any extensions and reject the Northern
Pulp proposal.
do not allow this pollution of the Northumberland waters !

Sincerely,
Tatamagouche NS

mailto:sunnsmovement@gmail.com
mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 12:12:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Belle Cote, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 11:26:46 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like
to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery
sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no
longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to
our environment and our citizens.

Additionally your Government and specifically the Premier has repeated stated that
the January 31, 2020 deadline to stop pumping effluent into Boat Harbour and this
promise needs to be honoured.  Yes it is a difficult decision but a necessary one in
order to protect future generations.

Sincerely,

Virus-free. www.avg.com

http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient
http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 9:03:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 8:28:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:25:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There
are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

--
IN ACKNOWLEDGING MI'KMAQ UNSURRENDERED TERRITORY,
LET'S BEGIN BY DEMANDING THAT ALL "CROWN" LAND BE
RETURNED TO THE MI'KMAQ FOR THEIR USE AND ADMINISTRATION.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:22:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 8:57:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 Halifax.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 6:47:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage our
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  I feel that this type of mill no longer fits with the
type of industry which Nova Scotians view as viable. It is simply not worth the environmental trade-offs. We as a
province can and must find better uses and better management of this resource.

Sincerely,

Sand Beach, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 4:29:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 3:39:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation
Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.
There are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage
this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 2:28:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. The company has been
a major polluter since the 1960’s and has had ample opportunity to find a solution to the
problem.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 2:11:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There
are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 2:05:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 12:04:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 11:23:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

We are writing to express our concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. We would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 10:16:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 9:54:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
I’ve been following the Northern Pulp file quite closely for quite a while.  We are coming down to the wire, with a
major decision to be made with dire consequences if the wrong path is chosen.  I know that both directions are
fraught, but accepting a life extension to this plant which was never meant to function as many years as it has would
be the wrong decision.
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our economy.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 9:20:16 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Timberlea, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 9:19:58 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 9:07:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens!!

Sincerely, 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 9:05:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax NS B3L3H6
Tel.: 

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 8:48:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 8:36:31 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am a born and raised Nova Scotian who has done work at Northern Pulp. This foreign owned
unsafe polluter should not stand above our environmental concerns as Nova Scotians. That is
why I agree with the Ecology Action Center and the below message:

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 3, 2019 8:26:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects
the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens. Sincerely,  



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 1, 2019 8:02:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you
to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the
project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens. Sincerely, 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 1, 2019 7:26:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 1, 2019 4:23:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 1, 2019 2:56:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 11:34:26 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To The Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment,

I am writing to you today to express my opposition to Northern Pulp's plan to pump toxic
effluent into the Northumberland Strait. As a Nova Scotian citizen I ask that our government
do the right thing and close and clean up Boat Harbor immediately and stop the absurd plan to
move the damage of the mill's pollution to the Strait. You cannot just move a problem from
one location to another and call it a job well done. This is ludicrous. 

Do the right thing. End this mill's toxic legacy and find a solution that protects our economy,
our communities, and our environment.

Sincerely, 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 11:13:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Minister Wilson - 

                 I have followed the Northern Pulp story carefully and have come to
the considered conclusion that the company cannot be given any more
"slack" in meeting environmental and community standards. 
                 Therefore, I oppose their plan to pump effluent into the
Northumberland Strait. This plan is also opposed by First Nations, fishers,
environmentalists and local citizens. 
                 Do not extend their deadline. Begin planning to support for their
good employees who may therefore be out of work after January 31, 2020.

Sincerely,

Tatamagouche, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 10:18:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Mr. Wilson,

I have followed the Northern Pulp saga for years.  The plant was established on the
basis of lies about its environmental impact.  It was an act of environmental racism. 
We have spent many hundreds of millions of dollars in multifaceted subsidies to this
industry while shielding our eyes from its environmental impact on indigenous
peoples and other people down wind and down stream. It played a big role in shaping
the transformation of our forests into low value use, environmentally unsound, mono-
cultures.  

Now it is proposed to dump 70-90 million liters of liquid waste and sludge into the
Northumberland Strait.  I would not touch a lobster from anywhere within 200 miles of
the end of that pipe.  Mankind has been staggering from one environmental
catastrophe to another.  When the wonderful proposals to treat the toxic waste in
Boat Harbour were a disaster yet another disaster is proposed.  This proposal is pure
madness.  

Northern Pulp must be allowed to close.  Stop the destructive misuse of our forests. 
Lets shift to regrowth of mixed woodlands, selective value-added harvesting,
development of value added wood products and working with nature rather than
mindless exploitation lead by foreign corporations.  Let us leave our grandchildren
and their grandchildren a beautiful part of the world rather than a barren woodland
bordered by a toxic arm of the ocean. 

As we make this transition we need to make sure we protect not only the forests but
the families in the province who have been lured into unsustainable incomes.  We can
do this.  We need to invest in silviculture and forestry co-operatives.  Most of the
workers in the mill are skilled people.  We need to set up a task group to support
them in working together in groups to form new industries that will build our rural
economy and ensure we use their valuable skills.  Help them set up worker owned
co-operatives that will build communities.

Ariel photos of the devastating impact of clear cutting do not lie.   What we must not
do is leave our children and grandchildren yet another environmental disaster that
they will pay very dearly for.  The cost of Northern Pulp is not one we should unload
on their shoulders.  We need to shift from jobs we cannot afford to ones that build
Nova Scotia.

Sincerely



Sobey School of Business

Global Co-operation 
Facebook Blog

https://www.facebook.com/Global-Co-operation-936148676531025/
http://global-co-operation.coop/


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 8:47:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

It seems there is no good answer to the problem in your hands.

In one hand are the livelihoods of people in Nova Scotia’s extensive pulp mill sector. In the other is the health of
Nova Scotians, tourists, marine life, ecosystems and local economies.

On the balance, however, it is clear that the ramifications of a healthy environment is farther reaching than even the
economic gains provided by Northern Pulp.

Please do not accept the Northern Pulp proposal.

Thank you,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 4, 2019 7:58:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  

I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create
human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia's tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the
ecosystems in this region which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and
diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Re pipe
Date: November 5, 2019 1:54:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une pièce jointe
ou cliquez sur un lien
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Dear minister of Enviroment,
These photos taken along what was once the beautiful Northumberland Coast are but a mere indication of the aftermath of
effluent being dumped into our living oceans. 

From Pictou Island to Quarrie Island I have seen the pollution of our waters and beaches. The loss of our clams and 
mussels beds.

This summer was  my first time whitnessing the  jellyfish die like this at our Provincial Melmerby beach.

 Clean, clear  water is only when we have an off shore breeze. Then Pictou Island is there to greet the on shore breeze with
brown,smelling effluent  water.
The air quality..... stinks .I came by boat with quests from afar to visit historical Pictou. The air was so bad we left within
15 minutes. 
The time has come on so many levels to STOP. 
Honour the boat harbour act for the sake of our living waters, forests and our lives. 
# no pipe
Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 1:55:28 PM

 

From:  @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 4, 2019 7:16 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Say no to Northern Pulp
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From:   @gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 7:15 PM
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
To: <minister.environment@novascotia.ca>

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,

LaHve, NS

Sent from my iPad

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:minister.environment@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 1:55:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: please take a moment
and look at the 5th ingredient of Kraft Parmesan Cheese. it is cellulous fibre. the exact product
that is made at northern pulp. and for years it has been supplied by northern pulp to Kraft in
Montreal as a filler for their scrumptious shakable topping. 100 eatable, imagine that. 100
YES TO THE PIPE AND EFFLUENT TREATMENT. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: new glasgow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Please reject the Northern Pulp EA
Date: November 5, 2019 1:56:30 PM

From: @ecologyaction.ca> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 8:48 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Please reject the Northern Pulp EA
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.
 
I have relatives who live near the pulp mill and I visit frequently. The smells produced by the plant
are nauseating and I’ve long wondered about the damages the production is causing to the air and
water near the plant.
 
This newly proposed pipeline will make an already bad situation much worse. This new project will
create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage
the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and
diverse wildlife.
 
It’s a large deterrent for tourism to Pictou, too. Pictou is home to the excellent Grohman Knives
company, good restaurants, and the historic ship Hector. But the frequent smell and eyesore of the
plant is a large deterrent (even for my family who have been long familiar with the plant and the
smell) to visit.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: No effluent into the Northumberland Strait!
Date: November 5, 2019 1:57:52 PM

 

From:  @dal.ca> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 9:26 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: No effluent into the Northumberland Strait!
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am writing to express my strong opposition to Northern Pulp's plan to release effluent into
the Strait. Please do not allow this to happen!

Tatamagouche NS B0K1V0

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Get rid of Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 1:59:23 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: @ns.sympatico.ca>
Sent: November 5, 2019 9:30 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Get rid of Northern Pulp

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

We're writing to express our concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. This proposal must be rejected in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the
project will have on the land, air and sea.  After all these years of pollution, and clearcutting in support of pollution,
it’s time for you Department to act decisively and stop this nonsense.  We call it nonsense since these practices are
entirely unsustainable and are causing irreparable damage to our forests and our waters.  You should also be
considering the huge loss of natural habitat these antiquated forestry practices are producing.  Tourism, along with
hunting and fishing should be considered in this decision.  We are literally killing the goose that lays the golden
eggs.  Please put an end to it!

There are no valid economic arguments supporting a continuance this project, while there are many supporting
respect for our forest and water environments.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Please Say No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 2:00:05 PM

 

From: @unb.ca> 
Sent: November 4, 2019 8:11 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Cc: @bellaliant.com
Subject: Please Say No to Northern Pulp
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson:

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors (and
the fisheries of NB & PEI) and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no economic arguments
which can support the damage this project would do to our environment, our relationship with the
other Maritime Provinces and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Say No to Northern Pump
Date: November 5, 2019 2:03:32 PM

From: @Dal.Ca> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 10:45 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Say No to Northern Pump
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

 

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors. It will also harm the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems, and diverse wildlife.

 

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens. People and the planet must be
prioritized over profit.

 

Sincerely,

 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Opposition to Northern Pulp’s plan
Date: November 5, 2019 2:06:29 PM

 

From:  @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 4, 2019 4:33 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Opposition to Northern Pulp’s plan
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment 

 

Dear Minister Gordon Wilson,

I strongly oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent into the Strait. I have a house in
Halifax and also 2 cottages at Melmerby Beach and have strong ties with the area.

The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment 

 
 

I respectfully acknowledge that I live and work in Mi’kma’ki, the ancestral and unceded territory of the Mi’kmaq People

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Make the right decision re: Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 2:06:53 PM

From: @hotmail.com> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 7:06 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Make the right decision re: Northern Pulp
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I moved here 20 years ago.  As someone who cares about the environment, I asked what I can do to
help maintain the valuable resources here.  I was told THEN to focus on this issue. 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment. 
 
I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human
health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems
in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 2:07:44 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: @gmail.com>
Sent: November 4, 2019 7:05 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: No to Northern Pulp

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.

Please reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on
the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery
sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments of Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 5, 2019 12:42:20 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003301.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration with this matter.












































Name: 

Addresi 

E-mail: - ----------------------------------

Signature:------------------------------ ---

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed . This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Addres 

E-mail: 

rthern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed . The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall . This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Addres: 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. {Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made t o 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address 

E-mail:_ 

Signatur 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Addres 

E-mail:. 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. ·currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northe'm-Ptilp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all efflu~nt leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu1 

RE: N{rthern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: -----------------------------------
Signature: ---------------------------------
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assess.91ent approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facflity should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Addres~ 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu1 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector rn Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp: Nov 8th proposed effluent plan cannot proceed
Date: November 5, 2019 10:59:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Minister Wilson, 

I am writing to express my severe opposition to Northern Pulp's proposed plan to pump
effluent into the Northumberland Strait. I am greatly concerned with the negative effect this
will have on our waters, air, and land and all the animals, plants, and people that make these
places their home. The ecological effects of such activities have been well documented.
Further, the tourists we rely so heavily on are not going to keep coming if they can't swim in
the water on their vacations. And what good would this plan be to our fishing and aquaculture
industries, which we also greatly rely on? Our healthy environment is an investment on many
levels. 

I grew up swimming in Paper Mill Lake, a toxic dump that took many years to clean up, but
even as such it is still a dead lake and probably always will be. As an angler, I have watched the
fish populations decline in waters across the province over the years. Did you know that there
are warnings in our Nova Scotia fishing guides to not eat too many wild caught fish of various
types due to pollutants? Our fishing tourists see that also. There have been countless more
examples of dumping effluent and its effects already in our industrial history. Frankly, we
know better now and so we must do better. And Northern Pulp is not going to do better
without the proper impetus. Why would they? We have the knowledge and the technology to
make better decisions. Please make the better decisions and reject Northern Pulp's proposed
plan. Please do what you can to push for a better solution so that we can have a healthy
industry in Nova Scotia, both environmentally healthy and financially healthy. Please
encourage Northern Pulp to work with green investors and researchers to find a better
solution. We are counting on you.

I appreciate your time in this matter. Please do respond and let me know what your intended
action is in this matter. 

Best, 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:18:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is an very important
pillar of our provincial and regional economy. All of us are concerned about the environment
but we need to allow science to be understood and accept the findings of that. For that very
reason Iâ?Tm asking the provincial government to allow this facility to maintain operational
for years to come. Closing it will not only hurt our economy but also our environment because
an healthy forest has an very positive effect on our climate. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: North Salem Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:18:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: From what Ive learned
over the past few months about the treatment facility I can say with confidence, that with the
technology being used, the discretion and understanding the company has, this can only
benefit not only the environment moving forward, but also the employees needed to build and
maintain said facility. In a time where jobs are hard to find, and unemployment rates being so
high, it would make sense to bring in a project of this scale. With what we know now, the
precautions being taken to ensure that the environment is kept safe is above and beyond what
its been in years. Meaning allowing such actions to take place would stand as a bulwark, being
pillar of an example of how things should be done when trying to continue our use of forestry
as an industry, while also defending our environment in the best way we can. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 32 y: 18

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:24:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 5, 2019
Comment on the Northern Pulp Focus Report Page 1  ATTN: NS
Environment Assessment/CEAA Dear Minister: I do not support the directing of effluent from
the Northern Pulp Mill into Northumberland Strait by any means. Please do not grant this Mill
an Operating Permit to further destroy our beautiful province. I am outraged that we are again
required to study over 4000 pages of pro pulp industry jargon and pseudo science. A daunting
task in only 37 days!!!!!! Inadequate time frame for sure. It is clear that real time testing has
never been accomplished. The assurances contained within the report are not worth the paper
they are written upon. The words try to confound Nova Scotians and are designed to obscure
the truth that Northern Pulp will continue to be an environmental disaster. We do not want this
dirty polluting industry clear-cutting our trees, fouling our air and destroying our oceans.
Clean water and air are the sacred rights of all. Beautiful natural forests and surroundings are
essential to our well being. And it is your great responsibility to ensure that industrial activities
are safe and life affirming. Mr. Minister, this is the oath that you swore to uphold. Your oath
was never to secure financial well being for industry. Please see my original EA response
named Supplemental. The lack
of trust issues remain the same, the health concerns remain the same, the remarks that we are
dealing with a â?oBottom of the Barrelâ?  company still hold true. The overwhelming
amount of solids that will be deposited daily in this rich marine environment is criminal and
must not occur. Hot fresh water laced with toxic chemicals. The burning of black sludge.
There is just no science existing to illustrate there is any safety in these pulp mill activities.
The proposed route is still unacceptable and damaging to natural eco systems and the Fishery.
The very nature of the receiving waters in the Northumberland Strait cannot stand up to this
abuse and will be irrevocably damaged. Our Tourism Industry will be trashed. Please accept
an expert opinion here, Dr. Robert Macneil, Sydney, NS who published these words: â?oIâ?
Tm quite comfortable stating that nothing good comes out of pulp mill waste currently
deposited in Boat Harbour. The wood fines from the discharge have drifted east and west of
the mill for many kilometres. The wood fines, which constitute the bulk of the solid discharge,
provide a floatation system to ensure a wide dispersal of the dioxins, furans and other toxic
substances along that coast. I have first-hand experience looking at fish nets and lobster traps
of local fishermen coated with those contaminates. I have read the proposed plan and, in
essence, what happens is those same wastes currently produced and delivered to Boat Harbour
will now be delivered further off shore. This would ensure that those same contaminants and
poisons are dispersed over a wider area of our coastline, poisoning a different marine
ecosystem. To reiterate, closure of the pulp mill will result in economic hardshipâ?¦ but
persistence of the pulp mill spewing its noxious wastes is by far the greater crime and as such I
would recommend against the proposed changes to the effluent water management from that
site. Itâ?Ts time we started looking after our resources for our future generations.â?  Thank
You for this opportunity to speak to your Department on this crucial matter. #No Pipe

 Three Brooks NS @hotmail.com Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Three

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Brooks, NS Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:25:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is wonderful that we
have companies in our province of Nova Scotia, that can hugely benefit from our renewable
raw materials. Name: Eastern Cargo Ltd Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code: B0K 1R0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 29



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:30:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister, Please
support this, for the present and for future growth, help shape the culture. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Liverpool Postal-
Code: B0t1k0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 88 y: 15

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Input on Northern Pulp plans to pump effluent into Northumberland Strait
Date: November 5, 2019 2:37:25 PM

 

From: @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 2:31 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Input on Northern Pulp plans to pump effluent into Northumberland Strait
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson:
 
I understand that your office is accepting public input until Nov 8, on Northern Pulp's plans to pump
effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  I am writing to express my opposition to this proposal.  This
company's environmental track record is abysmal, and I see no reason to trust that they will do any
better in the future.
 
Best regards,
 

Wolfville,
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:37:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister, Please
support Northern Pulp in the project â?oReplace Effluent Treatment Plantâ? , without your
support the loss of jobs will effect hundreds of families across the province. Name: 

Email: @hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Liverpool
Postal-Code: B0t1k0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 86 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:40:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read the Focus
Report,based on the data and results from the report it is scientific facts that reveal Northern
Pulp is within regulations for DOE, Pulp and Paper regulations and Government regulations
for effluent waste water treatment. The data, graphic representation and information in the
report supports an extension of Boat Harbor in order to construct the pipeline and the new
effluent treatment plant on site. My experience in Environment Labs and Industry job settings
over 20 years, along with my education, B.Sc. Chemistry Major, Math Minor from St. F.X.
and also a Chemistry Laboratory Technology Diploma with High Honors from Nova Scotia
Agricultural College provided me with the facts to say YES to an Extension for the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:40:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister, Please
support Northern Pulp in the project â?oReplace Effluent Treatment Plantâ? , without your
support the loss of jobs will effect hundreds of families across the province. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.ca Address: Dear Minister, Please support Northern Pulp
in the project â?oReplace Effluent Treatment Plantâ? , without your support the loss of jobs
will effect hundreds of families across the province. Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:
B0t1k0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 82 y: 26

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:46:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This would be a
financial blow to NS if this mill was to close. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Elmsdale NS
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 2:58:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Nova Scotia forest
industry employes a large number people. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental
Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project to help ensure that we maintain the
jobs and the economic benefits generated by the forest industry. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 3:11:20 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We should help in any
way we can to keep this industry strong in Nova Scotia. It sounds like they have a solid plan
for the future operations of Northern Pulp. Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 66 y: 26

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 3:12:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We should help in any
way we can to keep this industry strong in Nova Scotia. It sounds like they have a solid plan
for the future operations of Northern Pulp. Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 19

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 3:24:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the project!
The focus report was able to provide details about concerns to the environment: The focus
report found no significant impact on the bottom of the marine environment, where one would
expect any sediment to settle and have an effect. Northern Pulps focus report indicates that the
proposed project contains a spill basin component that is above and beyond regulated
requirements for a project like this. Both the size and thickness of the pipeline have been
increased to provide more protection to ground water resources in the watershed area. Nova
Scotia needs forestry! Name:  Email: @icloud.com Address: 

 Municipality: Thorburn Postal-Code: B0K 1W0 Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus report on northern pulp proposed replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project
Date: November 5, 2019 3:36:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I have been a resident of the town of Pictou for some 67 years. The pulp mill has been a major
concern for over fifty of those years. The prosperity brought to this area by the mill has come
with a high price, both to the environment and to the health of the citizens in the area. The
creation of a waste site at Boat Harbour for the mill with the promise that it would not harm
the estuary was based on a lie. The facts are well documented. In 2015, another promise made
to close the facility by 2020 was made. If the site is closed, the new waste proposals have a
pipe passing through the watershed area servicing the town of Pictou water needs and
emptying into the lucrative Northumberland Strait fishing grounds. As a citizen of this area I
must express my concerns with this whole issue. 
1) How will this new system affect fishing?
2) How will tourism be affected in Northern Nova Scotia?
3) How will the most beautiful beaches in the province be affected?
4) Why will this new pipe not leak and destroy the watershed for Pictou?
5) How will the above be monitored and measured?
In closing, before any decisions are made, it might be worth while for every member of the
provincial government to walk the shores of Northern Nova Scotia where the effluent pipe is
to be placed to get a good look at what is at risk. I have first hand knowledge of the
destruction caused by mill effluent at Boat Harbour and the nearby, now vacant and polluted
beaches. It’s not pretty.

Email @eastlink.ca



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 3:48:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Thirty-five years ago I
moved to Pictou County from Halifax to take a job at the pulp mill. I bought a house and
raised a family. My family still live here. I have confidence , after reading the summary of the
focus report, in the technology and feel the mill has proven with scientific facts that the treated
effluent diffused into the strait will meet or exceed all Government guidelines. The fact that
the pipeline is 1/2 thicker than the regulated guidelines, built with fused joints and includes
leak detection technology gives me further peace of mind against the possibility of a leak into
the surrounding area. I fear the consequences would be devastating to Pictou County and Nova
Scotia if an employer, the caliber of Northern Pulp was forced to leave due to public pressure
from unfounded fears and misinformation that the environment would be compromised. Also
a fact often overlooked is that the effluent from Boat Harbour has been released directly into
the Northumberland Strait since 1967 with no adverse effects to the fisheries. Name: 

 Email: @yahoo.ca Address: 
Municipality: STELLARTON Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 4:21:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The extension should be
granted Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: West River Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 4:30:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp had Five
Years to cleanup their mess!! Stop the savage raping of our forests! Name:  Email:

@icloud.com Address:  Municipality: Diligent River Postal-
Code: B0M 1H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 63 y: 32

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 5:04:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is very
important to nova scotia economy and environmental issues will have to be address and sorted
out, lets work together and protect our industry. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Liverpool Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: re: Northern Pulp focus report
Date: November 5, 2019 5:26:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
                                                                                                                   Nov. 5th, 2019

The Honorable Gordon Wilson,
Nova Scotia Minister of Environment

Dear Mr. Wilson,
                                 I  am a registered nurse and my husband is a professional fisherman living

 I have been in health care for over 30 years and my husband has
been fishing the Northumberland Strait for over 30 years as well.
We are writing today in regards to Northern Pulps focus report.  The report is very confusing
to read and understand .  That being said, I know the damage done by  big industries are
subtle at first.  Man made disasters take time to reveal the true extent of their horror.  But it
will happen.  That is why we ask that you reject their proposal.

1.  The idea of allowing toxic effluent to be pumped into our precious ecosystem of the
Northumberland Strait a horrendous proposal.  If this is a " state of the art" treatment facility,
 then Northern Pulp should be reusing their waste product for their plant.  The fact that they
are looking for a new "dumping sight" speaks volumes.

2. This poster speaks for itself in regards to the importance of our fishing industry in
comparison to Northern Pulp.





3. It took one cow with bovine spongiform encephalopathy (mad cow disease) to shut down
the beef industry in Alberta.  Imagine the devastation to the fishing industry when (not if) a
tainted "Maritime Lobster" is sold on the world market.  

Now is the time to start protecting our air,  our water, forests, wildlife etc.   Years and years of
pollution and contamination has occurred because of Northern Pulp.  No amount of treatment
to the effluent or science is acceptable for our waters.  Make a difference for us and our
future generations.   Refuse this proposal.

Respectfully submitted,



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 5:56:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northumberland Strait
should not be a pulp waste dump. Furthermore, Boat Harbour is a disgrace that stains every
Nova Scotian. It is essential that the Boat Harbour Act be honoured in good faith. Name: 

 Email: @seasidehighspeed.com Address:  Municipality:
Amherst Head Postal-Code:
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 5:56:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to express
my concern and astonishment that discharging an estimated 60 to 80 million liters of effluent
from Northern Pulp into the Northumberland Strait is still a consideration after 50 years of
living with the environmental degradation heaped upon Pictou County First Nations people in
particular and all Pictou County and the surrounding area in general. I read Northern Pulps
first EA submission but I failed to read the Focus Report due to its length and complexity. I
feel that even if I took the time to read and to objectively weigh the information in the Focus
Report, my mind would still not change. Protecting the Northumberland Strait ocean
environment outweighs job losses resulting from the mills closure. Economics should not
trump good environmental stewardship. From what I understand the exact composition of the
effluent to be discharged from the proposed system has not been determined. Please do not let
down the people who plead NO PIPE - particularly those who live in close proximity to
Northern Pulp. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

. Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 6:02:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This mill needs to stay
open to keep people employed. Not only the people in the plant, but all the other businesses
that supply services to the mill. Closure would have a huge impact on the economy. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 6:04:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 4, 2019 Dear
Nova Scotia Minister of Environment, I am writing to you to express my concerns with
Northern Pulpâ?Ts Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. Northern Pulpâ?Ts proposal of
putting a pipe, pumping unknown effluents into the Northumberland Strait, is lacking the
thorough scientific data concerning the true impact it will have on the fragile ecosystem of the
Strait and the health of the people of Pictou County. Any potential or possible risk to our
fishery, tourism, health and the environment is a risk not worth taking. I strongly urge you to
deny this proposal due to the lack of the scientific information needed to properly assess the
affects that this â?ounknownâ? effluent will have on the lobster larvae, herring spawn and
human life. The mere fact, that Northern Pulp has acquired nothing but experimental data
collection and modelling which only provides a theory or guess of what affect their effluent
will have on the fragile ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait is reason alone to deny their
request to pump effluent into our Strait. This is not a scientific Focus Report, therefore, it
should not be even considered. Pumping 62 to 90 million litres of this effluent per day into the
Northumberland Strait will put our fisheries at risk. Northern Pulpâ?Ts Focus Report uses
words such as: â?opossibleâ?, â?oexpectedâ?, â?oestimatedâ?, these words are mere â?
ospeculationâ? and â?ohopeâ?not a guarantee that their effluent will not cause detrimental,
irreversible harm to the ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait. In fact, this proposal shows
that there is a potential risk to the health of our beautiful Northumberland Strait. Thirty percent
of Canadaâ?Ts fishery revenue comes from the Southern Gulf including the Northumberland
Strait. The reputation of Canadaâ?Ts fishing industry is built on clean , pristine waters off our
coastlines. A threat to this reputation is a risk to all of Canadaâ?Ts fishing industry. Any risk
to our Strait and to the reputation of our fishing industry must be examined and studied until
we know with certainty based on complete and thorough scientific study not theories. You
cannot draw conclusions from theories, only from testing said theory, this is not a scientific
Focus Report. I believe it is important to point out that :Appendix E3, Stantec Receiving
Water Study PRELIMINARY RECEIVING WATER STUDY FOR NORTHERN PULP
EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANT REPLACEMENT, PICTOU HARBOUR, NOVA
SCOTIA p 4.80-4.81 Engineering Considerations August 11, 2017. It was reported in ENSR,
1999 that Maritime Telephone and Telegraph MTT performed an ice evaluation in support of
an optical communication cable deployment across the Northumberland Strait. Based on
MTTâ?Ts review, the estimated potential for damage to the cable from ice scour extended to
water depths of 12 to 14 m. In 1991 their cable was trenched and buried to a selected depth
depth is unknown and left on the surface of the sea bottom at greater depths. Unfortunately,
the winter of 1991/1992 was severe and the cable was severed by ice keels at a water depth
greater than 18 m towards the Woods Island, PEI side of the Northumberland Straitâ?. With
the changes to our climate due to climate change there is no way of kn owing how this will
affect future ice scouring. It is also unknown how the heated effluent will affect the formation
of ice. A pipe rupture is a definite concern based on the above information. Northern Pulp
states that there would be a leak detection system in the pipe, however, the public has been
told this before only to find out that it either wasnâ?Tt true or wasnâ?Tt working. What

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


happens if this leak detection system malfunctions? The fact that the findings of the latest pipe
leak at the North Pulp facility has not been released to the public is more than concerning. I
have many questions about â?othe what ifâ?Ts?â? What happens if the pipe ruptures during
the winter months when it is completely covered in ice? If damage occurs due to ice keel, how
would they propose to fix it with all that ice? How much effluent will pour into the
Northumberland Strait before the leak is stopped? What affect will that have on the lobster
larvae and other marine life in that area? What happens if the effluent pollutes and destroys the
surrounding fishing grounds? What happens if harvested lobster is sold and turns out to be
contaminated? What if all their â?otheoriesâ? donâ?Tt hold up and our beautiful Strait
becomes another Boat Harbour? These could all be considered â?opossibleâ?, â?oestimatedâ?,
or â?oexpectedâ? but more importantly, preventable by not allowing Pulp Effluent to be
pumped into our valuable, beautiful, prosperous Northumberland Strait. Air quality is another
point of concern due to the fact that the current emissions from Northern Pulp have adverse
affects on my families health. When the emissions blow over my area I suffer headaches and
nausea which happens on an almost daily basis. My daughter has to use her asthma puffers
only when she returns to Pictou, her hometown, not once did she need to use them in
university or her current place of residence, Halifax. Once again Northern Pulpâ?Ts
information concerning rates of emissions for each contaminate were â?oestimatedâ? , to me
that is very concerning. Northern Pulp states â?othe monitoring program will commence 1
year prior to Replacement ETF commissioning dates to be determined to monitor baseline air
quality in the absence of emissions for the replacement ETF. During commissioning only
continuous monitoring parameters will be collected. When replacement ETF is fully operation
all Contaminants will be collected again. The length of the monitoring progr am and sampling
duration of individual Contaminants will be determined in consultation with the Nova Scotia
Department of the Environment NSE. Obviously, there will be a change to the emissions and
they do not know for certain what these changes will be or how they will affect the people
breathing these emissions. I, my family and the people of Pictou County have the right to
uncontaminated air in which to breathe. Our health and wellness should matter and with all the
unknowns we are all being put at risk. I implore you to consider the possible health affects
these emissions will have on us. As a lifelong resident of Pictou I have enjoyed walking our
beautiful beaches, especially Munroeâ?Ts Island. The proposed pipe will be pumping
unknown effluent not far from Munroeâ?Ts Island which is one of Nova Scotiaâ?Ts unspoiled
natural beauties and is a sanctuary for birds and wildlife. It is important to protect these
delicate areas from environmental dangers. Tourists are drawn to Nova Scotia for its beautiful
coastlines and beaches. I have sailed the Northumberland Strait fishing mackerel, lobster and
have seen many whales and porpoises swimming in our waters. Tourism is important for the
economy of all Nova Scotians and this proposed pipe with its unknown dangers, effects and
deadly consequences to our beautiful coastline places this important industry in jeopardy as
well. In conclusion, Northern Pulpâ?Ts Replacement Treatment Facility Proposal is not based
on complete and thorough science data and has too many unanswered questions that will have
devastating consequences for our Strait, fishing industry, tourism and our health. I strongly
urge you to protect The Northumberland Strait because the unknowns and risks are too many
to ignore. Boat Harbour is proof of what happens when decisions are made without knowing
all the risks, when we know better, we should do better. Do Not let our beautiful
Northumberland Strait become the â?onewâ?  Boat Harbour. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Pictou Postal-Code



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 6:06:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Keep your promise to
First Nations Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 33

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Pipe in Northumberland Strait
Date: November 5, 2019 6:17:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

We are writing to express our opposition to Northern Pulps proposal to pipe effluent (treated or not) into the
Northumberland Strait. Northern Pulp has proven it does not follow the rules. Past behaviour is a prediction of
future actions. It’s our opinion Nova Scotia needs to refer this file to the Federal Government for a Federal
Environmental Assessment. The number of interested parties, the potential for loss to our fishing and tourist industry
as well as impact to those who regularly enjoy the Northumberland Shore depends on this being assessed properly.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 6:20:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i agree with this plan..it
will work for all parties involved, Name:  Email: @outlook.com
Address: Liverpool nova scotia Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 6:34:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Mr. Gordon Wilson, I
am concerned about the proximity of the effluent pipe being so close to the Central Caribou
Cemetery. The distance between the guardrail of the 106 highway and the nearest headstone is
only 170 feet. This stone is one of the oldest in the cemetery, dated 1868. The possibility of
more unmarked graves close to this stone is also concerning. The tradition back in the 1800s
was to bury outcasts of the community and unbaptized children outside the perimeter of the
cemetery. The actual pipe itself will be much closer than 170 feet to this cemetery. What is the
protocol in the case of a pipeline leak in this area? Will cleanup include exhuming peoples
remains? Also, in the Focus Report they state that they will not be using double walled pipe
even though it was recommended in first EA. Northern Pulp claims they are concerned about
the environment so one would assume they would want to use the double wall pipe for extra
security in the event of a spill, especially over a to wns watershed! I feel this pipe is a great
risk to our community and recommend that you reject this proposal.#NOPIPE Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Central Caribou Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northumberland Strait
Date: November 5, 2019 6:37:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Sent from my iPad. A federal assessment is a necessity for the effluent treatment system at the Northern Pulp Mill in
Pictou County.  I very clearly recall when Boat Harbour was a scenic destination.  Now it is a toxic mess.

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Forestry
Date: November 5, 2019 6:37:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I have been working in or involved in some way with forestry most of my 80 year life.The
picture shown on faicebook shows Man's greed and nothing else. Nothing there meets    ISO
standard   2004 that Bowater's worked under. No shelter or seed trees, Travel on wet ground
that leaves permanent tracks. that land is ruined for anything but major EXPENSIVE
renovation that will be necessary for future use. and by that time the company will be moved
elsewhere. Check  in m|ethegan, they have been harvesting the same forest for 400
years, and generations are still making a living off of it.

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 6:43:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

My name is  has been an employee of Northern Pulp, in Pictou County, for the last
10 years and previous to that, Sproule Lumber, in Truro.
The forestry sector of Nova Scotia has enabled us to live and raise our family in our home County of Pictou.
To me, we have the most beautiful beaches and campgrounds along the Northumberland Strait and I am proud to tell
everyone from away how lucky we are to live here. The beaches are our playgrounds. We swim, snorkel, dig clams
and fish from these waters.
Nova Scotia needs Northern pulp.
The science proves this new treatment plant is safe on the environment. The Boat Harbour process, which flows
from Pictou harbour and into the Northumberland Strait, has never hurt or damaged the fishery so I feel confident in
the science of the new process.
Please do the right thing and keep the mill and forestry jobs in Nova Scotia.

Thank You

Sent from my iPad

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:25:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree nova scotia needs
this project Name:  Email: @yahoo.com Address: 
Municipality: Haverhill Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @shaw.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:27:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am the person whose
house on Caribou Island is closest to the effluent discharge point .
After reviewing Addendum 3.0 â?" Receiving Water Study, I whole-heartedly support the
location and operation of the pipeline discharge point. I am also a Professional Geologist,
retired, with experience in the study of sedimentation in estuaries. I also have experience in
flow and dispersion modelling for offshore oil spills with Husky Energy. Figure A-13 in
Addendum 3.0 shows the highest concentration of effluent at the outfall of all the figures. The
concentration of effluent at the outfall is 100 mg/l or 00.01. In other words, 99.99 water.
Response IR1-18 states that the dilution ratio is 32.4 times within 2m of the diffuser.
Therefore the scale is figure A-13 starts at 2.5mg/l 00.00025 effluent or 99.99975 water as
anything higher canâ?Tt be shown at that scale. I imported figure A-13 into Google Earth as
the vertical scales in the Addendum 3.0 are compressed 2X. The dispersion maps indicate the
effluent disappears to undetectable levels by about 700m distance from the discharge point. I
sit in my beach chair and often look towards the point where the PEI ferry turns which is close
to the discharge point. I see very few fishermen fishing there if any, ever. And I sit in my
beach chair a lot. Compared to what is flowing past me from the Great Lakes and every
Northumberland Strait community in New Brunswick as well as Charlottetown, the proposed
discharge from the Northern Pulp pipeline is but a flea fart on an elephant. It will not affect
more than 1 or 2 fisherman and maybe a dozen lobster traps at most. There may be other
issues, but what is coming out of the pipeline should not be a reason for denying Northern
Pulp an extension. It certainly should not be an excuse to throw hundreds of forest and mill
workers out of work. I will continue to swim at the beach on the end of Caribou Island without
worry since there will be no effluent near me. And I will continue to eat the lobsters caught
around Caribou Island as they have to be the best anywhere. Name:  Email:

@shaw.ca Address: . Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:34:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a wonderful
project for now and our future I firmly belief that an extension should be granted to allow this
project to be carried out. As a lot of peoples livelihood depend on this outcome. Name: 

: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Westfield Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:37:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The actions that we put
forth onto the lands and waterways are naturally put forth onto us. If we poison our
environment, we poison ourselves. It is simple science! The health and well being of our
community should be the TOP priority, not the pumping of toxic effluent or the greedy
capitalistic machine that runs it. The pulp mill no longer is serving our community, it is
destroying our ecosystem! It is time to shut down the mill and put forth creative solutions
which are environmentally safe and will still allow for industry to thrive without the cost of
our physical wellbeing and the destruction of our home. There ARE alternative solutions.
When one mill shuts down, a better mill will open its doors. This mill needs to stop polluting
in our backyards. It is time to take action. Change is imminent. The environmentally aware
and the change makers will not back down. Lets employ new strategies and govern a system
that helps dismantle criminal behaviour and ensures pu blic health and safety. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Montreal Postal-Code:
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Please Reject the Northern Pulp Pipeline Proposal
Date: November 5, 2019 7:39:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Mr Wilson,

Please reject the proposal that would result in Northern Pulp emitting millions of litres of harmful effluent into the
Northumberland Straight every day for the following reasons:

1) Nova Scotia's coast lines and ocean are its greatest asset and short term economic relief is not worth anything
close to its value.

2) The economic relief provided would not outweigh the future damages to our fisheries, ongoing harm to Pictou’s
tourism industry, health care costs this pollution continues to contribute to, and future costs of environmental
cleanup. Just because these items are more difficult to forecast does not mean they should be overlooked. Any
unbiased economic analysis would include these and assign them significant weight.

3) The government of Nova Scotia’s treatment of Pictou First Nation over this pulp mill illustrates one of the most
severe examples of environmental racism Canadian history. Pay these people the respect they deserve and honour
the Boat Harbour Act after our government has consistently treated them as second class humans for the previous 50
years.

4) The conflict of interest within the indemnity agreement between the Government of Nova Scotia and Northern
Pulp is shocking to me as a member of our province. Our leadership has allowed these foreign billionaires to pollute
our air and oceans, and take their profits back to Asia while we as tax payers pay HUNDREDS of millions of dollars
to clean up. How much has Northern Pulps presence in our province benefitted us economically when we have
footed a clean up bill that has already surpassed $200,000,000? This figure does not even include the fines paid by
our province on behalf of Northern Pulp along the way. It is shameful we have let this company come to our
province and take advantage of us. What will this cost be in the future? Will the mill even benefit our province
economically based on a future clean up bill alone? It is shocking that our current leadership would even consider
taking this risk.

Please consider these points and reject Northern Pulps proposal. Mills close around the world, and economies evolve
and adapt. Respect the Pictou First Nation community and all Nova Scotians by honouring the Boat Harbour Act
that was signed by our premier.

Sincerely,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:42:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our family and many
people in our community need this mill to support our livelihood. Nova Scotia needs forestry!!
Name:  Email: @live.com Address:  Municipality:
Mavillette Postal-Code: 
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:44:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project has a big
impact and spinoff on so many families livelihood and also the future and they require time to
repair what needs or required to be done. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westfield Postal-
Code:
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 7:49:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We have provided
enough of our tax dollars, enough of the trees on our land and the Plfn land!How beautiful that
land used to be. Nova Scotia has sold us out for a billionaire ASIAN company! They have
polluted and pillaged far too long. Enough is enough!! Forests need to be replenished and
diversified. Woodlot owners can still sell their wood...to reputable, environmentally safe
LOCALS. OR leave the forests alone and find new ways of making money. Times change.
Name:  Email: l @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Stellarton
Postal-Code: B0k1s0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 63 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s proposed wastewater treatment facility.
Date: November 5, 2019 8:08:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I strongly urge you to support Northern Pulp's proposed wastewater treatment facility .With
the scientific findings in the fact based Focus Report,I see no long term environmental
consequences to the waters of the Northumberland Strait .The forestry and fisheries industries
should both be able to continue and strive,side by side in a sustainable way . I am a woodlot
owner and operator who wants to continue to manage my woodlots in a sustainable way . This
all depends on having a              healthy forestry industry with silviculture funding and
markets for wood products,which Northern Pulp is a major part of .                                            
                                                   The forestry industry in Nova Scotia will be greatly harmed if
this project is not supported .



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:14:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think itâ?Ts very
important for this project to go forward because forestry is a major part of rural Nova Scotia
â?~s economy.If it doesnâ?Tt there will be massive lay offs and there isnâ?Tt many other
options for employment here.It sounds as if it has been studied and is safe for our
environment,so I feel it should go forward for the sake of our economy. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  county n.s Bot1b0
Municipality: Queens county Postal-Code:
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From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:15:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern, I am writing to express my sincere support for the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment
Facility project located in Pictou, Nova Scotia. I was employed in the pulp and paper industry
in Liverpool, NS for 25 years and lived through the closure of the newsprint mill located there.
I experienced first hand the devastating impact that this closure had on friends, co-workers and
families in our community, in South Western Nova Scotia and across our province. You have
to work and invest time in the forest products sector to fully understand how integrated this
industry is and how the interruption of wood fibre and wood pulp production in one mill,
whether temporary or permanent, has an immediate and far reaching impact across many
industry sectors and many communities. Given the central location of the Northern Pulp mill,
it serves the entire province as a point of distribution for wood fibre which is critical to the
sustainability of the forest products industry in Nova Scotia. This renewable resource industry
needs the Northern Pulp facility to survive and to have a viable future in this province. Nova
Scotia has been a leading producer of forest products for generations and has a proud history
of support for this industry. I am certain that if a new pulp and/or paper producer was willing
to invest in Nova Scotia and establish a mill which would create 340 fulltime jobs and another
2,000 indirect jobs for Nova Scotians and was willing to invest another $130 million in a state
of the art world class effluent treatment plant to ensure that there is no negative environmental
impact from its processes, there would be many communities fighting for that opportunity.
That is what Pictou and the Northumberland Strait region has today, it is already there with a
willing community partner in Northern Pulp to make it happen. Forestry and related industries
span across the province. Theyre the backbone of employment in rural Nova Scotia.
Management of private woodlots in the province account for thousands of jobs in harvesting,
silviculture, trucking and road building. In Nova Scotia, the forest products sector ranks 5th in
contribution to GDP, 2nd in job creation and 3rd in exporting in the goods producing sector.
This is a paramount issue for our province and this companys desire to correct the historical
problems associated with the current Boat Harbour facility should be supported in my opinion.
Respectfully submitted... Name:  Email: @outlook.com
Address: Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 25
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:24:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This plan looks like it
would work for both environment and forestry workers. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Liverpool Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: Friends of the Northumberland Strait
Subject: Focus Report Reply
Date: November 5, 2019 8:25:39 PM
Attachments: Focus Report Reply.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please find the attached file as my reply to the Northern Pulp Focus Report.
Thank You

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca

Minister of Environment, Mr. Gordon Wilson

Premier, Stephen McNeil

ea@novascotia.ca

RE: Reply to Northern Pulp Focus Report



After reading the Focus Report presented by Northern Pulp, I find the information lacking scientific evidence, as it only provides modeling theory that the toxic bleach kraft pulp effluent will do no harm to the Northumberland Strait. A similar theory was presented as science regarding Boat Harbour before this bleached kraft mill became operational and we are currently dealing with how to cleanup one of Nova Scotia’s most toxic waste sites. 

The Nova Scotia Department of Environment should follow the precautionary principle and ecosystem approach demanded by The United Nations Convention on Biodiversity supported by Canada in 1992. 

The Northumberland Strait is a fragile ecosystem that would suffer irreparable harm if this toxic effluent is dumped into its shallow waters.  The Nova Scotia Department of Environment should not ignore a multitude of problems that currently exist as a result of the operation of Northern Pulp. Including, but not limited to, non-compliance with their Industrial Approval by way of excessive air emissions, undetected pipe leaks, the Boat Harbour toxic site, and the deforestation of Nova Scotia at a currently unsustainable rate.

Auditor General Michael Pickup, in his most recent report on the provinces financial situation warned about the cost of cleaning up Nova Scotia’s waste sites. The cost of cleanup is a liability on the government books which now stand at 372 million dollars. The cost to cleanup Boat Harbour is currently 217 million dollars and is expected to rise considerable once the work begins. The Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility must close January 31, 2020 to allow for cleanup of the site and healing to begin following over fifty years of environmental racism. 

The current government has shown great leadership with the passing of the Boat Harbour Act but         re-routing the toxic bleach kraft effluent to the Northumberland Strait will not be a solution to the problem, it will merely move the problem and will harm the lucrative fisheries of not only Nova Scotia but also the fisheries of Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick.

Don’t be manipulated by company driven technical arguments about how ‘risk’ can be managed. This Focus Report is Northern Pulps theory, it is not scientific proof that no harm will be caused.  Our government needs to take a stand on poor environmental choices now, not later. Respect the awesome costs we must undertake to mitigate the toxic pollution this bleach kraft mill has already created. Also please respect the health and wellbeing of the residents of Pictou County and reject the proposed plan to dump toxic kraft pulp effluent into the Northumberland Strait. 

Respectfully Submitted

Diana Wallis

PO Box 93

Pictou, NS

B0K 1H0



Minister of Environment, Mr. Gordon Wilson 
Premier, Stephen McNeil 
ea@novascotia.ca 

RE: Reply to Northern Pulp Focus Report 
 

After reading the Focus Report presented by Northern Pulp, I find the information lacking scientific 
evidence, as it only provides modeling theory that the toxic bleach kraft pulp effluent will do no harm to 
the Northumberland Strait. A similar theory was presented as science regarding Boat Harbour before 
this bleached kraft mill became operational and we are currently dealing with how to cleanup one of 
Nova Scotia’s most toxic waste sites.  

The Nova Scotia Department of Environment should follow the precautionary principle and ecosystem 
approach demanded by The United Nations Convention on Biodiversity supported by Canada in 1992.  

The Northumberland Strait is a fragile ecosystem that would suffer irreparable harm if this toxic effluent 
is dumped into its shallow waters.  The Nova Scotia Department of Environment should not ignore a 
multitude of problems that currently exist as a result of the operation of Northern Pulp. Including, but 
not limited to, non-compliance with their Industrial Approval by way of excessive air emissions, 
undetected pipe leaks, the Boat Harbour toxic site, and the deforestation of Nova Scotia at a currently 
unsustainable rate. 

Auditor General Michael Pickup, in his most recent report on the provinces financial situation warned 
about the cost of cleaning up Nova Scotia’s waste sites. The cost of cleanup is a liability on the 
government books which now stand at 372 million dollars. The cost to cleanup Boat Harbour is currently 
217 million dollars and is expected to rise considerable once the work begins. The Boat Harbour Effluent 
Treatment Facility must close January 31, 2020 to allow for cleanup of the site and healing to begin 
following over fifty years of environmental racism.  

The current government has shown great leadership with the passing of the Boat Harbour Act but         
re-routing the toxic bleach kraft effluent to the Northumberland Strait will not be a solution to the 
problem, it will merely move the problem and will harm the lucrative fisheries of not only Nova Scotia 
but also the fisheries of Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick. 

Don’t be manipulated by company driven technical arguments about how ‘risk’ can be managed. This 
Focus Report is Northern Pulps theory, it is not scientific proof that no harm will be caused.  Our 
government needs to take a stand on poor environmental choices now, not later. Respect the awesome 
costs we must undertake to mitigate the toxic pollution this bleach kraft mill has already created. Also 
please respect the health and wellbeing of the residents of Pictou County and reject the proposed plan 
to dump toxic kraft pulp effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  

Respectfully Submitted 

 
 
 

 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:34:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Bedford Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility - Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 8:36:59 PM
Attachments: northernpulp2.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please see my written comments.

Thank you




CHARLES JESS
19 HIGHLAND AVENUE


YARMOUTH, N.S.
B5A 2A3


Phone 902-742-5760 Cell 902-749-8226 Email jess.yarmouth@ns.sympatico.ca
November 2nd,2019


Environmental Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment
P.O.Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 2P8


Ladies and Gentlemen;


Re: Northern Pulp Wastewater Treatment Facility


I wish to make the following comments on the latest submission seeking approval of the project.


1. I question the use of the High Density Polyethylene Pipe for the second time. This pipe has an
expansion rate that is 10 times as much as iron pipe and that issue was not addressed. On a 15
kilometre pipe, that expansion amounts to about 200 feet from ambient to system temperatures.
Using a thicker pipe does not solve the problem. I simply have to question the engineering. I truly
believe that this is a factor in the existing line from Abercrombie to Boat Harbour. Further to
that, the thicker pipe has an inside diameter about 5 inches less than the stated diameter.


2. Leak detection that they mention appears to be iffy at best. Most of the leaks in the existing
system have been detected by the public. I don’t predict any change and fear for the increased
amount of underwater pipe. Once again I fear for the combination air and vacuum valves on the
line. These valves require maintenance and can and do stick open and they have not addressed
my previous concerns. This is really important in the area of the Town of Pictou watershed. An
air valve can cause a large “leak”.


3. The measure of treatment success will be extremely difficult for anyone to assess once the
effluent is diffused into the strait. The plume will likely be visible from the PEI ferry and the
Pictou Island Ferry when the ferries are running but once the strait freezes the whole treatment
system could be shut down and nobody would be the wiser until the mess shows up later. Then
we would have a disaster to deal with. At present, one can drive down to Pictou Landing and see
the liquid that flows out of Boat Harbour after a month of settling. One can also review all the
publicly available airphotos over the years and see where the plume goes into the strait under
various tide and wind conditions. This whole diffuser location is terribly risky.


4. The proposed wastewater plant at Abercrombie Point is far too small for the job at hand. With
the flows to deal with, the clarifier and the aeration are both far too small. There will certainly
not be 2800 horsepower of aeration any more and there will certainly not be a month of
settlement. 



mailto:jess.yarmouth@ns.sympatico.ca





5. It has not been said but I truly worry that we as taxpayers will have to foot the bill for this
proposed system the same as we have paid for the proposal to date and have to pay for the
restoration of Boat Harbour. I certainly do not want to have to pay for the new system. Northern
Pulp is not publicly traded so I cannot share in their profits like I could with Scott, Kimberley
Clark and Neenah. Paper Excellence has bought up a number of mills in Canada and elsewhere
as they either shut down or were in danger of shutting down and paid a small fraction of
replacement value for any of them, and then run them at or above design capacity with as much
government help possible. I say, if Northern Pulp is not paying for this project, then let the mill
shut down.


6. No mention has been made in the submission about the supply of wood for the pulp mill. The
Scott Mill was designed for 450 metric tonnes or 500 tons per day which equals 1000 cords of
wood for the kraft process. Mechanical or thermomechanical mills require far less wood per ton
of pulp and produce a more treatable waste and even a more useable waste. Yet early in the life
of the mill, production rose up. Today it is double what it was designed for. That really affects
the wastewater. And it really affects the amount of wood harvested which is a gigantic
environmental problem. Since pulp mills want a low value wood and trucking is now costing a
significant portion on long hauls, it is ruining so many rural communities. When the timber is
gone, nothing is left. Nova Scotia needs sawmills that are smaller but more evenly spread across
the province. The cutting absolutely needs to be more selective on a smaller scale to get back to a
higher percentage of lumber logs. A continuous overstory is the lifeblood of good local high
value forestry and with smaller mills, shorter hauls and smaller trucks, it is more value to the
small woodlot owner. This all allows more value added work. 


7. Therefore, unless Northern Pulp can build a pulp mill that is not a chemical mill, with waste
that is treatable, all at their own expense, I say that mill must close. Nova Scotia has a massive
problem to clean up Boat Harbour. Nova Scotia has a massive problem to try and restore our
forests to a responsible state, responsible to the climate and environment, and responsible to the
communities that the forests exist in. To get all the low value wood that has been required, NP
has worked with larger and larger machines and trucks and fewer and fewer people and raped the
land in the process and have done an immense climate change in the process. We can use a pulp
mill, probably further west in the province and we need a lot of other types of wood product
facilities and mills, but not of a chemical kind and definitely not of the size of the one in
Abercrombie.


Thank you,


Charles Jess







YARMOUTH, N.S.

Phone  Email @ns.sympatico.ca
November 2nd,2019

Environmental Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment
P.O.Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 2P8

Ladies and Gentlemen;

Re: Northern Pulp Wastewater Treatment Facility

I wish to make the following comments on the latest submission seeking approval of the project.

1. I question the use of the High Density Polyethylene Pipe for the second time. This pipe has an
expansion rate that is 10 times as much as iron pipe and that issue was not addressed. On a 15
kilometre pipe, that expansion amounts to about 200 feet from ambient to system temperatures.
Using a thicker pipe does not solve the problem. I simply have to question the engineering. I truly
believe that this is a factor in the existing line from Abercrombie to Boat Harbour. Further to
that, the thicker pipe has an inside diameter about 5 inches less than the stated diameter.

2. Leak detection that they mention appears to be iffy at best. Most of the leaks in the existing
system have been detected by the public. I don’t predict any change and fear for the increased
amount of underwater pipe. Once again I fear for the combination air and vacuum valves on the
line. These valves require maintenance and can and do stick open and they have not addressed
my previous concerns. This is really important in the area of the Town of Pictou watershed. An
air valve can cause a large “leak”.

3. The measure of treatment success will be extremely difficult for anyone to assess once the
effluent is diffused into the strait. The plume will likely be visible from the PEI ferry and the
Pictou Island Ferry when the ferries are running but once the strait freezes the whole treatment
system could be shut down and nobody would be the wiser until the mess shows up later. Then
we would have a disaster to deal with. At present, one can drive down to Pictou Landing and see
the liquid that flows out of Boat Harbour after a month of settling. One can also review all the
publicly available airphotos over the years and see where the plume goes into the strait under
various tide and wind conditions. This whole diffuser location is terribly risky.

4. The proposed wastewater plant at Abercrombie Point is far too small for the job at hand. With
the flows to deal with, the clarifier and the aeration are both far too small. There will certainly
not be 2800 horsepower of aeration any more and there will certainly not be a month of
settlement. 



5. It has not been said but I truly worry that we as taxpayers will have to foot the bill for this
proposed system the same as we have paid for the proposal to date and have to pay for the
restoration of Boat Harbour. I certainly do not want to have to pay for the new system. Northern
Pulp is not publicly traded so I cannot share in their profits like I could with Scott, Kimberley
Clark and Neenah. Paper Excellence has bought up a number of mills in Canada and elsewhere
as they either shut down or were in danger of shutting down and paid a small fraction of
replacement value for any of them, and then run them at or above design capacity with as much
government help possible. I say, if Northern Pulp is not paying for this project, then let the mill
shut down.

6. No mention has been made in the submission about the supply of wood for the pulp mill. The
Scott Mill was designed for 450 metric tonnes or 500 tons per day which equals 1000 cords of
wood for the kraft process. Mechanical or thermomechanical mills require far less wood per ton
of pulp and produce a more treatable waste and even a more useable waste. Yet early in the life
of the mill, production rose up. Today it is double what it was designed for. That really affects
the wastewater. And it really affects the amount of wood harvested which is a gigantic
environmental problem. Since pulp mills want a low value wood and trucking is now costing a
significant portion on long hauls, it is ruining so many rural communities. When the timber is
gone, nothing is left. Nova Scotia needs sawmills that are smaller but more evenly spread across
the province. The cutting absolutely needs to be more selective on a smaller scale to get back to a
higher percentage of lumber logs. A continuous overstory is the lifeblood of good local high
value forestry and with smaller mills, shorter hauls and smaller trucks, it is more value to the
small woodlot owner. This all allows more value added work. 

7. Therefore, unless Northern Pulp can build a pulp mill that is not a chemical mill, with waste
that is treatable, all at their own expense, I say that mill must close. Nova Scotia has a massive
problem to clean up Boat Harbour. Nova Scotia has a massive problem to try and restore our
forests to a responsible state, responsible to the climate and environment, and responsible to the
communities that the forests exist in. To get all the low value wood that has been required, NP
has worked with larger and larger machines and trucks and fewer and fewer people and raped the
land in the process and have done an immense climate change in the process. We can use a pulp
mill, probably further west in the province and we need a lot of other types of wood product
facilities and mills, but not of a chemical kind and definitely not of the size of the one in
Abercrombie.

Thank you,



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:37:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp operations
is vitally important for the survival of the Nova Scotia Forest Industry, as they are the only
major buyer of wood and wood chips from landowners and sawmill owners. They contribute
very much to Nova Scotia economic wellness. This involves many stakeholders such as
landowners, wood contractors, wood products trucking businesses and their many employees.
Also there should be consideration given to the fact that if there is no extension for the mill to
construct a new system, the value of all wood lands will be reduced drasticly which will also
affect Nova Scotian looking to sell their lands to give them income supplement for their
retirement. The result of the above outlined issues will have a significant effect on income
taxes being collected from the many stakeholders. I know this is a very complex issue to deal
with, but putting the hammer down and causing Northern Pulp to close their mill in Pictou
would be very disasterous from stakehloders , including the Provincial Government. I believe
Northern Pulp has shown true cooperation by doing some improvements to mill operations
and trying their best to fulfill Governments recent requirements, which shows that they are
very serious on doing the right thing so they can run this mill for years to come. I ask you to
give Northern Pulp an extension so they can fulfill all requirements which will assure a Nova
Scotia market for our wood and wood chip products. This is the time to work together for the
benefit of Nova Scotians, and to sustain a very valuable sector in this province. Name: 

Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: CHURCH POINT Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; nsgovea@novascotia.ca; Premier
Subject: re: Northern Pulp"s future
Date: November 5, 2019 8:45:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Premier Stephen McNeil 
and To Whom it May Concern
at this address

c/o this emaiI 

Dear Premier McNeil and other pertinent recipients,

I am writing to express my concern for the

1/deteriorating health of the people of Pictou County and environs, especially those
who have lost their health due to exposure to carcinogens in the effluent from
Northern Pulp and previous owners.

2/for the workers in an unhealthy industry run by an Indonesian billionaire with the
blood of Indigenous Peoples on his hands as a result of his destruction of the Penan
culture in Borneo and his illegal logging of the Borneo Rainforest.  These workers
deserve to get support to retrain for employment in a clean industry that the Nova
Scotia government should encourage to set up in this region.

3/for the traditional and important fisheries and tourism industries, the former whose
lobster fishing grounds are in the smae region as this proposed pipe of toxic effluent
and the latter which has not had a chance to grow because of the stench of Northern
Pulp and the reputation of this pollution diminishing tourist traffic on this coast

4/for the forestry workers who need direction and support to bring back the Acadian
Forest and develop markets for a sustainable use of this resource.

For all these reasons, I request that 

1/ no extension to the boat harbour act be given
2/ no pipe to carry toxic waste be permitted in the Northumberland Strait 

and, therefore,

I ask that Northern Pulp mill be shut down for all time and this region be supported to
develop a healthy future for its next generations by accessing federal funding to
develop the geothermal and offshore wind potentials of the Northumberland region
including Cumberland and Colchester counties.  

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:nsgovea@novascotia.ca
mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca


Halifax, N.S



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:46:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Looks like this project
will work Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: NP effluent proposal
Date: November 5, 2019 8:47:51 PM
Attachments: Northern Pulp pdf
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Kings Head, NS 

November 5, 2019 

The Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of  Environment 

Dear Minister, 

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for a proposed Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility. I am responding to this extensive report with special 
consideration taken through a Physicians lens. I am a Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist, 
living  drive from Pictou Landing First Nations Community.  

In regards to the Effluent Cooling statement “cooling towers will generate naturally 
occurring Legionella Bacteria”. A direct quote from the Review of  the 2017 European 
Technical Guidelines for the Prevention, Control and Investigation, of  Infections caused 
by Legionella Species states “Community acquired outbreaks of  Legionnaires disease are 
most commonly associated with aerosols generated by evaporative cooling towers. Wet 
cooling towers and evaporative condensers are used for comfort cooling in commercial 
buildings, hotels, etc. and for cooling industrial processes.” The case fatality for acquired 
community cases is 10%. Who will monitor for Legionella outbreaks and check or clean 
the water towers to prevent such outbreaks?  

More questions regarding the effluent; 

1. Whys was the Nitrogen parameter increased to 6mg/l as (daily maximum) from 3mg/
l recommended maximum?

2. COD Chemical Oxygen Demand is very confusing play on words as should be
reduced, not increased beyond limits

3. Sulphur 24H allowable is 14 and the proposed emission states 64.5?

4. Ammonia 24H allowable is 100 and the proposed emission is 406?

5. Chloroform 24H allowable is 1, and the proposed emission is 2.55?

6. Dioxins and Furans .013?

Why is it permissible to exceed the allowable limits? 

There are decades of  data that bring us to what is considered safe guidelines for 
pollutants. I believe our guidelines will tighten up in the very near future as we find 

https://nslegislature.ca/members/profiles/gordon-l-wilson


causative link to disease. Evidence based medicine continues to move forward at a rapid 
pace. Northern Pulp has not been able to meet pollution guidelines over the past several 
years. Exceeding the weak guidelines by enormous amounts with minimal fines, and 
reckless abandon. There has been a purposeful lack of  monitoring for pollutants. Why 
would our community feel safe with any promises of  monitoring the effluent, with such an 
abysmal history?   

Canso Chemical on this site is responsible for 10-15 tons of  mercury spills (1973-1975). 
(Montreal Gazette archives) Mercury levels at Abercrombie Point are above the National 
Guidelines. Elemental mercury is found 8meters below the surface and 3meters below the 
water table. (The News June 6 2019). Professor Tony Walker from Dalhousie University 
remarks these collections are from isolated wells and may not be an accurate number of  
total mercury. “If  you wanted to look more where the mercury may or may not be then 
there are techniques used to do it”. Mercury is moving toward Pictou Harbour , so why 
are we not using these techniques to monitor as it is a marine environment and fishing 
area? Mercury in the water table is toxic to humans and aquatic life.  

We have had Minamata Disease (mercury poisoning) diagnosed in Ontario, at Grassy 
Narrows and White Dog First Nations communities after Dryden Pulp and Paper spilled 
10 tons of  mercury into their river.  

Why is there a lack of  transparency to where the mercury is and how it is moving into 
Pictou Harbour? We all are at risk.  

If  any of  the contaminated soil is moved by contractors on this site of  the new proposed 
effluent treatment facility, mercury levels in the water will increase significantly. Why are 
we tempting fate?  

Northern Pulp may see this as a tight document. I am a Physician and can see no 
evidence based studies on negative environmental impact.  

A third party environmental scientist not paid by Northern Pulp, would poke many holes 
in this document and in fact would raise many questions and legitimate fears.  

In summary:  There are no clear negative human health, environment, and aquatic life 
impact statements. No scientific substantiated studies. We cannot wait for the proposed 
treatment facility to start up and then count casualties. This is a serious threat to our 
health and environment and there is no turning back.  

Please support us, 50 years of  environmental racism is shameful and it is time to resolve 
this issue. No more extensions, peoples health and high quality standards of  
environmental protection should be our goal . We have to live with Industry, We do not 
have to live with industry that pollutes.  

Respectfully Submitted, 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 8:54:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I live in the community of Pictou Landing for many years.I
know how bad the toxic air and water is like.No one but the people who live here can tell
others about our lives and how bad the pollution is here.We can no longer tolerate this
disgraceful behaviour of our government for so many years treating our community in such a
horrible way.We have to think more of the environment and all that lives in it,rather than the
deadly greed that is taking place.Enough of this line of thought.You have a job to do,so do the
right thing.STOP THE PIPE Do not destroy any more water and air.Stop clear cutting our
forests.This is shameful destruction.totally unnecessary.No extension to Boat Harbor.we have
put up with way too much abuse in our community all for the sake of GREED. Name: 

 Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:20:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not let this
happen. I am concerned about the effects this will have on the marine life. Name:

 Email: @yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality:
Porcupine Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:45:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is awesome!
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:49:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: They are using the best
technology and safe for the environment.They are willing to upgrade to keep people
employed. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: LIVERPOOL Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:50:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is a great
thing! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 9:57:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The project should
approved because there will be no impact on plants and animals etc. They are willing to go
above and beyond to fix any issue. Name: Email: @eastlink.ca
Address: Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:03:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The science backing this
project is second to none. Very happy to see the company has gone above and beyond to meet
and exceed all pulp and paper Regulations. The improved effluent quality along with the
modern diffuser system will allow forestry and fishing to thrive on the north shore for many
years. Also, a major improvement is that untreated effluent will no longer leave the mill site.
Paper Excellence seems to have a long term outlook on this mill. This is a project that will
help stabilize the long term outlook of our forestry sector all over the province. It seems
unbelievable that a government would entertain the thought of closing the largest employer in
the region with ties to every rural community in the province when they are trying to do
whatâ?Ts right. Letâ?Ts prove Nova Scotia can work with corporations to move forward. We
need more work in our rural communities. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:09:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp has done
their due diligence when it comes to studying the impact their new facility would have on the
environment, which is very little. There are 22 kraft mills in Canada that treat effulent in a
comparable way to what Northern Pulp is proposing. Its been done successfully and safely
before. Theres data to support that. Effluent from the new system will meet or exceed current
regulations set by every single province. Within 2 m of the outfall, there is less than 1 effluent
detectable. Current federal regulations do not even require EEM Environmental Effects
Monitoring to be completed if effulent concentrations are 1 within 20 m of the outfall. Even
something like building your house has a footprint and an impact on the environmemt around
it. Northern Pulp has done the work to ensure their footprint will be small. Just looking at
diagrams of the current outfall vs the proposed, the difference for the better is staggering.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Londonderry,NS Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:10:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is disappointing that
given are growing knowledge of climate change impacts, and the fragile state of our
ocean/ocean life, that we the Province of Nova Scotia are even willing to entertain a proposal
such as the one being proposed by Northern Pulp. At this critical juncture our province needs
leadership , real leadership that is willing to make hard decisions - decisions for the long term.
Not decisions that are politically motivated and consider a 4 year window. Iâ?Tm not
convinced we have this type of leadership. Based on the positioning to date, this government
appears to be no more progressive in its decision making than those back in the 1960s. It
appears you are willing to hide behind the same poor science, willing to mislead the public
into believing its safe, when no one can make this type of guarantee - for what a foreign
company that is raping our forests and will leave this province when it is no longer lucrative
for them. In accordance with the Ivany Report - this is not our future. Previous governments of
this province have led the people of NS, particularly the people of Pictou Co and the Pictou
Landing first nations, down this same garden path and the result was Boat Harbour. Similar to
the story being told today, at that time, commitments were made that the effluent would not
pollute Boat Harbour but that it would become a fresh water lakeâ?¦.. how far from the truth is
the actual realityâ?¦.what we have is one of the provinceâ?Ts biggest environmental disasters.
While this reality is devastating it is not nearly as detrimental to the province as the one this
government is about to make. Boat Harbour is contained and the worse of the impacts of the
effluent are stopped here before entering the Northumberland Strait. If the province allows the
effluent to flow directly into the Northumberland Strait, and its decision making is based on
the same flawed logic of its predecessors and based on the evidence put forth to date there are
many holes, unkn owns, unsupported claims, and the outcome is similar, with contaminates
running directly into the straight, the impact is irreversibleâ?"cleaning it up will not be an
option. The resulting consequences will be irreversible and long reaching. The impact will be
to those very pillars of our economy that the Ivany Report suggests we as a province need to
invest in and grow - fisheries and aquaculture, tourism etc. In making this decision, I think the
government needs to re-read the â?oNow or Never: An Urgent Call to Action for Nova
Scotiansâ?  and what it was really telling us. While you accepted the recommendations and
report on them publicly - your decision making and policy decisions do not appear to align.
The Ivany report talks to the need to make new investments in rural communitiesâ?"not
continuing to invest in old industry that is not sustainable, the Mill requires ongoing
government subsidies and investment to maintain operations, is depleting our natural resources
forest and is leaving behind contaminated land and water. This newest request to dispose of
the effluent directly into the Northumberland Strait further jeopardizes our natural resources
with the risk of potentially devastating the fisheries and aqua cultural industries in both Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island as well as negatively impacting tourism along this coast line.
Tourism is a key economic driver i n the rural communities along the Northumberland Strait -
known for some of the warmest waters north of Virgina. This waterway with warm waters, a
sandy coastline, and guarantees of fresh lobster are summer draws for tourists far and near.
This waterway is a key factor that supports accommodation businesses, tours, restaurants,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


small shops, etc. This coastline will lose itâ?Ts attractiveness to tourists if it is known to be
polluted and tainted with chemicals. It is unimaginable that the government is willing to put all
of this at risk, the very industries that the Ivany Report says we need to grow, for the Mill.
This risk is unmeasurable, the impact unknown - but is has the potential to be devastating.
This is not a risk that I believe is worth taking - the benefits do not outweigh the costs. In
closing, I will echo the Ivany report - its now or neverâ?¦.this is an urgent call for you to do the
right thing for Nova Scotiansâ?¦.protect our people and their health, prot ect our environment,
protect our natural resourcesâ?¦.and say no to industry of yester-years who want to continue to
capitalize on our province for their gains at our loss. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:39:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp has met or
exceeded all current regulations in every single province when it comes to the effluent, and in
the focus report every concern from air quality, to impact on marine life, has been addressed.
If we look at marine life in the area, video monitoring in the area found no abundance of
marine life in the footprint of the pipeline. The area of the pipeline is mostly sand with some
gravel, which is not the usual habitat of lobster lobster being one of the main concerns for
fisherman in the area. The projected outfall footprint will be much smaller than the current
one. Within 2 m of the outfall, effulent amounts are less than 1. Current federal regulations
allow those levels to be present up to 20 m away. Effluent will not be visible on the water
surface, and any solids are highly biodegradable and would even be a food for source for
marine organisms. Even any minor impacts on marine species or habitats from construction
will be localized and reversible, allowing habitat to re-establish naturally. The fishery and
forestry divisions have worked together for more than 50 years in this area. The new system at
Northern Pulp would be beneficial to both industries, and can help both industries build a
better and more environmentally sound future for this province. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Londonderry Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 10:50:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am formally from New
Glasgow and visit Chance Harbour each summer. I am opposed to the proposed ETF with an
extended pipeline to disperse the â?otreatedâ?  effluent farther out. Itâ?Ts irresponsible and
immoral, dismissing the science and the reality that the Gulf is a fragile body of water. It
ignores the mercury crisis and the current de oxygenation of the Gulf and the ongoing decline
of marine life. This report insults our intelligence and yours. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: North Vancouver
Postal-Code: V7g1m3 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 79 y: 31

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp file
Date: November 5, 2019 11:10:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To whom it may concern;

I grew up smelling the mill, Northern Pulp as it’s known now was called Scott Paper back then. All I knew as a kid
was if your dad worked there, you were considered “rich”. Well,  Pictou County‘s standards of  “rich”. The workers
were paid very well compared to most of my friend’s parents jobs. Even then we knew how profitable paper making
was, but we still hated it. Why? Because it was the mill that made our town smell like a fart, made us cough, teary
eyed, making us go inside, and close the windows due to headaches and nausea. It was the mill, I was told, that gave
me asthma at 16, which I still use puffers for. But only when I visit family in Pictou however. Figure that out.

I grew up and got out of Pictou, and met people from all over Canada and the world. If they knew of Pictou at all,
they identified it as “Ooooh, you’re from THAT stinky town”. Wow. That has never got less embarrassing. I never
moved back to Pictou, a big part of that was the mill. How could I move my children to such a place with such
known toxicity?

Later in life, major guilt set in about that decision to never return to Pictou when  was diagnosed with
cancer.  had chemo and radiation for months. I remember so vividly how  breath in anticipation
coming home from New Glasgow, across the causeway, coming home from  treatments.  was terrified to go
home and see if the “mill was blowing our way”,  meaning the mill’s stench was in  backyard. Which meant

need to try and rest, feeling sick and miserable from the invasive treatment reaction...all the while breathing in
the toxic fumes was told were the likely cause of the cancer  had.  

. We were told her cancer was a common one in Pictou County, a type of 
cancer, most likely associated with the mill. We were told that off the record, of course, but we already knew it
anyway. I can name 5 of close friends whose parents died from the same cancer as  Yes. Figure that one
out too, while you’re at it.

When the truth comes out, the real truth and the real environmental impacts that lay beneath, we will all be brought
to our knees. What the mill has done to our indigenous neighbour's is deplorable. It’s racism and it’s unacceptable.
Their abuse, while even more sinister that the blatant plumes we all inhaled, will have long term consequences for
generations to come. Do not let any piece of evidence left undiscovered. Or worse, uncovered and undisclosed.

This is your job. This is the reason your positions literally exist. To protect us all. To protect you and the ones you
love. Do not let any of us down.

You have the most important department in our government. Hands down. I’m saying that, and I work in mental
health. You represent our environment. Our ecosystem. This is all we have, the only link to our existence is the
environment we live in.  Not health, not education, certainly not money. Nothing is as important as you and your
department protecting us. Not just us. Our kids, your kids. All of our children have terrifying futures ahead. I feel
terrible for them and know the only way we can change this is YOU!! Decisions, recommendations and policies you
use will literally dictate our existence.

No pressure.

The mill is barbaric and archaic and needs to be completely overhauled or closed and the space remedied. Then
make room for the next, more innovative, green business opportunity. Make room for something better. For the sake
of all humanity, Pictou county’s people deserve justice. Let your decision be bold and clear. The environment wins.
Every time. That’s an easy measurement to use.



Don’t cut corners. Don’t be bullied. Don’t be pushed around with your findings. Use hard science that looks
forward. Never consider money as an issue. Ever. The environment is your currency. How much are you willing to
destroy? Destroy in the name of development and jobs? Both of which only bring detriment to the greater good?
Please, truly think with your own minds. You will never have this chance again to use your skills. You will lose
sleep over this one, at least, you should be. This is a huge deal. You’ll sleep much better knowing you’ve done the
right thing.

Honesty. Transparency. Accountability. Science. Environmental Protection. That’s your job.

Our future is literally in your hands.

Sincerely,



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 5, 2019 11:12:46 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the pulp mill.
Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Trenton Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 21

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Paacility project (Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation)
Date: November 5, 2019 11:33:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To Whom It May Concern:
 
I am following with great interest (and concern) the Environmental Assessment of Northern
Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I have reviewed the proponent’s Focus
Report, which, despite its volume, doesn’t fully answer the questions asked in the Terms of
Reference.
 
From the information supplied I am not convinced that the pulp mill’s effluent, to be released
into the Northumberland Strait, is harmless, and that it will not adversely effect the
commercial fisheries near the proposed diffuser. There is a high likelihood that it will
exacerbate toxin and nutrient pollution within the Strait, and that it will harm not only the
local marine environment but also the health of those who consume locally harvested
seafood.
 
The proposed project’s adverse effect on the environment, on human health, on local
commercial fisheries and on local tourism and recreation are expected to be significant and
not amenable to mitigation. For these reasons the precautionary principle should be followed
and the proposed project be rejected. Yours sincerely,
 

Halifax, NS

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


NOV/05/ 2019/ TUE 10 :00 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 4, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

NOV O 5 2ul9 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Middle Musquodoboit 
NS 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: The Focus Report on Northern Pulp"s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 6, 2019 12:48:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment for Nova Scotia,

As I stated in my previous submission, I have lived my entire life along the shores of the
Northumberland Strait in Pictou County. What happens to this body of water is of great
concern to me, to my family,  to my neighbours, and to those whose livelihoods come from
the fishery or from tourism.
I have read through the Focus Report along with several of the Appendices, and I wish I
could say that I have been reassured by the pages and pages of information that tell me no
significant adverse residual environmental effects are predicted, identified, or expected. It
would not be in Northern Pulp's best interests to identify or predict such effects, even if they
ought to be expected.

A number of items concern me. Among them:

1. The composition of the effluent that they propose to dump into the Strait. Table
7.3-1 on page 138 shows that the concentration of many parameters will be greatly
affected, including salinity, water temperature and colour, along with the presence of
suspended solids and various chemicals. However, the estimated concentrations for
most parameters amazingly are completely returned to "normal" levels within 2
meters of the outfall. Is this a reasonable conclusion?

2. The composition of the emissions they propose to release into the air, with
amounts of ammonia, chloroform, total reduced sulphur, and hexavalent chromium all
above acceptable air quality criteria. Page 41 of Appendix 6.2 states that the data
quality is lower when non-site specific data is used, as there is a level of uncertainty
on representativeness of actual operations.  It is difficult to have confidence that there
will be no significant adverse effects expected from these emissions.

3. The Human Health Risk Assessment has not been completed and is not
anticipated to be complete until the Spring of 2020. Is this not of utmost importance?
Also, Section 2.7 ("Uncertainties") of Appendix 9.2 begins with this statement:
Throughout the HHRA process, assumptions must be made due to a lack of absolute
scientific knowledge. The claim is made that any actual risks will be overstated
because of conservative assumptions. Can we trust this to be true?

4. Figure 7.3-3 on page 130 appears to indicate that no lobster buoys were located in
the area of the proposed diffuser on the days indicated, leading to the conclusion that
lobster are not located in this area and consequently no lobster fishing activity occurs
in this area. This is entirely UNTRUE. This also calls into question the statement
made on page 144 concerning the residual effect on American Lobster: "However,
the areas of Lobster harvest are generally located outside of the LAA (Local
Assessment Area)".

Nova Scotians care about the environment. We take the time to recycle, sorting our waste
into the proper categories, doing what we can to reduce the damage done by years of not
realizing the effects of our former way of doing things. It is time to stop allowing effluent and



emissions from this mill to continue to poison our air and our water and to damage the
health of our people. I agree that forestry is important - but not this destructive type forestry.
I also realize that your government has spent a considerable sum to assist Northern Pulp in
providing this report. Was this an appropriate use of taxpayer money? Imagine the cost of
losing the fishing industry, the tourism industry along the north shore, the health of the
people who live and work here.  

I respectfully request that this plan to pump pulp waste into the Northumberland Strait at
Caribou Harbour for the benefit of Jackson Widjaja, owner of Paper Excellence (the pulp
maker), and his father, Teguh Widjaja, chairman of Asia Pulp & Paper (the pulp purchaser),
not be given approval. The risk for significant long-lasting adverse environmental effects is
simply too great.

May God bless you in your decision making.
Sincerely,

Toney River, NS



From: @shaw.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:23:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a 33 year employee
of a pulp and paper mill in BC. We were faced with the environmental and financial
challenges that Northern Pulp faces now. Our company installed the same effluent treatment
plant that is being proposed at your facility. I am proud to say that the environment has taken a
massive turn for the better and that crabs, prawns, octopus and all fish species live just off our
mill site. The proven technology is a huge success and if installed at your facility, the
community will notice immediate improvements and will reap the benefits of both a healthy
environment but also a healthy economy. It is important that both co-exist. A major source of
income, like a pulp and paper mill, cannot be re-couped by a community if it is shut down.
The trickle down effect is massive and all businesses rely upon the good wages that mill
workers spend in their communities. I urge the community to stand behind the installation of
the Effluent Treatment plant as this will ensure both a healthy environment and a healthy
community. Name: @shaw.ca Address: 
Rd Municipality: Duncan Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 24



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 4:42:07 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Under no circumstance
should Northern Pulp be permitted to put a effluent pipe into the Northumberland Strait. Look
at the ecological damage this plant has already caused. Say NO premier to the destroying of
fisheries, tourism, and waters of this beautiful area of The Maritimes. Name: 
Email: @yahoo.ca Address:  Musquodoboit Harbour
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 4:52:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 11,000 scientists
worldwide just signed a declaration of climate emergency. Its obvious to the world we as a
planet cannot sustain this mode of destruction and pollution. The last 50 years have seen half
of our forest clear cut, tons of pollution and harmful chemicals spewed and sprayed into our
water and air, huge loss of natural habitat and our species at risk list grow. To argue for the
sake of jobs? What has become of the tobacco and coal industry? Where did those jobs go?
Others in the past have retrained and diversified, often with the help of the government. This is
a better way to spend our tax dollars!!! To maintain a course of destruction because change is
difficult is not a legitimate justification. The devastation at Boat Harbour is a testimony of the
failure of our government to govern us safely. And the lengths to which this industry is
prepared to go for a profit. In the early 70s a bald eagle siting was rare in Nova Scotia. Our
eagles were on the verge of extinction. DDT was band and our eagles made a resurgence. I
now often see them gliding overhead. Lets change what we need to NOW!!! We did the best
that we could with what we knew at the time. And when we knew better we did better. Come
on Nova Scotia its time to do better!!! Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Wentworth Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 27



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 5:59:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please stop the clear-
cutting and systemic devastation of our Forrest lands by companies such as the one requiring a
new way to pollute the environment. We know better now, act on that knowledge! Name:

@icloud.com Address:  Municipality:
Musquodoboit Harbour Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 90 y: 27



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulps Pipe Proposal
Date: November 6, 2019 6:25:37 AM
Attachments: Northern Pulp’s Treatment Facility.docx

ATT00001.htm

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien


     November 4, 2019







Dear Nova Scotia Minister of Environment, 





I am writing to you to express my concerns with Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. Northern Pulp’s proposal of putting a pipe, pumping unknown  effluents into the Northumberland Strait, is lacking the thorough scientific data concerning the true impact it will have on the fragile ecosystem of the Strait and the health of the people of Pictou County.  Any potential or possible risk to our fishery, tourism, health and the environment  is a risk not worth taking. I strongly urge you to deny this proposal due to the lack of the  scientific information needed to properly assess the affects that this “unknown” effluent will have on the lobster larvae, herring spawn and human life.



The mere fact, that Northern Pulp has acquired nothing but experimental data collection and modelling which only provides a theory or guess of what affect their effluent will have on the fragile ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait is reason alone to deny their request to pump effluent into our Strait. This is not a scientific Focus Report, therefore, it should not be even considered. Pumping 62 to 90 million litres of this effluent per day into the Northumberland Strait will put our fisheries at risk. Northern Pulp’s Focus Report uses words such as: “possible”, “expected”, “estimated”, these words are mere “speculation” and “hope”not a guarantee that their effluent will  not cause detrimental, irreversible harm to the ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait. In fact, this proposal shows that there is a potential risk to the health of our beautiful Northumberland Strait. Thirty percent of Canada’s fishery revenue comes from the Southern Gulf including the Northumberland Strait. The reputation of Canada’s fishing industry is built on clean , pristine waters off our coastlines. A threat to this reputation is a risk to all of Canada’s fishing industry. Any risk to our Strait and to the reputation of our fishing industry must be examined and studied until we know with certainty based on complete and thorough scientific study not theories. You cannot draw conclusions from theories, only from testing said theory, this is not a scientific Focus Report.



I believe it is important to point out that :Appendix E3, Stantec Receiving Water Study PRELIMINARY RECEIVING WATER STUDY FOR NORTHERN PULP EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANT REPLACEMENT, PICTOU HARBOUR, NOVA SCOTIA p 4.80-4.81 "Engineering Considerations August 11, 2017. It was reported (in ENSR, 1999) that Maritime Telephone and Telegraph (MT&T) performed an ice evaluation in support of an optical communication cable deployment across the Northumberland Strait. Based on MT&T’s review, the estimated potential for damage to the cable from ice scour extended to water depths of 12 to 14 m. In 1991 their cable was trenched and buried to a selected depth (depth is unknown) and left on the surface of the sea bottom at greater depths. Unfortunately, the winter of 1991/1992 was severe and the cable was severed by ice keels at a water depth greater than 18 m towards the Woods Island, PEI side of the Northumberland Strait”.  With the changes to our climate due to climate change there is no way of knowing how this  will affect future ice scouring.  It is also unknown how the heated effluent will affect the formation of ice.  A pipe rupture is a definite concern based on the above information.  Northern Pulp states that there would be a leak detection system in the pipe, however, the public has been told this before only to find out that it either wasn’t true or wasn’t working. What happens if this leak detection system malfunctions? The fact that the findings of the latest pipe leak at the North Pulp facility has not been released to the public is more than concerning.



I have many questions about “the what if’s?” What happens if the pipe ruptures during the winter months when it is completely covered in ice? If damage occurs due to ice keel, how would they propose to fix it with all that ice? How much effluent will pour into the Northumberland Strait before the leak is stopped? What affect will that have on the lobster larvae and other marine life in that area? What happens if the effluent pollutes and destroys the surrounding fishing grounds? What happens if harvested lobster is sold and turns out to be contaminated? What if all their “theories” don’t hold up and our beautiful Strait becomes another Boat Harbour? These could all be considered  “possible”, “estimated”, or “expected” but more importantly, preventable by not allowing Pulp Effluent to be pumped into our valuable, beautiful, prosperous Northumberland Strait.



Air quality is another point of concern due to the fact that the current emissions from Northern Pulp have adverse affects on my families health. When the emissions blow over my area I suffer headaches and nausea which happens on an almost daily basis. My daughter has to use her asthma puffers only when she returns to Pictou, her  hometown, not once did she need to use them in university or her current place of residence, Halifax. Once again Northern Pulp’s  information concerning rates of emissions for each contaminate were “estimated”, to me that is very concerning. Northern Pulp states “the monitoring program will commence (1) year prior to Replacement ETF commissioning (dates to be determined) to monitor baseline air quality in the absence of emissions for the replacement ETF. During commissioning only continuous monitoring parameters will be collected. When replacement ETF is fully operation all Contaminants will be collected again. The length of the monitoring program and sampling duration of individual Contaminants will be determined in consultation with the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment (NSE). Obviously, there will be a change to the emissions and they do not know for certain what these changes will be or how they will affect the people breathing these emissions. I, my family and the people of Pictou County have the right to uncontaminated air in which to breathe. Our health and wellness should matter and with all the unknowns we are all being put at risk. I implore you to consider the possible health affects these emissions will have on us. 





 As a lifelong resident of Pictou I have enjoyed walking our beautiful beaches, especially Munroe’s Island. The proposed pipe will be pumping unknown effluent not far from Munroe’s Island which is one of Nova Scotia’s unspoiled natural beauties and is a sanctuary for birds and wildlife. It is important to protect these delicate areas from environmental dangers. Tourists are drawn to Nova Scotia for its beautiful coastlines and beaches. I have sailed the Northumberland Strait fishing mackerel, lobster and have seen many whales and porpoises swimming in our waters. Tourism is important for the economy of all Nova Scotians and this proposed pipe with its unknown dangers, effects and deadly consequences to our beautiful coastline places this important industry in jeopardy as well. 



In conclusion, Northern Pulp’s Replacement Treatment Facility Proposal is not based on complete and thorough science data and has too many unanswered questions that will have devastating consequences for our Strait, fishing industry, tourism and our health.   I strongly urge you to protect The Northumberland Strait because the unknowns and risks are too many to ignore. Boat Harbour is proof of what happens when decisions are made without knowing all the risks, when we know better, we should do better. Do Not let our beautiful Northumberland Strait become the “new” Boat Harbour.









Sincerely, 



Tina Johnston

PO Box 1211

Pictou, NS

Tinajohnston74@hotmail.com











                                                   


















     November 4, 2019 
 

 
 
Dear Nova Scotia Minister of Environment,  
 
 
I am writing to you to express my concerns with Northern Pulp’s Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility. Northern Pulp’s proposal of putting a pipe, pumping 
unknown  effluents into the Northumberland Strait, is lacking the thorough 
scientific data concerning the true impact it will have on the fragile ecosystem of 
the Strait and the health of the people of Pictou County.  Any potential or possible 
risk to our fishery, tourism, health and the environment  is a risk not worth taking. 
I strongly urge you to deny this proposal due to the lack of the  scientific 
information needed to properly assess the affects that this “unknown” effluent 
will have on the lobster larvae, herring spawn and human life. 
 
The mere fact, that Northern Pulp has acquired nothing but experimental data 
collection and modelling which only provides a theory or guess of what affect 
their effluent will have on the fragile ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait is 
reason alone to deny their request to pump effluent into our Strait. This is not a 
scientific Focus Report, therefore, it should not be even considered. Pumping 62 
to 90 million litres of this effluent per day into the Northumberland Strait will put 
our fisheries at risk. Northern Pulp’s Focus Report uses words such as: “possible”, 
“expected”, “estimated”, these words are mere “speculation” and “hope”not a 
guarantee that their effluent will  not cause detrimental, irreversible harm to the 
ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait. In fact, this proposal shows that there is 
a potential risk to the health of our beautiful Northumberland Strait. Thirty 
percent of Canada’s fishery revenue comes from the Southern Gulf including the 
Northumberland Strait. The reputation of Canada’s fishing industry is built on 
clean , pristine waters off our coastlines. A threat to this reputation is a risk to all 
of Canada’s fishing industry. Any risk to our Strait and to the reputation of our 
fishing industry must be examined and studied until we know with certainty 
based on complete and thorough scientific study not theories. You cannot draw 
conclusions from theories, only from testing said theory, this is not a scientific 
Focus Report. 
 



I believe it is important to point out that :Appendix E3, Stantec Receiving Water 
Study PRELIMINARY RECEIVING WATER STUDY FOR NORTHERN PULP EFFLUENT 
TREATMENT PLANT REPLACEMENT, PICTOU HARBOUR, NOVA SCOTIA p 4.80-4.81 
"Engineering Considerations August 11, 2017. It was reported (in ENSR, 1999) that 
Maritime Telephone and Telegraph (MT&T) performed an ice evaluation in 
support of an optical communication cable deployment across the 
Northumberland Strait. Based on MT&T’s review, the estimated potential for 
damage to the cable from ice scour extended to water depths of 12 to 14 m. In 
1991 their cable was trenched and buried to a selected depth (depth is unknown) 
and left on the surface of the sea bottom at greater depths. Unfortunately, the 
winter of 1991/1992 was severe and the cable was severed by ice keels at a water 
depth greater than 18 m towards the Woods Island, PEI side of the 
Northumberland Strait”.  With the changes to our climate due to climate change 
there is no way of knowing how this  will affect future ice scouring.  It is also 
unknown how the heated effluent will affect the formation of ice.  A pipe rupture 
is a definite concern based on the above information.  Northern Pulp states that 
there would be a leak detection system in the pipe, however, the public has been 
told this before only to find out that it either wasn’t true or wasn’t working. What 
happens if this leak detection system malfunctions? The fact that the findings of 
the latest pipe leak at the North Pulp facility has not been released to the public is 
more than concerning. 
 
I have many questions about “the what if’s?” What happens if the pipe ruptures 
during the winter months when it is completely covered in ice? If damage occurs 
due to ice keel, how would they propose to fix it with all that ice? How much 
effluent will pour into the Northumberland Strait before the leak is stopped? 
What affect will that have on the lobster larvae and other marine life in that area? 
What happens if the effluent pollutes and destroys the surrounding fishing 
grounds? What happens if harvested lobster is sold and turns out to be 
contaminated? What if all their “theories” don’t hold up and our beautiful Strait 
becomes another Boat Harbour? These could all be considered  “possible”, 
“estimated”, or “expected” but more importantly, preventable by not allowing 
Pulp Effluent to be pumped into our valuable, beautiful, prosperous 
Northumberland Strait. 
 
Air quality is another point of concern due to the fact that the current emissions 
from Northern Pulp have adverse affects on my families health. When the 



emissions blow over my area I suffer headaches and nausea which happens on an 
almost daily basis. My daughter has to use her asthma puffers only when she 
returns to Pictou, her  hometown, not once did she need to use them in university 
or her current place of residence, Halifax. Once again Northern Pulp’s  
information concerning rates of emissions for each contaminate were 
“estimated”, to me that is very concerning. Northern Pulp states “the monitoring 
program will commence (1) year prior to Replacement ETF commissioning (dates 
to be determined) to monitor baseline air quality in the absence of emissions for 
the replacement ETF. During commissioning only continuous monitoring 
parameters will be collected. When replacement ETF is fully operation all 
Contaminants will be collected again. The length of the monitoring program and 
sampling duration of individual Contaminants will be determined in consultation 
with the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment (NSE). Obviously, there will 
be a change to the emissions and they do not know for certain what these 
changes will be or how they will affect the people breathing these emissions. I, 
my family and the people of Pictou County have the right to uncontaminated air 
in which to breathe. Our health and wellness should matter and with all the 
unknowns we are all being put at risk. I implore you to consider the possible 
health affects these emissions will have on us.  
 
 
 As a lifelong resident of Pictou I have enjoyed walking our beautiful beaches, 
especially Munroe’s Island. The proposed pipe will be pumping unknown effluent 
not far from Munroe’s Island which is one of Nova Scotia’s unspoiled natural 
beauties and is a sanctuary for birds and wildlife. It is important to protect these 
delicate areas from environmental dangers. Tourists are drawn to Nova Scotia for 
its beautiful coastlines and beaches. I have sailed the Northumberland Strait 
fishing mackerel, lobster and have seen many whales and porpoises swimming in 
our waters. Tourism is important for the economy of all Nova Scotians and this 
proposed pipe with its unknown dangers, effects and deadly consequences to our 
beautiful coastline places this important industry in jeopardy as well.  
 
In conclusion, Northern Pulp’s Replacement Treatment Facility Proposal is not 
based on complete and thorough science data and has too many unanswered 
questions that will have devastating consequences for our Strait, fishing industry, 
tourism and our health.   I strongly urge you to protect The Northumberland Strait 
because the unknowns and risks are too many to ignore. Boat Harbour is proof of 



what happens when decisions are made without knowing all the risks, when we 
know better, we should do better. Do Not let our beautiful Northumberland 
Strait become the “new” Boat Harbour. 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 

Pictou, NS 
@hotmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :55 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

t am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored Into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role In 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forest ry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait . Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the~art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing in~ustries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
hear. 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11:56 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 002 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northurnberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP us~s producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

I believe it is important to protect Boat Harbour, but it is also important to protect people's livelihoods. 

It is not a case of Northern Pulp refusing to install a new effluent system they need monttime to finish 

it. I have two sons, their wives and four grandchildren who rely on the income from the pulp they sell to 

The plant. They are a young company who are struggling to stay in Nova Scotia. 

If you close Northern Pulp, this story will become hundreds of similar stories because it isn't just the 

people at the plant that will be affected, all of Nova Scotia will be and another opportunity to encourage 

our youth to stay in the province will be lost. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS I 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11:56 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fa><: 902-424,6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

At tn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension1 to cotnplete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

rop on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well mallaged forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored Into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vita I role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant Impacts are eKpected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet C-anadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based .on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 
on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing in~ustries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :56 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 P. 004 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. J believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishi ng seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement, 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materia Is around the diffuser. A third~party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far. 
field . 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Jf Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who th inks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at N~rthern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

JOBS, JOBS, JOBS! 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11 :56 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Resronsc to Northern Pulp Heplacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: HonoLJrable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I arn in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think It Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until 5uch t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not~ 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned lhto products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summa~, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environment2l experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project wil l have little Impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing in~ustries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :56 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forest ry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work togethe r successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 006 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of Its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60%·of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the f nvironmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

My livelihood depends on this! I have a new business, 5 years old. My business, my family and our 

province NEEDS this! 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS I 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :57 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2f>8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 6 ZJ~g 

RECEIVED 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 

Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 

atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they tall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon Instead of 
releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mlll has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 

no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there Is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing in~ustries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

heal. 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :57 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 P. 008 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The' Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record . 

1. believe this extension should be granted to the mill because the economic impact, spln~off for other 

businesses would be staggering. 

Sincerely, 

Gotts, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :57 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 P. 009 
Respo nse t o Northern P~lp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Fac il ity 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424 -6925 

Envirnnmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 6 t.U~~ 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 

Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project rnay or may not have on the 
environment. ihese findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the rninds of Canadians and folks all over the world ls "climate change''. If Northern Pulp is 

forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 

atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored Into 

the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows rnore than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 

impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 

fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 

no significant impacts are ex·pected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 

footprint will be significantly reduced . Forest ry and fishing in9ustries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and final ly, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our fo rest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 010 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far~ 
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of t his product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low ca rbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Northern Pulp should be granted an extension to ensure the growth of this province. This is not just the 

pulp mHl's future but all the other companies, local stores, fuel supplier, etc. If a closure is to take place 

it wlll destroy Nova Scotia as a whole. We need to build Nova Scotia stronger not eliminate it. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsda le, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but l believe In science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia wlll take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the solls and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital ro le in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
Impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat ·as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing se.ems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

compl~ted and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

"fop on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon Instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of Ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 
on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud ofour forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining atid agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 004 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Ha Ii fax, NS B3J iP8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 6 L.tJ19 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the Impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change''. If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon Instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser wlll meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this Information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, f ishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 006 

Yhe pulp plant's effluent has been f lowing into t he Northumberland St rait for well over a half a centu ry 

and the fish ing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 

consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product Is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone whq thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the Impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced Into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year_ That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour ~lean up will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

P. 008 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consu ltant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low~grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of Its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of Its energy. 

Jf Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. f am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
fofc:ed into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well riianaged forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be t urned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treat ed effluent from t he mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the t reated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. ihird party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe t his project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forest ry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstra ted they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 0 I 0 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason notto complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement Rd, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 ! I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. l strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. ihird party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heat. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, min ing and agricultu re industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 012 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

fnvironmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 013 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but r believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change" . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, kitling trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year_ That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mlll has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within s meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can w ork together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 014 

'The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland St ra it for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materia ls around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment wi ll build up in either the near or far
fie ld. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burnfng coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Since r,e ly, 

Milford, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facllity 

November S, 2019 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B.3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 015 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impa~ their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change" . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of green house gasses into the · 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location_ For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 
on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint wi ll be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co~exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, min ing and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 016 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-
field . · 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low·grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 017 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged lndependent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact · 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 018 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an imptovement: 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far· 
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. O! 9 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp ls 
forced into c!osL1(e, the For~st Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role In 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mi!! has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant Impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned locat ion of the diffuser. Based on this informat ion, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and f isheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fi shing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I be lieve in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 020 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 1 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November S, 2019 

Via fax; 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn; Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 021 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmenta l Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant Impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project . 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment faci lity is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

P. 022 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
fleld. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 
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Response t a Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facili ty 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon W ilson, M inister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 023 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 

Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scienti~1:, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 

atmosphere. Well manag.ed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When tr'ees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products· which store the carbon instead of 

releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role In 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 

Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! ireated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan ls to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 

no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the . 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this Information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 

footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

env ironment must work together. 

P. 024 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project wi ll be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces BMW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment F~cility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 6 t 019 

RECEIVED 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is ''climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will t ake a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 

atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and dec~y. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the solls and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 

releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 

Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs ~orestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
Impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 

years. Northern Pulp's plan Is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the St rait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 

no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater t reatment faci lity is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forest ry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 

and finally, and very important ly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

hea l. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work t ogether. 

P. 026 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Stra it for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. Th is project will be an improvement 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it Is 
98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Shubenac_adie, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 6 i.J19 

RECEIVED 

P. 027 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on t he minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored Into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party envlronmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there Is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture indust ries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 028 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far· 
field . 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, It is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record . 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS ! 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November S, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

NOV O 6 2U19 

RECEIVED 

P. 029 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment ls 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 

Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe In science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change''. If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will·take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses Into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of hlassive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned Into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 

Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 

no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater t reatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 

footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrlve and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat r-iarbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 

heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can wqrk together successfully. r believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

P. 030 

The pulp plant's effluent has been fl owing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third·party 
consultant, Sta ntec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far~ 
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there ls no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who th inks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98%steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record . 

Sincerely, 

East Gore, NS I 
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Response t o Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatmeht Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424v6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 03 1 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the Impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is ''climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is completel Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest industry. The forest ry, fishing, mining and agriculture industri es have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. r believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pu lp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third~party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our fo rest and 
the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environment al Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 021 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on t he 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world Is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
In the prevention of forest fl res. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, kllllng trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That ls 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed tha.t 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party envirollmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of t he 

proposed diffuser will meet Ca nadian marine guidelines and there Is no history of lee scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment faci lity is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint w ill be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 
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I am proud of our forest ind ustry. The fore stry, fishing, m ining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work t ogether. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into t he Northumberland Strait for well ove r a half a century 

and the fishing see ms to be bette r than ever. This project w ill be an improvement. 

Concern has been ra ised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low·grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirer:nents from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project . 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which Is green energy. NSP would love to 
have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902 -424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 01 5 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour' until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings al'e reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the. carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon Instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been f lowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or flsh habitat as a result of this project. 

Third party environmental experts have concludecl the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third~party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 
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The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Lower Sackville, NS l 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Middle Sackville, NS l 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriat e that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to t he Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

Middle Sackville, NS . 

NOV O 6 2019 

RECEIVED 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax; 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scot ia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it Is appropriate that t he government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year . That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS L _ 
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Response to Northern Pulp Repl<1cernent of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and wateiways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon Instead of 
releaslng the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest Industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mlll has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS I 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate t hat the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive ! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the ~orthumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this proj ect. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS . 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS . 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 010 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re~route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz., NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear M inister Wilson: 

P. 011 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension. to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 01 2 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 se~dlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from t he mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerety, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 
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Response t o Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scot ia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P.013 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded t he ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and a~riculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 
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Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 \ 4 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flow Ing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS --- __ 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 :53 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 017 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal E'.rwironmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environrnental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in t he science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10:53 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 8 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, J think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing Industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED \0 :53 AM Elmsdale Lumber 
FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 019 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/06/ 2019/WED 10:54 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replac:ement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 020 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp t o use Boat 

Harbour unt il such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture Industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 



NOV/ 06/2019/WED 10 :54 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 023 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As t he 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp t o use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater t reatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

Sincerely, 

Western Shore, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10:34 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fa:x: 902~424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "cl imate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 :35 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Repl acement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn; Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete thei r new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincere ly, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 :35 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilsotl, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10:35 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2.019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Enfield, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 :35 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent ireatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424v6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the clean~p of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10:35 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension t:o complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, 1 think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing Industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 201 9/WED 10 :35 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 3028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluel'lt Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10 :35 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear M inister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mlle River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10 :36 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change" . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10:36 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. o: 0 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow N.orthern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10:36 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 011 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 

NOV O 6 2u19 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10: 18 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No.9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive ! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route t he treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture Industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

·sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 : 18 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No.9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax; 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour untll a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced Into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the ca rbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 : 18 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

Novembers, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED ID : 18 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 P. 004 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved; I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is t o re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of -the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very Important ly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 

NOV O 6 ~Ji9 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 : 18 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

Novembers, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Env ironment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government_ cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal fnvironmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10: 18 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive ! Treated effluent from the milt has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is t o re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10: 19 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424·6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe In the science. The economy and t he 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10: 1° AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That ls 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing Industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe In the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS 



HOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10: 19 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant Impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mlle River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10: 19 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wil son, Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 010 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
Impressive! Treated effluent from t he mill has been flowing into t he Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, f ishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10 : 19 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November s, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 011 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mlle River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 019/WED 10: 19 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Repiacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 012 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported In Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 

scientist, but I believe in science. 

I am proud of our forest indust ry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 :20 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442. 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear M inister Wilson: 

P. 0 3 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to co.mplete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

When this state--of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

NS 



t!OV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10:20 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax:: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 014 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean w at er quality within S meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little Impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

Sincerely, 

NS 

NOV O 6 ~J'i~ 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10 :20 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 015 

I am in favour of giving Northern 'Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is ''climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests ald in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval o'f Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together . 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS . 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10:20 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2 P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 016 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp t o use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is " climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. f:orest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval o f Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

When this state-of-the-art w ast ewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Nine Mile River, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10 :20 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Sox 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 ! 7 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs l=orestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland St rait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait . Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. 1 believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10:20 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent l"reatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 018 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been f lowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 10:20 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 019 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing Industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

East Gore, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10 :21 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902~424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 020 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 

NOV O 6 ~~-3 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10 :21 AM Elmsdale Lumber 
FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 021 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour untll a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon Into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within S meters of the 
proposed diffuser wlll meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this Information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 10:21 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response t o Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson; 

P. 022 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension t o complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is ''climate change" . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid In the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When t rees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and w aterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role In 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is t o re-route the t reated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. ,hird party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or f ish habitat as a result of this project . 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 11 :07 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Efffuent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424· 6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbou~ until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of~the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :07 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
Impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan Is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 
98% steam. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11: 07 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able t o thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Concern has been raised about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third~party 
consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far
field. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS NOV O 6 ~J~9 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 11 :07 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424·6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00? 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there Is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Tangier, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11:07 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 

NOV O 6 2J19 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 06/ 20 19/ WED 11 :07 AM Elmsdal e Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax : 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported In Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 

scientist, but I believe in science. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED II :07 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova SCotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to Lise Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over so 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 



HOV/ 06/ 20 19/WED 11 :08 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November S, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour untll such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged Independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the 1:nvironment on the impact their project may of' may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

When this state-of-the•art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED II :08 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Hali fax, NS 63J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I believe if an extension is given it gives Northern Pulp a chance to fix the mess they have done as well 

gives the many employees a chance to keep their jobs. My hope is if this chance is given, the famflies 

who are affected in both the communities of those who are affected by the pollution and those affected 

by potential unemployment can have the chance to both get what they want and need. Which is clean 

drinking water for those affect by the pollutions and continued employment for those lumber workers 

who rely on this income to feed their families. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11:08 AM Elmsdal e Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November S, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 ! 0 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 
Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported In Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe In science. 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 11 :08 AM Elmsdal e Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment facility 

November 5, 2019 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 l l 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin . 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When t rees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing Into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

MIiford, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED II :08 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 '. 2 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture Industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe In the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS 



NOV/06/20 19/WED 11: 08 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 013 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbo ur until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, 1 think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11 :08 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Fc1dlity 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 014 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think It is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED II :09 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 J 5 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup p·rocess can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture Industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED ll :09 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902J424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 6 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing Industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS I 

NOV O 6 ~J19 

RECEIVED 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11:0S AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. O! 7 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together succes.sfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Kennetcook, NS I 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED II :09 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November s, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 44Z 

Halifax, NS B3J ZP8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 0 l 8 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, 1 think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland St~ait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Stra it. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Truro, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 11 :09 AM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 019 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete t heir new effluent system . As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think It is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, t he Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored Into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 11 :09 AM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 020 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Northern Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 12:09 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 001 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement . 

Sincerely, 

Milford, NS I 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 12 :09 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change". If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role i'n 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/ WED 12 :09 PM El msdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

Novetnber S, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this st ate-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries wilt be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup w ill begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing.into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 20 19/ WED 12:09 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

When this state-of-the~art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Mill Village, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 12 : 10 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No . 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facil ity 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax : 902·424-6925 

Environmenta l Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Hal ifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it Is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over SO 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Forestry is an integral part of our emnomy. If we are to longer employ Nova Scotians in these jobs, we 

wlll force them to move out of the province. This is not beneficial to our economy or to our people. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 12 : 10 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fa x: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Hal ifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to co'mplete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Why are you picking on Northern Pulp? There are many other company's that cause worse damage. If 
Northern Pulp shuts down, many jobs will be affected, mine included. 

I went out of province to get my schooling so I could work in Nova Scotia. Forestry is rny life and 

passion; I do not want to lose that. 

Sincerely, 

Hardwoodlands, NS 



NOV/ 06/2019/ WED 12 : 10 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such tlrne the cleanup process can begin. 

We are not scientist or economists. We can only go with the facts we hear in the news reports. We all 
need to work together to have an economy that can flourish and can be sustained. As long as we aren't 
killing species of fish, plant life or animals, we have to work the land to survive. Losing the forestry 

industry in Nova Scotia would cripple our province. So many related businesses would be lost, and our 
population would reduce which would be lost and our population would reduce which would effect all 
Nova Scotians. Everything is linked to everything. 

Sincerely, 

Goffs, NS 



NOV/ Ub/'.LU I ~/ WKU t L: I U PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pu lp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour unti l such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NUV/ Ul:i/LUl~/ WEV IL: JU PM Elmsdal e Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honour~ble Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia E'nvironment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to -use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 

NOV O 6 1.J19 

RECEIVED 



HOV/ 06/ 2019/WED 01 :28 PM Elmsdale Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I 

I am In favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 
The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NUV/ Uti!LU I ~; Wm U I : :rn PM Elmsdale Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear M inister Wilson: 

P. 002 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project wi ll be an improvement. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Beaverbank, NS I 



NUV/ Ub/LUI ~/ Wr.U IJI : L8 PM Elmsdale Lumber r'AX No. ~UL8lf:lt:!L4 P. 003 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Beaverbank, NS 



NUV/ Ub/LU I ~/ WEU U I : :rn PM Elmsd.a le Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424·6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete t he project. 

Sincerely, 

Beaverbank, NS 



NUV/ Ub/ LUl8/ W~U UI : l~ PM Elmsdale Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent 'Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotla Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. UUJ 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think It is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have llttle impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Sincerely, 

Beaverbank, NS 



NOV/UblLUl~/WEU Ul:L~ PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902·424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such t ime the cleanup process can begin. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest. and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the 

proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the 

planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have little impact 

on the Strait and fisheries. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS · 



NOV/ Ub/ LUl~/ W~U Ul :L~ PM Elmsda le Lumber 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



NOV/ Uo/'lU I ~/ WEU U I: L~ PM Elmsda le Lumber FAX No. 9028832324 

Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

November 5, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment Is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government aflow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

The pulp plant's effluent has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for wefl over a haff a century 

and the fishing seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sfncerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 6:38:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The scientific reports
show the improvement in the effluent with the proposed system vs. the current system that
meets the environmental regulations. The diffusion method is shown to have no adverse
effects on fishing with no fish habitat in that area and the diffusion method described in the
plan will have the discharge quickly blended with the sea water. With all of these items in
place, I see no need for the government not to approve this project and grant the time to
construct and commission it. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 25 y: 16



From: David Parker
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Date: November 6, 2019 7:08:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment
PO Box 442
Halifax, NS B0J 2P8

Dear Sir:
I am writing in support of the approval of the environmental assessment for the proposed effluent pipeline for
Northern Pulp here in Pictou County.
As an elected Councillor for a large, rural district I hear daily from my constituents of the vital necessity of keeping
our forest industry. My residents are strongly in favour of approval. Also, I consider myself an environmentalist,
having been active in hunting, fishing, hiking, growing forests, etc. all my life. I hold a BSc (Univ. of Guelph, 1975)
and have taught high school Physics, Chemistry and Biology for over 30 years.
Enough about me, what about the proposal? I am impressed that the proponents have been careful and thorough.
They have accessed the “best science and the best engineering” available.
They will build an on-site treatment plant, at their cost, which significantly reduces the chemical toxicity, biosolids
and biological oxygen demand of the effluent. The effluent, according to experts, will have minimal impact on the
marine receiving waters.
The actual pipe, made of more than 2” thick HDPE, will be fused using a high temperature hot plate welding
technique. This will result in “no joints” which are the most likely source of pipe failure. Additionally they will use
an even thicker pipe where it passes through the Pictou Town watershed area. More precaution.
I am impressed that Northern Pulp conducted real time surveys of fishing activity during the spring lobster season of
2019. They have chosen a discharge site that is not usually fished. Also, they have selected a deeper site which is not
subject to ice scouring nor the activity of scallop dragging.
In closing, I fully recognize the difficult political and economic choices facing our government with this issue. I
sincerely ask you to consider the points I have raised and make the best decision for our environment and our
economy.
Sincerely,
Councillor David Parker

Sent from my iPad

________________________________

This email and any attached files are confidential and intended solely for the intended recipient(s). If you are not the
named recipient you should not read, distribute, copy or alter this email. Any views or opinions expressed in this
email are those of the author and do not represent those of the company from which this email is being sent from.
Warning: Although precautions have been taken to make sure no viruses are present in this email, the company
cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage that arise from the use of this email or attachments.

mailto:David.Parker@munpict.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:17:28 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Based on the
environmental assessment for the Northern Pulp Mill. I believe the science is clear and the
project should go ahead. I also believe that the use of boat harbour should be extended as the
cleanup is not scheduled until a federal assessment is done. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Antigonish Nova Scotia Municipality:
Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 31



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:20:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to see the
effluent treatment facility to be built as the science is clear that it is safe. Name: 

@gmail.com Address: 
Nova Scotia Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:30:26 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i suport this project
becasuse the study shows it will have know significant afect on the fish habitat Name: 

@gmail.com Address: westville Municipality: Postal-Code:
 Phone: ## Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-

Statement: agree x: 73 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:45:56 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project will replace
the existing Boat Harbour facility with current technology, result in better dispersion of treated
effluent in the Northumberland Strait and allow Northern Pulp to continue to support the
economy of Nova Scotia through direct and indirect employment. The decision on whether the
project proceeds should be based on the science rather than the emotions and hysteria of the â?
ono pipeâ?  contingent. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:48:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp has been a
critical part of Nova Scotias economical footprint for decades. Humanity relies on products
that come from bleached kraft mills. Although the process comes with some environmental
impacts, Northern has always met the current criteria put forth by our government. As our
environmental outlook shifts, and we start to see that we need to adjust criteria to ensure our
planet is ok for years to come, we look to places like Northern pulp to adjust on a dime.
Criteria can be changed, and met... but we need to allow for time. The studies show that
Northern is looking out for our planet with their new proposal. Lets give them the time they
need to do it right. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 29



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:51:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I understand that science
explained that the pipe will not affect the fisheries or the habitat. i agree on the pipe . nova
scotia needs it Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 18



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:06:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello, you cannot allow Northern Pulp to continue to dump waste.  No pipe!!  It’s time you started thinking about
the health of Nova Scotians and not helping companies pollute our province.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:14:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i believe if the science
behind the theory that its a safe environment to put the pipes in that i am all for it, that the
water quality will meet the canadian marine guidelines Name:  Email:

@msn.com Address:  Municipality: trenton Postal-Code: Phone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:16:56 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
Please do not allow Northern Pulp to continue to destroy out forests and pollute our waters. This
must stop NOW !
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:19:35 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: A very well written
report, a lot of time and research done. Peace of mind knowing that the water quality five
meters from the pipe meets and as well the water temperature will not be affected. I feel the
company should be given an extension to get this project done. Every step of the project will
be supervised and monitored to the highest level. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Barneys River Pictou County
 Municipality: Laggan Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -

#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 20



From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:22:58 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i believe if the science
behind the theory that its a safe environment to put the pipes in that i am all for it, that the
water quality will meet the canadian marine guidelines Name:  Email:

@msn.com Address:  Municipality: trenton Postal-Code:  Phone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 30



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:24:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The treated effluent
treatment facility project that Northern Pulp is proposing, will enable the mill to continue
operating. For the past 50 years, treated effluent has been going into the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Which is no different that any other pulp/paper mill in Nova Scotia, or most of the world. This
proposal will enable the mill to discharge a better quality effluent into the strait. Name: 

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Inverness
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:27:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: if the science is there
then go for it Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: new glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:29:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: within the five meters of
the diff use, the difference between the treated wastewater and the ocean temp. will be less
than 1C Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Westvile Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:33:12 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This mill is polluting our
environment and polluting our people. We focus on the small short term benefit of jobs/status
quo while ignoring the significant long term negative environment and health effects. Itâ?Ts
not worth it. Please do not allow the norther pulp mill to dump its poison into the
northumberland strait. Name: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65
y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:42:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The impact of the
wastewater treatment will not hurt the fishing industry. There will little impact to the air
quality around the community as well. Name: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:43:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Enviromental experts
assessed that no significant inpacts are expected on any fisheries or the fish habitat as a result
of this project. The difference between the treated waste water and ocean temperature will be
less than 1C. Name: @gmail.com Address: Municipality:
Trenton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:53:06 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Save the Mill Name:
@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow

Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 84 y: 24



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:54:58 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I will start off by stating
that i do work in the Forestry Industry, so i do have reasons as to why i would like to see the
project move forward, but i do not want this to come at the price of the environment. With that
said, i do not understand how a company who has a proposal that exceeds standards, which
provides soo much to our economy, and is moving forward is not given the, relatively, short
amount of time required to make this step forward. People question the companies past efforts,
etc and i do see the complaint, as i believe the company should have been more forthcoming
with information and the time lines of the process. I have worked in government and i do have
some understanding about the hold ups and the requirements of steps before moving to the
next, so i do understand some of the companys hold ups and why certain things take so long.
My question is, can Nova Scotia afford to lose more? Does the short amount of time requested
to make this process more safer and healthy shift the balance so much that it is not worth
doing? I have heard how there are traps set right now where the current run off is and the
lobster pulls are high, so if this is such a scary outcome, why are they using it to their
advantage right now? For that matter, how in good conscience are they selling people lobster
from waters that they believe are unhealthy? Again, i want to see things done correctly and in
a way that meets all required standards, but if the proposed project is going to do so, then
allow them the time to make it happen. They are asking for less than a couple years, shouldnt
they be afforded that since technically they had their agreement cut short by the government in
the first place? Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 29

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:00:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the focus
report, I believe Northern Pulp should be granted an extension. The third party environmental
experts assessed that no significant impacts are expected on marine life. and that within 5
meters of the diffuser, that there will be less than 1C degree of difference between the
wastewater and the ocean, and will meet canadian marine guidelines. If the science shows that
there will be no difference, and that it is an effective way to move forward for Northern Pulp. I
believe this is the best option. Name:  Email: @live.ca Address:

 Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:02:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i have read the report on
the effluent treatment project at northern pulp and I belive that the impact to the enviroment
will be minamel. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 14



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:09:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is a large
part of our community and without it our county will be affected. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

61 y: 22



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:14:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read up on this
plan. It is very interesting and looks like a good plan. I think it will definitely work well to
help our environment. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:16:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am for this because
there will not be significant impact on any fisheries or fish habitats, as well the ocean water
quality will meet the Canadian Marine Guidelines. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 28 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:21:17 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am glad to see that
there is science based facts that prove that marine life will not be affected and the water
temperature will be not affected. Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 21



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp mill
Date: November 6, 2019 9:22:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello.  

I am writing to indicate my support for the NS government in honoring the Boat Harbor
closure agreement. 

I would also like to indicate my opposition to the construction of an effluent pipe discharging
pulp waste into the Northumberland Straight.

Thank you. 

 



From: @unifor75.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:23:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Papier Excellence Ã
laissÃ© une image peu reluisant dune industrie forestiÃ¨re/papetiÃ¨re dune autre Ã©poque.
Depuis lachat, Northern Pulp a dÃ©jÃ investi plus de 130 millions de dollars dans
lamÃ©lioration de son empreinte environnementale, en passant du mazout au gaz naturel et en
prÃ©voyant installer un systÃ¨me de traitement des effluents de remplacement de la pulpe.
Câ?Test de largent bien dÃ©pensÃ© et une diminution remarquable prÃ©vue des polluant
dans lair et dans leau. Northern Pulp deviendra lune des usines les plus respectueuses de
lenvironnement en AmÃ©rique du Nord. LachÃ¨vement du rapport Focus fournit les preuves
scientifiques qui permettront dapprouver lÃ©valuation environnementale. En tant que
ministre de lEnvironnement de la Nouvelle-Ã?cosse, cest Ã vous maintenant de prendre votre
dÃ©cision. De plus, Ã la suite de lexamen scientifique du rapport, dans les limites du mandat
du rapport, il ny a pas deffets nÃ©gatifs ou deffets environnementaux importants qui
pourraient Ãªtre causÃ©s par lentreprise. Approuvez ce plan, lancez le projet et maintenez en
vie le secteur forestier de la Nouvelle-Ã?cosse. Le Canada est un pays riche en ressources
naturelles. Avec cette richesse viennent de grandes opportunitÃ©s, mais aussi de grandes
responsabilitÃ©s. Nous avons dÃ©jÃ lune des plus fortes protections environnementales du
monde et nous devrions Ãªtre fiers de notre bilan. Nous devons Ã©galement comprendre
quune Ã©conomie forte qui crÃ©e de bons emplois et offre des possibilitÃ©s de
dÃ©veloppement Ã©conomique peut aller de pair avec un dÃ©veloppement durable qui
respecte les droits des PremiÃ¨res Nations. La foresterie est lâ?Tune de nos industries les plus
durables, avec des perspectives dâ?Tavenir, mais seulement si nous faisons les bons choix.
Nous avons lun de ces choix devant nous maintenant. Nous sommes fermement convaincus
que lâ?Tapprobation du projet dâ?Tinstallation de traitement des effluents de remplacement de
la pulpe du Nord est le bon choix pour nos membres, le secteur forestier au sens large, tous les
intervenants et dÃ©tenteurs de droits et la province de la Nouvelle-Ã?cosse. Name: 

@unifor75.org Address: 
Municipality: QuÃ©bec Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 93 y: 15



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:28:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Thank you for taking the
time to consider the below comments on the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for
Environmental Assessment. I have a personal stake in the decision made here. I grew up in the
town of Pictou, and although I now live in Halifax, I still have many friends and family in
Pictou County, and I spend much of my free time in the area. Although I have many concerns
with this focus report, I will attempt to highlight a few of my key concerns here. The focus
report compares Northern Pulp with other Canadian pulp mills on pages xxvii and xxviii, as
well as international mills owned by Paper Excellence. Northern Pulpâ?Ts performance, in
general, falls in the middle of the pack. However, the companyâ?Ts international operations
are largely much worse than NP, which leads one to believe that the company does not place
importance on environmental sustainability and control. Instead, they appear to focus on the
minimum government requirements for each location where they operate. On page xxxiv, the
report claims that â?othere will be automated leak detection of the land-based pipe between
Pictou and Caribou to identify issues in the unlikely event that a leak does occur.â? There is no
mention of leak detection measures in place for the marine based segments and no mention of
how a leak will be mitigated to ensure it doesnâ?Tt impact the drinking water supply for the
town of Pictou. In addition, regarding the Groundwater analysis on Page 6, I would argue that
given time, all pipes will leak, and the route should not be anywhere near the water supply for
the town. This in itself makes the proposal unacceptable. Page xxxvii lists the responsibilities
of Northern Pulp. They take no responsibility for potential impacts on lobster and marine life
in the Northumberland Strait, which is arguably the largest concern of opponents of the
project. It appears that they are pre-emptively washing their hands of any responsibility for
marine life impacts. In fact, regarding marine life impacts, the focus report on page 26
discusses effluent treatment to remove â?oeffluents that could cause potential immediate and
severe harm acute lethality to fishâ?. Certainly acute lethality is a major concern, but what
about long term impact on marine life? I would argue the long term impacts on a key fishery
that spans more than one province is a key concern. The report does not adequately address
long term marine life impacts. As summarized earlier in the report, on p. xxxviii, the
assessment of impact on the marine ecosystem seems to be that itâ?Ts better than what
Northern Pulp is currently doing. Unfortunately, that is not good enough. The Marine
geotechnical survey on pages 18-23 is not adequate in my opinion. The report is seeking
approval for a pipeline to last 50 to 100 years, yet it is considering ice scour data for one year,
which cannot be interpolated to be an average year. Especially in times of climate change, ice
formation and movement in the ocean environment is, if anything, becoming more
unpredictable. The bottom types identified are certainly of a softer type that are easily
impacted by ice pressures sand, silt, clay, gravel, etc. Throughout the effluent assessment, the
focus report claims that the newly treated effluent will be comparable to the current effluent
see page 33, â?oAs such, since the current and proposed ETFs are anticipated to have
comparable performance, the data collected from Point C can be used to accurately represent
what the effluent from the replacement ETF would resemble.â?. I donâ?Tt know anyone who
thinks that the current effluent is acceptable, hence the reason to close the environmental



disaster that is Boat Harbour. Suggesting the new system will result in similar effluent is not
acceptable. I will move away now from all the marine impacts that are not acceptable, and
make a comment about the air quality in the area. The focus report pages 4 and 5 claims that
the air emissions will be similar to what they currently are, with some potential new emissions
from the new processes. I read this to say that the air quality in Pictou County, which is
already poor in the opinion of many â?" residents and visitors alike â?" will at best stay the
same, or potentially get a little worse. I personally do not believe this is acceptable. Based on
past interactions with the various owners of the pulp mill, the residents of Pictou County,
including Pictou Landing First Nation, have no reason to trust Northern Pulp / Paper
Excellence. I donâ?Tt believe this focus report does anything to change those feelings of
distrust. From the Paper Excellence website: â?oOur promise is to constantly challenge the
limit, and tirelessly strive for victory. We will be victorious when we become â?" and remain
â?" the lowest cost, highest efficiency, and most profitable company in our business â?"
through happy, committed and dynamic peopleâ? â?¦ clearly the company is concerned with
profit over the environment. I hope that the government is willing to uphold its commitments
to all Nova Scotians, and particularly the residents of Pictou Landing First Nation, by keeping
its promise and honouring the Boat Harbour Act. There is no acceptable reason to extend the
closure date. This is an opportunity for the government to show that it keeps the promises it
makes, and that it is forward thinking with regards to environmental policy. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 56 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:30:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: NO TO THIS PLANT.
This is a disgrace. If you work in this department and believe the lies you are part of the
problem. Show courage and speak your mind. This project is riddled with lies and deception.
Do not bear false witness in this toxic project. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Mountains of Margaree Municipality: Margaree Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 4



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: I Support Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:33:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

   Treated waste water has been flowing into the Norththumberland Strait since 1967.  This
new state of art water treatment plant at the mill site will be going to a different part of the
Strait a little further out and deeper and eliminating Boat Harbor.  I believe pulp mills in
Quebec are poised to expand creating more effluent in a more concise area in the St.
Lawrence..
    I retired 17 years ago from Northern Pulp after over 35 years of service.  I started at  Scott
Paper in 1967.  I have lived all these years in Antigonish, travelling back on forth each day.
My  at  Hospital for several years and she became a stay at home
mom.  We have  ,  who attended St. Francis University and  who attended
Concordia in  Montreal.  Working at Northern Pulp gave us the opportunity to promote
education at university and beyond.  The  are now residing in Nova scotia in their
own homes and are tax payers today.  Our  still lives in Montreal.
I want to see more people have these opportunities to promote our people and province.
We need our forestry in Nova Scotia for everyone.
     Best Regards  



From: @mail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:42:07 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this is a good
project for the environment. Name: @mail.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:47:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To the Environment
Minister of Nova Scotia and the Honourable Premier I would like to briefly say that l am in
support of the new treatment facility and the pipeline project The scientific consensus
indicates that there will be no significant impacts to the Fisheries or the fish habitat
Construction phase is will have minor impacts to marine life and ecosystems of which will no.
Doubt be reversible as marine species re-establish naturally much in the same fashion as the
PEI fixed link project The volume of effluent that currently flows through Boat Harbour will
be delivered to the Northumberland Strait as an after treatment by-product that will be
absorbed by diffusion within 5 to 50 meters from the outflow My family moved to Pictou
County in 1967 to work with the forestry sector, and l remain the only immediate family
member to remain in Nova Scotia as my siblings have al left in pursuit of jobs and
employment. My daughter has left Northern Nova Scotia for work and my son has left the
province for work We need these jobs in forestry and we can coexist with the fisheries just as
we have coexisted for the last 52 years Again my position is in favour of the effluent project
and for an extension of the Boat Harbour facility until such time that the Effluent Treatment
Facility is built and is operating Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment Name:

@gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:51:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: if good for the
enviorment,all in favor Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 
 - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:52:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hello, My name is 
I am a 2nd class power engineer at northern pulp. Working for northern pulp has

provided me the educational training and practice to advance my PE class to 2nd class. As a
member of the emergence response team, I am provided with additional training which helps
me improve my skills and knowledge to be a support to the ERT and my community at large. I
was born and raised in Pictou county and have seen the positive impact the mill has had on our
community in ways of sponsorship, fundraising, employment, and co-ops. In  my wife
and I have bought our home in New Glasgow. In the Spring of   .
Our familys financial stability depends on the future of the mill. After reading the focus report
we feel the evidence provided is more than sufficient to support the replacement effluent
treatment facility project. In closing, we are hopeful for the best outcome where all parties are
pleased with the decision. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: New glasgow Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 92 y: 23



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:52:35 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Ive tried so hard to be
accepting of the situation but when the warrior up threats came out that was all I could
stomach. Since the establishment of Boat Harbour the Pictou Landing First Nations has
received documentable proof 81 million dollars in compensation for Boat Harbour. They also
have 525 acres of land southeast of Amherst called Franklin Manor. If Boat Harbour is
creating all the horrors over the last 52 years that they claim and with the money theyve
received over the years why have they not been pro active and relocated I can only think of 81
million reasons and millions of more to come. They are opportunists and bleeding hearts that
are merely leaching millions from the Provincial coffers using Boat harbour as an excuse. No
sane peoples would subject themselves to that kind of threat when alternatives have existed for
years. #nosympathy All in for northern pulp and the pipe Name:  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address: Abercrombie Point Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 51 y: 18



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:54:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a woodlot owner in
Nova Scotia and a Forestry Silviculture Contractor I am pleading for an extension. As a
province we need to keep our one and only pulp mill on the main land of Nova Scotia in Nova
Scotia. Without our mill, woodlot owners will see land values plummet because of poor
market conditions and the loss of a major supplier of silviculture funds for intensive forest
management on the provinces woodland. You may ask yourself how do you know this, well
for most of my 32 year career in forestry I have been doing woodlot evaluation for private
woodlot owners. So here is my question to you. Do we want Nova Scotia woodland to be
valuable for the generations of the future or not? Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Amherst Postal-Code: 
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

61 y: 19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:54:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i hope this gets approved
our area depends on the forest industry Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: milton Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 23



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Reject Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:54:46 AM

 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Executive Secretary to the Minister & Deputy Minister
Nova Scotia Environment
1894 Barrington St.  18th Floor
PO BOX 442
Halifax, NS   B3J 2P8
Phone: (902) 424-3736

 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message may contain privileged and/or confidential information. If
you have received this e-mail in error or are not the intended recipient, you may not use, copy,
disseminate, or distribute it. Please do not open any attachments and delete this message
immediately from your system and notify the sender by e-mail or telephone that you have done
so.     Thank you!
 

From:  @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 6, 2019 5:56 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Reject Northern Pulp
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to ask you to reject in it's entirety the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  It is clear
that this proposal will have serious negative environmental on the land, air and sea.  This project will
create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage
the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and
diverse wildlife.
 
There's no earthly reason that Northern Pulp shouldn't have have bear the costs of feeling with it's
own pollution in a closed-containment system, as their sister companies do elsewhere. The idea that
they should be permitted to offload thsee very real costs onto our oceans, land, fishermen, and
communities is preposterous.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:56:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is a key
contributor to the industry, supplying sawmills with logs and purchasing byproduct chips and
bark that sawmills generate. Closure of the Northern Pulp mill would lead to a major
contraction of the industry. Northern pulp has done multiple things in the last couple of years
to do right by the environment which is important to me. Northern Pulp has improved its
environmental footprint by Reduced odorous emissions by more than 90 on average â?¢
Reduced recovery boiler particulate emissions by 99 on average â?¢ Reduced mill wide
particulate emissions by more than 80 on average â?¢ Reduced greenhouse gas emissions
through the conversion from fuel oil to natural gas. This is just the beginning of what northern
pulp can do to make the process better for the environment. The EA was completed
thoroughly and they have plans to make northern pulp even better for the county and the
environment. The new proposed outfall has much better mixing in Caribou harbor than our
current discharge point at Boat Harbor, this has been proven by the scientific models done by
Stantec. The fact that there will be NO untreated effluent leaving the Mills property in
Abercrombie is a huge benefit and eliminates the risk of another untreated effluent spill into
the harbor. The new line will also have leak detection and is going to be constructed with
High-Density Polyethylene HDPE pipeline chosen for its reliability. This new facility is the
benchmark of all-new modern effluent treatment facilities constructed built all over the world.
Not only will this new facility meet and exceed all the current regulations but it will have no
problem surpassing any future regulations introduced. The science also dictates that there will
be NO adverse effects to any marine life. This mill and in turn this new Wastewater treatment
facility is vital to Nova Scotia and our economy. It is possible for us to co-exist with the
fisheries just like all of the previous mills who have installed this technology have proven. We
simply need the chance. #YESPIPE Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Trenton Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 44 y: 14



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:58:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the science supports
all environmental guide lines . I think Northern pulp should continue with the pipe line to
further their success company growth . Name: @live.ca
Address:  Municipality: westville Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 37 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:58:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I read the focus report
and I am very happy that marine life will not be affected and the water temperature will not be
altered. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:01:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i saw the difference the
system made a the former bowater mersey site. np needs this nova scotia needs this. Name:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: milton Postal-Code:
 Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

67 y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:04:56 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The runoff from the farm
fields in PEI / NS and NB has more harmful contamination then the pulp mill Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Marion Bridge Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:06:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There is science that
proves marine life wont be affected and water temperature. If science proves this than I think
paper Excellence should be given the time too build their new treatment plant. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Westville Postal-Code: : ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:08:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project should be
approved. The new owners of Northern Pulp have shown that they are committed to a cleaner
operation and the focus report shows that this project will result in a much cleaner mill. The
fact that the project design has not changed as a result of the focus report shows that they want
to do the right thing. This is a great opportunity for Nova Scotians to stand behind our
economy while also taking great steps forward towards a cleaner environment. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Hebbville Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 31 y: 24



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Scotsburn Lumber
Date: November 6, 2019 10:11:17 AM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003330.pdf

 
 

Executive Secretary to the Minister & Deputy Minister
Nova Scotia Environment
1894 Barrington St.  18th Floor
PO BOX 442
Halifax, NS   B3J 2P8
Phone: (902) 424-3736

 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message may contain privileged and/or confidential information. If
you have received this e-mail in error or are not the intended recipient, you may not use, copy,
disseminate, or distribute it. Please do not open any attachments and delete this message
immediately from your system and notify the sender by e-mail or telephone that you have done
so.     Thank you!
 

From:  @scotsburnlumber.com> 
Sent: November 6, 2019 9:54 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Scotsburn Lumber
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thanks for your time and consideration with this matter.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca































Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a ,wo shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada . The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, a t the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 
as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmehtal Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift ba~is and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility wil l be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

MS 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ... .. one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia . If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry .... . one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: 

Signature. 

RE: Nortnern Pulp Environmental Assessment focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. lfwe have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construct ion or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature: 

RE: Northern. Pulp Enviro)lmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 
party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 
as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012 . We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 10:09:51 AM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003343.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration with this matter.
























Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assess ent-F-ocus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

l. 

~~~~~-~-.-----

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmenta l Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that th is would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the t ime to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail :_ 

Signatur 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

------------

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012 . We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ... .. one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia . If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3•d 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



( 

Name: 

Address : 

E-mail:_ 

Signatun 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

---'-~~:..:::£.~--------
/1/r: 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

M MBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the stud wood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation . Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF) . It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to const ruct t heir new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: ----------- ----
Addresi 

E-mail: 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

M MBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the stud wood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation . Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

th is decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signatun 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

-----------

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill ch ips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ... .. one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF) . It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct t heir new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 10:00:36 AM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003338.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thanks for your time and consideration with this matter.
























Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: :D o Q cJ .\-

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on th is. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Add res! 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 1:> o 

Signature: _ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry .... . one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Nort11ern t1u1p t.nv1ronmenta1 ASsessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of stud wood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the t ime to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Env1ronmenta1 ASsessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulp mill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

{ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 9:36:28 AM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003325.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thanks for your consideration with this matter.




















Name: ~ 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp tnv1ronmenta1 Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in t he province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision . 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

---------------



Name: 

Addres: 

E-mail: 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negat ively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation . 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

--------- ---



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulp mill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ l.::ndowner'" will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last SO+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 
ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

----------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last SO+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3'd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

------- -------



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:34:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:16:54 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:04:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

The science is irrefutable.  In this day and age when we are in a huge climate crisis with
Canada being one of the worst offending countries, I see it as your duty to make the hard (but
right) decision to protect our ecosystems and move away from the damaging practices that will
endanger the future of the earth itself. The international  protests and the science speak
volumes.  Will you?  If you can’t make the right decision, I personally think you should resign
as Minister of the Environment.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 7:53:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax NS 

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 7:50:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 6:15:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 4:43:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal presently being considered under provincial
environmental assessment.  It is imperative that you reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create even greater human
health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region –
which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 4:37:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 4:28:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Porters lake, N.S.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 3:58:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 3:36:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 5, 2019 3:28:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 

 



From: @groupesavoie.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:13:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Northern Pulp has all
environment issues covered. They should be given the time to build their plant. Name: 

@groupesavoie.com Address: 
Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 24



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:18:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp has filled
a void forlow grade fiber for over 50 years . they should be given the opportunity to continue
to operate in NS,provided they meet environmented conditions laid out in construction of their
new effluent plant. Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Brookside Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:19:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As  N.S.
Silviculture Contractors Association, as a forest owner and as a forest professional, I and most
of our members have read the mill effluent assessment data and are reassured by its outcome.
If we have faith in science and we do then this data suggests that mill effluent will have a
modest impact on the marine environment. Our members overwhelmingly support government
approval of this project. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 20



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited, Focus Report September 2019
Date: November 6, 2019 10:21:09 AM
Attachments: JIF Consulting.zip

From: @gmail.com> 
Sent: October 31, 2019 4:07 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Cc: 

Subject: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited, Focus Report September 2019
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Attached is my submission to you as Minister of the Environment for Nova Scotia.  The document
lists important points which Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited has failed to address with the
proposed replacement effluent treatment facility and the proposed pipeline to the Northumberland
Strait.  Providing approval of the proposed undertaking, is not recommended.
 
Please note the following points of fact:
1.) The Mill will dispose of 62,000 to 85,000 cubic meters of waste water per day.  This is 700 to 950
litres per second.  Per year, at 62,000 cubic metres/day this is 22 billion litres of waste water. 
2.) Total suspended solids or COD (chemical oxygen demand) or BOD (biological oxygen demand) at
0.3 grams per litre leaving the proposed treatment facility is equivalent to 6.6 million kilograms of
waste solids entering the Northumberland Strait per year.  If you consider the three demands
together 6.6 million kg x 3 is = 19.8 million kilograms waste per year…  (Table 2.3-3 Laboratory
Analytical Results Summary of the Focus Report) 
 
3.) Waste water leaving the effluent treatment facility will be between 30 and 37 degrees Celsius.
 The thermal pollution caused by the 22 billion litres of waste water per year, simply can not be
permitted. 
4.) The NPNS Mill is 52 years of age.  It is one of the worst pollution generating kraft pulp mills in
Canada as they (Northern Pulp) described in their submission to you.  Paper Excellence and Northern
Pulp Nova Scotia Limited should only consider a new pulping facility which does not generate
massive waste waters and air pollution.  It is time to clean up this Mill with a new facility which will
likely last another 50 years.  There is no sustainable future for the existing pulp mill in today’s
climate.  It would be better to ship wood logs and wood chips off shore to state of the art pulping
facilities than maintain the current obsolete kraft pulp mill in Pictou County.
 
Thank you and sincerely,
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca



 
 
 
 New Glasgow, N.S.
 @me.com

 
 
 



October 23, 2019 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited 

Notes concerning the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited Focus Report, September 2019 
(Revised/Requested process information for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited,) as required 
for the Minister of the Environment, Nova Scotia for consideration of the waste water pipeline 
and effluent treatment facility to replace the Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment facility. 

1.) The proposed pipeline crosses Pictou Harbour, will this section of the pipeline be buried in 
the floor of the harbour? It is not specifically stated. The pipeline on the land segment, 
crossing from Pictou Harbour, the Rotary along highway 106 (Pictou town areas) to the Caribou 
Wharf and pipeline extension into the Northumberland Strait will be buried as described in the 
document. (Page 42 Project Description, paragraphs 2 & 3). 

It is important that the entire pipeline be buried so it will not flex with tidal changes and ice 
scour during the winter months both within Pictou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait. The 
pipeline made of HOPE can suffer fatigue cracking which cannot be predicted. Fatigue 
cracking could cause the pipeline failure in months after installation. (Page 60, 3.5.1 second 
paragraph, second sentence "PE4710 resin was .... as a result slow crack growths 
uncommon." (Slow crack growth is fatigue cracking.) 

The Pictou Harbour silts contained heavy metals and is the site of the largest bird population. 
What can be done by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited (The Mill) to address this difficult 
issue. 

2.) The pipeline will be high density polyethylene plastic piping, which is a good product for 
the application. Will The Mill require the contractors to pressure test all fusions/welded 
connections? It appears the NorthumberlandStrait and the Pictou watershed lands may have 
product verification. It is unclear as to the entire pipeline length. Nondestructive testing, 
fusion/weld verification quality assurance is essential for the long term life of the pipeline. 
Verification testing, must be by certified inspection having a CSA accreditation for the 
inspection process. 

3.) The October 2019 Kraft Pulping Process diagram does not depict both the Recovery Boiler 
and the Power Boiler. Both types of boilers are common to Kraft Pulp plants. 

4.) The October 2019 Kraft Pulping Process diagram nor the text throughout the 100 plus 
pages does not address the quantities of hydroxide salts, caustics, sulfur compounds or any 
other industrial chemicals added to the digestion of the wood to create pulp. The volume of 
industrial chemicals is significant and this is totally ignored in the environmental description of 
the process. 

5.) Benchmarking The Mill, NPNS is the sixth worst kraft pulp mill in the country based upon 
the Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) levels for the waste waters leaving NPNS ... Shame. 
(Page xxvi i of the project overview) 

6.) Annual waste volume from The Mill is reported to be 62,000 cubic metres of liquid waste 
per day on average. Maximum wastewater should not exceed 85,000 cubic metres per day. 
A volume of 62,000 cubic metres is 22,630,000,000 litres of liquid waste per year. 22.63 billion 
litres of industrial waste into the Northumberland Strait. Because the 22.6 billion litres of waste 
water is at 35 degrees Celsius, it will require 5 times this volume in marine waters to reduce the 
thermal loading from 35 degrees C to ambient temperatures. The Mill waste waters will impact 
100 billion litres of the marine waters, due to temperature alone. The three diffusers described 
in the text are not significantly described. One can only assume that each diffuser pipe would 
be very close to 350 centimeters, or 0.35 meters or 12 inches, given the pipeline is 900 
centimeters in diameter. The heat affected zone for each of the three diffusion pipes at a flow 



of 0.3 cubic meters per second is well beyond 10 meters in the downstream direction ... It is 
not possible to diffuse rapid flowing water, and the jet description imagined for air distribution 
is simply not possible with moving water. 

7.) Management of the settling pond/tanks on The Mill site: The oxides of sulphur, sulphur 
dioxide, hydrogen sulphide and other compounds pose a occupational health and safety risk to 
employees The NS department of Labour requires no employee to be exposed to more than 
0.5 parts per million of hydrogen sulphide in accordance with ACGIH threshold limit values 
(TLVs) for workplace employees. 

The pipeline construction ... 

8.) The fusion of the high density polyethylene pipeline is not sufficiently considered by 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited. They (NPNS Ltd) stated the pipeline will be pressure 
tested before burial in the Northumberland Strait. There is no statement of quality control for 
the land buried pipeline or for the segment under Pictou Harbour running adjacent to the 
Highway 106 causeway. The proposed pipel ine must be pressure tested the entire length of 
the 15 kilometres. 

9.) The Pipeline must also be buried in the Pictou Harbour zone to prevent the pipeline from 
suffering fatigue cracking. This is not addressed within the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited 
Focus Report of September 2019. 

10.) The diffuser assembly as described and depicted in the Focus Report by NPNS Ltd., page 
61 suggested flanged connections. The flanges of stainless steel (depicted page 86, Figure 
4.2-2,) would most likely be selected with stainless steel bolts. Stainless steel which is buried 
in the marine environment does not have access to oxygen to maintain the passivation / 
corrosion resistance. Chromium in stainless steel needs oxygen to create a rust resistant layer. 
Stainless steel that is buried in seawater will rust and corrode. 

11.) The flow rate of the hot waste water of 700 to 950 litres per second will cause pitting 
corrosion of the flanged connectors. The diffuser pipes wi ll break off due to the corrosion of 
these stain less steel flanges. The diffusers will have a very short service life. No mention by 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Ltd., is provided on the maintenance of the pipeline diffusers, a 
mission critical part of the effluent dispersion system ... (I am a corrosion and materials chemist 
and speak from experience.) 

Northern Pulp 's Environmental History 

Paper Excellence and Northern Pulp Nova Scotia operated the kraft pulp mill without an 
electrostatic preceptor for more than a year without reporting its failure to the community or its 
regulator. 

Northern Pulp 's Power Boiler has failed emissions testing. 

The Northern Pulp's Recovery Boiler failed emissions testing. 

Regardless of fai led airborne pollution testing, the Mill operations continued until appropriate 
shutdowns could be scheduled well after directions/Minister's Orders were given to the Mill 
management. 



The proposed size of the first and second stage clarifiers and the "BAS" technology may 
appear interesting to the environmental assessment decision makers. However, there is only a 
four or five hour residency of waste waters to remain in effluent treatment holding system. 
Waste waters flowing between 700 - 950 litres per second, entering each of the first and 
second stage clarifiers, this flow rate will cause extreme turbulence. The magnitude of the 
waste water flow rate limits the capacity of the clarifiers. Furthermore the off-gasing of 
hydrogen sulphide from the clarifiers will create a process that is difficult to understand and 
control as well as potentially deadly to workers exposed to the open clarifiers. 

The recent Mill Management, while perhaps willing to invest in operator training, most likely will 
under resource this waste treatment system as previously demonstrated. 

The waste treatment proposal only addresses the BOD/COD, pH attributes of the waste 
waters. The off-gasing from sulphites/sulphides/oxides of sulphur, wear metals, inorganic 
chemical (iron, nickel, chromium, cadmium, sodium sulphide, sodium sulphates) pollution, and 
the huge thermal pollution issues are not addressed by the proposed plan of action. 

The high density polyethylene piping system to transport the waste water effluent to the final 
marine site will effectively insulate the waste waters and prevent heat loss. The daily loss of 
62,000,000 to 82,500,000 litres hot water (35 to 40 degree Celsius) into the environment is 
"criminal". 

Conclusions: 

The proposed effluent treatment system is undersized for the clarifiers and the current daily 
waste water volumes. 

Once effluents have passed the clarifier system, there is little opportunity for subsequent 
remediation should BOD testing indicate non-compliance, this is an issue. BOD testing 
requires an hour to complete in an onsite laboratory test, which only provides three hours to 
stop production of the Mill should a compliance issue arise. 

6.6 million kilograms of waste solids will be piped into the Northumberland Strait, if the 
proposed effluent treatment facility works as well as stated by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Limited. 

Waste effluent at 35 degrees C. (or more) will enter the Northumberland Strait killing marine 
life. This effluent thermal loading alone is deadly, regardless of BOD/COD/ heavy metals, total 
suspended solids, etc ... The projected waste water path via the diffusers, does not accurately 
address the thermal toxicity to marine life, the foul smelling oxides of sulphur by-products, the 
chronic heavy metals contamination (from the Mill's equipment, piping , pumps, chromium 
electroplated rollers, presses etc. ) which will enter the Northumberland Strait. 

The waste waters are out of the visual sight of the Mill Management, its response teams, and 
could have days of non compliant waste disposal before regulatory processes would require 
immediate shutdown of the proposed waste treatment system. This would be at the expense 

of fisherman, marine life, and a valuable coastal zone area for tourists, residents and 
endangered marine mammals. 

Lastly 

An Industrial Approval should not be considered by the Province of Nova Scotia for the 
continuing operations of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Limited (the Mill) until the Mill replaces 



the existing kraft caustic digestion technology and implements a c losed loop water pulping 
process: such that there is little or no waste management issue, no need to dump waste 
process chemicals and spent waters into the marine environment of Pictou County, the Pictou 
Landing First Nations or the Strait of Northumberland. 

Sincerely 

Chemist 

New Glasgow, N.S. 



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:23:09 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that you will be
doing the province of Nova Scotia a great disservice if do not allow Northern Pulpâ?T#
treatment facility to continue and to allow the forestry business to stay alive in Nova Scotia.
There will be so many jobs lost if Northern Pulp is not allowed to continue with their pulp mill
including several who work for the company I work for. There will be forwarder and
processor jobs lost, my job which is office manager and all the trucks that haul our wood. The
mills we haul to will lose business and I believe eventually will have to close. The facility
seems to be top of the art technology and from the focus report I believe Northern Pulp has it
under control and will not continue with the procedure if it is not working up to what they
believe it can do. Nova Scotia needs this, we need forestry and we need jobs! Name: Email:
Address: Municipality: Cooks Brook Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 11

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:23:46 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I am writing to show my support for the effluent treatment
plant and the need to keep Northern Pulp in operation in order to sustain the thousands of jobs
affected. Between construction workers, Mill staff and contractors in the forest industries, this
mill has provided Millions in economic benefits to the province and country. The loss would
mean yet another dagger to the economy of Nova Scotia which we cannot afford. Tax dollars
for roads, schools and healthcare are essential to turn the engine of this economy and also to
support the environmental side of it too. Letâ?Ts try working together so we can have industry
AND maintain the environment. Closing this mill WILL NOT fix our environment. Letâ?Ts
all try working together and meet environmental goals and still keep industry intact. Regards

@gmail.com Address: 
 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:

### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 26



From: @groupesavoie.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:24:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With a 25 over capacity
and a spill basin the installation will be really secure. 800$ Million in GDP Northern Pulp is a
key in the NS economy and the forestry at large. The survival of Groupe Savoieâ?Ts sawmill
in Westville depends directly from Northern Pulp! We want to save jobs, create more
opportunities in NS but we really need NP and they proposal to protect environment is a top of
the line solution compare with the rest of the world. Name:  Email:

@groupesavoie.com Address:  Municipality: Saint Quentin Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 67 y: 41



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:25:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of
Northern Pulp, building a new treatment plant using modern technology to reduce its
environmental footprint. Protecting aquatic habitat is of the upmost importance to me. I
believe that Northern Pulp has addressed all the issues raised in the initial environmental
assessment. This proposed project should a priority and proceed without delays. Forestry is an
important economic factor in Nova Scotia we can not loose it, or any other industry we need
all parties contributing to the betterment of Nova Scotians and the environment. Name: 

@seasidehighspeed.com Address: 
Municipality: Aspen Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 24



From: @HOTMAIL.COM
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:26:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: the fax on this are in my
mind in more study and just says its bad is being bias and quick to judge and just see their side
without looking at the true fax im not saying its bad or good just more looking into Name:

@HOTMAIL.COM Address: 
Municipality: Westvile Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:

### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 28



From: @accesswave.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:27:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In my opinion Nova
Scotia needs its forestry industry to remain in tact and this means that Norther Pulp must
remain open. The economic spin off from Northern Pulp for the entire province is huge and
must not be put at risk. The focus report indicates that the effluent treatment facility will be a
state of the art facility which exceeds federal guidelines. It concludes that the fishing industry
surrounding the pipe will not be affected. Furthermore, it is my understanding that the fishing
industry in that area contributes a smaller total economic output than that of the mill/forestry,
and that the two have worked together for the last 50 years. I believe that both industries can
still, and should work together. As long as the pipe is monitored for any problems, the
environmental impacts should be minimal. I am excited that people are finally starting to
consider environmental issues when it comes to industry. This pipe appears to be a huge
improvement from w hat had traditionally been accepted. Norther Pulp contributes greatly to
the economic output of the immediate New Glasgow Area and the province as a whole. I
assume it provides a large tax base for the municipality as well as excellent employment for
local families and those across the province who work in this sector including but not limited
to independent saw mills, wood lot owners, trucking, rail and port functions. It supplies the
material required to produce many of the paper products Canadians use on a daily basis. If this
mill were to close where would we find these natural resources? I am certain no one wants to
use materials which come from the deforestation of the earths endangered rain forests, but that
is likely where these raw materials could come from. In Nova Scotia the forestry is renewable
and must be treated with respect. I believe that Northern Pulp is sensitive to these things, as
this is their business. If the Northern Pulp were to close its door s, many Nova Scotians would
find themselves in great hardship from the effect that this would have. Please allow Northern
Pulp the opportunity to build this state of the art treatment facility and keep Nova Scotians
working in this traditional industry. Name: @accesswave.ca
Address:  Dartmouth Municipality: Nova Scotia Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y:
18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:33:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Based on the focus
report that marine life and habitat will not be affected should be reason to allow the mill to
build their new treatment plant. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Foxbrook Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:36:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My husband and I
moved here years ago when he was offered a job at the mill. We loved Pictou right away. Its
beautiful here and the people are friendly. Closing the mill means our family and many others
will have no choice but to leave in search of comparable employment elsewhere. Pictou is
already dying a slow death. There are houses here for sale that have been that way since we
arrived. Closing the mill will take young people and families out of a town that desperately
needs growth. It takes money out of an economy that cant afford to lose it. The municipal
work required here will have to go undone due to loss of tax revenue. The people at the mill
will lose their jobs and without money to spend, all those trickle down jobs will be effected,
too, resulting in more job loss, that of low wage jobs held by people who know it will be near
impossible to find another one. Nobody can argue with wanting clean air and clean water. If
Northern Pulp can operate within the legal and environmental constraints put on them, then
please allow them to stay open. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 28



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:38:08 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My family and so many
families in my town depend on NP!!!! Name: @ns.sympatico.ca
Address:  CALEDONIA caledonia Municipality: QUEENS COUNTY Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp Proposed Pipe in the Strait
Date: November 6, 2019 10:39:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 To the Environment Minister:
 I know we were tasked with reading the lengthy focus report
that the previous minister requested and as of today I have
only managed to read a very small portion due to my vision
impairments and the lack of facts within. I have a few points
that I would like to share regarding any of this proposal ! 
  1. When are we going to put the environment first so that
there is a survivable Earth left for the next generations?
 2. Why should the mess left by this Mill be left for the next
generations to clean up when the profits from this Mill go
overseas?
 3 How can putting more trash in the ocean be a good thing?
Have we not learned that garbage in the ocean is garbage !
 4. Now is the time to start cleaning up Boat Harbour 52 years
of pollution is too long! .
 5. Now is the time to do better with our forests ! We need the
trees to clean our polluted air ! 
 6. Now is not the time to start a new environmental disaster in
Northumberland Strait!!
 7. Now is the time to do different Now is the time to care for
Mother Earth! NOW!!!

 

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


 # NO EXTENSION  # NO
PIPE IN OUR STRAIT

   Sincerely  



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Protect Caribou Island and surrounding areas
Date: November 6, 2019 10:40:11 AM

 

From:  @eastlink.ca> 
Sent: November 6, 2019 10:29 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Protect Caribou Island and surrounding areas
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

My  has land on Caribou Island and spent  summers swimming there.  Our
own children have also grown up swimming in the Strait.  We trust your government will not
further the environmental destruction of this beautiful part of our province by allowing
Norther Pulp to pump their effluent into the waters off of Caribou Island.  The people of
Pictou Landing First Nation and surrounding communities have suffered enough ill effects
from this mill.  I urge you to prevent the impact from being worsened by spreading the
effluent further into the surrounding waters.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely, 

 

Glen Haven, NS
@Eastlink.ca

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:40:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The way i see this being
is if everything was looked over by the top scientist of multiply Canadian Universitys or top
professors of Universal Scientists as saying that their will not be any environmental Damages
done in the Northumberland strait in the Atlantic maritime s then it should be Okay for the
pipe to be put in. The water will not change in temperature and water is being thoroughly
treated with none lethal chemicals and with up to date technology to filter out all contaminants
thatd effect our aquatic life ranging from our crustaceans to plankton to our fish. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Saltsprings
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 49 y: 32



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:40:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To Nova Scotia Dept of
Environment I am writing this letter about the proposed pipeline into the Northumberland
Straight from the Northern Pulp Mill. This letter will focus more on the marine life centred
around the difuser siteend of pipeand what negative effects we could be possibly be looking at.
I have been a commercial fisherman for 37 years fishing out of my home port Caribou
Harbour.During this time I have fished Lobster,Herring, Rock Crab and some Mackeral
around this locationend of proposed pipe for rest of my letterI have many reservations about
this,none of them good. This area is also used for recreational purposes as well,Tourism:One
thing that really stands out to me here is the PEI FERRY WHEN COMING OR LEAVING
CARIBOU HARBOUR WILL BE SAILING ALMOST ON TOP OF PIPE END.I can only
imagine what 70,000,000-80,000,000 litres and possibly 4 TONNE OF SOLIDS a day would
mean for the entrance and exit of Caribou Harbour.I rememember sailing through the straight
of Canso a few years ago and the water being brown and a stench off Storas mill.Nice way to
be welcomed to Nova Scotia as many people from other parts o the world enter and leave from
here. Back to the fishing aspect of this.There are many things to go wrong here and I need not
remind you of the the value of the Fisheries in the Atlantic provinces.It probably will only take
one tainted lobster or scallop and the reprocussions could be very wide spread within all the
different market areas. The warm water coming out of the pipe what will this change?In the
early stages of marine life growth I am sure this is going to be a factor Northern Pulp has no
facts to back up any of their claims regarding the effects it will have on marine life.The terms
of reference states that Northern Pulp should have discussed how the pipe outflow impacts the
Fisheries.On page 6,7.3THIS MUST BE BASED UPON UPDATED INFORMATION....The
maps on pages 130-135 dont show the extent of the Fisheries as I know them as I have fished
Lobster herring scallops and rock crab in these marine ares.How can Northern Pulp put this
pipe out there if they have admitted they dont know the effects its going to have? Figure 7.3-3
on page 130 shows buoy cluster of three separate days during the Lobster season of 2019.We
move gear every day and further more the information was obtained from an airplane that
never left the land.It travelled over the land to see where we fished Lobster.How much sense
does that make?Again I have fished herring Lobster and rock crab quite extensively at the pipe
end location. It is a pretty sure thing that the pipe will have an irreversible effect on Caribou
Harbour,the Fisheries and the landscape in the area.This is not a chance I am willing to take as
we know what happened in Boat Harbour. Also on the west coast of Canada every Pulp mill
that disperses into the Pacific has very large shellfish closures around them. My last point I
would like to make is about the integrity of the Pulp mill over its life.... THEY HAVE
NONE.Every thing in that mill comes out the pipe in one form or another,sewage,right down
to washing your hands.They claim to be able to monitor everything if a leak occurs but this is
false as well as on the last known leak was found by a hiker?Ask yourself how many times has
this occured with know public knowledge?Bad stuff will come out the end of that Pipe. There
is a very good possibility that this pipe is going to ruin the waters in this area with far reaching
consequences in the fishery for at least the Maritime provinces.It is also quite easy for people
that dont live in this area to turn a blind eye to it. I would ask them to think about it if it was



on their doorstep how they would feel? Thank You for reading my letter and I know you will
make the right decision NO PIPE Name: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Three Brooks Postal-Code:  Phone:

### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
66 y: 25



From: @hotmailc.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:40:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that the mill
should remain open due to the science from the reports that show the plans for the treatment
facility are environmentally sound. The focus report shows that the ocean water meets
Canadian marine guidelines, and the third party experts believe that there will be no
significant impacts on the fisheries which I believe are the most important. Name: 

@hotmailc.com Address:  Westville, Nova Scotia
 Municipality: Westvile Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -

#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 31



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:41:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the science proves,
and obviously it has, that the new treatment plant will have little or no impact on marine life,
does not raise the temperature of the water at the end of the diffuser, and have no
accumulation of sediment, then I agree the project should be allowed to go forward. It seems
to me that Northern Pulp is willing to put in the time and the dollars to protect the environment
and make the area issafe for all concerned parties. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Salt Springs
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 38 y: 20



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:47:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a concerned citizen I
have gone over some of the studies that Northern Pulp has been ask to do and by far and away
they are putting in one of the best treatment plants in the world. Northern have done their best
to take the effluent as far away as possible from the lobster fishing grounds so as not to effect
the lobster habitat. Northern Pulp has take the initiative to use High-density Polyethylene pipe
that was 0.5 thicker 2.118 - 2.667 than engineering required which would protect the effluent
from escaping due to damage from ships that may run into it or erosion over time. Northern
Pulp has done everything that has been ask of them and went above and beyond the
governmental standards that has been set out by law. In my opinion Northern Pulp is a huge
part of the Nova Scotia economy and without them the standard of living in Nova Scotia
would take a huge down turn. If the Nova Scotia government want people to move home to
Nova Scotia and have good jobs and a good standard of living then we must not turn our noses
up at a company that wants to improve their carbon foot step and be a world class facility.
Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 25



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:47:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the focus
report Im happy to hear that marine life will not be affected. Also i was nervous that the
wastewater being dumped into the Nortumberland Strait will not alter the water temperature.
Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 14



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:48:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is disturbing to see
aerial images of the destruction related to Northern Pulp. In 2019 this kind of gross
environmental destruction is absolutely unacceptable. This is not the time to level forests and
displace wildlife. This is, without question, a time to protect the natural resources we have left.
Name: @gmail.com Address:  Halifax NS
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 86 y: 22



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: A positive economic, social and environmental vision for NPNS
Date: November 6, 2019 10:49:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Nova Scotia Ministry of Environment,

Please seriously consider the analysis and proposal below.
I believe a Province-NPNS joint venture is realistic way to heal the divisions in the community, build a
profitable new technology center for Nova Scotia, and avoid fisheries and environmental losses.
 

 Ph.D., P.Eng
 
 

Northern Pulp Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Class 1 Environmental Assessment.

A More Visionary Economic and Social Approach.
 

Submitted on behalf of my grandchildren 
5 November 2019.

By  Ph.D. (Biomedical Engineer), P.Eng. (Ont.)
 
1. PROBLEM SUMMARY:
 
We calculate that the proposed replacement ETF will have a Northumberland Straight point source
impact of a municipal secondary sewage plant serving a population of 220,000 people, 39% larger
than the entire population of the Province of Prince Edward Island. Of the marine biosphere studies
done on secondary treatment plants with such high percentage complex industrial chemical loading,
all have revealed major negative outcomes for marine species. The once thriving commercial
freshwater fisheries of Lakes Ontario, Erie and Michigan died out as such sewage plants encircled
them early last century. The replacement ETF is an experiment with extremely high risk of loss to the
fisheries. Has the Province made a commitment to monitor its experiment for at least 10 years at
numerous up and downstream sampling sites, conducting comprehensive chemical toxicology, and
population biology studies?  Is the Province committed to monitoring and documenting the
commercial losses, and to compensate the fishermen?  Through historic agreements the Province is
triply conflicted as the proponent/guarantor, financier/owner and environmental regulator of this
replacement ETF.  It has agreed to finance and provide wastewater discharge treatment facilities to
NPNS and to hold NPNS harmless against the environmental damages of its discharges. Yet it
delegates operational control of its facilities to NPNS, which makes monitoring and public disclosure
difficult to guarantee.
 
2. ASIA PULP AND PAPER ALREADY RUNS A ZERO LIQUID DISCHARGE BLEACHED KRAFT MILL IN



CHINA:
 
A Zero Liquid Discharge Mill technology is the ONLY one that will satisfy all major interests in the
Paper Excellence - Northern Pulp debate. This CAN be achieved through upgrade of the existing
NPNS bleached kraft plant which is at the end of its service life. Paper Excellence knows it can work
because its “parent” and intimate customer, Asia Pulp and Paper, has boasted in publications that it
already operates the largest Zero Liquid Discharge Bleached Kraft Mill in the world on Hainan Island,
China [ref.section 4]. It can also be achieved by conversion of the plant to a Zero Discharge BCTMP
process like the Meadow Lake and Chetwynd plants which Paper Excellence already owns and
operates in Saskatchewan and BC. With recent fiber blending techniques, BCTMP processes can
produce pulp of equivalent strength and brightness to bleached softwood kraft [ref. section 5].
https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/bctmp-a-pulp-for-all-reasons-1000106738/
 
The Replacement ETF Study Addendum 1 shows that PE-NPNS has considered a partial process
change toward BCTMP by installing Oxygen delignification. However, it would not make that
investment until some indefinite time after the Replacement ETF is completed. Thus it will not run
closed-loop in Canada although APP does run closed-loop in China.
 
The high capital cost of new construction in Canada versus China, and long payback time are reasons
Paper Excellence (PE) would rather close Northern Pulp (NPNS) than upgrade. PE’s published
business model in Canada is to buy up old, idle and bankrupt plants at the lowest cost, run them at
full output continuously, and be the most profitable company in the business.
https://www.workingforest.com/chetwynd-mill-restart-caps-company-buying-spree/
 
At latest count it has acquired 10 old mills in Canada in the past decade. Although it says it will “be
here for a century” or “as long as the Asian market keeps emerging”, like any past mill owner, if it
does not profit it will shut down. And it has shut down mills during unprofitable periods. Even in the
near term there is no guarantee the 50 year old Northern Pulp plant, using slow growing expensive
Canadian softwoods, can continue to compete against the emerging cheaper mills and fast growing
feed stocks of Asia. We foresee a very significant risk that PE will shut down NPNS in any case, and
the proposed replacement ETF will be a total waste of money. Our estimate, based on comparable
projects, is $500 million and 5 years duration. That is $885,000 to $1,475,000 for every one of the
339 direct mill jobs) [ref. section 7]. In 2019 numbers, the annual return on investment to the
Province might be the stated $10 million in direct NPNS corporate taxes plus about 25% taxes on the
$200 million that NPNS estimates it returns to the community, total $60 million annually. That is 12%
per annum and an investment recovery time of 8.3 years. This is not unreasonable, but only if NPNS
actually remains profitable, in operation, there are no failures requiring repairs and environmental
cleanups, and NPNS absorbs all operating costs.
 
3. POSITIVE VISION: A PROVINCE –NPNS JOINT VENTURE OPPORTUNITY
 
There is a rapid global shift away from single use and non-biodegradable plastic products and
packaging due to overwhelming plastic garbage contamination of land and ocean. Hence there is
resurgent demand for paper, lignin biopolymers and cellulose bio-composite replacements for these,
as well as 3D printed bio-scaffolds on the scale from antibacterial skin grafts to vehicles, homes and

https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/bctmp-a-pulp-for-all-reasons-1000106738/
https://www.workingforest.com/chetwynd-mill-restart-caps-company-buying-spree/


commercial buildings. Somewhat ironically, new co-polymers of lignin and cellulose from trees with
chitosan and chitin from crab and lobster shells, make excellent low cost construction materials and
molded parts. To access these higher value markets the Province-PE-NPNS joint venture would need
to 1) transition from pulp only to both pulp and paper, 2) identify the most lucrative new paper
markets to enter, 3) contract with Canada’s leading edge university and commercial groups in paper
and composites research, 4) capitalize on the lower cost and higher efficiency of the growing
abundance of hemp fiber blends (~5 times more fiber/acre than trees, ~70% cellulose vs 30% for
trees, ~10% lignin vs 25% for trees [ref. section 9]), and 5) raise the capital to modernize to a Zero
Liquid Discharge pulp AND paper plant. This may take a Provincial investment of $2 billion, but would
generate a more robust diversified industry complex, a center of excellence and new product
development for the forestry sector, and higher technology JOBS. If only 1921new jobs are derived
then this is a better deal.
 
This Positive Vision, we believe, is worth the province’s time and money rather than a high risk
sewage plant and pipeline which will perpetually anger and divide the community’s Pictou Landing
First Nation, foresters, fishermen, and citizen environmentalists. PE-NPNS has the opportunity to
amend its economic model for the sake of community harmony and mutual economic benefit. It has
the opportunity to step up and be the core company of a group of R&D, new technology paper and
biopolymer materials companies that share the use of the Zero Liquide Discharge treatment plant.
The Province has the opportunity to spread its capital risk over more companies and larger tax base
with less dependence on the single commodity, pulp. It has the opportunity to closely engage its
universities in solving these vital industrial technical problems and to create lasting high technology
jobs for graduates.
 
STEP 1: Provincial Ministries of Environment and Industry and consultants will visit APP Hainan
Island, China on a fact finding mission to thoroughly ascertain the validity of its claim to operate a
Zero Liquid Discharge Bleached Kraft Pulp and Paper Mill. It is hoped that Jackson Widjaja will foster
co-operation through his parental ties to APP. As much technology detail as possible will be
acquired. Other such plants that are operating in the world should be sought out and visited as well.
The Zero Liquid Discharge BCTMP mill at Meadow Lake SK should be visited to determine the
detailed cost and process technology changes required to convert NPNS to this closed loop BCTMP
model. Reverse osmosis, key technology to water recycling and removal of small molecule toxins
(e.g., fish endocrine disruptors), will be in particular focus. There are many plants now operating
with reverse osmosis (RO) water recovery including Irving Pulp and Paper in St. John NB. It added a
Zenon Environmental (Burlington ON) RO system and 2 stage Oxygen delignification in 1998.
 
Key technology people from these operations should be identified as potential
consultants/employees. Detailed design and cost analysis to upgrade PE-NPNS to Zero Liquid
Discharge running either bleached kraft or BCTMP process.
 
STEP 2: Given that Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) operation is verified at APP Hainan Plant in China, the
Province will commission a new ZLD design for the NPNS site. If it can be build and operated in China
the same can be done in Canada. NPNS will agree to cede a parcel of its mill property sufficient to
build the new paper plant and new technology business complex with contiguous road and right of
way to public roads and transit. The province will seek an extension on NPNS’s use of the existing



Boat Harbor ETF and compensate Pictou First Nation through agreeable fines and incentives for the
duration of the rebuild process.
 
STEP 3: The Province will acquire a small publicly listed company (at least expense) and hire
experienced and successful paper and polymer executive management. This company (let us call it
Abercrombie Innoventures Inc. or AI) will raise the project money through provincial and federal
infrastructure development grants and loans, venture capital, the sale of shares, federal R&D grants
and other instruments available. AI will recruit related companies to submit expressions of interest
and letters of intent to lease space in the new technology complex. PE-NPNS may or may not bid to
build the new paper plant at its discretion and its expense. If not, other paper companies, like Irving,
will be invited to build the new paper and advanced composite materials plants in partnership with
AI.
 
STEP 4: AI finalizes the design of the new ZLD pulp and paper and innovation complex, construction
permits are obtained and construction commences. AI continues to recruit new clean technology
companies, lease space, attract investment and promote the venture. Validation of mill zero
discharge objectives are being met is obtained, operating permits are granted, occupation and
operation of the mills begins. Realistically this may take 6 years. The NPNS mill will be closed during
this time. Mill workers may be employed in the rebuild of the ZLD plant. PE-NPNS will not be
compensated for business losses during this time. They are essentially being given a new mill free at
public expense. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND RESEARCH and ANALYSIS with REFERENCES
 
4. IT IS A QUESTION OF MONEY. APP ALREADY OPERATES A ZERO DISCHARGE MILL IN HAINAN
CHINA:
 
Paper Excellence (PE), related to the large Indonesia-based multinational Asia Pulp and Paper
through both family ownership and voluminous interdivisional pulp trade, took ownership of NPNS
in 2011.
From: https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/acquisitions-continue-paper-excellence-buys-
northern-pulp-nova-scotia-1000406631/ and https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-
65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_3dec0841536843849ee98651043f2e3b.pdf

In her “OP-ED COLUMN: Closed loop – not a question of money but of technology”, The News, Nov
21, 2017, Kathy Cloutier, Director of Communications for Paper Excellence Canada, appears to
discharge classic corporate disinformation. She stated “As confirmed by expert consultants, a zero-
effluent bleached kraft mill does not exist at this time”. Astonishing given that PE’s owner (Jackson
Widjaja) is the son of Asia Pulp and Paper (APP) owner Teguh Widjaja which claims to operate the
largest Zero Liquid Discharge Bleached Kraft Pulp and Paper plant in the world on Hainan Island in
China. PE also owns Meadow Lake and Chetwynd BCTMP Zero Discharge Pulp mills in Saskatchewan

https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/acquisitions-continue-paper-excellence-buys-northern-pulp-nova-scotia-1000406631/
https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/acquisitions-continue-paper-excellence-buys-northern-pulp-nova-scotia-1000406631/
https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_3dec0841536843849ee98651043f2e3b.pdf
https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_3dec0841536843849ee98651043f2e3b.pdf


and BC.
 
Please refer to:
Wood pulp and paper: Water reuse drives Chinese paper mill - Filtration + Separation
https://www.filtsep.com/pulp-and-paper/features/wood-pulp-and-paper-water-reuse-drives-
chinese/
Jiangsu Jiuwu runs paper pulp industry’s largest zero-liquid discharge project - Filtration +
Separation
https://www.filtsep.com/pulp-and-paper/news/jiangsu-jiuwu-runs-paper-pulp-industrys-largest/
 
A key to complete water recovery and Zero Liquid Discharge in the Hainan mill is the ceramic
reverse osmosis membrane technology provided by Jiangsu Jiuwu Hitech a membrane
filtration technology company based in Nanjing, China.
https://www.jiuwumembrane.com/company-profile/
 
Briefly summarizing, membranes made of ceramic and polymer materials can separate water from
dissolved salts (e.g., sodium chloride in sea water, desalination by reverse osmosis), small dissolved
organic molecules, bacterial, viral and particulate contaminants (wood fiber). The technology is
widely used in food and beverage, and biopharmaceutical purification, and has been deployed in
Asia, particularly India, for pulp mill water recovery/recycling.
 

“The project by Jiangsu Jiuwu Hitech Co., Ltd is located in Oji Paper Co., Ltd. in China. Oji Paper
Co. is owned by Asia Pulp and Paper Company. 40000m3 of papermaking and pulp wastewater
go through the system each day. The main systems include ozone-coupled biofiltering
(removing COD), the integrated membrane system of ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis,
electrodialysis (EDR) concentration system and MVR evaporation crystallization. The clean
water is supplied to the power plant desalination system and the production water system.
Waste salt is supplied to the Transportation Bureau to use as snowmelt agent and chemical
raw materials.

The treated water is then reused, or supplied to an on-site fish aquaculture project .” The fish
are very sensitive sentinels of endocrine disruptors, and any other biohazard in the waste
water treatment process.
 

Similar RO systems are operating in Canada. Irving Pulp and Paper installed a reverse osmosis system
developed by Zenon Environmental (Burlington, ON) and found that it not only achieved the
required water recovery but reduced endocrine disrupting substance (small molecules) discharge as
a side benefit.
 
Please refer to:
Solutions To Damaging Mill Effluents. February 1 2006.
https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/solutions-to-damaging-mill-effluents-1000201803/

https://www.filtsep.com/pulp-and-paper/features/wood-pulp-and-paper-water-reuse-drives-chinese/
https://www.filtsep.com/pulp-and-paper/features/wood-pulp-and-paper-water-reuse-drives-chinese/
https://www.filtsep.com/pulp-and-paper/news/jiangsu-jiuwu-runs-paper-pulp-industrys-largest/
https://www.jiuwumembrane.com/company-profile/
https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/solutions-to-damaging-mill-effluents-1000201803/


Irving captures NSERC award. October 26 2005.
https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/irving-captures-nserc-award-1000045169/
 

5. PE-NPNS MIGHT CONVERT TO OXYGEN DELIGNIFICATION – BUT WOULD NOT RUN CLOSED-
LOOP

Conversion of the Mill from bleached kraft to a BCTMP Mill capable of Zero Liquid Discharge or even
a partial oxygen/hydrogen peroxide delignification system that would reduce effluent impact very
substantially. However PE-NPNS has put off indefinitely what it perceives as an onerous capital
expenditure, and certainly until after the new ETF has been completed.
 
To quote the Replacement ETF Study addendum 1 -
 

“The environmental benefits of Oxygen Delignification are as follows:
·         Reduced chlorine dioxide bleaching chemicals by 30 – 40%, with a corresponding

reduction in effluent organic loading and chlorinated compounds;
·         Reduced effluent color;
·         Reduced wood losses;
·         Increased recovery of lignin to the liquor cycle, with a resulting reduction in the mill’s

carbon footprint;
·         Reduced energy consumption by reducing aeration requirements in the new ETF, with

a resulting reduction in the mill’s carbon footprint; and
·         Reduced nutrient addition in the new ETF.

 

The Oxygen Delignification Project has been studied at NPNS. In 2017 NPNS conducted a
preliminary engineering study to determine how the project would be integrated into the
existing mill processes and developed a high-level cost estimate of the project. As outlined in
Section 2.4, the future Oxygen Delignification system was considered in the design of the ETF
and will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is
completed. This project is a significant capital expenditure for the mill and an implementation
schedule has not been determined at this time.”

https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/focus-
report/Addendum%202.0%20-%20Effluent%20Discharge%20Parameters.pdf

 
From this alone we infer that PE would not pay the much higher costs for a complete upgrade of its
bleached kraft process, or a complete conversion to BCTMP meeting Zero Liquid Discharge
standards.
 

6. EXAMPLES OF NEW PAPER AND COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES

We have personal experience in the synthesis of copolymer conjugates of cellulose, alginate,
agarose, gelatin/collagen, and chitin/chitosan. All are abundant and cheap industrial waste materials
from agri-food, forest, and fisheries. Cellulose and lignin from forestry, pulp and paper production,

https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/irving-captures-nserc-award-1000045169/
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/focus-report/Addendum%202.0%20-%20Effluent%20Discharge%20Parameters.pdf
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/focus-report/Addendum%202.0%20-%20Effluent%20Discharge%20Parameters.pdf


and Chitin from shrimp, crab and lobster processing are the number 1 and number 2 most abundant
bio-polymeric materials on Earth. All are biodegradable by natural fungi and bacteria into compost
that enriches and stabilizes farm and forest soils. The global crisis in accumulating non-
biodegradable petro-chemically derived plastic garbage is forcing a rapid shift back to these types of
bio-polymers for biodegradable products and packaging.

There are hundreds of examples in the bio-engineering research literature of their development as
scaffolds in replacement skin, pancreas, heart, brain, muscle, liver, kidney and other organs. These
are small volume, but extremely high value products, but they cannot utilize the millions of tonnes of
such waste. Here we give just a few examples of the kind of development that can utilize and make
high value products from such volumes.

Carlsberg working towards world’s first bio-based ‘paper’ beer bottle

https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/carlsberg-working-towards-worlds-first-bio-
based-paper-beer-bottle/

 

McGill researchers use lobster shells to make biodegradeable plastic

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/mcgill-researchers-use-lobster-shells-to-make-
biodegradeable-plastic-1.4920820

 
Jingjing Li, Jian Li, Dejun Feng, Jingfeng Zhao,  Jingrong Sun, and Dagang Li
Comparative Study on Properties of Polylactic Acid Nanocomposites with Cellulose
and Chitin Nanofibers Extracted from Different Raw Materials
Journal of Nanomaterials, Volume 2017, Article ID 7193263
https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/7193263
 
Meghann Rosewald, Fang Yao Stephen Hou, Tamutsiwa Mututuvari, April L. Harkins, and Chieu
D. Tran
Cellulose-Chitosan-Keratin Composite Materials: Synthesis, Immunological and
Antibacterial Properties
ECS Trans. 2014; 64(4): 499–505. doi: 10.1149/06404.0499ecst
 
Chieu D. Tran, Simon Duri, Ambra Delneri, and Mladen Franko
CHITOSAN-CELLULOSE COMPOSITE MATERIALS: PREPARATION, CHARACTERIZATION AND
APPLICATION FOR REMOVAL OF MICROCYSTIN
J Hazard Mater. 2013 May 15; 0: 355–366.
Published online 2013 Mar 14. doi: 10.1016/j.jhazmat.2013.02.046
 
Naresh D. Sanandiya, Yadunund Vijay, Marina Dimopoulou, Stylianos Dritsas & Javier G.
Fernandez
Large-scale additive manufacturing with bioinspired cellulosic materials
Sci Rep 8, 8642 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-26985-2

https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/carlsberg-working-towards-worlds-first-bio-based-paper-beer-bottle/
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https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/mcgill-researchers-use-lobster-shells-to-make-biodegradeable-plastic-1.4920820
https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/7193263
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Rosewald%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26203314
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hou%20FY%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26203314
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mututuvari%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26203314
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Harkins%20AL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26203314
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Tran%20CD%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26203314
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Tran%20CD%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=26203314
https://dx.doi.org/10.1149%2F06404.0499ecst
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Tran%20CD%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23542326
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Wood waste and crab shells may find use in compostable food wrap
https://newatlas.com/cellulose-chitin-food-wrap/55579/

 

Paper-Based 3D Printing Saves on Costs, Cuts Environmental Concerns for Automotive Manufacture

https://3dprint.com/154348/a-few-questions-for-mcor/

 
Japan proposes wooden cars made of plant-based cellulose nanofibers
https://newatlas.com/automotive/cnf-cellulose-nanofibers-wooden-car/
 
The growing present and future applications of lobster shells
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0079670017301958
 
Premium speaker range sports zero waste, paper housing, eco-friendly design
https://newatlas.com/home-entertainment/zero-premium-speakers-flare-audio/
 
Wu Lan
Laboratory of Sustainable and Catalytic Processing, Institute of Chemical Sciences and
Engineering, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), CH-1015 Lausanne,
Switzerland
Jeremy S. Luterbacher
Laboratory of Sustainable and Catalytic Processing, Institute of Chemical Sciences and
Engineering, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), CH-1015 Lausanne,
Switzerland
A Road to Profitability from Lignin via the Production of Bioactive Molecules
ACS Cent. Sci. 2019, 5, 10, 1642-1644. https://doi.org/10.1021/acscentsci.9b00954
 
Yun-Yan Wang
Department of Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries, Center for Renewable Carbon, University of Tennessee Institute of
Agriculture, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996, United States

Charles E. Wyman
The Center for Bioenergy Innovation (CBI), Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37831, United States
Center for Environmental Research and Technology (CE-CERT), Bourns College of Engineering,
University of California, Riverside, 1084 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, California 92521, United
States
, Charles E. Wyman,
Charles M. Cai
The Center for Bioenergy Innovation (CBI), Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37831, United States
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Center for Environmental Research and Technology (CE-CERT), Bourns College of Engineering,
University of California, Riverside, 1084 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, California 92521, United
States
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-5047-0815
Arthur J. Ragauskas
Joint Institute for Biological Science, Biosciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee 37831, United States
Department of Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries, Center for Renewable Carbon, University of
Tennessee Institute of Agriculture, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996, United States
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Tennessee 37996, United States
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-3536-554X
Lignin-Based Polyurethanes from Unmodified Kraft Lignin Fractionated by Sequential
Precipitation
ACS Appl. Polym. Mater. 2019, 1, 7, 1672-1679. https://doi.org/10.1021/acsapm.9b00228
 
Improved FDM 3D Printing with Lignin Biocomposites
https://3dprint.com/256007/improved-fdm-3d-printing-lignin-biocomposites/

 
For numerous other advances in paper and bio-polymeric materials products please see:
https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/topic/bio-products/biochemicals/
 
 
7. COST AND TIME ESTIMATES FOR THE REPLACEMENT ETF BASED ON PAST PROJECTS:

7.1 Secondary Sewage Plant with Rotating Bio-Reactor and Activate Sludge

In 2005 Barrie began a wastewater plant upgrade to an activated sludge secondary treatment plant with
rotating biological contactors and anaerobic tank microbial digestion additions, biogas recovery for power
electrical power cogeneration, and UV disinfection of water prior to release into the sensitive recreational
and sport fishing environment of Lake Simcoe.

Barrie Population 2011, 135,711. City combined domestic and commercial/industrial wastewater
flow 52 million liters/day. Project time, 2005 to 2011, 6 years. Cost $87.9 million.

Barrie wastewater case study. https://fcm.ca/en/resources/gmf/case-study-how-barries-new-
wastewater-plant-improves-capacity-and-efficiency

Like the replacement ETF, the Barrie plant did not have water recovery or zero discharge technologies.
Being of mixed domestic and commercial wastewater, however, it had a much lower industrial chemical
load to reduce to safe effluent than the proposed Northern Pulp plant (e.g., NaOH, Ca(OH)2, CaCO3,
lignin, organochlorines, pyrans, furans, crude pulp fiber). The cost of additional pretreatment stages to
control pH, temperature, solids, and so on, before input to the membrane biofilter digestion stage will add
substantial cost to the Northern Pulp plant. A 15 km secure/ruggedized overland and sub-ocean waste
discharge pipe is yet another costly feature that Barrie did not require as it is on the immediate shoreline
of Lake Simcoe.

The design effluent volume is 85,000 cubic meters per day (85,000,000 liters per day). That is
(85,000,000/52,000,000) = 1.635 times as big, equivalent to municipal sewage volume for (Barrie’s 2011
population of 135,711 x 1.635 =) 221,888 people. Comparing this with the population of Prince Edward
Island in 2019 (159,878) the sewage outfall from this one Northern Pulp plant will be 39% bigger than the
secondary sewage flow of the entire population of Prince Edward Island.

In capital cost for just the secondary sewage plant, if scaling linearly then, the expected cost is $143.7

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-5047-0815
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-3536-554X
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsapm.9b00228
https://3dprint.com/256007/improved-fdm-3d-printing-lignin-biocomposites/
https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/topic/bio-products/biochemicals/
https://fcm.ca/en/resources/gmf/case-study-how-barries-new-wastewater-plant-improves-capacity-and-efficiency
https://fcm.ca/en/resources/gmf/case-study-how-barries-new-wastewater-plant-improves-capacity-and-efficiency


million in 2011 dollars. Assuming that the Northern Pulp plant project will take at least 6 years, as did the
Barrie project, the plant will be done in 2026. Also assuming an inflation rate of 2.5%/annum between
2011 and 2026 the inflation adjusted (1.448 x) cost will be $208 million. The pretreatment stages
aforementioned will probably add 25% to the cost.  That brings the final total to (1.25 x 208,000,000 =)
$260 million for the sewage plant alone.

7.2 Fifteen Kilometer Submarine and Roadside Easement Pipe with 85 Million Liters per Day
Capacity
 
The proposed replacement ETF 15 kilometer effluent pipe is to traverse under the ocean and
immediately alongside a highway. It should be remembered that NPNS was responsible for the
operation of the raw sewage pipeline when it ruptured and triggered the Boat Harbour Act. Pipeline
ruptures are frequent, costly and devastating environmentally. In fact, at the time of writing
(November 1, 2019), the Keystone oil pipeline through Northern Dakota has ruptured spilling 1.4
million liters of oil.
The proposed pipeline is to be of welded high density polyethylene, perhaps satisfactorily corrosion
resistant, but more brittle at low (subzero) temperatures.  Its coefficient of expansion was not
specified, so it may buckle and break at weakened welds. Further, it is susceptible to accidental
breaches by dredging, sinking vessels in the marine area, and cars and transports vaulting off the
highway on land.
 
The Region of Peel, Ontario, recently detailed the costs of constructing an underground East-West
sewer trunk interconnect of 14 km carrying approximately the same sewage flow per day. The total
cost was $240,174,000 in 2015. This is less susceptible to collisions but equally susceptible to
undermining by water courses, careless excavation by contractors, and geological faults. 
 
Please refer to:
Complete Environmental Assessment
https://www.peelregion.ca/pw/water/environ-assess/east-west-wastewater-diversion-strategy.htm
Contract Costs Appendix
https://www.peelregion.ca/pw/water/environ-assess/ewwds/appendix/vol1/vol-1-h.pdf
 
Combining sewage plant and pipeline costs, we estimate, based on these recent examples, the
replacement ETF cost to total $500 million.
 

8. PULP PRICES AND PROFITABILITY ESTIMATES FOR PE-NPNS: CAN PE REMAIN COMPETITIVE?

2019 Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft Prices. U.S. Dollars per Metric Tonne

https://www.peelregion.ca/pw/water/environ-assess/east-west-wastewater-diversion-strategy.htm
https://www.peelregion.ca/pw/water/environ-assess/ewwds/appendix/vol1/vol-1-h.pdf


From: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/domestic-international-markets/current-lumber-
pulp-panel-prices/13309

“Today, Northern produces approximately 300,000 tonnes annually of NBSK pulp which is sold
around the world creating 339 fulltime, local jobs and another 2,050 indirect jobs for Nova
Scotians. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation contributes over $315 million into the
economy annually and pays $10 million in taxation.”

From  https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-
65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_e170d9498b5544ad91decc67dda4fdc0.pdf

In the US/Canadian market: From the above graph, the average $US price per metric tonne for NBSK
in 2019 would be about $1250 (1250/0.75 =) $1667 CAD

Northern Pulp’s gross sales would be about (1667* 300,000 =) $500 million CAD

Contributions to the community through direct and indirect salaries and material and services
purchases plus taxes (315 + 10) $325 million CAD.

Profit (500 – 325) $175 Million.

In the China market: From the above graph, the average $US price per metric tonne for NBSK in
2019 would be about $710 (=710/0.75 =) $947 CAD

Northern Pulp’s gross sales would be about (947* 300,000 =) $284 million CAD

Contributions to the community through direct and indirect salaries and material and services
purchases plus taxes (315 + 10) $325 million CAD.

Loss (284 – 325) $41 Million.

Which scenario is correct, + $175 million or – $41 million, or somewhere in between? Paper
Excellence states that it sells pulp mostly or exclusively to its related company Asia Pulp and Paper in
Asia in order to avoid ”price fluctuations”. If it were paid China commodity prices, Northern Pulp
would have been operating at around a $41 million loss in 2019. If so, it is seriously failing to meet its
goal of maximum profitability, and, like many mill owners before it, very likely to be happy to shut
the mill down. In addition, increasing supplies of low cost trees from poorly regulated sources in
Asia, Africa and South America, along with cheaper, much faster growing species like Eucalyptus are
driving prices down. This continues to make it difficult for North American mills, sustainably
processing slow growing expensive species, to compete globally.

It is possible that NPNS receives an “all in the family” preferential price for its Canadian bleached
kraft pulp. It is made into paper at the much lower labor and operating costs in very large APP mills

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/domestic-international-markets/current-lumber-pulp-panel-prices/13309
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/domestic-international-markets/current-lumber-pulp-panel-prices/13309
https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_e170d9498b5544ad91decc67dda4fdc0.pdf
https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_e170d9498b5544ad91decc67dda4fdc0.pdf


in Asia and is probably blended with low cost Asia sourced pulp at Asia commodity prices. Because of
its substantial factory presence in Canada however, the paper can be sold into the North American
market at prices near the bottom end of Northern American commodity price range to gain market
share.

It therefore seems extremely important for the province to ascertain the true profits and financial
sustainability of Northern Pulp Mill. Otherwise it may find itself spending $300 - $500 million to build
a sewage treatment plant for a company that could go bankrupt and close in mid-construction.

9. LOWER COST, SUPERIOR FIBER BLENDS: HEMP-PAPER BENEFITS

It is thought that the first identified hemp paper dates back to the early Chinese Han Dynasty,
around 200-150 BC, although hemp had already been used for centuries as a source of food, fabric,
and rope among other products. It remained a major source of high quality non-yellowing paper
fiber until the 1930s when big synthetic textile companies and newspapers used lobbying powers to
prohibit the cultivation of hemp in the United States. Hemp is now in resurgence as a result of the
widespread production of medical CBD oil. Yet there will not be enough hemp plants available to
replace all of our uses for trees. Blending of hemp and tree fibers can reduce the cost of pulp
produced, reduce acreage given to fiber production, reduce atmospheric CO2, and reduce fiber
growth time. Every pound of hemp pulp used to make paper products replaces one pound of tree
pulp taken from forests. On average, hemp grows to its full size in about 120 days compared to trees
that are harvested after seven to 30 years.

Until the last 30 years or so, tree harvesting for paper was non-sustainably carried out by clear-
cutting mature forests without replanting. This is still practiced today in poorer areas of the world. It
has been a major driver of deforestation, tropical and temperate woodland species extinction, and
climate change.

Hemp + Trees – how hemp can help solve the deforestation and climate change crises.

1 acre of Hemp can produce as much paper as 4-10 acres of trees over a 20 year cycle.

Hemp stalks grow in 4 months, whereas mature trees take 20-80 years.

Hemp has higher concentration of cellulose than wood, the principal ingredient in paper.

Trees are made up of only 30% cellulose, requiring the use of toxic chemicals to remove the
other 70%. Hemp, on the other hand, can have up to 85% cellulose content.

Hemp has lower lignin content than wood. Hemp contains 5-24% lignin whereas wood has 20-
35%. This is advantageous as lignin must be removed from the pulp before it can be
processed as paper.

Hemp paper is more durable than trees. Hemp paper does not yellow, crack, or deteriorate
like tree paper.

One example of a company now producing hemp-tree fiber blend papers is PureHemp Technology in
Colorado https://purehemptech.com/ . PureHemp, a vertically integrated industrial hemp processor,
developed a new biorefining technology and operates their own hemp refinery that rapidly converts
stalks into pulp and other usable co-products. Biorefining involves a continuous countercurrent
reactor (CCR) technology that rapidly extracts the fundamental constituents of the stalks – the
cellulose-rich pulp, lignin and xylose-rich sugars – to make different bio-based products for many
industries. In addition to producing pulp for papermaking, the lignin co-product can be made into

https://purehemptech.com/


bioplastics and chemicals and the xylose sugars into the healthy sugar, xylitol. PureHemp is the first
company in the world to produce CBD tinctures from hemp flowers and then use hemp stalks to
make boxes for its CBD-based products.

References:
https://ministryofhemp.com/blog/hemp-paper/
https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/colorado-company-making-hemp-paper-packaging/
 

10. NORTHERN PULP’S SUMMARY OF THE REPLACEMENT ETF PROJECT:

From: https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-
65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_3dec0841536843849ee98651043f2e3b.pdf

The proposed treatment facility project will see the replacement of the existing plant with a
state of the art wastewater treatment facility consisting of:
 
• A modern Activated Sludge Treatment (AST) system purchased from one of the leaders in
treating Kraft pulp mill effluent. The system will consist of a Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor
(MBBR) followed by conventional Activated Sludge (AS). The system has been designed to
process 85,000 m3/day of effluent, well above Northern Pulp’s average flow of 64,000
m3/day.
• Continuous monitoring of effluent pH, temperature and conductivity and operation of the
treatment plant.
• A spill basin will be added to contain any spills in the event of an emergency such as a power
failure.
• A 15 km High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipeline (chosen for its reliability) will be
constructed to deliver the treated wastewater to the receiving water. Sections of the pipe will
be fused together to eliminate mechanical joints and fittings.
• Leak detection of the pipe will be added to identify issues.
• Improvement in the manner in which the treated effluent is discharged; from a weir type
discharge at the existing outlet to an engineered outfall diffuser further out into the
Northumberland Strait.
• Water reduction projects that will reduce the effluent flow by 5000 m3/day in the summer
period.

 

The treatment facility was originally owned and operated by the province. The facility is still
owned by the province and is operated under lease agreement by Northern Pulp,
Abercrombie Point

The province has contracted with a consultant, KSH Consulting, Montreal PQ, and they are
proceeding with assessment, alternatives review and studies. The remediation of Boat
Harbour is not included in this EA. This study is for the replacement of the ETF only.

The new ETF will employ the AnoxKaldnes BAS™ Biological Activated Sludge process purchased
from Veolia Water Technologies, which combines Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR)
technology with conventional activated sludge. Once treated onsite at Northern Pulp's facility,

https://ministryofhemp.com/blog/hemp-paper/
https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/colorado-company-making-hemp-paper-packaging/
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effluent will be sent through an approximately 15 km long pipeline. The pipeline will enter the
south side of Pictou Harbour and make landfall on the north side of the harbour roughly
following Highway 106 right-of-way to Caribou, and then re-enters the marine environment
adjacent to the Northumberland Ferries marine terminal and continues for approximately 4.0
km through Caribou Harbour to the Northumberland Strait, terminating at an engineered
marine outfall.
https://www.veoliawatertechnologies.com/en/solutions/products/anoxkaldnes-bas

 
Veolia's "pulp and paper" page talks about other systems for Kraft paper mills
http://www.veoliawatertech.com/markets/pulp-and-paper/

Between 1992 and 1997 NPNS made process improvements to the Mill and converted from
(elemental) Chlorine to Chlorine Dioxide bleach delignification (ECF) to meet new federal and
provincial pulp and paper effluent regulations. In significantly improved effluent quality that
met, and continues to meet all applicable regulations. The Boat Harbour ETF that exists today
operates within all federal and provincial regulations.

NOTE: PE did NOT own the Mill until 2011 and so did NOT bear the above upgrade costs.

In June 2014 there was a leak of untreated effluent due to a breach in the pipeline which led
to the enactment of the Boat Harbour Act. The Boat Harbour Act requires that the use of the
Boat Harbour ETF cease by January 31, 2020. It is the wish of Pictou Landing First Nation that
Boat Harbour be returned to tidal and made a place that the community can once again enjoy.

From: The Effluent Treatment System (ETF) at Boat Harbour

https://www.paperexcellence.com/effluent-treatment-facility

 
NOTE: (PE owned) Northern Pulp did operate the Boat Harbour Effluent treatment plant when the
pipeline breach occurred in 2014, triggering the Boat Harbour Act. The fact that the pipeline failure
occurred in their hands suggests that they should NOT be entrusted with the operation of a far more
complex new effluent treatment facility.
 

11. PAPER EXCELLENCE’S CORPORATE GOAL STATEMENTS:
 

“Our promise is to constantly challenge the limit, and tirelessly strive for victory. We will be
victorious when we become – and remain – the lowest cost, highest efficiency, and most
profitable company in our business – through happy, committed and dynamic people.” “The
export market outlook for our products is favourable – notably in markets (e.g. China) in which
we have unique expertise, in-depth knowledge, long term growth customers and positive
relationships.” “We are expanding rapidly to meet the needs of our customers. We supply
‘purpose made’ pulps: (a) at a price they can afford, and (b) at a price that competes with ‘new
world’ plantation hardwood pulps.”

https://www.veoliawatertechnologies.com/en/solutions/products/anoxkaldnes-bas
http://www.veoliawatertech.com/markets/pulp-and-paper/
https://www.paperexcellence.com/effluent-treatment-facility


 
“OUR VISION
To be a profitable, sustainable and globally competitive fibre products supplier that is
environmentally and economically beneficial to all stakeholders.
 
OUR MISSION
Through innovation and adaptability, provide cellulose-based products at the lowest possible
cost.  We will constantly improve the global competitiveness of our customers, while
enhancing the sustainability of our manufacturing operations and the well-being of the
communities in which we operate.
 
At Northern Pulp, we strive for excellence in all that we do.  We produce top quality
household products ranging from tissue, paper towel and toilet paper to writing and photo
copy paper.
 
Northern Pulp is a cornerstone of Nova Scotia’s forestry industry. We are proud to be an
integral part of Pictou County since 1967. Our team consists of hundreds of direct, full-time
employees, and our partnerships with local sawmills and forest contractors generates
thousands of jobs province-wide bringing significant wealth for Nova Scotia’s economy.
 
We care about our province, its people and the environment. Northern Pulp responsibly
manages hundreds of thousands of hectares of forest land as well as Nova Scotia’s largest tree
nursery in Debert, which allows us to run a truly sustainable business.
 
Northern Pulp is committed to creating well-paying jobs for Nova Scotians, supporting the
region’s economy, protecting the environment and the wellbeing of our rural communities.
With  330 dedicated employees, we generate over $200 million annually into the Nova Scotia
economy.
 
A cornerstone business in rural Nova Scotia for almost 50 years, Northern Pulp has a solid plan
that sees it continue to succeed in today’s global market and for decades to come.”

 

 
 

 

 

 



From: @mcyork.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:50:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Can we let the pulp mill
continue to clean things up and invest in the technology. We will need to have a working clean
mill for future markets of our natural resources. Public outcry is not based in long term
economic development. Maybe we NS could be an active and informed partner with Northern
Pulp. Name: @mcyork.com Address: 
Municipality: Belle Cote Postal-Code:  Fax: email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:53:35 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the report
glad to hear that ice scouring wont be an issue. As a recreational fisherman I am glad to read
that marine life will not be affected. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp is killing us!
Date: November 6, 2019 10:54:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier McNeil and other pertinent recipients,

I am writing to express my concern for the

1/deteriorating health of the people of Pictou County and environs, especially those who have lost their health due to
exposure to carcinogens in the effluent from Northern Pulp and previous owners.

2/for the workers in an unhealthy industry run by an Indonesian billionaire with the blood of Indigenous Peoples on
his hands as a result of his destruction of the Penan culture in Borneo and his illegal logging of the Borneo
Rainforest.  These workers deserve to get support to retrain for employment in a clean industry that the Nova Scotia
government should encourage to set up in this region.

3/for the traditional and important fisheries and tourism industries, the former whose lobster fishing grounds are in
the same region as this proposed pipe of toxic effluent and the latter which has not had a chance to grow because of
the stench of Northern Pulp and the reputation of this pollution diminishing tourist traffic on this coast

4/for the forestry workers who need direction and support to bring back the Acadian Forest and develop markets for
a sustainable use of this resource.

For all these reasons, I request that

1/ no extension to the boat harbour act be given
2/ no pipe to carry toxic waste be permitted in the Northumberland Strait

and, therefore,

I ask that Northern Pulp mill be shut down for all time and this region be supported to develop a healthy future for
its next generations by accessing federal funding to develop the geothermal and offshore wind potentials of the
Northumberland region including Cumberland and Colchester counties.

Sincerely,

New Germany NS

Sent from my iPad



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:55:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: So many people out
there being told false information about the Mills effluent and they are judging the mill on old
or false facts. We need the mill and its forestry jobs in our area. Boat harbor will be cleaned up
but they need to work with the mill on proper time lines for the new effluent plant. If we all
work together this can be done .We have owners that are willing to invest major money to
keep Northern Pulp going . Sounds like a win for everyone involved .Steven Mac Neil will
have to tell the people that Boat Harbor will be shut down But not until the new Effluent plant
is running. The testing at Boat harbor wont be done for another year and that would give
Northern Pulp almost enough time to complete their project. Lets get this project started so
things can get back to normal. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: NewGlasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 58 y: 21



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:57:25 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am glad to see that
there is science to back up the mills position that the environment will not be affected, marine
life habitat and water temperature to name a copy. Name:  Email:

@yahoo.com Address:  Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 54 y: 24



From: @sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:00:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp Proposed
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Class 1 Environmental Assessment. A More
Visionary Economic and Social Approach. Submitted on behalf of my grandchildren 

Plymouth NS, . 5 November 2019. By 
Ph.D. Biomedical Engineer, P.Eng. Ont. 1. PROBLEM SUMMARY: We calculate that

the proposed replacement ETF will have a Northumberland Straight point source impact of a
municipal secondary sewage plant serving a population of 220,000 people, 39 larger than the
entire population of the Province of Prince Edward Island. Of the marine biosphere studies
done on secondary treatment plants with such high percentage complex industrial chemical
loading, all have revealed major negative outcomes for marine species. The once thriving
commercial freshwater fisheries of Lakes Ontario, Erie and Michigan died out as such sewage
plants encircled them early last century. The replacement ETF is an experiment with
extremely high risk of loss to the fisheries. Has the Province made a commitment to monitor
its experiment for at least 10 years at numerous up and downstream sampling sites, conducting
comprehensive chemical toxicology, and population biology studies? Is the Province
committed to monitoring and documenting the commercial losses, and to compe nsate the
fishermen? Through historic agreements the Province is triply conflicted as the
proponent/guarantor, financier/owner and environmental regulator of this replacement ETF. It
has agreed to finance and provide wastewater discharge treatment facilities to NPNS and to
hold NPNS harmless against the environmental damages of its discharges. Yet it delegates
operational control of its facilities to NPNS, which makes monitoring and public disclosure
difficult to guarantee. 2. ASIA PULP AND PAPER ALREADY RUNS A ZERO LIQUID
DISCHARGE BLEACHED KRAFT MILL IN CHINA: A Zero Liquid Discharge Mill
technology is the ONLY one that will satisfy all major interests in the Paper Excellence -
Northern Pulp debate. This CAN be achieved through upgrade of the existing NPNS bleached
kraft plant which is at the end of its service life. Paper Excellence knows it can work because
its â?oparentâ? and intimate customer, Asia Pulp and Paper, has boasted in publications that it
already operates the largest Zero Liquid Discharge Bleached Kraft Mill in the world on
Hainan Island, China [ref.section 4]. It can also be achieved by conversion of the plant to a
Zero Discharge BCTMP process like the Meadow Lake and Chetwynd plants which Paper
Excellence already owns and operates in Saskatchewan and BC. With recent fiber blending
techniques, BCTMP processes can produce pulp of equivalent strength and brightness to
bleached softwood kraft [ref. section 5]. https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/bctmp-a-pulp-
for-all-reasons-1000106738/ The Replacement ETF Study Addendum 1 shows that PE-NPNS
has considered a partial process change toward BCTMP by installing Oxygen delignification.
However, it would not make that investment until some indefinite time after the Replacement
ETF is completed. Thus it will not run closed-loop in Canada although APP does run closed-
loop in China. The high capital cost of new construction in Canada versus China, and long
payback time are reasons Paper Excellence PE would rather close Northern Pulp NPNS than
upgrade. PEâ?Ts published business model in Canada is to buy up old, idle and bankrupt
plants at the lowest cost, run them at full output continuously, and be the most profitable



company in the business. https://www.workingforest.com/chetwynd-mill-restart-caps-
company-buying-spree/ At latest count it has acquired 10 old mills in Canada in the past
decade. Although it says it will â?obe here for a centuryâ? or â?oas long as the Asian market
keeps emergingâ?, like any past mill owner, if it does not profit it will shut down. And it has
shut down mills during unprofitable periods. Even in the near term there is no guarantee the 50
year old Northern Pulp plant, using slow growing expensive Canadian softwoods, can
continue to compete against the emerging cheaper mills and fast growing feed stocks of Asia.
We foresee a very significant risk that PE will shut down NPNS in any case, and the proposed
replacement ETF will be a total waste of money. Our estimate, based on comparable projects,
is $500 million and 5 years duration. That is $885,000 to $1,475,000 for every one of the 339
direct mill jobs [ref. section 7]. In 2019 numbers, the annual return on investment to the
Province might be the stated $10 million in direct NPNS corporate taxes plus about 25 tax es
on the $200 million that NPNS estimates it returns to the community, total $60 million
annually. That is 12 per annum and an investment recovery time of 8.3 years. This is not
unreasonable, but only if NPNS actually remains profitable, in operation, there are no failures
requiring repairs and environmental cleanups, and NPNS absorbs all operating costs. 3.
POSITIVE VISION: A PROVINCE â?"NPNS JOINT VENTURE OPPORTUNITY There is
a rapid global shift away from single use and non-biodegradable plastic products and
packaging due to overwhelming plastic garbage contamination of land and ocean. Hence there
is resurgent demand for paper, lignin biopolymers and cellulose bio-composite replacements
for these, as well as 3D printed bio-scaffolds on the scale from antibacterial skin grafts to
vehicles, homes and commercial buildings. Somewhat ironically, new co-polymers of lignin
and cellulose from trees with chitosan and chitin from crab and lobster shells, make excellent
low cost construction materials and molded parts. To access these higher value markets the
Province-PE-NPNS joint venture would need to 1 transition from pulp only to both pulp and
paper, 2 identify the most lucrative new paper markets to enter, 3 contract with Canadaâ?Ts
leading edge university and commercial groups in paper and composites research, 4 capitalize
on the lower cost and higher efficiency of the growing abundance of he mp fiber blends ~5
times more fiber/acre than trees, ~70 cellulose vs 30 for trees, ~10 lignin vs 25 for trees [ref.
section 9], and 5 raise the capital to modernize to a Zero Liquid Discharge pulp AND paper
plant. This may take a Provincial investment of $2 billion, but would generate a more robust
diversified industry complex, a center of excellence and new product development for the
forestry sector, and higher technology JOBS. If only 1921new jobs are derived then this is a
better deal. This Positive Vision, we believe, is worth the provinceâ?Ts time and money rather
than a high risk sewage plant and pipeline which will perpetually anger and divide the
communityâ?Ts Pictou Landing First Nation, foresters, fishermen, and citizen
environmentalists. PE-NPNS has the opportunity to amend its economic model for the sake of
community harmony and mutual economic benefit. It has the opportunity to step up and be the
core company of a group of RD, new technology paper and biopolymer materials companies
that share the use of the Zero Liquid Discharge treatment plant. The Province has the
opportunity to spread its capital risk over more companies and larger tax base with less
dependence on the single commodity, pulp. It has the opportunity to closely engage its
universities in solving these vital industrial technical problems and to create lasting high
technology jobs for graduates. STEP 1: Provincial Ministries of Environment and Industry and
consultants will visit APP Hainan Island, China on a fact finding mission to thoroughly
ascertain the validity of its claim to operate a Zero Liquid Discharge Bleached Kraft Pulp and
Paper Mill. It is hoped that Jackson Widjaja will foster co-operation through his parental ties
to APP. As much technology detail as possible will be acquired. Other such plants that are
operating in the world should be sought out and visited as well. The Zero Liquid Discharge
BCTMP mill at Meadow Lake SK should be visited to determine the detailed cost and process



technology changes required to convert NPNS to this closed loop BCTMP model. Reverse
osmosis, key technology to water recycling and removal of small molecule toxins e.g., fish
endocrine disruptors, will be in particular focus. There are many plants now operating with
reverse osmosis RO water recovery including Irving Pulp and Paper in St. John NB. It added a
Zenon Environmen tal Burlington ON RO system and 2 stage Oxygen delignification in 1998.
Key technology people from these operations should be identified as potential
consultants/employees. Detailed design and cost analysis to upgrade PE-NPNS to Zero Liquid
Discharge running either bleached kraft or BCTMP process. STEP 2: Given that Zero Liquid
Discharge ZLD operation is verified at APP Hainan Plant in China, the Province will
commission a new ZLD design for the NPNS site. If it can be build and operated in China the
same can be done in Canada. NPNS will agree to cede a parcel of its mill property sufficient to
build the new paper plant and new technology business complex with contiguous road and
right of way to public roads and transit. The province will seek an extension on NPNSâ?Ts use
of the existing Boat Harbor ETF and compensate Pictou First Nation through agreeable fines
and incentives for the duration of the rebuild process. STEP 3: The Province will acquire a
small publicly listed company at least expense and hire experienced and successful paper and
polymer executive management. This company let us call it Abercrombie Innoventures Inc. or
AI will raise the project money through provincial and federal infrastructure development
grants and loans, venture capital, the sale of shares, federal RD grants and other instruments
available. AI will recruit related companies to submit expressions of interest and letters of
intent to lease space in the new technology complex. PE-NPNS may or may not bid to build
the new paper plant at its discretion and its expense. If not, other paper companies, like Irving,
will be invited to build the new paper and advanced composite materials plants in partnership
with AI. STEP 4: AI finalizes the design of the new ZLD pulp and paper and innovation
complex, construction permits are obtained and construction commences. AI continues to
recruit new clean technology companies, lease space, attract investment and promote the
venture. Validation of mill zero discharge objectives are being met is obtained, operating
permits are granted, occupation and operation of the mills begins. Realistically this may take 6
years. The NPNS mill will be closed during this time. Mill workers may be employed in the
rebuild of the ZLD plant. PE-NPNS will not be compensated for business losses during this
time. They are essentially being given a new mill free at public expense. BACKGROUND
RESEARCH and ANALYSIS with REFERENCES 4. IT IS A QUESTION OF MONEY.
APP ALREADY OPERATES A ZERO DISCHARGE MILL IN HAINAN CHINA: Paper
Excellence PE, related to the large Indonesia-based multinational Asia Pulp and Paper through
both family ownership and voluminous interdivisional pulp trade, took ownership of NPNS in
2011. From: https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/acquisitions-continue-paper-excellence-
buys-northern-pulp-nova-scotia-1000406631/ and https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-
65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_3dec0841536843849ee98651043f2e3b.pdf In her â?
oOP-ED COLUMN: Closed loop â?" not a question of money but of technologyâ? , The
News, Nov 21, 2017, Kathy Cloutier, Director of Communications for Paper Excellence
Canada, appears to discharge classic corporate disinformation. She stated â?oAs confirmed by
expert consultants, a zero-effluent bleached kraft mill does not exist at this timeâ? .
Astonishing given that PEâ?Ts owner Jackson Widjaja is the son of Asia Pulp and Paper APP
owner Teguh Widjaja which claims to operate the largest Zero Liquid Discharge Bleached
Kraft Pulp and Paper plant in the world on Hainan Island in China. PE also owns Meadow
Lake and Chetwynd BCTMP Zero Discharge Pulp mills in Saskatchewan and BC. Please refer
to: Wood pulp and paper: Water reuse drives Chinese paper mill - Filtration Separation
https://www.filtsep.com/pulp-and-paper/features/wood-pulp-and-paper-water-reuse-drives-
chinese/ Jiangsu Jiuwu runs paper pulp industryâ?Ts largest zero-liquid discharge project -
Filtration Separation https://www.filtsep.com/pulp-and-paper/news/jiangsu-jiuwu-runs-paper-



pulp-industrys-largest/ A key to complete water recovery and Zero Liquid Discharge in the
Hainan mill is the ceramic reverse osmosis membrane technology provided by Jiangsu Jiuwu
Hitech a membrane filtration technology company based in Nanjing, China.
https://www.jiuwumembrane.com/company-profile/ Briefly summarizing, membranes made
of ceramic and polymer materials can separate water from dissolved salts e.g., sodium chloride
in sea water, desalination by reverse osmosis, small dissolved organic molecules, bacterial,
viral and particulate contaminants wood fiber. The technology is widely used in food and
beverage, and biopharmaceutical purification, and has been deployed in Asia, particularly
India, for pulp mill water recovery/recycling. â?oThe project by Jiangsu Jiuwu Hitech Co., Ltd
is located in Oji Paper Co., Ltd. in China. Oji Paper Co. is owned by Asia Pulp and Paper
Company. 40000m3 of papermaking and pulp wastewater go through the system each day.
The main systems include ozone-coupled biofiltering removing COD, the integrated
membrane system of ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis, electrodialysis EDR concentration
system and MVR evaporation crystallization. The clean water is supplied to the power plant
desalination system and the production water system. Waste salt is supplied to the
Transportation Bureau to use as snowmelt agent and chemical raw materials. The treated water
is then reused, or supplied to an on-site fish aquaculture project .â?  The fish are very
sensitive sentinels of endocrine disruptors, and any other biohazard in the waste water
treatment process. Similar RO systems are operating in Canada. Irving Pulp and Paper
installed a reverse osmosis system developed by Zenon Environmental Burlington, ON and
found that it not only achieved the required water recovery but reduced endocrine disrupting
substance small molecules discharge as a side benefit. Please refer to: Solutions To Damaging
Mill Effluents. February 1 2006. https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/solutions-to-
damaging-mill-effluents-1000201803/ Irving captures NSERC award. October 26 2005.
https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/irving-captures-nserc-award-1000045169/ 5. PE-NPNS
MIGHT CONVERT TO OXYGEN DELIGNIFICATION â?" BUT WOULD NOT RUN
CLOSED-LOOP Conversion of the Mill from bleached kraft to a BCTMP Mill capable of
Zero Liquid Discharge or even a partial oxygen/hydrogen peroxide delignification system that
would reduce effluent impact very substantially. However PE-NPNS has put off indefinitely
what it perceives as an onerous capital expenditure, and certainly until after the new ETF has
been completed. To quote the Replacement ETF Study addendum 1 - â?oThe environmental
benefits of Oxygen Delignification are as follows: â?¢ Reduced chlorine dioxide bleaching
chemicals by 30 â?" 40, with a corresponding reduction in effluent organic loading and
chlorinated compounds â?¢ Reduced effluent color â?¢ Reduced wood losses â?¢ Increased
recovery of lignin to the liquor cycle, with a resulting reduction in the millâ?Ts carbon
footprint â?¢ Reduced energy consumption by reducing aeration requirements in the new ETF,
with a resulting reduction in the millâ?Ts carbon footprint and â?¢ Reduced nutrient addition
in the new ETF. The Oxygen Delignification Project has been studied at NPNS. In 2017
NPNS conducted a preliminary engineering study to determine how the project would be
integrated into the existing mill processes and developed a high-level cost estimate of the
project. As outlined in Section 2.4, the future Oxygen Delignification system was considered
in the design of the ETF and will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the
ETF project is completed. This project is a significant capital expenditure for the mill and an
implementation schedule has not been determined at this time.â?
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/focus-
report/Addendum202.020-20Effluent20Discharge20Parameters.pdf From this alone we infer
that PE would not pay the much higher costs for a complete upgrade of its bleached kraft
process, or a complete conversion to BCTMP meeting Zero Liquid Discharge standards. 6.
EXAMPLES OF NEW PAPER AND COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES We have personal
experience in the synthesis of copolymer conjugates of cellulose, alginate, agarose,



gelatin/collagen, and chitin/chitosan. All are abundant and cheap industrial waste materials
from agri-food, forest, and fisheries. Cellulose and lignin from forestry, pulp and paper
production, and Chitin from shrimp, crab and lobster processing are the number 1 and number
2 most abundant bio-polymeric materials on Earth. All are biodegradable by natural fungi and
bacteria into compost that enriches and stabilizes farm and forest soils. The global crisis in
accumulating non-biodegradable petro-chemically derived plastic garbage is forcing a rapid
shift back to these types of bio-polymers for biodegradable products and packaging. There are
hundreds of examples in the bio-engineering research literature of their development as
scaffolds in replacement skin, pancreas, heart, brain, muscle, liver, kidney and other organs.
These are small volume, but extremely high value products, but they cannot utilize the
millions of tonnes of such waste. Here we give just a few examples of the kind of development
that can utilize and make high value products from such volumes. Â¬ Carlsberg working
towards worldâ?Ts first bio-based â?~paperâ?T beer bottle
https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/carlsberg-working-towards-worlds-first-bio-based-
paper-beer-bottle/ McGill researchers use lobster shells to make biodegradeable plastic
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/mcgill-researchers-use-lobster-shells-to-make-
biodegradeable-plastic-1.4920820 Jingjing Li, Jian Li, Dejun Feng, Jingfeng Zhao, Jingrong
Sun, and Dagang Li Comparative Study on Properties of Polylactic Acid Nanocomposites
with Cellulose and Chitin Nanofibers Extracted from Different Raw Materials Journal of
Nanomaterials, Volume 2017, Article ID 7193263 https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/7193263
Meghann Rosewald, Fang Yao Stephen Hou, Tamutsiwa Mututuvari, April L. Harkins, and
Chieu D. Tran Cellulose-Chitosan-Keratin Composite Materials: Synthesis, Immunological
and Antibacterial Properties ECS Trans. 2014 644: 499â?"505. doi: 10.1149/06404.0499ecst
Chieu D. Tran, Simon Duri, Ambra Delneri, and Mladen Franko CHITOSAN-CELLULOSE
COMPOSITE MATERIALS: PREPARATION, CHARACTERIZATION AND
APPLICATION FOR REMOVAL OF MICROCYSTIN J Hazard Mater. 2013 May 15 0:
355â?"366. Published online 2013 Mar 14. doi: 10.1016/j.jhazmat.2013.02.046 Naresh D.
Sanandiya, Yadunund Vijay, Marina Dimopoulou, Stylianos Dritsas Javier G. Fernandez
Large-scale additive manufacturing with bioinspired cellulosic materials Sci Rep 8, 8642
2018. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-26985-2 Wood waste and crab shells may find use
in compostable food wrap https://newatlas.com/cellulose-chitin-food-wrap/55579/ Paper-
Based 3D Printing Saves on Costs, Cuts Environmental Concerns for Automotive
Manufacture https://3dprint.com/154348/a-few-questions-for-mcor/ Japan proposes wooden
cars made of plant-based cellulose nanofibers https://newatlas.com/automotive/cnf-cellulose-
nanofibers-wooden-car/ The growing present and future applications of lobster shells
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0079670017301958 Premium speaker
range sports zero waste, paper housing, eco-friendly design https://newatlas.com/home-
entertainment/zero-premium-speakers-flare-audio/ Wu Lan, Jeremy S. Luterbacher A Road to
Profitability from Lignin via the Production of Bioactive Molecules ACS Cent. Sci. 2019, 5,
10, 1642-1644. https://doi.org/10.1021/acscentsci.9b00954 Yun-Yan Wang, Charles E.
Wyman, Charles M. Cai, Arthur J. Ragauskas Lignin-Based Polyurethanes from Unmodified
Kraft Lignin Fractionated by Sequential Precipitation ACS Appl. Polym. Mater. 2019, 1, 7,
1672-1679. https://doi.org/10.1021/acsapm.9b00228 Improved FDM 3D Printing with Lignin
Biocomposites https://3dprint.com/256007/improved-fdm-3d-printing-lignin-biocomposites/
For numerous other advances in paper and bio-polymeric materials products please see:
https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/topic/bio-products/biochemicals/ 7. COST AND
TIME ESTIMATES FOR THE REPLACEMENT ETF BASED ON PAST PROJECTS: 7.1
Secondary Sewage Plant with Rotating Bio-Reactor and Activate Sludge In 2005 Barrie began
a wastewater plant upgrade to an activated sludge secondary treatment plant with rotating
biological contactors and anaerobic tank microbial digestion additions, biogas recovery for



power electrical power cogeneration, and UV disinfection of water prior to release into the
sensitive recreational and sport fishing environment of Lake Simcoe. Barrie Population 2011,
135,711. City combined domestic and commercial/industrial wastewater flow 52 million
liters/day. Project time, 2005 to 2011, 6 years. Cost $87.9 million. Barrie wastewater case
study. https://fcm.ca/en/resources/gmf/case-study-how-barries-new-wastewater-plant-
improves-capacity-and-efficiency Like the replacement ETF, the Barrie plant did not have
water recovery or zero discharge technologies. Being of mixed domestic and commercial
wastewater, however, it had a much lower industrial chemical load to reduce to safe effluent
than the proposed Northern Pulp plant e.g., NaOH, CaOH2, CaCO3, lignin, organochlorines,
pyrans, furans, crude pulp fiber. The cost of additional pretreatment stages to control pH,
temperature, solids, and so on, before input to the membrane biofilter digestion stage will add
substantial cost to the Northern Pulp plant. A 15 km secure/ruggedized overland and sub-
ocean waste discharge pipe is yet another costly feature that Barrie did not require as it is on
the immediate shoreline of Lake Simcoe. The design effluent volume is 85,000 cubic meters
per day 85,000,000 liters per day. That is 85,000,000/52,000,000 = 1.635 times as big,
equivalent to municipal sewage volume for Barrieâ?Ts 2011 population of 135,711 x 1.635 =
221,888 people. Comparing this with the population of Prince Edward Island in 2019 159,878
the sewage outfall from this one Northern Pulp plant will be 39 bigger than the secondary
sewage flow of the entire population of Prince Edward Island. In capital cost for just the
secondary sewage plant, if scaling linearly then, the expected cost is $143.7 million in 2011
dollars. Assuming that the Northern Pulp plant project will take at least 6 years, as did the
Barrie project, the plant will be done in 2026. Also assuming an inflation rate of 2.5/annum
between 2011 and 2026 the inflation adjusted 1.448 x cost will be $208 million. The
pretreatment stages aforementioned will probably add 25 to the cost. That brings the final total
to 1.25 x 208,000,000 = $260 million for the sewage plant alone. 7.2 Fifteen Kilometer
Submarine and Roadside Easement Pipe with 85 Million Liters per Day Capacity The
proposed replacement ETF 15 kilometer effluent pipe is to traverse under the ocean and
immediately alongside a highway. It should be remembered that NPNS was responsible for the
operation of the raw sewage pipeline when it ruptured and triggered the Boat Harbour Act.
Pipeline ruptures are frequent, costly and devastating environmentally. In fact, at the time of
writing November 1, 2019, the Keystone oil pipeline through Northern Dakota has ruptured
spilling 1.4 million liters of oil. The proposed pipeline is to be of welded high density
polyethylene, perhaps satisfactorily corrosion resistant, but more brittle at low subzero
temperatures. Its coefficient of expansion was not specified, so it may buckle and break at
weakened welds. Further, it is susceptible to accidental breaches by dredging, sinking vessels
in the marine area, and cars and transports vaulting off the highway on land. The Region of
Peel, Ontario, recently detailed the costs of constructing an underground East-West sewer
trunk interconnect of 14 km carrying approximately the same sewage flow per day. The total
cost was $240,174,000 in 2015. This is less susceptible to collisions but equally susceptible to
undermining by water courses, careless excavation by contractors, and geological faults.
Please refer to: Complete Environmental Assessment
https://www.peelregion.ca/pw/water/environ-assess/east-west-wastewater-diversion-
strategy.htm Contract Costs Appendix https://www.peelregion.ca/pw/water/environ-
assess/ewwds/appendix/vol1/vol-1-h.pdf Combining sewage plant and pipeline costs, we
estimate, based on these recent examples, the replacement ETF cost to total $500 million. 8.
PULP PRICES AND PROFITABILITY ESTIMATES FOR PE-NPNS: CAN PE REMAIN
COMPETITIVE? 2019 Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft Prices. U.S. Dollars per Metric
Tonne From: https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/our-natural-resources/domestic-international-
markets/current-lumber-pulp-panel-prices/13309 â?oToday, Northern produces approximately
300,000 tonnes annually of NBSK pulp which is sold around the world creating 339 fulltime,



local jobs and another 2,050 indirect jobs for Nova Scotians. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia
Corporation contributes over $315 million into the economy annually and pays $10 million in
taxation.â?  From https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-
65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_e170d9498b5544ad91decc67dda4fdc0.pdf In the
US/Canadian market: From the above graph, the average $US price per metric tonne for
NBSK in 2019 would be about $1250 1250/0.75 = $1667 CAD Northern Pulpâ?Ts gross sales
would be about 1667* 300,000 = $500 million CAD Contributions to the community through
direct and indirect salaries and material and services purchases plus taxes 315 10 $325 million
CAD. Profit 500 â?" 325 $175 Million. In the China market: From the above graph, the
average $US price per metric tonne for NBSK in 2019 would be about $710 =710/0.75 = $947
CAD Northern Pulpâ?Ts gross sales would be about 947* 300,000 = $284 million CAD
Contributions to the community through direct and indirect salaries and material and services
purchases plus taxes 315 10 $325 million CAD. Loss 284 â?" 325 $41 Million. Which
scenario is correct, $175 million or â?" $41 million, or somewhere in between? Paper
Excellence states that it sells pulp mostly or exclusively to its related company Asia Pulp and
Paper in Asia in order to avoid â? price fluctuationsâ? . If it were paid China commodity
prices, Northern Pulp would have been operating at around a $41 million loss in 2019. If so, it
is seriously failing to meet its goal of maximum profitability, and, like many mill owners
before it, very likely to be happy to shut the mill down. In addition, increasing supplies of low
cost trees from poorly regulated sources in Asia, Africa and South America, along with
cheaper, much faster growing species like Eucalyptus are driving prices down. This continues
to make it difficult for North American mills, sustainably processing slow growing expensive
species, to compete globally. It is possible that NPNS receives an â?oall in the familyâ?
preferential price for its Canadian bleached kraft pulp. It is made into paper at the much lower
labor and operating costs in very large APP mills in Asia and is probably blended with low
cost Asia sourced pulp at Asia commodity prices. Because of its substantial factory presence
in Canada however, the paper can be sold into the North American market at prices near the
bottom end of Northern American commodity price range to gain market share. It therefore
seems extremely important for the province to ascertain the true profits and financial
sustainability of Northern Pulp Mill. Otherwise it may find itself spending $300 - $500 million
to build a sewage treatment plant for a company that could go bankrupt and close in mid-
construction. 9. LOWER COST, SUPERIOR FIBER BLENDS: HEMP-PAPER BENEFITS It
is thought that the first identified hemp paper dates back to the early Chinese Han Dynasty,
around 200-150 BC, although hemp had already been used for centuries as a source of food,
fabric, and rope among other products. It remained a major source of high quality non-
yellowing paper fiber until the 1930s when big synthetic textile companies and newspapers
used lobbying powers to prohibit the cultivation of hemp in the United States. Hemp is now in
resurgence as a result of the widespread production of medical CBD oil. Yet there will not be
enough hemp plants available to replace all of our uses for trees. Blending of hemp and tree
fibers can reduce the cost of pulp produced, reduce acreage given to fiber production, reduce
atmospheric CO2, and reduce fiber growth time. Every pound of hemp pulp used to make
paper products replaces one pound of tree pulp taken from forests. On average, hemp grows to
its full size in about 120 days compared to trees that are harvested after seven to 30 years.
Until the last 30 years or so, tree harvesting for paper was non-sustainably carried out by
clear-cutting mature forests without replanting. This is still practiced today in poorer areas of
the world. It has been a major driver of deforestation, tropical and temperate woodland species
extinction, and climate change. Hemp Trees â?" how hemp can help solve the deforestation
and climate change crises. â?¢ 1 acre of Hemp can produce as much paper as 4-10 acres of
trees over a 20 year cycle. â?¢ Hemp stalks grow in 4 months, whereas mature trees take 20-
80 years. â?¢ Hemp has higher concentration of cellulose than wood, the principal ingredient



in paper. â?¢ Trees are made up of only 30 cellulose, requiring the use of toxic chemicals to
remove the other 70. Hemp, on the other hand, can have up to 85 cellulose content. â?¢ Hemp
has lower lignin content than wood. Hemp contains 5-24 lignin whereas wood has 20-35. This
is advantageous as lignin must be removed from the pulp before it can be processed as paper.
â?¢ Hemp paper is more durable than trees. Hemp paper does not yellow, crack, or deteriorate
like tree paper. One example of a company now producing hemp-tree fiber blend papers is
PureHemp Technology in Colorado https://purehemptech.com/ . PureHemp, a vertically
integrated industrial hemp processor, developed a new biorefining technology and operates
their own hemp refinery that rapidly converts stalks into pulp and other usable co-products.
Biorefining involves a continuous countercurrent reactor CCR technology that rapidly extracts
the fundamental constituents of the stalks â?" the cellulose-rich pulp, lignin and xylose-rich
sugars â?" to make different bio-based products for many industries. In addition to producing
pulp for papermaking, the lignin co-product can be made into bioplastics and chemicals and
the xylose sugars into the healthy sugar, xylitol. PureHemp is the first company in the world to
produce CBD tinctures from hemp flowers and then use hemp stalks to make boxes for its
CBD-based products. References: https://ministryofhemp.com/blog/hemp-paper/
https://www.canadianbiomassmagazine.ca/colorado-company-making-hemp-paper-packaging/
10. NORTHERN PULPâ?TS SUMMARY OF THE REPLACEMENT ETF PROJECT: From:
https://785be6fc-88cc-492e-a39a-
65e3df82c0ef.filesusr.com/ugd/7a1cbf_3dec0841536843849ee98651043f2e3b.pdf The
proposed treatment facility project will see the replacement of the existing plant with a state of
the art wastewater treatment facility consisting of: â?¢ A modern Activated Sludge Treatment
AST system purchased from one of the leaders in treating Kraft pulp mill effluent. The system
will consist of a Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor MBBR followed by conventional Activated
Sludge AS. The system has been designed to process 85,000 m3/day of effluent, well above
Northern Pulpâ?Ts average flow of 64,000 m3/day. â?¢ Continuous monitoring of effluent pH,
temperature and conductivity and operation of the treatment plant. â?¢ A spill basin will be
added to contain any spills in the event of an emergency such as a power failure. â?¢ A 15 km
High Density Polyethylene HDPE pipeline chosen for its reliability will be constructed to
deliver the treated wastewater to the receiving water. Sections of the pipe will be fused
together to eliminate mechanical joints and fittings. â?¢ Leak detection of the pipe will be
added to identify issues. â?¢ Improvement in the manner in which the treated effluent is
discharged from a weir type discharge at the existing outlet to an engineered outfall diffuser
further out into the Northumberland Strait. â?¢ Water reduction projects that will reduce the
effluent flow by 5000 m3/day in the summer period. The treatment facility was originally
owned and operated by the province. The facility is still owned by the province and is
operated under lease agreement by Northern Pulp, Abercrombie Point The province has
contracted with a consultant, KSH Consulting, Montreal PQ, and they are proceeding with
assessment, alternatives review and studies. The remediation of Boat Harbour is not included
in this EA. This study is for the replacement of the ETF only. The new ETF will employ the
AnoxKaldnes BASâ"¢ Biological Activated Sludge process purchased from Veolia Water
Technologies, which combines Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor MBBR technology with
conventional activated sludge. Once treated onsite at Northern Pulps facility, effluent will be
sent through an approximately 15 km long pipeline. The pipeline will enter the south side of
Pictou Harbour and make landfall on the north side of the harbour roughly following Highway
106 right-of-way to Caribou, and then re-enters the marine environment adjacent to the
Northumberland Ferries marine terminal and continues for approximately 4.0 km through
Caribou Harbour to the Northumberland Strait, terminating at an engineered marine outfall.
https://www.veoliawatertechnologies.com/en/solutions/products/anoxkaldnes-bas Veolias pulp
and paper page talks about other systems for Kraft paper mills



http://www.veoliawatertech.com/markets/pulp-and-paper/ Between 1992 and 1997 NPNS
made process improvements to the Mill and converted from elemental Chlorine to Chlorine
Dioxide bleach delignification ECF to meet new federal and provincial pulp and paper effluent
regulations. In significantly improved effluent quality that met, and continues to meet all
applicable regulations. The Boat Harbour ETF that exists today operates within all federal and
provincial regulations. NOTE: PE did NOT own the Mill until 2011 and so did NOT bear the
above upgrade costs. In June 2014 there was a leak of untreated effluent due to a breach in the
pipeline which led to the enactment of the Boat Harbour Act. The Boat Harbour Act requires
that the use of the Boat Harbour ETF cease by January 31, 2020. It is the wish of Pictou
Landing First Nation that Boat Harbour be returned to tidal and made a place that the
community can once again enjoy. From: The Effluent Treatment System ETF at Boat Harbour
https://www.paperexcellence.com/effluent-treatment-facility NOTE: PE owned Northern Pulp
did operate the Boat Harbour Effluent treatment plant when the pipeline breach occurred in
2014, triggering the Boat Harbour Act. The fact that the pipeline failure occurred in their
hands suggests that they should NOT be entrusted with the operation of a far more complex
new effluent treatment facility. 11. PAPER EXCELLENCEâ?TS CORPORATE GOAL
STATEMENTS: â?oOur promise is to constantly challenge the limit, and tirelessly strive for
victory. We will be victorious when we become â?" and remain â?" the lowest cost, highest
efficiency, and most profitable company in our business â?" through happy, committed and
dynamic people.â?  â?oThe export market outlook for our products is favourable â?" notably
in markets e.g. China in which we have unique expertise, in-depth knowledge, long term
growth customers and positive relationships.â?  â?oWe are expanding rapidly to meet the
needs of our customers. We supply â?~purpose madeâ?T pulps: a at a price they can afford,
and b at a price that competes with â?~new worldâ?T plantation hardwood pulps.â?  â?oOUR
VISION To be a profitable, sustainable and globally competitive fibre products supplier that is
environmentally and economically beneficial to all stakeholders. OUR MISSION Through
innovation and adaptability, provide cellulose-based products at the lowest possible cost. We
will constantly improve the global competitiveness of our customers, while enhancing the
sustainability of our manufacturing operations and the well-being of the communities in which
we operate. At Northern Pulp, we strive for excellence in all that we do. We produce top
quality household products ranging from tissue, paper towel and toilet paper to writing and
photo copy paper. Northern Pulp is a cornerstone of Nova Scotiaâ?Ts forestry industry. We
are proud to be an integral part of Pictou County since 1967. Our team consists of hundreds of
direct, full-time employees, and our partnerships with local sawmills and forest contractors
generates thousands of jobs province-wide bringing significant wealth for Nova Scotiaâ?Ts
economy. We care about our province, its people and the environment. Northern Pulp
responsibly manages hundreds of thousands of hectares of forest land as well as Nova Scotiaâ?
Ts largest tree nursery in Debert, which allows us to run a truly sustainable business. Northern
Pulp is committed to creating well-paying jobs for Nova Scotians, supporting the regionâ?Ts
economy, protecting the environment and the wellbeing of our rural communities. With 330
dedicated employees, we generate over $200 million annually into the Nova Scotia economy.
A cornerstone business in rural Nova Scotia for almost 50 years, Northern Pulp has a solid
plan that sees it continue to succeed in todayâ?Ts global market and for decades to come.â?
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From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:03:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this is a very
good project for a few reasons. It is taking a approx. 50 system that is in a bad location and
updating it with todays technologies. This is the type of thing we want to see NS companies
doing. Also the effluent will be treated on site and discharged out of new state of the art pipe.
This reduces the chance of spills to almost nothing. and one last thing the effluent when
discharges goes to back ground conditions within 2 to 3 meters no risk to fisheries. Name:

 Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: St Andrews Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 26



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:12:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the focus
report I feel the science proves that there will be no harm done to the environment with
Northern Pulps Wastewater treatment plant. Name:  Email:

@outlook.com Address:  Municipality: Springville
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 26



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:13:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: after reading some
literature on their proposal,i think northern pulp has put enough science and money to be able
to continue running with the least negative impact on the environment yet.With its closure ,the
impact on so many people will be devastating.this is a no brainer. Name: Email:

@seasidehighspeed.com Address:  Municipality: greenfield
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 65 y: 27
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:18:35 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think the public needs
more information to properly make up their minds. I am all for the Mill if the science support.
We need Industry here in Pictou count. Dont chase a good company awa! Give an extension if
needed. Name: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 9
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:23:17 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If science proves that
this project wont affect the environment and the water quality than I beleive the mill should be
allowed the time to build their new waste water treatment plant. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Stellaton
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 58 y: 24
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:24:56 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe an extension
for the project must be approved for the economical health of Nova Scotia. I believe Northern
Pulp has provided the studies and information needed to prove why their plan is the best and
now they need to be given the time to build this modern state of the art facility. As a resident
of the south shore of N.S,this end of the province as well as all of N.S depends heavily on the
forest industry and we cannot handle another blow to this area like what happened when we
lost both Bowater mills. We still havent recovered from that and anything that may cause
Northern Pulp to close would be devastating to all of N.S as so much of our economy,
especially rural N.S depends on this industry. I hope the Nova Scotia Government and
Northern Pulp can come to an agreement to approve this facility for all of Nova Scotias sake.
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not think this will
effect environment after reading all studys this is the best solution. Name: 

@jdirving.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 26
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: - Choose - Comments: I am against effluent from Northern Pulp being pumped into
the Northumberland Strait . Name: @eastlink.ca Address:

., Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
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Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: According to the focus
report everything is science based supporting the mills project. I was happy to read that there
will no ice scouring and sea life will not be affected. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:43:25 AM
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Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to ask that
the Minister of Environment approve the environmental assessment for Northern Pulps new
effluent treatment system. -Third part experts have determined that water quality within 5
meters from the diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines. - Within 5 meters of the
diffuser, the temperature is within 1 degree cekcius of normal water temperature. - Aerial
photography show the diffuser is located over 1000 meters km from current fishing grounds,
in the path of the ferry from Caribou to PEI. - Aerial photography also shows that current
lobster traps are within 500 meters of outfall at Boat Harbour. fisherman continue to catch
lobster here. I am convinced by the scientific evidence that the new treatment plant will meet
all current regulations and guidelines. Name:  Email:

@wagnerforest.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Its all good Name: 
@gmail.com Address: Caledonia ns Municipality: Queens
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email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 26
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Dear Sir/Madam:

Please find enclosed correspondence from  in relation to the above-noted.

Thank you.

Regards,

195 Foord Street
PO Box 849
Stellarton, Nova Scotia
B0K 1S0
Ph: (902) 752-5143
FAX: (902) 928-1299
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS E-MAIL (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS) IS CONFIDENTIAL AND MAY BE SUBJECT TO
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RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISCLOSURE, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF THIS E-MAIL (INCLUDING
ANY ATTACHMENTS) OF ANY KIND, IS PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS E-MAIL IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY US
IMMEDIATELY BY TELEPHONE (902) 752-5143 OR BY RETURN E-MAIL, AND THEN DELETE THIS E-MAIL AND ANY COPIES
THEREOF FROM YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM AND RECORDS.
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Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
Fax: (902) 424-6925 

EA@novascotia.ca 

Honourable Gordon Wilson 
Department of Environment 
1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS 
B3J 2P8 

Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 

PO Box 849, 195 N Foord Street 

Stel larton, Nova Scoti a BOK 150 

P: 902-752-5143 F: 902-928-1299 

Re: Environmental Assessment - Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project, Pictou County, Nova Scotia 

Dear Sir or Madam and Minister Wilson : 

Please be advised we continue to represent the Harbour Authority of Caribou (hereafter 
"the Authority"), Pictou County, Nova Scotia. 

Located at the mouth of Caribou Harbour, the Authority operates the busiest fishing port 
in Northern Nova Scotia. It is a hub of fishing activity from April to early December. It is 
accessed via the 106 branch of the Trans-Canada Highway and is adjacent to the 
Northumberland Ferries terminal. The facility managed by the Authority is the 'heart' of 
the commercial fishing industry in northern mainland Nova Scotia. It is also the site of 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia's (NPNS) proposed marine effluent pipeline and effluent 
outfall. 

The Authority has again retained our firm to express its continuing concerns regarding 
Northern Pulp's Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project. 



The Authority's position continues to be that Northern Pulp's proposal fails to 
adequately address critical issues which could result in catastrophic damage to the rich 
fishing grounds of Caribou Harbour and beyond. On this basis, as detailed below, my 
client is calling on Minister Wilson to reject Northern Pulp's proposed replacement 
effluent treatment facility. 

This submission will address the following issues of concern to the Authority and its 
patrons: 

1. No leak detection for marine portions of effluent pipe 
2. Leak repair to the marine pipe in Caribou Harbour would be virtually impossible 

in winter months 
3. Risk of ice damage to marine pipe 
4. Navigation issues 
5. No confirmed marine pipe route in Caribou Harbour 
6. No definitive plan for marine pipeline construction 
7. Risk of siltation in the harbour during construction causing significant harm to 

marine life and to current users of the harbour 
8. Timing of marine pipe trenching and installation conflicts with existing uses of the 

harbour 
9. Effluent will enter Caribou Harbour with significant harmful effects 
10. Errors of fact relating to fisheries and presence of fish. 

1. There is an absence of leak detection on the marine portions of the effluent 
pipe. 

TOR 3.5 requires Northern Pulp to "Provide viable options including the selected option 
for leak detection technologies and inspection methodologies . .. " Northern Pulp has 
provided no plan for leak detection on the marine portions of the effluent pipeline. The 
leak detection systems outlined in Section 3.5 apply only to the on-land portion of the 
pipeline. 

"A leak detection system as described below will be installed with the effluent 
pipeline to monitor for potential leaks in the overland portion of the route 
between Pictou and Caribou .. . " (FR, Section 3.5, p. 62) (emphasis ours). 

In response to questions submitted about potential damage and leaks to the marine 
pipe, the public is directed to "Refer to section 3.5 for comments concerning pipeline 
leak detection and enhanced pipeline protection options." (Appendix 1.1 , pp. 10 and 18) 
However, there is absolutely no mention of any leak detection system for the marine 
portion of the pipe in section 3.5. The marine pipe is explicitly excluded. There is 
similarly no mention of leak detection in other sections, e.g. section 2.5, Changes to 
Pipeline, and Appendix 2.5, which address marine pipeline construction. 

The absence of attention to leak detection in the marine pipe is a critical omission. Risk 
of leakage in the marine pipe has been and remains a significant public concern . A leak 
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anywhere along the route of the marine pipe inside Caribou Harbour would result in 
build-up of effluent in the harbour, with the likely result being catastrophic damage to the 
marine environment, including juvenile lobster in the Marine Refuge Scallop Buffer Zone 
24 and a highly productive rock crab nursery, both of which are critical to the regional 
fisheries of the Northumberland Strait. 

Recommendation #1: Northern Pulp has not fulfilled the requirement of TOR 3.5 in 
relation to the marine portion of the pipeline. The Minister cannot approve this project 
without evidence that the project provides the highest level of effluent leak prevention, 
detection and timely repair to prevent significant and irreparable harm to the marine 
environment. 

2. Leak repair to the marine pipe in winter months would be virtually 
impossible. 

Even if effective leak detection technology was planned, in the event a leak developed 
during the 3- 4 month period when the harbour is ice-covered (with from 1- 5 metres of 
ice) repair would be nearly impossible. Ice conditions in Caribou Harbour and the 
Northumberland Strait are so severe that the PEI ferry does not run in the winter, and all 
fishing boats are taken out of Caribou Harbour. 

The question of whether and how timely a repair could be carried out if a leak in the 
marine pipe occurred during winter months was raised repeatedly in public submissions. 
Northern Pulp has not addressed this issue, except by saying that burying the pipe will 
provide sufficient protection from ice scour. Ignoring and failing to address a possible 
occurrence on the basis that in Northern Pulp's view the event will not occur is not 
acceptable. 

Recommendation #2: The Minister cannot approve this project without evidence that 
the project provides the highest level of effluent leak prevention, detection and timely 
repair to prevent significant and irreparable harm to the marine environment. The 
absence of attention to an acknowledged risk with such severe consequences greatly 
increases the likelihood of significant and irreversible harm at some point in the project 
life. 

3. Risk of ice damage to the marine portion of the pipe 

Ice damage to a marine pipe is an acknowledged risk in the Focus Report and 
accompanying documents, and in earlier reports from Stantec. TOR 2.2 requires 
Northern Pulp to "Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to 
confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine 
the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline." 

Makai Engineering states that depth of burial for a marine pipe should be determined by 
survey information and historical data. Historical data has not been provided in the 
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Focus Report. NP has provided only one year of data on ice scour. Survey information 
from CSR shows that Caribou Harbour is an area with many ice scour events. One 
hundred and thirty-three (133) were noted in the survey, which CSR believes were from 
2018-2019 alone. The company also notes that scours begin to fill in immediately, 
(Appendix 2.2, Section 5.5, p. 95) so that the measured scours do not indicate the 
deepest scour that would have taken place. 

The general consensus among local fishermen and divers who have observed ice in the 
area for decades is that there is high risk of damage to the marine pipe and diffusers 
from ice even if the pipe is covered by 2-metres of soil. These same individuals note 
that shifting bottoms could uncover areas of pipe, making it more vulnerable to damage. 

The Stantec Preliminary Receiving Water Study prepared for Northern Pulp in August 
11, 2017, p. 4.80-4.81 contains this information: 

It was reported (in ENSR, 1999) that Maritime Telephone and Telegraph 
(MT& T) performed an ice evaluation in support of an optical 
communication cable deployment across the Northumberland Strait. 
Based on MT& T's review, the estimated potential for damage to the cable 
from ice scour extended to water depths of 12 to 14 m. In 1991 their cable 
was trenched and buried to a selected depth (depth is unknown) and left 
on the surface of the sea bottom at greater depths. Unfortunately, the 
winter of 1991/1992 was severe and the cable was severed by ice keels at 
a water depth greater than 18 m towards the Woods Island, PEI side of 
the Northumberland Strait. 

This indicates that ice scour can take place a much greater depths than expected. This 
is crucial information that should be considered by the Minister in determining likelihood 
of harm. 

Ice scour is not the only source of risk to the marine pipe. There are also risks to the 
pipe's integrity from structural stresses, as explained in the 

PEng. to the EARD. "Due to the cyclical nature ot the tidal 
forces and wave action these induced stresses combined with ice loads over time could 
present fatigue stress issues." 

These risks have not been addressed by Northern Pulp and must be fully examined 
before this project can be approved. 

Finally, the Authority notes that there has been no attention given to protection of the 
marine pipe from ice or storm damage at the point where the proposed pipe would enter 
Caribou Harbour, before it is buried. This is another serious omission. This is a point 
where the marine pipe is vulnerable to moving ice as well as strong storm and wave 
action. Damage at this point could have the same catastrophic results as outlined 
above. 
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Recommendation #3: Northern Pulp has not fully addressed the issues to confirm the 
viability of the marine route in relation to ice or other stresses. They have not 
established that ice scour and other conditions do not present significant risks to the 
marine pipeline. Northern Pulp has not considered or responded to information 
submitted by local diver based on direct experience, nor to the issues 
of potential structural damage from ice pressure raised by professional engineer 

in his submission. They have not considered historical information on ice 
scour in the area. 

Damage to the marine portion of the pipe would result in significant and irreversible 
harm to the entire Caribou Harbour ecosystem. A break or leak in the marine effluent 
pipe in an iced-over marine environment with minimal flushing capacity could continue 
for an extended period before detection - at the rate of 62 million litres per day. 

We ask the Minister to reject this proposal. Northern Pulp has not provided sufficient 
information to conclude that a marine effluent pipe installed as described will not be at 
risk. 

4. Navigation issues 

NPNS completely fails to address the navigational concerns raised in our earlier 
submission. The Authority is very concerned that its patrons, both commercial and 
recreational, will have their navigational abilities under the Navigational Protection Act 
restricted . NPNS has responded only that "Impact to navigation is not anticipated. A 
Navigational waters review will be required before construction begins, at this time 
adjustments will be made as necessary." 

In our submission this is not an adequate response. 

The Authority's earlier submission pointed out that the patrons of the Authority, in 
particular seventy plus (70+) commercial fishermen, navigate directly across the path of 
the proposed pipe route in Caribou Harbour, on a daily basis, during regular fishing 
seasons of lobster, crab, herring and scallop, from April through November. 

Any interference with existing navigation routes could cost individual fishermen 
hundreds of miles of additional travel every season for the lifetime of the project, with 
corresponding costs in time and fuel, and increased emissions to the environment. 

My client also has serious concerns about interference with navi.gation during the 
proposed construction timeline of 84+ days, detailed below. 

Recommendation #4: The Authority's position is that all navigation concerns must be 
addressed satisfactorily prior to any approval. The minister, in making his decision, must 
consider how the proposed project will impact existing uses of the area. Northern Pulp 
has not provided sufficient information to ensure that the proposal will not substantially 
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interfere with existing navigational uses of the area during construction and in the long
term. 

5. There is no confirmed marine pipe route in Caribou Harbour. 

NPNS has not presented a confirmed marine pipe route for Caribou Harbour. The only 
specific information provided about the route are the co-ordinates for the entry point of 
the marine pipe and the outfall location. This is in notable contrast to the detailed 
drawings and plans presented for the on-land portion of the pipe. Marine survey 
information was gathered from a corridor 200 metres wide, within which NPNS 
presumable plans to locate the marine pipe. 

Recommendation #5: This project cannot be approved before a specific pipe route is 
presented for evaluation and input from the public and government departments. The 
minister cannot accurately evaluate whether there will be significant and irreversible 
harm in the absence of a detailed marine pipe route. 

6. There is no definitive plan for marine pipeline construction. 

Northern Pulp is required by TOR 2.5 to "Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline 
construction methodology and other associated pipeline construction work, related to 
the potential changes to the marine portion of the pipeline route (e.g., infilling, trenching, 
temporary access roads, excavation, blasting , disposal at sea, and others where 
applicable). 

Northern Pulp has not fulfilled TOR 2.5. They have not provided a detailed plan for 
marine pipeline construction. The Focus Report states, "Appendix 2.5 provides the 
details of the current proposed construction." (Section 2.5, p. 39). This is not accurate. 
Appendix 2.5 does not provide this information. Makai Ocean Engineering Inc. 
which prepared the report for Appendix 2.5 writes, 'This report provides an opinion of 
the likely construction methods and design features of the pipeline, based on the 
available data and standard practices for marine pipelines." They also state, 'The exact 
method used for dredging will be determined by the selected marine contractor based 
on schedules, costs, and available equipment resources." (Executive Summary, p. 1) 

Makai states clearly that, "While Makai has extensive experience with HDPE pipeline 
installations and has taken considerable efforts to consider the site specifics and likely 
approaches for this project, the actual means and methods and construction 
processes will remain the responsibility of the Marine Contractor, and may vary 
from this approach." (Introduction) (emphasis ours) 

We note some, but not all, of the issues relating to TOR 2.5 where no concrete plan has 
been presented: 

• No plan for how excavated material will be dealt with during construction: 
Neither the Focus Report Section 2.5 and Table 2.5-1, p.18 nor Appendix 2.5 
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provide a definitive plan for how excavated material will be dealt with during the 
construction process, (sidecast, removed to barge or other.) Options are 
presented, but no definitive plan is presented. 

• No plan for spoils disposal: The question of potential disposal at sea is raised 
explicitly in TOR 2.5. NPNS downplays the issue of spoils and their disposal. The 
Focus Report states, "It is anticipated that spoils from the excavation will be 
repurposed as fill to cover over the trenched pipeline once placed. Excess spoils 
may be (sic) require disposal and will be subject to regulatory approval and 
permitting." (Section 2.5, p. 43) 
NPNS has provided no explanation of how spoils will be disposed of. They have 
not addressed the question of they will be looking at disposal at sea. 
The Harbour Authority notes that it appears physically impossible that there will 
not be a significant amounts of spoils requiring disposal in some way, given that 
6" of gravel and a 36" diameter pipe will replace excavated soil for the 4 km 
distance of the trench. 

• Some of the excavated soil may exceed contaminant guidelines. 
Contaminant levels beyond guidelines in some soils are identified in the Focus 
Report documentation. NPNS has not addressed this issue except to say that it 
will be dealt with at a later time. 

• There is no clear plan for how the trench will be finished. "Once the trench is 
covered in soil, it could either be graded down using a towed grader bar, or left to 
the elements if local currents and sediment transport is agreeable." (Appendix 
2.5, p.18) The possible use of armour stone in some places is mentioned. There 
has been insufficient attention given to the strong tides and currents that could 
expose the pipe to ice damage. 

• Blasting very unlikely. In response to TOR 2.5, NPNS says only that blasting is 
"very unlikely." The Authority is very concerned with leaving this issue 
unresolved. My client's position is that sufficient information should have been 
gathered and provided in the Focus Report to determine whether blasting is 
proposed as part of this project or not, in order that this issue can be fully 
considered in terms of assessing potential impacts. Use of blasting could have 
significant consequences. 

• Siltation during construction. See point 7 below regarding potential impacts of 
siltation during the 84+ day proposed construction period. 

Recommendation #6: The Harbour Authority of Caribou believes that Northern Pulp 
has not provided sufficient information to fulfill the requirements of TOR 2.5. NPNS has 
presented a number of possible scenarios, but no plan that can be evaluated for 
potential impacts. The missing information is not available in earlier documentation, i.e. 
the EARD or in Appendix F to the EARD. 

The Harbour Authority is very concerned that, "The exact method used for dredging will 
be determined by the selected marine contractor based on schedules, costs, and 
available equipment resources." (Appendix 2.5, p. 1) Decisions based on schedules, 
costs and available equipment do not prioritize prevention of environmental harm to the 
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Harbour or impacts on present users of Caribou Harbour and do not ensure protection 
of the delicate harbour environment. 

My client asks the Minister not to approve this project without a detailed construction 
plan subject to scrutiny and input from the public, including our patrons, who have 
detailed knowledge of the actual conditions of the area and the potential for harm. 
NPNS has not provided the Minister with the information needed to determine whether 
construction of the marine pipeline can be done without causing irreparable, long-term 
harm to Caribou Harbour and the nearby Northumberland Strait, including the marine 
life within it, both plant and animal, and current users. 

7. Siltation in the harbour during construction may cause significant harm to 
marine life and current users of the harbour. 

The Authority and our patrons have great concern about the impact of siltation on the 
Harbour and surrounding waters during construction and for an unknown period 
afterwards. No attention has been given to the potential effect of excavation of over 
80,000 cubic metres of silty bottom over a period of 84+ days, (Focus Report, Table 2.5-
1) in a shallow, tidal area. Caribou Harbour experiences tidal changes of up to 5 feet, 
twice daily. During a construction period of this length, storm conditions are almost 
inevitable. Storm surges can raise waters by 6 feet over normal conditions, with high 
winds and crashing waves. Northern Pulp has only addressed this issue by saying that 
silt curtains and isolating work areas will be used to reduce turbidity. This is completely 
insufficient for an issue which could have significant impacts on all life in the harbour. 

Is it viable to isolate up to 4 km of trench and up to 80,000 cubic metres of sidecast soil 
effectively, without interfering with navigation and existing uses of the harbour? What 
amount of silt would be contained by these methods, what would be released? 
Conditions inside Caribou Harbour, with depths of between O and 8 metres, are 
significantly different than in many open ocean areas, where dispersion of silt would 
take place more effectively. What would be the impact of siltation under both normal 
and storm conditions on eel grass beds, on plankton, on juvenile lobster and crab and 
other forms of marine life, on the seabed itself? This issue must be fully examined 
based on the actual conditions in Caribou Harbour prior to approval being given for the 
project. 

There are 70+ fishers, buyers and a nearby fish plant employing 140 people, that all 
need clean water for multiple purposes. During the months of May and June in Caribou 
Harbour at our wharf and at North Nova Seafood's, there is a minimum of 100,000 to 
150,000 thousand pounds of live lobster, 'floating' every day. This means the lobsters 
are submerged in containment pens or 'cars' in seawater, in 100-pound crates. The 
lobsters are reliant on clean, oxygenated water. So are the oysters in the 4 oyster 
leases in the harbour, and the juvenile rock crab, lobster and other species. Fishers use 
seawater to spray down their catches as they fish, to keep them cool. They use 
seawater to wash down their boats and traps. That water must be clean. 
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Over 84+ days construction, with unpredictable weather, the Harbour Authority has 
serious doubts about whether installation of 4km of marine pipe can be carried out 
without significant, long-term harm. Certainly, Northern Pulp has not provided sufficient 
information to show that it can be done without such harm. 

Recommendation #7: The Minister cannot approve this proposal until the potential 
impacts of siltation in the Harbour during the 84+ day proposed construction period is 
fully evaluated. 

8. Timing of proposed marine pipe trenching and installation and existing 
uses of the harbour 

The Authority's position is that there is no 84+ day _construction window that would not 
severely interfere with existing activities. There is ice in the harbour from late December 
until April. Lobster season and the related storage/navigation/fishing from end of April to 
end of June. Major recreational activities occur throughout July, August and September, 
with rock crab season running from early August to November. Include the herring 
fishery in the Northumberland Strait from early September until later October, of which 
Caribou Harbour is the epicenter. Tuna fishing in August, September and October, then 
scallop fishing from early November to mid- December. Complicate that with the 
beginning of fall storms and high winds. Ice can close in by early December. Then add 
in the Northumberland Ferries running from May 1 st until mid- December in a narrow 
channel only slightly larger than the vessels themselves. 

Recommendation #8: Caribou Harbour is used for activities central to the economy of 
the area for all months of the year when it is ice-free. There is need for a full evaluation 
of the potential impacts of proposed pipeline construction on existing uses prior to any 
approval of the project. 

9. Effluent will enter Caribou Harbour 

Northern Pulp's proposal relies on a receiving water study (RWS) prepared by Stantec. 
This study indicates that there will be minimal flow of effluent discharged into Caribou 
Harbour. The Authority reasserts its position that this conclusion is erroneous, and does 
not reflect what its fishers know from working the waters of Caribou Harbour year-round 
for many decades. 
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a) The receiving water study does not take into account conditions familiar to 
fishers in the area, including storm surges/surge tides or sustained, heavy 
onshore winds from the northeast or northwest that can last for several days 
and 'hold' the tide in. 

b) There is a bottleneck effect at the mouth of the Harbour between Munroe's 
Island and Caribou Island caused by the deeper water, (the proposed location 
for the outfall and diffusers) , meeting the shallow water adjacent to the 
sandbar at the mouth of the harbour. This is the actual narrow, marked 



channel the Prince Edward Island and Northumberland Ferry navigates to exit 
Caribou Harbour, which averages a depth of 25 feet. (This channel needs to 
be dredged every so often to maintain a safe depth for the ferry to navigate in 
and out of the harbour.) A rising tide basically, especially with onshore winds, 
funnels in from the proposed diffuser location. 

c) Under storm conditions, the water level in Caribou Harbour sometimes rises 
in excess of 2 meters. There is nowhere for this excess to come from but the 
mouth of the harbour, where the effluent outfall is proposed to be. 

d) A local knowledge submission containing detailed information about the tides, 
currents and winds in the Caribou Harbour area was submitted as a response 
to the EARD by Caribou fishers It 
contains important information that does not appear to have been considered 
in the revised RWS. 

e) We draw your attention to the expert opinion of of Stanford 
University, an oceanographer with expertise in numerical modelling of coastal 
dynamics. Dr. reviewed the Stantec RWS in the EARD and concluded 
that errors of modeling lead, 

"to the incorrect conclusion that the environmental impacts will be 
negligible because the effluent concentrations are predicted to be 
unphysically low. Instead, correct implementation of the models with 
more conservative and physically realistic scenarios would show 
that effluent concentrations in the region could be much larger and 
that effluent accumulation in Pictou and Caribou Harbours is likely. 
(emphasis added) ( p. 1, Appendix 1, Ecojustice Response to 
EARD) 

Dr. also states that Stantec's use of the two-dimensional Mike 21 model 
is inappropriate as it fails to take into account local dynamics caused by wind, 
river inflows, offshore currents, ice, waves and storm surge. (p. 7) 

Recommendation #9: We are aware that Dr. is preparing an updated 
submission on the revised RWS. We ask the Minister, and government departments 
reviewing the NPNS proposal, to give Dr. past and updated submissions their 
full attention, and to give attention and respect to the local knowledge of fishers 
submitted previously and to this review. 

The RWS is a key element of NPNS's conclusion that no harm will be done by the 
release of an average of 62 million litres of treated effluent daily into the 
Northumberland Strait at the mouth of Caribou Harbour. If the information on which the 
RWS modeling is based is not correct or complete, the results will not be correct. 
Likewise, if the methodology is not correct. The RWS is not an area where mistakes can 
be allowed; there is too much at stake. 

The Harbour Authority and its patrons are not experts in modelling. Dr. is an 
independent expert, and we note that his conclusions were consistent with our fishers' 
local knowledge. We note that there are many errors of fact in NPNS' focus report in 
relation to fisheries and the presence of fish. We have listed some of these errors in 
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point 10 below. Fisheries and fish are subjects on which the fishers of the Authority do 
consider themselves experts. The multiple errors on these subjects (see point 10 below) 
in the Focus Report and attached documents do not give us confidence that NPNS has 
provided accurate information in other areas. 

10. Errors of fact relating to fisheries and the presence of fish. 

Due to limitations of time for public comments, my client is unable to fully respond to 
errors of fact relating to fish and fisheries that may exist in Northern Pulp's documents. 
However, we would like to point out some which are apparent to the Harbour Authority 
and its patrons. 
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a) Appendix 7.3, p. 68, erroneously states that rock crab are not found at depths 
greater than 10 m. To give an idea as to how inaccurate this is, you simply 
need to understand that most fishermen have 35 to 60 meters of buoy line to 
fish rock crab. Rock crab are fished as deep as 35 to 50 m in the Strait. 
Depending on the time of year they congregate at different depths. 

b) Appendix 7.3, p. 68 also states that rock crab are not fished near the 
proposed outfall. This is false. The area is extensively fished for rock crab. 
The vast majority, if not all , fishers in Caribou who participate in the rock crab 
fishery have fished rock crab in the direct vicinity of the diffuser location. 

c) Figure 7 .3-3, p. 130 of the Focus Report, titled Northumberland Strait Lobster 
Buoy Locations, gives a highly inaccurate picture of the presence and amount 
of lobster fishing directly in the vicinity of the diffusers. The entire harbour and 
channel area including the vicinity of the proposed diffuser is fished for 
lobster. Lobster fishing effort and locations change sometimes on a daily 
basis. They are dependent on many factors, including water temperatures, 
molt cycles, and annual migration inland to molt, spawn and feed. 
(In fact, Northern Pulp's own information contradicts itself. Figure 7.3-4 
Lobster Distribution and Harvest Area indicates that lobster fishing takes 
place much closer to the proposed diffuser than the representation in Figure 
7.3-3) 

d) Figure 3-12 (Appendix 7.3, p.66) suggests Atlantic Herring resources in the 
LAA are limited to the outer Caribou Harbour/ Northumberland Strait where 
depths approach 10 m and greater. This is false and completely in error. The 
adjacent Pictou Banks, (middle ground), Caribou Point and northwest to 
Pictou Island, all are basically less than 10 meters depth and extensively 
fished for Atlantic Herring. 
Atlantic Herring converge in the exact location of the channel and proposed 
diffuser to spawn there and in the adjacent banks. Northern Pulp says herring 
are generally located outside the zone of discharge (Appendix 7.3, Section 
4.1.3.6, p. 4.2) and pass through this area on their way to spawning grounds. 
(Appendix 7.3, Appendix D, last page, no page#) This is incorrect. This entire 
area including the area of the diffuser is the spawning ground for Atlantic 
Herring. 



e) Mackerel is fished extensively in the exact location of the channel and 
proposed diffuser location. Mackerel feed on juvenile herring and herring 
spawn and basically are in abundance when the herring come to this area to 
spawn. The greater depth of the channel allows for more line in the water, 
which enables more hooks to fish mackerel effectively at the exact diffuser 
location and all along the channel. 

f) Northern Pulp states that the proposed marine pipe intersects the scallop 
buffer zone and that the diffuser is not within the scallop buffer zone. 
(Appendix 2.5, p. 8) This is incorrect. The entire 4 km proposed pipe 
including outfall location is within a Scallop Buffer Zone, SFA 24. The buffer 
zone is measured 1 nautical mile (1.1 miles) from any land. 
These zones are part of a marine refuge for American Lobster and are part of 
Canada's Marine Refuge program, which contributes to Canada's marine 
conservation targets. Consider that part of the considerations given for the 
marine refuge is that 'no human activities that are incompatible with the 
conservation of the ecological components may occur or be foreseeable 
within the area'. This entire proposed pipe and associated effluent is not 
compatible with the intent of a Marine Refuge. Marine refuges contribute 
to Canada's marine conservation targets. 

The Harbour Authority submits for your attention Appendix 1, consisting of signed 
documentation from 65 fishers who fish lobster, rock crab and/or herring in the vicinity of 
the diffusers. This information is submitted to correct inaccurate information in Appendix 
7.3 of Northern Pulp's Focus Report, which represents the area around the proposed 
outfall as free from fishing. 
Sixty-five (65) fishermen and women indicated that they fish for either lobster, rock crab 
or herring in the vicinity of the proposed outfall. Thirty-eight (38) state that they fish one 
or more of these species within 300 metres of the proposed effluent outfall. Forty-three 
(43) state that they fish one or more of these species within 1 km of the proposed 
outfall. 
This information was gathered in Pictou, Nova Scotia, on November 1 and November 4, 
2019. Due to time constraints, this information represents some, but not all, of the 
fishers who fish in the vicinity of the proposed effluent outfall. It does not include 
information from fishers who fish other species in the immediate vicinity of the outfall. 

Recommendation #10: 

My client is disturbed by the many errors of fact regarding the presence of fish and 
fisheries in the area of the proposed outfall, including continued misrepresentation of 
the relationship of the 4 km pipeline and outfall to marine refuge SFA 24. Fishermen 
have presented information about the presence of fish and fisheries to Northern Pulp 
from the very first meeting almost two years ago. Northern Pulp has not reflected this 
information in their Focus Report. As noted, the short time for public input limits our 
ability to fully review the documents for errors in these areas. We ask the Minister to 
take into consideration the repeated errors of fact, which raise significant questions 
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about potential inaccuracies in other information, and must limit confidence in the 
conclusions drawn by NPNS that the project will cause no significant, residual harm. 

11. Conclusion and Final Recommendation: 

The Authority's position is that the Minister must reject Northern Pulp's proposed new 
ETF. Northern Pulp's Focus Report response contains errors of fact and lacks 
information on critical issues. It lacks key protective measures. Northern Pulp has failed 
to address the Terms of Reference adequately and they have failed to address realistic 
and legitimate concerns raised by ourselves and other members of the public. Critical 
scientific studies have not been done, including lobster larvae studies recommended by 
NPNS's own consultants . Northern Pulp has drawn the conclusion that this project will 
cause no significant, irreversible harm without providing the science to back up this 
conclusion. 

There is credible evidence of significant, long-term of risks to the marine environment 
presented by ourselves and others. There is also evidence of the devastation caused by 
pulp effluent to Boat Harbour. The Authority does not want to see this repeated in 
Caribou Harbour. 

Because of these errors and omissions, and because of credible evidence of risk, we 
believe the Minister cannot approve this project. The Minister does not have a basis to 
conclude that the project can be undertaken without likelihood of serious consequences 
and irreparable harm to Caribou Harbour and the marine ecosystem that the Authority 
and its patrons rely on to earn a decent and moderate living. We ask that this proposal 
be outright denied based on these very realistic and legitimate concerns. 

Yours truly 
MAC1Sk~ LA'R'KE.,&10UFFY 

cc Client 
Minister of Environment and Climate Change 
Minister of Fisheries Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency NS Regional Office 
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Appendix 1 

Submission of Caribou Harbour Authority 

November 5th, 2019 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:54:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the approval of
the Environmental assessment for Northern Pulp. Through the scientific fact based report
completed by Northern Pulp they have proven that not only can the foresty and fishing
industries coexist but they can thrive. Once the new facility is completed Northern Pulp will
have the most state of the art and environmentally responsible mills within North America.
Name: @gmail.com Address: , New
Glasgow, Nova Scotia Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:58:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: New owners should not
be penalized for previous owners mess..it takes time Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Caledonia Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - # Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 68 y: 21



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:13:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry.I work at Scotsburn lumber ltd and know our jobs are dependant on Northern pulp.We
need our government to help keep our industry thriving and in order for that to happen we
need Northern pulp to remain in our community. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Saltsprings Pictou Co Municipality: Saltsprings
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 50 y: 29



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:20:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This Effluent Treatment
Facility MUST happen. The focus report has address various concerns through a third party of
environmental experts. Within 5 meters of the diffuser the difference between treated
wastewater and ocean temperature will be less than 1 degree. Ocean water quality will meet
Canadian marine guidelines. There is no evidence of ice scour found in the planned location of
the diffuser port and the added precaution of a thicker than required pipe has been selected.
This will be a state-of-the-art system. I want the Environmental Assessment APPROVED.
Northern Pulp needs the time to put the plan in place and if that requires Boat Harbour to
remain open, then that too needs to happen. If Canadians truly want to make a global impact
on improving the environment, we need to start embracing projects like these and not let other
countries, with far less environmental standards, fill the production gap that would happen if
Northern Pulp were to shut down. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 64 y: 32



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Environmental Assessment Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 12:23:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good Morning Hon. Gordon Wilson,

As the spouse of someone who works at Northern Pulp I am hopeful you will approve the Environmental
Assessment for Northern Pulp due to the following facts;
*Ocean water quality within 5Meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian Marine guidelines.
*Once the new state of the art wastewater treatment facility is completed Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America and their environmental footprint will be significantly reduced.
*Treated Waste water from Northern Pulp has been flowing into the strait for 50 years and the fishing industry has
been successfully fishing the strait, therefore they should see no changes.
From reading the environmental assessment I am impressed with the due diligence and effort that Northern Pulp and
external resources have put into researching and implementing this new plan and am comfortable in saying I believe
that there will be no impact and the forestry and fishing industries can continue to coexist and finally the cleaning up
boat harbour for the Pictou Landing First Nations community.

Thank you,



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:25:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Without question I fully
support the replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project for our province and itâ?Ts
citizens. Forestry Nova Scotia is a fundamental part of our history and affects a tremendous
amount of Nova Scotians either directly or indirectly and itâ?Ts unimaginable to consider our
province losing another backbone of our economy. This project could achieve the balance of
economic growth, healthier forests and increased respect cultural and environmental
protection Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:
Municipality: Sydney/Margaree, NS Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:34:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hi, Im writing this in
supoort of Northern Pulps proposed new Wastewater Treatment Facility. Ive reviewed much
of the information available to me. Northern Pulp - Paper Excellence have spared no expense
in having the proper tests completed by top consultants available in all of the related fields.
Within 5 meters of the diffuser all marine guidelines will be met, the water temperature will be
less than 1 degree in the difference, and solids or residues will not have an effect on the area.
These types of systems are implemented all over the world. With proper supervision from
officials every step of the way which is stated will be the practice in the focus report there is
no reason why this project cannot be executed in a way that is safe for the environment, and
also beneficial for the forestry industry. In the past I have worked on a fishing vessel that traps
lobster in the area of the current outfall location from Boat Harbor. Although they do not lay
traps in the direct area that the outfall enters the strait, the area bordering that location is
VERY plentiful with lobster and other sea life. A few of the boats in that area are responsible
for some of the higher annual catches of lobsters in this area. The new site where the effluent
is proposed to be released is said to be a much less fished area with mostly grass and rock crab
so this shouldnt cause any direct damage to the fishing industry. After construction this sea life
will be able to re-establish naturally over a short period of time. The financial impact over the
region if this project is denyed would be irreversible. As weve seen before after loss of
employment on this scale most people will end up finding work elsewhere in the country to
make ends meet. Losing any contributions to our municipal or provincial tax revenue is not
productive. Also the skilled tradesmen and women leaving the province would be a terrible
loss. I am  years old living in Pictou County with my small family. My   

 , and myself rely on this industry. If Northern Pulp is forced to
close, with the cost of raising a family I dont believe I could stay in this area. In order to give
them the best life possible relocation would be a reality without doubt. If we look at all the
facts, made available from Northern Pulps Environmental Assessment and industries like this
all over the world. We can safely install this new treatment facility. I strongly support the
project. Hopefully the province will also. Thank you. Name:  Email: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:
: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 74 y: 36



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:36:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a business owner
within this community I think the importance of keeping Northern Pulp open is vital. After
reading the focus report it shows that with the new facility they will meet the Canadian Marine
Guidelines as well as significantly reduce their environmental footprint. The report also shows
that the forestry and fishing industry have been coexisting for the past 50 years with the
treated wastewater flowing into the strait. By updating to a new state of the art facility
ensuring that no untreated effluent leaves the premises the new waste water that will flow into
the strait will be much cleaner and safer than current day. My concerns are that if the
environmental assessment does not get approved that myself and a lot of other local businesses
within the province and county will be forced to close. I support the approval of the
environmental assessment. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 37



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Environmental Assessment Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 12:36:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hi,

I'm writing this in supoort of Northern Pulps proposed new Wastewater Treatment Facility. 

I've reviewed much of the information available to me. Northern Pulp - Paper Excellence have
spared no expense in having the proper tests completed by top consultants available in all of
the related fields. Within 5 meters of the diffuser; all marine guidelines will be met, the water
temperature will be less than 1 degree in the difference, and solids or residues will not have an
effect on the area. These types of systems are implemented all over the world. With proper
supervision from officials every step of the way (which is stated will be the practice in the
focus report) there is no reason why this project cannot be executed in a way that is safe for
the environment, and also beneficial for the forestry industry. 

In the past I have worked on a fishing vessel that traps lobster in the area of the current outfall
location from Boat Harbor. Although they do not lay traps in the direct area that the outfall
enters the strait, the area bordering that location is VERY plentiful with lobster and other sea
life. A few of the boats in that area are responsible for some of the higher annual catches of
lobsters in this area. The new site where the effluent is proposed to be released is said to be a
much less fished area with mostly grass and rock crab so this shouldn't cause any direct
damage to the fishing industry. After construction this sea life will be able to re-establish
naturally over a short period of time. 

The financial impact over the region if this project is denyed would be irreversible. As we've
seen before after loss of employment on this scale most people will end up finding work
elsewhere in the country to make ends meet. Losing any contributions to our municipal or
provincial tax revenue is not productive. Also the skilled tradesmen and women leaving the
province would be a terrible loss.

I am  years old living in Pictou County with my small family. My 
and myself rely on this industry. If Northern Pulp is forced to close,

with the cost of raising a family I don't believe I could stay in this area. In order to give them
the best life possible relocation would be a reality without doubt. 

If we look at all the facts, made available from Northern Pulps Environmental Assessment 
and industries like this all over the world. We can safely install this new treatment facility. I
strongly support the project. Hopefully the province will also. 

Thank you.
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From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:37:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this is a good
project all Nova Scotians will benefit from it. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Caladonia Postal-
Code: : ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 42 y: 12



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:38:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Iâ?Tve grown up in
pictou and currently live in the town, I am  years old and plan to have a future as a
fisherman. There should be no question of how to keep the mill running, it has a go. There is
no effluent entertaining our water and never will be. I will strongly stand behind my
perspective against the mill in order to keep our air clean and water safe. No pipe no extension
Name: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 7



From:  
Minister, Env

Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 12:15:07 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003378.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration on this matter.








































































Name. 

Address 

E-mail: ------------ ---------------------
Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section . Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

--- -- -- --------



Name 

Addre 

E-mail: ----------------------------------

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon . Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

-------------



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_J 

Signature:. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

--------- -- ---



Name 

Addre 

E-mail 

Signat 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. {Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions i ed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

-------- -------



Name: 

Address 

E-mail:_ 

Signatun 

RE: Nortnern Pulp tnv1ronmenta1 Assessment Focus Report 

Attention; Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area . The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years . Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada . The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

---------------



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail :_ 

Signatur 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

___ _ .,... ___ __ ____ _ 



Name: 

Address 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support ofthe approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location . The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

--- -- --------



Nam( 

Addr-e_s::,-,_ 

E-mail:! 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister ofEnvironment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility {ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed {which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fish ing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

---------------



Name: 

Address 

E-mail:~ 

Signatur 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Faci lity (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which wi ll allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting t raps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently ot her similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise · r favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. fd [E(C [E ~~IE [J) 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail :_ 

Signature 

-::ul. C01 ·J 

RE: Northern Pulp En\lironmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed . The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project . The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for th is project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfa ll. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facil ity to improve air particu late, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills current ly operating in all other jurisdictions in Ca 1ada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. /R /E(C[E ~VIE ID 

---------------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: _____ _ 

Signature: __ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated · 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada . The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

------------



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Si lviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada . The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

--------------



Name: 

Address :_~h?_ ·-t-_ _,_~-'-"----=--=\c..p--'-5..,_· \_ v\_~~+-+) _ N_S _ _ ________ _ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Nortnern Pulp t:nv1ronmenta1 Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility} for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address: J Yo..; (HI "4 ~-

E-mail: __ _ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF {Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

-- -- -- -



Name: 

Address:_---&f(---'-,_v _--v.r __ --'-D-----'~'-N-1-+·_-::, __________________ _ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

---------------



Name: 

Address : __ Q~-·~_ ,-"-f_\l--'-\\_\---'y~ ,--N....:........::~::;___------------
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Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

------ ------



Name: 

E-mail: 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. IRHEC!E IlVIE ID 

---------------
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Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
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Thank you for your time and consideration on this matter.
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Signature: __ _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed . This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF- project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation . In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years . Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

------...... ... __ _ 



Name: 

Address: __ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 
t 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

- -- - - --------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: ------------- - -
Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science a . Do not allow that vocal 
minority to jeopardize that. 

----- ------ ----



Name: 

Address: _ _ 

E-mail: __ _ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other juris proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area . The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facil ity than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the faci lity to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

------------



Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail: __ _ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 1 fRfC/EO¥{E[D 
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Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

---------------
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E-mail: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

---------------
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed . This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land -Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area . The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

-- --- -------
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RE: p-orthern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed . The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

-- --- ----- -----
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed . The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area . The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall . This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictio · . The new roposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. IR /EC IE ~VrE ID 
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RE: ··-····-···I-·,... ........ .., ....... , .... a, ".;>.,1:;.:,.:,11n;::;11t Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years . Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

---------------
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Address: ( ¥4 ~ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF} for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federa l guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete}. This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

-- ---- -- --------·- - ~ - ·-



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section . Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

-- -------------



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 12:05:54 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003348.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration of this matter.
































































Name: 

Address: __ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assess:nent Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain optrational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the pruposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facilitv and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currem:ly and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 

" U L 

--·------------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_J 

Signature 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are set'.:ing traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they wou Id not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

r 

l 
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature: __ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed construction of a new ETF 

(Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the construction of a new world 

class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour once this facility is constructed . 

The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly behind in gaining Federal 

Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the provincially owned Boat Harbour 

ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new ETF is constructed. This will allow 

the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the benefit of thousands of workers 

and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because forestry is so integrated in N.S. 

(Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp Mills etc.) all activities are 

reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of these businesses together in 

the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

---------------
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Address: 1/ntbLjtll<l i s·tr Alt; 
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E-mail: ___ _ 

Signature : __ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada . The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 

----·------- ---



Name: 

Addres 

E-mail :. 

SignatL 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Stra it for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location . The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean . Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

-------- ---- ---



Name: 
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E-mail:_ 

Signatur, 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N .S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently ot her similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

---------------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signat1,11::e'. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of t he approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean . Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

----------- ----
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF {Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada . The nly 

improve on these statistics. 

---------------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

. c c_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

N S 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

-------------



Name: 

' 
Address: 

E-mail :_ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location . The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no sign ificant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

--------- ------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Non:a.em t'u1p cnvironmema1 Assessment t-ocus Keport 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

----- -- ----



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail : 

Signature: 

RE: Northern 'Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location . The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

--------------



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northe'l1'f P'ulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I { C1._ 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which w ill allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me t o see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their da ily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

---- -·--·------



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility {ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section . Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean . Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 

------------- --



Name: 

Address: __ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed . The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area . The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 12:42:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think that northern pulp
is taking good action to cut down on the pollution that they are putting in the water ways and
to help the fisheries to help out nova scotia. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Queens County N.S.
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 84 y: 29



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:06:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 4. Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have
little impact on the Strait and fisheries. Name: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:22:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I want the pulp mill to be
closed because of the hazardous waste that is being put into our water. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address: Pugwash , N.S. Municipality: Pugwash Postal-
Code: ## - ###90# Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 22



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:25:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the Project 100
I believe the findings of the Environmental Experts, there will be little impact on the Strait and
Fisheries and Northern Pulp is within the Canadian Marine Guidelines with this Project. I
stand behind the fact Nova Scotia Needs Forestry and the jobs this Mill provides is not just
within their plant - Pictou County and the rest of Nova Scotia would suffer a great loss and
that impact would be felt a hell of a lot further than to the Strait.... For those that PROTEST -
get the facts, read the information that is available with regards to Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility Project. I have Family and Friends that depend on jobs related to daily
operations at the Mill, right from planting trees to harvesting the trees to fellow co-workers
that build the necessary roads to get there. And for those concerned about the impact on the
Environment..... Fact: This proposed Wastewater Treatment Facility will be leading in its
industry and will reduce our environmental footprint, making Northern Pulp one of the most
environmentally responsible Mills in North America. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:
Thorburn Postal-Code: _message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 28



From:
Environment Assessment Web Account

Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:38:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Lahey Report and
good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. Name: .com
Address:  Municipality: Bedford Postal-Code:  Phone:

: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 28



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:49:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 SHUBENACADIE Municipality: Shubeacadie Postal-Code: -
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 31



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:54:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to express
my concern over Northern Pulps proposed Effluent Treatment Facility. My husband is
fisherman, my family enjoys the benefits of living near the Northumberland Strait. I am
outraged after reviewing Focus Report that was submitted by NP. Once again, they have done
nothing. The report is lacking real science, there are no answers, there is nothing to ensure the
fishery will not be impacted by this pipe. They have no plan. They had sufficient time, and
they did nothing. Now they need more time, because they did nothing. This company does not
care about our waters, they do not care about our fishery, and they do not care about our
health. The fishermen do care, and they know the amount irreversible damage that will be
done to our environment, to their industry. It is time for our government to listen to someone
other than Northern Pulp. They have proven time and time again that they can not be trusted. I
support the closure of Boat Harbo ur on Jan 31, 2020 and I DO NOT support a pipe pumping
70 million litres of effluent into our rich fishing grounds. I do not support destroying our
waters, I support a strong, healthy environment that does not include Northern Pulp. Name:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
River John Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 1:54:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In this comprehensive
study and debate between the company,â? Paper Excellenceâ?  and the Dept. of
Environment, I feel there is only one direction to take and that is forward.The company has
presented and met all the standards to which the state of the art new ETF will be built and
maintained according to the Dept of Environment.We must trust thatâ?~Paper Excellenceâ?~
Will show respect for the environment and First Nations by complying with these standards
and held accountable. The cleanup of boat harbour will be extensive and expensive but it has
to start now with the environmental approval of the proposed effluent treatment facility. â?
~Paper Excellenceâ?T supports thousands of jobs,not just in the Pictou area but across the
province in the forestry sector.The effect of closing this mill would have a hugely negative
impact on our economy of this already â?~have notâ?T province. This industry puts billions of
dollars into this provincial economy and we cannot afford to lose that. We need to keep every
job and worker here in this province to sustain our growing and aging population as our health
care system is desperately trying to cope with the financial demand. The only solution to
keeping this vital forest industry growing in this province is for the government to accept the
proposed new ETF plan and work with â?~Paper Excellenceâ?T to make this company
environmentally responsible. This will keep thousands of Nova Scotians working in good jobs
and contributing to the economy of this province. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Mahone Bay Postal-
Code: : ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 68 y: 19



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 2:01:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think of all of the jobs
that will be lost, in rural Nova Scotia . Northern Pulp is a primary industry and the lost of this
industry will effect at least 10,000 people directly. My and I are in the service
industry and with out people spending money on automotive repairs and insurance we both
could be unemployed and just victums of the economic downward spiral . It this were to
happen there will be thousands seeking unemployment insurance benefit . Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Milford
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 38 y: 29



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 2:11:08 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly suggest that
you approve the Environmental Assessment for the following reasons. As a retired pulp mill
worker I know firsthand how dependent our province is on the forestry sector and how
devastating any closure of the Northern Pulp Mill would be to many hundreds of Nova Scotian
families.Construction will have only minor impact on marine species as well as habitat.
Treated wastewater will be discharged further out into the Strait and will not be visible. Name:

 Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 
Phone:  - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
56 y: 25

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 2:14:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Ddartmouth Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 28



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Please say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 2:16:09 PM

 

From:  @gmail.com  @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 6, 2019 12:44 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Please say no to Northern Pulp
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region -- which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which can
justify the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,
 

 Halifax NS
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
Env

Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 1:59:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 12:53:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
Delaying on this action is only prolonging the inevitable problems with Northern Pulp. Future
generations will be flabbergasted and angry that we even considered doing such a thing.
 
 
Sincerely

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 1:43:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 2:27:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1. Pumping the effluent
into the ocean, via kms of pipelines, is neither environmentally sound nor acceptable to the
fishery, property owners, etc. Based on the lab analysis of the sample effluent, the expected
reduction in N, P, BOD, COD, etc. to more acceptable levels still â?~disposesâ?T of valuable
N, P, and Org. C into a major watercourse which will negatively affect marine life and the
ocean environment. In 2019, with the worldwide limitation of P sources, dumping valuable
nutrients is not sustainable. 2. The proponent plans to use the paper mill sludge for combustion
in the boiler. Firstly, wet sludge does not burn well, contributing to increased air pollution.
Also, it would have to be dewatered an expensive but necessary way to handle the material.
More importantly, there are many studies conducted the last. 20 years which prove that the
sludge can be composted or otherwise converted into a useful soil and plant amendment. See
the following: Pulp and paper mill by-products as soil amendments and plant nutrient sources.
J J Camberato, et al. 2006. CJSS. 864: 641-653, https://doi.org/10.4141/S05-120. Recent
advances in paper mill sludge management. M. Likon. 2012. In: Industrial Wastes Name:

  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Central Onslow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 20



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 2:31:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have reviewed the
Focus Report for this project and believe that with the engineering and environmental studies
that have been carried out during this process the proposed system will be industry leading and
significantly reduce Northern Pulps environmental footprint. The outfall within 5 meters will
meet guidelines for quality and temperature and no significant impacts are expected. As a
35year employee of Northern Pulp I have been involved in many environmental improvement
projects over the years which have greatly improved air and effluent emissions from the mill
already. I would like to see The Minister approve this project so we can move forward with
the new treatment facility and prove that we can coexist with fisheries in the area. Name:

@northernpulp.com Address:  Municipality:
Bible Hill Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 28



From: @hotmai.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 2:34:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and the jobs it produces for the people of Atlantic Canada. Name:  Email:

@hotmai.com Address: Antigonish, Nova Scotia Municipality: Antigonish Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 38 y: 15



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 2:38:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: DEAR MR.GORDON
WILSON AND MEMBERS OF THE ENVIRONMENT DEPT. I AM WRITING THIS
LETTER TO YOU AND YOUR DEPT AS BOTH A CONCERNED CITIZEN AND
RETIREE OF 34 YEARS AT NORTHERN PULP. ALL NOVA SCOTIANS AND
CANADIANS WANT TO PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT. I AM IN FILL SUPPORT OF
AN EXTENSION TO THE BOAT HARBOUR AGRREEMENT AS WELL AS THE
APPROVAL FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW EFFLUENT TREATMENT
FACILITY WHICH WILL BE STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY FOR BLEACHED
KRAFT PULP MILLS IN THE WORLD. THERE ARE TWO THINGS THAT SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED IN MAKING YOUR DECISION ON THIS MATTER. THE FIRST BEING
COMMON SENSE AND THE SECOND BEING THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
INVOLVED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF SUCH A PROJECT OF THIS
MAGNITUDE.THE COMMON SENSE PART IS THAT EVEN AT ITS WORST IN 1967
THE MILL HAS NEVER HAD A FISH KILL IN THE 50 YEARS IT HAS OPERATED. IN
THE 1960S THE EAST RIVER HAD THE TOWN DUMP, MARITIME STEEL, TIBBETTS
PAINTS, HAWKER SIDDELEY, NOVA SCOTIA POWER, ALL THE SEWAGE FROM
THE 4 TOWNS S TELLARTON, NEW GLASGOW, TRENTON AND PICTOU MAKING
IT WAY TO THE NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT AND STILL THERE WAS NO HARM
DONE TO THE FISHING INDUSTRY. TO THIS DAY THE TOWN OF PICTOU STILL
DUMPS ABOUT 35 OF IT RAW SEWAGE INTO THE HARBOUR WHICH LEADS TO
THE STRAIT.YES WE ARE ALL CONCERNED ABOUT THE WELL BEING OF
FISHING INDUSTRY BUT WE SHOULD BE MORE CONCERNED ABOUT THE 95
NITRATE WHICH POURS INTO THE STRAIT FROM THE FARMERS FIELDS IN PEI
AS WELL AS THE 100 COMMUNITIES ALONG THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER WHICH
DUMP MILLIONS OF LITRES OF RAW SEWAGE INTO THE RIVER WHICH MAKES
IT WAY TO NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT.THERE IS NOT ONE GROUP THAT CAN
HONESTLY SAY THAT THEY HAVE NO EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT. THE
FISHERMEN ARE GUILTY OF PUTTING THEIR EXHAUST DIRECTLY INTO THE
WATER AS WELL AS HYDAULIC OIL, THEIR BILGE, GARBAGE THEY THROW
OVERBOARD, LOST FISHING GEAR LET ALONE THE DAMAGE THE SCALLOP
DRAGGERS DO TO THE OCEAN FLOOR AND FISHING GROUNDS. SO, YES NONE
OF US CAN POINT A FINGER AT THE OTHER ONE. N OW WE HAVE AN OWNER
THAT HAS AGREED TO CLOSE BOAT HARBOUR AND BUILD A NEW STATE OF
THE ART TREATMENT FACILITY EVEN THOUGH HE HAS AN AGRREMENT TO
RUN TO 2030. THIS OWNER HAS INHERITED THIS PROBLEM FROM PREVIOUS
OWNERS BUT IS WILLING TO CLOSE BOAT HARBOUR IF GIVEN THE CHANCE.
SURE PEOPLE SAY THE MILL HAS BEEN GIVEN 5 YEARS TO HAVE THIS DONE
BUT THEY CLEARLY DO NOT COMPREHEND THE MAGNITUDE OF SUCH A
PROJECT. THE GOVERNMENT FIRST WANTED 7 STUDIES WHICH GREW TO 27
AND THEN MARGARET MILLER WANTED AN EXTRA 19 STUDIES TO ANSWER
SOME QUESTIONS HER DEPT. HAD ON THIS PROJECT. THIS ALL TAKES TIME AS



YOU CAN SEE BY THE 4000 PAGE FOCUS REPORT RECENTLY SUBMITTED TO
YOU AND YOUR DEPT. EVEN IN BUILDING A HOUSE THINGS POP UP DELAYING
THE PROJECT AS IS THE CASE WITH THE MILL.PEOPLE WANT A CLASS 2
ASSESSMENT ON THE PROJECT AND THE MILL WOULD HAVE GIVEN IT IF THEY
HAD THE TIME BUT THEY WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE DEADLINE PREMIER
MCNEIL HAD SET FOR BOAT HARBOUR. CLEARLY, MR. MCNEIL UNDER
ESTIMATED TH E SCOPE OF THIS PROJECT. WITH THE 46 STUDIES DONE ON
THIS SURELY THERE IS AN OVERLAP BETWEEN A CLASS 1 AND CLASS 2
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY. EVEN AFTER ALL THAT HAS BEEN DONE THE
FISHERMEN AND THE FIRST NATIONS ARE NOT WILLING TO ACCEPT A CLASS 2
ASSESSMENT OR LISTEN TO THE SCIENCE IN THE FOCUS REPORT DONE BY
MANY REPUTABLE COMPANIES WHICH HAVE PUT THEIR NAME ON THIS
DOCUMENT. SO THERE IS NO WINNING WITH THESE GROUPS WHO HAVE BEEN
FED A LOT OF MISINFORMATION THROUGH THE SOCIAL MEDIA BY SO CALLED
EXPERTS WHO HAVENT GOT A CLUE WHAT IS INVOLVED IN A BLEACH KRAFT
PULP MILL. THESE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN LED TO BELIEVE THAT THERE IS A
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM AVAILABLE FOR BLEACHED KRAFT PULP MILLS BUT IT
HAS BEEN PROVEN THAT THE SCIENCE IS THERE BUT NOT THE TECHNOLOGY
TO MAKE THIS WORK. THIS TYPE OF PULP MILL NEEDS A BODY OF WATER TO
DISCHARGE ITS TREATED EFFLUENT INTO BEING A LAKE, RIVER OR OCEAN.
NOW FOR SOME ECONOMIC SENSE. THE MILL CLOSURE WILL RESULT IN THE
COMPLETE DEVASTATION OF THE FOREST INDUSTRY FOR NOVA SCOTIA. SAW
MILLS LIKE ELMSDALE LUMBER, LEDWIDGE LUMBER, FREEMANS LUMBER
JUST TO NAME WILL CEASE OPERATION ALMOST IMMEDIATELY AS THEY WILL
HAVE NO MARKET FOR THEIR CHIPS, BARK, OR SAWDUST WHICH THE PULP
MILL TAKES. THIS WILL RESULT IN 10,000 - 12,000 JOBS LOST IN THE FORESTRY
SECTOR. THERE ARE 42,000 TRUCKS GO INTO THE MILL EVERY YEAR, THAT
WILL STOP. THE SPINOFFS WILL RESULT IN 1500 COMPANIES WHO DO
BUSINESS WITH THE MILL WILL CEASE. 60 OF CONTAINER TRAFFIC TO THE
PORT OF HALIFAX WILL BE NO MORE. THE COUNTIES OF CUMBERLAND.
PICTOU AND COLCHESTER WILL BE THE HARDEST HIT ALONG WITH THE
PROVINCES OF NS, PEI AND NB FEELING THE EFFECTS OF SUCH A
CATASTROPHE. MALLS, GROCERY STORES, GAS STATIONS, CAR DEALERSHIPS,
REAL ESTATE COMPANIES, PRICES OF HOMES WILL BE WORTHLESS ETC. JUST
GO TO TOWNS IN NS LIKE LIVERPOOL OR IN NB LIKE DALHOUSIE, MIRAMICHI
THAT HAVE LOST A PULP MILL AND SEE THE RESULTS OF A CLOSURE OF A
PULP MILL. A PERSON COULD GO ON AND ON ABOUT WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO
THE ECONOMY OF NS AND THE FOREST INDUSTRY.FISHERIES,FORESTRY AND
MINING HAVE COEXISTED FOR MANY YEARS AND THERE IS NO REASON FOR IT
NOT TO CONTINUE IF COMMON SENSE AND SCIENCE IS APPLIED TO THIS
SITUATION. ENVIRONMENTAL SAFEGUARDS ARE IN PLACE TO PROTECT THE
FISHERIES. GIVE THIS OWNER THE CHANCE TO BUILD THIS FACILITY AND
APPLY THIS STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY THAT EXISTS IN OVER HALF OF
THE 88 MILLS IN CANADA AND IS PREVALENT IN MILLS IN
FINLAND,SWEDEN,NORWAY. COUNTRIES THAT ARE VERY STRINGENT ON
FOLLOWING ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND STANDARDS. THE COMPANY HAS
DONE THEIR HOMEWORK ON THIS PROJECT BY HIRING VERY REPUTABLE
COMPANIES WHICH ARE LEADERS IN THE THEIR FIELDS IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF EFFLUENT TREATMENT FACILITIES THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD. NOT ONE EMPLOYEE OF NORTHERN PULP IS NOT CONCERNED ABOUT



THE FUTURE OF THE ENVIRONMENT BE IT ON LAND OR WATER. WE ALL LIVE
HERE WITH OUR FAMILIES,FRIENDS,NEIGHBOURS,ETC. RIGHT NOW THE
EFFLUENT GOING TO BOAT HARBOUR IS UNTREATED. WI TH THE NEW SYSTEM
THE EFFLUENT LEAVING THE MILL WILL BE ALREADY TREATED SO A LEAK
WILL NOT BE DETRIMENTAL TO THE ENVIRONMENT EVEN THOUGH NO
HARMFUL HAVE OCCURRED IN THE PAST. THE NEW SYSTEM WILL HAVE
THICKER PIPE,EMPLOY STATE OF THE ART LEAK DETECTORS,CHILLERS TO
REDUCE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE IN EFFLUENT TEMPERATURE AND
SEAWATER. ALSO, PART 2 OF THE PROJECT WILL RESULT IN O2
DELIGNIFICATION INSTALLED IN THE MILL TO REDUCE CHEMICAL USAGE AND
WATER REDUCTION WHICH IS A WIN/WIN FOR BOTH THE MILL AND THE
ENVIRONMENT. A PERSON COULD GO ON AND ON ABOUT THIS PROJECT BUT I
HOPE WHEN IT COMES DOWN TO YOU AND YOU DEPARTMENT MAKING A
DECISION ON THIS VERY IMPORTANT PROJECT THAT YOU WILL USE COMMON
SENSE AND SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TO RENDER YOUR DECISION. THE
ECONOMY OF NOVA SCOTIA AND THE WELL BEING OF THOUSANDS RESTS IN
YOUR HANDS. DO NO BE INFLUENCED BY A MISINFORMED GROUP THAT GETS
UP IN THE MORNING AND ASKS THEMSELVES WHAT AM I GOING TO PROTEST
TODAY OR A GROUP THAT HAS BEEN AGAINST THE MILL SINCE IT OPENING.DO
THE RIGHT THING AND GRANT AN EXTENSION TO BOAT HARBOUR UNTIL THE
NEW TREATMENT FACILITY IS BUILT AND UP AND RUNNING. IF DOES NOT
MEET ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS THEN YOU KNOW WHAT HAS TO BE
DONE. I HAVE ALL CONFIDENCE THAT THIS PROJECT WILL BE AN
OVERWHELMING SUCCESS FOR ALL. I AWAIT YOUR DECISION IN THE NOT SO
DISTANT FUTURE. Name: @live.com Address:

 Municipality: NEW GLASGOW Postal-Code: Phone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 11



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; ceaa.northernpulp.acee@ceaa-acee.gc.ca; Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca
Subject: Colour of Effluent is more than an Aesthetic Issue
Date: November 6, 2019 3:01:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Hello Minister Wilson,
 
On pg 93 the Focus Report the proponent describes “colour” as “an aesthetic issue, not
regulated or measured”.  It continues on pg 94 to say, In the future, with the proposed
AST process and expected reductions in COD, treated effluent will have less colour
than today at Point A of Boat Harbour. 
 
This is concerning since they are comparing future treated effluent to present untreated
effluent.  Also, this is more than an "aesthetic issue" with several scientific documents
pointing to the risks and impacts the colour of effluent can cause .
 
In this article , on page 6 it states that “The dark colour and turbidity often has serious
consequences on disposal into water bodies” .  
 
Page 8 states, “The dark color and high turbidity due to suspended solids can cause the
problems of both water opacity and blanketing of river or lakebeds. Severe blanketing may result
in anaerobic decomposition under the blanket releasing hydrogen sulphide into aquatic
ecosystems. The dark colour and blanketing can reduce photosynthetic activity in aquatic plants
(Singh et al 2004). This leads to a chain of adverse effects on the aquatic ecosystem as the growth
of primary consumers as well as secondary and tertiary consumers are adversely affected
(Ruggicro et al. 1989). Therefore, it becomes necessary to remove color and toxicity before they
can be accepted into surface waters.”

One more article for your review.  One section in their paper stated “Moreover, studies seem to
indicate that the residual colour in pulp mill effluents could be linked to the recalcitrant COD
[35].  Recalcitrant organic matter is supposed to be partly responsible for long-term toxicity in
receiving waters [21]. As discussed earlier, it is widely reported that the residual recalcitrant
organic matter is composed predominantly by high molecular weight components, which are not
metabolized due to its size."

With the following info above, the Focus Report cannot be approved because they are not
taking Colour of Effluent into consideration.

Sincerely,

mailto:ceaa.northernpulp.acee@ceaa-acee.gc.ca
mailto:Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca
https://www.ripublication.com/ijlr19/ijlrv12n1_01.pdf
https://www.intechopen.com/books/biological-wastewater-treatment-and-resource-recovery/pulp-mill-wastewater-characteristics-and-treatment
https://www.intechopen.com/books/biological-wastewater-treatment-and-resource-recovery/pulp-mill-wastewater-characteristics-and-treatment#B35
https://www.intechopen.com/books/biological-wastewater-treatment-and-resource-recovery/pulp-mill-wastewater-characteristics-and-treatment#B21


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 3:15:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: this is a very good plain
as it will be better for the environment and the fisherys Name:  Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: Municipality: greenfield Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y:
20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 3:22:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a tradesmen, family
member of fishermen and my father and grandfather retired from the silviculture field all here
in Nova Scotia, having Northern Pulp is very important to everyone here in the province. It is
not just a job, but thousands of jobs, whether its in the mill, sub-contracted tradesmen, product
and sales personel, and people who are involved with forestry are all affected with the survival
AND upgrades at Northern Pulp. These thousands of jobs if lost will cause the economy more
than money, but a future. The government says they will help with those affected getting jobs
and education, but the reality is there are few jobs. And to go back to school is not something
most of us can do easily. With this new water treatment facility it will not only offer full-time
and part-time jobs, but also improve the enviroment, which is Canadas first priority. Right? To
appose this will jeopardise the mills existance and allow another country to see this and create
a pulp mill less efficient and cause more global enviromental impact. Does our province, and
country want this? It is faft we have high standards here in Canada, lets be the example and
prove to the world why we have them! Thanks,  Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
 Municipality: Cheticamp Postal-Code:  Fax:

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 30



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 3:26:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am an employee at
Northern Pulp, of years. With all the data requested to be collected in the recent focus
report, I like the fact that it indicates there will be no significant impact on marine species. The
findings on potential ice scour at 3m in depth state that the pipeline burial inside outside the
harbour is appropriate to offset any potential impacts. Also, 3rd party experts compiled data
and analyzed it in the focus report and indicated no significant residual environmental impacts
predicted for the construction of this future project. With all the data provided in the focus
report, science based, there is no reason not give Northern Pulp approvals for this state of the
art treatment facility. Name: @northernpulp.com
Address:  Municipality: Hilden Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 22



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 3:36:47 PM
Attachments: focus report response.doc

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Pictou NS

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
project.

My name is .  I grew up in Pictou, moved to Halifax in 1991 and then moved back home in
2005.  I have followed and been very involved in most things related to Northern Pulp since 2013.  I am
one of the .

I responded to Northern Pulp's EA submission and I don't feel all of my concerns were actually
addressed.  Looking at their responses in concordance to other questions, I get the sense that others
weren't either.  Seeing an answer like "This question will be relayed to NSE" is not an answer to a
question, it's sending the question somewhere else and whatever the results of that question/concern
being sent to NSE does not show up in the focus report.

The first point I want to make is on Northern Pulp's failure to adequately go through the process for filing
their EA submission as well as their response to the focus report.  Public engagement is a key component
to the process.  The open houses that Northern Pulp had in 2017 presented a plan to pump the effluent
into the mouth of Pictou Harbour and their ETF proposal material showed that an oxygen delignification
system would be part of the process.  I expressed concerns during the consultation process that there
were no public information sessions in Pictou - the largest community who would be affected by the
effluent being discharged at the mouth of Pictou Harbour.  Nothern Pulp completely changed their pipe
route and submitted their ETF proposal that did not include an oxygen delignification system without a
public consultation open house to explain their changes.  Therefore anyone who attended the previous
sessions were mislead going into the submission portion of the process into believing a different plan was
being put forward.  It was bad enough that there had not been a session in Pictou or anywhere else that
had shown that the pipe would traverse Pictou's watershed.  People in Caribou who did not know the plan
would be to pump the effluent into their front yard were suddenly dealing with needing to play catch up
with understanding how the plans in the 1700 page submission would affect them.


PO Box 1876


Pictou NS


B0K 1H0


Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,


I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project.


My name is Terry Dunbrack.  I grew up in Pictou, moved to Halifax in 1991 and then moved back home in 2005.  I have followed and been very involved in most things related to Northern Pulp since 2013.  I am one of the admins/moderators for the Clean Up the Pictou County Pulp Mill facebook page.


I responded to Northern Pulp's EA submission and I don't feel all of my concerns were actually addressed.  Looking at their responses in concordance to other questions, I get the sense that others weren't either.  Seeing an answer like "This question will be relayed to NSE" is not an answer to a question, it's sending the question somewhere else and whatever the results of that question/concern being sent to NSE does not show up in the focus report.

The first point I want to make is on Northern Pulp's failure to adequately go through the process for filing their EA submission as well as their response to the focus report.  Public engagement is a key component to the process.  The open houses that Northern Pulp had in 2017 presented a plan to pump the effluent into the mouth of Pictou Harbour and their ETF proposal material showed that an oxygen delignification system would be part of the process.  I expressed concerns during the consultation process that there were no public information sessions in Pictou - the largest community who would be affected by the effluent being discharged at the mouth of Pictou Harbour.  Nothern Pulp completely changed their pipe route and submitted their ETF proposal that did not include an oxygen delignification system without a public consultation open house to explain their changes.  Therefore anyone who attended the previous sessions were mislead going into the submission portion of the process into believing a different plan was being put forward.  It was bad enough that there had not been a session in Pictou or anywhere else that had shown that the pipe would traverse Pictou's watershed.  People in Caribou who did not know the plan would be to pump the effluent into their front yard were suddenly dealing with needing to play catch up with understanding how the plans in the 1700 page submission would affect them.

On page one, it reads, "NPNS proposes to build a new replacement ETF to facilitate and support the Province’s rehabilitation of A’se’k (Boat Harbour)."  Northern Pulp do not support the province's plan to rehabilitate A'se'k.  Asking for an indefinite extension that ignores the province's legislated deadline of Jan 31, 2020 impedes the province's plans for the rehabilitation of A'se'k (Boat Harbour).




With the Focus Report, the instructions included keeping key stakeholders aware of information being gathered.  In September, the fishers association expressed concern over not being kept in the loop.  A couple days before NP announced they were submitting their Focus Report response, they did an information dump without giving stakeholders adequate time to process the information.  That goes against the intent of the Focus Report's direction on stakeholders.  Northern Pulp gives their consultation engagement level a mark from medium to high involvement.  Correct information and timeliness must not have been included in that assessment.

Northern Pulp have 14 failed air emissions tests, 2 Ash slurry spills, 8 directives, 5 ministerial order and 2 warning reports.  They were put on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry for their 47 Million Litre effluent leak in 2014 and their present Industrial Approval says they have to have a flow monitoring system in place to indicate if there were another leak.  In October 2018 another major leak was only discovered when someone was walking their dog in the woods - not by any leak detection monitoring system that Northern Pulp put in place.  That is currently under investigation.

Section 7 of the mill's industrial Approval states that:


d) The Approval Holder shall monitor flow at Point A, the end of the effluent transmission pipe, on a continuous basis. This data shall be recorded daily and tabulated monthly e) The Approval Holder shall operate and maintain real time flow monitoring equipment at the end of the effluent transmission pipeline which is designed to immediately notify the Approval Holder in the event of a total loss of flow or a reduction of flow below normal operating conditions f) The Approval Holder shall immediately investigate any flow reduction or loss notification received from equipment outlined in Condition 7(e). These incidents, together with the reason for the loss or reduction of flow causing the alarm, shall be recorded and tracked monthly g) The Approval Holder shall immediately notify the Department of a loss or reduction of flow which results or may result in a release of untreated effluent to the environment.

On page 48 of Northern Pulp's Focus report response, it says "Point A flow data would have been used for the design review if the flow meter at that location possessed the accuracy required for the evaluation."


Point A is where the effluent comes out of the pipe and spills into the settling ponds.  If Northern Pulp were meeting the terms of their industrial approval, why wasn't there adequate flow monitoring equipment at Point A?  


The biggest concern I have with Northern Pulp's plan has to do with their inability to meet the terms of their IA.  One of the points that was brought up as a concern by myself and the Town of Pictou was Northern Pulp's plan to pump water over our watershed.  In NP's response they said they would use thicker pipes with leak detection capabilities.  NP has a proven track record of failing to either prevent leaks or to monitor their pipes adequately.  They did not even explore the idea in the context of the concern brought up through their EA application for their ETF to move the pipe route away from our water. I would be concerned with this proposal even if I trusted a company to do what they said they were going to do.  Northern Pulp have not done anything to earn that trust.

Where is the accountability for Northern Pulp's inability to meet the terms of their industrial approval?  What influence does being placed on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry have on this ETF proposal?  There is a lot of language in both NP's EA submission as well as their Focus Report response that says they 'will' do something or that the details will be lain out in their Industrial Approval.  There is even reference to their seeing improvement in air emissions with the adding of an oxygen delignification system and it directs the reader to the appendum 1.0 for 'more details'.  In that addendum it states "the future Oxygen Delignification system was considered in the design of the ETF and will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is completed."  There is nothing in the focus report or NP's original EA application that says when this will be added.  First of all, I don't really believe this will be added at any point or they would have stated a time frame.  Secondly, NP's "using BATEA (Best Available Technology Economically Achievable) principles" tells me that they aren't going to pay for it if they don't have to.  If they are granted an IA based on a new ETF that doesn't have the oxygen delig, then those BATEA principles says that either the taxpayer is on the hook or it's not getting installed because they can Economically Achieve the goal of operating without it.  And most importantly, if this is a component that isn't part of the current ETF plan, it shouldn't be in the Focus Report because it has nothing to do with what Northern Pulp is planning to build right now.  It should have no affect on any decisions.  I feel that Northern Pulp are asking for a leap of faith that they have not earned.

From page iv) of the report "Constructing and operating methodologies conducted in a manner consistent with Northern Pulp Environmental Management System (EMS) which incorporates operational policies and practices for monitoring and management of, for example, land and soil resources, air and water, noise and vibration, hazardous materials and waste, community health and safety, and cultural heritage; and Developing and implementing an overall Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) for construction activities that will be included in, and enforced through, construction contracts."


Has Northern Pulp's "Environmental Management System" with its "operational policies and practices for monitoring and management" been in place the entire time that they have been working under their Industrial Approvals?  Was this the practice that lead to failing their emissions tests in Dec 2016 and June 2017 while failing one of the 3 stack tests in June 2019 only getting a pass thanks to averaging three tests?  Is their "Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental Protection Plan (EPP)" practices showing up in their receiving a ministerial order on October 10th, 2017 or the Directive issued in February 2018 after the slurry ash leak?

Now we're being asked to trust their plan to move upwards of 85 million litres of effluent per day through Pictou Harbour, across the Town of Pictou's watershed, over various water courses exiting into Caribou Harbour at an as yet undecided location, pumped about 4kms into the Northumberland Strait after passing by Munroe's Island which is part of the province's 12% protected area because of its delicate eco system.


And let's get to that 85 million litres.  According to NP's present Industrial Approval, they are supposed to reduce water consumption to 70 million litres a day.  In NP's response to the focus report, I see they are using 85 million litres as their standard metric for calculations.  A Foipop shows that they are using that amount because of direction they've gotten from NSE.  Does this mean that water reductions are off the table should NP be granted a new Industrial Approval despite their litany of failings?


When it comes to the amount of effluent NP would be pumping into the Strait, Northern Pulp has said that it would be about 62 million litres per day on average.  They've also explained in their response to the focus report that the discrepancy in the amount of water consumed by the mill and the amount coming out in the form of effluent has to the pulping process where about 10% of water is used in the process. That would lead me to believe the numbers they are using for water consumption would be the 70 million litres when they are coming up with that 62 million litres number.  90% of 85 million would suggest that number should be 76.5 Million litres of effluent.  I find that concerning where it creates the impression that they could be using 85 million litres for their concentration calculations and 62 Million litres for their aggregate dissolvable calculations.  Being an ordinary citizen who does not have the resources to do source testing I guess that's just another leap of faith that Northern Pulp, a company on Canada's Environmental Offenders list, is on the up and up with everything they're doing.   


Earlier this year, Northern Pulp finally released their EARD.  As was pointed out by respondents and confirmed by NSE and then Minister for the Environment Margaret Miller, the EARD was lacking in a lot of information as well as requiring direction on how to proceed which lead the province to issue the Focus Report.  In the leadup to the EARD being submitted there were two notable events which speaks to Northern Pulp's credibility.  

First there was the Fishers/First Nations blockade.  After delaying the announcement of their first pipe route, Northern Pulp chose to blame their not moving quicker on their ETF plan on having to battle water reduction targets as lain out in the original 2015 Industrial Approval through 2016.  Thanks to a recent foipop, we found out that NP and the govt were in negotiations to decide how much money the govt was going to pay to NP to complete their EA process.  As it turned out, we the tax payer footed that bill.  Then through the NFA and Jamie Simpson's foipop, we found out that the delay through 2017 was actually caused when Bruce Chapman tried to draw a line in the sand stating that Northern Pulp needed 10 year terms for their industrial approvals and the water reduction targets weren't working for them.  NSE held firm and pointed out that they couldn't even issue an Industrial Approval to NP if they didn't have a functioning ETF.  Finally, NP presented their first plan that had aspects that had failed in previous attempts to do the same that included ice scouring from the shallow waters in their chosen outflow location.  Northern Pulp's attempts to survey their new location was met with a blockade.  Kathy Cloutier, Paper Excellence's Communications person said that the reason why there was a delay in NP's getting anything submitted was due to the blockade.  When they did submit their EARD, as expected, marine surveys were not complete.  Of course, neither were the land surveys, migratory bird surveys, risk to human health studies or species at risk studies none of which were blocked by anyone.  

The other notable event was on January 31st, 2019 when NP decided to have their press conference announcing that they were going to submit their EARD within the next week.  During their press conference that they scheduled to take place during the Pictou Landings First Nations celebration to mark the Closure of Boat Harbour to begin in one year, Kathy Cloutier said that NP wanted to be build a better relationship with the PLFN, wanted to see Boat Harbour remediated, that they had "shared goals" with the PLFN and that they wanted to put the sad legacy of Boat Harbour behind them.  Then, after years of saying they would honour the Boat Harbour Act, Cloutier stated that they were asking for an indefinite extension on the use of Boat Harbour.


These two incidents demonstrate that Northern Pulp care more about spin and manipulation of facts than reality.  The blockade didn't cause NP to be late with their submission.  They caused that but wanted it characterized as being someone else's fault.  Northern Pulp doesn't want the image of someone at odds with the community so they lied in saying they had shared goals with the PLFN with an event timed to coincide in an attempt to take media focus away from the PLFN because they did not want the reality clear that the Pictou Landings First Nations are not accepting of an extension.  When Northern Pulp comes to 'conclusions' that there will be no harm to fisheries, the marine environment, our drinking water, the air we breathe, our human health, species at risk or anything else, I don't believe them.  They stated the same conclusions with their EARD without doing the work.   How have any of the actions that I have been describing proven that Northern Pulp deserves the social license to proceed with a project of this magnitude when so much could be put at risk economically through the potential to hurt the fishing and tourism industries, environmentally and our health?

Right from the get go in NP's focus report response, they state that the effluent has been going into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years.  The effluent dilution model on page 95 (figure 4.2-6) shows in a one-month simulation from 2016 that what leaves Boat Harbour hugs the coast line and backs up into Pictou Harbour.  It gives no indication that the flow of effluent that leaves Boat Harbour goes very far into the Strait.  That is a far cry from NP's present plan to pump their effluent directly into the Northumberland Strait.  NP also talks about the effluent that leaves the diffusers reaching back ground levels within 20 metres.  Even using NP's metric of 62,000 cubic metres (62 million litres) a day, that would mean that over 40 cubic metres of effluent would be pumped into that 20 metre range every single minute, 60 minutes an hour, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The only way I can see that small 20 metre box of effluent consistently reaching background levels with such a low rate of outflow of water in the Northumberland Strait thanks to tidal conditions that basically moves the water one way for six hours and then back for another six hours is if the effluent becomes the background.

"Treated effluent" is what comes out of Boat Harbour now.  According to what a Northern Pulp engineer said to NSE that was accessed by lawyer Jamie Simpson through a foipop, the effluent coming from Boat Harbour now is better than what will be coming out of the new proposed facility.  The flow charts in NP's response to the focus report (page 95 of focus report) that shows the concentration of effluent seems to mimic the charts on where you cannot eat mussels due to health concerns over Leukemia.  "Treated Effluent" is effluent.

Why was the modeling data only collected over a one month period?  Are there different modeling conditions that would exist in other times of the year?  From page 7-8: " The higher density of the marine water in winter compared to the effluent density may increase the mixing of the effluent (improved dilution) in winter under ice."  The word 'may' indicates that it also 'may not'.  This report uses the word 'may' a lot.  It's the 'who knows' catchall for incomplete research that seems to show the bias that has gone into this process.  With Northern Pulp's EARD submission, they stated that no harm were predicted when it came to fishing/fisheries, marine life, species at risk and human health even though they hadn't done the work which precipitated the government issuing the Focus Report.  This is yet another in a long litany of Northern Pulp going with what they want the results to indicate before or without proving that the results are so.

On page iii, the report says, "A variety of environmental protection and management measures have been adopted through the development of the project to date in order to guide the planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance, and ultimate decommissioning of the project."  After listing 6 points it adds, "Northern Pulp has emphasized project design and siting so that the location and configuration of the project facilities considers the above measures wherever possible so as to avoid or minimize the potential environmental effects of the project. Where avoidance is not possible, mitigation or compensation measures have been developed as part of the Environmental Assessment (EA), and will be implemented in consultation with the applicable regulatory authorities."

This tells me a few of things:


1) They have not identified all areas where their measure for protection and management are needed.

2) They do not have a plan to deal with potential risks


3) They believe that mitigation and compensation are equal to prevention.


Mitigation and prevention are definitely not equal to prevention.  What sort of compensation will be given out to the Town of Pictou should we not be able to drink our water due to another Northern Pulp leak that occurred while they were supposed to be monitoring for leaks?  What sort of compensation would be given to the fishing industry should fishing be shut down due to the area losing its stewardship?  Fishing is a $2B industry in Nova Scotia.  When a single case of Mad Cow disease hit Alberta, it cost their beef industry approximately $3B.  You can quarantine cattle.  You can't quarantine the Northumberland Strait while continuing to pulp up to 85 million litres of effluent into the Northumberland Strait each day.


From page 158: "The proposed realigned treated effluent pipeline route is within an area that was previously, and continues to be, a highly disturbed habitat (due to construction, maintenance and noise from roadways, commercial areas, and agricultural activities)."  I find this to be flawed logic in trying to justify any stress that construction or facilitation of any part of the pipeline.  If a migratory species like the double breasted cormorant that nests along the highway already faces risks due to traffic, how does adding more risk to their habitat become justified?  To me, that's like holding a cup of coffee that is filled to the brim and believing it's okay to risk burning your hand by adding another half cup to that mug because it's already at risk of overflowing.  This seems to be the logic that's at play with other birds and species at risk with this report.  That quote that I took at the start is being used as justification by Northern Pulp to build the pipe when in actuality, it's a statement of how precarious of a situation these identified species are and how building the pipe creates added risk.


Talks about using the highway's ROW with TIR are still ongoing.  Part of the focus reports directions was to address the plan to build the pipeline into the shoulder of the road.  Stating that NP still does not have permission to do what they want with their pipe route shows that they haven't met the terms of the focus report at the time of their response.  And how does that affect this proposal should all or even portions of the route be unacceptable?  Respondents are given a short window to respond to this massive submission.  If alterations, even slight, are made after that window is closed, the public would not have a chance to respond.  This is an admission that Northern Pulp did not meet the conditions or directions what was asked of the focus report.

On page four it states that the project "May, in fact, reduce fossil fuels."  The word 'may' indicates that it also 'may not' reduce fossil fuels.  What evidence is there that shows this will happen?


From Page xxxvii:

"Northern Pulp will be responsible for: 
1. Operation, maintenance, and inspection of ETF components, the effluent pipeline, and marine outfall and diffuser assembly; 
2. Sludge management and operation of the facility’s power boiler for incineration of sludge, including air quality monitoring; 
3. Monitoring of effluent quality discharged to the receiving environment; 
4. Ensuring the effluent pipeline system is operated in accordance with applicable regulations; 
5. Maintenance of above and below ground facilities; 
6. Emergency response; and 
7. Awareness and education of local stakeholders, including members of the public and emergency responders."


With NP being in charge of everything from creation to release and every aspect in between, will Northern Pulp now own the effluent and all of the liabilities involved?  With Northern Pulp being so negligent with their current implementation of the effluent process, I do not see how the province can accept a deal where this company is held without liability for their actions given their track record.  Why is there no leak detection system on the marine portion of the pipe?  The marine portion takes the pipe past Munroe's Island which is supposed to be a protected environmental area.

On page 20 it says Marine Geotechnical survey work was done in the summer.  It also states that ice scour must be considered.  Why wasn't marine work done in the winter?  I know someone reading this may say that it wasn't done in the winter because of the fisher's blockade.  The problem with that argument is that if that work had been completed (which would have occurred in October/November, not the winter) that info would have been presented with NP's EARD submission and I would have been left asking why there wasn't any summer survey work done, since they made no attempts to do any survey work in the summer prior to their EARD submission.  How would bathymetry have changed if the survey work were done in the other seasons?  

The diffuser will not be buried.  The intense ice flow in the winter poses a major risk to it being damaged.


The pipe has a 'guaranteed' design life of 50 years.  There should be a plan to remove and replace this pipe in that time.  The mill itself had a design life of 25 years and is going into its 53 year.  Where is the plan to replace that?


The portion of the Focus Report response on the Spill Basin Overflow, makes no reference to air emissions or odours.  There also isn't anything related to monitoring the spill basin for emissions.  Why is the spill basin basically a well lined open pit with pumps?  Would the toxic emissions that would come from this open air overflow basin be akin to the emissions present at Point A of Boat Harbours ETF?  There is also no information on human risk assessment related to this basin.  I appreciate the need for their being a plan in place for a basin like this in the event that this 50+ year old mill that was designed to last 25 years which has many ongoing issues.  This protection plan should be self contained and monitored in addition to having information on any human health risks it may cause.  

Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BATEA) is a concern when it is being applied to a project this concerning that poses such a risk to our health, the environment and other industries.  If something needs to be done, but Northern Pulp deems they don't want to pay for it, it's not getting done.  That principle is being used throughout the design of this proposal.  This is why a key component like the oxygen delignification system is mentioned but not part of this ETF plan.  That is likely Best Available Technology but they don't want to pay for it. 

Why is it not known if the sediment will be replaced on the seafloor as preferred or at sea?  "At this time, the construction method described in Section 3.0 assumes that sediment will preferably be placed back on the seafloor. However, if during construction it is decided the sediment would best be disposed of at sea, NPNS will apply to ECCC for approval to dispose of the dredging material at sea. The quantity of sediment to be dredged will be better known once final design is complete."  Why isn't a decision on this able to be made as part of the project design?  How much is BATAE coming into play with making this decision?  What are the affects on the Strait when it comes to digging up to 4kms of sediment and dumping it at sea on marine life?  What happens if it can't be replaced and permission is not granted for dumping the sediment at sea?


"Arsenic concentrations exceeded the CCME ISQG benchmark of 7.24 mg/kg at several sampling locations and sediment depths ranging from 7.3 mg/kg to 12 mg/kg). Exceedances for this parameter were generally localized to the area between the Caribou Harbour Ferry Terminal and Munro’s Island and concentrations remained below the CCME Probable Effects Level (PEL). The PEL is defined as the level above which adverse biological effects ae usually or always observed; · Copper exceeded the CCME ISQG of 18.7 mg/kg in two samples collected within along the proposed pipeline at VC-12-2 (41 mg/kg) and VC-16-3 (19 mg/kg) (z), but did not exceed the PEL at any location.  Two chlorinated dioxin compounds (1,2,3,4,6,7,8-Hepta CDD and 1,2,3,4,6,7,8- Hepta CDF) exceeded the CCME ISQG benchmark (0.85 pg/g both compounds) at VC16-1 which was located just west of Munro’s Island. "  How does disturbing 4kms of sediment with exceedances in arsenic and copper or the two chlorinated dioxin compounds affect marine life?

On page xxi, Northern Pulp describes their connectivity to the forest industry.  Again, like the Oxygen Delignification system that is not part of their plans to build with this ETF plan and Northern Pulp's economic data included in this report, it has nothing to do with how well the ETF and pipe plan will work from an environmental assessment stand point and shouldn't be included in this report.  I have friends/family who either work or have worked at the mill under different owners and spin offs related to the mill.  Through my involvement with trying to understand the process, I've been fortunate enough to have had a couple dozen people who either work at the mill or mill related businesses who have reached out to me to help me.  Even the people who are worried about losing their jobs whose main motivation in reaching out to me is in hopes that their  help would lead my thinking to end with my supporting this proposal have been very helpful.  There are a lot of good people who are at risk with Northern Pulp putting together a bad plan.  All this connectivity does for me is remind me of how much Northern Pulp is letting everyone down with their bad plan based more on spin then science, their own personal economic gain than the health and welfare of the community or even other industries, that cannot be accepted.

On the topic of the Boat Harbour Act's closure date.  That date was a negotiated agreement between the Government of Nova Scotia and the Pictou Landings First Nations.  That was a deal that prevented Northern Pulp from having to close in 2014 after Northern Pulp's 47 million litre effluent leak. The Pictou Landings First Nations have promises of a Boat Harbour closure with remediation made and broken many times by many premieres going back to 1991.  Northern Pulp were given 5 years to come up with a replacement.  The Forestry Industry of Nova Scotia had 5 years to prepare for the possibility that Northern Pulp may fail to put the effort forward to protect their mill.  The use of Boat Harbour of Boat Harbour is a well documented case of environmental racism which has been acknowledged by our govt.  Mr. McNeil has stated that this is not the 1960's anymore and those sort of practices cannot continue.  He has also stated that he would not simply move a disaster from one location to another.  This present disaster is costing tax payers currently an estimated $217M.  This proposed plan has no proof that it won't create the same sort of disaster on a larger scale. Northern Pulp is asking for an indefinite extension until they build their ETF.  


Here are the reasons why you cannot legislate an extension:  


1) Extending the deadline would be an extension of environmental racism.  Changing the Boat Harbour Act at this point would state that the PLFN's rights are not as important as the economic gain of Northern Pulp.


2) The PLFN took a huge leap of faith based on 25 years of broken promises to the same promise that this present government has made to them.  That leap of faith gave Northern Pulp enough time to come up with a plan.  The premiere has acknowledged that several times.


3) There is no timeline on Northern Pulp's ask for an extension.  If there is a deadline and the ETF has not been completed by that point and a future government were to strike down the Boat Harbour Legislation, this government would have opened the window to that possibility


4) As stated by Premier McNeil several times, Northern Pulp have had 5 years which was enough time to come up with a plan.  Nova Scotia Forestry also had 5 years to plan for this possible eventuality.  The PLFN should not have to pay for the failure of Northern Pulp and the Industry to do what they knew they had to do.


5) Present cost of clean up is estimated at $217M.  That price is only going to increase the longer it is put off.


6) This proposal is a bad plan. 

So far, Premier McNeil has been steadfast in his and the government's position.  He has stated many times that Boat Harbour exists because of the way people did things (racism) in the 1960's and we can't repeat those ways.  He has stated many times that the mill was given enough time to come up with a solution.  He has also stated that we can't just move a disaster from one location to another.  Please do not add your name to a long list of Premiers who have broken promises to the PLFN to close the Boat Harbour ETF and remediate Boat Harbour.  Please stay on the right side of history. 

I am also including my submission minus my introduction to CEAA from earlier this year so my comments from there can be included in the provincial process for consideration since the provincial govt keeps referring to federal involvement in the provincial process included in the provincial process.  If federal perspectives/positions are being included in the provincial process, than my federal concerns should be addressed as well:


Hello CEAA,

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Replacement ETF project and to express my concerns for their wanting to put an effluent pipe into the Northumberland Strait.


According to our MP Sean Fraser through various discussions and from what I have gathered through understanding the process for decisions assessments in regards to pulp mills in Canada, pulp mills are treated differently and have their own set of rules.  Basically, federally there are guidelines to be met in regards to the effluent and the effects of the physical pipe itself.  Mr. Fraser spoke to our town council last year where he pointed out that these are guidelines that are set up in order to give industry some understanding of the expectations that have to be met in order to conduct business.  This does not mean that the scope of a decision is limited as a straight pass or fail.  This is a starting point to give industry direction and any other concerns are to be considered.

The Pictou Landings First Nations have stated that they will not agree to an extension and they have expressed strong opposition to any ETF so far proposed by Northern Pulp that results in an effluent pipe releasing effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  The PFLN are not only First Nations which warrants special consideration from the federal government on these matters, they have the unique experience of living with the results of the environmental racism that has gone on with Boat Harbour for more than five decades.


"The Supreme Court of Canada confirmed that Mi'kmaq and Maliseet First Nations continue to have treaty rights to hunt, fish and gather towards earning a moderate livelihood.  These treaty rights must be implemented.  Along with these treaty rights, First Nations maintain they continue to hold Aboriginal rights and title throughout their traditional territory.  This creates a special situation unlike any other found in Canada.  There is no model or generic approach to follow on how to proceed which meets everyone's circumstances, needs and interests." (1)  This tells me that where there is special concern and request from either Mi'kmaq or Maliseet First Nations that according to the Supreme Court of Canada, the Federal government has to ensure a process that is acceptable to those Nations is undertaken.  In regards to the state of reconciliation with the First Nations especially at the hands of more than 50 years of environmental racism, it behooves the Federal Government to ensure their concern are met.


The outflow location of the pipe is in the Northumberland Strait which is Federal waters.  Multiple provinces have expressed concern for their economy, environment and health over this decision. There is a strong belief that due to the nature of the Nova Scotia provincial govt in relation to Northern Pulp as a financier and regulator as well as motivation created through liability due to the indemnity agreement that they are in a conflict of interest.  I believe that that on its own is not reason enough to warrant the Federal govt to step in.  That conflict of interest combined with the concerns that people have and the general belief that Nova Scotia is not doing due diligence with its assessment thanks to a decision to go with a class one environmental assessment instead a class two assessment, which according to Nova Scotia's description is warranted as described for "undertakings (that) are typically larger in scale and are considered to have the potential to cause significant environmental impacts and concern to the public" (2) creates a greater mistrust of the decision making that creates a federal concern.  A waste water treatment facility capable of dumping 75+ million litres of effluent per day into the Northumberland Strait  IS a large undertaking, that creates potential to cause significant environmental impacts and as this committee is aware, thousands of people have expressed their concerns.  That concern has spilled over into a blockade of survey work and is likely the tip of the ice berg and a harbinger of things on a federal level involving multiple provinces should a hasty decision that can't be justified in the minds of those concerned.


Canada has made a commitment to keeping our water safe and clean and have earmarked $1.5B towards that goal.  According to Canada's Ocean Protection Plan "Canada is a maritime nation, with more coastline than any other country in the world.  Canadians rely on their coasts and waterways for recreation, to deliver products to market, and to earn their livelihood, but also cherish them for cultural reasons.  the Oceans Protection Plan will help keep Canadians water and coasts safe and clean, for today's use and for future generations.  The Government of Canada will partner with Indigenous and coastal communities to develop a world-leading marine safety system that meets the unique needs of Canada from coast-to-coast-to-coast." (3)  How is Canada making that commitment if they aren't doing assessments on projects like this?  Indigenous and coastal communities from multiple provinces are asking the federal government to take the action this plan has put into writing.


The federal guidelines that concern effluent are weak.  The idea that the quality of the effluent being such that putting ten trout in a bucket with the effluent and receiving a passing grade if six survive is a terrible measure for what should be acceptable in any case, let alone a case that puts a $2B fishing industry at risk.  The idea that effluent returning to background levels after 100 meters that can be manipulated by putting six diffusers spread evenly over a distance of 125 meters shows that there really isn't a limit on the amount of effluent that can be released.  By that logic, if a pulp mill wanted to release one hundred times the amount of effluent, it could just have one hundred times the amount of effluent reaches and according to the same theory, it would reach background levels by 100 metres even though the spread of diffusers would reach over one kilometre.  I understand that the govt is currently working on new guidelines on dealing with the oceans.  It does not make any sense to recognize that current guidelines are wrong and need change and to simply approve of a project based on problematic guidelines.

This is a summation of the points that I believe creates a strong case for Northern Pulp's Replacement ETF project requiring a Federal Environmental Assessment.


1) The Pictou Landing First Nations request for a Federal Assessment.


2) The effluent pipe would pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait which is shared by three provinces.


3) Large public concern from multiple provinces


4) Canada's Commitment to keeping Canadian waters and coasts safe and clean, for today's use and for future generations.


5) Protecting Canadians of multiple provinces from civil unrest by not showing not doing due diligence on a matter of Federal importance.
6) My belief that the guidelines don't adequately limit the amount or concentration of effluent released by a pulp mill.


Thank you for the consideration of having this project receive a federal environmental assessment.  This is major issue for the Maritimes no matter what someone's positions on it are and will have a great influence on the future of our province.  


Terry Dunbrack


Footnotes to federal portion:
(1) https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100028589/1100100028591

(2) Frequently Asked Questions | Environmental Assessment | Nova Scotia Environment

(3) Canada's Oceans Protection Plan - Transport Canada



On page one, it reads, "NPNS proposes to build a new replacement ETF to facilitate and support the
Province’s rehabilitation of A’se’k (Boat Harbour)."  Northern Pulp do not support the province's plan to
rehabilitate A'se'k.  Asking for an indefinite extension that ignores the province's legislated deadline of Jan
31, 2020 impedes the province's plans for the rehabilitation of A'se'k (Boat Harbour).

With the Focus Report, the instructions included keeping key stakeholders aware of information being
gathered.  In September, the fishers association expressed concern over not being kept in the loop.  A
couple days before NP announced they were submitting their Focus Report response, they did an
information dump without giving stakeholders adequate time to process the information.  That goes
against the intent of the Focus Report's direction on stakeholders.  Northern Pulp gives their consultation
engagement level a mark from medium to high involvement.  Correct information and timeliness must not
have been included in that assessment.

Northern Pulp have 14 failed air emissions tests, 2 Ash slurry spills, 8 directives, 5 ministerial order and 2
warning reports.  They were put on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry for their 47 Million Litre
effluent leak in 2014 and their present Industrial Approval says they have to have a flow monitoring
system in place to indicate if there were another leak.  In October 2018 another major leak was only
discovered when someone was walking their dog in the woods - not by any leak detection monitoring
system that Northern Pulp put in place.  That is currently under investigation.

Section 7 of the mill's industrial Approval states that:

d) The Approval Holder shall monitor flow at Point A, the end of the effluent transmission pipe, on a
continuous basis. This data shall be recorded daily and tabulated monthly e) The Approval Holder shall
operate and maintain real time flow monitoring equipment at the end of the effluent transmission pipeline
which is designed to immediately notify the Approval Holder in the event of a total loss of flow or a
reduction of flow below normal operating conditions f) The Approval Holder shall immediately investigate
any flow reduction or loss notification received from equipment outlined in Condition 7(e). These
incidents, together with the reason for the loss or reduction of flow causing the alarm, shall be recorded
and tracked monthly g) The Approval Holder shall immediately notify the Department of a loss or
reduction of flow which results or may result in a release of untreated effluent to the environment.

On page 48 of Northern Pulp's Focus report response, it says "Point A flow data would have been used
for the design review if the flow meter at that location possessed the accuracy required for the
evaluation."

Point A is where the effluent comes out of the pipe and spills into the settling ponds.  If Northern Pulp
were meeting the terms of their industrial approval, why wasn't there adequate flow monitoring equipment
at Point A? 

The biggest concern I have with Northern Pulp's plan has to do with their inability to meet the terms of
their IA.  One of the points that was brought up as a concern by myself and the Town of Pictou was
Northern Pulp's plan to pump water over our watershed.  In NP's response they said they would use
thicker pipes with leak detection capabilities.  NP has a proven track record of failing to either prevent
leaks or to monitor their pipes adequately.  They did not even explore the idea in the context of the



concern brought up through their EA application for their ETF to move the pipe route away from our
water. I would be concerned with this proposal even if I trusted a company to do what they said they were
going to do.  Northern Pulp have not done anything to earn that trust.

Where is the accountability for Northern Pulp's inability to meet the terms of their industrial approval? 
What influence does being placed on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry have on this ETF
proposal?  There is a lot of language in both NP's EA submission as well as their Focus Report response
that says they 'will' do something or that the details will be lain out in their Industrial Approval.  There is
even reference to their seeing improvement in air emissions with the adding of an oxygen delignification
system and it directs the reader to the appendum 1.0 for 'more details'.  In that addendum it states "the
future Oxygen Delignification system was considered in the design of the ETF and will be managed as a
separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is completed."  There is nothing in the focus
report or NP's original EA application that says when this will be added.  First of all, I don't really believe
this will be added at any point or they would have stated a time frame.  Secondly, NP's "using BATEA
(Best Available Technology Economically Achievable) principles" tells me that they aren't going to pay for
it if they don't have to.  If they are granted an IA based on a new ETF that doesn't have the oxygen delig,
then those BATEA principles says that either the taxpayer is on the hook or it's not getting installed
because they can Economically Achieve the goal of operating without it.  And most importantly, if this is a
component that isn't part of the current ETF plan, it shouldn't be in the Focus Report because it has
nothing to do with what Northern Pulp is planning to build right now.  It should have no affect on any
decisions.  I feel that Northern Pulp are asking for a leap of faith that they have not earned.

From page iv) of the report "Constructing and operating methodologies conducted in a manner consistent
with Northern Pulp Environmental Management System (EMS) which incorporates operational policies
and practices for monitoring and management of, for example, land and soil resources, air and water,
noise and vibration, hazardous materials and waste, community health and safety, and cultural heritage;
and Developing and implementing an overall Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental
Protection Plan (EPP) for construction activities that will be included in, and enforced through,
construction contracts."

Has Northern Pulp's "Environmental Management System" with its "operational policies and practices for
monitoring and management" been in place the entire time that they have been working under their
Industrial Approvals?  Was this the practice that lead to failing their emissions tests in Dec 2016 and June
2017 while failing one of the 3 stack tests in June 2019 only getting a pass thanks to averaging three
tests?  Is their "Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental Protection Plan (EPP)"
practices showing up in their receiving a ministerial order on October 10th, 2017 or the Directive issued in
February 2018 after the slurry ash leak?

Now we're being asked to trust their plan to move upwards of 85 million litres of effluent per day through
Pictou Harbour, across the Town of Pictou's watershed, over various water courses exiting into Caribou
Harbour at an as yet undecided location, pumped about 4kms into the Northumberland Strait after
passing by Munroe's Island which is part of the province's 12% protected area because of its delicate eco
system.

And let's get to that 85 million litres.  According to NP's present Industrial Approval, they are supposed to
reduce water consumption to 70 million litres a day.  In NP's response to the focus report, I see they are
using 85 million litres as their standard metric for calculations.  A Foipop shows that they are using that
amount because of direction they've gotten from NSE.  Does this mean that water reductions are off the



table should NP be granted a new Industrial Approval despite their litany of failings?

 

When it comes to the amount of effluent NP would be pumping into the Strait, Northern Pulp has said that
it would be about 62 million litres per day on average.  They've also explained in their response to the
focus report that the discrepancy in the amount of water consumed by the mill and the amount coming out
in the form of effluent has to the pulping process where about 10% of water is used in the process. That
would lead me to believe the numbers they are using for water consumption would be the 70 million litres
when they are coming up with that 62 million litres number.  90% of 85 million would suggest that number
should be 76.5 Million litres of effluent.  I find that concerning where it creates the impression that they
could be using 85 million litres for their concentration calculations and 62 Million litres for their aggregate
dissolvable calculations.  Being an ordinary citizen who does not have the resources to do source testing
I guess that's just another leap of faith that Northern Pulp, a company on Canada's Environmental
Offenders list, is on the up and up with everything they're doing.   

 

Earlier this year, Northern Pulp finally released their EARD.  As was pointed out by respondents and
confirmed by NSE and then Minister for the Environment Margaret Miller, the EARD was lacking in a lot of
information as well as requiring direction on how to proceed which lead the province to issue the Focus
Report.  In the leadup to the EARD being submitted there were two notable events which speaks to
Northern Pulp's credibility.  

First there was the Fishers/First Nations blockade.  After delaying the announcement of their first pipe
route, Northern Pulp chose to blame their not moving quicker on their ETF plan on having to battle water
reduction targets as lain out in the original 2015 Industrial Approval through 2016.  Thanks to a recent
foipop, we found out that NP and the govt were in negotiations to decide how much money the govt was
going to pay to NP to complete their EA process.  As it turned out, we the tax payer footed that bill.  Then
through the NFA and  foipop, we found out that the delay through 2017 was actually
caused when Bruce Chapman tried to draw a line in the sand stating that Northern Pulp needed 10 year
terms for their industrial approvals and the water reduction targets weren't working for them.  NSE held
firm and pointed out that they couldn't even issue an Industrial Approval to NP if they didn't have a
functioning ETF.  Finally, NP presented their first plan that had aspects that had failed in previous
attempts to do the same that included ice scouring from the shallow waters in their chosen outflow
location.  Northern Pulp's attempts to survey their new location was met with a blockade.  Kathy Cloutier,
Paper Excellence's Communications person said that the reason why there was a delay in NP's getting
anything submitted was due to the blockade.  When they did submit their EARD, as expected, marine
surveys were not complete.  Of course, neither were the land surveys, migratory bird surveys, risk to
human health studies or species at risk studies none of which were blocked by anyone. 

 

The other notable event was on January 31st, 2019 when NP decided to have their press conference
announcing that they were going to submit their EARD within the next week.  During their press
conference that they scheduled to take place during the Pictou Landings First Nations celebration to mark
the Closure of Boat Harbour to begin in one year, Kathy Cloutier said that NP wanted to be build a better
relationship with the PLFN, wanted to see Boat Harbour remediated, that they had "shared goals" with the
PLFN and that they wanted to put the sad legacy of Boat Harbour behind them.  Then, after years of
saying they would honour the Boat Harbour Act, Cloutier stated that they were asking for an indefinite
extension on the use of Boat Harbour.

 

These two incidents demonstrate that Northern Pulp care more about spin and manipulation of facts than
reality.  The blockade didn't cause NP to be late with their submission.  They caused that but wanted it
characterized as being someone else's fault.  Northern Pulp doesn't want the image of someone at odds
with the community so they lied in saying they had shared goals with the PLFN with an event timed to



coincide in an attempt to take media focus away from the PLFN because they did not want the reality
clear that the Pictou Landings First Nations are not accepting of an extension.  When Northern Pulp
comes to 'conclusions' that there will be no harm to fisheries, the marine environment, our drinking water,
the air we breathe, our human health, species at risk or anything else, I don't believe them.  They stated
the same conclusions with their EARD without doing the work.   How have any of the actions that I have
been describing proven that Northern Pulp deserves the social license to proceed with a project of this
magnitude when so much could be put at risk economically through the potential to hurt the fishing and
tourism industries, environmentally and our health?

 

Right from the get go in NP's focus report response, they state that the effluent has been going into the
Northumberland Strait for over 50 years.  The effluent dilution model on page 95 (figure 4.2-6) shows in a
one-month simulation from 2016 that what leaves Boat Harbour hugs the coast line and backs up into
Pictou Harbour.  It gives no indication that the flow of effluent that leaves Boat Harbour goes very far into
the Strait.  That is a far cry from NP's present plan to pump their effluent directly into the Northumberland
Strait.  NP also talks about the effluent that leaves the diffusers reaching back ground levels within 20
metres.  Even using NP's metric of 62,000 cubic metres (62 million litres) a day, that would mean that
over 40 cubic metres of effluent would be pumped into that 20 metre range every single minute, 60
minutes an hour, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The only way I can see that small 20 metre box of
effluent consistently reaching background levels with such a low rate of outflow of water in the
Northumberland Strait thanks to tidal conditions that basically moves the water one way for six hours and
then back for another six hours is if the effluent becomes the background.

 

"Treated effluent" is what comes out of Boat Harbour now.  According to what a Northern Pulp engineer
said to NSE that was accessed by lawyer Jamie Simpson through a foipop, the effluent coming from Boat
Harbour now is better than what will be coming out of the new proposed facility.  The flow charts in NP's
response to the focus report (page 95 of focus report) that shows the concentration of effluent seems to
mimic the charts on where you cannot eat mussels due to health concerns over Leukemia.  "Treated
Effluent" is effluent.

Why was the modeling data only collected over a one month period?  Are there different modeling
conditions that would exist in other times of the year?  From page 7-8: " The higher density of the marine
water in winter compared to the effluent density may increase the mixing of the effluent (improved
dilution) in winter under ice."  The word 'may' indicates that it also 'may not'.  This report uses the word
'may' a lot.  It's the 'who knows' catchall for incomplete research that seems to show the bias that has
gone into this process.  With Northern Pulp's EARD submission, they stated that no harm were predicted
when it came to fishing/fisheries, marine life, species at risk and human health even though they hadn't
done the work which precipitated the government issuing the Focus Report.  This is yet another in a long
litany of Northern Pulp going with what they want the results to indicate before or without proving that the
results are so.

 

On page iii, the report says, "A variety of environmental protection and management measures have
been adopted through the development of the project to date in order to guide the planning, design,
construction, operation and maintenance, and ultimate decommissioning of the project."  After listing 6
points it adds, "Northern Pulp has emphasized project design and siting so that the location and
configuration of the project facilities considers the above measures wherever possible so as to avoid or
minimize the potential environmental effects of the project. Where avoidance is not possible,
mitigation or compensation measures have been developed as part of the Environmental Assessment
(EA), and will be implemented in consultation with the applicable regulatory authorities."

This tells me a few of things:

 



1) They have not identified all areas where their measure for protection and management are needed.

2) They do not have a plan to deal with potential risks

3) They believe that mitigation and compensation are equal to prevention.

Mitigation and prevention are definitely not equal to prevention.  What sort of compensation will be given
out to the Town of Pictou should we not be able to drink our water due to another Northern Pulp leak that
occurred while they were supposed to be monitoring for leaks?  What sort of compensation would be
given to the fishing industry should fishing be shut down due to the area losing its stewardship?  Fishing
is a $2B industry in Nova Scotia.  When a single case of Mad Cow disease hit Alberta, it cost their beef
industry approximately $3B.  You can quarantine cattle.  You can't quarantine the Northumberland Strait
while continuing to pulp up to 85 million litres of effluent into the Northumberland Strait each day.

 

From page 158: "The proposed realigned treated effluent pipeline route is within an area that was
previously, and continues to be, a highly disturbed habitat (due to construction, maintenance and noise
from roadways, commercial areas, and agricultural activities)."  I find this to be flawed logic in trying to
justify any stress that construction or facilitation of any part of the pipeline.  If a migratory species like the
double breasted cormorant that nests along the highway already faces risks due to traffic, how does
adding more risk to their habitat become justified?  To me, that's like holding a cup of coffee that is filled
to the brim and believing it's okay to risk burning your hand by adding another half cup to that mug
because it's already at risk of overflowing.  This seems to be the logic that's at play with other birds and
species at risk with this report.  That quote that I took at the start is being used as justification by Northern
Pulp to build the pipe when in actuality, it's a statement of how precarious of a situation these identified
species are and how building the pipe creates added risk.

 

Talks about using the highway's ROW with TIR are still ongoing.  Part of the focus reports directions was
to address the plan to build the pipeline into the shoulder of the road.  Stating that NP still does not have
permission to do what they want with their pipe route shows that they haven't met the terms of the focus
report at the time of their response.  And how does that affect this proposal should all or even portions of
the route be unacceptable?  Respondents are given a short window to respond to this massive
submission.  If alterations, even slight, are made after that window is closed, the public would not have a
chance to respond.  This is an admission that Northern Pulp did not meet the conditions or directions
what was asked of the focus report.

 

On page four it states that the project "May, in fact, reduce fossil fuels."  The word 'may' indicates that it
also 'may not' reduce fossil fuels.  What evidence is there that shows this will happen?

 

From Page xxxvii:

"Northern Pulp will be responsible for: 
1. Operation, maintenance, and inspection of ETF components, the effluent pipeline, and marine outfall
and diffuser assembly; 
2. Sludge management and operation of the facility’s power boiler for incineration of sludge, including air
quality monitoring; 
3. Monitoring of effluent quality discharged to the receiving environment; 
4. Ensuring the effluent pipeline system is operated in accordance with applicable regulations; 
5. Maintenance of above and below ground facilities; 
6. Emergency response; and 



7. Awareness and education of local stakeholders, including members of the public and emergency
responders."

 

With NP being in charge of everything from creation to release and every aspect in between, will Northern
Pulp now own the effluent and all of the liabilities involved?  With Northern Pulp being so negligent with
their current implementation of the effluent process, I do not see how the province can accept a deal
where this company is held without liability for their actions given their track record.  Why is there no leak
detection system on the marine portion of the pipe?  The marine portion takes the pipe past Munroe's
Island which is supposed to be a protected environmental area.

 

On page 20 it says Marine Geotechnical survey work was done in the summer.  It also states that ice
scour must be considered.  Why wasn't marine work done in the winter?  I know someone reading this
may say that it wasn't done in the winter because of the fisher's blockade.  The problem with that
argument is that if that work had been completed (which would have occurred in October/November, not
the winter) that info would have been presented with NP's EARD submission and I would have been left
asking why there wasn't any summer survey work done, since they made no attempts to do any survey
work in the summer prior to their EARD submission.  How would bathymetry have changed if the survey
work were done in the other seasons? 

 

The diffuser will not be buried.  The intense ice flow in the winter poses a major risk to it being damaged.

 

The pipe has a 'guaranteed' design life of 50 years.  There should be a plan to remove and replace this
pipe in that time.  The mill itself had a design life of 25 years and is going into its 53 year.  Where is the
plan to replace that?

 

The portion of the Focus Report response on the Spill Basin Overflow, makes no reference to air
emissions or odours.  There also isn't anything related to monitoring the spill basin for emissions.  Why is
the spill basin basically a well lined open pit with pumps?  Would the toxic emissions that would come
from this open air overflow basin be akin to the emissions present at Point A of Boat Harbours ETF? 
There is also no information on human risk assessment related to this basin.  I appreciate the need for
their being a plan in place for a basin like this in the event that this 50+ year old mill that was designed to
last 25 years which has many ongoing issues.  This protection plan should be self contained and
monitored in addition to having information on any human health risks it may cause. 

 

Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BATEA) is a concern when it is being applied to a
project this concerning that poses such a risk to our health, the environment and other industries.  If
something needs to be done, but Northern Pulp deems they don't want to pay for it, it's not getting done. 
That principle is being used throughout the design of this proposal.  This is why a key component like the
oxygen delignification system is mentioned but not part of this ETF plan.  That is likely Best Available
Technology but they don't want to pay for it.

 

Why is it not known if the sediment will be replaced on the seafloor as preferred or at sea?  "At this time,
the construction method described in Section 3.0 assumes that sediment will preferably be placed back
on the seafloor. However, if during construction it is decided the sediment would best be disposed of at
sea, NPNS will apply to ECCC for approval to dispose of the dredging material at sea. The quantity of



sediment to be dredged will be better known once final design is complete."  Why isn't a decision on this
able to be made as part of the project design?  How much is BATAE coming into play with making this
decision?  What are the affects on the Strait when it comes to digging up to 4kms of sediment and
dumping it at sea on marine life?  What happens if it can't be replaced and permission is not granted for
dumping the sediment at sea?

 

"Arsenic concentrations exceeded the CCME ISQG benchmark of 7.24 mg/kg at several sampling
locations and sediment depths ranging from 7.3 mg/kg to 12 mg/kg). Exceedances for this parameter
were generally localized to the area between the Caribou Harbour Ferry Terminal and Munro’s Island and
concentrations remained below the CCME Probable Effects Level (PEL). The PEL is defined as the level
above which adverse biological effects ae usually or always observed; · Copper exceeded the CCME
ISQG of 18.7 mg/kg in two samples collected within along the proposed pipeline at VC-12-2 (41 mg/kg)
and VC-16-3 (19 mg/kg) (z), but did not exceed the PEL at any location.  Two chlorinated dioxin
compounds (1,2,3,4,6,7,8-Hepta CDD and 1,2,3,4,6,7,8- Hepta CDF) exceeded the CCME ISQG
benchmark (0.85 pg/g both compounds) at VC16-1 which was located just west of Munro’s Island. "  How
does disturbing 4kms of sediment with exceedances in arsenic and copper or the two chlorinated dioxin
compounds affect marine life?

 

On page xxi, Northern Pulp describes their connectivity to the forest industry.  Again, like the Oxygen
Delignification system that is not part of their plans to build with this ETF plan and Northern Pulp's
economic data included in this report, it has nothing to do with how well the ETF and pipe plan will work
from an environmental assessment stand point and shouldn't be included in this report.  I have
friends/family who either work or have worked at the mill under different owners and spin offs related to
the mill.  Through my involvement with trying to understand the process, I've been fortunate enough to
have had a couple dozen people who either work at the mill or mill related businesses who have reached
out to me to help me.  Even the people who are worried about losing their jobs whose main motivation in
reaching out to me is in hopes that their  help would lead my thinking to end with my supporting this
proposal have been very helpful.  There are a lot of good people who are at risk with Northern Pulp
putting together a bad plan.  All this connectivity does for me is remind me of how much Northern Pulp is
letting everyone down with their bad plan based more on spin then science, their own personal economic
gain than the health and welfare of the community or even other industries, that cannot be accepted.

 

On the topic of the Boat Harbour Act's closure date.  That date was a negotiated agreement between the
Government of Nova Scotia and the Pictou Landings First Nations.  That was a deal that prevented
Northern Pulp from having to close in 2014 after Northern Pulp's 47 million litre effluent leak. The Pictou
Landings First Nations have promises of a Boat Harbour closure with remediation made and broken many
times by many premieres going back to 1991.  Northern Pulp were given 5 years to come up with a
replacement.  The Forestry Industry of Nova Scotia had 5 years to prepare for the possibility that
Northern Pulp may fail to put the effort forward to protect their mill.  The use of Boat Harbour of Boat
Harbour is a well documented case of environmental racism which has been acknowledged by our govt. 
Mr. McNeil has stated that this is not the 1960's anymore and those sort of practices cannot continue.  He
has also stated that he would not simply move a disaster from one location to another.  This present
disaster is costing tax payers currently an estimated $217M.  This proposed plan has no proof that it
won't create the same sort of disaster on a larger scale. Northern Pulp is asking for an indefinite
extension until they build their ETF. 

 

Here are the reasons why you cannot legislate an extension: 

 



1) Extending the deadline would be an extension of environmental racism.  Changing the Boat Harbour
Act at this point would state that the PLFN's rights are not as important as the economic gain of Northern
Pulp.

2) The PLFN took a huge leap of faith based on 25 years of broken promises to the same promise that
this present government has made to them.  That leap of faith gave Northern Pulp enough time to come
up with a plan.  The premiere has acknowledged that several times.

3) There is no timeline on Northern Pulp's ask for an extension.  If there is a deadline and the ETF has
not been completed by that point and a future government were to strike down the Boat Harbour
Legislation, this government would have opened the window to that possibility

4) As stated by Premier McNeil several times, Northern Pulp have had 5 years which was enough time to
come up with a plan.  Nova Scotia Forestry also had 5 years to plan for this possible eventuality.  The
PLFN should not have to pay for the failure of Northern Pulp and the Industry to do what they knew they
had to do.

5) Present cost of clean up is estimated at $217M.  That price is only going to increase the longer it is put
off.

6) This proposal is a bad plan. 

So far, Premier McNeil has been steadfast in his and the government's position.  He has stated many
times that Boat Harbour exists because of the way people did things (racism) in the 1960's and we can't
repeat those ways.  He has stated many times that the mill was given enough time to come up with a
solution.  He has also stated that we can't just move a disaster from one location to another.  Please do
not add your name to a long list of Premiers who have broken promises to the PLFN to close the Boat
Harbour ETF and remediate Boat Harbour.  Please stay on the right side of history. 

I am also including my submission minus my introduction to CEAA from earlier this year so my comments
from there can be included in the provincial process for consideration since the provincial govt keeps
referring to federal involvement in the provincial process included in the provincial process.  If federal
perspectives/positions are being included in the provincial process, than my federal concerns should be
addressed as well:

Hello CEAA,

 

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Replacement ETF project and to express my concerns for their
wanting to put an effluent pipe into the Northumberland Strait.

According to our MP Sean Fraser through various discussions and from what I have gathered through
understanding the process for decisions assessments in regards to pulp mills in Canada, pulp mills are
treated differently and have their own set of rules.  Basically, federally there are guidelines to be met in
regards to the effluent and the effects of the physical pipe itself.  Mr. Fraser spoke to our town council last
year where he pointed out that these are guidelines that are set up in order to give industry some
understanding of the expectations that have to be met in order to conduct business.  This does not mean
that the scope of a decision is limited as a straight pass or fail.  This is a starting point to give industry
direction and any other concerns are to be considered.

The Pictou Landings First Nations have stated that they will not agree to an extension and they have
expressed strong opposition to any ETF so far proposed by Northern Pulp that results in an effluent pipe
releasing effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  The PFLN are not only First Nations which warrants
special consideration from the federal government on these matters, they have the unique experience of
living with the results of the environmental racism that has gone on with Boat Harbour for more than five



decades.

 

"The Supreme Court of Canada confirmed that Mi'kmaq and Maliseet First Nations continue to have
treaty rights to hunt, fish and gather towards earning a moderate livelihood.  These treaty rights must be
implemented.  Along with these treaty rights, First Nations maintain they continue to hold Aboriginal rights
and title throughout their traditional territory.  This creates a special situation unlike any other found in
Canada.  There is no model or generic approach to follow on how to proceed which meets everyone's
circumstances, needs and interests." (1)  This tells me that where there is special concern and request
from either Mi'kmaq or Maliseet First Nations that according to the Supreme Court of Canada, the Federal
government has to ensure a process that is acceptable to those Nations is undertaken.  In regards to the
state of reconciliation with the First Nations especially at the hands of more than 50 years of
environmental racism, it behooves the Federal Government to ensure their concern are met.

 

The outflow location of the pipe is in the Northumberland Strait which is Federal waters.  Multiple
provinces have expressed concern for their economy, environment and health over this decision. There is
a strong belief that due to the nature of the Nova Scotia provincial govt in relation to Northern Pulp as a
financier and regulator as well as motivation created through liability due to the indemnity agreement that
they are in a conflict of interest.  I believe that that on its own is not reason enough to warrant the Federal
govt to step in.  That conflict of interest combined with the concerns that people have and the general
belief that Nova Scotia is not doing due diligence with its assessment thanks to a decision to go with a
class one environmental assessment instead a class two assessment, which according to Nova Scotia's
description is warranted as described for "undertakings (that) are typically larger in scale and are
considered to have the potential to cause significant environmental impacts and concern to the public" (2)
creates a greater mistrust of the decision making that creates a federal concern.  A waste water treatment
facility capable of dumping 75+ million litres of effluent per day into the Northumberland Strait  IS a large
undertaking, that creates potential to cause significant environmental impacts and as this committee is
aware, thousands of people have expressed their concerns.  That concern has spilled over into a
blockade of survey work and is likely the tip of the ice berg and a harbinger of things on a federal level
involving multiple provinces should a hasty decision that can't be justified in the minds of those
concerned.

 

Canada has made a commitment to keeping our water safe and clean and have earmarked $1.5B
towards that goal.  According to Canada's Ocean Protection Plan "Canada is a maritime nation, with more
coastline than any other country in the world.  Canadians rely on their coasts and waterways for
recreation, to deliver products to market, and to earn their livelihood, but also cherish them for cultural
reasons.  the Oceans Protection Plan will help keep Canadians water and coasts safe and clean, for
today's use and for future generations.  The Government of Canada will partner with Indigenous and
coastal communities to develop a world-leading marine safety system that meets the unique needs of
Canada from coast-to-coast-to-coast." (3)  How is Canada making that commitment if they aren't doing
assessments on projects like this?  Indigenous and coastal communities from multiple provinces are
asking the federal government to take the action this plan has put into writing.

 

The federal guidelines that concern effluent are weak.  The idea that the quality of the effluent being such
that putting ten trout in a bucket with the effluent and receiving a passing grade if six survive is a terrible
measure for what should be acceptable in any case, let alone a case that puts a $2B fishing industry at
risk.  The idea that effluent returning to background levels after 100 meters that can be manipulated by
putting six diffusers spread evenly over a distance of 125 meters shows that there really isn't a limit on
the amount of effluent that can be released.  By that logic, if a pulp mill wanted to release one hundred
times the amount of effluent, it could just have one hundred times the amount of effluent reaches and
according to the same theory, it would reach background levels by 100 metres even though the spread of



diffusers would reach over one kilometre.  I understand that the govt is currently working on new
guidelines on dealing with the oceans.  It does not make any sense to recognize that current guidelines
are wrong and need change and to simply approve of a project based on problematic guidelines.

This is a summation of the points that I believe creates a strong case for Northern Pulp's Replacement
ETF project requiring a Federal Environmental Assessment.

 

1) The Pictou Landing First Nations request for a Federal Assessment.

2) The effluent pipe would pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait which is shared by three
provinces.

3) Large public concern from multiple provinces

4) Canada's Commitment to keeping Canadian waters and coasts safe and clean, for today's use and for
future generations.

5) Protecting Canadians of multiple provinces from civil unrest by not showing not doing due diligence on
a matter of Federal importance.
6) My belief that the guidelines don't adequately limit the amount or concentration of effluent released by
a pulp mill.

Thank you for the consideration of having this project receive a federal environmental assessment.  This
is major issue for the Maritimes no matter what someone's positions on it are and will have a great
influence on the future of our province.  

Footnotes to federal portion:
(1) https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100028589/1100100028591

(2) Frequently Asked Questions | Environmental Assessment | Nova Scotia Environment

(3) Canada's Oceans Protection Plan - Transport Canada

Canada's Oceans Protection Plan - Transport Canada
Oceans Protection Plan

https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100028589/1100100028591
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/faqs.asp
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/canada-oceans-protection-plan.html
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/canada-oceans-protection-plan.html
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/canada-oceans-protection-plan.html
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/canada-oceans-protection-plan.html
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/canada-oceans-protection-plan.html
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/canada-oceans-protection-plan.html


 

 
Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson, 
 
I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility project. 
 
My name is .  I grew up in Pictou, moved to Halifax in 1991 and then 
moved back home in 2005.  I have followed and been very involved in most things 
related to Northern Pulp since 2013.  

 
 
I responded to Northern Pulp's EA submission and I don't feel all of my concerns were 
actually addressed.  Looking at their responses in concordance to other questions, I get 
the sense that others weren't either.  Seeing an answer like "This question will be relayed 
to NSE" is not an answer to a question, it's sending the question somewhere else and 
whatever the results of that question/concern being sent to NSE does not show up in the 
focus report. 
 
The first point I want to make is on Northern Pulp's failure to adequately go through the 
process for filing their EA submission as well as their response to the focus report.  
Public engagement is a key component to the process.  The open houses that Northern 
Pulp had in 2017 presented a plan to pump the effluent into the mouth of Pictou Harbour 
and their ETF proposal material showed that an oxygen delignification system would be 
part of the process.  I expressed concerns during the consultation process that there were 
no public information sessions in Pictou - the largest community who would be affected 
by the effluent being discharged at the mouth of Pictou Harbour.  Nothern Pulp 
completely changed their pipe route and submitted their ETF proposal that did not 
include an oxygen delignification system without a public consultation open house to 
explain their changes.  Therefore anyone who attended the previous sessions were 
mislead going into the submission portion of the process into believing a different plan 
was being put forward.  It was bad enough that there had not been a session in Pictou or 
anywhere else that had shown that the pipe would traverse Pictou's watershed.  People in 
Caribou who did not know the plan would be to pump the effluent into their front yard 
were suddenly dealing with needing to play catch up with understanding how the plans in 
the 1700 page submission would affect them. 
 
On page one, it reads, "NPNS proposes to build a new replacement ETF to facilitate and 
support the Province’s rehabilitation of A’se’k (Boat Harbour)."  Northern Pulp do not 
support the province's plan to rehabilitate A'se'k.  Asking for an indefinite extension that 
ignores the province's legislated deadline of Jan 31, 2020 impedes the province's plans 
for the rehabilitation of A'se'k (Boat Harbour). 
 
 



With the Focus Report, the instructions included keeping key stakeholders aware of 
information being gathered.  In September, the fishers association expressed concern over 
not being kept in the loop.  A couple days before NP announced they were submitting 
their Focus Report response, they did an information dump without giving stakeholders 
adequate time to process the information.  That goes against the intent of the Focus 
Report's direction on stakeholders.  Northern Pulp gives their consultation engagement 
level a mark from medium to high involvement.  Correct information and timeliness must 
not have been included in that assessment. 
 
Northern Pulp have 14 failed air emissions tests, 2 Ash slurry spills, 8 directives, 5 
ministerial order and 2 warning reports.  They were put on Canada's Environmental 
Offenders Registry for their 47 Million Litre effluent leak in 2014 and their present 
Industrial Approval says they have to have a flow monitoring system in place to indicate 
if there were another leak.  In October 2018 another major leak was only discovered 
when someone was walking their dog in the woods - not by any leak detection 
monitoring system that Northern Pulp put in place.  That is currently under investigation. 
 
Section 7 of the mill's industrial Approval states that: 
 
d) The Approval Holder shall monitor flow at Point A, the end of the effluent 
transmission pipe, on a continuous basis. This data shall be recorded daily and tabulated 
monthly e) The Approval Holder shall operate and maintain real time flow monitoring 
equipment at the end of the effluent transmission pipeline which is designed to 
immediately notify the Approval Holder in the event of a total loss of flow or a reduction 
of flow below normal operating conditions f) The Approval Holder shall immediately 
investigate any flow reduction or loss notification received from equipment outlined in 
Condition 7(e). These incidents, together with the reason for the loss or reduction of flow 
causing the alarm, shall be recorded and tracked monthly g) The Approval Holder shall 
immediately notify the Department of a loss or reduction of flow which results or may 
result in a release of untreated effluent to the environment. 
 
On page 48 of Northern Pulp's Focus report response, it says "Point A flow data would 
have been used for the design review if the flow meter at that location possessed the 
accuracy required for the evaluation." 
 
Point A is where the effluent comes out of the pipe and spills into the settling ponds.  If 
Northern Pulp were meeting the terms of their industrial approval, why wasn't there 
adequate flow monitoring equipment at Point A?   
 
The biggest concern I have with Northern Pulp's plan has to do with their inability to 
meet the terms of their IA.  One of the points that was brought up as a concern by myself 
and the Town of Pictou was Northern Pulp's plan to pump water over our watershed.  In 
NP's response they said they would use thicker pipes with leak detection capabilities.  NP 
has a proven track record of failing to either prevent leaks or to monitor their pipes 
adequately.  They did not even explore the idea in the context of the concern brought up 
through their EA application for their ETF to move the pipe route away from our water. I 



would be concerned with this proposal even if I trusted a company to do what they said 
they were going to do.  Northern Pulp have not done anything to earn that trust. 
 
Where is the accountability for Northern Pulp's inability to meet the terms of their 
industrial approval?  What influence does being placed on Canada's Environmental 
Offenders Registry have on this ETF proposal?  There is a lot of language in both NP's 
EA submission as well as their Focus Report response that says they 'will' do something 
or that the details will be lain out in their Industrial Approval.  There is even reference to 
their seeing improvement in air emissions with the adding of an oxygen delignification 
system and it directs the reader to the appendum 1.0 for 'more details'.  In that addendum 
it states "the future Oxygen Delignification system was considered in the design of the 
ETF and will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is 
completed."  There is nothing in the focus report or NP's original EA application that says 
when this will be added.  First of all, I don't really believe this will be added at any point 
or they would have stated a time frame.  Secondly, NP's "using BATEA (Best Available 
Technology Economically Achievable) principles" tells me that they aren't going to pay 
for it if they don't have to.  If they are granted an IA based on a new ETF that doesn't 
have the oxygen delig, then those BATEA principles says that either the taxpayer is on 
the hook or it's not getting installed because they can Economically Achieve the goal of 
operating without it.  And most importantly, if this is a component that isn't part of the 
current ETF plan, it shouldn't be in the Focus Report because it has nothing to do with 
what Northern Pulp is planning to build right now.  It should have no affect on any 
decisions.  I feel that Northern Pulp are asking for a leap of faith that they have not 
earned. 
 
From page iv) of the report "Constructing and operating methodologies conducted in a 
manner consistent with Northern Pulp Environmental Management System (EMS) which 
incorporates operational policies and practices for monitoring and management of, for 
example, land and soil resources, air and water, noise and vibration, hazardous materials 
and waste, community health and safety, and cultural heritage; and Developing and 
implementing an overall Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental 
Protection Plan (EPP) for construction activities that will be included in, and enforced 
through, construction contracts." 
 
Has Northern Pulp's "Environmental Management System" with its "operational policies 
and practices for monitoring and management" been in place the entire time that they 
have been working under their Industrial Approvals?  Was this the practice that lead to 
failing their emissions tests in Dec 2016 and June 2017 while failing one of the 3 stack 
tests in June 2019 only getting a pass thanks to averaging three tests?  Is their 
"Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental Protection Plan (EPP)" 
practices showing up in their receiving a ministerial order on October 10th, 2017 or the 
Directive issued in February 2018 after the slurry ash leak? 
 
Now we're being asked to trust their plan to move upwards of 85 million litres of effluent 
per day through Pictou Harbour, across the Town of Pictou's watershed, over various 
water courses exiting into Caribou Harbour at an as yet undecided location, pumped 



about 4kms into the Northumberland Strait after passing by Munroe's Island which is part 
of the province's 12% protected area because of its delicate eco system. 
 
And let's get to that 85 million litres.  According to NP's present Industrial Approval, they 
are supposed to reduce water consumption to 70 million litres a day.  In NP's response to 
the focus report, I see they are using 85 million litres as their standard metric for 
calculations.  A Foipop shows that they are using that amount because of direction 
they've gotten from NSE.  Does this mean that water reductions are off the table should 
NP be granted a new Industrial Approval despite their litany of failings? 
 
When it comes to the amount of effluent NP would be pumping into the Strait, Northern 
Pulp has said that it would be about 62 million litres per day on average.  They've also 
explained in their response to the focus report that the discrepancy in the amount of water 
consumed by the mill and the amount coming out in the form of effluent has to the 
pulping process where about 10% of water is used in the process. That would lead me to 
believe the numbers they are using for water consumption would be the 70 million litres 
when they are coming up with that 62 million litres number.  90% of 85 million would 
suggest that number should be 76.5 Million litres of effluent.  I find that concerning 
where it creates the impression that they could be using 85 million litres for their 
concentration calculations and 62 Million litres for their aggregate dissolvable 
calculations.  Being an ordinary citizen who does not have the resources to do source 
testing I guess that's just another leap of faith that Northern Pulp, a company on Canada's 
Environmental Offenders list, is on the up and up with everything they're doing.    
 
Earlier this year, Northern Pulp finally released their EARD.  As was pointed out by 
respondents and confirmed by NSE and then Minister for the Environment Margaret 
Miller, the EARD was lacking in a lot of information as well as requiring direction on 
how to proceed which lead the province to issue the Focus Report.  In the leadup to the 
EARD being submitted there were two notable events which speaks to Northern Pulp's 
credibility.   
 
First there was the Fishers/First Nations blockade.  After delaying the announcement of 
their first pipe route, Northern Pulp chose to blame their not moving quicker on their ETF 
plan on having to battle water reduction targets as lain out in the original 2015 Industrial 
Approval through 2016.  Thanks to a recent foipop, we found out that NP and the govt 
were in negotiations to decide how much money the govt was going to pay to NP to 
complete their EA process.  As it turned out, we the tax payer footed that bill.  Then 
through the NFA and  foipop, we found out that the delay through 2017 
was actually caused when Bruce Chapman tried to draw a line in the sand stating that 
Northern Pulp needed 10 year terms for their industrial approvals and the water reduction 
targets weren't working for them.  NSE held firm and pointed out that they couldn't even 
issue an Industrial Approval to NP if they didn't have a functioning ETF.  Finally, NP 
presented their first plan that had aspects that had failed in previous attempts to do the 
same that included ice scouring from the shallow waters in their chosen outflow location.  
Northern Pulp's attempts to survey their new location was met with a blockade.  Kathy 
Cloutier, Paper Excellence's Communications person said that the reason why there was a 



delay in NP's getting anything submitted was due to the blockade.  When they did submit 
their EARD, as expected, marine surveys were not complete.  Of course, neither were the 
land surveys, migratory bird surveys, risk to human health studies or species at risk 
studies none of which were blocked by anyone.   
 
The other notable event was on January 31st, 2019 when NP decided to have their press 
conference announcing that they were going to submit their EARD within the next week.  
During their press conference that they scheduled to take place during the Pictou 
Landings First Nations celebration to mark the Closure of Boat Harbour to begin in one 
year, Kathy Cloutier said that NP wanted to be build a better relationship with the PLFN, 
wanted to see Boat Harbour remediated, that they had "shared goals" with the PLFN and 
that they wanted to put the sad legacy of Boat Harbour behind them.  Then, after years of 
saying they would honour the Boat Harbour Act, Cloutier stated that they were asking for 
an indefinite extension on the use of Boat Harbour. 
 
These two incidents demonstrate that Northern Pulp care more about spin and 
manipulation of facts than reality.  The blockade didn't cause NP to be late with their 
submission.  They caused that but wanted it characterized as being someone else's fault.  
Northern Pulp doesn't want the image of someone at odds with the community so they 
lied in saying they had shared goals with the PLFN with an event timed to coincide in an 
attempt to take media focus away from the PLFN because they did not want the reality 
clear that the Pictou Landings First Nations are not accepting of an extension.  When 
Northern Pulp comes to 'conclusions' that there will be no harm to fisheries, the marine 
environment, our drinking water, the air we breathe, our human health, species at risk or 
anything else, I don't believe them.  They stated the same conclusions with their EARD 
without doing the work.   How have any of the actions that I have been describing proven 
that Northern Pulp deserves the social license to proceed with a project of this magnitude 
when so much could be put at risk economically through the potential to hurt the fishing 
and tourism industries, environmentally and our health? 
 
Right from the get go in NP's focus report response, they state that the effluent has been 
going into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years.  The effluent dilution model on 
page 95 (figure 4.2-6) shows in a one-month simulation from 2016 that what leaves Boat 
Harbour hugs the coast line and backs up into Pictou Harbour.  It gives no indication that 
the flow of effluent that leaves Boat Harbour goes very far into the Strait.  That is a far 
cry from NP's present plan to pump their effluent directly into the Northumberland Strait.  
NP also talks about the effluent that leaves the diffusers reaching back ground levels 
within 20 metres.  Even using NP's metric of 62,000 cubic metres (62 million litres) a 
day, that would mean that over 40 cubic metres of effluent would be pumped into that 20 
metre range every single minute, 60 minutes an hour, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
The only way I can see that small 20 metre box of effluent consistently reaching 
background levels with such a low rate of outflow of water in the Northumberland Strait 
thanks to tidal conditions that basically moves the water one way for six hours and then 
back for another six hours is if the effluent becomes the background. 
 



"Treated effluent" is what comes out of Boat Harbour now.  According to what a 
Northern Pulp engineer said to NSE that was accessed by lawyer Jamie Simpson through 
a foipop, the effluent coming from Boat Harbour now is better than what will be coming 
out of the new proposed facility.  The flow charts in NP's response to the focus report 
(page 95 of focus report) that shows the concentration of effluent seems to mimic the 
charts on where you cannot eat mussels due to health concerns over Leukemia.  "Treated 
Effluent" is effluent. 
 
Why was the modeling data only collected over a one month period?  Are there different 
modeling conditions that would exist in other times of the year?  From page 7-8: " The 
higher density of the marine water in winter compared to the effluent density may 
increase the mixing of the effluent (improved dilution) in winter under ice."  The word 
'may' indicates that it also 'may not'.  This report uses the word 'may' a lot.  It's the 'who 
knows' catchall for incomplete research that seems to show the bias that has gone into 
this process.  With Northern Pulp's EARD submission, they stated that no harm were 
predicted when it came to fishing/fisheries, marine life, species at risk and human health 
even though they hadn't done the work which precipitated the government issuing the 
Focus Report.  This is yet another in a long litany of Northern Pulp going with what they 
want the results to indicate before or without proving that the results are so. 
 
On page iii, the report says, "A variety of environmental protection and management 
measures have been adopted through the development of the project to date in order to 
guide the planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance, and ultimate 
decommissioning of the project."  After listing 6 points it adds, "Northern Pulp has 
emphasized project design and siting so that the location and configuration of the project 
facilities considers the above measures wherever possible so as to avoid or minimize the 
potential environmental effects of the project. Where avoidance is not possible, 
mitigation or compensation measures have been developed as part of the 
Environmental Assessment (EA), and will be implemented in consultation with the 
applicable regulatory authorities." 
 
This tells me a few of things: 
 
1) They have not identified all areas where their measure for protection and management 
are needed. 
2) They do not have a plan to deal with potential risks 
3) They believe that mitigation and compensation are equal to prevention. 
 
Mitigation and prevention are definitely not equal to prevention.  What sort of 
compensation will be given out to the Town of Pictou should we not be able to drink our 
water due to another Northern Pulp leak that occurred while they were supposed to be 
monitoring for leaks?  What sort of compensation would be given to the fishing industry 
should fishing be shut down due to the area losing its stewardship?  Fishing is a $2B 
industry in Nova Scotia.  When a single case of Mad Cow disease hit Alberta, it cost their 
beef industry approximately $3B.  You can quarantine cattle.  You can't quarantine the 



Northumberland Strait while continuing to pulp up to 85 million litres of effluent into the 
Northumberland Strait each day. 
 
From page 158: "The proposed realigned treated effluent pipeline route is within an area 
that was previously, and continues to be, a highly disturbed habitat (due to construction, 
maintenance and noise from roadways, commercial areas, and agricultural activities)."  I 
find this to be flawed logic in trying to justify any stress that construction or facilitation 
of any part of the pipeline.  If a migratory species like the double breasted cormorant that 
nests along the highway already faces risks due to traffic, how does adding more risk to 
their habitat become justified?  To me, that's like holding a cup of coffee that is filled to 
the brim and believing it's okay to risk burning your hand by adding another half cup to 
that mug because it's already at risk of overflowing.  This seems to be the logic that's at 
play with other birds and species at risk with this report.  That quote that I took at the 
start is being used as justification by Northern Pulp to build the pipe when in actuality, 
it's a statement of how precarious of a situation these identified species are and how 
building the pipe creates added risk. 
 
Talks about using the highway's ROW with TIR are still ongoing.  Part of the focus 
reports directions was to address the plan to build the pipeline into the shoulder of the 
road.  Stating that NP still does not have permission to do what they want with their pipe 
route shows that they haven't met the terms of the focus report at the time of their 
response.  And how does that affect this proposal should all or even portions of the route 
be unacceptable?  Respondents are given a short window to respond to this massive 
submission.  If alterations, even slight, are made after that window is closed, the public 
would not have a chance to respond.  This is an admission that Northern Pulp did not 
meet the conditions or directions what was asked of the focus report. 
 
On page four it states that the project "May, in fact, reduce fossil fuels."  The word 'may' 
indicates that it also 'may not' reduce fossil fuels.  What evidence is there that shows this 
will happen? 
 
From Page xxxvii: 
 
"Northern Pulp will be responsible for:  
1. Operation, maintenance, and inspection of ETF components, the effluent pipeline, and 
marine outfall and diffuser assembly;  
2. Sludge management and operation of the facility’s power boiler for incineration of 
sludge, including air quality monitoring;  
3. Monitoring of effluent quality discharged to the receiving environment;  
4. Ensuring the effluent pipeline system is operated in accordance with applicable 
regulations;  
5. Maintenance of above and below ground facilities;  
6. Emergency response; and  
7. Awareness and education of local stakeholders, including members of the public and 
emergency responders." 
 



With NP being in charge of everything from creation to release and every aspect in 
between, will Northern Pulp now own the effluent and all of the liabilities involved?  
With Northern Pulp being so negligent with their current implementation of the effluent 
process, I do not see how the province can accept a deal where this company is held 
without liability for their actions given their track record.  Why is there no leak detection 
system on the marine portion of the pipe?  The marine portion takes the pipe past 
Munroe's Island which is supposed to be a protected environmental area. 
 
On page 20 it says Marine Geotechnical survey work was done in the summer.  It also 
states that ice scour must be considered.  Why wasn't marine work done in the winter?  I 
know someone reading this may say that it wasn't done in the winter because of the 
fisher's blockade.  The problem with that argument is that if that work had been 
completed (which would have occurred in October/November, not the winter) that info 
would have been presented with NP's EARD submission and I would have been left 
asking why there wasn't any summer survey work done, since they made no attempts to 
do any survey work in the summer prior to their EARD submission.  How would 
bathymetry have changed if the survey work were done in the other seasons?   
 
The diffuser will not be buried.  The intense ice flow in the winter poses a major risk to it 
being damaged. 
 
The pipe has a 'guaranteed' design life of 50 years.  There should be a plan to remove and 
replace this pipe in that time.  The mill itself had a design life of 25 years and is going 
into its 53 year.  Where is the plan to replace that? 
 
The portion of the Focus Report response on the Spill Basin Overflow, makes no 
reference to air emissions or odours.  There also isn't anything related to monitoring the 
spill basin for emissions.  Why is the spill basin basically a well lined open pit with 
pumps?  Would the toxic emissions that would come from this open air overflow basin be 
akin to the emissions present at Point A of Boat Harbours ETF?  There is also no 
information on human risk assessment related to this basin.  I appreciate the need for their 
being a plan in place for a basin like this in the event that this 50+ year old mill that was 
designed to last 25 years which has many ongoing issues.  This protection plan should be 
self contained and monitored in addition to having information on any human health risks 
it may cause.   
 
Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BATEA) is a concern when it is 
being applied to a project this concerning that poses such a risk to our health, the 
environment and other industries.  If something needs to be done, but Northern Pulp 
deems they don't want to pay for it, it's not getting done.  That principle is being used 
throughout the design of this proposal.  This is why a key component like the oxygen 
delignification system is mentioned but not part of this ETF plan.  That is likely Best 
Available Technology but they don't want to pay for it.  
 
Why is it not known if the sediment will be replaced on the seafloor as preferred or at 
sea?  "At this time, the construction method described in Section 3.0 assumes that 



sediment will preferably be placed back on the seafloor. However, if during construction 
it is decided the sediment would best be disposed of at sea, NPNS will apply to ECCC for 
approval to dispose of the dredging material at sea. The quantity of sediment to be 
dredged will be better known once final design is complete."  Why isn't a decision on this 
able to be made as part of the project design?  How much is BATAE coming into play 
with making this decision?  What are the affects on the Strait when it comes to digging 
up to 4kms of sediment and dumping it at sea on marine life?  What happens if it can't be 
replaced and permission is not granted for dumping the sediment at sea? 
 
"Arsenic concentrations exceeded the CCME ISQG benchmark of 7.24 mg/kg at several 
sampling locations and sediment depths ranging from 7.3 mg/kg to 12 mg/kg). 
Exceedances for this parameter were generally localized to the area between the Caribou 
Harbour Ferry Terminal and Munro’s Island and concentrations remained below the 
CCME Probable Effects Level (PEL). The PEL is defined as the level above which 
adverse biological effects ae usually or always observed; · Copper exceeded the CCME 
ISQG of 18.7 mg/kg in two samples collected within along the proposed pipeline at VC-
12-2 (41 mg/kg) and VC-16-3 (19 mg/kg) (z), but did not exceed the PEL at any location.  
Two chlorinated dioxin compounds (1,2,3,4,6,7,8-Hepta CDD and 1,2,3,4,6,7,8- Hepta 
CDF) exceeded the CCME ISQG benchmark (0.85 pg/g both compounds) at VC16-1 
which was located just west of Munro’s Island. "  How does disturbing 4kms of sediment 
with exceedances in arsenic and copper or the two chlorinated dioxin compounds affect 
marine life? 
 
On page xxi, Northern Pulp describes their connectivity to the forest industry.  Again, 
like the Oxygen Delignification system that is not part of their plans to build with this 
ETF plan and Northern Pulp's economic data included in this report, it has nothing to do 
with how well the ETF and pipe plan will work from an environmental assessment stand 
point and shouldn't be included in this report.  I have friends/family who either work or 
have worked at the mill under different owners and spin offs related to the mill.  Through 
my involvement with trying to understand the process, I've been fortunate enough to have 
had a couple dozen people who either work at the mill or mill related businesses who 
have reached out to me to help me.  Even the people who are worried about losing their 
jobs whose main motivation in reaching out to me is in hopes that their  help would lead 
my thinking to end with my supporting this proposal have been very helpful.  There are a 
lot of good people who are at risk with Northern Pulp putting together a bad plan.  All 
this connectivity does for me is remind me of how much Northern Pulp is letting 
everyone down with their bad plan based more on spin then science, their own personal 
economic gain than the health and welfare of the community or even other industries, that 
cannot be accepted. 
 
On the topic of the Boat Harbour Act's closure date.  That date was a negotiated 
agreement between the Government of Nova Scotia and the Pictou Landings First 
Nations.  That was a deal that prevented Northern Pulp from having to close in 2014 after 
Northern Pulp's 47 million litre effluent leak. The Pictou Landings First Nations have 
promises of a Boat Harbour closure with remediation made and broken many times by 
many premieres going back to 1991.  Northern Pulp were given 5 years to come up with a 



replacement.  The Forestry Industry of Nova Scotia had 5 years to prepare for the 
possibility that Northern Pulp may fail to put the effort forward to protect their mill.  The 
use of Boat Harbour of Boat Harbour is a well documented case of environmental racism 
which has been acknowledged by our govt.  Mr. McNeil has stated that this is not the 
1960's anymore and those sort of practices cannot continue.  He has also stated that he 
would not simply move a disaster from one location to another.  This present disaster is 
costing tax payers currently an estimated $217M.  This proposed plan has no proof that it 
won't create the same sort of disaster on a larger scale. Northern Pulp is asking for an 
indefinite extension until they build their ETF.   
 
Here are the reasons why you cannot legislate an extension:   
 
1) Extending the deadline would be an extension of environmental racism.  Changing the 
Boat Harbour Act at this point would state that the PLFN's rights are not as important as 
the economic gain of Northern Pulp. 
2) The PLFN took a huge leap of faith based on 25 years of broken promises to the same 
promise that this present government has made to them.  That leap of faith gave Northern 
Pulp enough time to come up with a plan.  The premiere has acknowledged that several 
times. 
3) There is no timeline on Northern Pulp's ask for an extension.  If there is a deadline and 
the ETF has not been completed by that point and a future government were to strike 
down the Boat Harbour Legislation, this government would have opened the window to 
that possibility 
4) As stated by Premier McNeil several times, Northern Pulp have had 5 years which was 
enough time to come up with a plan.  Nova Scotia Forestry also had 5 years to plan for 
this possible eventuality.  The PLFN should not have to pay for the failure of Northern 
Pulp and the Industry to do what they knew they had to do. 
5) Present cost of clean up is estimated at $217M.  That price is only going to increase 
the longer it is put off. 
6) This proposal is a bad plan.  
 
So far, Premier McNeil has been steadfast in his and the government's position.  He has 
stated many times that Boat Harbour exists because of the way people did things (racism) 
in the 1960's and we can't repeat those ways.  He has stated many times that the mill was 
given enough time to come up with a solution.  He has also stated that we can't just move 
a disaster from one location to another.  Please do not add your name to a long list of 
Premiers who have broken promises to the PLFN to close the Boat Harbour ETF and 
remediate Boat Harbour.  Please stay on the right side of history.  
 
I am also including my submission minus my introduction to CEAA from earlier this year 
so my comments from there can be included in the provincial process for consideration 
since the provincial govt keeps referring to federal involvement in the provincial process 
included in the provincial process.  If federal perspectives/positions are being included in 
the provincial process, than my federal concerns should be addressed as well: 
 
 
Hello CEAA, 



 

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Replacement ETF project and to express my 
concerns for their wanting to put an effluent pipe into the Northumberland Strait. 

 
According to our MP Sean Fraser through various discussions and from what I have 
gathered through understanding the process for decisions assessments in regards to pulp 
mills in Canada, pulp mills are treated differently and have their own set of rules.  
Basically, federally there are guidelines to be met in regards to the effluent and the effects 
of the physical pipe itself.  Mr. Fraser spoke to our town council last year where he 
pointed out that these are guidelines that are set up in order to give industry some 
understanding of the expectations that have to be met in order to conduct business.  This 
does not mean that the scope of a decision is limited as a straight pass or fail.  This is a 
starting point to give industry direction and any other concerns are to be considered. 
 
The Pictou Landings First Nations have stated that they will not agree to an extension and 
they have expressed strong opposition to any ETF so far proposed by Northern Pulp that 
results in an effluent pipe releasing effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  The PFLN 
are not only First Nations which warrants special consideration from the federal 
government on these matters, they have the unique experience of living with the results 
of the environmental racism that has gone on with Boat Harbour for more than five 
decades. 

 

"The Supreme Court of Canada confirmed that Mi'kmaq and Maliseet First Nations 
continue to have treaty rights to hunt, fish and gather towards earning a moderate 
livelihood.  These treaty rights must be implemented.  Along with these treaty rights, 
First Nations maintain they continue to hold Aboriginal rights and title throughout their 
traditional territory.  This creates a special situation unlike any other found in Canada.  
There is no model or generic approach to follow on how to proceed which meets 
everyone's circumstances, needs and interests." (1)  This tells me that where there is 
special concern and request from either Mi'kmaq or Maliseet First Nations that according 
to the Supreme Court of Canada, the Federal government has to ensure a process that is 
acceptable to those Nations is undertaken.  In regards to the state of reconciliation with 
the First Nations especially at the hands of more than 50 years of environmental racism, it 
behooves the Federal Government to ensure their concern are met. 

 

The outflow location of the pipe is in the Northumberland Strait which is Federal waters.  
Multiple provinces have expressed concern for their economy, environment and health 
over this decision. There is a strong belief that due to the nature of the Nova Scotia 
provincial govt in relation to Northern Pulp as a financier and regulator as well as 
motivation created through liability due to the indemnity agreement that they are in a 



conflict of interest.  I believe that that on its own is not reason enough to warrant the 
Federal govt to step in.  That conflict of interest combined with the concerns that people 
have and the general belief that Nova Scotia is not doing due diligence with its 
assessment thanks to a decision to go with a class one environmental assessment instead a 
class two assessment, which according to Nova Scotia's description is warranted as 
described for "undertakings (that) are typically larger in scale and are considered to have 
the potential to cause significant environmental impacts and concern to the public" (2) 
creates a greater mistrust of the decision making that creates a federal concern.  A waste 
water treatment facility capable of dumping 75+ million litres of effluent per day into the 
Northumberland Strait  IS a large undertaking, that creates potential to cause significant 
environmental impacts and as this committee is aware, thousands of people have 
expressed their concerns.  That concern has spilled over into a blockade of survey work 
and is likely the tip of the ice berg and a harbinger of things on a federal level involving 
multiple provinces should a hasty decision that can't be justified in the minds of those 
concerned. 

 

Canada has made a commitment to keeping our water safe and clean and have earmarked 
$1.5B towards that goal.  According to Canada's Ocean Protection Plan "Canada is a 
maritime nation, with more coastline than any other country in the world.  Canadians rely 
on their coasts and waterways for recreation, to deliver products to market, and to earn 
their livelihood, but also cherish them for cultural reasons.  the Oceans Protection Plan 
will help keep Canadians water and coasts safe and clean, for today's use and for future 
generations.  The Government of Canada will partner with Indigenous and coastal 
communities to develop a world-leading marine safety system that meets the unique 
needs of Canada from coast-to-coast-to-coast." (3)  How is Canada making that 
commitment if they aren't doing assessments on projects like this?  Indigenous and 
coastal communities from multiple provinces are asking the federal government to take 
the action this plan has put into writing. 

 

The federal guidelines that concern effluent are weak.  The idea that the quality of the 
effluent being such that putting ten trout in a bucket with the effluent and receiving a 
passing grade if six survive is a terrible measure for what should be acceptable in any 
case, let alone a case that puts a $2B fishing industry at risk.  The idea that effluent 
returning to background levels after 100 meters that can be manipulated by putting six 
diffusers spread evenly over a distance of 125 meters shows that there really isn't a limit 
on the amount of effluent that can be released.  By that logic, if a pulp mill wanted to 
release one hundred times the amount of effluent, it could just have one hundred times 
the amount of effluent reaches and according to the same theory, it would reach 
background levels by 100 metres even though the spread of diffusers would reach over 
one kilometre.  I understand that the govt is currently working on new guidelines on 
dealing with the oceans.  It does not make any sense to recognize that current guidelines 
are wrong and need change and to simply approve of a project based on problematic 



guidelines. 
 
This is a summation of the points that I believe creates a strong case for Northern Pulp's 
Replacement ETF project requiring a Federal Environmental Assessment. 

 

1) The Pictou Landing First Nations request for a Federal Assessment. 

2) The effluent pipe would pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait which is shared 
by three provinces. 

3) Large public concern from multiple provinces 

4) Canada's Commitment to keeping Canadian waters and coasts safe and clean, for 
today's use and for future generations. 

5) Protecting Canadians of multiple provinces from civil unrest by not showing not doing 
due diligence on a matter of Federal importance. 
6) My belief that the guidelines don't adequately limit the amount or concentration of 
effluent released by a pulp mill. 

Thank you for the consideration of having this project receive a federal environmental 
assessment.  This is major issue for the Maritimes no matter what someone's positions on 
it are and will have a great influence on the future of our province.   

 

Footnotes to federal portion: 
(1) https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100028589/1100100028591 

(2) Frequently Asked Questions | Environmental Assessment | Nova Scotia Environment 

(3) Canada's Oceans Protection Plan - Transport Canada 

 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100028589/1100100028591
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/faqs.asp
https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/canada-oceans-protection-plan.html


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: NP replacement effluent treatment facility project (public comment)
Date: November 6, 2019 3:39:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment

Our names are  and we are writing in response to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s
proposed replacement effluent treatment facility project.
We have lived and worked in the health care profession in Pictou County for 40 years and have raised children
here.  We have also spent a great portion of our lives doing community service work and have from day one of our
adult lives, supported and worked both Provincially and Federally for the Party.

We are asking that you rule against Northern Pulp’s proposal to put a pipe into the Northumberland Straight to
discharge the mill’s effluent.  We understand that this part of the decision process is to be science based.  We are not
environmental scientists and cannot therefore speak to every aspect of this very “lengthy” proposal.  Here however,
are the scientific facts we do know.

1). FACT
Every scientist in the world agrees that the earth environmentally is in crisis and, if large scale, effective measures
are not soon taken, we will not be able to reverse the “Global Warming Effect”.

2). FACT
It is CLEAR from our recent election that Canadians have put environment issues at the top of their list of concern
and want effective change.  They chose the Liberal Party (both provincially and federally) because they believe in
your ability to make this change happen.

3). FACT
WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY
Donald Burt MacKenzie was hired as an engineer for the construction of this mill in 1965.  At that time they were
looking at a 20 year life span.  The technology now exists to have a “closed loop system” where NO effluent is
released from any mill.  In Mr. MacKenzie’s own words, “Yeah, it has passed it’s life”. (The Mill by Joan Baxter
pg. 37)

4). FACT
OUR OCEANS AND TIDES ARE CHANGING
Bruce Hatcher (Cape Breton University biologist). Mr Hatcher says he understands the argument of “diffusion is the
solution to pollution”,  where the proposed water effluent may flow into a current that mainly flows west to the
Atlantic.  But, major changes are coming to the Straight from climate change, and research shows the waters may
become more like a swirling washing machine than a conveyor belt to deeper waters.  Global climate change is
accelerating and any standard predictive models of what water does in the Northumberland Straight are less valid. 
(The Chronicle Herald, Nov. 30, 2018)
This could very well become an environmental effect that cannot be mitigated.

In closing, if this pipe is approved to pump this mill’s waste into our waters, it will mean another 50 yrs of sickness
and misery - only now it will come from “Land, Air and Sea”!

Honourable Minister, we are your people.  Please help us.

Most sincerely,



Abercrombie, NS

Sent from my iPad



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 3:48:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im pleased to have an
opportunity to provide comments regarding the Focus Report for the Northern Pulp
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project, an essential development for the future of
forestry in Nova Scotia. Im a past Forestry employee and in particular the former employee at
the Spruce Falls Mill in Kapuskasing. For many years the mill was allowed to dump mass
volumes of very toxic chemicals into the Kapuskasing River. In the 1980s, the mill moved to
develope and implement a Chemical Treatment Plant. Today, the waterways again are vibrant
and all stakeholders get to enjoy this waterway in many different ways. The future of the
Northern Pulp mill, is to have Boat Harbour facility close. I firmly believe there can be a
solution that supports good jobs, protects the environment and respects First Nations rights.
The employees, and their families, live and work in the communities around the mill and have
the highest interest in building a truly sustainable future. The science clearly supports approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts proposed wastewater treatment facility. The proposed new treatment
facility will see the replacement of the existing plant with a state of the art wastewater
treatment facility that will result in a significant improvement in the way treated wastewater is
discharged. All stakeholders will profit from this investment. The Focus Report provided a
science-based review arising from twenty plus different investigations and analyses. These
scientific analyses include environmental baseline studies, engineering designs, archaeological
investigations, receiving water modeling, and Miâ?Tkmaq Ecological Knowledge Studies,
among others. The new effluent treatment facility will meet all requirements of the Nova
Scotia Environment Act, it will also comply with several other essential regulations. This
facility will be well regulated to ensure that it meets the highest standards for safe operation
and environmental protection and additionally, third party environmental experts have
assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of
this project. Since Paper Excellence has taken over the mill their goal has been to improve
safety, efficiency, productivity and to make environmental improvements. Millions have been
invested since 2011 toward reducing effluent flow reducing odorous, particulate, and
greenhouse gas emissions and to improve air quality monitoring. Strong regulations in a global
industry, Canada has world-leading environmental regulation, including some of the most
forward thinking and sustainable forestry management legislation and practices in the world.
Nova Scotia, like all provinces, has excellent forestry management legislation through the
Nova Scotia Forestry Act, and continues to modernize and improve on policy and regulation
through the Nova Scotia Code of Forest Practice. A comparison of Northern Pulpâ?Ts effluent
performance to Canadaâ?Ts other 22 stand alone Kraft facilities was performed and
additionally, Paper Excellence provided air emissions and solid waste data for its nine other
facilities in Canada and France. Keeping in mind that each of these mills already operate in
accordance with all existing environmental regulations, the evidence shows that Northern Pulp
performs as well, or better, than the majority of the other mills. The Nova Scotia Environment
Act is recognized as an essential piece of legislation designed to protect our shared
environment, and guides our economic development. The link between environmental and
economic prosperity, recognizes that long-term economic prosperity depends upon sound



environmental management and that effective environmental protection depends on a strong
economy. It is on this principle that policy-makers need a full understanding of the vital
economic role played by Northern Pulp in the broader forestry industry, rural communities and
the wider Nova Scotia economy. The mill provides for good jobs in many smaller and rural
communities with high unemployment, and where good jobs are scarce. If the mill is allowed
to close, the impact will be devastating not only for the workers at Northern Pulp, their
families, and communities, but for the entire province. There is a very large supply chain that
support the mill operation. About 2,679 full-time equivalent jobs are supported by the mill.
Millions in tax revenues is generated annually to the provincial and federal governments and a
closure of the mill would remove tax revenue benefits from the economy. Forestry is one of
the most sustainable industries we have, with prospects for a bright future, but only if we make
the right choices. There is choice in front of us now. I strongly believe that approval of the
Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project is the right choice for the
members of Northern Pulp, the broader forestry sector, all stakeholders and rights holders, and
the province of Nova Scotia. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Bath Postal-Code:  Fax:
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 27



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 3:53:11 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003396.pdf

From: @scotsburnlumber.com> 
Sent: November 6, 2019 3:51 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration on this matter.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca



















Name: 

Address: __ -4-({;---'/-----'-C...:....r---=(J::....i(""-) ____________________ _ 

E-mail: 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ... .. one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: _ __:::l-"5::..::'"':..!&,,...:::;:....!.\ -~0~·~, \i....c\.:::<?'---'r-1, ~==---- ----------------

E-mail:_ @ .5 C.o·\-s_b v, .-, \ ~ rn b er . LO'\'::':, 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation . Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last SO+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast mi;ljority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 
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Address:. 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:_ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

&s. 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MM BF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry .... . one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



From:
Environment Assessment Web Account

Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 3:53:28 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This mill should be
closed down due to the pollution created and for the sake of the massive clearcuts currently
being inflicted on this province! In this climate emergency that we are now faced with, we
should be planting trees to act as a carbon sink, not clearcutting!!! Name:  Email:

@nshealth.ca Address: Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 19



I Ion. Gordon Wilson, Environment Minister 
Nova Scotia Environment 
1894 Barrington Street 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

Caribou Island, NS 
October 20, 2019 

NOV O 6 Zu19 

RECEIVED 

Enclosed are my comments on the Dillon Consulting Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report 
Replacement Effluent Treatment, Facility, dated October 2019. 

First, I would like to congratulate Dillon Consulting for an extremely detailed document. When I 
was in an aerospace company I managed the writing and publication of a few documents of this 
scope and magnitude, so I know it is a tour de force to just get it all put together and printed. 

Attached is a Project Comments/Environmental Assessment Sheet for the document. 

Following my comments on the Dillon document there are a few observations on the overall 
project you may be interested in; now to my comments. 

CIOMMENTS 

• Page xvi: Northern Pulp generates $35 million with 300 employees. 
Clearly, this includes direct wages and salaries, payment to supplier, a Keynesian 
Multiplier. I would sugg~st a better number might be 300 employees times and average 
wage/salary of $70,000, or $21 million. 

• Page xxiv: 20 tonnes of sludge is, or will be combusted daily into the atmosphere. This is 
totally unacceptable. Filtering of the combusted output is a necessity. 

• Page 39, Table 2.4-3: TOS (Total Suspended solids) to be discharged: , kg/lay, would be 
1717, or 1. 7 metric tonnes per day. Whatever the current allowable specification is 
(which I understand was written in 1992, THIS IS TOTALLY UNACDEPT ALBE. 

• Page 45, Figure 3.2-1: Location of Select Point Spots occurs on NPNS property. 
Why not just extend the currently existing pipe line into Pictou Landing, and then run it 
some distance form and parallel to the existing road, and then out to the Strait? 

• Appendix 2.3 Characterization of Effluent: a lot of numbers no comparison as to 
allowable levels in drinking water of the effects of the items on humans. As a specific, 
arsenic in drinking water at any level is a known carcinogen 



• Appendix 2.4, Treated Effluent Characteristics, Table 1-1, Time average Design 
Specification, Total Suspended specification, 325 mg/liter. But the Mill will be 
discharging some 40 m60 60 million liters per day. I calculate this to be 12 n\metric 
tonnes per day. Totally unacceptable. 

• Page 11, Table 1-2, guaranteed Effluent Quality, TSS (Total suspended solids< 1875 
kg/day. lbis is 1.875 metric tonnes per day. Totally unacceptable. 

OBSERVATIONS 

lbis document apparently is presenting a design based on 1992 specifications for allowable 
pollutants. When I was in industry and we prepared a document like this, we "pushed the edge or 
the technology". If the aircraft industry had not continually pushed the edge of the technology, 
airplanes would still look like 1903 Wright Fliers and if the automobile industry had not 
continuously pushed the edge of the technology, cars would still look like Model T Fords. 

What I find missing is what I would call a Top Level Management Control Chart (a Gantt chart 
to you and me). It would show the major efforts to be performed, over time, with expected start 
and end dates. 

In my Management course, I always had my MBA students add a spending or funds version of a 
Gantt Chart, couplet to the Top Level Management Control Chart. People who do this for a 
living would also show the Critical Path. 

Based on reports in the media and persona] observation, I'm not sanguine concerning the current 
Administration to manage anything, much less an effort of this magnitude. It must be somethi.ng 
in the water, but don't think this Administration could manage a hot dog at a family picnic 
without dropping it on the ground several times. As evidence I offer the NSHA fiasco the War 
with the Teachers Unio~ the War with the Crown Prosecutors, the war with the health 
practioniers and administrators, ferry fiascos , etc., etc., etc. 

In my opinion, the most likely outcome of the Dillon effort will be more shilly-shallying, and 
nothing will really get done. 

My suggestion as to the solution to the Northern Pulp Mill environment issues is simple: 
Nationalize it by the Federal Government, shut it down, put all current employees on extended 
UI, bull doze the current mill to the ground, and rebuild it, pushing the latest in pulp mill 
technology. My estimated cost for the: $1 bil1on. But the jobs would be preserved for the next 50 
or so years, the pollution issue would be solved and almost evervone would be happy. But 
nobody's asked me. 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 3:59:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Ns needs forestry Name:
@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:

Pleasantville N.S Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 21



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 4:24:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: with increasing lash back
against all industries for the harm or impact they have against the environment the fact that the
northern pulp project has proven that its new proposal shows no significant impact on the local
marine species. Along with the oceanic life, the quality above the water will be sound as well
with VOCs Volatile Organic Compounds as well as other air impurities being extremely low
and well within the regulatory limits during construction and production. These statistics show
that compared to previous and other locations providing similar services, northern pulp should
be the last to receive any negativity. Name: @live.com
Address: Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 34 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 4:26:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We have been retired
residents of Pictou for almost twenty years and have not seen such a contentious issue arise as
The Mill controversy. There are actually many conflicting opinions and positions and so many
people affected that it is hard to take â?~sidesâ?T concerning the continuing existence of the
Mill and this proposed pipe. It seems to me, in the end, that one industry has no right to
endanger an existing fishing industry and in 2020 we as a province need to put concerns about
air and water pollution at the top of our priorities. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 58 y: 16



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 4:41:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: new facility state of the art very impressed ,nice to see such
great updates to mill,very much needed for enviroment Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: antigonish Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 49 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 4:41:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a pulp mill worker
at Northern Pulp. I have a young family and grew up in this community. I believe the new
system should be approved if the science is there to back up the process. In the report it shows
a much lesser impact to the waters surrounding Pictou County and beyond. This should be a
large consideration in the decision of the report. The economics of the pulp mill are also a
factor to consider as a large amount of money is generated and spent by Northern Pulp. With
my young family growing up here I would not want to cause them harm and believe this
facility would be and asset to them and the community. I believe an approval is the correct
thing to do. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Road Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 24



From: @yahoo.co.uk
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 5:08:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: When is the Government
going to see sense and stop this environmental monster. Shut them down for good - they do
nothing for the environment except destroy it with no care for indigenous peoples, people who
live in the area, wildlife, fisheries, trees or anything other than making money. Stop the greed
and payoffs and do the right thing! Nova Scotia does not need this! Name:  Email:

@yahoo.co.uk Address:  Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code: 
Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 26



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Boat Harbour
Date: November 6, 2019 5:09:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please please stop this foolishness. The pipe can not go into the straight. North Pulp must MUST be held
accountable and held to a higher standard. A choice to do nothing is a choice. The environment is a non negotiable
product....stop this company from pillaging our province!



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 6, 2019 5:11:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hon.Gordon Wilson;
This is concerning the Focus Report from Northern Pulp Nova Scotia.I think the Company has
really done there homework
concerning the enviromental effects with the new effluent system.They got all the scientific
proof that was required to install
this new system noting that it would be state of the art and the best in the industry.They do not
wish to cause any hardship 
on anyone especially the people of Pictou County.I think the Government Of Nova Scotia
should give the Company an
extention so they can complete this very important project for the benifit of all Nova
Scotians.Without this employer i am 
afraid Pictou County will become a Ghost Town. I have worked in this industry for 37 years
and am very proud to say so.
I beleive it is a no brainer decision.GIVE THE COMPANY A CHANCE TO KEEP PEOPLE
EMPLOYED AS WELL AS 
PROTECTING THE THE ENVIROMENT
YOURS SINSERELY



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 5:35:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the new
effluent treatment facility project Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville NS
Postal-Code:  ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 5:38:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We can not let this mill
close it would be devastating to the entire province.there would be to many families that
would suffer from tbis closure Name: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: Colwell, Hon. Keith (DFA); Mike.Kelloway@parl.gc.ca; sean.fraser@parl.gc.ca; Lenore.Zann@parl.gc.ca;

Serge.Doucet@dfo-mpo.gc.ca; pictouwestmla@bellaliant.com; "
Subject: Focus Report GNSFPB submission
Date: November 6, 2019 5:43:35 PM
Attachments: GNSFPB Focus Report Submission.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good afternoon,
 
The GNSFPB respectfully submits the attached review in response to the Northern Pulp Focus Report
submitted on Oct 2, 2019. The GNSFPB represents over 600 multi-species harvesters in the Gulf of
Nova Scotia. As you will find in our report, we maintain that we have significant concerns related to
the data gaps, broad assumptions and general lack of scientific evidence provided by Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia.
 
Please confirm receipt of this review.
 

Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board
@gmail.com

The information above (and any additional links or articles) are intended for information
purposes only. The Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board did not create this content. The views
and opinions expressed in the email belong to the original author, and do not necessarily mirror
the views of the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board.
 

mailto:MINDFA@novascotia.ca
mailto:Mike.Kelloway@parl.gc.ca
mailto:sean.fraser@parl.gc.ca
mailto:Lenore.Zann@parl.gc.ca
mailto:Serge.Doucet@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
mailto:pictouwestmla@bellaliant.com
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GULF NOVA SCOTIA FLEET PLANNING BOARD 
P.O. BOX 312 


CHETICAMP, NS 
B0E 1H0 


Telephone: 1-902-224-2004 Fax: 1-902-224-3774 
E-mail: leonard.leblanc2@ns.sympatico.ca 


 
Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Nova Scotia Environment  
PO Box 442  
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 


Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility  


Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson,   


The Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board has reviewed the Focus Report submitted by 


Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) on Oct 2, 2019. Due to limitations in time and resources, the 


comments below only cover the portions of the Focus Report relevant to the fisheries and 


marine environment. The Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board represents over 600 multi-


species license holders in the Gulf of Nova Scotia and is part of a fishermen’s working group 


which represents the interests of over 3000 commercial fishing licenses and 215 communal 


commercial licenses in New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Gulf Nova Scotia and Pictou 


Landing First Nation.  


The GNSFPB has been engaged since the beginning of this process and has reviewed the 


previously submitted registration and Environmental Assessment documents. We still have 


significant concerns that the Focus Report has failed to adequately respond to the Terms of 


References outlined by the Minister. NPNS has failed to present relevant and adequate 


evidence to prove that the fishery, considering the biological and economic components, will 


not be seriously harmed as result of the proposed effluent treatment facility. The Focus Report 


inadequately addresses the impacts of the construction of the pipeline and discharge of 


effluent on key fisheries life stages, habitat and general population level health. The Focus 


Report does not provide the necessary contextual background that identifies the Southern Gulf 


of St. Lawrence as an ecologically significant area, which is currently undergoing climactic shifts 


in ambient water quality, considering temperature and oxygen levels. The ongoing changes in 


the Southern Gulf are altering the ecosystem resilience and baseline tolerance thresholds for 


environmental conditions. There are major gaps and assumptions made throughout this Focus 


Report which do not sufficiently meet the terms of reference assigned by the Minister of 


Environment.  
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American Lobster Biology  


7.0 Fish and Fish habitat TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment for treated effluent on 


representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 


fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 


understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be 


agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments.  


7.5 Fish and Fish Habitat TOR: Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate 


potential impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in 


water temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during low production or maintenance 


shut down periods.  


There are significant concerns regarding the potential for negative population level impacts 


on American lobster from the effluent discharge, specifically the presence of dioxins, furans and 


phenols.  In addition to the presence of chemicals, there are concerns about the impacts of 


altering the pH, temperature, oxygen level and salinity in the receiving environment.  


Considering water quality and effluent composition, we have several key concerns with the 


information presented by NPNS and the potential impacts on lobster health. First, NPNS 


predicts that effluent will have a temperature range of 25-37°C. DFO temperature probes 


throughout the Gulf of NS have shown annually that even during the warmest months, the 


average temperature does not go above 15-20°C. The effluent temperature is significantly 


higher than the ambient temperature in the receiving environment, and in the winter months, 


the thermal shock from heated effluent will be even greater. The Canadian Water Quality 


Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life state that “Human activities should not cause 


changes in ambient temperature of marine and estuarine waters to exceed ±1°C at any time, 


location, or depth. The natural temperature cycle characteristic of the site should not be 


altered in amplitude or frequency by human activities. The maximum rate of any human-


induced temperature change should not exceed 0.5°C per hour” (CCME 2003). NPNS only 


outlines the contingency methods to keep the effluent within the 25-37°C temperature range 


but does not describe how they will meet the guideline for rate of change, or elaborate on any 


biological impacts resulting from the expected temperature range.  


In addition to this, the near and far-field modelling was completed for a 30-day tidal cycle 


to identify how and where the effluent will concentrate, given tidal condition and seasonal ice 


cover. The model only accounts for 30 days of effluent discharge during two seasonal 


conditions; and does not indicate what the entrainment and dilution rates would be over 


months or years of accumulation. Figure 4.2-4: Simulated Effluent Concentration by End of One-


month Simulation Period in February shows that after 30 days there is accumulation in the 


North East corner of Caribou Island. The graph supplied is difficult to analyze, but it appears 


that there are concentrations at least at 2.00-2.25 mg/L after just 30 days. Dilution ratios are 
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expected to change over the winter months, with increased accumulation rates from annual ice 


cover from January to April. An accumulative model is necessary to predict the accumulation of 


parameters of concern; parameters such as resin acids, fatty acids, AOX, PAH, and TDF which 


are known to bioaccumulate in sediment, tissues of invertebrates, vertebrates (El-Shahawi 


2010, Lander 1990).  


American Lobster Habitat Concerns 


7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Survey TOR: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine 


environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 


The proposed effluent treatment facility will cause extensive habitat displacement or 


destruction during the construction phase. NPNS conducted Underwater Benthic Habitat 


Surveys to understand the habitats and benthic communities that are present along the 


proposed pipeline corridor and diffuser area. The UBHS was conducted for a very limited period 


of only 5 days from May 3 to May 7, 2019. This limited sample window does not allow for a 


fulsome picture of the marine and benthic environment. The marine environment, including 


plant communities, benthic communities and planktonic composition fluctuate significantly on 


a seasonal cycle. Results from a study by Mutsamaki (2015) shows that “the patterns observed 


in one depth zone or season cannot be directly extrapolated to larger areas and that drawing 


meaningful conclusions on the small-scale distribution in the fish assemblage structure require 


sufficient replication of sampling in space and time”. This indicates the evidence presented in 


the UBHS should not be considered as a ‘meaningful’ representation of the full benthic and 


invertebrate communities.  


The results of the limited UBHS show that there is valuable lobster habitat in all 3 areas 


studied (Pictou Harbour, Caribou Harbour and Diffuser Area). Lobster require different types of 


habitat throughout their life cycle; and DFO research indicates that availability of appropriate 


habitat types is a limiting factor for lobster population viability. Following the larval stage, stage 


IV lobsters will begin to settle on the ocean floor. Stage IV lobsters seek gravel, cobble and 


larger sediment to provide shelter. Younger stage IV lobsters may also use sand or silty 


environments to bury themselves to provide protection. As lobsters grow and mature, they are 


able to use multiple habitat types to create shelter. NPNS does not present any adequate plan 


to mitigate habitat loss or effectively replace habitat.  


The Focus Report states that there is a potential effect on marine fish habitat by “direct 


removal, disturbance of existing substrates utilized by multiple species and their life stages due 


to the staging, excavation, pipe placement and material backfilling” (Table 7.3-2 Summary of 


Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Overall Significance). The Focus Report does not 


provide any description of mitigation measures, including how they will replace the existing 


habitat or how they will design a staged timing protocol to “incorporate fisheries timing 


windows to avoid sensitive life stages, periods of adverse weather or spring tides to reduce 
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turbidity and sedimentation”. NPNS repeatedly applies a vague blanket statement that they will 


time the in-water work to consider a multitude of factors (life stages, weather, tides, fisheries 


activity) while still meeting practical requirements. In order for NPNS to meet the TOR above, 


and for the Minister to make an informed decision on the effectiveness of proposed mitigation 


measures, NPNS must provide a detailed plan on these mitigation activities (ex: staged timing 


of work, Erosion and Sediment Control Plans). Mitigation measures must be assessed by their 


specific merits and ability to reduce or eliminate harm. It cannot be sufficient to state that a 


plan will be developed in the future.  


Atlantic Herring Vulnerability  


7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of 


treated effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, 


recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional 


studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment 


methodologies must first be agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal 


department.  


Beyond the 8 ‘important fisheries’ identified for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 


value, NPNS has recognized three “key indicator species” that warrant further investigation due 


to their importance in commercial and Indigenous harvests occurring within the LAA: American 


lobster, rock crab and Atlantic herring. Upon review of potential impacts on the herring fishery, 


NPNS has ignored a fundamental component related to the vulnerability of the herring 


population to impacts from the construction of the pipeline and discharge of effluent. The 


proponent only refers to the direct interaction with harvest activities, with no regard for the 


potential biological impacts.  


There are two spawning stocks of herring in the Southern Gulf, Spring Spawning (SS) and 


Fall Spawning (FS). The SS stock has been in the critical zone since 2004, and the FS stock has 


been in the cautious zone since 1999 (Surette 2016). The Fall Spawning stock has 5 major 


spawning grounds in the Gulf of St. Lawrence; one of these few remaining spawning grounds is 


located near the mouth of Pictou Harbour, directly adjacent to the proposed project area 


(Figure 1, Surette 2016). DFO is currently developing rebuilding plans for both Spring and Fall 


Spawning stocks. DFO states that “Elevated fishing mortality, during the mid-1990s to 2010, 


declines in weights-at-age, and low recruitment rates are contributing to declines in SSB, 


further impeding the rebuilding of the stock.” (DFO 2018). Given DFOs mandate to support the 


protection of habitat and fish stocks using the Precautionary Approach, NPNS must provide 


further evidence that the pipeline construction and discharge of effluent will not further inhibit 


the rebuilding of this critically important fish stock; including sublethal effects on reproduction 


and recruitment rates in order to meet the TOR for fish health. 
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Figure 1: Herring Spawning grounds from ‘Estimation of local spawning biomass of Atlantic Herring from 


acoustic data collected during fall commercial gillnet fishing activities in the southern Gulf of St. 


Lawrence’ (NAFO Div. 4T). (Surette et al., 2016). 


Unique and Vulnerable Habitat Concerns  


7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of 


treated effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, 


recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional 


studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment 


methodologies must first be agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal 


department.  


In addition to the general habitat concerns above, NPNS also proposes the pipeline to be 


placed directly through a federally protected marine refuge, Scallop Buffer Zone 24. The 


Department of Fisheries and Oceans has established SFA 24 to conserve important juvenile 


American lobster habitat, as it is essential to the life cycle of the species. DFO states that “no 


human activities that are incompatible with the conservation of the ecological components of 


interest may occur or be foreseeable within the area” (DFO List of Marine Refuges, 2019). The 


construction and operation of a marine pipeline is directly incompatible with the conservation 


of the identified conservation objectives of SFA 24. 
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The presence of eelgrass is also identified by NPNS to be valuable in the life cycle of a 


variety of species, especially as a nursery shelter to provide protection in sandy and silty 


bottom types. In Table 7.3-2 Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and overall 


significance, NPNS states that there is potential for “direct removal, disturbance of highly 


important habitat type for multiple species and their life stages due to the staging, excavation, 


pipe placement and material backfilling”. The effects are expected to be “long-term, 


reversible”, with the only mitigation method listed to “avoid direct removal of eel grass beds 


where feasible”. NPNS fails to define the extent of ‘reversible’ impacts, and does not provide an 


estimate of the extent to which they can feasibly avoid eel grass beds throughout Caribou 


Harbour. Considering the Terms of Reference, NPNS has not assessed the impact of the loss of 


valuable and unique habitat to the overall health of the key marine species. 


Ice Scour 


2.2 Marine Geotechnical Survey TOR: Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 


results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must 


determine the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.  


The risk of ice scouring is also present throughout the proposed area (Focus Report Section 2.2 


Marine Geotechnical Survey). The marine geotechnical survey identified 146 ice scour features 


within the survey area. NPNS states that burying the pipeline 3 m under the seabed is 


appropriate to avoid scour impacts. This conclusion is based on limited information; NPNS relies 


on one sample from 2019 and does not consider any additional research or evidence.  


Environmental Effects Monitoring  
 


7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 


effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 


Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 


understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 


agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  


NPNS acknowledges that there is potential for the following impacts: changes to water 


quality, increase in sound and vibration, disturbance to benthic habitat, disturbance to highly 


important nursery habitat and spawning grounds, direct mortality (of marine shellfish, benthic 


invertebrate community) (Table 7.3-2). Despite these impacts, they predict that “no significant 


residual impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as 


a result of this project” (7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat). In order to confirm this conclusion, that 


there will be no significant residual impacts, NPNS states that they will follow up with the 


federally-regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring program. Given the predicted conditions, 


the EEM would NOT require NPNS to conduct a fish community study component or a benthic 


invertebrate community study. NPNS would have zero mandated requirements to monitor 
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impacts on the fish or benthic communities. Considering for a moment just the impacts on the 


lobster population, negative effects will not be fully observed until a full life cycle (6-7) has 


reached the commercial size. Without thoughtful, frequent and thorough monitoring, there 


could be catastrophic ecosystem level impacts where it is too late to intervene.  


Fishing Activity, Human Health and Market Access  


9.1 Baseline Study Marine Survey: Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via 


chemical analysis) of representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational 


and Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.  


The proponent is required to conduct impact assessments on the key marine fish species 


important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. In order to verify that there will 


be no negative impact on fisheries, NPNS must understand and take measures to mitigate 


interactions with physical fishing activities. NPNS uses a visual observation of lobster buoys in 


2019 as a proxy for the exact location of lobster fishing activities (Figure 7.3-3: Northumberland 


Strait Lobster Buoy Locations). The graphic only shows buoy “clusters” observed on 3 different 


dates throughout the regular lobster fishing season. This attempt to pinpoint the location of 


fishing effort lacks relevant information in terms of the number of harvesters/vessels that fish 


within the area, how many buoy/lines are represented within each ‘cluster’. Generally, this 


shows that there was a lack of effort from NPNS to understand the most basic facts of the 


lobster fishing efforts in the area. The graphic fails to show that there are 20 vessels that fish 


lobster within 300 meters of the proposed marine outfall.  


Under the TOR for the Human Health Risk Assessment portion of the Focus Report; 


NPNS is required to consider the impacts of human consumption of fish, other seafood and 


other exposure pathways. Of equal importance to the physical and biological impacts on the 


marine ecosystem, harvesters are concerned with the potential for challenges in marketability 


and the global reputation of pristine, healthy Canadian lobster. The Canadian lobster industry 


has an extensive export market, supplying international markets with much of our landed 


seafood. Canadian seafood harvesters, and the entire lobster sector, are fulfilling food security 


needs while providing a healthy, pristine renowned product.  


NPNS states that there is a risk for tainting of seafood due to the chemical parameters 


identified in the effluent characterization (9.0 Human Health). NPNS compared the 


concentration of the parameters to the guidelines for taste and odour in water to identify the 


risk for tainting. There is potential for tainting under the following pathways: Total Iron, 


Catechol, 2-Cholrophenol, 2,3 Dichlorophenol, 2,6 Dichlorophenol, 3,4 Dichlorophenol, 2, 3, 4, 6 


Tetrachlorophenol, 2,4,5 Trichlorophenol (9.0 Human Health). In addition to the physical risks 


of consuming tainted product, there will be detrimental impacts to the global reputation of 


Canadian lobster (and other seafood) products. Market perceptions of poor product quality (by 


tainting) can persist even if the results show safe exposure levels for consumption. This 
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persistent perception will prolong and deepen the impacts for harvesters and other industry 


stakeholders. The magnitude of this impact should not be underestimated; this a ‘Canadian 


lobster’ issue, not just a Pictou or Caribou Harbour issue.  


Throughout several areas of the Focus Report, NPNS uses proxy data and conditions 


from other Paper Excellence Mills, including Howe Sound and Crofton kraft mills in British 


Columbia. NPNS considers factors such as operating temperature and sedimentation rates to 


act as a surrogate for expected effluent quality at the proposed ETF. Upon investigation, there 


are challenges related to seafood tainting and contamination throughout the BC coastline. First, 


in fishing areas 28-1, 28-3; consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 55g/week 


due to dioxin contamination. Secondly, there is a permanent prohibition of all species of bivalve 


molluscs across the entire coastline and connected water sources of British Columbia. The 


closure is due to the widespread presence of biotoxins. While these closures are not solely 


attributable to the Pulp and Paper Mills; NPNS is unable to prove that there would not be 


similar closures as a result of the increase in dioxins or biotoxins from their proposed effluent.  


In closing, the GNSFPB would like to reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately 


address the Terms of Reference outlined in section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 Human Health 


and 2.0 Project Description. Due to limitations in time and capacity, this report only reviewed 


the information that was relevant to the fisheries. Northern Pulp relies on major assumptions 


and blanketed statements to suggest that there will be no harm to the marine environment, 


including fish and fish habitat. There are gaps in the evidence presented, including but not 


limited to: impact on lobster development and population health, incomplete or non-existent 


commitment to follow up monitoring, lack of evidence to protect vulnerable populations or 


habitat such as fall spawning herring, other SARA (Cod, White Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel 


grass beds, limited understanding of the seasonal impacts of ice cover and ice scouring. The 


importance of the global optics of the Canadian seafood brand can not be undervalued or 


excluded from this Environmental Assessment approach.  


 All of the above is respectfully submitted to the Nova Scotia Minister of Environment, 


the Honourable Gordon Wilson, within the 30-day public comment period for consideration of 


the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report.  


 


Sincerely,  


 


Ronald Heighton, 


President  
Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board  
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GULF NOVA SCOTIA FLEET PLANNING BOARD 
P.O. BOX 312 

CHETICAMP, NS 
B0E 1H0 

Telephone: 1-902-224-2004 Fax: 1-902-224-3774 
E-mail: leonard.leblanc2@ns.sympatico.ca 

 
Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Nova Scotia Environment  
PO Box 442  
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 

Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility  

Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson,   

The Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board has reviewed the Focus Report submitted by 

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) on Oct 2, 2019. Due to limitations in time and resources, the 

comments below only cover the portions of the Focus Report relevant to the fisheries and 

marine environment. The Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board represents over 600 multi-

species license holders in the Gulf of Nova Scotia and is part of a fishermen’s working group 

which represents the interests of over 3000 commercial fishing licenses and 215 communal 

commercial licenses in New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Gulf Nova Scotia and Pictou 

Landing First Nation.  

The GNSFPB has been engaged since the beginning of this process and has reviewed the 

previously submitted registration and Environmental Assessment documents. We still have 

significant concerns that the Focus Report has failed to adequately respond to the Terms of 

References outlined by the Minister. NPNS has failed to present relevant and adequate 

evidence to prove that the fishery, considering the biological and economic components, will 

not be seriously harmed as result of the proposed effluent treatment facility. The Focus Report 

inadequately addresses the impacts of the construction of the pipeline and discharge of 

effluent on key fisheries life stages, habitat and general population level health. The Focus 

Report does not provide the necessary contextual background that identifies the Southern Gulf 

of St. Lawrence as an ecologically significant area, which is currently undergoing climactic shifts 

in ambient water quality, considering temperature and oxygen levels. The ongoing changes in 

the Southern Gulf are altering the ecosystem resilience and baseline tolerance thresholds for 

environmental conditions. There are major gaps and assumptions made throughout this Focus 

Report which do not sufficiently meet the terms of reference assigned by the Minister of 

Environment.  
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American Lobster Biology  

7.0 Fish and Fish habitat TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment for treated effluent on 

representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 

fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 

understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be 

agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments.  

7.5 Fish and Fish Habitat TOR: Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate 

potential impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in 

water temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during low production or maintenance 

shut down periods.  

There are significant concerns regarding the potential for negative population level impacts 

on American lobster from the effluent discharge, specifically the presence of dioxins, furans and 

phenols.  In addition to the presence of chemicals, there are concerns about the impacts of 

altering the pH, temperature, oxygen level and salinity in the receiving environment.  

Considering water quality and effluent composition, we have several key concerns with the 

information presented by NPNS and the potential impacts on lobster health. First, NPNS 

predicts that effluent will have a temperature range of 25-37°C. DFO temperature probes 

throughout the Gulf of NS have shown annually that even during the warmest months, the 

average temperature does not go above 15-20°C. The effluent temperature is significantly 

higher than the ambient temperature in the receiving environment, and in the winter months, 

the thermal shock from heated effluent will be even greater. The Canadian Water Quality 

Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life state that “Human activities should not cause 

changes in ambient temperature of marine and estuarine waters to exceed ±1°C at any time, 

location, or depth. The natural temperature cycle characteristic of the site should not be 

altered in amplitude or frequency by human activities. The maximum rate of any human-

induced temperature change should not exceed 0.5°C per hour” (CCME 2003). NPNS only 

outlines the contingency methods to keep the effluent within the 25-37°C temperature range 

but does not describe how they will meet the guideline for rate of change, or elaborate on any 

biological impacts resulting from the expected temperature range.  

In addition to this, the near and far-field modelling was completed for a 30-day tidal cycle 

to identify how and where the effluent will concentrate, given tidal condition and seasonal ice 

cover. The model only accounts for 30 days of effluent discharge during two seasonal 

conditions; and does not indicate what the entrainment and dilution rates would be over 

months or years of accumulation. Figure 4.2-4: Simulated Effluent Concentration by End of One-

month Simulation Period in February shows that after 30 days there is accumulation in the 

North East corner of Caribou Island. The graph supplied is difficult to analyze, but it appears 

that there are concentrations at least at 2.00-2.25 mg/L after just 30 days. Dilution ratios are 
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expected to change over the winter months, with increased accumulation rates from annual ice 

cover from January to April. An accumulative model is necessary to predict the accumulation of 

parameters of concern; parameters such as resin acids, fatty acids, AOX, PAH, and TDF which 

are known to bioaccumulate in sediment, tissues of invertebrates, vertebrates (El-Shahawi 

2010, Lander 1990).  

American Lobster Habitat Concerns 

7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Survey TOR: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine 

environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

The proposed effluent treatment facility will cause extensive habitat displacement or 

destruction during the construction phase. NPNS conducted Underwater Benthic Habitat 

Surveys to understand the habitats and benthic communities that are present along the 

proposed pipeline corridor and diffuser area. The UBHS was conducted for a very limited period 

of only 5 days from May 3 to May 7, 2019. This limited sample window does not allow for a 

fulsome picture of the marine and benthic environment. The marine environment, including 

plant communities, benthic communities and planktonic composition fluctuate significantly on 

a seasonal cycle. Results from a study by Mutsamaki (2015) shows that “the patterns observed 

in one depth zone or season cannot be directly extrapolated to larger areas and that drawing 

meaningful conclusions on the small-scale distribution in the fish assemblage structure require 

sufficient replication of sampling in space and time”. This indicates the evidence presented in 

the UBHS should not be considered as a ‘meaningful’ representation of the full benthic and 

invertebrate communities.  

The results of the limited UBHS show that there is valuable lobster habitat in all 3 areas 

studied (Pictou Harbour, Caribou Harbour and Diffuser Area). Lobster require different types of 

habitat throughout their life cycle; and DFO research indicates that availability of appropriate 

habitat types is a limiting factor for lobster population viability. Following the larval stage, stage 

IV lobsters will begin to settle on the ocean floor. Stage IV lobsters seek gravel, cobble and 

larger sediment to provide shelter. Younger stage IV lobsters may also use sand or silty 

environments to bury themselves to provide protection. As lobsters grow and mature, they are 

able to use multiple habitat types to create shelter. NPNS does not present any adequate plan 

to mitigate habitat loss or effectively replace habitat.  

The Focus Report states that there is a potential effect on marine fish habitat by “direct 

removal, disturbance of existing substrates utilized by multiple species and their life stages due 

to the staging, excavation, pipe placement and material backfilling” (Table 7.3-2 Summary of 

Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Overall Significance). The Focus Report does not 

provide any description of mitigation measures, including how they will replace the existing 

habitat or how they will design a staged timing protocol to “incorporate fisheries timing 

windows to avoid sensitive life stages, periods of adverse weather or spring tides to reduce 
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turbidity and sedimentation”. NPNS repeatedly applies a vague blanket statement that they will 

time the in-water work to consider a multitude of factors (life stages, weather, tides, fisheries 

activity) while still meeting practical requirements. In order for NPNS to meet the TOR above, 

and for the Minister to make an informed decision on the effectiveness of proposed mitigation 

measures, NPNS must provide a detailed plan on these mitigation activities (ex: staged timing 

of work, Erosion and Sediment Control Plans). Mitigation measures must be assessed by their 

specific merits and ability to reduce or eliminate harm. It cannot be sufficient to state that a 

plan will be developed in the future.  

Atlantic Herring Vulnerability  

7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of 

treated effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, 

recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional 

studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment 

methodologies must first be agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal 

department.  

Beyond the 8 ‘important fisheries’ identified for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 

value, NPNS has recognized three “key indicator species” that warrant further investigation due 

to their importance in commercial and Indigenous harvests occurring within the LAA: American 

lobster, rock crab and Atlantic herring. Upon review of potential impacts on the herring fishery, 

NPNS has ignored a fundamental component related to the vulnerability of the herring 

population to impacts from the construction of the pipeline and discharge of effluent. The 

proponent only refers to the direct interaction with harvest activities, with no regard for the 

potential biological impacts.  

There are two spawning stocks of herring in the Southern Gulf, Spring Spawning (SS) and 

Fall Spawning (FS). The SS stock has been in the critical zone since 2004, and the FS stock has 

been in the cautious zone since 1999 (Surette 2016). The Fall Spawning stock has 5 major 

spawning grounds in the Gulf of St. Lawrence; one of these few remaining spawning grounds is 

located near the mouth of Pictou Harbour, directly adjacent to the proposed project area 

(Figure 1, Surette 2016). DFO is currently developing rebuilding plans for both Spring and Fall 

Spawning stocks. DFO states that “Elevated fishing mortality, during the mid-1990s to 2010, 

declines in weights-at-age, and low recruitment rates are contributing to declines in SSB, 

further impeding the rebuilding of the stock.” (DFO 2018). Given DFOs mandate to support the 

protection of habitat and fish stocks using the Precautionary Approach, NPNS must provide 

further evidence that the pipeline construction and discharge of effluent will not further inhibit 

the rebuilding of this critically important fish stock; including sublethal effects on reproduction 

and recruitment rates in order to meet the TOR for fish health. 
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Figure 1: Herring Spawning grounds from ‘Estimation of local spawning biomass of Atlantic Herring from 

acoustic data collected during fall commercial gillnet fishing activities in the southern Gulf of St. 

Lawrence’ (NAFO Div. 4T). (Surette et al., 2016). 

Unique and Vulnerable Habitat Concerns  

7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of 

treated effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, 

recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional 

studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment 

methodologies must first be agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal 

department.  

In addition to the general habitat concerns above, NPNS also proposes the pipeline to be 

placed directly through a federally protected marine refuge, Scallop Buffer Zone 24. The 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans has established SFA 24 to conserve important juvenile 

American lobster habitat, as it is essential to the life cycle of the species. DFO states that “no 

human activities that are incompatible with the conservation of the ecological components of 

interest may occur or be foreseeable within the area” (DFO List of Marine Refuges, 2019). The 

construction and operation of a marine pipeline is directly incompatible with the conservation 

of the identified conservation objectives of SFA 24. 
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The presence of eelgrass is also identified by NPNS to be valuable in the life cycle of a 

variety of species, especially as a nursery shelter to provide protection in sandy and silty 

bottom types. In Table 7.3-2 Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and overall 

significance, NPNS states that there is potential for “direct removal, disturbance of highly 

important habitat type for multiple species and their life stages due to the staging, excavation, 

pipe placement and material backfilling”. The effects are expected to be “long-term, 

reversible”, with the only mitigation method listed to “avoid direct removal of eel grass beds 

where feasible”. NPNS fails to define the extent of ‘reversible’ impacts, and does not provide an 

estimate of the extent to which they can feasibly avoid eel grass beds throughout Caribou 

Harbour. Considering the Terms of Reference, NPNS has not assessed the impact of the loss of 

valuable and unique habitat to the overall health of the key marine species. 

Ice Scour 

2.2 Marine Geotechnical Survey TOR: Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 

results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must 

determine the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.  

The risk of ice scouring is also present throughout the proposed area (Focus Report Section 2.2 

Marine Geotechnical Survey). The marine geotechnical survey identified 146 ice scour features 

within the survey area. NPNS states that burying the pipeline 3 m under the seabed is 

appropriate to avoid scour impacts. This conclusion is based on limited information; NPNS relies 

on one sample from 2019 and does not consider any additional research or evidence.  

Environmental Effects Monitoring  
 

7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 

effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 

Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 

understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 

agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  

NPNS acknowledges that there is potential for the following impacts: changes to water 

quality, increase in sound and vibration, disturbance to benthic habitat, disturbance to highly 

important nursery habitat and spawning grounds, direct mortality (of marine shellfish, benthic 

invertebrate community) (Table 7.3-2). Despite these impacts, they predict that “no significant 

residual impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as 

a result of this project” (7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat). In order to confirm this conclusion, that 

there will be no significant residual impacts, NPNS states that they will follow up with the 

federally-regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring program. Given the predicted conditions, 

the EEM would NOT require NPNS to conduct a fish community study component or a benthic 

invertebrate community study. NPNS would have zero mandated requirements to monitor 
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impacts on the fish or benthic communities. Considering for a moment just the impacts on the 

lobster population, negative effects will not be fully observed until a full life cycle (6-7) has 

reached the commercial size. Without thoughtful, frequent and thorough monitoring, there 

could be catastrophic ecosystem level impacts where it is too late to intervene.  

Fishing Activity, Human Health and Market Access  

9.1 Baseline Study Marine Survey: Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via 

chemical analysis) of representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational 

and Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.  

The proponent is required to conduct impact assessments on the key marine fish species 

important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. In order to verify that there will 

be no negative impact on fisheries, NPNS must understand and take measures to mitigate 

interactions with physical fishing activities. NPNS uses a visual observation of lobster buoys in 

2019 as a proxy for the exact location of lobster fishing activities (Figure 7.3-3: Northumberland 

Strait Lobster Buoy Locations). The graphic only shows buoy “clusters” observed on 3 different 

dates throughout the regular lobster fishing season. This attempt to pinpoint the location of 

fishing effort lacks relevant information in terms of the number of harvesters/vessels that fish 

within the area, how many buoy/lines are represented within each ‘cluster’. Generally, this 

shows that there was a lack of effort from NPNS to understand the most basic facts of the 

lobster fishing efforts in the area. The graphic fails to show that there are 20 vessels that fish 

lobster within 300 meters of the proposed marine outfall.  

Under the TOR for the Human Health Risk Assessment portion of the Focus Report; 

NPNS is required to consider the impacts of human consumption of fish, other seafood and 

other exposure pathways. Of equal importance to the physical and biological impacts on the 

marine ecosystem, harvesters are concerned with the potential for challenges in marketability 

and the global reputation of pristine, healthy Canadian lobster. The Canadian lobster industry 

has an extensive export market, supplying international markets with much of our landed 

seafood. Canadian seafood harvesters, and the entire lobster sector, are fulfilling food security 

needs while providing a healthy, pristine renowned product.  

NPNS states that there is a risk for tainting of seafood due to the chemical parameters 

identified in the effluent characterization (9.0 Human Health). NPNS compared the 

concentration of the parameters to the guidelines for taste and odour in water to identify the 

risk for tainting. There is potential for tainting under the following pathways: Total Iron, 

Catechol, 2-Cholrophenol, 2,3 Dichlorophenol, 2,6 Dichlorophenol, 3,4 Dichlorophenol, 2, 3, 4, 6 

Tetrachlorophenol, 2,4,5 Trichlorophenol (9.0 Human Health). In addition to the physical risks 

of consuming tainted product, there will be detrimental impacts to the global reputation of 

Canadian lobster (and other seafood) products. Market perceptions of poor product quality (by 

tainting) can persist even if the results show safe exposure levels for consumption. This 
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persistent perception will prolong and deepen the impacts for harvesters and other industry 

stakeholders. The magnitude of this impact should not be underestimated; this a ‘Canadian 

lobster’ issue, not just a Pictou or Caribou Harbour issue.  

Throughout several areas of the Focus Report, NPNS uses proxy data and conditions 

from other Paper Excellence Mills, including Howe Sound and Crofton kraft mills in British 

Columbia. NPNS considers factors such as operating temperature and sedimentation rates to 

act as a surrogate for expected effluent quality at the proposed ETF. Upon investigation, there 

are challenges related to seafood tainting and contamination throughout the BC coastline. First, 

in fishing areas 28-1, 28-3; consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 55g/week 

due to dioxin contamination. Secondly, there is a permanent prohibition of all species of bivalve 

molluscs across the entire coastline and connected water sources of British Columbia. The 

closure is due to the widespread presence of biotoxins. While these closures are not solely 

attributable to the Pulp and Paper Mills; NPNS is unable to prove that there would not be 

similar closures as a result of the increase in dioxins or biotoxins from their proposed effluent.  

In closing, the GNSFPB would like to reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately 

address the Terms of Reference outlined in section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 Human Health 

and 2.0 Project Description. Due to limitations in time and capacity, this report only reviewed 

the information that was relevant to the fisheries. Northern Pulp relies on major assumptions 

and blanketed statements to suggest that there will be no harm to the marine environment, 

including fish and fish habitat. There are gaps in the evidence presented, including but not 

limited to: impact on lobster development and population health, incomplete or non-existent 

commitment to follow up monitoring, lack of evidence to protect vulnerable populations or 

habitat such as fall spawning herring, other SARA (Cod, White Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel 

grass beds, limited understanding of the seasonal impacts of ice cover and ice scouring. The 

importance of the global optics of the Canadian seafood brand can not be undervalued or 

excluded from this Environmental Assessment approach.  

 All of the above is respectfully submitted to the Nova Scotia Minister of Environment, 

the Honourable Gordon Wilson, within the 30-day public comment period for consideration of 

the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report.  

 

Sincerely,  

  
Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board  
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from studies done by their own people that the pipe method was not viable. Still, five years
later they have consistently stuck to the pipe into the strait plan. They have had enough time.
Do not cave in to their warnings of massive employment problems should they not get their
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 6, 2019
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project To: Mr. Gordon Wilson and The Nova Scotia
Department of Environment My name is  and I am a lifelong citizen 65years of
the Town of Pictou. Today I am writing to you in regards to the application for permission to
build an effluent treatment plant it is NOT waste water at the Northern Pulp site in Granton
which also includes a pipe that will carry same said treated effluent out into the
Northumberland Strait via an overland route to Caribou Harbour. This plan is due to the
planned shutdown of Boat Harbour, as per the Boat Harbour Act which was passed in 2015. I
am totally against this happening and I shall go into further details as to why. I am not a
scientist, by trade or education, but have a Millwrights Certificate and have practiced that
trade for some 35 years. In all honesty I feel with everything I have managed to get a hold of
and read and what I have seen with my own eyes, one does not need much education to come
to the same conclusions that I have. I find the report is lacking in many ways with much
needed information that has yet to be studied and produced. But really pretty much all you
need is one simple thing, which seems to be a bit of a rarity these days and that is just some
good old common sense. So letâ?Ts get to it and I will try to explain to you what I mean. First
off, have you ever visited Boat Harbour? If not you should above all do so, before you do
anything else. If you did, it makes me wonder why you would even entertain the thought of
moving what is in Boat Harbour out into the middle of Prime Fishing grounds in the
Northumberland Strait. Because from all that I have read, and what I have witnessed as to
what is now going on in Boat Harbour and to think that basically it will be much the same
thing going into the Strait. My reasoning for this is : First this comment taken from the Halifax
Examiner: â?oChapmanâ?Ts on-air boasts about effluent from the new system being better
than it is now contradicts the views Northern Pulpâ?Ts technical manager expressed in private
communication. In an email of November 29, 2017 to Dillon consultants, she writes: Some
say effluent quality [from the replacement treatment facility] will be worse than today because
of all the polishing that is happening across the Boat Harbour basin â?" and they are correct to
some extentâ?â?¦ Then this taken from the EA 9.0 Human health Evaluation pg 489 At this
time, effluent chemistry characteristics including the specific substances present in treated
effluent and their anticipated concentrations will not be known with certainty until the project
is operational. Finally this taken from same section of EA page 491 In the EA they also used
as their example a report from Tasmania of the proposed Bell Bay Pulp Mill as to what the
effluent would be like. So here they are planning to put a by product into the Strait, where
Northern Pulp say they do not know what it contains now, why do they do not know that, have
they not ever had it tested? Then they use a report that is in fact imaginary and just pure
speculation on top of that have a technical manager from Northern Pulp saying the new treated
effluent will not be as good as to what flows into Boat Barbour at present day. Does that sound
good to you? Well it certainly does not feel very comforting to me at all. Now not only will
this Treated Effluent have all kinds of different pollutants in it like Furins, Dioxins even
Mercury and Cadmium plus some other heavy metals, there is also the fact that it will also be
hot and will contain nutrients that will be a type of BOD, Biochemical Oxygen Demand and



Suspended Solids SS. All of these things are known to be acutely lethal to fish. The pipe will
of course create a dead zone in the Strait. How big that dead zone will be is yet to be
determined, as we are lead to believe that the effluent coming out of the pipe will be apparent
all be gone within five meters of dispersal. Northern Pulp states it will meet Marine Guidelines
according to one ad that they have been posting on the internet. A statement that is actually
false advertising ,as there are no Marine Guidelines, where ever they got that idea from? So if
you will imagine please, if you can, using the Town of Pictouâ?Ts Freshwater Containment
Standpipe at the top of our Town. Then picture a total 19 of these full of effluent spilling out
in the Strait in one specific place, every single day. Now tell me you believe that it will all just
vanish? There is that Common Sense thing again jumping out at you! Then letâ?Ts not forget
the possibility of Pipe Leaks like the three known ones. Two major ones that have happened
between Boat harbour and Northern Pulp one in 2014 of 47 million lts and a more recent one
in 2018, that DOE is still sitting on to tell us the results even after 13 months of investigation.
So where does Northern Pulp want to run their Pipe? The route would take it right over the
Town of Pictouâ?Ts watershed. This is the good and friendly neighbour that they say they are.
So they want to put at risk a whole townâ?Ts water supply? Hello Common Sense ! Then of
course we have the Pipe route into the Strait. Well as we all know the Strait freezes in the
winter and during the breakup in the Spring we get ice moving all over the place from winds
and tides. This can cause many problems, it moves underwater Buoy Bases, it gouges the
seabed and it destroys wharfs and pretty much anything that gets in its way. Do a little
research and find out the issue of buried sea cables and wharfs like one at Cape Pele in NB
have suffered at the expense of moving ice in the Strait. The sea bed at Caribou Harbour
according to Navigation Charts is made up of sand and mud which are two types of
underwater terrain that are never in a stable state but continually in some kind of movement.
You only need to view a sandbar at the beach and see how it changes from Tide to Tide. The
pipe diffusers cannot be buried so could sustain possible damage along with the pipe itself
under these types of conditions. Considering the changes in the weather these last few years
and the increases in wind storms, how much does that increase the odds of damage occurring?
I have seen nothing in the EA or the FR that address the problem of the pipe being damaged in
the Strait and what they will do or how they will fix it. If damage happens what are the plans
to repair it during the time ice is prevalent in the Strait? Will they 1. Just keep running and
pumping effluent into the Strait, until such time as the ice is gone and work can be done. Or 2.
Will they shutdown and cease production for perhaps two to three months till conditions are
right ? OK so suppose you are happy with the Pipe and the treatment facility. Letâ?Ts turn
now to what they want to do with the dried effluent by product from the facility. My
understanding is they want to take that product, which they still do not know what it contains,
or perhaps refuse to tell us what it contains and burn it in their power boilers. Considering
Northern Pulpâ?Ts track record when it comes to air emissions I find that to be a very
troubling way to deal with the destroying of the Effluent by product. Has any testing at all
been done to evaluate at what temperatures the contents of the Effluent will be destroyed, if at
all or if the Particular matter will be less than the 2.5m? From April 2011 to October 10, 2018,
they had 14 Failed air emission tests. With it exceeding air contaminant emissions limits by
nearly 50 per cent in June of 2017. They are on one hand saying they are preventing some of
the by product from getting to the water, but then they are basically just putting it back into the
air. So not only are we looking at dealing with water pollution we are also looking at a very
disturbing possibility of our air quality being even worse than it is now. With the number of
respiratory cases in Pictou County over the years, can considering this kind of waste disposal
actually make any sense? There it is again, that dam Common Sense. I might as well add this
extra bit as it also has to do with DOE and Northern Pulp. We are hearing from Forestry that if
Northern Pulp fails to operate, that the Forest Industry in Nova Scotia will be decimated. I



think that the word decimated is used in the sentence in a very wrong way. Due to the
operations and work methods of Northern Pulp it is not the Forestry Industry that is being
decimated it is actually the forests themselves. I used to be an avid fisher and you would find
me in the woods, on a lake or a river enjoying my favorite sport of Angling all the time. One
of my favorite places to do that was in the Liscombe Game Sanctuary. In the end I had to
finally give it all up, as I could no longer enjoy a day out when I would have to view the
devastation from both my truck on the way or from the waters of my favorite lakes. A Game
Sanctuary Clear Cut, not just a little but hundreds of acres, quite simply destroyed. Oh, they
say no worries, it is a renewable resource. Yes it may be a renewable resource to some but I
am afraid I do not have 80 years of life left to see it back in its previous state again. Some
claim 30 years for harvestable trees. I call BS, been there after 20 years and it is still hardly
taller than me and what is growing up in its place? Softwood, lots and lots of softwood and
why? Because Northern Pulp sprayed it with Gylsophates. So looks like not only are they
killing things with the use of their Pulp Emission Stacks, they are also killing with their spray
programs and clear cutting practices. To think they say it only kills the hardwood? Guess the
birds and small animals read spay warning signs and stay away when the spray is in progress.
Is common sense ringing that bell again? So in closing in my non scientific way, I ask you Mr.
Gordon Wilson and the Liberal Governmentâ?Ts Nova Scotia Department of Environment
and all its staff. What will your legacy be? Now please think very carefully about this before
you answer? Are you going to have a legacy of being the ones who: Saved the
Northumberland Strait from becoming Polluted Saved our wonderful fresh Ocean Air and
Forest air from being contaminated. Saved our Forests and all the creatures in it from
devastation. Or will your legacy be you saved a Multi Billion Dollar International Company
and some 2700 jobs that all feel it would be a positive thing just for them lone? Letâ?Ts just
hope you use all your common sense? I am certain your families, friends and the majority of
the people in Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick who are all negatively
affected by it will want you to use your common sense and do the right thing. Name: 

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly oppose
Northern Pulps plan to pump pulp effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Name: 
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Privacy-Statement: agree x: 40 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 6:49:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Focus report data has
indicated that there will be no significant impact on marine species near or around the
discharge area. This has been the case for the past 50 years since the pulp mill has been there.
There is no reason this will not continue into the future with this new plant and all the world
class technology being utilized here. Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 26



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The focus report makes
it clear that the new pipe transporting the effluent will be more than adequate to take the
effluent across the watershed and out into the water with all safety issues being addressed
Name: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality:
Truro Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
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Dear Sir
 
Please find attached, my letter, in support of approving Northern Pulps Environmental assessment.
 
Regards
 

 







 Hon Gordon Wilson

 Minister of Environment

Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442

Halifax NS B3J 2P8



  Dear Sir 

I am writing this letter to express my support to approve the Environmental Assessment. This new treatment facility will more than handle the needs of the mill (New treatment facility is designed to handle a flow rate of 85,000m3/day compared to the discharge of the mill only being 55,000 to 75,000 over 90% of the time) and not only that, the new treatment facility will be an improvement over the old boat harbour facility now in place. I also like that we are going to upgrade the thickness of the pipe, to have a greater wall thickness that the design calls for.

I work as a Maintenance Superintendent at the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Mill, I have been employed by Paper Excellence (Northern Pulp) for approximately six years. I love my job and have worked very hard, as all the 300 or so immediate employees at the mill have to make this a successful place to work and make a good living to support our families. Our mill supports many local and province wide contractors that benefit from our mill being here and some may not be around if our mill didn’t exist. I lived and worked 35 minutes from our mill until I was lucky enough to become an employee of Paper Excellence (northern pulp) and since, I have moved to the county and contributed to the economy of Pictou County and the local businesses and many businesses in Nova Scotia, be it hotels or shopping in other towns and cities. My employment contributes to my ability to be able to spend money as well as contribute to the tax base of Nova Scotia with a good paying job. I have a skill set that is in great demand across Canada but my roots are in Nova Scotia where my wife and I were born and would love to continue to live here. But if the mill closes I will be forced to look for a job and relocate out in the oil fields of Alberta, like so many other Nova Scotians have done for so many years, or relocate to another province just to find a job that will pay me for my skills. Personally I really don’t understand much about the political side of all this, but I do understand facts like are all through our focus report. I struggle to understand if all the scientific studies, the information in our focus report, this facility will be world class and this type of system is being used all over the world with success and one key is it passes all the Canadian Environmental guidelines, this company is willing to invest in the future of our Mill people and Nova Scotia, which will keep people in this province employed, not only at the mill but also in the forestry sector, construction and logistics companies that rely on our Mill. What reason would there be not to approve the assessment? If you look at our air emissions we have lessened our greenhouse gases by 44% since 1990 so we are serious about the environment. I have seen what happens when companies that all of a sudden for whatever reason close. I worked for a shop that did services work for Maritime Steel, Trenton Car Works as well as Hershey in Dartmouth to name a few which all closed. I had good friends that lost their jobs and had to move away from Nova Scotia to try and make a living, some families broke up because of this and to be honest no one came and set up a new company to take the place of the ones that closed. In closing I hope that this is approved, so we as employees and Nova Scotians, can always look at Nova Scotia as our home and so that we can help support the economy of Nova Scotia long into the future.  



Regards 

Steve Matthews

8 Old Plymouth HWY

Plymouth NS B2H 5C5  









 

 

 Hon Gordon Wilson 

 Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax NS B3J 2P8 

 

  Dear Sir  

I am writing this letter to express my support to approve the Environmental Assessment. This 
new treatment facility will more than handle the needs of the mill (New treatment facility is 
designed to handle a flow rate of 85,000m3/day compared to the discharge of the mill only 
being 55,000 to 75,000 over 90% of the time) and not only that, the new treatment facility 
will be an improvement over the old boat harbour facility now in place. I also like that we are 
going to upgrade the thickness of the pipe, to have a greater wall thickness that the design 
calls for. 

I work as a  at the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Mill, I have been 
employed by Paper Excellence (Northern Pulp) for approximately years. I love my job and 
have worked very hard, as all the 300 or so immediate employees at the mill have to make 
this a successful place to work and make a good living to support our families. Our mill 
supports many local and province wide contractors that benefit from our mill being here and 
some may not be around if our mill didn’t exist. I lived and worked  from our mill 
until I was lucky enough to become an employee of Paper Excellence (northern pulp) and 
since, I have moved to the county and contributed to the economy of Pictou County and the 
local businesses and many businesses in Nova Scotia, be it hotels or shopping in other towns 
and cities. My employment contributes to my ability to be able to spend money as well as 
contribute to the tax base of Nova Scotia with a good paying job. I have a skill set that is in 
great demand across Canada but my roots are in Nova Scotia where my and I were born 
and would love to continue to live here. But if the mill closes I will be forced to look for a job 
and relocate out in the oil fields of Alberta, like so many other Nova Scotians have done for so 
many years, or relocate to another province just to find a job that will pay me for my skills. 
Personally I really don’t understand much about the political side of all this, but I do 
understand facts like are all through our focus report. I struggle to understand if all the 
scientific studies, the information in our focus report, this facility will be world class and this 
type of system is being used all over the world with success and one key is it passes all the 



Canadian Environmental guidelines, this company is willing to invest in the future of our Mill 
people and Nova Scotia, which will keep people in this province employed, not only at the 
mill but also in the forestry sector, construction and logistics companies that rely on our Mill. 
What reason would there be not to approve the assessment? If you look at our air emissions 
we have lessened our greenhouse gases by 44% since 1990 so we are serious about the 
environment. I have seen what happens when companies that all of a sudden for whatever 
reason close. I worked for  

to name a few which all closed. I had good friends 
that lost their jobs and had to move away from Nova Scotia to try and make a living, some 
families broke up because of this and to be honest no one came and set up a new company to 
take the place of the ones that closed. In closing I hope that this is approved, so we as 
employees and Nova Scotians, can always look at Nova Scotia as our home and so that we 
can help support the economy of Nova Scotia long into the future.   

 

Regards  

 

 

Plymouth NS    

 

 

 



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:00:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think there trying to do
the right thing.if given a chance to prove there project will work Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address: Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 80 y: 33



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:01:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There has to be an end to
the pollution. This has gone on far too long with the public purse paying - the paper companies
being able to pass the buck. A pipe that just pushes the problem effluent further out into the
strait just spreads it over a wider area where the effects are likely both harder to recognize or
evaluate. Name: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:
Wolfville Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 15



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:01:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I oppose Northern Pulps
plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Straight. This must end once and for all.
Name: @bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code: #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 18



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:02:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a Nova Scotia citizen
with teenage university students,it is a no brainer to fix and upgrade northern pulp treatment
facility and keep job in our province that we love than to close the doors and make our
children move to other provinces to work. We want to keep our children and grandchildren in
the Nova Scotia to build there life here. Shame on mr MacNeil Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  mahonebay ns Municipality: Mahonebay
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 74 y: 28



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:10:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a forestry contractor
in Nova Scotia I employee  full time employee salary average  a year. My company
and my family depends directly on the forest industry. The closer of norther pulp will directly
effect 16 familyâ?Ts in my area. The options for employment for people in rural communityâ?
Ts are minimum and if mr McNeil take the forestry sector to a stop in Nova Scotia will be
catastrophic Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 nova scotia Municipality: Mahonebay Postal-Code:  Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:11:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: What To Do? In 1964,
Northern Pulp received from the Government of Nova Scotia the following: 1. A lot of cheap
water 2. Access to 200,000 acres of Crown Land for timber 3. Use of Boat Harbour owned by
Pictou Landing First Nation for mill effluent. Northern Pulp is basically spuing stench, smoke,
steam and pollutants. In 2014, 47 million litres of toxic effluent spilled into sacred Miâ?
Tkmaq burial grounds. There was another leak in 2018. That investigation is still ongoing.
Premier MacNeil has admitted that Nova Scotians would have to pay for their part in this
project. The wise decision for Nova Scotians is to end their support of Northern Pulp, their
government hand-outs and last but not least stop their environmental damage. It is time for the
gift that keeps on giving to Northern Pulp since 1964 to come to an end. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
 Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:12:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not want to see any
more effluent coming into the bay waters or straight around Pictou or caribou landing areas
from waste from the Pulp Mill. If the mill cannot guarantee clean management of its waste it
must close by the designated date stipulated by the government of Nova Scotia. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Wolfville
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 54 y: 19



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:13:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: You with all the
nanotechnology options available to clean up this effluent there is no excuse to using 19th
century methods. Enough damage has been done to our environment by this industry. Time to
show some responsibility to the next generation. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 56 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:17:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Sccotia cannot
afford any more pollution being directed into the waters of the Picton area. Govt should have
started a retraining program for affected workers but they should also take on some
responsibility for moving to more green jobs. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

70 y: 33



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:26:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia has invested
far too much money in a failed endeavour that is clearly not in the best interests of our
Indigenous Peoples and the people of our province. Shut it down. Name:  Email:

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67

y: 25



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:36:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To Whom it may
concern, I am writing this letter with regards to my concerns involving the forest industry of
Nova Scotia, and how Northern Pulp has an immense value in rural Nova Scotia. As a
concerned individual about Northern Pulp, I feel that we can not allow this mill to shut down,
as it will have such a huge impact on the future of the forest industry in Nova Scotia, as we
know it. Northern Pulp provides $800 million to Nova Scotias GDP alone, and not to mention
all of the direct and in-direct jobs. With the information that Northern Pulp has brought
forward, relating to the environment issues, they are willing to address making changes to
meet all environmental guidelines, to keep the mill up and running. As the government of
Nova Scotia, you can not allow this mill to shut down, as Northern Pulp has expressed they
are willing and wanting to work with the government, to keep this mill operating in Nova
Scotia. If the Nova Scotia government allows Northern Pulp to shut down it will destroy what
is left of the forest industry in this province. Thank you for listening,  Name: 

@hotmail.ca Address: , Nova Scotia Municipality: Laconia
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 55 y: 20



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:39:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly oppose
Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan to pump effluent into the Strait. I want to see an end to this toxic
legacy. Name:  Email: @yahoo.ca Address: 
Municipality: Ottawa Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 27



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 7:50:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Northern Pulp passes
the stringent Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. When
this state of the art wastewater treatment plant is in place, Northern Pulps environmental
footprint will be greatly reduced, and the cleanup of Boat Harbour can begin. Name: 

@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Upper
Stewiacke Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 18



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: EA:Pulp Mill"s Pipeline Expels 90 MILLION LITERS OF EFFLUENT WASTE CONTAINING CONTAMINANTS

i.e.MERCURY,CO2,ARSENIC,LEAD INTO NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT, WE LIVE IN PICTOU PARALLEL TO
HWY.106, PIPE LEAKS DO & WILL OCCUR

Date: November 6, 2019 7:57:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To: Honorable Environment Minister Gordon Wilson,
Just  to  quickly point  out  my  strongest  concern is  the Amount  of  Effluent Waste
Expelled  Daily at over 90 MILLION LITERS  with Contaminants  such as Mercury,
Neurotoxin, CO2, Lead, Arsenic,   just these  Few Contaminants Expelled   to the
Vast  Amount of 90 MILLION LITERS DAILY  is  The Biggest Reason for my family’s 
and  the Town of Pictou’s Concern,   as well as  the Inclusion of  Northumberland
Fisheries Association of  Fishermen  who have  Fished  the Northumberland  Strait  
at that location the Wadjaja Pipeline  will  be Expelling those 90 MILLION LITERS 
DAILY!   That  Is  A  Horrendous  Amount of  CONTAMINANTS  to Expel into  The 
Northumberland Strait/Atlantic Ocean  on  a  Daily Basis.  Just in  a  Month of 31
Days  adds  up  to  2,790 BILLION LITERS!    

That  Is  Simply  Playing Russian Roulette  with  Lives of Nova Scotians  who  Live 
within Close  Proximity to the  Pulp Mill’s Pipeline  along the Highway 106.   Also 
Nova  Scotia  Exports OVER  680 MILLION DOLLARS  OF  FISH AND  SEAFOOD,   and 
It  Will Affect  the  $256 MILLION DOLLAR  NOVA  SCOTIA  TOURISM INDUSTRY. 
The  Figures   don’t  add  up  on  the Value?  of  Keeping the Pulp Mill Going   when 
The  5 YEAR  STIPULATION TO  IMPROVE   THE  PROCEDURE  OF OPERATION  OF 
TREATING  THE  PULP  WAS  IGNORED  BY  THE  WADJAJA  PAPER EXCELLENCE
Organization.  The  Wadjaja  Family of Indonesia  are  Multi-Millionaires   already 
so   they  say  Money  is  Not  the Issue,  as per the   

at the  Pulp Mill in Pictou.   Then  why  was there  No  Appropriate 
Action  taken to  Rectify  the  Environmental  Aspects  of  Treating Pulp?     One 
Example  would  have  be  the Closed  Loop Method  of  Treating  Pulp  already 
done  in Canada  and throughout the world.   The   other  appropriate  action would 
be  to  use  Poly Oxo-Methylate's  Solution  which  uses  Hydrogen Peroxide   and is 
Environmentally friendly.   These  are  some  examples   of  what  the  Wadjaja –



Paper Excellence  Mill  Could  Have  Done  Within the 5 Year Time  Period 
Stipulation IF they  took the matter  of  Environmental  Concern as  a  Matter  of
Importance to the  Community  the Mill Owners  Operate  their  Pulp  Treatment 
business  in,  and  to  the  Ocean’s Marine Life  which  they  apparently  do  not 
have  serious  concerns  about  either!
 
Either  way,   the  Nova Scotians  residing  within  close proximity to the  Pulp Mill 
have suffered  enough,  with Neurotoxins  infiltrating our  air  and  water.  I  am 
asthmatic  and  I  cannot  walk the  Jitney Trail or  even  breathe  with medication
when  the  wind  changes  before   heavy  precipitation such  as  rain or  snow.   
Breathing  in  those  toxic  fumes   have  definitely  affected  my  life here  in
Pictou.   I  can  only imagine how  horrible the  First  Nation People  of Pictou
Landing  have  felt  for over 52 years now  with the   Boat Harbor  pollution disaster  
that  had been a  Outer Room for the Pictou First Nation  and  was  considered  
“Sacred   and  Called  Asek  A-se-K!”   for that very reason.
For the  Pulp  Mill Workers   I  am  certain they  can find  work  in  other  related
fields   or  be re-trained  to  another  occupation  of  interest to them.   I  often 
changed  careers  within  my lifetime,   

  travelling through several
provinces in Canada, then choosing  to become a  

 and then I took Trade
Courses such , etc.    Life is  a  learning process  and  when 
we  stop learning  and being interested   in life, then  we do also  lose  the will for
life by choosing to give up entirely. 
 
I  am  confident  that  as  our Honorable  Environment  Minister  for Nova  Scotia, 
Gordon Wilson,  that  you  will  make  the  right  decision to Promote  and  Extend 
The Life  and  Well-Being  of  Nova Scotians
and  Continue to Promote  and  Develop  New  Markets  for  the  Important  Fishing
Industry  and  Also  the  Implementation of Modern Sawmills   for  the  Forestry
Industry!  
 
We  Nova  Scotians  have  the  opportunity  to Increase The  Long  Term Gain  for 
Short  Term loss  of  the Pulp Mill with Modern Sawmill Operations such as the
Irving Sawmill in Sussex, N.B.    



In  actual account,  this  would  Not be  the Only Time  that  the Pulp Mill  closed 
down,  as  it  was Closed  for  a number of years   before the  Wadjaja  Paper
Excellence  were  owners of the  Pictou Pulp Mill.
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:04:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Would be a much
needed improvement to this pulp mill for years to come! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Antigonish Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 68 y: 25



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:07:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The forest industry is a
very important business for Nova Scotia. A lot of job depend on that extension. The company
is working to make a better water treatment, but that take time. Better take more time and do it
properly. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Chelsea Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 40 y: 17



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:08:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please allow norther
pulp to be able to do the right things Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  mahonebay ns Municipality:
Mahonebay Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 83 y: 31



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:08:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Honorable Minister, I
beg you to consider the environmental implications in regards to thi s proposed project in the
Northumberland Strait. We must strive to better our economy using methods that can be
environmentally sustainable for future generations to come. Your objection would presumably
be at the utmost disapproval of many important financial and political influencers in our
current economy. Your reputation is absolutely at stake. I can only hope that you are a God
fearing man, the same God who created this beautiful home. He forgives his children, but will
you forgive yourself? What decision would your parents make, if they had the same access to
scientific data and the personal authority to make a difference? What will we truely leave
behind for our future generations? Your actions will be your legacy. With utmost respect, I
challenge you to consider these words of mine... A voice in the crowd, a fellow caring person
who can only hope to acknowledge the strength it will take for you to challenge this
detrimental pipeline. I myself and many others trust you have all of the right information to
make decisions that recognize present scientific data, and also a spiritual foresight we inherit
from our ancestors. Thank you. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Harriestfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 38 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:21:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please save northern
pulp Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Mahonebay Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 23



From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: @tncweb.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 6, 2019 8:21:54 PM
Importance: High

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Minister Gordon Wilson
re- Focus report from Northern Pulp
 
Nov 6/19
 
I am writing in regard to the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp. After reading through some of the
sections in regard to commercial fishing, i had alot of concerns.
 
I want to bring your attention to 
Table 4-5: Criteria to assess the significance of residual effects, Uner the "Residual Effects" heading:
 
For Rock Crab it states:
"Rock Crab is fished within Caribou Harbour along a majority of the proposed pipeline corridor, yet not at
greater depths > 10 m or in the vicinity of the diffuser location. With implementation of mitigation and
through offsetting as required, Rock Crab productivity will be maintained".
 
This is simply not accurate. My dad is a self employed fisher and I go out fishing with him alot. He fishes
both Rock crab and lobster in the exact area of the diffuser location. To say there is no rock crab
harvesting in the vicinity of the diffuser location is false.

For lobster it states:
"The Lobster resource and its habitat extent throughout Caribou Harbour and Pictou Harbour and will be
directly impacted by the project. However, the areas of Lobster harvest are generally located outside of
the LAA."
 
Again, my Dad fishes both lobster and rock crab. to say that lobster harvest are generally outside of the
LAA is false.  My dad has traps in the vicinity of the diffuser location. He is not the only one fishing in that
area. Northern Pulp is making false statements.
 
My Dad's livlihood and that of other fishers will be directly impacted by this pipe. This is too much of a
risk. Once its built , there will be no going back.What happens if the lobster and rock crab become tainted
and no longer edible?  How will my dad make a living ? 
 
The Strait is a very sensitive ecosystem and it should not be damaged so this company can continue to
make white toilet paper. They should be forced to switch processes to a closed loop system if they want
to continue operating.  Considering climate change, this pipe plan is a step in the wrong direction.
 
I urge you to deny this project.
 

 
Pictou, NS 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:22:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is just purely bad
for everyone. The responses from the public, the municipality and the fishery are clear. There
is no good that will come from this for the people of Nova Scotia. As usual, it will only benefit
a few people and do irreversible harm to the environment. Stop it now! Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Head of St.
Margarets Bay Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 20



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:26:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I dont know why these
letters and petitions and reviews need to be done at this point, it is so obvious that effluent
pumped into Northumberland Strait is irresponsible and political and completely against the
people of Nova Scotia and their generations to come. I do not want to see effluent from
Northern Pulp or its successors pumped into the Northumberland Strait. Just please stop all
these expensive delays and consultations and studies and GET ON WITH IT. Its time for
foreign-owned companies like these to go. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Grand Etang Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 61 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:29:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a self employed
forestry contractor, it frustrates me that I have to resort to making a positive comment in hopes
to outweigh the negative in order to prevent uncertainty in the forestry sector and protect my
livelihood. I would hope that the decision will be based on the application submitted and the
science based facts associated with the new treatment facility and not the negative propaganda
via social networks etc. Iâ?Tll leave that to the experts involved. Hopefully the government
will take into account the importance of the forest industry as well as the other industries
involved and find a way for them to co-exist. I support Northern Pulp and trust the experts
involved in the process. Once approval is achieved the government needs to grant the
extension necessary in order to complete the new facility and allow the forestry sector to
continue to operate without uncertainty. Name:  Forestry Ltd
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Masstown Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 54 y: 21



From: @seasidehighspeed.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:32:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The scientific
information in this report must be considered and acted on with unbiased minds. The economy
and the environment must work together. Nova Scotia needs forestry. Northern Pulp grows
millions of trees every year. Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the
Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulps plan is to re-route the treated effluent
to a different location. The fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait for the past 50
years. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitats as a result of this project. Based on the scientific
facts in the environmental assessment, I support this project for Northern Pulp. I am also in
favor of giving Northern Pulp an extension At Boat Harbour. Thank you for considering my
comments. Name: @seasidehighspeed.com Address: 

 Municipality: Barneys River Stn Postal-Code:  Phone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:32:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of the forest
industry in Nova Scotia. Forestry,fishing and agriculture have shown they can work together. I
believe in the science regarding this issue. The economy and the environment must work
together. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Upper stewiacke Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 20



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:34:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: For the purposes of this
letter, we will assume that some people see the mill in a negative context while others view it
in a more positive light. It is not not right that Boat Harbour is in the current state that it is.
Blame could be placed on previous companies or government inactions. We cannot go back in
time to change things. We have to move forward. It is now 2019 it is time for a serious
investment in this mill if it going mohave any future in Nova Scotia. This investment must
come from the corporate sector. The government has made a perpetual investment in the mill
by agreeing to handle the effluent. The current Liberal government should be praised for its
attempt to divest of this asset, or liability, depending on your perspective. The problem herein
lies- how do you replace it? For anyone who thinks the Northern Pulp mill is not vital to Nova
Scotiaâ?Ts economy, they either do not understand the forest industry or donâ?Tt care.
Everything is so integrated that the flow from top to bottom is felt almost immediately. People
see things from their own perspective. PERIOD. I would call my occupation a â?~tree
farmerâ?T. Trees grow on my land and I harvest them in a way that attempts to provide a
longterm sustainable source of wood. As with any farm, I depend on selling my harvest to
cover my input costs, and thus keep farming. A disruption in the market for my products could
be devastating in the long term. To say that the proposed effluent replacement project is
controversial would be understating the obvious. Different concerns from various parties has
created a situation where progress is going to be hard won. When you can read in reports
stating â?~unlikelyâ?T or similar adjectives it creates skepticism that is hard to change. We
have the government of Nova Scotia trying to find a solution. So, where do we go from here? I
am going to suggest something that will likely appeal to very few people, but it is simply my
opinion. Boat Harbour must be cleaned up. In 2019, it is not acceptable for it to exist in itâ?Ts
current state. Boat Harbour should be viewed as an asset and not a liability that previous
companies have run from. It is a valuable asset to the Pictou Mill and deserves a substantial
investment and commitment. It is time for the neglect to end if the mill is going to have any
future. The fishing industry has flourished in the Strait in spite of the pulp mill. Boat Harbour
is the reason. Companies must be responsible for their own pollution. If they are not willing to
accept that, then their future is unstable. If this proposed treatment plant provides water clean
enough to disperse directly into the Strait, think how improved Boat Harbour would be if the
newly treated water were discharged to it. Would it be clean enough to continue using Boat
Harbour? For this to happen, the Pictou Landing First Nations band, council and residents
would have to be wiling to accept this. The government has to let them choose to do this and
work with that community and the company to facilitate this. The government has been
responsible for Boat Harbour since the 1960â?Ts, therefore, they canâ?Tt just abandon it.
Lastly, the company must want to invest in Nova Scotia and an old pulp mill. We have a
valuable asset in our forest resources and it provides countless jobs and benefits in the
province and beyond. Companies invest with the intentions of making a profit and obtaining a
product of value. They will evaluate the business case on itâ?Ts merits and demerits. It is time
for the company to do their math. Thank you for the opportunity to express ideas and opinions.
Yours truly,  Brown Limited Name:  Email:



@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Upper
Musquodoboit Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:36:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Honourable Gordon
Wilson, Minister of the Environment Because of the fragile ecosystems in the Northumberland
Strait,I urge your government not to proceed with an effluent from Northern PuLp pumped in
the Strait. I also regret the extremely short time devoted to public consultations on this crucial
issue. Respectfully,  Truro, NS Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Truro NS  Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 44 y: 29



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:37:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nps plan to put toxic
waste water into the Northumberland strait is to much of a risk to th fisheries and the
communities of .plfn ,pictou landing, pictou,and all surrounding communities deserve clean
air,burning any toxins is to much risk for our citizens, ice would destroy any diffuser and
infastucture with no way to monitor or test it,nps plan has to many unanswered questions and
not near enough safeguards in place to protect our water and our air which should be protected
at all costs,please protect our precious resources and reject nps plan to pump unknown and
untested toxins into and over our waters and reject the plan to burn unknown and untested
toxins which would put everyone in the path of these toxins in danger Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  moose river
pictou county Municipality: Pictou county Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 12



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:51:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Give northern pulp the
time required to set up the proper facility to treat the effluent . Then we can move forward to a
healthy strong economy Name: @gmail.com Address:
Mahone bay N.S Municipality: Mahone Postal-Code:  Fax:

 email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 8:58:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and their proposed effluent treatment plan Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Mabou Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 37 y: 15



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:03:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in relationto
the Focus Report on NorthernPulps Proposed ReplacementEffluent Treatment Facility
Project.Â My name is  and I am an environmental writer for multiple journals. I
live in Nova Scotia, a province with a unique and special ecosystem. But it is imperiled.Â
Northern Pulpâ?Ts negative environmental footprint goes beyond pumping pulp mill effluent
into Boat Harbour - or into our beautiful ocean. Feeding this monster has taken its toll on
peoples health, our forests and wildlife.Â I fear for the future of our province if this
corporation is permitted to continue its destruction and pollution. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Prospect Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45

y: 17



From: @NS.SYMPATICO.CA
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:05:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: THANK YOU FOR
THE CHANCE TO COMMENT ON THE EFFLUENT PROJECT.I AM A RETIRED
HOURLY EMPLOYEE WHO WORKED AT THE MILL FOR 35 YEARS. I AM GOING
TO BE VERY PRAGMATIC WITH MY OPINION ABOUT WHAT I THINK SHOULD
HAPPEN AND WHY. IF THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PASS THE
ENVIROMENTAL ASSESSMENT THEN THE PROJECT SHOULD GO AHEAD.
EXTEND THE USE OF BOAT HARBOUR UNTIL THE NEW SYSTEM IS COMPLETE
AND IN OPERATION. THE AUDITOR GENERAL OF NOVA SCOTIA MAKES IT VERY
CLEAR THAT WE MUST HAVE LOTS OF REVENUE AND A STRONG TAX BASE.
WE CANNOT AFFORD TO HAVE WINNERS AND LOSERS.WE NEED WINNERS. I
WANT BOAT HARBOUR TO BE CLEANED UP. I WANT A STRONG AND
PROSPEROUS FISHERY. I WANT A STRONG AND PROSPEROUS FOREST
INDUSTRY. I WANT A WIN- WIN-WIN. Name:  Email:

@NS.SYMPATICO.CA Address:  Municipality:
ABERCROMBIE Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 18



From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:08:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I cant believe that Nova
Scotia would seriously consider approving the pollution to the Northumberland Straits with
the Northern Pulps pipe. Please do the right thing and protect our environments by banning
such harmful projects. Name: @dal.ca Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:09:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to strongly
urge the government to close the Boat Harbour treatment facility by January 31, 2020, as
required by the Boat Harbour Act which was unanimously passed in the Nova Scotia
legislature in 2015. For more than 50 years the people of the Pictou Landing First Nation have
suffered broken promises and severe environmental racism due to the construction and
operation of the treatment facility. Starting in 1966, the land was transferred without proper
authority of the Indian Act to the Province of Nova Scotia from the Government of Canada.
Then in 1967 the treatment facility was initially opened with promises by the Nova Scotia
Water Authority, that the treatment facility lagoon would be suitable for boating and fresh
water fishing. In reality, there was a major fish kill immediately following the opening of the
treatment facility. In 1991 the Province of Nova Scotia acknowledged that it did not have the
legal right to interfere with the water of Boat Harbour, and promised to close the treatment
facility in 1995. Then in 1995 the deadline for closing Boat Harbour treatment facility was
postponed for 10 years to 2005. In 2001, the Province extended the lease of the Boat Harbour
to 2030 without proper consultation with Pictou Landing First Nation, and the treatment
facility did not close. In 2008 the Province agreed again to close the Treatment Facility, but
declined to commit to a specific date. In 2014 there was a major leak of effluent from the
pipeline at Indian Cross Point onto Miâ?Tkmaq Burial Grounds. Finally in 2015 the Province
of Nova Scotia showed leadership and voted unanimously to fix the date for the closure of
Boat Harbour into legislation: January 31, 2020. Throughout this time, there have been
approximately 87 million litres of warm treated effluent discharged daily into the
Northumberland Straight via Boat Harbour. It is time for the Province of Nova Scotia to
honour the commitment made by the Boat Harbour Act. The Pictou Landing First Nations do
not deserve any more broken promises. We need to show environmental stewardship, and to
become leaders in environmental management and indigenous rights, rather than using old
technologies and broken promises. Name: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Black River Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 25



From: @abltimber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:09:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The province needs to
support this project and provide Northern Pulp with the extension on the use of boat harbor
they need to build a world class facility on site. This project supports the forest industry in
Nova Scotia and the people of Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:

@abltimber.com Address:  Municipality: Plymouth
Postal-Code: hone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 68 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I oppose Northern
Pulpâ?Ts plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Their newly released Focus
Report does not have me convinced that the negative environmental impacts would be
adequately addressed. Name: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Hatchet Lake Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 28 y: 44
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Iâ?Tm very concerned
about a pipe going into the Northumberland Strait. Not only is this going into my backyard the
ocean where our children play and swim but it is where our local fishers work and make their
livelihood. In 2019, you would have to think there is a better alternative than dumping it into
an already fragile ecosystem. Nothing good will come from letting the pipe be put into the
Strait. Thank you for your time. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Caribou Island Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 19
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister of
Environment, I am writing to submit feedback on the Focus Report for the Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project Proposed by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation.
First, I will offer comments on Section 9.0 HUMAN HEALTH. In this section the Focus
Report states that, â?oEcoMetrix has initiated the HHRA and it is currently ongoing however,
its completion is not anticipated until spring of 2020â? pg. 165. As a Nova Scotia resident and
Pictou County property owner in the Little Harbour/Kings Head/Melmerby Beach area, the
impact on human health is my first concern. As written, the Focus Report is incomplete and
does not answer the requested Terms of Reference section 9.2 sent to NPNS as directed by
your letter to Mr. Chapman dated March 29, 2019. A potential 85,000 mÂ³ of contaminant
effluent per day entering the Northumberland Strait is significant and I would expect NPNS to
have placed greater priority on completing the HHRA section of the report. The public cannot
fully comment on what is not presented. The report uses language that diminishes the reality
of dumping such a massive amount of treated effluent into an ocean that provides food,
employment and recreation. Rather than saying clearly what contaminants are found in the
effluent and the known impact of such contaminants on human health, the focus report uses
the acronym COPC which stands for Contaminants of Potential Concern and vague references
to future studies Section 9.2.10. My fear is this language masks the true issue that all effluent,
treated or not, contains health impacting contaminants which can, and will, impact the
physical environment, air that we breath and human physical health. Much of the HHRA focus
is on air quality and seafood consumption impacts, but the findings are incomplete. The real
issue at hand is to fully understand the total amount of contaminants COPCs that will enter the
water through the pipeline and what are effects of those COPCs on human health factors. My
second concern with the report is the definition and parameters of the Regional Assessment
Area RAA and the Local Assessment Area LAA. The report does not provide detailed
information on water-based distribution of effluent beyond a 200-meter radius. The
information is focused on the RAA and LAA but does not really look at how effluent
contaminants might migrate further to surrounding areas such as Pictou Island and the public
swimming areas found at Melmerby Beach Provincial Park. A potential 85,000 mÂ³ litres of
effluent per day must go somewhere when it interacts with tides, weather patterns, water
conditions and ice. Nothing in the report convinces me that the ocean water will dilute the
effluent to a non-health impacting status. A third area concern I find in reading the report
stems from Section 7 dealing with FISH FISH HABITAT. Page 129 of the report deals with
fish that live within the RAA. The report details that 4 endangered species, 2 threatened
species and 1 special concern species live within the Regional Assessment Area RAA.
Nothing in the report says what effect the effluent contaminants will have on those species due
to 85,000 mÂ³ litres being pumped daily into the ocean RAA. On a further note, the report
indicates the herring fishery will be impacted pg. 131. As for the crucial area lobster fishery,
the report says nothing about long-term effects. I find it troubling that in Table 7.3-2 detailing
the Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation, and Overall Significance, it is repeatedly written
that â?oOverall effects are considered to be generally minor, localized and generally



reversibleâ? pg. 142-147. Absolutely no scientific information is provided for critique as to
how the report write rs arrived at that conclusion. I find it an afront to human intelligence that
any company that dumps a potential 85,000 mÂ³ litres of effluent per day would come to such
a conclusion that bottom feeding lobster and fish would only be affected in a minor way. What
does that mean? It is never explained in the report. The information presented on pages 123-
124 concerning â?ono significant impactsâ? only deals with the 5 â?" 200 metre area
surrounding the effluent discharge point. Again, what science was used to arrive at that
conclusion? What is not stated in the report is that even the treated effluent contains
contaminants of concern that will not break down or become neutralized once dispersed in the
salt-water. Negative health impacting toxins will in fact be dispersed impacting fish, birds and
people. My final comment has to do with the way the focus report was written. It is written to
sell a pipeline. I am concerned that the misleading language style, such as using â?oCOPCsâ?
rather than simply â?oknown contaminantsâ? creates an illusion of benevolent authority and
simply covers the truth. The incomplete answers evident in the HHRA section points to a
process geared toward hiding the real and future impacts of dumping effluent into the ocean.
The public has not received a full impact and disclosure document to review. To conclude, the
health of our Nova Scotia Environment is crucial to our human health for generations to come.
Please hold NPNS accountable for human health and wellbeing. Moving known contaminants
hazardous to human health and the ocean environment from one location to another does not
fix a long-standing problem. In fact, it is spreading an environmental problem to other
locations in Pictou County and beyond. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Bedford Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 61 y: 19
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is unacceptable for this
to spew into our ocean in 2019. I thought we were better than this, AND our elected officials
to allow it. Cmon. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Black Rock Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 19
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 Re:
Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Plant Replacement Dear Mr. Wilson, I am writing to you to
encourage you to approve Northern Pulpâ?Ts proposal for a replacement effluent treatment
facility. Having reviewed the original Environmental Assessment Registration Document,
Focus Report Terms of Reference and the Focus Report I believe that the company has
sufficiently addressed the requirements and answered the questions asked. More specifically:
Concerns about a potential pipeline leak in the Town of Pictou Watershed have been
addressed. -Significantly heavier wall pipe, than required to meet engineering specifications,
will be used in the section through the watershed. - Automated leak detection will be utilized
on the pipeline and - Surface water flow modeling shows that in the very unlikely event of a
leak, any treated wastewater that could leak would flow away from any town wells. Receiving
water studies show that concerns about changes to water temperature and salinity are not valid
and that both are at background levels within 2m of the diffuser. Modeling has shown that
levels of measured parameters will be so low that Environmental Effects Monitoring will not
be required. Cooling water towers to be added during this project will also reduce water
consumption by 5000m3/day during peak usage periods. This is also a reminder that a
significant percentage of the mill water consumption is non-contact and used only for cooling
of equipment. Concerns about the build up of solids have been shown to also be invalid.
Scientific study has show that this is highly unlikely to occur. Additionally, solids are almost
entirely biological they biodegrade quickly and provide food for marine organisms. Air
emissions modeling of predicted concentrations of the common air contaminants from the mill
i.e., CO, NO2, SO2, TSP, PM2.5 and H2S in ambient air within 30 km of the mill, both from
the operation of the existing mill and the future mill with replacement ETF and sludge burning
shows that all met the ambient air quality standards identified in the Nova Scotia Air Quality
Regulations This project is critical to the continued operation of Northern Pulp. As you are
aware, Northern Pulp and its continued operation are cornerstone to the forest industry in
Nova Scotia. Many thousands of Nova Scotia families rely on this industry directly and all
Nova Scotians benefit indirectly. As a taxpayer, property owner, parent, community minded
citizen and professional I am very concerned what the closure of Northern Pulp and the impact
on the Forest sector will have for my community, this province and my family. Paper
Excellence has proven through past environmental improvements such as the Precipitator
replacement, the proposed wastewater treatment replacement project and extensive
investments in the mill during the time of their ownership that they are committed to Nova
Scotians and the Nova Scotia Environment. The proposed project is based on sound science
verified by third party experts, the continued operation of Northern Pulp is critical to the Nova
Scotia Forestry sector. Itâ?Ts not jobs vs the environment. The science demonstrates that the
project is an environmental improvement on an activity that currently exceeds all the current
regulatory requirements and will meet the revised Federal regulations currently under review.
Please make the right decision and approve this project. Sincerely,  Name:

@gmail.com Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment I am writing to offer my complete support for Northern Pulp and
their new Effluent treatment system project. My background is as a Laboratory Technician
with Northern Pulp, and all of its previous owners. As a current retiree I feel that this project
and the â?oscienceâ?  that it involves is state of the art and will provide a viable treatment
system that will allow environment, industry, and community to move forward into the future.
This new system will insure that no untreated waste water will leave the site and with the new
diffuser location off Caribou the mixing with the receiving waters will be complete and will
not cause any adverse effects to the environment. I feel Northern Pulp is committed to this
project and once completed it will allow for continuous improvements within the plant site
such as oxygen delignification which will improve the waste water quality even more.
Monitoring and testing will be in place to reduce the risk of failure during the construction of
this facility and in its operation. This business is a key part of the forestry industry and
economy of Nova Scotia and it can continue to co exist with all the other industries. I feel that
the â?oscienceâ?  is here and I ask that this project be approved. Name: 

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I oppose Northern
Pulpâ?Ts plan to pump effluent into the Strait. Please put an end to this toxic legacy. Name:

@morganscloud.com Address:  Municipality:
Lunenburg Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 83 y: 14
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please end the madness
of this pollution!!! Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: bedford Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 19
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Based on what Iâ?Tve
read in the report, Iâ?Td say this treatment facility will be in the best interest of all involved.
The science seems clear enough, the facility will not harm the environment and will be an
improvement. I support Northern Pulp and the project they wish to undertake. Name: 

@live.ca Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Why would someone not
want to keep jobs in our province and make a environmentally sound plant Name: 

@outlook.com Address:  Mahonebay
Municipality: Mahonebay Postal-Code:  ### - #### Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister I believe it
is important that the EA be passed for NP and itâ?Ts employees, they have done the work and
now need the additional time to complete installation of the treatment facility. It is beneficial
that the company be given an extension in order to proceed with this construction. It will also
be beneficial to our economy to keep the mill running and to keep our families in their
community. It is these hard working people that make Pictou county a wonderful place to live,
and without them and these high paying jobs the county will not thrive. I sincerely hope you
give NP the time it needs to put in place this new treatment facility. Thanks for your time
Name: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 21
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Dear, Environmental Assessment 

I support the movement of Northern Pulp and it’s decisions of building a state-of-the-
art wastewater treatment facility, that reduces Northern Pulps environmental footprint. 
It has shown evidence proving that it is a viable option to reduce the current 
environmental impact while meeting the current Canadian marine guidelines. with the 
facts stated below.

Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project.
Construction will have minor impacts on marine species and habitat; they will be
localized and generally “reversible”, which means habitat and population will re-
establish naturally.
Within 5 meters of the diffuser, the difference between the treated wastewater and
ocean temperature will be less than 1℃.
For additional protection Northern Pulp has selected a thicker than required pipe, in
addition to establishing an automated leak detection system which will be installed in
the Pictou watershed area.
No history of ice scour was found at the planned location of the diffuser port located
outside of Caribou Harbor in 20m water depth.
The project will have no impact in terms of accumulation of materials around the
diffuser. Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and
report their findings to the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact
their project may or may not have on the environment.
Thank you for taking your time in reading this and please regard, Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. Treated
wastewater from Northern Pulp has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for
over 50 years.  Northern Pulp’s plan is to re-route the treated wastewater to a
different location further out into the Strait.  For 50 years, the fishing industry has
successfully fished the Strait.
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hello, I on behalf of
many approve the movement of the â?oReplacement effluent treatment facility projectâ? .
Northern pulp, Paper excellence has gone above and beyond on their research and testing in
making sure this project is safe for the environment and can also continue its production of
pulp resources. With this project, the effluent can be treated safely and has shown no virtual
harm toward the aquaculture and wildlife. I proudly stand behind Northern Pulp as a third
generation logger and dependent of forestry in Nova Scotia. My family, much like others have
devoted their lives and lifestyle to the forestry industry and will all be effected by the closure
of the Northern Pulp greatly. At the end of the day Nova Scotia NEEDS forestry for jobs
income, resources such as building supplies and paper and as many homes still use firewood
as a source of heat. We CAN do this together. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Wentworth Postal-Code:
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Boat Harbour
treatment facility is a horrible polluted mess. The people living near here have suffered for
decades. Meanwhile the profits generated from this waste have been mostly sucked from Nova
Scotia by the corporations with full assistance from the Nova Scotia governments. Simply
transporting the waste farther away and dumping it into the Northumberland Strait is madness
and defies all common sense. It is time to restore Boat Harbour. It is time to pay compensation
to the people of Boat Harbour for their suffering all of these years. Close the mill. Stop
creating the pollution. I am a forested land owner, former resident and former woods worker
in Pictou County. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Goderich, ON Postal-Code:  Phone: ###
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: the treatment plant at
bowater Mersey changed the water quality in Liverpool harbor almost over night. Name: 

@freemanlumber.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

65 y: 30
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 2. Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced
into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests
aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@live.ca Address:  Municipality: Centreville Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As an employee of
Northern Pulp, I believe the decision should be based on science and not fear mongering by
certain groups. The mill provides great, high paying jobs that support Pictou County, Nova
Scotia, and the Atlantic provinces. Our county and province would be deeply hurt
economically if Northern Pulp were to close. The province is already feeling the negative
effects of the unknown outcome. Local restaurants, car dealerships, malls, suppliers, logging
Outfitters, etc., are scared with the uncertainty of the outcome of the decision at hand. Please
make the right decision for Northern Pulp, and for the citizens directly and indirectly affected
if the mill were to cease operations. Thank you. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Trenton
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 72 y: 32
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Sirs:
Please see the enclosed word doc. for my submission.
Thanking you.......


To:	 Hon. Gordon Wilson

	Minister of Environment

	Nova Scotia Environment

Date:	 Nov 02, 2019

From:	Richard Gammon, 4738 Sunrise Trail, River John, Nova Scotia, B0K 1N0

Re:	Focus Report---- Northern Pulp Wastewater Treatment Project

I am a Pictou County resident in Toney River and retired from Michelin Tires Can. in 2006 with a career in technical services. I had worked with Scott Maritimes Paper in 1966 and 1967 and am also a woodlot owner.

I had submitted a letter of concern regarding the Environmental Assessment toward The Northern Pulp Wastewater Treatment Project with five primary issues being noted. After reading much of the Focus Report, I would like to comment on each of my five concerns which are highlighted below.

1) Focus and make decisions based on facts and science----I appreciate the extensive attention to details in the many report studies. Lab testing and details of expected results are well presented and for the most part the basics can be understood by a non-expert. Studies have for benefit allowed for future PPER regulation limits and the installation of a future oxygen delignification project. Ref. Appendix 2.4:  The developed studies clearly respond positively to all my technical concerns.

2) Provide project comparisons with other mills and industry best practices----Northern Pulp has provided direct and comprehensive information to compare effluent treatment to other mills in Canada and the fit within guidelines of the Federal Government. Ref table 0.0-1, table 0.0-2 and table 1-4:  Twenty three kraft mills are operating within federal compliance and the Northern Pulp proposal for effluent treatment fits very well in the span of results for those mills and the federal guidelines.



3) Identify the history of the current Boat Harbour facility and compare before and after for the project, relate the catch history of lobsters to the current effluent entry----A history over the years has been provided to indicate progress in effluent treatment processed. Extensive modeling has been done to predict future effluent dispersion and flow which could affect ocean species. Ref table 4.2-5 and table 4.2-5:  Appendix 7.3 has identified the potential impact on species found in the area. I might note that a lobster catch history in the broad area of the current Boat Harbour effluent exit might help to clarify the impact on this fishery of mill effluent over the past several years.

4) Provide data to validate selection of the outfall site and why it is optimum----Selection of the outfall location is well supported by four descriptions…receiving water depth, water flow rates, ice scouring absence and the low level of species harvesting intensity at the outfall site. Ref. figure 7.3.3:

5) We must safeguard the environment and at the same time ensure our forestry economy----I will make several bullet points:

---Government has failed the community of Boat Harbour and the general area in creating and maintaining the existing mill treatment facility to this date.

---Government, by legislation, has broken a contract to provide the mill with an effluent treatment facility until the year 2030.

---The Nova Scotia forest industry has become highly integrated in order to achieve economic success. Employment and the general economy in the entire province will be seriously impacted with no defined replacements or a plan in the short or long term.  Ref. Gardner-Pinfold Consulting study

---The recent Lahey Report proposes a “Triad” approach to the use of our forests in Nova Scotia. The report has been accepted by our government and is a long term positive objective for both us and our grandchildren. The “Triad” plan can only be successful if sylvaculture is supported by a market for low value wood fiber (pulp). Forest management is a very long term activity and the immediate and non-planned shutdown of a large part of the industry is not at all a reasonable approach to management of the resource. Nova Scotia can do much better.

---In the short history of Northern Pulp in Nova Scotia, the company has shown a commitment to the future with investment in the facility and a positive relationship with forest industries throughout the province. The effluent project can demonstrate that this mill will have a very positive environmental fit with 22 other mills in Canada. The project must proceed for Nova Scotia, even with the major political obstacles which have developed along the way.



Thanking you………..Richard Gammon





To:  Hon. Gordon Wilson 

 Minister of Environment 

 Nova Scotia Environment 

Date:  Nov 02, 2019 

From:  River John, Nova Scotia,  

Re: Focus Report---- Northern Pulp Wastewater Treatment Project 

I am a Pictou County resident in  and retired from  in with a career 
in technical services. I had worked with  in and and am also a woodlot 
owner. 

I had submitted a letter of concern regarding the Environmental Assessment toward The Northern Pulp 
Wastewater Treatment Project with five primary issues being noted. After reading much of the Focus 
Report, I would like to comment on each of my five concerns which are highlighted below. 

1) Focus and make decisions based on facts and science----I appreciate the extensive attention to 
details in the many report studies. Lab testing and details of expected results are well presented 
and for the most part the basics can be understood by a non-expert. Studies have for benefit 
allowed for future PPER regulation limits and the installation of a future oxygen delignification 
project. Ref. Appendix 2.4:  The developed studies clearly respond positively to all my technical 
concerns. 

2) Provide project comparisons with other mills and industry best practices----Northern Pulp has 
provided direct and comprehensive information to compare effluent treatment to other mills in 
Canada and the fit within guidelines of the Federal Government. Ref table 0.0-1, table 0.0-2 and 
table 1-4:  Twenty three kraft mills are operating within federal compliance and the Northern 
Pulp proposal for effluent treatment fits very well in the span of results for those mills and the 
federal guidelines. 
 

3) Identify the history of the current Boat Harbour facility and compare before and after for the 
project, relate the catch history of lobsters to the current effluent entry----A history over the 
years has been provided to indicate progress in effluent treatment processed. Extensive 
modeling has been done to predict future effluent dispersion and flow which could affect ocean 
species. Ref table 4.2-5 and table 4.2-5:  Appendix 7.3 has identified the potential impact on 
species found in the area. I might note that a lobster catch history in the broad area of the 
current Boat Harbour effluent exit might help to clarify the impact on this fishery of mill effluent 
over the past several years. 

4) Provide data to validate selection of the outfall site and why it is optimum----Selection of the 
outfall location is well supported by four descriptions…receiving water depth, water flow rates, 



ice scouring absence and the low level of species harvesting intensity at the outfall site. Ref. 
figure 7.3.3: 

5) We must safeguard the environment and at the same time ensure our forestry economy----I 
will make several bullet points: 
---Government has failed the community of Boat Harbour and the general area in creating and 
maintaining the existing mill treatment facility to this date. 
---Government, by legislation, has broken a contract to provide the mill with an effluent 
treatment facility until the year 2030. 
---The Nova Scotia forest industry has become highly integrated in order to achieve economic 
success. Employment and the general economy in the entire province will be seriously impacted 
with no defined replacements or a plan in the short or long term.  Ref. Gardner-Pinfold 
Consulting study 
---The recent Lahey Report proposes a “Triad” approach to the use of our forests in Nova Scotia. 
The report has been accepted by our government and is a long term positive objective for both 
us and our grandchildren. The “Triad” plan can only be successful if sylvaculture is supported by 
a market for low value wood fiber (pulp). Forest management is a very long term activity and 
the immediate and non-planned shutdown of a large part of the industry is not at all a 
reasonable approach to management of the resource. Nova Scotia can do much better. 
---In the short history of Northern Pulp in Nova Scotia, the company has shown a commitment 
to the future with investment in the facility and a positive relationship with forest industries 
throughout the province. The effluent project can demonstrate that this mill will have a very 
positive environmental fit with 22 other mills in Canada. The project must proceed for Nova 
Scotia, even with the major political obstacles which have developed along the way. 
 
Thanking you………..  

 



From: @gamil.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 9:55:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: @gamil.com Address: 

 Municipality: Centreville Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 28
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: That mill needs to close.
After the summer of 2014or 15? ...whenever they pushed it to the max and SERIOUSLY
poisoned us all...i developed serious breathing and cognitive problems and was unable to do
my job! . I left the town i loved. If anyone thinks for a minute
that the benefits outweigh the damage, then they are ill-informed idiots. SHUT THAT TOXIC
SHITHOLE DOWN SO WE CAN THRIVE AGAIN!!! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 10:10:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Canada is a world-leader
in forestry regulations and enforcement, many pulp and paper mills across the country coexist
and support their communities. This new effluent treatment facility meets the goal of
balancing economic development with environmental protection. Northern Pulp addressed
every concern raised in the initial public consultation comments and every question posed to
them by Nova Scotia Environment. This mill is important to the economy of Nova Scotia the
science is clear. This project will be well regulated to ensure that it meets the highest standards
for safe operation and environmental protection. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 65 y: 25



From:
To: minister.enviornment@novascotia.ca
Cc: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Dear Minister Wilson,
Date: November 6, 2019 10:49:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
Project. I wrote to the previous Minister in response to the initial proposal and after reviewing the Focus Report I
remain opposed to this project.

I grew up in Pictou, in a large family of whom various members were employed by the Mill and others in the fishing
industry. After high school I moved to Halifax where I studied  and enjoyed a 35+ year career in health care
as a . I return to Pictou County often, am concerned about wellbeing of the residents there and wish
to address two factors involved in this proposed project: the Pipe and the Effluent.

First, in regards to the Pipe that will carry the Effluent from the Mill across Pictou Harbour and Pictou watershed
area out into Caribou Harbour, I have read about the proposed HDPE pipe and how very strong and safe it is
supposed to be. I have read about the proposed construction process to install the Pipe. I have also read about
proposed leak detection monitoring. But this sentence in the Focus Report, Appendix 2.1, Page iii, On-Land Pipeline
Info: “Final technology for the leak detection system will be completed during detailed design”, is concerning to me.
Pipes have a history of leaking. Northern Pulp has a history of Pipes leaking Effluent: on June 10,2014 more than
47,000,000 litres of untreated pulp and paper Effluent spilled onto sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds and into East
River/Pictou Harbour. An Effluent leak at Indian Cross Point during October 2018 remains under investigation.
Some leaks have been detected by residents of the area rather than Northern Pulp itself. Yet you are being asked to
approve a project where toxic Effluent will be piped across the Town of Pictou’s drinking water supply area and the
leak detection system hasn’t even been designed.

Reading through the Pictou/ Caribou Source Water Protection Plan of Oct 16 2017, prepared for NSE, I learned that
water is a provincial resource and the Town of Pictou holds water withdrawal approvals for its two wellfields:
Pictou and Caribou. I also learned that “In 2002 NSE introduced its Drinking Water Strategy to ensure clean
drinking water for all Nova Scotians.” How does allowing the installation of a Pulp Mill Effluent Pipe fit within this
health promotion strategy? This proposed project, from construction through to operation, seems at odds with the
principles of water stewardship brought forward by NSE and puts the town’s drinking water, a basic need for all life,
at risk.

My second concern is the nature of the Effluent and it’s potential effect on the shoreline, marine environment and
the fishing industry. From the Focus Report, Project Description, 2.3 Characterization of Effluent I learned that the
exact composition of the Effluent remains unclear (pun intended). I believe there remains little doubt it is an
environmentally hazardous substance. Diluting Effluent, through distribution into the Northumberland Strait near
Caribou Harbour is not a solution. Caribou Harbour - teeming with tidal organisms, Caribou Monroe’s Island
Provincial Park and wildlife preserve, a vulnerable fish hatchery, a bird sanctuary and sandy beaches are a few of
the precious natural resources found in that area. All could be negatively impacted and even destroyed over time by
millions of litres of Effluent per day discharging from Northern Pulp Mill.

The Pictou County Pulp Mill, now Northern Pulp, has operated for more than fifty years and displayed a lack of
accountability to the public over that time. The well documented stack test failures, Effluent leaks, and notoriously
the environmental racism that resulted in Boat Harbour have made it obvious that the Mill Management are not good
corporate citizens and cannot be trusted.

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Pictou County families deserve a healthy environment in which to live and grow, not one where the air they breathe
and the water they drink are contaminated by a Pulp Mill whose goal is profit for offshore investors.

It is for these reasons that I respectfully request you decline approval of Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth
Nova Scotia

Sent from my iPad



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If were going to have a
future where we treat our environment with respect, and ensure it is sustainable to the degree
well need to survive, then we need to take leadership now. Decisions made for short term
economic gain will cost us more in the future, even if it takes a generation, or more than an
election term, to become evident. Its that leadership that is your responsibility, so act in good
faith and do the right thing for our grandchildren, and theirs and theirs. Dont compromise the
health of our world to keep this paper plant going for another run at it. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 16



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:04:39 PM
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Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a wood lot owner in
the Municipality of Pictou County and a member of a family that has been involved with the
various pulp mills in the area over many years, I should like to advocate that the Minister of
Environment, Hon. Gordon Wilson, take the necessary steps to approve the environment
assessment for the current Northern Pulp Nova Scotia mill. It is obvious from the data
provided that upon the completion of the wastewater treatment facility and the subsequent
rehabilitation of the Boat Harbour location, the mill will be equipped to continue supplying
jobs and economic stability to the area as well as to the recreational aspect of the county. It is
apparent that the lobster catches have significantly improved over the last several seasons and
the treated wastewater will ensure the continuation of the trend. Northern Pulp and the forestry
industry should not be penalized for the previous owners mismanagement or for the lack of
oversight by the appropriate gov ernment office. They should be encouraged and assisted in
their attempt to rectify damage caused in prior years. I therefore petition the Minister of
Environment to work with Northern Pulp to ensure their continued operations in our area.
Name: @hotmail.ca Address: 
Road Municipality:  Fax: N/A
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 19



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 6, 2019 11:14:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp or its
former owners has been discharging treated effeuent into the Strait for over 50 years. This
modernized treatment facility should continue to reduce the amount of waste discharged. The
economic benefits of this plant operating are very significant to the overall benefit of all Nova
Scotians. If this plant closes there are direct and indirect job losses in the thousands.There will
not be a forestry industry in Nova Scotia. Mills that rely on Northern pulp for up to 20 of their
revenue from chip sales will not be profitable. Truckers, garages, tire shops, restaurants,
corner stores most of which are in rural Nova Scotia will bear the brunt of a slow down in this
industry. Many of the 30,000 land owners that own up to 70 of the forest land and sell a few
loads of logs each year to supplement their income will have no market. Forestry land values
will decline.My understanding is that Northern pulp is committed to undertaking this project
with their own capital and no burden to the taxpayer of the Province. This project should
should proceed and a reasonable extension should be granted in light of what the potential
downside to the economy could be. Name: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Conquerall Mills Nova Scotia Municipality: Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y:
17
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I dont believe their
effluent Treatment Facility will do the great job Northern Pulp say it will based on their earlier
reports. If they pipe all this great amount of trash into Northumberland Strait it will be a repeat
of Boat Harbour. A non reversable Misstake. The Fishing industry Gone with all those jobs.
Recking the forests with Clear Cutting is not a good idea either. Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: Municipality: Halifax N. S. Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 54 y: 16
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Attached are my comments on the Focus Report related to this project.  Feel free to use
my comments as you wish.

Hopewell NS 

easidehighspeed.com


November 6, 2019



Hon. Gordon Wilson

Minister of Environment, Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442, Halifax NS B3J2P8



Re. Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project

As a senior citizen I am a contributor to the rising costs the Province faces as a result of an aging population and increasing health care costs.  These are challenges that will likely only be met by increasing revenues and will be exacerbated by any reduction in revenues.  Both the fishing and forestry industries are vital to the Provincial economy and it is incumbent upon the government to ensure that the maximum benefits of both are realized by Nova Scotians.

As a resident of the area it is painful to watch the division among residents created by this situation being painted as a choice between the local fishery and the Northern Pulp Mill.  I don't believe that this is the case. The government has a responsibility to ensure that both industries thrive while health and environmental standards are maintained.

I have reviewed the Focus Report and believe that the science shows that the wastewater treatment facility, effluent discharge pipeline and diffuser as proposed will clearly have no significant adverse impact on the Marine environment.

Paper Excellence appears to have a good track record in environmental performance since acquiring the mill and I would expect this to continue particularly in light of the increased public awareness.

I request that the project be given environmental assessment approval subject to successful completion of future permitting and environmental monitoring requirements.



William Wallace

PO Box 35, Hopewell NS B0K1C0

Tel. (902)221-2022

Email bwallace@seasidehighspeed.com



November 6, 2019 

 

Hon. Gordon Wilson 

Minister of Environment, Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442, Halifax NS B3J2P8 

 

Re. Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 

As a senior citizen I am a contributor to the rising costs the Province faces as a result of 
an aging population and increasing health care costs.  These are challenges that will 
likely only be met by increasing revenues and will be exacerbated by any reduction in 
revenues.  Both the fishing and forestry industries are vital to the Provincial economy 
and it is incumbent upon the government to ensure that the maximum benefits of both 
are realized by Nova Scotians. 

As a resident of the area it is painful to watch the division among residents created by 
this situation being painted as a choice between the local fishery and the Northern Pulp 
Mill.  I don't believe that this is the case. The government has a responsibility to ensure 
that both industries thrive while health and environmental standards are maintained. 

I have reviewed the Focus Report and believe that the science shows that the 
wastewater treatment facility, effluent discharge pipeline and diffuser as proposed will 
clearly have no significant adverse impact on the Marine environment. 

Paper Excellence appears to have a good track record in environmental performance 
since acquiring the mill and I would expect this to continue particularly in light of the 
increased public awareness. 

I request that the project be given environmental assessment approval subject to 
successful completion of future permitting and environmental monitoring requirements. 

 

 

, Hopewell NS  

 

@seasidehighspeed.com 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Time to rethink what we
do and how we do it....or all our research efforts are for naught. Once we know the impact of
dumping toxic wastes into our oceans, both short and long term, we cannot â?~unknowâ?T for
convenience sake or profit sake. Lovely Nova Scotia , be the beacon for Canada and the world
by re-setting your standards for toxic waste management, stop allowing the use of our ocean as
a dump! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Sarnia Postal-Code: N6x1a7 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 20
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Thank you for taking time to review this.   






To Whom it may concern,

Please find this letter in support of the Northern Pulp and their transition to an onsite treatment facility.


From the focus report it is evident that they are making every effort to comply or exceed all regulations regarding this transition.


Their continued operation during this time and into the future is exceedingly important to the local community and Nova Scotia.


Evidence of their importance is reflected in the news and more recently on the thousands of signs around the countryside stating that “Nova Scotia Needs Forestry”.


My small business of 3 employees and annual expenditures of over $250,000.00 will cease to exist without this mill.  We are currently being impacted by the uncertainty in terms of equipment purchases/planning to support our future success and my employees, although dedicated, are worried about a future in Nova Scotia.

There are hundreds on businesses like my own in the same situation.


Marshall Bateman


ABL Timber Ltd.


4938 East River East Side Road


Plymouth, NS


Version 1.0                                                           Modified April 5, 2009                                                                    ABL TIMBER LTD
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To Whom it may concern, 
 
Please find this letter in support of the Northern Pulp and their transition to an onsite 
treatment facility. 
 
From the focus report it is evident that they are making every effort to comply or exceed 
all regulations regarding this transition. 
 
Their continued operation during this time and into the future is exceedingly important to 
the local community and Nova Scotia. 
 
Evidence of their importance is reflected in the news and more recently on the thousands 
of signs around the countryside stating that “Nova Scotia Needs Forestry”. 
 
My small business of 3 employees and annual expenditures of over $250,000.00 will 
cease to exist without this mill.  We are currently being impacted by the uncertainty in 
terms of equipment purchases/planning to support our future success and my employees, 
although dedicated, are worried about a future in Nova Scotia. 
 
There are hundreds on businesses like my own in the same situation. 
 
 

ABL Timber Ltd. 
4938 East River East Side Road 
Plymouth, NS 
 
 

http://www.abltimber.com/
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My concern is if
Northern Pulp has done all of the studies required to put in place a system that is much better
than the government run Boat Harbour then it is a no brainer to allow Northern Pulp to get it
done. These 4 plus years that have been wasted doing studies after studies NP could have been
putting much cleaner effluent out as proposed. The environment department of the NS
government should know what is in the waters involved and who the parties envolved are eg.
fisherman, municipal wastewater,farmers, and all that flows into the straits. This decision
involves many workers and families from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and PEI. We have
been suppling wood fibre to the mill since it opened in 1967, have been Trucking contractor
and a road contractor providing jobs for years. Nova Scotia and neighbouring provinces needs
Northern Pulp and these Forestry jobs to remain for the economy of the province! Thank you
for the opportunity to express some of my opinions. As November 11 draws near we should be
thankful of the opportunities that my Father and many other Veterans gave every Nova
Scotians and Canadians to make. I know I am! Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Five Islands Postal-
Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp must be
closed down! Their proposed effluent pipeline to the Northumberland Strait totally disregards
the effluent cleanup demands the company must address. Environmental racism must end!
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Mahone
Bay Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Since the 1960â?Ts, a
Pulp and Paper mill has been polluting the air, land and water in Pictou, Nova Scotia. Now,
Northern Pulp wants to continue their toxic legacy with a pipeline that will pump up to 90
million litres of toxic pulp effluent a day into the Northumberland Strait. this environmental
mismanagement MUST be replaced by land stewardship. our lives depend on clean land water
air and not on profits. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulps effluent
should not be pumped into Northunberland Strait. They have had more than enough time and
Government resources to get this right. Do not let them get away with shoddy results. Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address: . Municipality:
Indian Path Postal-Code: B0J 2C0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 23
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please accept these comments on the treatment facility.

Cap Pele, NB

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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November 7, 2019

I would like to express my support for Northern Pulp’s proposal to build a new water treatment plant next to their mill in Pictou.

I do not have the technical knowledge to evaluate the validity of the engineering and numerous studies that has gone into this project over the last 5 years but from personnel observation I would offer my thought on this.

I live in a village that is by the Northumberland straight that live in good part from fisheries, be it lobster, crab, herring and other sea products.

I purchased lobster for one of the processing plants a few years ago and at the time the catches were extremely poor, today they are at record levels all the while the Pictou mill was and is operating. To me the mill effluent has not caused a deterioration of the lobster fishery. These observations are supported by independent studies done to fulfill the various environmental studies requested.

The proposal is to modernize the water treatment to make it cleaner.

Here the processing and smoking plant buy fish from various part of the Atlantic region as well as employing people from various regions. The economies of the neighboring provinces are intertwined.

A few years ago, one plant had to invest in major water treatment facility to meet new regulations and more capacity and has contributed to the wellbeing of the community.

Our region has also seen a lot of people go out west to work while the Northern Pulp operation has kept people from all walks of live employed locally, rural people to port worker in Halifax.

The forest is renewable with valuable everyday products from toilette paper, paper bags to replace plastic ones and other paper products to home building products, framing lumber, finish products etc.

 Society will continue to use these products. The question is are we going to use local products or import them from somewhere else with the benefits going somewhere else.

 Nova Scotia would be seen as a poor place to invest in if it shut down a viable exciting business and is happy to take handout from out West to maintains its budget.

If done according to regulations, the mill will to me be a positive contributor for addressing climate change and economic stagnation than using nonrenewable resources import from other places.

The native community has been done wrong by having the treatment plant in their community but shutting down the mill will not remedy the past.

Is there 100% guarantee that everything will go 100 % right. No but under that requirement nothing would be built in this world, no schools, roads, windmills electric cars etc.

To finish, the science has been done, the consultation has been done, lets move forward with building a modern water treatment plant on Northern Pulp’s property next to its mill that will be beneficial economically with less environmental impact.

I have done thinning on my land and planted this year on another woodlot. Pulpwood from harvesting is going to Northern Pulp.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinion.

  



November 7, 2019 

I would like to express my support for Northern Pulp’s proposal to build a new 
water treatment plant next to their mill in Pictou. 

I do not have the technical knowledge to evaluate the validity of the engineering 
and numerous studies that has gone into this project over the last 5 years but 
from personnel observation I would offer my thought on this. 

I live in a village that is by the Northumberland straight that live in good part from 
fisheries, be it lobster, crab, herring and other sea products. 

I purchased lobster for one of the processing plants a few years ago and at the 
time the catches were extremely poor, today they are at record levels all the 
while the Pictou mill was and is operating. To me the mill effluent has not caused 
a deterioration of the lobster fishery. These observations are supported by 
independent studies done to fulfill the various environmental studies requested. 

The proposal is to modernize the water treatment to make it cleaner. 

Here the processing and smoking plant buy fish from various part of the Atlantic 
region as well as employing people from various regions. The economies of the 
neighboring provinces are intertwined. 

A few years ago, one plant had to invest in major water treatment facility to meet 
new regulations and more capacity and has contributed to the wellbeing of the 
community. 

Our region has also seen a lot of people go out west to work while the Northern 
Pulp operation has kept people from all walks of live employed locally, rural 
people to port worker in Halifax. 

The forest is renewable with valuable everyday products from toilette paper, 
paper bags to replace plastic ones and other paper products to home building 
products, framing lumber, finish products etc. 

 Society will continue to use these products. The question is are we going to use 
local products or import them from somewhere else with the benefits going 
somewhere else. 



 Nova Scotia would be seen as a poor place to invest in if it shut down a viable 
exciting business and is happy to take handout from out West to maintains its 
budget. 

If done according to regulations, the mill will to me be a positive contributor for 
addressing climate change and economic stagnation than using nonrenewable 
resources import from other places. 

The native community has been done wrong by having the treatment plant in 
their community but shutting down the mill will not remedy the past. 

Is there 100% guarantee that everything will go 100 % right. No but under that 
requirement nothing would be built in this world, no schools, roads, windmills 
electric cars etc. 

To finish, the science has been done, the consultation has been done, lets move 
forward with building a modern water treatment plant on Northern Pulp’s 
property next to its mill that will be beneficial economically with less 
environmental impact. 

I have done thinning on my land and planted this year on another woodlot. 
Pulpwood from harvesting is going to Northern Pulp. 

Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinion. 

   



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:50:07 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp will
spread pollution and effluent further. Please stop this from happening. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: B3J3A5 Phone: Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Proposal
Date: November 7, 2019 7:24:09 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Environmental Assessment Branch,

                                            November 7, 2019

Environmental Assessment Branch                                     
Nova Scotia Environment                                                    
P.O. Box 442                                                                         minister.environment@novascotia.ca       
Halifax, Nova Scotia  B3J 2P8
EA@novascotia.ca

Dear Minister Rankin,

                 Re: Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I am a resident of Caribou River in Pictou
County, where I have lived for the past 45 years, raised my four children, planted and harvested gardens. My home borders on the
Caribou River; at high tide I can canoe down river, under the Waterside bridge, to the ferry side of Caribou Island. It is in very close
proximity to where the proposed effluent pipe would be located.

It is very evident, as I have canoed those waters over the years, how closely connected all these waters are. The Caribou River is brackish
(the salt water from the Strait floods the river at high tide) bringing salt water, seaweed, crabs, the occasional seal. It is clear how closely
connected this river is to the waters on the other side of the bridge, to the waters of Caribou Harbour, as they rise and fall at high and low
tide.

I taught elementary school in Pictou and every morning, as I drove the Shore Road through Waterside, over two bridges, I saw how
interconnected all these waters are.

This river is home to trout, smelt, great blue herons, eagles, kingfishers, to name but a few. 

I lived in Pictou when we first arrived, 46 years ago, where the odor of the mill made people close windows and avoid going outside. I
taught elementary school in the town, there were days when the smell made you close your car windows and want to leave town.

During these 45 years, I have been aware of a multitude of issues with the mill:
effluent spills
pipe breakages and leaks
pollution in the air
the death of Boat Harbour
the impact of the mill’s pollution on Pictou Landing
the huge amount of water the mill consumes every day
the huge amount of effluent discharged every day
health problems that people in the area have reported (a study was done by Dr. Daniel Reid decades ago)
the clearcutting of Nova Scotia

Many of these are issues no mattter how the effluent is disposed of. But I want to speak specifically to the proposal at hand. There are
major gaps in the information:
   There has been no study about the effects on lobsters.
   There is no information in the proposal about what the effluent will be composed of.
   The effluent will be more dangerous than the current Boat Harbour because of polishings.
   Toxins that will accumulate over time have not been addressed (The Department of Environment has said that the current level of
toxins already don’t meet current standards.)

mailto:minister.environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


        There is no specific route for the pipe, so there can be no review of the safety of the route.
(As far as we know, the proposed route runs a pipe along the Causeway, through Pictou’s watershed, beside the road to Caribou Harbour,
around the end of Caribou Island . . .)

These are all identified risks that need more investigation.

When therei s a breakage in the pipe, and there are breakages in all pipes, it will be an ecological disaster, affecting drinking water, the
fishery, the tourist industry, our homes, the life of fish, animals, and plants. The effect will be widespread, as tides and currents spread the
effluent, and disastrous.

We know what resulted at Boat Harbour, and we know how important our environment is for our survival, as a country, as a province,
and as a country. We know that we cannot afford to take a chance. We know that we need a further, and federal, assessment of Northern
Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.

I ask you to reject this proposal. If you refuse to reject it, I ask you to make no decision before further assessment.

Sincerely,

Caribou River, Nova Scotia.



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:25:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The project should be
allowed as the research has been done to show limited adverse effects. Water quality will be
within limits, less impact than municipal waste systems, or agricultural runoff that is allowed
in the same waters. With no apparent backup plan, the project could severely impact the NS
forest industry, which puts millions into the province, which we cannot afford to lose. Name:

Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: Laggan Postal-Code: B0K 1A0 Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 58 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: Northern Pulp Mill
Date: November 7, 2019 7:29:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
For the record I am against any sort of chemical effluent being pumped into our Oceans and
Waterways. I have been to the Pictou area multiple times and seen the mammal and bird life
that will be impacted. I have ridden the ferry from PEI to Caribou and seen the whales that will
be impacted swimming alongside the ferry. What is also equally as disturbing is standing on
the shore at Wood's Island ferry terminal and watching the pollution rise over the mill so
many miles away. 

Shut down the mill; take the short term employment loss. Canadian Ingenuity will eventually
fill the gap. Future generations will thank you.



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:56:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Unacceptable, at any
time. Unthinkable, in light of the earths climate emergency. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: nova scotia Municipality:
Mahone Bay Postal-Code: B0J2E0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:59:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It would be a solution for
everyone, jobs will not be lost in the forestry sectors. The environment is very important to
myself and my family. But forestry is my family. Name:  Email:

@live.com Address:  Municipality: Hillcrest Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Project and Consequences of Pumping Waste into the Ocean
Date: November 7, 2019 8:00:46 AM
Attachments: focus reportnov4a.odt

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for reading attached letter.

Pictou

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986



To the Minister of Environment, Honourable Gordon Wilson:







Re:  Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Project



The Oceans of Canada are a common Heritage of All Canadians, and as such, we are entrusted with protecting and promoting a clean ecosystem and sustainable environment from any potential environmental disaster.  



1.  How will this chemically soaked waste/ sludge and toxins (10 tons per day) which is to be discharged from the Pulp Mill into the Strait affect our ecosystem over the short term and long term?

 How does Northern Pulp know where waste sludge from this effluent pipe will flow; from the effects of rising sea levels, high tides, currents, storms, ice flow and high winds!  This sludge will be washing upon the  pristine shores of the Northumberland Strait where hundreds of cottagers and permanent homeowners live, and the coast is lined with sandy pristine beaches.  !  Our tourism industry will be negatively impacted, and has the potential to ruin our province as a tourist destination. (Ref. map attached showing numerous provincial parks and beaches all along the Strait).  It is unimaginable that 90 million litres of contaminated waste will be dumped per day into the strait and not have any adverse effects. This will put many species at risk; the sensitive spawning, nursing, and migratory habitat of herring, gaspereau, smelts, whales, dolphins, tuna, mackerel, bass, scallops, as well as our lucrative lobster industry, worth over 1.5 billion dollars in exports, which is a critical seafood industry.

-  Nothern Pulp will negatively impact our oceans, beaches and coastline.





2.  How will the high temperatures of this discharged chemically treated waste/ sludge and toxins effect marine life?

 The relatively high temperatures of this warm fresh effluent waste (25C in winter and 37C in summer) will cause oxygenation to an already warming ocean suffering from climate change and which will be felt even more over the coming years.  How can we say for sure what will happen in the long term when Canada's oceans have been warming faster than anywhere else in the world.  This oxygen decline means the oceans cannot fully support marine life and living organisms and will dramatically change the diversity and make-up of a sensitive marine habitat.  As per the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences review panel, ” the oceans are taking up at least 90 percent of the excess heat in the atmosphere and large scale currents and circulation patterns have been changing in recent decades”.  As per the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change “accelerated warming is a big concern for ocean ecosystems and concluding that oceans are warming faster and absorbing excess heat faster than previous estimates”.  

-  Northern Pulp cannot adapt to an ever-changing climate change/warming waters.





3.  Despite internal recommendations for a study on the potential impact of effluent on lobster larvae, no testing was done.

 The lobster biologist that Northern Pulp contracted did very little in the way of literature review looking back at studies done in the 1960s, but that is the extent.  The biologist also notes that additional studies need to be done to know what the impact of the effluent would be over the long term.  The problem is that it takes between 5 and 7 years before lobsters in the Northumberland Strait are able to reproduce.  This is not enough time to conduct research on the long term exposure of lobster larvae from contaminated sludge.  This is not acceptable and will damage marine life permanently. 

-  Northern Pulp is unable to say that this effluent will not harm lobster larvae.





4.  Contradictory Statements made by Northern Pulp

 Of grave concern, is the contradictory statements made by Northern Pulp, according to Environmental lawyer, Jamie Simpson, who obtained thousands of internal correspondences through a Freedom of Information request, Nov. 29, 2017; Northern Pulp's Technical Manager stated the effluent coming from the proposed new pipeline will be worse than today.  And despite internal recommendations for a study on the potential impact of effluent on lobster larvae, no new testing was done by Northern Pulp.  

-   There is a lack of credibility with Northern Pulp.





5.  Pulp Mill Waste concerns from Article “The Pulp Pollution Primer” dated 15 Oct /2012 and quoted as follows:

 “Mill waste water continues to wreak havoc on surrounding ecosystems.  In lab tests, mill effluent causes reproductive impairment in zooplankton and invertebrates (both are food for fish) and shellfish; and genetic damage and immune system reaction in fish. (EEM Cycle One; Easton et al. 1997 Genetic Toxicity of pulp mill effluent on salmon and fish in general). “

Even veteran fishery scientists, contend many questions remain on how a swirl of sea life will mix with warm effluent and a changing climate (warming waters).  





6.  Pulp Mill Waste concerns from Article in CTV News dated 29 Nov/18 and quoted as follows:

 Bruce Hatcher, a Cape Breton University Bioligist, says an Ottawa study should be done for potential damage of allowing up to 80-90 litres of effluent daily.  There is not enough evidence to approve this pipe.









7.  Northern Pulp has demonstrated a lack of credibility on maintaining the waste pipeline and exceeding air emission limits numerous times in the past.

 A toxic leak in 2014 showed no external inspection was done by Northern Pulp since they took over responsibility for the maintenance of the effluent pipeline in 2008.  In 2016 N.P. plead guilty to unlawfully permitting the deposit of a deleterious substance in water frequented by fish in contravention of the Canadian Fisheries Act.  (Provincial Court of N.S. May 11, 2016.  Northern Pulp exceeded air emission test limits by 50% in June 2017.  

This was the third year in a row emissions from the power boiler exceeded limits set down by the Environment Department.  In 2015 & 2016, power boiler emissions exceeded limits.  The new treatment proposal would add additional air emissions to an already bad situation.  

-  N.P. has had a 50 year history of environmental negligence and lack of transparency.





8.  There has been brown foam washing up all along the shoreline of our coast from  the Pulp Mill .  What toxin residues are in this foam.  This negatively effects the pristine beaches of the Northumberland Strait; including  Caribou Provincial Park and Beach, Lowdens Beach, Melmerby Provincial Park, Waterside Provincial  Park, and numerous others (ref. Map attached).  This foam has been observed by residents over the years since Northern Pulp started operating.

 The Northumberland Strait is a key part of life and the economy of Pictou County and which attracts thousands of tourists, visitors and summer residents who fish, dive, swim and boat.  We cannot allow any company to use our oceans as a dumping ground.  It is imperative that we protect and preserve our prime fishing grounds, beaches, shorelines, the health of our citizens of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Pictou Landing First Nation.  

-   Northern Pulp has not adequately studied or reported on the accumulated effects of waste toxins, sludge and chemicals over the short term or long term on marine life and the people of Pictou County. 





9.  Environmental Health Risks of Mill's Emissions

-  For over 50 years, we've had to breathe these toxic emissions going into our backyard; we have suffered from multiple health issues, increases of pulmonary and lung diseases, which was reported by Dr. Dan Reid back in the 1980's in Pictou.  Also troubling was the disproportionately high rates of some cancers among pulp mill workers, ref. Journal of Occupational Medicine, July 1989, and also high rates of cancer in Pictou County which has been also reported.  In 1989, July 8, a documentation by Doug Huskilson, CBC's Maritime Magazine program carried a story about residents of Charlottetown, P.E.I., some 22 kilometres across the Northumberland Strait from Pictou, who were suffering from bronchitis, stomach problems, headaches, and shortness of breath that they attributed to the pulp mill emissions. 

 

-  In conclusion, 90 million litres of chemically treated waste/sludge per day, every day, will be the ruination of the bio-diversity and ecosystem of marine and plant life of the Northumberland Strait and we must do what is right and not allow our oceans/lands to become polluted by a company who does not respect our environment and the people who are affected by it.  Northern Pulp cannot study and know the accumulated effect of their toxic waste on the water or land over the next 2 years, 5  years, 10 years, etc.  And meeting effluent guidelines is not enough to prevent harm to marine life, and neither is passing toxicity tests.  Long term effects to aquatic life and habitat are unavoidable from highly toxic dioxins and furans despite meeting current regulations.  AOX compounds, a component of pulp effluent that bleach with chlorine are recognized as extremely toxic. They are not easily broken down by bacteria and thus bioaccumulate in the environment.

Also we must recognize the health hazards of living close to the mill – this has been a concern for our residents since the mill started.  We need to do the right thing and not create a toxic environment that will negatively change the landscape forever.



According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change re Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate, released on 25 Sept 2019, “an excess of atmospheric carbon is rapidly warming the oceans putting marine species, entire ecosystems, and the coastal communities that depend on them at risk.  For Atlantic Canadians, the impacts could be sweeping and severe.  Ocean warming, de-oxgenation, acidification, and sea level rise threaten our every day life.”  We need to act now – no more added pollution in our waters and air.



In a News Release dated April, 2, 2019, from Government of Canada titled “Canada's Climate is Warming Twice as Fast as Global Average” - Jonathan Wilkinson, Minister of Fisheries and Oceans and Canadian Coast Guard,  states “this report is a wake up call for all Canadians.  It is clear that climate change is real, human made, and requires urgent action.  Our plan to fight climate change lays out measure across the country to take action on this urgent issue.  Our plan will help build a cleaner, greener future that will provide new jobs for our kids and grand kids.”

-  We cannot dispute the consequences of an overload of pollution into our air and waters.



Trusting you will take a leadership position on protecting our environment for a healthy future.

 

Sincerely,



Judy Hislop

P.O. Box 346

Pictou, N.S.

B0K 1H0



Resident of Pictou for 70 years 
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To the Minister of Environment, Honourable Gordon Wilson: 
 
 
 

Re:  Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Project 
 

The Oceans of Canada are a common Heritage of All Canadians, and as such, we are 
entrusted with protecting and promoting a clean ecosystem and sustainable environment 
from any potential environmental disaster.    
 
1.  How will this chemically soaked waste/ sludge and toxins (10 tons per day) 
which is to be discharged from the Pulp Mill into the Strait affect our ecosystem 
over the short term and long term? 
   How does Northern Pulp know where waste sludge from this effluent pipe will flow; 
from the effects of rising sea levels, high tides, currents, storms, ice flow and high winds!   
This sludge will be washing upon the  pristine shores of the Northumberland Strait where 
hundreds of cottagers and permanent homeowners live, and the coast is lined with sandy 
pristine beaches.  !  Our tourism industry will be negatively impacted, and has the 
potential to ruin our province as a tourist destination. (Ref. map attached showing 
numerous provincial parks and beaches all along the Strait).   It is unimaginable that 90 
million litres of contaminated waste will be dumped per day into the strait and not have 
any adverse effects. This will put many species at risk; the sensitive spawning, nursing, 
and migratory habitat of herring, gaspereau, smelts, whales, dolphins, tuna, mackerel, 
bass, scallops, as well as our lucrative lobster industry, worth over 1.5 billion dollars in 
exports, which is a critical seafood industry. 
-  Nothern Pulp will negatively impact our oceans, beaches and coastline. 
 
 
2.  How will the high temperatures of this discharged chemically treated waste/ 
sludge and toxins effect marine life? 
   The relatively high temperatures of this warm fresh effluent waste (25C in winter and 
37C in summer) will cause oxygenation to an already warming ocean suffering from 
climate change and which will be felt even more over the coming years.  How can we say 
for sure what will happen in the long term when Canada's oceans have been warming 
faster than anywhere else in the world.  This oxygen decline means the oceans cannot 
fully support marine life and living organisms and will dramatically change the diversity 
and make-up of a sensitive marine habitat.  As per the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences review panel, ” the oceans are taking up at least 90 percent of the 
excess heat in the atmosphere and large scale currents and circulation patterns have been 
changing in recent decades”.   As per the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
“accelerated warming is a big concern for ocean ecosystems and concluding that oceans 
are warming faster and absorbing excess heat faster than previous estimates”.   
-  Northern Pulp cannot adapt to an ever-changing climate change/warming waters. 



 
 
3.  Despite internal recommendations for a study on the potential impact of effluent 
on lobster larvae, no testing was done. 
   The lobster biologist that Northern Pulp contracted did very little in the way of 
literature review looking back at studies done in the 1960s, but that is the extent.  The 
biologist also notes that additional studies need to be done to know what the impact of 
the effluent would be over the long term.  The problem is that it takes between 5 and 7 
years before lobsters in the Northumberland Strait are able to reproduce.  This is not 
enough time to conduct research on the long term exposure of lobster larvae from 
contaminated sludge.  This is not acceptable and will damage marine life permanently. 
-   Northern Pulp is unable to say that this effluent will not harm lobster larvae. 
 
 
4.  Contradictory Statements made by Northern Pulp 
   Of grave concern, is the contradictory statements made by Northern Pulp, according to 
Environmental lawyer, , who obtained thousands of internal 
correspondences through a Freedom of Information request, Nov. 29, 2017; Northern 
Pulp's Technical Manager stated the effluent coming from the proposed new pipeline will 
be worse than today.  And despite internal recommendations for a study on the potential 
impact of effluent on lobster larvae, no new testing was done by Northern Pulp.   
-   There is a lack of credibility with Northern Pulp. 
 
 
5.  Pulp Mill Waste concerns from Article “The Pulp Pollution Primer” dated 15 Oct 
/2012 and quoted as follows: 
   “Mill waste water continues to wreak havoc on surrounding ecosystems.  In lab tests, 
mill effluent causes reproductive impairment in zooplankton and invertebrates (both are 
food for fish) and shellfish; and genetic damage and immune system reaction in fish. (EEM 
Cycle One; Easton et al. 1997 Genetic Toxicity of pulp mill effluent on salmon and fish in 
general). “ 
Even veteran fishery scientists, contend many questions remain on how a swirl of sea life 
will mix with warm effluent and a changing climate (warming waters).    
 
 
6.  Pulp Mill Waste concerns from Article in CTV News dated 29 Nov/18 and quoted 
as follows: 
    a Cape Breton University Bioligist, says an Ottawa study should be done 
for potential damage of allowing up to 80-90 litres of effluent daily.  There is not enough 
evidence to approve this pipe. 
 
 
 
 



7.  Northern Pulp has demonstrated a lack of credibility on maintaining the waste 
pipeline and exceeding air emission limits numerous times in the past. 
   A toxic leak in 2014 showed no external inspection was done by Northern Pulp since 
they took over responsibility for the maintenance of the effluent pipeline in 2008.  In 2016 
N.P. plead guilty to unlawfully permitting the deposit of a deleterious substance in water 
frequented by fish in contravention of the Canadian Fisheries Act.  (Provincial Court of 
N.S. May 11, 2016.  Northern Pulp exceeded air emission test limits by 50% in June 2017.   
This was the third year in a row emissions from the power boiler exceeded limits set 
down by the Environment Department.  In 2015 & 2016, power boiler emissions 
exceeded limits.  The new treatment proposal would add additional air emissions to an 
already bad situation.   
-   N.P. has had a 50 year history of environmental negligence and lack of 
transparency. 
 
 
8.  There has been brown foam washing up all along the shoreline of our coast from  
the Pulp Mill .  What toxin residues are in this foam.  This negatively effects the 
pristine beaches of the Northumberland Strait; including  Caribou Provincial Park 
and Beach, Lowdens Beach, Melmerby Provincial Park, Waterside Provincial  Park, 
and numerous others (ref. Map attached).  This foam has been observed by 
residents over the years since Northern Pulp started operating. 
   The Northumberland Strait is a key part of life and the economy of Pictou County and 
which attracts thousands of tourists, visitors and summer residents who fish, dive, swim 
and boat.  We cannot allow any company to use our oceans as a dumping ground.  It is 
imperative that we protect and preserve our prime fishing grounds, beaches, shorelines, 
the health of our citizens of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Pictou 
Landing First Nation.   
-   Northern Pulp has not adequately studied or reported on the accumulated effects 
of waste toxins, sludge and chemicals over the short term or long term on marine 
life and the people of Pictou County. 
 
 
9.  Environmental Health Risks of Mill's Emissions 
-  For over 50 years, we've had to breathe these toxic emissions going into our backyard; 
we have suffered from multiple health issues, increases of pulmonary and lung diseases, 
which was reported  back in the 1980's in Pictou.  Also troubling was the 
disproportionately high rates of some cancers among pulp mill workers, ref. Journal of 
Occupational Medicine, July 1989, and also high rates of cancer in Pictou County which 
has been also reported.  In 1989, July 8, a documentation by Doug Huskilson, CBC's 
Maritime Magazine program carried a story about residents of Charlottetown, P.E.I., 
some 22 kilometres across the Northumberland Strait from Pictou, who were suffering 
from bronchitis, stomach problems, headaches, and shortness of breath that they 
attributed to the pulp mill emissions. 
   



-  In conclusion, 90 million litres of chemically treated waste/sludge per day, every day, 
will be the ruination of the bio-diversity and ecosystem of marine and plant life of the 
Northumberland Strait and we must do what is right and not allow our oceans/lands to 
become polluted by a company who does not respect our environment and the people 
who are affected by it.  Northern Pulp cannot study and know the accumulated effect of 
their toxic waste on the water or land over the next 2 years, 5  years, 10 years, etc.  And 
meeting effluent guidelines is not enough to prevent harm to marine life, and neither is 
passing toxicity tests.  Long term effects to aquatic life and habitat are unavoidable from 
highly toxic dioxins and furans despite meeting current regulations.  AOX compounds, a 
component of pulp effluent that bleach with chlorine are recognized as extremely toxic. 
They are not easily broken down by bacteria and thus bioaccumulate in the environment. 
Also we must recognize the health hazards of living close to the mill – this has been a 
concern for our residents since the mill started.  We need to do the right thing and not 
create a toxic environment that will negatively change the landscape forever. 
 
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change re Special Report on 
Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate, released on 25 Sept 2019, “an excess of 
atmospheric carbon is rapidly warming the oceans putting marine species, entire 
ecosystems, and the coastal communities that depend on them at risk.  For Atlantic 
Canadians, the impacts could be sweeping and severe.  Ocean warming, de-oxgenation, 
acidification, and sea level rise threaten our every day life.”   We need to act now – no more 
added pollution in our waters and air. 
 
In a News Release dated April, 2, 2019, from Government of Canada titled “Canada's 
Climate is Warming Twice as Fast as Global Average” - Jonathan Wilkinson, Minister of 
Fisheries and Oceans and Canadian Coast Guard,  states “this report is a wake up call for 
all Canadians.  It is clear that climate change is real, human made, and requires urgent 
action.  Our plan to fight climate change lays out measure across the country to take 
action on this urgent issue.  Our plan will help build a cleaner, greener future that will 
provide new jobs for our kids and grand kids.” 
-  We cannot dispute the consequences of an overload of pollution into our air and 
waters. 
 
Trusting you will take a leadership position on protecting our environment for a healthy 
future. 
   
Sincerely, 

Pictou, N.S. 



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp Effluent Proposal
Date: November 7, 2019 8:04:00 AM

 

From: @hotmail.com> 
Sent: November 6, 2019 5:30 PM
To: Premier <PREMIER@novascotia.ca>; Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>;

@parl.gc.ca;  @gmail.com>
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Proposal
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Sirs,
 
My husband and I have been residents in the town of Pictou  .  We were always
concerned about the affects of Northern Pulp on our community but assumed the responsible
government agencies would finally, after years of mismanagement, take the proper paths to
stop the travesties to our waters, our air and our forests.  The law for closure and remediation
of Boat Harbour was a positive first step.  But, we can't follow that with yet another horrible
decision.
 
I have spent some time at the library reviewing the amended proposal submitted by Northern
Pulp.  I am not a scientist so I didn't concentrate on those aspects.  However, the general
language in some statements gave me concern.  'Shouldn't cause damage...',  'If a leakage did
occur...', 'minimizing any impacts...',  doesn't inspire  much confidence.  I spent some time
looking at the route of the pipeline, not much different than the original proposal other than
across the causeway which will certainly impact the cormorant colony.  A pipeline in the water
at the head of Pictou Harbour will most certainly be affected by ice build up and scouring.  The
rest of the route is over my town's watershed.  The proposal had maps of where our wells are
located and where any effluent would flow, in case of a leakage.  The predictions of effluent
catchment areas were based on topography.  Topography may matter in the immediate
aftermath of a leak but it is more important, in the long run, to determine the rock formations
and the aquifer that supplies the wells with our water.  The bathymetric maps of Caribou
Harbour show that the proposed outflow pipe could also be affected by ice scouring, as was
the case in Pictou Harbour.  Another issue that I didn't see addressed in the report, is a
comprehensive plan in the case of a disastrous leakage. With any pipeline, be it oil and gas or
waste effluent, a disaster plan must be in place before any pipeline is even considered.  My
husband is a geologist who worked in the oil and gas industry for many years, including
building pipelines and he has confirmed my thoughts about all the above concerns.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


 
In 2020, we all must start taking positive steps to protect our environment.  We need to stop
contaminating 90 million litres of our water every day.  We need to stop contaminating our air
with harmful emissions.  We need to stop decimating our forests with chemicals and
clearcutting.  We need to protect our wildlife, both in our waters and on our land.  We need to
finally stand up and do what's right this time around.  We are all going to be paying the price
for many years of bad deals and coercion.  We need to learn our lessons, face the facts and
not repeat the mistakes.  Do we really want to wake up years from now having to deal with
cleaning up Caribou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait because we trusted 'the best
available science'?  
 
I hope and pray every day you will all do your utmost to honour your oath of office and at long
last, protect the citizens of Pictou County and Nova Scotia.
 
Sincerely,       
 
      
 
         
 
 
   



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:03:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson:

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

@gmail.com



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:56:47 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:51:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There
are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:51:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

While the text below is boilerplate, it expresses my sentiments more succinctly than I could on my own. Please do
the right thing and say NO to Northern Pulp. Our children and grandchildren and all future living creatures deserve
to inhabit a healthy ecosystem, not one fouled by corporate greed.

“I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.”

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:42:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I'm writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern
Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious
negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create
human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia's tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the
ecosystems in this region which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:41:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:35:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Port Medway, Nova Scotia



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:29:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:27:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:16:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: info@ecologyaction.ca; slohnescroftmla@eastlink.ca
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:09:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  

I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create
human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage
the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems
and diverse wildlife.

Northern Pulp has made their excuses for over five decades; it’s time they took responsibility
for managing their effluent without polluting the lives of the people of Pictou County and the
already too vulnerable ocean, from whence comes our life and much of Nova Scotia’s
livelihood. There are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens. 

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. 

Sincerely,

 Mahone Bay, NS 

mailto:info@ecologyaction.ca
mailto:slohnescroftmla@eastlink.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:57:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

  Chester NS,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:30:21 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’ve been following the debate on Norther Pulp from Yarmouth County and have concerns about it’s
continuation. I remember when I was first teaching in Charlottetown PEI in the late ‘60’s and early
70’s that the smell from the plant would hit our area from time to time. I wondered where it came
from. To think that the people in Pictou have to live with that daily for the past 50 yrs or so is sad.
I’ve also read the book “The Mill” which is revealing of the corruption that led to the almost instant
ruination of boat harbour which amounts to racial pollution.
 
Time to call a halt to this and look for other alternatives. Other communities have faced shut down
of major employers in the past – Such as the Cotton Mill in Yarmouth my closest town.
 
It’s up to you. Do the right thing.
 

Canaan, Yarmouth County, NS

@gmail.com
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From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 5:40:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 2:42:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 2:07:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 11:59:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 11:59:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 11:58:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will damage the tourism industry and the delicate
ecosystem we work so hard to protect.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

As a cottage owner on the Straight, I fear that my family  and neighbours will no longer be able to swim and enjoy
our waterfront properties in future if this proposal is allowed to move forward. We are counting on you...

Sincerely,

Heather Beach, N.S.

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 11:25:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There
are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens.

We have been waiting for over 50 YEARS  for a government, both
provincial and or Federal,  to have the COURAGE to do something about
this VERY SERIOUS problem..

Please , do the right thing for the environment, AND the residents of
Pictou Co , PEI and New Brunswick, and finally

CLOSE THIS MILL,  once and for all !!!

Sincerely,

--
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
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From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 11:15:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:52:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Chester, NS
Ecology Action Centre



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:50:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:47:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Bedford Nova Scotia

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:26:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

A few years ago I visited Pictou for the first time as an adult and was so saddened by the horrible smell, polluted
harbour, and dying downtown core that I witnessed.

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.

 I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the
project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal
and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:07:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:04:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:02:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors, and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems, and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 10:02:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dalhousie University

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:43:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:43:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:43:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:41:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:34:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:32:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Halifax NS
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Nov. 6, 2019

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious
negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to
our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:19:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens. You have promised that this
facility will no longer be allowed to pollute our province. Please keep your promise.
Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:14:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like
to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will
create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and
will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal
and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our
environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

We can do it beautifully. If we are going to go out, then we can do it 
with some nobility, generosity and beauty....

Joanna Macy
                                                            

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:55:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:52:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

It is time Nova Scotia stopped caving in to polluting industries and protected the natural treasures we have!

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:37:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely, 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:32:28 PM

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:27:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:21:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

Virus-free. www.avg.com

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986
http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient
http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient
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From: @gmail.com>
Sent:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **  
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une pièce 
jointe ou cliquez sur un lien 

Dear Minister Wilson, 

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova 
Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I 
would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project 
will have on the land, air and sea.   

For many decades our family has taken great delight in the beach at Caribou Island where my children’s grandmother 
was born. Now I am a grandmother and I want my grandchildren to be able to swim and play here in safety and delight 
too. Here we are taking in the last bit of summer for this season and hoping for many more summers to enjoy in safety. 



2

That’s the main reason, but far from the only one, that I am strongly opposed to the Northern Pulp proposal. This 
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the 
ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. 

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which can 
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens. These young swimmers and their 
fortunate Granny will be grateful to have this paradise preserved for now and for generations to come. 

Thanks you for your attention. 

Sincerely, 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:06:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

Iâ€™m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotiaâ€™s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region â€“ which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:04:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy Tab®4



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:02:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:02:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:58:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects
the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
The water in the strait is shallow and very warm relative to the surrounding Atlantic ocean. I
am concerned that, in addition to the lucrative food fishery, the water quality for recreational
use will be adversely affected without proper treatment of the effluent,

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS

Sent from Outlook Mobile

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
https://aka.ms/blhgte


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:49:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:37:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:34:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:31:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:26:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There
are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Extreme Spill Technology
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Beijing, China

This e-mail is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is addressed. It may contain confidential and/or
privileged information. Any review, dissemination, copying, printing or other use of this e-mail by persons or
entities other than the addressee is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please contact the sender
immediately and delete the material from all computers and servers.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:21:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:20:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:10:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects
the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens. Sincerely,

Get Outlook for Android

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
https://aka.ms/ghei36


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:09:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,

Halifax



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:08:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:02:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Kentville, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:02:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,
                
                 Kentville, N.S.
                 @bellaliant.net



From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc:
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 6:59:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens. And the massive damage already done.

Sincerely 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Premier
Subject: Northern Pulp future
Date: November 7, 2019 7:57:33 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si 
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Nov 7, 2019

Dear Minister Wilson, 

I am writing to express my absolute opposition to allowing Northern Pulp to continue to dump 
effluent into the Northumberland Strait. In fact, I am opposed to the spending of another 
minute or dollar of the province’s time or money on this issue. 

I want you to recognize that our environment is much more important than the jobs in this 
industry.  Your government must recognize the people protesting in the street against flagrant 
environmental abuse  Were you not able to recognize the view of the nation’s people voting 
for parties that support environmental platforms versus those that do not.  It is time to show 
integrity and respect for indigenous persons, fishermen, citizens living in the Pictou area. 
Please support healthy living, tourism and most of all the young people in the province.  Give 
them a future.  

Sincerely,

mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc:
Subject: Focus Report, Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:22:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I urge you to reject the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Lower Burlington NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Fwd: N PULP
Date: November 7, 2019 7:06:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
>
> I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
>
> Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.
>
> Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp effluent plan
Date: November 7, 2019 6:30:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honorable Minister Wilson, 
I am holdinig my breath in the hopes that your government will hold fst to the deadline
imposed on Northern Pulp's pln to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. It is
impossible to believe that in this day and age, with our knowledge of how sensitive
ecosystems can be to an upset in balance, that this idea is still on the drawing board. No matter
what kind of treatment is applied to the effluent from the Mill, it is difficult to beleve that :
a) it will be sufficiently innocuous not to affect the marine life in the Strait;
ad b) that the planned treatment will clean the effluent sufficiently to be innocuous. Even
temperature changes in surrounding waters can affect the marine organisms that keep the
ecosystem functional.

Nova Scotia does not have a good record of being good stewards of the environment- we
continue to burn coal, we destroy our forests for biomass that is shipped away or which
pollutes our own atmosphere, and many of our rivers are still full of pollutants from sewage or
industrial wastes.  The forest industry is in trouble across the country. Allowing the mill to
pump into the Strait only postpones its inevitable shutdown. Please have the courage to say no.

Upper LaHave.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Please, say no to Northern Pulp!
Date: November 6, 2019 11:33:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  

I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  

This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery
sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Turning boreal forest into pulp, our Northern natural treasure and part of Nova Scotia beauty
and habitat for wildlife and tourists - that mal-practice must no longer be part of the future of
this province!

It is time that we move up the value chain, and use our woods for other applications. We
should be making more sustainable products than pulp.

Do you want to further support Northern Pulp with a value chain that essentially flushes our
forests down the toilets as bathroom tissue and similar single-use products, and hand the
profits to Indonesian billionaires?

Modern times instead call for a provincial recycling industry that can make high-quality pulp
products from post-consumer recycled paper fibres.   

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Reject Northern Pulp"s plan to pump effluent into Northumberland Strait
Date: November 6, 2019 9:51:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like
to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will
create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and
will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal
and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no
longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to
our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax  



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp fiasco
Date: November 6, 2019 7:25:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment 

Please put this never-ending saga out of its misery!

Grand Etang NS 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: We don’t want Northern Pulp!
Date: November 6, 2019 7:40:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am a young adult who works with children in the public school system in Nova Scotia. I am writing out of concern
for my own future in this province, as well as the many individual futures of the children I work with. Most of the
kids I see daily are too young to fully understand the gravity of the environmental decisions that are being made
right now, but I do. The kids I teach have big dreams, and I fear for their futures when I hear about proposals such as
the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility. I am writing to ask you to make the RIGHT decision, and say “no” to
Northern Pulp!

I would like to ask you to reject this Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal in
its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the
ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Stop the Northern Pulp"s plan to pump effluent in the Strait
Date: November 6, 2019 7:43:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To The Honourable Gordon Wilson,

The plan by Northern Pulp to pump waste in the Strait is a terrible idea. It will push the
problem at Mill Cove into a large body of water damaging water, air, land, and marine
habitats. Have we not learned any lessons from the past? It is time for Nova Scotia to stop
being long paper and end this toxic losing destructive legacy.

Thanks,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:06:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

Iâ€™m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotiaâ€™s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region â€“ which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,  Halifax. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp should stop operation permanently
Date: November 6, 2019 8:36:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am very concerned  about Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation's Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  Please reject
this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will
have on the land, air and sea.  The area includes vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife. This project would continue to damage the ecosystems in this
region, thereby creating human health risks and jeopardizing Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors.  
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  The company was given
ample time to correct its modus operandi, and did not make substantial changes - it is not
acting in good faith. There are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage
this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

@gmail.com



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp"s plan in the Northumberland Strait
Date: November 6, 2019 9:03:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to let you know that I strongly oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent into the
Northumberland Strait. The toxic effects on important air, land, water and marine habitats along the
Strait will be too great. Please support conservation efforts and do not approve this dangerous plan.
 
Thank you,

@ns.sympatico.ca
www.viviengorham.com   
Facebook
Twitter
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
http://www.viviengorham.com/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009242467155
https://twitter.com/viviengorham


From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc:
Subject: Please Reject the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Proposal
Date: November 6, 2019 8:47:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my opposition to approving the Effluent Treatment facility being
proposed by Northern Pulp which is currently in a public consultation phase of the
environmental assessment process. I would ask you to reject their proposal in full because it
will have very serious negative impacts on the Strait and the local environment. There have
been nearly 50 years of broken promises and extensions for Northern Pulp which have
produced enormous costs for Pictou Island First Nation, community health and prosperity and
the surrounding environment. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region. We can
create a flourishing sustainable economy based on our forest products with vision and hard
work and this type of mill is not a part of that vision. The forests and those working in them
need support for a successful transition to sustainable management. There are no longer
economic reasons to support such a damaging project for the community, health and the
environment, and that of the province. Northern Pulp must close as of January 31 based on
provincial legislation passed unanimously five years ago. The province must move onto a
positive future in this regard.

Please reject this dangerous project.  

Sincerely,

_____________

Department of Community Development
Acadia University

@acadiau.ca
http://commdev.acadiau.ca

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
http://commdev.acadiau.ca/


From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc:
Subject: Honour the Boat Harbour Act and Say No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:19:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to strongly urge the government to close the Boat Harbour treatment facility  by January 31, 2020,  as
required by the Boat Harbour Act which was unanimously passed in the Nova Scotia legislature in 2015.

 

For more than 50 years the people of the Pictou Landing First Nation have suffered broken promises and severe
environmental racism due to the construction and operation of the treatment facility.  

 Starting in 1966, the land was transferred without proper authority of the Indian Act to the Province of Nova Scotia
from the Government of Canada. 

 Then in 1967 the treatment facility was initially opened with promises by the Nova Scotia Water Authority, that the
treatment facility lagoon would be suitable for boating and fresh water fishing. In reality, there was a major fish kill
immediately following the opening of the treatment facility.

 In 1991 the Province of Nova Scotia acknowledged that it did not have the legal right to interfere with the water of
Boat Harbour, and promised to close the treatment facility in 1995. Then in 1995 the deadline for closing Boat
Harbour treatment facility was postponed for 10  years to 2005.

 In 2001, the Province extended the lease of the Boat Harbour to 2030 without proper consultation with Pictou
Landing First Nation, and the treatment facility did not close.

 In 2008 the Province agreed again to close the Treatment Facility, but declined to commit to a specific date.

 In 2014 there was a major leak of effluent from the pipeline at Indian Cross Point onto Mi’kmaq Burial Grounds.

 Finally in 2015 the Province of Nova Scotia showed leadership and voted unanimously to fix the date for the
closure of Boat Harbour into legislation: January 31, 2020.

 Throughout this time, there have been approximately 87 million litres of warm treated effluent  discharged daily



into  the Northumberland Straight via  Boat Harbour.

 It is time for the Province of Nova Scotia to honour the commitment made by the Boat Harbour Act. The Pictou
Landing First Nations do not deserve any more broken promises. We need to show environmental stewardship,
and to become leaders in environmental management and indigenous rights, rather than using old technologies
and offering broken promises.

Sincerely,

Black River, Nova Scotia



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Please Reject the Northern Pulp Project
Date: November 6, 2019 9:21:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Gordon Wilson,

I am writing to you with my concerns about the proposed Northern Pulp project. I would strongly ask you to please
reject this project.

As someone who has had family ties in Pictor since the landing of the Hector, and as a Nova Scotian Medical
Student who wants to see the health of our province flourish, I sincerely ask that you reject this project. As a future
physician who wants to live and work in Nova Scotia, I can only do so much when our collective health is
endangered by reckless projects such as this.

Sincerely,

Dalhousie Medical School

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Reject Northern Pulp"s plan to pump effluent into Northumberland Strait
Date: November 6, 2019 9:51:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like
to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will
create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and
will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal
and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no
longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to
our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Please, say no to Northern Pulp!
Date: November 6, 2019 11:33:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  

I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  

This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery
sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Turning boreal forest into pulp, our Northern natural treasure and part of Nova Scotia beauty
and habitat for wildlife and tourists - that mal-practice must no longer be part of the future of
this province!

It is time that we move up the value chain, and use our woods for other applications. We
should be making more sustainable products than pulp.

Do you want to further support Northern Pulp with a value chain that essentially flushes our
forests down the toilets as bathroom tissue and similar single-use products, and hand the
profits to Indonesian billionaires?

Modern times instead call for a provincial recycling industry that can make high-quality pulp
products from post-consumer recycled paper fibres.   

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:18:09 AM

 

From:  @ns.sympatico.ca> 
Sent: November 6, 2019 9:14 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: No to Northern Pulp
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si 
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under 
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety 
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This 
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will 
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine 
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic 
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our 
citizens.

Sincerely,

Margaree Environmental Association

 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Boat Harbour
Date: November 7, 2019 8:23:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good morning,

I'm praying to God that Northern Pulp is shut down while I'm still on this earth.  I'm 87 years
old and have lived in Pictou County since 1964, having moved from New Brunswick. Please
honor the Boat Harbour Act. Too many people are dying from cancer here. It's all because of
the air we breathe. Try spending a day in Pictou when the mill is spewing out their poison. 
You won't come back, that's for sure.Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:31:59 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It seems to me that if the
project was completed, the best environmental assessments point towards a non catastrophic
outcome. The measurable positive results of approving the propsed plan far exceed those of
rejecting it. Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 17

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:33:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Do not allow Northern
Pulp to pump its effluent into the Northumberland Strait. This government has shown more
resolve on this than any previous one. Keep it up. Name:  Email:

@dal.ca Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:33:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please help protect the
environment. Its in trouble, and we need a healthy environment in order to live. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Dartmouth Postal-Code: B3A2R9 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 22



From: bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:38:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project should be
approved. Environmental ecosystem issues being addressed following the toughest laws in
existence and proposed laws not to affect fish, shellfish, plants and animals. With the treated
affluent being highly biodegradable with no build of solids in the Strait wont warm up the
Strait or colour the water surface with air quality meeting all regulations. Name: 

Email: @bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality:
CHELSEA Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Mill
Date: November 7, 2019 8:48:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Attn: Hon. Gordon Wilson

I am writing to you today in support of Northern Pulp. My family has been involved in the
forest industry since I was a child. I have seen many changes, good and bad. It has been a
positive move forward to hold people in forestry accountable, we don't want short cuts to ruin
our environment. However forcing Northern Pulp, a mill that is labouring to be one of the
cleanest mills in Canada, to close is not a step forward. To lose the Mill would hurt not just
Pictou, or people in the forest industry, it would be felt province wide. It's time we all realized
what Northern Pulp has done for us and support them in return.

Thank you for your attention,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:51:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: By entering into a
financial agreement with the proponent the Province put itself in a terrible conflict of interest
with respect to the evaluation and approval of this project. It should step aside and allow for an
independent review and approval . The supplemental document is an attempt to overwhelm
rather than address simply and clearly the key issues. It fails on every level to answer the
questions 1. What exactly will be in the effluent . 2. What harms will the effluent cause to
human health and the marine environment . A closed loop system is the only acceptable
alternative for this plant . The comparisons are not acceptable with the use of the proposed
processes in other environments. The Ministers responsibility to protect the Northumberland
Strait ecosystem far outweighs the risks he would be approving with this proposal. Name:

 Email: r@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality:
Beaver Brook Postal-Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:54:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hi,
 
I  am working in a Pulp mill in the New Brunswick region for the past 32 years and realize the
struggle the company has to maintain the operation with all the law for the environment, I
agree with Northern Pulp mill in Nova Scotia that they are ready to invest in their mill to
improve the environment with their effluent treatment facility.
 
We have so many industries that they don’t follow any regulation for the environment here we
have one that is committing to respect the environment it should be used as an example for
other facilities to respect our environment.
 
We need to maintain good working jobs in the region it affects direct jobs to the mill and also
5 more times job indirectly again the province has to understand the impact in the region
economies when you have industries that are ready to follow regulation to protect our planet.
 
The plant had filed a report to the Nova Scotia government regarding their project to protect
the environment meaning there are interested as a long-term investment in the region and
maintain the mill operation.
 
In return you will gain massive tax from the plant and also maintain a good job in the
surroundings that will gain other business.
 
As to the Minister of Environment for the province of Nova Scotia it’s up to you now to make
a decision. Approve this plan, and get this project done  to maintain the economies in the
region.
 
Sincerely from a Pulp mill worker,

***** This email and (including any attachments) transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender immediately.
If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail or attachment. If you are not
the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of
this information is strictly prohibited. Thank you.
***** Ce courriel et toutes les pièces jointes sont confidentiels et ne sont réservés qu'à la seule personne ou entité à qui ils
sont adressés. Si vous avez reçu ce courriel par erreur, veuillez aviser l'émetteur immédiatement. Si vous n'êtes pas le
destinataire désigné, vous ne devez pas diffuser, distribuer ou copier ce courriel ni les pièces jointes. Si vous n'êtes pas le
destinataire visé, il vous est strictement interdit de révéler, copier, distribuer ou prendre toute mesure en lien avec le contenu
de ce message. Merci.

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:09:07 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project will create
human health risks, will damage Nova Scotiaâ?Ts tourism and fishery sectors and will damage
the ecosystems in this region â?" which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife. Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous
project. There are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project
would do to our environment and our citizens. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:
B3J 1T8 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 67 y: 32



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:10:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Efforts need to be made
to save this pulp mill! Closer of this mill, is the last thing Pictou County needs! Itâ?Ts 2019
theres got to be away for both fisherman the pulp mill are able to figure this out , that both
parties can be satisfied ! Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: B2h5m2 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:13:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We only have one planet
and things are not good.Everything we do has to change including polution. Name: 

Email: @eastlink.ca Address: . Municipality: Hilden Postal-
Code: B0N1C0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 52 y: 18

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: @gmail.com
Subject: Minister of Environment, Please REJECT Northern Pulp"s waste water proposal!!!!!!! PLEASE..
Date: November 7, 2019 9:22:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Stop putting Norther Pulp’s polluting emissions in our air and polluting effluent waste in our waters. 

I absolutely refute any study that says polluting our air and water and land will do no
harm…….of course it will!!
 
I Instead make Nova Scotia a leader in choosing to build a pristine environment, to make it a
mecca for people to live in and tourists to visit.  This should be our future, not paying the
environmental price for a few more years (only!!) of Norther Pulp’s  operation.
 
Lost jobs, so be it.  Retrain and transition for those affected into the many type jobs that support
a healthy  Povince and people.   
 
Be a government who makes decisions not for politics always, but the hard ones to protect our
environment on all fronts, and therefore us and our children…a government who does this will
realize many future re-election benefits!!!!
 
PLEASE SAY NO TO PULP WASTE WATER DUMPING IN OUR WATERS. Nova Scotia’s very best future is
a clean environment, start now.   

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:27:37 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I write this letter today
from a place of great concern and fear. Fear for what the proposed pipe from Northern Pulp
into our Northumberland Strait will do to our environment, marine life and our health. Each
important and vital to our survival as a region and individually. When Northern Pulp or its
predecessor opened in the 1960s, they did not know then what we know now about the
environmental and health impacts. Much has changed. So much so Boat Harbour is viewed
and rightly so as a scar and environmental disaster. Boat Harbour, by consensus, is viewed as
a disgrace and embarrassment. Skip ahead to 2019. Same Mill. Increased information and
science about the environmental and health impacts. Northern Pulp still creates toxic discharge
and flows it into Boat Harbour and has routinely exceeded its maximum allowable thresholds
for air pollution, with little to no consequence. Now, it asks to run a pipe across drinking water
reserves for Nova Scotians and discharge millions of litres of its effluent a day into some of
the worldâ?Ts best lobster and shellfish fishing grounds. Northern Pulp has produced studies
that I suggest had a mandate of a predetermined outcome, and are self serving. The
introductory wording in most of the studies by Dillion highlight that the information â?
ofactsâ? on which they base their assumptions has not been tested. Therefore, logic dictates if
the information on which the opinion is based is flawed or inaccurate, then the opinion or
study is inaccurate and unreliable. There is a saying in the legal word, â?obad facts make bad
lawâ?. In this case, inaccurate facts and information, make inaccurate studies. Our future
cannot be decided on untested information underpinning inaccurate studies. Even so, Northern
Pulp has not produced a base line study of the current conditions of the species or environment
of where it seeks to discharge. Without this baseline, there is nothing to compare the long term
effects. Further, the long term effects are unknown it is only with certainty the studies say
there will be adverse effects on shellfish. Environmentally the world is struggling with climate
change and how to combat it. Any decision allowing the pipe into the Northumberland Strait
and allowing the company to continue to exceed air pollution standards as minimal as they are
in Nova Scotia compared to other regions is contrary to every public commitment made
regarding climate change action plans. Marine Life is essential to both our survival
economically and sustainably. If this pipe is allowed to enter the Northumberland Strait, it will
impact marine life. The company has already admitted it will negatively impact shellfish. I
suspect that other bottom feeding species such as lobsters will be greatly impacted, especially
long term. Our fishery is one of if not the largest export and economy in Nova Scotia. It is
what keeps many rural Nova Scotia communities viable, and the monies made from this are
required throughout Nova Scotia. This pipe is a direct threat on the fishery and the perceived
marketing of â?ofreshâ? â?ocleanâ? â?onaturalâ? Nova Scotia fishing product. Finally, and
most importantly our health. Northern Pulp exceeds air pollution standards more often than
not when it is tested, and the company itself decides when it is tested. There is little trust or
assurance that it is operating in a typical day within environmental regulations. The same logic
applies to the standards it would fail to meet in pumping the effluent into our waters. Unlike
the smokestacks, we will not be able to see its daily operations into our waters. Northern Pulp
will be adding bacteria not naturally found in the oceans to the effluent. This will make its way



into our marine ecosystem. It will have an impact, as all newly added species do to an
ecosystem. Long term, how will this impact our fishery and health? How attractive or healthy
will it be to swim with your children in the Northumberland Strait â?" after millions of litres of
pollution are dumped into it per day? There comes a tipping point, where our natural
environment cannot clean or flush it away any further. Boat Harbour is an excellent example. I
understand that the forestry industry is concerned. I am not a radical or anti industry. I
encourage economic development, but responsible economic development that is forward
looking and makes sense for this generation and the next. The forestry industry model needs to
change. This has already been identified by provincial reports. Our forestry product is good
and strong. There will be a market, but like all businesses and industries it must evolve from
where it has been the last 50 years. Letâ?Ts not be cornered, distracted or propaganda fed to
believe that without Northern Pulp and their pip,e that poverty and panic is ahead.
Alternatively, with Northern Pulpâ?Ts pipe our fishery which is irreplaceable, tourism, our
environment and our health are all at risk. As I said at the outset, this should cause great
concern and fear. If the pipe is allowed, it will be this governmentâ?Ts and the bureaucrats
who recommend it long term legacy and contribution to this province. You need to be
prepared to own the consequences of that decision, both now and 50 years from now. Unlike
in the 1960â?Ts, we now have the science, the current environmental climate concerns, and
the track record or base line of non-compliance by Northern Pulp to reflect on. We know
better than to allow this pipe and Nova Scotians deserve better. Allowing 1960â?Ts actions in
a 2019 world would be unacceptable. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Melville Postal-Code: B9A0A4 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 21



From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:29:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: PLEASE DO NOT LET
THIS FOLLOW THROUGH WITH THIS PROJECT. I LITERALLY PLEAD. Name:

 Email: @dal.ca Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code: 

 19



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:33:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am opposed to the
further poisoning of the waters of our province. Please reconsider your plan. Name:

 Email: @eastlink.ca Address: . Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:33:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Why do I support this -
question should be why wouldnt I support this.... I am a local Business Owner in Pictou
County and yes I do work for the Mill, I employ 20 - 25 employees depending on the time of
year, and a lot of the work we do comes from Northern Pulp. Several Industries in Nova
Scotia depend on the Mill, even the Port of Halifax would feel the impact from its closing.
Environmental issues are not like it was 50 years ago, we now have the knowledge and
information to make that change and move forward, thus the results of studies and tests being
conducted to insure Northern Pulp is within the Marine Guidelines. We as a Province should
come together and work towards a solution, not protest a change that improves the existing
situation. It is possible that the Forestry and Fishing Industries co-exist and thrive in Nova
Scotia with an open mind to change and to support Northern Pulp. Name: 
Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  PO Box

 Municipality: Thorburn Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:35:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear: Minister of
Environment Gordon Wilson, In May of 2015, with the support of all three political parties in
the legislature, the government of premier Stephen McNeil passed The Boat Harbour Act,
giving the Northern Pulp mill in Abercrombie, Pictou County until January 31, 2020 to stop
using Boat Harbour for its effluent Boat Harbour Act, 2015. Northern pulp had since May
2015 to develop and propose a new effluent treatment facility ETF for environmental
assessment. In February of 2019 less than a year before cease of operation, Premier Stephen
McNeil dismissed much criticism and governments decision subject Northern Pulpâ?Ts
effluent treatment facility to a fast-tracked Class I environmental assessment. While Northern
Pulp had 1825 days to propose a new ETF, the public had 32 days to review and comment on
this 3500-page document. Not only is this an unfair and unjust timeline for the public, the
province has given $6 million under an agreement with Northern Pulp to pay part of the cost
of producing its environmental assessment The Chronicle Herald, 2019. Furthermore, this
provides proof for an unbiased determination, the project should have gone for a longer
federal environmental assessment. Unable to change the decisions made in the past, this is a
letter concerning Northern Pulp operating past January 31, 2020. As a resident of Pictou
County, it was not until I became an adult that I began to question the mill, the smell, and my
family members being employees of the mill dying at young ages from cancer. I left Pictou
County  and within a month of moving I was able to discontinue all
respiratory medications. After spending my entire life on inhalers for asthma and â?opulp mill
sensitivityâ? as my doctor called it, I spent six years inhalant and medication free. Once 

 I moved back to the Pictou area it became clear that my â?oasthmaâ? was back. I
am currently taking four inhalers and an oral medication to help me breath every single day.
As a Registered Nurse whom works in Pictou and a person who enjoys the outdoors and
running, I have to drive outside of the county lines to run without taking my rescue inhaler
with me. I am awar e I cannot prove the pulp mill has caused my respiratory complications
however I believe it is relatively clear. Ambient air pollution is a major threat to health and
climate. According to the World Health Organization, air pollution is the cause of 7 million
premature deaths every year, largely as a result of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, lung
cancer and acute respiratory infections WHO, 2016. Pulp and paper mills pollute our air,
water, and soil. They are the third largest industrial polluter to air in Canada and the United
States Watershed, 2012. Air pollution from pulp mills are not well studied. Canada National
Air Pollution Surveillance NAPS sites are placed around the country, however Canada has no
specific â?oair toxicsâ? control priorities. It is known that pulp and paper mills are major
industries that emit air pollutants, yet few show the spectrum of air quality exposure Hoffman
et al., 2017. Air toxics are airborne pollutants known to cause cancer or other serious health
effects, including volatile organic compounds VOCs. Dalhousie University Environmental
Scientis t published a peer-reviewed study that revealed several VOCâ?Ts routinely exceeding
EPA air toxics-associated cancer risk thresholds at Caribou point meteorological station and
Granton NAPS station Hoffman et al., 2017. These two stations are near the Northern Pulp
mill. This eight-year study and now evidence-based scientific knowledge reports that the
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findings reveal these volatile organic compounds found in the air exceeded their respective
cancer risk thresholds and are of primary concern in terms of population risk Hoffman et al.,
2017. Without this study of plausible association, we would be taking the pulp and paper mills
word that they are meeting all guidelines as there are no means of exploring otherwise. This
allows communities like Pictou County to gain awareness, in hopes that government agencies
adopt more stringent regulations and monitoring programs. The air quality has been
unacceptable in Pictou County since 1967 NP failing at least 14 air emissions tests in just the
past 10 years and it is only now we are seeing evidence-based data proving it is causing cancer
and other serious health effects. Canadians are more concerned than ever about the
environment â?" it emerged as a top issue in the October 2019 federal election. Canada is
warming twice as fast as the rest of the planet. Pictou County has elected Liberal Government,
Sean Fraser MP and Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister because of the environmental policy to
protect our environment Liberal, 2019. The Environmental Policy states, â?oTo reduce the
pollution that threatens our clean air and oceans, and the health of Canadiansâ?. In Pictou
County, Nova Scotia there has not been clean air since 1967 and if there is a pipe to pump
effluent into the Northumberland Strait ocean, there will not be a clean ocean either. Lets
continue to fight together, for a sustainable, clean growth economy. Please choose HEALTH
over wealth Mr. Wilson. Thank you for reading,  Resident of Pictou County
References BILL NO. 89. 2015. Boat Harbour Act. Retrieved from:
https://nslegislature.ca/legc/bills/62nd_2nd/1st_read/b089.htm Hoffman E, Guernsey JR,
Walker TR, Kim JS. 2017. Pilot study investigating ambient air toxics emissions near a
Canadian kraft pulp and paper facility in Pictou County, Nova Scotia. Environmental Science
and Pollution Research. 2425: 20685-20698. DOI: 10.1007/s11356-017-9719-5 The Chronicle
Herald. 2019. Nova Scotia had secret pact with Northern Pulp to share envionmental
assessment costs. Retrieved from: https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/provincial/nova-
scotia-had-secret-pact-with-northern-pulp-to-share-environmental-assessment-costs-353558/
WHO. 2016. Air Pollution and health: Summary. Retrieved from:
https://www.who.int/airpollution/ambient/about/en/ Watershed Sentinel. 2012. The Pulp
Pollution Primer. Retrieved from: https://watershedsentinel.ca/articles/the-pulp-pollution-
primer/ Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Three Brooks, Pictou County, Nova Scotia Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Please Reject Northern Pulp & Paper"s Proposed Effluent into the Northumberland Straight (Public Input for

Environmental Assessment Process)
Date: November 7, 2019 9:44:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To whom it may concern within the Environment Assessment branch,

I oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Please put an
end to this toxic legacy!

Please accept this as my written opposition regarding the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia
Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal, & as part of the public response
period for the Focus Report for the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal, which is being considered under Nova Scotia's provincial
Environmental Assessment. 

Please reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the
project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors, and will damage the ecosystems in this
region, which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems, and diverse wildlife.

We need to make smart decisions regarding our communities, our environment, and our
planet. This is our home.  We only have 1 home, 1 planet Earth.  Please, we need to stop
polluting it, and instead make decisions that will be healthy and sustainable, not just the quick
fix solution.  The solution to pollution is NOT dilution!!!  

Please make the right decision and reject this damaging and unsustainable project.  There are
NO economic arguments which can support the damage this project, or others like it, would do
to our environment, our communities and our citizens.  We need to make better and more
sustainable decisions, as people, as citizens, as communities, & as governments, today, and
everyday.  Sometimes they may require more effort.  Sometimes they may be more
inconvenient.  Sometimes they may even be uncomfortable.  But the future of our planet, and
our home, are at stake.  So it's time we start taking smart & sustainable action in the face of
these decisions. 

Thank you.

Sincerely,



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:46:33 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is in support of the
ETF proposal based on the focus report by professionals, highly trained with global experience
showing the fishing industry particularly the lobster industry will not be adversely affected. I
believe Boat Harbour will be cleaned up in cooperation with First Nations but we will need an
economy which includes the forest industry as it currently exists to fund this clean up without
making highly significant sacrifices to Health Care, etc. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:48:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This continuation of
Northern Pulp and Paper effluent disposal into fishing habitats cannot be approved. We cannot
keep despoiling the environment and expect to come out without serious damage to health and
wholeness of the environment that affects us all. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Boutiliers Point Postal-Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus Report Response
Date: November 7, 2019 9:57:35 AM
Attachments: MacDonald - NPNS Focus Report Response - Mercury.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good morning,

Please find attached my response to Northern Pulp's focus report, and supporting
documentation.

Regards,

Antigonish

 Northern Pulp's environmental documents.pdf

 Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.pdf

 The Canso Chemicals mystery.pdf

 What we know about mercury at Abercrombie Point...

 2000 Dillon Decommissioning Report.pdf

 Dillon Report - Appendices.pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l5F-MuzMQqHzZsAMpG5AAWKMlnlE9T6H/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l5F-MuzMQqHzZsAMpG5AAWKMlnlE9T6H/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FjIB2iiRRpDgUcTKmGlqls-dZeZhkd5I/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FjIB2iiRRpDgUcTKmGlqls-dZeZhkd5I/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gyriC7czpnv3_BuWqBki8VoRmf2ji-3a/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gyriC7czpnv3_BuWqBki8VoRmf2ji-3a/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OL3AsIgskYBB9-hy2bixghbeZpkywxCC/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OL3AsIgskYBB9-hy2bixghbeZpkywxCC/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PJh1duE0XMIChmVKwtvN9UWctUc2pjKy/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PJh1duE0XMIChmVKwtvN9UWctUc2pjKy/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MBnlOLPR-BeHKq_-y7wpqwiEx9wMpK7f/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MBnlOLPR-BeHKq_-y7wpqwiEx9wMpK7f/view?usp=drive_web
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Northern Pulp Focus Report Response: Mercury Concerns 


 


Submitted by: Betsy MacDonald, MA Social Justice and Equity Studies 


  Antigonish, NS 


  Betsy.macdonald@gmail.com 


(902) 968-1283 


 


 


Introduction 


 


I am a resident of Antigonish who frequents Pictou County for work and recently ran for the 


position of Member of Parliament in Central Nova.  


 


I wish to register some concerns about Northern Pulp’s proposed Replacement Effluent 


Treatment Facility (ETF). Specifically, the proposal fails to account for the serious environmental 


risk posed by the underground mercury deposit beneath the site of the decommissioned Canso 


Chemicals plant, which is adjacent to the site of the proposed ETF.  


 


We know that: 


● There is mercury in the bedrock very close to where Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 


Corporation (NPNS) plans to build its ETF; 


● The company’s plan includes digging at the proposed site; 


● The marine environment is already threatened by the mercury mass, which is slowly 


spreading towards Pictou Harbour; and 


● Excavation could disturb the underground mercury, posing additional risks to the 


environment and human health. 


 


NPNS’ Environmental Assessment Registration Documents and Focus Report neglect this set 


of facts and their implications for the proposed project. The omission is particularly glaring given 


that the company hired to prepare the Focus Report (Dillon Consulting) is the same company 


that conducted the decommissioning report for the Canso Chemicals plant, and which conducts 


annual mercury monitoring at the site which is reported to the Nova Scotia Department of 


Environment (NSE). 


 


These facts indicate that constructing the ETF in this location could cause adverse effects or 


serious environmental effects that cannot be mitigated. It would be irresponsible to consider 


proceeding without first dealing with a series of unanswered questions, discussed below. Based 


on the information currently available the Minister of Environment should not allow this project to 


go ahead. 


 


Risks of Mercury 


 


The dangers of mercury are well known and documented. A “naturally occurring element,” 


mercury can do serious harm to human health even in small quantities. It “is a threat to the 
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development of the child in utero and early in life,” and can have “toxic effects on the nervous, 


digestive and immune systems, and on lungs, kidneys, skin and eyes.”1 


 


Mercury exposure to humans usually happens through consumption of contaminated fish and 


shellfish, or vapour inhalation in industrial settings. It biomagnifies, meaning that the 


concentration of mercury in organisms increases as it moves up the food chain.2  


 


Exposure to mercury is a risk that should be taken extremely seriously when it is a known 


environmental factor in any proposed industrial development. Its physical effects can be 


devastating and irreversible, and it can be lethal.  


 


Mercury at former Canso Chemicals site 


 


Opened in 1970, the Canso Chemicals chlor-alkali plant produced chemicals for the mill’s 


pulping process, using large quantities of mercury. In the 1970s the Canadian Press shed light 


on significant “unaccountable mercury losses” from the plant. When new regulations came in 


requiring the mill to change its bleaching process, the plant was closed in 1992. The 8-year 


decommissioning turned up “mercury-contaminated soil and bedrock [which] were excavated to 


a depth of eight metres”, and the Dillon decommissioning report that followed identified a mass 


of mercury in the bedrock below the site that was 18 metres wide and 10 metres deep.3 The 


mass is beneath the water table, posing a risk of groundwater contamination that threatens the 


marine environment: 


 


 …the receptor of the mercury-impacted groundwater is expected to be Pictou Harbour, 


and the plume is expected to eventually discharge to the harbour approximately 700 m 


northwest of the former cell room … both water quality and sediment quality could be 


affected …4 


 


The mass was not removed due to the risk of the underground mercury becoming destabilized 


and spreading further into the environment.5 The Dillon Report said that excavating the bedrock, 


which was more than 8 metres underground, would risk “increasing the areal extent and depth 


of mercury impact due to mercury’s physical properties.”6 


 


Although NSE says Canso Chemicals is responsible for yearly monitoring of the mercury mass, 


there is no publicly available information about the results of the monitoring.7 The threshold for 


mercury concentration set by Dillon Consulting, which conducts testing on behalf of the 


company, is much higher than the accepted levels established by the Canadian Council of 


 
1 World Health Organization, Mercury and health (2019).  
2 Ibid. 
3 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 11. 
4  Dillon Consulting Limited, Canso Chemicals Site Decommissioning Final Report (2000). 
5 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), pp. 10-12.  
6 Dillon Consulting Limited, Canso Chemicals Site Decommissioning Final Report (2000). 
7 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), pp. 14-15.  
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Ministers of Environment for freshwater and marine environments. According to Dr. Tony 


Walker, a Dalhousie professor who specializes in marine systems and contaminated sites: 


 


Iʼm not sure why it is this high, as the guideline for freshwater is 0.026 ug/L … If it is 


migrating into a marine environment where thereʼs organic material and biological life in 


an active fishing industry, then that would merit an investigation.8 


 


Proximity to proposed ETF site 


 


According to NPNS’ Environmental Assessment Registration Documents submitted to NSE in 


February 2019, the company is planning to put an activated sludge treatment facility at a 


location on Abercrombie Point next to the former Canso Chemicals site. The basins which are 


part of the design would reach depths of 7 metres or more.9  


 


In the company’s words: 


 


The former Canso Chemicals plant is located on the adjacent property south of the 


NPNS facility industrial site...Similar to the pipeline, there is limited potential for 


encountering contaminants; however, NPNS’ contingency plan for encountering 


contaminated materials during construction will apply to the construction of the ETF as 


well.10   


 


The submission did not acknowledge the mercury mass beneath the former Canso Chemicals 


site.11 In an email to the Halifax Examiner about mercury monitoring, an NSE spokesperson 


confirmed that the location of the deposit “is next to the site of the proposed Northern Pulp 


effluent treatment plant.”12 


 


Downplaying the problem 


 


Despite its ownership of 50% of Canso Chemicals (and therefore its access to all available 


knowledge about the mercury mass), and despite numerous concerns raised in public 


responses to the EA submission, NPNS has failed to acknowledge the serious risk associated 


with excavating for and constructing an ETF in close proximity to a known underground mercury 


mass. 


 


 
8 Dr. Tony Walker, quoted in Brendan Ahern, “What we know about mercury at Abercrombie Point.” New 
Glasgow News (2019), p. 2. 
9 Joan Baxter, “Northern Pulp’s environmental documents: Missing mercury, a pulp mill that never was, 
and oodles of contradictions.” Halifax Examiner (2019), pp. 10-11.  
10 Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Environmental Assessment Registration Document (2019), 


Section 8, p. 165.   
11 Joan Baxter, “The Canso Chemicals mystery: With the chemical plant long gone, why is the company 
still alive? And what about all that mercury pollution?” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 7.  
12 Joan Baxter, “Northern Pulp’s environmental documents: Missing mercury, a pulp mill that never was, 
and oodles of contradictions.” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 9. 
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The main document of the Focus Report submitted by the company to NSE in October 2019 


does no more than acknowledge the former existence of the Canso Chemicals plant and its use 


of mercury: 


 


Canso Chemicals also used the BHETF from 1972 until the manufacturing operations 


concluded in 1992. Canso Chemicals was a chlor-alkali electrolysis facility that 


generated sodium hydroxide, chlorine, and hydrogen using a mercury cell process and 


brine solution.13 


 


It is only in the Concordance Table where the mercury mass is identified as a concern, thanks to 


submissions by members of the public responding to the EA registration documents. Comments 


and questions about the mercury mass appeared under the Valued Environmental Component 


(VEC) headings of Atmospheric Environment, ETF Design Concerns, Human Health Evaluation 


and Soil and Geology. 


 


In most instances NSNP gave a uniform response: “Monitoring will be conducted as part of 


construction. Contingency plans will be in place to address contaminant if identified.”14 


Additionally, NPNS’ responses made reference to: 


 


Section 2.4 - Treated Effluent Characterization 


Section 9.2 - Human Health Risk Assessment 


 


Section 2.4 makes zero mentions of mercury. Section 9.2 identifies mercury as a Contaminant 


of Potential Concern (COPC) in effluent discharge, but does not acknowledge the presence of 


mercury near the site of the proposed activated sludge treatment facility. 


 


Nowhere is there an explanation of the “contingency plans” NPNS will implement, for instance, if 


excavation for the ETF disturbs bedrock containing mercury. Nor does the focus report explain 


whether it is a sound approach to deal with mercury “if identified” given the environmental risk of 


disturbing the underground mass, acknowledged by Dillon Consulting itself.   


 


Unanswered questions 


 


There are many unknowns about the mercury mass on the former Canso Chemicals site and 


how it might be impacted by Northern Pulp’s plan.  


 


According to Joan Baxter, who consulted with Queen’s University Professor and fish toxicologist 


Peter Hodson, the following questions remain to be answered: 


 
13 Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Focus Report - Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
(2019), Project Overview, p. xxvi.  
14 Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Focus Report - Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
(2019), Appendix 1.1 - Concordance Table, p. 4.  
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1. There was no estimate made of how much residual Hg [mercury] was in soil or bed rock 


underneath the chlor-alkali cell. Without such an estimate, it is difficult to have any 


confidence in models predicting future movement of Hg from the site. If the Hg has 


penetrated deep into fissures in bedrock, and there are deep pathways for groundwater 


flow, what is the total movement of Hg off-site at all depths, and is any Hg migrating 


vertically (up or down)? 


2. The groundwater surveys (flow, Hg concentration) were made within a few years of 


dismantling and excavating the site. How much has groundwater flow changed in 


response to these surface disturbances and to subsequent re-vegetation? Is the model 


still valid? 


3. The monitoring of Hg in groundwater demonstrated that one sample well (W-4) was 


particularly contaminated. However, the [Dillon] report included a recommendation that 


this sampling well be closed (p 49)!  This seems counter-intuitive if the intent of long-


term monitoring is to track Hg concentrations over time. 


4. Was a long-term monitoring program implemented and are the results available? Has 


the database of groundwater flow and Hg concentrations and overall assessment of 


risks been updated to reflect the two decades of Hg movement since the last studies? Is 


monitoring well W-4 still sampled? 


5. Have surveys been done of soil and groundwater Hg concentrations around the sludge-


disposal sites, and are there groundwater wells that are sampled regularly? Even though 


these sites are described as ‘secure,’ they can age and start to leak due to frost 


damage, disturbance by animals, and construction or maintenance activities.15 


It is clear that NPNS has not done its due diligence in assessing the risks associated with the 


presence of mercury near the site where it plans to construct a replacement ETF. 


 


Conclusion 


 


According to Section 12 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations, in making a decision on 


a Class 1 assessment the Environment Minister must consider a variety of physical, ecological, 


social and legal factors.16 When one brings these considerations to bear on the question of 


mercury present in the property adjacent to the site of the proposed ETF, there are numerous 


outstanding concerns: 


 


● NPNS has not adequately assessed the sensitivity of the surrounding area with respect 


to underground mercury contamination; 


 
15 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 22.  
16 Province of Nova Scotia, A Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment (2019), p. 11.  
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● Concerns expressed by the public about the mercury mass under the Canso Chemicals 


site have not been adequately addressed and steps taken by the company to address 


environmental concerns expressed by the public have been insufficient; 


● Baseline information submitted by the company is insufficient for predicting the full range 


of adverse effects or environmental effects related to construction of the ETF next to a 


site containing a known underground mercury mass; 


● Potential and known adverse effects or environmental effects of the proposed 


undertaking - including disturbance of underground mercury and the subsequent risk of 


air and water pollution - have not been assessed; and 


● The focus gives inadequate attention to planned or existing land use in the area of the 


undertaking and other undertakings in the area - i.e. the former Canso Chemicals site. 


 


These concerns alone should be enough to warrant rejection of the proposal by the Minister. 


Without a thorough investigation of a series of unanswered questions related to mercury in the 


vicinity of the proposed ETF site, it is impossible to determine that there will be no adverse 


effects or significant environmental effects; or if they are present, that they can be mitigated. 


NPNS’ blanket statement about a “contingency plan” serves to downplay what is a very real 


environmental and human health risk. The company has provided no facts to support its 


assertion that it is safe to build an activated sludge treatment facility on the site adjacent to the 


former Canso Chemicals plant. The construction of the ETF should not go ahead as planned. 
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Northern Pulp Focus Report Response: Mercury Concerns 
 
Submitted by:  
  Antigonish, NS 
  @gmail.com 

 
 

 
Introduction 
 
I am a resident of Antigonish who frequents Pictou County for work and recently  

  
 
I wish to register some concerns about Northern Pulp’s proposed Replacement Effluent 

Treatment Facility (ETF). Specifically, the proposal fails to account for the serious environmental 
risk posed by the underground mercury deposit beneath the site of the decommissioned Canso 
Chemicals plant, which is adjacent to the site of the proposed ETF.  
 
We know that: 

● There is mercury in the bedrock very close to where Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Corporation (NPNS) plans to build its ETF; 

● The company’s plan includes digging at the proposed site; 
● The marine environment is already threatened by the mercury mass, which is slowly 

spreading towards Pictou Harbour; and 
● Excavation could disturb the underground mercury, posing additional risks to the 

environment and human health. 
 
NPNS’ Environmental Assessment Registration Documents and Focus Report neglect this set 
of facts and their implications for the proposed project. The omission is particularly glaring given 
that the company hired to prepare the Focus Report (Dillon Consulting) is the same company 
that conducted the decommissioning report for the Canso Chemicals plant, and which conducts 
annual mercury monitoring at the site which is reported to the Nova Scotia Department of 
Environment (NSE). 
 
These facts indicate that constructing the ETF in this location could cause adverse effects or 
serious environmental effects that cannot be mitigated. It would be irresponsible to consider 
proceeding without first dealing with a series of unanswered questions, discussed below. Based 
on the information currently available the Minister of Environment should not allow this project to 
go ahead. 
 
Risks of Mercury 
 
The dangers of mercury are well known and documented. A “naturally occurring element,” 

mercury can do serious harm to human health even in small quantities. It “is a threat to the 
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development of the child in utero and early in life,” and can have “toxic effects on the nervous, 

digestive and immune systems, and on lungs, kidneys, skin and eyes.”1 
 
Mercury exposure to humans usually happens through consumption of contaminated fish and 
shellfish, or vapour inhalation in industrial settings. It biomagnifies, meaning that the 
concentration of mercury in organisms increases as it moves up the food chain.2  
 
Exposure to mercury is a risk that should be taken extremely seriously when it is a known 
environmental factor in any proposed industrial development. Its physical effects can be 
devastating and irreversible, and it can be lethal.  
 
Mercury at former Canso Chemicals site 
 
Opened in 1970, the Canso Chemicals chlor-alkali plant produced chemicals for the mill’s 

pulping process, using large quantities of mercury. In the 1970s the Canadian Press shed light 
on significant “unaccountable mercury losses” from the plant. When new regulations came in 
requiring the mill to change its bleaching process, the plant was closed in 1992. The 8-year 
decommissioning turned up “mercury-contaminated soil and bedrock [which] were excavated to 
a depth of eight metres”, and the Dillon decommissioning report that followed identified a mass 
of mercury in the bedrock below the site that was 18 metres wide and 10 metres deep.3 The 
mass is beneath the water table, posing a risk of groundwater contamination that threatens the 
marine environment: 
 

 …the receptor of the mercury-impacted groundwater is expected to be Pictou Harbour, 

and the plume is expected to eventually discharge to the harbour approximately 700 m 

northwest of the former cell room … both water quality and sediment quality could be 

affected …4 

 
The mass was not removed due to the risk of the underground mercury becoming destabilized 
and spreading further into the environment.5 The Dillon Report said that excavating the bedrock, 
which was more than 8 metres underground, would risk “increasing the areal extent and depth 

of mercury impact due to mercury’s physical properties.”6 
 
Although NSE says Canso Chemicals is responsible for yearly monitoring of the mercury mass, 
there is no publicly available information about the results of the monitoring.7 The threshold for 
mercury concentration set by Dillon Consulting, which conducts testing on behalf of the 
company, is much higher than the accepted levels established by the Canadian Council of 

 
1 World Health Organization, Mercury and health (2019).  
2 Ibid. 
3 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 11. 
4  Dillon Consulting Limited, Canso Chemicals Site Decommissioning Final Report (2000). 
5 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), pp. 10-12.  
6 Dillon Consulting Limited, Canso Chemicals Site Decommissioning Final Report (2000). 
7 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), pp. 14-15.  
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Ministers of Environment for freshwater and marine environments. According to Dr. Tony 
Walker, a Dalhousie professor who specializes in marine systems and contaminated sites: 
 

Iʼm not sure why it is this high, as the guideline for freshwater is 0.026 ug/L … If it is 

migrating into a marine environment where thereʼs organic material and biological life in 

an active fishing industry, then that would merit an investigation.8 
 
Proximity to proposed ETF site 
 
According to NPNS’ Environmental Assessment Registration Documents submitted to NSE in 
February 2019, the company is planning to put an activated sludge treatment facility at a 
location on Abercrombie Point next to the former Canso Chemicals site. The basins which are 
part of the design would reach depths of 7 metres or more.9  
 
In the company’s words: 
 

The former Canso Chemicals plant is located on the adjacent property south of the 

NPNS facility industrial site...Similar to the pipeline, there is limited potential for 

encountering contaminants; however, NPNS’ contingency plan for encountering 

contaminated materials during construction will apply to the construction of the ETF as 

well.10   
 
The submission did not acknowledge the mercury mass beneath the former Canso Chemicals 
site.11 In an email to the Halifax Examiner about mercury monitoring, an NSE spokesperson 
confirmed that the location of the deposit “is next to the site of the proposed Northern Pulp 

effluent treatment plant.”12 
 
Downplaying the problem 
 
Despite its ownership of 50% of Canso Chemicals (and therefore its access to all available 
knowledge about the mercury mass), and despite numerous concerns raised in public 
responses to the EA submission, NPNS has failed to acknowledge the serious risk associated 
with excavating for and constructing an ETF in close proximity to a known underground mercury 
mass. 
 

 
8 Dr. Tony Walker, quoted in Brendan Ahern, “What we know about mercury at Abercrombie Point.” New 
Glasgow News (2019), p. 2. 
9 Joan Baxter, “Northern Pulp’s environmental documents: Missing mercury, a pulp mill that never was, 
and oodles of contradictions.” Halifax Examiner (2019), pp. 10-11.  
10 Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Environmental Assessment Registration Document (2019), 
Section 8, p. 165.   
11 Joan Baxter, “The Canso Chemicals mystery: With the chemical plant long gone, why is the company 
still alive? And what about all that mercury pollution?” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 7.  
12 Joan Baxter, “Northern Pulp’s environmental documents: Missing mercury, a pulp mill that never was, 
and oodles of contradictions.” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 9. 
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The main document of the Focus Report submitted by the company to NSE in October 2019 
does no more than acknowledge the former existence of the Canso Chemicals plant and its use 
of mercury: 
 

Canso Chemicals also used the BHETF from 1972 until the manufacturing operations 

concluded in 1992. Canso Chemicals was a chlor-alkali electrolysis facility that 

generated sodium hydroxide, chlorine, and hydrogen using a mercury cell process and 

brine solution.13 
 
It is only in the Concordance Table where the mercury mass is identified as a concern, thanks to 
submissions by members of the public responding to the EA registration documents. Comments 
and questions about the mercury mass appeared under the Valued Environmental Component 
(VEC) headings of Atmospheric Environment, ETF Design Concerns, Human Health Evaluation 
and Soil and Geology. 
 
In most instances NSNP gave a uniform response: “Monitoring will be conducted as part of 
construction. Contingency plans will be in place to address contaminant if identified.”14 
Additionally, NPNS’ responses made reference to: 
 
Section 2.4 - Treated Effluent Characterization 
Section 9.2 - Human Health Risk Assessment 
 
Section 2.4 makes zero mentions of mercury. Section 9.2 identifies mercury as a Contaminant 
of Potential Concern (COPC) in effluent discharge, but does not acknowledge the presence of 
mercury near the site of the proposed activated sludge treatment facility. 
 
Nowhere is there an explanation of the “contingency plans” NPNS will implement, for instance, if 

excavation for the ETF disturbs bedrock containing mercury. Nor does the focus report explain 
whether it is a sound approach to deal with mercury “if identified” given the environmental risk of 
disturbing the underground mass, acknowledged by Dillon Consulting itself.   
 
Unanswered questions 
 
There are many unknowns about the mercury mass on the former Canso Chemicals site and 
how it might be impacted by Northern Pulp’s plan.  
 
According to Joan Baxter, who consulted with Queen’s University Professor and fish toxicologist 

Peter Hodson, the following questions remain to be answered: 

 
13 Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Focus Report - Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
(2019), Project Overview, p. xxvi.  
14 Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Focus Report - Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
(2019), Appendix 1.1 - Concordance Table, p. 4.  
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1. There was no estimate made of how much residual Hg [mercury] was in soil or bed rock 

underneath the chlor-alkali cell. Without such an estimate, it is difficult to have any 

confidence in models predicting future movement of Hg from the site. If the Hg has 

penetrated deep into fissures in bedrock, and there are deep pathways for groundwater 

flow, what is the total movement of Hg off-site at all depths, and is any Hg migrating 

vertically (up or down)? 

2. The groundwater surveys (flow, Hg concentration) were made within a few years of 

dismantling and excavating the site. How much has groundwater flow changed in 

response to these surface disturbances and to subsequent re-vegetation? Is the model 

still valid? 

3. The monitoring of Hg in groundwater demonstrated that one sample well (W-4) was 

particularly contaminated. However, the [Dillon] report included a recommendation that 

this sampling well be closed (p 49)!  This seems counter-intuitive if the intent of long-

term monitoring is to track Hg concentrations over time. 

4. Was a long-term monitoring program implemented and are the results available? Has 

the database of groundwater flow and Hg concentrations and overall assessment of 

risks been updated to reflect the two decades of Hg movement since the last studies? Is 

monitoring well W-4 still sampled? 

5. Have surveys been done of soil and groundwater Hg concentrations around the sludge-

disposal sites, and are there groundwater wells that are sampled regularly? Even though 

these sites are described as ‘secure,’ they can age and start to leak due to frost 

damage, disturbance by animals, and construction or maintenance activities.15 

It is clear that NPNS has not done its due diligence in assessing the risks associated with the 
presence of mercury near the site where it plans to construct a replacement ETF. 
 
Conclusion 
 
According to Section 12 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations, in making a decision on 
a Class 1 assessment the Environment Minister must consider a variety of physical, ecological, 
social and legal factors.16 When one brings these considerations to bear on the question of 
mercury present in the property adjacent to the site of the proposed ETF, there are numerous 
outstanding concerns: 
 

● NPNS has not adequately assessed the sensitivity of the surrounding area with respect 
to underground mercury contamination; 

 
15 Joan Baxter, “Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.” Halifax Examiner (2019), p. 22.  
16 Province of Nova Scotia, A Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment (2019), p. 11.  
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● Concerns expressed by the public about the mercury mass under the Canso Chemicals 
site have not been adequately addressed and steps taken by the company to address 
environmental concerns expressed by the public have been insufficient; 

● Baseline information submitted by the company is insufficient for predicting the full range 
of adverse effects or environmental effects related to construction of the ETF next to a 
site containing a known underground mercury mass; 

● Potential and known adverse effects or environmental effects of the proposed 
undertaking - including disturbance of underground mercury and the subsequent risk of 
air and water pollution - have not been assessed; and 

● The focus gives inadequate attention to planned or existing land use in the area of the 
undertaking and other undertakings in the area - i.e. the former Canso Chemicals site. 

 
These concerns alone should be enough to warrant rejection of the proposal by the Minister. 
Without a thorough investigation of a series of unanswered questions related to mercury in the 
vicinity of the proposed ETF site, it is impossible to determine that there will be no adverse 
effects or significant environmental effects; or if they are present, that they can be mitigated. 
NPNS’ blanket statement about a “contingency plan” serves to downplay what is a very real 

environmental and human health risk. The company has provided no facts to support its 
assertion that it is safe to build an activated sludge treatment facility on the site adjacent to the 
former Canso Chemicals plant. The construction of the ETF should not go ahead as planned. 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:59:05 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not want to see
effluent from Northern Pulp pumped into the Northumberland Strait. Thank you. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:04:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a Nova Scotia
resident who cares about preserving the natural gifts and beauty of our province, I urge you to
take action in stopping the Northumberland Pipeline project. This project is a short-term
solution with severe long-term implications that will be very damaging to quality of life in our
communities, our natural ecosystems, and weather patterns. The toxic waste that has been
polluting the land, air and water since the 1960â?Ts has already devastated the Aâ?Tseâ?Tk
community. We are all family. We all need security by Constitutional right. Name: 

Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: 
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From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:06:25 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The debate between
Northern Pulp and the Dept of Environment on whether to accept the proposed new ETF
should be a clear. We need to move forward with progressive proposal. Northern Pulpâ?Ts
new proposal has met all environmental standards and definitely should be accepted and put
into action as soon as possible. Northern Pulp also has shown that they respect First Nations
by complying with environmental standards. Name:  Email:

@outlook.com Address: . Municipality: Mahone Bay
Postal-Code: B0J 2E0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 51 y: 18

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @mail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:06:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hey no pumping effulent
in to the strait.There are other ways to make paper using compressed air,has this been
examined .Dom Tar had experimented with the Flewwelling paper making machine years ago
Brother invented it.Not sure where this process went.They did build the machine I believe.
Name:  Email: @mail.com Address: 

Municipality: Wolfville Postal-Code



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:07:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister Wilson,
Iâ?Tm writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report
of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotiaâ?Ts tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region â?"
which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. Please
make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens. Sincerely,  Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:



From: @hfx.andara.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:08:22 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am opposed to the
effluent pipe. I am certain there are options that are safer for the environment. I am also
opposed to extending the deadline for shutting down Boat Harbour. We should all be ashamed
of that entire situation. I know this is very worrisome for employees and I have sympathy for
them. I hope they are treated fairly by their employer, but we cannot continue to give breaks to
corporations like Northern Pulp at the expense of the environment and the community. Name:

 Email: @hfx.andara.com Address:  Municipality:
Halifax, NS Postal-Code: B3H 3T7 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 19



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp Toxicity for Far Too Long
Date: November 7, 2019 10:20:07 AM

 
 

From:  @smu.ca> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 3:56 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Northern Pulp Toxicity for Far Too Long
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
Please stop allowing the dumping of effluent from Northern Pulp into the Northumberland
Strait.
This irresponsible behaviour has gone on for far too long.
Please step up and show some authentic and meaningful action towards environmental
protection.
Thank you and regards,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:17:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

You can no longer use the excuse that this will mean lost jobs for local people.  You and
your elected officials and community leaders will have to work hard to create some other
means of income for Pictou residents.  Education to retrain, repurpose infrastructure for
new projects.  Help make people feel useful.  
As one of the first places settlers put ashore in Nova Scotia, these foreigners had to be
creative; they didn’t give up when they nearly froze to death; didn’t give up with they
didn’t have enough to eat.  They made friends with the first nations peoples, learned how
to survive in this inhospitable climate and survive and thrive they did.  Without being
dismissive to whining, look for people who are creative, who will walk the walk.  Positive
vibes promotes more positivity.  

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:09:39 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely, 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:44:31 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my thoughts and concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:41:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Premier
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:33:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

I have to say that I am completely disgusted with the actions of  the Provincial government over the years.  The
government has lied to Pictou First Nations community and as a result has no credibility on the environment
portfolio.  You have caused great harm to this community and as a Nova Scotian I am deeply ashamed of the
provincial government.

The fact that the government has indemnified Norther Pulp and Paper and is responsible for Boat Harbour clean up
disgusts me a great deal.  You have no right to be so generous with taxpayers' money.  Industry must bear the cost of
any and all environmental damage.

I am completely disgusted with the Liberal party and more specifically with Premier McNeil who has over promised
and under delivered on numerous issues.  The next provincial election is going to be a very interesting one.  I am
equally disgusted with the Conservative party and have recently joined the Green Party who seems to be the only
party that will actually do something to protect the environment.

Sincerely,

Halifax

mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:18:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:10:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:09:17 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:07:10 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:05:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad



From:
To:
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:00:50 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To:
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:53:44 AM

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
As a local resident of Antigonish, with a cottage on the Northumberland Straight, I’m writing to
express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the
serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
 

 
 



From:
To:
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:39:58 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

I have recently read “The Mill” and have been following the discussion over the last year or two.    I abhor  the
waste of tax money and crown resources not to mention the pollution its caused.  Time to put an end to this fiasco.

Sincerely,

Halifax, Nova Scotia

It takes guts to stand up and do what’s right. Lets not give another $50 million to this
Plant as the government of the day did to Bowater.  Tax money can be better spent on a greener alternative and
helping move workers to more sustainable employment.
Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:28:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

There was a template that was to go with this email, but I took it out to write my own message. I hope you take the
time to read it.

I’m sure you’re sick and tired of hearing about the pulp mill and dealing with the various opinions and perspectives
surroundings the effluent pipe. However, I don’t think this is a matter of opinion, I think it’s a matter of fact,
integrity and respect.

I’m a  student who calls Pictou County home. My family has lived in the same little farm house for 180
years. I’m about to graduate from university and I would love to move home and help make my home county and
province a better place. However if the mill stays open, and continues to pump effluent into the Northumberland
Strait, I will not be staying in this province. Driving by that mill is embarrassing, knowing that our government
hasn’t kept its promises to Pictou Lansing First Nations, and knowing that they’re allowing the absolute destruction
of the surrounding ecosystems and wildlife disgusts me and is again, embarrassing. The fact that capitalist greed is a
priority and has been for so long, tells me that it’s that’s what matters to my government over the lives of its
citizens. I don’t want to live in a place like that. I want to live in a place where my government does the right thing,
holds true to their promises, demonstrates integrity and shows respect for their indigenous peoples and the
environment. Western science, while very factual and helpful, is incredibly black and white and does not even come
close to comparing to the wealth and preciseness of indigenous knowledge. LISTEN TO THESE PEOPLE. They
have been living with the land since the beginning of time. They can see changes and effects in the environment that
science cannot.

As a child, I remember holding my breath driving past the mill on our way home from Pictou, because I was
terrified to breathe in the constantly grim clouds of pollution in fear of getting sick. I remember doing this since at
least the age of 4. Now, as an adult when I drive home for Thanksgiving and Christmas, I come over the hill near
Saltsprings and the first thing I see is the disgusting pulp mill and it’s radiating grey clouds. EVERYTIME that I go
home, I’m ashamed. I love to fish, but you couldn’t pay me to eat a fish that comes out of the Pictou harbour or any
rivers near the mill. I love swimming but I refuse to swim at the beaches in Pictou County because of the mill-
there’s usually a dirty brown scum on top of the water if you’re at a beach near the mill, but I’ve never seen it at any
other beaches in my life time. I used to come out of my high school (in Alma) to what we thought was smog, until
you smelled it. Then it was obvious that it was pollution from the mill. Pictou County also has ridiculously high
amounts of COPD, asthma and cancer. You can’t tell me it’s not a coincidence.

I’m the next generation that will be having kids, finding a place to settle down and entering the workforce. But I
won’t be staying here unless something changes. I don’t want my child to be scared to swim, holding their breath
when they’re near Pictou, scared to fish or scared to BREATHE. I don’t want them living their life scared that
because of where they live, they’ll get cancer.

This to me is sad. You’re citizens are scared to eat fish from our waters, scared to breath our air, and scared to raise
a family. This should be a red flag to you.

So I’m begging you, please please please stop putting corporate capitalist greed above the health and well-being of
your citizens. Please keep my future child and my younger self in mind.

If you’re worried about the economics of the mill closing, then maybe consider the amount of money lobster fishing

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


brings in (and could bring in if the mill closes). Consider potential tourism investments if that ugly sight was gone.
There are so many less hurtful and destructive ways to compensate for the money they mill will no longer be
bringing in. As far as jobs go, Michelin is down the road and a new Cannabis plant has opened in the county. There
are options for the people at the mill.

Therefore, I don’t think money and jobs are good enough reasons/excuses to justify keeping the mill open and
taking advantage of indigenous peoples and the helplessness of general citizens and the environment.

Also, it’s again incredibly embarrassing that the province is is getting global attention for its governments actions in
regards to the mill and its toxicity.

Enough is enough.

Please do the right thing like I elected this Liberal government to do.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:26:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There
are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Stillwater Lake, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:20:33 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
Dear Minister Wilson,

I'm writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia's tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region - which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:17:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:54:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment

I am opposed to allowing Northern Pulp to discharge their effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  The toxic legacy
of this operation has gone on far too long. Let’s not create new problems that have to be addressed by future
generations.  The Boat Harbour story is a disgrace to our province.  Northern Pulp should find a way to treat their
effluent on site or shut down.  Shutting down a pump mill is not the end of the world.  Just look at  what happened
in Liverpool.

Dartmouth, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:26:33 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous
ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Sent from my iPhone



and individuals regarding the 
uent from the mill on lobster 

provided in the focus report show_s ~e 
grounds can be found in closer proxuntty 

the existing Boat Harbour Facility than the 
n outfall. This begs the question on why those 
with the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to 

ipore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster fishery in 
the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why 
would a new, improved system not be an improvement on the 
existing situation? 
Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 
numerous improvements have been made to the facility to 
improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in 
benchmarking section of the Focus Report Northern pulp is 
currently an average to above average mill when compared to 
other Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other 
jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 
improve on these statistics. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: northern pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:20:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I strongly oppose Northern Pulp's bid to put plant effluent in the
Northumberland strait.  This is a beautiful ecosystem that needs to be
protected.  Look for new ways forward that cherish what we have.  I
can't believe that this plant has the right to impact so many small
communities and coastal properties in PEI and New Brusnwick as well as
Nova Scotia.

Sincerely 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Re: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:10:07 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 9:31:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Honourable Minister of the Environment ,

I own a cottage on the Northumberland Strait, near Caribou River. Our family has been in love
with the North shore of our province since the 1950s. We have watched our provincial
governments allow the various companies running the Pulp mill at Abercrombie to clear cut
our beautiful forests, decimate the landscape of Pictou county, replant monoculture, pollute
the waters and ruin the habitats of people and animals. Now the idea that this company will be
permitted to pollute the Northumberland strait is completely unacceptable. Our government
must stop kowtowing to multinationals and protect our province. Create jobs that are
sustainable and environmentally sound. Shut down the mill!

You’re truly,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 8:30:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Mr. Wilson,

I'm writing in hopes you will not allow Northern Pulp to dump any effluent into the
Northumberland Straight.

Their plan is not only reckless, it's unnecessary when there's an option for a closed-loop
system. Of course, there's a cost to that but the Indigenous community around Pictou have
been paying their own cost since the 1960's and EVERYONE in Atlantic Canada will
certainly pay the cost for the inevitable environmental damage that dumping will cause.

It's time to stop this mess.

I sincerely hope that you will do the right thing. If not, there's a lot of people who will never
forget inaction.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:36:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am concerned about the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under the provincial environmental assessment.  Please reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have. 
This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery
sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region.

Yours truly,

Brookside NS 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:27:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister,

I wanted to let you know that I strongly oppose Northern Pulp's plan to pump effluent from
their plant into the Northumberland Strait.

To do so continues the stupidity of destroying our land, waters, and air in the pursuit of
fleeting jobs.

Please stand up for the environment of our province and for generations to come, and disallow
this pumping.

Sincerely,

 Halifax, NS 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Honourable Lena Metlege Diab (Lib)
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 6, 2019 7:06:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honourable Member Gordon Wilson,

Please do not let Northern Pulp pump effluent into Northumberland Straight.  It is in my
opinion, a matter of justice for all.

Thank you for your attention to this concern.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:info@lenadiab.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:22:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not want to see
effluent from Northern Pulp pumped into the Northumberland Strait. Save our oceans Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code: B3H 2J5 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 34 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: v
Subject: Pulp and Paper Mill Pictou
Date: November 7, 2019 10:00:42 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
There is an environmental crisis happening in Pictou County, Nova Scotia and I ask that it not
continue by allowing Northern Pulp to pump effluent into the ocean.
 
Since the 1960’s, the mill has been polluting the air, land and water in Pictou. To put a pipeline that
will pump up to 90 million litres of toxic pulp effluent a day into the Northumberland Strait is not a
solution.
This plan will impact the air, land, water and marine habitats along the Northumberland Strait. There
are other solutions. This environmental racism has gone on way to long. It is time to stop. 

The Focus Report is 2,600 pages of complex (and sometimes misleading) information with a narrow
timeframe for public review. If approved, this plan will have dire impacts our air, water, and sensitive
marine ecosystems.
 
Let us learn from our past mistakes and not allow the Northern Pulp Pipeline to proceed. I do not
want to see effluent from Northern Pulp pumped into the Northumberland Strait.
 
I would like to make it clear to the province that the Northern Pulp Pipeline should not proceed. 
 
Thank you,

Virus-free. www.avg.com

http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient
http://www.avg.com/email-signature?utm_medium=email&utm_source=link&utm_campaign=sig-email&utm_content=emailclient


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: reject northern pulp proposal
Date: November 7, 2019 10:21:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

Since the 1960’s, a Pulp and Paper mill has been polluting the air, land and water in Pictou,
Nova Scotia. Now, Northern Pulp wants to continue their toxic legacy with a pipeline that will
pump up to 90 million litres of toxic pulp effluent a day into the Northumberland Strait.

This plan will impact the air, land, water and marine habitats along the Northumberland
Strait.I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal
being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject
this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will
have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Margaree Valley, Inverness County



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:21:34 AM

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region, which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Pictou Pulp Mill, Logging, and the Environment
Date: November 7, 2019 10:15:47 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To:  The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment

Dear Minister,
You have been hearing from many in the province about the Pictou Pulp Mill and the
concerns about effluent.  I would like to emphasize some immediate and long term
consequent costs of logging activities to feed it:
1. Repairing and maintaining Roads damaged by the logging truck traffic
2. Costs of CO2 added to our environment by the logging industry, which includes
trucks, logging machinery, etc. and the upstream generation of CO2 to fuel and
maintain the equipment.
3. Health costs of air pollutants generated by vehicles and equipment, particularly by
diesel engines in the trucks and equipment used to harvest lumber.
4. Costs of damage, injury, and loss of life due to logging truck accidents.
5. Forestry costs including loss of CO2 capture, loss of habitat and biodiversity, costs
due to consequent erosion, and many more.

Consider the total cost to the province of the logging industry.  Include the real cost to
the province and to the world of net CO2 contributions (probably well over $200 per
ton) and the real health costs from air pollution, particularly sub-2.5 micron diesel
particulates.  All of these numbers are well documented in the peer reviewed
literature.  Has the province done the arithmetic?  Are the costs of continuing to
operate the pulp mill greater than the costs of shutting it down, when consequent
costs are considered?

The problem of course is that the costs of losing jobs and of losing tax revenue are
immediate, while the health benefits accrue over several decades and the
environmental benefits over several centuries.  We all know we must make the
transition to a low carbon environment sooner (2030 is a critical target date) rather
than later.  By investing in the green economy, which we know is the most rapid
creator of jobs across North America and Europe, Nova Scotia could be a leader and
create jobs for those displaced by the loss of a pulp mill.  At the same time Nova
Scotia could be recognized as a leader in dragging the world towards a carbon
neutral future.  It would be a win-win-win for jobs, revenue, and the environment.

It takes courage to govern for the long term well being and wealth of the province,
rather than for the immediate convenience of the political party.  I ask you, Minister
Wilson, to show that courage. Think of our youth who will inherit our decisions, and
make the right decision for the long term well being of Nova Scotia. 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


Mushaboom, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say NO to Northern Pulp!
Date: November 7, 2019 10:14:48 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. The impacts this project has already had are well-documented
and the claimed benefits of job creation do not begin to justify the environmental damage, human health
implications and all the associated costs that we as a society are bearing in order to keep this project going. There
are innumerable creative economic opportunities in energy transition, in house upgrades to conserve, in creating and
marketing alternatives to single-use paper products and many more that can create meaningful, sustainable
employment in our rural communities and would be a much wiser investment of the government’s time and money.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Black River

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Opposition of the Northern Pulp"s Plan to Dump Affluent into the Northumberland Starit
Date: November 7, 2019 9:40:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To:  The Honourable Gordon Wilson
      Minister of the Environment 

I oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent into the Strait. 
Please put an end to this toxic legacy.  

Thanks in advance for your positive action on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 7, 2019 9:22:15 AM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003401.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration with this matter.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca















Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature 

RE: " 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee I family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincia l 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the t ime to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

l ( 

-------------



Name: 
----i 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ... .. one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

( 

------- --------



Name: 

Address: ..... 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF) . It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facil ity 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natura l state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct t heir new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

----------



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say "NO" to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:19:13 AM

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public
response period for the Focus Report of the Northern
Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to
reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious
negative environmental effects the project will have on
the land, air and sea.  This project will create human
health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in
this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal
and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this
dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project
would do to our environment and our citizens.
 
Sincerely,

Cole Harbour-Portland Valley

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Please Reject Northern Pulp & Paper"s Proposed Effluent into the Northumberland Straight (Public Input for

Environmental Assessment Process)
Date: November 7, 2019 9:13:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Honourable Minister of the Environment, Gordon Wilson,

I oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Please put an
end to this toxic legacy!

Please accept this as my written opposition regarding the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia
Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal,  & as part of the public response period for
the Focus Report for the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal, which is being considered under Nova Scotia's provincial Environmental
Assessment. 

Please reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the
project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors, and will damage the ecosystems in this
region, which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems, and diverse wildlife.

We need to make smart decisions regarding our communities, our environment, and our
planet. This is our home.  We only have 1 home, 1 planet Earth.  Please, we need to stop
polluting it, and instead make decisions that will be healthy and sustainable, not just the quick
fix solution.  The solution to pollution is NOT dilution!!!  

Please make the right decision and reject this damaging and unsustainable project.  There are
NO economic arguments which can support the damage this project, or others like it, would do
to our environment, our communities and our citizens.  We need to make better and more
sustainable decisions, as people, as citizens, as communities, & as governments, today, and
everyday.  Sometimes they may require more effort.  Sometimes they may be more
inconvenient.  Sometimes they may even be uncomfortable.  But the future of our planet, and
our home, are at stake.  So it's time we start taking smart & sustainable action in the face of
these decisions. 

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Pulp Mill Pipe
Date: November 7, 2019 10:23:29 AM

From: @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 7, 2019 8:24 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Pulp Mill Pipe
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Mr. Gordon,
 
I oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Straight. 
 
This plan will cause long term effects that would be environmentally harmful, but also economically
harmful to sustainable industries such as tourism and our fisheries. 
 
Please chose a longer term sustainable solution for Nova Scotia and Nova Scotians, and not making a
foreign owned corporation profitable at the cost to native peoples, fishermen, and other Nova
Scotians. 
 
The world and our society is becoming more environmentally conscious; pumping industrial waste
into the ocean does not fit with our values in 2019 and would be an irreversible mistake. 
 
Best Regards,
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Saying NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:23:59 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: @icloud.com>
Sent: November 7, 2019 8:39 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Saying NO to Northern Pulp

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:25:31 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: @telus.net>
Sent: November 7, 2019 10:22 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Halifax, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:25:49 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: @gmail.com>
Sent: November 7, 2019 10:25 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I would like to ask you to reject the entire Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent
Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment, due to the serious
negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health
risks, damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and damage the ecosystems in this region. These include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:29:58 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I write in support of a
new Effluent facility. Is rare in this day and age that companies want to invest money to keep
operations local safe and prosperous. These are well paid jobs, people that pay taxes that fund
things in our communities like hospitals, roads, and green initiatives. Third parties have
concluded that this new facility can be done safely, letâ?Ts keep this community alive and
good paying jobs in NS Name:  Email:  Address: 

Municipality: Toronto Postal-Code:



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:32:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is necessary
for this small community to survive. It means 250 direct jobs but the spin-off jobs will be
much more. The ripple effect will be devastating to the community and the surrounding
communities and indeed the entire province. It is absolutely possible to have industry continue
and protect the environment at the same time. Iâ?Tm from the Oil and Gas industry, Iâ?Tm a
worker in the Oilsands. We have to be able to have industry continue itâ?Ts work, it is a
necessity for our economy. We can do both. We absolutely can have industry and still protect
the environment. In fact, we must. Name:  Email: @live.com
Address:  Municipality: Fort McMurray Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:34:32 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im not from Nova
Scotia. Im from Ontario. But Canadians have so much in common. We know we are a
resource rich country, probably our biggest competitive advantage in the global economy. Our
jobs and our national wealth depend upon it. We know we cant exist without respecting the
environment in the short, medium and long term. We know we must always respect the rights
of indigenous peoples. These common values may conflict sometimes, but with honest
commitment and effort we can reconcile them. Northern Pulp has answered the questions that
need to be answered. A sustainable operation is possible. A communitys livelihood can be
saved. As a fellow Canadian from far away Toronto, I wish you the best in getting this on
track. Name:  Email: @unifor.org Address: 
Municipality: Toronto Postal-Code: M6G1W4 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 16

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @xplornet.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:38:30 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our forestry contracting
company has been in business for 20 years. After the demise of Bowater from the province,
we have become dependent on Northern Pulp to purchase pulp. Without this mill, the only
alternative would be the pulp mill in Port Hawkesbury. The distance involved for trucking
would not make it viable, plus the carbon footprint would be huge. Even though our operation
is several hours away from the Northern Pulp mill, the closure would greatly effect our
operation of five forestry machines operators, plus two log trucks drivers. We are asking the
government other officials involved to consider not only the direct impact of the closure to
employees of the mill, the County of Pictou taxes collected, the loss of product produced by
the mill, but the impact that third party companies such as ourselves would bear. The closure
ultimately would be the demise of forestry contracting businesses and other mills in the
province who depend on NP taking their c hips. The loss would be huge to businesses in Nova
Scotia considering everything from forestry to trucking to the finished product, with all that is
directly indirectly involved in one way or another along the way. Forestry is a renewable,
sustainable and healthy business in this province. For the sake of a short term extension that
NP needs to meet their commitment, please dont let the future of forestry in Nova Scotia slip
away. Name: Valliside Forestry Ltd. Email: @xplornet.com Address: 

 Municipality: Aylesford Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:43:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Mr. Wilson I write this
letter in support of the proposal effluent treatment facility at Northern Pulp. They are
providing a sound and comprehensive plan with proven technology that has been used
effectively in the industry for years. The state of the art design comes from credible
engineering consultants who have provided this type of facility all over the world. Some
points I find very positive are the fact that water temperature within 5 meters of the diffuser
will be less than a degree difference from that of the ocean water. Also there is no history of
ice scour at the location of the diffuser port which is in 20 meters of water and that the treated
effluent will not be visible at the ocean surface. Most importantly independent environmental
experts assert that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. This letter comes from someone who lives and camps along the
Northumberland Strait and enjoys boating and fishing in the same waters. Thank you for your
time and I hope your appreciate the validity of the science brought forth in the Focus Report
and grant approval of the new treatment facility. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Little Harbour Municipality:
Trenton Postal-Code:



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:44:02 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Stop toxifying our
environment now! Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 20

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:57:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The forestry sector in
Canada is a renewable sector, focused on sustainability and implementing the best available
processes to reduce impact on the environment. Canada is a world-leader in forestry
regulations and enforcement. Eighty-eight 88 other pulp and paper mills across the country
coexist and support their communities. The Nova Scotia Environment Act must balance the
need to protect our shared environment and guide our economic development. This new
effluent treatment facility meets the goal of balancing economic development with
environmental protection. Detailed environmental tests clearly show this project should be
approved. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 45 y: 19

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 7, 2019 10:59:55 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si 
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To the Minister of the Environment:

I am writing in relation to the Northern Pulp Focus Report, that was submitted October 4, 2019.

My name is  and I have a science degree ( B.Sc.) from MSVU.

I have enjoyed living on the Northumberland Strait since 1965, first as a cottager and then as a full time 
resident since 1981.
I have learned to have great respect for the unpredictable nature and force of the ocean. And, I can attest to 
the increase in wind, wave action, and storms in recent years. 
This increase in natural forces should have been given more consideration in the modelling of the air and 
effluent dispersion. I realize the difficulty in predicting  but the report had no trouble in predicting outcomes 
based on a one month observation of water conditions in the Strait.

I have put many hours into studying the Focus Report and am concerned by the frequent use of words such 
as “expected, predicted, generally, anticipated, unlikely, assuming and could”.  These words leave a real 
sense of uncertainty of the stated outcomes.
It would appear that the public is again being asked to trust the highly suspect “science” being put forward. 

The Dillian Consult group has done a wonderful job in word smithing and marketing for Northern Pulp’s 
intended outcome. But this is not science.

I would ask the Minister to reject this project  based on lack of true science or at the very least submit 
it to a full environmental assessment.

We only get one chance to get this right and protect our life sustaining environment.

Respectfully submitted,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: NPNS Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
Date: November 7, 2019 11:11:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Mr. Gordon Wilson

Minister of Environment

Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment
Facility Project

My name is  from New Glasgow with property in Chance Harbour approximately
 meters from the mouth of Boat Harbour.  I am anxious to see the closure of Boat

Harbour as an ETF, but I also have concerns with the proposed AST being implemented. 
Technology has advanced by leaps and bounds in the last few decades and no significant
traces of effluent should be dumped in our waters. 

The EA 1 does not provide adequate time for a proper and thorough assessment.  The
proposed ETF is significant and complex, and sufficient time is needed for engineers to be
diligent in their testing, such as, weather conditions can be different from one year to the next
and seasonal conditions should be studied over a five year period.

Oxygen Delignification

Page 34 of the Focus Report (FR) states that COD can be reduced by 55% without an oxygen
delignification system.  The oxygen delignification system will not be included until after the
proposed EST is operational and no time frame is established by NPNS for its installation. 
This means effluent with only a 55% reduction will be dumped into the receiving water for an
undetermined time frame. (Ref. pg. 191 FR)

Performance Temperature

Temperatures of the effluent from NPNS dumped into the receiving water are similar to
temperatures at the Howe Sound and Port Alberni mills.  What will be the long term effect to
the Northumberland Strait that is relatively shallow with warm summertime water?  Is the
37°C measured at the diffusers?  If so, then heat transfer along the pipeline will be added to
temperature of Caribou Harbour.  The FR states designed temperature controls should prevent
thermal shock that may affect marine life.  How accurate and reliable are these controls. Will
the failure of the controls default to shut down the system? (Ref pg. 152 FR)

Modelling

The MIKE21 far field model and CORMIX near field model are computer generated
simulations.  There is no evidence backing up the accuracy of these models like how often
these programs were used to design AST systems and how close the modelling predictions

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


were to actual results.  The ambient water conditions were taken from Pictou Road instead of
the area around CH-B.  The report states the ambient conditions would be worse than water
around CH-B. However; would not the report be more authentic, if the ambient conditions
around CH-B were used? (Ref pg.16 Appendix E1-E2)

Pipeline Protection

NPNS has chosen SDR17 as a suitable protection for the pipe.  This is a heavier gauge 53.8
mm thick pipe, but there is no mention of the manufacturer’s test results and expected life. 

Air Quality

The study done on air quality using discrete receptor sites show TRS exceeded 10-minute
limit.  (Ref pg. 110 FR)  Will the new ETF get the TRS to acceptable levels?  Will odour from
the TRS and particulate matter and other noxious gases be released from the sludge when it is
burned in the power boiler? 

Sufficient air monitoring sites should be located downwind from the mill to capture all
regional wind directions.  It seems the current sites are inadequate to measure stack emissions
at any given time.  (Ref Section 6.3)

Conclusion

The AST is 30 year old technology and in this day and age industry should do much better
disposing their effluent.  I am opposed to the current ETF proposal.  Nova Scotia should be on
the leading edge of a clean environment and we should expect any new project to achieve a
stack emissions effluent discharge to within 95% of normal ambient conditions.  Discharge
temperatures should not have a negative impact on the receiving water. 

The EA should not be approved based on the information supplied.  There is insufficient data
and testing to support the model simulations.  I am definitely opposed to the extension of Boat
Harbour even though it puts NPNS in an awkward position to carry on its operation. 
However; your decision should be based solely on the environmental impact this project could
have.  Inadequate testing to back up the modelling kept jumping out at me as I read through
the report. 
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Forest Technician



 

Partner of Canadian Woodlands Forum 

Member of the Forest Products Association of Nova Scotia & Maritime Lumber Bureau 

Ledwidge  Lumber  Company  Ltd. 
 

195 Old Post Rd. PO Box 39, Enfield, Nova Scotia, B2T 1C6 

www.ledwidgelumber.com 
sales@ledwidgelumber.com 

 Office (902) 883-9889 
Fax (902) 883-8659     

November 5, 2019 
 
 
Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 
 
Dear Minister Wilson, 
 
I am writing you to lend my sincere support to Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment and science based Focus 
Report. Upon reviewing the report it was evident that Northern Pulp’s proposed state-of-the-art waste water 
treatment facility will definitely meet or exceed Provincial and Federal environmental standards. As a Forester who 
adheres to sound environmental practices on a daily basis and relies on a healthy environment for my family and 
livelihood, I do not take this position lightheartedly. 
 
Any concerns I may have had are now dismissed due to the detailed and comprehensive report presented to you. I 
take this opportunity to ask; will the new wastewater treatment facility be equivalent to, or even more environmentally 
sound, than other North American pulp mills? Yes. Has the report used good measure and science to alleviate any 
concerns related to harmful effects to marine life, water quality, and temperature? Yes. Has the focus report 
demonstrated that Northern Pulp can operate in an environmentally sustainable manner, coinciding with the fishing 
industry, communities, and nature enthusiasts for years to come? Yes. And are those who will always remain critical 
and do not support this project and paint an exaggerated and glim picture, ignoring the facts and science? 
Unfortunately, yes. 
 
We as Nova Scotian’s now have the opportunity to right an environmental wrong and protect a long-standing and 
economically vital forest industry. An industry which is key to the rural way of life, which in turn provides significant 
funds to benefit and service all Nova Scotians. I respectively call on you as Minister of Environment in Nova Scotia 
to approve the environmental assessment submitted by Northern Pulp based on the principles of science and the 
knowledge we have all gained from this process. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

Ledwidge Lumber Co. Ltd. 
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Dear Minister Wilson,

As someone who grew up in Pictou, I know the impact that this pollution has had and continues to have on our
health and well-being.

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not allow the
pulp Mill in New Glasgow, NS to continue to pump toxic waste. This practice should be
stopped. We need to take a stand for our environment and the healthy future of our province.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Kentville Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I have been a resident of Nova Scotia all my life and I have spent almost a third of my life on the Northumberland
Strait. Having family from Pictou County, we spent every summer there and for the last 40 years my husband and I
spend most of each spring, summer and fall near Caribou on the shore.

I remember when Scott Paper first came to Abercrombie and we all watched the water turn brown and the air begin
to stink. I remember my late uncle from New Glasgow telling me in the  early seventies that everyone in the county
knew that the rate of illness at the Pictou Landing First Nation was through the roof. People were showing up at the
hospital in record numbers. Friends recently told me that a display at Pictou Landing of all the folks who have died
is on display there and it is heart-wrenching.

My mother fondly remembered going swimming at the Lighthouse beach years before the mill opened and it was
pristine and beautiful.

We have had over 50 years to learn about the effects of this mill on the environment in Pictou County. There is no
question that it has been devastating; most of all to the people of Pictou Landing but also to the surrounding area.
The Northumberland Strait and the land of that area have provided an income to fishermen and farmers for hundreds
of years. Why would we ever risk that? Yes, there have been some jobs in the forests due to the mill but much better
jobs could be developed which would use the natural hardwoods that grow there and have an environmentally
positive impact on the long term. It is long past the time that we should be cutting down softwoods for pulp. And I
would of course fully support the workers at the mill and the retired mill workers receiving  fair financial
compensation and their pensions guaranteed by the province. It would be a small price to pay to finally close that
mill down and begin to restore the land, air and water to health.

I hope that I can pass on the 20 acres I own on the Northumberland shore to my children and grandchildren. I hope
they will still want to be there using the land, the forest and the ocean.

But if we start pumping 90 million litres of effluent every day in those rich fishing grounds and beautiful
recreational waters, will there be anything there for them or anyone else in the future?

Surely in 2019 we can come up with  a better way to employ people and use our resources for jobs as well as for the
long term health of our people and our environment.

I long for the day I can come over Mount Thom and not see that huge ugly plume of air pollution pouring into the
atmosphere and I can know we have found a cleaner and more sustainable way to give folks jobs and utilize the
beautiful natural resources we have been so fortunate to inherit.

Surely we can do better for all of us.  Respectfully submitted,   

                                                                                                 , Halifax
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Minister Wilson,
I realize time is running short for making comment on NP.
Here is my view:
2020 deadline was a mistake and anything we do just because 2020 stands in the way is the
wrong approach. It is a gun to our head and to make decisions with that in mind only
complicates matters. It is a poor foundation.
Even though I understand science (that is, able to evaluate scientific articles) I am not able to
make a decision for or against NP because the science does not exist, hence the need for a
Class 2 environmental assessment. I have full confidence in our scientists that they can do
the required work and be disinterested in decision making.
At this stage we do not know what the best process is to treat effluent from the Kraft process.
Does it have to go to the Strait? There is a process called Wetland Engineering used is other
places that has environmentalists support. Can we do it here? It is my understanding that NP
will agree to doing a pilot project, which can take about two years to complete, and cost about
$1,000,000. If successful, the whole effluent process will cost approximately the same as a
pipe into the Strait, $85,000,000.
There is always a risk reward formula in all we do. The formula applies to politics, the
environment, and the way of life of citizens of this province.
It is my view that the 2020 law needs to be changed in order to properly evaluate the total
effects on this province. First Nation trust is essential, and god knows they have been lied to
in the past, but  is  a very intelligent individual and fully understands the implication
of having a mill and not having a mill.
Some have suggested that the air around  NP and east of there has made for higher cancer
rates. I have looked at the rates and find no correlation. Rates of various types of cancer vary
around the province.
Minister Wilson, you have a very difficult decision to make; the lives of many, many Nova
Scotians will be effected, economically and otherwise. A ration decision should not be based
on a deadline like 2020.

Thank You,

PS. Also, a thank you for Bill 163

--
This email has been checked for viruses by AVG.
https://www.avg.com
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am very much opposed
to the plan of allowing effluent from Northern Pulp to be pumped into the Northumberland
Strait. If approvrd, this plan will have dire impacts on our air, water, and sensitive marine
ecosystems. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Wolfville Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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From:  @eastlink.ca> 
Sent: November 7, 2019 11:19 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Reject Northern Pulp's treatment facility
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Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I am writing to express grave concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I urge you to do the right thing for the Nova Scotia people,
and REJECT this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project
will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.  Northern Pulp has also
incurred an enormous amount of forest clearcutting across the province.  It is unacceptable. 
Damage from clearcutting practices will endure for centuries, not only to the forest, but also the soil
nutrients and extend to the acidified waterways. 
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
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Save our Seas and Shores PEI,
81 Prince St, Charlottetown, PE 
C1A 4R3

November 5, 2019

Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment
1894 Barrington St, Suite 1800 
Box 442
Halifax NS B3J 2P8

Dear Minister Wilson,

Save our Seas and Shores PEI is a coalition of Prince Edward Island
groups and individuals advocating for protection of the Gulf of St Lawrence.
Our sister organization, Save our Seas and Shores Nova Scotia, has written
to you to express its opposition to Northern Pulp's plan to release effluent




 
Save Our Seas and Shores, PEI 


81 Prince St.,  
Charlottetown PE 


C1A 4R3 
 
 
 


Save our Seas and Shores PEI, 
81 Prince St, Charlottetown, PE  
C1A 4R3 
 
November 5, 2019 
 
 
Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 
1894 Barrington St, Suite 1800  
Box 442 
Halifax NS B3J 2P8 
 


Dear Minister Wilson, 


Save our Seas and Shores PEI is a coalition of Prince Edward Island groups and individuals 
advocating for protection of the Gulf of St Lawrence. Our sister organization, Save our Seas and 
Shores Nova Scotia, has written to you to express its opposition to Northern Pulp's plan to release 
effluent from its mill into the Northumberland Strait. We want to say that we are in full agreement 
with that position, and with the letter submitted by Mary Gorman and Percy Haynes on behalf of 
SOSS-NS. 


This is an issue that crosses provincial boundaries, affecting the residents of Prince Edward Island, 
especially those who make their living in the fisheries. We know the Strait is already affected by 
heavy concentrations of Nitrates. And, as Mary and Percy point out in their letter, there has been an 
alarming depletion in oxygen in the Gulf in general. Many species of whales, fishes and birds are 
endangered or threatened. All of these factors point to the importance of exercising the 
precautionary principle in making decisions.  


We urge you to respect the wishes of the many people and organizations, the fishers, the 
environmentalists, members of the First Nations and of communities on both sides of the Strait 
who have spoken out in opposition to Northern Pulp's plan. There is far too much at risk to warrant 
giving Northern Pulp permission to execute their plan. 


 


Ann Wheatley, Chair, Save our Seas and Shores PEI 







 








November 3, 2019 
  
The Hon. Gordon Wilson 
NS Minister of Environment  
1894 Barrington St 
Suite 1800 Box 442 
Halifax NS B3J 2P8 
  
Dear Mr. Minister, 
  
Save our Seas and Shores is a coalition of fishers, First Nations and concerned activists from NS, 
NB, PEI, QC and NL who have advocated for protection of the Gulf of St Lawrence for decades. 
The Gulf of St Lawrence provides global food sources and feeds the coastal communities of 5 
provinces and thousands of jobs with its multi-billion dollar sustainable fishery and tourism 
industries.  
  
We are writing today to comment on Northern Pulp’s Focus report which details its ill-advised, 
unrealistic scheme to pump 92 million litres of toxic kraft bleached effluent into this 
exceptionally fragile body of water. This egregious proposal lacks integrity, responsibility and a 
concrete grip on reality. Our coalition vehemently opposes a pipe dumping toxic pulp mill 
effluent adjacent to Caribou Harbour or anywhere in the Northumberland Strait and Gulf of St 
Lawrence. Let us explain why. 
  
1) Six and a half times smaller than the Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf of St. Lawrence is a fragile, 
landlocked, semi-enclosed inland sea that completely exchanges its water with the Atlantic 
Ocean only once a year. As one of the most productive marine regions in Canada and one of the 
most precious ecosystems on earth, (according to Dr, David Suzuki), it should never be placed in 
harm's way. Because of its circular, counterclockwise currents, any contamination will be 
widespread along the Gulf coastlines of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, 
Quebec and Newfoundland.This is further exacerbated by winter ice coverage that eliminates 
wave action that could contribute to oxygenation of the water. This freshwater effluent will raise 
to the surface and lay under the ice lay for months at a time every winter.   
  
For 50 years, Northern Pulp has dumped 92 million litres of kraft bleached effluent, known to be 
one of the most toxic marine pollutants on this earth, every single day into this fragile ecosystem 
where over 2,000 marine species spawn, nurse and migrate annually. Their irrational logic for 
the continuation of this immoral conduct is that they’ve done it for fifty years and no harm has 
been done... so they say. 
  
In reality, as it stands now, the Right whale, Blue whale, leatherback turtle, piping plover and 
harlequin duck are endangered; while Atlantic salmon, cod, fin whale, humpback whale are in 
trouble; bass are in sharp decline, as are mackerel and herring; Bluefin tuna are starving and 
flocking to fishing boats for food – these are just some examples of the disgraceful indicator that 
in only fifty years, our generation has taken for granted and degraded our Gulf's natural, 
renewable resources. We have allowed unfettered industrial development and pollution with little 







regard for the precautionary principle and ecosystem approaches demanded by the United 
Nations Convention on Biodiversity, supported by Canada in 1992.  
  
In October of 2018, international scientists noted that the Gulf of St Lawrence is one of the most 
deoxygenating bodies of water on this earth.  
  
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-
other-marine-environment 
  
The authors of this study also note that protection of the Gulf needs to happen via governments 
at regional and local levels.  
  
How does NSDOE reconcile this international science with Northern Pulp’s irrational logic that 
a half a century of toxic effluent dumped into spawning waters determines that they should 
continue to violate our oceans? Northern Pulp’s focus report reads as if they are dumping into 
pristine waters, rather than the deeply degraded fragile ecosystem the Northumberland Strait and 
Gulf of St Lawrence have now become in 2019. 
  
There is no mention in Northern Pulp’s focus report of the current state of de-oxygenation in this 
body of water. Hence the entire focus report is a farce, not grounded in truth or reality. 
  
2) Northern Pulp plans to build its treatment facility on top of mercury that was buried by 
previous owners. Any individual is aware that disturbing buried mercury could lead to 
irrevocable consequences. The enclosed article by investigative journalist Joan Baxter explains 
this mercury problem in great detail. Yet it is being all but ignored by the NS Dept of 
Environment. It is disgraceful conduct for a department mandated to protect Nova Scotia’s 
renewable resources to simply ignore and pretend that this monster of a mercury problem does 
not exist. Our children deserve better scrutiny and oversight of proposed industrial developments 
in 2019 when their very future is in peril. 
  
 https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/ 
  
3) Perhaps NSDOE is ignoring this frightening mercury problem because of the conflict of 
interest you are in, as both owner, operator of the Boat Harbour treatment facility and alleged 
environmental protector of Nova Scotia’s resources. For this reason, our coalition does not have 
any faith or believe your department can ethically determine this environmental assessment. We 
believe there should be a full federal assessment under CEAA. 
  
Whatever your reasons for ignoring this looming mercury crisis, and the current de-oxygenation 
of our precious Gulf and its ongoing decline of marine resources, Save our Seas and Shores 
reiterates that we are vehemently opposed to any further effluent being dumped by this 
antiquated mill into the Northumberland Strait.   
  
We are grateful to the Nova Scotia government for its leadership in establishing the Boat 
Harbour Act. But you must finish what you have started. Re-routing the toxic effluent from Boat 
Harbour to Caribou Harbour is MOVING the problem.Not solving it.   







   
It is our responsibility as adults to protect the ecosystems that enable resource development for 
future generations. Up until now, we have failed our children. This must stop. Now. There must 
be #NOPIPE in the Northumberland Strait.  
  
Respectfully submitted, 
  
Mary Gorman and Percy Hayne 
PO Box 47 
Merigomish, NS  B0K 1G0 
902.926.2128 
902.759.5963  
 







from its mill into the Northumberland Strait. We want to say that we are in
full agreement with that position, and with the attached letter which was
submitted by  on behalf of SOSS-NS.

This is an issue that crosses provincial boundaries, affecting the residents of
Prince Edward Island, especially those who make their living in the fisheries.
We know the Strait is already affected by heavy concentrations of nitrates,
and, as  point out in their letter, there has been an alarming
depletion in oxygen in the Gulf in general. Many species of whales, fishes
and birds are endangered or threatened. All of these factors point to the
importance of exercising the precautionary principle in making decisions. 

We urge you to respect the wishes of the many people and organizations,
the fishers, the environmentalists, members of the First Nations and of
communities on both sides of the Strait who have spoken out in opposition
to Northern Pulp's plan. 

Save our Seas and Shores PEI



November 3, 2019 
  
The Hon. Gordon Wilson 
NS Minister of Environment  
1894 Barrington St 
Suite 1800 Box 442 
Halifax NS B3J 2P8 
  
Dear Mr. Minister, 
  
Save our Seas and Shores is a coalition of fishers, First Nations and concerned activists from NS, 
NB, PEI, QC and NL who have advocated for protection of the Gulf of St Lawrence for decades. 
The Gulf of St Lawrence provides global food sources and feeds the coastal communities of 5 
provinces and thousands of jobs with its multi-billion dollar sustainable fishery and tourism 
industries.  
  
We are writing today to comment on Northern Pulp’s Focus report which details its ill-advised, 
unrealistic scheme to pump 92 million litres of toxic kraft bleached effluent into this 
exceptionally fragile body of water. This egregious proposal lacks integrity, responsibility and a 
concrete grip on reality. Our coalition vehemently opposes a pipe dumping toxic pulp mill 
effluent adjacent to Caribou Harbour or anywhere in the Northumberland Strait and Gulf of St 
Lawrence. Let us explain why. 
  
1) Six and a half times smaller than the Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf of St. Lawrence is a fragile, 
landlocked, semi-enclosed inland sea that completely exchanges its water with the Atlantic 
Ocean only once a year. As one of the most productive marine regions in Canada and one of the 
most precious ecosystems on earth, (according to Dr, David Suzuki), it should never be placed in 
harm's way. Because of its circular, counterclockwise currents, any contamination will be 
widespread along the Gulf coastlines of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, 
Quebec and Newfoundland.This is further exacerbated by winter ice coverage that eliminates 
wave action that could contribute to oxygenation of the water. This freshwater effluent will raise 
to the surface and lay under the ice lay for months at a time every winter.   
  
For 50 years, Northern Pulp has dumped 92 million litres of kraft bleached effluent, known to be 
one of the most toxic marine pollutants on this earth, every single day into this fragile ecosystem 
where over 2,000 marine species spawn, nurse and migrate annually. Their irrational logic for 
the continuation of this immoral conduct is that they’ve done it for fifty years and no harm has 
been done... so they say. 
  
In reality, as it stands now, the Right whale, Blue whale, leatherback turtle, piping plover and 
harlequin duck are endangered; while Atlantic salmon, cod, fin whale, humpback whale are in 
trouble; bass are in sharp decline, as are mackerel and herring; Bluefin tuna are starving and 
flocking to fishing boats for food – these are just some examples of the disgraceful indicator that 
in only fifty years, our generation has taken for granted and degraded our Gulf's natural, 
renewable resources. We have allowed unfettered industrial development and pollution with little 



regard for the precautionary principle and ecosystem approaches demanded by the United 
Nations Convention on Biodiversity, supported by Canada in 1992.  
  
In October of 2018, international scientists noted that the Gulf of St Lawrence is one of the most 
deoxygenating bodies of water on this earth.  
  
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/the-gulf-of-st-lawrence-is-losing-oxygen-faster-than-almost-any-
other-marine-environment 
  
The authors of this study also note that protection of the Gulf needs to happen via governments 
at regional and local levels.  
  
How does NSDOE reconcile this international science with Northern Pulp’s irrational logic that 
a half a century of toxic effluent dumped into spawning waters determines that they should 
continue to violate our oceans? Northern Pulp’s focus report reads as if they are dumping into 
pristine waters, rather than the deeply degraded fragile ecosystem the Northumberland Strait and 
Gulf of St Lawrence have now become in 2019. 
  
There is no mention in Northern Pulp’s focus report of the current state of de-oxygenation in this 
body of water. Hence the entire focus report is a farce, not grounded in truth or reality. 
  
2) Northern Pulp plans to build its treatment facility on top of mercury that was buried by 
previous owners. Any individual is aware that disturbing buried mercury could lead to 
irrevocable consequences. The enclosed article by investigative journalist Joan Baxter explains 
this mercury problem in great detail. Yet it is being all but ignored by the NS Dept of 
Environment. It is disgraceful conduct for a department mandated to protect Nova Scotia’s 
renewable resources to simply ignore and pretend that this monster of a mercury problem does 
not exist. Our children deserve better scrutiny and oversight of proposed industrial developments 
in 2019 when their very future is in peril. 
  
 https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/ 
  
3) Perhaps NSDOE is ignoring this frightening mercury problem because of the conflict of 
interest you are in, as both owner, operator of the Boat Harbour treatment facility and alleged 
environmental protector of Nova Scotia’s resources. For this reason, our coalition does not have 
any faith or believe your department can ethically determine this environmental assessment. We 
believe there should be a full federal assessment under CEAA. 
  
Whatever your reasons for ignoring this looming mercury crisis, and the current de-oxygenation 
of our precious Gulf and its ongoing decline of marine resources, Save our Seas and Shores 
reiterates that we are vehemently opposed to any further effluent being dumped by this 
antiquated mill into the Northumberland Strait.   
  
We are grateful to the Nova Scotia government for its leadership in establishing the Boat 
Harbour Act. But you must finish what you have started. Re-routing the toxic effluent from Boat 
Harbour to Caribou Harbour is MOVING the problem.Not solving it.   



   
It is our responsibility as adults to protect the ecosystems that enable resource development for 
future generations. Up until now, we have failed our children. This must stop. Now. There must 
be #NOPIPE in the Northumberland Strait.  
  
Respectfully submitted, 
  

Merigomish, NS  B0K 1G0 



 
Save Our Seas and Shores, PEI 

81 Prince St.,  
Charlottetown PE 

C1A 4R3 
 
 
 

Save our Seas and Shores PEI, 
81 Prince St, Charlottetown, PE  
C1A 4R3 
 
November 5, 2019 
 
 
Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 
1894 Barrington St, Suite 1800  
Box 442 
Halifax NS B3J 2P8 
 

Dear Minister Wilson, 

Save our Seas and Shores PEI is a coalition of Prince Edward Island groups and individuals 
advocating for protection of the Gulf of St Lawrence. Our sister organization, Save our Seas and 
Shores Nova Scotia, has written to you to express its opposition to Northern Pulp's plan to release 
effluent from its mill into the Northumberland Strait. We want to say that we are in full agreement 
with that position, and with the letter submitted by  on behalf of 
SOSS-NS. 

This is an issue that crosses provincial boundaries, affecting the residents of Prince Edward Island, 
especially those who make their living in the fisheries. We know the Strait is already affected by 
heavy concentrations of Nitrates. And, as  point out in their letter, there has been an 
alarming depletion in oxygen in the Gulf in general. Many species of whales, fishes and birds are 
endangered or threatened. All of these factors point to the importance of exercising the 
precautionary principle in making decisions.  

We urge you to respect the wishes of the many people and organizations, the fishers, the 
environmentalists, members of the First Nations and of communities on both sides of the Strait 
who have spoken out in opposition to Northern Pulp's plan. There is far too much at risk to warrant 
giving Northern Pulp permission to execute their plan. 

Save our Seas and Shores PEI 
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Good Morning

Honorable Gordon Wilson

    Attached is a letter regarding the environmental assessment of the proposed effluent
treatment facility for Northern Pulp. Boilermakers Local 73  represent 931  members in the
maritime provinces. Thanks for you consideration of our letter.

Assistant Business Manager/Dispatcher
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BOILERMAKERS• IRON SHIP BUILDERS 

NEW BRUNSWICK OFFICE 
345 King William Road 

Saint John, New Brunswick E2M 7C9 
Tel: (506) 634-7386 • Fax: (506) 634-0411 

November 7, 2019 

Honorable Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box442 
Halifax, NS 
B3J 2P8 

Dear Honorable Wilson: 

~ 

L0DGE73 

BLACKSMITHS, FORGERS & HELPERS 
NOVA SCOTIA OFFICE 

124 Parkway Drive 
Truro Heights, Nova Scotia 86L 1N8 

Tel: (902) 897-7306 • Fax: (902) 897-7305 

My name is I represent the members of the International 
Brotherhood of Boilermakers Local 73. Boilermakers in Nova Scotia have been 
maintaining and upgrading industrial sites in the Maritimes and across Canada for 
generations. Our organization is committed to the environment and solutions to the climate 
change concerns all over the world. We have been major players in Carbon Capture & 
Storage (CCS) in heavy industries in Canada and in Europe. 

I am contacting you today to give you my feedback and insight on the Northern 
Pulp Environmental assessment in regards to their proposed waste water treatment facility. 
I have looked through the focus report on Paper Excellence website and communicated 
with many of our members and contractors. The vast majority of our members would like 
to see the mills treatment facility constructed. If the findings in the focus report are 
accurate, I think the major concern that was addressed was the fishing industry. According 
to the report there will be no significant impact on any fisheries. This is very important to 
many of our members, although we are tradespeople many of us are recreational and 
commercial fishermen & women. 

Another key thing noticed from the focus report is water quality where effluent will 
be discharged in the Northumberland Strait. I wouldn't expect the Province of Nova Scotia 
to approve Northern Pulps plan if it didn't meet or exceed Canadian Marine Regulations. 
Having environmental experts review the plans and address these concerns are very 
important to all Nova Scotians. 



Page 2 
Honorable Gordon Wilson (con't) 

The impact on a treatment facility being built would be very beneficial to our 
organization and create jobs for many tradespeople in Nova Scotia. This would create a 
significant boost in the Pictou County economy. Year after year, there is a surge of 
business in the area when Northern Pulp does its annual maintenance work. Hotels are full, 
restaurants are busy and local businesses are seeing a transient workforce arrive in the area 
and spend a portion of the good and fair wages which Northern Pulp is responsible for. 

We recognize your work and the work of the Provincial Government. You have 
been instrumental in a number of bills regarding the environment like Bill 152 & 163. 
The Boilermakers, like yourself can find common ground in protecting the environment, 
our members being the boots on the ground. We were the main trade union in the 
construction of major pollution control devices on industrial sites in the province. A few 
examples would be the precipitator upgrade at Northern Pulp in 2014 through 2015. 
Construction of the Bag House at Trenton Power Unit 5 to help reduce particulate that was 
being discharged from the stacks in 2008 through 2009, just to name a few. 

Understanding the 3rd party evaluation and findings, our members would like to be 
a part of this project. We are willing, capable and ready to be a part of any construction to 
help the residents of Pictou County & Nova Scotia. We support the approval of the 
treatment facility as it will be a world class effluent treatment plant. We would be proud to 
have it on a list of our construction achievements. 

Respectfully, 

Assistant Business Manager 
Boilermakers Local 73 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a citizen of Nova
Scotia and taxpayer I am outraged at the corporate irrisponsibility and government inaction in
the continuance of dumping effluent into the harbour at Picto. When will action be take in
halting this practice. We are looking to government to take the ethical path. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Kentville
Ns Postal-Code: B4N 2P3 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 31
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:32:37 AM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The water here is bad
enough. Please dont pollute it more. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 1-

Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:48:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have reviewed the
Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp and have full confidence in this Project. I have
worked over the years many times at this Pulp Mill and this Owner Paper Excellence has in
my opinion worked towards correcting many issues. Please grant then the green light for this
Project. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:52:47 AM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am opposed to effluent
being pumped into the Northumberland Strait. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: . Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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Subject: NP -Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 7, 2019 11:53:08 AM
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Mr Wilson,
 
Please find letter attached regarding the Effluent Treatment Facility
 
Thank you,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca

Hon. Gordon Wilson,



As an individual who works in the forestry industry, I’m asking for your support. With the help of the extensive scientific Focus Report submitted to the Minister of Environment, I really feel the facts are in the science. As we try and move forward with investing in a state of the art effluent treatment facility at Northern Pulp, we need your help and Nova Scotia does need Forestry. 

The strait has been fished for over  50 years  with success and as  stated by third party environmental experts there will be no significant impacts on habitat or fisheries in the future with the new facility as well as there will be no significant impact on marine species during the new construction. 

Northern Pulp has chosen to use a thicker pipe than even required for additional protection as well as the effluent entering the facility is always being monitored and spill basins are used if levels are out of balance or for power outages. 

Canadian Marine guidelines will be met and experts have also determined that the ocean temperature will be less than 1 degree celsius difference than the treated waste water. In comparing Northern Pulp to other Canadian pulp mills, it is a very normal and typical mill. Northern Pulp has reduced greenhouse gases and its energy usage is over 92 % renewable. 

When the state of the art wastewater facility is complete, Northern Pulp will continue to thrive in the industry and our community.  Please use science and approve the environmental assessment and help Northern Pulp coexist. NOVA SCOTIA NEEDS FORESTRY 



Thank you 

LauraLee MacInnis



Hon. Gordon Wilson, 
 
As an individual who works in the forestry industry, I’m asking for your support. With the help of 

the extensive scientific Focus Report submitted to the Minister of Environment, I really feel the facts are 
in the science. As we try and move forward with investing in a state of the art effluent treatment facility 
at Northern Pulp, we need your help and Nova Scotia does need Forestry.  

The strait has been fished for over  50 years  with success and as  stated by third party 
environmental experts there will be no significant impacts on habitat or fisheries in the future with the 
new facility as well as there will be no significant impact on marine species during the new construction.  
Northern Pulp has chosen to use a thicker pipe than even required for additional protection as well as 
the effluent entering the facility is always being monitored and spill basins are used if levels are out of 
balance or for power outages.  

Canadian Marine guidelines will be met and experts have also determined that the ocean 
temperature will be less than 1 degree celsius difference than the treated waste water. In comparing 
Northern Pulp to other Canadian pulp mills, it is a very normal and typical mill. Northern Pulp has 
reduced greenhouse gases and its energy usage is over 92 % renewable.  

When the state of the art wastewater facility is complete, Northern Pulp will continue to thrive 
in the industry and our community.  Please use science and approve the environmental assessment and 
help Northern Pulp coexist. NOVA SCOTIA NEEDS FORESTRY  
 
Thank you  



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not have a technical
background, but from all the information I can understand in the report, I can not see why this
is an issue. The report certainly seems to be through and it would appear to me that this is a
very good project. I believe we need to promote a Strong Economy in Nova Scotia as well as
Environmental Stewardship, and they must co-exist. I believe, having reviewed all the
information I have been seen on this assessment, that this is a viable solution that is
environmentally sound. Name: Email: @live.com Address: 

Municipality: Upper Stewiacke Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:04:19 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Upon reviewing the
Focus Report I believe that the government should approve the environmental assessment for
the following reasons: The treated wastewater will have no significant impact on marine life or
water quality in the Northumberland Strait as per assessment by the environmental experts.
Northern Pulp has selected a thicker discharge pipe as well as an automated leak detection
system to add further protection to the waterways. The Nova Scotia Forestry Industry will be
massively affected negatively by the loss of jobs without the Pulp Paper Mill operating in the
province. I feel that this project has been researched thoroughly by independent consultants in
order for the company to report their findings to the Department of the Environment in a well
documented report. Name: Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: STELLARTON Postal-Code:



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:05:08 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I recently had an
opportunity to visit a brother in law in Calgary, Alberta. It was enjoyable outing to have a tour
of the city downtown in his mint 67 Chevrolet Impala convertible. With the car top down, we
gazed skyward with an unobstructed view of the high-rise skyscrapers of this modern city.
This was a convenient vehicle for downtown sightseeing, but i must admit, it was a bit
unnerving not to have the security of seat belts we are all so accustom to in todays modern car.
That 1967 model was the first year cars had seat belts - only 2 lap belts for the front bench
seat, no shoulder straps and no restraint of any sort in the back seat. But of coarse, the big car
has a large block engine, plenty of horse power and, except for a muffler on the exhaust, no
add on components or technology to deal with any form of pollutants or emissions. These
were the standards of the day - little was incorporated in the cars design in the way of
passenger safety or environment pe rformance. The motor vehicle standards have really
changed since that 1967 model, the year Northern Pulp started operating in Abercrombie. As a
Pictou County youth in the 60s, I recall the standard practice to get rid house hold garbage -
drop it off, what ever it was, unsorted and in any condition, to municipal run dump sites along
the shore of the river in New Glasgow, Trenton or rural in places like Chance Harbor. At these
locations, fires burned was was combustible, rats ate was was consumable and ultimately the
ashes, tin cans bottles were dozed over the river bank into the waterways. Eventually, in the
70s and beyond, local governments introduced household garbage collection, sorting,
composting, recycling and landfill. The solid waste standards have really changed since the
1967 town dumps, the year Northern Pulp started operating in Abercrombie. The streams,
rivers, harbours and straits of Pictou County not only received pollution from the many town
dumps, they were also the receiving waters for all the raw sewage from every toilet, shower
sink in every town, village, home, cottage and camp along their shores. The standard of the
day was to pipe all sewer, waste effluent direct into our waterways. Eventually, in the 70s and
beyond, local governments installed central sewage collections systems, introduced on site
treatment regulations and built community treatment facilities to process sewage before it is
discharged into those water ways. The waste water standards have really changed since the
1967 practice of dumping raw sewage in the waterways, the year Northern Pulp started
operating in Abercrombie. When the Abercrombie pulp mill was constructed in the 60s, it was
done to the known technologies, standard best practices and regulations of the day. As in our
local social civil environment, since initial construction, many many changes have evolved in
the standard practices, operating regulations and of coarse technologies, applicable to a pulp
mill operation. Over the past 50 years, Scott Paper, Kimberley Clark, Niena Paper Paper
Excellence have continually invested very large amounts on multiple significant
improvements and enhancements at the Abercrombie facility in keeping up with these
evolving standards, regulations expectations. The last remaining significant enhancement in
the mills evolution is in the area of effluent treatment. The Boat Harbour lagoon treatment
regime was the standard best practice of the 60s. Significant progress has been made in the
past half century on the standard practices, operating regulations and process technologies
applicable to Pulp mill effluent treatment. Northern Pulp have indicated they are willing to

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


invest an enormous amount of their money and resources in a new state-of-the-art Effluent
Treatment facility. Since 1967, Local governments, communities, businesses, industries,
utilities and the citizens of the northern region of Nova Scotia have implemented many
improvements to the standard way in which we collectively pollute our air, manage our solid
waste and treat our waste water. Northern Pulp has committed to do as we have all done-
improve on the way in which effluent is treated. They should not be denied that opportunity.
Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code: 



From: freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I really believe that the
treatment Facility project should be allowed to continue and be completed. Northern pulp has
proven they are willing to meet and exceed all expectations and guidelines if given enough
time. Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com Address: 
N.S. Municipality: Baker Settlement Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:17:25 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please stop the pulp mill
from dumping waste into the water! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: B3L 1T7 Phone: Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 29



From: r@gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:20:45 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To the Honourable
Minister of the Environment, Mr. Gordon Wilson: I am writing as a concerned citizen of Nova
Scotia regarding the proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project for Northern
Pulp. As a marine biologist who has focused research on nutrient and pollutant effects from
land in the coastal environment, I feel that the proposal from Northern Pulp does not
sufficiently show how expected and potential effects can be mitigated. In particular is the
effect of increased water temperature in the vicinity of the effluent pipe: given that you as
minister have just signed off on an environmental bill to limit carbon emissions, I am inclined
to believe that you appreciate the science behind climate change predictions, including
forecasted increases in water temperature in the Gulf of St. Lawrence inclusive of the
Northumberland Strait. Furthermore, given that established and recent scientific literature
indicates that lobster are migrating out of warmer waters to more northern areas, the
introduction of waters from the treatment plant that could further warm water in the
Northumberland Strait could create unfavourable environments for lobster there. Given that
the lobster industry is the most lucrative industry and employer in Nova Scotia, I would think
this is a significant concern that has not been addressed in the original or revised proposal.
This is just one example of a knowledge gap not addressed sufficiently in the proposed
project. Other examples include interacting effects of warming and chemicals in treated
effluent, the contribution of significant nutrient levels in effluent, and the sustainability of the
forest industry to supply this processing facility. Given the significant uncertainty that still
remains in the proposed project, and that Northern Pulp did not appear to invest in their
project plan until 12 months before the closure of Boat Harbour, I suggest that this proposal
was rushed, is incomplete, and would be dangerous to approve. As a young professional in this
province I want to ensure that my government is making decisions with the long-term future
and success of the province as a whole in mind, as I want to continue to live and contribute to
this province. I of course acknowledge that there are numerous jobs that may be affected in the
forest industry and that this industry is a strong lobby voice in the province. Still, to appease
the forest industry for short-term financial gain while risking the integrity of the fishing
industries in the Gulf of Maine and the ability to practice ecological forestry given the
province has committed to working towards recommendations in the Lahey Review by
approving a proposal that is not comprehensive or robust, would be irresponsible. I urge you
not to approve this proposal as there is not enough substance in it to ensure that the province
will not be on the hook for future terrestrial and marine environmental damages and the loss of
jobs and integrity of the fisheries industry. Sincerely,  Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Caledonia
Postal-Code: 



From: @fundydrinks.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please help to stop the
Effluent going into our water! This has gone on too long and to ignore the completely negative
effects that putting this effluent into our water has. Listen to the people of PC when we say no
more pulp waste in our water!!! Name:  Email: @fundydrinks.com
Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ledwidgelumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:29:03 PM
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In my opinion Northern
Pulp has done what has been asked of them to go forward with this project. The science
presented shows no significant impact on the environment and I think a large corporation
should be able to modernize their facilities in this province with the governments support and
the peoples support. We need this type of investment here for our economy to grow. With over
80 pulp mills in Canada operating to similar standards what message are we sending if we shut
one down that meets all the environmental requests made of them? As a Nova Scotian
working and living in Nova Scotia, I 100 support this project going forward. Name: 

mail: @ledwidgelumber.com Address: . Municipality: Enfield
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:39:51 PM
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I was pleased to hear the
Focus Report for Northern Pulp had been submitted to Nova Scotia Minister of Environment.
It is reassuring to know this scientific and fact-based Report has now been completed and to
know we have plans set for one of the most environmentally responsible mills with state of the
art technology in North America right here in Nova Scotia. Forestry is a renewable resource
industry where all its byproducts can be turned into remarkable products beyond lumber and
this industry looks even more stimulating now and for the future. We should all be
encouraging the idea of enhancing how we are doing things to be better and balanced all
around for our residents of every descent, not only for First Nations, but for our region as a
whole. Not just simply standing in front of any industry and development that grows our
economy and brings families to rural areas but being an active part of doing things better and
attracting more motivated, educated and positive people to our region. It is so encouraging to
see the reduced use of plastics here that may end up in our soil or floating in the ocean. I am
all in favour of paper packaging and easily biodegradable products to be much of the only
waste we will have in the future. Again, the products largely will come from the forest
industry, with forward thinking companies like Northern Pulp, which will I am sure highly
support and will work with this new initiative of less plastic waste! It is near impossible and
not reasonable that no pipe outfall will exist at Northern Pulp. There are 22 pulp mills in
Canada alone that have treated effluent leaving their facility into a lake, river or ocean and
some of these water bodies offer some of the best fishing and tourist regions in the world. Iâ?
Tve spent time near some of them and they are beautiful and thriving! I would assume Pictou
Landing leaders would have the curiousity and desire to grow their knowledge to see how well
some of these communities are doing. I have been advised this was not the case thus far which
is very unfortunate. I am much more concerned of the farming effluent and sewage chemicals
as well as ferry discharge and fishing waste which is going in to the ocean from PEI and off of
Halifax and South Shore completely untreated currently! I know this industrial effluent from
Northern Pulp will have the most modern technology and is going to be treated on site in a
shortened process from 7 days down to 1 day. The new scientific method is proven to have 3x
higher dilution ratios than the old model and within only 5 meters of the diffuser the colour,
salinity and temperature of the ocean water will be at background quality per the Focus
Report. That is really amazing to hear. The future outfall is scientifically backed in the Focus
Report to have less potential environmental impact than the current outfall due to a
considerable improvement in mixing conditions with the new equipment installed. I would
challenge those other industries mentioned above to meet those results! It would be difficult
and too expensive for them I am sure to pursue, just by observing the amount of work and
studies that Northern Pulp has put forward so far into their upgrades. The strong secure
financial backing of the mill owner group is there and will help ensure the Northern Pulp
project moves forward. The Report states that Northern Pulp has even gone beyond
recommendations by select ing a thicker pipe than required and an automated leak detection
system in the Pictou watershed area will be installed, this is excellent news. As reasonable
Nova Scotians are always aware, unfortunately those same few headlining critics have made



full time occupations and/or sideline hobbies out of protesting any and every type of
development and that will never change as we all know. For example, the government recently
passed the Sustainable Development Goals Act which sets out environmental goals and
emission targets which will instill some of the highest and strictest goals in Canada for a
financially strapped province like Nova Scotia. I wasnâ?Tt surprised in the least to hear these
vocal local environment activist groups charge that the Act will not go far enough and had
their statements published online quicker than a reasonable person would be able to get
through reading the first couple of pages of the Act! If Northern Pulp is not able to secure the
Environmental Assessment approval and move forward, there will be a dire outlook for the
Pictou County area and its surrounding regions. Northern Pulp may become so discouraged it
shuts down completely. I personally have family members living across Canada and I have
seen what happens when main industries leave. It is so unfortunate that many of these now
desolate areas have First Nations reserves who now have even less opportunities in their
discrete areas and with less to do for the young people, crime and addiction begins to creep in
inevitably to fill time and pockets at a higher rate, schools shut down, health care facilities
leave due to low population, property values plummet and pressure on social services is
immense and this is something Nova Scotians just cannot afford. I wish to see the Nova Scotia
government approve the detailed and science backed Environmental Assessment released by
Northern Pulp and to repeal the Boat Harbour Act. Northern Pulp and the tens of thousands of
people who work year round in the industry and at the Northern Pulp site will then be able to
move forward and this company and all of the other companies involved in surrounding and
related industries will have the initiative to invest and plan and proceed with installing the
updated technologies they are waiting on to get started. We will then have a balanced, better,
positive future for all of the families here employed in many dependent industries and services
and a more positive future outlook for the environment where we live and work. For 50 years,
Northern Pulp has had wastewater treated and flowing into the Northumberland Strait and the
fishing industry has successfully co-existed. There is no reason demonstrated that the next 50
years will not be even better for these industries with these substantial improvements. Letâ?Ts
allow this good news story to finally begin to unfold! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Hammonds Plains
Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:41:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please keep the mill
open, we need to keep our residents employed Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: My home Municipality: My town Postal-Code: B0k1x0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:43:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Every day around the
world the ocean is being used as trash can for waste. The oceans are already tremendously
polluted, we do not need to be adding to this problem. Any effluent is too much. Name:

Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code: B3L 3K5 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 24 y: 32



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:45:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister, I am
writing to urge you to reject the Northern Pulps application to proceed with their plan to pump
effluent into the Northumberland Strait. I do not believe the findings of Northern Pulps EA
and am convinced that if they proceed with their plan to dump effluent into the Straight that it
will cause irreparable and broad ranging environmental, economic and social significant
adverse damage to the communities along the Northumberland Strait and the plethora of
marine, migratory bird and animal life which live in this region. The mitigation efforts and
their impact which Norther Pulp proposes are self serving simply not credible. Please exercise
your authority to prevent this company from proceeding. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:46:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project should
undertake a federal EA under the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada. Past actions of Nova
Scotia with the Proponent give the appearance that NS cannot give an unbiased decision.
Honour the Boat Habrour Act. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Indian Brook 14 Postal-Code: B0N 2H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:51:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulps
effluent treatment project. I believe the benefits to our local economy are huge. The forestry
industry employs a lot of hard working people that this province cannot afford to lose. I trust
the reports prepared by 3rd parties regarding the environmental impacts. I am not an expert in
these areas, they are. I do not believe that allowing NP to discharge treated effluent into the
strait will cause any damage to the local ecology. I believe there is a path forward that will
allow the forestry industry as well as commercial fishing to co-exist. I do not see this as an
either/or situation. I look forward to having more good paying jobs in Pictou County once the
effluent treatment facility begins construction. -  Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
CHURCHVILLE Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 12:58:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I definitely hope and
pray the Nova Scotia government approves the new treatment waste facility. This mill
exchanged hands many times over the years and has coexisted within the community and has
served us well. We finally are getting a state of the art waste effluent plant with similar ones in
Canada without any problems. I realize the fisherman concern but obviously 88 mills are
working well in their communities across Canada and all have waste water. I am sure this
time, the government and mill will keep close tabs on the effluent in the strait to assure the
fisherman. I also know the environmentalists concerns about health. However, the rate of
cancers etc in communities like Cape Breton have increased significantly over the years even
with the demise of steel mills and coal mines. It is a known fact that most diseases including
cancer is 50 lifestyle. It is also a known fact that when industry close and causes an economic
blow to a community depression, s uicide, alcoholism, drugs soon follow. Please do not allow
this to happen in our beautiful Pictou County. Also, think about the devastation as well to the
forest industry. Both forestry and fisheries must co exist in Nova Scotia. One should not be
abolished because another says so. I realize the mill had 5 years to implement the waste water
facility but over the past two years groups and more government information has slowed the
process. As far as Pictou landing, I am grateful boat harbour will be cleaned. There is a
window of opportunity to have the pipe installed while boat harbour is in the first stages of
clean up. By the way, our home is directly on the Northumberland Strait but I feel my voice
must be heard and care more for the men and women losing their livelihood than for my own
personal gains. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

Municipality: Braeshore Postal-Code: B0K1H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 31

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Closure
Date: November 7, 2019 12:58:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Northumberland Strait must be protected and justice must be seen for the people of Boat
Harbour.  Stand by your promises.  Our forests are so poorly managed that no amount of
toilette paper is worth what we have done for this company.  It's time to correct our mistakes. 
Stick to the dead line and get on with cleaning up Nova Scotia.  

-- 
thank you very much

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Gulf of St, Lawerence
Date: November 7, 2019 12:59:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please protect the Gulf of St Lawrence from toxic effluent from Northern Pulp,  What a
terrible catastrophe that would be,  This beautiful and very lucrative body of water is full of
life. Please an assessment must be done. This proposed action by Northern Pulp is immoral
and heinous.  Make it stop if you can,  

Thank you very much,



From: hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:02:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is absolutely
needed in order for Nova Scotia to sustain jobs. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 40 y: 22

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:07:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel that Northern Pulp
has taken and proved that this new facility has covered all the required steps studies to prove
that the new facility is a HUGE step in the right direction, not only for the environment but
also for the mill. Consideration should be taken, as it exceeds and passes ALL the
environmental studies greatly, that have been put forward to them currently. Name: 

Email: @freemanlumber.com Address:  Municipality: New
Ross Postal-Code:



From: CEP Local 324
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 7, 2019 1:16:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

As a First Nation Person and long time forestry worker, I would like to comment on the situation at
Northern Pulp.
 
It seems to me that this can only be viewed as a positive story.  The addition to the area of a state-
of-the-art Effluent Treatment Facility should help to clean up some of the environmental issues as
well as stability of the investment put into the Pulp Mill.
 
The Forestry Industry in this country has many ongoing roadblocks thrown it’s way by special
interest groups outside of the Industry.  This is one time that the Government can actually play a
positive role in the Forest Sector to save jobs rather than announcing another closure.
 
I hope that the Ministry of Environment does the right thing and approves the plans before them.
 
Thank you for listening,

Unifor Local 324

mailto:ceplocal324@drytel.net
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:16:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Let your decision be
guided by the scientific evidence and help keep good jobs in Nova Scotia. Name: 
Email:  Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 34



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:16:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This cannot go through.
We live in a time where we all know our planets health is crucial for our survival. We cannot
support any business that is not willing to be a steward of the land. Its time for the government
to stop giving in to polluting corporations. The health of people and the planet depend on it
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Lake Loon Postal-Code: B2Z1A5 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp kraft mill-Pictou County
Date: November 7, 2019 1:16:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To whom it may concern,

I am deeply opposed to the proposed pipe as a solution to the waste disposal from the Northern Pulp kraft mill in
Pictou county.

We can no longer accept the ocean as our garbage dump no matter how well the effluent is treated. It is a very
backwards and environmentally stupid idea! NP has been polluting our air and waterways for too long. It must stop.
No amount of jobs can justify the endangerment of so many of our people or our animals. To me it is criminal!

We have to move forward with zero emissions and pollution. That is the only solution acceptable to me and my
family.

We need a federal assessment at the least and a shut down of the mill until it can be demonstrated that there will be
no effluent in the waters of Northumberland straight or of any body of water. We must not use the ocean as a
garbage dump.

And we must support the people’s of Pictou Landing and honour the legislation to close Boat Harbour.

NP for too long has drained  tax money from NS and it is time to put an end to this sort of corporate greed. The
forest needs to recover from this rape and better more diversified jobs will be created to employ the forestry
industry. It is a no brainer. A healthy forest and healthy water and air makes for a healthy population. Think of the
savings in health care alone!

And the fishers of NS, NB, and PEI must have the assurances that their waters will remain clean to protect a
valuable fishing industry.

We have travelled the waters of Northumberland straight and have seen the brown water and pulp waste first hand
that presently comes from Boat Harbour. It is disgusting now. Imagine how it will be if NP gets it’s way. A toxic
soup. No amount of filtering or treatment will clean that waste water.

This pipe must not be approved and I for one will be protesting big time if it is allowed to happen. It makes no sense
and in this day and age where we need to protect our land and waters it is a very backward and stupid solution! We
are better than this in a progressive country like Canada.

We have a duty to protect those with no voices, the forest life and the ocean life.

Sincerely,

Antigonish, NS, 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca


Welsh for “to return to my trees” (to return to a state of balance)



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: I’m 58 years old Trucking most of my life looking forward to continue hopeing Northern Pulp can make that

happen thank you
Date: November 7, 2019 1:21:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Sent from my iPhone

ARCHIBMX
Highlight



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:23:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Looks great. Itll be great
to have this completed, an industry leading mill in Nova Scotia. We should be proud. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Hammonds Plains Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:26:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have carefully
reviewed Northern Pulps Focus report and fully support the scientific based responses to the
required questions regarding the Human Health Risks, the Environmental Risks at the
collection site within in the Mill property, the treated effluent line
design/installation/monitoring safety and finally the design/location/operation of the proposed
deep water diffuser. Let the science speak. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Port Hawkesbury
Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Federal environmental assessment for Northern Pulp.
Date: November 7, 2019 1:26:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

There is enough evidence to prove that a pipe in the Northumberland straight will end the
lobster fishing in my fishin area.   With the propose buffer zone   were will the fishers move to
,.   The amount of tax revenue collected from the lucrative lobster fishing should also  be taken
into consideration,.    One bad lobster will close down all of nova Scotia  lobster exports  I
encourage you to read and make public the letter that was sent to you by   his
letter too you sums up our thoughts to help keep out waters clean for our future fisherman. 
 ..thanks for reading my  position on a pipe  that some company has the crasy idea too poulite
my work area.             seafoam  ns



From: eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:31:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and environment must work
together. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

Municipality: Central Onslow Postal-Code: B6L 5M2 Phone: Fax: email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:36:40 PM
Attachments: NSSA ASF Northern Pulp Focus Report Response - November 7, 2019.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello,
 
Please find attached a joint submission from the Atlantic Salmon Federation and the Nova Scotia
Salmon Association responding to the Focus Report for Northern Pulp’s proposed effluent treatment
facility.  If you have any questions or require a hard copy submission I would be happy to oblige.
 
Sincerely,
 

Atlantic Salmon Federation / Fédération du Saumon Atlantique

@asf.ca
 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca



202 Cloverville Rd. Antigonish, Ns B2G 2M8 
 


November 7, 2019 


Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 


Environmental Assessment Branch 


Nova Scotia Environment 


P.O. Box 442 


Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  


 


To Whom It May Concern:  


 


We are writing on behalf of the Nova Scotia Salmon Association (NSSA) and the Atlantic Salmon 


Federation (ASF) in response to the environmental assessment focus report released by Northern Pulp 


Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) for their proposed replacement effluent treatment facility.   While the 


NSSA and ASF have a good working relationship with the proponent, NPNS have been supportive of our 


salmon recovery work through numerous in-kind contributions; and we feel that some of the 


environmental assessment data gaps were addressed in the focus report; we still have some concerns and 


reservations about the proposed project and its potential effects on wild Atlantic salmon. 


 


Atlantic Salmon are an ecological keystone species that provide insight and perspective to the 


status of other foundational fish like gaspereau and smelt and ecosystem parameters such as water quality. 


Therefore, the health of salmon populations is a general indicator of overall ecosystem health.  In this 


region, Atlantic Salmon have been assessed as a species of special concern by the Committee on the Status 


of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and identified by the proponent as a species of 


conservation concern (SOCC).  As the primary advocates for wild Atlantic Salmon both the NSSA and 


ASF have a duty to evaluate the potential impacts of projects and to ensure that the strongest possible 


protections are put in place for this species and its habitat. 


 


During our initial review of the environmental assessment documents we identified five 


deficiencies, which we described in our submission dated March 5, 2019.  The deficiencies were the spatial 


and temporal overlap of the proposed outfall impact zone with critical marine habitat, the assumptions 


used in receiving water studies and modelling as it pertains to species like salmon, the capacity of the new 


facility to hold untreated effluent during maintenance periods and emergencies, the lack of information 


on effluent system transition and monitoring, and the effect that localized physical oceanographic 


conditions would have on diffuser performance.  While the focus report provided more information and 


clarity on some topics, we do not feel that our concerns were completely addressed.   


 


Our biggest concern is with the lack of information about the overlap of the proposed outfall 


impact zone with critical marine habitat over appropriate spatial and temporal scales appropriate to wild 


salmon.  The proposed effluent facility will rely on environmental mixing and dilution to reduce the 


treated effluent to acceptable levels.  While use of an impact zone is permissible under specified 


conditions within the existing regulations and NPNS has including modelling in both the initial 


environmental impact documents and the focus report to determine if adequate mixing will occur, the 


location of this impact zone with respect to critical marine habitat has not been adequately investigated.  


If the impact zone overlaps with critical marine habitat (spatially or temporally) then there could be 


negative consequences for SOCC such as Atlantic salmon (e.g. lethal/sub-lethal effects)..  Another 


Nova Scotia Salmon Association 
107 Farmers Dairy Lane,  
Bedford, NS  B4B 2C9 







important aspect of the mixing zone that needs to be considered is what happens if a prolonged 


treatment failure occurs and untreated effluent is discharged.  Understanding the impact zone is perhaps 


even more important on that risk management and emergency planning level.   


The Focus Report did attempt to investigate this potential risk but fell short in several important 


areas.  Appendix 7.3 - Impact Assessment on Marine Fish predicts that the pipeline, diffusers and 


effluent will have physical, acoustic, and water quality effects on Atlantic Salmon and that there will be 


a continuous frequency of disturbance through construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 


facility.  Despite this the appendix concludes that these effects are not important since the effects are 


likely reversible once the effluent treatment facility is decommissioned and since the geographic area is 


relatively small.  We take issue at this dismissal of the potential impacts as decommissioning of the 


facility would not occur for many years, meaning there will be an impact on Atlantic Salmon for the 


foreseeable future, and because the impact zone despite being a small geographic area has a significant 


potential to impact Atlantic Salmon migrating to and from local rivers.  In Appendix 7.1 - Fish Habitat 


Survey (A7.1, page 37) the proponents indicated that “The timing of acclimation in the estuary and 


seaward migration of Atlantic Salmon (sic) adults is not well known for any of the rivers in the study 


area. Potential for Atlantic salmon is also identified the marine habitats.”  Surveys of local resource 


users presented in the focus report found 10% had harvested Atlantic Salmon in the study area within 


the past year, and Appendix 7.3 identifies salmon as migratory species with low to medium chance of 


being in the localized assessment area (impact zone). Therefore, the proponents know Atlantic Salmon 


use habitat in the vicinity of the impact zone, but self admittedly do not have enough baseline data to 


dismiss the fact that the impact zone could overlap with critical marine habitat for Atlantic Salmon.  


There is a real risk of this type of overlap because Atlantic Salmon like other important anadromous 


species require areas within estuary and along the coast to transition between freshwater and saltwater.  


These transitions are known to be sensitive time periods in their life histories where increased mortality 


occurs.  Potential overlap of the impact zone of this effluent treatment facility these habitats spatially or 


temporally has the potential to significantly disrupt the life history and decrease fitness and/or survival.   


 


Within the focus report there are also detailed habitat assessments and the authors attempted to 


correlate these assessments with potential usage by species such as Atlantic Salmon, however their 


methodology was not based on applicable data.  For example, one of their primary references used in 


this process Rondeau et al. 2016, did not look at any salmonid species nor make any conclusions about 


salmon other than to say they were not included in their study.  Rondeau et al. also for the most part 


focused on deeper water habitats that does not pertain to impacted area.  In addition, many of their other 


references utilized in this section were not up to the acceptable standard for a scientific based risk 


assessment (Master’s thesis, personal websites, errors in referencing).    


  


We were disappointed upon seeing Northern Pulp’s EA filing that deficiencies identified ahead of 


time were not addressed and there does not appear to be a plan to do so.  This is a major oversight that 


needs to be corrected before any consideration of releasing the project from the assessment process. Given 


the potential for negative impacts, the threats currently faced by wild salmon, and what they represent 


within the ecosystem, we cannot afford to have this or any other operation cause unintended negative 


consequences. It is therefore essential to the ongoing environmental assessment process that proper 


baseline data is collected over the appropriate spatial and temporal scale. It is only with proper baseline 


data that the extent of potential impacts can be assessed, that effective monitoring can occur, and that 


mitigation and adaptive management plans can be developed and implemented as necessary. 


 







We also had concerns about the assumptions used in the receiving water study and marine 


impact assessment portions of the focus report.  Predicted dispersion patterns used to establish the most 


likely impact zone and draw conclusions about risk associated with this design utilized modeling 


assumptions based on conditions likely to be experienced in July.  While this set of assumptions and 


thus model and its conclusions may be apt for many species, they are not valid for migratory species 


such as Atlantic Salmon that are not expected to be present in the impact zone at this time of year.  The 


environmental conditions of the receiving water during migratory periods (spring and fall) could be 


substantially different.  For example, temperature profiles of the Northumberland Strait during the fall 


migration would be much cooler, meaning the impact zone would contain a significantly warmer plume 


than ambient that would disperse differently than modelled.  This is potentially significant because 


Atlantic Salmon adapted to cold temperatures at this time of year would not be physiologically able to 


adapt to this warm plume without compromising their health and so will either be forced to avoid the 


area or suffer compromised health.  Therefore, without more complete modelling it is not possible to 


accurately determine the size or significance of the impact zone on migratory species like Atlantic 


Salmon. 


 


 We also had concerns about the holding capacity for untreated effluent in this new treatment 


facility.  It is essential that the new facility have enough capacity to hold untreated effluent to allow for 


maintenance and emergency situations.  The old facility had an extremely long holding capacity (30 


days) compared to the new facility (8-12 hrs.).  This is a substantial decrease.  The focus report did 


partially address this concern as it identified several engineering changes made to facility design that 


should help increase holding capacity and facility functionality.  However, given the size, age, and 


complexity of the mill we are still concerned that there may not be enough capacity within the system to 


prevent discharge of untreated effluent in the case of prolonged failures in the treatment system.  We are 


concerned that the proponent has not put forward emergency management plans that would confirm that 


the new facility has enough safeguards in place to ensure there is no scenario which would see untreated 


effluent released into the receiving water.     


 


Our fourth set of concerns was around the lack of information on effluent system transition, 


standards, and monitoring.  The transition in effluent systems from the current Aerated Stabilization 


Basin treatment (ASB) system to the proposed biological Activated Sludge Treatment (AST) system 


comes with some inherent risk.  While these newer systems have shown they can provide higher BOD 


reduction efficiency, they are more susceptible to settling issues and disruption to the biological 


community that is central to this effluent treatment process. The disruption to the carefully cultivated 


microbiological community that drives the decomposition and detoxification process or “biological 


upset” as it is referred to by operators of these types of systems can occur regularly if not carefully 


managed by experienced operators. Therefore, this new system will require more highly trained 


operators and more rigorous procedures to maintain effluent below legally required levels.  In the 


environmental impact and focus report documents there is a lack of information concerning training, 


operational and emergency procedures, and how the transition between systems will be implemented.  


The focus report does discuss environmental monitoring that is compliant with the current regulations, 


however this is a reactionary process that only detects issues after they have appeared in the receiving 


environment.  Therefore, failures in effluent treatment process and procedures could lead to untreated 


effluent being pumped into Northumberland Strait, relying only on voluntary transparency by the 


proponent and the federally mandated monthly testing to detect the issue after the fact. We see this as a 







significant failure in risk management that is unacceptable risk to sensitive species such as Atlantic 


Salmon.   More information is required before an informed decision can be reached on this project.   


 


The fifth concern that we had previously identified was the effect that localized physical 


oceanographic conditions would have on diffuser performance.  The focus report provided much more 


detailed information on the substrate composition and habitat around the proposed diffuser locations.  


The report also provided more information about diffuser performance monitoring.  Although we are 


still concerned about how substrate composition and habitat in the area will shift over time, we feel that 


based on the information provided in the focus report that NPNS is able to adequately monitor and 


respond to this concern.      


 


On behalf of NSSA, ASF, our affiliates, associated members, and volunteers we urge the NS 


Environmental Assessment Branch to require that this project be subject to the most rigorous standards to 


ensure that this highly sensitive and ecologically important area is protected.  As the proposal currently 


stands, we feel there is insufficient information to conduct an effective and thorough project risk 


assessment, as it pertains to wild Atlantic salmon.  We remain committed to our objectives of ensuring 


that the best interests of the ecosystem and of salmonids are represented and protected throughout this 


process.  We welcome any opportunity to meet with the proponent or regulators to discuss our concerns 


and work together towards solutions.   


 


Sincerely, 


                                                                                                  
Mike Crosby      Kris Hunter 


President      Program Director for NS and PEI 


Nova Scotia Salmon Association   Atlantic Salmon Federation 







202 Cloverville Rd. Antigonish, Ns B2G 2M8 
 

November 7, 2019 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Nova Scotia Environment 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  

 

To Whom It May Concern:  

 

We are writing on behalf of the Nova Scotia Salmon Association (NSSA) and the Atlantic Salmon 

Federation (ASF) in response to the environmental assessment focus report released by Northern Pulp 

Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) for their proposed replacement effluent treatment facility.   While the 

NSSA and ASF have a good working relationship with the proponent, NPNS have been supportive of our 

salmon recovery work through numerous in-kind contributions; and we feel that some of the 

environmental assessment data gaps were addressed in the focus report; we still have some concerns and 

reservations about the proposed project and its potential effects on wild Atlantic salmon. 

 

Atlantic Salmon are an ecological keystone species that provide insight and perspective to the 

status of other foundational fish like gaspereau and smelt and ecosystem parameters such as water quality. 

Therefore, the health of salmon populations is a general indicator of overall ecosystem health.  In this 

region, Atlantic Salmon have been assessed as a species of special concern by the Committee on the Status 

of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and identified by the proponent as a species of 

conservation concern (SOCC).  As the primary advocates for wild Atlantic Salmon both the NSSA and 

ASF have a duty to evaluate the potential impacts of projects and to ensure that the strongest possible 

protections are put in place for this species and its habitat. 

 

During our initial review of the environmental assessment documents we identified five 

deficiencies, which we described in our submission dated March 5, 2019.  The deficiencies were the spatial 

and temporal overlap of the proposed outfall impact zone with critical marine habitat, the assumptions 

used in receiving water studies and modelling as it pertains to species like salmon, the capacity of the new 

facility to hold untreated effluent during maintenance periods and emergencies, the lack of information 

on effluent system transition and monitoring, and the effect that localized physical oceanographic 

conditions would have on diffuser performance.  While the focus report provided more information and 

clarity on some topics, we do not feel that our concerns were completely addressed.   

 

Our biggest concern is with the lack of information about the overlap of the proposed outfall 

impact zone with critical marine habitat over appropriate spatial and temporal scales appropriate to wild 

salmon.  The proposed effluent facility will rely on environmental mixing and dilution to reduce the 

treated effluent to acceptable levels.  While use of an impact zone is permissible under specified 

conditions within the existing regulations and NPNS has including modelling in both the initial 

environmental impact documents and the focus report to determine if adequate mixing will occur, the 

location of this impact zone with respect to critical marine habitat has not been adequately investigated.  

If the impact zone overlaps with critical marine habitat (spatially or temporally) then there could be 

negative consequences for SOCC such as Atlantic salmon (e.g. lethal/sub-lethal effects)..  Another 

Nova Scotia Salmon Association 
107 Farmers Dairy Lane,  
Bedford, NS  B4B 2C9 



important aspect of the mixing zone that needs to be considered is what happens if a prolonged 

treatment failure occurs and untreated effluent is discharged.  Understanding the impact zone is perhaps 

even more important on that risk management and emergency planning level.   

The Focus Report did attempt to investigate this potential risk but fell short in several important 

areas.  Appendix 7.3 - Impact Assessment on Marine Fish predicts that the pipeline, diffusers and 

effluent will have physical, acoustic, and water quality effects on Atlantic Salmon and that there will be 

a continuous frequency of disturbance through construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 

facility.  Despite this the appendix concludes that these effects are not important since the effects are 

likely reversible once the effluent treatment facility is decommissioned and since the geographic area is 

relatively small.  We take issue at this dismissal of the potential impacts as decommissioning of the 

facility would not occur for many years, meaning there will be an impact on Atlantic Salmon for the 

foreseeable future, and because the impact zone despite being a small geographic area has a significant 

potential to impact Atlantic Salmon migrating to and from local rivers.  In Appendix 7.1 - Fish Habitat 

Survey (A7.1, page 37) the proponents indicated that “The timing of acclimation in the estuary and 

seaward migration of Atlantic Salmon (sic) adults is not well known for any of the rivers in the study 

area. Potential for Atlantic salmon is also identified the marine habitats.”  Surveys of local resource 

users presented in the focus report found 10% had harvested Atlantic Salmon in the study area within 

the past year, and Appendix 7.3 identifies salmon as migratory species with low to medium chance of 

being in the localized assessment area (impact zone). Therefore, the proponents know Atlantic Salmon 

use habitat in the vicinity of the impact zone, but self admittedly do not have enough baseline data to 

dismiss the fact that the impact zone could overlap with critical marine habitat for Atlantic Salmon.  

There is a real risk of this type of overlap because Atlantic Salmon like other important anadromous 

species require areas within estuary and along the coast to transition between freshwater and saltwater.  

These transitions are known to be sensitive time periods in their life histories where increased mortality 

occurs.  Potential overlap of the impact zone of this effluent treatment facility these habitats spatially or 

temporally has the potential to significantly disrupt the life history and decrease fitness and/or survival.   

 

Within the focus report there are also detailed habitat assessments and the authors attempted to 

correlate these assessments with potential usage by species such as Atlantic Salmon, however their 

methodology was not based on applicable data.  For example, one of their primary references used in 

this process Rondeau et al. 2016, did not look at any salmonid species nor make any conclusions about 

salmon other than to say they were not included in their study.  Rondeau et al. also for the most part 

focused on deeper water habitats that does not pertain to impacted area.  In addition, many of their other 

references utilized in this section were not up to the acceptable standard for a scientific based risk 

assessment (Master’s thesis, personal websites, errors in referencing).    

  

We were disappointed upon seeing Northern Pulp’s EA filing that deficiencies identified ahead of 

time were not addressed and there does not appear to be a plan to do so.  This is a major oversight that 

needs to be corrected before any consideration of releasing the project from the assessment process. Given 

the potential for negative impacts, the threats currently faced by wild salmon, and what they represent 

within the ecosystem, we cannot afford to have this or any other operation cause unintended negative 

consequences. It is therefore essential to the ongoing environmental assessment process that proper 

baseline data is collected over the appropriate spatial and temporal scale. It is only with proper baseline 

data that the extent of potential impacts can be assessed, that effective monitoring can occur, and that 

mitigation and adaptive management plans can be developed and implemented as necessary. 

 



We also had concerns about the assumptions used in the receiving water study and marine 

impact assessment portions of the focus report.  Predicted dispersion patterns used to establish the most 

likely impact zone and draw conclusions about risk associated with this design utilized modeling 

assumptions based on conditions likely to be experienced in July.  While this set of assumptions and 

thus model and its conclusions may be apt for many species, they are not valid for migratory species 

such as Atlantic Salmon that are not expected to be present in the impact zone at this time of year.  The 

environmental conditions of the receiving water during migratory periods (spring and fall) could be 

substantially different.  For example, temperature profiles of the Northumberland Strait during the fall 

migration would be much cooler, meaning the impact zone would contain a significantly warmer plume 

than ambient that would disperse differently than modelled.  This is potentially significant because 

Atlantic Salmon adapted to cold temperatures at this time of year would not be physiologically able to 

adapt to this warm plume without compromising their health and so will either be forced to avoid the 

area or suffer compromised health.  Therefore, without more complete modelling it is not possible to 

accurately determine the size or significance of the impact zone on migratory species like Atlantic 

Salmon. 

 

 We also had concerns about the holding capacity for untreated effluent in this new treatment 

facility.  It is essential that the new facility have enough capacity to hold untreated effluent to allow for 

maintenance and emergency situations.  The old facility had an extremely long holding capacity (30 

days) compared to the new facility (8-12 hrs.).  This is a substantial decrease.  The focus report did 

partially address this concern as it identified several engineering changes made to facility design that 

should help increase holding capacity and facility functionality.  However, given the size, age, and 

complexity of the mill we are still concerned that there may not be enough capacity within the system to 

prevent discharge of untreated effluent in the case of prolonged failures in the treatment system.  We are 

concerned that the proponent has not put forward emergency management plans that would confirm that 

the new facility has enough safeguards in place to ensure there is no scenario which would see untreated 

effluent released into the receiving water.     

 

Our fourth set of concerns was around the lack of information on effluent system transition, 

standards, and monitoring.  The transition in effluent systems from the current Aerated Stabilization 

Basin treatment (ASB) system to the proposed biological Activated Sludge Treatment (AST) system 

comes with some inherent risk.  While these newer systems have shown they can provide higher BOD 

reduction efficiency, they are more susceptible to settling issues and disruption to the biological 

community that is central to this effluent treatment process. The disruption to the carefully cultivated 

microbiological community that drives the decomposition and detoxification process or “biological 

upset” as it is referred to by operators of these types of systems can occur regularly if not carefully 

managed by experienced operators. Therefore, this new system will require more highly trained 

operators and more rigorous procedures to maintain effluent below legally required levels.  In the 

environmental impact and focus report documents there is a lack of information concerning training, 

operational and emergency procedures, and how the transition between systems will be implemented.  

The focus report does discuss environmental monitoring that is compliant with the current regulations, 

however this is a reactionary process that only detects issues after they have appeared in the receiving 

environment.  Therefore, failures in effluent treatment process and procedures could lead to untreated 

effluent being pumped into Northumberland Strait, relying only on voluntary transparency by the 

proponent and the federally mandated monthly testing to detect the issue after the fact. We see this as a 



significant failure in risk management that is unacceptable risk to sensitive species such as Atlantic 

Salmon.   More information is required before an informed decision can be reached on this project.   

 

The fifth concern that we had previously identified was the effect that localized physical 

oceanographic conditions would have on diffuser performance.  The focus report provided much more 

detailed information on the substrate composition and habitat around the proposed diffuser locations.  

The report also provided more information about diffuser performance monitoring.  Although we are 

still concerned about how substrate composition and habitat in the area will shift over time, we feel that 

based on the information provided in the focus report that NPNS is able to adequately monitor and 

respond to this concern.      

 

On behalf of NSSA, ASF, our affiliates, associated members, and volunteers we urge the NS 

Environmental Assessment Branch to require that this project be subject to the most rigorous standards to 

ensure that this highly sensitive and ecologically important area is protected.  As the proposal currently 

stands, we feel there is insufficient information to conduct an effective and thorough project risk 

assessment, as it pertains to wild Atlantic salmon.  We remain committed to our objectives of ensuring 

that the best interests of the ecosystem and of salmonids are represented and protected throughout this 

process.  We welcome any opportunity to meet with the proponent or regulators to discuss our concerns 

and work together towards solutions.   

 

Sincerely, 

                                                                       
 

President      Program Director for NS and PEI 

Nova Scotia Salmon Association   Atlantic Salmon Federation 



From: @forestns.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:37:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forest Nova Scotia
Submission â?" Norther Pulp NS â?oReplacement Effluent Treatment Facility Projectâ?  EA
and Focus Report Commentary. November 2019 On behalf of the 600 members of Forest
Nova Scotia, I submit the following comments on this EA application and Focus Report,
regarding the ETF replacement project for Northern Pulp. After reviewing the EA application
and Focus Report data â?" Forest Nova Scotia supports an approval of the EA application, and
encourages the Government to allow work to commence immediately on this facility
replacement project. Everything humans do has an impact on the environment around us.
From building a house, to driving to work, to heating our homes, to growing our food, to
making products we sell, to using that new technology device â?" with each decision we make,
we must weigh the acceptable level of risks and impacts they will have. This project is no
different. There was significant 3rd party, independent expertise used to compile the data
contained and analyzed in the focus report and EA application. The assurances provided by
these experts indicates that no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been
predicted for the projectâ?Ts construction or future operation. In particular, no significant
impacts on any fisheries or fish habitat will be realized as a result of this project. The results of
the focused report indicate that the risks risk= hazard x exposure, on several parameters,
associated with building this new facility are well within or under acceptable levels and should
inform a path forward to a new treatment facility for the mill. Specifically, modelling data
provided in the focus report regarding a potential spill or leak in/near the Town of Pictous
watershed area indicates that distances from the wells, along with the fact that any such treated
water would flow away from the watershed field due to the shape of the landscape answers
questions raised about the impact of this possibility. Interesting to note on further reading on
the topic that untreated municipal sewage waste currently crosses the Pictou watershed via
pipeline, contrary to the commentary that indicates a watershed is no place for a pipeline.
Through computer modelling, the focus report also looked at residual effects in water quality
both near and far from the outflow location for the proposed pipeline - both resulting in no
anticipated adverse environmental impacts. This, along with the many other data points and
research contained in them, tell us the focus report and initial EA application submission
provide the information needed for approval of this project to proceed, and â?" again â?" we
would encourage the Minister to approve the project and allow work to commence. 

 Executive Director Forest Nova Scotia Name:  Email:
@forestns.ca Address:  Truro NS

Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:38:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a family member of
the fishing community and a pulp mill worker I believe in the proven science behind the new
effluent treatment facility. I hope that Northern Pulp continues to operate under the
environmental guidelines and allow fishers a opportunity to continue to work in the forest
industry when they are not on the water as has been the case for over 50 years. While I believe
the current Boat harbor treatment facility needs to be remediated an extension is needed until
the new treatment facility is up and running and clean up of the boat harbor site can begin.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Nova Scotia Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code: 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:42:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Forestry is
one of the cornerstones of the economy of rural Nova Scotia, generating over 11,500 jobs and
$800 million GDP. Economists believe the entire Nova Scotia forest industry is hinged on the
daily operation of Northern Pulp. Northern Pulp contributes over $315 million into the
economy annually. Our company and our employees are included in the jobs the forestry
industry creates. We build roads for the trucks to pick up and deliver the logs to sawmills. For
over fifty years, Northern Pulp has operated as a pulp mill. The fishing industry has survived
alongside the operation of the mill. Northern Pulpâ?Ts energy basket is made up of over 92
renewable energy has reduced its greenhouse gas emissions by 44 since 1990, and produces
over 23 megawatts of green electricity. As a company that benefits from the forestry industry,
we approve the Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: South Milford Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: My submission to the Focus Report both in link to the Google Document and the body of this email.
Date: November 7, 2019 1:44:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

New Glasgow, Nova Scotia
November 6th 2019

      To those involved with the Focus Report. The Proponents , Northern Pulp Nova Scotia , 
Paper Excellence Canada and Dillion Consultants, I will state great job done on the 
questions the Nova Scotia Provincial Department of Environment , the Nova Scotia 
Provincial Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal had posed on the 
Proposed Effluent Treatment plan. 

    My original 8 page Environmental Assessment Submission document, of March of 
2019, basically is confirmed by the focus group documents but in much further 
scientific detail than My EA submission.  EA submission March 2018. 
 The rejection of the original proposal prompted me to make further discoveries with 
the same methodologies detailed in my original Submission . Northern Pulps Plan for 
the use of Veolia Anox Kaldnes BAS MBBR - Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor system has 
an important, well studied, system discharging into the Kattegat Sea on the West Coast of 
Sweden. The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences Department of Aquatic 
Resources,  has continuous studies of the effects of MBBR treated Kraft Pulp Effluent and I 
have found one of the most recent studies from 2015 which I had translated to English. 
Swedish / English Translation Sodra Cell Varo Effluent Impacts 

Conclusion statement that I drew from The Swedish University Study is highlighted with the 
Following statement . “According to the surveys that the results so far indicate that 
Södra Cell Värö has not had a negative impact on the fish stock, but rather a positive 
impact on the development of certain species on long term. The fact that an 
individual fish species is increasing need not only be positive for a society, it can 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CtdOyAw9W6muoqNFjlEw3ubSXBruk2GfryLCAj9ebKU/edit?usp=sharing


also cause problems for other species in terms of competition or predation, factors 
that in turn

lead to changes in the entire ecosystem.” Viewing the Swedish Documents, including
the circumstances and placement of Sodra Cell Varo’s Effluent discharge outfall, I can’t 
help but think the Proponents choose the Best Available Technology that would work in our 
circumstance. Paper Excellence seems to have adopted the Porter Hypothesis in regards 
to their environmental upgrades and practices. The Porter Hypothesis is detailed By Ms. 
Linda Stafsing for her authored paper for her final semester Master of Science in 
Environmental and Natural Resource Economics at the University of Copenhagen, 
Denmark.
Ms. Linda Stafsing -Porter Hypothesis and Sodra Cell Varo 

 Two Examples, that seem very familiar , including a Map of the discharge system in the 
Kattegat Sea are next page. PAGE 2.  

The results of the surveys are reported through periodic reports. 
“Södra Cell Värö uses 90,000 m3 water from Viskan (river) every day. process water 
is discharged into the sea via a four kilometer long discharge tube, as on the last 750 
meters is equipped with diffuser nozzles to spread the discharge. The release takes 
place at a water depth between 15 and 18 m in the open sea west of the pulp mill. The 
water released is 30–40 ° C hot and has a pH of 8. Of the total water quantity, 70,000 
m3 cooling water that is heated and passes through sedimentation basins before it 
enters the tube.”

MAP of Sodra Cell Varo discharges after MBBR and Activated Sludge treatment

https://www.svensktnaringsliv.se/migration_catalog/Rapporter_och_opinionsmaterial/Rapporter/environmental-regulationspdf_636041.html/BINARY/Environmental%20regulations.pdf


The receiving body of water for Sodra Cell Varo is the Kattegat Sea and the species 
Nephrops norvegicus, known variously as the Norway lobster is commercially harvested in that 
body of water. In 1986 Fishermen from the Danish Town of Gilleleje, Island of Sjaelland landed 
a catch of dead Lobsters. Gilleleje Denmark is about 70 miles to the South West of the Cell 
Sodra Varo Mill outfall .   Here is the link to the Danish to English Translation , The first part 
of my document has a link to the original Danish Language version 
Kattegat Sea former Aquatic deadzone, Cell Sodra Varo outfalls into this body of water.
Quote from the Report 

“In the mid-1980s, nitrogen emissions were 334,000 tonnes, distributed by 

311,000, 18,000 and 5,000 tonnes respectively. agriculture, cities and 

industry. Emissions were to be reduced by 50 per cent to 167,200 tonnes, 

distributed by 49  per cent for agriculture and 63 per cent and 60 per cent 

respectively for cities and industry.”

I believe we have the same circumstances with Prince Edward Island agricultural 
run off into the Northumberland Strait. My Conclusion is the track record of Moving Bed 
Biofilm Reactors as a pretreatment to Activated Sludge Treatment Tanks is the Best 
Available Technology. The proponents should not be further hindered by nonsense being 
postulated by uneducated parties. I especially have to question The Minister of 
Transportation and Infrastructure from Guysborough on the questioning of laying of the 
effluent treatment pipe along Nova Scotian Road ways. How indeed did the Ultramar and 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oVDwc2xoGkULA3l4EbCEOJKgpJjvrNa7rKFquELMvM4/edit?usp=sharing


Esso Oil Refineries in Dartmouth let alone the Nustar Petroleum facility at Port Hastings 
exist without petroleum pipes going under Provincial numbered roadways ? Sewage 
Treatment infrastructure is under roadways or adjacent to them in this country for well over 
a century despite Mammalian Waste mishandled has been a greater taker of Human Lives 
IE Walkerville Ontario. 

The Political Games have to stop now as this again places PROVINCIAL TAXPAYERS in 
some troublesome legal jeopardy from my observations and acquired knowledge . What 
comes to mind is the recent NAFTA tribunal awarding of damages to the New Jersey USA 
Quarry company that was denied use of their land on Digby Neck via the Department of 
Environment being found to have practiced discrimination in that case against the 
proponents denying that company the use of 55 HA of their land. Seven (7) million dollars 
plus US may seem small for some Provincial Department budgets but  what would be the 
award for the denial of use of 250,000 HA of Northern Pulp Lands?  

Give this project Green Light and the extension needed to complete the project, for the 
delay in approval, as the effluent treatment proposal has not changed from Best Available 
Technology nor has the Design and destination of Treated Effluent  changed !!!! This 
provinces TAXPAYERS can not afford the forestry job losses nor the potential of a billion 
dollar lawsuit a denial would have this involved in. The Science saying both Fishery and 
Forestry will continue to co exist is shown with the example of Sweden that Northern Pulp 
has copied basically. Grasping for something more than the Swedish and European Union 
standards for effluent treatment will be a loser before a court of law. Explaining to a Judge 
to why the MBBR proposal was highly awarded in 2002 for the Canadian Council of 
Environment Ministers for the Irving Kraft mill in Saint Johns installing MBBR will be highly 
interesting to testify about . I would be fully prepared to take the Stand with even more 
findings than a Four page letter can detail at this time. 
Irving Paper awarded by Canadian Council of environment ministers

Thanks Very Much  

https://scics.ca/en/product-produit/news-release-winners-of-pollution-prevention-awards-announced/?fbclid=IwAR23urpEjQKHVnMHCrV0kw6mo1fNjsYNAW9727hD9x7SqrMkr05OQrPIpvo


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:48:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is climate change. If Northern Pulp is forced into
closure, the Forest industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulps Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Central Onslow Postal-
Code: B6L 5M2 Phone: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ca.gt.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 1:54:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulps
operations are key to the forest industry in NS, because good forestry depends on a market for
the wood fibre Northern Pulp consumes. Removing the market for this wood fibre will be
harmful to the environment and forestry industry in NS. Well managed forests aid in the
prevention of forest fires and massive pest outbreaks. Well managed and healthy forests also
play a vital role in climate change management. Third party environmental experts have
assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of
the proposed project, and this project will significantly reduce Northern Pulps environmental
footprint going forward. I believe if Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment there
is no reason to not complete the project. Our forestry industry, our environment and our
economy need Northern Pulp to remain in Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:

@ca.gt.com Address: . Municipality: Lawrencetown, NS Postal-
Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northerrn Pulp has not
met the terms of reference for the report Â· They have not provided data to prove that project
can be done safely on almost every key point NP has not provided concrete plan on what will
be done, no definite pipe route, no leak detection on marine portion of pipe, no specified leak
detection for on-land pipe, just options Â· For the sake of future generations and current trust
in the government please reject this project Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 21
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp proposes
to discharge on a daily basis,Â 5 times more effluent than the largest city along the Strait,
Charlottetown, PEI population 76,000Â 85 million litres of effluent,Â plus human waste,
versus 14.6 for Charlottetown would go into the Northumberland Strait each day. We strongly
oppose this plan. The demand for fresh water used for the process at NP is greater than that of
Halifax.Â In 2014 aÂ spill of 47 million litres produced a toxic cocktail ofÂ Dioxins, Furans,
Mercury,Â and Phenols, along with a myriad of other dangerous chemicals.Â Living directly
across from this plant an alarmingÂ number of our neighbours in all age groups, have been
diagnosed withÂ lung,Â bowel,Â breast and other forms of cancers. The rate at which these
cancers are occurring is wellÂ above national averages.Â Â A scientific study published in
2005 studying Leukemia along coastal waterways placed 16,000 mussels 500 meters from the
NP discharge. Over 30 showed signs of Leukemia. Mussels placed away from any discharge
had no Leukemia Chronicle Harold Jan.18th.Â TheÂ subject report NP commissioned
suggests increased emissions from the smoke stack which will have a further detrimental
impact on air quality. The temperature of the water discharge only adds to the enormousÂ
issue of Global warming. The owners of NP have received generous amounts ofÂ taxpayers
money over the years plus the looming cost of $200 to $700 million dollars for the cleanup of
Boat Harbour.Â This is not a financiallyÂ viable business andÂ the Province should not be
supporting billionaires operating against the environmentalÂ rights of citizens. Employees
need not lose jobs. The Government should provide financial support while workers retrain
and transitionÂ into the sustainable economy versus spending more money on a dying
industry.Â Â What about the future health of people working at that plant?Â Â 11,000
Scientists from 153 countries just signed an Environmental Emergency PlanÂ warning
humanity that we need to change our behaviorsÂ in order to protect the planet.Â Their
warning is meant for industries exactly like NP who use the earth as a dump.Â The author of
the report prepared on behalf of Northern Pulp accepts no liability should theirÂ anticipated
outcomes not work out.Â The report states that assumptions must be made due to lack of
absolute scientificÂ evidence. Assumptions cannot be accepted as facts, rather it isÂ Â
conjecture paid for by NP.Â The consequences of decisions based on anticipated outcomes is
demonstrated at Boat Harbour. Also the company that operates Northern Pulp can hardly be
called an environmental stalwart.Â BC has added NP to their Canadian Environmental
Offenders Registry for violating the Fisheries Act in 2014 and 2016 and fined them
$900,000.Â The NP report also states that the Strait water could leach into the shoreline wells,
but says they would likely stop drinking it due to the taste of salt. What about when this Pipe
ruptures on land as well as in the water?Â This is not an if but rather a when question. Putting
a Pipe 4 k.m. into the Strait simply ships the problem into the Worlds oceans and away from
oversight of those dedicated to protect the Ecology. If the effluent is so pure as Northern Pulp
states why not discharge the pipe at the shore or within Nova Scotia where it can easily be
overseen? We urge you to reject this plan outright and work with IndigenousÂ leaders,
employees and the population to create a healthy, sustainable and environmentally friendlyÂ
future for the Province of Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:
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Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Our coastal partners and
First Nations surrounding boat harbour have made it clear for the last 4 years that this Pulp
mill needs to be shut down, and I am 100 in agreement with them. This pulp mill is
perpetuating the catastrophe of clearcutting or what the province likes to call forestry. There is
no clear reason why the province could not subsidize a re-engineering of this pulp mill to a
Hemp Mill that produces the same product and more all the while increasing revenue and job
value in the area. Not only that but Growing hemp is a carbon crop meaning it returns more
carbon to the land than it takes to produce it. the effluent treatment facility project must be
rejected and the pulp mill repurposed or shut down. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:
B3L2V3 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 50 y: 29
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I read this over carefully,
and looks like a great plan moving forward. I see no reason not to accept Northern Pulps
solution with a new effluent treatment plant. they deserve a chance. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 20
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I am unequivocally requesting that under no circumstance should Northern Pulp be granted
access to our fishing grounds and recreational strait to install an effluent pipe. 

The very need to write about this in this age is frustrating to say the least. It shouldn't even be
a subject to be entertained, let alone use any of my time to debate it. 

NP and the other owners before have committed environmental atrocities for over half a
century. Unscathed and without conscience. 

The last spill has not been fully assessed. And yet we are entertaining the idea of a pipe in the
strait? They have killed boat harbour without recourse. And now a pipe in the strait???

There is zero confidence in my heart that after decades of polluting and then waiting until the
11th hour on facing a possible closure submit an intangible, unfounded plan. 

The risk is too high. 

Raping our natural resources with clear cutting and dumping toxins into the water only to kill
what's left of our mismanaged declining fishing industry should be unthinkable let alone
spoken aloud. 

You know it, I know it and anyone who had to hurridly take their clothes in off the line within
a 50 mile radius because of stench, knows it. 

Any and all improvements made to that archaic mill were done only when the hand was
forced. It's outdated, inefficient, and untrustworthy. 

And a question for you. Why the 'bleep' are we bleaching toilet paper? What's the point in
that? 
More toxins??

The jobs lost arguement falls on deaf ears here. I was one of 229 who lost their job in 98 due
to plant closure. I diversified and haven't starved yet.

I am ashamed that as a citizen of one of the most developed nations in the world I sit here
pleading to save our strait from corporate greed. 

Please No Pipe, and please Honour Boat Harbour.

Sincerely,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I was sceptical if there
was a solution, but after following this project, Northern Pulp has gone over and above to
make this work. The plan looks great and I see no reason the province should deny this
effluent plant project. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Pine Grove Postal-Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotiaâ?Ts
economy depends on our forest industry. Losing the pulp mill will mean losing the forest
industry and this province canâ?Tt afford that. As an outdoorsman i see first hand the positive
impact of responsible harvesting and believe that in order to prevent wildfire and invasive
diseases in our woods that we need the industry and with it comes the pulp mill. Iâ?Tm also
employed with MG Higgins Lumber and the pulp mill is vital to there survival. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Belmont Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Premier Stephen
McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson, I am writing in response to
Northern Pulps Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project. My
name is . I live in Braeshore, NS with my husband and two children, 

. I am a small business owner, operating an Education technology firm
in the town of Pictou. I moved here from Vermont  which was a

return-to-home move for me and a first-time move to Nova Scotia for my husband and
children. We have happily made Pictou County our home, and gladly participate and
contribute to our community, our childrenâ?Ts school, sports programs, local service clubs,
and church. We have not, however, â?ogladlyâ?  tolerated the assault on our air quality by
Northern Pulp. Its chemical-laden stack outputs have been so impactful to us that we moved
from downtown Pictou to Braeshore because of the negative and often dangerous effects it has
had on my husband and sonâ?Ts asthma. How Northern Pulp has been permitted to pollute the
air of our community for so long is beyond me. The proposed effluent treatment plan is even
more questionable and shocking. The proposed pipe plan with its outfall area nestled between
two public beaches, a provincial campground, an historic seaside tourism lodge, and the
homes of many taxpaying citizens, is alarming. The irreparable damage it will cause to marine
and botanical life, the tourism industry, the variable fishing industries, the health and wellness
of our citizens and visitors is not only likely, but definitive. The Focus Report is rife with
inconsistencies, speculations, and â?oletâ?Ts see what happensâ?  assumptions. One thing is
not inconsistent â?" the criminally negligent environmental track record of Northern Pulp and
its global parent company. Putting blind faith in this plan and this company for the sake of a
few hundred jobs is not worth the downstream risks. Speaking on behalf of my family, I
implore you to reject this offensive plan and honour the Boat Harbour Act. Sincerely, 

 B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed., PMP Braeshore, NS Name:  Email:
@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Braeshore Postal-Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have recently reviewed
the Focus Report on Northern Pulp Nova Scotiaâ?Ts Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility.
There are a few important facts that I found in the Focal Report that addresses concerns that I
have heard mentioned and I will comment on. Fishery Concerns Address: Figure 7.3-3,
Northumberland Strait Lobster Buoy Locations shows 2019 fishing season lobster traps
location. Figure 4.2-6 Spatial Distribution of Simulated Effluent Dilution Factor at End of
One-Month Simulation Period July 2016 shows the receiving water study for the current
system. This shows Lobster fishing is and has been taking place where the effluent is. This
proves to me that there is currently no harm to the fishery up to now and will continue not to
be. Regulatory Effluent Compliance Table 2.4-2, Calculated Regulatory Limits in Canada
Jurisdictions vs Veolia Expected Performance Canada BOD monthly avg: current 7.5 kg/t
2019 draft 2.6 kg/t NPNS Veolia ETF = 2.0 kg/t Canada TSS monthly avg: current 11.25 kg/t
2019 draft 3.75 kg/t NPNS Veolia ETF = 2.0 kg/t This table shows that Northern Pulp Nova
Scotiaâ?Ts new Effluent Treatment Facility will have discharge readings for the BOD
Biochemical Oxygen Demand and TSS Total Suspended Solids below the current and
proposed limits in Canada. I believe this report shows the science that proves this is an
excellent Wastewater Treatment Facility and should be approved. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Central West River Postal-
Code:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the project for
the new facility. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 33
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From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 2:20:41 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Project should be
approved if proposed treatment facility is going to treat the effluents to acceptable standards
based on scientific knowledge. The mill is very important to the regional economy and its
closure would affect thousands of direct and indirect jobs in both Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. The project should not be rejected on what if concerns from people that will not
trust the science behind the project. Name:  Email: Address: Municipality:
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 55 y: 21
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Short and sweet. The
time to turn a blind eye and allow environmental nightmares to continue is done. Our province
used to be beautiful, clean and something to be proud of. Not anymore. Boat harbour closes
January 31st, 2020 and there will be no effluent pipe in the straight to replace it should be the
answer. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Parrsboro Postal-Code: B0M 1S0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 21
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: good work Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 22 y: 30
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Mr. Gordon Wilson, I
just wanted to take a few minutes to respond to Northern Pulps Focus Report. The report lacks
scientific data that proves beyond a reasonable doubt that placing a effuent pipe to allow
approx. 85 million Lt. to be dumped daily into the Northumberland Strait will not have
negitive effect on the eco system. The mill has NOT stated what the composition of chemicals
will be at the end of the pipe were the effuent enters the water. The mill only states that Third
party enviromental experts say that at 10 meters from the pipe the effuent SHOULD meet
Canadian enviromental standards. Or that They The Mill will monitor it and provide the
information at a later date. Kind Of Like Putting A fox In Charge Of The Hen House! I belive
Northern Pulp knows exactly what is the composition of the effuent that will be coming out of
that pipe and will not say what it is because the project would be canceled. The Mill states
numerous time in their report that the the project will have minor i mpact or no forseen Impact
or that their third party experts have concluded thus passing off all liabilities that this project
will ultimately cause. The 19 questions that the former enviroment minister Mrs. Miller
requested have not been addressed in this Focus Report, only more questions. If the province
of Nova Scotia accepts this report it will result in an enviromental disaster the like of which
this province has never seen. The Mill has created 2 enviromental disasters all ready in this
county one being Boat Harbour and the other being The Pulp Mill site itself. Lets not make
this the 3rd. Your desision must be made reguarding scientific proof, The Focus report lacks it
in all aspects of the word! There is only one conclustion NO PIPE!!! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou County Postal-
Code: B0K1H0 Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y:
35
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Belmont Postal-Code: B0m1c0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 88 y: 10
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: good work Name: Email:
@icloud.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###

### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 34 y: 20
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Good day Minister
Wilson and Premier McNeil, I am writing to you today from my property on Caribou Island,
NS. I wrote a letter to former Environment Minister Margaret Miller last time we were
allowed to respond to the pipe proposal. I do wish that the whole project had have been
rejected completely. I know everyone keeps saying the decision will be based on science and
quite frankly there was none in the first NP submission. I have reviewed the latest and there is
definitely a lot to ingest but I dont see enough evidence to rest easy if a pipe were to go into
Caribou Harbour. I am at the the very tip of Caribou Island and I hope if you havent
familiarized yourself with the lay of the land and water in the area you will do so soon. The
pipe will literally be in our backyard. On an everyday realistic level I will say that this is not a
good idea. I see hundreds of different species of birds on our beach every spring, summer and
into the fall. I see how when the winds change and how it effects our beach. One day you
might have no seaweed and the next day truck fulls. The effluent will travel without a doubt
back to the beaches throughout the area when the conditions are right. No matter what NP
does this is something they will not be able to control.` The harbour is very shallow and the
tides do get very low. This will leave the same sludge we see at Boat Harbour along the tidal
flats in the harbour. It will be an environmental disaster. Do you want to be seen in history as
the government that allowed this to happen. There are many endanger ed blue herons
throughout the area that rely on the shallow areas near the beach for food. They are feeding on
the bar clams, quahogs and other species that the report says will not be safe for eating. I know
many friends that dig quahogs in the harbour, they will no longer be able to do so if the pipe is
allowed. If you want to look at the big picture it will tarnish our lobster fishery, herring and
tuna on a provincial, regional and possibly a national level. When I see seafood at the grocery
store labeled caught in China I will not buy because I think of their industrial pollution and
their past records, do we want to go down that path here. I also worry about tourism,
especially since Caribou Harbour and the ferry is one of 5 entry ways into the province. I also
worry about the whole county and everyones property values. I could see a potential class
action lawsuit coming from many residents in the area. I do feel for the workers and the
forestry industry but they will bounce back. There have been many workers who have lost jobs
and shutdowns in Pictou County over the last 40 years. There are many businesses that will
flourish in the area if the mill is not polluting the air. It really is bad here most days. It is not
like Edmundston, NB or Port Hawkesbury. I have an elderly father that lives two doors down
from me and a  Daughter who I hope will be able to see the beautiful area as it is
today when she is my age. Thanks for listening, 

Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:
Municipality: Caribou Island Postal-

Code:
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Project: - Choose - Comments: If northern Pulp passes the environmental Assessment there is
reason not to complete the project Name: . Email: 

@gmail.com Address: Central Onslow Municipality: Truro ns Postal-
Code: Phone: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: THIS ENTIRE PLANT
IS NOTHING BUT A PRODUCER OF POISON. THIS POISON IS NOTHING BUT A
PRODUCER OF CANCER. THIS CANCER EFFLUENT PRODUCING PLANT MUST BE
SHUT DOWN NOW!!!! WHEN A PERSON WORKS HERE OR LIVES HERE THEY GET
CANCER AND DIE. Name:  Email: @spearsinsurance.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Shelburne Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the new
treatment facility that northern pulp is proposing to construct. I do not believe that there will
be any adverse consequences caused by the pipe into the strait 

Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Stewiacke Municipality: Postal-Code: Stewiacke Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 13
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From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 2:50:52 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I live in Corner Brook
Newfoundland. We have a paper mill here that upgraded its water treatment years ago. The
change since then has been significant. This project is a good one and the company is willing
to spend the money and build the proper facility. This should not be an issue. We try to build a
partnership here with the town and company. It works a lot better when everyone works
together for a common goal. Clean up the environment and protect good jobs! Its that simple.
The forestry industry has had enough struggles to survive but when you have a profitable
company willing to make a huge investment to clean up its act and maintain operation and
numerous jobs you are very lucky. Do the right thing here, save the mill and the forest
industry. The wrong decision here could be catastrophic to the town and as well to the
province. Name:  Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 36
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From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 2:51:08 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotiaâ?Ts
economy depends on our forest industry. Losing the pulp mill will mean losing the forest
industry and this province canâ?Tt afford that. As an outdoorsman i see first hand the positive
impact of responsible harvesting and believe that in order to prevent wildfire and invasive
diseases in our woods that we need the industry and with it comes the pulp mill. Iâ?Tm also
employed with MG Higgins Lumber and the pulp mill is vital to there survival. Name: 

 Email: Address:  Municipality: Belmont Postal-Code: 
:

43 y: 23
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 2:51:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: You must honour Boat
Harbour ACT January 2020! No pipe in our straight! The writing is on the wall! The people
and environment have spoken! Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
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From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 2:58:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I live directly on Caribou
Harbour. I intend to retire there and enjoy swimming, fishing and boating on the Strait for
years to come. I also work at Northern Pulp. If the mill were to close in January of 2020, I
personally would not be significantly affected as I am close to retirement age. However, I am
concerned about the impact the mill closure would have on my co-workers and the many other
people throughout the province that would lose their jobs as a result. Nova Scotia needs
Northern Pulp to continue to operate and to contribute to the provincial economy. However,
this can only be permitted if done in an environmentally responsible way. In addition to
reviewing the focus report, I have discussed at length the particulars of the proposed new
effluent treatment facility with the engineers working on the project. I am very impressed with
the extensive effort that has gone in to developing the plan for the new facility. The new state-
of-the-art treatment facility will incorporate proven technology to treat mill effluent well
beyond what is required to meet regulatory requirements. Ironically, the most controversial
aspect of the plan, the pipe in the Strait, is probably its most beneficial feature. Piping the
effluent well out in to the Strait and properly dispersing it in the strong currents that exist will
further ensure that the mills effluent will have no significant impact on the environment.
Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net Address: 
Municipality: Waterside Postal-Code:
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:00:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The paper industry has
come a long way from the mid 1800â?Ts using, cotton rags, straw, flax etc to present using
wood fibre to create paper. With every advancement have come changes to processes. With
each change there are unknowns, as well as unforeseeable unknown improvements. This is a
massive environmental assessment, likely one of the largest ever undertaken in Nova Scotia. A
holistic approach addressing all concerns of every part of the community from micro
organisms on land, strait and air, fish and wildlife habitat, migratory birds, water quality , and
to human well being, community and economics. With the public praises and concerns I am
confident that the new effluent treatment facility will be constructed with the checks and
balances as stated, will be done as requested to community as a whole satisfaction. Working
daily on the wharf Pier C, supervising structural improvements and repairs to Pier C in Pictou,
while the Precipitator was constructed I experienced firsthand the air quality improvements
before and after construction. I feel confident that Paper Excellence and Northern Pulp will
honour their commitment to the quality attention to the project. â?¢ The assessment sets out
proper guidelines for installation on the pipe as per Construction Methodology and Design
Report by Wood â?¢ They are using high quality products to construct the pipe line to
minimize the chances of leaks â?¢ The Focus Report outlines extensive monitoring after
installation of the treatment facility and the latest technology to monitor flow rates and
possible leaks regardless of the source of the cause. â?¢ The treatment facility designed by
those who have similar facilities in place and are working effectively at present. This being
new will have improvements to the existing designs. We are always working to create a better
more efficient plant. Future Opportunities as a result of the Effluent Treatment Facility â?¢
Opportunity for adjacent businesses along the pipeline route to extract heat for buildings via
heat exchangers installed into the effluent discharge pipe. â?¢ Opportunity to supply a fresh
water pipe to supply the Town Of Pictou domestic water from the Middle River at time of
installation of the effluent pipe. â?¢ Opportunities for the Agriculture community, to return the
bi-products from the papermaking processes to use as amendments to the soil increasing
nutrient concentration, ph and health of the soil. In closing, I visited the town of Port Alberni
B.C. this month. A vibrant, clean, bustling town. Ships tied up ready to unload. Fishing and
forestry working together. A healthy sustainable community. I look forward to a similar
community, her in Pictou County and Nova Scotia. The holistic approach to the modern
upgrades to the treatment of effluent from Northern Pulp, as outlined in the focus report,
mirrors and improves upon the Kraft pulp mills established in the forward thinking
environmentally conscious Sweden, I am confident Northern Pulp will be globally, a model
treatment site. Respectively submitted  Name: 
Email: Address: Municipality: Sutherlands River
Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:02:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,009,000 seedlings every year! So many jobs
depend on this mill including mine. I support an approval of Northern Pulps environmental
assessment. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

Municipality: Belmont Postal-Code:
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:04:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: You have given another
6 million to a billionaire in Asia who owns this company. These are taxpayer dollars
environmental studies were rushed. This is not ok fishing is our #1export here. Stop the
effluent pipe until a proper study is done and keep our dollars for Canadian companies Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou
Postal-Code: B0k1h0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 70 y: 17
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From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:06:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Firstly I would self-
identify as an Employee of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia NPNS. I have a Technical Diploma in
Environmental Engineering Technology, and a Bachelor of Technology in Environmental
Studies, as such I feel I have the Industry and educational background to provide a view that
has a technical aspect to it. My working career covers Positions in Alberta Environment, Pulp
Paper, and Oil gas. Throughout I have been involved in many Environmental
projects/studies/Operation/Commissioning of Waste Treatment Facilities, Water Treatment,
Air Pollution Control Equipment, optimizations, Landfills etc. Therefore it is from the
perspective of Economics, Science Technology I would address my comments towards, and
the feasibility/need of this project. Economics The obvious Economic aspects of this project
should not have to be re-iterated, however, I will name a few, as this is one of the Key reasons
this facility is crucial, not only to Pictou County, and the employees of NPNS, but land
owners, merchants, port employees, shipping companies, trucking companies, foresters,
machine shops, and many other businesses who can trace their business, or a portion of their
business to NPNS, and ultimately Nova Scotia. Some quick facts are: Largest Nursery
operation growing planting 6,000,000 trees per year Production of approximately 280,000 to
300,000 tonnes Northern Bleach Softwood Kraft NBSK, being transported primarily by truck
and Shipping containers. Approximately 330 full time employees NPNS unlike Western Mills,
buys wood from Private Land Owners, thereby magnifying impacts to the local economy 2050
indirect jobs NPNS is owned by a Company Paper Excellence who recently spent a great deal
of money on a New Electrostatic Precipitator, and is now willing to outlay a large capital
investment in a Wastewater treatment facility, certainly demonstrating a Strong Environmental
Commitment, and a long range economic view of the NPNS facility. $315,000,000
contribution annually NS largest purchaser of sawmill chips Largest exporter of containers
through the Halifax Port Authority Plus many other benefits to the
community/county/Province. So what will NS look like without NPNS: - Private Landowners
will have no place to sell there wood, or very limited - Sawmills will end up getting very little
return as they canâ?Tt generate profits from the sale of residual chips, possibly looking at
closures/layoffs - Trucking and Port personnel will most likely be negatively impacted -
Personal Taxes in NS will have to be increased in NS to make up for the short fall - Property
taxes in Pictou County may have to increase, due to the loss of revue from NPNS, and
associated businesses - Social Assistance costs will increase due to lack of income from those
affected, or being forced to taking jobs in much lower income levels. Science I have had the
opportunity in my life to Operate, Commission, and general be responsibility for Wastewater
Treatment Plants for both the Pulp Paper the Oil Sand industries. This technology being
proposed, Activated Sludge, is one of the Top treatment technologies available, and certainly
surpasses many of the Effluent Treatment Systems operating in Canada today. A review of the
Alberta Pacific ALPAC Pulp Mill discharge would be of interest as it utilizes a similar
technology. In the US this would be referred to as Best Available Technology. The future of
fisheries, specifically lobster is put forth as a concern, I do not have the specific yearly catch
around Pictou/Antigonish Countyâ?Ts however, I believe currently the catch surpasses many

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


of the years in the 60â?Ts/70â?Ts/80â?Ts . The current operation through Boat Harbour does
not appear to have any adverse effects on the Lobster Fisheries. Would the Lobster Fishing
Industry have or have they reported any adverse effects? The current operation of NPNS is
from all accounts typical of a Canadian NBSK facility as it relates to effluent discharge, the
addition of an Activated Sludge Process will thereby increase the 5 Day Biochemical Oxygen
Demand removal efficiency of the effluent , thereby further improving the discharge
characteristics even more than is current day. The point of discharge for this improved effluent
has been determined based on sound Science, not the speculation of persons unfamiliar with
the science/technology of a Pulmill or a State of the art Effluent Treatment facility.
Conclusion I recently rejoined NPNS, as I believe it is a facility with a sound future and solid
backing from itâ?Ts parent company. I truly hope that those within the Department of
Environment, can see the advantages to the continuation of this facility. As Nova Scotianâ?Ts
we continually try to attract businesses industries, however, this situation would be a
cautionary note to any company looking to locate within Nova Scotia. Those opposed would
do well to learn more of our industry and the hard working, environmentally conscious people
who work throughout the forest industry. I thank you for allowing me this forum to express
my views, as quite often we only hear those that holler the loudest and those who can
sensationalize a situation base on hearsay and speculation. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: Stellarton
Postal-Code: 



From: @evangelinetransport.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:15:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We are a 5th generation
family involved in forestry. The loss of Northern Pulp would have a major negative effect on
our businesses and the families they support. Experts have assessed that their will be no
significant damage to the fish habitat or the fishery. I ask that the minister approve NPs
environment assessment and grant the time extension they need to get this project built.
Thanks for the opportunity to comment. Name:  Email:

@evangelinetransport.com Address:  Municipality: Port
williams Postal-Code: 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:15:51 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I cannot believe that
Northern Pulp is going to be allowed to dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. We
have come to a point with our climate and environment where being on par with other existing
facilities isnt good enough anymore. We need to do better than the dilution solution to
pollution! The contaminants they are dumping do not just go away. Best case scenario is they
get bound to sediments. Worst case scenario is some of them end up accumulating in the food
chain. I feel for the fisherman and people trying to make a living off the ocean resources in
that area because their products will be stigmatized. I know that as a consumer I will
absolutely ask and actively avoid seafood that comes from that area. The forestry industry is
important but its time to shift to an eco-forestry model. Not to mention the need as a society to
take a serious look at our consumption of bleached, soft paper products. There are green
economy options that will make us more re silient, sustainable, and profitable as a province
although they will take a little more creativity, effort and possibly financial support. We owe it
to the future generations to make those sacrifices . Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: LaHave Postal-Code: B0R
1C0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
36 y: 36
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:17:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Project makes sense
and should be approved, Northern Pulps plan states that only treated effluent will be released
into the Strait, that meets the toughest current and proposed laws. Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Middle Sackville Postal-
Code:
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:19:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: When taking a decision
on the effluent treatment plant I hope the government will consider all consequences a
possible closure of the Northern Pulp plant will have. Next to the obvious effects on the labor
market and the local economy there is one more less obvious aspect I would like to point out:
such an abrupt change in the market could have adverse effects on the current â?" absolutely
needed! â?" attempt to reduce carbon emissions, as I will try to explain below. Northern Pulp
is a major player in the forestry industry in Atlantic Canada and its closure will have a
significant impact on the industry. Currently Northern Pulp is the principal market for wood
chips stemming from the sawmills. If this market ceases to exist the pulp mills lose a relevant
source of revenues from this byproduct which in turn could lead to many of them getting into
financial turbulences up to the point where they equally might have to close. If this happens
than the local market for round wood will likely collapse and the market for round wood is
only local due to high transportation cost!. At first sight one might think thatâ?Ts a good thing
for the environment and the climate if significantly less wood is cut but â?" based on my
knowledge of the market â?" it likely is not for a couple of reasons: 1. Well managed forest
lands, i.e., those where wood is being cut according to sustainable practices, are able to grow
bigger trees and thus to absorb more CO2 per acre than unmanaged â?owildâ?  forests 2. A
byproduct of managed forest lands is low grade wood which in the form of wood chips or
pellets can and is being used to heat buildings where it is displacing fossil fuels and thus the
C02 emissions from burning these fossil fuels. Now, it is obviously possible to cut wood
solely for the purpose of burning it but in this case the price will significantly increase which
in turn will make it economically less attractive to convert more buildings away from fossil
fuel which I strongly believe must be our goal! Finally, I would like to also point out that we
need to look at environmental aspects from a global perspective because there is only one
world in which we all live: i.e., it is not helping to push a possibly polluting industry and
thatâ?Ts the case for any kind of industrial production in the end out of the region / country
into other regions / countries with lower standards where a paper mill might even still get
away with dumping its residues into the ocean without any treatment! â?" but that we need to
consume less and thus to have less polluting industry overall or at least pay attention to what

where it was produced. Name:  Email:
Address:  Municipality: Charlottetown Postal-

Code:
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From: @battisttrucking.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:24:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a long time resident,
of the area, I feel Boat Harbour closing is a good thing. The treated effluent has been going
into the Northumberland Strait since the original construction of the Pulp Mill in 1966. Since
this time the forestry and the fishing industries have co-existed without either damaging the
other industry. The previous treatment facility had untreated effluent leaving the mill site to
boat harbour where as this proposal will see all effluent leaving the site being treated first
.This proposed treatment facility is similar to plants operating in Sweden with great
environmental success. The focus report is well detailed and covers all environmental impacts
which may be created by the construction of the effluent facility. I feel Northern Pulp and
Paper Excellence as new owners of the mill, have made huge investments to improve the
paper making process, such as infrastructure projects as the new precipatator to help with air
quality. I feel this new proposed facility is another step in the right direction with not only
sustaining our economy but the environment as well. In closing I feel they should be given the
green light for this project and if they need more time should be granted, within reason. Name:

 Email:  Address: 
Municipality: PIctou Postal-Code:
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From: @Unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:26:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Greetings, We are
submitting these comments as a neighboring Unifor local. As a social union we care about the
lives, communities and the wellbeing of all people not just our own members. Northern Pulpâ?
Ts replacement effluent treatment facility project can continue to support thousands of good
jobs across the province, protect the environment and respect the first nations. Our Local
supports this project most importantly because it is the right thing to do. The third party
environmental experts have concluded the proposed diffuser will meet all environmental
guidelines and the company is prepared to make the investment. Canada is a world leader in
forestry regulations and enforcement, there 88 other pulp and paper mills across the country
coexisting and supporting their communities. This will further provide an opportunity to
restore and maintain future respect with Pictou Landing First Nations. The forestry sector in
Nova Scotia is essential in our economy, providing a 2.1 billion in annual economic impact,
11,500 direct and indirect jobs, is the second largest source of employment among good-
producing sectors and the third largest exporter. Around the world, forestry is increasingly
recognized as a renewable green industry with a potential for a strong future as part of a
sustainable economy. We represent members in the banking, hospitality, education, food
services and health care sectors from Wolfville to Antigonish and if this project is not
approved our members will be negatively impacted in EVERY sector. Whether it is a decrease
in loans at the credit union or decrease in tax revenue to support our social infrastructures and
service like health care there is no question the widespread negative impacts will be great. To
conclude the company addressed every concern raised in the initial consultation comments and
answered every question asked by the Nova Scotia environment. The science is clear and the
project is sound investment we as a province need to approve this facility for the betterment of
all Nova Scotians. Respctfully, Unifor Local 2107 Name: Unifor Local 2107 Email:

@Unifor.org Address:  Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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The World Health Organization has 
classified particulate matter. carcinogenic 
to humans.· Northern Pulp emits 63% 
of all the PM2.5 In Nova Scotia. More 
than every other company combined. 
In 2012 they were 6th on the list of 
Canada's top PM2.5 polluters and emitted 
more than twice as much as any other pulp 
mill in the country.•• 

Quality of life has been hindered significantly due to Northern Pulp's 
recent emissions. Not only is it impossible to breathe the air in Pictou or in 
the surrounding area where the plume may waft, the nausea, eye burning, 
migraines and respiratory symptoms all factor into the negative effect 
on our health and wellbeing. Data supports that biohazards are already 
in our air, water and soil. I try to promote a healthy active lifestyle to my 
patients and can no longer sit and watch this beautiful area disintegrate 
due to irresponsible management without a conscience. 

Dr. Anne Kwasnik, MD, ABFP, CCFP 

The specialized cancer agency of the World Health Organization, after 
reviewing more than 1000 scientific articles in 2013, conclusively stated 
that particulate matter is carcinogenic to humans. Surely Mr. Glavine, 
Mr. Delorey and the Board of Directors of Northern Pulp are aware of 
these conclusions and need to ethically do what is right to correct this 
awful situation. The Departments of Health and Environment have a 
mandated obligation to ensure a healthy environment for our citizens. 

Dr. Gerry Farrell, MD, Medical Director, Palliative Care, PCHA 

You come to know very quickly that when you can't breathe, nothing 
else matters. Lungs are not like broken bones where if you damage 
them, they'll repair. Two things are certain • lung cancer rates, the rates 
of COPD [chronic obstructive pulmonary disease] and asthma are 
particularly high in Nova Scotia and it is well-known that Pictou County 
has some of the highest rates in the province for respiratory illnesses. 

Louis Brill, President & CEO, Lung Association of Nova Scotia. 

It is said, "It takes a community to raise a child." We, as a community, 
must address the injustices exhibited by Northern Pulp, so that we 
may raise our children in good health with respect and justice for all. 
Consequences of individual bad behaviour are normally swift in society. 
It is time the same standards were applied to the bad behaviours of 
corporations. 

Dr. Catharina Felderhof, MD 

There is far too much anecdotal evidence to dismiss, as the Minister of 
Health and Wellness has done. With Northern Pulp spewing 78% above 
acceptable emissions, the burden of proof regarding health, should not 
be on the people. 

Dr. Maurice Str�eld, MD 









Fl1ure 2: Wetland Location. Note the pooled effluent flllln1 the wetland and browned ve1etatlon 



Fl1ure 3: Flow from the Wetland onto the Beach. Note the blown down ve1etatlon and color of the effluent. 



Fl1ure 1: Pipe Rupture site. Note the blown down ve1etatlon and the tree which had collapsed Into a pool of effluent. 



Figure 4: Picture Flow from the Wetland Into the East River Estuary. Note the signs of erosion along the effluent pathway. 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In todays environmental
crisis, it is absolutely absurd to think placing a pipe to dump millions of litres of effluent daily
into the ocean is acceptable. There are many issues with Northern Pulps proposed new effluent
treatment facility and in this letter I will quickly summarize 4 of them. 1. It states ocean water
quality within 5 meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines. Meaning, the 5
meters from the diffuser does not count? Within those 5 meters it does not meet the guidelines
and is toxic. This is unacceptable, I would also like to note there is no leak detection system
stated to be in the marine portion of the pipeline. Where the proposed pipe will lay, if there is
a leak, to the west of the pipe a receiving water study would fail due to shallow waters at that
area around Caribou Island. For this reason Mr. Minister, this focus report should not pass. 2.
It also states, third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of the project. I would like to point out
these third party environmental experts are paid and benefit greatly by this. NP will only print
what they want and need regarding environmental impacts. It is absolutely ludicrous that this
is even noted in the focused report when there is no way to legitimately quantify that there will
be no significant impacts.The focus assessment only reports on frameworks to assess and
predictions. Therefore, the above statement is simply untrue and for this reason Mr. Wilson,
this focus report should not pass. 3. Within 5 meters of the diffuser, the difference between the
treated wastewater and ocean temperature will be less then 1 degree C. Again, 5 meters from
the pipe the water is 1C or greater. This is alarming considering it has been researched across
world that many species in an ocean ecosystem simply will not survive or multiply in warm
temperatures. For this reason Mr. Minister, this focus report should not pass. 4. Treated
Effluent will not be visible at the waters surface. Therefore it is acceptable? The Pulp mills
focus report having this written in their key findings speaks volumes to how they operate and
have been operating for years. If you cannot see it, it does not matter. This is ridiculous to
state as a key finding in the focus report. I would also like to mention the Northumberland
Strait connects Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, PEI reaches as far as Quebec. It is a rich fishing
ground for THOUSANDS of people. These fishing industries employ thousands more people
within these provinces all year round.The fishing industry in Nova Scotia grew to $2 billion in
exports, making us the top exporter in the country for the THIRD year in a row in 2018. This
is a record setting figure that helps to secure thousands of jobs and opportunities for coastal
and rural communities. The money that is made by the fishing industries in these rural
communities, benefit the communities themselves! All the profit stays HERE in Nova Scotia,
in RURAL Nova Scotia. There has been many conservation efforts to save the endangered
North Atlantic Right Whale in the past 3 years. As concerned as the government and
environmentalists are about saving this endangered species, dumping millions of litres of
warm effluent directly into the ocean should also be of concern. There is no telling what may
be endangered once millions of litres of toxins and solids of effluent are being dumped into the
ocean DAILY. Please consider this, once a pipe is built and placed into the ocean, we cannot
take back the damage it may do. Once this is done, it is done. With the weak focus report NP
has brought forward, it is certain this industry will ruin an ecosystem and a community. It is
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time to start moving forward. The it happens there so why not do it here statement simply
cannot apply any longer. We deserve CLEAN air, CLEAN water CLEAN food ! Please
choose HEALTH over wealth Mr. Wilson, it is our lives at stake. NO PIPE IN OUR STRAIT.
Thank you, , Pictou County Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou County
Postal-Code: 
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Please view attached comments regarding Northern Pulps proposal for the Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility.




November 7, 2019


Gordon Wilson
Environment Minister
EA@novascotia.ca


Attention to Mr. Gordon Wilson, 


My name is Rachael MacLean and I have lived in Pictou County my entire life. I call Pictou home and 
it is the community I love. I care for the health and wellness of the people that make up this 
community. All of them! Everyone who also calls this beautiful place home matters. I am writing with  
major concerns in relation to Northern Pulps proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. 


As I read the Human Health Risk Assessment Appendix 9.2 my heart sinks. To think that our beautiful 
Northumberland Strait is at such tremendous risk of having warm, toxic wastewater being dumped and 
pumped into it is appalling! This ecosystem is essential for so many reasons. First and foremost, the 
health of our water is essential to all life forms that live within it and to each of us that live along these  
shores. The proposed RET facility and its location are preposterous. The proximity to the Pictou water 
source is of absolute concern. I ask you to take this into consideration, thousands of lives depend on it! 
The effects for humans who eat from these waters, fish, swim and walk these areas will be devastating. 
I walk the Caribou Shore with my dog everyday. This area means so much to me and many others. I 
have been to many places around the world, yet, Caribou and Caribou Island remain my favorite places 
in the world. The beauty of nature in these places is exquisite. 


In addition, this project imposes destructive and invasive practices that disrupt the many species that  
reside within the water and its surrounding areas to install this pipe, besides the tragedy of what may be 
released into these tidal waters. The studies of effects on aquatic life they provided are incomplete, as 
they have only suggested effects on 5 species and have not been conclusive. Mostly because they did 
not have time, or actual proof that the species would not be affected. That is too risky and irresponsible. 
It will be the same quality effluent (broadcasted on CBC by NP employee) that destroyed sacred 
grounds and many species of fish in Pictou Landing, N.S.. Please have the courage and good sense to 
reject this proposal and honor the Boat Harbour closure date of January 31, 2020. I am not a scientist 
and I do not believe that is required to see clearly there will be adverse effects that are unacceptable and 
unnecessary. This is not the kind of thing that is easily mitigated or reversed. Boat Harbour is a prime 
example. It is devastating to think that this could happen again.


I stand with many others who want to move forward and come together in a healthy, informed 
community. The economics of our community is more resilient than some think it is. We have the 
ability to bounce back from this loss of the mill. It will take time and we will support each other along 
the way, as part of the healing process. We have to allow ourselves to think bigger than an ancient mill 
with ancient practices that has no regard for the greater good. The air we have been breathing here and 
the divide in our community is proof. The mill is for a few, nature is for EVERYONE! 


Liberals environment policy states “To reduce pollution that threatens our clean air, oceans, and the 
health of Canadians” This proposal and the current operation of NP threatens our health and for that 
reason the risks are too great to allow it to proceed. May our health matter as much to you as it does to 
me and this place we call home.


In good faith, Rachael MacLean
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November 7, 2019

Gordon Wilson
Environment Minister
EA@novascotia.ca

Attention to Mr. Gordon Wilson, 

My name is  and I have lived in Pictou County my entire life. I call Pictou home and 
it is the community I love. I care for the health and wellness of the people that make up this 
community. All of them! Everyone who also calls this beautiful place home matters. I am writing with  
major concerns in relation to Northern Pulps proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. 

As I read the Human Health Risk Assessment Appendix 9.2 my heart sinks. To think that our beautiful 
Northumberland Strait is at such tremendous risk of having warm, toxic wastewater being dumped and 
pumped into it is appalling! This ecosystem is essential for so many reasons. First and foremost, the 
health of our water is essential to all life forms that live within it and to each of us that live along these  
shores. The proposed RET facility and its location are preposterous. The proximity to the Pictou water 
source is of absolute concern. I ask you to take this into consideration, thousands of lives depend on it! 
The effects for humans who eat from these waters, fish, swim and walk these areas will be devastating. 
I walk the Caribou Shore with my dog everyday. This area means so much to me and many others. I 
have been to many places around the world, yet, Caribou and Caribou Island remain my favorite places 
in the world. The beauty of nature in these places is exquisite. 

In addition, this project imposes destructive and invasive practices that disrupt the many species that  
reside within the water and its surrounding areas to install this pipe, besides the tragedy of what may be 
released into these tidal waters. The studies of effects on aquatic life they provided are incomplete, as 
they have only suggested effects on 5 species and have not been conclusive. Mostly because they did 
not have time, or actual proof that the species would not be affected. That is too risky and irresponsible. 
It will be the same quality effluent (broadcasted on CBC by NP employee) that destroyed sacred 
grounds and many species of fish in Pictou Landing, N.S.. Please have the courage and good sense to 
reject this proposal and honor the Boat Harbour closure date of January 31, 2020. I am not a scientist 
and I do not believe that is required to see clearly there will be adverse effects that are unacceptable and 
unnecessary. This is not the kind of thing that is easily mitigated or reversed. Boat Harbour is a prime 
example. It is devastating to think that this could happen again.

I stand with many others who want to move forward and come together in a healthy, informed 
community. The economics of our community is more resilient than some think it is. We have the 
ability to bounce back from this loss of the mill. It will take time and we will support each other along 
the way, as part of the healing process. We have to allow ourselves to think bigger than an ancient mill 
with ancient practices that has no regard for the greater good. The air we have been breathing here and 
the divide in our community is proof. The mill is for a few, nature is for EVERYONE! 

Liberals environment policy states “To reduce pollution that threatens our clean air, oceans, and the 
health of Canadians” This proposal and the current operation of NP threatens our health and for that 
reason the risks are too great to allow it to proceed. May our health matter as much to you as it does to 
me and this place we call home.

In good faith, 
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November 7, 2019 
 
The Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
 
Dear Minister Wilson: 
 
 I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  
 My name is  and I grew up and live on the Sunrise Trail along the 
beautiful Northumberland Strait.  I have lived there for 62 years and have been fishing for 
37 years out of Toney River.  As a fisherman of 37 years I know how fragile the ecosystem 
of the Northumberland Strait is and the mere idea of pumping 90 million liters of effluent 
a day into the Strait is insane. 
 The thought of pumping the effluent through a pipe on a busy highway through 
Pictou’s watershed under Pictou Harbour is laughable but more importantly it is 
dangerous to the environment if a break was to happen.  Northern Pulp’s response to 
questions about these dangers are that it is “highly unlikely anything could happen”.  That 
is not good enough. 
 Now concerning the pollution that is coming out of Northern Pulp’s stacks.  
Anybody who lives in Pictou County can attest to the stink when the wind is blowing in a 
certain direction.  Also there are children and seniors with breathing problems and the 
cancer rates in Pictou County are very high. 
 It is time for the pulp mill to shut down and for the Nova Scotia Government to 
honor the Boat Harbour Act so PLFN can start to heal from years of environmental racism 
as well as other communities in Pictou County.  There is no one in this province that would 
want this toxic dump in their backyard.  It is shameful but really there are no words to 
describe it so take a trip to Boat Harbour and see for yourself.   
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
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November 7, 2019 
 
The Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
 
Dear Minister Wilson: 
 
 I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  
 My name is , I grew up in the Town of Pictou and I can remember 
when the pulp mill first started operation.  The smell coming out of those stacks was so 
awful it used to make me gag.  The smell has not improved much over the years but I do 
know when it was going to rain because the smell settles right over the town and 50+ 
years later it still does.   Even today as I am putting this letter together the smell is waffling 
through the air and it is disgusting, once again my head aches. 
 I now live on the Sunrise Trail along the Northumberland Strait for the past 34 
years.  I have noticed the Northumberland Shore has changed over the years.  I have 
made many trips to the shore during the winter months over the years where the buildup 
of ice comes right up to the bank of our property.  There are huge boulders on the beach 
that are moved every winter by the ice and there is a brook that runs through our property 
down to the beach that changes direction every time there is a storm.  The winds have 
really increased and are getting stronger and causing more damage.  I cannot imagine 
what would happen in the Northumberland Strait with all the ice flows and wind and then 
add a proposed pipeline right in the middle of it.  Just the idea of a pipeline in the 
Northumberland Strait just boggles my mind. We have no control over the forces of 
Mother Nature but we can do better environmentally by looking after the resources she 
has so graciously given us, not destroy them. 
 I am very concerned with the current owners of Northern Pulp because they are a 
multibillion dollar company that will use any means possible to get what they want.  To 
install a pipeline into the middle of the fishing grounds and ecosystem of the 
Northumberland Strait is not even something that should be considered let alone 
approved.  This pipeline will kill the fishery and everything it has done for Nova Scotia in 
regards to its name in the seafood markets known worldwide.  The fishermen have 
worked together over the years to create a sustainable fishery by cutting the number of 
traps for every license, size of escape mechanisms as well as size of lobsters that are too 
small to keep. 
 It is so sad that we will never know what the pulp mill has and continues to pump 
into Boat Harbour and what comes out of those stacks.  The people of PLFN and 
surrounding communities deserve better.  Minister Wilson, if you have never been to Boat 
Harbour I suggest you visit the facility.  I hope you are prepared to see the environmental 
disaster that it really is, take a big deep breath and be thankful this poison cesspool is not 
in your backyard.  Words cannot describe what you will see. 
 I have read parts of the Focus Report, I will not lie there is a lot to comprehend.  
When I read computer modelling was being used to simulate conditions in a marine 
environment I was amazed how this would be similar to the Northumberland Strait.  You 
cannot compare a computer program to a marine ecosystem and predict fish species and 
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marine life will not be effected or highly unlikely be effected.  They do not know the effluent 
will have no effect on marine life and the sensitive ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait 
just because a computer model says so.  I cannot believe they have the audacity to think 
people will accept putting our oceans at risk for corporate greed.  We have come a long 
way in the past 50+ years since the pulp mill was first built in Pictou County.   This 
proposed pipeline into the Northumberland Strait is totally “unacceptable” and wrong in 
so many ways. 
 I have concerns in the Focus Report in regards to the following: 

1. I refer to the Focus Report 2.1.3 Pipeline Property Crossing 
A list of properties (i.e., Premises Identification number or PID) that will intersect with the new 
pipeline alignment. 
Table 2.1-1: List of Properties/ PIDs intersecting the realigned Pipeline Alignment 
 
PID    Property ID Holder’s Name   Route (Preferred or Alternate)1  
 
65097099   Water Parcel - No Owner Identified  Preferred 
65094914   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined   Preferred 
65055139   Her Majesty The Queen (Canada)  Preferred 
65094880   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined   Preferred 
65094906   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined   Preferred 
65094922   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined   Preferred 
65094930   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined   Preferred 
65094971  Road Parcel Owner Undetermined   Preferred and Alternate Rotary 

 PID)  
65097065   Water Parcel - No Owner Identified  Preferred 
65094948   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined  Preferred 
65095010   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined  Preferred 
65131336   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined  Alternate 
65131328   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined  Alternate 
65096851   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined (Jitney Trail)*   Preferred 
00889162   NS Transportation And Public Works  Preferred 
65095036   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined  Preferred 
00864538   Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation   Preferred 
65103798   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined  Preferred 
65106288   Water Parcel - No Owner Identified  Preferred 
65166753   Her Majesty The Queen (Canada)  Preferred  
65166746   Her Majesty The Queen (Canada)  Preferred 
65049850   Her Majesty The Queen (Canada)   Preferred 
65131252   Road Parcel Owner Undetermined  Preferred 
 
I took the opportunity to look these PID’s up on the Government of Nova Scotia’s 

Property Online website.  This website provides online access to land ownership and 
related information collected through the province’s Land Registration Offices and other 
sources.  I entered every PID # from the above table and there was nothing except the 
Jitney Trail.  I ask where did Northern Pulp get these PID #’s, this is very troubling. 
 

2. Table 7.3-2 Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Overall 
Significance 

I refer to this table where it indicates potential effects from this project as well as overall 
significance.  It really disturbs me that Northern Pulp has took it upon themselves to 
determine that overall effects are considered to be generally minor, localized and 
generally reversible.  I do not know how they would know anything at this point because 
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the pipe has not been put in the water and to assume nothing is going to happen to marine 
life is unacceptable.   
 In conclusion the only acceptable option is for the Nova Scotia Department of 
Environment to hand over the environmental assessment to the federal Impact 
Assessment Agency. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
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Hello Minister Wilson
 
I am adding my opinion with respect to giving Northern Pulp permission to pipe effluent into the
ocean.
 
While few choices are without complex financial and social effects I believe it's time to stop
approving projects that don't include full environmental balance either directly on-site or in times X
compensatory remediation elsewhere. For too long, industries have been allowed to record profits,
while at the same time offloading the hidden cost of environmental degradation to everyone else;
this is unacceptable as a business model. 
 
There have been too many instances of for profit projects that do damage during operation by
pushing the less obvious expense of environmental harm onto everyone else, and when no longer
profitable, leave a mess behind for others to endure or clean up using public money. 
 
While I can imagine that those who want to dump effluent will say that studies show the ocean can
take this volume without significant impact, I suggest that it is one more such project globally adding
to the cumulative effect of oceanic degradation. 
 
In my opinion you should not approve Norther Pulp's application to dump its' industrial waste into
the ocean. 
 
Thanks for your time and consideration; I'm looking forward to your progressive decision.
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like
to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will
create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and
will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal
and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no
longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to
our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

St. Francis Xavier University
Antigonish, NS
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With todays technology i
would feel quit safe with northern pulps waste water plan for disposal People sometimes over
react without even looking at what they are saying no to . Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone:  ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 22
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Hello,
I would like to express my concern about the Environmental Assessment provided by
Northern Pupl regarding the effluent treatment proposal. I have looked at the proposal, but I
have also done my best to educate myself on this issue so I may provide the best response I
can.

First and foremost a LAW was passed stating that the Boat Harbour treatment plant be
CLOSED in January 31, 2020, in accordance with treaty rights for the Pictou Landing First
Nations. So, therefore, I don't care if the Environmental Assessment involves the CEO of
Northern Pulp hand filtering the wastewater himself with a silk scarf, a LAW was passed. We
have laws for reasons, and I can't believe that the people who make them would be able to
forget this. If I break a serious law, I go to jail, that's the basics our our society. So, Premier
MacNeil, DO NOT BREAK this LAW! 

Even if you were to allow this Boat Harbour law to be broken, which would be deeply
shameful, Northern Pulp has had FIVE YEARS to do something about this, and then at the last
minute, they start to panic and throw together this report. You know what? When I went to
high school, I really hated the kids who didn't hand in their work on time and then expected a
last-minute extension. They don't deserve this. If they cared about the job loss, they would
have started their "homework" on time. Also, Northern Pulp has said THEY will close if not
granted an extension, but they will not take the blame for the closure, even though they failed
to do their own due diligence in a timely fashion. This is on them - the pollution, the job loss,
the corporate greed ahead of all else. 

Canada has a long history of severe mistreatment of natives and we are finally starting to talk
of reconciliation, which is important work, but this is a huge step backward. When we think of
natives having their land stolen, we think it's 1860's not 1960's. Step back for a moment, and
really look at this. Yes, the plant employs people, but it also pollutes the air and water for
locals who live around it. It was wrong to take the land in the first place, and this has gone on
for decades, with false and broken promises all along the way. When I set out to look into the
history so that I could express my concerns from an educated viewpoint, I had no idea how
clear he corruption would be. For a thing that shouldn't have happened in the first place, to
over half a century of failing to put it right, there's only one logical, moral line of action here,
which is to close the effluent plant.

Politicians have a hard job - on one hand you've got mill workers and forestry workers who
want to keep their jobs. On the other hand, morally and legally you are obligated to uphold the
laws that were passed to allow the rightful owners of this land to reclaim what is rightfully
theirs and what was taken from them illegally. But in addition to pulp mill jobs, you have to
remember that there are also fishery jobs on the line here, in the Northumberland Strait, for NS




and PEI.

Signs keep popping up that Nova Scotia needs Forestry. But  you know what? We can't have
forestry if there are no trees left! Just like the fishery industry, over-use of our resources and a
lack of general intelligence in the management of these resources are the real reason for job
loss. When we properly protect out resources, we PROTECT jobs! I don't know why so many
people can't understand this basic concept. Didn't you read The Lorax (Dr. Seuss)  as a child?

As far as costs to the public, how about the $100 million for cleanup coming out of taxpayers'
(federal) pockets? How do you like your 300 jobs now that they cost us $300,000 each? How
many years of salary for the average mill job is that? And how much will we get in tax dollars
from those workers to pay that bill? Such a small amount compared to the price tag. You need
to be smart about this stuff. Stupidity and a lack of hard thinking will be the death of us all. 

In the statement filed by Pictou Landing First Nations, I have read that risks can't be properly
assessed because they don't know for sure what will be in the effluent. I can't believe you
would consider giving Northern Pulp a 'carte blanche' to send out effluent now and see if will
be okay later. That's not how things should work. I can't believe that in 2019 we would still be
considering dumping factory sludge in our oceans. Have you all gone completely mad?
As a marine biologist by schooling I have read the parts of the report pertaining to what I
know best, and I can see a lot of biodiversity that is at risk, including that which supports the
fishing industry. 

This is clearly a case of environmental racism, where the inherent rights of the natives are
being overrun by corporate interests, under the pretense that they are protecting jobs. Make
sure you carefully read all the information, being aware of any biases in the scientific
information presented by the company that stands to lose so much profit. If we keep putting
corporate profits first, these industries WILL all collapse, as resources run dry and they run
away with all the profits they've made. There is a sustainable future for paper mills, as there
are alternatives that are intelligently planned out, such as the close-loop system. But that cuts
too deeply into the corporate paycheque. Here's a wild idea - allow the First Nations to run the
mill in an environmentally sustainable, healthy way - jobs can be retained and the industry can
be saved. As for forestry workers, I have heard from individuals I have spoken to, that it is
almost impossible to acquire decent lumber for high end wood-working products because
everything goes for pulp or biomass. A higher margin can be made on the former products, so
prioritizing them over pulp and biomass also makes economical sense. We CAN support
industry and environment at the same time, in fact, they rely on each other so heavily, it's the
only intelligent way to proceed.

Concerned citizen

Lower Branch, Lunenburg County, NS

Some of the sources I used include this graphic timeline published by Pictou Landing First
Nations, "Why Pictou Landing First Nations cannot agree to extend the deadline for closing
the Boat Harbour Treatment Facility - A Time Line" as well as an article from a Pulp and
Paper website, in an effort to examine both sides.

https://www.pulpandpapercanada.com/pipe-or-nopipe-an-update-on-northern-pulp-
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Why Pictou Landing First Nation cannot agree to 
extend the deadline for closi the Boat Harbour 

Treatment Facility - A Tim~Line 
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without proper aulhorlzation under Indian Act. Transfer has 
no legal effect. 

1967 - Province builds ~line to Boat Harbour from Scott 
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and ttea1y nghts. 

1991· Province acknowledges 1hat it has no right to interfere 
with waters of Boat Harbour. Province promises to close Boal 
Harbour Treatment Facflity when agreement with Scott 
Maritimes ended on December 31 , 1995. 

1992 - Province repeats promise to close the Boat Harbour 
Treatment Facillty on December 31, 1995. 

1995 - Province decides to allow Scott Maritimes (then owner 
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agreement. 

1997 - Province promises to transfer 1reatmen1 facility land at 
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2002 - Without consulting with PLFN, without waiting until the 
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Instead of ending on December 31, 200~1ease will nO'N end 
on December 31. 2030. 

2003 - Kimberly Clark/Province·s engineers Mdiscover" that 
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Into Boa1 Harbour with the incoming tide. Instead of revoking 
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treatment facility lf Kimberl~ Clark bullt the promised b~;pass 
~~niiln~~~~~~f~c!~ · 005 - the Province leaves t e 

2005 - Kimberly Clark misses December 31, 2005 deadline 
to build by-pass plpeline and Kimberly Clark and Province 
ask PLFN to extend the deadline to bulld the by-pass pipeline 
~~l~~~~~ber 31,2008 to give more time to find another 

source: Pictou Larxing Firsl Nall:ln 

2006 - PLFN agrees to extend deadline for building 1he by
pass pipeline 10 December 31, 2008. 

2008 - As December 31, 2008 deadline approaches, PLFN 

~f~~ ~11ir~~~~fin~~~:~;~r~~1~,~~~~rr: ,~fus~~~ 
insists treatment facility be closed. ~rovince agrees in letter 
of December 4, 2008 to close lhe treatment facllity but says 
this will take time and offers to com~nsate PLFN for waiting 
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pipeline. 

2009 - PLFN repudlales 2001 agreemenl because Northern 
Pulp has not built by.pass pipeline as promised despite 
extension of 3 years. Province does no1 revoke lease 
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new treatment lacility is built. In June 2009 Qener~election 
PC govemmeni defeated and NDP elected. "Province 
discontinues negotiations and decides to ·study" the matter. 

2010 - Amee engineers report on oplions for effluent 
~reatment Includes same OP.lion identilled by A3{a Simons 
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estimated at $91 million. Province breaks promise to PLFN 
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20U - ADI engineering, hired by PLFN. repon.s that adding 
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shorter pipeline used. 

2014 - Existing effluent pipeline (installed in 1967) finally 
leaks at Indian Cross Point on lands known to be Ml'kmaq 
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Boat Harbour Treatment Facility wilh PLFN and to fix lhe 
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2015 - Boat Harbour Act Jl:asses in March 201S. Fixes 
January 31, 2020 as date for closure of Boat Harbour 
Treatment Facility. 

2017 - Northem Pulp and Province hire KHI engineers to 
design new ueatment facility - 4 lh years after Province 
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dismisses PLFN suggestlon to add tertiary treatmen1 as 
identified by ADI ,n 2011. 

2019 - By January 23. 2019 Northern Pulp has nol filed an 
application for environment.at approval of new treatment 
facil ity. 
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 3:42:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment

Sir.

I am writing in support of Northern Pulp and their intention to build a wastewater facility
with a pipe going into the Northumberland Strait.
Our Nova Scotian Government has the responsibility to create laws that protect our
environment and enforce those laws.  
The loss of employment in Pictou County and across the province will have a
devastating effect on the economy of Nova Scotia, particularly rural areas.  Forestry is a
renewable resource that needs to be fostered. Forestry is comparable in many ways to
farming.  Our forests need to be maintained by foresters.  Trees need to be harvested and
replanted.  We our fortunate to live in an area where we can have a forestry industry.  Does it
really make sense to shut the mill in today's rural economic situation?
I have studied many reports and I am convinced that the effluent will have little or no impact
on fishing in this area.  I live close to Boat Harbour and have been eating lobster and other
seafood fished in this area for over 60 years.  Initially the effluent from Boat Harbour ran right
into the strait and we ate the fish. I frankly have more concerns about all the human waste that
flows into the strait because your department fails to do anything about the hundreds of
cottages and residences that have no septic systems.
I live on Roy Island, at the end of Melmerby Beach Provincial Park.  I live here year round
and we do have a proper septic system. I thoroughly support Northern Pulp in its plan to install
a state of the art wastewater treatment facility.  
Regarding our beautiful beach, I do have grave concerns on the septic issue.  You are no doubt
aware that Parley Beach has been closed on several occasion because of coliform count.
Interestingly enough, water testing in this area has stopped because DNR does not have $35
for the water testing.  Yet we can afford to consider shutting the mill?
I would appreciate a response

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:49:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project and
the operation of the mill. It is important and vital for the local and regional economy. Without
this mill, the natural ressource harvested pulpwood will be wasted and not be utilized for the
most part on Crown and private woodland harvesting operations. Thus creating waste and lost
revenues for multiple facets of the economy. With todays technology and knowledge, a
feasible and responsible solution as proposed can and should be done to keep this Mill,
community and region alive Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Dieppe Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:51:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Anyone who thinks the
white stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke it is 98 steam. Name:

 Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Central Onslow Postal-Code: B6L 5M2 Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 14 y: 20

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:52:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a permanent resident
of Pictou area, I have seen allot of changes over my lifetime. Before 1966 there was very little
work in the County of Pictou. With the construction of the pulp mill, it brought economy to
the area and has ever since. I was able to begin my lifelong business. â?¢ With 45 employees
in the forestry sector we depend on the mill. These are good jobs. â?¢ The effluent t has been
going into the strait since its inception. â?¢ Fishery industry has grown T he science in the
focus report confirms and insures that there will be next to no environmental impact to the
strait or surrounding communities. The proposed Effluent Treatment Facility is a current
modern environmentally conscious design to insure wildlife, fish and bird habitats will be
protected. The new treatment facility will insure our forest industry, Nova Scotiaâ?Ts
Renewable Resource will continue to thrive and grow. We trust you will make the right
decision and allow this project to proceed.  Battist Trucking Ltd.
Established 1966 Name:  Email:  Address: 

 Municipality: Granton Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:54:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Iâ?Tm a wood producer for SANB ,we need Northern Pulp .
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:
Municipality: St Andre Leblanc Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:54:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree with northern
pulps effords on the matter Name: Email: @gmail.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 32 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:55:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With the combined new
effluent treatment facility and pipeline that have been proposed for the Northern Pulp Mil, the
footprint of the overall new construction on the physical environment is not insignificant. Both
size and thickness of the pipeline have been increased to provide more protection to ground
water resources in the watershed area. The focus report notes that fossil fuels will be replaced
at the mill by burning a portion of the effluent in the new facility - further reducing GHGs
from the mills operations. This is a positive step forward on a project like this, showing how
new technology will be used to lessen the overall impact of Northern Plup itself. Both the
existing and future effluent outfalls are located in the Northumberland Strait. The future
outfall has less potential environmental impact than the existing outfall due to a considerable
improvement in mixing conditions. All model parameters regulated in Nova Scotia will meet
guidelines. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Brookfeild Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:55:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The area where to
proposed pipe line will not have a negative impact on the fishing grounds. There will be a lot
less pollution then what we currently have based on what the studies are. The scientist that
look in the area have a reputation to up hold and are accountable for any misinformation. Most
of the Pipe will be buried and the effluent temperature is less than 1 degree C and will not
warm up the Norththumberland Straight. Air quality will be better all good things while
people are still working with a lot less impact on the environment. Mill is going to eliminate
the use of fossil fuels. We can all still have jobs and reduce or eliminate most of the pollution.
Our future depends on the Mill staying open and saving the environment. This proves its
possible. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: .
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:56:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly oppose
Northern Pulp dumping anything into our waters , they have already poisoned our air so that
pictou co is full of Cancer and lung problems ,now they want to make our beaches polluted ,is
nobody in government listening . As a breast cancer survivor and having lost a husband to
cancer .you need to stop these people from dong what they want and making the N.S.
Taxpayer responsible for the cleanups My family own a cottage right where they want to put
their pipes .so no more swimming for the grandkids . Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-
Code:



From: @unifor76.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 3:59:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked in the
pulp and paper industry for over forty years and understand the economic impact it has on
communities. I work at a mill on the coast of British Columbia and am well aware of the
environmental impact a mill can have as part of my job as a lab technician is environmental
and compliance testing. We have very stringent regulatory permits we need meet. I believe the
new technology that will be in place in the Northern Pulp mill will ensure that mill meets the
requirements of the Nova Scotia government. The economic impact of losing this mill would
be devastating to the community and the province. Please approve Paper Excellences effluent
treatment facility. Name:  Email: @unifor76.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Powell River B.C. Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:01:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Top on the minds of
Canadians and folks all over the world is climate change. If Northern Pulp is forced into
closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulps Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Central Onlsow Postal-
Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Government of Nova Scotia 
Minister of the Environment 
Gordon Wilson 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

RECEIVED 
MINISTER'S OFFICE 

November 1, 2019 

NOV O 7 2019 

NOVA SCOTIA ENVIRONMENT 

The undersigned I oppose any further discharge of effluent from Northern Pulp 
(Paper Excellence) into the Northumberland Strait. 

The pulp mill's effluent over the last fifty years has poisoned Boat Harbour and 
ruined a beautiful, sustainable and productive environment and home for our 
First Nations people. 

To simply move the discharge from one place to another invites another 
ecological disaster for our future. 

So we join Chief Andrea Paul of the Pictou Landing First Nation, the fishermen's 
associations from three Maritime provinces bordering the Northumberland Strait, 
and the Friends of Northumberland Strait in opposition to the new effluent 
treatment facility. 

The mill should close on January 31, 2020. The company, Paper Excellence is 
owned by a family of Indonesian billionaires so while the mill provides 330 jobs 
the profits are going outside of Nova Scotia while we have suffered and continue 
to suffer the environmental degradation. 

Also Minister, to ask laypersons to read and understand a 4,000- page technical 
report of such importance in 37 days is unfair. 



November 6, 2019 

Honourable Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
PO Box 442, 1903 Barrington St 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Hon.Minister Wilson: 

Ref: Intervention Focus Report Northern Pulp 

"Delivered by Hand" 

RECEIVED 
MINISTER'S OFFICE 

NOV O 7 2019 

NOVA SCOTIA ENVIRONMENT 

I write to you as a resident of Pictou County from 1960 through to 2015,when we relocated 
to Halifax, but continuing to still own a Cottage property at  on Caribou 
Island for a period of more than 10 years. 
My intervention is driven by the public activity on all sides of the Effluent Treatment 
method at Boat Harbor and the discussions swirling around the consideration of a different 
method of dealing with this long festering environmental blight on Nova Scotia and on 
Pictou County in particular. This issue is NOT a Partisan Political one, it is a People Issue 
and, in my opinion not one that should be decided on the basis of the 'Power of the 
Lobbyists' nor the 'Self Interest of the Corporate agenda'. 
I wish to pre-empt my specific points and to share with you and the Hon.Stephen MacNeil 
Government, by a brief outline of my Public involvement on this issue for the express 
information so as to reinforce the 'people issue' dimension and to articulate why this is so 

· critical to the people of Nova Scotia and Pictou County in particular.
I am former MLA and Minister of Government from 1977 through to 1993 representing the
Constituency of Pictou Centre and very familiar with the History surrounding the arrival of
Scott Paper in the mid 60's through the efforts of Industrial Estates Ltd. and specifically the
roles of
The Late Frank H.Sobey and Robert Manuge who were designated by the R.L.Stanfield
Government to seek out industries to locate in Nova Scotia, specifically those areas that
were, or were on the verge of becoming
'Economic basket cases' because of industrial dislocation and or termination or severe

downturns of their operations in areas such as Pictou County. It cannot be denied that the
arrival of Companies such as
Scott Paper and Michelin Tire to name but two of many who were lured here through
incentives(some in hindsight would be considered overly generous) but those were
different times and different attitudes and to make my point the predominant reaction to
the 'obnoxious and undoubtedly unhealthy Scott Paper emissions' was the 'Smell of Money
and Jobs'! Translating into high paying jobs and steady employment with a secure future
with good benefits of Health plans and retirement benefits previously almost unheard of in
that area, It meant employees could build a future for themselves and their families with
improved standard of living and further education opportunities for their children. New



houses sprung up like 'mushrooms' and retail businesses flourished and resulting jobs 

created. The general feeling, with the odd exceptions felt 

"We could put up with the Stink from Scott' in exchange for the instant prosperity and hope 
and confidence for the future that was occurring, and being felt across the community. But 

let me back up and address the 'incentives offered' to these companies and Specifically 

again to Scott Paper. Namely, that the 'piece de resistance' offered was the Province 

assuming responsibility for the Effluent Management system that would be needed. Boat 

Harbor Lagoon was that result and all that has resulted since to the residents of the 
immediate area, the First Nations people, and the harm done to the physical environment 
and to the health off all Pictonians is the Price the People have paid as the incentive to Scott 

Paper. Hindsight being 20/20 vision it is easier to look in the 'rear view mirror now in 
2019 ' and see what could have and should have been done and the technology pursued to 
prevent what ensued since. All governments of all political stripes, regardless of the best of 

intentions have made and continue to make errors and mistakes that leave a legacy that 
has to be dealt with by future generations of Governments, and accept the responsibilities 

for those wrongs and correct them using modern technologies now available across the 

world to do so, and where industry and the Environment can coexist for the good of all in a 
productive, friendly and clean manner. No less is acceptable! 

What the broad community of Pictou County and I'm sure many if not all 
Nova Scotians want NOT to happen is that another error in judgement or a mistake forms 

part of the 'solution'! What they do NOT want as well is a 'behind closed doors decision' 

being made without total and unequivocal transparency ,no matter WHO the 'light of 
Transparency' shines on. Only You and the Stephen MacNeil Government can assure 'your 

employers'-The People of Nova Scotia-that you hold and adhere to .that responsibility to 
the highest degree of Assurance, and in keeping with the fundamental axiom of Democracy 

as a "Government of the People, by the People, and for the People". 

The solution lies totally in your hands and may your decision reflect the 
'Will of the People'. 

 Halifax 

CC: Honourable Stephen McNeil 

CC: Sean Fraser, MP Central Nova 
MLA's Tim Houston, Pat Dunn and Karla Macfarlane 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 3:55:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
 

Leaving only bike tracks and memories
 
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 3:50:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 3:19:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

The environment needs to be cared for and the number one for our future! We are conscious beings and cannot
pretend we did not know the consequences of the decisions we make.

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 2:45:39 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 2:40:27 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

Although this is a form letter please understand that I am extremely worried about this potential travesty. Please do
the right thing...see below!

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 2:39:38 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.
This is not a Canadian owned Company but owned by a country which is one of the worlds worst environmental
polluters.

Yours Faithfully .

otia.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 2:36:26 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.  Enough is enough!!!!!!
 
Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 2:00:34 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Also note that I do not live in Pictou but I still support the efforts of residents in that area to demand that the the
provincial government protect their environment.

Sincerely,

Bedford, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env; Premier
Subject: Say NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 1:55:53 PM
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Minister Wilson and Premier McNeil,

I am writing today to express my great concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to continue to
dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  This plan quite clearly risks the viability of the
nearby fisheries and infringes on First Nation's sovereignty.   It flies in the face of your
government's recent attempt to paint itself as environmentally aware. 

I am a young individual who grew up in Pictou County. I am ashamed and that our government
has let this matter go on for so many years. When will our governments put the health and
integrity of its people before profit? When will we see reconciliation for the damage that has been
done to Boat Harbour and our First Nation Community? 

I am embarrassed when I say I am from Pictou County. I moved away long ago and will never go
back. 

Permitting such ecosystem degradation is unthinkable.  Your government is 2 years away from
facing the electorate, and I guarantee that we will hold you accountable for these decisions.

Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do not permit this multinational
corporation to continue to pollute our waters.

Yours sincerely;

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: @halifax.ca
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 1:47:12 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to REJECT
this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will
have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and REJECT this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Lower Sackville, Nova Scotia



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 1:44:01 PM
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Please take note of the following message below.
I encourage you to be a steward of the earth. Say no to pollution.
 
Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the
Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal
being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the
land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. Please make the right decision and reject this
dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this
project would do to our environment and our citizens. Sincerely,
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 1:36:08 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects
the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens. Sincerely,

Get Outlook for Android

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
https://aka.ms/ghei36


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 12:51:19 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 12:07:53 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,  



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 12:02:11 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my BlackBerry — the most secure mobile device — via the Bell Network



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:02:01 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. Much of that effect will happen here in Inverness County where
tourism and fishing are our lively hoods.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens. The time where we detrimentally
harm our environment for big corporations is over. Let's work together and increase jobs for our citizens in areas
that do not destroy the environment.

Thank you for respecting the environment for our future generations and to stopping the pollution.  No
environmental mitigation can make polluting the environment acceptable.

Sincerely yours,

Cheticamp, Nova Scotia

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Norther Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 3:30:47 PM
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Minister Gordan Wilson,
My name is  and I am against effluent from Northern Pulp being pumped into
the Northumberland Straight.  I fully support the closure of Northern Pulp.  This mill has been
polluting Northumberland Straight/ the environment for over 50 years.  It's time to put a stop
to it.
It's insanity to think that 90 million litres of toxic pulp effluent a day will be pumped into the
Straight, and it's insanity to think that the Government would even consider this..  It's time to
put an end to it!
There are other issues of equal importance at risk, our air, our land,  our water, marine life and
fragile ecosystems, and the future of our children. 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
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To: The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment
 
Sir
 
I oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent, even if treated to the level proposed, into
Northumberland Strait.  The risk and costs to Nova Scotia’s and neighbouring provinces fishing and
tourism industries is not worth it.
 
I also oppose continuing to pump effluent into and through Boat Harbour after 31 January 2020. 
Please demonstrate respect to this First Nations community.
 
It is past time to move towards an environmentally sustainable future.
 

Halifax, NS B3K 1M2

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Pictou mill
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To: The Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment, NS

Dear Minister Wilson,

As a Nova Scotia resident and voter who for a number of years has followed with interest and concern the
controversies surrounding the Pictou mill, I wish to convey my unreserved opposition to the idea of
pumping waste effluent into Strait waters, and in doing so contributing even further to the toxins and
pollution already there.

I am well aware of the provision-of-employment driving the current provincial Liberal government as a
virtually overriding consideration in its decision making regarding the mill, and as in the case of other
provincial governments in the past, the harnessing of controversial and equivocal science to serve the
agenda in question.

Please do the right thing, sir, and in doing so prevent as well what will otherwise be the source of
vehement and ongoing public controversy and division.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 7, 2019 3:07:36 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003549.pdf
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Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: __ < 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

M MBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their n e w 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 

u ' ,J 

---------------
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To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data a!lows me to see th2t fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is wel l above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Nun:erous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: -------~--~~-~~-~------------------
Signature:-' 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfali from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: --i 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signaturez:: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their t raps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are cu rrently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 
minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: North~ lp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact fer the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_1 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: 

~ ' 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting tra;:,s in the exis-cing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for a new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, 

my family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until 

such a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or 

exceeds all Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. 

This was shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing and forestry has coexisted in the Northumberland 

Strait for SO+ years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat 

Harbour facility. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: ___ , 

E-mail: ___ _ 

Signature: __ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for a new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, 

my family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until 

such a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or 

exceeds all Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. 

This was shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up ·of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing and forestry has coexisted in the Northumberland 

Strait for 50+ years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat 

Harbour facility. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: __ 

E-mail: __ _ 

Signature: __ ·~ 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for a new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, 

my family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until 

such a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or 

exceeds all Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. 

This was shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing and forestry has coexisted in the Northumberland 

Strait for 50+ years. Currently, lobster f ishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat 

Harbour facility. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail : 

Signatu' 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it._The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed {which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest indust ry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for !ow grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that voca l 

minority to jeopardize that. 



I 
Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail:_: 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

fam ily, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negat ively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for !ow grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no sign ificant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: , 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_; 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if t here was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

/ 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF shou ld remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in t he forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible w ithout a 

market for !ow grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there w ill be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: , 

Address :_ 

E-mail:~ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without havin·g an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is we ll above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 
future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail:_J 

Signature 
V 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section . Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

const ruction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an exist ing facility operating would permanent ly collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in t he forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for Jow grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed faci lity will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be t reated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be fa r superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there w ill be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: North~Pulp Envir~I Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

;::::::-. 

) 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. Th is was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: ~ 

Address:. 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: 
f t/ -

Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support ot the approva l for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking sect ion. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:_ 
....., \.J 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and ru ral Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF shou ld remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmi lls throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal gu idelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if the re was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for so+ 
years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in thei r daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Repo rt data allow s m e to see that fish ing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are cu rrently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: ________________________________ _ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental ASsessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surround ing the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature 

RE: No~~rr(Pulp Envi"6nmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for t he subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years . Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply cha in. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Exce llence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Entironmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In add ition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such t ime as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 
these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisd ictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:----L 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF} for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

fam ily, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of t he 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Stra it for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facil ity (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Stra it for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facil ity will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be t reated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: N~ern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by severa l groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills cu rrently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

-
I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for !ow grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operat ion. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete}. This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for !ow grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature:. 
\,J 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

-
I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should rema in open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facil ity. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. Th is would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:---L 

Signature: _ 

,,. 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail:~ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Envir~al Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall . This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail:~ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facil ity operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe be ing used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In add ition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfa ll. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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RE: North~Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

comp leted (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other simi lar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopard ize that. 



Name: 
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E-mail: ---

Signature: ------~ -
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

/ 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility {ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ ·-
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in t he future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour faci lity. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest indust ry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operat ion. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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E-mail:---.J 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to comp lete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of severa l sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe be ing used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Address: 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently co llapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing sit uation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 1 

Address 

E-mai~ 

Signature:~ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support offne approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in t he benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see th.at fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment FQf..US Report 

Attention: 1-jon Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support offhe approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, i obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF ind icates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:~ 

E-mail :_J 

Signature: 
I 

RE: N:rthern Pulp Envir;nm~nfal Assess.Qt Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be t reated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewab le resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility cu rrently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, l obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location . The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall locat ion 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address : 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 
u 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincia l forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, 1obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if ther,e was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permane11tly collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall locat ion 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their dai ly activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: ~ 

Address:. 

E-mail:~ 

Signature:. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impa<:t on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Laney report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: __ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approvarfor newlffruent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidel ines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia . Th is would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulo Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal gu idelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federa l EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facil ity operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature 
~ \/ \ \ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wii l cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: , 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_1 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approva l for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF shou ld remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which wi ll allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wil l cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving t he 

site will be t reated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

wi ll be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource t hat everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfa ll area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfa ll from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As s~own in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3 rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 



Name: 1 
Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: J 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain . 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area . The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem t"o ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently and average to above average mill when compared to other 

Kraft pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will 

only improve on these statistics. 
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Name: 

Address: __ _ 

E-mai l: ___ _ 

Signature: __ 

\ 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facil ity currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section . Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the futu re. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facil ity. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be t reated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are cu rrently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 
future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 
F 

' ') 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and w ill cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility wi ll be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pu lp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address : ____ _ 

" 
E-mail:_ 

Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and wou ld devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address :_ 

--E-mail:____, 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment FocuJ:°port 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF} for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in t he future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting t raps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pu lpwood and w ill cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signatur:! . ~ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environme~ssment Focus Report 

Attention: 
Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility{ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negat ively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support oftne approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no sign ificant environmental impact for the project's construction or 
future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, tobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people direct ly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wiJI cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfa ll location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: _J 
Address: __ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature: --.-- --~ 

RE: Northern Putp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility {ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new faci lity is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for so+ 
years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfa ll from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: ...: 

Address:...!. 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the appr oval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 
future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature -RE: Northern Putp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support ot the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

comp leted then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing sit uation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that t he 

ETF indicates that t here will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: -1. 
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E-mail :_ 
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RE: Northern Pu1p Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open unti l such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federa l guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for so+ 
years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfa ll from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of severa l sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility wil l be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmenta l impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily act ivities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow t hat voca l 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: ~ 

Address: 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construct ion of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour w ithout having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government init iatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing sit uation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: J 
Address:_ 

E-mail :_( 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Faci lity (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for so+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
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Name: -6 

Address:_. 

E-mail:_ 

Signaturt:_ 

RE: Northern Pulo Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

fami ly, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current sit uation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people di rectly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wil l cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: _ 

/ 
Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:. ,, 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rura l Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, •obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in t he forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wiJI cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to t he existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: \ 

Address:_ 

E-mai~ 

Signature. 

~ ~ V 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

th rough media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in t he benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirect ly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: _ 

. u 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to comp lete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, 1obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of severa l sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility wil l be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 
( 

Address :_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of severa l sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pu lp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: ....... _ _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rura l Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fish ing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



I 
Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatme nt Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail : __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF} for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal gu idelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government in itiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing sit uation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility {ETFnor Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincia l forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, l obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if ther€ was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people di rectly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature: _ 
V 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility . 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

loca tion. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government in itiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years . Currently, ~obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wil l cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature:_ 

" 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wiJI cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: __ _ 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse t he 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situat ion. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new faci li ty is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which wi ll allow our provincia l forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data al lows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfa ll from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would perm anently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market fo r low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility wil l be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfal l location 

will be fa r superior to the existing situat ion. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

t hat have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 
future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow t hat vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:, 
Vt./ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated . The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

w ill be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a t ime that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

locat ion. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing sit uation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently ot her similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 
future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pu1p Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

fam ily, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new faci li ty is constructed. This existing provincia l facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in t he Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which w ill allow our provincial forest industry to continue to th rive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the f ishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation . 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of severa l sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmenta l impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in t heir daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that voca l 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address :_. 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: S 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

' 

I am in support of the approva l for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

fami ly, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. Th is would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wHI cause the closure of severa l sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation_ 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address 

E-mail: 

Signature:_ 

V 
RE: Northern Pulo Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Faciliti(ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, ,obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanerltly collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people di(ectly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situat ion. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:-4 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facil ity (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should rema in open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF wh ich will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and w~I cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental im pact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: _L 

Address:_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, l obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. Th is would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wm cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall locat ion 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media a11d government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Stra it for 50+ 

years. Currently, 1obster fishermen are setting t raps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if ther-e was a negative impact on the fishery t hey wou ld not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wil l cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: ~hern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETFJ tor Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years . Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard a)id the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 
future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address : 

E-mail: 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF} for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. Th is existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

comp leted then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to th rive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Current ly, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of governm ent in itiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfal ls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF ind icates that there wil l be no significant environmental impact for the project's const ruct ion or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Addres! 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: _ 

RE: NoWhern Pulo Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval fo r new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a t ime that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world cla ss ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the futu re . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF wi ll be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be fa r superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF ind icates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation . 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federa l EA is 

completed {which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This wi ll allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years . Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there. was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is we ll above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treat~ent Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rura l Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facil ity currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if ther€ was a negative impa<:t on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permane 11tly collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address : __ \ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature: _ 

\) 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fish ing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the exi-sting outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if ther-e was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no sign ificant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: .: 

Address:. 

E-mail :_! 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

fo rest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people difectly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Name:~ 

Address :_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility {ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

' RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, ~obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permane11tly collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wil l cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mi lls in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail : _ _ 

Signature: _ 

RE: No~ Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : 
Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scot ia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF wh ich will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other simila r pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmenta l impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years . Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and w ill cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address : 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

'---" ~ 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

locat ion. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having cm existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and w ul cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility w ill be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no sign ificant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



.-
Na me: ---' 

Address:_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. Th is was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, 1obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: '. 
r u /11 Y 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, l obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government init iatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

V 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rura l Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fish ing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and wou ld devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and w ill cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed faci lity will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: _j 

Address :_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support ot ffle approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, tobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and w ill cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Address:_ 

E-mail:~ 

Signature:~ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

--

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facil ity is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, •obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be fa r superior to the existing situation. There are cu rrently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

I am in support o f the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

fami ly, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, 1obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be ,impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name:~ 

Address:_ 

E-mail : __ 

Signature:---,...-----~~-
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RE: North~ Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in t he future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, Jobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: ~ 

Address:_ 

E-mail :_ 

Signature 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rura l Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and w iJI cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: _}_ 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report ._.. 

Attention: 
Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which wi ll allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on t he current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wHI cause the closure of severa l sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded t hat the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project' s construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address :_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed faci lity will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Faci lity (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, l obster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wnl cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be fa r superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that t here will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 
(/ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, M inister of Environment 

I am in support of the approva l for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should rema in open until such 

a time that t he new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed {which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Stra it for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour faci lity. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting t heir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. Th is would negatively impact t housands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as t he Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed faci lity will be an improvement over t he existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site w ill be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3'd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates t hat t here will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have t he forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, tobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting the ir traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and wou ld devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

V 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention : Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it . The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This-existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed {which is project to be 24+ months to complete) . This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future . 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility oper.ating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

.._....., ,, !:.__-----Signce: 

RE: rthern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new faci lity is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the co rresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

comp leted (which is project to be 24+ months to comp lete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincia l forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the futu re. 

The Focus Report data al lows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, fobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF wil l be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people di rectly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wil l cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfa ll location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates t hat there w ill be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that voca l 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open unti l such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facil ity. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF wi ll be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and wiJI cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.5. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

wi ll be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmenta l impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: _ _ _ 

f / 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed . This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can' t start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincia l forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for so+ 
years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mi lls in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3•d party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: ---, 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature:_ 

I 
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

comp leted (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permaneritly collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:09:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel that the new
Effluent Plant proposal needs to be approved as it meets the requirements set out by the
government of NS. If Northern Pulp were to shut down, not only would it affect the people in
Pictou but all Nova Scotians. Materials are brought in from all over the province and employs
forestry workers, truckers, administrators, automotive technicians, retail personnel, etc. The
financial implications would be devastating to Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: . Municipality: Labelle Postal-Code:

y: 14

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:09:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Stop the pollution! Shut
down now and begin cleaning up the surrounding environment. A rich water resource is now
soiled and no longer usable for recreation or traditional indigenous uses and this is
unacceptable. Name:  Email: @dal.ca Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp Toxicity for Far Too Long
Date: November 7, 2019 4:09:44 PM

 
 

From:  @smu.ca> 
Sent: November 5, 2019 3:56 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Northern Pulp Toxicity for Far Too Long
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
Please stop allowing the dumping of effluent from Northern Pulp into the Northumberland
Strait.
This irresponsible behaviour has gone on for far too long.
Please step up and show some authentic and meaningful action towards environmental
protection.
Thank you and regards,

Halifax, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @atholforestry.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:12:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a Registered
Professional Forester working with private woodlot owners in Northern Nova Scotia,I am
writing to you in support of the proposed new effluent treatment facility for Northern Pulp
Limited. The report submitted identifies no unjustifiable risks to the environment or fishery.
Conversely, the loss of this facility would be a loss of a necessary tool for restorative,
ecological forestry practices professed in the Lahey Report. Practices that will help our forests
adapt to the challenges of climate change, societal demands for raw materials, rural economic
development, and recreational access and aesthetics. Properly regulated and managed resource
industries are the key to revitalizing our rural economy, as in the Woodbridge report, and with
the directed help of forest professionals, can be made partners in restoring the ecology of our
Acadian Forests for future generations. Name:  Email:

@atholforestry.com Address: C/o Athol Forestry Cooperative Ltd. 
 Municipality: Amherst Postal-Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Protect our Northumberland Strait waters!
Date: November 7, 2019 4:18:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am more and more dismayed when I read about the future plans for effluent treatment from the
Northern Pulp Mill in Abercrombie, NS.
 
For years Nova Scotians, especially the First Nations people, have had to tolerate the significant
ongoing pollution of Boat Harbour.  What used to be a pristine waterway with cottages and a beach,
is a toxic polluted waterway. 
 
I remember visiting Boat Harbour not long after the settling ponds became operational.  You cannot
describe the stench of red foamy water let alone imagine the ensuing damage to the surrounding
waterways -  and this was in the 1960’s.  
 
Now the mill is proposing to release so called “treated” water out into prime fishing and tourism
areas.  This is unconscionable!  
 
I grew up in Pictou County and continue to reside there in the summers.  I cannot image the
environmental disaster that this ill conceived plan will cause to the tourism, fishing, and other
related industries, not only in Pictou County but also to the Northumberland Strait areas of NS, PEI,
and New Brunswick.
 
A succession of mill owners have continued to support this toxic operation for over 50 years.  I know
that jobs in Pictou County, and in Nova Scotia in general, are precious.   I realize that closing the mill
will result in job loss at both the mill and its supporting industries such as logging, woodlots, etc.  But
do we sacrifice our precious waters, and the industries dependent on them,  for these jobs?
 
Before any possible discussion of the mill’s current proposal goes ahead, a  Federal Government
assessment, at a minimum, is needed to protect this indispensable, beautiful, complex
Northumberland Strait.   
 
Yours truly,

 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:24:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is with great concern
that I share my opinion on the Northern Pulp replacement effluent treatment facility project
and support the deadline extension that has been requested. Northern Pulp receives wood chip
waste products from many saw mills around Nova Scotia and without them we could see the
closure of both small and large mills across Nova Scotia. These closures will have a domino
effect with harvesters and truck drivers also becoming unemployed. Can Nova Scotia really
afford to have all these men and women suddenly employed? Do we really want to import
lumber and paper products from other provinces in a time where you the government is
pushing for residents to produce and buy locally? Northern Pulp is not asking you to ignore
the problem they are requesting an extension on the deadline so they can do what is right.
Remember: NOVA SCOTIA NEEDS FORESTY Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Chelsea Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:27:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It amazes me that this
government continues to support corporate profits at the detriment of its own citizens. The
people living in the Boat Harbour area deserve a healthy quality of life. Our natural resources
are being depleted with little benefit to Nova Scotians. In fact irreparable damage is being
caused that affects both the health of our environment and thus the health of our communities.
For once, would the McNeil government surprise us all and do the right thing. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Sable river Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:30:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Seriously you want to
dump toxic waste by our Pictou fishing wharf and the ferry carrying tourists to our Garden of
the Gulf. I donâ?Tt care if it is 1 toxic waste within 20 feet of the pipe. NO PIPE IN THE
STRAIT Name:  Email:  Address: 
Municipality: Red Point Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:34:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I oppose Northern Pulp`s
plan to pump effluent into the Strait. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
BEDFORD Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:34:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is hard to wrap your
mind around , that in 2019 anyone believes that dumping waste of any kind in the ocean is
OKAY. If the government of Nova Scotia our ocean playground province rubber stamps this
proposal from Northern Pulp we will forever change our beautiful ocean and a day at the
provincial Caribou beach will be memory. Please stop to consider the lives that this pollution
will effect. We know better 50 years later. Boat Harbour was a travesty. It will take millions to
cleanup. How will we clean our ocean? Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: r@yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:36:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If what you say is true,
then go out in the Strait and scoop up a pot of this water and go home and cook your lobster
with it, if there are any lobster left . NO PIPE IN THE STRAIT. Name: Email:

@yahoo.com Address:  Municipality: Red Point PEI
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: NPMill and EA
Date: November 7, 2019 4:36:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Boat Harbour has been legislated to close January 31, 2020, in accordance with 
treaty rights for the Pictou Landing First Nations. This is a law and the Premier and 
his government must stick to this. It is not fair to put this pressure on the PLFN. NP 
had plenty of time to come up with a viable plan but thought NS was bluffing and 
waited. Only when they realized that NS was not bluffing did they panic and come up 
with a ludicrous plan to dump the effluent straight into the strait. 
Northern Pulp has threathened to close if not granted an extension, but they will not 
take the blame for the closure, even though they failed to do their own due diligence 
in a timely fashion. This is on them - the pollution, the job loss, the corporate greed 
ahead of all else.
I do not envy the NS politicians: they are i a lose-lose situation. There is no way to 
make everyone happy, but please have a backbone and be on the right side of 
history! Proudly state, Mr. MAcNeil, that though all other parties who have formed 
governments since the early 1960s, you and your Liberals will take care of the land, 
air and water! Morally and legally you are obligated to uphold the laws that were 
passed to protect the health of the people of Pictou County; to protect our fisheries; 
our Indigenous peoples and their treaty rights; and our forests.



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:47:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the EFT and
after reviewing reports feel that it meets environmental standards. Itâ?Ts also a very important
economic progression for the province. Name:  Email: 
Address:  Municipality: Moncton Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:49:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support an approval of
Northern Pulps Environmental Assessment. Many independent consultants were used to
gather, analyze and compile the data contained in the focus report submitted to the Department
of the Environment. Trust the science. The new technologies used will lessen Northern Pulps
overall environmental footprint. I believe that forestry, agriculture, fisheries and mining can
all co-exist. The environment is very important but so is the economy. Name: 

Email: @northernpulp.com Address: 
Municipality: Debert Postal-Code:



From: @groupesavoie.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:51:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Mr Premier, I know you have promised not to give Northern
pulp an extension for the completion of their water treatment plant. There has to be a way for
you and your government to find a compromise and accept the inevitable consequences of
your refusal. I cannot imagine the hardship this decision will cause to hundreds of families,
including the 40 or so working for us in Westville. This will be a mortal blow for our efforts in
keeping the mill alive. Without Northern Pulp I donâ?Tt see how we will be able to keep
going. Closing a mill because of economic conditions is understandable, but closing because
of a political promise is not so easy to understand. I understand the pressure you are receiving
from many organisations but think about those who will loose their jobs ! Hoping reason will
prevail. Name:  Email: @groupesavoie.com Address:

Municipality: St Quentin NB Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 4:57:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We must keep the
forestry sector thriving and operating at full capacity, in Nova Scotia. The science clearly
points to this and we require your approval. This industry is the heart of the economy
providing good full time employment for these workers, a good living for their families, its the
backbone of the community and significant tax revenue for the social services that are
desperately needed. I urge you to follow the recommendations in Unifors Submission by

 on October 31, 2019. Do the right thing, approve the Replacement of the
Effluent Treatment Facility Project! It is the right decision for our members, the broader
forestry sector, all stakeholders and rights holders, and the province of Nova Scotia. Name:

Email: @unifor.org Address:  Municipality:
Kitchener Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:00:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing you today
to express how important that this replacement facility will be and how this improvement will
support more than 2,700 jobs in the forestry sector right across the province. Without this new
facility, the mill will be forced to close. I am deploring you to do the right thing. Name: 

 Email:  Address: : Windsor
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:07:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree with allowing
Northern Pulp the time to complete the replacement for the governments boat harbour plant.
This plant has been here for many years and there is coexisting fishery in the area.an improved
plant with better dispersement will be a huge improvement. The government needs to be
Stable when working with industry to ensure environmental concerns are addressed but with a
workable time line. If we have any concern on whether they will complete the project. We can
have Northern Pulp give the money in trust to the government for the project until work is
started. Name:  Email: @freemanlumber.com Address: 

Municipality: Lunenburg county Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:08:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Mr Gordon Wilson, I
believe the proposed Effluent Treatment System and Pipe should be required to undergo a
Federal assessment before being placed in the Strait. As a Pictou Country resident raising my
children here, I want the province to put value in our health over wealth, knowing full well the
implications of losing the Mill on our economy. I believe it is time to diversify. Our
environment and our children deserve more, they deserve clean air and waters. Name:

Email: @icloud.com Address:  Municipality:
Durham Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:16:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The closure of this
facility would effect NS is a very negative way. Restaurant, shops, logging industrys
dealerships, malls and many other retailers are scared with the uncertainty of the outcome. The
decision should be based on the science surrounding this issue. Please make the right decision
for all of NS. Thank you. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 24

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:20:01 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If Northern Pulp passes
the environmental assessment there is no reason not to complete the project. Name: 

 Email: Address: Municipality: Enfield,NS Postal-Code: B2T 1H1 Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 34

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:22:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hello, I would like to
provide my support for Northern Pulps new Effluent Treatment facility. I feel that the 3rd
party environmental experts conclusions that ocean water quality within 5 meters of the
diffuser meets Canadian marine guidelines is evidence that harm to the Strait and fisheries will
not occur. Northern Pulps decision to use a thicker pipe than is required, along with an
automated leak detection system, provides additional comfort. Nova Scotias forestry industry
needs Northern Pulp to continue operating the economic harm to employees, suppliers, others
in the forestry sector and the economy of rural Nova Scotia will be deep. The future of the
forestry industry in Nova Scotia depends on an integrated set of participants - to remove
Northern Pulp from the equation will have long reaching impacts. My opinion is that the Nova
Scotia government should approve the Environment Assessment regarding Northern Pulps
proposed wastewater treatment facility. Name:  Email: 
Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:23:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: politics and emotion are
getting in the way of common sense. its obvious the facility should be built and Northern Pulp
should be granted an extension so they can responsibly install it. anyway you look at this
through unbiased eyes points to this conclusion. save the mill, grant the extension, lets put this
behind us. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:24:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Fully support the new
treatment facility and to proposed effluent pipeline, the continued operation of Northen Pulp,
and all its spinoff industries is vital to the NS economy Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn
Postal-Code: B0K 1R0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 55 y: 18



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:31:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the proposed
treatment facility and pipeline. Foresty, saw mmills , Northen Pulp and all their spinoff
industries are vital to the nova scotia economy.  Email:

@live.ca Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code: B0K
1R0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
51 y: 27

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:31:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this
environmental assessment should be approved. The facts presented indicate that Northern Pulp
is an average pulp mill in terms of environmental impact, and that this effluent treatment plan
will be an improvement over the current one. It currently puts treated effluent into the
Northumberland Strait via Boat Harbour, and with the new effluent treatment plant it will put
treated effluent further out into the Northumberland Strait. Logic would dictate that an average
pulp mill that has a plan for improvement should be approved to do so. If not, then what
happens to the below average pulp mills across Canada? This has been a heated topic in the
county for several years now, and it has devolved into unsubstantiated and often ridiculous
accusations against the mill. The anti-mill groups are very vocal about pollution but say little
to nothing about reducing pulp consumption in other words, they want their paper products,
but dont want any of it produced in their backyard. This is ludicrous. The forestry industry
provides a multitude of products that make life easier, and the products break down quickly
after use. The fishery industry provides us with delicious seafood. Both make use of Canadas
natural resources, and with this plan they can continue to do so in harmony. Name: 

Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-
Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:33:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Fully support the
proposed treatment plant and pipeline. Northern pulp, forestry, and attached businesses are
very important to the NS economy. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn
Postal-Code: B0K 1R0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 50 y: 24



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:36:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I absolutely do support
this project. It has been stated many times that we on the North Shore of Nova Scotia have the
finest lobsters and other fish in the North Atlantic with the old system in place now thats
without having this new wastewater treatment facility. So with the new system in place the
environment will be much better. The people of Nova Scotia need to have this system built
ASAP. Thank you Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Hopewell Postal-Code: B0K 1C0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 28

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:38:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked in the
forestry industry for 20 years as a nursery worker for a small family owned company Scott and
Stewart Forestry. I fully support the new treatment facility proposal. Anyone in the industry
knows, closing this facility will have an economic affect on more than those who directly
work in the industry. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:40:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Allow the Treatment
Facility Project to be built. There should be enough smart people to work this out. Plenty of
Pulp mills across this country that works hand in hand with the community. The closure is a
no win situation for this province. Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net
Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code: B0K 2A0 Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 23

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:40:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We are a small forestry
company who employes 11 employees and we do not want the mill to close. Our families
depend on the forestry industry for our livelihood and maintaining our ability to remain in
Nova Scotia. Your support in keeping our business viable is of utmost importance to us all.
Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Middle Musquodoboit Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:45:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Is there a list of
ingredients in the report that will be going into the Northumberland Straight or that will be
present in the air emissions? If so can you please advise me to where I can find this? My
family will be effected financially if the pulp mill closes , but there comes a point where we
have to say is it worth the risk of our community health land sea and each individual.No it is
not, how can we proceed with business as usual when we see how the people of pictou landing
have been left to suffer after being mislead of the impact of the treatment of effluent would
have on their land. I totally understand the loss of jobs and the impact this will have on our
community or maybe I really donâ?Tt understand how our community will look if the pipe
does not go in. But I do not see to many seniors walking around in the grocery stores in my
community. Health over money! I sincerely hope the N S government considers the people of
our community when this decision is m ade. If we do not know the results of piping the waste
water of a pulp mill into our waste with certainty then how can we do it because the results of
the last treatment facility had devastating results. If it really is a good as it seems letâ?Ts have
an objective third party look at the assessment and speak to itâ?Ts credibility. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality:
Lyons brook Postal-Code: B0K 1 H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 20



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:47:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This area needs Northern
Pulp economically but we also need to protect our environment as well. I believe there is a
solution to both issues. Name:  Email: @bellaliant.net Address: 
 Municipality: Westville Postal-Code: B0k2a0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 16

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:48:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a kid I used to say my
teeth were made of wood. I was proud that both my parents worked at the big pulp and paper
mill in Crofton, BC and I knew that the mills union dental plan gave me good teeth. The
Crofton mill enjoys a modern effluent plant and continues to mean everything to to my
hometown as it has allowed my family and thousands of others to live a full and meaningful
life. This is exact same story found in hundreds of family homes surrounding Northern Pulp in
Pictou. These mills make more than world-class forestry products, they produce good families
and communities. Their residual taxes pay for Nova Scotias fine schools, hospitals AND
environmental programs. And that is the chief point that the Ministry of Environment needs to
consider in its deliberations about this treatment project: what kind of future does it want for
Nova Scotia? Does it want a fair and balanced economy that sees a real humanity as part of it
future or does it want to cease all production of everything? This Ministry can strike the right
balance and to do so it must support the new effluent treatment project. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Toronto Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:48:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have worked in the
forestry industry for more than 30 years, I have a small forestry business and have employed
more than 100 people over the years, Nova Scotia needs forestry to support its continued
growth and development. Please dont let us and our families down, we need the mill to stay
open. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Middle Musquodoboit Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @msn.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:48:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: there is not enough
studies done to show it is safe. This company has lied and manipulated us for years. Dont let
them destroy our Staight Name:  Email: @msn.com Address: 

 Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:52:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not - in any way,
shape or form, support the millâ?Ts proposal to pump effluent into the Strait. Pictou County is
in due need of innovative strategies which aim to create jobs and sustain the community based
on more environmentally thoughtful economies. If more effort had been put into these
strategies in recent history, the community wouldnâ?Tt now be in the position to feel they
need to sacrifice their environment to support their families. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Island
Postal-Code: 



From: @stfx.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 5:56:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern: It concerns everyone, because it concerns the ocean. It concerns everyone in Nova
Scotia, and everyone in Mikmaki because were all being Treaty People, and because of Boat
Harbour and a terrible legacy of environmental racism, and because of the wisdom of carefully
considering the next seven generations. Industry should be required to change the way it uses
water everywhere in the world. Government and industry can work together to do better,
instead of asking people to expect less. How long will our province pay for the pollution thats
already been profited on? The health of people, water, land, and air should never have been for
sale. Thanks Name:  Email: @stfx.ca Address: .
Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:13:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I donâ?Tt agree with that
the strait his not place for pipe because over time all that effluent will make his was to shore
over time and it will damage the fishing grounds . The fishing and the water his not place to
dump there chemicals all they care for them self no body else please stop that . Because there
not enough test done to prove itâ?Ts safe you can do this in that short time that only there
saying from the people that work for them to make sure they get the pipe in the strait . Itâ?Ts
not right to much to loose please donâ?Tt grant the project Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:14:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: concerned fisher and
costal resident... my growing family and i have not been convinced by the studies that the pipe
will not harm the ocean. We swim and fish in the waters not far from the outfall and i do not
want to see any more pollution enter our waters itâ?Ts almost 2020 it must stop now. I have
worked at boat harbour on the earlier stages of the clean up and i have one word to explain it
SHAMEFUL we can not allow that to happen to the strait... we wonâ?Tt be able to clean that
up let me tell ya. 2 options in my eyes #1 closed loop #2 closed mill Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
knoydart Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:18:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing this letter in
regards to the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility if the Mill needs a year extension it
should be given to them this mill put food on my table and my familyâ?Ts table and has given
me work along with a lot of people of this Province. And with out this mill I think it will be
what kills this province. But in saying this if the mill is granted a extension for a year or year
and a half and they donâ?Tt get what needs to be done. Then there is no more extensions
given. Thank you for the ability to say what I was to say about this. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:22:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a cottage owner on
the Northumberland Strait I feel reassured that 3rd party experts indicate that no significant
adverse residual environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or
future operation. Also, that the discharge location for the outfall was selected where there is
good mixing due to currents. I am in favor of this project. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  NS Municipality: Valley Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: from  re. NP EFT Focus Report
Date: November 7, 2019 6:22:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Environmental Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 2P8 

To the Minister of the Environment,

I am writing to respond to Northern Pulp’s Focus report required by the N.S. 
Department of the Environment in response to their application to build a replacement 
effluent treatment facility.  Fundamentally, the trust between the public and Northern 
Pulp is broken. Nothing in this snowjob of a Focus Report and NP’s blatant effort to 
manipulate the timeline to force an extension of the Boat Harbour Act convinces me 
that they have earned the right to public trust (and public funds) after more than 50 
years of environmental racism and destruction of the natural environment.  

My family have owned cottages at Moodie Cove for over one hundred years. We 
share this cove, and the beautiful Lighthouse Beach, with the Pictou Landing First 
Nation.  We, like the PLFN, have suffered from the air emissions and water pollution 
coming from Northern Pulp and Boat Harbour for over 50 years. As successive 
generations of  children have come to play at the beach, we have noted, even 
in our small cove, the effects of eutrophication and warming in the Strait. There is less 
biodiversity: the tidal pools are empty of creatures.  The mud is black and oozing at 
low tide, and the shellfish are dead near the tide lines. There are fewer fish. It is clear 
that Northern Pulp, and its predecessors, Scott Paper and Kimberley Clark, have 
poisoned this place, its people, and all its living creatures. It is a beautiful place, but it 
is blighted.  

Northern Pulp’s current effluent pipe has leaked at least twice since 2014.  It was this 
first leak, and the spillage of over 47 million litres of effluent onto the sacred burial 
grounds of the PLFN that precipitated the signing of the Boat Harbour Act. Northern 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Pulp, despite previous legislation and regulations that should have forced them to 
monitor their equipment with the utmost diligence and meticulousness, failed to 
discover their own failure.  And even more stringent requirements four years later did 
not produce any better effects: a neighbour, walking their dog, discovered that the 
current pipeline had leaked yet again.  

Surprisingly, no official government reports are available to let the public know the 
amount, and the damage resulting from, October 2018’s effluent spill. It is a matter of 
grave concern that this file remains inaccessible to the public at such a crucial time, 
when we all need to scrutinize Northern Pulp’s record and consider its future.   Should 
Northern Pulp carry out its plan to place an even more contentious and unwanted 
pipe along the #106 and out into Caribou Harbour, I fear that such a pipe would not 
only be subject to the poor maintenance record of its own corporation, but also to 
potential sabotage from angry citizens. How safe is a pipe, either overland or 
underwater, when so many cannot countenance its presence in their community and 
over their watershed? Nothing in the Focus Report assures me these concerns are 
adequately addressed. 
 
Speaking of lack of trust, and lack of public input, this very process I am attempting 
today is indicative of NP’s efforts to snow under any attempt at public involvement 
and consultation.  This 2500 page Focus Report proposal was dumped on the 
general public with less than 50 days to comment. How can external, peer-reviewed 
studies be mounted in such a short amount of time? How can the public find time, and 
expertise, needed to comment effectively?  We cannot. We should have the right to 
contact independent experts, rally legal advice and translate this very challenging 
package of documents. The time frame has not allowed this. 
 
In my previous letter responding to the EA, I expressed concern that the proposal 
estimates that the temperature of the effluent exiting into the Strait via the pipe could 
be up to 37 degrees in the summer and 23 degrees in the winter.  The current 
modelling accounts for an area of dispersal, and estimates that the temperature 
changes could be negligible in a wider area beyond the pipe. However, recent media 
reports brought forth research that demonstrates that there are marine heatwaves 
sweeping through the world’s oceans as a result of rapidly accelerating climate 
change.  

According to an article in The Guardian from March 4, 2019, “Global warming is 
gradually increasing the average temperature of the oceans, but the new research is 
the first systematic global analysis of ocean heatwaves, when temperatures reach 
extremes for five days or more.” In addition, the article states that “The scientists 
compared the areas where heat waves have increased most with those areas 
harbouring rich biodiversity of species already near their temperature limit and those 



where additional stresses, such as pollution or overfishing, already occur. This 
revealed hotspots of harm from the north-east Atlantic to the Caribbean to the 
western Pacific.” Ocean systems are increasingly battered by multiple stressors.  
There will be no remediating the whole Strait if this EFT proposal and Focus Report’s 
predictions are wrong.  

The double-barreled punch of a high nutrient load along with higher temperatures will 
be absolutely devastating for the Strait.  Boat Harbour currently buffers these 
stressors by lowering the temperature of the pollutants and removing a great deal of 
the solid biomass.  With current ocean research demonstrating that our waters cannot 
adjust, cannot adapt and are indeed suffering much like our forests are with the 
effects of climate change, how can we justify adding up to 90 million litres of effluent 
per day into an already-stressed ecosystem?

I cannot find any modeling in the response to the TOR that indicates climate change 
and warming ocean currents have been taken into account in future modeling.  It 
won’t be “business as usual” in the Strait, even in the coming decade. I cannot 
imagine the dead zone we will create in 20-30 years time with the toxic combination 
of effluent AND warming oceans.  

Please be reminded that the Federal Government published a document entitled "A 
Framework for the Application of Precaution in Science-based Decision Making about 
Risk" [Privy Council Office (PCO), 2003]. This paper addresses the application of 
precaution in its various forms - "precaution", "the Precautionary Principle" or "the 
precautionary approach" - all of which have three basic components: the need for a 
decision; a risk of serious or irreversible harm; and a lack of full scientific certainty. 
This guiding document requires that precaution must preside over all decision 
phases.  Precaution must be clearly linked to scientific analysis, and cannot be 
applied without an appropriate amount of assessment of scientific factors and 
consequent risks.  

The 1999 Canadian Environmental Protection Act entrenches the "precautionary 
principle" in its preamble, where it recognizes that the "Government of Canada is 
committed to implementing the precautionary principle. Where there are threats of 
serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a 
reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation." 
In addition, section 76.1 of CEPA 1999 specifically directs the Ministers to apply a 
weight-of-evidence approach and the precautionary principle when conducting and 
interpreting the results of assessments of existing substances. We do not even know 
for certain, based on the EA proposal at hand, what these “existing substances” are, 
or in what quantities they might exist.



The government’s precautionary principle must supersede any social, ethical or even 
political or economic considerations.  We can no longer afford to allow the economy 
to trump our fragile environment. We must, above all, apply caution first.  
 
My greatest concern about the Focus Report can be narrowed down to one missing 
document.  The terms of reference for this Focus Report demanded by the Dept. of 
the Environment were not a list of suggestions.  They were requirements. Each one 
would need to be met, scrutinized, and deemed acceptable by the department. 
Missing from this Focus Report is a MEKS, as outlined in: Section 11. INDIGENOUS 
PEOPLE’S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES 11.1 Complete a Mi’kmaq Ecological 
Knowledge Study (MEKS) for the Project.  If any reports have been submitted, where 
are they? How can we access them? If they were completed earlier, could they not 
have been re-submitted with this Appendix? But if they were submitted earlier, why 
did the TOR demand them this time around?
 
For me, such questions surrounding Northern Pulp’s dealings with such questions are 
emblematic of the deep failure to address the 50 years of environmental racism PLFN 
has endured.  PLFN, and those that care deeply about this issue, are terrified that this 
Focus Report will be accepted under short notice, without proper scrutiny. This will 
precipitate new legislation by the end of this month to grant an extension for NP to 
continue using Boat Harbour.  The date of January 31, 2020, MUST remain the date 
that Boat Harbour closes, regardless of the outcome of this Focus Report. It is the 
law. The date was negotiated, in good faith, more than five years ago, and Northern 
Pulp had more than adequate time to come up with a plan to replace the facility.  The 
fact that we are all now racing against an impossible timeline is no one’s fault but 
Northern Pulp’s.  
 
Despite fifty years of broken promises, and the loss of their beloved A’se’k, PLFN 
have returned time and again to the bargaining table with the provincial government 
to hammer out a plan for the eventual remediation and return of Boat Harbour.  To 
even consider re-opening the legislated closure of Boat Harbour would be a crime of 
historic proportions. Your government will go down in infamy as racists and liars. 
PLFN must not be faced with another day of environmental racism and the sickening 
knowledge that their health, their lands and waters, their history and their future 
matter so much less than Northern Pulp’s corporate bottom line.  
Sincerely,



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:23:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Environmental
Assessment Branch Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8

To the Minister of the
Environment, I am writing to respond to Northern Pulpâ?Ts Focus report required by the N.S.
Department of the Environment in response to their application to build a replacement effluent
treatment facility. Fundamentally, the trust between the public and Northern Pulp is broken.
Nothing in this snowjob of a Focus Report and NPâ?Ts blatant effort to manipulate the
timeline to force an extension of the Boat Harbour Act convinces me that they have earned the
right to public trust and public funds after more than 50 years of environmental racism and
destruction of the natural environment. My family have owned cottages at Moodie Cove for
over one hundred years. We share this cove, and the beautiful Lighthouse Beach, with the
Pictou Landing First Nation. We, like the PLFN, have suffered from the air emissions and
water pollution coming from Northern Pulp and Boat Harbour for over 50 years. As
successive generations of  children have come to play at the beach, we have noted,
even in our small cove, the effects of eutrophication and warming in the Strait. There is less
biodiversity: the tidal pools are empty of creatures. The mud is black and oozing at low tide,
and the shellfish are dead near the tide lines. There are fewer fish. It is clear that Northern
Pulp, and its predecessors, Scott Paper and Kimberley Clark, have poisoned this place, its
people, and all its living creatures. It is a beautiful place, but it is blighted. Northern Pulpâ?Ts
current effluent pipe has leaked at least twice since 2014. It was this first leak, and the spillage
of over 47 million litres of effluent onto the sacred burial grounds of the PLFN that
precipitated the signing of the Boat Harbour Act. Northern Pulp, despite previous legislation
and regulations that should have forced them to monitor their equipment with the utmost
diligence and meticulousness, failed to discover their own failure. And even more stringent
requirements four years later did not produce any better effects: a neighbour, walking their
dog, discovered that the current pipeline had leaked yet again. Surprisingly, no official
government reports are available to let the public know the amount, and the damage resulting
from, October 2018â?Ts effluent spill. It is a matter of grave concern that this file remains
inaccessible to the public at such a crucial time, when we all need to scrutinize Northern
Pulpâ?Ts record and consider its future. Should Northern Pulp carry out its plan to place an
even more contentious and unwanted pipe along the #106 and out into Caribou Harbour, I fear
that such a pipe would not only be subject to the poor maintenance record of its own
corporation, but also to potential sabotage from angry citizens. How safe is a pipe, either
overland or underwater, when so many cannot countenance its presence in their community
and over their watershed? Nothing in the Focus Report assures me these concerns are
adequately addressed. Speaking of lack of trust, and lack of public input, this very process I
am attempting today is indicative of NPâ?Ts efforts to snow under any attempt at public
involvement and consultation. This 2500 page Focus Report proposal was dumped on the
general public with less than 50 days to comment. How can external, peer-reviewed studies be
mounted in such a short amount of time? How can the public find time, and expertise, needed
to comment effectively? We cannot. We should have the right to contact independent experts,
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rally legal advice and translate this very challenging package of documents. The time frame
has not allowed this. In my previous letter responding to the EA, I expressed concern that the
proposal estimates that the temperature of the effluent exiting into the Strait via the pipe could
be up to 37 degrees in the summer and 23 degrees in the winter. The current modelling
accounts for an area of dispersal, and estimates that the temperature changes could be
negligible in a wider area beyond the pipe. However, recent media reports brought forth
research that demonstrates that there are marine heatwaves sweeping through the worldâ?Ts
oceans as a result of rapidly accelerating climate change. According to an article in The
Guardian from March 4, 2019, â?oGlobal warming is gradually increasing the average
temperature of the oceans, but the new research is the first systematic global analysis of ocean
heatwaves, when temperatures reach extremes for five days or more.â? In addition, the article
states that â?oThe scientists compared the areas where heat waves have increased most with
those areas harbouring rich biodiversity of species already near their temperature limit and
those where additional stresses, such as pollution or overfishing, already occur. This revealed
hotspots of harm from the north-east Atlantic to the Caribbean to the western Pacific.â?
Ocean systems are increasingly battered by multiple stressors. There will be no remediating
the whole Strait if this EFT proposal and Focus Reportâ?Ts predictions are wrong. The
double-barreled punch of a high nutrient load along with higher temperatures will be
absolutely devastating for the Strait. Boat Harbour currently buffers these stressors by
lowering the temperature of the pollutants and removing a great deal of the solid biomass.
With current ocean research demonstrating that our waters cannot adjust, cannot adapt and are
indeed suffering much like our forests are with the effects of climate change, how can we
justify adding up to 90 million litres of effluent per day into an already-stressed ecosystem? I
cannot find any modeling in the response to the TOR that indicates climate change and
warming ocean currents have been taken into account in future modeling. It wonâ?Tt be â?
obusiness as usualâ?  in the Strait, even in the coming decade. I cannot imagine the dead
zone we will create in 20-30 years time with the toxic combination of effluent AND warming
oceans. Please be reminded that the Federal Government published a document entitled A
Framework for the Application of Precaution in Science-based Decision Making about Risk
[Privy Council Office PCO, 2003]. This paper addresses the application of precaution in its
various forms - precaution, the Precautionary Principle or the precautionary approach - all of
which have three basic components: the need for a decision a risk of serious or irreversible
harm and a lack of full scientific certainty. This guiding document requires that precaution
must preside over all decision phases. Precaution must be clearly linked to scientific analysis,
and cannot be applied without an appropriate amount of assessment of scientific factors and
consequent risks. The 1999 Canadian Environmental Protection Act entrenches the
precautionary principle in its preamble, where it recognizes that the Government of Canada is
committed to implementing the precautionary principle. Where there are threats of serious or
irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for
postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation. In addition, section
76.1 of CEPA 1999 specifically directs the Ministers to apply a weight-of-evidence approach
and the precautionary principle when conducting and interpreting the results of assessments of
existing substances. We do not even know for certain, based on the EA proposal at hand, what
these â?oexisting substancesâ?  are, or in what quantities they might exist. The governmentâ?
Ts precautionary principle must supersede any social, ethical or even political or economic
considerations. We can no longer afford to allow the economy to trump our fragile
environment. We must, above all, apply caution first. My greatest concern about the Focus
Report can be narrowed down to one missing document. The terms of reference for this Focus
Report demanded by the Dept. of the Environment were not a list of suggestions. They were
requirements. Each one would need to be met, scrutinized, and deemed acceptable by the



department. Missing from this Focus Report is a MEKS, as outlined in: Section 11.
INDIGENOUS PEOPLEâ?TS USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES 11.1 Complete a Miâ?
Tkmaq Ecological Knowledge Study MEKS for the Project. If any reports have been
submitted, where are they? How can we access them? If they were completed earlier, could
they not have been re-submitted with this Appendix? But if they were submitted earlier, why
did the TOR demand them this time around? For me, such questions surrounding Northern
Pulpâ?Ts dealings with such questions are emblematic of the deep failure to address the 50
years of environmental racism PLFN has endured. PLFN, and those that care deeply about this
issue, are terrified that this Focus Report will be accepted under short notice, without proper
scrutiny. This will precipitate new legislation by the end of this month to grant an extension
for NP to continue using Boat Harbour. The date of January 31, 2020, MUST remain the date
that Boat Harbour closes, regardless of the outcome of this Focus Report. It is the law. The
date was negotiated, in good faith, more than five years ago, and Northern Pulp had more than
adequate time to come up with a plan to replace the facility. The fact that we are all now
racing against an impossible timeline is no oneâ?Ts fault but Northern Pulpâ?Ts. Despite fifty
years of broken promises, and the loss of their beloved Aâ?Tseâ?Tk, PLFN have returned time
and again to the bargaining table with the provincial government to hammer out a plan for the
eventual remediation and return of Boat Harbour. To even consider re-opening the legislated
closure of Boat Harbour would be a crime of historic proportions. Your government will go
down in infamy as racists and liars. PLFN must not be faced with another day of
environmental racism and the sickening knowledge that their health, their lands and waters,
their history and their future matter so much less than Northern Pulpâ?Ts corporate bottom
line. Sincerely,  Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:25:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It was good to learn that
effluent from the new treatment system would meet current regulations in every province in
Canada as well as the more stringent federal pulp and paper limits being proposed. Modeling
predicts greater than 100 times dilution in less than 2 meters from the outfall and winter ice
cover will not greatly affect the dilutions ratios compared to open water. I am in favour of this
project. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 NS Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:28:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It seems clear based on
the scientific data collected that effluent from the new facility will have no adverse effect on
the fishery on the Northumberland Strait and that the mill can continue to operate without
impacting the fishery. And sightings of marine animals were rare and not found in any
abundance in the footprint of the pipeline. I am in favour of this project. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.com Address:  NS
Municipality: Valley Postal-Code: 
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From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:30:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am proud of our forest
industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have demonstrated they can
work together successfully. I believe in the science. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Central Onslow Postal-
Code: B6L 5M2 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 39 y: 20
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:32:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel reassured that
effluent solids will not build up at the outfall, even during slack tides and the solids are highly
biodegradable and will become a food source for marine organisms. It is also nice to hear that
the effluent will not be visible at the waterâ?Ts surface. I am in favour of this project. Name:

Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Valley Postal-Code: 
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:34:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

After reading a lot of information on the environmental impact study and other mills that have their treated  effluent
drain into large bodies of water I feel that the scientific information and the government know what they are doing
to make the right decision.
My husband has worked in forestry most of his life. He presently works at a local sawmill.
His work depends on the mill running to keep the sawmill going. The mill is a large employer of high paying jobs in
Pictou County. If the mill was to close we would suffer economically and in many other ways. We would lose
highly skilled workers and their families who’s spouses are working here too. The trickledown effect would hurt the
county greatly.
Thank you
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:36:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The location chosen for
the outfall was much deeper than any ice scour found in the area and will be buried up to 3
meters deep to further protect it. And portions of the pipeline will have a leak detection
system. I am in favour of this project. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Upper Onslow Postal-Code:



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:36:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree with everything
needs to be done to keep the mill and workers working not loosing their jobs..it takes time to
make things right,people do not need to have the mill closed,jobs are important,,familys rely
on things to stay as they are,,change can happen,just takes time !!! Name:  Email:

@outlook.com Address:  Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code:
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From: admin@bglombard.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:36:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The forestry consists of
75 of the yearly revenue of this company and any or all disruption of this work would be
devastating to our company and our employees. Name: B G Lombard Ltd. Email:
admin@bglombard.ca Address:  \ Municipality: Saulnierville Postal-Code:
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp"s Environmental Assessment Request
Date: November 7, 2019 6:37:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I believe that the type of effluent treatment system (Activated Sludge Treatment or
AST)  that Northern Pulp is proposing to utilize to treat its effluent prior to dumping it
into the Northumberland Strait is NOT going to be effective enough to protect this
sensitive area.  This area is host to a very productive and diverse ecosystem that consists
of a rich fishing ground that provides a very lucrative fishery.  Unfortunately the area is
already in trouble, according to a DFO study commissioned more than a decade ago. 
Many threats exist, including rising water temperatures, rising water levels and pollution
from agricultural runoff, existing effluent from Northern Pulp, and municipal waste. 
Northern Pulp's request to pipe an enormous increase of effluent into the Strait may
completely destroy this already fragile system.  In fact, their Focus report admits that the
placement of the pipeline outfall diffuser was chosen so as to minimize the impact in
active fishing areas.  I do not believe that simply "minimizing the impact" is sufficient - I
believe there should be ABSOLUTELY NO IMPACT to the active fishing areas. 

There is another treatment system available for treating bleached kraft pulp mill effluent
- it is called a "closed loop system" and miraculously, it results in providing NO
effluent!  Although officials from Northern Pulp have claimed that this type of system
would not be feasible for their kraft mill, an article in the November 2017 edition of the
Halifax Examiner (https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/dirty-
dealing/#Coming%20Clean) says otherwise.  It describes a quote from an industry
expert in a 1994 edition of Pulp and Paper Magazine.  He stated that all the problems
that arose from the Great Lakes Paper Company's attempts to install a zero effluent
system in their kraft mill in the mid 1970s would be salvageable with today’s knowledge
and technology.  Another industry insider is quoted as claiming that "there are a whole
host of upgrades that could be done at Northern Pulp to drastically reduce the solids
output, the chemical output, and the effect on the environment” and that it “could have
been done 30 years ago."  Yes it would be expensive, but how much are the fishing
industry and the tourism industries worth?  

The company's Focus Report claims that environmental monitoring will be conducted,
however, Northern Pulp doesn't exactly have a stellar history of performing this activity
in the past...  There are several documented cases of the company operating faulty
equipment and breaching government regulations - each of which resulted in
environmental damage.  So then, how can it be trusted to construct and monitor
environmental controls?  The extremely sensitive Northumberland Strait is NO PLACE
to allow a company of this ilk to dump its toxins.

Regardless of the government's decision in this matter - there is one path which
ABSOLUTELY MUST NOT BE TAKEN -  that is to extend the deadline for closing
Boat Harbour.  To do this would be completely unconscionable and utterly inhumane. 
The inhabitants at Pictou Landing First Nation have suffered horribly for decades and

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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this absolutely must not be permitted to continue!  

Sincerely,

Cole Harbour, NS



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:38:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As Nova Scotian`s we
should take comfort in the fact that the focus report details information on the proposed, on-
going air monitoring program for the future of the new effluent treatment facility. Also as
Nova Scotianâ?Ts we should learn to embrace projects that are good for our economy, that
will help pay taxes for our health care, our highways and everything else we need. I am in
favour of this project. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:39:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulps proposal
is inadequate is so many respects: technically, ecologically, public health-wise and with
respect to Indigenous peopleâ?Ts rights. Pumping endless effluent into our waters by an
uncaring foreign corporation simply cannot be allowed to proceed. This sloppy and murky
proposal has been critiqued severely by scientists who know what they are talking about. Itâ?
Ts time to put peoples health and the environment ahead of Northern Pulps deceptiveness of
which this proposal is an example. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: B2y3c2 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 27
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:45:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: You have to save 230
good paying job in this community. If you allow these jobs to disappear it will devastate many
families and the entire community. This community will be a ghost town. Save the jobs Name:

Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Windsor Postal-Code: N8n0a3 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 29
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 6:52:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: · Northerrn Pulp has not
met the terms of reference for the report · They have not provided data to prove that project
can be done safely on almost every key point NP has not provided concrete plan on what will
be done, no definite pipe route, no leak detection on marine portion of pipe, no specified leak
detection for on-land pipe, just options · Many factual errors, including on simple points like
where fish are located and where people fish · Risks of treated pulp effluent to marine
environments are well recognized · Importance of fishing industry to communities and
provincial economy · Ask Minister to reject project Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code: B3K2E2 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 60 y: 30
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Please reject Northern Pulp"s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 7, 2019 6:54:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Honourable Minister Wilson,

Thank you very much for engaging public and listening to what Nova Scotians have to
say about Northern Pulp’s Focus Report. I’ve never been a fan of the Pulp Mill, but I
went into reading the Focus Report with an open mind hoping it would put my
concerns at ease. After all, it would be great if mill workers and forestry people could
keep their jobs without negatively impacting the environment and the Pictou Landing
First Nation (PLFN) people. Unfortunately, after much reading and consideration, I
don't think that's possible. I encourage you to please reject the proposed replacement
effluent treatment facility project. Here's why. 

My two biggest concerns are the impacts this project will have on (i) the environment
and (ii) the PLFN people. There’s no two ways about it, the PLFN people have had a
hard time because of the Pulp Mill. I had hoped to see better engagement on the part
of Northern Pulp towards reconciliation. It’s clear that the PLFN is pretty disappointed
with this project [1], both because of (i) potential environmental impacts of the effluent
replacement facility and (ii) because it appears that The Boat Harbour Act will not be
upheld if the project is to go forward. Many people share the view that Northern Pulp
and the Government of Nova Scotia are perpetuating the shameful history of
environmental racism at Pictou Landing. I think this should be reason enough for you
to reject the effluent treatment facility project. There have been so many broken
promises made to the PLFN people. I’m worried that an extension would trigger an
Oka-like crisis, and I would support the PLFN if it did.

I know that your decision will be based on the science and facts surrounding the
proposal. So without further ado, here are 5 Fact-based Reasons to Reject Northern
Pulp's Focus Report and Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project:

1. KEY DETAILS ARE STILL MISSING FROM THE FOCUS REPORT.

It seems to me that the report is (a) quite massive, but (b) still missing some key
details I was hoping to see. For example: 

1.1 The Focus Report barely mentions the Mi'kmaq at all, yet the previous Minister of
the Environment specified that the focus report address Mi'kmaq land and resource
use in the EA Minister's Decision letter dated Mar 29, 2019 and the Terms of
Reference document.
- Appendix 7.3 - Impact Assessment Marine Fish, Section 3.6.3 “Indigenous
Fisheries” just says "Information to be provided following the completion and reporting
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of First Nation resource use survey" in red text under every subsection. Clearly the
First Nation resource use survey was not completed.
- Section 11.1 of the Focus Report is extremely short (1.5 pages, mostly fluff) and
corresponding Appendix 11.1 - "Mi'kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS)" is just
a brief letter stating that the report and review do not justify infringement of S.35
Aboriginal Rights. There is no additional MEKS information.

1.2 There are several places where the report makes very ambitions claims without
showing evidence that achieving their goals will actually be possible. This does not
inspire confidence. For example, the effluent leak monitoring system and some
elements of follow-up monitoring are only addressed superficially and clearly require
more work:
- Section 3.5 of the Focus Report and Appendix 2.1 - "On-Land Pipeline Info" explains
that advanced leak detection systems exist for water and liquid petroleum, and goes
on to suggest that one of these systems will be used to monitor for effluent leaks later
for the final design. This is very wishy-washy. Are systems designed for water and
liquid petroleum even appropriate for effluent (which contains a lot more high
molecular weight solids)? It doesn't seem like they've been used for effluent in the
past. Also, what about leaks smaller than 60 litres per hour? Here is the relevant text
from Appendix 2.1: "These systems have been deployed on water systems as well as
liquid petroleum systems in pipelines of steel and other materials including HDPE.
Specific technologies have demonstrated success in detecting leaks as small as 60
l/hr. Final technology selection for the leak detection system will be completed during
detailed design." Section 3.5 of the Focus Report says: “The leak detection system
installed at NPNS between Pictou and Caribou will fall into one of these three
categories. Final selection will be made during the detailed design phase.” It is not
clear (i) what the three categories they’re referring to here are giving the preceding
text, and (ii) what they will actually do for a leak detection system. I find this to be
completely unsatisfactory - but wait, there’s more...
- Appendix 2.1 - "On-Land Pipeline Info" goes on to state that the combination of pipe
plus mystery leak detection system will be so robust that dual wall containment is
unnecessary, and twice they promise a leak free system over the "design lifetime".
And how long is this "design lifetime"? It all comes across as overly optimistic
unsupported hand waving without the details to back it up . Here is the relevant text:
"This coupled with a leak detection system utilizing advanced detection technologies
provides robust protection against leaks and early detection in the very unlikely event
that one occurs. Therefore dual wall containment is not necessary for this
application.", " the effluent line should be leak free over its design lifetime" and "A
properly designed, specified, installed and tested/commissioned pipeline will result in
a leak free system over its design lifetime". It seems like all talk with nothing to back it
up.
- Appendix 7.3 - “Impact Assessment Marine Fish” also points to some lack of effort:
“Following completion of the HHRA, the potential utility of a continued fish tissue
monitoring program following commissioning of the effluent treatment system and
subsequent discharge will need to be discussed with First Nations, stakeholders and
government agencies. The potential studies are still likely to target: lobster, rock crab,
scallop, blue mussel, softshell clam, oyster, and locally relevant finfish (e.g., Eel,
Smelt, Gaspereau, Striped Bass, Mackerel, Atlantic Herring). Given the likely timing



for EA approval and the subsequent construction and commissioning of the proposed
ETF, it will be possible to target collections of any of the species identified above that
have not already been collected for baseline purposes (i.e., predevelopment) should
engagement indicate the need.” It doesn’t seem like they’ve covered everything
needed to complete the report yet.

1.3 Many of the appendices are blank. Why? These are important aspects of the
project. Clearly they have not been addressed in any detail beyond the brief
discussions given in the Focus Report. The inclusion of all these links on the
novascotia.ca website is misleading. It suggests that more work has gone into the
Focus Report than actually has.
- Appendix 3.3 - Effluent Discharge Parameters is blank
- Appendix 3.5 - Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection is blank
- Appendix 5.2 - Monitoring Methodologies is blank
- Appendix 6.1 - Revised Air Contaminants is blank
- Appendix 7.5 - Contingency Measures is blank
- Addendum 4.0 - Environmental Effects Monitoring Updates is blan.

This lack of key details is unsatisfactory. The fact is, the Focus Report is full of holes,
and therefore I encourage you to reject the effluent treatment facility project. 

2. THE PULP MILL HAS A TERRIBLE TRACK RECORD OF EXCEEDING
POLLUTION LIMITS.

The pulp mill has had numerous effluent leaks and has exceeded air contaminant
limits many times [2]. I recommend reading “The Mill” by Joan Baxter for a hair curling
history. The repercussions in terms of fines levelled at Northern Pulp and its
predecessors have been minimal, so perhaps it is no surprise that so many violations
keep occurring. Of course people don’t trust the Pulp Mill to operate cleanly. Why
would anybody? The fact is, Northern Pulp's disturbing history of breaking pollution
limits suggests they will not change their tune, putting people and the environment at
risk. Therefore, I encourage you to reject the effluent treatment facility project. 

3. PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT IS YOUR DUTY.

Minister Wilson, I tried to figure out what your role and responsibilities are, and it
seems to me that protecting the environment is your duty - both as a federal public
servant (3.1) and as the Minister of Environment (3.2) - and that means exercising
caution and considering the environment long-term. Here’s why.

3.1 All federal public servants must act in accordance with the Values of the public
sector [3], which include stewardship: "Federal public servants are entrusted to use
and care for public resources responsibly, for both the short term and long term." One
of the expected behaviours is: "4.2 Considering the present and long-term effects that
their actions have on people and the environment." I therefore encourage you to
prioritise the potential impacts of of this project on people (especially the PLFN
people) and the environment over the potential economic benefits.
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3.2 The Minister of Environment is responsible for upholding the Environment Act [4],
which focuses on the protection, enhancement and prudent use of the environment,
and includes the goal of maintaining environmental protection as essential to the
integrity of ecosystems, human health and the socio-economic well-being of society.
Many of the principles described in the act encourage prudence: "The precautionary
principle will be used in decision making", "the principle of pollution prevention and
waste reduction as the foundation for long-term environmental protection", "the
stewardship principle", "the polluter-pay principle". It seems to me that the proposed
Effluent Treatment Facility does not comply with these principles. I therefore
encourage you to be prudent and mindful of the Environmental Act as you make your
decision.

4. JOBS AREN'T THE DEFINING ISSUE OF OUR TIME. THE CLIMATE IS.

Look at any news source and odds are, you’re going to read something about saving
the climate [5]. Unemployment, on the other hand, has been steadily pretty
decreasing for the past decade [6]. At a time when protecting our environment has
become so critical, putting the areas along the proposed pipe and effluent plume at
risk for the sake of propping up a dirty industry just doesn't seem worth it. I therefore
ask you to please consider that (i) current mill and forestry employees can be
employed in the cleanup effort to offset the loss of jobs, and (ii) you may also want to
introduce a bill banning unsolicited junk mail in tandem with your potential decision to
reject the project to offset a reduction in paper production capacity.

5. ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM NEEDS TO END.

I mentioned environmental racism early in this letter and I come back to it now. The
fact is, environmental racism must end. Closing Boat Harbour on time is a start.
Northern Pulp has had plenty of time to come up with a plan; The Boat Harbour Act
was passed in 2015. Before that, Boat Harbour was supposed to close in 2005 and
the list extensions and broken promises to the PLFN people goes on [1,2]. At the end
of the day Minister, your decision will determine whether you go down in history as a
public servant who upholds our values of integrity, stewardship and respect for people
by championing the environment and indigenous rights, or as just another politician
who sacrifices these values for the sake of business. I hope you will make the right
choice.

Sincerely,

REFERENCES:
___________________________________
[1] PLFN website: https://plfn.ca/departments/boat-harbour-rem
Video Reclaiming A’se’k: Boat Harbour and the Next Generation:
https://youtu.be/pbMrwR0fjRc
Pictou Landing Film: Boat Harbour and the Mill: https://youtu.be/DDYwZO9Ot44

___________________________________
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[2] “Northern Pulp flunks air emission tests — again” CBC News article, Paul Withers,
September 19, 2017:
 https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/northern-pulp-air-emission-tests-fails-
again-1.4295686
Boat Harbour Wikipedia Page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boat_Harbour,_Nova_Scotia
“Containing Northern Pulp’s mess: A half century of toxic waste in Boat Harbour, a
leaky pipeline, and what happens next in the mill saga” by Joan Baxter:
http://www.joanbaxter.ca/2019/04/15/containing-northern-pulps-mess-a-half-century-
of-toxic-waste-in-boat-harbour-a-leaky-pipeline-and-what-happens-next-in-the-mill-
saga/

___________________________________
[3] From the Statement of Values for the Federal Public Sector:
"These values are a compass to guide public servants in everything they do. They
cannot be considered in isolation from each other as they will often overlap. This
Code and respective organizational codes of conduct are important sources of
guidance for public servants. Organizations are expected to take steps to integrate
these values into their decisions, actions, policies, processes, and systems. Similarly,
public servants can expect to be treated in accordance with these values by their
organization.
Respect for Democracy
The system of Canadian parliamentary democracy and its institutions are
fundamental to serving the public interest. Public servants recognize that elected
officials are accountable to Parliament, and ultimately to the Canadian people, and
that a non-partisan public sector is essential to our democratic system.
Respect for People
Treating all people with respect, dignity and fairness is fundamental to our
relationship with the Canadian public and contributes to a safe and healthy work
environment that promotes engagement, openness and transparency. The diversity of
our people and the ideas they generate are the source of our innovation.
Integrity
Integrity is the cornerstone of good governance and democracy. By upholding the
highest ethical standards, public servants conserve and enhance public confidence in
the honesty, fairness and impartiality of the federal public sector.
Stewardship
Federal public servants are entrusted to use and care for public resources
responsibly, for both the short term and long term.
Excellence
Excellence in the design and delivery of public sector policy, programs and services is
beneficial to every aspect of Canadian public life. Engagement, collaboration,
effective teamwork and professional development are all essential to a high-
performing organization." - Government of Canada Values and Ethics Code for the
Public Sector.
___________________________________
"Our people are our most valuable resource, and their health and safety is of
paramount importance." - A Message from the Deputy Minister, Jody Thomas and the
Chief of Defence Staff, General J.H. Vance.
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___________________________________
[4] From the Environment Act. 1994-95, c. 1, s. 1.:
"The purpose of this Act is to support and promote the protection, enhancement and
prudent use of the environment while recognizing the following goals:
(a) maintaining environmental protection as essential to the integrity of ecosystems,
human health and the socio-economic well-being of society;
(b) maintaining the principles of sustainable development, including
(i) the principle of ecological value, ensuring the maintenance and restoration of
essential ecological processes and the preservation and prevention of loss of
biological diversity,
(ii) the precautionary principle will be used in decision making so that where there are
threats of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific certainty shall not
be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation,
(iii) the principle of pollution prevention and waste reduction as the foundation for
long-term environmental protection, including
(A) the conservation and efficient use of resources,
(B) the promotion of the development and use of sustainable, scientific and
technological innovations and management systems, and
(C) the importance of reducing, reusing, recycling and recovering the products of our
society,
(iv) the principle of shared responsibility of all Nova Scotians to sustain the
environment and the economy, both locally and globally, through individual and
government actions,
(v) the stewardship principle, which recognizes the responsibility of a producer for a
product from the point of manufacturing to the point of final disposal,
(vi) the linkage between economic and environmental issues, recognizing that long-
term economic prosperity depends upon sound environmental management and that
effective environmental protection depends on a strong economy, and
(vii) the comprehensive integration of sustainable development principles in public
policy making in the Province;
(c) the polluter-pay principle confirming the responsibility of anyone who creates an
adverse effect on the environment that is not de minimis to take remedial action and
pay for the costs of that action;
(d) taking remedial action and providing for rehabilitation to restore an adversely
affected area to a beneficial use;
(e) Government having a catalyst role in the areas of environmental education,
environmental management, environmental emergencies, environmental research
and the development of policies, standards, objectives and guidelines and other
measures to protect the environment;
(f) encouraging the development and use of environmental technologies, innovations
and industries;
(g) the Province being responsible for working co-operatively and building
partnerships with other provinces, the Government of Canada, other governments
and other persons respecting transboundary matters and the co-ordination of
legislative and regulatory initiatives;
(h) providing access to information and facilitating effective public participation in the
formulation of decisions affecting the environment, including opportunities to
participate in the review of legislation, regulations and policies and the provision of



access to information affecting the environment;
(i) providing a responsive, effective, fair, timely and efficient administrative and
regulatory system;
(j) promoting this Act primarily through non-regulatory means such as co-operation,
communication, education, incentives and partnerships. 1994-95, c. 1, s. 2; 2006, c.
30, s. 1; 2011, c. 61, s. 1."

___________________________________
[5] “Climate change is the defining issue of our time”, United
Nations https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/climate-change/ and countless
others.

___________________________________
[6] The seasonally adjusted NS unemployment rate graph shows a downward trend
since 2010, with unemployment currently at the lowest point on the graph at 6.9%.
“Labour Market Trends - January 2019”, Nova Scotia Finance and Treasury Board,
Economics and Statistics Division February 08,
2019, https://novascotia.ca/finance/statistics/archive_news.asp?
id=14551&dg=&df=&dto=0&dti=3
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:08:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the plan for the
new wastewater treatment facility. The science is there that proves that the new system can
and will be environmentally sustainable. There is no reason why both the Forest and Fishing
industry can not coexist in the same environment. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Hopewell Postal-Code:
B0K 1C0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 54 y: 27
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From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:15:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Minister Gordon Wilson,
I am concerned about the potential contamination of Caribou Harbour and the caribou Island
area. For four generations our family has been digging clams from this beautiful shoreline
along the Northumberland Strait. It is a beloved family tradition and i am worried that it is
being put at great risk by this proposed effluent pipe. In the focus report, the given coordinates
at the outfall location is less than 1 nautical mile from shore. The two Mills out westCatalyst
Paper and Howe Sound Pulp and Paper that this effluent discharge pipe is compared to have
much deeper oceans and greater tides than the Northumberland Strait. Yet, on the Fisheries
and Oceans Website they prohibit shellfish harvesting for miles on either side of these Mills
due to dioxin contamination. Northern Pulp fails to mention this fact about the contamination
of shellfish in their report. This diffuser is also very close to the Caribou -Munroes Island
Provincial Park. This a protected area with a delicate eco-system. Many people enjoy hiking
and birdwatching in this park. Also, it has a beautiful mile long beach that is adjacent to the
Caribou campground. I enjoy this park with my grandchildren every summer, as do many
families, both local and tourists. It will be a great shame to see this lovely beach destroyed by
mill effluent! My spouse and I frequent the Caribou Wharf every spring and buy lobster direct
from the fisherman as they are offloading their catch of the day. This is another family
tradition that many locals enjoy. I for one will not be buying any more of these lobsters if the
effluent pipe plan is a go. The effluent will be going directly into the waters where these very
lobsters are caught! Boat Harbour is an environmental disaster. How can one justify creating
another one in the Northumberland Strait. The risks are too great with this proposed effluent
plan. I recommend that the Minister reject this proposal. Thank you  Name: 

 Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: pictou
Postal-Code: B0K1H0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 33 y: 16
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From: @xplornet.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:21:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please read The Mill -
then ask yourself if we are done yet? --- arent we done. The facility is old - they are
clearcutting our trees to chip and ship... - they release spew that stinks into the air - particulate
that causes cancer - have had spills of toxic effluent leak all over the ground and into the water
- We need to be done. Seriously - just think about it - you cant take a tree in the forest and
change it into white pulp for toilet paper, and have the chemicals that do this released into our
ocean. We cant be that stupid to even consider this can we? And WHO is going to want to eat
a lobster from waters off the coast of Nova Scotia knowing that this toxic pulp waste is in our
water? One post going to the right place - and voila - the entire lobster fisheries could be in
jeopardy. My vote is NO. Absolutely not. We need to be done. No pipe. Name: 
Email: @xplornet.ca Address:  Municipality: Shelburne Postal-Code: 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:22:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: l,m a small producer
port this project. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:
saint Louis nb Municipality: Postal-Code:
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:24:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need this plant for
the environment and to keep the mill running. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Durham Postal-Code:
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From: @gnti.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:28:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project and
look forward to see the positive impact it will have. All science supports this project and
Northern Pulp has been diligent in keeping the community informed of its process. The Forest
sector will not survive without this pulp mill. Name: Email: @gnti.ca Address:

 Municipality: Truro Postal-Code



From: @yahoo.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:53:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After viewing the
disturbing images of effluent being dumped into boat harbour, I find it difficult to believe that
it will ever recover. It is a disgrace that it has gone on as long as it has. The thought of this
same effluent being delivered to the rich fishing grounds of the Northumberland Strait boggles
the mind. I strongly believe the effluent will have a negative impact on the fisheries not only
in Nova Scotia, but in PEI, New Brunswick and the St. Lawrence Seaway. How can it not?
And someone please explain why, with all of the technological resources available, we cannot
come up with a more effective and environmentally sustainable solution? There must be a
better way! Name:  Email: @yahoo.com Address: 

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: B2H 2C5 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 23
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From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 7:55:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I operate a commercial
thinning business in NB within 7 kms of the N.S. boarder. Including my own, there are 8
families that depend on this business and it depends on Northern Pulpâ?Ts continued
operation. To be clear, that means itâ?Ts continuous operation. Any shutdown of this mill
would have serious and possibly permanent ramifications for our business. Northern Pulp
needs to continue its operations! Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

Municipality: Point de Bute Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:04:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: we need this for the
environment and to keep the mill going.. too many jobs to be lost.. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Durham Postal-
Code:
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:05:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a fourth generation
forestry worker in this province I strongly urge to approve northern pulp waste water treatment
facility. They have obviously done their research and if approved this would make this mill
one of the most environmentally friendly mills in North America. Northern Pulp has proven to
be willing to invest in Nova Scotia to provide honest livings for todays families and families
of the future. Thank you Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address:

North Lochaber Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code: 
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From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:19:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: When the stat-of-the-art
wastewater treatment facility is complete,Northern Pulps environment footprint will be
significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will de able to thrive and co-exist and
finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can
begin to heal. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 Bedford Nova Scotia B4A4E4 Municipality: Bedford NS Postal-
Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:20:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I was to a couple of
meetings about replacement effluent treatment facility project and I heard a lot of positive info
on it I work for a lumber mill and the are always up grading not just inside but outside as well
always keeping and eye on the water ways close by and not to say all the jobs that would be
lost not just in the mill but all the contractors and suppliers let alone the money they spend
local so please have a good long look before you make your minds up thanks Name: 

Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Chelsea Postal-
Code: b4v 7l6 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 61 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:23:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Mill is willing to fix the
problem let them Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: Municipality:
Lunenburg Postal-Code: B0j2c0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 21
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From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:25:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This application by
NPNS concerns me greatly about the environmental effects it may create. 1.the fact of heated
effluent being pumped into the waters of Northumberland Strait at a rate of 80 million litres
per day is totally mindboggling in this time of climate crisis. 2.The fact that they cannot
determine the exact contents and amounts thereof of the effluent until after the system is up
and running is like closing the gate after all the horses have left the property so to speak as the
damage will be irreversible. 3.There is no way in a lab in Sweden or wherever can they
realistically create the water flow and dispersement of the effluent with the rise and fall of the
tides in Caribou Harbour.How much effluent will be backwashed into the Harbour which is
prime rockcrab and oyster waters. 4.How can NPNS say there will be no effects on the prime
lobster fishing grounds along with all the other species in the outfall area herring etc without
knowing exactly what they are pumping.This is a definite unknown and proper fishery studies
should be done foer this area. 5.The new system is going to be built adjacent to or partially on
Canso Chemical property which contains mercury and lots of it in the bedrock which could
possibly trigger the mercury to leach into Pictou Harbour. 6.This new system supposedly is
going to remove the sludge which shall be supposedly burned in the power boiler which
means more toxins coming from the stacks than there is now which is bad enough now to
make your eyes water and take your breath awayand with no proper ambient air testing in
proper locations not like the one in Pictou hidden away at the fisheries school in which
direction the wind rarely blows. 7.This mill was built in 1967 with technologies from the late
1950s and early 1960s.It was built with a life expectancy of 25 years.It has plundered along
for twice that plus with only patchwork done to keep it going and most of this was done with
taxpayers money just like the 6 million given to them by us to do the study for this.The
province is billions in debt but still giving money to a billionaire company and thats not fair to
us the taxpayer 8. In closing I would like to say that this to me is like owning a behemouth
severe oil burning 58 Edsel and putting a shiny new muffler on it thinking its going to cure the
problem.Thank you for hearing me. Name:  Email: @live.ca
Address:  Municipality: Haliburton Postal-Code: 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:30:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Mr.Gordon Wilson
I am writing today regarding the Northern Pulp Effuent treatment Facility Replacement
Project. After a review of the Northern Pulp Focus Report there is an abundance of missing
information that I am sure you and your staff are fully aware. One such issue that stands out to
me is as follows: The construction of the holding tanks or mixing tanks used during treatment
of effluent on the mill site. As you are awear these tanks are huge in size and will require a
very large excavation on the mill site. As you must also be awear the location indicated on the
eviromental assessment / Focus Report to construct these huge concrete tanks that will be
located on groundthat has been contaminated after several years of Mercury leaking into the
soils at that particular location. The Mercury has migrated into the bed rock, keep in mind we
are talking Tons of Mercury. This area should be tested for any signs of contamination by an
independant firm hired by the province. It has been reported that the Mercury contaminated
soil was suppose to have been removed and buried on site in a se cure area/dump location
meters away from the spill location. I see nothing in this enviromental assessment or in the
focus report that woud indicate how Northern Pulp plans on having construction workers ie:
survey crews, form workers, re-bar tiers,concrete finishers etc. safely work in this enviroment.
By opening this site to the elements Northern Pulp runs the risk of allowing the Mercury to
migrate further into the bed rock aswell as the water table, Pictou Harbour, Northumberland
Strait etc. It also runs the risk of construction workers being contaminated with the Mercury
that remains on the purposed location. This could also be spread to the construction workers
families through their clothing boots etc.at the end of any given work day. Mercury can cause
a huge amount of health issues as I am sure you are awear. In closing I am deeply concerned
with the answers or the lack of that Northern Pulp has issued in this Focus Report. You as
minister of the enviroment for the province of Nova Scotia are now awear of the possibility of
Mercury contamination to humans on the purposed construction site of the Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility at Northern Pulp,Pictou County Nova Scotia. I trust you will make
the right desision based on science and the LACK of information provided by Northern Pulp!
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code: B0K1H0 Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 15
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:36:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a member of a small
community who obtains works in a lumber mill, i feel Northern Pulp is a main asset to the
forest industry. Its vital that it remain operative for smaller businesses within Nova Scotia to
continue to function and employ so many people. The project that is being implemented is
going to treat the effulent that will leave Northern Pulp and the project will not harm plants,
animals or marine wildlife. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

Municipality: Upper Chelsea Postal-Code:



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:39:24 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson I
have been following the coverage of the Northern Pulp approval process for a new treatment
facility for the past couple years. The focus report submitted by Northern Pulp addresses all
environmental concerns that were put forward and in doing so has provided scientific studies
to support their plan for a new treatment facility. If the department of the environment
recognizes these studies and the scientific processes that they are based upon as being from
creditable sources then I think the only fair action is to approve the environmental assessment
and allow the company to proceed to the next step of the process. Northern Pulp supports a
large portion of our forest industry which the province both needs and benefits from. It is
important to have them here as a corporate citizen and equally important that the department
of Environment monitors and holds them to the proposed operating standards. The decision to
approve the project must not be an arbitrary one based on opposing groups likes and dislikes
of the project. Nor should it be for political gain. As stated above, scientific studies have
concluded no significant adverse effects to our air and water quality. The onus lies on the
province to approve this project and hold the company accountable to rigorous environmental
standards. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 19
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:44:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please give northern
pulp an extension to make all the changes to the effluent treatment plant. The new owner has
been making improvements in air, effluent and odour since 2011. The new plant will use the
best technology being used in the world. No untreated effluent will leave the mill site, and will
not impact any plants or living organisms. The project makes perfect sense and should be
approved, even after the focus report the project design never changed. Please give them more
time to make the necessary changes. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Camperdown Postal-Code:



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:48:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It appears as though
Northern Pulp has implemented a number of controls during the construction, implementation
and operation of the effluent treatment facility to mitigate environmental impact. In addition, it
looks as though the long term impact on the environment and sustainability of the operation
was also considered to minimize the impact on the local area. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Mahone Bay Postal-
Code: B0J 2E0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 51 y: 23
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:50:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As the wife, sister and
daughter of persons employed at a local lumber mill, i feel it is essential that northern pulp
remain open for the economy of nova scotia. many local businesses are operating solely due to
northern pulp being open and taking byproducts from our local mills. the project that is being
initiated to clean up the effulent is going guarantee nothing is to leave the mill untreated, will
not harm animals, plants or marine wildlife and this project just makes sense and should be
approved. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Upper Chelsea Postal-Code: 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 8:54:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The idea of putting the
volume of effluents in to the Northumberland Strait is criminal and will affect untold
generations. The dealings between the company and the province are abhorrent and totally
contrary to the public interest. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address: . Municipality: Southside Harbour Postal-Code: 
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Re Focus Report, northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:54:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 Halifax, Nova Scotia, @gmail.com
 
 
November 7, 2010
 
Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment
Government of Nova Scotia
 
Dear Minister Wilson;

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the proposed plan by Northern Pulp to dump up to
85 million litres of warm toxic effluent into the Northumberland Strait. There is nothing in the
Northern Pulp’s Focus Report to satisfy my concerns.

I grew up in the town of Pictou. My husband and I own property in Caribou River and spend part of
the year there. We swim and fish in beaches and waters along that coast and harvest shellfish in
beautiful Caribou Harbour.

Caribou Harbour is a sensitive ecosystem and it is teeming with life. Its muddy bottom holds
nutrients which nourish the shellfish and small baitfish. The seabirds, such as the Blue Heron, feed
on the small fish at low tide and the Eagles and other birds of prey scoop up larger fish, all parts of
the amazing, natural circle of life. Should Northern Pulp plan come to fruition,  it is evident that the
high tides will bring chemical toxins into Caribou Harbour and deposit them in the muddy bottom
when the tide retreats poisoning the ecosystem that I have known and loved. The foamy toxic sludge
which we now see as a slick in Pictou Harbour or washed up along the beaches inside Pictou Harbour
will now be deposited along the beaches in Caribou, Caribou Island and Caribou River. The toxins will
be spread over a lucrative lobster fishing grounds, and even if the lobster survive, their tissue will be
unsafe for human consumption. This cannot be allowed to happen.

The pulp mill in Pictou has been poisoning our water, air and soil since I was a little girl. Organisms
that live in Pictou Harbour are deformed and/or toxic. The VOCs emitted in his smokestacks from the
pulp mill are hazardous to human health (see Linda Pannozzo, Halifax Examiner, March 7, 2019 ).( I
know a woman whose lung condition deteriorated while living in Pictou and since leaving, has not
had a single flare-up.) People who live in parts of Pictou County affected by the pulp mill have woken
up and will not stand for this kind of poisoning any longer. The proposed treatment facility will not
significantly detoxify the effluent.  And, as a member of Pictou Landing First Nations stated in the
film, There Is Something in the Water, directed by Ellen Page, we cannot simply take the problem
from their backyard, Boat Harbour, and put it in their/our front yard, the Northumberland Strait.

Minister, frankly it is time for the pulp to close and for your government to invest in sustainable and
environmentally sound industries. I hope that your attachment to the forestry industry stemming
from your former occupation as a forestry technician will not cloud your decision making process.

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Sincerely,



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Appui section locale 440 d’Unifor
Date: November 7, 2019 8:55:19 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

              A qui de droit

  Les membres d Uniforme section locale 696 chez ARBEC St Roch
                     Québec

Le syndicat, a pris connaissance du message que le président National d’Unifor  en rapport aux
inquiétudes que vive les travailleurs de Northem Pulp qui se battent pour maintenir des emplois et attende l
approbation du ministère de l environnement de la nouvelle Ecosse.

        On ne voit pas pourquoi le ministère de l’environnement ne donnerait pas sont appuie à Northem Pulp puisqu’il
respecterait les normes environnementales exigées et de l’examen scientifique pour pouvoir maintenir tout ses
emplois.

            Je crois que Northem Pulp à appris des erreurs passé comme toutes les entreprises qui œuvre dans se
domaine et elle à su s’adapté au changement et qu’ils faut traité nos ressources renouvelables de meilleures façons
que dans le passé.

             Donc se serait impensable de croire que le gouvernement de la Nouvelle Ecosse ne donne pas suite à se
projet pour maintenir ses emplois

       Merci et bonne chance
                    à vous tous
  Travailleurs et travailleuses

                    UNIFOR

Envoyé de mon iPhone



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:06:18 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I want Northern Pulp to
remain open. The new treatment facility will be a huge improvement over the existing boat
harbour facility. Please protect Nova Scotiaâ?Ts economy and jobs. WE NEED NORTHERN
PULP in Pictou County, we need Northern Pulp in Nova Scotia. The EA has the information
to back up my statement. The fisheries in Northumberland Strait has been very successful with
Northern Pulp dumping into boat harbour , and will only improve with the new state of the art
treatment facility. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Seafoam Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:09:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I think this is a great
design,one that I fully endorse. My reason being that I believe it is an already proven design
throughout the world with many other waste effluent systems!! I like the fact that this mill
already runs under heavier restrictions than most other mills and that they have contracted the
design from the Worlds leading design company for waste effluent systems. If they are
confident in their already proven design, then why shouldnt you give them a chance? I am not
thinking this way just for fear of losing thousands of jobs but wouldnt a responsible approach
be to allow them to prove themselves and keeping the industry thriving and all the jobs to go
with it. An irresponsible choice would be shut it all down not giving them a chance to prove
themselves, ignoring the facts and welcoming the huge risk of devasting the industry than to
ignorantly run to the nearest grocery store next time you run low on tissue products and
support a pulpmill with less enviromental restrictions!!! If they can meet the requirments than
that is something I could be proud of and would make me feel more responsible to a better
enviroment.To keep supporting the product but also to have the Not in my backyard attitude is
ignorant. There is no other way to look at it. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Effluent in the Northumberland Strait
Date: November 7, 2019 9:10:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

We have a responsibility to safe guard both land and sea for future generations please undertake a full third party
environmental assessment before allowing any effluent treated or untreated to be discharged into the sea. The loss of
marine life will have profound negative effects on us all, both Environmentally and economically.

http://firehorsestudios.net

http://firehorsestudios.net/


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:17:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: please stop the insanity
of allowing NP to dispose of millions of liters of effluent into the Northumberland strait. The
company admitted that they do not know what the chemistry of the effluent will be until it is
actually being disposed of.how is that acceptable to any government that has the mandate to
protect the environment? Who of same mind would agree to that? I am reminded of the
disaster that Alberta went incurred when one cow was reported to have mad cow disease . The
entire beef industry collapsed and stayed collapsed for many years. Imagine what will happen
to the fishery of NS if someone becomes sick from eating a polluted lobster? Given the
assistance that this government and previous governments have handed out to NP and its
predecessors is it not time to think of the health of the citizens of NS rather than allowing a
foriegn company to ravish our forests and pollute our water and air. time to stop the insanity
and show some integrity. please keep the commitment made to the first nations and do not
allow the continuance of boat harbor after January 31, 2020. thank you Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:22:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia does need
forestry. Yes northern pulp has had time previously to fix their wrong and did not. But now
theyâ?Tre are taking control and trying to do what is right. It might be not as soon as some
would hope BUT theyâ?Tre doing it now, so give them a chance. The running of the mill has a
bug influence on local, rural jobs. Not just jobs of people working in that specific mill but
from the person cutting the tree in the forest, right down to the sales person trying to mark the
lumber produced and everyone in between, which there are a lot of! The closing of that mill
would destroy Nova Scotia terribly. Not just for myself but for thousands of others. Name:

Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Greenfield Postal-Code: 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report / EA Feedback
Date: November 7, 2019 9:24:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Re: Northern Pulp Focus Report 

Good Day,

I propose the Minister of Environment rejects Northern Pulps proposal for the following
reasons:

1)This should be at least a Class II assessment ( 2 reasons )

- The NS Government is in a conflict of interest. A Former premier (Hamm) created the
indemnity agreement held by Northern Pulp and is now on their board of directors. The
Province of Nova Scotia helped fund the report and has loaned Northern Pulp untold sums of
money. Some of this money was not even itemized as to what it was for. They are directly
impacted by the future of the Mill and thus can not be depended upon for an unbiased
decision.

- This involves Water outside of the low water mark and thus should be federally regulated.

2)As per the Canso Chemicals Site Decommissioning Final Report, the area in which Northern
Pulp wants to construct a new basin is within a short distance to a documented mass of
elemental mercury. There is no mention of this in Northern Pulps report which is a red flag.
This Mercury was never cleaned up and the last report concluded that the area should not be
developed.

3)There are no plans to install a 2nd stage oxygen delignification system. This is
commonplace in most other 'up to date' systems but is not part of the EA. If we are concerned
about the environment why is this acceptable to not have the construction of this be part of the
submitted documentation.

4)The plans for the pipe still have it traversing over the Pictou watershed. This is dangerous.
Despite newer technology being installed, the Mill has a history of leaks that can not be
ignored. Including the 2018 leak which remains completely un-quantified. And the previous
leak in 2014 showed levels of dioxins around the spill area that were not supposed to be
present in the effluent to begin with. If they are unable to properly quantify the effluent
physically coming out of their system, how can they be expected to accurately predict the
characteristics in the future through modelling.

5)The Lahey report states our entire forestry sector is at great risk as our current forestry
practices are unsustainable. This is directly related to the Mills requirement for pulpwood. We
even allow them to harvest on crown lands. We do not have a plan in place for how to help
transition our forest sector away from feeding the pulp mill. This is both a conflict of interest,

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


as the Province does not want to see the financial loss that would occur after the mills closure
(and the probable lawsuit due to early termination of the lease agreement on Boat Harbour),
and a hit against our environment as we have not implemented the triad forestry model as
recommended in the report, and continue to honor old commitments and agreements to harvest
the land despite the reports recommendations otherwise.

By continuing the status quo we are turning a blind eye to the environmental impacts that our
children will have to suffer through. Outside of the impact on jobs and our economy, there is
no environmentally conscious reason why we wouldn't shut the mill down, clean up Boat
Harbor, and start to transition into sustainable forestry. It will not get any easier if we continue
to wait.

The people of Canada have demonstrated through their votes that the environment is to be
protected. 

I implore the government to do the right thing. 

Deny this proposed pipeline plan, or at the very least turn it over for a proper Federal
assessment.

Thank you,



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:26:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is the Governments
responsibility to ensure trust within society , failure to do so only provokes the dog . This old
dog being one ! Having been a generational fisherman from Caribou , and subject to the early
days of swimming 1968 in Seaview Cemetery , Pictou Harbour . Im well aware of the burning
of young skin by bleaching compounds . Just as today at the tailing ponds of Boat Harbour ,
overlooking 340 acre water base . Were since the first week of operation its water has voided
life ! Shame on any Government who would endorse this project , Shame on a Government
that would continue the racism waged against the Pictou Landing First Nation peoples !!
Shame on CANADA and all its Natural Resources Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  , Nova Scotia Municipality: Pictou
Postal-Code: Bol-1h0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 56 y: 20
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From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:48:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I like Northern Pulps
plan. Name:  Email: @hotmail.ca Address: 

 Municipality: North Brookfield Postal-Code: B0T1X0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 15
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From: @hfx.eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 9:52:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: When Prime Minister
Trudeau introduced his first cabinet, he was asked why was it important to have gender
equality in his government. His succinct answer - Because its 2016. Its what we ought to,
finally, in this modern world, be doing. So now Nova Scotia has to answer the question, why
is it important that Northern Pulp be allowed to pipe its toxic wastes far into the waters of
Northumberland Strait. Because its 2020? The number 2020 connotes perfect vision, yet the
prospect, in the year 2020, of dumping toxic waste into biologically rich waters where they
will be free to forever mix into an unbounded oceanic environment, harkens back to thinking
and actions that have been proven wrong time and time again in the past. In Canada, in the
United States and around the world, there are countless toxic sites, many abandoned by their
makers, in need of clean-up. Its playing an environmental shell game, where the bad stuff gets
dumped far enough to perhaps satisfy the locals for a time, but sooner or later their
descendants our children or grandchildren realize theyve got a serious mess on our hands that
will not go away. Eventually, someone will pay the price, so its better the producer of the
waste pay the price now, whether its costlier waste processing on-site and on-land, with
minimal impacts on sites i.e., Northumberland Strait depths perhaps impossible to remedy if
need be in the future, o r even ceasing to operate. In 2020, we should simply not allow these
wastes to be pumped into an environment where their containment is problematic and their
long-term impacts essentially unknown. Maybe this would have been fine with our forebears
after all, their generations gave us Sidneys Tar Ponds, gold minings rich history of arsenic
poisoned waters, etc. What will Nova Scotias legacy be a generation down the road? Will our
children be wondering why we burdened them with another set of environment problems?
And will Northern Pulp even be here, or will their stock holders have moved off to chase laxer
environmental oversight elsewhere? Name:  Email:

@hfx.eastlink.ca Address: t Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code:
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:00:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister of
Environment, I am writing in regards to the Proposed Replacement of the Effluent Treatment
Facility submitted by Northern Pulp. After reviewing the focus report, I have full confidence
in this project and the proposal submitted by NP. They have supplied a scientific based
assessment including the new technology that will be used to improve current conditions and
the minuscule impacts anticipated with their mitigation procedures in place. As a member of
the local community I know how important this mill is to our livelihood and our province.
This mill has been taking the right steps forward and deserves our support. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lyons Brook
Postal-Code: 
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:06:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to express
my concern opposition to the proposed effluent pipeline being constructed in Pictou County
NS. I am very concerned with what the effluent will contain. The proposal put forth by
Northern Pulp states that there will be dioxins. Dioxins are not safe at any level. They are a
known carcinogen. I am concerned with the temperature of the effluent. The oceans are
increasing in temperature and this is contributing to climate change and I feel the large volume
of chemically treated, heated effluent will impact lobster larvae. The risk is far too great. The
parent company of Northern Pulp is Asia pulp and paper. They are listed as one of the top 10
worst environmental offenders in the world. I would like to believe that the province of NS
would acknowledge this and stop allowing this company to gain more wealth at the expense of
the environment. Please do not approve this project. The Northumberland Strait deserves
protection. The risk is enormous. Thank you,  Name: 

Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-
Code:
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:06:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support a new
treatment facility ,and the successful operation of Northern Pulp. The mills closure would
have a devastating rippling effect on the province of Nova Scotia Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Seafoam Postal-
Code: B0K1N0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 61 y: 28
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From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:07:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: Good evening Minister Wilson, I am writing to you as a
resident of the Town of Antigonish and a holder of Pictou County property Baileyâ?Ts Brook
to express my alarm regarding Northern Pulpâ?Ts intention to contaminate the Strait which we
have spent a lifetime enjoying and benefitting from its resources. Examining your comments
regarding Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan and your consequent support of the project has generated
much concern, particularly in this area. Having read much of the Focus report, your defense of
Northern Pulpâ?Ts undertaking appears to be insupportable and contrary to the best interests
of the province. The negative consequences of this proposed massive contamination of the
Strait supported by the provincial government appears to many of my neighbors both here in
Antigonish and Pictou County as a blatant disregard for our well being and a capitulation to
interests given higher priority by you and your government. However, a legislative response
by you and your government that would result in the immediate termination of this lethal
threat to our present and future well-being would be considered as a very redemptive
environmentally and politically move. Awaiting your legislative response, 

. Name:  Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:
 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code: B2G1R8 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -

#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 21
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Fw: Focus Report Northern Pulp ETF Project
Date: November 7, 2019 10:07:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

  
         Department of Environment, 

I am writing in relation to the Focus Report in Northern Pulp’s proposed
Replacement ETF Project. My name is  I live in Central
Caribou and commercial fish out of Caribou Wharf. I would like to reiterate
my concerns from my original submission regarding loosing the Marine
Stewardship Council blue seal, studies on the plume and their proposed
mitigation for commercial fisheries.

There is nothing the Focus Report that leads me to believe that if this
project is approved in any form we will be able to keep our Marine
Stewardship Council Blue Seal. Loosing this International Stamp of
Environmental Sustainability will greatly effect the sale of lobster for the
whole province. The is nothing in place for compensation should this be
approved. In appendix 7.3 it is stated several times that rock crab is the
most significant fisheries in the area, Lobster is our most significant
fisheries by far and I’m sure this was done with intent to diminish the
importance of the fisheries and economics in our area. Once again all our
concerns have been pushed aside as there are “no residual effects
associated with this project on any of the VEC” valued ecosystem
component or marine environment. Also the proponent has stated that I do
not commercial fish around the diffuser, I do commercial fish lobster, rock
crab, herring, mackerel and scallop around the diffusers and also float my
lobster in Caribou Harbour. 

“Confirmation of the size of the plume once operations have begun will be
needed to determine the scope of in-field biological monitoring” Appendix
7.3
“Based on predicted plume no monitoring will be required by PPER”
Appendix 7.3   
This statement is as empty as crab cones around Boat Harbour. There
was not enough water, tide or current in Pictou Harbour and there is still
not enough water, tide or current in Caribou for this project to be
successful, approving this project will kill the commercial fisheries. 
Numerous experts and studies have stated that treated pulp effluent and
the amount of fresh water being pumped on to fishing grounds will have
devastating effects yet their finding are“ proposed mitigation for Water

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Quality due to discharge of treated effluent: overall effects are considered
to be generally minor, localized and generally reversible - following the
cessation of effluent discharge. - Not significant” Appendix 7.3 
This Focus Report has not met the ToR in regards too 7.3 and 7.5. I ask
the Minister to reject this proposed project 

Sincerely,

Central Caribou, Nova Scotia

Department of Environment,  
 
I am writing in regards to Northern Pulp’s new effluent treatment facility
and 15.5 km pipe proposed to discharge up to 85 million litres of treated
effluent and four tonnes of suspended solids every day into the
Northumberland Strait. I would like to address losing the Marine
Stewardship Council (MSC) blue seal, the fact that the quality of the treated
effluent will actually be worse and Appendix R Bleached Kraft Mill Effluent
(BKME) effects on lobster.
 
I am a third generation fishermen, my grandfather and father both fished
the Northumberland Strait. Fishing has changed a lot since my grandfather
started, we regulate the size of our lobsters, put in escapes, use dissolving
string, reduced the amount of traps we fish just to name a few of the
sustainable fishing practices we use. Lobster from the Bay of Fundy, Scotian
Shelf and Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence have the prestigious Marine
Stewardship Council blue seal since May 2015. This is an international stamp
of environmental sustainability. It opens up international markets that
require third party certification. This is hard to achieve and easily lost. MSC
are watching this Northern Pulp proposal very closely to see the outcome. If
that certification is lost it will greatly affect the sale of lobsters from all three
provinces which ship to the US, Europe and Asia. More than 3000 people
make a living on the Northumberland Strait, 18,000 people are working in
the fishing industry in Nova Scotia. Seafood exports is a $2 billion industry
for Nova Scotia, if the blue seal of MSC is lost that number will go down
significantly, this is a serious threat to the Canadian fishing industry(Dept
Fisheries, Gov't of NS, NS Exports). 
 
The Nova Scotia provincial government and Northern Pulp have both been
spreading the misinformation that their treated effluent has been going out
into the Strait for 50 years therefore there is nothing to worry about. This is



not true, I have witnessed it firsthand. My first year rock crab fishing I put
my crab cones along the mouth of Pictou Harbour. As I fished up from
Lighthouse Beach the smell became unbearable and the cone came up filled
with black silt and no crab, I moved the cone away from the area and found
out that was close to the Boat Harbour outfall. What I have come to learn in
the past year is the way Boat Harbour treatment facility works is the
treatment is completed at point C, but just because this is the end of the Boat
Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility (BHETF) does not mean that is has
finished treatment. It there releases into the lagoon where the water sits for
20-30 days, cooling and settling solids, then through a dam as the water levels
get high and with the tide release into the Strait at Point D (Boat Harbour
Map attached). It then flows back and forth within a box tide along the shore
between MacKenzie Point and the end of Lighthouse Beach (Tidal Flushing
of Pictou Harbour and Pictou Road, Fisheries Research Board of Canada
Technical report no. 146, 1969). This is much different from the new
proposed system where it will be treated for hours instead of 20-30 days, the
temperature will be 25oC in the winter and 37oC in the summer (NP
proposal Table 5.2-1) and relentlessly pumping out onto fishing grounds. The
treated effluent quality at point C is the same quality it will be when pumped
into the Strait. Both meet regulations, these regulations are not stringent
enough to prevent harm, the mill is meeting regulations but their
Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) shows Northern Pulp is doing
harm to fish habitat and the only thing being done about it is every three
years Environment Canada gives them recommendations (PEI Legislative
Assembly Feb 1st 2019).  Through a FOIPOP it was found that Northern
Pulp's technical manager agrees that the effluent will actually be worse
coming out of the new pipe that what is coming out of Boat Harbour now.
(Email dated Nov 2017 Technical Manager Northern Pulp, Jamie Simpson
FOIPOP) What is in the treated effluent that will be pumped onto our fishing
grounds? It is not in the environmental assessment which states that the
chemistry characteristics will not be known until the project is operational.
This is a huge gap in the proposal, we do know that it contains dioxins,
furans and heavy metals. Shellfish, such as scallops which I also
commercially fish, absorb dioxin and furans at 25,000–50,000 times the
concentration in the water. Cumulative effects would cause deformities, and
embryo larval mortalities in fish, chronic effects include significant
irreversible factors which jeopardize the continuance of the species and the
integrity of the ecosystem (Environment Canada, 1991). Further to
accumulative effects on marine life the FOIPOP done by Jamie Simpson had
a letter from the Dept of Environment stating that Northern Pulp should
have a study on accumulative effects of BKME on marine life, this was not
completed, another gap in the EA.  
 
After reading Appendix R of the EA I fail to see how this can even be called a
study, if Stantec can run the study saying everything will meet background
by 2 to 5 meters and Stantec is also in charge of running the lobster study
which says because it meets background by 5 meters lobsters will not be
affected. There needs to be independent third party studies done on both the
plume and the effect on lobsters. Harvesters have history with Stantec
(Confederation Bridge) and they have a history of not agreeing with their



reports. The receiving water study is just a prediction, it is not factual
therefore the results of Appendix R are not fact they are just a prediction
based on a prediction, not very comforting to a $2 billion a year industry.    
 
The devastating effect this could have on the commercial fishing industry
cannot be overstated. The construction alone of the pipe has the potential to
greatly harm the fishing industry, the frequency of daily pumping 85 million
litres of hot treated effluent and four tonnes of suspended solids would cause
uninhabitable conditions for marine life. As for reversibility, we need to look
no further than Boat Harbour Remediation Project. This will take millions of
taxpayer dollars and years to restore and that is a contained area. There will
not be a remediation project large enough for the Strait, it will never recover
if this proposal is approved. Therefore I ask that you reject this proposal, if
you can not reject I ask that an Environment Assessment Report be
completed, there is too much at risk. 
 
Thank you Minister,

Central Caribou, Nova Scotia

Sent from my iPhone



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:14:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I want the Minister of Environment to
approve the Environmental Assessment. As a 21 year old who plans to have a future in Pictou
County, Northern Pulpâ?Ts annual 315 million dollar contribution to the Nova Scotian
economy is essential. Northern Pulp has been and continues to make the changes needed to
lower their environmental footprint. The treated effluent from the treatment facility will meet
Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations under the federal Fisheries Act. The focus report states
that there will be no significant impact on marine water quality, meaning there will be no
impact on the fishing industry. That result is not surprising considering treated effluent has
been discharged into the Northumberland Strait since 1967 and the fishing industry continues
to thrive. Fishery and forestry industries have coexisted in Nova Scotia for the last fifty years
and with the new treatment facility both indust ries will continue to prosper. Name: 

Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
MacPhersons Mills Postal-Code: 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:16:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is
committed to building a state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility that reduces their
environmental footprint, creates and sustains jobs, delivers significant economic benefits
locally and provincially, and ensures the continued operation of Northern Pulp.Everything
they are doing falls within or above the environment guidelines Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: TRENTON Postal-Code:
B0K1X0 Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 16
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:18:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My comments come
from my heart. This pulp mill has spewed out garbage for the last 50 years, when is enough
enough? With the amount of tax dollars put into this business, how many other businesses
could have been started and employed in our county? How long in our province with clear
cutting is forestry going to be wiped out? Our native species are going to be endangered due to
cutting and replanting limited species? When is what is right going to be more important that
what is making more money? Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code: 
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From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:18:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Based on my read of the
Focus Report and my own investigation, the science is clear. This treatment facility will be a
big improvement! I am worried that other comments and concerns will not be based on facts.
If we were to take a broad view, the impact of Northern Pulps effluent on the Northumberland
Strait, I have a few comments: 1. The wastewater from other industries and pulp mills further
upstream in the St Lawrence River dwarfs the output of Northern Pulp. Wastewater from
many industries in Ontario, Quebec, Michigan and other states flows right by Atlantic Canada.
Most of that effluent is way more toxic than anything this pulp mill has ever produced. The
water in the Northumberland Strait will not improve in any measure if Northern Pulp stops
producing wastewater the volume of wastewater is simply insignificant compared to the
volume of water in the strait 2. I would challenge government officials to compare the
wastewater from most municipalities in Nova Scotia including HRMs effluent to that of
Northern Pulps. The city of Halifax and other municipalities has effluent that is substantially
worse for the environment that Northern Pulps wastewater. I believe the public sentiment
towards Northern Pulps environmental impact in this regard is unfair. 3. If this treatment
facility is not allowed to proceed and the mill is forced to close, other mills in Canada will
pick up the market demand. In fact, 2 mills in Quebec are preparing for expansion to meet
increasing demand in the pulp market. The wastewater from those 2 expanding mills currently
reaches the St Lawrence river and flows right by Atlantic Canada. 4. All industrial activities
and businesses create waste and effluent. Businesses that dont are non-existent. As a taxpayer,
I have to trust that our current and future businesses are operating the best they can while still
providing economic benefits to themselves, their employees, their partners AND government.
Please do not artificially handicap a company that is trying to improve their environmental
footprint based on public comments that have little to no basis in fact. This company is a great
corporate citizen, pays its bills, is spending money to improve its footprint, supports a large
sector of the rural economy and will continue to improve as long as it is allowed to operate.
Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:
Truro Postal-Code: 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:23:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister of
Environment, I am writing in response to the Proposed Replacement of the Effluent Treatment
Facility submitted by Northern Pulp. Being part of a forestry family I fully understand the
extensive economic need and importance of this mill. The focus report explains how it will
meet Canadian marine guidelines, and have new updated technology. Treated wastewater has
been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years while those 50 years the fishing
industry has successfully fished the Strait. The focus report shows no reason for that to
change. I ask you please approve this much needed project. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lyons Brook Postal-
Code:
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:25:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Ive been on the fence but
have come to the conclusion that our forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and
co-exist with this new treatment facility and finally, and very importantly, our community can
begin to heal.I believe this!! We need jobs and with this new treatment facility that will fall
within the environmental guidelines Pictou County will flourish. Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: TRENTON
Postal-Code: 
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From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:25:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a Registered Nurse I
am very aware of the negative health and environmental impacts that allowing effluent into
our waters creates. It is also a huge problem for our fisheries and our future. This is 2019. We
can and should do better.Please do not allow the pipe in our Northumberland Strait. Name:

 Email: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code:



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:26:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The stench from the
Northern Pulp mill that the people living in Pictou Landing, Pictou, Caribou, Trenton, New
Glasgow and all surrounding communities have to deal with is atrocious. It has been that way
for decades. It can be smelled all the way up the coast of the Northumberland Strait some days
and it is beyond imagination that people are forced to put up with this on an almost daily basis.
The idea that the Northumberland Strait may also now have itâ?Ts water polluted in addition
to itâ?Ts polluted air is not something that we can let happen in 2020 when we all know better.
There will obviously be economic fall-our from a mill closure, but the environmental and
human health fall-out from allowing the mill to continue would be far more detrimental.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y:
25
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: comments on the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility

focus report
Date: November 7, 2019 10:26:45 PM
Attachments: NorthernPulp_focusreport.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Hello,

Please see attached my comments on the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation's Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project focus report.

Thank you,

Dalhousie University
Halifax, Nova Scotia
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Tristan Guest 
Department of Oceanography 
Dalhousie University 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Canada B3H 4R2 
 


5 November, 2019 


 


 


Environmental Assessment Branch  


Nova Scotia Environment  


P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8 


 


Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s proposed effluent treatment facility focus report 


 


Dear Minister Wilson, 


I am a lifelong resident of Nova Scotia, and a doctoral student in the Department of Oceanography at 


Dalhousie University. It is in these capacities that I am writing this letter. My area of research is the 


transport of mixed-sized sediments due to forcing by waves, currents, and tides in nearshore settings. I 


have concerns about Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s focus report treating the proposed 


construction of a replacement effluent treatment facility. Though the focus report in its entirety 


undoubtedly requires careful attention, I will keep my focus here to the elements of the focus report on 


which I am most qualified to comment: Section 4 of the report, treating “Marine Water and Marine 


Sediment”, with particular emphasis on Section 4.3: “Sediment Transport Modeling”, and its related 


appendix. 


I am concerned about the level of analysis provided in Section 4: “Marine Water and Marine Sediment” 


of the focus report. First order descriptive statistics (e.g., median grain size, or D50) are minimally 


descriptive of the particle size distribution as a whole. Indeed, the particle size distribution reported 


from the Crofton Mill site is bimodal (characterized by two peaks in particle size), for which D50 is not a 


meaningful measure. Furthermore, the particles from both mill sites are cohesive in nature, and the 


shape of the particle size distribution may not be static (note the differences in shape of the particle size 


distributions on pages 6 and 7 of Appendix 4.3, achieved by exposing the sample to high frequency 


acoustics, in order to break apart the flocculated – that is, aggregated -- particles). The proper treatment 


of bimodal and cohesive particle distributions requires a higher level of analysis (see, e.g., Lee et al., 


2012). 


Let us consider the full particle size distributions, as reported in the document, for the Howe Sound and 


Crofton mills. The largest 99th percentile of both distributions – which still amounts to roughly 3 and 8 


tonnes of sediments/day for the Crofton and Howe Sound mills, respectively (assuming 90 million fluid 


litres/day with solids concentrations of 0.0033 and 0.0093%/Vol.) – corresponds to particle diameters of 


roughly 150 micrometres. This is the same order of magnitude as the median diameter reported for the 


ambient sediments at the proposed diffuser site. A full particle size distribution for samples taken from 







the diffuser site is not provided in the report. However, we can infer from the simplified breakdown of 


size components provided on p. 78, Figure 4.1-6 of the focus report document, that at least 7% of the 


grain size distribution at the diffuser site consists of silts and clays, which by definition (Wentworth, 


1922) have diameters less than 62 micrometres – well within the range of grain sizes reported by the 


Crofton and Howe Sound mills.  


Note that the worst case settling conditions are misreported in the focus report. In Section 4.3, p. 101, 


the worst case settling conditions are described as  


- The mill with the smallest particle size (Howe Sound Pulp and Paper); 


- The lowest ocean velocity (1-hr average around slack tide); and 


- The lowest height in the water column (1 metre or diffuser port height). 


Under this worst case condition, 90% of the total suspended solids (TSS) would be expected to deposit 


4.8 km away from the diffuser. Changing the first bullet to correctly read: “The mill with the largest 


particle size (Crofton Mill)”, 90% of the TSS would be deposited 1 km from the diffuser, under the 


transport scheme provided. 


I note, also, my strong concerns about highly simplified nature of the sediment transport analysis with 


regard to the Northumberland Strait system, which is subject to oscillatory forcing due to tides. In other 


words, a settling particle will not travel in a straight line indefinitely, and is highly likely to experience 


different forcing conditions than those observed at the proposed site of the effluent diffuser (e.g., Figure 


4.2-4, p. 89 shows the effluent plume traveling over shallower regions near the coast, likely 


characterized by lower flow velocities). 


Given the dynamic nature of the particle size distributions of interest, in addition to the dynamic nature 


of the Northumberland Strait environment in space and time, I submit that the level of analysis reported 


in the Sediment Transport Modeling section of the focus report is not adequate to properly characterize 


the near- and far-field sediment transport dynamics in the vicinity of the proposed effluent diffuser, as 


outlined in the NPNSC focus report. 


 


Yours sincerely, 


 


Tristan Guest 


PhD Candidate 
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Dalhousie University 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

5 November, 2019 

 

 

Environmental Assessment Branch  

Nova Scotia Environment  

P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8 

 

Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s proposed effluent treatment facility focus report 

 

Dear Minister Wilson, 

I am a lifelong resident of Nova Scotia, and a student   at 

Dalhousie University. It is in these capacities that I am writing this letter. My area of research is the 

transport of mixed-sized sediments due to forcing by waves, currents, and tides in nearshore settings. I 

have concerns about Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s focus report treating the proposed 

construction of a replacement effluent treatment facility. Though the focus report in its entirety 

undoubtedly requires careful attention, I will keep my focus here to the elements of the focus report on 

which I am most qualified to comment: Section 4 of the report, treating “Marine Water and Marine 

Sediment”, with particular emphasis on Section 4.3: “Sediment Transport Modeling”, and its related 

appendix. 

I am concerned about the level of analysis provided in Section 4: “Marine Water and Marine Sediment” 

of the focus report. First order descriptive statistics (e.g., median grain size, or D50) are minimally 

descriptive of the particle size distribution as a whole. Indeed, the particle size distribution reported 

from the Crofton Mill site is bimodal (characterized by two peaks in particle size), for which D50 is not a 

meaningful measure. Furthermore, the particles from both mill sites are cohesive in nature, and the 

shape of the particle size distribution may not be static (note the differences in shape of the particle size 

distributions on pages 6 and 7 of Appendix 4.3, achieved by exposing the sample to high frequency 

acoustics, in order to break apart the flocculated – that is, aggregated -- particles). The proper treatment 

of bimodal and cohesive particle distributions requires a higher level of analysis (see, e.g., Lee et al., 

2012). 

Let us consider the full particle size distributions, as reported in the document, for the Howe Sound and 

Crofton mills. The largest 99th percentile of both distributions – which still amounts to roughly 3 and 8 

tonnes of sediments/day for the Crofton and Howe Sound mills, respectively (assuming 90 million fluid 

litres/day with solids concentrations of 0.0033 and 0.0093%/Vol.) – corresponds to particle diameters of 

roughly 150 micrometres. This is the same order of magnitude as the median diameter reported for the 

ambient sediments at the proposed diffuser site. A full particle size distribution for samples taken from 



the diffuser site is not provided in the report. However, we can infer from the simplified breakdown of 

size components provided on p. 78, Figure 4.1-6 of the focus report document, that at least 7% of the 

grain size distribution at the diffuser site consists of silts and clays, which by definition (Wentworth, 

1922) have diameters less than 62 micrometres – well within the range of grain sizes reported by the 

Crofton and Howe Sound mills.  

Note that the worst case settling conditions are misreported in the focus report. In Section 4.3, p. 101, 

the worst case settling conditions are described as  

- The mill with the smallest particle size (Howe Sound Pulp and Paper); 

- The lowest ocean velocity (1-hr average around slack tide); and 

- The lowest height in the water column (1 metre or diffuser port height). 

Under this worst case condition, 90% of the total suspended solids (TSS) would be expected to deposit 

4.8 km away from the diffuser. Changing the first bullet to correctly read: “The mill with the largest 

particle size (Crofton Mill)”, 90% of the TSS would be deposited 1 km from the diffuser, under the 

transport scheme provided. 

I note, also, my strong concerns about highly simplified nature of the sediment transport analysis with 

regard to the Northumberland Strait system, which is subject to oscillatory forcing due to tides. In other 

words, a settling particle will not travel in a straight line indefinitely, and is highly likely to experience 

different forcing conditions than those observed at the proposed site of the effluent diffuser (e.g., Figure 

4.2-4, p. 89 shows the effluent plume traveling over shallower regions near the coast, likely 

characterized by lower flow velocities). 

Given the dynamic nature of the particle size distributions of interest, in addition to the dynamic nature 

of the Northumberland Strait environment in space and time, I submit that the level of analysis reported 

in the Sediment Transport Modeling section of the focus report is not adequate to properly characterize 

the near- and far-field sediment transport dynamics in the vicinity of the proposed effluent diffuser, as 

outlined in the NPNSC focus report. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:37:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to see
Northern Pulp continue to operate because it is very important to the economy. Without it
thousands of people will be out of work thus resulting in the loss on income tax dollars going
to the government and immediate increase in unemployed workers joining the unemployment
ranks. We cannot afford to loose Northern Pulp also if it stops operating the retireeâ?Ts
pension will drop dramatically and possibly be extinguish completely resulting in less tax
dollar to the Government. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:39:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Iâ?Td like to make my
support known for the new state of the art waste water treatment facility for economic
purposes. My forestry business supports my family, 5 employees and their families. Along
with 4 log truck drivers that depend on the pulp mill operating. Also numerous other Nova
Scotian businesses indirectly need the mill from equipment sales, parts and repair businesses
and fuel companies. Secondly itâ?Ts needed for the purpose of utilizing wood chips from our
saw mills, and utilizing all the fibre on woodlands making it possible to manage the land. I
support the new state of the art water treatment plant because the treated water discharged is
well under the government environmental guidelines. Piping the treated water away from the
current location will make the necessary clean up of Boat Harbour easier with Northern pulp,
Paper Excellence, environment department and local groups working together. Name: 

 Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: New
Germany Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:45:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have lived with the
pollution and stench of the mill for 50 of my 70 years. I have  cancer and know too many
others who have or had cancer. Close the mill! Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:47:09 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I want the Minister of Environment to
approve the Environmental Assessment. As someone who works in the forestry sector I see
Northern Pulp is committed to improving their environmental footprint. Over the past several
years Northern Pulp has significantly improved their air emission and effluent quality. To
continue decreasing their environmental footprint the next step is to install a industry leading
effluent treatment facility. The focus report states that there will be no significant impact on
any fishing or fish habitats. The treated effluent meets Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations
under the federal Fisheries Act. With the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility, Northern

be one of the most environmentally responsible mills in North America. Name: 
Email: @tncweb.ca Address:  Municipality:

MacPhersons Mills Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gnti.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:52:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The closing of this plant
will affect the way of life of many people in this province. Northern Pulp is a major part of the
forestry industry and directly and indirectly provides thousands of good paying jobs. Its
demise would lower the standard of living and tax base for many communities over a large
area. Name:  Email: @gnti.ca Address: . Municipality:
Upper Stewiacke Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:04:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: From what I have
learned over the past several years it seems that the greater number of direct and indirect jobs
in this area of our province come from the tourism and fisheries sectors. This effluent has
burdened the Northumberland environment far too long. End it. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Coldbrook Station Postal-Code: B4R
1B6 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
70 y: 21

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:12:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Todayâ?Ts technology
and industry experience allows for the proper measurements and monitoring of a treatment
project of this type. This facility could prove to be economically beneficial to the province.
Maintaining and managing one of its major assets, the forestry industry, is an aid in being a
more self sufficient province. The spin offs of this treatment facility will be a step in the right
direction to provide jobs and income for many families. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Labelle Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: In Response to Northern Pulp"s latest Focus Report Submission for their proposed ETF
Date: November 7, 2019 11:19:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si 
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project and specifically their 
latest Focus Report. My name is  and I live in Pictou County and have been following this issue very 
closely since 2007. I would like to identify some uniquenesses about Northern Pulp, some differences between the 
current and proposed system along with some other concerns that I feel should be taken into consideration.

A 2010 AMEC study presented to the Province of NS identified that Northern Pulp were in the 100th percentile 
when compared to other similar bleached kraft pulp mill’s in the country for: average flow rate, COD levels and 
colour of effluent. And since this study was completed Northern Pulp has not reduced water consumption and still 
use chlorine dioxide for bleaching. Bleached kraft mills by nature are the worst polluters out of all the different 
types of pulp mills. The production yield of a bleached kraft mill is approximately 50% meaning that half of the tree 
gets used for production and the other half ends up being released into the waste stream. TMP mills like Port 
Hawkesbury have a production yield closer to 95% so 95% of the tree gets used and 5% ends up in the waste stream. 
Plus bleached kraft pulping requires the use of chemicals to break down the fibres in the wood to make pulp and the 
use of chlorine dioxide to bleach the pulp versus TMP mills that use thermal mechanical energy to make pulp and 
peroxide to whiten the product. So by nature, bleached kraft pulp mills are the worst polluters out of all the different 
pulping processes and Northern Pulp is in the 100 percentile for water use, COD levels and colour of effluent.

According to the KSH Engineering’s projections the new AST system would be better than Northern Pulp’s current 
system, approximately 70-30% better depending on which variable you view. However, the receiving water now for 
the treated effluent is the Boat Harbour Basin and not the Northumberland Strait. After leaving the Boat Harbour 
Treatment Facility - at point C the treated effluent is then released into the Boat Harbour Basin where it is retained 
for approximately 20-30 days. Point C is the federally regulated point. The new ETF would release the treated 
effluent directly into the Northumberland Strait without the added bonus of the 20-30 day retention time for 
additional cooling, dilution and settling in the large Boat Harbour Basin. The elimination of the Boat Harbour Basin 
is a huge factor because EEM data shows that the Basin has a large affect on effluent quality that is currently 
reaching the saltwater.

So the receiving water for the treated effluent is at point C where it is released into the Boat Harbour Basin. Point D 
is where it leaves the Boat Harbour Basin and meets the saltwater at the shoreline of Pictou Landing. EEM data 
from 2014 showed a significant improvement in effluent quality between points C and D. It shows an improvement 
in TSS of 77.6% to 80.8% during the months of October, November and December between points C and D. And 
during that same period it showed that BOD levels where improved between 74.1% and 77.4% between points C 
and D. Strangely it showed that these numbers were worse at point D during the month of August. One industry 
professional that we spoke with speculated that there was either a problem with how the data was collected that 
month or that summertime pollen and dust could have settled on the Boat Harbour Basin contributing to the results 
measured. But regardless it is very clear that the elimination of the Basin would have a substantial and negative 
impact on the effluent quality reaching the Strait. Based on the data there is enough information to conclude that the 
new AST system would be worse than the old facility because of the elimination of the Boat Harbour Basin. So 
Northern Pulp is proposing a newer and better system but a worse location and the elimination of the Boat Harbour 
Basin which would result in more of the toxins reaching the Northumberland Strait.

Many third party consultants that have completed studies and documents for Northern Pulp and the Province of NS 
including: R.V. Anderson, CBCL, Neil McCubbin, Stantec, AMEC plus an internal audit conducted by their parent 
company. There are known problems internally at Northern Pulp which are causing to air emissions problems (i.e. 
the High Level Roof Vent is identified in NPulp's current Industrial Approval). Northern Pulp's proposed AST 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


shows that much of the waste sludge would be burned in the power boiler. This is of great concern because the 
power boiler has no precipitator and there have been several reports about non-functioning scrubbers. And there is 
no hourly or daily monitoring of the stacks at Northern Pulp, only quarterly self-reported results conducted by 
Stantec who are hired by Northern Pulp. 

Black liquor spills, sometimes referred to process disturbances or process upsets have been documented by third 
party consultants as well. These events often result in raw untreated effluent being released from treatment facilities. 
These statement comes from a Neil McCubbin memo to Northern Pulp dated April 6th 2015. "A few other kraft 
mills operate with annual average COD discharges of 15 kg/ton, demonstrating this level is attainable, but not 
without considerable effort. I consider that oxygen delignification, improved brown stock washing and screen-room 
closure, and substantially upgraded spill recovery systems for black liquor would be required to attain such a COD 
discharge level in the NPNS mill." The report also states, "The data in the AMEC report indicates that the sources of 
colour discharge are roughly one third each for brown stock washer losses, bleach plant and spills. The sources of 
COD are probably distributed similarly, except the condensates and causticising department will contribute some 
COD. These latter two sources will contribute virtually nothing to the COD of the treated effluent since the 
substances in them are very efficiently oxidized in any kind of biological treatment system." "COD from the bleach 
plant can be cut by about 40% by installing an oxygen delignification stage. This would leave the so called “spills”, 
which consist of accidental losses, leaks, draining equipment for maintenance, operator errors, etc. Consideration of 
the variations in daily COD discharges suggests to me that there is room for fairly inexpensive and substantial 
improvement in this area. However, it must be recognized that while spills can be reduced, one can no more 
eliminate spills completely than one can eliminate traffic accidents." The Neil McCubbin memo also states, 
"Replacing the ASB with an AST system would reduce COD discharges somewhat, probably by roughly 20%. 
However, the cost would be significant. 

Take away points from above paragraph;
1. There are three main sources of COD at NPNS split roughly evenly in thirds between; brown stock washer loses, 
bleach plant and spills.
2. An oxygen delignification system (if they ever built one) would only improve the COD level from the bleach 
plant so 40% of one third which equals 13.333%
3. Northern Pulp would need substantial upgrades to obtain a COD discharge level that matches the level of other 
bleached kraft pulp mills
4. Some mills are able to reach a level of 15kg/ton. The KSH engineer numbers for the new EFT system show that 
Northern Pulp could reach a final COD level of approx. 34kg/ton at a flow rate of 70 million litres per day - but their 
flow rate is known to vary some days.

And again it has been identified that Northern Pulp uses more water per ton of production than any other pulp mill 
in the Country. The Province of NS is aware of this issue and NSE has listed water use reduction requirements in 
Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval. In an email obtained through freedom of information the manager of 
Northern Pulp informed NSE recently that they will not be able to reduce their water usage moving forward with the 
newly proposed treatment system even though this is a requirement within the current Industrial Approval. 

A study conducted by R.V. Anderson Associates studied Middle River where Northern Pulp draws it's water from. 
"The sustainable water withdrawal rate for the Granton water intake was determined to be 1.10 m3/s (95,040 
m3/day)". "The Middle River watershed has a drainage area of 239 km2 at the water intake location in Granton." In 
an email to Nova Scotia Environment to Northern Pulp dated November 3, 2017 it states, "NPNS will achieve the 
maximum daily water consumption rate of 92,310 m3/day by the end of the current IA". "a future 2020 annual water 
withdrawal limit of 70,000 m3/day is now not realistic or achievable." So Northern Pulp is using almost all of the 
water available in a water shed area of 239 km2 and despite the requirements to reduce water use to 70,000 m3/day 
by 2020 they are telling Nova Scotia Environment that they will reach 92,310 m3/day by the end of the current IA.

In the EA on page 33, Northern Pulp / via Stantec (who were hired by Northern Pulp) are being very critical of the 
"Pilot study investigating ambient air toxics emissions near a Canadian kraft pulp and paper facility in Pictou 
County Nova Scotia" but they are leaving out important details from the rest of the study. According to the data 
collected the prevailing wind direction more often blows toward the Town of Pictou and Pictou Landing than it does 
toward Granton where the monitor was placed to collect the data for this study. The study concluded that "the mill is 
a likely contributor to increased concentrations" and "in addition, there are clear seasonal variations of 
meteorological conditions and VOC concentrations. Southwest PW blowing towards Pictou dominate during 



summer months, when people spend more time outdoors, and consequently are exposed to higher concentrations".

Northern Pulp is trying to claim that it's really not clear that they are the source of the VOC levels found present in 
the air. This is a scientific, peer-reviewed study and the fact that the authors suggested that Northern Pulp is the 
likely source could also be taken that NP is indeed the source if the rest of the study is considered in its entirety. 
Given that the cancer risk thresholds were exceeded and that the scientists recommended that more monitors be 
located in areas of higher population wouldn't we be better served by listening to the science instead of Northern 
Pulp / Stantec. With all the talk about "listening to the science" why does Northern Pulp put such an effort into 
trying to discredit the science. Science that isn't approved by Northern Pulp and their hired consultants does not 
make it non-science.

So there are air emissions problems, black liquor spills at Northern Pulp and more water per ton of production being 
used at Northern Pulp when compared to other bleached kraft mills.

The construction of the new proposed ETF is near the Canso Chemicals plant. There is mercury buried in the ground 
around that area which is of great concern should it be disturbed during the construction of the new system or should 
it seep into the treatment system at any point. 

And the bottom line is that we simply do not trust the owners of the mill to do the right thing with any aspect of their 
operations. We also do not trust that the government has the ability to regulate the operations of the mill. Every 
other mill in Canada has a precipitator on their power boilers yet Northern Pulp does not. There is no other mill in 
the Country that we know of that is allowed to have a "high level roof vent" which is the case at NP and which has 
no filtration mechanisms whatsoever. The current mill operators and the government knew about the non-
functioning precipitator on the recovery boiler at Northern Pulp for years yet the mill was allowed to keep operating 
while knowingly poisoning the community. The government now knows about the "high level roof vent" (as 
addressed in the current IA) and also knows that the power boiler has no precipitator but the mill is still being 
allowed to operate. If Irvings in New Brunswick were operating this mill in New Brunswick they would have been 
forced to temporarily shut down and fix the problem. In fact, Irvings likely would have shut the mill down to make 
the necessary repairs without government intervention because it would ethically be the right thing to do and also 
necessary for maintaining their social license to operate. There is zero trust for the owners of Northern Pulp. They 
have lost their social licence to operate and they earned every bit of that themselves.

I'll conclude with a list of points:

1. Northern Pulp’s known and identified internal problems create a unique situation and building a new treatment 
system would not cure the internal problems at the mill. 
2. There is an active fishing industry in the Northumberland Strait that needs to be protected. 
3. Air pollution issues have not been fixed at the mill despite requests by NSE for Northern Pulp to move forward. 
4. Northern Pulp uses more water per ton of production than any other mill in the country and draws upwards of 90 
million litres per day from a river that drains an area of 239 square kms and has a sustained recovery rate of only 95 
million litres per day. So Northern Pulp are using almost all of the water available.
5. The elimination of the Boat Harbour Basin and the change in location for the receiving water means that more 
pollutants would reach the Northumberland Strait than compared to the current system.
6. There would be a protest of 'never before seen in NS' proportion to stop a Boat Harbour extension and a pipe from 
going into the Northumberland Strait. And this will not be about a community whining that it didn't "get its way". 
This has been a 50 year plus battle for a lot of people.
7. Many first nations people and non-natives have had this pollution dumped on them for over 50 years. But our 
entire, and one and only mi'kmaq community have been victims of environmental racism for over 50 years and it 
must absolutely be stopped and they must be protected and respected in a real and meaningful way from this day 
forward. 
8. The community no longer has any trust left for the mill based on NP's inaction to fix well documented problems 
with the mill.
9. Although the current government has made positive steps to right the wrongs there is still a lack of trust that the 
government can or would enforce regulations based on the fact that many of the regulations are either weak or have 
not been enforced in the past. 

#noextension #nopipe #honourtheact



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:21:35 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My family has been a
part of Nova Scotia forestry for generations. I am the proud great-granddaughter of
hardworking men that cut and sold wood for Bowater Mersey, worked in their camp kitchens
and owned and operated small lumber mills in their community. These men not only built a
life and raised their children here in Nova Scotia, they supported their community and their
own employees from the renewable resource that is Nova Scotia Forestry. Now, I am the
proud wife of a Nova Scotia Forester. The work is hard, the hours are long and his job and that
of his  employees and their families depend on the approval of the effluent treatment plant.
We need a chance. Nova Scotia needs a chance to make this right. Studies indicate the
treatment plant design will be state of the art and be environmentally responsible for ALL
Nova Scotians fisherman, foresters and all persons who live and work in the vicinity of
Northern Pulp. I fear without approval the ultimate collapse of an entire industry. The spin off
employment of thousands of hardworking men and women hinges on the sale of pulpwood
and wood chips to Northern Pulp from other Nova Scotia mills. Recently there has been
increasing discussion critiquing both past forestry practices and past Northern Pulp practices.
And now we have a answer, and chance to move forward with a new and better plan. A chance
for forestry in Nova Scotia to remain a vibrant and renewable resource. A chance for the
survival of Northern Pulp in Nova Scotia. I am pleading with the Nova Scotia Government,
MY government, to work together with Northern Pulp to approve the new treatment facility.
Letâ?Ts not have to explain to our future foresters, and my three children, why we didnâ?Tt
jump on the opportunity to move forward with the new and supported environmental
technology we have access to. Please. Give it a chance. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Germany Postal-
Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:22:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the approval of
the Environmental Assessment. I feel that the Environmental Minister needs to consider the
overall effect on all of Nova Scotia if Northern Pulp is forced to shut down. The loss of
thousands of jobs, and the loss of millions of dollars in taxation would be devastating to all of
Nova Scotia. In the focus report, third-party evaluators have stated that the replacement
effluent treatment facility will meet all environmental guidelines, which means there will be
no negative impacts on the environment. The report is evidence that fishery and forestry
industries can continue to co-exist in Nova Scotia. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: MacPhersons Mills
Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Pulp Mill- pipe in Strait
Date: November 7, 2019 11:22:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear sirs/ms.
I have great sympathy for people needing employment.
The effluent from the plant is a huge problem for everyone.
Please find another solution.  That anyone in this day and age 
is considering pouring this into the Strait is unbelievable.
I would be happy to use unbleached products, etc.
I would also be willing to donate money towards a safer
process.
A fisherman's wife from P.E.I.
During the summer the clear, clean water around the Murray
Islands is magical.
Thank-you,

Virus-free. www.avast.com

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:29:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forestry is a way of life
in Nova Scotia and is important, not only to large industry, but also to
individuals....VOTERS!! Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: North Brookfield Postal-Code: 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:54:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read and believe
that the proposal submitted by Northern Pulp is based on sound scientific facts, and therefore
this project should be approved. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Port Hawkesbury Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @iclod.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 7, 2019 11:55:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is outrageous to
think that in this day things like that are allowed to happen,our government needs to step up
and start looking after our environment please stop this catastrophe. Name: 
Email: @iclod.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: B3e1e7 Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 42

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424�6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No. 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 00 I

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

Upper Stewiacke, NS I 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902v424w6925 

Elmsdale Lumber 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

X P. 00 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbc;>ur until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is "climate change'' . If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan Is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant Impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully, I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmenta l Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

~·, 
Halifax, NS I NOV O B L~i9 

RECEIVED 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No . 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J ZP8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 003 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing Industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced . Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co·e><ist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated t_hey can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

Northern Pulp generates 90% of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not 

from burning coal that NSP uses producing 60% of its energy. 

The Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Sincerely, 

Lantz, NS I 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 004 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive I Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 

environment must work together. 

The Lahe.v Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and 

the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Si11cerely, 

Lantz, NS 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn : Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 005 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is 
impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years. Northern Pulp's plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For SO years, the 
fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that 
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and the 
environment must work together. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424~6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wil son: 

P. 006 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp's environment 
footprint will be significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist 
and finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to 
heal. 

I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have 

demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy.and the 

environment must work together. 

If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 

Anyone who thinks the white stuff corning out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 

98% steam. 

Northern Pu Ip produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to 

have this on their record. 

Sincerely, 

Halifax, NS 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-692S 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No. 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 007 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment 'rs 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process car:i begin. 

Sincerely, 

East Stewiacke, NS 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No. 902883232 4 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 008 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Sincerely, 

East Stewiacke, NS 
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November 8, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-692S 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

FAX No. 9028832324 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment· 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

P. 009 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to the Nova 
Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not have on the 
environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulp's Environmental Assessment. I am not a 
scientist, but I believe in science. 

If Northern Pulp receives the extension it rightfully deserves, I am hopeful other companies in Nova 

Scotia, Atlantic Canada and abroad will also follow suit to substantially reducing the amount of 

pollutants they are putting into the waterways and the air we breathe. It is not right for the mainstream 

media to just cover one company's problems. They must cover others as well. I believe Northern Pulp 

will make a change. 

Sincerely, 

Dutch Settlement, NS 
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Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 
Focus Report 

Pictou NS 
I am a Commercial Fisherman out of Caribou Wharf 
I have fished out of Caribou for : years 
I am presently fishing lobster, herring and rock crab 

1 

I am asking the Nova Scotia Environment Minister that a review of the focus 
report indicates that there is likelihood that the undertaking will cause adverse 
effects or significant environmental effects which are unacceptable and to reject 
NPNS Focus report. 



2 

NPNS is comparing their untreated effluent to Veolia/ AnoxKaldnes Facility in Lund 
Sweden. Why are they not comparing to any in Canada. NPNS is advertising that 
there are 88 pulp mills in Canada. To the best of my knowledge none of these pulp 
mills put their effluent directly into shallow water where there is a lucrative 
fisheries. (Lobster, Herring, Rock Crab and Scallops) Again I would like to point out 
how shallow this area is. Where the diffuser is located is 20m 65 feet, you do not 
have to go very far NNE and SSW to reach 30 feet of water. 
NPNS is comparing their Sediment Transport Modeling to Howe Sound Mill and 
Crofton Mill. Howe Sound water depth is 285m 935 feet. In 1988 the Howe Sound 
Mill started up dating their mill because they killed every fish in the area. The cost 
was 1.3 billion dollars. What is that in today money? NPNS or should I say the 
taxpayers of Nova Scotia is spending less than 200 million. 
NPNS is trying to put a Band-Aid on something that needs brain surgery! 

NPNS is advertising that the effluent has been going in the Northumberland Strait 
for the last 50 years. NPNS has provides a map of it now going into the Strait ( 4.0 
Marine water and Sediment Page 95 Figure 4.2-6) On this map I do not see much 
effluent entering into the Strait. Compared to the maps ( 4.0 Marine water and 
Sediment Page 87 4.2-3 summer and page 89 4.2-4 winter), which clearly shows a 
large area in the Strait. l cannot find anywhere where NPNS says the TSS is going to 
settle down? 
I am providing a map of the shell fish closer in this area provide online from the 

department of fisheries. The similarities are scary. Take note of the statement on 
the map (Eating contaminated shellfish can cause illness or be fatal) 

I have major concerns over the accuracy of the effluent maps found on page 87 and 
89 of Marine water and Sediment of the focus report. 
In both maps it is showing the larger portion of effluent to the southeast with 
patches of effluent stretching to the northwest. Since the diffuser is stationary, with 
a continuously flow how did the effluent become patches? I would conclude that all 
the effluent would be attached. It is not patches on the map on page 95 where in 
now comes out of Boat Harbour. Why did they only do two different months? I 
would like to see a model of 12-month period. They simulated the summer map 
where wind and waves are modeled at the water surface in July. During Dorian with 
a strong rising tide and northeast wind, I believe that it would fill Caribou Harbour. 
On the winter map page 89 the effluent is all ready been shown in the Caribou 
Channel. Again on the winter map it is not showing how far southeast the effluent 
reaches. With any amount of Northerly winds the effluent will be touching the 
beaches from Caribou Provincial Park to the Pictou Lodge. 

The effluent reaching the shoreline from Caribou Provincial Park Beach to the 
Pictou Lodge will have significant effect on the Tourist Industry. 



Since the shellfish closer map that I provided is very similar to the Effluent map 
coming out of Boat Harbour, I would also conclude there would be a shellfish closer 
area similar to these two maps where the effluent is predicted to be in the Strait. 

3 

I believe Boat Harbour is doing its job and that there is very little to no toxic solids 
(TSS) entering the Strait. In NPNS original proposal they stated (TSS, unit mg/L, 
value 48). Based on peak flow rate 85,000,000 L per day that equals 4080 kg per day 
or 8994.86 pounds. Focus reports mentions in a few different areas. (2.0 Project 
Description Page 28 table 2.3-2 mg/L 365)(Page 30 Table2.3-3)(Page39 Table2.4-3 
TSS 1717-1875- 4080) 
In the focus report, I am not sure what numbers that they are using at the end of the 
diffuser, regardless THAT'S A LOT OF TOXIC SOLIDS. 

Impact Assessment Marine Fish 
Appendix 7.3 (Page 65 3-15) 

The proposed pipeline route and diffuser location will have a direct interaction 
with the Lobster Fisheries resource. 
The proposed pipeline route will directly interact with the know Atlantic Herring 

resource. 
Scallops were present and such habitat will directly interact with the proposed 

project. 
The proposed project will directly interact with the Rock Crab resource. 

(Page 91 table 4-5 to page 106) These tables basically say the same thing. 
-Effects is expected to be continuous through construction, operation maintenance 
and decommissioning of the project. 
-Effects is irreversible with respect to the potential loss of shellfish along the 
corridor and diffuser area. 
-Overall effects are to be considered to be generally minor, localized and not 
reversible and may require compensation. 
-Effect will occur. 

I cannot find anywhere that they did a Lobster larvae study. I guess that they ran 
out of time and money. 

How can we have a sustainable fisheries 

The surrounding area of the diffuser will have a direct impact on the local fishing 
causing adverse effect. 
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NPNS in their original submission was miss leading and incorrect on the amount of 
fishing done in the diffuser area. In this focus report they still are. (7.0 Fish and Fish 
Habitat of the focus report Page 130 Figure 7.3-3) 
NPNS does not clarify what a cluster is. 
NPNS is not showing a Lobster buoys individually. 
I personally fish lobster from the begin of May, with buoys north less than one mile 

away and in June Jess than 100 yards away from where the diffuser is located. 
In this map there is only one piece of bottom where you will not find a lobster 

trawl of a fisherman some time during the season. And that is where the ferry track 
is coming and going to PEI. If the ferry runs over your buoys you will lose your 
traps, I have experience on this matter. 

Do you honestly think that fisherman only fish in clusters? 
This is easy to verify, as the local department of fisheries in Pictou. 

7 .0 Fish and Fish Habitat of the Focus Report (Page 134 7 .3-7) Rock crab map 
In my 30 years of fishing rock crab I have not seen crab traps inside of Munroe's 

Island, but I do fish as well as other people fish the edge of the channel where the 
diffuser is located. 

NPNS is inaccurate and misleading on something so simple to find out the proper 
information, what does it say about finding out real science on the affect that the 
effluent and TTS is going to have on the Northumberland Strait? 

Appendix 2.2 Marine Geotechnical Survey (Page 99) Ice Scouring Map 

Ice scouting is accruing pretty much everywhere the pipeline is located inside of 
Munroe's Island. Outside of Munroe's Island it's in closest vicinity of CKP 2.5 and 
CKP 3, as well as east of the diffuser. The maximum-recorded depth of an ice scour 
was .04 m, and the maximum water depth of an ice scour was 9 m. 
This is one-year picture of the ice scour. I do not think for one second that the 

same ice scouring would be the same two years ago or next year. 
At CKP 2.5 ·that is where the fishing boats head north out of the channel because 

the water is too shallow before that point. We do not follow the buoys put in for the 
Northumberland Ferries; our boats are not that big. 
Is this pipe going to emptied our right away? 
I have notice threw out the survey work that there is very little surveying done 

north west between CPK 1.5 to CKP 2.5. The reason is that there is no water. 
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3.0 Facility Design, Construction and Operation and Maintenance (Page 62 3.0) 

This tells me that the pipeline leak detection is only on land put between Pictou and 
Caribou. Since the pipeline is vulnerable to ice scouring from the water edge at 
Caribou threw out to the diffuser WHY IS THEIR NO PIPELINE DETECTION PUT IN 
PLACE! 

Focus report Section 2 
Appendix 2.5 

In my opinion this section you might as well throw into the recycle bin for the 
following reasons. 
Makai Ocean Engineering has completed a preliminary study of the new marine 

outfall construction for NPNS. This report provides an OPIONION of the likely 
construction methods and design features of the pipeline. 

This is an opinion. Who ever is going to build this will not have this same kind of 
equipment that they are suggesting, and furthermore it is lacking information and 
design is wrong. 

Digging the trench would take at least 84 days. That's 3 months. Every month you 
have a new moon and a full moon that has a stronger period of tides. That means the 
trenches is exposed for six periods of strong tides, and then add some wind into that 
equation. NPNS thinks that they will excavate 20,000 cubic metres per km, time 4 
km equals 80,000 metres of soil. (Table 2.5-1) They do not say where the soil is to 
be stored or disposed of. 
If you go to the beach at low tide and build a sand castle or dig a big hole in the 

sand at the water edges, come back in 12 hours, your castle and hole are no longer 
their. Since a lot of this pipeline route is in a sand bar or around sand the trench will 
fill in. To me that's a no brainer! 
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In March of 2019 NPNS was given one year to do a Focus Report for the 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. NPNS decided to do the report in 
six months. This report is lacking information, misleading, incomplete and raises 
more questions. 
The science provided in the Focus Report does show that it will have negative 
effects in the fishing industry and the environment. 

NPNS has not received permission from the Nova Scotia Department of 
Transportation and Infrastructure to uses highway 106, or From the Federal 
Department of Transportation for the land west of the Northumberland Ferries. 

NPNS claim that they have a good working relationship with the First Nation people 
of Pictou Landing and the local Fisherman. 
I can speak from being a fisherman, since the first meetings fisherman has had with 

NPNS they tells us that they are putting a pipe in the Strait. There was no 
consultation with the fisherman before hand. In the fall of 2018 the fisherman 
blockaded the survey boats from surveying the new area of the pipeline and diffuser 
area. In return NPNS put a court injunction against the Fisherman from doing so in 
the future. 
This does not sound like a good relationship to me. I cannot speak for the First 

Nation people of Pictou Landing but I do think they would have a harsher statement. 

As I pointed out in my original submission of NPNS Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility (Mine starts on Page 681 of part 2 Mar. 4- Mar. 9, 2019) NPNS, 
Stantec and KSH bears no responsibly, cost or damage. Its come down to the 
Province of Nova Scotia taking all the responsibility when this Effluent Facility fails. 

NPNS is creating another Boat Harbour scenario at the diffuse area causing harm to 
the fishing industry and the environment. You stop cutting trees down the forest 
will grow bigger. 

I ask the Minister to use the PERCAUTIONARY PRINCIPAL. 

I am asking the Environment Minister of Nova Scotia to reject Northern Pulp Focus 
Report. 



4.0 MARINE WATER AND MARINE SEDIMENT 95 

Figure 4.2-6: Spatial Distribution of Simulated Effluent Dilution Factor at the End of a 
One-Month Simulation Period July 2016 
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Home 

Check the map and Prohibition Orders before 
harvesting! 

For fishing seasons, size and quota limits refer to the 
Regulations and Variation Orders under the Fisheries + 

Act. Contact your local DFO office for details. 

Anyone harvesting bivalve shellfish, i.e. shellfish with two 
shells, including all clam species, oysters, cockles, mussels 
and scallops, is responsible for ensuring that an area is 
designated as safe for harvesting. Eating contaminated 
shellfish can cause serious illness or be fatal. 

Shellfish should not be harvested in unmonitored areas or 
within 125 metres (410 feet) of a wharf, a marina, an 
aquaculture operation or a floating house. Unless clearly 
stated otherwise, all closures extend to the coastline. 

Legend 

Green areas are approved for harvesting of all 
species of bivalve molluscs 

Red areas are prohibited for all species of bivalve 
molluscs 

Red hatching are areas where harvesting of only 
some species of bivalve molluscs is prohibited 

\ellow areas are under variation orders issued for 
conservation , safety or contamination 

Zoom in and click on an area for more information 

Shellfish harvesting and safetv. 
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern pulp EA
Date: November 8, 2019 12:11:19 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Mr. Gordan Wilson

Northern  Pulp Nova Scotia - Environmental Assessment Registration Document-
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility(Focus Report)

My name is  I live in Stellarton Nova Scotia . I have 
. I am very concerned about the lack of information in

the environmental assessment.

 I am currently in the process of purchasing a lobster licence . Same water as
the proposed effluent discharge pipe. Water has no boundaries as you know. 
I have many issues with the proposed , one Being that there isn’t enough scientific research
done on the effects on lobster habitats and the reproductive system. We need this information
to be able to protect and sustain our fishery for years to come.

Another point I would like to make is that there is a plan to dig a trench 3.6 Kms long in a
marine refuge area which to my understanding is In place to protect juvenile lobster. How can
this be even slightly considered as ok to do .Why even have these buffer zones if we are just
going to let this happen. Northern pulp should have done a better job researching or reaching
out to Dfo on this matter. 

My third point is to do with air quality. I’ve lived here my whole life and the air quality is
terrible . The plan to burn the solids in the power boiler that already Cannot pass air quality
test is not acceptable. How can we do this to ourself and our kids, We need more information
on this matter to protect the public of Pictou county.

In conclusion there are many things to speak of and this is just a couple of my families concerns. You need
to please reject this Environmental assessment due to the lack of scientific information provided. Thank you
for hearing my concerns Say no to northern pulp . 
Reject reject reject 

 
 

stellarton 
Nova Scotia 

Get Outlook for iOS

https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:58:26 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pulp has done a
phenomenal job developing a state of the art, environmentally conscious effluent treatment
facility. After rigorous scientific study, it is evident that the effluent released into the
Northumberland Straight will not be detectable by humans or marine life. The reports show
that there will be no effect to the temperature, clarity, or purity of the straights
water.Furthermore, the air quality will not be impacted by the release of effluent. Name: 

 Email: Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone:
 Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 31

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:30:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please give northern
pulp extra time to make the necessary changes to the effluent treatment plant. Northern pulps
environmental impact is only average for Canadian kraft pulp mills, the media makes it sound
like they are the worst, and thatâ?Ts just false. The pipeline will be buried so it wonâ?Tt be
bothered by ice and the pipe walls will be over 2â?  thick, and over 2-1/2â?  thick at the
watershed area with leak detection. They pump raw sewage over the watershed now without
all of the thick walled pipes and leak detection. Please give them the time they need to make
these changes so they can improve the environmental impact. Name:  Email:

@yahoo.ca Address:  Municipality: Camperdown Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 78 y: 33



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:49:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please give northern
pulp the time they need to makes the changes for the project. They will pass all existing laws
and any foreseen laws in the future. The new outfall is better than boat harbour because of
better mixing conditions and dilution is 3 times higher than the last site. Treated effluent
wonâ?Tt warm up the strait and will be invisible at the surface of the water and air quality will
meet all regulations. Please just give them the time they need to make the changes. Name:

@gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Camperdown Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 23



From: @ualocal401.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:42:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I support Northern Pulp! Name:  Email:
@ualocal401.ca Address: Municipality: Lansdowne Postal-Code:

Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 62 y: 28



From: @freemanlumber.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:33:26 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in support
of the Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I have been employed
in the forest industry in Nova Scotia for nearly 20 years. Forestry has allowed me to make a
life for myself and my family here in rural Nova Scotia. Forestry has kept us here in the
communities we grew up in, the same communities we love because of their diversity and
natural beauty. The forest industry and its tight knit relationship with the environment has
changed drastically in the last 60 years. We often pay for the mistakes made by those before us
and I pride myself on contributing to the many changes in policies, practices, and procedures
that over my career have put a greater emphasis on the balance between industry and our
environment. If a company like Northern Pulp is willing to invest in changes to how they
operate to improve our environment, to do what they do better, to help rectify the mistakes that
were made before them, why would Nova Scotians argue with that? Closing Northern Pulp
will effectively destroy Nova Scotia, its economy, and have more of a negative impact on its
environment than people realize. Northern Pulp is a huge part of the economy of all of Nova
Scotia. Understanding the links between economic and environmental issues is top priority in
the forest industry. Realizing that long term economic prosperity greatly depends on sound
environmental management, and that effective environmental protection depends on a strong
economy is paramount for the future of Nova Scotias forest industry, environment, and
economy. It would seem that with the scope of this project, no one may understand this better
than Northern Pulp. Science has shown that Northern Pulps proposed replacement effluent
treatment facility project is a major step in the direction of finding a better balance between
industry and the environment. The project has my support Name: Email:

@freemanlumber.com Address: Municipality: Liverpool Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 35



From: @nncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:54:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to voice my
support for the new effluent treatment facility project at Northern Pulp in Pictou, NS for the
following reasons: 1. Paper products are used daily by people worldwide. It is our
responsibility to manufacture products with environmental regulations and oversight which we
have here in Nova Scotia. We live in a global community and we have an opportunity to
supply paper products worldwide in a responsible way and receive the economic benefits as
well. 2. Northern Pulps ETF environmental assessment focus report indicates to me that
treated pulp effluent in our oceans is far less harmful than plastic. The Nova Scotia forestry
industry harvests a renewal resource and Northern Pulp Mill is like a recycling facility for that
industrys waste. Northern Pulp purchases the waste material and produces a value-added
product. Northern Pulp produces a material that can be used instead of plastic in many
products that we use daily. Name:  Email: @nncweb.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Pugwash Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:56:25 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need Northern Pulp
to stay open. I work at  we purchase wood to produce siding.

 owns a logging company. Here are some comments to support northern pulp:
This is a world class treatment facility there is no reason the mill should have to close. 1.
Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report their findings to
the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their project may or may not
have on the environment. These findings are reported in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental
Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science. 2. Top on the minds of Canadians
and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If Northern Pulp is forced into closure,
the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid in the
prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing
trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the
carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which
store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy
forest industry plays a vital role in climate change management. I strongly support an approval
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. 3. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern
Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive! Treated effluent
from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern
Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing
industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed
that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this
project. 4. Third party environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5
meters of the proposed diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history
of ice scour at the planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this
project will have little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 5. When this state-of-the-art
wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be
significantly reduced. Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and
finally, and very importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can
begin to heal. 6. I am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and
agriculture industries have demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the
science. The economy and the environment must work together. 7. The pulp plantâ?Ts effluent
has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the fishing
seems to be better than ever. This project will be an improvement. 8. Concern has been raised
about the accumulation of materials around the diffuser. A third-party consultant, Stantec, has
conclude that it is unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. 9. The
Lahey Report and good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our
forest and the major consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 10. Northern Pulp generates
90 of its power requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning
coal that NSP uses producing 60 of its energy. 11. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental
Assessment, there is no reason not to complete the project. 12. Anyone who thinks the white



stuff coming out of the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 98 steam. 13. Northern
Pulp produces 23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to
have this on their record. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Chester Grant Postal-Code:  Phone:
: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 33 y: 26



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:56:54 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in support
of Northern Pulps Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. After considering the points
brought forth in the focus report summary, it would seem that completion of this project is a
step in improving our environment and keeping Nova Scotians working in Nova Scotia. I give
my full support! Name: @eastlink.ca Address: Municipality: Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 68 y: 25



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:00:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My Dad works in the
woods. He often tries to explain what he does, who is involved, and how it is all connected to
our environment. Hes explained Northern Pulps role in what he does and how closure of the
mill might affect us. He has also explained what Northern Pulp is doing to be better. To make
our environment better. I give my support to the project. Name: Email:

@icloud.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:00:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is
building a world class treatment facility please allow the mill to remain open. I own a logging
operation in southern Nova Scotia and we are all depending on northern pulp. Here are some
comments to support northern pulp : 1. Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to
consider, study and report their findings to the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on
the impact their project may or may not have on the environment. These findings are reported
in Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment. I am not a scientist, but I believe in science.
2. Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world is â?oclimate changeâ? . If
Northern Pulp is forced into closure, the Forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic
hit. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes
of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of
massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and
decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into the soils and waterways. Harvested trees
can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of releasing the carbon into the
atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in climate change
management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Environmental Assessment.
3. Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every
year. That is impressive! Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the
Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated
effluent to a different location. For 50 years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the
Strait. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 4. Third party
environmental experts have concluded the ocean water quality within 5 meters of the proposed
diffuser will meet Canadian marine guidelines and there is no history of ice scour at the
planned location of the diffuser. Based on this information, I believe this project will have
little impact on the Strait and fisheries. 5. When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment
facility is complete, Northern Pulpâ?Ts environment footprint will be significantly reduced.
Forestry and fishing industries will be able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very
importantly, the Boat Harbour cleanup will begin and the community can begin to heal. 6. I
am proud of our forest industry. The forestry, fishing, mining and agriculture industries have
demonstrated they can work together successfully. I believe in the science. The economy and
the environment must work together. 7. The pulp plantâ?Ts effluent has been flowing into the
Northumberland Strait for well over a half a century and the fishing seems to be better than
ever. This project will be an improvement. 8. Concern has been raised about the accumulation
of materials around the diffuser. A third-party consultant, Stantec, has conclude that it is
unlikely that sediment will build up in either the near or far-field. 9. The Lahey Report and
good forestry depends on a market for the low-grade wood fibre in our forest and the major
consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. 10. Northern Pulp generates 90 of its power
requirements from a low carbon, renewable resource and not from burning coal that NSP uses
producing 60 of its energy. 11. If Northern Pulp passes the Environmental Assessment, there
is no reason not to complete the project. 12. Anyone who thinks the white stuff coming out of



the stacks at Northern Pulp is polluting smoke, it is 98 steam. 13. Northern Pulp produces
23MW of electricity daily, most of which is green energy. NSP would love to have this on
their record. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Chester  Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 22



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:06:44 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If a big company is
willing to spend a lot of money to make what it does safer for the environment, I am in support
of that. Name: @icloud.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y:
31



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:23:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This pulp mill needs to
be closed permanently. It has been poisoning residents since the 1960s. People around Pictou
county have very high rates of respiratory illnesses and higher than normal incidence of
cancer. no pulp waste in our water. No pollution in the air we breathe. Put it in yours if you
think it is such a good idea.  needs to ship his wood somewhere else to be
processed. Name: @hotmail.ca Address: 
Municipality: westville Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:37:27 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not allow NP
to continue polluting Pictou County and the Northumberland Strait. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Waterside Postal-
Code: Phone: _message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
57 y: 32



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:57:43 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the new
wastewater treatment facility. The proposed wastewater treatment facility is similar to others
across Canada and around the world and those plants do not have a detrimental environmental
impact. Those plants harmoniously exist with fishing and agricultural industries. I encourage
the government to show leadership and work with Northern Pulp to get this facility built.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Hopewell Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 30



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: Response to NPs Environtmental Assessment
Date: November 8, 2019 7:18:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello,

My name is  I am  and I would like to tell you why I think putting a pipe into the strait would be a tragedy.

When I was growing up, I spent a lot of time at  house in Caribou; a clear view of Caribou
Harbour, the end of Caribou Island, and on to Prince Edward Island. We would walk down to the ferry and watch the cars come in, take a swim, or hop ice cakes that were on the
small beach right there. When I wasn’t spending time with I was at 

. From the perch on my windowsill in  bedroom I had a stunning view of quite a bit of Pictou Harbour, spanning all the way
from Pictou Landing, to the causeway and the rolling hills beyond, and directly in the heart of the scenery, sticking out like a tiny industrial city that never sleeps, was the Mill.  

people  only to be revolted so much by the cloud and smell emanating from The Mill that
they would get ill and have to leave the town. This happened a notable number of times – where else do people leave because the air is suffocating them? I have included an excerpt
from The Lonely Planet and their view on the town of Pictou: “Many people stop in Pictou for a side trip or as a stopover via the ferry from Prince Edward Island, but it's also an
enjoyable base for exploring Northumberland Strait. Water St, the main street, is lined with interesting shops and beautiful old stone buildings. Unfortunately, the views are blighted
by a giant, smoking pulp mill on the opposite side of the estuary; the mill has long been slated for closure due to environmental concerns.”
(https://www.lonelyplanet.com/canada/nova-scotia/pictou )

 I personally have learned a ton about the planet and culture, made many friends and have some really neat experiences because of this unique opportunity where people
from all over the world would come to my house. It enabled me the opportunity to travel to where sustainable aquaculture in the form of Black Pearls was a big
deal and now the norm because you have to be able to SUSTAIN, not pillage and destroy. I have seen what sustainability can do, that it is possible. What unique opportunities did the
Mill afford me? Stinky air that caused people to leave and my house to stink, cancer and premature deaths, a polluted harbour not fit for even sticking your toes in (including the 4
tonnes of mercury they spilled onto the bottom below the plant, oops right?). Which life experiences would you choose? With tourism and culture come people who want to partake
in outdoor leisure activities. Pictou is a bedroom town, there are not very many jobs there but with tourism able to thrive, that could completely change! People will come to the
town from miles away to tap into that beauty (as with Chester and Lunenberg and that whole shore! Even Tatamagouche is up and coming and they all have one thing in common –
NO MILL.)

   when a group of marine biologists were doing tests on
the shellfish in the harbour – I have included a reference link to the page of findings (in a nutshell) and it directly notes The Mill’s toxins as being one of 2 causes
of leukaemia the shellfish acquired.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/33547288_Detecting_p53_family_proteins_in_haemocytic_leukemia_cells_of_Mytilus_edulis_from_Pictou_Harbour_Nova_Scotia_Canada

My whole life has been spent in and around the water, most notably the waters around Caribou and Pictou Islands and they are very special marine places, places that don’t
exist in quantity or quality on Earth right now. Every summer was spent at Caribou Park Beach, Pictou Island, and boating in the strait with friends.

 By the lighthouse, at low tide you can walk seemingly
almost to Caribou Wharf across the small harbour, finding creatures like hundreds of rainbow starfish, skates, huge snails, clams , giant quahogs, I have even found weird worms with
hundreds of legs and a rainbow iridescence TWICE on Caribou shores(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polychaete ). There are seals that hang out on the reef at the end of the island
and Canada Geese and seagulls and sometimes even eagles! When you walk out to the end of the reef at low tide, you are completely surrounded by water with no way back except
the way you came and a shelf that drops off before your eyes into the abyss of the strait, knowing only mere feet away could be a massive whale.

Summer days on Pictou Island were spent snorkelling and diving in clean, clear water with an almost white sand bottom. A tiny gem in the middle of the strait, it is home to
some very interesting marine life including hundreds of seals and rumoured great white sharks, among others, thousands of sand dollars and starfish, whales, porpoises, and seals
that circle the boat for hours chasing the shoals of herring that pass underneath, sharing with diving ganets and other seabirds. Summer nights on Pictou Island were often spent
trekking through spooky old trails in the middle of the night to go swimming at John Dan’s cove, and one lucky night, in 2009, we encountered bioluminescent algae which I had only
ever encountered in French Polynesia and did not think it was possible, nor had I ever seen it in all my years in the water around here. (I have included a video of someone kayaking
in the Northwest Arm in Halifax experiencing the same thing as we did for proof that it can and does happen in N.S.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1JSGNzNZ8  )

Back to the great white sharks. In recent years, a group called Ocearch from Cape Cod has been coming to Nova Scotia on their shark tracking expeditions, following
previously tagged sharks up the coast to what they have learned may be a breeding ground for these magnificent creatures and also tagging newfound sharks in the area. It is the
first time they have been able to track these sharks to a potential breeding ground and is the first insight we have into how these sharks reproduce – it has not been known until now
where and how great white’s populate. (I have included a newspaper article from this year’s expedition for just a brief overview of what they do
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/sharks-ocearch-nova-scotia-expedition-1.5293273  ) It is no surprise though, as back in 1983 fishermen pulled the second largest
great white shark that had ever been recorded from tangled fishing gear just off of Rustico, P.E.I. (https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/great-white-shark-from-
1983-attracts-new-attention-1.2712914 ). Is it really that far-fetched to extrapolate that if there are sharks that migrate vast distances that are hanging out in the water off of Cape
Breton and Prince Edward Island, that they might also be in the Northumberland Strait? And if these sharks are protected and they have for the first time made ground-breaking
discoveries on the animal, shouldn’t the water they literally reproduce in, stay protected as well?

In speaking about reproduction with this ecosystem, the effluent coming out of that pipe will kill everything in this delicate, shallow ecosystem. 
the 1980’s when they would fly over the strait, there would be a visible black tentacle of pollution that stuck out 100 km into the water from the shore of Boat
Harbour. Chemistry is chemistry, and I have been told that Caribou Harbour is a nursery for shellfish, already fragile and in need of protection, and not to add extra stressors to it. I
have also heard that it doesn’t even need pollutants to kill off whatever vulnerable flora and fauna are in there, even warm fresh water is enough to completely wipe out saltwater
species.

Once the balance of nature has shifted, it is incredibly difficult to get it back to the same state it was in before it was destroyed. The impact is severe and long lasting. For the
sake of capitalism, another area that is depended upon by so many humans for both leisure and to put food on their tables, will be ruined and Pictou will then be COMPLETELY
surrounded by sludge and wastewater. There will be nowhere to escape. Boat Harbour and Pictou Harbour will take a lifetime, if not more, to bounce back. If you put a pipe into the
strait, you are taking away the last bit of outdoor recreation for nature lovers and people who generally know that being outside, and not indoors watching t.v. or being on a
computer all the time, are how you stay healthy. It is incredibly hard to breathe with that Pulp Mill still going. The residents of Pictou and Pictou Landing will still suffer the ill health
effects caused by the emissions from the Mill.

               Another point is that right there in Caribou Harbour dock the Ferries that take people from our province onto another. The very last thing that those people are going to
encounter leaving our beautiful province is the sight, and stench as far as they can  see and smell and absolutely no marine life as they exit onto the next journey through our
Country. How disgusting. How shameful. What happened to being an ambassador, a good host?

There are 2 types of humans coming out of this whole scene – there are humans who seemingly want money and don’t leave their house for anything outdoor recreation
wise and live to work – at a dirty old Mill polluting and causing direct harm to others. The other type of human, are the ones who enjoy other human interaction – travellers, people
who crave culture, who enjoy learning about real life and how life is done other places, how enjoyable life can be and who understand that human interaction – not bleached TOILET
PAPER, is going to “make the world a better place”. And isn’t that phrase important right now? In a time where pristine nature is so rare, and climate change is so glaring?  Isn’t it
time to be fair to the people who have complained enough is enough? Letting tourism, fishing and pleasant human interaction free of air pollutants and water pollutants have a
chance is only FAIR at this point. How is it fair to RUIN someone else’s livelihood to take for your own? They have taken from so many people all these years – in the form of literal
shortening of life spans, now they want to keep it going and destroy the only thing Pictou has left other than dirty business?

And let’s at l least be honest with ourselves that NP has NOT been honest with us over the years. If Joan Baxter’s book “The Mill” has taught me anything, it is that the Mill
has done more shady dealings behind closed doors to purposefully take advantage of, and leave in the dark, the citizens who are impacted the most negatively by keeping the Mill
operating (856 references of information, in fact).  The other glaring aspect is that the whole way along, including the original Environmental Report sent to be assessed, they
seemed to leave out very specific points; points that were thankfully picked up by the Environment Minister and she asked them to divulge this information – information that they
should have already known from years of operating, information that should have been presented the first time around but seems like it was conveniently left out. Information such
as the exact chemicals and amounts that would be released into the strait, information on how it affects sealife and human life . My question is why? The impression I get is one of
two: Are they hiding something? Or are they really ignorant enough to think that information was not pertinent? Why did they reject putting air quality meters directly in the town of

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
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Pictou as requested by the residents? Why do they want to avoid some areas and not others when conducting their “scientific studies”? Why are the same people who study the
impact on behalf of the company, the same people who would benefit from said pipe? Conflict of Interests have abounded.

This situation is by no means funny, but there are many movies and tv shows based on good vs evil; good being nature and evil being corporations that pollute. I have
included the introduction of a tv show I used to watch called the Oblongs and this is sort of art imitating life; the people who have money and live up on the hill all stay healthy and
completely aware of what’s happening. Meanwhile, the people at the bottom of the hill, where all the factory “foam” ends up, all live in a filthy area of town and each family
member has their own very obvious health issue that has arisen directly from being poisoned by corporate greed. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7SEqMIQy6w ) Fern Gully is
another really great example.

I am also wondering how many of these Mill workers eat seafood that has come directly from the place they want to pollute? 
 commented that the diversity of seafood that comes from the

Northumberland Strait is unparalleled. Over the years, my own family has spent many days taking a drive out to Logan’s fishmart or to Caribou Wharf to ask the fishermen for the
freshest catches anywhere. Would it be fair to ask these mill workers to give us their diets and see how much they actually depend on our strait for food and fun without even
knowing it? Do they enjoy going to restaurants like the Pictou Lodge (I think they do as The Pictou Lodge actually cancelled their Christmas Party reservations in lieu of the obvious
conflict of interest) to eat? Do they go and enjoy the Pictou Lobster Carnival? Do they take advantage of all the things the rest of us are fighting so hard to keep? How many of them
have boats and leisure craft that they take to the strait in summer, walk the beaches for fun digging fresh clams as you go, birdwatching, enjoying the view from the lighthouse on
the end of Caribou Island? All of these things would be ruined.

I am going to wrap this up by saying PLEASE do not allow a pipe into the Strait. I have tried to paint a picture of how much life has been enjoyed from this exact area and how
taking it away will be so hurtful. We now know that the “standards” set forth for capitalism are not congruent with current knowledge of sustainability in this particular area anyway,
and Northern Pulp seems to be confused as to why this information would ever be pertinent. They also said they would do “the studies” and they have included thousands of pages
for a response that I’m sure, if they had nothing to hide and was done properly and to the fullest scientific extent, would only take a few minutes to put together in a way that was
compact and straightforward for everyone. Instead, they seem to be doing what they have done the whole way along for 50 years, purposefully misleading people with fluff and filler
words, not going out and obtaining information for the purpose of not divulging it, and pressuring PLFN continuously (even after a 5 year deadline and the Boat Harbour Act). Please,
on behalf of my  for our love of the oceans and all things in it, and ourselves and all of our future friends and family, please don’t let them
pollute Caribou Harbour or Pictou anymore, and destroy the beauty and livelihoods of so many.

Thank you for taking the time to read what we had to share.

Sincerely,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7SEqMIQy6w


From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:19:07 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 8, 2019 Hon.
Gordon Wilson Nova Scotia Minister of Environment Dear Hon. Wilson, I would like to offer
my support to Northern Pulp Nova Scotia NPNS, in their efforts to get approval to build an
on-site effluent treatment facility, with the discharge in the Northumberland Strait. I have
viewed the fact sheets as well as some of the support documents associated with the recent
environmental assessment presented by the company NPNS. It seems to me that the report
prepared by third party consulting firms covers most of the inefficiencies from the first
environmental assessment presented. Many of the concerns reported in the media from
fishermen have been addressed, such as pipeline discharge temperature variation, discoloration
of the water at the diffusion area, harm to marine species and habitat at discharge site as well
as the concern of ice scour at discharge. The technology of the Biological Activated Sludge
process appears to be well received in other pulp mills in North America as well as many
different industries around the world. There are 88 pulp mills that co-exist with communities
in Canada, many using this process. As a retired employee of NPNS I have a vested interest
the ongoing operation of the mill. I am also an avid fisherman, thereby using many of NPNS
access roads to visit lakes and rivers in the province, and acre woodlot,
which we have sold round wood to NPNS in the past. I also have a concern about how the
closure of NPNS will affect the economy of Nova Scotia. I urge you to approve the
Environmental Assessment which would allow NPNS to continue operating. Thank you for
taking the time to read this letter,  Email:

@live.ca Address:  Municipality: WESTVILLE Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 58 y: 15



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:20:59 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please give these ppl
more time to get this right. To put these people out of work,in this country you liberals created
is criminal,give this company a chance,they have a lifetime of demand in there market,that
mill is more secure than ever. With the talk of separation of Alberta we need more support
than ever. They will get this project right, to affect there production will only further harm our
suffering province. Nova Scotia needs forestry. Name: @icloud.com
Address: Westville n.s Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y: 18



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: federal environmental assessment
Date: November 8, 2019 7:22:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I do support the responsible and accountable
request to have a Federal Environmental
Assessment done for a Northern Pulp's purposed
pipe into the Northumberland Strait.  

Please protect with respect and responsibility
our land and waters.

@yahoo.ca



From: @scottandstewart.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:22:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It appears from the work
of the scientists who worked on the focus report that the replacement of the effluent treatment
facility at Northern Pulp will have no significant negative impacts on our environment during
the construction and operation of this new state of the art facility. If the scientist at the Nova
Scotia Department of the Environment agree with the information in the Focus Report
resulting in a positive Environmental Assessment, I am in full support of the project. The
continued operation of Northern Pulp is critical to the forestry industry in Nova Scotia and the
forest industry is critical to the economic well being of our Province. Name: 

@scottandstewart.com Address:  Municipality: St Andrews Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 63 y: 21



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:23:04 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project. I
support it because of the contribution Northern Pulp makes to the County of Pictou and the
Province of Nova Scotia. I support the science behind the effluent treatment proposal and the
fact that comparable mills run elsewhere in Canada and the world without causing negative
environmental impacts. The timelines imposed on this company by The Boat Harbour Act,
and subsequent environmental approval requirements were unreasonable and unfair, and they
should be granted an extension to operate their existing treatment facility until such a time as
the new facility is operational. Northern Pulp is a cornerstone in the forest industry in this
province, and if this facility were to cease operations, untold numbers of forest operators,
sawmills and contractors would lose their livelihoods, not to mention the direct employees of
the mill itself. The forest industry in this province has just begun to recover from the 2008
recession and the prospects fo r the future of this mill are strong, if they are allowed to make
the investments they are proposing in the future of their facility. Name:  Email:
Address: Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 15

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:28:40 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulp
and the forestry in Nova Scotia. Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 10



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 7:35:36 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To Hon. Gordon Wilson,

Forestry has long been a critical and vital part of Nova Scotia's economy. Thousands of jobs in the province are
directly and indirectly linked to the sector. More importantly, many of these jobs are located in rural areas. These
communities depend on the the revenue and incomes associated with forestry to build business and support
thousands of families, including mine.

Paper Excellence is a relatively new owner of Northern Pulp. It has been my privilege to work for a company that
has invested millions to reduce and improve their environmental footprint and increase the quality of life for people
in this area. Nova Scotia's rural areas have long been have not areas where most people have needed to relocate
to find employment. Paper Excellence is a company wanting and committing to spending hundreds of millions of
dollars to continue to meet and improve the environmental regulations associated with this pulp mill. Not many
companies are seeking the opportunity to do the same in rural areas of this province.

This investment will allow families to stay in the rural area and provide for their family. We relocated our family to
Pictou County from Halifax solely because of the opportunity this company has provided us to provide our children
with a bright future.

Paper Excellence wants to continue to meet and exceed the environmental requirements. When you are making
your decision about the future of Northern Pulp, please consider the investment Paper Excellence is offering to
Nova Scotia families like mine, rural development and the rural economy. 

Northern Pulp Employee



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:49:09 AM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry! I supper northern pulp! Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone:

# ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 11
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From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:56:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Cleaning one this by
destroying another doesnâ?Tt make any sense, at all. Our oceans need to be cleaned, not
poisoned. This plan is backwards, itâ?Ts destructive and I know very well that we can do
better than that. Clean air, clean soil and a clean ocean should be at the very top of the priority
list of large companies and politicians. This â?~treatmentâ?T plan is lazy, cruel and inhumane.
Letâ?Ts please do better! Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 38 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:59:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I just wanted to say I
think its great that northern pulp wants to put the treatment facility on site. The fact that no
untreated effluent will be transported off property will be great and along with the leak
detection that is going on the new outflow pipe seems like a fantastic idea. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: UPPERSTEWIACKE
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 75 y: 24



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:05:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Its well past time that
there must be a solution to pollution in Pictou County specifically concerning Northern Pulp. I
live at the mouth of the Inlet and have seen what happens when theres a discharge from the
Mill. Youve had plenty of time to sort this out. Rachel Carson wrote Since Silent Spring 50
years ago and here we are still fouling our home. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Pictou NS  Municipality: PIctou Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 67 y: 17



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 7:39:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 7:27:15 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:36:29 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the moral  decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.  Think of the long-term burdens this and past  ill advised actions will and
have placed on this and other generations and the environment. 

Sincerely,  



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:34:28 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 1:31:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 11:29:59 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:05:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax 
B3K 3W8



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:48:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:39:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:31:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dear Gordon Wilson
 A government who would allow Northern Pulp, to pollute our beautiful province,is not much of a government. Big
business has clear cut most of our province and now Northern Pulp wants to pollute our coaster waters,it's soon time
the public,if they care about our environment start speaking out.but it's all about the big money same as the oil
company's who don't give a dame about the environment it's all about kissing the governments you know ... And big
business let's start thinking about our environment and stop the pollution. Thank you for your time .



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:21:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson
We own a cottage on Caribou .
It is an outrage that in this day and age this pipe is even being considered .
Please consider some other options .

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 9:05:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:13:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

This situation has become an environmental disaster, a total disgrace and a huge
embarassment. 

The pulp mill has lied about the damage their actions will cause time and time again, do you
really want to let this madness continue? 

I'll leave you with a quote from the legendary historic figure Marcus Aurelius: 

"What we do now, echoes in eternity."

Now is your chance to make a difference.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:04:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human
health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the
ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our
environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 7:52:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

I do understand that this decision involves political risk for both your Government and your
Party, but it is time to place the environment ahead of short term gain and build a sustainable
future. The decision timeline may not fit neatly into the 4-5 years of a government mandate,
but this issue has dragged on long enough. Just ask the Pictou Landing First Nation who will
be dealing with the old sludge residue in Boat Harbour for decades to come.

Thank you!

Sincerely,

Kentville, Nova Scotia

 
@bellaliant.net

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:55:08 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
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Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects
the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens. 

Sincerely, no matter the form of letter here,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:34:11 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to REJECT
this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will
have on the land, air and sea.

 This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery
sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

PLEASE, please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no
longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our
environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:27:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:23:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

My family has long had a treasured property on Big Island. We have already noted the effects
of the Mill over the years. I dread to think of the effect of the pipe system. The science tells us
this dangerous, and any government that ignores science is too irresponsible to have my
support. 

Sincerely,



From: @gmail.com
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:16:41 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 

Halifax, NS  



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:06:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 6:02:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia
and PEI's tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 5:53:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  Please reject this proposal in its
entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land,
air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and
fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.  A long-term decision is needed
to protect our environment in so many ways—rather than a short term decision with
disastrous long-term detrimental effects.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 5:33:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects
the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens. Sincerely,

Get Outlook for Android



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 5:20:07 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 

 communication (including any attachments) may contain privileged or confidential
information of Nova Scotia Community College and is intended for a specific individual. If
you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this communication, including any
attachments without reading or saving them in any manner, and you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this communication, or the taking of any action
based on it, is strictly prohibited.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 5:15:52 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 Halifax.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 5:09:35 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  It is a terrible idea. There are
no longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our
environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say NO to Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 4:37:19 PM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern
Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial
environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious
negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create
human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the
ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Bedford NS



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:15:12 AM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Need a federal
assessment.only fair re conflict of interest of ns government. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
## ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 83 y: 33



From:
Minister, Env

Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 11:37:54 PM
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Minister Wilson;

I am writing today to express my great concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to continue to
dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. This plan quite clearly infringes on First Nation's
sovereignty and risks the viability of the nearby fisheries -- fisheries which are already being
threatened by warming waters and ocean acidification caused by climate change.

Permitting such ecosystem degradation is unthinkable, and flies in the face of your government's
recent attempt to paint itself as environmentally aware. Your government is 2 years away from
facing the electorate, and I guarantee that we will hold you accountable for these decisions.

Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do not permit this multinational
corporation to continue to pollute our waters.

Yours sincerely;



From:
Premier; Minister, Env

Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 11:17:35 PM
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Minister Wilson;
I am writing today to express my great concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to
continue to dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  This plan quite clearly
risks the viability of the nearby fisheries and infringes on First Nation's sovereignty. 
 It flies in the face of your government's recent attempt to paint itself as
environmentally aware.   
Permitting such ecosystem degradation is unthinkable.  Your government is 2 years
away from facing the electorate, and I guarantee that we will hold you accountable
for these decisions.
Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do not permit this
multinational corporation to continue to pollute our waters.
Yours sincerely;

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:16:49 PM
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The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment 

Dear Minister,

I am writing to ask that you not permit Northern Pulp to pursue it's risky plan to pump the
toxic effluent produced in its mill out into the waters of the Northumberland Strait. Disposing
of wastes in Boat Harbour, as it has done for decades, is bad enough, but at least there is some
prospect of containment and, yes, perhaps even cleanup at not too rich a price-tag. Somewhat
like the line about "keeping your friends close but your enemies closer." But the Strait has no
such confines. It is alive is all senses of the word - biologically, hydro-dynamically,
oceanographicly, and so on. Should unintended consequences occur, they would likely be near
impossible to counteract and impossibly expensive to clean-up. Indeed, a Boat Harbour or
Sidney Tar of much greater dimension, both spatially and temporally. Therefore, please
invoke the precautionary principal of environmental stewardship, and direct Northern Pulp to
consider the much less risky albeit more costly option of on-land treatment and disposal. After
all, water should be for drinking, not poisoning.

Thank you for considering my comments. Below I have appended the text of my comments
posted to you Department's website this evening.

Halifax, Nova Scotia 

"When Prime Minister Trudeau introduced his first cabinet, he was asked why was it
important to have gender equality in his government. His  succinct answer - "Because it's
2016." It's what we ought to, finally, in this modern world, be doing.

So now Nova Scotia has to answer the question, why is it important that Northern Pulp be
allowed to pipe its toxic wastes far into the waters of Northumberland Strait. "Because it's
2020?"

The number 2020 connotes perfect vision, yet the prospect, in the year 2020, of dumping toxic
waste into biologically rich waters  where they will be free to forever mix into an unbounded
oceanic environment, harkens back to thinking and actions that have been proven wrong time
and time again in the past. In Canada, in the United States and around the world, there are
countless toxic sites, many abandoned by their makers, in need of clean-up. It's playing an
environmental shell game, where the bad stuff gets dumped far enough to perhaps satisfy the
locals for a time, but sooner or later their descendants (our children or grandchildren) realize
they've got a serious mess on our hands that will not go away. Eventually, someone will pay



the price, so it's better the producer of the waste pay the price now, whether it's costlier waste
processing on-site and on-land, with minimal impacts on sites (i.e., Northumberland Strait
depths) perhaps impossible to remedy if need be in the future, or even ceasing to operate.

In 2020, we should simply not allow these wastes to be pumped into an environment where
their containment is problematic and their long-term impacts essentially unknown. Maybe this
would have been fine with our forebears; after all, their generations gave us Sidney's Tar
Ponds, gold mining's rich history of arsenic poisoned waters, etc. What will Nova Scotia's
legacy be a generation down the road? Will our children be wondering why we burdened them
with another set of environment problems? And will Northern Pulp even be here, or will their
stock holders have moved off to chase laxer environmental oversight elsewhere?"



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:45:32 PM
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Minister Wilson;

I am writing today to express my great concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to continue to
dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  This plan quite clearly risks the viability of the
nearby fisheries and infringes on First Nation's sovereignty.   It flies in the face of your
government's recent attempt to paint itself as environmentally aware.   

Permitting such ecosystem degradation is unthinkable.  Your government is 2 years away from
facing the electorate, and I guarantee that we will hold you accountable for these decisions.

Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do not permit this multinational
corporation to continue to pollute our waters.

Yours sincerely;



From:
To: Premier
Cc: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 4:45:52 PM
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Minister Wilson;

I am writing today to express my great concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to continue
to dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  This plan quite clearly risks the viability of
the nearby fisheries and infringes on First Nation's sovereignty.   It flies in the face of your
government's recent attempt to paint itself as environmentally aware.   

Permitting such ecosystem degradation is unthinkable.  Your government is 2 years away
from facing the electorate, and I guarantee that we will hold you accountable for these
decisions.

Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do not permit this multinational
corporation to continue to pollute our waters.

Yours sincerely;

Get Outlook for Android

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
https://aka.ms/ghei36


From:
To: Minister, Env
Date: November 7, 2019 11:26:12 PM
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To Gordon Wilson,

I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the proposed plan for Northern Pulp to  pump
effluent into the Strait. We need to put the environment first and 
put an end to the continued destruction of our irreplaceable lands forests and waters.  Stop the
dumping of this toxic waste into our home our earth and ocean. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Premier; @gmail.com; @gmail.com;
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report comments
Date: November 7, 2019 10:54:04 PM
Attachments: Comments on the Focus Report.pdf
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Dear Minister:
Please find attached comments on the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report.
Sincerely yours,

mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca



Comments on the 

NORTHERN PULP NOVA SCOTIA FOCUS REPORT 



Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 2019 



Dear Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment,


First, the time available for individuals to review this document seems totally inadequate. As your 
government was a co-funder of this report it would have been appropriate to fund an independent panel 
to review the document to give an unbiased opinion.


I do have several concerns that I wish to share;


1. It is not clear that effluent reduction or the application of more environmentally friendly processes 
has been considered. There are efforts underway around the world to develop closed cycle bleached 
kraft mills. 


2. It would appear that these efforts are not receiving the attention by the industry that they deserve. In 
fact, a spokesperson for Northern Pulp has declared that it is impossible to create a closed cycle kraft 
mill.  This assertion is also based on the use of ECF technology. 1


3. The move to the TCF in Sweden was driven by government and industry cooperating to find even 
better alternatives than the ECF process2


4. Bill 213 emphasized “clean growth” and the desire to keep Northern Pulp in operation should be 
informed by the need to make the mill as “clean” as possible.


5. There is no mention of the “missing” mercury from Canso Chemicals  (up to 5 tonnes / year) adjacent 
to the proposed location of the ETF. If there is information available on the current state of this 
buried hazard it should have been part of the Report. If it is not available, I would suggest that it be 
evaluated.


6. It would be desirable to show the wellhead protection zones for the Pictou water supply on the maps 
showing the route of the effluent pipeline.


In conclusion, given that the Boat Harbour Act was passed in 2015 it seems like the January 31, 2020 
closure of the Boat Harbour treatment facility wasn’t taken seriously by Northern Pulp. Even if this 
proposed effluent treatment plan were to be approved it is not clear how one could proceed and stay 
within the law. Frankly, putting off the closure of the Boat Harbour facility would be the ultimate 
betrayal of the Pictou Landing First Nation and a sign of bad faith by the government and a willingness 
to allow corporations to dictate to the government.


Sincerely yours,
William Zimmerman 


 Sponsored content: https://www.ngnews.ca/lifestyles/bleached-kraft-mills-cannot-be-closed-loop-175759/1


 Transition to chlorine free pulp!: Experiences from the Swedish pulp and paper industry in contrast to the 2


U.S. 

Ann-Kristin Bergquist, department of Geography and Economic History, Umeå University, Sweden 



Kristina Söderholm, department of Business Administration, Technology and Social Sciences, Luleå university of 
technology, Sweden 

-see below-
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Transition to chlorine free pulp!  
Experiences from the Swedish pulp and paper industry in 
contrast to the U.S. 


Ann-Kristin Bergquist, department of Geography and Economic History, Umeå 
University, Sweden 


Kristina Söderholm, department of Business Administration, Technology and 
Social Sciences, Luleå university of technology, Sweden 


Abstract 


In 1985, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) detected low concentrations of dioxins 
in fish caught downstream a few paper mills. It was not previously known that those extremely 
toxic highly chlorinated hydrocarbons could be formed in the manufacturing of paper. In both the 
U.S. and in Sweden the pulp and paper industry together with environmental authorities 
immediately started to investigate the formation of dioxins in pulp mills. Two years later, in 
September in 1987, the US EPA announced the results of the investigation to the public, i.e., 
dioxins had been detected in pulp mill effluents, in fish caught downstream from the pulp mills, 
and in various bleached paper products. The EPA report raised the issue of bleached pulp on 
public and governmental agendas throughout the world and consumers began to ask for chlorine- 
free paper. 


Although both North American and Swedish firms were exposed to the dioxin alarm 
simultaneously, Swedish (and Scandinavian) firms would lead and move ahead U.S. firms in the 
transition towards chlorine-free pulp bleaching. Oxygen delignification, the core technology to 
implement elementary chlorine free bleaching, was first developed and commercially operative in 
Sweden. It was also Swedish mills that developed and commercialized total chlorine free 
bleached pulp. According to previous research, this was mainly due to a new green (primarily 
German) market for the Scandinavian firms in the late 1980s, for chlorine-free pulp. In this paper, 
we argue that the explanation behind why Swedish companies were at the forefront in the 
production of chlorine-free paper must be sought deeper than in changing market demands in the 
late 1980s. By focusing on the pollution control strategies of Swedish pulp and paper firms in the 
1970s, and by contrasting them to U.S. strategies, we will try to show how the regulatory 
framework, in tandem with business strategies, came to foster initial knowledge development and 
technological approaches that had implications for the potential to respond to the dioxin alarm and 
subsequent regulatory measures in the late 1980s. 


1. INTRODUCTION 
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In 1985, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) detected dioxins in fish caught 
downstream a few paper mills. The concentrations were low, but dioxins, which are the 
name of a group of highly chlorinated hydrocarbons, are extremely toxic. It was 
previously known that dioxins could be formed. That dioxins could be formed in the 
manufacturing of paper was however a novelty. The U.S. paper industry immediately 
started up further investigations together with the US EPA. At the same time in Sweden, 
both industry and authorities started to study the formation of dioxins in pulp mills. The 
results were unambiguous. In the sewage from factories producing bleached chemical 
pulp – but not unbleached – dioxins were found in measurable levels.1 Finally, in 
September in 1987, the US EPA announced public that dioxins had been detected in pulp 
mill effluents, in fish caught downstream from the pulp mills as well as in various 
bleached paper products such as diapers, coffee filters and milk cartons.2 Because of the 
high toxicity of dioxins, the EPA report raised the issue of bleached pulp on both public 
and governmental agendas throughout the world. Regulatory processes were initiated in 
pulp producing countries and consumers, essentially the European market, began to ask 
for chlorine- free paper. 


Prior studies noticed that Sweden came to lead the way in the new green market for non-
chlorine pulp that emerged after the dioxin alarm in the late 1980s.3 Two alternative 
bleaching technologies – where chlorine (Cl2) was replaced as bleaching agent – entered 
the market: elemental chlorine free (EFC) and total chlorine free (TCF).4 Oxygen 
delignification, the core technology to implement the alternative bleaching technologies 
was first developed and commercially operative in Sweden. It was also Swedish mills 
that developed and commercialized TCF-pulp. Moreover, the replacement of chlorine- 
based bleaching was very fast in the Scandinavian countries while it was rather slow in 
North America.5 This paper deals with the question why Swedish firms came to lead the 
way in the transition to alternative bleaching processes and production of chlorine-free 
pulp and paper and we will contrast the Swedish development with experiences from the 
U.S. Unlike prior studies we will seek more historical explanations to why Swedish firm 
came to move ahead U.S. firms in the transition towards chlorine-free bleaching, even 
though the dioxin alarm affected both countries simultaneously. We will specifically 
study the pre-conditions for the rapid technological transformation within the Swedish 
pulp industry, a knowledge development that was initiated much earlier than previous 
studies has revealed. By using a unique archive source material that includes the Swedish 
pulp- and paper 
1 Jerkeman (2007).  
2 Norberg-Boom & Rossi (1998).  
3 Smith and Rajotte (2001).  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4 Popp et al. (2011).  
5 Reinstaller (2005), (2008); Popp et al. (2011). 
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industries environmental R&D projects since the 1970s, we will be able to study the 
underlying motives for technological change in-depth. Both industry level- and firm level 
motives for advancing alternative bleaching processes will be explored. 


Differences in the regulatory approaches between the countries and a stronger market 
pressure for the Nordic pulp producers have been highlighted as major explanations to 
why Swedish firms moved faster towards chlorine-free pulp production compared to the 
industry in North America.6 Essentially, events on the German market have been 
regarded as very important for how Nordic pulp and paper producers reacted on the 
dioxin alarm. In 1991 the Greenpeace magazine “Das Plagiat” was published in 
Germany and was outwardly a copy of Der Spiegel. The magazine was printed on 
chlorine-free paper and contained a series of articles on the risks of using substances 
containing chlorine in the manufacture of paper. Das Plagiat had great impact on the 
German public and the German pulp and paper buyers, and the Swedish pulp and paper 
producers could not ignore the development on their main export markets.7 


However, as argued by Reinstaller (2005), the series of events in the late 1980s and the 
rise of “green consumerism” in the key markets for the Nordic producers cannot explain 
the divergences in diffusion patterns of the alternative bleaching processes. Instead, 
Reinstaller stresses the importance of differences in the regulatory approaches as well as 
deviating perceptions and interpretations of the dioxin threat by firms and consumers in 
the two countries.8 Moreover, the technology for pulp and paper production is known for 
being a mature technology and the chlorine-based bleaching process had been the 
dominant bleaching technology since the 1950s.9 Thus it could not possibly change 
overnight albeit demand for chlorine-free products came to be very strong in the late 
1980s and the early 1990s. By focusing on initial pollution control strategies in the 
Swedish pulp and paper industry in contrast to the U.S., this paper highlights 
circumstances that fostered initial technological approaches that had implications for the 
potential to respond to the dioxin alarm and subsequent regulatory measures. By doing 
so, we will shed new light on the critical importance of how events in the past may 
influence firms’ ability to respond to sudden and unexpected challenges stemming from 
environmental regulation and ‘greener’ market demand and requiring rapid technological 
changes. These events particularly include R&D strategies undertaken by firms in the 
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past and the extent firm- activities interplayed with the national strategies for 
environmental regulation under which the firms operate. 
6 Harrison (2002); Reinstaller (2005), (2009).  
7 Jerkeman (2007); Popp (2011); Reinstaller (2009).  
8 Reinstaller (2005).  
9 Norberg-Boom and Rossi (1998). 
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2. THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY AND THE CHLORINE ISSUE: A 
SHORT BACKGROUND 


Sweden and U.S. are key players in the ensemble of pulp and paper producing countries. 
Today, U.S. is the second largest producer of paper after China, while Sweden is the sixth 
largest. Moreover, U.S. is the world’s largest producer of pulp while Sweden is the fourth 
largest.10 Additionally, U.S. is the second largest exporter of paper in the world and the 
biggest exporter of pulp, while Sweden is the sixth largest exporter of paper and the 
fourth largest exporter of pulp. Swedish pulp and paper production is however far more 
dependent on exports than the U.S. – about 50 percent of the Swedish paper production 
is exported. 


As mentioned in the introduction, the dioxin issue was raised on the global agenda after 
the US EPA announcement in 1987 that dioxins had been detected in pulp mill effluents 
and in various paper products. At the time, the volume of imports of pulp and paper was 
larger in U.S. than its exports. Despite the globalization of the U.S. economy, exports in 
pulp and paper was only around 6 percent in the early 1970s and had increased only 
slightly up to the mid 1990s – to about 10 percent.11 The inverse relationship was true for 
Sweden. In 1984, imports of pulp and paper were negligent.12 In 1986, the German 
market accounted for 24 percent of the Swedish pulp export followed by Italy, UK and 
France. Germany was also the largest export market for newsprint, closely followed by 
UK which was the largest export market for other publication paper than newsprint.13 


The chlorine used in bleaching not only affects the mill’s wastewater but also persist in 
the final paper product. Removing elemental chlorine from the production process thus 
not only prevents pollution stemming from the production process but also such pollution 
diffused in society by paper products. The manufacturing process for producing bleached 
chemical pulp consists of two main processes, boiling and bleaching, where bleaching is 
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one of the most environmentally intensive aspects of paper production. The aim with 
chemical pulp production is to extract fibres for paper production from wood, where they 
are imbedded in lignin. To break down wood into lignin and fibres, wood chips are 
boiled in a digester with either alkaline sulphate (i.e. the Kraft process) or acid liquor. 
The bleaching occurs in stages, generally alternating between acid and alkaline stages. 
The acid stages increase the whiteness of the pulp while the alkaline stages remove any 
residual lignin and alkali from the pulping 
10 Swedish Forest Industry Federation (2011).  
11 Norberg-Bohm & Rossi (1998).  
12 Skogsstatistisk Årsbok 1986, tab. 15.9.  
13 Skogstatistisk Årsbok, 1989, Foregin trade, tab. 10.3. 
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stage.14 The use of elemental chlorine (Cl2) as bleaching agent became dominant in the 
1950s.15 


Previous research has reported that two alternative bleaching technologies, elemental 
chlorine free (EFC) and total chlorine free (TCF), were developed and diffused as a 
response to the dioxin alarm.16 A complete replace of chlorine (Cl2) with chlorine dioxide 
gas (ClO2) is known as the ECF-process. By replacing Cl2 with ClO2 the levels of 
absorbable organic halogens (AOX) are greatly reduced. The TCF-process in turn 
completely eliminates the use of both Cl2 and ClO2 and instead typically Hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) and/or ozone (O3) is used as substitute bleaching agent.17 The 
development of ECF and TCF was aided by improvements in oxygen delignification in a 
pre-bleaching stage. 


The direction of technological development is affected by decisions taken in the past and 
influenced by society’s institutions. Therefore – to understand why Swedish mills 
developed oxygen delignification and made it commercially operative as well as were the 
first to develop and commercialize TCF – it becomes important to understand the 
framing of the environmental regulatory approach and the establishment of technological 
trajectories. Drawing on the literature of path dependency, we will give a brief overview 
of the institutional context in Sweden and the U.S. in terms of environmental regulatory 
approaches and technological strategies. In the following section we will deal with the 
chlorine issue and in the last section we will sum up and discuss our results. 
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3. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY, AND 
FIRM STRATEGIES 


3.1. Environmental regulation and technological change 


It has been suggested that environmental regulations can substantially determine the 
direction of technology development18 and they are moreover seen as the primary driver 
for innovation.19 Previous research has noticed different regulatory approaches and 
modes of corporate response and compliance strategies between Sweden and the U.S.20 


The reason why these different pathways can be noticed is an empirical question and has 
to do with different national contexts in terms of political culture, institutions, 
knowledge, direction of R&D, including also, the national environmental regulatory 
14 www.skogsindustrierna.se [Swedish Forest Industry Federation, approached July 4 2013]; Popp 
et al. (2011). 15 Norberg-Bohm & Rossi (1998).  
16 Popp et al. (2011).  
17 Popp et al. (2011); Reinstaller (2005). 


18 See e.g. Yarime (2007).  
19 Popp et al. (2011) p 1253.  
20 Lundqvist (1980); Auer (1996); Harrison (2002). 
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framework and associated relations between the regulators and polluters. Both countries 
were (together with Japan) early adopters of environmental regulation, where Sweden 
was the first country in the world to establish an environmental protection agency in 
1967. Sweden developed a cooperative mode of the environmental protection system21 


based on flexibility in compliance measures and a functioning dialogue between 
regulators and industry22, while the U.S. practiced a legalistic style and a political 
toughness with poorer relations between the policy makers and industry.23 In contrast to 
the U.S., Swedish firms invested predominantly in pollution prevention and internal 
process control technologies24 while U.S. firms invested heavily in end-of-pipe facilities.
25 


The literature on technological path dependency assumes that historical events that seem 
minor at the time can be amplified by positive feedback in ways that drive the selection 
of technology down an unanticipated trajectory.26 Modern and more complex 
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technologies often display ‘increasing returns’ to adoption; the more experience that is 
gained with them, the more they are improved. When a new technology begins to emerge 
it becomes progressively more ‘locked in’ by ‘chance’ or ‘historical events’ forming an 
outcome not necessarily the best alternatives, easily altered or totally predictable in 
advance.27 The Swedish pulp and paper industry and the Swedish regulatory approach 
early on came to favor internal- (in-plant) over end-of-pipe measures and performance 
standards28 – a strategy that stands in contrast to the U.S. where the regulatory approach 
became heavily reliant on the design (Best Available Technology, BAT) or specification 
standards that preferably could be met by end-of-pipe abatement measures.29 Literature 
on technological path dependency has noted that once a pathway is established, the 
technology development is driven along a certain direction even though more superior 
routes are available.30 Initial technological strategies to deal with pollution can therefore 
have serious implication for firms’ options and ability to adapt process technology to deal 
with new, uprising environmental problems. This since technological development 
requires much information, and the acquisition of information is a costly activity.31 


Apart from that firms are restricted by high development costs in advancing new 
technologies, technology innovations are moreover intertwined with cultural 
evolutionary processes that may 
21 Lundqvist (1980); Rotstein (1994); Karlsson (2012). 22 Lundqvist (1971); Bergquist et al. 
(2012).  
23 Wallace (1995).  
24 Söderholm & Bergquist (2012). 
25 Harrison (2002).  
26 See e.g. Arthur (1989); Rosenberg (1994); Liebowitz and Margolis (1995).  
27 Arthur (1989).  
28 Söderholm and Bergquist (2012).  
29 Norberg-Boom & Rossi (1998).  
30 See e.g. Rosenberg (1994).  
31 Rosenberg (1994) p 14. 
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emerge at the sub-national, national and transnational levels.32 Rycroft & Kash (2002) 
state the link between culture and institutions and technological innovations is most 
clearly distinguished at the national level. The influence of culture and institutions on 
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path dependence is however important also at other levels. At the national level, distinct 
national institutions (e.g. firms, government laboratories and universities) have evolved 
into sophisticated national innovations systems (NIS) where cultural norms and 
culturally based institutions contribute the context within which the previously distinct 
institutions continuously create and integrate the knowledge that makes it possible to 
repeatedly develop new and enhanced complex technologies.33 From this perspective, the 
development of environmental technology cannot only bee seen as a lengthy process of 
trial and errors and ‘historical events’ that eventually results in a technology entering the 
market. Since national cultures and institutions tend to be deeply embedded34 they are 
hard to modify, even when new technological opportunities appear.35 Dosi (1982) uses 
the term “technological paradigm” to refer to the presence of technological trajectories. 
The origin of the technological paradigm stems from the interplay between scientific 
advances, economic factors, institutional variables and unsolved difficulties on 
established technological paths. Within this context, public policies plays on important 
role related to the search of new technological paths. The regulatory approach of a 
country influences the technology strategy chosen and has implications for firms’ 
willingness to innovate.36 


3.2. Regulatory frameworks in Sweden vs. U.S.: a brief overview 


The Swedish Environmental Protection Act was implemented in 1969, and it represented 
the first uniform framework for regulation of emissions to air, water pollution, noise and 
other disturbing activities from industrial plants in Sweden. The Act had a pre-history 
that dates back to the Public Health Act of 1874 and the Water Rights Ordinance of 1880. 
After step-wise additions of the regulatory frameworks, the Swedish government in 1963 
appointed an expert committee assigned to investigate the issue of all interference from 
stationary plants. A proposal was presented in 196637 which came to form the basis for 
the Environmental Protection Act (hereafter EPAct) passed by Parliament in 1969. In the 
years before the final bill was passed, the construction of a modern system for 
environmental protection began in Sweden. Thus, in 1967 the National Environmental 
Protection Agency, a unified body for almost the entire area covered by the EPAct, was 
founded. The 
32 Rycroft & Kash (2002). 33 Freeman (1995).  
34 e.g. North (1993).  
35 Rycroft & Kash (2002). 36 Dosi (1982). 
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Environmental Protection Agency was an amalgamation of several existing agencies 
including the Water Inspection (1957) and the Air Pollution Control Board (1963).38 


The EPAct was based on plant-by-plant licensing; firms had to have their plans for 
construction or alteration of production plants assessed according to several criteria 
specified in the Act. The so-called Franchise Board of Environmental Protection 
(hereafter FBEP), administrated the licensing system and was in practice a court, with 
experts from both industry and the Swedish EPA. Unlike the U.S., Sweden came to 
regulate both water and air pollution under the same Act and the licensing process 
thereby integrated. Moreover, the regulatory approach was in practice based on 
performance (emission level values) rather than on technology-based standards, and 
these were negotiated with each plant owner, sometimes over ex-tended periods of time.
39 The licenses had to be reassessed and renewed every 10 years on the basis of what was 
considered Best Available Technology (BAT) at the time. As a general rule, the industrial 
polluters were required to take all precautionary measures, and tolerate such restrictions 
on their activities as could be reasonably demanded. In practice BAT referred to the least 
polluting technologies that proved practicable in other industrial plants of the same type, 
either in Sweden or in other countries.40 BAT was used as a reference for achievable 
emission level values, where emission levels normally set the target for the licence (not 
prescriptions of using a certain method). As the system also aimed at favoring internal 
(pollution prevention) process changes the system needed to be flexible in terms of 
compliance strategies.41 


In the U.S., modern environmental regulation dates back to the 1960s, which is when the 
first major federal legislation was enacted and the EPA was shaped. Three years after the 
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency was established, the US EPA began its 
operations with the responsibility of maintaining and enforcing national standards under 
a variety of environmental laws. The laws of importance to industry include the Clean 
Air Act (CAA), which passed in 1963 but really took shape first in the reauthorization 
and amendments of 1970, and the Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, later called the 
Clean Water Act, CWA. Of importance to the U.S. pulp and paper industry, due to its 
particular problems with water pollution, is the CWA. The CWA regulates the pulp and 
paper mills’ discharges by using a two-pronged approach. First, the EPA issues uniform 
technology-based guidelines for comparable sources, which in the next stage are 
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incorporated (typically by state governments) in individual facilities permits. In 1992 
however, the EPA merged development of air, water, and sludge regulations for the pulp 
and paper industry under the ‘cluster rule’.42 


38 Westerlund (1971); Lundqvist (1971). 39 Bergquist et al. (2012).  
40 Lundqvist (1980).  
41 Harrison (2002). 


42 Harrisson (2002) p 71. 
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In contrast to Sweden, heavy reliance has generally placed on the design (Best Available 
Technology, BAT) or specification standards (which stipulate duty holders exactly what 
measures to take) rather than on performance (emission level) standards.43 The North 
American system also relied on air and water quality standards, allowing certain 
concentration of pollution in the surrounding air and water with respect to health aspects. 
44 Legally, the environmental quality standards dominate the technology-based standards, 
but in practice, technology based standards have been emphasized.45 It has also been 
viewed that the emphasis on technology-based standards avoids the potentially greater 
time and cost associated with developing, administrating, and complying with different 
geographically-specific pollutant discharge limits that must be tailored to meet ambient 
water quality standards.46 


The North American paradigm for pollution control contrasts to the Swedish regime that 
instead has emphasized internal process changes, based on plant-by-plant judgments and 
plant negotiated performance standard.47 The U.S. system also represented a much 
stricter command-and-control regime compared to the Scandinavian countries including 
Sweden. It was a direct regulation that permitted little flexibility in terms of compliance 
measures.48 American environmental regulatory rules are generally far more detailed and 
are enforced more legalistically resulting in more frequent and much lager regulatory 
sanctions than in countries with a more cooperative regulatory style.49 It is also obvious 
that the regulatory frameworks have been embedded differently in Sweden and the U.S., 
essentially with respect to the influence given to the States in the U.S. regulatory 
enforcement. Compared to Sweden, it is clear that U.S. environmental policy had a more 
difficult birth than the Swedish, with generally adversarial legislative approach and 
practices.50 
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The regulatory history and past compliance strategies of industries and government has 
had, as we will see, important implications for how regulations have been approached. 
Not the least inter-firm and state-firm collaborations in R&D formed the basis for the 
early regulatory response to the dioxin alarm in Sweden. In the U.S., the policy process 
proceeded slower and was more incremental, formed by scientific uncertainties, 
problems for the EPA to define the technology based standard and by industry interest to 
avoid costs from implementing more radical technologies. 
43 Gunningham (2009). 44 Lundqvist (1980).  
45 Powell (1997) p 3.  
46 Powell (1997). 


47 Harrison (2002).  
48 Gunningham (2009) p 4.  
49 Gunningham et al. (2003) p 80.  
50 For instance, the Clean Air Act set ambitious national goals for air quality, and in order to guard 
against “agency capture” of the American EPA, the congress used the “hammer clause” which 
gave the EPA a strict compliance deadline for its implementation, a strategy that industry 
considered to be unreasonable. Wallace (1995) p 114. 
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4. THE PROCESS OF TRANSITION TO CHLORINE-FREE PULP AND PAPER 


Dioxins were already prior to the mid-1980s known as a highly toxic, carcinogenic 
substance, but it was not known that dioxin was formed in the production of bleached 
pulp. This was discovered when the US EPA in 1983 initiated a national survey that in 
1985 detected dioxins down streams from pulp and paper mills. To determine the specific 
cause of dioxins in pulp and paper manufacture, the US EPA, the American Paper 
Institute (API) and the NCASI (National Concil of the Paper Industry for Air and Stream 
Improvement) thereafter, in 1986, agreed to undertake the “5 Mills Study”. The study 
was released in 1987 and concluded that bleaching was the primary source of dioxins in 
pulp and paper mills.51 Environmentalists learned about the agreement and in December 
1986, Greenpeace initiated a Freedom of Information Act request seeking all available 
information on the pulp mill dioxin problem. Information leaked to Greenpeace which, in 
1987, released a report alleging an EPA cover-up. Only a month later, the New York 
Times ran a front-page story reporting that traces of dioxins had been detected in paper 
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products.52 And in 1988, the “104 mill studies” in turn was initiated. By that time, the 
Swedish authorities had already begun regulatory action.53 


4.1	The	Swedish	technological	pathway:	internal	process	changes	through	
collaborative	R&D	platforms	


The Swedish strategy for dealing with pollution problems was to accomplish emission 
reductions through internal process changes – an approach that contrasted to the U.S. 
What concerns the Swedish pulp and paper industry,	this concept can be traced back to 
the 1940s and 50s and the pioneering R&D activities then taking place in collaborative 
platforms established jointly by the Swedish pulp and paper producers. Previous studies 
have shown that industry collaboration in environmental R&D as such became a key 
feature in the Swedish pulp and paper industry’s green reconstruction, and a number of 
green R&D platforms were gradually established during the 1900s.54 While the first 
collaborative initiatives of the industry sector to deal with pollution problems actually 
took place already at the turn of the 20th century, as a response to local pollution 
resistance (especially the odor problems), the R&D activities thereafter increased in 
tandem with the development of environmental policy up to the 1960s. During this novel 
period, attention was foremost directed towards improved 
51 Norberg-Bohm & Rossi (1998), Powell (1997).  
52 Powell (1997), p 23 ff.  
53 Powell (1997) p 34.  
54 Söderholm and Bergquist (2012), Bergquist and Söderholm (2011). 
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efficiency and reduced fiber emissions, while more resolute efforts aiming for decreased 
discharges began in the 1960s. At the time of the enforcement of the EPAct, collaborative 
environmental R&D efforts were further accomplished in cooperation with 
environmental authorities.55 


Important collaborative platforms for the greening of the Swedish pulp and paper 
industry in the 1960s were: a) the Swedish Pulp and Paper Research Institute56 (STFI), 
founded by the forest industry in collaboration with the state already in the mid-1940s; b) 
the state-industry funded Institute for water and air protection (IVL), founded in 1966; 
and c) the Forest Industries’ Water and Air Pollution Re- search Foundation (SSVL), 
founded by the forest industry in 1963. Both STFI and IVL have their background in the 
Swedish system of collective research institutes in order to strengthen the Swedish 
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industrial competitiveness, where the financial framework was determined by multi-year 
contracts between the state and a foundation formed by the industries concerned.57 While 
the original idea of STFI was to pursue research on forest products in close cooperation 
with the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, and to advance methods for their 
rational refinement and exploitation, the motive for establishing the two latter platforms 
in the 1960s was the recognized need for effective collaborative efforts in environmental 
R&D to manage costs and risks related to emerging stricter environmental requirements.
58 


Even though STFI was not established to address pollution issues, it ended up doing so 
as improved material utilization and process control became important strategies to 
combine production expansion with pollution prevention from the late 1960s and 
onwards. And from the mid-1970s to the 1990s, research in the field of pulp bleaching 
was carried out with high intensity at STFI. This was linked to the fact that the bleaching 
process was the point of the pulp mill where the material that could not be brought to the 
chemical recovery or over to the paper production, left the factory as bleach plant 
wastewater.59 It was known already in the 1970s that the bleaching process accounted for 
a very high percentage of total emissions of oxygen-consuming substances, as well as 
that the bleach plant emissions contained toxic substances.60 


The state-industry funded IVL, and a related consulting company, the IVL-company, was 
founded in 1966 and reflects an on-going mobilization, both within the government and 
the industry, to enhance knowledge on the relation between industrial production and 
environmental problems and to identify effective solutions. By engaging in basic and 
applied research on the quantity, content, and 
55 Söderholm and Bergquist (2012).  
56 Today Innventia AB. 
57 Sörlin, Sverker. 2006. En ny institutssektor. En analys av industriforskningsinstitutens villkor 
och framtid ur ett närings- och innovationspolitiskt perspektiv. Näringsdepartementet.  
58 Bergquist & Söderholm (2011); Söderholm & Bergquist (2012).  
59 Eriksson, Lennart (2010) STFIs öden och äventyr 1942-2010: fakta-minnen-reflexioner, 
Spearhead production AB: p 272.  
60 See e.g., Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977), p 23. 
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environmental impact of emissions, which was knowledge equally important to industry 
representatives and environmental authorities for the development of both efficient 
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pollution- abatement technology and efficient environmental legislation, IVL came to 
underpin the greening of the Swedish industry in the 1960s and 70s.61 


SSVL was formed already in 1963 by the Swedish Pulp and Paper Association (SCPF) – 
past professional body for parts of the pulp and paper industry, now the Forest Industries 
– but expanded operations considerably at the beginning of the 1970s when it stood clear 
that the industry-specific problems faced by the pulp and paper industry were to big to be 
handled merely within IVL. A wide project organization was built up under SSVL with 
representatives from a number of private companies, research institutions, such as IVL 
and STFI, consultants, equipment suppliers and industry interest groups. The purpose of 
the wide project organization was to “get together” both research results and 
technological achievements, to get them assessed and evaluated properly in order to 
lower the risks for the individual mill. Problem-/project areas were selected by the 
SSVL-board (key industry representatives such as CEOs and technical managers) and 
involved what various plants had identified as important but which was not yet fully 
covered. A majority of the pulp and paper companies were generally represented in each 
of the different projects. Individual firms in turn supplemented the projects on a large 
scale and, together with equipment suppliers, provided access to factory floors, 
machinery, and personnel.62 


The SSVL-projects primarily aimed at preparing background material and evaluate 
available environmental technologies, but also supporting the introduction of new 
technology.63 Findings spread through a wide variety of reports which, according to a 
person with central insight and abundant participation in the SSVL-projects of the period 
(Hans Norrström, he was engaged by both IVL, STFI and the largest consulting firm of 
the pulp and paper industry) were well distributed to and utilized by the individual mills.
64 According to Norrström the pulp and paper industry took the projects very seriously as 
there was a concern over what the economic impact of the EPAct would be: for most, 
production went up steeply towards the end of the 1960s while emissions were large and 
in many cases increased. Thus: “We needed to get this to work.”65 In sum, the 
collaborative R&D platforms STFI, IVL and, not the least, SSVL, formed the basis of a 
major part of the green technology development undertaken by the Swedish pulp and 
paper industry from the late 1960s to the 1990s. 


4.2. R&D and the bleaching process 
61 Bergquist & Söderholm (2011)  
62 Interview with Norrström, 8 June 2010, Stockholm. 63 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL 
(1991):15. 64 Interview with Norrström, 8 June 2010, Stockholm. 65 Ibid. 
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From the mid-1970s, also the SSVL projects, as the STFI activities, focused largely on 
the field of pulp bleaching.66 Process technically it was, of both cost and environmental 
reasons, about doing as much delignification work as possible in the boiler and in the 
subsequent oxygen delignification, and to adapt the subsequent bleaching after this. The 
large number of chlorine-based and non-chlorine based bleaching agents contributed to 
the area’s major research width. The gradual removal of elemental chlorine (chlorine gas) 
as bleaching agent implied significant research efforts, as well as, finally, the issue of 
bleaching without chlorine.67 In this context, the small Swedish company ASPA was a 
pioneer. 


Already in the SSVL-project Chlorides in recovery system (1974-76), different ways to 
reduce the environmental impact of bleach plant wastewater were recommended 
although the main focus was the impact of chlorides in the recovery system. First 
recommended was to try to achieve as much delignification work as possible in the boiler 
and in the subsequent oxygen delignification, and secondly, to try to use as large 
proportion of chlorine dioxide in the bleaching process as possible.68 Efforts to bleach 
pulp with chlorine dioxide had of economic reasons been initiated in Sweden decades 
before, such as in MoDo’s laboratories and mills in the 1940s.69 Thus, when the use of 
chlorine dioxide in the Swedish and Finnish production of bleached kraft pulp was 
mapped within the project in 1974, it was found that while Swedish mills usually used 
chlorine dioxide, Finnish mills did not.70 Total project cost was 4 MSEK and it resulted in 
37 interim reports and a final report in 1977. Apart from SSVL, among others STFI, the 
Board for Technical Development (STU) and the Nordic Industrial Fund contributed 
funds.71 


In parallel was also the SSVL-project Nordmiljö 80 (Nord Environment 80, 1975-78), 
which aimed to find ways for the rational observation of the forest industry with relevant 
and modern control methods. The project focused on pollution control, measurement and 
sampling appliances, as well as on system 
66 When the basic research of IVL and STFI primarily aimed at clarifying the biological effects 
and chemical composition of the bleach plant wastewater, SSVL had greater focus on process 
technologies for reducing emissions, although these areas of knowledge – which not least the 
organization of the SSVL projects bear witness of – are strongly connected with each other. 
67 Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977); Miljövänlig tillverkning av 
blekt massa, 1977-81, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1982); Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: 
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SSVL (1991). See also Eriksson, Lennart (2010): 272.  
68 Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977): p 13. 


69 Söderholm K. and Bergquist A-K. (2013) ”Growing Green and Competitive – a Case Study of a 
Swedish Pulp Mill”, Sustainability, 2013 5(5), pp 1789-1805.  
70 G. Annergren, E. Jansson, H. Makkonen H. Norrström och R. Rasimus (1974) Kartläggning av 
svenska och finska blekerier, Interim Report No. 10 within the project ”Klorid i 
återvinningssystem” (1974-76), Stockholm: SSVL (1974). 


71 Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977), p 112. 
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design for data collection.72 Before the completion of this project completed, SSVL 
initiated a vastly larger project on bleach plants’ actual environmental impact, 
Environmentally harmonized production of bleached pulp (1977-81). The project, which 
resulted in over 100 reports, was mainly funded by the pulp- and paper industry but also 
by contributions from IVL, STFI and STU. Government grants (through such 
organizations) amounted to about 13 of the total of 40 MSEK of the project cost.73 In the 
foreword to the final report for this project, the proactive approach of the industry in this 
context is justified: 


”Water protection in the Swedish pulp and paper industry has so far largely focused on 
reducing emissions of biochemically readily biodegradable and suspended material. [...] 
With the high environmental standards achieved by the vast majority of Swedish mills, a 
continued decrease in these parameters would only give a marginal improvement of the 
environment to a high specific charge. [...] Given the pulp and paper industry’s economic 
importance and the residual emissions size, environmental work should, however, 
continue and focus on investigating the industry’s emissions, other environmental 
impacts, and if so, find effective and economical methods to counteract it.”74 


In the final report (1982) for the project it was found that of the 21 mills in Sweden at the 
time producing bleached chemical pulp, 10 had already installed or committed to install 
oxygen delignification plants. Only a total of 15 additional oxygen delignification plants 
were put in operation outside Sweden. Of the 27 mills for bleached chemical pulp 
outside Sweden in Scandinavia, only two Norwegian mills had oxygen delignification 
plants and two Finnish mills had aerated ponds.75 By 1985, five U.S. mills had installed 
oxygen delignification system.76 In this context it is justified to mention that the Swedish 
company MoDo already in the early 1970s constructed a pilot plant for oxygen 
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delignification.77	This technology was in turn established in Sweden soon thereafter 
which is mirrored in the numbers above. 


The attention paid to the bleaching process continued in several SSVL projects of the 
1980s, and in the sub-project “Discharges from the bleaching of chemical pulp” within 
SSVL 85 (1981-85) it was established that mills with bleaching sequences containing 
oxygen and a high percentage of chlorine dioxides in pre-bleaching, or oxygen bleaching 
with treatment of bleach plant wastewater in aerated ponds, responded to “highest 
environmental standards”.78 In the final SSVL-project of the 1980s, Miljö 90 
(Environment 90), as many as 200 pages are devoted to the bleaching process while the 
remaining three sub-projects only take up about 10-40 pages each.79 Miljö 90 started after 
a review 
72 Nordmiljö 80, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1981). See also Miljö 90, Final report, 
Stockholm: SSVL (1991): 41.  
73 Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, slutrapport (1982), Stockholm: SSVL, p 5.  
74 Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, slutrapport (1982), Stockholm: SSVL, p 5. 


75 Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, slutrapport (1982), Stockholm: SSVL, p 7. 76 


Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998).  
77 Jerkeman (2007), p 13.  
78 SSVL 85, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1986). 


79 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991). 
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and prioritization of current environmental issues in July 1985, i.e., a few months before 
the US EPA in the autumn of 1985 reported that dioxins had been detected in fish caught 
near pulp and paper mills. The risks of dioxins however came to be a high priority in the 
Swedish and European environmental debate in the late 1980s. Hence, the content of 
dioxins in products and emissions were questions that came to be incorporated into the 
project.80 IVL was very well represented also in this project as well as, in fact, the 
Swedish EPA with a few individuals.81 In the next section follows examples of how this 
involvement of Swedish authorities in the SSVL projects, through the semi-governmental 
IVL and SEPA, provided policy-makers with necessary tools for the gradual tightening of 
ELVs and for sometimes stipulating ELVs based on novel process-internal technology 
not yet fully developed. SEPA further compiled several own reports in the 1980s and 
early 90s on the composition and effects of bleached pulp mill effluents.82 
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4.3 Dioxins and intense pressures for technological change? Sweden vs. the US 


The risks of dioxin became a high priority issue in the European environmental debate in 
which a key question was whether the small residue of polychlorinated dioxins that could 
be traced in products based on bleached pulp could leak when exposed to moisture, such 
as a wet baby diaper. Another to the pulp industry related environmental issue which 
came to be debated simultaneously in Sweden, was the emission of pollutants in the 
Baltic Sea, where especially the emissions of the bleaching pulp industry were in focus.83 


FBEP took a first clear standpoint in the dioxin issue already in 1986 when delivering 
final conditions for a sulphate pulp mill, establishing that wastewater from the bleaching 
process caused significant local damage to water based organisms. An unusually high 
proportion of representatives from the industry sector, several of which were in the midst 
of their own licensing processes, were present as well as chlorine producers, consultants, 
equipment suppliers, research institutions and an additional number of SEPA 
representatives. FBEP established that: 


”significant progress has been made in recent years in terms of different measures to 
reduce the emissions of chlorinated organic matter, including increasing the share of 
chlorine dioxide in the first bleaching stage as well as through improved process 
equipment and process control.”84 


FBEP however at the same time announced that it expected even more R&D on the 
matter, especially on how to increase delignification in the cooking- and bleaching stages 
as well as on the possibilities 
80 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991).  
81 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991): pp 327ff.  
82 See e.g., Biologiska effekter av blekeriavlopp, Anders Södergren (Ed.), Report, Solna: 
Naturvårdsverket (1988), 134 pp.  
83 Waluszewski, Alexandra and Håkansson, Håkan (2004) “Das Plagiat” in Widmalm, Sven (Ed.) 
Artefakter, pp 219-244: 223. 


84 Documentation from the licensing of the Norrsundet mill in 1981-1987, Decision 1986-12-09, 
p. 44f, National 


Archive of Arninge, E1:817-819, Sweden: Stockholm. 
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to switch to other bleaching chemicals. In this particular licensing process the FBEP 
actually advocated a specific abatement technology. The Board however at the same time 
emphasized that it should not be stipulated in the final conditions as the firm had both the 
right and the duty to use other methods if any shortcomings could be proved with this 
particular technology and/or if more effective methods were developed. In this way the 
Board maintained the regulatory strategy to permit flexibility in compliance strategies 
while at the same time requiring emissions to comply with the performance of state-of-
the-art (BAT) technology.85 


At the same time in the U.S., the policy process moved slower and the US EPA worked 
on defining the standard setting. Following a series news reports about EPA’s cooperation 
with industry in 1987, the US EPA signed a decree to perform a comprehensive risk 
assessment of dioxins and furans considering sludge, water effluents and products made 
from pulp produced at 104 pulp mills. The agreement also required the EPA to propose 
regulation before 1993.86 Interesting to notice is that the Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA) in 1989 reported about the Swedish pulp mills compliance with more 
stringent standards when it comes to the emissions of chlorinated organics.87 


By this time in Sweden, an emotional public debate on dioxins were in full swing. In 
1987, Sweden’s largest and oldest environmental organization, the Nature Conservation 
(SSNC), recommended consumers to choose unbleached products upon which the 
producers and distributors of a range of unbleached products, such as packaging- and 
tissue paper, began to provide them with SSNC’s signature. In 1989, the association 
further launched two environmental classes (a low chlorine- and a chlorine free88 level) 
for chlorine bleached paper qualities where brightness was important, such as magazine 
paper. In the absence of any national or international (at EU level) official emission limit 
that was considered harmless to the environment, the SSNC criterion got major impact.89 


In fact, the issue of chlorine free paper and unbleached products in this way became the 
issue that finally came to seriously initiate the environmental issue as a marketing issue 
for the Swedish pulp and paper industry.90 


Also Green Peace had many members in Sweden (if not quite as many as SSNC), and in 
their “Pulp and Paper Campaign” during the second half of the 1980s, there was a major 
focus on Sweden, where the Swedish pulp bleach plants according to Green Peace 
accounted for about 99 % of the country’s total emissions of chlorinated organics. As an 
activity within the campaign, Green Peace in 1986 
85 Ibid.  
86 For a detailed accounting, see Powell (1997).  
87 Powell (2007) p 12.  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88 The “chlorine-free” level was in fact allowed to contain 0.5 kg AOX/tonnage of pulp 
(Waluszewski and Håkansson, 2004, p 224).  
89 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004), p 224.  
90 Eva Bingel, Claes Sjöberg och Charlotte Sjöquist (2002). Från defensiv till proaktiv. 
Drivkrafterna bakom hållbar tillväxt, Rapport, Stockholm: Svenskt näringsliv. 
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dumped 1.5 tonnages of dead fish in front of an office entrance to one of the largest 
producers of bleached pulp in Sweden. And a few years later Green Peace conducted yet 
another action against the use of chlorine as a bleaching agent in the production of white 
paper products when, in collaboration with the small pulp-producing Swedish mill 
ASPA, producing an exact copy of the weekly Der Spiegel printed on paper containing 
no shred of chlorine-bleached pulp.91 


When the citizens of Sweden during the summer of 1988 also came to experience severe 
algal blooms, as well as an excess mortality of an already endangered seal population, 
the chlorine issue became an even hotter topic of debate, not least in media.92 One article 
by the chief physician at a regional hospital was published in Sweden’s largest daily 
newspaper, Dagens Nyheter, on August 2 in 1988, entitled “Dioxins are a likely cause of 
the seal death and the disease process resembles AIDS”. The article states that it is found 
that the seal death is “likely” to be due to the contamination of dioxins where pulp 
bleaching constitutes “one of the now largest known” dioxin sources in Sweden. The 
article further states that “it is well known that Swedish children during breastfeeding far 
exceed tolerable daily intake [of dioxins]”.93 


The dioxin issue together with the pollution of the Baltic Sea and the big seal death in the 
summer of 1988 in fact constitute key explanatory factors behind the fact that 
environmental issues in general got their big break among Swedish citizens during the 
second half of the 1980s, which not least the “Environmental election” to the Swedish 
Parliament in 1988 bear witness of.94 The environmental debate and mobilization of the 
environmental movement after the mid 1980s was much stronger than what Sweden had 
experienced in the 1960s. At the same time in the U.S., the absence of both a green 
market demand and a pronounced anti-dioxin mood in the public induced a different 
perception of the problem within industry. Gaining knowledge to the problem through 
scientific research into what would be the best technology was one mean to influence 
EPA’s decision, but also a way to explore possible solutions on the basis of the 
established technological paradigm.95 
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When it comes to regulation the Swedish parliament in 1988 adopted a proposal which 
stipulated that industrial emissions of chlorinated organic compounds must be reduced to 
1.5 kg AOX/tonnage of pulp (normal emission level was about 4 kg/tonnage of pulp at 
this time).96 The FBEP had however chosen to stipulate this level (with effect from 
January 1 1992) in the final conditions for a mill already in 1987, although it was based 
on a technology that was not yet developed. Still, the FBEP 
91 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004).  
92 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004) p 223.  
93 Hardell, Lennart ”Säldöden liknar aids : Dioxiner är trolig orsak till säldöden och 
sjukdomsförloppet påminner om aids”, Dagens Nyheter (DN), 1988-08-02. 
94 About the “Environmental election” in 1988, see e.g. Giljam, Mikael and Holmerg, Sören 
(1990), Rött blått grönt, Stockholm: Bonniers.  
95 Reinstaller (2005) p 1380.  
96 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004) p 223. 
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“expected” the technology97 to be developed within a relatively short time and SEPA in 
turn confirmed it was already “about to be implemented” at a number of Swedish mills.98 


The example reflects the great insight of the environmental authorities in the industry’s 
on-going environmental development and investment projects, but also how the 
environmental authorities in fact stipulated technology development. This is also 
confirmed by an anonymous FBEP official with direct experiences of pulp and paper 
licensing processes in the late 1980s: 


“The Board listened eagerly to the results of the investigations made by both the 
authorities and the industry and if we could identify prospects for a certain technological 
development, we granted probation periods and stipulated [performance standards] based 
on expected technological development and thus in fact stipulated technological 
development.”99 


Fact is the same year (1988) the Swedish Parliament adopted a proposal which stipulated 
that industrial emissions of chlorinated organic compounds must be reduced to 1.5 kg 
AOX/tonnage of pulp, the Swedish government imposed the most stringent requirements 
on emissions from bleaching ever been presented, a maximum of 0.5 kg AOX/tonnage, 
on one of Sweden’s smallest producers of market pulp, Aspa. In 1987, Aspa had 
submitted a license application to expand capacity, and the mill’s sensitive location on a 
lake that served as drinking water for several communities had contributed in referring 
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the question to the government.100 The method which already in the spring of 1989 would 
allow such low emissions, and the fact is – after further development work at Aspa and 
only a year after (in 1990) – a pulp bleached without chlorine, was the so-called Lignox 
process.101 The process was based on knowledge of the use of oxygen, hydrogen peroxide 
and chlorine dioxide in the bleaching process, developed within SSVL-projects since the 
1970s (and partly within even earlier collaborative platforms).102 ASPA was thus the first 
mill to develop and commercialize TCF-pulp, however, on the basis of decade-long 
efforts within collaborative semi-governmental R&D platforms (of which the company 
had taken part) to achieve environmentally friendlier bleaching methods through 
increased efficiency and reduced use of chemicals by internal process changes.103 ASPA 
was further not the only Swedish mill to produce chlorine-free pulp in 1990: the MoDo 
mill Domsjö soon followed with the so-called MoDo Crown product, also based on the 
increased use of oxygen and 
97 The new technology involved a combination of oxygen and chlorine dioxide in the bleaching 
process. 98 Kinneryd (2010) Ch. 10. 


99 Personal interview with anonymous Franchise board official with experiences of pulp and paper 
licensing processes of the late 1980s and onwards, Stockholm, 8 June 2010.  
100 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004).  
101 The Lignox process: oxygen-bleached pulp is treated with hydrogen peroxide at high 
temperature after the removal of heavy metals with a complexing agent. Subsequent final 
bleaching takes place with peroxide and chlorine dioxide. 


102 See e.g. Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL 
(1982). See also Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004).  
103 This was initially, already in the 1940s, motivated by economic reasons but soon also 
environmental. 
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peroxide in the bleaching process.104 The Lignox process was in turn explained and 
evaluated in the final report for Miljö 90 (1991) whereupon knowledge of the process 
spread to the entire industry as well as to environmental authorities.105 In the same report 
it was further established that: “In short, all Swedish pulp mills will have introduced 
oxygen delignification”. 106 


Meanwhile, in 1993 the US EPA announced a proposal based on a technology-based 
approach that involved: 1) substituting elemental chlorine with chlorine dioxide or other 
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bleaching agents (e.g., peroxide or ozone) and 2) reducing the extent of chlorine 
bleaching required to achieve a given quality of product through alternative means of 
pulp delignification (i.e., extended cooking or oxygen delignification prior to chlorine 
bleaching).107 The U.S. pulp and paper industry strongly opposed the proposal and after 
receiving critical comments from both industry and environmental groups, the EPA 
released further revisions. The new standard was proposed in 1996 and the regulation 
was eventually finalized in 1997.108 Studies report that the US EPA deliberately chose a 
standard which could be met by employing only full substitution for chlorine gas with 
oxygen gas, but no oxygen delignification. U.S. mills thus didn’t have to incur the 
expense of installing oxygen delignification like their Swedish competitors which, 
according to Harrison (2002), saved the U.S. industry 1 billion U.S. dollars.109 


Noteworthy is though that when the US EPA determined the standard, one third of the 
U.S. Kraft mills had already installed oxygen delignification.110 Only two U.S. mills had 
pursued more radical innovations. The first one was Louisiana Pacific, who adopted TCF 
in 1995, and did so to comply with the CWA. The Louisiana Pacific mill was one of few 
Kraft pulp mills that hade never installed secondary waste water treatment. Thus, when 
faced with the demand to reduce emissions, TCF appeared more attractive here than at 
mills which had already installed end-of pipe technology.111 


In this regard, it is important to acknowledge that the lifetime for equipment in the pulp 
and paper industry is 15-30 years. As the prior U.S. strategy had been to invest in end-of-
pipe, it fundamentally affected the assessment and costs of different technologies to 
reduce the discharges of dioxins or other effluents. Mills that had not installed secondary 
treatment plants thus found it more attractive to invest in TCF.112 According to Norberg-
Boom and Rossi (1998), the regulation proposed by the EPA in 1997 thus only required 
incremental innovation rather than moving industry to new technological 
104 Söderholm and Bergquist (2013).  
105 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991): see e.g. section 5.3. 106 Miljö 90, Final report, 
Stockholm: SSVL (1991):19.  
107 Powell (2007) p 4.  
108 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 231.  
109 Harrison (2002) p 73.  
110 Harrison (2002) p 73.  
111 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 235.  
112 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 239. 
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trajectories.113 


Quite a few Swedish mills however produced TCF bleached pulp already by 1994114, and 
the remaining mills so-called elementary chlorine free (ECF) bleached pulp. And this 
development put Swedish pulp and paper mills in the forefront internationally.115 The 
long term collaborative R&D efforts within platforms like STFI, IVL and, not the least, 
SSVL, were of central importance to this development. The knowledge development and 
-diffusion taking place here formed the basis for a major part of the green technology 
development undertaken by the Swedish pulp and paper industry from the late 1960s to 
the 1990s. Important prerequisites for Swedish mills to make the final steps towards EFC 
and TFC were further the early choice of the Swedish pulp and paper industry and 
Swedish government to try to achieve reduced emissions from the bleaching process 
through internal process changes as well as industry’s early choice to focus on reducing 
the use of chlorine gas as bleaching agent. 


5. DISCUSSION 


Oxygen delignification, the core technology to implement alternative bleaching 
technologies (where chlorine is replaced as bleaching agent) was first developed and 
commercially operative in Sweden. It was also Swedish mills that developed and 
commercialized total chlorine free (TCF) bleached pulp. This paper has shown that it 
was no coincidence that this development took place among Swedish pulp and paper 
producers. Long before environmental authorities begun suspect that pulp bleaching was 
a considerable source for dioxins, the Swedish pulp industry was well aware that the 
bleaching process accounted for a very high percentage of total emissions of oxygen-
consuming as well as toxic substances. This is one of the reasons why Swedish pulp 
mills usually had chlorine dioxide implemented in the bleaching process already in the 
early 1970s. 


The technology evolution towards ECF and TCF can be traced back to the proactive 
collaborative green R&D activities initiated by the Swedish pulp and paper industry even 
before modern environmental regulation was implemented in Sweden in 1969. These 
activities were, as we have shown, related to the industry (as well as the authorities’) 
early strategy to focus on reducing the environmental impacts through internal process 
changes, which guided the development into certain technological development path. In 
the same token, the U.S. development followed a different 
113 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 230.  
114 The majority of the Nordic mills that had switched to TCF in 1994 were of Swedish origin. 
Only two mills in Finland and two mills in the U.S. had then opted for TCF (Reinstaller, 2005, p 
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1373).  
115 Reinstaller (2008). 
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technological trajectory since the U.S. regulatory approach fostered more of end-of-pipe 
solutions compared to the Swedish approach. 


Previous research has emphasized the importance of the strict environmental regulation 
implemented in Sweden in the early 1990s, as well as the corporative, plant-by-plant 
regulatory style. According to Popp et al. (2011), competition among major industry 
players to satisfy consumer demand for chlorine free paper further played a vital role in 
the initial development of chlorine-free technologies. We have shown in this paper that 
the Swedish authorities required the Swedish pulp and paper producers to push the 
technology development beyond ‘of the shelf’ (BAT) technology already from the mid- 
1980s, which is earlier than noticed in previous studies.116 This was possible since the 
Swedish EPA through the collaborative R&D platforms had knowledge of “around the 
corner” technology. Because of this, the ECF and TCF technology was principally 
already developed when Swedish consumers and the German export market started to 
ask for chlorine-free paper. Knowledge on alternative bleaching processes was spurred 
by both a strong regulatory action and proactive firm-collaborative R&D initiatives, 
which fundamentally aided the transition to TCF and ECF in Sweden. The public debate 
and demand for chlorine-free paper however played a vital role for the swift adoption 
and fast diffusion of the technology when it was at hand. 


As much as the Swedish trajectory was influenced by its’ technological paradigm to 
focus on internal process changes, the U.S. regulatory approach was consistent with the 
dominant abatement technology in the U.S. pulp and paper industry. Moreover, the 
absence of a wide public debate in conjunction with the institutional regulatory style 
considerably delayed the process of substituting chlorine in the U.S. industry. The U.S. 
pulp and paper industry strongly opposed the regulation proposed by the EPA in 1993, 
and a less stringent rule was announced in 1997, excluding the oxygen delignification 
stage. 


This paper has highlighted the critical importance of events in the past in explaining 
firms’ ability to respond to sudden and unexpected challenges requiring rapid 
technological changes, stemming from environmental regulation and/or ‘green’ market 
demand. These events include firms’/industry sectors’ R&D strategies undertaken in the 
past and how these have interplayed with national strategies for environmental 
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regulation. It is perhaps no news that the U.S. and Sweden approached industrial 
pollution issues differently already in the 1ate 1960s, or that development subsequently 
has differed between the countries. The great influence of initial corporative and 
authoratitive approaches on long- term technology development trajectories is however 
not as well known. 
116 See e.g. Reinstaller (2005) and Popp et al (2011). 
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Comments on the 

NORTHERN PULP NOVA SCOTIA FOCUS REPORT 


Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 2019 


Dear Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment,

First, the time available for individuals to review this document seems totally inadequate. As your 
government was a co-funder of this report it would have been appropriate to fund an independent panel 
to review the document to give an unbiased opinion.

I do have several concerns that I wish to share;

1. It is not clear that effluent reduction or the application of more environmentally friendly processes 
has been considered. There are efforts underway around the world to develop closed cycle bleached 
kraft mills. 

2. It would appear that these efforts are not receiving the attention by the industry that they deserve. In 
fact, a spokesperson for Northern Pulp has declared that it is impossible to create a closed cycle kraft 
mill.  This assertion is also based on the use of ECF technology. 1

3. The move to the TCF in Sweden was driven by government and industry cooperating to find even 
better alternatives than the ECF process2

4. Bill 213 emphasized “clean growth” and the desire to keep Northern Pulp in operation should be 
informed by the need to make the mill as “clean” as possible.

5. There is no mention of the “missing” mercury from Canso Chemicals  (up to 5 tonnes / year) adjacent 
to the proposed location of the ETF. If there is information available on the current state of this 
buried hazard it should have been part of the Report. If it is not available, I would suggest that it be 
evaluated.

6. It would be desirable to show the wellhead protection zones for the Pictou water supply on the maps 
showing the route of the effluent pipeline.

In conclusion, given that the Boat Harbour Act was passed in 2015 it seems like the January 31, 2020 
closure of the Boat Harbour treatment facility wasn’t taken seriously by Northern Pulp. Even if this 
proposed effluent treatment plan were to be approved it is not clear how one could proceed and stay 
within the law. Frankly, putting off the closure of the Boat Harbour facility would be the ultimate 
betrayal of the Pictou Landing First Nation and a sign of bad faith by the government and a willingness 
to allow corporations to dictate to the government.

Sincerely yours,

 Sponsored content: https://www.ngnews.ca/lifestyles/bleached-kraft-mills-cannot-be-closed-loop-175759/1

 Transition to chlorine free pulp!: Experiences from the Swedish pulp and paper industry in contrast to the 2

U.S. 

Ann-Kristin Bergquist, department of Geography and Economic History, Umeå University, Sweden 


Kristina Söderholm, department of Business Administration, Technology and Social Sciences, Luleå university of 
technology, Sweden 

-see below-
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Transition to chlorine free pulp! 
Experiences from the Swedish pulp and paper industry in 
contrast to the U.S. 

Ann-Kristin Bergquist, department of Geography and Economic History, Umeå 
University, Sweden 

Kristina Söderholm, department of Business Administration, Technology and 
Social Sciences, Luleå university of technology, Sweden 

Abstract 

In 1985, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) detected low concentrations of dioxins 
in fish caught downstream a few paper mills. It was not previously known that those extremely 
toxic highly chlorinated hydrocarbons could be formed in the manufacturing of paper. In both the 
U.S. and in Sweden the pulp and paper industry together with environmental authorities 
immediately started to investigate the formation of dioxins in pulp mills. Two years later, in 
September in 1987, the US EPA announced the results of the investigation to the public, i.e., 
dioxins had been detected in pulp mill effluents, in fish caught downstream from the pulp mills, 
and in various bleached paper products. The EPA report raised the issue of bleached pulp on 
public and governmental agendas throughout the world and consumers began to ask for chlorine- 
free paper. 

Although both North American and Swedish firms were exposed to the dioxin alarm 
simultaneously, Swedish (and Scandinavian) firms would lead and move ahead U.S. firms in the 
transition towards chlorine-free pulp bleaching. Oxygen delignification, the core technology to 
implement elementary chlorine free bleaching, was first developed and commercially operative in 
Sweden. It was also Swedish mills that developed and commercialized total chlorine free 
bleached pulp. According to previous research, this was mainly due to a new green (primarily 
German) market for the Scandinavian firms in the late 1980s, for chlorine-free pulp. In this paper, 
we argue that the explanation behind why Swedish companies were at the forefront in the 
production of chlorine-free paper must be sought deeper than in changing market demands in the 
late 1980s. By focusing on the pollution control strategies of Swedish pulp and paper firms in the 
1970s, and by contrasting them to U.S. strategies, we will try to show how the regulatory 
framework, in tandem with business strategies, came to foster initial knowledge development and 
technological approaches that had implications for the potential to respond to the dioxin alarm and 
subsequent regulatory measures in the late 1980s. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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In 1985, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) detected dioxins in fish caught 
downstream a few paper mills. The concentrations were low, but dioxins, which are the 
name of a group of highly chlorinated hydrocarbons, are extremely toxic. It was 
previously known that dioxins could be formed. That dioxins could be formed in the 
manufacturing of paper was however a novelty. The U.S. paper industry immediately 
started up further investigations together with the US EPA. At the same time in Sweden, 
both industry and authorities started to study the formation of dioxins in pulp mills. The 
results were unambiguous. In the sewage from factories producing bleached chemical 
pulp – but not unbleached – dioxins were found in measurable levels.1 Finally, in 
September in 1987, the US EPA announced public that dioxins had been detected in pulp 
mill effluents, in fish caught downstream from the pulp mills as well as in various 
bleached paper products such as diapers, coffee filters and milk cartons.2 Because of the 
high toxicity of dioxins, the EPA report raised the issue of bleached pulp on both public 
and governmental agendas throughout the world. Regulatory processes were initiated in 
pulp producing countries and consumers, essentially the European market, began to ask 
for chlorine- free paper. 

Prior studies noticed that Sweden came to lead the way in the new green market for non-
chlorine pulp that emerged after the dioxin alarm in the late 1980s.3 Two alternative 
bleaching technologies – where chlorine (Cl2) was replaced as bleaching agent – entered 
the market: elemental chlorine free (EFC) and total chlorine free (TCF).4 Oxygen 
delignification, the core technology to implement the alternative bleaching technologies 
was first developed and commercially operative in Sweden. It was also Swedish mills 
that developed and commercialized TCF-pulp. Moreover, the replacement of chlorine- 
based bleaching was very fast in the Scandinavian countries while it was rather slow in 
North America.5 This paper deals with the question why Swedish firms came to lead the 
way in the transition to alternative bleaching processes and production of chlorine-free 
pulp and paper and we will contrast the Swedish development with experiences from the 
U.S. Unlike prior studies we will seek more historical explanations to why Swedish firm 
came to move ahead U.S. firms in the transition towards chlorine-free bleaching, even 
though the dioxin alarm affected both countries simultaneously. We will specifically 
study the pre-conditions for the rapid technological transformation within the Swedish 
pulp industry, a knowledge development that was initiated much earlier than previous 
studies has revealed. By using a unique archive source material that includes the Swedish 
pulp- and paper 
1 Jerkeman (2007). 
2 Norberg-Boom & Rossi (1998). 
3 Smith and Rajotte (2001). 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4 Popp et al. (2011). 
5 Reinstaller (2005), (2008); Popp et al. (2011). 
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industries environmental R&D projects since the 1970s, we will be able to study the 
underlying motives for technological change in-depth. Both industry level- and firm level 
motives for advancing alternative bleaching processes will be explored. 

Differences in the regulatory approaches between the countries and a stronger market 
pressure for the Nordic pulp producers have been highlighted as major explanations to 
why Swedish firms moved faster towards chlorine-free pulp production compared to the 
industry in North America.6 Essentially, events on the German market have been 
regarded as very important for how Nordic pulp and paper producers reacted on the 
dioxin alarm. In 1991 the Greenpeace magazine “Das Plagiat” was published in 
Germany and was outwardly a copy of Der Spiegel. The magazine was printed on 
chlorine-free paper and contained a series of articles on the risks of using substances 
containing chlorine in the manufacture of paper. Das Plagiat had great impact on the 
German public and the German pulp and paper buyers, and the Swedish pulp and paper 
producers could not ignore the development on their main export markets.7 

However, as argued by Reinstaller (2005), the series of events in the late 1980s and the 
rise of “green consumerism” in the key markets for the Nordic producers cannot explain 
the divergences in diffusion patterns of the alternative bleaching processes. Instead, 
Reinstaller stresses the importance of differences in the regulatory approaches as well as 
deviating perceptions and interpretations of the dioxin threat by firms and consumers in 
the two countries.8 Moreover, the technology for pulp and paper production is known for 
being a mature technology and the chlorine-based bleaching process had been the 
dominant bleaching technology since the 1950s.9 Thus it could not possibly change 
overnight albeit demand for chlorine-free products came to be very strong in the late 
1980s and the early 1990s. By focusing on initial pollution control strategies in the 
Swedish pulp and paper industry in contrast to the U.S., this paper highlights 
circumstances that fostered initial technological approaches that had implications for the 
potential to respond to the dioxin alarm and subsequent regulatory measures. By doing 
so, we will shed new light on the critical importance of how events in the past may 
influence firms’ ability to respond to sudden and unexpected challenges stemming from 
environmental regulation and ‘greener’ market demand and requiring rapid technological 
changes. These events particularly include R&D strategies undertaken by firms in the 
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past and the extent firm- activities interplayed with the national strategies for 
environmental regulation under which the firms operate. 
6 Harrison (2002); Reinstaller (2005), (2009). 
7 Jerkeman (2007); Popp (2011); Reinstaller (2009). 
8 Reinstaller (2005). 
9 Norberg-Boom and Rossi (1998). 
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2. THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY AND THE CHLORINE ISSUE: A 
SHORT BACKGROUND 

Sweden and U.S. are key players in the ensemble of pulp and paper producing countries. 
Today, U.S. is the second largest producer of paper after China, while Sweden is the sixth 
largest. Moreover, U.S. is the world’s largest producer of pulp while Sweden is the fourth 
largest.10 Additionally, U.S. is the second largest exporter of paper in the world and the 
biggest exporter of pulp, while Sweden is the sixth largest exporter of paper and the 
fourth largest exporter of pulp. Swedish pulp and paper production is however far more 
dependent on exports than the U.S. – about 50 percent of the Swedish paper production 
is exported. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the dioxin issue was raised on the global agenda after 
the US EPA announcement in 1987 that dioxins had been detected in pulp mill effluents 
and in various paper products. At the time, the volume of imports of pulp and paper was 
larger in U.S. than its exports. Despite the globalization of the U.S. economy, exports in 
pulp and paper was only around 6 percent in the early 1970s and had increased only 
slightly up to the mid 1990s – to about 10 percent.11 The inverse relationship was true for 
Sweden. In 1984, imports of pulp and paper were negligent.12 In 1986, the German 
market accounted for 24 percent of the Swedish pulp export followed by Italy, UK and 
France. Germany was also the largest export market for newsprint, closely followed by 
UK which was the largest export market for other publication paper than newsprint.13 

The chlorine used in bleaching not only affects the mill’s wastewater but also persist in 
the final paper product. Removing elemental chlorine from the production process thus 
not only prevents pollution stemming from the production process but also such pollution 
diffused in society by paper products. The manufacturing process for producing bleached 
chemical pulp consists of two main processes, boiling and bleaching, where bleaching is 
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one of the most environmentally intensive aspects of paper production. The aim with 
chemical pulp production is to extract fibres for paper production from wood, where they 
are imbedded in lignin. To break down wood into lignin and fibres, wood chips are 
boiled in a digester with either alkaline sulphate (i.e. the Kraft process) or acid liquor. 
The bleaching occurs in stages, generally alternating between acid and alkaline stages. 
The acid stages increase the whiteness of the pulp while the alkaline stages remove any 
residual lignin and alkali from the pulping 
10 Swedish Forest Industry Federation (2011). 
11 Norberg-Bohm & Rossi (1998). 
12 Skogsstatistisk Årsbok 1986, tab. 15.9. 
13 Skogstatistisk Årsbok, 1989, Foregin trade, tab. 10.3. 
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stage.14 The use of elemental chlorine (Cl2) as bleaching agent became dominant in the 
1950s.15 

Previous research has reported that two alternative bleaching technologies, elemental 
chlorine free (EFC) and total chlorine free (TCF), were developed and diffused as a 
response to the dioxin alarm.16 A complete replace of chlorine (Cl2) with chlorine dioxide 
gas (ClO2) is known as the ECF-process. By replacing Cl2 with ClO2 the levels of 
absorbable organic halogens (AOX) are greatly reduced. The TCF-process in turn 
completely eliminates the use of both Cl2 and ClO2 and instead typically Hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) and/or ozone (O3) is used as substitute bleaching agent.17 The 
development of ECF and TCF was aided by improvements in oxygen delignification in a 
pre-bleaching stage. 

The direction of technological development is affected by decisions taken in the past and 
influenced by society’s institutions. Therefore – to understand why Swedish mills 
developed oxygen delignification and made it commercially operative as well as were the 
first to develop and commercialize TCF – it becomes important to understand the 
framing of the environmental regulatory approach and the establishment of technological 
trajectories. Drawing on the literature of path dependency, we will give a brief overview 
of the institutional context in Sweden and the U.S. in terms of environmental regulatory 
approaches and technological strategies. In the following section we will deal with the 
chlorine issue and in the last section we will sum up and discuss our results. 
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3. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY, AND 
FIRM STRATEGIES 

3.1. Environmental regulation and technological change 

It has been suggested that environmental regulations can substantially determine the 
direction of technology development18 and they are moreover seen as the primary driver 
for innovation.19 Previous research has noticed different regulatory approaches and 
modes of corporate response and compliance strategies between Sweden and the U.S.20 

The reason why these different pathways can be noticed is an empirical question and has 
to do with different national contexts in terms of political culture, institutions, 
knowledge, direction of R&D, including also, the national environmental regulatory 
14 www.skogsindustrierna.se [Swedish Forest Industry Federation, approached July 4 2013]; Popp 
et al. (2011). 15 Norberg-Bohm & Rossi (1998). 
16 Popp et al. (2011). 
17 Popp et al. (2011); Reinstaller (2005). 

18 See e.g. Yarime (2007). 
19 Popp et al. (2011) p 1253. 
20 Lundqvist (1980); Auer (1996); Harrison (2002). 
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framework and associated relations between the regulators and polluters. Both countries 
were (together with Japan) early adopters of environmental regulation, where Sweden 
was the first country in the world to establish an environmental protection agency in 
1967. Sweden developed a cooperative mode of the environmental protection system21 

based on flexibility in compliance measures and a functioning dialogue between 
regulators and industry22, while the U.S. practiced a legalistic style and a political 
toughness with poorer relations between the policy makers and industry.23 In contrast to 
the U.S., Swedish firms invested predominantly in pollution prevention and internal 
process control technologies24 while U.S. firms invested heavily in end-of-pipe facilities.
25 

The literature on technological path dependency assumes that historical events that seem 
minor at the time can be amplified by positive feedback in ways that drive the selection 
of technology down an unanticipated trajectory.26 Modern and more complex 
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technologies often display ‘increasing returns’ to adoption; the more experience that is 
gained with them, the more they are improved. When a new technology begins to emerge 
it becomes progressively more ‘locked in’ by ‘chance’ or ‘historical events’ forming an 
outcome not necessarily the best alternatives, easily altered or totally predictable in 
advance.27 The Swedish pulp and paper industry and the Swedish regulatory approach 
early on came to favor internal- (in-plant) over end-of-pipe measures and performance 
standards28 – a strategy that stands in contrast to the U.S. where the regulatory approach 
became heavily reliant on the design (Best Available Technology, BAT) or specification 
standards that preferably could be met by end-of-pipe abatement measures.29 Literature 
on technological path dependency has noted that once a pathway is established, the 
technology development is driven along a certain direction even though more superior 
routes are available.30 Initial technological strategies to deal with pollution can therefore 
have serious implication for firms’ options and ability to adapt process technology to deal 
with new, uprising environmental problems. This since technological development 
requires much information, and the acquisition of information is a costly activity.31 

Apart from that firms are restricted by high development costs in advancing new 
technologies, technology innovations are moreover intertwined with cultural 
evolutionary processes that may 
21 Lundqvist (1980); Rotstein (1994); Karlsson (2012). 22 Lundqvist (1971); Bergquist et al. 
(2012). 
23 Wallace (1995). 
24 Söderholm & Bergquist (2012). 
25 Harrison (2002). 
26 See e.g. Arthur (1989); Rosenberg (1994); Liebowitz and Margolis (1995). 
27 Arthur (1989). 
28 Söderholm and Bergquist (2012). 
29 Norberg-Boom & Rossi (1998). 
30 See e.g. Rosenberg (1994). 
31 Rosenberg (1994) p 14. 
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emerge at the sub-national, national and transnational levels.32 Rycroft & Kash (2002) 
state the link between culture and institutions and technological innovations is most 
clearly distinguished at the national level. The influence of culture and institutions on 
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path dependence is however important also at other levels. At the national level, distinct 
national institutions (e.g. firms, government laboratories and universities) have evolved 
into sophisticated national innovations systems (NIS) where cultural norms and 
culturally based institutions contribute the context within which the previously distinct 
institutions continuously create and integrate the knowledge that makes it possible to 
repeatedly develop new and enhanced complex technologies.33 From this perspective, the 
development of environmental technology cannot only bee seen as a lengthy process of 
trial and errors and ‘historical events’ that eventually results in a technology entering the 
market. Since national cultures and institutions tend to be deeply embedded34 they are 
hard to modify, even when new technological opportunities appear.35 Dosi (1982) uses 
the term “technological paradigm” to refer to the presence of technological trajectories. 
The origin of the technological paradigm stems from the interplay between scientific 
advances, economic factors, institutional variables and unsolved difficulties on 
established technological paths. Within this context, public policies plays on important 
role related to the search of new technological paths. The regulatory approach of a 
country influences the technology strategy chosen and has implications for firms’ 
willingness to innovate.36 

3.2. Regulatory frameworks in Sweden vs. U.S.: a brief overview 

The Swedish Environmental Protection Act was implemented in 1969, and it represented 
the first uniform framework for regulation of emissions to air, water pollution, noise and 
other disturbing activities from industrial plants in Sweden. The Act had a pre-history 
that dates back to the Public Health Act of 1874 and the Water Rights Ordinance of 1880. 
After step-wise additions of the regulatory frameworks, the Swedish government in 1963 
appointed an expert committee assigned to investigate the issue of all interference from 
stationary plants. A proposal was presented in 196637 which came to form the basis for 
the Environmental Protection Act (hereafter EPAct) passed by Parliament in 1969. In the 
years before the final bill was passed, the construction of a modern system for 
environmental protection began in Sweden. Thus, in 1967 the National Environmental 
Protection Agency, a unified body for almost the entire area covered by the EPAct, was 
founded. The 
32 Rycroft & Kash (2002). 33 Freeman (1995). 
34 e.g. North (1993). 
35 Rycroft & Kash (2002). 36 Dosi (1982). 
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Environmental Protection Agency was an amalgamation of several existing agencies 
including the Water Inspection (1957) and the Air Pollution Control Board (1963).38 

The EPAct was based on plant-by-plant licensing; firms had to have their plans for 
construction or alteration of production plants assessed according to several criteria 
specified in the Act. The so-called Franchise Board of Environmental Protection 
(hereafter FBEP), administrated the licensing system and was in practice a court, with 
experts from both industry and the Swedish EPA. Unlike the U.S., Sweden came to 
regulate both water and air pollution under the same Act and the licensing process 
thereby integrated. Moreover, the regulatory approach was in practice based on 
performance (emission level values) rather than on technology-based standards, and 
these were negotiated with each plant owner, sometimes over ex-tended periods of time.
39 The licenses had to be reassessed and renewed every 10 years on the basis of what was 
considered Best Available Technology (BAT) at the time. As a general rule, the industrial 
polluters were required to take all precautionary measures, and tolerate such restrictions 
on their activities as could be reasonably demanded. In practice BAT referred to the least 
polluting technologies that proved practicable in other industrial plants of the same type, 
either in Sweden or in other countries.40 BAT was used as a reference for achievable 
emission level values, where emission levels normally set the target for the licence (not 
prescriptions of using a certain method). As the system also aimed at favoring internal 
(pollution prevention) process changes the system needed to be flexible in terms of 
compliance strategies.41 

In the U.S., modern environmental regulation dates back to the 1960s, which is when the 
first major federal legislation was enacted and the EPA was shaped. Three years after the 
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency was established, the US EPA began its 
operations with the responsibility of maintaining and enforcing national standards under 
a variety of environmental laws. The laws of importance to industry include the Clean 
Air Act (CAA), which passed in 1963 but really took shape first in the reauthorization 
and amendments of 1970, and the Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, later called the 
Clean Water Act, CWA. Of importance to the U.S. pulp and paper industry, due to its 
particular problems with water pollution, is the CWA. The CWA regulates the pulp and 
paper mills’ discharges by using a two-pronged approach. First, the EPA issues uniform 
technology-based guidelines for comparable sources, which in the next stage are 
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incorporated (typically by state governments) in individual facilities permits. In 1992 
however, the EPA merged development of air, water, and sludge regulations for the pulp 
and paper industry under the ‘cluster rule’.42 

38 Westerlund (1971); Lundqvist (1971). 39 Bergquist et al. (2012). 
40 Lundqvist (1980). 
41 Harrison (2002). 

42 Harrisson (2002) p 71. 
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In contrast to Sweden, heavy reliance has generally placed on the design (Best Available 
Technology, BAT) or specification standards (which stipulate duty holders exactly what 
measures to take) rather than on performance (emission level) standards.43 The North 
American system also relied on air and water quality standards, allowing certain 
concentration of pollution in the surrounding air and water with respect to health aspects. 
44 Legally, the environmental quality standards dominate the technology-based standards, 
but in practice, technology based standards have been emphasized.45 It has also been 
viewed that the emphasis on technology-based standards avoids the potentially greater 
time and cost associated with developing, administrating, and complying with different 
geographically-specific pollutant discharge limits that must be tailored to meet ambient 
water quality standards.46 

The North American paradigm for pollution control contrasts to the Swedish regime that 
instead has emphasized internal process changes, based on plant-by-plant judgments and 
plant negotiated performance standard.47 The U.S. system also represented a much 
stricter command-and-control regime compared to the Scandinavian countries including 
Sweden. It was a direct regulation that permitted little flexibility in terms of compliance 
measures.48 American environmental regulatory rules are generally far more detailed and 
are enforced more legalistically resulting in more frequent and much lager regulatory 
sanctions than in countries with a more cooperative regulatory style.49 It is also obvious 
that the regulatory frameworks have been embedded differently in Sweden and the U.S., 
essentially with respect to the influence given to the States in the U.S. regulatory 
enforcement. Compared to Sweden, it is clear that U.S. environmental policy had a more 
difficult birth than the Swedish, with generally adversarial legislative approach and 
practices.50 
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The regulatory history and past compliance strategies of industries and government has 
had, as we will see, important implications for how regulations have been approached. 
Not the least inter-firm and state-firm collaborations in R&D formed the basis for the 
early regulatory response to the dioxin alarm in Sweden. In the U.S., the policy process 
proceeded slower and was more incremental, formed by scientific uncertainties, 
problems for the EPA to define the technology based standard and by industry interest to 
avoid costs from implementing more radical technologies. 
43 Gunningham (2009). 44 Lundqvist (1980). 
45 Powell (1997) p 3. 
46 Powell (1997). 

47 Harrison (2002). 
48 Gunningham (2009) p 4. 
49 Gunningham et al. (2003) p 80. 
50 For instance, the Clean Air Act set ambitious national goals for air quality, and in order to guard 
against “agency capture” of the American EPA, the congress used the “hammer clause” which 
gave the EPA a strict compliance deadline for its implementation, a strategy that industry 
considered to be unreasonable. Wallace (1995) p 114. 
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4. THE PROCESS OF TRANSITION TO CHLORINE-FREE PULP AND PAPER 

Dioxins were already prior to the mid-1980s known as a highly toxic, carcinogenic 
substance, but it was not known that dioxin was formed in the production of bleached 
pulp. This was discovered when the US EPA in 1983 initiated a national survey that in 
1985 detected dioxins down streams from pulp and paper mills. To determine the specific 
cause of dioxins in pulp and paper manufacture, the US EPA, the American Paper 
Institute (API) and the NCASI (National Concil of the Paper Industry for Air and Stream 
Improvement) thereafter, in 1986, agreed to undertake the “5 Mills Study”. The study 
was released in 1987 and concluded that bleaching was the primary source of dioxins in 
pulp and paper mills.51 Environmentalists learned about the agreement and in December 
1986, Greenpeace initiated a Freedom of Information Act request seeking all available 
information on the pulp mill dioxin problem. Information leaked to Greenpeace which, in 
1987, released a report alleging an EPA cover-up. Only a month later, the New York 
Times ran a front-page story reporting that traces of dioxins had been detected in paper 
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products.52 And in 1988, the “104 mill studies” in turn was initiated. By that time, the 
Swedish authorities had already begun regulatory action.53 

4.1	The	Swedish	technological	pathway:	internal	process	changes	through	
collaborative	R&D	platforms	

The Swedish strategy for dealing with pollution problems was to accomplish emission 
reductions through internal process changes – an approach that contrasted to the U.S. 
What concerns the Swedish pulp and paper industry,	this concept can be traced back to 
the 1940s and 50s and the pioneering R&D activities then taking place in collaborative 
platforms established jointly by the Swedish pulp and paper producers. Previous studies 
have shown that industry collaboration in environmental R&D as such became a key 
feature in the Swedish pulp and paper industry’s green reconstruction, and a number of 
green R&D platforms were gradually established during the 1900s.54 While the first 
collaborative initiatives of the industry sector to deal with pollution problems actually 
took place already at the turn of the 20th century, as a response to local pollution 
resistance (especially the odor problems), the R&D activities thereafter increased in 
tandem with the development of environmental policy up to the 1960s. During this novel 
period, attention was foremost directed towards improved 
51 Norberg-Bohm & Rossi (1998), Powell (1997). 
52 Powell (1997), p 23 ff. 
53 Powell (1997) p 34. 
54 Söderholm and Bergquist (2012), Bergquist and Söderholm (2011). 
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efficiency and reduced fiber emissions, while more resolute efforts aiming for decreased 
discharges began in the 1960s. At the time of the enforcement of the EPAct, collaborative 
environmental R&D efforts were further accomplished in cooperation with 
environmental authorities.55 

Important collaborative platforms for the greening of the Swedish pulp and paper 
industry in the 1960s were: a) the Swedish Pulp and Paper Research Institute56 (STFI), 
founded by the forest industry in collaboration with the state already in the mid-1940s; b) 
the state-industry funded Institute for water and air protection (IVL), founded in 1966; 
and c) the Forest Industries’ Water and Air Pollution Re- search Foundation (SSVL), 
founded by the forest industry in 1963. Both STFI and IVL have their background in the 
Swedish system of collective research institutes in order to strengthen the Swedish 
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industrial competitiveness, where the financial framework was determined by multi-year 
contracts between the state and a foundation formed by the industries concerned.57 While 
the original idea of STFI was to pursue research on forest products in close cooperation 
with the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, and to advance methods for their 
rational refinement and exploitation, the motive for establishing the two latter platforms 
in the 1960s was the recognized need for effective collaborative efforts in environmental 
R&D to manage costs and risks related to emerging stricter environmental requirements.
58 

Even though STFI was not established to address pollution issues, it ended up doing so 
as improved material utilization and process control became important strategies to 
combine production expansion with pollution prevention from the late 1960s and 
onwards. And from the mid-1970s to the 1990s, research in the field of pulp bleaching 
was carried out with high intensity at STFI. This was linked to the fact that the bleaching 
process was the point of the pulp mill where the material that could not be brought to the 
chemical recovery or over to the paper production, left the factory as bleach plant 
wastewater.59 It was known already in the 1970s that the bleaching process accounted for 
a very high percentage of total emissions of oxygen-consuming substances, as well as 
that the bleach plant emissions contained toxic substances.60 

The state-industry funded IVL, and a related consulting company, the IVL-company, was 
founded in 1966 and reflects an on-going mobilization, both within the government and 
the industry, to enhance knowledge on the relation between industrial production and 
environmental problems and to identify effective solutions. By engaging in basic and 
applied research on the quantity, content, and 
55 Söderholm and Bergquist (2012). 
56 Today Innventia AB. 
57 Sörlin, Sverker. 2006. En ny institutssektor. En analys av industriforskningsinstitutens villkor 
och framtid ur ett närings- och innovationspolitiskt perspektiv. Näringsdepartementet. 
58 Bergquist & Söderholm (2011); Söderholm & Bergquist (2012). 
59 Eriksson, Lennart (2010) STFIs öden och äventyr 1942-2010: fakta-minnen-reflexioner, 
Spearhead production AB: p 272. 
60 See e.g., Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977), p 23. 
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environmental impact of emissions, which was knowledge equally important to industry 
representatives and environmental authorities for the development of both efficient 
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pollution- abatement technology and efficient environmental legislation, IVL came to 
underpin the greening of the Swedish industry in the 1960s and 70s.61 

SSVL was formed already in 1963 by the Swedish Pulp and Paper Association (SCPF) – 
past professional body for parts of the pulp and paper industry, now the Forest Industries 
– but expanded operations considerably at the beginning of the 1970s when it stood clear 
that the industry-specific problems faced by the pulp and paper industry were to big to be 
handled merely within IVL. A wide project organization was built up under SSVL with 
representatives from a number of private companies, research institutions, such as IVL 
and STFI, consultants, equipment suppliers and industry interest groups. The purpose of 
the wide project organization was to “get together” both research results and 
technological achievements, to get them assessed and evaluated properly in order to 
lower the risks for the individual mill. Problem-/project areas were selected by the 
SSVL-board (key industry representatives such as CEOs and technical managers) and 
involved what various plants had identified as important but which was not yet fully 
covered. A majority of the pulp and paper companies were generally represented in each 
of the different projects. Individual firms in turn supplemented the projects on a large 
scale and, together with equipment suppliers, provided access to factory floors, 
machinery, and personnel.62 

The SSVL-projects primarily aimed at preparing background material and evaluate 
available environmental technologies, but also supporting the introduction of new 
technology.63 Findings spread through a wide variety of reports which, according to a 
person with central insight and abundant participation in the SSVL-projects of the period 
(Hans Norrström, he was engaged by both IVL, STFI and the largest consulting firm of 
the pulp and paper industry) were well distributed to and utilized by the individual mills.
64 According to Norrström the pulp and paper industry took the projects very seriously as 
there was a concern over what the economic impact of the EPAct would be: for most, 
production went up steeply towards the end of the 1960s while emissions were large and 
in many cases increased. Thus: “We needed to get this to work.”65 In sum, the 
collaborative R&D platforms STFI, IVL and, not the least, SSVL, formed the basis of a 
major part of the green technology development undertaken by the Swedish pulp and 
paper industry from the late 1960s to the 1990s. 

4.2. R&D and the bleaching process 
61 Bergquist & Söderholm (2011) 
62 Interview with Norrström, 8 June 2010, Stockholm. 63 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL 
(1991):15. 64 Interview with Norrström, 8 June 2010, Stockholm. 65 Ibid. 
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From the mid-1970s, also the SSVL projects, as the STFI activities, focused largely on 
the field of pulp bleaching.66 Process technically it was, of both cost and environmental 
reasons, about doing as much delignification work as possible in the boiler and in the 
subsequent oxygen delignification, and to adapt the subsequent bleaching after this. The 
large number of chlorine-based and non-chlorine based bleaching agents contributed to 
the area’s major research width. The gradual removal of elemental chlorine (chlorine gas) 
as bleaching agent implied significant research efforts, as well as, finally, the issue of 
bleaching without chlorine.67 In this context, the small Swedish company ASPA was a 
pioneer. 

Already in the SSVL-project Chlorides in recovery system (1974-76), different ways to 
reduce the environmental impact of bleach plant wastewater were recommended 
although the main focus was the impact of chlorides in the recovery system. First 
recommended was to try to achieve as much delignification work as possible in the boiler 
and in the subsequent oxygen delignification, and secondly, to try to use as large 
proportion of chlorine dioxide in the bleaching process as possible.68 Efforts to bleach 
pulp with chlorine dioxide had of economic reasons been initiated in Sweden decades 
before, such as in MoDo’s laboratories and mills in the 1940s.69 Thus, when the use of 
chlorine dioxide in the Swedish and Finnish production of bleached kraft pulp was 
mapped within the project in 1974, it was found that while Swedish mills usually used 
chlorine dioxide, Finnish mills did not.70 Total project cost was 4 MSEK and it resulted in 
37 interim reports and a final report in 1977. Apart from SSVL, among others STFI, the 
Board for Technical Development (STU) and the Nordic Industrial Fund contributed 
funds.71 

In parallel was also the SSVL-project Nordmiljö 80 (Nord Environment 80, 1975-78), 
which aimed to find ways for the rational observation of the forest industry with relevant 
and modern control methods. The project focused on pollution control, measurement and 
sampling appliances, as well as on system 
66 When the basic research of IVL and STFI primarily aimed at clarifying the biological effects 
and chemical composition of the bleach plant wastewater, SSVL had greater focus on process 
technologies for reducing emissions, although these areas of knowledge – which not least the 
organization of the SSVL projects bear witness of – are strongly connected with each other. 
67 Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977); Miljövänlig tillverkning av 
blekt massa, 1977-81, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1982); Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: 
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SSVL (1991). See also Eriksson, Lennart (2010): 272. 
68 Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977): p 13. 

69 Söderholm K. and Bergquist A-K. (2013) ”Growing Green and Competitive – a Case Study of a 
Swedish Pulp Mill”, Sustainability, 2013 5(5), pp 1789-1805. 
70 G. Annergren, E. Jansson, H. Makkonen H. Norrström och R. Rasimus (1974) Kartläggning av 
svenska och finska blekerier, Interim Report No. 10 within the project ”Klorid i 
återvinningssystem” (1974-76), Stockholm: SSVL (1974). 

71 Klorid i återvinningssystem, 1974-76, Stockholm: SSVL (1977), p 112. 
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design for data collection.72 Before the completion of this project completed, SSVL 
initiated a vastly larger project on bleach plants’ actual environmental impact, 
Environmentally harmonized production of bleached pulp (1977-81). The project, which 
resulted in over 100 reports, was mainly funded by the pulp- and paper industry but also 
by contributions from IVL, STFI and STU. Government grants (through such 
organizations) amounted to about 13 of the total of 40 MSEK of the project cost.73 In the 
foreword to the final report for this project, the proactive approach of the industry in this 
context is justified: 

”Water protection in the Swedish pulp and paper industry has so far largely focused on 
reducing emissions of biochemically readily biodegradable and suspended material. [...] 
With the high environmental standards achieved by the vast majority of Swedish mills, a 
continued decrease in these parameters would only give a marginal improvement of the 
environment to a high specific charge. [...] Given the pulp and paper industry’s economic 
importance and the residual emissions size, environmental work should, however, 
continue and focus on investigating the industry’s emissions, other environmental 
impacts, and if so, find effective and economical methods to counteract it.”74 

In the final report (1982) for the project it was found that of the 21 mills in Sweden at the 
time producing bleached chemical pulp, 10 had already installed or committed to install 
oxygen delignification plants. Only a total of 15 additional oxygen delignification plants 
were put in operation outside Sweden. Of the 27 mills for bleached chemical pulp 
outside Sweden in Scandinavia, only two Norwegian mills had oxygen delignification 
plants and two Finnish mills had aerated ponds.75 By 1985, five U.S. mills had installed 
oxygen delignification system.76 In this context it is justified to mention that the Swedish 
company MoDo already in the early 1970s constructed a pilot plant for oxygen 
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delignification.77	This technology was in turn established in Sweden soon thereafter 
which is mirrored in the numbers above. 

The attention paid to the bleaching process continued in several SSVL projects of the 
1980s, and in the sub-project “Discharges from the bleaching of chemical pulp” within 
SSVL 85 (1981-85) it was established that mills with bleaching sequences containing 
oxygen and a high percentage of chlorine dioxides in pre-bleaching, or oxygen bleaching 
with treatment of bleach plant wastewater in aerated ponds, responded to “highest 
environmental standards”.78 In the final SSVL-project of the 1980s, Miljö 90 
(Environment 90), as many as 200 pages are devoted to the bleaching process while the 
remaining three sub-projects only take up about 10-40 pages each.79 Miljö 90 started after 
a review 
72 Nordmiljö 80, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1981). See also Miljö 90, Final report, 
Stockholm: SSVL (1991): 41. 
73 Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, slutrapport (1982), Stockholm: SSVL, p 5. 
74 Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, slutrapport (1982), Stockholm: SSVL, p 5. 

75 Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, slutrapport (1982), Stockholm: SSVL, p 7. 76 

Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998). 
77 Jerkeman (2007), p 13. 
78 SSVL 85, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1986). 

79 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991). 
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and prioritization of current environmental issues in July 1985, i.e., a few months before 
the US EPA in the autumn of 1985 reported that dioxins had been detected in fish caught 
near pulp and paper mills. The risks of dioxins however came to be a high priority in the 
Swedish and European environmental debate in the late 1980s. Hence, the content of 
dioxins in products and emissions were questions that came to be incorporated into the 
project.80 IVL was very well represented also in this project as well as, in fact, the 
Swedish EPA with a few individuals.81 In the next section follows examples of how this 
involvement of Swedish authorities in the SSVL projects, through the semi-governmental 
IVL and SEPA, provided policy-makers with necessary tools for the gradual tightening of 
ELVs and for sometimes stipulating ELVs based on novel process-internal technology 
not yet fully developed. SEPA further compiled several own reports in the 1980s and 
early 90s on the composition and effects of bleached pulp mill effluents.82 
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4.3 Dioxins and intense pressures for technological change? Sweden vs. the US 

The risks of dioxin became a high priority issue in the European environmental debate in 
which a key question was whether the small residue of polychlorinated dioxins that could 
be traced in products based on bleached pulp could leak when exposed to moisture, such 
as a wet baby diaper. Another to the pulp industry related environmental issue which 
came to be debated simultaneously in Sweden, was the emission of pollutants in the 
Baltic Sea, where especially the emissions of the bleaching pulp industry were in focus.83 

FBEP took a first clear standpoint in the dioxin issue already in 1986 when delivering 
final conditions for a sulphate pulp mill, establishing that wastewater from the bleaching 
process caused significant local damage to water based organisms. An unusually high 
proportion of representatives from the industry sector, several of which were in the midst 
of their own licensing processes, were present as well as chlorine producers, consultants, 
equipment suppliers, research institutions and an additional number of SEPA 
representatives. FBEP established that: 

”significant progress has been made in recent years in terms of different measures to 
reduce the emissions of chlorinated organic matter, including increasing the share of 
chlorine dioxide in the first bleaching stage as well as through improved process 
equipment and process control.”84 

FBEP however at the same time announced that it expected even more R&D on the 
matter, especially on how to increase delignification in the cooking- and bleaching stages 
as well as on the possibilities 
80 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991). 
81 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991): pp 327ff. 
82 See e.g., Biologiska effekter av blekeriavlopp, Anders Södergren (Ed.), Report, Solna: 
Naturvårdsverket (1988), 134 pp. 
83 Waluszewski, Alexandra and Håkansson, Håkan (2004) “Das Plagiat” in Widmalm, Sven (Ed.) 
Artefakter, pp 219-244: 223. 

84 Documentation from the licensing of the Norrsundet mill in 1981-1987, Decision 1986-12-09, 
p. 44f, National 

Archive of Arninge, E1:817-819, Sweden: Stockholm. 
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to switch to other bleaching chemicals. In this particular licensing process the FBEP 
actually advocated a specific abatement technology. The Board however at the same time 
emphasized that it should not be stipulated in the final conditions as the firm had both the 
right and the duty to use other methods if any shortcomings could be proved with this 
particular technology and/or if more effective methods were developed. In this way the 
Board maintained the regulatory strategy to permit flexibility in compliance strategies 
while at the same time requiring emissions to comply with the performance of state-of-
the-art (BAT) technology.85 

At the same time in the U.S., the policy process moved slower and the US EPA worked 
on defining the standard setting. Following a series news reports about EPA’s cooperation 
with industry in 1987, the US EPA signed a decree to perform a comprehensive risk 
assessment of dioxins and furans considering sludge, water effluents and products made 
from pulp produced at 104 pulp mills. The agreement also required the EPA to propose 
regulation before 1993.86 Interesting to notice is that the Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA) in 1989 reported about the Swedish pulp mills compliance with more 
stringent standards when it comes to the emissions of chlorinated organics.87 

By this time in Sweden, an emotional public debate on dioxins were in full swing. In 
1987, Sweden’s largest and oldest environmental organization, the Nature Conservation 
(SSNC), recommended consumers to choose unbleached products upon which the 
producers and distributors of a range of unbleached products, such as packaging- and 
tissue paper, began to provide them with SSNC’s signature. In 1989, the association 
further launched two environmental classes (a low chlorine- and a chlorine free88 level) 
for chlorine bleached paper qualities where brightness was important, such as magazine 
paper. In the absence of any national or international (at EU level) official emission limit 
that was considered harmless to the environment, the SSNC criterion got major impact.89 

In fact, the issue of chlorine free paper and unbleached products in this way became the 
issue that finally came to seriously initiate the environmental issue as a marketing issue 
for the Swedish pulp and paper industry.90 

Also Green Peace had many members in Sweden (if not quite as many as SSNC), and in 
their “Pulp and Paper Campaign” during the second half of the 1980s, there was a major 
focus on Sweden, where the Swedish pulp bleach plants according to Green Peace 
accounted for about 99 % of the country’s total emissions of chlorinated organics. As an 
activity within the campaign, Green Peace in 1986 
85 Ibid. 
86 For a detailed accounting, see Powell (1997). 
87 Powell (2007) p 12. 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88 The “chlorine-free” level was in fact allowed to contain 0.5 kg AOX/tonnage of pulp 
(Waluszewski and Håkansson, 2004, p 224). 
89 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004), p 224. 
90 Eva Bingel, Claes Sjöberg och Charlotte Sjöquist (2002). Från defensiv till proaktiv. 
Drivkrafterna bakom hållbar tillväxt, Rapport, Stockholm: Svenskt näringsliv. 
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dumped 1.5 tonnages of dead fish in front of an office entrance to one of the largest 
producers of bleached pulp in Sweden. And a few years later Green Peace conducted yet 
another action against the use of chlorine as a bleaching agent in the production of white 
paper products when, in collaboration with the small pulp-producing Swedish mill 
ASPA, producing an exact copy of the weekly Der Spiegel printed on paper containing 
no shred of chlorine-bleached pulp.91 

When the citizens of Sweden during the summer of 1988 also came to experience severe 
algal blooms, as well as an excess mortality of an already endangered seal population, 
the chlorine issue became an even hotter topic of debate, not least in media.92 One article 
by the chief physician at a regional hospital was published in Sweden’s largest daily 
newspaper, Dagens Nyheter, on August 2 in 1988, entitled “Dioxins are a likely cause of 
the seal death and the disease process resembles AIDS”. The article states that it is found 
that the seal death is “likely” to be due to the contamination of dioxins where pulp 
bleaching constitutes “one of the now largest known” dioxin sources in Sweden. The 
article further states that “it is well known that Swedish children during breastfeeding far 
exceed tolerable daily intake [of dioxins]”.93 

The dioxin issue together with the pollution of the Baltic Sea and the big seal death in the 
summer of 1988 in fact constitute key explanatory factors behind the fact that 
environmental issues in general got their big break among Swedish citizens during the 
second half of the 1980s, which not least the “Environmental election” to the Swedish 
Parliament in 1988 bear witness of.94 The environmental debate and mobilization of the 
environmental movement after the mid 1980s was much stronger than what Sweden had 
experienced in the 1960s. At the same time in the U.S., the absence of both a green 
market demand and a pronounced anti-dioxin mood in the public induced a different 
perception of the problem within industry. Gaining knowledge to the problem through 
scientific research into what would be the best technology was one mean to influence 
EPA’s decision, but also a way to explore possible solutions on the basis of the 
established technological paradigm.95 
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When it comes to regulation the Swedish parliament in 1988 adopted a proposal which 
stipulated that industrial emissions of chlorinated organic compounds must be reduced to 
1.5 kg AOX/tonnage of pulp (normal emission level was about 4 kg/tonnage of pulp at 
this time).96 The FBEP had however chosen to stipulate this level (with effect from 
January 1 1992) in the final conditions for a mill already in 1987, although it was based 
on a technology that was not yet developed. Still, the FBEP 
91 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004). 
92 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004) p 223. 
93 Hardell, Lennart ”Säldöden liknar aids : Dioxiner är trolig orsak till säldöden och 
sjukdomsförloppet påminner om aids”, Dagens Nyheter (DN), 1988-08-02. 
94 About the “Environmental election” in 1988, see e.g. Giljam, Mikael and Holmerg, Sören 
(1990), Rött blått grönt, Stockholm: Bonniers. 
95 Reinstaller (2005) p 1380. 
96 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004) p 223. 
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“expected” the technology97 to be developed within a relatively short time and SEPA in 
turn confirmed it was already “about to be implemented” at a number of Swedish mills.98 

The example reflects the great insight of the environmental authorities in the industry’s 
on-going environmental development and investment projects, but also how the 
environmental authorities in fact stipulated technology development. This is also 
confirmed by an anonymous FBEP official with direct experiences of pulp and paper 
licensing processes in the late 1980s: 

“The Board listened eagerly to the results of the investigations made by both the 
authorities and the industry and if we could identify prospects for a certain technological 
development, we granted probation periods and stipulated [performance standards] based 
on expected technological development and thus in fact stipulated technological 
development.”99 

Fact is the same year (1988) the Swedish Parliament adopted a proposal which stipulated 
that industrial emissions of chlorinated organic compounds must be reduced to 1.5 kg 
AOX/tonnage of pulp, the Swedish government imposed the most stringent requirements 
on emissions from bleaching ever been presented, a maximum of 0.5 kg AOX/tonnage, 
on one of Sweden’s smallest producers of market pulp, Aspa. In 1987, Aspa had 
submitted a license application to expand capacity, and the mill’s sensitive location on a 
lake that served as drinking water for several communities had contributed in referring 
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the question to the government.100 The method which already in the spring of 1989 would 
allow such low emissions, and the fact is – after further development work at Aspa and 
only a year after (in 1990) – a pulp bleached without chlorine, was the so-called Lignox 
process.101 The process was based on knowledge of the use of oxygen, hydrogen peroxide 
and chlorine dioxide in the bleaching process, developed within SSVL-projects since the 
1970s (and partly within even earlier collaborative platforms).102 ASPA was thus the first 
mill to develop and commercialize TCF-pulp, however, on the basis of decade-long 
efforts within collaborative semi-governmental R&D platforms (of which the company 
had taken part) to achieve environmentally friendlier bleaching methods through 
increased efficiency and reduced use of chemicals by internal process changes.103 ASPA 
was further not the only Swedish mill to produce chlorine-free pulp in 1990: the MoDo 
mill Domsjö soon followed with the so-called MoDo Crown product, also based on the 
increased use of oxygen and 
97 The new technology involved a combination of oxygen and chlorine dioxide in the bleaching 
process. 98 Kinneryd (2010) Ch. 10. 

99 Personal interview with anonymous Franchise board official with experiences of pulp and paper 
licensing processes of the late 1980s and onwards, Stockholm, 8 June 2010. 
100 Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004). 
101 The Lignox process: oxygen-bleached pulp is treated with hydrogen peroxide at high 
temperature after the removal of heavy metals with a complexing agent. Subsequent final 
bleaching takes place with peroxide and chlorine dioxide. 

102 See e.g. Miljövänlig tillverkning av blekt massa, 1977-81, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL 
(1982). See also Waluszewski and Håkansson (2004). 
103 This was initially, already in the 1940s, motivated by economic reasons but soon also 
environmental. 
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peroxide in the bleaching process.104 The Lignox process was in turn explained and 
evaluated in the final report for Miljö 90 (1991) whereupon knowledge of the process 
spread to the entire industry as well as to environmental authorities.105 In the same report 
it was further established that: “In short, all Swedish pulp mills will have introduced 
oxygen delignification”. 106 

Meanwhile, in 1993 the US EPA announced a proposal based on a technology-based 
approach that involved: 1) substituting elemental chlorine with chlorine dioxide or other 
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bleaching agents (e.g., peroxide or ozone) and 2) reducing the extent of chlorine 
bleaching required to achieve a given quality of product through alternative means of 
pulp delignification (i.e., extended cooking or oxygen delignification prior to chlorine 
bleaching).107 The U.S. pulp and paper industry strongly opposed the proposal and after 
receiving critical comments from both industry and environmental groups, the EPA 
released further revisions. The new standard was proposed in 1996 and the regulation 
was eventually finalized in 1997.108 Studies report that the US EPA deliberately chose a 
standard which could be met by employing only full substitution for chlorine gas with 
oxygen gas, but no oxygen delignification. U.S. mills thus didn’t have to incur the 
expense of installing oxygen delignification like their Swedish competitors which, 
according to Harrison (2002), saved the U.S. industry 1 billion U.S. dollars.109 

Noteworthy is though that when the US EPA determined the standard, one third of the 
U.S. Kraft mills had already installed oxygen delignification.110 Only two U.S. mills had 
pursued more radical innovations. The first one was Louisiana Pacific, who adopted TCF 
in 1995, and did so to comply with the CWA. The Louisiana Pacific mill was one of few 
Kraft pulp mills that hade never installed secondary waste water treatment. Thus, when 
faced with the demand to reduce emissions, TCF appeared more attractive here than at 
mills which had already installed end-of pipe technology.111 

In this regard, it is important to acknowledge that the lifetime for equipment in the pulp 
and paper industry is 15-30 years. As the prior U.S. strategy had been to invest in end-of-
pipe, it fundamentally affected the assessment and costs of different technologies to 
reduce the discharges of dioxins or other effluents. Mills that had not installed secondary 
treatment plants thus found it more attractive to invest in TCF.112 According to Norberg-
Boom and Rossi (1998), the regulation proposed by the EPA in 1997 thus only required 
incremental innovation rather than moving industry to new technological 
104 Söderholm and Bergquist (2013). 
105 Miljö 90, Final report, Stockholm: SSVL (1991): see e.g. section 5.3. 106 Miljö 90, Final report, 
Stockholm: SSVL (1991):19. 
107 Powell (2007) p 4. 
108 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 231. 
109 Harrison (2002) p 73. 
110 Harrison (2002) p 73. 
111 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 235. 
112 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 239. 
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trajectories.113 

Quite a few Swedish mills however produced TCF bleached pulp already by 1994114, and 
the remaining mills so-called elementary chlorine free (ECF) bleached pulp. And this 
development put Swedish pulp and paper mills in the forefront internationally.115 The 
long term collaborative R&D efforts within platforms like STFI, IVL and, not the least, 
SSVL, were of central importance to this development. The knowledge development and 
-diffusion taking place here formed the basis for a major part of the green technology 
development undertaken by the Swedish pulp and paper industry from the late 1960s to 
the 1990s. Important prerequisites for Swedish mills to make the final steps towards EFC 
and TFC were further the early choice of the Swedish pulp and paper industry and 
Swedish government to try to achieve reduced emissions from the bleaching process 
through internal process changes as well as industry’s early choice to focus on reducing 
the use of chlorine gas as bleaching agent. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Oxygen delignification, the core technology to implement alternative bleaching 
technologies (where chlorine is replaced as bleaching agent) was first developed and 
commercially operative in Sweden. It was also Swedish mills that developed and 
commercialized total chlorine free (TCF) bleached pulp. This paper has shown that it 
was no coincidence that this development took place among Swedish pulp and paper 
producers. Long before environmental authorities begun suspect that pulp bleaching was 
a considerable source for dioxins, the Swedish pulp industry was well aware that the 
bleaching process accounted for a very high percentage of total emissions of oxygen-
consuming as well as toxic substances. This is one of the reasons why Swedish pulp 
mills usually had chlorine dioxide implemented in the bleaching process already in the 
early 1970s. 

The technology evolution towards ECF and TCF can be traced back to the proactive 
collaborative green R&D activities initiated by the Swedish pulp and paper industry even 
before modern environmental regulation was implemented in Sweden in 1969. These 
activities were, as we have shown, related to the industry (as well as the authorities’) 
early strategy to focus on reducing the environmental impacts through internal process 
changes, which guided the development into certain technological development path. In 
the same token, the U.S. development followed a different 
113 Norberg-Bohm and Rossi (1998) p 230. 
114 The majority of the Nordic mills that had switched to TCF in 1994 were of Swedish origin. 
Only two mills in Finland and two mills in the U.S. had then opted for TCF (Reinstaller, 2005, p 
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1373). 
115 Reinstaller (2008). 
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technological trajectory since the U.S. regulatory approach fostered more of end-of-pipe 
solutions compared to the Swedish approach. 

Previous research has emphasized the importance of the strict environmental regulation 
implemented in Sweden in the early 1990s, as well as the corporative, plant-by-plant 
regulatory style. According to Popp et al. (2011), competition among major industry 
players to satisfy consumer demand for chlorine free paper further played a vital role in 
the initial development of chlorine-free technologies. We have shown in this paper that 
the Swedish authorities required the Swedish pulp and paper producers to push the 
technology development beyond ‘of the shelf’ (BAT) technology already from the mid- 
1980s, which is earlier than noticed in previous studies.116 This was possible since the 
Swedish EPA through the collaborative R&D platforms had knowledge of “around the 
corner” technology. Because of this, the ECF and TCF technology was principally 
already developed when Swedish consumers and the German export market started to 
ask for chlorine-free paper. Knowledge on alternative bleaching processes was spurred 
by both a strong regulatory action and proactive firm-collaborative R&D initiatives, 
which fundamentally aided the transition to TCF and ECF in Sweden. The public debate 
and demand for chlorine-free paper however played a vital role for the swift adoption 
and fast diffusion of the technology when it was at hand. 

As much as the Swedish trajectory was influenced by its’ technological paradigm to 
focus on internal process changes, the U.S. regulatory approach was consistent with the 
dominant abatement technology in the U.S. pulp and paper industry. Moreover, the 
absence of a wide public debate in conjunction with the institutional regulatory style 
considerably delayed the process of substituting chlorine in the U.S. industry. The U.S. 
pulp and paper industry strongly opposed the regulation proposed by the EPA in 1993, 
and a less stringent rule was announced in 1997, excluding the oxygen delignification 
stage. 

This paper has highlighted the critical importance of events in the past in explaining 
firms’ ability to respond to sudden and unexpected challenges requiring rapid 
technological changes, stemming from environmental regulation and/or ‘green’ market 
demand. These events include firms’/industry sectors’ R&D strategies undertaken in the 
past and how these have interplayed with national strategies for environmental 
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regulation. It is perhaps no news that the U.S. and Sweden approached industrial 
pollution issues differently already in the 1ate 1960s, or that development subsequently 
has differed between the countries. The great influence of initial corporative and 
authoratitive approaches on long- term technology development trajectories is however 
not as well known. 
116 See e.g. Reinstaller (2005) and Popp et al (2011). 
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From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Premier; brendan@brendanmaguire.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Focus Report
Date: November 7, 2019 10:41:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Environment Minister of NS
Gordon Wilson

I wish to express my opposition to Northern Pulp’s plan to discharge their mill’s effluent into the Northumberland
Strait.  The idea of simply moving the discharge from Boat Harbour to the Strait solves nothing.  The mill ruins a
vast amount of fresh water to begin with and then would dump it into an ocean environment. This is all the result of
wholesale destruction of our forests.  The tradeoff between all this destruction and the environment cannot
continue.  It is not sustainable.  I want us to protect the environment so that Earth will be able to sustain us.
Allowing a foreign company, jobs or no jobs, to partake in the destruction of our province should not be the mandate
of the government. As an earth scientist I urge you to protect our environment and work with others to diversify our
economy in other ways.
I await your words and action soon.

Yours Truly,

Spryfield, NS

mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca
mailto:brendan@brendanmaguire.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Citizen input re: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 10:28:49 PM
Attachments: A"se"k.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson and the Department of Environment: 

Please find attached a PDF of my citizen input regarding the Focus Report for the Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project and the pending decision about the future of Boat Harbour
and Northern Pulp. 

We Nova Scotians appreciated an opportunity to express our opinion on this notorious issue.

Sincerely yours,
   

Cc: 
Chief Andrea Paul
Premier Stephen McNeil
Tim Houston
Gary Burrill
Keith Irving




Dear Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment:


I am writing in response to the Government of Nova Scotia’s offer to receive citizen input [until November 8, 2019] 
regarding the environmental assessment Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project—Northern 
Pulp’s effluent proposal to send their mill’s toxic waste into the Northumberland Strait in a pipe that as I understand 
also crosses the water supply for the the Town of Pictou. 


I am absolutely against this proposal.


Enough harm and damage has already been done to the Pictou Landing First Nation, the Town of Pictou, the wider 
area, all life in range, the water. The health, access to safe sources of traditional food, destruction of habitable 
environment, loss of economic opportunities—the list goes on and on and on, along with the cost to the public health 
system alone—all affected as the Mill has toxified the air, land and water of the region for over 50 years. And now, 
with this latest proposal, this foreign corporation wants to go even further afield to do its dirty work. Water is sacred.


Yet, the actual cost of ‘doing business’ is never ever fully and accurately accounted for, is it? Why is this? And did 
public money also go into producing the Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project? If so, why? 
When are these sleazy backroom deals with successive mill corporations going to stop?  


The Time is now—to put an end to the Mill and its toxic relationship to provincial governments of every stripe —a 
classic symbol of decades of deceit, corruption and criminal abuse of public funds along with a shameful legacy of hurt 
to our Indigenous peoples and utter environmental destruction of the ancestral territory.


The Government of Nova Scotia negotiated an agreement with the Pictou Landing First Nation which included The 
Boat Harbour Act (Bill 89 2015) and The Boat Harbour Remediation Project. The Act is “Respecting the Cessation of the 
Use of the Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility for the Reception and Treatment of Effluent from the Northern 
Pulp Mill.” Period.  And “On and after the earlier of January 31, 2020, . . .the use of the Facility for the reception and 
treatment of effluent from the Mill must cease.” [My bold]


The Boat Harbour Act in no way qualifies its purpose or its timeline. The fact that the Mill management did not get its 
act together to work within the timeline is their issue, not ours as all Treaty people of Mi’kma’ki. And not your 
department’s issue either for that matter.


Further, with The Boat Harbour Remediation Project including the remediation design planned, environmental assessment 
and “opportunities for public input and consultation during the assessment", the complete cleanup of the once pristine 
A’se’k estuary “should begin in 2021.” Again, this has not been qualified by ‘It will happen when the Mill comes up 
with an acceptable plan.’


Your website states: “Nova Scotia Environment focuses on climate change, protecting our environment and 
advancing our ambitious environmental goals.” Nothing Northern Pulp does fits under this set of foci. And the 
rampant clearcutting of Nova Scotia’s forests that feeds Northern Pulp for its product [and some electrical generation,  
along with the biomass plant in Port Hawkesbury, the chips being sent to Europe and those recently sent to China] is 
absolutely unconscionable— to all the living of the forests—and when our forests are so desperately needed as 
significant contributors to restraining our carbon footprint as carbon sinks. Have you seen the 100 series highways 
throughout the province these days, congested with semis hauling load after load of hardwood toothpicks? Hasn’t this 
urgent Time of the Earth warranted the provincial government to have a say in how private owners (as well as the 
Crown) steward their forests? Clearcutting with tree harvesters, replanting a monoculture for the next round of 
clearcutting, spraying with pesticides, by anyone, is a crime against our province and our planet. It must be stopped.


It is time for the Department of Environment to act for the majority of the people it serves. 
It is time you look into the Precautionary Principle as a guiding one in your deliberations and decision making. 
It is time to work with all relevant departments [as is alluded to in your new Bill 213] to revision our economy, to one 
of de-growth, weaning Nova Scotia off of an extractive economy, all the destructive enterprises that the province so 
heartily embraces. 
It is time to transition the economy and all vulnerable workers [leave no one behind] to living wage, green jobs while 
restoring and enhancing the environment and lowering our carbon footprint. 


I am not talking an all or nothing path of action here. Political will (not willful ignorance) coupled with genuine 
understanding of our planet’s existential emergency and a keen desire to work with all Nova Scotians to solve the 
problems of our time, together, can make the necessary needed changes—with the right attitude. We can do this.


I have talked to our Liberal MLA repeatedly about Boat Harbour. He assured me that the Premier promised the 
Pictou Landing First Nation that the The Boat Harbour Act would be honoured; that the Premier was committed to 
honouring the January 31, 2020 deadline and would keep his promise to the Pictou Landing First Nation.


Will he?  


Will you?


Aloha,
s. j. hauer







Dear Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment:

I am writing in response to the Government of Nova Scotia’s offer to receive citizen input [until November 8, 2019] 
regarding the environmental assessment Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project—Northern 
Pulp’s effluent proposal to send their mill’s toxic waste into the Northumberland Strait in a pipe that as I understand 
also crosses the water supply for the the Town of Pictou. 

I am absolutely against this proposal.

Enough harm and damage has already been done to the Pictou Landing First Nation, the Town of Pictou, the wider 
area, all life in range, the water. The health, access to safe sources of traditional food, destruction of habitable 
environment, loss of economic opportunities—the list goes on and on and on, along with the cost to the public health 
system alone—all affected as the Mill has toxified the air, land and water of the region for over 50 years. And now, 
with this latest proposal, this foreign corporation wants to go even further afield to do its dirty work. Water is sacred.

Yet, the actual cost of ‘doing business’ is never ever fully and accurately accounted for, is it? Why is this? And did 
public money also go into producing the Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project? If so, why? 
When are these sleazy backroom deals with successive mill corporations going to stop?  

The Time is now—to put an end to the Mill and its toxic relationship to provincial governments of every stripe —a 
classic symbol of decades of deceit, corruption and criminal abuse of public funds along with a shameful legacy of hurt 
to our Indigenous peoples and utter environmental destruction of the ancestral territory.

The Government of Nova Scotia negotiated an agreement with the Pictou Landing First Nation which included The 
Boat Harbour Act (Bill 89 2015) and The Boat Harbour Remediation Project. The Act is “Respecting the Cessation of the 
Use of the Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility for the Reception and Treatment of Effluent from the Northern 
Pulp Mill.” Period.  And “On and after the earlier of January 31, 2020, . . .the use of the Facility for the reception and 
treatment of effluent from the Mill must cease.” [My bold]

The Boat Harbour Act in no way qualifies its purpose or its timeline. The fact that the Mill management did not get its 
act together to work within the timeline is their issue, not ours as all Treaty people of Mi’kma’ki. And not your 
department’s issue either for that matter.

Further, with The Boat Harbour Remediation Project including the remediation design planned, environmental assessment 
and “opportunities for public input and consultation during the assessment", the complete cleanup of the once pristine 
A’se’k estuary “should begin in 2021.” Again, this has not been qualified by ‘It will happen when the Mill comes up 
with an acceptable plan.’

Your website states: “Nova Scotia Environment focuses on climate change, protecting our environment and 
advancing our ambitious environmental goals.” Nothing Northern Pulp does fits under this set of foci. And the 
rampant clearcutting of Nova Scotia’s forests that feeds Northern Pulp for its product [and some electrical generation,  
along with the biomass plant in Port Hawkesbury, the chips being sent to Europe and those recently sent to China] is 
absolutely unconscionable— to all the living of the forests—and when our forests are so desperately needed as 
significant contributors to restraining our carbon footprint as carbon sinks. Have you seen the 100 series highways 
throughout the province these days, congested with semis hauling load after load of hardwood toothpicks? Hasn’t this 
urgent Time of the Earth warranted the provincial government to have a say in how private owners (as well as the 
Crown) steward their forests? Clearcutting with tree harvesters, replanting a monoculture for the next round of 
clearcutting, spraying with pesticides, by anyone, is a crime against our province and our planet. It must be stopped.

It is time for the Department of Environment to act for the majority of the people it serves. 
It is time you look into the Precautionary Principle as a guiding one in your deliberations and decision making. 
It is time to work with all relevant departments [as is alluded to in your new Bill 213] to revision our economy, to one 
of de-growth, weaning Nova Scotia off of an extractive economy, all the destructive enterprises that the province so 
heartily embraces. 
It is time to transition the economy and all vulnerable workers [leave no one behind] to living wage, green jobs while 
restoring and enhancing the environment and lowering our carbon footprint. 

I am not talking an all or nothing path of action here. Political will (not willful ignorance) coupled with genuine 
understanding of our planet’s existential emergency and a keen desire to work with all Nova Scotians to solve the 
problems of our time, together, can make the necessary needed changes—with the right attitude. We can do this.

I have talked to our Liberal MLA repeatedly about Boat Harbour. He assured me that the Premier promised the 
Pictou Landing First Nation that the The Boat Harbour Act would be honoured; that the Premier was committed to 
honouring the January 31, 2020 deadline and would keep his promise to the Pictou Landing First Nation.

Will he?  

Will you?

Aloha,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Premier; brendan@brendanmaguire.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Effluent Treatment Plant
Date: November 7, 2019 10:17:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si 
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson

I am writing this evening to comment on the revised plans of Northern Pulp’s effluent 
treatment facility.

I am afraid that NO revisions of Northern Pulp’s effluent treatment facility could make the 
idea of any further effluent going into the Northumberland Strait acceptable to me.  It is 
unfortunate that this has already occurred for fifty years and in the process  destroying Boat 
Harbour and the livelihood of the Pictou Landing First Nation.  

Fishermen’s associations from the three Maritime provinces oppose the project and the 
Friends of Northumberland Strait as well.

Many, many, many people I know and have spoken of this with also are strenuously opposed 
to any further operation of this mill which is not even a Nova Scotian company but one owned 
by a wealthy Indonesian family who would have few concerns for our environment.  Yes, the 
mill employs 330 jobs but the profits go outside of our province leaving us with an 
environmental disaster.  

I am writing also this evening for my daughter whom shares my concerns but is a busy young 
mother trying to find a moment to write you. Her name is  and she is committed 
to caring for the Earth to leave it a healthy place for her children to grow.  

The money spent over the years to keep this mill in operation could have done more to help 
the people of the region and perhaps establish another industry.  An industry that did not stink 
and destroy the land and also our beautiful forests.

Someday I hope we stop the destruction of this most valuable asset to fight Climate Change - 
TREES!

Pulp mills in BC are closing let this mill join them and begin the repair to our land!

Yours truly,

Spryfield, Nova Scotia

mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca
mailto:brendan@brendanmaguire.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: info@ecologyaction.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Proposed Strait Contamination
Date: November 7, 2019 9:59:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

                                                                                    

                                                                                Antigonish, N.S.

                                                                                     

                                                                             November 7, 2019

 

Gordon Wilson,

Minister of the Environment

Province of Nova Scotia

 

Good evening Minister Wilson,

 

I am writing to you as a resident of the Town of Antigonish and a holder of Pictou County
property (Bailey’s Brook) to express my alarm regarding Northern Pulp’s intention to
contaminate the Strait which we have spent a lifetime enjoying and benefitting from its
resources.

Examining your comments regarding Northern Pulp’s plan and your consequent support of the
project has generated much concern, particularly in this area.

Having read much of the Focus report, your defense of Northern Pulp’s undertaking appears
to be insupportable and contrary to the best interests of the province. The negative
consequences of this proposed massive contamination of the Strait supported by the
provincial government appears to many of my neighbours both here in Antigonish and Pictou
County as a blatant disregard for our wellbeing and a capitulation to interests given higher
priority by you and your government.

However, a legislative response by you and your government that would result in the
immediate termination of this lethal threat to our present and future wellbeing would be
considered as a very redemptive (environmentally and politically) move.

 

Awaiting your legislative response,

 

mailto:info@ecologyaction.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment for their pipe proposal
Date: November 7, 2019 9:15:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely, 



From: .com
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp proposal
Date: November 7, 2019 8:44:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  Please reject this proposal in its
entirety. This project will have serious negative environmental effects on the land, air and sea. 
It will create human health risks; damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and ruin
ecosystems in this region. The vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse
wildlife at risk from this ill-conceived proposal are the very life-support systems we should be
protecting and restoring in the current climate and nature emergency.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Mount Hanley, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Premier
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:17:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

The plan to dump effluent water into the Northumberland Strait will cause irreparable damage
to the ecosystem and will infringe on the sovereignty of First Nations in the area. Fishing is a
vital industry for Nova Scotians and a way of life for Indigenous peoples whose rights to do so
have been affirmed by the courts. As the population grows increasingly environmentally and
socially conscious, this decision will reflect poorly in the coming years. 

Environmental responsibility is paramount - and is intertwined with the ongoing need for
reconciliation with First Nations and Indigenous Peoples in Canada. This decision will be on
the minds of young and old Nova Scotians alike - we need to build a sustainable future. Please
don’t make the decision to jeopardize our life giving water systems. 

Sincerely 
 

Get Outlook for iOS

mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca
https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From:
To: Minister, Env
Cc: Premier
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 7, 2019 8:17:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

The plan to dump effluent water into the Northumberland Strait will cause irreparable damage
to the ecosystem and will infringe on the sovereignty of First Nations in the area. Fishing is a
vital industry for Nova Scotians and a way of life for Indigenous peoples whose rights to do so
have been affirmed by the courts. As the population grows increasingly environmentally and
socially conscious, this decision will reflect poorly in the coming years. 

Environmental responsibility is paramount - and is intertwined with the ongoing need for
reconciliation with First Nations and Indigenous Peoples in Canada. This decision will be on
the minds of young and old Nova Scotians alike - we need to build a sustainable future. Please
don’t make the decision to jeopardize our life giving water systems. 

Sincerely 
 

Get Outlook for iOS

mailto:PREMIER@novascotia.ca
https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: To the Honourable Gordon Wilson Minister of the Environment Re: environmental crisis in Pictou County, Nova

Scotia
Date: November 7, 2019 7:36:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello Minister of the Environment 

I am writing today to tell you in writing that I oppose Northern Pulp's plan to pump effluent
into the Strait . 
We need an end to this toxic legacy, the Northern Pulp Pipeline cannot , should not proceed. 
   
We are in a climate emergency now and all eyes are on the decision makers, you are the
minister of environment you need to act to save the environment 
I cannot understand how in these enlightened times, knowing what we know this is still
allowed to transpire. It's really disgusting and not progressive and devastating for future
generations . 

Sincerely 

Bedford, NS

Helping businesses get noticed online !



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp!
Date: November 7, 2019 7:29:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

I value and appreciate the uniqueness of Pictou County. It's an amazing place to enjoy nature.
However the pulp mill and the effluent are things that are not attractive to the county's appeal.
I wouls love to see the town of Pictou and areas surrounding it to revive. Dealing with the mill
and the effluent will help solve these challenges in my opinion.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent
Date: November 7, 2019 6:27:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like
to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project
will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery
sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no
longer economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to
our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
Date: November 7, 2019 5:25:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

A healthy Northumberland Strait area is vital for the fishery and for the quality of life of many Maritimers. Don’t
cave in to big industry any longer. Send a message that you care!

Sincerely,

Dartmouth



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Public input to Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment proposal
Date: November 7, 2019 4:46:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant
wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. At the same time, rejecting this proposal should not
be an excuse to keep the Boat Harbour treatment facility open past the January 2020 deadline.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 

Antigonish, NS
Canada

 
St. Francis Xavier University is located in Mi’kma’ki, the ancestral and unceded territory of the
Mi’kmaq. We are all Treaty people.
 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp dumps effluent in the Northumberland Strait? NO NO NO!
Date: November 7, 2019 2:55:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To: The Hon Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment

My family and I wish to register our strongest opposition to allowing Northern Pulp, having polluted before, to
pollute again, spewing effluent in the Northumberland Strait.

Jobs are involved, of course, but we believe we are smart and creative enough to find new jobs for people as well as
protect the work of fishermen and others in the Strait.

With regard

Karsdale 
November 14 2019



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Stop Northern Pulp Pollution
Date: November 7, 2019 2:49:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing you today to express my deep concern over Northern Pulps plan to
continue dumping waste into the Northumberland Strait.

This plan risks the viability of nearby fisheries.

This plan violates the right of the indigenous communities of our province who have
suffered enough under the reign of white colonialism.

This is your chance to prove that you and your government are committed to keeping
promises in regards to the environment. We will hold you accountable.

I urge you to use your position of power to help make the decisions that people like
me can't. Make the right decision for our people and our planet. Do not allow this
pollution to continue.

Sincerly, 

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Release
Date: November 7, 2019 2:17:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, 

This email is to urge you to not let Northern Pulp release any more effluent into the
Northumberland Strait.  These are important ecosystems and we cannot continue to pollute
them and ignore the invaluable services that they provide, not only intrinsically and to the
natural world, but to the health and well-being of our citizens and built communities. With the
recent climate strikes, youth movement, and the "World Scientists' Warning of a Climate
Emergency" paper that was just released and signed by more than 11,000 scientists, now is not
the time to be making poor environmental decisions that will contribute to the ongoing
environmental crisis and will continue to degrade the natural systems that both current and
future generations depend on. 

We absolutely cannot be continuing with a business as usual scenario. We need to diversify
our economy and shift towards green solutions. Do not allow Nova Scotia to be a province
that is stuck in the past--Northern Pulp has been polluting our environment for far too long.
We need to move forward and diversify our economy. Please listen to the people who care
about the citizens and natural environment of this beautiful province and do not allow
Northern Pulp to continue to contaminate our air, fresh water, and marine environments. 

Thank you, 
 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp Concerns
Date: November 7, 2019 1:59:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Minister Wilson,

I am writing today to express my tremendous concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to continue
to dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  This plan quite clearly risks the viability of the
nearby fisheries and infringes on First Nation's sovereignty.  It flies in the face of your
government's recent attempt to paint itself as environmentally aware.   

Permitting such ecosystem degradation is unthinkable.  I live on the Northumberland Shore and
my community relies on this ecosystem to sustain ourselves. Considering the future of my home
suffering the potential impacts from continued support of the Northern Pulp helps me empathize
with our neighbouring Indigenous community who have suffered these atrocious environmental
impacts for years.  

Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do not permit this multinational
corporation to continue to pollute our waters.

Yours sincerely, 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Another letter
Date: November 7, 2019 1:56:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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Dear Mr Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus
Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human
health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the
ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our
environment and our citizens.

My children play in that water they have grown up in that area and I am disgusted this
 was ever an option 

Thanks

 



From:
Minister, Env

Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent
Date: November 7, 2019 1:36:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS,

-- 

Artist and Art Educator

Check out my art at 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern pulp concerns
Date: November 7, 2019 1:30:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
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pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Minister Wilson;

I am writing today to express my great concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to continue to dump effluent into the
Northumberland Strait.  This plan quite clearly risks the viability of the nearby fisheries and infringes on First
Nation's sovereignty.   It flies in the face of your government's recent attempt to paint itself as environmentally
aware.

Permitting such ecosystem degradation is unthinkable.  Your government is 2 years away from facing the electorate,
and I guarantee that we will hold you accountable for these decisions.

Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do not permit this multinational corporation to continue to
pollute our waters.

Yours sincerely;



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: opposition to continuing Northern Pulp pollution of air, land and water
Date: November 7, 2019 1:28:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Honourable Gordon Wilson,
Minister of the Environment

Members of KAIROS Halifax are greatly concerned about Northern Pulp wanting to continue their toxic legacy by
proposing to have a pipeline that will pump up to 90 million litres of toxic pulp effluent a day into the
Northumberland Strait. 
We support the rights and needs of the people of Pictou Landing First Nation for the closure of Boat Harbour as an
industrial waste dump as legislated on January 31st, 2020. 
We are against Northern Pulp's plan to pump effluent into the Strait. The Mi'kmaq are against it; the fishers in the
area are against it; and we are against it. 
Thank you for listening and responding to the voices and health and safety needs of the people of NS. 

 
on behalf of KAIROS Halifax



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: RESPECT your mother
Date: November 8, 2019 8:19:54 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: @gmail.com>
Sent: November 7, 2019 9:24 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: RESPECT your mother

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

NOW IS YOUR TIME to make an impact and a difference in our world. Please use your power and speak for us all
to do what is right for our Mother Nature.

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

 please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:25:05 AM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am not a scientist but I
live on the North Shore in Bayhead. My family and neighbours fish for their livelihood in the
Strait. They also manage oyster leases. These industries have sustained several generations
and can continue to do so into the future. Every day I delight at the birds and other wildlife
along the Northumberland Strait. We know how rare and precious this ecosystem is. Visitors
marvel at it some of them come to stay. I cannot reconcile the â?onothing to worry aboutâ?
scenario drawn by Northern Pulp in its project proposal with lived reality. How stupid or
desperate does this company think we are? The effluent has poisoned Boat Harbour. Dumping
the effluent into the Strait will poison it. Running a pipe through Pictouâ?Ts watershed, good
chance of poisoning it. And no matter where the effluent goes, the toxic air emissions
continue. The Premier was right to pass the Boat Harbour Act. Poisoning the land and people
of Pictou Landing First Nation must stop. This company has had five years to find a solution.
Dumping its effluent into Northumberland Strait must not be allowed. I urge your government
to reject Northern Pulpâ?Ts effluent proposal. Sincerely yours, Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Bayhead Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 63 y: 37
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Environment Assessment Branch, · 
Nova Scotia Dept of the Environment, 

Hon.Gordon Wilson, Minister 

902-424-6925 

From: 

Pictou, NS 

@gmail.com 

F - 01/0_3 _ 
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Dear NS Minister of the Environment, 

My name is . and I live in Pictou. I am a deeply concerned citizen of Pictou 
who is alarmed by the proposal for a new "treatment" for effluent from Northern Pulp. I 
am also 100% opposed to the extension of Boat Harbour. 

1. The EA that Northern Pulp submitted lacks information. However, the information they 
submitted (that is meant to ease our minds) is actually very disturbing. The size of the 
document was surely meant to confuse, but in it are a few huge red flags. 

This idea of an effluent pipe (treatment?) flushed into the Northumbertand Strait is a vile 
suggestion in all ways. Here is why: 

1. If the effluent was even only warm/hot water, it would very soon change the 
Northumberland Strait forever. Forever. That body of water is a major food source, as 
well as our greatest tourist attraction. The amount of money that would be lost as the 
ocean degraded would be astronomical. The fisheries industry collapse, the tourism 
industry collapse, property values plummeting, rising issues in health and welfare, 
unwanted climate changes ... and other issues 1hat would spin out from these major 
problems. No amount of quick money in the present is worth any of these 
problems that would arise. 

2. But then, along with that warm water comes chemicals. That this pipe would be 
traveling through the source of drinking water for the town of Pictou is frightening in the 
extreme. Pipes break. I have much lived experience and I have seen many 
companies over the years build pipes and they have always broken and polluted our 
resources in disastrous ways. Again, no risk to our drinking water should ever be 
allowed. 

Boat Harbour: 

What happened to A'sek (Boat Harbour} was nothing but environmental racism. 
Disgusting. The PLFN was lied to ... but they would have said a resounding NO if they 
had been told the truth. 

The truth of the company Northern Pulp lies in Boat Harbour. Look at Boat Harbour. 
That is what the company was satisfied doing, and successive governments allowed. I 
have no doubt that nothing has changed with this company. What they do on the cheap 
in order to make money for their shareholders is based in lies and is continuing right 
now in the form of the document under discussion . 

Air Emissions: 

I have lived in Pictou for 19 years. I was living here when, in 2014, Norrthern Pulp's 
precipatator completed its continued malfunction and failed. I am certain that the people 
of the town of Pictou and immediately surrounding areas should have been evacuated 
at that time. Our neighbourhoods were filled with blue haze, day in, day out. How much 
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pollution were we directly breathing in? A lot I would say, because it was so clearly 
visible. But the government was not interested in installing monitors in proper places. It 
took a grass roots organization to elicit the change necessary to save our population 
from further harm. I cannot forget this. I consider it as unforgivable as the lies that gave 
a green light to the creation of Boat Harbour. 

Forestry: 

I will be short on this subject, as Northern Pulp is being allowed to make short work of 
our deciduous biosphere. Pine and spruce replacements are pulp farms for their 
shareholders to make money on, but have no value to our heritage, lifestyle, health and 
well being or potential income. I don't like what NS calls forestry. It is easy slash and 
burn activity, the likes of which is now totally out of control. 

So there you have it. Boat Harbour dosing is law and as Minister of the Environment I 
expect you to honour it and make sure Northern Pulp honors it too. I also expect 
Northern Pulp to be given the red light for the pipe. No extensions. 

Pictou NS 
November 8, 2019 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northumberland strait
Date: November 8, 2019 8:29:03 AM
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Please do not allow the kraft beach pulp mill, which will negatively impact the beautiful
northumberland  strait.  Projects which have a negative impact on the ecosystem should not be
allowed to continue, our ecosystems are already collapsing.  It is our job to protect canada’s
wildlife and so far we have not done so. At the very least, a federal government environmental
assessment should be done.

Thank you,
 Nova Scotia



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Proposal
Date: November 8, 2019 8:33:07 AM
Attachments: EA-PDF-Nov. 8, 2019.pdf

EA Nov. 8, 2019.docx
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Braeshore, NS  

@gmail.com




Margot Anne Beck

34 Oceanglen Lane

Braeshore, Nova Scotia

B0K 1H0



Environmental Assessment Branch

Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442

Halifax, Nova Scotia. B3J 2P8



November 8, 2019



To Whom It May Concern:



I am writing you today to ask you to make the right decision about Northern Pulp’s proposal, 
about the pulp mill here in Pictou.  Please reject their proposal and help shut down the mill.



I understand this is a bold move against the status quo and against the almighty dollar.  It 
needs to happen.



Time is running out.  We need brave politicians to think about the future, our children and 
grandchildren, those yet to come.  



The Northumberland Strait is a fragile body of water and a wonderful gift to our world.  Do not 
allow pulp waste the be pumped into it.  It is ludicrous to believe that all the waste water 
Northern Pulp proposes to pump into the Strait will not have dire effects upon its ecosystem.  



Would you like your family to swim and play a few metres from the end of the proposed pipe?  
Would you enjoy a lobster or fish dinner from species who live there?



Northern Pulp claims its emissions are not harmful.  Why are respiratory issues so prevalent in 
this area?  I have developed asthma since living here for the past 10 years.  



Nova Scotia needs healthy forests, not the current forestry practices of growing pulp wood and 
clear cutting.  Healthy forests require biodiversity.  The current practices are destroying our 
woodlands; this is not sustainable.  



I feel frustrated that this government stalls and promotes fear among its citizens.  That is not 
healthy or helpful for anyone.  



It takes strong leadership to say NO to Northern Pulp and YES to the future, the fishery, the 
environment and our children.  Please reject Northern Pulp’s proposal and help Nova Scotia 
care for our treasures and the future.



Yours truly,



MA Beck 


Margot Beck








Margot Anne Beck

34 Oceanglen Lane

Braeshore, Nova Scotia

B0K 1H0





Environmental Assessment Branch

Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442

Halifax, Nova Scotia. B3J 2P8





November 8, 2019





To Whom It May Concern:



I am writing you today to ask you to make the right decision about Northern Pulp’s proposal, about the pulp mill here in Pictou.  Please reject their proposal and help shut down the mill.



I understand this is a bold move against the status quo and against the almighty dollar.  It needs to happen.



Time is running out.  We need brave politicians to think about the future, our children and grandchildren, those yet to come.  



The Northumberland Strait is a fragile body of water and a wonderful gift to our world.  Do not allow pulp waste the be pumped into it.  It is ludicrous to believe that all the waste water Northern Pulp proposes to pump into the Strait will not have dire effects upon its ecosystem.  



Would you like your family to swim and play a few metres from the end of the proposed pipe?  Would you enjoy a lobster or fish dinner from species who live there?



Northern Pulp claims its emissions are not harmful.  Why are respiratory issues so prevalent in this area?  I have developed asthma since living here for the past 10 years.  



Nova Scotia needs healthy forests, not the current forestry practices of growing pulp wood and clear cutting.  Healthy forests require biodiversity.  The current practices are destroying our woodlands; this is not sustainable.  



I feel frustrated that this government stalls and promotes fear among its citizens.  That is not healthy or helpful for anyone.  



It takes strong leadership to say NO to Northern Pulp and YES to the future, the fishery, the environment and our children.  Please reject Northern Pulp’s proposal and help Nova Scotia care for our treasures and the future.



Yours truly,



MA Beck



Margot Beck













Environmental Assessment Branch

Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442

Halifax, Nova Scotia. B3J 2P8


November 8, 2019


To Whom It May Concern:


I am writing you today to ask you to make the right decision about Northern Pulp’s proposal, 
about the pulp mill here in Pictou.  Please reject their proposal and help shut down the mill.


I understand this is a bold move against the status quo and against the almighty dollar.  It 
needs to happen.


Time is running out.  We need brave politicians to think about the future, our children and 
grandchildren, those yet to come.  


The Northumberland Strait is a fragile body of water and a wonderful gift to our world.  Do not 
allow pulp waste the be pumped into it.  It is ludicrous to believe that all the waste water 
Northern Pulp proposes to pump into the Strait will not have dire effects upon its ecosystem.  


Would you like your family to swim and play a few metres from the end of the proposed pipe?  
Would you enjoy a lobster or fish dinner from species who live there?


Northern Pulp claims its emissions are not harmful.  Why are respiratory issues so prevalent in 
this area?  I have developed asthma since living here for the past 10 years.  


Nova Scotia needs healthy forests, not the current forestry practices of growing pulp wood and 
clear cutting.  Healthy forests require biodiversity.  The current practices are destroying our 
woodlands; this is not sustainable.  


I feel frustrated that this government stalls and promotes fear among its citizens.  That is not 
healthy or helpful for anyone.  


It takes strong leadership to say NO to Northern Pulp and YES to the future, the fishery, the 
environment and our children.  Please reject Northern Pulp’s proposal and help Nova Scotia 
care for our treasures and the future.


Yours truly,


 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:33:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: There is a certain beauty
out on the open water of our Northumberland Strait which cannot be underestimated as to how
long that will quickly disappear with such a waste proposal put forth by Northern Pulp. To
even consider putting a toxic, heated fresh water effluent pipe at the mouth of Caribou Harbor,
from an outdated, broken down pulp mill makes no sense at all in these days of trying to
address climate change philosophies. This toxic effluent pipeline is also proposed to run over
town of Pictou water-shed areas?? With Northern Pulps track record of spills, lack of
monitoring, failed air emission tests and being placed on the Canadian Environment Offenders
Registry it further baffles me why this proposal is being considered. This effluent is to be
dumped adjacent to rich fishing /spawning grounds, as well as Caribou-Munroes Island
Provincial Beach Parks. We are supposed to be progressing on keeping our waters clean / safe,
and since these are part of Canadas Oc ean Playground they should not be used as a dumping
ground. How this proposal went for Federal reviews in the past, but is not earmarked for one
yet, causes further concern it is not being addressed properly. Let Canadas Fisheries and
Oceans depts. as well as marine biologists / scientists do the studies to ensure the information
Northern Pulp provided is verified and accurate. Both these reports by Northern Pulp were put
together in a hurried fashion with lots of missing information still. Air emissions from this
pulp mill also need to be addressed so it is brought up to a proper operating standard. Premier
MacNeil and Honorable Minister Wilson please reject this effluent treatment project and
enforce Northern Pulp to abide by the stipulations in their current Industrial Approval. Also
honor the Boat Harbor Act and let the First Nations, as well as people of Pictou County, begin
to heal from one of the worst cases of environmental racism / pollution known in Canada.
Thank- you for your time. Name: @hotmail.com Address: Halifax,
NS Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:35:24 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Minister Wilson,I live in
Tatamagouche on the Northumberland Strait. I want to let you know that I am strongly
opposed to Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Please
ensure that this proposal is stopped, and no extension is given to Northern Pulp. Name:

@gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax:
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:39:45 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in relation
to the Focus Report on Northern Pulpâ?Ts Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
Project. This plan will impact the air, land, water and marine habitats along the
Northumberland Strait, and will have devastating impacts on Pictou Landing First Nation
residents. I have great empathy for those who will lose their jobs however there are other
creative ways to support these people: providing financial support, a good package, re-
training, etc. I live in Lunenburg County and many of my neighbours make a living in the
forestry industry. They are concerned about their future if Northern Pulp closes. So it is
imperative that support be provided for them as well. We are in the midst of a climate crisis.
We cannot continue this path. Closing Northern Pulp would represent a significant
contribution to Nova Scotias commitments. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lunenburg Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 57 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:42:09 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I oppose all proposals to
discharge effluent into the ocean Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Hailfax NS Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 93 y: 30



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:44:26 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My grandchildren swim
in the Northumberland Strait, a few kilometres from the pipe. Continuing the same practice of
dumping effluent shouldnâ?Tt even be a consideration. Show some tough leadership and
protect future generations. Hard to believe I have to offer this argument. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Melmerby Beach
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 65 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 8:51:18 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to show my support for Northern Pulp to go ahead with the waste water project.
I feel NP proposal  shows water quality within 5 meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian marine guild lines as well
the temperature will be within 1 degree Celsius in the same area .
This report also has third party environmental experts assessing no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries
or fish habitat as a result of this project. There for this project needs to be completed to ensure the jobs and the spin
off jobs this mill creates in the province in an environmentally sound way Are allowed to continue. Thank you for
taking the time to listen to my opinion.

 Ltd



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:52:00 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry-its the lively hood of Nova Scotia. A lot of people depend on it. it will put a lot of
people out of work. Not just the people that work in the woods, but the business that depend
on the wood industry are all over the province! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Hemford Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 44 y: 15



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Water
Date: November 8, 2019 8:52:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am writing to voice my concern about the environmental affect of treated effluent from the
 pulp mill, being dumped into the Northumberland Strait. We must protect our water at all
costs. It is abhorrent that government would even consider allowing this to happen.  Please
take action to ensure our waters are not contaminated - for the good of current and future
citizens.

This area is home to renowned local beaches and parks like Melmerby, Chance Harbour,
Caribou, Waterside, Rushtons, Brule, Malagash,  Fox Harbour & Pugwash.  

Respectfully,
 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:56:38 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Boat Harbour can be
solved if the will is there. Where is the will. Please step up to the plate. Look to our future,
your future. The job you are doing involves stewardship we hope you clearly understand this
concept as you represent the people of this small province. Thank you for you time and
personal attention to this extremely important matter. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:  ECONOMY Postal-
Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y:
25



Construction will have minor impacts on marine species and habitat; they will be
localized and generally “reversible”, which means habitat and population will re-
establish naturally.

Within 5 meters of the diffuser, the difference between the treated wastewater and
ocean temperature will be less than 1℃.

For additional protection Northern Pulp has selected a thicker than required pipe, in
addition to establishing an automated leak detection system which will be installed in
the Pictou watershed area.

No history of ice scour was found at the planned location of the diffuser port located
outside of Caribou Harbor in 20m water depth.

The project will have no impact in terms of accumulation of materials around the
diffuser. Northern Pulp engaged independent consultants to consider, study and report
their findings to the Nova Scotia Department of the Environment on the impact their
project may or may not have on the environment

From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 8:57:20 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous
ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am write to support Norther
 Pulp and the future of Forestry 
in Nova Scotia. 

 Ltd 
Transportation 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: EA Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 9:03:53 AM
Attachments: EA Northern Pulp.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please find attached a letter with my concerns on the Environmental
Assessment on Northern Pulp


Ricky Slocum Trucking Ltd

6660 Hwy 2

Portapique, NS

B0M 1B0

902-899-6521

rstrucker@nncweb.ca



Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson

I am writing to you in regards to the Environmental Assessment on the proposed wastewater treatment facility at Northern Pulp. I would like the Nova Scotia government to approve the plan.

I have worked in the forestry industry for over forty years, starting out as a woods worker and now I own my own trucking company. I have been in business over thirty years, most of those years trucking from the companies that have operated the mill in Abercrombie.

I have read the focus report and feel Northern Pulps new effluent plant will be operating with in Environmental regulations that many pulp mills of Canada are using. I feel the forestry industry and the fishing industry can coexist. The fisheries in Pictou County seems to be thriving very well with the system in place now, it would only improve with the new wastewater treatment plant.

If Northern Pulp closes there would be major job loses, not just three hundred plus at the pulp mill but hundreds in the trucking industry, log haulers, chip trucks, trucks transporting paper, service trucks in the woods, heavy equipment movers. Job losses in the forests industry would devastate small rural communities. Tax revenue from these job losses would also be major, many would have to head West as there aren’t many new jobs for the great number of people that will receive layoff slips.

To keep my trucking company going I shop local at  many shops for parts for my truck, trailer and loader. Get welding done at local shops, repairs done at local garages, buy tires locally. If you take several hundred trucks off the roads in Nova Scotia because Northern Pulp isn’t running, that’s going to affect a lot of other industries that are indirectly involved in the forestry industry.

Northern Pulp’s proposed treatment facility will be operating with in environmental regulations in Canada, they should be granted permission to move forward with the new treatment plant. 



Kind Regards,



Ricky Slocum



 Trucking Ltd 

 

Portapique, NS 

 

 

@nncweb.ca 

 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson 

I am writing to you in regards to the Environmental Assessment on the proposed wastewater treatment 
facility at Northern Pulp. I would like the Nova Scotia government to approve the plan. 

I have worked in the forestry industry for over forty years, starting out as a woods worker and now I 
own my own trucking company. I have been in business over thirty years, most of those years trucking 
from the companies that have operated the mill in Abercrombie. 

I have read the focus report and feel Northern Pulps new effluent plant will be operating with in 
Environmental regulations that many pulp mills of Canada are using. I feel the forestry industry and the 
fishing industry can coexist. The fisheries in Pictou County seems to be thriving very well with the system 
in place now, it would only improve with the new wastewater treatment plant. 

If Northern Pulp closes there would be major job loses, not just three hundred plus at the pulp mill but 
hundreds in the trucking industry, log haulers, chip trucks, trucks transporting paper, service trucks in 
the woods, heavy equipment movers. Job losses in the forests industry would devastate small rural 
communities. Tax revenue from these job losses would also be major, many would have to head West as 
there aren’t many new jobs for the great number of people that will receive layoff slips. 

To keep my trucking company going I shop local at  many shops for parts for my truck, trailer and loader. 
Get welding done at local shops, repairs done at local garages, buy tires locally. If you take several 
hundred trucks off the roads in Nova Scotia because Northern Pulp isn’t running, that’s going to affect a 
lot of other industries that are indirectly involved in the forestry industry. 

Northern Pulp’s proposed treatment facility will be operating with in environmental regulations in 
Canada, they should be granted permission to move forward with the new treatment plant.  

 

Kind Regards, 

 

 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 9:08:51 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need forestry in
Nova Scotia... the cost of lumber materials is too expensive and if we keep and mill our own
trees it would be great Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Milton Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 18



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 9:12:23 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is the Sydney steel
mill and tar pond all over again. Time to break free of the 1900â?Ts era of billowing
smokestacks and polluted waste pouring of of sewer pipes. Close Northern pulp. Deal with the
huge unemployment with Government programs, in 10 years new economies will arise Name:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Bedford
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 79 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Focus Report-Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 9:12:51 AM
Attachments: Nothern Pulp letter of support.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hon. Gordon Wilson; Minister of Environment,
Please refer to the attached letter of support for Northern Pulp’s replacement effluent treatment
facility.
Thank you
 

Canadian Woodlands Forum
Office: 
Mobile: 
www.cwfcof.org
 
Mark Your Calendar!     

2020  Spring Meeting. April 1-2, 2020. Moncton, NB
 

http://www.cwfcof.org/



 


Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 
Dear Minister, 


With reference to the Environmental Assessment focus report now before your department concerning the Northern 
Pulp wastewater treatment facility, I would like to first thank you for your department’s diligence and thorough review 
of the facts and information in rendering a decision.  


As someone who has worked in the forestry sector for over 38 years, I have been able to contribute to Nova Scotia’s 
forestry sector and have enjoyed a very rewarding and worthwhile career as a professional forester supporting my 
family here in NS.  


Currently I work for the Canadian Woodlands Forum which is a not for profit membership based forestry association; we 
work and provide knowledge exchange services to the members of the fiber supply chain, including forestry contractors, 
suppliers of equipment and the forest product companies in order to maintain a profitable and competitive forestry 
sector. I outline this to remind you of the significance and importance that Northern Pulp provides to the economy and 
the integrated wood fiber supply chain in the province. The level of concern to what will happen to Northern Pulp by our 
members, especially the small forestry contractors and landowners across the Atlantic region is at an all time high; it has 
suppressed investment and created an extreme sense of uncertainty among the business owners in this province. In 
short, I ask that you accept the Focus Report for the proposed state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility that will 
reduce the environmental footprint, create and sustains jobs, deliver significant economic benefits locally and 
provincially, and ensures the continued operation of Northern Pulp. 


The Focus Report submitted to your department highlights that the proposed wastewater treatment facility will be 
industry leading and significantly reduce their environmental footprint. 


The fact that the treated wastewater from Northern Pulp has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years, supporting a vibrant fishery speaks to the ability to find common solutions for all sectors to co-exist. With their 
plan to re-route the treated wastewater to a different location further out into the Strait, third party environmental 
experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 


I would ask that you approve Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment so we can continue to build a sustainable 
forest industry here in Nova Scotia. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Peter Robichaud, RPF (NS) 
Executive Director, Canadian Woodlands Forum 







 

Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 
Dear Minister, 

With reference to the Environmental Assessment focus report now before your department concerning the Northern 
Pulp wastewater treatment facility, I would like to first thank you for your department’s diligence and thorough review 
of the facts and information in rendering a decision.  

As someone who has worked in the forestry sector for over 38 years, I have been able to contribute to Nova Scotia’s 
forestry sector and have enjoyed a very rewarding and worthwhile career as a professional forester supporting my 
family here in NS.  

Currently I work for the Canadian Woodlands Forum which is a not for profit membership based forestry association; we 
work and provide knowledge exchange services to the members of the fiber supply chain, including forestry contractors, 
suppliers of equipment and the forest product companies in order to maintain a profitable and competitive forestry 
sector. I outline this to remind you of the significance and importance that Northern Pulp provides to the economy and 
the integrated wood fiber supply chain in the province. The level of concern to what will happen to Northern Pulp by our 
members, especially the small forestry contractors and landowners across the Atlantic region is at an all time high; it has 
suppressed investment and created an extreme sense of uncertainty among the business owners in this province. In 
short, I ask that you accept the Focus Report for the proposed state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility that will 
reduce the environmental footprint, create and sustains jobs, deliver significant economic benefits locally and 
provincially, and ensures the continued operation of Northern Pulp. 

The Focus Report submitted to your department highlights that the proposed wastewater treatment facility will be 
industry leading and significantly reduce their environmental footprint. 

The fact that the treated wastewater from Northern Pulp has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50 
years, supporting a vibrant fishery speaks to the ability to find common solutions for all sectors to co-exist. With their 
plan to re-route the treated wastewater to a different location further out into the Strait, third party environmental 
experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. 

I would ask that you approve Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment so we can continue to build a sustainable 
forest industry here in Nova Scotia. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 Canadian Woodlands Forum 



From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 9:23:33 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp has been
operating in a non sustainable way for decades. This must cease. Promises to the indigenous
community must be kept and the fishery must not be further harmed. The current proposals do
none of these things securely. Name: @dal.ca
Address:  Municipality: HALIFAX Postal-Code: Phone:

 Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 27



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 9:24:02 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister for the
Environment Gordon Wilson, I am writing to you regarding Northern Pulps focus report for
their replacement effluent treatment facility project. The effects of clear cutting and
glyphosate spraying runoff into streams, lakes, rivers and the strait. The air emissions and
burning of sludge are already not acceptable. The new effluent system that would be piped out
into the strait will be worse than the boat harbour system which is a colossal failure. Proposing
the effluent pipe over a water shed area is just a ridiculous plan. Burying a discharge pipe into
Caribou Harbour which becomes non accessible when repairs are needed. Ice damage, storms
etc. Effluent contaminants pollute reproductive areas and all living species in the area.
Effluent also becomes airborne in the windy weather affecting Caribou Island, Munroes Island
and Pictou Island. Plumes of effluent will also be moving and effecting transient species in the
Northumberland Strait. In closing I hope we can move forward for a clean healthy
environment. #NO PIPE IN OUR STRAIT! Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: pictou Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

58 y: 20



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Date: November 8, 2019 9:24:58 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please, please! Keep your word January 31,2020 agreement!!
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 9:26:17 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To Hon. Gordon Wilson
I am writing with my support for the minister to approve the new treatment facility being
proposed by Northern Pulp. As manager of my families 1000 hectare woodlot in Cumberland
County, the Northern Pulp mill so important to the work we do with our woodlots. Without
that market for pulpwood, our firewood, saw and stud log, and small sawmill business will
suffer greatly. Thank you for reading my comment on this important issue. Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: River Philip
Postal-Code:  Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 32 y: 23
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a current
pharmacology and toxicology student at McGill University, I am impressed by Northern
Pulpâ?Ts environmental vigilance regarding the replacement effluent treatment facility
project. The new facility uses state of the art technology that satisfies the most vigorous
federal pulp and paper laws being proposed. Effluent dilution ratios are 3 times higher than the
initial model due to great mixing conditions. The effluent undergoes a 100-fold dilution by the
time it is two meters away from the pipe. This high dilution factor ensures effluent will not
impact plants, animals, fish, shellfish or any other marine life. The effluent temperature has no
potential to warm up the Northumberland Strait as the temperature is less than 1Â°C above
background 2 meters from the pipe. Furthermore Northern Pulp conducted a baseline Human
Health Risk Assessment which will insure safety of all people including the Pictou Landing
First Nations. Name: @mail.mcgill.ca Address: 

Municipality: Greenfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 13
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the science says thatâ?
Ts this new project is environmentally feasible I believe that it should proceed, I believe that
this mill is an economic driver for the province. We need these jobs to stay in Nova Scotia, if
the mill was to be forced to shut down the forest Industry in whole would be affected . Name:

@wajax.com Address:  Municipality:
Antigonish Postal-Code: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 36 y: 27
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I personally support the
Effluent Treatment Facility Project for many reasons, I will use this tribune to support a few.
Both as citizen and industrial, we should make sure that our actions/practices are sustainable
to allow futur generations the benefit of adding value to available ressources. In this case the
futur of fishing and forest industry are at stake. The study showed with computer models that
the ETF resulted in no anticipated adverse environmental impact. This information should
comfort people who where worried about the futur habitat of the aquatic fauna. As for the the
construction of this facility the study shows that risk would be mitigated at all levels making
this project a safe alternative for the community. By fostering such a project the gouvernement
would allow the industries to pursue their mandate of creating sustainable wealth out of the
available ressources hence supporting public infrastructures. Name:  Email:

@groupesavoie.com Address:  Municipality: Saint-Quentin
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 70 y: 37
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is imperative that an
extension be granted for the use of the Boat Harbour Facility to allow time for Northern Pulp
to construct the new one. There is too much riding on this not to do so. Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 14
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The whole concept of introducing poisonous contaminants into the food chain is nonsensical.
The proponent has no plan to clean the town’s drinking water aquifer if a spill should
contaminate it, because there is no way to do this! So they say it won’t happen. The only way
to ensure that the Town’s drinking water supply is not threatened by or actually contaminated
by pulp mill effluent is to not run the pipeline caring the waste through the drinking water
shed. They proponent straits that in fifty or hundred years after the useful life of the pipe it
should be just left there to continually risk exposing the Towns drinking water to
contamination, because it would be to environmentally damaging to remove the pipe. The
whole concept is nonsensical. Put a stop to this; from the start it has been a fools earned.

Pictou resident since 2001.
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In early April, 2019 I
was on a business trip travelling the coastal highway through Pugwash, Nova Scotia, with the
Northumberland Strait in full view as we drove. It was the day after a major rain storm in NS.
The shoreline waters of the Northumberland Strait were very brown that day with silt being
carried off the land to the sea in every size of ditch, stream and river along the North Shore of
NS. It was shocking to see...clear evidence of a major enviromental problem for the
Northumberland Strait ecosystem...land origin siltation created mostly by shoreline
development and farming on both the PEI and NS sides of the Strait. Forcing Northern Pulp to
close will not fix this problem. Based on the evidence provided by the experts in the Focus
Report and elsewhere, it would be an absolute travesty for the NS economy and every Nova
Scotian, if our government forced Northern Pulp to shut down. Questions we should ask
ourselves: Where will the millions in lost tax reven ues come from needed to clean up Boat
Harbour, fund our health care system, fix our roads, educate our children, if we force Northern
Pulp to close? Where would we as Nova Scotians prefer to get our toilet paper from... forest
fibre from NS or forest fibre from the destruction of the Amazon Rain Forest? Name: 

@gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Barton Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister for the
Environment Gordon Wilson, I am writing to you regarding Northern Pulps Focus report for
the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. My personal opinion is that at this time
when we are so focused on a clean healthy environment with climate change on the news
constantly to even consider such a proposal is ridiculous! To put a pipe in the Northumberland
Strait would be going backwards to the start of the industrial age. Has Boat Harbour not
already shown us the effects. Effluent released into the Northumberland Strait would still be
contained in the general area. I would like to have no pipe in the strait and for Northern Pulp
and our Government to do the right thing. Respect our environment! #No Pipe, No more
dilution solutions. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: pictou Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 33 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to oppose
Northern Pulps proposed Effluent Treatment Facility. I am a fourth generation fishermen out
of Caribou. I am fishing my fathers gear who died young from cancer and am surrounded by
ten other gears that are being fished by sons and nephews of other men who died too young
from cancer. During our lobster season May and June the winds are predominantly from the
south west which is the direction of the pulp mill, the pollution blows directly over us. This
mill is killing us! Although this type of treatment facility exists elsewhere, it does not exist
anywhere similar to the Northumberland Strait. We have a very unique ecosystem that can not
handle the proposed volume of treated effluent. The temperature, the introduction of 70-90
million liters daily of fresh water, the solids plus all the chemical unknowns will be too much
for such a shallow body of water. We have a strong fishery and are constantly made to do
better to protect our environment. This strong industry should not be under threat by
something we know will destroy it. When reviewing the Focus Report it was once again
proven that Northern Pulp did not do what they were told in the Terms of Reference. There are
still many unknowns, many questions not answered. They have no plan, they do not care about
our fishery, our waters or our health. They were told to find a new route and they didnt. The
proposed pipe plan is still running across a watershed area and many parcels of privately
owned land, including mine. This is completely unacceptable and another slap in the face from
Northern Pulp. If the proposed pipe is approved, the damage done will be irreversible and will
not be able to be cleaned up when a spill happens. They have a history of negligence, it is time
to protect our future. Our community has suffered long enough! I DO NOT support any
extension to the Boat Harbour Act and I DO NOT support any effluent pipeline in the
Northumberland Strait. We are depending on our government our elected officials to make the
right decision and reject Northern Pulps proposal. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:  Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 67 y: 15
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Please pass on my attached letter letter to The Minister of Environment, Hon. Gordon Wilson.




Duncan A MacGregor 
1742 Brookville Road 
Brookville, NS 
B2H 5C7 
 
Nov 8, 2019 


Re: Environmental Assessment of Northern Pulp’s “Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project” 


To the attention of: 
Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
 
Dear Sir; 
 
I am writing in support of Northern Pulp’s plans to build a world class wastewater treatment facility. I 
want to discuss the issue of credibility leading to trust. 


 
Northern Pulp had owned and operated the pulp mill and woodlands for only a couple of years before the 
effluent pipeline broke and almost 50 years of mistrust broke with it.  With the yoke of mistrust (that it 
had no part in) hanging around its neck the new owner was able, in a short period, to take one giant step 
in environmental improvement, namely in air emissions. 


 
While comparative analyses to 22 Canadian kraft facilities show the pulp mill’s wastewater effluent 
environmental performance to be very typical against industry parameters, the same cannot be said about 
its air emissions.  


 
In fact, the “nose knows” that a tremendous improvement has been made in air emissions. The data 
shows that Total Reduced Sulphur and Sulphur Dioxide emissions are amongst the lowest in the industry. 
This as a result of major capital expenditures and operational improvements made by Northern Pulp.  


 
I have noticed the great improvement in air quality and so have my friends noticed. In fact, most have 
forgotten air emissions were ever a problem. 


 
That’s evidence of a credibility improvement in a few short years. 


 
With capital investment and sound management of a world class wastewater treatment facility, I am 
confident that credibility and trust will improve even more in an equally short period of time. 
 
I respectively ask you to approve this science-based project.  
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
Duncan MacGregor 


 
 
 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







 
 

Brookville, NS 
 

 
Nov 8, 2019 

Re: Environmental Assessment of Northern Pulp’s “Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project” 

To the attention of: 
Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
 
Dear Sir; 
 
I am writing in support of Northern Pulp’s plans to build a world class wastewater treatment facility. I 
want to discuss the issue of credibility leading to trust. 

 
Northern Pulp had owned and operated the pulp mill and woodlands for only a couple of years before the 
effluent pipeline broke and almost 50 years of mistrust broke with it.  With the yoke of mistrust (that it 
had no part in) hanging around its neck the new owner was able, in a short period, to take one giant step 
in environmental improvement, namely in air emissions. 

 
While comparative analyses to 22 Canadian kraft facilities show the pulp mill’s wastewater effluent 
environmental performance to be very typical against industry parameters, the same cannot be said about 
its air emissions.  

 
In fact, the “nose knows” that a tremendous improvement has been made in air emissions. The data 
shows that Total Reduced Sulphur and Sulphur Dioxide emissions are amongst the lowest in the industry. 
This as a result of major capital expenditures and operational improvements made by Northern Pulp.  

 
I have noticed the great improvement in air quality and so have my friends noticed. In fact, most have 
forgotten air emissions were ever a problem. 

 
That’s evidence of a credibility improvement in a few short years. 

 
With capital investment and sound management of a world class wastewater treatment facility, I am 
confident that credibility and trust will improve even more in an equally short period of time. 
 
I respectively ask you to approve this science-based project.  
 
 
Sincerely 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The mill should be
closed. The peple of Nova Scotia have no faith in provincial environmental assessments. The
Moose River gold mine is a prime example of the deceptions put forward in the assessments
basically pandering to big mining companies. The destruction of the Northumberland fishery
is not worth the mill jobs. There are no forests left in Nova Scotia currently. The wood is not
there to feed the mill. The truck drivers hauling wood can get highway jobs. There is currently
a shortage of truck drivers in NS anyway. Shut it down, no more bogus Environmental
assessments. Plus we need our, the publics, forests to regenerate as a carbon sink to meet our
climate targets. Let us see the big picture and close this antiquated pollution pit. Name: 

@hotmail.ca Address: Ellershouse, Hants County, NS 
 Municipality: Ardoise Postal-Code:  Phone: 

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 20
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Project: - Choose - Comments: To: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment We
support Northern Pulp Paper Excellence as an important industry for NS. 1. Donâ?Tt be
vindictive. Set past wrongs aside. Expecting Northern Pulp to rise to an exceptionally clean
standard for NS and the world is reasonable. Northern Pulp has shown its commitment to do
just that. The scientific studies and fact-based requirements are clear and Northern Pulp is 100
on board with the implementation of these requirements. 2. â?~Nova Scotia Needs Forestryâ?
T is a positive sign not a protest sign. Rural NS jobs are very dependent upon the forest
industry. In order to carry out the 2018 Lahey Report on Forest Management
recommendations we need a use for â?~pulp woodâ?T which is part of and actively grows in
the multi-aged forest described. 3. Nova Scotia does not need to be a backwater province.
Industry makes us strong. NS will be avoided by industry if we do not accept the fact-base
science which clearly shows Northern Pulp compliance ability. NS taxes are highest in the
country. Letâ?Ts show we can accept industry and make NS a great place for people to work
and provide taxes for the government to distribute. Canadaâ?Ts economy is resource based
and our province cannot pretend it is not. Name: @dhse.ca Address:

Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 22
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To: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment

Northern Pulp Paper Excellence is an important industry for NS and we support the building of a new wastewater
treatment facility.

1.      Don't be vindictive. Set past wrongs aside. Expecting Northern Pulp to rise to an
exceptionally clean standard for NS and the world is reasonable. Northern Pulp has shown its commitment to do just
that. The scientific studies and fact-based requirements are clear and Northern Pulp is 100% on board with the
implementation of these requirements.

2.       'Nova Scotia Needs Forestry' is a positive sign not a protest sign.  Rural NS jobs are very dependent upon the
forest industry. In order to carry out the 2018 Lahey Report on Forest Management recommendations we need a use
for 'pulp wood' which is part of and actively grows in the multi-aged forest described.

3.      Nova Scotia does not need to be a backwater province. Industry makes us strong. NS will be avoided by
industry if we do not accept the fact-base science which clearly shows Northern Pulp compliance ability. NS taxes
are highest in the country. Let's show we can accept industry and make NS a great place for people to work and
provide taxes for the government to distribute. Too many jobs in NS are government jobs. This spells economic
disaster. Canada's economy is resource based and our province cannot pretend it is not.

Thank you,

 Tatamagouche, NS 
Phone: 
Email: @dhse.ca
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp is an
integral part of Nova Scotia forestry. Technology exists to safely treat effluent for release in
all types of waterways across Canada and the world. Use these scientific methods to make
Northern Pulp and other industries viable operations in our area. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Milton Postal-Code:  Phone:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 21
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See letter attached with a few thoughts on the Northern Pulp Focus Report/Proposed wastewater
treatment facility.
 
Kind Regards,

Brookfield Lumber Company Ltd.








Brookfield Lumber Company Ltd 
P.O. Box36 
Brookfield, N.S., BON lCO 
Telephone: (902) 899-7818 

ovember 8, 2019 

Attn: Hon. Gordon Wil on 
Minister of Environment 

ova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, S B3J 2P8 

Dear Mr. Wilson, 

Fax: (902) 673-3161 

Jam writing in support of orthern Pulp. I grew up in the Forestry industry. I am a Nova Scotia 
landowner and I eam my living from the Forestry sector. 1 have worked with Northern Pulp for 
many years. They have proved to me, as a landowner, that they can be trusted. They stand behind 
their commitments and go above and beyond to meet and exceed all standards and regulations 
guiding the forestry industry. They employ real people who believe in what they do, who care about 
the environment and who care about the forestry and fishing sectors. 

Business revolves around supply and demand. If there is a dernand for a product, it will be made 
somewhere. There is a demand for the products Northern Pulp produces which in turn places a 
demand for ova Scotia ' s natural resources, ova Scotia mill by-products, and various supporting 
industries. As ova Scotian ' s why would we want this supply to be met in another province or 
country? We need jobs here in ova Scotia. 

Northern Pulp has already made many improvements over the years to reduce their environmental 
footprint. They have the science to show that they will be one of the most environmentally 
responsible mills in orth America if this proposed wastewater treatment facility is approved. We as 

ova Scotian ' s should be proud to have a mill that will have state-of-the-art, industry leading 
technology and processes right here in our province. 

In summary, I encourage you to approve the Environmental As essment subm itted by orthern Pulp. 
ova Scotia needs thi for it economy, its forests and fisheries. orthern Pulp/Paper Excellence has 

shown its conunitrnent to this province, to its investment in this wastewater treatment facility and to 
the en ironment. We need to approve this project and stand behind it and orthern Pulp, with pride, 
because we will have one of the most environmentally responsible mills in orth America. 

Kind regards, 

Brookfield Lumber Company Ltd. 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: These are my concerns
regarding Northern Pulps focus report. 1. I fail to see how Northern Pulp can predict the
impact of the effluent on sea life and the fishery. How can we be certain of the composition of
the residues in the effluent - whether theyll be consistent over time, and additionally the
temperature which we already know will be warmer than that of the waters at the diffuser.
There are likely to be variations in composition and temperature. It looks like Northern Pulp
will be doing its own monitoring. Does that make sense? And given what we now know about
the increasing warmth of ocean waters and their impact on aquatic species, making the
assumption that the release of warm effluent will have no impact is too great a risk. Look at
what has just happened with the open pen Atlantic Salmon in Newfoundland after just a small
rise in temperature this autumn. Two and a half million salmon dead. If you combine warm
effluent with already warming waters, especially if we have an unusually warm period, who
can predict what m ight happen? And, given that water temperatures are rising and not
expected to remain at current levels, there could be mass die-offs as many aquatic species are
known to be extremely sensitive to water temperature and at the very least may do poorly or
be unable to reproduce. Likewise, some species are very sensitive to toxins and even to
disturbance of the ocean floor. 2. The diffuser of the effluent pipe is planned to be situated in a
place where Pictou fishermen say they currently fish. I have seen a plot of fishing locations
put together by commercial fishermen and the closest past locations of traps and other gear
was quite close to the planned placement of the diffuser. How can we be sure that the effluent
isnt going to contaminate shellfish and other aquatic species, leading to the ruination of the
fishery in that area? And, we must realize that any news of contamination in even a restricted
area of the Nova Scotia coastline will have a very negative impact on *all* Nova Scotia
seafood sales - especially export sales to buyers who dont really know one part of Nova Scotia
from another. We are having to accept assumptions of projected effluent composition. How
can we be sure that these will be accurate and that there wont be changes over time? What
happens if there are failures in the system that would result in the release of con taminants?
Once again, it looks as though Northern Pulp will be monitoring itself. Does this seem like
such a good idea? 3. Regardless of how well designed and constructed, this pipe will be
subject to intense disturbance during storms, especially in winter. Ive seen examples of other
objects and structures located in that area that have been damaged or moved great distances by
turbulence and ice. What will happen if the pipe is damaged or moved? Will the mill cease
operation until such time as the system is repaired - for however long that takes? 4. The
effluent pipe is planned to cross over a watershed serving the area water supply. Isnt this
terribly risky? What happens if there is some kind of catastrophic leak or rupture? 4. This mill
has had a serious impact on the people of the area, especially Pictou Landing First Nations.
Boat Harbour has been contaminated. People have been subjected to poor quality air for
decades. The pulp mill could have done much more to clean up its act at any point in the past,
but any efforts, such as they were, made little improvement. People from that area have been
inundated with terrible air quality for decades and even now, the air quality in and around
Pictou is dreadful. It seems that there has been very little concern about the impact of poor



quality air -- and longterm effect of whatever is released in that air. How can we expect things
to suddenly change and that there will be more care and responsibility going forward? It seems
that ship has sailed long ago. For the above reasons and more, I consider the proposed plans to
be unacceptable for the granting of an environmental assessment approval. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Annapolis Royal
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 53 y: 17
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The highlights of the
Wastewater Treatment Facility Project, Focus Report, suggest positive environmental
consideration. A few of the highlights supporting a positive view include:--Third party
environmental experts have assessed no significant impacts expected on fisheries or fish
habitat. -The ocean water quality within 5 meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian Marine
guidelines. -No history of ice scour found at the planned diffuser port location in 20m water
depth. Along with the environmental concerns, we must address the economic impact and the
role Northern Pulp plays at the local and provincial levels in economic contributions and
employment opportunities. Since 1967, the mill has supported many full-time employees and
their families, as well as indirect jobs through numerous vendors, couriers, freight/transport
companies, and of course, extremely important, the forestry sector. The growing number of
Nova Scotia Needs Forestry signs across the province, strongly support the importance of
Northern Pulp mill operations. In closing, The Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
Project, the continuing economic contributions both local and provincial, and the strong
support of community programs indicate Northern Pulp is committed to moving forward
addressing environmental concerns while supporting our economy and achieving a balance
that can work for all. Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 35
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Dear Environment Minister,
Attached is my response to the request for the replacement effluent facility at Northern Pulp.  
Thank you



Comments on the Focus Report 
 

November 8, 2019 
 
I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  My name is  and I live in Three 
Brooks.  My house is on the shore  of Caribou Harbour. 
Spring through fall,  in and on the water every day.   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 live close to the harbour and spend much of my time on or in the water I feel quite 
passionately against the pumping of pulp effluent into the Northumberland Strait and I 
urge you once again to reject the proposal.   
 
I am writing this letter with emphasis on 3 of the terms of reference. 
 
Term of Reference “2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical 
characterization of NPNS’ raw wastewater (ie., influent at Point A for the Project), to 
support the assessment of the appropriateness of the proposed treatment technology. 
The influent characterization results must be compared against the proposed treatment 
technology specifications.” 
 
The proposed treatment facility falls short of acceptable with respect to AOX removal 
(concentration measurements and lack of AOX degradation) and dangerous nitrogen and 
phosphorous loads that could lead to eutrophication and possible harmful algal blooms 
(HABs). 
The proposed treatment facility is not appropriate because it will not sufficiently 
remove AOX which is composed of toxic organic chlorides including PCBs and  
chlorinated dioxins and furans.  Nor does the facility remove excess nitrogen and 
phosphorous which can lead to eutrophication and ultimately harmful algal blooms 
(HABs). 
 

1. AOX Removal 
 

AOX is a term for a general group of organic compounds that contain 1 or more halogen 
atoms (in the case of bleached pulp effluent the halogen is predominately chlorine).  In 
general, the compounds in this category are hydrophobic meaning they will adhere to 
fatty tissue, sediment or plant life. 
 



Retention Time Comparison: 
One of the factors affecting the amount of AOX in the water is the length of time the 
effluent is allowed to settle, often referred to as retention time.  The authors use Point A 
for untreated effluent and use Point C (Boat Harbour influent) to represent the treated 
effluent (page 24 of the Focus Report, Figure 2.3-1).  
Point C has a much longer retention time (8.5 days) which allows for the settling out of 
the heavier molecular weight AOX compounds compared to the proposed new ETF (less 
than 13 hours - Focus Report page 45).  Given this fact, one can conclude that the AOX 
concentrations entering the marine environment from the proposed ETF will be higher 
than KSH predicts, and that the risk presented by such substances is greater than 
predicted.  It is important to note that the higher the flow, the less retention time is 
available, which is counter to cleaning up the effluent.   
 
Lack of AOX Degradation: 
In Appendix 2.3 page 6 the authors claim the AOX is degraded into Cl- ions and carbon 
dioxide by photochemical and biological processes 

 
This claim is not tenable.  By the authors’ own admission there can be up to 663 kg/day 
released into the Northumberland Strait (Focus Report, Table 2.4-3).  Any AOX that can 
be degraded is done so during the retention time.  This time is longer, as discussed above, 
in the current system than it will be in the proposed process.  In fact, the authors show 
(Appendix 2.4, page 13, Table 1-5 ) that the concentration of AOX is lower in the current 
system (87 kg/day) than what was produced by Veolia (less than or equal to 225 kg/day).  
The RWS study shows 663 kg/day so the AOX released at the outfall could be more than 
half a metric tonne per day. 
 
They claim that proof of the degradation is that the values for chloride ion are much 
greater at Point A than in the raw water (Appendix 2.3, page 6).  The values for chloride 
are higher at Point A because chloride is produced during the bleaching process using 
ClO2 as the bleaching agent which is what is used at Northern Pulp.  The high chloride 
results are what we would expect based on the bleaching chemistry.  Not because the 
AOX is degraded. 
 
Persistent Organic Pollutants,  Bioaccumulation and Biomagnification 
Most AOX are toxic to marine and human health and some are considered Persistent 
Organic Pollutants (POPs).  Persistent organic pollutants are organic compounds that do 
not degrade by chemical, biological, or photolytic processes.   
Under the United Nations environmental program the Stockholm Convention lists 12 
original, plus 16 newly classified compounds as Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs). (1) 
Included in the initial 12 are hexachlorobenzene; polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and 
polychlorinated dibenzofurans and PCBs which are also found in the pulp effluent.  
Because of their persistence and lipid solubility they tend to bioaccumulate.  POPs have 
been found in the deep ocean so they do not just disappear no matter how dilute the 
concentration.(2) 
The chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (CDDs) that are eaten by marine organisms 
biomagnify in the food chain.  The half-life in the human body for the family of 



compounds known as CDD is anywhere from 5 to 15 years. (3)  The ETF project entails 
continuous release of these harmful compounds into the Northumberland Strait.  They 
will bioaccumulate over time and create an escalating risk as the flow continues year over 
year.  This fact alone dictates that dilution is not the solution for pollution when it comes 
to chemicals that bioaccumulate. 
 
Incorrect Sampling Technique: 
The sampling reported in the Focus Report (Appendix 2.3 Pg 104 of 541  Job#B9C9662 , 
Pg 368 of 541  Job#B9E4451, Pg 413 of 541  Job#B9E4487, Pg 497 of 541 
Job#B9E4476 , pg 541 of 541 Job# B9E4405) was done using HDPE containers.  
Sampling for halogenated organic compounds is typically carried out using amber glass 
bottles (4, 5) because the AOX molecules of interest are known to adhere to surfaces that 
are less hydrophilic.  They stick to plastic, organic tissue (like plankton, fish and plants), 
sediment and HDPE.  We would expect the AOX numbers to be higher if they used the 
proper glass bottles for sampling. 
 
Nitrogen and Phosphorous  
In Appendix 2.4 at page 10 the authors admit there is a large variation in the phosphorous 
content of the untreated effluent (0.12 to 5.8 mg/l) and they will not be able to attain the 
decreased level.  Rather, they used the value from Point C (1.5 mg/L where the effluent 
has already settled for 8.5 days).  Point C is once again not representative of actual 
effluent content and it is clear the phosphorous content will be variable and high.  
 
Excessive amounts of nitrogen and phosphorous lead to algal blooms which deplete the 
area of oxygen and create “dead zones” in the ocean where many species can no longer 
live or thrive.  The algal blooms can produce toxins which lead to health issues for 
marine life and ultimately to humans who ingest them.  Algal blooms containing toxins 
are referred to as harmful algal blooms (HABs).  Different ratios of nitrogen to 
phosphorous will encourage different species of algae growth.  This phenomenon is not 
completely understood and is a current area of research.   Not all algae contain toxins at 
all times but it is unpredictable and can change at any time.  Alexandrium spp. and 
Pseudonitzschia spp. are both known to be present in the Northumberland Strait. (6)  
They have been known for producing paralytic shellfish poisoning and the neurotoxin 
domoic acid respectively.  When conditions are not favourable for algae growth they 
remain in the environment as cysts.  When favourable conditions arise they grow. 
Nitrogen and phosphorous in the effluent will surely lead to an increase in the number of 
blooms.  With an increase in the number of blooms there is a chance that the HABs will 
also increase. 
 

2. Baseline studies for fish and shellfish 
“9.1 Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of 
representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.” 
 



It is important to note not all of the chemicals present in the effluent are tested nor are the 
chemical components of the effluent fully understood. The following statement is from a 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act Priority Substances List assessment report(7): 
“Although approximately 250 individual compounds have been characterized in 
bleachery effluents, they have been estimated to represent only 10 to 40% of the total low 
molecular weight materials present.”  
I am not confident that we truly know the effect of the chemical mixture on biological 
systems and therefore cannot confidently predict the risks associated with effluent 
exposure.  
 
It should be noted that “not detected” does not mean the substance is not present.  They 
are known to be generated during the pulping process and the amounts of each individual 
substance changes based on the type of wood that is used. Some toxins are capable of 
accumulating in fish up to 25 000 times the concentration in water.(7) Given that the 
proposed treatment facility only removes about half of the organic chemicals that will be 
released into the Northumberland Strait, we need further investigation into the long-term 
health effects before the risks can be predicted accurately. 
 
The experiments used to determine the effect of stress (toxins, temperature, salinity, pH, 
turbidity, etc.) on an organism have come a long way since the early 1990s.  
Consequently, the Acute Lethality test (LC50) should no longer be considered sufficient.  
Sublethal exposure may still affect the physiology and gene expression of the fish and/or 
shellfish and more work is required to understand this.  We know many of the 
halogenated organic compounds affect the reproductive and immune systems, and can 
lead to developmental disorders or cause cancer.  Gene expression experiments help gain 
a better understanding of the exposure effects on protein and enzyme production which 
gives us an idea of how the effluent will influence the function of biological processes.  
Popesku et al (8) look at the effects of pulp effluent (3 Kraft and 2 Thermomechanical) 
on gene expression of the neuroendocrine brain of fathead minnows.  They conclude that 
pulp effluent does inhibit spawning by females by decreasing the levels of key enzymes 
in the hypothalamus.  They conclude that effluents contain neuroactive substances that 
have yet to be characterized which is made more difficult because of the complex mixture 
that composes pulp mill effluent. The paper by Brockmeier et al (9) use gene expression 
to investigate exposure of mosquitofish to kraft pulp mill effluent on the Fenholloway 
river and demonstrates endocrine disrupting properties of the pulp mill effluent.  They 
found 121 genes upregulated (over-expressed) and 91 genes downregulated by effluent 
exposure.  Sixty-two of the genes are involved in metabolic pathways and are consistent 
with experimental results of the fish exposed to androgens.  They conclude the effluent is 
responsible for masculinizing the female mosquitofish. 
In order to understand and assess the risk presented by the effects of effluent components, 
further gene expression profiling experiments must be performed on fish and shellfish 
that are exposed to the effluent at concentrations consistent with what will exit at the 
diffuser as final effluent, and not once it is diluted. The results should then be compared 
to those from unexposed samples from the same species. 
While the toxicity of each individual compound can be taken into account, as I mentioned 
in my comments on the EARD, the cumulative effect of the mixture of toxins in the 



effluent on sea life and ultimately human health is unknown and the risk cannot be 
assessed with the information as summarized in the Focus Report and EARD.  (10) 
 
 

3. Assessment of impacts on Human Health 
 

9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-
related impacts on human health. The risk assessment must consider human 
consumption of fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking 
water, exposure to recreational water and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any 
other potential exposure pathways. The analysis must inform the identification of 
contaminants of concern and updating of the receiving water study. 
 
In Appendix 9.2, Table A.6a the dioxin 2,3,7,8-TCDD is flagged as a contaminant of 
potential concern in the seafood ingestion pathway and is present in the effluent sought to 
be discharged at the outfall for the proposed ETF.  This compound, 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro 
dibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD), is the most toxic of the dioxins known.  It is believed 
to cause liver damage, increased risk of diabetes and abnormal glucose tolerance along 
with possible reproductive or developmental effects as demonstrated in animal studies 
and may increase the risk of cancer in people. (3)   As a CDD it is included in the POP as 
designated by the Stockholm convention mentioned above. 
 
In Appendix 9.2, Table A-4 the authors maintain that total phosphorous is not a 
parameter considered to be of potential human health concern. 
“Phosphorus is a required dietary mineral. Phosphorus exists in the environment as 
phosphate anion, where it acts as a nutrient, and has not been associated with adverse 
effects in humans. Human health concerns are primarily related to increased productivity 
(eutrophication) in aquatic systems, which is outside the scope of this human health risk 
assessment (CCME, 2004).” 

 
The conclusion is not accurate:  Eutrophication is an issue.   Various levels of nitrogen 
and phosphorous will lead to algal blooms and potentially harmful algal blooms (HABs). 
(11, 12, 13, 14, 15) 

 
Comments on Table:  Understanding Water Measurement Units 
 
As a final point, I have attached a revision to the Table found at page xix of the Focus 
Report as Appendix 1 to these comments.  In my view, the time analogy presented in that 
table is misleading and fails to properly depict the presence and significance of various 
compounds in the effluent.  The Dillon table suggests that the presence of certain 
compounds is miniscule and they are therefore harmless.  This is dangerous and 
misleading as the risks from many of these substances is very high even at extremely low 
concentrations.  My revised table provides a better summary based on molecules per litre 
and molecules per day of these substances.  I provide further explanatory comments 
following my revised table. 
 



Conclusion 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and please consider that we could 
potentially be destroying the sensitive aquatic ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait 
and rendering it uninviting for aquatic species and human recreation if the current 
proposal is granted.  We could also be poisoning and/or killing the fish and thereby 
poisoning ourselves.  I beg you to ensure the proper and current experiments are 
performed before pulp effluent is pumped into the strait.  It is my opinion that the limits 
of allowable toxins and effects of said toxins are not well established and some risks 
remain unidentified, while others are much more significant than predicted in the Focus 
Report and EARD. 
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Appendix 1 
 

 Symbol Multiplying 
Factor 

Expone
nt Form 

Parameter 
Measurem

ents 

Un
its 

Part 
per 

molecules per L 
(assume ave 

molecular weight of 
300) 

molecules/day (assume ave. 
molecular weight of 300 and 

85 million litres per day) 

Base 
Unit 

Base 
unit 1 

1.00E+
00 gram/litre g/L 

1 part 
per 
thousa
nd 

2,047,000,000,000,0
00,000,000 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000 

deci d 0.1 
1.00E-

01 
decigram/l
itre 

dg/
L 

1 part 
per ten 
thousa
nd 

204,700,000,000,000
,000,000 

17,400,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000 

centi c 0.01 
1.00E-

02 
centigram/
litre 

cg/
L 

1 part 
per 
hundre
d 
thousa
nd 

20,470,000,000,000,
000,000 

1,740,000,000,000,000,000,0
00,000,000 

milli m 0.001 
1.00E-

03 
milligram/
litre 

mg
/L 

1 part 
per 
million 
(ppm) 

2,047,000,000,000,0
00,000 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000 

micr
o u 0.000001 

1.00E-
06 

microgra
m/litre 

ug/
L 

1part 
per 
billion 
(ppb) 

2,047,000,000,000,0
00 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000 

nano n 
0.00000000

1 
1.00E-

09 
nanogram/
litre 

ng/
L 

1 part 
per 
trillion 
(ppt) 2,047,000,000,000 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0 

pico p 
0.00000000

0001 
1.00E-

12 
picogram/
litre 

pg/
L 

1 part 
per 
quadril
lion 
(ppq) 2,047,000,000 174,000,000,000,000,000 

 



 
For the purpose of this exercise I used an average molecular weight of 300.   The 
calculation is shown below. 
 
As you can see, in the mg/L range, the number of molecules per litre is in the billions of 
billions order of magnitude!  My point is that a part per million is not as dilute a solution 
as the time analogy would imply.  So, even if we assume the best case scenario after 
“cleanup” is correct, the amount of AOX is estimated to be approximately 1.02mg/L 
(which calculates to 87kg/day) from Table 2.3-3 we can expect somewhere around 2 
billion billion halogenated molecules per litre (that is 174 trillion trillion halogenated 
molecules per day).   
 
The number of molecules present in a given mass is dependent on the chemical structure 
(number and type of atoms that make up the molecule), therefore, an average molecular 
weight of 300 was used.  Typically, in chemistry terms, we refer to that as 300 grams per 
mole (or 300g/mol).   
If molecular weight is half of the assumed value, ie half of 300 is 150, the final number of 
molecules per litre would be doubled.  Conversely, if the molecules were larger, say a 
MW 600, then molecules per litre would be halved. 
 
Calculation: 
Molecular weight:  300g/mole 
Avogadro’s number: 6.022 x 1023 molecules/mole (this is a constant) 
 
molecules/gram:  6.022 x 1023 molecules/mole ÷ 300g/mole = 2.007 x 1021 molecules/g 
molecules/mg:  2.007 x 1021 molecules/g x 0.001g/mg = 2.007 x 1018  molecules/mg 
molecules/L in a 1 ppm (mg/L) solution:   
2.007 x 1018  molecules/mg x 1.02 mg/L = 2.047 x 1018

 molecules/L 
molecules/day in a 1ppm (mg/L) solution at a flow rate of 85 million L/day (peak flow, 
page 38 Focus Report ): 
2.047 x 1018

 molecules/L x 85,000,000L/day = 1.74 x 1026 molecules/day 
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I am writing in response to the Northern Pulp Focus Report on the Proposed Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I am a resident on Dartmouth, NS, and have spent a lot of time in the Pictou, Caribou and Pictou Island area over the past 20 years. Close family friends are residents of Caribou, and I frequently spend time with them there. In addition, I am a visual artist and art professor, and have carried out artistic research and artmaking in Caribou and on Pictou Island.



I wish to respond to the following sections of the Focus Report:



Overland effluent pipeline corridor: system monitoring and control (2.7.1.2.2) and leak detection (2.7.1.3) in the Report prepared by Wood Canada Ltd for Northern Pulp), Appendix 2.1 in particular.



In regard to system monitoring and control, detailed information regarding a proposed alarm system that would be initiated when abnormal pressure and temperature conditions are detected has not been provided. It is not clear how conditions of concern (pressure and/or thermal changes, in addition to pipe failures) would be detected, how any such detection would then initiate an alarm, and what system of response to these conditions would then be implemented. Given the length of the proposed pipeline, the proposed route over watershed, wetland and other areas with sensitive habitats, this information should have been provided in great depth and detail. 



Specifications regarding the Leak Detection system and technology to be used in leak detection have not been provided within section 2.7 of the report. Wood Canada states that “Final technology selection for the leak detection system will be completed during the detailed design” (page 11). This process of detailed design would presumably be done at a point in time when public and stakeholder consultations and government approvals were concluded, providing for no transparency or scrutiny of the design. This is unsatisfactory for a proposed project with such impact.



The proposed pipeline would be over 8km in length and be placed in watershed, wetland and forest lands between Abercrombie and Caribou. Pipeline failures (leaks, ruptures) would have serious and negative effects on the flora and fauna in these zones.  



Northern Pulp’s existing (and much shorter) pipe has failed on a number of occasions, with leaks occurring on (leased) private lands. The corporation’s past practices in regard to leak detection, alarms, reporting and transparency have been inadequate. In light of this history of leaks, Northern Pulp has a serious responsibility to provide detailed information about the system that they propose to use for leak detection for this much longer pipeline. They have not provided this information in the report.  



In conclusion, I recommend that the undertaking by Northern Pulp be rejected, because the information provided in the Focus Report on issues of pipeline condition alarms and leak technology systems is inadequate. Northern Pulp has had many years, in addition to financial and other resources and incentives, available to it in establishing a responsible and well-managed resource-based industry in the region. At this time, they have been required to provide a through and satisfactory Focus Report. It is my view that they have failed in providing such a Report.



Respectfully submitted,









Barbara Lounder
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Dartmouth NS 
 

 
Nov.7, 2019 
 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
ea@novascotia.ca 
 
I am writing in response to the Northern Pulp Focus Report on the Proposed Effluent Treatment 
Facility Project. I am a resident on Dartmouth, NS, and have spent a lot of time in the Pictou, 
Caribou and Pictou Island area over the past 20 years. Close family friends are residents of 
Caribou, and I frequently spend time with them there. In addition, I am a visual artist and art 
professor, and have carried out artistic research and artmaking in Caribou and on Pictou Island. 
 
I wish to respond to the following sections of the Focus Report: 
 
Overland effluent pipeline corridor: system monitoring and control (2.7.1.2.2) and leak 
detection (2.7.1.3) in the Report prepared by Wood Canada Ltd for Northern Pulp), Appendix 
2.1 in particular. 
 
In regard to system monitoring and control, detailed information regarding a proposed alarm 
system that would be initiated when abnormal pressure and temperature conditions are 
detected has not been provided. It is not clear how conditions of concern (pressure and/or 
thermal changes, in addition to pipe failures) would be detected, how any such detection would 
then initiate an alarm, and what system of response to these conditions would then be 
implemented. Given the length of the proposed pipeline, the proposed route over watershed, 
wetland and other areas with sensitive habitats, this information should have been provided in 
great depth and detail.  
 
Specifications regarding the Leak Detection system and technology to be used in leak detection 
have not been provided within section 2.7 of the report. Wood Canada states that “Final 
technology selection for the leak detection system will be completed during the detailed 
design” (page 11). This process of detailed design would presumably be done at a point in time 
when public and stakeholder consultations and government approvals were concluded, 
providing for no transparency or scrutiny of the design. This is unsatisfactory for a proposed 
project with such impact. 
 
The proposed pipeline would be over 8km in length and be placed in watershed, wetland and 
forest lands between Abercrombie and Caribou. Pipeline failures (leaks, ruptures) would have 
serious and negative effects on the flora and fauna in these zones.   
 



Northern Pulp’s existing (and much shorter) pipe has failed on a number of occasions, with 
leaks occurring on (leased) private lands. The corporation’s past practices in regard to leak 
detection, alarms, reporting and transparency have been inadequate. In light of this history of 
leaks, Northern Pulp has a serious responsibility to provide detailed information about the 
system that they propose to use for leak detection for this much longer pipeline. They have not 
provided this information in the report.   
 
In conclusion, I recommend that the undertaking by Northern Pulp be rejected, because the 
information provided in the Focus Report on issues of pipeline condition alarms and leak 
technology systems is inadequate. Northern Pulp has had many years, in addition to financial 
and other resources and incentives, available to it in establishing a responsible and well-
managed resource-based industry in the region. At this time, they have been required to 
provide a through and satisfactory Focus Report. It is my view that they have failed in providing 
such a Report. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The province and
community need Northern Pulp. This business has a far reaching effect on Nova Scotians that
goes beyond what is reported. The closure will have a negative effect for many years. The new
treatment facility will reduce the environmental impact. We need Northern Pulp. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Falmouth Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 21
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 10:11:27 AM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister Wilson,
Please help put an end to this toxic legacy. The Northern Pulp Mill has been poisoning us for
too long - this is a pressing concern for the environment as well as human health. Nova Scotia,
and indeed all of Canada, has always been valued for its natural beauty. It is in search of new
land that European settlers first arrived here, and it is the connection with the land that is the
core of many Indigenous communities. Without this land we do not really have a country, and
we are currently on track to poison the very lakes, rivers, oceans and forests that feed and
support us. Let us not become so shortsighted by greed as to ruin our one and only home. The
world is starting to move towards a new, sustainable future. Do not let your compatriots fall
behind - take a stand with us, and say NO! to the Northern Pulp pipeline. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 82 y: 24
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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I am urging you to have a federal environment assessment on dumping bleach into the
Northumberland!!!

Charlottetown PEI and Northport NS



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read the focus
report and I believe that the findings have proven that the proposed effluent treatment facility
will not cause any permanent harm to the environment. Studies were completed with third
party environmental experts and the science supports this project. Because of this, it should be
allowed to move forward. Name: @northernpulp.com Address:
Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I Support the project of
new effluent system. First, it is prooven that this project will have no or very few impacts on
fisheries and environment. Northern Pulp is a Major wood industry, and many sawmill in
Nova Scotia like Group Savoie in Westville for our case depends directly from Norther Pulp
operations to survive. That project is very important and necessary for the whole Wood
economy of the province and will meet the requirements for fisheries and environnment.
Name: @groupesavoie.com Address: 
Municipality: Saint-Quentin Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Are you seriously asking
if weâ?Tre ok with millionaires poisoning us while we watch?! This is a f ed up world weâ?
Tre living in. No we donâ?Tt want this poison in the water can yâ?Tall do something about it
or no? If not, can we find a woman with a strong vagina who cares about the earth more than
men with old loose hanging balls do?! Thanks! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Coquitlam
Postal-Code:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
76 y: 26
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This mill was not built
with long term intentions. There have been multiple shortcuts throughout their time, and these
shortcuts will only continue if we allow them to continue their practices. How much have
youthe government and the mill hid from our community? This is not acceptable. How long
was the last pipe leaking before it was reported? This will happen again. I no longer want to
breathe in whatever the mill is spewing out. I want to be able to go to the beach and eat fresh
seafood. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Street Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 26
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I agree wholeheartedly
with this project as Northern Pulp is a major player in the wood industr. If they were to go
away it would affect many other companies and put their lives in danger. Name: 

@groupesavoie.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y:
20
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a well developed,
scientifically sound project that will greatly reduce the environmental impacts of Northern
Pulp and the lumber industry that depends on it. Forest industries are vital to Nova Scotiaâ?Ts
prosperity. But more important, a young, healthy, growing forest that is sustainably harvested
and that soaks up carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is vital to a healthy Nova Scotia
environment. And such a forest is only possible if there is healthy industry to use the mature
forest crop to make the products we all need. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Halifax, N.S. 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 22
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I've lived in Pictou for the last 70 years and I'm concerned about
Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.)

The air emissions from Northern Pulp are a great concern to me. They have failed to miss the
limits set out in their Industrial Approval many times. In June, their stack tests failed one of
their three tests and only passed thanks to the average of those three tests being under the
limits set in their Industrial Approval. Testing on the power boiler, the stack from where these
results came, are only done four times a year. Seeing that they are given a pass even though
they failed one of the tests makes me wonder how many failures are going undetected. I also
believe that Northern Pulp's air emissions are causing cancer to a lot of
nearby residents.

Northern Pulp's plan for their new effluent treatment facility includes burning 'sludge' in that
power boiler. This company has had a history of failing to meet their limits, their mill is over
50 years old and was only designed to last 25, they are not monitored enough to make me feel
they are under the targets laid out in their Industrial Approval consistently and if this project is
approved, they plan to add to those air emissions. The air that we breathe in Pictou County is
bad enough, I don't see a plan to add more pollution to a mill that already seems taxed in its
capabilities is a smart move and I don't approve this project.
  I also believe that pumping their liquid effluent through Pictou's water shed area could be a
disaster not to mention the damage it will do to the fishing area in the Northumberland Strait.
Only a fool with no foresight would allow this. 
  It is going to cost us a fortune to try to clean up Boat Harbour, imagine the cost to clean up
the Northumberland Strait if it would even be possible.
  I am therefore firmly against this project.

Thanks,

Pictou
email: @eastlink.ca
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Hon. Gordon Wilson

   Treated water from northern pulp has been flowing into the northumberland strait for over 50 years. For 50 years
the fishing industry has successfully fished the strait.

   A third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish
habitat as a result of this project.

  Sections V and Vi, atmospheric environment, surface water, and harbour physical environment all have “ no
significant adverse residual environmental effects.”

  Section XXXViii states that there are 89 mills across Canada that are just like northern pulp. Exactly the same
process as northern pulp.

  Section XXXix states that NPNS is a very typical kraft mill.

  NPNS is a very important part of our economy and is the very base at witch the forest industry stems from.

  With this being said I believe a “yes” for the treatment facility and pipe line is the only reasonable answer that I
can see. The focus report points at yes in all direction.

Thank you for your time.

Sent from my iPhone
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have reviewed the
Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp and strongly believe that the Environmental
Assessment should be approved. Third party research shows that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project. Northern Pulp has already
made a number of changes over the years to reduce its environmental footprint, and if this
project goes ahead, we as Nova Scotians can be proud to have one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America, right here in our province, and
supporting our local economy. Name:  @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Hilden Postal-Code:  Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 29
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Dear Minister,
I'm a oyster Fisher man I fish carbour harbor commercial  and I have  oysters leases right
in the harbor  that are stock with hundreds of thousands dollars  that I'm been  growing and
working for 2001 and I aslo  fish commercial in near by harbors so I have high concerns for
my livelihood  that is all I have and I'm going for suspended operation which I'm been
working for last few years  now it finely going alot of paper work and dealing with 
government agencies so hope you take all this into your highs attention I'm still a your man I
can supply work for local  people  your truly 

Get Outlook for Android
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I’m 100% against the idea of running a pipe into the Northumberland Strait of pulp effluent. 
The days of a Kraft process Pulp Mill are behind us, the owners should be modifying this mill
to a modern system of pulp mill, not transferring the waste from one area to another as this is
not improvement. 
What is stopping the mill owners from “Magic Piping” the raw effluent straight into the
discharge pipe bypassing the poorly engineered “Treatment System”? Have controls been
proposed to measure the levels of toxicity and volume of effluent going into the treatment
system and into the effluent pipe?
Do our environmental laws Provincial and Federal meet the task of keeping such waste
regulated properly and up to a modern standard?
Is the engineering of this treatment based off of the original mill design of a redundant system
process capable of running at 100% capacity at all times or the actual reality off both product
lines running at 100% with the mill running at 200%?
Honestly, with the predicament that former Premier John Hamm has put the NS taxpayer in,
we should just settle with the mill and pay them off. Shut this environmental and financial
disaster down, pay the debts, and clean the sites up and learn from the mistakes from the past. 
No, we should not even consider the idea of this effluent pipe going into our Strait. The
destruction will be devastating to our environment and economy. 

Caribou Island 
Nova Scotia. 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The risk is too great, too
many unknowns for the fishing and lobster industry. Also the main water supply is at risk. It is
time to end this toxic mess and keep your promise to the Pictou Landing First Nations and to
the people of Pictou who have to breathe in these toxins on a daily basis. The cost is too high.
You had your time and and now its time to start the cleanup of the toxic sludge you will leave
behind. DO THE RIGHT THING, NO MORE BROKEN PROMISES! Name: 

@gmail.com Address: Chester Basin Municipality:
Lunenburg Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am new to the Forest
Industry, working in the area of administration. Having worked in the industry for more than 6
months now, it is very obvious that Forestry is one of Nova Scotiaâ?Ts mainstay industries.
This province has very few prevalent industries, and the thought of basically eliminating one
of them by not approving this project would create an enormous impact on the Provinceâ?Ts
economics, particularly in rural areas. I am in awe that the NS Government would even
consider the possible shut down of such an important industry player as Northern Pulp. I have
reviewed a summarized version of the Environmental Assessment that Northern Pulp
submitted to the NS Dept of the Environment. It appears that the studies completed verify that
there will be very little impact on the environment with the proposed Effluent Treatment
Facility. The construction of a $130millon state-of-the-art treatment facility will not only
eliminate any threat to the environment and significantly improve current processes, it will
also provide millions of dollars in new jobs while ensuring the ongoing health of an important
existing industry! I am also in awe that Northern Pulp has not just packed up and left the
Province at this stage of the game. This is a company looking to further invest in a Province of
only 1m people. I donâ?Tt see a lineup of companies doing the same! Having read the Lahey
Report, the health of the provinceâ?Ts Forests depend on a market for low-grade wood fibre,
and the major local consumer of this product is Northern Pulp. A large portion of Northern
Pulpâ?Ts power requirements are generated from low-grade wood fibre, a low carbon
renewable resource. Nova Scotia Power generates 60 of its energy from burning coal, a major
pollutant emitting sulfur, mercury, lead, arsenic and large amounts of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. Will the Province throw NPS out next? I am all for Forestry Management and
Ecological preservation, but not at the expense of loosing a large corporation willing to
compromise and invest millions to support sustainability! Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Petite Riviere Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y:
24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Environmental
Assessment - prepared by third party environmental experts - clearly demonstrates that
fishing, forestry, and the environment can co-exist. Only treated effluent will leave the site and
within meters of the diffuser it is almost 100 diluted. The Project should be approved without
delay and the Boat Harbour Act should be amended to allow adequate time for its
construction. Name: @freemanlumber.com Address:
Municipality: Bridgewater Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 20
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is , I have been a long time vacationer to Pictou County and have
been planning on moving there for years and opening up a business in Pictou one day soon
unfortunately the Northern Pulp Mill has deterred me and my dreams of doing this for now. 

I believe the province chose incorrectly when deciding that Northern Pulp's Effluent
Treatment facility should be given a class 1 provincial environmental assessment. Seeing the
amount of information that the public was supposed to go through in order to comments is
evidence that this project should have given the public more time to wade through the
information presented. From Nova Scotia's Environmental Regulations FAQ a "Class 2
undertakings are typically larger in scale and are considered to have the potential to cause
significant environmental impacts and concern to the public. These types of developments
include, but are not limited to, solid waste incinerators, petrochemical facilities and pulp
plants. These undertakings require an environmental assessment report and formal public
review which may include hearings."I do not understand how this class 2 shouldn't have been
triggered in this case. It is a very large scale project (over $100M with a pipeline over 15kms
long pumping up to 85 Million litres of effluent a day), plenty of potential to cause risk to the
environment (Northumberland Strait marine conditions with the effluent, added air emissions,
over disturbing mercury), 4000 pages of concerns in response to NP's EARD shows immense
public concern and includes a pulp mill.Here we are though with the class 1 that was
determined because this new ETF is being characterized simply as 'a modification to an
existing facility' which begs the question, if Northern Pulp wanted to build a nuclear power
plant, would that also receive a class 1 assessment? I guess so under this logic.Anyway, the
project dictates that Northern Pulp must consult the public to keep everyone aware of their
plan. I don't believe they have done this. They ran a couple of open houses that allowed the
public to come and view where their pipe would lead (to the mouth of Pictou Harbour) and
that the project would include an Oxygen Delignification plan. When they filed the pipe had a
much different route and no Oxygen Delignification system. There has not been an open house
in Pictou (original outflow pipe location) or Caribou (where they now plan to put the pipe)
either with their original plan and there has been none open to the public with their actual plan.
Northern Pulp's EARD had many omissions and that resulted in the Focus Report. The focus
report also includes misleading information that there will be a oxygen delignification system
with this project. When you look in Addendum 1.0 you see that there will not be one. There's a
lot of bait and switch going on here.Even though Northern Pulp were given an easier path to
building an ETF I feel that they are still trying to cheat that path. I believe Northern Pulp are
not meeting the terms of the process because they know doing things properly would lead to
conclusions that it should not be approved for their project. Thanks,

Get Outlook for iOS
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Portapique, NS

web.ca

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson

I want the Nova Scotia Government to allow Northern Pulp to move forward
with the new wastewater treatment facility.

I have read the focus report on the environment and attended meetings
with regards to the installation of the proposed plant. The proposed
plant will be releasing treated wastewater in a similar way as the many
other pulp mills in Canada. It will be operating with in regulations set
by Environment Canada and the Canadian marine guidelines. Studies have
shown this new facility will have no significant impact on the fishing
industry in the area.

I have had many jobs related to the operation of the mill over the
years, starting in 1984 as a tree planter and picking cones to start
seedlings in the many plantations in Cumberland County. Many hectares of
land are replanted by Northern Pulp every year. My father raised 
children in Cumberland County working in the woods.

The forest industry is probably one of the main employers in rural Nova
Scotia. For thirty years I have been part of a trucking company that has
worked for the pulp mill both trucking wood and moving heavy equipment.
The closing of the mill would put many out of work. We have spent a
great deal of money over the last thirty years on equipment, parts, fuel
and vehicles. This all adds to the Nova Scotia governments tax revenue.
There are many companies working for Northern Pulp that are picking up
parts, buying equipment and fuel in Nova Scotia.

A new truck, trailer and loader cost $ 340,000.00, to register that
truck cost over $3500.00/year and then there is thousands of dollars
spent on fuel, tires and parts and another $10,000.00 going to a Nova
Scotia Insurance company for insurance coverage. One truck and one



company like ours may only have a small impact but when hundreds, of
trucks, forestry machines and vehicles all of a sudden stop operating in
Nova Scotia the government just lost a lot of tax revenue that funds
schools, hospital and transportation and infrastructure  and many Nova
Scotians sadly will have lost their job.

I feel we can have it all, with Northern Pulp being able to move forward
with their wastewater treatment facility our forest industry can
continue to be successful. The mills environmental footprint will be
reduced. The many small businesses that employee people in rural Nova
Scotia can keep working and support Nova Scotia parts and equipment
shops, welding shops and garages. The fisheries will not be impacted and
can continue to fish in the straight. The government will continue to
receive tax revenue from all the members that make up this industry. The
environment is important and so are Nova Scotia jobs.

Regards,
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp will invest
in the best technology in use worldwide. Third party environmental experts have assessed that
no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project.
Approve the Environmental Assessment. This is in Nova Scotiaâ?Ts best interest. Name:

@icloud.com Address: Municipality: Kentville Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 67 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Premier Stephen
McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson, Describe who you are i.e My name
is  and Ive lived in Pictou CO for 61years and Im concerned about Northern
Pulps Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal. What is the criteria that the province looks at
when it comes to accepting a companys proposal to start a project of this magnitude? I know
there has to be guidelines and targets that are outlined so a company knows what is expected
of them when they are making a submission to start a project in this province. I recognize
these are guidelines and not a checklist since every situation would have a unique set of
characteristics. How much does a companys integrity and their ability to complete a project
properly when their integrity is taken into consideration? Northern Pulp have 14 failed air
emissions tests, 2 Ash slurry spills, 8 directives, 5 ministerial order and 2 warning reports.
They were put on Canadas Environmental Offenders Registry for their 47 Million Litre
effluent leak in 2014 and their present Industrial Approval says they have to have a flow
monitoring system in place to indicate if there were another leak. They are currently under
investigation for yet another large raw effluent leak. If a companys track record is that bad
with maintaining what they have, how can they be trusted with building something of this size
in the first place? According to their current Industrial Approval, Northern Pulp were
supposed to have a monitoring system in place that would notify them if there was a leak in
their effluent pipe yet they had another large raw effluent leak that from the pictures and time
it took to clean up, it looks like it was on par with the leak from 2014. What that tells me is
either a they did not meet the terms of their Industrial Approval, b they werent monitoring it or
worse c they had everything in place, discovered the leak and said nothing hoping to avoid the
bad publicity. I dont believe Northern Pulp should even be considered for a project until the
current investigation has been completed and based on their track record, I really dont believe
they deserve to be given the chance to go forward with this project. Thanks, Name: 

@gmail,com Address:  Municipality: river john
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 53 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 10:58:25 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: this company has shown
repeatedly that they can NOT be trusted. They have had ample time to prepare and have
CHOSEN to not meet deadlines. Risking fishery jobs in three provinces for business as usual
in the forestry sector would be foolish given that we KNOW we need to rethink our forestry
practices anyways. No extension should be granted PLFN have w put up with the fallout from
the companies lies long enough. Maybe if the mill closes I will be able to FINALLY visit
friends in the area, the stench from the mill has prevented that. I have NO DOUBT that
tourism would increase if the mill closed Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: joggins Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 24



From: @mac.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:00:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If you allow this pipeline
dumping, your grandchildren will never forgive you. Name:  Email:

@mac.com Address: Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: : ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 15



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:01:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp should not
receive any extension to the Boat Harbour Act. They have demonstrated a profound,
continuing negligence towards their surrounding environment. If the mill is forced to stop
operations, taxpayer money currently spent to support the unviable mill ought to be used for
work placement programs for affected workers. Presumably there will be good jobs created by
the cleanup project. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 22



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:03:57 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel the new facility is
a great step to help eliminate the environmental issues that were present with the first facility.
Glad to see reports of how minute the impact will be with the new facility. Name: 

@outlook.com Address:  Municipality: New
Ross Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 36



From: @ inc.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northumberland Strait
Date: November 8, 2019 11:07:03 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello,
 
The very least that needs to be done is a full complete and detailed environmental assessment
BEFORE and effluent (treated or otherwise) is dumped into the ocean.
 
It could create a cascading and irreversible negative impact on our environment that could prove to
be horrendously expensive to fix. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
 
Having spent my summers in and around the area with grandparents who originally owned property
in in Chance Harbour and   which is still in the family, I am fearful of the continued damage
to the area. We are ALL negatively impacted directly and indirectly.
 
In NS, we require good corporate citizenship that balances the environmental impacts with best
practices and stakeholder value. Those living in the area are stakeholders, not just the shareholders
and profit makers.
 

Thank you from a Proud Maritimer and 8th generation NS Scottish immigrant with deep Pictou
County roots.
 

Halifax, NS

 



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would just like to state
that I support the new ETF at Northern Pulp and the science that supports it.It is an acceptable
means of treatment across the globe, so why not also here.The jobs provided because of the
pulp mill are very important to Nova Scotians and many communities would love to have
them.It is a much desired product and will be made elsewhere if not here.We deserve to keep
it in our province. Name: @outlook.com Address: Stellarton
Municipality: Nova Scotia Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 46 y: 22



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:11:13 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My firm belief is that the
mill must close on schedule at the end of January. The company had five years to come up
with a responsible plan so its decision to submit an inadequate proposal at the last possible
moment, allowing far too little time for proper review and consultation, is of no comfort. Its
time to do the right thing - for the people of Pictou Landing, for our water and forests, and for
future generations. Use whatever public funds are available to remediate the site, compensate
the people whove been injured, and assist workers displaced by the closure - not to continue
subsidizing an irresponsible and unsustainable industry. Thank you for considering my
comments. Name: @yahoo.ca Address: 

Municipality: Conquerall Bank Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:13:14 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not build a
pipe to pump pollution into the ocean. This isnt Not in my backyard, its just common sense.
No to pipe. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Six Mile Brook Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 20



From: @tcchamber.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:19:53 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: November 7, 2019 Re:
Northern Pulp Focus Report Dear Minister Gordon Wilson, Thank you for the opportunity to
comment on the Northern Pulp focus report for its proposed effluent treatment plant in Pictou
County. The Truro Colchester Chamber of Commerce represents 470 member businesses and
organizations in Truro and Colchester region and has been the voice of business for this area
for nearly 130 years on matters of economic, political and social significance. Our
membership represents multiple sectors including dozens of businesses directly and indirectly
linked to the forestry industry in the province of Nova Scotia. The Chamber applauds your
Department of the Environment for its stewardship role in protecting Nova Scotiaâ?Ts
environment, however, there is an undeniable fact that if Northern Pulp were to cease its
operations in the province there will be far reaching impacts on the industry. While
considering the Focus Report, there must be an acknowledgement of the extensive impact of
that the mill closure would have on livelihoods across the provinceâ?"well beyond the 340
direct jobs provided in Pictou. Accounts Payable from the Northern Pulp mill are higher in
Colchester than any other county in the province. Such a closure will impact sawmills,
woodlot owners, truckers, and incur the loss of the largest shipper out of the Port of Halifax.
The loss to the provincial economy has been conservatively estimated at over $300M. Those
within the industry who would be potentially impacted by the uncertainty over the future of
the millâ?Ts operation in the province need answers to plan for the future as well. Many
sectors of the provincial economy are on pause awaiting direction from the government while
further weighing the uncertainty of a potential mill closure. Businesses are already foregoing
investment impacting our economy. We ask your government to show leadership on this issue
which is paramount to offer business confidence to invest in the province. Your department
has provided Nova Scotians 30 days to share their comments as part of the environmental
assessment process. We applaud your government for not extending this period to receive
public comments to keep the process moving forward without more delays. On behalf of the
Truro Colchester Chamber of Commerce and its membership, we ask you to not delay making
a decision on the proposed effluent treatment plant, providing a determination on this issue
within the allotted time frame after the public comment period ends. We would welcome the
opportunity to speak directly with you on this issue. Name: Truro Colchester Chamber of
Commerce Email: @tcchamber.ca Address:  Truro, Nova Scotia 
Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 55 y: 24



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:24:56 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in agreement with
the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. The report shows Northern Pulp has
taken exceptional care into the requirements of this new facility and to minimize any effect on
the environment. Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: 

Municipality: Enfield Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 26
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Submission
Date: November 8, 2019 11:25:11 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good morning,

I am requesting the minister reject the submission by Northern Pulp for the following reasons:

1.  They have not proven that there will not be an environmental impact.
2.  Prior to the pulp mill, lobster was fished in Pictou Harbour, there are no lobster in Pictou
Harbour 50 years later.  I believe a pipe in the Strait will be catastrophic to the fisheries.
3.  You will be moving the worst racist environmental disaster from the Pictou Landing First
Nations backyard to their front yard.   This is wrong!
4.  You can't swim in Pictou Harbour because of the Mill,  please don't do the same thing to
Caribou Harbour.  It is pristine and beautiful, and the home of thousands of birds and water
life.

No pipe in our Strait is the correct response.

Thank you,

 

Pictou, NS



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:25:49 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: A foreign-owned pulp
and paper conglomerate is effectively holding our economy hostage. On one hand there are the
jobs at the mill and surrounding short-term economic benefit, on the other theres an entire
ecosystem in the strait, ecotourism, the fisheries, etc. If the Minister bends to the will of this
corporation, it sets the precedent that the province of Nova Scotia is a useless backwater that
should be bought and sold. Your party will forever lose my vote and many others, and you
will find yourselves cemented on the wrong side of history. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 55 y: 39



From: @sasktel.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:26:21 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: we need to care for our
environment Name: @sasktel.net Address: 

 Municipality: Hendon Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 15



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:26:47 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp hired a
qualified consultant to lead the work requested by the department. Many studies related to the
effluent treatment plant, the resulting treated effluent and the effects on the Strait water system
of the release of the treated effluent have been completed. The scientific studies show no
significant effect on the the air quality or the released treated water. We need to accept that
these scientists are correct and as scientists they dont use the wording no effects but use no
significant effects. The possible nutrient and mineral residuals released in the effluent output
are the same as those found naturally in the trees and ground of Nova Scotia. The plant itself is
the most modern technology available in the world today and have been proven effective in
treating effluent and dissipiating it into a water body in many other parts of the world. The
province has continually asked Northern Pulp to do more studies and added requirements
many of which could only be done at acceptable times of year as to avoid affects on such
things as bird nesting, fish habitat, ground conditions such wet ground. They have had to deal
with multiple departments such as transportation. Therefore we need to support Northern Pulp
in this effect to install this system and the province should give them the necessary time to
install this plant. This requires an extension for the use of Boat Harbor which once again
science suggests it would be better to have the Boat Harbor holding system active until clean
up in 2021 then have it stagnant. Therefore I support the Province giving Northern Pulp an
extension to get the new treatment plant operational and of the use of Boat Harbor until the
facility and pipline are completed. Name: @ns.sympatico.ca
Address:  Municipality: New Ross Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 32
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Please see attached letter from  to Minister Gordon Wilson regarding comments for
the proposed wastewater treatment facility.
Also advise if this email has been received or I’ll have to try to fit comments on Nova Scotia site.
 
Thanks

 
 
 



 
Hopewell, N.S, 

 
 
November 8, 2019 
 
 
Dear Minister Wilson, 
 
My name is   Unifor Local  and Local   

   
  I also worked  for the Communications, 

Energy and Paperworkers Union for  years servicing primarily all paper mills in Nova 
Scotia.  Also I ran a woods contracting business for years, forestry is in my blood.  I’m writing 
you today regarding the new effluent treatment facility proposal for Northern Pulp.  I’m very 
pleased that the current owner has committed to make this huge investment in this mill.  This 
proposal that I have reviewed in great detail is one which will provide this mill with the latest 
technology available to treat effluent.  This proposal will secure the future of the hundreds of 

 and the thousands of other workers across the province whose jobs depend 
on the continued operation of Northern Pulp.  I’m certain this new treatment facility based on 
science and the latest technology available will meet or exceed any regulations in place.  I’m also 
very confident that this new state of the art facility will not harm our environment, which is of 
upmost importance to me and .  I believe this mill can co-exist with fishers, 
with First Nations and continue to play a vital role as a main economic driver for our community 
and province.  This mill for over 50 years continues to produce a world class product, softwood 
bleached kraft pulp sold all over the world.  I believe the future looks bright, the current owner 
acquired the mill in 2011 as a worker I have seen his commitment to the mill based on his continual 
reinvestment.  He has demonstrated a long term commitment to the mill with a successful business 
plan in place. This project has been very complex and controversial, I’m however pleased that 
government’s handling of this project is obviously being based on science and the current 
regulations.  I have participated in trying to share and factually inform people of what is being 
proposed here.  
 
I would like to comment on a couple specific points of this new effluent treatment proposal.  First 
I really like with the new system when effluent leaves Northern Pulp it is treated effluent verses 
with the old system raw effluent had to be piped to Boat Harbour where it would take around 30 
days to be treated and exit into the Northumberland Strait.  This new system removes any 
possibility of raw effluent causing any environmental damage.  Second the latest technology of the 
type of transport pipe selected is very impressive verses the pipe technology used from 1967.  To 
have had the opportunity to hold a piece of the old pipe in one hand and had a piece of the new 
pipe in other hand, the visual and physical difference is of no comparison.  The new pipe is of a 
far superior quality.  Third and of most importance is that the science and technology of this project 
will secure Northern Pulp’s future.  This project will be another significant improvement to 
Northern Pulp’s environmental footprint by allowing the mill to continue to operate and treat its 
effluent with the most advanced latest technology available.   



 
In closing, my conclusion this project based on the details, studies, and science submitted should 
receive government approval to proceed and therefore allow Northern Pulp to continue to play a 
successful role as a main economic driver for Nova Scotia. 
 
Regards, 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I urge the government to
approve this project quickly. The new plant will use the best technology available. The
capacity is oversized. There is no impact on plants, animals, fish or shellfish. Boat Harbour
already discharges treated effluent into the Strait. This new system will be a big improvement.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Upper Chelsea Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 23
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Good morning,

I am requesting the minister reject the submission by Northern Pulp for the following
reasons:

1.  They have not proven that there will not be an environmental impact.
2.  Prior to the pulp mill, lobster was fished in Pictou Harbour, there are no lobster in Pictou
Harbour 50 years later.  I believe a pipe in the Strait will be catastrophic to the fisheries.
3.  You will be moving the worst racist environmental disaster from the Pictou Landing
First Nations backyard to their front yard.   This is wrong!
4.  You can't swim in Pictou Harbour because of the Mill,  please don't do the same thing to
Caribou Harbour.  It is pristine and beautiful, and the home of thousands of birds and water
life.

No pipe in our Strait is the correct response.

Thank you,

Pictou, NS



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the proposal
for the new effluent treatment plant put forward by Northern Pulp. Employment both directly
and indirectly and the economic spin offs that are generated by this company/industry are
greatly needed in this county and in this Province. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Trenton
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 23
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I married a girl from
Nova Scotia, we have vacationed in Nova Scotia numerous times in the last 26 years. It is such
a beautiful Province that it would be a terrible loss if the forests were not managed and
protected properly. I know forrest products are a valuable and much needed renewable
resource. Living in Florida seeing first hand what our Forestry Industry has done to improve
every aspect of keeping our industry healthy profitable and providing wildlife and citizens a
safe environment to flourish has made a major impact on the betterment of all Floridians and
the millions of visitors.I am confident believing proper management of the forest industry of
Nova Scotia can produce the same effects. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Jacksonville
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 48 y: 21
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Please forward the attached letter about my concerns with Northern Pulp to Hon. Gordon Wilson,
Minister of Environment.
Thank You
 

Wagner Forest NS Ltd.
@wagnerforest.com

 


November 8, 2019

Hon. Gordon Wilson

Minister of Environment

PO Box 442

Halifax, NS

B3J 2P8





Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson



I am writing to you about my concerns with Northern Pulp.  The shutdown of Northern Pulp would be detrimental to myself, my family and all does who work in the forest industry in Nova Scotia.  Not to mention all the spin off jobs the forest industry and Northern Pulp create in this province.

I myself have been working in the forest industry in this province since 1989 as a student and later and presently as a Forest Technician.  My livelihood depends on good forestry markets like does that Northern Pulp provides for this province.

I implore you to approve the environmental assessment and extend the Boat Harbour Act deadline.

I agree with most people that in the past, Northern Pulp and its predecessors have not been good citizens of the Pictou area and of Nova Scotia.  However, the present Northern Pulp is finally starting to do things right.   Their plan to construct a state of the art wastewater treatment facility and a pipeline that will carry effluent away from Boat Harbour and into Caribou Harbour is definitely a step in the right directions.  The wastewater treatment facility and pipeline discharge have both passed all environmental concerns including those of the fishing industry.

By doing this this will allow for the cleanup of Boat Harbour while the pulp mill continues to operate and save thousands of much needed tax paying forestry jobs and a tax paying mill for this province.

The environmental research has been done and is proving to be good and comply with both provincial and federal environmental standards.

In short please base your decisions on facts and not political ones.  I am sure by doing this that all parties involved will continue to work and live happily together for years to come.





Yours Truly,

Michel Dugas, CFT  

76 Pleasant St.

Wolfville NS

B4P 1N1







November 8, 2019 

Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS 
B3J 2P8 
 
 
Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson 
 
I am writing to you about my concerns with Northern Pulp.  The shutdown of Northern Pulp would be 
detrimental to myself, my family and all does who work in the forest industry in Nova Scotia.  Not to 
mention all the spin off jobs the forest industry and Northern Pulp create in this province. 
I myself have been working in the forest industry in this province since 1989 as a student and later and 
presently as a .  My livelihood depends on good forestry markets like does that 
Northern Pulp provides for this province. 
I implore you to approve the environmental assessment and extend the Boat Harbour Act deadline. 
I agree with most people that in the past, Northern Pulp and its predecessors have not been good 
citizens of the Pictou area and of Nova Scotia.  However, the present Northern Pulp is finally starting to 
do things right.   Their plan to construct a state of the art wastewater treatment facility and a pipeline 
that will carry effluent away from Boat Harbour and into Caribou Harbour is definitely a step in the right 
directions.  The wastewater treatment facility and pipeline discharge have both passed all 
environmental concerns including those of the fishing industry. 
By doing this this will allow for the cleanup of Boat Harbour while the pulp mill continues to operate and 
save thousands of much needed tax paying forestry jobs and a tax paying mill for this province. 
The environmental research has been done and is proving to be good and comply with both provincial 
and federal environmental standards. 
In short please base your decisions on facts and not political ones.  I am sure by doing this that all parties 
involved will continue to work and live happily together for years to come. 
 
 
Yours Truly, 

   
 

Wolfville NS 
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Dear Premier McNeil,

I live in Caledonia Nova Scotia and I watch logging trucks drive through my community to the Northern Pulp Mill.
Friends work in this industry as do the parents of my childrens’ classmates. Of course I am concerned for their
livelihood. I recognize that pressure from sectors of the forest industry for an extension to the Boat Harbour Act is
increasing as the Boat Harbour closure date draws closer.

I want you and all MLAs to know that despite the importance of this industry to my community I support the closure
of Boat Harbour to pulp effluent on 31 January, 2020.

Why?
 - I know the history of broken promises to Pictou Landing First Nation. To break another promise would be adding
to past wrong doings and would continue Nova Scotia’s legacy of environmental racism.
 - I know that Northern Pulp was aware they had a tight deadline, but did not begin designing a new effluent
treatment facility for several years.
 - I know that when Northern Pulp submitted their project for environmental assessment in January 2019, the
company did not provide many essential studies and information requested by government departments, leading to
further delay.
 - I know that Northern Pulp is a long way from having a viable plan that will not harm the ecosystem or fisheries of
the Northumberland Strait that are crucial to our province’s economy.
 - I believe the forestry experts who say that the forestry industry in Nova Scotia has a good future, even if Boat
Harbour closes on schedule and Northern Pulp leaves the province.

You said it yourself, Premier McNeil, Northern Pulp is responsible for the decisions they have made over the past 5
years.

Pictou Landing First Nation is not to blame for Northern Pulp being so far from meeting the deadline. The
community should not pay the price.

Premier McNeil, please continue to Honour the Boat Harbour Act you put forward in good faith almost five years
ago, an Act that was unanimously adopted in the Legislature.

It was the right thing to do then. It is still the right thing to do now.

NO PIPE IN THE NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT.
BOAT HARBOUR MUST CLOSE ON SCHEDULE.

Sincerely,

Caledonia, Nova Scotia

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 11:52:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  in Little Harbour Nova Scotia, 7.3km
from the current effluent treatment facility for Northern Pulp, Boat Harbour.

I am of course writing to you in regard to Northern Pulp's plan to extend a pipe out into the
Northumberland Strait, pumping pulp effluent into vital fishing grounds and more importantly,
a fragile marine environment susceptible to even the slightest environmental change.

My concern is multifaceted.

1. Northern Pulp has a long history of environmental failures, putting profit margin over
local communities health. Be it spills stumbled upon by the outlying community
members, significantly exceeding emission targets, or the continued destruction of Boat
Harbour, a facility that was supposed to have closed long ago. 

2. Any upgrades made by Northern Pulp have had to be forced upon them by government
and subsidized through provincial and federal tax payers. As such, it's impossible to
trust that they will truly work towards a "world class" effluent treatment facility and
once installed, continue to ensure the funds are in place to properly maintain that system
without once again demanding full, or partial aid from government and tax payers.

3. The local pulp mill has had the backing of experts many times in the past, and that
hasn't affected the multiple negative impacts it has brought to the county including a
major environmental disaster and severe pollution that negatively affects the towns
(mainly Pictou) abilities to run successful business.

4. The inherent risk to the Fisheries is an immediate concern. Maritime fishing is a brand
and our top export, and as such, dumping industrial waste into any of our fishing
grounds should be immediately prohibited. It is more then an assumption this will
negatively affect our fishing industry, and I am comfortable in saying this because I
know I and many others I have spoken to will no longer purchase seafood sourced or
potentially sourced out of the Northumberland Strait.

5. The focus report doesn't do anywhere near a good enough job of detailing risks
associated with the dramatic increase in solids that will be released through this pipe.
Right now those same solids settle in the Boat Harbour basin, but in the future,
according to NP's own data, far more will make it to the water. These solids absorb the
chemicals from the pulping process, and much of it floats meaning far wider
disbursement areas then what NP has forecasted (100m from the end of the pipe).

6. The focus report doesn't detail nearly enough the impact from burning the additional
quantities of sludge in the power boiler on air quality, a boiler that the mill has often
failed emission tests in the past, and that is not currently equipped with an ESP like
most state of the art mills that exist. Pictou business has already suffered drastically



from the mills existence, one need only look at trip advisor reviews of local hotels,
motels, and B&B's to know this. This will decimate business in the town.

All in all, it seems odd to me to have outline these fears. They should be common sense for
most. One industry is not worth jeopardizing multiple other, more profitable industries
(tourism and the fisheries), or more importantly, peoples health.

Thank you,

-- 

Vero nihil verius



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: No pulp in strait
Date: November 8, 2019 11:52:04 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To whomever it may concern,

Please protect the Gulf of St Lawrence from toxic effluent from Northern Pulp,  What a
terrible catastrophe that would be,  This beautiful and very lucrative body of water is full of
life. Please an assessment must be done. This proposed action by Northern Pulp is immoral
and heinous.  Make it stop if you can,

 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:54:17 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please stop this pollution
of our legacy: wildlife, fish and fowl all use water as do people! Keep our waters and natural
resources for years to come! I now live in northern QC but the East Coast is the land of my
birth. I would like to see it kept healthy for generations to come. Name: Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Eastmain Postal-Code:
QC Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:
54 y: 16



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:55:34 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I was diagnosed with
breast cancer . Personally, I blame the
pulp mill for the highest cancer rates, which we have in Pictou County. For years, there was a
doctor locally that tried to broadcast about the cancer causing agents in the pulp mill and it
went unnoticed by media and government. Please, keep your promise that the pulp mill in
Pictou County only has until the end of January 2020 to clean up its act. Please do not allow
them an extension as they had five years to plan for this. I have family that work in the woods,
also at the plant itself, however, the cancer rates are also very high here in the county. Pictou
County will survive without the pulp mill, but the Northumberland Strait will not survive if
you allow them to put that pipe in the water with those deadly toxins straight into the areas
that I and many others enjoy, there will be dead animals and marine life. You just have to look
at Boat Harbour to know that it is a killer in the making. Please do as your government
promised!! Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 19



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Comments of the Focus Report for Northern Pulp"s Effluent Treatment Facility
Date: November 8, 2019 11:58:03 AM
Attachments: Northern Pulp Focus Report Comments .docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hi please see attached my comments on the Focus Report for Northern Pulp's Effluent
Treatment Facility

Regards,



Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  

Please see below my comments on the Focus Report for a Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation 

I am an environmental engineer from Pictou, NS;  this project is of significant importance for me both 
personally and professionally.  

I previously provided comments on Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment Registration Document 
(EARD). Some of my concerns and questions have been addressed in the focus report, in particular those 
concerns relating to lack of baseline data collected for the EARD, however, I continue to have significant 
concerns about the environmental impacts of the project moving forward and I believe critical 
information required to properly assess the impacts of the proposed project are missing from the EARD 
and the focus report. 

I implore Nova Scotia Environment to not approve this project as currently proposed and to require an 
Environmental-Assessment Report. 

I have the following comments / questions about the pipeline installation: 

The terms of reference for the focus report requested more information on the proposed pipeline 
routing including maps / drawings of the new routing. In the focus report there is still much uncertainly 
surrounding the pipeline routing, including: 

• The location where the pipeline is proposed to enter the marine environment has not been 
identified; 

• Figure 2.1-1 shows approximate locations only for the project footprint and diffuser location; 
and,  

• Table 2.1-1 notes that “An alternate route was identified, as the design has not been finalized.”  

The pipeline routing provided in appendices 2.1 and 3.5 are preliminary and conceptual respectively; 
therefore it is unclear to me what the final pipe routing is.  

Further to this, the letter from the NSTIR’s Executive Director of Maintenance and Operations provided 
in Appendix 2.1 of the focus report only indicates that NSTIR will continue discussions with Northern 
Pulp regarding installation of the pipeline in the highway 106 ROW. There is no specific mention of the 
pipeline being installed in the ROW in the letter provided. It is possible that NSTIR will not allow the 
pipeline to be installed in the ROW as the pipeline may impact future ROW maintenance required by 
NSTIR or pose an environmental liability to NSTIR. I am concerned the project will be approved and the 
proposed pipeline routing will again be modified. A letter of intent or approval in principle between 
Northern Pulp and NSTIR should be provided prior to approval of the proposed project.  

 I do not believe the focus report addresses the requirements of the terms of reference to provide more 
certain information on the pipeline routing.  



Additionally, the focus report indicates that “…the anticipated crossing methodology for both wetlands 
and watercourses will likely be based on trenched technology (in the EARD, consideration was given to 
using trenched and trenchless technology, boring techniques (e.g., horizontal directional drilling), for 
both for wetland and watercourse crossings)….” 

I am concerned the project has decided to no longer utilize trenchless technologies to minimize impacts 
to wetlands. This is presumably due to the fact that the pipeline is no longer permitted to be installed in 
the shoulder of highway 106 and cannot avoid wetlands by veering more towards the centre of the 
highway as originally proposed. As stated in the focus report the project will result in permanent direct 
wetland loss. Section 0.1.7.3 of the focus report states that “For the wetlands crossed by the pipeline 
trench, a conservative estimate of direct wetland loss has been identified based on the potential to affect 
the wetland within the 15 m work space, and for the portion of the pipeline adjacent to Highway 106. 
The remaining wetland area within the NSTIR ROW (east of the highway) is assumed to be potentially 
affected.” This seems to indicate that the report is calculating wetland impacts stopping at the ROW 
boundary. It should be determined what actual amount of wetland loss will occur as a result of the 
proposed pipeline installation.  

For the marine portion of the pipeline the focus report states that “The ice scours observed within the 
Caribou area occur within water depths ranging from 1 m to 9 m likely formed during the winter of 
2018/2019. Ice scours were not observed within the area of the proposed diffuser. Of the 133 scours 
observed in the Caribou area, 15 had a maximum-recorded scour depth on the marine floor of 0.4 m. Ice 
scour depth information was required to determine the depth of burial of the pipeline. The results of the 
ice scour investigation indicate that burying the pipeline 3 m under the seabed in Caribou Harbour is 
appropriate, given the ice scour conditions present” 

The conceptual design of the pipeline proposed to be installed in Pictou Harbour indicates cover of 2m. 
The focus report indicates that ice scours up to 0.3m in depth were observed in Pictou Harbour. Why 
was less cover determined to be appropriate for this portion of the marine pipeline? Additionally the 
conceptual design for the marine pipeline notes that the it is unlikely that the effluent diffuser would be 
impacted by ice scour given the 20m water depth. What is the height of the proposed diffuser from the 
seafloor? Also I am concerned one year of field investigation does not provided not enough background 
information to made a conclusion that the diffuser will not be damaged throughout the life of the 
project.  

I have the following comments / concerns about air quality 

The focus report states that “…ammonia, chloroform, total reduced sulphur (TRS), and hexavalent 
chromium were predicted to have infrequent ground-level concentrations above their respective 
criteria.” It should be noted that this is a comparison against air quality criteria from the province of 
Ontario. The report also notes that the occurrences of these exceedances is infrequent and the model is 
conservative.  

However, the results of this air quality modeling further demonstrate the need for a full Environmental-
Assessment Report. Table 0.1.1-3 which summarizes residual environmental effects related to the 
atmospheric VEC only includes lists emissions of H2S / odour as a VEC associated with the activity to 
operate the ETF and power boiler. The impact of the contaminants noted above is not addressed in the 
focus report. Further the impact of these air contaminates are also not assessed in the human health 



risk assessment (HHRA) provided in appendix 9.2 which only consist of “problem formulation” as the full 
HHRA has not been completed. A full Environmental-Assessment Report should be completed with a 
complete HHRA. In my opinion it is not sufficient to note possible air contaminates as a result of the 
project air quality modeling but not address potential impacts, instead indicating these are likely only 
resulting from conservative modelling. 

I have the following comments / concerns about effluent entering the marine environment: 

 The report states that “…any potential environmental effects on water quality during the operation and 
maintenance phase will be highly localized.” and “that water quality at the end of the mixing zone for 
the three-port diffuser will reach ambient conditions within less than 2 m from the diffuser in terms of 
total nitrogen, total phosphorous, DO, pH, temperature, and salinity. Colour will return to baseline 
conditions within 5 m of the diffuser.” 

What is the cumulative effect of absorbable organic halides (AOX) which include Dioxins? As per the 
Receiving Water Study background concentrations of AOX is n/a (assumed to be negligible). The treated 
effluent contains a concentration of 7.8 mg/L of AOX with a concentration of 0.05 mg/L at the end of the 
mixing zone 100m from the diffuser. Given the high volume of treated effluent discharge at 62,000,000 L 
/ day and the 50 year projected lifespan of the project what are the long term impacts of AOX presence 
above existing conditions? This is of particular importance given that AOX are known to be persistent 
and accumulate in the environment. 
(https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110313212212/http://www.environment-
agency.gov.uk/business/topics/pollution/39123.aspx)” 

The response to my question in the focus report was to “Refer to section 4.2 for comments concerning 
the receiving water study.” 

The focus report does not address the cumulative effect of AOX. In fact the modeling only shows 
simulated effluent concentrations for a period of one month. It is unclear what the cumulative impacts 
to the marine environment will be over the lifespan of the project.  

The focus report indicates that in order to achieve higher levels of sCOD reduction “NPNS has plans to 
add oxygen delignification after the completion of the ETF…” information on oxygen delignification is 
provided in addendum #3. This is irrelevant and misleading since this technology is not part of the scope 
of the proposed project.  

A major concern I have pertaining to the proposed project is the lack of information on the 
decommissioning phase of this project.  

The focus report notes that “Northern Pulp will be responsible for: 1. Operation, maintenance, and 
inspection of ETF components, the effluent pipeline, and marine outfall and diffuser assembly; 2. Sludge 
management and operation of the facility’s power boiler for incineration of sludge, including air quality 
monitoring; 3. Monitoring of effluent quality discharged to the receiving environment; 4. Ensuring the 
effluent pipeline system is operated in accordance with applicable regulations; 5. Maintenance of above 
and below ground facilities; 6. Emergency response; and 7. Awareness and education of local 
stakeholders, including members of the public and emergency responders.” There is no reference to 
Northern Pulp being responsible for decommissioning the ETF. Who is responsible for decommissioning 
the proposed ETF? 

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110313212212/http:/www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/topics/pollution/39123.aspx
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110313212212/http:/www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/topics/pollution/39123.aspx


The focus report does not address environmental impacts during the decommissioning phase of the 
project. The EARD noted the following in terms of the decommissioning phase: “Decommissioning of the 
project would occur at the end of mill life following the completion of operations. Once the ETF or 
pipeline is nearing the end of a useful service life, a decommissioning plan will be developed and will be 
submitted for a separate review requiring NSE approval.” 

No investigation has been completed to understand what level of contamination will be left behind at 
decommissioning phase. Is this project likely to create another major environmental contaminated site 
in Nova Scotia comparable to the Sydney Tar Ponds and the Boar Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility? 
Will the soils (including the earthen walls of the new spill basin) and groundwater around the ETF be 
contaminated as part of the proposed project? 

The long term impact of contaminating the existing site through use of an on land effluent treatment 
facility should be investigated through a Environmental-Assessment Report to understand total impacts 
of the proposed project. It is unacceptable to view the proposed project simply as a modification to an 
existing treatment system.   

A great deal of information is provided in the EARD and the focus report. Ultimately these reports are 
stating that there will be no adverse effects to the environment from the proposed project as the ocean 
will dilute all pollution entering the marine environment and that best practices will be applied during 
construction and operations to mitigate all potential environmental impacts.  

However, given the scope of the EARD there are still large questions remaining for the project including:   

• What is the socio-economic impact on lobster fisheries and tourism of the proposed project? 
• What is the impact to the Pictou Landing First Nation (PLFN)? and, 
• What is the long term environmental legacy resulting from the project after the mill / ETF is 

decommissioned? 

It may be possible that the answer to the above questions is that there will be no lasting socio-economic 
impacts, no impact to the PLFN and no environmental legacy, but it is also possible that this project 
could have devastating socio-economic impacts to the Town of Pictou’s fisheries and tourism industries, 
negative impacts to the PLFN and the proposed project could create a major contaminated site which 
ultimately Nova Scotia tax payers would be liable to remediate.  

Again, I implore Nova Scotia Environment to not approve this project as currently proposed and to 
require an Environmental-Assessment Report. 

 

Respectfully, 

 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Fwd: NO PIPE
Date: November 8, 2019 11:59:52 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: @gmail.com>
Date: November 8, 2019 at 08:32:17 AST
To: @hotmail.com" @hotmail.com>
Subject: Fwd:  NO PIPE



---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: @gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 8, 2019 at 8:03 AM
Subject: NO PIPE
To: <ea@ns.gov.ca>

To whom it may concern, 

My name is  I am a lobster fisher from  in Cape Breton,
and I'm writing in regards to the proposed pipe line. 
I find it hard to believe that right now, when climate is so evident, that this pipe is
even being considered.   This pipe would add enormously to environmental
disaster.
The effects of the pollution that would go into our waters is not something that
could be reversed.  The lobster and marine life that this would damage is so
profound, I can't imagine anyone thinking this is OK. 
Our waters are connected, our tides intermingle and this issue effects ALL of the
maritime waters.  Spawn travel far and wide with these currents, a livelihood and
future for our young people that we CANNOT risk.
There has got to be another way, a way that pleases everyone and leaves as little
damage behind as possible.    No-one wants to see people without work, but we
certainly don't want to see our future without marine life either.

mailto:ea@ns.gov.ca


Please do the right thing. 
NO PIPE

Kinds Regards, 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:04:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Greetings, I am pleased
to offer my comments on the replacement effluent treatment facility project. Canada is a
country rich in natural resources, which means we have great opportunities, but also strong
obligations. The debate surrounding this project is not uncommon in resource sectors. Too
often we see opposition to upgrades, and environmental investments, that are essentially
efforts to shut down productive and sustainable operations. The Focus Report shows that the
third-party science clearly supports approval of this project. Investing in this new treatment
facility will only further improve Northern Pulps environmental record, building on strong
advances in recent years. We know clearly that the wider forestry industry depends on this
mill, and that there are 2,700 jobs at stake, mostly in smaller and rural communities. Ive
worked in industrial and resource policy research for more than two decades, and believe that
governments must take the long view in matters like these. Forestry is one of our most
sustainable industries, with the potential for a bright future. In an era when we are increasingly
concerned about climate change, forestry is an essential tool to improve our record. Not only
through the carbon-capture associated with forestry, but also by replacing other materials with
much higher environmental impacts, such as steel, concrete, or cotton, for example.
Additionally, ensuring the products produced by Northern Pulp are made here, in a country
with strong regulations, is essential when considering the weak rules and enforcement around
forestry elsewhere in the world. Northern Pulp already performs strongly compared to other
similar mills in terms of environmental impact, and will do even better with this new facility.
The strong environmental rules in place in Nova Scotia are essential to building sustainble
industries. The Focus Report provides all the evidence needed to provide approval for this
project. Sincerely, @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Toronto Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 29



From: @hotmail.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:06:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a Nova Scotian I am
expressing grave concern about the unrecognized and immeasurable risks and socio-
environmental impacts of the Focus Report on Northern Pulpâ?Ts Proposed Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project. It is illogical and irresponsible to consider the proposed
contingency planning for potential contaminants in the Northumberland Strait, wetlands, and
surrounding areas as acceptable in any way. The Impacts and Mitigation section of Focus
Report, while inaccessibly lengthy and full of â?~conservative estimatesâ?T, lacks any
substantial recognition or empirical measures of real environmental and ecological dangers.
Without proof of absence of significant risk, without critical data around environmental safety,
and insufficient evidence to assess damages and dangers, the environmental assessment is
simply inadequate. Let us be very clear: this should be alarming to fishers, land protectors,
community members and Ministers alike. Consider and act on evidence-based, ethical
research and data that is not privately or corporately funded. Listen to scientists, fishers,
harvesters and Indigenous land protectors, who are the real experts. Recognize well-
established social and environmental determinants of health, which are lacking from the Focus
Report. There an opportunity to re-direct a legacy of devastation. I stand with Pictou Landing
First Nation Chief Paul, the Friends of the Northumberland Strait, the Clean Ocean Action
Committee, the Nova Scotia Chapter of the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, the
Ecology Action Centre, the , the Atlantic Salmon Federation, the North Shore and South Shore
Nova Scotia Chapters of the Council of Canadians, the Sierra Club Canada, the Tourism
Industry Association of Nova Scotia, the Harbour Authority of Caribou, the hundreds of
thousands of Nova Scotians millions of other concerned Atlantic Canadians in rejection of the
Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Proposal. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.ca Address:  Municipality: ST. JOHNS Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 32 y: 31



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:08:48 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I thought Canada was
moving toward the future instead of a past consumed by greed that sees toxic waste dumped
into communities and nature? The facility has been proven to be harmful, and the choice to do
better, to stop such pollution, can have N.S lead the way against all corporations daring to take
our air and water from us. Name: Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ## ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 20

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 12:13:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The government of Nova Scotia has already made the commitment to the people of Pictou
and the PLFN  . Please don’t let this be another case of government not honouring their
promises . You are well aware of the harm done to the people of this area and the area itself .
Step up and do the right thing . No Pipe . No Extension .



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:22:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Premier Stephen
McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson, My name is  I
have lived in Pictou County all my life and Im concerned about Northern Pulps Effluent
Treatment Facility Proposal. Premier Stephen McNeil stated that it would be wrong to move
one disaster into a new location when he referenced Northern Pulps ETF proposal. Of course
that wasnt a statement on whether Northern Pulps project was a disaster, simply that it would
be wrong for the province to approve a project that could be characterized as creating a new
disaster. Mr. McNeil also rightfully stated many times over that the company was given 5
years to come up with a plan and that was more than enough time. Not only did the 5 year plan
give ample time to Northern Pulp but this wasnt an arbitrary date picked out of thin air. The
Jan 31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour Act also falls on the last day of
Northern Pulps current Industrial Approval. Northern Pulp were slow to get moving on their
attempt to complete the project. When they filed their EARD in February, they stated that they
would need an extension until they built their ETF or they would have to shut down. That ask
is for an indefinite extension as Northern Pulps plan to build an ETF that pumps effluent
described by their own technical engineer as being worse than what comes out of Boat
Harbour, would set up the risk to move the disaster that is Boat Harbour and make it a disaster
in the Northumberland Strait. My family and I recently started boating recreationally out of
Pictou Harbour in the summer and as we come out of the harbour we notice the effluent
hugging the shore line. You really have to be in it to understand, but the smell of the black
treated effluent is absolutely putrid. This is treated effluent that has had 30 days of settling and
polishing in the Boat Harbour basin. This settling will not happen with the new ETF. The
effluent will no longer hug the shoreline, it will be in the middle of the prime fishing grounds
of the Strait. Not to mention the air emissions which are also absolutly unbearable some days.
If it is particularly bad, we dont even bother launchin g our boat that day. Northern Pulp
cannot be given an extension. That would break the deal that was made in good faith and
written into law between the PLFN and the province that saved Northern Pulp from having to
close in 2014. They also cannot be given an extension because they dont have a sound plan for
a new ETF so it may never be built. Northern Pulp cannot be given an indefinite extension.
Northern Pulp have been given ample opportunity over their time owning the mill to ensure it
runs properly. At some point you have to admit it cant be done. Thanks, Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Nova Scotia
Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 14



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:23:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Donâ?Tt send NS jobs
away find a solution Name: @live.com Address: 
Municipality: Aylesford Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 12:25:05 PM
Attachments: Environmental Assessment Response.docx

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

I am   I am a commercial fisherman from Prince Edward Island who has
prosecuted fisheries in the Northumberland Strait as a licensed captain since . I
worked as a crewmember for years before that.  I have served on the advisory board
for the  fishery which takes place along the Nova Scotia shore.  As well, I am a
board member and Secretary Treasurer for the  Harbour Authority.

I am extremely concerned about effects this project will have on the commercial fishery.
Presently, the mainstay of the Northumberland Strait fishery is the lobster fishery.  The
marine ecosystem is a delicate balance which can be easily upset by external factors.  The
external factor which I am referencing specifically is the introduction of 80-90 million liters of
32 degree FRESH water to this ecosystem on a daily basis.  That adds up to over
32,000,000,000 liters in a year.  Lobster larvae are especially sensitive to fresh water in the
water column and it will immediately affect their survival.  We as an industry cannot agree
to this being an acceptable risk.  This fishery involves three provinces and thousands of
jobs which are at very real risk if the balance is upset.  The Northumberland Strait is almost
a closed ecosystem .  There are gyres at each end of the strait which in effect means that
the water for the most part moves east and west with the tide, but the actual water change
is not substantial.  Any contaminants which are introduced tend to stay in the system. 

As well a great deal of the income over my  year career on the Northumberland Strait
has been derived in the area around Pictou Island and the shores of Nova Scotia from
Cape George to Cape John from the scallop and herring fisheries.  The scallop and herring
fisheries are a vital part of the tool box as a commercial fisherman.  Herring spawn in the
area of the proposed outfall and any deterrence introduced by salinity changes or
particulates from the effluent can greatly harm a stock already approaching dangerous
levels. Are we willing to risk the health of this fish stock?

There are many more points in this proposal which I could address but am basing my
comments on how it will directly affect me and my family.  It is incredible that we are even
having this conversation in 2019. It is not 1919!  The fishery in the Northumberland Strait
has a bright future which could be snuffed out by pretending that allowing a pipe into the
Strait will have little or no effect. We as a fishing industry are just now recovering from the
effects of the construction of the Confederation Bridge.   For once common sense and the
environment need to win out over politics and money. As a government you need to make
the right decision.

It is very unfortunate that Northern Pulp has chosen to make this an either/or decision.
They have pitted neighbour against neighbour and industry against industry. They should
have introduced the option of a closed system long before the Boat Harbour closure was
imminent.

Respectfully,


Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,



I am Danny Clements.  I am a commercial fisherman from Prince Edward Island who has prosecuted fisheries in the Northumberland Strait as a licensed captain since 1984. I worked as a crewmember for nine years before that.  I have served on the advisory board for the 16F herring fishery which takes place along the Nova Scotia shore.  As well, I am a board member and Secretary Treasurer for the Beach Point Harbour Authority.

I am extremely concerned about effects this project will have on the commercial fishery. Presently, the mainstay of the Northumberland Strait fishery is the lobster fishery.  The marine ecosystem is a delicate balance which can be easily upset by external factors.  The external factor which I am referencing specifically is the introduction of 80-90 million liters of 32 degree FRESH water to this ecosystem on a daily basis.  That adds up to over 32,000,000,000 liters in a year.  Lobster larvae are especially sensitive to fresh water in the water column and it will immediately affect their survival.  We as an industry cannot agree to this being an acceptable risk.  This fishery involves three provinces and thousands of jobs which are at very real risk if the balance is upset.  The Northumberland Strait is almost a closed ecosystem .  There are gyres at each end of the strait which in effect means that the water for the most part moves east and west with the tide, but the actual water change is not substantial.  Any contaminants which are introduced tend to stay in the system.  

As well a great deal of the income over my 45 year career on the Northumberland Strait has been derived in the area around Pictou Island and the shores of Nova Scotia from Cape George to Cape John from the scallop and herring fisheries.  The scallop and herring fisheries are a vital part of the tool box as a commercial fisherman.  Herring spawn in the area of the proposed outfall and any deterrence introduced by salinity changes or particulates from the effluent can greatly harm a stock already approaching dangerous levels. Are we willing to risk the health of this fish stock?

There are many more points in this proposal which I could address but am basing my comments on how it will directly affect me and my family.  It is incredible that we are even having this conversation in 2019. It is not 1919!  The fishery in the Northumberland Strait has a bright future which could be snuffed out by pretending that allowing a pipe into the Strait will have little or no effect. We as a fishing industry are just now recovering from the effects of the construction of the Confederation Bridge.   For once common sense and the environment need to win out over politics and money. As a government you need to make the right decision.

It is very unfortunate that Northern Pulp has chosen to make this an either/or decision. They have pitted neighbour against neighbour and industry against industry. They should have introduced the option of a closed system long before the Boat Harbour closure was imminent.



Respectfully,

Danny Clements

 



Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson, 

I am   I am a commercial fisherman from Prince Edward Island who has 
prosecuted fisheries in the Northumberland Strait as a licensed captain since . I 
worked as a crewmember for  years before that.  I have served on the advisory board 
for the  fishery which takes place along the Nova Scotia shore.  As well, I am a 
board member and Secretary Treasurer for the  Harbour Authority. 

I am extremely concerned about effects this project will have on the commercial fishery. 
Presently, the mainstay of the Northumberland Strait fishery is the lobster fishery.  The 
marine ecosystem is a delicate balance which can be easily upset by external factors.  The 
external factor which I am referencing specifically is the introduction of 80-90 million liters of 
32 degree FRESH water to this ecosystem on a daily basis.  That adds up to over 
32,000,000,000 liters in a year.  Lobster larvae are especially sensitive to fresh water in the 
water column and it will immediately affect their survival.  We as an industry cannot agree to 
this being an acceptable risk.  This fishery involves three provinces and thousands of jobs 
which are at very real risk if the balance is upset.  The Northumberland Strait is almost a 
closed ecosystem .  There are gyres at each end of the strait which in effect means that the 
water for the most part moves east and west with the tide, but the actual water change is 
not substantial.  Any contaminants which are introduced tend to stay in the system.   

As well a great deal of the income over my  year career on the Northumberland Strait has 
been derived in the area around Pictou Island and the shores of Nova Scotia from Cape 
George to Cape John from the scallop and herring fisheries.  The scallop and herring 
fisheries are a vital part of the tool box as a commercial fisherman.  Herring spawn in the 
area of the proposed outfall and any deterrence introduced by salinity changes or 
particulates from the effluent can greatly harm a stock already approaching dangerous 
levels. Are we willing to risk the health of this fish stock? 

There are many more points in this proposal which I could address but am basing my 
comments on how it will directly affect me and my family.  It is incredible that we are even 
having this conversation in 2019. It is not 1919!  The fishery in the Northumberland Strait 
has a bright future which could be snuffed out by pretending that allowing a pipe into the 
Strait will have little or no effect. We as a fishing industry are just now recovering from the 
effects of the construction of the Confederation Bridge.   For once common sense and the 
environment need to win out over politics and money. As a government you need to make 
the right decision. 

It is very unfortunate that Northern Pulp has chosen to make this an either/or decision. They 
have pitted neighbour against neighbour and industry against industry. They should have 
introduced the option of a closed system long before the Boat Harbour closure was 
imminent. 
Respectfully, 
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The language of vagueness does not belong in a scientific document:

 
As with my previous submission, I have chosen to address this pipe-into-strait issue from a
30,000 feet level. I leave the complexities of the science to the domain of others more
qualified than me.
 
Word usage in scientific writings : “May” is a troublesome term and it does lower the quality
of any study.
The word “may” is used to express what is possible, factual, or could be factual. The word
“may” exists in this document far too often – so much that it greatly detracts from the
credibility of the “evidence” presented.
 
The word “may” in any sort of document is a peculiar word – it is useful for the author and
puzzling for the reviewer/ reader.  It protects the author from any eventuality, and it could
stand up in a court of law because a defendant could always argue that they never stated
conclusively one way or another. If they cannot state something conclusively then the
insertion of this one simply word -  “may”-  erects a giant wall of protection. 
As a result, the word “may” is a modifier that at the same time effectually neutralizes the
report’s validity.
Ipsos facto, where ever in this report the word “may” appears, logically one must apply
equal weighting to the replacement “may not”.
---     ---     ---
 
The hazards of a pipe into strait are well documented. It must be concluded that there is way
too much risk associated with this proposed pipe-into-strait endeavor. Clearly, this pipeline
proposal should be rejected outright.
 
Further, although the immediate focus in the proposed pipe-into-strait, the equally toxic issue
of air quality affecting the health of its citizenry (particularly in the town of Pictou given the
direction of prevailing winds) is of paramount importance. There is a sense that there is an air
of dismissiveness about air quality.
 
Finally, how can one company, based in Indonesia, be permitted to destroy both forests and



waterways of our province Nova Scotia? If something drastic is not done by the Province
about Northern Pulp, I suggest that the notion of having a “Department of Environment”
would be and must be considered an utter joke.
I urge this government to do as no previous government has done in 50+ years in relation to
this pulp mill.
Do what is right for our citizenry.
Recognize that the old ways of doing things is not acceptable. Turn the page.
The majority of this province would be in your corner.
The world is watching.
 

Pictou/ Halifax
 

     _______
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Project: - Choose - Comments: We believe the effluent treatment plant is up to Canadian and
worldwide standards for pulp and paper mills. To come down on one mill would only send the
pulp market elsewhere and the other mills may not even be up to the standards that this mill
will be. Name: @live.com Address: 
Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 29
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Iâ?Tm strongly opposed
to the plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Name: 

gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 77 y: 19
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.

  I moved to Pictou from Ontario 
  Many factors influenced my decision to make this move, not the least of which was my appreciation of the

beauty of this spectacular province, particularly Northern Nova Scotia and Pictou County.  

 In  
 and I myself was diagnosed with level 3 melanoma.  I decided that whatever time I might have left

needed to be spent with my dear family  and in the land of my heart and soul.

Shortly after I moved into Pictou I became aware of the toxic presence of Northern Pulp and the devastating effects
it has had on the health and welfare of every living thing exposed to it’s putrid waste output.  Imagine my dismay
upon realizing that the life-changing move that I made might put me at higher risk of cancer than I would ever have
been had I stayed in Ontario.  

My plea is therefore heartfelt and simple:
Honour the people, Premier McNeil and Minister Wilson.  Honour the people whose lives and health and livelihood
have been already affected irreparably by the damage already caused due to inefficiently managed toxic waste
generated by Northern Pulp.  Honour the people of Pictou Landing First Nation who have negotiated in good faith
with successive governments and who look forward deservedly to timely clean up AND closure of the mill.  Honour
the lives of our children and our children’s children.  We ALL deserve to live in a society that does its very best to
care for one another, our fisheries, our wildlife, to the utmost of their ability.

Sincerely,

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Its time to reevaluate the
pulp and paper industry and all its negetive impacts. The chemicals required to turn wood into
paper is unreasonable and there are alternatives that are less detrimental to the environment.
The need for white paper is also something that must be changed as the chemicals it takes to
whiten pulp is also unreasonable. We are doing both of these things because we wont stop and
question these past practices and say no more we can do better. Saying that something needs
to be done because it is economically better is not a reason for the environment to take the hit
and it should not be used in an environmental assessement as a reason to allow it to happen.
This and all pulp mills can be retooled to use hemp instead of wood and we can all get use to
yellow paper instead of white. Approving this projects and saying it is environmnetally ok is
being blind deaf and dumb and go against all kindness we should have for all other living
things we share the planet with. ITs time to do better and be real about our impacts. This
impact does not have to happen and it can be stop with courage and excepting the truth about
it. We will still grow food and people can still be sheltered and we can still have fish so no one
will be worse off for this project to not happen. You cant approve it and say you did the best
you could do. It is on you. You dont get to hide behind a title or department it is you that says
yes or no. Try saying no it gets easier and life will get better. Name:  Email:

@shaw.ca Address:  Municipality: Squamish BC Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 40 y:
29
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Premier McNeil
and Mr. Wilson, I am a resident of both East Hants in the winter months and Pictou County
during the summer season as we have a summer residence in Caribou River. For the past
decade our family been enjoying the waters of the Northumberland Straight. The entire region
surrounding Pictou is very beautiful except for the disgusting pollution that the Northern Pulp
Mill has been depositing into the air and water surrounding the region. Each trip to the
summer cottage constantly reminds of us what the local residence must endure year around as
the foul odor hits you miles before hitting Abercrombie. On a day with a low ceiling that foul
smell even saturates the air some 15 kilometers as the crow flies away in Caribou River. This
mill has been causing in my opinion great economic oppression for Pictou and the whole
county. The Pictou Harbor waterfront is steeped in History being the entry point for many
Nova Scotia familyâ?Ts starting with the Historic Ship â?oHectorâ? . The region is beautiful
and it is a gateway between 2 provinces arguably strategically located between 2 of Canadaâ?
Ts top tourist destinations. Pictou should be a stopping point and destination for many visitors
to the region. It should enjoy the success that other similar waterfront towns and communities
throughout the province do. With the shear number of cottage owners along the shore in
Pictou County the harbor town should be booming all season long but there are empty
buildings and evidence of failure all over the community. My family would love to frequent
the local waterfront businesses but canâ?Tt tolerate the putrid smell of the mill across the
harbor. I donâ?Tt buy into the idea that job losses will be as significant as what has been
purported. Iâ?Tm sure that there will be some businesses and workers in the province that may
lose their jobs due to failure to adapt but I donâ?Tt believe that â?oThere will never be another
log processed in this provinceâ? . There are always solutions and other markets. I lived in
Summerside some 35 years ago when the announcement was made that the CFB Summerside
was closing and that community was sure it was to be the end as it was a massive employer
and contributor to that local economy. It happened and within a few short years the economy
around Summerside was bustling again and today is one of the Strongest in PEI. I have read
most of the reports contained in the 2400 some pages that were submitted and all I can say is
that quite simply lets not accept science based on what is promised ahead by those that stand
to financially benefit but look in our rear view mirror at the science and performance that has
been experienced in the past 53 years. Do we accept science that tells us that 5 meters away
from 82 million liters of effluent will be almost undetectable? Do we even want to accept that
risk? Can we afford to accept that risk? Does your administration want to go down in history
as making one of the biggest ecological mistakes of our generation? Too much to lose â?¦â?
¦too little to gain! Yours truly, 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Nine Mile River Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 13
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am impressed with
Northern Pulps efforts to improve their effluent system. I believe they achieved a stable
balance between the company and the environment. These two can co-exist within a
community. It is important to protect the thousands of jobs created here and also protect the
surrounding community. Northern Pulp will achieve this balance with their new system.
Please allow Northern Pulp to complete their work. Nova Scotia cannot afford to lose these
jobs and the multitude of spin off jobs created by their existence. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Sydney Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

68 y: 13
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Environmental Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment
P.O. Box 442
Halifax, NS
B3J 2P8
 
November 8, 2019
 
Re: Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
 
Dear Minister
 
I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report on the Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.   I am a property owner in both the
Town of Pictou and Caribou Island and spend approximately half of the year at each of these properties. Whilst my concerns with Northern Pulp’s plan to pump
effluent in the Northumberland Strait are numerous and of equal importance to me, in this submission I will focus my comments on these areas:
 

The unacceptable risk of ground water contamination this proposal creates for the Town of Pictou
The increase in the current levels of air pollution and odours due to the Northern Pulp’s  operations in combination with the burning of sludge, the
relocation of the activated sludge treatment system to Abercrombie Point and the venting of air as part of the transmission of warm effluent through the
town

 
 
Ground Water Contamination Risks for the Town of Pictou
 
The wells in the Town of Pictou and Caribou watershed areas are the only viable sources of water for the town (Town of Pictou, 2019). Loss of this resource
would have catastrophic environmental, health, social and economic impact on the town. Northern Pulp’s unsubstantiated claim that the risk of contamination
would be insignificant is based purely on theory and predictive modelling.  At minimum they acknowledge that they plan on piping effluent containing what
they refer to as “residual contaminants” through the town’s watershed which clearly introduces a risk and no level of risk to our water resources is acceptable. 
 
Northern Pulp’s simple contention that a spill won’t happen is not credible in light of the pulp mill’s history of pipe breakage and contaminating spillage, the
most recent being October 21, 2018 which was discovered not by Northern Pulp’s monitoring systems, which they are required to utilize, but rather by a
resident who was taking a walk. At this time of writing the extent of the contamination has still not yet been disclosed by Department of Environment as it is
either unable or unwilling to do so.  The Department stated it takes a year to complete its investigation (Tutton, 2019) but that year has come and gone and the
public is still being kept in the dark, thus making it impossible for opponents of Northern Pulp’s current proposal to address this very real concern in this
submission. 
 
Northern Pulp’s proposal falls short of meeting the burden of proof that the proposed pipeline will be fail-proof and appears to over-rely upon monitoring to
ensure safety from breakage and contamination of the environment. However monitoring is not preventative, it only reports after the fact that the
contamination has occurred. 
 
A Drinking Water Strategy for Nova Scotia: A Comprehensive Approach to the Management of Drinking Water (Nova Scotia Environment & Labour, 2002)
states:  “The Drinking Water Strategy reiterates our commitment to making the protection of our province’s water our number one priority (pg. 5).”  The
Strategy further notes that, “each community is responsible for the safety of its drinking water (p. 16)”  specifically “municipal and small public systems are
responsible for the delivery of water in accordance with provincial standards and for meeting their requirements for due diligence – making sure the water they
deliver is properly managed and protected (p. 17).”  To assist municipal protection of watersheds the government adopted Statement of Provincial Interest
Regarding Drinking Water (1999, 2013) which notes that “inappropriate development in municipal water supply watersheds may threaten the quality of
drinking water (p.3)” and “planning documents must address the protection of drinking water in municipal water supply watersheds (p. 3).”
 
The Town of Pictou has fulfilled their responsibilities by rejecting Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project proposal of routing their
pipeline containing effluent through the town’s watershed, deeming any additional risk to the domestic water supply as unacceptable.  The Town of Pictou’s
Source Water Protection Program will be jeopardized by the Department of Environment allowing warm treated effluent containing known contaminants to be
pumped through our watersheds at the rate of up to 85 million litres a day.  There are no contingency plans and no theoretical mitigation or remediation plans
that can address the overwhelming impacts of a sudden loss of potable water to the town.  To paraphrase Section 2 (b)(ii) of the Environment Act, it is the
government’s obligation to protect ecosystems by applying the precautionary principle requiring that the industry applicant proves, being doubt, that no harm
will result, before undertaking projects that could be damaging  to water resources. Northern Pulp has not met this burden as the documentation they provide
is purely theoretical employing modelling based largely on unproven premises and the conclusions drawn well exceed the evidence provided.
 
References:
Municipal Government Act (1999, 2013). Statements of Provincial Interest made under Section 193 and subsections 194(2) and (5) of the Municipal Government
Act.  Retrieved from: https://novascotia.ca/just/regulations/regs/mgstmt.htm#TOC2_3
 
Nova Scotia Environment & Labour (2002). A Drinking Water Strategy for Nova Scotia: A Comprehensive Approach to the Management of Drinking Water. 
Retrieved from: https://novascotia.ca/nse/water/docs/NSWaterStrategy.pdf
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Town of Pictou (2019). Town of Pictou’s Response to Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment Registration Document Replacement Effluent
 
Treatment Facility. Retrieved from:   https://www.townofpictou.ca/meetings-and-public-notices/town-of-pictou-response-to-northern-pulp-ns-environmental-
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Tutton, M. (2019). N.S. group seeks data on effluent leak from Northern Pulp pipeline. Retrieved from:  https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/effluent-
leak-northern-pulp-pipeline-1.5006939
 
 
Toxic Air Emissions and Air Quality
 
A Dalhousie University research team analyzed emissions data from a provincially operated air monitor located in Granton, N.S. and found that that air levels of
three volatile organic compounds (VOCs) exceeded cancer risk thresholds (Hoffman, Guernsey, Walker, Kim, Sherren & Andreou, 2017).  VOCs have been
known to have harmful effects on human health and pose a significant health concern.    The health effects of VOCs include increased rates of asthma, eye, nose
and throat irritation, headaches, loss of coordination, nausea, damage to liver, kidney and central nervous system, and cancer (National Institute of Health,
2017).
 
Hoffman et al. compared emissions data from 2006-2013 to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) cancer-risk levels as current Canadian standards of this
nature do not exist.  Three VOCS, 1,3-butadiene, benzene, and carbon tetrachloride, were found to routinely exceed acceptable cancer-risk levels. Carbon
tetrachloride had the highest median concentration and exceeded its EPA cancer risk threshold for all samples.  As with most scientific inquiry cause and effect
cannot be determined with full certainty, so to assist in pinpointing the most likely source of the VOCs the authors analyzed air emission levels in tandem with
wind direction and found clear seasonal variations of meteorological conditions and VOC concentrations.  When the prevailing winds were blowing from the mill
toward the Granton air monitor, the VOC concentrations went up, routinely exceeding the respective cancer risk thresholds.  Based on this evidence they were
able to draw the reasonable and defensible conclusion that Northern Pulp was the most likely source.
 
The researchers recommended data collection on these emissions continue especially in the Town of Pictou which has a larger population base and is in the
path of the prevailing south west winds in the summer months when people are outside for longer periods and more likely to have windows open in their
homes, thereby increasing exposure.  Unfortunately despite an extensive history of known non-compliance in meeting the limits contained in Northern Pulp’s
Nova Scotia Environment Department industrial approval (2015), a fact that even the company itself admits (Withers. P., 2017), the air monitors were removed
from Pictou County by the government so no further publically accessible  information is available on the levels of VOCs or particle matter in emissions.  This
creates an unacceptable level off risk as it is an unknown and is unquantified and therefore no realistic prevention and mitigation strategies can be proposed.   

Photo Credit Dr. G. Farrell
 
In addition to the current toxic emissions of Northern Pulp, they propose to burn sludge in the Power Boiler but little data is provided as to how this would add
to the burden of toxic emissions and affect the air quality, and in absence of air monitoring stations to provide publicly accessible data this creates another
significant unknown.
 
The relocation of the activated sludge treatment system that would aerate and settle the effluent into a large tank on the mill’s property at Abercrombie Point
would add to the current unpleasant odours, in particular for the Town of Pictou as would the venting of air as part of the transmission of warm effluent
through the town.
 
Air quality has deteriorated since the pulp mill began operation five decades ago with little reprieve unless the wind changes direction.  The stench is
undeniable.  The long overdue addition of a precipitator unit has no noticeable effects on either emission levels or the unpleasant odours the mill spews out
daily.
 
The Town of Pictou has stated that it does not support Northern Pulp’s proposal for its Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility.  Without consultation with the
town’s mayor and councillors, Northern Pulp has drafted a plan that will give the pulp mill easement through the town’s watershed areas, despite the town’s
objections, and create an unwanted risk to the town’s valuable water resources.  As well this proposal further threatens the town’s air quality which already
suffers from Northern Pulp’s emissions.  Neither of these concerns has been adequately addressed in their submission.
 
References:
Hoffman, E., Guernsey, J.R., Walker, T.R., Kim, J.S., Sherren, K., & Andreou, P. (2017). Pilot study investigating ambient air toxics emissions near a Canadian kraft
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pulp and paper facility in Pictou County, Nova Scotia. Environmental Science Pollution Research International Journal. Retrieved from:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318381271_Pilot_study_investigating_ambient_air_toxics_emissions_near_aCanadian_kraft_pulp_and_paper_facility
in_Pictou_County_Nova_Scotia ).
 
National Institute of Health (2017). Volatile Organic Compounds.  Retrieved from: https://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/chemicals-and-contaminants/volatile-organic-
compounds-vocs.
 
Withers, P. (2017) $697 air pollution fine levied — then withdrawn — against Northern Pulp last year. Retrieved from: https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-
scotia/northern-pulp-pollution-fine-withdrawn-1.4297297).
 
Contamination of the Northumberland Strait
 
As a part-time resident of Caribou Island I cannot overstate my concern and dismay at Northern Pulp’s intent to pour some 85 million litres of warm effluent
into the Northumberland Strait daily.  I do not attempt to address this egregious environment assault here as I know others more well-versed in the deficits and
dangers of this approach have already weighed in and provided the scientific evidence to refute Northern Pulp’s flawed proposal.
 
Finally, I want to note my objections to the cavalier approach the Minister has adopted to this serious threat to the Town of  Pictou’s water resources, air
quality and the health and vitality of the Northumberland Strait by requiring Northern Pulp to submit to the least stringent level of environment assessment and
meet only the lowest bar in environmental protection.  
 
In conclusion, I urge the Minister to reject this ill-conceived proposal by Northern Pulp under Section 34(1)(f) of the Environment Act “because of the likelihood
that it will cause adverse effects or environmental effects that cannot be mitigated”. As stated in Section 2(b)(ii) “the precautionary principle will be used in
decision-making so that where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for
postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation.” The risks to the environment are too great and Northern Pulp has not done its due diligence to
fully determine the potential impacts of their proposal, or provide effective science-based mitigation strategies for the multitude of potential adverse effects
associated with this project.
 
Kindly acknowledge receipt.
 
Sincerely

Pictou, N.S.
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https://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/chemicals-and-contaminants/volatile-organic-compounds-vocs
https://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/chemicals-and-contaminants/volatile-organic-compounds-vocs
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/northern-pulp-pollution-fine-withdrawn-1.4297297
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/northern-pulp-pollution-fine-withdrawn-1.4297297


From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:37:16 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would like to express
my comments in favour of Northern Pulps new treatment facility project to be approved. I
have been a unionized employee of the mill since  at the age years old and have
enjoyed my career here and Iâ?Tm looking forward to the finish line of retirement in a couple
of years. As an employee who works in the  area, I personally see the impact
Northern Pulp has on the economy. I interact daily with suppliers, vendors and employees

 from both the mill and Woodlands side of the company and how they
depend on Northern Pulp operating. Paper Excellence has continued to improve the mill and
recently has spent millions of dollars on an annual maintenance shut down and are also
committed to the large investment of building a new wastewater treatment facility. I would ask
that Minister Gordon Wilson believe in the scientific data that was provided in Northern
Pulpâ?Ts focus report and come to the conclusion this is a viable project based on good
science and that will have very little environmental impact on the environment. Name: 

@northernpulp.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 12:39:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Quite simply, if you
would not drink a dipper full of the water you are releasing, do not release it. That is not
treated water safe to put into our waterways. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lockeport Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 16



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; ea@ns.gov.ca
Subject: Re: Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 12:40:08 PM
Attachments: -Response-to-FR-2019.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 Madam/Sir -

  I am writing regarding the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility Project. 

  I have grave reservations about the underlying scientific basis of the Focus Report and the
subsequent reasoning and rationales based upon it. I would like to make a brief presentation
about my concerns as they relate to the proposed effluent treatment plant.

 I have attached a PDF containing my presentation for your consideration.

 Sincerely,  

p.s.  I apologize if the two email addresses resulted in redundant submissions...

-- 

gmail.com
-> omne ignotum pro magnifico est

mailto:ea@ns.gov.ca


 
Three Brooks, Nova Scotia   

 
 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
 

November 8, 2019 
 
  I am writing this letter in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  I have grave reservations about the 
underlying scientific basis of the Focus Report and the subsequent reasoning and rationales 
based upon it.  I would like to make a brief presentation about my concerns as they relate to 
the proposed effluent treatment plant. 
 
Background 
 
  I am a retired  

   and I 
moved to Three Brooks to retire near  family who live in the area.  We have visited 
the greater Pictou over the past 30 years, and part of the reason we chose this locale is 
water borne lifestyle the area provides; fishing, boating, kayaking, paddleboarding and so 
on.  I was enchanted by the waterways in and around Caribou, Pictou and the 
Northumberland Strait. 
 
  My  has fished from the wharf in Caribou since the early 1980’s.  He has built 
a livelihood which has provided he and his wife a modest lifestyle which allowed them to 
raise their  children into successful adults.  Both of  have followed him into 
careers in fishing from Caribou after witnessing the quality of life the fishing can provide 
someone willing to work for and invest in themselves and their families. 
 
  As I implied above,  I make use of the Caribou waterways for recreation.  We 
live next to a tributary river to Caribou Harbour and during the warmer seasons we swim, 
swim our dogs, kayak, stand-up paddleboard.  We bike along Caribou Island, out to the 
lighthouse for exercise and to enjoy the pristine environment that the Northumberland Strait 
provides. We also motorboat in the area, particularly across Caribou Harbour to Pictou 
Island where my brother-in-law’s family has a small piece of land and to visit other friends 
that have multi-generational family retreats on the Island as well.  Our passages there and 
back takes us right across the outfall area for the proposed Northern Pulp-NS (NPNS) 
effluent treatment plant. 
 
  My family uses of this area for work and recreation and thus I became interested in what 
was coming out the end of that pipe into Caribou Harbour and what impact it will have upon 
my family and our way of life.  
 



Introduction 
 
  I have read the NPNS Focus Report.   I have focused my attention on Sections 2.3 and 2.4 
and the associated appendices of the Focus Report (FR) as I have some relevant scientific 
background. [see CV attached] 
 
  The Focus Report is clearly a supporting document, designed to buttress proposals made 
in the previously submitted Environmental Assessment and allay the concerns raised by the 
regulatory review process.  The effectiveness of this document thus is dependant on the 
sturdiness and cohesion of the presented discussions and the relevance of the data used to 
support them. 
 
  Regrettably, I did not find the arguments and supporting data convincing.  The presentation 
is a tangled logical confusion in which the authors mix the contexts and subjects of their 
arguments and seemingly use an over-abundance of jargon to confound the reader’s 
understanding of the issues at play. 
 
  But I am not writing to complain about the style and format of the authors’ scientific 
presentation - after all, writing scientific documents for public consumption is hard and 
distilling a jumble of technical issues to a straight-forward, cohesive line of thought ready for 
digestion by the public is a challenge. 
 
  Instead, I am writing to address what I see as fundamental flaws in the logical constructs of 
the presented arguments.  These flaws make the arguments upon which they are based 
suspect and in need of thoughtful consideration within the context of the overall proposed 
project.  Because, if the justification of a large and likely impactful public work leans heavily 
upon complex and technical studies then the regulatory bodies and the public should have 
confidence that these studies and the arguments based upon them are sound.  I’m afraid 
that this is not the case here. 
 
Review of Focus Report 
 
Dilution through the diffuser of the effluent pipe is not an effective mitigation 
 
  A main thrust of the justification for releasing the treated effluent and all it contains into the 
receiving waters of Caribou Harbour is that once mixed with a sufficient amount of water the 
effluent’s contents are no longer of concern, i.e. “Dilution is the Solution for Pollution”.  This 
approach rests upon the flawed impression that once ‘stuff’ is diluted below a threshold 
concentration that the ‘stuff’ is no longer there.  This is just not true.  The ‘stuff’ is still there. 
 
  To give a numerical example, If a flask contains one litre of a 100 mg/L concentration of a 
1000 Dalton pulp byproduct, then there are ~859 billion molecules of that compound in the 
flask.   Pouring in another litre of water into the flask reduces the “concentration” of this 1

compound to 50 mg/L but there is still 859 billion molecules in the flask.  Dilution doesn’t 

1 100 mg of X at 1000 g/mol = 0.000001 moles of X contains 859 billion molecules of X. 



destroy the  byproduct.  Dilution doesn’t degrade the byproduct.  Dilution doesn’t necessarily 
even reduce the impact that those billions of molecules can have.  
 
  The regulatory limits are, after all, just arbitrary thresholds hopefully based upon the 
science of the day.  In this case thresholds were set some 30 years ago.  It has to be 
remembered the early 1990’s was a time when the consequences of even dilute ‘stuff’ 
weren’t broadly considered as having an impact by the public.   The times have changed 2

and we, as a society, have come to understand that dilution isn’t, in of itself, a remedy but 
merely a disposal strategy and this should be kept in mind. 
 
Rather than a “complete … characterization of NPNS’ raw wastewater” as directed by 
the Terms of Reference, the authors have “... completed a characterization of the raw 
effluent…”  [NPNS FR, 2.3.1, p 63]  
 
  The Terms of Reference require: 
 

Terms of Reference [NS TOR, p 3] 
 
2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical characterization of 
NPNS’ raw wastewater (ie., influent at Point A for the Project)... 
 
2.4 Submit a complete physical and chemical characterisation of NPNS’s expected 
effluent following treatment by the proposed technology…. 

 
  The Focus Report authors have chosen to set aside the task of “complete physical and 
chemical characterization” of the raw and treated effluents as requested in the Terms of 
Reference [TOF, p. 3].  The authors have substituted the more convenient approach of 
creating a list of compounds, minerals and elements that they anticipate from the proposed 
treatment process and then search for these in the raw wastewater from Point A, the 
‘treated’ wastewater from Point C and then water sampled from Caribou Harbour.  [NPNS 
FR, App 2.3]   One must conclude that technically the authors have not presented a 
“complete characterization” as directed by the Terms of Reference. 
 
  My general concern with this approach is that it is subjective in nature; the analyses 
depend entirely upon the authors’ choices, rather than allowing the observations themselves 
to drive the studies.  And so we are dependent upon the authors’ competence, expertise and 
motives regarding what is important and what is not.  Thus to take this report at face value 
then we have to lean upon the goodwill, credibility and veracity of the authors and their 
employers.  
 
  Regrettably, as has reported, NPNS hasn’t always been transparent nor have their 
statements regarding possible dangers to the public from their operations or impacts to the 

2 30 years ago, smoking in public places was common.  One could smoke in restaurants, bars and 
other public commons - one could still smoke in airplanes in flight!  Today  the public broadly 
understands that cigarette smoke, even diluted by the vast volumes of air around us, does have an 
impact.  Every public building is marked with signs limiting where smoking in public can be done. 



environment earned the trust of the public.  [Hoffman, et. al.]  The result of this process is 
that the reader must keep in mind that the author might well not have studied all the relevant 
byproducts of the bleach Kraft pulping processes that would impact the receiving waters of 
Caribou Harbour. 
 
High molecular weight molecules of bleach Kraft pulping process are a significant 
byproduct and their impacts should not be dismissed merely because they are 
difficult. 
 
  A more specific concern of mine with the authors’ strategy of characterization is that the 
chemical analyses focus on the smaller molecules typically found in bleach Kraft pulp 
effluent.  These molecules are the chiefly components of the effluent that the proposed 
process has been shown to work well upon.  
 
  The authors don’t address the challenging characterization of the higher molecular weight 
byproducts of pulping, beyond a general description of their makeup.  These are largely 
made of incomplete breakdown products of the lignin biopolymers found in the source wood. 
The proposed processes don’t work as well on these effluent components and, as a result, 
these larger molecules would out into the receiving waters of Caribou Harbour.  See 
Endnote 1 for a brief, general overview of lignin and its breakdown via bleaching. 
 
  Afterall, as pointed out by the authors, these hIgh molecular weight compounds make up ~ 
40% of the effluent load organic material (COD)  [NPNS FR, App 2.3, p4] which works out to 
~21,000 kg of the organic matter in the raw effluent every day.   3

 
  It has also been determined that most of the organic halides AOX found in pulp effluent are 
contained within the high molecular weight components.  [Hewett, Bullock, Borton]  These 
are the chlorinated byproducts of the bleaching process .   The broad scientific consensus is 4

that many organic halides resulting from the bleach Kraft pulping process can be long-lived 
and possibly deleterious (see discussion of organic halides below).  
 
  Thus, the physical & chemical properties, rates of degradation and impacts on the flora and 
fauna of the receiving water from the high-molecular weight components of effluent are 
important information as we try to understand what impacts are to be expected from their 
introduction into the receiving waters and what mitigation, if any, is possible. 
 
The Veolia expected performance of the proposed ETF are overly optimistic given the 
results of the lab study presented in the Focus Report. 
 

3 In 2018, the annual average COD in the raw effluent was 723 mg/L. [NPNS Focus Report, 
Add 2, p4]  Assuming an average effluent flow of 72,500 m3/day [NPNS EA, App C, p 12] 
then the daily effluent flow will contain 52,418 kg/day of COD load, 40% of which is ~21,000 
kg/day. 
4  The organic halides formation are a side reaction in the bleaching process, primarily due to 
the in situ formation of hypochlorous acid and its competitive reaction with the phenolic 
subunits that make up lignin.  



  In discussing the Veolia Report [NPNS FR, Add 2.4 p 8-11], the authors explain that their 
working model for the proposed BAS portion of the effluent treatment system looks only at 
the digestion of the soluble organic material or sCOD.  The particulate organic material or 
pCOD is filtered out beforehand, 29% of the total organic matter in the effluent.  The 
rationale given is that the particulate organic matter comprises biopolymers from lignin 
breakdown (‘colour compounds’) & biopolymers from hemicellulose degradation (fibres) and 
that these are “not easily biodegradable”.  [NPNS FR 2.4.2, p 34]  
 
  The model system found a maximum of 55% digestion of the soluble organic matter, 
leaving the undigested remainder of 45% to pass through the rest of the ETF system.  But 
the authors then continue their numerical and physical analyses of the ETF using this 
remainder as the total amount of organic matter going through the system, the ‘COD load’, 
ignoring the pre-filtered particulate matter.  
 
  Clearly, in the real world system, both soluble and particulate organic material will flow 
through the BAS system to be treated.  The particulate organic matter, being ‘hard to digest’ 
would most likely then flow through this process unchanged.  And so, this omission of ~1/3 
of the COD load in their calculations yields over estimation of the total efficiency of the 
digestion process in cleaning the effluent that flows into the system.  This omission from their 
calculations also underestimates the amount of organic matter that will flow into the receiving 
waters of Caribou Harbour. 
 
  Doing the math and adding the filtered-out particulate COD back to the soluble matter 
wasn’t digested by the BAS system, would result in more than a doubling of the total COD 
leaving the treatment system  and into the receiving waters.  This wide discrepancy is not 5

addressed in analysis of the bench-top, model system’s performance, yet these overly 
optimistic results are used to project the efficiency of the entire proposed effluent treatment 
system. 
 
The authors incorrectly imply that organic halides from bleach Kraft pulping 
processes are short-lived contaminants in the environment. [NPNS Focus Report, 2019, 
p1] 
 
  This position is in stark contrast to a broad swath of the published literature on the use and 
remediation of adsorbable organic halides (AOX) in this context.  A brief review of the 
literature dealing with pulp and paper effluent resulting from bleaching processes yielded the 
common motif that organic halides so produced are long-lived (persistent), difficult to 
degrade (recalcitrant), candidates for bioaccumulation (concentration) and potentially toxic. 
 

5   Given the sample’s initial measured organic material or COD of 1300 mg/L, their model 
system processed only the soluble 760 mg/L, with the 540 mg/L non digestible organic 
matter filtered out.  The model effluent treatment system yielded a maximum efficiency 
digestion of 55% resulting in a reduction of soluble COD to 350 mg/L. Adding the 540 mg/L 
of pCOD back to the effluent stream would a total COD leaving the BAS system as 890 
mg/L, instead of the reported 350 mg/L. 



  In fact, the general agreement upon this is so broadly held that the deleterious 
characteristics of AOX are common points in the preambles of numerous papers on pulp 
effluent streams.  A quick sampling of statements about this consensus regarding 
chlorinated byproducts of the bleaching of wood pulp is provided in Endnote 2. 
 
  Furthermore, the goal of degradation and/or removal of organic halides produced during 
the bleaching process is a topic of active research and interest for tertiary treatment 
protocols.  See a list of published work over the last 5 years on this topic in Appendix 1.  The 
NPNS Focus Report claims that  
 

“chlorinated compounds formed during ECF pulp production technology will neither 
be recalcitrant with respect to breakdown in the environment nor resistant to 
biodegradation.”  [NPNF Focus Report, 2019, p6]  

 
If this statement were accurate then there would be no need for all of the research listed in 
Appendix 1.  Yet dozens of researchers are investing a good deal of hard-won money and 
years of their lives to designing technologies that remove organic chlorides from effluent 
streams.  
 
  Clearly these compounds are seen by others as a problem and there is an active effort to 
reduce their impact on receiving waters.  The author’s positions on soluble organic halides 
disagrees with much of the scientific literature in this area of study. 
 
The Focus Report purports that the organic halides created as a by-product of the 
bleached Kraft pulping process are readily degraded by ‘natural’ processes. 
 
  The authors’ assert [NPNS Focus Report, 2019, p5] 
 

  “Chlorinated organic compounds are synthesized and degraded in the environment 
by natural biological and chemical processes...” 

 
The existence of natural processes that use and degrade specific organic chlorides, even 
one quite similar to those produced in the bleach Kraft pulping process, in no way justifies 
the author’s conclusion  
 

  “...chlorinated compounds formed during ECF pulp production technology will 
neither be recalcitrant with respect to breakdown in the environment nor resistant to 
biodegradation.” 

 
The processes of degradation are quite specific and not necessarily amenable to rapid 
adaptation to new, albeit similar molecules.  As discussed in the literature on microbial 
removal of organic halides from pulp mill effluent streams, [Bajapi 2001, Savant 2006], the 
use of very specific bacterial species in very specific conditions shows promise.  But in 
general, microbial degradation is limited in the scope of molecules consumes and the 
efficiency varied depending upon reaction conditions and the wood source of the effluent 
streams.  Similarly, Bhatt, et. all [Bhatt 2007] review a number of specific organic chlorides 



and the specific processes, organisms and conditions via which these particular compounds 
are biologically degraded.  These authors conclude 
 

  “Many of the chloro-organics that are not degraded by bacteria and fungi have the 
potential to persist in the environment and express their toxicity over extended 
periods of time.” 

 
  The literature provides no evidence of generic or rapidly evolving natural processes that 
degrade organic halides.  In fact, the detail, variation and specificity of the many literature 
discussions suggests that suitable natural processes for breakdown of organic chlorides are 
rare and that there are few, if any, general pathway exists or that organisms can readily 
adapt to different compounds. 
 
  The authors are much too optimistic that a natural process is readily available in the 
receiving waters to degrade the organo-halides produced by the proposed bleach Kraft 
pulping process.  Their optimism is not supported by the broad body of scientific knowledge 
nor by any evidence presented in either the EA or the Focus Report. 
 
The authors incorrectly imply that the compounds resulting from bleached Kraft pulp 
mills are well characterized and their extent of chlorination is known. 
 

  “Most of the reported compounds are either non-chlorinated or have low degrees of 
chlorination and are expected to be readily biodegradable.”  [Focus Report, NPNS 
2019, Appendix 2.2, p1] 

 
  As has been repeatedly reported in the literature, the constituent make-up of bleached Kraft 
pulping effluent is complex and not well characterized in general.  [Hewitt et.al, Karat]  It has 
been found that the high-molecular weight components of the bleaching process represent a 
good deal of the measured organic halides and these fractions are not well characterized, 
[Hewett, Bullock, Borton] as discussed above.  For example, from “Effluents from Pulp Mills 
Using Bleaching” [Priority Substances List Assessment Report No. 2, 1991] 
 

  “The chemical composition of bleached pulp mill effluents is variable and not well 
characterized. Approximately 250 compounds have been identified in bleachery 
effluents but many more remain unidentified. Thus, substantial quantities of 
chlorinated organic compounds, both of known and of unknown composition, enter 
the Canadian aquatic environment from bleached pulp mill discharges.”  

 
Thus, I would conclude that the Report’s position regarding characterization of organic 
halides in pulp effluent are overly optimistic. 
 
The logic by which the authors dismiss the persistence of organic chlorides is in 
conflict with the Focus Report thesis that the effluent is immediately diluted to 
insignificant concentrations within the receiving waters. 
 
  The authors’ statement that  



 
“Pulp mill AOX will ultimately be mineralized through photochemical and biological 
processes.”  [NPNS Focus Report 2019, Appendix 2.3, p 6] 

 
conflicts with the logical presumption of the report’s theme that the effluent is quickly diluted 
to ‘legal insignificance’.  Such a dispersal in the receiving waters of Caribou Harbour would 
preclude any further biological degradation, either aerobic or anaerobic, if we assume the 
dilution proceeds as predicted by the simulation models.  As discussed above, the known 
biological degradation pathways have specific conditions and organisms involved.  The 
chances that the specific organisms and the organic halides would be brought into proximity 
with appropriate reaction conditions is vanishingly small.  
 
  Similarly, degradation relying upon photodegradation would be similarly unlikely as 
relatively little of the water volume is at/near the surface at any time given the volume of the 
water body as a whole.  The efficiency of photodegradation is fundamentally dependant 
upon the amount of high energy (shorter wavelength) light that reaches the molecule and the 
intensity of the UV radiation decreases with increasing depth in the water body. Shorter 
wavelengths have a far more deleterious effect on photosensitive materials than longer 
wavelengths and the total energy of shorter wavelengths tends to be absorbed within a few 
millimetres of the surface.  [Broughton 2012] 
 
  If dilution is as efficient as suggested by the simulation results, then neither the biological 
nor photochemical processes are likely.  The authors are in conflict with themselves here; 
either the dilution is complete - as proposed - or there are natural processes which will 
degrade the organic halides - as proposed.  But these two positions are not compatible. 
 
Discussion, Conclusion and Opinion 
 
  To my mind, the arguments presented in sections 2.3 and 2.4 of the Focus Report can be 
summarized as follows: 
 

● everything is natural and thus harmless 
● harmful things that do arise are not a problem 
● problematic things are instantly diluted and are unimportant 

 
  That something is found in nature does not rule out that it’s concentration through industrial 
processing and subsequent disposal are without concern.  For example, lignin is a naturally 
occurring biopolymer, resistant to natural breakdown in the forest environment.  Its 
concentration and chemical modification during the bleach Kraft pulping process results in 
an enormous quantity, some 20 tonnes per day, of byproducts whose disposal is a grave 
concern as discussed above.   Naturally occurring components of trees might be harmless 6

as they stand in nature but the concentration of even seemingly harmless things by the 

6 One could just as readily say that Uranium is a naturally occurring element, found in vanishingly 
small amounts within pitchblende whose concentration and subsequent disposal presents a 
staggeringly complex and dangerous problem for humanity.  The underlying premise is the same. 



marvelous efficiency of industrial processing can create problems when we seek to return 
them to the environment in a manner for which the environment has not evolved. 
 
  Much of the authors’ attempt to downplay the impacts of the various pulping process 
byproducts is undermined by their scientific presentations and the arguments based upon 
them, as discussed above.  I won’t belabour the points here, merely conclude that the 
problematic components in the effluent could well remain a problem after being released into 
the environment. 
 
  And, as discussed above, dilution is not in of itself a ‘mitigation’ for the release of these 
pulping byproducts into the receiving waters.  Releasing tons of not-easily-digestible paper 
byproducts into Caribou Harbour each and every day is very likely to have impacts.  This has 
consequences, consequences that are likely to be expensive for the locality, its economy 
and the province.  These points should be kept in mind when reviewing NPNS’s proposal. 
 
  My goal of understanding “what was coming out of the pipe and into Caribou Harbour” has 
been confounded by an admixture of baffling detail with curious omissions within the NPNS 
Focus Report.  To my mind, the presentation in those parts of Focus Report on which I’ve 
focused make more of a sales document crafted to salve the conscience of those who would 
approve and regulate the proposed project.   It would appear the authors hope that the sheer 
volume of printed paper will provide the reader with the calming sense that something of 
consequence has been done and that the conclusions thus presented must be sound or at 
least ‘sound-ish’ enough to support.  Regrettably, these are conclusions I cannot reach 
based upon what has been presented. 
 
  What I can conclude is that the authors of the Focus Report are overly optimistic about the 
efficiency of their proposed system and overly dismissive of the likely impacts of the 
by-products that would be released into Caribou Harbour.  The ‘scientific’ information as 
presented does little to assuage my concerns. 
 
  Next, the technology in the proposed effluent treatment place is now over 20 years old and 
has roughly the same efficiencies as the present Boat Harbour effluent treatment facility. 
While well established, the process does not include the modern tertiary processes that have 
been shown to significantly reduce the organic matter released into the receiving waters.  As 
was discussed above, a number of such technologies have been shown to be effective at 
production scale.  In fact, the Focus Report admits as much by suggesting that oxygen 
delignification might be added in the future. 
 
  Why should the province or the public accept a technology known to be technically deficient 
in light of the present modern scientific body of knowledge?  Doesn’t Nova Scotia deserve 
the best available technology?  The province and its people have invested a good deal into 
the operations now owned by NPNS and will spend a good deal more in the near term to 
clean up after these operations.  The public, in return, deserves that the proposed project at 
least makes every effort to reduce its impact using known technology. 
 



  Finally, I see the proposed solution as a tremendous risk to the regional economy.  Pulp is 
not the only economic driver from this area.  The area’s “receiving waters” contribute 
substantially to the provincial economy.  [See Endnote 3]  Lobster is the largest single 
commodity shipped by both value and volume from Stanfield Airport, some $216 million and 
11.5 metric tonnes respectively in 2018.  The growth of seafood exports is a large reason for 
the construction of the new $36-million cargo handling facility to ease the freight bottleneck 
at the Halifax Stanfield International Airport. 
 
  And to forestall the idea that impacts on the province’s fisheries would be localized, I 
remind the reader that in 2003 a single breeder cow in northern Alberta tested positive for 
bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), more commonly known as mad cow disease. 
Within hours, most nations had imposed a ban on all Canadian beef products ,  costing, at 7 8

its peak, $11 million dollars a day.   9

 
  This is all the more relevant considering that foreign governments are now searching for 
possible ‘rationales’ - real or not - to punish other governments that have disagreeable 
policies or actions; for example, the recent targeting of Candian soybeans. 
 
  Similarly, seafood is a product whose ‘locality of origin’ is going to be difficult to 
demonstrate in the marketplace.  Once a reputation is formed, say “Nova Scotia has ‘pulpy 
lobster’”, it is going to be long-held and stubborn in a world dominated by social media.  One 
need only consider the impact of one repeatedly discredited study linking autism to vaccines 
and its ramifications to see the risks. 
 
  As a result of my reading of the NPNS Focus Report, my conclusions regarding its last than 
robust scientific foundations and my reservations about the wisdom of risking one of the 
province's more lucrative economic activities to support a portion of another,  I would council 
NS Environment to decline the approval of the NPNS ETF as proposed. 
 
  

7 https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/031105/dq031105a-eng.htm 
8 https://globalnews.ca/news/1830438/timeline-canadas-2003-mad-cow-disease-crisis/ 
9 https://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/a-brief-history-of-mad-cow-disease 



 
Endnotes 
 
1)  Lignin are polymers important in the formation of cell walls, especially in wood and bark. 
Lignins lend rigidity and do not easily rot in natural conditions.  These are big molecules 
within wood that routinely reach molecular masses in excess of 10,000 Dalton or 10 times 
the size of the industry’s standard cutoff between light and heavy molecules. 
 
As a biopolymer, lignin is unusual because it lacks uniformity in its linear makeup, being 
made up from  a number of somewhat different building block molecules.  In contrast, 
cellulose - the desired wood pulp - is a biopolymer chain made up entirely from the same 
molecule.  Lignin is cross-linked haphazardly between the links in the chain of the polymer 
as a result, lignin forms a dis-ordered mesh.  This mesh-like material fills the spaces in the 
cell wall between the uniform and rod-like cellulose, hemicellulose (a tree-branched 
structures of a few sugars that make up the cell walls), and other components, especially in 
vascular and supporting tissues within the plant. 
 
Lignin is relatively hydrophobic (insoluble in water solutions) and rich in aromatic subunits, or 
chromophores, which leads to its ‘colouring’ of yellow to brown in solution and, indeed, within 
the pulp.  The delignification process uses chlorine dioxide solutions to chemically ‘attack’ 
the aromatic regions of polymer.  This ‘bleaching’ of the molecules alters the chromophores’ 
ability to absorb light, making the molecule colorless in the visible spectrum.  
 
Note that this is the same basic thing that happens to one’s color dyed clothing when bleach 
is spilled upon them. The chromophores within the dye molecules attached to the fabric in 
your clothes are altered and so no longer absorb light in the visible part of the spectrum and 
the color fades 
 
This bleaching process has the added benefit of breaking down the large lignin polymers into 
smaller polymers and molecules made up of only a few subunits, known as ‘ lignans’.  The 
process ends up adding alcohol units into the polymers at the points of breakdown - among 
others.  Adding in the ‘water-like’ alcohol groups increases the solubility of the smaller 
resulting polymers in water. 
 
But this process is nowhere near 100% efficient.  It leaves a random collection of various still 
large biopolymers, some in solution and some still attached to the cellulose pulp.  Some of 
the smaller biopolymers have added alcohol units and some can have chlorine inserted into 
them - the later of these makes up much of the recalcitrant organic halides found in  
 
2)  A few examples of authors discussing the broad concern regarding chlorinated 
byproducts of the pulp bleaching process: 
 

  “Chlorinated organic molecules constitute the largest single group of compounds on 
the list of priority pollutants compiled by the U.S Environmental Protection Agency… 
The ability of chlorinated compounds to impart toxicity, bioconcentrate, and persist 



and consequently their ubiquitous distribution in the biosphere has caused public 
concern over their possible effects on the quality of life.” [Bhatt 2007] 
 
“Adsorbable organic halides (AOX) are generated in the pulp and paper industry 
during the bleaching process. These compounds are formed as a result of reaction 
between residual lignin from wood fibres and chlorine/chlorine compounds used for 
bleaching. Many of these compounds are recalcitrant and have long half-life periods. 
Some of them show a tendency to bioaccumulate while some are proven 
carcinogens and mutagens. ”  [Savant 2006] 
 
“Adsorbable Organic Halides (AOX) are among the toxic constituents generated from 
the recycled paper industry. The problems associated with AOX in the environment 
are their accumulation in the food chain and their persistence in nature.”  [Muhamad 
2011] 
 
“Effluents originated in cellulose pulp manufacturing processes are usually toxic and 
recalcitrant, specially the bleaching effluents, which exhibit high contents of aromatic 
and halogenated organic compounds (e.g. residual lignin derivatives).”  [Chaparro 
2010] 

 
3) Receiving waters contribute substantially to the provincial economy: 
 
  In 2018, Nova Scotian caught lobster is the largest single commodity shipped by both value 
and volume from Stanfield Airport, at $215.7 million and 11,495 metric tonnes respectively, 
while total seafood export value equates to $232 million. [“Halifax Stanfield Helps Propel 
Nova Scotia Seafood Industry Exports to Record Volumes”, News Release March 20, 2019] 
 

“With the recently ratified CETA agreement, demand for Nova Scotia seafood 
continues to grow in Europe. We also continue to see strong growth in Asia, 
particularly for live lobster exports,” says Bert van der Stege, Halifax International 
Airport Authority (HIAA) Chief Commercial Officer. “In fact, China is our top market 
for live Nova Scotia lobster, with the volume of exports to this country increasing by 
63 per cent over the previous year, double the average growth of all export 
destination countries.” 

 
https://halifaxstanfield.ca/2019/03/halifax-stanfield-helps-propel-nova-scotia-seafood-industr
y-exports-record-volumes/ 
 
  The importance of seafood products to the Nova Scotian economy is readily apparent in 
that construction this August on a new $36-million cargo handling facility to ease the freight 
bottleneck at the Halifax Stanfield International Airport — another sign of the growing volume 
and importance of fresh seafood exports from Nova Scotia.  [CBC News, “Booming seafood 
exports leads to $36M cargo expansion at Halifax airport”, Nov 15, 2018] 
 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/new-cargo-logistics-park-halifax-airport-1.4906
860 



 
  As Premier Stephen McNeil said the new cargo facility will play a key role in helping Nova 
Scotia businesses bring more of their world-class products, including live lobster, to 
international markets.  [“Breaking New Ground: Halifax Stanfield Begins Construction on Air 
Cargo Logistics Park to the Benefit of the Region”, News Release August 20, 2019] 
 
https://halifaxstanfield.ca/2019/08/breaking-new-ground-halifax-stanfield-begins-construction
-air-cargo-logistics-park-benefit-region/ 
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Appendix 1:  Studies related to degradation of adsorbable organic halides in 
the effluent of bleached pulp and paper mill effluent. 

 
  I have listed, in reverse chronological order, the results of a search in Google Scholar for 
scientific papers published limited to the period 2015 - 2019 with the keywords 
“degradation+adsorbable+organic+halides+pulp+paper+effluent+bleach+kraft”. 
 
  This is not an exhaustive survey.  It is meant to demonstrate the prevalence of studies in 
the scientific literature regarding efforts to reduce organic halides in pulp effluent. 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I grew up on the
Northumberland strait. Childhood memories of being at the beach or on the water via fishing
boat are some of my fondest. The economy in Nova Scotia depends on the fishing and tourism
industry not just in pictou county but province wide. To even think about doing anything that
could potentially harm this is unfathomable. The Northumberland strait is the lifeblood of
pictou county and should be conserved and protected for future generations. #nopipe Name:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel a solution has to be
reached to satisfy both the mill and fishermen. We canâ?Tt afford to lose this mill. This would
ruin the forest industry in Nova Scotia. We canâ?Tt afford to lose the tax dollars generated by
the forest industry. I feel the province should kick in a few bucks to help fix the problem.
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Please see attached letter:

Dear Premier McNeil and Mr. Wilson,

I am a resident of both East Hants in the winter months and Pictou County during the summer season as we have
a summer residence in Caribou River.

For the past decade our family been enjoying the waters of the Northumberland Straight. The entire region
surrounding Pictou is very beautiful except for the disgusting pollution that the Northern Pulp Mill has been
depositing into the air and water surrounding the region.

Each trip to the summer cottage constantly reminds of us what the local residence must endure year around as
the foul odor hits you miles before hitting Abercrombie. On a day with a low ceiling that foul smell even saturates
the air some 15 kilometers as the crow flies away in Caribou River.

This mill has been causing in my opinion great economic oppression for Pictou and the whole county. The Pictou
Harbor waterfront is steeped in History being the entry point for many Nova Scotia family’s starting with the
Historic Ship “Hector”. The region is beautiful and it is a gateway between 2 provinces arguably strategically
located between 2 of Canada’s top tourist destinations.

It should be a stopping point and destination for many visitors to the region. It should enjoy the success that other
similar waterfront towns and communities throughout the province do. With the shear number of cottage owners
along the shore in Pictou County the harbor town should be booming all season long but there are empty
buildings and evidence of failure all over the community. My family would love to frequent the local waterfront
businesses but can’t tolerate the putrid smell of the mill across the harbor.

I don’t buy into the idea that job losses will be as significant as what has been purported. I’m sure that there will be
some businesses and workers in the province that may lose their jobs due to failure to adapt but I don’t believe
that “There will never be another log processed in this province”. There are always solutions and other markets.

I lived in Summerside some 35 years ago when the announcement was made that the CFB Summerside was closing
and that community was sure it was to be the end as it was a massive employer and contributor to that local
economy. It happened and within a few short years the economy around Summerside was bustling again and today
is one of the Strongest in PEI.

I have read most of the reports contained in the 2400 some pages that were submitted and all I can say is that
quite simply lets not accept science based on what is promised ahead by those that stand to financially benefit but
look in our rear view mirror at the science and performance that has been experienced in the past 53 years.

Do we accept science that tells us that 5 meters away from 82 million liters of effluent will be almost undetectable?
Do we even want to accept that risk? Can we afford to accept that risk? Does your administration want to go
down in history as making one of the biggest ecological mistakes of our generation?

Too much to lose ……too little to gain! 

Yours truly,
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I lived in Summerside some 35 years ago when the announcement was made that the CFB Summerside was closing 


and that community was sure it was to be the end as it was a massive employer and contributor to that local 


economy. It happened and within a few short years the economy around Summerside was bustling again and today 


is one of the Strongest in PEI. 


I have read most of the reports contained in the 2400 some pages that were submitted and all I can say is that 


quite simply lets not accept science based on what is promised ahead by those that stand to financially benefit but 


look in our rear view mirror at the science and performance that has been experienced in the past 53 years. 


Do we accept science that tells us that 5 meters away from 82 million liters of effluent will be almost undetectable? 
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Too much to lose ……too little to gain! 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a student living in
Pictou County, I am very aware of the debate over Northern Pulp and their proposed Effluent
Treatment Plant. The mill has been sending effluent to the strait for over 50 years and there
does not seem to be an effect on lobster. I believe that the effluent will be better than before
because they will be using newer technology. The first part of the report also shows this mill
compared to others in Canada. It looks like they do a good job and it should only get better
with a new system. I also think that we need to keep jobs in Pictou County for young people.
Without these jobs, more of us will need to move away. We need more money for doctors and
schools. I hope that the mill is able to keep running. I think that is the right decision for Pictou
County and Nova Scotia. Name: @gmail.com
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Honour the Boat
Harbour Act and the closure date in January 2020. Have Northern Pulp pay the medical
expenses for health issues in affected communities that are linked to the exposure of the mills
emissions and effluents. Have Northern Pulp pay for a rigorous and thorough ecological
restoration of the lands they have clear cut, as well as the water and air they have
contaminated. Northern Pulp must ensure a non bias, ecologically scientific action plan to
ensure the ecological restoration of clear cuts, far more than the existing reforestations of
monoculture plantations of spruce. They must pay for jobs for scientists and local peoples
affected and willing, to employ remediation measures to de detoxify and regenerate the
degraded lands they have exploited. Name: Email: @mail.com Address: 

Wolfville,  Nova Scotia Municipality: Wolfville Postal-Code: 
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 68 y: 18



From: @wagnerforest.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Pro Pipe build the pipe
give the extension...dont let the rural economy of Nova Scotia go down the toilet. Name:

@wagnerforest.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code:
Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 27
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Ladies and Gentlemen,
 
I am  in the process of immigrating to Canada with   Our
family has an annual income of over $250,000 CAD, and, due to investments, expect that income to
continue after immigration. Pointedly, our yearly income will soon be injected into the local
economy wherever we decide to live.
 
Our family considered settling in the Pictou – Glasgow area, due to the low cost of living (we really
just want to retire early!) and often picturesque neighborhoods, as well as the proximity to
education for our children, but rural feel for us parents looking to slow down from our hectic US city
lives. The air in Canada is also so clean that this is a serious draw for us city dwellers.
 
The pulp mill, however, has caused us to rethink our plans. In particular, we need to limit the
exposure of our children to cancer-causing toxins in the water, soil, and air, which is a problem
where we live currently, due to government activity 50+ years ago. The cancer rates of those living
near the mill are, in fact, higher than the national average. And the area just isn’t as pretty as it could
be.
 
And the STINK, oh my…we have no words for it….I can’t sleep with that kind of stink in my home….
 
As an American, I know that money is always Number One, so I won’t ask you to put the health and
wellbeing of your own people first. Or is that the real problem – that the victims aren’t really your
own?
 
Either way, I’m pretty sure that if Northern Pulp is forced to close and the place is cleaned up,
(possible for fish and whales to return???), the local economy will pick up and grow immensely
through tourism and the offering of a better quality of life. Yes, a short-term dip may happen if
people lose jobs, but I suspect a good portion of those jobs will transfer to clean-up efforts, followed
by tourism support.
 
If money is Number One, then Northern Pulp should be forced to close so the local economy can be
allowed to grow. And that’s my point: the mill is stifling the economy, not supporting it.
 
I hope the decision-makers can take the bigger picture into account and see they are being penny-
wise and pound-foolish.
 
Best regards,



 

 
 

 

Westminster CO 
 

 

 

 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:01:44 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 1.Northerrn Pulp has not
met the terms of reference for the report. 2.They have not provided data to prove that project
can be done safely. 3.On almost every key point NP has not provided a concrete plan on what
will be done. 4.No definite pipe route, no leak detection on marine portion of pipe, no
specified leak detection for on-land pipe have been specified, only options. Entirely
unsatisfactory. 5.Many factual errors, including on simple points such as where fish are
located and where people fish. 6.Risks of treated pulp effluent to marine environments are
well recognized and the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence is a sensitive ecosystem with
endangered species and species at risk present. 7.Importance of fishing industry to
communities and provincial economy cannot be dismissed - this effluent will affect the
ecosystem and there is no guarantee that it will not negatively impact an already healthy
fishing industry. 8.I ask the honourable Minister to reject this project Our Southern Gulf od
St.Lawerence is an ecosystem that needs protection and respect. Dumping effluent into this
body of water as suggested by Northern Pulp as a solution to dilute their polluted waste is
unacceptable. We can no longer hide behind veiled ignorance and act as though dilution is the
solution to pollution - it is not. The science is clear, and our biosphere is degrading at a rate
which may very well soon make survival impossible for human beings protecting and
respecting the ecosystems we still have is the most important decision we can make.
Respecting and honouring our Treaties with Indigenous people is one way to move forward in
a constructive and positive way that will benefit us all in the long run. Thank you for
considering my comments. Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Lanark Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 22
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 11:42:36 AM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 11:16:31 AM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 11:05:14 AM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

It is time to respond to the environment and it's protection like adults. The dangers are obvious
and ignoring them is irresponsible. 

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 10:51:31 AM
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

Sincerely,

Children are the rainbow of life.  Grandchildren are the pot of gold.



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

 Halifax NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 10:21:09 AM
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Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.

I am a Pictou County land owner and have had many discussions on this topic over the last few
years. What it comes down to is that we are in a lose lose situation for the Nova Scotian and Pictou
County economy, no matter which way this pans out. Either the pulp mill closes and we lose good
people from the community, or the fishing industry suffers once again, affecting the fishing
community. Knowing there is no good economical option, we must do what is right for the
environment and the health of our residents. 
 
Sincerely,
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To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Friends of Nature Conservation Society

Chester, NS
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I am a retired water resources engineer who has worked in the
environmental assessment process on several major projects for the provincial government in
another province.  I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for
the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  

I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative
environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create
human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage
the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems
and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS



From:
To: Minister, Env
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Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env; ec.ministre-minister.ec@canada.ca; min@dfo-mpo.gc.ca; Colwell, Hon. Keith (DFA)
Subject: Responding to Northern Pulp"s Proposed Effluent Treatment Facility Project and Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 12:21:59 PM
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The Honourable Jonathan Wilkinson, Minister of Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard 
The Honourable Keith Colwell, Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture of Nova Scotia
The Honourable Gordon Wilson, Environment Minister of Nova Scotia
The Honourable Catherine McKenna, Environment Minister of Canada

Dear Ministers,

I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.
Specifically, I am writing to express sincere concern about the unrecognized and immeasurable risks and socio-environmental
impacts of Northern Pulp’s Focus Report on Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. Your positions
around this proposal is significant, and ultimately you hold a lot of power in regards to the health, safety and future of Atlantic
Canadians.  

It is irresponsible to consider the proposed 'contingency planning for potential contaminants' in the Northumberland Strait,
wetlands, and surrounding areas as acceptable in any way. The Impacts and Mitigation section of Focus Report, while
inaccessibly lengthy and full of ‘conservative estimates’, lacks any substantial recognition or empirical measures of real
environmental and ecological dangers. Without proof of absence of significant risk, without critical data around
environmental safety, and insufficient evidence to assess damages and dangers, the environmental assessment is simply
inadequate. 

Let me be very clear: this should be alarming to fishers, land protectors, community members and Ministers alike.

Consider and act on evidence-based, ethical research and data that is not privately or corporately funded. Listen to scientists,
fishers, harvesters and Indigenous land protectors, who are the real experts. Recognize well-established social and
environmental determinants of health, which are lacking from the Focus Report. 

There an opportunity to re-direct a legacy of devastation in Nova Scotia's North shore. I stand in solidarity with Pictou
Landing First Nation Chief Paul, the Friends of the Northumberland Strait, the Clean Ocean Action Committee, the Nova
Scotia Chapter of the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, the Ecology Action Centre, the Atlantic Salmon Federation, the
North Shore and South Shore Nova Scotia Chapters of the Council of Canadians, the Sierra Club Canada, the Tourism
Industry Association of Nova Scotia, the Resource Management of Nova Scotia Environment, the Harbour Authority of
Caribou, the hundreds of thousands of Nova Scotians and millions of other concerned Atlantic Canadians. 

We call on you to reject the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Proposal.

Sincerely,

mailto:ec.ministre-minister.ec@canada.ca
mailto:min@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
mailto:MINDFA@novascotia.ca
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Minister Gordon Wilson,

Please, please, please do not allow the pulp mill in Pictou to build a pipe to disperse it’s effluent into
Northumberland Strait.  Can we not learn from history that no distance is far enough for what we put into our oceans
not to come back to us?  How many beaches and shorelines have to be ruined, how many fish and mammals of the
ocean have to die before we admit that when we put toxins into the ocean we are responsible for the fate of these
things?

  I understand you are trying to save jobs, but it is at the cost of people’s health!  People who are sick cannot work! 
We need to create sustainable businesses and jobs!  This solution will not provide these.  (And I do understand about
job losses, my father worked in a paper mill!)

The money that would potentially be spent on this pipeline would be put to such better use finding a way to clear the
toxins in an environmentally safe way.  We have come so far with new science and new technology,  please
encourage it’s use in finding ways to create the things we want (paper) without destroying the things we need.  (Our
beautiful ocean)

Thank you for your time, and I hope you make the right decision, the environmentally right decision, since you are
our environment minister.

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility
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Dear Minister Wilson, 

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s
tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include
vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife. 

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens. 

Sincerely,



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Letter regarding Effluent Treatment Facility
Date: November 8, 2019 1:09:12 PM
Attachments: Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Device.pdf
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Please find attached letter regarding Effluent Treatment Facility in Pictou County.

Sincerely,
















-

Chance Harbour, NS 

November 8, 2019 

The Honourable Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
PO Box 111 
Church Point, NS 
BOW 1MO 

Via E-Mail: EA@novascotia.ca 

Dear Minister: 

I am writing a response to Northern Pulp's report for a proposed replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility (ETF). 

The ETF proposed facility for Abercrombie Point is, in all material respects, no better than 
the existing EFT in Pictou Landing. 

The big differences are that the Pictou Landing ETF, which after treatment enters Boat 
Harbour, a 2 square kilometer body of water. It allowed the pulp effluent to cool, settle, etc .. 
for 17-18 days before entering the Northumberland Strait. 

Contrary to original claims made in the 1960's, Boat Harbour's marine was destroyed within 
two years of its 1967 opening. The waste water temperature, organic wood fibre solids and 
the spent industrial chemicals killed the marine lite in the estuary environment. The 
dramatic change in Boat Harbour, necessitated the addition of the settling ponds, the 
aeration machines and numerous other technologies to help with remediation of the Mill 
effluent during the 1970's. Ultimately, the destruction of the Boat Harbour's environment 
became the sacrificial body of water so that the Northumberland Strait environment would 
not be devastated. 

The new proposed 2019 ETF will have waste water entering the clarifier at 62,000 cubic 
meters per day (@ minimum Mill operation). The clarifier will be filled within the stated 
capacity within 5 hours of operation and will have 700 litres per second waste water 
entering and exiting during the minimum Mill operations. The five hour fluid retention will 
occur with sweeping and skimming to remove solid debris occurring within constant 
turbulence of in flowing waste water. This constant in flow will do little to assist in 
sedimentation or permitting wood fibres to float toward a skimmer. The clarifier is 56 meters 
in diameter ... by comparison, the old ETF, a much more vast body of trapped water, 
allowed 17-18 days to accomplish the settling of sediments and the 17-18 days duration for 



bacteria to digest water soluble debris. So it is difficult to be assured that a 5 hour 
treatment process could be an improvement over the existing ETF process. 

The new proposed ETF, has an upper capacity of waste water flowing at 82,000 meters3 

per day which fills the clarifier within 3.8 hours and would have 970 litres per second flowing 
in and out of the clarifier catchment. If the Mill operates at the upper capacity, as stated, 
there is a maximum retention time of less than 4 hours to scrub away/remove solids and 
sanitize with massive waste stream. 

The COD level in Northern Pulp's waste water, as stated per AMEC 201 O study is in the 
1 OQ1h percentile of Canadian mills. Dillion Consulting and other third party testing were 
working as direct clients of Northern Pulp to assist in preparing the Focus Report response. 
One could suggest they may have had a client bias ... older studies are legitimate evidence 
that further technical review is essential. 

They reference the use of new bacteria in the proposed ETF, the true environmental 
implication needs full and complete "independent" arms length review. 

Historically, little money has been spent on capital modernization of the equipment within 
the Mill to reduce waste water. The dewatering of the pulp fibre is accomplished with the 
1950s - 1960s rollers and air blowers. The process is more than 52 years old, yet the new 
ETF will have little or no time to accomplish the purification of this industrial waste water ... 
The COD levels, suspended solids, and the BOD loading will get piped to the 
Northumberland Strait far away from the visible sight of the Mill management and the 
proposed ETF process operators. 

The proposed ETF pipeline route will run by the highway, through Pictou's watershed and 
enter the Northumberland Strait via the Caribou Harbour. The Mill management have not 
proposed any valves to close off flow within the pipeline should the emergency arise. 

The water temperature of this effluent will be 30-35 • Celsius - all year long. The high 
density polyethylene piping is efficient at insulating the piped fluids. Thus, very hot water 
entering the pipe on the Mill site is going to exit the pipeline 15 kilometres at the same hot 
temperature. The thermal impact to fish and shellfish will be deadly. 

The Northumberland Strait current flow is 6 knots/ hour. The pipeline will discharge 
62,000,000 to 82,000,000 litres of hot contaminated water daily. The waste water 
containing 10 milligrams/litre would deposit 620 kilograms per day of solids. At 100 
milligrams/litre will result in 6,200 kilograms per day. The old ETF was receiving 
approximately 700 milligrams per litre, which represents 43,400 kilograms per day of waste 
solid pollution. This is a significant impact on the oxygen levels for all marine life. No 
wonder Boat Harbour estuary died within two years. Thus my point is, a 50 or 100 meter 
radius around the diffusers is huge under-estimation of the killing zone for the pipeline and 
the proposed marine dumping. 

The referenced diffusers on the proposed pipe, will be ineffective and there is an extremely 
high likelihood, given the extreme volume waste, it's pressure etc., that they will fail within 
one or two years. Once installed, if the assessment is correct, they will not be replaced, as 
there is no requirement or planned inspections. 



Northern Pulp confirms it does not know the size of the effluent phlegm and they are 
monitoring it until production begins. Millions of hot waste water containing spent chemicals 
and wood solids are going to be pumped into a valuable fishing habitat. Yet Northern Pulp 
really doesn't understand the fate of this pollution. 

If a pipe does break, they will not know until it is too late. A horrifying reality. 

The impact on the shellfish industry and indeed the fishing industry in this area will be 
catastrophic. The impact on residences and tourism of the Caribou area, Pictou County is 
also overlooked. The odour of off gassing chemicals trapped in the liquid effluent, the dead 
fish, the water discolouration, the sediments, etc ... will impact businesses, property owners, 
tourism, the marine life, water recreation, etc ... 

No reference is presented on the impact of proposed ETF on residences of Abercrombie 
Point and adjacent Abercrombie residences, on the Northern Pulp employees (this site is 
the "New'' Pictou Landing ETF ground zero). 

The fact remains that this Northern Pulp bleached craft mill is old and antiquated. Although 
built and opened in 1967, its US design predates this significantly. 

It is currently beyond 2x its economic life cycle and has not had any consistent or required 
reinvestment for upgrades / replacements. 

Given its age, it is clear from Northern Pulp's response they are not capable of monitoring 
and/or controlling their effluent emissions. 

Mr. Minister, I urge you to not approve Northern Pulp's ETF. The environmental and social 
consequences will be devastating and will truly destroy the future potential of Pictou County 
by keeping it locked in the past. 

The impact on the province by willfully turning a blind eye and issuing a permit will be 
profanely negative to its reputation. 

Northern Pulp's filing reinforces Northern Pulp's and their owner's, culture and practice of 
misrepresentation, disrespect, continued vagueness, and zero tolerance of criticism or 
questions, concerning their practices. It is truly offensive and not the actions of a socially 
responsible organization. 

The long-term economic viability of this plant is a real issue and future funding by the 
Provine~ ;ind its tax payers is unwarranted. 



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp dumping into the Northumberland Strait CRM:0404269
Date: November 8, 2019 1:09:37 PM

NP comments
 

From: @novascotia.ca> 
Sent: November 8, 2019 11:20 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>; Bignell, Laura M
<Laura.Bignell@novascotia.ca>; Musgrave, Kevin J <Kevin.Musgrave@novascotia.ca>
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp dumping into the Northumberland Strait CRM:0404269
 
 

 

@gmail.com 

No Action Required:

The enclosed correspondence is being forwarded to your department for information
purposes only.

Sincerely,

Executive Correspondence Team

Received: Fri Nov 08 2019 09:20:26 GMT-0400 (Atlantic Standard Time)
To: ECO/OP Premier; 
Subject: Northern Pulp dumping into the Northumberland Strait
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello Minister Wilson,
 
I'm writing to voice my concern about the plan from Northern Pulp to keep dumping into the
Northumberland Strait.  Why are you allowing this, and not holding them more accountable?  Why is
this not stopped immediately?
 
We are in the middle of a climate crisis, and this is unacceptable; this kind of disregard for the
environment is what got us here in the first place.  Further, the decisions you make could hurt your
future electoral aspirations, as I know I will not vote for you if you allow this to keep going.  
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Please help our province, the ecosystems and our future generations, and do not allow this company
(or anyone else) to pollute our water. 
 
Thank you for your time,

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 11:09:01 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am writing today to express my great concern regarding Northern Pulp's plan to continue to
dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. This plan quite clearly risks the viability of the
nearby fisheries and infringes on First Nation's sovereignty. It flies in the face of your
government's recent attempt to paint itself as environmentally aware. Permitting such
ecosystem degradation is unthinkable.
Your government is 2 years away from facing the electorate, and I guarantee that we will hold
you accountable for these decisions. Please take the appropriate steps for our province, and do
not permit this multinational corporation to continue to pollute our waters. Yours sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 10:19:21 AM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson - you may be tired of reading all the messages entitled Northern
Pulp, but please don't stop. 
I hereby formally register my opposition to the Abercrombie Point pulp disposing of its
effluent in Northumberland Strait, PIctou Harbour, Caribou Harbour, Boat Harbour or any
other body of water where there is life. 
The only way I would back down from that position would be if I could see with my own
eyes the staff at the mill actually drinking water from the outflow. And I mean that I want
to see them hold their cups under the disposal pipe, with no trick about substituting
water (as happened when the mill was establiahed decades ago), or catching when the
mill is flushing plain water through pipes or any similar guise. 
If a multi-billion dollar company - with five years heads-up for planning  - cannot come up
with a better idea for disposing of its waste, then it should not be allowed to operate in
Nova Scotia. 
 Nor should it continue to receive any funds from provincial taxpayers. The money would
be better spent finding new and better employment for the mill workers, if, as they
predict, their jobs hinge on dumping poison in the strait.
 Otherwise, the cost would be two-fold - funding the fishery which will take a loss, and
still funding the mill.  Not sensible at all. 
 

 

 
    

"If you want to bake an apple pie from scratch, you must first create the universe..." Carl Sagan



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 1:10:23 PM
Attachments: Nova Scotia Department of Environment - Northern Pulp Focus Report Feedback.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Please see attached my comments/concerns regarding the proposal from Northern Pulp and
the subsequent Focus Report.
Thank you.
Best regards,

@hotmail.com




Environmental Assessment Branch, Nova Scotia Environment  
P.O. Box 442,  
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8  
Via E-mail at ea@novascotia.ca 
 
RE: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility FOCUS REPORT 
 
Good morning,  
 
 
My name is Chuck McDow and I am writing to you today to once again express my concerns 
regarding the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility plan with increased trepidation 
regarding the indication that effluent from this facility will be pumped via a pipeline that passes 
through/beside the Town of Pictou's watershed land and then dumped into the 
Northumberland Straight. 
 
I am a resident of Pictou having moved here almost seven (7) years ago.  I have spent much of 
my career in the business world and one component of my work has been establishing whether 
the RISKS associated with a project are acceptable. It is a common and necessary business 
practice to assure that if and when the risks are greater than the outcome, a project will not 
move forward.  I believe in this case where a pipe being constructed to carry effluent – the 
chemical makeup of which is not 100% known (according to the Environmental Assessment 
document submitted by Northern Pulp as well as the Focus Report) - creates a scenario where 
the risks associated with this project ARE NOT worth the potential outcome.  
 
I responded to Northern Pulp's EA submission and I don't feel all my concerns were addressed. 
Seeing an answer like "This question will be relayed to NSE" is not an answer to a question, it's 
sending the question somewhere else and whatever the results of that question/concern being 
sent to NSE does not show up in the focus report and is unlikely to be made public. 
 
Northern Pulp’s Focus Report states outright that the construction of the pipe through the 
wetlands will cause damage and they will have to compensate for that damage but they 
provide the Environment Minister with zero information about the scope of that damage and 
the adverse environmental impact, thereby not meeting the terms of reference by enabling the 
minister to make an informed decision.  
 
The fact is that at times pipes leak and sometimes break.  We have been made aware of two 
leaks in the current system at Northern Pulp in the past several years.  The conditions where a 
pipeline is installed, the person(s) installing the pipeline and the actual pipe itself are all subject 
to the real risk of leakage and potential environmental damage. 
 
Unfortunately, the new proposed leak detection system will still not detect small chronic leaks 
which could go on for an extended period. Additionally, the effluent will not be treated even as 
well as it is now because it will not have the cooling and polishing/settling that takes place now.  
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It has been over a year since the last leak was reported – by a third party – and there is still 
nothing reported to the public regarding the investigation.  This is unacceptable and frankly the 
optics of this do not reflect well on the Department of Environment – some would say that the 
details are not being released until after this decision is made.  That is not a government 
working for the people transparently.  Transparency was a word often used when campaigning 
however it has not been adequately put into practice on this matter as well as other projects 
around the province.  However, we are currently focusing on Northern Pulp’s proposal. 
 
Pipe leaks are only one of numerous problems - not the least of which include pumping this 
toxic effluent into the ocean and increasing already toxic air emissions which are not 
adequately dealt with in the Focus Report.  Some feel that the quality of the air is a separate 
project and can be dealt with later, however that is not realistic.  If you approve this plan and 
DO NOT KNOW the quality of the air and the effect on Human Health, history has shown that 
the Department of Environment will not adequately monitor and enforce regulations in this 
regard.  The small improvement made to the quality of air a few years ago was largely due to 
the pressure which the Clean the Mill Facebook group was able to exert. 
 
From my perspective let’s look at some of the parties that will be impacted by this project when 
something does go wrong – and looking at the history of this company (as well as previous 
owners), something will. 
 


1. Fisheries 
The risks associated with this project include extensive damage to the ecosystem in the 
Northumberland Straight. This will directly impact the livelihoods of fishermen and 
fisherwomen in three provinces directly (Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince 
Edward Island).  This industry is a multi-billion-dollar business which exports seafood 
internationally.  Just imagine what would happen if this pipe went in and the effluent is 
harmful to the marine life.  Mad cow disease took decades to recovery from and it 
doesn't take much imagination to see what would happen to this industry. 


 
We have the most pristine cold waters. In 2017 the value of our seafood exports was 
$2.0 billion. Infrastructure at Halifax Stanfield Airport has begun to increase with holding 
areas for lobster and with 3-5 air cargo shipments to China per week, as well as flights to 
Seoul, Korea.  


 
Northern Pulp constantly talks about their “spin-off” jobs.  Fisheries also has “spin-off” 
jobs – it is another product that requires the same structure to export.  Let’s not forget 
those. 


 
2. Tourism 


The Tourism sector also brings billions into this province mainly due to our clean oceans, 
beautiful beaches and magnificent scenery – not to mention the friendly people.  Why 
would we want to put this at risk?   Even taking into account the number of "spin-off" 







jobs Northern Pulp states, the RISK is not worth it.  The Tourism industry employs 
thousands of people in Nova Scotia and has far more economical impact than the 277 
jobs at Northern Pulp. This company is part of Paper Excellence who have a horrid 
record on the environment internationally. 


 
In addition, there is the “spin-off” revenue that is brought to the many cities and towns 
that the tourists visit – and spend their money.  Nova Scotia is "Canada's ocean 
playground".  If there is an incident in the waters of the Northumberland Straight, there 
will be no recovery.   


 
3. Local Real Estate Market 


If such a break would occur, there is also the potential for the real estate market to die 
completely in this area of Nova Scotia - for homes and cottages.  I personally will have to 
consider selling both my home in Pictou and my cottage on Cape John should a decision 
be made to move forward on this project.  If and when there is a breach in the pipe 
effecting either the Pictou watershed or the Northumberland Straight, this would render 
both properties unsaleable and that is not a risk I am willing to take.  I also expect that 
should this occur, the Nova Scotia government will have liability to its citizens in this 
case – after all these would be preventable damages. 


 
4. Town of Pictou residents 


Now that the plan has been filed, the matter of the pipe and where it is planned to be 
constructed and where it will dump the effluent is known.  There are many better 
qualified people who can and I am sure will speak to the chemical nature of the effluent 
(what is known at least) however I can speak to the fact that the pipe is to be 
constructed close to the watershed for the Town of Pictou.  We have just come to the 
point of having clean water in our town, thanks for grants from both the Federal and 
Provincial governments as well as rate adjustments to the town residents.  This has been 
a multi-year and multi-million-dollar project and in NO WAY should any risk be taken 
with regards to clean water in our town. 
 
The Town of Pictou heard about this via the media, like everyone else.  As a major 
stakeholder in this situation this is unacceptable and again finds Northern Pulp not true 
to their word.  There has also been NO information sessions on this project held in the 
Town of Pictou which to me is quite telling. 
 
Nothing in the Focus Report was changed to address this concern. 


 
5. Pictou County residents 


There is also the consideration of the quality of air.  This part of the province has 
suffered enough regarding this – every citizen should be able to open their windows on 
a nice warm day and the reality here is that we can’t. This should not be the case in 
Nova Scotia. It has greatly affected the businesses in our town – many who have left 
since visitors want no part of this.  







 
Several local medical doctors have recently written concerning the quality of the air 
here (John Krawczyk, MD ; Anne Kwasnik- Krawczyk, MD; Maurice Strasfeld, MD; Gerry 
Farrell, MD; and Catharina Felderhof, MD). Their full letter can be found at 
https://nsadvocate.org/2019/03/06/letter-northern-pulp-wealth-over-
health/?fbclid=IwAR3JOvaYq1ncax-lvZNPzsv3P29IFunDd-
qN6I7NQxCKGXSPKzvlhmhMvVs – however here is a brief excerpt regarding the 
particulate matter coming into the air from the pulp mill: 


“In 2013 the WHO declared PM 2.5 carcinogenic to humans. Once in the air it can 
stay in the air for days to weeks and it can travel hundreds to thousands of miles. 
The new precipitator installed on the recovery boiler addresses a percentage of 
the PM2.5. The main boiler has no precipitator, but has scrubbers. These 
mechanisms require constant maintenance to operate with high efficiency. The 
results of the operating efficiency should be transparent and made public and 
tested more frequently.” 


I would also refer you to an article from Dalhousie University that was published earlier 
this week on the cancer-causing impact of the air emissions released from Northern 
Pulp, which can be found at https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/dalhousie-
researcher-breaks-silence-over-pulp-mills-cancer-causing-air-
emissions/?fbclid=IwAR1vhmxpQra7s5kcivyS0NC9fJRiunR2399AcW-
DTdPm_WPogPFhwjwag3I 


There is nothing in the Focus report that addresses this concern. 


6. Pictou Landing First Nations 
The Boat Harbour situation which the people of the Pictou Landing First Nations have 
been dealing with for over 50 years must come to an end.  This is one of the worst cases 
of Environmental Racism to occur in our county and it is well past time for it to come to 
an end.  On that note, I do not believe any extension should be granted to Northern 
Pulp.  The Boat Harbour Act was legislated in 2015 for closure on Jan 31, 
2020.  Northern Pulp did not file its Environmental Assessment to the Province of Nova 
Scotia until January 31, 2019 - only one year from the legislated closure - not enough 
time to get approval and start purchasing and construction to meet the deadline.  Their 
plan should have been filed well before this.  As the Minister of the Environment at the 
time ruled, it lacked a significant amount of information that created the need for the 
Focus report. 
 
Nova Scotia has been standing proud with regards to its dealings with our First Nations 
and has made some great progress in recent years.  This is the time to support the 
Pictou Landing First Nation people.  Actions speak louder than words.   
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Summary 
 
I am surprised that in 2019, the talk of actually pumping effluent into the ocean is a prolonged 
conversation.  What happened to plain old common sense?  Nothing should be dumped into 
the ocean.  Nothing. Simply because there are other situations/locations who may still be 
dumping into bodies of water is an inadequate excuse to do it. 
 
It is time to protect the environment and the people of Nova Scotia.  It is time to stop corporate 
welfare in this province.  John Fraser – a Northern Pulp employee who has been speaking 
publicly on this matter (see CBC coverage on this topic) has indicated that his employer has 
“deep pockets”.  I would suggest if the mill had wanted to continue its operation here, those 
deep pockets could be used to create a closed-loop process where there is zero environmental 
impact (or close to it).  I have heard arguments all about how it doesn’t exist however if 
Northern Pulp can source studies on mills that have never opened, then surely they can 
discover the science to plan and implement a closed-loop solution.  I believe that what is really 
the real barrier is the cost of doing it to Paper Excellence. 
 
Recently, it has become regular news that paper mills are struggling. Many Pulp and paper mills 
in North America are taking downtime due to market price, full warehouses and the demand 
for paper decreasing by almost 8% per year.  Why would the province of Nova Scotia – and the 
taxpayers – want to invest so heavily in an industry which is dying and at the same time, risk 
our other industries – namely Fishing and Tourism. 
 
In my opinion, current government can create a new legacy by doing the right thing here and 
ending the use of Boat Harbour and ensuring that another environmental disaster does not 
occur in the Northumberland Straight. I recommend not approving this Focus Report.   
 
#nopipe #noextension  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of my comments and concerns. 
 


Chuck McDow, 


Pictou, Nova Scotia 







Environmental Assessment Branch, Nova Scotia Environment  
P.O. Box 442,  
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8  
Via E-mail at ea@novascotia.ca 
 
RE: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility FOCUS REPORT 
 
Good morning,  
 
 
My name is  and I am writing to you today to once again express my concerns 
regarding the Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility plan with increased trepidation 
regarding the indication that effluent from this facility will be pumped via a pipeline that passes 
through/beside the Town of Pictou's watershed land and then dumped into the 
Northumberland Straight. 
 
I am a resident of Pictou having moved here almost seven (7) years ago.  I have spent much of 
my career in the business world and one component of my work has been establishing whether 
the RISKS associated with a project are acceptable. It is a common and necessary business 
practice to assure that if and when the risks are greater than the outcome, a project will not 
move forward.  I believe in this case where a pipe being constructed to carry effluent – the 
chemical makeup of which is not 100% known (according to the Environmental Assessment 
document submitted by Northern Pulp as well as the Focus Report) - creates a scenario where 
the risks associated with this project ARE NOT worth the potential outcome.  
 
I responded to Northern Pulp's EA submission and I don't feel all my concerns were addressed. 
Seeing an answer like "This question will be relayed to NSE" is not an answer to a question, it's 
sending the question somewhere else and whatever the results of that question/concern being 
sent to NSE does not show up in the focus report and is unlikely to be made public. 
 
Northern Pulp’s Focus Report states outright that the construction of the pipe through the 
wetlands will cause damage and they will have to compensate for that damage but they 
provide the Environment Minister with zero information about the scope of that damage and 
the adverse environmental impact, thereby not meeting the terms of reference by enabling the 
minister to make an informed decision.  
 
The fact is that at times pipes leak and sometimes break.  We have been made aware of two 
leaks in the current system at Northern Pulp in the past several years.  The conditions where a 
pipeline is installed, the person(s) installing the pipeline and the actual pipe itself are all subject 
to the real risk of leakage and potential environmental damage. 
 
Unfortunately, the new proposed leak detection system will still not detect small chronic leaks 
which could go on for an extended period. Additionally, the effluent will not be treated even as 
well as it is now because it will not have the cooling and polishing/settling that takes place now.  
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It has been over a year since the last leak was reported – by a third party – and there is still 
nothing reported to the public regarding the investigation.  This is unacceptable and frankly the 
optics of this do not reflect well on the Department of Environment – some would say that the 
details are not being released until after this decision is made.  That is not a government 
working for the people transparently.  Transparency was a word often used when campaigning 
however it has not been adequately put into practice on this matter as well as other projects 
around the province.  However, we are currently focusing on Northern Pulp’s proposal. 
 
Pipe leaks are only one of numerous problems - not the least of which include pumping this 
toxic effluent into the ocean and increasing already toxic air emissions which are not 
adequately dealt with in the Focus Report.  Some feel that the quality of the air is a separate 
project and can be dealt with later, however that is not realistic.  If you approve this plan and 
DO NOT KNOW the quality of the air and the effect on Human Health, history has shown that 
the Department of Environment will not adequately monitor and enforce regulations in this 
regard.  The small improvement made to the quality of air a few years ago was largely due to 
the pressure which the Clean the Mill Facebook group was able to exert. 
 
From my perspective let’s look at some of the parties that will be impacted by this project when 
something does go wrong – and looking at the history of this company (as well as previous 
owners), something will. 
 

1. Fisheries 
The risks associated with this project include extensive damage to the ecosystem in the 
Northumberland Straight. This will directly impact the livelihoods of fishermen and 
fisherwomen in three provinces directly (Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince 
Edward Island).  This industry is a multi-billion-dollar business which exports seafood 
internationally.  Just imagine what would happen if this pipe went in and the effluent is 
harmful to the marine life.  Mad cow disease took decades to recovery from and it 
doesn't take much imagination to see what would happen to this industry. 

 
We have the most pristine cold waters. In 2017 the value of our seafood exports was 
$2.0 billion. Infrastructure at Halifax Stanfield Airport has begun to increase with holding 
areas for lobster and with 3-5 air cargo shipments to China per week, as well as flights to 
Seoul, Korea.  

 
Northern Pulp constantly talks about their “spin-off” jobs.  Fisheries also has “spin-off” 
jobs – it is another product that requires the same structure to export.  Let’s not forget 
those. 

 
2. Tourism 

The Tourism sector also brings billions into this province mainly due to our clean oceans, 
beautiful beaches and magnificent scenery – not to mention the friendly people.  Why 
would we want to put this at risk?   Even taking into account the number of "spin-off" 



jobs Northern Pulp states, the RISK is not worth it.  The Tourism industry employs 
thousands of people in Nova Scotia and has far more economical impact than the 277 
jobs at Northern Pulp. This company is part of Paper Excellence who have a horrid 
record on the environment internationally. 

 
In addition, there is the “spin-off” revenue that is brought to the many cities and towns 
that the tourists visit – and spend their money.  Nova Scotia is "Canada's ocean 
playground".  If there is an incident in the waters of the Northumberland Straight, there 
will be no recovery.   

 
3. Local Real Estate Market 

If such a break would occur, there is also the potential for the real estate market to die 
completely in this area of Nova Scotia - for homes and cottages.  I personally will have to 
consider selling both my home in Pictou and my cottage on Cape John should a decision 
be made to move forward on this project.  If and when there is a breach in the pipe 
effecting either the Pictou watershed or the Northumberland Straight, this would render 
both properties unsaleable and that is not a risk I am willing to take.  I also expect that 
should this occur, the Nova Scotia government will have liability to its citizens in this 
case – after all these would be preventable damages. 

 
4. Town of Pictou residents 

Now that the plan has been filed, the matter of the pipe and where it is planned to be 
constructed and where it will dump the effluent is known.  There are many better 
qualified people who can and I am sure will speak to the chemical nature of the effluent 
(what is known at least) however I can speak to the fact that the pipe is to be 
constructed close to the watershed for the Town of Pictou.  We have just come to the 
point of having clean water in our town, thanks for grants from both the Federal and 
Provincial governments as well as rate adjustments to the town residents.  This has been 
a multi-year and multi-million-dollar project and in NO WAY should any risk be taken 
with regards to clean water in our town. 
 
The Town of Pictou heard about this via the media, like everyone else.  As a major 
stakeholder in this situation this is unacceptable and again finds Northern Pulp not true 
to their word.  There has also been NO information sessions on this project held in the 
Town of Pictou which to me is quite telling. 
 
Nothing in the Focus Report was changed to address this concern. 

 
5. Pictou County residents 

There is also the consideration of the quality of air.  This part of the province has 
suffered enough regarding this – every citizen should be able to open their windows on 
a nice warm day and the reality here is that we can’t. This should not be the case in 
Nova Scotia. It has greatly affected the businesses in our town – many who have left 
since visitors want no part of this.  



 
Several local medical doctors have recently written concerning the quality of the air 
here  

 Their full letter can be found at 
https://nsadvocate.org/2019/03/06/letter-northern-pulp-wealth-over-
health/?fbclid=IwAR3JOvaYq1ncax-lvZNPzsv3P29IFunDd-
qN6I7NQxCKGXSPKzvlhmhMvVs – however here is a brief excerpt regarding the 
particulate matter coming into the air from the pulp mill: 

“In 2013 the WHO declared PM 2.5 carcinogenic to humans. Once in the air it can 
stay in the air for days to weeks and it can travel hundreds to thousands of miles. 
The new precipitator installed on the recovery boiler addresses a percentage of 
the PM2.5. The main boiler has no precipitator, but has scrubbers. These 
mechanisms require constant maintenance to operate with high efficiency. The 
results of the operating efficiency should be transparent and made public and 
tested more frequently.” 

I would also refer you to an article from Dalhousie University that was published earlier 
this week on the cancer-causing impact of the air emissions released from Northern 
Pulp, which can be found at https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/dalhousie-
researcher-breaks-silence-over-pulp-mills-cancer-causing-air-
emissions/?fbclid=IwAR1vhmxpQra7s5kcivyS0NC9fJRiunR2399AcW-
DTdPm_WPogPFhwjwag3I 

There is nothing in the Focus report that addresses this concern. 

6. Pictou Landing First Nations 
The Boat Harbour situation which the people of the Pictou Landing First Nations have 
been dealing with for over 50 years must come to an end.  This is one of the worst cases 
of Environmental Racism to occur in our county and it is well past time for it to come to 
an end.  On that note, I do not believe any extension should be granted to Northern 
Pulp.  The Boat Harbour Act was legislated in 2015 for closure on Jan 31, 
2020.  Northern Pulp did not file its Environmental Assessment to the Province of Nova 
Scotia until January 31, 2019 - only one year from the legislated closure - not enough 
time to get approval and start purchasing and construction to meet the deadline.  Their 
plan should have been filed well before this.  As the Minister of the Environment at the 
time ruled, it lacked a significant amount of information that created the need for the 
Focus report. 
 
Nova Scotia has been standing proud with regards to its dealings with our First Nations 
and has made some great progress in recent years.  This is the time to support the 
Pictou Landing First Nation people.  Actions speak louder than words.   
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Summary 
 
I am surprised that in 2019, the talk of actually pumping effluent into the ocean is a prolonged 
conversation.  What happened to plain old common sense?  Nothing should be dumped into 
the ocean.  Nothing. Simply because there are other situations/locations who may still be 
dumping into bodies of water is an inadequate excuse to do it. 
 
It is time to protect the environment and the people of Nova Scotia.  It is time to stop corporate 
welfare in this province.   Northern Pulp employee who has been speaking 
publicly on this matter (see CBC coverage on this topic) has indicated that his employer has 
“deep pockets”.  I would suggest if the mill had wanted to continue its operation here, those 
deep pockets could be used to create a closed-loop process where there is zero environmental 
impact (or close to it).  I have heard arguments all about how it doesn’t exist however if 
Northern Pulp can source studies on mills that have never opened, then surely they can 
discover the science to plan and implement a closed-loop solution.  I believe that what is really 
the real barrier is the cost of doing it to Paper Excellence. 
 
Recently, it has become regular news that paper mills are struggling. Many Pulp and paper mills 
in North America are taking downtime due to market price, full warehouses and the demand 
for paper decreasing by almost 8% per year.  Why would the province of Nova Scotia – and the 
taxpayers – want to invest so heavily in an industry which is dying and at the same time, risk 
our other industries – namely Fishing and Tourism. 
 
In my opinion, current government can create a new legacy by doing the right thing here and 
ending the use of Boat Harbour and ensuring that another environmental disaster does not 
occur in the Northumberland Straight. I recommend not approving this Focus Report.   
 
#nopipe #noextension  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of my comments and concerns. 
 

 

Pictou, Nova Scotia 



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Stop Northern Pulp Polution CRM:0404265
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From: Correspondence Prem <Correspondenceprem@novascotia.ca> 
Sent: November 8, 2019 10:46 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>; Bignell, Laura M
<Laura.Bignell@novascotia.ca>; Musgrave, Kevin J <Kevin.Musgrave@novascotia.ca>
Subject: FW: Stop Northern Pulp Polution CRM:0404265
 

File #:  PNS-04724-Y1V8T5 

Email Address:    

No Action Required:

The enclosed correspondence is being forwarded to your department for information
purposes only.

Sincerely,

Executive Correspondence Team

 

------------------- Original Message -------------------
From:  
Received: Thu Nov 07 2019 14:48:05 GMT-0400 (Atlantic Standard Time)
To: ECO/OP Premier; 
Subject: Stop Northern Pulp Polution

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I am writing you today to express my deep concern over Northern Pulps plan to continue dumping
waste into the Northumberland Strait.
 
This plan risks the viability of nearby fisheries.
 
This plan violates the right of the indigenous communities of our province who have suffered
enough under the reign of white colonialism.
 
This is your chance to prove that you and your government are committed to keeping promises in

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


regards to the environment. We will hold you accountable.
 
I urge you to use your position of power to help make the decisions that people like me can't. Make
the right decision for our people and our planet. Do not allow this pollution to continue.
 
 
Sincerly, 
 

 



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Comments on Northen Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 1:12:09 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003551.pdf

From: @scotsburnlumber.com> 
Sent: November 8, 2019 8:36 AM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Comments on Northen Pulp Focus Report

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
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Address ______ _ _ 

E-mail:_ 

Signatun 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report wil l allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 
ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 
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E-mail :_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Enviro~ental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

~~'F)_. f'\-)5" , 
' ( Tl 1:Y\,,. 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature: 

RE: Nortn~tp tnvrronmental Assessment F~s Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry .... . one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

r trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Nunm:rn l"u1p cnv1ronmenta1 ASsessmeC!}6cus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3 rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETFfacility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address: D E l f'Yl{)rJT fl(~. 
I 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Not L11c111 "mu c 11vironmenta1 ASSe$Sroel1t t-ocus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd . Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ... .. one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I t rust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fish ing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ yea rs 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commit ment t o clean up t h is a re a, at the same t ime allow Nort he rn Pulp t he t ime to const ruct t hei r new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental'Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two sh ift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the la rgest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report wil l allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 
commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
Replacement Treatment Facility Project for a number of reasons. Some of the reasons I will
list below. I trust that Northern Pulp did their due diligence in the Focus Report provided to
the government. With the initial amount of studies needed for the Focus Report there was a 5
year deadline. As the years went on more and more studies where added. These take time and
an appropriate amount of time should be allotted to do proper testing. Also with many
obstacles halting these studies this should be taken into consideration. In order for the human
race to co-exist with each other shouldnâ?Tt we work together to solve this without either side
â?~losingâ?T. If the mill stays open then absolutely there should be an environmentally safer
way to treat the pulp. They are working on that but need a little more time to do it properly. If
the mill closes you will see more damage to this province than the state Boat Harbour is in
now. There are other pulp mills that function more eco friendly to the environment and
oceans. This is what Northern Pulp is trying to do but in an unreasonable time line. Save all
the people in this county and province from economic and environmental disaster not just one
side or the other. This can be done if we all work together. Name: 

Municipality: Churchville Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 18
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
To:  Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment, Gordon Wilson,

 

My name is  I live on the Eastern Shore just north of
Musquodoboit Harbour.  I came to Nova Scotia as an immigrant in the 1970s.   I
pretty soon learnt that this economy is driven by fisheries, forestry and tourism,
and that  I’d chosen one of Canada’s ‘have not’ provinces to make my home.   And so, I
know for government it is always an ongoing challenge to secure jobs for voters and
their families.   However, I’m shocked at the cavalier way in which your government
chooses to interpret your fiduciary duty to Nova Scotians when it comes to 
environmental management.  I am constantly shocked by the devastation I see of
clearcut forests wherever I travel in and over the province.  I’m frustrated by the
waffle and doubletalk I witness related to the Northern Pulp effluent issue. 

 

I cannot countenance that you would find it acceptable that the marine life of the
Northumberland Strait can withstand the impact of 31 billion litres PER YEAR of its
repulsive effluent.  Yes, there are jobs in the plant and there are forestry jobs.  Over
the years various governments have made some serious errors in judgement as
regards the fisheries too.  Where have all the cod gone? No, I’m not laying that on
your doorstep, nor the open net fin fish farms let in by your predecessors.  But what
I’m saying is that it is time to take courageous action and reconfigure this economy
around authentically environmentally sustainable initiatives and jobs.   You cannot
expect citizens diligently to sort and select through their garbage to reduce our impact
on the environment and then go ahead with allowing clear-cutting and spewing
Northern Pulp effluent into our ocean.

Under your current leadership Nova Scotia is not exactly contributing to the
protection of the biospheres surrounding us, nor is it slowing down its contribution to
disastrous climate change.  It’s never too late to do the right thing.  

Imagine if as much effort had been pumped into exploring and creating green
economy job opportunities as you’ve had to pump into this old tech harmful white
elephant.   Glossy paper manufacture is NOT where the world economy is heading.

 

-- 

_________________



Nova Scotia, Canada
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Date:	Nov 8, 2019



To:	Environment Assessment Branch, 



Reference:	Response to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s proposed replacement effluent treatment facility project.



Dear Minister:



I have reviewed (within the time frame provided) the revised focus report provided to Northern Pulp by Stantech (Expanded Air Dispersion modeling study File 121416276 Sept 27, 2019) and have concerns about the information or lack of information provided.



My main focus of my response is the intended use and disposal of the AST sludge in the Power Boiler commonly known as a Biomass boiler, Hog fuel boiler or Bark burner. For the intent of this response, I will use the term Power Boiler for consistency.



My background is a degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Technical University of NS (1983) and a 34 year career in the boiler and pressure vessel industry ranging from boiler & component design, manufacturing and servicing, inspection and regulation. I am familiar with this particular unit.



Is this bio sludge really a fuel or a just hazardous waste?



First, with the information provided in their Focus report, I find inconsistencies in their use of the wording quoted 4.1.2



“It is emphasized that biosludge is considered by Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) to be a non-hazardous fuel, and the combustion of biosludge in an industrial boiler (such as the biomass boiler) is not considered a form of incineration”. This is consistent with guidance published by ECCC (ECCC 2016), “incineration does not include industrial processes where fuel derived from waste is fired as an energy source, such as industrial boilers” 

 At the time of this response, I was not able to find the supporting documents quoted especially the last portion referencing; 



“incineration does not include …. such as industrial boilers”.



I was able however to find wording in the Gov of Canada website that references the CWS (Canadian Wide Standards) which has a similar quote where incineration;



” does not include industrial processes where fuel derived from waste is fired as an energy source as a matter of incidental to the manufacture of the primary product.”



My question remains whether this bio sludge qualifies as a fuel and thus qualifies as exempt from more stringent controls when considered as incineration of a waste product especially when part of their model includes information about the burning of sewage due to lack of information on this.





An EPA Federal Register Vol 56 … report Dated Feb 21, 1991 … 40 CFR Parts 260,261,264,265 etc.  RIN 2050-AA72 Titled “Burning of Hazardous Waste in Boilers and Industrial Services” Which speaks specifically about not permitting an existing boiler to burn such waste which is “not a fuel”



The report further describes that to be considered a fuel, it must contain at least 5,000 Btu’s / lb. I was not able to ascertain from the information provided in the Focus report that the sludge meets or exceeds this limit as it is being mixed to enable combustion. Is it a fuel or waste product?



Operations



My second concern is the existing inconsistent operation inherent in burning solid fuels. The recovery boiler operates with fixed input rates input however the biomass currently burned in the Power Boiler is by its nature inconsistent both in heat and moisture content. Addition of bio sludge into the Power Boiler will further complicate the operation, as fuel input and mixing would not be stable. 



Early in my career I was involved with a very high tech incineration system that was not able to meet the stack emissions and noise standards. This unit also had a wet scrubbing system and a multiple stage fluidized bed combustion cycle. We were only able to pass emissions under ideal operating conditions and the project was eventually decommissioned. So with purpose built equipment barely able to meet the standards in the 1980’s, how will this very antiquated Power Boiler & wet scrubber react once REAL data is measured? If it is found to not meet emissions standards, how could this be mitigated with such basic technology as found in this boiler.



After recently hearing the synopsis of the scientific study provided by Emma Hoffman titled “ Pilot Study Investigating Ambient Air Toxics Emissions Near Craft Pulp and Paper Facility in Pictou County NS”, my concerns seemed justified that even with modern scientific analysis and results, this project my still proceed without a top level Environmental review and that her findings are not being recognized.



Not only does unknown stack emissions present a risk to neighboring communities and the town of Pictou, Occupational Health and Safety should be aware that anyone working at the Mill near the tons of ash produced in the boiler that has to be disposed of will likely be exposed to unburned or improperly burned remaining toxins. Will this be disposed of in the existing landfills?



There is also no mention in their focus report relating to planned upgrades to the Power Boiler feed system to ensure even mixing of the fuel and sludge to ensure optimum combustion such as found in the fluidized bed technology utilized at Point Aconi power plant. Are there any plans to ensure the existing wet scrubber can process the additional stack emissions?








I ask that you reject this proposal for the following reasons:



1. The information provided does not prove that there will be no adverse human health or environmental effects that can be mitigated with the existing Power Boiler and scrubbing system. 

 

2. The proposal shifts from one pollutant type and location (Boat Harbor) to the atmosphere where additional toxins are created in the combustion cycle thus creating a new unknown!



Rejecting this proposal could initiate an Engineering opportunity to create a world leading solution to this issue, creating new technologies and an updated plant to eliminate the pollutants at source and not dealing with contaminated waste! 



As a closing note, the first line on following sign in Pictou Landing quotes: “Safeguarding our Environment is our Goal”  























































Respectfully yours,





Peter Dodge, P.Eng.

19 Guy Street,

Dartmouth, NS
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Date: Nov 8, 2019 
 
To: Environment Assessment Branch,  
 
Reference: Response to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s proposed replacement effluent treatment 

facility project. 
 
Dear Minister: 
 
I have reviewed (within the time frame provided) the revised focus report provided to Northern Pulp by 
Stantech (Expanded Air Dispersion modeling study File 121416276 Sept 27, 2019) and have concerns about 
the information or lack of information provided. 
 
My main focus of my response is the intended use and disposal of the AST sludge in the Power Boiler 
commonly known as a Biomass boiler, Hog fuel boiler or Bark burner. For the intent of this response, I will 
use the term Power Boiler for consistency. 
 
My background is a degree in Mechanical Engineering from the Technical University of NS (1983) and a 34 
year career in the boiler and pressure vessel industry ranging from boiler & component design, 
manufacturing and servicing, inspection and regulation. I am familiar with this particular unit. 
 
Is this bio sludge really a fuel or a just hazardous waste? 
 
First, with the information provided in their Focus report, I find inconsistencies in their use of the wording 
quoted 4.1.2 
 

“It is emphasized that biosludge is considered by Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) to be a non-hazardous 
fuel, and the combustion of biosludge in an industrial boiler (such as the biomass boiler) is not considered a form of 
incineration”. This is consistent with guidance published by ECCC (ECCC 2016), “incineration does not include industrial 
processes where fuel derived from waste is fired as an energy source, such as industrial boilers”  

 At the time of this response, I was not able to find the supporting documents quoted especially the last 
portion referencing;  
 
“incineration does not include …. such as industrial boilers”. 
 
I was able however to find wording in the Gov of Canada website that references the CWS (Canadian Wide 
Standards) which has a similar quote where incineration; 
 
” does not include industrial processes where fuel derived from waste is fired as an energy source as a matter of incidental to 
the manufacture of the primary product.” 
 
My question remains whether this bio sludge qualifies as a fuel and thus qualifies as exempt from more 
stringent controls when considered as incineration of a waste product especially when part of their model 
includes information about the burning of sewage due to lack of information on this. 
 
 



An EPA Federal Register Vol 56 … report Dated Feb 21, 1991 … 40 CFR Parts 260,261,264,265 etc.  RIN 
2050-AA72 Titled “Burning of Hazardous Waste in Boilers and Industrial Services” Which speaks specifically 
about not permitting an existing boiler to burn such waste which is “not a fuel” 
 
The report further describes that to be considered a fuel, it must contain at least 5,000 Btu’s / lb. I was not 
able to ascertain from the information provided in the Focus report that the sludge meets or exceeds this 
limit as it is being mixed to enable combustion. Is it a fuel or waste product? 
 
Operations 
 
My second concern is the existing inconsistent operation inherent in burning solid fuels. The recovery boiler 
operates with fixed input rates input however the biomass currently burned in the Power Boiler is by its 
nature inconsistent both in heat and moisture content. Addition of bio sludge into the Power Boiler will 
further complicate the operation, as fuel input and mixing would not be stable.  
 
Early in my career I was involved with a very high tech incineration system that was not able to meet the 
stack emissions and noise standards. This unit also had a wet scrubbing system and a multiple stage 
fluidized bed combustion cycle. We were only able to pass emissions under ideal operating conditions and 
the project was eventually decommissioned. So with purpose built equipment barely able to meet the 
standards in the 1980’s, how will this very antiquated Power Boiler & wet scrubber react once REAL data is 
measured? If it is found to not meet emissions standards, how could this be mitigated with such basic 
technology as found in this boiler. 
 
After recently hearing the synopsis of the scientific study provided by Emma Hoffman titled “ Pilot Study 
Investigating Ambient Air Toxics Emissions Near Craft Pulp and Paper Facility in Pictou County NS”, my 
concerns seemed justified that even with modern scientific analysis and results, this project my still proceed 
without a top level Environmental review and that her findings are not being recognized. 
 
Not only does unknown stack emissions present a risk to neighboring communities and the town of Pictou, 
Occupational Health and Safety should be aware that anyone working at the Mill near the tons of ash 
produced in the boiler that has to be disposed of will likely be exposed to unburned or improperly burned 
remaining toxins. Will this be disposed of in the existing landfills? 
 
There is also no mention in their focus report relating to planned upgrades to the Power Boiler feed system 
to ensure even mixing of the fuel and sludge to ensure optimum combustion such as found in the fluidized 
bed technology utilized at Point Aconi power plant. Are there any plans to ensure the existing wet scrubber 
can process the additional stack emissions? 
 
 
  



I ask that you reject this proposal for the following reasons: 
 

1. The information provided does not prove that there will be no adverse human health or 
environmental effects that can be mitigated with the existing Power Boiler and scrubbing system.  
  

2. The proposal shifts from one pollutant type and location (Boat Harbor) to the atmosphere where 
additional toxins are created in the combustion cycle thus creating a new unknown! 

 
Rejecting this proposal could initiate an Engineering opportunity to create a world leading solution to this 
issue, creating new technologies and an updated plant to eliminate the pollutants at source and not dealing 
with contaminated waste!  
 
As a closing note, the first line on following sign in Pictou Landing quotes: “Safeguarding our Environment is 
our Goal”   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Respectfully yours, 
 
 

 

Dartmouth, NS 
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Please see attached UA Local 244’s support for Northern Pulp’s replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility.

From: UA Local 244
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2019 1:09 PM
To: 
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report

mailto:ualocal244@ns.sympatico.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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Subject: 

Hon. Gordon Wilson 

Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

EA@novascotia.ca 

Honourable Mr. Wilson, 

 St. Andrews 

Antigonish County, Nova Scotia,  
Phone /Fax  

Email: @ns.sympatico.ca 

Re: Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. 

Attachments: 

UA Local 244 March 9/2019 

 January 22/2019 

- Submission on Focus Report 

Premier McNeil Letter of Concern February 18/2019 

(attachments included to avoid repetition) 

November 6/2019 

After reviewing the Focus Report we are impressed with the amount of hours and expertise 

that went into producing this document. Northern Pulp and their Contractors have done an 

excellent job on this Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. 

Veolia, the Swedish Company supplying this process equipment and technology is a world 

leader in effluent treatment. 

Please add this letter to support Northern Pulp's proposals on Effluent Treatment and other 

improvements outlined in the Project Overview. 

• 

1 



The new Effluent Treatment Facility is an 18 month to 2 year project for the Construction 

Industry. This would be a very welcomed Project for the Tradespeople in Northeastern Nova 

Scotia. 

Currently there are no Industrial Construction Projects in Nova Scotia and very few in the rest of 

Canada. 

British Columbia is struggling to save the Forest Industry in that Province with more than 

twenty mills currently shutdown or in major layoff positions. The Forest Industry is in a crisis. 

The nature of the Construction Industry is for Tradespeople to travel to any Province that has 

work. 

With environmentalists declaring war on all Industrial Projects in Canada big Projects are almost 

non-existent. 

Alberta and Saskatchewan are prime examples of artificial crises modes with their inability to 

get pipeline access to the East and West Coasts. 

Canada could be booming from Coast to Coast. 

Meanwhile in the great Province of Nova Scotia we are trying to close a viable Pulp Mill with 

nothing to replace it but Employment Insurance, Welfare and Poverty. 

A crisis is a lot easier to create than prosperity is. You just have to review the dismal record of 

Government sponsored make work projects over the past SO years. 

Speaking of compounding the crisis mode, Suppliers to the only other operating mill in Nova 

Scotia were informed that if Northern Pulp goes down there will be across the board cuts at the 

other Mill. No competition. 

One can only hope that this information package will satisfactorily address all the questions and 

concerns the Environmental Assessment Branch may have. 

Northern Pulp deserves the required permits to proceed with cleaning up the Mill. 

I was surprised that there is no mention of the required extensions on the use of Boat Harbour. 

Without an extension there will be a severe economic hardship with the Forest Industry being 

the first victim. 

The way I see it, the choices will soon have to be made by Premier McNeil and Chief Paul. 

We all know that sometimes you have to be careful for what you wish for. 

Big decisions have an attached level of blame for financially unpopular decisions. 
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I wouldn't want to be the one to get the blame for the hard times and poverty that will ensue if 

Northern Pulp is forced to close for any reason. 

In closing, the Environmental Process was designed to provide a balance between Industry, the 

Environment and the Economy. 

The low point on the scale was over 50 years ago. The high point started when Northern Pulp 

purchased the Abercrombie Mill and proceeded to clean it up. 

Here is to a WIN WIN outcome on your deliberations. 

Sincerely, 

UA Local 244 
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Environmental Assessment Branch 

Nova Scotia Environment 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 

Fax: (902) 424-6925 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

Attachments 

• Term Employees Employed at Northern Pulp 2018
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• No Plan B Possible Forestry Sector - Northern Pulp/Paper Excellence

Canada

The following comments are submitted on behalf of the Membership of 

UA Local 244 Antigonish Plumbers, Pipefitters, Welders, Instrument 

Technicians and Apprentices. 

Our comments include concerns of the entire Construction Industry 

Management and Labour. 

My name is  of UA Local 244. 

I am a Red Seal Steamfitter - Pipefitter by Trade. 
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My first Industrial Job was the Pulp Mill currently owned by Northern Pulp. 

Most of our comments will refer to negative socio economic issues. 

Northern Pulp is a Company that puts 2.1 Billion Dollars Per Year into the 

Provincial Economy. 

We have an experienced Construction Industry to build the new Effluent 

Plant. 

We wiil ieave technology and scientific comments to the Professionals in 

those areas. 

The Construction Industry has not been included in any of the negatively affected 

Groups, that would lose jobs. 

The attached "Term Employees" indicates Trades People who worked directly for 

Northern Pulp during 2018 when extra help was needed inside the Mill. 

That totals 180 Employees and $1,409,715.52 for the year. This has continued 

over the 52 years that Mill has been there and in most years the numbers were 

much greater. This number does not include other Trades People and Employees 

of Contractors who were employed in the Mill. The new Effluent Plant would be 

an 18 Month Project. 

A Brief History 

Many of the Senior Nova Scotia Tradespeople worked at the Mill in 1965-66-67 

during Construction. 

Fishing was so bad up in River John, Tatamagouche, Wallace and Pugwash Areas 

that many fisherman from the Area joined the Construction Unions and oniy a 

very few left the Mill during Construction to go fishing . 

The hourly rate for Pipefitters at the time as $3.80 per hour and that was more 

than a Lobster Fisherman could make at the time. 
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To this day a large number of Fisherman are Tradespeople in the Construction 

Industry when Fishing Seasons are closed. 

For about the first 30 years or more the effluent was black going into Boat 

Harbour and black going out into Pictou Harbour from where it went out into the 

Strait. Not that it was a good thing but the Fishing Industry has been thriving 

during the past 52 years without negative effects from the Mill. 

Recently a Fisherman Friend told me that the prevailing water flow in the Strait 

goes up and around Prince Edward Island. That would mean the effluent from the 

Mill would also be going the same direction and there has been record lobster 

catches up around the Prince Edward Island Causeway in recent years. 

Plan B - There is none! 

Any long term Nova Scotia Taxpayer would remember how successive 

Governments of all the Party's spent massive amounts of Taxpayer money on 

"Make Work Projects" that produced little or nothing. Probably in the billions. 

Northern Pulp wants to Clean Up the mess they inherited when they bought the 

Mill in 2011. Whether it was previous Owners or previous Governments that 

wanted to run Boat Harbour. None of it should of happened the way it did. 

That is all in the past and Northern Pulp is not responsible for it. 

Everyone needs to face up to the fact that Rurai Nova Scotia has not been doing 

well for many years. Northern Pulp is the Key Player in a highly integrated supply 

and demand system that the whole economic system benefits from. 

Everyone loses when a major Industry shuts down. 

Even those who would think of it as a win would soon realize: 

• their taxes are going up,

• they can't sell their property for half of what it is worth,
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• Hospitals will become First Aid Stations,

• Schools would close because the last of your Family Members will have to

move away to find work.

• Poverty, Employment Insurance and Welfare will all dramatically increase.

I repeat THERE IS NO PLAN B and there never has been one. 

There is a Plan A however. Leave good enough alone! 

Grant Northern Pulp an extension on the use of Boat Harbour until the new 

Effluent Plant is up and running. The Nova Scotia Government should pay the 

Natives in Pictou Landing a negotiated amount for their inconvenience. 

There is a Win Win Solution for every problem if enough effort is put forward. 

I agree that the Residents of Pictou Landing and Surrounding Area have been 

negatively affected by the whole Boat Harbour fiasco for Fifty Two years. I also 

agree that it should be closed but to me it looks like successive Governments have 

signed up to be responsible for everything. The current Government has taken an 

aggressive approach with Northern Pulp by cancelling a legal agreement with 

Northern Pulp to operate Boat Harbour until 2030. 

The cancelling of that Agreement in 2014 reduced the length of the Lease by 10 

years and 11 months. 

In 2015 the Government tried to force and unrealistic Industrial Approval on 

Northern Pulp. Northern Pulp appealed and it went to Supreme Court. On the first 

day of Court the Government backed off on the issues under appeal, however this 

would of cost the Company many hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal fees 

and preparations. 

The Boat Harbour Act also became Law in 2015 along with the five year deadline. 
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Most if not all of this was done with no consultation with the Mill. Without 

getting into all the details Northern Pulp has had their hands tied by several 

Branches of Government before the arbitrary deadline was put in place and it still 

continues with the Government pointing the finger at Northern Pulp that you 

should be ready. 

My take on the cancellation of the Boat Harbour Lease to Northern Pulp Ten Years 

and Eleven Months early could leave the Nova Scotia Government fully 

responsible for all expenses and lost profit incurred by Northern Pulp. 

Not to mentions the complete demolition and cleanup if Northern Pulp is forced 

out of Business. 

At one of the earlier Open House meetings Chief Andrea Paul spoke about the 

closure of Boat Harbour. Some of the Environmentalists in the room started 

pushing for the closure of Northern Pulp. Chief Andrea Paul got up and said we 

never asked for the Mill to be Shut Down we just want Boat Harbour cleaned up. 

I have no idea how this has evolved to a point where two people, Premier 

Stephen McNeil and Chief Andrea Paul have the authority to Shut Down a huge 

portion of a very fragile economy. 

The best solution for everyone would go something like this .. 

The only way to avoid Northern Pulp from being shut down is to grant an 

extension of the operation of Boat Harbour until the new effluent piant at 

Northern Pulp is up and running. 

The Government of Nova Scotia signed off on a deai to close Boat Harbour and 

dictated a date of closure without consulting the Industries effected. 

The Government has been in negotiations in regard to compensation for the 

closure of Boat Harbour so they are on the hook. 
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The Agreement on the closure date for Boat Harbour was made between the 

Government and Pictou Landing Chief Andrea Paul. 

I know Pictou Landing is not a rich community and they do deserve to be 

compensated if the Government does not live up to the closing date of January 

31/2020. 

THE NOVA SCOTIA GOVERNMENT IS liABLE 

The question is, do they want to be liable for destroying several Industries with 

the Shut Down of Northern Pulp or pay Pictou Landing Residents what it is worth 

to extend the Boat Harbour closure date until the new effluent plant is complete. 

Either way the Natives would see the closure of Boat Harbour. 

The new effluent plant proposed by Northern Pulp will have a positive effect on 

the Environment as well as Employment and the socio economic situation in the 

Province. 

In a CBC Interview with the Premier in Sydney over Christmas there was some 

suggestion that if Northern Pulp closed we would still have one Mill in the 

Province. That other Mill has already cut Producers to the bare bone as it is, just 

imagine if there was no competition. I expect the Forest Industry will speak for 

themselves on that issue. 

It is time that common sense comes to the table. Northern Puip wants to clean 

the Mill up to world class standards. 

Sincerely, 

UA Local 244 
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January 22/2019 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am a Member of UA Local 244 Plumbers, Pipefitters and Welders Antigonish. 

Since its beginning, myself and Members of our Local Union have had many opportunities for 
employment whether it was construction upgrades or the yearly shutdowns at the Mill, Northern Pulp. 
Our Local was also involved in the original build. 

Many Families of all Trades can say the same thing about the economic benefits of working there. 

Years ago they began dumping effluent into Boat Harbour which was much more likely to have negative 
impacts on the surrounding waters. Over the years, the effluents became less harmful as protests 
against the mill mounted. Today, the latest technology allows the effluent to be treated to the point 
where if held in a glass bottle is almost "clear" compared to the black discharge of 50 years ago. My 
point is, instead of protesting against Northern Pulp, why not applaud them for the attempts at 
bettering the effluent being released. Hundreds of millions in tax dollars have been collected each year 
by our Government from the operation of this Mill. Imagine the billions of dollars that have been 
generated Provincially and Federally since day one which benefitted almost every single person in this 
Province. 

I ask our elected members where do you get hundreds of millions in lost wages and tax dollars if this Mill 
closes.  

Maybe the protestors would sing a different tune if elected officials announce a 5 or 10 % tax increase to 
supplement the loss of Northern Pulp to go along with the loss of revenue from Sable Offshore. 

Help this Province and our Country by supporting our Pulp Mills and also Alberta by endorsing Mills and 
Pipelines. You all know the economic benefits. 

In closing, I do want to stress that protesting isn't a bad thing. Maybe instead of protesting to close 
plants and stop pipelines from being built they could help find ways to improve how they are built 
working with Companies instead of against them. 

A Country does not run without money or resources. It is time we open our eyes and grasp what is 
before us. 

Regards, 

 



There is no doubt that all human endeavours have an impact on our environment. 
Human beings, and all mammals, for example take in air and remove the oxygen from 
it thus increasing the percentage of CO2 in the atmosphere.  

Every industry has an effect on the environment. We cannot shut down an industry 
simply because there are perceived negative effects on the environment. Agriculture 
and yes fishing and all food production has some negative effect, in someone's view, 
on their environment. 

What we need to strive for is improvement not an unattainable perfection. 

From what I have seen this "old" mill is vastly improved from where it was when this 
company took over.  

I remember just 3-4 short years ago driving from Truro to New Glasgow and coming 
over Mt. Thom and seeing the plume from the pulp mill stretching from the mill to my 
left to as far as I could see to the right. That is now a thing of the past. The only 
visible plume from the stack now does not appear to extend beyond the pulp mill 
property. It will be noticed that on colder days the plume will be marginally longer. 
This is the nature of steam condensing. Steam is water in another form i.e. non toxic 
to organisms. 

So one major issue dealt with very effectively at a cost of I believe some 37 million 
dollars. That is equivalent to over a month's production at this mill, not a month's 
profit but simply the gross value of the finished product.  

I would love to see this mill running with a zero or even positive effect on the 
environment. I would also like to give my granddaughter a unicorn for her birthday. 

Lets face reality the current effluent system needs to be modernized to improve how it 
impacts the environment. (See above re improvement vs perfection) 

I am shocked that the government broke a contract by legislating new terms 
unilaterally. Legal and correct and just are not interchangeable terms. Negotiations on 
a change to the contract should have been done in an honest, honourable, and 
legitimate manner. 

Boat Harbour Act S, 4 (2) 
The enactment of this Act is deemed not to be a repudiation or anticipatory 
repudiation by Her Majesty in right of the Province of the lease agreement dated 



December 31, 1995, between Her Majesty in right of the Province and Scott 
Maritimes Limited, as extended by a lease extension agreement dated October 22, 
2002, between Her Majesty in right of the Province and Kimberly-Clark Inc. 

Essentially what this section says is "This is not a brown bear, it is a bear which is 
brown. 

I call on the Pictou Landing First Nation to work at correcting this injustice. All of the 
First Nations peoples of Canada and indeed all of the Americas have endured a too 
long history of broken promises.  

Given this history, I do not believe that any First Nation should support a situation 
where what was, and in fact is still being done in many ways to their Nations and 
peoples is done to any other party.  

Too many people look at changing the way things are done as a process much like 
turning on a light. I have been a small part of many large projects and one thing I have 
learned is that there are essentially two ways of doing projects. 
1. Do it fast and hope for luck or
2. Take a reasonable time and do it right.

I commend Northern Pulp and all of the associated contractors for following #2 
despite the knowledge that they risked a total mill shutdown.  

This matter could have been negotiated properly in 2015 rather than hastily enacted 
legislation 18 days to be exact. A midpoint of the contract and the legislation would 
have been, if my math on dates is still working, 31 July, 2022. 

I strongly suggest that the Province of Nova Scotia negotiate a repeal of the Boat 
Harbour Act and negotiate a reasonable amendment to the contract entered into freely. 

I understand the frustrations of the Pictou Landing First Nation. They just want to 
look forward to a future without this blight on their lands. That being said I sound to 
them a warning. A severely economically depressed Pictou County does not serve 
their long term interests. Secondly, by supporting the government on the Boat 
Harbour Act they have put in jeopardy any and all agreements they may have now or 
in the future with the Province of Nova Scotia and possibly even any agreements with 
the Federal Government. To paraphrase a famous saying; First they came for Northern 
Pulp but I was not Northern Pulp so I did nothing, then... 

When we allow our governments to rip up legal contracts in 18 days with a single 



page document which contains phrase which is an oxymoron our entire society is at 
risk. If we allow this to stand no one is in any position to plan for the future of either 
ourselves or our children or our children's children. 

In summary the Boat Harbour Act is a farce of epic proportions. 

This effluent treatment plant will be a vast improvement over the current status 
quo.(Again see above re: improvement vs perfection. It meets or exceeds the 
requirements in all but the virtually unattainable. 

I hereby request that the Pictou Landing First Nation become seriously involved in a 
reasonable resolution of the current untenable situation. Lest you be next and a 
precedent of dishonoured contracts is used by this or some future government to the 
long term detriment to your Nation. 

The planning has been essentially complete, there is no way that this improvement can 
be implemented in the next 3 months. We are at a stage where reasonable negotiation 
involving The Corporation, the Government, and the First Nation and the subsequent 
repeal of the Boat Harbour Act will lead to a win/win and a return to the rule of the 
Law of Equity. 

I would be happy to assist in any way to assist in an equitable resolution. 

Respectfully submitted 

Harold (Hal) James Legere 
2nd Class Power Engineer 
and proud Nova Scotian 
Do not remove my name from this submission 
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February 18/2019 

Dear Premier McNeil, 

The attached Letters are signed by individuals mostly from the Guysborough, Antigonish and 

Pictou Countys who are concerned about the potential loss of Northern Pulp. 

The Mill has been a Major Employer for the Construction Industry every year for the past 54 

years. 

The proposed effluent Plant is an 18 month project for us. 

The Forestry Industry in this Province involves every Sector of the Economy. 

Northern Pulp wants to clean up the Mill with an 18 Month Industrial Construction Project. 

Please remove all roadblocks and Grant and Extension so they can start Construction. 

Sincerely, 

CC EA Assessment 

UA Local 244 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: The Northern Pulp propose project must be rejected.
Date: November 8, 2019 1:16:36 PM
Attachments: caribou.PNG

caribou 2.PNG
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November 2019             

I am writing to you to ask you reject the proposal by Northern Pulp to dump 63 million and as
much as 85 million litres per day of effluent into the Northumberland Strait.

I cannot believe that in 2019 we are even considering allowing a foreign company to destroy an
ecosystem that provides such solace to so many, in harmony with a lucrative fishing industry. I
want you to feel how devastating your decision could be on this area and the people that call it
home.   

The Northumberland Strait changes daily. Conditions differ depending on the wind direction,
the tide and the ice.  I have seen firsthand how extremely sensitive to wind and weather and
the resulting silt has on lobster and crab fishery in this area.   Northern Pulp studies are for 2
DAYS.

4.1 Baseline Marine Studies
Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as marine water quality
and marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location.

Marine Water Quality
Seawater sampling of selected analytical chemical compounds from Caribou Harbour
and the Northumberland Strait was undertaken on behalf of NPNS by Stantec Consulting
Ltd. on May 24 and 25, 2019. The purpose of the sampling was to build a baseline
database of seawater composition in and around NPNS’s proposed effluent outfall for
the replacement ETF.  (Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Report)

The majority of NP studies were conducted in May and June at a time when the Strait is calmer. 
We are able to fish those waters in 45 foot boats.  No significant data is shown for the winter
months when Ice and winds prevail.  Northern Pulp MUST SHOW SAMPLING FOR 365
CONSECTIVE DAYS minimum in order to determine what the effect dumping 1,717KG per day of
Suspended Solids into the Northumberland strait will have on it long term. 
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TSS (Total Suspended Solids)
The TSS loading used in the RWS is conservative and remains unchanged. TSS at 48 mg/L
at the design flow of 85,000 m3/day equates to 4,080 kg/day, while the Veolia guarantee





for TSS is ≤ 1,875 kg/day and the 2018 BHETF annual average discharge was 1,717
kg/day.   (Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Report

1,717KG Suspended Solids per day.  That bears repeating.  This the amount per day that NP
intends to hold on site should there be a system failure.
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Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation
Focus Report - Replacement Effluent Treatment
October 2019 | 17-6461
3.4 Spill Basin
Maintaining an empty spill basin is a priority to ensure it is available in the event of an
emergency.
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If the spill basin is full, it
will typically take less than 3.5 days to empty it at the highest summer flow rates.
Emptying it at any other time of the year would take less time.

The best determinate of what can happen to the area surrounding Caribou Harbour during the
building process and the ensuring dumping of suspended solids into the strait is what happened
to Caribou Harbour in 1979.  I remember when the adjacent area formerly known as  Little
Entrance was  permanently filled in by a storm in 1979 making Munroes Island no longer an
island.  The story of Munroes island is documented in The Memory Factory, Caribou Harbour. 
This was a project funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.   
http://memoryfactory.sitemedia.ca/chapter/pictou-lodge/

QUOTE :"Two channel entrances once defined Caribou Harbour, the Big Entrance between
Caribou and Monroe’s Island where the PEI ferry passes through, and the Little Entrance at
the eastern end of the harbour.  In 1979, a massive storm swept already encroaching silt into
Little Entrance and closed this second passage permanently.

The 100 ft wide channel was the deepest point in Caribou Harbour separating Munroe's Island
from the mainland.

In 1937 construction began at Caribou Harbour on a ferry terminal to serve traffic between
Nova Scotia and Woods Island, PEI. Some say that the project’s dredge was dumped too
close to shore creating more silt. Construction of terminal altered the sediment patterns along
the northern side of Munroe’s Island and also affected the Little Entrance."
(This research was supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council  This
project was developed by Katherine Knight of York University

Nothing less than a full rejection of the Northern Pulp Effluent project is acceptable.  No
extension should be given.  Northern Pulps' own EP report states that they knew about the
closing of Boat harbour since 2015.

http://memoryfactory.sitemedia.ca/chapter/pictou-lodge/


QUOTE:" 2.1.3 The Boat Harbour Act
In June 2014, there was a leak of untreated effluent due to a breach in the transmission pipeline from
NPNS to the exisng BHETF. This leak prompted conversaons between the Province and Pictou Landing
First Naon (PLFN), eventually culminang in a commitment to close the BHETF and remediate the area.
The introducon of the Boat Harbour Act, which received Royal Assent on May 11, 2015, prohibits the
use of the provincially-owned facility for the receipt and treatment of effluent from NPNS aer January
31, 2020."  (Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Report)

They say when you know better, you do better. WE SEE BOAT HARBOUR....we see the millions
that is going to cost to clean it .....we know better.  DO NOT LET BOAT HARBOUR HAPPEN
AGAIN.  Not to our Strait.
We are counting on you to do the right thing.

 
Scotsburn, Nova Scotia

  @gmail.com    



This is and aerial photo taken by Jeff Vienneau (www.avinova.ca). Posted by author. 
l!'!I! File: Caribout Island Light.jpg 
O Created: 19 June 2007 
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Subject: CAPE response to Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility for NPNS
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November 8, 2019
Environment Assessment Branch
Nova Scotia Environment
PO Box 442
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8
Good afternoon Minister Wilson,
Please find attached comments from Citizen Action to Protect the Environment (CAPE)
regarding  the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia
Corporation.
Please confirm receipt of this letter.
Thank you,

CAPE

mailto:pictoueastamanda@gmail.com
mailto:garyburrillmla@gmail.com
mailto:chuck@chuckporter.ca

Citizen Action to Protect the Environment

Hwy 215

Hants Co., NS

B0N 2A0
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Environment Assessment Branch

Nova Scotia Environmental

PO Box 442

Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8



Good afternoon Minister Wilson,



Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation.  The following comments are on behalf of members of the registered Hants County-based society, Citizen Action to Protect the Environment (CAPE). We advocate for the protection of our environment and the wise use of our natural resources.



We have numerous concerns about the lack of specific details in several sections of this proposal, but due to time constraints we have focused our comments on three main topics. Our primary areas of concern are: Contaminants of Potential Concern (COPCs), Tourism, and Forestry.



Contaminants of Potential Concern



Although our CAPE members, who reside mainly in Hants County, don't live in the immediate vicinity of Northern Pulp, we have a vested interest in the outcome of this proposal. We have to agree with the fishermen that there is serious concern about the safety of water in the Strait if this effluent is allowed to be dispersed through the pipe. There are already pollutants in the proposed discharge area and it is important to recognize the cumulative effects of adding the toxins from NPNS’s effluent. We find it unacceptable to consider adding an estimated 25 billion liters of toxic effluent into the Northumberland Strait every year. Instead we believe our government should be working with industries and municipalities to decrease the chemical and nutrient inputs from industries, agriculture and municipal wastewater systems.



After reviewing the Human Health Risk Assessment...Section, we believe there is a need to include PFAS in the list of contaminants of potential concern (COPCs). We recently became more aware of this large group of synthetic chemicals/pollutants called per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) with the potential to impact health, and their link to paper mills in the US.  Environment Canada and Health Canada concluded that PFAS chemicals are highly persistent, mobile in the environment, can accumulate in living organisms, and also have the potential to cause immediate or long-term harmful effects on human health and the environment.  Some of the potential health effects of PFAS exposure include probable links with high cholesterol, thyroid disease, pregnancy-induced hypertension, ulcerative colitis, and kidney and testicular cancer. There is also a positive association between exposure and dyslipidemia, immunity, and renal function in children.



In December 2018, Health Canada set new guidelines and Maximum Acceptable Concentration  (MAC) levels for two of these PFAS chemicals in drinking water- perflourooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluoroctanocic acid (PFOA) at 0.0006 mg/L or 0.6 ug/L.[1] 

To provide a margin of protection from exposure to PFOA and PFOS from drinking water, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has established the health advisory levels at 70 parts per trillion, or 0.07ug/L.[2]  The Australia Department of Health has a similar standard. It also specifies that when PFOS co-occurs with perfluorohexane sulfonate (PFHxS), the drinking water quality value should be applied to the sum of the concentration of PFOS and PFHxS.

 

The authors of a recent (Nov, 2018) review of pathways of human exposure to PFAS cites the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) as estimating that “fish and other seafood” account for up to 86% of dietary PFAS exposure in adults. [3]

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6380916/ 



Recently through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to FDA, Environmental Defense Fund obtained documents previously not made public that show US paper mills using PFASs may be a significant source of contamination to water and potentially to air and compost.[4]  While this may not be the case here in NS, testing for PFAS needs to be a requirement before any effluent is discharged. 



We consider that if the effluent is dispersed through the pipe as proposed, the risk for fish and/or seafood in the Northumberland Strait to be contaminated is enormous. We would not only be jeopardizing a $3 billion industry, but at the same time losing a major source of food, a source of nutrition that has been depended upon for centuries. We find it unbelievable to consider putting it at risk!



It seems common knowledge that guidelines for maintaining a healthy environment are constantly changing and becoming more stringent as we become better informed about the detrimental effects of certain substances (e.g. lead in drinking water). It is extremely difficult and expensive, if not impossible, to repair an ecosystem after the damage has occurred. Preventing illnesses and diseases is easier and more cost-effective that trying to cure chronic conditions and cancers that have developed over time.



Our NS Environment Act states in Section 2(b)(ii) “the precautionary principle will be used in decision -making so that where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation.”

Since crucial information about the safety and effects of the effluent on both habitat, and short and long-term well-being of marine, plant, and human life is lacking or unknown, this requires that the precautionary principle be used. 



1] https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/publications/healthy-living/guidelines-canadian-drinking-water-quality-guideline-technical-document-perfluorooctane-sulfonate/document.html 



2] https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water/drinking-water-health-advisories-pfoa-and-pfos 

 

3]Sunderland, E.M., Hu, X.C., Dassuncao, C. et al. A review of the pathways of human exposure to poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) and present understanding of health effects. J Expo Sci Environ Epidemiol 29, 131–147 (2019) doi:10.1038/s41370-018-0094-1  



4] http://blogs.edf.org/health/2018/05/21/pfas-paper-mills/ 





Tourism

 

The tourism industry in NS has great potential. It is currently worth more than $2.5 Billion and growing. Nova Scotia has recently been praised as a unique destination by Travel Lemming Destination Awards. It is ranked 2nd on the list of the top 30 for 2020 and number one of North American destinations. It received praise as “full of natural beauty, historical buildings, and some of the best seafood you'll find anywhere” (The Chronicle Herald, Nov.6/19).

This potential should not be risked by adding pollutants to the marine life habitat with disposal of effluent through the pipe, nor by burning toxic sludge that we believe would increase the presence of air emissions from the NPNS mill. 



Forestry



The possible closure of the Northern Pulp mill due to the effluent disposal crisis has resulted in the defense that the government cannot permit the loss of high paying mill jobs, forest harvest contractors and trucker jobs. The argument reduces to a conflict between environmental protection versus economic concerns. We have been disappointed that past decisions have valued economics over the environment.

Both the Bancroft-Crossland Report and the Lahey Report have concluded that the scientific and logical position that the current industrial extraction model of forest management is unsustainable, and that these practices must be halted in order to reset forest practices. Both reports call for regime changes. The closure of the mill, if it were to occur, or if restrictions were placed on NPNS’s harvesting, would provide the space and the impetus for such change.

There is a precedent for such restrictions. The fishing industry in Nova Scotia, also a natural resources extraction industry, has gone through such a transformation (regime shift): the cod moratorium. Many hundreds of plant-based processing jobs and fishing jobs were lost. Many communities lost their major employers. The years have passed and fishing remains a viable and even healthier industry than it was. It is a different industry now and still evolving. Some fisheries have earned environmentally sustainable certification status.

This regime shift in forestry would give more value to ecological benefits. Forests, that are truly sustainably managed, could be a strong tool in addressing our Climate crisis. This is a much better legacy to be leaving our children and grandchildren, than another situation with unexpected ramifications like Boat Harbour. We have confidence that closing the mill won't be the end of the forestry industry.  In fact, having fewer clearcuts might entice more tourists and over time result in increased economical benefits.

 We stand in solidarity with the Pictou Landing First Nation and the fishing and tourism industries of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Northumberland Strait in opposition to the proposed Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project and call on the Nova Scotia Government to reject this plan outright. 



Respectfully submitted,



Barbara Gallagher

Chair, CAPE



Citizen Action to Protect the Environment 
 

Hants Co., NS 
 

 
November 8, 2019 
 
Environment Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environmental 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
 
Good afternoon Minister Wilson, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project for Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation.  The following comments are on behalf of 
members of the registered Hants County-based society, Citizen Action to Protect the Environment 
(CAPE). We advocate for the protection of our environment and the wise use of our natural resources. 
 
We have numerous concerns about the lack of specific details in several sections of this proposal, but 
due to time constraints we have focused our comments on three main topics. Our primary areas of 
concern are: Contaminants of Potential Concern (COPCs), Tourism, and Forestry. 
 
Contaminants of Potential Concern 
 
Although our CAPE members, who reside mainly in Hants County, don't live in the immediate vicinity 
of Northern Pulp, we have a vested interest in the outcome of this proposal. We have to agree with the 
fishermen that there is serious concern about the safety of water in the Strait if this effluent is allowed 
to be dispersed through the pipe. There are already pollutants in the proposed discharge area and it is 
important to recognize the cumulative effects of adding the toxins from NPNS’s effluent. We find it 
unacceptable to consider adding an estimated 25 billion liters of toxic effluent into the Northumberland 
Strait every year. Instead we believe our government should be working with industries and 
municipalities to decrease the chemical and nutrient inputs from industries, agriculture and municipal 
wastewater systems. 
 
After reviewing the Human Health Risk Assessment...Section, we believe there is a need to include 
PFAS in the list of contaminants of potential concern (COPCs). We recently became more aware of this 
large group of synthetic chemicals/pollutants called per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) with 
the potential to impact health, and their link to paper mills in the US.  Environment Canada and Health 
Canada concluded that PFAS chemicals are highly persistent, mobile in the environment, can 
accumulate in living organisms, and also have the potential to cause immediate or long-term harmful 
effects on human health and the environment.  Some of the potential health effects of PFAS exposure 
include probable links with high cholesterol, thyroid disease, pregnancy-induced hypertension, 
ulcerative colitis, and kidney and testicular cancer. There is also a positive association between 
exposure and dyslipidemia, immunity, and renal function in children. 
 
In December 2018, Health Canada set new guidelines and Maximum Acceptable Concentration  
(MAC) levels for two of these PFAS chemicals in drinking water- perflourooctane sulfonate (PFOS) 
and perfluoroctanocic acid (PFOA) at 0.0006 mg/L or 0.6 ug/L.[1] 



To provide a margin of protection from exposure to PFOA and PFOS from drinking water, the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has established the health advisory levels at 70 parts per 
trillion, or 0.07ug/L.[2]  The Australia Department of Health has a similar standard. It also specifies 
that when PFOS co-occurs with perfluorohexane sulfonate (PFHxS), the drinking water quality value 
should be applied to the sum of the concentration of PFOS and PFHxS. 
  
The authors of a recent (Nov, 2018) review of pathways of human exposure to PFAS cites the European 
Food Safety Authority (EFSA) as estimating that “fish and other seafood” account for up to 86% of 
dietary PFAS exposure in adults. [3] 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6380916/ 
 
Recently through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to FDA, Environmental Defense Fund 
obtained documents previously not made public that show US paper mills using PFASs may be a 
significant source of contamination to water and potentially to air and compost.[4]  While this may not 
be the case here in NS, testing for PFAS needs to be a requirement before any effluent is discharged. 
 
We consider that if the effluent is dispersed through the pipe as proposed, the risk for fish and/or 
seafood in the Northumberland Strait to be contaminated is enormous. We would not only be 
jeopardizing a $3 billion industry, but at the same time losing a major source of food, a source of 
nutrition that has been depended upon for centuries. We find it unbelievable to consider putting it at 
risk! 
 
It seems common knowledge that guidelines for maintaining a healthy environment are constantly 
changing and becoming more stringent as we become better informed about the detrimental effects of 
certain substances (e.g. lead in drinking water). It is extremely difficult and expensive, if not 
impossible, to repair an ecosystem after the damage has occurred. Preventing illnesses and diseases is 
easier and more cost-effective that trying to cure chronic conditions and cancers that have developed 
over time. 
 
Our NS Environment Act states in Section 2(b)(ii) “the precautionary principle will be used in decision 
-making so that where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific 
certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation.” 
Since crucial information about the safety and effects of the effluent on both habitat, and short and 
long-term well-being of marine, plant, and human life is lacking or unknown, this requires that the 
precautionary principle be used. 
 
1] https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/publications/healthy-living/guidelines-canadian-
drinking-water-quality-guideline-technical-document-perfluorooctane-sulfonate/document.html 
 
2] https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water/drinking-water-health-advisories-pfoa-and-
pfos 
  
3]Sunderland, E.M., Hu, X.C., Dassuncao, C. et al. A review of the pathways of human exposure to 
poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) and present understanding of health effects. J Expo Sci 
Environ Epidemiol 29, 131–147 (2019) doi:10.1038/s41370-018-0094-1   
 
4] http://blogs.edf.org/health/2018/05/21/pfas-paper-mills/ 
 
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6380916/
http://blogs.edf.org/health/files/2018/03/EDF-FOIA-for-31-Short-and-Poly-PFCs-10-14-17-1.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/publications/healthy-living/guidelines-canadian-drinking-water-quality-guideline-technical-document-perfluorooctane-sulfonate/document.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/publications/healthy-living/guidelines-canadian-drinking-water-quality-guideline-technical-document-perfluorooctane-sulfonate/document.html
https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water/drinking-water-health-advisories-pfoa-and-pfos
https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water/drinking-water-health-advisories-pfoa-and-pfos
http://blogs.edf.org/health/2018/05/21/pfas-paper-mills/


Tourism 
  
The tourism industry in NS has great potential. It is currently worth more than $2.5 Billion and 
growing. Nova Scotia has recently been praised as a unique destination by Travel Lemming Destination 
Awards. It is ranked 2nd on the list of the top 30 for 2020 and number one of North American 
destinations. It received praise as “full of natural beauty, historical buildings, and some of the best 
seafood you'll find anywhere” (The Chronicle Herald, Nov.6/19). 
This potential should not be risked by adding pollutants to the marine life habitat with disposal of 
effluent through the pipe, nor by burning toxic sludge that we believe would increase the presence of 
air emissions from the NPNS mill. 
 
Forestry 
 
The possible closure of the Northern Pulp mill due to the effluent disposal crisis has resulted in the 
defense that the government cannot permit the loss of high paying mill jobs, forest harvest contractors 
and trucker jobs. The argument reduces to a conflict between environmental protection versus 
economic concerns. We have been disappointed that past decisions have valued economics over the 
environment. 

Both the Bancroft-Crossland Report and the Lahey Report have concluded that the scientific and 
logical position that the current industrial extraction model of forest management is unsustainable, and 
that these practices must be halted in order to reset forest practices. Both reports call for regime 
changes. The closure of the mill, if it were to occur, or if restrictions were placed on NPNS’s 
harvesting, would provide the space and the impetus for such change. 

There is a precedent for such restrictions. The fishing industry in Nova Scotia, also a natural resources 
extraction industry, has gone through such a transformation (regime shift): the cod moratorium. Many 
hundreds of plant-based processing jobs and fishing jobs were lost. Many communities lost their major 
employers. The years have passed and fishing remains a viable and even healthier industry than it was. 
It is a different industry now and still evolving. Some fisheries have earned environmentally 
sustainable certification status. 

This regime shift in forestry would give more value to ecological benefits. Forests, that are truly 
sustainably managed, could be a strong tool in addressing our Climate crisis. This is a much better 
legacy to be leaving our children and grandchildren, than another situation with unexpected 
ramifications like Boat Harbour. We have confidence that closing the mill won't be the end of the 
forestry industry.  In fact, having fewer clearcuts might entice more tourists and over time result in 
increased economical benefits. 

 We stand in solidarity with the Pictou Landing First Nation and the fishing and tourism industries of 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Northumberland Strait in opposition to the proposed Northern Pulp 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project and call on the Nova Scotia Government to reject this 
plan outright. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
 CAPE 



From: @unifor.org
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:17:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Every effort should be
made to ensure that this mill continues to operate. There is a plan in place to deal with
environmental issues, and its a good one. I grew up in a mill town, and it provided for many
families. Once they are gone its forever and so are those jobs. Name: 

@unifor.org Address:  Municipality: North York
Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 40 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:18:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The science is there to
prove that the water will be safe for the oven and everything that lives in it. We need to be
able to make this work for everyone involved. I donâ?Tt think people realize by saying if the
mill has to close then so be it what impact it will have on everyone! The mill alone employs
over 300 people and in a small town as pictou that will be devasting if the mill closes. And
then all of the surrounding towns within Nova Scotia as it will impact over 2000 more people
employed with the forestry sector, all of their families, their towns, etc... it will be a spiral
effect envolving thousands of people. They say they can go find other jobs!! Where?? Is the
government willing to dish out millions of dollars for people to go on unemployment, welfare,
retraining people for jobs elsewhere! It would be devasting if this cannot be worked out and
the mill closes, for everyone envilves. But who cares rite as long as there is no pipe! I see on
the TV segment the nice new community building that is being built, where do they think the
lumber came from to build it! And the boats that they have to go fishing in?? Where do they
think the wood supply will come from now. Itâ?Ts a shame we all canâ?Tt work together. The
science is there to prove that the pipe will work, no one can deny that! I hope this all works
out in the end for everyone, I would hate to have to pack up and leave my family and home
because we will no longer have jobs or income, but as long as the fisherman and native
Americans get their way thatâ?Ts all that matters rite. There is no doubt that the ponds need to
be cleaned up but it doesnâ?Tt mean the mill should have to close either. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Baker Settlement Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 27



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a property owner and
tax payer of Pictou County for close to 20 years, I call upon Gordon Wilson, Minister of
Environment for Nova Scotia to REJECT Northern Pulps proposal to construct an effluent
treatment facility and transmission pipeline into the Northumberland Strait. I find it
unfathomable that we are even in a position to have to fight this proposal which is flawed in so
many ways. That Northern Pulp would show such disregard for the community by suggesting
that they pipe heated effluent across fresh water tables and directly into a diverse breeding
ground for fish, birds, and wildlife directly into an already over-taxed water system, that in
this day and age we know is increasing in temperature and decreasing in oxygen. 1. How can
we possibly consider this as a viable option when new information United Nations IPPC report
as recent as Sept of 2019 highlights the critical state of our oceans. â?oWith current ocean
research demonstrating that our waters cannot adjust, cannot adapt and are indeed suffering
much like our forests are with the effects of climate change, how can we justify adding up to
90 million litres of effluent per day into an already-stressed ecosystem?â?  

Moodys Cove, Pictou Landing 2. The diffuser system being proposed in a body of
water that regularly freezes is a disaster waiting to happen! â?oSometimes the ice would drag
them [navigation buoys] for miles. Buoy anchors are 2000 lb blocks with 500 lbs of chain on
themâ?  â?. Pictou County, NS 3. Northern Pulp should
demonstrate their commitment to the entire community by investing in a closed loop system,
not discarding it as a non viable option. â?oThe market profile does not say that changing
production to a closed loop system would be unprofitable for NPNS .â?  â?. Eco Justice The
Provincial Government is charged with the responsibility to improve the life of its citizens.
Donâ?Tt solve one problem by shifting it onto others within the community. Are you prepared
to risk Nova Scotiaâ?Ts reputation for being Canadaâ?Ts Seafood export powerhouse and
Canadaâ?Ts Ocean playground. This is what is at stake, not to mention the overall health and
well being of the Pictou County community. Respectfully,  Caribou Island,
Pictou County Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Caribou Island Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code:  Phone:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y: 16
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Project: - Choose - Comments: Ive written before today. I totally dislike this project!!!How I
can be an influence, I dont know but I certainly dont want this problem to exist!!! Name: 

@yahoo.ca Address: : Blenheim
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 79 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reading the
extensive amount of information on the focus report for the new effluent treatment facility I
have to believe the science. I feel that this facility will meet the regulations and the forestry
and fisheries industries can co-exist as they have the past 50 years. Treated effluent has been
flowing into the strait for 50 years without any harmful effects to the fisheries and with the
new treatment facility and the proposed outfall being further out in the straight where the
current is much stronger the mixing of the effluent will be much better than it is at the present
time. Effluent will be unnoticeable at 5 meters from the diffuser. I believe this is a great
improvement. This is the best technology at present and it is not like it is the first of its kind so
I believe if the system is well maintained and operated Northern Pulp, fisheries and forestry
industries can all enjoy a great future. Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code: 

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 53 y: 27
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---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: @gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 8, 2019 at 1:28 PM
Subject: 
To: @gmail.com>

November 2019
 
Northern Pulps proposal to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait must be rejected
because of the significant adverse effect that it will have on the Strait.
 
I was born and raised in Pictou county.  I have fished the waters of the Northumberland Strait
for 30 years.  There was a time when we did not think much about the effects our actions had
on the ocean.  We see now firsthand how fragile the ocean is.  We now work with DFO to
preserve an ecosystem, an industry and a way of life.  We have reduced our lobster trap
numbers from 300 to 280, stopped fishing single trap trawls and are increasing the carps size. 
We have also increase the web size of our herring nets to allow the small fish to go free. In
recent years we have seen the Northumberland Ferries Limited and the town of Pictou
implement sewage systems, so that they no longer dump their sewage into the ocean .  Land
owners along the Strait have built sea walls to stop erosion and the accompanying sediment. 
And these changes are working.  The last several years have seen an increase in lobster
catches in our area. Sustained scallop seasons.
 
Proving that our oceans and fishery are sustainable is very important to the world.  Dumping
industrial waste into the ocean does not constitute Sustainability.  This is a step backwards for
Nova Scotia ...for Canada.
 
"Our Oceans, Our Future
As Canada's Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, it gives me great pleasure to present Canada's Oceans
Strategy. This far-reaching policy framework will make Canada's vision for modern oceans management
a reality.

As a country bordered by three oceans, Canada is truly an oceans nation. Today we see an ever
increasing number of demands on oceans and their resources. While traditional fishing and marine
transportation continue to be of prime importance, they are now joined by other uses, such as
aquaculture development, oil and gas exploration and development, recreational and commercial fishing,
and eco-tourism. Canada's oceans also support important features of Canada's social and cultural
identity. Managing these demands is critical to the protection of the marine environment and the long-




term sustainability of Canada's oceans and their resources.

On January 31, 1997, the Government of Canada brought the Oceans Act into force, making Canada the
first country in the world to have comprehensive oceans management legislation. The Act authorizes the
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans Canada to lead the development of a national oceans management
strategy, guided by the principles of sustainable development, the precautionary approach and integrated
management."
 
 source: Robert G. Thibault
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Oceans Directorate, Canada’s Oceans Strategy, 2002, Cat. No. Fs23-
116/2002E, Ottawa - Ontario: Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2002, iii 

,
            My fishing grounds are the waters along Caribou Island.  It is an extremely fragile
area.  It is extremely sensitive to water temperature changes.  If we get a Nor-Eastern the
water becomes brown with sediment. It takes several days for the sediment to clear and fish to
return.  Northern Pulp proposes to dump up to 85 million litres of effluent per day on this
area. The area will never have a break / never be given a chance for it to recover. The long
term effects of this have to be studied.  Taking only 22 samples in a short period of time does
not predict long term effects.
 
7.0 FISH AND FISH HABITAT 123

Based on testing, modelling and the incorporation of mitigation activities, no significant
residual impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish
habitat as a result of this project.
 
In total, 22 samples were
collected, eight from Caribou Harbour along the proposed pipeline route and 14 within
the effluent mixing zone. (Northern Pulp Focus Report)

 
 
The sediment from the construction of the pipe alone will be catastrophic.  We have witness
firsthand the significant adverse effect that the construction of the Confederation Bridge, in
1993,had on the fishery.  It has taken about twenty three years for lobster stocks to return up to
90km away.  This was a finite project, with a recovery time.  The proposed NP is a constant
4,080 kg/day!  Every day!
 
About one quarter of my lobster fishing gear is within a mile from the proposed "diffuser"
site.  Northern Pulp's report indicates that no one fishes in this area.  Perhaps the areas were
observed during high tide when only the buoy staffs are visible, Or perhaps it is the companies
use of the term "cluster buoys", which is not a fishing method. Regardless myself and more
than a half a dozen other fishermen fished everyday just off the Caribou lighthouse and up the
Caribou harbour.  This is not noted on Figure7.3-3  of Northern Pulps Focus Report



The pink indicates the areas not noted as fishing areas that pertain to me. This is just lobster. 
We fish herring and rock crab in this area as well. This is somewhat irrelevant because almost
the entire fleets' fishing grounds will fall within the fall out zone of the outfall .  The scallop
grounds fall in this area as well.

 
 
I've always had a since of pride about living in Nova Scotia, Canada.  I've felt that we were
moving forward towards a greener country.  Northern Pulps proposal to dump effluent into the
Northumberland Strait  is a step backwards.  I am asking you to Reject the proposal on the
grounds that the significant adverse effects cannot be mitigated.
 

Scotsburn
Nova Scotia ,Canada

 
 

 





From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:32:38 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a woodland owner
with a long-term focus and an interest in sustainable practices, I look to information such as
the direction provided in the Lahey Report. This report discusses the importance of a market
for low-grade wood fibre, a major consumer of which at the moment is Northern Pulp. At
present, Northern Pulp allows affordable thinning of our landholdings which improves the
health and fire safety of our forests and is highly supportive of silviculture programs which
helps to ensure that we will have healthy and viable forests for the next generation. As such,
we hope that Northerns proposed effluent treatment plan is given full consideration. Name:

 Email: Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 22
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Attention: Minister Gordon Wilson, Premier Stephen MacNeil and Department of
Environment Staff.
Please find attached a report submission regarding the above subject.



  
Pictou, NS 
Fisherman 
 
 
Re: Northern Pulp’s ETF proposed project and Focus Report 
 
Dear Minister Gordon Wilson, Premier Stephen MacNeil and Nova Scotia Environment 
Department, 

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
Focus Report.  I am a commercial fisherman out of Caribou, NS. A business owner, father and 
husband.       

Section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat 

I have been a commercial fisher for 32 years and have owned a commercial fishing business for 
24 years.   I hold licenses for lobster, herring, squid, scallops, mackerel, smelts and swordfish.  
Lobster being my main source of income, then herring and scallops.    I fish lobster and herring 
along the proposed route, within the diffuser end, and the surrounding area.  Figure 1 Chart of 
Caribou Harbour showing proposed route and location of the diffuser end in Section 7.0 Fish and 
Fish Habitat is basically a chart of where I fish lobster and herring (and beyond the page as well)  
In short,  the effluent will be released DIRECTLY INTO where I set my traps everyday.  Northern 
Pulp claims that the continuous daily discharge of pulp effluent will do no harm to the lobster 
and lobster larvae, yet they failed to produce a study that proves this.  Section 7 of the Terms of 
Reference of the Focus report 7.3 states: 

Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine 
fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries.  This must 
be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of 
expected movement of contaminants……… 

Northern Pulp failed to conduct this report.  Exact wording from focus report: 

 “No studies completed on Lobster Larvae, Herring eggs or Phytoplankton. Future 
studies could include toxicity testing, specifically on larval lobster and herring eggs to 
evaluate sublethal effects on these species.” 

Having been a lobster harvester for over three decades gives me an in-depth knowledge of their 
life cycles and habits, yet Northern Pulp never asked for our input regarding species.  Lack of 
consulting with key stakeholders in relation to this proposal proves absolute disregard for the 
fishing industry. We have taken extreme measure to protect and conserve the juvenile 
American Lobster over the years and continue to modify those measures to ensure a healthy, 
and sustainable future fishery.   



 

Figure 7.3-3 Northumberland Strait Lobster Buoy Locations 

 

 The above figure is an outright gross misrepresentation of the facts, an obvious misleading 
document.  Northern Pulp had a survey boat hired to do work in the pipe route and diffuser 
area for the month of May, which coincides with our lobster season. This survey boat had to 
daily, navigate around our buoys, getting in our way of setting our traps, almost colliding with 
us on foggy mornings. Why didn’t they request the survey boat to take note and document 
where buoys were present in relation to the pipe route and diffuser outflow area. Instead, they 
hire an airplane to fly over land and take oblique pictures!  It is difficult to see my own buoys 
when they are a boat length away from me in the water, yet Northern Pulp figured they would 
get a good view of them 1000 feet above the land!  Figure 7.3-3 shows no buoys where 
Northern Pulp wants there to be no buoys.  But there are buoys there, lots of them, proving this 
report to be a falsehood.   

 had a telephone conversation with Terri Fraser, Project Manager at Norther Pulp and a 
conversation via email. Terri told  on the phone that where there are no color coated 
ovals, big dots and little dots on Figure 7.3-3 there are no buoys.  Below is the email thread.  
Take note: Terri Fraser “Oblique capture was chosen to eliminate sun reflections” 

 
 



 

 

 I take notes every day while fishing and part of those notes are the weather.  The days noted 
on Figure of 7.3-3 the weather was, as follows, according to my record:  

May 6, 2019 – 12:00 noon 8 degrees, Northeast wind and overcast with sunny breaks 
May 24, 2019 -12:00 noon 7 degrees, South wind and rain 
June 18, 2019 – 12:00 noon 10 degrees, North wind and rain 
 
So, I ask you, why would they have to take oblique capture to avoid sun reflections, when there 
were no sun reflections on those days? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The following picture is a page out of my ledger book.  It is June 18th, one of the three days 
Nortek flew overhead and allegedly saw zero buoys where indicated on Figure 7.3-3.  The 
highlighted coordinates are within the outflow location and according to the scale within 1000 
metres of the outflow location; in the exact location Northern Pulp is claiming there were no 
buoys on June 18.  You will note that I have 16 highlighted trawls, representing 80 traps under 
the water and 32 buoys.  Please note I am, by far, NOT the only fisherman in this area.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
I was so shocked by Northern Pulp’s attempt to mislead the Province with this false lobster 
buoy figure that it compelled me to send an email to Minister Wilson’s office asking if someone 
from your department would come down and take a sail on my boat and I could show you the 
receiving water area.  That prompted Mark Theriault from the local Department of 
Environment to call me and said he would go out on my boat. He has not as of today.  It is 
extremely important that anyone who is reviewing this project get a firsthand look at this area.   
I wanted to make note of the invitation in this response.  
 
 
requesting a boat trip 
Wed 2019-10-30 2:05 AM 
To:minister.environment@novascotia.ca <minister.environment@novascotia.ca> 
Good Morning the Honorable Gordon Wilson, 
 
My name is ………  I am a commercial fisherman out of the Northumberland Strait and my home 
port is Caribou NS.  I have until November 8 to submit my comment on Northern Pulp's effluent 
treatment project under the public comment period.  Section 7 and Figure 7.3-3 
Northumberland Strait Lobster Buoy Locations.  This figure is showing no buoys in the outflow 
location.  This is invalid.   told me that I should take pictures of my daily ledger of 
coordinates and send them along with my submission.  Firstly, I do not know how to do that, 
however I am certain she could assist me. Secondly, why do I have to prove to department 
where I fish when a company is lying about it.  Why do I lose sleep every night because a 
company decided to fudge reports.  The best way I can show you the area is for you, or 
someone from the department to come on my boat for no more than an hour and I can sail you 
to the exact spot of the outflow areas and explain where we all fish.  I am requesting this as a 
last resort to save my livelihood.  I am disturbed at the fact that when the survey boat was out 
in May, myself and other fisherman had to wait to throw our trolls off the boat because the 
survey boat was in the way.  Three days out of the season we had planes circling us taking 
pictures.  And now, when I look at this report, they say that there was no fishing there? It would 
be super easy for your department to come out for a field trip and I can physically show you the 
area!! November 8 is almost here.  Could someone call me back please and we can discuss this: 

 
 
 
Sincerely, 
A fisherman desperately trying to save his business, 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Page 120 of section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat last paragraph reads:  

The proposed treated effluent pipeline traverses the Scallop Buffer Zone, SFA 24, set in 
place in order to protect lobster nursery habitat.  The placement of the pipeline diffuser 
was chosen to minimize the impact in active fishing areas.   
 

So, I am trying to wrap my head around Northern Pulp’s attempted logic…. putting the diffuser 
in active fishing areas minimizes impact to fishing areas?  And digging and excavating more than 
40,000 cubic meters of soil within the scallop buffering zone, a protected area, is considered 
“minimizing impact”?? The following paper is my Registration and Fishing Licence for 2019 for 
Sea Scallop by Fisheries and Oceans Canada the highlighted portion is the Fishing Restrictions 
stating: 
 

2. FISHING RESTRICTIONS 
2.1 No person shall fish for scallop in that portion of SFA 24, in those waters adjacent to 
the Province of Nova Scotia within one (1) nautical mile from the nearest point of land 
in the counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou, including Pictou Island in the 
Northumberland Strait and Antigonish. 

 

 
 
If convicted of Section 2 2.1 of Licence the fine ranges from $0.00 to $1,000,000.00.   



 
Please see attached photo of a screen shot of my text conversation with local DFO officer Craig 
MacDonald.  I asked him what the fine is should you drag scallops inside the buffer zone. 
 

 
 
In summary; I cannot drag my scallop bags on the ocean floor within one nautical mile of any 
body of land located on the Northumberland Strait or I could get fined two thousand to one 
million dollars.  
 
Some of the limitations set out by DFO are as follows:  
 

Prohibitions Scallop Dragging, no other human activities that take place in this area are 
incompatible with the conservation of the ecological components of interest. Please refer 
to http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/oceans/oeabcm-amcepz//refuges/sfa-zpp-eng.html   
 

This is in place to protect the Juvenile American Lobster.  The focus report reads in Section 7.3 
Marine Environment Impact Assessment figures 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14 and then it states 
that the outfall location is outside of this buffer zone.  I would like to point out to you Minister 
Wilson, the pipe route where they plan to excavate thousands and thousands of cubic meters 
of the ocean floor is well inside the buffer zone, the marine refuge.  The outfall location is also 
within the buffer zone as one (1) nautical mile equals 1.852 km.  Northern Pulp and their 
consultants do not even have an understanding of one of the biggest and most important 
conservation measures ever undertaken by Fisheries in this region! And apparently, they do not 
know how long a nautical mile is! 
 
In closing: 
 
I have been fishing since I was 17 years old. I have been fortunate to have been able to get up 
every day and do a job that I love. I have had my fair share of struggles throughout the years of 
fishing.  From learning the ins and outs of being a business owner and the responsibilities and 
stress that goes along with that to the constant fluctuation in market price versus inflation in 

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/oceans/oeabcm-amcepz/refuges/sfa-zpp-eng.html


fuel, bait, gear etc.  I have been through species closures and new limitations, all to protect and 
conserve our natural and delicate ecosystem……. we work hard and take pride in maintaining a 
sustainable future for our children and grandchildren. This also takes a considerable amount of 
financial sacrifice, a sacrifice that we are willing to take on.  As a fisherman I contend with 
mother nature in ways that most would never understand; wondering sometimes if she is 
hungry enough to swallow me or give me the mercy to make it home to    
We call it “a love of the game”.  Minister Wilson, I have been through rough sees that 
swallowed my boat whole, forcing me to swim through the roaring, dark sea and wait for 
rescue.  I am a fighter, and I will fight for my livelihood.   
 
 
My expenditures in the run of a year sometimes triple that of the average worker at Northern 
Pulp and each dollar spent goes back into our local economy.  I provide a good living for my 
worker to support his growing family.  Fishing has allowed me the pleasure of supporting local 
charities, schools and sports teams.  The fisherman of Nova Scotia are the backbone of the 
economy and we don’t need a Gardner Pinfold study to prove that.  We harvest a food that is 
sought after globally and we do not deserve to be treated this way by this company, to have 
our whole lives turned upside down all for the sake of the mighty dollar of a foreign owned 
company.  Having to prove that I fish where I fish because Northern Pulp, that is holding this 
Province hostage, took great measures to lie about it, is absolute ludicrous.  It is revolting that 
Northern Pulp is outright threatening the fishing industry, the tourism industry, the forestry 
industry, our health, the health and well being of the people of Pictou Landing First Nation.  The 
Northumberland Strait borders three provinces.  You have a duty to prevent a catastrophic 
event from occurring.  I am asking you to uphold that duty.   
 
 
I am asking, with every fibre of my being, to reject this project.  
 
 
Yours Truly, 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is crucial to
the socioeconomic status of Pictou County, and Nova Scotia as a whole. Weâ?Tve coincided
with this mill for over 50 years, as have 80 plus other communities in Canada. Replacing boat
harbour also rights a horrible wrong to PLFN, which this project accomplishes upon
completion. The government needs to grant an extension to boat harbour closure to complete
this project for the greater good for the county and province. We need to trust the science and
environmental impact assessment that has been conducted and hold the mill accountable to the
regulations in place. I am one of the many young Nova Scotians who needs to work out of
province for good paying work. To close the mill to appease the environmental lobby when a
viable replacement to boat harbour is so close will only further alienate the hard working Nova
Scotians whoâ?Tve moved or work away and would love to return some day. Extend the
deadline, save NS forestry jobs and the mill. Name: 

@outlook.com Address:  New Glasgow, NS 
 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Fax:

email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 33
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: In Support of Northern
Pulp Workers I have worked in the forest industry lumber and paper mills, and represented
workers in the forest industry for almost 40 years. I am writing in support of the workers at the
Northern Pulp mill and all the workers dependant on the Paper Excellence mill. I have seen
personally what happens in a small community when a mill closes and the jobs are lost in Port
Alice BC the pulp mill went down nearly five years ago and that community hasnâ?Tt
recovered, it may never. In Mackenzie BC in 2008 four mills went down, Abitibi shut its
paper mill permanently and its lumber mill indefinitely, Canfor indefinitely idled its lumber
mill and the Pope and Talbot pulp mill went bankrupt. Mackenzie has yet to fully recover. The
impact on the communities is profound, schools closed, small businesses closed. Many people
lost their homes those who didnâ?Tt saw the value of their home drop by more than half.
Finally, people left the community to try to find work. The recovery in Mackenzie started in
2010 when Paper Excellence purchased the pulp mill and spent millions of dollars to bring it
back online. Granted, the closures mentioned were economic in nature as opposed to
environmental but the impacts on the people in the community are real and they are the same.
Northern Pulp have already invested over 130 million into improving their environmental foot
print in addition to the $200 million improvement to the effluent treatment upgrade. These
systems run with strict environmental watchdog systems in place, continuous monitoring of
the in and out flow, and stringent testing protocols, which are the norm with any effluent
treatment system. This site will be no different than the over 80 sites in Canada with similar
treatment systems. Northern pulp has addressed every concern raised in the initial public
consultation comments and every question posed to them by Nova Scotia Environment using
3rd party opinions from experts in the field, scientific studies and actual facts, instead of
emotion and self interest. This site now has a plan, a plan to move forward and continue to
improve the environmental footprint that exists today. As the Minister of Environment for the
province of Nova Scotia itâ?Ts up to you now to make your decision. And following the
scientific review of the focus report, within the limits of the focus report terms of reference,
there are no adverse effects or significant environmental effects which may be caused by the
undertaking. Approve this plan, and get this project started and keep the forestry sector in
Nova Scotia alive. Respectfully submitted,  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Mission Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 24
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To The Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment, Government of Nova Scotia

Dear Sir:

As a property owner and tax payer of Pictou County for close to 20 years, I call upon 
Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment for Nova Scotia to REJECT Northern Pulps 
proposal to construct an effluent treatment facility and transmission pipeline into the 
Northumberland Strait.

I find it unfathomable that we are even in a position to have to fight this proposal which is 
flawed in so many ways.  That Northern Pulp would show such disregard for the community 
by suggesting that they pipe heated effluent across fresh water tables and directly into a 
diverse breeding ground for fish, birds, and wildlife; directly into an already over-taxed 
water system, that in this day and age we know is increasing in temperature and 
decreasing in oxygen.

How can we possibly consider this as a viable option when new information 
(United Nations IPPC report) as recent as Sept of 2019 highlights the critical 
state of our oceans. 

“With current ocean research demonstrating that our waters cannot adjust, cannot adapt and are indeed 
suffering much like our forests are with the effects of climate change, how can we justify adding up to 90 
million litres of effluent per day into an already-stressed ecosystem?”

 Moodys Cove, Pictou Landing

The diffuser system being proposed in a body of water that regularly freezes is 
a disaster waiting to happen!

“Sometimes the ice would drag them [navigation buoys]  for miles. Buoy anchors are 2000 lb blocks with 
500 lbs of chain on them”

 Master Diver, Pictou County, NS

Northern Pulp should demonstrate their commitment to the entire community 
by investing in a closed loop system, not discarding it as a non viable option.

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


“The market profile does not say that changing production to a closed loop system would be unprofitable 
for NPNS .”
― Eco Justice

The Provincial Government is charged with the responsibility to improve the life of its 
citizens. Don’t solve one problem by shifting it onto others within the community.  

Are you prepared to risk Nova Scotia’s reputation for being Canada’s Seafood export 
powerhouse and Canada’s Ocean playground. This is what is at stake, not to mention the 
overall health and well being of the Pictou County community.

Respectfully,  

Caribou Island, Pictou County
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October 8,2019

NS Minister of Environment 

Times have changed ....
    I recently had an opportunity to visit  an antique car buff, in Calgary,
Alberta. During an enjoyable outing, we had a tour of the city downtown in his mint '67
Chevrolet Impala convertible. With the car top down, we gazed skyward with an unobstructed
view of the high-rise skyscrapers of this modern city. This is a convenient vehicle for
downtown sightseeing, but I must admit it was a bit un-nerving not to have the security of seat
belts we are all so accustom to in today's modern car. That 1967 model was the first year cars
had seat belts - only 2 lap belts for the front bench seat, no shoulder straps and no restraint of
any sort in the back seat. But of coarse, the big car has a large block engine, plenty of horse
power and, except for a muffler on the exhaust, no add on components or technology to deal
with any form of pollutants or emissions. These were the standards of the day - little was
incorporated in the cars design in the way of passenger safety or environment performance.
The motor vehicle standards have certainly changed since that 1967 model, the year Northern
Pulp started operating in Abercrombie.
    As Pictou County youth in the 60's, I recall the standard practice to get rid house hold
garbage was dropping it off, what ever it was, unsorted and in any condition, to municipal run
dump sites along the shore of the river in New Glasgow, Trenton or in the wood in places like
Chance Harbor. At these locations, fires burned was was combustible, rats ate was was
consumable and ultimately the ashes, tin cans & bottles were dozed over the river bank into
the waterways. Eventually, in the 70's and beyond, local governments introduced household
garbage collection, sorting, composting, recycling and landfill. The solid waste standards
have certainly changed since the 1967 town dumps, the year Northern Pulp started operating
in Abercrombie.
    The streams, rivers, harbours and straits of Pictou County not only received pollution from
the many town dumps, they were also the receiving waters for all the raw sewage from every
toilet, shower & sink in every town, village, home, cottage and camp along their shores. The
standard of the day was to pipe all sewer, waste & effluent direct into our
waterways. Eventually, in the 70's and beyond, local governments installed central sewage
collections systems, introduced on site treatment regulations and built community treatment
facilities to process sewage before it is discharged into those water ways. The waste water
standards have certainly changed since the 1967 practice of dumping raw sewage in the
waterways, the year Northern Pulp started operating in Abercrombie.
    When the Abercrombie pulp mill was constructed in the 60's, it was done to the known
technologies, standard best practices and regulations of the day. As in our local social & civil
environment, since initial construction, many many changes have evolved in the standard
practices, operating regulations and of coarse technologies, applicable to a pulp mill operation.



Over the past 50 years, Scott Paper, Kimberley Clark, Niena Paper & Paper Excellence have
continually invested very large amounts on multiple significant improvements and
enhancements at the Abercrombie facility in keeping up with these evolving standards,
regulations & expectations.
    The last remaining significant enhancement in the mills evolution is in the area of effluent
treatment. The Boat Harbour lagoon treatment regime was the standard best practice of the
60's. Significant progress has been made in the past half century on the standard practices,
operating regulations and process technologies applicable to Pulp mill effluent treatment.
Northern Pulp have indicated they are willing to invest an enormous amount of their money
and resources in a new state-of-the-art Effluent Treatment facility.    
   Since 1967, Local governments, communities, businesses, industries, utilities and the
citizens of the northern region of Nova Scotia have implemented many improvements to the
standard way in which we collectively pollute the air, manage our solid waste and treat our
waste water. Northern Pulp has committed to do as we have all done- improve on the way in
which effluent is treated. They should not be denied that opportunity.

Sent from my iPad
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November 8 2019

Minister of Environment

RE: Northern Pulp Effluent treatment Focus Report 
Northern Pulp effluent outfall into Northumberland Strait will join many existing local outfalls

Subject: Much has been presented in the media about public concern regarding an effluent
outfall in the Northumberland Strait. After reading the focus report and investigating similar
practices in the region, below are my comments in favour of permitting the project:

 Northern Pulp has indicated their desire to upgrade the mills effluent treatment regime by
constructing an entirely new modern treatment plant at Abercrombie. Once constructed,
the  plan is to abandon the existing Boat Harbour treatment facility from where all of the mills
effluent has flowed into the Northumberland strait for 52 years. 
The pulp mill project includes the construction of an outfall pipeline similar to multiple other
existing local outfalls currently discharging effluent into the Northumberland Strait.
    The construction of an effluent outfall to carry waste water into our local waterways is
nothing new - I am aware of 5 other local sewer outfalls that are continuously discharging
sewage waste water into Pictou County rivers and Northumberland Strait. (see map)
    

Locations of existing effluent outfalls into Pictou County waters





    At each of these locations, the local municipalities, industries, harbour authorities and
Indigenous Bands, with the approval of their constituents, owners, members and residents,
have made decisions to construct their local sewage treatment facilities using technologies that
result in a treated water effluent being discharged through outfalls into a local waterway.
Under normal operating conditions, each of these outfalls are discharging treated waste water
through outfalls. However, during abnormal conditions such as power outages or heavy rain
events, many of these systems components may bypass resulting in raw human sewage being
discharged directly into the local waterway.
 

Pictou Landing First Nation Waste Water effluent outfall near Boat Harbour 
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The construction and operation of these facilities is done to current wastewater regulation
requirements, built using engineering design best practices, permitted to operate under
enviromental guidelines using trained & competent operators.

Northern Pulp treatment facility design has planned in advance for the abnormal situation
knowing that there will be power outages and not wanting to discharge untreated effluent,
have included the expense for a holding basin. Unlike most municipal systems, this will allow
for the retention of untreated effluent during power outages until such time operations return
to normal and untreated effluent can then be recovered and put through the treatment plant
before being discharged.
If Northern Pulp is permitted to build the new treatment plant, they are committed
to construction and operation of the facility is done to current Pulp mill wastewater regulation
requirements, built using engineering design best practices, permitted to operate under
enviromental guidelines using trained & competent operators.
And if build, this new pipeline discharging effluent into the strait will join the five other
government and industry sponsored outfalls doing the same.

Sent from my iPad
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Honourable Gordon Wilson and the Department of Environment,

I am writing in support of the Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Facility Project and to
encourage your department to approve this project. 

Since these comments will be made public, I want to thank all those who dedicate their time to
fighting for environmental protection along the Northumberland Strait. I think the level of
interest in and understanding of our environment is increasing and that is largely due to people
like them who invest their time and energy to protect our shared land, air and water.

This work, too, is done by your department in order to ensure all Nova Scotians can enjoy safe
habitat and preserve the natural beauty of our province. 

Where some groups or individuals have strayed however, is when the battle veers more toward
achieving perfection than establishing a productive balance. 

Indeed, your department is tasked with evaluating projects that must balance environmental
impact with economic benefit. This is no easy task and is too complex for a quick debate. 

I have been closely following Northern Pulp for more than five years. Every news story,
documentary, radio interview and social media comment I can find - and there are many. I
value the leadership role taken by Chief Andrea Paul and respect the work she has and is
doing to right a historical wrong committed against her people. It is admirable and the people
of PLFN deserve to be finally given the respect they deserve. 

I am cautious of groups who know little except talking points, and often get the details wrong.
Many relatively influential people have cited decade-old data in their social media posts about
Northern Pulp being the dirtiest mill in Canada (this is not true; there have been millions in
investment in the past few years that have produced great improvements in air emissions and
water usage) among other misrepresentations of scientific process, or misinterpretations of
data. 

I am supportive of this project because of a few key facts:

This project removes the need for Boat Harbour. It moves the effluent treatment away
from their community. It keeps any untreated effluent on the mill site. This is an
important improvement.
This project uses already-established technology in use in pulp mills across North
America. Port Alberni, BC uses this technology now and they operate safely and well
within Canadian guidelines. 
Conditions can be established by NSE to include additional tests and monitoring, if



necessary. The department has that power. 
Rejecting this project on the basis of the previous submission and this Focus Report is to
say that worries and fears supersede established practices and detailed third-party
science. 
Rejecting this project also ignores the dramatic financial implications of putting
hundreds of workers in rural areas, possibly thousands, out of a job. Consumer demand
for lumber and paper products continues to be high. We can work to improve our
forestry sector with an approval, but we lose that opportunity if we shut it all down
now. 

Through all of this, I have hoped the government would work with all parties to establish trust
and find ways to minimize environmental impact while helping our forestry sector in NS
thrive and be as clean and renewable as it can be. 

My hope is that you will approve this project and continue to find ways Nova Scotia
Environment can reassure opposition groups that our regulations are effective, and that our
forestry sector, like our fishery, is a treasured and vital part of our livelihoods, our culture and
our economy. 

With thanks,

Get Outlook for iOS

https://aka.ms/o0ukef
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Canadaâ?Ts
environmental standards and enforcement with our forestry sector has led it to be among the
cleanest in the world. The industryâ?Ts continuous improvements are important to take into
consideration and should inform your decision making on this new effluent treatment facility.
Nova Scotia Environment should rely on the best available science, contained in the report, to
approve the project. The forestry sector is a leading industry in Canada, providing good jobs
from coast to coast. The forestry sector has increasingly become a renewable sector, focused
on sustainability and implementing the best available processes to reduce impact on the
environment. Canada is a world-leader in forestry regulations and enforcement. Eighty-eight
other pulp and paper mills across the country coexist and support their communities. NSE,
under the Act must consider: The linkage between economic and environmental issues,
recognizing that long-term economic prosperity depends upon sound environmental
management and that effective environmental protection depends on a strong economy. This
new effluent treatment facility meets the goal of balancing economic development with
environmental protection. The third-party science contained in the Focus Report submitted by
Northern Pulp contains the results of more than 20 different complex and detailed
environmental tests. The project ought to be approved based on the science contained in the
report. Name: @shaw.ca Address: 
Municipality: Vancouver Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 35 y: 34



From: @mcmaster.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:48:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The ongoing Industrial
Violence that Northern Pulp has perpetrated upon the lands and waters and Peoples of Asek,
Mik Maw territory must come to an end. Honour the Boat Harbour Act and the closure of the
facility this January 2020. Nova Scotia smdoes not need pulp Mills any longer nor does it need
clear cutting. A hemp industry would be a huge boom for this province and you can literally
make anything from hemp, including plastic and paper. Northern pulp must pay for medical
expenses of Peoples affected with health conditions linked to the industrial contamination of
the site and also apologize for the decades of lies. Northern Pulp must pay for ongoing
employment of rigourly scientific and traditionally managed ecological restoration of the site.
Name: @mcmaster.ca Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: : ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 31



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:54:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have read the Focus
Report and support the decision to build a new Effluent Treatment Facility. Name: 

@northernpulp.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 16



From: @yahoo.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:57:04 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is a good proposal.
Project should get the go ahead. Name: @yahoo.ca
Address:  New Glasgow, NS  Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 77 y: 24



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: attention Hon. Gordon Wilson
Date: November 8, 2019 1:57:25 PM
Attachments:  letter.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Attention Hon. Gordon Wilson. Please accept this letter in reference to the Focus
Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project



November	7,	2019	
	
The	Hon.	Gordon	Wilson	
Minister	of	the	Environment	
Nova	Scotia	
	
Via	email:		ea.novascotia.ca	
	
Dear	Mr.	Minister:	
	
I	am	writing	to	record	my	opposition	to	the	building	of	a	replacement	Effluent	
Treatment	Facility	to	accommodate	waste	from	the	Northern	Pulp	Mill.		
	
I	have	lived	walking	distance	to	Simpson	Beach,	outside	of	Pictou,	for	17	years.	
During	this	time,	I	have	experienced	the	presence	of	the	mill	as	a	smell	that	carries	
with	the	wind.	The	mill	has	defined	our	air	quality,	depressed	our	regional	profile	
and	worried	all	of	us	living	in	the	vicinity.	The	Mill	has	defined	Pictou	as	the	place	to	
avoid,	leave	and	never	invest	in.	
	
The	Mill’s	current	proposal	to	build	a	new	effluent	pipe	in	the	Northumberland	
Strait	near	Caribou	Harbor	escalates	the	negative	impact	of	Northern	Pulp	on	our	
community	beyond	reason.	
	
For	40	years	the	mill	and	it’s	various	owners	have	transferred	the	burden	of	their	
industrial	waste	to	the	people	and	land	of	Pictou	Landing.	While	all	peoples	of	Pictou	
County	have	battled	unacceptable	air,	the	people	of	Pictou	Landing	have	
experienced	constant	degradation	of	water,	land	and	culture	through	the	Mill’s	use	
of	Boat	Harbor	as	a	site	of	effluent	treatment.		
	
Promises	broken	and	risk	unilaterally	assigned	to	Pictou	Island	are	now	clearly	
visible	to	all	Nova	Scotians.	
	
There	is	no	room	in	Pictou	County	in	2019	for	a	mill	that	has	exhausted	it’s	goodwill	
through	lack	of	action	on	multiple	issues	over	many	years.	Northern	Pulp	was	slow	
to	install	air	scrubbers,	unrepentant	in	the	face	of	spills	and	leaks	the	vicinity	of	Boat	
Harbor,	unresponsive	to	community	concerns,	and	vocal	in	predicting	economic	
hardship	if	closed.	Direct	and	in	direct	subsidies	have	enabled	and	encouraged	the	
mill’s	persistent	poor	behavior.	The	well	of	trust	has	been	drained.		
	
Our	children	deserve	and	require	a	home	province	and	leadership	that	looks	beyond	
resource-based	economies	to	establish	a	well-rounded	future	that	invites	
newcomers,	diverse	economies	and	non-resource-based	enterprises.	
	
Only	a	resilient,	sustainable	and	innovative	Nova	Scotia	will	surmount	the	
challenges	of	climate	change,	an	aging	population	and	changing	technologies.	Now	is	
not	the	time	to	endanger	our	fishermen’s	livehoods,	threaten	fishing	grounds	or	



dissuade	younger	entrepreneurs.	Now	is	not	the	time	to	promote	aging	technologies	
that	support	economies	elsewhere.		
	
I	join	others	to	say,	“No	pipe”	and	close	Boat	Harbour.		
	
Reject	this	proposal.	
	
Sincerely,	
	
	

	
	Pictou	Co.	

Nova	Scotia	
	

	
	
	
		
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 1:58:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Id like to see the proof
that Northern Pulps proposed new effluent outlet into the Strait will not affect the lives and
livelihoods of the people who live on its shores. And do the job losses if the mill closes
compare to the job losses to fishing, tourism and general quality of life if the pipe goes ahead?
Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address: Antigonish
Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 23



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 2:02:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Iâ?Tve been in the
Forestry sector for 26 years now, and grew up in a small town that relied heavily on the
industry. Iâ?Tve since see that town dwindle in population as one by one, most of the mills in
the area shut down due to mismanagement of what is absolutely a renewable resource.
Granted, Iâ?Tve also seen the environmental damage that the same mismanagement can do:
whether it was the early days of clear-cutting, effluent spills, erosion, or the mountain pine
beetle in BC. I believe recent practices are greatly improved. The mill I work at now in New
Westminster, BC is actively participating in reducing its carbon footprint with cleaner fuels
and capturing solar energy. Iâ?Tm proud that my workplace takes the environment seriously. I
truly believe that Paper Excellence is making this attempt at Northern Pulp in Nova Scotia
$130 million already invested in a switch to natural gas, with a promised $200 million to
upgrade its effluent system. I believe Paper Excellence has addressed all relevant questions
regarding its proposed plan, and from what I can tell, the scientific review of the focus report
further addresses any concerns that are emotion-based. Yes, Iâ?Tm a union member and a
member of the forestry sector, but no one can deny that the community there is in crisis over
this issue. Iâ?Tve seen it, Iâ?Tve lived it. Iâ?Tve seen what losing good jobs can do to a
community. The forestry sector CAN work hand-in-hand with those concerned about the
environmental impact of making pulp. It can be done, and I believe Paper Excellence is
making an honest effort to do so. I urge you to please consider the science behind the
argument when making your decision, rather than the emotional arguments we often see in the
news and on social media. As I said above, It can be done, itâ?Tll take work and maybe a bold
decision, but it can be done. Regards Name: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 29



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 2:06:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not approve
Northern Pulps plan to dump their waste further out in the water. It is still toxic and out of
sight should not be out of mind! Please do the right thing for our environment. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax
Postal-Code: Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 47 y: 21



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 2:06:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please do not
recommend acceptance of Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project proposed by
Northern Pulp. Diluting the toxic waste somewhere else is not a solution to outdated pulp
processing technology. This is an approach that was outdated 30 years ago. Examples of land-
based treatment of effluent are available in Europe, Scandinavia and US. Furthermore the pulp
industry has skewed the entire Nova Scotia forest sector, degrading forest lands, creating
carbon loss where there used to be carbon sinks, devaluing mature trees that have to be used
for low-value pulp rather than high -value manufactured forest products. The Demands of the
pulp industry and its control of the wood chip economy has many added-value forest product
businesses uneconomical and removed the feed stock for these businesses. There is no
sustainable, good value with beneficial employment in the future with the current Pulp model
of the industry. As Nova Scotian taxpayers we have already wasted far too much in direct
subsidies, fresh water and wood supply a prices far below their real value, all to support a n
economically and environmentally destructive industry. Enough! Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y:
16



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 2:11:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility project.
My name is  I currently live in Braeshore  less than 10
km from the proposed pipe location.  Because of this I hope my intimate familiarity of the
impacted environment will serve as an asset in making your decision.  

It All Started With a Busted Pipe:

50 years of environmental racism aside and numerous other pollution infractions,  it was a
busted pipe in 2014 that launched the recent Boat Harbour timeline and brought us to this
current state.  The solution, in effect, is to move upwards of 85 million liters of hot effluent
per day across Pictou Harbour, over the town of Pictou’s watershed to finally reside a shallow
estuary called Caribou -- all less than 5km from a national campground, public beach, Pictou
Lodge (a premier destination for weddings/ events)  and,  (as you know) one of the most
lucrative fishing grounds in the Maritimes.

When we said that this was a dangerous idea because this effects a multi-billion dollar fishing
industry,  the response from the Mill was “No Pipe.  No Mill”.   When we said were concerned
because when this pipe breaks it’s also :  NS tax payers, PLFN,  property owners, tourism
businesses and everybody else that must deal with the ramifications – not Northern Pulp.  And
once again NP’s answer to this dilemma was “No Pipe.  No Mill”.   

NP had over five years to find a solution. But the only solution they settled on was basically to
keep doing the same thing.  And why not?  They have zero risk if the pipe fails.  So instead of
finding a new product line that could support a closed loop system, we are instead going to
continue with a dated environmental disaster all so that NP can make toilet paper for Asia. 
That’s the best we can do in 2019?   

Back to the pipe.  Why I am worried:



1)      In NP's focus report response, they state that the effluent has been going into the
Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. The effluent dilution model on page 95
(figure 4.2-6) shows in a one-month simulation from 2016 that what leaves Boat
Harbour hugs the coast line and backs up into Pictou Harbour. It gives no indication
that the flow of effluent that leaves Boat Harbour goes very far into the Strait. That is a
far cry from NP's present plan to pump their effluent directly into the Northumberland
Strait. NP also talks about the effluent that leaves the diffusers reaching back ground
levels within 20 meters. Even using NP's metric of 62,000 cubic meters (62 million
liters) a day, that would mean that over 40 cubic meters of effluent would be pumped
into that 20 meter range every single minute, 60 minutes an hour, 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. The only way I can see that small 20 meter box of effluent consistently
reaching background levels with such a low rate of outflow of water in the
Northumberland Strait thanks to tidal conditions that basically moves the water one
way for six hours and then back for another six hours is if the effluent becomes the
background.  "Treated effluent" is what comes out of Boat Harbour now. According to
what a Northern Pulp engineer said to NSE that was accessed by lawyer 
through a FOIPOP, the effluent coming from Boat Harbour now is better than what will
be coming out of the new proposed facility. The flow charts in NP's response to the
focus report (page 95 of focus report) that shows the concentration of effluent seems
to mimic the charts on where you cannot eat mussels due to health concerns over
Leukemia. "Treated Effluent" is effluent
 

2)      Sending the total suspended solids - which are wood fibers that will NOT break down
in the ocean EVER - will create an enormous insoluble blob and turn an already fragile
ecosystem into a completely anoxic dead zone.  This--  within 4 km of a public beach.
 

3)      In 2018, there was another pipe leak.   were the ones who
discovered the leak (Google it) . No one will give answers on how bad it was because
it's "still under investigation”.  How can NP build a much more complicated pipe
system without knowing the cause of the most recent leak?

 
4)      Most of Caribou Harbor is only about 5ft deep.  This is especially obvious when you

ride in on the PEI Ferry.  You can see the wake breaking within a meter or two of the
boat.   Because it’s so shallow, and the nature of the incoming tides, massive ice
structures develop all winter long that hammer the coast line.  How confident are we
that this pipe can withstand this abuse not to mention the vulnerable diffusers?  And
if/when the pipe breaks, how will they fix it in the dead of winter when the entire
harbor is socked in under the ice?  Look again at page 20 the focus report .  It says the
Marine Geotechnical survey work was done in the summer. It also states that ice scour
must be considered. Why wasn't the marine work done in the winter.  Again – they
had five years.



 
In summary, if NP is actually serious about his proposal, then we need a robust Federal
Assessment especially when considering that other provinces are also jeopardized by this
pipe.  We also need to address the conflict of interest Nova Scotia finds itself thanks to the
Indemnity agreements that leave it liable to pay NP for lost profits.   
 
It all started with a broken pipe.  And that is where it will end.  Caribou Harbor will be a dead
zone.  The fishing industry and its reputation will be ruined.  Caribou National Park will be
empty.  Why would anybody want to go to Pictou Lodge?  Homeowners will be stuck in a toxic
mess.  Nova Scotia tax payers will be looking at another multimillion dollar clean-up…  But
don’t worry,  Northern Pulp will be just fine.     
 
Please, stop this cycle and let Pictou County grow into a new future.
 
Thank you,

Braeshore, NS.
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

  
 

 

 information contained in this message may be confidential and legally protected under applicable law. The message is intended
solely for the addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, forwarding, dissemination, or
reproduction of this message is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by
return e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 2:11:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Honourable Gordon
Wilson, I am writing in regards to the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I believe Northern Pulp has failed to address
major concerns related to their proposed project during the focus report process and through
their initial submission. They had previously committed to open communication and
consultation with first nations, fishermen and fisherwoman, and communities affected by their
operations with regards to their plans and how to mitigate any concerns or risks. Their lack of
consultation with stakeholders other than those communities and entities whose messaging is
outwardly biased towards supporting the millâ?Ts continued operation is alarming. It is a
willing admission that they cannot satisfy those groups because this project will undoubtedly
have a negative impact on those stakeholders. How is the fishing community to reach any
conclusion other than their livelihood will be threatened as a result of this project when the
outflow from Boat Harbour is a dead zone and the submission from northern pulp indicates the
contents of the outflow at the new proposed location will be mainly unchanged, although at a
much higher temperature more damaging. How are those businesses dependent on tourists in
Pictou County and the north shore of Nova Scotia, and residents of Pictou County to reach any
conclusion other than the continued operation of the mill will result in the continued
production of the infamous odor and presence of cancer causing air emissions, as reported by
Dalhousie University Researcher, Emma Hoffman. I believe Northern Pulp has materially
overstated their net economic impact to Nova Scotia as their current existence and this
proposed project suppress millions of dollars of potential economic activity. Most notably
their messaging contends that forestry harvesters and woodlot owners in Nova Scotia will
suffer the most with lost market for their product, and thousands of lost jobs, however, the
Port Hawkesbury pulp mill has to import pulp wood from outside of the provinceâ?¦ Finally, I
believe the scale of this submission and level of scientific evidenced in order to provide
taxpayers with certainty regarding the assertions made by Northern Pulp cannot be evaluated
in the short time period and resource limited period allocated by a provincial class 1
assessment, and therefore, as I have communicated in my previous submission to the Northern
Pulp Environmental Assessment application, I believe a federal assessment is needed for this
project before any form of approval could be permitted. See the below excerpt from my initial
submission: ********************************************** I believe this agency is
required to perform a federal assessment of this project for the following reasons: - This
project impacts components of the environment under federal legislative authority Fisheries
Act, and impacted parties, such as the Province of Prince Edward Island, are unable to have
their interests protected through a Nova Scotia Provincial Assessment, whereas a federal
assessment would ensure all interests are protected by a thorough independent assessment. -
The Boat Harbour remediation project, which has recently been committed to for a federal
environmental assessment, is the result of the effluent that the pulp mill has produced. In their
registered proposal they claim that the effluent will be a better quality than what went in Boat
Harbour but also contradict themselves by saying that the contents of the effluent will not be
known until the system is operational. This haphazard approach to registering this project does



not respect the environmental process and the ability for those concerned to properly assess
the potential impact the effluent may have. - The regulations under which the mill is regulated,
which permit fish deaths due to effluent exposure, are in direct contradiction with the Fisheries
Act do not permit significant harm to species and larvae. Further, the impact of the chemicals
in the effluent and non-chemical properties of the effluent, such as suspended solids, and
temperate at the exit pipe cannot be sufficiently mitigated by saying that outside of a certain
area the effluent will be diluted to an acceptable level. This is an acknowledgement that there
will be a negatively affected area within the region of the exit pipe which is being placed in
federally regulated fishing grounds. Further, the cumulative effects on spawning and ocean
bottom cannot be assessed properly in the short window provided for by a provincial
assessment. - The Pictou Landing First Nation has requested a federal assessment and as the
main party impacted negatively by the mills operations, I believe their request should be
respected as a matter of cooperation with aboriginal peoples.
********************************************** Considering the status of Northern
Pulpâ?Ts parent company as a serial environmental offender, globally and domestically, their
representations in this report are at best generously biased towards their interests and at worst,
are void of any scientific standing and should be considered misrepresentations. The
sustainable use of natural resources to maintain those resources for future generations
indefinitely should be the priority of this department. As such, I wish for you to reject this
project, as from a sole environment perspective, there is no basis for reaching any other
conclusion than this project will have a significant negative direct and indirect environmental
impact. Regards, @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: HALIFAX Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 2:14:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To Whom It May
Concern: I am a fruit and vegetable farmer in Northern Nova Scotia and a life long citizen of
this province. I am deeply concerned about the proposed replacement effluent treatment
facility for Northern Pulp particularly the dumping of treated effluent in the Northumberland
Strait. I believe the proposed pipe discharge will have unintended negative consequences on
aquatic life and the marine ecosystem. It does not make sense to me to threaten a sustainable
and well managed industry - the Northumberland Strait fishery - with the discharge from an
industry with questionable management practices and a poor environmental record. I urge the
Nova Scotia government to support the forestry sector to transition to more sustainable model
of development and operation. Sincerely,  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Tatamagouche, Municipality:
Tatamagouche Postal-Code:  ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 30



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 2:15:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,
 
I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility project.
My name is  I currently live in Braeshore  less than 10
km from the proposed pipe location.  Because of this I hope my intimate familiarity of the
impacted environment will serve as an asset in making your decision.  
 
 
It All Started With a Busted Pipe:
 
50 years of environmental racism aside and numerous other pollution infractions,  it was a
busted pipe in 2014 that launched the recent Boat Harbour timeline and brought us to this
current state.  The solution, in effect, is to move upwards of 85 million liters of hot effluent
per day across Pictou Harbour, over the town of Pictou’s watershed to finally reside a shallow
estuary called Caribou -- all less than 5km from a national campground, public beach, Pictou
Lodge (a premier destination for weddings/ events)  and,  (as you know) one of the most
lucrative fishing grounds in the Maritimes.
 
When we said that this was a dangerous idea because this effects a multi-billion dollar fishing
industry,  the response from the Mill was “No Pipe.  No Mill”.   When we said were concerned
because when this pipe breaks it’s also :  NS tax payers, PLFN,  property owners, tourism
businesses and everybody else that must deal with the ramifications – not Northern Pulp.  And
once again NP’s answer to this dilemma was “No Pipe.  No Mill”.   
 
NP had over five years to find a solution. But the only solution they settled on was basically to
keep doing the same thing.  And why not?  They have zero risk if the pipe fails.  So instead of
finding a new product line that could support a closed loop system, we are instead going to
continue with a dated environmental disaster all so that NP can make toilet paper for Asia. 
That’s the best we can do in 2019?   
 
Back to the pipe.  Why I am worried:
 

1. In NP's focus report response, they state that the effluent has been going into the



Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. The effluent dilution model on page 95 (figure
4.2-6) shows in a one-month simulation from 2016 that what leaves Boat Harbour hugs
the coast line and backs up into Pictou Harbour. It gives no indication that the flow of
effluent that leaves Boat Harbour goes very far into the Strait. That is a far cry from
NP's present plan to pump their effluent directly into the Northumberland Strait. NP also
talks about the effluent that leaves the diffusers reaching back ground levels within 20
meters. Even using NP's metric of 62,000 cubic meters (62 million liters) a day, that
would mean that over 40 cubic meters of effluent would be pumped into that 20 meter
range every single minute, 60 minutes an hour, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The
only way I can see that small 20 meter box of effluent consistently reaching background
levels with such a low rate of outflow of water in the Northumberland Strait thanks to
tidal conditions that basically moves the water one way for six hours and then back for
another six hours is if the effluent becomes the background.  "Treated effluent" is what
comes out of Boat Harbour now. According to what a Northern Pulp engineer said to
NSE that was accessed by lawyer Jamie Simpson through a FOIPOP, the effluent
coming from Boat Harbour now is better than what will be coming out of the new
proposed facility. The flow charts in NP's response to the focus report (page 95 of focus
report) that shows the concentration of effluent seems to mimic the charts on where you
cannot eat mussels due to health concerns over Leukemia. "Treated Effluent" is effluent
 

2. Sending the total suspended solids - which are wood fibers that will NOT break down in
the ocean EVER - will create an enormous insoluble blob and turn an already fragile
ecosystem into a completely anoxic dead zone.  This--  within 4 km of a public beach.
 

3. In 2018, there was another pipe leak.  William Palmer and his wife were the ones who
discovered the leak (Google it) . No one will give answers on how bad it was because it's
"still under investigation”.  How can NP build a much more complicated pipe system
without knowing the cause of the most recent leak?

 

1. Most of Caribou Harbor is only about 5ft deep.  This is especially obvious when you
ride in on the PEI Ferry.  You can see the wake breaking within a meter or two of the
boat.   Because it’s so shallow, and the nature of the incoming tides, massive ice
structures develop all winter long that hammer the coast line.  How confident are we
that this pipe can withstand this abuse not to mention the vulnerable diffusers?  And
if/when the pipe breaks, how will they fix it in the dead of winter when the entire harbor
is socked in under the ice?  Look again at page 20 the focus report .  It says the Marine
Geotechnical survey work was done in the summer. It also states that ice scour must be
considered. Why wasn't the marine work done in the winter.  Again – they had five
years.
 

In summary, if NP is actually serious about his proposal, then we need a robust Federal
Assessment especially when considering that other provinces are also jeopardized by this
pipe.  We also need to address the conflict of interest Nova Scotia finds itself thanks to the
Indemnity agreements that leave it liable to pay NP for lost profits.   
 



It all started with a broken pipe.  And that is where it will end.  Caribou Harbor will be a dead
zone.  The fishing industry and its reputation will be ruined.  Caribou National Park will be
empty.  Why would anybody want to go to Pictou Lodge?  Homeowners will be stuck in a toxic
mess.  Nova Scotia tax payers will be looking at another multimillion dollar clean-up…  But
don’t worry,  Northern Pulp will be just fine.     
 
Please, stop this cycle and let Pictou County grow into a new future.
 
Thank you,

Braeshore, NS.



From: @gmail.com
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the studies show no
environmental impact, I believe Northern Pulp should be given an extension, so they can put
in a proper treatment facility, so both the fishing and forestry industries can co-exist together.
And keep all the well paying jobs in Pictou County. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: McLellans
brook Postal-Code:  ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 29



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp ETF proposal Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 2:21:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  I live in Morristown, Nova Scotia, on the shores of St. George’s Bay,
and just down the shore from Northern Pulp at Abercrombie Point. I was born and raised in the Antigonish
area. I left in my early 20s to live in western Canada and abroad, and did so for nearly 20 years. I
returned home seven years ago to raise 

I am submitting comments on Northern Pulp’s Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.

I believe that this proposal is just bad on many levels. The plan to dump 85 million litres of hot effluent
daily into the Northumberland Strait (31 billion litres per year) is simply not a good idea. The
Northumberland Strait is a delicate ecosystem that is already under a tremendous amount of stress from
farms, sewage, fishing and other human related activities. Adding suspended solids and unknown toxins -
Northern Pulp has not provided details as to what toxins would be present in its effluent- will only have
harm to this ecosystem. I am not a scientist, but even I can see that the claim Northern Pulp has made
that their effluent will have no significant impact on water quality of marine life is completely absurd.
Where are the current studies on the effects of effluent on lobster larvae? There are none. Boat Harbour
is an environmental disaster. Moving the effluent from one body of water to another is simply creating the
situation for new disaster.

For each and every page of Northern Pulp’s voluminous Focus Report, I am sure there are errors,
omissions, questionable data, misleading statements, vague statements of possible effects to the
environment of their plans, etc. Giving the public such a short time to review, analyze and comment on
2600+ pages of information is inherently unfair and onerous. I downloaded the document, and spent a bit
of time reading certain pages. Most of the information I gathered about this report came from those who
dedicated themselves to review, analyze and comment on various social media sites, and from reading
investigative journalism. If it weren’t for these dedicated people who have the health of their communities
and families as their focus, I would not have been able to understand much of the technical aspects that
the report was stating.

As we are becoming increasingly aware of the hard impacts that the climate crisis will have on Nova
Scotia, it is time to stop using our resources as a source of pillage and plunder, as we have been doing
since the first colonizers 500 years ago began chopping down the forests. Northern Pulp’s continued
reliance on glysophate, its control of the wood supply management for Nova Scotia sawmills, and its
penchant, through WestFor, for clear cutting (“variable retention rates”) needs to end. It is time to do
forestry much, much differently than we have always done, with less harmful impacts that are better for
the health of the environment, and, ultimately, the health of the people of Nova Scotia and the world.

When Northern Pulp filed its EARD in February 2019, they stated that they would need an extension on
the use of Boat Harbour until they built they ETF or they would have to shut down.

They cannot be given an extension. That would break the deal that was made in good faith and written
into law between the Pictou Landing First Nation and the Province, a deal that saved Northern Pulp from
having to close in 2014.

The expectation of me, of many, many Nova Scotians, and most importantly, of the people of Pictou
Landing First Nation is that Boat Harbour will cease being used for the reception and treatment of pulp
mill effluent on January 31, 2020.
The people of Pictou Landing First Nation have suffered long enough. The worst case of environmental
racism in Nova Scotia must end, as promised and as currently legislated. 

Please think of the children of Pictou Landing First Nation that must every day live in the environment of
Boat Harbour. Would you want the children in your life be subjected to such toxic air and water, each and
every day? I know we all want our children to grow up in a clean, healthy and safe environment.



Thankfully, so far, I have been able to give this to my child. Don't the children of Pictou Landing First
Nation deserve that too? I am writing this submission with them in mind.

I hope that the original deadline will be respected and upheld, and that there will be no attempt made to
extend the January 31, 2020 deadline.

I request that this ETF proposal be rejected.

Respectfully submitted,

 Morristown, NS

@yahoo.com
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Hon. Gordon Wilson

Minister of Environment

Nova Scotia Environment

PO Box 442

Halifax, NS  B3J 2P8



November 7, 2019



Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson:



As the spouse of an employee at Northern Pulp and a long-time resident of Pictou County, I believe the early closure of Boat Harbour in January 2020 and or the rejection of the scientific fact based environmental assessment for the new wastewater treatment facility will have immediate and devastating effects on the community of Pictou County.

One only needs to drive through the town of Liverpool to see the economic impacts on a community that loses its major industry. A thorough review of the focus reports leads me to believe that the future Northern Pulp papermill will leave a smaller environmental footprint than some of the current naysayers: fishermen and PEI farmers.

The focus report states that engineers travelled the world, from Sweden to the US, assessing the impact of current effluent treatment processes. It notes that the engineers visited two locations in Sweden, a progressive and forward moving country in many respects, to collect as much data as possible concerning the quality of the effluent produced using the BAS™ treatment system. This proposed system has a proven track record with worldwide references for safe and environmental effluent processing.

A closure of the Northern Pulp papermill will result in an outward wave of brain drain from this province. Not only will my educated spouse be required to pursue employment in other provinces, but he is likely to take his family with him; myself a university degree, 2 NSCC diploma’s and pursuing a CPA designation, and his two teen age children scoring 90-100% in high school academics, one of which is in math enrichment. And not far behind, our oldest, only 18 months from obtaining her RN designation.

If we are to uproot our family, (even if the forecast is a temporary closure of the pulp mill to allow for the construction of the treatment facility), there is a significant possibility that we will not return if we find ourselves settled in a new community. I suspect it will take years for Nova Scotia forestry to re-establish its high level of productivity should the mill re-open.

I am asking the Minister to approve the plan laid out in the environmental assessment / focus report and lead this community down a progressive, environmentally sound path toward continued prosperity for our province.

Respectfully,

Shannon Smith

148 Chelsea Court

New Glasgow NS B2H 1V4



Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS  B3J 2P8 
 
November 7, 2019 
 
Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson: 
 

As the spouse of an employee at Northern Pulp and a long-time resident of Pictou County, I believe the 
early closure of Boat Harbour in January 2020 and or the rejection of the scientific fact based 
environmental assessment for the new wastewater treatment facility will have immediate and 
devastating effects on the community of Pictou County. 

One only needs to drive through the town of Liverpool to see the economic impacts on a community 
that loses its major industry. A thorough review of the focus reports leads me to believe that the future 
Northern Pulp papermill will leave a smaller environmental footprint than some of the current 
naysayers: fishermen and PEI farmers. 

The focus report states that engineers travelled the world, from Sweden to the US, assessing the impact 
of current effluent treatment processes. It notes that the engineers visited two locations in Sweden, a 
progressive and forward moving country in many respects, to collect as much data as possible 
concerning the quality of the effluent produced using the BAS™ treatment system. This proposed system 
has a proven track record with worldwide references for safe and environmental effluent processing. 

A closure of the Northern Pulp papermill will result in an outward wave of brain drain from this 
province. Not only will my educated spouse be required to pursue employment in other provinces, but 
he is likely to take his family with him; myself a university degree,  diploma’s and pursuing a  
designation, and   children scoring 90-100% in high school academics, one of which is in 

 And not far behind, our oldest, only  months from obtaining  

If we are to uproot our family, (even if the forecast is a temporary closure of the pulp mill to allow for 
the construction of the treatment facility), there is a significant possibility that we will not return if we 
find ourselves settled in a new community. I suspect it will take years for Nova Scotia forestry to re-
establish its high level of productivity should the mill re-open. 

I am asking the Minister to approve the plan laid out in the environmental assessment / focus report 
and lead this community down a progressive, environmentally sound path toward continued prosperity 
for our province. 

Respectfully, 

 
New Glasgow NS  
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: @yahoo.ca>
Date: Nov 8, 2019 10:17 AM
Subject: Northern Pulp
To: ea@novascotia.ca.The
Cc: 

Hello Minister,

I wrote in the last time in detail to the last Minister describing our real life experiences with
the construction of the Confederation Bridge, silt, short term and long term consequences, 
and how they differed 100% from Stantec's claims for that project.
   I am a former  I am a member of the

 and I am a Commercial fisherman for the last 25 years for
lobster, rock crab, Herring, mackerel and Scallops.
 We who fish in the central Northumberland Strait know and it's documented what we were
told about everything will be fine during and after the construction of the Confederation
Bridge. Stantec and others could have not been been more wrong. It wiped out our lobster
fishery off of Point Prim 20 miles away from the bridge, our catches went from 25000 lbs
plus per season to 5000 lbs. A lot of fishers lost their businesses within a few years. Within
10 years 45% of fishers on both the PEI side and NS and NB that fished within 20 miles of
the Bridge were no longer in business. Only now 22 years later are catches rebounding.
   This Mill is an environmental disaster now with Boat Harbour, despite what all the experts
said to PLFN and Pictou residents at the time in 1967. The province of NS(tax payers) are
on the hook for this clean up that will be in the hundreds of millions of dollars. There are so
many things that are wrong with this file that I could write for a week on this but I am sure
that you are aware, about the spider web of conflicts of interest with past and present govt
employees, MLA's, Ministers, deputy ministers even a Premier or two. The Public doesn't
know half of it yet.
   The previous minister in the spring recognized the injustices that have been done on this
file, and also the pathetic report that Northern Pulp has filed. Now we have another one
before you as Minister. We as fishers had one big meeting with Northern Pulp 2 years ago,
we raised a number of questions about the effects of the "treated effluent " on lobster larve.
Two years later we are still waiting......for an answer. They won't even say what's in it.
Although we know chlorine dioxide is, and it will eat though steel pipes if in a closed loop
system ( which they admitted when I challenged them about about converting to a closed
loop system like their Mills in BC and Saskatchewan.) They said chlorine dioxide will eat
the pipes. So I said" let me get this straight, chlorine dioxide will eat through steel pipes, but
it won't hurt lobster larvae ?????" Nothing but silence in the room of over 350 fishers. Then
we asked about ice cover and dilution ?? They said "we never thought about that" ."we are
not sure". Wow, and we are supposed to feel warm and fuzzy ??



   Mr Minister , this company Paper Excellence has a Very shady record around the world
with the environment.  NS is just $ to them, they don't care about the environment or what's
right. Just look at their recent spills and failed air emission tests in Pictou. The fishery in NS
is HUGE, plus the PEI and NB, we cannot put it in jeopardy again. I am also 

we represent all 1260 lobster fishers on
PEI. We market lobster world wide and a potential black mark on NS lobster will affect us,
plus we have PEI fishers that fish the grounds off of Pictou Island.  I myself fish herring off
of Caribou harbour and have for 20 years. There is too much at stake. We have a natural
resource that we have grown and protected, it is worth way more that the economic benefits
of Northern Pulp, especially when you factor in what they have cost and will be costing the
NS govt. This is a huge issue and it will not go away. The forest industry is even split on
what to do with Northern Pulp. We know forestry will go forward without Northern Pulp.
But if they and govt ruin the fishery, then it will affect lobster even in SW Nova and other
areas with their markets around the world. 
  We proposed a closed loop system, but Northern Pulp refused to even look at it. It's all
about $ to them. As soon as the free ride with govt is over they will pull up stakes and be
gone.
   Please Minister do the right thing. protect our environment and the lucrative fishery that
thousands of fishermen and their families rely on.
    Call me any time with any questions. 

Thanks for your Time.
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Pipeline Proposal input
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Dear Environment Minister Gordon Wilson and Premier Stephen McNeil:
 
I am a current resident of Pictou County, having been born here, raised my family here,
worked here my whole career and currently still living here in New Glasgow and owning a
cottage and property along the Northumberland Strait. I have the following concerns re
the proposed Northern Pulp ‘pipe’ waste solution for its effluent that currently goes into
Boat Harbour. 
 
Point One: Worst Case Scenario – Future Clean-Up Required
 
Pumping the effluent into the Northumberland Strait via the proposed pipe method is an
environmental time-bomb with no possible method of containment or cleanup if (more
likely when) it is found that there is a major impact on the environment. As we have come
to find with the Boat Harbour ‘solution’ the clean-up will be complex and costly but at least
the majority of the heavier contaminants are contained in the settling ponds and can be
cleaned up to some extent. Under this new pipe proposal, this will not be possible in the
middle of the Northumberland Strait if (more likely ‘when’) the inevitable out of control
environmental repercussions are realized.
 
Point Two:  Potential for Fishing Industry Marketing Backlash
 
The fishermen of the Northumberland Strait area will be directly affected in their historic
fishing areas. The proposal lists temporary and permanent closures for fishermen around
the outflow area and to create a no anchor zone. Although this impact alone is considered
major to the local fishermen, it is minor compared to the possibility of a consumer
backlash against fish being marketed from these (perceived or actual) polluted waters. It
will only take a few media articles in Europe, China or the United States to ‘paint’ our billion
dollar seafood industry in a bad light. This would impact all Atlantic Province fisheries and
in my opinion is not worth the risk.  We would be giving potential ‘ammunition’ to foreign
governments who we have no control over who may wish to do our area economic harm.

Point Three: Tourism Impact
 
Tourism will be further affected (as we already have seen the impact on the town of Pictou
with the existing smell from the Northern Pulp plant) with the impact of the discharge
location near the Caribou Ferry Terminal connecting us with Prince Edward Island.  This
terminal is a major tourism entry point into Pictou County.  There is a provincial park and
nature preserve in close proximity to this proposed pipe outflow. Who will be excited to go
into the waters to sail, swim, kayak, etc around this area when they know that possibly
there could be pollution from a pulp mill in the water?  Who will want to purchase



waterfront property and build homes or cottages along this area of the Northumberland
Strait with this pollution spreading far and wide along the shores. This proposal will
undoubtedly affect future tourism as well. The visibility of such a pipe (along the Pictou
causeway or anywhere along the Trans Canada Highway connector to the Caribou Ferry
Terminal) will be a clear negative to our tourism image.  Our tourism industry is currently
worth millions of dollars and with the right stewardship could be worth billions in the future
with the deterioration of other environments in North America and Europe.

Point Four:  Pipeline Route Risks

The proposed pipeline route comes very close to the Pictou town and Caribou water
supply. The proposed method of monitoring the pipeline flow to detect leaks (pressure
monitors) does not have a good track record in the oil pipeline industry (just look at the
very recent oil pipeline spill on the keystone Pipeline in North Dakota). With the known
track record of Northern Pulp in detecting pipeline ruptures to the Boat Harbour facility,
we should put little faith in any assurances that the company might provide for this new
proposed solution. There will be no fixing the damage to the local water supply if (when) a
spill occurs along the proposed pipeline route to Caribou Harbour.

Point Five:  Marine Life Impacts

The waste ‘pipe’ proposal poses major risk to harming marine life, marine habitat, species
at risk/endangered/threatened that include migratory and marine birds, fish, vegetation,
reptiles etc.  The chemical characteristics of the proposed effluent have been reported to
be “unknown” to Northern Pulp. Sufficient studies have not been carried out to access the
impact. Meeting Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) doesn’t prevent harm to
marine life or marine habitat per Environment Canada.

Point Six:  Degraded Air Quality
The proposal shows the plan to burn the toxic sludge in the power boiler.  Air emissions
are an issue today and health issues are already known to be above provincial averages
today in Pictou County. This proposal should not be allowed to proceed given the ‘knowns
and unknowns’ about the chemical characteristics of the sludge.
 

Point Seven: Spill Basin Risks
 
The proposed spill basin on the plant site is planned to only hold 35 million litres of
untreated effluent (which is only 10-12 hrs of plant operation) before it goes into the
downstream system. If (more likely when) a malfunction or critical event happens where
does the excess go? With what we know about climate change warnings today, once in a
century events are going to become more frequent and severe. The potential for out-of-
control run-off from this site is in my opinion extreme. This proposed plant site setup does
not appear to be designed to be robust enough. Additionally, the lands surrounding the
proposed spill basin are known to be laced with mercury (a legacy of the now defunct
Canso Chemicals plant). I worked at this chemical plant in the past and can personally
attest to the extent of mercury contamination on the grounds surrounding the plant. I only
had to stick a spade in the soil of the grounds behind the plant to watch the mercury
collect in the bottom of the hole just dug. Building a 35 million litre containment basin on



top of it is just asking for trouble. Any excessive run-off from this area will leach mercury
into Pictou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait.
 
In closing, given all the risks noted above, this pipe proposal should not be accepted.

Dated: November 8, 2019

Cottage owner on the Northumberland Strait
Resident of New Glasgow
 



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: On review of
information available on line and through media it is not possible for me to conclude that there
is any other decision but rejection of the proposed effluent pipe. Northern Pulp concludes
there will be no significant residual harm. One need only ask the Pictou First Nation about
Boat Harbour to know otherwise. Dispersal merely widens the scope of harm. This time to
The Northumberland Straight and the species who live there. Thankfully there are
economically important species at risk, which should make the governments decision easier. I
add my voice to the many asking for rejection. Until these industrial processes in the
production of pulp can be done safely, they must be halted. I have little reason to be optimistic
but I ask the government to make this bold and difficult decision, and start reducing harm and
promoting recovery in the Nova Scotia Environment. Name: 

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Bass River Postal-Code: 
 ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

36 y: 19



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 2:31:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have looked at
treatment plants in other mills in Canada and around the world and these are passing their
environmental standards. If Nova Scotia doesnt allow us to build this effluent system which is
used all over the world, Not just pulp mills, then what business or industry will invest here
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 27
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I've lived in Pictou for the last 7 years and I'm concerned
about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.

Premier Stephen McNeil stated that it would be wrong to move one disaster into a new
location when he referenced Northern Pulp's ETF proposal.  Of course that wasn't a statement
on whether Northern Pulp's project was a disaster, simply that it would be wrong for the
province to approve a project that could be characterized as creating a new disaster. (From the
fat into the fire so to speak)

Mr. McNeil also rightfully stated many times over that the company was given 5 years to
come up with a plan and that was more than enough time.  Not only did the 5 year plan give
ample time to Northern Pulp but this wasn't an 'arbitrary date' picked out of thin air.  The Jan
31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour Act also falls on the last day of
Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval.

Northern Pulp were slow to get moving on their attempt to complete the project.  When they
filed their EARD in February, they stated that they would need an extension 'until they built
their ETF or they would have to shut down'.  

Asking for an indefinite extension as Northern Pulp's plan to build an ETF that pumps effluent
described by their own technical engineer as being worse than what comes out of Boat
Harbour, would set up the risk to move the disaster that is Boat Harbour and make it the
disaster in the Northumberland Strait.  
Our beautiful Strait, a lucrative home to many living precious aquatic species and fishing and
tourist industry, shared with other provinces. 
They cannot be given an extension.  That would break the deal that was made in good faith
and written into law between the long suffering PLFN and the province that saved Northern
Pulp from having to close in 2014.  They also cannot be given an extension because they don't
have a sound plan for a new ETF so it may never be built.  Northern Pulp cannot be given an
indefinite extension.

Northern Pulp have been given ample opportunity, financial assistance, profits, and time while
owning and running the mill and entrusted to ensure it runs properly, efficiently and safely.  At
some point you have to admit it can't be done. Send this environmental disaster packing, and
stand up for your people, and your environment over foreign profit. 

Don’t let this disaster be your legacy
 and our environmental destruction and devastation. 



Thank you,

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS


From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 2:37:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I wish to express my
support for the replacement effluent treatment facility project at Northern Pulp. I am an
employee of the mill for over 18 years and wish to continue to do so. I have friends and family
in both the forestry and fishing industries and believe they can continue to mutually coexist. I
have read a considerable portion of the focus report and while I do not pretend to understand it
all, I believe this project will be a vast improvement over what we are using now. The
activated sludge treatment process is considered state of the art for this type of effluent
treatment. This project and the mills continued operation is a much needed economic boost to
pictou county and nova scotia. I fear the closure of this mill would have a drastic effect on a
lot of people and businesses in this area. I have talked to several people that have left mill
towns after their pulp/newsprint mills have closed. they all say their communities have
withered to a fraction of what they once were. I do not want to have to move my family from
this province in search of work if the mill closes. I hope you will consider these reasons in
determining an approval to this project. Name: 

@northernpulp.com Address: : River John Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 60 y: 23



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Input into Northern Pulp Pipeline Effluent disposal proposal
Date: November 8, 2019 2:45:37 PM
Attachments: Northern Pulp plan input Nov 8 2019.docx
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Dear Environment Minister Gordon Wilson and Premier Stephen McNeil:

Attached in this WORD document you will find my input re the Northern Pulp Pipeline Effluent disposal proposal.

Please let me know if this formal is not readable to your office and I will send you the raw
text..

Thank you for the opportunity to give my input and I sincerely hope our environment and
county will be spared from the mill getting the green light to proceed with the current
proposal.

The mill has a lifespan and it is currently in its latter life.  One should ask....how long can the
mill internal equipment survive?   Why spend a lot of tax payers money to prolong the life of
an old mill whose boiler could blow up at any point?   This info is not in my document
attached but it is one that many people who have been in that mill are afraid of.  It really does
not have a place in the environmental impact of their proposal but the government should ask
the company what the life of all components of this mill are.

New Glasgow  Nova Scotia.

 

 



Concern about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal   November 8 2019 

1 | P a g e  
 

 
I  as a  resident of Pictou County for the past 40 years, living in New Glasgow and owning property 
along the Northumberland Strait,  have the following concerns re the proposed Northern Pulp waste 
solution for its effluent that currently goes into Boat Harbour.  
 
Pumping the effluent into the Northumberland Strait is an environmental time bomb with no possible 
method of containment or cleanup. 
 
We need to have buy in from N,S. , PEI, N.B. and Quebec, as the waters of the Northumberland Strait 
and the Gulf of Saint Lawrence affect us all.    The fishermen of all of these provinces will be affected if 
there is a consumer backlash against fish being marketed from polluted waters.  This industry is worth 
millions of dollars and is a federal responsibility. 
 
The fact that our Native nations are affected, as well as the fisheries and many provinces, should make 
the case that this situation calls for a full federal government environmental assessment. 
 
Tourism will be further affected (as we already have seen the impact on the town of Pictou with the 
existing smell from the Northern Pulp plant) with the impact of the discharge location near the 
Caribou Ferry Terminal connecting us with Prince Edward Island.  This terminal is a major tourism 
entry point into our county of Pictou.  Who will be excited to go into the waters to swim, kayak,etc 
around this area when they know that possibly there could be pollution from a pulp mill in  the 
water?  This proposal will affect tourism.    The knowledge and/or visibility of such a pipe will be a 
clear negative to our tourism image.  Our tourism industry is worth millions of dollars. 
 
There is no guarantee that a waste pipe will not be punctured at some point . If punctured, Pictou 
Harbour will be affected and there is no containment possibility. 
 
Other points that are of concern to me from the Northern Pulp proposal are as follows: 
 
The waste proposal poses major risk to harming marine life , marine habitat, species at 
risk/endangered/threatened that include migratory and marine birds, fish, vegetation, reptiles etc.   
 
The proposal goes through the Pictou town and Caribou water supply.    A provincial park and a 
nature preserve are within the effluent pipe footprint. 
 

Northern Pulp's pipe route raised a lot of concerns for me with their EA submission and seeing that they 
are sticking with the same basic pipe route as outlined in their focus report does nothing to alleviate 
those concerns. 
 
I do not trust Northern Pulp's ability to monitor a pipe line and I don't trust their leak monitoring 
detection system that was mentioned in the focus report does enough to protect the Town of Pictou's 
water.  The focus report talks about 'compensation' should problems be unavoidable.  'Compensation' 
does little for me if I can't trust the water that I drink.  Northern Pulp were supposed to have a leak 
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monitoring system on their current pipe but the massive raw effluent leak from October 2018 was not 
discovered by Northern Pulp, it was discovered by someone walking in the woods. 
 
Northern Pulp's findings in their earlier EA submission found that their were no concerns.  The need for 
the focus report was in part due to Northern Pulp not doing the proper work on species at risk, 
migratory birds, marine surveys, land surveys or water course surveys.  I do not trust any of the new 
conclusions that they've come to because they demonstrated that they were just going to say that 
everything was fine anyway.  The focus report also pointed out that present conditions are putting a 
strain on migratory birds.  Adding more stress does not help that. 
 
The marine portion of the pipe won't have any leak detection system.  If there were a leak during that 
stretch we would not know it.  Munroe's Island is supposed to be a protected area.  I don't see how this 
project can be approved if there isn't a system to prevent a catastrophic event in that area. 

 
The chemical characteristics of the proposed effluent is “unknown” to Northern Pulp. 
 
Meeting Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations  (PPER) doesn’t prevent harm to marine life or marine 
habitat per Environment Canada. 
 
The proposal shows the plan to burn the toxic sludge in the power boiler.  Air emissions are an issue 
today and health issues are already known to be above provincial averages today in Pictou County. 
 

This company has had a history of failing to meet their limits, their mill is over 50 years old and was only 
designed to last 25, they are not monitored enough to make me feel they are under the targets laid out 
in their Industrial Approval consistently and if this project is approved, they plan to add to those air 
emissions.  The air that we breathe in Pictou County is bad enough, I don't see a plan to add more 
pollution to a mill that already seems taxed in its capabilities is a smart move and I don't approve this 
project. 
 
The air emissions from Northern Pulp are a great concern to me.  They have failed to meet the limits set 
out in their Industrial Approval many times.  In June, their stack tests failed one of their three tests and 
only passed thanks to the average of those three tests being under the limits set in their Industrial 
Approval.  Testing on the power boiler, the stack from where these results came, are only done four 
times a year.  Seeing that they are given a pass even though they failed one of the tests makes me 
wonder how many failures are going undetected. 
 

The proposed spill basin on the plant site is planned to only hold 35 million litres of untreated effluent 
(which is only 10-12 hrs of plant operation) before it goes into the downstream system.  If a 
malfunction happens where does the excess go? 
 
The proposal also lists temporary and permanent closures for fishermen around the outflow area and 
to create a no anchor zone. 
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The Waste proposal will be pumping effluent into the ocean after only processing it for 8 hours as 
opposed to the current waste system that takes about 30 days to process and reach the Strait. 
 
Northern Pulp plans to build their new Effluent Treatment Facility on lands on and adjacent to the 
where Canso Chemical was situated.  We know there is mercury in the bedrock in the area that 
Northern Pulp plans to build but the focus report lacks data on this mercury and the concerns that 
construction on this land would cause. 
 

During the decommissioning phase, Dillon Consulting found mercury-contaminated soil and bedrock 
up to 8 metres deep.  Dillon Consulting are the same company Northern Pulp hired to do the design 
work and studies on their ETF project.  With this key information missing, not only are the amounts of 
mercury that would be dug up unknown, so are accurate studies of what digging it up would do.  Dillon 
Consulting should be very capable of presenting this information and they chose not to. 

 
The Nova Scotia provincial government has many conflicts of interest going back decades between 
itself and the mill and should not be involved in the environmental assessment and the 
approval/rejection of a Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Replacement Solution. 
 
I would like all of these points to be considered and strongly suggest that a Federal Environmental 
Assessment is necessary.   I believe a Federal EA would show this is not a proposal that can be 
approved to proceed.  It has too much risk for our county and for the surrounding provinces. 
 
 

  
Cottage owner on the Northumberland Strait 
Resident of New Glasgow 
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To whom it may concern,

Please find attached my comment concerning the Focus report of Northern Pulp concerning
the proposed Effluent Treatment Facility.

Kind regards,

 

Bedford, NS

CANADA



This submission was prepared by  a marine geologist with  years’ 
experience.   

 
has had experience analysing geological and geophysical 

datasets with a specialisation in slope stability and gravity-driven sediment transport.  
 

  

 has enjoyed many days of 
recreational boating and fishing in Caribou Harbour. As such, he is very familiar with the 
coastline, seabed and tidal conditions of the area of the proposed effluent outfall pipe. 
This submission is  and professional opinion on the proposed 
Effluent Treatment Facility by Northern Pulp. 

Summary: the geological and geophysical data illustrate that there are too many risks to 
consider putting a pipeline along the proposed route. Contrary to demonstrating that this 
is a good candidate for the pipeline routing, the various data highlight multiple 
mechanisms by which damage could be sustained to the pipeline. These include gravity-
driven slumping at the channel edges, greater than normal ice scouring and differential 
loading pressures on the pipeline due to sediment mobility. 

The potential for such a failure to go unnoticed for a considerable period and thereby the 
effluent not being discharged by the diffuser system is significant. Furthermore, the failure 
would occur within Caribou Harbour and effluent would potentially remain resident in the 
harbour for a prolonged period causing considerable environmental damage. 

The far-field modelling contains significant uncertainties resulting from limited calibration. 
The one month duration models show effluent concentration at the mouth of Caribou 
Harbour as well as impingement of the coastline of Munroes Island and Caribou Point.    

Recommendations 

Based on the data and analysis contained in both EA document and the Focus Report, it 
is not clear that a pipeline carrying effluent can be operated safely in the shallow waters 
of Caribou Harbour.  Significant additional research and engineering is necessary to 
account for and mitigate the hazards posed by ice damage and seabed instability. 

The numerical modelling requires significant additional calibration with measured data for 
the full range of hydrological and meteorological conditions in the Northumberland Strait. 
Given the risks involved and the potential detrimental impacts to ecosystems and human 
health, it is recommended that independent third party monitored peer-reviewed oversight 
of future modelling be conducted. Should the project eventually be approved and 
proceed, it is recommended that the pipe contain realtime monitoring that is publicly 
available so that any member of the public can be assured of the integrity of the pipeline 
at all times. 



Were the proposal to proceed, a full federal environmental assessment under the 
auspices of the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (formerly CEAA) to access the 
expertise of the Federal Government is recommended. 

Introduction 

The focus of this submission shall be on the offshore portion of the proposed pipeline in 
the region of Caribou Harbour. It is again highlighted that the timeframes for the 
comprehensive analysis of the data and information contained within the Focus Report is 
wholly inadequate both for the public and the relevant authorities tasked with assessing 
the viability of the proposal. For a meaningful assessment of the Environmental 
Assessment (including the Focus Report) by the regulator, the data should be analysed 
and interpreted independently to verify those made by the proponent. 

The geophysical data demonstrate that the seabed in Caribou Harbour is a highly 
dynamic marine environment with a number of physical processes operating including: 

• Ice scouring 
• Slope failure along the edge of the dredged channel 
• Shallow sediment de-gassing 
• Mobile sediment waves 

Two of these are discussed further below. 

Ice Scour and Grounding 

The Focus Report notes that: “Caribou Harbour, and the nearby section of the 

Northumberland Strait, is susceptible to ice scour, predominately due to ice floes. To 

protect the proposed pipeline from damage due to impact or bearing pressure, the 

pipeline will be buried to a depth of up to 3 m. Burying the pipeline below the potential 

scour impact is the most effective measure to protect pipelines from ice damage.” (pg. 
43) 

The prospect of ice keel damage to the pipeline remains a particular concern and the data 
presented in the Marine Geotechnical Survey Report (Appendix 2.2, Section 5.5.2) 
warrants this concern. The report notes that while 15 mapped ice scours had a scour 
depth of ≥ 0.2 m in water depths of 1 to 6 m, 133 ice scours were mapped and an 

extensive area of ice grounding was mapped west of Munroes Island with pits of ~0.7 m.  

The Receiving Water Study (Appendix 4.2, Section 2.1.2.7) presents data from a DFO 
helicopter ice survey in February 2013. These data showed that the ice thickness had a 
mean thickness of approx. 0.7 m. However, the ice keels regularly exceed 2 m in that 
same dataset (see top panel of Figure 17 of Appendix 4.2). Furthermore, ice thickness 
surveys conducted by DFO during that same period (28 February 2013) immediately 
north of Caribou Island documents significantly thicker ice floe thicknesses with keel 
depths approaching 4 m (Figure 1). 



  
Figure 1: Ice thickness survey conducted by DFO in February 2013 immediately north of 

Caribou Island. The ice thickness is shown to exceed 3 m at a number of locations.  (accessed 

from ftp://ftp.dfo-

mpo.gc.ca/SeaIce/Helicopter_Data/Gulf2013/7%20Gulf%202013%20Pictou%20large%20flo

e/). 

These data are consistent with the values and analysis of Obert and Brown (2011)1 and 
the thickness of ice in the Caribou Harbour can approach the burial depth proposed for 
the pipeline.   

There are a number of points of note here: 

1. As noted in the Marine Geotechnical Survey Report, the ice scours surveyed were 
likely formed during the winter 2018/2019 season. As such, this represents a 
relatively small and time-constrained dataset. The accumulation of ice within 
Caribou Harbour within any given year is likely to be variable depending on wind 
speed and direction and tides among other factors. To truly engineer for the 
possible hazard to ice keel related damage, a more robust dataset is required. 

 
1 Obert, K.M. and Brown, T.G., 2011. Ice ridge keel characteristics and distribution in the Northumberland Strait. 
Cold Regions Science and Technology, 66(2-3), pp.53-64. 

ftp://ftp.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/SeaIce/Helicopter_Data/Gulf2013/7 Gulf 2013 Pictou large floe/
ftp://ftp.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/SeaIce/Helicopter_Data/Gulf2013/7 Gulf 2013 Pictou large floe/
ftp://ftp.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/SeaIce/Helicopter_Data/Gulf2013/7 Gulf 2013 Pictou large floe/


2. The Marine Geotechnical Survey Report notes the presence of mobile sediment 
waves particularly in the vicinity of CKP 3 – 3.5 (see Figures 5.3.6 and 5.3.7 of 
Appendix 2.2). This sedimentological environment would mask the recognition of 
ice scours. It is clear from adjacent mapping (see Figure 5.5.2) that ice scours are 
ubiquitous in that region. This region lies beyond the mouth of Caribou Harbour 
and, in light of the significant thickness of ice keels documented by DFO referred 
to above, represents a significant risk of damage to the proposed offshore pipeline. 

3. The recognition of a region of ice grounding in the vicinity of CKP 1 (see Figures 
5.5.5 and 5.5.8 of Appendix 2.2) also illustrates a significant risk to the pipeline 
beyond the possibility of simple linear ice scouring. The load acting on the pipeline 
as a result of the weight of grounded ice is a real risk in this region. The evidence 
of ice grounding shows that this can occur over a significant area (a rough estimate 
from Figure 5.5.8 would be 75 m2). It is unlikely that the backfill overlying the pipe 
could absorb the load acting down on the pipe from a large volume of grounded 
ice. Given the shallow water depths along the proposed pipeline routing, there are 
a number of locations where this remains a risk. 

4. Another important consideration in assessing ice scour data is the sediment type 
of the seabed. As noted in the Marine Geotechnical Survey Report, finer sediments 
such as clay and silt can record ice scours more effectively than sandy or gravelly 
deposits. Also, sediment reworking can rapidly infill larger scours. A significant 
portion (~65%) of the surveyed area is made of sand and silty sand and this 
corresponds to areas where fewer scours have been mapped. This again leads to 
significant unknowns when trying to assess the impact of ice-related hazard to the 
proposed pipeline. 

5. It is difficult to assess the data from an already interpreted static image but a 
number of v-shaped reflections, in addition to interrupted reflectors within the 
CHIRP data suggest a possible greater influence for ice scouring (Figure 5.4.4 of 
Appendix 2.2). The R1 reflector and sequences SQ2 and 3a show possible 
evidence of disturbance related to ice scour. 

As a result of these observations, a burial depth of 3 m would not seem to represent a 
mitigation of the risk posed by ice floes (both scouring from the ice keel and grounding of 
the floe). Any number of processes could damage and rupture the pipeline and, in light of 
the pipe being buried 3 m, this damage would not be readily accessible or observable. A 
protracted leak could continue for a long period before being noticed potentially resulting 
in sustained damage to the marine ecosystem. 

Slope Failure 

The bathymetry along the proposed pipeline has been well documented in the Marine 
Geotechnical Survey Report. The area can be classified into two broad categories – a 
shallow (< 5 m) region punctuated by a channel, sediment waves and ice scours for the 
landward 2.3 km of the proposed pipeline length, and a rapidly deepening region where 



depths go from ~2 m  at the mouth of Caribou Harbour to ~20 m seaward of the mouth 
over a distance of ~1000 m.  

The proposed pipeline runs approximately parallel to the dredge channel for the Caribou 
Ferry Wharf. The Channel is dredged to a depth of 5.5 m below low water. 

Multibeam bathymetry reveals the scalloped edge to the dredged channel which suggests 
retrogressive erosion (Figure 2). The eroded sediment undergoes gravity driven transport 
from the edge of the dredged channel downslope. The slope map in the Marine 
Geotechnical Survey Report (Figure 5.1.5 of Appendix 2.2) shows gradients exceeding 
10° (possibly up to 20°) which, given the sediment type (sand/gravel – Enclosure 8 of 
Appendix 2.2), represents an unstable mobile seabed.  

The proximity (within 20 m) of the unstable dredged channel slope to the proposed 
pipeline is cause for concern. Were there to be a larger slope failure, the seabed upon 
which the pipeline lays could give way. Even absent a catastrophic failure, the 
retrogressive erosion of the channel edge could eventually undermine the sediment base 
of the pipeline. 

This sediment transport is the reason for ongoing dredging activity within the channel. 
This dredging is described in a project description by Public Works and Government 
Services Canada from 2017. The location of one of the areas targeted for dredging in that 
document coincides with the region described above. It seems plausible that this would 
be required again in the years to come. As such, significant machinery (barge-mounted 
mechanical dredges) would operate in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline posing a 
significant damage hazard. 

 
Figure 2: Map prepared for this submission showing the scalloped pattern of retrogressive 

erosion (in green) and the channelised gravity-driven sediment transport (red) along the edge 

of the dredged channel (red shading). The proposed pipeline is shown in pink. 



Receiving Water Modelling 

It has to be remarked that while the quality and level of detail of the modelling contained 
within the Focus Report is a vast improvement on the modelling contained in the EA 
registration documents. Nevertheless, there remains significant uncertainties, data gaps 
and areas of concern. It is impossible to perform an adequate examination of the model 
within the timeframe provided for in the public comment period. Given the consequences 
of inaccurate model prediction, it is recommended that a comprehensive and independent 
peer review of the model is conducted. 

It should be noted that a numerical model of any system is a non-unique solution. Input 
parameters are changed to calibrate the model. The more complex a model, the greater 
number of parameters that are variable and consequently the greater the chance it 
departs from the physical reality of what it seeks to simulate. To test the validity of the 
numerical model, model prediction outputs are compared against measured observations 
over time. The short time period since the generation of the model (essentially summer 
2019) to test predicted versus observed data reduces confidence in the model.  

A major deficiency concerning the input parameters for the far field modelling is that the 
input data used to calibrate the model were acquired over the course of one season – 
and in many cases only over two days (May 24 and 25, 2019). This includes the 
determination of the temperature and salinity profiles of the water column (see Figures.12 
and 13 of Appendix 4.2 for example). 

This represents an inadequate dataset upon which to make model predictions in the 
Northumberland Strait, particularly in the Caribou Harbour region. Even over the course 
of a summer season, there is significant variation in the surface temperature of the water. 
This is more pronounced in winter when the strait freezes over and clearly a temperature 
and salinity profile would be very different. 

The simulation periods, as outlined in Table 11 of Appendix 4.2, are the months of July 
and February 2019, while the model has only been calibrated for May/June 2019. 

The effluent dispersion modelling also contains assumptions that raise questions as to its 
usefulness. There is no detailed explanation in Section 2.3.2.4 of Appendix 4.2 of what 
the what the “assumed arbitrary concentration” is. Assumptions of “typical mill effluent” of 

900 – 1500 mg/L is given in Table 11 without any citation or relation to whether this is 
realistic for the Northern Pulp mill. 

The model predicts “little plume intrusion into Caribou Harbour”. Local knowledge of 
Caribou Harbour, however, confirms that under certain (current and wind) conditions 
significant surface organic debris can be transported into the harbour and remain over a 
number of days indicative of significant flow into the mouth of the harbour. Furthermore 
the deposition of Gull Spit is due to inward flow into Caribou Harbour with sediments being 
deposited on the lee side of Caribou Point. 



The simulated effluent concentration maps predicted by the model seem unrealistic when 
considering a continuously discharging source with seemingly isolated pockets of higher 
concentrations of effluent isolated in the model domain. Even if one assumes the model 
is accurate, there would appear to be issues with increased effluent impacting the 
coastline.  Figure 33 of Appendix 4.1 shows high concentrations of effluent on Munroes 
Island. It is recalled that Munroes Island is a designated Provincial Park and Section 24 
of the Provincial Parks Act (R.S., c. 367, s. 1) states: 

“No person shall transport garbage, refuse or domestic, hazardous or industrial waste 

through, over or in any provincial park or deposit such material in or on a provincial park, 

except as may be authorized by permit issued by the Minister.” 

Figure 38 of Appendix 4.2 is most concerning. Again, if the model is accurate (something 
that is questionable given the assumptions and constraints), the simulated effluent 
concentration after only one month shows a build-up in the vicinity of the mouth of Caribou 
Harbour. One can only assume this increases over time. 

The Winter modelling is poorly constrained by measured data. There is no examination 
as to whether there is any stratification of the water column which would greatly impact 
the way in which plume dispersal would occur. The simulated effluent concentrations in 
Figure 45 shows again a significant concentration build-up after a one month period albeit 
further southeast. It also shows a high concentration on the coast by Caribou Point. 

A variety of shellfish are harvested within Caribou Harbour in the intertidal areas (e.g. 
oysters, mussels and quahogs) by residents (my own children have often consumed raw 
shellfish (oysters) right off the beach as well as cooked razor clams, mussels, and 
quahogs), visitors and semi-commercial fishers. These are filter feeders and would readily 
incorporate contamination from the discharged effluent. The risk to human health is real 
and potentially severe. Given the uncertainties surrounding the behaviour of the effluent 
plume in this location, caution is essential. 

Concluding Remark 

As proposed, the marine portion of the Effluent Treatment Facility proposed by Northern 
Pulp contains too much risk to the marine environment and human health. Uncertainties 
concerning the integrity of the pipeline and the behaviour of the effluent discharge under 
normal operating conditions remain high. 

The actions needed to address and possibly mitigate these risks are time and cost 
intensive. It would be beneficial, therefore, to have a full federal environmental 
assessment under the auspices of the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (formerly 
CEAA) to access the expertise of the Federal Government. 
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Good afternoon,

Attached are my comments regarding Northern Pulp's Focus Report.

Regards,
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November 8th, 2019



The Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment



Minister Gordon:

I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

My name is Caitlin Johnson, I grew up in the small community of Caribou River on the Sunrise Trail along the beautiful Northumberland Strait. 



I am the daughter of a third-generation fisherman, and great granddaughter of Henry Ferguson, a former Pictou County councilor, Pictou Landing resident and land owner.  My great grandfather’s property near Boat Harbour was expropriated by the Nova Scotia government for use by the Scott Paper Company in the 1960s.  



I am currently residing in Amherst, and have worked with Tourism Nova Scotia as a travel counsellor at the Visitor Information Centre at the Nova Scotia/New Brunswick border for six years.  I possess a Bachelor of Arts, a Bachelor of Education, and a Master of Arts in Atlantic Canada Studies, in which I wrote an original thesis, titled, “Voices of the North Shore: The Lobster Fishery of Pictou County.” 



I am requesting that you reject this project put forth by Northern Pulp.  There is simply not enough evidence in this Focus Report, or their Environmental Assessment document(s), to prove there will not be irreparable adverse environmental effects.  Northern Pulp cannot argue that aspects of this project are mitigable, as there are still too many weaknesses in their project, and too many unknowns that cannot be predicted.  Citizens of Nova Scotia cannot be assured that any adverse effects could possibly be mitigated.  Currently, many Nova Scotian’s do not believe that their provincial government is working with their best interests in mind with regards to the environment.  Our provincial government has a proven conflict of interest in Northern Pulp’s project.  As a result, trust has been lost throughout Pictou County, and replaced with a deep division.    



I also believe that this Focus Report, and this entire EA process, has been unfair.   As noted in my previous letter from March 9th, 2019, Northern Pulp did not hold public consultations on the new Caribou Harbour effluent pipe outfall site plan, as they previously had with their initial Pictou Harbour effluent pipe outfall site plan.  There also have not been public consultations on the pipeline route change as noted in the Focus Report.  As stakeholders, citizens of Pictou County should have been permitted to voice their concerns over these changes, and were never permitted the opportunity to do so.  It is also unfair to expect the general public be able to sift through and comprehend over 4000 pages of documents and appendices that were included in Northern Pulp’s Focus Report in thirty-seven days.  It is also unfair to expect your own department to be able to digest and interpret this document in that time frame, as well as allow a further twenty-five days for review all submissions from the public.  During the initial EA submission for this project in the spring, your department received well over 4000 pages of submissions.  There will be thousands of pages of submissions to be reviewed for this Focus Report.  You are at risk of deteriorating the quality of assessment your team can provide to you with regards to this project.



In the event that you do not reject this project, I ask that you require an Environmental Assessment Report, or defer the project to the CEAA for federal review.



I work on the frontlines of the 2.7 billion-dollar tourism industry in Nova Scotia, and it is my job to help our visitors make informed decisions about where to visit in our beautiful province.  Having grown up on the Sunrise Trail, I always suggest it as a scenic alternative to the TransCanada Highway.  Visitors can experience the sweeping seaside farmland, lush forests, small fishing communities, and the well renowned sandy beaches and warm swimming waters of the Northumberland Strait.  If Northern Pulp is permitted to place their effluent pipeline in Caribou Harbour, near one of the most popular provincial park campgrounds and beaches along the Northumberland Shore, adverse effects from the effluent would be felt immediately by tourism operators all along the Northumberland Strait.  Visitors already comment on the ‘stink’ that hangs over the Town of Pictou from Northern Pulp, and it would be difficult to confidently tell visitors that it is safe to swim in the waters of the Northumberland Strait with the lack of information that has been given about the makeup of the effluent.  Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment document states, “At this time, effluent chemistry characteristics (including the specific substances present in treated effluent and their anticipated concentration) will not be known with certainty until the project is operational.”[footnoteRef:1]  This is unacceptable.  With the release of Northern Pulp’s Focus Report, I am still not convinced that Northern pulp knows what the makeup of their effluent currently is, or will be.  Allowing this pulp mill to dump effluent in to a body of water without knowing its composition is outrageous and wholly irresponsible, on the part of the mill as well as the provincial and federal governments.  Nova Scotia is striving for $4 billion in tourism revenues by 2024, one of the major goals set out in the Ivany Report (Goal 14).  The province simply cannot afford to support, or approve, Northern Pulp’s project, and continue to work towards such an important, and economically stimulating, Ivany report goal simultaneously.   [1:  Dillon Consulting Ltd., Environmental Assessment Registration Document: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility. Submitted January 31, 2019.] 




With the Ivany Report in mind, let’s turn to our fishing industries.  Another major goal set out in the Ivany report (Goal 15), was to double Nova Scotia’s exports of seafood on a sustainable basis by 2024.  We have currently surpassed the 2024 goal of 2.4 billion in exports, thanks to the export of seafood, specifically of lobster.  High prices and high demand for Nova Scotian lobsters are responsible for this acceleration.[footnoteRef:2]  It must also be noted that thirty-five percent of Canada’s shellfish exports come from Nova Scotia.[footnoteRef:3]  Approval of this project is entirely detrimental to our continued success of sustainable seafood exports.  The pipeline for Northern Pulp’s new effluent treatment facility has the potential to cause mass devastation, not only to lobsters, but to other species within the environment as well.  Pelagic species of fish and bivalves (such as mussels, scallops and oysters) would be contaminated or killed off by the effluent, or from the extreme temperature of the effluent, as noted in Table 5.2-1 found on page 46 of Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment Registration Document.[footnoteRef:4]  The study, “Detecting p53 family proteins in haemocytic leukemia cells of Mytilus edulis from Pictou Harbour, Nova Scotia, Canada,” by S. St-Jean et al. from 2005, provides a detailed study on the impact of the environment on blue mussels in fourteen various sampling sites chosen in the Pictou Harbour and harbour mouth.  The researchers found that each set of healthy mussels placed in all fourteen sites developed leukemia cells in their tissue, and contained various other carcinogens.[footnoteRef:5]  Furthermore, as noted in Northern Pulp’s Focus Report, Appendix 9.1, pages 1-2 (which is simply a memo followed by tissue results), only three marine fish species were examined in Caribou Harbour, at the proposed effluent pipeline discharge location.  I do not see how this satisfies the Terms of Reference requirements set forth by the Nova Scotia Environment, section 9.1, listed under Human Health.  It is noted on page 2, Appendix 9.1, of the Focus Report, that two additional tissue collection surveys are planned for 2019, targeting scallop, blue mussel, oyster, and fin-fish species.  However, this information should have been collected prior to the EA project registration, and is still not complete and/or available.  This is unacceptable.  [2:  One Nova Scotia, “One Nova Scotia, Goal 15: Fisheries and Agriculture Exports.” Accessed November 6, 2019. 
https://onens.ca/goals/goal-15-fisheries-and-agriculture-exports/deep-dive/]  [3:  Nova Scotia Seafood. Accessed November 6, 2019. https://nsseafood.com/]  [4:  Dillion Consulting Ltd., Environmental Assessment Registration Document …, 2019.]  [5:  St-Jean, S., Stephens, R., Courtenay, S. and C. Reinisch, Detecting p53 family proteins in haemocytic leukemia cells of Mytilus edulis from Pictou Harbour, Nova Scotia, Canada. Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, 62, (2005): 2055- 2066.] 




I would also like to inquire as to the whereabouts of the MEKS (Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study).  The Terms of Reference set out by NSE for this Focus Report, TOR 11.1 listed under Indigenous People’s Use of Land Resources, stated that Northern Pulp’s Focus Report required a MEKS.  This implies that a MEKS was not completed for the original EA submission.  This is unacceptable.  Northern Pulp has included a letter from Membertou Geomatics Solutions, to Dillon Consulting Limited, submitted as Appendix 11.1 of the Focus Report, dated Sept. 25th, 2019.  This letter states that it should be accompanied by the latest signed copy of the MEKS for the “Northern Pulp Pipeline Re-Alignment Route.”  First, why would a MEKS that has been requested by NSE for Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project be limited to the new pipeline route?  And second, where is this document?  Should it not also be included as an appendix?  It is to be noted as well that the letter states this MEKS is to compliment an earlier study from July 2018, titled “Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility MEKS.”  Where is this study from 2018?  Why was it not included in the original EA submission?  There are too many unanswered questions to this one simple request from NSE.  Not submitting a complete MEKS on the entire project is unacceptable, and disturbing.  Mi’kmaq knowledge should have been at the forefront of this EA, and yet it had to be requested by NSE.  This demonstrates the extreme level of disrespect Northern Pulp and Paper Excellence has for Pictou Landing First Nation, and indigenous knowledge.



There are many other items I take issue with in the Focus Report, but do not have the time to properly research.  For example, there are many issues within Appendix 4.3, Sediment Transport Modeling.  I understand that modeling can be a helpful tool, but I find it troubling that Northern Pulp used sediment particle size analysis (PSA) from two Paper Excellence mills in British Columbia.  This reinforces a major question:  what is Northern Pulp’s current effluent makeup, and what will it be?  This is something Northern Pulp cannot answer, and incurs too many risks to our marine environment.  



I implore you to deeply consider every detail that was shared in all the letters and submissions made during this thirty-seven day public review period.  Many have worked very hard to convey their concerns and expect their government to take all forms of knowledge shared in to consideration.  We must all take responsibility for the legacy we are leaving behind.  I believe that there would be devastating adverse effects if Northern Pulp’s new effluent treatment facility is approved.  An effluent pipe cannot be permitted to enter the Northumberland Strait, an already stressed and fragile ecosystem.  One tainted lobster is all it takes to destroy the seafood industry of all three Maritime provinces.  Adverse effects from this project are not limited to Nova Scotia; your decision affects the entire Maritime region.    



We must put an end to the environmental racism that has plagued Pictou Landing First Nation for over five decades.  An extension to the use of Boat Harbour is not an option.  You cannot ask this community to sacrifice their health, culture, and livelihoods, any further.  We must stand with PLFN as they work towards remediating and reclaiming A’se’k.  January 31st, 2020 is more than a date set in the Boat Harbour Act – it is the beginning of a new chapter in Nova Scotian environmental history.  It is your opportunity to set a precedent.  It is a time of healing for PLFN and the county of Pictou.  

















“Beyond its economic functions, a healthy marine ecosystem is an integral support for local culture and identity and for the quality of life in adjacent communities.”[footnoteRef:6]   [6:  Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Working Group Report: Northumberland Strait Ecosystem Initiative, Habitat and Resource Protection. Ottawa: Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 2007, 10.
] 




Pictou County is much more than the Northern Pulp mill. 



We deserve better.



Regards, 



Caitlin Johnson 
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November 8th, 2019 
 
The Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
 
Minister Gordon: 
 
I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project.  
 
My name is  I grew up in the small community of Caribou River on the Sunrise 
Trail along the beautiful Northumberland Strait.  
 
I am the daughter of a third-generation  

Pictou Landing resident and land owner.   
property near Boat Harbour was expropriated by the Nova Scotia government for 

use by the Scott Paper Company in the 1960s.   
 
I am currently residing in  

 
I possess a Bachelor of  a Bachelor of and a Master of   

 
 

 
I am requesting that you reject this project put forth by Northern Pulp.  There is simply not 
enough evidence in this Focus Report, or their Environmental Assessment document(s), to prove 
there will not be irreparable adverse environmental effects.  Northern Pulp cannot argue that 
aspects of this project are mitigable, as there are still too many weaknesses in their project, and 
too many unknowns that cannot be predicted.  Citizens of Nova Scotia cannot be assured that 
any adverse effects could possibly be mitigated.  Currently, many Nova Scotian’s do not believe 
that their provincial government is working with their best interests in mind with regards to the 
environment.  Our provincial government has a proven conflict of interest in Northern Pulp’s 
project.  As a result, trust has been lost throughout Pictou County, and replaced with a deep 
division.     
 
I also believe that this Focus Report, and this entire EA process, has been unfair.   As noted in my 
previous letter from March 9th, 2019, Northern Pulp did not hold public consultations on the new 
Caribou Harbour effluent pipe outfall site plan, as they previously had with their initial Pictou 
Harbour effluent pipe outfall site plan.  There also have not been public consultations on the 
pipeline route change as noted in the Focus Report.  As stakeholders, citizens of Pictou County 
should have been permitted to voice their concerns over these changes, and were never 
permitted the opportunity to do so.  It is also unfair to expect the general public be able to sift 
through and comprehend over 4000 pages of documents and appendices that were included in 
Northern Pulp’s Focus Report in thirty-seven days.  It is also unfair to expect your own 
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department to be able to digest and interpret this document in that time frame, as well as allow 
a further twenty-five days for review all submissions from the public.  During the initial EA 
submission for this project in the spring, your department received well over 4000 pages of 
submissions.  There will be thousands of pages of submissions to be reviewed for this Focus 
Report.  You are at risk of deteriorating the quality of assessment your team can provide to you 
with regards to this project. 
 
In the event that you do not reject this project, I ask that you require an Environmental 
Assessment Report, or defer the project to the CEAA for federal review. 
 
I work on the frontlines of the 2.7 billion-dollar tourism industry in Nova Scotia, and it is my job 
to help our visitors make informed decisions about where to visit in our beautiful province.  
Having grown up on  I always suggest it as a scenic alternative to the 
TransCanada Highway.  Visitors can experience the sweeping seaside farmland, lush forests, small 
fishing communities, and the well renowned sandy beaches and warm swimming waters of the 
Northumberland Strait.  If Northern Pulp is permitted to place their effluent pipeline in Caribou 
Harbour, near one of the most popular provincial park campgrounds and beaches along the 
Northumberland Shore, adverse effects from the effluent would be felt immediately by tourism 
operators all along the Northumberland Strait.  Visitors already comment on the ‘stink’ that 
hangs over the Town of Pictou from Northern Pulp, and it would be difficult to confidently tell 
visitors that it is safe to swim in the waters of the Northumberland Strait with the lack of 
information that has been given about the makeup of the effluent.  Northern Pulp’s 
Environmental Assessment document states, “At this time, effluent chemistry characteristics 
(including the specific substances present in treated effluent and their anticipated concentration) 
will not be known with certainty until the project is operational.”1  This is unacceptable.  With 
the release of Northern Pulp’s Focus Report, I am still not convinced that Northern pulp knows 
what the makeup of their effluent currently is, or will be.  Allowing this pulp mill to dump effluent 
in to a body of water without knowing its composition is outrageous and wholly irresponsible, on 
the part of the mill as well as the provincial and federal governments.  Nova Scotia is striving for 
$4 billion in tourism revenues by 2024, one of the major goals set out in the Ivany Report (Goal 
14).  The province simply cannot afford to support, or approve, Northern Pulp’s project, and 
continue to work towards such an important, and economically stimulating, Ivany report goal 
simultaneously.   
 
With the Ivany Report in mind, let’s turn to our fishing industries.  Another major goal set out in 
the Ivany report (Goal 15), was to double Nova Scotia’s exports of seafood on a sustainable basis 
by 2024.  We have currently surpassed the 2024 goal of 2.4 billion in exports, thanks to the export 
of seafood, specifically of lobster.  High prices and high demand for Nova Scotian lobsters are 

 
1 Dillon Consulting Ltd., Environmental Assessment Registration Document: Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility. Submitted January 31, 2019. 
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responsible for this acceleration.2  It must also be noted that thirty-five percent of Canada’s 
shellfish exports come from Nova Scotia.3  Approval of this project is entirely detrimental to our 
continued success of sustainable seafood exports.  The pipeline for Northern Pulp’s new effluent 
treatment facility has the potential to cause mass devastation, not only to lobsters, but to other 
species within the environment as well.  Pelagic species of fish and bivalves (such as mussels, 
scallops and oysters) would be contaminated or killed off by the effluent, or from the extreme 
temperature of the effluent, as noted in Table 5.2-1 found on page 46 of Northern Pulp’s 
Environmental Assessment Registration Document.4  The study, “Detecting p53 family proteins 
in haemocytic leukemia cells of Mytilus edulis from Pictou Harbour, Nova Scotia, Canada,” by S. 
St-Jean et al. from 2005, provides a detailed study on the impact of the environment on blue 
mussels in fourteen various sampling sites chosen in the Pictou Harbour and harbour mouth.  The 
researchers found that each set of healthy mussels placed in all fourteen sites developed 
leukemia cells in their tissue, and contained various other carcinogens.5  Furthermore, as noted 
in Northern Pulp’s Focus Report, Appendix 9.1, pages 1-2 (which is simply a memo followed by 
tissue results), only three marine fish species were examined in Caribou Harbour, at the proposed 
effluent pipeline discharge location.  I do not see how this satisfies the Terms of Reference 
requirements set forth by the Nova Scotia Environment, section 9.1, listed under Human Health.  
It is noted on page 2, Appendix 9.1, of the Focus Report, that two additional tissue collection 
surveys are planned for 2019, targeting scallop, blue mussel, oyster, and fin-fish species.  
However, this information should have been collected prior to the EA project registration, and is 
still not complete and/or available.  This is unacceptable.  
 
I would also like to inquire as to the whereabouts of the MEKS (Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge 
Study).  The Terms of Reference set out by NSE for this Focus Report, TOR 11.1 listed under 
Indigenous People’s Use of Land Resources, stated that Northern Pulp’s Focus Report required 
a MEKS.  This implies that a MEKS was not completed for the original EA submission.  This is 
unacceptable.  Northern Pulp has included a letter from Membertou Geomatics Solutions, to 
Dillon Consulting Limited, submitted as Appendix 11.1 of the Focus Report, dated Sept. 25th, 
2019.  This letter states that it should be accompanied by the latest signed copy of the MEKS for 
the “Northern Pulp Pipeline Re-Alignment Route.”  First, why would a MEKS that has been 
requested by NSE for Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project be 
limited to the new pipeline route?  And second, where is this document?  Should it not also be 
included as an appendix?  It is to be noted as well that the letter states this MEKS is to 
compliment an earlier study from July 2018, titled “Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility 
MEKS.”  Where is this study from 2018?  Why was it not included in the original EA submission?  

 
2 One Nova Scotia, “One Nova Scotia, Goal 15: Fisheries and Agriculture Exports.” Accessed 
November 6, 2019.  
https://onens.ca/goals/goal-15-fisheries-and-agriculture-exports/deep-dive/ 
3 Nova Scotia Seafood. Accessed November 6, 2019. https://nsseafood.com/ 
4 Dillion Consulting Ltd., Environmental Assessment Registration Document …, 2019. 
5 St-Jean, S., Stephens, R., Courtenay, S. and C. Reinisch, Detecting p53 family proteins in 
haemocytic leukemia cells of Mytilus edulis from Pictou Harbour, Nova Scotia, Canada. 
Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, 62, (2005): 2055- 2066. 

https://onens.ca/goals/goal-15-fisheries-and-agriculture-exports/deep-dive/
https://nsseafood.com/
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There are too many unanswered questions to this one simple request from NSE.  Not 
submitting a complete MEKS on the entire project is unacceptable, and disturbing.  Mi’kmaq 
knowledge should have been at the forefront of this EA, and yet it had to be requested by NSE.  
This demonstrates the extreme level of disrespect Northern Pulp and Paper Excellence has for 
Pictou Landing First Nation, and indigenous knowledge. 
 
There are many other items I take issue with in the Focus Report, but do not have the time to 
properly research.  For example, there are many issues within Appendix 4.3, Sediment Transport 
Modeling.  I understand that modeling can be a helpful tool, but I find it troubling that Northern 
Pulp used sediment particle size analysis (PSA) from two Paper Excellence mills in British 
Columbia.  This reinforces a major question:  what is Northern Pulp’s current effluent makeup, 
and what will it be?  This is something Northern Pulp cannot answer, and incurs too many risks 
to our marine environment.   
 
I implore you to deeply consider every detail that was shared in all the letters and submissions 
made during this thirty-seven day public review period.  Many have worked very hard to convey 
their concerns and expect their government to take all forms of knowledge shared in to 
consideration.  We must all take responsibility for the legacy we are leaving behind.  I believe 
that there would be devastating adverse effects if Northern Pulp’s new effluent treatment facility 
is approved.  An effluent pipe cannot be permitted to enter the Northumberland Strait, an 
already stressed and fragile ecosystem.  One tainted lobster is all it takes to destroy the seafood 
industry of all three Maritime provinces.  Adverse effects from this project are not limited to Nova 
Scotia; your decision affects the entire Maritime region.     
 
We must put an end to the environmental racism that has plagued Pictou Landing First Nation 
for over five decades.  An extension to the use of Boat Harbour is not an option.  You cannot ask 
this community to sacrifice their health, culture, and livelihoods, any further.  We must stand 
with PLFN as they work towards remediating and reclaiming A’se’k.  January 31st, 2020 is more 
than a date set in the Boat Harbour Act – it is the beginning of a new chapter in Nova Scotian 
environmental history.  It is your opportunity to set a precedent.  It is a time of healing for PLFN 
and the county of Pictou.   
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“Beyond its economic functions, a healthy marine ecosystem is an integral support for local 
culture and identity and for the quality of life in adjacent communities.”6   
 
Pictou County is much more than the Northern Pulp mill.  
 
We deserve better. 
 
Regards,  
 

  

 
6 Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Working Group Report: Northumberland Strait 
Ecosystem Initiative, Habitat and Resource Protection. Ottawa: Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans, 2007, 10. 
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November 8, 2019

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
To:
Mr. Gordon Wilson and The Nova Scotia Department of Environment

My name is  and I am a lifelong citizen (65years) of the Town of Pictou. Today I am writing to you in
regards to the application for permission to build an effluent treatment plant (it is NOT waste water) at the Northern
Pulp site in Granton which also includes a pipe that will carry same said treated effluent out into the
Northumberland Strait via an overland route to Caribou Harbour. This plan is due to the planned shutdown of Boat
Harbour, as per the Boat Harbour Act which was passed in 2015.
I am totally against this happening and I shall go into further details as to why.

I am not a scientist, by trade or education, but have a Millwrights Certificate and have practiced that trade for some
35 years. In all honesty I feel with everything I have managed to get a hold of and read and what I have seen with
my own eyes, one does not need much education to come to the same conclusions that I have. I find the report is
lacking in many ways with much needed information that has yet to be studied and produced. But really pretty much
all you need is one simple thing, which seems to be a bit of a rarity these days and that is just some good old
common sense.

So let’s get to it and I will try to explain to you what I mean.

First off, have you ever visited Boat Harbour? If not you should above all do so, before you do anything else. If you
did, it makes me wonder why you would even entertain the thought of moving what is in Boat Harbour out into the
middle of Prime Fishing grounds in the Northumberland Strait. Because from all that I have read, and what I have
witnessed as to what is now going on in Boat Harbour and to think that basically it will be much the same thing
going into the Strait.

My reasoning for this is :

First this comment taken from the Halifax Examiner:

“Chapman’s on-air boasts about effluent from the new system being better than it is now contradicts the
views Northern Pulp’s technical manager expressed in private communication. In an email of November
29, 2017 to Dillon consultants, she writes:

Some say effluent quality [from the replacement treatment facility] will be worse than today because of all
the polishing that is happening across the Boat Harbour basin — and they are correct to some extent”…

Then this taken from the EA 9.0 Human health Evaluation pg 489



At this time, effluent chemistry characteristics (including the specific substances present in treated effluent and their
anticipated concentrations) will not be known with certainty until the project is operational.

Finally this taken from same section of EA page 491

In the EA they also used as their example a report from Tasmania of the proposed Bell Bay Pulp Mill as to what the
effluent would be like.

So here they are planning to put a by product into the Strait, where Northern Pulp say they do not know what it
contains now,( why do they do not know that, have they not ever had it tested?)
Then they use a report that is in fact imaginary and just pure speculation; on top of that have a technical manager
from Northern Pulp saying the new treated effluent will not be as good as to what flows into Boat Barbour at present
day.

Does that sound good to you? Well it certainly does not feel very comforting to me at all.

Now not only will this Treated Effluent have all kinds of different pollutants in it like Furins, Dioxins even Mercury
and Cadmium plus some other heavy metals, there is also the fact that it will also be hot and will contain nutrients
that will be a type of BOD, Biochemical Oxygen Demand and Suspended Solids SS. 
All of these things are known to be acutely lethal to fish. The pipe will of course create a dead zone in the Strait.
How big that dead zone will be is yet to be determined, as we are lead to believe that the effluent coming out of the
pipe will be apparent all be gone within five meters of dispersal. Northern Pulp states it will meet Marine Guidelines
according to one ad that they have been posting on the internet. A statement that is actually false advertising ,as
there are no Marine Guidelines, where ever they got that idea from? 
So if you will imagine please, if you can, using the Town of  Pictou’s Freshwater Containment Standpipe at the top
of our Town. Then picture a total 19 of these full of effluent spilling out in the Strait in one specific place, every
single day. Now  tell me you believe that it will all just vanish? There is that Common Sense thing again jumping
out at you!

Then let’s not forget the possibility of Pipe Leaks like the  three known ones. Two major ones that have happened
between Boat harbour and Northern Pulp one in 2014 of 47 million lts and a more recent one in 2018, that DOE is
still sitting on to tell us the results even after 13 months of investigation.
So where does Northern Pulp want to run their Pipe? The route would take it right over the Town of Pictou’s
watershed. This is the good and friendly neighbour that they say they are. So they want to put at risk a whole town’s
water supply?  Hello Common Sense !

Then of course we have the Pipe route into the Strait. Well as we all know the Strait freezes in the winter and during
the breakup in the Spring we get ice moving all over the place from winds and tides. This can cause many problems,
it moves underwater Buoy Bases, it gouges the seabed and it destroys wharfs and pretty much anything that gets in
its way. Do a little research and find out the issue of buried sea cables and wharfs like one at Cape Pele in NB have
suffered at the expense of moving ice in the Strait.
The sea bed at Caribou Harbour according to Navigation Charts is made up of sand and mud which are two types of
underwater terrain that are never in a stable state but continually in some kind of movement. You only need to view
a sandbar at the beach and see how it changes from Tide to Tide.
The pipe diffusers cannot be buried so could sustain possible damage along with the pipe itself under these types of
conditions. Considering the changes in the weather these last few years and the increases in wind storms, how much
does that increase the odds of damage occurring? 
I have seen nothing in the EA or the FR that address the problem of the pipe being damaged in the Strait and what
they will do or how they will fix it. If damage happens what are the plans to repair it during the time ice is prevalent
in the Strait?
Will they 1.) Just keep running and pumping effluent into the Strait, until such time as the ice is gone and work can



be done. Or 2.) Will they shutdown and cease production for perhaps two to three months till conditions are right ?

OK so suppose you are happy with the Pipe and the treatment facility. Let’s turn now to what they want to do with
the dried effluent by product from the facility.  My understanding is they want to take that product, which they still
do not know what it contains, or perhaps refuse to tell us what it contains and burn it in their power boilers.
Considering Northern Pulp’s track record when it comes to air emissions I find that to be a very troubling way to
deal with the destroying of the Effluent by product. Has any testing at all been done to evaluate at what temperatures
the contents of the Effluent will be destroyed,  if at all or if the Particular matter will be less than the 2.5m? From
April 2011 to October 10, 2018, they had 14 Failed air emission tests. With it exceeding air contaminant
emissions limits by nearly 50 per cent in June of 2017.

They are on one hand saying they are preventing some of the by product from getting to the water, but
then they are basically just putting it back into the air. So not only are we looking at dealing with water
pollution we are also looking at a very disturbing possibility of our air quality being even worse than it is
now. With the number of respiratory cases in Pictou County over the years, can considering this
kind of waste disposal actually make any sense? There it is again, that dam Common Sense.

I might as well add this extra bit as it also has to do with DOE and Northern Pulp. We are hearing
from Forestry that if Northern Pulp fails to operate, that the Forest Industry in Nova Scotia will be
decimated.
I think that the word decimated is used in the sentence in a very wrong way. Due to the operations
and work methods of Northern Pulp it is not the Forestry Industry that is being decimated it is
actually the forests themselves. I used to be an avid fisher and you would find me in the woods,
on a lake or a river enjoying my favorite sport of Angling all the time. One of my favorite places to
do that was in the Liscombe Game Sanctuary. In the end I had to finally give it all up, as I could no
longer enjoy a day out when I would have to view the devastation from both my truck on the way
or from the waters of my favorite lakes. A Game Sanctuary Clear Cut, not just a little but hundreds
of acres, quite simply destroyed. Oh, they say no worries, it is a renewable resource. Yes it may
be a renewable resource to some but I am afraid I do not have 80 years of life left to see it back in
its previous state again. Some claim 30 years for harvestable trees. I call BS, been there after 20
years and it is still hardly taller than me and what is growing up in its place? Softwood, lots and
lots of softwood and why?  Because Northern Pulp sprayed it with Gylsophates. So looks like not
only are they killing things with the use of their Pulp Emission Stacks, they are also killing with
their spray programs and clear cutting practices. To think they say it only kills the hardwood?
Guess the birds and small animals read spay warning signs and stay away when the spray is in
progress. Is common sense ringing that bell again?

So in closing in my non scientific way, I ask you Mr. Gordon Wilson and the Liberal Government’s
Nova Scotia Department of Environment and all its staff.  What will your legacy be? Now please
think very carefully about this before you answer?

Are you going to have a legacy of being the ones who: 

Saved the Northumberland Strait from becoming Polluted
Saved our wonderful fresh Ocean Air and Forest air from being contaminated. 
Saved our Forests and all the creatures in it from devastation.

Or will your legacy be you saved a Multi Billion Dollar International Company and some 2700 jobs
that all feel it would be a positive thing just for them lone?

Let’s just hope you use all your common sense?

I am certain your families, friends and the majority of the people in Nova Scotia, Prince Edward
Island and New Brunswick who are all negatively affected by it will want you to use your common
sense and do the right thing.

I thank you for your time in regards to reading my response.

Most Sincerely,

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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To the Hon. Minister of Environment,

              We are writing this letter as a response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for a
proposed Replacement Effluent Facility. We have many concerns about the proposed effluent
pipe and hope that common sense will prevail.

                We live in Caribou, very close to the 106 Trans Canada Highway, and the proposed
effluent pipe route. We are a fishing family, like generations of our family before us. We are
parents to a young son and as a family work, live and play on the Northumberland Strait and
its shores. This proposed pipe puts all of those in jeopardy and it is sickening to think of the
catastrophic effects this pipe will have on the environment, our lively hood, and future
generations of our family.

                Like so many other families in Caribou, growing up fishing on the back of your
father’s boat was common. This is our family’s legacy and we would like to be able to pass
the fishing tradition to our son someday, if he so chooses, like our father did and his father
before him.  We fear that the proposed pipe spewing its effluent into the straight will have
serious damage on all species of marine life, including the construction phase of the proposed
pipe. The Marine Environmental Impact Assessment, 3-15 states “The proposed pipeline route
and diffuser location will have a direct interaction with the Lobster fishery resource.” making
us very fearful of its impact on the delicate lobster larvae, lobster breeding grounds and the
overall future of our food source, livelihood, and a billion dollar industry.

                Living close to the water and spending ample recreational time on our beach in
Caribou (in Caribou Harbour, adjacent to the ferry wharf) and our beach front property in
Pictou Island, we can’t help but wonder what effect the effluent will have on our beautiful
shores. We worry about the quality of the water and the health risks it will pose to ourselves
and our child. We spend many days, enjoying the warm waters of the Northumberland Strait
and it would be a serious loss to our family not to be able to safely enjoy it. Also located in our
community is the Caribou Provincial Park and Munroe’s Island. They are also located close to
the outfall of the proposed pipe. This area sees many locals and tourists alike in the warmer
months enjoying the sand and sea. Many people’s health could be negatively affected and
these beautiful areas could become vacant do to the fear alone of one’s heath becoming
impacted due to the treated effluent in the water.  This is a huge human health risk that has not
been sufficiently addressed. Too many uncertainties.

                Another concern we would like to share is the effect on our drinking water. As we
have previously mentioned, we live very close to the proposed pipe route. We are extremely
worried that when a pipe leak or break occurs, it will have adverse effects on our water table
and drinking water. This poses serious health risks to our family. Clean, safe drinking water is
a necessity and this should not be overlooked as it has potential to cause harm to our health



and overall wellbeing. Again, the human health risk has not been adequately addressed. Too
many uncertainties.

                We love where we live. It is home and we have a vibrant community around us. We
are a point of entry into Nova Scotia through the NFL ferries operating between Caribou and
Wood Islands, PEI. Hundreds of thousands of people enter Nova Scotia through our
community each year. Imagine a tourist entering Nova Scotia being greeted by a discharging
effluent pipe. Welcoming thought, isn’t it? Our local and provincial tourism industry wouldn’t
withstand it.

                And finally, we think of the world we want to leave  We, as all parents,
want our children to thrive in their environment. To have the chance to experience all that our
surroundings have to offer. We are worried the impact that the pipe will have on our waters
and shores, will leave nothing but destruction and waste. We are teaching our children to take
care of our earth and do their share no matter how small as everything has an impact.
Approval of the proposed effluent pipe is contradictory to everything that we are teaching our
children. We need to lead by example and take care of our waters and land for this is truly
what we are leaving our children.

Respectfully submitted,
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Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Northern Pulp’s  plan to have an onsite ETF and effluent discharged into the Northumberland  is a sound and solid
plan backed scientific data. The discharge of pulp effluent must meet federal Ocean and Fisheries guildlines
therefore the ETF must be built and operator as such.
This project much be approved on scientific data rather than fear mongering.

NS

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca; 
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 3:00:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Comments on the Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility for 
Northern Pulp

I am a homeowner on Caribou Island.  I regard myself as extremely privileged to have the 
good fortune to look out at the Strait. This is where the proposed Northern Pulp  pipeline is 
to be installed. It saddens me to my soul, about the idea of effluent from the pulp mill 
flowing into these waters. The bizarre idea that moving the effluent from one body of water 
to another to solve a problem, is ridiculous. I strongly oppose this pipeline

I have watched through the seasons, the varied wildlife that frequent these waters and 
shorelines.  Wildlife and fishers depend on these waters and shorelines to be effluent free. 
This area has shallow water and warms up considerably in the summer months.  Many 
enjoy recreation in this area of Caribou Island, wading through the warm summer waters 
and enjoying the beaches. Pouring hot effluent water, treated or not into this area is not a 
good plan and unacceptable. The area receives wild storms and with them, changing 
shorelines and sea beds. Dredging for the ferries is required.  Will this pipeline be damaged 
by dredging, and the storms?

The reports on the birds in this area is lacking.  I have taken photos from my yard on 
Caribou Island of gannets, terns, sandpipers, bufflehead ducks, red tailed hawks,and 
others. What about the winter birds?  The snow bunting, the snowy owl? I’m not a bird 
expert, but a 10 minute look around is not much of a study of the situation. I can forward 
photos if requested.
Shellfish (oysters, mussels, razor clams, crabs, clams and quahogs are abundant in our 
bay. What happens to these creatures with changes in the waters?

This proposed pipe would be delivering fresh water into salt water. Millions of litres per day. 
How could this not effect the saltwater species that live in this shallow harbour and strait?

Furthermore; the plans to build the effluent treatment plant on grounds where previous 
owners buried volumes of mercury is incredibly irresponsible. The journalist, Joan Baxter 
explains about this extensively in her book “The Mill: Fifty Years of Pulp and Protest” Think 
long and hard on what could go wrong here. 

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


Northern Pulp does not have a good track record with spills and air quality. Why would 
someone going for a walk be the one to notice a spill.  It appears their monitoring systems 
are quite rubbish. How can we trust them? Who in their right mind would consider this 
proposed pipeline to cross over their watershed area. 

Take a walk on the shore near the exhaust from Boat Harbour. Check out the dark tea 
coloured treated water effluent ending up in the Strait. Check out the brown bubbles on the 
shoreline. Take a nice deep breath. Smell good? No. This is the harmless effluent that was 
promised to the Pictou Landing residents. This is unacceptable. These people have been 
treated like second class citizens. This mess is unacceptable, and should not move from 
one body of water, Boat Harbour,  to another in Northumberland Strait.

If the effluent water is so safe, why is it too corrosive to use in a closed loop system.  
If the water is so corrosive, why is this water okay to pour into the strait near Caribou 
Island?

Regarding Caribou Harbour, A quote from Harbour Authority of Caribou states “Northern 
Pulp’s current proposal (section 8.11.2.4) confirms that there has been no testing 
completed with respect to the water composition of Caribou Harbour.  Instead Pictou 
Harbour was used as a proxy for Caribou Harbour with respect to water quality. There is no 
explanation as to why water quality data for Caribou Harbour was “unavailable “. The 
Authority views such an assumption on water composition as entirely inadequate.  There 
are major distinctions between the two harbours which makes such an assumption tenuous 
at best” This quote cements my non confidence with Northern Pulp’s attention to extremely 
important information that should have been included in their report. This verifies the 
sloppiness of their reports, and lack of important details. I do not trust any 
recommendations they make. 

The conclusions of Northern Pulps assessments of the wastewater are based on 
disbursements into pristine waters.  The Strait is not pristine, and has areas which the 
waters have dead zones. Why would the government think pulp effluent added to this 
already fragile eco environment be okay.  Is it because so much government money has 
been poured into this facility, they feel obligated to continue on, rather than proceed forward 
responsibly, with respect for the environment. It is time, it is past time to act responsibly for 
this planet. 

I have not heard of a guarantee of good will from North Pulp, that this treated effluent will 
be harmless. They have never put their money on the line. They should be  paying for it, 
and they should paying for any damages, not the taxpayers of Nova Scotia or the Canadian 
government. No more handouts. No more extensions.

Reality is that this project should have had a federal assessment.  The provincial 



government has too much invested in this pulp mill to be unbiased. Since this is not 
happening, we have to hope the province is not just in this for the money, and will instead 
protect and preserve the people, the landscape, the wildlife and the waterways of this 
province. 

Respectfully,
 

Caribou Island



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:05:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I feel that it is very
important to support Northern Pulpâ?Ts proposal to install a new waste water treatment
facility. It will result in an improved effluent treatment plant to replace the Boat Harbour
plant. It is significant that the effluent will be well dispersed and would not be distinguishable
from sea water at five meters away from the discharge point. Detractors to this proposal see
this as a new volume of treated effluent to the Northumberland Straight but it would only
replace the flow from the Boat Harbour plant that has been discharging for many years and
very slowly dispersing into the Strait. I am a boater and feel that this will result in water
quality improvements to sea water around Pictou County. This project to replace the Boat
Harbour plant is necessary to keep the Northern Pulp business in operation. I believe that
much of the forestry in NS is integrated with this pulp mill and can only survive with the mill
running. It is also very important to the economy of rural Nova Scotia that we keep the direct
and indirect jobs that result from the forestry industry. Please approve this Environmental
Assessment. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: NEW GLASGOW Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; minister.evnironment@novascotia.ca; pictouwestmla@bellaliant.com;

Premier
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 3:05:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  I have lived in Nova Scotia for almost 20 years, over half that time
spent living in Pictou County. I am a small woodlot owner who is very concerned about the
future of forestry in this province. I believe that Northern Pulp is detrimentally affecting the
sustainability of our forestry industry. But today I’m here to give you some reasons why I’m
concerned about Northern Pulps Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal. 

I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year)
of effluent into the Northumberland Strait is a bad idea.  The Northumberland Strait and it’s
marine life is already under an incredible amount of stress. The climate is changing more
rapidly than we can keep up with, the marine life in the Strait cannot withstand this incredible
influx of effluent.

In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the potential risk that
this poses to our fisheries.  The livelihood of our fishers is being threatened by both the make
up of the effluent as well as the temperature.  I do not believe the province would have even
considered a proposal from Northern Pulp if that proposal was one that would put the
Michelin plant next door at risk.  I don't see how this is different.

The air emissions from Northern Pulp are a great concern to me.  They have failed to meet the
limits set out in their Industrial Approval many times.  In June, their stack tests failed one of
their three tests and only passed thanks to the average of those three tests being under the
limits set in their Industrial Approval.  Testing on the power boiler, the stack from where these
results came, are only done four times a year.  Seeing that they are given a pass even though
they failed one of the tests makes me wonder how many failures are going undetected.

Northern Pulp's plan for their new effluent treatment facility includes burning 'sludge' in that
power boiler.  This company has had a history of failing to meet their limits, their mill is
over 50 years old and was only designed to last 25, they are not monitored enough to make
me feel they are under the targets laid out in their Industrial Approval consistently and if this
project is approved, they plan to add to those air emissions.  The air that we breathe in Pictou
County is bad enough, I don't see a plan to add more pollution to a mill that already seems
taxed in its capabilities is a smart move and I don't approve this project.

Northern Pulp's pipe route raised a lot of concerns for me with their EA submission and seeing
that they are sticking with the same basic pipe route as outlined in their focus report does
nothing to alleviate those concerns.

I do not trust Northern Pulp's ability to monitor a pipe line and I don't trust their leak
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monitoring detection system that was mentioned in the focus report does enough to protect the
Town of Pictou's water.  A new route should have been chosen. The focus report talks about
'compensation' should problems be unavoidable.  'Compensation' does little for people who
can’t drink the water.  Northern Pulp were supposed to have a leak monitoring system on their
current pipe but the massive raw effluent leak from October 2018 was not discovered by
Northern Pulp, it was discovered by someone walking in the woods.

Northern Pulp's findings in their earlier EA submission found that their were no concerns. 

Dude!!!  The reason they had to do the report in the first place was because they weren’t doing
the right work on species at risk, migratory birds  marine surveys, land surveys or watercourse
surveys.  I do not trust any of the new conclusions that they've come to because they
demonstrated that they were just going to say that everything was fine anyway.  The focus
report also pointed out that present conditions are putting a strain on migratory birds.  Adding
more stress does not help that.

The marine portion of the pipe won't have any leak detection system.  If there were a leak
during that stretch we would not know it.  Munroe's Island is supposed to be a protected area. 
I don't see how this project can be approved if there isn't a system to prevent a catastrophic
event in that area. 

Thank you for considering my views on this issue. I am putting my trust in you, my
government representatives to do the right think for the long term success of this province. 

Thanks,

cc:  Karla MacFarlane MLA, Pictou West
-- 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:05:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Comments on the Focus
Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility for Northern Pulp I am a homeowner
on Caribou Island. I regard myself as extremely privileged to have the good fortune to look
out at the Strait. This is where the proposed Northern Pulp pipeline is to be installed. It
saddens me to my soul, about the idea of effluent from the pulp mill flowing into these waters.
The bizarre idea that moving the effluent from one body of water to another to solve a
problem, is ridiculous. I strongly oppose this pipeline I have watched through the seasons, the
varied wildlife that frequent these waters and shorelines. Wildlife and fishers depend on these
waters and shorelines to be effluent free. This area has shallow water and warms up
considerably in the summer months. Many enjoy recreation in this area of Caribou Island,
wading through the warm summer waters and enjoying the beaches. Pouring hot effluent
water, treated or not into this area is not a good plan and unacceptable. The area receives wild
storms and with them, changing shorelines and sea beds. Dredging for the ferries is required.
Will this pipeline be damaged by dredging, and the storms? The reports on the birds in this
area is lacking. I have taken photos from my yard on Caribou Island of gannets, terns,
sandpipers, bufflehead ducks, red tailed hawks,and others. What about the winter birds? The
snow bunting, the snowy owl? Iâ?Tm not a bird expert, but a 10 minute look around is not
much of a study of the situation. I can forward photos if requested. Shellfish oysters, mussels,
razor clams, crabs, clams and quahogs are abundant in our bay. What happens to these
creatures with changes in the waters? This proposed pipe would be delivering fresh water into
salt water. Millions of litres per day. How could this not effect the saltwater species that live in
this shallow harbour and strait? Furthermore the plans to build the effluent treatment plant on
grounds where previous owners buried volumes of mercury is incredibly irresponsible. The
journalist, Joan Baxter explains about this extensively in her book â?oThe Mill: Fifty Years of
Pulp and Protestâ? Think long and hard on what could go wrong here. Northern Pulp does not
have a good track record with spills and air quality. Why would someone going for a walk be
the one to notice a spill. It appears their monitoring systems are quite rubbish. How can we
trust them? Who in their right mind would consider this proposed pipeline to cross over their
watershed area. Take a walk on the shore near the exhaust from Boat Harbour. Check out the
dark tea coloured treated water effluent ending up in the Strait. Check out the brown bubbles
on the shoreline. Take a nice deep breath. Smell good? No. This is the harmless effluent that
was promised to the Pictou Landing residents. This is unacceptable. These people have been
treated like second class citizens. This mess is unacceptable, and should not move from one
body of water, Boat Harbour, to another in Northumberland Strait. If the effluent water is so
safe, why is it too corrosive to use in a closed loop system. If the water is so corrosive, why is
this water okay to pour into the strait near Caribou Island? Regarding Caribou Harbour, A
quote from Harbour Authority of Caribou states â?oNorthern Pulpâ?Ts current proposal
section 8.11.2.4 confirms that there has been no testing completed with respect to the water
composition of Caribou Harbour. Instead Pictou Harbour was used as a proxy for Caribou
Harbour with respect to water quality. There is no explanation as to why water quality data for
Caribou Harbour was â?ounavailable â?o. The Authority views such an assumption on water



composition as entirely inadequate. There are major distinctions between the two harbours
which makes such an assumption tenuous at bestâ? This quote cements my non confidence
with Northern Pulpâ?Ts attention to extremely important information that should have been
included in their report. This verifies the sloppiness of their reports, and lack of important
details. I do not trust any recommendations they make. The conclusions of Northern Pulps
assessments of the wastewater are based on disbursements into pristine waters. The Strait is
not pristine, and has areas which the waters have dead zones. Why would the government
think pulp effluent added to this already fragile eco environment be okay. Is it because so
much government money has been poured into this facility, they feel obligated to continue on,
rather than proceed forward responsibly, with respect for the environment. It is time, it is past
time to act responsibly for this planet. I have not heard of a guarantee of good will from North
Pulp, that this treated effluent will be harmless. They have never put their money on the line.
They should be paying for it, and they should paying for any damages, not the taxpayers of
Nova Scotia or the Canadian government. No more handouts. No more extensions. Reality is
that this project should have had a federal assessment. The provincial government has too
much invested in this pulp mill to be unbiased. Since this is not happening, we have to hope
the province is not just in this for the money, and will instead protect and preserve the people,
the landscape, the wildlife and the waterways of this province. Respectfully, 

@gmail.com
Address:  Caribou Island Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code: 

 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41
y: 19



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please keep the mill
open . I have followed the bc company and itâ?Ts safe . Please keep mill open Name: 

@outlook.com Address: Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 57 y: 47



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:09:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Scientific evidence is
there. This project needs to be approved. Name: @gmail.com
Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 22



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Im in favour of keeping
Northern Pulp open and the new treatment facility and pipe going into the Strait. Nova Scotia
needs forestry and the mill needs to stay open for the industry to survive. Name: 

@gmail.com Address: Municipality:
Hardwoodlands Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 28



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:12:39 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Hon Gordon
Wilson I writing to you today in regards to the EA to replace Northern Pulps Effluent
treatment facility. I have been a resident of Pictou County my whole life. I have been eating
lobster and seafood out of the Northumberland Strait and swimming at numerous beaches in
this area for over 35 years and have never had any issues with the current system affecting any
of that. The last thing I would want is for this to cause any harm to anything to do with our
beautiful oceans and fisheries. That being said Northern Pulp and the fisheries have been able
to live together for the last 50 years so why is the approval of a new state of the art system that
is currently being used by other kraft mills across Canada even an issue. The science has
proven itself in other areas. I really think the fisheries and forestry are both very important
parts of the Nova Scotia economy. We cannot risk the loss of either one. I believe in this
project and if the science is proven and works there should be n o issues for an approval.
Northern Pulp meets all environment guidelines now in regards to their effluent so how could
this system not as well. There have been numerous studies done by third party environmental
experts and they have stated that there will be no significant impacts on the fisheries or fish
habitat as a result of the project. I believe this issue has resulted in a divide among our
community and can only hope that this is resolved to support both industries. Name: 

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Trenton
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 79 y: 29



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:15:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Looks like a good
solution to the problems! Go for it! We need the mill for the Nova Scotian economy! Name:

 Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Upper Musquodoboit Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 16



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:16:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support the
effluent pipe. I believe it will be a much cleaner alternative to boat harbour. As a resident who
lives near the proposed pipeline I am glad that northern pulp has taken initiative to propose to
use a thicker than recommended pipe. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Central caribou
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 88 y: 14



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:20:07 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Northern Plup mill
in Pictou County is not only essential to the lively hood of many Nova Scotian but to many
around the world due to their large export of Pulp to companies that create some of our basic
human needs toilet paper, paper towel and even the paper you write on daily. With the Nova
Scotia economy and job availability at an all time low, a closure of this mill would have a
huge ripple effect of jobs lost. It is not only those who work directly within the mill but the
truck drivers, the forestry company owners especially the small business owners, the persons
who are in the woods themselves daily moving the wood as well as land owners who would all
feel the effects of a closure. The closure has the potential to then effect other resources in our
province when families are forced to move to find work. The spouse of the Forestry worker
who is facing job lost, could very well be the person who cuts your meat daily in your local
super market. Restaurants and other s ervice industries would suffer because people wouldnt
be able to afford those luxuries. However the implementation of the treatment plant for the
waste from the mill will allow for more job availability to those in the Pictou county or others
in Nova Scotia who chose to move there because they have obtained work, allowing Nova
Scotians to stay and work in our beautiful province! The closure of the Northern Pulp Mill
would have a huge trickle affect for the better or worse for Nova Scotia. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New
Germany Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 32 y: 9



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:25:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a mother and a
teacher here in Nova Scotia. The health of our oceans, fisheries, and forests are of the utmost
importance to me. Environmental protection is essential for the health of my children and
students. The pulp mills activities leads to the clear-cutting of our forests,the pollution of our
waters, and it endangers our fisheries. I do not want the pipe approved. No waste water from
the pulp mill should be pumped into the Northumberland Strait. Sincerely, 
Name: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Lower Sackville Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y: 24



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:25:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe in the science ,
if the indigenous people allow this, letâ?Ts do it for the economy of this region. I worked
around tailing ponds, settling ponds, effluent treatment in Fort mcmurray for 25 years,saw the
improvements and the success of the new technology. I have been retired for 12 years,
imagine the advances since then. Yes would be my answer but I think the indigenous would
have final say. Name: @icloud.com Address: 

 Tatamagouche Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 23
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good afternoon,
Please accept the attached letter of support from Guysborough county Inshore Fishermen’s
Association. The letter address concerns the fishing industry in Chedabucto Bay area which shares
the waterway through the Canso Causeway with Northern Pulp and the NS fleet Planning board.
Thank you and please feel free to contact myself at any time to further discuss our concerns.
 
 
For 
 
 

Canso, NS 

 


  

Nov 8th, 2019


Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson

Nova Scotia Environment


PO Box 442


Halifax, NS B3J 2P8


Re: Letter of support : Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility

Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson,

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia has submitted a Focus Report to the province on October 2, 2019. It is proposing a new treatment facility that will discharge 70-90 million litres of contaminated effluent into the Northumberland Strait every day.  A Federal government study conducted a few years ago concluded that, even when meeting federal regulations, 70% of pulp mills in Canada continue to have harmful effects on aquatic life and habitat, and 55% are having harmful effects on the larger environment. The Northumberland Strait is part of the rich and vital fishing industry of our province. The reputation of our industry, and our brand, is built on seafood harvested from clean, cold, pristine waters off our province’s rugged coastline. A threat to this reputation is a threat to the industry throughout Nova Scotia, Guysborough County and Cape Breton and in neighboring provinces

The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) Focus Report was reviewed by the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board in detail. The GCIFA supports the conclusions made in the review, namely:   

In closing, the GNSFPB would like to reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately address the Terms of Reference outlined in section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 Human Health and 2.0 Project Description… Northern Pulp relies on major assumptions and blanketed statements to suggest that there will be no harm to the marine environment, including fish and fish habitat. There are gaps in the evidence presented, including but not limited to: impact on lobster development and population health, incomplete or non-existent commitment to follow up monitoring, lack of evidence to protect vulnerable populations or habitat such as fall spawning herring, other SARA (Cod, White Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel grass beds, limited understanding of the seasonal impacts of ice cover and ice scouring. The importance of the global optics of the Canadian seafood brand can not be undervalued or excluded from this Environmental Assessment approach.

Unfortunately, Northern Pulp has failed to assure our fishing industry that our brand and our livelihoods are not at risk. In fact, all evidence points to the proposed pipe and its discharging effluent having harmful effects on marine species. Mill officials and their consultants provided no hard science on the impact on fisheries and fish habitat, yet insist that discharge into the Northumberland Strait is their only option. Northern Pulp appears satisfied to have the fishing industry assume 100% of the risk of their proposed new treatment facility. This is not acceptable to the fishing industry of Atlantic Canada.


We hope that your department will take these comments seriously and consider our vital fishing industry in making your final decision. 

Thank you for your attention to this very serious matter,


Eugene O’Leary 


President of GCIFA 

Box 98 


990 Union Street


Canso, N.S.


B0H 1H0
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Nov 8th, 2019 
 
Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 
Re: Letter of support : Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility 
 
Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson, 
 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia has submitted a Focus Report to the province on October 2, 
2019. It is proposing a new treatment facility that will discharge 70-90 million litres of 
contaminated effluent into the Northumberland Strait every day.  A Federal government 
study conducted a few years ago concluded that, even when meeting federal 
regulations, 70% of pulp mills in Canada continue to have harmful effects on aquatic life 
and habitat, and 55% are having harmful effects on the larger environment. The 
Northumberland Strait is part of the rich and vital fishing industry of our province. The 
reputation of our industry, and our brand, is built on seafood harvested from clean, 
cold, pristine waters off our province’s rugged coastline. A threat to this reputation is a 
threat to the industry throughout Nova Scotia, Guysborough County and Cape Breton 
and in neighboring provinces 
  
The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) Focus Report was reviewed by the Gulf Nova 
Scotia Fleet Planning Board in detail. The GCIFA supports the conclusions made in the 
review, namely:    
 

In closing, the GNSFPB would like to reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately 
address the Terms of Reference outlined in section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 
Human Health and 2.0 Project Description… Northern Pulp relies on major 
assumptions and blanketed statements to suggest that there will be no harm to 
the marine environment, including fish and fish habitat. There are gaps in the 
evidence presented, including but not limited to: impact on lobster development 
and population health, incomplete or non-existent commitment to follow up 
monitoring, lack of evidence to protect vulnerable populations or habitat such as 
fall spawning herring, other SARA (Cod, White Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel 

Guysborough County Inshore 
Fishermen's Association 
Ph: 902-366-2266/Fax: 902-366-2679 
 

Box 98  
990 Union Street 

Canso, N.S. 
B0H 1H0 

 



grass beds, limited understanding of the seasonal impacts of ice cover and ice 
scouring. The importance of the global optics of the Canadian seafood brand can 
not be undervalued or excluded from this Environmental Assessment approach. 
 

Unfortunately, Northern Pulp has failed to assure our fishing industry that our brand 
and our livelihoods are not at risk. In fact, all evidence points to the proposed pipe and 
its discharging effluent having harmful effects on marine species. Mill officials and their 
consultants provided no hard science on the impact on fisheries and fish habitat, yet 
insist that discharge into the Northumberland Strait is their only option. Northern Pulp 
appears satisfied to have the fishing industry assume 100% of the risk of their proposed 
new treatment facility. This is not acceptable to the fishing industry of Atlantic Canada. 
We hope that your department will take these comments seriously and consider our 
vital fishing industry in making your final decision.  
 
Thank you for your attention to this very serious matter, 
 
 

  
 GCIFA  

 
 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 3:28:30 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and and I am a surfer and business owner who lives in Stellarton for the last  years
and I'm concerned about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.)

I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year) of effluent into the
Northumberland Strait is a bad idea.  I do not believe the Northumberland Strait and its marine life, which is already
under a lot of stress, can withstand this incredible influx of effluent.

In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the potential risk that this poses to our
fisheries.  The livelihood of our fishers is being threatened by both the make up of the effluent as well as the
temperature.  I do not believe the province would have even considered a proposal from Northern Pulp if that
proposal was one that would put the Michelin plant next door at risk.  I don't see how this is different.

Thanks,

Sent from my iPhone



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:28:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: A clean and healthy
environment, whether it be Pictou County, Nova Scotia, Canada or wherever, is paramount. A
healthy economy is also important. This project is an improvement to the process at Northern
Pulp, and it is the right thing to do. As someone who has interests in both the forestry and
fishing industries, as well as raising my family in Pictou County, I want to see the mill build
the very best treatment facility that can be built. The mistakes of previous owners, and past
archaic and cruel treatment of First Nations people, should not be the framework of reference
for this issue. The provincial government has committed to end the horrific legacy at Boat
Harbour, and it is looking to keep in place one of the largest industries in the province. After
reviewing the Focus Report, it is apparent that Northern Pulp has answered any and all
questions asked of them. The sections that were of particular interest to me were the
appendices on Impacts and Mitigation, Marine Geotechnical Survey, Sediment Transport
Modeling, the fish habitat surveys and impact assessment marine fish, and the Receiving
Water Survey. With this Focus Report, Northern Pulp has answered any questions I had with
regards to this project. What is in the effluent? What is the temperature of the effluent?
Dispersion how dispersed will it be? What measures will be in place to mitigate damage to the
receiving water, the Pictou watershed, the wetlands that the pipe will pass, and any and all
marine life in the Northumberland Strait. After reviewing this project, I feel that it will be a
major improvement for Northern Pulp and will not negatively impact Northumberland Strait.
My own research of kraft mills similar to Northern Pulps operation, in Pennsylvania, Sweden
and several others that discharge into marine habitat with no impact to marine life, has also
comforted me greatly. Thank you for this opportunity to comment on this project. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 15



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:31:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been following
the dialog regarding Boat Harbour for the last 6 months. It is my view that this project should
proceed and an extension should be granted. Paper Excellence is committed to clean up the
environmental issues that have been mostly created by previous companies that owned this
mill. I believe they should given credit for their commitment to the environment and the
people of Nova Scotia. Many companies would walk away from this problem but Paper
Excellence righting a wrong that was done for many years. We as Nova Scotians should be
very grateful to have a company like this in our province. They provide a big economical
boost as well as utilizing our renewable natural resources. I sure hope the government can
appreciate the importance of this mill. I look forward to the Government making the proper
decision for all Nova Scotians. Name: @eastlink.ca Address:

 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 26



From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:38:43 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been involved in
the forest industry for many years and strong recommend the boat harbour agreement be
extended. This mill is very important to Nova Scotia. The mill is required to abide by strict
environmental regulation when replacing this effluent treatment facility. If they are in
compliance there is absolutely no reason why this upgrade should not be done. Other
provinces have done the same thing with mills. Nova Scotia needs to as well. Name: 

Email: Address: Aspen, Guysborough Co. Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y: 27

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:39:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support my family by
hauling into the mill. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Hilden Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 26



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:43:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please maintain the
mandated closure of Boat Harbour to effluent from Northern Pulp Mill on January 31, 2020. I
oppose oppose Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan to pump effluent into the Strait. It is time for our
government to prioritize human and environmental health over industrial activity and profits.
What is the state of our democracy if citizens must pressure the government to make the right
decision to favour community health and well-being over economic gains and fear that this
will still fail? Our current financialization of everything is sad and destructive. Life is greater
than an insular, economic-growth mandate and our government should recognize this. What
power does Nova Scotia Environment have to effectively, ambitiously protect the
environment? What power does our Health system have to protect collective community
health? Economics, particularly neoliberal economics, prevails in government prioritization of
policy-decisions, or decisions in general. Our society does not need to be like this - we can
have, and need to have different. The good folks at NSE, many of whom, Im assuming, likely
chose a career in environment out of passion for environmental protection and justice, must be
frustrated with this work. Health and environment needs to be depoliticized - both have a
unique and invaluable focus on collective justice within a system that is otherwise focused on
radical individualism and money. This system is broken - just look at climate change. The case
of Northern Pulp is one critical example of many within a study of our broken democratic
system and its negative impact on human and environmental health outcomes. Community
health and well-being and environment which are inextricably linked need to be prioritized
over profits at every juncture, including this one. Please close Boat Harbour to effluent from
Northern Pulp Mill on January 31, 2020. Thanks for your time and consideration,  Name:

@gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Waverley Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 22



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Support Letters
Date: November 8, 2019 3:44:45 PM
Attachments: 20191108153055195.pdf

20191108153117755.pdf
20191108153224348.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hon. Gordon Wilson
 
Please find attached several Northern Pulp support letters with respect to the Focus Report.
 
Thank you for your time
 
 
 


























































































































































































Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 
' 

Signature:_ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by tne corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E·tnail: __ 

Sigtiatun 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

il time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boal Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through rnedia and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for tt1e subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impar.t on the fishery they would nol be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To dose Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The lmplementatlon of government inltiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily actfvitles 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: 

Signature: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environmenl 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. Thls existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is iny understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete), This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obvlot1sly, If there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility 01Jerating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed In the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible witlrnut a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently olher similar pulp mills ln the province 

that have existing ETF o~itfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry Is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

rninority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:--,

E-ma 11 :_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on lt. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open untll such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guideli11es outlined by the corresponding Environmeilt Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through medi;:i and government reports that the dean up of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to.Jhri~,~ 
in the foture. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster flshermen are setting traps in the existing outfall frorn the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a Flegative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negativelyf.nJi:i~ct thousands of 1Jeople directly and indirectly 
. :.·.:.: 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new oulfall location 

will l;>e far superior to the exis~ing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each a11d every day in their daily activitles 

one way or anollH~r. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to Jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: ____ _ 

Signature:_ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in supportof the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rur.il Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departnients. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the stibsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is n,y understanding 

through media and government reports thal the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future, 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northurnberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation, 

To close Boal Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the f ornst industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of governrnent lnitiatives such as the Lahey repo1t will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site wlll be treated. The pipe being t1sed is well above industry standard and the new outfall lorn lion 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF Indicates that there will be no significant environmental itripact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vornl 

minority to jeopardize that 



Name: 

---------------·--· .. ·----

Signatur 
,· 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF {Effluent Treatment: Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

constructlon of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure ,111d remediation of Boat Harbour 
once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour FTF. This facilitv should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This wrll allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and lens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land--Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assuranr:es 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new HF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest induslry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluenl from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus reporl shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment fadlity and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

flshery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improveinent: on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made lo 

the facility to improve air partkulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Fows Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Krart 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these st.:itlstics. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature:. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Addres~ Southampton, 

E-mail: 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this p'roject construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF} for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners In N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp E~nmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pufo\Environmental Ass'essment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern fJOlp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Asi;essment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon WIison, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed ln the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 
construction ofa new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once thisfaclllty is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are signlficantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provinclally owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 
for~strv is so integrated In N.S. (Sawmills, Private land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 
Mtlls etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key faclllty that holds all of 

these businesses together In the supply chain. 

A siijnificant amount of 3rd party, Independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed In the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts Indicate no significant a,dverse residual environmental impacts have been 
predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETf- discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contra,y to public commentary by several groups and Individuals regarding the potential impact of 
treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 
Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment faclllty and outfall seem to Ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area Is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to lmprove air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown In benchmarl<lng section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating In all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facillty will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE·: Northern Pulp Envlronmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently emptoyed In the Forestry Sector In Nova Scotia and also live In rural N.S. I have had the 
opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 
construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Faclllty) for Northern Pulp. l am fully supportfve of the 
construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Marpour 
once this faclllty Is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated thatthey are significantly 
behind In gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the dean up of the 
provinci,iilly owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facil!ty should remain operational untll such time as the new 
E1'F Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sactor1 a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 
benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners lri the province. Because 
for~stry Is so Integrated In N.S, (Sawmills, Private Land-owners, Sllvicultura workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 
MIiis etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp Is the key faclflty,that holds all of 
these businesses together In the supply chain. 

A significant amount of gr~ party, Independent expertise was used to compUa the data and contained 
and analyzed In the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 
provided by these experts Indicate no significant adverse residua! environmental Impacts ho1ve been 
predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 
no significant lmpar.ts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF dl1>charge area. The 
fishery and forest Industry have existed for 50+ years In the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 
Contrary to publlc commentary"by several groups and 1ndlvlduals regarding the potential Impact of 
treated effluent from the mlll on lobster fishing grounds, the data prov1ded In the focus report shows 
the current lobster fishing grounds can be found In closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 
Harbour Facillty than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 
the NEW treatment faclllty and outfall seem to ignore tha data that shows the strong, growing lobster 
fishery In the area Is not being Impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would II new, Improved 
system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper EKcellence purchased Northern Pulp tn 2011 numerous Improvements have been made to 
the facll!ty to Improve air particulate, effluent and odour, As shown In benchmarking section of the 
Focus Report Not~hern pulp Is currently an average to above average mlll when compared to other Kraft 
pulp mllls currently operating In all other Jurisdictions In Caniida. The new proposed facll!ty wlll only 
Improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Addresi 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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Name: 

Add res: 

E-mail:_ 

Signatu 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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Address: "f3 i: t:l/ (> 

E-mail: 

Signature: __ _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunfty to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility·[s constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they arc significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the d<1anup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such lime as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Foreslry Sector, a renewc1ble resource, to continue to thrfve to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners fn the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these bL1slnesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have exfsted for 50+ yr~ars in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW trnatrnent facility crnd outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, frnproved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Plllp in 2011 nllmerous Improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and oclour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: ________________________________ _ 

Signature: _ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment , 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind In gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provlnclally owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workel's and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry Is so Integrated In N.5. (Sawmills, Private Land-owners, Silvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities arc reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rrl party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

ahd analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ET!= discharge area. The 

fishery and forest Industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery In the area is not being Impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Repol't Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility wlll only 

improve on these statistics. 
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E··mall:_ 
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RE: l\lortnern 1-'Ulp i:nvrronmenuu Asses:;mem i-ocus rleport 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment. 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational untll such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated In N.S. {Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Sllvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills (~tc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the l<ey facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, Independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental Impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant Impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest Industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to publlc commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential Impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing flrounds, the data provided In the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery In the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an Improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating In all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Puf p Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon WIison, Minister of Environment . 

I am currently employed In the Forestry Sector 111 Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and rev1ew the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF {Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facllity Is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Envlronmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provtncially owned Boat HarboLlr ETF. Thts facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 
benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners In the province. Because 
forestry Is so Integrated In N.5. (Sawmills, Prfvate Land-Owners, Sllvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.} all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp Is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A sir,nrficant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

nnd .malyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and Individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided In the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery In the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation'? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp In 2011 numerous Improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other l<raft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics, 
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Address: 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon, Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment. 

I am currently employed tn the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N,S. I hcivc had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility} for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility ls constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are signiflcantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provlnclally owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thous;;;nds of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners fn the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (sawmllls, Private land-Owners, Silvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all oictivities are rc~llant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together fn the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzsd in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts Indicate no significant adverse residual environmental Impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided ln the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery In the area is not being Impacted for the prevlous·so+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an Improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous Improvements have been made to 

the facility to Improve air partlculate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other l(raft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other Jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed faclllty will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Nortnern PUip tnv1ronmema1 Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Mlnister of Environment . 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live In rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this fadlity is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Etwironmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners In the province. Because 

forestry Is so Integrated In M.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Sllvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these busi11esses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'" party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed In the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project constrnction or ftitur·c operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no slgnific.int impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years In the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and indivlduals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided In the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being Impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, Improved 

system not be an Improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Exct'!llence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail;_ 

SignaturE 

RE: l\iuruu~n, t"UlJJ i::.11viru111111:::11u11 M:.:,1:;::,:,111t:11L rui.;u:, ni::1.101, 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live In rural N.S, I have had the 
opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment FaciUty) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class f.TF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility Is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are slgnlflcantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facillty should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so Integrated in N.S. (Sawrnllls, Private Land-Owners, Silvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

MIiis etc.} all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key fodlity that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contalned 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 
predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years In the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential Impact of 

treated effluent from the mlll on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found In closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facllity than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery fn the area Is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, Improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern PLtlp In 201.1 numerous Improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp Is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada, The new proposed facllity will only 

improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail: __ 

Signature:_ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment. 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility Is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners In the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmllls, Private Land-Owners, Silvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key focllity that holds all of 

these bL1si11esses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of3r,, party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or fllture operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant Impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years In the existing outfall area at Boat 1-farbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential Impact of 

treated effluent from the rnill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

1-farbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ yE'!ars. Why would a new, Improved 

system not bee? an ilnprovement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous Improvements have been made to 

the facility to Improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is cmrently an average to above average mlll when compared to other l<raft 

pulp mills currently operating In all other Jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon WIison, Minister of Environment. 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live In rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presei1tations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility Is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit ofthousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry Is so Integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Sllvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are rellant on one another and Northern Pulp Is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3'd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and indlviduals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing erounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found In closer proxlrnlty to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growtng lobster 

fishery In the area is not being impacted for the prevlous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing sltuatlot1? 
i 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in··2P:t1)rntnerouslmprovements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and ociJ~~:J : .': : ~Wri i~ benchmmking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average t6 ab~'ve:, .... '. .' '~mlll wh.en compared to other l<raft 
-~ ,~N, .. •·!. :: ; ~ 

pulp mills currently opernting in all other jurisdictions In Caria'i;ia'°.iThe'1,ew prppose,d facillty will only 
; •••• J 

improve on these statistics. ·:.~'!-. 



Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Nu, u,1::111 .-u,1-' c11v11 u111111::11Ld1 tt:.:.1:::;:.1111::11L i-ucus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment . 

Jam wrrently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nava Scotia and also live in rnral N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This wlll allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners In the province. Because 

forestry Is so Integrated in N.S. (sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Sllvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and an.ilyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental Impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or fL1ture operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant Impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50-1· years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to Ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp In 2011 numerous Improvements have been made to 

the facility to Improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other Jurisdictions In Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment . 

I am currently employed In the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S, I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. l am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this fadlity Is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provlnclally owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational untll such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry ls so Integrated In N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land~Owners, Sllvlculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.} all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together ln the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental Impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species Sllrrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and Individuals regarding the potential Impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery In the area ls not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp In 2011 numerous Improvements have been made to 

the facility to Improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other l<raft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions In Canada, The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. Thls will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together In the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, Independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years In the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions In Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 



I 

Name: 

Address:. 

E-mail: __ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessmem ru1.,ua. .......... . 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live In rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility Is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so Integrated in N.S. {Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.} all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant Impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve onthese statistics. 



Name: / 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_, 

Signature:. 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gainJng Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry Is so integrated in N.S. {Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

MIiis etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together In the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3•d party, Independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental Impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years In the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous so+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an Improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purct1ased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to Improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

FoCLls Report Northern Pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. r have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remedia.tlon of Boat Harbour 

once this facllity is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind In gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so Integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silvkulture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed In the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition lhe focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an Improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern Pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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Address: Ck..-,s·-1 ,,( 

E-mail: (' . .i'\.r ·: ._ 

Signature: __ 

RE: Northe'rn l"UIP t:nv1ronmenta1 Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This faclllty should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF.project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this.project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery In the area is not being impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp In 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern Pulp is currently an average to above average mfll when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 



Name: 

Address: __ 

E-mail: __ _ 

Signature: __ _ 

RE: Northern F-u1p 1:nvironmenta1 Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed ln the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry Is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental Impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being Impacted for the previous SO+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern Pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed In the Forestry Sector In Nova Scotia and also Jive in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational untll such time as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data Indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided In the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation'? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown In benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern Pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am currently employed in the Forestry Sector in Nova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new ETF (Effluent Treatment Faclllty) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this facility is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind In gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should remain operational until such time as the new 

ETF Is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, a renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expertise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the marine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest Industry have existed for 50+ years In the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the question on why those concerned wlth 

the NEW treatment facillty and outfall seem to Ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery In the area is not being impacted for the previous 50+ years. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp In 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to Improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern Pulp is currently an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions In Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

Improve on these statistics. 
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RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

I am r.urrently employed in the Forestry Sector in Now: Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 

opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 

construction of a new HF (Effluent Treatment Facility) for Northern Pulp. I am fully supportive of the 

construction of a new world class ETF and the subsequent closure and remediation of Boat Harbour 

once this faclllty is constructed. The Provincial Government has already stated that they are significantly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessrnent approval to commence the cleanup of the 

provincially owned Boat Harbour ETF. This facility should rernain operational until such tirne as the new 

ETF is constructed. This will allow the Forestry Sector, .:i renewable resource, to continue to thrive to the 

benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of private land owners in the province. Because 

forestry is so integrated in N .S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Sllviculture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 

Mills etc.) all activities are reliant on one another and Northern Pulp is the key facility that holds all of 

these businesses together in the supply chain. 

A significant amount of 3rd party, independent expettise was used to compile the data and contained 

and analyzed in the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The assurances 

provided by these experts indicate no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have been 

predicted for this project construction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no significant impacts on the ,narine species surrounding the proposed new ETF discharge area. The 

fishery and forest industry have existed for SO+ years in the e>dsting outfall area at Boat Harbour. 

Contrary to public commentary by several groups and individuals regarding the potential impact of 

treated effluent from the mill on lobster fishing grounds, the data provided in the focus report shows 

the current lobster fishing grounds can be found in closer proxirnity to the outfall from the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. This begs the qvestion on why those concerned with 

the NEW treatment facility and outfall seem to ignore the data that shows the strong, growing lobster 

fishery in the area is not being impacted for the previou& 50+ vears. Why would a new, improved 

system not be an irnprovement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper Excellence purchased Northern Pulp in 2011 numerous improvements have been made to 

the facility to improve air particulate, effluent and_ odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 

Focus Report Northern pulp is currently an average to above avera1{e mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills currently operating in all other jurisdictions in Canada. The new proposed facility will only 

Improve on these statistic,. 
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Hon. GQrdon Wilson, Mirusterof Environment 

I am currently employed In the Forestry Sector in Mova Scotia and also live in rural N.S. I have had the 
opportunity to attend presentations and review the Focus Report documents surrounding the proposed 
constructkm of a new ETF {Effloont Treatment f,n;ility) fur Nortilem Pulp. I am fulty stipport!ve of the 
'conslroct:1on of :a oew world class ETF and lhe subsequent closure and remediatlon of Boat Harbour 
once this raclllty Is constructed. The Prmrintial Government has: already stated 1hat they are signfficant.ly 

behind in gaining Federal Environmental Assessment approval to commenre the deanup of the 
provincially owned Boat Harbour ElF. This facility shoutd·remaln operational until such time as the new 

Err- IS constructed. This wilf alJow the Forest,v Sector, a renewable resoun:e.., m c:ominue tn thrive to the 
benefit of thousands of workers and tens of thousands of prl\1ate land avruers in the provinre. Pecause 
for~stry is so integrated in N.S. (Sawmills, Private Land-Owners, Silvicuiture workers, Pellet Plants, Pulp 
MIiis etc.) all activities are reliant on one. another and Northern Pulp is the key facility. that holds aH of 

the5e busin~sses together in the supply d1:ain. 

A significant amount of 3"1 party, Independent expertise was used ·to compik the data and cont.dined 
and analY?ed In the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp for the new ETF project. The 3.$$Urances 

provided bv these experts indicate no significant adverse residua( environmental impacts haw been 
predicted for this project oonstruction or future operation. In addition the focus report data indicated 

no signffkant impacts oh the marine .species suwounding the proposed new ETf discharge area. The 
fishery and forest industry have existed fur 50+ years in the existing outfall area at Boat Harbour. 
Contrary to pub!lc commentarv by several groups and lndMduals regarding the potential Impact of 

treated effluent from the mill oo lobster fishing grounds, the dot.. provided in ttM: fucm report shows 

the (.-Utrent lobster fishing grounds can be found in dose, proximity to the outfall from the existing Boat 
Harbour Facility than the proposed new outfall. lhis begs the question on why those c:oncemed with . 
the ~EW treatment facility and outfall seem to lgnore the data tha:t shows tile $!,ong, growing lobster 
fishery In the area is not being impacted for the previous 50f. years. Why would a new, improved 
system not be an improvement on the existing situation? 

Since Paper EKcelleoce purchased Northern Pulp Jn 2011 numerous improvements haw been made to 
the racillt:s/ to improve air particulate, effluent and odour. As shown in benchmarking section of the 
Focus Report Northern pulp is curre11tly an average to above average mill when compared to other Kraft 

pulp mills cummttyoperating in all other jurisdiclion.-1; inC'anada. l'he new proposed fadlitywllf onfy 

. improve on these statistics. 
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From: @sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 3:46:56 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Minister of environment
As a fourth generation commercial fisherman from Toney River I sincerely hope that you
Reject the idea from Northern Pulp to dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait! The
environmental effects of pulp waste can be seen at boat harbour , donâ?Tt allow this Pulp mill
to destroy our water an our tourism along with a fishery in a area where lobster, crab are
fished also this area is also a spawning grounds for herring an many other species ! NO PIPE

@sympatico.ca Address: 
Scotsburn , NS Municipality: Postal-Code:  ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 25



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Focus Report for Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) Project for Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 3:48:39 PM
Attachments: Northern Pulp Focus Report.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please find attached my comments regarding the Focus Report for Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility (ETF) Project for Northern Pulp.

Regards,




Bobbi Morrison 
68 Cottage St. 
Pictou, NS 
B0K 1H0 
 
November 8, 2019 
 
Nova Scotia Environment  
Environmental Assessment Branch 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS 
B3J 2P8 
 
 


Re: Focus Report for Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) Project for Northern Pulp 
 


I am writing in response to the request for public input about Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for the 


Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  Based upon the information contained in the Focus 


Report, I remain strongly opposed to Nova Scotia Environment granting approval for this project.   The 


Focus Report submission provided by Northern Pulp does not adequately address the potential 


environmental risks associated with the project and no substantive mitigation strategies are identified 


to limit the risks.  In my opinion, it would be reckless for Nova Scotia Environment to approve this 


project at this time.   


I continue to have numerous concerns associated with the unknowns around this project and the Focus 


Report does little to alleviate those concerns.  Among the many concerns that remain include the 


potential disruption of mercury during ETF construction that is ignored in the Focus Report.  However, I 


will constrain my detailed response to focus on just four specific areas of concern – oxygen 


delignification, the impact assessment on marine fish, the pipe, and air monitoring. 


 


Oxygen Delignification 


There is confusing/misleading information presented about the inclusion of oxygen delignification 


technology.  Oxygen delignification is identified as a new technology at the mill in Addendum 1.0 but is 


stated to be not part of this project.  However, the ‘future Oxygen Delignification system was considered 


in the design of the ETF and will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF 


project is completed’ (Addendum 1.0, p.2).  Does this mean that the effluent modelling was conducted 


on the assumption that an Oxygen Delignification system would be in place, even though it is clearly 


intended to come after the ETF is operational (if at all)?  If this is the case, the effluent modelling is 


inaccurate as the O2 delignification system will not be a reality when the proposed ETF begins.  


 


  







Impact assessment on marine fish 


 There are numerous concerns about the information presented in the impact assessment on 


marine fish that those with experience in the fishing industry ought to be consulted about.  A 


very cursory review of the information presented suggests several issues though: 


o Toxicity testing has not been conducted.  The response to the Focus Report identifies 


that it will be done, but a timeline is not provided.  This seems quite a backward 


approach.  The onus should be on Northern Pulp to establish there will be no harm to 


marine fish and the robust commercial fishery in the area before environmental 


approval is granted. It appears the expectation by Northern Pulp is that environmental 


approval will be granted and then testing will be done.  Under this approach, if the 


project proves harmful to the fishery, it will be too late.   


o There are discrepancies reported about where the effluent will reach background 


conditions. At one point, the Focus Report states that CCME guidelines will be reached 


within 100 m of the diffuser, yet background conditions are claimed to be able to be 


met within 20 m elsewhere in the document, and the astonishing claim that effluent 


concentration will be within 1% within 2m of the discharge point on p. 200.   


o Not only are there concerns about the clarity of where the effluent will reach 


background conditions, these claims appear highly questionable given data from 


previoust Environment Canada Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) results that 


identified pulp mill effluent hundreds of kilometers from its source. 


o Reaching background conditions does not mean that the effluent will not have an effect 


on a vibrant commercial fishery and the Focus Report makes no real effort to address 


these effects.  Meeting Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) has repeatedly 


demonstrated through six cycles of EEM that over sixty percent of fish experience 


sublethal toxic effects from pulp mill effluent.  The potential health and economic 


impacts these effects may have on the fishing industry within the Northumberland Strait 


must not be ignored in the decision to approve this project.   


o Despite suggestions identified in Cycle 6 EEM about how to minimize the harmful effects 


from pulp mill effluent including incorporating oxygen delignification 


(https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-


1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276),  it is unclear which of these strategies Northern 


Pulp aims to include.  A proponent genuinely interested in minimizing the impact on the 


environment and its neighbours would take the advice generated from decades of 


research to minimize its impact.    


o No information about Northern Pulp’s past EEM studies have been included.  It would 


have been helpful to compare the known sublethal toxicity from Northern Pulp with the 


type of treatment utilized today with projected sublethal toxicity from other mills using 


the newly proposed type of treatment.  Instead Northern Pulp chose to withhold 


information and suggest that sublethal toxicity tests would occur in the future.  This is 


an unacceptable risk for our fishers along the Northumberland Strait.   


o As mentioned above, it appears that effluent modelling and the promise of reaching 


background conditions may have been conducted on the assumption an Oxygen 


Delignification system will be in place despite the Focus Group clearly identifying that 


system is not part of this project and no implementation schedule for the O2 



https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276

https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276





delignification project has been defined.  This raises concerns about the accuracy of all 


of the effluent modelling information and its predicted effects presented in the 


document. 


Air monitoring 


The focus report acknowledges that several air likely contaminant exceedances (using Ontario 


regulations) have been identified from modelling studies.  As a result, the focus report identifies several 


contaminants that should be monitored, but this is insufficient.  The information provided about air 


monitoring is problematic because: 


 There are questions about the sufficiency of data used to develop the model. 


o The model used data from only one comparable mill and there is no accounting for the 


known variability of sludge characteristics across mills.  


o The model employed data from biomass incineration at Northern Pulp, but that sludge 


was derived from a completely different style of effluent treatment and, therefore, is 


inappropriate to generalize that current sludge characteristics will remain. 


 Despite identifying expected contaminant exceedances, there is no substantial additional 


abatement strategy identified to prevent the exceedances such as additional filtration within the 


power boiler stack.  The filtration on the power boiler stack has repeatedly failed to keep 


Northern Pulp’s emissions in compliance with Nova Scotia Environment regulations.  


Combustion of sludge will produce additional contaminants of concern and the report identifies 


expected exceedances, and yet no solution is offered to control the exceedances with the 


exception of maintaining equipment and limiting idling.  This is unthinkable.  How could 


environmental approval possibly be granted when the proponent acknowledges they predict to 


exceed contaminant parameters and do nothing proactive about it?   


 There is no additional source testing proposed, nor is continuous monitoring of the power boiler 


stack included as part of the proposal.  Given the number of unknowns associated with the 


sludge, more active and continuous monitoring ought to be part of the plan in order to better 


understand the contaminants and allow both Northern Pulp and NSE to respond to problems 


quickly. 


 The only reporting to NSE that is suggested is monthly and annual reporting.  This timeframe is 


far too long for timely intervention should problems be reported.  By the time NSE receives the 


data, the public will have been exposed to potential air problems for some time.  Given the true  


characterization of the sludge to be incinerated in unknown and that modelling suggests 


exceedances of several contaminants, a reporting plan that prevents an immediate response is 


irresponsible.   


 There is no plan suggesting what would be changed should problems be identified.  In particular, 


it was troubling to read that the only action plan appears to be to correct the data, “A final data 


screening of all measurement data will be performed at the end of the monitoring program to 


examine overall trends and to identify and correct any suspect data.” (Appendix 6.2, p. 24).  The 


focus report makes no mention about what could and would be done to limit emissions. 


 Ambient air receptors were sited at nearby residential properties, but only one site within the 


Town of Pictou was used.  The Town of Pictou is one of the more populous areas in the vicinity 


of the mill and ought to have had more than one receptor, especially in light of the findings that 







VOCs often exceed criteria when wind direction carried mill emissions toward ambient air 


monitors (Hoffman et al 2017, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28712086).    


The pipe 


 In my initial response to the Environmental Assessment application I indicated my concern with 


Northern Pulp’s ability to properly monitor the pipe.  In my March 8, 2019 submission I wrote, 


“Northern Pulp has exhibited a poor track record with their current pipe, experiencing a number 


of breaks and leaks in recent years.  Northern Pulp’s inability to effectively maintain the integrity 


of their equipment over time would suggest that the ability of the company to prevent 


environment damage from effluent pipe breaks in the future is uncertain at best, not in keeping 


with the precautionary principle, and, therefore, too risky a prospect.” This concern was not 


alleviated by the information provided in the Focus Report.     


 The information presented about how pipeline leaks will be prevented is too vague to trust and 
there are no assurances that the company will choose the best available technology. 


o Though the Focus Report identifies common types of leak detection systems, it does not 
provide information about which is the best option and does not specify which type will 
be used.  Instead, it indicates the decision will come later during the detailed design 
phase (p.62), but the basis of the decision is not identified.  (e.g. Will the decision be 
based upon the best available technology?  The best choice for detecting minor leaks? 
Or the cheapest option?)  Once again, this is an example of a backwards approach that 
assumes a decision can be made in the absence of evidence. 


o The only certainty offered in the information presented about leak detection is that 
there are some technologies that can detect some leaks.  However, Northern Pulp does 
not commit to use any of those technologies.  No plan is presented about what will 
happen in the event a leak is detected.  No projections of potential harm are identified. 
No response times are predicted.  No interventions are identified. No commitments are 
made.   


o Additionally concerning is that no automated leak detection system will be installed 
outside of the land-based portion of the pipe (p. 62).  One has to wonder how 
underwater leaks will be monitored. 


 It is further troubling that the Focus Report identifies an ideal scenario of pipe depth, but also 
admits that the ideal will not be achieved due to cost constraints, “Ideally, the tunnel would 
breakout as deep as is possible – as close to the required intake and discharge depths as 
possible – but within cost constraints.” (Appendix 2.5, p.47) 


 
 
In conclusion, I remain strongly opposed to Nova Scotia Environment granting approval for this project.   


The Focus Report submission provided by Northern Pulp does not adequately address the potential 


environmental risks associated with the project and no substantive mitigation strategies are identified 


to limit the risks.  In the absence of important information about the true environmental effects of the 


proposed effluent treatment facility, this project should not be approved. 


 


Sincerely, 


Bobbi Morrison 



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28712086





 







 
 

Pictou, NS 
 

 
November 8, 2019 
 
Nova Scotia Environment  
Environmental Assessment Branch 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS 
B3J 2P8 
 
 

Re: Focus Report for Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) Project for Northern Pulp 
 

I am writing in response to the request for public input about Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for the 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  Based upon the information contained in the Focus 

Report, I remain strongly opposed to Nova Scotia Environment granting approval for this project.   The 

Focus Report submission provided by Northern Pulp does not adequately address the potential 

environmental risks associated with the project and no substantive mitigation strategies are identified 

to limit the risks.  In my opinion, it would be reckless for Nova Scotia Environment to approve this 

project at this time.   

I continue to have numerous concerns associated with the unknowns around this project and the Focus 

Report does little to alleviate those concerns.  Among the many concerns that remain include the 

potential disruption of mercury during ETF construction that is ignored in the Focus Report.  However, I 

will constrain my detailed response to focus on just four specific areas of concern – oxygen 

delignification, the impact assessment on marine fish, the pipe, and air monitoring. 

 

Oxygen Delignification 

There is confusing/misleading information presented about the inclusion of oxygen delignification 

technology.  Oxygen delignification is identified as a new technology at the mill in Addendum 1.0 but is 

stated to be not part of this project.  However, the ‘future Oxygen Delignification system was considered 

in the design of the ETF and will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF 

project is completed’ (Addendum 1.0, p.2).  Does this mean that the effluent modelling was conducted 

on the assumption that an Oxygen Delignification system would be in place, even though it is clearly 

intended to come after the ETF is operational (if at all)?  If this is the case, the effluent modelling is 

inaccurate as the O2 delignification system will not be a reality when the proposed ETF begins.  

 

  



Impact assessment on marine fish 

 There are numerous concerns about the information presented in the impact assessment on 

marine fish that those with experience in the fishing industry ought to be consulted about.  A 

very cursory review of the information presented suggests several issues though: 

o Toxicity testing has not been conducted.  The response to the Focus Report identifies 

that it will be done, but a timeline is not provided.  This seems quite a backward 

approach.  The onus should be on Northern Pulp to establish there will be no harm to 

marine fish and the robust commercial fishery in the area before environmental 

approval is granted. It appears the expectation by Northern Pulp is that environmental 

approval will be granted and then testing will be done.  Under this approach, if the 

project proves harmful to the fishery, it will be too late.   

o There are discrepancies reported about where the effluent will reach background 

conditions. At one point, the Focus Report states that CCME guidelines will be reached 

within 100 m of the diffuser, yet background conditions are claimed to be able to be 

met within 20 m elsewhere in the document, and the astonishing claim that effluent 

concentration will be within 1% within 2m of the discharge point on p. 200.   

o Not only are there concerns about the clarity of where the effluent will reach 

background conditions, these claims appear highly questionable given data from 

previoust Environment Canada Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) results that 

identified pulp mill effluent hundreds of kilometers from its source. 

o Reaching background conditions does not mean that the effluent will not have an effect 

on a vibrant commercial fishery and the Focus Report makes no real effort to address 

these effects.  Meeting Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) has repeatedly 

demonstrated through six cycles of EEM that over sixty percent of fish experience 

sublethal toxic effects from pulp mill effluent.  The potential health and economic 

impacts these effects may have on the fishing industry within the Northumberland Strait 

must not be ignored in the decision to approve this project.   

o Despite suggestions identified in Cycle 6 EEM about how to minimize the harmful effects 

from pulp mill effluent including incorporating oxygen delignification 

(https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-

1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276),  it is unclear which of these strategies Northern 

Pulp aims to include.  A proponent genuinely interested in minimizing the impact on the 

environment and its neighbours would take the advice generated from decades of 

research to minimize its impact.    

o No information about Northern Pulp’s past EEM studies have been included.  It would 

have been helpful to compare the known sublethal toxicity from Northern Pulp with the 

type of treatment utilized today with projected sublethal toxicity from other mills using 

the newly proposed type of treatment.  Instead Northern Pulp chose to withhold 

information and suggest that sublethal toxicity tests would occur in the future.  This is 

an unacceptable risk for our fishers along the Northumberland Strait.   

o As mentioned above, it appears that effluent modelling and the promise of reaching 

background conditions may have been conducted on the assumption an Oxygen 

Delignification system will be in place despite the Focus Group clearly identifying that 

system is not part of this project and no implementation schedule for the O2 

https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276
https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276


delignification project has been defined.  This raises concerns about the accuracy of all 

of the effluent modelling information and its predicted effects presented in the 

document. 

Air monitoring 

The focus report acknowledges that several air likely contaminant exceedances (using Ontario 

regulations) have been identified from modelling studies.  As a result, the focus report identifies several 

contaminants that should be monitored, but this is insufficient.  The information provided about air 

monitoring is problematic because: 

 There are questions about the sufficiency of data used to develop the model. 

o The model used data from only one comparable mill and there is no accounting for the 

known variability of sludge characteristics across mills.  

o The model employed data from biomass incineration at Northern Pulp, but that sludge 

was derived from a completely different style of effluent treatment and, therefore, is 

inappropriate to generalize that current sludge characteristics will remain. 

 Despite identifying expected contaminant exceedances, there is no substantial additional 

abatement strategy identified to prevent the exceedances such as additional filtration within the 

power boiler stack.  The filtration on the power boiler stack has repeatedly failed to keep 

Northern Pulp’s emissions in compliance with Nova Scotia Environment regulations.  

Combustion of sludge will produce additional contaminants of concern and the report identifies 

expected exceedances, and yet no solution is offered to control the exceedances with the 

exception of maintaining equipment and limiting idling.  This is unthinkable.  How could 

environmental approval possibly be granted when the proponent acknowledges they predict to 

exceed contaminant parameters and do nothing proactive about it?   

 There is no additional source testing proposed, nor is continuous monitoring of the power boiler 

stack included as part of the proposal.  Given the number of unknowns associated with the 

sludge, more active and continuous monitoring ought to be part of the plan in order to better 

understand the contaminants and allow both Northern Pulp and NSE to respond to problems 

quickly. 

 The only reporting to NSE that is suggested is monthly and annual reporting.  This timeframe is 

far too long for timely intervention should problems be reported.  By the time NSE receives the 

data, the public will have been exposed to potential air problems for some time.  Given the true  

characterization of the sludge to be incinerated in unknown and that modelling suggests 

exceedances of several contaminants, a reporting plan that prevents an immediate response is 

irresponsible.   

 There is no plan suggesting what would be changed should problems be identified.  In particular, 

it was troubling to read that the only action plan appears to be to correct the data, “A final data 

screening of all measurement data will be performed at the end of the monitoring program to 

examine overall trends and to identify and correct any suspect data.” (Appendix 6.2, p. 24).  The 

focus report makes no mention about what could and would be done to limit emissions. 

 Ambient air receptors were sited at nearby residential properties, but only one site within the 

Town of Pictou was used.  The Town of Pictou is one of the more populous areas in the vicinity 

of the mill and ought to have had more than one receptor, especially in light of the findings that 



VOCs often exceed criteria when wind direction carried mill emissions toward ambient air 

monitors (Hoffman et al 2017, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28712086).    

The pipe 

 In my initial response to the Environmental Assessment application I indicated my concern with 

Northern Pulp’s ability to properly monitor the pipe.  In my March 8, 2019 submission I wrote, 

“Northern Pulp has exhibited a poor track record with their current pipe, experiencing a number 

of breaks and leaks in recent years.  Northern Pulp’s inability to effectively maintain the integrity 

of their equipment over time would suggest that the ability of the company to prevent 

environment damage from effluent pipe breaks in the future is uncertain at best, not in keeping 

with the precautionary principle, and, therefore, too risky a prospect.” This concern was not 

alleviated by the information provided in the Focus Report.     

 The information presented about how pipeline leaks will be prevented is too vague to trust and 
there are no assurances that the company will choose the best available technology. 

o Though the Focus Report identifies common types of leak detection systems, it does not 
provide information about which is the best option and does not specify which type will 
be used.  Instead, it indicates the decision will come later during the detailed design 
phase (p.62), but the basis of the decision is not identified.  (e.g. Will the decision be 
based upon the best available technology?  The best choice for detecting minor leaks? 
Or the cheapest option?)  Once again, this is an example of a backwards approach that 
assumes a decision can be made in the absence of evidence. 

o The only certainty offered in the information presented about leak detection is that 
there are some technologies that can detect some leaks.  However, Northern Pulp does 
not commit to use any of those technologies.  No plan is presented about what will 
happen in the event a leak is detected.  No projections of potential harm are identified. 
No response times are predicted.  No interventions are identified. No commitments are 
made.   

o Additionally concerning is that no automated leak detection system will be installed 
outside of the land-based portion of the pipe (p. 62).  One has to wonder how 
underwater leaks will be monitored. 

 It is further troubling that the Focus Report identifies an ideal scenario of pipe depth, but also 
admits that the ideal will not be achieved due to cost constraints, “Ideally, the tunnel would 
breakout as deep as is possible – as close to the required intake and discharge depths as 
possible – but within cost constraints.” (Appendix 2.5, p.47) 

 
 
In conclusion, I remain strongly opposed to Nova Scotia Environment granting approval for this project.   

The Focus Report submission provided by Northern Pulp does not adequately address the potential 

environmental risks associated with the project and no substantive mitigation strategies are identified 

to limit the risks.  In the absence of important information about the true environmental effects of the 

proposed effluent treatment facility, this project should not be approved. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28712086
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Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  
Fax: (902) 424-6925 
EA@novascotia.ca 
 
November 8, 2019 
 
On behalf of Oceans North, we are writing to submit comments on the Focus Report for the Northern 
Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatments Facility Project for environmental assessment, in accordance 
with Part IV of the Environment Act.  
 
Oceans North is a non-profit organization that fosters science and community-based conservation in the 
Arctic and Atlantic regions of Canada. We support sustainable fisheries, management measures that aim 
to rebuild fish populations and place-based measures to protect marine diversity and traditional access.  
Our goal is to promote policies and programs that address the unprecedented environmental changes 
taking place in the North and Atlantic regions and ensure that their waters are protected within the 
framework of sustainable management and indigenous knowledge, rights and consultation. 
 
We urge the province to remain committed to the Boat Harbour Act and to the January 31, 2020 
deadline as a first step in making up for years of environmental racism faced by Pictou Landing First 
Nations. With respect for the Focus Report regarding the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project, we strongly conclude that this Minister should reject this undertaking due to its strong potential 
for environmental, economic and social damage.  
 
The Focus Report does not meet the required Terms of Reference because it lacks sufficient information 
on many of the items required. The concordance table does not adequately address many of the public 
concerns it is supposed to, particularly with respect to “Total Suspended Solids” (TSS). The Mi’kmaq 
Ecological Knowledge Study also was not submitted as part of the Focus Report.  
 
The Federal Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) is a very low bar for environmental regulation, 
shown to be inadequate and does not protect the marine environment over the long term to any great 
extent. Indeed, the PPER is currently being consulted on for modernization1. Some the main 
shortcomings of the existing regulations as described by Environment and Climate Change Canada 
include:  


 
1 https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/eccc/documents/pdf/PPER%20Modernization%20-
%20Detailed%20Proposal.pdf 
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• “Environmental effects monitoring (EEM) studies required by the PPER have shown that the 
effluents from 70% of pulp and paper mills are impacting fish and/or fish habitat, and that the 
impacts at 55% of these mills pose a high risk to the environment.” 


• “What is achievable through process control and wastewater treatment has improved since 
1992 when the PPER were put in place, and best technologies and techniques are well 
documented.” 


 
The Northumberland Strait is a very different marine environment than most marine discharge pulp 
mills in Canada that sit in fjords and as a result requires unique consideration which is not taken into 
account from the PPER or Northern Pulp’s Replacement Project. We are most concerned with total 
suspended solids (TSS), the effluent of pulp mills made up mainly of short cellulose fibres too small for 
pulp / paper production. These fibres are extremely refractive in aquatic environments (especially in 
saltwater where effluent will go) and can take a very long time to degrade. In short, the TSS load from 
the planned discharge may spread and settle many kilometers away and build in size over years. The 
deposits can be several meters thick, and smother anything on the bottom in a black anoxic envelope. 
Northern Pulp is still planning to discharge thousands of kg of TSS per day. Releasing this volume of TSS 
will be a chronic issue with the potential for large geographic scale damage in Northumberland Strait. 
With the plan to discharge into open waters the problem faced in Boat Harbour is simply exported into a 
larger marine area where impacts will be more difficult to discern and track. 
 


I. Overall Concern for the Marine Environment 
 
The Northumberland straight is a unique and biodiverse marine ecosystem that provides livelihoods for 
thousands of Maritimers. But alarmingly this ecosystem is under compounding stressors due to climate 
change, weakening the ability of system to respond and adapt to new threats.2  We are concerned about 
the pipeline construction and effluent impacts on a number of commercially important fish species, 
many of which are already depleted, including: American lobster, Atlantic herring (critical zone), rock 
crab, winter flounder, American Plaice (threatened), White Hake (endangered), Winter Skate 
(endangered), Atlantic bluefin, Atlantic mackerel (critical zone). 
 
The Focus Report mentions that no studies were conducted on the impact of lobster larvae or herring 
eggs. The pipeline project threatens juvenile lobster in the Northumberland Straight and thus the health 
of lobster and the lucrative and important fishery in the region for both commercial and indigenous 
fisheries. The lobster fishery is valued at approximately $750 million dollars in Nova Scotia alone. 
Fishermen previously made sacrifices to their valuable scallop fishing areas by protecting important 
habitat zones from scallop dragging to protect juvenile lobster. The pipeline construction and effluent 
threaten not only to undue this sacrifice and good will but jeopardize the livelihood of thousands of 
fishermen. 
 
An important herring spawning area in the Northumberland Straight is also jeopardized by the pipeline. 
Herring support important fisheries and processing facilities in Atlantic Canada and are used as bait for 
the lobster industry. Within the ecosystem, their role is paramount. As a forage fish, herring support 
energy transfer through the food chain, as food for larger organisms like whales and tuna and by eating 
smaller organisms like zooplankton. These herring are currently at critically low levels3 and the threat 
that that is posed by the pipeline effluent could jeopardize this important fish from ever recovering. This 
threatens the fishery jobs as well as the ecosystem role that herring play.   
 


 
2 https://report.ipcc.ch/srocc/pdf/SROCC_FinalDraft_FullReport.pdf 


3 https://waves-vagues.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/4071309x.pdf 
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We are also concerned about the project’s impact on important eelgrass beds. The recent IPCC Special 
Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate4 stressed the critical role that coastal 
habitats such as eelgrass can play in buffering against some of the impacts of climate change. The 
damage to the important function of eelgrass beds through direct removal and disturbance will only 
weaken the ecosystem’s ability to respond to climate change. 
 


II. Detailed comments on the Focus Report 


OVERVIEW SECTION  


The Focus Report reiterates that the new effluent treatment facility will be designed to meet the federal 
pulp and paper effluent regulations (PPER). This is a very low environmental bar as explained above.  


page XXXVI – We note that the proposed effluent treatment facility will have a daily annual average flow 


of 62,000 m3 / day; peak flow 85,000 m3/ day.  


page XXXVIII - “The receiving water study at the existing Boat Harbour dam discharge into the 
Northumberland Strait undertaken to assess environmental impacts has concluded that existing dilution 
factors are low and insufficient for effluent mixing with the ambient water. A diffused outfall outside of 
Caribou Harbour in the Northumberland Strait is considered to have much less potential effluent impact 
on the receiving environment and represents an improvement.” - This is the entire crux of the problem 
where effluent mixing in the near shore is insufficient, and this becomes the excuse for dumping 
material offshore rather than considering the real impacts of dumping offshore.  


CONCORDANCE TABLE (responses to original replacement ETF project proposal) - page 1 of Focus Report  


There are a number of instances where the listed concern is not responded to correctly in the table (e.g. 
a concern about wastewater being responded to as an air quality issue).  


It is very clear that air pollution problems faced by the public are long-standing, yet the industry 
response is ‘we are meeting regulations’. It is time for a proper Federal Environmental Assessment on 
Northern Pulp that takes into account the fact that existing environmental regulations are not working, 
and local conditions need to be taken into account to correct those regulations and permits.  


Page 27 of Appendix 1.1 cites the concern of DFO that the proposed effluent pipe will discharge directly 
into an existing Marine Refuge Scallop Buffer Zone, which “forms part of DFO's Other Effective Area 
Based Conservation Measures that contribute toward Canada's 2020 Marine Conservation Targets”. Also 
“If a new activity such as the effluent discharge is permitted in or around this area and later deemed 
incompatible with the stated conservation objectives, loss of Marine Refuge status may occur, in whole 
or in part.” and finally “It should be noted that, it is probable that the marine portion of the effluent pipe 
construction will travel through, and discharge inside the Marine Refuge.” The response comment to 
this concern was simply to see section 7.3 of the focus report. ** That section of the report mentions 
the scallop buffer zone but actually says nothing about its importance as a conservation measure or how 
the planned discharge may cause loss of marine refuge status. Northern Pulp is essentially saying, we 
are planning to discharge into a conservation area and are not going to do anything about it.  


Many of the comments regarding impacts on marine fish and fish habitat were not answered directly in 
the focus report, but rather set aside to be answered by a future environmental effects monitoring 


 
4 https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/home/ 
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program. In other words, the new waste treatment facility will be up and running before serious 
concerns regarding impacts can be answered – and the only source of answers will be a future EEM 
program which may or may not be up to the task. This line of reasoning will only be effective if EEM 
results can be used to alter permit conditions for the mill, including complete revamping of the effluent 
treatment system if necessary.  


Appendix 1.1 page 22 (of 125, the appendix page numbering restarts, oddly unnecessary) - an individual 
concern about the amount of solids per day that will enter the Marine environment with the new 
system of effluent treatment. The response comment to this concern was to refer to section 4.3 of the 
focus report.  


Other concerns regarding the total suspended solids issue are also listed. The response comment is 
almost always to refer to section 4.3.  


Appendix 1.1 page 36 (of 125) - The Ecology Action Centre also mentioned the solids issue “Total 
Suspended Solids (TSS) largely consists of cellulose fibers. Although the document states that 85 to 95% 
of the lignin, cellulose, sodium sulphide and sodium hydroxide will be removed from the sludge via 
biological activity in treatment, there is no information provided about the 5-15% which survives 
treatment - the cellulose. Cellulose fibers are refractory, meaning that they don't degrade quickly or 
decompose well in water, especially seawater. The registration document provides, in section 5.2.2.9 on 
Effluent Quality, that the effluent annual average flow will have an anticipated TSS concentration of 48 
mg/l of effluent which equates to a total 3053 kg of TSS per day, i.e., a full dump truck load each day in 
equivalent tonnage. These fibers have the potential to settle into a deep hole or depression, smothering 
the bottom and causing anoxia in the underlying sediment.” The focus report response comment is to 
refer to section 4.3.  


NOTE: When you actually read section 4.3 of the Focus Report, the above concerns on TSS are not 
addressed, and the section actually concludes with a false and very misleading statement (see below).  


Ice scour and subsequent limited chances for the proposed pipeline’s survival are mentioned numerous 
times in the Appendix 1.1 listing. The response comment was usually to refer to section 2.2 of this focus 
report.  


PROJECT DESCRIPTION  


2.2 Marine geotechnical survey - page 18 (And appendix 2.2)  


“Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to confirm viability of the marine portion 
of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.”  


The planned trench depth is up to 3 m (Page 21). However, the report notes here that the bedrock 
depth is not known and could be quite shallow.  


Estimated ice scour depth in the sediments is a key issue in this portion of the focus report. Numerous 
ice scours were observed by surveys and they occurred to depths of 9 m. The ice scours were observed 
to penetrate into the sediment 0.3 to 0.4 m at most. (page 23). This is presented as justification for a 
trench depth of 3 m.  


Appendix 2.2 has numerous figures indicating survey track lines for surveying underwater sediments and 
evidence of ice scours. It should be noted that the proposed pipeline route near the Pictou causeway 







was not surveyed for approximately 200 m beyond the Northern Pulp property. This is a shallow water 
area right near shore which could be impacted strongly by ice scours. The proposed pipeline route next 
to the causeway is quite shallow overall, only about 2 m deep or less (Figure 5.1.1 in appendix 2.2).  


About half of the proposed pipeline route in the Caribou Harbour channel is also quite shallow (figure 
5.1.4 in appendix 2.2).  


2.3 Characterization of effluent – page 23 (and appendix 2.3)  


“Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical characterization of NPNS’ raw 
wastewater....”  


Page 25 of the Focus Report reminds us that most of the suspended solids in the effluent is ‘mainly 
fibres and lime’. We are also told that the federal pulp and paper effluent regulations only protect 
against acute toxicity (Page 26). Once again, this is a very low bar of environmental protection.  


Table 2.3 -3 in the Focus Report shows total suspended solids concentration in treated effluent is 
presently 29 mg/l. The proposed new biological treatment system will not control total suspended solids 
to any great degree, the same table indicating the concentration will remain above 20 mg/L. This simply 
highlights the fact that cellulose fibres are quite refractory and effluent treatment is not likely to remove 
them unless very specialized methods are employed such as centrifugal hydrocyclones. Suspiciously, the 
numbers regarding total suspended solids presented in the Focus Report are much lower than the value 
that was submitted in the original Northern Pulp EA paper, which was expected to be 48 mg/L with the 
proposed new effluent treatment system. How did this happen?  


Appendix 2.3 page 6 - “Numerous studies have firmly established that concentrations of PCDDs, PDCFs 
and polychlorophenols in effluents from ECF bleaching are close to or below the level of detection ...” 
this is a completely spurious argument frequently used by industry when talking about harmful toxins in 
their effluent. A toxic compound ‘below the level of detection’ is still toxic. A laboratory using 
inexpensive methods to detect toxins will not find them, the results will be below the level of detection. 
If that same laboratory uses more expensive (more refined) methods of detection, the detection limit 
will be lowered and the toxic compound will be more likely to be found even at very low concentrations. 
The detection limit employed must be linked back to the concentration of the toxic substance which 
causes harm. There is no point in having a laboratory detection limit in milligrams per litre if the 
substance is toxic in micrograms per litre.  


We are left to hunt through individual lab report sheets at the end of the appendix to get some idea of 
what is going on. One sheet (Dioxins and Furans by HRMS) lists a reportable detection limit of 9.48 pg/l 
for most dioxins and furans; and most samples turned out ND. An IJC water quality objective for one of 


the dioxins is 10 parts per quadrillion, or 10 per 1015. 9.48 pg/l = 0.00948 pg/g = 9.48 per 1015. In other 
words, the detection limit chosen by the laboratory analyzing the pulp mill effluent is actually very close 
to a guideline above which harm is possible.  


Appendix 2.3 page 9, table 1 - 2, total suspended solids is again provided as 29 mg/L at the present 
outflow while we see that at the Caribou Harbour overflow it is only 2.5. This reinforces the hypothesis 
the Caribou Harbour is presently holding back many thousands of tons of total suspended solids in the 
form of cellulose fibers. The harbour is presently acting as a huge settling basin, and there will be no 
such ability to settle out solids in a controlled manner once the new proposed effluent pipe discharge is 
active.  







The same table illustrates the detection limit issue mentioned above. Total phosphorus concentrations 
are provided in mg/l and we see the effluent presently is around 1.5 mg/l at discharge, while in Caribou 
Harbour the value is listed as ND. Even a very eutrophic lake will have a typical TP concentration of 
about 0.1 mg/l or less, only going to around 0.5 during peak bloom conditions. The TP values presented 
in Table 1-2 are extraordinarily high, so what was the detection limit they used for the Caribou Harbour 
samples? Once again, digging deep into the laboratory analysis sheets we find reported detection limits 
of 0.02, 0.1 to 1.0 mg/l for total phosphorus. The latter two detection limits are not useful from an 
environmental impact perspective in Canadian freshwaters, so why were they used?  


Similar detection limit issues can be found in almost every single table in this appendix. One last 
example - Table 1-3 lists metal concentrations. A value of 0.022 ug/l is provided for Total Mercury at 
discharge point C. That value is very close to the CCME guideline of 0.026 ug/l for freshwater. Yet all 
other values for total mercury at other sample collection points are listed as ND. What detection limit 
was used by the laboratory? Hunting deep in the report pages, we find an RDL of 0.013 ug/l for the 
mercury analysis - only half the value of the actual guideline. From an impact assessment perspective 
this is unacceptable, we need values that are lower than this RDL.  


2.4 Treated effluent characterization – page 32 (and appendix 2.4)  


“Submit a complete physical and chemical characterization of NPNS’s expected effluent following 
treatment by the proposed technology...”  


Page 34 of Focus Report, Chemical Oxygen Demand discussion. “Many organic compounds, including 
colour compounds and fibres, which are not easily biodegradable, along with any inorganic chemicals 
will show up as pCOD.” (bolded emphasis mine). pCOD = particulate chemical oxygen demand. Also: 
“Total COD is the typical industry measurement in Canada, referred to as tCOD in the lab report, which is 
a combination of the biodegradable sCOD fraction and the not easily biodegradable pCOD. The focus of 
the laboratory trial was the removal of sCOD at different flow rates and loadings.” Here we finally have 
an admission that the fibres in the effluent are not readily biodegradable, they are refractory. Moreover, 
the proposed effluent treatment system will not even attempt to work on these fibres and reduce their 
load in the effluent.  


Page 39, Table 2.4-3. Note t hat TSS loadings are still expected to be thousands of kg per day. The bulk of 
this material will be cellulose fibres which do not degrade readily, they will simply accumulate on the 
marine bottom and smother sediments. (The associated appendix to this section of the Focus Report has 
nothing else to add).  


2.5 Changes to pipeline – page 39 (and appendix 2.5)  


“Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction methodology and other associated pipeline 
construction work, related to the potential changes to the marine portion of the pipeline route....”  


This section does not provide much in the way of any analysis that would be particularly helpful. 
Appendix 2.5 does mention pipeline armour - again this just assumes that ice scours will not become any 
deeper as time goes by.  


FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE  


3.1 Treatment Technology Specifications - page 44 (And appendix 3.1)  







“Submit treatment technology specifications (e.g., optimal performance range of the technology) and an 
assessment of the efficacy of the proposed treatment technology...”  


We see on page 44 that the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations allow over 10,000 kg per day of total 
suspended solids which is outrageous. We are shown a calculated value of 1875 kg per day of total 
suspended solids discharged with the proposed effluent treatment system - and since this is far lower 
than the PPER allows, “the new ETF will be able to provide adequate treatment”. Once again, since the 
PPER is completely inadequate to the task of protecting the marine environment over the long term - 
the pulp mill gets away with it discharge plans. Appendix 3.1 does not add to this argument.  


3.3 Effluent discharge parameters - page 50 (And appendix 3.3 - which is blank)  


“Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where necessary) based upon the results of the 
effluent characterization...”  


The estimated total nitrogen loading of around 400 to 500 kg per day is very high. This could represent a 
significant nearshore marine eutrophication risk.  


“TSS at 48 mg/L at the design flow of 85,000 m3/day equates to 4,080 kg/day, while the Veolia 
guarantee for TSS is ≤ 1,875 kg/day and the 2018 BHETF annual average discharge was 1,717 kg/day.” - 
once again, discharging thousands of kilograms per day of total suspended solids comprised mostly of 
refractory cellulose fibres is not a good idea.  


3.4 Spill Basin - page 56 (And appendix 3.4)  


 “A spill basin is not a regulatory requirement...” but “ NPNS has made the decision to include one 
because it is considered a best practice in the design of an ETF.”  


The appendix describes plans for a standard earthen basin with a plastic liner. This type of spill basin is 
at the low end of reliability. 


3.5 Effluent pipeline leak detection - page 60 (And appendix 3.5, which is blank)  


“Provide viable options including the selected option for leak detection technologies and inspection 
methodologies...”  


Page 62 in this section notes “...selected systems have demonstrated success in detecting leaks as small 
as 60 L/hr.” This means that chronic small leaks in the pipeline, especially in the near shore, could go on 
for months without being detected. This could lead to localized impacts which would not be detected by 
routine monitoring programs.  


MARINE WATER AND MARINE SEDIMENT  


4.1 baseline marine studies- page 69 (And appendix 4.1)  


“Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as marine water quality and marine 
sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location.”  


Page 72 - now suddenly the contracted laboratories are able to detect lower concentrations of total 
Dioxins and Furans (see discussion above) and we see a background water quality of 3.213 picograms 







per litre in Table 4.1-2. It would have been nice to have that low detection limit when discussing the 
actual mill operations and effluent.  


Page 78-the Northumberland Strait samples indicate sediment with a high proportion of sand. 
Depending on the grain size composition of the sand the sediments might be quite mobile. There is 
imagery in other sections of the report and in the appendices indicating this potential movement of 
sand. This may or may not cause problems for the pipeline.  


The baseline marine studies recorded here appear to be only about water quality and sediment. There's 
nothing on organisms.  


Appendix 4.1 has a long listing of chemical analysis of sediment and soil samples in the area. There's 
quite a bit of evidence here to indicate existing contamination of sediment and soils from past industrial 
practice. These results may be helpful for suggesting future contamination of marine sediments if the 
proposed outfall is put in place.  


4.2 receiving water study- page 82 (And appendix 4.2)  


“Update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concern in the receiving 
environment....”  


Fig. 4.2-1 shows a series of deeper (>20m) ‘holes’ near the proposed outfall location which may become 
depositional sites for TSS.  


Fig. 4.2-3 - note how the modelled particles seem to accumulate in the same general area as the deep 
holes. This figure should have had an overlay of depth contours to aid in interpretation. The same 
comment applies to figure 4.2-4.  


Figure 4.2-6 - dilution factor rather than particle concentration this time but note how heterogenous the 
results are. This simply highlights the fact that particles will settle out in clumped distributions in the 
marine environment. Impacts from the proposed outfall will be localized. However, it is the extent and 
number of these localized impacted areas that will lead to chronic harm to the marine environment.  


4.3 sediment transport modelling - page 97 (And appendix 4.3)  


“Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impacts of potential 
accumulation of sediment within near-field and far-field model areas...”  


Page 100 - “a significant percentage of the particles are very fine colloidal-type material, with greater 
than 90% of the particles smaller than 75 μm (0.003 inches) in diameter (for comparison, human hair is 
between 50-70 μm). Both their low density and their small size prevented these particles from settling 
out in the secondary clarifiers after more than 11 hours in that calm environment.”  


The above quote refers to the fact that the total suspended solids released by the planned diffuser will 
be primarily composed a very fine plant fibres. The secondary clarifiers cannot handle this material, 
which is why I'm suggesting that they use centrifugal hydrocyclones. The mill must do more to prevent 
these fine plant fibres from being released.  


Page 102 - “As indicated above, effluent particles are not readily settleable and are likely to travel 
significant distances far from the diffuser.” - yes, and this is exactly the problem! And just after the 







above quote we find: “Total suspended solid particles are largely organic and biodegradable. They are a 
food source for other marine organisms and as such are not expected to build up and deposit in areas 
away from the diffuser.” this is a patently false and misleading statement - the report itself has stated 
that the particles mentioned here will be refractory material that does not readily degrade!  


FISH AND FISH HABITAT  


7.2 Fish habitat baseline survey - page 119 (And appendix 7.2)  


“Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada.”  


The video methods employed here were reasonable. The video quality was reasonable but not 
particularly good. However, video methods alone do a very poor job of capturing the full diversity of our 
nearshore benthos. SCUBA and grab sample methods should have been employed as well.  


Unfortunately, the taxonomic analysis performed here resemble something that a poorly trained 
undergraduate student would put together. Taxonomic authorities should've been present for each ID. I 
particularly question the algal identifications, as there are numerous filamentous forms which add to 
diversity but are almost impossible to ID via video. Laminaria longicuris is no longer a valid taxon - the 
entity is now called Saccharina latissima. Fucus spiralis is mentioned several times, this is an unlikely ID 
unless the vessel went into very shallow water at a peak high tide.  


Overall, the results of this fish habitat baseline survey are completely inadequate for actually describing 
the true taxonomic diversity of the area. The report just lists a handful of species that are readily seen by 
an untrained observer. A more thorough analysis (especially grab samples in sediment, and trap nets for 
fish) could have provided far more detail. There may be far more diversity in these areas than suggested 
by this very limed overview survey.  


7.3 impact assessment for marine fish - page 122 (And appendix 7.3)  


“Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish species 
important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated 
information....”  


Page 123- “Based on testing, modelling and the incorporation of mitigation activities, no significant 
residual impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result 
of this project.”  


This statement far overextends the truth from the evidence presented. Northern Pulp is just meeting 
the PPER, that’s it. There are going to be plenty of ‘residual impacts’ against that preposterously low bar 
of environmental protection.  


Quote immediately following the one listed above “To confirm these predictions, NPNS will continue 
with a federally-regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program and additional EA Follow-up 
monitoring.”  


This procedure is very concerning. Any potential impacts are only going to be discerned by a preplanned 
monitoring program. EEM is a fairly rigorous regulatory process between the mill and the Federal 
government. EEM may or may not allow the inclusion of third-party observations of harm outside of the 







planned EEM a monitoring area or program. Furthermore, those third-party observations may or may 
not lead to changes in Mill operations. We need some assurance that third-party observations can 
influence how this Mill produces paper and what its effluent standards become.  


Page 123 - “Marine Regional Assessment Area (RAA) – The area inclusive of Pictou Harbour, Caribou 
Harbour, and the south-eastern portion of the Northumberland Strait adjacent to the Marine Local 
Assessment Area.” This proposed large scale assessment area is very poorly defined by this statement. 
We need a much tighter definition which includes an area at least within 20 km of the plant outflow. 
Any observations of harm by any third-party must be addressed if they occur within the planned RAA.  


Appendix 7.3, section 3.6.3- the entire indigenous fisheries section here is blank, this is very worrying.  


7.4 updated environmental effects monitoring program - page 148 (And appendix 7.4)  


“Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program..”  


The EEM process is a regulatory one. The Focus Report emphasizes this by including the PPER EEM 
regulations as appendix 7.4.  


• effects on benthic invertebrate community or fish population is only measured against 
‘exposure area’ and ‘reference area’ - the difference being exposed to effluent or not. We are 
not given any guidance on exposure other than 1% concentrations of effluent. Any 
measurements of distance are given in a few hundred meters - nothing about having impacts km 
away.  


• most effects measurements are quite coarse, tissue residue, tumours, etc.  


So from the beginning EEM is not designed to detect subtle effects, especially at long distances. It's 
mainly about detecting harm close to the pipe.  


The Focus Report in this section of course highlights the regulatory obligation. Page 150 - “If the mill 
demonstrates that the effluent concentration is <1% at a distance of 250 m, then the EEM does not 
require a fish community study component. Likewise, if the mill demonstrates that the effluent 
concentration is <1% at 100 m from the discharge, then a benthic invertebrate community study is not 
required. At present, the three-dimensional (3D) modelling of the area in the local study area as part of 
the updated RWS indicates that dilution to less <1% effluent will occur at approximately 20 m from the 
discharge location (Stantec, 2019).”  


 “The predictions in the most recent RWS indicate there will be no requirement for NPNS to conduct 
either a fish community or benthic community study near the discharge.” Once again, the PPER and its 
associated EEM regulations are completely inadequate to detect the major issue of cellulose fibres being 
released into the marine environment.  


Interestingly - “Although not regulated as part of the PPER, some the fish and benthic component 
studies are still warranted as part of the EA Follow-up and monitoring program that is described original 


EARD (EcoMetrix, 2018b) and it is intended that they will be completed by a third party consultant for 


the current project.” We are not certain whether the public will have any input into those studies.  


HUMAN HEALTH  


9.1 baseline study marine survey - page 165 (And appendix 9.1)  







“Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of representative key 
marine species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity of the 
proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.”  


Interesting tissue residue analysis which may or may not become important in the future. Toxic effects 
from the mill will have to be extreme to detect a change here which is concerning.  


9.2 human health risk assessment - page 166 (And appendix 9.2)  


“Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-related impacts on 
human health...”  


The entire section and associated appendix screens potential toxins against a series of risk assessments 
and then just mentions regulations and guidelines that may or may not be present.  


INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES  


11.1 Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study - page 188 (And appendix 11.1)  


The study is not included as part of the Report. The description that is provided does not adequately 
explain how the concerns raised through the study would be addressed.  


III. Compliance with Bill C-68 
 
On June 21, 2019, Bill C-685 the modernized Fisheries Act, reached royal assent and became law in 
Canada. There are several provisions of this law which need to be considered by Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada (DFO) with the Replacement Effluent Treatment project that are not currently addressed. 
 


1. The definition fish habitat: 


“fish habitat means water frequented by fish and any other areas on which fish depend 
directly or indirectly to carry out their life processes, including spawning grounds and 
nursery, rearing, food supply and migration areas” 


The above definition allows DFO to follow a broad ecosystem approach when dealing 
with industrial impacts on fish habitat. DFO has a mandate under Bill C-68 to investigate 
and assess industrial impacts on fish habitat in an unconstrained manner based upon 
science. 


2. The purposes of the Fisheries Act in Bill C-68 now include “the conservation and protection of 


fish and fish habitat, including by preventing pollution.” This is a clear statement that DFO has a 


role in the Northern Pulp issue and industrial impacts on fish habitat in general. 


3. “When making a decision under this Act, the Minister may consider, among other things” (a 


selected list is provided here): 


a. the application of a precautionary approach and an ecosystem approach; 


b. scientific information; 


 
5 https://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/C-68/royal-assent 
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c. Indigenous knowledge of the Indigenous peoples of Canada that has been provided to 


the Minister; 


d. community knowledge 


4.  “The Minister may establish standards and codes of practice for”: 


a. the avoidance of death to fish and harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish 


habitat; 


b. the conservation and protection of fish or fish habitat; and 


c. the prevention of pollution. 


5. Bill C-68 adds Ecologically Significant Areas to the Fisheries Act regulatory toolbox.  


DFO needs to carefully assess the potential impacts of the project on the scallop buffer zone as an 


ecological significant area as it currently protects juvenile lobster.  


6. The Act refers to the deposit of a “deleterious substance” in water frequented by fish. This will 


need to be examined in the context of the TSS that Northern Pulp will be releasing. A high 


proportion of that discharge will be refractory cellulose fibers – and no-one knows where that 


material will end up in the Strait. We do know that cellulose fibers degrade slowly in marine 


waters, and they can accumulate on the bottom and adversely affect sediment biota. The term 


‘deleterious substance’ is applicable. 


 


IV. Conclusion 
 
We conclude that this project poses unprecedented risk to the marine environment and surrounding 
communities and that the Minister should reject the undertaking.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Susanna Fuller 


 
Vice President, Operations and Projects  
Oceans North  
 
 
Katie Schleit 


 
Senior Fisheries Advisor 
Oceans North 
 
 
 
 







 
 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  
Fax: (902) 424-6925 
EA@novascotia.ca 
 
November 8, 2019 
 
On behalf of Oceans North, we are writing to submit comments on the Focus Report for the Northern 
Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatments Facility Project for environmental assessment, in accordance 
with Part IV of the Environment Act.  
 
Oceans North is a non-profit organization that fosters science and community-based conservation in the 
Arctic and Atlantic regions of Canada. We support sustainable fisheries, management measures that aim 
to rebuild fish populations and place-based measures to protect marine diversity and traditional access.  
Our goal is to promote policies and programs that address the unprecedented environmental changes 
taking place in the North and Atlantic regions and ensure that their waters are protected within the 
framework of sustainable management and indigenous knowledge, rights and consultation. 
 
We urge the province to remain committed to the Boat Harbour Act and to the January 31, 2020 
deadline as a first step in making up for years of environmental racism faced by Pictou Landing First 
Nations. With respect for the Focus Report regarding the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project, we strongly conclude that this Minister should reject this undertaking due to its strong potential 
for environmental, economic and social damage.  
 
The Focus Report does not meet the required Terms of Reference because it lacks sufficient information 
on many of the items required. The concordance table does not adequately address many of the public 
concerns it is supposed to, particularly with respect to “Total Suspended Solids” (TSS). The Mi’kmaq 
Ecological Knowledge Study also was not submitted as part of the Focus Report.  
 
The Federal Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) is a very low bar for environmental regulation, 
shown to be inadequate and does not protect the marine environment over the long term to any great 
extent. Indeed, the PPER is currently being consulted on for modernization1. Some the main 
shortcomings of the existing regulations as described by Environment and Climate Change Canada 
include:  

 
1 https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/eccc/documents/pdf/PPER%20Modernization%20-
%20Detailed%20Proposal.pdf 
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• “Environmental effects monitoring (EEM) studies required by the PPER have shown that the 
effluents from 70% of pulp and paper mills are impacting fish and/or fish habitat, and that the 
impacts at 55% of these mills pose a high risk to the environment.” 

• “What is achievable through process control and wastewater treatment has improved since 
1992 when the PPER were put in place, and best technologies and techniques are well 
documented.” 

 
The Northumberland Strait is a very different marine environment than most marine discharge pulp 
mills in Canada that sit in fjords and as a result requires unique consideration which is not taken into 
account from the PPER or Northern Pulp’s Replacement Project. We are most concerned with total 
suspended solids (TSS), the effluent of pulp mills made up mainly of short cellulose fibres too small for 
pulp / paper production. These fibres are extremely refractive in aquatic environments (especially in 
saltwater where effluent will go) and can take a very long time to degrade. In short, the TSS load from 
the planned discharge may spread and settle many kilometers away and build in size over years. The 
deposits can be several meters thick, and smother anything on the bottom in a black anoxic envelope. 
Northern Pulp is still planning to discharge thousands of kg of TSS per day. Releasing this volume of TSS 
will be a chronic issue with the potential for large geographic scale damage in Northumberland Strait. 
With the plan to discharge into open waters the problem faced in Boat Harbour is simply exported into a 
larger marine area where impacts will be more difficult to discern and track. 
 

I. Overall Concern for the Marine Environment 
 
The Northumberland straight is a unique and biodiverse marine ecosystem that provides livelihoods for 
thousands of Maritimers. But alarmingly this ecosystem is under compounding stressors due to climate 
change, weakening the ability of system to respond and adapt to new threats.2  We are concerned about 
the pipeline construction and effluent impacts on a number of commercially important fish species, 
many of which are already depleted, including: American lobster, Atlantic herring (critical zone), rock 
crab, winter flounder, American Plaice (threatened), White Hake (endangered), Winter Skate 
(endangered), Atlantic bluefin, Atlantic mackerel (critical zone). 
 
The Focus Report mentions that no studies were conducted on the impact of lobster larvae or herring 
eggs. The pipeline project threatens juvenile lobster in the Northumberland Straight and thus the health 
of lobster and the lucrative and important fishery in the region for both commercial and indigenous 
fisheries. The lobster fishery is valued at approximately $750 million dollars in Nova Scotia alone. 
Fishermen previously made sacrifices to their valuable scallop fishing areas by protecting important 
habitat zones from scallop dragging to protect juvenile lobster. The pipeline construction and effluent 
threaten not only to undue this sacrifice and good will but jeopardize the livelihood of thousands of 
fishermen. 
 
An important herring spawning area in the Northumberland Straight is also jeopardized by the pipeline. 
Herring support important fisheries and processing facilities in Atlantic Canada and are used as bait for 
the lobster industry. Within the ecosystem, their role is paramount. As a forage fish, herring support 
energy transfer through the food chain, as food for larger organisms like whales and tuna and by eating 
smaller organisms like zooplankton. These herring are currently at critically low levels3 and the threat 
that that is posed by the pipeline effluent could jeopardize this important fish from ever recovering. This 
threatens the fishery jobs as well as the ecosystem role that herring play.   
 

 
2 https://report.ipcc.ch/srocc/pdf/SROCC_FinalDraft_FullReport.pdf 

3 https://waves-vagues.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/4071309x.pdf 
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We are also concerned about the project’s impact on important eelgrass beds. The recent IPCC Special 
Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate4 stressed the critical role that coastal 
habitats such as eelgrass can play in buffering against some of the impacts of climate change. The 
damage to the important function of eelgrass beds through direct removal and disturbance will only 
weaken the ecosystem’s ability to respond to climate change. 
 

II. Detailed comments on the Focus Report 

OVERVIEW SECTION  

The Focus Report reiterates that the new effluent treatment facility will be designed to meet the federal 
pulp and paper effluent regulations (PPER). This is a very low environmental bar as explained above.  

page XXXVI – We note that the proposed effluent treatment facility will have a daily annual average flow 

of 62,000 m3 / day; peak flow 85,000 m3/ day.  

page XXXVIII - “The receiving water study at the existing Boat Harbour dam discharge into the 
Northumberland Strait undertaken to assess environmental impacts has concluded that existing dilution 
factors are low and insufficient for effluent mixing with the ambient water. A diffused outfall outside of 
Caribou Harbour in the Northumberland Strait is considered to have much less potential effluent impact 
on the receiving environment and represents an improvement.” - This is the entire crux of the problem 
where effluent mixing in the near shore is insufficient, and this becomes the excuse for dumping 
material offshore rather than considering the real impacts of dumping offshore.  

CONCORDANCE TABLE (responses to original replacement ETF project proposal) - page 1 of Focus Report  

There are a number of instances where the listed concern is not responded to correctly in the table (e.g. 
a concern about wastewater being responded to as an air quality issue).  

It is very clear that air pollution problems faced by the public are long-standing, yet the industry 
response is ‘we are meeting regulations’. It is time for a proper Federal Environmental Assessment on 
Northern Pulp that takes into account the fact that existing environmental regulations are not working, 
and local conditions need to be taken into account to correct those regulations and permits.  

Page 27 of Appendix 1.1 cites the concern of DFO that the proposed effluent pipe will discharge directly 
into an existing Marine Refuge Scallop Buffer Zone, which “forms part of DFO's Other Effective Area 
Based Conservation Measures that contribute toward Canada's 2020 Marine Conservation Targets”. Also 
“If a new activity such as the effluent discharge is permitted in or around this area and later deemed 
incompatible with the stated conservation objectives, loss of Marine Refuge status may occur, in whole 
or in part.” and finally “It should be noted that, it is probable that the marine portion of the effluent pipe 
construction will travel through, and discharge inside the Marine Refuge.” The response comment to 
this concern was simply to see section 7.3 of the focus report. ** That section of the report mentions 
the scallop buffer zone but actually says nothing about its importance as a conservation measure or how 
the planned discharge may cause loss of marine refuge status. Northern Pulp is essentially saying, we 
are planning to discharge into a conservation area and are not going to do anything about it.  

Many of the comments regarding impacts on marine fish and fish habitat were not answered directly in 
the focus report, but rather set aside to be answered by a future environmental effects monitoring 

 
4 https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/home/ 
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program. In other words, the new waste treatment facility will be up and running before serious 
concerns regarding impacts can be answered – and the only source of answers will be a future EEM 
program which may or may not be up to the task. This line of reasoning will only be effective if EEM 
results can be used to alter permit conditions for the mill, including complete revamping of the effluent 
treatment system if necessary.  

Appendix 1.1 page 22 (of 125, the appendix page numbering restarts, oddly unnecessary) - an individual 
concern about the amount of solids per day that will enter the Marine environment with the new 
system of effluent treatment. The response comment to this concern was to refer to section 4.3 of the 
focus report.  

Other concerns regarding the total suspended solids issue are also listed. The response comment is 
almost always to refer to section 4.3.  

Appendix 1.1 page 36 (of 125) - The Ecology Action Centre also mentioned the solids issue “Total 
Suspended Solids (TSS) largely consists of cellulose fibers. Although the document states that 85 to 95% 
of the lignin, cellulose, sodium sulphide and sodium hydroxide will be removed from the sludge via 
biological activity in treatment, there is no information provided about the 5-15% which survives 
treatment - the cellulose. Cellulose fibers are refractory, meaning that they don't degrade quickly or 
decompose well in water, especially seawater. The registration document provides, in section 5.2.2.9 on 
Effluent Quality, that the effluent annual average flow will have an anticipated TSS concentration of 48 
mg/l of effluent which equates to a total 3053 kg of TSS per day, i.e., a full dump truck load each day in 
equivalent tonnage. These fibers have the potential to settle into a deep hole or depression, smothering 
the bottom and causing anoxia in the underlying sediment.” The focus report response comment is to 
refer to section 4.3.  

NOTE: When you actually read section 4.3 of the Focus Report, the above concerns on TSS are not 
addressed, and the section actually concludes with a false and very misleading statement (see below).  

Ice scour and subsequent limited chances for the proposed pipeline’s survival are mentioned numerous 
times in the Appendix 1.1 listing. The response comment was usually to refer to section 2.2 of this focus 
report.  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

2.2 Marine geotechnical survey - page 18 (And appendix 2.2)  

“Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to confirm viability of the marine portion 
of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.”  

The planned trench depth is up to 3 m (Page 21). However, the report notes here that the bedrock 
depth is not known and could be quite shallow.  

Estimated ice scour depth in the sediments is a key issue in this portion of the focus report. Numerous 
ice scours were observed by surveys and they occurred to depths of 9 m. The ice scours were observed 
to penetrate into the sediment 0.3 to 0.4 m at most. (page 23). This is presented as justification for a 
trench depth of 3 m.  

Appendix 2.2 has numerous figures indicating survey track lines for surveying underwater sediments and 
evidence of ice scours. It should be noted that the proposed pipeline route near the Pictou causeway 



was not surveyed for approximately 200 m beyond the Northern Pulp property. This is a shallow water 
area right near shore which could be impacted strongly by ice scours. The proposed pipeline route next 
to the causeway is quite shallow overall, only about 2 m deep or less (Figure 5.1.1 in appendix 2.2).  

About half of the proposed pipeline route in the Caribou Harbour channel is also quite shallow (figure 
5.1.4 in appendix 2.2).  

2.3 Characterization of effluent – page 23 (and appendix 2.3)  

“Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical characterization of NPNS’ raw 
wastewater....”  

Page 25 of the Focus Report reminds us that most of the suspended solids in the effluent is ‘mainly 
fibres and lime’. We are also told that the federal pulp and paper effluent regulations only protect 
against acute toxicity (Page 26). Once again, this is a very low bar of environmental protection.  

Table 2.3 -3 in the Focus Report shows total suspended solids concentration in treated effluent is 
presently 29 mg/l. The proposed new biological treatment system will not control total suspended solids 
to any great degree, the same table indicating the concentration will remain above 20 mg/L. This simply 
highlights the fact that cellulose fibres are quite refractory and effluent treatment is not likely to remove 
them unless very specialized methods are employed such as centrifugal hydrocyclones. Suspiciously, the 
numbers regarding total suspended solids presented in the Focus Report are much lower than the value 
that was submitted in the original Northern Pulp EA paper, which was expected to be 48 mg/L with the 
proposed new effluent treatment system. How did this happen?  

Appendix 2.3 page 6 - “Numerous studies have firmly established that concentrations of PCDDs, PDCFs 
and polychlorophenols in effluents from ECF bleaching are close to or below the level of detection ...” 
this is a completely spurious argument frequently used by industry when talking about harmful toxins in 
their effluent. A toxic compound ‘below the level of detection’ is still toxic. A laboratory using 
inexpensive methods to detect toxins will not find them, the results will be below the level of detection. 
If that same laboratory uses more expensive (more refined) methods of detection, the detection limit 
will be lowered and the toxic compound will be more likely to be found even at very low concentrations. 
The detection limit employed must be linked back to the concentration of the toxic substance which 
causes harm. There is no point in having a laboratory detection limit in milligrams per litre if the 
substance is toxic in micrograms per litre.  

We are left to hunt through individual lab report sheets at the end of the appendix to get some idea of 
what is going on. One sheet (Dioxins and Furans by HRMS) lists a reportable detection limit of 9.48 pg/l 
for most dioxins and furans; and most samples turned out ND. An IJC water quality objective for one of 

the dioxins is 10 parts per quadrillion, or 10 per 1015. 9.48 pg/l = 0.00948 pg/g = 9.48 per 1015. In other 
words, the detection limit chosen by the laboratory analyzing the pulp mill effluent is actually very close 
to a guideline above which harm is possible.  

Appendix 2.3 page 9, table 1 - 2, total suspended solids is again provided as 29 mg/L at the present 
outflow while we see that at the Caribou Harbour overflow it is only 2.5. This reinforces the hypothesis 
the Caribou Harbour is presently holding back many thousands of tons of total suspended solids in the 
form of cellulose fibers. The harbour is presently acting as a huge settling basin, and there will be no 
such ability to settle out solids in a controlled manner once the new proposed effluent pipe discharge is 
active.  



The same table illustrates the detection limit issue mentioned above. Total phosphorus concentrations 
are provided in mg/l and we see the effluent presently is around 1.5 mg/l at discharge, while in Caribou 
Harbour the value is listed as ND. Even a very eutrophic lake will have a typical TP concentration of 
about 0.1 mg/l or less, only going to around 0.5 during peak bloom conditions. The TP values presented 
in Table 1-2 are extraordinarily high, so what was the detection limit they used for the Caribou Harbour 
samples? Once again, digging deep into the laboratory analysis sheets we find reported detection limits 
of 0.02, 0.1 to 1.0 mg/l for total phosphorus. The latter two detection limits are not useful from an 
environmental impact perspective in Canadian freshwaters, so why were they used?  

Similar detection limit issues can be found in almost every single table in this appendix. One last 
example - Table 1-3 lists metal concentrations. A value of 0.022 ug/l is provided for Total Mercury at 
discharge point C. That value is very close to the CCME guideline of 0.026 ug/l for freshwater. Yet all 
other values for total mercury at other sample collection points are listed as ND. What detection limit 
was used by the laboratory? Hunting deep in the report pages, we find an RDL of 0.013 ug/l for the 
mercury analysis - only half the value of the actual guideline. From an impact assessment perspective 
this is unacceptable, we need values that are lower than this RDL.  

2.4 Treated effluent characterization – page 32 (and appendix 2.4)  

“Submit a complete physical and chemical characterization of NPNS’s expected effluent following 
treatment by the proposed technology...”  

Page 34 of Focus Report, Chemical Oxygen Demand discussion. “Many organic compounds, including 
colour compounds and fibres, which are not easily biodegradable, along with any inorganic chemicals 
will show up as pCOD.” (bolded emphasis mine). pCOD = particulate chemical oxygen demand. Also: 
“Total COD is the typical industry measurement in Canada, referred to as tCOD in the lab report, which is 
a combination of the biodegradable sCOD fraction and the not easily biodegradable pCOD. The focus of 
the laboratory trial was the removal of sCOD at different flow rates and loadings.” Here we finally have 
an admission that the fibres in the effluent are not readily biodegradable, they are refractory. Moreover, 
the proposed effluent treatment system will not even attempt to work on these fibres and reduce their 
load in the effluent.  

Page 39, Table 2.4-3. Note t hat TSS loadings are still expected to be thousands of kg per day. The bulk of 
this material will be cellulose fibres which do not degrade readily, they will simply accumulate on the 
marine bottom and smother sediments. (The associated appendix to this section of the Focus Report has 
nothing else to add).  

2.5 Changes to pipeline – page 39 (and appendix 2.5)  

“Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction methodology and other associated pipeline 
construction work, related to the potential changes to the marine portion of the pipeline route....”  

This section does not provide much in the way of any analysis that would be particularly helpful. 
Appendix 2.5 does mention pipeline armour - again this just assumes that ice scours will not become any 
deeper as time goes by.  

FACILITY DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE  

3.1 Treatment Technology Specifications - page 44 (And appendix 3.1)  



“Submit treatment technology specifications (e.g., optimal performance range of the technology) and an 
assessment of the efficacy of the proposed treatment technology...”  

We see on page 44 that the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations allow over 10,000 kg per day of total 
suspended solids which is outrageous. We are shown a calculated value of 1875 kg per day of total 
suspended solids discharged with the proposed effluent treatment system - and since this is far lower 
than the PPER allows, “the new ETF will be able to provide adequate treatment”. Once again, since the 
PPER is completely inadequate to the task of protecting the marine environment over the long term - 
the pulp mill gets away with it discharge plans. Appendix 3.1 does not add to this argument.  

3.3 Effluent discharge parameters - page 50 (And appendix 3.3 - which is blank)  

“Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where necessary) based upon the results of the 
effluent characterization...”  

The estimated total nitrogen loading of around 400 to 500 kg per day is very high. This could represent a 
significant nearshore marine eutrophication risk.  

“TSS at 48 mg/L at the design flow of 85,000 m3/day equates to 4,080 kg/day, while the Veolia 
guarantee for TSS is ≤ 1,875 kg/day and the 2018 BHETF annual average discharge was 1,717 kg/day.” - 
once again, discharging thousands of kilograms per day of total suspended solids comprised mostly of 
refractory cellulose fibres is not a good idea.  

3.4 Spill Basin - page 56 (And appendix 3.4)  

 “A spill basin is not a regulatory requirement...” but “ NPNS has made the decision to include one 
because it is considered a best practice in the design of an ETF.”  

The appendix describes plans for a standard earthen basin with a plastic liner. This type of spill basin is 
at the low end of reliability. 

3.5 Effluent pipeline leak detection - page 60 (And appendix 3.5, which is blank)  

“Provide viable options including the selected option for leak detection technologies and inspection 
methodologies...”  

Page 62 in this section notes “...selected systems have demonstrated success in detecting leaks as small 
as 60 L/hr.” This means that chronic small leaks in the pipeline, especially in the near shore, could go on 
for months without being detected. This could lead to localized impacts which would not be detected by 
routine monitoring programs.  

MARINE WATER AND MARINE SEDIMENT  

4.1 baseline marine studies- page 69 (And appendix 4.1)  

“Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as marine water quality and marine 
sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location.”  

Page 72 - now suddenly the contracted laboratories are able to detect lower concentrations of total 
Dioxins and Furans (see discussion above) and we see a background water quality of 3.213 picograms 



per litre in Table 4.1-2. It would have been nice to have that low detection limit when discussing the 
actual mill operations and effluent.  

Page 78-the Northumberland Strait samples indicate sediment with a high proportion of sand. 
Depending on the grain size composition of the sand the sediments might be quite mobile. There is 
imagery in other sections of the report and in the appendices indicating this potential movement of 
sand. This may or may not cause problems for the pipeline.  

The baseline marine studies recorded here appear to be only about water quality and sediment. There's 
nothing on organisms.  

Appendix 4.1 has a long listing of chemical analysis of sediment and soil samples in the area. There's 
quite a bit of evidence here to indicate existing contamination of sediment and soils from past industrial 
practice. These results may be helpful for suggesting future contamination of marine sediments if the 
proposed outfall is put in place.  

4.2 receiving water study- page 82 (And appendix 4.2)  

“Update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concern in the receiving 
environment....”  

Fig. 4.2-1 shows a series of deeper (>20m) ‘holes’ near the proposed outfall location which may become 
depositional sites for TSS.  

Fig. 4.2-3 - note how the modelled particles seem to accumulate in the same general area as the deep 
holes. This figure should have had an overlay of depth contours to aid in interpretation. The same 
comment applies to figure 4.2-4.  

Figure 4.2-6 - dilution factor rather than particle concentration this time but note how heterogenous the 
results are. This simply highlights the fact that particles will settle out in clumped distributions in the 
marine environment. Impacts from the proposed outfall will be localized. However, it is the extent and 
number of these localized impacted areas that will lead to chronic harm to the marine environment.  

4.3 sediment transport modelling - page 97 (And appendix 4.3)  

“Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impacts of potential 
accumulation of sediment within near-field and far-field model areas...”  

Page 100 - “a significant percentage of the particles are very fine colloidal-type material, with greater 
than 90% of the particles smaller than 75 μm (0.003 inches) in diameter (for comparison, human hair is 
between 50-70 μm). Both their low density and their small size prevented these particles from settling 
out in the secondary clarifiers after more than 11 hours in that calm environment.”  

The above quote refers to the fact that the total suspended solids released by the planned diffuser will 
be primarily composed a very fine plant fibres. The secondary clarifiers cannot handle this material, 
which is why I'm suggesting that they use centrifugal hydrocyclones. The mill must do more to prevent 
these fine plant fibres from being released.  

Page 102 - “As indicated above, effluent particles are not readily settleable and are likely to travel 
significant distances far from the diffuser.” - yes, and this is exactly the problem! And just after the 



above quote we find: “Total suspended solid particles are largely organic and biodegradable. They are a 
food source for other marine organisms and as such are not expected to build up and deposit in areas 
away from the diffuser.” this is a patently false and misleading statement - the report itself has stated 
that the particles mentioned here will be refractory material that does not readily degrade!  

FISH AND FISH HABITAT  

7.2 Fish habitat baseline survey - page 119 (And appendix 7.2)  

“Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada.”  

The video methods employed here were reasonable. The video quality was reasonable but not 
particularly good. However, video methods alone do a very poor job of capturing the full diversity of our 
nearshore benthos. SCUBA and grab sample methods should have been employed as well.  

Unfortunately, the taxonomic analysis performed here resemble something that a poorly trained 
undergraduate student would put together. Taxonomic authorities should've been present for each ID. I 
particularly question the algal identifications, as there are numerous filamentous forms which add to 
diversity but are almost impossible to ID via video. Laminaria longicuris is no longer a valid taxon - the 
entity is now called Saccharina latissima. Fucus spiralis is mentioned several times, this is an unlikely ID 
unless the vessel went into very shallow water at a peak high tide.  

Overall, the results of this fish habitat baseline survey are completely inadequate for actually describing 
the true taxonomic diversity of the area. The report just lists a handful of species that are readily seen by 
an untrained observer. A more thorough analysis (especially grab samples in sediment, and trap nets for 
fish) could have provided far more detail. There may be far more diversity in these areas than suggested 
by this very limed overview survey.  

7.3 impact assessment for marine fish - page 122 (And appendix 7.3)  

“Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish species 
important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated 
information....”  

Page 123- “Based on testing, modelling and the incorporation of mitigation activities, no significant 
residual impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result 
of this project.”  

This statement far overextends the truth from the evidence presented. Northern Pulp is just meeting 
the PPER, that’s it. There are going to be plenty of ‘residual impacts’ against that preposterously low bar 
of environmental protection.  

Quote immediately following the one listed above “To confirm these predictions, NPNS will continue 
with a federally-regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program and additional EA Follow-up 
monitoring.”  

This procedure is very concerning. Any potential impacts are only going to be discerned by a preplanned 
monitoring program. EEM is a fairly rigorous regulatory process between the mill and the Federal 
government. EEM may or may not allow the inclusion of third-party observations of harm outside of the 



planned EEM a monitoring area or program. Furthermore, those third-party observations may or may 
not lead to changes in Mill operations. We need some assurance that third-party observations can 
influence how this Mill produces paper and what its effluent standards become.  

Page 123 - “Marine Regional Assessment Area (RAA) – The area inclusive of Pictou Harbour, Caribou 
Harbour, and the south-eastern portion of the Northumberland Strait adjacent to the Marine Local 
Assessment Area.” This proposed large scale assessment area is very poorly defined by this statement. 
We need a much tighter definition which includes an area at least within 20 km of the plant outflow. 
Any observations of harm by any third-party must be addressed if they occur within the planned RAA.  

Appendix 7.3, section 3.6.3- the entire indigenous fisheries section here is blank, this is very worrying.  

7.4 updated environmental effects monitoring program - page 148 (And appendix 7.4)  

“Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) program..”  

The EEM process is a regulatory one. The Focus Report emphasizes this by including the PPER EEM 
regulations as appendix 7.4.  

• effects on benthic invertebrate community or fish population is only measured against 
‘exposure area’ and ‘reference area’ - the difference being exposed to effluent or not. We are 
not given any guidance on exposure other than 1% concentrations of effluent. Any 
measurements of distance are given in a few hundred meters - nothing about having impacts km 
away.  

• most effects measurements are quite coarse, tissue residue, tumours, etc.  

So from the beginning EEM is not designed to detect subtle effects, especially at long distances. It's 
mainly about detecting harm close to the pipe.  

The Focus Report in this section of course highlights the regulatory obligation. Page 150 - “If the mill 
demonstrates that the effluent concentration is <1% at a distance of 250 m, then the EEM does not 
require a fish community study component. Likewise, if the mill demonstrates that the effluent 
concentration is <1% at 100 m from the discharge, then a benthic invertebrate community study is not 
required. At present, the three-dimensional (3D) modelling of the area in the local study area as part of 
the updated RWS indicates that dilution to less <1% effluent will occur at approximately 20 m from the 
discharge location (Stantec, 2019).”  

 “The predictions in the most recent RWS indicate there will be no requirement for NPNS to conduct 
either a fish community or benthic community study near the discharge.” Once again, the PPER and its 
associated EEM regulations are completely inadequate to detect the major issue of cellulose fibres being 
released into the marine environment.  

Interestingly - “Although not regulated as part of the PPER, some the fish and benthic component 
studies are still warranted as part of the EA Follow-up and monitoring program that is described original 

EARD (EcoMetrix, 2018b) and it is intended that they will be completed by a third party consultant for 

the current project.” We are not certain whether the public will have any input into those studies.  

HUMAN HEALTH  

9.1 baseline study marine survey - page 165 (And appendix 9.1)  



“Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of representative key 
marine species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity of the 
proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.”  

Interesting tissue residue analysis which may or may not become important in the future. Toxic effects 
from the mill will have to be extreme to detect a change here which is concerning.  

9.2 human health risk assessment - page 166 (And appendix 9.2)  

“Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-related impacts on 
human health...”  

The entire section and associated appendix screens potential toxins against a series of risk assessments 
and then just mentions regulations and guidelines that may or may not be present.  

INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S USE OF LAND AND RESOURCES  

11.1 Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study - page 188 (And appendix 11.1)  

The study is not included as part of the Report. The description that is provided does not adequately 
explain how the concerns raised through the study would be addressed.  

III. Compliance with Bill C-68 
 
On June 21, 2019, Bill C-685 the modernized Fisheries Act, reached royal assent and became law in 
Canada. There are several provisions of this law which need to be considered by Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada (DFO) with the Replacement Effluent Treatment project that are not currently addressed. 
 

1. The definition fish habitat: 

“fish habitat means water frequented by fish and any other areas on which fish depend 
directly or indirectly to carry out their life processes, including spawning grounds and 
nursery, rearing, food supply and migration areas” 

The above definition allows DFO to follow a broad ecosystem approach when dealing 
with industrial impacts on fish habitat. DFO has a mandate under Bill C-68 to investigate 
and assess industrial impacts on fish habitat in an unconstrained manner based upon 
science. 

2. The purposes of the Fisheries Act in Bill C-68 now include “the conservation and protection of 

fish and fish habitat, including by preventing pollution.” This is a clear statement that DFO has a 

role in the Northern Pulp issue and industrial impacts on fish habitat in general. 

3. “When making a decision under this Act, the Minister may consider, among other things” (a 

selected list is provided here): 

a. the application of a precautionary approach and an ecosystem approach; 

b. scientific information; 

 
5 https://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/C-68/royal-assent 
 

https://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/C-68/royal-assent


c. Indigenous knowledge of the Indigenous peoples of Canada that has been provided to 

the Minister; 

d. community knowledge 

4.  “The Minister may establish standards and codes of practice for”: 

a. the avoidance of death to fish and harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish 

habitat; 

b. the conservation and protection of fish or fish habitat; and 

c. the prevention of pollution. 

5. Bill C-68 adds Ecologically Significant Areas to the Fisheries Act regulatory toolbox.  

DFO needs to carefully assess the potential impacts of the project on the scallop buffer zone as an 

ecological significant area as it currently protects juvenile lobster.  

6. The Act refers to the deposit of a “deleterious substance” in water frequented by fish. This will 

need to be examined in the context of the TSS that Northern Pulp will be releasing. A high 

proportion of that discharge will be refractory cellulose fibers – and no-one knows where that 

material will end up in the Strait. We do know that cellulose fibers degrade slowly in marine 

waters, and they can accumulate on the bottom and adversely affect sediment biota. The term 

‘deleterious substance’ is applicable. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
 
We conclude that this project poses unprecedented risk to the marine environment and surrounding 
communities and that the Minister should reject the undertaking.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

  
Oceans North  
 

Oceans North 
 
 
 
 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: pictouwestmla; Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca; 
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Focus Report for a Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
Date: November 8, 2019 3:58:44 PM
Attachments: Central Caribou Cemetary Concern.odt

FOCUSREPORTATTACHMENT.odt
MyFinalDraft.odt

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honourable Minister Wilson
Thank you for the opportunity to give feedback about this important matter.
I'm requesting the Northern Pulp Project be rejected because of the significant adverse and
environmental effects. The Focus Report is incomplete and leaves important questions
unanswered. A key concern for me is that the effluent quality isn't improved from today and
there would be more stack air emissions from the sludge treatment. In what I'm learning about
environmental impacts, the mill plan keeps us further behind at a time when there is
technology that could make a significant difference.We do not have years to come from
behind.
Respectfully submitted,

mailto:pictouwestmla@bellaliant.com
mailto:Sean.Fraser@parl.gc.ca

Central Caribou Cemetary















































































 Photo JC October 2019

          

Central Caribou Road, indicated by the magenta arrow, crosses the TCH 106 by overpass. The guard-railed descent of the overpass for Central Caribou Road runs along the side of the Central Caribou Cemetary established 1886.

The cemetary entrance is on the Priest Road which is indicated by the green arrow.  

A lane not owned by the cemetary runs along the back of the cemetary by TCH 106 and along the side of the cemetary closest to the Central Caribou Road and exits on Priest Road. This lane allows a through one way access for vehicles using the cemetary. It appears to be intersected by the pipeline route.

A Google map used in the Northern Pulp Focus Report is no clearer in showing whether the proposed pipeline route intersects at any point with the cemetary lane. In addition there is no confirmation that the buffer required for the specialized pipeline construction through the overpass does not intersect with the lane. The lane access is required for the safety of vehicles exiting the cemetary. In this older section of the cemetary, vehicle use is one way and limited turning options.



Respectfully submitted,

Janice Cruikshank

2019-11-04




Munroe’s Island and other references in no particular order.



Currently Munroe’s Island and Caribou Provincial Park.

Known as Munroe’s Island, Little Carriboo Island,  Doctor Island and Tedookesit (Place of the Running to the Bushes)





















































































































































































































The Nature Conservancy divested Munroe’s Island to the protection of the NS Government in 1992 to allow annexing to what was then Caribou Provincial Park. 







































































DescriptionCaribou-Munroes Island Provincial Park is 11 km (7 mi) north of Pictou and close to the PEI ferry terminal. A mile-long sand beach offers some of the warmest saltwater swimming north of the Carolinas and the campground provides excellent opportunities for camping, or just appreciating nature. Hiking trails can be enjoyed along the shore to Munroes Island. Other activities include bird watching, canoeing and kayaking. 



Nearby: 

Northumberland Fisheries Museum, Hector National Exhibit Centre (both in Pictou) and Museum of Industry, Westray Memorial (both in Stellarton).



Campground accommodations include:  

90 open and wooded overnight sites (24 with electrical service, 66 unserviced). Walk-in sites and group sites are available. Open sites are situated on a hill overlooking the ocean. 



Park amenities include: 

flush toilets, showers, disposal station, fire grills, cooking shelters, dishwashing station, change houses, wood and ice. Wi-Fi is available at the park office and surrounding area. This is a Campground Host park. Leashed pets permitted. 



Detailed Information

Outdoor activities: Hiking, Swimming

Directions: Hwy 104, Exit 22 to Hwy 106 to Caribou; 6 km (4 mi) north of Pictou.





Thinker’s Conference Pugwash





2019-11-06 The statement is published in the journal BioScience on the 40th anniversary of the first world climate conference, which was held in Geneva in 1979. The statement was a collaboration of dozens of scientists and endorsed by further 11,000 from 153 nations. The scientists say the urgent changes needed include ending population growth, leaving fossil fuels in the ground, halting forest destruction and slashing meat eating. 











2.0

“The need for blasting is considered very unlikely. It is anticipated that spoils from the excavation will be repurposed as fill to cover over the trenched pipeline once placed “  I note a lack of detail about containing the spoils and sedimentation impact to spawning beds.



Appendix 2.1  On-land pipeline info  - TIR confirms pipeline routing is not yet determined as of September, 27, 2019. Therefore can not be considered as accurate and is incomplete contrary to Minister’s instructions. Pictou watershed, wetlands, flora and fauna are vulnerable to construction and risk of pipeline effluent leaks. See also Central Caribou Cemetary adjacent to TCH 106 and Central Caribou Road  and its overpass. 



Appendix 2.2 Marine Geotechnical Survey – Executive Summary Paragraph 5  “The proposed pipeline route transects a channel within Caribou Harbour between CKP 0.400 and CKP 0.675 with a maximun depth of 6.8 m. North of the channel, water depths remain very shallow as the proposed route approaches and crosses Gull Spit.”  Has Northern Pulp received  federal permission to run the pipeline parallel to the existing navigation channel. If construction of a pipeline creates a premature need for dredging the channel, will Northern Pulp / Paper Excellence post a bond to cover the cost which at last dredging was approximately $1 million.  Has Northern Pulp confirmed the details of the Vacation Island replacement ferry requirements? Those would have priority over a pipeline route.



Appendix 2.3  Characterization of Effluent  The parameters of the estimated effluent exceed those of Caribou Harbour. The statement that effluent is comparable to other mills is not a scientific conclusion nor can it be used as a reason to accept the effluent. Northern Pulp jumps back and forth between typical and state of the art facility. Compares Middle River and Caribou Harbour to Points A and C in Boat Harbour. Why would Caribou Harbour accept lesser water quality? Example colour currently TCU 4.  Effluent treat would be over TCU 750.





3.0 “The leak detection system installed at NPNS between Pictou and Caribou will fall into one of these three categories. Final selection will be made during the detailed design phase. Automated leak detection will not be installed in the rest of the fused HDPE pipeline outside of this land-based section. “  unacceptable risk.



3.3 Effluent Discharge Parameters



No Point D info  Point A less accurate – State of maintenance – not being met currently ?

Colour is an aesthetic parameter, and generally not regulated or guaranteed. 



In the future, with the proposed AST  process and expected reductions in COD, treated effluent will have less colour than today at Point A. 



TSS at 48 mg/L at the design flow of 85,000 m3 /day equates to 4,080 kg/day, (can that really be 8976 lbs/day?)



3.5 Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection

“Automated leak detection will not be installed in the rest of the fused HDPE pipeline outside of this land-based section.”  I noted that a higher quality pipe available since 2005 was an upgrade not made until the Focus Report. There is no indication how the diffusers will be monitored for malfunction / damage or the marine portions for leaks. This is inadequate management of this risk.



4.0 Marine Water and Marine Sediment

“Particles discharged one metre from the seabed at slack tide are likely to travel 1 km before settling.” Yet 4.2-5 indicates suspended solids will be background in 2 meters from diffusers? TCU will be 750. What happens in different tides and conditions where “the bottom” is stirred up and the strait is brown and could take 2 days to settle?  How does the agitation of the Strait impact sedimentation containing effluent “debris”?



“For the worst case condition, 90% of the TSS particles dropping from the diffuser port are expected to transport and deposit 4.8 km away from the outfall location and not settle near the diffuser. “



“As indicated above, effluent particles are not readily settleable and are likely to travel significant distances far from the diffuser. Total suspended solid particles are largely organic and biodegradable. They are a food source for other marine organisms and as such are not expected to build up and deposit in areas away from the diffuser. “  Not expected is an expression of uncertainty.





4.2-3 Google map can’t be zoomed.  Showing effluent concentration in July 2019

4.2-4  as above in this map for February – map needs to be extended to show model for Boat Harbour (A’sek)



7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat - The proposed outfall lies within the intersection of the marine ferry lines to Prince Edward Island (PEI) and Pictou Island.  See also colour unit of 4 vs. 765



Appendix 9.2 Human Health Risk assessment

Must include Dr Dan Reid study and consultation with Dalhousie University Community Epidemiology – independent and arms length. 



10.0 Archeological Assessment - Due to the fact that cultural resources were found in the archaeological survey, it was suggested by Special Places that the detailed survey results not be provided herein. (Pers. Comm. C. Cottreau-Robbins, September 2019).



Appendix 10.1 Archeological Resource Impact Assessment

Was the additional shipwreck information added?



11.0 Indigenous People’s Use of Land and Resources – Monroe’s Island was a place of escape for

M’ikmaq from Mohawk raid. “The Stories From Caribou”



Addendum 1.0 – New technology at mill  Delig. Unit in future but no timeline or commitment







































































 






























































































To: Honourable Minister Wilson,

From: Janice Cruikshank

Date: 2019-11-08

Re: Northern Pulp EA Focus Report



Your department has new environmental protection and sustainability laws to address the urgent need for a cleaner environment. I was disappointed to read the content of the Northern Pulp Focus Report. It is incomplete as to the assigned tasks. It doesn’t address my March 2019 EA submission concerns which are still valid. The process can be a barrier to any public who have reading and writing challenges and the short window a barrier for some to submit valuable feedback. I request rejection of this project because there is a likelihood that the undertaking will cause significant adverse and environmental effects which are unacceptable. 

A recently retired health educator, I am privileged to live on beautiful Caribou Island the last 22 years experiencing Nature up close and personal.  Recently, I observed for an hour the absence of birds at Boat Harbour Point D and later at a vantage point in Caribou Harbour, the unscientific but sobering sight and sound of fall migratory flocks layered over the usual resident birds. I support the Boat Harbour Act closure date. 

Northern Pulp claims to be typical of 88 mills in Canada and then claims to be state of the art without improving the characteristics of its effluent. The looseness of its words creates conflict, distress, and distrust. Northern Pulp is not “typical”.  How many mills are sending effluent into lobster, and scallop grounds?  What alternate oyster farm sites are available in Pictou County if Caribou Harbour’s oyster farm potential is lost to effluent changing the background water of today? How many mills are building settling ponds adjacent to a known mercury contamination site without addressing how that construction will impact the contaminated site or future access to remediation? Isn’t that significant to an environmental assessment and providing full disclosure to the Dept. Of Environment? Is it typical in modernizing to add to stack emissions adding health concerns to populations downwind? If truly a “state of the art wastewater management facility”, a delignification unit would have been included in the project as was first indicated in November 2015 in the Pictou option creating:.Reduced chlorine dioxide bleaching chemicals by 30 – 40%, with a corresponding reduction in effluent organic loading and chlorinated compounds; Reduced effluent color; Reduced wood losses; Increased recovery of lignin to the liquor cycle, with a resulting reduction in the mill’s carbon footprint; Reduced energy consumption by reducing aeration requirements in the new ETF, with a resulting reduction in the mill’s carbon footprint; and Reduced nutrient addition in the new ETF.” Even with that system design in place, the numbers may not have been enough for the project to address the concerns of other entities. Any reference to the delig. system can not be used by the Minister in decision making because there is no firm commitment to a timeline other than a weak if / then connection. It is up to Northern Pulp / Paper Excellence to fund this, not the taxpayer. 

If a higher quality pipe was available on the market since 2005, why was it not selected until the focus report was required (NP: “chosen for its reliability”)? The reader may not notice that improved monitoring of the pipeline refers only to the land-based pipeline, not the marine based. How will Northern Pulp be alerted and remedy an ice strike, a malfunction, an end cap displacement, materials failure, a leak etc. What lies beneath the water will remain a mystery if not monitored. Dilution is not an effluent treatment. Neither was it right 50 years ago. The estimated effluent in receiving water is not Caribou’s water characteristics. 

TCU (Total Colour Units) at Boat Harbour Point A is reported as 750 and Caribou Harbour is 4! Northern Pulp on colour: ” aesthetic parameter, and generally not regulated or guaranteed. ... In the future, with the proposed AST  process and expected reductions in COD, treated effluent will have less colour than today at Point A.”  The Minister must recognize that colour is of high significance to other entities such as tourism, real estate, and local enjoyment.

After issues with a Pictou Landing First Nations Cemetary, I expected to see  specific mention of the Central Caribou Cemetary off TCH 106 and the Central Caribou Road overpass. The Focus Report map shows a connection. Perhaps it has been surveyed and not an issue. To confirm that without being asked would be transparent and trust-building for special places. 

I previously easily identified double the shipwrecks referenced by Northern Pulp in their EA submission. In the Focus Report, the investigators were not able to do testing in the area of Gull Spit being transected by the pipeline. There is no indication what testing will be done in advance of laying the pipeline as it is located in the vicinity of the lighthouse and area lore notes shipwrecks and the bounty of French warships from Louisbourg. There is a potential for articles of archeological interest. It is not difficult to picture ships going aground and the folks in the day deciding a lighthouse would be preventive. The Culture letter indicated agreement as to what was presented but the area around Gull Spit wasn’t presented and therefore couldn’t be approved.  Incomplete task. 

Across the harbour from Gull Spit is Munroes Island Caribou Provincial Park. Munroe’s Island was acquired by the Nature Conservancy using locally raised dollars. In 1992, it was divested to the provincial government for protection and annexation to what was then Caribou Provincial Park. 

It has interest for M’ikmaq history and culture, archaeological interest.  Also known as Little Carriboo Island, Doctor Island and Tedookesit (Place of the Running to the Bushes). Margaret MacMaster wrote in The Stories of Caribou about the peaceful M’ikmaq escaping a Mohawk raid in 1760. Believing they could swim the 200 yard wide deep  channel at night, the Mohawk were swept out to sea on an ebb tide and bodies returned on the next tide in the morning. A M’ikmaq celebration followed for being spared. Ms. MacMaster makes reference to accounts of a burying ground there.  There is to be no development on the island and it was “rescued” from the prospect of commercial development to protect the flora, fauna, wildlife, birds and accessible for people to enjoy the natural setting – hiking, kayaking, swimming. It is unclear from the Focus Report what impact the discharged effluent will have, given drift of Total Suspended Solids of over 4000 kg./day. Estimates of TSS settling ranges from 1 – 4.8 km from the diffusers – Caribou Harbour, Munroes Island and fishing grounds are within that range. Northern Pulp’s lack of concern for effluent colour and the chemistry of the effluent discharged at the outfall and influenced by tides, currents, winds and generally the coastal flow is Southeast not Northwest. There is no appeal for frequenting a polluted beach to which Pictou Landing First Nations can confirm about their special Lighthouse Beach. In addition, there is no early warning indicator for pipeline failure. The Provincial Park can not be relocated and is an important resource to Pictou County. Historic Pictou Lodge is a short walk down the beach from the park – a unique pairing. 

How would the department reconcile allowing an unmonitored pipeline to be laid alongside a sedimenting navigation channel and where greener practices are undertaken? Northumberland Ferries have already joined Green Marine. To demonstrate local awareness of impacted neighbours, I was surprised that this was not mentioned in the Focus Report, nor was the approval of the replacement (greener) ferry for the Holiday Island ferry.  The Focus Report indicates that the channel will be transected by the pipeline at one point. The pipeline will be weighted by concrete but Northern Pulp fails to confirm that the concrete is of a marine type that doesn’t change chemically. I assume it is but it was not confirmed – a communication deficit that doesn’t add credibility. There may be bedrock encountered in laying the pipeline but there is no mention of protecting Caribou Island aquafers. It would be a concern of residents. We are on drilled wells so attention to aquafers on our low lying island needs to be considered.  The greater amount of seabed material to be removed to trench the pipe at the depth and width required will have an impact on sediment. The Focus Report is to describe management of the excavated materials and what measures will be taken to manage the silting given the marine life concerns ie lobster, scallops, crab, oysters. The navigation channel is regularly dredged to a cost of over $1 million. There is no indication in the report that Northern Pulp / Paper Excellence is willing to post a bond to cover the cost of a premature dredging of the channel and the associated federal assessment ahead of schedule? Northern Pulp has not addressed the TSS impact to the navigation channel and potential for shorter intervals between dredgings moving forward.  In the documentary “Climate Change and the Human Prospect” created from an Environmental Thinkers Conference in Pugwash , NS the summer of 2018, there is optimism about how communities can find pathways to improving Carbon Drawdown. Northern Pulp has written that if the mill had been built today, things would have been different. It is largely forgotten that the Middle River is extracted for the mill process but is not restored after use on site but flushed in its altered state off site. If an in-ground swimming pool can significantly divert groundwater, what is the impact on the mercury contamination site when the treatment facility is built diverting large amounts of groundwater and what steps is Northern Pulp /  Paper Excellence doing to mitigate any present or future risks such as accelerating the spread / rate of contamination? The proposed treatment facility does not improve the effluent nor air emissions characteristics. Polluting effluent is not something to be grandfathered.  In fact, by the Focus Report, these are worse. 

This plan is out of step with today’s understanding of the environment and how we must interconnect. 20 years ago a mussel farm application for Caribou Harbour was declined because there was insufficient flushing of Caribou Harbour to clear the by-products / debris of the mussels. Over 4000 Kg / day effluent TSS at the harbour entry that the studies indicate a prediction of between 1-4.8 km settling away from the diffusers includes our 10 km. Caribou Harbour and the Munroes Island Caribou Provincial Park, spawning and nursey grounds. As I expressed in my previous submission, Northern Pulp hasn’t provided assurance that there is sufficient flushing of Caribou Harbour to repel the TSS. Will settling occur at the Provincial Park or further drift Southeast to Pictou Harbour? Running out of time for a plan that is environmentally responsible and doesn’t negatively impact other entities is no reason to accept  this plan with it’s many deficits. The plan lacks an overall wholistic perspective. Northern Pulp’s seeming resistance to considering the abundance of offered local knowledge is folly for us all. I don’t believe Appendix 1.2 Engagement Plan is sustainable for Northern Pulp without adding resources. Federal election environment platform and debates, youth activism for drawing immediate attention to Climate Change, 11,000 scientists just this week 2019-11-06 declaring a climate emergency. The project doesn’t advance this cause.  

I apologize in advance for any errors. I’ve done my best to be factual and to interpret from the context of living on Caribou Island. I’m attaching some references.

Finally, I reiterate that the Minister must reject the Northern Pulp EA Plan and Focus Report because the Project has significant adverse and environmental effects that can’t be mitigated.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment from the public sector.



 







To: Honourable Minister Wilson, 
From:  
Date: 2019-11-08 
Re: Northern Pulp EA Focus Report 
 
Your department has new environmental protection and sustainability laws to 
address the urgent need for a cleaner environment. I was disappointed to read 
the content of the Northern Pulp Focus Report. It is incomplete as to the 
assigned tasks. It doesn’t address my March 2019 EA submission concerns 
which are still valid. The process can be a barrier to any public who have 
reading and writing challenges and the short window a barrier for some to 
submit valuable feedback. I request rejection of this project because there is a 
likelihood that the undertaking will cause significant adverse and environmental 
effects which are unacceptable. 
A recently retired  I am privileged to live on beautiful Caribou 
Island the last 22 years experiencing Nature up close and personal.  Recently, I 
observed for an hour the absence of birds at Boat Harbour Point D and later at a 
vantage point in Caribou Harbour, the unscientific but sobering sight and sound 
of fall migratory flocks layered over the usual resident birds. I support the Boat 
Harbour Act closure date. 
Northern Pulp claims to be typical of 88 mills in Canada and then claims to be 
state of the art without improving the characteristics of its effluent. The 
looseness of its words creates conflict, distress, and distrust. Northern Pulp is 
not “typical”.  How many mills are sending effluent into lobster, and scallop 
grounds?  What alternate oyster farm sites are available in Pictou County if 
Caribou Harbour’s oyster farm potential is lost to effluent changing the 
background water of today? How many mills are building settling ponds adjacent 
to a known mercury contamination site without addressing how that construction 
will impact the contaminated site or future access to remediation? Isn’t that 
significant to an environmental assessment and providing full disclosure to the 
Dept. Of Environment? Is it typical in modernizing to add to stack emissions 
adding health concerns to populations downwind? If truly a “state of the art 
wastewater management facility”, a delignification unit would have been 
included in the project as was first indicated in November 2015 in the Pictou 
option creating:.Reduced chlorine dioxide bleaching chemicals by 30 – 40%, 
with a corresponding reduction in effluent organic loading and chlorinated 
compounds; Reduced effluent color; Reduced wood losses; Increased recovery 
of lignin to the liquor cycle, with a resulting reduction in the mill’s carbon 
footprint; Reduced energy consumption by reducing aeration requirements in 
the new ETF, with a resulting reduction in the mill’s carbon footprint; and 
Reduced nutrient addition in the new ETF.” Even with that system design in 
place, the numbers may not have been enough for the project to address the 



concerns of other entities. Any reference to the delig. system can not be used by 
the Minister in decision making because there is no firm commitment to a 
timeline other than a weak if / then connection. It is up to Northern Pulp / Paper 
Excellence to fund this, not the taxpayer. 
If a higher quality pipe was available on the market since 2005, why was it not 
selected until the focus report was required (NP: “chosen for its reliability”)? The 
reader may not notice that improved monitoring of the pipeline refers only to the 
land-based pipeline, not the marine based. How will Northern Pulp be alerted 
and remedy an ice strike, a malfunction, an end cap displacement, materials 
failure, a leak etc. What lies beneath the water will remain a mystery if not 
monitored. Dilution is not an effluent treatment. Neither was it right 50 years ago. 
The estimated effluent in receiving water is not Caribou’s water characteristics. 
TCU (Total Colour Units) at Boat Harbour Point A is reported as 750 and 
Caribou Harbour is 4! Northern Pulp on colour: ” aesthetic parameter, and 
generally not regulated or guaranteed. ... In the future, with the proposed AST  
process and expected reductions in COD, treated effluent will have less colour 
than today at Point A.”  The Minister must recognize that colour is of high 
significance to other entities such as tourism, real estate, and local enjoyment. 
After issues with a Pictou Landing First Nations Cemetary, I expected to see  
specific mention of the Central Caribou Cemetary off TCH 106 and the Central 
Caribou Road overpass. The Focus Report map shows a connection. Perhaps it 
has been surveyed and not an issue. To confirm that without being asked would 
be transparent and trust-building for special places. 
I previously easily identified double the shipwrecks referenced by Northern Pulp 
in their EA submission. In the Focus Report, the investigators were not able to 
do testing in the area of Gull Spit being transected by the pipeline. There is no 
indication what testing will be done in advance of laying the pipeline as it is 
located in the vicinity of the lighthouse and area lore notes shipwrecks and the 
bounty of French warships from Louisbourg. There is a potential for articles of 
archeological interest. It is not difficult to picture ships going aground and the 
folks in the day deciding a lighthouse would be preventive. The Culture letter 
indicated agreement as to what was presented but the area around Gull Spit 
wasn’t presented and therefore couldn’t be approved.  Incomplete task. 
Across the harbour from Gull Spit is Munroes Island Caribou Provincial Park. 
Munroe’s Island was acquired by the Nature Conservancy using locally raised 
dollars. In 1992, it was divested to the provincial government for protection and 
annexation to what was then Caribou Provincial Park. 
It has interest for M’ikmaq history and culture, archaeological interest.  Also 
known as Little Carriboo Island, Doctor Island and Tedookesit (Place of the 
Running to the Bushes). Margaret MacMaster wrote in The Stories of Caribou 
about the peaceful M’ikmaq escaping a Mohawk raid in 1760. Believing they 
could swim the 200 yard wide deep  channel at night, the Mohawk were swept 



out to sea on an ebb tide and bodies returned on the next tide in the morning. A 
M’ikmaq celebration followed for being spared. Ms. MacMaster makes reference 
to accounts of a burying ground there.  There is to be no development on the 
island and it was “rescued” from the prospect of commercial development to 
protect the flora, fauna, wildlife, birds and accessible for people to enjoy the 
natural setting – hiking, kayaking, swimming. It is unclear from the Focus Report 
what impact the discharged effluent will have, given drift of Total Suspended 
Solids of over 4000 kg./day. Estimates of TSS settling ranges from 1 – 4.8 km 
from the diffusers – Caribou Harbour, Munroes Island and fishing grounds are 
within that range. Northern Pulp’s lack of concern for effluent colour and the 
chemistry of the effluent discharged at the outfall and influenced by tides, 
currents, winds and generally the coastal flow is Southeast not Northwest. There 
is no appeal for frequenting a polluted beach to which Pictou Landing First 
Nations can confirm about their special Lighthouse Beach. In addition, there is 
no early warning indicator for pipeline failure. The Provincial Park can not be 
relocated and is an important resource to Pictou County. Historic Pictou Lodge is 
a short walk down the beach from the park – a unique pairing. 
How would the department reconcile allowing an unmonitored pipeline to be laid 
alongside a sedimenting navigation channel and where greener practices are 
undertaken? Northumberland Ferries have already joined Green Marine. To 
demonstrate local awareness of impacted neighbours, I was surprised that this 
was not mentioned in the Focus Report, nor was the approval of the 
replacement (greener) ferry for the Holiday Island ferry.  The Focus Report 
indicates that the channel will be transected by the pipeline at one point. The 
pipeline will be weighted by concrete but Northern Pulp fails to confirm that the 
concrete is of a marine type that doesn’t change chemically. I assume it is but it 
was not confirmed – a communication deficit that doesn’t add credibility. There 
may be bedrock encountered in laying the pipeline but there is no mention of 
protecting Caribou Island aquafers. It would be a concern of residents. We are 
on drilled wells so attention to aquafers on our low lying island needs to be 
considered.  The greater amount of seabed material to be removed to trench the 
pipe at the depth and width required will have an impact on sediment. The 
Focus Report is to describe management of the excavated materials and what 
measures will be taken to manage the silting given the marine life concerns ie 
lobster, scallops, crab, oysters. The navigation channel is regularly dredged to a 
cost of over $1 million. There is no indication in the report that Northern Pulp / 
Paper Excellence is willing to post a bond to cover the cost of a premature 
dredging of the channel and the associated federal assessment ahead of 
schedule? Northern Pulp has not addressed the TSS impact to the navigation 
channel and potential for shorter intervals between dredgings moving forward.  
In the documentary “Climate Change and the Human Prospect” created from 
an Environmental Thinkers Conference in Pugwash , NS the summer of 2018, 



there is optimism about how communities can find pathways to improving 
Carbon Drawdown. Northern Pulp has written that if the mill had been built 
today, things would have been different. It is largely forgotten that the Middle 
River is extracted for the mill process but is not restored after use on site but 
flushed in its altered state off site. If an in-ground swimming pool can 
significantly divert groundwater, what is the impact on the mercury 
contamination site when the treatment facility is built diverting large amounts of 
groundwater and what steps is Northern Pulp /  Paper Excellence doing to 
mitigate any present or future risks such as accelerating the spread / rate of 
contamination? The proposed treatment facility does not improve the effluent 
nor air emissions characteristics. Polluting effluent is not something to be 
grandfathered.  In fact, by the Focus Report, these are worse. 
This plan is out of step with today’s understanding of the environment and how 
we must interconnect. 20 years ago a mussel farm application for Caribou 
Harbour was declined because there was insufficient flushing of Caribou 
Harbour to clear the by-products / debris of the mussels. Over 4000 Kg / day 
effluent TSS at the harbour entry that the studies indicate a prediction of 
between 1-4.8 km settling away from the diffusers includes our 10 km. Caribou 
Harbour and the Munroes Island Caribou Provincial Park, spawning and nursey 
grounds. As I expressed in my previous submission, Northern Pulp hasn’t 
provided assurance that there is sufficient flushing of Caribou Harbour to repel 
the TSS. Will settling occur at the Provincial Park or further drift Southeast to 
Pictou Harbour? Running out of time for a plan that is environmentally 
responsible and doesn’t negatively impact other entities is no reason to accept  
this plan with it’s many deficits. The plan lacks an overall wholistic perspective. 
Northern Pulp’s seeming resistance to considering the abundance of offered 
local knowledge is folly for us all. I don’t believe Appendix 1.2 Engagement Plan 
is sustainable for Northern Pulp without adding resources. Federal election 
environment platform and debates, youth activism for drawing immediate 
attention to Climate Change, 11,000 scientists just this week 2019-11-06 
declaring a climate emergency. The project doesn’t advance this cause.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
I apologize in advance for any errors. I’ve done my best to be factual and to 
interpret from the context of living on Caribou Island. I’m attaching some 
references. 
Finally, I reiterate that the Minister must reject the Northern Pulp EA Plan and 
Focus Report because the Project has significant adverse and environmental 
effects that can’t be mitigated. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment from the public sector. 
 
  
 
 



Central Caribou Cemetary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       Photo October 2019 



 
Central Caribou Road, indicated by the magenta arrow, crosses the TCH 106 by overpass. 
The guard-railed descent of the overpass for Central Caribou Road runs along the side of the 
Central Caribou Cemetary established 1886. 
The cemetary entrance is on the Priest Road which is indicated by the green arrow.   
A lane not owned by the cemetary runs along the back of the cemetary by TCH 106 and along 
the side of the cemetary closest to the Central Caribou Road and exits on Priest Road. This 
lane allows a through one way access for vehicles using the cemetary. It appears to be 
intersected by the pipeline route. 
A Google map used in the Northern Pulp Focus Report is no clearer in showing whether the 
proposed pipeline route intersects at any point with the cemetary lane. In addition there is no 
confirmation that the buffer required for the specialized pipeline construction through the 
overpass does not intersect with the lane. The lane access is required for the safety of 
vehicles exiting the cemetary. In this older section of the cemetary, vehicle use is one way and 
limited turning options. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
2019-11-04 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Munroe’s Island and other references in no particular order. 
 
Currently Munroe’s Island and Caribou Provincial Park. 
Known as Munroe’s Island, Little Carriboo Island,  Doctor Island and Tedookesit (Place 
of the Running to the Bushes) 
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The Nature Conservancy divested Munroe’s Island to the protection of the NS 
Government in 1992 to allow annexing to what was then Caribou Provincial Park. 
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Description 
Caribou-Munroes Island Provincial Park is 11 km (7 mi) north of Pictou and close to the PEI ferry 
terminal. A mile-long sand beach offers some of the warmest saltwater swimming north of the 
Carolinas and the campground provides excellent opportunities for camping, or just appreciating 
nature. Hiking trails can be enjoyed along the shore to Munroes Island. Other activities include bird 
watching, canoeing and kayaking.  
 
Nearby:  
Northumberland Fisheries Museum, Hector National Exhibit Centre (both in Pictou) and Museum of 
Industry, Westray Memorial (both in Stellarton). 
 
Campground accommodations include:   
90 open and wooded overnight sites (24 with electrical service, 66 unserviced). Walk-in sites and 
group sites are available. Open sites are situated on a hill overlooking the ocean. 
 
Park amenities include:  
flush toilets, showers, disposal station, fire grills, cooking shelters, dishwashing station, change 
houses, wood and ice. Wi-Fi is available at the park office and surrounding area. This is a Campground 
Host park. Leashed pets permitted.  



 
Detailed Information 
Outdoor activities: Hiking, Swimming 
Directions: Hwy 104, Exit 22 to Hwy 106 to Caribou; 6 km (4 mi) north of Pictou. 

 
 
Thinker’s Conference Pugwash 
 

 
2019-11-06 The statement is published in the journal BioScience on the 40th 
anniversary of the first world climate conference, which was held in Geneva in 
1979. The statement was a collaboration of dozens of scientists and endorsed 
by further 11,000 from 153 nations. The scientists say the urgent changes 
needed include ending population growth, leaving fossil fuels in the ground, 
halting forest destruction and slashing meat eating. 

https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/advance-article/doi/10.1093/biosci/biz088/5610806


 
 



 
 
 
2.0 
“The need for blasting is considered very unlikely. It is anticipated that spoils 
from the excavation will be repurposed as fill to cover over the trenched pipeline 
once placed “  I note a lack of detail about containing the spoils and 
sedimentation impact to spawning beds. 
 
Appendix 2.1  On-land pipeline info  - TIR confirms pipeline routing is not yet 
determined as of September, 27, 2019. Therefore can not be considered as 
accurate and is incomplete contrary to Minister’s instructions. Pictou watershed, 
wetlands, flora and fauna are vulnerable to construction and risk of pipeline 
effluent leaks. See also Central Caribou Cemetary adjacent to TCH 106 and 
Central Caribou Road  and its overpass. 
 
Appendix 2.2 Marine Geotechnical Survey – Executive Summary Paragraph 
5  “The proposed pipeline route transects a channel within Caribou Harbour 
between CKP 0.400 and CKP 0.675 with a maximun depth of 6.8 m. North of the 
channel, water depths remain very shallow as the proposed route approaches 
and crosses Gull Spit.”  Has Northern Pulp received  federal permission to run 
the pipeline parallel to the existing navigation channel. If construction of a 
pipeline creates a premature need for dredging the channel, will Northern Pulp / 
Paper Excellence post a bond to cover the cost which at last dredging was 



approximately $1 million.  Has Northern Pulp confirmed the details of the 
Vacation Island replacement ferry requirements? Those would have priority over 
a pipeline route. 
 
Appendix 2.3  Characterization of Effluent  The parameters of the estimated 
effluent exceed those of Caribou Harbour. The statement that effluent is 
comparable to other mills is not a scientific conclusion nor can it be used as a 
reason to accept the effluent. Northern Pulp jumps back and forth between 
typical and state of the art facility. Compares Middle River and Caribou Harbour 
to Points A and C in Boat Harbour. Why would Caribou Harbour accept lesser 
water quality? Example colour currently TCU 4.  Effluent treat would be over 
TCU 750. 
 
 
3.0 “The leak detection system installed at NPNS between Pictou and Caribou 
will fall into one of these three categories. Final selection will be made during the 
detailed design phase. Automated leak detection will not be installed in the rest 
of the fused HDPE pipeline outside of this land-based section. “  unacceptable 
risk. 
 
3.3 Effluent Discharge Parameters 
 
No Point D info  Point A less accurate – State of maintenance – not being met 
currently ? 
Colour is an aesthetic parameter, and generally not regulated or guaranteed. 
 
In the future, with the proposed AST  process and expected reductions in COD, 
treated effluent will have less colour than today at Point A. 
 
TSS at 48 mg/L at the design flow of 85,000 m3 /day equates to 4,080 kg/day, 
(can that really be 8976 lbs/day?) 
 
3.5 Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection 
“Automated leak detection will not be installed in the rest of the fused HDPE 
pipeline outside of this land-based section.”  I noted that a higher quality pipe 
available since 2005 was an upgrade not made until the Focus Report. There is 
no indication how the diffusers will be monitored for malfunction / damage or the 
marine portions for leaks. This is inadequate management of this risk. 
 
4.0 Marine Water and Marine Sediment 
“Particles discharged one metre from the seabed at slack tide are likely to travel 
1 km before settling.” Yet 4.2-5 indicates suspended solids will be background in 



2 meters from diffusers? TCU will be 750. What happens in different tides and 
conditions where “the bottom” is stirred up and the strait is brown and could take 
2 days to settle?  How does the agitation of the Strait impact sedimentation 
containing effluent “debris”? 
 
“For the worst case condition, 90% of the TSS particles dropping from the 
diffuser port are expected to transport and deposit 4.8 km away from the outfall 
location and not settle near the diffuser. “ 
 
“As indicated above, effluent particles are not readily settleable and are likely to 
travel significant distances far from the diffuser. Total suspended solid particles 
are largely organic and biodegradable. They are a food source for other marine 
organisms and as such are not expected to build up and deposit in areas away 
from the diffuser. “     Not expected is an expression of uncertainty. 
 
 
4.2-3 Google map can’t be zoomed.  Showing effluent concentration in July 
2019 
4.2-4  as above in this map for February – map needs to be extended to show 
model for Boat Harbour (A’sek) 
 
7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat - The proposed outfall lies within the intersection of 
the marine ferry lines to Prince Edward Island (PEI) and Pictou Island.   See 
also colour unit of 4 vs. 765 
 
Appendix 9.2 Human Health Risk assessment 
Must include Dr Dan Reid study and consultation with Dalhousie University 
Community Epidemiology – independent and arms length. 
 
10.0 Archeological Assessment - Due to the fact that cultural resources were 
found in the archaeological survey, it was suggested by Special Places that the 
detailed survey results not be provided herein. (Pers. Comm. C. Cottreau-
Robbins, September 2019). 
 
Appendix 10.1 Archeological Resource Impact Assessment 
Was the additional shipwreck information added? 
 
11.0 Indigenous People’s Use of Land and Resources – Monroe’s Island was 
a place of escape for 
M’ikmaq from Mohawk raid. “The Stories From Caribou” 
 



Addendum 1.0 – New technology at mill   Delig. Unit in future but no timeline 
or commitment 
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Respond to Northern Pulp Focus Report on Replacement ETF
Date: November 8, 2019 3:59:37 PM
Attachments: EA letter_Nov8.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

November 7, 2019

 

The Hon. Gordon Wilson

Minister of the Environment

Nova Scotia

 

Via email:  ea.novascotia.ca

 

Dear Mr. Minister:

 

I am writing in reference to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

After consideration of the information provided by Northern Pulp in its Focus Report I urge
you to reject this proposal for a replacement Effluent Treatment Facility for the following
reasons:

 ·        Despite the measures outlined in the Focus Report there remains a high degree of risk to
the land and marine environment of Caribou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait.  The
science within provides no guarantee that the proposed ETF poses no risk of irreparable
damage and degradation to this uniquely sensitive estuarial environment;

         ·      The Focus Report does not take into consideration either the additional threat to the
ocean environment due to global climate change as described in the report released by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in September or the introduction of new Pulp and
Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) to be introduced by the Government of Canada in 2021;    
 

         ·      The proposed ETF would disproportionately affect the history, culture and economy of
Pictou County by disrupting the fishing and tourism industries in the impact area and imposing
an industrial effluent disposal site on a highly sensitive physical and cultural environment.

http://ea.novascotia.ca/



















I am not a scientist. My area of expertise is in the area of  and
research. I have lived in Caribou since  and my property touches the shore of the eastern
extent of Caribou Harbour,  

   
  

  believe I have a good
understanding of the history and impact of the Northern Pulp mill not only on Pictou County
but the entire province of Nova Scotia.

 It is my conclusion that the decision to be made by the Government of Nova Scotia in relation
to the future of Northern Pulp NS Corp. is the most significant and consequential one to date
in this new century.  To allow this extremely high risk proposal for a replacement ETF would
be a costly mistake that would negatively affect the health, well being and economy of Pictou
County and the province as a whole.

 I am not an engineer or scientist but I have sufficient education and experience to think
analytically.  I also have been observing the environment of Caribou Harbour closely for
twenty years.  I have walked numerous times around Munroe’s Island, kayaked to the
proposed site of the discharge pipe in the waters outside of Caribou Harbour and have
observed the wildlife of this special place.  I have reviewed the data in Northern Pulp’s Focus
Report submitted in support of this proposal. I have also researched numerous articles about
the impact pulp mills have on the environment. Science agrees that pulp mills without doubt
have a deleterious impact the environment but there is no consensus in science about the
degree of these environmental or health impacts.  The debate is really about what impact is
acceptable. The Northern Pulp Focus Report provides a great deal of data, more than could
possibly be reasonable for a layperson to evaluate within thirty days.  Add to this the fact that
there have been no public consultations initiated by Northern Pulp about this report that could
address questions from the public.  Most of the data involves the engineering decisions
Northern Pulp will undertake in planning and executing its replacement ETF.  The science in
the report is not definitive but approximate based on modeling and upon data sufficient to
make certain assumptions about the conditions and environment that a new ETF will
encounter.  In other words it is an educated guess.

 On the other hand there is a mounting scientific consensus that societies collectively will be
affected by climate change, including significant changes to the ocean environment that will
present new challenges to coastal communities.  As reported in Canada’s Oceans Now:
Atlantic Ecosystems 2018 released by Fisheries and Oceans Canada, all of the species fished
commercially in the Atlantic region have declined or are under stress.  Northern Pulp’s Focus
Report makes no mention of these factors.  In fact there is little mention of the local fishery in
Caribou or that area of the Northumberland Strait.  There is no acknowledgement that the
proposed site for the effluent dispersal array is directly within Fishing Area 26A, the heart of
the local commercial fishery. Outside of the environmental threat to fishing in the region, there
is no acknowledgement of the incompatibility between a dispersal zone for treated industrial
effluent and a perception of a clean fishery in this area.



 Another aspect of determining an objective evaluation of this proposed ETF is the record of
this pulp mill’s existing ETF. This record indicates that there have been leaks in the effluent
pipe from the outset up to the present (check out the history of the mill in this timeline:
http://themillfilm.ca/the-history/) The Focus Report assumes that using regulated and certified
materials and employing reliable construction techniques in the building the pipeline will
mitigate risk to an acceptable level.  History indicates that this is not a safe assumption instead
it indicates that leaks should be expected. NS Environment has yet to release a report on the
impact of the mill’s most recent leak in October 2018.   The location of the proposed new
effluent pipe is so hazardous that such a delay would be unacceptable.

 This proposed ETF is an extreme high-risk enterprise with little acknowledgement of the
downside effects or costs to the public in the case of failure.  Construction of the pipeline
assumes the right to: 1) exploit public infrastructure 2) contravene prohibitions intended to
protect the watershed for the Town of Pictou and 3) expropriate a major section of an
environmentally protected coastline (and a major location for fishing and tourism) for use as
an industrial site. It is willing to take this risk because of BATEA, Best Available Technology
Economically Achievable principles.  While effective in maintaining the mills operations to
the benefit of the mill’s owners these principles are detrimental to the public purse as
ultimately Nova Scotia is on the hook financially for any system failure. The long-term pubic
interest must be the highest consideration in making this assessment.  This proposal does not
satisfy numerous tests of social accountability or responsibility, not the least of which is the
unwillingness to make an adequate investment into a new plant that would not impose such a
risk to the public. The disproportionate domain over this area granted to Northern Pulp should
this project go ahead would unacceptably dominate the right of others, public and private, to
the peaceful use and enjoyment of this area.

The willingness to engineer such a desperate and risky solution to the problem of losing the
Boat Harbour ETF indicates Northern Pulp’s short-term investment strategy. Building a new
mill is not economically achievable because the natural resources available are not to scale
with the cost of a new, environmentally efficient, plant.  Northern Pulp’s business model is to
exploit its aging facility and its access to Nova Scotia’s resource until it is no longer viable. It
also expects the public to pay the cost of building a new ETF. When Northern Pulp leaves, as
it inevitably will, the public is on the hook for any environmental clean up

The terms of reference for the Focus Report does not include the wide extent of the forest
industry in its purview. None the less, forests overall are a necessary consideration for your
Ministry to include in its analysis; after all, this entire proposal is focused on the dispersal of
forest residue into the ocean environment.  What goes out must first come in.

 A prominent theme in the warnings contained in the scientific discussion of climate change is
the rapid loss of forest environments around the globe.  The Leahy Report of 2018 was
partially in response to this acknowledged threat. As much as there is local concern over the
proposed replacement ETF in Caribou there is growing public concern that the NS
Government’s management of Crown land in concert with the pulp industry is detrimental to
health of Nova Scotia’s forests and wildlife habitat.  

 Nova Scotia cannot afford to approve this proposed replacement ETF. It would require
significant public investment in pursuit of a policy of resource exploitation that has short-term
benefit to Northern Pulp NS Corp. but significant long-term costs for the public.  It also
discounts the present and increasing value of natural forest environments and reduces the

http://themillfilm.ca/the-history/


value of forests down to the artificially low price of pulpwood. This is no longer acceptable.
  Public policy must change from exploitation to preservation. Nova Scotia’s industrial forest
sector must adapt to a changing economy increasingly based on acknowledging the limits on
consumption. Nova Scotia cannot compromise the economy of the future by clinging to the
economy of the past.  

Preservation and protection of the environment is the key to the future economy of Nova
Scotia.  This is the scientific approach that must take precedence in consideration of a proposal
that is inherently detrimental to the environment, lacking in accountability and reckless in
regard to public safety and the long term public good.  

 

Reject this proposal.

 

Sincerely,

 

Braeshore, Pictou Co.

Nova Scotia

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



November 7, 2019 

The Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of the Environment 
Nova Scotia 

Via email: ea.novascotia.ca 

Dear Mr. Minister: 

I am writing in reference to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp's Proposed 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

After consideration of the information provided by Northern Pulp in its Focus 
Report I urge you to reject this proposal for a replacement Effluent Treatment 
Facility for the following reasons: 

• 

• 

• 

Despite the measures outlined in the Focus Report there remains a high 
degree of risk to the land and marine environment of Caribou Harbour and 
the Northumberland Strait. The science within provides no guarantee that 
the proposed ETF poses no risk of irreparable damage and degradation to 
this uniquely sensitive estuarial environment; 
The Focus Report does not take into consideration either the additional 
threat to the ocean environment due to global climate change as described in 
the report released by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in 
September or the introduction of new Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations 
(PPER) to be introduced by the Government of Canada in 2021; 
The proposed ETF would disproportionately affect the history, culture and 
economy of Pictou County by disrupting the fishing and tourism industries in 
the impact area and imposing an industrial effluent disposal site on a highly 
sensitive physical and cultural environment. 

I am not a scientist. 



I believe l have a good understanding of the 
history and impact of the Northern Pulp mill not only on Pictou County but the 
entire province of Nova Scotia. 

It is my conclusion that the decision to be made by the Government of Nova Scotia in 
relation to the future of Northern Pulp NS Corp. is the most significant and 
consequential one to date in this new century. To allow this extremely high risk 
proposal for a replacement ETF would be a costly mistake that would negatively 
affect the health, well being and economy of Pictou County and the province as a 
whole. 

I am not an engineer or scientist but I have sufficient education and experience to 
think analytically. I also have been observing the environment of Caribou Harbour 
closely for twenty years. I have walked numerous times around Munroe's Island, 
kayaked to the proposed site of the discharge pipe in the waters outside of Caribou 
Harbour and have observed the wildlife of this special place. I have reviewed the 
data in Northern Pulp's Focus Report submitted in support of this proposal. I have 
also researched numerous articles about the impact pulp mills have on the 
environment. Science agrees that pulp mills without doubt have a deleterious 
impact the environment but there is no consensus in science about the degree of 
these environmental or health impacts. The debate is really about what impact is 
acceptable. The Northern Pulp Focus Report provides a great deal of data, more than 
could possibly be reasonable for a layperson to evaluate within thirty days. Add to 
this the fact that there have been no public consultations initiated by Northern Pulp 
about this report that could address questions from the public. Most of the data 
involves the engineering decisions Northern Pulp will undertake in planning and 
executing its replacement ETF. The science in the report is not definitive but 
approximate based on modeling and upon data sufficient to make certain 
assumptions about the conditions and environment that a new ETF will encounter. 
In other words it is an educated guess. 

On the other hand there is a mounting scientific consensus that societies collectively 
will be affected by climate change, including significant changes to the ocean 
environment that will present new challenges to coastal communities. As reported 
in Canada's Oceans Now: Atlantic Ecosystems 2018 released by Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada, all of the species fished commercially in the Atlantic region have 
declined or are under stress. Northern Pulp's Focus Report makes no mention of 
these factors. In fact there is little mention of the local fishery in Caribou or that 
area of the Northumberland Strait. There is no acknowledgement that the proposed 
site for the effluent dispersal array is directly within Fishing Area 26A, the heart of 
the local commercial fishery. Outside of the environmental threat to fishing in the 
region, there is no acknowledgement of the incompatibility between a dispersal 
zone for treated industrial effluent and a perception of a clean fishery in this area. 

Another aspect of determining an objective evaluation of this proposed ETF is the 
record of this pulp mill's existing ETF. This record indicates that there have been 



leaks in the effluent pipe from the outset up to the present (check out the history of 
the mill in this timeline: http:Lfthemillfilm.ca/ the-his..tQ.lli) The Focus Report 
assumes that using regulated and certified materials and employing reliable 
construction techniques in the building the pipeline will mitigate risk to an 
acceptable level. History indicates that this is not a safe assumption instead it 
indicates that leaks should be expected. NS Environment has yet to release a report 
on the impact of the mill 's most recent leak in October 2018. The location of the 
proposed new effluent pipe is so hazardous that such a delay would be 
unacceptable. 

This proposed ETF is an extreme high-risk enterprise with little acknowledgement 
of the downside effects or costs to the public in the case of failure. Construction of 
the pipeline assumes the right to: 1) exploit public infrastructure 2) contravene 
prohibitions intended to protect the watershed for the Town of Pictou and 3) 
expropriate a major section of an environmentally protected coastline (and a major 
location for fishing and tourism) for use as an industrial site. It is willing to take this 
risk because of BATEA, Best Avai lable Technology Economically Achievable 
pri nciples. While effective in maintaining the mills operations to the benefit of the 
mill 's owners these principles a re detrimental to the public purse as ultimately Nova 
Scotia is on the hook financia lly for any system fa ilure. The long-term pubic interest 
must be the highest consideration in making this assessment. This proposal does 
not sa tisfy numerous tests of social accountabil ity or responsibility, not the least of 
which is the unwilli ngness to make an adequate investment into a new plan t that 
would not impose such a risk to the public. The disproportionate domain over this 
area granted to Northern Pulp should this project go ahead wo uld unacceptably 
dominate the right of others, public and private, to the peaceful use and enjoyment 
of thi s area. 

The willingness to engineer such a desperate and risky solution to the problem of 
losing the Boat Harbour ETF indicates Northern Pulp's short-term investment 
strategy. Building a new mill is not economically achievable because the natural 
resources available are not to scale with the cost of a new, environmentally efficient, 
plan t. Northern Pul p's business model is to exploit its aging facility and its access to 
Nova Scotia's resource until it is no longer viable. It also expects the public to pay 
the cost of bu ilding a new ETF. When Northern Pulp leaves, as it inevitably will , the 
public is on the hook for any environmental clean up. 

The terms of reference for the Focus Report does not include the wide extent of the 
forest industry in its purview. None the less, forests overall are a necessary 
consideration for your Ministry to include in its analysis; after all , thi s entire 
proposal is focused on the dispersal of forest res idue into the ocean environment. 
What goes out must first come in. 

A prominent theme in the warnings contained in the scientific di scussion of clima te 
change is the rapid loss of forest environments around the globe. The Leahy Report 
of 2018 was partially in response to this acknowledged threa t. As much as there is 



local concern over the proposed replacement ETF in Caribou there is growing public 
concern that the NS Government's management of Crown land in concert with the 
pulp industry is detrimental to health of Nova Scotia's forests and wildlife habitat. 

Nova Scotia cannot afford to approve this proposed replacement ETF. It would 
require significant public investment in pursuit of a policy of resource exploitation 
that has short-term benefit to Northern Pulp NS Corp. but significant long-term 
costs for the public. lt also discounts the present and increasing value of natural 
forest environments and reduces the value of forests down to the artificially low 
price of pulpwood. This is no longer acceptable. Public policy must change from 
exploitation to preservation. Nova Scotia's industrial forest sector must adapt to a 
changing economy increasingly based on acknowledging the limits on consumption. 
Nova Scotia cannot compromise the economy of the future by clinging to the 
economy of the past. 

Preservation and protection of the environment is the key to the future economy of 
Nova Scotia. This is the scientific approach that must take precedence in 
consideration of a proposal that is inherently detrimental to the environment, 
lacking in accountability and reckless in regard to public safety and the long term 
public good. 

Reject this proposal. 

Braeshore, Pictou Co. 
Nova Scotia 



From: @live.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:03:29 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As someone who works
in the forestry sector I believe Northern Pulp should be given the opportunity to build a first
class wastewater treatment facility. I encourage the Environment Minister to consider the
economic spinoffs from Norther Pulp and related jobs and approve the Environmental
Assessment. Name: @live.ca Address: 

Municipality: Tatamagouche Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 29



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:05:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My Husband and Myself
are 100 behind the replacement Name: @ns.sympatico.ca
Address: MacLellans Mountain Municipality: Pictou County Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 93 y: 23



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:05:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs
forestry !!! Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Caledonia Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 28



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:05:57 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I work in the Pulp and
Paper industry and after reviewing the focus report, I believe the engineers and the scientists
have put together a solid world class effluent treatment facility, that will enable the forestry
sector and the fishing community to co-exist in the same region with out any undo harm to the
environment. I am looking forward to a long career in the forestry Industry. I hope the Premier
releases the importance of his decision that will impact the whole forestry sector. I feel that
Northern Pulp will be a responsible community member by monitoring air, water, and wild
life in future studies. Please make a factual and scientific decision and thank you for giving me
a chance to have my say. Name: @hotmail.com Address:

 Municipality: New Glasgow, NS Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ###
- #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 21



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Re: Focus Report, Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:12:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 Halifax, Nova Scotia, 

November 8, 2019
 
Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment
Government of Nova Scotia
 
Dear Minister Wilson;

I am writing to express my vehement opposition to the proposed plan by Northern Pulp
to dump up to 85 million litres of warm toxic effluent into the Northumberland Strait.
There is nothing in the Northern Pulp’s Focus Report to satisfy my concerns.

My mother grew up in the town of Pictou, and our large Acadian family continue to call
it home. My family own property in Caribou River and spend part of the year there. We
swim and fish in beaches and waters along that coast and harvest shellfish in beautiful
Caribou Harbour. This coastline is precious to us.

Caribou Harbour is a sensitive ecosystem and it is teeming with life. Its muddy bottom
holds nutrients which nourish the shellfish and small baitfish. The seabirds, such as the
Blue Heron, feed on the small fish at low tide and the Eagles and other birds of prey
scoop up larger fish, all parts of the amazing, natural circle of life. Should Northern Pulp
plan come to fruition,  it is evident that the high tides will bring chemical toxins into
Caribou Harbour and deposit them in the muddy bottom when the tide retreats
poisoning the ecosystem that I have known and loved. The foamy toxic sludge which
we now see as a slick in Pictou Harbour or washed up along the beaches inside Pictou
Harbour will now be deposited along the beaches in Caribou, Caribou Island and
Caribou River. The toxins will be spread over a lucrative lobster fishing grounds, and
even if the lobster survive, their tissue will be unsafe for human consumption. This
cannot be allowed to happen.

The pulp mill in Pictou has been poisoning our water, air and soil since my mother was
a little girl. Organisms that live in Pictou Harbour are deformed and/or toxic. The VOCs
emitted in his smokestacks from the pulp mill are hazardous to human health (see
Linda Pannozzo, Halifax Examiner, March 7, 2019 ).( I know a woman whose lung
condition deteriorated while living in Pictou and since leaving, has not had a single flare-
up.) People who live in parts of Pictou County affected by the pulp mill have woken up
and will not stand for this kind of poisoning any longer. The proposed treatment facility
will not significantly detoxify the effluent.  And, as a member of Pictou Landing First
Nations stated in the film, There Is Something in the Water, directed by Ellen Page, we
cannot simply take the problem from their backyard, Boat Harbour, and put it in
their/our front yard, the Northumberland Strait.

It it time to usher in a new era of relationship between the Pictou First Nation, the
Mi'kmaq and the Nova Scotia Government. Remember, this is Mi'kma'ki and the



Mi'kmaq retain title to this territory we call Nova Scotia. We are all Treaty People -
which means we must respect our obligations to steward these lands and waters
through partnership with the Mikmaq - and to ensure the Mi'kmaq have continuous
access to land and waters that form the basis of their modern day livelihood, their
traditional economy and land-based cultural and healing practices. Pictou Landing First
Nation has made it clear that this pulp mill and consecutive governments have violated
their obligations and have acted without honour. I stand in solidarity with Pictou
Landing First Nation and call on you to honour the Boat Harbour Act (2015) and close
the Boat Harbour Treatment Facility by January 21, 2020.

Minister, frankly it is time for the pulp to close and for your government to invest in
sustainable and environmentally sound industries that respect Mi'kmaq title, aboriginal
and treaty rights and UNDRIP. What are you doing to support the development of the
green economy and community economic development in Nova Scotia? The status quo
isn't working. In a time of climate crisis, ecological overshoot, rising global economic
inequality we need to be bold and innovative. I hope that your attachment to the
forestry industry stemming from your former occupation as a forestry technician will
not cloud your decision making process.

Sincerely,



From: @outlook.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:13:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After hearing the
economic report that was presented by Unifor,there is no other conclusion. The mill needs to
remain open and running.Without it, Nova Scotias economy could take decades to recover.
The loudest voices should not be able to tear apart our economy. I ask that the mill be granted
an extension. Name: @outlook.com Address: 
Municipality: frasers mountain Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 27



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: NP replacement effluent treatment facility project
Date: November 8, 2019 4:13:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honourable Minister Wilson: 

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s focus report for their replacement effluent treatment facility
project that would discharge up to 85 million litres of treated pulp effluent daily into the Northumberland
Strait.

In my March 9 response to Northern Pulp’s original EARD (attached), I outlined my concerns with
Northern Pulp’s parent company and their global reputation for deforestation, air pollution, fraud, bribery
and greenwashing.  As a retired police officer with 30 years experience, it concerns me greatly that Nova
Scotia’s government feels this foreign owned corporate bully is the best we can do.  

Like many citizens, I was pleased to see Nova Scotia environment do the right thing on March 29 
by rejecting Northern Pulp’s EARD and requiring the company to submit a focus report based on a
lengthy terms of reference provided by NSE.  

To no surprise, Northern Pulp has failed to meet those terms of reference.  

They have not provided data to prove that the project can be done safely.  On almost every key point
Northern Pulp has not provided concrete plans on what will be done. Examples include:

No plan for a definite pipe route
No plan for leak detection on the marine portion of pipe 
No specified leak detection for on-land pipe
No clear description of composition of effluent 

The focus report also contains many factual errors on the most basic information such as:

Where fish are located and where fishermen fish
Risks of treated pulp effluent to marine environments

Minister Wilson, I  am asking that you reject Northern Pulp’s proposed project. Their focus report does not
prove that their project will not cause adverse effects to the environment.  In fact, this focus report proves
that Northern Pulp has no intention of changing its environmental legacy, as it has stated repeatedly in
the media. If this project is approved, Northern Pulp will continue to operate in the same vain of its parent
company at the expense of Pictou County and all\ Nova Scotians.  

I also ask that the Nova Scotia Legislature honour the Boat Harbour Act and the scheduled closure date
of January 31, 2020.  As a cottage owner on Pictou Landing, I am very familiar with the polluted air and
water that Pictou Landing First Nation must live with every day.  Over the last two years, I have come to
learn of the significant impacts that 53 years of pollution has had on the Pictou Landing First Nation
community. This community can wait no longer to begin to heal. 

Sincerely,



Upper Rawdown, NS

 Moodie Cove,  Pictou Landing)



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:17:24 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hey I'm a young person living in Pictou and Northern Pulp would provide someone like me
with a great career and there arent many other good jobs in my area...please consider an
extension for a treatment facility!



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Response to Northern Pulp"s focus report for proposed ETF
Date: November 8, 2019 4:17:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Minister Gordon Wilson,

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp's focus report for their replacement effluent
treatment facility project.

Like many citizens of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick, I was relieved by
Margaret Miller, the previous Environment Minister making the right decision by not
approving Northern Pulp's EARD last March but requiring the company to complete a focus
report. 

However, and to no surprise, Northern Pulp failed to meet the requirements of the terms of
reference; by a long shot.  Some examples are as follows:

        - No plan for leak detection on marine portion of pipe
        - No clear plan for leak detection on land-based pipe
        - No clear description of composition of effluent
        - No studies conducted on lobster larvae or herring
        - Did not re-route the pipe beside highway

The focus report also contains many factual errors on the most basic information such as:

       - Where fisherman fish
       - Section 7 Figure 7.3-3 is truly misleading
       - risks of treated pulp effluent to marine environments

Northern Pulp has failed to engage with the public regarding this project. Northern Pulp failed
to listen to the concerns of thousand of citizens.  The risks associated with this project are
astounding and warrant a rejection.  There is too much as risk in regards to human health, the
marine environment, the fishery, the tourism industry, property value in and around the
county of Pictou.  This company has held every citizen in this Province hostage for way too
long. 

Minister Wilson, I am asking that you reject Northern Pulp's proposed project.  Their focus
report does not prove their project will not cause adverse effects to the environment.  In fact,
what it does prove is that Northern Pulp has no intentions on changing their environmental



footprint and proves sheer and utter disrespect for every citizen in this Province, for the
environment and for the Indigenous community of Pictou Landing First Nation. A
company attempting to brand themselves and good corporate citizens, yet being so arrogant
and ignorant to ask for the extended use of Boat Harbour.  Let's put an end to this company
playing the government like a fiddle and beating the public like a drum.  Time to move on to
more sustainable forest practices without relying on a 50 year old polluting factory. 

Yours Truly,

 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 4:18:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

I have read the EARD documents previously submitted by Northern Pulp Nova (NPNS) concerning their
proposed replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) and submitted a letter of concern to the
Department of Environment regarding this project.  Upon review of the Focus Report recently submitted
by NPNS in response to the terms of reference outlined by the Department of Environment for this
project, I am still unsurprisingly left with questions and concerns about this proposed new ETF project.  It
is a significantly large document and if we were given an appropriate amount of time, I would have liked
to thoroughly dissect this report before writing a response.  Given the lack thereof, I will focus on a few
key points in this report which concern me greatly.

· The terms of reference required that NPNS to: "Provide viable options including the selected option
for leak detection technologies and inspection methodologies, with specific consideration to any portion
of the pipeline located in the Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area".

NPNS’s attempted to address this requirement in section 3.5 is as follows: "A leak detection system as
described below will be installed with the effluent pipeline to monitor for potential leaks in the overland portion of the route
between Pictou and Caribou, in the unlikely event that one occurs. Leak Detection Programs (LDP) for liquid pipeline
systems generally fall into two categories, internal or external.

Examples of external leak detection systems include:

-Visual checks including aerial inspections and video surveillance;

- Sound monitoring; or

- Fibre optic cable systems sensing temperature, pipe strain or other operational signs.

Internal systems for leak detection include:

- Operational systems checks;

- Metering for volume flow, pressure loss, and flow/mass balancing; and

- Automated Computational Methods such as statistical models and/or real time transient modelling (RTTM).

….

LDP’s utilizing fibre optic systems, line balance metering, or, RTTM methods generally provide the highest level of
sensitivity

….

The leak detection system installed at NPNS between Pictou and Caribou will fall into one of these three categories. Final
selection will be made during the detailed design phase. Automated leak detection will not be installed in the rest of the
fused HDPE pipeline outside of this land-based section."

 

This is nothing more than brief musings about a few options that exist for pipeline leak detection
systems without any actual analysis towards selecting the appropriate solution. There is a wealth of
information on this topic that is readily available which has been applied to countless industrial projects
worldwide. I expected to see a rather large appendix outlining an in depth review of all applicable
pipeline leak detection technologies available.  Such a study would have led NPNS to selecting the best
technology for their proposed application.  There is nothing of this nature in their focus report and given
that the selection of the appropriate technology was a clear requirement of the terms of reference;
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NPNS has clearly not met this requirement.

It is not secret that NPNS does not have a spotless track record concerning effluent leaks and one
particular leak has been a catalyst leading to the premature closure of the current Boat Harbour Effluent
Treatment Facility. It is my opinion that if NPNS had a serious commitment to satisfying this
requirement, there would have been significantly more content on this matter given it has been 4+ years
since the conception of this project.

In addition to the existing terms, it would be prudent to require NPNS to outline the exact procedures for
dealing with alarms from this hypothetical leak detection system. This is an incredibly long pipeline
(>15km) and we need assurances that there is a sound procedure in place in the event that a leak is
detected.  Given the critical exposure risks along this route, a redundant detection system is warranted
and should be a requirement.

It is also very disappointing to see that a leak detection system is only being considered for the over land
portion of the route between Pictou and Caribou Harbour. The excluded marine portions are the only
sections including the seemingly precarious “spool pipe segments” (section 3.5.1) of the entire route. 
Without a leak detection system on these sections of the pipe, we are putting Pictou and Caribou
Harbour at risk without any justifications whatsoever cited in this report.  

Furthermore, it appears that the overlaying of survey data from the Province of Nova Scotia on the map
of the Town of Pictou’s source water protection area has the appearance of being nothing more than a
"back of the napkin" sort of analysis. I would strongly urge that a more detailed analysis be provided,
including a wide variety of worst case scenarios including high flow leaks coupled with extreme
environmental conditions such as floods, snow melt, surface icing, snow damming, transient
construction projects, temporary berms, etc.

Like all structures, this equipment has a life expectancy and we cannot afford to push the boundaries of
this, as was done before.  The project should require a detailed plan for maintenance of the equipment
and ultimately, a binding agreement to replace the pipe prior to the end of its expected life expectancy.

·  Most, if not all, baseline studies are insufficient within this report.  Likely due to the simple fact that the
time-frame in which they have been completed is entirely insufficient.  For example in section 2.2 of the
Focus Report, ice scour data was only collected in the spring of 2019.  A single year is insufficient data
to statistically determine the maximum ice scouring that may occurs in this area. At a minimum, the
Federal Canadian Ice Service data should have been consulted in order to ensure the reference year is
not a statistical anomaly. Even with the currently measured maximum ice scour of 0.4m in some of the
133 observed ice scour locations along the proposed pipe route; it is reasonable to question if the
cumulative annual excavation of seabed materials will result in the eventual exposure of the pipe.  How
will the ongoing monitoring of this marine pipe route be surveyed, to ensure that the risk of damage by
ice scour or marine activities is mitigated properly? 

I have frequented Caribou Harbour for 30+ years and can attest to the fact that this location does
experience environment extremes that do not provide a stable location for a marine outfall.  The seabed
changes frequently, storms and surges have gotten more extreme, ice densities vary greatly from year
to year, and currents can be extremely high or slack.  One year of data is simply not enough to
determine the viability of this location.

·  The effluent quality is undeniably worse than the current system for all but one of the documented
pollutants in Table 2.4-3.  To be clear, I am by no means advocating the continuation of the current
treatment facility. However, it appears NPNS is proposing to put a worse quality effluent in a different
place, with a blinded hope that dilution will improve the situation.  This is not a forward thinking solution! 
It should also be noted that the Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA), uses the current BHETF
effluent characteristics for this assessment and stated that “The future effluent from the new ETF is
expected to equal to or better than the existing BHETF. Therefore, the assumed performance is
conservative.”  The aforementioned table in the report contradicts this statement making the HHRA
model not just incomplete, but not so conservative after all.

·  It is strongly doubtful that air emissions qualities can be improved by the additional burning bio-sludge
in the power boiler.  In fact, within the HHRA, it was stated that “Stantec found little information related to
the combustion of pulp and paper sludge but used a sewage sludge incineration guidance to assist with
predicting emissions for volatile organic compounds and NSE criteria air contaminants.  As such, there
is uncertainty in the predicted emission rates”.  In contradiction, section 6.2 states that “references to
other pulp and paper operations have confirmed that there are no specific emission issues that are
created when bio-sludge is mixed with biomass.”  The Focus Report also states that “the diversion of



sludge for combustion in the power boiler may, in fact, displace the use of fossil fuels, thereby reducing
the overall greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and reducing the potential for odours from the pulp mill.”
(1.1.1). It is absurd to suggest a benefit in air quality without providing an incremental comparison of
airborne emissions resulting by burning this sludge simply because the results are largely unknown. 
The best assurance that was offered was to simply state that both the current and modeled future
emissions are within the ambient air quality standards identified in the Nova Scotia Air Quality
Regulations. If the emissions are to be worse or better, we deserve clarity on the matter regardless of
meeting guidelines.

·  There are successful and healthy commercial shell-fisheries thriving in the Caribou area, whereas all
other surrounding areas are typically closed due to contamination.  This project will undoubtedly put
these and many other nearby fisheries at risk.  It is worth mentioning that I personally harvest or
purchase a significant quantity of seafood in the Caribou area. I also frequently use these waters for
recreational activities and am a part time resident of the area for roughly half of the year, which makes
these risks somewhat more personal.

Upon review of the current HHRA, I must say that it is very incomplete and ripe with assumptions thus
far.  In particular, I take issue with the data collection method for the food survey in this HHRA.  “Cold
calling” residents of the province and only collecting data from Pictou county residents is not the correct
approach. Given that only 300 phone respondents have completed the survey (<1% of Pictou County) it
is very unlikely that they have proper representation of the scale of seafood consumption sourced from
this area. Under the current method it is likely that that no commercial fishers were contacted, most
consumers are unaware of the exact source of the food, and this affected area being largely seasonal
properties has possibly been omitted. Without including all local commercial fisheries registered in this
area, proactively reaching out to local and seasonal property owners and gathering a larger sample set
of random citizens, the data collection method cannot be considered sufficient for a proper HHRA

I also disagree with the chosen local zone radius of 5km.  The residency and migratory habits of all
consumed seafoods, coupled with various other environmental parameters within a larger area needs to
be understood in order to conclude what the appropriate local radius should be for this HHRA.  Until this
has been completed along with a more through and inclusive food survey, I would consider the HHRA
term to be grossly incomplete.

 

In closing, this report does indicate that NPNS has spent some effort making improvements to their
original submission. Yet a great deal of the document appears to be an attempt to provide spin on their
economic importance and boast mediocre improvements to their facilities and environmental impacts. 
The report has no doubt been derived in haste given the glaring contradictions, mistakes, and admissions
of broad assumptions made in place of scientific data; most of which could have been obtained with
proper due diligence on this matter.  Any negative net benefits of the project are shrouded in ambiguity
and some data is seemingly deceitfully omitted.  This report provides me with little faith or comfort that
approving this project is in the best interest of the governed citizens and I compel you to outright reject
this proposal.

 

Sincerely,

 



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:19:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am expressing my
concerns regarding the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal that is being considered under the provincial environment assessment. I reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environment effects this project will have
on the land, sea, and air. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotias
tourism and fishery sectors and it will damage the ecosystems in this region - which includes
vibrant wetlands, coastal, and marine ecosystems and a diversity of wildlife. Pleas make the
right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments
which can support the damage in this project would do to our environment and our citizens.
Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality:
Digby Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 66 y: 27



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca; 
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project
Date: November 8, 2019 4:20:15 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

RE: Northern Pulp's Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project.

My name is , I live in  are still living in Pictou
Landing having moved there in . The current effluent system 

 

I have a PhD in earth sciences from  with concentrations in structural
geology and geochemistry.  I studied groundwater dispersion in ancient systems.  I have
worked in mining and established exploration work camps with well thought out
environmental reports and contingencies all of which were well received by each of the
communities I worked in from Northern Ontario and Nunavut to Sweden, Norway, Morocco
and many other places. I have worked with first nations communities here in Canada and
around the world with a strong relationship of engagement and have always addressed and
mitigated concerns. 

I have followed the various dealings of the pulp mill and the government and been particularly
disturbed by things related to Northern Pulp and their parent company Paper Excellence as
they seem much more removed from the community than previous owners.  They have no
corporate communications person who is based in the community and the current
"community liaison committee" is made up of unknown individuals and therefore unable to be
contacted with concerns directly.  They are therefore completely ineffective as a  "liaison"
committee.   

My main concern revolves around the fail safes and timely mitigation  in place for breaches
and ruptures in the effluent containment and transfer systems.  

The mill personnel response time for spills usually begins AFTER  have noticed and
called in the problem or leak.  This has happened at least 6 times over the period in which 

have monitored the relatively short length of pipe crossing .  This is
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concerning because the new pipeline will no longer be monitored by  who to date
have been the quickest and most effective way to alert the company of breaches.
 
The new system of monitoring the pipeline consists of very little in the way of fail safes for
leaks or ruptures and I have seen no plan to immediately stop the effluent when a rupture
occurs.
 

The mill facility is designed and laid out so that in the event of a rupture or failure of any large
dangerous goods vessel or dangerous goods storage tank, the lost material will be contained in a
containment area (if the tank is equipped with one)-

 

There should not be an if --- this needs to be standardized – no area should be at risk and all parts of
the containment and delivery system need fail safes in case of a breach.  

Breaches have happened too many times in the past over areas that are not in a watershed  to take
chances now!  The future is about to become much more uncertain in terms of flooding and climate
upheaval.  Within the focus report, the current system is not good enough and I have not seen
anything that indicates the degree of improvement required. 

I would also point out that there is not topographic profile on fig 3.5-1 and without this data to the
contrary it is quite obvious that any breach in the pipeline will contaminate well water.  There is  no
way that the pipeline should cross this area without a system in place to divert effluent.  

In summary I believe there needs to be 

1. a clearly identified and present  committee in place to deal with community concerns which will
include environmental breaches.

2. a state of the art monitoring system which detects even minor changes in the flow and pressure
exerted on the pipe with a fail safe that immediately stops the flow of effluent after a breach,

3. better data on the watershed areas and topographic areas defined where future floods due to
climate change are likely and how this will affect the proposed system

The fail safes required for the inevitable breaches which have happened and will take place in the
future are one of the most overlooked and critical aspects of the current focus report. 

Regards,

 
  

___________________________________
     

@gmail.com



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:21:22 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Hon. Gordon
Wilson, We need you to approve the Environmental Assessment for Northern Pulp. This
treatment facility is a world class treatment facility that is not only used in other parts of
Canada but also around the world. This treatment facility is an improvement over the effluent
that is currently entering the Northumberland Strait. Pictou County and all of Nova Scotia
needs Northern Pulp to remain in operation. There are so many jobs dependent on this
company, not just the people who are directly employed at Northern Pulp, but all the spin off
jobs as well. I hope you will look at the science behind this proposal and realize this is not
going to have a negative impact on our environment. Thank you for your time and
consideration. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 12



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:25:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Have lived and worked
in this county for 50 years..life long Westville resident..and never seen the likes of the
disrespect for those who work their hardest to make something of this county..we NEED the
mill,we NEED forestry..its all we really have..the mill of today is so much more efficient than
the mill of 30 years ago...people need to stop and think about how depleted this province will
be without this industry..can say Im bias..  has more than 30 years at
the mill..so I have seen and heard all the changes..know the effort put into
improvements..know many who work not just at the mill but for the
mill..woodsmen,truckers,etc. They work everyday..not 3 months a year and draw government
checks the other 9.That we as tax payers are supplying for them. This project has to proceed to
keep not just mill families eating but anyone who works at local businesses, car
dealerships,retail stores,etc. You take the work out of a community so a few have better land
values ,you are catering to the wrong people... Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  Phone: ###
### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 27



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:27:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hello regulators, I am
writing today to support the construction of Northern Pulps new effluent treatment facility. I
believe that the company and its consultants have more than answered all questions with the
recently submitted focus report letter. The forestry and fishing industries have co-existed for
over 50 years without harm to any fish or sea habitat so why would this new process which
has been proven to work across the world be any worse than what we have now? This new
facility will be state of the art and meet and exceed all government regulations so I implore
you all to make this decision based on the facts submitted and not negative public opinions. In
closing, I am firm in the belief that this province needs Northern Pulp and the questions that
the province have asked of the company have been answered and Northern Pulp should be
given the green light to start construction of their new facility Name: 
Email: @northernpulp.com Address:  Municipality:
trenton Postal-Code: ns Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 77 y: 32



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:28:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: hello I worked for
freemans for years I worked in the woods before that so I have worked on both ends I have
also worked in the fishing industry so I know what both industrys mean to the economy . I
read the northern pulp praposol to help both industrys .I think they are on the right track . we
definitely need the forest industry to keep the economy running . seems to me they have a
good plan and put a lot of thought into the project Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 28



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:29:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Need to keep place
running Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: First South Postal-Code: ### ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 84 y: 37



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:29:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It would be absolutely
criminal to pump so called effluent into the Northumberland Straight. Effluence of any kind
does not belong in our waters let alone so called treated effluence. NO PIPE Name: 

@live.com Address:  Municipality:
Pictou Postal-Code: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 33



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Response to Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 4:36:13 PM
Attachments: Environmental Assessment Branch November 2019 response.docx

Env. Assessment March 2019.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please find attached my responses to Northern Pulp Focus Report, and my earlier response to
Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Project.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond and for your consideration to this important matter.

This email and any attached files are confidential and intended solely for the intended recipient(s). If you are not the named recipient you
should not read, distribute, copy or alter this email. Any views or opinions expressed in this email are those of the author and do not
represent those of the company from which this email is being sent from. Warning: Although precautions have been taken to make sure
no viruses are present in this email, the company cannot accept responsibility for any loss or damage that arise from the use of this email
or attachments.


ea@novascotia.ca



RE: Northern Pulp Focus Report 





08 November 2019



 The Honorable Stephen McNeil, Premier of Nova Scotia; and the Honourable, Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment for Nova Scotia:



My name is Anne MacCarthy, I have lived almost my whole life in Pictou County.  I come from a family which has fished the Northumberland Strait for 6 generations. The Northumberland Strait is such a beautiful, intricate part of our way of life here; supporting industry, travel, recreation and relaxation for all who seek these sacred opportunities and adventures in life.



Eight months ago, I wrote to Minister Margaret Miller outlining my concerns in regards to protecting the Northumberland Strait and ending environmental racism towards Pictou Landing First Nations; by the dumping of effluent in Boat Harbour. I am attaching that letter to this one in response to Northern Pulp Focus Report.



Before I go any further, I wish to thank the Honourable Stephen MacNeil, and his courageous Cabinet and Colleagues, for standing firm on The Boat Harbour Act. In the past 50 plus years every government in Nova Scotia has permitted, encouraged, or simply turned a blind eye to this horrendous injustice towards the people of Pictou Landing First Nations, as well as the rest of the population of Pictou County.  Thank you, cannot be said enough for standing by the Boat Harbour Act.



I realize there will be economic impact, but historically people rally when they are faced with change. Nova Scotia can no longer continue to have our forests raped, and our fisheries and tourism harmed for this outdated, global, polluting industry.  Yes, we need forestry, in the sense for re-forestation, we need trees for the animals that are now in our backyards; and on our highways; because we have destroyed their homes.  We need forestry; to build new homes and businesses for our increasing population here in Nova Scotia, but there are better ways! Many forestry people have come forward and stated this publically, in regards to Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project and now the Focus Report. Nova Scotia needs sustainable forestry practices.



I stand by my comments and questions I presented in my first letter of 08 March 2019 and at this point I wish only to add that I have run the Property Identification Numbers which Northern Pulp set out in their Focus Report as properties being affected by the construction/creation/ placement of the pipe which will pump effluent from Northern Pulp into the Northumberland Strait.  These numbers are as follows:



65097099; 65094914; 65094808; 65094906; 65094930; 65094971; 65097065; 65094948; 65095010; 65091336; 65091328; 65095036; 65103798; 65106288 and 65131252.



I have entered the forgoing numbers on Property online; and nothing comes up corresponding with them.  The only exception is the number; bolded, highlighted in yellow, and underlined 65094971 is the only actual PID # in the area, showing the property situated east of the Pictou Rotary near the Jitney Trail.



















How this pipe is going to run along the 106 Hwy to the Northumberland Ferries and the Caribou Fishers Wharf and not affect land owners on either side of the highway?  Has our Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal already agreed to/or permitted this pipe to be placed on/or under their right of way? Also, in the recent past there was a leak, what has come of that investigation?  It has been over a year, and nothing has been released regarding that incident?  What will happen if the “new pipe” leaks at the rate of millions of litres per day? What then, for the residents of Pictou County, its marine life, wildlife, flora and fauna?  Who answers to those environment catastrophes? Who pays to clean it up? The same management that didn’t know they had a leak in October 2017, until property owners reported it? The same management that have Property Identifying numbers that show nothing corresponding with them in a Focus Report to our Government Officials?



Please apply the Precautionary Principal in your reviews of the history, and the supplied documentation by Northern Pulp or Paper Excellence as they have continually demonstrated over the past 50 plus years, “there is a chance of damage resulting”, one needs only to visit Boat Harbour, or take a deep breath (smell and taste the effluent) in Pictou County, to know whole heartily that damage has resulted and continues here. Haven’t we paid Northern Pulp enough for their abuse, destruction, and disregard for the PLFN and residents of Pictou County?  Do we now have to sacrifice our multi-million dollar fishing industry? What is left of our tourism industry? The health and safety of our future generations to this global polluter? 



Please, Honourable Gentlemen, do not destroy the incredible beauty and resources of the Northumberland Strait or any other part of Nova Scotia please bring this corporate nightmare to its rightful end.  Be the first government of Nova Scotia, in over half a century, to put The People and Environmental Protection FIRST.  Nova Scotia will rally, we are fundamentally survivors and innovators, removing a poison environment is a step in the right direction for everyone on the planet, stay brave, and place us on a path to a brighter, cleaner future.





Respectfully submitted







Anne MacCarthy

anne.maccarthy@munpict.ca





att.












ea@novascotia.ca 
 
RE: Northern Pulp Focus Report  
 
 
08 November 2019 
 
 The Honorable Stephen McNeil, Premier of Nova Scotia; and the Honourable, Gordon Wilson, 
Minister of Environment for Nova Scotia: 
 
My name is  I have lived almost my whole life in Pictou County.  I come from a family 
which has fished the Northumberland Strait for 6 generations. The Northumberland Strait is such a 
beautiful, intricate part of our way of life here; supporting industry, travel, recreation and relaxation for 
all who seek these sacred opportunities and adventures in life. 
 
Eight months ago, I wrote to Minister Margaret Miller outlining my concerns in regards to protecting the 
Northumberland Strait and ending environmental racism towards Pictou Landing First Nations; by the 
dumping of effluent in Boat Harbour. I am attaching that letter to this one in response to Northern Pulp 
Focus Report. 
 
Before I go any further, I wish to thank the Honourable Stephen MacNeil, and his courageous Cabinet 
and Colleagues, for standing firm on The Boat Harbour Act. In the past 50 plus years every government 
in Nova Scotia has permitted, encouraged, or simply turned a blind eye to this horrendous injustice 
towards the people of Pictou Landing First Nations, as well as the rest of the population of Pictou 
County.  Thank you, cannot be said enough for standing by the Boat Harbour Act. 
 
I realize there will be economic impact, but historically people rally when they are faced with change. 
Nova Scotia can no longer continue to have our forests raped, and our fisheries and tourism harmed 
for this outdated, global, polluting industry.  Yes, we need forestry, in the sense for re-forestation, we 
need trees for the animals that are now in our backyards; and on our highways; because we have 
destroyed their homes.  We need forestry; to build new homes and businesses for our increasing 
population here in Nova Scotia, but there are better ways! Many forestry people have come forward 
and stated this publically, in regards to Northern Pulp’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
and now the Focus Report. Nova Scotia needs sustainable forestry practices. 
 
I stand by my comments and questions I presented in my first letter of 08 March 2019 and at this point 
I wish only to add that I have run the Property Identification Numbers which Northern Pulp set out in 
their Focus Report as properties being affected by the construction/creation/ placement of the pipe 
which will pump effluent from Northern Pulp into the Northumberland Strait.  These numbers are as 
follows: 
 
65097099; 65094914; 65094808; 65094906; 65094930; 65094971; 65097065; 65094948; 65095010; 
65091336; 65091328; 65095036; 65103798; 65106288 and 65131252. 
 
I have entered the forgoing numbers on Property online; and nothing comes up corresponding with 
them.  The only exception is the number; bolded, highlighted in yellow, and underlined 65094971 is the 
only actual PID # in the area, showing the property situated east of the Pictou Rotary near the Jitney 
Trail. 
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How this pipe is going to run along the 106 Hwy to the Northumberland Ferries and the Caribou Fishers 
Wharf and not affect land owners on either side of the highway?  Has our Department of Transportation 
and Infrastructure Renewal already agreed to/or permitted this pipe to be placed on/or under their 
right of way? Also, in the recent past there was a leak, what has come of that investigation?  It has 
been over a year, and nothing has been released regarding that incident?  What will happen if the 
“new pipe” leaks at the rate of millions of litres per day? What then, for the residents of Pictou County, 
its marine life, wildlife, flora and fauna?  Who answers to those environment catastrophes? Who pays 
to clean it up? The same management that didn’t know they had a leak in October 2017, until property 
owners reported it? The same management that have Property Identifying numbers that show nothing 
corresponding with them in a Focus Report to our Government Officials? 

Please apply the Precautionary Principal in your reviews of the history, and the supplied 
documentation by Northern Pulp or Paper Excellence as they have continually demonstrated over the 
past 50 plus years, “there is a chance of damage resulting”, one needs only to visit Boat Harbour, or 
take a deep breath (smell and taste the effluent) in Pictou County, to know whole heartily that 
damage has resulted and continues here. Haven’t we paid Northern Pulp enough for their abuse, 
destruction, and disregard for the PLFN and residents of Pictou County?  Do we now have to sacrifice 
our multi-million dollar fishing industry? What is left of our tourism industry? The health and safety of our 
future generations to this global polluter?  

Please, Honourable Gentlemen, do not destroy the incredible beauty and resources of the 
Northumberland Strait or any other part of Nova Scotia please bring this corporate nightmare to its 
rightful end.  Be the first government of Nova Scotia, in over half a century, to put The People and 
Environmental Protection FIRST.  Nova Scotia will rally, we are fundamentally survivors and innovators, 
removing a poison environment is a step in the right direction for everyone on the planet, stay brave, 
and place us on a path to a brighter, cleaner future. 

Respectfully submitted 

 
@munpict.ca 

att. 



Environmental Assessment Branch 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box442 

Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 

Submitted via email: ea@novascotia.ca 

08 March 2019 

Dear Minister Miller 

I write to you as a lifetime resident of Pictou County, to protect the Northumberland Strait and to end the 

half century of environmental racism that continues to this day in Boat Harbour. 

Please reject the proposed Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project due to the 

following: 

Northern Pulp's Environmental documents use as an example a pulp mill in Tasmania, Australia which 

does not exist! How can this document be considered, in any way credible, on this fallacy alone? There is 

no mention of the amount of mercury that will be present in the effluent they propose to dump into the 

Northumberland Strait. The Northumberland Strait has economically provided for Nova Scotia, Prince 

Edward Island and New Brunswick, fisheries industries, tourism industry, transportation (Northumberland 

Ferries Ltd.) along with numerous small business along this beautiful coast. Our license plates states we 

are: "Canada's Ocean Playground". 

Northern Pulp claims that damage will be minimal, how can they make such a claim when the 

Northumberland Strait is home to a very delicate ecosystem, it is Governments and citizens' responsibility 

to protect this ecosystem and the sustainable industries that it provides to the Maritime Provinces. 

I have lived in Pictou County my entire life, leaving for education and work opportunities for years and 

then returning to stay. My family summered on Caribou Island, and when I was between 4 and 6 years 

old my Mother, Aunts, cousins and myself would pick wild heather along the rocky shores of Caribou 

Island. By the age of 7 there was no more heather to be found along Caribou Island. I realize this may be 

a coincidence, but as I was born in  and Scott Paper opened in 1967, I have often wondered 

if the air/water emissions from this industry contributed to the demise of the wild shrub, possibly making 

the air or the soil to acidic for the plant to continue to thrive. How will the effluent from Northern Pulp 

effect marshlands, and rivers and brooks? Once these are destroyed can they be remedied? What adverse 

effects will this have on all wildlife that have already lost their habitat to the clear-cutting, forestry industry 

here in Nova Scotia? 



I respectfully request that this project be subject to a Federal Assessment as the Northumberland Strait is 

under the jurisdiction of the Federal Government and the Fisheries Act is Federal Legislation, not 

provincial. This proposed project by Northern Pulp, is not worth the risk and the precautionary principle 

means it is incumbent on the Nova Scotia government to err on the side of caution. 

The Northumberland Strait has a delicate ecosystem which must be protected. 

There has been no consideration given to the Town of Pictou Watershed, where the pipe will be put 

through. 

The Pictou Landing First Nations, the Northumberland Fisheries Association and the public have raised 

many concerns which are not being properly addressed by Northern Pulp regarding this project. There 

has been no public consultations on this newly proposed site. 

The potential effects on species at risk has been ignored, the proposed site of the pipe goes through a 

rock crab nursery which feeds the lobsters; there is a herring spawning bed in close proximity to the site 

of the pipe; not to mention other protected species such as piping plover, hawks and eagles How will 

these protected species be affected by not just the effluent, but the construction of this pipe? 

I work in by-law enforcement for the County of Pictou, one of the aspects of my position is to remove, 

seal, whale, shark, porpoise carcasses from the coastline of the county. Has any thought been given to 

the protection of these incredible sea creatures? How many more species will die from exposure to these 

chemicals that will spill from this pipe? 

As the tax payers have paid for this company for the past 52 years how much more are we going to pay 

for the pollution we have been subjected to, along with the rape our forestry, and now are we to pay for 

Northern Pulp to destroy "Canada's Ocean Playground" and the century old industries it has provided? 

How in 2019 can this be condoned in a leading country of the world? 

Please right the wrongs of the past half century, please hold this company to a higher standard and protect 

our province, our children, and their future by calling for a full Environmental Assessment Report on this 

proposal; and close the effluent treatment facility in Boat Harbour on January 31, 2020 as scheduled. 

Respectfully submitted 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal
Date: November 8, 2019 4:42:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is and I am writing to you about my concern with Northern Pulp’s  Effluent
Treatment Facility Proposal. I am a resident of Pictou County, I have grown up walking the
beaches, swimming in the waters and fishing on the waters of the Northumberland Strait. The
idea that Northern Pulp wants to use, what I think of as my backyard, as a dumping ground for
their waste is unfathomable. 

I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year) of
effluent into the Northumberland Strait is a terrible idea. We all know that when you discard
of pollutants in the ocean they do not just go away. They may appear to disappear or meet
background concentrations, but the fact remains, the pollutants are still there. The solution to
pollution is not dilution! 

There are many people who eat shellfish off the shores of Caribou Island and surrounding
beaches, many people who swim and boat in the Northumberland Strait, there are also many
recreational and commercial fisherman on the water as well. To put all that at risk is not fair to
ask. Using the Northumberland Strait as an effluent dumping ground is putting the ocean,
marine life and people in unnecessary danger.

The mill has proposed an effluent pipe running into the Northumberland Strait on more then
one occasion in the past. It was not approved. At that time the danger could be foreseen. We
claim to be more educated now, claim to be making decisions based on science. If this is true
then the pipe proposal should be denied this time as well. There should never be an effluent
pipe from Northern Pulp flowing into the Northumberland Strait ever. 

Thanks,



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:45:10 PM
Attachments: Northern Pulp CBFHA to NSE Nov 7 2019.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please find attached our comments Northern Pulp review.

Thank you!

 

Cape Breton Fish Harvesters Association (formerly LFA27 Management Board)
262 Commercial St. Suite #4
North Sydney, NS, B2A 1B8

www.capebretonfish.com
facebook: Cape Breton Lobster
twitter: cblobsters

http://www.capebretonlobster.com/



 


November 7, 2019   


Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 


Nova Scotia Environment 


PO Box 442 


Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 


 


Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 


Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson, 


Northern Pulp Nova Scotia has submitted a Focus Report to the province on October 2, 2019. It is 


proposing a new treatment facility that will discharge 70-90 million litres of contaminated effluent into 


the Northumberland Strait every day.  A Federal government study conducted a few years ago 


concluded that, even when meeting federal regulations, 70% of pulp mills in Canada continue to have 


harmful effects on aquatic life and habitat, and 55% are having harmful effects on the larger 


environment. The Northumberland Strait is part of the rich and vital fishing industry of our province. The 


reputation of our industry, and our brand, is built on seafood harvested from clean, cold, pristine waters 


off our province’s rugged coastline. A threat to this reputation is a threat to the industry throughout 


Nova Scotia, Cape Breton and in neighbouring provinces.  


The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) Focus Report was reviewed by the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet 


Planning Board in detail. The CBFHA supports the conclusions made in the review, namely:    


In closing, the GNSFPB would like to reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately address the 


Terms of Reference outlined in section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 Human Health and 2.0 


Project Description… Northern Pulp relies on major assumptions and blanketed statements to 


suggest that there will be no harm to the marine environment, including fish and fish habitat. 


There are gaps in the evidence presented, including but not limited to: impact on lobster 


development and population health, incomplete or non-existent commitment to follow up 


monitoring, lack of evidence to protect vulnerable populations or habitat such as fall spawning 


herring, other SARA (Cod, White Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel grass beds, limited 


understanding of the seasonal impacts of ice cover and ice scouring. The importance of the 


global optics of the Canadian seafood brand can not be undervalued or excluded from this 


Environmental Assessment approach. 


Unfortunately, Northern Pulp has failed to assure our fishing industry that our brand and our livelihoods 


are not at risk. In fact, all evidence points to the proposed pipe and its discharging effluent having 







harmful effects on marine species. Mill officials and their consultants provided no hard science on the 


impact on fisheries and fish habitat, yet insist that discharge into the Northumberland Strait is their only 


option. Northern Pulp appears satisfied to have the fishing industry assume 100% of the risk of their 


proposed new treatment facility. This is not acceptable to the fishing industry of Atlantic Canada. 


We hope that your department will take these comments seriously and consider our vital fishing 


industry in making your final decision.  


Thank you for your attention to this very serious matter, 


 


Veronika Brzeski, Executive Director 


Cape Breton Fish Harvesters Association 







 

November 7, 2019   

Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

 

Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 

Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson, 

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia has submitted a Focus Report to the province on October 2, 2019. It is 

proposing a new treatment facility that will discharge 70-90 million litres of contaminated effluent into 

the Northumberland Strait every day.  A Federal government study conducted a few years ago 

concluded that, even when meeting federal regulations, 70% of pulp mills in Canada continue to have 

harmful effects on aquatic life and habitat, and 55% are having harmful effects on the larger 

environment. The Northumberland Strait is part of the rich and vital fishing industry of our province. The 

reputation of our industry, and our brand, is built on seafood harvested from clean, cold, pristine waters 

off our province’s rugged coastline. A threat to this reputation is a threat to the industry throughout 

Nova Scotia, Cape Breton and in neighbouring provinces.  

The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) Focus Report was reviewed by the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet 

Planning Board in detail. The CBFHA supports the conclusions made in the review, namely:    

In closing, the GNSFPB would like to reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately address the 

Terms of Reference outlined in section 7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 Human Health and 2.0 

Project Description… Northern Pulp relies on major assumptions and blanketed statements to 

suggest that there will be no harm to the marine environment, including fish and fish habitat. 

There are gaps in the evidence presented, including but not limited to: impact on lobster 

development and population health, incomplete or non-existent commitment to follow up 

monitoring, lack of evidence to protect vulnerable populations or habitat such as fall spawning 

herring, other SARA (Cod, White Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel grass beds, limited 

understanding of the seasonal impacts of ice cover and ice scouring. The importance of the 

global optics of the Canadian seafood brand can not be undervalued or excluded from this 

Environmental Assessment approach. 

Unfortunately, Northern Pulp has failed to assure our fishing industry that our brand and our livelihoods 

are not at risk. In fact, all evidence points to the proposed pipe and its discharging effluent having 



harmful effects on marine species. Mill officials and their consultants provided no hard science on the 

impact on fisheries and fish habitat, yet insist that discharge into the Northumberland Strait is their only 

option. Northern Pulp appears satisfied to have the fishing industry assume 100% of the risk of their 

proposed new treatment facility. This is not acceptable to the fishing industry of Atlantic Canada. 

We hope that your department will take these comments seriously and consider our vital fishing 

industry in making your final decision.  

Thank you for your attention to this very serious matter, 

Cape Breton Fish Harvesters Association 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 4:45:53 PM
Attachments:  NP Focus Report Comments.pdf

 NPEA Response_Mar2019.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please find attached my comments concerning the Northern Pulp Replacement  Effluent
Treatment Facility Project.



November 7, 2019  

Nova Scotia Environment 
Via email: EA@novascotia.ca 

Dear Honourable Minister Wilson:  

Re:  Northern Pulp Replacement  Effluent Treatment Facility Project  

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s focus report for their replacement effluent treatment 
facility project that would discharge upwards of  85 million litres of treated pulp effluent daily and 
into the Northumberland Strait. 

The below comments are a follow up to my March 9, 2019 response to Northern Pulp’s original EARD 
where I outlined my concerns with Northern Pulp’s public engagement process (attached). 

NSE’s terms of reference for Northern’s Pulp’s focus report outlines the  following two requirements 
for public engagement.  

1.1 Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions and comments raised by the 
public, Mi’kmaq and government departments, and incorporate these comments in the Focus 
Report where applicable.  

I am unable to find any reference to my comments and concerns in the concordance table in 
Appendix 1.1 of Northern Pulp’s Focus Report.   There is no section of the concordance table 
focused on public, stakeholder or Mi’kmaq engagement. 

1.2 Provide a plan to share future reports and/or studies relevant to this Project with the 
public and the Mi’kmaq such as the Pictou Landing First Nation, including but not 
limited to the future Environmental Effects Monitoring results for the new effluent 
treatment facility. 

Page 11 of Northern Pulp’s focus report includes a chart outlining levels of engagement for 
stakeholders, right holders, and the public for various phases of the project.  Northern Pulp has 
deemed an email notification as a light level of engagement and posting a report on-line as a 
medium level of engagement.  



Public engagement is defined as a two-way process, involving interaction and listening, with the goal 
of generating mutual benefit.  Sending an email notification and posting information on a website 
provides little to no opportunity for interaction and listening on the part of Northern Pulp, the public 
or stakeholders.  

On two occasions (January 22, 2018 and July 9, 2018) Northern Pulp consultants, Dillon Consulting, 
responded to inquiries from Friends of the Northumberland Strait .  

 asked Dillon Consulting on both occasions if there would be a second set of 
public open house meetings.  Dillon Consulting responded that yes, “there would be another open 
house session where the public’s questions from the initial phase of engagement would be answered 
and recommended environmental plans would be presented.”  
  
Despite having a new receiving water location, new route, changes to the original technical proposal 
and several dozen new studies, Northern Pulp failed to honour that commitment.  Instead, they 
chose to keep the public and stakeholders in the dark until filing their environmental assessment on 
January 31, 2019, leaving the public and stakeholders only 30 days to review massive amounts of 
technical information.  

In a January 16, 2019 New Glasgow News story, (https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/lack-of-public-
consultation-ahead-of-northern-pulps-submission-of-environmental-assessment-sparks-
backlash-276338/?fbclid=IwAR3bzXql2TfRqKiTOMpABZb-
umqpcekfBmKsFgya8JSFoKJOLFJP_DMsVAk)  Northern Pulp blamed a survey boat blockade and an 
increased number of required studies for the delay in filing their project and subsequent lack of 
further public open houses.  Northern Pulp’s director of communication stated "We’re at a point now 
where we want the project to move forward.” Northern Pulp had since May 2015 to start moving 
forward on their project but instead opted to wait another two years and four months before 
commencing work.  

In more recent month’s, Northern Pulp has done little to indicate they will improve their public or 
stakeholder engagement practices. 

In late August of this year, The Fishermen’s Working Group representing over 3000 fishers in the 
Northumberland Strait, sent a letter to Northern Pulp requesting copies of any completed studies or 
reports for their ETF project.  Northern Pulp failed to respond to the fishermen’s request despite the 
following:  

• That the NSE terms of reference states that “during the preparation of the Focus Report, it is 
strongly recommended that NPNS continues to engage with relevant stakeholders and the 
Mi’kmaq including Pictou Landing First Nation, and to share relevant studies and reports”; 

• That the fishermen are identified as stakeholders in Northern Pulp’s Stakeholder Engagement 
Plan (Appendix 1.2) ; 

• That Northern Pulp indicated on their website that 90% of the studies were completed at the 
time. 

https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/lack-of-public-consultation-ahead-of-northern-pulps-submission-of-environmental-assessment-sparks-backlash-276338/?fbclid=IwAR3bzXql2TfRqKiTOMpABZb-umqpcekfBmKsFgya8JSFoKJOLFJP_DMsVAk
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/lack-of-public-consultation-ahead-of-northern-pulps-submission-of-environmental-assessment-sparks-backlash-276338/?fbclid=IwAR3bzXql2TfRqKiTOMpABZb-umqpcekfBmKsFgya8JSFoKJOLFJP_DMsVAk)
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/lack-of-public-consultation-ahead-of-northern-pulps-submission-of-environmental-assessment-sparks-backlash-276338/?fbclid=IwAR3bzXql2TfRqKiTOMpABZb-umqpcekfBmKsFgya8JSFoKJOLFJP_DMsVAk)
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/lack-of-public-consultation-ahead-of-northern-pulps-submission-of-environmental-assessment-sparks-backlash-276338/?fbclid=IwAR3bzXql2TfRqKiTOMpABZb-umqpcekfBmKsFgya8JSFoKJOLFJP_DMsVAk)
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/lack-of-public-consultation-ahead-of-northern-pulps-submission-of-environmental-assessment-sparks-backlash-276338/?fbclid=IwAR3bzXql2TfRqKiTOMpABZb-umqpcekfBmKsFgya8JSFoKJOLFJP_DMsVAk)


Page 9 of Northern Pulp’s focus report indicates the Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP) was 
developed to “outline how information will be provided to multiple stakeholders and rights holders in 
a timely manner so that these groups can voice their opinions and concerns” (appendix 1.2).  The SEP 
identifies Lobster Fishermen, Fisheries Groups  and tours operators (DEANS) as stakeholders.  The 
SEP, however, fails to outline how these particular stakeholders will be engaged (fig 2.3).  

Northern Pulp’s lack of public and stakeholder consultation is clearly reflected in the inaccuracies of 
their focus report.  For example, Page130 of Northern Pulp’s focus report includes a marine chart 
illustrating locations of  “lobster buoy clusters” (fig 7.3-3).  The figure shows no lobster fishing within 
or near the pipe diffuser location. Fishermen have attempted to tell Northern Pulp repeatedly that 
lobster fishing occurs along the pipe route and within the diffuser area.  This is just one example of 
Northern Pulp not accepting information for what is true and instead manipulating it to meet their 
own needs.  



Critical information gaps in Northern Pulp’s focus report also illustrate a lack of response to public 
and stakeholder concerns.  One of the most notable information gaps is no clear description of the 
effluent composition.  This information has been requested repeatedly by the fishermen, by 
members of the public, and by NSE.  

As the Minister of Environment, you are obligated to ‘consider steps taken by the proponent to 
address environmental concerns expressed by the public’ when making your decision. Many issues 
raised in the original EARD by the public and by stakeholders showed a strong likelihood the project 
will harm the environment.  These same issues were not addressed satisfactorily in the focus report.  
For this reason,  I urge you to reject this project. Northern Pulp has been given multiple opportunities 
to show the community that their project would not cause harm, but they have failed. 

In addition to rejecting Northern Pulp’s ETF proposal, I expect our government to uphold its promise 
to Pictou Landing First Nation and close Boat Harbour to the flow of pulp effluent on January 31, 
2020.  The community of Pictou Landing First Nation should not have to live one more day breathing 
in the toxic haze from Boat Harbour that sweeps over Pictou Landing.   As a cottage owner and a 
neighbour to Pictou Landing First Nation, we have experienced the air pollution first hand that this 
community must endure every day.  We have the luxury of returning to our home in Hants County 
when the air pollution becomes overwhelming.   The community members of Pictou Landing First 
Nation do not have that same luxury, nor should they have to leave their home to reap the benefits of 
the clean air and water that all Nova Scotians are entitled to.  

 Sincerely, 

 
Upper Rawdon NS 

  
(summer residence -  Pictou Landing) 



March 9, 2019  

Dear Honourable Minister Miller:  

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s environmental assessment for their new effluent treatment facility 
that would discharge upwards of 85 million litres of treated pulp effluent daily into the delicate ecosystem 
of  the Northumberland Strait.  

  have a cottage on Moodie Cove, Pictou Landing.  As recreational water enthusiasts,  we 
have spent our summers exploring the Strait and observing its diverse marine life.  The Caribou Harbour 
area is one of our favourite areas to explore. We travel from the Pictou Landing Marina, make our way 
around the PEI Ferry markers and anchor off Munroe’s Island.  Here we will walk the beaches, swim and 
snorkel.  While snorkelling, we have noticed the Caribou area is rich in marine life and is home to large 
populations of juvenile fish and crustaceans.   

Concern: Northern Pulp’s Community Liaison Committee - Lack of Transparency 
While there are countless data gaps and inaccuracies in Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment related 
to potential harmful environmental effects of the Project, I would like to focus on one concern with respect 
to public consultation, specifically Northern Pulp’s Community Liaison Committee.  

Northern Pulp provides the following description of their Community Liaison Committee (CLC) in their EA. 

“NPNS has an existing Community Liaison Committee (CLC). The CLC serves as a formal consultation process 
with certain local stakeholders in compliance with NPNS’ Industrial Approval to operate. The CLC serves a 
very important role in providing advice and facilitating two-way communication. The CLC members represent 
themselves as members of their community and provide their own personal perspective to the committee. 
They also provide constructive input on how the company may better address and respond to the community 
needs and concerns. The CLC meets at a minimum twice annually, in Spring and Fall, as well as convening on 
an as-needed basis. The CLC includes representatives from Pictou Landing First Nation, the communities of 
Abercrombie, Pictou Landing Moodie Cove and Pictou, NPNS staff, and NPNS executives.” 

In the Socio-Economic Impact section of the NPEA, under 8.14.6 Follow-up and Monitoring [operation and 
maintenance phase], Northern Pulp states: The existing Community Liaison Committee will continue to serve 
the very important role in providing advice and facilitating two-way communication between the local 
community and NPNS. 

And also under the Socio-Economic section, under 8.15.3.3 Characterization of Residual Environmental 
Effects, the NPEA states: The existing CLC will continue to provide two-way communication between NPNS 
and the surrounding communities. 

Northern Pulp’s CLC meeting minutes (sample: http://northernpulp.ca/assets/Uploads/NPNS-CLC-
June-2018-summary-notes-FW.pdf) ) indicate there is a representative from Moodie Cove on the CLC, 
however no name is provided for that committee member nor any of the other committee members.     

http://northernpulp.ca/assets/Uploads/NPNS-CLC-June-2018-summary-notes-FW.pdf
http://northernpulp.ca/assets/Uploads/NPNS-CLC-June-2018-summary-notes-FW.pdf


As mentioned above, our cottage is on Moodie Cove, along with 20 other cottages that are accessed by 
three private roads.  There are no permanent residents on Moodie Cove.  Twelve of the cottages, including 
ours,  is accessed via Rustico Lane. I contacted an executive member of the association for our road,  

  to ask if  knew who the representative was for Moodie Cove on Northern Pulp’s CLC.   
 was unaware there was a representative and called Northern Pulp on behalf of our association to 

find an answer. 

 received a call back from Terry Fraser, Northern Pulp’s Technical Manager.  Ms. Fraser indicated 
that the CLC members are anonymous and that  if we wanted to present any of our views or questions to the 
committee, it would have to be through her.  

In Nova Scotia Environment’s Guide for the Formation and Operation of a Community Liaison Committee 
(https://novascotia.ca/nse/issues/docs/Community_Liaison_Committee_Guideline.pdf), it states the 
purpose of a CLC is: To represent community interest by providing an avenue for the mutual exchange of 
information between the proponent and the community with respect to any existing or potential 
environmental effects of the project plan and activities. 

The Guide also details the following mandate and responsibilities by the proponent and CLC members: 

Section Description Issue/Concern

The mandate A  forum whereby the residents can bring 

any issues of public concern related to 

proponent’s activities to the attention of 

the facility operators. 

The only residents who can bring 
their issues forward, are the ones 
sitting on the CLC, therefore 
Northern Pulp’s CLC fails to  
represent the concerns of their 
communities. 

Proponents 
Responsibility

Notice of the CLC formation and members 

must be made known to the residents of 

the affected area by the proponent.” 

Northern Pulp’s members have 
remained confidential making it 
impossible for residents to bring 
their concerns forward to the CLC.

Proponents 
Responsibility

The proponent should ensure that the 
views of the CLC are made available to the 
public in an appropriate manner. 

Minutes from CLC meetings made 
available to the public are vague and 
provide no detail on input from CLC 
members (sample: http://
northernpulp.ca/assets/Uploads/
NPNS-CLC-June-2018-summary-
notes-FW.pdf)

CLC Members’ 
Responsibility

Discussing community views, issues and 

concerns with respect to the project plan 

and activities. 

It is impossible for CLC members to 
adequately express the views of the 
community when the community is 
unaware of who to express their 
views to. 

https://novascotia.ca/nse/issues/docs/Community_Liaison_Committee_Guideline.pdf
http://northernpulp.ca/assets/Uploads/NPNS-CLC-June-2018-summary-notes-FW.pdf


  
In summary, Northern Pulp’s Community Liaison Committee fails to facilitate any genuine or meaningful two-
way communication between the local community and Northern Pulp. The CLC also fails to effectively 
represent the concerns and opinions of the surrounding community.  It is my understanding that Northern 
Pulp’s CLC structure has been brought to the attention of  Nova Scotia Environment in the past, and that 
NSE has accepted this poor level of functioning.  

Not only did Northern Pulp fail to hold a second set of public consultation sessions to inform the community 
on changes to their proposed ETF and the new Caribou outfall location, but they are now suggesting their 
CLC committee will be a primary tool in mitigating environmental effects from the construction and 
operation of this new facility to the socio-economic environment. (section 8.14 - Socio-economics 
Environment, 8.14.4.2 - Mitigation). 

As the Minister of Environment, you are obligated to ‘consider steps taken by the proponent to address 
environmental concerns expressed by the public’ when making your decision.  Northern Pulp has not done 
an adequate job informing the public and collecting concerns, and therefore cannot properly address them.  
As well, Northern Pulp does not  have the proper infrastructure in place to address any public concerns 
during the construction and operation phases of the project.  

Based on the above outlined concerns, combined with the extensive data gaps in the NPEA, I am 
requesting that you reject Northern Pulp’s proposal.  Northern Pulp has failed to demonstrate that their 
project will not cause adverse effects to the environment that can be mitigated. 

Sincerely,  

 
Upper Rawdon NS 
(summer resident - Moodie Cove, Pictou Landing)



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 4:47:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: This level of pollution is not sustainable, I have seen effects on
lobsters on Eastern side of Pictou Harbour over 15 years ago, not to mention reBoat Harbour...
which should not be repeated even at a fraction of previous practices Name: 

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 67 y: 17



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Re: NP replacement effluent treatment facility project
Date: November 8, 2019 4:49:34 PM
Attachments: .pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honourable Minister Wilson: 

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s focus report for their replacement effluent treatment facility
project that would discharge up to 85 million litres of treated pulp effluent daily into the Northumberland
Strait.

In my March 9 response to Northern Pulp’s original EARD (attached), I outlined my concerns with
Northern Pulp’s parent company and their global reputation for deforestation, air pollution, fraud, bribery
and greenwashing.  As a  with 30 years experience, it concerns me greatly that Nova
Scotia’s government feels this foreign owned corporate bully is the best we can do.  

Like many citizens, I was pleased to see Nova Scotia environment do the right thing on March
29  by rejecting Northern Pulp’s EARD and requiring the company to submit a focus report based on a
lengthy terms of reference provided by NSE.  

To no surprise, Northern Pulp has failed to meet those terms of reference. 

They have not provided data to prove that the project can be done safely.  On almost every key point
Northern Pulp has not provided concrete plans on what will be done. Examples include:

No plan for a definite pipe route
No plan for leak detection on the marine portion of pipe 
No specified leak detection for on-land pipe
No clear description of composition of effluent 

The focus report also contains many factual errors on the most basic information such as:

Where fish are located and where fishermen fish
Risks of treated pulp effluent to marine environments

Minister Wilson, I  am asking that you reject Northern Pulp’s proposed project. Their focus report does not
prove that their project will not cause adverse effects to the environment.  In fact, this focus report proves
that Northern Pulp has no intention of changing its environmental legacy, as it has stated repeatedly in
the media. If this project is approved, Northern Pulp will continue to operate in the same vain of its parent
company at the expense of Pictou County and all\ Nova Scotians.  

I also ask that the Nova Scotia Legislature honour the Boat Harbour Act and the scheduled closure date
of January 31, 2020.  As a cottage owner on Pictou Landing, I am very familiar with the polluted air and
water that Pictou Landing First Nation must live with every day.  Over the last two years, I have come to
learn of the significant impacts that 53 years of pollution has had on the Pictou Landing First Nation
community. This community can wait no longer to begin to heal. 

Sincerely,



Upper Rawdown, NS

(summer resident - Moodie Cove,  Pictou Landing)

On Friday, November 8, 2019, 04:43:36 p.m. NST, @yahoo.ca> wrote:

Dear Honourable Minister Wilson: 

I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s focus report for their replacement effluent treatment facility
project that would discharge up to 85 million litres of treated pulp effluent daily into the Northumberland
Strait.

In my March 9 response to Northern Pulp’s original EARD (attached), I outlined my concerns with
Northern Pulp’s parent company and their global reputation for deforestation, air pollution, fraud, bribery
and greenwashing.  As a with 30 years experience, it concerns me greatly that Nova
Scotia’s government feels this foreign owned corporate bully is the best we can do.  

Like many citizens, I was pleased to see Nova Scotia environment do the right thing on March 29 
by rejecting Northern Pulp’s EARD and requiring the company to submit a focus report based on a
lengthy terms of reference provided by NSE.  

To no surprise, Northern Pulp has failed to meet those terms of reference. 

They have not provided data to prove that the project can be done safely.  On almost every key point
Northern Pulp has not provided concrete plans on what will be done. Examples include:

No plan for a definite pipe route
No plan for leak detection on the marine portion of pipe 
No specified leak detection for on-land pipe
No clear description of composition of effluent 

The focus report also contains many factual errors on the most basic information such as:

Where fish are located and where fishermen fish
Risks of treated pulp effluent to marine environments

Minister Wilson, I  am asking that you reject Northern Pulp’s proposed project. Their focus report does not 
prove that their project will not cause adverse effects to the environment.  In fact, this focus report proves 
that Northern Pulp has no intention of changing its environmental legacy, as it has stated repeatedly in 
the media. If this project is approved, Northern Pulp will continue to operate in the same vain of its parent 
company at the expense of Pictou County and all\ Nova Scotians.  

I also ask that the Nova Scotia Legislature honour the Boat Harbour Act and the scheduled closure date 
of January 31, 2020.  As a cottage owner on Pictou Landing, I am very familiar with the polluted air and 
water that Pictou Landing First Nation must live with every day.  Over the last two years, I have come to 
learn of the significant impacts that 53 years of pollution has had on the Pictou Landing First Nation 
community. This community can wait no longer to begin to heal. 

Sincerely,

Upper Rawdown, NS

(summer resident - Moodie Cove,  Pictou Landing)



March 9, 2019


Dear Honourable Minister Miller:


I am writing in response to Northern Pulp’s environmental assessment for their new effluent treatment 
facility that would discharge up to 85 million litres daily of treated pulp effluent daily and into the 
Northumberland Strait.


Our family has had cottages on Moodie Cove since the early 1900’s, long before the mill compromised 
air quality and before its effluent hugged the shoreline along Lighthouse Beach.  My deep appreciation 
for the Northumberland Strait’s beauty and clear water is what keeps our family coming back.   


As  with  30 years  of experience,  the history of Northern Pulp’s parent companies is of 
particular concern to me.   Northern Pulp is owned by Paper Excellence a subsidiary of Indonesian 
conglomerate, Sinar Mas.  Sinar Mas is owned by the Widjaya family,  one of the  wealthiest families in  
Indonesia.  Their businesses are responsible for deforestation of the Indonesian rainforest; contributing 
to hazardous level of smog in Singapore and Malaysia; defaulting on a $14 billion loan; greenwashing 
their companies; and bribing government officials. 


As Northern Pulp wraps up 50 years of deceit and environmental racism with Pictou Landing First 
Nation, they say they are ready to start a new and improved environmental legacy in Nova Scotia. Sinar 
Mas does not have their own country’s best interests at heart. How are we to believe that their 
environmental practices in Nova Scotia will ever be any better. Below are a number of examples of 
questionable practices and concerns by Sinar Mas, parent company of Northern Pulp.


1. Asia Pulp and Paper makes Corporate Criminal List top 10

https://globalexchange.org/2018/11/23/ten-top-corporate-criminals-of-2018

In 2018 Asia Pulp and Paper was listed in the top ten of corporate offenders on the Global Exchange list. 
Global exchange is an international human rights organization dedicated to promoting social, economic 
and environmental justice around the world. Each year it releases its top corporate criminal list too 
highlight some of the world’s corporate worst-of-the-worst on issues like violations of human rights and 
workers’ rights, environmental destruction, war profiteering, and tax evasion and other white-collar 
corporate crime, just to name a few.


Asia Pulp and Paper made Global Exchange’s  2018 “10 Top Corporate Criminal” list for continued 
destruction of the Indonesian rainforest and peatlands and attempting to “greenwash” its image for the 
global market


2. Executives with Sinar Mas arrested in Bribery scandal in Indonesia 

An October 2018 article in Mongabay (detahttps://news.mongabay.com/2018/10/palm-oil-executives-
arrested-in-bribery-scandal-in-indonesia/ils the arrest) details the arrest of three Sinar Mas executives 
after an employee was caught bribing politicians to kill an inquiry into water pollution and plantation 
licenses in Borneo. Two of the executives were employed with a palm oil company which falls under 
Sinar Mas and according to the Mongabay article was located near Lake Sembuluh in Seruyan district, in 
the Bornean province of Central Kalimantan. The lake is ringed by oil palm plantations and mills and has 
become severely polluted, with residents complaining of itchy skin after swimming in its waters and the 
collapse of fish stocks. 

PT Binasawit Abadi Pratama, was a smaller company the executives worked for operating near the lake. 
A tip was received by investigators about a planned meeting in Jakarta between Binasawit 
representatives and provincial legislators, during which the bribery was supposed to take place. Further 

https://globalexchange.org/2018/11/23/ten-top-corporate-criminals-of-2018


investigation revealed that there were problems with Binasawit permits and that Sinar Mas wanted to pay 
off the legislators not only to kill the inquiry into water pollution but also to tell the media that Binasawit’s 
permits were in order. At the conclusion of the investigation two executives from Sinar Mas were 
charged.


3. Greenpeace Slams AP&P over links to Deforestation

https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/news/greenpeace-slams-app-sinar-mas-links-deforestation-ends-
engagement-company/


An article by Greenpeace International in May of 2018 calls out Asia Pulp and Paper (AP&P) over its 
deforestation practices in Asia and indicated that Greenpeace has ended all engagement with the 
company.    Through mapping analysis by Greenpeace International it has been revealed that almost 
8,000 ha of forest and peatland has been cleared since 2013 in two concessions which are, through 
ownership, linked to APP and its parent company the Sinar Mas Group. Greenpeace has put these 
allegations to APP/Sinar Mas. The group failed to provide a credible response or to take meaningful 
action. As a result, Greenpeace has ended all further engagement with APP/Sinar Mas. 

In 2013 APP had adopted a Forestry Conservation Policy (FCP) and had committed to end forest 
clearance within its own and suppliers’ concessions, protect remaining forests in these areas, improve 
management of peatland and work with communities to resolve social conflicts. Greenpeace had been 
advising and inputting into the FCP, however when it was able to show the deforestation of nearly 8000 
hectares through satellite imagery and company deeds, it ended its relationship with APP stating that 
this new evidence tells us that APP/Sinar Mas is not genuinely serious about stopping deforestation in 
Indonesia. Greenpeace further called upon customers of APP to demand they end their deforestation 
practices and that if APP and the Sinar Mas Group do not immediately comply, then all customers should 
cancel contracts and walk away. 

4. Behind-the-scenes ties and significant influence over wood suppliers linked to fires and 
deforestation in Indonesia.  
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/ap-exclusive-pulp-giants-makeover-obscures-supplier-ties/


According to an AP exclusive published in the Seattle Times, December 19, 2017, Sinar Mas, known by 
its international trade name, Asia Pulp and Paper, one of the world’s largest paper producers was 
attempting to “Greenwash” its image for the global market. In the article it states that Asia Pulp and 
Paper (APP) has insisted in company publications, public events and to the media that most of the 
companies that supply it with wood are “independent,” not owned by it or in other ways affiliated with it. 
The AP reviewed over 1000 pages of company records and determined that 10 individuals owned these 
“independent’ wood suppliers, and that six are employees of the Sinar Mas group and two are former 
employees, one with links to the Widjaja family, which owns Sinar Mas. Several work in the finance 
department of Sinar Mas Forestry. According to the article, Sinar Mas had pledged in 2013 to stop 
deforestation however the investigation found that a company owned by two employees of Sinar Mas 
Forestry has been cutting down tropical forest on the island of Borneo since 2014. 

The AP was able to find that 27 so called independent wood suppliers had links to Sinar Mas even 
though the company had told the outside world that they were independent. They were able to identify 
some by matching biographical details in the documents, including birth dates, to information in social 
media profiles, news reports, forestry industry documents and other sources. 

The article goes on to describe that on top of its pledge to stop deforestation in 2013, that Siiar Mas 
made another pledge to gain prior and informed consent of local communities for new plantations, but in 
spite of this, Sinar Mas is pressing ahead with plans to turn 66,000 hectares (163,000 acres) of state land 
in the Bangka Belitung island chain off Sumatra into industrial forestry plantations despite substantial 

https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/news/greenpeace-slams-app-sinar-mas-links-deforestation-ends-engagement-company/
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/ap-exclusive-pulp-giants-makeover-obscures-supplier-ties/


opposition from locals. The move puts the company on a collision course with villages that farm on the 
land and which some 100,000 people call home.


5.  Defaulted on $14 billion worth of bonds and loans in 2001

In the mid-1990s Asia Pulp and Paper (APP) embarked on an aggressive expansion strategy to turn their 
pulp and paper operations into a global player. Billions of dollars were required to fund the intended 
expansion. According to the Bulls and Bears Blog, the company commenced a global drive for funds 
and managed to issue billions of dollars’ worth of bonds starting 1994, with the help of the eager Wall 
Street investment banks, and a story that sold with investors: an emerging market blue-chip, with 
competitive advantage in fast-growing Indonesian hardwood, and operating in low-cost Indonesia while 
collecting revenue in dependable US currency. (http://stocktaleslot.blogspot.com/2005/11/asia-pulp-
paper-debt-default.html.


Several years later, after a down turn in global paper prices ,  APP were unable to meet their debt 
payments on bonds , loans and trade payables  and according to Wikipedia, in 2001, Asia Pulp & Paper 
(APP), the subsidiary of Sinar Mas Group, called a standstill on $14 billion worth of bonds and loans and 
stopped repaying its debt, including interest payments, in what is still the largest default to foreign 
investors in Asian market history. This included about US$6.7 billion of dollar notes, the biggest missed 
bond obligation by an Asian company to date, (The Strait Times, Published Apr 28, 2015, https://
www.straitstimes.com/business/worst-asian-default-forgiven-as-indonesia-billionaire-sells-debt ).


The consequences for the Widjaya family were limited and as the ultimate owners of APP, there was no 
forced pledging of their personal assets, nor any injection of assets to prop up the company for debt 
restructuring. The family and their associates were still left as the operational managers after the whole 
debacle. (Bulls and Bears Blog). The Widjaya family was also the owner of Bank Internasional Indonesia, 
before it was taken over and bailed out by the government in 2001 because it was unable to force Sinar 
Mas and other borrowers to repay their debts, and that, more than half of the bank’s loans were made to 
Sinar Mas companies, violating rules on inter-group lending. (Bloomburg  Billionaire Index, Overview Eka 
Widjaya)


The Widjaya family business went on to recover from this debt default and expanded their properties in 
Indonesia, Singapore and China and according to the Bloomburg Billionaires Idex , Eka Widjaya , the 
founder of the family business was listed in 2017 with a net worth of $ 8.1 Billion.

 

Minister Miller, our natural resources deserve better than Sinar Mas. Nova Scotia deserves better. Pictou 
County deserves better.  I am asking you to reject Northern Pulp’s EA proposal. Their EA does not prove 
that their project will not cause adverse effects to the environment,  and given their  parent company’s  
history of deceit and environmental destruction, there is no evidence to show that Northern Pulp has any 
intention of starting an improved environmental legacy here in Nova Scotia. 


Sincerely,




Upper Rawdown NS

(summer resident - Moodie Cove,  Pictou Landing) 

http://stocktaleslot.blogspot.com/2005/11/asia-pulp-paper-debt-default.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asia_Pulp_%26_Paper
https://www.straitstimes.com/business/worst-asian-default-forgiven-as-indonesia-billionaire-sells-debt


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:00:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
replacement effluent treatment project. The new pipeline and facility will meet environmental
standards and regulations. There are other mills in Canada that successfully use this treatment
system. The project will help to sustain the economically important forest industry throughout
the province while reducing and mitigating environmental impacts in the Strait. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 50 y: 24



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Forwarded Response to Northern Pulp’s Focus Report From 
Date: November 8, 2019 5:01:26 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To the Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment
Province of Nova Scotia
Halifax, NS

Via email to: ea@novascotia.ca

Re: Northern Pulp’s Focus Report

Dear Minister Wilson,

Further to my previous letter to Minister Miller, thank you for inviting public response on the Northern Pulp Focus
Report.

The more I learn about this mill the more concerned I become.

The Abercrombie Point mill has been a bad deal for the taxpayers of Nova Scotia during the 50+ years of its
existence.

I see the pros and cons of the Northern Pulp mill as follows:

PROS:

- employment of local residents at the mill site and spin-off jobs to supply chain workers and wood lot owners

Cons:

- significant degradation of the Acadian Forest on both Crown and privately held lands

- negative effects on natural species that live in the forest, both plant and animal

- the financial liability of the Indemnity Clause funded by the taxpayers of Nova Scotia.

- the cavalier attitude of mill management recently shown toward a local book store and the Pictou Lodge when the
mill’s management publicly  threatened to boycott both local businesses

As for the Indemnity Agreement , this may have been a good idea at the time when the Province negotiated with
Scott Paper to build the mill but this has become an increasingly bad deal for NS taxpayers due to the fact it is
handed down to successive owners of the mill. A small province like ours cannot afford to guarantee the
profitability of foreign owners who have shown no interest in avoiding severe pollution of the local land, water and
air.

The mill was designed for a 30 year useful life. We are now 22 years past that expiry date. Even with a new and
relocated Effluent Treatment System (which still represents an environmental risk for potential leak of toxic waste)
we are still left with a 52 year old mill that will continue to deteriorate and need more money to run. As in the past
that will likely result in contributions from taxpayers.



The ongoing financial burden to NS taxpayers while this mill continues to operate is proof that the negotiations to
bring it here in the first place we’re not done in good faith for the citizens of Nova Scotia. Our best interests were
not considered as far as the long term existence of this mill was/is concerned.

I believe the Cons outweigh the Pros and the time has now come for us to do the math and determine the costs to
shut this mill down and shift our focus on the following:

- rehabilitating our degraded forests,
- developing other more profitable markets for our private wood lot owners
- keeping our current Northumberland Strait fisheries and the Pictou Water Supply safe from the potential disaster of
a toxic chemical spill
- improving the future of Pictou County’s tourism industry.

Sincerely,

Dartmouth, NS

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Environment Minister re Pulp Mill
Date: November 8, 2019 5:12:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I truly value our beautiful Pictou County beaches, Provincial Park and prime fishery .  All of
these valuable resources need to be protected.

Thank you

Sent from my Galaxy Tab® A



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:14:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Please consider long
term environmental impacts over short term economic gains. We need leaders that make
decisions for the future. We need to prioritize our two most important resources, air and water.
Do not make the mistakes of the people before you. Name: Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

59 y: 27



From: @northernpulp.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:15:12 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If the science behind this
system is sound then put the pipe in and hold them accountable if the fishery is damaged. Get
them to improve the air quality as well. That will generate even more jobs. Name: 

@northernpulp.com Address: Municipality: Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 73 y: 16



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:23:00 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I cannot believe the
thought process of seone wanting to dump industrial effuent into our Northumberland strait.
When the world is trying to clean up the mess from 50 years ago the NS gov might be
considering this! Do you not realize this pipe to the strait goes through Pictous water shed? Do
you realize the fishing industry is a multi billion asset not including our tourism industry?
What will be our new NS slogan Canadas ocean dumping ground? Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Pictou Nova Scotia 
Municipality: Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 15



From: @icloud.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:23:17 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a professional
forester, woodlot owner and was for several years  a non- profit
woodlot owner organization advocating for private woodlot owners. It is important to note that
many of our 30,000 family forest owners rely on periodic income from forestry activities to
support their families. Over the last 23 years I have worked across the province with the
sawmills, pulp mills, and harvesting, trucking, and silviculture contractors. In the fall of 2016 I
travelled to Finland with a group of Nova Scotia woodlot owners to study the Finnish forest
industry and what was behind their tremendous success of their family forest owners. One of
our important findings was that the Finnâ?Ts success in forest sustainability was in part due to
the high degree of integration between the sawmilling and pulpwood sectors. More
specifically, sawmills need pulp mills buy their by-products wood chips and woodlot owners
need pulp mills and low grade markets to do proper forest management and silviculture
required for forest improvement. At least 4 of the 5 major sawmills in N.S. depend exclusively
on Northern to buy their sawmill chips and at least 2 of these major sawmills have publically
stated they would have to cease operations should Northern close. In my opinion should
Northern Pulp cease to operate this will be a very significant blow to our forest industry from
which I doubt we could recover for many decades. Closure will also result in the loss of
thousands of rural jobs and incomes of forest owners. I do believe that the fishery and the pulp
mill can co-exist. It is a fact that similar effluent treatment systems have been proven in other
parts of the world and I see no reason that we canâ?Tt maintain our forest industry and fishery
here in Nova Scotia providing we have the proper environmental safeguards in place. I support
the Effluent Treatment plan in principal and hope that the eventual closing of Boat Harbour
and subsequent cleanup can be delayed allowing for this projects completion. Most
importantly of all we should make sure we protect the environment and respect each others
livelihoods and cultures while doing so. Name:  Email:

@icloud.com Address:  Municipality: Waverley Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 59 y: 19



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:24:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is very important to
install the treatment facility at northern pulp! The studies have shown there will be minimal
impact on ocean life! My family and 1000s of others depend on this mill from forestry to the
shops that keep us running daily! Name: @hotmail.com
Address: Municipality: Londonderry Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 27 y: 23



From: @bellaliant.net
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:26:48 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is time that we face the
reality that NP is not a good corporate citizen and that using up the valuable resources
contained within our forests for such a small return while at the same time polluting our
environment makes no sense. There is no SAFE level of the chemicals contained in the
effluent to dump into the straight. We cannot jeopardize both our fishing and our tourism for
the benefit of a foreign company that cares nothing for our environment. It is time we allowed
them to go away and to look at more ecologically sustainable and value added ways of using
the resource that belongs to all Nova Scotians, not to NP. No pipe into the straight and no
extension of time. Name: @bellaliant.net Address: 

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 57 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Response to Focus Report on Northern Pulps Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 5:27:08 PM
Attachments: Response to Focus Report on Northern Pulps Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project .msg

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien


Response to Focus Report on Northern Pulps Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 

		From

		Peter Dodge

		To

		Environment Assessment Web Account

		Recipients

		EA@novascotia.ca





NP Response SD.docx

NP Response SD.docx

Dr. Shelagh Cantley-Dodge 


19 Guy St. 


Dartmouth, NS  B3A-2P4 





Response to : Focus Report on Northern Pulp Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 





Respectfully submitted to The Minister of the Environment : 





“Nova Scotia Environment works to protect and promote a healthy environment. 


……protecting the provinces land, water and air. “ 





Having spent my 57 years summering at our family cottage in Pictou landing, I have spent a lifetime being exposed to the pollution of the land, water and air created by the paper mill at Abercrombie Point and the Boat Harbour effluent treatment facility   My children and now my grandchildren have lived with the pollution and we often have had to vacate our cottage due to the nausea and chest pain that can ensue from breathing the plume of emissions that descend like a fog from the Boat Harbour treatment facility and Northern pulp mill. 





I have many concerns, but would like to focus on the air quality/ emissions that will be created by the proposed new activated sludge treatment (AST) effluent treatment facility (ETF) and the plan to burn BIOSLUDGE , along with the current biomass, in the biomass (power) boiler. My focus is on AIR QUALITY in the terms of reference (section6) requested by the Nova Scotia Dept. of Environment  April 23,2019  and Northern Pulps response in the focus report. 





I reference Northern Pulps focus report Appendix 6.2 -updated air dispersion model  (which also addresses 6.1 - revised air contaminants). I noted while preparing this that there was a revision to 6.1 just last week (October 28/19) – summary of maximum predicted GLC’s (ground level concentrations) from the operation of the project.  





Appendix 6.2 opens to Stantec Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study for the replacement ETF. There are many shocking statistics upon reading the study. 


The first  (section 2.0 Facility description & process overview) is that there are 6 primary sources of air contaminants, with only 4 stated as being equipped with some form of pollution control technology .  


There are 11 other secondary emission sources stated in the pulping process.  


3..0 Air contaminants of interest – there are 86 (Appendix A, Table A1) air contaminants determined to be potentially emitted from ‘the Project’ (ie. replacement ETF & co-combustion of biomass and biosludge in the biomass boiler) 


4.0 Emission inventory lists 86 emission contaminants associated with the project. 


4.1 Biomass boiler (biomass + biosludge)  – expected to potentially release metals, CACs, PAHs, dioxons and furans and VOC’s.  Emmision rates for all these contaminants from the biomass boiler were estimated. 


Page 25/68 stated “as ETF is not yet operational , site specific sludge composition could not be obtained and sludge composition noted was used as a surrogate.” 


Page 26/68 stated “… there is limited information publicly available pertaining to combustion of biosludge from pulp and paper mills.” 


Guidelines published by US environmental protection agency  (US EPA AP-42, Chap.2.2) for sewage sludge incineration was used to estimate contribution from biosludge  for emission rates of CAC’s and VOC’s.


4.2 Activated sludge treatment ETF is expected to potentially release TRS, VOS’s ammonia and some species of PAH’s . 


4.3 Emission rates for other existing sources  of air contaminants were also estimated (the definition of estimate Merriam Webster is to  determine roughly)


5.0 Next sections referred to Air Dispersion Modeling Methodology 


6.0 Air Dispersion Modeling Results


7.0 Discussion  - air contaminants with modeled exceedances are ammonia , chloroform, total reduced sulphur , hexavalent chromium.





8.0  Summary and conclusion stated “As the biomass boiler is not yet operating with the co-combustion of biosludge and biomass, Facility- specific stack testing results are not available. As such, emissions were estimated using emission factors, stack testing results from similar operations at other Kraft pulp mills (Howe Sound and Crofton), and/or sludge composition from another Kraft mill with similar operations (Howe Sound). The data quality is lower when non-site-specific data is used, as there is a level of UNCERTAINTY on representativeness of actual operations. 


Once the replacement ETF is operational, pending approval by the province, Northern Pulp will conduct stack testing of the co-combustion of biomass and biosludge in the biomass boiler. Upon receipt of the stack testing results, the emission rate of hexavalent chromium will be revised, and the air dispersion modelling will be updated to determine if the maximum predicted GLC is below the corresponding ambient air quality standards. In addition, the contaminants that were predicted to exceed ambient air quality criteria with the main contribution being from the AST ETF (ammonia, chloroform, and TRS) will be monitored at ambient monitoring station(s) surrounding the Facility to assess whether air criteria are being met. It is recommended that the monitoring data be used to refine the emission rates and the air dispersion modelling be updated at that time. If the revised air dispersion modelling results and/or the monitoring results indicate the need for mitigation (i.e. an air criteria exceedance is measured or predicted), an air emission reduction plan will be developed and submitted to NSE for review and approval, prior to implementing mitigation actions.” 


In regards to the above statement , since there are so many unknowns in regard to burning of the biosludge and associated air quality/ emissions , Northern Pulp is responsible for follow up stack testing. How are we to trust them with their history of poor compliance (ie. failing stack emission guidelines repeatedly, failing to detect ruptured effluent pipes)  and disregard for the environment. 


9.0 Closing stated, “ This report has been prepared by Stantec Consulting Ltd. wth the input and assistance of Northern Pulp for the sole benefit of Northern Pulp.” 





Appendix 9.2 Human Health Risk Assessment by Ecomatrix Inc., states in 2.7 Uncertainties , “ Throughtout the HHRA process, assumptions must be made due to a lack of absolute scientific knowledge. ….. every assumption introduces some degree of uncertainty into the risk assessment process. “ 


“The predicted air emissions presented in this HHRA are from the updated air dispersion modeling study (Stantec,2019a). The emission rates were estimated by using the existing emissions from the ’19 stack test, anticipated biomass fuel feed rates & adjusting to include anticipated ETF biosludge in the biomass boiler. Stantec found little information related to the combustion of pulp and paper sludge, but uses a sewage sludge incineration guidance to assist with predicting emissions for VOC’s and  NSE criteria air contaminants. 


AS SUCH, THERE IS UNCERTAINTY IN THE PREDICTED EMISSION RATES.” 





What is missing ? 


Concrete data on air quality/ emissions associated with burning of the biosludge in the biomass boiler and data on whether the existing biomass boiler, with its antiquated wet scrubber as the only environmental protection technology, can do the job. 


Will Northern pulp adhere to the 14 parts biomass to 1 part biosludge burn ratio in the boiler ? 


What is the BTU value of the biosludge to confirm its categorization for fuel vs incineration (re. US environmental protection agency guidelines)?





Sections 12 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations (specifically 12.c, 12.d,12.da) have not been satisfied with the Northern Pulp Focus Report. 





Respectfully, I ask the Environment  Minister to reject the proposed project.  Northern Pulp has not provided enough information to prove that the project will not harm the environment, or more importantly, harm or have adverse effects on human health ! Northern Pulp has been allowed to pollute our land, sea and air for far too long with a pulp and paper facility that was never meant to operate past 25 years !!! 


We cannot trust Northern Pulp to monitor air quality / emissions created by the burning of biosludge in the biomass boiler associated with the new AST ETF nor take action to mitigate the risk to human health and the environment based on their history. 


 


A solution for Northern Pulp would be to construct an up to date closed loop system. This would mitigate all environmental and human health risk and concerns. The technology does exist and the owners have the resources. 


It is time to stop this antiquated facility from continuing to pollute our environment and adversely effect our human health. 





Again, Nova Scotia Environment works to protect and promote a healthy environment. 


We are depending on you to protect us and the next generation ! 





Respectfully , 


Dr. Shelagh Cantley-Dodge 
































  
 

Dartmouth, NS    
 
Response to : Focus Report on Northern Pulp Proposed Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project  
 
Respectfully submitted to The Minister of the Environment :  
 
“Nova Scotia Environment works to protect and promote a healthy environment.  
……protecting the provinces land, water and air. “  
 
Having spent my  years summering at our family cottage in Pictou landing, I have 
spent a lifetime being exposed to the pollution of the land, water and air created by 
the paper mill at Abercrombie Point and the Boat Harbour effluent treatment facility 
  My children and now my grandchildren have lived with the pollution and we 
often have had to vacate our cottage due to the nausea and chest pain that can ensue 
from breathing the plume of emissions that descend like a fog from the Boat 
Harbour treatment facility and Northern pulp mill.  
 
I have many concerns, but would like to focus on the air quality/ emissions that will 
be created by the proposed new activated sludge treatment (AST) effluent 
treatment facility (ETF) and the plan to burn BIOSLUDGE , along with the current 
biomass, in the biomass (power) boiler. My focus is on AIR QUALITY in the terms of 
reference (section6) requested by the Nova Scotia Dept. of Environment  April 
23,2019  and Northern Pulps response in the focus report.  
 
I reference Northern Pulps focus report Appendix 6.2 -updated air dispersion model  
(which also addresses 6.1 - revised air contaminants). I noted while preparing this 
that there was a revision to 6.1 just last week (October 28/19) – summary of 
maximum predicted GLC’s (ground level concentrations) from the operation of the 
project.   
 
Appendix 6.2 opens to Stantec Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study for the 
replacement ETF. There are many shocking statistics upon reading the study.  
The first  (section 2.0 Facility description & process overview) is that there are 6 
primary sources of air contaminants, with only 4 stated as being equipped with 
some form of pollution control technology .   
There are 11 other secondary emission sources stated in the pulping process.   
3..0 Air contaminants of interest – there are 86 (Appendix A, Table A1) air 
contaminants determined to be potentially emitted from ‘the Project’ (ie. 
replacement ETF & co-combustion of biomass and biosludge in the biomass boiler)  
4.0 Emission inventory lists 86 emission contaminants associated with the project.  
4.1 Biomass boiler (biomass + biosludge)  – expected to potentially release metals, 
CACs, PAHs, dioxons and furans and VOC’s.  Emmision rates for all these 
contaminants from the biomass boiler were estimated.  



Page 25/68 stated “as ETF is not yet operational , site specific sludge composition 
could not be obtained and sludge composition noted was used as a surrogate.”  
Page 26/68 stated “… there is limited information publicly available pertaining to 
combustion of biosludge from pulp and paper mills.”  
Guidelines published by US environmental protection agency  (US EPA AP-42, 
Chap.2.2) for sewage sludge incineration was used to estimate contribution from 
biosludge  for emission rates of CAC’s and VOC’s. 
4.2 Activated sludge treatment ETF is expected to potentially release TRS, VOS’s 
ammonia and some species of PAH’s .  
4.3 Emission rates for other existing sources  of air contaminants were also 
estimated (the definition of estimate Merriam Webster is to  determine roughly) 
5.0 Next sections referred to Air Dispersion Modeling Methodology  
6.0 Air Dispersion Modeling Results 
7.0 Discussion  - air contaminants with modeled exceedances are ammonia , 
chloroform, total reduced sulphur , hexavalent chromium. 
 
8.0  Summary and conclusion stated “As the biomass boiler is not yet operating 
with the co-combustion of biosludge and biomass, Facility- specific stack testing 
results are not available. As such, emissions were estimated using emission 
factors, stack testing results from similar operations at other Kraft pulp mills 
(Howe Sound and Crofton), and/or sludge composition from another Kraft mill 
with similar operations (Howe Sound). The data quality is lower when non-site-
specific data is used, as there is a level of UNCERTAINTY on representativeness 
of actual operations.  
Once the replacement ETF is operational, pending approval by the province, 
Northern Pulp will conduct stack testing of the co-combustion of biomass and 
biosludge in the biomass boiler. Upon receipt of the stack testing results, the 
emission rate of hexavalent chromium will be revised, and the air dispersion 
modelling will be updated to determine if the maximum predicted GLC is below 
the corresponding ambient air quality standards. In addition, the contaminants 
that were predicted to exceed ambient air quality criteria with the main 
contribution being from the AST ETF (ammonia, chloroform, and TRS) will be 
monitored at ambient monitoring station(s) surrounding the Facility to assess 
whether air criteria are being met. It is recommended that the monitoring data be 
used to refine the emission rates and the air dispersion modelling be updated at 
that time. If the revised air dispersion modelling results and/or the monitoring 
results indicate the need for mitigation (i.e. an air criteria exceedance is 
measured or predicted), an air emission reduction plan will be developed and 
submitted to NSE for review and approval, prior to implementing mitigation 
actions.”  
In regards to the above statement , since there are so many unknowns in regard 
to burning of the biosludge and associated air quality/ emissions , Northern Pulp 
is responsible for follow up stack testing. How are we to trust them with their 
history of poor compliance (ie. failing stack emission guidelines repeatedly, failing 
to detect ruptured effluent pipes)  and disregard for the environment.  



9.0 Closing stated, “ This report has been prepared by Stantec Consulting Ltd. 
wth the input and assistance of Northern Pulp for the sole benefit of Northern 
Pulp.”  
 
Appendix 9.2 Human Health Risk Assessment by Ecomatrix Inc., states in 2.7 
Uncertainties , “ Throughtout the HHRA process, assumptions must be made due 
to a lack of absolute scientific knowledge. ….. every assumption introduces some 
degree of uncertainty into the risk assessment process. “  
“The predicted air emissions presented in this HHRA are from the updated air 
dispersion modeling study (Stantec,2019a). The emission rates were estimated 
by using the existing emissions from the ’19 stack test, anticipated biomass fuel 
feed rates & adjusting to include anticipated ETF biosludge in the biomass boiler. 
Stantec found little information related to the combustion of pulp and paper 
sludge, but uses a sewage sludge incineration guidance to assist with predicting 
emissions for VOC’s and  NSE criteria air contaminants.  
AS SUCH, THERE IS UNCERTAINTY IN THE PREDICTED EMISSION 
RATES.”  
 
What is missing ?  
Concrete data on air quality/ emissions associated with burning of the biosludge 
in the biomass boiler and data on whether the existing biomass boiler, with its 
antiquated wet scrubber as the only environmental protection technology, can do 
the job.  
Will Northern pulp adhere to the 14 parts biomass to 1 part biosludge burn ratio 
in the boiler ?  
What is the BTU value of the biosludge to confirm its categorization for fuel vs 
incineration (re. US environmental protection agency guidelines)? 
 
Sections 12 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations (specifically 12.c, 
12.d,12.da) have not been satisfied with the Northern Pulp Focus Report.  
 
Respectfully, I ask the Environment  Minister to reject the proposed project.  
Northern Pulp has not provided enough information to prove that the project will 
not harm the environment, or more importantly, harm or have adverse effects on 
human health ! Northern Pulp has been allowed to pollute our land, sea and air 
for far too long with a pulp and paper facility that was never meant to operate 
past 25 years !!!  
We cannot trust Northern Pulp to monitor air quality / emissions created by the 
burning of biosludge in the biomass boiler associated with the new AST ETF nor 
take action to mitigate the risk to human health and the environment based on 
their history.  
  
A solution for Northern Pulp would be to construct an up to date closed loop 
system. This would mitigate all environmental and human health risk and 
concerns. The technology does exist and the owners have the resources.  



It is time to stop this antiquated facility from continuing to pollute our environment 
and adversely effect our human health.  
 
Again, Nova Scotia Environment works to protect and promote a healthy 
environment.  
We are depending on you to protect us and the next generation !  
 
Respectfully ,  
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My name is 
of the SENB Forest Products Marketing Board. Our

organization represents approximately 8200 private woodlot owners in the South East New
Brunswick region. I have been following the events unfolding in N.S regarding the efforts of
Northern Pulp to establish a new effluent treatment plant in order to comply with legislation
requiring the existing effluent treatment plant to be shutdown in early 2020. I have been very
impressed with the level of detail and study Northern Pulp has put into making sure the new
plant follows all environmental standards and will have as minimal impact as possible on the
environment once it is built. As a person who has been looking out for the health of our forests
for the past 22 years, I believe it is vitally important that Northern Pulp ensure there will be no
significant environmental impacts as a result of the new effluent treatment plant being
established. To this end, I feel conf ident that they have done the necessary groundwork and
commissioned the necessary studies to accomplish this goal. From a financial impact
perspectiveâ?¦ The only way I can reference a relatable experience should the Boat Harbor Act
not be amended to allow an extension of its use, and Northern Pulp not be granted their permit
to build the new plant is to say that we, as woodlot owners, would see a repeat of what
happened to us as a result of the 2008 U.S. housing crisis. Back then we went from marketing
200,000 cord of wood per year to 50,000. Numerous forestry workers were forced into
bankruptcy or lost their jobs. Our province went from 54 mills purchasing forestry products to
27. It has only been in the past 12 months since Northern Pulp began purchasing softwood
pulp out of our area that we have began to see a rebound from the 2008 housing crisis. A
market for our pulp is critical for those that work in our forests to build confidence, encourage
growth, and embrace forestry as a viable career choice. As rewarding a career as forestry can
be, I canâ?Tt recall the last time I spoke with anyone who has said to their sons or daughters
that a career in forestry is worth considering. Moving forwardâ?¦ We cannot ignore the
concerns of our neighbors who draw their living from the sea, and we cannot disregard the
concerns of the first nations whose land this was long before the arrival of my ancestors. I
believe we all must work together, for our collective benefit, to see Northern Pulp be able to
continue to provide all the economic and social benefits it does. There is a solution, that may
not be perfect for any one party, but will provide a way for all of us to move forward together.
In the meantime, I would like to put the support of our private woodlot owners behind
Northern Pulps proposal for a new effluent treatment plant and implore the N.S government to
do all within its authority to ensure that they provide a path forward for Northern Pulp and all
the other parties involved. Name:  SENB Marketing Board Email:
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on northern pulp for 30 years..and there are thousands more like me.we need this mill to
continue for years to come. The forest industry in nova Scotia depends on this mill shutting it
down can not be an option. Name: @gmail Address: 
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work directly in the forestry business and the Mill creates multiple jobs. It would be an
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believe that Northern Pulps plan to pump up to 85 million litres 31 Billion Litres per year of
effluent into the Northumberland Strait is a bad idea. I do not believe the Northumberland
Strait and its marine life, which is already under a lot of stress, can withstand this incredible
influx of effluent. In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the
potential risk that this poses to our fisheries. The livelihood of our fishers is being threatened
by both the make up of the effluent as well as the temperature. I do not believe the province
would have even considered a proposal from Northern Pulp if that proposal was one that
would put the Michelin plant next door at risk. I dont see how this is different. Do the right
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the economy while protecting the environment at the same time. Name: 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
We urge the Minister to review in detail the technical review provided by the fishing industry association 
and the expert reviews provided by Dr. Laura Braden, Dr. Arnault Le Bris, Dr. Andrea Battison, and NEXUS 
Coastal Resource Management Ltd.  Each of these reports provide unique, detailed, and nuanced critiques 
of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s proposed effluent treatment system, in terms of both the inadequate 
information provided to determine the full potential impact of the project on the Northumberland Strait, 
and the likely adverse effects and environmental effects that cannot be mitigated.  Following is a summary 
of key findings of these reports. 
 


1. Bleached Kraft Pull Mill Effluent (BKPME) negatively impacts reproduction ability, immune 
system function, and liver function of marine life, and toxic elements of the effluent 
accumulate over time 


As detailed in Dr. Braden’s expert report, BKPME is a complex mix of chemicals, many of which are known 
to be toxic to a variety of aquatic life, and some of which are known to persist and accumulate in the 
receiving environment for decades.  NPNS has not addressed the substantial volume of scientific literature 
documenting the detrimental impacts of BKPME on fish health, and nor has NPNS conducted tests to 
determine the potential sub-lethal impacts of their effluent on fish health. 
 
Furthermore, NPNS has based its assessment of potential negative impacts on the marine environment 
on a modelling study covering a mere one-month time period.  Northern Pulp’s one-month modeling 
exercise shows that parameters of its effluent are predicted to increase, but what are the impacts beyond 
one month?  As such, Northern Pulp ignores the potential for long-term increase in concentration of toxic 
components of the effluent, and the resultant impact on marine life in the Strait. 
 
NPNS must provide a long-term accumulation model for the various parameters of the effluent, before 
the Minister can reasonably conclude that there is no serious risk of harm to marine life in the Strait. 
 
Furthermore, NPNS did not consider the impact of aluminum, barium, copper, iron, manganese, mercury, 
phosphorus, and zinc on the health of marine life in the impacted area.  Metals, especially copper, are 
acute toxins to lobster and other marine crustaceans. 
 


“The exclusion of many metals from the list of COPC [Chemicals of Public Concern] and minimal 
information on bioaccumulation is concerning as metals are known to be toxic to American 
Lobster.”   


Dr. Battison, Expert Report Submission 
 
NPNS assumes that (a) there is no accumulative effect of their effluent over time on fish health, (b) there 
is no sublethal effect of diluted effluent on fish, (c) their modelling of effluent dilution is accurate, and (d) 
the characteristics of the actual effluent will be consistent with the predicted effluent.  Given that NPNS 
has provided no assurance that these assumptions are valid, the Minister cannot reasonably rely on 
NPNS’s assurances that their effluent will not adversely affect the marine environment in the Strait.  
 


“The negative physiological effect of BKPME [Bleached Kraft Pulp Mill Effluent] has been well 
described on fishes, including depressed immunity, altered reproduction and decreased overall 
resilience…. [furthermore] there is no description or characterization of the potential for 
components of the predicted BKPME for bioaccumulation, despite the large body of evidence for 
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bioaccumulation of several toxic components such as chlorinated organic compounds and wood 
extractives.”  


Dr. Braden, Expert Report Submission 


“My major concern is that the one-month simulation period is not sufficient to evaluate the 
cumulative impacts of effluent waters released continuously for several years, possibly decades. 
… the focus report does not adequately address the risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the marine 
environment.” 


            Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 


“Consensus within the scientific and technical community is that COPC [Chemicals of Public 
Concern] disposal, particularly those identified as endocrine disruptors and persistent … pollutants 
in marine environments is of mounting concern… and that conventional treatment options 
(including activated sludge processes as proposed in this ETF) are considered to be insufficient to 
address concerns regarding commercial fisheries.  This is particularly in light of mounting concerns 
over the need for more stringent attention to cumulative effects and consideration of increasing 
stress indicators of ocean health. [refs. omitted]”  


NEXUS Expert Report Submission 
 


“In my professional opinion, given the information presented in the focus report and associated 
documents, it is impossible to conclude that the proposed work won’t lead to harmful alteration, 
disruption, or destruction of fish habitat.”  


Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 


2. NPNS has not provided empirical characterization of the effluent it intends to release into the 
Strait 


As Dr. Braden states in her Expert Report, “There is limited-to-no information regarding the true chemical 
characteristics of the proposed effluent.”  The Minister cannot blindly approve the project without a full 
understanding of what NPNS intends to release into the Northumberland Strait. 
 


3. NPNS’s baseline study is inadequate to enable a full evaluation of the project’s potential 
environmental effects and to enable an accurate environmental effects monitoring program 


NPNS’s marine water quality study was conducted over two days, which is too short a period to provide 
useful baseline information.  Water quality in the impact area is dynamic; it has strong seasonal cycles in 
nitrogen, phosphorus, oxygen demand and phytoplankton bloom.  Thus, a two-day sampling period is 
inadequate to gain an understanding of the receiving waters into which NPNS intends to release its 
effluent, and therefore it is impossible to know, based on the information provided by NPNS, how their 
project will impact marine waters in the area. 
 
Furthermore, NPNS’s fish and fish habitat survey was wholly in adequate to determine the diversity of fish 
that will be impacted by the effluent.  NPNS considered impacts only on those species which it observed 
during a limited sampling exercise and an inadequate literature survey. NPNS ignores the potential 
impacts of their project on species at risk known to reside in the area to be impacted by their project, 
including American plaice, lumpfish, porbeagle and Atlantic sturgeon.  It is unreasonable for the Minister 
to conclude that the project will have no adverse impacts when NPNS has not addressed the potential 
impacts of their project on species at risk in the impacted area. 
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Likewise, NPNS did not consider impacts on Atlantic halibut, perhaps because NPNS relied on outdated 
studies and did not account for recent changes in the population abundance and distribution of Atlantic 
halibut. 
 
Without a proper baseline survey, it will be impossible to evaluate what impacts the effluent will have on 
the impacted area.  In the words of Dr. Le Bris from his Expert Report submission, “the baseline surveys 
are insufficient to evaluate the impacts of the effluent on the marine environment in the future.” 
 


“The short duration [fish habitat] survey … was unable to capture seasonal variation in fish 
communities and fish habitat; therefore, it has limited value as a baseline survey.”  


Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 
“[NPNS’s Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey] was conducted using a towed camera and was 
designed to survey benthic substrate.  This is not a proper methodology to survey highly mobile 
species such as fin-fish, because they can easily escape the camera field of view.”  


Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 


“the focus report failed to recognize that the regional assessment area for this project is one of 
the regions with the historical highest diversity of fish species in the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence…”  


Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 


4. NPNS’s Focus Report contains errors with respect to background concentrations of metals 


NPNS’s Focus Report contains inconsistencies with respect to background concentrations of metals in 
Caribou Harbour, in that it appears that actual concentrations are at least ten times lower than the 
concentrations listed by NPNS.  The source of these inconsistencies could not be found due to missing raw 
data and associated quality assurance information.   
 
The upshot of the background concentrations errors is that the distance from the diffuser by which 
ambient conditions are reached may have been significantly underestimated, and thereby the negative 
impacts of NPNS’s effluent may be farther-reaching than reported by NPNS.  The Minister must request 
NPNS to provide the missing data so that NPNS’s assertions concerning the dilution zone can be 
independently verified. 
 


5. NPNS has not adequately addressed the risk to the marine portion of the pipe due to ice scour 


NPNS considered ice scouring from only a single year; there is no indication whether this was an average 
year for ice scouring, or what the range of extreme ice scouring might be.  Without this information, the 
Minister cannot reasonably conclude that the proposed three-metre burial depth for the pipeline would 
be sufficient to avoid effluent spills due to ice damage. 
 
The lack of leak detection technology in the marine portion of the proposed pipe is unacceptable.    
 


6. NPNS has not adequately assessed the risk of sedimentation to fishing grounds within the 
impacted area 
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NPNS indicated that 90% of Total Suspending Solids (TSS) released with the effluent will be deposited 
somewhere between 1 and 21 kilometres from the diffuser.  Given the wide range of this estimate, and 
given that much of the TSS are not easily biodegradable, we are concerned that the project poses an 
unacceptable risk of damage by sedimentation to fishing grounds in the region of the diffuser.   
 
NPNS’s only assurance that such risk is minimal comes from examples of other mills operating in other 
regions.  This is cold comfort given that the nature of TSS settling is highly dependent on the nature of the 
specific receiving waters system.   
 


“The potential effect of TSS is dependent on the type of raw material introduced to the natural 
environment and the nature of the receiving environment.  Therefore, comparison of models using 
effluent from mills in other regions is irrelevant and can lead to inaccurate conclusions.”  


NEXUS Expert Report Submission 
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Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Nova Scotia Environment  
PO Box 442  
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 
Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility  


Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson,   


The Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board (GNSFPB), the Prince Edward Island 
Fishermen’s Association (PEIFA) and the Maritime Fishermen’s Union (MFU), including its 
subsidiary R&D company Homarus Inc., have reviewed the Focus Report submitted by Northern 
Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) on Oct 2, 2019. The report is visually appealing and gives some new 
information about the potential impacts of the project on many fronts. However, it lacks many 
details that would have been necessary to answer several of the concerns that we have with 
regards to the project. Due to limitations in time and resources, the comments below only cover 
the portions of the Focus Report relevant to the fisheries and marine environment. These three 
organizations along with Pictou Landing First Nation represents the interests of over 3000 
commercial fishing licenses and 215 communal commercial licenses in New Brunswick, Prince 
Edward Island, Gulf Nova Scotia and Pictou Landing First Nation. Value of landed lobster in 2018 
for LFA 26A on PEI alone was $59,977,775.00 (personal communication with the Province of PEI). 


The GNSFPB, PEIFA and MFU have been engaged since the beginning of this process and 
have reviewed the previously submitted registration and Environmental Assessment documents. 
We still have significant concerns that the Focus Report has failed to adequately respond to the 
Terms of References outlined by the Minister. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) has failed to 
present relevant and adequate evidence to prove that the fishery, considering the biological and 
economic components, will not be seriously harmed as result of the proposed effluent treatment 
facility. The Focus Report inadequately addresses the impacts of the construction of the pipeline 
and discharge of effluent on key fisheries life stages, habitat and general population level health. 
The Focus Report does not provide the necessary contextual background that identifies the 
Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence as an ecologically significant area, which is currently undergoing 
climactic shifts in ambient water quality, considering temperature and oxygen levels. The ongoing 
changes in the Southern Gulf are altering the ecosystem resilience and baseline tolerance 
thresholds for environmental conditions. There are major gaps and assumptions made 
throughout this Focus Report which do not sufficiently meet the terms of reference assigned by 
the Minister of Environment.  
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Biology 


7.0 Fish and Fish habitat TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment for treated effluent on 
representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments.  


7.5 Fish and Fish Habitat TOR: Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate 
potential impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in 
water temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during low production or maintenance 
shut down periods.  


There are significant concerns regarding the potential for negative population level impacts 
on American lobster from the effluent discharge, specifically the presence of dioxins, furans and 
phenols.  In addition to the presence of chemicals, there are concerns about the impacts of 
altering the pH, temperature, oxygen level and salinity in the receiving environment.  


Considering water quality and effluent composition, we have several key concerns with the 
information presented by NPNS and the potential impacts on lobster health. First, NPNS predicts 
that effluent will have a temperature range of 25-37°C. DFO temperature probes throughout the 
Gulf of NS have shown annually that even during the warmest months, the average temperature 
does not go above 15-20°C. The effluent temperature is significantly higher than the ambient 
temperature in the receiving environment, and in the winter months, the thermal shock from 
heated effluent will be even greater. The Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection 
of Aquatic Life state that “Human activities should not cause changes in ambient temperature of 
marine and estuarine waters to exceed ±1°C at any time, location, or depth. The natural 
temperature cycle characteristic of the site should not be altered in amplitude or frequency by 
human activities. The maximum rate of any human-induced temperature change should not 
exceed 0.5°C per hour” (CCME 2003). NPNS only outlines the contingency methods to keep the 
effluent within the 25-37°C temperature range but does not describe how they will meet the 
guideline for rate of change, or elaborate on any biological impacts resulting from the expected 
temperature range.  


In addition to this, the near and far-field modelling was completed for a 30-day tidal cycle to 
identify how and where the effluent will concentrate, given tidal condition and seasonal ice 
cover. The model only accounts for 30 days of effluent discharge during two seasonal conditions; 
and does not indicate what the entrainment and dilution rates would be over months or years of 
accumulation. Figure 4.2-4: Simulated Effluent Concentration by End of One-month Simulation 
Period in February shows that after 30 days there is accumulation in the North East corner of 
Caribou Island. The graph supplied is difficult to analyze, but it appears that there are 
concentrations at least at 2.00-2.25 mg/L after just 30 days. Dilution ratios are expected to 
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change over the winter months, with increased accumulation rates from annual ice cover from 
January to April. An accumulative model is necessary to predict the accumulation of parameters 
of concern; parameters such as resin acids, fatty acids, AOX, PAH, and TDF which are known to 
bioaccumulate in sediment, tissues of invertebrates, vertebrates (El-Shahawi 2010, Lander 1990).  


Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s report states that monitoring would continue, which would 
supply data for required contingency plans. This concept of monitoring is useful in some projects, 
but in this case it is being proposed to monitor possible, unknown changes that will be caused 
by the effluent. This is a major gap in the data in the project. By the time a monitoring project 
picks up on changes it will be too late. The negative effects will have taken place and there is no 
timeline/predictions possible to show if it could be reversed or how long it would take.  


It takes lobster 6-7 years to reach a size at maturity, meaning that effluent may flow for 6-7 
years before we see any problems. If monitoring picks this up after 6-7 years and changes begin 
to be made, it's too late to reverse the 6-7 years of damage that is already done. Also, work done 
by Laufer et al, 2012 concludes “that alkylphenols are endocrine disruptors to lobster larvae at 
metamorphosis because they possess juvenile hormone activity. They also delay molting, 
reduce growth, and are toxic at relatively low concentrations.”  According to Appendix E of 
Appendix 7.2 (Underwater Benthic Habitat survey of Caribou Harbour Pipeline corridors), 
concentrations of all phenols measured in the effluent are greater than background 
concentrations at the proposed diffuser location. This is an unacceptable risk to take when 
dealing with the key fishery in the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. 


Furthermore, the requirement here was to conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. A sentence stating that future studies 
"could include" specific testing shows this testing has not been completed and that it may not be 
in the future. This is not a path forward, it is a concept, but not a plan. 


Within table 7.3-2 (labelled incorrectly as 7.3-1 in the body of the report) it states: “Potential 
Effect - Water Quality – changes to water quality due the discharge of treated effluent to the 
Northumberland Strait at the diffuser outfall location Residual Effect - Meeting industry design 
standards for effluent treatment and design of the effluent diffuser to maximize dilution of 
effluent in the marine environment, effects will ensure that any changes to water quality in the 
receiving environment are minimized to a small area (within 5 m of the outfall) prior to water 
quality meeting background or CCME guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. Overall 
Significance - Overall effects are considered to be generally minor, localized and generally 
reversible - Not Significant” 


What are the expected minor, localized effects? If the proponent has done this work and 
knows there will be “expected minor, localized effects” they should be shared with in this 
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document. Decreased dissolved O2 , a change in temperature, salinity, etc. would effect species 
differently and should not be generalized. Increased temperature is more significant to scallops 
than lobster, but this is not portrayed in the table. In fact this data is not provided at all. 


Sea Scallop - "Mortality will occur at temperatures of 23.5ºC or greater and mass mortality 
of scallops has occurred historically in portions of the southern Gulf" (DFO, 2011). 


Lobster - "In lobsters, there is a complex relationship between temperature, growth and 
reproduction. Molting is inhibited below 5°C, and growth rate is proportional to temperature 
between approximately 8 and 25 °C" (Crossin, et al. 1998). 


Both species would be affected by changes to their environment, but in different ways. NPNS 
has not laid out contingency plans to describe how damage to each species would be mitigated. 
There is also no definition of the phrase “generally reversible”. What does this mean and how is 
it going to be accomplished? Simply stopping the release of effluent will not reverse the damage 
done.  


 


American Lobster Habitat Concerns 


7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Survey TOR: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine 
environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 


The proposed effluent treatment facility will cause extensive habitat displacement or 
destruction during the construction phase. NPNS conducted Underwater Benthic Habitat Surveys 
to understand the habitats and benthic communities that are present along the proposed 
pipeline corridor and diffuser area. The UBHS was conducted for a very limited period of only 5 
days from May 3 to May 7, 2019. This limited sample window does not allow for a fulsome picture 
of the marine and benthic environment. The marine environment, including plant communities, 
benthic communities and planktonic composition fluctuate significantly on a seasonal cycle. 
Results from a study by Mutsamaki (2015) shows that “the patterns observed in one depth zone 
or season cannot be directly extrapolated to larger areas and that drawing meaningful 
conclusions on the small-scale distribution in the fish assemblage structure require sufficient 
replication of sampling in space and time”. This indicates the evidence presented in the UBHS 
should not be considered as a ‘meaningful’ representation of the full benthic and invertebrate 
communities.  


The results of the limited UBHS show that there is valuable lobster habitat in all 3 areas 
studied (Pictou Harbour, Caribou Harbour and Diffuser Area). Lobster require different types of 
habitat throughout their life cycle; and DFO research indicates that availability of appropriate 
habitat types is a limiting factor for lobster population viability. Following the larval stage, stage 
IV lobsters will begin to settle on the ocean floor. Stage IV lobsters seek gravel, cobble and larger 
sediment to provide shelter. Younger stage IV lobsters may also use sand or silty environments 
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to bury themselves to provide protection. As lobsters grow and mature, they are able to use 
multiple habitat types to create shelter. NPNS does not present any adequate plan to mitigate 
habitat loss or effectively replace habitat.  


The Focus Report states that there is a potential effect on marine fish habitat by “direct 
removal, disturbance of existing substrates utilized by multiple species and their life stages due 
to the staging, excavation, pipe placement and material backfilling” (Table 7.3-2 Summary of 
Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Overall Significance). The Focus Report does not 
provide any description of mitigation measures, including how they will replace the existing 
habitat or how they will design a staged timing protocol to “incorporate fisheries timing windows 
to avoid sensitive life stages, periods of adverse weather or spring tides to reduce turbidity and 
sedimentation”. NPNS repeatedly applies a vague blanket statement that they will time the in-
water work to consider a multitude of factors (life stages, weather, tides, fisheries activity) while 
still meeting practical requirements. In order for NPNS to meet the TOR above, and for the 
Minister to make an informed decision on the effectiveness of proposed mitigation measures, 
NPNS must provide a detailed plan on these mitigation activities (ex: staged timing of work, 
Erosion and Sediment Control Plans). Mitigation measures must be assessed by their specific 
merits and ability to reduce or eliminate harm. It cannot be sufficient to state that a plan will be 
developed in the future.  


 


Atlantic Herring Vulnerability  


7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  


Beyond the 8 ‘important fisheries’ identified for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
value, NPNS has recognized three “key indicator species” that warrant further investigation due 
to their importance in commercial and Indigenous harvests occurring within the LAA: American 
lobster, rock crab and Atlantic herring. Upon review of potential impacts on the herring fishery, 
NPNS has ignored a fundamental component related to the vulnerability of the herring 
population to impacts from the construction of the pipeline and discharge of effluent. The 
proponent only refers to the direct interaction with harvest activities, with no regard for the 
potential biological impacts.  


There are two spawning stocks of herring in the Southern Gulf, Spring Spawning (SS) and Fall 
Spawning (FS). The SS stock has been in the critical zone since 2004, and the FS stock has been in 
the cautious zone since 1999 (Surette 2016). The Fall Spawning stock has 5 major spawning 
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grounds in the Gulf of St. Lawrence; one of these few remaining spawning grounds is located near 
the mouth of Pictou Harbour, directly adjacent to the proposed project area (Figure 1, Surette 
2016). DFO is currently developing rebuilding plans for both Spring and Fall Spawning stocks. DFO 
states that “Elevated fishing mortality, during the mid-1990s to 2010, declines in weights-at-age, 
and low recruitment rates are contributing to declines in SSB, further impeding the rebuilding of 
the stock.” (DFO 2018). Given DFOs mandate to support the protection of habitat and fish stocks 
using the Precautionary Approach, NPNS must provide further evidence that the pipeline 
construction and discharge of effluent will not further inhibit the rebuilding of this critically 
important fish stock; including sublethal effects on reproduction and recruitment rates in order 
to meet the TOR for fish health. 


Figure 1: Herring Spawning grounds from ‘Estimation of local spawning biomass of Atlantic Herring from 
acoustic data collected during fall commercial gillnet fishing activities in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence’ 
(NAFO Div. 4T). (Surette et al., 2016). 


 


 


Unique and Vulnerable Habitat Concerns  
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7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  


In addition to the general habitat concerns above, NPNS also proposes the pipeline to be 
placed directly through a federally protected marine refuge, Scallop Buffer Zone 24. The 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans has established SFA 24 to conserve important juvenile 
American lobster habitat, as it is essential to the life cycle of the species. DFO states that “no 
human activities that are incompatible with the conservation of the ecological components of 
interest may occur or be foreseeable within the area” (DFO List of Marine Refuges, 2019). The 
construction and operation of a marine pipeline is directly incompatible with the conservation of 
the identified conservation objectives of SFA 24. 


The presence of eelgrass is also identified by NPNS to be valuable in the life cycle of a variety 
of species, especially as a nursery shelter to provide protection in sandy and silty bottom types. 
In Table 7.3-2 Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and overall significance, NPNS 
states that there is potential for “direct removal, disturbance of highly important habitat type for 
multiple species and their life stages due to the staging, excavation, pipe placement and material 
backfilling”. The effects are expected to be “long-term, reversible”, with the only mitigation 
method listed to “avoid direct removal of eel grass beds where feasible”. NPNS fails to define the 
extent of ‘reversible’ impacts, and does not provide an estimate of the extent to which they can 
feasibly avoid eel grass beds throughout Caribou Harbour. Considering the Terms of Reference, 
NPNS has not assessed the impact of the loss of valuable and unique habitat to the overall health 
of the key marine species. 


 


Ice Scour 


2.2 Marine Geotechnical Survey TOR: Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 
results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine 
the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.  


The risk of ice scouring is also present throughout the proposed area (Focus Report Section 2.2 
Marine Geotechnical Survey). The marine geotechnical survey identified 146 ice scour features 
within the survey area. NPNS states that burying the pipeline 3 m under the seabed is appropriate 
to avoid scour impacts. This conclusion is based on limited information; NPNS relies on one 
sample from 2019 and does not consider any additional research or evidence.  


 
Redistribution of Contaminants 
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7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  


The working group has concerns around redistribution of metals during digging to install 
pipe along Pictou Causeway. 


"A baseline marine environmental effects monitoring (EEM) program (including fish tissue 
analysis [using crab or lobster hepatopancreas tissue chemistry and mussel or oyster tissue 
chemistry], sediment and water quality, etc.) should be established in the Northumberland Strait 
marine receiving environment prior to remediation or disturbance of Boat Harbour sediments" 
(Romo et. al. 2019) 


Considering levels of arsenic, cadmium, and other heavy metals along the causeway, 
there is concern that these heavy metals will be redistributed during the installation process. The 
report does not include mitigation measure being put in place to avoid the redistribution of 
dangerous metals. What is being done to mitigate this?  


Contaminant Bioaccumulation and Potential Fisheries Closures 


7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  


4.1 – Marine Water and Marine Sediment: Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment 
(such as marine water quality and marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall 
location.  
 
4.2 - Marine Water and Marine Sediment: Update the receiving water study to model for all 
potential contaminants of concern in the receiving environment (based on the results of the 
effluent characterization and/or other relevant studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). 
Baseline water quality data for Caribou harbour must be applied to this study. Refer also to 
Addendum 3.0. 


As mentioned in previous communications from fishing industry and others, the cumulative 
effects of the proposed receiving water contaminants on locally important commercial species 
such as lobster, herring and scallops, to cite but a few, are a major concern. The report provides 
details on the composition of the proposed receiving water (p.55 - Table 3.3.1) and models the 
dispersion of the effluent in the receiving water study (RWS). However, a bioaccumulation model 
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backed by scientific references and adapted to the special ecosystem parameters of the 
Northumberland Strait should have been produced. 


Our concerns about bio-accumulation have still not been addressed by this latest report. For 
example, in British Columbia the bioaccumulation effect of contaminants discharged into the 
marine ecosystem (dioxins, furans, etc.) by local paper mills (ex: Port Mellon) have been the cause 
of important area fishing closures (Howe Sound area – bioaccumulation in Dungeness Crab 
hepatopancreas). Thus, the potential for fishery area closures in the Northumberland Strait 
remains.  


 


Environmental Effects Monitoring  
 
7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  


7.4 Environmental Effects Monitoring Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) 
program based on the results of various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water 
study. Refer also to Addendum item 4.0 


NPNS acknowledges that there is potential for the following impacts: changes to water 
quality, increase in sound and vibration, disturbance to benthic habitat, disturbance to highly 
important nursery habitat and spawning grounds, direct mortality (of marine shellfish, benthic 
invertebrate community) (Table 7.3-2). Despite these impacts, they predict that “no significant 
residual impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as 
a result of this project” (7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat). In order to confirm this conclusion, that there 
will be no significant residual impacts, NPNS states that they will follow up with the federally-
regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring program. Given the predicted conditions, the EEM 
would NOT require NPNS to conduct a fish community study component or a benthic 
invertebrate community study. NPNS would have zero mandated requirements to monitor 
impacts on the fish or benthic communities. Considering for a moment just the impacts on the 
lobster population, negative effects will not be fully observed until a full life cycle (6-7) has 
reached the commercial size. Without thoughtful, frequent and thorough monitoring, there 
could be catastrophic ecosystem level impacts where it is too late to intervene.  


The federally-regulated EEM is insufficient in providing consistent baseline data according 
to Romo et al. 2019 in their review of the documents in consideration of the remediation of Boat 
Harbour. "Selection of species, contaminants of concern and sampling locations were ad hoc 
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and often inconsistent with environmental effects monitoring requirements under the 
Canadian federal Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations"  


The PEI Legislative assembly, standing committee on fisheries and agriculture invited 
representatives from Environment and Climate Change Canada, to discuss the proposed effluent 
treatment facility. Geoff Mercer, Regional Director General at ECCC stated in his opening remarks 
"Compliance rates with the regulations is high and based on the self-reported data, over 97% 
attest that mills across the country conduct are compliant with the regulations. Despite this high 
level of compliance with the existing effluent standard, the environmental effect studies have 
shown that the effluents from 70% of the pulp and paper mills across the country are having 
an effect on fish and/or, depending, fish habitat."  


Both of these points show clearly how flawed the current system is and that this is not a 
reliable method to monitor changes. There is clearly data missing from the baseline study to 
consider it complete. 


 


Fishing Activity, Human Health and Market Access  


9.1 Baseline Study Marine Survey: Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via 
chemical analysis) of representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational 
and Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.  


7.0 Fish and Fish habitat TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment for treated effluent on 
representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments.  


The proponent is required to conduct impact assessments on the key marine fish species 
important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. In order to verify that there will 
be no negative impact on fisheries, NPNS must understand and take measures to mitigate 
interactions with physical fishing activities. NPNS uses a visual observation of lobster buoys in 
2019 as a proxy for the exact location of lobster fishing activities (Figure 7.3-3: Northumberland 
Strait Lobster Buoy Locations). The graphic only shows buoy “clusters” observed on 3 different 
dates throughout the regular lobster fishing season. This attempt to pinpoint the location of 
fishing effort lacks relevant information in terms of the number of harvesters/vessels that fish 
within the area, how many buoy/lines are represented within each ‘cluster’. Generally, this shows 
that there was a lack of effort from NPNS to understand the most basic facts of the lobster fishing 
efforts in the area. The graphic fails to show that there are 20 vessels that fish lobster within 300 
meters of the proposed marine outfall.  
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Under the TOR for the Human Health Risk Assessment portion of the Focus Report; NPNS 
is required to consider the impacts of human consumption of fish, other seafood and other 
exposure pathways. Of equal importance to the physical and biological impacts on the marine 
ecosystem, harvesters are concerned with the potential for challenges in marketability and the 
global reputation of pristine, healthy Canadian lobster. The Canadian lobster industry has an 
extensive export market, supplying international markets with much of our landed seafood. 
Canadian seafood harvesters, and the entire lobster sector, are fulfilling food security needs 
while providing a healthy, pristine renowned product.  


NPNS states that there is a risk for tainting of seafood due to the chemical parameters 
identified in the effluent characterization (9.0 Human Health). NPNS compared the concentration 
of the parameters to the guidelines for taste and odour in water to identify the risk for tainting. 
There is potential for tainting under the following pathways: Total Iron, Catechol, 2-
Cholrophenol, 2,3 Dichlorophenol, 2,6 Dichlorophenol, 3,4 Dichlorophenol, 2, 3, 4, 6 
Tetrachlorophenol, 2,4,5 Trichlorophenol (9.0 Human Health). In addition to the physical risks of 
consuming tainted product, there will be detrimental impacts to the global reputation of 
Canadian lobster (and other seafood) products. Market perceptions of poor product quality (by 
tainting) can persist even if the results show safe exposure levels for consumption. This persistent 
perception will prolong and deepen the impacts for harvesters and other industry stakeholders. 
The magnitude of this impact should not be underestimated; this a ‘Canadian lobster’ issue, not 
just a Pictou or Caribou Harbour issue.  


Throughout several areas of the Focus Report, NPNS uses proxy data and conditions from 
other Paper Excellence Mills, including Howe Sound and Crofton kraft mills in British Columbia. 
NPNS considers factors such as operating temperature and sedimentation rates to act as a 
surrogate for expected effluent quality at the proposed ETF. Upon investigation, there are 
challenges related to seafood tainting and contamination throughout the BC coastline. First, in 
fishing areas 28-1, 28-3; consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 55g/week due 
to dioxin contamination. Secondly, there is a permanent prohibition of all species of bivalve 
molluscs across the entire coastline and connected water sources of British Columbia. The closure 
is due to the widespread presence of biotoxins. While these closures are not solely attributable 
to the Pulp and Paper Mills; NPNS is unable to prove that there would not be similar closures as 
a result of the increase in dioxins or biotoxins from their proposed effluent.  


Using proxy data is an assumption and does not meet the terms of reference which states: 
"Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish 
species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon 
updated information”  


The socio-economics of a loss to the fishery for both commercial harvesters and First 
Nation harvesters is worth an assessment with updated information that it will be consistent with 
current discharge as the methodology behind treating the effluent is completely different. The 
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fact that the discharge will meet all provincial and federal discharge quality limits does not equate 
to the effluent being safe for the fish, benthic communities, and human health; as stated by  Geoff 
Mercer, Regional Director General at ECCC during his appearance at the PEI Legislative assembly, 
standing committee on fisheries and agriculture on February 1, 2019: “Despite this high level of 
compliance with the existing effluent standard, the environmental effect studies have shown that 
the effluents from 70% of the pulp and paper mills across the country are having an effect on fish 
and/or, depending, fish habitat.” 


Northern Pulp sent a team to visit mills in Sweden as well. These mills run systems similar 
to what is being proposed at the NPNS mill and is again used as a proxy. This makes it appear that 
meeting future regulations is the main concern and because it is being done successfully in 
Sweden it can be done successfully in Canada. The Harvesters and Pictou Landing First Nation are 
concerned with negative effects to the fish and benthic communities and not just if the mill is 
meeting regulation. There was a report completed by a group in Sweden regarding the Södra 
Mill; Biologisk recipientkontroll vid Södra Cell Värö Årsrapport för 2013 by Peter Ljungberg and 
Björn Fagerholm. This document shows that the fish community in the area of the Södra mill is 
completely different than in the Northumberland Strait. Trawl surveys were completed to look 
at species in the area and 66% of the catch is a species of flatfish. It’s all sandy/silt bottom with 
very few crustaceans. The assumption is that both areas can be compared but in actuality the 
ecosystems are different. The few Norway lobsters in the area of the Södra mill are declining in 
the area of effluent release over the last 10 years. This has not been directly attributed to the 
mill but the reason for the decline is also not stated. There are some species increasing in the 
area of the diffuser as well, but the report states; "The fact that an individual fish species is 
increasing need not only be positive for a society, it can also cause problems for other species in 
terms of competition or predation, factors that in turn lead to changes in the entire ecosystem" 


Parameters measures and monitored by the regulatory authority in Sweden are TOC, 
nitrogen, phosphorus and suspended material. This is insufficient information based on what we 
have heard from Environment and Climate Change Canada regarding the requirement for 
changes to the Canadian Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations.  


On the human health risk question, there is only talk about doing an eventual study on 
the subject. This important question should have been discussed more broadly in the report and 
answered with best available science and modelling. Therefore, even if areas remain open there 
remains the potential for negative impacts on market access for products coming from areas 
adjacent to the mill and the Northumberland Strait due to perceived health risks by general 
consumers. 
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Sub-lethal effects and insufficient science references 


 In section 4, there should have been more discussions backed by scientific literature or 
studies. In particular, there is no discussion of potential sub-lethal effects of the proposed 
effluents on economically important species such as lobster, herring and scallops even though 
there exists scientific work and literature on the subject. Instead, the report provides water 
dispersion modeling accompanied by affirmations based on opinion alone. 


 


Ecosystem Concerns 


7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Surveys: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, 
to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 


The Department of Fisheries and Oceans is currently starting to incorporate an eco-
system approach to their stock assessments. To better understand the fluctuations in populations 
of each species the department is incorporating aspects that effect the population such as: 
temperature, timing of prey availability, predator abundance, etc. NPNS’s proposed effluent 
release has the potential to affect every species in the surrounding area including but not limited 
to mackerel, herring, scallops, and lobster directly and indirectly. There are numerous examples 
of population declines in the Gulf of St. Lawrence due to the change in timing of a species’ prey. 
Changing ocean temperatures are causing phytoplankton and zooplankton to bloom earlier in 
the year resulting in lower food availability for those species relying on it. This has been shown 
for small mackerel which rely mainly on calanus copepods as a main prey source. According to 
NPNS’s report, the dominant open water species found is calanoid copepods.  Northern Pulp is 
proposing to release large amount of hot fresh water year-round. This will effect the timing of 
the copepods reproduction resulting in a mis-matched timing of food for the young mackerel in 
the area. Lack of food availability results in decreased condition of the mackerel and decreased 
recruitment to the fishery.  


Mackerel are not the only species that rely on phytoplankton and zooplankton for growth 
and survival, herring, bivavles and even North Atlantic Right Whales all rely on these microscopic 
organisms for survival.  


Understanding possible shifts in phytoplankton and zooplankton blooms is essential to 
baseline studies for a marine ecosystem. This portion of the baseline survey is incomplete; 
“Further studies in the area of the proposed diffuser location have begun in the summer of 2019, 
with additional studies to be scheduled prior to any construction activities. These studies aim 
to provide a baseline of phytoplankton and zooplankton presence, diversity and relative 
abundance.” 


Northern Pulp states that eelgrass and eel grass beds are present in Caribou Harbour.  
DFO has listed eelgrass as an ecologically significant species. It is important to understand what 
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the loss of eelgrass will mean for the area, but this has been listed as “not significant” by Northern 
Pulp (page 146).   


According to DFO (2009): “Loss of eelgrass and other seagrass populations is a worldwide 
phenomenon largely associated with anthropogenic stresses. Eelgrass populations have been lost 
in virtually all areas of intense human settlement.  Eelgrass plays an important role in the physical 
structuring of the nearshore marine environments by filtering the water column, stabilizing 
sediment, and buffering shorelines. Eelgrass meadows have extremely high levels of primary 
production, ranking among the most productive ecosystems on the planet.  Eelgrass adds spatial 
complexity above and below the substrate creating a three- dimensional habitat that contributes 
to higher densities and different species compositions than in unstructured habitats, particularly 
mud/sand flats. Numerous species across several phyla (seaweed, invertebrates, fish) utilize the 
support structures of eelgrass and / or benefit from lower predation rates in vegetated habitat 
compared to unvegetated areas. There are no substitute structuring organisms with the same 
function as eelgrass that can grow on the sand/mud flats of intertidal and subtidal areas within 
the salinity ranges occupied by eelgrass. Eelgrass (Zostera marina) in eastern Canada has 
characteristics which meet the criteria of an Ecologically Significant Species. If the species were 
to be perturbed severely, the ecological consequences would be substantially greater than an 
equal perturbation of most other species associated with this community.” 


Loss of this species in any capacity should be considered significant and more data should 
be collected to assess the impacts to the entire eco-system. Loss of eel grass beds has the 
potential to disrupt and displace numerous species in the area. Sufficient data was not collected 
for the focus report to understand the fallouts of the loss of eel grass beds in the area. 


 


Species Distribution 


7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Surveys: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, 
to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 


 Northern Pulp reported that they completed underwater video transects to determine 
benthic habitat from May 3-7, 2019. Although is seem obvious, the majority of marine life is capable 
of mobility. Looking at an area for 4 days in May is not representative of activity in an area for an 
entire year. Temperature changes and food availability shift which species inhabit which areas at 
different times of the year, but this is not accounted for while looking at only 4 days of video feed. 
According to Comeau and Fernand, 2002 in a review of movement studies of American lobster, 
Homarus americanus (American Lobster) move on average between 2 and 19 km depending on 
depths. The fact that no lobsters were seen during this survey is not representative of year-round 
benthic habitat but merely a snapshot of a few days in the year. This is insufficient data to be 
considered a baseline survey.  
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American lobster is not the only species present in the area but unaccounted for. The figure 
below shows Atlantic halibut that was satellite tagged in 2014 and the approximate path it took 
over the next several months. This publication has been submitted for peer review (James, et al 
2019). Image C shows, an Atlantic Halibut in the area of the proposed diffuser site in June of 2015. 
This highlights a gap in baseline data because Northern Pulp was looking at only 4 days with a 
video transect which is insufficient to capture all species in the area at any given time throughout 
the year.  


 


"The proposed project will interact with the Rock Crab resource along the proposed 
pipeline corridor (Figure 7.3-7) but not at depths greater than 10 m or near the diffuser location." 
This is a flaw in the report because the data is blatantly incorrect. Rock Crabs are in depths greater 
than 10 m: "Rock crab (Cancer irroratus) is distributed along the Atlantic coast, from South 
Carolina to Labrador, from the intertidal zone to a depth of 575 meters” (DFO 2008). This 
underestimates the effect the proposed pipeline will have on Rock Crab.  


In closing, our three fishing organizations (GNSFPB, PEIFA and MFU) would like to 
reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately address the Terms of Reference outlined in section 
7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 Human Health and 2.0 Project Description. Due to limitations in 
time and capacity, this report only reviewed the information that was relevant to the fisheries. 
Northern Pulp relies on major assumptions and blanketed statements to suggest that there will 
be no harm to the marine environment, including fish and fish habitat. There are gaps in the 
evidence presented, including but not limited to: impact on lobster development and population 
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health, incomplete or non-existent commitment to follow up monitoring, lack of evidence to 
protect vulnerable populations or habitat such as fall spawning herring, other SARA (Cod, White 
Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel grass beds, limited understanding of the seasonal impacts of 
ice cover and ice scouring. The importance of the global optics of the Canadian seafood brand 
can not be undervalued or excluded from this Environmental Assessment approach.  


Our conclusion following the review of the report remains that some of the major 
concerns brought forth by commercial harvesters have still not been appropriately answered. 
Therefore, until these concerns have been met, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and New 
Brunswick harvesters find unacceptable the pursued development of Northern Pulp’s currently 
proposed effluent treatment facility. 


 All of the above is respectfully submitted to the Nova Scotia Minister of Environment, the 
Honourable Gordon Wilson, within the 30-day public comment period for consideration of the 
Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report.  


 The report is the collaborative effort of science staff from all three organizations. These 
are professionals with years of experience working and researching directly on the waters of the 
Northumberland Strait. 
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1.0 Definitions 
BKPME – Bleached kraft pulp mill effluent 
NPNS – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
ETF – Effluent treatment facility 
AOX – Adsorbed organohalides 
TN – Total nitrogen 
TP – Total phosphorous 
DO – Dissolved oxygen 
BOD – Biological oxygen demand 
COD – Chemical oxygen demand 
ASC – Antibody secreting cells 
ROS – Reactive oxygen species 
RWS – Receiving water system 
MFO – Hepatic mixed-function oxygenase 
EROD – Ethoxyresorufin-o-deethyase 
VTG – Vitellogenin 
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3.0 Executive Summary  
The following report includes a scientific review of the available information pertaining to the 
negative effects of bleached kraft pulp mill effluent (BKPME) on health of finfish. Specifically, this 
report attempts to summarize the scientific consensus on the physiological effects of BKPME on 
freshwater and marine finfish, and how those data pertain to the potential risks associated with the 
proposed effluent treatment facility (ETF) of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (“the Proponent”; NPNS), 
which aims to discharge 85 million litres of BKFME per day into the Northumberland Strait.  


Although improvements in treatment of BKPME have certainly decreased acute lethality to finfish, 
effluent from pulp and paper mills continues to release chemicals that affect physiological systems. 
Potential effects on fishes from exposure to BKPME can be generalized into two main categories; 1.) 
Direct effects, such as those impacting physiological processes including reproduction, immunity 
and hepatic function, and 2.) Indirect effects, including ecosystem alteration in habitat and food 
availability. The identity of the compounds associated with these effects remain to be elucidated; 
however, the scientific consensus is that these effects are mill-specific and must be considered in the 
context of environmental and ecological effects (1–5). 


This report will first attempt to summarize the available scientific literature on the direct effects of 
BKPME exposure on finfish, and by doing so, will demonstrate significant deficiencies in the 
conclusions drawn by the Focus Report (FR), specifically related to the findings of no significant 
impact by the proposed effluent treatment facility on physiological parameters and fitness of fish 
populations in the receiving water system (RWS).  


These deficiencies are summarized in the following document and include, a.) an assessment of the 
major findings and conclusions expressed by NPNS, b.) an assessment of the reliability of the 
underlying research relied upon to create these findings and conclusions, c.) identification of 
information gaps in the materials of the Focus Report, d.) impacts of these gaps on the reliability of 
the conclusions made in the Focus Report, and e.) a description of assumptions that are relied on in 
the Focus Report that drove the main conclusions filed by the Proponent. 


Taken altogether, this assessment of the available data pertaining to the proposed ETF with respect 
to potential negative effects on finfish in the RWS concludes that there is insufficient evidence to 
support the overall claim by NPNS that there are no potential negative impacts on finfish health. For 
example, there is no empirical data characterizing the effluent that is predicted to enter the RWS, nor 
is there any empirical data demonstrating the physiological effects of this effluent on finfish that 
reside in the RWS, specifically, the Northumberland Strait.  


Despite the lack of information or evidence presented by the Proponent in the EARD and the 
subsequent FR, where only predictions and modeling were used to assess impact to fish populations 
in the RWS, the Proponent reaches a firm conclusion that there is no expected impact to fish 
populations. This conclusion is not appropriate for the following reasons: 
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1.) The Proponent does not provide adequate evidence to support a conclusion that there is no potential 
significant impact on finfish 


2.) The Proponent does not supply critical information concerning effects of their predicted effluent on 
finfish reproduction, immunity, or liver function – three systems known to be affected by BKPME  


3.) The Proponent claims that any damage will be “minimal” but not substantiated by data present in the 
report, nor is it substantiated by the pertinent scientific literature  


4.) There is no evidence that the receiving water system (i.e., the Northumberland Strait) will be able to 
absorb and disperse the volume of effluent proposed by the ETF 


Given these described deficiencies, further studies (acute, sublethal, and generational) on the effects 
of the proposed BKPME on finfish residing in the RWS are required.  
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4.0 Scope of Review 
This current critical review focuses on all areas of both the Environmental Assessment Registration 
Document (EARD) and subsequent Focus Report (FR) that pertains to the potential negative 
physiological consequences of exposure to the predicted effluent on finfish health (freshwater and 
marine).   


Within the 245-pg FR, this review focuses specifically on Sections 3-4 and 7, with associated data 
found in Appendices 3, 4 and 7, and associated documents.  


The FR attempts to address Terms of Reference delivered to NPNS after consultation with public 
stakeholder groups. The conclusions and recommendations are based primarily on the information 
provided in the FR and how it relates to published data on pulp and paper mills and BKPME, and 
how BKPME effects finfish, rather than a global review of the potential effects to marine species. 
Furthermore, this current report addresses the main points within the Terms of Reference pertaining 
to finfish health and whether these terms were addressed by the FR. 


4.0 Background Review  
4.1 Pulp and Paper Mills 
The pulp and paper industry convert natural wood resources or recycled fibre into a wide variety of 
paper products. Canada is the world’s largest exporter of pulp and newsprint, and the pulp and 
paper industry is a fundamental pillar of the economy and natural resource sector exporting over 
$13 billion CDN in 2013 (6). In order to manufacture paper products, wood chips or other plant 
fibres must be converted to pulp to create thick fiberboard that is later processed in a paper mill. The 
pulp and paper industry is the sixth largest polluting industry, discharging a variety of gaseous, 
liquid and solid wastes into the environment. The processes used to produce pulp are water 
intensive (50-60 m3 of water to produce a ton of paper; (1)) and generate large quantities of effluent 
which is comprised of > 240-250 different chemicals with varying degrees of toxicity to aquatic 
ecosystems (1,7). Due to the large-scale environmental degradation associated with this industry, it 
is imperative that a strict science-based approach be utilized to mitigate negative effects to both 
ecosystems and human health. 


Resultant pulp only constitutes about 40% of the original weight of the wood, which results in a 
considerable proportion of organic matter as waste in effluents. These have potential for 
considerable damage to the receiving water system (RWS) if discharged as untreated due to high 
concentrations of biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), adsorbed 
organohalides (AOX), suspended solids, fatty acids, tannins, resin acids, lignin and derivatives, 
sulfur and sulfur compounds (1). Both naturally occurring and xenobiotic compounds are present in 
effluent, with variable levels of persistence (8), and with acute and chronic toxic effects of varying 
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severity (9). Further to this complexity is the assertion that no two paper mills will discharge 
identical effluents due to operational differences. Thus, every pulp and paper mill is a large, 
complex, highly interactive operation with mill-specific effluent that should be characterized fully to 
understand the degree of toxicity (1). 


4.1.2 Pulp Mills in Canada 
As of 2019, there were 89 pulp mills across Canada, primarily located in British Columbia, Ontario, 
and Quebec (6,10), of which a majority operated on chemical pulping processes. Chemical pulp mills 
use two processes: either sulfate (kraft) or sulphite processes, both of which rely on high 
temperatures to break down lignin. Pulp produced from these processes are used for fine paper 
products. The kraft process involves treating wood chips with white liquor (sodium hydroxide and 
sodium sulfide) to break down and remove hemicelluloses and lignin, resulting in strong cellulose 
fibres. In contrast, the sulphite process results in weaker cellulose fibres, but creates pulp that is 
easier to bleach (i.e., bleached kraft pulp mill; BKPM). Alternative methods include 
thermomechanical and chemi-thermomechanical pulp mills, which apply steam to refine or pre-treat 
input wood chips with weak chemical solutions. All the above processes are known to produce 
considerable pollutant loadings to land, air, and water (11). For example, Canadian pulp, paper and 
paperboard mills released 302 tonnes of pollution onto land, 166,613 tonnes of air emissions, and 
5,955 tonnes of wastewater in 2013 (6). 


In 1992, regulations pertaining to the discharge of pulp and paper mill effluents (Pulp and Paper 
Effluent Regulations; PPER) were revised in Canada and included stricter control for discharge of 
BOD, TSS and acute lethality. Moreover, the revised regulations were paired with the establishment 
of the EEM program, which examines the effects of effluent on wild fishes. Data from the first 
several cycles of the EEM program showed that BKPME was causing general eutrophication in the 
receiving environments in addition to a national pattern of metabolic and physiological disruption 
in fish (4,12). 


4.1.3 Northern Pulp Bleached Kraft Pulp Mill 
The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) Bleached Softwood Kraft pulp mill is located at 
Abercrombie Point adjacent to Pictou Harbour in Pictou County, Nova Scotia. NPNS is a typical 
bleached kraft pulp and paper mill that has been operating in Pictou County, Nova Scotia, since 
1967 and manufactures ca. 275,000 t of bleached kraft pulp annually (10). Effluent wastewater from 
NP has been treated by retention in settling and aerated ponds in a tidal lagoon known as Boat 
Harbour, in the Pictou Landing First Nation (PLFN), under a provincial agreement that expired in 
2015. Since that time, the mill has been tasked with finding or developing an alternate facility to treat 
and dispose of wastewaters. 


The Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project proposed by NPNS was registered February 7, 
2019 for environmental assessment (EA). The EA Registration Document (EARD) was deemed 
insufficient by the Minister of Environment and a Focus Report was required to address a Terms of 
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Reference (TOR) document. The TOR included requests for more details on many deficiencies of the 
project, including: 


1.) Public, Mi’kmaq and government engagement 
2.) Project description 
3.) Facility design, construction and operation and maintenance 
4.) Marine water and marine sediment 
5.) Fresh water resources 
6.) Air quality 
7.) Fish and fish habitat 
8.) Flora and fauna 
9.) Human health 
10.) Archaeology 
11.) Indigenous people’s use of land and resources 


With respect to the overall subject of this current review, there were many questions raised by 
reviewers of the EARD pertaining to potential impacts on fish and fish habitat. The TOR specifically 
requested documentation of these potential impacts. However, the Focus Report is extremely 
deficient in providing those details. In fact, there is no data showing effects of proposed effluent on 
fish, nor does the report acknowledge pre-existing data of the effects of BKPME on fish health. The 
following section attempts to summarize these effects. 


4.2 Effects of Bleached Kraft Pulp Mill Effluent on 
Aquatic Animal Health 
Bleached kraft pulp mill effluent (BKPME), like the effluent produced by NPNS, is a complex 
mixture of chemicals that possess environmentally active properties and are known to be toxic and 
mutagenic to a wide variety of aquatic organisms (2,9,13). The process of pulping and bleaching 
generates dissolved lignin, cellulose degradation products, and other wood extractives such as 
terpenoids, resin acids (RAs), phytosterols, and chlorophenolic compounds, some of which that are 
known to persist in the receiving environment for > 30 years (e.g., RAs; (8,14)). Wastewater 
discharge can include solids and dissolved organic matter which increases the biological oxygen 
demand (BOD) in receiving waters; ammonia, nitrates, phosphorus, and sulfur compounds, which 
cause nutrification of receiving waters; and heavy metals such as arsenic, cadmium, hexavalent 
chromium, lead, manganese, selenium and zinc; and finally, chelating agents, chlorates, and 
organochlorine compounds, known toxicants (6,9). The use of elemental chlorine for bleaching in 
kraft mills has historically results in elevated levels of organochlorine compounds such as 
polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDD) and dibenzofurans (PCDF) in receiving environments. In 
Canada, Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations issued under the 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA), require mills using a chlorine bleaching process to 
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discharge effluent with dioxin and furans below measurable levels due to the closing of several 
fisheries.  


However, despite the move away from elemental chlorine, organochlorines have not been 
eliminated from discharges (9), and detectable levels of toxicologically chlorinated dioxins and 
dibenzofurans have been detected in effluents from mills that use ECF technology, including that of 
NPNS (10). This is attributable to the co-generation of molecular chlorine from chlorine dioxide 
generators, as well as the liberation of chlorine from chemical reactions during pulp bleaching (1,15). 
Thus, there remains a certain level of AOX-associated toxicity in BKPME regardless of the 
elimination of elemental chlorine in bleaching processes. This has been demonstrated for both 
aquatic invertebrates (16), and vertebrates (17). 


Despite several decades of research, pulp mill effluents are poorly described, and there is limited 
progress in identifying agents responsible for disrupting fish physiology due to complexity and 
variability of effluents (18). Notwithstanding, there are several parameters of BKPME that have 
consistently correlated with negative outcomes, including AOX, BOD, COD, RA, phytosterols and 
TSS loading. These toxic effects have been exhaustively explored over the last 20 years on both 
receiving aquatic ecosystems and organisms that reside within. With respect to wild fish 
populations residing in areas receiving pulp mill effluent, there are a variety of negative 
physiological impacts, including compromised immunity (19–22), altered endocrinology and 
reproductive parameters (4,5,15,17,23–30), organocellular damage (31,32), genotoxicity (13,33–35), 
altered hepatic retinoid storage (14), hepatic sex steroid ligand availability (36), and altered hepatic 
enzymatic activity (37,38). The following sections attempt to summarize some of the scientific data 
associated with these negative impacts on immunocompetence, reproduction and hepatic enzyme 
activity.  


4.2.1 Effects on Immunocompetence 
Negative impacts on fish immunity is strongly associated with exposure to BKPME, such as 
decreased numbers and activity of lymphocytes in fishes exposed to effluent including perch (39), 
roach (21), and mummichog (40). Changes in hematology may reflect a more profound effect on 
lymphocyte maturation and migration, which may indicate general immunosuppression. An 
immunosuppressive effect was reported for roach exposed to BKPME and this was correlated with 
lower numbers of circulating lymphocytes and circulating antibodies (20), and numbers of antibody 
secreting cells (ASCs) are reduced in laboratory exposure studies (21). Moreover, macrophage 
function was shown to be reduced in effluent-exposed mummichog (40). With respect to disease 
susceptibility, macrophages play a key role in detection and clearance of pathogens and are critical 
in orchestrating immune responses of fish (41). Thus, reduction in macrophage activity in BKPME-
exposed fish suggests these animals are more susceptible to disease. Indeed, another study observed 
significantly higher burdens of a ciliate protozoan, Ichthyophthirius multifiliis, in fish residing in a 
BKPME-contaminated lake (20). In the freshwater fish, Channa punctatus, immunotoxicity due to 
BKPME exposure was elevated compared to controls and was exacerbated as a function of 
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temperature (19). Interestingly, there was a biphasic effect which was dependent on the time of 
exposure. For example, there was a stimulatory effect on ASCs after a short-term effluent exposure, 
while after long-term exposure there was an inhibitory effect. Santos et al. (42) observed significant 
oxidative damage due to activation of circulating phagocytes in European eel (Anguilla anguilla) gill, 
a tissue known to be susceptible to oxidative damage in response to BKPME exposure (43). 
Oxidative stress associated with activation of macrophages in fish exposed to BKPME has been 
reported, with incongruent results related to exposure times and distance from the discharge source 
(42). Thus, it is clear that chemicals present in BKPME significantly alters normal immune function, 
and furthermore, that these effects must not be considered in the absence of environmental (e.g., 
temperature, pathogen load) effects.  


4.2.2 Effects on Reproduction 
Decades of studies demonstrating a range of effects have shown that a major concern with respect to 
effects on fish physiology is the potential for BKPME to alter fish reproduction and fertility as 
observed by delayed sexual maturation, reduced circulating gonadotropins, smaller gonads and 
reduced secondary sexual characteristics (reviewed in (5,18,44–46)). These effects have been reported 
in North American, Scandinavian, New Zealand, and Chilean studies, where effluents from all types 
of mill processes, wood furnishes, and treatments are capable of impairing fish reproduction from 
the molecular to the individual or population level (17,18,47). Despite intense research efforts, the 
precise mechanisms underlying these adverse reproductive outcomes are not clear and the 
identification of bioactive substances have proven challenging. Research has concentrated on 
biologically active sex steroids in response to effluent exposures. Most of these studies have focused 
on estrogenic (48,49) and androgenic (29) pathways. While there is certainly strong evidence that 
these pathways are affected, they are not the only pathways that could be involved in the 
reproductive effects caused by pulp and paper mill effluents. In fact, many effluents have strong 
anti-reproductive activities but are neither strictly estrogenic nor androgenic in standard assays (18). 
Of the constituents of wood (‘‘wood extractives”), the plant sterol β-sitosterol is one of the most 
common one present in effluents (50), and is known to cause several endocrine effects in fish, 
including vitellogenin (VTG) induction altered plasma sex hormone levels and gonadal 
steroidogenesis (51). Table 1 attempts to summarize the known reproductive effects on finfish due to 
BKPME exposure. 


Table 1. Examples of reproductive effects due to BKPME exposure in teleost fishes (reviewed in 
(18)). As can be observed, deleterious reproductive effects are still observed despite the substitution 
for chlorine dioxide in ECF bleaching. NPNS has described its processes as “typical” in this category 
(10). 


Test fish Country Treatment1 Toxic effect References 
White sucker 
(Catostomus 
commersoni) 


Canada ECF 
Reduced gonad size, circulating sex 
hormones, and fecundity; delayed 


(25) 
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Test fish Country Treatment1 Toxic effect References 
sexual maturity; changes in 
secondary sex characteristics 


Goldfish 
(Carassius auratus) Canada ECF, TMP Depressed sex steroids; 


Neuroendocrine pathways affected  
(24,52) 


Fathead minnow 
(Pimephales promelas) 
Zebrafish 
(Danio rerio) 


Canada ECF 
Suppression of egg production; 
Induction of reproductive 
pathways 


(53,54) 


Mummichog 
(Fundulus 
heteroclitus) 


Canada ECF Depression of testosterone 
production (55) 


Rainbow trout 
(Oncorhynchus 
mykiss) 


Canada, 
Brazil, 
New 
Zealand, 
Chile 


EC/ECF Estrogenic effects; Increased gonad 
size and early maturation  (5,56,57) 


Redbreast sunfish 
(Lepomis auritus) USA EC/ECF 


Reduced estradiol, increased 
incidence of atretic vitellogenic 
oocytes 


(58) 


Largemouth bass 
(Micropterus 
salmoides) 


USA EC/ECF 
Reduced gonad size lower plasma 
sex hormones, reduced 
vitellogenesis  


(59) 


Mosquitofish 
(Gambusia holbrooki) USA - Masculinization of females (28,60,61) 


European perech 
(Perca fluviatilis) 
Roach 
(Rutilus rutilus) 


Finland ECF Decreased size of gonad, reduction 
in plasma sex steroids (39) 


Eelpout  
(Zoarces viviparous) Sweden ECF Significantly higher males in 


population (59,62) 


Shortfin eel 
(Anguilla australis) 


New 
Zealand ECF 


Increased plasma estradiol and 
testosterone (63) 


1Treatment process refers to either elemental chlorine (EC), elemental chlorine free (ECF) bleaching, 
or thermomechanical pulping (TMP) 
 
As previously stated, the exact chemical compounds involved in the effects on reproduction are 
ambiguous; however, they are known to occur in the absence of elemental chlorine bleaching such 
as the ECF processes utilizing chloride dioxide (15), similar to the processes performed at NPNS. 
Given the wide variety of reproductive effects observed, it is unlikely that there is a single chemical 
involved in anti-reproductive effects. The observation that neuroendocrine pathways are affected by 
BKPME exposure (24,64), in addition to the contribution of endocrine signalling in both androgenic 
and estrogenic pathways, implies that many different chemical compounds interact with 
neuroendocrine systems. However, many effluents have strong anti-reproductive activities but are 
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neither strictly estrogenic nor androgenic in standard assays (18). Thus, there is clearly a multitude 
of mechanisms contributing to these effects that are a product of the mill-specific processes. 


4.2.4 Effects on hepatic enzymatic activity 
BKPME is known to induce mixed-function oxygenase (MFO) in finfish. Induction of MFO enzymes 
in fish is a consistent indicator of the presence and bioavailability of polyaromatic compounds such 
as polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (38), some plant hormones (65), and chlorinated dioxins and 
furans (66). For BKPME, MFO induction can be used as a proxy for potency of the chemical 
constituents within, but the identity, concentration and ecological hazards of the individual 
compounds requires further analysis. 


The elimination of elemental chlorine in the pulp bleaching process through new regulations led to a 
major reduction of toxic AOX-associated compounds in BKPME, and subsequently resulted in 
substantive decrease in the presence of these compounds in the receiving environment and 
associated organisms (11). However, negative impacts on fish are still observed despite 
improvements, including MFO induction (38) and increased liver size (67). It is thought that wood 
extractives are a major cause of this effect (66,68), and key molecules involved have been identified 
as chlorinated lignin-derivatives (37). Resin acids (RAs) and phytosterols are consistently found in 
pulp mill effluent and are capable of inducing liver damage via MFO enzymes. A well-established 
method for determined the activity of these enzymes is via the standard bioassay using rainbow 
trout where the activity of ethoxyresorufin-o-deethylase (EROD) is measured (66). Using this 
method, many researchers have demonstrated substantial induction of MFO in fishes exposed to 
BKPME, both in chlorine-based processes, and ECF-based processes similar to the one employed by 
NPNS (10,38,65). 
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5.0 Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment 
Facility Project 
The proposed project will consist of the development of a new effluent (wastewater) treatment 
facility (ETF) constructed on Northern Pulp property, and a transmission pipeline that will carry 
treated effluent overland and in the marine environment and discharge via an engineered diffuser 
(marine outfall) (10). 


The proposed new ETF will employ the AnoxKaldnes BAS™ Biological Activated Sludge process 
purchased from Veolia Water Technologies, which combines Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR) 
technology with conventional activated sludge. Once treated onsite at Northern Pulp's facility, 
effluent will be sent through an approximately 15 km long pipeline. The pipeline will enter the south 
side of Pictou Harbour and make landfall on the north side of the harbour roughly following 
Highway 106 right-of-way to Caribou, and then re-enters the marine environment adjacent to the 
Northumberland Ferries marine terminal and continues for approximately 4.0 km through Caribou 
Harbour to the Northumberland Strait, terminating at an engineered marine outfall. 


As stated in the EARD, “the effluent is anticipated to meet compliance with federal PPER” (pg 84), and 
furthermore, that effluent “will meet ambient water quality at the edge of a standard mixing zone” (pg 84). 


The quality of this effluent entering the RWS will be described in the following section. 


5.1 Predicted Effluent Quality  
Expected daily maximum water quality characteristics of the treated effluent were used to conduct 
modelling for simulated concentrations over a one-month period (10). Table 1 compares those data 
with the background water characteristics of the RWS. What can be observed is the significant 
increase in concentration of all metrics. However, this data does not consider any long-term 
accumulation of various parameters of the effluent. For example, AOX and RA are known to be 
recalcitrant to degradation and persist in the environment (3,8,69), and as such, an accumulative 
model is necessary to predict environmental concentrations over extended periods of time. 
Additionally, these values are predicted and do not represent the actual chemical characterization of 
the ETF BKPME, therefore, it is unclear what the actual increase or decrease of these metrics will be 
upon discharge of the effluent.   
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Table 2. Comparison of background quality with proposed ETF effluent water quality in receiving 
water system (Caribou Harbour). Parameters with empirical evidence for negative physiological 
effects on aquatic organisms are denoted with an asterisk (*). 


  Average Value  


PARAMETER Unit Background1 Average Velocity 
(2018)2 Fold change3 


AOX* mg/L n/a 7.8 7.8x 
TN* mg/L 0.17 6.0 35x 
TP* mg/L 0.5 1.5 3x 
Colour TCU 4.5 750 167x 
COD* mg/L n/a 725 725x 
BOD5* mg/L ND 48 48x 
TSS* mg/L 2.5 48 19x 
DO* mg/L 9.7 >1.5 -6.5x 
pH* - 7.8 7.0-8.5 -1.1x – 1.1x 
Temperature (summer)* °C 16.8 37 2.2x 
Temperature (winter)* °C 1 25 25x 
TDS g/L 30 2 -15x 
Cadmium µg/L 0.084 1.03 12.2x 
TDF* pg/L 3.213 3.675 1.14x 
PAH* µg/L 0.01 0.044 4.4x 
TRA* mg/L 0.06 0.57 9.5x 
TFA* mg/L 0.07 0.335 4.8x 
TPh* µg/L ND 6.13 6.13x 


1Daily background water quality of the receiving water system (Caribou Harbour), obtained from 
Table 4.2-3 in the Focus Report (10) 
2Daily effluent water quality during average velocity operations, obtained from Table 4.2-4 in the 
Focus Report (10) 
3Calculated fold-change increase or decrease (-) of components taken as the ratio of 
effluent/background measurements 
 


As can be observed in Table 2, all of the measured analytes will be altered in the RWS to varying 
degrees; however, the analytes that are of highest concern with respect to impact on fish health and 
fitness include concentrations of AOX, COD, BOD5, TSS, pH, DO, TDF, PAH and TRA. Most studies 
evaluating negative physiological effects of BKPME exposure looks at the effluent as a complex 
mixture. Some of the available scientific evidence addressing components on an individual in 
reference to observable effects on fishes is summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Summary of effects of the major harmful BKPME components on finfish health, including 
the predicted discharge from NPNS, effects that have been documented, the species and 
accompanying references. 


Analyte 
Expected daily 
discharge1 


(kg/day) 
Effect(s) Species Reference(s) 


Adsorbed 
organic halides 
(chlorinated 
compounds) 


663  MFO induction; MFO 
induction, 
genotoxicity 


Rainbow trout; 
Chinook salmon 


(35,37) 


Chemical 
Oxygen Demand 


61,625  - - - 


Biological 
Oxygen Demand 


4,080 Reproductive 
anomalies, infertility 


Fathead minnow (4) 


Suspended 
Solids 


4,080 - - - 


Dioxins and 
Furans 


NP Masculinization; 
Genotoxicity; 
Immunotoxicity; Anti-
estrogenic 


Mosquitofish; 
Smallmouth 
bass; 
Spotted 
snakehead  


(19,28,34,70) 


Resin Acids NP Altered vitellogenin, 
sex steroids in 
females; Depleted 
hepatic retinoic acid 
levels; Testosterone 
depression 


Zebrafish; White 
sucker, Rainbow 
trout; 
Mummichog 


(14,55,71) 


Fatty Acids NP - - - 
Phenols NP Testosterone 


depression 
Mummichog (55) 


Polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons  


NP MFO induction; 
Altered testosterone; 
VTG induction 


Rainbow trout; 
Mummichog; 
Rainbow trout 


(23,37,51,65,68) 


1Based on data provided in the FR 


5.2 Findings of EARD/FR pertaining to Impacts of ETF 
and BKPME on Finfish (Freshwater and Marine) 
In short, both the EARD and FR conclude that there are no potential significant impacts on either 
freshwater or marine fish or fish habitat.  


These are described in detail below. 
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5.2.1 Freshwater 
In the EARD, the Proponent summarizes the residual adverse effects and environmental effects 
(Section 8.6 and pg. 535). In this, during all three Construction, Operation and Maintenance Phases 
of the project, the conclusion was:  


“No significant residual environmental effects identified with planned and standard mitigation 
implementation, authorization, and environmental protection measures”. 


Similar to the EARD, the FR prepared by NPNS reported a summary of no significant impact due to 
operations (included effluent discharge): 


“Once the project is operational, no impacts are anticipated to freshwater fish and fish habitat during 
the operation and maintenance phase” (pg. 220) 


5.2.2 Marine 
In the EARD, the Proponent summarizes the residual adverse effects and environmental effects 
(Section 8.12 and pg 588). In this, during all three Construction, Operation and Maintenance Phases 
of the project, the conclusion was that there would be no significant impact: 


”Overall, based on the results of this EA Registration, it is concluded that, with planned mitigation 
and the implementation of best practices to avoid or minimize adverse environmental effects, the 
residual environmental effects of the project, including the effects of accidents, malfunctions and 
unplanned events as well as cumulative environmental effects, during all phases are rated not 
significant” 


Similar to the EARD, the FR prepared by NPNS provided the following summary of the assessments 
conducted on marine fish and fish habitat (pg. v – Executive Summary): 


“Potential impacts to these marine VECs were evaluated in light of minor adjustments to the marine 
pipeline route and the updated receiving water assessment and comparison to the current outfall. 
Based on the receiving water study results and with identified mitigation… no significant residual 
adverse environmental effects were identified… A diffused outfall near outside of Caribou Harbour in 
the Northumberland Strait is considered to have much less potential effluent impact on the receiving 
environment and represents an improvement.”  


With respect to water quality of the RWS, the EARD and FR concludes that there is unlikely to be 
significant residual effects as a result of BKPME discharge. However, this conclusion was drawn 
after a one-month modelling of effluent discharge and fails to take cumulative effects of 
recalcitrant chemicals present in BKPME. Furthermore, the chemical characteristics of the BKPME 
are projected and do not represent the actual effluent. In the absence of empirical data, it seems 
unlikely that NPNS can make any conclusions about the potential negative impacts. 
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5.2.3 Assessment of Major Findings 
The Proponent concludes that there are no significant impacts anticipated by either construction or 
the operational phases of the ETF, on either freshwater or marine fish or fish habitat. This assertion 
is based on the notion that the predicted BKPME will be at background levels within 2 m of the 
diffuser port and will therefore not pose a risk to finfish in the RWS. There are several key 
assumptions that play a critical role in the validity of these conclusions: 


1.) The dilution of effluent is as predicted, and major harmful components of the effluent will be 
diluted to ambient by 2 m past the diffusers. 


2.) The characteristics of the actual effluent is consistent with the predicted effluent 
3.) The 85,000,000 L/day of effluent that will be discharged by the diffuser will act in a way that 


is accurate to models 
4.) There is no accumulative effect of the effluent over time on health or habitat of finfish 
5.) There is no sublethal effect of the diluted effluent on finfish in the RWS 


Identified issues with Major Findings: 
1.) As per Table 1, there is a substantive change in the concentration of many components of 


concern in the predicted BKPME. The buffering capacity of the RWS to reduce any negative 
effects of this volume of BKPME is a dangerous, and unsubstantiated, presumption. For 
example, COD in the immediate effluent is predicted to be 725x higher than ambient. That 
represents an extremely high gradient that is proposed to be reduced to 0 within 2 m (~ 7 ft) 
from the diffuser. This assertion does not seem credible and cannot be properly assessed 
using a modeling approach. Empirical evidence to support this predicted discharge and 
assumed dilution of discharge (over time) must be included. 


2.) It is well documented in the literature that there are recalcitrant chemicals present in 
BKPME. These chemicals – namely, resin acids, fatty acids, AOX, PAH, and TDF – are 
extremely slow to degrade in the environment and have a propensity to bioaccumulate in 
sediment (72) or in tissues of invertebrates (73) and vertebrates (74). All the modeling data in 
the EARD and FR looks at the discharge and flow of effluent over a one-month period. Even 
with very small initial concentrations of these chemicals into the RWS, it is inconceivable to 
assume there will be no accumulation over time or space. Furthermore, this potential 
accumulation will be under influences of seasonal variation in tidal and current flow. It is 
unclear how the Proponent reaches the conclusion that there will be no effect when these 
parameters have not been addressed in the models. 


3.) Without sublethal testing of their proposed effluent, it is unclear how the Proponent can 
conclude there will be no effects to finfish health. Due to the substantial variation both in 
terms of chemical characterization and effects on fish reproduction (reviewed in 7), it is 
necessary to test individual mills and their effluents for the potential to negatively affect 
aquatic organisms (46,75). As part of the effort to better understand these effects, several 
laboratory exposure and bioassay models have been developed. For example, a short-term 
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laboratory test assessing egg production by the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) is a 
consistent and sensitive indicator of overall reproductive status of how fish respond when 
exposed to mill effluent (25,76).  


4.) Overall, both the EARD and the FR appear to have omitted a science-based review on the 
available literature pertaining to the effects of BKPME on finfish health. There is an 
exhaustive body of literature available, and only 1 reference (11) was mentioned in the 
references. To conclude the EA with a finding of no significant impact on fish health after all 
the primary data associated with the subject is not acknowledged lacks scientific credibility 
and is, frankly, unacceptable. 


5.2.3 Addressing the Terms of Reference in the FR 
The purpose of the FR was to address issues brought up during public consultation and review of 
the EARD by relative stakeholders. With respect to the focus of the current review, i.e., finfish 
health, the following sections of the TOR were assessed: 2.3, 2.4, 4.1, 4.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5.  


These terms of reference, including the data submitted in the FR and resultant conclusions drawn by 
the review herein are described below: 


Project Description (2.3-2.4) – Regarding Effluent 
The Proponent was asked to submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical characterization of the 
raw wastewater (pp 23-32 of FR; Appendix 2.3). The Proponent was also asked to submit a complete physical 
and chemical characterization of the expected effluent entering the RWS (pp 32-39; Appendix 2.4) 


Assessment after review: 


The Proponent refers to the 2018 Effluent Characterization (Table 2.3-3) to represent the predicted 
effluent. However, it is unclear how this conclusion is valid, as the 2018 Effluent is based off the old 
system, which differs on several different levels, including the “polishing” phase. In contrast, the 
predicted effluent will not undergo this “polishing” phase.  


The Proponent consistently refers to the PPER as a guidance for justification of toxin levels in their 
effluent. At no point does the Proponent indicate they are moving towards a progressive and 
science-based approach. The PPER have been criticized for not setting higher standards for effluent 
treatment (4). For the Proponent to rely on these regulations only considering “acute lethality to fish” 
as an important indicator of toxicity is careless and demonstrates no consideration for the finfish 
communities residing in the RWS, many of whom are listed as threatened or endangered by 
COSEWIC (77–82). 


Importantly, the data provided in 2.3-2.4 are based on predicting effluent characteristics and 
subsequent modelling. As stated on pp 33, “Based on Veolia’s anticipated performance of the proposed 
ETF, it is expected that the proposed replacement ETF will provide performance that is comparable to other 
mills”.  
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Considering the significant potential for negative impacts on several species of fish (see Section 6.0), 
a speculative and predictive approach is not justified. Empirical evidence is required to validate 
these claims. 


Marine Water and Marine Sediment (4.1-4.2) 
The Proponent was asked to perform baseline studies on marine water quality and sediment quality in the 
vicinity of the proposed marine outfall location (pp 82; Appendix 4.1). Furthermore, the Proponent was asked 
to update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concerns in the RWS (pp 82-96; 
Appendix 4.2). 


Assessment after review: 


The Proponent only demonstrates data for effluent modelling for a period of 30 days. As this project 
is projected to last for longer than 30 days and in months other than July and February, it is unclear 
why modelling results over a period of 365 days were not obtained. This data essentially ignores any 
potential for accumulation over time and space, which is extremely likely to occur given the volume 
and masses of effluent proposed to be discharged by the ETF. This fact is particularly concerning for 
refractory chemicals that are known to exist in BKPME (8).  


This modeling data is extremely deficient and lacks reasonable credibility for the above reasons. 
Furthermore, there is a clear inconsideration for potential effects over time. 


Fish and Fish Habitat (7.3-7.5) 
The Proponent was asked to conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key 
marine fish species important for commercial, recreational, and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based on 
updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of contaminants (pp 
122-; Appendix 7.3). The Proponent was also asked to submit an updated EEM program based on 
results of various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water study (pp). Finally, the 
Proponent was asked to clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate potential 
impacts due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at the 
diffuser location during low production or maintenance shut down periods. 


Assessment after review: 


The Proponent did not conduct any additional studies to help provide evidence that might support 
their initial claims of “no impact” in the EARD. What would have been expected would have 
included sublethal toxicity testing of the predicted effluent as is a common practice for 
understanding effects on fish health.  


In contrast, the Proponent simply conducted review of their own studies (while ignoring the body of 
scientific data) and concluded “no significant residual impact to marine water are expected to arise on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project”. They go on to describe all of the studies that could be 
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performed after approval, “Future studies could include toxicity testing, specifically on larval lobster and 
herring eggs to evaluate sublethal effects on these species”. 


In contrast to the findings of the FR, the current review of the literature identified 6 species of finfish 
listed as “endangered”, with 4 listed as “threatened” and 2 of “special concern”. The Proponent fails 
to identify American plaice (endangered), lumpfish (threatened), porbeagle (endangered), and 
Atlantic sturgeon (threatened). They only consider a fish as potentially impacted by the project if 
they were observed during the sampling. This is extremely concerning, particularly with so many 
species in fragile population status. Atlantic sturgeon is known to inhabit the waters of Pictou and is 
particularly vulnerable to anthropogenic disturbances due to its longevity and age to reproduction 
(83). It is unacceptable for the Proponent to assume this species will not be affected by the project 
just because they did not observe it during their limited marine fish survey. 


6.0 Impacts of Proposed ETF on Finfish 
considering Empirical Evidence  
In contrast to the Proponent’s conclusion that there are no significant impacts expected on 
freshwater or marine fish or fish habitat, there is a substantial body of literature that documents 
the negative physiological effects of pulp and paper mill effluent at various concentrations on 
aquatic organisms, and in particular, finfish. This body of literature is largely absent from the 
EARD and FR, so it is plausible that the Proponent was simply unaware of the scientific consensus. 
Notwithstanding, the data is quite clear and demonstrates that components of effluent, whether they 
be derived from chlorine- or chlorine-free treatment processes (such as NPNS), fundamentally alter 
fish reproductive and immune systems, and by doing so, significantly impact overall fitness of these 
organisms. It is worthwhile to mention that much of the research concedes that the chemical(s) 
ultimately involved in these effects are not well characterized (11). Differential treatment processes 
in pulp and paper mills across Canada, and from different locations around the world, discharge 
complex and variable effluent, and these effluents are in a dynamic state of flux with respect to their 
characterization (2,4,11,17). Thus, it is not a clear-cut mechanism of effect that can be generalized to 
any one mill. Because of this confounding factor, it becomes even more prudent to critically examine 
BKPME on an individual mill basis to fully understand potential impact, which would include using 
laboratory models such as the fathead minnow reproductive test or comparators (53). 


With respect to the specific fish populations of the Northumberland Strait, there is an extreme 
paucity of data pertaining to the physiological impact of BKPME. Moreover, there is limited-to-no 
information regarding the true chemical characteristics of the proposed effluent. Thus, identification 
of true effects and potential impacts are limited to using a comparative approach (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Species of fishes known to inhabit the freshwater tributaries or marine waters of 
Northumberland Strait, their known habitat and COSEWIC status, the proposed impact by the 
EARD, and the potential impact of BKPME exposure as determined by scientific studies. 


Species1 Proposed 
Impact2 


COSEWIC 
Status 


Comparator 
Species3 Effect4 


Atlantic mackerel  
(Scomber scombus) None Secure - Unknown 


American plaice 
(Hippogloissoides 
platessoides) 


None Threatened 
Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 


Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 


Atlantic salmon 
(Salmo salar) 
Brook trout 
(Salvelinus fontinalis) 


None 


Special 
Concern – 
Endangered; 
Sensitive 
 


Rainbow trout 
(Oncorhynchus 
mykiss) 
Chinook salmon 
(Oncorhynchus 
tshawytscha) 


Altered retinoic acid 
receptors (14); Increased 
gonad size, early 
maturation (84); Intersex 
characteristics (57); 
Genotoxicity (35); 
Induction of EROD (38) 


Rainbow smelt 
(Osmerus mordax) None Secure - Unknown 


Blueback Herring 
(Alosa aestivalis) None Sensitive - Unknown 


Gaspereau 
(Alosa pseudblueoharengus) None Sensitive - Unknown 


Atlantic halibut 
(Hippoglossus hippoglossus) None Secure 


Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 


Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 


Atlantic herring 
(Clupea harengus) None Special 


concern - Unknown 


Atlantic sturgeon 


(Acipenser oxyrinchus) None Threatened - Unknown 


Atlantic striped bass 
(Morone saxatilis) None Threatened 


Largemouth bass 
(Micropterus 
salmoides) 


Reduction in fry survival, 
endocrine disruption (27); 
Decreased lymphocytes, 
neutrophilia (85)  


Atlantic bluefin tuna 
(Thunnus thynnus) None Endangered   
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1Species as listed by the EARD and FR 
2Proposed impact by EARD and FR 
3Comparator species; there has been no evidence pertaining to the effects of BKPME on the species 
of the RWS, thus, scientific studies that investigated these effects in closely related species are list. If 
there was no appropriate comparator, then (-) was recorded 
4Physiological impacts as determined by the associated reference 
 


Marine fish, and their habitat, are closely linked to the surrounding physical environment, including 
water and sediment quality – all of which could be impacted by the proposed ETF. The main 
commercial fisheries of importance include lobster, sea scallop, herring, mackerel and rock crab, 
however, the Northumberland Strait is an important migration corridor for many other species 
including Atlantic salmon, Atlantic bluefin tuna, American eel, winter skate, and Atlantic cod (86). 
Furthermore, nearshore habitats populated with eel grass are known nurseries for juvenile fishes 
(e.g., Atlantic salmon), or habitat for benthic species including that of the American eel (Anguilla 
rostrata). The American eel plays an important role in Canada's aquatic biodiversity. It has the 
greatest range of any fish species in North America and has supported major commercial, 
recreational, and Aboriginal fisheries (citation). Enlisted as threatened, it is thought that declines in 
abundance are due to habitat degradation, especially in light of pollution (77). Furthermore, 
introduction of an exotic parasite, Anguillicoloides crassus, that infects the swim bladder of American 
eels, is thought to be imposing an additional pressure on the species (87). Others have linked the 
collapse of the European eel to A. crassus, as heavy infections can lead to hemorrhagic lesions, swim 


American eel  
(Anguilla rostrata) None Threatened European eel 


(Anguilla anguilla) 


Gill damage due to 
oxidative stress (42); 
Reduced immunity (42) 


Atlantic cod 
(Gadus morhua) None Endangered - Unknown 


Winter Skate  
(Leucoraja ocellate) None Endangered 


Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 


Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 


Winter Flounder 
(Pleuronectes americanus) None Secure 


Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 


Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 


Lumpfish 
(Cyclopterus lumpus) 


None Threatened - Unknown 


Porbeagle 
(Lamna nasus) None Endangered - Unknown 


Spiny dogfish  
(Squalus acanthias) None Special 


concern - Unknown 


White hake 
(Urophycis tenuis) None Endangered - Unknown 
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bladder fibrosis or collapse, skin ulceration, decreased appetite, and reduced swimming 
performance (88). It is well documented that exposure to BKPME reduces immune competence in 
fishes, and this has been associated with higher parasite burdens in some populations (20,22). 
Therefore, the additive effects of A. crassus infection with exposure to BKMPE may present a serious 
concern for populations of American eel and needs to be studied further. In addition to American 
eel, several other species of fish known to inhabit the RWS are listed as endangered by COSEWIC, 
including Winter Skate (89), Atlantic Salmon (82), Atlantic Sturgeon (83), Atlantic Cod (81), Atlantic 
Bluefin Tuna (79), Porbeagle (90), and White Hake (78). 


The Northumberland Strait is home to 15 salmon-bearing rivers, and the populations of Atlantic 
salmon in that area are in decline. As ecological keystone species, the health of salmon populations 
can be viewed as an indicator of overall ecosystem health. The potential impacts of BKPME 
discharged by the proposed ETF are simply not understood, however, in other systems the negative 
impacts on reproduction and immunity are well documented in salmonids (e.g., (26)). The 
Proponent failed to produce any scientific evidence on the effects of their effluent on salmon.  


The Proponent consistently states that their proposed ETF and associated effluent is treated to “a 
level that is non-toxic and meeting regulated (PPER) effluent discharge parameters” (example, page 66, 
(10)). However, there is no empirical evidence characterizing the true chemical properties of the 
effluent. It is unclear how the Proponent can make any informed or accurate predictions on the 
potential environmental impacts on the RWS or the organisms that reside there. Furthermore, it is 
important to note that these regulations are antiquated and are currently undergoing a major 
revision as recent EEM studies indicate that 70% of pulp and paper mills in Canada are impacting 
fish (91). Thus, although they may be true in stating they are within PPER per se, this will certainly 
not be the case in the future. Furthermore, the PPER are designed to prevent effluents that cause 
“acute lethality”, and do not consider effects of long-term chronic exposure. Given the extremely high 
level of concern regarding the potential impacts on fish populations in the RWS, there should be an 
avoidance of harm, disruption or destruction, not simply “acute lethality”. For example, there are 
known effects in fish that are not observed for years subsequent to initial BKPME exposure that 
would seriously impact the health of fish populations in the RWS (e.g., 53). 


Irrespective of that fact, applying a science-based approach, as was claimed by the Proponent, 
would imply the most current available information would be used to inform decisions on effluent 
treatment and discharge. However, this is not the case. For example, a recent publication by Martel 
et al. (2017) discussed recommendations by experts in the field regarding the limits of BOD in 
BKPME that should be followed to prevent deleterious effects on fish populations (4). Therein, the 
authors prescribe a maximum BOD5 of > 20 mg/L as having the greatest probability of no effect on 
finfish reproduction. The study was intended to provide insights for best management practices that 
could be incorporated into mill-specific strategies for achieving minimal or no impact on fish 
reproduction (4). These best practices recommendations should be included in the design or 
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development of any new pulp and paper mill. It is inappropriate for the Proponent to ignore 
recommendations made by scientific consensus. 


The true impacts of the projected effluent should be evaluated using independent laboratory 
exposure studies for all major important species. Furthermore, upon close examination of the body 
of literature cited by both the EARD and FR, it is apparent that the Proponent did not consider the 
large and comprehensive available datasets produced across time and space, where a general 
consensus has been reached on the toxic effects of BKPME to finfish health. 
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7.0 Summary  
The installation of secondary effluent treatment processes across Canada has substantially improved 
effluent quality through reductions of compounds producing acute toxicity, including 
organochlorine discharges and AOX compounds. However, BKPME released in aquatic receiving 
environments still contains bioactive compounds that affect fish metabolism, reproduction, and 
health. Investigations into the substances involved in these negative effects has indicated that wood 
constituents are partly to blame, but that many unidentified and uncharacterized substances in the 
effluent are involved. Thus, despite the improvement in effluents, pulp and paper mills continue to 
exact negative physiological effects on aquatic organisms, and furthermore, a more comprehensive 
understanding of the complete chemical profile of BKPME and associated bioactive properties needs 
to be completed. 


With respect to the project in question, there is simply not enough supporting documentation to 
support the conclusion that there will be no negative effects on aquatic animals and the 
associated ecosystem of Caribou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait. The negative 
physiological effect of BKME has been well described on fishes, included depressed immunity, 
altered reproduction and decreased overall resilience. While effluent plume modelling may have 
some success in predicting the concentration of effluent in receiving waterways, they do not provide 
accurate accounts of the organisms in those waterways, as many are migratory. Furthermore, the 
relative importance of habitat is dynamic over time and space. For example, sensitive habitats of 
near-shore environments represent critical nursery areas for many larval fishes during certain times 
of the year (e.g., post-emergence of salmonid smolts), while for other organisms that are sedentary 
(e.g., mussels), avoidance of deleterious environmental stimulants is not possible. Additionally, the 
predictive modeling fails to account for accumulation of BKPME components over a period 
longer than a month which severely limits any predictive power. And finally, there is no 
description or characterization of the potential for components of the predicted BKPME for 
bioaccumulation, despite the large body of evidence for bioaccumulation of several toxic 
components such as chlorinated organic compounds (69), and wood extractives (8).  


8.0 Conclusion 
There are numerous issues and concerns that are raised in the above document pertaining to the 
effluent characterization and associated impacts to marine fish and fish habitat. For example, there is 
a lack of baseline environmental data, effluent composition data, or data on toxicity of proposed 
effluent to fishes that reside in the RWS. The Proponent appears to ignore the massive body of 
literature on the deleterious physiological impacts of BKPME on finfish, as well as the very real 
potential for bioaccumulation of toxic compounds in the RWS. Furthermore, the FR does not 
acknowledge the most up-to-date scientific recommendations on limits of effluent components (i.e., 
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BOD limits), that are necessary to reduce potential harm to fishes. With respect to the fish species 
potentially at risk, there are 4 species residing within this RWS that are listed as “threatened”, and 6 
species residing within this RWS that are listed as “endangered” by COSEWIC. Additive effects 
involving already stressed populations due to climactic variability and habitat loss, combined with 
the known impacts (e.g., compromised reproductive and immunological systems) of exposure to 
BKPMEs pose a real and significant concern for these species of fish.  


In conclusion, it is of my professional opinion that this Focus Report is deficient in the necessary 
supporting documentation and empirical data regarding the potential impacts of the proposed ETF 
by NPNS on finfish in the Northumberland Strait. 
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Statement of expertise 


I am a research scientist in Coastal and Fisheries Ecology at the Fisheries and Marine Institute of 


Memorial University of Newfoundland. My position involves conducting research on Northwest 


Atlantic marine ecosystems and fisheries and training graduate students in Fisheries Science. 


 


My research focuses on understanding and quantifying the impacts of human activities on 


marine and coastal ecosystems. I have been conducting research on Northwest Atlantic and more 


particularly on the Gulf of St. Lawrence for 11 years. My current research projects are diverse 


and include lobster population productivity, restoration ecology of eelgrass habitat, migration of 


Atlantic halibut and Atlantic cod, and life-history of northern shrimp. I have numerous primary 


publications demonstrating wide understanding of the Northwest Atlantic marine ecosystems. 


Furthermore, a large portion of my research involves mathematical and statistical modelling and 


often require to work with outputs from complex oceanographic models. I have thus developed 


quantitative and modelling skills over the years. 


 


I obtained a Bachelor Degree in Biology and Ecology from Université de Rennes I 


(France), during which I learn the important ecological patterns and processes that control 


vulnerability of natural environment to natural and human-induced disturbances. I then obtained 


a joint Master of Science degree of Oceanography from the Université de Marseille (France) and 


Université du Québec a Rimouski. During this degree I took many courses on the four main 


disciplines that composed the field of Oceanography: Geological, Physical, Chemical, and 


Biological Oceanography. This was key to understand how the various components of marine 


and coastal environments are interconnected. Finally, I obtained a PhD degree in Marine Biology 


from Memorial University of Newfoundland during which I became familiar with Canadian 


ecosystems. The PhD degree was a critical step in the development of my independent and 


critical thinking. 


 


 My reputation in Fisheries Ecology is growing and my expertise is increasingly requested 


to peer-review journal manuscripts and grant proposals, and to act as an external reviewer for 


fish stock assessment meetings. I have recently testified as an expert witness at the House of 


Commons for a study on Fisheries and Oceans Canada. This attests my ability to provide an 


objective and unbiased opinion on specific matters. 
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Introduction 


Context of this report. 


On October 2, 2019, Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) submitted a focus report 


for the replacement effluent treatment facility project for environmental assessment. This focus 


report was requested by Nova Scotia Environment as additional information to support a final 


decision regarding the approval of the environmental assessment for the construction and 


subsequent operation of a new effluent treatment facility including a pipeline to transport treated 


effluent for discharge into the Northumberland Strait. 


 Public comments on the focus report can be made until November 8, 2019. In this 


context, the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, Prince Edward Island Fishermen’s 


Association, and Maritime Fishermen’s Union solicited my expert opinion via Barrister and 


Solicitor, Jamie Simpson of Juniper Law. This report presents my objective, unbiased opinion on 


the potential impact of the new effluent treatment Facility project proposed by NPNS. 


 


Content of this report. 


The report provides first a short summary of my analysis of the focus report. Given my expertise 


in biological Oceanography and Fish Ecology, I conducted an in depth reviewed of parts 4. 


Marine Water and Marine Sediment and 7. Fish and Fish Habitat of the focus report. This second 


part of my report documents the series of issues that I identified with parts 4 and 7 of the focus 


report and relevant appendices (Appendices 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4).   


Finally, a general discussion addressing two main questions is provided: 


- Does NPNS’s submitted materials adequately address the potential risks of bioaccumulation 


of toxins in the marine environment, and if not, what these risks may be? 


- Is NPNS’s assertion that the effluent released into the Strait through the proposed treatment 


system will be less harmful than the effluent currently entering the Strait via the current Boat 


Harbour treatment system (particularly with respect to the release of metals) valid? 


The response to these questions rely on my analysis of the entire focus report, with particular 


attention to parts 2.3 and 2.4 (because of their relevance to the second question listed above) and 


with an in-depth review of parts 4 and 7. 
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Summary  


The results of the focus report in terms of impact of the replacement effluent treatment facility to 


the marine environment are highly dependent on the results from the receiving water study. The 


receiving water study is based on two modelling exercises. The credibility of the results from any 


modelling exercises depends mainly on 1) the robustness of the models, 2) the implementation of 


the models. Reviewing the robustness of these two models is outside my expertise; therefore, I 


did not review the structure of these two models. However, given my modelling skills and 


general knowledge of physical oceanography, I was able to review the implementation of these 


two models. I found a potentially significant issue with the implementation of the far-field 


model: it assumes that the one-month simulation period is enough to represent dilution 


processes that will occur over the several decades of effluent discharge from the proposed 


outfall location. This is an issue, because effluent concentrations are likely to increase over 


time, which will affect future dilution. More details on this issue and other potential issues with 


the receiving water study are provided in the part 4 of this report. 


The terms of reference for the focus report included baseline surveys of the marine fish 


and fish habitat as well as an impact assessment of treated effluent for key marine species 


important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. These surveys and impact 


assessments are especially important given the great concern expressed by the public and the 


government for the potential impact of the proposed work on the value environmental 


component (VEC) “Marine Fish and Fish Habitat”. Indeed, according to the concordance tables 


showed in the focus report (pages 2 and 3, Dillon 2019), 195 public comments (2nd highest 


number) and 34 government comments (4th highest number) were related to the VEC “Marine 


Fish and Fish Habitat”. 


On June 21, 2019, Bill C-68, an act to amend the Fisheries Act and other Acts in 


consequence has received Royal Assent and is now law. This enactment amends the fisheries act 


to “provide measures for the protection of fish and fish habitat with respect to works, 


undertakings or activities that may result in the death of fish or the harmful alteration, disruption 


or destruction of fish habitat”. An important question related to item 7.2. of the terms of 


reference is thus: Can the proposed work lead to the harmful alteration, disruption, or destruction 


of marine fish habitat? 


In my professional opinion, given the information presented in the focus report and 


associated documents, it is impossible to conclude that the proposed work won’t lead to 


harmful alteration, disruption, or destruction of fish habitat. Indeed, I found that baseline 


fish and fish habitat surveys for the marine environment were incomplete and had numerous 


gaps. No surveys of the intertidal zone and of the extent and structure of eelgrass meadows were 


conducted. Furthermore, as described in the focus report and appendix 7.2, the methodology 


used for marine fish habitat surveys is not reproducible, which will prevent future comparison if 


environmental monitoring programs are conducted. 
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Review of part 4. Marine Water and Marine Sediment 


4.1 Baseline Marine Studies 


Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as marine water quality and 


marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 


 


Marine water quality 


A baseline water quality study was completed to enable future monitoring of the impact of the 


effluents on water quality and also to be used in the water quality receiving study. Water samples 


were taken on May 24 and 25, 2019 at varying depth and tide cycles. The analysis of the water 


samples that were collected are robust and the concentrations are reliable. However, despite 


proper chemical analysis of collected water samples, the current baseline study of water quality 


is of limited use for future comparison because of its short temporal extent. 


Issue 4.1.1. The marine water quality study was conducted over a period of time too short to 


provide a useful baseline. 


The biochemical properties of marine waters in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, including the 


area of study, are highly dynamic in time and show strong seasonal cycles (Strain et al. 1998, 


Blais et al. 2018). For instance, concentrations in nitrogen and phosphorus, and oxygen demand 


show strong variation in response to seasonal plankton blooms (Blais et al. 2018). These seasonal 


cycles vary in their timing from year to year and any comparison of chemical properties of 


marine water through time needs to capture these seasonal cycles. The marine water quality 


baseline study conducted as part of the focus report does not provide sufficient temporal 


information to enable future monitoring of change in water quality.  


Suggestion. Conduct a new study of the chemical properties of marine water in the proposed 


work area with sample collection extended throughout the year  


 


Sediment quality 


A baseline study of the sediment chemical composition was conducted to characterize the 


materials that may be excavated and potentially permanently sidecast or disposed of during the 


construction phase. Sediment samples were collected along the length of the proposed pipeline 


corridor and in the vicinity of the preferred outfall location.  


Issue 4.1.2. The sediment in Pictou Harbour showed concerning levels of harmful chemical 


concentrations. 
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Results indicated that many chemical concentrations exceed levels of Canadian Environmental 


Protection Act Disposal at Sea for Pictou Harbour. This included Total PAH, 2-


Methylnaphthalene, acenaphthene, fluorine, naphthalene, arsenic, and cooper. This raises 


concerns for the future excavation of the sediment in Pictou Harbour.  


Because of the lack of baseline data (Romo et al. 2019), it is difficult to affirm that these elevated 


concentrations of Total PAH, 2-Methylnaphthalene, acenaphthene, fluorine, naphthalene, 


arsenic, cooper and lead are related to the past and ongoing effluents discharged from Boat 


Harbour. However, given the results from the far field modelling study, which indicates that 


effluent from the existing dam discharge at Boat Harbour can accumulate in Pictou Harbour 


(Figure 4.2-6 of Focus Report, Dillon 2019), there is a high likelihood that these elevated 


concentrations of harmful chemicals are related to current effluent discharge in Boat Harbour. 


This is a significant concern for any future effluent discharge in the Northumberland Strait, and 


supports the adoption of the precautionary approach. 


 


4.2 Receiving Water Study 


Update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concern in the 


receiving environment (based on the results of the effluent characterization and/or other 


relevant studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water quality data for 


Caribou Harbour must be applied to this study. Refer also to Addendum 3.0. 


 


The receiving water study is a key component of the focus report and the results from this 


study are used in section 7.3. to evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed work on 


marine fish and fish habitat. If the results are inaccurate then conclusion in section 7.3 of the 


focus report needs to be revised. 


The receiving water study was conducted using a far-field hydrodynamic model (Mike 21) and a 


near-field hydrodynamics model (Cormix). Results from the far-field hydrodynamic model were 


then used into the near-field model. Evaluating the robustness of these models is outside my area 


of expertise and would require a professional physical oceanographer familiar with these two 


models. Even if a model is robust, the accuracy of the results depends heavily on the proper 


implementation of the models. Given with my expertise in biological modelling and my general 


knowledge of physical oceanography, I was able to review the implementation of the far-field 


model and of its results. 


I identified three issues that require clarifications. Issue 4.2.1 and potentially 4.2.2 could have 


serious implications for the credibility of the results of the receiving water study.  
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Issue 4.2.1. Concern that a one-month simulation is not sufficient to capture cumulative impacts 


of effluent waters over many years. 


One specific objective of the receiving water study was to model the dispersion of effluent 


characteristics in order to evaluate potential for cumulative effects. This was done using a far-


field hydrodynamic modelling using the MIKE 21 model. Model simulations were conducted for 


a period of one month (simulation time) and the reported results show effluent concentrations at 


the end of this one-month simulation period (Figures 4.2-3 and 4.2-4 of focus report). My major 


concern is that the one-month simulation period is not sufficient to evaluate the cumulative 


impacts of effluent waters released continuously for several years, possibly decades. On 


figure 41 of Appendix 4.2 of the focus report, we can notice positive trends in simulated effluent 


concentrations at the 8 locations located at 100 m from the outfall (Figure 1 of this report). These 


trends suggest an accumulation. As stated by the focus report, the concentration remains low at 


the end of the simulation period. However, one can ask given trends observed in Figure 41, what 


would the final concentrations after a simulation period of several months or several years? This 


question needs to be addressed given its implication for future monitoring of potential 


impacts on marine life. 


 


 


Figure 1. Simulated effluent concentrations at three locations at a 100 m radius of the Outfall Discharge 


in July. Figure 41 from Stantec (2019). The time series of simulated concentrations show positive trends 


through time, which indicates accumulation. Only 3 of the 8 model locations are shown here, but 


increasing trends in concentration are visible at the 8 locations in Figure 41 in Stantec (2019). 
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Issue 4.2.2. It is not clear how the discharge is incorporated into the model.  


The flow parameter is clearly specific (85,000 m3 / day), but it is unclear how the discharge is 


released. One would expect that a discharge of ~3,542 m3 is released at every time step (60 


minutes) of the model. However, this is not mentioned in the description of the model 


implementation. This issue aligns with a previous comment from the reviewer from ECCC that 


the “explanatory details provided on far-field simulations are very brief and do not permit a full 


appreciation of the model’s robustness or the credibility of its results” (page 4 of Addendum 


3.0). The figures provided in the report and in appendix 4.2 do not capture the continuous nature 


of the discharge of effluent water. This casts some doubts on the model implantation and 


credibility of results. This is especially concerning in the light of comment on page 8 of focus 


report on which it is written that the model assumes that “no background concentrations are 


present”. Does that mean that background concentration from a previous time step or resulting 


from accumulation over months or years is not considered? 


 


Issue 4.2.3. Conditions during the months of February and July are unlikely to reflect year-round 


conditions.  


The focus report included a simulation for the month of February in response to comments from 


Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) and Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) – 


Addendum 3.0. The concern was that the presence of ice in the winter modifies stratification of 


water column and thus could affect dispersion rates. The appendix 4.2 of focus report now states 


on page 2.28 that the two scenarios (July and February) “will be able to envelope the year-round 


physical oceanographic and hydrodynamic environments for modeling effluent dispersion”. 


However, given that wind is a main driver of ocean circulation and that winds vary drastically in 


both their direction and amplitude across seasons in the study area, we can expect that 


simulations for the months of July and February are unlikely to reflect spring and fall conditions. 


This is especially true for the fall season, during which winds are generally stronger. 


 


4.3 Sediment transport modeling 


Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impacts of 


potential accumulation of sediment within near-field and far-field model areas. This should 


include chemical and physical characterization of the solids proposed to be discharged by 


NPNS as well as a discussion of how these solids will interact with the marine sediments 


and what the potential impact will be on the marine environment as a result. 


The focus report was tasked with discussing how the solids discharged by NPNS can impact the 


marine environment. Based on the modeling results and observed currents in the area, the focus 


report concluded that “effluent sedimentation is not likely to occur in the proposed diffuser 
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area”. Therefore, effluent sediment will not have a significant impact on the marine benthic 


environment” (page 102, Dillon 2019). The focus report only looked at the risks of sedimentation 


of total suspended solids (TSS) and potential subsequent impacts on the benthic environment. 


They omitted to evaluate other impacts that TSS can have such as light attenuation in the water 


column.     


Issue 4.3.1. The report does not discuss potential impacts that release of total suspended solids 


may have on light attenuation and subsequently on the growth of eelgrass and seaweed in the 


local and regional assessment area. 


Light and temperature are the two main parameters controlling the growth of marine flora such 


as eelgrass and seaweed. Eelgrass beds have been shown to be very sensitive to change in light 


intensity as a result of human disturbance (Larkum et al. 2006). Given that the dredging of 


marine sediments will result in an increase in the TSS in the water column, this will reduce light 


intensity, which has the potential to impact eelgrass meadows adjacent to the proposed work 


area. However, the NPNS environmental impact assessment and focus report did not consider the 


potential impacts that added TSS in the water column can have on eelgrass and seaweed beds. 


 


 


Review of part 7. Fish and Fish Habitat 


7.1 Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater 


environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  


Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater environment, to the 


satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 


I reviewed the freshwater Fish and Fish habitat surveys and did not find any significant issue. 


 


7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Survey 


Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, to the satisfaction of 


Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 


 


Environmental impacts of a development project are best evaluated using before-after-control-


impact (BACI) design studies. Baseline surveys conducted before project construction are thus 


necessary to enable future evaluation of the environmental impacts by the company or by any 


other groups who wish to do so. To be useful, data from baseline surveys need to be collected in 


a thorough and reproducible manner. 
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An underwater benthic habitat survey (UBHS) was conducted from May 3 to 7, 2019 in 


Caribou Harbour and Pictou Harbour. The objectives of the survey were: i) to identify what 


habitat types are present; ii) to identify what benthic (bottom) communities are present; iii) to 


determine if eelgrass is present; and iv) to describe what vegetation species are present (Dillon 


2019). As well as this, a side-scan survey was conducted to characterize substrate in the 


proposed project area. I found numerous issues with the Fish Habitat Baseline Survey. These 


issues are described below. 


 


Issue 7.2.1. The baseline survey is too short to capture seasonality in species distribution, growth 


and life-history. 


The fish habitat baseline survey was conducted over a very short period of four days from May 3 


to 7. In regions with strong seasonal fluctuations in climate such as the proposed work area, 


seasonality is a prominent feature governing many aspects of marine species life, including 


distribution, growth, survival, and recruitment. For instance, lobster larvae are released in the 


water column during the summer and settled to the bottom late summer / fall (Annis 2005). 


Similarly, juvenile Atlantic cod and other groundfish adopt a bottom life style in September – 


October and thus density of juvenile cod and other groundfish is higher in nearshore water in the 


fall (Methven and Bajdik 1994). Growth of eelgrass is maximal during warmer summer months 


and thus the extent of eelgrass meadows is maximal in early fall before winter die-offs (Larkum 


et al. 2006). Some migratory benthic fish species such as halibut migrate from winter deep 


spawning areas to summer shallow feeding areas (Le Bris et al. 2019). Those are a few examples 


of how seasonality governs life-history of fish and fish habitat Atlantic Canada. To be useful, 


baseline surveys need to capture this seasonality. Because of its very short duration, the fish 


and fish habitat baseline survey conducted as part of the focus report did not capture the 


seasonal variation in fish communities and fish habitat; therefore, it has limited value as a 


baseline survey. 


 


Suggestion. Conduct a fish habitat baseline survey at multiple times of the year to capture 


seasonal variations. 


 


Issue 7.2.2. The extent (surface area) of eelgrass meadows in the vicinity of proposed work was 


not measured. As well as this, the methodology used in the marine baseline habitat surveys does 


not provide the necessary information to enable future comparison as part of an environmental 


monitoring program. 


The underwater benthic habitat survey indicated that eelgrass was present in Caribou Harbour in 


the vicinity of the proposed work (Dillon 2019).  Eelgrass (Zostera marina) is the only seagrass 
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species (i.e. marine flowering plants) found in Canada. Seagrass meadows are among the most 


productive ecosystems on the planet (Cullen-Unsworth and Unsworth 2018). For instance, 


seagrass meadows sustain global fisheries production (Unsworth et al. 2019) and are responsible 


for more than 10% of global carbon sequestration annually (Fourqurean et al. 2012). 


Consequently, the global decline in seagrass extent has been a great concern for ocean health 


(Cullen-Unsworth and Unsworth 2018, Orth et al. 2006, Waycott et al. 2009). In Canada, 


eelgrass is considered an ecologically significant species because a disturbance to eelgrass 


meadows has substantially greater ecological consequences than a disturbance of equal 


magnitude on most other species in the community (DFO 2009). Eelgrass has been shown to be 


particularly important for juvenile fish, including juvenile Atlantic cod, because it offers shelter 


from predators, thus reducing predation risks (Gorman et al. 2009). A complete survey of 


eelgrass meadows adjacent to any coastal development or new human activities should be 


included in marine fish habitat baseline surveys. 


It has long been demonstrated that excessive nutrient inputs can reduce growth, density, and 


biomass of eelgrass meadows (Short et al. 1995). Furthermore, eelgrass has minimum light 


requirements to grow and it is thus highly sensitive to change in turbidity (Larkum et al. 2006). 


Therefore, in order to evaluate in the future if the effluent is impacting eelgrass meadows in the 


area, it is necessary to properly measure: 


 The extent of the eelgrass meadows (i.e. surface area).  


 The percentage cover of the meadows in a given area. 


 The density of the eelgrass meadows (density of shoot).  


 The canopy height (average leaf length). 


Measuring the above characteristics can be relatively easily done through snorkelling / SCUBA 


Diving survey and analyses of satellite imagery (Wilson et al. 2019) or of aerial photography 


taken by planes or by drones (Duffy et al. 2018). The work conducted as part of the fish habitat 


baseline surveys for the marine environment only recorded the presence / absence of eelgrass 


along video transect lines. This is insufficient to enable future monitoring of the potential 


impacts on eelgrass meadows of the proposed project. 


Suggestion. A complete survey of eelgrass meadows adjacent to the proposed work area should 


be completed. This should include eelgrass meadows that can be impacted by either the transport 


of effluent materials or by the physical work that will be conducted to install the pipeline and 


which could result in re-suspension of sediment and thus reduction in light intensity. Eelgrass 


meadows potentially located along Caribou Island, Munroes Island and along the coast outside 


Pictou Harbour should be surveyed. Such survey should follow the methodology developed by 


the Global Seagrass Monitoring Network (www.seagrass.net) in addition to measuring the full 


extent (surface areas) of each meadow encountered. 
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Issue 7.2.3. The methodology used to analyze images from the underwater benthic habitat video 


survey is not well detailed and sometimes subjective, which will impede comparison of results 


with potential future monitoring studies. 


The detailed video analysis presented in Appendix 7.2. quantified the percent cover of each 


substrate categories at each transect. The methodology used to estimate percent cover is not 


explained. An approach that can be used to limit observer bias when quantifying percent cover 


from images or videos is to divide the image frame in numerous grid cells using and count the 


presence / absence in each grid cell. Because of the lack of mythological explanation in focus 


report and Appendix 7.2, it is unclear if the percent cover analysis was done using a grid on the 


images or not. As well as this, to quantify percent cover from videos require to stop the video at 


specific time interval (e.g. every minute). Unfortunately, no details are provided on how video 


images were analyzed. Finally, distribution of macro faunal species was estimated using a semi-


quantitative approach (page 6 of Appendix 7.2.). A quantitative approach could have been easily 


employed by, again, dividing the images in numerous grid cells and counting the presence / 


absence in each grid cell. Such approach would have provided more reproducible results. 


Suggestion. More details on the video analysis methodology should be provided to enable an 


evaluation of the performance of the marine fish habitat survey and, most importantly, to 


evaluate if the survey is reproducible in the future. A more quantitative approach should be used 


for the estimation of substrate percent cover and for distribution of macro faunal species. 


 


Issue 7.2.4. Only a survey of the benthic habitat was conducted. No survey of the pelagic (in the 


water column) and intertidal zones (zone between low and high tide mark) was conducted. 


Fish habitat is defined in subsection 2(1) of the Fisheries Act to include “all waters frequented by 


fish and any other areas upon which fish depend directly or indirectly to carry out their life 


processes”. Based on this definition, not only the bottom but the entire water column should have 


been surveyed, including the intertidal zone. Water quality analyses were conducted in section 4 


of the focus report but no survey of the biological communities (phytoplankton, zooplankton and 


ichtyoplankton) was provided.  These are important species communities at the base of the food 


web that drives future recruitment of marine fish species important for commercial, recreational 


and Aboriginal fisheries. As well as this, no survey of the intertidal zone was conducted. The 


intertidal zone is home to communities of species specifically adapted to this environment and 


that constitute important food source for many coastal fish species. Without proper surveys of 


the intertidal and pelagic zones, the future impact of the proposed work will be impossible to 


monitor because of the lack of baseline information. 
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Other minor issues: 


 The justification for the choice of the classification scheme for substrate type was not 


provided (Appendix 7.2, page 6). There is also one size class missing between “Boulder 


(>25 cm)” and “Cobble (3-13 cm)”. 


 The term “high-level video analysis” is used on numerous occasions in the report on the 


marine fish habitat baseline survey (Appendix 7.2) without being defined. The 


superlative “high" is subjective. 


 


 


7.3 Impact Assessment for Marine Fish 


Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish 


species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be 


based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of expected 


movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be agreed upon by NSE in 


consultation with relevant federal departments. 


 


The focus report conducted an additional impact assessment of treated effluents on representative 


key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. Despite 


the presence of numerous fish species in the area, including species important for commercial, 


recreational and Aboriginal fisheries, the focus report concluded that “no significant residual 


impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result 


of this project” (page 123, Dillon 2019). This conclusion is driven uniquely by the results of 


the receiving water modelling study, which indicated that beyond a zone < 5 m from the 


diffuser, water parameters will match marine baseline data in the Northumberland Strait. 


If the predictions from the receiving water study are inaccurate, then the conclusion of the focus 


report regarding potential impacts on marine life is not valid. As noted above, there is some 


doubt regarding the credibility of the results of the modelling studies. Regardless of the type of 


model, any results from modelling studies should be taken with caution given that modelling 


exercises always require assumptions – and the precautionary approach principle must be 


applied. 


On top of the potential issues with the receiving water study, I noticed several issues in the 


study of distribution of marine fish species in the proposed work area. These issues are 


presented below. 


Issue 7.3.1 The “Distribution of Marine Fish and Fish Habitat in Study area” part of the section 


7.3. is insufficient. 
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The focus report only uses the results from the Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey (UBHS) to 


describe the distribution of marine finfish in the study area and stated that “marine invertebrates 


and marine fin-fish species sightings were rare and were not found in any abundance” (page 127, 


Dillon 2019). This survey was conducted using a towed camera and was design to survey benthic 


substrate. This is not a proper methodology to survey highly mobile species such as fin-fish, 


because they can easily escape the camera field of view.  


As well as this, the focus report failed to recognize that the regional assessment area for this 


project is one of the regions with the historical highest diversity of fish species in the southern 


Gulf of St. Lawrence and that the region is considered as an Ecologically and Biologically 


Significant Area (Rondeau et al. 2016). 


Issue 7.3.2. The mitigation measures proposed in table 7.3-2 are often vague and not specific to 


each indicator and / or potential effect.  


For instance, one mitigation measure for the physical disturbance of plankton diversity and 


abundance is to stage the work according to fisheries timing windows. This does not make sense 


because there is no fishery for planktonic species. Similarly, the same mitigation measure is 


proposed to reduce impact on lobster and avoid sensitive stages. Sensitive stages are not defined. 


They could include larvae stages, young of the year, or egg-bearing females. Clarification on 


how mitigation measures will address each species indicator and potential effects are required. 


Issue 7.3.3. Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) is not evaluated in the potential 


impacts to important fisheries of commercial, recreational, and Aboriginal value within the 


project area and the likelihood of occurrence of Atlantic halibut in the LAA should be revised 


from low to medium-high. 


Atlantic halibut is a species of growing commercial value in Atlantic Canada. Its value 


has increased from 6.6 million dollars in 1995 to 59.8 million dollars in 2017 and it is now the 


third most valuable fin-fish fishery in the country (https://www.dfo-


mpo.gc.ca/stats/commercial/sea-maritimes-eng.htm). Accompanying the growth in population 


abundance, the population has expanded its distribution (Boudreau…) and halibut is now 


commonly present in the eastern part of the Northumberland Strait. Indeed, figures from the most 


recent halibut stock assessment report (DFO 2019) show that halibut is commonly caught in 


scientific surveys (Figure 2) and in commercial catches (Figure 3) in the eastern Northumberland 


Strait in the vicinity of the Marine Regional Local Assessment Areas. Finally, recent tracking of 


halibut using pop-up satellite archival tags has revealed that a halibut tagged in on the northeast 


side of Prince Edward Island (46.543°N; 62.218°W) on November 11, 2014, for which the 


tagged popped-up near Port Hood Nova Scotia (46.956°N; 62.608°W) on August 20, 2015 spent 


several days from June 18, 2015 to June 30, 2015 inside the regional assessment area and the 


local assessment area (Figure 4). This indicates that the area of interest is a summer feeding area 


for Atlantic halibut. Tracking of other Atlantic halibut using pop-up satellite archival tags in the 
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same region revealed that other tagged Atlantic halibut used the eastern part of the 


Northumberland strait as a summer feeding area (James et al. In Review).  


The focus report did not consider the Atlantic halibut fisheries in its review because the 


likelihood of occurrence of Atlantic halibut in the LAA was evaluated as low. The likelihood of 


occurrence of Atlantic halibut in the LAA was evaluated as low because it was based on 


information from one study with data up to 2013. Thus the evaluation did not consider the 


recent changes in Atlantic population abundance and distribution. Based on information 


provided here, the likelihood of occurrence in the LAA in the Appendix 7.3 should be revised 


from low to medium. Atlantic halibut should be included in the list of species likely to Inhabit 


the study area (table 3-11 of Appendix 7.3) and in the Commercial, Recreational and Indigenous 


Fisheries Resources and Use in the Study Area part of the focus report. 


 


 


Figure 2. Probability of occurrence of Atlantic halibut in catches made during mobile gear research 


surveys, per 5-minute square. Figure from DFO (2019). 
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Figure 3. Distribution of Atlantic halibut catches per 10-minute square for the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 


fishing seasons combined. Figure from DFO (2019). 


 


Figure 4. Probability distribution of Atlantic halibut equipped with pop-up satellite archival tag 


#14P0060 between June 18 and June 30, 2015. Black circle and triangle indicates tagging and tag pop-up 


locations, on November 11, 2014 and August 20, 2015, respectively. Data from James et al. (In review). 


 


Other minor issues. 
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 In the summary of section 7.3., the additional work listed on page 122 is incorrect. No 


survey of benthic, planktonic and fish species was done in section 4.1. or 7.1. as 


indicated. 


 Plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides) is often referred to as Atlantic Plaice (pages 132, 


133 and 142 of focus report and 3.29, 3.37, 4.22, and Appendix D of Appendix 7.3.). The 


proper common name is American plaice. 


 


7.5 Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate potential 


impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid 


fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during 


low production or maintenance shut down periods. 


This question is more related to the engineering part of the project and is outside the scope of my 


expertise. 


 


 


Discussion and Conclusions 


 


The first question that I address here is: Is the Northern Pulp’s assertion that the effluent 


released into the Strait through the proposed treatment system will be less harmful than 


the effluent currently entering the Strait via the current Boat Harbour treatment system 


(particularly with respect to the release of metals) is valid? 


The comparison of the treated and untreated effluents from current Boat Harbour 


treatment system and predicted effluents from new proposed treatment system suggested that 


they will have similar characteristics regarding Total Suspended Solid, Total Nitrogen and Total 


Phosphorus. However, no information is provided on the concertation of metals (i.e. arsenic, 


lead, manganese, cadmium, etc.) that will be released in the new treatment facility in comparison 


to the current Boat Harbour treatment system. The new treatment facility will increase the 


dilution of the effluent in the Strait because it is located in a zone with more intense currents; 


however, it cannot be concluded that it will be less harmful to the environment because we 


do not have information on the concentrations of metals that will be released with the new 


treatment facility.  
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The second question that I address here is: Does the materials submitted by Northern Pulp 


adequately address the potential risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the marine 


environment? In my opinion, the focus report from NPNS does not adequately address the 


potential risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the environment. 


The evaluation of the risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the marine environment in the 


focus report relies mostly on the results from the receiving water study. A major assumption of 


the receiving water study is that the one-month simulation conducted in the far-field modelling is 


representative of the entire time period (possibly several decades) during which effluent will be 


discharged. The model assumes that no background effluent concentrations are present at the 


start of the one-month simulation period. By the end of the one-month simulation period, effluent 


concentrations are still low; however, we can notice an increase in these concentrations through 


time (see details above in part 4.2). Thus an important question is: what would be the values of 


effluent concentrations and dilution factors if the simulation period was extended to several 


years? This is a very important point that aligns with the focus report addendum point 3.0, which 


requires clarification on potentially overestimated dilution ratios and distances. 


A second assumption is that climatic and oceanographic conditions in July and February 


are representative of the full year, and that conditions observed in 2019 are representative of 


future climatic and oceanographic conditions. This assumption is unlikely to be met given the 


seasonality in climatic and oceanographic conditions in the region with predominant storms in 


the late summer and fall, and given the risks for an increase in the frequency and intensity of 


storms with climate change. No uncertainty around predictions are provided with the results of 


the receiving water study, and little sensitivity analyses of the input parameters such as 


temperature, salinity, wind forcing were conducted.  Modelling exercises always have limitations 


and characterizing uncertainty and conducting sensitivity analyses are required to gain trust of 


the results of any modelling study. Without in depth uncertainty characterization and thorough 


sensitivity analyses, the precautionary principle should apply. 


To conclude, 


i) the focus report does not demonstrate that the new effluent treatment facility will be 


less harmful to the environment that the current Boat Harbour treatment system 


(medium confidence)  


ii) the focus report does not adequately address the risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in 


the marine environment (medium confidence) 


iii) the baseline surveys are insufficient to evaluate the impacts of the effluent on the 


marine environment in the future (high confidence). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


CrustiPath was engaged by Juniper Law on behalf of the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, PEI 
Fishermen's Association, and Maritime Fishermen's Union to review the October 2019 Focus Report 
provided by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) on its proposed replacement effluent treatment facility 
and provide opinions, within the limits of their expertise, on the potential environmental impacts of the 
proposed project on fisheries and the marine environment within the Northumberland Strait.  


Inconsistencies were noted in NPNS’s Focus Report regarding the reporting of the Reportable Detection 
Limits (RDLs) and summary statistics for metals in the Caribou Harbour background water samples and 
associated summary statistics in Appendices B-1 (n =14) and B-2 (n = 5) of Appendix 7.3 and Appendix 
2.3 (n = 6).  These inconsistencies could not be investigated completely as portions of the raw data and 
associated quality assurance information could not be found within the Focus Report documents or the 
EARD.  Review of available data and quality assurance information from other water sampling sites (Raw 
Water, Point ‘A’, Point ‘C’) suggests that the background concentration of many metals in Caribou 
Harbour are ‘not detectable’, as reported in Appendix 2.3, and so are at least 10—fold lower than the 
concentrations indicated in Appendix 7.3, Table 4-3 and Table 7.3-1 ‘Marine Water Quality COPCs and 
Estimated Dilution’.  If these much lower background values are confirmed, then the values for ‘Distance 
(m) from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution Ratios’ in Table 7.3-1 will need to be 
reviewed and possibly revised.  This could be significant if some of the revised values are greater than 
the Local Assessment Area (LAA) which is defined in the Focus Report, in part, as a 200 m radius around 
the effluent discharge point. 
 
From a crustacean health perspective, it is concerning that of the nine metals (aluminum, barium, 
cadmium copper, iron, manganese, mercury, phosphorus, zinc) which had higher concentrations in the 
effluent than background water, all but cadmium were dropped from the screening process for 
Chemicals of Potential Concern (COPC) with respect to water quality due to a lack of Canadian Water 
Quality Guidelines.  If many background water metal levels are confirmed to be ‘not detectable’, the list 
of metals in effluent higher than background water will likely expand.  Metals, especially copper, are 
recognised as acute (short term) toxins to American lobster and other marine crustaceans.  There is 
insufficient information in the literature, the Focus Report or the EARD on the effects of sub-acute 
(medium term) or chronic (long-term) exposure to low levels of metals, directly or through 
bioaccumulation, on the American lobster.  The Focus Report indicates custom toxicity tests have been 
developed for lobster larvae.  It would be preferable to see an unequivocal commitment to use them in 
any future effluent toxicity testing.  Inclusion of chronic exposure of adults, eggs and generational 
testing is also encouraged. 
 
Anthropogenic noise (seismic testing, mechanical) is increasingly recognised as potentially harmful to 
marine life, including warm water lobster species, with even short exposures having long term negative 
effects on behaviour or increasing mortality levels.  Exposure to high intensity sound is listed as a 
recognised interaction during the construction (three months) and operation and maintenance (several 
decades) phases of the project.  These interactions were not considered significant as the exposures 
were short. Assessment of the potential for negative effects on larval, juvenile and adult American 
lobsters and eggs exposed to high intensity sounds is warranted. 
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No reference to the potential impact, if any, of the high temperature effluent in the 4 km of pipeline 
might have on the temperature of the overlying sediment or water column was found. This may be 
relevant as larval lobster drifting in the water column are susceptible to high temperatures.  The 
movements of juvenile and adult lobsters on the ocean floor could be modified as they would likely 
move to avoid temperatures above their tolerance limits. 
 
Overall, there were reporting errors noted that need to be evaluated for any effect on ‘distance from 
diffuser that ambient conditions are reached’ and screening for COPCs.  The exclusion of many metals 
from the list of COPC and minimal information on bioaccumulation is concerning as metals are known to 
be toxic to American lobster. A stronger commitment to the inclusion of developed custom lobster larval 
effluent toxicity assays in EEM and long-term adult and generational studies is encouraged.  Further 
evaluations on the potential effects of exposure to high intensity sounds and thermal effects, if any, 
from the 4 km of pipeline, during the life of the project are recommended.  
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EXPERTISE 


Andrea Battison DVM, MVSc, DACVP, PhD is a veterinary clinical pathologist, certified by the American 
College of Veterinary Pathologists and a member of the American Society of Veterinary Clinical 
Pathology.  As a veterinary clinical pathologist, Dr. Battison has extensive experience in the study of 
animal disease and interpretation of laboratory results and associated quality assurance data.               
Dr. Battison’s PhD is in the field of lobster health assessment and she has participated in multiple 
industry projects involving American lobster.  With respect to the current project, Dr. Battison’s main 
areas of expertise relate to evaluation of laboratory test data and lobster health. 
 


 
SCOPE OF REVIEW 


 
A general review of the pertinent sections of the Focus Report and associated Appendices (1.2, 2.3, 2.4, 
4.1, 4.2, 7.3, 7.4, 9.1, and 9.2) and EARD was completed with a specific interest on potential effect of the 
treated effluent on crustaceans.  Provided references in the Focus Report and Appendices, as available, 
were reviewed.  This led to a focus on metal concentrations in the current treated effluent as these are 
meant to be surrogates for metal concentrations in the proposed treated effluent and background water 
quality.  Inconsistencies in reporting were noted in the raw data summary tables for metals in Caribou 
Harbour (background).  These were followed up in detail including how inconsistencies might affect 
other tables and calculations and implications as carried through the associated Appendices and the 
Focus Report.  This represents the bulk of the material presented in this report given time constraints. 
Information on the known toxic effects of metals on American lobsters and other crustaceans and, 
short- and long-term effects of seismic testing on plankton and adult warm water lobsters, respectively 
is also provided.   
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GLOSSARY 


CMC Criterion Maximum Concentration 


CCC Criterion Continuous Concentration 


CCME Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment 


CWQG  Canadian Water Quality Guidelines 


COPC Chemicals of Potential Concern 


DACVP Diplomate American College of Veterinary Pathology 


Dataset  the numbers, or values, used for evaluation 


DVM  Doctor of Veterinary Medicine 


EARD Environmental Assessment Registration Document 


EEM Environmental Effects Monitoring 


Maximum the largest value in a dataset 


Mean the average value in a dataset (sum of all values / number of values) 


Median  the middle value of set of values arranged in ascending order 


Minimum the smallest value in a dataset 


MVSc Master of Veterinary Science 


n The number of values in a dataset 


ND “A non-detect value is a laboratory assigned concentration that indicates the 
concentration of that parameter in the sample is below the level that could be detected 
or reliably quantified by the laboratory using a particular analytical method.” 


NG not given 


NPNS   Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 


PPER Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations 


Range the difference between the largest and smallest values in a dataset 


RDL reportable detection limit; the lowest value that an assay/test can detect in a sample 


Standard 
Deviation 


a measure of the amount of variation in a dataset 
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INCONSISTENCIES NOTED IN THE PROVIDED DATA BY SECTION  


Throughout the Focus Report, tables often reported means without standard deviations and/or 
reported medians without a range or did not indicate if a mean or median value was being presented. 
Attempts were made to examine the raw data to better understand which values were being reported 
in the tables; however, some of the data could not be found in the Appendices.  As metals e.g., copper, 
cobalt, cadmium and zinc, are recognised toxins for American lobsters and other crustaceans  (Johnson 
& Gentile, 1979; Maharajan, Rajalakshmi, Vijayakumaran, & Kumarasamy, 2012; Maharajan et al., 2011; 
McLeese, 1974; Mercaldo-Allen & Kuropat, 1994) the raw data for tables with information on metal 
concentrations in water were examined in the most detail.  
 
1. Focus Report Section 2.  ‘Project Description’ 


In Section 2.3 of the Focus Report ‘Characterization of the Effluent’ and its associated Appendix 
2.3, neither the raw data for the indicated May 29, 2018 Point C (treated effluent) nor the data 
collected during annual testing by NPNS since 2015 could be located. Appendix E-2 of Appendix 
7.3 suggests sampling dates of Feb 25, 2015, Oct 2, 2016 and Feb 23, 2017. Consequently, 
verification or determination of range (max and min) or standard deviations was not possible.  
Providing standard deviations and range in addition to the average, or mean, values would 
have provided a better indication of the variation in the data.  
 


Table A. Summary of water quality and effluent samples that were indicated as collected for use in the focus report and 
those for which raw data could be found. 


Freshwater 
‘Raw’ Point ‘A’ Point ‘C’ Caribou Harbour 


Sampled Data 
Available Sampled Data 


Available Sampled Data 
Available Sampled Data 


Available 


Apr 24/18 Yes May 29/18 Yes May 29/18 Not found 
May 24/19 13:00 


(CH-BOF 1-2  outfall, flooding, 
bottom 20m) 


Yes 


May 14/19 Yes May 14/19 Yes May 14/19 Yes 
May 24/19  13:30 


(CH-BOF 1-1  outfall, flooding, 
surface 0.5 m) 


Yes 


    July 17/19 Yes 


May 25/19 17:00 
Caribou Seawater 1  


(Caribou Harbour, ebbing,  
surface 0.5m) 


Yes 


    


Annual testing data 
collected since 


2015 
(dates in Appendix E-


2, of Appendix 7.3 
 suggest  n = 3) 


Not found 


May 25/19 17:00 
Caribou Seawater 2  


(Caribou Harbour, ebbing, 
bottom 3m) 


Not found 


      
May 25/19 18:15  


(CH-B 2-1  outfall, ebbing, 
surface 0.5m) 


Yes 


      
May 25/19  18:15  


(CH-B 2-2  outfall, ebbing, 
bottom 21m) 


Yes 


      May 25/19  18:15 (2-W1) 
Not defined in Table 4.1-1 


phenol 
results only 


      
October 2018 for chemical 
characterization at diffuser 


site? 
Not found 


      
June 2019 for chemical 


characterization at diffuser 
site? 


Not found 
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Water quality data for ‘May 25/19 17:00 Caribou Seawater 2’, October 2018, and June 2019 
could not be located.  Only phenol data were available for site labelled ‘2-W-1, Caribou 
Harbour, May 25, 2019’. These findings are summarised in Table A of this report.   
 
Table 1-3 ‘Analytical Results, Metals’, in Section 1.3.2 ‘Metals’ of Appendix 2.3 (n = 6) reports 
some metal concentrations in Caribou Harbour as ND, defined in Table 2.3-2 of the Focus 
Report as “ND = Non-Detect. A non-detect value is a laboratory assigned concentration that 
indicates the concentration of that parameter in the sample is below the level that could be 
detected or reliably quantified by the laboratory using a particular analytical method.”  This is 
consistent with results from the five May 2019 samples which are available for review.  This 
contrasts markedly with results presented in Table 4-3 ‘Marine Water Quality COPCs and 
Estimated Dilution’ of Appendix 7.3 (which also appears as Table 7.3-1 in the Focus Report) 
where the ‘Median Background Quality’ values for 2019 are reported.  Here, median 
background levels for metals are 10-fold greater than their reportable detection limits (RDLs) 
(see item 2, following). 
 
Table 1-3: ‘Analytical Results, Metals’ also has a footnote for the Caribou Harbour cadmium 
results “Cadmium of 0.12 μg/l was detected in one Caribou Harbour sample, all others were below 
the 0.1 μg/l detection limit.”  The actual detection limit for cadmium appears to be 0.01 μg/l (see 
item 2, following). 


 
2. Appendix 7.3, Section 3.  ‘Existing Environment’ 


 
Section 3.1.1 ‘Background Water Quality’ indicates that water samples were collected for 
chemical characterisation in October 2018, May 2019, and June 2019 (eight within Caribou 
Harbour along the pipeline and 14 within the effluent mixing zone).  The summary and 
individual values are supposed to be found in Appendix B.  No individual data or quality 
assurance data were found other than that for the five May 24 and May 25, 2019 samples at 
the end of Appendix 2.3 ‘Raw and Treated Effluent Characterisation’ under ‘Caribou Harbour’ 
(see Table A, this report).  Summary data for ‘Background Water Quality at Diffuser Location 
(2018-2019) are provided in Appendix B-1 (with 1 - 14 samples evaluated depending on 
parameter = ‘count’; all metals indicate n = 14).  Summary data for ‘Background Water Quality 
at Pipeline Corridor (2018 – 2019)’ (from 1 - 5 samples evaluated, depending on the 
parameter; n = 5 for all metals) are presented in Appendix B-2.   


 
All (14/14 and 5/5) values for copper in Appendices B-1 and B-2, respectively, were recorded as 
below their RDL in the column ‘Count (<RDL)’.  According to the quality assurance data in 
Appendix 2.3, water quality results for other sites, and suggested by a value of <0.5 μg/l 
appearing in the minimum value column in Appendix B-1, the RDL for copper is assumed to be 
0.5 μg/l.  Yet, Appendix 7.3, Section 3.1.6 ‘Metals’, states that “Two metals (copper and nickel) 
were reported in one or more surface water samples, taken along the pipeline route or diffuser 
location, above the EPA chronic screening level criteria (3.73 µg/L and 8.28 µg/L, respectively).” 
A value of 3.73 μg/l is above the apparent reprotable detection limit (RDL) and so the result for 
column ‘Count (< RDL)’ should be either 13/14 for Appendix B-1 or 4/5 for Appendix B-2 depending 
on where the sample was collected.  It is also unclear why the median and maximum values would 
be reported as < 5 μg/l when the RDL appears to be 0.5 μg/l (see item 3, following). 
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3. Appendix 7.3, Appendices B-1 and B-2  


 
Some of the raw data and quality assurance data for Appendices B-1 and B-2 could not be 
found (see item 1 above, Table A).  The May 2019 water samples had RDLs provided in their 
quality assurance data (found in Appendix 2.3).  These RDLs, rather than the value presented in 
the result tables, will be assumed to be correct. 


 
Inconsistencies in the reporting for metals are noted when low, non-detectable (ND) values are 
encountered, particularly evident in Appendix B-1. While it is not incorrect that e.g., a value 
that is less than 0.5 μg/l is also less than 5.0 μg/l, it is not as accurate as it could be.  The 
convention would be to report a non-detectable value as less than the reportable detection limit 
(RDL) for the parameter (as done in the results for ‘Raw Water’, Point A, and Point C, Table 3-1 in 
Appendix 2.3, and the minimum value column in Appendix B-1, Appendix 7.3).  This is particularly 
important for the median values as these are carried forward to Table 4-3 of Appendix 7.3 (Table 
7.3-1 in the Focus Report) for comparison to the modelled values for COPCs to determine the 
distance from the diffuser where dilution reaches ambient conditions.  
 
As an example, values for copper are reported as < 0.5 µg/l (minimum) but < 5 µg/l (median 
and maximum) in Appendix B-1.  The RDL is reported as 0.5 µg/l in the accompanying Quality 
Assurance information in all but one water quality assessment report for Raw water, all Point A 
and Point C sites.  As all values for copper are reported as being less than the RDL (column 
‘count < RDL’), which is similar to ‘not detected’ or ND,  in Appendices B-1 and B-2, all values 
(minimum, median, and maximum) should be reported as  < 0.5 µg/l or ND (as in the tables in 
Appendix 2.3).  As a result, a median value of < 5.0 µg/l rather than < 0.5 µg/l (a minimum 10-
fold increase) for copper in background water at Caribou Harbour is carried through to        
Appendix E-1 ‘Step 1 in Screening Process: Comparisons of Concentrations in Treated Effluent 
(represented by current treated effluent concentrations) to Background Concentrations 
(represented by concentrations at the location of the proposed diffuser)’and Table 4-3 in the 
Appendix 7.3 and the Focus Report Table 7.3-1.  Note that even with a value for copper of 
3.73 μg/l (see item 2 above) in Appendix B-1 or B-2, this would not affect the median (or middle) 
value for copper as the rest were < RDL. 
 
This occurs with all metals (aluminum, barium, iron, manganese, zinc) where values are below 
the RDL e.g., median cadmium concentrations reported as < 0.1 µg/l vs < 0.01 µg/l.  These 
changes are summarised in Table B of this report. 
 
A cursory screen of the minimum and median values for the ‘Dioxin and Furans’ category also 
reveals variability in the reporting of what appears to be the RDL.  No obvious patterns were 
recognised.  This was not investigated further in the current report. 
 
The values reported for mercury: minimum (<0.002 µg/l), median (<0.00225 µg/l), and 
maximum (<0.013 µg/l) in Appendix B-1; and, minimum (<0.002 µg/l), 5th percentile (<0.00202) 
50th percentile, (0.0034 µg/l), 95th percentile (<0.013 µg/l) and maximum (<0.013 µg/l) are not 
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consistent with the available raw data, values in the ‘count < RDL column’, nor the RDL of 
0.013 µg/l as shown in the quality assurance data.  When the RDL of an assay is 0.013 µg/l, 
values less than that cannot be reported.  Such values should have been listed as < 0.013 µg/l 
or ND.  Two of 14 results in Appendix B-1 and two of five results in Appendix B-2 are indicated 
as being above the RDL.  As a result, values of 0.013 µg/l or greater should have been reported 
as the maximum value in each table but both are shown as < 0.013 μg/l.  A result of 0.013 µg/l 
is reported in the May 25, 2019 18:15, CHB 2-1 raw data for Caribou Harbour.  With 3/5 and 
12/14 values below the RDL in Appendix B-1 and B-2 respectively, the minimum and median 
values would have to be reported as ND or < 0.013 µg/l.  Of note, the averaged or mean (not 
median) value for mercury in the effluent (Point C) presented in Table 1-3 of Appendix 2.3 ‘Raw 
and Treated Effluent Characterization’ is 0.022 µg/l while the result for Caribou Harbour is ND. 
 
For manganese, Appendix B-2 indicates only 4/5 values were below the RDL but the maximum 
value is reported as less 20 μg/l.  (note that the RDL is reported as 2.0 μg/l for other sites and 
suggested as 2.0 µg/l in Appendix B-1, minimum value for manganese) 


 
   


4. Appendix 7.3, Appendix E-1 ‘Step 1 in Screening Process: Comparison of Concentrations in 
Treated Effluent (represented by current treated effluent concentrations) to Background 
Concentrations (represented by concentrations at the location of the proposed diffuser) 


 
The column ‘Median Background Concentrations (Proposed Diffuser Location)’ contains values 
generated in Appendix B-1 of Appendix 7.3.  The ‘less than’ symbol ‘<’ has been dropped from 
all values with the consequence that a median value that was e.g., <10 µg/l (includes values 
from 0 - 10 µg/l) becomes 10 µg/l.  This error is compounded by the fact that median values for 
most metals in Appendices B-1 and B-2 suggest RDL values which are at least 10-fold higher 
than shown in the quality assurance data.  For example, copper was reported as ND in all 
available background water sample data and in Appendix 2.3.  Using the RDL from the quality 
assurance data for the copper assay, all values including the median value, were less than 
0.5 µg/l (includes 0.0 – 0.49 µg/l) or ND rather than 5.0 µg/l as shown in Appendix E-1.  This 
represents at least a 10-fold increase.  The median background levels for cadmium are 
reported as 0.1 μg/l and should be reported as either less than 0.01 μg/l (includes 0.00 – 
0.009 μg/l) or ND.  Similar minimum 10-fold increases are noted for aluminum, iron, manganese, 
and zinc.  The median background level for mercury should be less than 0.013 μg/l (includes 0.00 – 
0.012 μg/l) or ND, rather than 0.00225 μg/l.   


 
5. Appendix 7.3, Table 4.3 ‘Marine Water Quality COPC and Estimated Dilution’ 


 
Assuming that the numbers used to populate the column ‘Median Background Quality’ are 
drawn from Appendix B-1 (n=14) only and that the available quality assurance data is the best 
indicator of the RDLs, and results in Appendix 2.3 are correct, the median levels for copper, 
iron, manganese and zinc are more correctly reported as either ND or as less than their RDLs 
which are 0.5 μg/l, 50 μg/l, 2.0 μg/l, and 5 μg/l, respectively as all values for all four metals were 
reported as less than their RDLs (<RDLs) in Appendix B-1. For aluminum, the median value should be 
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reported as ND or less than 5 μg/l, not 50 μg/l, as 13 of 14 values were less than the RDL of 5 μg/l.  
The median value for mercury should be ND, as 12 of 14 values were ND, or less than 0.013 μg/l.   
 
Multiple inconsistencies are noted for background water quality for cadmium where 13 of 14 values 
were reported as ND in Appendix B-1 subsequently, the median value should also be ND or less than 
0.01 μg/l.  Appendix 7.3, Table 4-3 currently shows a value of 0.084 μg/l for both the median 
background concentration and for the concentration at 100 m based on dilution ratios.  Table 4.1-2, 
Focus Report ’Background Water Quality at Caribou Harbour used in RWS’ also shows a value of 
0.084 (median or average not specified) for cadmium, with the accompanying text indicating that 
the value was derived from the May 2019 water samples.  All but one (0.12 μg/l) of these results 
(raw data on five of six samples are available in Appendix 2.3) were ND or, less than the RDL of 
0.01 μg/l.  The median value would be ND or less than 0.01 μg/l.  An averaged value of 0.084 μg/l is 
shown in Table 14 ‘Background Water Quality’ of Appendix 4.2 ‘Receiving Water Study’ and 
described in the text as “water quality data for Northumberland Strait around the CH-B location 
collected in May and June 2019”.  Water quality data for June 2019 could not be found in the Focus 
Report documents to verify this result.  It is noted that values for many metals and other 
compounds at 100 m are identical to the currently reported 2019 median background levels in Table 
4.3, Appendix 7.3. 
 
The maximum value for cadmium in effluent at Point C should be 1.4 μg/l (see raw data for 
cadmium in Appendix E-2 of 0.66, 0.73, 0.898, 1.11, and 1.4 μg/l).  The value shown is 1.03 μg/l 
which is also the value shown in Appendix 2.3, Table 1-3 ‘Analytical Results, Metals’ and is described 
as the average value using data from the current study and “test data collected during annual 
testing done since 2015”. 
 
The values for mercury at Point C, and 5 m and 100 m from the diffuser are all 0.028 μg/l suggesting 
no dilution is occurring with increasing distance from the diffuser. This is likely an entry error.  The 
values for aluminum, barium, copper, zinc are also the same for 5 m and 100 m from the diffuser 
suggesting either no dilution is occurring with increased distance or, a table entry or calculation 
error.  
 
The final column in Table 4-3 shows the ‘Distance (m) from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached 
Based on Dilution Ratios’.  The dilution ratios used to determine the distances are taken from Table 
4-4 ‘Dilution Ratios at Distance’.  As the median background, or ‘ambient’, levels, shown in Appendix 
2.3, Table 1-3 as ND, have decreased by a factor of at least 10-fold for most metals if the RDLs from 
the available quality assurance data are used or, need to be adjusted for reasons mentioned above, 
the ‘Distance from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution Ratios’ should be  
recalculated to determine if the values currently listed (most at less than 2 m) remain valid.  As all 
background medians for metals are less than their RDLs, any distance values calculated using the 
RDLs would be minimum distances.  The table currently shows values of 0.028 μg/l for mercury at 
both 2 m and 100 m from the diffuser, neither of which are below the current reported median 
background value of ‘0’ μg/l or the RDL of 0.013 μg/l.  The value of <2 m as the distance from 
diffuser ambient condition is reached is therefore incorrect.  Using the values currently presented in 
Table 4-3 it should be >100 m. 
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It is unclear why the ‘Distance from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution 
Ratios’ is often reported as <2 m while column heading indicates ‘Concentration at 5 m from 
Diffuser based on Dilution Ratios’. 
 
Values for total Dioxans and Furans, Phenanthrene (PAH), Total Resin Acids, Total Fatty Acids, 
Total P&P Phenols and other water quality parameters presented in Table 4-3 were not 
evaluated for the purposes of this report. 
Table B summarises the points raised in items 1 – 5 above.  


 
6.  Appendix 7.3.  Figure 3-7: Benthic Invertebrate Relative Abundance in Representative 
Substrate Types 


 
These values represent EEM cycles 3, 4, 5, and 7 spanning a 14-year period from 2002 through 
2016.  The data is presented as pie charts.  The accompany text does not indicate whether 
these are averaged values or medians.  Results from the most recent cycle in 2016 would be 
more representative of the current situation.  Of interest, would be a presentation of changes, 
if any, that have occurred from 2002 to 2016.    
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Table B.  Partial replication information presented in Table 4-3 of Appendix 7.3 (presented in the Focus Report as Table 7.3-1) 
and Appendix 2.3, Table 1-3, showing the effects of reporting median background levels of metals as less than the Reportable 
Detection Limit (RDL) derived from the available quality assurance information for the parameter. Shaded and outlined boxes 
contain values of particular interest discussed in the accompanying text. 


 


Parameter unit 


RDL1 
from 


Quality 
Assurance 


Data 


CWQG 2 
(marine) 


Median 
Background 


(Caribou Harbour) 
Quality 


Appendix 
2.3 


Average 
Caribou 
Harbour   
Results 


 
(n = 6) 


Maximum 
Effluent 
Quality 


Point C – 
original 
values 


 
(n = 6?3) 


Maximum 
Effluent 
Quality 


Point C – 
corrected 


values 
 


(n = 6) 


Fold 
Increase 
Point C 


over 
Revised  
Median 


Background 
Quality 


Concentration 
at 5 m from 


Diffuser 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios 


Concentration 
at 100 m from 


Diffuser 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios 


Distance 
(m) from 
Diffuse 


Ambient 
Condition 


is 
Reached 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios - 
Original 


Distance 
(m) from 
Diffuse 


Ambient 
Condition 


is 
Reached 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios – 
Revised7 


2019 
Original 


Value 
(n =14) 


2019 
Revised 


Value 
(n = 14) 


Aluminum μg/l 5.0 NG4 50 <5.0 
(ND)5 ND 2330 nc6 ≥466 50 50 <2 m ? 


Barium μg/l 1.0 NG 10 <1.0 
(ND) 13 450 nc ≥450 10 10 <2 m ? 


Cadmium μg/l 0.01 0.12 0.084 <0.01 
(ND) ND 1.03 1.4 ≥140 0.1 0.084 <2 m ? 


Copper μg/l 0.5 NG 5 <0.5 
(ND) ND 7.5 nc ≥15 5 5 <2 m ? 


Iron μg/l 50 NG 500 <50 
(ND) ND 718 nc ≥14.36 ≤500 ≤500 <2 m ? 


Manganese μg/l 2.0 NG 20 <2.0 
(ND) ND 2800 nc ≥1400 54 19 ≈50 m ? 


Mercury μg/l 0.013 0.016 0 <0.013 
(ND) ND 0.028 nc ≥2.15 0.028 0.028 <2 m ? 


Zinc μg/l 5 NG 50 <5.0 
(ND) ND 160 nc ≥32 50 50 <2 m ? 


   
1 RDL = Reportable Detection Limit 


2 CWQG = Canadian Water Quality Guidelines 
3 dates in Appendix E-2, of Appendix 7.3 suggest n = 6 total (cadmium), includes the ‘annual testing data since 2015’ (Feb 25, 2015; Oct 2, 2016; Feb 23, 2017) 
4 NG = not given 
5 ND = not detectable 


6 nc = no change 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF NORTHERN PULP NOVA 


SCOTIA’S PROPOSED PROJECT ON FISHERIES AND THE MARINE 


ENVIRONMENT WITHIN THE NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT 


METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN CARIBOU HARBOUR 
 


Appendix 2.3 states “Other metals, such as cobalt, titanium, copper, zinc and aluminum are also likely 
coming from the pulping process as non-process elements in the wood itself. As described earlier, these 
non-process elements are regularly purged from the system, either via the effluent or solid waste, in 
order to protect the integrity of the equipment and the process. Except for aluminum, which is used as 
alum (aluminum sulphate) in the treatment of raw water from Middle River, none of these metals are 
components of additives used in the pulping process.” 
 
While ‘naturally’ occurring from the wood itself these metals are still toxic to crustaceans.  A 1994 
report summarises acute and subacute effects on American  lobsters of a wide range of contaminants 
including metals (Mercaldo-Allen & Kuropat, 1994).    
 
Lack of a CCME, Canadian Water Quality Guideline for the Protection of Aquatic Life resulted in all of 
metals that were found in higher levels in the effluent than in the background water, but cadmium, 
being dropped from the review process for COPC in Appendix 7.3 Section 4.1.3.2 ‘Potential Effects 
Arising from Project-Related Emissions’ , Figure 4-1 ‘Overview of Process for Identifying COPCs in 
Treated Effluent.   
 
The maximum values for copper at Point C (7.5 μg/l ) and modelled values at 100 m (5 μg/l)  (Table 7.3.1  
and Appendix E-1) are below reported acute toxicity levels  48  μg/l  (larvae) and 56 – 100 μg/l  (adults) 
(Johnson & Gentile, 1979; McLeese, 1974) but are above the US Environmental Protection Agency list 
of National Recommended Water Quality Criteria levels of 4.8 μg/l , acute CMC (criterion maximum 
concentration) and 3.1 μg/l, chronic CCC (criterion continuous concentration) (US EPA, 1994.).  This was 
also mentioned in Appendix 7.3, Section 3.1.6.   Susceptibility to copper increases with increasing water 
temperature (McLeese, 1974) which may prove relevant in a world of increasing water temperatures 
and climate change.  Subacute copper toxicity levels for H. americanus were not found.  Levels of 
9.55 μg/l and 19.1 μg/l over 28 days, caused damage to muscle, hepatopancreas, gills and heart tissue 
and chromosomes in the spiny lobster Panulirus homraus  (Maharajan et al., 2012, 2011).  
 
Cadmium has been associated with moult inhibition in the crab, Chasmagnathus granulatus and 
Daphnia magna, and inhibition of ovarian growth in fiddler crabs (U. pugalotor) exposed for two weeks 
(Rodríguez et al., 2007).  Changes (transient increases (hyperglycemia) in acute exposures, decreases in 
chronic exposures) in hemolymph (blood) glucose levels in response to metal exposure have been 
documented in crayfish and in the shrimp Palaemon elegans exposed to mercury, cadmium, and copper 
(Rodríguez, Medesani, & Fingerman, 2007).  Heavy metal exposure can also inhibit food intake by small 
crustaceans (Rodríguez et al., 2007).   
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Acute, lethal concentrations  (LC-50 at 96 hours) of cadmium, copper, and mercury for stage I Homarus 
americanus larvae were determined to be 78 µg/L, 48 µg/L, and 20 µg/L, respectively (Johnson & 
Gentile, 1979) and 56 to 100 µg/L for copper in adult American lobsters, depending on temperature 
(McLeese, 1974).  Although the current maximal effluent and modelled levels at 100 m of these metals 
are below the few toxic levels known for American lobsters, and PPER Guidelines do not require it, it 
would be advisable to regularly monitor the level of all metals in the sediment, water, plant and animal 
life during the anticipated life  of the mill project as part of an EEM program were the project to go 
ahead.  The information available on the longer term, or subacute, toxic levels of these metals in 
American lobsters is limited and more studies would be advisable.  The potential for bioaccumulation 
was not addressed in the Focus Report but is of concern given the anticipated lifetime of ‘several 
decades’ for the mill and the potential for change in the system. 


 


NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS MONITORING 
 
If ‘Distance (m) from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution Ratios’ values are 
changed, an EEM program could be required. In Appendix 7.3, Section 5.1 ‘Environmental Effects 
Monitoring Program’ states: 
 


“Within the regulations there are provisions for the removal of the requirements for specific 
components of the EEM program based on the dilution of effluent to <1%. If the mill 
demonstrates that the effluent concentration is <1% at a distance of 250 m then the EEM does 
not require a fish community study component. Likewise, if the mill demonstrates that the 
effluent concentration is <1% at 100 m from the discharge then a benthic invertebrate 
community study is not required. The most recent 3D modeling of effluent dispersion in the local 
study area as part of the updated receiving water study (RWS) indicates that dilution to less <1% 
effluent will occur at approximately 20 m from the discharge (Stantec ,2019).” 
 


The importance of lobster is recognised, and it is indicated that “custom tests have been developed that 
can be completed using larval lobster and herring embryos. The tests will include Stage I-IV larval lobster 
and include a live-dead (acute) assessment of the various stages, as well as the assessment of sublethal 
effects on moulting time and growth.” This is very encouraging.  Of concern is the preceding statement 
of “NPNS will continue to investigate the feasibility of performing toxicity testing to determine both 
potential acute and sublethal effects on immature stages of lobster and herring”.  Given the major 
economic value of lobster to the region, it would be preferable to see that NPNS has committed to run 
these tests unequivocally.  As the tests have been developed, it is regrettable that they were not 
performed over the summer of 2019 when larvae were present.  It is possible that the tests were being 
developed during this time, however.  Inclusion of chronic exposure of adults and generation testing 
would also be encouraged.   


Section 4.2, ‘Receiving Water Study’ presents information on one month simulated spatial distribution 
studies in July and February showing only a few traces of highly diluted effluent in the region (Figures 
4.2-3 and 4.2-4).  It would be preferable to see simulated distributions of effluent at 12-, 24-, 36-months 
or ‘decades’ of operation of the mill. This might provide information on the risk of bioaccumulation.  
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HIGH INTENSITY SOUNDS 
 
Seismic testing is used to examine the sea floor when doing oil and gas exploration.  A 2017 paper 
describes the dramatic, deadly and widespread effect on plankton within 1.2 km a test site (McCauley et 
al., 2017).  A two- to three-fold increase in number of dead larval (included decapod larvae) and adult 
plankton was detected.  Larval lobster, decapods, are part of the plankton community.  In a separate 
study, noise from seismic testing was shown to have prolonged (>365 days and a moult) damaging effect 
to the sensory hairs of the statocyst (a structure involved in coordinating body position and movement) 
and a delay in righting reflex in adult rock lobsters, Jasus edwardsii,  (Day, McCauley, Fitzgibbon, 
Hartmann, & Semmens, 2019).  The study also discusses how other anthropogenic noises can negatively 
impact behaviour in other crustaceans. The plain language summary section of Appendix 7.3 mentions 
exposure to high intensity sounds as seismic testing for three months during construction and as part of 
Operations and Maintenance for several decades commencing 2021.  Section 4.1.6 ‘Consideration of 
Significant Residual Effects’, Table 6 does not include noise in Potential Physical Effects.  Further study to 
identify what effects, if any, the expected high intensity sounds might have on life stages of American 
lobster is warranted.   
 
 
SEDIMENT AND WATER TEMPERATURE CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH THE BURIED PIPELINE 
 
Modelling of water temperature of effluent (35 oC) at the diffuser outflow site anticipates that the 
temperature of the receiving water will reach background summer levels of 17.2 oC and 16.8 oC at 5 m 
and 100 m from the diffuser, respectively.  These temperatures are below the reported 31.1 oC – 29.1 oC 
range of lethal temperatures, for exposures of one to 24 hours, for larval lobsters and the sublethal 
temperatures of 20 oC - 26 oC, for short and long term exposures, as summarised by Quinn (Quinn, 
2017).    
 
The project proposal indicates 4 km of buried pipeline carrying water of around 35oC.  Information on 
what, if anything, this might do to the temperature of the 4 km of overlying sediment and surrounding 
water column was not found in the Focus Report.  Adult lobster can easily move away and avoid or go 
around an area if the temperature proves inhospitable while larval stages cannot.  Information on 
expected temperature effects on associated sediment and water column, including any anticipated 
effects on baseline water temperatures due to climate change over the expected lifetime of the project 
(several decades), could be relevant.   
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 


 The missing raw and associated quality assurance results for Appendices B-1 and B-2 in 
Appendix 7.3, should be provided so that the values listed can be verified. 
 


 Minimum, median, maximal, and percentile values should be reported as less than the 
RDL values where appropriate (will also provide consistency with summary tables for 
other sample sites) and Appendices B-1 and B-2 updated. 


 
 Values in Table 4-3 of Appendix 7.3 and Table 7.3-1 in the Focus Report should be 


updated as required and the values for ‘Distance (m) from Diffuse Ambient Condition is 
Reached based on Dilution Ratio’ revised as needed. 
 


 There is inadequate information available on the acute, chronic and generational toxic 
effects of metals on crustaceans, particularly American lobster.  Further studies are 
warranted given all life stages may be exposed to diluted effluent over several decades 
should the project be approved. 


 
 It would be preferable to see simulated distributions of treated effluent at 12-, 24-, 36-


months or ‘decades’ of operation of the mill. This might provide information on the risk of 
bioaccumulation. 


 
 There is inadequate information available on the acute, chronic and generational 


effects of marine noise on crustaceans, particularly American lobster.  Further studies 
are warranted given all life stages may be exposed to seismic and mechanical noise for 
months and over several decades, respectively, should the project be approved 
 


 There is inadequate information on the temperature effects, if any, the hot effluent 
travelling in the 4 km of buried pipeline might have on the overlying sediment and 
water column.  Further studies are warranted as warmer temperatures could 
potentially present a mobility barrier to adult lobster or heat stress to larvae. 


 
 The language for inclusion of lobster larval assays for determining effluent toxicity in 


any future EEM program is not as strong as it could be.  Given the economic 
importance of lobster to the region, lack of CWQG values for most metals in marine 
waters and known toxic effects of metals to larval and adult crustaceans, close 
monitoring of these populations would be advisable.  Inclusion of chronic exposure of 
adults and generation testing would also be encouraged.   
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Academic Qualifications 


 
 


2003 PhD, Lobster Health 
“Haemolymph evalution for health assessment of the 
American lobster” 
 


University of Prince Edward Island 


1997 Diplomate ACVP, Clinical Pathology 
 


American College of Veterinary Pathologists 


1996 Senior Diagnostic Fellow, Clinical Pathology 
 


University of Saskatchewan 
 


1994 Master of Veterinary Science, Clinical Pathology 
 


University of Saskatchewan 
 


1990 Doctor of Veterinary Medicine University of Saskatchewan 
 


 
 


Professional Development 
 
Co-Chair, Steering Committee.  2015.  The American lobster in a changing ecosystem II: US-Canada Lobster Science 
Symposium.  Charlottetown, PE, Canada.  www.peifa.org/lobster_symposium/  
   
Co-Chair, Steering Committee.  2012.  The American lobster in a changing ecosystem: US-Canada Lobster Science 
Symposium.  Portland, ME.  http://www.seagrant.umaine.edu/lobster-symposium  
 
Organising Committee, Member.  2009. 8th Annual Meeting of Canadian Animal Health Laboratorians Network 
(CAHLN/RCTLSA).  Charlottetown, PE. 


 
Chair.  2007-2012. Atlantic Veterinary College Lobster Science Centre (AVCLSC) Science Committee.  
 
Shrimp Pathology Short Course.  2005.   Department of Veterinary Science and Microbiology, University of Arizona.  
Tucson, AZ. 


 
 


Professional Memberships 
 
2003 - present     Member  Prince Edward Island Veterinary Medical Association 
1997 - present     Member  American College of Veterinary Pathologists 
1995 - present    Member   American Society for Veterinary Clinical Pathology 
1990 - present     Member  Canadian Veterinary Medical Association 
1990 - 2003      Member  Saskatchewan Veterinary Medical Association 
1990 – 1991; 2017-present   Member  Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons 
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Editorial Activity  
 
2015 – 2016 Managing Guest Editor, Special Section Fisheries Research, Volume 186 Part 1 February 2017 
2009 - 2014  Member.  Editorial Board, Veterinary Clinical Pathology 
 


 


Employment  
 


CrustiPath 
P.O. Box 682 
Charlottetown, PE       
Canada     C1A 4L3 
Tel: (902) 367 - 6878 
www.crustipath.com  


October 2012- present 
 
Owner/Principal consultant.  This veterinary clinical 
pathology consultation company specialises in work with 
crustacean samples; however, can provide services for all 
veterinary species.   


Torrance Diamond Diagnostic Service (TDDS) 
The Innovation Centre 
University of Exeter 
Rennes Drive 
Exeter 
EX4 4RN 
 
Tel: (+44) 01392 247914 
Fax: (+44) 01392 262354 


April 9 – April 27, 2018;  
May 22 – June 13, 2018;  
March 11 – March 9, 2019 
July 22 – Aug 9, 2019 
 
Locum position as a diagnostic clinical pathologist at TDDS.   


 
Langford Vets, University of Bristol 
Langford House 
Langford 
Bristol 
United Kingdom   BS40 5DU 
 
Tel: (+44) 0177 394 0510 


 
January 2 – February 13, 2018 
 
Six week locum position as a clinical pathologist for the 
Diagnostic Laboratory. 


 
Clinical Pathology Laboratory 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York U.S.A.  
Tel: (607) 253 - 3266 


 
February 2017 – March 2017 
 
Visiting Professor for the Clinical Pathology laboratory in the 
Department of Population Medicine and Diagnostic Sciences 
and the Animal Health Diagnostic Center.  Responsibilities 
included serving as the clinical pathologist in the diagnostic 
laboratory. 
 


 
Diagnostic Services, Department of Pathology and 
Microbiology 
Atlantic Veterinary College 
University of Prince Edward Island 
Charlottetown, PE  
Canada C1A 4P3 
Tel: (902) 566 - 0541 


 
January 2017 – May 2017 
Employed as a diagnostic clinical pathologist for Diagnostic 
Services at the Atlantic Veterinary College.  
(locum, 6 weeks). 
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Diagnostic Services, Department of Pathology and 
Microbiology 
Atlantic Veterinary College 
University of Prince Edward Island 
Charlottetown, PE  
Canada C1A 4P3 
Tel: (902) 566 - 0541 


 
August 2016 – October 2016; January 2017 – May 2017 
Employed as a diagnostic clinical pathologist.  
(locum, 4 weeks). 


 
Atlantic Veterinary College Lobster Science Centre 
University of Prince Edward Island 
Charlottetown, PE  
Canada  C1A 4P3 
 


 
December 2002 - March 2012  


 
As a research scientist, responsibilities included 
coordination of multiple projects on crustacean health, 
preparation of quarterly and annual reports, and writing 
funding proposals. Co-supervision of one MSc student 
(defense Aug 2011) and one PhD student and served on the 
supervisory committee of two MSc students. 


 
Diagnostic Services, Department of Pathology and 
Microbiology 
Atlantic Veterinary College 
University of Prince Edward Island 
Charlottetown, PE  
Canada C1A 4P3 
Tel: (902) 566 - 0541 


July – August, 2018 
 
Employed as a clinical pathologist in Diagnostic Services for 
three weeks over the period. 
 
January – May, 2017 
 
Employed as a clinical pathologist in Diagnostic Services for 
six weeks over the period. 
 
August – October, 2016 
 
Employed as a clinical pathologist in Diagnostic Services for 
four weeks over the period. 
 
November 2006 - May 2010 
 
Employed as a clinical pathologist (25% FTE) in Diagnostic 
Services and assisted in the second year hematology 
laboratories and resident training. 
 
January - June 2005  
 
On secondment to the Department of Pathology and 
Microbiology, worked as a clinical pathologist (25% FTE) in 
Diagnostic Services and assisted in the second year student 
hematology laboratories. 
 
January - April 2004 


 
On secondment to the Department of Pathology and 
Microbiology, participated in teaching of the senior student 
clinical pathology rotations, completed clinical pathology, 
duties in Diagnostic Services, and assisted in the second year 
hematology laboratories. 
 
May and August 2002 
 
This represents two contract positions for teaching clinical 
pathology rotations to senior veterinary students. 
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Diagnostic Services 
The Royal Veterinary College 
Hatfield, Herts.             England  
Tel: (01707) 666323 


 
November - December 1998 


 
Three week contract position serving as the clinical 
pathologist in the diagnostic laboratory.  The position also 
included teaching responsibilities. 
 


 
Clinical Pathology Laboratory 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York U.S.A.  
Tel: (607) 253 - 3266 


 
October 1996 - October 1998 
 
Clinical Instructor in the Department of Pathology.  
Responsibilities included serving as the clinical pathologist in 
the diagnostic laboratory, teaching senior veterinary 
students, and resident supervision. 
 


 
Department of Pathology and Microbiology 
Atlantic Veterinary College 
University of Prince Edward Island 
Charlottetown, PE Canada 
(902) 566 - 0541 


 
January - February 1996 
 
Five week contract position including serving as the duty 
pathologist in the diagnostic laboratory and teaching senior 
student clinical pathology rotations. 


 
Manitoba Agriculture 
Veterinary Services Branch 
Winnipeg, MB             Canada 
Tel: (204)  945 - 7652 
 


 
April - June 1995 
 
Three month contract position as the clinical pathologist for 
the diagnostic laboratory. 


 
Cape Breton Veterinary Services 
Sydney River, NS Canada 
Tel: (902)  564 - 4080 
 


 
August 1991 - June 1992 
 
Clinical associate in companion animal medicine and 
surgery. 
  


 
Ambivet Veterinary Group 
Heanor, Derbyshire England 
Tel:  01144 (1773)  717780 
 
 
 
 


 
July 1990 - June 1991 
 
Clinical associate in companion animal medicine and 
surgery. 
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Teaching 
Graduate and Search Committees 
 
Date Program/Role Institution Title 
2009-2012 Master of Science 


Committee Member 
 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Microarray analysis of reproductive status of 
female American lobsters (Homarus americanus). 


2009-2012 Master of Science 
Committee Member 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


In vitro cultivation of Hematodinium sp. isolated 
from Atlantic Canadian snow crab: developmental 
cycle, optimization of culture conditions 
 


2009-2012 PhD 
Co-Supervisor 
 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Pathology of Bitter Crab Disease  


2009-2011 Master of Science 
Co-supervisor 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Nutritional assessment of the American Lobster 
(Homarus americanus) throughout the moult cycle 
 


2010 PhD Examination 
Committee Member 
 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


In vitro model of interaction of Vibrio splendidus 
and hemocytes of Mya arenaria 


2008 PhD Comprehensive Exam 
Committee Member 
 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Host-pathogen interaction between bivalves and 
marine bacteria 


2007 Canada Research Chair in 
Aquatic Health Sciences 
Search Committee, Member 
 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


 


2007 MVSc Examination 
Committee Chair 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


The PFA-100 Platelet Function Analyzer: 
Enhancement of a canine closure time reference 
interval, evaluation of in vitro hemodilution effects 
and assessment in ill dogs. 
 


2006 Bachelor of Science 
Committee Member 


St. Francis Xavier 
University 
 


Impact of mechanical vibration on the viscera and 
health of the male American lobster, Homarus 
americanus. 


Coursework 
 


   


Date Course Institution Format 
2007-2008 Aquaculture and Fish Health Atlantic Veterinary 


College, UPEI 
Lab and lecture, 2nd year veterinary students 


2005 Diseases of Cultured Fish  
  


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Lectured section on shrimp and lobster diseases, 
graduate course 


2004 Diagnostic Services – Clinical 
Pathology 
 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Small group teaching of senior veterinary students 


2004 Core course - Clinical 
pathology 
 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Lab component, 2nd year veterinary students 


2002 Diagnostic Services - Clinical 
Pathology 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Small group teaching of senior veterinary students 


1997-1998 Clinical Pathology – senior 
rotation 
 


Cornell School of 
Veterinary Medicine 


Small group teaching of senior veterinary students 


1996 Diagnostic Services - Clinical 
Pathology 


Atlantic Veterinary 
College, UPEI 


Small group teaching of senior veterinary students 
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Publications & Presentations 
 
 
Papers in Refereed Journals 


 
Battison A.  2018.  Use of a Brix-based classification system to describe haemolymph biochemistry parameters in 
Homarus americanus, H. Milne Edwards 1837 (Decapoda: Malacostraca: Nephropidae).  Journal of Crustacean 
Biology.  https://academic.oup.com/jcb/advance-
article/doi/10.1093/jcbiol/ruy048/5087934?guestAccessKey=eacb3430-473e-474d-977f-aefabcbf4c67 
 
Daoud D, Battison A, Natalie, LR, Van Geest JL . (2016).  Repeated sublethal exposures to the sea lice pesticide 
Salmosan® (azamethiphos) on adult male lobsters (Homarus americanus) causes metabolic dysfunctions, 
functional hypoxia, and mortality.  Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety. 134:106–115. 
 
Simon CJ, Fitzgibbon QP, Battison A, Carter CG, Battaglene SC.  2015.  Bioenergetics of nutrient reserves and 
metabolism in spiny lobster juveniles Sagmariasus verreauxi: Predicting nutritional condition from hemolymph 
biochemistry.  Physiol Biochem Zool 88(3).  ePub March 19, 2015.  DOI: 10.1086/681000 
 
Ciaramella M, Battison A, Horney B. 2014.   Measurement of tissue lipid reserves in the American lobster (Homarus 
americanus): Hemolymph metabolites as potential biomarkers of lipid reserves in the American lobster, Homarus 
americanus. J Crus Biol.  34(5):629-638. 
 
Battison A.  2013.   Subcuticular uric acid deposition in an American lobster (Homarus americanus): A case report.  
Vet Pathol.  May; 50(3):451-6.   
 
Battison AL, Summerfield R.  2008. Isolation and partial characterisation of four novel plasma lectins from the 
American lobster Homarus americanus.  Dev Comp Immunol. 33:198-204 
 
Battison AL, Deprés B, Greenwood SJ.  2008. Ulcerative enteritis in Homarus americanus: Case report and 
molecular characterisation of intestinal aerobic bacteria of apparently healthy lobsters in live storage.        J Invert 
Path. 99(2): 129-135. 
 
Battison AL, Summerfield R, Patrzykat A.  2008. Isolation and characterisation of two antimicrobial peptides from 
haemocytes of the American lobster Homarus americanus. Fish Shellfish Immunol. 25: 181-187.  
  
Battison A. 2006. Tissue distribution and hemolymph activity of six enzymes in the American lobster (Homarus 
americanus): Potential markers of tissue injury. J Shellfish Res. 25(2), 553-560. 
 
Battison AL, Cawthorn R, Horney B.  2004. Response of American lobsters (Homarus americanus) to infection with 
a field isolate of Aerococcus viridans var. homari (Gaffkemia): Survival and haematology.   Dis Aquat Org  
Nov; 61(6): 263-268. 
 
Battison AL, Cawthorn R, Horney B.  2004. Classification of Homarus americanus hemocytes and the use of 
differential hemocyte counts in lobsters infected with Aerococcus viridans var.  homari.  J Invert Path; 84: 177-197. 
 
Battison AL, Cawthorn R, Horney B, MacKenzie A.  2002.  Mushroom tyrosinase as a control material for 
phenoloxidase assays used in the assessment of crustacean ‘health’.   J Shellfish Res Jun 21(1): 295-298. 
 
Battison A, MacMillan R, MacKenzie A, Rose P, Cawthorn R, Horney B.  2000. Use of injectable potassium chloride 
for euthanasia of American lobsters (Homarus americanus).  Comp Med Oct; 50(5):545-50. 
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Conference Proceedings (Oral Presentation) 


Battison A, Lavallée J.  2017.  Determination of hemolymph biochemistry reference intervals in American lobsters 
(Homarus americanus).  11th International Conference and Workshop on Lobster Biology and Management. 
Portland, Maine, USA. 


Ciaramella M, Battison A, Horney B.  2012.  Hemolymph biochemistry: an indicator of nutritional status?  The 
American lobster in a Changing Ecosystem: A US-Canada Science Symposium. Portand, ME,  USA. 
 
Battison A, Lavallée J.  2011.  A summary of hemolymph plasma biochemistry profile results from American 
lobsters (Homarus americanus) in Atlantic Canada (2007-2010). 9th International Conference and Workshop on 
Lobster Biology and Management, Bergen, Norway.  
 
Burton M, Battison A, Lavallée J.  2011.  Physiological assessment of American lobsters (Homarus americanus) held 
in a specialized live seafood transport system.  9th International Conference and Workshop on Lobster Biology and 
Management, Bergen, Norway.  
 
Summerfield R, Battison A.  2011.  Examination of protein expression during ovary maturation in American lobsters 
(Homarus americanus). 9th International Conference and Workshop on Lobster Biology and Management, Bergen, 
Norway.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 


NEXUS Coastal Resource Management Ltd. (NEXUS) was contracted by Jamie Simpson on 


behalf of Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, PEI Fishermen’s Association and Maritime 


Fishermen’s Union to undertake a comprehensive review of the Focus Report regarding the 


Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project proposed by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 


Corporation (NPNS). 


1.1 EXPERTISE 


NEXUS has assembled a group of experienced professionals and academics for this work. 


The following provides an overview of the qualifications of our team to provide this 


expertise. 


Name Education Qualifications/Experience Contributions to 
this Report 


Chris Milley 
M.M.M., 
M.Sc., B.Sc. 


• Specialization in oceanography, 
chemical oceanography, fisheries, 
fisheries management, fisheries 
economics, environmental impact 
assessments, socio-economic analysis, 
stakeholder engagement 
methods/practices 


Senior Review of all 
Sections 


Sections 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 
2.3, 2.4, 2.5 


Dr. Ian Stewart 
Ph.D., M.A., 
B.Sc. 


• Research specialization in 
environmental science, science policy 
and public dimensions of science, 
environmental impact assessments 


Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 
2.4, 2.5 


Chris DeBow 
CAPM, MDE, 
B.Comm 


• Specialization in economic analysis, 
socio-economic analysis, fisheries 
economics 


Section 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 


Maria Delesalle M.M.M., B.A. 
• Specialization in stakeholder 


engagement methods/practices, 
socio-economic analysis 


Section 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 
2.3, 2.4, 2.5 


1.2 ISSUES ADDRESSED 


The following summarizes the key issues NEXUS was asked to address during our review of 


Northern Pulp’s Focus Report.  


1. NEXUS specifically addressed the following areas of the EA, including the bio-


physical, social and economic impacts of the project on fisheries in the 


Northumberland Strait. 


a. Major findings and conclusions expressed in the materials filed by 


Northern Pulp 
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b. Reliability of the underlying research relied upon in reaching the findings 


and conclusions 


c. Information gaps within the materials filed by Northern Pulp 


d. Impacts on the reliability of conclusions made in the materials filed by 


Northern Pulp 


e. Assumptions that were relied upon in the materials filed by Northern Pulp 


and their reliability of these assumptions and their impact on conclusions 


made in the materials 


2. Review of the Focus Report and associated supporting documentation, including 


but not limited to the Terms of Reference for the Focus Report, and relevant 


sections of the EA registration documents; 


3. Desktop research to compile relevant knowledge and supporting experience from 


other jurisdictions and similar projects to support analysis and preparation of 


recommendations. 


1.3 APPROACH 


NEXUS used the following principles and questions to guide our review of the Focus Report: 


Principles: 


1. The review is unbiased. Efforts were made to avoid positional perspectives such that 


NEXUS did not undertake the review in an attempt to prevent or promote the NPNS 


project.  


2. To provide honest, transparent and useful advice. 


Questions: 


Efforts were made to answer the following questions for each section of the Focus Report 


reviewed. 


1. Is the information in the Focus Report complete? 


2. Is the information in the Focus Report reasonable? 


3. Are the assumptions made in the Focus Report valid? 


4. Are there outstanding issues that should be considered or addressed, particularly 


from the perspective from the Fishermen’s Organizations? 


5. Based on the above, what questions or recommendations should the Fishermen’s 


Organizations pose to the Nova Scotia Environment? 
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2 REVIEW & KEY FINDINGS 


2.1 FORMAT AND FOCUS 


In undertaking this review NEXUS was cognizant of the fact that during the development 


of the EARD and the subsequent Focus Report changes were being introduced in the nature 


and approach to impact assessments in Canada. Accordingly, the review of the Focus Report 


took a broader approach in keeping with the principles of impact assessment that were 


introduced in Bill C68 (An Act to amend the Fisheries Act and other Acts in consequence) 


and Bill C69 (An Act to enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator 


Act, to amend the Navigation Protection Act and to make consequential amendments to 


other Acts).  All of these associated Acts with Bill C68 and Bill C69 have received Royal 


Ascent.  It is clearly understood that the Province of Nova Scotia’s Environment Act (Nova 


Scotia Environment Act) is the governing legislation for the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s 


EARD and subsequent Focus Report, changes made at the federal level are likely to be 


reflected in provincial legislation due to the increased awareness of the need to consider 


social, economic and cultural impacts of projects. In the past, the need to consider project 


effects on Indigenous communities was similarly adopted by provincial environmental 


assessment processes after becoming a requirement in federal EAs.  The results of NEXUS’ 


review is presented in table format in Section 3.5. Some of the observations made during 


the review that are pertinent and may be of concern to Fishermen’s Associations are also 


included as reviewers’ comments in Table 2 below. 


2.2 BIO-PHYSICAL IMPACTS 


Many of the concerns that precipitated the need for the Focus Report were both scientific 


and non-scientific regarding the potential and perceived impacts of the introduction of 


effluent into the marine environment through a dispersion pipe in Caribou Harbour.  


Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) engaged several environmental engineering consultants 


and scientists to conduct studies to address the questions raised and set out in the Terms 


of Reference for the Focus Report (including Addenda).   


For the most part, NPNS has provided sufficient information to technically and scientifically 


address the questions raised, albeit, many of these responses may not satisfy public 


perception concerns which were based on emotion or lack of trust.   NEXUS’ review of the 


Focus Report and Appendices did, however, identify some areas where the level of content 


and scope of the information provided are not fully satisfactory, in that they either did not 


fully answer the question or the level of content was inadequate.   


In general, the approach to disposal of Compounds of Public Concern (COPC) and Total 


Suspended Solids (TSS) by discharge into the marine environment has been a contentious 


issue, internationally, for decades. Consensus within the scientific and technical community 


is that COPC disposal in marine environments is unacceptable. Considering mounting 


concerns over the need for more stringent attention to cumulative effects and consideration 
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of increasing stress indicators of ocean health (Bernier et al, 2018) greater study is required. 


For this reason, better design options should be considered that make use of best available 


technologies for minimizing absolute volumes of effluent discharged, or that maximize 


removal of effluent content of potential concern (Suhr et al, 2015; Kamali et al, 2019).  


The results of this Focus Report confirm that the major difference between the proposed 


ETF and current ETF is simply that comparable effluent (in terms of volumes and content) 


will be discharged further out to sea, with more rapid dilution performance.  This 


assumption appears to be based on the fact that settlement ponds are ineffective in 


removing dissolved heavy metals from effluent without the use of additional direct use of 


physical-chemical processing of effluent water (adsorption on new adsorbents, ion 


exchange, membrane filtration, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration and 


photocatalysis) or bio-absorption (Gunatilake, 2015  Ayres et al, 1994).  Each of these 


processes involve additional investment and create their own problems, such as the creation 


of concentrated sludge, with significant potential but unspecified risk to the local 


environment. 


Detailed observations and responses are provided in the Compliance Table (Table 1) and 


Reviewers Additional Comments and Considerations Table (Table 2) below.  


2.3 ECONOMIC IMPACTS 


A motivation for those advancing and opposing any new development relates to the 


economic impact that the project will have on their livelihood and economic wellbeing 


(economic competition, economic displacement, changes in property values, changes in 


cost of living etc.).  This is true for the NPNS project as well. As noted in Section 3.1, While 


Impact Assessments, under the new federal Impact Assessment Act now include economic 


considerations as part of the assessment process, it is likely that these considerations should 


be included in NSE-led assessments to avoid conflict and economic uncertainty in other 


resource sectors. However, there is little detail in the Focus Report regarding the longer-


term economic impacts of the project on other resource users in the area.  This should 


include the impacts of the project on the changing perceptions of the fishery due to the 


presence of the ETF outflow, changes such as confidence in the fishery as a viable source of 


income that can impact intergeneration transfer of licenses, value of licenses, public 


perception of the health safety of the harvest from the area which can change market price, 


etc. 


General comments and recommendations to mitigate potential impacts are provided in the 


in the Compliance Table (Table 1) and Reviewers Additional Comments and Considerations 


Table (Table 2) below. 
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2.4 SOCIAL IMPACTS 


Similar to the lack of a robust economic impact assessment, social impacts and concerns 


were not specifically part of the Focus Report Terms of Reference; however, considering the 


nature and content of several public responses in the Concordance Table, NPNS should 


have taken social impact concerns into consideration when preparing responses in the 


Focus Report.  This is also in keeping with the principles set out in the new Impact 


Assessment Act, and which should be considered under a robust and complete assessment 


under the provincial EA process.  


Social considerations and impacts are of particular importance for coastal fishing 


communities, First Nations and fishing industry participants who are the groups most likely 


to be impacted by the project with little or no direct benefit from the project. 


Specific comments regarding the participation of these most vulnerable groups are provided 


in the Compliance Table (Table 1) and Reviewers Additional Comments and Considerations 


Table (Table 2) below.  
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2.5 COMPLIANCE TABLE 


The following table summarizes NEXUS’ key findings, comments and considerations during the review of the NPNS Focus Report. 


Table 1: Compliance Table 


Requirements from Terms of Reference Completeness Review Comments & Considerations 
Additional Issues/Suggestions 


for Consideration 


1. Public, Mi'kmaq and Government Engagement 


1.1 Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions 
and comments raised by the public, Mi'kmaq and 
government departments, and incorporate these comments 
into the Focus Report where applicable. Comments may be 
summarized prior to providing the response. 


Concordance 
Table is 
complete, 
however, the 
nature and 
level of detail 
of responses is 
lacking in 
several cases 
(addressed 
below) 


1) Although the Concordance Table seems to 
address all questions and comments 
provided by public, Mi'kmaq and 
government departments in some cases 
responses are inadequate or incomplete. In 
particular, with respect to the Marine Refuge 
Buffer Zone within Scallop Fishing Area 24 
(Appendix 1.1 p. 27 of 40), the answers 
provided do not address the concerns raised.  


R1: The responses to the Focus 
Report by the initial reviewers of 
the EARD (as recorded in the 
Concordance Table in Appendix 
1.1) should be publicly available. 
This is advisable, especially given 
the serious levels of concern 
expressed by both federal 
departments (Health Canada, 
ECCC, DFO) and local 
communities. 


1.2 Provide a plan to share future reports and/or studies 
relevant to this project with the public and the Mi'kmaq such 
as the Pictou Landing First Nation, including but not limited 
to the future Environmental Effects Monitoring results for 
the new effluent treatment facility. 


Incomplete 


1) There is not enough specificity as to how 
and the frequency in which engagement will 
occur with each stakeholder group within 
the Stakeholder Engagement Plan. 
 
2) It is important for all stakeholders to 
understand fully how project information 
and reports will be communicated so they 
can be properly prepared.   


R1: NPNS should provide reports 
in a format that are 
understandable as well as 
sufficient information to meet 
the needs of fishermen on a 
timely basis. 
 
R2: Reports should be provided 
on a routine and regular basis. A 
timetable should be provided to 
all stakeholder groups.  
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Requirements from Terms of Reference Completeness Review Comments & Considerations 
Additional Issues/Suggestions 


for Consideration 


2. Project Description 


2.1 Provide the following information regarding the on-land 
portion of the effluent pipeline: 
o A re-alignment route for the effluent pipeline, given 


Department of Transportation and Infrastructure 
Renewal does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the 
shoulder of Highway 106; 


o Maps and/or drawings of the new pipeline location; 
o A list of properties (i.e.., Premises Identification number 


or PID) that will intersect with the new pipeline 
alignment. 


  N/A   


2.2 Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 
results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the 
pipeline route. The surveys must determine the potential 
impacts of ice scour on the pipeline. 


Incomplete 


1) The Report does not provide information 
on the specific sediment types other than 
size.  
 
2) With respect to ice scouring the survey 
only used a single year study. There is no 
mention as to whether this was an average 
for ice conditions and there was no 
determination of extreme weather events 
during ice breakup. These factors could have 
a significant implication to ice scouring.   


R1: Information on the mineral 
composition of the sediment will 
be useful in understanding the 
dynamics between effluent and 
the sediment, such as chelation 
and adsorption, which is useful 
in regard to contaminant 
dispersion.  
 
R2: A multi-year ice scouring 
survey should be conducted, 
including an analysis of the 
effects of changing ice conditions 
due to climate change. 


2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and 
chemical characterization of NPNS’ raw wastewater (i.e.., 
influent at Point A for the Project), to support the 
assessment of the appropriateness of the proposed treatment 
technology. The influent characterization results must be 


Complete No comment    
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Requirements from Terms of Reference Completeness Review Comments & Considerations 
Additional Issues/Suggestions 


for Consideration 


compared against the proposed treatment technology 
specifications. 


2.4 Submit a complete physical and chemical 
characterisation of NPNS’s expected effluent following 
treatment by the proposed technology. To assess the efficacy 
of the proposed treatment technology, the following must be 
included: 
o Data from laboratory trials on NPNS’s raw wastewater 


that were conducted at Veolia/AnoxKaldnes in Lund, 
Sweden in May 2018;               


o Modelling results using the raw wastewater parameters 
and quality;   


o A comparison of the effluent characterization results 
from the laboratory trials and modelling work, against 
appropriate regulations and/or guidelines. 


Complete 
(partially) 


1) It is noted in the Report that "effluent is 
similar to published effluent composition 
data from other Canadian jurisdictions 
indicates that the mills effluent is similar to 
effluent from other bleached Kraft mills in 
Canada operating either an ASS or ASF 
system". There is no mention or discussion 
as to whether the receiving environments 
are similar to that of Northern Pulp. More 
information should be provided to 
determine specific local environmental 
efficacy of the system.  


R1. While the information 
provided meets the requirement 
for the Focus Report, it does not 
provide sufficient detailed 
information to assist interested 
and affected stakeholders to 
confidently determine the 
efficacy of the system in the 
specific local environment.  


2.5 Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline 
construction methodology and other associated pipeline 
construction work, related to the potential changes to the 
marine portion of the pipeline route (e.g., infilling, 
trenching, temporary access roads, excavation, blasting, 
disposal at sea, and others where applicable). 


  N/A   
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Requirements from Terms of Reference Completeness Review Comments & Considerations 
Additional Issues/Suggestions 


for Consideration 


3. Facility Design, Construction & Operation and Maintenance 


3.1 Submit treatment technology specifications (e.g., optimal 
performance range of the technology) and an assessment of 
the efficacy of the proposed treatment technology for use at 
the NPNS facility, to the satisfaction of NSE. For example, 
peak effluent temperature is proposed to be above the 
generally accepted range of temperatures to achieve optimal 
biological treatment. Explain how the proposed higher than 
optimal treatment temperature would affect the treatment 
performance. 


  N/A   


3.2 Provide effluent flow data to support the proposed peak 
treatment capacity of 85,000 m3 maximum flow of effluent 
per day. At a minimum, data from 2017 and 2018 is required. 
Provide flow data for Point A, clarify source of the effluent 
flow volumes given in the EARD, and provide other relevant 
data and information to support the proposed treatment 
system design. If the 85,000 m3 cannot be justified based on 
historical data, identify water reduction projects, or re-
evaluate the treatment system design and update the 
receiving water study accordingly. 


  N/A   


3.3 Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where 
necessary) based upon the results of the effluent 
characterization in Section 2.4 and relevant additional 
studies. Refer also to Addendum item 2.0 


Complete 


 
1) While characterization of the effluent 
discharge parameters has been updated, 
there remains the issue related to the impact 
on the receiving environment.   
  


R1: See "R1 in Section 2.4" 
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Requirements from Terms of Reference Completeness Review Comments & Considerations 
Additional Issues/Suggestions 


for Consideration 


3.4 Provide the following information regarding the spill 
basin: 
o Submit information to assess the sizing and 


appropriateness of the design of the spill basin. The 
EARD indicates a retention time of 10‐13 hours at a 
design capacity of 35,000 m3. The basis of this design has 
not been provided. If flows exceed 85,000m3 per day on 
a consistent basis (e.g., during summer months), 
confirm that there will be sufficient recovery time in the 
treatment system to empty the basin before the 
additional volume is required;                                                                                 


o Explain where the overflow will be directed in the event 
of unforeseen scenarios (e.g., power outage). 


  N/A   


3.5 Provide the following information regarding the effluent 
pipeline: 
o Provide viable options including the selected option for 


leak detection technologies and inspection 
methodologies, with specific consideration to any 
portion of the pipeline located in the Town of Pictou’s 
water supply protection area;                                                                    


o Provide viable options including the selected option for 
the enhanced pipeline protection, such as trench lining 
and justify how the chosen option is an adequate option 
for secondary containment. Be sure to address any 
potential changes in flow regimes, especially within the 
Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area, due to 
the installation of the pipeline and secondary 
containment. If different options are provided for 
different areas of the proposed re-aligned pipeline route, 
the locations for each option must be identified. 


Incomplete 


1) The proposed pipeline will have NO leak 
detection capacity in its marine phases 
(Focus Report, p. 62). Effluent in final 4km 
of pipe to diffuser will flow under gravity 
(from max height of 1300m; Focus Report. p. 
60). Assumption is that subsurface burying 
of the pipeline (3m) will protect against 
vessel traffic and ice scour to the marine 
portion of the pipe (Focus Report p. 39 and 
Appendix 3.5). Precise location of the 
diffuser and its integrity are a significant 
part of the proponent’s plan to mitigate 
environmental impacts. Thus, compromises 
to this marine portion of the pipe or the 
diffuser could impact this plan.  
 
2) Relatedly, the integrity of the diffuser 
ports (Focus Report 4.2.2, p. 86) depend on 


R1: It is suggested that an 
installation of a detection system 
or regular monitoring of the 
marine portion of the pipeline be 
conducted to determine whether 
leaks, of any scale, result in local 
non-dispersed effluent 
accumulate in the local marine 
environment. 
 
R2: Request that information 
regarding the selected inspection 
regime be available to all 
stakeholders in order to properly 
assess and monitor the diffuser 
port integrity.   
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the flexibility of the one-way rubber valves 
being maintained. The diffusion capacity of 
these ports is a significant part of NPNS's 
argument that the new system constitutes 
an improvement, and that rapid dilution will 
take place as per modelling in RWS. 


3.6 Clarify where the potential releases of waste dangerous 
goods at the Project site will be directed for treatment 
and/or disposal. It is important to note that the new 
treatment facility is not proposed to treat waste dangerous 
goods based on the information provided in the EARD and 
requirements of NSE. 


  N/A   


4. Marine Water and Marine Sediment 


4.1 Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment 
(such as marine water quality and marine sediment) in the 
vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 


Complete  


 
1) The baseline studies do not examine 
mineral composition of sediments (other 
than grain size). Information on sediment 
composition would be useful in 
understanding the nature of the interaction 
between the receiving environment and the 
effluent.  


  


4.2 Update the receiving water study to model for all 
potential contaminants of concern in the receiving 
environment (based on the results of the effluent 
characterization and/or other relevant studies such as 
Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water quality data 
for Caribou harbour must be applied to this study. Refer also 
to Addendum 3.0. 


Complete No comment    
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4.3 Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to 
understand the impacts of potential accumulation of 
sediment within near field and far field model areas. This 
should include chemical and physical characterization of the 
solids proposed to be discharged by NPNS as well as a 
discussion of how these solids will interact with the marine 
sediments and what the potential impact will be on the 
marine environment as a result. 


Incomplete 


1) According to Focus Report, App. 4.3, 90% 
of the Total Suspended Solids (TSS) will, 
depending on diffuser height (from seabed), 
and depending on which mean current 
speeds are used, be deposited within 1 to 4.8 
kms or 4.2 to 21.1 kms of the diffuser. Given 
the wide range of these figures, and given 
that a high proportion of TSS will be non-
easily biodegradable (refractory) cellulose 
fibres (Focus Report p. 25), there is a 
reasonable concern of impacts to fish habitat 
(benthic smothering) by sediment of such 
fibrous material within fishing grounds (see 
Focus Report figures 7.3-4 - 7.3-7).      
 
2) The potential effect of TSS is dependent 
on the type of raw material introduced to 
the natural environment and the nature of 
the receiving environment. Therefore, 
comparison of models using effluent from 
mills in other regions is irrelevant and can 
lead to inaccurate conclusions. 


R1: NPNS should give 
consideration to alternative and 
newer treatment technologies 
(e.g. centrifugal systems widely 
used in other mills) to reduce 
TSS, including cellulose fibres, 
not currently planned to be 
captured by the proposed new 
ETF system.   
     
R2: NPNS should review the 
statement regarding confidence 
levels of the conclusion of 
Appendix 4. 3 that "it is unlikely 
that sediment will build up in 
either the near- or far-field." (p. 
6). The data presented in 
Appendix 4.3 undermines this 
confidence. 


5. Fresh Water Resources 


5.1 Complete a wetland baseline survey along the proposed 
re-aligned effluent pipeline route (if wetlands are expected to 
be altered). 


  N/A   
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5.2 Provide monitoring methodologies for areas with 
significant risk of pipeline leaks or spills (e.g., two areas 
where the pipeline crosses the Source Water Protection 
Delineated Boundary for the Town of Pictou wellfields; 
below water table; important wetlands; watercourse 
crossings; etc.). 


  N/A   


6. Air Quality 


6.1 Provide a revised inventory of all potential air 
contaminants to be emitted from the proposed project, 
including but not limited to, speciated volatile organic 
compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, reduced 
sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and metals. 


  N/A   


6.2 Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill 
facility for all potential air contaminants of concern related 
to the Project. 


  N/A   


6.3 Complete an updated ambient air monitoring plan for 
the Project site based on the air dispersion modelling results. 
This plan must include the potential air contaminants to be 
monitored and proposed air monitoring location(s). 


  N/A   
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7. Fish and Fish Habitat 


7.1 Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the 
freshwater environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada. 


  N/A   


7.2 Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine 
environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada. 


Incomplete 
1) As noted in the Focus Report, baseline 
surveys have not been completed. 


 
R1: Baseline surveys should be 
completed for all commercially 
important species before a final 
decision is reached. 
  


7.3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent 
on representative key marine fish species important for 
commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must 
be based upon updated information, additional studies 
and/or an understanding of expected movement of 
contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be agreed 
upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal 
departments. 


Incomplete 


1) The Focus Report deals with Valued 
Ecological Components (VECs) related to 
fisheries. In the EARD the social and 
economic (‘socio-economic’) environment 
was identified as a VEC in consideration of 
the potential interactions with local 
communities, how land and water is used in 
the vicinity of the project, and the potential 
interaction between the project and the 
economic well-being of these communities. 
These potential interactions are of concern 
to regulatory agencies, non-governmental 
organizations, and the general public 
because they can have a direct influence on 
the everyday lives of those living and 
working in the vicinity of a project. The 
socio-economic environment VEC includes 
land and water uses such as community 
resources and recreation, and economic 
industries, infrastructure. Furthermore, 
Appendix 7.3 references the socio-economic 


R1: NPNS should commit to 
undertaking a socio-economic 
effects monitoring program 
related to the implementation of 
the NPNS ETF on local 
commercial fishing activities.  
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importance of American lobster, rock crab 
and Atlantic mackerel that may have a 
higher potential for interaction with the 
project than some other indicators that were 
assessed specific to the Marine Fish and Fish 
Habitat VEC, it is recommended that EA 
Follow-up Monitoring be undertaken. There 
is, however, no indication of the intention to 
monitor socio and economic effects on this 
important resource sector. 
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7.3 Continued. Incomplete 


1) Spatial boundaries for the assessment of 
environmental effects on the socio-
economic environment include the 
following:  
 
a) the project footprint area (PFA) is defined 
as the physical footprint of the project 
including the location of the new 
replacement ETF on the NPNS mill property, 
the overland portion of the effluent pipeline, 
and the marine portion of the effluent 
pipeline and the marine outfall.  The PFA is 
defined in Section 5.1.1.  
 
b) the local assessment area (LAA) is the 
maximum area within which environmental 
effects from the project activities and 
components can be predicted or measured 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy and 
confidence. The LAA can be thought of as 
the "zone of influence" of the project. For 
the socio-economic environment, the LAA is 
represented by the communities whose 
regular activities intersect with the PFA: 
Pictou Landing First Nation, local residents, 
and local industries located in the 
Municipality of Pictou County or the towns 
of New Glasgow, Stellarton, Pictou, 
Westville, and Trenton. 
Since the PFA is deemed to terminate at the 
marine outfall downstream impacts were not 
considered.  


R1: Downstream impacts, such as 
drift of the effluent and its 
impact on adjacent fisheries, 
should be considered. 
Accordingly, a socio-economic 
baseline study should be 
conducted, which will include all 
the communities in the LAA to 
determine future socio-economic 
effects. This survey should 
include demographic profile of 
the towns and regions, industrial 
profile, including business 
counts, and labour force profile. 
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7.3 Continued. Incomplete 


1) The Impact Assessment only addressed 
biophysical environmental impacts. There 
was no consideration of social and economic 
impacts, particularly in relation to other key 
economic sectors in the region. See 
comments in "Reviewers Comments and 
Considerations" Section. 
 
2) Monitoring is only for the bio-physical 
and chemical effects in the physical 
environment. There is no monitoring of 
bioaccumulation of effluent born 
compounds (for example, PAHs, mercury, 
dioxins and furans, etc.) in commercially 
important species. 
 
3) Section 5.4 of Appendix 7.3 states "…will 
continue to investigate the feasibility of 
performing toxicity testing...". There is 
documented evidence that pulp and paper 
mill effluent cause physiological changes in 
fish as well as changes in physical and 


reproductive behaviour (Lehtinen et al 1990 


Munkittrick et al, 1998). Thus, NPNS should 
agree to conducting toxicity testing on local 
fishery species of importance. 
 
4) Section 5.3 of Appendix 7.3 states 
"Following completion of the HHRA, the 
potential utility of a continued fish tissue 
monitoring program following 
commissioning of the effluent treatment 
system and subsequent discharge will need 


R1: Consideration should be 
given to the social and economic 
impacts that the treated effluent 
may have on key marine fish 
species (key economic sector). 
 
R2: Fishermen should be 
involved in all aspects of the 
EEM program, including 
selecting the EEM parameters 
and in monitoring activities. 
 
R3: It is requested that more 
information be provided on the 
predicted effects of effluent on 
resident species of fish, shellfish 
and crustaceans, including 
foraging species, through regular 
toxicity testing. 
 
R4: These discussions should 
commence prior to the initiation 
of construction to ensure 
certainty that tissue sampling 
and analysis studies be 
conducted by NPNS. 
 
R5: The Fishermen strongly urge 
the NSE to require ALL baseline 
studies to be completed prior to 
the approval of the NPNS ETF 
EARD. 
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to be discussed with First Nations, 
stakeholders and government agencies. 
 
5) The Focus Report further states in 
Appendix 7.3 that "The potential studies are 
still likely to target: lobster, rock crab, 
scallop, blue mussel, softshell clam, oyster, 
and locally relevant finfish (e.g., Eel, Smelt, 
Gaspereau, Striped Bass, Mackerel, Atlantic 
Herring). Given the likely timing for EA 
approval and the subsequent construction 
and commissioning of the proposed ETF, it 
will be possible to target collections of any of 
the species identified above that have not 
already been collected for baseline purposes 
(i.e., predevelopment) should engagement 
indicate the need." 


R6: The Fishermen further 
request that NPNS consult 
closely with the Fishers 
Associations to ensure baseline 
studies include a broader range 
of species, to include 
commercially important species, 
and the foraging species upon 
which these economically 
important resources depend. 


7.4 Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring 
(EEM) program based on the results of various relevant 
baseline studies and an updated receiving water study. Refer 
also to Addendum item 4.0 


Incomplete 


1) Beyond the existing design of the effluent 
diffuser, no indication is made in the Focus 
Report about what mitigation steps could be 
taken if a post-construction EEM program 
discovers an unacceptable toxicological 
effect on fisheries resources.  
 
2) The Environmental Effects Monitoring 
(EEM) program does not include studies on 
the bioaccumulation of effluent within key 
economically important species. This has 
significant social and economic implications 
as well as biological implications to the 
viability of the local resource.  
 
3) There is insufficient information 
regarding the specificity and processes 


R1: Fishermen should be involved 
in all aspects of the EEM 
program, including selecting the 
EEM parameters and in 
monitoring activities.  
 
R2: Fishermen should be 
involved in discussion and 
decisions regarding appropriate 
mitigation measures.  
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involved in the EEM program. As a result, 
the opportunity for stakeholder groups to 
provide input and recommendations on how 
to enhance the EEM program so that 
monitoring measures are acceptable is not 
apparent or available. 


7.5 Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to 
mitigate potential impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due 
to potential large and rapid fluctuations in water 
temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during low 
production or maintenance shut down periods. 


Complete 


1) There remains a question that while the 
Focus Report addresses routine 
contingencies there is no discussion on what 
measures are in place for catastrophic events 
that could result in rapid or unmanaged 
discharge of effluent into coastal waters. 


R1: NPNS should consider an 
emergency response plan as a 
part of their contingency 
measures.  


8. Flora and Fauna 


8.1 Complete a plant baseline survey along the proposed re-
aligned effluent pipeline route. 


  N/A   


8.2 Complete a migratory bird survey along the re-aligned 
pipeline route. 


  N/A   


8.3 Complete a bird baseline survey for common nighthawk 
(Chordeiles minor), double crested cormorants 
(Phalacrocorax auratus), owls, and raptors and raptor nests, 
for the entire project area which includes the re-aligned 
pipeline route. 


  N/A   
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8.4 Complete a herptile survey for the Project area which 
includes the re-aligned pipeline route. 


  N/A   


9. Human Health 


9.1 Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via 
chemical analysis) of representative key marine species 
important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and 
diffuser location. 


Incomplete 


1) The baseline surveys did not include 
several commercially important species, 
such as scallops and other benthic 
invertebrates.  
 
2) While the baseline survey includes tissue 
analysis of commercially important species 
and food resources for First Nations, the 
EEM does not indicate that this will be 
continued to determine the level of 
bioaccumulation of effluent in these species.  


R1: A complete baseline survey is 
necessary to ensure compliance 
with the requested information 
in the Focus Report Terms of 
Reference and useful for the 
development of an effective EEM 
program. 
 
R2: The EEM should include 
tissue analysis to determine 
health risks resulting from 
potential bioaccumulation and to 
determine potential economic 
impacts on the fishery.  


9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to 
assess potential project-related impacts on human health. 
The risk assessment must consider human consumption of 
fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially 
contaminated drinking water, exposure to recreational water 
and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any other 
potential exposure pathways. The analysis must inform the 
identification of contaminants of concern and updating of 
the receiving water study. 


Incomplete 


1) The Seafood Intake Survey did not include 
an analysis of the food ingested to determine 
the presence or absence of compounds that 
may be present in effluent (useful and 
essential background information for future 
studies).  
 
2) Impact from consuming commercially 
important species from the area can have 
wider impact on the economic viability of 
the fishery in the region as a whole (e.g. 
amnesic shellfish poisoning in PEI affected 
the Atlantic fishery). 


R1: The Food Intake Survey 
should include analysis of 
presence of heavy metals, PAHs, 
dioxins and furans in the foods 
after preparation for 
consumption. 
 
R2: See "R2 in Section 9.1" 
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10. Archaeology 


10.1 Complete an Archaeological Resource Impact 
Assessment for the marine environment related to the 
Project. 


  N/A   


10.2 Complete shovel testing for areas in the terrestrial 
environment that are identified to have elevated or medium 
potential of archaeological resources, to confirm the 
presence or absence of these resources. 


  N/A   


11. Indigenous People's Use of Land and Resources 


11.1 Complete a Mi'kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study 
(MEKS) for the Project.  


  N/A   


ADDENDUM: Items Raised by Reviewers Requiring Clarification 


1.0 Provide information regarding whether and when new 
technology and equipment will be installed at the NPNS pulp 
mill to improve the effluent quality, including but not 
limited to the following:  
o Will O2 delignification be installed at the NPNS pulp 


mill?  
o What other technology and equipment will be installed 


at the NPNS pulp mill?  
o How will each proposed new technology and/or 


equipment improve the effluent quality? 


Complete No comment    
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2.0 With respect to the effluent discharge parameters:  
o Explain why the total nitrogen parameter has changed to 


6 mg/L (daily maximum) from the 3 mg/L (proposed in 
the August 11, 2017 receiving water study);  


o Provide data to support assertions that chemical oxygen 
demand (COD) can be reduced to the proposed limit. 


  See Section 3.3 above.   


3.0 With respect to the updating of the Receiving Water 
Study:  
o Provide a response to questions and comments on the 


receiving water study (not already outlined in this 
document) from Environment and Climate Change 
Canada’s EARD review submission dated March 18, 2019, 
and update the receiving water study as applicable;  


o Explain how the initial mixing and dispersal of the 
plume was taken into account when simulating far-field 
extent and concentrations of effluent in Section 3 of 
Appendix E1 of EARD. It appears that the far-field model 
simulations were run before the near-field model. One 
could expect that the behaviour of the plume further 
afield depends a large extent on how it behaved at the 
diffuser, i.e. how quickly it mixed and spread and rose to 
the surface;  


o Confirm dilution ratios and distances required to achieve 
background level for water quality parameters in 
Appendix E1 of the EARD, as the dilution ratios and 
distances may be overestimated;  


o Explain if the salinity and temperature differential 
between the effluent and the receiving waters has been 
accounted for in the model. When the buoyancy 
differential between the effluent and receiving waters are 


Complete No comment  
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greater in winter, it results in a faster rising plume. This 
can potentially affect the visibility of the effluent in the 
receiving environment. Has this been accounted for in 
the model? Also provide results for winter conditions;  


o Explain if re-entrainment of effluent and sediment at the 
diffuser location was accounted for in the one-hour 
period surrounding slack tide. Support this explanation 
with model results using a smaller time step (30 
minutes) if necessary. 


4.0 It is important to note that the following field study and 
monitoring are likely to be required as part of an EEM 
program regulated under the Pulp and Paper Effluent 
Regulations for the Project if it is approved:  
o Field delineation of treated effluent plume to confirm 


the prediction from the receiving water study;  
o Monitoring of marine water quality and marine 


sediment quality;  
o Sublethal toxicity testing and chemistry testing of the 


treated effluent; and  
o Biological monitoring studies including benthic 


invertebrate community study, fish population study, 
and dioxin and furan levels in fish as applicable. 


Complete See Section 4 above   
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Additional Reviewers Issues Review Comments and Considerations Comments for Consideration 


Issue: Major Findings and 
Conclusion from the Report 


 
1) In the Focus Report it is summarized that "through appropriate 
mitigation, no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have 
been predicted" (vi) which is a reflection of the overall content and 
conclusions of the Focus Report and its appendices. However, despite the 
Focus Report's presentation of this overall finding as "scientific" and 
"science-based" (i, ii), there are significant questions and uncertainties that 
remain. 
 
2) Predictions based on modelling in the Focus Report suggest that the 
proposed ETF will meet current federal and provincial regulatory 
requirements. However, new federal guidelines (e.g. PPER in accordance 
with the Fisheries Act) have not yet been published; assumptions about the 
content of the new PPER are acknowledged within the Focus Report as 
being “speculative” (n. 1, Table 2.4-2). Thus, the Focus Report’s overall 
conclusion that “proposed future” (Focus Report, p. xxxi) regulations will 
also be met by the new ETF is premature and introduces additional 
uncertainty. 
 
3)  The Focus Report does not conform to best practice of impact 
assessments that clearly requires full disclosure of uncertainties so as to 
adhere to the precautionary principle, for many years now a guiding 
principle in impact assessment in Canada. Such disclosure is necessary to 
allow for full participation of potentially impacted communities to 
contribute to determination of acceptable levels of risk. 
 


R1,2,3: The responses to this Focus Report 
should be included in a continued engagement 
process that allows for a collaborative review of 
public responses, and collaborative decision-
making involving impacted stakeholder groups, 
proponents and regulators as an extension of 
this review process prior to regulatory approval. 
This will enable stakeholder groups to be fully 
aware of uncertainties that are unstated in the 
Focus Report. This will be consistent with the 
principles of Free, Prior and Informed Consent 
(FPIC) that should guide this process. 


Issue: Assumptions in the 
Focus Report 


1) The assumption made within the Focus Report is that dilution of the 
effluent in receiving water is sufficient to avoid significant, adverse and 
residual impacts on the environment. However, there is growing evidence 
that this assumption is being questioned in other jurisdictions whereby 
environmental monitoring programs are requiring more stringent 


R1,2,3: Greater effort must be made to fully 
characterize the receiving ecosystem, 
particularly completing all baseline studies and 
economic analysis of the receiving environment 
(bio-physical and socio-economic). These 
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regulations for Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM), including 
cumulative effects, lower toxicity thresholds (sub-lethal effects), and 
introduction of more advanced technologies for effluent treatment and 
disposal.  
 
2) The assumption in the Focus Report that meeting current Pulp and 
Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) is enough to ensure that the new 
Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) will not cause an acceptable significant 
adverse residual negative impact is questionable considering changes being 
proposed to create new and enhanced PPER (Bill C-68). 
 
3) The impact assessment methodologies employed by NPNS and 
documented in the Focus Report (and EARD) rely on the comparability of 
effluent parameters to other kraft mills operating in Canada and 
internationally (e.g. Focus Report pp. xxvi-xxviii; App. 2.4). Best practices of 
impact assessments now follow ecosystem (social, economic, and 
biophysical) assessment approaches. Conclusions drawn in this Focus 
Report on the basis of such comparisons, particularly those with respect to 
“significant adverse residual impacts”, ought to be treated with caution. The 
proposed NPNS ETF is the first in Atlantic Canada, and certainly for this 
distinctive ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait, which is different and 
unique even to other areas within Atlantic Canada. The closest relevant 
ecosystem comparison is to the existing BHETF, which clearly has left a 
“negative legacy” (Focus Report, p. xxxix). 
 
4) iv. The approach to disposal of COPC and TSS by discharge into the 
marine environment has been a contentious issue, internationally, for 
decades. Consensus within the scientific and technical community is that 
COPC disposal, particularly those identified as endocrine disruptors and 
persistent (not or not easily and safely  biodegradable) pollutants in marine 
environments is of mounting concern (Singh and Chandra, 2019; Chandra 
et al, 2018) and that conventional treatment options (including activated 
sludge processes as proposed in this ETF) are considered to be insufficient 


studies will help determine cumulative effects 
and appropriate mitigation strategies.  
 
R4: The corporate social responsibility and 
public interest should be married through 
greater collaboration between affected 
stakeholders, regulators, and NPNS in decision-
making, such that conditions of approval 
include strategies to continually strive to reduce 
and eliminate at-sea effluent disposal. 
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to address concerns regarding commercial fisheries (Hubbe et al, 2016). 
This is particularly in light of mounting concerns over the need for more 
stringent attention to cumulative effects and consideration of increasing 
stress indicators of ocean health (DFO state of the ocean report 2019). For 
this reason, better design options should be considered that make use of 
best available technologies for minimizing absolute volumes of effluent 
discharged, or that maximize removal of effluent content of potential 
concern (COPC, TSS). The results of this Focus Report confirm that the 
major difference between the proposed ETF and current ETF is simply that 
a comparable effluent (in terms of volumes and content) will be discharged 
further out to sea, with more rapid dilution performance. (It has been noted 


in the review of the Focus Report that heavy metals require the use of 
additional direct use of physical-chemical processing of effluent 
water (adsorption on new adsorbents, ion exchange, membrane 
filtration, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration and 
photocatalysis) or bio-absorption (Gunatilake, 2015  Ayres et al, 1994) 


 


Issue: General comments 
regarding Socio-economic 
Assessment 


1) The Focus Report makes reference to and draws conclusions about socio-
economic impacts but provides no analysis, quantification, or justification 
to support these conclusions. 
 
a) Identified socio-economic impacts are not quantified, including the 
economic impact of construction spending. 
 
b) The EARD contains no apparent socio-economic analysis. 
 
c) Reference to disruption of economic activity during construction is too 
narrowly defined as disruptions to use of land and water resources. 
Potential changes to market and consumer perception / behaviour resulting 
from the project are not addressed (e.g. changes in demand for seafood 
harvested in the PFA). 
 


R1: Socio-economic impact assessment should 
consider: what is the nature of the impact (e.g. 
employment, production, revenue, cost, etc.)? 
What could drive it (i.e. changes in labour 
demand, consumer perception)? What is the 
potential scale and direction of the interaction 
(i.e. size of the impact, positive or negative)? 
 
There appears to have been no effort made to 
estimate the extent (qualitatively or 
quantitatively) of these potential interactions 
between the NPNS ETF and other economic 
sectors during and after construction. 
Therefore, NPNS should undertake an 
assessment of potential interactions to 
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d) EARD does not include an analysis of potential economic opportunities 
related to the project (e.g. supply chain, employment, training, local 
industry capacity-building, local construction / employment income 
spending). 
 
e) Impacts to property values in the PFA have not been considered. 
 
f) Potential interactions and impacts to fisheries, tourism, transportation, 
and other sectors have not been estimated or quantified. It should be noted 
that some impacts to sectors such as tourism can be "sticky", meaning 
temporary changes in access to or perceptions of tourism destinations and 
activities can result in longer-term consumer behaviors that are difficult to 
alter. Similarly, temporary changes in seafood markets because of public 
perceptions from the environment in which they are harvested can have 
long-term implications to the local as well as regional marketability of 
seafood products. 
 


determine and describe the nature and extent 
of the impact on the local and wider Nova 
Scotia economy. 


Issue: Significance Criteria 


1) The significance criteria defined for NPNS ETF project does not fully 
consider the social and economic environment. A significant adverse 
residual environmental effect on the socio-economic environment is one 
where project-related activities directly interfere with the use of the land or 
water such that their intended use is no longer possible. This would include 
interference with land uses, recreational uses, employment and economic 
impacts in the community, region, or province. A significant positive 
residual environmental effect of the project on the socio-economic 
environment is one that results in project-related sustained increased level 
of employment and economic activity in the community, region, or 
province, or enhances land and water uses. 


R1: Criteria could be expanded beyond “the use 
of land or water such that their intended use is 
no longer possible.” Could include: 
Impacts to land or water such that their 
intended or desired use is affected in any way 
(negatively or positively). Impacts to fisheries – 
increase or decrease in fish stocks, changes in 
consumer perception of or demand for seafood 
originating from the PFA. 
 
Impacts to tourism / recreation based on actual 
or perceived impacts of the project. Negative 
residual environmental effects of the project on 
the socio-economic environment resulting in 
decreased levels of (or negative shifts in) 
employment and economic activity in the 
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Additional Reviewers Issues Review Comments and Considerations Comments for Consideration 


community, region, or province. For example: 
demand for local project-related labour causing 
shifts away from existing local industry. 


Issue: Compensation  


1) The Focus Report discusses compensation only in terms of habitat 
compensation as it relates to HADD, however, the EARD does address 
compensation in the commercial fishery in only general terms. As stated in 
the EARD:  
 
a) “In advance of and during construction, communication with the fishing 
industry will allow for strategic planning and limit risk of impacting 
movement through Caribou Harbour into the Northumberland Strait.” 
 
b) “The area of disturbance will be small, particularly in comparison to the 
licensed fishing areas. Impact, if it occurs, would be limited to a small 
number of individual fishers who may be able to compensate for that loss 
by adjusting their fishing patterns. The impact to income is not expected to 
be significant.” 


R1a: Since communication and strategic 
planning requires cooperation measures should 
be taken to ensure that effective 
communication and cooperation and NPNS and 
fishermen takes place. This important to ensure 
mitigation will include opportunities to avoid 
detrimental effect on the commercial fishery 
and that suitable compensation can be 
negotiated. 
 
R1b: The area of disturbance may be physically 
small; however, the impact can be global 
because of the fact that the Atlantic lobster 
fishery is perceived as a common resource in 
the marketplace. Consumer perception and 
demand for seafood is important and 
consumers are becoming increasingly sensitive 
to the environment from which seafood 
products are harvested. Therefore, NPNS is well 
advised to effectively engage the commercial 
fishery on an ongoing basis. 
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 PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 


Chris Milley is a marine scientist and 


resource manager with over 30 years of 


experience in local, regional and 


international marine management projects 


with significant experience throughout Nova 


Scotia.   


Mr. Milley has an intimate familiarity of the 


human and environment-related issues of 


indigenous and non-indigenous coastal communities with a specific emphasis of the relationships 


between tradition, culture and local environment.  He has significant experience with governments 


in conducting Environmental Assessment reviews and in research that advance marine resource 


management policies and processes.  


Mr. Milley is an Adjunct Professor in the Marine Affairs Program at Dalhousie University where he 


has taught graduate courses in Contemporary Issues, Community-based Co-management, Fisheries 


Management, Culture & Resource Management, Indigenous Rights-based in Resource 


Management, and Citizen & Community Engagement. 


SAMPLE PROJECT EXPERIENCE  


Technical Support to Facilitate Long-Term Enhancements of Livelihoods and Human 


Well-being for Eastern Caribbean Flyingfish Fishery (CRFM) Research and analysis on the 


socio-economic and value chain components of the flyingfish fishery. Included on the ground 


engagement activities, interviews and surveys in order to identify recommendations on how best 


to enhance livelihoods and human well-being. 


Guysborough LNG Socio-economic Effects Management Plan Lead social impact analyst for 


a study and detailed assessment of economic effects, impacts, and mitigation strategies related to 


the development of two proposed LNG plants in the Municipality of the District of Guysborough. 


The work involved extensive stakeholder consultation and the mapping of key economic and 


social assets in the region. 


CHRISTOPHER MILLEY (B.SC., M.SC., M.M.M.) 


Location: Halifax, NS ● Phone: 902-441-6104 ● Email: cmilley@nexuscoastal.com 


EDUCATION 
• Dalhousie University, 1995 (Masters of Marine 


Management) 
• Dalhousie University, 1983 (Master of Science – 


Oceanography) 
• Mount Allison University, 1979 (Bachelor of 


Science) 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 
• Middle Management Orientation Program 


Public Service Commission, Ottawa, 1990 
• Project Management by Activity, Bureau of 


Management Consultants, Georgetown, 
Guyana 
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Meliadine Mine Environmental Impact Statement Review, 


Project Manager for a review of the environmental assessment of the proposed Agnico Eagle 


Meliadine Mine, Nunavut.  The review was conducted to identify informational requests and 


condition of non-compliance. 


Meliadine Mine Road Environmental Assessment Review  


Project Manager for a review of environmental assessment documents prepared for the 


construction of a road to the proposed Meliadine Mine, Nunavut.    This review was conducted to 


identify informational requests and condition of non-compliance. 


Pangnirtung Harbour Regulatory Applications, Pangnirtung, Nunavut  


Organized and implemented field studies to assess potential at-sea disposal sites for the 


Pangnirtung, Harbour development   environmental assessment and permitting. 


Black Point Quarry Environmental Assessment  


Coordinating inputs and facilitating aboriginal community engagement for Environmental 


Assessment of a proposed quarry development of in eastern Nova Scotia. 


AC LNG Melford, NS  


Team lead for an Environmental Assessment of a proposed LNG Terminal in eastern Nova Scotia. 


Also conducting aboriginal engagement and liaison activities for a proposed LNG terminal in 


Goldboro LNG.  


Goldboro LNG Fisheries EA  


Team lead for EA and EEM of for a proposed LNG terminal in Goldboro LNG. Responsibilities 


included chairing the ongoing fisheries liaison committee for this project. 


Nunavut Regulatory Review  


Conducted an evaluation and providing recommendations for the enhancement of the regulatory 


procedures for water licensing and lands permitting in Nunavut. 


Nunavut Parks Environmental Policy and Process  


Managed preparation and provided technical review of the Nunavut Parks Environmental 


Assessment Policy and Environmental Assessment Process. 


First Nations Consultation –New Page Port Hawkesbury  


Provided advisory support and facilitated the review and completion of FSC-certified forest 


management plans. 
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Fisheries Act Legislation Review and Advisory Support (Government of Nunavut) Managed 


the Project Team to conduct research and analysis on fishery regulations, legislation, Nunavut 


Land Claims Agreement and more.  


Strategic Environmental Assessment, CNSOPB Conducted indigenous and fisher stakeholder 


engagement and consultation as a part of the Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board’s 


Strategic socio-economic and environmental assessment of the offshore regions in northern and 


eastern Cape Breton.  


Beaufort Sea Regional Environmental Assessment Framework - Cumulative Effects 


Framework, Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada  Conducted stakeholder and 


governmental workshops to design and documented a cumulative effects monitoring and 


management framework for the Beaufort Sea Region as part of a multi-sectoral, 


intergovernmental program to define approaches to sustainable development of offshore and 


onshore oil and gas. 


Atlantic Climate Adaptation Solutions Association (ACASA) Coastal Adaptation Guidance 


Project focused on developing planning and engineering guidance for the selection of sustainable 


coastal adaptation strategies to climate change for the rural communities of Atlantic Canada.   
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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 


Dr. Stewart is an academic professor with both 


natural and social science training, with a 


research specialization in environmental 


science, science policy, and public dimensions 


of science. He also practical experience outside 


the classroom, with several years working at the 


intersection of government policy, industry, 


NGOs and academia. He brings to NEXUS 


several years of research expertise and 


knowledge mobilization experience in the sub-


field of environmental impact assessment 


(EIA), including legislative, operational and 


public engagement aspects of EIA in Canada.   


RELEVANT EXPERIENCE  


Dr. Stewart leads a pan-Canadian research initiative involving social science and humanities 


scholars, practitioners and government across Canada to help develop next-generation 


approaches to EIA at both federal and provincial levels in the context of evolving legislative 


landscape. Collaborative publications and conference presentations on the oil and gas 


development and transport sectors have included: analysis of CEAA EAs for scientific rigour 


and policy adherence; conflicting perceptions of ‘impact benefit’ analyses; quality of 


consultation and stakeholder engagement. 


Knowledge mobilization 


Dr. Stewart has assisted numerous government departments and agencies at the federal 


level on policy and operational aspects of EAs. He is also a regular contributor to 


government-led technical workshops in this field. He has assisted NGOs and community 


organizations in their involvement in this space. 


Select publications and presentations 


Karabanow, J., & Stewart, I.G. (2019a). Between policy and practice: Ethical challenges in 


longitudinal applied social science research. In F. McSweeney & D. Williams (Eds.), 


IAN G. STEWART (PH.D., M.A. B.SC) 


Location: Halifax, NS ● Phone: 902-877-9838 ● Email: istewart@nexuscoastal.com 


EDUCATION 


Cambridge University, 1999 (PhD, History and 
Philosophy of Science) 


University of Toronto, 1990 (M.A.) History and 
Philosophy of Science and Technology 


Trent University, 1988 (B.Sc. Hons). Physics and 
Mathematics 


ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS & AFFILIATIONS 


Assistant Professor (tenured), University of King’s 
College, Halifax, NS 


Adjunct Professor, Marine Affairs Program 
Dalhousie University, Halifax NS 


Senior Researcher, Environmental Information: Use 
and Influence (www.eiui.ca) 
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Designing and conducting research in social science, health and social care (pp. 75–89). 


New York: Routledge. 


Stewart, I.G. (2019b). The unavoidable tension in the “science vs policy” divide [Review 


essay of Discerning experts: The practices of scientific assessment for environmental policy, 


by Michael Oppenheimer et al.]. Proceedings of the Nova Scotia Institute of Science, 50(2) 


(forthcoming) 


Stewart, I.G. (2019c). Some perspectives on socio-epistemic challenges of impact 


assessment. Advancing Impact Assessment in Canada’s Natural Resources Sectors, 


University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB. 


Stewart, I.G. (2019d) Public engagement in oil spill preparedness and response (OSPR): 


Challenges and possibilities. Panel organization (with Chris Milley, Nexus, and Elise 


deCola, Nuka); 42nd ECCC AMOP Technical Seminar, Halifax.  


Stewart, I.G. (2019e). Environmental assessments and co-production. Working with Co-


Production Workshop, University of Ottawa, ON. 


Stewart, I.G. (2018a) From environmental assessment to impact assessment under Bill C-


69: Some science policy implications of changing landscape of federal impact assessment 


for offshore O&G. WWF Arctic Oil and Gas Symposium, Ottawa, ON. Sept. 20, 2018. 


Stewart, I.G. (2018b) Who’s benefitting from the Kinder Morgan pipeline? Reflections on a 


word in different legal contexts. Commission on Legal Pluralism, Ottawa, ON. 


http://commission-on-legal-pluralism.com/nl/home August 2018. 


Stewart, I., Desjardins, I., Walker, T., & Doelle, M. (2018c). Socio-epistemic contours of 


deliberation in CEAA-led EAs: The case of BP’s Scotian basin exploratory drilling project. 


Inaugural Meeting of the Advancing Social Sciences and Humanities Scholarship for 


Impact Assessments in Canada Project, Toronto, ON. (July 20, 2018). 


Westwood, A., et al. (2018d). Strong foundations: Recap and recommendations from 


scientists regarding the federal environmental and regulatory reviews. Report submitted to 


the Government of Canada, Environmental and Regulatory Reviews. 


Stewart, I., & McMahon, D. (2016). Building bridges with the public. World Pipelines 16(11), 


70–75. 
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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 


Mr. DeBow is a Senior Associate and Economist 


with NEXUS Coastal Resource Management Ltd. 


He has a Master’s degree in development 


economics and more than a decade working 


across many aspects of provincial, national, and 


international economic sectors, most notably 


fisheries and coastal marine resources. He has extensive experience in areas of resource 


economics, community consultation, business and strategic planning, research, statistical 


analysis, project management, and group facilitation. His academic background in 


economics, business, and international development add a unique perspective to his work.   


RELEVANT PROJECTS  


Technical Support to Facilitate Long-Term Enhancements of Livelihoods and 


Human Well-being for Eastern Caribbean Flyingfish Fishery, CRFM 


Lead Economist of the Project Team to conduct research and analysis on the socio-


economic and value chain components of the Eastern Caribbean flyingfish fishery. This 


work also required on the ground engagement activities, interviews and surveys in order to 


identify recommendations on how best to enhance livelihoods and human well-being 


related to the flyingfish fishery.  


Economic Impact Study of Canada’s Independent Marine Ports (Baseline and 


Update), IMPAC 


This study involved measuring the economic impact of individual ports and the shipping 


industry in Atlantic Canada using conventional indicators (GDP, employment and labour 


income). It identified and quantified the role of the port in economic growth and 


development, with a focus on the linkages between shipping/port activity and local 


industry, while identifying and analyzing policy issues related to port financial viability and 


long-term sustainability. 


Guysborough LNG Socio-economic Effects Management Plan, MODG 


This study involved the detailed assessment of economic effects, impacts, and mitigation 


strategies related to the development of two proposed LNG plants in the region. The work 


EDUCATION 
 
• Certified Associate in Project Management, 


PMI, 2017 
• Master of Development Economics, 


Dalhousie University, 1998 
• Bachelor of Commerce (Finance), Saint 


Mary’s University, 1993 


CHRISTOPHER DEBOW (B.COMM MDE, CAPM) 


Location: Halifax, NS ● Phone: 902-421-1720 ext. 4 ● Email: cdebow@gardnerpinfold.ca 
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involved extensive stakeholder consultation and the mapping of key economic and social 


assets in the region with a large focus on fisheries and coastal marine resource sectors. 


Nova Scotia Ocean Sector Economic Study, NS Department of Economic Development  


The purpose of this study was to provide decision makers, planners, industry and the public 


with a measure of the economic importance of ocean-related sectors. To this end, the main 


objectives were to estimate the direct and spin-off economic benefits to Nova Scotia’s 


economy attributable to the ocean; estimate the direct and spin-off benefits to Nova Scotia’s 


economy of each component of the ocean economy; and to estimate the growth potential 


for each component of the ocean sector in NS.  


Economic Impacts of Marine-Related Activities in Canada, Department of Fisheries and 


Oceans 


This study examines the economic activities related to the marine environment including 


fisheries and aquaculture, national defense, energy, transportation, marine construction, 


tourism and recreation, research and development. The study results are presented by 


province and by large ocean management area (LOMA).  


Socio-economic Study for the Maritime Link Project, Emera 


The objective of this study was to provide an appropriate and useful understanding of the 


existing (baseline) socioeconomic environment, with due consideration of the nature and 


geographic scale of the Maritime Link project’s potential interactions with the 


socioeconomic environment. 


Climate Change and Emergency Management in Nova Scotia, NS Emergencies 


Measures Organization 


This study evaluated selected municipal emergency plans, provincial emergency 


management legislation, and gather key stakeholder input with the aim of adapting 


emergency planning, management, and legislation in Nova Scotia to better incorporate 


future climate change impacts. A full report with findings and recommendations was 


produced and presented at a regional climate change conference 


Analysis of the Commercial Benefits Associated with NS’ Protected Areas System, NS 


Environment 


This study examined and documented the socio-economic, environmental, and commercial 


benefits associated with the province’s system of protected areas. Opportunities for 


enhancement of benefits, barriers, and the identification of required investments were 


produced. 
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Development of a Proactive Land Asset Management Model for Nova Scotia, NS 


This study provided detailed revenue estimates and a high-level business plan for 


implementing proactive land asset management. An economic analysis was conducted to 


identify and quantify the nature and scope of approximately ten commercial activities. The 


results of the analysis were used to develop a revenue model for implementing a proactive 


land asset management model for Crown land.  


Assessment of Integrated Resource Management in Nova Scotia, NS Department of 


Natural Resources 


This study documented and assessed business processes, governance structures and 


methodologies used to deliver an integrated resource management process. It identified 


opportunities for future enhancements and developed recommendations to redesign IRM 


in Nova Scotia. Research was conducted through stakeholder interviews and focus group 


discussions.  


Pictou Waterfront and Heritage Quay Business Case and Tourism Development 


Plan, Town of Pictou 


This study involved the preparation of a five-year operational business plan and feasibility 


analysis of potential realistic and achievable cultural tourism development opportunities 


through a focused strategy that builds upon past achievements, current strengths, future 


product development, and untapped market opportunities. The analysis aimed to enable 


the Town and its partners to implement actions that support further tourism product 


development of the Pictou Waterfront and Ship Hector Heritage Quay as a world-class 


tourism destination. 
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 PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 


Maria Delesalle is a resource management 


consultant with a focus on fisheries management 


and stakeholder engagement. Ms. Delesalle is 


accustomed to operating in a team environment, 


being efficient and well organized, with the 


experience of working with industry, government, 


academia and a number of Indigenous 


communities. Ms. Delesalle has experience in 


leadership and supervisor positions, delegating 


and executing tasks, public speaking and workshop 


facilitation. She has garnered an understanding, through education and work 


experience, of how deeply environmental, economic and social needs are intertwined 


and what is required to have them work to each other’s benefit.  


SAMPLE OF RELEVANT PROJECTS  


• Socio-economic Profile of the Eastern Shore, NS (Fisheries and Oceans Canada) 


• Indigenous Engagement Plan for Environmental Effects Determination Update 
2018, Maritime Forces Atlantic Routine Exercises in the Arctic 


• Technical Support to Facilitate Long-Term Enhancements of Livelihoods and 
Human Well-being for Eastern Caribbean Flyingfish Fisheries (CRFM) 


• Technical Support to Enhance Data and Information Management for Decision 
Support to the Eastern Caribbean Flyingfish Fishery (CRFM) 


• Fisheries Act Legislation Review and Advisory Support (Government of Nunavut) 


• Technical Support on Implementation   of Management/Stress Reduction Measures 
in the Eastern Caribbean Flyingfish Fishery (CRFM) 


• Socio-economic Market Analysis and Environmental Scan of the Sealing Sector in 
Nunavut (Government of Nunavut) 


• Socio-economic Profile of the Eastern Shore, NS (Fisheries and Oceans Canada) 


• Fisheries Management Plan (Sipekne’katik First Nation) 


• Indigenous Fisheries Management and Governance Model (Listuguj First Nation) 


• Stakeholder Engagement and Facilitation for a Tidal In-Stream Energy Conversion 
(TISEC) Project (FORCE) 


• Atlantic Salmon and Arctic Char Traditional Knowledge Report & Peer Reviewed 
Journal Article (Torngat Wildlife, Plant & Fisheries Secretariat) 


• Lobster Catchability Study (FORCE) 


• Citizen Engagement and Consultation Course Development and Delivery 
(Dalhousie University – School of Planning) 


EDUCATION 
• Dalhousie University, 2011 (Master of Marine 


Management) 
• University of Northern British Columbia. 


2009 (Bachelor of First Nation Studies and 
Human Geography). 


 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 
• ArcGIS 10.1 
• Media Training 
• Piktochart Infographics 
• Photography 


MARIA ‘BUGSY’ DELESALLE (B.A., M.M.M.) 


Location: Halifax, NS ● Phone: 902-441-9852 ● Email: MBDelesalle@nexuscoastal.com 
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• French Version Interactive Data Visualization Tool of Shipping in Canada (Clear 
Seas) 


• Stakeholder Mapping and Conceptualization of Capelin Workshop (WWF- Canada) 


• Sambro Ledges EBSA Stakeholder Identification and Facilitation (WWF- Canada) 


• Finding Alternative Bait for Canada’s Lobster Fisheries (WWF- Canada) 


• Interactive Data Visualization Tool of Shipping in Canada (Clear Seas) 


• Formation of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) Committees 


• Labrador Marine Atlas Strategy (Torngat Wildlife, Plant & Fisheries Secretariat) 


• Community Engagement Activity Assessments, Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) 


• Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) Study for Qikiqtani Region, Multi Klient Invest (MKI), 
Nunavut 


• Atlantic Climate Adaptation Solutions Association (ACASA) Coastal Adaptation 
Guidance  


• Food Social and Ceremonial Fisheries Management Plan, Glooscap First Nation 


• Stakeholder Engagement for C-NLOPB Regulatory Review- Southeast Grand Banks, 
Multi-Klient Invest 


• Stakeholder Engagement for C-NLOPB Regulatory Review- Labrador Sea, Multi-
Klient Invest 


• Stakeholder Engagement for C-NSOPB Regulatory Review, Tangier 3D Seismic 
Survey, BP, Nova Scotia 


• Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Studies for Four Wind Turbines in Nova Scotia, 
Strum Environmental 


• Mapping Inuit Knowledge of Narwhal, Grise Fiord, Nunavut, World Wildlife Fund 


• Facilitated Community Engagement Sessions, 2D Seismic Survey, RPS Energy, 
Nunavut 


• Community Engagement Strategy for NEB Regulatory Review, 2D Seismic Survey, 


RPS Energy, Nunavut 
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The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 

Nova Scotia Environment 

Barrington Tower, 1894 Barrington St., Suite 1800 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

November 81h, 2019 

Dear Minister Wilson : 

Fergusons Cove, NS 
@juniperlaw.ca 

I am counsel for three fishing industry organizations representing the fishing industry in the 

Northumberland Strait: Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, PEI Fishermen's Association, and 

Maritime Fishermen's Union. These organizations represent some 3,000 fishers working in this region, 

and have been active participants in the environmental assessment process for Northern Pulp Nova 

Scotia's (NPNS) proposed effluent treatment system since the project was proposed . 

Please find herein the submissions on behalf of these fishing industry associations, including concerns 

expressed by these three industry associations and four independent expert technical reports regarding 

the environmental, social and economic impacts of NPNS's proposed effluent treatment system. 

We note that the 30-day public comment period is hardly adequate to enable a robust assessment by 

the public, including the fishing industry, given the volume of materials subm itted by NPNS. 

Furthermore, we are deeply concerned that there is an appearance of bias on part of the Province in this 

matter given, as the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal noted in Pictou Landing First Nation v Nova Scotia 

(Minister of Aboriginal Affairs), that the Province is attempting to be both investor in and regulator of 

the Effluent Treatment System. Given the Province's contractual approval of and payment for the ETS 

design, how can we have any confidence that the Province will provide an impartial assessment of the 

envi ronmental impacts of the ETS? 

In summary, based on the review conducted by these associations and the independent technical 

reviews, it is clear that NPNS has failed to provide a complete response to the terms of reference for the 

required Focus Report, and furthermore, that information provided by NPNS, incomplete as it is, raises 

concern for sign ificant and unacceptable adverse impact risks for the Northumberland Strait marine 

ecosystem, local communities and the fishing industry secto r. The health of the marine environment 

and the region's seafood export market hangs in the balance. 



We urge you to exercise your authority under Nova Scotia's Environment Act and associated 

Environmental Assessment Regulations to (a) reject this project due to the significant adverse effects 

and/or environmental effects that cannot be mitigated that this project will likely cause, or in the 

alternative, (b) require an environmental-assessment report given the incomplete nature of NPNS's 

Focus Report and Environmental Assessment Registration Documents. If you permit NPNS's project to 

proceed, you are putting the Atlantic Canada seafood products, and the fishing industry that provides 

these products, at risk, as well as the health of the Northumberland Strait marine environment. 

on behalf of 

Gui! Nova ~ obtia Fleet Planning Board 
REI l\isherm~n's Association 
M~ meyis ermen's Union 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
We urge the Minister to review in detail the technical review provided by the fishing industry association 
and the expert reviews provided by Dr. Laura Braden, Dr. Arnault Le Bris, Dr. Andrea Battison, and NEXUS 
Coastal Resource Management Ltd.  Each of these reports provide unique, detailed, and nuanced critiques 
of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s proposed effluent treatment system, in terms of both the inadequate 
information provided to determine the full potential impact of the project on the Northumberland Strait, 
and the likely adverse effects and environmental effects that cannot be mitigated.  Following is a summary 
of key findings of these reports. 
 

1. Bleached Kraft Pull Mill Effluent (BKPME) negatively impacts reproduction ability, immune 
system function, and liver function of marine life, and toxic elements of the effluent 
accumulate over time 

As detailed in Dr. Braden’s expert report, BKPME is a complex mix of chemicals, many of which are known 
to be toxic to a variety of aquatic life, and some of which are known to persist and accumulate in the 
receiving environment for decades.  NPNS has not addressed the substantial volume of scientific literature 
documenting the detrimental impacts of BKPME on fish health, and nor has NPNS conducted tests to 
determine the potential sub-lethal impacts of their effluent on fish health. 
 
Furthermore, NPNS has based its assessment of potential negative impacts on the marine environment 
on a modelling study covering a mere one-month time period.  Northern Pulp’s one-month modeling 
exercise shows that parameters of its effluent are predicted to increase, but what are the impacts beyond 
one month?  As such, Northern Pulp ignores the potential for long-term increase in concentration of toxic 
components of the effluent, and the resultant impact on marine life in the Strait. 
 
NPNS must provide a long-term accumulation model for the various parameters of the effluent, before 
the Minister can reasonably conclude that there is no serious risk of harm to marine life in the Strait. 
 
Furthermore, NPNS did not consider the impact of aluminum, barium, copper, iron, manganese, mercury, 
phosphorus, and zinc on the health of marine life in the impacted area.  Metals, especially copper, are 
acute toxins to lobster and other marine crustaceans. 
 

“The exclusion of many metals from the list of COPC [Chemicals of Public Concern] and minimal 
information on bioaccumulation is concerning as metals are known to be toxic to American 
Lobster.”   

Dr. Battison, Expert Report Submission 
 
NPNS assumes that (a) there is no accumulative effect of their effluent over time on fish health, (b) there 
is no sublethal effect of diluted effluent on fish, (c) their modelling of effluent dilution is accurate, and (d) 
the characteristics of the actual effluent will be consistent with the predicted effluent.  Given that NPNS 
has provided no assurance that these assumptions are valid, the Minister cannot reasonably rely on 
NPNS’s assurances that their effluent will not adversely affect the marine environment in the Strait.  
 

“The negative physiological effect of BKPME [Bleached Kraft Pulp Mill Effluent] has been well 
described on fishes, including depressed immunity, altered reproduction and decreased overall 
resilience…. [furthermore] there is no description or characterization of the potential for 
components of the predicted BKPME for bioaccumulation, despite the large body of evidence for 
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bioaccumulation of several toxic components such as chlorinated organic compounds and wood 
extractives.”  

Dr. Braden, Expert Report Submission 

“My major concern is that the one-month simulation period is not sufficient to evaluate the 
cumulative impacts of effluent waters released continuously for several years, possibly decades. 
… the focus report does not adequately address the risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the marine 
environment.” 

            Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 

“Consensus within the scientific and technical community is that COPC [Chemicals of Public 
Concern] disposal, particularly those identified as endocrine disruptors and persistent … pollutants 
in marine environments is of mounting concern… and that conventional treatment options 
(including activated sludge processes as proposed in this ETF) are considered to be insufficient to 
address concerns regarding commercial fisheries.  This is particularly in light of mounting concerns 
over the need for more stringent attention to cumulative effects and consideration of increasing 
stress indicators of ocean health. [refs. omitted]”  

NEXUS Expert Report Submission 
 

“In my professional opinion, given the information presented in the focus report and associated 
documents, it is impossible to conclude that the proposed work won’t lead to harmful alteration, 
disruption, or destruction of fish habitat.”  

Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 

2. NPNS has not provided empirical characterization of the effluent it intends to release into the 
Strait 

As Dr. Braden states in her Expert Report, “There is limited-to-no information regarding the true chemical 
characteristics of the proposed effluent.”  The Minister cannot blindly approve the project without a full 
understanding of what NPNS intends to release into the Northumberland Strait. 
 

3. NPNS’s baseline study is inadequate to enable a full evaluation of the project’s potential 
environmental effects and to enable an accurate environmental effects monitoring program 

NPNS’s marine water quality study was conducted over two days, which is too short a period to provide 
useful baseline information.  Water quality in the impact area is dynamic; it has strong seasonal cycles in 
nitrogen, phosphorus, oxygen demand and phytoplankton bloom.  Thus, a two-day sampling period is 
inadequate to gain an understanding of the receiving waters into which NPNS intends to release its 
effluent, and therefore it is impossible to know, based on the information provided by NPNS, how their 
project will impact marine waters in the area. 
 
Furthermore, NPNS’s fish and fish habitat survey was wholly in adequate to determine the diversity of fish 
that will be impacted by the effluent.  NPNS considered impacts only on those species which it observed 
during a limited sampling exercise and an inadequate literature survey. NPNS ignores the potential 
impacts of their project on species at risk known to reside in the area to be impacted by their project, 
including American plaice, lumpfish, porbeagle and Atlantic sturgeon.  It is unreasonable for the Minister 
to conclude that the project will have no adverse impacts when NPNS has not addressed the potential 
impacts of their project on species at risk in the impacted area. 
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Likewise, NPNS did not consider impacts on Atlantic halibut, perhaps because NPNS relied on outdated 
studies and did not account for recent changes in the population abundance and distribution of Atlantic 
halibut. 
 
Without a proper baseline survey, it will be impossible to evaluate what impacts the effluent will have on 
the impacted area.  In the words of Dr. Le Bris from his Expert Report submission, “the baseline surveys 
are insufficient to evaluate the impacts of the effluent on the marine environment in the future.” 
 

“The short duration [fish habitat] survey … was unable to capture seasonal variation in fish 
communities and fish habitat; therefore, it has limited value as a baseline survey.”  

Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 
“[NPNS’s Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey] was conducted using a towed camera and was 
designed to survey benthic substrate.  This is not a proper methodology to survey highly mobile 
species such as fin-fish, because they can easily escape the camera field of view.”  

Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 

“the focus report failed to recognize that the regional assessment area for this project is one of 
the regions with the historical highest diversity of fish species in the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence…”  

Dr. Le Bris, Expert Report Submission 
 

4. NPNS’s Focus Report contains errors with respect to background concentrations of metals 

NPNS’s Focus Report contains inconsistencies with respect to background concentrations of metals in 
Caribou Harbour, in that it appears that actual concentrations are at least ten times lower than the 
concentrations listed by NPNS.  The source of these inconsistencies could not be found due to missing raw 
data and associated quality assurance information.   
 
The upshot of the background concentrations errors is that the distance from the diffuser by which 
ambient conditions are reached may have been significantly underestimated, and thereby the negative 
impacts of NPNS’s effluent may be farther-reaching than reported by NPNS.  The Minister must request 
NPNS to provide the missing data so that NPNS’s assertions concerning the dilution zone can be 
independently verified. 
 

5. NPNS has not adequately addressed the risk to the marine portion of the pipe due to ice scour 

NPNS considered ice scouring from only a single year; there is no indication whether this was an average 
year for ice scouring, or what the range of extreme ice scouring might be.  Without this information, the 
Minister cannot reasonably conclude that the proposed three-metre burial depth for the pipeline would 
be sufficient to avoid effluent spills due to ice damage. 
 
The lack of leak detection technology in the marine portion of the proposed pipe is unacceptable.    
 

6. NPNS has not adequately assessed the risk of sedimentation to fishing grounds within the 
impacted area 
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NPNS indicated that 90% of Total Suspending Solids (TSS) released with the effluent will be deposited 
somewhere between 1 and 21 kilometres from the diffuser.  Given the wide range of this estimate, and 
given that much of the TSS are not easily biodegradable, we are concerned that the project poses an 
unacceptable risk of damage by sedimentation to fishing grounds in the region of the diffuser.   
 
NPNS’s only assurance that such risk is minimal comes from examples of other mills operating in other 
regions.  This is cold comfort given that the nature of TSS settling is highly dependent on the nature of the 
specific receiving waters system.   
 

“The potential effect of TSS is dependent on the type of raw material introduced to the natural 
environment and the nature of the receiving environment.  Therefore, comparison of models using 
effluent from mills in other regions is irrelevant and can lead to inaccurate conclusions.”  

NEXUS Expert Report Submission 
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Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Nova Scotia Environment  
PO Box 442  
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
 
Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia, Focus Report, Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility  

Dear Hon. Minister Gordon Wilson,   

The Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board (GNSFPB), the Prince Edward Island 
Fishermen’s Association (PEIFA) and the Maritime Fishermen’s Union (MFU), including its 
subsidiary R&D company Homarus Inc., have reviewed the Focus Report submitted by Northern 
Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) on Oct 2, 2019. The report is visually appealing and gives some new 
information about the potential impacts of the project on many fronts. However, it lacks many 
details that would have been necessary to answer several of the concerns that we have with 
regards to the project. Due to limitations in time and resources, the comments below only cover 
the portions of the Focus Report relevant to the fisheries and marine environment. These three 
organizations along with Pictou Landing First Nation represents the interests of over 3000 
commercial fishing licenses and 215 communal commercial licenses in New Brunswick, Prince 
Edward Island, Gulf Nova Scotia and Pictou Landing First Nation. Value of landed lobster in 2018 
for LFA 26A on PEI alone was $59,977,775.00 (personal communication with the Province of PEI). 

The GNSFPB, PEIFA and MFU have been engaged since the beginning of this process and 
have reviewed the previously submitted registration and Environmental Assessment documents. 
We still have significant concerns that the Focus Report has failed to adequately respond to the 
Terms of References outlined by the Minister. Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) has failed to 
present relevant and adequate evidence to prove that the fishery, considering the biological and 
economic components, will not be seriously harmed as result of the proposed effluent treatment 
facility. The Focus Report inadequately addresses the impacts of the construction of the pipeline 
and discharge of effluent on key fisheries life stages, habitat and general population level health. 
The Focus Report does not provide the necessary contextual background that identifies the 
Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence as an ecologically significant area, which is currently undergoing 
climactic shifts in ambient water quality, considering temperature and oxygen levels. The ongoing 
changes in the Southern Gulf are altering the ecosystem resilience and baseline tolerance 
thresholds for environmental conditions. There are major gaps and assumptions made 
throughout this Focus Report which do not sufficiently meet the terms of reference assigned by 
the Minister of Environment.  
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Biology 

7.0 Fish and Fish habitat TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment for treated effluent on 
representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments.  

7.5 Fish and Fish Habitat TOR: Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate 
potential impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in 
water temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during low production or maintenance 
shut down periods.  

There are significant concerns regarding the potential for negative population level impacts 
on American lobster from the effluent discharge, specifically the presence of dioxins, furans and 
phenols.  In addition to the presence of chemicals, there are concerns about the impacts of 
altering the pH, temperature, oxygen level and salinity in the receiving environment.  

Considering water quality and effluent composition, we have several key concerns with the 
information presented by NPNS and the potential impacts on lobster health. First, NPNS predicts 
that effluent will have a temperature range of 25-37°C. DFO temperature probes throughout the 
Gulf of NS have shown annually that even during the warmest months, the average temperature 
does not go above 15-20°C. The effluent temperature is significantly higher than the ambient 
temperature in the receiving environment, and in the winter months, the thermal shock from 
heated effluent will be even greater. The Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection 
of Aquatic Life state that “Human activities should not cause changes in ambient temperature of 
marine and estuarine waters to exceed ±1°C at any time, location, or depth. The natural 
temperature cycle characteristic of the site should not be altered in amplitude or frequency by 
human activities. The maximum rate of any human-induced temperature change should not 
exceed 0.5°C per hour” (CCME 2003). NPNS only outlines the contingency methods to keep the 
effluent within the 25-37°C temperature range but does not describe how they will meet the 
guideline for rate of change, or elaborate on any biological impacts resulting from the expected 
temperature range.  

In addition to this, the near and far-field modelling was completed for a 30-day tidal cycle to 
identify how and where the effluent will concentrate, given tidal condition and seasonal ice 
cover. The model only accounts for 30 days of effluent discharge during two seasonal conditions; 
and does not indicate what the entrainment and dilution rates would be over months or years of 
accumulation. Figure 4.2-4: Simulated Effluent Concentration by End of One-month Simulation 
Period in February shows that after 30 days there is accumulation in the North East corner of 
Caribou Island. The graph supplied is difficult to analyze, but it appears that there are 
concentrations at least at 2.00-2.25 mg/L after just 30 days. Dilution ratios are expected to 
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change over the winter months, with increased accumulation rates from annual ice cover from 
January to April. An accumulative model is necessary to predict the accumulation of parameters 
of concern; parameters such as resin acids, fatty acids, AOX, PAH, and TDF which are known to 
bioaccumulate in sediment, tissues of invertebrates, vertebrates (El-Shahawi 2010, Lander 1990).  

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s report states that monitoring would continue, which would 
supply data for required contingency plans. This concept of monitoring is useful in some projects, 
but in this case it is being proposed to monitor possible, unknown changes that will be caused 
by the effluent. This is a major gap in the data in the project. By the time a monitoring project 
picks up on changes it will be too late. The negative effects will have taken place and there is no 
timeline/predictions possible to show if it could be reversed or how long it would take.  

It takes lobster 6-7 years to reach a size at maturity, meaning that effluent may flow for 6-7 
years before we see any problems. If monitoring picks this up after 6-7 years and changes begin 
to be made, it's too late to reverse the 6-7 years of damage that is already done. Also, work done 
by Laufer et al, 2012 concludes “that alkylphenols are endocrine disruptors to lobster larvae at 
metamorphosis because they possess juvenile hormone activity. They also delay molting, 
reduce growth, and are toxic at relatively low concentrations.”  According to Appendix E of 
Appendix 7.2 (Underwater Benthic Habitat survey of Caribou Harbour Pipeline corridors), 
concentrations of all phenols measured in the effluent are greater than background 
concentrations at the proposed diffuser location. This is an unacceptable risk to take when 
dealing with the key fishery in the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

Furthermore, the requirement here was to conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. A sentence stating that future studies 
"could include" specific testing shows this testing has not been completed and that it may not be 
in the future. This is not a path forward, it is a concept, but not a plan. 

Within table 7.3-2 (labelled incorrectly as 7.3-1 in the body of the report) it states: “Potential 
Effect - Water Quality – changes to water quality due the discharge of treated effluent to the 
Northumberland Strait at the diffuser outfall location Residual Effect - Meeting industry design 
standards for effluent treatment and design of the effluent diffuser to maximize dilution of 
effluent in the marine environment, effects will ensure that any changes to water quality in the 
receiving environment are minimized to a small area (within 5 m of the outfall) prior to water 
quality meeting background or CCME guidelines for the protection of aquatic life. Overall 
Significance - Overall effects are considered to be generally minor, localized and generally 
reversible - Not Significant” 

What are the expected minor, localized effects? If the proponent has done this work and 
knows there will be “expected minor, localized effects” they should be shared with in this 
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document. Decreased dissolved O2 , a change in temperature, salinity, etc. would effect species 
differently and should not be generalized. Increased temperature is more significant to scallops 
than lobster, but this is not portrayed in the table. In fact this data is not provided at all. 

Sea Scallop - "Mortality will occur at temperatures of 23.5ºC or greater and mass mortality 
of scallops has occurred historically in portions of the southern Gulf" (DFO, 2011). 

Lobster - "In lobsters, there is a complex relationship between temperature, growth and 
reproduction. Molting is inhibited below 5°C, and growth rate is proportional to temperature 
between approximately 8 and 25 °C" (Crossin, et al. 1998). 

Both species would be affected by changes to their environment, but in different ways. NPNS 
has not laid out contingency plans to describe how damage to each species would be mitigated. 
There is also no definition of the phrase “generally reversible”. What does this mean and how is 
it going to be accomplished? Simply stopping the release of effluent will not reverse the damage 
done.  

 

American Lobster Habitat Concerns 

7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Survey TOR: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine 
environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

The proposed effluent treatment facility will cause extensive habitat displacement or 
destruction during the construction phase. NPNS conducted Underwater Benthic Habitat Surveys 
to understand the habitats and benthic communities that are present along the proposed 
pipeline corridor and diffuser area. The UBHS was conducted for a very limited period of only 5 
days from May 3 to May 7, 2019. This limited sample window does not allow for a fulsome picture 
of the marine and benthic environment. The marine environment, including plant communities, 
benthic communities and planktonic composition fluctuate significantly on a seasonal cycle. 
Results from a study by Mutsamaki (2015) shows that “the patterns observed in one depth zone 
or season cannot be directly extrapolated to larger areas and that drawing meaningful 
conclusions on the small-scale distribution in the fish assemblage structure require sufficient 
replication of sampling in space and time”. This indicates the evidence presented in the UBHS 
should not be considered as a ‘meaningful’ representation of the full benthic and invertebrate 
communities.  

The results of the limited UBHS show that there is valuable lobster habitat in all 3 areas 
studied (Pictou Harbour, Caribou Harbour and Diffuser Area). Lobster require different types of 
habitat throughout their life cycle; and DFO research indicates that availability of appropriate 
habitat types is a limiting factor for lobster population viability. Following the larval stage, stage 
IV lobsters will begin to settle on the ocean floor. Stage IV lobsters seek gravel, cobble and larger 
sediment to provide shelter. Younger stage IV lobsters may also use sand or silty environments 
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to bury themselves to provide protection. As lobsters grow and mature, they are able to use 
multiple habitat types to create shelter. NPNS does not present any adequate plan to mitigate 
habitat loss or effectively replace habitat.  

The Focus Report states that there is a potential effect on marine fish habitat by “direct 
removal, disturbance of existing substrates utilized by multiple species and their life stages due 
to the staging, excavation, pipe placement and material backfilling” (Table 7.3-2 Summary of 
Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Overall Significance). The Focus Report does not 
provide any description of mitigation measures, including how they will replace the existing 
habitat or how they will design a staged timing protocol to “incorporate fisheries timing windows 
to avoid sensitive life stages, periods of adverse weather or spring tides to reduce turbidity and 
sedimentation”. NPNS repeatedly applies a vague blanket statement that they will time the in-
water work to consider a multitude of factors (life stages, weather, tides, fisheries activity) while 
still meeting practical requirements. In order for NPNS to meet the TOR above, and for the 
Minister to make an informed decision on the effectiveness of proposed mitigation measures, 
NPNS must provide a detailed plan on these mitigation activities (ex: staged timing of work, 
Erosion and Sediment Control Plans). Mitigation measures must be assessed by their specific 
merits and ability to reduce or eliminate harm. It cannot be sufficient to state that a plan will be 
developed in the future.  

 

Atlantic Herring Vulnerability  

7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  

Beyond the 8 ‘important fisheries’ identified for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
value, NPNS has recognized three “key indicator species” that warrant further investigation due 
to their importance in commercial and Indigenous harvests occurring within the LAA: American 
lobster, rock crab and Atlantic herring. Upon review of potential impacts on the herring fishery, 
NPNS has ignored a fundamental component related to the vulnerability of the herring 
population to impacts from the construction of the pipeline and discharge of effluent. The 
proponent only refers to the direct interaction with harvest activities, with no regard for the 
potential biological impacts.  

There are two spawning stocks of herring in the Southern Gulf, Spring Spawning (SS) and Fall 
Spawning (FS). The SS stock has been in the critical zone since 2004, and the FS stock has been in 
the cautious zone since 1999 (Surette 2016). The Fall Spawning stock has 5 major spawning 
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grounds in the Gulf of St. Lawrence; one of these few remaining spawning grounds is located near 
the mouth of Pictou Harbour, directly adjacent to the proposed project area (Figure 1, Surette 
2016). DFO is currently developing rebuilding plans for both Spring and Fall Spawning stocks. DFO 
states that “Elevated fishing mortality, during the mid-1990s to 2010, declines in weights-at-age, 
and low recruitment rates are contributing to declines in SSB, further impeding the rebuilding of 
the stock.” (DFO 2018). Given DFOs mandate to support the protection of habitat and fish stocks 
using the Precautionary Approach, NPNS must provide further evidence that the pipeline 
construction and discharge of effluent will not further inhibit the rebuilding of this critically 
important fish stock; including sublethal effects on reproduction and recruitment rates in order 
to meet the TOR for fish health. 

Figure 1: Herring Spawning grounds from ‘Estimation of local spawning biomass of Atlantic Herring from 
acoustic data collected during fall commercial gillnet fishing activities in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence’ 
(NAFO Div. 4T). (Surette et al., 2016). 

 

 

Unique and Vulnerable Habitat Concerns  
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7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  

In addition to the general habitat concerns above, NPNS also proposes the pipeline to be 
placed directly through a federally protected marine refuge, Scallop Buffer Zone 24. The 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans has established SFA 24 to conserve important juvenile 
American lobster habitat, as it is essential to the life cycle of the species. DFO states that “no 
human activities that are incompatible with the conservation of the ecological components of 
interest may occur or be foreseeable within the area” (DFO List of Marine Refuges, 2019). The 
construction and operation of a marine pipeline is directly incompatible with the conservation of 
the identified conservation objectives of SFA 24. 

The presence of eelgrass is also identified by NPNS to be valuable in the life cycle of a variety 
of species, especially as a nursery shelter to provide protection in sandy and silty bottom types. 
In Table 7.3-2 Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and overall significance, NPNS 
states that there is potential for “direct removal, disturbance of highly important habitat type for 
multiple species and their life stages due to the staging, excavation, pipe placement and material 
backfilling”. The effects are expected to be “long-term, reversible”, with the only mitigation 
method listed to “avoid direct removal of eel grass beds where feasible”. NPNS fails to define the 
extent of ‘reversible’ impacts, and does not provide an estimate of the extent to which they can 
feasibly avoid eel grass beds throughout Caribou Harbour. Considering the Terms of Reference, 
NPNS has not assessed the impact of the loss of valuable and unique habitat to the overall health 
of the key marine species. 

 

Ice Scour 

2.2 Marine Geotechnical Survey TOR: Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 
results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine 
the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.  

The risk of ice scouring is also present throughout the proposed area (Focus Report Section 2.2 
Marine Geotechnical Survey). The marine geotechnical survey identified 146 ice scour features 
within the survey area. NPNS states that burying the pipeline 3 m under the seabed is appropriate 
to avoid scour impacts. This conclusion is based on limited information; NPNS relies on one 
sample from 2019 and does not consider any additional research or evidence.  

 
Redistribution of Contaminants 
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7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  

The working group has concerns around redistribution of metals during digging to install 
pipe along Pictou Causeway. 

"A baseline marine environmental effects monitoring (EEM) program (including fish tissue 
analysis [using crab or lobster hepatopancreas tissue chemistry and mussel or oyster tissue 
chemistry], sediment and water quality, etc.) should be established in the Northumberland Strait 
marine receiving environment prior to remediation or disturbance of Boat Harbour sediments" 
(Romo et. al. 2019) 

Considering levels of arsenic, cadmium, and other heavy metals along the causeway, 
there is concern that these heavy metals will be redistributed during the installation process. The 
report does not include mitigation measure being put in place to avoid the redistribution of 
dangerous metals. What is being done to mitigate this?  

Contaminant Bioaccumulation and Potential Fisheries Closures 

7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  

4.1 – Marine Water and Marine Sediment: Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment 
(such as marine water quality and marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall 
location.  
 
4.2 - Marine Water and Marine Sediment: Update the receiving water study to model for all 
potential contaminants of concern in the receiving environment (based on the results of the 
effluent characterization and/or other relevant studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). 
Baseline water quality data for Caribou harbour must be applied to this study. Refer also to 
Addendum 3.0. 

As mentioned in previous communications from fishing industry and others, the cumulative 
effects of the proposed receiving water contaminants on locally important commercial species 
such as lobster, herring and scallops, to cite but a few, are a major concern. The report provides 
details on the composition of the proposed receiving water (p.55 - Table 3.3.1) and models the 
dispersion of the effluent in the receiving water study (RWS). However, a bioaccumulation model 
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backed by scientific references and adapted to the special ecosystem parameters of the 
Northumberland Strait should have been produced. 

Our concerns about bio-accumulation have still not been addressed by this latest report. For 
example, in British Columbia the bioaccumulation effect of contaminants discharged into the 
marine ecosystem (dioxins, furans, etc.) by local paper mills (ex: Port Mellon) have been the cause 
of important area fishing closures (Howe Sound area – bioaccumulation in Dungeness Crab 
hepatopancreas). Thus, the potential for fishery area closures in the Northumberland Strait 
remains.  

 

Environmental Effects Monitoring  
 
7.3 – Impact Assessment for Marine Fish: Conduct additional impact assessment of treated 
effluent on representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and 
Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodologies must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal department.  

7.4 Environmental Effects Monitoring Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) 
program based on the results of various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water 
study. Refer also to Addendum item 4.0 

NPNS acknowledges that there is potential for the following impacts: changes to water 
quality, increase in sound and vibration, disturbance to benthic habitat, disturbance to highly 
important nursery habitat and spawning grounds, direct mortality (of marine shellfish, benthic 
invertebrate community) (Table 7.3-2). Despite these impacts, they predict that “no significant 
residual impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as 
a result of this project” (7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat). In order to confirm this conclusion, that there 
will be no significant residual impacts, NPNS states that they will follow up with the federally-
regulated Environmental Effects Monitoring program. Given the predicted conditions, the EEM 
would NOT require NPNS to conduct a fish community study component or a benthic 
invertebrate community study. NPNS would have zero mandated requirements to monitor 
impacts on the fish or benthic communities. Considering for a moment just the impacts on the 
lobster population, negative effects will not be fully observed until a full life cycle (6-7) has 
reached the commercial size. Without thoughtful, frequent and thorough monitoring, there 
could be catastrophic ecosystem level impacts where it is too late to intervene.  

The federally-regulated EEM is insufficient in providing consistent baseline data according 
to Romo et al. 2019 in their review of the documents in consideration of the remediation of Boat 
Harbour. "Selection of species, contaminants of concern and sampling locations were ad hoc 
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and often inconsistent with environmental effects monitoring requirements under the 
Canadian federal Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations"  

The PEI Legislative assembly, standing committee on fisheries and agriculture invited 
representatives from Environment and Climate Change Canada, to discuss the proposed effluent 
treatment facility. Geoff Mercer, Regional Director General at ECCC stated in his opening remarks 
"Compliance rates with the regulations is high and based on the self-reported data, over 97% 
attest that mills across the country conduct are compliant with the regulations. Despite this high 
level of compliance with the existing effluent standard, the environmental effect studies have 
shown that the effluents from 70% of the pulp and paper mills across the country are having 
an effect on fish and/or, depending, fish habitat."  

Both of these points show clearly how flawed the current system is and that this is not a 
reliable method to monitor changes. There is clearly data missing from the baseline study to 
consider it complete. 

 

Fishing Activity, Human Health and Market Access  

9.1 Baseline Study Marine Survey: Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via 
chemical analysis) of representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational 
and Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.  

7.0 Fish and Fish habitat TOR: Conduct additional impact assessment for treated effluent on 
representative key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries. This must be based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an 
understanding of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be 
agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments.  

The proponent is required to conduct impact assessments on the key marine fish species 
important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. In order to verify that there will 
be no negative impact on fisheries, NPNS must understand and take measures to mitigate 
interactions with physical fishing activities. NPNS uses a visual observation of lobster buoys in 
2019 as a proxy for the exact location of lobster fishing activities (Figure 7.3-3: Northumberland 
Strait Lobster Buoy Locations). The graphic only shows buoy “clusters” observed on 3 different 
dates throughout the regular lobster fishing season. This attempt to pinpoint the location of 
fishing effort lacks relevant information in terms of the number of harvesters/vessels that fish 
within the area, how many buoy/lines are represented within each ‘cluster’. Generally, this shows 
that there was a lack of effort from NPNS to understand the most basic facts of the lobster fishing 
efforts in the area. The graphic fails to show that there are 20 vessels that fish lobster within 300 
meters of the proposed marine outfall.  
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Under the TOR for the Human Health Risk Assessment portion of the Focus Report; NPNS 
is required to consider the impacts of human consumption of fish, other seafood and other 
exposure pathways. Of equal importance to the physical and biological impacts on the marine 
ecosystem, harvesters are concerned with the potential for challenges in marketability and the 
global reputation of pristine, healthy Canadian lobster. The Canadian lobster industry has an 
extensive export market, supplying international markets with much of our landed seafood. 
Canadian seafood harvesters, and the entire lobster sector, are fulfilling food security needs 
while providing a healthy, pristine renowned product.  

NPNS states that there is a risk for tainting of seafood due to the chemical parameters 
identified in the effluent characterization (9.0 Human Health). NPNS compared the concentration 
of the parameters to the guidelines for taste and odour in water to identify the risk for tainting. 
There is potential for tainting under the following pathways: Total Iron, Catechol, 2-
Cholrophenol, 2,3 Dichlorophenol, 2,6 Dichlorophenol, 3,4 Dichlorophenol, 2, 3, 4, 6 
Tetrachlorophenol, 2,4,5 Trichlorophenol (9.0 Human Health). In addition to the physical risks of 
consuming tainted product, there will be detrimental impacts to the global reputation of 
Canadian lobster (and other seafood) products. Market perceptions of poor product quality (by 
tainting) can persist even if the results show safe exposure levels for consumption. This persistent 
perception will prolong and deepen the impacts for harvesters and other industry stakeholders. 
The magnitude of this impact should not be underestimated; this a ‘Canadian lobster’ issue, not 
just a Pictou or Caribou Harbour issue.  

Throughout several areas of the Focus Report, NPNS uses proxy data and conditions from 
other Paper Excellence Mills, including Howe Sound and Crofton kraft mills in British Columbia. 
NPNS considers factors such as operating temperature and sedimentation rates to act as a 
surrogate for expected effluent quality at the proposed ETF. Upon investigation, there are 
challenges related to seafood tainting and contamination throughout the BC coastline. First, in 
fishing areas 28-1, 28-3; consumption of crab hepatopancreas should not exceed 55g/week due 
to dioxin contamination. Secondly, there is a permanent prohibition of all species of bivalve 
molluscs across the entire coastline and connected water sources of British Columbia. The closure 
is due to the widespread presence of biotoxins. While these closures are not solely attributable 
to the Pulp and Paper Mills; NPNS is unable to prove that there would not be similar closures as 
a result of the increase in dioxins or biotoxins from their proposed effluent.  

Using proxy data is an assumption and does not meet the terms of reference which states: 
"Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish 
species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon 
updated information”  

The socio-economics of a loss to the fishery for both commercial harvesters and First 
Nation harvesters is worth an assessment with updated information that it will be consistent with 
current discharge as the methodology behind treating the effluent is completely different. The 
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fact that the discharge will meet all provincial and federal discharge quality limits does not equate 
to the effluent being safe for the fish, benthic communities, and human health; as stated by  Geoff 
Mercer, Regional Director General at ECCC during his appearance at the PEI Legislative assembly, 
standing committee on fisheries and agriculture on February 1, 2019: “Despite this high level of 
compliance with the existing effluent standard, the environmental effect studies have shown that 
the effluents from 70% of the pulp and paper mills across the country are having an effect on fish 
and/or, depending, fish habitat.” 

Northern Pulp sent a team to visit mills in Sweden as well. These mills run systems similar 
to what is being proposed at the NPNS mill and is again used as a proxy. This makes it appear that 
meeting future regulations is the main concern and because it is being done successfully in 
Sweden it can be done successfully in Canada. The Harvesters and Pictou Landing First Nation are 
concerned with negative effects to the fish and benthic communities and not just if the mill is 
meeting regulation. There was a report completed by a group in Sweden regarding the Södra 
Mill; Biologisk recipientkontroll vid Södra Cell Värö Årsrapport för 2013 by Peter Ljungberg and 
Björn Fagerholm. This document shows that the fish community in the area of the Södra mill is 
completely different than in the Northumberland Strait. Trawl surveys were completed to look 
at species in the area and 66% of the catch is a species of flatfish. It’s all sandy/silt bottom with 
very few crustaceans. The assumption is that both areas can be compared but in actuality the 
ecosystems are different. The few Norway lobsters in the area of the Södra mill are declining in 
the area of effluent release over the last 10 years. This has not been directly attributed to the 
mill but the reason for the decline is also not stated. There are some species increasing in the 
area of the diffuser as well, but the report states; "The fact that an individual fish species is 
increasing need not only be positive for a society, it can also cause problems for other species in 
terms of competition or predation, factors that in turn lead to changes in the entire ecosystem" 

Parameters measures and monitored by the regulatory authority in Sweden are TOC, 
nitrogen, phosphorus and suspended material. This is insufficient information based on what we 
have heard from Environment and Climate Change Canada regarding the requirement for 
changes to the Canadian Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations.  

On the human health risk question, there is only talk about doing an eventual study on 
the subject. This important question should have been discussed more broadly in the report and 
answered with best available science and modelling. Therefore, even if areas remain open there 
remains the potential for negative impacts on market access for products coming from areas 
adjacent to the mill and the Northumberland Strait due to perceived health risks by general 
consumers. 
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Sub-lethal effects and insufficient science references 

 In section 4, there should have been more discussions backed by scientific literature or 
studies. In particular, there is no discussion of potential sub-lethal effects of the proposed 
effluents on economically important species such as lobster, herring and scallops even though 
there exists scientific work and literature on the subject. Instead, the report provides water 
dispersion modeling accompanied by affirmations based on opinion alone. 

 

Ecosystem Concerns 

7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Surveys: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, 
to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans is currently starting to incorporate an eco-
system approach to their stock assessments. To better understand the fluctuations in populations 
of each species the department is incorporating aspects that effect the population such as: 
temperature, timing of prey availability, predator abundance, etc. NPNS’s proposed effluent 
release has the potential to affect every species in the surrounding area including but not limited 
to mackerel, herring, scallops, and lobster directly and indirectly. There are numerous examples 
of population declines in the Gulf of St. Lawrence due to the change in timing of a species’ prey. 
Changing ocean temperatures are causing phytoplankton and zooplankton to bloom earlier in 
the year resulting in lower food availability for those species relying on it. This has been shown 
for small mackerel which rely mainly on calanus copepods as a main prey source. According to 
NPNS’s report, the dominant open water species found is calanoid copepods.  Northern Pulp is 
proposing to release large amount of hot fresh water year-round. This will effect the timing of 
the copepods reproduction resulting in a mis-matched timing of food for the young mackerel in 
the area. Lack of food availability results in decreased condition of the mackerel and decreased 
recruitment to the fishery.  

Mackerel are not the only species that rely on phytoplankton and zooplankton for growth 
and survival, herring, bivavles and even North Atlantic Right Whales all rely on these microscopic 
organisms for survival.  

Understanding possible shifts in phytoplankton and zooplankton blooms is essential to 
baseline studies for a marine ecosystem. This portion of the baseline survey is incomplete; 
“Further studies in the area of the proposed diffuser location have begun in the summer of 2019, 
with additional studies to be scheduled prior to any construction activities. These studies aim 
to provide a baseline of phytoplankton and zooplankton presence, diversity and relative 
abundance.” 

Northern Pulp states that eelgrass and eel grass beds are present in Caribou Harbour.  
DFO has listed eelgrass as an ecologically significant species. It is important to understand what 
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the loss of eelgrass will mean for the area, but this has been listed as “not significant” by Northern 
Pulp (page 146).   

According to DFO (2009): “Loss of eelgrass and other seagrass populations is a worldwide 
phenomenon largely associated with anthropogenic stresses. Eelgrass populations have been lost 
in virtually all areas of intense human settlement.  Eelgrass plays an important role in the physical 
structuring of the nearshore marine environments by filtering the water column, stabilizing 
sediment, and buffering shorelines. Eelgrass meadows have extremely high levels of primary 
production, ranking among the most productive ecosystems on the planet.  Eelgrass adds spatial 
complexity above and below the substrate creating a three- dimensional habitat that contributes 
to higher densities and different species compositions than in unstructured habitats, particularly 
mud/sand flats. Numerous species across several phyla (seaweed, invertebrates, fish) utilize the 
support structures of eelgrass and / or benefit from lower predation rates in vegetated habitat 
compared to unvegetated areas. There are no substitute structuring organisms with the same 
function as eelgrass that can grow on the sand/mud flats of intertidal and subtidal areas within 
the salinity ranges occupied by eelgrass. Eelgrass (Zostera marina) in eastern Canada has 
characteristics which meet the criteria of an Ecologically Significant Species. If the species were 
to be perturbed severely, the ecological consequences would be substantially greater than an 
equal perturbation of most other species associated with this community.” 

Loss of this species in any capacity should be considered significant and more data should 
be collected to assess the impacts to the entire eco-system. Loss of eel grass beds has the 
potential to disrupt and displace numerous species in the area. Sufficient data was not collected 
for the focus report to understand the fallouts of the loss of eel grass beds in the area. 

 

Species Distribution 

7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Surveys: Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, 
to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

 Northern Pulp reported that they completed underwater video transects to determine 
benthic habitat from May 3-7, 2019. Although is seem obvious, the majority of marine life is capable 
of mobility. Looking at an area for 4 days in May is not representative of activity in an area for an 
entire year. Temperature changes and food availability shift which species inhabit which areas at 
different times of the year, but this is not accounted for while looking at only 4 days of video feed. 
According to Comeau and Fernand, 2002 in a review of movement studies of American lobster, 
Homarus americanus (American Lobster) move on average between 2 and 19 km depending on 
depths. The fact that no lobsters were seen during this survey is not representative of year-round 
benthic habitat but merely a snapshot of a few days in the year. This is insufficient data to be 
considered a baseline survey.  
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American lobster is not the only species present in the area but unaccounted for. The figure 
below shows Atlantic halibut that was satellite tagged in 2014 and the approximate path it took 
over the next several months. This publication has been submitted for peer review (James, et al 
2019). Image C shows, an Atlantic Halibut in the area of the proposed diffuser site in June of 2015. 
This highlights a gap in baseline data because Northern Pulp was looking at only 4 days with a 
video transect which is insufficient to capture all species in the area at any given time throughout 
the year.  

 

"The proposed project will interact with the Rock Crab resource along the proposed 
pipeline corridor (Figure 7.3-7) but not at depths greater than 10 m or near the diffuser location." 
This is a flaw in the report because the data is blatantly incorrect. Rock Crabs are in depths greater 
than 10 m: "Rock crab (Cancer irroratus) is distributed along the Atlantic coast, from South 
Carolina to Labrador, from the intertidal zone to a depth of 575 meters” (DFO 2008). This 
underestimates the effect the proposed pipeline will have on Rock Crab.  

In closing, our three fishing organizations (GNSFPB, PEIFA and MFU) would like to 
reiterate that NPNS has failed to adequately address the Terms of Reference outlined in section 
7.0 Fish and Fish Habitat, 9.0 Human Health and 2.0 Project Description. Due to limitations in 
time and capacity, this report only reviewed the information that was relevant to the fisheries. 
Northern Pulp relies on major assumptions and blanketed statements to suggest that there will 
be no harm to the marine environment, including fish and fish habitat. There are gaps in the 
evidence presented, including but not limited to: impact on lobster development and population 
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health, incomplete or non-existent commitment to follow up monitoring, lack of evidence to 
protect vulnerable populations or habitat such as fall spawning herring, other SARA (Cod, White 
Hake), Scallop Buffer Zone 24, eel grass beds, limited understanding of the seasonal impacts of 
ice cover and ice scouring. The importance of the global optics of the Canadian seafood brand 
can not be undervalued or excluded from this Environmental Assessment approach.  

Our conclusion following the review of the report remains that some of the major 
concerns brought forth by commercial harvesters have still not been appropriately answered. 
Therefore, until these concerns have been met, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and New 
Brunswick harvesters find unacceptable the pursued development of Northern Pulp’s currently 
proposed effluent treatment facility. 

 All of the above is respectfully submitted to the Nova Scotia Minister of Environment, the 
Honourable Gordon Wilson, within the 30-day public comment period for consideration of the 
Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report.  

 The report is the collaborative effort of science staff from all three organizations. These 
are professionals with years of experience working and researching directly on the waters of the 
Northumberland Strait. 

Authors: 
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1.0 Definitions 
BKPME – Bleached kraft pulp mill effluent 
NPNS – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
ETF – Effluent treatment facility 
AOX – Adsorbed organohalides 
TN – Total nitrogen 
TP – Total phosphorous 
DO – Dissolved oxygen 
BOD – Biological oxygen demand 
COD – Chemical oxygen demand 
ASC – Antibody secreting cells 
ROS – Reactive oxygen species 
RWS – Receiving water system 
MFO – Hepatic mixed-function oxygenase 
EROD – Ethoxyresorufin-o-deethyase 
VTG – Vitellogenin 
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2.0 Foreword – Statement of Qualifications 
Laura Marie Braden, PhD, holds a doctorate in Molecular Immunology, with a focus on Aquatic 
Animal Health. With over a decade in experience in her field, Dr. Braden has over 10 publications in 
peer-reviewed journals, has presented her research at over 40 national and international conferences, 
15 of which where she was an invited speaker. She sits on the editorial board as an external reviewer 
for many journals, including Journal of Fish Diseases, Parasites & Vectors, Aquaculture, Fish & Shellfish 
Immunology, and Developmental & Comparative Immunology. She currently leads the Molecular 
Genetics and Biotechnology Program at AquaBounty Canada and is an Adjunct Professor in the 
Department of Veterinary Medicine at the Atlantic Veterinary College. A curriculum vitae for Dr. 
Braden can be found in Appendix I. 
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3.0 Executive Summary  
The following report includes a scientific review of the available information pertaining to the 
negative effects of bleached kraft pulp mill effluent (BKPME) on health of finfish. Specifically, this 
report attempts to summarize the scientific consensus on the physiological effects of BKPME on 
freshwater and marine finfish, and how those data pertain to the potential risks associated with the 
proposed effluent treatment facility (ETF) of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (“the Proponent”; NPNS), 
which aims to discharge 85 million litres of BKFME per day into the Northumberland Strait.  

Although improvements in treatment of BKPME have certainly decreased acute lethality to finfish, 
effluent from pulp and paper mills continues to release chemicals that affect physiological systems. 
Potential effects on fishes from exposure to BKPME can be generalized into two main categories; 1.) 
Direct effects, such as those impacting physiological processes including reproduction, immunity 
and hepatic function, and 2.) Indirect effects, including ecosystem alteration in habitat and food 
availability. The identity of the compounds associated with these effects remain to be elucidated; 
however, the scientific consensus is that these effects are mill-specific and must be considered in the 
context of environmental and ecological effects (1–5). 

This report will first attempt to summarize the available scientific literature on the direct effects of 
BKPME exposure on finfish, and by doing so, will demonstrate significant deficiencies in the 
conclusions drawn by the Focus Report (FR), specifically related to the findings of no significant 
impact by the proposed effluent treatment facility on physiological parameters and fitness of fish 
populations in the receiving water system (RWS).  

These deficiencies are summarized in the following document and include, a.) an assessment of the 
major findings and conclusions expressed by NPNS, b.) an assessment of the reliability of the 
underlying research relied upon to create these findings and conclusions, c.) identification of 
information gaps in the materials of the Focus Report, d.) impacts of these gaps on the reliability of 
the conclusions made in the Focus Report, and e.) a description of assumptions that are relied on in 
the Focus Report that drove the main conclusions filed by the Proponent. 

Taken altogether, this assessment of the available data pertaining to the proposed ETF with respect 
to potential negative effects on finfish in the RWS concludes that there is insufficient evidence to 
support the overall claim by NPNS that there are no potential negative impacts on finfish health. For 
example, there is no empirical data characterizing the effluent that is predicted to enter the RWS, nor 
is there any empirical data demonstrating the physiological effects of this effluent on finfish that 
reside in the RWS, specifically, the Northumberland Strait.  

Despite the lack of information or evidence presented by the Proponent in the EARD and the 
subsequent FR, where only predictions and modeling were used to assess impact to fish populations 
in the RWS, the Proponent reaches a firm conclusion that there is no expected impact to fish 
populations. This conclusion is not appropriate for the following reasons: 
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1.) The Proponent does not provide adequate evidence to support a conclusion that there is no potential 
significant impact on finfish 

2.) The Proponent does not supply critical information concerning effects of their predicted effluent on 
finfish reproduction, immunity, or liver function – three systems known to be affected by BKPME  

3.) The Proponent claims that any damage will be “minimal” but not substantiated by data present in the 
report, nor is it substantiated by the pertinent scientific literature  

4.) There is no evidence that the receiving water system (i.e., the Northumberland Strait) will be able to 
absorb and disperse the volume of effluent proposed by the ETF 

Given these described deficiencies, further studies (acute, sublethal, and generational) on the effects 
of the proposed BKPME on finfish residing in the RWS are required.  
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4.0 Scope of Review 
This current critical review focuses on all areas of both the Environmental Assessment Registration 
Document (EARD) and subsequent Focus Report (FR) that pertains to the potential negative 
physiological consequences of exposure to the predicted effluent on finfish health (freshwater and 
marine).   

Within the 245-pg FR, this review focuses specifically on Sections 3-4 and 7, with associated data 
found in Appendices 3, 4 and 7, and associated documents.  

The FR attempts to address Terms of Reference delivered to NPNS after consultation with public 
stakeholder groups. The conclusions and recommendations are based primarily on the information 
provided in the FR and how it relates to published data on pulp and paper mills and BKPME, and 
how BKPME effects finfish, rather than a global review of the potential effects to marine species. 
Furthermore, this current report addresses the main points within the Terms of Reference pertaining 
to finfish health and whether these terms were addressed by the FR. 

4.0 Background Review  
4.1 Pulp and Paper Mills 
The pulp and paper industry convert natural wood resources or recycled fibre into a wide variety of 
paper products. Canada is the world’s largest exporter of pulp and newsprint, and the pulp and 
paper industry is a fundamental pillar of the economy and natural resource sector exporting over 
$13 billion CDN in 2013 (6). In order to manufacture paper products, wood chips or other plant 
fibres must be converted to pulp to create thick fiberboard that is later processed in a paper mill. The 
pulp and paper industry is the sixth largest polluting industry, discharging a variety of gaseous, 
liquid and solid wastes into the environment. The processes used to produce pulp are water 
intensive (50-60 m3 of water to produce a ton of paper; (1)) and generate large quantities of effluent 
which is comprised of > 240-250 different chemicals with varying degrees of toxicity to aquatic 
ecosystems (1,7). Due to the large-scale environmental degradation associated with this industry, it 
is imperative that a strict science-based approach be utilized to mitigate negative effects to both 
ecosystems and human health. 

Resultant pulp only constitutes about 40% of the original weight of the wood, which results in a 
considerable proportion of organic matter as waste in effluents. These have potential for 
considerable damage to the receiving water system (RWS) if discharged as untreated due to high 
concentrations of biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), adsorbed 
organohalides (AOX), suspended solids, fatty acids, tannins, resin acids, lignin and derivatives, 
sulfur and sulfur compounds (1). Both naturally occurring and xenobiotic compounds are present in 
effluent, with variable levels of persistence (8), and with acute and chronic toxic effects of varying 
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severity (9). Further to this complexity is the assertion that no two paper mills will discharge 
identical effluents due to operational differences. Thus, every pulp and paper mill is a large, 
complex, highly interactive operation with mill-specific effluent that should be characterized fully to 
understand the degree of toxicity (1). 

4.1.2 Pulp Mills in Canada 
As of 2019, there were 89 pulp mills across Canada, primarily located in British Columbia, Ontario, 
and Quebec (6,10), of which a majority operated on chemical pulping processes. Chemical pulp mills 
use two processes: either sulfate (kraft) or sulphite processes, both of which rely on high 
temperatures to break down lignin. Pulp produced from these processes are used for fine paper 
products. The kraft process involves treating wood chips with white liquor (sodium hydroxide and 
sodium sulfide) to break down and remove hemicelluloses and lignin, resulting in strong cellulose 
fibres. In contrast, the sulphite process results in weaker cellulose fibres, but creates pulp that is 
easier to bleach (i.e., bleached kraft pulp mill; BKPM). Alternative methods include 
thermomechanical and chemi-thermomechanical pulp mills, which apply steam to refine or pre-treat 
input wood chips with weak chemical solutions. All the above processes are known to produce 
considerable pollutant loadings to land, air, and water (11). For example, Canadian pulp, paper and 
paperboard mills released 302 tonnes of pollution onto land, 166,613 tonnes of air emissions, and 
5,955 tonnes of wastewater in 2013 (6). 

In 1992, regulations pertaining to the discharge of pulp and paper mill effluents (Pulp and Paper 
Effluent Regulations; PPER) were revised in Canada and included stricter control for discharge of 
BOD, TSS and acute lethality. Moreover, the revised regulations were paired with the establishment 
of the EEM program, which examines the effects of effluent on wild fishes. Data from the first 
several cycles of the EEM program showed that BKPME was causing general eutrophication in the 
receiving environments in addition to a national pattern of metabolic and physiological disruption 
in fish (4,12). 

4.1.3 Northern Pulp Bleached Kraft Pulp Mill 
The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) Bleached Softwood Kraft pulp mill is located at 
Abercrombie Point adjacent to Pictou Harbour in Pictou County, Nova Scotia. NPNS is a typical 
bleached kraft pulp and paper mill that has been operating in Pictou County, Nova Scotia, since 
1967 and manufactures ca. 275,000 t of bleached kraft pulp annually (10). Effluent wastewater from 
NP has been treated by retention in settling and aerated ponds in a tidal lagoon known as Boat 
Harbour, in the Pictou Landing First Nation (PLFN), under a provincial agreement that expired in 
2015. Since that time, the mill has been tasked with finding or developing an alternate facility to treat 
and dispose of wastewaters. 

The Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project proposed by NPNS was registered February 7, 
2019 for environmental assessment (EA). The EA Registration Document (EARD) was deemed 
insufficient by the Minister of Environment and a Focus Report was required to address a Terms of 
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Reference (TOR) document. The TOR included requests for more details on many deficiencies of the 
project, including: 

1.) Public, Mi’kmaq and government engagement 
2.) Project description 
3.) Facility design, construction and operation and maintenance 
4.) Marine water and marine sediment 
5.) Fresh water resources 
6.) Air quality 
7.) Fish and fish habitat 
8.) Flora and fauna 
9.) Human health 
10.) Archaeology 
11.) Indigenous people’s use of land and resources 

With respect to the overall subject of this current review, there were many questions raised by 
reviewers of the EARD pertaining to potential impacts on fish and fish habitat. The TOR specifically 
requested documentation of these potential impacts. However, the Focus Report is extremely 
deficient in providing those details. In fact, there is no data showing effects of proposed effluent on 
fish, nor does the report acknowledge pre-existing data of the effects of BKPME on fish health. The 
following section attempts to summarize these effects. 

4.2 Effects of Bleached Kraft Pulp Mill Effluent on 
Aquatic Animal Health 
Bleached kraft pulp mill effluent (BKPME), like the effluent produced by NPNS, is a complex 
mixture of chemicals that possess environmentally active properties and are known to be toxic and 
mutagenic to a wide variety of aquatic organisms (2,9,13). The process of pulping and bleaching 
generates dissolved lignin, cellulose degradation products, and other wood extractives such as 
terpenoids, resin acids (RAs), phytosterols, and chlorophenolic compounds, some of which that are 
known to persist in the receiving environment for > 30 years (e.g., RAs; (8,14)). Wastewater 
discharge can include solids and dissolved organic matter which increases the biological oxygen 
demand (BOD) in receiving waters; ammonia, nitrates, phosphorus, and sulfur compounds, which 
cause nutrification of receiving waters; and heavy metals such as arsenic, cadmium, hexavalent 
chromium, lead, manganese, selenium and zinc; and finally, chelating agents, chlorates, and 
organochlorine compounds, known toxicants (6,9). The use of elemental chlorine for bleaching in 
kraft mills has historically results in elevated levels of organochlorine compounds such as 
polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDD) and dibenzofurans (PCDF) in receiving environments. In 
Canada, Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations issued under the 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA), require mills using a chlorine bleaching process to 
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discharge effluent with dioxin and furans below measurable levels due to the closing of several 
fisheries.  

However, despite the move away from elemental chlorine, organochlorines have not been 
eliminated from discharges (9), and detectable levels of toxicologically chlorinated dioxins and 
dibenzofurans have been detected in effluents from mills that use ECF technology, including that of 
NPNS (10). This is attributable to the co-generation of molecular chlorine from chlorine dioxide 
generators, as well as the liberation of chlorine from chemical reactions during pulp bleaching (1,15). 
Thus, there remains a certain level of AOX-associated toxicity in BKPME regardless of the 
elimination of elemental chlorine in bleaching processes. This has been demonstrated for both 
aquatic invertebrates (16), and vertebrates (17). 

Despite several decades of research, pulp mill effluents are poorly described, and there is limited 
progress in identifying agents responsible for disrupting fish physiology due to complexity and 
variability of effluents (18). Notwithstanding, there are several parameters of BKPME that have 
consistently correlated with negative outcomes, including AOX, BOD, COD, RA, phytosterols and 
TSS loading. These toxic effects have been exhaustively explored over the last 20 years on both 
receiving aquatic ecosystems and organisms that reside within. With respect to wild fish 
populations residing in areas receiving pulp mill effluent, there are a variety of negative 
physiological impacts, including compromised immunity (19–22), altered endocrinology and 
reproductive parameters (4,5,15,17,23–30), organocellular damage (31,32), genotoxicity (13,33–35), 
altered hepatic retinoid storage (14), hepatic sex steroid ligand availability (36), and altered hepatic 
enzymatic activity (37,38). The following sections attempt to summarize some of the scientific data 
associated with these negative impacts on immunocompetence, reproduction and hepatic enzyme 
activity.  

4.2.1 Effects on Immunocompetence 
Negative impacts on fish immunity is strongly associated with exposure to BKPME, such as 
decreased numbers and activity of lymphocytes in fishes exposed to effluent including perch (39), 
roach (21), and mummichog (40). Changes in hematology may reflect a more profound effect on 
lymphocyte maturation and migration, which may indicate general immunosuppression. An 
immunosuppressive effect was reported for roach exposed to BKPME and this was correlated with 
lower numbers of circulating lymphocytes and circulating antibodies (20), and numbers of antibody 
secreting cells (ASCs) are reduced in laboratory exposure studies (21). Moreover, macrophage 
function was shown to be reduced in effluent-exposed mummichog (40). With respect to disease 
susceptibility, macrophages play a key role in detection and clearance of pathogens and are critical 
in orchestrating immune responses of fish (41). Thus, reduction in macrophage activity in BKPME-
exposed fish suggests these animals are more susceptible to disease. Indeed, another study observed 
significantly higher burdens of a ciliate protozoan, Ichthyophthirius multifiliis, in fish residing in a 
BKPME-contaminated lake (20). In the freshwater fish, Channa punctatus, immunotoxicity due to 
BKPME exposure was elevated compared to controls and was exacerbated as a function of 
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temperature (19). Interestingly, there was a biphasic effect which was dependent on the time of 
exposure. For example, there was a stimulatory effect on ASCs after a short-term effluent exposure, 
while after long-term exposure there was an inhibitory effect. Santos et al. (42) observed significant 
oxidative damage due to activation of circulating phagocytes in European eel (Anguilla anguilla) gill, 
a tissue known to be susceptible to oxidative damage in response to BKPME exposure (43). 
Oxidative stress associated with activation of macrophages in fish exposed to BKPME has been 
reported, with incongruent results related to exposure times and distance from the discharge source 
(42). Thus, it is clear that chemicals present in BKPME significantly alters normal immune function, 
and furthermore, that these effects must not be considered in the absence of environmental (e.g., 
temperature, pathogen load) effects.  

4.2.2 Effects on Reproduction 
Decades of studies demonstrating a range of effects have shown that a major concern with respect to 
effects on fish physiology is the potential for BKPME to alter fish reproduction and fertility as 
observed by delayed sexual maturation, reduced circulating gonadotropins, smaller gonads and 
reduced secondary sexual characteristics (reviewed in (5,18,44–46)). These effects have been reported 
in North American, Scandinavian, New Zealand, and Chilean studies, where effluents from all types 
of mill processes, wood furnishes, and treatments are capable of impairing fish reproduction from 
the molecular to the individual or population level (17,18,47). Despite intense research efforts, the 
precise mechanisms underlying these adverse reproductive outcomes are not clear and the 
identification of bioactive substances have proven challenging. Research has concentrated on 
biologically active sex steroids in response to effluent exposures. Most of these studies have focused 
on estrogenic (48,49) and androgenic (29) pathways. While there is certainly strong evidence that 
these pathways are affected, they are not the only pathways that could be involved in the 
reproductive effects caused by pulp and paper mill effluents. In fact, many effluents have strong 
anti-reproductive activities but are neither strictly estrogenic nor androgenic in standard assays (18). 
Of the constituents of wood (‘‘wood extractives”), the plant sterol β-sitosterol is one of the most 
common one present in effluents (50), and is known to cause several endocrine effects in fish, 
including vitellogenin (VTG) induction altered plasma sex hormone levels and gonadal 
steroidogenesis (51). Table 1 attempts to summarize the known reproductive effects on finfish due to 
BKPME exposure. 

Table 1. Examples of reproductive effects due to BKPME exposure in teleost fishes (reviewed in 
(18)). As can be observed, deleterious reproductive effects are still observed despite the substitution 
for chlorine dioxide in ECF bleaching. NPNS has described its processes as “typical” in this category 
(10). 

Test fish Country Treatment1 Toxic effect References 
White sucker 
(Catostomus 
commersoni) 

Canada ECF 
Reduced gonad size, circulating sex 
hormones, and fecundity; delayed 

(25) 
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Test fish Country Treatment1 Toxic effect References 
sexual maturity; changes in 
secondary sex characteristics 

Goldfish 
(Carassius auratus) Canada ECF, TMP Depressed sex steroids; 

Neuroendocrine pathways affected  
(24,52) 

Fathead minnow 
(Pimephales promelas) 
Zebrafish 
(Danio rerio) 

Canada ECF 
Suppression of egg production; 
Induction of reproductive 
pathways 

(53,54) 

Mummichog 
(Fundulus 
heteroclitus) 

Canada ECF Depression of testosterone 
production (55) 

Rainbow trout 
(Oncorhynchus 
mykiss) 

Canada, 
Brazil, 
New 
Zealand, 
Chile 

EC/ECF Estrogenic effects; Increased gonad 
size and early maturation  (5,56,57) 

Redbreast sunfish 
(Lepomis auritus) USA EC/ECF 

Reduced estradiol, increased 
incidence of atretic vitellogenic 
oocytes 

(58) 

Largemouth bass 
(Micropterus 
salmoides) 

USA EC/ECF 
Reduced gonad size lower plasma 
sex hormones, reduced 
vitellogenesis  

(59) 

Mosquitofish 
(Gambusia holbrooki) USA - Masculinization of females (28,60,61) 

European perech 
(Perca fluviatilis) 
Roach 
(Rutilus rutilus) 

Finland ECF Decreased size of gonad, reduction 
in plasma sex steroids (39) 

Eelpout  
(Zoarces viviparous) Sweden ECF Significantly higher males in 

population (59,62) 

Shortfin eel 
(Anguilla australis) 

New 
Zealand ECF 

Increased plasma estradiol and 
testosterone (63) 

1Treatment process refers to either elemental chlorine (EC), elemental chlorine free (ECF) bleaching, 
or thermomechanical pulping (TMP) 
 
As previously stated, the exact chemical compounds involved in the effects on reproduction are 
ambiguous; however, they are known to occur in the absence of elemental chlorine bleaching such 
as the ECF processes utilizing chloride dioxide (15), similar to the processes performed at NPNS. 
Given the wide variety of reproductive effects observed, it is unlikely that there is a single chemical 
involved in anti-reproductive effects. The observation that neuroendocrine pathways are affected by 
BKPME exposure (24,64), in addition to the contribution of endocrine signalling in both androgenic 
and estrogenic pathways, implies that many different chemical compounds interact with 
neuroendocrine systems. However, many effluents have strong anti-reproductive activities but are 
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neither strictly estrogenic nor androgenic in standard assays (18). Thus, there is clearly a multitude 
of mechanisms contributing to these effects that are a product of the mill-specific processes. 

4.2.4 Effects on hepatic enzymatic activity 
BKPME is known to induce mixed-function oxygenase (MFO) in finfish. Induction of MFO enzymes 
in fish is a consistent indicator of the presence and bioavailability of polyaromatic compounds such 
as polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (38), some plant hormones (65), and chlorinated dioxins and 
furans (66). For BKPME, MFO induction can be used as a proxy for potency of the chemical 
constituents within, but the identity, concentration and ecological hazards of the individual 
compounds requires further analysis. 

The elimination of elemental chlorine in the pulp bleaching process through new regulations led to a 
major reduction of toxic AOX-associated compounds in BKPME, and subsequently resulted in 
substantive decrease in the presence of these compounds in the receiving environment and 
associated organisms (11). However, negative impacts on fish are still observed despite 
improvements, including MFO induction (38) and increased liver size (67). It is thought that wood 
extractives are a major cause of this effect (66,68), and key molecules involved have been identified 
as chlorinated lignin-derivatives (37). Resin acids (RAs) and phytosterols are consistently found in 
pulp mill effluent and are capable of inducing liver damage via MFO enzymes. A well-established 
method for determined the activity of these enzymes is via the standard bioassay using rainbow 
trout where the activity of ethoxyresorufin-o-deethylase (EROD) is measured (66). Using this 
method, many researchers have demonstrated substantial induction of MFO in fishes exposed to 
BKPME, both in chlorine-based processes, and ECF-based processes similar to the one employed by 
NPNS (10,38,65). 
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5.0 Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment 
Facility Project 
The proposed project will consist of the development of a new effluent (wastewater) treatment 
facility (ETF) constructed on Northern Pulp property, and a transmission pipeline that will carry 
treated effluent overland and in the marine environment and discharge via an engineered diffuser 
(marine outfall) (10). 

The proposed new ETF will employ the AnoxKaldnes BAS™ Biological Activated Sludge process 
purchased from Veolia Water Technologies, which combines Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR) 
technology with conventional activated sludge. Once treated onsite at Northern Pulp's facility, 
effluent will be sent through an approximately 15 km long pipeline. The pipeline will enter the south 
side of Pictou Harbour and make landfall on the north side of the harbour roughly following 
Highway 106 right-of-way to Caribou, and then re-enters the marine environment adjacent to the 
Northumberland Ferries marine terminal and continues for approximately 4.0 km through Caribou 
Harbour to the Northumberland Strait, terminating at an engineered marine outfall. 

As stated in the EARD, “the effluent is anticipated to meet compliance with federal PPER” (pg 84), and 
furthermore, that effluent “will meet ambient water quality at the edge of a standard mixing zone” (pg 84). 

The quality of this effluent entering the RWS will be described in the following section. 

5.1 Predicted Effluent Quality  
Expected daily maximum water quality characteristics of the treated effluent were used to conduct 
modelling for simulated concentrations over a one-month period (10). Table 1 compares those data 
with the background water characteristics of the RWS. What can be observed is the significant 
increase in concentration of all metrics. However, this data does not consider any long-term 
accumulation of various parameters of the effluent. For example, AOX and RA are known to be 
recalcitrant to degradation and persist in the environment (3,8,69), and as such, an accumulative 
model is necessary to predict environmental concentrations over extended periods of time. 
Additionally, these values are predicted and do not represent the actual chemical characterization of 
the ETF BKPME, therefore, it is unclear what the actual increase or decrease of these metrics will be 
upon discharge of the effluent.   
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Table 2. Comparison of background quality with proposed ETF effluent water quality in receiving 
water system (Caribou Harbour). Parameters with empirical evidence for negative physiological 
effects on aquatic organisms are denoted with an asterisk (*). 

  Average Value  

PARAMETER Unit Background1 Average Velocity 
(2018)2 Fold change3 

AOX* mg/L n/a 7.8 7.8x 
TN* mg/L 0.17 6.0 35x 
TP* mg/L 0.5 1.5 3x 
Colour TCU 4.5 750 167x 
COD* mg/L n/a 725 725x 
BOD5* mg/L ND 48 48x 
TSS* mg/L 2.5 48 19x 
DO* mg/L 9.7 >1.5 -6.5x 
pH* - 7.8 7.0-8.5 -1.1x – 1.1x 
Temperature (summer)* °C 16.8 37 2.2x 
Temperature (winter)* °C 1 25 25x 
TDS g/L 30 2 -15x 
Cadmium µg/L 0.084 1.03 12.2x 
TDF* pg/L 3.213 3.675 1.14x 
PAH* µg/L 0.01 0.044 4.4x 
TRA* mg/L 0.06 0.57 9.5x 
TFA* mg/L 0.07 0.335 4.8x 
TPh* µg/L ND 6.13 6.13x 

1Daily background water quality of the receiving water system (Caribou Harbour), obtained from 
Table 4.2-3 in the Focus Report (10) 
2Daily effluent water quality during average velocity operations, obtained from Table 4.2-4 in the 
Focus Report (10) 
3Calculated fold-change increase or decrease (-) of components taken as the ratio of 
effluent/background measurements 
 

As can be observed in Table 2, all of the measured analytes will be altered in the RWS to varying 
degrees; however, the analytes that are of highest concern with respect to impact on fish health and 
fitness include concentrations of AOX, COD, BOD5, TSS, pH, DO, TDF, PAH and TRA. Most studies 
evaluating negative physiological effects of BKPME exposure looks at the effluent as a complex 
mixture. Some of the available scientific evidence addressing components on an individual in 
reference to observable effects on fishes is summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Summary of effects of the major harmful BKPME components on finfish health, including 
the predicted discharge from NPNS, effects that have been documented, the species and 
accompanying references. 

Analyte 
Expected daily 
discharge1 

(kg/day) 
Effect(s) Species Reference(s) 

Adsorbed 
organic halides 
(chlorinated 
compounds) 

663  MFO induction; MFO 
induction, 
genotoxicity 

Rainbow trout; 
Chinook salmon 

(35,37) 

Chemical 
Oxygen Demand 

61,625  - - - 

Biological 
Oxygen Demand 

4,080 Reproductive 
anomalies, infertility 

Fathead minnow (4) 

Suspended 
Solids 

4,080 - - - 

Dioxins and 
Furans 

NP Masculinization; 
Genotoxicity; 
Immunotoxicity; Anti-
estrogenic 

Mosquitofish; 
Smallmouth 
bass; 
Spotted 
snakehead  

(19,28,34,70) 

Resin Acids NP Altered vitellogenin, 
sex steroids in 
females; Depleted 
hepatic retinoic acid 
levels; Testosterone 
depression 

Zebrafish; White 
sucker, Rainbow 
trout; 
Mummichog 

(14,55,71) 

Fatty Acids NP - - - 
Phenols NP Testosterone 

depression 
Mummichog (55) 

Polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons  

NP MFO induction; 
Altered testosterone; 
VTG induction 

Rainbow trout; 
Mummichog; 
Rainbow trout 

(23,37,51,65,68) 

1Based on data provided in the FR 

5.2 Findings of EARD/FR pertaining to Impacts of ETF 
and BKPME on Finfish (Freshwater and Marine) 
In short, both the EARD and FR conclude that there are no potential significant impacts on either 
freshwater or marine fish or fish habitat.  

These are described in detail below. 
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5.2.1 Freshwater 
In the EARD, the Proponent summarizes the residual adverse effects and environmental effects 
(Section 8.6 and pg. 535). In this, during all three Construction, Operation and Maintenance Phases 
of the project, the conclusion was:  

“No significant residual environmental effects identified with planned and standard mitigation 
implementation, authorization, and environmental protection measures”. 

Similar to the EARD, the FR prepared by NPNS reported a summary of no significant impact due to 
operations (included effluent discharge): 

“Once the project is operational, no impacts are anticipated to freshwater fish and fish habitat during 
the operation and maintenance phase” (pg. 220) 

5.2.2 Marine 
In the EARD, the Proponent summarizes the residual adverse effects and environmental effects 
(Section 8.12 and pg 588). In this, during all three Construction, Operation and Maintenance Phases 
of the project, the conclusion was that there would be no significant impact: 

”Overall, based on the results of this EA Registration, it is concluded that, with planned mitigation 
and the implementation of best practices to avoid or minimize adverse environmental effects, the 
residual environmental effects of the project, including the effects of accidents, malfunctions and 
unplanned events as well as cumulative environmental effects, during all phases are rated not 
significant” 

Similar to the EARD, the FR prepared by NPNS provided the following summary of the assessments 
conducted on marine fish and fish habitat (pg. v – Executive Summary): 

“Potential impacts to these marine VECs were evaluated in light of minor adjustments to the marine 
pipeline route and the updated receiving water assessment and comparison to the current outfall. 
Based on the receiving water study results and with identified mitigation… no significant residual 
adverse environmental effects were identified… A diffused outfall near outside of Caribou Harbour in 
the Northumberland Strait is considered to have much less potential effluent impact on the receiving 
environment and represents an improvement.”  

With respect to water quality of the RWS, the EARD and FR concludes that there is unlikely to be 
significant residual effects as a result of BKPME discharge. However, this conclusion was drawn 
after a one-month modelling of effluent discharge and fails to take cumulative effects of 
recalcitrant chemicals present in BKPME. Furthermore, the chemical characteristics of the BKPME 
are projected and do not represent the actual effluent. In the absence of empirical data, it seems 
unlikely that NPNS can make any conclusions about the potential negative impacts. 
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5.2.3 Assessment of Major Findings 
The Proponent concludes that there are no significant impacts anticipated by either construction or 
the operational phases of the ETF, on either freshwater or marine fish or fish habitat. This assertion 
is based on the notion that the predicted BKPME will be at background levels within 2 m of the 
diffuser port and will therefore not pose a risk to finfish in the RWS. There are several key 
assumptions that play a critical role in the validity of these conclusions: 

1.) The dilution of effluent is as predicted, and major harmful components of the effluent will be 
diluted to ambient by 2 m past the diffusers. 

2.) The characteristics of the actual effluent is consistent with the predicted effluent 
3.) The 85,000,000 L/day of effluent that will be discharged by the diffuser will act in a way that 

is accurate to models 
4.) There is no accumulative effect of the effluent over time on health or habitat of finfish 
5.) There is no sublethal effect of the diluted effluent on finfish in the RWS 

Identified issues with Major Findings: 
1.) As per Table 1, there is a substantive change in the concentration of many components of 

concern in the predicted BKPME. The buffering capacity of the RWS to reduce any negative 
effects of this volume of BKPME is a dangerous, and unsubstantiated, presumption. For 
example, COD in the immediate effluent is predicted to be 725x higher than ambient. That 
represents an extremely high gradient that is proposed to be reduced to 0 within 2 m (~ 7 ft) 
from the diffuser. This assertion does not seem credible and cannot be properly assessed 
using a modeling approach. Empirical evidence to support this predicted discharge and 
assumed dilution of discharge (over time) must be included. 

2.) It is well documented in the literature that there are recalcitrant chemicals present in 
BKPME. These chemicals – namely, resin acids, fatty acids, AOX, PAH, and TDF – are 
extremely slow to degrade in the environment and have a propensity to bioaccumulate in 
sediment (72) or in tissues of invertebrates (73) and vertebrates (74). All the modeling data in 
the EARD and FR looks at the discharge and flow of effluent over a one-month period. Even 
with very small initial concentrations of these chemicals into the RWS, it is inconceivable to 
assume there will be no accumulation over time or space. Furthermore, this potential 
accumulation will be under influences of seasonal variation in tidal and current flow. It is 
unclear how the Proponent reaches the conclusion that there will be no effect when these 
parameters have not been addressed in the models. 

3.) Without sublethal testing of their proposed effluent, it is unclear how the Proponent can 
conclude there will be no effects to finfish health. Due to the substantial variation both in 
terms of chemical characterization and effects on fish reproduction (reviewed in 7), it is 
necessary to test individual mills and their effluents for the potential to negatively affect 
aquatic organisms (46,75). As part of the effort to better understand these effects, several 
laboratory exposure and bioassay models have been developed. For example, a short-term 
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laboratory test assessing egg production by the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) is a 
consistent and sensitive indicator of overall reproductive status of how fish respond when 
exposed to mill effluent (25,76).  

4.) Overall, both the EARD and the FR appear to have omitted a science-based review on the 
available literature pertaining to the effects of BKPME on finfish health. There is an 
exhaustive body of literature available, and only 1 reference (11) was mentioned in the 
references. To conclude the EA with a finding of no significant impact on fish health after all 
the primary data associated with the subject is not acknowledged lacks scientific credibility 
and is, frankly, unacceptable. 

5.2.3 Addressing the Terms of Reference in the FR 
The purpose of the FR was to address issues brought up during public consultation and review of 
the EARD by relative stakeholders. With respect to the focus of the current review, i.e., finfish 
health, the following sections of the TOR were assessed: 2.3, 2.4, 4.1, 4.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5.  

These terms of reference, including the data submitted in the FR and resultant conclusions drawn by 
the review herein are described below: 

Project Description (2.3-2.4) – Regarding Effluent 
The Proponent was asked to submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical characterization of the 
raw wastewater (pp 23-32 of FR; Appendix 2.3). The Proponent was also asked to submit a complete physical 
and chemical characterization of the expected effluent entering the RWS (pp 32-39; Appendix 2.4) 

Assessment after review: 

The Proponent refers to the 2018 Effluent Characterization (Table 2.3-3) to represent the predicted 
effluent. However, it is unclear how this conclusion is valid, as the 2018 Effluent is based off the old 
system, which differs on several different levels, including the “polishing” phase. In contrast, the 
predicted effluent will not undergo this “polishing” phase.  

The Proponent consistently refers to the PPER as a guidance for justification of toxin levels in their 
effluent. At no point does the Proponent indicate they are moving towards a progressive and 
science-based approach. The PPER have been criticized for not setting higher standards for effluent 
treatment (4). For the Proponent to rely on these regulations only considering “acute lethality to fish” 
as an important indicator of toxicity is careless and demonstrates no consideration for the finfish 
communities residing in the RWS, many of whom are listed as threatened or endangered by 
COSEWIC (77–82). 

Importantly, the data provided in 2.3-2.4 are based on predicting effluent characteristics and 
subsequent modelling. As stated on pp 33, “Based on Veolia’s anticipated performance of the proposed 
ETF, it is expected that the proposed replacement ETF will provide performance that is comparable to other 
mills”.  
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Considering the significant potential for negative impacts on several species of fish (see Section 6.0), 
a speculative and predictive approach is not justified. Empirical evidence is required to validate 
these claims. 

Marine Water and Marine Sediment (4.1-4.2) 
The Proponent was asked to perform baseline studies on marine water quality and sediment quality in the 
vicinity of the proposed marine outfall location (pp 82; Appendix 4.1). Furthermore, the Proponent was asked 
to update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concerns in the RWS (pp 82-96; 
Appendix 4.2). 

Assessment after review: 

The Proponent only demonstrates data for effluent modelling for a period of 30 days. As this project 
is projected to last for longer than 30 days and in months other than July and February, it is unclear 
why modelling results over a period of 365 days were not obtained. This data essentially ignores any 
potential for accumulation over time and space, which is extremely likely to occur given the volume 
and masses of effluent proposed to be discharged by the ETF. This fact is particularly concerning for 
refractory chemicals that are known to exist in BKPME (8).  

This modeling data is extremely deficient and lacks reasonable credibility for the above reasons. 
Furthermore, there is a clear inconsideration for potential effects over time. 

Fish and Fish Habitat (7.3-7.5) 
The Proponent was asked to conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key 
marine fish species important for commercial, recreational, and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based on 
updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of contaminants (pp 
122-; Appendix 7.3). The Proponent was also asked to submit an updated EEM program based on 
results of various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water study (pp). Finally, the 
Proponent was asked to clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate potential 
impacts due to potential large and rapid fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at the 
diffuser location during low production or maintenance shut down periods. 

Assessment after review: 

The Proponent did not conduct any additional studies to help provide evidence that might support 
their initial claims of “no impact” in the EARD. What would have been expected would have 
included sublethal toxicity testing of the predicted effluent as is a common practice for 
understanding effects on fish health.  

In contrast, the Proponent simply conducted review of their own studies (while ignoring the body of 
scientific data) and concluded “no significant residual impact to marine water are expected to arise on any 
fisheries or fish habitat as a result of this project”. They go on to describe all of the studies that could be 
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performed after approval, “Future studies could include toxicity testing, specifically on larval lobster and 
herring eggs to evaluate sublethal effects on these species”. 

In contrast to the findings of the FR, the current review of the literature identified 6 species of finfish 
listed as “endangered”, with 4 listed as “threatened” and 2 of “special concern”. The Proponent fails 
to identify American plaice (endangered), lumpfish (threatened), porbeagle (endangered), and 
Atlantic sturgeon (threatened). They only consider a fish as potentially impacted by the project if 
they were observed during the sampling. This is extremely concerning, particularly with so many 
species in fragile population status. Atlantic sturgeon is known to inhabit the waters of Pictou and is 
particularly vulnerable to anthropogenic disturbances due to its longevity and age to reproduction 
(83). It is unacceptable for the Proponent to assume this species will not be affected by the project 
just because they did not observe it during their limited marine fish survey. 

6.0 Impacts of Proposed ETF on Finfish 
considering Empirical Evidence  
In contrast to the Proponent’s conclusion that there are no significant impacts expected on 
freshwater or marine fish or fish habitat, there is a substantial body of literature that documents 
the negative physiological effects of pulp and paper mill effluent at various concentrations on 
aquatic organisms, and in particular, finfish. This body of literature is largely absent from the 
EARD and FR, so it is plausible that the Proponent was simply unaware of the scientific consensus. 
Notwithstanding, the data is quite clear and demonstrates that components of effluent, whether they 
be derived from chlorine- or chlorine-free treatment processes (such as NPNS), fundamentally alter 
fish reproductive and immune systems, and by doing so, significantly impact overall fitness of these 
organisms. It is worthwhile to mention that much of the research concedes that the chemical(s) 
ultimately involved in these effects are not well characterized (11). Differential treatment processes 
in pulp and paper mills across Canada, and from different locations around the world, discharge 
complex and variable effluent, and these effluents are in a dynamic state of flux with respect to their 
characterization (2,4,11,17). Thus, it is not a clear-cut mechanism of effect that can be generalized to 
any one mill. Because of this confounding factor, it becomes even more prudent to critically examine 
BKPME on an individual mill basis to fully understand potential impact, which would include using 
laboratory models such as the fathead minnow reproductive test or comparators (53). 

With respect to the specific fish populations of the Northumberland Strait, there is an extreme 
paucity of data pertaining to the physiological impact of BKPME. Moreover, there is limited-to-no 
information regarding the true chemical characteristics of the proposed effluent. Thus, identification 
of true effects and potential impacts are limited to using a comparative approach (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Species of fishes known to inhabit the freshwater tributaries or marine waters of 
Northumberland Strait, their known habitat and COSEWIC status, the proposed impact by the 
EARD, and the potential impact of BKPME exposure as determined by scientific studies. 

Species1 Proposed 
Impact2 

COSEWIC 
Status 

Comparator 
Species3 Effect4 

Atlantic mackerel  
(Scomber scombus) None Secure - Unknown 

American plaice 
(Hippogloissoides 
platessoides) 

None Threatened 
Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 

Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 

Atlantic salmon 
(Salmo salar) 
Brook trout 
(Salvelinus fontinalis) 

None 

Special 
Concern – 
Endangered; 
Sensitive 
 

Rainbow trout 
(Oncorhynchus 
mykiss) 
Chinook salmon 
(Oncorhynchus 
tshawytscha) 

Altered retinoic acid 
receptors (14); Increased 
gonad size, early 
maturation (84); Intersex 
characteristics (57); 
Genotoxicity (35); 
Induction of EROD (38) 

Rainbow smelt 
(Osmerus mordax) None Secure - Unknown 

Blueback Herring 
(Alosa aestivalis) None Sensitive - Unknown 

Gaspereau 
(Alosa pseudblueoharengus) None Sensitive - Unknown 

Atlantic halibut 
(Hippoglossus hippoglossus) None Secure 

Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 

Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 

Atlantic herring 
(Clupea harengus) None Special 

concern - Unknown 

Atlantic sturgeon 

(Acipenser oxyrinchus) None Threatened - Unknown 

Atlantic striped bass 
(Morone saxatilis) None Threatened 

Largemouth bass 
(Micropterus 
salmoides) 

Reduction in fry survival, 
endocrine disruption (27); 
Decreased lymphocytes, 
neutrophilia (85)  

Atlantic bluefin tuna 
(Thunnus thynnus) None Endangered   
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1Species as listed by the EARD and FR 
2Proposed impact by EARD and FR 
3Comparator species; there has been no evidence pertaining to the effects of BKPME on the species 
of the RWS, thus, scientific studies that investigated these effects in closely related species are list. If 
there was no appropriate comparator, then (-) was recorded 
4Physiological impacts as determined by the associated reference 
 

Marine fish, and their habitat, are closely linked to the surrounding physical environment, including 
water and sediment quality – all of which could be impacted by the proposed ETF. The main 
commercial fisheries of importance include lobster, sea scallop, herring, mackerel and rock crab, 
however, the Northumberland Strait is an important migration corridor for many other species 
including Atlantic salmon, Atlantic bluefin tuna, American eel, winter skate, and Atlantic cod (86). 
Furthermore, nearshore habitats populated with eel grass are known nurseries for juvenile fishes 
(e.g., Atlantic salmon), or habitat for benthic species including that of the American eel (Anguilla 
rostrata). The American eel plays an important role in Canada's aquatic biodiversity. It has the 
greatest range of any fish species in North America and has supported major commercial, 
recreational, and Aboriginal fisheries (citation). Enlisted as threatened, it is thought that declines in 
abundance are due to habitat degradation, especially in light of pollution (77). Furthermore, 
introduction of an exotic parasite, Anguillicoloides crassus, that infects the swim bladder of American 
eels, is thought to be imposing an additional pressure on the species (87). Others have linked the 
collapse of the European eel to A. crassus, as heavy infections can lead to hemorrhagic lesions, swim 

American eel  
(Anguilla rostrata) None Threatened European eel 

(Anguilla anguilla) 

Gill damage due to 
oxidative stress (42); 
Reduced immunity (42) 

Atlantic cod 
(Gadus morhua) None Endangered - Unknown 

Winter Skate  
(Leucoraja ocellate) None Endangered 

Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 

Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 

Winter Flounder 
(Pleuronectes americanus) None Secure 

Winter flounder 
(Pleuronectes 
americanus) 

Skin lesions, increased 
parasite abundance, 
hepatic lesions, increased 
EROD (67) 

Lumpfish 
(Cyclopterus lumpus) 

None Threatened - Unknown 

Porbeagle 
(Lamna nasus) None Endangered - Unknown 

Spiny dogfish  
(Squalus acanthias) None Special 

concern - Unknown 

White hake 
(Urophycis tenuis) None Endangered - Unknown 
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bladder fibrosis or collapse, skin ulceration, decreased appetite, and reduced swimming 
performance (88). It is well documented that exposure to BKPME reduces immune competence in 
fishes, and this has been associated with higher parasite burdens in some populations (20,22). 
Therefore, the additive effects of A. crassus infection with exposure to BKMPE may present a serious 
concern for populations of American eel and needs to be studied further. In addition to American 
eel, several other species of fish known to inhabit the RWS are listed as endangered by COSEWIC, 
including Winter Skate (89), Atlantic Salmon (82), Atlantic Sturgeon (83), Atlantic Cod (81), Atlantic 
Bluefin Tuna (79), Porbeagle (90), and White Hake (78). 

The Northumberland Strait is home to 15 salmon-bearing rivers, and the populations of Atlantic 
salmon in that area are in decline. As ecological keystone species, the health of salmon populations 
can be viewed as an indicator of overall ecosystem health. The potential impacts of BKPME 
discharged by the proposed ETF are simply not understood, however, in other systems the negative 
impacts on reproduction and immunity are well documented in salmonids (e.g., (26)). The 
Proponent failed to produce any scientific evidence on the effects of their effluent on salmon.  

The Proponent consistently states that their proposed ETF and associated effluent is treated to “a 
level that is non-toxic and meeting regulated (PPER) effluent discharge parameters” (example, page 66, 
(10)). However, there is no empirical evidence characterizing the true chemical properties of the 
effluent. It is unclear how the Proponent can make any informed or accurate predictions on the 
potential environmental impacts on the RWS or the organisms that reside there. Furthermore, it is 
important to note that these regulations are antiquated and are currently undergoing a major 
revision as recent EEM studies indicate that 70% of pulp and paper mills in Canada are impacting 
fish (91). Thus, although they may be true in stating they are within PPER per se, this will certainly 
not be the case in the future. Furthermore, the PPER are designed to prevent effluents that cause 
“acute lethality”, and do not consider effects of long-term chronic exposure. Given the extremely high 
level of concern regarding the potential impacts on fish populations in the RWS, there should be an 
avoidance of harm, disruption or destruction, not simply “acute lethality”. For example, there are 
known effects in fish that are not observed for years subsequent to initial BKPME exposure that 
would seriously impact the health of fish populations in the RWS (e.g., 53). 

Irrespective of that fact, applying a science-based approach, as was claimed by the Proponent, 
would imply the most current available information would be used to inform decisions on effluent 
treatment and discharge. However, this is not the case. For example, a recent publication by Martel 
et al. (2017) discussed recommendations by experts in the field regarding the limits of BOD in 
BKPME that should be followed to prevent deleterious effects on fish populations (4). Therein, the 
authors prescribe a maximum BOD5 of > 20 mg/L as having the greatest probability of no effect on 
finfish reproduction. The study was intended to provide insights for best management practices that 
could be incorporated into mill-specific strategies for achieving minimal or no impact on fish 
reproduction (4). These best practices recommendations should be included in the design or 
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development of any new pulp and paper mill. It is inappropriate for the Proponent to ignore 
recommendations made by scientific consensus. 

The true impacts of the projected effluent should be evaluated using independent laboratory 
exposure studies for all major important species. Furthermore, upon close examination of the body 
of literature cited by both the EARD and FR, it is apparent that the Proponent did not consider the 
large and comprehensive available datasets produced across time and space, where a general 
consensus has been reached on the toxic effects of BKPME to finfish health. 
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7.0 Summary  
The installation of secondary effluent treatment processes across Canada has substantially improved 
effluent quality through reductions of compounds producing acute toxicity, including 
organochlorine discharges and AOX compounds. However, BKPME released in aquatic receiving 
environments still contains bioactive compounds that affect fish metabolism, reproduction, and 
health. Investigations into the substances involved in these negative effects has indicated that wood 
constituents are partly to blame, but that many unidentified and uncharacterized substances in the 
effluent are involved. Thus, despite the improvement in effluents, pulp and paper mills continue to 
exact negative physiological effects on aquatic organisms, and furthermore, a more comprehensive 
understanding of the complete chemical profile of BKPME and associated bioactive properties needs 
to be completed. 

With respect to the project in question, there is simply not enough supporting documentation to 
support the conclusion that there will be no negative effects on aquatic animals and the 
associated ecosystem of Caribou Harbour and the Northumberland Strait. The negative 
physiological effect of BKME has been well described on fishes, included depressed immunity, 
altered reproduction and decreased overall resilience. While effluent plume modelling may have 
some success in predicting the concentration of effluent in receiving waterways, they do not provide 
accurate accounts of the organisms in those waterways, as many are migratory. Furthermore, the 
relative importance of habitat is dynamic over time and space. For example, sensitive habitats of 
near-shore environments represent critical nursery areas for many larval fishes during certain times 
of the year (e.g., post-emergence of salmonid smolts), while for other organisms that are sedentary 
(e.g., mussels), avoidance of deleterious environmental stimulants is not possible. Additionally, the 
predictive modeling fails to account for accumulation of BKPME components over a period 
longer than a month which severely limits any predictive power. And finally, there is no 
description or characterization of the potential for components of the predicted BKPME for 
bioaccumulation, despite the large body of evidence for bioaccumulation of several toxic 
components such as chlorinated organic compounds (69), and wood extractives (8).  

8.0 Conclusion 
There are numerous issues and concerns that are raised in the above document pertaining to the 
effluent characterization and associated impacts to marine fish and fish habitat. For example, there is 
a lack of baseline environmental data, effluent composition data, or data on toxicity of proposed 
effluent to fishes that reside in the RWS. The Proponent appears to ignore the massive body of 
literature on the deleterious physiological impacts of BKPME on finfish, as well as the very real 
potential for bioaccumulation of toxic compounds in the RWS. Furthermore, the FR does not 
acknowledge the most up-to-date scientific recommendations on limits of effluent components (i.e., 
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BOD limits), that are necessary to reduce potential harm to fishes. With respect to the fish species 
potentially at risk, there are 4 species residing within this RWS that are listed as “threatened”, and 6 
species residing within this RWS that are listed as “endangered” by COSEWIC. Additive effects 
involving already stressed populations due to climactic variability and habitat loss, combined with 
the known impacts (e.g., compromised reproductive and immunological systems) of exposure to 
BKPMEs pose a real and significant concern for these species of fish.  

In conclusion, it is of my professional opinion that this Focus Report is deficient in the necessary 
supporting documentation and empirical data regarding the potential impacts of the proposed ETF 
by NPNS on finfish in the Northumberland Strait. 
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Introduction 

Context of this report. 

On October 2, 2019, Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNS) submitted a focus report 

for the replacement effluent treatment facility project for environmental assessment. This focus 

report was requested by Nova Scotia Environment as additional information to support a final 

decision regarding the approval of the environmental assessment for the construction and 

subsequent operation of a new effluent treatment facility including a pipeline to transport treated 

effluent for discharge into the Northumberland Strait. 

 Public comments on the focus report can be made until November 8, 2019. In this 

context, the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, Prince Edward Island Fishermen’s 

Association, and Maritime Fishermen’s Union solicited my expert opinion via Barrister and 

Solicitor, Jamie Simpson of Juniper Law. This report presents my objective, unbiased opinion on 

the potential impact of the new effluent treatment Facility project proposed by NPNS. 

 

Content of this report. 

The report provides first a short summary of my analysis of the focus report. Given my expertise 

in biological Oceanography and Fish Ecology, I conducted an in depth reviewed of parts 4. 

Marine Water and Marine Sediment and 7. Fish and Fish Habitat of the focus report. This second 

part of my report documents the series of issues that I identified with parts 4 and 7 of the focus 

report and relevant appendices (Appendices 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4).   

Finally, a general discussion addressing two main questions is provided: 

- Does NPNS’s submitted materials adequately address the potential risks of bioaccumulation 

of toxins in the marine environment, and if not, what these risks may be? 

- Is NPNS’s assertion that the effluent released into the Strait through the proposed treatment 

system will be less harmful than the effluent currently entering the Strait via the current Boat 

Harbour treatment system (particularly with respect to the release of metals) valid? 

The response to these questions rely on my analysis of the entire focus report, with particular 

attention to parts 2.3 and 2.4 (because of their relevance to the second question listed above) and 

with an in-depth review of parts 4 and 7. 
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Summary  

The results of the focus report in terms of impact of the replacement effluent treatment facility to 

the marine environment are highly dependent on the results from the receiving water study. The 

receiving water study is based on two modelling exercises. The credibility of the results from any 

modelling exercises depends mainly on 1) the robustness of the models, 2) the implementation of 

the models. Reviewing the robustness of these two models is outside my expertise; therefore, I 

did not review the structure of these two models. However, given my modelling skills and 

general knowledge of physical oceanography, I was able to review the implementation of these 

two models. I found a potentially significant issue with the implementation of the far-field 

model: it assumes that the one-month simulation period is enough to represent dilution 

processes that will occur over the several decades of effluent discharge from the proposed 

outfall location. This is an issue, because effluent concentrations are likely to increase over 

time, which will affect future dilution. More details on this issue and other potential issues with 

the receiving water study are provided in the part 4 of this report. 

The terms of reference for the focus report included baseline surveys of the marine fish 

and fish habitat as well as an impact assessment of treated effluent for key marine species 

important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. These surveys and impact 

assessments are especially important given the great concern expressed by the public and the 

government for the potential impact of the proposed work on the value environmental 

component (VEC) “Marine Fish and Fish Habitat”. Indeed, according to the concordance tables 

showed in the focus report (pages 2 and 3, Dillon 2019), 195 public comments (2nd highest 

number) and 34 government comments (4th highest number) were related to the VEC “Marine 

Fish and Fish Habitat”. 

On June 21, 2019, Bill C-68, an act to amend the Fisheries Act and other Acts in 

consequence has received Royal Assent and is now law. This enactment amends the fisheries act 

to “provide measures for the protection of fish and fish habitat with respect to works, 

undertakings or activities that may result in the death of fish or the harmful alteration, disruption 

or destruction of fish habitat”. An important question related to item 7.2. of the terms of 

reference is thus: Can the proposed work lead to the harmful alteration, disruption, or destruction 

of marine fish habitat? 

In my professional opinion, given the information presented in the focus report and 

associated documents, it is impossible to conclude that the proposed work won’t lead to 

harmful alteration, disruption, or destruction of fish habitat. Indeed, I found that baseline 

fish and fish habitat surveys for the marine environment were incomplete and had numerous 

gaps. No surveys of the intertidal zone and of the extent and structure of eelgrass meadows were 

conducted. Furthermore, as described in the focus report and appendix 7.2, the methodology 

used for marine fish habitat surveys is not reproducible, which will prevent future comparison if 

environmental monitoring programs are conducted. 
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Review of part 4. Marine Water and Marine Sediment 

4.1 Baseline Marine Studies 

Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as marine water quality and 

marine sediment) in the vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 

 

Marine water quality 

A baseline water quality study was completed to enable future monitoring of the impact of the 

effluents on water quality and also to be used in the water quality receiving study. Water samples 

were taken on May 24 and 25, 2019 at varying depth and tide cycles. The analysis of the water 

samples that were collected are robust and the concentrations are reliable. However, despite 

proper chemical analysis of collected water samples, the current baseline study of water quality 

is of limited use for future comparison because of its short temporal extent. 

Issue 4.1.1. The marine water quality study was conducted over a period of time too short to 

provide a useful baseline. 

The biochemical properties of marine waters in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, including the 

area of study, are highly dynamic in time and show strong seasonal cycles (Strain et al. 1998, 

Blais et al. 2018). For instance, concentrations in nitrogen and phosphorus, and oxygen demand 

show strong variation in response to seasonal plankton blooms (Blais et al. 2018). These seasonal 

cycles vary in their timing from year to year and any comparison of chemical properties of 

marine water through time needs to capture these seasonal cycles. The marine water quality 

baseline study conducted as part of the focus report does not provide sufficient temporal 

information to enable future monitoring of change in water quality.  

Suggestion. Conduct a new study of the chemical properties of marine water in the proposed 

work area with sample collection extended throughout the year  

 

Sediment quality 

A baseline study of the sediment chemical composition was conducted to characterize the 

materials that may be excavated and potentially permanently sidecast or disposed of during the 

construction phase. Sediment samples were collected along the length of the proposed pipeline 

corridor and in the vicinity of the preferred outfall location.  

Issue 4.1.2. The sediment in Pictou Harbour showed concerning levels of harmful chemical 

concentrations. 
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Results indicated that many chemical concentrations exceed levels of Canadian Environmental 

Protection Act Disposal at Sea for Pictou Harbour. This included Total PAH, 2-

Methylnaphthalene, acenaphthene, fluorine, naphthalene, arsenic, and cooper. This raises 

concerns for the future excavation of the sediment in Pictou Harbour.  

Because of the lack of baseline data (Romo et al. 2019), it is difficult to affirm that these elevated 

concentrations of Total PAH, 2-Methylnaphthalene, acenaphthene, fluorine, naphthalene, 

arsenic, cooper and lead are related to the past and ongoing effluents discharged from Boat 

Harbour. However, given the results from the far field modelling study, which indicates that 

effluent from the existing dam discharge at Boat Harbour can accumulate in Pictou Harbour 

(Figure 4.2-6 of Focus Report, Dillon 2019), there is a high likelihood that these elevated 

concentrations of harmful chemicals are related to current effluent discharge in Boat Harbour. 

This is a significant concern for any future effluent discharge in the Northumberland Strait, and 

supports the adoption of the precautionary approach. 

 

4.2 Receiving Water Study 

Update the receiving water study to model for all potential contaminants of concern in the 

receiving environment (based on the results of the effluent characterization and/or other 

relevant studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water quality data for 

Caribou Harbour must be applied to this study. Refer also to Addendum 3.0. 

 

The receiving water study is a key component of the focus report and the results from this 

study are used in section 7.3. to evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed work on 

marine fish and fish habitat. If the results are inaccurate then conclusion in section 7.3 of the 

focus report needs to be revised. 

The receiving water study was conducted using a far-field hydrodynamic model (Mike 21) and a 

near-field hydrodynamics model (Cormix). Results from the far-field hydrodynamic model were 

then used into the near-field model. Evaluating the robustness of these models is outside my area 

of expertise and would require a professional physical oceanographer familiar with these two 

models. Even if a model is robust, the accuracy of the results depends heavily on the proper 

implementation of the models. Given with my expertise in biological modelling and my general 

knowledge of physical oceanography, I was able to review the implementation of the far-field 

model and of its results. 

I identified three issues that require clarifications. Issue 4.2.1 and potentially 4.2.2 could have 

serious implications for the credibility of the results of the receiving water study.  
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Issue 4.2.1. Concern that a one-month simulation is not sufficient to capture cumulative impacts 

of effluent waters over many years. 

One specific objective of the receiving water study was to model the dispersion of effluent 

characteristics in order to evaluate potential for cumulative effects. This was done using a far-

field hydrodynamic modelling using the MIKE 21 model. Model simulations were conducted for 

a period of one month (simulation time) and the reported results show effluent concentrations at 

the end of this one-month simulation period (Figures 4.2-3 and 4.2-4 of focus report). My major 

concern is that the one-month simulation period is not sufficient to evaluate the cumulative 

impacts of effluent waters released continuously for several years, possibly decades. On 

figure 41 of Appendix 4.2 of the focus report, we can notice positive trends in simulated effluent 

concentrations at the 8 locations located at 100 m from the outfall (Figure 1 of this report). These 

trends suggest an accumulation. As stated by the focus report, the concentration remains low at 

the end of the simulation period. However, one can ask given trends observed in Figure 41, what 

would the final concentrations after a simulation period of several months or several years? This 

question needs to be addressed given its implication for future monitoring of potential 

impacts on marine life. 

 

 

Figure 1. Simulated effluent concentrations at three locations at a 100 m radius of the Outfall Discharge 

in July. Figure 41 from Stantec (2019). The time series of simulated concentrations show positive trends 

through time, which indicates accumulation. Only 3 of the 8 model locations are shown here, but 

increasing trends in concentration are visible at the 8 locations in Figure 41 in Stantec (2019). 
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Issue 4.2.2. It is not clear how the discharge is incorporated into the model.  

The flow parameter is clearly specific (85,000 m3 / day), but it is unclear how the discharge is 

released. One would expect that a discharge of ~3,542 m3 is released at every time step (60 

minutes) of the model. However, this is not mentioned in the description of the model 

implementation. This issue aligns with a previous comment from the reviewer from ECCC that 

the “explanatory details provided on far-field simulations are very brief and do not permit a full 

appreciation of the model’s robustness or the credibility of its results” (page 4 of Addendum 

3.0). The figures provided in the report and in appendix 4.2 do not capture the continuous nature 

of the discharge of effluent water. This casts some doubts on the model implantation and 

credibility of results. This is especially concerning in the light of comment on page 8 of focus 

report on which it is written that the model assumes that “no background concentrations are 

present”. Does that mean that background concentration from a previous time step or resulting 

from accumulation over months or years is not considered? 

 

Issue 4.2.3. Conditions during the months of February and July are unlikely to reflect year-round 

conditions.  

The focus report included a simulation for the month of February in response to comments from 

Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) and Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) – 

Addendum 3.0. The concern was that the presence of ice in the winter modifies stratification of 

water column and thus could affect dispersion rates. The appendix 4.2 of focus report now states 

on page 2.28 that the two scenarios (July and February) “will be able to envelope the year-round 

physical oceanographic and hydrodynamic environments for modeling effluent dispersion”. 

However, given that wind is a main driver of ocean circulation and that winds vary drastically in 

both their direction and amplitude across seasons in the study area, we can expect that 

simulations for the months of July and February are unlikely to reflect spring and fall conditions. 

This is especially true for the fall season, during which winds are generally stronger. 

 

4.3 Sediment transport modeling 

Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to understand the impacts of 

potential accumulation of sediment within near-field and far-field model areas. This should 

include chemical and physical characterization of the solids proposed to be discharged by 

NPNS as well as a discussion of how these solids will interact with the marine sediments 

and what the potential impact will be on the marine environment as a result. 

The focus report was tasked with discussing how the solids discharged by NPNS can impact the 

marine environment. Based on the modeling results and observed currents in the area, the focus 

report concluded that “effluent sedimentation is not likely to occur in the proposed diffuser 
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area”. Therefore, effluent sediment will not have a significant impact on the marine benthic 

environment” (page 102, Dillon 2019). The focus report only looked at the risks of sedimentation 

of total suspended solids (TSS) and potential subsequent impacts on the benthic environment. 

They omitted to evaluate other impacts that TSS can have such as light attenuation in the water 

column.     

Issue 4.3.1. The report does not discuss potential impacts that release of total suspended solids 

may have on light attenuation and subsequently on the growth of eelgrass and seaweed in the 

local and regional assessment area. 

Light and temperature are the two main parameters controlling the growth of marine flora such 

as eelgrass and seaweed. Eelgrass beds have been shown to be very sensitive to change in light 

intensity as a result of human disturbance (Larkum et al. 2006). Given that the dredging of 

marine sediments will result in an increase in the TSS in the water column, this will reduce light 

intensity, which has the potential to impact eelgrass meadows adjacent to the proposed work 

area. However, the NPNS environmental impact assessment and focus report did not consider the 

potential impacts that added TSS in the water column can have on eelgrass and seaweed beds. 

 

 

Review of part 7. Fish and Fish Habitat 

7.1 Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater 

environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada.  

Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater environment, to the 

satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

I reviewed the freshwater Fish and Fish habitat surveys and did not find any significant issue. 

 

7.2 Fish Habitat Baseline Survey 

Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, to the satisfaction of 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

 

Environmental impacts of a development project are best evaluated using before-after-control-

impact (BACI) design studies. Baseline surveys conducted before project construction are thus 

necessary to enable future evaluation of the environmental impacts by the company or by any 

other groups who wish to do so. To be useful, data from baseline surveys need to be collected in 

a thorough and reproducible manner. 
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An underwater benthic habitat survey (UBHS) was conducted from May 3 to 7, 2019 in 

Caribou Harbour and Pictou Harbour. The objectives of the survey were: i) to identify what 

habitat types are present; ii) to identify what benthic (bottom) communities are present; iii) to 

determine if eelgrass is present; and iv) to describe what vegetation species are present (Dillon 

2019). As well as this, a side-scan survey was conducted to characterize substrate in the 

proposed project area. I found numerous issues with the Fish Habitat Baseline Survey. These 

issues are described below. 

 

Issue 7.2.1. The baseline survey is too short to capture seasonality in species distribution, growth 

and life-history. 

The fish habitat baseline survey was conducted over a very short period of four days from May 3 

to 7. In regions with strong seasonal fluctuations in climate such as the proposed work area, 

seasonality is a prominent feature governing many aspects of marine species life, including 

distribution, growth, survival, and recruitment. For instance, lobster larvae are released in the 

water column during the summer and settled to the bottom late summer / fall (Annis 2005). 

Similarly, juvenile Atlantic cod and other groundfish adopt a bottom life style in September – 

October and thus density of juvenile cod and other groundfish is higher in nearshore water in the 

fall (Methven and Bajdik 1994). Growth of eelgrass is maximal during warmer summer months 

and thus the extent of eelgrass meadows is maximal in early fall before winter die-offs (Larkum 

et al. 2006). Some migratory benthic fish species such as halibut migrate from winter deep 

spawning areas to summer shallow feeding areas (Le Bris et al. 2019). Those are a few examples 

of how seasonality governs life-history of fish and fish habitat Atlantic Canada. To be useful, 

baseline surveys need to capture this seasonality. Because of its very short duration, the fish 

and fish habitat baseline survey conducted as part of the focus report did not capture the 

seasonal variation in fish communities and fish habitat; therefore, it has limited value as a 

baseline survey. 

 

Suggestion. Conduct a fish habitat baseline survey at multiple times of the year to capture 

seasonal variations. 

 

Issue 7.2.2. The extent (surface area) of eelgrass meadows in the vicinity of proposed work was 

not measured. As well as this, the methodology used in the marine baseline habitat surveys does 

not provide the necessary information to enable future comparison as part of an environmental 

monitoring program. 

The underwater benthic habitat survey indicated that eelgrass was present in Caribou Harbour in 

the vicinity of the proposed work (Dillon 2019).  Eelgrass (Zostera marina) is the only seagrass 
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species (i.e. marine flowering plants) found in Canada. Seagrass meadows are among the most 

productive ecosystems on the planet (Cullen-Unsworth and Unsworth 2018). For instance, 

seagrass meadows sustain global fisheries production (Unsworth et al. 2019) and are responsible 

for more than 10% of global carbon sequestration annually (Fourqurean et al. 2012). 

Consequently, the global decline in seagrass extent has been a great concern for ocean health 

(Cullen-Unsworth and Unsworth 2018, Orth et al. 2006, Waycott et al. 2009). In Canada, 

eelgrass is considered an ecologically significant species because a disturbance to eelgrass 

meadows has substantially greater ecological consequences than a disturbance of equal 

magnitude on most other species in the community (DFO 2009). Eelgrass has been shown to be 

particularly important for juvenile fish, including juvenile Atlantic cod, because it offers shelter 

from predators, thus reducing predation risks (Gorman et al. 2009). A complete survey of 

eelgrass meadows adjacent to any coastal development or new human activities should be 

included in marine fish habitat baseline surveys. 

It has long been demonstrated that excessive nutrient inputs can reduce growth, density, and 

biomass of eelgrass meadows (Short et al. 1995). Furthermore, eelgrass has minimum light 

requirements to grow and it is thus highly sensitive to change in turbidity (Larkum et al. 2006). 

Therefore, in order to evaluate in the future if the effluent is impacting eelgrass meadows in the 

area, it is necessary to properly measure: 

 The extent of the eelgrass meadows (i.e. surface area).  

 The percentage cover of the meadows in a given area. 

 The density of the eelgrass meadows (density of shoot).  

 The canopy height (average leaf length). 

Measuring the above characteristics can be relatively easily done through snorkelling / SCUBA 

Diving survey and analyses of satellite imagery (Wilson et al. 2019) or of aerial photography 

taken by planes or by drones (Duffy et al. 2018). The work conducted as part of the fish habitat 

baseline surveys for the marine environment only recorded the presence / absence of eelgrass 

along video transect lines. This is insufficient to enable future monitoring of the potential 

impacts on eelgrass meadows of the proposed project. 

Suggestion. A complete survey of eelgrass meadows adjacent to the proposed work area should 

be completed. This should include eelgrass meadows that can be impacted by either the transport 

of effluent materials or by the physical work that will be conducted to install the pipeline and 

which could result in re-suspension of sediment and thus reduction in light intensity. Eelgrass 

meadows potentially located along Caribou Island, Munroes Island and along the coast outside 

Pictou Harbour should be surveyed. Such survey should follow the methodology developed by 

the Global Seagrass Monitoring Network (www.seagrass.net) in addition to measuring the full 

extent (surface areas) of each meadow encountered. 
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Issue 7.2.3. The methodology used to analyze images from the underwater benthic habitat video 

survey is not well detailed and sometimes subjective, which will impede comparison of results 

with potential future monitoring studies. 

The detailed video analysis presented in Appendix 7.2. quantified the percent cover of each 

substrate categories at each transect. The methodology used to estimate percent cover is not 

explained. An approach that can be used to limit observer bias when quantifying percent cover 

from images or videos is to divide the image frame in numerous grid cells using and count the 

presence / absence in each grid cell. Because of the lack of mythological explanation in focus 

report and Appendix 7.2, it is unclear if the percent cover analysis was done using a grid on the 

images or not. As well as this, to quantify percent cover from videos require to stop the video at 

specific time interval (e.g. every minute). Unfortunately, no details are provided on how video 

images were analyzed. Finally, distribution of macro faunal species was estimated using a semi-

quantitative approach (page 6 of Appendix 7.2.). A quantitative approach could have been easily 

employed by, again, dividing the images in numerous grid cells and counting the presence / 

absence in each grid cell. Such approach would have provided more reproducible results. 

Suggestion. More details on the video analysis methodology should be provided to enable an 

evaluation of the performance of the marine fish habitat survey and, most importantly, to 

evaluate if the survey is reproducible in the future. A more quantitative approach should be used 

for the estimation of substrate percent cover and for distribution of macro faunal species. 

 

Issue 7.2.4. Only a survey of the benthic habitat was conducted. No survey of the pelagic (in the 

water column) and intertidal zones (zone between low and high tide mark) was conducted. 

Fish habitat is defined in subsection 2(1) of the Fisheries Act to include “all waters frequented by 

fish and any other areas upon which fish depend directly or indirectly to carry out their life 

processes”. Based on this definition, not only the bottom but the entire water column should have 

been surveyed, including the intertidal zone. Water quality analyses were conducted in section 4 

of the focus report but no survey of the biological communities (phytoplankton, zooplankton and 

ichtyoplankton) was provided.  These are important species communities at the base of the food 

web that drives future recruitment of marine fish species important for commercial, recreational 

and Aboriginal fisheries. As well as this, no survey of the intertidal zone was conducted. The 

intertidal zone is home to communities of species specifically adapted to this environment and 

that constitute important food source for many coastal fish species. Without proper surveys of 

the intertidal and pelagic zones, the future impact of the proposed work will be impossible to 

monitor because of the lack of baseline information. 
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Other minor issues: 

 The justification for the choice of the classification scheme for substrate type was not 

provided (Appendix 7.2, page 6). There is also one size class missing between “Boulder 

(>25 cm)” and “Cobble (3-13 cm)”. 

 The term “high-level video analysis” is used on numerous occasions in the report on the 

marine fish habitat baseline survey (Appendix 7.2) without being defined. The 

superlative “high" is subjective. 

 

 

7.3 Impact Assessment for Marine Fish 

Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish 

species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be 

based upon updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding of expected 

movement of contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be agreed upon by NSE in 

consultation with relevant federal departments. 

 

The focus report conducted an additional impact assessment of treated effluents on representative 

key marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. Despite 

the presence of numerous fish species in the area, including species important for commercial, 

recreational and Aboriginal fisheries, the focus report concluded that “no significant residual 

impacts to marine water quality are expected to arise on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result 

of this project” (page 123, Dillon 2019). This conclusion is driven uniquely by the results of 

the receiving water modelling study, which indicated that beyond a zone < 5 m from the 

diffuser, water parameters will match marine baseline data in the Northumberland Strait. 

If the predictions from the receiving water study are inaccurate, then the conclusion of the focus 

report regarding potential impacts on marine life is not valid. As noted above, there is some 

doubt regarding the credibility of the results of the modelling studies. Regardless of the type of 

model, any results from modelling studies should be taken with caution given that modelling 

exercises always require assumptions – and the precautionary approach principle must be 

applied. 

On top of the potential issues with the receiving water study, I noticed several issues in the 

study of distribution of marine fish species in the proposed work area. These issues are 

presented below. 

Issue 7.3.1 The “Distribution of Marine Fish and Fish Habitat in Study area” part of the section 

7.3. is insufficient. 
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The focus report only uses the results from the Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey (UBHS) to 

describe the distribution of marine finfish in the study area and stated that “marine invertebrates 

and marine fin-fish species sightings were rare and were not found in any abundance” (page 127, 

Dillon 2019). This survey was conducted using a towed camera and was design to survey benthic 

substrate. This is not a proper methodology to survey highly mobile species such as fin-fish, 

because they can easily escape the camera field of view.  

As well as this, the focus report failed to recognize that the regional assessment area for this 

project is one of the regions with the historical highest diversity of fish species in the southern 

Gulf of St. Lawrence and that the region is considered as an Ecologically and Biologically 

Significant Area (Rondeau et al. 2016). 

Issue 7.3.2. The mitigation measures proposed in table 7.3-2 are often vague and not specific to 

each indicator and / or potential effect.  

For instance, one mitigation measure for the physical disturbance of plankton diversity and 

abundance is to stage the work according to fisheries timing windows. This does not make sense 

because there is no fishery for planktonic species. Similarly, the same mitigation measure is 

proposed to reduce impact on lobster and avoid sensitive stages. Sensitive stages are not defined. 

They could include larvae stages, young of the year, or egg-bearing females. Clarification on 

how mitigation measures will address each species indicator and potential effects are required. 

Issue 7.3.3. Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) is not evaluated in the potential 

impacts to important fisheries of commercial, recreational, and Aboriginal value within the 

project area and the likelihood of occurrence of Atlantic halibut in the LAA should be revised 

from low to medium-high. 

Atlantic halibut is a species of growing commercial value in Atlantic Canada. Its value 

has increased from 6.6 million dollars in 1995 to 59.8 million dollars in 2017 and it is now the 

third most valuable fin-fish fishery in the country (https://www.dfo-

mpo.gc.ca/stats/commercial/sea-maritimes-eng.htm). Accompanying the growth in population 

abundance, the population has expanded its distribution (Boudreau…) and halibut is now 

commonly present in the eastern part of the Northumberland Strait. Indeed, figures from the most 

recent halibut stock assessment report (DFO 2019) show that halibut is commonly caught in 

scientific surveys (Figure 2) and in commercial catches (Figure 3) in the eastern Northumberland 

Strait in the vicinity of the Marine Regional Local Assessment Areas. Finally, recent tracking of 

halibut using pop-up satellite archival tags has revealed that a halibut tagged in on the northeast 

side of Prince Edward Island (46.543°N; 62.218°W) on November 11, 2014, for which the 

tagged popped-up near Port Hood Nova Scotia (46.956°N; 62.608°W) on August 20, 2015 spent 

several days from June 18, 2015 to June 30, 2015 inside the regional assessment area and the 

local assessment area (Figure 4). This indicates that the area of interest is a summer feeding area 

for Atlantic halibut. Tracking of other Atlantic halibut using pop-up satellite archival tags in the 
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same region revealed that other tagged Atlantic halibut used the eastern part of the 

Northumberland strait as a summer feeding area (James et al. In Review).  

The focus report did not consider the Atlantic halibut fisheries in its review because the 

likelihood of occurrence of Atlantic halibut in the LAA was evaluated as low. The likelihood of 

occurrence of Atlantic halibut in the LAA was evaluated as low because it was based on 

information from one study with data up to 2013. Thus the evaluation did not consider the 

recent changes in Atlantic population abundance and distribution. Based on information 

provided here, the likelihood of occurrence in the LAA in the Appendix 7.3 should be revised 

from low to medium. Atlantic halibut should be included in the list of species likely to Inhabit 

the study area (table 3-11 of Appendix 7.3) and in the Commercial, Recreational and Indigenous 

Fisheries Resources and Use in the Study Area part of the focus report. 

 

 

Figure 2. Probability of occurrence of Atlantic halibut in catches made during mobile gear research 

surveys, per 5-minute square. Figure from DFO (2019). 
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Figure 3. Distribution of Atlantic halibut catches per 10-minute square for the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 

fishing seasons combined. Figure from DFO (2019). 

 

Figure 4. Probability distribution of Atlantic halibut equipped with pop-up satellite archival tag 

#14P0060 between June 18 and June 30, 2015. Black circle and triangle indicates tagging and tag pop-up 

locations, on November 11, 2014 and August 20, 2015, respectively. Data from James et al. (In review). 

 

Other minor issues. 
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 In the summary of section 7.3., the additional work listed on page 122 is incorrect. No 

survey of benthic, planktonic and fish species was done in section 4.1. or 7.1. as 

indicated. 

 Plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides) is often referred to as Atlantic Plaice (pages 132, 

133 and 142 of focus report and 3.29, 3.37, 4.22, and Appendix D of Appendix 7.3.). The 

proper common name is American plaice. 

 

7.5 Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate potential 

impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due to potential large and rapid 

fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during 

low production or maintenance shut down periods. 

This question is more related to the engineering part of the project and is outside the scope of my 

expertise. 

 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

 

The first question that I address here is: Is the Northern Pulp’s assertion that the effluent 

released into the Strait through the proposed treatment system will be less harmful than 

the effluent currently entering the Strait via the current Boat Harbour treatment system 

(particularly with respect to the release of metals) is valid? 

The comparison of the treated and untreated effluents from current Boat Harbour 

treatment system and predicted effluents from new proposed treatment system suggested that 

they will have similar characteristics regarding Total Suspended Solid, Total Nitrogen and Total 

Phosphorus. However, no information is provided on the concertation of metals (i.e. arsenic, 

lead, manganese, cadmium, etc.) that will be released in the new treatment facility in comparison 

to the current Boat Harbour treatment system. The new treatment facility will increase the 

dilution of the effluent in the Strait because it is located in a zone with more intense currents; 

however, it cannot be concluded that it will be less harmful to the environment because we 

do not have information on the concentrations of metals that will be released with the new 

treatment facility.  
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The second question that I address here is: Does the materials submitted by Northern Pulp 

adequately address the potential risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the marine 

environment? In my opinion, the focus report from NPNS does not adequately address the 

potential risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the environment. 

The evaluation of the risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in the marine environment in the 

focus report relies mostly on the results from the receiving water study. A major assumption of 

the receiving water study is that the one-month simulation conducted in the far-field modelling is 

representative of the entire time period (possibly several decades) during which effluent will be 

discharged. The model assumes that no background effluent concentrations are present at the 

start of the one-month simulation period. By the end of the one-month simulation period, effluent 

concentrations are still low; however, we can notice an increase in these concentrations through 

time (see details above in part 4.2). Thus an important question is: what would be the values of 

effluent concentrations and dilution factors if the simulation period was extended to several 

years? This is a very important point that aligns with the focus report addendum point 3.0, which 

requires clarification on potentially overestimated dilution ratios and distances. 

A second assumption is that climatic and oceanographic conditions in July and February 

are representative of the full year, and that conditions observed in 2019 are representative of 

future climatic and oceanographic conditions. This assumption is unlikely to be met given the 

seasonality in climatic and oceanographic conditions in the region with predominant storms in 

the late summer and fall, and given the risks for an increase in the frequency and intensity of 

storms with climate change. No uncertainty around predictions are provided with the results of 

the receiving water study, and little sensitivity analyses of the input parameters such as 

temperature, salinity, wind forcing were conducted.  Modelling exercises always have limitations 

and characterizing uncertainty and conducting sensitivity analyses are required to gain trust of 

the results of any modelling study. Without in depth uncertainty characterization and thorough 

sensitivity analyses, the precautionary principle should apply. 

To conclude, 

i) the focus report does not demonstrate that the new effluent treatment facility will be 

less harmful to the environment that the current Boat Harbour treatment system 

(medium confidence)  

ii) the focus report does not adequately address the risks of bioaccumulation of toxins in 

the marine environment (medium confidence) 

iii) the baseline surveys are insufficient to evaluate the impacts of the effluent on the 

marine environment in the future (high confidence). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

CrustiPath was engaged by Juniper Law on behalf of the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, PEI 
Fishermen's Association, and Maritime Fishermen's Union to review the October 2019 Focus Report 
provided by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) on its proposed replacement effluent treatment facility 
and provide opinions, within the limits of their expertise, on the potential environmental impacts of the 
proposed project on fisheries and the marine environment within the Northumberland Strait.  

Inconsistencies were noted in NPNS’s Focus Report regarding the reporting of the Reportable Detection 
Limits (RDLs) and summary statistics for metals in the Caribou Harbour background water samples and 
associated summary statistics in Appendices B-1 (n =14) and B-2 (n = 5) of Appendix 7.3 and Appendix 
2.3 (n = 6).  These inconsistencies could not be investigated completely as portions of the raw data and 
associated quality assurance information could not be found within the Focus Report documents or the 
EARD.  Review of available data and quality assurance information from other water sampling sites (Raw 
Water, Point ‘A’, Point ‘C’) suggests that the background concentration of many metals in Caribou 
Harbour are ‘not detectable’, as reported in Appendix 2.3, and so are at least 10—fold lower than the 
concentrations indicated in Appendix 7.3, Table 4-3 and Table 7.3-1 ‘Marine Water Quality COPCs and 
Estimated Dilution’.  If these much lower background values are confirmed, then the values for ‘Distance 
(m) from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution Ratios’ in Table 7.3-1 will need to be 
reviewed and possibly revised.  This could be significant if some of the revised values are greater than 
the Local Assessment Area (LAA) which is defined in the Focus Report, in part, as a 200 m radius around 
the effluent discharge point. 
 
From a crustacean health perspective, it is concerning that of the nine metals (aluminum, barium, 
cadmium copper, iron, manganese, mercury, phosphorus, zinc) which had higher concentrations in the 
effluent than background water, all but cadmium were dropped from the screening process for 
Chemicals of Potential Concern (COPC) with respect to water quality due to a lack of Canadian Water 
Quality Guidelines.  If many background water metal levels are confirmed to be ‘not detectable’, the list 
of metals in effluent higher than background water will likely expand.  Metals, especially copper, are 
recognised as acute (short term) toxins to American lobster and other marine crustaceans.  There is 
insufficient information in the literature, the Focus Report or the EARD on the effects of sub-acute 
(medium term) or chronic (long-term) exposure to low levels of metals, directly or through 
bioaccumulation, on the American lobster.  The Focus Report indicates custom toxicity tests have been 
developed for lobster larvae.  It would be preferable to see an unequivocal commitment to use them in 
any future effluent toxicity testing.  Inclusion of chronic exposure of adults, eggs and generational 
testing is also encouraged. 
 
Anthropogenic noise (seismic testing, mechanical) is increasingly recognised as potentially harmful to 
marine life, including warm water lobster species, with even short exposures having long term negative 
effects on behaviour or increasing mortality levels.  Exposure to high intensity sound is listed as a 
recognised interaction during the construction (three months) and operation and maintenance (several 
decades) phases of the project.  These interactions were not considered significant as the exposures 
were short. Assessment of the potential for negative effects on larval, juvenile and adult American 
lobsters and eggs exposed to high intensity sounds is warranted. 
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No reference to the potential impact, if any, of the high temperature effluent in the 4 km of pipeline 
might have on the temperature of the overlying sediment or water column was found. This may be 
relevant as larval lobster drifting in the water column are susceptible to high temperatures.  The 
movements of juvenile and adult lobsters on the ocean floor could be modified as they would likely 
move to avoid temperatures above their tolerance limits. 
 
Overall, there were reporting errors noted that need to be evaluated for any effect on ‘distance from 
diffuser that ambient conditions are reached’ and screening for COPCs.  The exclusion of many metals 
from the list of COPC and minimal information on bioaccumulation is concerning as metals are known to 
be toxic to American lobster. A stronger commitment to the inclusion of developed custom lobster larval 
effluent toxicity assays in EEM and long-term adult and generational studies is encouraged.  Further 
evaluations on the potential effects of exposure to high intensity sounds and thermal effects, if any, 
from the 4 km of pipeline, during the life of the project are recommended.  
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EXPERTISE 

 
 

 
               

 
 

 
 

 
SCOPE OF REVIEW 

 
A general review of the pertinent sections of the Focus Report and associated Appendices (1.2, 2.3, 2.4, 
4.1, 4.2, 7.3, 7.4, 9.1, and 9.2) and EARD was completed with a specific interest on potential effect of the 
treated effluent on crustaceans.  Provided references in the Focus Report and Appendices, as available, 
were reviewed.  This led to a focus on metal concentrations in the current treated effluent as these are 
meant to be surrogates for metal concentrations in the proposed treated effluent and background water 
quality.  Inconsistencies in reporting were noted in the raw data summary tables for metals in Caribou 
Harbour (background).  These were followed up in detail including how inconsistencies might affect 
other tables and calculations and implications as carried through the associated Appendices and the 
Focus Report.  This represents the bulk of the material presented in this report given time constraints. 
Information on the known toxic effects of metals on American lobsters and other crustaceans and, 
short- and long-term effects of seismic testing on plankton and adult warm water lobsters, respectively 
is also provided.   
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GLOSSARY 

CMC Criterion Maximum Concentration 

CCC Criterion Continuous Concentration 

CCME Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment 

CWQG  Canadian Water Quality Guidelines 

COPC Chemicals of Potential Concern 

DACVP Diplomate American College of Veterinary Pathology 

Dataset  the numbers, or values, used for evaluation 

DVM  Doctor of Veterinary Medicine 

EARD Environmental Assessment Registration Document 

EEM Environmental Effects Monitoring 

Maximum the largest value in a dataset 

Mean the average value in a dataset (sum of all values / number of values) 

Median  the middle value of set of values arranged in ascending order 

Minimum the smallest value in a dataset 

MVSc Master of Veterinary Science 

n The number of values in a dataset 

ND “A non-detect value is a laboratory assigned concentration that indicates the 
concentration of that parameter in the sample is below the level that could be detected 
or reliably quantified by the laboratory using a particular analytical method.” 

NG not given 

NPNS   Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

PPER Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations 

Range the difference between the largest and smallest values in a dataset 

RDL reportable detection limit; the lowest value that an assay/test can detect in a sample 

Standard 
Deviation 

a measure of the amount of variation in a dataset 
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INCONSISTENCIES NOTED IN THE PROVIDED DATA BY SECTION  

Throughout the Focus Report, tables often reported means without standard deviations and/or 
reported medians without a range or did not indicate if a mean or median value was being presented. 
Attempts were made to examine the raw data to better understand which values were being reported 
in the tables; however, some of the data could not be found in the Appendices.  As metals e.g., copper, 
cobalt, cadmium and zinc, are recognised toxins for American lobsters and other crustaceans  (Johnson 
& Gentile, 1979; Maharajan, Rajalakshmi, Vijayakumaran, & Kumarasamy, 2012; Maharajan et al., 2011; 
McLeese, 1974; Mercaldo-Allen & Kuropat, 1994) the raw data for tables with information on metal 
concentrations in water were examined in the most detail.  
 
1. Focus Report Section 2.  ‘Project Description’ 

In Section 2.3 of the Focus Report ‘Characterization of the Effluent’ and its associated Appendix 
2.3, neither the raw data for the indicated May 29, 2018 Point C (treated effluent) nor the data 
collected during annual testing by NPNS since 2015 could be located. Appendix E-2 of Appendix 
7.3 suggests sampling dates of Feb 25, 2015, Oct 2, 2016 and Feb 23, 2017. Consequently, 
verification or determination of range (max and min) or standard deviations was not possible.  
Providing standard deviations and range in addition to the average, or mean, values would 
have provided a better indication of the variation in the data.  
 

Table A. Summary of water quality and effluent samples that were indicated as collected for use in the focus report and 
those for which raw data could be found. 

Freshwater 
‘Raw’ Point ‘A’ Point ‘C’ Caribou Harbour 

Sampled Data 
Available Sampled Data 

Available Sampled Data 
Available Sampled Data 

Available 

Apr 24/18 Yes May 29/18 Yes May 29/18 Not found 
May 24/19 13:00 

(CH-BOF 1-2  outfall, flooding, 
bottom 20m) 

Yes 

May 14/19 Yes May 14/19 Yes May 14/19 Yes 
May 24/19  13:30 

(CH-BOF 1-1  outfall, flooding, 
surface 0.5 m) 

Yes 

    July 17/19 Yes 

May 25/19 17:00 
Caribou Seawater 1  

(Caribou Harbour, ebbing,  
surface 0.5m) 

Yes 

    

Annual testing data 
collected since 

2015 
(dates in Appendix E-

2, of Appendix 7.3 
 suggest  n = 3) 

Not found 

May 25/19 17:00 
Caribou Seawater 2  

(Caribou Harbour, ebbing, 
bottom 3m) 

Not found 

      
May 25/19 18:15  

(CH-B 2-1  outfall, ebbing, 
surface 0.5m) 

Yes 

      
May 25/19  18:15  

(CH-B 2-2  outfall, ebbing, 
bottom 21m) 

Yes 

      May 25/19  18:15 (2-W1) 
Not defined in Table 4.1-1 

phenol 
results only 

      
October 2018 for chemical 
characterization at diffuser 

site? 
Not found 

      
June 2019 for chemical 

characterization at diffuser 
site? 

Not found 
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Water quality data for ‘May 25/19 17:00 Caribou Seawater 2’, October 2018, and June 2019 
could not be located.  Only phenol data were available for site labelled ‘2-W-1, Caribou 
Harbour, May 25, 2019’. These findings are summarised in Table A of this report.   
 
Table 1-3 ‘Analytical Results, Metals’, in Section 1.3.2 ‘Metals’ of Appendix 2.3 (n = 6) reports 
some metal concentrations in Caribou Harbour as ND, defined in Table 2.3-2 of the Focus 
Report as “ND = Non-Detect. A non-detect value is a laboratory assigned concentration that 
indicates the concentration of that parameter in the sample is below the level that could be 
detected or reliably quantified by the laboratory using a particular analytical method.”  This is 
consistent with results from the five May 2019 samples which are available for review.  This 
contrasts markedly with results presented in Table 4-3 ‘Marine Water Quality COPCs and 
Estimated Dilution’ of Appendix 7.3 (which also appears as Table 7.3-1 in the Focus Report) 
where the ‘Median Background Quality’ values for 2019 are reported.  Here, median 
background levels for metals are 10-fold greater than their reportable detection limits (RDLs) 
(see item 2, following). 
 
Table 1-3: ‘Analytical Results, Metals’ also has a footnote for the Caribou Harbour cadmium 
results “Cadmium of 0.12 μg/l was detected in one Caribou Harbour sample, all others were below 
the 0.1 μg/l detection limit.”  The actual detection limit for cadmium appears to be 0.01 μg/l (see 
item 2, following). 

 
2. Appendix 7.3, Section 3.  ‘Existing Environment’ 

 
Section 3.1.1 ‘Background Water Quality’ indicates that water samples were collected for 
chemical characterisation in October 2018, May 2019, and June 2019 (eight within Caribou 
Harbour along the pipeline and 14 within the effluent mixing zone).  The summary and 
individual values are supposed to be found in Appendix B.  No individual data or quality 
assurance data were found other than that for the five May 24 and May 25, 2019 samples at 
the end of Appendix 2.3 ‘Raw and Treated Effluent Characterisation’ under ‘Caribou Harbour’ 
(see Table A, this report).  Summary data for ‘Background Water Quality at Diffuser Location 
(2018-2019) are provided in Appendix B-1 (with 1 - 14 samples evaluated depending on 
parameter = ‘count’; all metals indicate n = 14).  Summary data for ‘Background Water Quality 
at Pipeline Corridor (2018 – 2019)’ (from 1 - 5 samples evaluated, depending on the 
parameter; n = 5 for all metals) are presented in Appendix B-2.   

 
All (14/14 and 5/5) values for copper in Appendices B-1 and B-2, respectively, were recorded as 
below their RDL in the column ‘Count (<RDL)’.  According to the quality assurance data in 
Appendix 2.3, water quality results for other sites, and suggested by a value of <0.5 μg/l 
appearing in the minimum value column in Appendix B-1, the RDL for copper is assumed to be 
0.5 μg/l.  Yet, Appendix 7.3, Section 3.1.6 ‘Metals’, states that “Two metals (copper and nickel) 
were reported in one or more surface water samples, taken along the pipeline route or diffuser 
location, above the EPA chronic screening level criteria (3.73 µg/L and 8.28 µg/L, respectively).” 
A value of 3.73 μg/l is above the apparent reprotable detection limit (RDL) and so the result for 
column ‘Count (< RDL)’ should be either 13/14 for Appendix B-1 or 4/5 for Appendix B-2 depending 
on where the sample was collected.  It is also unclear why the median and maximum values would 
be reported as < 5 μg/l when the RDL appears to be 0.5 μg/l (see item 3, following). 
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3. Appendix 7.3, Appendices B-1 and B-2  

 
Some of the raw data and quality assurance data for Appendices B-1 and B-2 could not be 
found (see item 1 above, Table A).  The May 2019 water samples had RDLs provided in their 
quality assurance data (found in Appendix 2.3).  These RDLs, rather than the value presented in 
the result tables, will be assumed to be correct. 

 
Inconsistencies in the reporting for metals are noted when low, non-detectable (ND) values are 
encountered, particularly evident in Appendix B-1. While it is not incorrect that e.g., a value 
that is less than 0.5 μg/l is also less than 5.0 μg/l, it is not as accurate as it could be.  The 
convention would be to report a non-detectable value as less than the reportable detection limit 
(RDL) for the parameter (as done in the results for ‘Raw Water’, Point A, and Point C, Table 3-1 in 
Appendix 2.3, and the minimum value column in Appendix B-1, Appendix 7.3).  This is particularly 
important for the median values as these are carried forward to Table 4-3 of Appendix 7.3 (Table 
7.3-1 in the Focus Report) for comparison to the modelled values for COPCs to determine the 
distance from the diffuser where dilution reaches ambient conditions.  
 
As an example, values for copper are reported as < 0.5 µg/l (minimum) but < 5 µg/l (median 
and maximum) in Appendix B-1.  The RDL is reported as 0.5 µg/l in the accompanying Quality 
Assurance information in all but one water quality assessment report for Raw water, all Point A 
and Point C sites.  As all values for copper are reported as being less than the RDL (column 
‘count < RDL’), which is similar to ‘not detected’ or ND,  in Appendices B-1 and B-2, all values 
(minimum, median, and maximum) should be reported as  < 0.5 µg/l or ND (as in the tables in 
Appendix 2.3).  As a result, a median value of < 5.0 µg/l rather than < 0.5 µg/l (a minimum 10-
fold increase) for copper in background water at Caribou Harbour is carried through to        
Appendix E-1 ‘Step 1 in Screening Process: Comparisons of Concentrations in Treated Effluent 
(represented by current treated effluent concentrations) to Background Concentrations 
(represented by concentrations at the location of the proposed diffuser)’and Table 4-3 in the 
Appendix 7.3 and the Focus Report Table 7.3-1.  Note that even with a value for copper of 
3.73 μg/l (see item 2 above) in Appendix B-1 or B-2, this would not affect the median (or middle) 
value for copper as the rest were < RDL. 
 
This occurs with all metals (aluminum, barium, iron, manganese, zinc) where values are below 
the RDL e.g., median cadmium concentrations reported as < 0.1 µg/l vs < 0.01 µg/l.  These 
changes are summarised in Table B of this report. 
 
A cursory screen of the minimum and median values for the ‘Dioxin and Furans’ category also 
reveals variability in the reporting of what appears to be the RDL.  No obvious patterns were 
recognised.  This was not investigated further in the current report. 
 
The values reported for mercury: minimum (<0.002 µg/l), median (<0.00225 µg/l), and 
maximum (<0.013 µg/l) in Appendix B-1; and, minimum (<0.002 µg/l), 5th percentile (<0.00202) 
50th percentile, (0.0034 µg/l), 95th percentile (<0.013 µg/l) and maximum (<0.013 µg/l) are not 
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consistent with the available raw data, values in the ‘count < RDL column’, nor the RDL of 
0.013 µg/l as shown in the quality assurance data.  When the RDL of an assay is 0.013 µg/l, 
values less than that cannot be reported.  Such values should have been listed as < 0.013 µg/l 
or ND.  Two of 14 results in Appendix B-1 and two of five results in Appendix B-2 are indicated 
as being above the RDL.  As a result, values of 0.013 µg/l or greater should have been reported 
as the maximum value in each table but both are shown as < 0.013 μg/l.  A result of 0.013 µg/l 
is reported in the May 25, 2019 18:15, CHB 2-1 raw data for Caribou Harbour.  With 3/5 and 
12/14 values below the RDL in Appendix B-1 and B-2 respectively, the minimum and median 
values would have to be reported as ND or < 0.013 µg/l.  Of note, the averaged or mean (not 
median) value for mercury in the effluent (Point C) presented in Table 1-3 of Appendix 2.3 ‘Raw 
and Treated Effluent Characterization’ is 0.022 µg/l while the result for Caribou Harbour is ND. 
 
For manganese, Appendix B-2 indicates only 4/5 values were below the RDL but the maximum 
value is reported as less 20 μg/l.  (note that the RDL is reported as 2.0 μg/l for other sites and 
suggested as 2.0 µg/l in Appendix B-1, minimum value for manganese) 

 
   

4. Appendix 7.3, Appendix E-1 ‘Step 1 in Screening Process: Comparison of Concentrations in 
Treated Effluent (represented by current treated effluent concentrations) to Background 
Concentrations (represented by concentrations at the location of the proposed diffuser) 

 
The column ‘Median Background Concentrations (Proposed Diffuser Location)’ contains values 
generated in Appendix B-1 of Appendix 7.3.  The ‘less than’ symbol ‘<’ has been dropped from 
all values with the consequence that a median value that was e.g., <10 µg/l (includes values 
from 0 - 10 µg/l) becomes 10 µg/l.  This error is compounded by the fact that median values for 
most metals in Appendices B-1 and B-2 suggest RDL values which are at least 10-fold higher 
than shown in the quality assurance data.  For example, copper was reported as ND in all 
available background water sample data and in Appendix 2.3.  Using the RDL from the quality 
assurance data for the copper assay, all values including the median value, were less than 
0.5 µg/l (includes 0.0 – 0.49 µg/l) or ND rather than 5.0 µg/l as shown in Appendix E-1.  This 
represents at least a 10-fold increase.  The median background levels for cadmium are 
reported as 0.1 μg/l and should be reported as either less than 0.01 μg/l (includes 0.00 – 
0.009 μg/l) or ND.  Similar minimum 10-fold increases are noted for aluminum, iron, manganese, 
and zinc.  The median background level for mercury should be less than 0.013 μg/l (includes 0.00 – 
0.012 μg/l) or ND, rather than 0.00225 μg/l.   

 
5. Appendix 7.3, Table 4.3 ‘Marine Water Quality COPC and Estimated Dilution’ 

 
Assuming that the numbers used to populate the column ‘Median Background Quality’ are 
drawn from Appendix B-1 (n=14) only and that the available quality assurance data is the best 
indicator of the RDLs, and results in Appendix 2.3 are correct, the median levels for copper, 
iron, manganese and zinc are more correctly reported as either ND or as less than their RDLs 
which are 0.5 μg/l, 50 μg/l, 2.0 μg/l, and 5 μg/l, respectively as all values for all four metals were 
reported as less than their RDLs (<RDLs) in Appendix B-1. For aluminum, the median value should be 
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reported as ND or less than 5 μg/l, not 50 μg/l, as 13 of 14 values were less than the RDL of 5 μg/l.  
The median value for mercury should be ND, as 12 of 14 values were ND, or less than 0.013 μg/l.   
 
Multiple inconsistencies are noted for background water quality for cadmium where 13 of 14 values 
were reported as ND in Appendix B-1 subsequently, the median value should also be ND or less than 
0.01 μg/l.  Appendix 7.3, Table 4-3 currently shows a value of 0.084 μg/l for both the median 
background concentration and for the concentration at 100 m based on dilution ratios.  Table 4.1-2, 
Focus Report ’Background Water Quality at Caribou Harbour used in RWS’ also shows a value of 
0.084 (median or average not specified) for cadmium, with the accompanying text indicating that 
the value was derived from the May 2019 water samples.  All but one (0.12 μg/l) of these results 
(raw data on five of six samples are available in Appendix 2.3) were ND or, less than the RDL of 
0.01 μg/l.  The median value would be ND or less than 0.01 μg/l.  An averaged value of 0.084 μg/l is 
shown in Table 14 ‘Background Water Quality’ of Appendix 4.2 ‘Receiving Water Study’ and 
described in the text as “water quality data for Northumberland Strait around the CH-B location 
collected in May and June 2019”.  Water quality data for June 2019 could not be found in the Focus 
Report documents to verify this result.  It is noted that values for many metals and other 
compounds at 100 m are identical to the currently reported 2019 median background levels in Table 
4.3, Appendix 7.3. 
 
The maximum value for cadmium in effluent at Point C should be 1.4 μg/l (see raw data for 
cadmium in Appendix E-2 of 0.66, 0.73, 0.898, 1.11, and 1.4 μg/l).  The value shown is 1.03 μg/l 
which is also the value shown in Appendix 2.3, Table 1-3 ‘Analytical Results, Metals’ and is described 
as the average value using data from the current study and “test data collected during annual 
testing done since 2015”. 
 
The values for mercury at Point C, and 5 m and 100 m from the diffuser are all 0.028 μg/l suggesting 
no dilution is occurring with increasing distance from the diffuser. This is likely an entry error.  The 
values for aluminum, barium, copper, zinc are also the same for 5 m and 100 m from the diffuser 
suggesting either no dilution is occurring with increased distance or, a table entry or calculation 
error.  
 
The final column in Table 4-3 shows the ‘Distance (m) from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached 
Based on Dilution Ratios’.  The dilution ratios used to determine the distances are taken from Table 
4-4 ‘Dilution Ratios at Distance’.  As the median background, or ‘ambient’, levels, shown in Appendix 
2.3, Table 1-3 as ND, have decreased by a factor of at least 10-fold for most metals if the RDLs from 
the available quality assurance data are used or, need to be adjusted for reasons mentioned above, 
the ‘Distance from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution Ratios’ should be  
recalculated to determine if the values currently listed (most at less than 2 m) remain valid.  As all 
background medians for metals are less than their RDLs, any distance values calculated using the 
RDLs would be minimum distances.  The table currently shows values of 0.028 μg/l for mercury at 
both 2 m and 100 m from the diffuser, neither of which are below the current reported median 
background value of ‘0’ μg/l or the RDL of 0.013 μg/l.  The value of <2 m as the distance from 
diffuser ambient condition is reached is therefore incorrect.  Using the values currently presented in 
Table 4-3 it should be >100 m. 
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It is unclear why the ‘Distance from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution 
Ratios’ is often reported as <2 m while column heading indicates ‘Concentration at 5 m from 
Diffuser based on Dilution Ratios’. 
 
Values for total Dioxans and Furans, Phenanthrene (PAH), Total Resin Acids, Total Fatty Acids, 
Total P&P Phenols and other water quality parameters presented in Table 4-3 were not 
evaluated for the purposes of this report. 
Table B summarises the points raised in items 1 – 5 above.  

 
6.  Appendix 7.3.  Figure 3-7: Benthic Invertebrate Relative Abundance in Representative 
Substrate Types 

 
These values represent EEM cycles 3, 4, 5, and 7 spanning a 14-year period from 2002 through 
2016.  The data is presented as pie charts.  The accompany text does not indicate whether 
these are averaged values or medians.  Results from the most recent cycle in 2016 would be 
more representative of the current situation.  Of interest, would be a presentation of changes, 
if any, that have occurred from 2002 to 2016.    
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Table B.  Partial replication information presented in Table 4-3 of Appendix 7.3 (presented in the Focus Report as Table 7.3-1) 
and Appendix 2.3, Table 1-3, showing the effects of reporting median background levels of metals as less than the Reportable 
Detection Limit (RDL) derived from the available quality assurance information for the parameter. Shaded and outlined boxes 
contain values of particular interest discussed in the accompanying text. 

 

Parameter unit 

RDL1 
from 

Quality 
Assurance 

Data 

CWQG 2 
(marine) 

Median 
Background 

(Caribou Harbour) 
Quality 

Appendix 
2.3 

Average 
Caribou 
Harbour   
Results 

 
(n = 6) 

Maximum 
Effluent 
Quality 

Point C – 
original 
values 

 
(n = 6?3) 

Maximum 
Effluent 
Quality 

Point C – 
corrected 

values 
 

(n = 6) 

Fold 
Increase 
Point C 

over 
Revised  
Median 

Background 
Quality 

Concentration 
at 5 m from 

Diffuser 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios 

Concentration 
at 100 m from 

Diffuser 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios 

Distance 
(m) from 
Diffuse 

Ambient 
Condition 

is 
Reached 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios - 
Original 

Distance 
(m) from 
Diffuse 

Ambient 
Condition 

is 
Reached 
based on 
Dilution 
Ratios – 
Revised7 

2019 
Original 

Value 
(n =14) 

2019 
Revised 

Value 
(n = 14) 

Aluminum μg/l 5.0 NG4 50 <5.0 
(ND)5 ND 2330 nc6 ≥466 50 50 <2 m ? 

Barium μg/l 1.0 NG 10 <1.0 
(ND) 13 450 nc ≥450 10 10 <2 m ? 

Cadmium μg/l 0.01 0.12 0.084 <0.01 
(ND) ND 1.03 1.4 ≥140 0.1 0.084 <2 m ? 

Copper μg/l 0.5 NG 5 <0.5 
(ND) ND 7.5 nc ≥15 5 5 <2 m ? 

Iron μg/l 50 NG 500 <50 
(ND) ND 718 nc ≥14.36 ≤500 ≤500 <2 m ? 

Manganese μg/l 2.0 NG 20 <2.0 
(ND) ND 2800 nc ≥1400 54 19 ≈50 m ? 

Mercury μg/l 0.013 0.016 0 <0.013 
(ND) ND 0.028 nc ≥2.15 0.028 0.028 <2 m ? 

Zinc μg/l 5 NG 50 <5.0 
(ND) ND 160 nc ≥32 50 50 <2 m ? 

   
1 RDL = Reportable Detection Limit 

2 CWQG = Canadian Water Quality Guidelines 
3 dates in Appendix E-2, of Appendix 7.3 suggest n = 6 total (cadmium), includes the ‘annual testing data since 2015’ (Feb 25, 2015; Oct 2, 2016; Feb 23, 2017) 
4 NG = not given 
5 ND = not detectable 

6 nc = no change 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF NORTHERN PULP NOVA 

SCOTIA’S PROPOSED PROJECT ON FISHERIES AND THE MARINE 

ENVIRONMENT WITHIN THE NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT 

METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN CARIBOU HARBOUR 
 

Appendix 2.3 states “Other metals, such as cobalt, titanium, copper, zinc and aluminum are also likely 
coming from the pulping process as non-process elements in the wood itself. As described earlier, these 
non-process elements are regularly purged from the system, either via the effluent or solid waste, in 
order to protect the integrity of the equipment and the process. Except for aluminum, which is used as 
alum (aluminum sulphate) in the treatment of raw water from Middle River, none of these metals are 
components of additives used in the pulping process.” 
 
While ‘naturally’ occurring from the wood itself these metals are still toxic to crustaceans.  A 1994 
report summarises acute and subacute effects on American  lobsters of a wide range of contaminants 
including metals (Mercaldo-Allen & Kuropat, 1994).    
 
Lack of a CCME, Canadian Water Quality Guideline for the Protection of Aquatic Life resulted in all of 
metals that were found in higher levels in the effluent than in the background water, but cadmium, 
being dropped from the review process for COPC in Appendix 7.3 Section 4.1.3.2 ‘Potential Effects 
Arising from Project-Related Emissions’ , Figure 4-1 ‘Overview of Process for Identifying COPCs in 
Treated Effluent.   
 
The maximum values for copper at Point C (7.5 μg/l ) and modelled values at 100 m (5 μg/l)  (Table 7.3.1  
and Appendix E-1) are below reported acute toxicity levels  48  μg/l  (larvae) and 56 – 100 μg/l  (adults) 
(Johnson & Gentile, 1979; McLeese, 1974) but are above the US Environmental Protection Agency list 
of National Recommended Water Quality Criteria levels of 4.8 μg/l , acute CMC (criterion maximum 
concentration) and 3.1 μg/l, chronic CCC (criterion continuous concentration) (US EPA, 1994.).  This was 
also mentioned in Appendix 7.3, Section 3.1.6.   Susceptibility to copper increases with increasing water 
temperature (McLeese, 1974) which may prove relevant in a world of increasing water temperatures 
and climate change.  Subacute copper toxicity levels for H. americanus were not found.  Levels of 
9.55 μg/l and 19.1 μg/l over 28 days, caused damage to muscle, hepatopancreas, gills and heart tissue 
and chromosomes in the spiny lobster Panulirus homraus  (Maharajan et al., 2012, 2011).  
 
Cadmium has been associated with moult inhibition in the crab, Chasmagnathus granulatus and 
Daphnia magna, and inhibition of ovarian growth in fiddler crabs (U. pugalotor) exposed for two weeks 
(Rodríguez et al., 2007).  Changes (transient increases (hyperglycemia) in acute exposures, decreases in 
chronic exposures) in hemolymph (blood) glucose levels in response to metal exposure have been 
documented in crayfish and in the shrimp Palaemon elegans exposed to mercury, cadmium, and copper 
(Rodríguez, Medesani, & Fingerman, 2007).  Heavy metal exposure can also inhibit food intake by small 
crustaceans (Rodríguez et al., 2007).   
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Acute, lethal concentrations  (LC-50 at 96 hours) of cadmium, copper, and mercury for stage I Homarus 
americanus larvae were determined to be 78 µg/L, 48 µg/L, and 20 µg/L, respectively (Johnson & 
Gentile, 1979) and 56 to 100 µg/L for copper in adult American lobsters, depending on temperature 
(McLeese, 1974).  Although the current maximal effluent and modelled levels at 100 m of these metals 
are below the few toxic levels known for American lobsters, and PPER Guidelines do not require it, it 
would be advisable to regularly monitor the level of all metals in the sediment, water, plant and animal 
life during the anticipated life  of the mill project as part of an EEM program were the project to go 
ahead.  The information available on the longer term, or subacute, toxic levels of these metals in 
American lobsters is limited and more studies would be advisable.  The potential for bioaccumulation 
was not addressed in the Focus Report but is of concern given the anticipated lifetime of ‘several 
decades’ for the mill and the potential for change in the system. 

 

NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS MONITORING 
 
If ‘Distance (m) from Diffuser Ambient Condition is Reached based on Dilution Ratios’ values are 
changed, an EEM program could be required. In Appendix 7.3, Section 5.1 ‘Environmental Effects 
Monitoring Program’ states: 
 

“Within the regulations there are provisions for the removal of the requirements for specific 
components of the EEM program based on the dilution of effluent to <1%. If the mill 
demonstrates that the effluent concentration is <1% at a distance of 250 m then the EEM does 
not require a fish community study component. Likewise, if the mill demonstrates that the 
effluent concentration is <1% at 100 m from the discharge then a benthic invertebrate 
community study is not required. The most recent 3D modeling of effluent dispersion in the local 
study area as part of the updated receiving water study (RWS) indicates that dilution to less <1% 
effluent will occur at approximately 20 m from the discharge (Stantec ,2019).” 
 

The importance of lobster is recognised, and it is indicated that “custom tests have been developed that 
can be completed using larval lobster and herring embryos. The tests will include Stage I-IV larval lobster 
and include a live-dead (acute) assessment of the various stages, as well as the assessment of sublethal 
effects on moulting time and growth.” This is very encouraging.  Of concern is the preceding statement 
of “NPNS will continue to investigate the feasibility of performing toxicity testing to determine both 
potential acute and sublethal effects on immature stages of lobster and herring”.  Given the major 
economic value of lobster to the region, it would be preferable to see that NPNS has committed to run 
these tests unequivocally.  As the tests have been developed, it is regrettable that they were not 
performed over the summer of 2019 when larvae were present.  It is possible that the tests were being 
developed during this time, however.  Inclusion of chronic exposure of adults and generation testing 
would also be encouraged.   

Section 4.2, ‘Receiving Water Study’ presents information on one month simulated spatial distribution 
studies in July and February showing only a few traces of highly diluted effluent in the region (Figures 
4.2-3 and 4.2-4).  It would be preferable to see simulated distributions of effluent at 12-, 24-, 36-months 
or ‘decades’ of operation of the mill. This might provide information on the risk of bioaccumulation.  
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HIGH INTENSITY SOUNDS 
 
Seismic testing is used to examine the sea floor when doing oil and gas exploration.  A 2017 paper 
describes the dramatic, deadly and widespread effect on plankton within 1.2 km a test site (McCauley et 
al., 2017).  A two- to three-fold increase in number of dead larval (included decapod larvae) and adult 
plankton was detected.  Larval lobster, decapods, are part of the plankton community.  In a separate 
study, noise from seismic testing was shown to have prolonged (>365 days and a moult) damaging effect 
to the sensory hairs of the statocyst (a structure involved in coordinating body position and movement) 
and a delay in righting reflex in adult rock lobsters, Jasus edwardsii,  (Day, McCauley, Fitzgibbon, 
Hartmann, & Semmens, 2019).  The study also discusses how other anthropogenic noises can negatively 
impact behaviour in other crustaceans. The plain language summary section of Appendix 7.3 mentions 
exposure to high intensity sounds as seismic testing for three months during construction and as part of 
Operations and Maintenance for several decades commencing 2021.  Section 4.1.6 ‘Consideration of 
Significant Residual Effects’, Table 6 does not include noise in Potential Physical Effects.  Further study to 
identify what effects, if any, the expected high intensity sounds might have on life stages of American 
lobster is warranted.   
 
 
SEDIMENT AND WATER TEMPERATURE CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH THE BURIED PIPELINE 
 
Modelling of water temperature of effluent (35 oC) at the diffuser outflow site anticipates that the 
temperature of the receiving water will reach background summer levels of 17.2 oC and 16.8 oC at 5 m 
and 100 m from the diffuser, respectively.  These temperatures are below the reported 31.1 oC – 29.1 oC 
range of lethal temperatures, for exposures of one to 24 hours, for larval lobsters and the sublethal 
temperatures of 20 oC - 26 oC, for short and long term exposures, as summarised by Quinn (Quinn, 
2017).    
 
The project proposal indicates 4 km of buried pipeline carrying water of around 35oC.  Information on 
what, if anything, this might do to the temperature of the 4 km of overlying sediment and surrounding 
water column was not found in the Focus Report.  Adult lobster can easily move away and avoid or go 
around an area if the temperature proves inhospitable while larval stages cannot.  Information on 
expected temperature effects on associated sediment and water column, including any anticipated 
effects on baseline water temperatures due to climate change over the expected lifetime of the project 
(several decades), could be relevant.   
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The missing raw and associated quality assurance results for Appendices B-1 and B-2 in 
Appendix 7.3, should be provided so that the values listed can be verified. 
 

 Minimum, median, maximal, and percentile values should be reported as less than the 
RDL values where appropriate (will also provide consistency with summary tables for 
other sample sites) and Appendices B-1 and B-2 updated. 

 
 Values in Table 4-3 of Appendix 7.3 and Table 7.3-1 in the Focus Report should be 

updated as required and the values for ‘Distance (m) from Diffuse Ambient Condition is 
Reached based on Dilution Ratio’ revised as needed. 
 

 There is inadequate information available on the acute, chronic and generational toxic 
effects of metals on crustaceans, particularly American lobster.  Further studies are 
warranted given all life stages may be exposed to diluted effluent over several decades 
should the project be approved. 

 
 It would be preferable to see simulated distributions of treated effluent at 12-, 24-, 36-

months or ‘decades’ of operation of the mill. This might provide information on the risk of 
bioaccumulation. 

 
 There is inadequate information available on the acute, chronic and generational 

effects of marine noise on crustaceans, particularly American lobster.  Further studies 
are warranted given all life stages may be exposed to seismic and mechanical noise for 
months and over several decades, respectively, should the project be approved 
 

 There is inadequate information on the temperature effects, if any, the hot effluent 
travelling in the 4 km of buried pipeline might have on the overlying sediment and 
water column.  Further studies are warranted as warmer temperatures could 
potentially present a mobility barrier to adult lobster or heat stress to larvae. 

 
 The language for inclusion of lobster larval assays for determining effluent toxicity in 

any future EEM program is not as strong as it could be.  Given the economic 
importance of lobster to the region, lack of CWQG values for most metals in marine 
waters and known toxic effects of metals to larval and adult crustaceans, close 
monitoring of these populations would be advisable.  Inclusion of chronic exposure of 
adults and generation testing would also be encouraged.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

NEXUS Coastal Resource Management Ltd. (NEXUS) was contracted by  on 

behalf of Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet Planning Board, PEI Fishermen’s Association and Maritime 

Fishermen’s Union to undertake a comprehensive review of the Focus Report regarding the 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project proposed by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

Corporation (NPNS). 

1.1 EXPERTISE 

NEXUS has assembled a group of experienced professionals and academics for this work. 

The following provides an overview of the qualifications of our team to provide this 

expertise. 

Name Education Qualifications/Experience Contributions to 
this Report 

Chris Milley 
M.M.M., 
M.Sc., B.Sc. 

• Specialization in oceanography, 
chemical oceanography, fisheries, 
fisheries management, fisheries 
economics, environmental impact 
assessments, socio-economic analysis, 
stakeholder engagement 
methods/practices 

Senior Review of all 
Sections 

Sections 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 
2.3, 2.4, 2.5 

Dr. Ian Stewart 
Ph.D., M.A., 
B.Sc. 

• Research specialization in 
environmental science, science policy 
and public dimensions of science, 
environmental impact assessments 

Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 
2.4, 2.5 

Chris DeBow 
CAPM, MDE, 
B.Comm 

• Specialization in economic analysis, 
socio-economic analysis, fisheries 
economics 

Section 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 

Maria Delesalle M.M.M., B.A. 
• Specialization in stakeholder 

engagement methods/practices, 
socio-economic analysis 

Section 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 
2.3, 2.4, 2.5 

1.2 ISSUES ADDRESSED 

The following summarizes the key issues NEXUS was asked to address during our review of 

Northern Pulp’s Focus Report.  

1. NEXUS specifically addressed the following areas of the EA, including the bio-

physical, social and economic impacts of the project on fisheries in the 

Northumberland Strait. 

a. Major findings and conclusions expressed in the materials filed by 

Northern Pulp 
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b. Reliability of the underlying research relied upon in reaching the findings 

and conclusions 

c. Information gaps within the materials filed by Northern Pulp 

d. Impacts on the reliability of conclusions made in the materials filed by 

Northern Pulp 

e. Assumptions that were relied upon in the materials filed by Northern Pulp 

and their reliability of these assumptions and their impact on conclusions 

made in the materials 

2. Review of the Focus Report and associated supporting documentation, including 

but not limited to the Terms of Reference for the Focus Report, and relevant 

sections of the EA registration documents; 

3. Desktop research to compile relevant knowledge and supporting experience from 

other jurisdictions and similar projects to support analysis and preparation of 

recommendations. 

1.3 APPROACH 

NEXUS used the following principles and questions to guide our review of the Focus Report: 

Principles: 

1. The review is unbiased. Efforts were made to avoid positional perspectives such that 

NEXUS did not undertake the review in an attempt to prevent or promote the NPNS 

project.  

2. To provide honest, transparent and useful advice. 

Questions: 

Efforts were made to answer the following questions for each section of the Focus Report 

reviewed. 

1. Is the information in the Focus Report complete? 

2. Is the information in the Focus Report reasonable? 

3. Are the assumptions made in the Focus Report valid? 

4. Are there outstanding issues that should be considered or addressed, particularly 

from the perspective from the Fishermen’s Organizations? 

5. Based on the above, what questions or recommendations should the Fishermen’s 

Organizations pose to the Nova Scotia Environment? 
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2 REVIEW & KEY FINDINGS 

2.1 FORMAT AND FOCUS 

In undertaking this review NEXUS was cognizant of the fact that during the development 

of the EARD and the subsequent Focus Report changes were being introduced in the nature 

and approach to impact assessments in Canada. Accordingly, the review of the Focus Report 

took a broader approach in keeping with the principles of impact assessment that were 

introduced in Bill C68 (An Act to amend the Fisheries Act and other Acts in consequence) 

and Bill C69 (An Act to enact the Impact Assessment Act and the Canadian Energy Regulator 

Act, to amend the Navigation Protection Act and to make consequential amendments to 

other Acts).  All of these associated Acts with Bill C68 and Bill C69 have received Royal 

Ascent.  It is clearly understood that the Province of Nova Scotia’s Environment Act (Nova 

Scotia Environment Act) is the governing legislation for the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia’s 

EARD and subsequent Focus Report, changes made at the federal level are likely to be 

reflected in provincial legislation due to the increased awareness of the need to consider 

social, economic and cultural impacts of projects. In the past, the need to consider project 

effects on Indigenous communities was similarly adopted by provincial environmental 

assessment processes after becoming a requirement in federal EAs.  The results of NEXUS’ 

review is presented in table format in Section 3.5. Some of the observations made during 

the review that are pertinent and may be of concern to Fishermen’s Associations are also 

included as reviewers’ comments in Table 2 below. 

2.2 BIO-PHYSICAL IMPACTS 

Many of the concerns that precipitated the need for the Focus Report were both scientific 

and non-scientific regarding the potential and perceived impacts of the introduction of 

effluent into the marine environment through a dispersion pipe in Caribou Harbour.  

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) engaged several environmental engineering consultants 

and scientists to conduct studies to address the questions raised and set out in the Terms 

of Reference for the Focus Report (including Addenda).   

For the most part, NPNS has provided sufficient information to technically and scientifically 

address the questions raised, albeit, many of these responses may not satisfy public 

perception concerns which were based on emotion or lack of trust.   NEXUS’ review of the 

Focus Report and Appendices did, however, identify some areas where the level of content 

and scope of the information provided are not fully satisfactory, in that they either did not 

fully answer the question or the level of content was inadequate.   

In general, the approach to disposal of Compounds of Public Concern (COPC) and Total 

Suspended Solids (TSS) by discharge into the marine environment has been a contentious 

issue, internationally, for decades. Consensus within the scientific and technical community 

is that COPC disposal in marine environments is unacceptable. Considering mounting 

concerns over the need for more stringent attention to cumulative effects and consideration 
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of increasing stress indicators of ocean health (Bernier et al, 2018) greater study is required. 

For this reason, better design options should be considered that make use of best available 

technologies for minimizing absolute volumes of effluent discharged, or that maximize 

removal of effluent content of potential concern (Suhr et al, 2015; Kamali et al, 2019).  

The results of this Focus Report confirm that the major difference between the proposed 

ETF and current ETF is simply that comparable effluent (in terms of volumes and content) 

will be discharged further out to sea, with more rapid dilution performance.  This 

assumption appears to be based on the fact that settlement ponds are ineffective in 

removing dissolved heavy metals from effluent without the use of additional direct use of 

physical-chemical processing of effluent water (adsorption on new adsorbents, ion 

exchange, membrane filtration, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration and 

photocatalysis) or bio-absorption (Gunatilake, 2015  Ayres et al, 1994).  Each of these 

processes involve additional investment and create their own problems, such as the creation 

of concentrated sludge, with significant potential but unspecified risk to the local 

environment. 

Detailed observations and responses are provided in the Compliance Table (Table 1) and 

Reviewers Additional Comments and Considerations Table (Table 2) below.  

2.3 ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

A motivation for those advancing and opposing any new development relates to the 

economic impact that the project will have on their livelihood and economic wellbeing 

(economic competition, economic displacement, changes in property values, changes in 

cost of living etc.).  This is true for the NPNS project as well. As noted in Section 3.1, While 

Impact Assessments, under the new federal Impact Assessment Act now include economic 

considerations as part of the assessment process, it is likely that these considerations should 

be included in NSE-led assessments to avoid conflict and economic uncertainty in other 

resource sectors. However, there is little detail in the Focus Report regarding the longer-

term economic impacts of the project on other resource users in the area.  This should 

include the impacts of the project on the changing perceptions of the fishery due to the 

presence of the ETF outflow, changes such as confidence in the fishery as a viable source of 

income that can impact intergeneration transfer of licenses, value of licenses, public 

perception of the health safety of the harvest from the area which can change market price, 

etc. 

General comments and recommendations to mitigate potential impacts are provided in the 

in the Compliance Table (Table 1) and Reviewers Additional Comments and Considerations 

Table (Table 2) below. 
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2.4 SOCIAL IMPACTS 

Similar to the lack of a robust economic impact assessment, social impacts and concerns 

were not specifically part of the Focus Report Terms of Reference; however, considering the 

nature and content of several public responses in the Concordance Table, NPNS should 

have taken social impact concerns into consideration when preparing responses in the 

Focus Report.  This is also in keeping with the principles set out in the new Impact 

Assessment Act, and which should be considered under a robust and complete assessment 

under the provincial EA process.  

Social considerations and impacts are of particular importance for coastal fishing 

communities, First Nations and fishing industry participants who are the groups most likely 

to be impacted by the project with little or no direct benefit from the project. 

Specific comments regarding the participation of these most vulnerable groups are provided 

in the Compliance Table (Table 1) and Reviewers Additional Comments and Considerations 

Table (Table 2) below.  
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2.5 COMPLIANCE TABLE 

The following table summarizes NEXUS’ key findings, comments and considerations during the review of the NPNS Focus Report. 

Table 1: Compliance Table 

Requirements from Terms of Reference Completeness Review Comments & Considerations 
Additional Issues/Suggestions 

for Consideration 

1. Public, Mi'kmaq and Government Engagement 

1.1 Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions 
and comments raised by the public, Mi'kmaq and 
government departments, and incorporate these comments 
into the Focus Report where applicable. Comments may be 
summarized prior to providing the response. 

Concordance 
Table is 
complete, 
however, the 
nature and 
level of detail 
of responses is 
lacking in 
several cases 
(addressed 
below) 

1) Although the Concordance Table seems to 
address all questions and comments 
provided by public, Mi'kmaq and 
government departments in some cases 
responses are inadequate or incomplete. In 
particular, with respect to the Marine Refuge 
Buffer Zone within Scallop Fishing Area 24 
(Appendix 1.1 p. 27 of 40), the answers 
provided do not address the concerns raised.  

R1: The responses to the Focus 
Report by the initial reviewers of 
the EARD (as recorded in the 
Concordance Table in Appendix 
1.1) should be publicly available. 
This is advisable, especially given 
the serious levels of concern 
expressed by both federal 
departments (Health Canada, 
ECCC, DFO) and local 
communities. 

1.2 Provide a plan to share future reports and/or studies 
relevant to this project with the public and the Mi'kmaq such 
as the Pictou Landing First Nation, including but not limited 
to the future Environmental Effects Monitoring results for 
the new effluent treatment facility. 

Incomplete 

1) There is not enough specificity as to how 
and the frequency in which engagement will 
occur with each stakeholder group within 
the Stakeholder Engagement Plan. 
 
2) It is important for all stakeholders to 
understand fully how project information 
and reports will be communicated so they 
can be properly prepared.   

R1: NPNS should provide reports 
in a format that are 
understandable as well as 
sufficient information to meet 
the needs of fishermen on a 
timely basis. 
 
R2: Reports should be provided 
on a routine and regular basis. A 
timetable should be provided to 
all stakeholder groups.  
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Requirements from Terms of Reference Completeness Review Comments & Considerations 
Additional Issues/Suggestions 

for Consideration 

2. Project Description 

2.1 Provide the following information regarding the on-land 
portion of the effluent pipeline: 
o A re-alignment route for the effluent pipeline, given 

Department of Transportation and Infrastructure 
Renewal does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the 
shoulder of Highway 106; 

o Maps and/or drawings of the new pipeline location; 
o A list of properties (i.e.., Premises Identification number 

or PID) that will intersect with the new pipeline 
alignment. 

  N/A   

2.2 Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 
results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the 
pipeline route. The surveys must determine the potential 
impacts of ice scour on the pipeline. 

Incomplete 

1) The Report does not provide information 
on the specific sediment types other than 
size.  
 
2) With respect to ice scouring the survey 
only used a single year study. There is no 
mention as to whether this was an average 
for ice conditions and there was no 
determination of extreme weather events 
during ice breakup. These factors could have 
a significant implication to ice scouring.   

R1: Information on the mineral 
composition of the sediment will 
be useful in understanding the 
dynamics between effluent and 
the sediment, such as chelation 
and adsorption, which is useful 
in regard to contaminant 
dispersion.  
 
R2: A multi-year ice scouring 
survey should be conducted, 
including an analysis of the 
effects of changing ice conditions 
due to climate change. 

2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and 
chemical characterization of NPNS’ raw wastewater (i.e.., 
influent at Point A for the Project), to support the 
assessment of the appropriateness of the proposed treatment 
technology. The influent characterization results must be 

Complete No comment    
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compared against the proposed treatment technology 
specifications. 

2.4 Submit a complete physical and chemical 
characterisation of NPNS’s expected effluent following 
treatment by the proposed technology. To assess the efficacy 
of the proposed treatment technology, the following must be 
included: 
o Data from laboratory trials on NPNS’s raw wastewater 

that were conducted at Veolia/AnoxKaldnes in Lund, 
Sweden in May 2018;               

o Modelling results using the raw wastewater parameters 
and quality;   

o A comparison of the effluent characterization results 
from the laboratory trials and modelling work, against 
appropriate regulations and/or guidelines. 

Complete 
(partially) 

1) It is noted in the Report that "effluent is 
similar to published effluent composition 
data from other Canadian jurisdictions 
indicates that the mills effluent is similar to 
effluent from other bleached Kraft mills in 
Canada operating either an ASS or ASF 
system". There is no mention or discussion 
as to whether the receiving environments 
are similar to that of Northern Pulp. More 
information should be provided to 
determine specific local environmental 
efficacy of the system.  

R1. While the information 
provided meets the requirement 
for the Focus Report, it does not 
provide sufficient detailed 
information to assist interested 
and affected stakeholders to 
confidently determine the 
efficacy of the system in the 
specific local environment.  

2.5 Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline 
construction methodology and other associated pipeline 
construction work, related to the potential changes to the 
marine portion of the pipeline route (e.g., infilling, 
trenching, temporary access roads, excavation, blasting, 
disposal at sea, and others where applicable). 

  N/A   
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3. Facility Design, Construction & Operation and Maintenance 

3.1 Submit treatment technology specifications (e.g., optimal 
performance range of the technology) and an assessment of 
the efficacy of the proposed treatment technology for use at 
the NPNS facility, to the satisfaction of NSE. For example, 
peak effluent temperature is proposed to be above the 
generally accepted range of temperatures to achieve optimal 
biological treatment. Explain how the proposed higher than 
optimal treatment temperature would affect the treatment 
performance. 

  N/A   

3.2 Provide effluent flow data to support the proposed peak 
treatment capacity of 85,000 m3 maximum flow of effluent 
per day. At a minimum, data from 2017 and 2018 is required. 
Provide flow data for Point A, clarify source of the effluent 
flow volumes given in the EARD, and provide other relevant 
data and information to support the proposed treatment 
system design. If the 85,000 m3 cannot be justified based on 
historical data, identify water reduction projects, or re-
evaluate the treatment system design and update the 
receiving water study accordingly. 

  N/A   

3.3 Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where 
necessary) based upon the results of the effluent 
characterization in Section 2.4 and relevant additional 
studies. Refer also to Addendum item 2.0 

Complete 

 
1) While characterization of the effluent 
discharge parameters has been updated, 
there remains the issue related to the impact 
on the receiving environment.   
  

R1: See "R1 in Section 2.4" 
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3.4 Provide the following information regarding the spill 
basin: 
o Submit information to assess the sizing and 

appropriateness of the design of the spill basin. The 
EARD indicates a retention time of 10‐13 hours at a 
design capacity of 35,000 m3. The basis of this design has 
not been provided. If flows exceed 85,000m3 per day on 
a consistent basis (e.g., during summer months), 
confirm that there will be sufficient recovery time in the 
treatment system to empty the basin before the 
additional volume is required;                                                                                 

o Explain where the overflow will be directed in the event 
of unforeseen scenarios (e.g., power outage). 

  N/A   

3.5 Provide the following information regarding the effluent 
pipeline: 
o Provide viable options including the selected option for 

leak detection technologies and inspection 
methodologies, with specific consideration to any 
portion of the pipeline located in the Town of Pictou’s 
water supply protection area;                                                                    

o Provide viable options including the selected option for 
the enhanced pipeline protection, such as trench lining 
and justify how the chosen option is an adequate option 
for secondary containment. Be sure to address any 
potential changes in flow regimes, especially within the 
Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area, due to 
the installation of the pipeline and secondary 
containment. If different options are provided for 
different areas of the proposed re-aligned pipeline route, 
the locations for each option must be identified. 

Incomplete 

1) The proposed pipeline will have NO leak 
detection capacity in its marine phases 
(Focus Report, p. 62). Effluent in final 4km 
of pipe to diffuser will flow under gravity 
(from max height of 1300m; Focus Report. p. 
60). Assumption is that subsurface burying 
of the pipeline (3m) will protect against 
vessel traffic and ice scour to the marine 
portion of the pipe (Focus Report p. 39 and 
Appendix 3.5). Precise location of the 
diffuser and its integrity are a significant 
part of the proponent’s plan to mitigate 
environmental impacts. Thus, compromises 
to this marine portion of the pipe or the 
diffuser could impact this plan.  
 
2) Relatedly, the integrity of the diffuser 
ports (Focus Report 4.2.2, p. 86) depend on 

R1: It is suggested that an 
installation of a detection system 
or regular monitoring of the 
marine portion of the pipeline be 
conducted to determine whether 
leaks, of any scale, result in local 
non-dispersed effluent 
accumulate in the local marine 
environment. 
 
R2: Request that information 
regarding the selected inspection 
regime be available to all 
stakeholders in order to properly 
assess and monitor the diffuser 
port integrity.   
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the flexibility of the one-way rubber valves 
being maintained. The diffusion capacity of 
these ports is a significant part of NPNS's 
argument that the new system constitutes 
an improvement, and that rapid dilution will 
take place as per modelling in RWS. 

3.6 Clarify where the potential releases of waste dangerous 
goods at the Project site will be directed for treatment 
and/or disposal. It is important to note that the new 
treatment facility is not proposed to treat waste dangerous 
goods based on the information provided in the EARD and 
requirements of NSE. 

  N/A   

4. Marine Water and Marine Sediment 

4.1 Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment 
(such as marine water quality and marine sediment) in the 
vicinity of proposed marine outfall location. 

Complete  

 
1) The baseline studies do not examine 
mineral composition of sediments (other 
than grain size). Information on sediment 
composition would be useful in 
understanding the nature of the interaction 
between the receiving environment and the 
effluent.  

  

4.2 Update the receiving water study to model for all 
potential contaminants of concern in the receiving 
environment (based on the results of the effluent 
characterization and/or other relevant studies such as 
Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water quality data 
for Caribou harbour must be applied to this study. Refer also 
to Addendum 3.0. 

Complete No comment    
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4.3 Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to 
understand the impacts of potential accumulation of 
sediment within near field and far field model areas. This 
should include chemical and physical characterization of the 
solids proposed to be discharged by NPNS as well as a 
discussion of how these solids will interact with the marine 
sediments and what the potential impact will be on the 
marine environment as a result. 

Incomplete 

1) According to Focus Report, App. 4.3, 90% 
of the Total Suspended Solids (TSS) will, 
depending on diffuser height (from seabed), 
and depending on which mean current 
speeds are used, be deposited within 1 to 4.8 
kms or 4.2 to 21.1 kms of the diffuser. Given 
the wide range of these figures, and given 
that a high proportion of TSS will be non-
easily biodegradable (refractory) cellulose 
fibres (Focus Report p. 25), there is a 
reasonable concern of impacts to fish habitat 
(benthic smothering) by sediment of such 
fibrous material within fishing grounds (see 
Focus Report figures 7.3-4 - 7.3-7).      
 
2) The potential effect of TSS is dependent 
on the type of raw material introduced to 
the natural environment and the nature of 
the receiving environment. Therefore, 
comparison of models using effluent from 
mills in other regions is irrelevant and can 
lead to inaccurate conclusions. 

R1: NPNS should give 
consideration to alternative and 
newer treatment technologies 
(e.g. centrifugal systems widely 
used in other mills) to reduce 
TSS, including cellulose fibres, 
not currently planned to be 
captured by the proposed new 
ETF system.   
     
R2: NPNS should review the 
statement regarding confidence 
levels of the conclusion of 
Appendix 4. 3 that "it is unlikely 
that sediment will build up in 
either the near- or far-field." (p. 
6). The data presented in 
Appendix 4.3 undermines this 
confidence. 

5. Fresh Water Resources 

5.1 Complete a wetland baseline survey along the proposed 
re-aligned effluent pipeline route (if wetlands are expected to 
be altered). 

  N/A   
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5.2 Provide monitoring methodologies for areas with 
significant risk of pipeline leaks or spills (e.g., two areas 
where the pipeline crosses the Source Water Protection 
Delineated Boundary for the Town of Pictou wellfields; 
below water table; important wetlands; watercourse 
crossings; etc.). 

  N/A   

6. Air Quality 

6.1 Provide a revised inventory of all potential air 
contaminants to be emitted from the proposed project, 
including but not limited to, speciated volatile organic 
compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, reduced 
sulphur compounds, polyaromatic hydrocarbons and metals. 

  N/A   

6.2 Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill 
facility for all potential air contaminants of concern related 
to the Project. 

  N/A   

6.3 Complete an updated ambient air monitoring plan for 
the Project site based on the air dispersion modelling results. 
This plan must include the potential air contaminants to be 
monitored and proposed air monitoring location(s). 

  N/A   
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7. Fish and Fish Habitat 

7.1 Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the 
freshwater environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada. 

  N/A   

7.2 Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine 
environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada. 

Incomplete 
1) As noted in the Focus Report, baseline 
surveys have not been completed. 

 
R1: Baseline surveys should be 
completed for all commercially 
important species before a final 
decision is reached. 
  

7.3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent 
on representative key marine fish species important for 
commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must 
be based upon updated information, additional studies 
and/or an understanding of expected movement of 
contaminants. Assessment methodology must first be agreed 
upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal 
departments. 

Incomplete 

1) The Focus Report deals with Valued 
Ecological Components (VECs) related to 
fisheries. In the EARD the social and 
economic (‘socio-economic’) environment 
was identified as a VEC in consideration of 
the potential interactions with local 
communities, how land and water is used in 
the vicinity of the project, and the potential 
interaction between the project and the 
economic well-being of these communities. 
These potential interactions are of concern 
to regulatory agencies, non-governmental 
organizations, and the general public 
because they can have a direct influence on 
the everyday lives of those living and 
working in the vicinity of a project. The 
socio-economic environment VEC includes 
land and water uses such as community 
resources and recreation, and economic 
industries, infrastructure. Furthermore, 
Appendix 7.3 references the socio-economic 

R1: NPNS should commit to 
undertaking a socio-economic 
effects monitoring program 
related to the implementation of 
the NPNS ETF on local 
commercial fishing activities.  
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importance of American lobster, rock crab 
and Atlantic mackerel that may have a 
higher potential for interaction with the 
project than some other indicators that were 
assessed specific to the Marine Fish and Fish 
Habitat VEC, it is recommended that EA 
Follow-up Monitoring be undertaken. There 
is, however, no indication of the intention to 
monitor socio and economic effects on this 
important resource sector. 
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7.3 Continued. Incomplete 

1) Spatial boundaries for the assessment of 
environmental effects on the socio-
economic environment include the 
following:  
 
a) the project footprint area (PFA) is defined 
as the physical footprint of the project 
including the location of the new 
replacement ETF on the NPNS mill property, 
the overland portion of the effluent pipeline, 
and the marine portion of the effluent 
pipeline and the marine outfall.  The PFA is 
defined in Section 5.1.1.  
 
b) the local assessment area (LAA) is the 
maximum area within which environmental 
effects from the project activities and 
components can be predicted or measured 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy and 
confidence. The LAA can be thought of as 
the "zone of influence" of the project. For 
the socio-economic environment, the LAA is 
represented by the communities whose 
regular activities intersect with the PFA: 
Pictou Landing First Nation, local residents, 
and local industries located in the 
Municipality of Pictou County or the towns 
of New Glasgow, Stellarton, Pictou, 
Westville, and Trenton. 
Since the PFA is deemed to terminate at the 
marine outfall downstream impacts were not 
considered.  

R1: Downstream impacts, such as 
drift of the effluent and its 
impact on adjacent fisheries, 
should be considered. 
Accordingly, a socio-economic 
baseline study should be 
conducted, which will include all 
the communities in the LAA to 
determine future socio-economic 
effects. This survey should 
include demographic profile of 
the towns and regions, industrial 
profile, including business 
counts, and labour force profile. 
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7.3 Continued. Incomplete 

1) The Impact Assessment only addressed 
biophysical environmental impacts. There 
was no consideration of social and economic 
impacts, particularly in relation to other key 
economic sectors in the region. See 
comments in "Reviewers Comments and 
Considerations" Section. 
 
2) Monitoring is only for the bio-physical 
and chemical effects in the physical 
environment. There is no monitoring of 
bioaccumulation of effluent born 
compounds (for example, PAHs, mercury, 
dioxins and furans, etc.) in commercially 
important species. 
 
3) Section 5.4 of Appendix 7.3 states "…will 
continue to investigate the feasibility of 
performing toxicity testing...". There is 
documented evidence that pulp and paper 
mill effluent cause physiological changes in 
fish as well as changes in physical and 

reproductive behaviour (Lehtinen et al 1990 

Munkittrick et al, 1998). Thus, NPNS should 
agree to conducting toxicity testing on local 
fishery species of importance. 
 
4) Section 5.3 of Appendix 7.3 states 
"Following completion of the HHRA, the 
potential utility of a continued fish tissue 
monitoring program following 
commissioning of the effluent treatment 
system and subsequent discharge will need 

R1: Consideration should be 
given to the social and economic 
impacts that the treated effluent 
may have on key marine fish 
species (key economic sector). 
 
R2: Fishermen should be 
involved in all aspects of the 
EEM program, including 
selecting the EEM parameters 
and in monitoring activities. 
 
R3: It is requested that more 
information be provided on the 
predicted effects of effluent on 
resident species of fish, shellfish 
and crustaceans, including 
foraging species, through regular 
toxicity testing. 
 
R4: These discussions should 
commence prior to the initiation 
of construction to ensure 
certainty that tissue sampling 
and analysis studies be 
conducted by NPNS. 
 
R5: The Fishermen strongly urge 
the NSE to require ALL baseline 
studies to be completed prior to 
the approval of the NPNS ETF 
EARD. 
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to be discussed with First Nations, 
stakeholders and government agencies. 
 
5) The Focus Report further states in 
Appendix 7.3 that "The potential studies are 
still likely to target: lobster, rock crab, 
scallop, blue mussel, softshell clam, oyster, 
and locally relevant finfish (e.g., Eel, Smelt, 
Gaspereau, Striped Bass, Mackerel, Atlantic 
Herring). Given the likely timing for EA 
approval and the subsequent construction 
and commissioning of the proposed ETF, it 
will be possible to target collections of any of 
the species identified above that have not 
already been collected for baseline purposes 
(i.e., predevelopment) should engagement 
indicate the need." 

R6: The Fishermen further 
request that NPNS consult 
closely with the Fishers 
Associations to ensure baseline 
studies include a broader range 
of species, to include 
commercially important species, 
and the foraging species upon 
which these economically 
important resources depend. 

7.4 Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring 
(EEM) program based on the results of various relevant 
baseline studies and an updated receiving water study. Refer 
also to Addendum item 4.0 

Incomplete 

1) Beyond the existing design of the effluent 
diffuser, no indication is made in the Focus 
Report about what mitigation steps could be 
taken if a post-construction EEM program 
discovers an unacceptable toxicological 
effect on fisheries resources.  
 
2) The Environmental Effects Monitoring 
(EEM) program does not include studies on 
the bioaccumulation of effluent within key 
economically important species. This has 
significant social and economic implications 
as well as biological implications to the 
viability of the local resource.  
 
3) There is insufficient information 
regarding the specificity and processes 

R1: Fishermen should be involved 
in all aspects of the EEM 
program, including selecting the 
EEM parameters and in 
monitoring activities.  
 
R2: Fishermen should be 
involved in discussion and 
decisions regarding appropriate 
mitigation measures.  
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involved in the EEM program. As a result, 
the opportunity for stakeholder groups to 
provide input and recommendations on how 
to enhance the EEM program so that 
monitoring measures are acceptable is not 
apparent or available. 

7.5 Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to 
mitigate potential impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due 
to potential large and rapid fluctuations in water 
temperature in the winter at the diffuser location during low 
production or maintenance shut down periods. 

Complete 

1) There remains a question that while the 
Focus Report addresses routine 
contingencies there is no discussion on what 
measures are in place for catastrophic events 
that could result in rapid or unmanaged 
discharge of effluent into coastal waters. 

R1: NPNS should consider an 
emergency response plan as a 
part of their contingency 
measures.  

8. Flora and Fauna 

8.1 Complete a plant baseline survey along the proposed re-
aligned effluent pipeline route. 

  N/A   

8.2 Complete a migratory bird survey along the re-aligned 
pipeline route. 

  N/A   

8.3 Complete a bird baseline survey for common nighthawk 
(Chordeiles minor), double crested cormorants 
(Phalacrocorax auratus), owls, and raptors and raptor nests, 
for the entire project area which includes the re-aligned 
pipeline route. 

  N/A   
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8.4 Complete a herptile survey for the Project area which 
includes the re-aligned pipeline route. 

  N/A   

9. Human Health 

9.1 Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via 
chemical analysis) of representative key marine species 
important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and 
diffuser location. 

Incomplete 

1) The baseline surveys did not include 
several commercially important species, 
such as scallops and other benthic 
invertebrates.  
 
2) While the baseline survey includes tissue 
analysis of commercially important species 
and food resources for First Nations, the 
EEM does not indicate that this will be 
continued to determine the level of 
bioaccumulation of effluent in these species.  

R1: A complete baseline survey is 
necessary to ensure compliance 
with the requested information 
in the Focus Report Terms of 
Reference and useful for the 
development of an effective EEM 
program. 
 
R2: The EEM should include 
tissue analysis to determine 
health risks resulting from 
potential bioaccumulation and to 
determine potential economic 
impacts on the fishery.  

9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to 
assess potential project-related impacts on human health. 
The risk assessment must consider human consumption of 
fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially 
contaminated drinking water, exposure to recreational water 
and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any other 
potential exposure pathways. The analysis must inform the 
identification of contaminants of concern and updating of 
the receiving water study. 

Incomplete 

1) The Seafood Intake Survey did not include 
an analysis of the food ingested to determine 
the presence or absence of compounds that 
may be present in effluent (useful and 
essential background information for future 
studies).  
 
2) Impact from consuming commercially 
important species from the area can have 
wider impact on the economic viability of 
the fishery in the region as a whole (e.g. 
amnesic shellfish poisoning in PEI affected 
the Atlantic fishery). 

R1: The Food Intake Survey 
should include analysis of 
presence of heavy metals, PAHs, 
dioxins and furans in the foods 
after preparation for 
consumption. 
 
R2: See "R2 in Section 9.1" 
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10. Archaeology 

10.1 Complete an Archaeological Resource Impact 
Assessment for the marine environment related to the 
Project. 

  N/A   

10.2 Complete shovel testing for areas in the terrestrial 
environment that are identified to have elevated or medium 
potential of archaeological resources, to confirm the 
presence or absence of these resources. 

  N/A   

11. Indigenous People's Use of Land and Resources 

11.1 Complete a Mi'kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study 
(MEKS) for the Project.  

  N/A   

ADDENDUM: Items Raised by Reviewers Requiring Clarification 

1.0 Provide information regarding whether and when new 
technology and equipment will be installed at the NPNS pulp 
mill to improve the effluent quality, including but not 
limited to the following:  
o Will O2 delignification be installed at the NPNS pulp 

mill?  
o What other technology and equipment will be installed 

at the NPNS pulp mill?  
o How will each proposed new technology and/or 

equipment improve the effluent quality? 

Complete No comment    
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2.0 With respect to the effluent discharge parameters:  
o Explain why the total nitrogen parameter has changed to 

6 mg/L (daily maximum) from the 3 mg/L (proposed in 
the August 11, 2017 receiving water study);  

o Provide data to support assertions that chemical oxygen 
demand (COD) can be reduced to the proposed limit. 

  See Section 3.3 above.   

3.0 With respect to the updating of the Receiving Water 
Study:  
o Provide a response to questions and comments on the 

receiving water study (not already outlined in this 
document) from Environment and Climate Change 
Canada’s EARD review submission dated March 18, 2019, 
and update the receiving water study as applicable;  

o Explain how the initial mixing and dispersal of the 
plume was taken into account when simulating far-field 
extent and concentrations of effluent in Section 3 of 
Appendix E1 of EARD. It appears that the far-field model 
simulations were run before the near-field model. One 
could expect that the behaviour of the plume further 
afield depends a large extent on how it behaved at the 
diffuser, i.e. how quickly it mixed and spread and rose to 
the surface;  

o Confirm dilution ratios and distances required to achieve 
background level for water quality parameters in 
Appendix E1 of the EARD, as the dilution ratios and 
distances may be overestimated;  

o Explain if the salinity and temperature differential 
between the effluent and the receiving waters has been 
accounted for in the model. When the buoyancy 
differential between the effluent and receiving waters are 

Complete No comment  
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greater in winter, it results in a faster rising plume. This 
can potentially affect the visibility of the effluent in the 
receiving environment. Has this been accounted for in 
the model? Also provide results for winter conditions;  

o Explain if re-entrainment of effluent and sediment at the 
diffuser location was accounted for in the one-hour 
period surrounding slack tide. Support this explanation 
with model results using a smaller time step (30 
minutes) if necessary. 

4.0 It is important to note that the following field study and 
monitoring are likely to be required as part of an EEM 
program regulated under the Pulp and Paper Effluent 
Regulations for the Project if it is approved:  
o Field delineation of treated effluent plume to confirm 

the prediction from the receiving water study;  
o Monitoring of marine water quality and marine 

sediment quality;  
o Sublethal toxicity testing and chemistry testing of the 

treated effluent; and  
o Biological monitoring studies including benthic 

invertebrate community study, fish population study, 
and dioxin and furan levels in fish as applicable. 

Complete See Section 4 above   
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Issue: Major Findings and 
Conclusion from the Report 

 
1) In the Focus Report it is summarized that "through appropriate 
mitigation, no significant adverse residual environmental impacts have 
been predicted" (vi) which is a reflection of the overall content and 
conclusions of the Focus Report and its appendices. However, despite the 
Focus Report's presentation of this overall finding as "scientific" and 
"science-based" (i, ii), there are significant questions and uncertainties that 
remain. 
 
2) Predictions based on modelling in the Focus Report suggest that the 
proposed ETF will meet current federal and provincial regulatory 
requirements. However, new federal guidelines (e.g. PPER in accordance 
with the Fisheries Act) have not yet been published; assumptions about the 
content of the new PPER are acknowledged within the Focus Report as 
being “speculative” (n. 1, Table 2.4-2). Thus, the Focus Report’s overall 
conclusion that “proposed future” (Focus Report, p. xxxi) regulations will 
also be met by the new ETF is premature and introduces additional 
uncertainty. 
 
3)  The Focus Report does not conform to best practice of impact 
assessments that clearly requires full disclosure of uncertainties so as to 
adhere to the precautionary principle, for many years now a guiding 
principle in impact assessment in Canada. Such disclosure is necessary to 
allow for full participation of potentially impacted communities to 
contribute to determination of acceptable levels of risk. 
 

R1,2,3: The responses to this Focus Report 
should be included in a continued engagement 
process that allows for a collaborative review of 
public responses, and collaborative decision-
making involving impacted stakeholder groups, 
proponents and regulators as an extension of 
this review process prior to regulatory approval. 
This will enable stakeholder groups to be fully 
aware of uncertainties that are unstated in the 
Focus Report. This will be consistent with the 
principles of Free, Prior and Informed Consent 
(FPIC) that should guide this process. 

Issue: Assumptions in the 
Focus Report 

1) The assumption made within the Focus Report is that dilution of the 
effluent in receiving water is sufficient to avoid significant, adverse and 
residual impacts on the environment. However, there is growing evidence 
that this assumption is being questioned in other jurisdictions whereby 
environmental monitoring programs are requiring more stringent 

R1,2,3: Greater effort must be made to fully 
characterize the receiving ecosystem, 
particularly completing all baseline studies and 
economic analysis of the receiving environment 
(bio-physical and socio-economic). These 
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regulations for Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM), including 
cumulative effects, lower toxicity thresholds (sub-lethal effects), and 
introduction of more advanced technologies for effluent treatment and 
disposal.  
 
2) The assumption in the Focus Report that meeting current Pulp and 
Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) is enough to ensure that the new 
Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) will not cause an acceptable significant 
adverse residual negative impact is questionable considering changes being 
proposed to create new and enhanced PPER (Bill C-68). 
 
3) The impact assessment methodologies employed by NPNS and 
documented in the Focus Report (and EARD) rely on the comparability of 
effluent parameters to other kraft mills operating in Canada and 
internationally (e.g. Focus Report pp. xxvi-xxviii; App. 2.4). Best practices of 
impact assessments now follow ecosystem (social, economic, and 
biophysical) assessment approaches. Conclusions drawn in this Focus 
Report on the basis of such comparisons, particularly those with respect to 
“significant adverse residual impacts”, ought to be treated with caution. The 
proposed NPNS ETF is the first in Atlantic Canada, and certainly for this 
distinctive ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait, which is different and 
unique even to other areas within Atlantic Canada. The closest relevant 
ecosystem comparison is to the existing BHETF, which clearly has left a 
“negative legacy” (Focus Report, p. xxxix). 
 
4) iv. The approach to disposal of COPC and TSS by discharge into the 
marine environment has been a contentious issue, internationally, for 
decades. Consensus within the scientific and technical community is that 
COPC disposal, particularly those identified as endocrine disruptors and 
persistent (not or not easily and safely  biodegradable) pollutants in marine 
environments is of mounting concern (Singh and Chandra, 2019; Chandra 
et al, 2018) and that conventional treatment options (including activated 
sludge processes as proposed in this ETF) are considered to be insufficient 

studies will help determine cumulative effects 
and appropriate mitigation strategies.  
 
R4: The corporate social responsibility and 
public interest should be married through 
greater collaboration between affected 
stakeholders, regulators, and NPNS in decision-
making, such that conditions of approval 
include strategies to continually strive to reduce 
and eliminate at-sea effluent disposal. 
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to address concerns regarding commercial fisheries (Hubbe et al, 2016). 
This is particularly in light of mounting concerns over the need for more 
stringent attention to cumulative effects and consideration of increasing 
stress indicators of ocean health (DFO state of the ocean report 2019). For 
this reason, better design options should be considered that make use of 
best available technologies for minimizing absolute volumes of effluent 
discharged, or that maximize removal of effluent content of potential 
concern (COPC, TSS). The results of this Focus Report confirm that the 
major difference between the proposed ETF and current ETF is simply that 
a comparable effluent (in terms of volumes and content) will be discharged 
further out to sea, with more rapid dilution performance. (It has been noted 

in the review of the Focus Report that heavy metals require the use of 
additional direct use of physical-chemical processing of effluent 
water (adsorption on new adsorbents, ion exchange, membrane 
filtration, electrodialysis, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration and 
photocatalysis) or bio-absorption (Gunatilake, 2015  Ayres et al, 1994) 

 

Issue: General comments 
regarding Socio-economic 
Assessment 

1) The Focus Report makes reference to and draws conclusions about socio-
economic impacts but provides no analysis, quantification, or justification 
to support these conclusions. 
 
a) Identified socio-economic impacts are not quantified, including the 
economic impact of construction spending. 
 
b) The EARD contains no apparent socio-economic analysis. 
 
c) Reference to disruption of economic activity during construction is too 
narrowly defined as disruptions to use of land and water resources. 
Potential changes to market and consumer perception / behaviour resulting 
from the project are not addressed (e.g. changes in demand for seafood 
harvested in the PFA). 
 

R1: Socio-economic impact assessment should 
consider: what is the nature of the impact (e.g. 
employment, production, revenue, cost, etc.)? 
What could drive it (i.e. changes in labour 
demand, consumer perception)? What is the 
potential scale and direction of the interaction 
(i.e. size of the impact, positive or negative)? 
 
There appears to have been no effort made to 
estimate the extent (qualitatively or 
quantitatively) of these potential interactions 
between the NPNS ETF and other economic 
sectors during and after construction. 
Therefore, NPNS should undertake an 
assessment of potential interactions to 
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d) EARD does not include an analysis of potential economic opportunities 
related to the project (e.g. supply chain, employment, training, local 
industry capacity-building, local construction / employment income 
spending). 
 
e) Impacts to property values in the PFA have not been considered. 
 
f) Potential interactions and impacts to fisheries, tourism, transportation, 
and other sectors have not been estimated or quantified. It should be noted 
that some impacts to sectors such as tourism can be "sticky", meaning 
temporary changes in access to or perceptions of tourism destinations and 
activities can result in longer-term consumer behaviors that are difficult to 
alter. Similarly, temporary changes in seafood markets because of public 
perceptions from the environment in which they are harvested can have 
long-term implications to the local as well as regional marketability of 
seafood products. 
 

determine and describe the nature and extent 
of the impact on the local and wider Nova 
Scotia economy. 

Issue: Significance Criteria 

1) The significance criteria defined for NPNS ETF project does not fully 
consider the social and economic environment. A significant adverse 
residual environmental effect on the socio-economic environment is one 
where project-related activities directly interfere with the use of the land or 
water such that their intended use is no longer possible. This would include 
interference with land uses, recreational uses, employment and economic 
impacts in the community, region, or province. A significant positive 
residual environmental effect of the project on the socio-economic 
environment is one that results in project-related sustained increased level 
of employment and economic activity in the community, region, or 
province, or enhances land and water uses. 

R1: Criteria could be expanded beyond “the use 
of land or water such that their intended use is 
no longer possible.” Could include: 
Impacts to land or water such that their 
intended or desired use is affected in any way 
(negatively or positively). Impacts to fisheries – 
increase or decrease in fish stocks, changes in 
consumer perception of or demand for seafood 
originating from the PFA. 
 
Impacts to tourism / recreation based on actual 
or perceived impacts of the project. Negative 
residual environmental effects of the project on 
the socio-economic environment resulting in 
decreased levels of (or negative shifts in) 
employment and economic activity in the 
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community, region, or province. For example: 
demand for local project-related labour causing 
shifts away from existing local industry. 

Issue: Compensation  

1) The Focus Report discusses compensation only in terms of habitat 
compensation as it relates to HADD, however, the EARD does address 
compensation in the commercial fishery in only general terms. As stated in 
the EARD:  
 
a) “In advance of and during construction, communication with the fishing 
industry will allow for strategic planning and limit risk of impacting 
movement through Caribou Harbour into the Northumberland Strait.” 
 
b) “The area of disturbance will be small, particularly in comparison to the 
licensed fishing areas. Impact, if it occurs, would be limited to a small 
number of individual fishers who may be able to compensate for that loss 
by adjusting their fishing patterns. The impact to income is not expected to 
be significant.” 

R1a: Since communication and strategic 
planning requires cooperation measures should 
be taken to ensure that effective 
communication and cooperation and NPNS and 
fishermen takes place. This important to ensure 
mitigation will include opportunities to avoid 
detrimental effect on the commercial fishery 
and that suitable compensation can be 
negotiated. 
 
R1b: The area of disturbance may be physically 
small; however, the impact can be global 
because of the fact that the Atlantic lobster 
fishery is perceived as a common resource in 
the marketplace. Consumer perception and 
demand for seafood is important and 
consumers are becoming increasingly sensitive 
to the environment from which seafood 
products are harvested. Therefore, NPNS is well 
advised to effectively engage the commercial 
fishery on an ongoing basis. 
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From: @juniperlaw.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:48:03 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Comments on behalf of
three fishing industry associations have been just submitted via email to EA@novascotia.ca.
Name: @juniperlaw.ca Address: 
Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 17



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:48:05 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not believe that
Northern Pulps proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project should not proceed.
I hold this opinion due to the impact on the tourism potential of Pictou and the surrounding
area, the negative impacts on the fisheries within the Northumberland Strait, the negative
impacts on the environment and ecology, and the risks to human health in the town of Pictou
and surrounding areas. Northern Pulps Focus Report does not fully establish that this proposed
effluent pipe will not adversely impact the environment, human health, and the tourism
economy. Some of my concerns are as follows: 1. The proposed pipeline follows the Pictou
causeway. This seems dangerous and is inviting an accident to occur. The unfortunate event of
accidents and leaks are not a question of if but a question of when. As such, this location is a
risk that is not worth taking. 2. The proposed pipeline travels through the watershed of the
town of Pictou. As accidents and leaks are inevitable, this location poses too high of a risk to
human, wetland, and terrestrial ecology health. 3. Mercury is known to be one of the
chemicals that is discharged in the mills effluent. Mercury is known to be extremely harmful
to both human and ecological health. I noticed that mercury is absent from the breakdown of
the chemical composition of the of the effluent. Has it been lumped into a broader category?
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Hubley Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 24



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: [PROBABLE-SPAM] No Pipe
Date: November 8, 2019 5:48:24 PM
Attachments: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien




NOVA SCOTIA
CANOEKAYAK 5516 Spring Garden Road, Halifax


Nova Scotia, Canada. B3J 1G6
(902)425-5450, ext. 316


Fostering safe recreational paddling in Nova Scotia
email: admin@ckns.ca     web: ckns.ca


To Whom It May Concern: 


I am writing to you on behalf of Canoe Kayak Nova Scotia; an association of recreational canoeists, kayakers, and 
standup paddleboarders throughout the province. We are concerned with Northern Pulp’s proposal to pump only 
partially treated effluent from its Abercrombie Point, Pictou County, pulp mill some 15 km and then release it into the 
Northumberland Strait.


We have reviewed the proponent’s voluminous Focus Report and find that it doesn’t answer the important questions 
asked of the Proponent in the Terms of Reference. From the information supplied we are not convinced that the pulp 
mill’s effluent is essentially harmless, and that it will not adversely effect the local marine environment, locally harvested 
seafood, and human health.


Moreover, based on the information supplied, we are concerned that diffusing the effluent, rather than concentrating it 
in Boat Harbour as is done now, will reduce the water quality of a much larger area and thus further harm local tourism 
and outdoor recreational opportunities. This Proposal should be rejected for the above reasons.


Marc Richard


President


Government of Nova Scotia
EA@novascotia.ca


Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project — Environmental Assessment 
November 7, 2019







NOVA SCOTIA
CANOEKAYAK 5516 Spring Garden Road, Halifax

Nova Scotia, Canada. B3J 1G6
(902)425-5450, ext. 

Fostering safe recreational paddling in Nova Scotia
email: admin@ckns.ca     web: ckns.ca

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to you on behalf of Canoe Kayak Nova Scotia; an association of recreational canoeists, kayakers, and 
standup paddleboarders throughout the province. We are concerned with Northern Pulp’s proposal to pump only 
partially treated effluent from its Abercrombie Point, Pictou County, pulp mill some 15 km and then release it into the 
Northumberland Strait.

We have reviewed the proponent’s voluminous Focus Report and find that it doesn’t answer the important questions 
asked of the Proponent in the Terms of Reference. From the information supplied we are not convinced that the pulp 
mill’s effluent is essentially harmless, and that it will not adversely effect the local marine environment, locally harvested 
seafood, and human health.

Moreover, based on the information supplied, we are concerned that diffusing the effluent, rather than concentrating it 
in Boat Harbour as is done now, will reduce the water quality of a much larger area and thus further harm local tourism 
and outdoor recreational opportunities. This Proposal should be rejected for the above reasons.

Government of Nova Scotia
EA@novascotia.ca
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November 7, 2019



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp focus report response.
Date: November 8, 2019 5:50:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I would like to start of by stating that I'm am against Northern Pulp effluent in our Strait.I've
been a resident of Pictou Landing first nation as long as I can remember.I am  years old not
and have endured environmental racism in the whole time I've been here.My mother was a
residential school survivor.I believe that to be a large contributing factor to how we were
brought up.Although we had a lot of love in our family.We lacked the proper fundamentals
required to grow up as healthy children both physically and mentally.
Knowing your own government is trying to kill you kinda wears on the human
psyche.Watching family and friends suffer with minor ailments to full out cancer.I think the
Northern pulp pollution is affecting us through the water and air.I for one am having a hard
time keeping my unhealthy thoughts to myself sometimes.I don't have that part of the brain
that filters out what I shouldn't say in mixed company sometimes...
With the risk of sounding smarter than I really am I will conclude by saying five years is more
than enough time to resolve any effluent problems they knew they would encounter with the
surrounding people being affected on a daily basis.
#cleanboatharbor
#honortheact
#nopipe 
Sin-cerely



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 5:53:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: For women and men
depending on the forest industry for their livelihood I think that northern pulp should get the
time to complete the waste project and continue to operate as normal. From what I have seen
and read northern pulp is not producing as much pollution as people are saying but are willing
to work with the people to make things better and have a bright future in Nova Scotia for years
to come. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 24



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 5:54:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister of the Environment!
Do the right thing. Be bold.  You can spin this decision, but the next generation will bear the burden.
Those millions of salmon dying in their farms are a
 warning. You are making a decision on behalf of marine life and irreplaceable habitat.  Piping effluent
into  the waters that nourish our spirits and our bodies here in Nova Scotia is morally wrong, and serves
the wrong masters.  We have lived with the narrative of economic prosperity , but when the fish and birds
are gone, profit is a hollow comfort. 

Be bold. A climate crises dictates risk for truth
Sincerely,

 

I acknowledging that we are in Mi’kma’ki, the ancestral and unceded territory of the Mi’kmaq
People. This territory is covered by the “Treaties of Peace and Friendship” which Mi’kmaq
and Wolastoqiyik (Maliseet) Peoples first signed with the British Crown in 1725. The treaties
did not deal with surrender of lands and resources but in fact recognized Mi’kmaq and
Wolastoqiyik (Maliseet) title and established the rules for what was to be an ongoing
relationship between nations. 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 5:55:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,
I am writing in relation to Northern Pulp's Focus Report for their Replacement Effluent Treatment
Facility project.
 
My name is  I am a resident of Pictou. My wife and I raised our family in Pictou and
I have worked and volunteered in recreation, tourism, health field, environmental, museum and
heritage associations, education foundations and more. I am heart and soul dedicated to this
community, our province and a greener more environmental clean and sustainable future for those
to follow us. There is nothing in
Northern Pulp's EA submission that gives me comfort that their operation should be part of that
future.
 
The primary concern I have with Northern Pulp's plan has to do with their inability to meet the terms
of their IA. One of the points that was brought up as a concern by the Town of Pictou was Northern
Pulp's plan to pump water through our watershed. In NP's response they said they would use thicker
pipes with leak detection capabilities. NP has a proven track record of failing to either prevent leaks
or to monitor their pipes adequately. They did not even explore the idea in the context of the
concern brought up through their EA application for their ETF to move the pipe route away from our
water. I would be concerned with this proposal even if I trusted a company to do what they said they
were going to do. Northern Pulp have not done anything to earn that trust.
Where is the accountability for Northern Pulp's inability to meet the terms of their industrial
approval? What influence does being on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry have on this
ETF proposal?
 
There is a lot of language in both NP's EA submission as well as their Focus Report response that says
they 'will' do something or that the details will be explained in their Industrial Approval.
There is even reference to their seeing improvement in air emissions with the adding of an oxygen
delignification system and it directs the reader to the appendum 1.0 for 'more details'. In that
addendum it states "the future Oxygen Delignification system was considered in the design of the
ETF and will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is completed."
There is nothing in the focus report or NP's original EA application that says when this will be added.
First of all, I don't really believe this will be added at any point or they would have stated a time
frame. Secondly, NP's "using BATEA (Best Available Technology Economically Achievable) principles"
tells me that they aren't going to pay for it if they don't have to. If they are granted an IA based on a
new ETF that doesn't have the oxygen delig, then those BATEA principles says that either the
taxpayer is on the hook or it's not getting installed because they can Economically Achieve the goal
of operating without it. And most importantly, if this is a component that isn't part of the current



ETF plan, it shouldn't be in the Focus Report because it has nothing to do with what Northern Pulp is
planning to build right now. It should have no affect on any decisions. I feel that Northern Pulp are
asking for a leap of faith that they have not earned.
 
From page iv) of the report "Constructing and operating methodologies conducted in a manner
consistent with Northern Pulp Environmental Management System (EMS) which incorporates
operational policies and practices for monitoring and management of, for example, land and soil
resources, air and water, noise and vibration, hazardous materials and waste, community health and
safety, and cultural heritage; and Developing and implementing an overall Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) for construction activities that will
be included in, and enforced through, construction contracts."
 
Has Northern Pulp's "Environmental Management System" with its "operational policies and
practices for monitoring and management" been in place the entire time that they have been
working under their Industrial Approvals? Was this the practice that lead to failing their emissions
tests in Dec 2016 and June 2017 while failing one of the 3 stack tests in June 2019 only getting a pass
thanks to averaging three tests? Is their "Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Environmental
Protection Plan (EPP)" practices showing up in their receiving a ministerial order on October 10th,
2017 or the Directive issued in February 2018 after the slurry ash leak?
 
Now we're being asked to trust their plan to move upwards of 85 million litres of effluent per day
through Pictou Harbour, across the Town of Pictou's watershed, through various water courses
exiting into Caribou Harbour at an as yet undecided location, pumped about 4kms into the
Northumberland Strait after passing by Munroe's Island which is part of the province's 12%
protected area because of its delicate eco system.
 
Just when we are celebrating a new modern water treatment facility our water quality could be
threatened again by the inept practises of a corporation.
 
I do appreciate the opportunity to express my concerns regarding NP’s proposed Waste Water
Treatment.
 
Also, please continue to respect the Boat Harbour Act.  No Extension.
 

Pictou, NS
 
 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Submission to Nova Scotia department of environment on the focus report…
Date: November 8, 2019 5:56:53 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Submission to Nova Scotia department of
environment on the focus report by
northern pulp Nova Scotia for replacement
effluent treatment facility.

To
Mr. Gordon Wilson
Minister Nova Scotiadepartment of environment.

Mr. Stephen MacNeil
Premier of Nova Scotia

Gentlemen thanks for the opportunity to consult on this very controversial project. I have been
fishing out of Caribou Harbour since 1979. For the past 40 years I have fished lobsters ,herring
,scallops ,ground fish , mackerel,rock crab snow crab and tuna. I have resided on Caribou
island since 1983 and am very familiar with the Harbour and the surrounding area both water
and land. Therefore I feel compelled to write to try and stop this environmental disaster before
it’s too late.
Caribou harbour is tidal with no large rivers to create more flushing action. Therefore there is
a yearly sediment buildup ,with the Harbour getting shallower as the years pass. The twice-
daily falling tides create the only flushing. With placement of the effluent pipe diffusers in the
centre of the entrance to Caribou Harbour the Effluent will enter the harbour on the rising
tides. With fall and winter ,come Northeast storms. With wind from the north east for several
days and the larger than normal rising tides the effluent will accumulate in the farthest
shallows ,coves ,marshes and inner tidal areas of Caribou Harbour. With no flushing action the
bio-accumulation of chemicals from pulp effluent will eventually put the entire ecosystem of
Caribou Harbour in jeopardy.
With the winter weather the Northumberland Strait becomes choked with heavy sea ice. This
alone will be a huge risk to the pipeline and diffusers. As stated by NorthernPulps consultants
the fibre optic cable to Prince Edward Island was severed by ice at a depth of 18 m. The ice
break up in the spring and prolong northeast wind cause massive pile ups of ice in the entrance
to Caribou Harbour. A break in the diffusers or pipe line at this time of year could not be
detected and could not be repaired.
The harbour itself becomes covered in fast ice which has been measured at over 36 inches
deep. This could cause large areas of oxygen deprivation with no wave action to encourage



mixing inside the Harbour. The lack of oxygen and the introduction of total suspended solids
in the eelgrass beds , effluent will accumulate until the Harbour is a dead zone destroying a
vital Fisheries nursery.
The current employment at NorthNovaSeafoods, ( where water is inspected by the Canadian
food inspection agency), The shellfish leases within the Harbour and lobster buyers that store
up to 100,000 pounds of lobsters a day ,in season ,within Caribou harbour will all be put at
great risk. All of these depend on clean water within Caribou Harbour.
The harm to the fishery and fish stocks are a very real concern. There has been no lobster
larvae study done by Northern pulp , as was requested by the fisherman their reply in the focus
report states “we will check into the feasibility of doing this study “ .hardly reassuring for
fisherman.
The protection of American juvenile lobster was addressed by fisherman more than 25 years
ago ,with a 1 mile (from land ),buffer zone. Now a marine refuge which the pipe and diffusers
fall completelywithin these boundaries. Their reply on the Marine refuge in the focus report
states they did not see any scallops on the video survey ,therefore no scallop fishery in this
area. They completely missed the point or do not understand that it is to protect “juvenile
lobsters” not scallops.
Any harm to lobster in the area would not be local . We ship Canadian lobsters worldwide
damage to the Canadian brand would have ramifications throughout Atlantic Canada. We do
not ship Caribou or Nova Scotia lobster’s they are all marketed as Canadian lobsters. Damage
would be industry wide.
The fall herring stocks in this area are placed in the cautious zone by DFO. Stocks are in a
rebuilding phase currently. The main spawning areas for fall herring are in very close
proximity to the outfall pipe. this past fall has seen larger herring with the quota being caught
in 12 nights of fishing which is a slight improvement. We cannot afford to put these stocks at
risk without A complete assessment on the efects of the effluent by the Canadian
environmental assessment agency.
Their assessment on rock crab is totally false stating it is fished in shallow water and not at the
depth of the diffusers. Rock crab is heavily fished in the direct location off the diffusers. The
information from the crew on the survey boat in the fall of 2018 stated there was many bouys
in the area they were supposed to survey.
There is no detailed plan for the construction of the Marine portion of the pipeline in the focus
report. Only the beginning where the pipe enters the water and the outfall are factual.
Everything in between is an “opinion”. Without a detailed construction plan by the contractor
how can there be responses from the public. And how can the Department of fisheries and
oceans except this, for making decisions and recommendations.
There is no leak detection for the Marine portion of the pipeline. Any leak entering Caribou
harbour area would not meet PPER and would cause even greater ecological damage. Very
hard for experts to analyze the damage that the affluent would cause ,because there is no
information on the characteristics or make up off the Effluent. This alone has to raise red flags
with the Department of Environment. Without the characteristics of the affluent make up ,how
can you verify any of the statements made in the report that no harm will be done to fish or
fish habitat.
Do not be fooled by the focus report with very few answers involving science. The first
mistake was made in 1966 with boat harbour with the estimated cost today at $250 million to
clean it up. Do not follow the same path and make an even bigger mistake by putting effluent
in the shallow, slow moving currents of the Northumberland Strait. The people of Nova Scotia
cannot afford the cost of the cleanup or the responsibility for the destruction of this self
sustaining fishery.



Conclusion and recommendations

The issues are very real with serious consequences and all of the risk is being placed squarely
on the Fisheries.
1. Lack of leak detection in Marine area.

1. No consultation with stakeholders. “Fisherman”
2. No detailed construction plan for Marine portion and outfall.
3. No lobster larvae study.
4. Not enough study done on ice in the Northumberland Strait and the damage it could

cause.
5. The lack of any internal environmental upgrades in the mill itself including oxygen

delignification.
6. The recent ruling by the Nova Scotia supreme court identifying a conflict of interest

with the government paying for the project and also being the regulator.
7. Not including a complete report on the characteristics of the effluent.

My recommendation would be The rejection off this proposal. The only action to move
forward on this project and have the public feel it was being reviewed fairly and consistently
would be to handed it over to the Canadian impact assessment agency.

Caribou Island
Nova Scotia

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 6:01:45 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I live in Halifax but spend the year fishing north shore rivers for
trout and salmon and I'm concerned about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility
Proposal.

I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year)
of effluent into the Northumberland Strait is a bad idea.  I do not believe the Northumberland
Strait and its marine life, which is already under a lot of stress, can withstand this incredible
influx of effluent.

In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the potential risk that
this poses to our fisheries.  The livelihood of our fishers is being threatened by both the make
up of the effluent as well as the temperature.  I do not believe the province would have even
considered a proposal from Northern Pulp if that proposal was one that would put the
Michelin plant next door at risk.  I don't see how this is different.

Thanks,



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 6:03:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is . I've lived in various areas of Pictou County over the last 28
years and I'm concerned about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.

Premier Stephen McNeil stated that it would be wrong to move one disaster into a new
location when he referenced Northern Pulp's ETF proposal.  Of course that wasn't a statement
on whether Northern Pulp's project was a disaster, simply that it would be wrong for the
province to approve a project that could be characterized as creating a new disaster. 

Mr. McNeil also rightfully stated many times over that the company was given 5 years to
come up with a plan and that was more than enough time.  Not only did the 5 year plan give
ample time to Northern Pulp but this wasn't an 'arbitrary date' picked out of thin air.  The Jan
31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour Act also falls on the last day of
Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval.

Northern Pulp were slow to get moving on their attempt to complete the project.  When they
filed their EARD in February, they stated that they would need an extension 'until they built
their ETF or they would have to shut down'.  

That ask is for an indefinite extension as Northern Pulp's plan to build an ETF that pumps
effluent described by their own technical engineer as being worse than what comes out of Boat
Harbour, would set up the risk to move the disaster that is Boat Harbour and make it the
disaster in the Northumberland Strait.  

They cannot be given an extension.  That would break the deal that was made in good faith
and written into law between the PLFN and the province that saved Northern Pulp from
having to close in 2014.  They also cannot be given an extension because they don't have a
sound plan for a new ETF so it may never be built.  Northern Pulp cannot be given an
indefinite extension.

Northern Pulp have been given ample opportunity over their time owning the mill to ensure it
runs properly.  At some point you have to admit it can't be done.

Thank you for your time,

 
Westville, NS



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:04:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The new owner has
improved air, effluent and odour since 2011 Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lower branch Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 79 y: 14



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc:
Subject: Submissions of the Friends of the Northumberland Strait in Response to the call for Public Comments on the

Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 6:06:32 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Good evening,

Please see the attached link enclosing comments in regard to the Focus Report for the Replacement
Effluent Treatment
Facility Project proposed by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation.

https://ln2.sync.com/dl/858181470/2htdvp2c-9ghkj6qt-hsrjaesy-dfyi6anz

Please confirm that this link has been accepted by the Environmental Assessment Branch at your
earliest convenience. If there should be a technical difficulty, we shall arrange for alternate
submission.

Best regards,

 | Ecojustice
520-1801 Hollis Street, Halifax, NS B3J 3N4
T: 902-417-1700 | 1-800-926-7744 ext. 
F: 902-417-1701

Ecojustice is Canada’s largest environmental law charity. Help us build the case for a better earth.

This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the addressee or authorized to receive
this for the addressee, you must not use, copy, disclose or take any action based on this message or any information herein. If
you have received this message in error, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message. Thank
you.

https://ln2.sync.com/dl/858181470/2htdvp2c-9ghkj6qt-hsrjaesy-dfyi6anz
http://www.ecojustice.ca/
https://www.support.ecojustice.ca/ea-action/action?ea.client.id=1943&ea.campaign.id=42200&ea.tracking.id=Outlook
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1. Overview 

1. This submission is filed on behalf of the Friends of the Northumberland Strait (FONS).  FONS 

is a society registered under Nova Scotia’s Societies Act and its members are residents of Pictou 

and the surrounding area.  These materials are filed in response to the call for public comments 

regarding the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) in respect of the 

proposed project to build a new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF or the “project”).   

2. These submissions are made within the Environmental Assessment (EA) process for the ETF 

under Nova Scotia’s Environment Act1 (the Act) and Environmental Assessment Regulations2 

(the EA Regs).  FONS filed its original submissions with Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) and 

the Minister on February 12, 2019 and March 8, 20193, in response to NPNS’ original 

Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD) of January 31, 2019.4 FONS relies 

on all of these materials in respect of this EA process and asks that all of its submissions and 

those of other members of the public be properly and thoroughly considered by the Minister 

prior to making any decisions. 

3. FONS’ concerns as expressed in its February 12 and March 8 submissions, and the concerns 

of many other Pictou and area residents, have not been addressed by the Focus Report, and 

NPNS and its consultants have not cured the fundamental defects in the NPNS EARD 

materials.  The project presents significant environmental effects and adverse effects, and must 

                                                            
1 Environment Act, S.N.S. 1994-1995, c. 1, Part IV. 
2 Environmental Assessment Regulations, NS Reg 26/95 [“EA Regs”]. 
3 Ecojustice’s submissions on behalf of FONS are posted to the Environmental Assessment website of Nova Scotia 
Environment in four parts: 

1. Part A - February 12, 2019 submission, at 
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/4-
Ecojustic-comment-A-part-1.pdf and 
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/5-
Ecojustic-comment-A-part-2.pdf 

2. Part B, March 8, 2019 submission, at 
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/6-
Ecojustic-comment-B-part-1.pdf and 
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/7-
Ecojustic-comment-B-part-2.pdf 

4 NPNS EARD, as posted to the Environmental Assessment website of Nova Scotia Environment, at 
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/. 
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be rejected.  NPNS’ proposed mitigations will not prevent harm to the terrestrial and marine 

environment and to local communities, and will not perform as predicted in the EARD and 

Focus Report. 

4. The process followed by the Minister is flawed and unfair.  The Minister and his cabinet have 

demonstrated a conflict of interest and are biased toward approving this project.  The Minister 

and his predecessor have repeatedly and unfairly limited the public’s ability to participate in 

the process, despite the high level of concern and anxiety regarding this project in the Pictou 

area, in Nova Scotia, and within the Atlantic Region.  The Minister’s procedural choices within 

this EA process have undermined public confidence in the EA process and are contrary to the 

letter and spirit of the Act. 

5. The Focus Report package made available to the public was incomplete and the public may 

never have the chance to comment on some contemplated reports and submissions before the 

Minister makes his decision.  The various processes chosen appear to have been deliberately 

designed to prevent the public from reviewing and understanding the thousands of pages of 

technical materials, obtaining advice from experts, and making considered and focused 

submissions, all of which would have been of benefit to the process and to the Minister in 

making an appropriate decision.  FONS and other interested groups and individuals requested 

more time for review, but all such requests were rejected by the Minister. 

6. As in NPNS’s original EARD, the Focus Report once again attempts to characterize the risks 

of this project as minimal.  Some key concerns identified by FONS and others are not discussed 

at all, despite the clear obligation to address and respond to public concerns under the Act and 

the EA Regs. 

7. The updated and original receiving water studies put forward by NPNS and its consultants, and 

the impact assessments based on those studies, are poorly done, fundamentally flawed and 

unreliable.  Dr. Oliver Fringer, an oceanographer and expert in modelling coastal systems, is 

of the opinion that the Stantec modelling does “not provide science-based evidence that can be 

used to assess the potential environmental impacts of the near- and far-field dilution from the 
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proposed outfall site.”5  The Stantec reports overpredict effluent dilution rates and under 

predict the likelihood of sediment deposition and accumulation, both by significant margins.   

8. Inaccurate information and inappropriately selective information is provided about the marine 

ecosystem, including fish habitat and the fisheries that are conducted there.   

9. NPNS’ Focus Report was filed before all requirements of its Terms of Reference were 

completed, although NPNS has known since 2015 that a new ETF would be required and an 

EA would be triggered.  The Focus Report contains omissions, errors and inaccuracies.  It 

neither complies with its Terms of Reference nor satisfactorily addresses the many omissions, 

information gaps and inadequate assessment in the original EARD.   Important baseline studies 

have still not been done, planning and detailed designs are incomplete, and a number of studies 

are withheld from public comment. The Minister is once again asked to consider an incomplete 

set of materials.   

10. NPNS’ consultants make optimistic predictions that there will be no significant effects from 

this proposed ETF.  As a reality check, the Boat Harbour Basin has been receiving effluent 

from this pulp and paper mill for over 50 years.  The effects of continuous flow of the mill’s 

treated effluent into that ecosystem are devastating and lasting and have negatively impacted 

generations of members of the nearby Pictou Landing First Nation.  The planned cleanup of 

Boat Harbour will require a massive effort and is estimated to cost over $200 million dollars, 

all at public expense.  It strains credibility to assert that the same effluent, when discharged at 

a similar rate into a pristine nearby ecosystem within the Caribou Channel, will somehow have 

no significant impact. 

11. The risks associated with this project are significant.  Despite two opportunities to do so, NPNS 

has failed to discharge its burden to show that the project will not cause significant 

environmental effects or adverse effects, or that any such effects can be mitigated.  As 

discussed in detail below, ample evidence is before the Minister requiring rejection of the 

                                                            
5 Fringer, O.B., Review of updated modeling studies by Stantec Consulting for the Northern Pulp effluent treatment 
facility replacement project, 5 November 2019 at p. 16, Appendix A-1 (Fringer update report). 
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project pursuant to ss 35(3)(d) and 40(c) of the Act, as the project is likely to cause adverse 

effects or significant environmental effects that cannot be mitigated and are unacceptable. 

2. Introduction 

12. In its original submissions to the Minister in February and March 2019, FONS set out its 

concerns which had not been addressed by the EARD.   Most of these concerns remain 

unaddressed, as set out in the following list:   

(i) The registration materials filed by NPNS are incomplete and do not comply with the 
requirements of section 9(1A) of the Environmental Assessment Regulations.  The 
Project is therefore improperly registered and the current EA process is a nullity. 

(ii) The Focus Report, as submitted, does not comply with the Terms of Reference as 
discussed within this submission; 

(iii) All studies identified in the Terms of Reference should have been finalized and 
included in the Focus Report, in order that the entire Focus Report would be available 
to enable meaningful public comment and additional time must be granted to allow 
public comment on the entire Focus Report, once it is finalized; 

(iv) The ongoing EA process is inadequate and unfair, as it does not allow the public to 
assess the large amount of scientific documentation and conduct a comprehensive 
review of the information contained in NPNS’s EA submission and Focus Report, 
and all comments on each.  NPNS failed to hold promised public information 
sessions, and held back from the public the majority of the scientific studies until 
registration; requests for more time to review the materials were rejected by the 
Minister; 

(v) The Minister’s connection to this project, as a member of cabinet, gives rise to a 
reasonable apprehension of bias, and renders the process as a nullity; 

(vi) The EARD and Focus Report submissions, although lengthy, lack critical 
information, or sufficient detail, in crucial areas such as: 

(a) Studies showing the nature and frequency of process interruptions and 
disruptions, leaks and spills at the NPNS facility and the impacts of same on 
effluent composition and effective operation of the proposed ETF; 

(b) Studies showing that the proposed ETF, which is not yet constructed, can and will 
in fact reliably and consistently discharge effluent which will meet any particular 
parameter, or whether it will meet the parameters which form the basis of the 
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discussion in the NPNS submission; and that NPNS actually will operate its 
facility in a manner that achieves the required parameters and in an optimally 
environmentally sustainable manner; 

(c) Studies and analyses regarding mercury issues associated with the project, 
including methylmercury, mercury and other metals in effluent, and mercury 
contamination of the NPNS/Canso site; 

(d) Full sets of baseline data obtained over full annual cycles and over the entire 
affected areas for all aspects of the ecosystems that will be affected;  

(e) Complete ecosystem studies in relation to the marine and terrestrial environments; 

(f) Thorough and accurate modelling to determine mixing capabilities in Caribou 
Channel and how the effluent will fare as it circulates in the Strait; 

(g) Drawings or mapping/chart coordinates and detailed plans showing the precise 
pipeline route proposed on land, in Caribou Harbour, and in Caribou Channel; 

(h) Reliable leak detection for all portions of the pipeline,  

(i) Modelling in regard to spills or other accidental events; 

(j) Air emissions data from current operations from all stacks and vents; and 

(k) Clear, effective and comprehensive mitigation plans, with substance and that take 
into account actual conditions in the local environment. 

 
The above defects, individually and collectively, show that the NPNS EA and Focus 
Report materials remain incomplete, are based on inaccurate information and 
unproven assumptions, and are not supported by credible scientific studies in relevant 
disciplines.   

3. Procedural Issues 

13. As stated in FONS March 8, 2019 submission, there is “[…] a duty of procedural fairness lying 

on every public authority making an administrative decision which is not of a legislative nature 

and which affects the rights, privileges or interests of an individual.”6  

                                                            
6 Cardinal v Kent Institution, [1985] 2 SCR 643 at 653.  
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14. A number of procedural issues have fundamentally compromised the fairness of the 

environmental assessment process for NPNS’ proposed new ETF. Those procedural issues, 

each of which has been raised with the Minister on previous occasions, are as follows: 

(a) the Minister’s reasonable apprehension of bias; 

(b) the insufficient public comment period on NPNS’ Focus Report; and 

(c) the Province’s failure to make certain portions of NPNS’ Focus Report available for 

public comment.  

15. In FONS’ submission, each of these issues constitutes a violation of the Province’s and/or the 

Minister’s duty of procedural fairness in the context of the ongoing environmental assessment. 

FONS therefore calls on the appropriate authority to remedy these failings in order to restore 

the fairness and integrity of the environmental assessment process. 

16. The following sections examine each of the three procedural issues identified by FONS in turn. 

a) Reasonable Apprehension of Bias 

17. On February 12, 2019, we submitted a package to both the Minister and the Environmental 

Assessment Branch on behalf of FONS. In our submission, we asked the former Minister of 

the Environment, Margaret Miller, to recuse herself from the EA process for NPNS’ proposed 

ETF due to a significant conflict of interest.7 On March 6, 2019, we received a letter dated 

March 5, 2019 from the former Minister Miller advising that she would not be recusing herself 

from the EA process. 

18. On March 8, 2019, on behalf of FONS we submitted a package of substantive comments on 

NPNS’ Registration Document for its proposed ETF. In those submissions, FONS maintained 

its position that the former Minister Miller’s involvement in the EA process gave rise to a 

                                                            
7 FONS’ February 12, 2019 submission to the Minister is available on NSE’s Replacement Effluent Treatment 
Facility Project webpage at the following addresses: 
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/4-Ecojustic-comment-A-
part-1.pdf and https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/5-
Ecojustic-comment-A-part-2.pdf.  
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reasonable apprehension of bias.8 FONS therefore continued to call on the Minister to recuse 

herself in order to maintain public confidence and ensure the integrity of the EA process. 

19. Following the conclusion of the first stage of the EA process, additional evidence has come to 

light about the extensive financial ties between NPNS and the Province, and in particular about 

the strong financial incentives for the current Minister to approve the proposed ETF. 

20. In the recently decided Pictou Landing First Nation case, the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal 

(NSCA) identified an Agreement and an Amendment between NPNS and the Province that 

provide for reimbursement by the Province to NPNS for engineering, design, and 

environmental assessment expenses for the new ETF. The Agreement is dated December 28, 

2016, and the Amendment is dated September 27, 2017. In conjunction, the Agreement and 

the Amendment provide that the Province will reimburse NPNS for “Eligible Expenses,” 

including reasonable costs for the design and engineering of the new ETF (up to $300,000) 

and the EA (up to $250,000) and “other costs approved by the Province in writing.”9  

21. The NSCA also noted that the Province and NPNS signed a second agreement on December 

13, 2017. That agreement provided that the Province would reimburse NPNS’ detailed design 

and engineering costs for the new ETF, up to a maximum of $8 million. Under the December 

13, 2017 agreement, the Province can choose to use any contribution it makes to NPNS under 

the terms of the agreement to offset any future award NPNS may be granted for damages 

against the Province.10 It appears that the Province is particularly concerned about potential 

compensation owed to NPNS as a result of the statutorily mandated closure of the Boat 

Harbour ETF.11  

22. The December 28, 2016 and December 13, 2017 agreements, and the September 27, 2017 

amendment will be referred to herein as the “Funding Agreements.”  

                                                            
8 FONS’s March 8, 2019 comments on the Registration Document are available on NSE’s Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project webpage at the following addresses: 
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/6-Ecojustic-comment-B-
part-1.pdf and https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/comments/7-
Ecojustic-comment-B-part-2.pdf.  
9 Nova Scotia (Aboriginal Affairs) v Pictou Landing First Nation, 2019 NSCA 75 at para 44 [“PLFN”].  
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid.  
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23. The NSCA commented on the impacts of these Funding Agreements on the Minister’s 

decisions to issue approvals for the new ETF under Parts IV and V of the Environment Act 

(which include the Minister’s decision to approve or reject the new ETF following the current 

environmental assessment). The Court wrote as follows: 

136  […] the Funding Agreements inject their own incentives into the process of 
ministerial approval. 

137  Those incentives include the following: 

 Provincial funds have already been paid, with more to come, toward the design, 
engineering, environmental assessment or capital cost of the New ETF. Without 
the ministerial approvals, the Province’s payments would be wasted, The New 
ETF would not operate. Ministerial approvals are needed for the Province’s 
investment to be productive. 
 The Funding Agreements say the Province “approves” the items of design, 
engineering and environmental assessment before paying Northern Pulp. Once the 
Province approves under the Funding Agreement, would there be an about-face 
that denies approval under the Environment Act? Likely, the contractual approval 
would facilitate the statutory approvals. In the past, the Province has contracted to 
give approvals for a new ETF. The 1995 [Memorandum of Understanding], 
articles 4.01(k) and (l), said the Province would “obtain all 
required…approvals…for the continued operation of the Reconfigured Facility.” 
In 2008, the Province signed an acknowledgement that this provision would 
continue to benefit Northern Pulp. […] 
 The Funding Agreements embody partial terms of settlement of a threatened 
lawsuit by Northern Pulp against the Province for early termination of the Lease. 
A settlement is meaningful only with ministerial approvals under the Environment 
Act. The approvals would allow the Mill to operate toward the expiry date of the 
terminated Lease, reducing Northern Pulp’s claimed damages. Denial of approval 
could leave Northern Pulp’s alleged losses mostly intact, subject to issues of 
mitigation, for pursuit in litigation against the Province. The Minister might 
consider an avoided lawsuit to be beneficial for the Province. 12 

24. In light of the NSCA’s findings, and in alignment with its previous submissions on this issue, 

FONS maintains its position that the Minister’s role in the EA process for NPNS’ proposed 

ETF gives rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias. As a result, FONS repeats its call for the 

Minister to recuse himself from the EA in order to restore public confidence in the process.  

                                                            
12 Ibid, at paras 136-137.  
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b) Insufficient time for public comment on the Focus Report  

25. On October 10, 2019, we wrote to Minister Wilson on behalf of FONS to request that he grant 

additional time for both the public and the Administrator to review NPNS’ Focus Report.13 

Specifically, FONS requested that the Minister: 

(a) Grant additional time for the submission of public comments on the Focus Report, with 

a new deadline of Monday, December 9, 2019; and 

(b) Add 30 more days to the 25-day period within which the Administrator must submit 

all comments and a recommendation to the Minister, following the deadline for public 

comments. 

26. The current public comment period is exactly 30 days, running from October 9, 2019, the date 

on which NSE announced receipt of the Focus Report in the Nova Scotia Gazette.14 This is the 

minimum public comment period required by the Regulations. The Minister has the authority 

to grant both extensions requested by FONS, pursuant to ss 16(2) and 17(2) of the Regulations, 

respectively, if the default timelines are insufficient for public comment or the Administrator’s 

review. 

27. Following the Minister’s receipt of FONS’ letter, the Minister made comments in the media 

indicating that he would not grant the requested extensions.15 However, he did not respond 

directly to FONS.  

28. On October 23, 2019, we wrote to the Minister on FONS’ behalf once again to request a 

response to our letter of October 10.16 We received a reply from the Minister denying our 

requested extensions that same day.17  

                                                            
13 Letter from James Gunvaldsen Klaassen and Sarah McDonald to the Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson, dated 
October 10, 2019, Appendix E-1.  
14 Release of Focus Report Pursuant to the Nova Scotia Environment Act, (2019) NS Gaz I, 1529, Appendix E-2.  
15 Michael Gorman, “Minister not considering extension to comment period on Northern Pulp report,” CBC News, 
October 10, 2019, Appendix E-3; Taryn Grant, “More time needed for review of Northern Pulp pipeline proposal: 
community group,” The Star, October 10, 2019, Appendix E-4.  
16 Letter from James Gunvaldsen Klaassen and Sarah McDonald to the Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson, dated 
October 23, 2019, Appendix E-5.  
17 Letter from the Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson to James Gunvaldsen Klaassen, dated October 23, 2019, 
Appendix E-6.  
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29. Without prejudice to its submissions on the Minister’s bias, FONS maintains its position that 

the Minister should extend the timelines for both public review and comment on the Focus 

Report, and for the Administrator to review the various submissions and provide a 

recommendation to the Minister. FONS reiterates the concerns expressed in its October 10, 

2019 letter about the volume, complexity, and highly technical nature of the materials that the 

general public is now tasked with reviewing within a very short timeframe. A 30 day comment 

period is entirely insufficient to allow the general public to review, understand, and provide 

thoughtful comments on thousands of pages of complex, technical scientific materials. Indeed, 

the former Minister Miller herself echoed that concern when NPNS filed its original 

registration document.18  

30. In addition, as reviewed in detail in FONS’ February 12, 2019 submission to Minister Miller, 

the proposed ETF is highly controversial and has generated high levels of public interest and 

concern within the Pictou area and across Nova Scotia. As a result, it is all the more important 

to ensure that the public has ample time to review the Focus Report, the EARD, the many 

comments offered on the EARD, including government responses and determine how to 

respond, and what to say.  Without adequate time, there is no meaningful opportunity for either 

the public or the Minister to understand the potential impacts of the proposed ETF on their 

communities and on Nova Scotia’s environment and economy.  

31. The Terms of Reference for the Focus Report recommended that NPNS engage with relevant 

stakeholders and share relevant studies and reports in the process of preparing its Focus Report. 

However, our understanding is that NPNS shared nothing with FONS or with numerous other 

affected groups who have consistently expressed strong concerns about the proposed ETF 

before submitting the various studies comprising its Focus Report en masse to the Province. 

This approach created additional and entirely unnecessary barriers to meaningful public 

participation in the EA process. 

                                                            
18 Jean Laroche, “Northern Pulp’s plans for pipeline, effluent treatment plant now public,” CBC News, February 7, 
2019, Appendix E-7.  
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32. FONS therefore renews its call on the Minister to extend the timelines as requested in its 

October 10, 2019 and October 23, 2019 letters, in order to restore fairness and integrity to the 

current EA process.  

c) Failure to provide documents for public comment 

33. In the October 10, 2019 and October 23, 2019 letters to the Minister, FONS identified the 

following documents as missing from the Focus Report posted on the NSE website: 

(a) Appendix 7.2 – states it includes as Appendix A an “Underwater Benthic Habitat 

Survey Video.” However, no such video or link to any such video appears in this 

Appendix or elsewhere in the Focus Report. 

(b) Appendices 10.1 and 10.2 both refer to reports which are not provided. 

(c) Appendix 11.1 refers to a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study but no such study is 

included in this Appendix or elsewhere in the Focus Report.  

34. FONS letter went on to say:  “[…] it is unclear as to whether reports are intended to be included, 

or submitted late, under Appendices 3.3, 3.5, 5.2, 6.1 and 7.5 of the Focus Report. If any such 

report will be submitted for your consideration, it must also be made available for public 

comment prior to any decisions being made […]”. 

35. The Minister did not address FONS’ submission about these missing documents in any way in 

his comments to the media following the October 10, 2019 letter, or in his written response to 

the October 23, 2019 letter. 

36. Jill Graham-Scanlan, president of FONS, has also corresponded with NSE’s environmental 

assessment department via email about additional information missing from the Focus Report. 

On October 16, 2019, Ms. Graham-Scanlan sent two emails to EA@novascotia.ca noting the 

following errors and omissions:19  

                                                            
19 Email chain between Jill Graham-Scanlan and the Environmental Assessment Web Account, dated October 23, 
2019, Appendix E-8; Email chain between Jill Graham-Scanlan and the Environmental Assessment Web Account, 
dated October 24, 2019, Appendix E-9   
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(a) The Focus Report does not include information that would allow the public to 

determine whether the “fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater 

environment” and “fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment” were 

completed to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, as required by the Terms 

of Reference;  

(b) The Focus Report does not include details of the assessment methodology for 

additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key marine fish 

species agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments, as 

required by the Terms of Reference; and 

(c) A number of Figures in the Focus Report are blurry, and therefore partially illegible, 

both in the online version and in the hardcopy at the Pictou Library. 

37. NSE did not address these errors and omissions in response to Ms. Graham-Scanlan’s 

concerns. Shockingly, in one response NSE stated that “[t]he NS EA process does not include 

a conformity review or other check that the Focus Report contains all of the items listed in the 

Terms of Reference.” This is in clear contrast to the press release NSE posted online upon 

receipt of the Focus Report, which stated that “[t]he report will be available online within 14 

days once department staff have done a preliminary check to confirm it is complete.”20  

38. NSE’s failure to ensure that the complete Focus Report was made available for public comment 

clearly undermines the public’s ability to participate meaningfully in the EA process. NSE 

requested this information from NPNS because it is necessary in order to fully understand the 

potential impacts of the proposed ETF. If the public cannot understand the potential impacts 

on their communities and environment, then they cannot provide fulsome comments and the 

integrity and fairness of the EA process is compromised.  

39. As a result, and without prejudice to its position on the Minister’s bias, FONS calls upon the 

Minister to make the missing documents available to the public and to provide additional time 

for the public to review and comment on those documents. FONS notes that the Province’s 

failure to make the complete Focus Report available for public comment at the outset further 

                                                            
20 NSE news release, “Northern Pulp Focus Report Submitted,” October 2, 2019, Appendix E-10. 
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supports FONS’ request for the Minister to extend the timelines for review under the 

Regulations, as outlined in the previous section.  

4. Effluent and Sediment Transport Modelling 

40. The modelling exercise conducted by Stantec, NPNS’ consultants, is summarized in the set of 

receiving water studies contained in the original EARD.  For the Focus Report, Stantec 

conducted a further modelling exercise and summarized those conclusions in an “Updated 

Receiving Water Study”, dated September 27, 2019.21  The findings of the full set of receiving 

water studies, including the Updated RWS, are fundamental to the overall and entirely 

questionable conclusion that none of the impacts of any aspect of this project will be 

significant. The accuracy and reliability of the modelling exercise is essential for a fulsome 

and in-depth evaluation of the project.  If the modelling is not reliable, many of the conclusions 

asserted by NPNS’ other consultants in relation to marine impacts and water quality will 

likewise be unreliable. 

41. Stantec’s central premise is that all contaminants will be quickly diluted.  Stantec relies heavily 

on the questionable mixing zone concept as discussed below. 

42. The Stantec Receiving Water Studies, on which much of the NPNS EA is founded, are 

unreliable and fundamentally inaccurate.  The modelling exercise undertaken was not 

appropriate for the receiving environment and is not an accurate representation of effluent and 

sediment interaction with that environment.  FONS submits that the Receiving Water Studies, 

and other materials based on the conclusions of those studies, must be disregarded and no 

assessment of environmental effects can be undertaken based on those studies.  

43. FONS relies on the critique of the Receiving Water Studies prepared by Dr. Oliver Fringer.  

Dr. Fringer is an Associate Professor (with tenure), Department of Civil and Environmental 

Engineering, Stanford University.  He is an oceanographer with expertise in numerical 

modelling of coastal dynamics.22 

                                                            
21 Appendix 4.2, Focus Report. 
22 Oliver Fringer, CV, Appendix A-3 
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44. Dr. Fringer’s original report regarding the Stantec Receiving Water Studies was submitted 

within the FONS submission of March 8, 2019.23  We have again appended it to this 

submission.  Dr. Fringer has also prepared a new report, which critiques Stantec’s updated 

Receiving Water Study.24   Dr. Fringer’s reports speak for themselves and should be read 

together.  We hereby submit them to the Minister for a detailed and thorough review.  FONS 

submits that Dr. Fringer’s two reports in combination make clear that all effluent modelling 

work done for NPNS in relation to this project is defective and unreliable, and all conclusions 

based on that modelling must be discounted and disregarded.  

45. Dr. Fringer notes that his concerns regarding Stantec’s original modelling work were not 

addressed within the updated receiving water study and the same flaws inherent in the original 

Stantec studies were carried forward into the updated study. 

46. Dr. Fringer concludes that the updated studies prepared by Stantec based on the MIKE 21 and 

CORMIX system models are both inaccurate and misleading. They do not provide science-

based evidence that can be used to assess the potential environmental impacts of the near- and 

far-field effluent dilution from the proposed outfall site.   

47. The problems with these models arise from deficient modelling practices that Dr. Fringer 

criticized in his original report but were not addressed in the new studies.  Dr. Fringer 

concludes that the Stantec studies suffer from fundamental problems associated with model 

setup, validation and analysis.  Despite some additional measurements obtained in early 

summer 2019, the validation of the currents near site CH-B indicates that the Stantec model 

performs poorly and cannot be trusted to accurately predict the far-field transport of the 

effluent. 

48. The models fail to take into account the stratification within the water column, which prevents 

the total mixing assumed by both the near-field and far-field modelling exercise.  Stantec’s 

near and far field models therefore over-predict mixing and dilution of effluent. 

                                                            
23 Fringer, O.B., Review of near- and far-field modeling studies by Stantec Consulting for the Northern Pulp effluent 
treatment facility replacement project, 7 March 2019 Appendix A-4  
24 Fringer, O.B., Review of updated modeling studies by Stantec Consulting for the Northern Pulp effluent treatment 
facility replacement project, 5 November 2019 Appendix A-1 (Fringer update report) 
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49. Dr. Fringer finds that Stantec significantly overestimates the dilution by at least a factor of 3.5 

based solely on its selection of parameters regarding effluent and receiving water density.25  If 

different parameters are used, the dilution factor at 100 m from the diffuser is only 42, and not 

the much higher figures used by Stantec.26  Dr. Fringer further concludes: 

This dilution factor is expected to be even lower when taking into account the effects of 
vertical density stratification, weaker slack currents during neap tides, and receiving water 
densities that should be at their lowest during late summer/early fall.27 

50. Dr. Fringer’s report also critiques the sediment transport report prepared by Stantec at 

Appendix 4.3.  Dr. Fringer concludes that the sediment transport study is fundamentally flawed 

because it ignores the effect of flocculation and fails to use MIKE software designed for 

sediment transport modelling.  Had Stantec accounted for flocculation, it would have 

concluded that solids within the effluent would deposit and accumulate much more rapidly and 

much closer to the outfall.  Dr. Fringer finds: 

…owing to the use of floc diameters that are too small, and because the settling velocity is 
proportional to the square of this diameter, the settling velocities are vastly underpredicted 
and the resulting transport distances are substantially overpredicted. Substantially more 
flocculated effluent particulate matter will accumulate around the outfall….28 

The second flaw of the sediment transport study is that it is overly simplistic. The tidal 
currents are highly variable in the region in both space and time, and it is naïve to imply 
that the suspended particulate matter in the effluent will not pose an environmental or 
ecological problem based simply on an approximate distance it is expected to propagate 
away from the outfall. Not only do we expect flocculation to promote particle settling in 
the vicinity of the outfall, but the particles that settle far from the outfall may accumulate in 
sensitive fisheries habitats in deeper water or in Caribou Harbour.29 

                                                            
25 The parameters selected by Stantec do not match the trends shown by sampling results within Appendix 2.3.  And 
where there is a range of results in 4.3, density and salinity factors most favourable to a higher level of dilution is 
selected, without explanation or justification. 
26 Fringer update report, at pp .14 and 18. 
27 Fringer update report at p 1. See also pp 10-13. 
28 Fringer update report pp 15-16. 
29 Fringer update report p. 16. 
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51. Stantec fails to assess the potential for fine particulate matter to accumulate within Caribou 

Harbour or other ecologically sensitive sites in the region.30  Likewise, Stantec’s statements 

that no effluent buildup will occur within Caribou Harbour are in doubt.  Dr. Fringer writes: 

It is noted that “no effluent concentration buildup was found in the harbour basins, along the 
shorelines and in the entire model domain.”31 There is no scientific justification for this 
statement. Not only do the figures show buildup of effluent along the shorelines and 
signatures of effluent entering Caribou Harbour, but it is straightforward to compute the 
exact amount of effluent entering the harbour with the MIKE 21 model.32 

52. In respect of winter scenario modelling, the report says: 

The winter scenario models ice cover simply by removing winds and waves, yet ice cover 
should be modeled with reduced tidal currents at the model boundaries and higher friction 
at the free surface.  Improper ice modeling leads to an overprediction of the near- and far-
field dilution.33 

53. Dr. Fringer also finds that the modelling done by Stantec in relation to the existing Boat 

Harbour Facility is unreliable and incapable of being simulated accurately within the two-

dimensional model used by Stantec.34 

54. Based on the above and Dr. Fringer’s detailed findings and analysis, the Stantec reports must 

be viewed as fundamentally unreliable, and an inappropriate tool to assess the effectiveness of 

the dilution of effluent, proposed as the main mitigation measure in relation to impacts on the 

marine environment. 

55. Contrary to Stantec’s assertions, it is therefore likely that there will be effluent buildup within 

Caribou Harbour and sediment deposition near the outfall.  The effluent will not dilute to the 

degree asserted by Stantec, making the proposed mitigation ineffective.  The proposed effluent 

discharge at the outfall will therefore present significant environmental effects and adverse 

effects for which no effective mitigation is proposed. 

                                                            
30 Fringer update report, pp 17-18. 
31 Dr. Fringer is quoting from p ii of the executive summary of the Stantec Updated Receiving Water study, Focus 
Report, Appendix 4.2. 
32 Fringer update report, at p. 9. 
33 Fringer update report, at p. 2 – see also p. 9. 
34 Fringer update report at p. 17. 
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5. Modelling and Marine Impact assessment 

56. NPNS’s consultant, Ecometrix, provided a report on its conclusions as to impacts on the marine 

environment and marine species.35  The Ecometrix report relies heavily on the findings of the 

Stantec receiving water studies, including the last study which is dated September 27, 2019.  

Consequently, to the extent Ecometrix based portions of its report on unreliable or incorrect 

findings made by Stantec, then those Ecometrix findings must also be considered unreliable or 

wrong. 

57. Ecometrix did not record any independent assessment or evaluation of Stantec’s conclusions, 

but nonetheless carries them forward into the Ecometrix report.  The timing of the two reports 

shows that, within 3 days of receiving the Stantec report, Ecometrix produced its own report 

which repeats Stantec’s conclusions.  Like Stantec, Ecometrix makes no allowance for error in 

respect of the modelling conclusions.  Neither mentions Dr. Fringer’s report and critique dated 

March 7, 2019, which seriously questions the reliability of the fundamentals of Stantec’s work 

on the initial Receiving Water Studies and the accuracy of Stantec’s predictions. 

58. Stantec’s fundamental conclusion is that all contaminants and other effluent substances will 

quickly dilute, within a few metres of the diffuser.  Ecometrix’s Marine Environment Impact 

Assessment (Table 4-6) characterizes the dilution effect as a “proposed mitigation”, described 

as:  “[t]he diffuser configuration promotes rapid mixing of effluent to minimize the spatial 

extent over which constituent concentrations are expected to be distinguishable from 

“background” or ambient conditions.”36   Once diluted, neither Stantec nor Ecometrix 

considers any effluent component to present any significant concern or risk, including by way 

of bioaccumulation and concentration within food chains.  Underlying Ecometrix’s report is 

the notion that dilution renders all contaminants as essentially benign despite their continuous 

flow into Caribou Channel, the Strait and beyond.  Determining impacts to marine ecosystems 

and organisms is therefore mostly a mathematical exercise, dependent on dilution rates.   

                                                            
35 Focus Report, Appendix 7.3. 
36 Ecometrix Report, at, for example p. 4.31 (see column under the heading “proposed mitigation”).   
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59. As discussed above, Dr. Fringer’s expert opinion is that the Stantec models are fundamental 

defective and unreliable.  If Stantec is incorrect, Ecometrix’s conclusions and predictions must 

also be in doubt.  Some of Ecometrix’s conclusions that rely on Stantec modelling are: 

(i) Definition of study areas - the Marine Local Assessment Area (LAA) and the 

Regional Assessment Area (RAA) - in terms of Stantec’s predicted dilution factors i.e 

areas which are predicted to be exposed to relative effluent concentrations exceeding 

1% and those predicted to be lower than 1%;37 

(ii) Assumption that effluent dispersion in winter is very similar to summer;38   

(iii) Dilution ratios set out in table 4-4;39 

(iv) Calculation of distances from the diffuser at which each substance reaches “ambient 

condition” per Table 4-3; 40 

(v) There will not be a requirement to conduct a fish community or benthic community 

study as part of an Environmental Effects Monitoring study41 under the Pulp and 

Paper Effluent Regulations;42 and,Purported impacts (or no impacts) on marine 

species, including Atlantic herring,43 Rock crab,44 American lobster,45 Marine 

shellfish,46 plankton,47 and benthic invertebrates.48 

                                                            
37 Ecometrix Report, page 2.4, Appendix 7.3.   
38 Ecometrix Report, page 4.12, Appendix 7.3.  “As shown by MIKE 21 2D modelling presented in Stantec (2019c), 
effluent dispersion in winter is very similar to summer.” 
39 Ecometrix Report, “Table 4-4: Dilution Ratios at Distance”; page 4.15, Appendix 7.3. 
40 Ecometrix Report, “Table 4-3: Marine Water Quality COPCs and Estimated Dilution”; page 4.13, Appendix 7.3. 
41 Ecometrix Report, p. 5.3, Appendix 7.3. 
42 Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations, SOR/92-269, Schedule IV.1, s. 3. 
43 Ecometrix Report, p. 420 and p. 4.25, Table 4-6, “Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after 
Mitigation on the Marine Environment VEC”, Atlantic herring, Appendix 7.3. 
44 Ecometrix Report, Table 4-6, “Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation on the Marine 
Environment VEC”, Rock crab, page 4.27, Appendix 7.3.  
45 Ecometrix Report, Table 4-6, “Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation on the Marine 
Environment VEC”, American lobster, page 4.29, Appendix 7.3. “Effects are considered to be minor and encompass 
a small area within 5 m of the diffuser area.” 
46 Ecometrix Report, Table 4-6, “Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation on the Marine 
Environment VEC”, shellfish, page 4.31, Appendix 7.3. 
47 Ecometrix Report, Table 4-6, “Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation on the Marine 
Environment VEC”, plankton, page 4.32, Appendix 7.3. 
48 Ecometrix Report, Table 4-6, “Significance Determinations of Residual Effects after Mitigation on the Marine 
Environment VEC”, benthic invertebrates, page 4.34, Appendix 7.3. 
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60. The Ecometrix report provides little assessment as to what will happen to individuals of marine 

species that come into contact with effluent discharging from the diffuser.  Based on Stantec’s 

modelling, Ecometrix treats the “mixing zone” as a small area, and mostly concludes that the 

effluent will dilute quickly and any contact with marine organisms will be fleeting.49  

61. This conclusion is reached despite the reality that an average of 65 million litres of effluent 

will be discharged at the site each day, amounting to 23.7 billion litres a year.  At that rate, 

over 30 years of operation, the total effluent discharge will be 711 billion litres.  As stated 

above, there is no indication that any testing was conducted to assess impacts of such 

discharges over time on marine species at all life stages, despite the nature of the ecosystem 

being examined and the concerns raised by the public as to potential toxicological effects of 

the effluent on the ecosystem.  In this regard, Ecometrix simply states:   

To address these concerns, NPNS will continue to investigate the feasibility of performing 

toxicity testing to determine both potential acute and sublethal effects on immature stages 

of lobster and herring. 

62. “Investigating the possibility” of doing such a test does not satisfy the requirement to consider 

and assess the potential risks to lobster and herring from this project. NPNS has chosen to leave 

this requirement unsatisfied. 

Further potential errors in with application of the dilution rates 

63. The information provided by NPNS’ consultants in Table 7.3-150 of the NPNS Focus Report, 

appears to contain significant internal errors, in addition to being based on the erroneous 

predictions from the Stantec modelling exercise.  The table purports to set out the distances by 

which each parameter in the effluent will reach “ambient conditions”. 

64. The right hand column of the table is clearly erroneous.  That column, entitled “distance from 

diffuser ambient conditions are reached”, says, for the most part, that concentrations of various 

effluent components will reach ambient conditions within less than 2 m of the diffuser.  A 

quick look at the table shows that this is obviously not true.  As the most glaring example, 

                                                            
49 Ecometrix Report, page 4.20, Appendix 7.3. 
50 Table 7.3-1: Marine Water Quality COPCs and Estimated Dilution, Focus Report p. 138. 
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Mercury is shown not to be present in seawater in either 2018 or 2019.  As it is contained in 

the effluent entering the seawater at the diffuser, those concentrations will be at 0.028 μg/L51 

5m from the diffuser and the same at 100m.  Yet the right hand column concludes that it will 

reach ambient conditions (of 0 μg/L) within 2m of the diffuser.  It cannot reach 0 μg/L at 2m 

if it is still at 0.028 μg/L at both 5 m and 100 m.  Moreover, it shows that it still exceeds the 

CWQG guideline of 0.016 even at 100m. 

65. As another example, ambient concentrations for cadmium were measured at n/a in 2018, and 

0.084 μg/L in 2019.  The table says that the effluent discharge of 1.03 μg/L will reach ambient 

conditions by “<2m”, but shows that by 5 m it has only reached 0.1 μg/L, and only reaches 

0.084 μg/L by 100m.  Obviously, if the ambient concentration for cadmium is n/a, then it has 

not reached ambient conditions even by 100m and certainly not <2m The <2m prediction is 

therefore not even borne out by the modelling result presented, yet it is the conclusion given 

in the Dillon table.     

66. The table lists measurements of Caribou seawater from 2018 and 2019 and the concentrations 

vary from one year’s measurement to the other.  It is important to note that there are only a 

couple of measurements for each year, and no attempt was made to conduct an intensive 

sampling program to obtain a full set of measurements over one or more annual cycles. 

67. But despite this very limited data set, Dillon consistently selects the higher level of 

concentrations as ambient conditions.   There is no discussion as to why one is chosen over the 

other.  Rather than attempting a balanced and neutral analysis, the table consistently uses the 

highest level of a particular parameter, even though a lower level was measured in another 

year.  Again, repeating the cadmium example, measured ambient concentrations for cadmium 

were measured at n/a in 2018, and 0.084 μg/L in 2019.  Yet 0.084 is used as the ambient 

condition, even though it was not measured at all in 2018.  No explanation is provided as to 

why 0.084 was selected. 

                                                            
51 Micrograms per litre 
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6. Canso chemical site and mercury contamination 

68. In its March 8, 2019 submission FONS identified mercury contamination present on the NPNS 

property in close proximity to the proposed site for the ETF and its potential to be disturbed 

via construction activities.52  FONS provided a report by Dr. Margaret Sears describing the 

basis for the concerns and the adverse environmental effects that can be caused by mercury 

contamination.53  As shown by Appendix 1.1, many members of the public expressed similar 

concerns.54 

69. FONS also provided supporting technical materials documenting the risks and known 

problems with mercury contamination on the NPNS/Canso Chemicals site.55 In a Canso site 

decommissioning report dated January 26, 2000, Dillon consulting concluded that mercury 

was present in the bedrock at the site56 and there was “potential for mercury to migrate and 

discharge to Pictou Harbour in the future.”57 

70. Neither the Focus Report nor the original EARD contains any discussion or assessment of this 

risk in connection with the proposed ETF project, or provides any mitigation measures.  In 

response to the numerous concerns raised regarding site mercury contamination, NPNS’ report 

only says:  “Monitoring will be conducted as part of construction.  Contingency plans will be 

in place to address contaminant if identified.”58   

71. This approach is not acceptable as the Minister must consider, inter alia, the “potential and 

known adverse effects or environmental effects of the proposed undertaking...[.]” 59 This must 

be done before the work commences, not after it has proceeded and a foreseeable problem has 

been encountered.  One would expect to see an identification of the risks, delineation of the 

contamination, and the steps that are proposed to avoid and mitigate the risk.   

                                                            
52 FONS submission, March 8, 2019, at p. 29 and Appendices F-1 and H-2; Dr. Margaret Sears, Comments 
regarding the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Environmental Assessment Registration Document, Replacement 
Treatment Facility, March 8, 2019 (Appendix F-1).  Partial decommissioning report for Canso site (Appendix H-2). 
53 Dr. Sears’ report, at p. 4 (Appendix F-1). 
54 Focus Report, Appendix 1.1, Public Comments, for example at pp. 20 and 122 of 125. 
55 Canso Chemicals Site materials, FONS submission, March 8, 2019, Appendix H-2. 
56 Canso Chemicals Site report, p. 35, FONS submission, March 8, 2019, Appendix H-2. 
57 Canso Chemicals Site report, p. 37, FONS submission, March 8, 2019, Appendix H-2. 
58 Focus Report, Appendix 1.1, Public Comments, for example at pp. 20 and 122 of 125. 
59 EA Regulations, ss 9(1A)(b)(vi) and 12(e). 
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72. As Dr. Sears says, gathering information and conducting analysis relating to the Canso site 

mercury issue should be an essential component of the EA process.60  However, its potential 

impacts have not been assessed and no information has been provided regarding mercury 

contamination at the site.  Despite advance knowledge of mercury contamination, NPNS 

proposes only to wait and see if any mercury is encountered while the project is underway, 

without assessing any associated risk within this EA process prior to beginning the work. 

Without any information and evaluation regarding mercury contamination, an EA cannot be 

conducted and the obligation to consult Indigenous peoples and the public has not been 

discharged. 

73. Consequently, the project description and assessment cannot be considered complete and 

NPNS’s proposed ETF must be rejected. 

7. Failure to conduct primary studies and obtain baseline data 

74. As discussed above in the context of site mercury contamination, the EA Regs require that 

NPNS provide environmental baseline information in respect of its proposed project.61 Despite 

this requirement, as discussed in FONS’ March 8, 2019 submission, in many cases NPNS did 

not provide such information when it submitted its original EARD.  The subsequent Terms of 

Reference for the Focus Report provided NPNS with another opportunity to submit baseline 

information. As one example, paragraph 7.2 of the Terms of Reference requires NPNS to: 

7.2 Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine environment, to the 

satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 

75. However, in its Focus Report, while NPNS asserts that its current evaluation regarding the 

benthic community is comprehensive, it then suggests that more information will be gathered 

in the area of the effluent diffuser in fall 2019 to supplement the existing database.62  It also 

appears to concede that it has not achieved a baseline for phytoplankton and zooplankton 

presence, diversity and relative abundance.63  No information has been provided to the public 

                                                            
60 Dr. Sears’ report, at p. 4 (Appendix F-1). 
61 EA Regulations, ss 9(1A)(b)(x) and 12(da). 
62 Focus Report, p. 126. 
63 Focus Report, p. 126. 
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as to whether any surveys were conducted to DFO’s satisfaction.  Consequently, it appears that 

the requirement to provide comprehensive baseline information has not been met. 

76. As well, paragraphs 7.3 and 9.1 of the Terms of Reference require: 

7.3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key 

marine fish species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 

fisheries. 

9.1 Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) 

of representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational and 

Aboriginal fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser 

location. 

77. While Appendix 9.1 shows some limited testing was done in September 2019, many more 

species have yet to be tested.64  No testing of juvenile or larval stages was apparently 

conducted, even though, in its original EARD at Appendix H, Ecometrix stated that the 

environmental effects monitoring program would include toxicity testing to determine both 

potential acute and sublethal effects of effluent on immature stages of lobster and herring.65  

Despite the requirements of paragraph 7.3 of the Terms of Reference, Ecometrix’s most recent 

report appears to indicate that no toxicity testing was done, and that NPNS is now only 

“considering” doing such testing.66  It is submitted that a complete set of such tests is necessary 

baseline information and without a full set of tests, the Focus report is incomplete and does not 

satisfy the Terms of Reference. 

78. Moreover, the limited testing conducted thus far provides no assurance that effluent exposure 

at any concentration and duration is benign for lobster, herring, rock crab or other species, at 

all life stages.  Until comprehensive test results are available, such effects cannot be reliably 

assessed and the Minister will not be in a position to evaluate the risks of effluent exposure 

during the full life cycle of marine organisms.   

                                                            
64 Focus Report, Appendix 9.1, p. 2. 
65 NPNS EARD, January 2019, Appendix H, at p. 2.1. 
66 Ecometrix Report, p. 5.4,  
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79. FONS further states that the area within which the surveys were conducted appears to be 

relatively small, and was confined to the immediate area of the proposed pipeline corridor and 

diffuser location.  It also appears that the Terms of Reference unduly narrowed the area in 

which baseline information was to be gathered.  Even according to the Stantec predictions, 

diluted effluent will still be present in the wider area surrounding the immediate location of 

the diffuser.  Consequently, appropriate baseline data should have been gathered beyond the 

pipeline corridor and diffuser location.   

80. As well, the baseline data gathered represents only one point in time, and is not being 

conducted over a full year cycle.  As effluent will be discharging year round, the full impacts 

of same cannot be measured against baseline data taken only in one small window of time.   

81.  Included with FONS March 8, 2019 was a commentary by Arthur MacKay.67  Mr. MacKay is 

an experienced fisheries biologist and consultant.68  He recommended that at least 12 monthly 

surveys should be conducted in order to establish a clear baseline.69  While the Minister 

provided NPNS with ample time to gather significantly more baseline information, it is clear 

that no such comprehensive baseline has been established. No explanation is provided to 

explain the failure to use the allotted time to gather this crucial information. 

82. FONS therefore submits that the requirement to gather baseline data in relation to the marine 

environment, fish and fish habitat has not been satisfied. 

8. Herring Spawning, Fisheries and Mixing Zones  

83. When responding to the original EARD, FONS70 and many other groups and individuals raised 

a major concern regarding the impacts of NPNS’s effluent discharge on herring spawning.71  

More specifically, the proposed outfall will discharge an average of 65,000,000 litres of treated 

effluent each day into one of the last remaining herring spawning grounds in the Southern Gulf 

                                                            
67 MacKay, A.A., Northern Pulp’s Effluent Disposal Plans – Issues and Answers, February 2019 (MacKay 
report)(Appendix C-1) 
68 Art MacKay cv (Appendix C-1). 
69 MacKay report, p. 3 (Appendix C-1). 
70 FONS March 8, 2019 submission, at pp.  
71 Focus Report, Appendix 1.1 – Concordence [sic] Table [get references to comments] 
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of St. Lawrence.72 The discharged effluent will contain Persistent Organic Pollutants, as 

discussed further below in relation to Dr. Cameron’s report.     

84. The Minister directed NPNS to respond to all comments raised by the public.  The 

Concordence [sic] Table at Appendix 1.1 of the Focus Report package records many concerns 

being expressed about impacts to herring spawning.  In virtually every case, NPNS’s response 

to this concern is “[r]efer to section 7.3 for comments concerning the impact assessment of 

treated effluent on representative key marine fish species.”   

85. However, section 7.3 of the Focus Report makes no mention of herring spawning.  Appendix 

7.3, on which section 7.3 is based, refers only twice to herring spawning, and makes no attempt 

to assess impacts on spawning.73  The reference to herring spawning appears in table 3-10 of 

Appendix 7.3.74  The entry from table 3-10 relating to Atlantic Herring is set out below: 

Occur-
rence 

Group Com-
mon 
Name 

SAR
A 

COSEW
IC 

Likely 
Occur-
rence 
in 
LAA* 

Notes CRA 
Fishery
? 

Pelagic  
 

Migra-
tory 

Atlantic 
Herring 

No 
Status 

No 
Status 

High 
 

Migratory and 
passing through the 
LAA to spawning 
areas, limited 
spawning habitat 
within the LAA 

Yes 

 

86. Beyond this entry, and a virtually identical entry in Appendix D,75 nothing in Appendix 7.3 or 

the Focus Report establishes where herring spawning takes place and how that relates to the 

outfall.  The sparse information included in the table simply confirms the clear evidence from 

the fishers that NPNS proposes to place the outfall and the LAA inside a herring spawning 

area. 

                                                            
72 FONS March 8, 2019 submission at Appendix B-1- Egilsson, G., and MacCarthy, A., Caribou Harbour and 
Caribou Channel - dynamics, tides, ice, marine species and fisheries, February 21, 2019 (Appendix B-1). 
73 Focus Report Appendix 7.3. 
74 Table 3-10: Potential Fin Fish Species in the RAA, Focus Report Appendix 7.3, p. 3.31.  See also p. 3.33. 
75 “Appendix D: Marine Fin-Fish Species Status, Occurrence, Habitat and Resource Use”, Appendix 7.3, last page 
of table (pages not numbered). 
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87. An excerpt from a May 2018 DFO report states: 

Fall spawning occurs from mid-August to mid-October at depths of 5 to 20 m. Herring also 

show high spawning site fidelity. In recent years, the largest spring spawning areas are in 

the Northumberland Strait and Chaleur Bay and the largest fall spawning areas are in 

coastal waters off Miscou and Escuminac N.B., North Cape and Cape Bear P.E.I., and 

Pictou, N.S. When spawned, the eggs are attached to the sea floor.76 [emphasis added] 

88. The report also concludes that the estimated likelihood that the herring fall fishery will be in 

the “cautious zone in 2020” is 94%.77  This is an indicator that the fishery is in decline and 

becoming vulnerable, consistent with the information provided by Greg Egilsson and Alan 

MacCarthy, both experienced herring fishers.78  

89. As per FONS’ submission dated March 8, 2019, NSE has stated that “mixing zones should not 

impinge upon…important fish spawning and/or fishing areas”.79  FONS’s concern is noted at 

p 12 of 125 in the Concordence [sic] table at Appendix 1.1.  NPNS’ and its consultants respond 

by saying “refer to section 3.3 for comments concerning effluent discharge parameters”.  

Section 3.3 says nothing about spawning and makes no attempt to explain how mixing zones 

can be situated within spawning areas or areas of active fisheries, despite the clear direction 

from NSE.  In the same letter, NSE also states that persistent substances cannot be discharged 

in mixing zones, although we see that NPNs proposes to discharge a number of AOX 

substances. 

90. A DFO report from 2016 makes clear that the Northumberland Strait supports many species 

which are fished commercially in the area.  Ecometrix cites this report as “Rondeau et al. 

2016”.80  The Rondeau 2016 report confirms evidence from fishers that intensive fishing for 

                                                            
76 DFO, Assessment of the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (NAFO Div 4T) Spring and Fall Spawner Components of 
Atlantic Herring (clupea harengus) with Advice for the 2018 and 2019 Fisheries, May 2018, Canadian Science 
Advisory Secretariat, Science Advisory Report 2018/029, at page 3 (DFO Herring Assessment May 2018). 
77 DFO Herring Assessment May 2018, at p. 28. 
78 FONS March 8, 2019 submission at Appendix B-1- Egilsson, G., and MacCarthy, A., Caribou Harbour and 
Caribou Channel - dynamics, tides, ice, marine species and fisheries, February 21, 2019 (Appendix B-1), at p. 3. 
79 FONS submission March 8, 2019, paras. 106-110 and Appendix H-6, Letter to the NPNS General Manager, from 
Nova Scotia Environment, Engineering Specialist, dated 14 June 2017, p. 1. 
80 The Report cited by Ecometrix is:  Rondeau, A, et al. 2016 Identification and Characterization of Important Areas 
based on Fish and Invertebrate Species in the Coastal Waters of the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canadian 
Science Advisory Secretariat, 2016/044.  It is attached to this submission at Appendix D-4. 
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lobster and herring, and other species, takes place in the area where NPNS wishes to discharge 

its pulp and paper effluent. 

91. Via the Terms of Reference, the Minister directed NPNS to respond to public concerns about 

this project and to incorporate the comments in the Focus Report, where applicable.81  The 

concern about the proposed position of the outfall is real and based in clear evidence from 

fishers. 

92. NPNS and its consultants do not discuss or justify placement of a mixing zone in the middle 

of a spawning ground and active fishery.  As stated in FONS’ March 8, 2019 submission, 

NPNS and its consultants purport to rely on CCME and other guidance regarding mixing zones, 

but make no attempt to explain how the proposed ETF meets the preconditions for use of such 

a mixing zone. 

93. The information provided in the Focus Report discussing active fisheries at or near the 

proposed outfall is biased, selective and unsupported.  A map included in the Focus Report 

purports to depict lobster fishing in the vicinity of the outfall by counting density of “lobster 

buoy clusters”.  This is apparently based on 3 days of data, instead of one or more full seasons.  

No explanation is given as to what constitutes a “lobster buoy cluster”, why data from only 

those dates was chosen for the map, or whether surveys were also conducted on other days.  It 

appears designed to show that no lobster fishing takes place near the outfall, despite the direct 

evidence from fishers to the contrary.  Likewise, the maps included in the Ecometrix report 

(Appendix 7.3),82 and reproduced in the Focus Report, state that they show fishing areas of 

various commercial species.  No source or raw data is provided to support the lines which 

purport to demark areas where fishing activity does or does not take place.  There is no 

indication that the information comes from those who actually fish in those areas.  Without 

seeing Ecometrix’s sources and raw data the maps’ accuracy cannot be assessed and must be 

viewed as unreliable.  Further, the maps depict only a tiny area immediately around the outfall, 

despite the Stantec predictions of a much wider distribution of effluent at diluted 

                                                            
81 Terms of Reference, paragraph 1.1.  
82 Focus Report, Appendix 7.3, pp 3.35-3.39. 
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concentrations along with sediment deposition as far away as 4.8 km from the outfall.  No 

explanation is provided as to why the maps show only this very small area. 

94. The Focus Report provides no assessment or discussion about herring spawning, and 

minimizes the active fisheries in the LAA and RAA. As stated in FONS’ original submission, 

the mixing zone concept is not appropriate for the proposed outfall and ETF.  It is being used 

to mask the fact that NPNS wishes to discharge 65,000,000 litres of treated effluent each day, 

which is likely to contain persistent and bioaccumulative substances such as dioxins, furans, 

cadmium and other harmful substances, into a vibrant ecosystem containing essential fish 

habitat, and an active fishery. 

9. Toxic Substances - Dioxins and Furans 

95. Test results produced as part of the Focus report show that the NPNS mill currently discharges 

effluent containing detectable amounts of certain dioxins and furans at Point C (into Boat 

Harbour Basin).83  At table 1-12 of Appendix 2.3,84 KSH summarizes those test results  

demonstrating that several dioxins, including TCDD (2,3,7,8-Tetra CDD)85 and TCDF 

(2,3,7,8-Tetra CDF) are present in the effluent at Point C.  These substances are toxic and 

bioaccumulative. 

96. The KSH summary (in which the tables are included) concludes that Point C effluent “is an 

accurate representation of what the effluent from the new ETF will resemble.”86  If that is in 

fact accurate, then dioxins and furans will also be discharged at the proposed outfall in Caribou 

Channel.    

97. Throughout the Focus report and Receiving Water Studies, NPNS and its consultants suggest 

that they must achieve compliance with discharges of dioxins and furans, and other 

problematic substances, within the mixing zone.  This assumes that they are permitted to 

                                                            
83 Focus Report, Appendix 2.3, Table 1-12, page 32. 
84 Focus Report, Appendix 2.3, p. 32. 
85 TCDD is considered to be the most toxic of all dioxins and furans.  See Health Canada handout 
86 Focus Report, p. 33; and Focus Report Appendix 2.3, p. 33. 
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discharge at exceedance levels at the diffuser, provided it dilutes to “background” within a 

certain distance.  They purport to apply CCME guidance in this regard. 

98. There is no CCME guidance as to permissible discharge of dioxins and furans.  Discharge of 

such substances by pulp mills is governed by the Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated 

Dioxins and Furans Regulations,87 made under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 

1999. 

Section 4 of those Regulations prohibits a pulp mill operator from releasing “measurable 

amounts” of TCDD and TCDF.  It does not matter whether concentrations of these substances 

could be diluted after discharge into a “mixing zone” or whether the background conditions 

already show some concentration of such substances.  If measurable amounts as defined by the 

Regulations are discharged at the diffuser, it would constitute a breach of section 4. 

Report of Dr. Lynn Cameron 

99. Dr. Lynn Cameron has provided commentary on the Focus Report detailing several significant 

risks associated with the proposed ETF project.88  Dr. Cameron has a PhD in organic 

chemistry89.  We submit Dr. Cameron’s entire commentary to the Minister for consideration.  

The following summarizes only some highlights from that report. 

100. Dr. Cameron states that the proposed treatment facility is unacceptable as it will not sufficiently 

remove substances within a grouping referred to as AOX (Adsorbable Organic Halides).  Most 

AOX are toxic to marine and human health, and some are considered Persistent Organic 

Pollutants.  AOX substances include dioxins, furans and PCBs.90 

101. Dr. Cameron advises that the concentrations of AOX are likely to be higher than predicted by 

KSH (as depicted in the Focus Report at Figure 2.3-1).  This is because Point C effluent has 

had about 8.5 days in the Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility process to permit the 

                                                            
87 Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations, SOR/92-267. 
88 Dr. Lynn Cameron, Comments on the Focus Report, Nov. 8, 2019 Appendix C-1 (Cameron Commentary). 
89 Dr. Cameron’s Resumé, Appendix C-2 
90 Cameron Commentary, 2d page. 
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heavier molecular weight AOX compounds to settle out.  In contrast, the new ETF would allow 

for less than 13 hours settling time for such compounds.91  

102. As well, the sampling referred to in the Focus Report, conducted to determine concentrations 

of AOX and other effluent constituents, was done using HDPE sampling bottles.  As AOX 

adheres to HDPE (as well as to organic tissue and sediment), the actual amount of AOX in 

effluent would be expected to be higher had the appropriate glass bottles been used for 

sampling. 

103. Dr. Cameron also identifies problems associated with effluent constituents nitrogen and 

phosphorous.  Once again, she is concerned that these concentrations will be higher in the 

effluent coming from the new facility than those drawn from Point C effluent, as the 8.5 day 

settling time is a factor in reducing the concentrations at Point C.  Nitrogen and phosphorous 

can cause areas of depleted oxygen or “dead zones” in marine environments.  The algal blooms 

associated with these compounds produce toxins which cause health issues for marine life and 

human consumption of seafood.92 

104. Consequently, based on Dr. Cameron’s assessment, it can be concluded that the adverse effects 

and significant environmental effects of AOX, nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations in 

NPNS effluent have been underestimated by NPNS’ consultants. 

10. Outstanding pipeline issues 

105. No automated leak detection system is proposed for the marine portions of the proposed 

pipeline.93  There has been no explanation offered for this, nor any substantive response to any 

of the concerns expressed regarding serious impacts of spills due to leakage or pipe rupture 

within Caribou Harbour, or pipe ruptures or diffuser damage in Caribou Channel.  No 

information is provided as to how pipe leaks, ruptures or malfunctions will be detected and 

addressed during storms, rough seas or in winter when ice covers the Strait and the pipeline 

route.  The only response to any concerns expressed regarding leakage or rupture is that a 

                                                            
91 Cameron Commentary, 2d page. 
92 Cameron Commentary, 3rd page. 
93 Focus Report, p. 62. 
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properly installed and maintained pipeline will be leak-free.  Given the documented leaks over 

the years due to NPNS’ failure to inspect and maintain its existing pipelines, this cannot be a 

satisfactory answer. 

106. None of the precise routes to be followed by any segment of the pipeline have been determined.  

Regarding the land-based section of the pipeline from Pictou to Caribou, Nova Scotia 

Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal (TIR) says that it is “continuing to hold talks with 

Northern Pulp regarding a possible pipeline route.”94  Until certainty is achieved as to whether 

the TIR will allow the proposed pipeline, the project description cannot be viewed as complete 

since major changes to it would be required if a new route had to be proposed. 

107. The precise route through the marine areas is also still unclear.  Without a complete route 

which has been precisely defined via a detailed design, the impacts of this project cannot be 

described and assessed. 

11. Receiving environment – air quality 

108. The ETF proposal includes the burning of sludge generated from the effluent treatment.  Via 

Terms of Reference paragraph 6.2, the Minister required NPNS to undertake Air Dispersion 

modelling for all potential contaminants of concern related to the project.   

109. Dr. Elaine MacDonald, Senior Staff Scientist with Ecojustice has reviewed the Air Dispersion 

modelling report.  Dr. MacDonald’s written comments95 and CV96 are appended to this 

submission and are submitted in their entirety for the Minister’s review within this EA and 

Focus Report process. 

110. Dr. MacDonald concludes that the air quality analysis included with the Focus Report should 

be considered unreliable and incomplete. The input data is not site-specific and the chosen 

model is not appropriate for a coastal location with complex terrain. Transitional operating 

conditions such as unit start-ups and shutdowns when air emissions peak were not considered. 

                                                            
94 Focus Report, Appendix 2.1, letter of September 21, 2019 from TIR to General Manager, NPNS. 
95 Dr. Elaine MacDonald, Review of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report Section 6.0 and Appendix 6.2 
Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study, FONS submission Appendix B-1 
96 CV of Dr. Elaine MacDonald, Ecojustice Senior Staff Scientist, Appendix B-2 
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Even if these limitations in modelling quality and methodology are ignored, the air dispersion 

modelling predicted exceedances of several air pollutant standards, including exceedances of 

cancer-causing substances benzo(a)pyrene and hexavalent chromium. The analysis also 

estimated that several residents would experience frequent and elevated concentrations of 

highly odorous reduced sulphur compounds, resulting in an unacceptable adverse impact on 

the community.97 

111. As well, paragraph 6.3 required an updated air monitoring plan for the Project site based on 

the air dispersion modelling results.  The plan must include the potential air contaminants to 

be monitored and proposed air monitoring location(s).  However, as the air dispersion 

modelling exercise cannot be relied upon, and as the updated air monitoring plan provided by 

NPNS (section 6.3) does not include all of the contaminants for which exceedances are 

predicted (pp 113-114), paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 of the Terms of Reference have not been 

satisfied and the environmental impacts cannot be evaluated. 

12. Conclusion 

112. In the Executive Summary of NPNS’ Focus Report, the consultants advise of their prediction 

that, on all aspects of the project, there will be no “significant adverse residual environmental 

impacts”.98  This conclusion is not supportable and must be rejected, due to the evidence and 

material submitted within this EA and Focus Report process and referenced herein, as well as 

per the submissions of Pictou Landing First Nation, the fishing community and their associated 

organizations, the Town of Pictou, the Caribou Harbour Authority, the expert reports from 

qualified experts, and the vast amount of information provided others, including concerned 

residents and organizations within Pictou County and in other areas of Nova Scotia.  FONS 

submits that the information and analysis provided to the Minister shows that adverse effects 

and non-mitigable unacceptable significant environmental effects will occur in respect of the 

ETF project. 

                                                            
97 Dr. MacDonald Commentary, at p. 3 Appendix B1. 
98 Focus Report, Executive Summary, p. vi. 
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13. Decision Requested –ss 35(3)(d) and 40(c) of the Environmental Assessment Act and 
ss. 18(c) of the Environmental Assessment Regulations  

113. This submission and the accompanying Appendices, as well as the information and evidence 

provided in FONS’ previous submissions,99 and the evidence, comments and concerns of 

Pictou Landing First Nation and many other participants in this EA and Focus Report process, 

have established that it is likely that the ETF project will cause adverse effects and/or 

significant environmental effects that are unacceptable and cannot be mitigated.  FONS 

therefore requests that the Minister reject the proposed undertaking pursuant to subsection 

35(3)(d) of the Environment Act and subsection 18(c) of the Environmental Assessment 

Regulations. 

114. The Decision requested above is without prejudice to the following relief which is requested 

in the alternative: 

(a) that the Minister recuse himself from any and all decisions in relation to the ETF project 

as his involvement creates a reasonable apprehension of bias that invalidates the EA 

process;  

and,  

(b) that the Minister, or alternatively the decision-maker appointed following the Minister’s 

recusal, take all necessary steps to remedy the procedural defects that have fundamentally 

compromised the fairness and integrity of the process before any final decisions are made 

regarding the ETF project. This includes making all of the missing documents from the 

Focus Report available for public review, and providing an appropriate period of time for 

both the public and the Administrator to comment on the additional documents pursuant to 

ss 16(2) and 17(2) of the EA Regs.  

115. Further and in any event of the above, FONS requests that it be provided with a written 

statement of the decision rendered after review of the Focus Report in respect of the EA of the 

                                                            
99 See footnote 3 above. 
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ETF project, setting out the findings of fact upon which it is based and the reasons for the 

decision, pursuant to subsection 10(4) of the Environment Act. 

Dated November 8, 2019, at Halifax Nova Scotia. 

Barrister and Solicitor Barrister and Solicitor 
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1. Executive summary 
 
Stantec, Ltd., conducted an updated receiving water study to assess the near- and far-field mixing 
and dilution of effluent discharged from the proposed outfall at site CH-B. They also conducted a 
study to assess the transport of suspended particulate matter from the outfall. For the reasons 
enumerated below, these studies are flawed and provide no evidence that the environmental 
impact of the outfall will be minimal: 
 
1) Although additional measurements were made in the vicinity of site CH-B to justify the use 

of a two-dimensional model, the measurements indicate exactly the opposite because they 
show strong density effects that can only be simulated with a three-dimensional model. 
Three-dimensional currents can transport effluent in a direction that is opposite to that of the 
two-dimensional currents, and thus the two-dimensional far-field results are meaningless. 
 

2) The two-dimensional MIKE 21 model does not accurately predict the observed currents, and 
hence we can have no confidence in its ability to simulate the far-field effluent dilution, even 
if the flow were two-dimensional. Although the simulated temperature matches observations, 
this is misleading because the temperature has no bearing on the computed currents. 
Similarly, a wave model accurately predicts the surface, wind-generated waves when 
compared to the measurements, yet no assessment as to their impact on the effluent dilution 
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is discussed. 
 

3) The winter scenario models ice cover simply by removing winds and waves, yet ice cover 
should be modeled with reduced tidal currents at the model boundaries and higher friction at 
the free surface. Improper ice modeling leads to an overprediction of the near- and far-field 
dilution. 
 

4) Plots of far-field effluent concentrations around site CH-B are misleading: the two-
dimensional MIKE 21 model overestimates the dilution by assuming complete mixing over 
the water column. These plots are used to show that there is no buildup in Caribou Harbour1, 
although there is clear buildup that could easily be quantified with the model. 
 

5) The updated near-field modeling using CORMIX overpredicts the near-field dilution by a 
factor of 3.5 because it assumes the receiving waters are too dense. Factoring in the correct 
receiving water density gives a dilution factor of just 42 at the edge of the 100-m mixing 
zone. This dilution factor is expected to be even lower when taking into account the effects 
of vertical density stratification, weaker slack currents during neap tides, and receiving water 
densities that should be at their lowest during late summer/early fall. 
 

6) The sediment transport study is fundamentally flawed because it ignores the effect of 
flocculation which will cause the fine suspended particulate matter to settle much faster and 
deposit in the vicinity of the outfall. The sediment transport study is also overly simplistic 
and does not assess the potential for fine particulate matter to accumulate in Caribou Harbour 
or in other ecologically sensitive sites in the region. 

 
Stantec also conducted a study to simulate the far-field dilution of effluent discharged from the 
Boat Harbour weir. The results are inaccurate and cannot be trusted because (1) the 
hydrodynamic model is based on the poorly validated model used in the original study and (2) 
the buoyant surface plume emanating from Boat Harbour is highly three-dimensional and cannot 
be simulated with a two-dimensional model like MIKE 21. 
 
2. Introduction 
 
In this report I evaluate modeling studies conducted by Stantec Consulting, Ltd., as part of the 
Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project for environmental 
assessment, that was submitted by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia on October 2, 2019. I review the 
following three components of the report: 

1) Appendix 4.2: Far-field Dispersion Modelling of Treated Effluent Discharge at the 
Existing Weir in Boat Harbour, Pictou, Nova Scotia. 

2) Appendix 4.2: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Replacement Project: Updated 
Receiving Water Study, Caribou, Nova Scotia. 

3) Appendix 4.3: Estimate of Sediment Transport of the NPNS treated effluent. 
These three reports will be referred to as (1) The Boat Harbour study, (2) the updated receiving 
water study or just the updated study, and (3) the sediment transport study. 
                                                
1 In this report, Caribou Harbour refers to the semi-enclosed shallow water body with a mouth defined by the 
opening between Caribou Point to the north and Munroes Island to the south. 
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 This review references my review of the original receiving water study (the Original 
Study) conducted by Stantec Consulting, Ltd. In the Original Study, the MIKE 21 hydrodynamic 
model was used to simulate the far-field transport and dilution of effluent discharged from the 
proposed CH-B location. The CORMIX near-field model was used to compute the dilution 
within 100 m of the outfall due to turbulence and mixing of the buoyant effluent.  The Boat 
Harbour and updated studies I review in this report use the same models and setup as the 
Original Study.  
 
à The updated study includes a wave model to compute the wind-generated waves around site 
CH-B. This model computes both wind-generated waves and remote swell waves, although swell 
is not included in the updated study. 
 

The primary differences between the Original Study and the updated study are the 
additional validation of temperature, currents, and surface wave heights at site CH-B. To 
compute the waves, the updated study includes a wave module that computes the distribution of 
surface waves driven by winds in the region. This wave module is needed to compute the surface 
waves because wind-generated surface waves have wavelengths less than 50 m and periods less 
than 5 s. These spatial scales are not resolved by the computational grid and must be modeled 
with what is referred to as a spectral wave model. Instead of modeling individual waves as they 
are generated and propagate on the free surface, which would require a three-dimensional grid 
with thousands to millions more grid cells, spectral wave models compute the energy of waves at 
different frequencies and directions in each computational cell. This gives a measure of the 
average wave height (the significant wave height, or the average height of the largest 1/3 of the 
waves) in each grid cell in response to winds, breaking, refraction and diffraction by bathymetry, 
and currents computed by the hydrodynamic model. The effect of waves is also fed back into the 
hydrodynamic model to drive currents. Such currents are strongest on beaches where waves 
break and drive alongshore flows. Although the spectral wave model can compute the evolution 
of both locally wind-generated and remotely-generated swell waves, swell waves are not 
considered in the updated study. 

 
à New measurements of currents were obtained with an ADCP, an instrument that measures 
currents using sound waves in the water. New measurements of salinity and temperature were 
also obtained. 
 
 Stantec conducted additional field surveys to measure currents, salinity, and temperature 
in the vicinity of site CH-B. Profiles, or measurements at different depths below the surface, of 
temperature and salinity were measured to assess their vertical variability. Currents were 
measured with an ADCP, or acoustic Doppler current profiler, which uses sound waves to 
measure the current magnitude and direction at different depths, and is a very common 
instrument used in oceanography. The ADCP was mounted to a boat that was driven back and 
forth to measure transects of currents as a function of depth and horizontal position around site 
CH-B. Such measurements are useful for assessing the vertical and horizontal variability of 
currents at different snapshots in time, for example during flood and ebb tides. The ADCP was 
also mounted to a bottom mooring to measure currents as a function of depth and time near CH-
B. These moored measurements are useful to understand the variability of currents over a tidal 
cycle at a fixed location in space. The ADCP also measures water levels which can be used to 
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validate the tidal water levels computed by the hydrodynamic model and the wave heights 
computed by the spectral wave model. 
 
3. Review of the far-field modeling of the discharge from the Boat Harbour weir 
 
The far-field modeling of discharge from the Boat Harbour weir is inaccurate and cannot be 
trusted because (1) the hydrodynamic model is based on the poorly validated model used in the 
Original Study and (2) the buoyant surface plume emanating from Boat Harbour is highly three-
dimensional and cannot be simulated with a two-dimensional model like MIKE 21. 
 
Stantec used the MIKE 21 model setup from the Original Study to simulate far-field transport of 
effluent from the Boat Harbour weir during the month of July 2016. The MIKE 21 model setup 
was identical to that in the Original Study except for the location of the outfall source: instead of 
being located at one of the proposed outfall sites, it was located at the location of the Boat 
Harbour weir. The advantage of models like MIKE 21 is that they do not distinguish between an 
effluent source on the bed and one at a shoreline model boundary. Both are identical in that they 
are simply a source of effluent into one of the model grid cells. 
 
à The plume emanating from the Boat Harbour weir is confined to the surface and cannot be 
simulated with a three-dimensional model. 
 
 Since this model setup is identical to that in the Original Study, all of the criticisms I 
made in my review of that study are applicable to the Boat Harbour study. The Boat Harbour 
study is perhaps the best possible example of a problem that should NOT be studied with a 
two-dimensional model like MIKE 21. Based on the parameters indicated in the study, the 
effluent is roughly 20 kg/m3 less dense than the receiving waters. Therefore, the effluent 
discharged from Boat Harbour remains confined to a thin, near-surface layer as it flows into 
Pictou Harbour. Owing to the rotation of the earth, the plume turns to the right of Boat Harbour 
and propagates along the shoreline to the east and south. Because the plume is confined to the 
surface and arises as a direct result of three-dimensional, density-driven processes, it cannot be 
simulated with the MIKE 21 model. Nevertheless, owing to the inclusion of the earth’s rotation 
in the MIKE 21 model, the results still indicate transport to the right of Boat Harbour (e.g. Figure 
13 in the Boat Harbour study), albeit in a vertically well-mixed plume. I note that none of the 
results in the Boat Harbour study are validated beyond the substandard validation performed in 
the Original Study. 
 
à Weak currents at the Boat Harbour weir lead to weak mixing and high effluent 
concentrations. These are underpredicted by the MIKE 21 model because it assumes complete 
mixing over the water column. 
  

It is no surprise that the far-field effluent transport simulated with the MIKE 21 model  
does not disperse very efficiently as it emanates from Boat Harbour, leading to effluent 
concentrations that are much higher than those in the original and updated studies of effluent 
discharged from site CH-B. Because the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model assumes complete 
and instantaneous mixing over the water column, these results emphasize the point I made in my 
original review about how the concentrations and dilution factors are a strong function of the 
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depth. In a two-dimensional model, we expect at least a factor of 8 or greater dilution at site CH-
B than we do at the Boat Harbour weir simply because the weir has a depth of 2.5 m (based on 
Figure 2 in the Boat Harbour study) while site CH-B has a depth of 20 m. Further lack of dilution 
occurs at the Boat Harbour weir because of the weak currents in the shallow waters near the 
weir. The two-dimensional nature of the MIKE 21 model actually overpredicts the dilution, since 
the effluent should remain trapped in a high-concentration buoyant surface layer with limited 
vertical mixing owing to the strong effects of stratification (Discussed in Section 4.1 below). 
  
4. Review of the updated receiving water study offshore of Caribou Harbour 
 
4.1. Two- vs. three-dimensional modeling 
 
In the updated study, Stantec collected field data in the vicinity of the proposed outfall location 
which they use to further justify the use of a two-dimensional model. This field data demonstrates 
exactly the opposite, in that there are strong three-dimensional currents that can transport 
effluent in a direction that is opposite to that in a two-dimensional model. Such transport can 
lead to more buildup of effluent in, for example, Caribou Harbour. 
 
In the updated study, Stantec used the ADCP to measure currents in two ways: 

1) The ADCP was mounted to a boat and the boat was driven back and forth across a 
transect line stretching from the mouth of Caribou Harbour through site CH-B. The 
measurements extended 1.2 km on either side of site CH-B and were taken during the 
flood tide on May 24, 2019, and ebb tide during May 25, 2019.  These data are shown in 
Figures 7-10 in the updated study. 

2) The ADCP was attached to a fixed mooring on the bed 490 m northwest of site CH-B and 
measured currents as a function of depth and time during June 17-19, 2019. These data 
are shown in Figure 11 in the updated study.  The ADCP also has a pressure sensor that 
measures water level as a function of time to calculate tidal water levels and wave 
heights. The wave-height data are shown in Figure 19. 

In addition to the ADCP data, measurements of temperature and salinity over the depth were 
obtained near CH-B during flood and ebb tides on May 24 and 25, 2019. These data are shown in 
Figures 13 and 14 of the update study.  
 
à The ADCP boat transect data are too noisy to justify that the currents do not vary with depth.  
 

In the updated study, Stantec justifies use of a two-dimensional model by noting that the 
velocity profiles from the ADCP data indicate “weak stratification from near the water surface to 
the seabed” and that “temperature and salinity were relatively homogeneous throughout the 
water column, ranging from 12.6oC to 12.9oC and 28.8 to 29.0 ppt, respectively”. Indeed, the 
ADCP transect data show weak vertical variability, although these data are very noisy and 
cannot be trusted to infer vertical variability of currents. Furthermore, the transects reflect the 
velocity field at an instant in time, and thus do not reveal the potential for three-dimensionality 
over the entire tidal cycle. This is precisely the purpose of the moored ADCP data which very 
clearly indicate vertical variability in the currents that is consistent with strong density effects, as 
discussed below. 
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à The ADCP mooring data very clearly show the presence of three-dimensional, density driven 
currents that cannot be simulated with the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model. 
 

 Figure 1 below shows how the moored ADCP data nicely captures the variability of the 
currents with depth and time over several tidal cycles. In the absence of density effects, the tides 
drive currents that are strongest near the surface and weakest near the bed where they are 
impeded by friction. This gives the “expected” velocity profiles that occur during flood tides 
indicated by the sketch in Figure 1. During the ebb tides, however, there is a peak in the velocity 
profile at a depth of 15 m instead of the surface. The only mechanism that can drive currents at 
this depth arises from horizontal differences in density between water masses in the region. 
Unfortunately, the ADCP boat transects were taken at times that did not coincide with the ADCP 
mooring observations nor were the transects taken at different phases of the tidal cycle to reveal 
the source of the vertical variability in currents during ebb tides. Furthermore, salinity and 
temperature were not measured at sufficient points in time and space needed to obtain a complete 
picture of the density effects over a tidal cycle or over the course of the year (i.e. during winter 
ice cover or during late summer/early fall when runoff is highest). Therefore, while the 
measurements clearly indicate the presence of density-driven currents, there is insufficient data 
to ascertain the source of the density-driven circulation. Regardless, these data strongly indicate 
that MIKE 21 is not an appropriate tool to model the three-dimensional circulation in this region. 
Three-dimensional currents can transport effluent in a direction that is opposite to that in a two-
dimensional model and lead to more buildup in, for example, Caribou Harbour. 
 
4.2.Model validation 
 
The validation of the far-field model with additional data indicates that the model performs 
poorly and cannot be trusted to assess far-field dilution of the effluent. The validation of 
temperature is misleading because it implies inclusion of density effects, yet these have no 
bearing on the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model. 
 
à There is no quantitative validation of the MIKE 21 model to indicate that it performs well. 
 
Like the Original Study, in the updated study Stantec included validation of currents and water 
level, but with new data from the moored ADCP near site CH-B. Stantec added validation of 
wind-generated waves and water temperature that were also measured with the moored ADCP. 
The validation is conducted for a simulation during May 26-June 26, 2019. As I noted in my 
review of the Original Study, no quantitative metrics that are well established in the coastal 
modeling community are computed, and only qualitative comparisons are made.   Despite the 
addition of new data for validation, the validation is poor and provides no confidence that the 
model is accurately reproducing the far-field dynamics in the region.   
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Figure 1: ADCP mooring data from Figure 11 in the updated study. The top panel shows current 

magnitude while the bottom panel shows current direction. The sketches illustrate velocity 
profiles that produce the observed ADCP data. 

 
à The MIKE 21 model does not accurately predict the tidal water levels or currents. The three-
dimensional nature of the density-driven currents explains in part the failure of the two-
dimensional model to predict them. 
  

The simulated water levels in Figure 20 of the updated study appear to match the 
observations, but closer inspection reveals that the model fails to predict the full tidal range for 
most of the tides, particularly after June 9. Similarly, the simulated currents appear to match the 
observations, but closer inspection reveals that the strength of the currents only qualitatively 
matches the growth and decay over the spring-neap cycle. The peak magnitudes of the simulated 
currents only match a small fraction of the observed peaks, while the model over- or under-
predicts a majority of the peaks by 25-100%. Stantec explains these errors by noting that the 
ADCP-derived observations are depth-averaged, while the model is two-dimensional. This is not 
correct, because a two-dimensional model should reproduce the depth-averaged currents if they 
arise from two-dimensional processes. However, as explained in Section 4.1 of this report, the 
processes in the region are highly three-dimensional, making it impossible for the two-
dimensional MIKE 21 model to reproduce them.  The substantial errors between the simulated 
and observed currents are not reflected by the metrics in Table 10 of the updated report because 
these metrics tend to obscure errors incurred during individual tidal cycles. As I discussed in my 
review of the Original Study, a better representation of the error is obtained with metrics like the 
root-mean-square error or skill score, which would show that the model performs poorly. 
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à Surface wind-generated waves are validated, yet there is no discussion of how they affect the 
currents. Temperature is also validated, but temperature has no bearing on the results because 
the model is two-dimensional. 

 
 The addition of a wave model to simulate wind-generated waves in the updated study was 
validated with observations at the moored ADCP in Figure 19 of the updated report. While the 
simulated waves appear to match the observed waves, they have no bearing on the observed 
currents and no discussion is made as to the relevance of the waves to the characteristics of the 
far-field dispersion. Similarly, the temperature is validated via comparison of simulated to 
observed temperature at the moored ADCP in Figure 22 of the updated report. As discussed in 
Section 4.3, because the temperature field has no effect on the two-dimensional currents, 
validation of the temperature field as predicted by the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model is 
irrelevant.  Furthermore, it is odd that the salinity field is not validated given that the salinity has 
a much stronger effect on the density than the temperature.   
  
4.3.Model setup and scenarios 
 
The updated report is misleading because there is extensive discussion of temperature and 
salinity modeling, yet these play no role in the circulation of the two-dimensional MIKE 21 
model. Furthermore, simply removing winds and waves to account for ice cover does not 
correctly account for the more significant reduction in currents that is expected during winter.  
 
à The two-dimensional MIKE 21 model in the updated study only has the ability to predict two-
dimensional tidally-driven currents. It cannot predict the effects of temperature or salinity since 
these only affect the three-dimensional dynamics. 
 

On p 2.19 of the updated study, it is noted that “A coupled hydrodynamic model was 
developed to simulate the physical oceanographic conditions under the complex forcings of tide, 
current, wind, wave, air heat, and water temperature and salinity.” As discussed in my review of 
the Original Study, the updated study only demonstrates the ability to simulate the effects of tidal 
currents in the region. Winds and waves can impact the circulation, and while wave heights are 
validated in the updated study, their effects on the currents are not validated or discussed. 
Although there is extensive discussion of details related to modeling the effects of air, heat and 
water temperature and salinity, this is misleading because the temperature and salinity fields 
have little to no effect on the currents predicted by the MIKE 21 model because it is two 
dimensional. Density dynamics can only be computed with a three-dimensional model like 
MIKE 3. Furthermore, it is very difficult if not impossible to correctly predict temperature and 
salinity dynamics in a two-dimensional model because these quantities vary strongly in the 
vertical, as clearly indicated by the temperature and salinity profiles in Figures 13 and 14 of the 
updated study (also Figure 3 below). It is also difficult to model temperature and salinity because 
these quantities require a lot more data than indicated in the updated report, which only mentions 
use of air temperature and humidity but does not say anything about other important quantities 
like incoming solar radiation, cloud cover, optical clarity, and evapotranspiration. Given that 
these details were not mentioned, it is likely that the parameters needed to compute the 
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temperature field in the model were simply tuned to obtain a match to the observations. 
Predictions of salinity are also very sensitive to freshwater inflows, yet these are not mentioned 
in the updated study, nor is the model-predicted salinity validated. 

 
à The winter scenario does not correctly account for the effects of ice cover which should act to 
reduce the effects of the tidal currents and the associated mixing and dilution. 
 
 To assess the effects of winter ice cover, a scenario is devised to simulate far-field 
dispersion during February 2019. The effects of ice cover are modeled by eliminating waves, 
winds, and air heat exchange. A constant ice sheet thickness of 0.7 m was assumed based on 
observations, yet it is unclear how this was exactly implemented in the MIKE 21 model. Was the 
mean water level lowered by 0.7 m, or was the depth data raised by 0.7 m? Nevertheless, as 
discussed in my review of the Original Study, the scenario simulates absolutely no physical 
mechanisms that one would expect to occur in the presence of ice. There is no added friction by 
the ice cover which would reduce the magnitude of the tidal currents, and the strength of the 
tides at the boundaries is not reduced as it should be when there is large-scale ice cover in the 
Northumberland Strait during winter. The result is a “winter” scenario that simply evaluates the 
effect of the tides in February. Given the inaccuracy of the results as indicated by the validation, 
elimination of winds and wave effects in this scenario is meaningless because their effects are 
smaller than the overall errors in the modeled currents. 
 
4.4.Analysis of model results 
 
The plots of effluent concentrations are misleading because the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model 
overestimates the dilution by assuming complete mixing over the water column. These plots are 
used to show that there is no buildup in Caribou Harbour, although there is clear buildup that 
could easily be quantified with the model.  
 
à Far-field dilution results cannot be trusted because they are overpredicted by the two-
dimensional model. 
 
As in the Original Study, the far-field dilution results in the updated study are misleading 
because they assume complete mixing over the water column. This gives an instantaneous 
dilution of roughly 100 at the location of the outfall that is a strong function of its depth. This 
instantaneous dilution would be significantly reduced in a three-dimensional model that included 
the effects of stratification in the region, as discussed in Section 4.5. 
 
à It would be straightforward to show that there is effluent buildup in Caribou Harbour. 
 
 It is noted that “no effluent concentration buildup was found in the harbour basins, along 
the shorelines and in the entire model domain.”  There is no scientific justification for this 
statement. Not only do the figures show buildup of effluent along the shorelines and signatures 
of effluent entering Caribou Harbour, but it is straightforward to compute the exact amount of 
effluent entering the harbour with the MIKE 21 model. Such a calculation would quantitatively 
assess the rate at which effluent enters the harbour under different conditions, yet this is ignored 
in favor of misleading plots of effluent concentrations at the end of the one-month simulations. 
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4.5.Near-field modeling 
 
The updated near-field modeling using CORMIX overpredicts the near-field dilution factor by at 
least 3.5 because it assumes the receiving water is too dense, implying that the dilution factor 
100 m from the outfall should be at most 42 instead of the worst-case value of 145.7 in the 
updated study. The true worst-case dilution scenario is expected to be even lower when 
accounting for the effects of vertical density stratification, weaker neap tidal currents, and a 
receiving water density that is at its lowest in late summer/early fall. 
 
à The currents used in the updated study are stronger than they should be and hence they 
overpredict the mixing. The salinity in the updated study is too high and also overpredicts the 
effluent buoyancy and associated mixing. 
 
As in the Original Study, the near-field modeling with CORMIX gives near-field dilution results 
using parameters that do not reflect the possible worst-case scenarios. Table 1 compares values 
used in Scenario 2 of the Original Study and Scenarios A, B, and C of the updated study. The 
main parameters that differ between the original and updated studies are: 

1) The updated study employs cases with weaker slack tidal currents (Scenarios B, C) 
2) The updated study employs a denser receiving water for all cases 
3) The updated study employs a less dense effluent for all cases 
4) The updated study includes a case with a lower effluent flow rate (Scenario C) 

The CORMIX results in the updated study show that, when compared to dilution with average 
currents, weaker slack currents reduce the near-field dilution factor from 113.5 to 33.0 at a 
distance of 2.0 m from the diffuser (Scenario A vs. Scenario B in Table 2 below). In this regard, 
the use of slack tidal currents represents a more realistic scenario in which dilution is 
significantly weaker in the presence of slack tides. However, these slack tidal currents still do not 
represent the worst-case scenario in which the slack tidal currents are even weaker during a neap 
tide. Furthermore, the updated study uses an ambient receiving water salinity of 30 ppt as 
opposed to 28 ppt as in the Original Study. It also assumes an effluent salinity of 2 ppt, 50% 
lower than the value of 4 ppt used in the Original Study (No justification for the lower effluent 
salinity is provided). This leads to an effluent that is 28.2 kg/m3 less dense than the receiving 
waters in the updated study, significantly more than the value of 23.7 kg/m3 used in the Original 
Study. As a result, the mixing induced by the effluent buoyancy in the Original Study is weaker, 
leading to a dilution of 32.4 at a distance of 2.0 m from the diffuser, roughly the same as 
Scenario B in the updated study which has a lower dilution factor than Scenario A due to the 
slack tidal currents (See Table 2 below).  
 
à The receiving water density is expected to be at its minimum, giving the worst-case scenario 
for buoyancy-driven effluent mixing, in late summer/early fall when waters are warmest and 
salinity is lowest. 
 
 Unlike temperature, Stantec did not conduct a historical analysis of salinity in the updated 
study that can be used to estimate the minimum receiving water salinity at the outfall. However, 
the salinity profiles in Figure 14 of the updated study (and Figure 3 below) indicate a minimum 
salinity closer to 29.25 ppt (0.75 ppt lower than the assumed value of 30 ppt), a value that is 
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expected to decrease as precipitation and the associated runoff in the region increase to their 
maximum in September, as shown in Figure 2 below. As indicated by the temperature data in 
Figure 16 of the updated study, the decreased salinity of the receiving waters is accompanied by 
an increase in temperature that peaks at a maximum of 20oC in August, further decreasing the 
density of the receiving waters beyond the scenarios in the updated study, which assume a 
receiving water temperature of 16.8oC.  Therefore, the worst-case scenario should employ slack 
neap tides and receiving water density values that are at their lowest in the late summer/early 
fall. 
 
à The vertical variations in density are strong enough to decrease or eliminate vertical mixing, 
yet this effect is not accounted for in the CORMIX modeling. 
 

In addition to using parameters that do not reflect worst-case scenarios for the near-field 
effluent mixing, the updated near-field CORMIX studies also do not include the effects of 
vertical density stratification, even though the ADCP, salinity, and temperature data discussed in 
Section 4.1 clearly show that vertical stratification effects are important. In Figure 3 below I 
show salinity and temperature profiles taken from Figures 13 and 14 in the updated study.  These 
data show that the top-bottom temperature and salinity differences are roughly 0.30C and 0.4 ppt, 
respectively, which translates to a top-bottom density difference of 0.4 kg/m3. While these may 
seem small, an assertion employed by Stantec to justify ignoring vertical stratification effects, 
the CORMIX manual suggests including stratification effects when the vertical variation in 
density exceeds 0.1 kg/m3 (Page 33 of Jirka et al. 1996). 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Monthly-averaged precipitation in mm during 1994-2005 in Tatamagouche3, Nova 

Scotia (data from climate.weather.gc.ca). 

 
 

                                                
3 There is insufficient monthly precipitation data at the nearby Caribou Point station, so Tatamagouche was used as a 
representative station which reflects the precipitation patterns at Caribou Point. 
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 Original Study  Updated study 
Avg depth in mixing zone (m) 18.0 18.9  
Depth at outfall (m) 20  20.3  
Avg slack currents (m/s) - 0.10 
Max currents (m/s) 0.27 0.85 
Mean currents (m/s) 0.10 0.41 
Avg winds (m/s) 3.75 3.79 
Ambient temperature (oC) 17.6 16.8 
Ambient salinity (ppt) 28.0 30.0 
Ambient density (m3/s) 1020.06 1021.76 
Effluent temperature (oC) 37.0 37 (Scenario A) 

35 (Scenarios B+C) 
Effluent salinity (ppt) 4.0 2.0 
Effluent density (kg/m3) 996.32 993.36 (Scenario A)  

993.55 (Scenarios B+C)4  
Difference between receiving water 
and effluent density (kg/m3) 

23.74 28.4 (Scenario A) 
28.2 (Scenarios B+C) 

Wastewater flow rate (m3/s) 0.980 0.984 (Scenarios A+B) 
0.579 (Scenario C) 

Table 1: Comparison of CORMIX values used in Scenario 2 of the Original Study and Scenarios 
A, B, and C of the updated study. 

 

Scenario Distance from Diffuser (in m) and Dilution Factor 
2 5 10 20 50 100 200  

Updated Scenario A  113.5 178.6 251.6 353.8 407.5 427.2 454.3 
Updated Scenario B  33.0 51.4 71.8 100.1 129.9 145.7 164.1 
Updated Scenario C 50.1 78.3 109.6 152.8 195.6 219.0 247.9 
Original Scenario 2 32.4 50.5 70.8 99.1 128.3 144.1 159.8 

Table 2: Comparison of dilution results from Scenarios A, B, and C in the updated study to those 
from Scenario 2 in the Original Study. 

 
 

                                                
4 The density of 955.55 kg/m3 is unreasonably small in the updated report, likely a typo. Here I assume it to be 
993.55 kg/m3, slightly more dense than Scenario A due to the colder temperature by 2oC. 
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Figure 3: Vertical profiles of salinity (left) and temperature (right) taken from Figures 13 and 14 

in the updated study. “Downcast” implies measurements taken with the instrument as it sinks 
downward, while “upcast” implies measurements taken as the instrument is raised to the 

surface. 

à Theory can be used to show that the vertical density stratification in the region reduces 
effluent mixing and dilution. 
  

The potential effects of stratification on the near-field mixing can be assessed by noting 
that mixing occurs because of turbulence driven by differences in the horizontal velocity with 
depth: a large change in the velocity in the vertical is likely to produce strong turbulence and 
mixing. This explains why turbulence and mixing are strongest near the free-surface and bed, 
since these are locations where the vertical changes in velocity strong. At the same time, 
however, vertical density stratification damps the turbulence and mixing by creating layers of 
different densities that stabilize the water column, making it harder for layers to mix. The 
strength of the damping effect of the stratification relative to the potential to generate turbulence 
by the currents is given by the gradient Richardson number, which is defined by 

𝑅𝑖# =
𝑔Δ𝜌𝐷
𝜌)(ΔU)-

	. 

The different terms in this equation and the source of data from which values were approximated 
are shown in Table 3. Using these values, the gradient Richardson number around location CH-B 
is roughly 𝑅𝑖# = 0.31, which is a lower bound given that this value is estimated during a period 
in which the bottom-top difference in currents (ΔU) is large. It is well known that, when the 
gradient Richardson number is larger than 0.25, the damping effect of stratification is so strong 
that it all but eliminates mixing. This suggests that the mixing and dilution will be substantially 
reduced by the vertical stratification, an effect that is ignored in the near-field CORMIX 
modeling. It also suggests that the far-field effluent transport is likely to be confined to shallow 
vertical layers and not mix over the water column, further justifying the use of a three-
dimensional far-field model. The resulting dilution factors are thus significantly overpredicted in 
both the near- and far-field modeling in the updated study. 
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à When accounting for the correct lower receiving water density in addition to slack tidal 
currents, the dilution factor 100 m from the outfall should be at most 42, which is 3.5 times lower 
than the value of 145.7 in the updated study. This dilution factor will be further reduced when 
accounting for vertical density stratification, slack water during neap tides, and the lowest 
receiving water densities during late summer/early fall. 
 

The data from the original and updated near-field studies in Table 2 show that the effect 
of using slack tides reduces the dilution by a factor of 3.4 (Updated Scenario A dilution of 113.5 
compared to Updated Scenario B dilution of 33.0, both 2 m from the outfall). However, the 
Original Study essentially shows that the effect of less buoyancy-driven mixing when the 
receiving water is less dense is also to reduce the dilution by a factor of 3.5 (Updated Scenario A 
dilution of 113.5 compared to Original Scenario 2 dilution of 32.4). This suggests that the 
combined effects of both slack tides and reduced buoyancy of the effluent can reduce the dilution 
factor from that in Scenario A of 113.5 by a factor of 11.9 (3.5×3.4) to just 9.5. The dilution 
factor 100 m from the outfall will thus be closer to 42 instead of 145.7 (based on the dilution in 
Scenario B at 100 m of 145.7, reduced by 3.5 due to decreased buoyancy). This dilution of 42 is 
likely an upper bound, since neap slack tides are weaker and the receiving water density is 
expected to be even lower during late summer/early fall. The reduction of vertical mixing due to 
density stratification will reduce the dilution factor even further. The result is that the near-field 
effluent concentrations will be in excess of the estimates in the updated study by at least a factor 
of 3.5, thus making it unlikely that many of the CCME water quality guidelines will be met in 
the mixing zone for the true, worst-case scenario.  
 

Variable Name/description value Source 
𝐷 Approximate water 

depth at ADCP 
mooring. 

20 m ADCP mooring; 
Figure 1. 

𝑔 Gravitational 
acceleration. 

9.81 m/s2 Known constant. 

Δ𝜌 Bottom-top density 
difference. 

0.4 kg/m3 Salinity and 
temperature profiles; 

Figure 3. 
Δ𝑈 Bottom-top difference 

in currents. 
0.5 m/s ADCP mooring;  

Figure 1. 
𝜌) Reference density 

(average density of 
profile). 

1023.6 kg/m3 Salinity and 
temperature profiles; 

Figure 3. 
Table 3: Variables used to estimate the gradient Richardson number, 𝑅𝑖#. 

 
5. Review of the sediment transport modeling 
 
The sediment transport study is fundamentally flawed because it ignores the effect of flocculation 
which will cause the fine suspended particulate matter to settle much faster and deposit in the 
vicinity of the outfall. Furthermore, it is much too simplistic and does not accurately reflect 
where we expect the fine particulate matter to accrete in the region – such an assessment should 
be made with the sediment transport modules that are part of the MIKE modeling software.  
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à The distance from the outfall at which fine particulate matter settles can be estimated based 
on the distance it travels due to the tidal currents over the time it takes to settle onto the bed. 
 
Stantec, Ltd., analyzed samples of suspended particulate matter, or “sediment”, from treated 
effluent similar to what is expected at the proposed outfall. To estimate the distance at which the 
sediment is expected to settle onto the bed after ejected from the outfall, Stantec assumed that the 
particles will settle from some height above the outfall while transported horizontally by the 
ambient currents. The distance they will travel is proportional to the time it takes for them to 
settle onto the bed while they are transported horizontally. Since a sediment sample consists of a 
distribution of particle sizes, it is common to refer to the 50th or 90th percentile particle diameters 
D50 or D90, corresponding to the particle diameter that is larger than 50 or 90 percent of the 
particles in the sample. The distance at which a particle with size D50 or D90 is then the minimum 
distance we expect 50% or 90% of the total volume of particles to be transported. 
 
à A simple analysis shows that fine particulate matter will settle at least 1 km from the outfall, 
which is an overestimate. 
 

Average slack tidal currents of 0.08 m/s and average total tidal currents of 0.35 m/s are 
obtained from the updated receiving water study. Owing to the small particle sizes of the 
samples, particles originating 1 m above the bed settle slowly enough to allow 90% of the 
sediment to be transported at least 1 km from the outfall for the average slack tidal currents and 
4.2 km for the average total tidal currents. The same analysis shows that 50% of the sediment 
(based on the settling velocity of D50) is expected to be transported at least 33.4 km and 
148.2 km from the outfall for the slack and average currents, respectively. This is confirmed by 
analysis of sediment samples at location CH-B which indicate the presence of medium- to 
coarse-grained sand. The lack of fine-grained particles on the bed is proof that the local currents 
are too strong to enable settling of fine suspended particulate matter in the effluent. 

 
à The analysis is flawed because fine particulate matter aggregates into larger particles, or 
flocs, which will deposit in the vicinity of the outfall because they settle faster. 

 
 This sediment transport analysis is suitable to estimate the approximate distance at which 
particles are expected to travel under the influence of tidal currents. However, the analysis is 
flawed in two ways. First, the effluent is composed of organic material which has the tendency to 
make the fine-grained particles flocculate, or stick together to form “flocs”. Therefore, the 
particle size distribution based on the laboratory sampling is not representative of the actual 
distribution of floc sizes at the outfall which can be much larger. Because flocs are composed of 
loosely packed suspended particulate matter, they are composed mostly of water, and hence their 
densities are much smaller than the density of individual mineral particles. This is why the 
density of 1060 kg/m3 was used in the study rather than the value of ambient marine sediment 
density of 2650 kg/m3.  While this is a fair estimate, one cannot use such a low floc density to 
estimate the settling velocity without also assuming a floc diameter that can be much larger than 
the individual sizes based on the laboratory sampling. Therefore, owing to the use of floc 
diameters that are too small, and because the settling velocity is proportional to the square of this 
diameter, the settling velocities are vastly underpredicted and the resulting transport distances are 
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substantially overpredicted.  Substantially more flocculated effluent particulate matter will 
accumulate around the outfall. 
 
à A sediment transport model should be employed with the MIKE modeling software to predict 
with more confidence whether the fine particulate matter is expected to settle in sensitive 
fisheries habitats in the region. 
 
 The second flaw of the sediment transport study is that it is overly simplistic. The tidal 
currents are highly variable in the region in both space and time, and it is naïve to imply that the 
suspended particulate matter in the effluent will not pose an environmental or ecological problem 
based simply on an approximate distance it is expected to propagate away from the outfall. Not 
only do we expect flocculation to promote particle settling in the vicinity of the outfall, but the 
particles that settle far from the outfall may accumulate in sensitive fisheries habitats in deeper 
water or in Caribou Harbour. A more science-based and quantitative study of the fate of the 
suspended particulate matter should be done with the sediment transport modules that are part of 
the MIKE modeling software. A well calibrated hydrodynamic model that accurately computes 
the three-dimensional currents in the region would enable use of the sediment transport modules 
that could provide an accurate assessment of the potential environmental impacts of fine effluent 
particulate matter throughout the region.  
 
6. Conclusions 
 
The updated studies using the MIKE 21 and CORMIX models are both inaccurate and 
misleading. They overpredict the mixing and dilution of the effluent and do not provide science-
based evidence that can be used to assess the potential environmental impacts of the near- and 
far-field effluent dilution from the proposed outfall site. This is based on sloppy modeling 
practices that I criticized in my original report but were not addressed in the new studies.  
 
à New data show that density effects are very important in the region. Therefore, not only does 
the two-dimensional model give meaningless effluent concentration fields, but both the near- and 
far-field models overpredict the mixing and dilution. 
  
 The most important aspect of the dynamics in the region that continues to be ignored by 
Stantec is the effect of density stratification. In the updated study, while Stantec set out to 
discount the importance of density effects with a series of oceanographic measurements, these 
measurements only serve to strengthen a case for their importance in the region. The ADCP data 
reveal peaks in the horizontal currents 15 m below the surface that arise from three-dimensional, 
density-driven flows that cannot be simulated with the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model used in 
the studies. The vertical profiles of salinity and temperature show that the density varies by 
0.4 kg/m3 over the water column. Nevertheless, Stantec argues that this density variability is 
small and ignores its effects even though the CORMIX manual suggests a threshold of just 
0.1 kg/m3. Because the vertical density variability is large enough to damp vertical turbulent 
mixing, ignoring its effects has important ramifications for both the near- and far-field modeling. 
The near-field dilution with CORMIX is overpredicted because the turbulence and mixing at the 
outfall are not damped as they should be. The far-field dilution is also overpredicted because the 
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two-dimensional MIKE 21 model assumes complete mixing over the water column even though 
the stratification promotes effluent transport in shallower layers with higher concentration.  
 
à The simulations of the far-field dilution of effluent discharged from the Boat Harbour weir 
are meaningless because the buoyant effluent can only be simulated with a three-dimensional 
model. 
 

Three-dimensional, density-driven effects are particularly important for simulating the 
effluent discharged from the Boat Harbour weir, where the effluent plume is confined to a near-
surface, buoyant layer that cannot be represented with the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model. The 
effluent concentrations are expected to be higher at the Boat Harbour weir than at site CH-B 
because of the shallow water, weaker tidal currents and a lack of an outfall diffuser to promote 
near-field mixing. The shallowness and the effect of the weak tidal currents can be simulated 
with the MIKE 21 model to produce far-field effluent concentrations at the Boat Harbour weir 
that are significantly higher than those simulated at site CH-B. However, the dynamics of the 
buoyant plume are not accurately simulated with a two-dimensional model, and so the results do 
not accurately reflect the far-field dilution of the effluent discharged from Boat Harbour. 
 
à Based on the validation results, the far-field model performs poorly and the resulting effluent 
fields cannot be trusted. Waves and temperature are validated yet they have no bearing on the 
results, and sea ice is not correctly represented in the model. 

 
 Regardless of the lack of density effects, the studies suffer from fundamental problems 
associated with model setup, validation and analysis that I pointed out in my review of the 
Original Study. Despite the additional measurements, the validation of the currents near site CH-
B indicates that the model performs poorly and cannot be trusted to accurately predict the far-
field effluent transport. Although validation shows reasonably accurate predictions of wind-
generated waves, their impacts are not quantified, and the relatively minor impact they may have 
is overwhelmed by errors in simulation of the tidal currents. The simulated temperature is shown 
to match observations to a reasonable degree, and there is extensive discussion of temperature 
and salinity modeling in the updated study. However, this discussion is misleading because the 
associated density effects related to temperature and salinity have no effect on the circulation in 
the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model. Also misleading is the implementation of the winter 
scenario, which accounts for sea ice simply by eliminating wind and waves from the study 
without accounting for reduced tidal currents due to the ice.  
 
à Stantec states that there is no effluent buildup in Caribou Harbour, although this is clearly 
not the case and could easily be quantified with the MIKE 21 model. 
 

In the end, the MIKE 21 model setup as it is implemented can only assess the effects of 
tidal currents on the far-field effluent transport during different months of the year – in this case 
February and July 2019. Not only are the results inaccurate, but the resulting plots of the effluent 
at the end of each month are misleading because the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model 
overpredicts the dilution factors. Nevertheless, Stantec uses these plots to falsely claim that there 
is no effluent buildup in Caribou Harbour even though this is clearly not the case. It would be 
straightforward to compute the effluent accumulation in the Harbour with the model and assess 
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the relative impact of realistic scenarios on this buildup. However, such science-based analysis is 
clearly beyond the scope of the Stantec studies. 

 
à Including the correct receiving water density in the near-field CORMIX model, the dilution 
factor 100 m from the outfall is 42, 3.5 times lower than the value of 145.7 in the updated study. 
A more realistic worst-case scenario would give an even lower dilution factor when accounting 
for vertical density stratification effects, weaker slack tidal currents during neap tides, and less 
buoyant effluent during late summer/early fall. 
 
 While the updated near-field modeling with CORMIX correctly accounts for the potential 
for reduced mixing during slack tidal currents, the scenario employs a receiving water density 
that is too high. Use of a more realistic, less dense receiving water gives less vigorous buoyancy-
driven mixing and an effluent dilution factor of 42 at the edge of the mixing zone 100 m from the 
outfall, 3.5 times lower than the value of 145.7 with the denser receiving water. Although this 
scenario includes less dense receiving waters and slack tides, a more realistic worst-case scenario 
should include slack tidal currents during neap tides, which can be significantly weaker. The 
worst-case scenario should also use a receiving water density in late summer/early fall when 
waters are expected to be at their warmest and freshest, or least dense. Finally, the potential for 
reduced vertical mixing due to strong vertical density stratification should be accounted for in the 
CORMIX model. The full nature of the temperature and salinity dynamics and the vertical 
stratification in the region would need to be assessed with more observations of salinity along 
with three-dimensional modeling. 
 
à Fine particulate matter will settle in the vicinity of the outfall due to particle aggregation and 
setting rates that are much faster than those predicted by Stantec.  Accurate sediment transport 
modeling should be conducted with the MIKE sediment transport modules. 
   
 The sediment transport modeling conducted by Stantec is fundamentally flawed because 
it does not account for flocculation of fine particulate matter in the presence of organic material 
in the effluent. Flocculation produces large particles, or flocs, that settle much faster than the fine 
particulate matter, thus incurring settling and buildup in the vicinity of the outfall. The fate of the 
smaller particles that are transported further from the outfall cannot be assessed with the model 
employed by Stantec, since it makes too many overly simplistic assumptions about the currents. 
Instead, transport of fine particulate matter can be computed with the sediment transport modules 
in the MIKE modeling software. This would enable assessment of the ultimate fate of the 
particles and their potential to impact sensitive fisheries habitats in the region. 
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The tidal period (PERIOD) must be
supplied; in most cases it is 12.4 hours, but in considered as uniform or as non-uniform within
some locations it may vary slightly.  The the water body, and in particular within the
maximum tidal velocity (UAmax) for the location
must be specified; this can usually be taken as
the average of the absolute values of the two
actual maxima, independent of their direction.  A neglected.  For uniform conditions, the average
CORMIX design case consists then of an
instantaneous ambient condition, before, at or
after one of the two slack tides.  Hence,  the
analyst must specify the time (in hours) before, When conditions are non-uniform,
at, or after slack that defines the design
condition, followed by the actual tidal ambient
velocity (UA) at that time.  The ambient depth
conditions are then those corresponding to that
time.

In general, tidal simulations should be
repeated for several time intervals (usually hourly
or two-hourly intervals will suffice) before and
after slack time to determine plume
characteristics in unsteady ambient conditions. 

Strongly unsteady conditions can also
occur in other environments, such as in wind-
induced current reversals in shallow lakes or
coastal areas.  In this case, any typical reversal
period can be analyzed following an approach
similar to the above.

4.3.4  Ambient Density Specification

Information about the density distribution
in the ambient water body is very important for the
correct prediction of effluent discharge plume
behavior.  CORMIX first inquires whether the
ambient water is fresh water or non-fresh (i.e.
brackish or saline).  If the ambient water is fresh
and above 4 C, the system provides the option ofo

entering ambient temperature data so that the
ambient density values can be internally
computed from an equation of state.  This is the
recommended option for specifying the density of
fresh water, even though ambient temperature
per se is not needed for the analysis of mixing
conditions.  In the case of salt water conditions,
Figure 4.3 is included as a practical guide for
specifying the density if "salinity values" in parts-
per-thousand (ppt) are available for the water
body.  Typical open ocean salinities are in the
range 33 - 35 ppt.

The user then specifies whether the

ambient density (or temperature) can be

expected plume regions.  As a practical guide,
vertical variation in density of less than 0.1 kg/m3

or in temperature of less than 1 C can beo

ambient density or average temperature must
be specified.  

CORMIX requires that the actual measured
vertical density distribution be approximated by
one of three schematic stratification profile types
illustrated in Figure 4.4.  These are: Type A, linear
density profile; Type B, two-layer system with
constant densities and density jump; Type C,
constant density surface layer with linear density
profile in bottom layer separated by a density
jump.  Corresponding profile types exist for
approximating a temperature distribution when it
is used for specifying the density distribution.  

Note:  When in doubt about the
specification of the ambient density values it is
reasonable to first simplify as much as possible.
The sensitivity of a given assumption can be
explored in subsequent CORMIX simulations.
Furthermore, if CORMIX indicates indeed a flow
configuration (flow class) with near-field stability,
additional studies with the post-processor option
CORJET (see Section 6.1) can be performed to
investigate any arbitrary density distribution.

After selecting the stratification
approximation to be used, the user then enters all
appropriate density (or temperature) values and
pycnocline heights (HINT) to fully specify the
profiles.  The pycnocline is defined as zone or
level of strong density change that separates the
upper and lower layers of the water column.  The
program checks the density specification to insure
that stable ambient stratification exists (i.e. the
density at higher elevations must not exceed that
at lower elevations).

Note that a dynamically correct
approximation of  the actua ldensity distribution
should keep a balance between over-and
under-estimationof the actual data similar to a
best-fit in regression analysis.  If simulation
results indicate internal plume  trapping, then  it is

Oliver Fringer


Oliver Fringer
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1. Executive Summary 
 
This report provides a review of computer modeling of the fate and transport of effluent from 
proposed discharge locations in and around Pictou Harbour and offshore of Caribou Harbour 
near Pictou, Nova Scotia. The modeling work was carried out by Stantec Consulting for 
assessment of the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project registered by Northern Pulp 
Nova Scotia Corporation. Simulations were conducted with accepted industry-standard models 
including the near-field CORMIX model and the far-field MIKE 21 model.  
 
Owing to several problems related to the implementation of the CORMIX and MIKE 21 models, 
they overestimate the near- and far-field mixing and dilution of the effluent from the proposed 
outfalls, including the final outfall at site CH-B offshore of Caribou Harbour. This leads to the 
incorrect conclusion that the environmental impacts will be negligible because the effluent 
concentrations are predicted to be unphysically low. Instead, correct implementation of the 
models with more conservative and physically realistic scenarios would show that effluent 
concentrations in the region could be much larger and that effluent accumulation in Pictou and 
Caribou Harbours is likely.  
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The principle problems related to the far-field MIKE 21 modeling include: 
 
1) Agreement between the model simulated currents and water levels and observed currents and 

water levels in Pictou Harbour is poor. Therefore, we can have no confidence that the model 
accurately predicts the far-field fate and transport of the effluent at any of the proposed 
outfall locations.  
 

2) Use of the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model is inappropriate given the potentially strong 
vertical variability of currents driven by winds and river inflows in the region. These three-
dimensional effects can significantly impact the far-field transport by exaggerating 
accumulation in Pictou and Caribou Harbours. 
 

3) The far-field model scenarios using MIKE 21 omit or incorrectly simulate the impacts of 
winds, river inflows, offshore currents in the Northumberland Strait, ice, waves, and storm 
surge. These processes may significantly impact far-field mixing and dilution of effluent and 
lead to higher effluent concentrations throughout the region. 
 

4) The figures showing maps of low effluent concentrations offshore of Caribou Harbour are 
misleading because the far-field model artificially dilutes the effluent. Nevertheless, the 
dilution factors are reported to be over 100 in most of the region surrounding the CH-B 
outfall, which is an overly optimistic result.  
 

The principle problems related to the near-field CORMIX modeling include: 
 
1) The ambient tidal current used to drive the CORMIX model offshore of Caribou Harbour is 

much stronger than the expected current during a neap tidal period. Tidal currents are even 
weaker during winter when there is ice cover which decreases the strength of the tides.  
Overestimation of the tidal currents gives an unrealistic overprediction of the near-field 
mixing and dilution of effluent, particularly during slack tides. 
 

2) The ambient density employed in the CORMIX model is too saline because it does not take 
into account potential effects of river inflows. This makes the receiving waters too dense and 
leads to too much buoyancy-driven mixing of the effluent plume, thus leading to an 
overestimate of the near-field mixing and dilution. The CORMIX modeling also ignores the 
effect of vertical variability in salinity, which could be strong during periods of high river 
inflows and reduce the near-field mixing and dilution because fresh water layers near the 
surface may trap the effluent beneath them. 

 
It should be noted that these problems are related to the implementation and choice of models, 
not to the models themselves. When implemented correctly, CORMIX and far-field models like 
MIKE 21 or its three-dimensional counterpart, MIKE 3, yield very reliable near- and far-field 
predictions of effluent transport.  
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2. Introduction 
 
2.1. Overview 
 
In this report I review the near- and far-field modeling studies conducted by Stantec Consulting 
to understand the fate of effluent from proposed outfalls located in and around Pictou and 
Caribou Harbours which are connected to the Northumberland Strait in Pictou County, Nova 
Scotia, Canada. These studies are part of the Environmental Assessment of the Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility Project registered by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation 
(Northern Pulp). Specifically, in this report I analyze the modeling studies contained in the 
following appendices included in the Environmental Assessment: 

1) Appendix E1 – Stantec final Caribou discharge receiving water study (The final study) 
2) Appendix E2 – Stantec response to questions 
3) Appendix E3 – Stantec receiving water study effluent treatment plant replacement (The 

preliminary study) 
In the preliminary study (Appendix E3), scenarios were conducted to study the effluent transport 
from two outfalls in (sites Alt-A and Alt-B) and offshore of (sites Alt-C and Alt-D) Pictou 
Harbour. It was deemed that the suggested outfall location Alt-D was not appropriate because of 
the potential for ice scour of the outfall in the relatively shallow water (11 m). The final study 
(Appendix E1) was then undertaken to assess the effluent transport from outfalls located offshore 
of Caribou Harbour in 20 m of water at sites CH-A and CH-B. Site CH-B was recommended as 
the location with the least environmental impact. In what follows, I will refer to these appendices 
as the “final study”, the “response to questions”, and the “preliminary study”. Collectively, they 
will be referred to as “the studies” or “the Stantec studies”. 
 Simulating the transport and fate of effluent from a coastal wastewater outfall requires 
two kinds of models. Roughly within 100 m of the outfall, effluent is diluted relatively rapidly by 
mixing with ambient ocean waters. This mixing is due to strong turbulence related to jet-like 
flow from the outfall ports and buoyancy arising from the difference in density between 
relatively warm and fresh effluent and colder and saltier receiving waters. In the studies 
reviewed here, this dilution process is simulated with CORMIX (Jirka et al. 1996), an industry 
standard near-field model that takes into account diffuser geometry and properties of the effluent 
and receiving waters. After the near-field turbulence and buoyant mechanisms have decayed, the 
fate and transport of the effluent is dictated by the larger-scale circulation in the coastal region 
surrounding the outfall. The far-field currents, salinity, and temperature are obtained with a 
hydrodynamic model that computes circulation in response to winds, tides, river inflows, and 
other relevant coastal processes. These currents are then used to compute the far-field transport 
and fate of the effluent. In the studies reviewed here, the MIKE 21 model (DHI 2017) was used 
to compute the far-field circulation and transport.  This model is also an industry standard that 
has been applied extensively to study circulation and transport in coastal regions. While the 
CORMIX model is an appropriate choice for the near-field modeling, the MIKE 21 model is not 
appropriate for this study because it is a two-dimensional model, as discussed in Section 3.1 
below.  
 It is common practice to use far-field models to supply ambient currents and 
environmental parameters like temperature and salinity to the near-field model. The near-field 
dilution results including the near-field concentration and vertical distribution of the effluent 
plume can be supplied to the far-field model. In the Stantec studies, the ambient currents needed 
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for the CORMIX model are taken from the MIKE 21 model, while the ambient density field for 
CORMIX is taken from measurements of temperature and salinity.  The far-field MIKE 21 
model does not use results from CORMIX.  This is common given that only relative 
concentrations are needed to assess the far-field dilution when using a two-dimensional model 
like MIKE 21. As will be discussed in this report, however, a three-dimensional far-field model 
is needed, and this model requires information about the vertical distribution of the effluent 
plume from the near-field model. 
 
2.2. Currents and dispersion in the coastal ocean 
 
In coastal areas like the regions in and around Pictou and Caribou Harbours, the currents arise 
from a multitude of processes, although a simple categorization is to distinguish between the 
tides and all other non-tidal processes, such as wind-driven, river-driven, and large-scale ocean 
currents in the Northumberland Strait. A prevailing and misleading theme in the Stantec studies 
is the suggestion that, although some non-tidal processes are included in the modeling (albeit 
incorrectly), these non-tidal processes are not important because the tidal currents dominate the 
near- and far-field effluent transport. However, as discussed throughout this review, the non-tidal 
processes are extremely important for predicting the fate of the effluent in both the near-field and 
far-field. 

Because of their oscillatory motion in time, tides transport effluent back and forth over an 
outfall, and with each oscillation the effluent is dispersed, leading to horizontal spreading of the 
effluent plume. This so-called tidal dispersion is strongest in regions where the tidal currents are 
both large and vary strongly in space, such as at the mouths of Caribou and Pictou Harbours. 
Although an outfall plume will spread due to tidal dispersion, there will not be much dilution of 
the effluent after many tidal cycles unless there are non-tidal currents that can transport the 
effluent away from the outfall. Without non-tidal currents, effluent would simply accumulate 
around outfall location CH-B and in nearby Caribou Harbour.  

Accumulation of effluent in the vicinity of an outfall is strongest during slack tides, 
periods of low or negligible currents that occur twice during every tidal period, which is 
approximately 12 hours (the tidal period due to the moon is 12.42 hours and that due to the sun is 
12 hours). The effects of slack tides are most pronounced during neap tides when tidal currents 
are weakest. For example, the maximum neap tidal current is approximately 10 cm/s at outfall 
location CH-B (based on the discussion presented in Section 4.2 below). With this tide, the tidal 
currents will be weaker than 2.5 cm/s for the one-hour period surrounding slack, or for 
approximately two hours (17%) of the entire tidal cycle. During each one-hour slack tide period, 
173 kg1 of suspended solids would be discharged into the ocean from outfall CH-B. The solids 
that were discharged 30 minutes before slack tide would find themselves just 45 meters from the 
outfall, only to be transported back over the outfall again at the end of the next 30 minutes to be 
re-entrained into the outfall plume. This demonstrates the importance of slack tide in the 
accumulation of effluent over an outfall diffuser due to the prolonged periods of relatively weak 
currents, particularly during the neap period of the spring-neap tidal cycle. Furthermore, owing 
to the reduction in vertical turbulent mixing because of the weak currents during slack tides, 
there is a strong potential for the suspended solids in the effluent to settle out of the water 

                                                
1 Based on a concentration of 48 mg/L and effluent flow rate of 1 m3/s, from Table 3.2 of the final study. 
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column and onto the bed in the vicinity of the outfall. The effects of slack tides and the potential 
for settling of suspended solids is not discussed in the Stantec studies.  

Fortunately for the health of coastal ecosystems, non-tidal currents exist to varying 
degrees in all coastal regions. In fact, the tides themselves produce non-tidal currents, much like 
ocean swell waves produce rip currents that have no wave-like signature. Non-tidal currents that 
are produced by the tides are generally smaller than other non-tidal currents in the region, such 
as wind-driven, river-driven, and large-scale ocean currents. While river flows and winds are 
included in the far-field modeling, these effects are not accurately simulated, as discussed in 
Section 3.1 below. There are large-scale ocean currents that are predominantly from the west to 
east in the Northumberland Strait at speeds ranging from 6-9 cm/s (Lauzier 1965). Another non-
tidal current in the region is the counterclockwise circulation around Pictou Island that has been 
observed by local fisherman (MacCarthy and Egilsson 2019). This non-tidal current is likely 
driven by a combination of winds and tides. Although they are important in dictating the far-field 
transport of effluent, these non-tidal currents are regarded as not important and not included in 
the Stantec studies. 
 
3. Review of the far-field modeling 
 
3.1. Two- vs. three-dimensional modeling 
 
The MIKE 21 model employed in the far-field simulations is not appropriate because it is two-
dimensional and does not represent important three-dimensional processes in the region, such as 
wind-driven circulation and density effects arising from freshwater flows from rivers. A more 
appropriate model like MIKE 3 would need to be used to account for these effects.  
 
The MIKE 21 model employed by Stantec is a two-dimensional model in that it computes the 
depth-averaged currents at each grid cell in the computational domain. Therefore, it assumes that 
the currents are constant with height above the bed in each grid cell. The three-dimensional 
equivalent of MIKE 21 is the MIKE 3 model (also by DHI), which computes the variability in 
currents as a function of height above the bed. The principal advantage of two-dimensional, 
depth-averaged models is that they are computationally efficient because three-dimensional 
models require addition of grid cells in the vertical direction. In the case of the Stantec 
simulations, a three-dimensional model would require at least 20 layers in the vertical which 
would increase the model runtime by at least a factor of 20. 

Despite its computational efficiency, a two-dimensional model is not appropriate to 
simulate the far-field effluent transport because of the importance of three-dimensional processes 
in the coastal region around Pictou and Caribou Harbours arising from variations in salinity and 
temperature, which affects the density stratification.  Density stratification due to salinity arises 
along coastlines where river inflows bring fresh water into the ocean. Because the river water is 
fresh, it is less dense than the salty ocean, thus inducing vertical variations in the salinity field in 
which the denser, salty water lies beneath the lighter, fresher water above. Temperature 
stratification also exists throughout the oceans since the upper layers tend to be heated by the 
sun, leaving warmer and lighter waters above colder and denser waters. Temperature 
stratification is weakest in winter months when incoming heat is weakest.  

Salinity stratification is more important than temperature stratification in coastal waters 
where river effects can be important.  For example, the top and bottom salinities in the Pictou 
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Road region in July 1995 were 23.7 and 31.2 ppt (parts per thousand by mass), respectively, 
while the top and bottom temperatures were 13.5oC and 14oC, respectively (Preliminary study, 
p. 2.21). This translates to a top-bottom difference in density of 5.8 kg/m3 due to the salinity and 
0.1 kg/m3 due to temperature, using the UNESCO equation of state calculator (UNESCO 1981). 
In December 1998, the salinity stratification at the same location was weaker (top-bottom 
salinity difference of 2 ppt) although the temperature stratification was slightly stronger (top-
bottom temperature difference of 2oC). The salinity stratification generally increases with 
increasing river flow and decreases with tidal flow strength, since tidal currents generate 
turbulence that tends to mix the salinity and temperature field and weaken the vertical density 
stratification. Measurements indicate that the surface salinity near the East River in the Pictou 
Harbour region varied from 20 ppt during low-flow periods to just 5 ppt during high-flow 
periods (Preliminary study, p. 2.21). 

Ocean water is generally stratified in the vertical because density increases with depth, 
with lighter, less dense waters overlying heavier, denser waters. However, in the coastal ocean 
there is also horizontal variability in the salinity-induced density. At a river mouth, the water is 
fresh and there is no vertical salinity stratification, while in the ocean far from the river mouth 
the salinity is high, yet there is also weak vertical salinity stratification. The most important 
effect of this horizontal variability in density is to induce a three-dimensional circulation in 
which fresh, river waters flow seaward over denser ocean waters which flow landward. In 
addition to the implications for the near-field transport (See Section 4.2 below), the implication 
for far-field transport is that effluent may be transported into the harbours with the landward-
flowing denser currents. This effect is accentuated in deeper waters, implying that it will be 
stronger in Pictou Harbour (which also has higher freshwater flows), although the shipping 
channel in Caribou Harbour can act as a conduit to transport effluent-rich ocean waters into the 
harbour. 

A second three-dimensional effect that cannot be captured by a two-dimensional model is 
related to the winds. When aligned with the main axes of Pictou or Caribou Harbours, winds will 
drive currents downwind along the shallow edges while the flow in the central, deeper portions 
will be driven upwind. Since the dominant westerly winds (August-April2) in the region are 
generally aligned with the main axes of the harbours, they have the potential to drive surface 
effluent seaward and that at depth into the harbours. Wind-driven circulation is typically not as 
strong as that driven by the rivers or tides, although it can be important during periods with neap 
tides and low river inflows. 
 A two-dimensional model also cannot capture the variability of the effluent with depth. 
The assumption of two-dimensionality in the effluent field is reasonable when the three-
dimensional effects in the flow field are relatively weak. In fact it is possible to approximate 
some three-dimensional processes quite well with a two-dimensional model, such as a process 
known as shear-flow dispersion.  Because of bottom friction, currents are slower near the bed, 
and if there is wind-driven circulation, the currents may be stronger near the surface.  Therefore, 
tracers3 that are in regions of the water column with slower-moving currents will be transported 
more slowly in the horizontal than those in the faster-moving regions of the water column. This 
process can be thought of as horizontal dispersion of the tracer field because it is spreading 
horizontally, and can be approximated reasonably well in a two-dimensional model with a shear-

                                                
2 https://weatherspark.com/y/28559/Average-Weather-in-Pictou-Canada-Year-Round 
3 A tracer is a substance that is transported passively with the flow without buoyancy effects. 
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flow dispersion coefficient. The MIKE 21 model includes many approximations like this to 
account for three-dimensional effects in the two-dimensional transport module, although these 
were not employed in the Stantec studies (Preliminary study Table 2-1; Final study Table 2-11: 
“No decay and no dispersion in the particle tracking module”). Indeed, these approximations are 
not suitable for estuarine environments given that they work best in riverine environments that 
are weakly stratified, weakly wind-driven, and lack tidal influence. 

Regardless of the influence of dispersion on the two-dimensional transport, the lack of 
vertical variability in the modeled tracer prevents simulation of an effluent that in reality can 
vary quite strongly in the vertical. The proposed effluent will typically be less dense than the 
receiving waters (it is both fresher with a total dissolved solids concentration, or salinity, of 1-
4 kg/m3, and warmer, with a winter temperature of 25oC and summer temperature of 37oC; 
Preliminary report p. 3.54). Therefore, if the receiving waters are sufficiently salty and cold (See 
Section 4.2 below) the effluent is expected to rise to the surface and propagate as a surface plume 
that is just 1-2 m thick based on the CORMIX near-field results in the Stantec studies. 
Furthermore, the depth at which the plume propagates is not necessarily at the surface, 
particularly under high flow conditions in which the effluent may be more dense than the 
receiving waters (See Section 4.2 below). Therefore, it is possible that the effluent could be 
driven in a direction that is opposite to that in a two-dimensional model if a three-dimensional 
model were used.   

In summary, while three-dimensional effects may not be important during some periods 
of the year, such as during periods of low river flows and weak winds, in general a three-
dimensional model is needed to accurately simulate the far-field fate and transport of effluent 
from the proposed discharge locations. Indeed, the MIKE 21 manual (Page 2 of DHI 2017) 
states, “In water bodies with stratification, either by density or by species (ecology), a 3D model 
should be used. This is also the case for enclosed or semi-enclosed waters where wind-driven 
circulation occurs.” One might argue that three-dimensional models take too much time to run 
because of the need to include many grid points in the vertical. However, the Stantec final study 
employed a computational mesh with 24,645 grid cells (15,872  were employed in the 
preliminary study). Three-dimensional effects would be resolved with reasonable confidence 
using 20 or more grid cells in the vertical, which would result in 492,900 grid cells in three 
dimensions. This problem size is well within the reaches of a model like MIKE 3 using modern 
desktop computers and is relatively low compared to the problem size in other modeling studies 
in which three-dimensionality is important, both for consulting and academic projects (see, e.g. 
MacWilliams et al. 2008). Therefore, Stantec should have used a three-dimensional model like 
MIKE 3 because the circulation in the region is highly three-dimensional and the computational 
overhead is not restrictive. 
 
3.2. Model setup and forcing 
 
Although rivers and winds are included in the MIKE 21 model, these have no bearing on the far-
field results because the effects of winds and rivers are not correctly reproduced with a two-
dimensional model. Other processes like waves, storm surges, and large-scale currents were 
also not included in the MIKE 21 model even though they are important. Finally, the MIKE 21 
simulations were conducted over a one-month period which is not long enough to assess the 
potential for effluent to accumulate in the harbours over much longer periods.  
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Data from tidal, wind, and river inflow measurements were supplied to the MIKE 21 model 
using standard practices in coastal ocean modeling. However, owing to the two-dimensional 
nature of the model, the winds and river inflows have little to no bearing on the far-field results 
in the studies. Wind and river inflow data could be supplied to a three-dimensional model in a 
similar manner as it was supplied to the MIKE 21 model in the studies, although estimates for 
flows in all rivers and streams would need to be included (only the East River was included). As 
suggested in the Stantec studies, river inflows should be based on stream gauges when available, 
and based on approximations using the relative catchment area when unavailable (the East River 
inflow was inferred from measured flows in the Middle River at the Rocklin hydrometric 
station). With regard to tidal forcing, the standard practice was performed in which the observed 
tides at Wood Islands were reconstructed based on superposition of the most important 
components of the tides (using software such as T_TIDE; Pawlowicz 2002). However, the 
reduction in tidal amplitudes due to large-scale ice cover was not included in the tidal forcing 
(See Section 3.4 below). 

The influence of wind-generated waves and swells were not included in the MIKE 21 
model which is a reasonable assumption, although waves should be included during storms, as 
should the effect of storm surges (See Section 3.4 below). Finally, the west-to-east currents in the 
Northumberland Strait at speeds ranging from 6-9 cm/s (Lauzier 1965) should be included. 
These large-scale currents can have an important impact on transport by flushing a region that 
might otherwise accumulate with effluent without river flows or winds. While this will 
contribute to flushing of the proposed outfall at location CH-B near Caribou Harbour, it will 
drive the effluent southward with the potential to be entrained into Pictou and Boat Harbours. 
This effect is likely to be pronounced with three-dimensional modeling. 
 To evaluate the far-field dilution characteristics of effluent discharged from the proposed 
outfall locations, the MIKE 21 model was run over a total simulation time of one month during 
July 2016 for each outfall. This length of time is not sufficient to evaluate the effects of the 
effluent plumes given that the flow of effluent is not yet in equilibrium over such a short time 
period. The appropriate time period is dictated by the flushing time of the estuaries which can 
take days to months depending on the tides, river flows, winds, and large-scale circulation in 
Northumberland Strait. It is impossible to determine equilibrium from the spatial distributions of 
the effluent dilution factors (such as Figure 2.13 in the final study, showing the spatial 
distribution of the effluent dilution factor from the CH-B discharge location in the vicinity of 
Caribou Harbour after one month), since the effluent may still be accumulating in one of the 
harbours at the end of the month. A quantitative measure would need to be computed to 
demonstrate that the model is in equilibrium. For example, the total effluent mass in each 
harbour would need to be relatively constant in time, at least when averaged over a tidal cycle. 
Variations in forcing from processes that act over intervals that are longer than the tides (e.g. the 
spring-neap cycle, rainfall and associated river flow events, seasonal variations in winds), lead to 
associated slow variations in the effluent transport, and so these would need to be accounted for 
when assessing whether the total mass in the harbours is in equilibrium (see, e.g. Rayson et al. 
2016). 
 In summary, the tides are the only component of the forcing in the far-field simulations 
that have any significant impact on the far-field dilution results. The other components of the 
forcing, including wind, river inflows, waves, storm surges, and large-scale currents are either 
not included or have little to no impact. Accurate representation of all of these effects would 
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need a three-dimensional model that is run for much longer than one month to account for 
possible accumulation in the harbours.   
 
3.3. Model validation 
 
Model validation is an important step in coastal ocean modeling because it demonstrates that the 
far-field model accurately predicts realistic currents, water levels, and other parameters. Not 
only is there no quantitative model validation in the studies, but the comparisons of water levels 
and currents to observations in Pictou Harbour demonstrate that the MIKE 21 model performs 
poorly. Therefore, the MIKE 21 model cannot be used to assess, with any level of confidence, the 
far-field behavior of the effluent discharged from the proposed outfall locations. 
 
Validation is the most important step in coastal ocean modeling because it proves that the model 
is a faithful representation of what is happening in the real world. This gives the user confidence 
to use the model to analyze results obtained during the validation period, but more importantly 
during periods when there is no data so that predictions under a wide variety of scenarios can be 
made. An important component of validation is the availability of appropriate observational 
datasets. For two-dimensional modeling, these datasets should include time series of 
observations of sea-surface height and the east and west components of depth-averaged currents. 
Depending on the instrument, depth-averaged currents can be computed if the instrument 
measures currents throughout the water column (such as an acoustic Doppler current profiler, or 
ADCP), since these measurements can be averaged to produce an accurate representation of the 
depth-averaged currents. However, it is more common to measure currents at a point above the 
bed. If three-dimensional effects are weak, then the depth-averaged model result can be validated 
with the point measurement. Strong three-dimensionality makes it difficult to compare a point 
measurement to the result from a two-dimensional model, which should not be expected to 
produce the correct currents when three-dimensional effects are important. Three-dimensional 
models should be validated with velocity data at different heights above the bed in the water 
column and with time series of salinity and temperature near the bed and free-surface (to assess 
model ability to reproduce the stratification). Since three-dimensional models compute the 
vertical distribution of turbulent mixing, then it is desirable to obtain measurements of turbulence 
to validate the turbulence models. Ideally, models could validate the results of effluent transport, 
although such observational datasets are rare and so this is not common. 
 A common step that is often performed in coastal ocean model validation is what is 
referred to as calibration, in which model parameters that cannot be measured are varied to 
improve the results. Despite the availability of accurate bathymetry datasets, the bed roughness is 
rarely measured although it plays an important role in dictating the resistance by the bed on the 
flow. For example, beds covered with sands or gravels are rougher than beds that are covered 
with silts or muds, and so the resistance over sands and gravels should be higher. Sometimes, the 
roughness may be very large if there are bedforms like sand ripples or dunes. Even the drag by 
vegetation, corals, and kelp is modeled with an effective roughness (Fringer et al. 2019). In some 
cases, the roughness is approximated with knowledge of the distribution of sediments (this was 
accounted for in the near-field CORMIX modeling). However, the bottom roughness is more 
commonly used as a calibration or tuning parameter and varied to give the best match between 
observations and simulations. In the MIKE 21 model, the roughness is represented specifically 
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by the Manning’s roughness parameter, which is used to compute the drag in flows with a free 
surface with given bed roughness properties. 
 After performing the appropriate calibration, it is standard practice to compare 
observations to simulations with quantitative metrics. There are many metrics available in the 
literature, although the most common are the mean error (also known as the bias), root-mean-
square error, the coefficient of determination (“r-squared”) and the lag, which is a measure of the 
time error between the observations and predictions. Another common metric is the skill score, 
which is a measure of the simulation error normalized by a measure of the spread in the 
observations. It is generally agreed upon in the coastal modeling community that a skill score 
greater than 0.65 characterizes excellent agreement between the model and observations (Allen 
et al. 2007). For simulations with tides, it is common to compare the amplitudes and phases of 
observed and modeled tidal constituents of both currents and water levels. These are particularly 
important to show that the model correctly captures the directions and magnitudes of the tidal 
currents. Examples of comprehensive validation of three-dimensional estuarine modeling studies 
can be found in MacWilliams et al. (2008) and Wang et al. (2011).  
 The MIKE 21 validation presented in the preliminary study by Stantec indicates that the 
model performs poorly because there is weak agreement between the simulations and 
observations. The validation is performed by running the model over a period in April 1990 
when observations of water levels and currents in Pictou Harbour are available. Some statistics 
are computed, such as minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation, yet these statistics are 
computed separately for the observations and simulations and provide no objective measures for 
comparison like those found in the literature and discussed above. Despite a lack of quantitative 
comparisons, the qualitative comparisons represented by the figures in the preliminary study 
clearly indicate that the agreement between simulations and observations is poor. For example, 
Figure 1 below shows a comparison between simulated and measured water levels in Pictou 
Harbour (Figure 2-8 from the preliminary study). While the agreement in timing of the water 
level is good, most of the high- or low-water levels (indicated by the horizontal blue lines) are 
visibly incorrect. This lack of agreement could be due to wind and river forcing that was omitted 
from the model because of a “…lack of the simultaneous records of wind and river discharge 
during the period of model calibration in April 1990” (Preliminary study, p. 2.27). However, 
wind or flow events would produce disagreement in the tides over the duration of these events 
(over a few days each, such as during April 17-21), not throughout the entire record. 
Furthermore, attributing errors to incorrect forcing implies that the validation period is 
inappropriate because it does not allow for a demonstration of model fidelity through proper 
validation. Comparison of observed and simulated currents in Pictou Harbour in Figure 2-9 of 
the preliminary study shows that the model underpredicts the current speeds by roughly 20% at 
Location #1 and roughly 50% at Location #2, and in some cases by 80%. This level of 
disagreement is unjustifiable. Furthermore, there is no indication that the model correctly 
simulates the direction or timing of the currents since only current speeds are compared.  

The differences between observations and simulations is attributed to “the nature of 
stratified currents through the water column from surface to the seabed, as well as the difference 
in bathymetry between the existing condition and that in 1990” (Preliminary study, p 2.28). If the 
difference is indeed due to stratification effects, then this justifies the need for a three-
dimensional model. Differences in bathymetry would indicate that the choice of the validation 
period is not suitable because the circulation in the region was fundamentally different in 1990 
than it was when the bathymetry datasets were collected over the past decade. Of course, it is 
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always desirable to use more recent observations to ensure that the results are not contaminated 
by differences between the dates in which the bathymetry and flow measurements were made. 
However, a more careful validation procedure and use of an appropriate model should be able to 
indicate whether this is the case and if more recent data is needed. Regardless, the bottom line is 
that simply more observations are needed to prove that the model simulations are accurate. Even 
if the validation indicated that the simulations of currents and water levels in Pictou Harbour 
were excellent, it would be difficult to argue that the model also correctly reproduced currents in 
and around Caribou Harbour unless there were observations of water levels and currents from at 
least one station in that region.  
 In summary, the validation suggests that the model does not correctly predict the 
magnitude, direction, or timing of the currents. Therefore, in addition to a lack of validation in or 
near Caribou Harbour, the results provide no confidence that the model can accurately compute 
the currents and simulate the subsequent far-field fate and transport of the effluent from any of 
the proposed outfall locations. Furthermore, the validation provides no measure of confidence 
that can be ascribed to the predictions of ambient currents or directions at any of the six sites for 
use in the near-field modeling studies (See Section 4.2 below). 

 
Figure 1: (Figure 2-8 from the preliminary study): Comparison of simulated to measured water 

levels in Pictou Harbour during April 1990. The blue horizontal lines were added to indicate 
incorrectly predicted low or high water levels. 

3.4. Model scenarios 
 
The scenarios that were conducted in the studies could only evaluate (unsuccessfully) the effect 
of the tides in a two-dimensional model. Many more scenarios are needed using a three-
dimensional model to assess the potential impacts of winds, river inflows, large-scale currents in 
the Northumberland Strait, waves, storm surges, and ice during winter. 
 
The far-field model scenarios in the studies were carried out with environmental conditions that 
are stated to minimize mixing of the effluent plume, thus producing conservative results. The 
conditions include use of “smaller tidal ranges, warmer ambient waters, less wind-driven surface 
currents, and lower freshwater flows from rivers” (Final report, p. 3). Warmer ambient waters 
during summer are conservative because, “in winter, mixing is effectively enhanced due to the 
larger difference in temperature and salinity (density) conditions” (Final report, p. 3). Wave and 
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storm surge conditions are not included in the model given that “surge tides generate turbulence 
and ultimately provide better and faster mixing conditions” (Answer #2, Response to questions). 

While some of these conditions are indeed conservative, not all are relevant or 
necessarily conservative, particularly in a two-dimensional model. Because the far-field model is 
two-dimensional and there is no vertical density stratification, the far-field plume dynamics are 
insensitive to the density of the effluent plume. Therefore, two-dimensional results should be the 
same for ambient summer or winter temperature conditions. A difference between two-
dimensional effluent transport results in summer and winter could, in principle, be based on 
different initial effluent concentrations derived from the near-field model while taking into 
account the different ambient conditions from observations. However, the discharged effluent 
concentration in the far-field model is arbitrary because the dilution factor is a ratio of the far-
field to discharged effluent concentration, and thus the actual concentration discharged from the 
outfall is irrelevant. A reduction in tidal and wind-driven currents reduces the vertical mixing of 
the plume, although again this has no bearing on the far-field results because the plume is 
vertically well-mixed in the two-dimensional model. However, different tidal conditions affect 
the tidal dispersion in the two-dimensional model and thus the tides have a significant impact on 
the far-field results. Wind-driven currents also affect the far-field results, but these effects are 
weak in a two-dimensional model since it does not account for wind-driven recirculating 
currents. Smaller river inflows may also be more conservative because they would be less likely 
to flush effluent out of the harbours. However, wind and river inflow effects can only be 
correctly simulated with a three-dimensional model, since both winds and river inflows can 
transport effluent into the harbours (See Section 3.1 above). Finally, while waves and storm 
surges indeed provide more mixing and dilution in the near-field, the surge has the potential to 
transport offshore effluent into the harbours, thus it may potentially be less conservative in terms 
of far-field transport.  
 Ice plays a significant role in the circulation and far-field effluent transport in coastal 
areas like Pictou and Caribou Harbours, yet its effects were not incorporated into the MIKE 21 
model in the Stantec studies. While there are frameworks that can couple a model for ice 
formation and melting to a model like MIKE 21 (e.g. Kusahara and Hasumi 2013), it is possible 
to approximate the effects of ice sheets by imposing friction at the ice-water interface in the 
circulation model that impedes the flow of water due to the friction from the ice (Georgas 2012). 
In smaller domains like those in the Stantec studies, in addition to friction from the ice, the tidal 
boundary conditions must be altered to account for the significant reduction in tidal amplitude 
due to ice cover over the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Smith et al. 2006). Alternatively, these boundary 
conditions must be obtained from data measured during winter when there is large-scale ice 
cover. In shallow areas, the flow may be completely blocked when ice freezes over the entire 
water column, in what is referred to as “fast ice” by fishermen in the Pictou area (MacCarthy and 
Egilsson 2019). In the final Stantec study (p. 3), it is indicated that a winter scenario and the 
associated effects of ice are not considered because “the presence of ice cover would increase 
turbulence at the ice/water interface by providing resistance to the ambient water currents, 
resulting in higher mixing and dilution”. Indeed, higher mixing and dilution may take place and 
can be modeled in the near field with CORMIX, but turbulent mixing at the ice/water interface is 
not accounted for in the far-field model because it is two-dimensional. Instead, the effect of ice 
in the far-field model is to reduce the magnitude of the currents and reduce the potential for far-
field dilution. Therefore, a winter model run with extensive ice cover and appropriate boundary 
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conditions is needed to represent a worst-case scenario for the far-field dispersion despite the 
substantial initial dilution of the strongly buoyant effluent during this period. 

Overall, the scenarios in the Stantec reports do not reproduce the impact of different 
physical processes over the course of the year on the effluent transport in the region. In its 
current form, the far-field model can only be used to simulate the influence of tides on the far-
field dispersion of the effluent plumes during low flow and low wind conditions in the absence 
of ice and large-scale currents. To obtain a good understanding of all of the possible scenarios 
that might impact the far-field transport, a three-dimensional model would need to be run under 
scenarios that demonstrated the effects of (1) strong/weak winds, (2) strong/weak river flows, (3) 
with/without ice cover (including the associated weaker tidal forcing and possibly fast ice), and 
(4) with/without large-scale currents through the Northumberland Strait. In each of these 
scenarios, the model would need to be run for at least as long as the flushing time to ensure that 
the far-field effluent field reaches equilibrium. If the flushing time is not much longer than a 
spring-neap tidal cycle, then additional scenarios would need to be run to understand the impact 
of strong (spring) vs. weak (neap) tides. The freshwater inflows would need to include all 
possible rivers and effluent from municipal wastewater treatment plants, given that the worst-
case scenario may include freshening of the receiving waters to a point that significantly impacts 
the near-field dilution (See Section 4.2 below). Finally, storm surge scenarios would need to be 
studied given the possibility of strong waves and surges in the region, which could lead to 
significant accumulation in the harbours. 
 
3.5. Results 
 
The particle tracking module in MIKE 21 over-approximates the far-field mixing and dilution 
because of the assumption of uniformly distributed effluent mass throughout the volume of each 
grid cell. This gives the best-case scenario because it mixes the effluent from a point discharge 
completely over the water column, thus eliminating the possibility of higher concentrations 
confined to near-surface or mid-water layers of effluent. As a result, the assessment by Stantec 
that the far-field dilution factors for most of the region surrounding site CH-B are above 100 at 
the end of the one-month simulation period is overly optimistic. Accounting for vertical 
variability in the plume could lead to much smaller dilution factors but this would require a 
three-dimensional model. Dilution factors are also over-approximated in Caribou Harbour 
because the simulations are not run for long enough time to allow for accumulation of effluent in 
the harbour due to tidal dispersion.  
 
As they are presented in the reports, the far-field modeling results provide only qualitative, and 
in some cases misleading, information about the far-field fate and transport of effluent from the 
proposed outfalls. The focus of this section is on Figures 2.5-2.13 in the final study, which depict 
extremely low concentrations of the effluent field around site CH-B. For example, in Figure 2.5 
there is a small patch of effluent located over the outfall which appears to have a concentration 
of 2-3 mg/L. It is hard to imagine how the concentration of the effluent from the outfall could 
have diluted by nearly a factor of 50 (from 100 mg/L) even though this figure depicts the 
concentration field at slack tide during a neap tidal cycle. As discussed in Section 2.2 above, 
during slack tide we expect higher concentrations due to buildup of effluent because currents are 
too weak to induce any significant transport away from the outfall. Higher effluent 
concentrations are also expected because turbulent dispersion is ignored in the particle tracking 
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module of MIKE 21 to promote conservative dilution factors. It is possible that a diluted 
concentration from the outfall is imposed in the far-field model based on the near-field modeling 
results, although an arbitrary concentration of 100 mg/L is assumed given that the relative 
concentration is of interest.   

The low concentrations in the figures can be explained by the particle tracking module 
that is used to transport effluent in MIKE 21. In the particle tracking module, the outfall is 
modeled as a point source from which particles with a given amount of mass are released at 
specified time intervals. After being released, the particles are transported by currents computed 
with the MIKE 21 hydrodynamic module. In the Stantec final study, the mass flow rate from the 
outfall is given by 0.1 kg/s, based on the assigned concentration of 100 mg/L and flow rate of 
1 m3/s. Therefore, if we assume that one particle is released from the outfall every hydrodynamic 
time step of 60 s (the details of how often particles are released are not provided, although this is 
a safe assumption), then it must be assigned a mass of 6 kg. It is possible to release particles at 
shorter intervals or multiple particles at each time step, with mass divided equally among the 
particles to ensure the same prescribed mass flow rate of 0.1 kg/s. However, there would be no 
difference between transport of a single particle and a group of particles because particles in a 
group do not spread over time due to a lack of turbulent dispersion, which is ignored by Stantec 
in the particle tracking simulations. In addition to a lack of dispersion, there is no decay assigned 
to the particles in the Stantec studies, and hence the mass of each particle remains fixed during 
the simulations.  

To convert the distribution of particles to a concentration field on the hydrodynamic grid, 
the total mass in each grid cell (which is the sum of the masses of all of the particles in each cell) 
is divided by the volume of the grid cell. Assuming the grid resolution around site CH-B is 
approximately 25 m (based on the mesh shown in Figure 2.3 in the final study), then the volume 
of the prismatic grid cell containing the point release at the location of outfall CH-B is 
approximately 6000 m3, based on a depth of 20 m and cross-sectional area of approximately 
300 m2. The minimum concentration in this cell can be estimated by assuming it is empty and 
then filled with 6 kg of effluent after one 60-s time step. Since it is assumed that this mass is 
uniformly distributed over the cell volume, the resulting effluent concentration will be 1 mg/L, 
implying a dilution factor of 100 relative to the assumed inflow concentration of 100 mg/L. This 
shows that conversion of the particle mass to a concentration field results in artificial mixing of 
the effluent, giving rise to effective mixing and dilution that depend to great extent on the mesh 
resolution, depth, and details of the particle release at the outfall (i.e. particle release time 
interval, mass per particle, number of particles per interval). Although these details are not 
provided in the Stantec studies, it is clear that much of the far-field dilution is an artifact of the 
way in which the concentration fields are calculated. 

The artificial dilution arising from two-dimensional particle tracking simulations like that 
in the MIKE 21 model is a common feature of coastal ocean modeling. It is possible to reduce 
the dilution by increasing the particle release rate or by decreasing the grid size. However, 
decreasing the grid size is often difficult given computational constraints associated with far-
field studies on grids that are finer than those in the Stantec studies. Regardless of grid resolution 
or the details of the particle tracking module, conclusions about far-field mixing and dilution 
derived from particle tracking results in a two-dimensional model should take the inherent 
overestimation of  mixing and dilution factors into account. In this regard, Figures 2.5-2.13 in the 
final study cannot be used to conclude that the environmental impacts of the effluent from outfall 
CH-B are negligible simply because the dilution factor is at least 100 in most of the domain at 
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the end of the 1-month period. Instead, these dilution factors represent the best-case scenario in 
which the effluent is mixed over the water column instantaneously upon being released from the 
outfall. Owing to the buoyant nature of the near-field plume and other three-dimensional effects, 
the effluent could be confined to a layer much smaller than the depth (as discussed in Section 
3.1). As indicated by the near-field modeling results in the final study, this layer can be as small 
as 1-2 m, which would lead to a reduction in the dilution factor in the region surrounding the 
CH-B outfall by a factor of 10 or more because the effluent is not completely mixed over the 
water column. A three-dimensional model would be able to account for the vertical variability of 
the effluent plume through use of the near-field model to inform the vertical variability in the 
vicinity of the outfall. This would reduce the artificial dilution associated with the assumption of 
complete mixing over the water column in a two-dimensional model. 

An additional perplexing aspect of Figures 2.5-2.13 in the final study is that they appear 
to depict transport of patches created by pulses of effluent discharges rather than trails of effluent 
emanating from the continuous-in-time discharge at outfall CH-B. Examples of such an effluent 
field showing trails emanating from the outfall locations are depicted in Figures 2-20 and 2-21 
from the preliminary study, which show the effluent concentration field surrounding sites Alt-C 
and Alt-D near Pictou Harbour. Effluent trails are not visible around site CH-B in Figures 2.5-
2.13 from the final study because the overestimated dilution due to the particle tracking module 
produces concentrations in the trails that are too low to be visible with the given color scale. 
Instead, higher-concentration patches (that also have artificially low concentrations) oscillate 
with the tides while slowly propagating away from the outfall with the weak non-tidal flow 
produced by the tides (see Section 2.2 for a discussion of tidal vs. non-tidal flows). While these 
simulations indicate that there is some dilution of the effluent patches since their concentrations 
decay in time, the dilution is representative of the best-case scenario when compared to the 
effluent concentration at the outfall of 100 mg/L.  

Another process that is likely reducing dilution factors but is not represented in the 
simulations is accumulation in Caribou Harbour. Figure 2.11 in the final study clearly shows a 
patch of effluent in the harbour at slack high tide, indicating that it was transported into the 
harbour during the previous flood tide. Although the patch appears to be leaving the harbour 
during the subsequent ebb tide (Figure 2.12 in the final study), tidal dispersion is expected to 
transport effluent into the harbour over many tidal cycles. Furthermore, although inclusion of 
turbulent dispersion in the particle tracking module would act to dilute the patches, it would 
accentuate the tidal dispersion and promote transport into the harbour, thereby reducing the 
dilution in the harbour after many tidal cycles. As discussed in Section 3.4, accumulation in 
Caribou Harbour would need to be quantified with simulations that were run for sufficient time 
to demonstrate that the effluent mass in the harbour was not changing in time. 

In summary, when computing concentration fields from the particle tracking results, 
uniform and instantaneous mixing over the grid cell volumes leads to artificially low 
concentrations and high dilution factors associated with far-field effluent transport from site CH-
B. While it is impossible to eliminate this effect, it can be thought of as the best-case scenario in 
which the outfall plume is uniformly mixed over the water column. As demonstrated by the near-
field modeling results in the Stantec studies, this is clearly not the case. Instead, the plume is 
typically confined to a smaller region in the water column, which implies a much smaller 
dilution factor when compared to that arising from assuming a uniform effluent concentration 
over the depth. The artificially low concentrations and high dilution factors produce far-field 
effluent concentrations in the region surrounding the CH-B outfall after a month-long simulation 
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that are greater than 100, which is an overly optimistic result. The artificial dilution eliminates 
most of the visible effluent in the figures except for a few small patches that oscillate with the 
tides. Some of these are transported into Caribou Harbour, indicating the potential for 
accumulation in the harbour due to tidal dispersion, an effect that should be assessed with 
simulations over much longer time periods than the 31-day simulations conducted in the final 
study. 
 
4. Review of the near-field modeling 
 
4.1. Overview of CORMIX 
 
The CORMIX model was used to compute the three-dimensional effluent concentration field in 
the near-field mixing zone, which is generally defined as the region within 100 m of the outfall. 
Near-field mixing involves detailed flow and turbulence processes over length scales that are 
much smaller than the grid in the far-field model. Therefore, they cannot be simulated with 
MIKE 21 and must be modeled with a near-field model like CORMIX.  According to the 
CORMIX model, the “near-field” is defined as the region between the outfall and the point at 
which the buoyant plume interacts with a boundary, which can be the bed, the free surface or 
some intermediate layer in the water column. In this near-field region, the plume dynamics are 
initially dictated by the high velocity flow and turbulence emanating from the outfall ports which 
rapidly mix the effluent with ambient waters. Once the high momentum fluid has decelerated 
(typically within 5-10 meters of the outfall ports), buoyancy-driven turbulence and mixing take 
over as the plume rises to the surface or at some point in the water column where the plume 
density matches the density in the water. This could be the thermocline (a point below the 
surface that separates the warmer, surface waters from the colder, bottom waters) or the halocline 
(a point at which fresher river waters are separated from the denser, saltier ocean waters below). 
After reaching the surface or intermediate layer, subsequent dynamics are referred to as the “far-
field” zone in CORMIX. In this zone, the plume is transported by the ambient currents while 
spreading laterally due to weaker buoyancy effects. Once the density of the plume mixes with 
that of its surroundings, it propagates as a passive plume (i.e. no longer spreading due to 
buoyancy) with the ambient currents while spreading laterally and horizontally due to the 
ambient turbulence. This stage of plume development is modeled in CORMIX in a way that is 
similar to how it would be modeled under similar ambient conditions in a three-dimensional 
circulation model like MIKE 3. 
 The CORMIX model predicts the shape of the near-field plume in three dimensions 
based on the relatively complex geometry of an outfall diffuser, including the ability to specify 
different numbers of ports and the specific geometry of how they are attached to the diffuser pipe 
resting on the bed. Because CORMIX solves for the plume characteristics in a much smaller area 
and over much shorter time periods when compared to those in the far-field model, the 
characteristics of the flow needed to drive CORMIX are much simpler than the boundary 
conditions needed to drive the MIKE 21 model. As a result, parameters in CORMIX are 
generally not tuned, unlike the far-field modeling which requires tuning of, for example, the 
bottom roughness to improve agreement between observed and simulated currents (See Section 
3.3 above).  Furthermore, validation of CORMIX results is generally not required given that, at 
least under the scenarios that can be simulated with the CORMIX package, we expect the model 
to produce a good approximation of the near-field dynamics. The downside to this simplicity is 
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that the results depend critically on choosing the effluent and ambient parameters that are 
representative of realistic worst-case conditions that would give the least amount of near-field 
dispersion and thus representative of the most conservative design scenario. As discussed in the 
next section, the receiving water conditions do not represent worst-case scenarios. 
 
4.2. Near-field results at location CH-B 
 
The receiving water current and ambient density field supplied to the CORMIX model to predict 
the near-field mixing and dilution at site CH-B are not representative of worst-case scenarios 
because the current is too strong and the ambient density is too high. This gives an over-
prediction of the mixing and near-field dilution within the 100-m mixing zone surrounding site 
CH-B. The near-field effluent concentrations are expected to be higher, particularly during 
periods of high river inflows and when the tidal currents are weaker, such as during neap tides 
or when there is winter ice cover. 
 
In the final study, two scenarios for the near-field mixing at site CH-B were conducted. The only 
difference between the two scenarios is the use of one port in the diffuser in the first scenario and 
three ports in the second. The dilution factor for the three-port design was roughly twice as large 
as that for the one-port design 100 m from the outfall (Table 3.4 in the final study).  The three-
port design at site CH-B had a dilution factor that was roughly 30% larger than the six-port 
design at site Alt-D (Table 4.1 in the final study shows results from site CH-B obtained in the 
final study and results from site Alt-D, which are repeated from the preliminary study). Despite 
the likely increase in the dilution factor at CH-B with six ports, it was concluded that the three-
port design had a favorable seabed footprint with a lower potential to interact with the seabed 
than the six-port design, and hence the six-port design was not evaluated at site CH-B.  Given the 
incorrect estimates of the worst-case currents and receiving water density discussed below, 
studies need to be conducted with three- and six-port designs to understand their characteristics 
under worst-case scenarios, particularly in the presence of vertical density stratification of the 
water column.   
 The inputs to the CORMIX model that have the most significant impact on the near-field 
mixing in the final study are the effluent flow rate and density and the ambient tidal currents and 
density. The effluent flow rate was fixed at the annual average rate of 0.98 m3/s, while the 
effluent salinity was assumed to be 4 g/L = 4 kg/m3, the densest value in the reported range of 1-
4 g/L.  The effluent temperature was reported to be 25oC in winter and 37oC in summer. The 
summer effluent temperature was chosen under the assumption that the plume would be least 
buoyant in summer when the receiving waters were at their warmest. The values chosen for the 
effluent salinity and temperature are stated to give an upper bound for its density, thus giving a 
conservative estimate for the dilution because more buoyancy-driven mixing is expected to take 
place if the effluent is less dense than the receiving waters. Using the UNESCO equation of state 
(UNESCO 1981), a salinity of 4 kg/m3 and temperature of 37oC give an effluent density of 
996 kg/m3, the value used in the final study.  

A key assumption in the CORMIX model is that the ambient currents are steady. 
Therefore, approximations are needed when applying CORMIX to tidal flows that are unsteady 
in that the ambient currents flowing past the outfall vary in magnitude and direction over the 
tidal cycle. When currents are weak, the effluent accumulates above the outfall and dilution is 
poor. However, the worst-case scenario occurs roughly one hour before or after slack tide when 
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currents are weak yet sufficient to re-entrain the effluent that was recently transported away from 
the discharge location in the opposite direction before slack tide. CORMIX requires information 
about the tidal period and peak currents and the magnitude of the ambient currents one hour 
before or after slack tide in order to provide an estimate of the worst-case scenario.  The 
CORMIX manual (Page 33 of Jirka et al. 1996) also recommends that additional scenarios be 
conducted with tidal currents at intervals of one or two hours at different stages of the tidal cycle 
to ensure that all possible scenarios are analyzed.  

Based on the information provided in the preliminary and final studies, the ambient 
current supplied to the CORMIX model does not represent the worst-case mixing scenario. The 
preliminary report mentions the use of tidal information in the CORMIX simulations, stating 
that, (p. 3.54) “The results are presented for a time step corresponding to 1 hour before slack tide 
conditions.” However, in the final report only average (10 cm/s) and maximum (27 cm/s) tidal 
currents are supplied based on MIKE 21 simulations in July 2016 at site CH-B. There is no 
mention of the tidal current speed expected within one hour of slack tide, as needed for the 
worst-case calculation in CORMIX. Furthermore, simulations are not conducted during different 
phases of the tidal cycle as suggested in the CORMIX manual. These would demonstrate the 
impact of current speed and direction on the dilution factor. The direction, in particular, could 
impact the effect of the diffuser and port alignment relative to the oscillatory flow. An important 
implication of the worst-case slack tide is that suspended solids may settle onto the bed within 
100 m of the outfall because of the weak currents, as discussed in Section 2.2 above. This 
possibility is not mentioned or modeled in the Stantec studies. 

Regardless of whether the details of the tide are incorporated into CORMIX, the ambient 
currents applied to CORMIX in the final study are too large to represent a worst-case scenario. 
Based on Figure 2-14 in the preliminary report, which shows the Northumberland Strait water 
levels over the 31-day MIKE 21 simulation period, the weakest neap tide on July 14 has a tidal 
range of 0.6 m, which is more than three times smaller than the strongest spring tidal range of 
2 m on July 5. Therefore, the average and maximum tidal currents used in the CORMIX 
scenarios are much larger than they would be in the worst-case scenario because they are 
impacted by the large spring tides. A more conservative, worst-case tide would be given by the 
weakest neap tide during the period, since the weaker currents would have significantly less 
near-field dilution than the average tide over the 31-day period. It is important to note that, given 
the insufficient far-field model validation presented in Section 3.3 above, the simulations of the 
currents at CH-B may not be representative of the actual currents. This implies that if the 
currents are underpredicted in Pictou Harbour, they will not necessarily be underpredicted at site 
CH-B, and therefore it is not valid to justify use of inaccurate far-field model results based on the 
notion that the errors would lead to a more conservative worst-case scenario. 

The ambient density field supplied to the CORMIX model is equally as important as the 
ambient currents. Estimates of the ambient density of the receiving waters were based on 
observations because the far-field model is two-dimensional (See Section 3.1 above). However, 
because observations of temperature and salinity at site CH-B were not available, the ambient 
density was based on observations in the Pictou Road region in August 2014 and September 
2006 (Appendix B, Preliminary study). In principle, this would provide a conservative receiving 
water density given the likelihood that the receiving water salinity, and hence its density, was 
lower in this region due to more inflows into Pictou Harbour than Caribou Harbour. However, as 
discussed below, this is not the case. Using data from Pictou Road region, the receiving water 
density was calculated as 1020 kg/m3 based on a temperature of 17.6oC and salinity of 28 ppt, 
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which are averages of the observations. With these salinities and temperatures, the effluent is 
(1020 kg/m3 − 996 kg/m3) = 24 kg/m3 less dense than the receiving waters. According to Stantec, 
this provides sufficient buoyant mixing to produce far-field dilution factors computed by 
CORMIX that are within established water quality guidelines for the 100-m mixing zone.  
Owing to the strong near-field mixing by the three-port diffuser, the plume interacts with the bed 
up to 25 m away from the outfall. However, the dilution factor of 71 at 10 m indicates this 
should not be a source of concern for this value of the ambient density.  

Rather than using average salinity and temperature values of observations for the 
ambient, a more conservative scenario for the near-field modeling would have been to use the 
freshest and warmest observations in the region, which should be 23 ppt instead of 28 ppt and 
19.4oC instead of 17.6oC (Appendix B, Preliminary study). This would give a receiving water 
density that is 4 kg/m3 less dense than the value used in the final study, yielding a less buoyant 
effluent plume and less near-field dilution. While it is unlikely that the water temperature would 
be much warmer than 20oC in the region, waters warmer than 20oC would contribute much less 
to potential reductions in ambient density than lower salinity values. This is because the density 
can vary by as much as 25 kg/m3 due to the 0-31 ppt salinity range in the region (based on data 
from Galbraith et al. 2014), while it can only vary by 3 kg/m3 due to the 0-20oC temperature 
range. In fact, the salinity value of 28 ppt that was used for the scenario is close to the maximum 
observed salinity in the region of 31 ppt, thus reflecting close to the best- rather than worst-case 
salinity for buoyancy-driven near-field dilution at site CH-B.  A worst-case salinity is likely 
much smaller given that salinity observations in the East River range from 20 ppt during low-
flow periods to as low as 5 ppt during high-flow periods (Preliminary study, p. 2.21).  Lower 
salinity values are also likely near Caribou Harbour, although perhaps not as low given that 
flows into Caribou Harbour are weaker than those into Pictou Harbour. Nevertheless, all inflows 
in the region are expected to lower the salinity of the receiving waters surrounding the proposed 
outfalls in the studies.  

The effect of salinity on the near-field dilution is weakest in winter when inflows are at 
their lowest. Combined with the colder receiving waters, winter ambient density scenarios are 
not needed given their potential to drive more buoyancy-driven turbulence and near-field 
dilution. However, given the weaker tidal currents due to ice cover in winter, scenarios would 
need to be conducted with worst-case winter density values for the ambient and effluent 
combined with model-derived worst-case weak winter tides during the period of peak ice cover.  

In addition to the potential for low salinities to impact the near-field dilution by reducing 
the effluent buoyancy at site CH-B, low salinities indicate the existence of vertical stratification 
in which fresher, river water overlies saltier, denser ocean water. For example, observations in 
the Pictou Road region indicate a top-bottom salinity difference in July 1995 of 7.5 ppt 
(Preliminary study, p. 2.21), which is the dominant driver of the top-bottom density difference of 
5.8 kg/m3 (See Section 3.1 above). The stratification can reduce near-field dilution by trapping 
the effluent in a layer beneath the ocean surface where the density of the effluent matches that of 
the water column. Additionally, the trapping leads to far-field transport at depth rather than at the 
surface, thus having the potential to propagate toward the fresh water source. In the case of site 
CH-B, this would mean transport of the effluent into Caribou Harbour (See Section 3.1 above for 
a more thorough discussion of three-dimensional far-field effects). The CORMIX model has the 
ability to simulate near-field dilution in the presence of vertically-stratified waters, and the 
manual suggests including these effects when the vertical variation in density is greater than 0.1 
kg/m3 (Page 33 of Jirka et al. 1996), significantly smaller than the observed top-bottom density 
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difference of 5.8 kg/m3 mentioned above.  Therefore, worst-case dilution scenarios at CH-B 
should be devised that take into account the potential for low salinity and stratification arising 
from high freshwater inflows in the region. These scenarios would need to be devised using 
results from three-dimensional, far-field modeling. 
 
5. Summary 
 
The MIKE 21 and CORMIX models were used to simulate the distribution of near- and far-field  
effluent discharged from proposed outfall locations in and near Pictou and Caribou Harbours. 
Although there are numerous metrics that are commonly used to validate far-field model results 
like those in the MIKE 21 simulations, these are not calculated in the study. Instead, only 
qualitative comparisons to observations are made, and these indicate that the far-field model is 
poorly reproducing the currents and water levels throughout the domain. Therefore, as it is 
implemented, the far-field model is inaccurate and cannot be trusted to faithfully represent actual 
circulation and transport dynamics in the region. Given the strong three-dimensional nature of 
the circulation and transport dynamics due to the winds and fresh water flows in the region, 
three-dimensional processes are expected to significantly impact the far-field transport. 
Therefore, the two-dimensional MIKE 21 model is not appropriate for use in this study.  
 In addition to the inaccurate nature of the far-field model, the scenarios that are presented 
are not representative of the multitude of processes that can impact the far-field circulation and 
effluent transport. While there is some qualitative evaluation of the impacts of tidal currents on 
the far-field fate of the effluent, the two-dimensional nature of the MIKE 21 model makes it 
impossible to predict the effects of strong winds or strong river inflows, effects that can 
significantly impact the far-field dynamics. For example, freshwater flows and wind-driven 
circulation can drive effluent into Caribou Harbour from site CH-B, leading to more 
accumulation than what might be predicted by the two-dimensional model. Furthermore, 
although near-field dilution may be accentuated in winter owing to the stronger temperature 
difference between the effluent and receiving waters, there is no assessment of the potential 
worst-case winter scenario in which reduced tidal currents due to ice cover may significantly 
reduce both near- and far-field dispersion. Similarly, while the turbulence and mixing due to 
storm surges and waves would likely increase near-field dilution, there are no simulations 
conducted to assess their impact on far-field transport, including the potential for accumulation 
of effluent in the harbours. Finally, the simulations are not conducted over sufficiently long time 
periods that are needed to ensure that the simulated far-field dilution factors are in equilibrium, 
making it impossible to assess the potential for accumulation of effluent in regions of the domain 
with weaker dispersion and flushing, such as the harbours.  

Qualitative representation of the far-field dilution dynamics around site CH-B in the 
figures indicates fundamental inconsistencies with how the effluent concentrations are being 
computed and interpreted. The concentrations are unphysically low because the model assumes 
uniform effluent concentrations within each grid cell. This leads to an over-approximation of the 
far-field mixing and dilution and overly optimistic conclusions about the far-field dilution factors 
in the vicinity of the outfall at site CH-B, which are reported to be above 100 in most of the 
region after a one-month simulation. In reality, the effluent concentrations can vary significantly 
in the vertical, since effluent plumes can be confined to layers near the surface or mid-water, 
leading to higher concentrations and smaller, more realistic dilution factors. Due to the artificial 
dilution, trails of effluent emanating from the outfall are not visible in the figures because their 
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concentrations are too small to appear with the given color scale. Instead, small patches of 
effluent oscillate with the tides, with some propagating into Caribou Harbour. These indicate the 
potential for accumulation of effluent in Caribou Harbour by tidal dispersion, an effect that can 
only be captured with simulations that are run over much longer time periods. 

Based on the near-field results obtained with the CORMIX model in the final study, 
Stantec concluded that the dilution factors near the outfall located at site CH-B are within 
established water quality guidelines for the 100-m mixing zone. However, the ambient currents 
and densities supplied to CORMIX are not representative of worst-case near-field dilution 
scenarios. The currents are based on the average and peak tidal currents at site CH-B over the 31-
day simulation period, which are too high because the data include two spring tides. A worst-
case tidal current would be better represented by a neap tide during this period, which has 
smaller currents and is therefore expected to induce less near-field dilution, particularly when 
accounting for accumulation during slack tide. Weaker tidal currents due to winter ice cover 
further reduce the potential for near-field dilution, although this scenario is also not investigated. 
Finally, despite the potential for settling of suspended solids during slack tides within 100 m of 
the outfall, this is not mentioned in the Stantec studies.  

In addition to the overestimated tidal currents, the ambient density supplied to CORMIX 
is also not representative of a potential worst-case scenario. The salinity used to compute the 
receiving water density is more representative of the maximum salinity in the region, which 
gives an effluent that is far too buoyant and thus an overprediction of the near-field buoyancy-
driven mixing and dilution. The worst-case salinity, and hence receiving water density, should be 
much lower given the potential for high river flows to reduce the salinity in the region. 
Furthermore, high river flows would produce vertical salinity stratification or layering in which 
fresh water overlies salt water, an effect that can be included in the CORMIX model and further 
acts to reduce near-field dilution.  
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Review of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report Section 6.0 and Appendix 6.2 

Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study 

Commentary by  Ecojustice  

This commentary is provided in response to the Northern Pulp Focus Report and Stantec’s 

Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study regarding the air emissions associated with the 

proposed Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  The proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment 

Facility Project will produce two new sources of air emissions: 

1. fugitive emissions from the replacement ETF facility; and

2. emissions of combustion gases from the burning of sludge from the replacement ETF

in the power boiler. 

Sections 6.1 and 9.2.7 and Appendix 6.2 of the Focus Report estimate the impacts of air 

pollution from the mill including the proposed new sources from the Replacement Effluent 

Treatment Facility.  

The estimate is based on a revised emissions inventory developed “from a variety of sources 

and methods”1 and emissions rates “based on a combination of site-specific data, data from 

alternative kraft pulp mills, and published emission estimation methods.”2 The chosen 

emissions inventory and emission rate data are used to drive the air dispersion model to 

estimate offsite ground-level concentrations.  

As the inventory of emission sources and the emission rates used to conduct the air dispersion 

modelling come from a variety of sources and methods, many of which are not specific to the 

mill, the estimated ground-level concentrations are highly uncertain.  Further uncertainty arises 

due to use of the chosen model, AERMOD. AERMOD is a simple plume dispersion model that 

assumes steady-state conditions.3  However, given the coastal location of the mill and the 

surrounding complex terrain, a non-steady state model such as CALPUFF that contains modules 

for complex terrain, overwater and coastal interaction effects may be more suitable and may 

provide more accurate estimates.4   

The air dispersion modelling conducted by Stantec does not take into account transitional 

operating conditions that occur during unit start-up, shut-down, upsets or malfunctions when 

air pollutant emissions often spike. The modelling appears to assume only normal operating 

1 Focus Report, Section 6.1, page 108  
2 Focus Report, Section 6.1, page 110 
3 Focus Report, Appendix 6.2, Section 5.1, page 21. 
4 CALPUFF View 

<https://www.weblakes.com/products/calpuff/resources/lakes_calpuff_view_brochure.pdf> 

https://www.weblakes.com/products/calpuff/resources/lakes_calpuff_view_brochure.pdf
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conditions and must, therefore, be viewed as incomplete and not representative of potential 

mill operations.  

The estimated ground-level concentrations are compared to applicable ambient air quality 

criteria. Where Nova Scotia or Canadian standards, Stantec uses Ontario Reg. 419/05 standards 

for some contaminants.5 The air quality analysis predicted emissions of ammonia, calcium 

oxide, hexavalent chromium, manganese, chloroform, benzo(a)pyrene, and total reduced 

sulphide above the Ontario standards.6 Some of these contaminants, specifically hexavalent 

chromium (CrVI) and benzo(a)pyrene are known human carcinogens (Group 1) according to the 

classification by the World Health Organization International Agency for Research on Cancer.7    

Section 6.1 of the Focus Report downplays the risk of these exceedances, stating that the 

frequency of the exceedances of health-based- standards occurred at discrete receptors less 

than 1% of the time but also notes that TRS was predicted to exceed the odour-based 10-

minute standard more frequently.8 The discrete receptors are the locations of residences near 

the North Pulp mill.  

In terms of the amount of the exceedances and the frequency of the exceedances, total 

reduced sulphur (TRS) presents the greatest risk. As acknowledged on page 38 of Expanded Air 

Dispersion Modelling study, the effects of exposure to TRS are similar to the effects of exposure 

to hydrogen sulphide (e.g., irritation, respiratory and central nervous system effects). Although 

the TRS 10-minute standard is based on odour impacts, there have been many documented 

incidents of acute health effects from exposure to low concentrations of TRS, including 

incidents that have resulted in charges against facilities for releases of TRS compounds that 

have impacted neighbouring communities.9   

The exceedances of TRS are estimated to occur frequently and at concentrations far greater 

than the standard at several homes (receptors).  For example exceedances are noted of up to 

19 percent of the time at receptor five and as much as 18 times the standard at receptor three. 

The most impacted home is estimated to experience an exceedance of the 10-minute odour 

based standard by as much as 13 times 19 percent of the time. Other receptors also have high 

predicted impacts from TRS either in the amount over the standard, or frequency, or both.10 

                                                           
5 Focus Report, Appendix 6.2, page vi and revised table 6.1 (6.1 rev.1)  
6 Focus Report, Appendix 6.2, page vi and 37 
7 <https://monographs.iarc.fr/list-of-classifications> 
8 Focus Report, p. 110. 
9 Ontario Ministry of the Environmental and Climate Change, Court Bulletin, “Refinery, Shell Canada fined 
$500,000 for Permitting a Discharge of Odour into the Environment”, November 27, 2015, online: 
<https://news.ontario.ca/ene/en/2015/11/refinery-shell-canada-fined-500000-for-permitting-a-discharge-of-
odour-into-the-environment.html>. Ontario Ministry of the Environmental and Climate Change, Court Bulletin,  
“Pulp and Paper Mill fined $175,000 for Environmental Protection Act Violations”< 
https://news.ontario.ca/ene/en/2018/11/pulp-and-paper-mill-fined-175000-for-environmental-
protection-act-violations.html> 
10 Focus Report, Appendix 6.2, Tables 6.2 and  7.1 

https://monographs.iarc.fr/list-of-classifications
https://news.ontario.ca/ene/en/2015/11/refinery-shell-canada-fined-500000-for-permitting-a-discharge-of-odour-into-the-environment.html
https://news.ontario.ca/ene/en/2015/11/refinery-shell-canada-fined-500000-for-permitting-a-discharge-of-odour-into-the-environment.html
https://news.ontario.ca/ene/en/2018/11/pulp-and-paper-mill-fined-175000-for-environmental-protection-act-violations.html
https://news.ontario.ca/ene/en/2018/11/pulp-and-paper-mill-fined-175000-for-environmental-protection-act-violations.html
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Ontario also has a ten-minute odour based standard of 13 µg/m3 for Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) 

that is not referred to in the report.11 If half of the composition TRS is H2S, the ten-minute H2S 

standard would also be exceeded at the receptors.   

Conclusion 

The air quality analysis included with the Focus Report should be considered unreliable and 

incomplete. The input data is not site-specific and the chosen model is not appropriate for a 

coastal location with complex terrain. Transitional operating conditions such as unit start-ups 

and shutdowns when air emissions peak were not considered. Even given these limitations the 

air dispersion modelling predicted exceedances of several air pollutant standards include 

cancer-causing substances benzo(a)pyrene and hexavalent chromium. The analysis also 

estimated that several residents would experience frequent and elevated concentrations of 

highly odorous reduced sulphur compounds resulting in an unacceptable adverse impact on the 

community.     

 

November 3, 2019 

Ecojustice 
Suite 1910, 777 Bay Street 
Toronto  Ontario,  M5G 2C8 
 

 

 

                                                           
11O. Reg. 419/05: Air Pollution – Local Air Quality, Schedule 3.  
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Comments on the Focus Report 
By  
November 8, 2019 

I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  My name  and I live in Three 
Brooks.  My house is  a tidal tributary of Caribou Harbour. 
Spring through fall,   on the water every day. 

 

 

 
 

Since I live close to the harbour and spend much of my time on or in the water I feel quite 
passionately against the pumping of pulp effluent into the Northumberland Strait and I 
urge you once again to reject the proposal.   

I am writing this letter with emphasis on 3 of the terms of reference. 

Term of Reference “2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical 
characterization of NPNS’ raw wastewater (ie., influent at Point A for the Project), to 
support the assessment of the appropriateness of the proposed treatment technology. 
The influent characterization results must be compared against the proposed treatment 
technology specifications.” 

The proposed treatment facility falls short of acceptable with respect to AOX removal 
(concentration measurements and lack of AOX degradation) and dangerous nitrogen and 
phosphorous loads that could lead to eutrophication and possible harmful algal blooms 
(HABs). 
The proposed treatment facility is not appropriate because it will not sufficiently 
remove AOX which is composed of toxic organic chlorides including PCBs and  
chlorinated dioxins and furans.  Nor does the facility remove excess nitrogen and 
phosphorous which can lead to eutrophication and ultimately harmful algal blooms 
(HABs). 

1. AOX Removal

AOX is a term for a general group of organic compounds that contain 1 or more halogen 
atoms (in the case of bleached pulp effluent the halogen is predominately chlorine).  In 
general, the compounds in this category are hydrophobic meaning they will adhere to 
fatty tissue, sediment or plant life. 



Retention Time Comparison: 
One of the factors affecting the amount of AOX in the water is the length of time the 
effluent is allowed to settle, often referred to as retention time.  The authors use Point A 
for untreated effluent and use Point C (Boat Harbour influent) to represent the treated 
effluent (page 24 of the Focus Report, Figure 2.3-1).  
Point C has a much longer retention time (8.5 days) which allows for the settling out of 
the heavier molecular weight AOX compounds compared to the proposed new ETF (less 
than 13 hours - Focus Report page 45).  Given this fact, one can conclude that the AOX 
concentrations entering the marine environment from the proposed ETF will be higher 
than KSH predicts, and that the risk presented by such substances is greater than 
predicted.  It is important to note that the higher the flow, the less retention time is 
available, which is counter to cleaning up the effluent.   

Lack of AOX Degradation: 
In Appendix 2.3 page 6 the authors claim the AOX is degraded into Cl- ions and carbon 
dioxide by photochemical and biological processes 

This claim is not tenable.  By the authors’ own admission there can be up to 663 kg/day 
released into the Northumberland Strait (Focus Report, Table 2.4-3).  Any AOX that can 
be degraded is done so during the retention time.  This time is longer, as discussed above, 
in the current system than it will be in the proposed process.  In fact, the authors show 
(Appendix 2.4, page 13, Table 1-5 ) that the concentration of AOX is lower in the current 
system (87 kg/day) than what was produced by Veolia (less than or equal to 225 kg/day).  
The RWS study shows 663 kg/day so the AOX released at the outfall could be more than 
half a metric tonne per day. 

They claim that proof of the degradation is that the values for chloride ion are much 
greater at Point A than in the raw water (Appendix 2.3, page 6).  The values for chloride 
are higher at Point A because chloride is produced during the bleaching process using 
ClO2 as the bleaching agent which is what is used at Northern Pulp.  The high chloride 
results are what we would expect based on the bleaching chemistry.  Not because the 
AOX is degraded. 

Persistent Organic Pollutants,  Bioaccumulation and Biomagnification 
Most AOX are toxic to marine and human health and some are considered Persistent 
Organic Pollutants (POPs).  Persistent organic pollutants are organic compounds that do 
not degrade by chemical, biological, or photolytic processes.   
Under the United Nations environmental program the Stockholm Convention lists 12 
original, plus 16 newly classified compounds as Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs). (1) 
Included in the initial 12 are hexachlorobenzene; polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and 
polychlorinated dibenzofurans and PCBs which are also found in the pulp effluent.  
Because of their persistence and lipid solubility they tend to bioaccumulate.  POPs have 
been found in the deep ocean so they do not just disappear no matter how dilute the 
concentration.(2) 
The chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (CDDs) that are eaten by marine organisms 
biomagnify in the food chain.  The half-life in the human body for the family of 



compounds known as CDD is anywhere from 5 to 15 years. (3)  The ETF project entails 
continuous release of these harmful compounds into the Northumberland Strait.  They 
will bioaccumulate over time and create an escalating risk as the flow continues year over 
year.  This fact alone dictates that dilution is not the solution for pollution when it comes 
to chemicals that bioaccumulate. 

Incorrect Sampling Technique: 
The sampling reported in the Focus Report (Appendix 2.3 Pg 104 of 541  Job#B9C9662 , 
Pg 368 of 541  Job#B9E4451, Pg 413 of 541  Job#B9E4487, Pg 497 of 541 
Job#B9E4476 , pg 541 of 541 Job# B9E4405) was done using HDPE containers.  
Sampling for halogenated organic compounds is typically carried out using amber glass 
bottles (4, 5) because the AOX molecules of interest are known to adhere to surfaces that 
are less hydrophilic.  They stick to plastic, organic tissue (like plankton, fish and plants), 
sediment and HDPE.  We would expect the AOX numbers to be higher if they used the 
proper glass bottles for sampling. 

Nitrogen and Phosphorous  
In Appendix 2.4 at page 10 the authors admit there is a large variation in the phosphorous 
content of the untreated effluent (0.12 to 5.8 mg/l) and they will not be able to attain the 
decreased level.  Rather, they used the value from Point C (1.5 mg/L where the effluent 
has already settled for 8.5 days).  Point C is once again not representative of actual 
effluent content and it is clear the phosphorous content will be variable and high.  

Excessive amounts of nitrogen and phosphorous lead to algal blooms which deplete the 
area of oxygen and create “dead zones” in the ocean where many species can no longer 
live or thrive.  The algal blooms can produce toxins which lead to health issues for 
marine life and ultimately to humans who ingest them.  Algal blooms containing toxins 
are referred to as harmful algal blooms (HABs).  Different ratios of nitrogen to 
phosphorous will encourage different species of algae growth.  This phenomenon is not 
completely understood and is a current area of research.   Not all algae contain toxins at 
all times but it is unpredictable and can change at any time.  Alexandrium spp. and 
Pseudonitzschia spp. are both known to be present in the Northumberland Strait. (6)  
They have been known for producing paralytic shellfish poisoning and the neurotoxin 
domoic acid respectively.  When conditions are not favourable for algae growth they 
remain in the environment as cysts.  When favourable conditions arise they grow. 
Nitrogen and phosphorous in the effluent will surely lead to an increase in the number of 
blooms.  With an increase in the number of blooms there is a chance that the HABs will 
also increase. 

2. Baseline studies for fish and shellfish
“9.1 Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of 
representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.” 



It is important to note not all of the chemicals present in the effluent are tested nor are the 
chemical components of the effluent fully understood. The following statement is from a 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act Priority Substances List assessment report(7): 
“Although approximately 250 individual compounds have been characterized in 
bleachery effluents, they have been estimated to represent only 10 to 40% of the total low 
molecular weight materials present.”  
I am not confident that we truly know the effect of the chemical mixture on biological 
systems and therefore cannot confidently predict the risks associated with effluent 
exposure.  

It should be noted that “not detected” does not mean the substance is not present.  They 
are known to be generated during the pulping process and the amounts of each individual 
substance changes based on the type of wood that is used. Some toxins are capable of 
accumulating in fish up to 25 000 times the concentration in water.(7) Given that the 
proposed treatment facility only removes about half of the organic chemicals that will be 
released into the Northumberland Strait, we need further investigation into the long-term 
health effects before the risks can be predicted accurately. 

The experiments used to determine the effect of stress (toxins, temperature, salinity, pH, 
turbidity, etc.) on an organism have come a long way since the early 1990s.  
Consequently, the Acute Lethality test (LC50) should no longer be considered sufficient.  
Sublethal exposure may still affect the physiology and gene expression of the fish and/or 
shellfish and more work is required to understand this.  We know many of the 
halogenated organic compounds affect the reproductive and immune systems, and can 
lead to developmental disorders or cause cancer.  Gene expression experiments help gain 
a better understanding of the exposure effects on protein and enzyme production which 
gives us an idea of how the effluent will influence the function of biological processes.  
Popesku et al (8) look at the effects of pulp effluent (3 Kraft and 2 Thermomechanical) 
on gene expression of the neuroendocrine brain of fathead minnows.  They conclude that 
pulp effluent does inhibit spawning by females by decreasing the levels of key enzymes 
in the hypothalamus.  They conclude that effluents contain neuroactive substances that 
have yet to be characterized which is made more difficult because of the complex mixture 
that composes pulp mill effluent. The paper by Brockmeier et al (9) use gene expression 
to investigate exposure of mosquitofish to kraft pulp mill effluent on the Fenholloway 
river and demonstrates endocrine disrupting properties of the pulp mill effluent.  They 
found 121 genes upregulated (over-expressed) and 91 genes downregulated by effluent 
exposure.  Sixty-two of the genes are involved in metabolic pathways and are consistent 
with experimental results of the fish exposed to androgens.  They conclude the effluent is 
responsible for masculinizing the female mosquitofish. 
In order to understand and assess the risk presented by the effects of effluent components, 
further gene expression profiling experiments must be performed on fish and shellfish 
that are exposed to the effluent at concentrations consistent with what will exit at the 
diffuser as final effluent, and not once it is diluted. The results should then be compared 
to those from unexposed samples from the same species. 
While the toxicity of each individual compound can be taken into account, as I mentioned 
in my comments on the EARD, the cumulative effect of the mixture of toxins in the 



effluent on sea life and ultimately human health is unknown and the risk cannot be 
assessed with the information as summarized in the Focus Report and EARD.  (10) 

3. Assessment of impacts on Human Health

9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess potential project-
related impacts on human health. The risk assessment must consider human 
consumption of fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking 
water, exposure to recreational water and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any 
other potential exposure pathways. The analysis must inform the identification of 
contaminants of concern and updating of the receiving water study. 

In Appendix 9.2, Table A.6a the dioxin 2,3,7,8-TCDD is flagged as a contaminant of 
potential concern in the seafood ingestion pathway and is present in the effluent sought to 
be discharged at the outfall for the proposed ETF.  This compound, 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro 
dibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD), is the most toxic of the dioxins known.  It is believed 
to cause liver damage, increased risk of diabetes and abnormal glucose tolerance along 
with possible reproductive or developmental effects as demonstrated in animal studies 
and may increase the risk of cancer in people. (3)   As a CDD it is included in the POP as 
designated by the Stockholm convention mentioned above. 

In Appendix 9.2, Table A-4 the authors maintain that total phosphorous is not a 
parameter considered to be of potential human health concern. 
“Phosphorus is a required dietary mineral. Phosphorus exists in the environment as 
phosphate anion, where it acts as a nutrient, and has not been associated with adverse 
effects in humans. Human health concerns are primarily related to increased productivity 
(eutrophication) in aquatic systems, which is outside the scope of this human health risk 
assessment (CCME, 2004).” 

The conclusion is not accurate:  Eutrophication is an issue.   Various levels of nitrogen 
and phosphorous will lead to algal blooms and potentially harmful algal blooms (HABs). 
(11, 12, 13, 14, 15) 

Comments on Table:  Understanding Water Measurement Units 

As a final point, I have attached a revision to the Table found at page xix of the Focus 
Report as Appendix 1 to these comments.  In my view, the time analogy presented in that 
table is misleading and fails to properly depict the presence and significance of various 
compounds in the effluent.  The Dillon table suggests that the presence of certain 
compounds is miniscule and they are therefore harmless.  This is dangerous and 
misleading as the risks from many of these substances is very high even at extremely low 
concentrations.  My revised table provides a better summary based on molecules per litre 
and molecules per day of these substances.  I provide further explanatory comments 
following my revised table. 



Conclusion 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and please consider that we could 
potentially be destroying the sensitive aquatic ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait 
and rendering it uninviting for aquatic species and human recreation if the current 
proposal is granted.  We could also be poisoning and/or killing the fish and thereby 
poisoning ourselves.  I beg you to ensure the proper and current experiments are 
performed before pulp effluent is pumped into the strait.  It is my opinion that the limits 
of allowable toxins and effects of said toxins are not well established and some risks 
remain unidentified, while others are much more significant than predicted in the Focus 
Report and EARD. 
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Appendix 1 

Symbol Multiplying 
Factor 

Expone
nt Form 

Parameter 
Measurem

ents 

Un
its 

Part 
per 

molecules per L 
(assume ave 

molecular weight of 
300) 

molecules/day (assume ave. 
molecular weight of 300 and 

85 million litres per day) 

Base 
Unit 

Base 
unit 1 

1.00E+
00 gram/litre g/L 

1 part 
per 
thousa
nd 

2,047,000,000,000,0
00,000,000 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000 

deci d 0.1 
1.00E-

01 
decigram/l
itre 

dg/
L 

1 part 
per ten 
thousa
nd 

204,700,000,000,000
,000,000 

17,400,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000 

centi c 0.01 
1.00E-

02 
centigram/
litre 

cg/
L 

1 part 
per 
hundre
d 
thousa
nd 

20,470,000,000,000,
000,000 

1,740,000,000,000,000,000,0
00,000,000 

milli m 0.001 
1.00E-

03 
milligram/
litre 

mg
/L 

1 part 
per 
million 
(ppm) 

2,047,000,000,000,0
00,000 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000 

micr
o u 0.000001 

1.00E-
06 

microgra
m/litre 

ug/
L 

1part 
per 
billion 
(ppb) 

2,047,000,000,000,0
00 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000 

nano n 
0.00000000

1 
1.00E-

09 
nanogram/
litre 

ng/
L 

1 part 
per 
trillion 
(ppt) 2,047,000,000,000 

174,000,000,000,000,000,00
0 

pico p 
0.00000000

0001 
1.00E-

12 
picogram/
litre 

pg/
L 

1 part 
per 
quadril
lion 
(ppq) 2,047,000,000 174,000,000,000,000,000 



For the purpose of this exercise I used an average molecular weight of 300.   The 
calculation is shown below. 

As you can see, in the mg/L range, the number of molecules per litre is in the billions of 
billions order of magnitude!  My point is that a part per million is not as dilute a solution 
as the time analogy would imply.  So, even if we assume the best case scenario after 
“cleanup” is correct, the amount of AOX is estimated to be approximately 1.02mg/L 
(which calculates to 87kg/day) from Table 2.3-3 we can expect somewhere around 2 
billion billion halogenated molecules per litre (that is 174 trillion trillion halogenated 
molecules per day).   

The number of molecules present in a given mass is dependent on the chemical structure 
(number and type of atoms that make up the molecule), therefore, an average molecular 
weight of 300 was used.  Typically, in chemistry terms, we refer to that as 300 grams per 
mole (or 300g/mol).   
If molecular weight is half of the assumed value, ie half of 300 is 150, the final number of 
molecules per litre would be doubled.  Conversely, if the molecules were larger, say a 
MW 600, then molecules per litre would be halved. 

Calculation: 
Molecular weight:  300g/mole 
Avogadro’s number: 6.022 x 1023 molecules/mole (this is a constant) 

molecules/gram:  6.022 x 1023 molecules/mole ÷ 300g/mole = 2.007 x 1021 molecules/g 
molecules/mg:  2.007 x 1021 molecules/g x 0.001g/mg = 2.007 x 1018  molecules/mg 
molecules/L in a 1 ppm (mg/L) solution:   
2.007 x 1018  molecules/mg x 1.02 mg/L = 2.047 x 1018

 molecules/L 
molecules/day in a 1ppm (mg/L) solution at a flow rate of 85 million L/day (peak flow, 
page 38 Focus Report ): 
2.047 x 1018

 molecules/L x 85,000,000L/day = 1.74 x 1026 molecules/day 
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Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat 
Gulf Region Science Advisory Report 2018/029 

May 2018 

ASSESSMENT OF THE 
SOUTHERN GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE (NAFO DIV. 4T) 

SPRING AND FALL SPAWNER COMPONENTS 
OF ATLANTIC HERRING (CLUPEA HARENGUS) 

WITH ADVICE FOR THE 2018 AND 2019 FISHERIES 

Figure 1. NAFO Divisions 4T and 4Vn and the 
corresponding herring fishery management zones. 

Context: 
The stock area for southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Atlantic Herring extends from the north shore of the 
Gaspe Peninsula to the northern tip of Cape Breton Island, including the Magdalen Islands (Fig. 1). 
Available information suggests that adults overwinter off the east coast of Cape Breton primarily in 
NAFO Division 4Vn. Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence herring are harvested by a fixed gear (gillnet) fleet 
on spawning grounds and a mobile gear (purse seine) fleet (vessels >65’) in deeper water. The fixed 
gear fleet harvests almost exclusively the spring spawner component in the spring, except for June, and 
almost exclusively the fall spawner component in the fall. The mobile fleet harvests a mixture of spring 
and fall spawner components during their fishery. The proportions of spring and fall spawner 
components in the catch vary according to season. In recent years, spring herring have been sold 
primarily for bait but historically were also used for the bloater (smoked herring), and filet markets. Fall 
landings are primarily driven by the roe, bloater and filet markets. Annual quota management was 
initiated in 1972. In 2017, there were 2,339 fixed gear licenses and 8 seiner licenses. 

Assessments of the spring and fall spawning herring from the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (NAFO 
Div. 4T) are used to establish the total allowable catch. A meeting of the Regional Advisory Process 
was held March 15, 2018 in Moncton, N.B. to assess the status of the spring and fall spawner 
components of 4T herring and to provide advice for the 2018 and 2019 fisheries. Participants at the 
meeting included DFO Science (Gulf, Newfoundland and Labrador, Quebec Regions), DFO Fisheries 
Management (Gulf and Quebec Regions), provincial governments, the fishing industry, and aboriginal 
organizations. 
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SUMMARY 
• Atlantic Herring in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence are comprised of spring spawning and

fall spawning components which are considered to be distinct stocks and as such are
assessed separately.

• Fishery dependent indices are an important component of the assessment. Indices such as
the commercial gillnet CPUE, may not be proportional to abundance due to changes in
catchability over time. For example, catch rates can remain elevated despite decreases in
abundance (increased catchability) due to contractions in stock distribution and targeting of
aggregations by fishing fleets, as well as due to improved fishing technology and fishing
practices.

Spring Spawner Component (SS) 
• The preliminary estimated landings of SS herring in 2016 and 2017 were 966 t and 1,189 t,

respectively, from annual total allowable catch values of 2,000 t.

• A virtual population analysis model that incorporated changes in catchability in the fixed
gear fishery has been used since the last assessment.

• The estimates of Spawning Stock Biomass (SSB) at the beginning of 2017 and 2018 were
11,744 t (95% confidence interval: 6,463 – 28,171) and 12,446 t (95% CI: 6,418 – 30,365),
respectively. The SSB has been in the critical zone of the Precautionary Approach
framework since 2004 and the probabilities that SSB remained in the critical zone at the
beginning of 2017 and 2018 were over 90%.

• The average fishing mortality rates on ages 6 to 8 for the SS exceeded F0.1 (the removal
reference level in the healthy zone, F = 0.35) during 2000 to 2011. F declined below F0.1 in
2012, reaching its lowest value of 0.19. The fishing mortality rate during 2015 to 2017
averaged 0.24 (annual exploitation rate of 0.21).

• Due to variable recruitment in recent years, projections were conducted under three different
recruitment scenarios during the projection period: (1) high recruitment, (2) low recruitment,
and (3) mixed recruitment.

• SSB at the start of 2019 and 2020 was projected to increase slightly at annual catches less
than 500 t, remain roughly stable at annual catches of 1,000 t, but decline at catches of
1,500 t or more. However, uncertainty in projected SSB is high. Even in the absence of any
removals of SS herring in 2018 and 2019, the SSB is expected to only increase slightly with
a high probability that the stock will remain in the critical zone.

• Since 2009, the TAC has been set to 2,000 t annually. At a catch of 2,000 t, the probability
of an increase in SSB ranges from 0% (low recruitment scenario) to 19% (high recruitment
scenario) with only a 10% chance of exceeding the LRP even under the high recruitment
scenario.

• Elevated fishing mortality, declines in weights-at-age, and variable but low recruitment rates
are further impeding the rebuilding of the stock.

Fall Spawner Component (FS) 
• The preliminary estimated landings of the FS herring component in 2016 and 2017 were

24,677 t and 20,523 t respectively, from a total allowable catch of 35,000 t annually.
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• Beginning in 2015, the FS herring assessment model incorporated the dynamics of three
regional sub-stocks (North, Middle, South) which jointly comprise the NAFO Div. 4T stock.
The catch options are evaluated at the level of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence.

• Catchability to the fixed gear fishery was estimated to differ between regions and to have
changed over time, being lowest with little variation in the North region in contrast to
increases in the Middle and South regions over the time series.

• For the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, the median estimate of SSB at the start of 2018 is
112,000 t. The probabilities that the SSB was below the Upper Stock Reference (USR) level
of 172,000 t at the beginning of 2017 and 2018 were 98% and 97%, respectively.

• The average fishing mortality rate on ages 5 to 10 for the FS exceeded F0.1 (the removal
reference level in the healthy zone, F = 0.32) from 1994 to 2011 except in 2004, but
declined from 2012 to attain the lowest levels in 2016. F averaged 0.20 during 2015 to 2017.

• Estimated abundances of age 4 herring at the start of 2017 and 2018 were very low, but
with very large uncertainty.

• The median of the projected SSB at the start of 2019 and 2020 remains below the USR at
all annual catch levels of 10,000 t or greater with a probability of at least 90%.

• At catches of 20,000 t (the catch in 2017) in 2018 and 2019, the probability of the SSB
remaining under the USR in 2020 was estimated at 94%. At the 20,000 t catch level, the
probability of the fishing mortality rate being above the removal rate reference was
estimated at 46%. F0.1 is a removal reference for when a stock is in the healthy zone of the
Precautionary Approach.

• Current retrospective patterns indicate that the assessment model may overestimate the
exploitable biomass. Consequently, harvest options presented may be optimistic relative to
attainment of management objectives.

• When a stock is below the USR (in the cautious zone), consideration should be given to
increasing the SSB. A 5% increase in SSB by 2020 would only be likely (greater than 50%)
at annual catches below 16,000 t.

• Elevated fishing mortality, during the mid-1990s to 2010, declines in weights-at-age, and low
recruitment rates are contributing to declines in SSB, further impeding the rebuilding of the
stock.

INTRODUCTION 
The Atlantic Herring (Clupea harengus) is a schooling pelagic species. Age at first spawning is 
typically four years. The herring population in the sGSL consists of two spawning components: 
spring spawners (SS) and fall spawners (FS). Spring spawning occurs primarily in April-May at 
depths <10 m. Fall spawning occurs from mid-August to mid-October at depths of 5 to 20 m. 
Herring also show high spawning site fidelity. In recent years, the largest spring spawning areas 
are in the Northumberland Strait and Chaleur Bay and the largest fall spawning areas are in 
coastal waters off Miscou and Escuminac N.B., North Cape and Cape Bear P.E.I., and Pictou, 
N.S. When spawned, the eggs are attached to the sea floor. 

Herring fisheries in NAFO Div. 4T of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (sGSL) are managed 
across seven herring fishing areas within area 16 (A-G; Fig. 1). The SS and FS herring of the 
sGSL are considered distinct stocks and are assessed separately. For the fall spawner 
component, a regionally-disaggregated assessment model (North, Middle, South regions) was 
first used to update advice for the 2015 fishery (DFO 2015). 
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Fisheries 
Over the period 1978 to 2017, total landings of Atlantic Herring from NAFO Div. 4T and 4Vn 
peaked at 93,471 t in 1995 and dropped to 20,523 t in 2017 (Fig. 2). A Total Allowable Catch 
(TAC) for the combined harvest of both components in 4T and 4Vn has been in place since 
1972. The total landings have generally been less than the TAC since 1988. The TAC values in 
2016 and 2017 were 37,000 t. 

In the sGSL, herring are harvested by a gillnet fleet (referred to as “fixed” gear fleet) and a purse 
seine fleet (“mobile” gear fleet). 

 

 

 

The fixed gear fishery is focused in NAFO Div. 4T whereas the 
mobile gear fishery occurs in Div. 4T and occasionally in Div. 4Vn. As in previous years, 77% of 
the TAC for both seasons was allocated to the fixed gear fleet and 23% to the mobile gear fleet. 
The majority (73% to 97%) of the reported landings since 1981 have been from the fixed gear 
fleet with percentages in 2016 and 2017 of 94% and 99%, respectively (Fig. 2). Local stocks are 
generally targeted by the fixed gear fishery which takes place on the spawning grounds.

Separate TACs for the spring spawner component and for the fall spawner component have 
been established since 1985. The TACs are attributed to the fishing seasons. Reported landings 
from the fall season have represented the majority (65% to 98%) of the total landings of sGSL 
herring throughout the time series (Fig. 2). Landings in the fall fishing season were estimated to 
have represented 94% and 95% of the total herring harvested in 2016 and 2017, respectively.

Figure 2. Reported landings (tonnes) of southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Atlantic Herring (spring and fall 
spawners combined) by NAFO Division (upper panel), by gear fleet (middle panel), and by fishing season 
(lower panel), 1978 to 2017. In all panels, the corresponding annual total allowable catch (TAC; tonnes) is 
shown. For landings by season, the landings in NAFO Div. 4Vn were attributed to the fall fishing season. 
Data for 2016 and 2017 are preliminary. 
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Spring spawners and fall spawners are not exclusively captured in their corresponding 
spawning seasons and the landings are attributed to spawning groups based on macroscopic 
characteristics of individual herring obtained from samples of the fishery catches. 

Spring spawner component (SS) 
The 2016 and 2017 TAC for the SS herring was set at 2,000 t annually, the same value since 
2010 (Fig. 3). The preliminary estimated landings of SS herring in 2016 and 2017 were 966 t 
and 1,189 t, respectively. With few exceptions, most of the SS herring were estimated to have 
been landed in the fixed gear fleet over the 1981 to 2017 period. In 2016 and 2017, the fixed 
gear fleet was estimated to have landed 82% and 96%, respectively, of the total harvests of SS 
herring (Fig. 3). Generally more than 90% of the SS herring landed by the fixed gear fleet is 
landed during the spring fishing season, whereas most (> 75%) of the SS herring landed by the 
mobile fleet is landed in the fall season (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3. Estimated landings (tonnes) of the spring spawner component (SS) of Atlantic Herring from the 
southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1978 to 2017. The upper panel shows the estimated landings by gear type 
and the proportion of the landings attributed to the fixed gear fleet. Also shown in the upper panel is the 
SS herring TAC (red symbols) for 1991 to 2017. The middle panel shows the estimated landings of SS 
herring in the fixed gear fleet that occurred in the spring fishery season and the fall fishery season as well 
as the proportion of total SS herring landed by the fixed gear fleet in the spring fishing season. The lower 
panel shows the estimated landings of SS herring in the mobile gear fleet that occurred in the spring 
fishery season and the fall fishery season as well as the proportion of the total SS herring landed by the 
mobile gear fleet in the spring fishing season. For landings by season, the landings in NAFO Div. 4Vn 
were attributed to the fall fishing season. Data for 2016 and 2017 are preliminary. 
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Catch-at-age and weight-at-age 

The dominant age in the 2016 SS catch was age 7 belonging to the 2009 year-class. In 2017 it 
was age 5, belonging to the 2012 year-class (Fig. 4). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Catch-at-age of the spring spawner component of Atlantic Herring from the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence fishery, all gears combined, 1978 to 2017. Size of the bubble is proportional to the catch 
numbers by age and year. The diagonal line tracks the most recent strong year-class (1991). 

Mean weights-at-age of the SS caught in the mobile and fixed gears in the spring season have 
declined since the 1990s for mobile gear, and since the mid-1980s for the fixed gear (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Mean weight (kg) for ages 4, 6, 8 and 10 years of the spring spawner component of Atlantic 
Herring from the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence sampled from catches during the spring season in the 
mobile (upper panel) and fixed (lower panel) commercial gears, 1978 to 2017. 

Fall spawner component (FS) 
The fishery TAC for the fall spawner component is set for the NAFO Div. 4T stock unit. The 
preliminary estimated landings of FS herring in 2016 and 2017 were 24,677 t and 20,523 t 
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respectively (Fig. 6). The TAC was 35,000 t in 2016 and 2017. With few exceptions, over the 
1978 to 2017 period, most of the FS herring were estimated to have been landed in the fixed 
gear fleet. In 2016 and 2017, the fixed gear fleet was estimated to have landed 94% and 95%, 
respectively, of the total harvests of FS herring (Fig. 6). The majority (generally almost 100%) of 
the FS herring captured in the fixed gear fishery are landed during the fall fishing season. The 
mobile fleet has landed varying amounts of FS herring in the fall, 31% to 45% during 2016 to 
2017 (Fig. 6). 

 
Figure 6. Estimated landings (tonnes) of the fall spawner component (FS) of Atlantic Herring from the 
southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1978 to 2017. The upper panel shows the estimated landings by gear type 
and the proportion of the landings attributed to the fixed gear fleet. Also shown in the upper panel is the 
FS herring TAC (red symbols) for 1991 to 2017. The middle panel shows the estimated landings of FS 
herring in the fixed gear fleet that occurred in the spring fishery season and the fall fishery season as well 
as the proportion of the total FS herring landed by the fixed gear fleet in the fall fishing season. The lower 
panel shows the estimated landings of FS herring in the mobile gear fleet that occurred in the spring 
fishery season and the fall fishery season as well as the proportion of the total FS herring landed by the 
mobile gear fleet in the fall fishing season. For landings by season, the landings from NAFO Div. 4Vn 
were attributed to the fall fishing season. Data for 2016 and 2017 are preliminary. 

Catch-at-age and weight-at-age 

Catches-at-age from the fisheries were compiled by region (North, Middle, South) and year. 
Catches from the fixed gear fleet were attributed to the region of capture. Catches by the mobile 
fleet in NAFO Div. 4T were attributed to the region which is most proximate to the location of 
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capture. Catches made in NAFO Div. 4Vn during a winter seiner fishery (prior to 1999) were 
attributed to each region in proportion to the other catches from each region in the same year. 

Catch-at-age and weight-at-age matrices for NAFO Div. 4T FS herring include catches made by 
both fixed and mobile gear fleets. These were derived using age-length keys and length-weight 
relationships from sampling for each principal fishing area and season. 

Region-specific catches-at-age used in the model fitting for both gears combined are presented 
in Figure 7. The catches of younger ages (less than 6 years) have recently decreased in the 
fisheries consistent with the estimated changes in selectivity in the fixed gear fleet and changes 
in size-at-age of FS herring. 

 
Figure 7. Bubble plots of fishery catch-at-age (number) of the fall spawner component of Atlantic Herring 
from the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence by region for mobile and fixed gears combined, 1978 to 2017. The 
size of the bubble is proportional to the number of fish in the catch by age and year. The values indicated 
at age 11 represent catches for ages 11 years and older. 

Mean weights-at-age of FS herring from fixed and mobile gears have declined almost 
continuously over the period 1978 to 2011 and remain at low levels (Fig. 8). Lower mean 
weights have a consequence on the estimation of stock biomass when numbers are converted 
to weight. 
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Figure 8. Mean weight (kg) for ages 4, 6, 8 and 10 years of the fall spawner component of Atlantic Herring 
from the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence sampled from catches in the fall season by the mobile (upper 
panel) and fixed (lower panel) gear fleets, 1978 to 2017.  

ASSESSMENT 
The SS herring and FS herring of NAFO Div. 4T are considered distinct stocks and are 
assessed separately. The assessments of abundance are made using Virtual Population 
Analysis (VPA) models based on catch-at-age, fishery dependent and fishery independent 
indices at age. The fishery TAC, and the analysis of catch options presented in this document, 
are for the spring spawner component and the fall spawner component separately and at the 
scale of the entire southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

Indices of Abundance 
Telephone survey 

A telephone survey has been conducted annually since 1986 to collect information on the fixed 
gear fishery and opinions on abundance trends. The telephone survey responses include 
information on fishing effort, in terms of the number of nets, number of hauls, and mesh sizes 
used, which is used in the derivation of the commercial catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) indices and 
in modelling relative fixed gear fishery selectivity in the fall spawner assessment model. The 
opinion of relative abundance is not used as an index in the population model. Overall, spring 
fishermen felt that abundances had remained consistent with the previous assessment, 
however for the fall fishery there was an overall sense of decreased abundance in all regions. 

Fishery Independent Acoustic survey (SS and FS herring) 
An annual fishery-independent acoustic survey of early fall (September-October) concentrations 
of herring in the sGSL has been conducted since 1991. The standard annual survey area 
occurs in the NAFO Div. 4Tmno areas (16B Fig. 1) where sGSL herring aggregate in the fall. 
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The 2015, 2016, and 2017 acoustic biomass indices for spawning groups combined were 
169,635 t, 73,977 t, and 69,023 t, respectively. Based on biological samples, the biomasses in 
2015 to 2017 were estimated to have been comprised of 19% SS and 81% FS herring. 

Age-disaggregated acoustic indices for ages 4 to 8 are developed for the SS herring 
component. For the FS herring, the acoustic survey provides an abundance index of recruiting 
herring at ages 2 and 3 only. 

Fishery Dependent Commercial Catch per Unit Effort (CPUE) (SS and FS herring) 
Fixed gear catch and effort data were used to construct age-disaggregated abundance indices 
for SS herring and FS herring, expressed as catch per unit effort (CPUE) with values in kg/net-
haul/trip. Age-specific CPUE indices for ages 4 to 10 are used in the assessments of the SS 
herring and FS herring stock. For the SS herring, an index is estimated for the whole stock area. 
For the FS herring, indices are calculated for each of the North, Middle, and South regions. 

 

Fishery Independent Experimental Gillnet Indices (FS herring) 
Catches from experimental nets are used to estimate the relative size-selectivity of gillnets of 
different mesh sizes and to produce age-disaggregated abundance indices, by region, as inputs 
to the fall spawner component assessment model. 

Experimental gillnets, consisting of multiple panels of varying mesh size, were fished 
approximately weekly by fishermen during the fall fishing season. Each experimental gillnet had 
five panels of different mesh size, from a set of seven possible mesh sizes, ranging from 2” to 
2¾” in ⅛” increments. All gillnets had panels with mesh sizes of 2½”, 2⅝”, and 2¾”, plus two 
smaller mesh sizes that varied among fishermen. The nets were set during the commercial 
fishery on the fishing grounds. The index is standardized to a one-hour soak time corresponding 
to the target fishing duration.

Fishery Independent September Bottom Trawl Survey (FS herring) 
This sGSL index is used for the fall spawner population model. The annual multi-species bottom 
trawl survey, conducted each September since 1971, provides information on the relative 
abundance and distribution of NAFO Div. 4T herring throughout the sGSL. Since 1994, 
sampling of herring catches has been undertaken to disaggregate catches by spawner group 
and age. Spawning group assignment and age data were available for 1994 to 2017 for this 
assessment. 

Spring Spawner Component (SS) 
Indices of abundance 

Acoustic survey 

The acoustic survey provides catch rates (in numbers) of SS herring for ages 4 to 8 for 1994 to 
2017 (Fig. 9). The combined index was highest in the mid-1990s and subsequently declined and 
remained at low levels in the 2000s. 
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Figure 9. Bubble plot of abundance-at-age (number) from the fisheries-independent acoustic survey for 
herring spring spawners (SS; ages 4 to 8) in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1994 to 2017.  

Commercial fixed gear catch per unit effort 

The CPUE index for SS herring shows internal consistency as the abundance of cohorts is 
correlated between years, as shown for example for the sequence of catches of the 1988 year 
class (e.g., age 4 in 1992, age 5 in 1993, Fig. 10). Decreases in the CPUE of younger fish and 
increases in the CPUE of older fish are noted since 2011 (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Bubble plot of spring spawner Atlantic Herring fixed gear catch per unit effort values (number 
per net-haul per trip) at age in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1990 to 2017. The size of the bubble is 
proportional to the maximum CPUE index value.  

Population model 
In the previous assessment (Swain, 2016), time-varying catchability was incorporated in the 
virtual population analysis (VPA) to improve the residual and retrospective patterns. Fishery 
dependent indices are an important component of the assessment. Indices such as the 
commercial gillnet CPUE, may not be proportional to abundance due to changes in catchability 
over time. Catchability to the fishery is defined as the proportion of the stock removed by one 
unit of fishing effort. If catchability doubles while abundance remains the same, CPUE will 
increase even though abundance did not. In the absence of correcting for changes in 
catchability, CPUE may bias the estimate of abundance. 

The VPA model inputs include a natural mortality at all ages set at 0.2, a fishery catch-at-age 2 
to 11+ (in numbers), fishery CPUE in numbers at ages 4 to 10 years from 1990 to 2017, and 
abundance indices at ages 4 and 8 from the fall acoustic survey (1994-2017). Catchability to the 
fishery, defined as the proportion of the stock removed by a unit of fishing effort, averaged about 
0.006 in the 1990s, increasing to a peak of 0.032 from 2007 to 2017 (Fig. 11). Estimated 
catchability increased as the stock declined below 60,000 t of spawner biomass (Fig. 11). 
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Fishery catchability has been shown to increase as population size decreases for a number of 
stocks including herring (Winters and Wheeler, 1985). Reasons for this include: 

• The area occupied by a stock usually decreases as stock size decreases, and because fish 
harvesters target fish aggregations (e.g., spawning aggregations), the proportion of the 
stock removed by a unit of fishing effort is expected to increase. 

• In a gillnet fishery, net saturation at high abundance may also contribute to reduced 
catchability at high population size. 

Independent of changes in SSB, catchability by fisheries may increase over time due to 
technological improvements and changes in fishing tactics. Other factors might result in declines 
in catchability, for example the changes in management measures that have occurred in the 
spring fishery since 2010. These measures included closures of some spawning areas and a 
requirement that gear be in the water by 6:00 PM and not retrieved before 4:00 AM the next day 
(preventing the targeting of aggregations overnight). 

 
Figure 11. Estimated fully-recruited catchability to the CPUE index of the spring spawner component of 
Atlantic Herring (left panel) and fully-recruited catchability to the spring spawner gillnet fishery in relation 
to spring spawner SSB (right panel) for the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. In the left panel, the line shows 
the median estimates and shading the 95% confidence intervals. 

Recalculating the Limit Reference Point 

The limit reference point (LRP) for NAFO Div. 4T herring is based on Brecover, the lowest biomass 
from which the stock has been observed to readily recover, calculated as the average of the 
four lowest spawning stock biomass (SSB) estimates in the early 1980s (i.e., 1980-1983). 
Consequently, this value is model dependent. If the model changes, stock biomass may be re-
scaled upwards or downwards. With the model change initiated in 2016 (DFO 2016) and 
retained in this assessment, there was a revised value for the biomass in the 1980s. Thus the 
LRP was re-calculated. The revised LRP is 19,250 t, slightly lower than the former value of 
22,000 t. 

Spawning Stock Biomass and Exploitation Rate 

The estimates of Spawning Stock Biomass (SSB; age 4+) at the beginning of 2017 and 2018 
were 11,744 t (95% confidence interval: 6,463 – 28,171 t) and 12,446 t (95% CI: 6,418 – 30,365 
t), respectively. These biomasses are higher than the SSBs in 2015 and 2016, however, the 
stock remains in the critical zone of the Precautionary Approach (Fig. 12). The SSB estimate for 
2018 is 65% of the LRP. The probabilities that the projected SSBs were above the LRP at the 
start of 2017 and 2018 were <11% and 15%, respectively (Fig. 12). 
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Figure 12. Estimated beginning of the year spawning stock biomass (SSB) of the spring spawner 
component of Atlantic Herring in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1978 to 2018. Circles show the 
maximum likelihood estimates, the solid line is the median of the Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) 
values and shading encompasses the 95% confidence interval. The red horizontal dashed line is the Limit 
Reference Point (19,250 t of SSB). The blue dashed line shows the SSB estimates from the 2016 
assessment (DFO 2016). 

Estimated fishing mortality rates were high in 1980 and in most years from 2000 to 2011 
(Fig. 13), declined to a low value of 0.19 (annual exploitation rate of 0.16) and below the 
reference removal rate (F0.1; F = 0.35 corresponding to exploitation rate of 0.30) in 2012, and 
has remained below F0.1 in subsequent years, with the exception of 2013. Fishing mortality rates 
in 2015 to 2017 averaged 0.24 (annual exploitation rate of 0.21). 

Figure 13. Estimated annual exploitation rates of spring spawning Atlantic Herring aged 6 to 8 years in 
the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1978 to 2017. Circles are the median estimates and vertical lines their 
95% confidence intervals. The red horizontal line shows the reference level annual  exploitation rate 
(0.295 equivalent to F = 0.35) corresponding to F0.1. 

Recruitment and Recruitment Rates 

Recruitment rates (the number of recruits divided by the SSB that produced them) were 
unusually high in the early 1980s (Fig. 14). Recruitment rates have been much lower since then, 
though periods of moderately high recruitment rates occurred in the late 1980s and early 1990s 
as well as during 2005 to 2011. Recruitment rates were lower in 2012 but appear high in 2013 
though the uncertainties are very high (wide confidence intervals) for that year. Estimated 
abundances of age 4 herring at the start of 2017 and 2018 were higher than those since 2005 
(Fig. 14). The age 4 abundance in 2018 depends on the assumption that recruitment rate for 
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this cohort equals the average rate for the preceding five cohorts. Recruitment rates and 
uncertainty vary among these five cohorts resulting in very high uncertainty in age 4 abundance 
in 2018. If the recruitment rate of the 2013 cohort was instead low, like that of the previous 
cohort, age 4 abundance in 2018 would be similar to the low 2016 value. 

The estimate of spring spawner (4+) abundance for 2017 is 82.9 million fish (Fig.14; median 
value of 80.2 million with 95% CI: 42.3 – 206.5 million), about 20% of the average spawner 
abundance during 1985 to 1995. 

 
Figure 14. Recruitment rates and beginning of year abundances of the spring spawner component of 
Atlantic Herring from the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. The left panel shows recruitment rates at age 2 
(circles) and at age 4 (bars) for the 1978 to 2013 cohorts with vertical lines indicating the 95% confidence 
intervals. The right panel shows the estimated beginning-of-year abundances of 4 year old herring (blue 
bars) and herring 4 years and older (line) for the spring spawner component of the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. Bars and the line show the median estimate and vertical lines or shading the corresponding 
95% confidence intervals. Age 4 abundance in 2018 (the red bar) was estimated assuming the 
recruitment rate for this cohort was the average of the rates of the preceding five cohorts. 

Projections 
The population model was projected forward for two years to the start of 2020 and 10 years to 
the start of 2027. These projections incorporated uncertainty in the estimates of abundance at 
age at the beginning of 2018, in the weights-at-age, partial recruitments to the fishery, and 
recruitment rates (to estimate ages 2 to 4). Projections were conducted at seven levels of 
annual catch (0 to 3,000 t in increments of 500 t) with the same catch level for the 2018 and 
2019 fishing seasons. Projection results depend strongly on recruitment rates. Due to variable 
recruitment in recent years, projections were conducted for three recruitment scenarios during 
the projection period: (1) high recruitment rate scenario (2007 to 2012 cohorts), (2) low 
recruitment rate scenario (1999 to 2005 cohorts), and (3) mixed recruitment rate scenario (1999 
to 2012 cohorts). 

SSB was projected to increase slightly at annual catches of 0 and 500 t, remain roughly stable 
at a catch of 1,000 t, and decline at catches of 1,500 t or more (Fig. 15). However, uncertainty 
was high. The probability of an increase in SSB between the beginning of 2018 and the 
beginning of 2020 decreased from 80% at 0 t of catch to 49% at 1,000 t of catch and 11% at 
2,500 t of catch under the high recruitment scenario. At the mixed and low recruitment 
scenarios, the probability of the SSB increasing in the absence of fishery removals (0 t) was 
58% and 39%, respectively (Fig. 15; Table 1). 
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Figure 15. Projected spawning stock biomass (SSB in kt) of spring spawning Atlantic Herring from the 
southern Gulf of St. Lawrence for three recruitment scenarios (columns) and at various catch levels 
(rows) in 2018 and 2019. Lines show the median estimates of the beginning-of-year SSB and shading the 
95% confidence intervals of these estimates (based on MCMC sampling). Grey shading indicates the 
historical period and blue shading indicates the projection period. The red horizontal line in each panel is 
the limit reference point (LRP) value of 19,200 t. 

Risk analysis of catch options 
All catch levels in 2018 and 2019 (including no catch) and recruitment rate scenarios indicate 
little probability that SSB would exceed the LRP at the start of 2020 (for high recruitment 20% at 
0 t of catch, 8% at 2,500 t of catch; at low recruitment 6% at 0 t of catch, 2% at 2,500 t of catch) 
(Table 1). By 2027, the probability of exceeding the LRP was most favorable (>= 50%) under 
the high recruitment scenarios and low catches (<1,500 t), however at the low recruitment 
scenarios even with no catch there was only a 13% probability of SSB exceeding the LRP 
(Table 1). 

There is no chance that the population would be at or above the Upper Stock Reference (USR) 
in 2020 even with no catch regardless of the recruitment rate scenario. At the high recruitment 
rate scenario, there is an 11% probability of SSB exceeding the USR by 2027 with no catch 
whereas at the low recruitment rate there is 0% chance (Table 1). 

For the low recruitment rate scenario, the probability that age 6 to 8 fully recruited F in 2019 
would be greater than the removal rate reference level of F0.1 (0.35) was essentially zero at 
1,000 t or less of catch, increasing to 9% at 1,500 t of catch, and rising to 57% at 2,500 t of 
catch. 

Since 2009, the TAC has been set to 2,000 t annually. At a catch of 2,000 t, the probability of an 
increase in SSB after 2019 ranges from 0% (low recruitment rate) to a high of 19% (high 
recruitment rate) depending on the recruitment rate scenario. At 2,000 t of annual catch, there is 
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at most a 10% chance of exceeding the LRP and the probability of SSB exceeding the LRP by 
2027 ranges from 2% (low recruitment) to 38% (high recruitment). Furthermore at 2,000 t there 
is at best a 4% chance of reaching the USR by 2027 (Table 1). 

Table 1. Risk analysis table of probabilities (%) of increases in SSB, of SSB being greater than the LRP 
(i.e., the SSB not in the critical zone), of SSB being greater than the USR (i.e., the SSB in the healthy 
zone), and of fully-recruited fishing mortality rate (F6-8) being above F0.1 for differing fixed catch options in 
2018, 2019, and 2027 for the spring spawner component of Atlantic Herring from the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence according to three recruitment rate scenarios. The recruitment rate scenarios are: A) High 
recruitment rate scenario (2007-2012 cohorts), B) low recruitment rate scenario (1999-2005 cohorts), and 
C) mixed recruitment rate scenario (1999-2012 cohorts). nd means not considered. 

Scenario State of stock 
Catch option (t) 

Year 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 
A SSB increasing 2018 91% 80% 63% 44% 28% 16% nd 

2019 80% 66% 49% 32% 19% 11% nd 
SSB > LRP 2019 16% 15% 13% 12% 11% 10% nd 

2020 20% 17% 14% 11% 10% 8% nd 
2027 87% 76% 63% 50% 38% 29% 21% 

SSB > USR 2019 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% nd 
2020 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% nd 
2027 11% 9% 6% 5% 4% 3% 2% 

F6-8 > 0.35 2018 0% 0% 0% 4% 22% 48% 71% 
2019 0% 0% 0% 3% 18% 39% 60% 
2027 0% 0% 1% 10% 30% 51% 69% 

B SSB increasing 2018 53% 25% 8% 1% 0% 0% nd 
2019 39% 18% 5% 1% 0% 0% nd 

SSB > LRP 2019 7% 6% 6% 5% 5% 5% nd 
2020 6% 5% 4% 3% 3% 2% nd 
2027 13% 7% 4% 3% 2% 1% 1% 

SSB > USR 2019 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% nd 
2020 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% nd 
2027 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

F6-8 > 0.35 2018 0% 0% 0% 6% 31% 58% 78% 
2019 0% 0% 0% 9% 33% 57% 74% 
2027 0% 0% 29% 73% 91% 96% 98% 

C SSB increasing 2018 68% 52% 37% 23% 13% 7% nd 
2019 58% 43% 28% 17% 10% 5% nd 

SSB > LRP 2019 11% 10% 9% 8% 7% 7% nd 
2020 12% 10% 8% 7% 6% 5% nd 
2027 54% 40% 28% 19% 12% 9% 6% 

SSB > USR 2019 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% nd 
2020 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% nd 
2027 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 

F6-8 > 0.35 2018 0% 0% 0% 5% 26% 53% 75% 
2019 0% 0% 0% 6% 26% 49% 68% 
2027 0% 0% 7% 35% 62% 79% 90% 

Fall Spawner Component (FS) 
The FS herring assessment considers three regions (North, Middle, South) which cover the 
entire NAFO Div. 4T area as three independent populations. The regions are defined on the 
basis of traditional herring spawning beds and fishing areas: North (Gaspe and Miscou; 
4Tmnopq), Middle (Escuminac-Richibucto and west Prince Edward Island; 4Tkl) and South 
(east Prince Edward Island and Pictou; 4Tfghj) (Fig. 16). The choice of three regions was 
dictated by geographic proximity of spawning beds and is the finest level of disaggregation that 
can presently be supported by the available data. 
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Figure 16. Correspondence between the herring fishing areas and the three regional groups (by colour 
shading) used in the assessment of the fall spawner component of Atlantic herring from the southern Gulf 
of St. Lawrence. Fishing areas in each region are described in the text above. 

Indices of abundance 
Acoustic survey 

For the FS assessment model, the acoustic survey provides a useful abundance index of 
recruiting herring (ages 2 and 3) for the entire NAFO Div. 4T stock unit (LeBlanc et al. 2015). It 
is not considered a useful abundance index for older ages given that the survey is limited to a 
restricted portion of the sGSL at a time when older herring are distributed and spawning in 
areas throughout the sGSL. The index of three year olds was relatively high in 2015, with 
relatively smaller abundances for both age classes in 2016 and 2017 (Fig. 17). 

Figure 17. Bubble plot of the index of abundance (number of fish) of fall spawning herring at age 2 and 3, 
from the fisheries-independent acoustic survey for fall spawners, 1994 to 2017. 

Commercial fixed gear catch per unit effort 

Decreases in the CPUE of younger fish and increases in the CPUE of older fish were noted for 
the FS herring (Fig. 18). In the North region, CPUE indices for ages 6 to 8 in 2016 and 2017 
were lower than in previous recent years. CPUE values in the Middle region were higher in 2016 
than in the previous recent years but declined in 2017. CPUE values in the South region were 
higher in 2017 than in 2016 but both years were lower than most of the previous years. 

In the North and Middle regions, catches of FS in 2016 were dominated by age 6 and 7 and in 
2017 by ages 7 and 8 (2009 and 2010 year-classes). In the South region, catches of FS in 2016 
and 2017 were dominated by age 7 and 8 respectively (2009 year-class). 
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Figure 18. Fall spawner (FS) herring fixed gear age-disaggregated catch per unit effort values (number 
per net-haul per trip) by region (upper panel North, middle panel Middle, and lower panel South) in the 
southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1986 to 2017. The size of the bubble is proportional to the CPUE index 
value. 

Experimental gillnet indices 

The experimental gillnet indices suggest an increase in young herring (ages 2 to 4) until 2009, 
after which the numbers declined, with proportional catches of herring 5 to 9 generally 
increasing from 2010 to 2017, in all regions (Fig. 19). 
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Figure 19. Bubble plots of catch-at-age indices (number) of fall spawner herring from the experimental 
gillnets by region (upper panel North, middle panel Middle, and lower panel South) in the southern Gulf of 
St. Lawrence, 2002 to 2017. The size of the bubble is proportional to the index value. 

Fishery Independent September Bottom Trawl Survey 

The index suggests an increasing trend in four year old FS herring from the mid-1990s to 2011, 
and generally higher abundance of six year old FS herring in the 2000s compared to the 1990s 
(Fig. 20). 

Figure 20. Multispecies bottom trawl survey abundance index (number of fish per standardized tow) for 
fall spawning herring ages 4 to 6 years in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1994 to 2017. 
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Population model 
A virtual population analysis (VPA) as described in DFO (2015) was conducted for three regions 
and then combined to estimate the overall FS herring abundance in NAFO Div. 4T. Natural 
mortality at all ages and in all regions was set at 0.2. Data inputs were fishery catches at ages 2 
to 11+ (in numbers), fishery CPUE in numbers at ages 4 to 10 years from 1986 to 2017, catch 
rates at age in experimental nets (ages 3 to 9 or 10, 2002 or 2003 to 2017, with indices missing 
in some years in some regions), abundance indices at ages 2 and 3 from the fall acoustic 
survey (1994 to 2017), and catch rates at ages 4 to 6 in the September bottom trawl survey. 
Separate fishery catch-at-age, CPUE indices from the gillnet fishery, and indices from the 
experimental nets were derived for each of the three regions. The acoustic and bottom trawl 
survey indices were considered abundance indices for the sum of the three regions. 

Additional inputs included the proportion of gillnets with 2 5/8 inch mesh in each region in each 
year (Fig. 21) and relative selectivity to the gillnet fishery by age, year, and mesh size (Fig. 22). 
As a result of the changes in size at age over time, the relative selectivities in the two main 
gillnet mesh sizes used in the fixed gear fishery have also changed over time, generally 
declining over the time series for ages 4 to 6 and declining since the late 1990s for ages 8 and 
10 in the 2 ¾ inch mesh gear (Fig. 22). 

 

 

Figure 21. Variations by region in the proportions of gillnets with mesh sizes 2 5/8 inches used in the fall 
herring fishery season in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1986 to 2017. It is assumed that all other 
nets used were of mesh size 2 ¾. 

Figure 22. Changes in relative selectivity of fall spawning herring aged 4, 6, 8 and 10 years to gillnets with 
mesh sizes of 2 5/8 inches (left panel) or 2 ¾ inches (right panel) in the fall herring fishery of the southern 
Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1986 to 2017. 
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Similar to the results for 2016 (DFO 2016), the model diagnostics indicated an adequate fit to 
the observations. There was no severe blocking of residuals for the commercial CPUE indices. 
Fits to the CPUE indices were reasonably good, with predicted values consistent with the 
general trends in the indices. Retrospective patterns were present but negligible for the Middle 
region and greatest for the North region, though not in a consistent direction. 

Estimated changes in catchability (q) to the gillnet fishery differed between regions (Fig. 23). 
Catchability was lowest and varied little over time in the North region. Catchability in the South 
region increased over time, primarily between 1995 and 2010 but has decreased recently. 
Estimated catchability was greatest in the Middle region except for a brief period in the mid-
2000s.  

 
Figure 23. Estimated fully-recruited catchability (q) of fall spawner herring to the fall gillnet fishery in three 
regions (North, Middle and South) of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, 1986 to 2017.  

Catchability to fisheries is expected to change over time for a number of reasons including a 
common inverse relationship between catchability and population size, and improvements in 
fishing technology and tactics. Variation in q within the Middle and South regions was 
independent of variations in stock biomass suggesting that much of the increase in q in these 
two regions is related to technological improvements and changes in fishing tactics. 

Recalculating the Limit Reference Point 

The limit reference point (LRP) in 4T herring is Brecover, the lowest biomass from which the stock 
has been observed to readily recover, and it is calculated as the average of the four lowest 
spawning stock biomass (SSB) estimates during the early 1980s (i.e., 1980-1983). 
Consequently, this value is model dependent. If the model changes, stock biomass may be re-
scaled upwards or downwards. With the model change initiated in 2015 (DFO 2015) and 
retained in this assessment, there was a revised value for the biomass in the 1980s. Thus the 
LRP was re-calculated and the revised LRP is 58,000 t, slightly greater than the former value of 
51,000 t. 

Spawning Stock Biomass and Exploitation Rate 

Estimated SSB in the North region was at a high level from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s 
and declined to a moderate level from the mid-1990s to the late 2000s (Fig. 24). Estimated SSB 
in this region declined continuously during 2012 to 2018, with the median estimate reaching low 
levels not observed since the early-1980s. In the Middle region, estimated SSB increased 
gradually from 1980 to the late 2000s, but declined by about 60% during 2009 to 2018. SSB in 
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the South region was at a relatively high level from about the mid-1980s to the late 2000s, 
however, estimated SSB declined during 2009 to 2015. In 2016, SSB began to increase in the 
South region, however, the estimate has very high uncertainty in this region. Summed over the 
three regions, the median estimate of total SSB at the start of 2018 is 112,000 t. The estimated 
probabilities that total SSB was below the USR of 172,000 t at the beginning of 2017 and 2018 
are 98% and 97%, respectively. 

 
Figure 24. Estimated spawning stock biomass (SSB) of fall spawning herring by region and overall (Total) 
for the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, at the beginning of the year 1978 to 2018. The line and circles 
show the median estimates and the shading their 95% confidence intervals. In the bottom right panel for 
Total, the yellow horizontal line is the upper stock reference level (USR) and the lower red horizontal line 
is the limit reference point (LRP). 

Estimated fishing mortality rates (F; ages 5 to 10) declined to a relatively low level in the North 
(0.22 in 2017) region but in the Middle and South regions they remained relatively high and 
consistent until 2017 (Fig. 25). In the Middle region, F increased sharply to 0.95 in 2017, 
whereas in the South region it decreased to 0.10 in 2017 (Fig. 25). The average fishing mortality 
rate on ages 5 to 10 over all three regions (weighted by region-specific abundances of 5 to 10 
year olds) exceeded F0.1 (F = 0.32; the reference level in the healthy zone) during 1994 to 2011, 
except in 2004, but declined after 2011 to attain its lowest levels in 2016 (F = 0.18; Fig. 25). The 
probability that the overall F for ages 5 to 10 exceeded the F0.1 value in 2017 was 20%. 
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Figure 25. Estimated age 5 to 10 fishing mortality rates (instantaneous rate F in left axes and as annual 
exploitation rate in right axes) of fall spawning herring by region and averaged over regions (weighted by 
region-specific abundance at ages 5 to 10 years) in the southern Gulf of St Lawrence, 1978 to 2017. 
Lines show the median estimates and shading their 95% confidence intervals. The horizontal line in the 
bottom right panel (Total) shows the reference removal rate level of F0.1 (F = 0.32, an exploitation rate of 
27% annually) applicable in the healthy zone. 

Recruitment and Recruitment Rates 

The three most recent estimates of recruitment rate (2012 to 2014 cohorts; recruit abundance 
divided by the SSB producing them) were among the lowest observed in the North and Middle 
regions. The estimates for these three cohorts were average in the South region, though the 
estimates were extremely uncertain (Fig. 26). Summed over all three regions, total recruitment 
rates for the 2012 to 2014 cohorts were among the lowest observed. 

Figure 26. Estimated recruitment rates to age 2 (circles) and age 4 (bars) for fall spawning herring by 
region and summed (Total) over regions in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, for the 1978 to 2014 
cohorts. Vertical lines are the 95% confidence intervals.  
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Estimated abundances of FS age 4 and older have declined in the North and Middle regions 
since 2013 and 2009, respectively (Fig. 27). In the South region, the abundances declined 
during 2004 to 2015 but increased recently, however, the estimates have very high uncertainty 
in this region since 2015 (Fig. 27).To a large extent, this reflects reductions in the recruitment of 
4-year-old herring. In all three regions, estimated abundances of age 4 herring for the last three 
years (2016 to 2018) are among the lowest observed and comparable to the low levels 
estimated for the late 1970s. 

 
Figure 27. Estimated abundances of fall spawning herring at ages 4 and for ages 4+ by region and for the 
entire (Total) southern Gulf of St. Lawrence at the beginning of the year, 1978 to 2018. Line and circles 
(age 4+) and bars (age 4) show the median estimates and shading or vertical lines show the 95% 
confidence intervals. 

Projections 
The fishery TAC for the fall spawner component is set at the level of the entire NAFO Div. 4T 
stock unit. The three region-specific models were projected forward to the start of 2020. 
Uncertainties incorporated in projections included estimates of abundance at age at the 
beginning of 2018, weights-at-age, partial recruitment to the fishery, and recruitment rates (to 
estimate age 2 abundance). Summed over all three regions, the median estimate of SSB at the 
start of 2020 was projected to be below the USR at all catch levels between 10,000 and 
50,000 t (Fig. 28). 
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Figure 28. Spawning stock biomass (SSB in kt; left panels) and ages 5 to 10 fishing mortality rates (F; 
right panels) of fall spawner Atlantic herring from the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence for three catch levels 
in 2018 and in 2019. In all panels, lines show the median estimates and shading the 95% confidence 
intervals of these estimates (based on MCMC sampling). Black lines and grey shading indicate the 
historical period whereas blue lines and shading show the projection period, respectively. In the left 
panels, the blue dashed line is the upper stock reference (USR) and the red horizontal line is the limit 
reference point (LRP). In the right panels, the red horizontal line is the removal rate reference level (F0.1; 
F = 0.32).  

Risk analysis of catch options 
The probability that SSB would be below the USR at the start of 2020 increases from 90% at 
10,000 t of catch to 99% at 50,000 t of catch. At a catch of 20,000 t (the catch in 2017) in 2018 
and 2019, this probability would be 94% (Fig. 29). At catch levels from 10,000 to 20,000 t in 
2018 and 2019, the median value of weighted average F for ages 5 to 10 over all regions in 
2019 was less than 0.32, i.e. the probability that F would exceed F0.1 < 50%. 

The probability that SSB would be below the LRP in 2020 ranged from 0% at 10,000 t to 17% at 
50,000 t. A 5% increase in SSB by 2020 would only be likely at catches below 16,000 t whereas 
a decrease in SSB is probable at catches of 24,000 t and above. 
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Figure 29. Risk analysis of annual fixed catch options for 2018 and 2019 for the FS herring component of 
the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. The left panel shows probabilities that total SSB at the start of 2019 
and 2020 will be below the USR. The right panel shows probability profile of average F for ages 5 to 10 in 
2019 being greater than the reference level F = 0.32 (F0.1). 

Sources of Uncertainty 
Fishery dependent indices, such as the commercial gillnet CPUE indices, may not be 
proportional to abundance due to changes in catchability over time. On one hand, catch rates 
can remain elevated despite decreases in abundance (increased catchability) due to 
contractions in stock distribution and targeting of aggregations by fishing fleets, as well as due 
to improved fishing technology and fishing practices. On the other hand, catch rates can be 
negatively affected by boat limits, saturation of nets at high abundance, and closure of prime 
fishing areas that redirect fishing effort to other locations. Catch rates calculated on the basis of 
realized landings and available fishing effort information would be subject to such effects. The 
estimation of time-varying catchabilities in the SS and FS assessments accounts for some of 
the effects listed above. 

The commercial CPUE calculations are subject to uncertainty. The estimates are based on 
regional average seasonal values of fishing effort data (number of nets, number of hauls, and 
net length of gillnets) from the telephone survey rather than trip specific information. Trips with 
no catch were not documented prior to 2006 and therefore are not incorporated in the effort 
data. No information is collected on the soak time of nets. There are also potential 
inconsistencies in the reporting of effort data within and among regions and seasons. 

The new modelling approach considers the dynamics of fall spawning herring in three regions. 
The dynamics are modelled independently among regions and assume closed populations after 
recruitment at age 2. This is a strong assumption that can have consequences on region-
specific estimates of abundance and dynamics. Empirical evidence for spawning bed fidelity has 
been documented in fall spawning herring based on tagging studies. Nevertheless, elemental 
analyses of otolith structures did not detect region-specific differences among fall spawners 
despite showing distinct differences between spring spawners and fall spawners in the sGSL. 
Genetic research has been unable to identify population-level differences between regions for 
fall spawners. 

The weight-at-age of herring has declined and remains at near record low levels. The causes of 
these declines in weight-at-age and the consequences to recruitment rate are unknown. 

Catches of herring in bait fisheries are presently not accounted for in the assessments of either 
spring or fall spawner components. Catches in these fisheries are meant to be recorded in 
harvester logbooks but compliance with the requirement to complete and return logbooks is low. 
Catches of herring in the bait fishery are expected to be much lower than landings in the 
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commercial fishery, nonetheless this unaccounted fishing mortality constitutes a source of 
uncertainty in the total fishing mortality. 

Uncertainty in recruitment rate in both the SS and FS leads to uncertainty in projections as 
these are heavily reliant on the recruitment rate selected. In this assessment, three recruitment 
scenarios were used for the SS assessment to account for variation in recruitment rates among 
years. In the FS assessment, an intermediate recruitment rate value was used as it appears that 
the most recent estimates of recruitment rate were biased low and would result in overly 
pessimistic projections. 

The model assumes that natural mortality was constant over time. Retrospective patterns from 
previous assessments indicated a change in dynamics over time which could be associated with 
changes in catchability of the commercial cpue index (q) or natural mortality (M). A model that 
incorporated time varying change in q rather than M resolved the non-stationarity problem. This 
does not mean that M did not change but the current data and information used in the model 
only resolve one or the other. Future research should also consider whether M has changed in 
this ecosystem and what information could be used to incorporate this dynamic in the population 
model. 

In the previous assessment, the fall spawner abundances were declining with the estimate at 
the end of 2015 just below the USR. In this assessment, the median of the 2014 and 2015 
estimates are below the USR. The declining trend in status has continued into 2018. Given this 
decline in absolute level of abundance from the previous assessment, it is possible that the 
current biomass values from the model are overestimated. This overestimation of the biomass 
will result in an underestimate of the risk of failing to achieve defined management objectives for 
different catch options for 2018 and 2019 although the extent of the bias is not known. 

CONCLUSIONS AND ADVICE 

Spring Spawner Component (SS) 
The spring spawner component trajectory with respect to spawning stock biomass and fishing 
mortality levels is shown in Figure 30. The stock has been in the critical zone (SSB < LRP = 
19,250 t) since 2004 with fishing mortalities above the F0.1 level until 2010. Since 2010 F has 
decreased and remained at levels below F0.1. 

SSB at the start of 2019 and 2020 was projected to increase slightly at annual catches less than 
500 t, remain roughly stable at annual catches of 1,000 t, but decline at catches of 1,500 t or 
more. However, uncertainty in projected SSB is high. Even in the absence of any removals of 
SS herring in 2018 and 2019, the SSB is expected to only increase slightly with a very high 
probability (90%) that the stock will remain in the critical zone. 

Fishing mortality on the SS herring in recent years was estimated at 0.24, low relative to the 
history of the fishery but still high for a stock in the critical zone. Elevated fishing mortality and 
declines in weight-at-age are also exacerbating the reductions in SSB. 
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Figure 30. The southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Atlantic Herring spring spawner component trajectory in 
relation to spawning stock biomass (SSB, kt = thousand t) and fishing mortality rates for ages 6 to 8 
years. The solid red vertical line is the LRP (19,250 t), the green dashed vertical line is the Upper Stock 
Reference (USR = 54,000 t), and the dashed horizontal line is the removal rate reference value (F0.1 = 
0.35). Point labels are years (83 = 1983, 0 = 2000). Colour coding is from blue in the 1970s and early 
1980s to red in the 2000s. 

Fall Spawner Component (FS) 
The fall spawner component trajectory with respect to spawning stock biomass and fishing 
mortality levels is shown in Figure 31. The median estimate of the SSB has generally been in 
the healthy zone (SSB > 172,000 t) over its history with few exceptions but the median estimate 
of SSB has been in the cautious zone since 2015. Fishing mortality rates generally exceeded 
the removal rate reference from the mid-1990s to 2011 but were below the reference level from 
the early 1980s to the mid-1990s and since 2011. 

The median SSB estimate at the start of 2019 and 2020 was projected to remain in the cautions 
zone (below the USR) even at catch levels of 10,000 t. At a catch of 20,000 t (the catch in 2017) 
in 2018 and 2019, the probability of the SSB being in the cautious zone in 2020 was estimated 
at 94%, and the probability of the fishing mortality rate being above the removal rate reference 
was estimated at 46%. 

Fishing mortality on the FS herring averaged 0.20 since 2012, just over half of the F0.1 removal 
reference level. 

Declining abundance at age 4 in recent years, resulting from declining recruitment rates, has 
contributed to the decline in SSB for this stock. The causes of the low recruitment rates for the 
FS herring component are unknown. Declines in weight-at-age are also exacerbating the 
reductions in SSB. Fishing mortality rates in excess of F0.1 from the mid 1990’s to 2010 have 
also contributed to reductions in SSB.
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Figure 31. The southern Gulf of St. Lawrence Atlantic Herring fall spawner component trajectory in 
relation to spawning stock biomass (SSB, kt = thousand t) and fishing mortality reference levels. The solid 
red vertical line is the LRP (58,000 t), the green dashed vertical line is the Upper Stock Reference (USR = 
172,000 t), and the dashed horizontal line is the removal rate reference value (F0.1 = 0.32). Point labels 
are years (83 = 1983, 0 = 2000). Colour coding is from blue in the 1970s and early 1980s to red in the 
2000s. 
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ABSTRACT 
In partnership with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), fish harvesters participating in the 
Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) fall fishery in NAFO Div. 4T surveyed five spawning grounds
in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence using acoustic sounders over the course of their regular 
fishing activities from 2002 to 2012. Using a statistical method developed for Fisherman’s Bank, 
seasonal biomass was estimated for all five spawning grounds. Acoustic data from each area 
was processed and analyzed to produce nightly biomass estimates for a subset of days over the 
season. Missing biomass values were simulated using a Bayesian time-series model, then 
grouped by spawning aggregation using a spatial-temporal clustering model. Seasonal biomass 
estimates were then produced by year and region. While this approach showed some promise, 
the model did not provide realistic results for two of the five regions. Furthermore, there are also 
underlying methodological and biological issues which raise significant doubts as to the 
comparability of results among regions. Given the inconsistencies in model performance and 
the underlying issues with the data it was decided that these data could not be used to develop 
a time series of local abundance indices for herring as part of the fall herring stock assessment. 
Recommendations are made to aid in future spawning bed specific acoustic surveys. 
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Estimation de la biomasse du stock de reproducteurs de harengs de l'Atlantique 
à l'échelle locale à partir des données acoustiques recueillies au cours des 

activités de pêche commerciale au filet maillant d'automne dans le sud du golfe 
du Saint-Laurent (division 4T de l'Organisation des pêches de l'Atlantique Nord-

Ouest (OPANO)) 

RÉSUMÉ 
En partenariat avec Pêches et Océans Canada (MPO), les pêcheurs participant à la pêche 
d'automne du hareng de l’Atlantique (Clupea harengus) dans la division 4T de l’OPANO ont 
effectué des relevés dans cinq frayères du sud du golfe du Saint-Laurent en utilisant des 
sondeurs acoustiques pendant leurs activités de pêche courantes entre 2002 et 2012. À l'aide 
d'une méthode statistique conçue pour le Fisherman's Bank, on a estimé la biomasse 
saisonnière pour les cinq lieux de frai. Des données acoustiques de chaque zone ont été 
traitées et analysées afin de produire des estimations de la biomasse chaque nuit pour un sous-
ensemble de jours au cours de la saison. Les valeurs de la biomasse manquantes ont été 
simulées à l'aide d'un modèle bayésien d'ajustement des séries chronologiques puis classées 
par groupement de poissons en frai à l'aide d'un modèle de regroupement spatiotemporel. Les 
estimations de la biomasse saisonnière ont ensuite été produites par année et par région. Bien 
que cette méthode se soit révélée assez prometteuse, le modèle n'a pas fourni des résultats 
réalistes pour deux des cinq régions. De plus, il y a aussi des problèmes méthodologiques et 
biologiques sous-jacents qui soulèvent de sérieux doutes quant à la comparabilité des résultats 
entre les régions. Compte tenu des irrégularités dans le rendement du modèle et des problèmes 
sous-jacents liés aux données, il a été décidé que ces données ne pouvaient pas être utilisées 
pour élaborer une série chronologique d'indices de l'abondance locale du hareng dans le cadre 
de l'évaluation du stock de reproducteurs d'automne de hareng. Des recommandations sont 
formulées pour faciliter les relevés acoustiques propres aux frayères à venir. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Population biomass and fishing mortality estimates are key components of fishery management 
decision frameworks, and are necessary for developing harvest control rules based on defined 
reference points (DFO 2006). The risk of not achieving sustainability objectives when fisheries 
occur on discrete spawning grounds increases when information is only obtained for large scale 
processes. Managing diverse herring spawning grounds for sustainability is important for 
conserving intraspecific biodiversity and adaptive potential (Sinclair 1988; Stephenson 
et al. 2001). 
Until 2014, the stock assessment for the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (sGSL) fall Atlantic 
herring (Clupea harengus) stock used a population model adjusted to annual gillnet catch-per-
unit-effort (CPUE) from all spawning grounds combined and management provides Total 
Allowable Catch (TAC) advice based on the overall sGSL biomass (LeBlanc et al. 2015). There 
are concerns that gillnet CPUE does not track population biomass well, because fisheries that 
target spawning aggregations often exhibit hyperstability, where CPUEs remain elevated even 
as stock abundance declines (Erisman et al. 2011; Swain 2016). 
Acoustic data from fishing vessels have been used to analyze school morphology 
characteristics, spatial patterns, relative changes in school density (Shen et al. 2008) and to 
develop estimates of abundance (Melvin et al. 2002; Honkalehto et al. 2011). Derivation of an 
annual seasonal index of biomass of herring from fishery acoustic data have been problematic 
for two reasons (Claytor and Clay 2001). First, the behaviour of herring gradually accumulating 
on spawning grounds prior to spawning, if not accounted for, can lead to multiple counts of the 
same fish which leads to over-estimation of biomass. Second, missing data created by weather, 
equipment malfunction, fishery closures, and other reasons create a source of uncertainty and 
potential biases in biomass and exploitation rate estimates.  
From 2002 to 2012, acoustic data were collected from commercial gill netting vessels while 
fishing on the five major Atlantic herring fall spawning areas located within the coastal waters of 
the sGSL. The fall spawning areas were Miscou (NB), Escuminac and Richibucto (NB), 
Fisherman’s Bank (PEI), West PEI, and Pictou (NS) (Fig. 1). Acoustic data were to be collected 
according to a protocol described in Claytor and Allard (2001) for the purpose of developing a 
time series of local abundance indices for herring as part of the fall herring stock assessment. 
The objectives of this research document were to analyze the collected acoustic data and 
determine whether they could be used to derive an index of local abundance. Nightly biomass 
estimates were derived following a defined protocol (Claytor and Clay 2001) and an analytical 
method (Surette et al. 2015) was applied to estimate spawning bed specific estimates of annual 
abundance and area-specific estimates of exploitation rates for five sGSL fall spawning 
grounds. This novel method was developed to account for some aspects of herring spawning 
behaviour and includes many sources of uncertainty in its final inferences.  

METHODS 
Atlantic herring from the sGSL are comprised of two spawning components, a spring spawning 
component and a fall spawning component (Scott and Scott 1988; Messieh 1988). Both 
spawning components have preferred spawning seasons and specific grounds. Herring show a 
high degree of fidelity to a specific spawning season and spawning ground once they have 
spawned (Wheeler and Winters 1984; McQuinn 1997; Brophy et al. 2006). Herring spawn in 
temporally discrete groups, separated by several days to weeks in a single spawning season 
(Ware and Tanasichuk 1989). Genetic and morphometric differences found in spawning herring 
were consistent with a replacement period of 6 days or less (McPherson et al. 2003). Fall 
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spawning occurs from mid-August to mid-October, at depths of 5 to 25 m (Messieh and 
MacDougall 1984). The fall spawning component is the focus of this study. 
Fisherman’s Bank has been the focus of numerous prior studies on herring spawning behaviour. 
In situ observations showed that a spawning event and the creation of the associated spawning 
bed took place over the course of a single day (Messieh 1988). Between 1985 and 1995 the 
number of spawning beds surveyed on Fisherman’s Bank per season varied from a minimum of 
1 to a maximum of 7, with few cases of simultaneous spawning events (Table 1). Spawning 
season length (i.e., between the first and last spawning event) varied from 6 to 29 days (Cairns 
et al. 1996). 
Herring spawn in multiple waves during the course of the season. Incoming schools of herring 
create spawning aggregations over spawning beds, and may be joined by further schools 
accumulating over several days. Herring subsequently dissipate after spawning, as evidenced 
by the low frequency of spawned herring in fishery catches. To avoid double-counting of fish 
during the accumulation phase, observations need to be partitioned by spawning waves. The 
method previously applied to Fisherman’s Bank (Surette et al. 2015) is applied in this study to 
the other four spawning areas surveyed. 

OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS 
The goal of the analysis is to estimate the total fall spawning biomass from a set of nightly 
acoustic observations. Seasonal biomass requires a daily tally of all incoming or outgoing fish 
over spawning grounds for each region. The data presents two difficulties. Firstly, biomass 
estimates are only available for nights where the participating fish harvester was active. 
Secondly, spawning aggregations contain a mixture of fish which entered the grounds during 
the previous 24 hours and those from days prior.  
The analysis proceeds in three steps. The first is to process and analyze the nightly acoustic 
data for each region in order to obtain a nightly biomass estimate. The method is described in 
Claytor and Clay (2001). The second step is to use a model to simulate values for nights with 
missing observations. The third step is to partition nightly biomass into distinct spawning waves 
using a spatial-temporal model. This step provides estimates of recruitment and escape 
biomasses which are then summed into a seasonal estimate. Uncertainty due to missing 
observations and clustering were incorporated in each step of the analysis.  

ACOUSTIC DATA ANALYSIS 
Two data sources were used in the following model: region-specific landings from the sGSL fall 
gillnet fishery and region-specific acoustic data from participating fishing vessels. Nightly 
landings were obtained from dockside monitoring data compiled and archived by the 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans Statistics Branch. The acoustic data was obtained from 
one or two fishing vessels per night from each spawning ground (Fig. 2). Acoustic calibration, 
data collection and processing, as well as the method for calculating nightly biomass, are 
described in Claytor and Clay (2001).  

Nightly biomass model 
Observations from each day of the spawning season are required for calculating the seasonal 
biomass. Missing observations occurred due to logistical problems (e.g., equipment failure, 
vessel electrical problems), weekend fishery closures, inclement weather or the fishery attaining 
its quota before the end of the spawning season. Missing nightly biomass values were inferred 
using a time-series model. 
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Let 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   be the nightly biomass estimate for day i, year j and region k. Zero values and positive 
values of 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   were modeled separately. Let 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  ~ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) be a binary random variable 
indicating whether 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   is zero (𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1) or one (𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 0). For each year and region, positive 
values of 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   are assumed to be log-normally distributed realisations from a first order 
autoregressive process (AR(1)): 

𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  ~ 𝑁𝑁(𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖−1,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,   𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2) 

𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +  𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  | 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 0  ~  𝐿𝐿𝑁𝑁(𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,  𝜎𝜎2) 

where the log-linear annual means 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  ~ 𝑁𝑁�𝜇𝜇𝛼𝛼,𝜎𝜎𝛼𝛼2� were given a hierarchical prior, with 
𝜇𝜇𝛼𝛼  ~ 𝑁𝑁(0, 104) and 𝜎𝜎𝛼𝛼2 ~ 𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(10−4, 10−4), the AR(1) process error was given a prior of  
 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2~ 𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(10−4, 10−4), the AR(1) autocorrelation parameter a prior of 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖  ~ 𝑈𝑈(0, 1), the 
nightly observation error parameter was given a prior of 𝜎𝜎2 ~ 𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(10−4, 10−4) and the prior 
probability of observing a zero was given a hierarchical prior of 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ~ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼(𝐼𝐼, 𝑏𝑏) with 𝐼𝐼 ~ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(1) 
and 𝑏𝑏 ~ 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(1). An error (CV = 0.15), based on empirical considerations (Claytor and Allard 
2001) was added to each nightly biomass as a proxy for estimation error. If landings were 
reported for a given night, missing observations were assumed to be drawn from a truncated 
distribution and these were used to inform missing observations by serving as lower bound in a 
censored log-normal distribution. When landings exceeded nightly biomass estimates, the latter 
were treated as missing values. The above model differed slightly from the one presented in 
Surette et al. (2015) which made no provision for autocorrelation between observations and had 
no inter-regional hierarchical priors as it was applied to Fisherman’s Bank region only. The 
OpenBUGS code for this model is found in Appendix A. 
For the purposes of this study, the fishing season was defined as a period of 28 days starting at 
the opening date of the fishery. The sampling period by participating vessels covers the 
potential spawning period of herring for each spawning area. The seasonal distribution of 
acoustic data samples for each region is shown in Figure 2. 

Spatial-temporal clustering model 
The locations of nightly aggregations were calculated directly from acoustic density data, as a 
density-weighted average of GPS coordinates. These coordinates were used as inputs in a 
spatial-temporal clustering model, used for partitioning observed spawning aggregations by 
spawning wave. Under this model, a temporal sequence of spatially proximate aggregations 
would likely be grouped together as a single spawning wave, while those which are spatially 
distant would not. Such structural features in the data aid in probabilistically inferring the 
spawning wave with which missing observations are associated. The model formulation is as 
follows. 
Let 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 represent the horizontal and vertical coordinates (in UTM projection, NAD83, 
zone 20, scaled to kilometers) of the aggregation locations for day i of the fishing season at year 
j within spawning region k. The coordinates were modeled as random walks with heterogeneous 
variances: 

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖−1,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + ε𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 , with ε𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥  ~ N(0,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2 ) 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖−1,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + ε𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑦𝑦 , with ε𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑦𝑦  ~ N(0,𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2 ) 
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where ε𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥  and ε𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑦𝑦  are independent normal random variables, each with two variance 

parameters 𝜎𝜎02 < 𝜎𝜎12 which were given uninformative priors of InvGam(10−4, 10−4). The choice of 
variance parameter used is controlled by a binary random variable 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, modeled as a 2-state 
Markov chain 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. Formally, 

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖|𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−1,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 0 ~ Bern(𝜋𝜋0k) 

𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖|𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖−1,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1 ~ Bern(𝜋𝜋1k) 

where state 0 indicates that the aggregation location from day i belongs to the same spawning 
wave as that of previous day and state 1 indicates that it belongs to a new spawning wave. The 
transition probabilities were given hierarchical priors of 𝜋𝜋0𝑖𝑖~ Beta(𝐼𝐼0,𝑏𝑏0) and 𝜋𝜋1𝑖𝑖~ Beta(𝐼𝐼1,𝑏𝑏1) 
with 𝐼𝐼0 ~ Exp(1), 𝐼𝐼1 ~ Exp(1), 𝑏𝑏0 ~ Exp(1) and 𝑏𝑏1 ~ Exp(1). The probability parameter 𝜋𝜋0k 
controls the residence time of sequences within spawning events while 𝜋𝜋1k controls how often 
an aggregation will be remain within the current spawning event, given that a new spawning 
event has just occurred. The spawning event to which an observation from day i, year j and 
region k belongs, labelled 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, is the cumulative sum of the corresponding elements of 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 over 
the season: 

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = � 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖   +   1
𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚=1

 

This model was nearly identical to that presented in Surette et al. (2015), except for the 
hyperpriors placed on the transition probabilities and variance parameters, to allow for some 
pooling of information across regions. 
For both the nightly biomass and spatial clustering model, posterior samples were drawn via 
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC), with a burn-in sample of 5,000 iterations, plus a further 
draw of 100,000 samples which were thinned to one out of every twenty samples, for a total of 
5,000 posterior samples. The OpenBUGS code (Lunn et al. 2000) for this model is found in 
Appendix B. 

Seasonal biomass calculation 
Simulations of nightly biomasses for each night of the season and their corresponding spawning 
wave identifications provided the input for calculating a seasonal spawning biomass. Each day 
of an event was assumed to be either a recruitment day, whereby a quantity of fish enter the 
aggregation, or an escape day, where fish exit the aggregation. For the first day of the event, 
biomass was considered to be recruitment. For subsequent days, recruitment and escape days 
were determined by comparing the biomass from day i+1 (𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖+1) with the residual biomass of the 
day i, expressed as the difference of the biomass from day i (bi) and the landings (li). If bi+1 was 
larger, it was interpreted as a recruitment day, otherwise it was an escape day. This recruitment 
was calculated as the difference between the biomass bi+1 and the residual biomass ri. The 
seasonal biomass is defined as the sum of the recruitment biomasses. 
A minimum sequence of three days was imposed for a simulated spawning event to be 
considered valid in the summation of seasonal spawning biomass. Sequences less than three 
days were ignored in the summation, and were considered as roaming fish not actively 
participating in a spawning event. 
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RESULTS 
A log-scale scatterplot of landings versus estimated nightly biomass is shown in Figure 3. The 
correlation between the two values is weak; high biomass estimates do not imply high landings. 
Despite efforts to have good coverage of the spawning aggregation by the participating fish 
harvesters, 22% of nightly biomass estimates were less than the reported nightly landings. In 
the most severe cases, the biomass estimates were 10 to 50 times less than the landings. 
Estimates of biomass from the Miscou spawning area showed the largest discrepancies 
between biomass and landings. 
The spatial distributions of spawning aggregations used in the spatial-temporal clustering model 
are shown in Figure 4 for each spawning region. Each region has its particular characteristics. 
Where Fisherman’s Bank has clusters of locations strongly associated with a submerged ridge, 
Miscou has a more diffuse distribution across a large area. The distribution in Pictou is stretched 
out along the coast, and the fleet tends to move as schools of herring migrate through the 
region during the season. The distribution in the Escuminac region is composed of a northern 
and southern component. West PEI shows a more complex distribution of scattered locations 
and a small patch to the Northwest. 
Summary statistics for the main model parameters are shown in Table 2.  
For the nightly biomass model, credibility intervals showed that the auto-correlation parameter ϕ 
was not significant for Escuminac, Fisherman’s Bank and West PEI, while it was marginally 
significant for Pictou and significant for Miscou. Variation in the biomass estimates was high and 
this was reflected in the posterior credibility intervals of missing observations. As an example, 
boxplots of posterior estimates for Miscou in 2006 are shown in Figure 5. The auto-correlation in 
the posterior simulations aided in the interpolation of missing values for Miscou. For other 
regions, the simulations for missing observations are nearly independent (i.e., their posterior 
means and variances are similar). Actual observations, shaded in grey, had the assumed 
baseline CV of 0.15. 

For the spatial-temporal model, the error parameters 𝜎𝜎0 and 𝜎𝜎1 indicate the amount of distance 
change (in kilometers) between adjacent pairs of nightly spawning aggregations. Since the 
coordinates are modelled as a Gaussian random walk, the values of 𝜎𝜎0 and 𝜎𝜎1 are estimates 
which indicate that points along the walk will occur within 𝜎𝜎0 (intra-aggregation) and 𝜎𝜎1 (new 
aggregation) kilometers of the previous coordinate in 68% of cases. The intra-event distance 
parameter 𝜎𝜎0 was 0.53 km in Fisherman’s Bank. In terms of surface area, this corresponds 
roughly to 0.88 km² at 68% areal coverage or 3.52 km² at 95% coverage, assuming a circular 
distribution of points. These values correspond well with spawning bed surface area estimates 
from previous studies (Table 1), which ranged from 0.36 km² to 1.44 km². We expect the spatial 
distribution of aggregations over and around spawning beds to be larger in extent than that of 
the spawning beds themselves. The 𝜎𝜎0 values for other regions were somewhat larger, from 
0.68 km in West PEI to 1.46 km in Pictou. The extra-event distance parameter 𝜎𝜎1 showed more 
variability, going from 4.39 km in Fisherman’s Bank to 24.0 km in Pictou. This parameter reflects 
the regional extent of coverage, with fish harvesters travelling significantly more during the 
season in some regions than in others. 

The intra-event transition probability 𝜋𝜋0 controls the residence time of aggregations within 
spawning events while the transition probability 𝜋𝜋1 controls how often sequences of new 
spawning aggregations occur. Mean intra-event transition probabilities 𝜋𝜋0 were generally high, 
from 0.81 for Fisherman’s Bank, 0.87 for Escuminac and 0.88 for West PEI. The probability 
value for Miscou was exceptionally high at 0.97, while Pictou was very low with 0.55. The 
transition probabilities 𝜋𝜋1 were more consistent between regions, ranging from 0.41 for Pictou to 
0.65 in West PEI (Table 2). 
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The estimated number of spawning events for each spawning region by year is shown in 
Table 3. In general, the number of events was 3 or 4 events per 28-day period, the exception 
being Miscou, with generally one or two spawning events per period, owing to its high intra-
event transition probability of 0.97. 
Combining the nightly biomass and the spawning event inferences, seasonal biomass estimates 
for each region and year were obtained. Boxplots of seasonal estimates by spawning region by 
year are shown in Figure 6. Escuminac shows a downward trend in abundance during 2002 to 
2010, with a slight increase in the last years. The estimates for Pictou fluctuate during the first 
half of the series and have increased in the past four years. Fisherman’s Bank shows no overall 
trend but the last two years show low values with respect to the rest of the series. Estimates for 
West PEI are fairly stable, but show a slight decreasing trend across the series. Estimates for 
Miscou varied in the first half of the series, were low in 2008 and 2009, rose in 2010 and 2011, 
and then was reached a minimum in 2012. Given the variability in the inferred missing nightly 
biomasses (Fig. 5), the variability of the seasonal biomasses is correspondingly high. For 
comparison, the means of observed nightly biomass estimates, unadjusted for spawning events 
are shown in Figure 7. These trends are broadly similar to those of estimated seasonal 
biomasses. 
The exploitation rate was calculated by dividing the total seasonal landings (for the same 28 day 
period as used in the model) by the seasonal biomass estimate. Boxplots of the exploitation 
rates by spawning area are presented in Figure 8. The scale of exploitation rates estimates 
varies among regions, with Escuminac and West PEI being somewhat lower than in other 
regions. Exploitation rate estimates in West PEI show an increasing trend. Escuminac, 
Fisherman’s Bank, and Pictou show low rates for the last two years. 
There are a number of caveats to consider in the interpretation of these results (both seasonal 
biomass and exploitation rates). 

DISCUSSION 
Science advice should be tailored to the management strategy. Currently, a reference removal 
rate is applied to a NAFO 4T Atlantic herring biomass estimate and a historical sharing formula 
is used to partition the TAC among the fleets from different regions. In this study, we evaluated 
the possibility of including spawning ground acoustic biomass indices as an additional element 
to the fall herring stock assessment and the subsequent science advice that could aid in 
partitioning the TAC. For the presented method to play such a role, seasonal biomass estimates 
must be comparable and be on the same scale among regions. How these estimates would 
actually be used to partition the TAC is beyond the scope of this review. We have thus restricted 
our discussion to the robustness of the science advice that could be provided using this model.  
For seasonal biomass estimates to be valid and comparable across spawning areas, underlying 
assumptions of the model must be respected. The main assumptions are: 

• nightly landings are accurate,  

• nightly biomass estimates are unbiased estimators of true biomass in each spawning area, 

• the models used are an adequate representation of the processes (e.g., spawning 
behaviour, fishing fleet dynamics, etc.) generating the observations and adequately account 
for double-counting, missing observations, and other potential sources of error, 

• the study period captures the majority of spawning activity, and  
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• sampling methods and biological processes are sufficiently similar across regions that 
meaningful comparisons can be made. 

For the fall herring fishery, there is little concern of bias in landings as there is 100% dockside 
monitoring, documented conversion factors, and controls on catch recording because nightly or 
weekly quotas are used to manage the fishery. 
A working hypothesis for calculating the seasonal biomass is that nightly biomass estimates are 
on the same scale as landings. However, comparison of nightly biomass values with landings 
showed that these were underestimated in at least 22% of cases. These discrepancies were 
more prevalent in Miscou than in other regions. This percentage is probably higher given that 
nightly exploitation rates of 80% or larger are probably unreasonable in most regions. 
Participating fish harvesters were to follow to a protocol for a complete fishery survey over each 
night of scanning, as defined in Claytor and Allard (2001). This protocol called for sampling 
vessels to collect acoustic data before and after a management-imposed nightly boat limit was 
caught. An incomplete survey was said to occur if the data collection was terminated when the 
boat limit was caught. If this protocol was properly adhered to, nightly biomass could be 
estimated from acoustic data before any fishing has occurred followed by a removal estimate 
after fishing activity has ceased. However, timing of data collection and discussions with fish 
harvesters indicated that acoustic scanning of spawning aggregations was generally performed 
during fishing activities, rather than before and after as the original protocol stated. Thus the 
data collection occurs as fish are actively being exploited, rather than in the pre- and post-
fishing condition. Nightly biomass estimates were calculated using all validated acoustic data, 
irrespective of the time it was gathered or with reference to fleet fishing activities. Also, scanning 
during peak fishing activities is problematic because placement of gillnets over concentrations 
inhibits the ability of the sampling vessel to scan over the whole concentration. Thus the 
exploited spawning aggregation may be inadequately covered by the acoustic vessel, which 
may result in an underestimation of nightly biomass. In addition to possible bias in observed 
spawning aggregations, the presence of unobserved aggregations would also lead to 
underestimates of nightly biomass. This would be an issue where herring schools are more 
fragmented and spread out over spawning grounds. This would also have implications for 
fishing fleets which exploit them, in that these would also tend be more fragmented and widely 
distributed over spawning grounds. The sampling vessel in such cases would have had limited 
ability to cover the entire fleet activities. It is also possible that some spawning aggregations 
remain undetected by any portion of the fleet during a night of fishing in each region. 
Biases could arise from the acoustic data itself, such as variability in backscattering in high 
target concentrations, the relationship between target strength and fish size, and acoustic 
extinction from near surface reverberation (Fréon and Misund 1999; Simmonds and MacLennan 
2005; Brehmer et al. 2006; Boswell et al. 2008). Variability arising from these factors are 
minimized because the 28-day study period is relatively short, we are dealing with a single 
species in a well-defined phase of its life history (spawning) with a relatively restricted size-
distribution, and the equipment is calibrated against objects of known target strength. 

BIOMASS MODEL 
The biomass model was developed as a way of inferring nightly biomass over the study period. 
However, there are two issues with the approach. The first is a potential sampling bias and the 
second is a lack of structure in the observations by which to make strong inferences. 
The variability in nightly biomass estimates is very high with estimates ranging from 0 to over 
33,000 tons. There was little evidence of temporal trends or autocorrelation in nightly biomass 
estimates making it difficult to infer missing biomass values. This may have some implications 
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with respect to the assumed process of accumulating waves of herring into spawning 
aggregations, in that residence times of herring within an aggregation may be relatively short, 
though uncertainties in the nightly biomass estimates as discussed above prohibit a strong 
conclusion. 
Given that fishing is not independent of the quantity of fish, biases may arise through temporal 
sampling biases, given that sampling is not randomly distributed throughout the season. Such 
biases may be minimized by high sampling rates (i.e., most every weekday throughout the 
season) but the temporal pattern of coverage varies from year to year and by region. There is 
little indication that the survey season was cut short by attainment of the quota. Only West PEI 
showed a lower sampling density during the last week of the study period. Ideally, surveys 
would have been conducted daily or randomly within the potential spawning period of herring. 
The length of the 28-day period is supported by the spawning event study on Fisherman’s Bank 
(Cairns et al. 1996) and average length of recent fishing seasons. Biases may occur if the start 
date of the fishery is offset from major waves of spawning activity or if major spawning waves 
occur after the study period. Given the general absence of trends in the nightly biomass values, 
we are unable to comment on whether the study period encompasses the majority of spawning 
activity within each region. A strong economic argument could be made that the fishery depends 
on a fishing season that is timed with spawning activity, and after 28 days fishing activity has 
generally tapered to low levels. 

SPATIAL-TEMPORAL MODEL 
The spatial-temporal model was developed to identify local spawning aggregations as a 
precursor to assessing fish which are present in aggregations over multiple days (i.e., double-
counting). The spawning behaviour assumptions in the model are justified in Fisherman’s Bank 
(Cairns et al. 1993, 1996), however these biological assumptions have not been independently 
confirmed.  
For a modelling perspective, spawning events in Escuminac, West PEI and Fisherman’s Bank 
have similar spatial extents and residence times (Table 2). As a consequence, the relative 
scaling between the observations and the estimated seasonal biomass is expected to be 
similar. The spatial extent between spawning event aggregations in Fisherman’s Bank of 0.53 
km (or 1.06 km at two standard deviations) are consistent with previous estimates of spawning 
bed size, 0.92 (+/- 0.65) km² (Cairns et al. 1996). Cairns et al. (1993, 1996) also found that the 
observed number of spawning beds per season was between 1 and 7 from 1985 to 1995 on 
Fisherman’s Bank. These values are consistent with our annual average of 3.7 spawning events 
over the 28 day estimation period. West PEI and Escuminac produced results that were within 
the expectations from model assumptions. 
In Miscou, the model was deemed inconsistent with biological knowledge as the fitted 
parameters implied long, protracted spawning events spanning large spatial areas. As a 
consequence, seasonal estimates were essentially the sum of recruitment days over each 28 
day sampling season. The distribution of sampling and fishing effort at Miscou shows little 
clustering of fishing aggregations, which are otherwise present in other regions (Fig. 4). The 
presence of such spatial features is assumed by the model. This suggests that spawning 
aggregations in Miscou may follow different spatial dynamics than in other regions. Miscou also 
had a lower sampling density than other regions (Fig. 2), so that the seasonal estimates for 
certain years (e.g., 2007 with no observations, 2010 and 2011 with three observations each) are 
more a reflection of the hierarchical prior for the mean nightly biomass values rather than actual 
observations. Furthermore, Miscou landings surpassed nightly biomass estimates more 
frequently than in other regions. Consequently, the data collected from Miscou do not satisfy the 
model assumptions. 
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Pictou fishing locations were spread out along the coast and around Pictou Island (Fig. 4). While 
this data set is richer, spatial clusters and therefore spawning aggregations, were found to be of 
short duration resulting in approximately half of the schools being classified as roaming, non-
spawning fish. These in turn were not considered in the biomass summation, implying that the 
downward scaling between observed nightly biomass and seasonal biomass was more severe 
in Pictou than in other areas. Whether this is due to true differences in herring reproductive 
behaviour, or that the sampling fish harvester is simply more apt to change locations over such 
a wide area, remains unclear. 
These results suggest that seasonal biomass estimates for Miscou and Pictou are not on the 
same scale as other regions. The model does not appear to produce valid results in these 
regions. 
Given the inconsistencies in model performance and the underlying issues with the data, this 
project could not be used to develop a time series of local abundance indices for herring as part 
of the fall herring stock assessment. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of results 

• Results for Fisherman’s Bank, Escuminac, and West PEI are comparable. Seasonal 
biomass estimates are comparable if sampling methods and biological processes are also 
comparable. 

• Results for Miscou and Pictou spawning components indicate a mismatch between model 
output and known spawning biology and behaviour. 

Recommendations for future analyses 

• Possible biases in nightly biomass estimates need to be assessed.  

• Observed aggregations need to be well covered by the sampling vessel to ensure edges of 
observed schools are well defined in the available acoustic data sets, and determine if 
spatial structure of available data shows evidence of partial coverage or differences 
between years or regions. 

• Some effort must be made to verify that there are no other spawning aggregations in the 
area which are unaccounted for. The existence of such unobserved aggregations might be 
inferred from local fleet dynamics, i.e., logbooks or VMS data. 

• Uncertainty in the seasonal biomass is in large part driven by variability in observations. An 
experiment could be conducted where the sampling vessel is active over as many nights as 
possible over the season. This data set could then be used to test the robustness of the 
model at varying proportions of missing observations.  

• Nightly spawning aggregations may be better characterized by multiple rather than a single 
coordinate point, to account for more complex local spatial distributions such as when 
multiple schools are present in an area. 

Recommendations for improving the data collection protocols 

• Develop clear protocols for ensuring that fishing surveys are complete and that a method for 
evaluating this completeness is identified.  

• Two possibilities for obtaining these data are noting fishing location in logbooks and by VMS 
recording. 
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• This protocol will include comments on the number of vessels required and fishery reporting 
that includes location of catch. 

• Strict adherence to protocols in particular that acoustic surveys should be completed prior to 
conducting the nightly fishing activity. 

• Periodic structured surveys might be undertaken over the entire potential spawning area 
during the spawning season. It is recommended that it be performed once a week on each 
spawning bed during weekend fishery closures, and also one week prior and two weeks 
after end of fishing season, assuming a seven day turnover rate. 
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TABLES 

Table 1. The number and mean surface area of spawning beds detected from Fisherman’s Bank 
spawning bed surveys (Cairns et al. 1996). 

Year Number Area (km²) 
1985 5 0.36 
1986 1 1.10 
1987 4 0.52 
1988 4 0.84 
1989 5 0.81 
1990 7 0.70 
1991 5 1.08 
1992 4 1.44 
1993 5 1.22 
1994 6 1.26 
1995 2 0.64 

Table 2. Posterior means (95% credibility intervals in parentheses) for selected nightly biomass and 
spatial-temporal model parameters. 

Region 𝜙𝜙 𝜎𝜎0 𝜎𝜎1 𝜋𝜋0 𝜋𝜋1 
Escuminac 0.24 

(-0.16 ,0.66) 
0.98 

(0.85 ,1.12) 
16.08 

(12.93 ,20.06) 
0.87 

(0.81 ,0.93) 
0.45 

(0.27 ,0.65) 
Fisherman's 
Bank 

0.01 
(-0.44 ,0.49) 

0.53 
(0.41 ,0.68) 

4.39 
(3.6 ,5.45) 

0.81 
(0.71 ,0.9) 

0.52 
(0.31 ,0.74) 

Miscou 0.61 
(0.25 ,0.85) 

1.46 
(1.29 ,1.65) 

24.0 
(16.45 ,36.27) 

0.97 
(0.94 ,0.99) 

0.48 
(0.16 ,0.86) 

Pictou 0.48 
(0.1 ,0.76) 

0.86 
(0.66 ,1.12) 

8.32 
(7.28 ,9.53) 

0.55 
(0.39 ,0.7) 

0.41 
(0.26 ,0.58) 

West PEI 0.45 
(-0.07 ,0.79) 

0.68 
(0.56 ,0.83) 

13.67 
(10.59 ,18.2) 

0.88 
(0.82 ,0.93) 

0.65 
(0.45 ,0.85) 

Table 3. Estimated number (standard error in parentheses) of spawning events for each spawning region 
by year. 

Year Miscou Escuminac West PEI 
Fisherman's 

Bank Pictou 
2002 2.5 (0.7) 3.0 (1.0) 3.2 (1.1) 2.6 (0.8) 3.8 (1.1) 
2003 1.1 (0.2) 3.9 (0.5) 2.7 (0.8) 3.7 (1.0) 3.9 (1.0) 
2004 1.6 (0.7) 1.6 (0.7) 4.3 (0.5) 3.5 (0.9) 4.2 (1.1) 
2005 1.1 (0.3) 3.7 (0.7) 2.5 (1.0) 3.1 (1.1) 3.2 (0.9) 
2006 1.0 (0.1) 3.2 (0.8) 3.0 (0.2) 4.1 (1.0) 3.7 (1.0) 
2007 1.1 (0.3) 1.4 (0.6) 2.9 (1.0) 4.3 (0.9) 3.3 (1.0) 
2008 2.0 (0.3) 3.7 (0.7) 4.1 (0.9) 3.8 (0.8) 4.2 (1.0) 
2009 1.0 (0.2) 3.5 (0.6) 3.8 (0.5) 4.1 (1.0) 4.4 (1.0) 
2010 1.3 (0.5) 3.5 (0.8) 2.4 (0.6) 3.4 (1.0) 3.9 (1.2) 
2011 2.0 (0.3) 4.0 (0.7) 3.0 (0.9) 4.0 (0.9) 3.4 (0.7) 
2012 2.3 (0.6) 2.7 (0.7) 3.2 (0.8) 4.0 (1.0) 4.2 (1.1) 
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FIGURES 

 
Figure 1. Herring fall spawning locations in NAFO 4T. 
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Figure 2. Seasonal pattern of nightly observations (grey squares) used for the analysis for each 28-day 
period by year and spawning region.  
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Figure 3. Nightly landings versus nightly biomass estimates for each spawning region for all years 
combined on the log-scale. The red line is the boundary where nightly landings equal nightly biomass 
estimates. For points above the line, the nighty landings are greater than the nightly biomass estimates 
and for points below the line the nightly landings are less than the nightly biomass estimates. 
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Figure 4. Distribution maps of estimated nightly school locations for each spawning area for all years 
combined. 
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Figure 5. Boxplot of posterior MCMC simulated nightly biomass observations (in grey) and missing values 
(in white) for Miscou in 2006. Boxplots indicate the median, interquartile range (box) and 95% credibility 
intervals (whiskers). 
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Figure 6. Seasonal biomass estimates by year obtained from MCMC posterior simulations (n = 5,000) for 
the five spawning areas. Boxplots indicate the median, interquartile range (box) and 95% credibility 
intervals (whiskers). 
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Figure 7. Mean observed nightly biomass for each spawning area by year. 
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Figure 8. Exploitation rates by year obtained from MCMC posterior simulations (n = 5,000) for the five 
spawning areas. Boxplots indicate the median, interquartile range (box) and 95% credibility intervals 
(whiskers).  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A. OPENBUGS CODE FOR THE NIGHTLY BIOMASS MODEL. 
# Prior over zero proportions: 
alpha.pi ~ dexp(1) 
beta.pi ~ dexp(1) 
for (i in 1:n.region){ 

for (j in 1:n.year){ 
pi[i,j] ~ dbeta(alpha.pi, beta.pi) } } 

# Hierarchical mean prior 
mu.mu ~ dnorm(0, 0.01) 
tau.mu ~ dgamma(0.1, 0.1) 
sigma.mu <- pow(tau.mu, -2) 
for (i in 1:n.region){ 

phi[i] ~ dunif(-1,1) 
tau.eps[i] ~ dgamma(1,1) 
tau.eps.global[i] <- (1-pow(phi[i], 2)) * tau.eps[i] } 

for (i in 1:n.region){ 
for (j in 1:n.year){ 

mu.year[i,j] ~ dnorm(mu.mu, tau.mu) 
eps[i,j,1] ~ dnorm(0, tau.eps.global[i])  
for (k in 2:n.day){ 
mu.eps[i,j,k] <- phi[i] * eps[i,j,k-1] 
eps[i,j,k] ~ dnorm(mu.eps[i,j,k], tau.eps[i]) } 
for (k in 1:n.day){ 
mu[i,j,k] <- mu.year[i,j] + eps[i,j,k] } } } 

# Prior observation error 
tau.b ~ dgamma(0.1, 0.1) 
var.b <- 1 / tau.b 
sigma.b <- sqrt(var.b) 
# Additional observation error parameters 
cv.mu <- -log(pow(0.15,2) + 1) / 2 
cv.tau <- 1 / log(pow(0.15,2) + 1) 
# Observation error model 
for (i in 1:n){ 

b[i]  ~ dlnorm(mu[region[i], year[i], day[i]], tau.b) I(L[i], ) 
z[i]  ~ dbern(pi[region[i], year[i]]) 
cv[i] ~ dlnorm(cv.mu, cv.tau) 
biomass[day[i], year[i], region[i]] <- (1-z[i]) * b[i] * cv[i] } 
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APPENDIX B. OPENBUGS CODE FOR THE SPATIAL-TEMPORAL CLUSTERING 
MODEL. 
# Prior over transition probabilities 
for (i in 1:2){ 

alpha.p[i] ~ dexp(1) 
beta.p[i] ~ dexp(1) 

for (k in 1:n.region){  
P[k,i] ~ dbeta(alpha.p[i], beta.p[i]) } } 

# Define Markov probability transition matrix 
for (k in 1:n.region){  

T[k,1,1] <- P[k,1] 
T[k,1,2] <- 1 - P[k,1] 
T[k,2,1] <- P[k,2] 
T[k,2,2] <- 1 - P[k,2]} 

# Define state of initial distance observation 
for (j in 1:n.year){ 

for (k in 1:n.region){ 
S[1,j,k] <- 1 
C[1,j,k] <- 1 } } 

# Define the Markovian state vector of observations 
for (i in 2:n.day){ 

for (j in 1:n.year){ 
for (k in 1:n.region){  
S[i,j,k] ~ dcat(T[k, S[i-1,j,k],1:2]) 
C[i,j,k] <- C[i-1,j,k] + (S[i,j,k]-1) } } } 

# Spatial extent of spawning event 
for (m in 1:2){ 

alpha.tau[m] ~ dexp(1) 
beta.tau[m] ~ dexp(1) 

for (k in 1:n.region){ 
tau[k,m] ~ dgamma(alpha.tau[m], beta.tau[m]) 
sigma[k,m] <- pow(tau[k,m], -0.5) } } 

# Coordinate random walk 
for (j in 1:n.year){ 

for (k in 1:n.region){ 
x[(j-1)*n.day*n.region + (k-1)*n.day + 1] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001) 
y[(j-1)*n.day*n.region + (k-1)*n.day + 1] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001) } } 

for (i in 2:n.day){ 
for (j in 1:n.year){ 

for (k in 1:n.region){ 
x[(j-1)*n.day*n.region + (k-1)*n.day + i] ~ 
dnorm(x[(j-1)*n.day*n.region + (k-1)*n.day + i - 1], tau[k,S[i,j,k]]) 
y[(j-1)*n.day*n.region + (k-1)*n.day + i] ~ 
dnorm(y[(j-1)*n.day*n.region + (k-1)*n.day + i - 1], tau[k,S[i,j,k]]) } } } 
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The Issue
Dioxins and furans are common names
for toxic chemicals that are found in very
small amounts in the environment,
including air, water and soil.  As a result
of their presence in the environment,
they are also present in some foods. 

Exposure to dioxins and furans has been
associated with a wide range of adverse
health effects in laboratory animals and
humans. The type and occurrence of
these effects typically depend on the
level and duration of exposure.

Background
There are 210 different dioxins and
furans. All dioxins have the same basic
chemical "skeleton," and they all have
chlorine atoms as part of their make-up.
Furans are similar, but have a different
“skeleton”.  These substances vary widely
in toxicity. The one considered most
toxic is referred to as 2,3,7,8-tetra-
chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, or simply TCDD.

The biggest source of dioxins and furans
in Canada is the large-scale burning of
municipal and medical waste. Other
major sources include:

• the production of iron and steel

• backyard burning of household
waste, especially plastics

• fuel burning, including diesel fuel and
fuel for agricultural purposes and
home heating

• wood burning, especially if the wood
has been chemically treated

• electrical power generation

• tobacco smoke

Dioxins can also be produced from natural
processes, such as forest fires and
volcanic eruptions. Most dioxins are
introduced to the environment through
the air. The airborne chemical can attach
to small particles that can travel long 
distances in the atmosphere, which means
that Canadians may also be exposed to
dioxins and furans created in other
countries.

These substances work their way up the
food chain by moving into and remaining
stored in body fat. Because of this, people
actually take more dioxins and furans
into their bodies through food than
through air, water or soil.  Ninety per
cent of people's overall exposure to 
dioxins is estimated to be from the diet.
Meat, milk products and fish have higher
levels of dioxins and furans than fruit,
vegetables and grains.

The Health Effects of
Dioxins and Furans
Scientists have studied the effects of
dioxins and furans on laboratory animals.
They have also researched the
health effects on people exposed to
dioxins through industrial accidents, 
contaminated food, and occupational 
exposure to certain herbicides prior to
improved manufacturing processes that
have reduced these contaminants.

The studies show that dioxins and furans
have the potential to produce a range of
effects on animals and humans.  Health

DIOXINS AND FURANS

It’s Your HealthIt’s Your Health
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• Follow the advice in
Canada’s Food Guide to
Healthy Eating, and enjoy a
variety of foods. Vegetables,
fruit and grains contain fewer
dioxins and furans than meat,
milk products and fish.

• Follow provincial/territorial
government advisories about
eating certain types of fish. 

• Do not burn garbage, especially
construction materials
that might contain wood
preservatives or plastic. 

• Limit the amount of wood you
burn in your fireplace or
stove, and learn about wood-
burning techniques that
release fewer dioxins. For
more information about safer
wood burning techniques go
to the Need More Info section
below.

• Do not smoke, and keep your
family away from second-
hand smoke as much as 
possible. 

By taking these steps, you can
reduce your family's exposure to
dioxins and furans, and help to
limit the overall release of these
substances into the environment. 

The Government of
Canada's Role
The Government of Canada is
working to control, and if possible 
eliminate, releases of these substances 
into the environment to help protect
Canadians against harm from
dioxins and furans. Actions to
date include:

• Guidelines to minimize the
release of dioxins and furans
from municipal solid waste

effects associated with human
exposure to dioxins include:

• skin disorders, such as 
chloracne

• liver problems

• impairment of the immune
system, the endocrine system
and reproductive 
functions

• effects on the developing
nervous system and other
developmental events

• certain types of cancers

It is important to remember that
with all toxic substances, including
dioxins, the risk of health
effects depends on many factors,
including:

• the way a person is exposed
(e.g., through food, air, water,
etc.)

• how much a person is
exposed to, and when (e.g.,
whether it is a large amount
on one occasion, or daily
exposure to small amounts,
etc.)

• individual susceptibility,
including general state of
health

• whether the person is also
exposed to other substances
that may be associated with
health effects

These issues are very complex.
Scientists do not have all of the
answers, but they agree that
exposures to dioxins and furans
should be kept as low as 
possible. 

Dietary Exposure to
Dioxins and Furans 
For most people, about 90% of
overall exposure to dioxins
comes through diet.  The Joint
Expert Committee on Food
Additives, an expert group of the
World Health Organization and
the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United
Nations, has set a “tolerable
monthly intake” level for dioxins,
furans and similar substances.   

The “tolerable” level (meaning no
serious health effects are expected)
is 70 picograms per kilogram
of body weight / month.  This is
roughly 2.3 picograms per 
kilogram of body weight / day.  
A picogram is one-trillionth of a
gram. 

Studies done between 1998 and
1999 in two Canadian cities
showed that the average dietary
intake of dioxins, furans and 
similar substances was 0.62
picograms per kilogram of body
weight /day.  This is well within
the level considered tolerable by
Joint Expert Committee on Food
Additives.

Minimizing Your
Risk
If  you are concerned about
exposure to dioxins and furans,
consider taking the following
steps:

• Prepare meat and fish in a
way that minimizes your
exposure by trimming visible
fat from food.  Bake, broil,
roast, barbecue or microwave
instead of frying, and drain off
extra fat after cooking. 
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and hazardous waste 
incinerators. 

• Regulations requiring the
virtual elimination of dioxin and
furan releases from pulp mills.

• Virtual elimination of dioxins
and furans from pest control
products used in Canada. 

• Active support for international
agreements to reduce
releases of these substances
on a global basis. 

These efforts are working. The
latest inventory shows a 60 
percent decrease since 1990 in 
the overall release of dioxins and
furans from sources within
Canada. Also, the levels of 
dioxins and furans in Canadian
human milk, which were already
low, went down by roughly 50
percent between the 1980s and
the 1990s. It is expected that 
levels of dioxins in various sources
in Canada will continue to decline
in conjunction with ongoing
pollution prevention and control 
activities.

The Government's work to control
sources of dioxins and furans in
Canada continues. A federal-
provincial task force has updated
the inventory of sources for these
substances, and Canada-wide
standards are being established
to address releases from remaining
manufactured sources. In addition,
the Government is continuing
to carry out food monitoring
activities to identify, control and
if possible, eliminate previously
unknown sources of dioxin
contamination.

Also, Health Canada is doing a
comprehensive reassessment of
the risks posed by dioxins.  In the
meantime, Health Canada has
adopted the Joint Expert

Committee on Food Additives’
tolerable monthly intake for dioxins
as a guideline for Canadians. 

Need More Info?
For more information, contact: 
Health Canada's Management of
Toxic Substances Division 
Room A724, 
Jeanne Mance Building #19 
Tunney's Pasture Ottawa, ON
K1A 0K9 (613) 957-3127

Health Canada's Food Program
Web site at:
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/
index_e.html

Canada’s Food Guide to Healthy
Eating at:
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/
food-guide-aliment/index_e.html

Environment Canada, Persistent
Organic Pollutants - POPs at:
http://www.ec.gc.ca/pops/
index_e.htm

For tips on safer ways to burn
wood, visit Natural Resources
Canada,  Burn it Smart at:
http://www.burnitsmart.org/

For more on the health effects
associated with exposure to 
dioxins, see the following:

The World Health Organization’s
“Safety Evaluation of Certain
Food Additives and
Contaminants” at
http://www.inchem.org/
documents/jecfa/jecmono/
v48je20.htm

The World Health Organization’s
“ Dioxins and their effects on
human health”
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/
factsheets/fs225/en/index.html

The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s “Draft Dioxin
Reassessment”at:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/
recordisplay.cfm?deid=55265

United States National Academy
of Sciences Report, Dioxins and
Dioxin-like Compounds in the
Food Supply: Strategies to
Decrease Exposure at:
http://www.iom.edu/
report.asp?id=13097

For information on herbicide use
at National Defence, see the
National Defence Web site at:
http://www.forces.gc.ca/site/
Reports/defoliant/index_e.asp

For additional articles on health
and safety issues go to the It’s
Your Health Web site at:
www.healthcanada.ca/iyh
You can also call toll free at 
1-866-225-0709 
or TTY at 1-800-267-1245*
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ABSTRACT 
Identification and designation of Ecologically and Biologically Significant Areas (EBSA) is
recognized both nationally and internationally as a useful tool for aquatic resource conservation,
management, and planning. In eastern Canada, previous work focused on offshore waters with
the highly productive coastal areas intentionally excluded. The aim of this study was to apply
the EBSA criteria of uniqueness, aggregation, and fitness consequences to the coastal area of
the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. The criteria were applied to 32 fish and 23 benthic
invertebrate taxa to identify important areas (IA). Based on data from multi-species surveys and
literature reviews, three IA were identified in order of precedence: Northumberland Strait, St.
George’s Bay, and water at the eastern end of Prince Edward Island. These IA stood out
primarily due to the presence of likely-endemic species (i.e. lady crab and winter skate), and all
three IA had previously been identified as EBSA. Although not identified as IA, special
consideration could be assigned to Chaleur Bay and the Shediac Valley for their importance in
the migration of several anadromous species.
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Identification et caractérisation de zones d’intérêt basées sur les espèces de 
poissons et d’invertébrés dans les eaux côtières du sud du  

golfe du Saint-Laurent 

RÉSUMÉ 
L’identification et la désignation des zones d’importance écologiques et biologiques (ZIEB) est
reconnu nationalement et internationalement comme étant un outil efficace pour la conservation
des ressources aquatiques de même que pour la gestion et la planification. Dans l’est du
Canada, les travaux antérieurs portaient principalement sur le milieu hauturier alors que le
milieu côtier hautement productif avait été intentionnellement mis de côté. L’objectif de cette
étude visait à appliquer les critères d’unicité, d’agrégation et de conséquences sur la valeur
adaptative des ZIEB dans la zone côtière du sud du golfe du Saint-Laurent. Ces critères ont été
considérés en lien avec 32 espèces de poissons et 23 espèces d’invertébrés benthiques afin
d’identifier les aires d’importance (AI). Selon les données des relevés de recherche
plurispécifique et d’une revue de la littérature, trois AI ont été identifiées en ordre de
précédence : le détroit de Northumberland, la baie St. George et les eaux de l’extrémité est de
l’Île-du-Prince-Édouard. Ces trois AI se démarquent principalement par la présence d’espèces
présumées endémiques (c.-à.-d. le crabe calicot et la raie tachetée) et toutes les trois ont
précédemment été identifiées à titre de ZIEB. Bien qu’elles ne sont pas identifiées comme AI, la
baie des Chaleurs de même que la vallée de Shédiac pourraient bénéficier d’une considération
particulière pour leur importance lors de la migration de plusieurs espèces anadromes.
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INTRODUCTION 
Canada’s Oceans Act (1997) authorizes the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) to
provide enhanced protection to areas of the oceans and coasts that are ecologically or
biologically significant through mechanisms such as Marine Protected Areas. Ocean areas can
be ecologically or biologically “significant” because of the functions that they serve in the
ecosystem and/or because of structural properties (DFO 2004). Identifying Ecologically and
Biologically Significant Areas (EBSA) is not a general strategy for protecting all habitats and
marine communities that have some ecological significance. Rather, it is a tool for calling
attention to an area that has particularly high ecological or biological significance, to facilitate
provision of a greater-than-usual degree of risk aversion in management of activities in these
areas (DFO 2004).
DFO established criteria to identify EBSA (DFO 2004) and applied these to features in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence (DFO 2006). Ten EBSA were identified, all offshore (DFO 2007, Savenkoff et
al. 2007). There were many discussions during the 2006 meeting regarding the inclusion of
coastal areas in the EBSA evaluation for the Gulf but no consensus was reached on how to
consider the ecological and biological significance of coastal and estuarine areas within a
classification system that is based primarily upon the relationship with large scale
oceanographic features or processes (DFO 2006). The review at that time excluded coastal
features such as barachois, salt marshes, and eel grass beds on the premise that they may
have a high local significance but they likely do not have a substantive effect on the functioning
of the much larger oceanic ecosystem (DFO 2006).
Following several EBSA exercises within Canadian waters, a reflection was made on the overall
efficiency of the EBSA process and to provide guidance in future application its criteria
(DFO 2011). It was recognized that the three primary criteria (aggregation, uniqueness, and
fitness consequences) were applicable to coastal habitat with the acknowledgment that some
ecological functions and processes in these systems differ from comparable ones in marine
systems (DFO 2011). It was also proposed to use heat maps to illustrate the different criteria
when possible.
The identification of EBSAs in the coastal zone is necessary to complete the ecological profile of
the estuary and the Gulf of St. Lawrence and for the planning of the network of marine protected
areas. In order to determine if the coastal zone meets the EBSA criteria, a zonal peer review
meeting was held in Mont-Joli, Quebec in December 2014 (DFO 2015). A two-step approach
was considered during the meeting. The first step was to agree on a definition of the coastal
zone and to identify and describe the data sets that could be used to apply the EBSA criteria to
the coastal zone. The second step was a formal review process of the data and information
applied to the EBSA criteria to yield a number of important areas (IA). This study presents the
information, data, and analyses considered for the identification of IA in the southern Gulf of St.
Lawrence (sGSL) based upon invertebrates and fishes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

STUDY AREA 
Standardized data from three surveys were used for modeling to predict the probability of
detecting the presence of a taxon in a standardized tow. Survey data and environmental
variables were defined for the same 2.5 x 2.5 km (6.25 km2) grid derived by Dutil et al. (2012)
for the entire sGSL. The study area was defined as waters between 0 and 40 m deep (mean
value of the cell) within the sGSL but excluded estuaries and semi-enclosed embayments. The
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estuary/coastal area boundaries were determined by the presence of barrier islands or
peninsulas, and cells with centroids inside of those features were removed. Also, cells east of
New Carlisle along the Gaspé Peninsula and east of Cape North in Cape Breton (i.e., outside
the sGSL) were removed. The final grid for the sGSL coastal study area was comprised of
4,486 cells (Fig. 1).

DATA SOURCES 
Quantitative data were retrieved from three surveys:

• the annual September bottom trawl survey in the sGSL (RV survey);

• the annual Northumberland Strait bottom trawl survey (NS survey); and

• two recent scallop-dredge surveys.
These surveys record data on most of the animal species captured and have substantial
sampling effort within the coastal waters of the sGSL. The shallow-water depth threshold
(roughly 4 m chart datum) for the small-boat surveys (NS, scallop-dredge) was determined by
the draft of the survey ships. The RV survey was designed to survey waters deeper than ~20 m.
The survey catch data were transformed to presence-absence for modeling purposes. The
annual snow crab survey was not considered for this study because nearly all stations are in
water >40 m deep.

Annual September bottom trawl survey in the sGSL (RV survey) 
A bottom-trawl survey of the sGSL has been conducted in September since 1971 and provides
the longest time-series of distributions and relative abundances for fishes and invertebrates in
the sGSL. The RV survey follows a stratified random design, with stratification based on depth
and geographic area. Twenty-four strata have been fished since 1971 and three inshore strata
were added in 1984.
The RV survey uses the same standardized fishing procedures each year: a 30-minute tow at a
speed of 6.5 km/h. Five ships using two types of trawls (“Yankee-36” and “Western IIA”) have
been used during the time series. Corrections and adjustments for net efficiency, net swept
area, and vessel effects are described by Hurlbut and Clay (1990), Benoît and Swain (2003a),
and Benoît (2006). The difference in catchability of certain species based on the time of day
was assessed by Benoît and Swain (2003b).
Between 100 and 200 tows were attempted during the RV survey each year (Fig. 2). Because of
issues with data quality and accuracy in the identification of some species, only data collected
between 1976 and 2013 were used in this study.

Northumberland Strait bottom trawl survey (NS survey) 
Between July and August, the demersal community of the Northumberland Strait was sampled
annually since 2000. Two bottom trawls were used, depending upon the survey’s goals. For all
years except 2010 and 2011, when a Nephrops trawl was used, the survey gear was a number
286 bottom trawl equipped with rockhopper footgear (rockhopper trawl). The NS survey area
(Fig. 3) was overlain with a 3.7 x 3.7 km grid (starting point 46°30’ N; 64°00’ W), establishing
over 1,100 possible sampling stations (Voutier and Hanson 2008; Bosman et al. 2011; Kelly and
Hanson 2013a, b). The study area was originally divided into nine strata, based on bottom
composition and water mass characteristics, and surveys followed a random block sampling
design. Starting in 2010, some strata were dropped and stations were randomly selected (at a
reduced sampling intensity) from within the original grid (see Rondeau et al. 2014 for details).
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During the NS survey, the rockhopper trawl was towed for 15 minutes at a speed of 4.6 km/h. 
However, because of the gap under the rollers, the net was inefficient at catching Atlantic rock 
crab (Cancer irroratus), a species that plays an important role in the coastal ecosystem in terms 
of energy cycling (Hanson et al. 2014; Rondeau et al. 2014). To address this shortcoming, a 
Nephrops trawl that digs into the bottom (Conan et al. 1994), and is more efficient at capturing 
crabs, lobster, and many other benthic organisms, was used in 2010 and 2011 (Hanson et al. 
2014; Hanson and Wilson 2014). The Nephrops trawl was towed at a speed of 3.7 km/h for only 
5 minutes because large amounts of sediment and debris were retained. Between 101 and 255 
valid tows were done per survey from 2000 to 2013 (Fig. 3). 

Scallop-dredge survey 
A scallop-dredge survey was conducted in 2012 and 2013 to gather information on the 
distribution and abundance of adult and juvenile sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) within 
the sGSL. The survey gear was an 8 bucket Digby-type dredge (total length of 3.3 m) fitted with 
a Vexar® mesh liner (mesh size of 12-14 mm) to retain scallop recruits and small benthic 
species. The dredge was towed for 2 minutes at a speed of 3.7 to 4.6 km/h at 67 randomly 
selected stations in Northumberland Strait (2012) and at 87 stations in Chaleur Bay (2013) 
(Fig. 4). 

SPECIES SELECTION 
Sampling protocols for multi-species surveys specified that all organisms encountered be 
identified to the lowest practical taxon (typically species). Unfortunately, identification effort and 
taxonomic expertise has not been constant throughout the RV survey time series. Nevertheless, 
with a few exceptions, most fish species encountered are thought to have been accurately 
identified to species level over the years and as such were considered as the primary source of 
information. One exception is the combination of blueback herring and alewife to match 
commercial catch recordings (where they are called “gaspereau”). Some deep-water species 
were eliminated from the analysis even if they were caught at the margin of the study area to 
minimize their influence on the modelling predictions. Hereafter, fish and invertebrate species or 
taxa were identified by their common names. Based on the three benthic surveys, there were 
usable data for 32 fish taxa (Table 1). The final species selection was done after consultation 
with peers following a CSAS meeting on the application of EBSA criteria to the coastal area 
(DFO 2015). 
The list of invertebrates was more difficult to establish. For the RV survey, a consistent effort to 
identify and record catch information on invertebrate taxa only started in 1989. Hence, 
invertebrate data prior to 1989 were not considered. In the NS survey, most of the sampling in 
the early years was focusing at large decapod crustaceans and fishes. Data from American 
lobster, Atlantic rock crab, snow crab, lady crab, and toad crab sampled in 2003, and between 
2005 and 2013, were used. For small-bodied taxa, only data starting in 2010 were considered 
reliable. Invertebrate data from both years of the scallop-dredge survey were retained. 
Furthermore, some species or taxa still needed to be removed from the potential data set 
because of uncertainties in their identification. In some instances, species were only identified to 
a higher taxonomic level (e.g., sponges, sea anemones) which most likely includes both coastal 
and deep water taxa. Since the latter was not considered in our analysis, species identified at 
high taxonomic levels (i.e., above genus level, excepting mussels) were not selected. As for fish 
species, recognized deep water invertebrate species were excluded from the analysis (e.g., sea 
potato Boltenia ovifera, Iceland scallop Chlamys islandica) and the final list of species retained 
was vetted by peers. For this study, 23 invertebrate species and/or taxa (Table 2) were 
included. Over 18 shrimp species can be found in the sGSL, and some (especially Crangon 
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septemspinosa) are known to play an important role in the coastal-ecosystem food web
(Hanson 2011; Kelly and Hanson 2013a; Hanson and Wilson 2014; Hanson et al. 2014;).
Unfortunately, because of data availability issues, it was not possible to incorporate the
information on shrimp in the analysis.
Information on the selected species of fish and invertebrate from the three surveys was
transformed into presence-absence data and a minimum of ten occurrences was arbitrarily
selected as the threshold for a taxon to be retained for modeling.

DATA PROCESSING AND MODELING 
The presence-absence data were modeled to predict the probability (0 to 1) of detecting a taxon
in a standardized tow within a grid location. In addition to environmental variables, spatial and
gear effects were included as predictors. Five environmental variables from Dutil et al. (2012)
known to or are presumed to affect species distributions were included in the model testing:

• mean water depth in the grid cell,

• mean bottom temperature at the mean water depth within the grid cell,

• mean bottom salinity at the mean water depth within the grid cell,

• mean tidal current (cm/sec) associated with the “principal lunar semi-diurnal” component
of the tide (M2), and

• mean annual wind speed (m/sec).
Generalized Additive Models (GAM) were used to model binary presence-absence data. Using
a forward stepwise approach, the model having the lowest total Akaike information criterion
(AIC, Burnham and Anderson 2002) value over the 14 selected taxa (Table 3) was selected and
used for spatial predictions.
Smoothing terms over space (i.e. latitude and longitude coordinates converted into UTM), water
depth, bottom temperature, bottom salinity, tidal current and annual wind speed were included
were added one by one, choosing the smoothing term which contributed to the largest decrease
in AIC value at each step or until the total AIC increased. The selected model was:

Presence ~ s(T_BOT_MEAN) + s(DEPTHMEAN) + s(x, y) + gear
where s(T_BOT_MEAN) is an additive smoothing term for mean bottom water temperature,
s(DEPTHMEAN) is a smoothing term over water depth, s(x,y) is a spatial smoothing term and
gear is an additive term denoting the type of gear used. The data from each survey is not on the
same scale, the gear effects correct for (logit) linear differences in scale, such that any linear
transform of data observations applied to surveys other than the reference survey leave the end
result unaffected, as the gear effect parameters will scale accordingly in the estimation.
The selected model was applied to all data available from the coastline up to the 60 m isobaths,
the data between 40 m and 60 m were included so as to obtain a better adjustment at the
margins of the study area (i.e. near 40 m). Contour maps of the restricted study area (0-40 m)
were then produced using the predicted probability of capturing a given taxon for a standard tow
of 1.75 nautical miles (nm) with a Western IIA trawl (as used in the RV survey) for each grid cell.
Since lady crab and mud crab were not caught in the RV survey, their predictions were based
on Nephrops trawl of standard tow length 0.125 nm from the NS survey rather than the Western
IIA trawl.
The predicted species distribution from the model depended on the spatial and temporal
occurrence of the survey sampling stations; therefore, the predicted species distribution could
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be misleading if sampling was limited or absent (i.e., upper Chaleur Bay, western Cape Breton 
and a caution for the northern part of Magdalen Islands). Sampling gear can also affect the 
catchability, therefore, the observed species occurrences can be affected by the spatial 
distributions of the gear used. Contour maps for all species and taxa were either presented in 
the analysis section of this document or in Appendix 1.  
Biodiversity contour maps were produced separately for fish and invertebrate taxa by summing 
single-taxon predictions by grid cell, which yielded the number of taxa expected to be captured 
in a grid cell. For invertebrates, since many different species were encompassed within a single 
taxon (e.g., toad crab includes Hyas araneus and H. coarctatus; Table 2), and many groups 
were not included (e.g., shrimps, polychaetes), the biodiversity indicator displayed on the map is 
severely underestimated and should be interpreted as a “pseudo-diversity” map. This is also 
true to a lesser extent for the fish “pseudo-diversity” map because only a few fish taxa were 
comprised of more than one species (Table 1). 
When considering 55 species or taxa for the identification and characterization of potential IA in 
the coastal zone of the sGSL, special considerations must be made for the species-at-risk. 
However, the EBSA process is separated from the one dealing with critical habitat designation 
under the Species at Risk Act (SARA). The Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in 
Canada (COSEWIC) has already evaluated twelve fish species identified in this IA process and 
are suspected of being at risk of extinction or extirpation (Table 4). However, at the moment 
only three species are assigned a status under SARA, one has been rejected (winter skate; 
Canada Gazette 2010), and the others are still under consideration. Data on five of the twelve 
species evaluated by COSEWIC were available from our trawl surveys; for the remaining seven, 
capturability was very low or nil (e.g., bluefin tuna Thunnus thynnus and white shark 
Carcharodon carcharias are fast-swimming pelagic species that have never been captured in 
our survey trawls).  

EVALUATION CRITERIA 
To identify important areas (IA), the evaluation of the coastal waters in the sGSL was based on 
the same three criteria or dimensions proposed for EBSA (DFO, 2004): uniqueness, 
aggregation, and fitness consequences. These criteria have already been used for the 
identification of mid-shore and offshore EBSAs, and they could be equally applied to coastal 
waters (DFO, 2011). It must be recognized that to identify IA, the ecological consequences of a 
severe perturbation in that area would be greater than an equal perturbation of most other areas 
in the region. An IA should be different from unexceptional areas; in the latter case, this does 
not make the area an unimportant area. 
Based on the uniqueness criterion, an area would be deemed important if it contains unique, 
rare, or distinct characteristics when compared to other areas in the region. Either the biological 
processes that are taking place in such an area, or the species that are present, should reveal 
some uniqueness. Special considerations at the species level were given to rare and/or 
potential endemic species as well as species evaluated under COSEWIC or SARA. 
For the aggregation criterion, the species as well as the pseudo-diversity contour maps were 
used to identify areas of high abundance (concentrations), and where the greatest number of 
species occurred. These observations, however, only reflect the period when the data were 
collected, i.e., during the summer months. Additional information from the literature 
(Appendix 2), commercial landings, traditional ecological knowledge and expert opinion were 
considered to fill the gaps and increase the reliability of the overall evaluation.  
The fitness consequences criterion was used to identify key or important areas where crucial life 
history activities are undertaken. The criterion was divided into five ecological functions:  
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• feeding,  

• reproduction, 

• nursery area, 

• migration, and 

• seasonal refugia. 
Based on the available literature, the connectivity among the areas where these ecological 
functions were observed was also discussed. Fishes are mobile and several areas can serve as 
locations for different ecological functions. In contrast, the majority of the invertebrate species 
are either sessile or are benthic with minimal seasonal movements (i.e., can be considered 
sedentary), and a single site serves for most fitness functions. Information on invertebrates was 
mainly considered for the aggregation criterion (the pseudo-diversity contour maps); however, 
uniqueness was applicable for the lady crab, a likely undescribed endemic whose entire 
distribution is within Northumberland Strait (Voutier and Hanson 2008). 

ANALYSIS 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY AREA 
The coastal zone was defined as the area with waters ≤40 m deep (DFO 2015). Consequently, 
this coastal zone actually comprises areas where the warm surface waters contact the bottom 
(typically ≤30 m) and includes much of the transition zone between the surface layer and the 
cold intermediate layer (CIL; Gilbert and Pettigrew 1997). Hence, fish species that prefer cold 
and tolerate low temperatures occur at the shallow edge of their distributions in the coastal zone 
but most of the population is located in or below the CIL. In contrast, the species that prefer 
warm waters have the deep-water boundary of their distribution within the transition zone. 
Finally, diadromous species are a major component of the warm-water fish community, and are 
all but absent from the cold-water community. The study area, except for the Magdalen Islands 
(Fig. 5), includes rivers large enough for spawning by anadromous fishes and there is relatively 
little difference in species diversity of anadromous species. A major exception is the Miramichi 
River, which is the only known spawning area for striped bass and American shad. 
The shallow coastal zone is characterized by seasonal extremes in environmental conditions. 
During summer months, bottom-water temperatures can exceed 21°C in many areas (often 
>25°C in embayments and estuaries) while there is an extended period of land-fast and sea ice 
during winter with bottom water temperatures as low as ca. -1.7°C. The areas exposed to sea 
ice are subjected to moving ice and ice ridges that can cause bottom scouring down to 20 m 
depths (Brown et al. 2001; Forbes et al. 2004; Prisenberg et al. 2006). In addition, there is 
extensive down-welling of ice crystals during storms. Contact with ice or exposure to water 
below the freezing point of fish tissue can be fatal and consequently most fishes migrate out of 
the danger zone for the winter months (Clay 1991) often following well-defined migration 
corridors. 
The sGSL is characterized by an array of different environments and habitats but some features 
of its coastal zone need to be emphasized. Within the study area, Northumberland Strait (Fig. 5) 
is the only area bounded by land on two sides and it is characterized by almost 100% warm and 
shallow (<30 m) habitat. There is a prominent cool-water (10-12°C during summer) upwelling 
area near Wood Island that corresponds to the end of a narrow channel running along the 
southeastern shore of Prince Edward Island (PEI). Part of that trench is deeper than 40m and 
has been excluded from the study area (Fig. 1). The blocking in 1954 of the Canso Strait by a 
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causeway created a major disruption in St. George’s Bay (Fig. 5) as it closed an important
migration route for many long-distance migrants (e.g., the three Alosa species, Atlantic saury,
butterfish, and perhaps bluefin tuna). The coastal area west of Cape Breton is limited to a
narrow band with limited presence of shallow water (Fig. 1). One distinctive feature of the
Magdalen Islands is the near-absence of freshwater input in the coastal habitat resulting in the
near absence of anadromous species.

ECOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

Uniqueness 
White hake (Fig. 6) and winter skate (Fig. 7), two suspected undescribed endemics, now occur
at very low abundance, and there has been severe range compression to small areas where the
population remnants are concentrated (COSEWIC 2005, 2013; Kelly and Hanson 2013a,
2013b). The areas occupied by those two species are therefore unique as they represent their
last stronghold.
St. George’s Bay and the eastern end of Northumberland Strait constitute the only remaining
spawning area for white hake (Fig. 6) as well as a critical summer feeding area (COSEWIC
2013). When migrating out to the Laurentian Channel and Cabot Strait for the winter, adults go
through the Northumberland Strait and then follow the west coast of Cape Breton.
While formerly widespread, winter skate is now mainly restricted to the western half of
Northumberland Strait (Fig. 7) where they feed and release most of their eggs. In late autumn,
they spread from the shallow waters of Northumberland Strait out into the deeper waters of the
sGSL; however, some remain in waters ≤ 40 m deep.
The sGSL also shelters a lady crab that is likely an undescribed endemic species (Voutier and
Hanson 2008; J.-M. Gagnon, Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa) (Fig. 8). Should there be a
negative effect that eliminates the lady crab population in the Strait, this would represent a
species extinction. The lady crab population from the Northumberland Strait has not been
assessed by COSEWIC.

Aggregation 
Given the endangered status of white hake population (COSEWIC 2013), concentrations of this
species, especially the juveniles, in Northumberland Strait, St. George’s Bay and east of PEI
(Fig. 6) increase the importance of these areas. The species also formerly occupied the Shediac
Valley (Fig. 5), which is no longer the case (Benoit et al. 2003; Swain et al. 2012).
Juvenile Atlantic cod occur at the shallow edge of the CIL and well into the transition zone
waters (Fig. 9), and large numbers of age-0 (semi-pelagic) individuals occur in warm waters
such as Northumberland Strait. Aggregations of juvenile Atlantic cod occur east of PEI but that
is only one of many areas of aggregation (Hanson 1996; Benoit et al. 2003; Darbyson and
Benoit 2003). In autumn, juvenile Atlantic cod follow after the adults and they appear to
concentrate north of the Magdalen Islands and along the edge of the Laurentian Channel for the
winter. Mixed groups of adult and juvenile Atlantic cod return to the sGSL in spring, shortly after
the ice melts.
Atlantic halibut is not a coastal species per se; however, part of the population occurs closer to
shore in the Gaspe and Cheticamp troughs during summer and early autumn (Benoit et al.
2003; Darbyson and Benoit 2003). Based on our data, the Atlantic halibut was mostly observed
in the waters from northeastern New Brunswick (NB), on the north side of PEI, and east of the
Magdalen Islands (Fig. 10).
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Most individuals from the Atlantic salmon, alewife, and American eel populations that migrate
into the Restigouche River, to either spawn (anadromous) or feed (catadromous), must
congregate, even temporarily, in Chaleur Bay and this area would be important for their fitness.
Unfortunately, the map generated from our alewife data (Fig. 11) does not reflect this
expectation because data were collected mostly in the summer months. The aggregation of
alewife occurs in a brief period during spring and is limited geographically; hence, it is unlikely
that it could be observed in the traditional bottom trawl surveys, i.e., illustrating data limitation.
Similarly, the entire breeding population of American shad and striped bass must cross the
eastern NB area to access their single spawning site in the Miramichi River (Chaput and
Bradford 2003; Douglas et al. 2009; COSEWIC 2012b; DFO 2014a), so this transition area is
important in terms of the aggregation of those species.
Although our contour map for butterfish (Fig. 12) suggests a single aggregation within
Northumberland Strait, they also occupied several other areas in the summer and the fall.
However, other than occasional captures in the Miramichi Estuary (Hanson and Courtenay
1995), they have not been captured in areas west of North Point, PEI (Benoit et al. 2003;
Darbyson and Benoit 2003).
The pseudo-diversity contour map for fish (Fig. 13) indicated the greatest numbers of species
were captured in the Northumberland Strait, St. George’s Bay, and Chaleur Bay. Based on the
available data, numerous species found in these areas were indeed very abundant (e.g. Atlantic
herring, longhorn sculpin, rainbow smelt, alewife, winter flounder) and therefore had a very high
predicted probability of capture. Aggregation of fish species was less important around the
Magdalen Islands mostly because of the absence of anadromous species. Coastal waters west
of Cape Breton are restricted to a very narrow band and limited data were available from our
surveys to generate the model’s predictions which could explain why fewer species seemed to
be present in that area.
The pseudo-diversity contour map for invertebrates suggests that relatively high numbers of
species occur in the Shediac Valley, Chaleur Bay, and just south of the Magdalen Islands; and
that lower numbers of species are present in the Northumberland Strait, St. George’s Bay, and
eastern PEI (Fig. 14). This is quite the opposite of the results based on fish species (Fig. 13).
The invertebrate pseudo-diversity contour map seems to be driven by the high number of
echinoderm species in our database, and transient invertebrate species (i.e., at the upper limit
of the CIL). Sea stars, sea cucumbers, and sea urchins are easy to identify compared to many
other taxa that were not included in this evaluation, such as shrimps, polychaetes, small
crustaceans (i.e., mysids, cumaceans, and amphipods), sponges, sea anemones, tunicates,
and small mollusks. Thus, the pseudo-diversity contour map for invertebrates based on the
available information is a biased representation of the coastal invertebrate community and is a
severely biased indicator of the aggregation criterion. Consequently, it should not be considered
in the identification and characterization of coastal IA.

Fitness consequences 
Feeding 

The majority of the research trawl surveys occur between early July and late September. Thus,
summer species’ distributions represent areas where fishes are observed actively feeding and
growing. With a few exceptions, fishes that remain in the sGSL during winter do not feed or feed
at greatly reduced levels.
Adult white hake currently only feed in St. George’s Bay and the eastern end of Northumberland
Strait (Fig. 6) so key food source for that species might only be available there; however, their
main prey are Atlantic herring and Atlantic mackerel, two widespread species (Hanson 2011). It
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is recognized that there are high concentrations of forage fish in St. George’s Bay such as 
juvenile and adult Atlantic herring, Atlantic saury, and juvenile alosids in autumn and spring. 
This area along with the eastern end of Northumberland Strait is critical to the fitness of the 
white hake population since the remnant of the adult population feeds there and it is two of the 
three locations, along with Shediac Valley, where juveniles feed. There is an October feeding 
migration of juvenile white hake into estuaries of Northumberland Strait and up to at least the 
Miramichi Estuary (Hanson and Courtenay 1995; Bardford et al. 1997; Swain et al. 2012) 
adjacent to the Shediac Valley (Fig. 5). 
The western end of Northumberland Strait is the only feeding area for the lady crab (Voutier and 
Hanson 2008) and the summer feeding area for the remnant population of winter skate (Kelly 
and Hanson 2013a, 2013b), both species having a high likelihood to be undescribed endemics. 
The warm water (probably too warm for most of the transition water/CIL species), sand 
substrate, and currents result in Northumberland Strait being the only area suitable for lady 
crabs north of the United States eastern seaboard (with the exception of a small population in 
Minas Basin) (Voutier and Hanson 2008). 
Large proportions of the alewife (Fig. 11), windowpane flounder (Fig. 15), rainbow smelt 
(Fig. 16), and American shad populations also feed within Northumberland Strait, where there 
also are high concentrations of forage fish such as juvenile Atlantic herring (McQuinn et al. 
2012). The area is also used consistently for feeding by most anadromous species. Rainbow 
smelt are very common in the <35 m depths in bottom trawl surveys and occur along all the 
shoreline of the sGSL except the Magdalen Islands (Fig. 16) during the ice-free season. 
Typically, there are large concentrations of rainbow smelt feeding in waters <30 m deep in 
Chaleur Bay, eastern NB, and throughout Northumberland Strait (Benoit et al. 2003; Bosman et 
al. 2011; Savoie 2014a). Juvenile rainbow smelt have the same general distribution of adults 
once they enter full salt water, but the juveniles tend to be closer to shore. 
There are at least four marine fish species (transient marine species) that enter the sGSL 
coastal waters to feed during summer months: bluefin tuna, butterfish, Atlantic saury, and spiny 
dogfish (Appendix 2). The bluefin tuna and Atlantic saury are pelagic species and not captured 
in DFO trawl surveys but based on commercial and reported commercial fisheries landings 
(DFO 2010; Vanderlaan et al. 2014) feeding aggregation information could be deduced. The 
largest numbers of bluefin tuna occur along the north coast of PEI and at the eastern end of the 
Strait where they feed actively. The Shediac Valley is the third high-density feeding areas for 
bluefin tuna (based on landings) within the sGSL making those areas rather important for the 
fitness of that species. Atlantic saury is noteworthy for its feeding concentrations during autumn 
in a small area of St. George’s Bay (Chaput and Hurlbut 2010; DFO 2010) - they presumably 
enter and exit along the west coast of Cape Breton. Butterfish enter the sGSL sometime during 
summer with very small numbers caught in the NS survey, and from central Strait to St. 
George’s Bay (Fig. 12) in September and October. Large incursions of spiny dogfish occur 
when its population in adjacent ecosystems is at high levels (COSEWIC 2010b). Spiny dogfish 
mainly occur during late summer and autumn in coastal waters from Miscou Island through 
Northumberland Strait and the north Shore of PEI to eastern PEI, with a concentration on the 
east side of the Magdalen Islands (Benoit et al. 2003; COSEWIC 2010b) (Fig. 17). During 
autumn, these aggregations of spiny dogfish likely are concentrating on spawning aggregations 
of Atlantic herring. 
A group of anadromous species does not leave the sGSL and uses the coastal zone as their 
primary open-water feeding area. Some species tend to stay very close to shore (e.g., striped 
bass and brook trout) and others are simply poorly sampled (e.g., Atlantic tomcod and 
threespine stickleback), because much of the population occurs, again, close to shore or is 
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pelagic (not mutually exclusive mechanisms), resulting in the absence or quasi-absence of 
these species in our research trawl surveys. 

Migration corridors 
Of the fish species that show significant seasonal movements, most appear to undergo diffuse 
migration between summer feeding areas and overwinter refuges. There are notable 
exceptions. The entire near-shore area from Gaspé to roughly the Margaree Estuary in Cape 
Breton represents the seasonal migration corridor for striped bass (Robinson et al. 2004; 
Douglas et al. 2009; S. Douglas, Gulf Fisheries Centre, pers. comm.) (Fig. 18); however, this 
species does not move out of the sGSL. American eel, the three alosid species, butterfish, 
Atlantic saury, and spiny dogfish, all are thought to migrate along the coast, and especially in 
Northumberland Strait, to the west coast of Cape Breton and then out along the northern tip of 
Cape Breton. Atlantic cod shows a similar migration pattern in and out of the sGSL (Hanson 
1996; Campana et al. 1999; Comeau et al. 2001). While Atlantic mackerel and bluefin tuna do 
not necessarily stay in coastal waters when feeding, they mostly pass along the north tip of 
Cape Breton as they enter and exit the sGSL. White hake also migrate along the west coast of 
Cape Breton (current low population pattern) and showed a similar migration along the coastal 
areas of both sides of PEI when population numbers were higher. Thus there clearly is a major 
migration corridor primarily through Northumberland Strait (and to a lesser degree along the 
north shore of PEI), along the west coast of Cape Breton, and then a highly significant choke 
point at the northern tip of Cape Breton Island (Fig. 18). 
The three alosid species (alewife, blueback herring, and American shad) undergo long-distance 
migrations to overwinter well outside the sGSL (Chaput and Bradford 2003; Darbyson and 
Benoit 2003; McQuinn et al. 2012). The three species spawn in rivers during spring or early 
summer; the young-of-the-year move down the estuary as they grow; they join the large 
juveniles and adults in coastal waters (especially in Northumberland Strait) during late summer 
or early fall, and all sizes leave the sGSL before ice formation. The migration appears to run 
along the shoreline of the mainland (mainly Northumberland Strait) and, for a while, there can 
be large numbers concentrated at the eastern end of St. George’s Bay. Eventually, all the 
migrants exit along the west coast of Cape Breton, leaving the sGSL completely during winter. 
All sizes of alosids return to the sGSL as the ice melts, adults enter freshwater to spawn, and 
the post-spawners move back down to coastal waters to feed for the summer – along with the 
immature fishes (Hanson and Courtenay 1995; Bosman et al. 2011; J.M. Hanson, unpublished 
data). A very large proportion of the populations of the three alosid species, butterfish, striped 
bass (in the Miramichi River and a few nearby rivers), and adult American eels migrate through 
the Northumberland Strait in autumn to overwinter or to breeding sites (reverse migrations in 
spring for diadromous species). For species entering rivers within the Strait, there is no other 
route so the area is an obligatory passage. Winter skate migrate into the Strait from overwinter 
areas to feed and breed. As an obligatory passage to local end points (either to breeding, 
feeding, or overwinter sites), this area is critical for the fitness of many anadromous species, 
such as striped bass and American shad, and for winter skate. 
Atlantic mackerel is also a long distance migrant. They migrate to US coastal shelf region to 
overwinter, returning in spring to spawn, and both adults and juveniles feed pelagically in the 
coastal zone all summer (McQuinn et al. 2012; DFO 2014b). Like the three alosid species, the 
migrants must pass through the choke point at northern tip of Cape Breton (Fig. 18) during both 
migrations. 
As a deep-water species, adult Atlantic cod mainly occur in the cold waters of the CIL although, 
when population numbers were high, some occurred in the transition waters. The migration path 
of Atlantic cod is well-known (Swain et al. 1998; Campana et al. 1999; Comeau et al. 2001); the 
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western group moves in waters offshore from the north shore of PEI in October, joins up with
eastern group along west coast of Cape Breton, and move to the edge of the Cape Breton
Trough up to the north tip Cape Breton in November. The adults migrate ahead of the ice-edge
in Cabot Strait as winter progresses and ultimately out onto the Scotian Shelf.
As described earlier, bluefin tuna, butterfish, Atlantic saury, and spiny dogfish are known to
enter the sGSL to feed. Presumably, all enter and exit via the passage at the tip of Cape Breton
and pass along the west coast of Cape Breton, presumably between the shore and edge of the
Laurentian Channel.
Anadromous species spawn in freshwater and have migrations of varying lengths. Corridors
leading to those freshwater spawning locations are therefore important for the fitness of the
anadromous species in the sGSL. Chaleur Bay is an obligatory passage for salmon, alewife,
and American eels going into rivers like the Restigouche, and likely for striped bass during its
feeding migrations. Similarly, eastern NB (coastal Shediac Valley) is also an obligatory passage
for these species going into other rivers. Furthermore, the Miramichi River is the only known
spawning site for striped bass and American shad so the entire population funnels through the
area coming either from the northern and southern route (Fig. 18) before entering the river.
Young-of-the-year striped bass and American shad move down the river and into the estuary as
they grow and then disperse all along the coast in mid-summer (Chaput and Bradford 2003;
Robinson et al. 2004). Finally, most of the juvenile and adult alewife and rainbow smelt go
through the Miramichi Estuary to migrate into Northumberland Strait to feed during the summer
months.
There is an October feeding migration of juveniles of white hake from the Shediac Valley into
the Miramichi Estuary (eastern NB) where fish aggregate for a month or so before leaving to
overwintering locations (Hanson and Courtenay 1995; Bradford et al. 1997; Swain et al. 2012;
COSEWIC 2013). Eastern NB is therefore important for the fitness of this endangered species.
Since there is also a feeding migration of juvenile white hake in rivers of Northumberland Strait,
that area must also be of some importance.
Atlantic salmon undertakes a long feeding migration. Small juvenile Atlantic salmon (smolts)
migrate down the estuaries of their natal rivers during spring. The pelagic smolts from several
major rivers apparently congregate for a short time in the Miramichi “outer-bay” area and move
as a group across the Magdalen Shallows, crossing to the Strait of Belle Isle, and ending up
near Greenland (COSEWIC 2010c). The return migration is not synchronous with fish fresh from
the ocean appearing in fresh waters from late June through October. Locations of the adults in
transit are poorly understood, and they are all but immune to our survey gears because they are
pelagic and fast-moving; hence, possible migration corridors (if any) cannot be inferred. The
adults spawn during autumn and the surviving spent fish move back down the estuary during
spring (feeding as they go) and out to sea. Some of the spent fish that migrate back to the
ocean sea will return to spawn in subsequent years.
Longhorn sculpin, sea raven, yellowtail flounder, windowpane, and ocean pout are widely
distributed and most individuals appear to leave the <30 m waters occupied during summer and
move to the deeper waters within the sGSL to overwinter with no specific migration corridor
(Bosman et al. 2011; Hanson and Wilson 2014). Similarly, the almost ubiquitous winter flounder
shows two types of migration to overwinter refuges. Some individuals move to the edge of the
Laurentian Channel while others enter estuaries during autumn and exit shortly after ice-melt
(Hanson and Courtenay 1995, 1996; Darbyson and Benoit 2003).
Some warm-water coastal-zone species do not appear to migrate (see Appendix 2). Cunner
hides under rocks or buries in sediment and enters a state of torpor as water temperatures drop
below 5 to 8 °C (Johansen 1925; Dew et al. 1976; Green et al. 1984). Rock gunnel mainly lives
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under rocks close to shore and inside estuaries (Scott and Scott 1988). Wrymouth live in deep
burrows (Scott and Scott 1988). Presumably these species remain in their preferred habitat
year-round. Grubby (almost exclusively close to shore and in estuaries) and northern sand
lance are not well sampled and their seasonal movements cannot be discerned.
The Canso Strait was most likely an important passageway for many species (e.g., Atlantic
herring, Atlantic saury, and Alosa spp.) but since its blockage, each side now acts as a retention
area (depending on the season) where migratory fish species are caught up until they take an
alternative route out and around Cape Breton, i.e., along the west coast of Cape Breton in the
sGSL. A significant proportion of the migratory species populations pass along the west coast of
Cape Breton. Atlantic salmon populations using the rivers in the area must migrate through St.
George’s Bay to access spawning endpoints. St. George’s Bay formerly was very important for
the fitness of species migrating through the Canso Strait but now marine fish are going around
Cape Breton following the shore west of Cape Breton or a bit offshore.
Invertebrate species do not show much in the way of seasonal movements although some adult
American lobsters do make short seasonal movements to slightly deeper water if cover is not
available in the <30 m depths (Bowlby et al. 2007, 2008). Consequently, no area can be
identified as being important for the fitness of invertebrate species based on migration.

Spawning locations 
Fish populations in the sGSL can be classed in four guilds by spawning behavior; anadromous
species, those that do not spawn in the sGSL, species with known spawning beds, and species
where no spawning area has been located (the vast majority of species). Anadromous,
catadromous, and transient species do not spawn in the sGSL marine coastal habitat and
therefore their spawning grounds can be ignored for the purpose of this report. With few
exceptions (e.g., Atlantic herring, white hake, winter skate), distinct spawning areas are
unknown for most marine resident species.
The St. George’s Bay is unique as it is the only remaining breeding location for coastal white
hake (Swain et al. 2012; COSEWIC 2013); the entire breeding population is present and the
loss of this location would most likely result in the extirpation or extinction of white hake. As the
only breeding area for lady crab (Fig. 8) and most of the remnant winter skate population
(Fig. 7), the western half of Northumberland Strait is critical for these species. The loss of this
breeding area would most likely result in the extinction of lady crab and winter skate. Baie Verte
located in central Northumberland Strait (Fig. 5) used to be one of the two known spawning
location for white hake (with St. George’s Bay) but this function is now lost (Swain et al. 2012).
Atlantic herring (spring and fall spawners) have many spawning beds (e.g., Miscou Island, both
ends of Northumberland Strait, Chaleur Bay) (Messieh 1987) but usage is not consistent from
year to year. Historically, there have been spring and fall herring spawning beds for the entire
sGSL but some of them seem to have disappeared (McQuinn et al. 2012).
Capelin probably spawns on offshore banks and perhaps beaches from Miscou Island to
roughly Gaspé Bay; however, actual locations have not been documented.
Winter sampling in the lower Miramichi Estuary has detected Greenland cod and shorthorn
sculpin in spawning condition (ripe and running and newly spent; Hanson and Courtenay 1995)
but whether winter spawning in the lower section of estuaries is the rule for sGSL populations is
unknown.
Beside St. George’s Bay and Northumberland Strait, no other areas can be identified as being
important for the reproductive fitness of fish species. As for the invertebrate species, very little
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information on breeding grounds is available. As said previously, most species are sessile or 
sedentary and will complete their whole life cycle within the same area. 

Nursery areas 
The possibility of distinct nursery areas has not been investigated for most marine species. 
Estuaries, for varying lengths of time, represent important nursery areas for all of the 
diadromous fishes except Atlantic salmon and sea lamprey (whose young pass quickly through 
the zone en route to marine feeding areas). There are very few juveniles of diadromous species 
in shallows of St. George’s Bay and the Magdalen Islands because of the small number and the 
total absence of inflowing rivers, respectively. For most species, the juvenile fish essentially 
share the same locations as the adults although there is a moderate tendency for the juveniles 
to be in shallower waters.  
Distinct nursery areas are known for Atlantic herring, and are located within Northumberland 
Strait and the end of Chaleur Bay (LeBlanc et al. 1998; Bosman et al. 2011). There are also 
some concentrations of juvenile herring in St. George’s Bay (McQuinn et al. 2012). 
For Atlantic cod, the major concentrations of juveniles occur around the north point of PEI, 
immediately west of the Magdalen Islands, and along the north and east coasts of PEI. Some 
concentrations of age-0 and small juveniles occur within Northumberland Strait during summer 
(Bosman et al. 2011). 
Juvenile white hake are now only found in three locations: St. George’s Bay, Northumberland 
Strait, and eastern PEI (Hanson and Courtenay 1995; Swain et al. 2012; COSEWIC 2013) with 
no area being more important than the others for the fitness of the remnant population. The 
western half and central Northumberland Strait is also the only nursery area for lady crab and 
remnant winter skate population; meaning it is critical for the fitness of both species. In addition 
to those two likely-endemic species, there are large concentrations of age-0 and juveniles of the 
three alosid species and striped bass. High concentrations of adult windowpane (Fig. 15) and 
winter flounder probably indicate that the area is used as a breeding and nursery area as well 
as for feeding. 

Seasonal refuge 
With one exception, there is no significant winter refuge in the coastal zone of the sGSL. Most 
strictly warm-water coastal fishes migrate to deeper waters outside the coastal area or enter 
estuaries for the winter, including all of the rare (COSEWIC ranked) or suspected endemic 
fishes (winter skate and white hake). A few widely-distributed warm-water fishes (e.g., 
wrymouth, cunner, and rock gunnel) remain in their burrows, hide under rocks, or bury in the 
sediments to overwinter. Furthermore, seasonal migrations by benthic invertebrate species, 
including the likely undescribed endemic population of lady crab, are minimal or non-existent. 
The whole population of lady crab is restricted to the western half of Northumberland Strait year-
round so the area is its sole refuge. The fitness (i.e., continued survival) of this species depends 
on this area. 

DISCUSSION 
In contrast with the identification and characterization of important areas (IA) in the coastal 
waters, the workshop held in 2006 (DFO 2007) was not limited by depth, per se. The focus of 
the 2006 workshop was more “offshore” largely because the RV survey typically has very few 
sets in water <25 m deep. Nevertheless, two of the ten identified EBSAs (St. George’s Bay and 
the western Northumberland Strait; DFO 2007) occur entirely in waters ≤40 m deep (Table 5). 
Furthermore, two other EBSA (Western Cape Breton and southwestern coast of the Gulf; DFO 
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2007) were very large areas that covered much deeper waters (>40 m) but included large
portions of coastal waters (Table 5).
Based on the information available, the Northumberland Strait area is the highest ranked IA. Its
importance is paramount considering the three evaluation criteria; uniqueness, aggregation and
fitness consequences. The high importance in terms of these three criteria is mainly driven by
the presence of two likely-endemic species (lady crab and winter skate) in the center and
western half of the Strait, and by its being the only remaining spawning location for the coastal
white hake (eastern half). Moreover, the only other known spawning location for these white
hake was within the Strait in Baie Verte (Swain et al. 2012). In addition, the Northumberland
Strait is a major migration corridor for fishes (butterfish, striped bass, Alosa spp. and adult
American eels) with a bottleneck at both ends. The western part of the Strait was identified as
an EBSA (see Table 5) in the 2006 workshop (DFO 2007) mainly because of the presence of
the lady crab (Chabot et al. 2007) and remnant winter skate population (Swain and Benoît
2007), and more recently for its importance for small pelagic fishes in the eastern half (McQuinn
et al. 2012). However, given the similarity of the oceanographic processes within
Northumberland Strait (Chassé et al. 2014), the entire area could be characterized as a single
unit.
St. George’s Bay was previously identified as an EBSA (St. George’s Bay EBSA 2; DFO 2007),
and since the entire bay is <40 m, and the same dataset was used, we could also consider it as
a coastal IA (Table 5), and de facto as a coastal EBSA. St. George’s Bay ranked high because
it is part of the only remaining breeding location for white hake, and losing this area would result
in its extirpation or extinction (Swain and Benoît 2007). Additionally, concentrations of juvenile
white hake are found there. St. George’s Bay is an important feeding area for many fishes (e.g.,
juvenile and adult Atlantic herring, juvenile Alosa spp., white hake and Atlantic saury) and many
fish species aggregate there during part of their migration in and out the sGSL. The area was
designated as an EBSA in 2006 mostly for its major role for meroplankton (largest array and
abundance in the sGSL) as well as for its usage by groundfish and pelagic fish (DFO 2007).
The coastal areas at the eastern end of PEI and along the western shore of Cape Breton are
encompassed by a much larger area that was identified and characterized as an EBSA (DFO,
2007). At the 2006 EBSA meeting, western Cape Breton was designated as an EBSA (EBSA 1;
DFO 2007) because of its major role for meroplankton (with a large array of species), high
biomasses and large concentrations of small (<1 mm) and large (>1 mm) meso-zooplankton
and its importance to groundfish (Swain and Benoît 2007). The Cape Breton Channel serves as
a migration corridor (spring and fall) for many fishes but especially for Atlantic cod and white
hake (Swain and Benoît 2007). However, the main ecological functions are more important in
the offshore portion of the western Cape Breton EBSA. Indeed, the EBSA is mostly comprised
of the deep waters (>40 m) that occur between PEI and Cape Breton rather than coastal waters.
Within the context of the current study, the coastal zone (<40 m) along the western coast of
Cape Breton is a narrow band, and does not appear to be of critical importance to any of the
species considered in the present evaluation; therefore, it would not be designated as IA
(Table 5). In contrast, the coastal zone at the eastern end of PEI is wider and is directly
connected to the adjacent IAs (i.e., Northumberland Strait and St. George’s Bay). Thus, it
should be considered an IA (Table 5), mainly because of the presence of white hake, but also
due to its importance to pelagic fishes (McQuinn et al. 2012).
Chaleur Bay and the coastal waters west of the Shediac Valley (i.e., eastern NB) should not be
considered an IA; however, the deeper waters adjacent to these coastal areas have been
identified as EBSA (Table 5) and might warrant special consideration. The relative importance
of these areas refers mainly to migratory anadromous species (e.g., Atlantic salmon, alewife,
and American eels) going into the Restigouche river and with American shad and striped bass
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(their only spawning locations in the sGSL) going into the Miramichi River (which also supports 
much larger populations of salmon, alewife, and American eels than the Restigouche River). 
These two areas are comprised within the southwestern coast of the Gulf EBSA identified 
during the 2006 workshop and represent most of its coastal portion (<40 m). The discrepancy 
between the two evaluations seems to be the depth restriction and additional layers of 
information. First, the southwestern coast of the Gulf EBSA is influenced by the Gaspé current 
and both the Miramichi and Restigouche rivers empty into the area creating special physical 
processes including retention potential, resurgence, and important tidal mixing (DFO 2007). 
Consequently, with the influence of the Gaspé current carrying nutrients and phytoplankton 
cells, high phytoplankton concentrations can be observed in the area. That would explain the 
importance of that area for pelagic fishes (DFO 2007; McQuinn et al. 2012). Second, fishes and 
invertebrates are high in numbers but the species listed is indicative of species that prefer lower 
temperatures and thus more abundant, or present, at depth >40 m. Furthermore, Chaleur Bay 
represents one of the principal wintering areas for juvenile Atlantic herring (DFO 2007; McQuinn 
et al. 2012), but this occurs in waters >40 m and hence was not considered in our identification 
for coastal IA (Table 5). Also, the southwestern coast of the Gulf was identified as an EBSA 
because of a significant feeding area for several marine mammal species, but offshore from 
Gaspé (DFO 2007), not in the coastal area. Finally, Swain and Benoît (2007) indicated the 
importance of Chaleur Bay (their IA-7) as low and Shediac Valley (their IA-5) as moderate 
(Table 5) based on information for demersal fishes. 
Finally, coastal areas north of PEI and around Magdalen Islands ranked the lowest as IA based 
on the three evaluation criteria and all the ecological functions. These locations have no 
distinctive features and do not seem to be essential for any of the fish or invertebrate species 
accounted for this evaluation of coastal IA. Similarly, they were not given any special 
consideration during the identification and characterization process to established EBSA in 2006 
(Table 5). 

DATA AND RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 
The framework and concepts for the identification of IA rely on data availability and quality. Our 
evaluation had limitations due to gaps in survey coverage in shallow waters of the coastal 
habitat. For waters < 25 m deep, only Northumberland Strait was well-surveyed; with 
reasonably good coverage in the eastern half of the Strait only starting in 2005. Waters of 
Northumberland Strait < 4 m deep could not be sampled due to the draft of the survey trawlers; 
consequently, distributions of many species described within this study are truncated. 
Elsewhere in the sGSL (including St. Georges Bay), there is little information for depths < 25 m, 
and extrapolating the results from this study to the entire coastal zone should be done with 
caution.  
Lack of sampling in the coastal habitat also reflects, among other things, heterogeneous rough 
bottoms in some areas which prevent sampling by bottom trawls during some surveys. Rocky 
hard bottoms (e.g., boulder, reefs) in the sGSL are largely located in ≤ 40 m depths. Also, some 
areas, specifically the western half of Northumberland Strait, could not be sampled during the 
annual RV survey due to ongoing fishing activities (i.e., the large numbers of lobster traps). 
Hence, the only information available for this area comes from the NS survey that began in 
2000, reflecting inconsistencies in the sampling coverage and sampling gears for the data 
considered. Filling the data gap in these areas would be difficult for many species. 
Trawl efficiency is also an issue for many fish and invertebrate species, especially small bodied 
species but also for epibenthic (including demersal fishes such as flatfishes) and endobenthic 
species which are not well-sampled with the trawls used in most multispecies surveys. This is 
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problematic for species such as the sevenspine bay shrimp (Crangon septemspinosa) and the 
Atlantic rock crab that play a critical role in the coastal zone food web (Hanson 2011; Kelly and 
Hanson 2013a; Hanson and Wilson 2014;Hanson et al. 2014). However, basic information such 
as abundance and distribution is lacking for these species for most of the sGSL. Information on 
buried invertebrates (e.g., small and large bivalves, polychaetes, some tunicates, some 
echinoderms) is also lacking or with very limited spatial coverage even if it is recognized that 
species of the endobenthos are an important link within ecosystem food webs. 
Correct species identification in the different surveys continues to be an issue. Species diversity, 
even for fishes in our study, is affected by taxonomic shortcomings such as pooling two species 
for alewife and blueback herring (similar to commercial landings) or the separation of small 
stichaeids (daubed shanny, stout eel blenny; slender eel blenny, juvenile snakeblenny) that has 
not been done consistently in the surveys’ time series. The issue with the invertebrate data 
availability bears repeating. Many groups, including higher taxa, are pooled to class or phylum 
level in the database. In some cases, species-level identification work has been done (e.g., 
shrimps since 2002) following surveys but their entry into the database has been slow and this 
information was not available for the present study. With only one shrimp species in the warm-
water part of the coastal zone versus at least 14 species occurring in the transition waters and 
CIL, the difference in biodiversity between the two depth zones is greatly underestimated. 
Data-rich areas are more likely to be considered as important, creating a bias compare to data-
poor areas. Unique characteristics, evidence of aggregations of some species, and the 
functionality of an area are easier to identify with a wealth of data and information. Also, the 
large amount of data on commercial species could predispose the identification of IA to those 
species and not for whole ecosystem processes. 

CONCLUSION 
The process for identification and characterization of coastal important areas (IA) reveals three 
locations that rank high based on fish species and one crab species: Northumberland Strait, St 
George’s Bay, and eastern coast of PEI. These areas stand out primarily because of the 
presence of likely-endemic species. Chaleur Bay and coastal Shediac Valley are important 
mainly for the migration of several anadromous species and may warrant some special 
consideration. The area along the west coast of Cape Breton has a major role as a migration 
corridor, but more so in the > 40 m deep portion of the area and especially at the “choke point” 
for many fish species. Finally, there is no evidence to consider northern PEI and Magdalen 
Islands as IA, as per the previous EBSA identification and characterization meeting in 2006 
(DFO 2007).  
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TABLES 

Table 1. Fish species or group of species considered for modeling. 

Common name Scientific name 
Gaspereau Alosa pseudoharengus, A. aestivalis 
American plaice Hippoglossoides platessoides 
American shad Alosa sapidissima 
Atlantic cod Gadus morhua 
Atlantic halibut Hippoglossus hippoglossus 
Atlantic herring Clupea harengus 
Atlantic mackerel Scomber scombrus 
Atlantic tomcod Microgadus tomcod 
Butterfish Peprilus triacanthus 
Capelin Mallotus villosus 
Cunner Tautoglabrus adspersus 
Daubed shanny Leptoclinus maculatus 
Fourbeard rockling Enchelyopus cimbrius 
Greenland cod Gadus ogac 
Grubby Myoxocephalus aenaeus 
Longhorn sculpin Myoxocephalus octodecemspinosus 
Lumpfish Cyclopterus lumpus 
Northern sandlance Ammodytes sp. 
Ocean pout Zoarces americanus 
Rainbow smelt Osmerus mordax 
Rock gunnel Pholis gunnelus 
Sea raven Hemitripterus americanus 
Shorthorn sculpin Myoxocephalus scorpius 
Snakeblenny Lumpenus lampretaeformis 
Spiny dogfish Squalus acanthias 
Threespine stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus 
White hake Urophycis tenuis 
Windowpane Scophthalmus aquosus 
Winter flounder Pseudopleuronectes americanus 
Winter skate Leucoraja c.f. ocellata 
Wrymouth Cryptacanthodes maculatus 
Yellowtail flounder Limanda ferruginea 
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Table 2. Invertebrate species and taxa considered for modeling. 

Taxon or species Scientific name Phylum RV data 
American lobster Homarus americanus Arthropoda 1989-2013 
Atlantic rock crab Cancer irroratus Arthropoda 1989-2013 
Lady crab Ovalipes c.f. ocellatus Arthropoda NA 
Mud crab Dyspanopeus sayi Arthropoda NA 
Pagurus Pagurus sp. Arthropoda 1989-2013 
Toad crab Hyas sp. Arthropoda 1989-2013 
Sea strawberries Gersemia sp. Cnidaria 2003-2013 
Asterias Asterias sp. Echinodermata 2004-2013 
Blood star Henricia sp. Echinodermata 1989-2013 
Brittle star Ophiuroidea Echinodermata 1989-2013 
Leptasterias polaris Leptasterias polaris Echinodermata 2004-2013 
Purple sunstar Solaster endeca Echinodermata 2005-2013 
Sand dollars Echinarachnius parma Echinodermata 1989-2013 
Scarlet psolus Psolus fabricii Echinodermata 1995-2013 
Sea cucumber Cucumaria frondosa Echinodermata 1989-2013 
Sea urchins Strongylocantrotus sp. Echinodermata 1989-2013 
Spiny sunstar Crossaster papposus Echinodermata 2005-2013 
Mussels Mytilus edulis Mollusca 1989-2013 
Northern moonsnail Euspira eros Mollusca 1989-2013 
Ocean quahaug Arctica islandica Mollusca 1989-2013 
Sea scallop Placopecten magellanicus Mollusca 1989-2013 
Sea slugs Nudibranchia Mollusca 2002-2013 
Whelks Buccinum sp. Mollusca 1989-2013 
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Table 3. Test taxa included in the model selection process for selecting the most common best fitting 
model to be applied to the whole taxa list. 

Fish species Invertebrates species 
Alewife American lobster 

American plaice Atlantic rock crab 
Atlantic cod Lady crab 

Atlantic herring Sea scallop 

Rainbow smelt Snow crab 
Winter flounder Toad crab 

Winter skate 

Yellowtail flounder 
 

Table 4. List of species that have been evaluated by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife 
in Canada with their status and year of assessment. Species and populations listed under the Species At 
Risk Act (SARA) are identified. Species for which trawl-survey data were available to this study are 
underlined. 

Common name Scientific name Status Year of assessment 

American eel Anguilla rostrata Threatened 2012 

American plaice Hippoglossoides platessoides Threatened 2009 

Atlantic cod Gadus morhua Endangered 2010 

Atlantic salmon Salmo salar Special concern 2010 

Atlantic wolffish Anarhichas lupus SARA - Special concern 2003 

Bluefin tuna Thunnus thynnus Endangered 2011 

Spiny dogfish Squalus acanthias Special concern 2010 

Striped bass Morone saxatilis Special concern 2012 

Thorny skate Amblyraja radiata Special concern 2012 

White hake Urophycis tenuis Endangered 2013 

White shark Carcharodon carcharias SARA – Endangered 
Atlantic population 2006 

Winter skate Leucoraja ocellata Endangered 2005 
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Table 5. Comparison of the Ecologically and Biologically Significant Areas (EBSA) and important areas (IA) within the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence (sGSL). EBSA locations (as indicated in Figure 5) are based on DFO (CSAS 2007/016), Swain and Benoît (CSAS 2007/012) and 
McQuinn et al. (CSAS 2012/087), and possible coastal IA based on fish and invertebrate species are from the present study. NB = New 
Brunswick; PEI = Prince Edward Island. 

Locations Coastal IA 
CSAS 

2007/016 status 
CSAS 

2007/012 status 
CSAS 

2012/087 status 

Northumberland Strait yes part of  
EBSA 3 High IA 3 (part) High IA 7, 9, 24 High 

St. George’s Bay yes EBSA 2 High IA 2 High IA 7, 9, 24 High 

East PEI yes Part of  
EBSA 1 High None Low IA 9, 24 (part) High 

West of Cape Breton no Part of  
EBSA 1 High IA 1 (part) High None Low 

Coastal Shediac 
Valley no Part of  

EBSA 5 High IA 5 Moderate IA 8, 23 and 1 
(part) High 

Chaleurs Bay no Part of  
EBSA 5 High IA 7 Low IA 3, 12, 1 

(part) High 

North PEI no None Low None Low IA 13 Moderate 

Magdalen Islands no None Low None Low None Low 
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FIGURES 

 
Figure 1. Map of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence with the cell grid centroids between 0 and 40 m water 
depth, excluding cells within estuaries and semi-enclosed embayments.  

 
Figure 2. Map of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence with the annual September bottom trawl survey (RV 
survey) sampling stations between 0 and 40 m deep, 1976 - 2013. Mid-tow locations were used for 
plotting the stations. 
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Figure 3. Map of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence with the annual Northumberland Strait bottom trawl 
survey (NS survey) sampling stations between 0 and 40 m deep, 2000 - 2013. Mid-tow locations were 
used for plotting the stations. 

 
Figure 4. Map of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence with the scallop survey sampling stations between 0 
and 40 m deep in 2012 and 2013. Mid-tow locations were used for plotting the stations. 
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Figure 5. Map of the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence with place names identified. (Prince Edward Island = 
PEI). 
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Figure 6. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing white hake (Urophycis tenuis) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 7. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing winter skate (Leucoraja ocellata) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 8. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing lady crab (Ovalipes ocellatus) 
during a standard tow, using a Nephrops trawl. 
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Figure 9. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 10. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus 
hippoglossus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 11. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 12. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Butterfish (Peprilus triacanthus) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 13. Pseudo-diversity contour map based on the 32 fish species examined. 
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Figure 14. Pseudo-diversity contour map based on the 23 invertebrate species examined. 
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Figure 15. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing windowpane (Scophthalmus 
aquosus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 16. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 17. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing spiny dogfish (Squalus 
acanthias) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Figure 18. Major migration corridors for striped bass (black) and long distance migrants (red and yellow) 
with the most important route for anadromous species shown in red. The choke point through which most 
species presumably pass to exit the Gulf of St. Lawrence (southern route) is indicated by a dark blue 
circle between the tip of Cape Breton and St. Paul Island. NB. Striped bass migrate very close to shore, 
usually within several hundred meters, but this could not be shown to scale. 
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Map 1. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing American plaice 
(Hippogloissoides platessoides) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 2. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing American shad (Alosa 
sapidissima) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 3. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Atlantic herring (Clupea 
harengus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 4. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Atlantic mackerel (Scomber 
scombrus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 5. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Atlantic tomcod (Microgadus 
tomcod) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 6. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing capelin (Mallotus villosus) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 7. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing cunner (Tautoglabrus 
adspersus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 8. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing daubed shanny (Leptoclinus 
maculatus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 9. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing fourbeard rockling 
(Enchelyopus cimbrius) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 10. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Greenland cod (Gadus ogac) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 11. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing grubby (Myoxocephalus 
aenaeus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 12. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing longhorn sculpin 
(Myoxocephalus octodecemspinosus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 13. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing lumpfish (Cyclopterus lumpus) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 14. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing northern sand lance 
(Ammodytes sp.) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 15. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing ocean pout (Zoarces 
americanus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 16. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing rock gunnel (Pholis gunnelus) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 17. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing sea raven (Hemitripterus 
americanus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 18. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing shorthorn sculpin 
(Myoxocephalus scorpius) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 19. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing snakeblenny (Lumpenus 
lampretaeformis) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 20. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing threespine stickleback 
(Gasterosteus aculeatus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 21. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing winter flounder 
(Pseudopleuronectes americanus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 22. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing wrymouth (Cryptacanthodes 
maculatus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 23. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing yellowtail flounder (Limanda 
ferruginea) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 24. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing American lobster (Homarus 
americanus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 25. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing asterias (Asterias sp.) during 
a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 26. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing Atlantic rock crab (Cancer 
irroratus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 27. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing blood star (Henricia sp.) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 28. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing brittle star (Ophiuroidea) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 29. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing polar sea star (Leptasterias 
polaris) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 30. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing mud crab (Dyspanopeus sayi) 
during a standard tow, using a Nephrops trawl. 
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Map 31. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing mussels (includes Mytilus 
edulis, Musculus niger and Modiolus modiolus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom 
trawl. 

Map 32. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing northern moonsnail (Euspira 
eros) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 33. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing ocean quahaug (Arctica 
islandica) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 34. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing hermit crab (Pagurus sp.) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 35. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing purple sunstar (Solaster 
endeca) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 36. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing sand dollars (Echinarachnius 
parma) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 37. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing scarlet psolus (Psolus fabricii) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 38. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing sea cucumber (Cucumaria 
frondosa) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 39. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing sea scallop (Placopecten 
magellanicus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 40. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing sea slugs (Nudibranchia) 
during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 41. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing sea strawberries (Gersemia 
sp.) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 42. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing sea urchins 
(Strongylocentrotus sp.) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Map 43. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing spriny sunstar (Crossaster 
papposus) during a standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 

Map 44. Contour map showing the predicted probabilities of capturing toad crab (Hyas sp.) during a 
standard tow, using a Western IIA bottom trawl. 
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Appendix 2. Summary of the available distribution and major habitat 
information1 for the fish community (plus lady crab) found in the ≤40 m depth 
(coastal and upper part of the transition zone) within the southern Gulf of St. 
Lawrence (sGSL).  
Species (reference)1 Guild Portion used Presence/ Area used 

American eel
(COSEWIC 2012a;

DFO 2013a)

Catadromous
Long-distance migrant

Adults leave sGSL to breed

Both juveniles and adults
transit through the study area
on their migrations between
oceanic spawning grounds

and continental growth areas.
Juveniles feed during these
migrations but adults do not.

Just passing through
Absent around Magdalen

Islands

Atlantic salmon
(COSEWIC 2010c)

Anadromous
Long-distance migrant

Juveniles and adults leave
sGSL to feed

Pelagic
Brief feeding while in transit Just passing through

Alewife /
blueback herring

(Bosman et al. 2011;
Cairns 1997;

Darbyson and Benoît
2003; Hanson and
Courtenay 1995;

McQuinn et al. 2012)

Anadromous
Long-distance migrant

Feeding/nursery
Leaves sGSL for winter

Shallow warm waters

High concentration in
Northumberland Strait

Absent around Magdalen
Islands

Leaves sGSL for winter

American shad
(Bosman et al. 2011;
Cairns 1997; Chaput
and Bradford 2003;

Hanson and
Courtenay 1995;

McQuinn et al. 2012)

Anadromous
Long-distance migrant

Feeding/nursery
Shallow warm waters

Mainly in East NB and
Northumberland Strait

Absent around Magdalen
Islands

Leaves sGSL for winter

Striped bass
(Cairns 1997;

COSEWIC 2012b;
DFO 2014a; Douglas
et al. 2009; Robinson

et al. 2004)

Anadromous
Resident

Feeding/nursery.
Very shallow, close to shore Absent around Magdalen

Islands and north of PEI

Threespine
stickleback

(Bosman et al. 2011;
Cairns 1997; Hanson
and Courtenay 1995)

Anadromous
Resident

Feeding/nursery
Very shallow, close to shore Probably ubiquitous

Atlantic tomcod
(Bosman et al. 2011;
Cairns 1997; Hanson
and Courtenay 1995)

Anadromous
Resident

Feeding/nursery
Very shallow, close to shore Absent around Magdalen

Islands

Rainbow smelt
(Bosman et al. 2011;
Cairns 1997; Hanson
and Courtenay 1995;
LeBlanc et al. 1998;
McQuinn et al. 2012)

Anadromous
Resident

Feeding/nursery
Shallow warm waters Absent around Magdalen

Islands
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Species (reference)1 Guild Portion used Presence/ Area used 

Butterfish 
(McQuinn et al. 2012) 

Transient marine species 
Feeding only 

Very shallow and estuaries 
Pelagic 

Mainly around PEI 
Absent around Magdalen 

Islands and in Chaleur Bay 
Leaves sGSL for winter 

Atlantic saury 
(Chaput and Hurlbut 

2010; DFO 2010) 

Transient marine species 
Feeding only 

Poorly sampled 
Pelagic 

Only in St. George’s Bay 
Leaves sGSL for winter 

Spiny dogfish 
(COSEWIC 2010b) 

Transient marine species 
Feeding only 

Periodic outbursts 

Shallow warm waters 
Semi-pelagic 

Rare in Chaleur Bay 
Leaves sGSL for winter 

Bluefin tuna 
(COSEWIC 2011; 
Vanderlaan et al. 

2014) 

Transient marine species 
Feeding only 

Warm waters 
Pelagic 

Not in Chaleur Bay 
Leaves sGSL for winter 

Atlantic mackerel 
(DFO 2014b; 

McQuinn et al. 2012) 

Marine resident 
Long-distance migrant 

Warm waters 
Pelagic 

Ubiquitous 
Leaves sGSL for winter 

Juvenile white hake 
(Bradford et al. 1997; 

COSEWIC 2013; 
Hanson and 

Courtenay 1995; 
Swain et al. 2012) 

Marine resident 
Winter migration to deeper 

waters 
Unique autumn feeding 
migration into estuaries 

Possible endemic 

Warm waters 

Currently, “high” juvenile 
numbers in St. George’s 

Bay, Northumberland 
Strait, and east of PEI 

White hake 
(COSEWIC 2013; 

Hanson and 
Courtenay 1995; 

Swain et al. 2012) 

Marine resident 
Winter migration to deeper 

waters 
Possible endemic 

Warm waters 
Formerly ubiquitous. Only 

spawning site is in St. 
George’s Bay 

Winter skate 
(Clay 1991; 

COSEWIC 2005; 
Kelly and Hanson 

2013a, 2013b) 

Marine resident 
Spreads to deeper waters 
for winter but some stay in 

≤ 40 m depths 
Highly likely an endemic 

Warm waters 

Formerly ubiquitous 
Now almost exclusively in 
Northumberland Strait (the 
only known breeding area) 

Lady crab 
(Voutier and Hanson 

2008) 

Marine resident 
No seasonal movement 
Highly likely an endemic 

Warm waters – sand Entire lifecycle in 
Northumberland Strait 

Cunner 
(Bosman et al. 2011; 
Dew 1976; Green et 
al. 1984; Johansen 

1925) 

Marine resident 
No seasonal migration Warm waters Ubiquitous 

Rock gunnel 
(Scott and Scott 

1988) 

Marine resident 
No seasonal migration 

Warm waters, lives under 
rocks Likely ubiquitous 

Wrymouth 
(Scott and Scott 

1988) 

Marine resident 
No seasonal migration 

Warm waters, lives in burrows 
(need mud) 

Found in Chaleur Bay, 
Northumberland Strait, 

east of PEI and St. 
George’s Bay 

Greenland cod 
(Bosman et al. 2011; 

Hanson and 
Courtenay 1995) 

Marine resident 
No clear seasonal 

migration 
May occur at all depths 

Ubiquitous but scarce; may 
spawn in estuaries during 

winter 
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Species (reference)1 Guild Portion used Presence/ Area used 

Windowpane flounder
(Hanson and Wilson

2014)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters
Small-bodied ecotype

Warm waters

Widely distributed but
scarce in Chaleur Bay,

north of PEI and west of
Cape Breton

Atlantic herring
(Bosman et al. 2011;
LeBlanc et al. 1998;
McQuinn et al. 2012;

Messieh 1987)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters

Warm waters to transition
zone

Ubiquitous
Spawning rare or absent in
St. George’s Bay, west of
Cape Breton and around

Magdalen Islands

Juvenile Atlantic
herring

(LeBlanc et al. 1998;
McQuinn et al. 2012;

Messieh 1987)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters
Warm waters

Rare or absent in St.
George’s Bay, west of

Cape Breton and around
Magdalen Islands

Sea raven
(Bosman et al. 2011)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters

Warm waters to transition
waters

(rare in CIL)
Ubiquitous

Longhorn sculpin
(Bosman et al. 2011)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters

Warm waters to transition
waters

Rare in <15 m depths
Ubiquitous

Winter flounder
(Bosman et al. 2011;
Clay 1991; Hanson

and Courtenay 1995,
1996)]

Marine resident
Winter migration into

estuaries and to deeper
waters

Warm waters to transition
waters Ubiquitous

Yellowtail flounder
(Bosman et al. 2011)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters

Warm waters to transition
waters

Rare <15 m depths
Ubiquitous

Atlantic halibut
(DFO 2013b; Savoie

2014a)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters

Warm waters to deep waters
Rare <15 m depths

Rare species
Absent from central part of

Northumberland Strait

Atlantic cod juveniles
(Bosman et al. 2011;
Hanson 1996, 2011)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters
Cooler waters – some in CIL

0+ in Northumberland
Strait and most places;
larger juveniles in most

places

Ocean pout
(Bosman et al. 2011)

Marine resident
Winter migration to deeper

waters
Cooler waters – some in CIL Ubiquitous but rare in

Northumberland Strait

Shorthorn sculpin
(Hanson and

Courtenay 1995)

Marine resident
No clear seasonal

migration

Found in warm and cooler
waters Ubiquitous

Atlantic cod adults
(Campana et al. 1999;
Comeau et al. 2001;
COSEWIC 2010a;

Hanson 2011; Swain
et al. 1998)

Marine resident
Migratory; leave sGSL for

winter
Mainly a cold-water species

Ubiquitous in deepest
fringe (absent from

Northumberland Strait)

American plaice
(COSEWIC 2009;
Swain et al. 1998)

Marine resident
Migratory; move to deeper

waters
Mainly a cold-water species Low numbers in

Northumberland Strait
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Species (reference)1 Guild Portion used Presence/ Area used 

Capelin
(McQuinn et al. 2012)

Marine resident
No clear seasonal

migration
Mainly a cold-water species Deepest margins, not in

Northumberland Strait

1 Most of the species listed have substantial use of coastal waters except for the adult Atlantic cod, American
plaice and capelin, which are mainly cold-water species. Most distribution data come from the probability maps
generated for this study and atlases or survey documents derived from the September trawl surveys and
sentinel surveys (Benoît 2006; Benoît et al. 2003; Benoît and Swain 2003a, 2003b; Darbyson and Benoît 2003;
Savoie 2014a, 2014b). Supplemental references are provided below the species name. CIL refers to the Cold
Intermediate Layer.
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520-1801 Hollis St 

Halifax, NS B3J 3N4 

902-417-1700, ext  
File No: 1003  

October 10, 2019 

The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 

Department of Environment 

Barrington Tower 

1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 

P.O. Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

EA@novascotia.ca 

Sent via Electronic Mail 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

Re:  Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

Environmental Assessment – Focus Report 

We write as counsel for Friends of the Northumberland Strait to request that you grant additional 

time within the above-captioned environmental assessment process currently underway.  

Specifically, we request that you: 

1. Grant additional time for the submission of public comments, with a new deadline of

Monday December 9, 2019; and

2. Add 30 more days to the 25-day period within which the Administrator must submit all

comments and a recommendation to you, following close of the public comment period.

As Minister, you may increase the time allotted for public comments, pursuant to section 16(2) 

of the Environmental Assessment Regulations, if the default 30 day period for review is 

insufficient in a particular case.  Likewise, Section 17(2) of the Regulations empowers you to 

allow more time for the Administrator’s review of focus reports, when the default regulatory 

timeframe is insufficient. 

In the present case, due to the volume, complexity and highly technical nature of the Focus 

Report materials submitted by Northern Pulp, more time is clearly required to permit a sufficient 

and reasonable opportunity for the public to review and comment on the submission, and for 

those comments to be given serious and fair consideration by the Administrator, and ultimately 

by yourself. 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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The Focus Report and supporting materials submitted on behalf of Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

amount to well over two and a half thousand pages.  The materials involve many scientific 

disciplines and are not readily accessible or easily understandable by laypeople.  Further, the 

Focus Report, and some of the supporting materials refer the reader back to the original materials 

filed within Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD) 

package submitted in February 2019.  As you will be aware, that submission was also very large 

and consisted of many other scientific reports and technical materials.  It is unfair and 

counterproductive to require the general public to address all of this material within the short 

time currently allowed. 

The Focus Report was made available to the public on the Nova Scotia Environment website on 

October 3, 2019 at 2:32 pm.  The announcement indicates that comments are due on November 

8, 2019.   It will be essentially impossible for people to fit a comprehensive review of all this 

material into their daily lives, without more time.   As well, while paper copies of the Focus 

Report package were made available at the New Glasgow and Pictou Libraries, these are 

available for review only by a few people at a time, and only when the library is open.   

Northern Pulp Nova Scotia has had several years to prepare these materials, and was given a 

second chance in April 2019, via this Focus Report, to attempt to fix all the omissions in its 

original submission.   It is noted that most, if not all, of these materials were prepared with 

taxpayer monies, yet the average taxpaying resident of Pictou and area will be given almost no 

time to review them. 

As per NSE’s “Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment,” “[p]ublic participation is vital to 

the success of environmental assessment.”1  In respect of Northern Pulp’s original EARD, then 

Minister Miller acknowledged that it was very difficult for the public to address a submission of 

this nature, within a short timeframe.  She said “I don’t know that the public is really going to be 

able to fully digest everything that’s been submitted.”2   

It is clear that this project is highly controversial and has generated a very high level of public 

interest and concern, within the Pictou area and across Nova Scotia.  Serious concerns have also 

been raised by residents and officials in Prince Edward Island.  Appropriately, the Terms of 

Reference for the Focus Report recommended that Northern Pulp Nova Scotia engage with 

relevant stakeholders and the Mi’kmaq including Pictou Landing First Nation, and to share 

relevant studies and reports, in the process of preparing its focus report.  However, Northern Pulp 

has shared nothing with our clients or many other affected groups who have taken a consistent 

and active involvement in this project and the Environmental Assessment process.  Instead, its 

materials were submitted en masse all at once, creating barriers for our clients and for the general 

public which prevent a thorough and thoughtful review. This approach has also made it very 

difficult for our clients to receive timely and comprehensive advice from experts in the many 

fields covered by this submission. 

                                                           
1 Nova Scotia Environment, A Citizen’s Guide to Environmental Assessment (Halifax, NS: Nova Scotia 

Environment, 2017) at p 4. Link to:  https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/docs/EA.Guide-Citizens.pdf  
2 Jean Laroche, “Northern Pulp’s plans for pipeline, effluent treatment plant now public,” CBC, February 7, 2019. 

https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/docs/EA.Guide-Citizens.pdf
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The additional time requested herein is also appropriate as there are materials promised, but not 

included in the Focus Report package.  For example, it appears that the following materials are to 

be considered by NSE and Minister but are not included in the package: 

1. Appendix 7.2 – states it includes as Appendix A an “Underwater Benthic Habitat Survey 

Video”.  However, no such video or link to any such video is included in the package. 

2. Appendices 10.1 and 10.2 both refer to reports which are not provided. 

3. Appendix 11.1 refers to a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study but no such study is 

included in the package. 

We hereby request that all these documents be posted on the NSE website forthwith, and that our 

clients, and all other affected groups, are given a sufficient opportunity to comment on them, and 

the public comment period be lengthened as requested. 

As well it is unclear as to whether reports are intended to be included, or submitted late, under 

Appendices 3.3, 3.5, 5.2, 6.1 and 7.5 of the Focus Report.  If any such report will be submitted 

for your consideration, it must also be made available for public comment prior to any decisions 

being made by you as Minister. 

We make these submissions in the alternative to, and without prejudice to, our submissions dated 

February 12, 2019 and March 8, 2019, and our client’s submission of September 27, 2018, in 

respect of our position that you, as Minister of Environment within the government of Nova 

Scotia and as a member of cabinet, have shown that a reasonable apprehension of bias exists in 

relation to this project and that you must recuse yourself from any further decision-making in 

relation to this environmental assessment process. 

On behalf of the Friends of the Northumberland Strait, we therefore ask that you: 

1. Provide additional time for the public comment period under section 16 of the 

Regulations such that comments may be submitted no later than Monday, December 9, 

2019; and 

2. Likewise, under s 17 of the Regulations, give the Administrator an additional 30 days, 

beyond the 25 day period default set out therein, to summarize all comments submitted 

and provide recommendations to you as Minister of Environment;  

Thank you for considering these submissions and we look forward to hearing from you.  As time 

is of the essence in this matter, we ask for a response no later than Tuesday October 15, 2019. 

 

 

Barrister & Solicitor 

 

 

 

Barrister & Solicitor 

   
c. Friends of the Northumberland Strait, by electronic mail 
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IN THE MATTER OF: The Change of Name Act, 
R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 66 

This is to certify that on August 2, 2019 at 11 :56 in the 
forenoon change(s) was/were made under the provisions of 
the Change of Name Act for the following individual(s): 

From: CAMERON JENA Y MULLEN 
To: CAMRYN JENA Y MULLEN 
Year of Birth: 2002, born: HAUF AX, NOV A SCOTIA 

This is to certify that on August 2, 2019 at 15:55 in the 
afternoon change(s) was/were made under the provisions of 
the Change of Nam e Act for the following individual(s) : 

From: SAMANTHA NlCOLE PRINCE 
To: RYLAND DEXTER MALACHAI PRINCE 
Year ofBirth: 1994, born: WESTMORLAND, NEW 

BRUNSWICK 

This is to certify that on August 9, 2019 at 13:33 in the 
afternoon change(s) was/were made under the provisions of 
the Change of Name Act for the following individual(s) : 

From: SHANE PORTER RALPH THOMAS PAUL 
To: SHANE PORTER JAMES PAUL 
Year ofBirth: 2005, born: FREDERICTON, NEW 

BRUNSWICK 

This is to certify that on August 12, 2019 at 14:40 in the 
afternoon change(s) was/were made under the provisions of 
the Change of Nam e Act for the following individual(s) : 

From: NEVILLE CARL TIDD 
To: NEVILLE CARL TYR 
Year of Birth: 1989, born: HAUF AX, NOV A SCOTIA 

This is to certify that on August 12, 2019 at 14:40 in the 
afternoon change(s) was/were made under the provisions of 
the Change of Name Act for the following individual(s) : 

From: NORAH ANNETTE CYR 
To: NORAH ANNETTE TYR 
Year ofBirth: 1983, born: MUSQUODOBO!T 

HARBOUR, NOV A SCOTIA 

This is to certify that on August 12, 2019 at 14:40 in the 
afternoon change(s) was/were made under the provisions of 
the Change of Nam e Act for the following individual(s) : 

From: LILITH ILARIA TYR 
To: OCT A VIA LILITH ILARIA TYR 
YearofBirth: 2016, born: HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA 

1517 
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SOUL REAL EST A TE INC. 
SPAMADAD CLEANING INC. 
SPRING GARDEN CONVENIENCE LTD. 
STATE FARM INVESTOR SERVICES (CANADA) INC. 
STELLAR LIGHTING (201 I) LIMITED 
STONE-BURKE CONSUL TING GROUP INC. 
STONY HOLDINGS INC. 
SUBTLE PROPERTIES LTD. 
SUNKISSED TANNING LTD. 
SUSHI WAY JAPANESE RESTAURANT INCORPORATED 
SWEPT TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
SYNERGY AEROSPACE CANADA LIMITED 
SYNERGY AGRI GROUP INC. 
TAP PROJECTS CANADA, INC. 
THE FAMILY KNIFE MARKETING CONSULTANCY INC. 
THE GA VIN GROUP INC. 
THE HILL'S AND BRAS D'OR LAKE VIEW EXPERIENCE 

LIMITED 
THE HIVE HAIR SALON INCORPORATED 
THE HOUSE WHISPERER HOME IMPROVEMENT LTD. 
THE INQUISITIVE TOY COMP ANY INC. 
THE KINDER GARDEN PRESCHOOL INCORPORATED 
THE PETERSON GROUP INCORPORATED 
THE SOCIAL REAL TY INC. 
TIAZ HOLDINGS INC. 
TMG THE METLEJ GROUP, PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

INC. 
TOMBOY RENOVATION & DESIGN LTD. 
TOTAL PLUMBING INC. 
TOULON NB INC. 
TRAMPOLINE CREATIVE INC. 
TROD HOLDINGS LIMITED 
TROY BOWERS INST ALLS INC. 
TROY RESTAURANT INC. 
TUCKER LAKE PROPERTIES LIMITED 
UNIA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED 
VALUE CONVENIENCE STORES INC. 
VICTORIA CROSSING LIMITED 
VINLAND FARMS LTD. 
WALLWRIGHT BUILDERS INC. 
W ANTECH LIMITED 
WCHC HOLDINGS INCORPORATED 
WHITE RHINO INC. 
WILSON & LOHNES CONSTRUCTION INCORPORATED 
WINDSOR CURLING CLUB LIMITED 
WORLD SEAFOOD INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
WYE ENTERPRISES LIMITED 
ZZAP CONSULTING INC. 

Dated at Halifax, Province of Nova Scotia, on October 4, 
2019. 

Registry of Joint Stock Companies 
Hayley Clarke, Registrar 

October 9, 2019 

IN THE MATTER OF: The Environment Act, S.N.S. 
1994-95, C. I 

Release of Focus Report Pursuant to 
the Nova Scotia Environment Act 

This is to advise that on October 2, 2019, the Minister of 
Environment received the Focus Report for the 

© NS Office of the Royal Gazelle. Web version. 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
proposed by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation in 
accordance with Part IV of the Environment Act. 

The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Northern 
Bleached Softwood Kraft pulp mill is located at 
Abercrombie Point adjacent to Pictou Harbour in Pictou 
County, Nova Scotia. The proposed project will consist 
of the development of a new effluent (wastewater) 
treatment facility (ETF) constructed on Northern Pulp 
property, and a transmission pipeline that will carry 
treated effluent overland and in the marine environment 
and discharge via an engineered diffuser (marine outfall). 

The new ETF will employ the AnoxKaldnes BAS™ 
Biological Activated Sludge process purchased from 
Veolia Water Technologies, which combines Moving 
Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR) technology with 
conventional activated sludge. Once treated onsite at 
Northern Pulp's facility, effluent will be sent through an 
approximately 15 km long pipeline. The pipeline will 
enter the south side of Pictou Harbour and make landfall 
on the north side of the harbour roughly following 
Highway 106 right-of-way to Caribou, and then re-enters 
the marine environment adjacent to the Northumberland 
Ferries marine terminal and continues for approximately 
4.0 km through Caribou Harbour to the Northumberland 
Strait, terminating at an engineered marine outfall. 

Copies of the Focus Report may be examined at the 
following locations: 

• Pictou Library, 40 Water Street, Pictou, NS 
• New Glasgow Library, 182 Dalhousie Street, New 

Glasgow NS 
• EA website hups://www. novascotin.ca/nse/e 

The public is invited to submit written comments to: 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8 

on or before November 8, 2019, or contact the 
Department via Fax at (902) 424-6925 or e-mail at 

(ii,,11 ascotia.ca. If you have any EA process 
questions, please contact us at our Toll-free phone 
number: 833-424-8694. 

All comments received from the public consultation will 
be posted on the department's website for public viewing. 
In the case of an individual, the address, email and 
contact information will be removed before being placed 
on the website. By submitting your comments, you are 
consenting to the posting of your comments on the 
department's website. 

October 9-2019 
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@ecojustice.ca 

 
ecojustice.ca 

520-1801 Hollis St 
Halifax, NS B3J 3N4 
902-417-1700, ext  
File No: 1003  

October 23, 2019 

The Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Department of Environment 
Barrington Tower 
1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
EA@novascotia.ca 

Sent via Electronic Mail 

Dear Minister Wilson: 

Re:  Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Environmental Assessment – Focus Report 

We write further to our letter of October 10, 2019 on behalf of our client, the Friends of the 
Northumberland Strait in relation to the Northern Pulp focus report.  In that letter we asked that 
you: 

1. provide additional time for the public comment period on the focus report, pursuant to
section 16 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations; and

2. give the Administrator an additional 30 days pursuant to section 17 of the Environmental
Assessment Regulations, to summarize all comments submitted during the comment
period.

Our letter explained why, in our clients’ view, more time was essential in the circumstances of 
this environmental assessment process.  We also noted that several documents were missing 
from the public comment package, making it impossible to comment on such materials within 
the existing timeframe.  Finally, we asked that we receive a response to our letter by October 15, 
2019, but none has been received to date. 

There is very little time remaining to complete a review of this complex package given the short 
timeframe you have imposed, and there is insufficient time to fully appreciate and address the 
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multitude of issues that are raised in this complex package.  We therefore ask for your response 
forthwith and without further delay. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 
Barrister & Solicitor 

 
 

 
Barrister & Solicitor 

 

c. Friends of the Northumberland Strait, by electronic mail 
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OCT 2 3 201 

Eco justice 

Dear 

N OVASCOTJA 

Environment 
Office of the Minister 

PO Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3J 2P8 • www.novascotia.ca/nse 

g)ecojustice.ca 

Our File number: 
10700-40-55257 

On behalf of Premier McNeil, I am responding to your e-mail of October 3, 2019, regarding 
Northern Pulp's proposal. 

Protecting the environment is my first priority. Northern Pulp registered the Effluent Treatment 
Facility Project for Class I Environmental Assessment {EA) on February 7, 2019, as required under 
the EA Regulations. On March 29, 2019, Margaret Miller, Minister of Environment at the 
time, released a decision concerning this review. The Minister determined that the 
registration information was insufficient to make a decision on the project, and that a focus 
report was required. 

Public input is a key component in decision making. The public comment period as outlined in 
the EA Regulations is for 30 days. The department posted the Focus Report documents on line on 
October 3, 2019, and Nova Scotians will have until November 8, 2019, to provide comments. That 
is 7 days longer than required. We started the comment period early because of Nova Scotians' 
considerable interest in the project. I appreciate your concerns and look forward to receiving 
your comments. This input will be considered when decisions are made. 

Copies of the Focus Report may be examined at the following locations: 

• Pictou Library, 40 Water Street, Pictou, NS 
• New Glasgow Library, 182 Dalhousie Street, New Glasgow NS 
• EA website at http://www.novascotia.ca/nse/ea 

The public is invited to submit written comments to: 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8 

on or before November 8, 2019, or contact the Department via Fax at {902) 424-6925 or e-mail 
at EA@novascotia.ca. 

. . ./2 



Page 2 

Your concerns regarding the proposed project are acknowledged and have been included as part 
of the EA review. Please note that all comments received from the public consultation will be 
posted on the department's website for public viewing. In the case of an individual, the address, 
email and contact information will be removed before being placed on the website. On or before 
December 17, 2019, I will make a decision regarding the proposed project. By submitting your 
comments, you are consenting to the posting of your comments on the department's website. 

Thank you for bringing your views forward . I appreciate your interest in this project. 

Sincerely, 

Gordon Wilson, MLA 
M inister of Environment 
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From: 11 Environment Assessment Web Account" <EA@novascotia.ca> To: @ns.sympatico.ca> Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2019 1:35 PM Subject: RE: Northern Pulp -Additionat tnformation Requested 
Good afternoon, 
The Focus Report and Appendices for the project are posted on our website with the content that was 
submitted to NSE by the company. The NS EA process does not include a conformity review or other check that 
the Focus Report contajns all of the items listed in the Terms of Reference. Copies of the Focus Report may be 
examined at the fotlowing locations: 
• Pictou Library, 40 Water Street, Pictou, NS 
• New Glasgow Library, 182 Dalhousie Street, New Glasgow NS 
Thank you 

From: @ns.sympatico.c~> 
Sent: October 16, 2019 12:04 PM 
To: Environment Assessment Web Account <EA@nov9scotia.ca> 
Subject: Northern Pulp -Additional Information Requested 
Hi: I am a member of Friends of'the Northumberland Strait and am writing to you on their behalf. When 
revie\'ling the Terms of Reference for tl1e Focus Report to be filed by Norther11 Pulp, I noted tl1e 
following requirements: 

7.1 C-onduct iisl1 and fish habitat baseline surveys for the freshwater environn1ent, to the satisfaction of 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 
7 .2 Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine envirorunent, to the satisfaction of Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada. 

The I~ocus Report filed by Northern Pulp does not appear to inc-lude any information to deterrr1ine the 
criteria for the surveys established by Fisheries and Oceans Canada, nor any report from Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada indicating whether or not the surveys were completed to their satisfaction. This 
info1rr1ation is important for the public to hav·e in order to conduct a proper review and response to the 
Focus Report. Where do I obtain this information? 
The Ter1ns of Reference also set out the following requirement: 

7 .3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on representative key, marine fish species 
important tor commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon t1pdated 
infonnation, additional studies and/or an understanding of expected movement of contaminants. 
Assessment methodology must first be agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal 
departments. 

The Focus Report filed by Northern Pulp does not appear to include details of the assessment 
methodology agreed upon by NSE in consultation with relevant federal departments. Tl1is infor111ation is 
in1porta11t for the public to have in order to conduct a proper review and response to the Focus Report. 

10/29/2019 



Where do I obtain this information? 
I look forward to your reply. 

Pictou, NS 

Page 2 of2 
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From: 
Date: To: 
Subject: 

,1 @ns.sympatico.ca> 
CJctober 24, LU 19 l I :JU AM 
"Environment Assessment Web Account" <EA@novascotia.ca> 
Re: Northern Pulp 

Page 1 of 2 

Thank you for your reply~ I wish to advise that I reviewed the Focus Report at the Pictou Library and 
found that the Figures were blurry and I was not able to read them in their entirety. This will impact the ability of the public to properly respond to the Focus Report. It will impact the ability of the various 
government departments to respond to the Focus Report as well, including Nova Scotia Environment, if 
the quality of the Figures in the Focus Report provided for review are similarly blurry. 
Please note my concerns for the record. 
Thank vou, 

From: Environment Assessment Web Account Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2019 1:35 PM 
To: §)ns.sympatico.ca Subject: RE: Northern Pulp 

Good afternoon, 
The Focus Report and Appendices for the project are posted on our website in the manner that they were 
submitted to NSE by the company. Copies of the Focus Report may be examined at the following locations: 
• Pictou Library, 40 Water Street, Pictou, NS 
• New Glasgow Library, 182 Dalhousie Street, New Glasgow NS 
Thank you 

From: @)ns.sympatico.ca> 
Sent: ucrooer L:j, Lu.1~ .1J.:L~ AIVI 
To: Environment Assessment Web Account <EA@novascotia.ca> 
Subject: Fw: No rt he rn Pu Ip 
I am forwarding an email I sent to you on October 16, 2019 to wl1ich I have received no response. 
Kindly advise where I can obtain clear copies of the Figures. The deadline for public response to 
Northern Pulp's Focus Report is fast approaching and it is very important that the requested information 
is provided so that the public has the opportunity to review it and reply appropriately. 
Thank you, 

From: Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2019 11:24 AM To: EA@novascotia.ca 
Subject: Northern Pulp 

Hi: I am a n1ember of Friends of the Northumberland Strait and am writing to you on their behalf~ When reviewing the Focus Report filed by Northern Pulp~ I noted that some of the Figures were blurry and I 
was not able to read them, particularly the key/ legend. See Figure 7.3-1 found on page 124 for one 

2019-10-29 



example, but there are others. The Figures are blurry when viewed online and when printed. 
Where do I obtain clear copies of these Figures? 

Pictou, NS 
:elephone fax 

Page 2 of2 
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9/6/2018 

Profile 

Printer Friendly Version -Registry of Joint Stock Companies 

~ Iii, Printer Version 

i- Profile Info i- PeoRle Info i- Activites Info i- Related Reg's Info 

PROFILE - FRIENDS OF THE NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT - as of: 2018-09-06 11:00 AM 

Business/Organization Name: FRIENDS OF THE NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT 

Registry ID: 3320210 

Type: Society 

Nature of Business: 

Status: Active 

Jurisdiction: Nova Scotia 

Registered Office: 94 WATER STREET 
PICTOU NS Canada BOK lHO 

Mailing Address: PO BOX 1720 
PICTOU NS Canada BOK lHO 

PEOPLE 

Name Position Civic Address Mailing Address 

613 CENTRAL CARIBOU 
NICOLE MACKENZIE Director ROAD 

PICTOU NS BOK 1HO 

KRISTA FULTON Director 
63 JAMES STREET 
PICTOU NS BOK 1HO 

LINDA TOWNSEND Director 
1114 HIGHWAY 14 
GREENFIELD NS BON 1NO 

CORINNE MACKEil Director 
2 BROOK AVENUE 
LYONS BROOK NS BOK 1HO 

JILL GRAHAM-
Director 

388 ELMFIELD ROAD 
SCANLAN SCOTSBURN NS BOK lRO 

JILL GRAHAM- Recognized 388 ELMFIELD ROAD 
PO BOX 1720 
PICTOU NS BOK 

SCANLAN Agent SCOTSBURN NS BOK lRO 
lHO 

ACTIVITIES 

1/2 



9/6/2018 Printer Friendly Version -Registry of Joint Stock Companies 

Activity Date 

Incorporated 2018-08-23 

Filed Document 2018-08-23 

RELATED REGISTRATIONS 

There are no related registrations on file for this company. 

2/2 



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:06:58 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After reviewing the
focus report I am pleased to see that the majority of public concerns have been addressed
through independent third party experts. Residents of a Nova Scotia seem to have a large
distrust of both industry and government. Having an industry that is willing to commit to
staying in Nova Scotia and produces a globally used commodity is something the province
should be proud of. The work Northern Pulp and Paper Excellence has done to correct past
issues created by former owners should be commended. I feel the narrative that fishing
grounds will be negatively impacted by a new treatment facility lacks credibility. The local
fishing industry is thriving and a new treatment facility would lessen any impacts compared to
the current system, if there are any impacts at all. In closing, I support the continued operation
of this mill and ask that our elected officials due the same. The forestry sector has always been
a leading industry in this province and the approval of the proposed infrastructure would allow
that to continue. Thank you for taking the time to consider my opinions on this matter. Name:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Upper Tantallon Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 67 y: 28



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: [PROBABLE-SPAM] Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility
Date: November 8, 2019 6:10:54 PM
Attachments:   Submission.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please find attached  comments regarding Northern Pulps Focus report.



November 7, 2019


Environmental Assessment Branch

Nova Scotia Environment

P.O. Box 442

Email: EA@novascotia.ca


Dear Mr. Gordan Wilson:


Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia - Environmental Assessment Registration Document- 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (Focus Report)


The Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Replacement Effluent treatment Facility has many concerns for 
me and my spouse.  As residents of Pictou County, Nova Scotia this issues hits us right in our 
backyard.  I myself am a second generation fishermen and father of two -  a four year old and a 
nine month old.


Besides my knowledge as a fishermen I am also a Red Seal Tradesmen trained as an Industrial 
Mechanic (millwright) which gives me some insight into the industrial workings of a pulp mill.  


In Northern Pulp’s  EA submission of their focus report, there are many issues that are still of 
great concern for me. I believe that this time the proposal needs to just be rejected, as 
Northern Pulp has had plenty of time and have yet to put the time and energy into a clear 
science based report. It needs to be rejected and Northern Pulp told to go back to the drawing 
board, as a pipe into the Strait isn’t going to work.  Northern Pulp has not ensured the heath 
and safety of the people of Nova Scotia and of the Northumberland Strait, which we fish and 
share with surrounding Provinces.  I am asking that you, as the Minister for Nova Scotia 
Environment,  reject this focus report of Northern Pulp’s proposed effluent treatment facility for 
the following reasons. 


1. Protection of Fish and Fish Habitat: 

Since I am a lobster licence holder, the new treatment facility outfall is a major concern - what 
effects will it have on lobsters and their habitat as well as the lobsters' reproduction system 
which includes their larvae. This information is so important because it is what will allow the 
survival and future sustainability of our industry. 


In Appendix R of Northern Pulp’s original EARD is where you find the lobster study information 
which is very limited. Here in the executive summary it states,  "It is important to note that the 
values and distances in the Stantec reports (Stantec 2017, Stantec 2018) have been generated 
through modelling and not through onsite testing. Therefore, if modeling predictions prove to 
be inaccurate, then the predicted impact on lobsters as described in this report are invalid.” 

This statement here concerns me as to how valid the receiving waters study is as well the 
lobster study. This area needs much much more information and in-depth studying to ensure 
our lobster and larvae are not harmed from the effluent leaving the outfall location. 


In Appendix 7.3 of their focus report,  they quote “Several studies have identified linkages 
between reduced survival and developmental differences of American Lobster larvae (stages I 
III) and post- larvae (stage IV) when exposed to elevated temperatures.”  I have yet to find 
where they have done studies on the lobster, lobster reproduction and juvenile lobster. 


mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


Elevated temperatures are just one of the issues that the pipe 
discharge of toxic effluent will have on fish health and habit. 
Northern Pulp's plan to do monitoring after isn’t complying with 
the focus report requirement to have baseline data to show what 
will happen to our fish species. 


Appendix 7.3 of the focus report contains the statement “the 
proposed pipeline route will directly interact with the known 
Atlantic Herring resource” (Figure 3-12) This is not Science.  The 
area of the proposed outfall is one of the last remaining herring 
school breeding/ spawning grounds,  which I fish during the fall 
herring season 16F. Our herring stocks are in trouble and 
fishermen have taken drastic quota cuts and shorter season 
openings in order to protect this vital specie, and a pipe line and a 
outfall of toxic effluent isn’t a pro-active approach to protect this 
fish resource. For these reasons, no risk should be taken to this 
vital industry and vital ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait, and 
the project should be rejected. 


2. Scallop Buffer Zone: 

While on the topic of lobster, I would like to bring to your attention to a link on the DFO website 
that describes our scallop buffer zone. Here is how the buffer zone reads as to the conditions 
for the commercial fishers licence set out by DFO and enforced by DFO fishers officers as to 
the Fisheries Act and is found as scallop condition 7: No person shall fish for scallops in that 
portion of scallop fishing area 24 in those waters adjacent to the Province of Nova Scotia within 
one [1] nautical mile from the nearest point of land in the counties of Cumberland, Colchester, 
Pictou, including Pictou Island in the Northumberland Strait, and Antigonish. 


With this pointed out I would then like to refer to Northern Pulp's focus report - section 7.3 
Marine Environment Impact Assessment (figures 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14) and then the 
wording on page 3.35 where they state the outfall location is outside of this buffer zone, but the 
pipe route is within the refuge. It is true the pipe route is within the refuge, but also the outfall 
location is within the refuge as well, as 1 nautical mile equals 1.852kms.  If Northern Pulp 
worked with DFO more, they would have been shown and told that their figure in their focus 
report was incorrect and that the scallop buffer zone is one nautical mile from any point of land.  
This means their outfall is located inside a marine refuge area which is intended to protect the 
juvenile American lobster  http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/oceans/oeabcm-amcepz/refuges/sfa-
zpp-eng.html. 


Here are other limitations within scallop buffer zones that are set out by DFO. 


Prohibitions:

- Scallop dragging.

- No other human activities that take place in this area are incompatible with the conservation of 
the ecological components of interest.


Another concern is that within this refuge to protect fish habitat, they will be digging a trench 
3.6km long to lay the 36 inch pipe. To dig this trench as stated in Appendix 2.5, page 18, they 
will be moving 20,000 cubic meters of fill per km of pipe line. So for a 3.6 km pipe line, that’s 
approximately 72,000+ cubic meters of material being dug within a marine refuge area. Now to 

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/oceans/oeabcm-amcepz/refuges/sfa-zpp-eng.html
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/oceans/oeabcm-amcepz/refuges/sfa-zpp-eng.html


put that into perspective a dump truck travelling down the highway carries on average 7.6 -10 
cubic meters per load.  If we were to pick 9 cubic meters as an average, that would be like 
filling 8000 dump trucks of material out of a marine refuge area that is designated to protect 
fish and fish habitat.  So as I have stated before, for the reasons above I ask you to reject this 
project submitted by Northern Pulp.




DFO Scallop Buffer Zone 
Regulations/Coordinates 
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3. Total Suspended Solids - Depths & Tides 

The outfall location is located just off the Caribou Harbour channel  and the accumulation 
affects  from the suspended solids in the effluent is another huge concern.  One of the first 
meetings with Northern Pulp and the fishers was held at the Pictou County Wellness Center in 
early December of 2017.  At this meeting, Guy Martin from KSH Solutions was asked the 
following question, "Where does the heavy solids go?” His response was, “Away”.  


On page 3.4 of Appendix 4.2 of the focus report, in table 15 it still states, the total suspended 
solids (TSS) is 48mg/L. When you do the long hand and work that out for their daily water 
usage of 85 million litres a day, that is over 4 tons of solids sent out into the Northumberland 
Strait daily.  This is unacceptable. Four ton of solids won’t just go away as KSH stated. 


The accumulative affect and build up is unknown and needs to be addressed. The area in 
which the outfall is located, is stated in Appendix 2.2 to be 20m in depth, but around the outfall 
location the depth decreases to 18m within 100m from the outfall and continues to rise as you 
go outwards from the outfall. What will the accumulation in this area be and what will happen 
to the diffusers in this situation as they get taken over by accumulation of suspended solids. At 
slack tides every 6 hr, the suspended solids won’t just go away!!  So, because the cumulative 
effects of 4 tonnes per day of TSS are unknown I ask you to reject this project. 


Northumberland Strait’s tidal range is classified as Micro-tidal, when the tidal 
range is lower than 2 metres. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_range).   Northern Pulp has 
not proven that such a low tidal range could effectively disperse 4 tonnes of TSS daily. 

  


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_range







4. Shell Fish Closure Zone:


Also a concern not addressed in Northern Pulp's EA is what will be, or what is the probability 
of, a shell fish closure zone around the outfall. Will it be based on depth and volume of water 
affected? Will it be left up to DFO, not a Northern Pulp issue, but only to be an issue and 
concern to the fishermen? 


Fishing areas in Howe Sound Bay have experienced restrictions on fishing and consumption of 
shellfish ( https://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/rec/tidal-maree/a-s28-eng.html#cr-rest).  Will 
we experience similar restrictions should Northern Pulp’s project receive approval?




https://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/rec/tidal-maree/a-s28-eng.html#cr-rest


5. Sea Ice 
Between the sea ice issues addressed in appendix 2.2 and 
the pipe construction addressed in appendix 2.5, these two 
topics together form one major problem in regards to the 
Navigation Protection Act.


Figures 5.5.1 through 5.5.5 in appendix 2.2 show the ice 
scours.  It is shown that there was 88 ice scours within 
Caribou Harbour in depths ranging from 0.22m to 19m. 
These scours range from 1.3m to 5.4 meters wide and 5m to 
260m long and a depth of 0.4m. 


With these scours and the water depth of only 0.22m to 
19.06m (appendix 2.2 page119), what is the interference 
with the Navigation Protection Act? 


As stated within the act Prohibition 3,  it is prohibited to 
construct, place, alter, repair, rebuild, remove or 
decommission a work in, on, over, under, through or across 
any navigable water that is listed in the schedule except in 
accordance with this Act or any other federal Act.

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/n-22/
page-1.html#h-364597


In appendix 2.5, they indicate that there plan is to dig a trench to the depth of 3m and install a 
1m pipe with 2m of top soil on top. Then for sea ice scours protection in areas of concern 
which have yet to be decided on will be protected by armour rock which will decrease harbour 
depth by increasing the coverage over the pipe. How will this pipe line route, with very little 
depths to begin with, have enough water to avoid impeding on the Navigation Act for water 
travel by canoes, fishing vessels, ferry etc? How can this pipe line route be granted with the 
Navigation protection Act in place for the safe passage of travellers? 

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/n-22/page-1.html#h-364597
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/n-22/page-1.html#h-364597


As stated in the focus report, the exact route has yet to be designed and mapped, so how can 
a proposal be approved without knowing if no navigation will be interrupted? The depth just 
isn’t there. So for this reason the project submitted by Northern pulp must be rejected.

These are just a few of my concerns as a fisher, but working full-time this winter as a millwright 
and with a new born in the house, having time to study this EA in such a short time has been 
challenging.  


As a millwright, I would like to touch on the following.  


6. Power Boiler


Now my next few points of concern are with the burning of the sludge and what will be taken 
out of the new effluent treatment system to be burnt in their power boiler and sent out into the 
air. 


This power boiler does not have a precipitator! This is the same power boiler that failed 
emissions tests in 2015, 2016 and 2017. As stated in a news article in The New Glasgow News,  
dated Jan 22 2018,  the reason for the failure of the emission limits was because of what was 
burned in it. 


When Northern Pulp changed their burn mix, there were improvements.  "These included 
changes to what went into the boiler, and how it was burned, which led to more efficient 
burning of that material and fewer particles leaving the boiler. One significant improvement was 
to reduce the amount of sawdust and shavings, and to increase the size of the bark put into the 
power boiler. That had a significant improvement on performance.” -  Northern Pulp Director of 
Communications, Kathy Cloutier.  https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/northern-pulp-reports-
improvements-in-quality-of-stack-emissions-179533/


If this boiler is going to be responsible for burning the sludge, it concerns me that this was not 
addressed fully in the focus report.  How they will get their mixture right to pass any emission 
limits test? How will the particulate matter be taken out of the air when there is no precipitator? 
I feel Nova Scotia Environment needs more information on this matter to insure public heath is 
not at risk.


7. Plant Drainage


 Now my final point that I’m going to mention and touch on is an in-plant issue that deals with 
their drainage and cleaning of their systems  like the digester, pumps, and their pipe lines 
within the plant that are full of green liquor, brown liquor, white liquor, black liquor and any other 
chemical substances that are used in the pulp making process. 


During shut-down periods, these substances get flushed with acid for cleaning purposes. 
During these shut-downs or during emergency break-downs within the plant, at any given time,  
these substances  are flushed down a drain and out into Boat Harbour. Any process 
interruption is drained off and sent down a drain out into Boat Harbour as well.

 

No where in Northern Pulp's focus report does it mention how they will deal with kraft 
interruption or their cleaning processes for the items mentioned above.  The focus report does 
not mention how the new system will handle these chemicals in their raw form or how  the 
microorganisms that are used in the AST system will interact with these chemicals. 


https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/northern-pulp-reports-improvements-in-quality-of-stack-emissions-179533/
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/northern-pulp-reports-improvements-in-quality-of-stack-emissions-179533/
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/northern-pulp-reports-improvements-in-quality-of-stack-emissions-179533/


This is a major concern because these types of incidents happen far too often in this plant and 
more information should be required as to what will the effects be on the AST system.  Any 
slight mix up in their process will affect their AST system, which then affects the outfall 
discharge.


I want to thank you for your time in reading my submission and hope that you take my 
concerns as serious as I do for the heath and well being of the Northumberland Strait -that all 
species and their larvae are protected and studied to ensure they will be around for years to 
come. 


If fishermen are held to respect Marine Refugee Areas to insure safety of the juvenile lobster, so 
should Northern Pulp. There should be no risk put on any species in the Northumberland Strait 
that could cause adverse affects to a commercial fisheries and to human recreational 
enjoyment. 


Let's get this assessment done right and protect the water and air from harm that can not be 
reversed. I look forward to hearing from you with regards to these issues, that this project is not 
given any approvals of any kind and is rejected.  


Thank you and Sincerely, 


Plymouth Pictou County 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: No untreated effluent
will leave the mill site. Name: @hotmail.ca Address: 
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#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I was born and grew up
in Pictou County, and have the utmost respect for its people, and deep sorrow for what has
been endured, with regard to the environmental impact of the ongoing operation of the 50 plus
year old pulp mill at Abercrombie. I will leave the scientific data to others, best suited to that
purpose. I am writing as a person with a life-long tie to this area, and as a person who now
spends several months a year there. I firmly believe that the current situation requires an
environmental assessment at the federal level through CEAA, to ensure that the highest level
of professional assessment is completed, and that there is no perceived conflict of interest
within the assessment process. Name:  Email:

@sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Ottawa
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My family and I live in
Trenton NS. For over fifty years we have suffered from the stench of NP. We have breathing
problems that effect us daily from the polited air NP expects us to breathe. Itâ?Ts time our
government does what they were voted in to do, No pipe to go into our waters and to hold
strong on boat harbour date. Name: @hotmail.com
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been following
the Northern Pulp issue for the past year. I have come to the conclusion that there is no good
reason to allow an extention of the deadline. This company is a subsidiary of one of the
Corporations deemed among the top ten corporate criminals in 2018. The proposal t send the
effluent further out into the Northhumberland strait makes no sense especially as there is no
way to determine the effect on the fishing industry. All reports I have seen indicate that the
revenue from fishing dwarfs revenus from forestry so why would we risk endangering that
industry? We are also at a stage where it appears that keeping our forests as carbon sinks will
make more economic sense which should also bring into question do we even need our current
pulp industry. Would we be better off managing our forests in a way that created older growth
and more valuable wood down the road. The current practices are no longer sustainable nor do
they make sense. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am completely against
the use of the Northumberland Strait as a dumping ground for industrial waste. This option
should not be considered. Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Antigonish Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 79 y: 28
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The same system is used
in a lot of pulp mills. Itâ?Ts a proven system. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - ####
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 45 y: 28
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp NP has
been polluting the air, lands and water of Nova Scotia far too long. They and the government
have failed to correct the problems and broken too many promises for far too long. You must
honour the dates set forth in the Boat Harbour Act and cease operation of the plant. The
forestry industry has other resources to turn to. Our fisherman and the areas residents do not
NPRs proposal relies on a disastrously flawed concept. The answer to pollution is NOT
dilution. Even treated effluent flowing into the Strait can have serious effect on aquatic
organisms as proven by joint Canada US EPA studies in the Great Lakes. DDT, PCBs,
mercury, dioxins and many others do not break down in water and have a bio-accumulative
effect in the food chain. Regulations should require treatment and containment, not release
into waters. Furthermore, it is unconscionable that NP itself is conducting these studies. You
are letting the fox guard the henhouse. And worst of all, those who are advocating for this
project are those who will reap the benefits. And those who oppose it are the ones who will
face 5he consequences. However it is decided will not be forgotten, nor forgiven. Do the right
thing. Name: @comcast.net Address: 
Municipality: Pictou Island Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 46
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Response to: 
Focus Report on Northern Pulp's Proposed Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Nov 8, 2019


Submitted by: 
Julia Windebank M.Ed
3807 Mont Blanc Terrace, Apt 211
Halifax NS B3K 6R9


Submitted to: 
Honourable Minister of the Environment, Gordon Wilson:


My roots in Pictou County go back several generations, and although I have lived 
in five Canadian provinces, the north shore of Nova Scotia is where I am most at 
home. My husband and I worked and raised our children in Pictou County. 


My father worked in the paper industry (including Scott Paper in Abercrombie) 
and I grew up in paper mill towns. One of them was Dryden, Ontario, where the 
water-borne mercury poisoning inflicted on the Grassy Narrows First Nation 
people by that paper mill in the 1960s is still having a profound and tragic affect. 
I value good jobs in rural areas, I use paper and I had believed somehow, as 
seems to occur in Nordic countries, that paper production, sustainable forestry 
practice and careful fishery management could coexist.
 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pul
p_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Persp
ectives . (January 2018)


But Pictou County has a sad history of industry using the land, water, resources 
and manpower for profit, with casual disregard for both the health and safety of 
workers, the environment and the general population. Northern Pulp's Focus 
Report does not convince me that its current plan can ensure the safety of our 
ocean and coastal areas, nor fulfill its obligation to the people of Pictou Landing 
First Nation.


Northern Pulp has not demonstrated to Nova Scotians that it can be a trusted 
partner in protecting the environment nor competently managing the 
environmental risks of paper production. A few reasons within the last five years:


• Paper Excellence (Northern Pulp's owner) has been charged with permit 
violations for recent environmental infractions in other Canadian mills 
(2018). 


• Northern Pulp has a history of air emissions infractions (2015, 2016, 2017)
• NP has had effluent pipe leaks (2014, 2018) that went undetected
• NP is listed on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry (2016)
• NP did not hold consultation with officials of the Town of Pictou in its 



https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pulp_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Perspectives

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pulp_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Perspectives

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pulp_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Perspectives





preparation for the proposed effluent pipe route into the Northumberland 
Strait, although the pipe would cross that town's watershed area (2018)


• NP submitted an Environmental Assessment Registration Document which 
was lacking important information, as noted by previous NS Minister of the 
Environment, Margaret Miller (2019)


• NP asked for an extension to the NS government's deadline to close Boat 
Harbour by January 2020, in spite of being given five years by the 
government to develop an effluent management plan


• NP scheduled their press conference on January 31, 2019, to request an 
extension to the January 2020 deadline, with complete disregard and 
disrespect for Pictou Landing First Nation's countdown celebration on the 
same day, for the legislated closure of the Boat Harbour waste water facility


On reviewing the report, vague wording such as “may”, “expected”, “will be 
studied”, “unlikely”, “anticipated”, ”predicted”, “minimized” and “in the unlikely 
event (of a leak)” cause real concern. I do not believe that Northern Pulp can 
convince the people of Nova Scotia that potential long-lasting risks to the 
environment have been adequately considered or planned for. The protection of 
our environment, our fishing industry, tourism and the health of people in NS 
must be the priority, above all else.


I urge Premier MacNeil and Minister Wilson to reject the current proposal. If this 
plan is not rejected, a review by the federal Impact Assessment Agency would be 
critical to assure the people of Nova Scotia that the current government is 
committed to protecting the safety of our environment, health and fishery.


Thank you.







Response to: 
Focus Report on Northern Pulp's Proposed Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Nov 8, 2019

Submitted by: 

Halifax NS 

Submitted to: 
Honourable Minister of the Environment, Gordon Wilson:

My roots in Pictou County go back several generations, and although I have lived 
in five Canadian provinces, the north shore of Nova Scotia is where I am most at 
home. My husband and I worked and raised our children in Pictou County. 

My father worked in the paper industry (including Scott Paper in Abercrombie) 
and I grew up in paper mill towns. One of them was Dryden, Ontario, where the 
water-borne mercury poisoning inflicted on the Grassy Narrows First Nation 
people by that paper mill in the 1960s is still having a profound and tragic affect. 
I value good jobs in rural areas, I use paper and I had believed somehow, as 
seems to occur in Nordic countries, that paper production, sustainable forestry 
practice and careful fishery management could coexist.
 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pul
p_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Persp
ectives . (January 2018)

But Pictou County has a sad history of industry using the land, water, resources 
and manpower for profit, with casual disregard for both the health and safety of 
workers, the environment and the general population. Northern Pulp's Focus 
Report does not convince me that its current plan can ensure the safety of our 
ocean and coastal areas, nor fulfill its obligation to the people of Pictou Landing 
First Nation.

Northern Pulp has not demonstrated to Nova Scotians that it can be a trusted 
partner in protecting the environment nor competently managing the 
environmental risks of paper production. A few reasons within the last five years:

• Paper Excellence (Northern Pulp's owner) has been charged with permit 
violations for recent environmental infractions in other Canadian mills 
(2018). 

• Northern Pulp has a history of air emissions infractions (2015, 2016, 2017)
• NP has had effluent pipe leaks (2014, 2018) that went undetected
• NP is listed on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry (2016)
• NP did not hold consultation with officials of the Town of Pictou in its 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pulp_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Perspectives
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pulp_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Perspectives
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/328485222_The_Greening_of_the_Pulp_and_Paper_Industry_Sweden_in_Comparative_Perspective_Comparative_Perspectives


preparation for the proposed effluent pipe route into the Northumberland 
Strait, although the pipe would cross that town's watershed area (2018)

• NP submitted an Environmental Assessment Registration Document which 
was lacking important information, as noted by previous NS Minister of the 
Environment, Margaret Miller (2019)

• NP asked for an extension to the NS government's deadline to close Boat 
Harbour by January 2020, in spite of being given five years by the 
government to develop an effluent management plan

• NP scheduled their press conference on January 31, 2019, to request an 
extension to the January 2020 deadline, with complete disregard and 
disrespect for Pictou Landing First Nation's countdown celebration on the 
same day, for the legislated closure of the Boat Harbour waste water facility

On reviewing the report, vague wording such as “may”, “expected”, “will be 
studied”, “unlikely”, “anticipated”, ”predicted”, “minimized” and “in the unlikely 
event (of a leak)” cause real concern. I do not believe that Northern Pulp can 
convince the people of Nova Scotia that potential long-lasting risks to the 
environment have been adequately considered or planned for. The protection of 
our environment, our fishing industry, tourism and the health of people in NS 
must be the priority, above all else.

I urge Premier MacNeil and Minister Wilson to reject the current proposal. If this 
plan is not rejected, a review by the federal Impact Assessment Agency would be 
critical to assure the people of Nova Scotia that the current government is 
committed to protecting the safety of our environment, health and fishery.

Thank you.



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Environment Minister re. Pulp Mill
Date: November 8, 2019 6:36:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

I am concerned about the effects of the Pulp Mill's plan. The beaches, fishery, harbours and
park areas need to be protected.

Thank you

Sent from my Galaxy Tab A



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: No pipe and no extension
Date: November 8, 2019 6:36:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

As a land owner with a cottage on the North thumberland straight and  kayak
guiding business I am asking the Minister of the Environment to reject Northern Pulp’s
proposal for a pipe and not to grant an extension.
 The province has allowed too much pollution from the mill already and the proposal does not
do enough to protect the more valuable resources in the area.  Fishing and tourism are worth
more that the mill, time to close it if it can not be operated in an environmental
responsible manner.

Thanks 

Sent from Windows Mail



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:36:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My husband and I fully
support Northern Pulps efforts to clean up that awful mess, left by someone else. They help
provide a livelihood to many people in this province. We believe the replacement Effluent
Facility should be approved. NS needs forestry, responsibly managed forests help protect us
from forest fires, they keep the forests healthy and viable. We spend almost all of our
weekends either out 4 wheeling, camping, or hunting. Spending our time out in these forests,
we believe that forestry is too important a renewable resource. My husband is currently cutting
30 year old trees, so even though it was once a clear cut, its now being re-cut. We tried to
work out west and it just isnt the life we wanted for our children. We moved back here to NS
10 years ago, we now own property and pay taxes. If NS loses this mill, we will be forced to
leave NS and our Family Friends For good. Northern Pulp, Paper Excellence, has a mill in BC,
and despite all of the public outcry prior, it is fine. Its cleaner, more efficient, and is doing
well. Even the fish arent bothered by it. Without Northern Pulp, you will see the Maritimes
empty of people. We need to be able to work, to afford to live. Please approve the replacement
of the Effluent Treatment Facility Project and ensure so many, many, people are able to stay
here at home in Nova Scotia! Name: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Amherst Point Postal-Code: Phone:
9023971071 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 0 y: 0



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:36:52 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Greetings, I am a
community member who has seen and prospered from the forestry sector and the spin off from
the sector in the province of Nova Scotia. Living in Glace Bay I have also seen the negative
affects of what happens in communities and surrounding areas when industry leaves. Pictou
and the other areas along with Nova Scotia are not able to cope with the impact of losing these
good paying jobs and causing an exodus of these hard-working individuals and families. In
2011 Paper excellence purchased this pulp mill. The previous owner lacked investment,
development and interest to make sustainable changes to keep the mill and the environment
viably stable for the future. Since the purchase Northern Pulp has invested over 130 million
dollars into improvements to protect and improve their environmental foot print in the
community. This included changing from bunker c oil to cleaner natural gas and the
installation of a new precipitator to improve the air quality in the area. Northern Pulp is
prepared to make the investment in a new state of the art effluent treatment facility that is
similar to more than 80 other mills of this nature across the country. They have addressed
every concern raised in the initial public consultation comments and every question raised to
them by the Nova Scotia Environment department. They have answered with facts from
experts including scientists and third party experts in the field. We know Nova Scotia now has
some of the most stringent environmental laws in the country and Northern Pulp is will to
make the investments need to respect these laws. They have a plan to move forward and
continue investing in improving their environmental footprint. As the Minister of Environment
for the province of Nova Scotia you really must make your decision based the scientific
review of the focus report which highlights there is no adverse effects or significant
environmental effects which may be caused by this undertaking. The forestry sector, as well as
all stakeholders in this province is counting on the approval of this plan in order to survive.
This project needs to be approved so this work can get started. Sincerely,

@gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Glace Bay Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 38 y: 27



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:38:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I believe we need as many jobs in Nova
Scotia as possible. If Northern Pulp had to close it would be a great loss to the economy. Less
jobs means less people living in Nova Scotia. I am 18-years-old and would love to spend the
rest of my life in Nova Scotia however, with the loss of jobs closing Northern Pulp would
create, that may no longer be possible. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: MacPhersons Mills
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 56 y: 15



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:39:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister Gordon
Wilson, Fifty-two years ago the first toxic effluent flowed into the pristine lagoon of Boat
Harbour and within 24 hours killed all the living organisms in those waters - fish went belly
up,and the waters that were so important for Pictou Landing First Nation were rendered
useless for food, living and recreation. Seven Premiers later the toxic waste from one of the
most egregious polluters in the province continues to flow into Boat Harbour at a daily rate of
90 million litres. Now Northern Pulp wants more time added to the already 5 years it was
given to come up with a sound plan to deal with the companys wastes and it hasnt made much
or any progress to provide a viable alternative except to run pipelines through the town of
Pictou and out into the Northumberland Strait. That is NOT a solution. This regime will
continue to have a deleterious impact on the land, fresh water and marine habitats along the
Strait. I vigorously oppose Northern Pulps current plan and want government to keep its
promise to close the Northern Pulp facility at the end of January 2010. Name: 
Email: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lower Rose Bay,
NS Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 57 y: 18



From: @keele.ac.uk
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:39:44 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The baseline conditions
which are proposed to establish monitoring for the planned facility reflect what is already a
heavily industrialised harbour. A pre-industrial baseline and restoration to those conditions
should be the management goal. It is not sufficient to suggest there will be no further
deleterious effects from the proposed pipe facility when there have already been significant
losses of biodiversity, bioaccumulation of toxins in marine biota, and contamination with
municipal and private residential sewage. The pipe may not make a bad situation worse, but it
will in no way remediate the current damage. First Nations, fisheries, tourism, and local
property values will all benefit from as full an ecological restoration as possible. An effluent
pipe is simply not part of this picture. 60 years ago, you could jig for lobster in Pictou Harbour
with a worm on a safety pin and safely eat your catch. Those conditions should be the baseline
for an assessment of deleterious effects. If a full EIA can show how the effluent pipe will
restore the harbour and Strait ecosystem above and beyond its current degraded conditions,
that data should be produced and made public. Otherwise the proposed facility only adds
insult to injury. Name: @keele.ac.uk Address: 

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y: 16



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:43:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe instead of
everyone fighting so hard to shut the mill down they should all come together to find a
solution ! Some people just need to take a step back and take a look at everyoneâ?Ts views !
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:  ### - #### Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 65 y: 36



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:45:50 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson I
am writing to you to approve northern pulps replacement effluent treatment facility project.
The new facility is going to produce a better quality effluent being released into the strait then
is currently going in now. For 52 years effluent has been going into the strait and every time
the mill made a change the effluent quality improved. There is currently 88 NBSK mills
discharging effluent in Canada now. Other mills in Canada have fishing coexisting with
effluent discharge as in pictou county. In conclusion I hope the science included in the focus
report meets or exceeds Canadas standards for effluent and gets a approval as a lot of families
including mine depend on Northern Pulp for a living and do not want to be forced to move out
of province for work. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 25



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: November Response to Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment
Date: November 8, 2019 6:46:22 PM
Attachments: November Reply to Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
Please confirm receipt of my email. Thank you.
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Honourable Gordon Wilson 


Environmental Assessment Branch 


Nova Scotia Environment 


P.O. Box 442 


Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  


March 9, 2019 


 


Hon Minister Gordon Wilson,  


I am writing in response to the proposal submitted to the Department of Environment 


regarding the Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 


My name is Lorna MacIsaac. I am a resident living in Pictou 56.5 years.  


I served as a Town of Pictou citizen representative on the Town of Pictou Ramsay 


Report Committee for approximately 1.5 years ending March 2009. The Town of Pictou 


Organization Study was competed by Richard G. Ramsay Management Consultants 


Inc. to address the Town of Pictou’s fiscal situation and develop a strategy toward a 


number of areas including residential, business development in the town of Pictou, 


increased quality and deliver of water services including our watershed and improved 


Town services and support to tourism, culture and community organizations.  


Source: http://pictouproud.com/Portals/18/documents/20.ramsayfinal.pdf 


I now am a member of the Town of Pictou, Water Source Protection Committee as of 


October, 2019. 


My submission to you will include two topic areas: 


1. The watershed for the Town of Pictou and surrounding community of Caribou  


2. The impact of the toxic effluent dumped into the Northumberland Strait.  


 


 


 


 


 



http://pictouproud.com/Portals/18/documents/20.ramsayfinal.pdf
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Focus 1: The watershed for the Town of Pictou and surrounding community of 


Caribou 


As stated in the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Focus Report - 


Replacement Toxic effluent Treatment - October 2019 | 17-6461 


Land-based Pipeline Portion - “The pipeline will begin on-land at a pump station 


where treated toxic effluent from the ETF is pumped into the pipeline. For approximately 


the first kilometre of the pipeline, the pipe will be located on NPNS property until it 


meets and enters Pictou Harbour. The pipeline will be submerged across Pictou 


Harbour, aligned immediately to the east of the Pictou Causeway until it meets the north 


bank of Pictou Harbour. On the north side of Pictou Harbour, it enters the Nova Scotia 


Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal’s (TIR’s) Highway 106 (Trans-


Canada Highway, also known as Jubilee Highway) right-of-way (ROW) and follows 


Highway 106 north toward Caribou, NS. Project Overview xxxiv Northern Pulp Nova 


Scotia Corporation Focus Report - Replacement Toxic effluent Treatment October 2019 


| 17-6461 The pipeline will be installed generally parallel to Highway 106, along the 


outermost eastern portion of the NSTIR ROW. It will be situated predominantly on the 


east side until it reaches Caribou. At this point, the pipeline will cross under Highway 


106 to the west side and enter the marine environment at Caribou Harbour to the north, 


and to the west of the Northumberland Ferries marine terminal building and parking 


area. There will be automated leak detection of the land-based pipe between Pictou and 


Caribou to identify issues in the unlikely event that a leak does occur. 


The second submission from Northern Pulp demonstrates a total disregard to the safety 
of the Town of Pictou Watershed that supplies water to approximately 3200 residents 
and the Municipality of Pictou County residents and businesses who live and rely on this 
watershed.  
 
This watershed supplies drinking water, household use including hygiene care and 
business use including long term care, businesses and tourism.  Without a safe water 
supply the Town of Pictou will not be able to survive when something goes wrong. And 
something will go wrong.   
 
In the Pictou / Caribou Source Water Protection Plan, the risks to water quality were 
identified as transportation, residential development, waste disposal, agriculture, 
industrial development and recreation and environment.  
 
The procedures for development of the Pictou / Caribou Source Water Protection Plan 
are:  
1) Form a Source Water Protection Advisory Committee (Committee);  
2) Delineate a Source Water Protection Area Boundary;  
3) Identify Potential Contaminants and Assess Risk; 
4) Develop a Source Water Protection Management Plan; and  
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5) Develop a Monitoring Program to Evaluate the Effectiveness of a Plan. 
 
https://www.townofpictou.ca/assets/PDFs/Water/Pictou-SWPP-Update-October-2017.pdf 
 
I will focus on #3 Identify Potential Contaminants and Assess Risk: 
 
Almost every activity on the land has the potential to affect the quality of water in our 


community. The Town of Pictou focuses on the following to protect its watershed: 


Acquisition of Land: “The acquisition of land by the Town gives direct ownership and 


control of portions of the source water area to the Town. This allows for a high level of 


protection of a source area due to direct control over the activities that can take place 


there.” (Page 14) 


Best Management Practices (BMP's): “These standardized and widely accepted 


practices for activities and products are the most practical and effective means of 


preventing or reducing contaminants from reaching source water. BMP's have 


been developed for most activities, which occur in a well field. They can be applied to 


various aspects of residential development, including septic system and oil tank 


installation and maintenance, and construction activities. Most aspects of agriculture 


have operating BMP's in place through a variety of regulatory and market driven 


processes. Many of these practices are specifically designed to manage specific 


activities, which may affect water quality. BMP's are also in place for many industrial 


products, services, and activities related to motorized recreation and transportation.) 


(Page 14) 


For a toxic effluent pipe to go through this watershed and the likelihood of a break in 


that pipe and it will happen, the province of Nova Scotia will have Boat Harbour #2 


happen again in the Town of Pictou and the Municipality of Pictou County’s watershed.  


We have the human right to have safe drinking water for our families and community in 
Canada. It is 2019 and we are supposed to be living in a First World Country.   


Northern Pulp states in their report: “There will be automated leak detection of the land-
based pipe between Pictou and Caribou to identify issues in the unlikely event that a 
leak does occur.” 


Northern Pulp History 2014 


On June 10, 2014 a leak of 47 million litres of "toxic" pulp mill toxic effluent / waste 
spilled on sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds at Indian Cross Point, and into the East River 
that flows into Pictou Harbour. 



https://www.townofpictou.ca/assets/PDFs/Water/Pictou-SWPP-Update-October-2017.pdf
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On October, 21, 2018, at Indian Cross Point. Northern Pulp had another leak which was 
only found by found by local residents, not NP staff or equipment.  


From my inquiry with Friends of The Northumberland Strait, they made a request for 
information about the October 21, 2018 leak to the Province of Nova Scotia asking the 
to release three key pieces of information including:  


• 1.the size or cause of the leak in October 2018  


• 2.the composition of the toxic effluent that leaked  


• 3.why the pipe break went initially undetected by the pulp and paper firm owned 
by Paper Excellence.   


Checking with Jill Scanlan, Chair of the Friends of the Northumberland Strait, they have 
not received a reply to their request of information from the Province of Nova Scotia 
Department of Environment or any other department or representative from the Nova 
Scotia government.  That is unacceptable.  


In an review of responses from Northern Pulp, the National Post stated in an article 
https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/n-s-group-seeks-data-on-
october-toxic effluent-leak-from-northern-pulp-pipeline, “Cloutier said the leak was at a 
fibreglass joint, the technology of the day in the 1960s, and the proposed new treatment 
system will have fusion welded joints that “are leak proof and as strong as the pipeline 
itself.” 


Technology from 2019 will also be outdated in the years ahead. And with the newest 
technology, leaks and accidents happen. My question is why is the Province of Nova 
Scotia taking a chance on equipment that may very well break down in the ground as 
well as the breakdown of the automated leak detection that is suppose to monitor it? 
The pipe is located in the watershed of the Town of Pictou and Municipality of Pictou 
County. 


If a real-world example is needed to demonstrate how modern technology can and will 
break down, I offer the latest example that took place in late October 2019 when 
Keystone XL pipeline shut down after spilling 1.4 million litres of oil of oil in North 
Dakota.  There is not even a clear date when this happened. A couple of websites state 
October 30, October 31 and the best guess- late October. Here it is 2019 and an oil 
pipeline commissioned in 2010, does not have the technology to firmly report a pipeline 
break in any situation.  This is the third spill along the pipeline's route in three years. 


https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/keystone-spils-over-1-million-litres-oil-north-dakota-
1.5343509 


“An estimated 1.4 million litres of oil have spilled from TC Energy Corp.'s Keystone 


crude pipeline in North Dakota, state authorities said on Thursday, a major leak at a 
time of increased regulatory scrutiny of oil pipeline expansions.” 



https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/n-s-group-seeks-data-on-october-effluent-leak-from-northern-pulp-pipeline

https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/n-s-group-seeks-data-on-october-effluent-leak-from-northern-pulp-pipeline

https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/keystone-spils-over-1-million-litres-oil-north-dakota-1.5343509

https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/keystone-spils-over-1-million-litres-oil-north-dakota-1.5343509
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A warning on page 6 in the section from Northern Pulp’s latest report:  


“Due to this robust design, there is not expected to be any residual environmental 
effects of the project on the groundwater supplies” Not expected is not guaranteed.  
This is not good enough for a town and municipality whose citizens, health and long-
term care and business community will require water to survive. Just not good enough.  


The Keystone Pipeline spill demonstrates the truth that pipelines break down and 
control systems fail. I rest my case on the statement of expectation in the event of a 
break or leak from Northern Pulp.  


Page 59 of Northern Pulp Report - “The mill has been in operation for many years and 


there are already many active emergency procedures. For example, to address a 


potential toxic effluent release to the environment, there is an emergency water 


reduction plan already in place. Standard operating procedures will be updated to 


include the new replacement ETF during commissioning, but the general operating 


philosophy remains unchanged. Steps will be taken, up to and including slowing or 


stopping pulp production, to manage upsets in a manner that does not see untreated 


toxic effluent entering Pictou Harbour from the mill site. The mill will not continue 


normal operation if there is a risk of overflow to the environment.” 


Again, Northern Pulp had two spills in the past five years. These spills still went into the 


ground, impacting the local ecosystems including sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds.  


Were these spills caught as per the statement, “…potential toxic effluent release to the 


environment, there is an emergency water reduction plan already in place”, from page 


59 of Northern Pulp report?” Not very well.  


On June 10, 2014 a leak of 47 million litres of "toxic" pulp mill toxic effluent / waste 


spilled on sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds at Indian Cross Point, and into the East River 


that flows into Pictou Harbour. 


On October, 21, 2018, at Indian Cross Point.  Northern Pulp has a failed history of this 


happening at last date October 21, 2018 only found by local residents, not NP staff or 


equipment. 


Page 63 of Northern Pulp Response: 


Town of Pictou’s Water Supply Protection Area  


“The proposed toxic effluent pipeline route runs adjacent to Highway 106 on its east 


side and will pass through the Town of Pictou and its source water protection area. Of 


the 13 wells located in these areas, all except one well are located in excess of 900 m 


away from the pipeline route. NPNS obtained Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 


survey data from the Province of Nova Scotia and overlaid it on the map of the Town of 
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Pictou’s source water protection area. The data contained elevation information that 


was accurate within +/- 15 cm and was used to delineate Surface Flow Accumulation 


areas around the proposed pipeline location. This information was used to understand 


the likely paths of surface water movement and determine collection points, called flow 


accumulation points, based on topography or the lay of the land. Figure 3.5-1 indicates 


that surface runoff from a potential breach of the pipeline will flow away from the 


Pictou Wellfields in all of the identified Surface Flow Accumulation areas.” 


Not much comfort. “Of the 13 wells located in these areas, all except one well are 


located in excess of 900 m away from the pipeline route.” That one well is active and 


toxic effluent will impact the water supply for Town of Pictou and Caribou, Municipality 


of Pictou County residents. 


The statement, “… indicates that surface runoff from a potential breach of the pipeline 


will flow away from the Pictou Wellfields in all of the identified Surface Flow 


Accumulation areas,” is just not acceptable.  


The word “indicates” is a best guess estimate. Not good enough. I like my drinking 


water without toxic effluent. And what about the families that live outside of the Town of 


Pictou Wellfields? Do they not count? My family and neighbours do count. This is not 


acceptable and deadly to the lives of our citizens.   


There is a history lesson here, think of Walkerton, Ontario, May 2000. The outbreak 


there was E. coli. The contamination sickened more than two thousand people and 


resulted in six deaths. 


I reference a report here: Entrance of paper mill toxic effluent chemicals into 


ecosystems and their subsequent biomagnification and interaction with 


humans—a review. - Brion Harrison, Coral Mullen, James Rupinski, Alec Schweinberg 


http://marinesciencetoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2-23-EntranceofPaperMillToxic 


effluentChemicalsIntoEcosystems.pdf 


“Paper mills present a source of highly concentrated chemicals being added directly to the 


surrounding environments. Many of these chemicals are known to be toxic to animals and 


humans. Some have been proven genotoxic, or DNA destroying (Pokhrel & Viraraghaval, 2004, 


p. 41). Such chemicals are usually fatal or cancer causing on contact, especially chronic contact 


as one would expect from presence in a water source. Beyond the possible impacts chemicals 


have on the individual organisms that they contact, they have the possibility to completely 


reshape or destroy the environments surrounding the paper mills. According to Eric Mullen, a 


commercial diver employed at Crofton Diving Corporation that has worked with the 


International Paper mill in Franklin, Virginia, most paper mills, such as the mill in Franklin, have 


special procedures in place should a meltdown occur and untreated chemicals exit the plant into 



http://marinesciencetoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2-23-EntranceofPaperMillEffluentChemicalsIntoEcosystems.pdf

http://marinesciencetoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2-23-EntranceofPaperMillEffluentChemicalsIntoEcosystems.pdf
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the surrounding environment (personal communication, November 4, 2014) (Appendix). – Page 


1-2. 


Impact of chemicals on humans. “There are many chemicals in paper mill toxic effluent 


that can be harmful to humans. Tetrachlorodibenzo-dioxin (TCDD) is one of the most toxic 


chemicals that can be found in paper mill effluent and is most commonly consumed by eating 


contaminated fish or drinking contaminated water. Dioxins are some of the most toxic 


chemicals known to man and are supposed to be limited to small amounts in paper mill effluent, 


the problem is that even small amounts can be harmful to humans. The tolerable daily intake of 


dioxins is 1-4 picograms (1.0x10ᶺ-15grams) per kilogram body mass (Leeuwen, 2000). TDCC has 


been proven to be a very aggressive carcinogen. It also impairs reproductive health and can 


render healthy adults sterile. - Page 14 


“Like many other chemicals that are present in the ecosystem, pollutants introduced by paper 


mills are capable of entering the food web, at which point many will undergo biomagnification, 


increasing in concentration as it moves up the food chain, creating a landslide effect on sensitive 


ecosystems. Humans, the cause of the pollution, are not free from its effects, as the chemicals 


present in the water are harmful to the physical and economic health of communities around or 


downstream of paper mills.” 


“Biomagnification of chemicals within the food chain. Pulp paper mills release toxic organic 


compounds into waterways in the form of toxic effluent. Some compounds found in the toxic 


effluent can have a negative impact on the health of organisms that inhabit the surrounding 


areas. 2, 3, 7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) is a highly toxic dioxin found in paper mill 


toxic effluent. TCDD. Factors such as: bioconcentration, bioaccumulation, and biomagnification 


contribute to the increased concentrations of dioxin in organisms near paper mills. High levels of 


dioxins can have adverse effect on an organism’s reproductive success. – Page 11 


This is a pipe designed to pollute prime fishing grounds.” “Boat Harbour is as dead as a 


door nail. Black, dead water. I wouldn’t stick my finger — or anything else in it,” 


Merigomish resident, and long-time lobster fishermen, Percy Hayne. 


https://ipolitics.ca/2018/10/08/the-fight-to-keep-a-pulp-mill-from-poisoning-the-northumberland-strait/ 


 


 


 


 


 



https://ipolitics.ca/2018/10/08/the-fight-to-keep-a-pulp-mill-from-poisoning-the-northumberland-strait/
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Focus 2: The impact of the toxic effluent dumped into the Northumberland Strait.  


The revised NP report does not address the areas I outline in my original submission 


made to Minister Margaret Miller in March 2019. 


This submission requires a Class 2 Environmental Assessment by the Government of 


Canada, 


The Veolia testing to get the "expected " future toxic effluent parameters is showing higher 
numbers than what is presently measured at Point C in Boat Harbour. 


Point C is where NP takes its toxic effluent measurements and meets the pulp and paper toxic 
effluent regulations. Point C is also a dead zone. 


 


Dillion Consulting stated: 


In an email between Northern Pulp’s technical manager and Dillon Consulting written on Nov. 


29, 2017 the technical manager said in reference to the toxic effluent coming from the proposed 


Northumberland Strait pipeline, “some say toxic effluent quality will be worse than today 


because of all the polishing that is happening across the Boat Harbor basin—and they are 


correct to some extent.” 


 


Stantec said this about current waste process to show the additional treatment the toxic 


effluent got … 


Primary toxic effluent treatment is provided in the north settling pond (12-h retention time), 


secondary treatment in an aerated lagoon (8-day retention time), and subsequently in a 


stabilization basin (20–30-day retention time) (Stantec 2004). 


 


Northern Pulp said this….. 


The proposed toxic effluent will be equivalent to what is being measured at Point C of Boat 


Harbour today (CBC Mar 5, 2019) 
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In the document, Canada’s Challenges and Opportunities to Address 


Contaminants in Wastewater Supporting Document 2, Wastewater Treatment 


Practice and Regulations in Canada and Other Jurisdictions – Environment 


Canada, March 2018, it states on page 8, under the header: 1.2 Regulatory structure 


for wastewater treatment, the following states:   


“The primary federal tool to control the wastewater releases is the Fisheries Act. Within the 


Fisheries Act, Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) administers the key pollution 


prevention provisions (subsections 36 (3) to (6)), which prohibit the deposit of deleterious 


substances in water frequented by fish, unless authorized by regulations (Environment and 


Climate Change Canada, 2017a). A deleterious substance may be any substance that 


degrades or alters water quality such that it could be harmful to fish, fish habitat, or the use 


of fish by people. Under the pollution prevention provisions, ECCC administers and enforces 


several regulations, such as those governing toxic effluents from pulp and paper mills, metal 


mining operations, and municipal wastewater. The Wastewater Systems Toxic Effluent 


Regulations (WSER; SOR/2012-139) establish baseline municipal toxic effluent quality standards 


for suspended solids (SS), carbonaceous biochemical oxygen-demanding material (CBOD), total 


residual chlorine, and un-ionized ammonia (NH3), as outlined in Table 1.1. These regulations 


impose minimum standards for municipal toxic effluent quality nationwide, and are intended to 


be achievable through secondary wastewater treatment or equivalent.” 


This continues with the following information on page 9: “In addition to the Fisheries 


Act, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) is also used to prevent and manage risks 


posed by toxic and harmful substance. This legal framework may contribute to improved 


wastewater toxic effluents by controlling substances that are otherwise difficult to treat (CCME, 


2009). Under CEPA, owners or operators of wastewater treatment facilities that meet reporting 


requirements are required to report discharges to the National Pollutant Release Inventory 


(NPRI), which is a publicly accessible inventory of pollutant releases. NPRI tracks releases of 


several substances associated with municipal wastewater, such as ammonia, chlorine, metals, 


phosphorus, and greenhouse gases. However, reporting to the NPRI is only mandatory for 


facilities in which employees work a total of ≥20,000 hours during the calendar year, thresholds 


for specific substances are met, or total discharges exceed 10 000 m3 /day (Environment and 


Climate Change Canada Change, 2016). Because only about 200 WWTPs (out of ~3500) across 


Canada meet these requirements (Holeton et al., 2011), the contaminant releases shown in this 


database represent only a subset of the total contaminant loads released into the environment 


from wastewater treatment facilities.” 


The Northern Pulp proposal states: The group also visited two NBSK pulp mills that 


operate Veolia BAS™ treatment systems (Södra Cell Värö mill in Väröbacka, Sweden and the 


Södra Cell Mörrum mill in Mörrum, Sweden) in May 2018. Both of these mills successfully 
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manage the BAS™ treatment system to meet applicable regulations and have ocean discharges 


for their treated toxic effluent. These visits confirmed that the proposed Veolia BAS™ treatment 


system will provide the required treatment needs for NPNS to meet current and an anticipated 


future regulations.” (Page 64 - 4.0 Project Justification and Alternatives Considered - - 


DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED) 


“There is an increased project risk due to lack of reliability in disposal: weather conditions, 


vehicle maintenance/problems, and appropriate staffing redundancy to accommodate volume 


of discharge. There will be a significant increase in truck traffic, which will increase noise and 


potentially the risk to public safety.” (page 67- DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED).  


The report goes on to state: “Use of a pipeline increases the reliability of disposal as it is not as 


subject to weather conditions and staffing as trucking. Additional infrastructure may be 


necessary, including additional pumping and length of pipe, which includes risks of potential 


failure. NPNS may be required to purchase/lease additional land to construct a pipeline. 


Additional approvals and studies will be necessary.” (page 67- DILLON CONSULTING 


LIMITED).  


If I read this correctly, then piping toxic effluent through a watershed into a final drop off 


into prime fishing grounds and for ocean currents to carry it out into the large mass of 


Northumberland Strait is a better plan? Let’s look at some of the materials that will be in 


that toxic effluent.  


The method that’s used at Northern Pulp will create chlorinated pollutants such as 


chloroform, dioxins and furans and other contaminates released include, heavy metals 


such as mercury, zinc, cadmium chromium, along with organics, alkyl phenols and 


oxygen depleting nutrients.  I will address two of the nine pollutants stated above from 


this article:  


Source: Report shows heavy metals in pulp mill toxic effluent, Cape Breton Post, 


Published: Nov 07, 2014 at midnight, Updated: Oct 02, 2017 at 11:27 a.m. 


https://www.capebretonpost.com/news/local/report-shows-heavy-metals-in-pulp-mill-


toxic effluent-7486/ 


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.capebretonpost.com/news/local/report-shows-heavy-metals-in-pulp-mill-effluent-7486/

https://www.capebretonpost.com/news/local/report-shows-heavy-metals-in-pulp-mill-effluent-7486/
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Mercury in the Food Chain: 


Source: NORTHERN PULP’S ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS: MISSING 


MERCURY, A PULP MILL THAT NEVER WAS, AND OODLES OF CONTRADICTIONS 


- MARCH 5, 2019 BY JOAN BAXTER 


https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-


documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-


contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-


pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-


b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury 


Source: https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-


change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html 


Mercury in the Food Chain: The Government of Canada website states in its 


introduction to mercury in the food chain that, “Almost all mercury compounds are toxic and 


can be dangerous at very low levels in both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Because mercury 


is a persistent substance, it can build up, or bioaccumulate, in living organisms, inflicting 


increasing levels of harm on higher order species such as predatory fish and fish eating birds and 


mammals through a process known as "biomagnification”... “In the environment, particularly 


lakes, waterways and wetlands, mercury can be converted to a highly toxic, organic compound 


called methylmercury through biogeochemical interactions. Methylmercury, which is absorbed 


into the body about six times more easily than inorganic mercury, can migrate through cells 


which normally form a barrier to toxins. It can cross the blood-brain and placental barriers, 


allowing it to react directly with brain and fetal cells.” 


“The most important pathway for mercury bioaccumulation is through the food chain, as 


illustrated in the figure below. In the water, plants and small organisms like plankton take up 


mercury through passive surface absorption or through food intake. For "autotrophic" 


organisms (which do not eat other organisms), passive absorption is the only route of exposure. 


The amount of mercury that results in these species from even a lifetime of passive absorption is 


not generally harmful to the organism. On the other hand, heterotrophic organisms (animals 


which eat other life forms) may be exposed to dangerous concentrations via a second route. 


Methylmercury biomagnifies through the food chain as predators eat other organisms and 


absorb the contaminants that their food sources contained. Over time, an individual who 


consumes plants or prey contaminated with methylmercury will acquire levels greater than in 


either its habitat or its food. As a result, top predators acquire greater body burdens of 


mercury than the fish they consume.” The top predator is “We”, the human consumer.  



https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html
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Photo Source: https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-


change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html 


Zinc in the Food Chain: 


Source: https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm 


“Water is polluted with zinc, due to the presence of large quantities of zinc in the wastewater 
of industrial plants. This wastewater is not purified satisfactory. One of the consequences is 
that rivers are depositing zinc-polluted sludge on their banks. Zinc may also increase the 
acidity of waters. 
 


“Some fish can accumulate zinc in their bodies, when they live in zinc-contaminated 
waterways. When zinc enters the bodies of these fish it is able to bio magnify up the food 
chain.” As we humans are many times the final customer on the food chain, zinc impacts our 
health by, “Very high levels of zinc can damage the pancreas and disturb the protein 
metabolism, and cause arteriosclerosis. Extensive exposure to zinc chloride can cause 
respiratory disorders…Zinc can be a danger to unborn and newborn children. When their 
mothers have absorbed large concentrations of zinc the children may be exposed to it through 
blood or milk of their mothers.”                                                                                                             
Source: https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm 


 
“Industrial sources or toxic waste sites may cause the zinc amounts in drinking water to reach 
levels that can cause health problems.” 
Source:  https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm 


 



https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html

https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm

https://www.lenntech.com/Periodic-chart-elements/Cl-en.htm

https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm

https://www.lenntech.com/drinking-water-FAQ.htm

https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm
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Other Sources:  


• http://www.ec.gc.ca/ese-ees/default.asp?lang=En&n=71EF4032-


1&offset=2&toc=show 


• https://www.ccme.ca/files/Resources/supporting_scientific_documents/Zinc%20C


WQG%20SCD.pdf 


• https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationByGeography/NorthAmerica/


UnitedStates/alaska/sw/cpa/Documents/L2010CadmiumLR122010.pdf 


• https://novascotia.ca/fish/commercial-fisheries/industry-overview/ 


• http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/comm/atl-arc/lobster-homard-


en.html 


• http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018spring/transcripts/17_2018-19-10-


transcript.pdf 


• http://employmentjourney.com/industries/fisheries/ 


• http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-


and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-


Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf 


• http://cwn-rce.ca/report/canadas-challenges-and-opportunities-to-address-


contaminants-in-wastewater/ 


• https://nsadvocate.org/2019/01/24/matt-dort-on-northern-pulp-toxic effluents-and-


the-northumberland-strait-its-about-more-than-meeting-flawed-regulations/ 


Northern Pulp on under the Human Health Evaluation starting on page 489 of the 
original report  states, “Public and regulatory concerns regarding the potential human 
health effects of project emissions and treated toxic effluent discharges have been raised 
throughout the project development period, and it is likely that such health-related concerns will 
continue to be raised during NSE’s EA review process. 


The project has two main sources of emissions/discharges that may result in potential human 
exposure to project-associated chemicals: 


• The marine treated toxic effluent diffuser; and, 


• Air emissions from the replacement ETF and existing NPNS mill due to future planned co-
combustion of sludge with hog fuel in the mill power boiler. 


At this time, toxic effluent chemistry characteristics (including the specific substances present in 
treated toxic effluent and their anticipated concentrations) will not be known with certainty 
until the project is operational.” 


“Will not be known with certainty until the project is operational?” This is totally 
unacceptable. We the citizens in direct path of air emissions made up on sludge with 
hog fuel are to wait until the gases come across the harbour at us and we are 
diagnosed with cancer that we will find out at that time the new process burning sludge 
is not good for us?  



http://www.ec.gc.ca/ese-ees/default.asp?lang=En&n=71EF4032-1&offset=2&toc=show

http://www.ec.gc.ca/ese-ees/default.asp?lang=En&n=71EF4032-1&offset=2&toc=show

https://www.ccme.ca/files/Resources/supporting_scientific_documents/Zinc%20CWQG%20SCD.pdf

https://www.ccme.ca/files/Resources/supporting_scientific_documents/Zinc%20CWQG%20SCD.pdf

https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationByGeography/NorthAmerica/UnitedStates/alaska/sw/cpa/Documents/L2010CadmiumLR122010.pdf

https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationByGeography/NorthAmerica/UnitedStates/alaska/sw/cpa/Documents/L2010CadmiumLR122010.pdf

https://novascotia.ca/fish/commercial-fisheries/industry-overview/

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/comm/atl-arc/lobster-homard-en.html

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/comm/atl-arc/lobster-homard-en.html

http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018spring/transcripts/17_2018-19-10-transcript.pdf

http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018spring/transcripts/17_2018-19-10-transcript.pdf

http://employmentjourney.com/industries/fisheries/

http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf

http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf

http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf

http://cwn-rce.ca/report/canadas-challenges-and-opportunities-to-address-contaminants-in-wastewater/

http://cwn-rce.ca/report/canadas-challenges-and-opportunities-to-address-contaminants-in-wastewater/

https://nsadvocate.org/2019/01/24/matt-dort-on-northern-pulp-effluents-and-the-northumberland-strait-its-about-more-than-meeting-flawed-regulations/

https://nsadvocate.org/2019/01/24/matt-dort-on-northern-pulp-effluents-and-the-northumberland-strait-its-about-more-than-meeting-flawed-regulations/
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The Government of Nova Scotia is putting itself in a precarious position to even think of 
allowing industry to act this out in 2020. 


 


One more point:  


On page 34 in the original EARD submission from Northern Pulp in earlier this year, the 
Executive Summary submitted by DILLON CONSULTING in Table E.1.1-1: Summary of 
the Significance of Project-Related Residual Environmental Effects, the abbreviation of 
NS = No Significant Residual Environmental Effect Predicted is assigned for each 
Valued Environmental Component (VEC) with sub headers of Project Phase Accidents 
(Malfunctions, and Unplanned Events), Project Overall, Construction, Operation and 
Maintenance.   


How can a project of this magnitude to be completed and up and running by January 
31, 2020 not have at least a minimal of two of the following risks?  


S = Significant Residual Environmental Effect Predicted. 


L = Residual Environmental Effect is Likely to Occur. 


U = Residual Environmental Effect is Unlikely to Occur. 


P = Positive Residual Environmental Effect Predicted. 


And where in this report is a contingency plan?  This proposal is best case scenario 


with worst case results for those of us in its path.  


There is just no way can this project be trusted by any of us who will be directly 
impacted by this project. There is just no trust with this company.  


 


Final Thoughts: 


Premier Stephen McNeil rightfully stated many times over that Northern Pulp was given 
5 years to come up with a plan. Five years is a long time. This timeline gave Northern 
Pulp ample time for them to come up with a plan, submit a plan, tweak the plan and 
resubmit and repeat.  The Jan 31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour 
Act falls on the last day of Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval. This deadline is 
clear and respectful. 
 


From what I see there was not a lot of action by Northern Pulp until the past two years. 
When they filed their EARD in February, they stated that they would need an extension 
'until they built their ETF or they would have to shut down. 
 
 
We are being asked to trust their plan to move upwards of 85 million litres of toxic 
effluent per day through Pictou Harbour, across the Town of Pictou's watershed, 
through various water courses to be pumped into Caribou Harbour about 4kms into the 
Northumberland Strait after passing by Munroe's Island which is part of the province's 
12% protected area because of its delicate eco system. 
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The Northumberland Strait is home to a large fishing industry between Northern Nova 
Scotia and Prince Edward Island.  The Northumberland Strait is the home to a tourism 
sector that employees hundreds of people, both in Northern Nova Scotia and Prince 
Edward Island.  


A written contract was stated and signed by all political parties and the legislative 
members was signed and dates May 11, 2015. 


 https://nslegislature.ca/sites/default/files/legc/statutes/boat%20harbour.pdf 


 
The government of 2019 cannot go back on this signed, sealed and delivered contract. 
This contract cannot be given an extension. This contract was made as a commitment 
to the community of Pictou Landing First Nations.   


 
This proposal will forever impact the drinking water for the Town of Pictou and 


Municipality of Pictou County residents in this area. This proposal will forever impact the 


fishing industry in this region and beyond. This proposal and the results will come with 


more health issues, respiratory illnesses and cancer rates in addition to a spoiled 


reputation of Canada’s Ocean Playground. This proposal will impact our province, the 


province of Prince Edward Island and as far away as New Brunswick. It took only one 


mad cow to stop an industry in its tracks.  


This is not an “if” statement. This is a “when” statement. History will repeat itself.  


I urge the Hon. Gordon Wilson to reject the Northern Pulp Replacement Toxic Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project.  
 


Thank you  


Lorna MacIsaac 


Pictou, Nova Scotia 


Email: lornamacisaac@eastlink.ca 


 


 



https://nslegislature.ca/sites/default/files/legc/statutes/boat%20harbour.pdf

file:///C:/Users/Owner/AppData/Local/Packages/Microsoft.Office.Desktop_8wekyb3d8bbwe/AC/INetCache/Content.Outlook/8NHBS41L/lornamacisaac@eastlink.ca
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Honourable Gordon Wilson 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  

March 9, 2019 

 

Hon Minister Gordon Wilson,  

I am writing in response to the proposal submitted to the Department of Environment 
regarding the Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

My name is  I am a resident living in Pictou  years.  

I served as a Town of Pictou citizen representative on the Town of Pictou Ramsay 
Report Committee for approximately years ending . The Town of Pictou 
Organization Study was competed by Richard G. Ramsay Management Consultants 
Inc. to address the Town of Pictou’s fiscal situation and develop a strategy toward a 
number of areas including residential, business development in the town of Pictou, 
increased quality and deliver of water services including our watershed and improved 
Town services and support to tourism, culture and community organizations.  

Source: http://pictouproud.com/Portals/18/documents/20.ramsayfinal.pdf 

I now am a member of the Town of Pictou, Water Source Protection Committee as of 
 

My submission to you will include two topic areas: 

1. The watershed for the Town of Pictou and surrounding community of Caribou  
2. The impact of the toxic effluent dumped into the Northumberland Strait.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://pictouproud.com/Portals/18/documents/20.ramsayfinal.pdf
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Focus 1: The watershed for the Town of Pictou and surrounding community of 
Caribou 

As stated in the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation, Focus Report - 
Replacement Toxic effluent Treatment - October 2019 | 17-6461 

Land-based Pipeline Portion - “The pipeline will begin on-land at a pump station 

where treated toxic effluent from the ETF is pumped into the pipeline. For approximately 

the first kilometre of the pipeline, the pipe will be located on NPNS property until it 

meets and enters Pictou Harbour. The pipeline will be submerged across Pictou 

Harbour, aligned immediately to the east of the Pictou Causeway until it meets the north 

bank of Pictou Harbour. On the north side of Pictou Harbour, it enters the Nova Scotia 

Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal’s (TIR’s) Highway 106 (Trans-

Canada Highway, also known as Jubilee Highway) right-of-way (ROW) and follows 

Highway 106 north toward Caribou, NS. Project Overview xxxiv Northern Pulp Nova 

Scotia Corporation Focus Report - Replacement Toxic effluent Treatment October 2019 

| 17-6461 The pipeline will be installed generally parallel to Highway 106, along the 

outermost eastern portion of the NSTIR ROW. It will be situated predominantly on the 

east side until it reaches Caribou. At this point, the pipeline will cross under Highway 

106 to the west side and enter the marine environment at Caribou Harbour to the north, 

and to the west of the Northumberland Ferries marine terminal building and parking 

area. There will be automated leak detection of the land-based pipe between Pictou and 

Caribou to identify issues in the unlikely event that a leak does occur. 

The second submission from Northern Pulp demonstrates a total disregard to the safety 
of the Town of Pictou Watershed that supplies water to approximately 3200 residents 
and the Municipality of Pictou County residents and businesses who live and rely on this 
watershed.  
 
This watershed supplies drinking water, household use including hygiene care and 
business use including long term care, businesses and tourism.  Without a safe water 
supply the Town of Pictou will not be able to survive when something goes wrong. And 
something will go wrong.   
 
In the Pictou / Caribou Source Water Protection Plan, the risks to water quality were 
identified as transportation, residential development, waste disposal, agriculture, 
industrial development and recreation and environment.  
 
The procedures for development of the Pictou / Caribou Source Water Protection Plan 
are:  
1) Form a Source Water Protection Advisory Committee (Committee);  
2) Delineate a Source Water Protection Area Boundary;  
3) Identify Potential Contaminants and Assess Risk; 
4) Develop a Source Water Protection Management Plan; and  
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5) Develop a Monitoring Program to Evaluate the Effectiveness of a Plan. 
 
https://www.townofpictou.ca/assets/PDFs/Water/Pictou-SWPP-Update-October-2017.pdf 
 
I will focus on #3 Identify Potential Contaminants and Assess Risk: 
 
Almost every activity on the land has the potential to affect the quality of water in our 
community. The Town of Pictou focuses on the following to protect its watershed: 

Acquisition of Land: “The acquisition of land by the Town gives direct ownership and 

control of portions of the source water area to the Town. This allows for a high level of 

protection of a source area due to direct control over the activities that can take place 

there.” (Page 14) 

Best Management Practices (BMP's): “These standardized and widely accepted 

practices for activities and products are the most practical and effective means of 

preventing or reducing contaminants from reaching source water. BMP's have 

been developed for most activities, which occur in a well field. They can be applied to 

various aspects of residential development, including septic system and oil tank 

installation and maintenance, and construction activities. Most aspects of agriculture 

have operating BMP's in place through a variety of regulatory and market driven 

processes. Many of these practices are specifically designed to manage specific 

activities, which may affect water quality. BMP's are also in place for many industrial 

products, services, and activities related to motorized recreation and transportation.) 

(Page 14) 

For a toxic effluent pipe to go through this watershed and the likelihood of a break in 
that pipe and it will happen, the province of Nova Scotia will have Boat Harbour #2 
happen again in the Town of Pictou and the Municipality of Pictou County’s watershed.  

We have the human right to have safe drinking water for our families and community in 
Canada. It is 2019 and we are supposed to be living in a First World Country.   

Northern Pulp states in their report: “There will be automated leak detection of the land-
based pipe between Pictou and Caribou to identify issues in the unlikely event that a 
leak does occur.” 

Northern Pulp History 2014 

On June 10, 2014 a leak of 47 million litres of "toxic" pulp mill toxic effluent / waste 
spilled on sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds at Indian Cross Point, and into the East River 
that flows into Pictou Harbour. 

https://www.townofpictou.ca/assets/PDFs/Water/Pictou-SWPP-Update-October-2017.pdf
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On October, 21, 2018, at Indian Cross Point. Northern Pulp had another leak which was 
only found by found by local residents, not NP staff or equipment.  

From my inquiry with Friends of The Northumberland Strait, they made a request for 
information about the October 21, 2018 leak to the Province of Nova Scotia asking the 
to release three key pieces of information including:  

• 1.the size or cause of the leak in October 2018  
• 2.the composition of the toxic effluent that leaked  
• 3.why the pipe break went initially undetected by the pulp and paper firm owned 

by Paper Excellence.   

Checking with  of the Friends of the Northumberland Strait, they have 
not received a reply to their request of information from the Province of Nova Scotia 
Department of Environment or any other department or representative from the Nova 
Scotia government.  That is unacceptable.  

In an review of responses from Northern Pulp, the National Post stated in an article 
https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/n-s-group-seeks-data-on-
october-toxic effluent-leak-from-northern-pulp-pipeline, “Cloutier said the leak was at a 
fibreglass joint, the technology of the day in the 1960s, and the proposed new treatment 
system will have fusion welded joints that “are leak proof and as strong as the pipeline 
itself.” 

Technology from 2019 will also be outdated in the years ahead. And with the newest 
technology, leaks and accidents happen. My question is why is the Province of Nova 
Scotia taking a chance on equipment that may very well break down in the ground as 
well as the breakdown of the automated leak detection that is suppose to monitor it? 
The pipe is located in the watershed of the Town of Pictou and Municipality of Pictou 
County. 

If a real-world example is needed to demonstrate how modern technology can and will 
break down, I offer the latest example that took place in late October 2019 when 
Keystone XL pipeline shut down after spilling 1.4 million litres of oil of oil in North 
Dakota.  There is not even a clear date when this happened. A couple of websites state 
October 30, October 31 and the best guess- late October. Here it is 2019 and an oil 
pipeline commissioned in 2010, does not have the technology to firmly report a pipeline 
break in any situation.  This is the third spill along the pipeline's route in three years. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/keystone-spils-over-1-million-litres-oil-north-dakota-
1.5343509 

“An estimated 1.4 million litres of oil have spilled from TC Energy Corp.'s Keystone 

crude pipeline in North Dakota, state authorities said on Thursday, a major leak at a 
time of increased regulatory scrutiny of oil pipeline expansions.” 

https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/n-s-group-seeks-data-on-october-effluent-leak-from-northern-pulp-pipeline
https://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/n-s-group-seeks-data-on-october-effluent-leak-from-northern-pulp-pipeline
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/keystone-spils-over-1-million-litres-oil-north-dakota-1.5343509
https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/keystone-spils-over-1-million-litres-oil-north-dakota-1.5343509
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A warning on page 6 in the section from Northern Pulp’s latest report:  

“Due to this robust design, there is not expected to be any residual environmental 
effects of the project on the groundwater supplies” Not expected is not guaranteed.  
This is not good enough for a town and municipality whose citizens, health and long-
term care and business community will require water to survive. Just not good enough.  

The Keystone Pipeline spill demonstrates the truth that pipelines break down and 
control systems fail. I rest my case on the statement of expectation in the event of a 
break or leak from Northern Pulp.  

Page 59 of Northern Pulp Report - “The mill has been in operation for many years and 

there are already many active emergency procedures. For example, to address a 

potential toxic effluent release to the environment, there is an emergency water 

reduction plan already in place. Standard operating procedures will be updated to 

include the new replacement ETF during commissioning, but the general operating 

philosophy remains unchanged. Steps will be taken, up to and including slowing or 

stopping pulp production, to manage upsets in a manner that does not see untreated 

toxic effluent entering Pictou Harbour from the mill site. The mill will not continue 

normal operation if there is a risk of overflow to the environment.” 

Again, Northern Pulp had two spills in the past five years. These spills still went into the 
ground, impacting the local ecosystems including sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds.  
Were these spills caught as per the statement, “…potential toxic effluent release to the 

environment, there is an emergency water reduction plan already in place”, from page 

59 of Northern Pulp report?” Not very well.  

On June 10, 2014 a leak of 47 million litres of "toxic" pulp mill toxic effluent / waste 
spilled on sacred Mi’kmaw burial grounds at Indian Cross Point, and into the East River 

that flows into Pictou Harbour. 

On October, 21, 2018, at Indian Cross Point.  Northern Pulp has a failed history of this 
happening at last date October 21, 2018 only found by local residents, not NP staff or 
equipment. 

Page 63 of Northern Pulp Response: 

Town of Pictou’s Water Supply Protection Area  

“The proposed toxic effluent pipeline route runs adjacent to Highway 106 on its east 

side and will pass through the Town of Pictou and its source water protection area. Of 

the 13 wells located in these areas, all except one well are located in excess of 900 m 

away from the pipeline route. NPNS obtained Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 

survey data from the Province of Nova Scotia and overlaid it on the map of the Town of 
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Pictou’s source water protection area. The data contained elevation information that 

was accurate within +/- 15 cm and was used to delineate Surface Flow Accumulation 

areas around the proposed pipeline location. This information was used to understand 

the likely paths of surface water movement and determine collection points, called flow 

accumulation points, based on topography or the lay of the land. Figure 3.5-1 indicates 

that surface runoff from a potential breach of the pipeline will flow away from the 

Pictou Wellfields in all of the identified Surface Flow Accumulation areas.” 

Not much comfort. “Of the 13 wells located in these areas, all except one well are 

located in excess of 900 m away from the pipeline route.” That one well is active and 
toxic effluent will impact the water supply for Town of Pictou and Caribou, Municipality 
of Pictou County residents. 

The statement, “… indicates that surface runoff from a potential breach of the pipeline 

will flow away from the Pictou Wellfields in all of the identified Surface Flow 

Accumulation areas,” is just not acceptable.  

The word “indicates” is a best guess estimate. Not good enough. I like my drinking 
water without toxic effluent. And what about the families that live outside of the Town of 
Pictou Wellfields? Do they not count? My family and neighbours do count. This is not 
acceptable and deadly to the lives of our citizens.   

There is a history lesson here, think of Walkerton, Ontario, May 2000. The outbreak 
there was E. coli. The contamination sickened more than two thousand people and 
resulted in six deaths. 

I reference a report here: Entrance of paper mill toxic effluent chemicals into 
ecosystems and their subsequent biomagnification and interaction with 
humans—a review. - Brion Harrison, Coral Mullen, James Rupinski, Alec Schweinberg 

http://marinesciencetoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2-23-EntranceofPaperMillToxic 

effluentChemicalsIntoEcosystems.pdf 

“Paper mills present a source of highly concentrated chemicals being added directly to the 

surrounding environments. Many of these chemicals are known to be toxic to animals and 

humans. Some have been proven genotoxic, or DNA destroying (Pokhrel & Viraraghaval, 2004, 

p. 41). Such chemicals are usually fatal or cancer causing on contact, especially chronic contact 

as one would expect from presence in a water source. Beyond the possible impacts chemicals 

have on the individual organisms that they contact, they have the possibility to completely 

reshape or destroy the environments surrounding the paper mills. According to  a 

commercial diver employed at Crofton Diving Corporation that has worked with the 

International Paper mill in Franklin, Virginia, most paper mills, such as the mill in Franklin, have 

special procedures in place should a meltdown occur and untreated chemicals exit the plant into 

http://marinesciencetoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2-23-EntranceofPaperMillEffluentChemicalsIntoEcosystems.pdf
http://marinesciencetoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/2-23-EntranceofPaperMillEffluentChemicalsIntoEcosystems.pdf
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the surrounding environment (personal communication, November 4, 2014) (Appendix). – Page 

1-2. 

Impact of chemicals on humans. “There are many chemicals in paper mill toxic effluent 

that can be harmful to humans. Tetrachlorodibenzo-dioxin (TCDD) is one of the most toxic 

chemicals that can be found in paper mill effluent and is most commonly consumed by eating 

contaminated fish or drinking contaminated water. Dioxins are some of the most toxic 

chemicals known to man and are supposed to be limited to small amounts in paper mill effluent, 

the problem is that even small amounts can be harmful to humans. The tolerable daily intake of 

dioxins is 1-4 picograms (1.0x10ᶺ-15grams) per kilogram body mass (Leeuwen, 2000). TDCC has 

been proven to be a very aggressive carcinogen. It also impairs reproductive health and can 

render healthy adults sterile. - Page 14 

“Like many other chemicals that are present in the ecosystem, pollutants introduced by paper 

mills are capable of entering the food web, at which point many will undergo biomagnification, 

increasing in concentration as it moves up the food chain, creating a landslide effect on sensitive 

ecosystems. Humans, the cause of the pollution, are not free from its effects, as the chemicals 

present in the water are harmful to the physical and economic health of communities around or 

downstream of paper mills.” 

“Biomagnification of chemicals within the food chain. Pulp paper mills release toxic organic 

compounds into waterways in the form of toxic effluent. Some compounds found in the toxic 

effluent can have a negative impact on the health of organisms that inhabit the surrounding 

areas. 2, 3, 7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) is a highly toxic dioxin found in paper mill 

toxic effluent. TCDD. Factors such as: bioconcentration, bioaccumulation, and biomagnification 

contribute to the increased concentrations of dioxin in organisms near paper mills. High levels of 

dioxins can have adverse effect on an organism’s reproductive success. – Page 11 

This is a pipe designed to pollute prime fishing grounds.” “Boat Harbour is as dead as a 
door nail. Black, dead water. I wouldn’t stick my finger — or anything else in it,” 

Merigomish resident, and long-time lobster fishermen, . 

https://ipolitics.ca/2018/10/08/the-fight-to-keep-a-pulp-mill-from-poisoning-the-northumberland-strait/ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ipolitics.ca/2018/10/08/the-fight-to-keep-a-pulp-mill-from-poisoning-the-northumberland-strait/
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Focus 2: The impact of the toxic effluent dumped into the Northumberland Strait.  

The revised NP report does not address the areas I outline in my original submission 
made to Minister Margaret Miller in March 2019. 

This submission requires a Class 2 Environmental Assessment by the Government of 
Canada, 

The Veolia testing to get the "expected " future toxic effluent parameters is showing higher 
numbers than what is presently measured at Point C in Boat Harbour. 

Point C is where NP takes its toxic effluent measurements and meets the pulp and paper toxic 
effluent regulations. Point C is also a dead zone. 

 

Dillion Consulting stated: 

In an email between Northern Pulp’s technical manager and Dillon Consulting written on Nov. 

29, 2017 the technical manager said in reference to the toxic effluent coming from the proposed 

Northumberland Strait pipeline, “some say toxic effluent quality will be worse than today 

because of all the polishing that is happening across the Boat Harbor basin—and they are 

correct to some extent.” 

 

Stantec said this about current waste process to show the additional treatment the toxic 

effluent got … 

Primary toxic effluent treatment is provided in the north settling pond (12-h retention time), 

secondary treatment in an aerated lagoon (8-day retention time), and subsequently in a 

stabilization basin (20–30-day retention time) (Stantec 2004). 

 

Northern Pulp said this….. 

The proposed toxic effluent will be equivalent to what is being measured at Point C of Boat 

Harbour today (CBC Mar 5, 2019) 
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In the document, Canada’s Challenges and Opportunities to Address 

Contaminants in Wastewater Supporting Document 2, Wastewater Treatment 

Practice and Regulations in Canada and Other Jurisdictions – Environment 
Canada, March 2018, it states on page 8, under the header: 1.2 Regulatory structure 
for wastewater treatment, the following states:   

“The primary federal tool to control the wastewater releases is the Fisheries Act. Within the 

Fisheries Act, Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) administers the key pollution 

prevention provisions (subsections 36 (3) to (6)), which prohibit the deposit of deleterious 

substances in water frequented by fish, unless authorized by regulations (Environment and 

Climate Change Canada, 2017a). A deleterious substance may be any substance that 

degrades or alters water quality such that it could be harmful to fish, fish habitat, or the use 

of fish by people. Under the pollution prevention provisions, ECCC administers and enforces 

several regulations, such as those governing toxic effluents from pulp and paper mills, metal 

mining operations, and municipal wastewater. The Wastewater Systems Toxic Effluent 

Regulations (WSER; SOR/2012-139) establish baseline municipal toxic effluent quality standards 

for suspended solids (SS), carbonaceous biochemical oxygen-demanding material (CBOD), total 

residual chlorine, and un-ionized ammonia (NH3), as outlined in Table 1.1. These regulations 

impose minimum standards for municipal toxic effluent quality nationwide, and are intended to 

be achievable through secondary wastewater treatment or equivalent.” 

This continues with the following information on page 9: “In addition to the Fisheries 

Act, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) is also used to prevent and manage risks 

posed by toxic and harmful substance. This legal framework may contribute to improved 

wastewater toxic effluents by controlling substances that are otherwise difficult to treat (CCME, 

2009). Under CEPA, owners or operators of wastewater treatment facilities that meet reporting 

requirements are required to report discharges to the National Pollutant Release Inventory 

(NPRI), which is a publicly accessible inventory of pollutant releases. NPRI tracks releases of 

several substances associated with municipal wastewater, such as ammonia, chlorine, metals, 

phosphorus, and greenhouse gases. However, reporting to the NPRI is only mandatory for 

facilities in which employees work a total of ≥20,000 hours during the calendar year, thresholds 

for specific substances are met, or total discharges exceed 10 000 m3 /day (Environment and 

Climate Change Canada Change, 2016). Because only about 200 WWTPs (out of ~3500) across 

Canada meet these requirements (Holeton et al., 2011), the contaminant releases shown in this 

database represent only a subset of the total contaminant loads released into the environment 

from wastewater treatment facilities.” 

The Northern Pulp proposal states: The group also visited two NBSK pulp mills that 

operate Veolia BAS™ treatment systems (Södra Cell Värö mill in Väröbacka, Sweden and the 

Södra Cell Mörrum mill in Mörrum, Sweden) in May 2018. Both of these mills successfully 
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manage the BAS™ treatment system to meet applicable regulations and have ocean discharges 

for their treated toxic effluent. These visits confirmed that the proposed Veolia BAS™ treatment 

system will provide the required treatment needs for NPNS to meet current and an anticipated 

future regulations.” (Page 64 - 4.0 Project Justification and Alternatives Considered - - 
DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED) 

“There is an increased project risk due to lack of reliability in disposal: weather conditions, 

vehicle maintenance/problems, and appropriate staffing redundancy to accommodate volume 

of discharge. There will be a significant increase in truck traffic, which will increase noise and 

potentially the risk to public safety.” (page 67- DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED).  

The report goes on to state: “Use of a pipeline increases the reliability of disposal as it is not as 

subject to weather conditions and staffing as trucking. Additional infrastructure may be 

necessary, including additional pumping and length of pipe, which includes risks of potential 

failure. NPNS may be required to purchase/lease additional land to construct a pipeline. 

Additional approvals and studies will be necessary.” (page 67- DILLON CONSULTING 
LIMITED).  

If I read this correctly, then piping toxic effluent through a watershed into a final drop off 
into prime fishing grounds and for ocean currents to carry it out into the large mass of 
Northumberland Strait is a better plan? Let’s look at some of the materials that will be in 
that toxic effluent.  

The method that’s used at Northern Pulp will create chlorinated pollutants such as 
chloroform, dioxins and furans and other contaminates released include, heavy metals 
such as mercury, zinc, cadmium chromium, along with organics, alkyl phenols and 
oxygen depleting nutrients.  I will address two of the nine pollutants stated above from 
this article:  

Source: Report shows heavy metals in pulp mill toxic effluent, Cape Breton Post, 
Published: Nov 07, 2014 at midnight, Updated: Oct 02, 2017 at 11:27 a.m. 
https://www.capebretonpost.com/news/local/report-shows-heavy-metals-in-pulp-mill-
toxic effluent-7486/ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.capebretonpost.com/news/local/report-shows-heavy-metals-in-pulp-mill-effluent-7486/
https://www.capebretonpost.com/news/local/report-shows-heavy-metals-in-pulp-mill-effluent-7486/
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Mercury in the Food Chain: 

Source: NORTHERN PULP’S ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS: MISSING 

MERCURY, A PULP MILL THAT NEVER WAS, AND OODLES OF CONTRADICTIONS 
- MARCH 5, 2019 BY JOAN BAXTER 

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-
documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-
contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-
pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-
b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury 

Source: https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-
change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html 

Mercury in the Food Chain: The Government of Canada website states in its 

introduction to mercury in the food chain that, “Almost all mercury compounds are toxic and 

can be dangerous at very low levels in both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Because mercury 

is a persistent substance, it can build up, or bioaccumulate, in living organisms, inflicting 

increasing levels of harm on higher order species such as predatory fish and fish eating birds and 

mammals through a process known as "biomagnification”... “In the environment, particularly 

lakes, waterways and wetlands, mercury can be converted to a highly toxic, organic compound 

called methylmercury through biogeochemical interactions. Methylmercury, which is absorbed 

into the body about six times more easily than inorganic mercury, can migrate through cells 

which normally form a barrier to toxins. It can cross the blood-brain and placental barriers, 

allowing it to react directly with brain and fetal cells.” 

“The most important pathway for mercury bioaccumulation is through the food chain, as 

illustrated in the figure below. In the water, plants and small organisms like plankton take up 

mercury through passive surface absorption or through food intake. For "autotrophic" 

organisms (which do not eat other organisms), passive absorption is the only route of exposure. 

The amount of mercury that results in these species from even a lifetime of passive absorption is 

not generally harmful to the organism. On the other hand, heterotrophic organisms (animals 

which eat other life forms) may be exposed to dangerous concentrations via a second route. 

Methylmercury biomagnifies through the food chain as predators eat other organisms and 

absorb the contaminants that their food sources contained. Over time, an individual who 

consumes plants or prey contaminated with methylmercury will acquire levels greater than in 

either its habitat or its food. As a result, top predators acquire greater body burdens of 

mercury than the fish they consume.” The top predator is “We”, the human consumer.  

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury
https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury
https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury
https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury
https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/?fbclid=IwAR1O3kOUAvSC5KFq-pHKBJYEpk1dwa2olmkWOoITHpaaFEDCkH8BYaE-b6o#Missing%20answers,%20missing%20mercury
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html
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Photo Source: https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-
change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html 

Zinc in the Food Chain: 

Source: https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm 

“Water is polluted with zinc, due to the presence of large quantities of zinc in the wastewater 
of industrial plants. This wastewater is not purified satisfactory. One of the consequences is 
that rivers are depositing zinc-polluted sludge on their banks. Zinc may also increase the 
acidity of waters. 
 

“Some fish can accumulate zinc in their bodies, when they live in zinc-contaminated 
waterways. When zinc enters the bodies of these fish it is able to bio magnify up the food 
chain.” As we humans are many times the final customer on the food chain, zinc impacts our 
health by, “Very high levels of zinc can damage the pancreas and disturb the protein 
metabolism, and cause arteriosclerosis. Extensive exposure to zinc chloride can cause 
respiratory disorders…Zinc can be a danger to unborn and newborn children. When their 
mothers have absorbed large concentrations of zinc the children may be exposed to it through 
blood or milk of their mothers.”                                                                                                             
Source: https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm 

 
“Industrial sources or toxic waste sites may cause the zinc amounts in drinking water to reach 
levels that can cause health problems.” 
Source:  https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm 

 

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/pollutants/mercury-environment/health-concerns/food-chain.html
https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm
https://www.lenntech.com/Periodic-chart-elements/Cl-en.htm
https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm
https://www.lenntech.com/drinking-water-FAQ.htm
https://www.lenntech.com/periodic/elements/zn.htm
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Other Sources:  

• http://www.ec.gc.ca/ese-ees/default.asp?lang=En&n=71EF4032-
1&offset=2&toc=show 

• https://www.ccme.ca/files/Resources/supporting_scientific_documents/Zinc%20C
WQG%20SCD.pdf 

• https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationByGeography/NorthAmerica/
UnitedStates/alaska/sw/cpa/Documents/L2010CadmiumLR122010.pdf 

• https://novascotia.ca/fish/commercial-fisheries/industry-overview/ 
• http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/comm/atl-arc/lobster-homard-

en.html 
• http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018spring/transcripts/17_2018-19-10-

transcript.pdf 
• http://employmentjourney.com/industries/fisheries/ 
• http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-

and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-
Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf 

• http://cwn-rce.ca/report/canadas-challenges-and-opportunities-to-address-
contaminants-in-wastewater/ 

• https://nsadvocate.org/2019/01/24/matt-dort-on-northern-pulp-toxic effluents-and-
the-northumberland-strait-its-about-more-than-meeting-flawed-regulations/ 

Northern Pulp on under the Human Health Evaluation starting on page 489 of the 
original report  states, “Public and regulatory concerns regarding the potential human 
health effects of project emissions and treated toxic effluent discharges have been raised 
throughout the project development period, and it is likely that such health-related concerns will 
continue to be raised during NSE’s EA review process. 

The project has two main sources of emissions/discharges that may result in potential human 
exposure to project-associated chemicals: 

• The marine treated toxic effluent diffuser; and, 

• Air emissions from the replacement ETF and existing NPNS mill due to future planned co-
combustion of sludge with hog fuel in the mill power boiler. 

At this time, toxic effluent chemistry characteristics (including the specific substances present in 
treated toxic effluent and their anticipated concentrations) will not be known with certainty 
until the project is operational.” 

“Will not be known with certainty until the project is operational?” This is totally 
unacceptable. We the citizens in direct path of air emissions made up on sludge with 
hog fuel are to wait until the gases come across the harbour at us and we are 
diagnosed with cancer that we will find out at that time the new process burning sludge 
is not good for us?  

http://www.ec.gc.ca/ese-ees/default.asp?lang=En&n=71EF4032-1&offset=2&toc=show
http://www.ec.gc.ca/ese-ees/default.asp?lang=En&n=71EF4032-1&offset=2&toc=show
https://www.ccme.ca/files/Resources/supporting_scientific_documents/Zinc%20CWQG%20SCD.pdf
https://www.ccme.ca/files/Resources/supporting_scientific_documents/Zinc%20CWQG%20SCD.pdf
https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationByGeography/NorthAmerica/UnitedStates/alaska/sw/cpa/Documents/L2010CadmiumLR122010.pdf
https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationByGeography/NorthAmerica/UnitedStates/alaska/sw/cpa/Documents/L2010CadmiumLR122010.pdf
https://novascotia.ca/fish/commercial-fisheries/industry-overview/
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/comm/atl-arc/lobster-homard-en.html
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/peches-fisheries/comm/atl-arc/lobster-homard-en.html
http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018spring/transcripts/17_2018-19-10-transcript.pdf
http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018spring/transcripts/17_2018-19-10-transcript.pdf
http://employmentjourney.com/industries/fisheries/
http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf
http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf
http://cwn-rce.ca/wp-content/uploads/projects/other-files/Canadas-Challenges-and-Opportunities-to-Address-Contaminants-in-Wastewater/CWN-Report-on-Contaminants-in-WW-Supporting-Doc-2.pdf
http://cwn-rce.ca/report/canadas-challenges-and-opportunities-to-address-contaminants-in-wastewater/
http://cwn-rce.ca/report/canadas-challenges-and-opportunities-to-address-contaminants-in-wastewater/
https://nsadvocate.org/2019/01/24/matt-dort-on-northern-pulp-effluents-and-the-northumberland-strait-its-about-more-than-meeting-flawed-regulations/
https://nsadvocate.org/2019/01/24/matt-dort-on-northern-pulp-effluents-and-the-northumberland-strait-its-about-more-than-meeting-flawed-regulations/
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The Government of Nova Scotia is putting itself in a precarious position to even think of 
allowing industry to act this out in 2020. 
 
One more point:  
On page 34 in the original EARD submission from Northern Pulp in earlier this year, the 
Executive Summary submitted by DILLON CONSULTING in Table E.1.1-1: Summary of 
the Significance of Project-Related Residual Environmental Effects, the abbreviation of 
NS = No Significant Residual Environmental Effect Predicted is assigned for each 
Valued Environmental Component (VEC) with sub headers of Project Phase Accidents 
(Malfunctions, and Unplanned Events), Project Overall, Construction, Operation and 
Maintenance.   
How can a project of this magnitude to be completed and up and running by January 
31, 2020 not have at least a minimal of two of the following risks?  
S = Significant Residual Environmental Effect Predicted. 
L = Residual Environmental Effect is Likely to Occur. 
U = Residual Environmental Effect is Unlikely to Occur. 
P = Positive Residual Environmental Effect Predicted. 
And where in this report is a contingency plan?  This proposal is best case scenario 
with worst case results for those of us in its path.  

There is just no way can this project be trusted by any of us who will be directly 
impacted by this project. There is just no trust with this company.  
 

Final Thoughts: 
Premier Stephen McNeil rightfully stated many times over that Northern Pulp was given 
5 years to come up with a plan. Five years is a long time. This timeline gave Northern 
Pulp ample time for them to come up with a plan, submit a plan, tweak the plan and 
resubmit and repeat.  The Jan 31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour 
Act falls on the last day of Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval. This deadline is 
clear and respectful. 
 

From what I see there was not a lot of action by Northern Pulp until the past two years. 
When they filed their EARD in February, they stated that they would need an extension 
'until they built their ETF or they would have to shut down. 
 
 
We are being asked to trust their plan to move upwards of 85 million litres of toxic 
effluent per day through Pictou Harbour, across the Town of Pictou's watershed, 
through various water courses to be pumped into Caribou Harbour about 4kms into the 
Northumberland Strait after passing by Munroe's Island which is part of the province's 
12% protected area because of its delicate eco system. 
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The Northumberland Strait is home to a large fishing industry between Northern Nova 
Scotia and Prince Edward Island.  The Northumberland Strait is the home to a tourism 
sector that employees hundreds of people, both in Northern Nova Scotia and Prince 
Edward Island.  
A written contract was stated and signed by all political parties and the legislative 
members was signed and dates May 11, 2015. 
 https://nslegislature.ca/sites/default/files/legc/statutes/boat%20harbour.pdf 

 
The government of 2019 cannot go back on this signed, sealed and delivered contract. 
This contract cannot be given an extension. This contract was made as a commitment 
to the community of Pictou Landing First Nations.   
 
This proposal will forever impact the drinking water for the Town of Pictou and 
Municipality of Pictou County residents in this area. This proposal will forever impact the 
fishing industry in this region and beyond. This proposal and the results will come with 
more health issues, respiratory illnesses and cancer rates in addition to a spoiled 
reputation of Canada’s Ocean Playground. This proposal will impact our province, the 
province of Prince Edward Island and as far away as New Brunswick. It took only one 
mad cow to stop an industry in its tracks.  

This is not an “if” statement. This is a “when” statement. History will repeat itself.  

I urge the Hon. Gordon Wilson to reject the Northern Pulp Replacement Toxic Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project.  
 

Thank you  

 

Pictou, Nova Scotia 

Email: @eastlink.ca 

 
 

https://nslegislature.ca/sites/default/files/legc/statutes/boat%20harbour.pdf
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 6:47:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is . I moved to Lyons Brook, Pictou County in . I am deeply concerned about Northern
Pulps plan to deal with effluent once Boat harbour closes.

Premier Stephen McNeil stated that it would be wrong to move one disaster into a new location when he referenced
Northern Pulp's ETF proposal.  Of course that wasn't a statement on whether Northern Pulp's project was a disaster,
simply that it would be wrong for the province to approve a project that could be characterized as creating a new
disaster. Pictou County has too many precious resources that cannot continue to be put at risk with schemes such as
this.

Mr. McNeil also rightfully stated many times over that the company was given 5 years to come up with a plan and
that was more than enough time.  Not only did the 5 year plan give ample time to Northern Pulp but this wasn't an
'arbitrary date' picked out of thin air.  The Jan 31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour Act also falls
on the last day of Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval.

Northern Pulp were slow to get moving on their attempt to complete the project.  When they filed their EARD in
February, they stated that they would need an extension 'until they built their ETF or they would have to shut down'.

Asking for an indefinite extension as Northern Pulp's plan to build an ETF that pumps effluent described by their
own technical engineer as being worse than what comes out of Boat Harbour, would set up the risk to move the
disaster that is Boat Harbour and make it the disaster in the Northumberland Strait.

They cannot be given an extension.  That would break the deal that was made in good faith and written into law
between the long suffering PLFN and the province that saved Northern Pulp from having to close in 2014.  They
also cannot be given an extension because they don't have a sound plan for a new ETF so it may never be built. 
Northern Pulp cannot be given an indefinite extension.

Northern Pulp have been given ample opportunity, financial assistance, profits, and time while owning and running
the mill and entrusted to ensure it runs properly, efficiently and safely.  At some point you have to admit it can't be
done. Send this environmental disaster packing, and stand up for your people, and your environment over foreign
profit.
Please do what is right and put an end to this devastation of our county.

Thank you,



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 6:55:20 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: If northern pulp closes,
this will mean the s of thousands of indirect jobs lost Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Brookfield Municipality: Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 56 y: 23



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Nortern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 6:58:14 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I've lived in Pictou for the last 18 years and I have several concerns
about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.

1) I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year) of effluent
into the Northumberland Strait is a bad idea. I do not believe the Northumberland Strait and its marine
life, which is already under a lot of stress, can withstand this incredible influx of effluent.

In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the potential risk that this poses
to our fisheries. The livelihood of our fishers is being threatened by both the make up of the effluent as
well as the temperature. I do not believe the province would have even considered a proposal from
Northern Pulp if that proposal was one that would put the Michelin plant next door at risk. I don't see how
this is different.

2) The air emissions from Northern Pulp are also a great concern to me. They have failed to miss the
limits set out in their Industrial Approval many times. In June, their stack tests failed one of their three
tests and only passed thanks to the average of those three tests being under the limits set in their
Industrial Approval. Testing on the power boiler, the stack from where these results came, are only done
four times a year. Seeing that they are given a pass even though they failed one of the tests makes me
wonder how many failures are going undetected.

Northern Pulp's plan for their new effluent treatment facility includes burning 'sludge' in that power boiler.
This company has had a history of failing to meet their limits, their mill is over 50 years old and was only
designed to last 25, they are not monitored enough to make me feel they are under the targets laid out in
their Industrial Approval consistently and if this project is approved, they plan to add to those air
emissions. The air that we breathe in Pictou County is bad enough, I don't see a plan to add more
pollution to a mill that already seems taxed in its capabilities is a smart move and I don't approve this
project.

3) Northern Pulp's pipe route raised a lot of concerns for me with their EA submission and seeing that
they are sticking with the same basic pipe route as outlined in their focus report does nothing to alleviate
those concerns.

I do not trust Northern Pulp's ability to monitor a pipe line and I don't trust their leak monitoring
detection system that was mentioned in the focus report does enough to protect the Town of Pictou's
water. A new route should have been chosen. The focus report talks about 'compensation' should
problems be unavoidable. 'Compensation' does little for me if I can't trust the water that I drink. Northern
Pulp were supposed to have a leak monitoring system on their current pipe but the massive raw effluent
leak from October 2018 was not discovered by Northern Pulp, it was discovered by someone walking in
the woods.

Northern Pulp's findings in their earlier EA submission found that their were no concerns. The need for
the focus report was in part due to Northern Pulp not doing the proper work on species at risk, migratory
birds, marine surveys, land surveys or water course surveys. I do not trust any of the new conclusions
that they've come to because they demonstrated that they were just going to say that everything was fine



anyway. The focus report also pointed out that present conditions are putting a strain on migratory birds.
Adding more stress does not help that.

The marine portion of the pipe won't have any leak detection system. If there were a leak during that
stretch we would not know it. Munroe's Island is supposed to be a protected area. I don't see how this
project can be approved if there isn't a system to prevent a catastrophic event in that area.

Regards,
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to show that
I am in support of the new state of the art treatment facility that Northern Pulp plans to build.
My families lively hood depends on Northern Pulp staying open. It has been a huge topic
between many of our family and friends. I am a employee there, and the one providing for our
family. I am all for not causing harm to the waters, however after reading the focus report, it
clearly shows that there will be no harm done. It shows that the project will have little impact
on the straight and the fisheries. One of the main things I took from it, is that water quality
within FIVE meters of the diffuser will meet Canadian Marine guidelines. The effluent has
been pumped into the straight for 50 years already, and the fishing industry has always been
able to successfully fish, some of the best places are close to where the outfall is right now
from Northern Pulp. The report shows that there will be no significant impacts to the fisheries
or the fish habitat. Northern Pulp plans on making this facility one of the cleanest mills in the
country! One way to show that, is that the treated effluent will not be visible at the waters
surface, which is even better then what we can say now, also that when construction is
happening it will have only minor impacts on marine species and habitat. Putting the pipe into
the straight is only a small thing we would be doing when you consider all the other
construction that has occurred in our waters. When the PEI bridge was built, that also
disrupted the marine life, and now it is thriving more then it ever was before, I know many
fishermen that would say this is true. So it shows that the construction will not hurt the waters.
Northern Pulp is willing to provide a thicker pipe then required for the job and place an
automated leak detection system which will alert us if anything was going wrong. It shows
that they are willing to reduce their environmental footprint, they want to provide good paying
jobs and stay here in our community. They dont just create jobs they also do a lot for our
community in terms of fundraising and helping us out in ways that help our community as
well. They want the forestry and fishing industry to all co-exist with us, and they are trying
everything they can do get it right. If Northern Pulp is to close, its not just our family that will
be without a job, but also all the spin off jobs that come from Northern Pulp running, this is
1000â?Ts of jobs at stake. It will affect our county heavily but it will ALSO affect all of Nova
Scotia as well. Trying to find a job in Pictou County will be hard but it doesnt seem appealing
to even want to stay in Nova Scotia, so many of us will have to move else where. Please
APPROVE the Environmental Assessment and allow Northern Pulp to continue to bring good
paying jobs and money here in Nova Scotia. Thank you for your time. Name: 

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone:
### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 36



From: @dal.ca
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I offer this critique of the
recently submitted document: FOCUS REPORT, REPLACEMENT EFFLUENT
TREATMENT FACILITY, NORTHERN PULP NOVA SCOTIA, dated Oct 2019, in relation
to whether the report adequately addresses the potential human health impacts of Northern
Pulpâ?Ts application to upgrade its pulp and paper facility in Pictou Nova Scotia. By way of
credentials, I am a full professor in the Department of 
at Dalhousie University Faculty of Medicine. I received my PhD from the University of 
Department of after
graduating with Honours in Biology from  University. The scope of my review is
based primarily upon the mandate letter, as issued by the Minister, dated March 29, 2019,
which stated: â?oThe focus report shall examine potential impacts of the Project and include
information on: the project description such as pipeline location facility design, construction,
operation and maintenance water resources and sediment quality air quality fish and fish
habitat flora and fauna human health archaeology Mikmaq land uses and engagement with the
public, Mikmaq and governmentâ?, in response to Northern Pulpâ?Ts application. I am
focusing specifically on sections pertaining to human health Section 9 in particular. 9.
HUMAN HEALTH â?oCommence a Human Health Risk Assessment HHRA to assess
potential project-related impacts on human health. The risk assessment must consider human
consumption of fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking
water, exposure to recreational water and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any other
potential exposure pathways. The analysis must inform the identification of contaminants of
concern and updating of the receiving water study.â? My assessment of this report is that it
failed to meet this deliverable. I have made this conclusion on the basis that the Dillon Focus
Report defers to the EcoMetrix report for their findings. On page 165, a statement â?
oEcoMetrix has initiated the HHRA and it is currently ongoing however, its completion is not
anticipated until spring of 2020â? clearly indicates that the EcoMetrix work is not complete. In
relation to specific elements of the report, Section 9.1 appears to be an analysis of tissue data
from 5 lobsters, 5 rock crabs and 4 quahogs. Section 9.2, completed by Stantec, provides a
listing of air contaminants of interest, an updated AERMOD dispersion model and projected
emissions rates of some of these contaminants. It identifies some agents that require further
follow up. No scientific interpretation or discussion of these COPCs are provided beyond
stating that the modeled emission or concentration levels are below recommended guidelines.
The Focus Report also states, in section 9.2.4, that â?oEcoMetrix has been hired by NPNS to
complete the HHRA as part of the requirements of the project. EcoMetrixâ?Ts licensed
professional engineers and health experts are using air dispersion models that have been
developed for the project by Stantec as well as effluent dilution models that have been
developed by Stantec.â? I conclude from this statement that this deliverable has also not been
met. Subsequent statements in 9.2.5, 9.2.6, and 9.2.8 suggest that work is ongoing. My
specific comments on the report are as follows. 9.0 Human Health Section 9.1 Baseline Study
Marine Survey Ecometrix report- Appendix 9.1 Data from the Ecometrix multi-media survey
are presented in Appendix 9.1. It comprises an analysis of tissue from 5 lobsters, 5 rock crabs



and 4 quahogs 14 samples. They state the study is initiated and is ongoing results are not
anticipated until spring of 2020. Initial analysis of 14 crustacean samples in total, included
lobster, rock crab and quohogs from outfall area. Data are included as an attachment to their
report in 9.1. This study is highly limited as the response to the request for a full multi-media
exposure study. There are no data presented for concentrations of contaminants in nearby
wells, soils, recreational water or local sediment. Nor are there data available for the effluent.
Addition of biocides and other chemicals in the activated sludge plant, other see p. 7955,
Hubbe, M. A., Metts, J. R., Hermosilla, D., Blanco, M. A., Yerushalmi, L., Haghighat, F.,
Lindholm-Lehto, P., Khodaparast, Z., Kamali, M., and Elliott, A. 2016. Wastewater treatment
and reclamation: A review of pulp and paper industry practices and opportunities, BioRes.
113, 7953-8091. and, as noted by the authors, generation of greenhouse gases, are all factors
that are worthy of consideration when considering implications of pulp and paper plants
processes on human health. Preliminary findings from this study identified elevated total
arsenic concentrations in the majority of 14 tissue samples lobster, rock crab, quahogs
collected median levels in lobster were double the edible guideline. As noted in the Dillon
Focus Report: â?oA highlighted result is that arsenic levels in the majority of samples
analyzed exceeded the Canadian Food Inspection Agency CFIA edible guideline. However,
Health Canada has acknowledged that the form of arsenic rather than the absolute
concentration is the main contributor to potential human health risks associated with the
consumption of food e.g., fish tissue containing arsenic. Organic forms of arsenic that
comprise the majority of the arsenic concentrations in fish and shellfish are recognized to pose
a lower potential for adverse effects to human health compared to inorganic arsenic. It seems
unusual that the Dillon report concludes that â?odespite the exceedance of the guideline, the
elevated levels of arsenic currently reported are anticipated to pose a negligible potential for
adverse effects to human health.â?  Methyl mercury was also tested but the results are not
included in the report and there is no comment about this contaminant. Historically mercury-
based fungicides were used as biocides to clean settling facilities of pulp and paper plants. The
choice of crustaceans provides less informative data. Crustaceans are short-lived and are less
likely to bioaccumulate contaminants when compared to fish and mammals. Bottom-feeding,
older fish such as cod would have been better species to test. The report also discounts the
important role of small streams and estuaries as possible exposure zones for fish habitat. Yet it
is generally acknowledged that such estuaries serve as â?~nurseriesâ?T for fish and other
marine species and young fish are more susceptible to toxic effects of contaminants. The
Focus Report states: â?oEcoMetrix plans on conducting up to two additional rounds of tissue
collection prior to beginning construction targeting additional shellfish scallop, blue mussel
and oyster, and locally relevant fish such as Atlantic striped bass, Atlantic mackerel and
Atlantic herring.â?  These data are not available in the report. In summary, one may easily
conclude that the Focus Report is deficient in meeting deliverable 9.1. Section 9.2 Human
Health Risk Assessment This analysis is presented in Appendices 9.2 and 6.2. The first stage
in the Ecometrix analysis was to set up a conceptual site model which guided their subsequent
analysis. They rely upon a study conducted by Stantec presented in Appendix 6.2 involving an
expanded air dispersion model to set the boundaries for their air contaminants study. The
Stantec report states that the primary sources of air contaminants of interest to this study
include biomass boiler, recovery boiler, smelt dissolving tank, lime kiln, high level roof vent,
and the replacement AST ETF. Stantec completed air dispersion modelling scenarios,
updating a previous 2017 analysis, using AERMOD methods and expanded their analysis to
include a revised inventory of potential contaminants. These hypothetical data are presented as
emission rates and not as air concentrations, as per usual air quality standards. Rates of
emissions will go up and down, depending upon production levels. These data are not helpful
for an analysis of human health risk. The authors report emission exceedances for ammonia,



chloroform, total reduced sulphur, hexavalent chromium yet conclude that the number of days
this will happen will be negligible- based upon assumptions which they do not describe in the
report. The authors confine their focus to outdoor air emissions from the combustion of ETF
biosludge in the biomass boiler and the new ETF activated sludge treatment process, and 2 the
marine discharge of treated effluent from the diffuser near Caribou Point. The Ecometrix
authors discount the likelihood that treated effluent might potentially contaminate groundwater
from a spill from the effluent pipe onto land and conclude it is not a valid exposure pathway.
The authors also discount ocean intrusion into wells as a pathway â?obecause residents would
likely stop drinking their groundwater due to taste from the salt and would therefore have
minimal exposureâ? . In conclusion, I do not support acceptance of this report. Name: 

@dal.ca Address:  Dalhousie
University Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having worked in the
forestry industry for over 20 years and seen first hand the devastating effects a mill closure can
have on a small community. In Pictou County the mill closure would lead to a potential loss of
2700 direct and indirect jobs in the community. This would have a devastating effect on the
economy in Pictou County and Nova Scotia as a whole. The science based study submitted by
Northern Pulp on the installation of the Effluent treatment facility at Northern Pulp shows that
the mill can provide both stable jobs for many years to come in the community while
protecting the environment in Pictou County.It is critical that the provincial government allow
the time need for Northern Pulp to install the new effluent treatment facility in Pictou County
to protect good forestry jobs and the environment. Name:  Email:

@unifor.org Address:  Municipality: Saint John Postal-
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vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulp NP has
been polluting the air, lands and water of Nova Scotia far too long. They and the government
have failed to correct the problems and broken too many promises for far too long. You must
honour the dates set forth in the Boat Harbour Act and cease operation of the plant. The
forestry industry has other resources to turn to. Our fisherman and the areas residents do not
NPRs proposal relies on a disastrously flawed concept. The answer to pollution is NOT
dilution. Even treated effluent flowing into the Strait can have serious effect on aquatic
organisms as proven by joint Canada US EPA studies in the Great Lakes. DDT, PCBs,
mercury, dioxins and many others do not break down in water and have a bio-accumulative
effect in the food chain. Regulations should require treatment and containment, not release
into waters. Furthermore, it is unconscionable that NP itself is conducting these studies. You
are letting the fox guard the henhouse. And worst of all, those who are advocating for this
project are those who will reap the benefits. And those who oppose it are the ones who will
face 5he consequences. However it is decided will not be forgotten, nor forgiven. Do the right
thing. Name: @comcast.net Address: 
Municipality: Pictou Island Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 89 y: 34



From: @tncwireless.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:18:27 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the Effluent
Treatment Facility Project. My family has always worked in the forestry industry and
Northern Pulp is essential in providing thousands of jobs in Nova Scotia. The Effluent
Treatment Facility will have no significant impacts on the environment. Name: 

@tncwireless.ca Address:  Municipality:
MacPhersons Mills Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 11



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:28:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Other pulp mills have
found ways to treat effluent. Northern Pulp has not shown any interest in fuller treatment of its
waste or toward working toward such a goal in a timely manner. There is sufficient evidence
that harm will come from pumping lightly treated effluent into the Strait. This is a
tremendously complex issue, with so much at stake. But allowing the lightly treated effluent to
flow into the Strait makes no environmental sense. Northern Pulps initial proposal showed its
cavalier attitude. I believe that a collective running the pulp mill would support all sides of
this. That would take government will and support. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 63 y: 22



From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility Response to Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 7:28:42 PM
Attachments: Northern Pulp Focus Report Response .pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please see letter attached.



Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
Via email at et1(a::11ovclSCl)ti,l.C,l 
and fax 902-424-6925 
Dear Sir or Madam: 

Scotsbum 
Nova Scotia 
November 7, 2019 

RE: Northern Pulp's Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
I am writing to comment on the Focus Report regarding Northern Pulp's proposed Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project. I previously responded to the Environmental Assessment by way of a 
letter dated March 8, 2019. I attach a copy of this letter for your review. Most of the concerns I 
expressed in my previous letter have not been addressed in the Focus Report and so I still have the 
same concerns. 
As I stated in my previous letter, I am a commercial fisher and a resident of Pictou County. I grew 
up in Caribou, very near the .. My father and many other family members 
were c.ommercial fishers in Caribou. I fished in the industry since the 19701s, starting when I was 
8 years old. Following attendance at university, I was drawn back home by the Northumberland 
Strait. I have owned my own fishing enterprise for the last 26 years. I fish rock crab, herring and 
scallops out of Caribou. I fish lobster in another area. I ha,1e a large financial investment in the 
fishing industry. The health of the Northumberland Strait is vital to my retirement and my future. 

has recently started fishing witl1 me and a clean and sustainable N·orthumberland Strait is 
essential for him to have a future in the fishing industry. 
I have reviewed the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp dated October 2019. I have deep 
concerns as to the adverse effects and significant environmental effects that releasing treated pulp 
waste into the Northumberland Strait will have on the ecosystem in the strait. 
On page 127 of the Focus Report, it states that,'' ... marine invertebrates and marine fin-fish species 
sightings were rare and not found in any abundance''. This statement is indicative of many other 
statements in the Focus Report that show insufficient study of tl1e strait, a misunderstanding of the 
strait, or a misrepresentation of the strait. 
A quick snap shot of the marine en,lironment doesn't provide an accurate depiction of the fin fish 
that migrate into the strait at different times of the year as the water temperature changes. For 
example, smelts, caplin, mackerel, bass, silversides, stickle backs, sea trout, gaspereau are types 
of fish that migrate to that area during different times of the year. Just bec.ause you don't see them 
at one point ot~ the year, doesn't mean the)''re not there at another time. The staggering of the 
fishing seasons coincides with the migration of the fish to the area, such as herring season, tuna 
season, mackerel season. 



The observation that'' ... marine invertebrates and marine fin-fish species sightings were rare and 
not found in any abundance'' is concerning because on page 129, it is stated that ''the fish observed 
in the area were also categorized using Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 
(COSEWIC) designations ... '' All fish known to inhabit the strait at any time of the year ought to 
be categorized, not just the ones which were ''observed''. 

I also question how those carrying out the studies looked for the fish while using sidescan sonar 
and video. Was the camera put over the side of a moving boat? Did a diver use the video camera? 
Either of these techniques would disburse the schools of fish as the fish would react to the noise 
from the boat or the diver as if they were being chased by a predator. For example, when fishing 
herring, the fish disburse as you sail along because the noise drives them away. That doesn't mean 
the fish aren't there. I know they were there because I see them on my sounder, and when I set my 
nets and come back to them, the fish are caught. 

The video that was taken of the area, and the report of the survey findings, should be included in 
the Focus Report for the public to review. The public would like to see the efforts and techniques 
used to find the fish. 

Yesterday, I observed several different schools of fish around the wharf before I set sail from 
Caribou wharf. It appeared that they were being chased by larger predatory fish because they were 
breaching the surface of the water to evade being eaten. Four days ago, the area entering Caribou 
Harbour was being fished by hundreds, if not thousands, of cor111orants - so many that the water 
was black with cor111orants. This tells me that a school of fish was coming into the harbour. Seals 
are also often seen within the wharf area feeding on fish, which would be the larger predatory fish. 
This is the circle of life in the harbour and the area of the diffuser - bigger fish-eating smaller fish, 
all dependant on each other to survive. These are observations that I make without the use of sonar 
or video. Why wasn't Northern Pulp able to see the same thing in the five years that they had to 
conduct their studies? 

This is just one example of many instances where the conclusions made by NP are not accurate 
because of how they conducted their study, or what they based their studies on. Sometimes 
conclusions are made without NP giving any basis for their conclusions. 

Here are more examples of issues I found in the Focus Report: 

I. Table 7.3-2 is called, ''Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Overall 
Significance'' and is found on page 142. There is no explanation any where in the Focus 
Report as to where they got the infor111ation and conclusions set out in this table. How 
can anyone rely on the table if the source of this inforrnation is not disclosed? The Table 
is essentially just inserted in the Focus Report without any explanation. 

2. Similarly with Appendix D of Appendix 7.3 (Fish Species and Fish Habitat Presence 
Screening) and the heading called ''Notes'' that has various conclusions. Where is the 
science to support these conclusions? 

Although it appears that Ecometrix provided the report that is attached as Appendix 7 
to the Focus Report, there is no inforrnation as to the specific qualifications, expertise 
and experience of any of the individuals preparing the report. How do we know the 



information is credible and reliable? Does a CPESC or a M. Sc. Automatically qualify 
someone to draw such conclusions about fish, without knowing what area of study they 
completed and the experience they have? Northern Pulp has provided no evidence to 
show that the conclusions are correct or should be relied on. 

3. Page 131 - it is not correct to state that herring is found at depths of onlylOm and 
greater. This even contradicts the infor111ation in Appendix D of Appendix 7 .3 where it 
is stated that herring is found at depths of O - 200m. I've fished herring for 40 years, 
and I regularly see herring at depths of as little as 8 feet. 

Figure 7.3-5 is wrong. Herring is located from the inner Caribou Harbour to the middle 
of the Atlantic Ocean, including the area of the proposed diffuser. This area is also a 
herring spawning ground. 

4. Fishing of many species occurs at the diffuser and all around it. A fishing harvest area 
cannot be accurately captured on a map. It's like having an aquarium and saying that 
the fish only swim in certain areas. We fish wherever the fish are, and that can change 
from year to year. The species maps included in the Focus Report may make an 
argument that suits Northern Pulp's purposes, but it does not reflect reality. It is 
frustrating that Northern Pulp refuses to listen to info1mation fishers have given them 
many times, including in public responses to the EA in January. Northern Pulp simply 
does not understand what happens in the Northumberland Strait and they refuse to listen 
to those of us who do. 

5. Page 132-In May and June, large amounts of flounder can be observed all around the 
wharf in Caribou. Some people use handline to catch flounder and then sell it to fishers 
for bait. 

6. Page 133 - It is not accurate to say rock crab is not found at depths greater than 1 Om 
or near the diffuser location. I fish rock crab commercially. Rock crab is found at all 
depths, from very shallow (biting your toes while swimming) to depths of over 
I 00 feet, including at the proposed site of the diffuser. 

7. Page 133 - Northern Pulp is wrong when they speak about SFA 24. SFA 24 refers to 
''Scallop Fishing Area 24'' and is a huge area of water as depicted on the attached map. 
The scallop buffer zone is something completely different. It is a ''no scallop fishing 
zone'' within I nautical mile of any point of land in order to protect lobster. The 
proposed diffuser location would fall within that zone. Recreational scallop divers dive 
for scallops in the area proposed for the diffuser. 

8. Figure 7.3-8 on page 135 is an incomplete map. The area to the east of the diffuser is 
not shown, even the circles that are drawn are not complete. Why? How can 
conclusions be reached and accepted without the entire area being shown? This is just 
one example of many such incomplete maps in the Focus Report. It makes me wonder 
what they are trying to hide. 



9. Appendix 7.3 page 4.20 - The author obviously cut the info1111ation from lobster and 
then pasted it under the heading for rock crab. As such, no conclusions are made for 
rock crab in this section. 

10. Appendix 7 .3 page 4.20 - It states, ''Within the mixing zone, larval Atlantic Herring 
may be present, however in this planktonic stage, the duration of their residence in this 
small zone of influence is likely to be very short. As such, a very small proportion of 
larvae within the vicinity of the diffuser (up to 200m) will interact with treated effluent, 
and of those that may, their interaction with the effluent will be of short-duration and 
transient." Where is the science to prove this statement? How do they know only a 
''very small proportion of larvae'' will interact? How did they reach this conclusion? 
What if the effluent contaminates the spawn? 

11. Even with the errors and claims of mixing, Northern Pulp still admits that there will be 
irreversible effects (see Appendix 7.3 Table 4.6). They say these effects can be 
mitigated, and state that several studies should be done after the diffuser is running to 
test their theories. What good does it do to my fishery, my future, and my community 
to take a ''wait and see'' approach to see if their predictions are correct? What if their 
predictions are wrong? The risk is too great to allow this project to proceed. 

12. Page 101 states, ''For the worse case condition, 90% of the TSS particles dropping 
from the diffuser port are expected to transport and deposit 4.8 km away from the 
outfall location and not settle near the diffuser." This is very concerning. Does this 
mean that there will be a circle of particles fo11ning a 9.6 km diameter build up of 
particles around the diffuser? Have they studied the results of this ring of particles? 
How will it impact the fish and habitat in that area? How will it impact the currents 
and waves? What long te11r1 effects will this build up have over the course of many 
years? Will some of this build up be along my favourite beach? 

I have given many examples of the baseline information in the Focus Report being wrong, and 
there are many other examples. If the baseline data is wrong, then the conclusions reached in the 
rest of the report are wrong too. My fear is that the back flow from the diffuser will kill everything 
in the harbour, and beyond. 

The Focus Report relies on modelling for many of its conclusions that there will be no harm to the 
strait. Computer modeling has failed in the past. A recent example is the tidal turbine in the Bay 
of Fundy, the failure of which will cost the Nova Scotia taxpayer $4.3 million to remove. A 
polluted Northumberland Strait will not be fixed as easily, if at all. Modelling does not prevent 
har111 in real life situations. 

The volume of material to review in such a short period of time is over whelming. I feel that I have 
not been given a fair chance to read the Focus Report or to address every mistake I see. There are 
many errors that need to be pointed out that will help the minister make a good decision on this 
issue but I simply do not have the time to point out everything I see. This makes the process unfair. 



Also, many of the charts in the Focus Report are blurry. This makes them hard to read and 
impossible to decipher the information they are trying to convey. For example, on page 124, Figure 
7.3-1, I can't read the print on the right-hand side. There are many other examples~ 
The Focus Report contains substantial and many glaring errors. Because many of the errors were 
pointed out to Northern Pulp in the past, the continued use of the wrong infortnation appears to be 
deliberate~ It is very obvious that this project can not proceed. It will destroy the ecosystem of the 
Northumberland Strait, along with the fisheries and communities that rely on it. You must reject 
this proposal. 

Sincerely, 



10/27/2019 Scallop Fishing Area -DFO -Gulf -Fishing Areas Maps 

lgnish 
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Scallop Fishing Area 24 -Map 
Map showing the boundary lines of the sca!lop fishing area 24 in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The area includes the 
southeastern part of Northumberland Strait between Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island and the western harf 
between Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. 
Scallop Fishing Area 24 - Coordinates Table 

Point 
10. 
11. 
12, 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
4. 
s. 

Latitude -North 
45° 51' 45 11 

46° 10' 35" 
46° 12' 58'' 
46° 26' 55" 
46° 27' 52" 
47° 02' 18" 
46° 58' 42" 
45° 38' 30" 
45° 38' 10'' 

Table description: 

Longitude -West 
63° 42' 42 11 

63° 28' 03" 
63° 29' 26" 
61 ° 58' 25 11 

61 ° 51' 06" 
60° 45' 00" 
60° 40' 00'' 
61 ° 24' 15" 
61° 25' 45" 

Table showing the coordinates that represent the boundary lines of the scalfop f;shing area 24 in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. Row one is the t;tle. CoJumn one represents the label given to each coordinate. Column two represents 
the latitude coordinate for each po;nt. Column three represents the ,ongitude coordinate for each pojnt. 
IQQ of the P-2.9.§. 

Date modrfied: 2019-04-25 

www.glt.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Gulf/Fishrng-Area-Maps/Scallop#23 7/7 



Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P~O. Box 442 
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8 
Fax: (902) 424-6925 
Via e-mail at ea(a)no,,asc.otia.ca 

C, and fax 1-902-424-6925 
Dear Sir or Madam: 

Scotsbum 
Nova Scotia, 

.@ns. sympatico. ca 
March 9, 2019 

RE: Northern Pulp's Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
I am a commercial fisher and a resident of Pictou County. I grew up in Caribou very near the 
-· ·- - -~ My father and many other family members were commercial fishers in 
Caribou. I fished in the industry since the 19701s, starting when I was 8 years old. Following 
attendance at university, I was drawn back home by the Northumberland Strait. I have owned my 
own fishing enterprise for the last 26 years. I fish rock crab, herring and scallops out of' Caribou~ I 
f1sh lobster in another area. I have a large financial investment in the fishing industry. The health 
of the Northumberland Strait is vital to my retirement and n1y future. My son has recently started 
fishing with me and a clean and sustainable Northumberland Strait is essential for him to have a 
future in the fishing industry. 
As fishers, we invest a lot of time, energy and money to maintain the sustainability of the fishing 
industry. We regulate ourselves by proposing and agreeing to such things as catch limits, buffer 
zones, reduced efforts, and modified nets and traps. The EA proposal will harm the 
Northu1nberland Strait, our fishery, and our future. 
There are many errors and missing infor111ation in the proposal, as follows: 
1. The proposal did not consider the behaviour of herring. Herring gather in the deep waters of 
the ferry channel and other deep water areas to get away from predators. They come out of the 
deep waters at night to spawTI on the shallow banks in the adjacent areas. If fresh, hot water 
containing who knows what is ptlillped into their deep water hiding zone, the herring will not go 
there and will have no where to hide. I believe this v.i·ill have irreversible effects on the herring 
species in the area, and their spawn. 
2. Tuna are in the area of the outfall. While fishing herring last year, l saw approximately 6 tuna 
charter vessels at one time in the area outside Caribou Harbour. Last year, tuna washed ashore in 



Caribou Island and Simpsons Beach (part of Caribou - Munros Island provincial park). 

3. Contrary to what is showing in Figure 8.12-3 of the proposal, rock crab is fished all over the 
proposed effected area. The rock crab fishing area we call ''Africa'' because of its shape, runs 
from Caribou Island, Pictou Island to about Arisaig. The footprint of the pipe runs through a vital 
rock crab nursery where juvenile crab are spawned and grow to maturity. 

4. As fishers, we are required to maintain a log book while fishing rock crab, herring, scallops 
and lobster. Although we fish these species in a very large area throughout a day of fishing, we 
are required to record our fishing location just once per day. As such, our logs do not accurately 
reflect the expansive areas where we fish. For example, in one day, a fisher may leave Caribou 
Harbour and travel to Charlottetown Harbour and fish everywhere in between. In the fishery log, 
if a fisher records fishing in Charlottetown Harbour, the fishing effort in all other areas is not 
reflected. 

5. Fishing of some sort is conducted everywhere in the Northumberland Strait. It is fair to say 
there is no area of the strait that is not fished. Fishing areas for a certain species may vary from 
year to year. Therefore, using data of fishing areas from 200 I, for example, as was used in the 
proposal, may not accurately reflect the fishing area in 2018 for that same species. Fish move and 
follow food sources. Piping of effluent will be detrimental to phytoplankton and zooplankton 
which are the food source for fish and mammals and are building blocks for all ocean creatures. 

6. Some fishing bottoms also may change over time, or from year to year, due to stor111s or man 
made causes. I have fished lobster in Wallace since 1993. The construction of the fixed link 
between New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island took place between 1993 and 1997. The 
building of the fixed link brought great changes to the lobster fishery in my area - huge decline in 
lobster catches and changes to the sea floor. I witnessed a change in the water which went from 
clear to very muddy everyday. I lost a large area of my fishing bottom due to sedimentation. 
What was once a rocky floor was covered by mud or silt. When I pulled my lobster traps, they 
were covered with a fine muddy film. The film also covered the bait on my traps which hindered 
their ability to attract lobster, caused the bait to rot, and attracted sand fleas which ate the bait. I 
suspect that the silt interfered with the lobster's respiratory and other functions as they were 
covered with the muddy film as well. 

The lobster fishery in that area is only very recently starting to recover. I notice less silt in my 
traps and the water is becoming clearer. Things are going back to where they were when I first 
bought my lobster licence in 1993 before the start of the fixed link construction. My catches are 
finally returning to what they were before the construction. The value of fishing enterprises was 
greatly reduced in this area for the last 20 years or so, and they are now just recovering to be on 
par with fishing areas not effected by the fixed link. I did not receive any compensation for my 
economic loss or the damage to the environment. I don't want that to happen again. 

7. The scallop info11nation in Figure 8.12-5 is not accurate. In the scallop logs fishers must 
complete, there is no place to enter fishing location for every area where scallops are fished. 
There is no way to dete1111ine where scallops are caught in the strait. This figure also shows 



scallop catches in areas where there is a buffer zone and therefore no scallop fishing in that area. 
This proves that the figure is not accurate and should not be relied on. It should also be noted that 
recreational scallop divers dive for scallops in the area behind Munros Island, and in the area 
around the outfall location. They are per1nitted to dive for scallops within the I mile buffer zone, 
but they don't keep logs or report where they have fished. 

8. Figure 8.12-6 is also not accurate. The map does not show the herring nursery which is in the 
area of the outfall. Also, there is herring fishing all around Pictou Island and not just as indicated. 
We also fish for herring in the area of the proposed outfall location. Herring is a fixed gear 
fishery. We use anchors on each end of our herring nets. The pipe and proposed no anchor zone 
will significantly interfere with our herring fishery. It is not possible for us to simply go 
somewhere else to fish if the fish are located in the area of the outfall or the no anchor zone and 
not anywhere else. The herring pack consists of a large group of boats all fishing for herring at 
once - possibly 200 boats in the same close area at one time. The pack is so large that sometimes 
the PEI ferry steers out of its normal route to avoid us. 

9. Figure 8.12-8 is also not accurate. There are mackerel around Pictou Island and Caribou Island 
and in area of the outfall. There is mackerel in Caribou channel and Pictou channel, and around 
every wharf. There are many people who fish mackerel from all the wharves in the area, 
including Caribou. They also fish for bass, smelts, capelin and other fish from the wharves. This 
is an important healthy food source for many people in our area and part of our tradition and 
culture and must be protected. 

Mackerel like going along the edge of the channel because it is deep, and they are hunting the 
bait fish which is also in the channel. They tend to swim back and forth from deep to shallow 
water. 

I 0. The scallop buffer zone is not accurately depicted in Figure 8.12-10. The scallop buffer zone 
extends all around Munros Island and Caribou Island. The buffer zone is I mile from any point of 
land, which includes all islands. 

11. It is not appropriate or accurate to use the characteristics of Pictou Harbour as a proxy for 
those of Caribou Harbour. Caribou Harbour is closed except for a narrow opening. It does not 
flush well. There is more flushing in Pictou Harbour and 3 large rivers flow into it. My father, 
who grew up in the area, used to tell stories of his grandparents walking cattle from Caribou 
Island to Munros Island (which in the past, was also known as Doctor's Island) at low tide. This 
shows how narrow and shallow that area is. The ferry channel is artificial and was created when 
the ferry services started, and is maintained only through periodic dredging. 

12. The wharves at Caribou Harbour are used for more than tying up vessels. We sell our catches 
to the public and commercial buyers at the wharf. During herring season, for example, fish 
buyers set up buying stations where we off load our catches. Buyers who use the vacuum system 
to remove herring from the boats, pump water from the harbour onto the vessel in order to suck 
up the herring. It is like a wet vac. 



During lobster season, the buyers tie large numbers of lobster in floats in Caribou Harbour until 
they are transported for processing. Floats are large containers which allow for water to flow in 
and out to keep the lobster alive. Will this water be contaminated by effluent thus making the fish 
toxic? 
We use water from the strait to keep our catch alive during the day. I am concerned that I will 
inadvertently use effluent water on my fish which could cause contamination. How will I know 
the difference between water that contains toxic effluent and water that does not? I also use that 
water to wash my fishing boat and gear as I enter the channel at the end of n1y day. I don't want 
to use effluent to clean my boat and gear. What effect will this have on my heath and my 
equipment? 
There is a lack of infor1nation provided in this proposal and large gaps in terms of the effect on 
the environment and ecosystem of the Nortl1umberland Strait. Much of the infor1nation that is 
provided is not accurate and there are a lot of discrepancies. This makes me question the 
credibility of the entire proposal. The proposal must be rejected. Nova Scotia is supposed to be 
Canada's ocean playground. We don't want it to become Canada's ocean dump. Northern Pulp 
should give in, give up and get out. 
Concerned fisher, 



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:28:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Having limited time to
read the lengthy report I will confine my comments to concerns with plans for monitoring of
the outfall. -Who will be responsible for monitoring the output .Based on track records neither
Northern Pulp or the Gov.of Nova Scotia would be trusted. - I believe the most important
factors should be monitored constantly and no other periodical checks are acceptable. - What
happens when the output from the mill exceeds the preset expectable range. Does the mill
shutdown? Th existing boat harbor treatment facility has a 28 day retention time that tends to
be very forgiving. A new facility with a 12 hour retention time will not be. in closing I also
want to state that I fully expect the government of Nova Scotia to honor the law and close the
boay harbor treatment facility on Jan 31, 2020. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 61 y: 21



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:30:37 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: All I ask is would you want youre children/grandchildren
living here without any healthy changes? Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: : Pictou Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: x: 0 y: 0



From: @tncwireless.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:34:10 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I worked as a  for the mill since it
opened. I seen first hand the benefits the mill has on the economy. If Northern Pulp ever
closed, the affects would be much further spread than the forestry industry. There would be
nothing left in Pictou County. Name:  Email: @tncwireless.ca
Address:  Municipality: MacPhersons Mills Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 78 y:
21



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 7:38:54 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson

 My name is  and I've lived in Pictou for Over 50 years, I’m a daughter, sister, mother and nurse
for over30 years, and I'm concerned about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.
I fear for my health, the health of my family, and the health of my neighbours.

Premier Stephen McNeil stated that it would be wrong to move one disaster into a new location when he referenced
Northern Pulp's ETF proposal.  Of course that wasn't a statement on whether Northern Pulp's project was a disaster,
simply that it would be wrong for the province to approve a project that could be characterized as creating a new
disaster.

Mr. McNeil also rightfully stated many times over that the company was given 5 years to come up with a plan and
that was more than enough time.  Not only did the 5 year plan give ample time to Northern Pulp but this wasn't an
'arbitrary date' picked out of thin air.  The Jan 31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour Act also falls
on the last day of Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval.

Northern Pulp were slow to get moving on their attempt to complete the project.  When they filed their EARD in
February, they stated that they would need an extension 'until they built their ETF or they would have to shut down'.

That ask is for an indefinite extension as Northern Pulp's plan to build an ETF that pumps effluent described by their
own technical engineer as being worse than what comes out of Boat Harbour, would set up the risk to move the
disaster that is Boat Harbour and make it the disaster in the Northumberland Strait.

They cannot be given an extension.  That would break the deal that was made in good faith and written into law
between the PLFN and the province that saved Northern Pulp from having to close in 2014.  They also cannot be
given an extension because they don't have a sound plan for a new ETF so it may never be built.  Northern Pulp
cannot be given an indefinite extension.

Northern Pulp have been given ample opportunity over their time owning the mill to ensure it runs properly.  At
some point you have to admit it can't be done.

What is the criteria that the province looks at when it comes to accepting a company's proposal to start a project of
this magnitude?  I know there has to be guidelines and targets that are outlined so a company knows what is
expected of them when they are making a submission to start a project in this province.  I recognize these are
guidelines and not a checklist since every situation would have a unique set of characteristics.

How much does a company's integrity and their ability to complete a project properly when their integrity is taken
into consideration?

Northern Pulp have 14 failed air emissions tests, 2 Ash slurry spills, 8 directives, 5 ministerial order and 2 warning
reports.  They were put on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry for their 47 Million Litre effluent leak in
2014 and their present Industrial Approval says they have to have a flow monitoring system in place to indicate if
there were another leak.  They are currently under investigation for yet another large raw effluent leak.

If a company's track record is that bad with maintaining what they have, how can they be trusted with building
something of this size in the first place?



According to their current Industrial Approval, Northern Pulp were supposed to have a monitoring system in place
that would notify them if there was a leak in their effluent pipe yet they had another large raw effluent leak that from
the pictures and time it took to clean up, it looks like it was on par with the leak from 2014.  What that tells me is
either a) they did not meet the terms of their Industrial Approval, b) they weren't monitoring it or worse c) they had
everything in place, discovered the leak and said nothing hoping to avoid the bad publicity.

I don't believe Northern Pulp should even be considered for a project until the current investigation has been
completed and based on their track record, I really don't believe they deserve to be given the chance to go forward
with this project.

Thanks you

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Proposed Effluent Treatment Facility Focus Report Response
Date: November 8, 2019 7:39:26 PM
Attachments: NP ETF Focus Report Response -Scan0001.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please see attached letter.

Thank you,



Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 
Via email at ~~C@novascotia.ca = and fax 902-424-6925 
Dear Sir or Madam: 

. Scotsbum 
Nova Scotia 
_ _ @gmail~com 
November 8, 2019 

RE: Northern Pulp's Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project - Response to 
Focus Report 

I write in response to the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp in support of their proposed 
Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I previously responded to the Environmental Assessment by 
way of a letter dated March 8, 2019. I attach a copy of this letter for your review. Most of the 
concerns I expressed in my previous letter have not been addressed in the Focus Report and so I 
still have the same concerns. 
As I stated in my previous letter, I am a life long resident of Pictou County and have many ties to 
the Northumberland Strait~ For over 40 years, my family has owned a cottage along the 
Northumberland Strait. I have spent each summer walking the beaches and swimming the 
waters. I have worked in Pictou as a lawyer for over 25 years and am a volunteer member of 
several boards and organizations in the area, including the Northumberland Fisheries Museum 
and Heritage Association, which is dedicated both to the preservation of fishing history and the 
celebration of the fishing culture. I am married to a commercial fisherman who fishes the waters 
of the strait, like many generations of his family who came before him. Involvement in the 
commercial fishery is a family commitment that is shared by our children and shapes our lives on 
a day to day basis. Like so many people in Pictou County and beyond, the Northumberland Strait 
is beloved by me and my family and is the cornerstone of our economic prosperity, social 
enjoyment and mental well being. The risk that Northern Pulp's proposed Effluent Treatment 
Facility Project poses to the Northumberland Strait and all who rely on it is simply too great for 
the Minister to grant approval~ 
As I am comfortable reviewing large volumes of material in a short period of time. 
Despite this, I found it very difficult to review the huge number of documents that comprise this 
file within the 30 day public response period, and then provide a thorough and effective 
response. Like other members of the public, in order to effectively respond to the Focus Report, 
it was necessary for me to read and understand thousands of pages~ Not only did I have to read 
the Focus Report and all the attachments, I had to refer to the initial Environmental Assessment 
proposal filing and the many government and public responses to that proposal& This is a 



monumental task that is not possible to accomplish in 30 days, particularly when many of us 
have full time jobs, families and other commitments. 

When reading the public's response to the initial filing, it becomes very apparent that the 
public's input into this process is vital. The public provided valuable info1mation that was either 
lacking in Northern Pulp's initial filing, or was wrong. The public shared local knowledge of the 
area that is important for the Minister and government departments to understand. This is not 
knowledge that can be read in a book or gleaned from a study. It is real life inforrnation that must 
be considered in order for the impact of the proposal to be fully understood. The public raised 
serious concerns about the proposal which must be taken seriously. 

The inability of the public to provide an effective response to the Focus Report, due to the 
volume of material and the limited time in which to respond to it, will significantly impact the 
ability of the Minister to come to a proper decision as he will not have all the facts before him. 

The numerous reports and studies that have not been completed and included in the Focus Report 
also raise significant concern. If the Minister requires these studies or reports to be filed at a later 
date as one of the conditions of his approval of the project, the public will not have the 
opportunity to review the studies and provide their response. This will impact the usefulness of' 
these studies to the Minister, and put the ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait at risk. 

As it is not possible to respond to all the significant errors and shortcomings in the Focus Report, 
I will focus on the following only: 

I . Temperature 
2. Point A 
3. Misrepresentations 

1. Temperature 

The temperature of the effluent as it enters the Northumberland Strait is a concern. The CCME 
(Canadian Council of Ministers on the Environment) Water Quality for the Protection of 
Acquatic Life, for the marine environment, states that, ''Human activities should not cause 
changes in ambient temperature of' marine and estuarine water to exceed± 1 °C at any time, 
location, or depth. The natural temperature cycle characteristic of the site should not be altered 
in amplitude of frequency by human activities. The maximum rate of any human-induced 
temperature change should not exceed 0.5 °C per hour." 

Table 7.3-1, found on page 138, states that the temperature in Caribou Harbour is between 16.8 
and 17 .6 degrees Celsius in summer and between O and 1 degree Celsius in winter. The predicted 
temperature of the eft1uent is said to be 35 degrees Celsius as it leaves the diffuser, and that the 
distance from diffuser that ambient conditions are reached are within 2m. As such, before that 
2m is reached, the ambient temperature of the marine water will exceed 1 degree Celsius at some 
point. Therefore the CCME guideline is breached. 

Table 7.3-1 misrepresents the distance from the diffuser that the ambient condition will be met as 
it relates to the winter temperature. In 2018, the winter temperature of the water is said to be 0 



degrees Celsius. At Sm, the temperature is said to be 1.5 degrees Celsius. Therefore, Sm beyond 
the diffuser, the temperature is still more than I degree Celsius over the ambient temperature. 
However, the Table misrepresents this fact by stating that the ambient temperature is reached 
less than 2m from the diffuser. 

Achieving an effluent temperature of 35 degrees Celsius as it enters the effluent treatment 
facility is also a concern. Table 7.3-1 shows that the temperature of the effluent at Point C is 35 
degrees Celsius. It must be remembered that Point C is a point that follows aeration and a period 
of time in a settling pond. The temperature of the raw effluent at Point A, before it is aerated and 
spends time in a settling pond, is said to between 40 and 55 degrees Celsius (see page 28). 
Although it is promised that cooling towers will be installed in order to lower the temperature of 
the effluent, there is no evidence to show that the cooling towers will be effective in lowering the 
temperature as required, and that they will have the ability to lower the temperature at all times, 
under all conditions. 

The temperature of the effluent during the tests conducted at Veolia/AnoxKaldnes Laboratories 
was 3 7 degrees Celsius. As such, it is not known whether the proposed AST system will be 
eft'ective at temperatures higher than 3 7 degrees. It makes one wonder why all the tests were 
conducted at 3 7 degrees Celsius, and not at the temperature set out in the design specification, 
which was 55 degrees Celsius (see Table 2-3.3 at page 30). 

Temperature is important because, as stated in the Focus Report at page 151, ''Controlling 
untreated effluent temperature within the mill is necessary to optimize microbiological growth in 
the AST system, which ensures that treatment processes can occur." However, as stated at page 
47, ''With increasing effluent temperature, bacterial activity increases. The maximum acceptable 
operating temperature for typical AS systems is limited to about 39°C, which corresponds to the 
maximum temperature for the growth ofmesophilic organisms." This raises questions as to what 
would happen if the temperature exceeds 39 degrees because of malfunction or other reason? If 
the microorganisms die, how long will the mill have to shut down in order for them to grow 
again? How will the deaths of the microorganisms be detected0 How long will it take to detect 
the deaths? Will the untreated effluent continue to flow to the strait? These questions ought to 
have been addressed in the Focus Report. 

2. Point A 

Section 3.2 of the Tetrns of Reference instructs Northern Pulp to, ''Provide effluent flow data to 
support the proposed peak treatment capacity of 85,000 m3 maximum f1ow of effluent per day. 
At a minimum, data from 2017 and 2018 is required. Provide flow data for Point A, clarify 
source of the effluent flow volumes given in the EARD, and provide other relevant data and 
information to support the proposed treatment system design. If the 85,000 m3 cannot be 
justified based on historical data, identity water reduction projects, or reevaluate the treatment 
system design and update the receiving water study accordingly." (Emphasis is mine) 

It is clear that Northern Pulp is required to provide flow data tor Point A in order to satisfy this 
section of the Terms of Reference. It is very concerning that Northern Pulp is not able to provide 



this data because as stated on page 48, ''Point A flow data would have been used for the design 
review if the flow meter at that location possessed the accuracy required for the evaluation. The 
flow measurement at Point A, used only to assist operations at the mill, is less accurate than the 
regulatory flow measurement (i.e. Parshall Flume) used at Point C." 

Appendix 3.2 states at page 3, ''Flow is not measured at Point A, the inlet to the BH ETF: Flow 
is measured using a doppler-type system at the effluent feed pumps at the mill, but this 
measurement is for indication purposes only, as its accuracy is not sufficient for either data 
analysis or regulatory purposes." 

The inability of Northern Pulp to provide accurate flow data from Point A not only leaves the 
Terms of Reference unsatisfied, it also violates a provision in Northern Pulp's Industrial 
Approval. Section 7 of the Industrial Approval reads, 

( d) The Approval Holder shall monitor flow at Point A, the end of the effluent transmission 
pipe, on a continuous basis. This data shall be recorded daily and tabulated monthly. 

( e) The Approval Holder shall operate and maintain real time flow monitoring equipment at 
the end of the effluent transmission pipeline which is designed to immediately notify the 
Approval Holder in the event of a total loss of flow or a reduction of flow below normal 
operating conditions. 

If Northern Pulp is not able to provide accurate flow data from Point A to satisfy the Terrns of 
Reference, I suggest they are not in compliance with their Industrial Approval. If they are not 
able to accurately determine their flow from Point A, they are not able to deter111ine if there is a 
flow below normal operating conditions. This is a serious violation which makes one wonder if 
this is the reason they have not been able to detect leaks from their effluent pipe, such as the 
leaks that occurred in 2014 and 2018. It raises concern as to Northern Pulp's willingness to 
comply with standard operating procedures or any conditions set out in an environmental 
assessment approval. 

At page 49 of the Focus Report, Northern Pulp engages in a questionable math exercise. They try 
to verify the accuracy of flow data at Point C by stating it is well known that ''the effluent flow is 
roughly 10% lower than the raw water flow due to water vabour lost through four wet scrubbers 
(ie. air pollution control devices) ... ''. They go on to say that the inflow of water from Middle 
River was 72,600 m3/day, and the average flow from Point C was 63,500 m3/day, and then 
concludes that, ''The difference of9,100 m3/day represents the average flow of water lost to 
evaporation during that period (an approximate 10% loss)." A 10% loss from the inflow of 
72,600 m3/day would be 7,260, not 9,100. The 9,100 difference is actually a 12.5% loss, not 
1 Oo/o. 

In addition to this obvious math error, it is not logical to say that the flow at Point C is the same 
as the flow at Point A. The effluent that is discharged from Point A is hot ( 40 - 55 degrees C), 
while the effluent that is discharged at Point C is cooler (around 35 degrees C). Between Point A 
and Point C, some of' the effluent evaporates given its high temperature. As well, the effluent 
passes through bodies of water between the two points that allows for other natural processes and 



seepage into the ground. It is quite likely that the effluent flow from Point A is much higher than 
the effluent flow at Point C. 

The flow rates set out in Appendix 3.2 are concerning as they show many flow rate readings 
close to 85,000m3/day at Point C. Given the error in their math suggested above, it is likely that 
the effluent flow at Point A on those days greatly exceed 85,000m3/day, which exceeds the 
design capacity of the proposed new effluent treatment facility. 

Northern Pulp has failed to prove enough of a correlation between the effluent flow at Point A 
and the effluent flow at Point C to justify the use of data from Point C. 

3. Misrepresentations 

Table 7.3-1 found on page 138 contains many errors or misrepresentations of findings. The 
easiest misrepresentation to understand is in relation to mercury. Under the heading, 
''Concentrations'', one can see that no trace of mercury was found in Caribou Harbour. Mercury 
at Point C is said to be 0.028. Based on modelling, the level of mercury at Sm is .028 and at I Om 
is 0.028. The conclusion in the last column under the heading, ''Distance from Diffuse Ambient 
conditions are reached'' is <2m. However, if there is no mercury in the receiving water (ie 
Caribou Harbour) how can one conclude that the ambient condition will be met at less than 2m if 
at I Om the amount of mercury is 0.028? 

This misrepresentation of conclusions is repeated many times in Table 7.3-1, including the 
conclusions for cadmium and BOD. This leads one to question the credibility of many of the 
findings in the Focus Report. 

4. Other 

• It is unclear whether the spacing of the diffusers will be 25m apart or 50m apart. Page 85 
states that ''As outlined in the 2018 RWS, the diffuser will be 3-port, spaced 50 m apart at 
a height of I m above the bottom of the seabed." However, Table 16 found on page 3.8 of 
Appendix 4.2 states the port spacing is 25m. This raises the question as to the effects of 
the different diffuser spacing on the Receiving Water Study. 

• Section 9.2 of the Ter111s of Reference requires Northern Pulp to commence a Human 
Health Risk Assessment, which must consider, among other things, ''consumption of 
potentially contaminated drinking water''. It does not appear that this issue is considered 
in the Focus Report. 

• There is no plan in the Focus Report for a leak detection system on the marine portion of 
the effluent pipe. This is not acceptable. 

• The leak detection system proposed for the on land portion of the pipe does not appear to 
detect leaks less than 60 L/hour. If there is a leak less than 60 L/hour, over time, this leak 
can become catastrophic. It is not acceptable that a leak can go undetected. 



• The conclusion that there will be no significant residual impacts to '~fisheries'' instead of 
'~fish'' is concerning and deceptive (see page 123 ). There is also no evidence to support 
this claim. 

• Many of the Figures are blurry and it is not possible to read the legends. As such, I am 
not able to comment on man)' of the Figures because all the information is not available 
for me to review and consider. See Figure 7.3-1 for one example, but there are many 
others. 

• The Focus Report is incomplete. Many studies are )'et to be conducted (see for example 
page 126, page 165, page 166, Appendix 9.1), and many documents are missing (see for 
example Appendix 10.1 where completed ARIA is to be located, and Appendix 10.2 
which is to contain the Land-Based Archaeologic.al Investigation, Addendum 2~0 makes 
reference to a COD study which \\ras to be attached, but it was not). 

• At page 136, it is stated that only ''direct mortality'' of fish is considered. What about 
other changes to fish that do not result in their death? What if the fish mutate or tail to 
reproduce? These are important changes to consider. 

• T·he migratory bird study found in Appendix 8.2 is not completed. It was conducted in 
May 9, 24, June 10 and July 5 only. Birds that pass the area at other times are not 
considered. It appears from Figure A8.2- l that no sunrey was conducted along the 
causeway or in marine areas. This is required under section 8.3 of the Terms of Reference 
that states N orthen1 Pulp is to ''Complete a bird baseline survey ... for the entire project 
area which includes the re-aligned pipeline route.'' 

• Section 4.3 of the Tenns of Reference states that Northern Pulp'' ... should include 
chemical and physical characterization of the solids proposed to be discharged ... '' It 
appears that Northern Pulp failed to include chemical characterization of the solids. 

As stated in the attached article, ''Baseline assessment of contaminants in marine biota prior to 
remediation of industrial effluent impacted sediments in a former tidal estuary in Nova Scotia, 
Canada'', by Jessica Romo, Meenakshi Chaudhary and Tony R. Walker, "'Industrial effluent 
wastewater is widely recognized as a major contributor of aquatic pollution''. I submit that a 
review of the Focus Report filed by Northern Pulp indicates that there is a likelihood that the 
undertaking will cat1se adverse effects or significant environmental effects which are 
unacceptable and as such, the undertaking must be rejected. 

Yours truly, 



Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8 
Fax: (902) 424-6925 
Via e-mail at ea(a),novasc-otia.ca 4.!..0-and fax 1-902-424-6925 
Dear Sir or Madam: 

. Scotsbum 
Nova Scotia, 
March 8, 2019 

@,gmail.com 

RE: Northern Pulp's Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
I am writing to comment on Northern Pulp's proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project. 
I am a life long resident of Pictou County and have many ties to the Northumberland Strait. For 
over 40 years, my fa1l1ily has owned a cottage along the Northumberland Strait. I have spent each 
summer walking the beaches and swimming the waters. I have worked in Pictou as for 
over 25 years and am a volunteer member of several boards and organizations in the area, 
including the Northumberland Fisheries Museum and Heritage Association, which is dedicated 
both to the preservation of fishing history and the celebration of the fishing culture. I am married 
to a com1nercial fisherman who fishes the waters of the strait, like many generations of his family 
who came before him. Involvement in the commercial fishery is a family commitment that is 
shared by our children and shapes our lives on a day to day basis. Like so many people in Pictou 
County and beyond, the Northumberland Strait is beloved by me and my family and is the 
cornerstone of our economic prosperity, social enjoyment and mental well being. The risk that 
Northern Pulp's proposed Effluent Treatment Facility Project poses to the Northumberland Strait 
and all who rely on it is simply too great for the Minister to grant approval. 
Regulation 12 of the Nova Scotia Environment Act sets out the factors the Minister must consider 
\Vhen making her decision: 

12 All of the following infor1nation shall be considered by the Minister in for1nulating 
a decision under subsection 34(1) of the Act: 

(a) the location of the proposed undertaking and the nature and sensitivity of the 
surrounding area; 



(b) the size, scope and complexity of the proposed undertaking; 

( c) concerns expressed by the public and aboriginal people about the adverse 
effects or the environmental effects of the proposed undertaking; 

( d) steps taken by the proponent to address environmental concerns expressed by 
the public and aboriginal people; 

( da) whether environmental baseline infor111ation submitted under subclause 
9(1A)(b)(x) for the undertaking is sufficient for predicting adverse effects or 
environmental effects related to the undertaking; 

( e) potential and known adverse effects or environmental effects of the proposed 
undertaking, including identifying any effects on species at risk, species of conservation 
concern and their habitats; 

(f) project schedules where applicable; 

(g) planned or existing land use in the area of the undertaking; 

(h) other undertakings in the area; 

(ha) whether compliance with licences, certificates, perr11its, approvals or other 
documents of authorization required by law will mitigate the environmental effects; 

(i) such other information as the Minister may require. 

Regulation 13(l)(e) made pursuant to the Environment Act states that one of the decisions of the 
Minister upon registration of a Class 1 undertaking may be as follows: 

''that a review of the inforr11ation indicates that there is a likelihood that the undertaking 
will cause adverse effects or significant environmental effects which are unacceptable and 
the undertaking is rejected." 

Section 34 (1) of the Nova Scotia Environment A ct states that the Minister shall make one of six 
listed determinations upon the registration and review of an undertaking. I submit that, based on 
the factors listed in Regulation 12 set out above, it is appropriate that the Minister reject the 
undertaking as per section 34(l)(f) ''because of the likelihood that it will cause adverse effects or 
environmental effects that cannot be mitigated." 

ERRORS, MISREPRESENTATIONS, CONCERNS 

In my review of Northern Pulp's proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) 
Project, I identified many errors, misrepresentations, and concerns. These are as follows: 



1. Definitions: Commencing at Page xxiii, there are a number of words that are defined for the 
purposes of the proposal. Not all of the definitions used are the same as the definitions of the 
same terr11s used in relevant legislation, including the following definitions ( emphasis are mine): 

(a) Contaminant is defined in the Environment Act as: ''contaminant'' means, unless 
otherwise defined in the regulations, a substance that causes or may cause an adverse 
effect; 

Contaminant is defined in the ETF proposal as: ''A biological, chemical, physical or 
radiological substance that becomes ha11nful for humans or living organisms, when 
accidentally or deliberately introduced to air, water, soil or food." 

(b) Deleterious substance is defined in the Fisheries Act as: deleterious substance means 

(a) any substance that, if added to any water, would degrade or alter or fo1111 part 
of a process of degradation or alteration of the quality of that water so that it is 
rendered or is likely to be rendered deleterious to fish or fish habitat or to the use 
by man of fish that frequent that water, or 
(b) any water that contains a substance in such quantity or concentration, or that 
has been so treated, processed or changed, by heat or other means, from a natural 
state that it would, if added to any other water, degrade or alter or forr11 part of a 
process of' degradation or alteration of the quality of that water so that it is 
rendered or is likely to be rendered deleterious to fish or fish habitat or to the use 
by man of fish that frequent that water, 
and without limiting the generality of the foregoing includes 
(c) any substance or class of substances prescribed pursuant to paragraph (2)(a), 
( d) any water that contains any substance or class of substances in a quantity or 
concentration that is equal to or in excess of a quantity or concentration prescribed 
in respect of that substance or class of substances pursuant to paragraph (2)(b ), 
and 
(e) any water that has been subjected to a treatment, process or change prescribed 
pursuant to paragraph (2)(c); (substance nocive)'' 

Deleterious substance is defined in the ETF proposal as: ''A substance that is dangerous 
and ha1n1ful." 

( c) Mitigate is defined in the Environment Act Regulation,· as: ''mitigate'' means, with 
respect to an undertaking, to eliminate, reduce, or control the adverse effects or the 
significant environmental effects of an undertaking, and may include restitution for any 
damage to the environment caused by such effects through replacement, restoration, 
compensation or any other means; 

Mitigation is defined in the ETF proposal as: ''With respect to a project, refers to the 
elimination, reduction or control of the adverse environmental effects of the project and 
includes restitution for any damage to the environment caused by such effects through 



replacement, restoration, compensation or any other means." 

( d) Significant is defined in the Environment Act Regulations as: ''significant'' means, with 
respect to an environmental etTect, an adverse effect that occurs or could occur as a result 
of any of the following: 

( i) the magnitude of the effect, 
(ii) the geographic extent of the effect, 
(iii) the duration of the effect, 
(iv) the frequency of the effect, 
(v) the degree of reversibility of the effect, 
(vi) the possibility of occurrence of the effect; 

Significance is defined in the ETF proposal as: ''A defined threshold of acceptability. The 
significance of adverse environmental effects is determined by a combination of scientific 
data, regulated thresholds, standards, social values and professional judgment. For 
example, the ecological context ot'a project may be deter1r1inant of whether likely adverse 
effects are significant!' 

It is noted that the ter111 ''adverse effect'' is not defined in the ETF proposal. It is defined in the 
Environment Act as •• an effect that impairs or damages the environment or changes the 
environment in a manner that negatively affects aspects of human health''. 

Also noteworthy is the definition of the term ''reach'' in the ETF proposal. It is defined as, ''In 
the context of this project, a reach is a section of watercourse of defined length (usually I 00 m) 
in which fish and fish habitat surveys are completed, and water quality measurements are taken." 
The ter111 ''reach'' is not defined in the Environment Act, regulations or other applicable 
legislation_ 

Because the ETF proposal uses definitions which are different than those set out in the relevant 
legislation, when the proposal reaches a conclusion or makes a statement, the standards for that 
conclusion or statement may not be what is set out in the legislation. The conclusion or statement 
may satisfy the definition the ETF chooses to apply, but it may not satisfy the standard set out in 
the actual legislation, 

Also of concern is the definition of''change in water quality'' found on page 346 of the ETF 
proposal, which states, ''For the purposes of this assessment, a change in water quality refers to 
any alteration to pH, dissolved oxygen (DO), temperature, total suspended solids (TSS) or 
contaminants in the water column." The definition does not include such things as AOX, BOD, 
COD or colour, 

The definition of''change in marine fish population'' set out in the proposal is also of concern. 
On page 384, a change in marine fish population is said to ''include any physical injury or 
mortality on fish attributable to the project, and any destruction or alteration of habitat from 
disturbance of the marine environment!' It is not clear whether this definition includes such 
things as bio-accumulation and any other effect or change to fish. 



2. The ETF proposal states that the temperature of the treated effluent will reach ambient 
temperatures within 2 meters of the diffuser and therefore will comply with CCME Guidelines 
for temperature . This is a misrepresentation of the CCME Guidelines (Canadian Water Quality 
Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life - see attached), which state, ''Human activities 
should not cause changes in ambient temperature of marine and estuarine waters to exceed+/
! degree Celsius at any time, location, or depth." 

3. On page 123 of the proposal, it is stated that, ''Dioxins and furans in NPNS's effluent have 
virtually been eliminated since the conversion to chlorine dioxide bleaching in 1998. NPNS has 
never exceeded the limits as per the Pulp and Page Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans 
Regulations. In fact, dioxins and furans testing for the last 5 years has consistently shown that all 
of the compounds required to be tested under the regulations have not been detected in NPNS' 
effluent (non-dedect)." This statement runs contrary to the test results of samples taken June 11, 
2014 from NPNS' effluent leak. The test results are published on NSE's website and attached 
hereto. The test results appear to reveal that there were exceedences of dioxins and furans beyond 
what is permitted under the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations. 

4. On page 433 of the proposal, the physical land use in the vicinity of the land-based portion of 
the effluent pipeline route is set out. There are a number of land uses missing from this list, 
including single family homes and cottages in the area between the causeway and Division Road, 
and near the ferry wharf. Also in the vicinity of the ferry wharf and missing from the list are the 
Caribou fishing wharf, the fishing wharf at North Nova Seafoods, the North Nova Seafoods fish 
plant, and the Pictou Island ferry. At the fishing wharves, the uses extend beyond the tying up of 
fishing vessels. At the wharves is where fish buyers set up their buying stations for various 
fisheries and store bait and catches. It is where fishers work on their vessels and gear. Fishers use 
water from the Northumberland Strait to wash down their vessels and hydrate and store their 
catches. The wharves are used by recreational boaters, barges and tugs and those seeking shelter 
from storms or rough seas. The proposal puts all of these uses at risk. 

The ferry service between Caribou, Nova Scotia, and Wood Islands, Prince Edward Island, is a 
vital link between the two provinces. Any infrastructure or impediment to the use or expansion of 
the ferry wharf at Caribou should not be permitted. The proposal does not set out details as to the 
specific location of the proposed effluent pipe. Insufficient details are provided to dete1111ine 
whether the proposed pipe will impact the ferry service now or in the future. The attached article 
from CBC dated May 5, 2017 confir111s that changes to the ferry service are being contemplated. 

5. The proposal claims that ''operation of the outfall will not interact with use of community 
beaches in the surrounding area." (see page 440). This statement appears to contradict the results 
of the Stantec Final Caribou Discharge Receiving Water Study found in Appendix El which 
shows effluent concentrations washed ashore in various areas. For example, Figures 2.7 and 2.9 
shows effluent on the beach at Munro's Island which is a popular provincial park. Figure 2.11 
shows effluent on a beach at Caribou Island which is enjoyed by many locals, cottagers and 
tourists. I suggest that the presence of effluent in any for111 on any beach or shoreline will interact 



with the use of community beaches. 

6. On page 505 of the proposal, it is stated that ''Staniec (2019) also reported that ambient air 
monitoring data for 2015, 2016 and 2017 showed no exceedances of the applicable Nova Scotia 
regulatory AQC for the air contaminants monitored under the NPNS approval to operate." This 
does not appear to be a true statement. Attached is Source Emission Test Results for Winter 2015 
and Summer 2015. Both tests were conducted by Stantec and the results were found on NSE's 
website. The test results show exceedances for both the recovery boiler and the power boiler as 
outlined in the company's industrial approval. 

7. The proposal claims that ''the loss of vegetation and associated bird habitat within the pipeline 
footprint area along the road shoulder (if it occurs) will be consistent with existing road 
maintenance activities along Highway I 06 and thus, will not result in any additional loss of bird 
habitat." (see page 561). This statement fails to consider the habitat of the double breasted and 
great co1111orant which are located along the Harvey A. Veniot Causeway. Their habitat will be 
destroyed with the construction of the pipeline, and will not likely recover. 

8. The proponent's public consultation was not adequate. I attended the open houses in New 
Glasgow and Pictou Landing which were both held prior to the new route of the pipe to Caribou 
Harbour being announced. The open houses were conducted on the basis of the pipe going into 
Pictou Harbour. No open houses were conducted following the announcement of the new route to 
Caribou, even though Dillon Consulting Limited promised me in two letters that they would hold 
additional open houses. Dillon also promised me in the same correspondence that they would 
release studies to the public as they became available. Very few studies were released to the 
public prior to the registration of the proposal. The correspondence from Dillon are included with 
Ecojustice's submission to the proposal on behalf of Friends of the Northumberland Strait. 

The open houses were crowded, loud, and not conducive to conversation, asking questions or 
obtaining info1111ation. They did not allow for meaningful discussion and it was difficult to 
engage the proponents. They did not have any means of taking notes of my concerns for future 
reference, consideration or documenting purposes. 

The info11nation provided at the open houses, in a subsequent mail out and advertisements 
represented that the project would include an oxygen delignification system which would 
improve the quality of the effluent. This system does not appear to be included in the proposal. 
There was no consultation by the proponent with the public following the announcement of the 
new route or the elimination of the oxygen delignification system from the project. 

9. I am concerned that the environmental assessment is proceeding on the basis of a Class I 
environmental assessment which limits the time the pubic has to respond to the proposal. The 
proposal is almost 1700 pages long and takes a lot of time to read, analyse and reply. Because of 
the short length of time provided, I submit that the pubic consultation is not meaningful or as 
fulsome as it could otherwise be. This raises significant public policy concerns which are 
exacerbated by the lack of input the public will have to the additional info1111ation and studies the 
proponent has stated it will file at a later date. Pubic review and input is vitally important to the 
EA process but the public is not being this opportunity. 



Missing Information 

Aside from the many studies yet to be completed, the proposal is missing several pieces of 
information, as follows: 

(a) The proposal states that the proponent's ''Toxicity Prevention and Remediation Plan'' will be 
used. This plan was not included in the proposal, and as such, it is not possible to deter111ine 
whether it is complete or effective. Any reference to this plan and its use to mitigate or address 
any issue should not be considered. 

(b) Page 28 of the proposal refers to a brochure attached to Appendix D. No such brochure is 
attached. 

(c) Page 349 and 351 makes reference to ''occurring in a context of previous disturbance''. There 
is no info11nation provided as to what the previous disturbances refers to. 

( d) Page 460 sets out IO known ship wrecks in the vicinity of the marine PF A/LAA. Attached is 
a list of 17 ship wrecks which I found after searching the Marine Heritage Database if the 
Maritime Museum of the Atlantic which is the same database the proponent claimed to have 
used. 

(e) There appears to be info11nation missing from Table 11.1-1 (page 535) as not all VEC's set 
out in section 8 of the proposal are summarized. 

(f) Appendix Q (Bird Data) sets out data collected for the month of December only. As such, any 
data from migratory birds who left the area by December is not captured. 

(g) The proposal fails to disclose that the location of the new on-site ETF will be located adjacent 
to Canso Chemicals which is a fo1mer chemical plant that has known deposits of mercury on its 
property. The proposal does not address the potential interaction that the presence of mercury 
will have on the construction and operation of the ETF and the environment. 

(h) Although the proponent appears to imply that the lack of cooperation from fishers is the 
reason for the deficiencies in the proposal's information relating to commercial fishery in the 
area, it must be noted that area fishery information is contained in the most recent Environmental 
Effects Monitoring Study (EEM), which is attached as Appendix J of the proposal. The 
Receiving Waters Study completed by Staniec (attached as Appendix E2 of the proposal) sets out 
less info1111ation on the area fishery than the EEM study which was prepared prior to the 
Receiving Water Study. Also, during the open houses I attended in both New Glasgow and 
Pictou Landing hosted by the proponent as part of this environmental assessment process, I 
personally witnessed fishers and others drawing on a map the location of the fishery and 
explaining in detail the location of the area fishery to the proponent. The proponent appears to 
have disregarded this info1mation as it has not been included in the proposal. 



(i) A provision in the sign off sheet contained in the Receiving Water Study found in Appendix 
E3 of the proposal limits the usefulness of the study. The provision states, ''The material in it [the 
Receiving Water Study] reflects Stantec's professional judgment in light of the scope, schedule 
and other limitations stated in the document and in the contract between Staniec and 
the Client." Unless the contract between Staniec and KSH (the Client) is disclosed, it is not 
possible to understand the effect that the ''scope, schedule and other limitations'' imposed in the 
contract may have had on the results of the Receiving Water Study. As such, the Receiving 
Water Study ought not to be relied upon in the review of the proposal. 

(j) On page 336 of the proposal, the marine local assessment area (LAA) is said to consist of a 
corridor approximately 300 m wide, including an area of 300 m encircling the outfall. There is no 
explanation as to how this area was determined or developed. It appears to be an arbitrary area 
with no basis for its existence. 

CONCLUSION 

This proposal was submitted prematurely without proper study or consideration for the 
environment and the adverse effects of the proposal on the Northumberland Strait. On page 12 of 
the proposal, the proponent admits that ''due to EA Registration submission timing, the study 
period did not facilitate full biological field assessments for the current proposed transmission 
pipeline corridor'', and '' ... it was not possible to conduct field work in the new pipeline corridor 
or marine environment in order to inform this EA Registration." The time constraints were 
created and were self imposed by the proponent. They could have chosen to complete the 
required studies and then file the proposal. Failure by the proponent to do so, and acceptance by 
the minister of this tactic if the proposal is approved, sets a very dangerous precedent for future 
EA registrations. It would convey the message that EA registrations do not need to be complete 
at the time of registration. Instead, a proponent can file an incomplete EA, receive approval, and 
then complete important studies. These studies would be filed without public review and input 
which would eliminate a vital component of an EA. This is not acceptable and is against public 
policy and violates procedural fairness. 

I suggest that the proposal ought not to have been accepted for registration because it was not 
complete. Regulations 9(1A) made pursuant to the EnvircJnment Act states that the proponent 
must submit, ''environmental baseline info1111ation''. This was not included in the proposal. 

To protect the integrity of the EA process in Nova Scotia, this proposal must be rejected. The 
proponent must start the process from the beginning once it has gathered the required 
environmental baseline information and all studies required to properly review it's proposal. The 
precautionary principle, set out in section 2(b)(ii) of the Environment Act, ought to be followed. 
It states, 

''(ii) the precautionary principle will be used in decision making so that where there are 
threats of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific certainty shall not be 
used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation." 

The environmental effects which would occur as a result of the proposal cannot be mitigated. 



The proposal suggests that fishers can be compensated and therefore mitigation will be served~ 
Money cannot address the harm that this project will bring because there is more than monetary 
or commercial issues at play. Money cannot compensate for the loss of a beloved beach or 
shoreline. Money cannot compensate for the loss of peace and enjoyment of a day on the strait 
with family and friends. Money cannot compensate future generations of fishers who want to fish 
the pristine waters of the strait. Money cannot compensate a rural community who is dependent 
on the strait for its economic prosperity, social well being and mental health. 
This project must be rejeted because of the likelihood that it will cause adverse effects or 
environmental effects that cannot be mitigated. 
Yours truly, 
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Contaminated sediments at a pulp mill and former chor-alkali effluent treatment facility in Nova Scotia1 Canada 
will undergo remediation. However, baseline studies assessing contaminants in marine biota in the marine re
ceiving environment are lacking. Historlcal qualitative and quantitative contaminant data in biota from Boat 
Harbour (a former tidal lagoon which was used to treat industrial effluent since 1967), and surrounding marine 
environment were reviewed to establish baseline pollution from industrial effluent and contaminated sediments. 
Elevated metat dioxins and furan concentrations previously measured in n1arine biota needs updating to help 
inform pre-remediation monitoring. Selection of species, contaminants of concern and sampling locations were 
ad hoc and often inconsistent with environmental effects monitoring requirements under Canadian federal Pulp 
and Paper Effiuenc Regulati.oru. These consolidated baseline data are required to detennine historical impacts and 
to assist future monitoring during Boat Harbour sediment remediation to compare against. 

Industrial effluent wastewater is widely recognized as a major 
contributor of aquatic pollution (Sunilo et al., 1988; i\U and 
Sreekrishnan, 200.l ~ (~h;.1udl1ar:v and vV.;Jlker, 2rr1 <J). A bleached kraft 
pulp mill and chlor-alkali facility (operating from 1971 to 1992) in 
Nova Scotia) Canada discharged industrial effluent into Boat Harbour 
for 50 years (Fi,~1. 1) and historically reported as a source of local marine 
pollution (Se.1kern ()ccnnogT;1phv, 1990; Sea Tech Ltd., l ~}~J6-; l\nd rew~ 
and Parker, "1 ~J9Y~ St-Jean et. al., 2003). Before 1967 Boat Harbour was a 
natural tidal estuary and was used for fishing, hunting and ceremonia] 
purposes by the Pictou Landing First Nation (PLFN) community. PLFN 
is a Mi1kmaq First Nation band government located in Nova Scotia. The 
Boat Harbour estuary (roughly 142 ha) was connected to the North
umberland Strait. Boat Harbour was used to treat raw industrial ef
fluent in 1967. In 1969, the Boat Harbour Treatment Facility (BHTF) 
was built and operated by the province to treat effluent prior to dis
charging into Boat Harbour (BHTF stabilization lagoon) (Fig. 2; 
l·]offrr1~l n c r. al.. 201 1 ). In 1972, a dam was built cutting Boat Harbour 
off from the ocean. 

Contaminants associated with bleached kraft mill and chlor-a]kali 
effluent include: dioxins and furans~ metal(loid)s, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs), hydrogen sulfide, methyl-mercaptans, me
thyl-mercury (Me-Hg), chlorate, chlorite! resin acidst chlorophenols) 

catechols~ vanillins) veratols, guaiacols and syringaldehydes (llillon 
c:onsulting Lilni1 ect :~() 12; t-Ioffn1an er al., 201 S). On January 31. 2020) 
discharge of mill effluent will cease under the Boat Harbour Act 
(l1offlnnn et aL ·; 2017). Following cessation of effluent discharge) con
taminated sediments in Boat Harbour will be remediated and returned 
to tidal influences. Legacy metal and organic contaminants in Boat 
Harbour sediments have already been characterized by l-Ioffman ct al., 
2017). Ongoing studies are also characterizing impacted wetlands, 
soils, and groundwater to inform remediation planning. Despite nu
merous studies documenting effluent impacts on sediments, con~ 
solidated by l]offn1an et aL (2017) to help inform remediation deci
sions, comparable baseline data related to contaminants in marine biota 
are lacking. Consolidated marine biota baseline data are required to 
determine historical impacts and to assist future monitoring during 
Boat Harbour sediment remediation to compare against. 

This study aims to: (1) assess historical qualitative and quantitative 
contaminant data in marine b1ota (e.g., Blue mussels, Mytilus edulis; 
Lobster, Homarus americanus; and Rock crabs) Cancer irroraru.s); (2) 
compare historical marine biota data to regional data from Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick and current Canadian Food Inspection Agency 
(CFIA) guidelines (C:FI,i\., 2{) l 4); and) (3) identify gaps and limitations 
associated with historical marine biota data to develop a baseline 
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Fig. 1. Location of Boat Harbour in P ictou County, Nova Seo ti a (adapted from lluffr,1 :n1 tit :.-d .. 2017). Blue ci rc.:le represents blue mussel (Mytilu.~ edulis), green triangle 
represents rock crabs (Cancer irroratus), red circle lobsters (Ilomaru.i:; americanus) and yellow square clams sampling locations. Cl, C2 and C3 represent reference 
locations used in EEM cycles 1, 2 and 3 cycle, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this ~rticle.) 

i· ,,,_ •• i·i,!,' ·,• ,. •'i 1 • ,, •j -,·, j LJl', ! p .. t. .. , . t t ; •• ~ .• ~ ';, ;i..;: 11,.. r. ~ ~ A • ~ °;. r~ .l ~ i ~ 1 t~ • .~ . .I' 1 T ~ ,EJ .,' ,U ~ ~ .,...:! ! !=: ~. ~J ..__:. . ~ 
f Li,H Id U! :·.'.. i kt1 /•~ ~>:.H 11\ i:,t ;! E·'d>"·d ~,f !h ;~' n: 

Fig. 2. The Boat llarbour Treatment Facility (BHTF) relative to the Pictou Landing First Nation (PLFN) community (adapted from l-lot:-n1.1n e:t ~~L, 2017). 

against which future monitoring studies can be compared before, during, 
and after remediation of industrial effluent impacted sediments in Boat 
Harbour. Additionally, this baseline data will help support science-

642 

based decision-making in the environmer1tal impact assessment process 
(ivLacKinnon et dL, 2()18) required for the construction and operation of 
a proposed replacement effluent treatment facilit}T for the pulp mill 
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Table 1 
Chronology of documents containing information of marine/aquatic biota in Boat Harbour and surrounding 
areas. 

Reference Analysis of aquatic biota 
Spatial location and Spatial location No analysis of 
contaminant and/or contaminant aquatic biota 
conc:e ntratio ns concentrations. 
included omitted 

Scarratt (1969) - - X 
Scarratt (1975) - - X 
DFO (1989) X - -
Zenon Environmental Inc. (1989} - X -
Sealcem Oceanography Ltd. (1990) - - X 
Environment Canada {1990) - - X 
Painter and Stewart (1992) - X -
JWEL (1993) X - -
JWEL (1994} - X -
LEM Laboratory (1994} - X -
Prouse (1994) - X -
JWEL (1996) X - -
Andrews and Parker (1999) )( - -
JWEL (2001) - - X 
St-Jean (2002) - X -
King and Chou {2003} - X -
St-Jean et aL (2003) X - -
Stantec (2004) - X -
St-Jean et al. {2005) - X -
EcoMatrlx Inc. (2007) - X -
Johnson (2013} - - X 
Castleden et al. (2016) - X -
Oakes (2016) - - X 
EcoMatrix Inc. (2016) - X -

Note: cycle 2 not accessible, conclusions drawn from cross referencing other EEM reports (indicated with grey 
highlights). 

(Nortl1ern Pul:p Nova Scotia (;orp-oration and [)illon c:011stdting· Lilnited, 
2017; Nova Scotia Environn1ent. 2019). 

Government reports ( > 200) and eight peer-reviewed articles were 
reviewed for marine/aquatic biota data from Boat Harbour, Pictou 
Harbour~ Northumberland Strait or reference locations (see lloffman 
ct al., 20 .1 7 Supplementary Material for a comprehensive list of all 
documents reviewed). Of 24 documents containing marine/aquatic 
biota data from all reviewed (Table 1), only five contained relevant 
quantitative data from 1989 and 2003 that met criteria (Table 2). 
Criteria included: contaminant concentrations (i.e.l metals, dioxins and 
fur ans, chlorophenols~ resin and fa tty acids) and sample locations (xJy 
coordinates in decimal degrees). Sample coordinates were generated by 
over laying report maps in Google Earth©, if not provided. Another 15 
reports contained qualitative information about biota from 1969 to 
2016 and were assigned a level of impact based on report findings (e.g.J 

Table 2 
Documents containing relevant marine biota data. 

Reference Summary of marine/aquatic biota data 

lin1ited, moderate or impacted). 
After the BHTF began operatingi negative qualitative impacts to 

marine/aquatic biota in Boat Harbour and Northumberland Strait were 
reported (Starratt, 1969; Starratt. 1975~ IJ~'ti11ter a.11<1 Ste\.-vart. 1992; 
JWEL~ 1994; Johnson} 201 '.1). Many species including: American eels 
(Anguilla rostrata), soft-shell clams (Mya arenaria) and quahogs (Mer
cenaria mercenaria)} died off following early effluent exposure (Seakem 
(Jceanography} 1 ~)90). Concerns were also raised about perceived lob
ster population declines and depletion of local intertidal fauna 
(Scarratt) l 96l)). However) few studies quantified contaminants in biota 
until the late 1980s when Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) reported 
dioxin and furan concentrations in fish and shellfish tissues from re· 
gional pulp and paper mills (DJ.'()_, ] 989). Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent 
Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations under the Environmental 
Protecti.on Act (C:EP.r\~ l. 999) prohibit discharge of 2,3,7t8-TCDD and 

!·:.ru ('19kY} 
J\-VFL ( ! 09:q Fish and shellfish in Pictou 1-larbour analyzed for resin and fatty acids (cited in J\VEL, 1."93). 

J L\'F 1 , ; {}(I'\)' • .. ~ } ,E.. ' .... . . l.. 

L' t C ,,. '< . 1 f'"•(jlj'J ) '~ -.)\. i1.n l.' n . ,.:.. .. l .. >' 

Crabs (Cancer spp.), lobste.r:i:. (Homarus americanus), cl;;,,ms- and blue mus~els (Myri/us e..dnlis} an~lyzed for dioxins and furans in Pictou Harbour (dat?I 
from l)ft) ( l 9K9}). 
Hepatopancreas tissue from rock crabs (Cancer irroratus) and liver of winter flounder (Pseudnpleuranec.tes americanu.s) analyzed for resin and fatty 
acids from study (Pictou Road) and reference (Merigomish Harbour} areas. Blue mussel tissue analyzed for dioxins and furans (10 congeners) from 
Bo::tt H.uhour and r~f~r"nce areas (Caribou Harbour). 
Blue mussels in Pictou Harbour analyzed for chlorophenoh:. resin acids, plant sterols and metals (T:1ble: 4 ), Reference locations, noted in cycle 3 
EEM report, indicated two cages furthest away from effluent discharge in Pictou Harbour (~t,n1ti·-r:. 2,i)04}. 'Baseline' data reported, but no specific 
locations indic;.ited. 
Blue mussel tissues an~lyz:ed for six metals (T;1bh: -~) (cited in Andreiv~ and P;,1rk~~r, l LJWi}); after 90d exposure to effluent at increasing distances 
from Boat Harbour. Reference areas located outside Pictou Harbour. 

Note: criteria included: contaminant concentrations (i.e., metalst dioxins and furans1 chlorophenols1 resin and fatty aclds) and sample locations (x~y coordinates in 
decimal degrees). Sample coordinates were generated by overlaying report maps in Google Earth©1 if not provided. 
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2,3,7,8-TCDF congeners into the environment at umeasurable con
centrations1' (i.e., above detection levels). Although CFIA guidelines 
exist for 213) 7, 8-TCDD (0. 5 pg g- 1), lack of guidelines for other para
meters limits comparisons. Pre-design environmental effects mon · 
itoring (EEM) by J\VEL ( 1993), using data from l)Ft) (l 989), reported 
concentrations of 2}3}7}8-TCDD in crab (mean= 1.67 pg g-1 + 0.49 
SD) and mussel (0.69 pg g-1) tissues exceeded CFIA guidelines by up to 
four times (0.5 pg g .. 1), but concluded no risk to human health 
(l'able :}; CFL<\ 1 20.J 4). 

EEM became mandatory in 1992 under Pulp ond Paper Efff.uent 
Reguladons (PPER, 1992) to improve effluent quality of Canadian pulp 
and paper mills (1\:lunkittrick et alq 2002). EEMs evaluate aquatic im· 
pacts of effluent on fish) fish habitat and fisheries resources by ex
amining fish population, benthic community surveys, effluent toxicity 
and other specific methods depending on the mill (Roach an,t Walker. 
2017). Analysis of dioxin and furans in fish is required under PPER~ if 
mills ever used chlorine in their bleaching process (W~lker er. al.~ 2002)~ 
but the mill stopped using elemental chlorine in 1997, which was 
substituted for chloride dioxide to meet PPER requirements 
(i\.Ur11ohan1n1;:1di et· a.L, '.!() 17; t·I0.ff1n~111 et. aL, 2017; lfotf tnan et al. 
subm l.ned). Seven EEM cycles were completedj but only four reports 
were available (JWf:LJ 1996; Stant·cc. 2004; r:co\1atrix Inc., 2007; 
F:co\1,;1trix Int:., 2016). Although second) fifth and sixth EEM cycles 
were unavailable, second cycle results were summarized in subsequent 
reports using data derived from Andreivs and :Parker (1999) and fifth 
and sixth cycle results were inferred from seventh cycle. Presumably an 
eighth EEM report is required based on three to four-year cycle re
quirements (\\ralJ.::er el" a L} 2U(J2) . 

The first EEM cycle aimed to provide baseline data for future cycles 
to compare against, and determine components required for subsequent 
EEM programs. For example~ to assess impacts on fish and shellfish, the 
first cycle analyzed winter flounders and rock crabs for resin and fatty 
acids and morphological characteristics with reference samples from 
Merigomish Harbour. Blue mussels were analyzed for 10 dioxin and 
furan congenersl with reference sites from Caribou Island (JWEL, 
19~~6). In contrast, the third cycle assessed blue mussels and mummi
chogs for immunological and morphological endpoints with reference 
sites from Merigomish Harbour and Logan·s Point (Fig. 1; Stant.ec. 
2004). Some cycles included data from previous studies rather than 
conducting new analysis to meet EEM requirements (e.g.~ JWEL) 1993 
used l1F() (1989) data). EEM guidelines were designed to consider fish 
utilization, including tainting if complaints were received (vValkcr 
et aL, 200:.?.). Taint testing in cycle one (J\rVEL~ J 996)~ used LEI.\1 
Laboratory (1994) data~ but taint testing was omitted from subsequent 
cycles as there were no further complaints of tainted fish or shellfish 
were reported. The third cycle used St"Jean et al. (20()3) data to assess 
impacts on shellfish (Sta.ntec_, 2004). Cycle four indicated that tainting 
was evaluated in previous cycles, but was removed from EEM re
quirements, as it was not recognized as an ~1issue of national concern" 
(l.·:colvlatrix lnc.j 2007). Generally1 EEMs reported limited impacts to 
marine biota despite lack of contaminant, gt1ideline or local reference 
data ('fable 4). A.n.drews <-1.nd l'arker (1999) presented reference data1 

but no locations provided, although assumed they were collected along 
a concentration gradient from a priori impacted sites. Overall. lack of 
consistency in analysis~ species used, limited georeference and con
taminant data used in EEM studies make comparisons chaUenging. 

Metalst dioxins and furansl chlorophenols, resin and fatty acids were 
detected in marine biota (.J\.'Vf.].,, 1993, 1996; Andrews and Parkt~r~ 
19~-19; St-Jean et al. i 2003). t\11rlre\.v s arid Parker ( 1999) examined 
composite blue mussel (Mytflus edulis) tissues for metal (AIJ As, Cd~ Cr, 
Cu, Fe, Pb and Zn) contaminants. Howevert this study was cited by St
Jc(-111 et aL (2003) who reported a different suite of metal parameters 
(e.g'! Al, As~ Cu, Fe, Mn and Zn) and who reported higher detection 
limits (DLs} for As (2.3 µg g- 1 instead of 0.5 µg g-1). Mean detectable 
metal(loid) concentrations in mussel tissues reported by Andrevvs and 
!larker ( 1 Y9Y) were: Al, 24 + 4.6 SD; As, 3. 32 + 0.22 SD; Cd, 



Table 4 
Studies containing qualitative information of impacts on marine/aquatic biota. 

References 

zi~non En'lironrneinal lnr. 
{ 1989) 
•unable to access report, 
cited in Prou~t ( "! q94 j 

Aquatic species 

Blue mussel (M. edulis) 

Analysis- of aquatic biota data 

Spatial reference and contaminant concentrations available Missing spatial reference and contaminant 
concentrations 

* Unable to gain access to report to dttermine georeference locations 

Contaminants (VOCs, PAH1 pesticides) 

n.~: ~:-1 l ~ on·> i d fl .L, .1- \ .~ ••• • -, .. ) .,,. Rock crab (Cancer irrorarus), lobster (H. ammcanu.s), clams Contaminants (dioxin and ftrrans), toxicity testing 
*Data from DFtJ (1. 489J 

ti.•: CJ ~-, n.q4, .Jif~f.'" .. .ct ... ~• J 
LF:!vl L~tbnnltory (l 994) 
JVV ET. (19()£.1 

J \\' EL (2001., 
.st-Jf'.'an Cl0{,2, 

*Discussed in Stanu·i: 
{ ')I)( )..I) 

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (2004) 

Ecol\lntrfx Inc. (2007) 

r .,,,.1 · a , •. n 1 · r.'.cnn atr1x ,nc. ',_2 .... 6 J 
E'.foi\>h1tr1x lnr. (201h) 

(species not specified). blue mussel (M. edJ.J.li.s), inland 
silver..ide (M. buyllina), sea urchin (Strongylocen:trotw: 
drvl:'b() dii.e.nsi.5) 
Rainbow trout, sea urchin (S. drot'bac:himsis) 
Lobster (H. amuiconus) 
Rock crab (C. iTrorarus), Winter flounder (P. a.merican.u.s)1 

blue mussel (M. ednlis), inland sil vrrsidt\ sea urchin (S. 
droebachiensis), barrel weed (Champiu pan,ula) 

Blue mussel (M. edulu) 

Freshwater amphipod 
Blue mu~:,el {M. edulu), mummichog (r: hererc-Lit.w) 

Lobster (H. runericcmus) 
Blue mussel {M. edulis) 

Inland silverside, sea urchin (S. drot:bachimsis), barre] weed 
{ C. parvula} 
Inland silverside, sea urchin (S. droebac:hiensis). barrel weed 
{C. parvula} 
Mummichogs (F. hmrclitw). plankton 

Sea urchin (Lytechinus pfcrus}. Barrel weed {C. panoula) 
Mwnmichogs {F. htterclirus) 

Contaminants (resin and fatty acids, dioxins and furans), 
morphological measurements (carapace width, body weight. 
hepatopancreas/liver weight. gonad weight, egg weight), 
toxicity testing 
Contaminants (resin and fatty acids, plant sterolst 
chlorophenols, metals)1 survival rates, growth trendst wet 
tissue weight 

Contaminants (metals), wet tissue weight. immunological 
parameters (lysosome retention1 phagocytic activityt 
bacterial clearance) 

Histologicalogical, lipid and glycogen analysis for liver size 

- Not applicable to report/document referenced; level of impact: limited, moderater impacted. 

Toxicity testing 
Taint testing 

Toxicity testing 
Stress response, immunologica1 measurements 
(phagocytic activity. lysosome retention. nitro blue 
tctrazolium reductionJ hydrogen peroxide production, 
p-nitrophenyl acid glucosaminide assay1 total protein) 
Contaminants (PAHs, PCBs) 

Toxicity testing 

Toxicity testing 

Contaminants (dioxins. dioxin-like PCBs), toxicity 
testing 
Toxicity testing 

Level of Impact 
determined in report 

Limited 

Limited 

Limited 
Moderate 
Limited 

Limited 

Limited 
Impacted 

Limited 
Moderate 

Limited 

Limited 

Impacted 

Limited 
Limited 

3: 
~-
~ 

"o 0 r .... 'Ct ;::s 
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2.1 + 0.03 SD; Cu} 2.9 + 0.8 SD; Zn~ 20 + 3.6 SD µg g-1 (n = 5) 
(Fig, 3; l'able S). Concentrations of Cr and Pb were < DL (DL for Cr and 
Pb are 0.5 and 0.18 µ.g g- 1, respectively). Arsenic is naturally elevated 
in coastal sediments in Nova Scotia (Zhang et al., 2019), which may 
partly explain why mussels exhibited relatively high As concentrations 
(\'\"i'dker and l'vlacA:i-:k lll, 2014 ). However, CFIA guidelines (3.5 µg g- 1) 
were exceeded at only one station (3.6 µg g-1) (rfahlc 5). 

Bioaccumulation of other metals (Cd, Cu, Zn) in mussels were 
marginally higher than other industrial harbours in Nova Scotia 
(~1 cCull ough et al., 2005: \rValkcr a11d :rvI~cAs k i1 l., 2() 14; \I\' a iker nn d 
(~rant 2015; 'fab1e ("i). Utility of parameters previously analyzed re
quires scrutiny. For example~ J\'VEL (19~)6) detected higher concentra
tions of oleic acid in blue mussels and winter flounder (P. americanus) 
close to Boat Harbour compared to reference sites but was not attrib
uted to industrial effluents as oleic acid is naturally occurring in animal 
fats. Furthermore, bioavailability of contaminants in aquatic organisms 
should be monitored. Mercury has never been analyzed, nor Me-Hg 
which indicates bioaccumulation (l)el Aguila 1--'eijooa and \'Valk.er~ 
2018), despite Hg concentrations exceeding highest effect thresholds in 
Boat Harbour sediments (l-]offntan et aL, 2017). The former chlor-alkali 
facility which discharged effluent into Boat Harbour for 21 years was a 
likely source of Hg (\\/nlker, 2016-). 

Pninter a11d Ste\varl (1992) measured fecal coliform contamination 
in clams near Boat Harbour in the 1970s which lead to historical 
shellfish closures. A lobster tajnt study by LE\J Laboratory· (J 994) re
ported differences in taste of lobsters subjected to > 10°/o dilutions of 
Boat Harbour effluent) but no effluent contaminant concentrations were 
provided. Other studies measured immunologicat morphological and 
physiological (gonad weight) carapace size} stress response, survival 
rate) endpoint differences between reference and study sites to assess 
effluent pollution impacts. Immunological markers in mussels and 
mummichogs exhibited higher levels of stress in Boat Harbour com
pared to reference sites (JVVEL_, 1996). Mussels near effluent discharge 
were immunosuppressed (St-Jca11 et aL1 2003), and in a subsequent 
study had more leukemia cells compared to reference sites indicating 
stress response to effluent exposure (St~Jean et dl.) 200S). 

However> these studies lacked contaminant concentrations and 
georeference locations) so putative impacts could not be attributed to 
specific locations. In a study by ()akes (2l)16)l only pollution tolerant 
fish (mummichogs and ninespine sticklebacks) were found in Boat 
Harbour and lacked pigmentation due to poor light penetration. 

Although analysis of dioxin and furans in fish is required under 
PPER, if mills ever used chlorine for bleaching, this analysis was not 
completed beyond the EEM pre~design study and only partially 

-... I 0, 
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completed for cycle one citing bleaching process changes1 despite 
guidelines stating otherwise. Two dioxin and furan congeners (2,3,7, 8-
TCDD and 2t3,7,8-TCDF) outlined in the PPER, under Section 48 of 
CEPA (1999)) were not analyzed in the first EEM cycle contradicting 
claims that program requirements were being met (l\1ble 7). Despite 
changes in the mills bleaching process; dioxins and furans bioaccumu
late in biota, are highly toxic and persist in the environment (Sunito 
et al.. l 988; l·Htes. 2() 11; l-I0ffn1an et al. s11bmir.tcd). Remobilization of 
dioxins and furans in sediments can cause residual effects (Richman 
c~t ,tl,, ~:016), thus continued testing for dioxins and furans in EEM 
programs using identical study and reference sampling locations for 
inter~annual comparison of results is warranted. 

Selection of suitable biota for monitoring marine pollution is crucial 
to adequately assess impacts of industrial effluent. Lobsters and crabs 
are effective bioindicators with limited ability to metabolize con
taminants which accumulate in their digestive glands (hepatopancreas) 
(C:hou et. al., 2003; Walker and Crr<1nt.~ 20] 5). Filter feeding blue mussels 
are also effective water quality bioindicators (C:anlill,\ 1998; c:hase 
et aL, 2001 ). Mussels bioaccumulate contaminants at concentrations 
much higher than detected in ambient seawater (Fr:1~er et al·) 2()11; 
WaJker and \'lacr\sk.Jll, 20l 4). Monitoring sites should be established in 
areas with known impacts, using biota with known impacts} including 
blue mussels (,1\ ndrevvs and Parker, l (J9(J; St-Je<1n et aL, 2003)) lobster 
(King and C~hou, 2()03) and rock crabs (J\VfiL) 1996). Establishing 
baseline and future long-term monitoring programs should choose ap
propriate size and age classes of target species (e.g. 1 blue musselsJ rock 
crabs, lobster) to assess environmental conditions before, during and 
after remediation (Wutkcr ct al.) 2013a. 2013b). Further, consistent 
contaminants of concern (metals [including Hg and Me-Hg], dioxins 
and furans)) toxicity testing and benthic invertebrate surveys should be 
used to assess effluent impacts on the marine environment. 

Review of historical doc um en ts to identify and characterize impacts 
in Boat Harbour and surrounding area, indicate that available marine/ 
aquatic biota data is insufficient to accurately assess impacts. 
Significant gaps and inconsistencies were found in marine biota data. 
Addressing inconsistencies and gaps of impacted marine biota in the 
area, will help informing long-term monitoring before. duringJ and after 
remediation. Establishing consistent future monitoring stations to as
sess impacts in marine biota in near-field, mid~field, and far-field sites 
will help confirm effectiveness of remediation of Boat Harbour and 
prior to the construction and operation of a proposed replacement ef
fluent treatment facility for the pulp mill (Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
(~orporation and f)il l.on (~on\ulting Limited. 20 _; 7; Nova Sc(1tia 
Environn1ent) 2019). Baseline marine data reported herein can then be 

C, :L - 4 _As o.3 Cd 4 Cu 30 _ Zn 
Fig. 3. Box plot composite metal concentrations (n = 5) 
in mussel tissues from near~field stations monitored be
tween 1989 and 1999 compared to 1baseline' concentra
tions and Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) 
guidelines (adapted from AnJ rPws and Parkt>r; 1999~ St~ 
)t:?Ln et al., 2003}. Solid horizontal line == baseline; Bold 
solid horizontal line = CFIA guidelines; dashed hor
izontal Une = detection level (DL}. 
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Table 5 
Summary of metal concentrations in marine biota, 

Spe.cjes tested Reference Sample location Sample Metals (mg/kg) 
Al As Cd Cr Cu Fe: Pb Zn 

CFIA guidelines 3.5 0.5 
Dl..s from Andri:'n·:- :1.nd Parkc-r ( l q9{J) 2.5 0.5 0.08 0.5 0.5 5 0.1B 0.5 
DLs from Sr-.l"'t)ll. et ;1L (J003J 2.5 2.3 0.5 s 0.5 
Blue mui.!ir.l (M. ~rlulis) /\ndrc\V<.; an.cl )l;irl~~·r (lfl9'-l) a!i cited in ~r~.h<tn f•t ~1L C~003) Pictou Harbour Tissu~ (compositr:) 3,l ~.1 0.17 < 0.5 2.3 68 < 0.18 18 

Pictou Harbour 25 3.5 0.21 < 0.5 2.5 57 < 0.18 19 
Pictou Harbour 24 3.2 0.22 < 0.5 4 55 < 0.18 17 
Pictou Harbour 19 3.6 0.24 < 0.5 2.3 45 < 0.18 21 
Pictou Harbour 21 3.2 0.21 < 0.5 3.4 hl. < 0.18 26 
Baseline 11 2.3 0.29 < o.s 1.9 46 0.22 21 

Note: -indicates no guideline; bold indicates guideline exceedance; underline indicates concentration that was also republished in St-Jean 0t aL (200'.1). 

Table 6 
Comparison of metalOoid) concentrations in mussels tissue with other studies (µg g-1). 

Location As Cd Cu 
Pictou Harbour, NS, Canada (DL) 3.1-3.6 (0.5} 0.17-0.24 (0.08) 0.8-6. 7 co. 5) 
Isaacs and Country Harbours, NS 1.3-2.0 0.16-0. 19 0.8-6.7 
Sydnr.y Hru-botu, NS 1.5-3.Q 0.14-0.29 0.8-1,9 
Halifax Harbour, NS 1.9-2.5 0.10-0.44 1.5-2.4 
Baie des Chaleun,, NB, Canada ND 0.55-4.2 0.5-1.1 
CFIA 3.5 nv nv 

Hg Pb 
ND < 0.18 (0.18} 

0.02-0.05 0.15-1.31 
< D.01-0.03 < 0.18-0.43 
0.01-0.04 0.1-2.4 

ND < 2.5--31 
0.5 0.5 

Zn 
17-26 (0.5) 

7.4-11 
10-24 
17-41 
4.8--42 

nv 

Reference 
Present study 
W;,U.;.f~l' nnd Gr(lnt ('.~015) 
\''ilalkt·r and v1~1cAskill (2n14) 
kicCuH~-:,t,~h et al. C200<:j) 
f ra!>tr et a L (201 l l 
CFL'\ {2014.l 

DL -detection limits for present study presented in parentheses; nv -no guideline value~ ND -not determined~ CFIA -Canadian Guidelines for Chemical Contaminants 
and Toxins in Fish and Fish Products (CFl,\, 2{11 ·1). 

Table 7 
Summary of EEM program requirements compared to EEM components com
pleted for the mi11. 

EEM program 
requirement 

EEM 
cycle 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
7th 

Year 

199b 
2000 
2004 
2007 
2010 
2013 
2016 

Dioxin 
and 
furans., 

X 

X 

Taint 
testing 
** 

X 

X 

NR NR 
NR NR 
NR 

Fish/ 
l'.aged 
bivalve 
survey 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Toxicity 
testing 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Benthic 
invertebrate 
community 
survey 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Note.: cycle 2 not accessible, conclusions drawn from cross referencing other 
EEM reports. Cycle 5 and 6 not accessible conclusions drawn from cross re
ferencing cycle 7. - Not completed. X Completed. * Analysis of dioxins and 
furans in fish tissue required if mill historically used chlorine bleaching. ** 
Taint studies required if complaints received of tainting of fish or shellfish (taste 
or odour), Cycle 3,4~5;6,7 removed taint testing stating it was not required 
(NR). 

used to compare against potential marine pollution in the future. 
Historical baseline data are now dated. Elevated concentrations in 

some marine biota were understated for decades and require scrutiny 
from government regulators. Selection of target biota species} assess
ment of contaminants of concern and sampling locations were ad hoc 
and often inconsistent with EEM requirements. Target biota! distribu
tion of sampling sites (near-field, mid-field and far-field) and con
taminants of concern (metals [including Hg and Me-Hg], dioxins and 
furans) need prioritizing by government regulators. Future monitoring 
will be required during remediation of Boat Harbour and construction 
and operation of a proposed replacement effluent treatment facility for 
the pulp mill requires historical baseline data reported herein to com
pare against. 
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:41:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support Northern Pulps
effluent Replacement. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 St. Andrews Municipality: Nova Scotia Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 80 y: 26



From: @ns.aliantzinc.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:42:25 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am glad to see a
modern treatment facility being built good for the people good for the environment Name:

@ns.aliantzinc.ca Address: 
Municipality: North Riverside Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 85 y: 24



From: @nrc-cnrc.gc.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 7:42:33 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern, I am writing to express my concerns about the proposed Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility outlined in the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp. Our family has a
cottage located on the shores of Caribou, not far from the Northumberland Ferry Marine
Terminal. We spend most of year enjoying the shores of the Northumberland Straight,
especially in the summer as we all enjoy being in and on the ocean. I find it incomprehensible
that there is even a consideration of allowing Norther Pulp to pollute our waters more than
they already have. How could the Strait possibly remain suitable for recreation purposes if the
proposed effluent treatment facility were to go ahead? The report states that there will be â?
ochanges to the water quality due to the discharge of effluent into the Straitâ? . I am
concerned our children and grandchildren, and those of the local residents will not be able to
enjoy the Strait in the future. Many restaurants and small businesses rely on tourism to
survive. Caribou, Waterside, and the town of Pictou are prime destinations for tourists. This
proposed effluent strategy will definitely deter tourists. Another concern is that the proposed
termination of the outfall is directly located where many local fishermen catch their lobster,
herring, and other fish and shellfish. As per the report â?olobster represents one of the most
important species harvested by commercial and indigenous fisheriesâ? . The effluent flow is
expected to be 85,000 m3/day, equivalent to 85,000,000 L per DAY. This volume is
outstanding and will result in hundreds, if not thousands of kilograms of contaminants per day.
These are unacceptable levels of contaminants to add to the strait on a daily basis. It is
inconceivable that there would not be any environmental adverse effects. Just the temperature
effect of the effluent alone will influence the reproduction, survival and growth of larval and
adult lobster. In this day and age, how can we consciously make a decision to reduce the
quality of our waters and put the health of the local wildlife as risk? I trust our Honorable
Minister of Environment will make the correct decision and not allow Norther Pulp to
continue to pollute our waters.  Email:

@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 73 y: 21



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 7:46:46 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Re: Northern Pulp Focus Report From: 
 
I have lived in Pictou for 71 years and worked as a Commercial Fisherman for 40 years, my watch is
near over but we have to protect our children and grandchildren. This poisoning of the air and water
by the pulp mill has gone on for 50 years and it is time to put a stop to it, not give it approval to
poison a larger area. A pipe carrying treated but still toxic effluent through the Pictou Caribou
watershed is unacceptable. Northern pulp has a history of broken pipes carrying effluent to boat
harbour, notably in 2014 and last year (still waiting for a report on that one) They have proved that
they cannot manage a pipe ! If Northern Pulp will not know for sure what the chemical content of
the still toxic treated effluent coming out of the diffuser will be until after the system is operational,
how can they draw conclusions and estimate risk ? Where are the recent studies on lobster larvae
and herring spawn in this particular still toxic effluent? Mackerel ? Rock crab ? what are it effects on
the grandchildren playing on the beach when it backwashes onto Munroes Island beach ? Where are
the accurate year round studies on currents, tides, wind and their ever changing combinations … the
ever changing combinations part has been totally missed. East or Nor’east wind on a rising tide will
bring the whole toxic mess into caribou harbour. The diffuser is in a commercial fishing
area...Lobster travel thru the immediate area into traps on all sides of it picking up a dose of
chemical contamination. The other species do the same swimming from one place to another … the
entire water environment is one of movement, constant motion. Ice movement at break up: it is
possible to stand at the end of Caribou Island and watch pans of ice flowing at the same time in
opposite directions...Where is the study on how this will affect dispersion and the integrity of the
diffuser ? Water temperature: In the middle of an ocean  warming crisis, why would you approve
adding still toxic effluent which will be warmer than the existing water temperature. What happens
when you add hot water to a dish basin of perfect temp water...your hands notice the temperature
increase, so will the lobster larvae and other sensitive species ! This proposed plan show a complete
lack of understanding of the marine environment into which it would be dumping warm, still toxic,
treated effluent and and the irreversible damage that will be created. It also shows complete
disrespect for the people of the Pictou area who rely on the watershed for their drinking and
household water.
 
                                                                                       

                                                                                                                           
                                                        Pictou NS, 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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We are writing to express our opposition to Northern Pulps proposal to pipe effluent (treated or not) into the
Northumberland Strait. Northern Pulp has proven it does not follow the rules. Past behaviour is a prediction of
future actions. It’s our opinion Nova Scotia needs to refer this file to the Federal Government for a Federal
Environmental Assessment. The number of interested parties, the potential for loss to our fishing and tourist industry
as well as impact to those who regularly enjoy the Northumberland Shore depends on this being assessed properly.
>
> Sincerely,
> 
>
>
>
> Sent from my iPhone



From: @live.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: - Choose - Comments: I am the owner of a forestry company and our survival depends
on having Northern Pulp being user of pulpwood. We take pride in protecting the environment
in all aspects of our operations and certainly understand the importance of reducing
environmental pollutions. With all the stake holders being involved it is disappointing that
then cannot come to a comprise to allow the solutions being put forth by the mill that will
mimic other companies operations to satisfy the environmental regulations. The forestry
economy would be devastated if this mill closes. Name:  Email:

@live.com Address:  Municipality: Frenchvale Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 73 y: 28
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the ETF system
as designed by experienced competent professionals trained in the applicable sciences and
with due respect to their personal integrity and that of their professions. Name: 
Email: @icloud.com Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth Postal-
Code:  Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y:
29
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Dear Minister,
 
I am writing in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp's Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I am a resident of Pictou and Caribou Island with a BA from Acadia
University. I would like to address one main point in relation to the Environmental Assessment.
 
My primary concern in this letter centers around the quality of air emissions in Pictou County and their impact on human health. According to a study by Hoffman et al., many volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) have been known or largely suspected to have harmful effects on human health. In an independent consultant study of ambient air emissions, it is noted by Northern Pulp
"...that VOC levels were elevated in the community surrounding the NPNS mill" (pg. 504) yet they claim the pilot study conducted on VOCs in Pictou County by Hoffman et al.“...did not attempt
to rule out contributions from other potential sources of VOCs in the area." It is strongly suggested by Northern Pulp's focus report that this alone demonstrates there is no issue with air quality
in Pictou County. It was stated that further research is needed to support the findings. Northern Pulp has had ample time to pursue this and that has not been accomplished. Rather, they have
misrepresented the data of pilot studies like Hoffman et al. to suggest there is no reason for concern, when those studies have demonstrated there is at least some risk associated with the
emissions. Therefore, I do not feel Northern Pulp has done it's due diligence to fully determine the possible impacts, nor have they provided alternative solutions.
 
I cite Section 2 (b)(ii) of the Environment Act in stating "the precautionary principle will be used in decision-making so that where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, the lack of
scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postposing measures to prevent environmental degradation." It is unacceptable that Northern Pulp ask that residents of Pictou County -
specifically those living in the highest concentration of VOCs - accept the health and environmental risks associated with VOCS so that the mill can remain in operation. Furthermore, it is
unacceptable that the decades of environmental racism to the Indigenous Peoples of Pictou Landing be permitted to continue.
 
Based on the information provided, I do not believe there was a thorough risk assessment conducted in regards to air quality. Thus, I do not believe there is conclusive evidence against the
likelihood of significant environmental damage and risk to public health. I request that the Minister reject the proposal on the basis of likelihood of adverse environmental effects that cannot be
mitigated.
 
Yours respectfully,
 

 
References:
 
Hoffman, E., Guernsey, J.R., Walker, T.R., Kim, J.S., Sherren, K., & Andreou, P. (2017). Pilot study investigating ambient air toxics emissions near a Canadian kraft pulp and paper facility in Pictou
County, Nova Scotia. Environmental Science Pollution Research International Journal. Retrieved from:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318381271_Pilot_study_investigating_ambient_air_toxics_emissions_near_a_Canadian_kraft_pulp_and_paper_facility_in_Pictou_County_Nova_Scotia
).
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Forestry worker in
support of Northern Pulp and the Pipe Name: @hotmail.con
Address:  PEI Municipality: Montague Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41 y: 31
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am opposed to the
approval of the pumping of Northern Pulps effluent in the Northumberland Strait. Northern
Pulp has not provided proper proof that the effluent will not affect fisheries and water quality.
The fisheries are opposed. Municipalities dont want the piped effluent anywhere near where
leaks will affect their water supply. It is time to understand the long term effects of these
irresponsible decisions that end up costing the province millions in increased healthcare costs
as well as ultimately attempting to clean it up after it is clear that this kind of solution causes
health risks to our communities. The NS gov has a long history of turning a blind eye to what
matters most to its citizens when there is a seemingly short term economic gain.The truth is
that the cleanup costs willful outweigh any benefit. Wise leadership sees beyond short term
gain and takes into consideration the wellbeing of the people and the environment as central to
a thriving prov incial economy. Let us be a province that has a future rather than selling out
our future for a few extra dollars in our pocket. Be wise in making these decisions. Our
childrens future depends on your long term insight rather than short term economic and
political gain.Deals made behind closed doors that go against the wish of the people are
undemocratic unethical and deceitful. Name:  Email:

@ .ca Address:  NS Municipality: Glen
Haven Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 20
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My name is  and I am the owner/operator of  
.  I have a contract with Northern Pulp to truck their 

roundwood from their harvest blocks to the various mills in the 
province.  

I believe the government should grant Northern Pulp the allotted time 
to put in the new waste water facility.  It is my understanding that 
Paper Excellence has the ability and knowledge to build a state-of-the-
art water treatment facility.  Paper Excellence has built these such 
facilities all over the world.  

I realize Northern Pulp has been pumping waste water into Boat 
Harbour for fifty years and agree that something needs to be done to 
alleviate this problem.  With an eighteen-month extension to keep Boat 
Harbour open and the opportunity to rectify the problem to help keep 
the forestry industry viable in the province. We should not lose this 
industry and all the jobs that feed into Northern Pulp for a year and a 
half that it takes to install the new treatment facility.  



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:01:02 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: i have lived here for 45
years and I have eaten from the waters aswell as swam in them. I have seen many places come
here over my lifetime and saw the mill change hands many times. I thinks it great to see an
ouwer wanting to put money back back into mill to make it run for many years to come. I
would like to all parties involed in this matter come together as one. would asl lso be nice to
the county become one again but that will never happen again. I to see the mill run for my kids
and grandkids for msany years. I am getting tried off ppl always blaming the mill for
everything that happens in their life, it not the mill it life itseft. we need to have this place
going along with the foresty together to make nova scotia shine like it has bin and also to ppl
working at home and not away. so lets all come together and keep the mill going and hpoey
thing may returne to the way things use to be around the county as one great place again.
Name: @gmail.com Address:  Municipality:
trenton novascotia Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 29
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project is good for
the provinces economy .Many families that would be negatively affected by the closure of
Northern Pulp Name: @gmail.com Address: Municipality:
Greenfield Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 36
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Dear Premier McNeil and Minister Wilson,

My name is  and I I grew up in Scotsburn, Pictou County.    grew
up in Pictou, Nova Scotia.  During our childhood and teenage years we spent a great deal of time in the
summer at the beautiful beaches in Pictou County.  We   and moved away from the area
but always returned in the summer.  In  we made a permanent move to  
where we both found employment,  

  Every summer we would come home to Nova Scotia and
enjoy the wonderful beaches of the Northumberland Strait and eat the fresh local seafood from the Strait. 
In  we were fortunate enough to be able to purchase a cottage in Caribou River that has a direct
view of the Strait and PEI.  It is truly a place of serenity from the busy city of .  We plan to
move back to Pictou County in  and make it our permanent home once again.  

 grew up with the stentch of the mill.  The smell sometimes would make it all the
way to Scotsburn when I was a child.  Driving across the cause way we would always have to make sure
the car windows were up.   remembers sulphur flakes landing in Pictou shorty after the mill
was opened.  I have read Joan Baxter's book and can't believe what the mill has gotten away with
throughout all the years.  How could the Nova Scotia government allow this to happen.  And our first
nations people,  this has been unacceptable how they have been treated.  

I am completely opposed to allowing an effluent pipe to run from the mill into the Northumberland Strait. 
This will kill everything in the waters and destroy the beaches and anything living there.  
The owners of the mill do not care about the people of Pictou County.  The province should not accept
this.  Our country should not accept this.  It is unacceptable that the federal government has not stepped
in and demanded a full environmental review of this.  Boat harbour needs to close and the deadline
should not be extended.    This is environmental racism.

The track record for Northernn Pulp has been deplorable.  They cannot be trusted.  They have failed air
emissions tests, ash slurry spills and there was a major effluent leak in 2014 that I believe someone out
walking in the area discoveredWasn't there a monitoring system in place? 

I belive the province chose incorrectly when deciding that Northern Pulp's effluent Treatment facility
should be given a class 1 provincial assessment.  As well I don't believe that Northern Pulp has had any
sort of public consultations.  I cannot see how they can even pass a basic environmental assessment.   

Please do the right thing for Nova Scotians and do not let this disaster continue.  I do not believe Northern
Pulp are meeting the terms of the process because they have always tried to cheat the system.  Pictou
County and Nova Scotia will prosper without them.  Tourism will flourish and our seafood exports will be
known to be the best in the world because they will be coming from the pristine waters of the Strait.  

I thank you for taking the time to read my concerns.  

Caribou River



From: @ccrce.ca
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Hon Gordon
Wilson As a lifelong resident of Pictou County, I am writing you to express my thoughts about
the replacement effluent treatment facility. Northern Pulp provided a scientific, fact-based
Focus Report which allowed the government and public to review their steps to complete the
project. The facts state that this wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading,
allowing Northern Pulp to be one of the most environmentally responsible mills in North
America. Therefore, the information Northern Pulp provided by studies completed by third
party environmental experts shows evidence of leaving a positive environmental footprint,
allowing for maintaining the forestry industry, as well as the continuation of the fisheries
industry. As the Minister of Environment, it is your responsibility to approve the
Environmental Assessment and allow Northern Pulp to begin building the new effluent
treatment facility. Our province depends on both the forestry and fishery industries. Our
community depends on these industries and unfortunately, much of our community has been
divided because of this issue, which can hopefully be resolved, by supporting both the fishery
and forestry industries. By approving the Environmental Assessment and continuing the
operation of Northern Pulp, the forestry and fishery industries will continue to co-exist, which
will help support our community and province. Name:  Email:

@ccrce.ca Address:  Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 76 y: 25
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To Whom It May Concern:

My name is  and I live in Woodburn, NS with .  I'm
sure you will be receiving many letters from concerned citizens regarding this issue, so for the
sake of brevity I would like to begin by saying that the four of us are opposed to Northern
Pulp's plan to dispose of their effluent in the Northumberland Strait.  We are also opposed to
extending the January 31, 2020 deadline to close the Boat Harbour treatment facility.

If Northern Pulp was genuinely concerned about being responsible corporate citizens, they
would've made a concerted effort during the past five years to come up with an acceptable
method to treat their effluent.  Instead, they have devised what appears to be the absolute
cheapest, half-baked idea possible.  I wouldn't go so far as to say that Northern Pulp's
management are cognitively delayed, or that they believe the residents of Pictou County are,
but one could be forgiven for thinking it.  Nor would I say that they seem more concerned
with their bottom line than with the health and well being of the people who live and work
here, but trying to bully the province into compliance through veiled threats of massive job
losses doesn't help their image.  If I was prone to believing conspiracy theories, I might
wonder if Paper Excellence's plan all along was to extract as much value from this plant, with
as little investment as possible, before they were forced to clean it up or it fell apart.

There are many signs along the roads and on front lawns that say "Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry".  That slogan was only 80% correct.  I would say instead "Nova Scotia Needs
Responsible Forestry".  No one wants anyone to lose their livelihood, but I don't want my
family to grow up in an area where it's not safe to swim at the local beaches or eat the seafood
from the surrounding waters.  Northern Pulp's plan to dump their effluent into the
Northumberland Strait is not just lazy and shortsighted, but also irresponsible and should be
illegal.

Regards,



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 8:14:47 PM
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My name is  I own a home in Caribou. My land is the proposed route. 
Northern Pulp's pipe route raised a lot of concerns for me with their EA submission. 
             All effluent is toxic. 
I do not trust Northern Pulp's ability to monitor a pipe line and I don't trust their leak
monitoring detection system that was mentioned in the focus report. Northern Pulp were
supposed to have a leak monitoring system on their current pipe but the massive raw effluent
leak from October 2018 was not discovered by Northern Pulp, it was discovered by someone
walking in the woods.
    I am so afraid this could happen to me.  
What will happen to my drinking water and the town of Pictou’s drinking water WHEN
millions of litres of effluent leaks out ?  
The marine portion of the pipe won't have any leak detection system. If there were a leak
during that stretch we would not know it. Munroe's Island is supposed to be a protected area. 
They were put on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry for their 47 Million Litre
effluent leak in 2014. 
If a company's track record is that bad with maintaining what they have, how can they be
trusted with building something of this size in the first place? 
I really don't believe they deserve to be given the chance to go forward with this project. 
Thanks for your time. 
NO PIPE! 

Get Outlook for iOS

https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 8:16:48 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of the
NP Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project as this company is showing Nova Scotia
that they are willing to do anything to keep the mill going and to keep the jobs and all the spin
off jobs going. This company has gone above and beyond most of which the majority of the
public doesnt even know about to meet the guidelines and requests that the government has
placed upon them. The people against the mill say that the mill has had 5 years to create an
alternative solution to using Boat Harbor and they have done nothing until now. That could
not be any further from the truth. What they dont know is that NP has been conducting test
after test in order to meet the requests that were required by the government to complete. I
guess that they dont realize that everything take time. The government has said that they are
having Boat Harbor cleaned up they cannot even start that until 2021 as long as there are no
delays and will take approximately 4-7 years to complete. This timeframe is only as far as
everything goes according to plan. We all know that with this timeframe there will be hiccups
along the way and will likely take longer that. I have no idea why the non-supporters would
think that this new effluent treatment plan could be constructed and being used in 5 years. This
is not reasonable. Nothing ever goes as planned and there are always delays. NP had submitted
an Environmental Assessment and was reviewed earlier this year by the previous Environment
Minister and she advised that they needed additional information. NP had spent a great deal of
money and time preparing the Assessment and has now spent additional money and time on
preparing the Focus Report. This goes to show that NP is committed to the project and are
willing to provide whatever the government needs. I believe that NP, PLFN and the Fisheries
can all coexist. The focus report shows the technology and the science is there and this can
happen with the new and improved treatment facility. The Premier has said time and time
again that if the science is there the plan would be approved. Well the science is all there in the
report. This same technology is already being used in other parts of the world with no adverse
effects to marine life. Since the science is there we owe it to Nova Scotia to approve the plan
and let everyone coexist. This will keep the economy going and people will be staying here to
work and play. If this mill was to close it will not only have a major effect on Pictou County.
There are not many good paying jobs in this community and these jobs are what keep the
economy going. This mill produces a lot of money for the province and without it Nova Scotia
as a whole will suffer. Please take the time to review the focus report with an open mind and
let science prevail. If this treatment plan works elsewhere in the world it can work here to.
Name: @hotmail.com Address:  Municipality:
Greenhill Postal-Code:  Phone: Fax: email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72
y: 15
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,
 
My name is   I have lived in Pictou County since 1974, moving here because of
the natural beauty and lifestyle.  After originally settling in a lovely old house in the charming
town of Pictou, and lying awake at night enraged by the toxic fumes that choked us, we
moved to the countryside. I couldn’t believe that level of pollution was allowed by the
government in this day and age (and that was 1974!), but people assured me the mill would
be gone within five years.  And here we are, 45 years later and nothing has changed except
our awareness of the horrific damage that mill has inflicted upon the people of this county
and the surrounding environment. (Have you read recent scientific reports on the effects of
air pollution on brain development, respiratory disease, cancers, and dementia, to name a few
health impacts?) And now, Northern Pulp wants to dump it all into our waters, as well---
Canada’s Ocean Playground, which supports an extremely lucrative fishing industry and a
tourist industry with potential for huge future growth. 
 
I have five grandchildren growing up in this county.  I fear for their future, their health, and the
health and well being of this beautiful place I chose to call home for all of us.
 
Northern Pulp have 14 failed air emissions tests, 2 ash slurry spills, 8 directives, 5 ministerial
orders and 2 warning reports. They were put on Canada's Environmental Offenders Registry
for their 47 Million Litre effluent leak in 2014 and their present Industrial Approval says they
have to have a flow monitoring system in place to indicate if there were another leak. They
are currently under investigation for yet another large raw effluent leak.

If a company's track record is that bad with maintaining what they already have, how can they
be trusted with building a new effluent treatment facility far more complex?  Mr. McNeil
bravely and rightly stated many times over that the company was given 5 years to come up
with a plan; that was ample time if they were serious about doing a thorough, responsible,
and honest job. They were slow to get moving on their attempt to complete the project.
When they filed their EARD in February, they stated that they would need an extension 'until
they built their ETF or they would have to shut down'.  So be it.

They cannot be given an extension. That would break the deal that was made in good faith
and written into law between the PLFN and the province that saved Northern Pulp from



having to close in 2014. They also cannot be given an extension because they don't have a
sound plan for a new ETF so it may never be built. Northern Pulp cannot be given an indefinite
extension.  And the people of Pictou County, the town of Pictou, the lucrative fishing and
tourist industry, and the health of the children and other citizens of the area, deserve much
better than what we have suffered for the past 50 years.
 
It is time to move on.  The environment is the Number 1 concern in developed countries
around the world.  Let us move out of the dark ages and into the future.  The days of sail and
steam are over; horse drawn carriages have been replaced by automobiles; coal has been
banned in practically all progressive countries and mines have closed.  But new jobs and
opportunities have arisen as a result.
 
Please.  Place your legacy on the right side of history.  For the sake of our beautiful province,
our children, our earth, and our sea do not allow an extension to Northern Pulp. 
 
I am trusting that you will do the right thing.
 
Sincerely,
 

Scotsburn, Nova Scotia 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support northern pulp.
Give them a chance Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Caledonia Municipality: Queens county Postal-Code:  Phone:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 69 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: What Northern Pulp is
trying to do by putting effluent into the Straight is wrong, and criminal. We that live here have
been hurt enough. It is time to stop the madness now. Close boat harbour to Northern Pulp.
Say no to the pipe going into the Straight! Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 36
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I fully support project
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: North Wiltshire Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 73 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The lahey report and
good forestry practices depend on a market for low grade fibre, and northern pulp is one of the
largest consumers. Name: @rogers.com Address: 
rd Municipality: Dorchester Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 20
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We support northern
pulp Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Caledonia Municipality: Queens county Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 63 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the proposed
replacement treatment Facility Project at Northern Pulp. I urge all sides to shed their egos and
get this done quickly Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 Caledonia, Queens Co. N S Municipality: West Caledonia Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 58 y: 27
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am sending this
correspondence in support of the effluent treatment project for the Northern Pulp Mill. I have
seen the Focus Report that was required in addition to the original document that was
submitted and to me it looks like Paper Excellence has provided everything that was requested
with the required health study that will follow in 2020. Since purchasing this Mill, Paper
Excellence has done more for the environmental footprint then any previous owner. The
design allows for more that the average effluent flow per day to be treated and there will be no
untreated effluent leaving the Site. This technology is not from the 1960s this is a leading edge
company well known in their Field. The people of Nova Scotia cannot take another hit and be
responsible for coming up with the Funds our Government will be short of IF this Mill closes.
We already have a major issue in the health field in this Province. We are losing big tax
dollars with the shutting down of Ex xon Mobile and Encana in the Offshore. If we lose the
Mill and all the Industries connected to it where are we going to make up those lost tax
dollars. I hope none of you responsible for making this decision are naÃ¯ve enough to think
this Province can sustain itself on the Tourism Industry! Honourable Minister and
Environmental Assessment Board please consider the science and technology that Paper
Excellence has put in front of you and give them the green light to proceed. Name:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing on behalf of
myself, as I have worked here and started a life in new Glasgow just over  years ago. Let me
just start by saying I have purchased a house here and got married, and plan to start a family
here. If this mill closes the government is taking my livelihood away. Sure I can get another
job somewhere , most likely at a lower wage, but does that mean I have to destroy my credit
and lose my house while doing so? And does my wife who has a great job have to quit that
and move away? Or do I travel for work? I work at Northern Pulp  and
have witnessed first hand the improvements this company has made. Since I started working
here the company has installed a new precipitator on the recovery boiler which has worked
flawlessly to keep our emissions under environmental limits. They have also significantly
reduced the water usage as well as have been passing power boiler emissions tests with no
problem yet the public opinion has be en swayed due to information which is incorrect,
whether it be through opinion pieces in the newspaper or local news. The company wants to
do the right thing, they are spending copious money and doing the research. How many pulp
mills exist in Canada let alone the world? If this is such an issue here then why do we use so
much paper and paper products? Why are we moving away from plastic and using more
paper? Where does the effluent from household sewage go? Where does the effluent from PEI
potato farming go? The same place, and people are oblivious to the fact that it does go there.
How can we justify shutting down an Industry which produces hundreds of millions of dollars
annually and provides good paying jobs while being more environmentally friendly? There are
significant groups of individuals in the community who are bred to hate this place, they always
have hated it and it doesnâ?Tt matter what facts are presented to them, their minds will not be
changed. The gover nment basically has the final say in my fate - either I keep a good job
which will help contribute to the economy of new Glasgow let alone Nova Scotia, and while
doing so is an environmental improvement compared to what is going on now. This has
already caused enough of a divide in the county let alone the province and its going to take a
long time to recover. Do the right thing. I have lobster and crab fished in my life I grew up in

 which is a large fishing community so I understand the concern however the
science is there to prove there will be less impact than what is going on now. The two
industries can co exist, they already have for 50 years. This project is an improvement on what
is going on now I can say that with confidence as I work with the effluent on a daily basis. The
fact that a small group of people with virtually no expertise on the subject may have the ability
to shut down a major economic driver for our province one that will be more envi ronmentally
friendly than it is now is ridiculous. The fact that effluent has been going to boat harbour and
then the northumberland strait for 50 years , and now is going to be cleaner should be enough
to show the government along with the entire environmental assessment document that this
project needs to go through. I believe as a tax payer the government should uphold the
responsibility to do the right thing for everyone. Make the right decision. Name: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the ETF
project, Paper Excellence, and this ETF are improving the mill. The goal and stated objective
has always been to find a solution at Northern Pulp that supports thousands of good jobs,
protects the environment, and respects Pictou Landing First Nation. I believe this effluent
treatment facility ETF project does just that. Name: @unifor.org
Address:  Municipality: Mississauga Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: 3. Nova Scotia Needs
Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings every year. That is impressive!
Treated effluent from the mill has been flowing into the Northumberland Strait for over 50
years. Northern Pulpâ?Ts plan is to re-route the treated effluent to a different location. For 50
years, the fishing industry has successfully fished the Strait. Third party environmental experts
have assessed that no significant impacts are expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a
result of this project. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We can successfully
clean the effluent from the mill , the technology is there . We cleaned up the stack emissions
with a new precipitator. We cleaned up Halifax Harbour with a new state of the art sewage
treatment plant. Nobody talks about these â?o challenges â?o we collectively have over come.
There really non issues now! The technologies are there! Get on with it so all Nova Scotians
can move on and prosper ! Name: @eastlink.ca Address:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a young Nova
Scotian whoâ?Ts family is supported by my work in the forest industry, the decision around
the mills survival will have very personal effect. With the recent addition of a new baby to our
family this decision may also have drastic consequences for our life in this province. That
being said we still believe that industry in our province has a responsibility to operate as
efficiently and environmentally responsible as possible. After reviewing the material in the
environmental assessment and comparing the new system with the existing boat harbour, that
everyone would agree needs to be decommissioned, it appearâ?Ts that northern pulp has
developed a system that will achieve the governmentâ?Ts objectives and maintain the
cornerstone of Nova Scotiaâ?Ts forestry sector operating. I hope the minister is able to make a
non biased, science based decision on the continued operation of Northern pulp because it has
far more than just the 300 mill jobs relying on it. Name:  Email:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe this project
should be approved. Not only does it allow Northern Pulp to reduce itâ?Ts environmental
footprint and helps to protect the environment but it also very important for the provincial
economy. The focus report provides scientific evidence of improved environmental impact on
the quality of effluent waste water disposed into the Northumberland Strait compared to
current dispersement. Effluent from the new system will meet current regulations in every
province in Canada as well as the more stringent federal pulp and paper limits being proposed.
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need good paying
jobs. My family will be affected. The place I work at will be affected. I totally support
Northern Pulp. I think the economic spinoff would be detrimental to everyone. Everyone will
feel the loss, from retail outlets,car dealerships, forestry workers, truckers, restaurants even
those opposed will feel the effects of a closure. Name:  Email:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of
approving Northern Pulpâ?Ts environmental assessment to allow them to replace the existing
effluent treatment facility with a state-of-the-art effluent treatment facility including a pipeline
to the new outfall location. Northern Pulps focus report data indicates no significant impacts
on the marine species important to the fisheries surrounding the proposed new ETF pipeline
discharge area, allowing the fisheries and forestry industries to continue working together as
they have for more than 50 years in the area. The focus report provides scientific evidence of
improved environmental impact on the quality of effluent waste water disposed into the
Northumberland Strait compared to current dispersement. Name:  Email:
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Dear Minister Wilson, 

I am writing to you regarding the focus report submitted by 
Northern Pulp in regards to their Proposed Replacement Effluent 
Treatment Facility Project.   

 My name is  I am a commercial fisherman from 
Pictou Nova Scotia, and fish off Pictou Island in the Northumberland 
Strait. I am writing to you to voice some of my concerns regarding the 
Northern Pulp Focus report, regarding their plan to put an Effluent 
Pipeline into the Northumberland Strait. I’ll start off by saying that I do 
not agree with their plan in the slightest. There should be effluent 
pumped into the Strait at any cost. But I will be providing a couple quick 
reasons as to why this should be the case.  

I feel as though many people’s concerns about this Pipeline project 
were not quashed with this new information put forth by Northern Pulp, 
and that includes my own concerns. As a person who directly depends 
on the Northumberland Strait as a source of income, I feel that the 
Province and Northern Pulp are not taking my concerns and the concerns 
of people with similar views of my own.  

As a lobster fisherman, I worry a great deal of the longevity of the 
resource and wish to take any measures to keep the stock healthy and 
thriving. I do not believe this what Northern Pulp wants at all. In order 
to successfully and conclusively say that there will be no long-term 
effect on lobster and lobster larvae, there must be a long-term study done 
on the matter. This was not done. A study of this magnitude could take 
upwards of 30 years to do properly, so that it could examined through 
multiple generations of lobsters from a larvae stage to a fully grown 
adult. It is in that way only that we could properly examine long term 
effect. And I for one am not willing to give Northern Pulp the benefit of 
the doubt when it comes to our shore’s most valuable resource.  
Northern Pulp continues with the ideology that pumping this effluent 
into the Strait will cause it to just go away. How can this be when the 



effluent itself is not only extremely hot, but full of suspended solids? 
That warm water inserted into the marine environment will no doubt 
have some sort of an impact on the overall environment. What if all of a 
sudden a room full of people had the ambient temperature go up by 25 
degrees? Things in that room would change. The idea that these 
problems will go away because the effluent will mix with ocean waters 
and not have any of the effluent accumulate. How can this be? The tide 
will only move it back and forth. Eventually the environment around the 
diffusers will accumulate higher levels of whatever could potentially be 
in the effluent, and potentially become toxic and harmful to not only 
lobsters but every living creature including humans. These potentially 
large issues I feel were not fully addressed in the focus report that was 
put forth by Northern Pulp, or in the very least only passed over and not 
given enough attention.  

So, I plead with you Minister, to think this decision you’re going to 
make very seriously. The choice you make will not only impact mine 
and my families lives, as well as our friends extended family and 
community. The future of my kids could be jeopardized. They may not 
get to live the life that I got to live, because of pollution. We must 
support our children because they are the future. What example do we 
set, when we begin to dump our problems into the environment? This is 
something we should know better not to do. Show our kids that money is 
not as important as personal health and healthy environment. I know in 
heart that you will make the proper decision, one that says our earth is 
more important than a full bank account.   

 

Thank you 



Dear Minister Wilson,  

I am writing to you regarding the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp regarding 
their Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

My name is  and I live just outside on Pictou, Nova Scotia, in the small 
community of Caribou River. I have lived in this area for all of my years. I am a commercial 
fishing license holder, for 25 years fishing out of Toney River, Nova Scotia, and fished in the 
area long before purchasing my own license. The threat of this new project impacts me and my 
family a great deal. Not only am I employed in the commercial fishery, but my father is also a 
commercial license holder and my brother, and son are both currently employed in the fishery.  
My family has been fishing in this area for many years and have depended on the 
Northumberland Strait for an income, but it is also a key to our way of life and culture. My 
family is not the only one with this sort of bloodline dependency and history with the fishery and 
the Strait. My community is full of people who depend on the Strait for survival. The 
Northumberland Strait is more than just a body of water, it is our life.  

I feel as though many people’s concerns about this Pipeline project were not quashed 
with this new information put forth by Northern Pulp, and that includes my own concerns. As a 
person who directly depends on the Northumberland Strait as a source of income, I feel that the 
Province and Northern Pulp are not taking my concerns and the concerns of people with similar 
views of my own.  

As a lobster fisherman, I worry a great deal of the longevity of the resource and wish to 
take any measures to keep the stock healthy and thriving. I do not believe this what Northern 
Pulp wants at all. In order to successfully and conclusively say that there will be no long-term 
effect on lobster and lobster larvae, there must be a long-term study done on the matter. This was 
not done. A study of this magnitude could take upwards of 30 years to do properly, so that it 
could examined through multiple generations of lobsters from a larvae stage to a fully grown 
adult. It is in that way only that we could properly examine long term effect. And I for one am 
not willing to give Northern Pulp the benefit of the doubt when it comes to our shore’s most 
valuable resource.  Northern Pulp continues with the ideology that pumping this effluent into the 
Strait will cause it to just go away. How can this be when the effluent itself is not only extremely 
hot, but full of suspended solids? That warm water inserted into the marine environment will no 
doubt have some sort of an impact on the overall environment. What if all of a sudden a room 
full of people had the ambient temperature go up by 25 degrees? Things in that room would 
change. The idea that these problems will go away because the effluent will mix with ocean 
waters and not have any of the effluent accumulate. How can this be? The tide will only move it 
back and forth. Eventually the environment around the diffusers will accumulate higher levels of 
whatever could potentially be in the effluent, and potentially become toxic and harmful to not 
only lobsters but every living creature including humans. These potentially large issues I feel 
were not fully addressed in the focus report that was put forth by Northern Pulp, or in the very 
least only passed over and not given enough attention.  



So, I plead with you Minister, to think this decision you’re going to make very seriously. 
The choice you make will not only impact mine and my families lives, as well as our friends 
extended family and community. The future of my kids could be jeopardized. They may not get 
to live the life that I got to live, because of pollution. We must support our children because they 
are the future. What example do we set, when we begin to dump our problems into the 
environment? This is something we should know better not to do. Show our kids that money is 
not as important as personal health and healthy environment. I know in heart that you will make 
the proper decision, one that says our earth is more important than a full bank account.   

 

Thank you 

 

 



Dear Minister Wilson,  

I am writing to you regarding the Focus Report submitted by Northern Pulp regarding 
their Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.   

My name is  I live in Toney River, Nova Scotia. I have been a 
commercial fisherman in the Pictou area for  years now, and have both my sons employed in 
the fishery, one of whom is a  and the other that I employ. I also have a grandson 
employed in the Fisheries. So, to say that the Northumberland Strait and the local fishing 
industries is not gravely important to my family would be a substantial understatement. Fishing 
has been a way of life in our family for many years, since before I was born, and will continue 
well into the future, so long as we protect the Northumberland Strait and all the resources that 
live in it. Therefore, I write to you today, to demonstrate my objection and involvement with the 
project. I want to express concern for my children, their children and my family’s future well-
being and wish to make sure that they are taken care of and their way of life is not jeopardized in 
the future.  

 I feel as though many people’s concerns about this Pipeline project were not quashed with this 
new information put forth by Northern Pulp, and that includes my own concerns. As a person who 
directly depends on the Northumberland Strait as a source of income, I feel that the Province and 
Northern Pulp are not taking my concerns and the concerns of people with similar views of my own.  

As a lobster fisherman, I worry a great deal of the longevity of the resource and wish to take any 
measures to keep the stock healthy and thriving. I do not believe this what Northern Pulp wants at all. In 
order to successfully and conclusively say that there will be no long-term effect on lobster and lobster 
larvae, there must be a long-term study done on the matter. This was not done. A study of this magnitude 
could take upwards of 30 years to do properly, so that it could examined through multiple generations of 
lobsters from a larvae stage to a fully grown adult. It is in that way only that we could properly examine 
long term effect. And I for one am not willing to give Northern Pulp the benefit of the doubt when it 
comes to our shore’s most valuable resource.  Northern Pulp continues with the ideology that pumping 
this effluent into the Strait will cause it to just go away. How can this be when the effluent itself is not 
only extremely hot, but full of suspended solids? That warm water inserted into the marine environment 
will no doubt have some sort of an impact on the overall environment. What if all of a sudden a room full 
of people had the ambient temperature go up by 25 degrees? Things in that room would change. The idea 
that these problems will go away because the effluent will mix with ocean waters and not have any of the 
effluent accumulate. How can this be? The tide will only move it back and forth. Eventually the 
environment around the diffusers will accumulate higher levels of whatever could potentially be in the 
effluent, and potentially become toxic and harmful to not only lobsters but every living creature including 
humans. These potentially large issues I feel were not fully addressed in the focus report that was put 
forth by Northern Pulp, or in the very least only passed over and not given enough attention.  

So, I plead with you Minister, to think this decision you’re going to make very seriously. The choice you 
make will not only impact mine and my families lives, as well as our friends extended family and 
community. The future of my kids could be jeopardized. They may not get to live the life that I got to 
live, because of pollution. We must support our children because they are the future. What example do we 
set, when we begin to dump our problems into the environment? This is something we should know better 
not to do. Show our kids that money is not as important as personal health and healthy environment. I 



know in heart that you will make the proper decision, one that says our earth is more important than a full 
bank account.   

 

Thank you 

 



Dear Minister Wilson,  

 I am writing to you in relation to the Focus Report Submitted by Northern Pulp regarding 
their Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  

My name is  and I live in Caribou River Nova Scotia. My family has a 
history of being fishermen in this area, and currently my father, grandfather, uncle and myself 
are all employed in the local industry, two of whom are license owners. Combined, we own over 
80 years of personal knowledge of the fisheries within the talked about area.  More personally, 
coupled with working on fishing boats, I have been employed by multiple fisheries science 
organizations, including  

Included 
with my family knowledge, and personal work experience, I have also Attended  

 
 

 I feel as though many people’s concerns about this Pipeline project were not quashed 
with this new information put forth by Northern Pulp, and that includes my own concerns. As a 
person who directly depends on the Northumberland Strait as a source of income, I feel that the 
Province and Northern Pulp are not taking my concerns and the concerns of people with similar 
views of my own.  

As a lobster fisherman, I worry a great deal of the longevity of the resource and wish to take any 
measures to keep the stock healthy and thriving. I do not believe this what Northern Pulp wants 
at all. In order to successfully and conclusively say that there will be no long-term effect on 
lobster and lobster larvae, there must be a long-term study done on the matter. This was not 
done. A study of this magnitude could take upwards of 30 years to do properly, so that it could 
examined through multiple generations of lobsters from a larvae stage to a fully grown adult. It is 
in that way only that we could properly examine long term effect. And I for one am not willing 
to give Northern Pulp the benefit of the doubt when it comes to our shore’s most valuable 
resource.  Northern Pulp continues with the ideology that pumping this effluent into the Strait 
will cause it to just go away. How can this be when the effluent itself is not only extremely hot, 
but full of suspended solids? That warm water inserted into the marine environment will no 
doubt have some sort of an impact on the overall environment. What if all of a sudden a room 
full of people had the ambient temperature go up by 25 degrees? Things in that room would 
change. The idea that these problems will go away because the effluent will mix with ocean 
waters and not have any of the effluent accumulate. How can this be? The tide will only move it 
back and forth. Eventually the environment around the diffusers will accumulate higher levels of 
whatever could potentially be in the effluent, and potentially become toxic and harmful to not 
only lobsters but every living creature including humans. These potentially large issues I feel 
were not fully addressed in the focus report that was put forth by Northern Pulp, or in the very 
least only passed over and not given enough attention.  

So, I plead with you Minister, to think this decision you’re going to make very seriously. The 
choice you make will not only impact mine and my families lives, as well as our friends 
extended family and community. The future of my kids could be jeopardized. They may not get 
to live the life that I got to live, because of pollution. We must support our children because they 
are the future. What example do we set, when we begin to dump our problems into the 



environment? This is something we should know better not to do. Show our kids that money is 
not as important as personal health and healthy environment. I know in heart that you will make 
the proper decision, one that says our earth is more important than a full bank account.   

 

Thank you 

 

 

*I am attaching my Original Letter for reference* 

The Proposal by the Northern Pulp company affects me a great deal, due to my great 
involvement with the local fisheries in all aspects. My personal fishing endeavors, as well as all 
my immediately family work to make a living on the Northumberland Strait, and this proposal is 
of great threat to our way of life. The strait maintains a way of life for many people in this area, 
as we all depend on this beautiful body of water to support our lives and well being.  

 I would like to raise three separate points as to why I object to the pipe proposal, first of 
which would be the whole idea of pumping this so called treated effluent directly into the marine 
environment. Living in and fishing in this area for my entire years of life, I have observed that 
the proposed area of discharge is subject to extremely strong tidal flows. The theory behind 
changing proposals, as stated on page 33/34 is that the Pictou harbor area was not selected 
because it did not have enough tidal flows and that nutrients etc. could build up in the harbor and 
over time become harmful. The key here to me, are the words over time. This means that these 
chemicals in certain amounts are harmful, because over time they would accumulate. This 
statement also applies to the proposed outfall, because even though the area is subject to more 
tidal flow, therein lies the problem. The tide will go out and move the effluent and mix it, but 
then what will happen when the tide comes back in? This tidal flow can be confirmed, because 
whenever we are fishing, and someone loses a buoy, marking where their traps are located, it can 
normally be found further along the shore, by another fisherman, or even on the beach by a 
passerby. The tide coming in will already have the effluent in it and be subject to accepting more 
effluent from the pipe, and therefore, will start to accumulate, essentially causing the same 
problem that northern pulp was trying to avoid with the change of outfall location. Throughout 
the entire document, Northern Pulp only mentions the term Bioaccumulation once, and that's in 
the definitions page, at the very first of the report. This to me, is blatant ignorance. With 
increased nutrients in the water column, and to think the effluent will not make its way to the top 
of the water column is ludicrous, the process of photosynthesis will take in those extra nutrients 
will therein be passed along the food chain and be biomagnified. This will lead to the eventual 
time when the nutrients will be too high and become harmful, and they will already be passed 
through the entire food chain. This idea ca n also be visualized more clearly if you take into the 
consideration the suspended solids within the effluent. On page 84 in table 5.6-1 Of the report, it 
claims that there will be 4.8 grams/liter of effluent. If this is pumped at the maximum of 85,000 
cubic meters per day, this would equal out to be over 4 tons of suspended solids per day. Where 
will those suspended solids go? Do they disappear? This process will not just stay in the 
immediate outfall site, pumping such a large amount of effluent will begin to displace the water 



already occupying that space, and the affected area will begin to grow, magnifying these adverse 
impacts to a much greater area than is indicated in the Northern Pulp document. This relatively 
simple concept is a blatantly overlooked by northern pulp, who seem to be employing the "tides 
will take the effluent away and then it won't be our problem anyway" and that is just 
unacceptable. In this day and age, to have such a close-minded approach is disastrous, and I am 
not willing to put my future way of life into the hands of an organization so blinded by reality.  

 Secondly, I would like to raise an issue with the effluent itself, that being the proposed 
temperature of the effluent when it exists the pipe. On page 46 of Northern Pulp's report, is the 
table that comprises of the anticipated daily maximum effluent water quality. In this table it 
states that the temperature of the effluent will be 37 degrees Celsius in the summer, and 25 
degrees Celsius in the winter months. This is just too warm. It is unacceptable to be pumping 
anything into the Strait at this temperature, as it can be extremely harmful to the ecosystem. 
There was a study conducted on the ambient temperature done by the Gulf Nova Scotia Fleet 
Planning Board in 2017, where the sent-out temperature probes throughout the Strait, from April 
to late fall, and throughout that entire time, there was not a single temperature recorded that was 
above 23 degrees. This includes the height of summer. (these probes were on the sea floor and 
not the water's surface.)1 This means that the effluent emitted from the pipe is at least 10 degrees 
warmer on average. It doesn't take a scientist to figure out that water with a 10-degree difference 
is vastly different and could potentially cause a lot of problems. I believe there is not sufficient 
research on the potential impacts to the lobster populations with relation to temperature. 
Appendix R in Northern Pulp's report consistently cites a paper from the 1960's that deals with 
lobster larvae exposure to effluent. Would it not be better to do some updated research on the 
subject? Also in appendix R, its stated that larvae as well as adult lobsters will be unaffected 
within a certain distance from the diffuser? How can this be? will there be a fence holding all the 
effluent in? introducing a constant flow into the area will permanently change the makeup, and 
this will be a constantly changing number? Eventually that 2-10 meters could be 2-10 miles? 
How do we know for sure? There is very little research conducted in this area. This effluent is 
not going to stay in one spot, and will spread like a disease, and I'm not willing to risk that 
disease killing off one of the most commercially important fisheries in the province.    

 My last point that I would like to bring up, would be section 4, on page 25/26 where it 
states that Northern Pulp would not be able to remain competitive. This is a very loose term, that 
being competitive. What exactly does that mean? Does that mean that they immediately lose 
money and would have to shut down? Or simply mean that their profit would not be the same as 
it would be with the current pulp it produces. In that section it cites appendix B. Upon reading 
that appendix, it claims high wood use as well as electrical costs would make it not viable for 
their company. This seems to be very misleading, because after a quick google search of 
Northern Pulp’s own website, they claim to be almost entirely self-sufficient, because they use 
their own power generation facility to produce 90% of their electrical needs.2 So, which is it? 
Seems that citing electrical costs as a means of not being able to switch to a different product and 
change operation systems, is a round about way of saying they won’t make as much money, 
because they only pay 10% of their electricity in the first place. It would not appear to be very 
good business practice if paying for more than 10% of your electricity consumption would cause 
the business to close. It appears to me, that looking at changing products and systems for the 
Northern Pulp Mill Is more a matter of unwillingness based on very grey area terms, versus an 
idea that it is not possible.  



Based on these three points, 

1) The tides providing lasting impacts that can cause the toxins to spread and become 
bioaccumulated and potentially toxic over time 

2) The potential threat to lobster fisheries and other fisheries due to the extremely 
elevated temperature of the effluent, coupled with the lack of research into the 
fisheries and the impact this project could have 

3) The shady reasoning provided by Northern Pulp that they have investigated other 
options  

 I think a decision such as this should be forwarded to the federal government. The 
province should be willing to defer the decision making process, because it affects people that 
are not in their jurisdiction to begin with, coupled with the idea that such an important decision 
should be more thoroughly looked at, and not just a 30 day assessment when there is the 
possibility for much more research to ensure the well being of not only hard working people but 
also ensure that the animals and creature of the Northumberland Strait are safe and are able to 
thrive in their natural habitat. This request is not only founded on it being a big decision, but in 
fact that the Government of Nova Scotia has been helping fund the design and planning for this 
project, and that, therefore, would be a conflict of interests and hence the decisions should be 
handed over to the Federal Government.  

 

 

 

 https://fleetplanningboard.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Temperature-report-2017-.pdf 
2) http://www.paperexcellence.com/npns-operations-today 

 
 

https://fleetplanningboard.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Temperature-report-2017-.pdf
http://www.paperexcellence.com/npns-operations-today
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Dear Premier McNeil and Minister of the Environment, Gordon Wilson,

I am not someone who can weight through technical data and so I doubt that my comments
will be anything that you have not heard before. But it is important for me to add my voice to
the many present and former citizens of Pictou County who are fed up with the effects the
Abercrombie Point Mill, in it various iterations, has had the land, forests, air and waters of this
area.

I grew up in the town of Pictou. I remember when the waters we swam in turned brown and
then the plumes of noxious air emissions  wafted actress the harbour on a regular basis; when
Pictou became the town that stank.

We should have, but we did not know any better in those days, and it is deeply painful to see
what this industry has been allowed to do here. We have been held hostage by this industry
and the jobs it creates for 50 + years.  We have all been betrayed, none more so than the
people of Pictou Landing First Nations.

There is absolutely no way this industry should be allowed to continue its bleach craft
operations, diverting its effluent from Boat Harbour to the Northumberland Straight,
endangering marine environments and the livelihoods of fisher people, while continuing to
poison our air and forcing those with sensitive lung conditions to leave the area.

I am so incensed by the comments and letters from various municipal counsels asking for
extensions to the  Boat Harbour Act and continuance of this industry who has been anything
but a good corporate citizen. Northern Pulp have 14 failed air emissions tests, 2 Ash slurry
spills, 8 directives, 5 ministerial order and 2 warning reports. They were put on Canada's
Environmental Offenders Registry for their 47 Million Litre effluent leak in 2014. This
industry has zero credibility and I would challenge these municipal counsellors to walk a mile
in our shoes.

The time has come for a very different environmental ethic to be legislated by our
government. Time to make reconciliation for the sins of the past. Do not approved this plan
and extend the damage into the future.

Pictou County, Nova Scotia
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Re: Comments on the  “ Focus Report Replacement 


 Effluent Treatment “ 


Greg Egilsson : Chairman Gulf Nova Scotia Herring 


       Federation 


I’ve been fishing, for the most part, in the area pictured below for the past 45 years. Fishing my own 
vessel for 32 years for lobster, herring, mackerel, scallops, tuna and groundfish and on other vessels before 
that.  I begin lobster fishing most days fifty (50) meters from the proposed outfall location. This area is one 
most diverse, dynamic and productive ecosystems in the Eastern Northumberland Strait. Northern Pulp’s plan 
to pump 60 to 90 million liters per/day into this system at the location of the “Red star” below is ludicrous and 
cannot be considered for many reasons. Contrary to the proponent’s claims, the area is extensively fished and 
sustainably fished and there is no room an effluent pipe here.  


Diversity 


The area above contains the spawning and nursery grounds for the commercial species Lobster, Rock crab, 
Scallop and Herring and many more less commercial species. In September the area to the north and east (in 
blue) of the proposed outfall, several square kilometers is covered in a carpet of herring spawn 10 cms. thick. 
For the past three years this area has been the ONLY area in the Eastern Northumberland Strait where this 
occurs. In July and August lobster are spawning and moulting here. In October/November, in Caribou Harbour, 







the exact area Northern Pulp plans to dig up, is covered in spawning female rock crab. Information gathered in 
a few days in May does not provide any real baseline. It’s only relevant on that day, and changes drastically 
the next day.   


Dynamic Area 


The area of the proposed outfall is one of the most dynamic areas in the Eastern Gulf. The deep channel 
focuses and delivers large amounts of nutrient rich water to the Pictou Banks (blue area) four times daily with 
the changing of the tides. It also flows in and out of Caribou Harbour twice each day. The flow changes speed 
and direction constantly with time and is different every 100 meters in every direction from the proposed 
outfall.   


The Receiving Water Study and the modeling done in this area doesn’t begin to show the complexity of this 
system. The 2D model fails miserably to demonstrate the tidal interactions of the area and presents only a 
generalized Northwest/Southeast flow. It’s very different in real life.  The deeper waters both east and west of 
this area funnel through the channel (lighter blue) and upwelling feeds nutrients to the shallow water 
ecosystems on either side. This tidal flow also transports larvae to locations favourable to their development 
in the shallow estuaries nearby. Injecting 4 to 6 tonnes of suspended solids (TSS) and 60 to 90 million liters of 
effluent per/day into this ecosystem at this point is a dagger in the Heart of the entire system.  The upwelling 
that occurs at each twist and turn of the channel is not accounted for in any of the models. The millions of 
gallons of water that race into Caribou Harbour twice each day from the outfall area are not shown. These 
shallow estuaries are where all this TSS (suspended solids) will end up settling. Supplanting larvae and roe in 
the process.     







Productivity 


The area pictured above is one of the most productive in the Northumberland Strait. Approximately 25,000 
lobster traps are set each spring here. Despite degradation in the entire Gulf landings have been stable or 
increasing for the past 10 years suggesting that the resource is being harvested sustainably.  


The Fall Herring population in the Southern Gulf has been in a steep decline for the last number of years.  For 
the past four years catches in northern Nova Scotia have been predominately (90%) in the circled areas above. 
In years past spawning occurred in many more places both east and west of this area. This is currently not the 
case. 


The Fisheries Act prohibits dumping deleterious substances on spawning grounds and this is the last major 
spawning area for herring in the Eastern Gulf.  This alone should end this charade. It’s also a lobster spawning 
area.  


The Fishery in this area 


A few Other Reasons 


1. Its meters away from the Scallop Buffer Zone!! A protected  area  for scallop brood stock  1 mile wide
from land that is off limits to scallop fishing and is counted as a Marine Protected Area (MPA) in DFO’s
grand total of protected areas.


2. Its adjacent to Caribou-Munroe’s Island Provincial Park and the beach about a mile from the planned
outfall.


3. There are two other Provincial Parks with beaches (Melmerby and Waterside) in the area above.
4. There are 7  or more other public beaches in the immediate area .
5. Its an “Entry Way” to our province and anyone arriving or leaving on the ferry to PEI will sail directly


over the outfall, an aroma(tic) welcome to all our visitors for sure.
6. The entire surrounding area (in blue) is a spawning  and nursery for lobsters, rock crabs, scallops, herring


and many other species.
7. The entire Gulf of Saint Lawrence is in distress from pollution, acid rain, deoxygenation, fertilizer and on


and on. It’s all cumulative and must stop sooner rather than later.


There are many more good reasons to deny this proposal by Northern Pulp and no “good” reason to support it. 


Respectfully 


Greg Egilsson 







Re: Comments on the  “ Focus Report Replacement 

 Effluent Treatment “ 

 Gulf Nova Scotia Herring 

       Federation 

I’ve been fishing, for the most part, in the area pictured below for the past 45 years. Fishing my own 
vessel for 32 years for lobster, herring, mackerel, scallops, tuna and groundfish and on other vessels before 
that.  I begin lobster fishing most days fifty (50) meters from the proposed outfall location. This area is one 
most diverse, dynamic and productive ecosystems in the Eastern Northumberland Strait. Northern Pulp’s plan 
to pump 60 to 90 million liters per/day into this system at the location of the “Red star” below is ludicrous and 
cannot be considered for many reasons. Contrary to the proponent’s claims, the area is extensively fished and 
sustainably fished and there is no room an effluent pipe here.  

Diversity 

The area above contains the spawning and nursery grounds for the commercial species Lobster, Rock crab, 
Scallop and Herring and many more less commercial species. In September the area to the north and east (in 
blue) of the proposed outfall, several square kilometers is covered in a carpet of herring spawn 10 cms. thick. 
For the past three years this area has been the ONLY area in the Eastern Northumberland Strait where this 
occurs. In July and August lobster are spawning and moulting here. In October/November, in Caribou Harbour, 



the exact area Northern Pulp plans to dig up, is covered in spawning female rock crab. Information gathered in 
a few days in May does not provide any real baseline. It’s only relevant on that day, and changes drastically 
the next day.   

Dynamic Area 

The area of the proposed outfall is one of the most dynamic areas in the Eastern Gulf. The deep channel 
focuses and delivers large amounts of nutrient rich water to the Pictou Banks (blue area) four times daily with 
the changing of the tides. It also flows in and out of Caribou Harbour twice each day. The flow changes speed 
and direction constantly with time and is different every 100 meters in every direction from the proposed 
outfall.   

The Receiving Water Study and the modeling done in this area doesn’t begin to show the complexity of this 
system. The 2D model fails miserably to demonstrate the tidal interactions of the area and presents only a 
generalized Northwest/Southeast flow. It’s very different in real life.  The deeper waters both east and west of 
this area funnel through the channel (lighter blue) and upwelling feeds nutrients to the shallow water 
ecosystems on either side. This tidal flow also transports larvae to locations favourable to their development 
in the shallow estuaries nearby. Injecting 4 to 6 tonnes of suspended solids (TSS) and 60 to 90 million liters of 
effluent per/day into this ecosystem at this point is a dagger in the Heart of the entire system.  The upwelling 
that occurs at each twist and turn of the channel is not accounted for in any of the models. The millions of 
gallons of water that race into Caribou Harbour twice each day from the outfall area are not shown. These 
shallow estuaries are where all this TSS (suspended solids) will end up settling. Supplanting larvae and roe in 
the process.     



Productivity 

The area pictured above is one of the most productive in the Northumberland Strait. Approximately 25,000 
lobster traps are set each spring here. Despite degradation in the entire Gulf landings have been stable or 
increasing for the past 10 years suggesting that the resource is being harvested sustainably.  

The Fall Herring population in the Southern Gulf has been in a steep decline for the last number of years.  For 
the past four years catches in northern Nova Scotia have been predominately (90%) in the circled areas above. 
In years past spawning occurred in many more places both east and west of this area. This is currently not the 
case. 

The Fisheries Act prohibits dumping deleterious substances on spawning grounds and this is the last major 
spawning area for herring in the Eastern Gulf.  This alone should end this charade. It’s also a lobster spawning 
area.  

The Fishery in this area 

A few Other Reasons 

1. Its meters away from the Scallop Buffer Zone!! A protected  area  for scallop brood stock  1 mile wide
from land that is off limits to scallop fishing and is counted as a Marine Protected Area (MPA) in DFO’s
grand total of protected areas.

2. Its adjacent to Caribou-Munroe’s Island Provincial Park and the beach about a mile from the planned
outfall.

3. There are two other Provincial Parks with beaches (Melmerby and Waterside) in the area above.
4. There are 7  or more other public beaches in the immediate area .
5. Its an “Entry Way” to our province and anyone arriving or leaving on the ferry to PEI will sail directly

over the outfall, an aroma(tic) welcome to all our visitors for sure.
6. The entire surrounding area (in blue) is a spawning  and nursery for lobsters, rock crabs, scallops, herring

and many other species.
7. The entire Gulf of Saint Lawrence is in distress from pollution, acid rain, deoxygenation, fertilizer and on

and on. It’s all cumulative and must stop sooner rather than later.

There are many more good reasons to deny this proposal by Northern Pulp and no “good” reason to support it. 

Respectfully 
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Pictou Nova Scotia,

 

November 8th, 2019

 

To the Hon. Gordon Wilson, MLA, Minister of Her Majesty’s Government for Environment

 

I am writing to you in response to the Northern Pulp effluent pipeline going into the
Northumberland Strait. I do not feel that my initial concerns raised in my previous letter dated
March 5th, 2019 have been addressed sufficiently with the addition of the Focus Report.

My primary concern is the location of the effluent pipeline outfall. Northern Pulp states
that the location of the outfall pipe was chosen as to minimize the impact in active fishing
areas. However, this location is in fact the busiest harbour on the north shore of Nova Scotia.
Seventy boats fish lobster out of Caribou Harbour and there are over one hundred during
herring season. Caribou Harbour is where Northumberland Ferries docks, is home to North
Nova Seafoods, oyster leases, as well as Caribou-Munroe’s Island’s Provincial Park. The Mill
could not have picked a busier and more active fishing area and it concerns me that they
would not know this with even the slightest amount of research. It draws into question the
validity of the entirety of their EA and Focus Report if they cannot get this simple fact correct.
The Mill reiterates that there is no active fishing in the area of the outfall but I have personally
caught lobster in this area for many seasons as have other fisherman throughout the years and
including the present day.

Having fished for 40 years I am highly aware of the tides in this area and can
absolutely guarantee that the effluent will come back into the harbour on a rising tide and
become trapped and concentrated! This is a major concern of mine as Caribou Harbour is a
vital ecosystem - home to many species (including rare) of plants, animals, birds, and more.

In my opinion, Northern Pulp should not be allowed to pollute the Northumberland
Strait and Caribou Harbour. We have fished this area for generations and we were here well



before the pulp mill.

 

Respectfully submitted,
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support this project
because it is good for the environment compared to the current situation and it is good for the
economy of Nova scotia. The focus report provides scientific evidence of improved
environmental impact on the quality of effluent waste water disposed into the Northumberland
Strait compared to current situation. Effluent from the new system will meet current
regulations in every province in Canada as well as the more stringent federal pulp and paper
limits being proposed. Both the existing and future effluent outfalls are located in the
Northumberland Strait. The future outfall has less potential environmental impact than the
existing outfall due to a considerable improvement in mixing conditions. The fishery and
forestry industries have co-existed for over fifty years and these environmental improvements
will allow this co-existence to continue Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Nova Scotia 
Municipality: Valley Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 68 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Premier Stephen
McNeil and Minister for Environment Gordon Wilson. Re: Northern Pulp Focus Report It was
wrong to pump pulp mill effluent into Boat Harbour next to the Pictou Landing First Nations
communityback in 1967.It was wrong to have that continue for five decades. I applaud you,
Mr. McNeil for finally being the one who leads the government that fulfills the promise to put
an end to the use of Boat Harbour by honouring the Boat Harbour Act. Thank you for that.
The idea of piping the effluent from Northern Pulp into the Northumberland Strait would be
unthinkable. Our children know before they are school age that it is wrong to put garbage
where it doesnt belong. Pulp mill effluent doesnt belong in our precious Strait. If, God forbid,
the pipe were to be approved, there would be an uprising of enormous proportions. The people
opposed to damaging the Northumberland Strait are defending what is right. I sincerely hope
that you would not want to be on the side of the aggressor. Knowing that you are doing the
right thing with honouring the Boat Harbour Act and the date January 31, 2020, I have faith
that you will also be the ones to prevent further environmental damage from this mill. Thank
you. Name:  Email: @eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality:
Pictou Postal-Code: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 41 y: 32
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Dear Minister of Environment (thank you!), Honourable Gordon Wilson,

Back in the early fall, the town of Pictou lost its water for nearly 24 hours. While it was a
planned 'outage', it did last a bit longer than planned. Of course, not everyone was prepared, so
many were upset at the loss of easy access to this basic human right that we can so easily take
for granted. Most of the time, we're very lucky to have access to clean water here in Pictou
County...but that's unfortunately unlike many other communities in Canada/worldwide.

Having been an advocate of, and having integrated the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals in my everyday classroom teaching, I'm aware of the international push to
secure clean, accessible water for the countless communities worldwide, that don't currently
have it. I also hope that the Canadian government is working to secure this for all Canadian
communities; I suppose it'd be somewhat your responsibility to ensure that's the case here, in
Nova Scotia? And, would it also be your responsibility to ensure that no proposed projects
would threaten a community's access to clean water - and endanger this human right?

This is the biggest flaw that trumps any and all other flaws with Northern Pulp's proposed
effluent pipeline - it jeopardizes the Town of Pictou's watershed. I don't understand how a
company - no matter how many jobs it provides - can propose to compromise a basic human
right here in Pictou, Nova Scotia, Canada in 2019. I just don't know how the puck doesn't stop
here. It should, as the submitted focus report fails to address this giant red-flag-of-a-concern!

I trust you will make the right decision with this proposal...and when you really think about it,
the risk of contaminated water, is really not worth it for us to have the luxury of wiping our
butts with white toilet paper! I have a source for recycled toilet paper, and I'd be happy to send
you a roll to try, if you're interested! 

Kindest regards, and deepest respect for the position you hold,

https://www.unwater.org/water-facts/human-rights/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/focus-report/Appendix%207.3%20-%20Impact%20Assessment%20Marine%20Fish.pdf
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/focus-report/Appendix%207.3%20-%20Impact%20Assessment%20Marine%20Fish.pdf
https://www.townofpictou.ca/assets/PDFs/Water/Pictou-SWPP-Update-October-2017.pdf
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The new facility will be
over and above all the guide lines for environmental protection with most advanced state of
the art technology available .It will surpass all present environmental guidelines known to
science for this reason not to mention the economic disaster for Pictou Co and the province of
Nova Scotia I feel this project should 100 percent MOVE FORWARD. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Trenton Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ###
- ###  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64 y: 20
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Nova Scotia needs the
forestry jobs, will effect alot of people if it shuts down. We dont need anymore loss in the
forestry sector!Environment is also very important so lets see a plan that works for both sides.
Name: @eastlink.ca Address: New Germany
Municipality: Lunenburg County Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ###
- #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 32 y: 6
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Minister Gordon Wilson,
I have noticed some advertisements for the Catalyst Paper Mill in B.C. being promoted by
Northern Pulp. They are comparing this effluent Mills system to Northern Pulps in their focus
report. However, they fail to mention that this mill has a dioxin contamination for miles on
either side of it and seafood consumption is limited to 40-50 grams per week. an egg weighs
40 grams for reference. all this contamination and yet this mill has much deeper water and
higher tides than the Northumberland strait. Imagine what it will do to the seafood in our
Strait! The Catalyst Mill does not even have a commercial fishery around it,only a recreational
one. The Northumberland Strait has one of the richest fishing grounds in Atlantic provinces.
This proposed plan has so much risk that I can only advice you Mr. Wilson to reject this
proposal. Thank you @ns.sympatico.ca
Address:  Municipality: pictou Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
#### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 58 y: 35
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I oppose this project. It
will have potential and actual negative effects on marine habitats, the land, and the air. The
company must be directed to ensure treatment of the waste produced by the plant, not offload
it to the public and to the environment and future generations. Name:  Email:

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
Phone: : ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 51 y: 20
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Hon Gordon Wilson :
I am writing to show support for the Effluent Treatment Facility being constructed for the
Northern Pulp Mill in Nova Scotia. 
As a woodlot owner , a lifelong employee in the forestry business , an avid outdoorsman , and
an optimistic supporter of making a decent
living in this Province ; without having to commute westerly ; I believe that Northern Pulp
continued operation is critical to thousands of
Nova Scotians that have similar beliefs or experiences . I have read most of the Focus Report
and listened to most of the concerns that
have been raised , both positive and negative . I believe Northern Pulp is doing its due
diligence and is committing to build a state of the art
facility, better than most in North America.  
"The extensive, scientific, fact-based Focus Report we submitted to Nova Scotia’s Minster of
Environment highlights that our proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and
significantly reduce our environmental footprint. In fact, Northern Pulp will be one of the most
environmentally responsible mills in North America.

When this state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility is complete, Northern Pulp’s
environment footprint will be significantly reduced.  Forestry and fishing industries will be
able to thrive and co-exist and finally, and very importantly, the community can begin to
heal."

This statement sums up what should be happening in our Province . Please make it happen
Sincerely,
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Project: - Choose - Comments: I have been a member of the forest section on many different
levels for 25 years and very honest have seen the best and the worst not all over the years have
been done right nor have they been done fairly but have this mill close will completely destroy
all the good that we have tried to do over the last 25 years with updates in management and
adoption of better ways .if we loose one of the biggest factors to the industry we will set our
selves back on a management level decades and will be difficult to recover my mind one of
the biggest factor to consider. Name: @yahoo.ca
Address:  Municipality: Maccan Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### -
###  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 22
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Re: Northern Pulp Focus
Report While I am currently only a part-time resident of Nova Scotia, my mother was born in
Pictou and lived there for sixty years. For the last thirty of those years she lived on 

 facing the mill, so I am personally familiar with the situation. It is beyond
bizarre to me that the millâ?Ts airborne toxicity, its stench, isnâ?Tt even up for discussion
here! But so be it . . . You will have received many comments from many people, and many of
these comments will go into extensive detail about the science and engineering involved.
There will have been interpretations that support NP and interpretations that oppose that
position. Iâ?Tm not a scientist and I wont attempt to argue technical details. I will simply
argue that the level of risk is far too high to allow this project to go ahead. There is far too
much uncertainty involved given all thats at stake for the fisheries, for tourism, for relations
with First Nations, and for the quality of life for all residents of the area. And given Northern
Pulpâ?Ts well-documented track record of toxicity â?" both deliberate the air, Boat Harbour
etc. and accidental various leaks of toxic effluent -- it would be jaw-droppingly irresponsible
to roll the dice one more time by approving this proposal. The deliberate toxicity would be
permitted to continue, redirected now to the Northumberland Strait, a fisheries , residential and
tourism area, while the inevitable pipeline leaks would instead be spread across Pictouâ?Ts
watershed! It would be extremely irresponsible to allow NPs project to go ahead when there is
no consensus on the science. Northern Pulps track record for honesty, for transparency, is a
very poor one and it stretches back several decades. During those decades, while they claimed
otherwise, their effluent has been poisoning parts of Pictou County. It is difficult, in fact it is
impossible, to believe their current claims that this new process will have no negative
environmental impact. There are many concerned citizens and scientists who are familiar with
the technical details and are adamantly opposed to this proposal. Im sure you have heard from
many of them and those concerns must not be brushed aside in order to gamble recklessly on
this highly controversial project. We know that there are already numerous stresses on the
health of the Northumberland Strait and history will not look kindly on those who allow those
stresses to be ramped up in ways that no one can accurately predict a t this point. But surely it
is obvious ! that 80 million litres of effluent a day ! will have a serious impact on what is a
relatively small and shallow body of water. That body of water is crucial to the fisheries, to
tourism and to wildlife. Given the complexity of the science and engineering involved in this
project, the situation is made even more difficult when the project is only undergoing a Class
One provincial assessment rather than the more thorough Class Two or federal assessment.
Oceans are federal, fisheries are federal, interprovincial affairs are federal, Indigeneous affairs
are federal. This process has from the beginning raised doubts and alarms rather than
encouraging a sense that the consequences are being evaluated with all the careful attention to
both the big picture and the fine-grained detail that the project requires. The history of
Northern Pulpâ?Ts influence over the province and its political processes only contributes to
the sense that justice has not been done and that bad decisions will continue to be made in
order to serve the Mill regardless of the environmental consequences. Again, the risk of
allowing this to go ahead without the absolute certainty that a full scale armâ?Ts length



assessment might provide, and thus allowing the fifty years of toxicity to continue, would be
reckless and unacceptable. Approval of the project itself is only part of the issue. NP, by its
own account, will apparently require a long delay of the legislated January 2020 Boat Harbour
deadline in order to complete construction and the toxic effluent would presumably continue
to flow during that time. The current environmental assessment should thus include
consideration of this environmental fact as well since the two are completely interdependent.
This part of the project has absolutely nothing to do with risk or uncertainty. Its toxicity is a
matter of public record, its effect has been nothing short of disastrous, and it constitutes one of
the major examples of environmental racism in Canada. If implemented, this proposal would
have the effect of continuing this overt racism. It is utterly unthinkable that in 2019 this racist
policy could be approved and permitted against the clearly stated wishes of the Pictou Landing
First Nations community who have endured more than fifty years of lies and poison. Bad
enough that such racism was acceptable in the 1960s, but to continue with such a devastating
policy today? Yet this astonishing betrayal of trust, this perpetuation of an oppressive and
explicitly racist policy, is precisely what NPs plan entails. There has been far too much
damage already and the risk going forward is far too great. The mill was not built to last even
this long and we all know itâ?Ts going to close sooner or later anyway and that those jobs will
unfortunately be lost. But to keep it going for a little longer, given all thatâ?Ts at stake, would
be as environmentally short-sighted and morally compromised as the original decision to
pump the effluent into Boat Harbour. Fifty years is enough. Much more than enough. Itâ?Ts
time to move on. Just say no! Name: @rogers.com Address: 
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### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 47 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: How is the new effluent
treatment facility going to prove to be a better solution when the effluent is piped straight into
the strait? When will an error or malfunction or wrong doing be too much ? The aftermath of
their trusted solution, from the last 50 years is still too toxic to be managed without hazmat
being strategically investigated for removal from a land locked pond...how will they fix it
when its in the ocean? It is going to kill or alter devastatingly the life cycle of the fishes we all
eat. Effluent treated is still toic effluent in some form, or they wouldnt be trying to prove to us,
its harmlessness . And why would it have taken all these years to produce a harmless and
nontoxic effluent, if it is just that? The mill is going to cost us regardless of our govts decision.
Weve paid in many ways already, tragically and financially. Why not pay for the betterment of
our health, our lives, our homes,our food chain...if the better treatment is better, why h avent
they offered before now to make it better ? Dont allow this better treatment facility to be
another unknown. Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: RIVER JOHN Postal-Code: Phone: Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 11
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I absolutely oppose
Northern Pulps proposal to pump toxic effluent and so much of it! into the Northumberland
Strait. It is time for NP to cease adversely affecting the NS environment, sea life and the
community welfare of Pictou and the North Shore region. Economic viability and
environmental responsibility need not be mutually exclusive. To allow NP to continue to
perpetuate - and indeed renew - its toxic legacy would be an outrage. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 70 y: 26
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of
approving Northern Pulpâ?Ts environmental assessment to allow them to replace the existing
effluent treatment facility with a state-of-the-art effluent treatment facility including a pipeline
to the new outfall location. Northern Pulps focus report data indicates no significant impacts
on the marine species important to the fisheries surrounding the proposed new ETF pipeline
discharge area, allowing the fisheries and forestry industries to continue working together as
they have for more than 50 years in the area. Both the existing and future effluent outfalls are
located in the Northumberland Strait. The future outfall has less potential environmental
impact than the existing outfall due to a considerable improvement in mixing conditions. The
scientific studies show that the outfall area is predominantly sand with some gravel. Sandy
areas surrounding the outfall show significant sand ripples up to 0.5 m in height that indicate
high currents are present in the area that will provide good effluent mixing. Name: 

@bellaliant.net Address:  Municipality: Valley
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 30 y: 18
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am indeed for this
operation, it benefits so many people across Nova Scotia it would make no sense to take it
away. After looking into the testing it is clear that the pipe will not cause damage, specifically
to the fishing industry. I value the environment, and this is why I am comfortable with the
additions made to the company to ensure no damage to the environment. I have no worry
about the fishing industry or habitat. Name: @gmail.com
Address: . Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code:  Phone:

 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 33 y: 16
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To the Honourable Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I grew up in the town of Pictou. The mill (once named
Scott Paper, Kimberly Clark, and presently Northern Pulp) has been a looming statue in the
backdrop of our beautiful town for decades. When family and friends visit Pictou for the first
time, they are always so surprised by how picturesque the town is, but the same comment
would inevitably come, "It's a shame that there has to be such an unsightly factory across the
water and....that smog and the smell...it's awful...it smells like a dirty diaper". Residents like
me always give the same response, something with a hint of humor and embarrassment, "Oh,
well we call that the the smell of money". Money. We have always rationalized the mill's
presence, pollution and controversy with money, jobs, stability, economic growth. These have
all been wonderful things for our community to have; however, we have been sacrificing basic
human rights, health, environment, air quality, Boat Harbour...the list goes on. Now, we are
faced with a potentially catastrophic impact to our waters of the Northumberland Strait. When
I first heard that Northern Pulp wanted to disperse their effluent into the Strait, I thought it was
a joke, that it couldn't be a realistic, viable proposal in 2019 - aren't we suppose to know
better? Turns out we don't. Northern Pulp has failed to prove that their effluent will not impact
the ecology and marine life of our waters. They cannot say for certain that our beaches won't
be ruined, our lobster poisoned, or our water turned a dark brown- the color of Boat Harbour.
There is too much uncertainty, too many "should not" or "probably won't" cause harm
comments in their project report. The risk is far too great.

Please, come visit the town of Pictou and spend a weekend. Smell the air, breathe the smog.
Take it all in. You may understand a fraction of what we have endured for over 50 years and,
hopefully, you'll understand why, "Enough is Enough". Stop this major polluter who has
already caused enough damage to Nova Scotia's environment. After all, aren't you the Minister
of Environment?

Thank you.

 
Pictou, Nova Scotia 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: From what I have read in
the Focus Report, it seems to me that Northern Pulp is doing what is necessary in meeting the
standards set out by the government,No undertaking can be void of some risk....But if they are
meeting the standards set forth...then why should they not be allowed to build their effluent
treatment facility and pipeline diffuser... Northern Pulps closure will have a huge economic
impact on Nova Scotia and its families...not just for forestry families. I would like to see
Northern Pulp remain open and all sectors work together , instead of being so divided....thanks
Name: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 49 y: 34
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Hello - Please find attached my comments and concerns about this project.

If you need to reach me for clarification, you can contact me at this email, or by cell phone.

Thank you for this opportunity,

  PE  



To: 
The Minister of the Environment 

Nova Scotia 

Dear Sir /Madam, 

 
 PE  

November 8, 2019 

I am writing this letter to raise my concerns in relation to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp's 

Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. 

My name is  I am a veterinarian who recently  
 

 Prior to receiving my Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM) degree, I also received a 
Masters of Science (M.Sc.) in veterinary epidemiology. Epidemiology is the study of factors affecting 

health and well-being in populations, and there is a strong emphasis on statistical methods and 
analyses. 

I live  in Prince Edward Island, and have family and friends who work in 
the lobster industry, so the health of this body of water is very important to all of us. This is why I am 
very concerned about the significant damage which could occur to the Strait, should Northern Pulp be 
approved to dump effluent into it. And I believe there are signficant gaps in the information provided, 
which do not effectively address the potential detrimental effects. 

Given the size of the the report, I decided to focus specifically on Point 9.1 of the Terms of Reference; 
spec ifi call y: 

Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via chemical analysis) of 

representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location. 

I also wish to reference Section 12(da) of the Nova Scotia Environmental Assessment Regulations: 

12. All of the following information shall be considered by the Minister in formulating a

decision under subsection 34(1) of the Act:

(da) whether environmental baseline information submitted under subclause 9(1A)(b)(x) 

for the undertaking is sufficient for predicting adverse effects or environmental effects 

related to the undertaking; ... 

As I reviewed the information provided in Appendix 9 .1, I believe the baseline chemical analysis data 
provided are NOT sufficient to be used for predicting or detecting any adverse effects of the proposed 
effluent, given the very small sample sizes (number (n) = 5; sometimes, only n = 2). In addition, any 
estimate of a population parameter must also include a measurement of the amount of variability ( e.g. 

/1 



variance, standard deviation, standard error of the mean, confidence interval) in the sample values, and 
these are missing from the presented data. (Note: The formulas used to calculate the required sample 
size to estimate a population parameter require the input of this measure of variability in the 
population.) 

Also, estimation of a population parameter through sampling must also ensure that the sampled animals 
are truly representative of the population. Often there are factors, both intrinsic to the animal ( e.g. age, 
gender, size, metabolic rate) and extrinsic to it ( e.g. temperature, environmental conditions, water 
salinity), that may affect the parameter being estimated. In these situations, more detailed sampling 
procedures must be taken, to address these sources of variability, and sub-population specific estimates 
may be required. 

Reference: 
1. Sergeant, E.; Perkins, N. 2015. Epidemiology for field veterinarians: An introduction.

Chapter 8: Sampling populations. CABI, Oxfordshire, UK. ISBN-13: 978 1 84593 691 4
(paperback) .

. 2.. Any statistics textbook. 

For example: Given that we are looking at poikilotherm (cold blooded) species, I would argue that it 
would be important to collect adequate samples from these species both in the warmest temperatures 
(when their metabolisms would be highest) and the coldest temperatures (when their metabolisms are 
slowest), because the differences in metabolic rates could result in different levels of accumulation of 
toxins, and subsequent deleterious effects. 

(Please note: As I scaruied'' other parts of the report, there were other instances where either the number 
of samples were not adequate in number ( e.g. Section 4.1 - Caribou Harbour water samples - number of 
samples = 6), or were not even listed, or where potential sources of variability in the estimated 
parameters (e.g. temperature) were not considered in the sample collection plan.) 

Given the lack of adequate baseline data in Appendix 9 .1 ( and likely in other sections, but not enough 
time to fully document them), I believe that Northern Pulp's submission has not provided the 
Minister with the required data to enable the proper and rapid identification of negative impacts 
of the proposed effluent on the imporant marine species residing in the Northumberland Strait. 
This contravenes the requirements set out in Section 12 (da) of the Nova Scotia Environment 
Assessment Regulations. 

Given the above, I strongly request that the Minister reject the proposed project, as there are too many 
potential risks that have not been adequately addressed. 

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns with this project. Please contact me if you have 
any questions about my submission. 

/2 
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To: Environmental Assessment 

On behalf of  pulp and paper worker in Espanola, Ontario.


Thank You, 

 

 
Sudbury, ON. 

@unifor.org

***** This email and (including any attachments) transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the sender immediately.
If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail or attachment. If you are not
the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of
this information is strictly prohibited. Thank you.
***** Ce courriel et toutes les pièces jointes sont confidentiels et ne sont réservés qu'à la seule personne ou entité à qui ils
sont adressés. Si vous avez reçu ce courriel par erreur, veuillez aviser l'émetteur immédiatement. Si vous n'êtes pas le
destinataire désigné, vous ne devez pas diffuser, distribuer ou copier ce courriel ni les pièces jointes. Si vous n'êtes pas le
destinataire visé, il vous est strictement interdit de révéler, copier, distribuer ou prendre toute mesure en lien avec le contenu
de ce message. Merci.
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Northern Pulp admission from a Pulp and Paper worker 



I am sending this letter in support of Norther Pulp’s Effluent treatment facility project.  As someone who works in the Pulp and Papers sector for 32 years in the small town of Espanola, Ontario. I work for Domtar which operates a pulp and paper mill, steam plant, steam engines, wood yard and research and development lab. 



In the past 20 years our effluent system has been totally upgraded. They are constantly monitored and maintained to environmental standards, careful oversight and taking the time to manage complex risks as our lagoons are near the Spanish River. 



I have also seen many changes for the betterment of the environment.  We recently had an infusion of 28 million for upgrades from the Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada.  This will assist in the reduction of greenhouse emissions, 48,000 tons, which is comparable to 16,000 cars in use. Along with reducing pulp waste and creating a newer types of Fiber technology. 



We are in exciting times.  As society moves away from single use plastics, paper is a viable source that is able to tackle the development of sustainable alternatives. Our plant employs over 450 member who are unionized and non-union and are able to provide a small community with good jobs for decades to come. 



Time to ensure that all pulp and paper mills create the atmosphere that is prosperous not only for the industry but for the environment as well.  



Joanne Lamothe

Unifor Local 74

Domtar -  Espanola, Ontario 







Environmental Assessment – Nova Scotia 
 
Northern Pulp admission from a Pulp and Paper worker  
 
I am sending this letter in support of Norther Pulp’s Effluent treatment facility project.  As 
someone who works in the Pulp and Papers sector for 32 years in the small town of Espanola, 
Ontario. I work for Domtar which operates a pulp and paper mill, steam plant, steam engines, 
wood yard and research and development lab.  
 
In the past 20 years our effluent system has been totally upgraded. They are constantly 
monitored and maintained to environmental standards, careful oversight and taking the time to 
manage complex risks as our lagoons are near the Spanish River.  
 
I have also seen many changes for the betterment of the environment.  We recently had an 
infusion of 28 million for upgrades from the Innovation, Science and Economic Development 
Canada.  This will assist in the reduction of greenhouse emissions, 48,000 tons, which is 
comparable to 16,000 cars in use. Along with reducing pulp waste and creating a newer types of 
Fiber technology.  
 
We are in exciting times.  As society moves away from single use plastics, paper is a viable 
source that is able to tackle the development of sustainable alternatives. Our plant employs 
over 450 member who are unionized and non-union and are able to provide a small community 
with good jobs for decades to come.  
 
Time to ensure that all pulp and paper mills create the atmosphere that is prosperous not only 
for the industry but for the environment as well.   
 

 
Unifor Local 74 
Domtar -  Espanola, Ontario  
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am sending this letter
in support of Norther Pulpâ?Ts Effluent treatment facility project. As someone who works in
the Pulp and Papers sector for 32 years in the small town of Espanola, Ontario. I work for
Domtar which operates a pulp and paper mill, steam plant, steam engines, wood yard and
research and development lab. In the past 20 years our effluent system has been totally
upgraded. They are constantly monitored and maintained to environmental standards, careful
oversight and taking the time to manage complex risks as our lagoons are near the Spanish
River. I have also seen many changes for the betterment of the environment. We recently had
an infusion of 28 million for upgrades from the Innovation, Science and Economic
Development Canada. This will assist in the reduction of greenhouse emissions, 48,000 tons,
which is comparable to 16,000 cars in use. Along with reducing pulp waste and creating a
newer types of Fiber technology. We are in exciting times. As society moves away from single
use plastics, paper is a viable source that is able to tackle the development of sustainable
alternatives. Our plant employs over 450 member who are unionized and non-union and are
able to provide a small community with good jobs for decades to come. Time to ensure that all
pulp and paper mills create the atmosphere that is prosperous not only for the industry but for
the environment as well. Name: @gmail.com Address:

 Municipality: Espanola Postal-Code: 
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To Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment for Nova Scotia.
From  former long-time staffer at ,
resident of K’jiputuik at  Fergusons Cove, west side Halifax
Harbour 
Re Northern Pulp, the Focus Report, and the state of our health and well-being

Dear Minister, I hope you have the wisdom to call an end to this mill
operation and the constant assault that this mill, regardless of owner,
has been inflicting on the environment right from the get-go. This is
industry from a former time. At the rate our forests are being
depleted currently under licenses with Westfor, there will be no trees
anyway.
The sensible decision I want you to come to - because of the science
and because of 50+ years of lived experience - is that its time is over.
Give Northern Pulp the failing grade they deserve on the focus report.
We need ecological forestry, clean air, clean water, a healthy population
instead.  Put the Province and the province on a sustainable course.
Start immediately to adopt environmentally-respectful standards that
ensure protection of our marine and our terrestrial environments has
priority.  
Please do not enable these operators to continue to spew toxins into the
air and the water. 

best regards, 

-- 

Fergusons Cove, Nova Scotia. 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Even if the ETF could be
satisfactorily implemented and had been properly researched which it hasnâ?Tt. It doesnâ?Tt
resolve the particulate matter issue coming from the stacks. The Mill is outdated and itâ?Ts
emissions are a danger to the public. Name: @eastlink.ca
Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code: 

Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 72 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment Nova Scotia Environment PO Box 442 Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 The
extensive, scientific, fact-based Focus Report that Northern Pulp submitted and the highlights
of their proposed wastewater treatment facility will be industry leading and significantly
reduce their environmental footprint. Treated wastewater effluent from Northern Pulp has
been running into the strait for over 50 years. The fisheries continue to fish the strait to this
day with no environment impact on the fishing. I am retired employee of Northern Pulp and if
the mill were to close, not only would it affect my pension, but also my family and the
community. Hopefully the Hon. Gordon Wilson, the Minister of Environment will approve the
Environmental Assessment. Name: tncwireless.ca Address:

 Municipality: Merigomish Postal-Code: 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: To whom it may
concern, I do not support the replacement effluent treat facility project at the Northern Pulp
plant in Pictou. My concern is with Northern Pulp, I am not qualified to comment on the
science involved or presented in this project, but I have several qualified friends who have
provided you with comments on the science that NP has provided and how deficient NPs
science is. My concern is with Northern Pulp and how they have approached this project, they
have had ample time to respond in a professional manner and address the issues required to
obtain environmental approval for this project but I believe they have wasted this time and
done very little to provide a suitable solution to the situation, to the point of pitting neighbors
against each other in hopes of victory. Although I am not a fisherman the north shore and its
fishery is important to me and I am not prepared to give a deficient corporate citizen like
Northern Pulp the authority to destroy it. Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  EXT Municipality: Pictou, Subd A Postal-
Code:  Phone: ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 60 y: 30
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Hon. Gordon
Wilson I am writing a letter in support of an approval permit for a Class 1 Environmental
Assessment for the replacement system for Boat Harbour submitted in a Focus Report by
Northern Pulp. I believe the company has put many long hours into this assessment and has
done a thorough job making sure all environmental standards have been met. I know that the
Boat Harbour setup was not the way to go but back in 1967 environmental standards were not
in place like they are today and technology in these areas has changed substantially in the last
50 years. The new owner of Northern Pulp has already done work to this mill over the years
he has had ownership to reduce his environmental footprint with technologies such as the new
precipitator which has reduced the emissions going into the atmosphere and is now willing to
put the money into the new effluent treatment facility. This new facility will treat the effluent
on site before ever leaving the mill eliminating the risk of another effluent leak from ever
happening again.Northern Pulp has found the best existing technology today for Bleach Kraft
Pulp Mills . The owner has also proposed an O2 delignification after the treatment plant is
built which will reduce chemical usage along with water consumption reducing the amount of
effluent. I believe that the Remediation of Boat Harbour has to happen for not just the First
Nations people of Pictou Landing but for all the residence of Pictou Landing but I feel that the
government has not given Northern Pulp enough time to complete the entire process for this to
happen. At the beginning when the Premier gave the deadline of â?ªJanuary 31, 2020â?¬ there
were only 7 studies to apply for an EA but ended up being a total of 28 or more. These studies
take time and some of them can only be done in certain seasons. It has come out recently that
the company that is to be in charge of the Remediation of Boat Harbour will not be able to
start work on the expected date due to del ays. I would like to ask you how it is fair that this
company that had the same amount of time to get their ducks in a row is entitled to an
extension but Northern Pulp who has taken on all these extra studies that kept coming up
throughout this process is not entitled to an extension? Any project whether it be a new school,
hospital or effluent treatment facility all have delays that are out of their control. Northern
Pulp has had many obstacles whether it be the weather, having to find an alternate route for
the pipeline right up to the blocking of their survey boat which Iâ?Tm sure you have most
likely seen on the news. I feel that it is only fair that you give the same exception to Northern
Pulp as you are to the company in charge of the Remediation. I have lived in Pictou County
for my entire life 30 years and feel that the closure of the pulp mill would be detrimental to the
county and also the entire province. Throughout my life I have seen the impact that it has had
on this county when places like Maritime Steel and Trenton Works had closed and the
economy was in a better place than it is today. I believe all the industries involved fisheries,
forestries and the pulp mill can coexist. I believe that the EA brought forth in this Focus
Report by Northern Pulp will pass all environmental standards and that this County and
Province will continue to prosper. Respectfully  Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-Code:
Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 81 y:
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I strongly agree with the
proposed treatment facility project. As a millennial, I worry about the environment and itâ?Ts
amenities, but with Northern Pulp I see no harm to the fisheries/fishermen, and no fear of ice
scour. I do not believe Northern Pulp acquires the dangers it is thought to have. Name: 

live.ca Address:  Municipality:
Pictou Postal-Code: : ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 18



From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
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Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a contractor for
Northern Pulp and currently employing 30 people I support northern pulp. Name: 

@eastlink.ca Address: Municipality: Great Village Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 33 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Give an extension Name:
@eastlink.ca Address: 

Barton Digby County N.S. Municipality: North Range Postal-Code:  Phone:
###  ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree
x: 80 y: 37
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Save the Mill
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My  is a Retiree and worked years at theMill and  works there and in 
 year! There is a lot at stake for our family and so many others should the Mill close.. 

We strongly believe that the Mill and the fishery can work in harmony agter categul rrbiee of
yhe focus report and all it's positive findings!

We also know people who work in the Forest Industry who have worked their whole lives and
will be devastated to see the Mill close and their livlihood come to an end as they know it!

One thing for sure is that the Fisher men/woman have had their best catches ever along the
Northumberland Strait.. Ask them and they will tell you..almost as if bragging!!  That being
said... How bad can that treated effluluent be that is flowing into the Northumberland Strait
be? With the new treatment plant that will be built... (If given the chance will only improve as
lobster catches are up under the current system.

We 100% support this Mill. This system is in many other Mills across Canada and has been
proven to work! As we understand the Saint John paper Mill has been ordered to put the same
new and improved State of the Art system in as well...Something to be said for that!!
  
Sincerely...
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** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am confident in the
focus report. I have no fear of ice scour, harm to fisheries or habitat, or build up of sediment.
We should believe in the science behind it. There is no reason why Northern Pulp and forestry
can not continue to coexist with the fisheries as they have for the last 50 years. I support the
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Central
West River Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 85 y: 28
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Revised submission, Northern Pulp, 
Date: November 8, 2019 10:25:58 PM
Attachments: Revised Submission Northern Pulp  Nov 8 2019.pdf

What we know about mercury at Abercrombie Point Local News The News.pdf
Nova Scotia has a mercury problem.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please replace my earlier submission, sent at 9:38 this evening, with this corrected version.

I apologize for the inconvenience.
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CONTAMINATED TOXIC WASTE SITE LEFT OVER
FROM THE CANSO CHEMICALS OPERATION


APRIL 9, 2019 BY JOAN BAXTER


Cover photo: A Mad Tea-Party by Lewis Carroll with the Hatter, March Hare and Alice.


It turns out that using a lot of mercury, as human beings have done for centuries — in
everything from haberdashery to gold production to medicine — wasn’t such a great
idea after all.


Although this realization came only in the last half of the 20  century, there were signs
long before that that mercury was dangerous. The term “mad as a hatter” came from
the crippling neurological syndrome that hat-makers suffered after breathing vapours
from the mercury nitrate they used to cure felt in the 18  and 19  centuries.


The technical term for the syndrome is erithism mercurialis. But in the 1950s mercury
poisoning became known as Minamata disease, named for the bay in Japan where
mercury-contaminated wastewater poisoned thousands of people.


After that, the awful truth emerged that the heavy metal, once considered harmless and


th


th th



https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/author/joan-baxter/

https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/erethism+mercurialis

https://www.theregister.co.uk/2006/07/14/the_odd_body_minimata_disaster/
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extremely useful, actually poses a global threat to human health and the environment.


Mercury is on the Canadian government’s list of toxic substances, regulated by the
Chemicals Management Plan under the 1999 Canadian Environmental Protection Act.


The list of health effects of mercury poisoning is long and horrific, including
degeneration of the nervous system, damage to the immune and digestive systems,
lungs, kidneys, skins, and eyes. Even small amounts are a threat to the development of
the child in early life and even in utero. Mercury’s health effects are “crippling,
untreatable and stigmatizing.” It often causes death.


Nearly six decades after the Minamata tragedy, the global community finally decided it
was time to try to “Make Mercury History” with the Minamata Convention on Mercury, a
binding international treaty “to protect human health and the environment from the
adverse effects of mercury” by limiting emissions and releases of mercury from human-
made sources.


In 2017, Canada ratified the Minamata Convention, which now has 128 signatory
countries.


The convention requires signatories to “develop appropriate strategies for identifying
and assessing sites contaminated by mercury or mercury compounds,” and “adopt
guidance on site identification and characterization, engaging the public, human health
and environmental risk assessments, options for managing the risks posed by
contaminated sites.”


Nova Scotia has a particular interest in trying to do these things. The province has
some of the highest levels of mercury contamination in Canada, some naturally
occurring, others not.



http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Awareness%2520raising/FACT%2520SHEETS/Minamata%2520Convention%2520on%2520Mercury%2520at%2520a%2520glance_COP1%25202017.pdf

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/management-toxic-substances.html

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/mercury-and-health

http://mercuryconvention.org/

http://www.mercuryconvention.org/

http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Countries/Parties/tabid/3428/language/en-US/Default.aspx

http://mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Booklets/COP1%20version/Minamata-Convention-booklet-eng-full.pdf
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Nova Scotia has a mercury problem
In 2013, scientists from Saint Mary’s University – Professor Linda Campbell, David
Depew, and Neil Burgess – analysed more than 230,000 records of fish from lakes and
rivers across Canada, and developed the first-ever national map of mercury
concentrations in the common loon and in fish species that eat other fish. 


They found that mercury concentrations increased from the west to the east, which
Campbell said raised “an environmental red flag for the Atlantic provinces, our sport
fish, and fish-eating birds like the common loon.”


The Depew Burgess Campbell mercury map.


Lakes in Nova Scotia tend to be acidic because of the geology, and elemental mercury


1



http://www.ap.smu.ca/~lcampbel/LoonFishEcoRisk.html

http://www.ap.smu.ca/~lcampbel/LoonFishEcoRisk.html
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is more likely to transform into the extremely toxic methyl mercury in acidic aquatic
conditions.


Mercury is particularly dangerous. It doesn’t just bioaccumulate, or build up in living
tissue, as do other heavy metals such as arsenic, cadmium, chromium, and lead.
Rather, mercury biomagnifies, which means it increases in concentration as it is
consumed by organisms and moves its way up the food chain.


Mercury is found extensively in historic gold mine tailings in the 64 gold mining districts
in the province.


Nova Scotia underwent three gold rushes between 1861 and the 1940s, and scientists
from the Geological Survey of Canada report that about one ounce of mercury was
used to recover each ounce of gold in a process known as “amalgamation.” 


Given the total reported past gold production of 1.2 million ounces, the federal scientists
estimate that between 3.7 and 9.1 tonnes of mercury may have been lost to the tailings
or the atmosphere as “a direct result of gold milling in Nova Scotia.” They say this is a
minimum figure because “gold production at most mines was routinely under-reported
to avoid paying royalties to the Province.”


2



https://novascotia.ca/nse/contaminatedsites/docs/faq-goldminemercury.pdf

https://novascotia.ca/nse/contaminatedsites/docs/golddistricts.pdf
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Display at a mining museum in Moose River. Photo: Joan Baxter



https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/Moose%20River%20mine%20sign%20in%20museum.%20Photo:%20Joan%20Baxter
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A 1937 mine office near Upper Musquodoboit. Photo: Joan Baxter


The mine wastes — tailings laced with mercury, arsenic, and other toxic substances —
were generally allowed to run off into rivers, swamps, lakes, and oceans. However, until
scientists began looking at legacy mining sites between 2003 and 2006, almost nothing
was known about toxic contaminants in aquatic environments in these mining districts,
and the risks they posed to ecological and human health.
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A map of historic gold mines in Nova Scotia. Click to enlarge.
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Photos of mine tailings. Source: Nova Scotia Department of
Environment


The Geological Survey of Canada has looked at 14 former gold mines. Linda
Campbell’s research team from Saint Mary’s University has been looking at a few
others.


The Saint Mary’s researchers have been studying bioaccumulation of mercury in
invertebrate species in wetlands around tailings from legacy mines sites. They have
found that these key species have the highest concentrations reported for invertebrates
in the province, compared with those in wetlands not affected by legacy mining, and
with results from other published studies done in Nova Scotia and in New Brunswick.
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“This concerns us because aquatic invertebrates are fundamental to ecosystem health,”
says Campbell. “[The invertebrates] form the base of a larger food web which leads to
sport fish, migratory song birds, bald eagles and even little brown bats.”


“We don’t quite fully understand the ecological and environmental health implications in
Nova Scotia,” she adds. “[We] need more resources to better assess the risks and
threats from such elevated mercury entering our environments.”


Campbell notes that these elevated mercury concentrations in living aquatic
invertebrates around historic gold mine tailings are some of the highest she’s ever
seen, including in far-flung places she’s worked such as East Africa, China, and South
America.


But human-made sources of mercury in Nova Scotia are not limited to old mining sites
or atmospheric pollution. There is also plenty of mercury on the Canso Chemicals
property in Pictou County.


Contamination at Canso Chemicals


As the Halifax Examiner reported on March 7, in “The Canso Chemicals mystery – With
the chemical plant long gone, why is the company still alive? And what about all that
mercury?,” there is mercury contamination on site of a former chlor-alkali plant on the
Canso Chemicals property, right beside the Northern Pulp mill and the site where the
mill is proposing to construct a new “activated sludge treatment” plant for its effluent.


The Canso Chemicals plant opened in 1970, and for the next 22 years used large
amounts of mercury to produce chlorine and caustic soda for the pulping process.
According to a Canadian Press report of June 20, 1977, provincial and federal



https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/the-canso-chemicals-mystery-with-the-chemical-plant-long-gone-why-is-the-company-still-alive-and-what-about-all-that-mercury-pollution/
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government officials had been unhappy with high levels of “unaccountable mercury
losses” from the Canso Chemicals plant, causing the provincial environment
department to order the company to sharply reduce the losses.


“The plant’s annual unaccounted mercury losses have averaged several tons [a year]
since reporting to the federal environment department began in 1972. It reached a high
of five tons in 1975,” says the CP report.


When the pulping process was changed because of new pulp and paper effluent
regulations in Canada, the Pictou County pulp mill switched from chlorine to chloride
dioxide for its bleaching process, and the chemical plant was no longer needed. It
closed in 1992.


The subsequent decommissioning program lasted eight years. During that time,
mercury-contaminated soil and bedrock were excavated to a depth of eight metres, and
placed in a “secure landfill” on the property, along with contaminated materials from the
cell room, brine basement structure, and the process building after they were
demolished. The landfill was designed “to federal hazardous waste disposal guidelines
with a double liner system, leak detection and leachate [liquid that may pass through
the liner] collection and removal sumps.”


Contaminated “brine sludge” was placed in another landfill nearby.


Then the remediation team discovered there was more mercury deep underground.
According to the 2000 “Canso Chemicals Site Decommissioning Final Report” prepared
by Dillon Consulting, in 1999 the consultants found that “elemental mercury had
migrated into the bedrock below the former cell room,” and formed a mass measuring
“18 m wide and 10 m deep [no length was given],” and how much deeper it went was
“uncertain.”
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According to the report, the underground mercury mass was about five metres below
the water table, so it had the potential to dissolve into the groundwater and “migrate
towards Pictou Harbour.” Modelling done at the time suggested the migration could take
up to two centuries, but there is no mention of testing of that modelling for the site.


The report also states that monitoring wells nearby found mercury levels exceeding
Fresh Water Aquatic Life guidelines.


It notes that the mercury in the bedrock could not be excavated, as it was deeper than
eight metres. To attempt to do so could have affected remaining buildings (the Canso
Chemicals administrative maintenance building remains to this day), and risked
“increasing the areal extent and depth of mercury impact due to mercury’s physical
properties.”


In other words, they didn’t want to touch the mercury mass lest they cause it to spread
outwards and downwards.


So it’s still there.


Is Nova Scotia managing the risks?


Even from deep underground, mercury poses a threat to those on the surface. The
decommissioning report for Canso Chemicals states that mercury monitoring of the site
should ensure that mercury vapours from the underground deposits do not migrate “into
the air of the current building or any future building placed on-site.”


It stipulated that there should be regular mercury monitoring of the site.
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Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) confirmed to me that the monitoring has been going on
for 20 years, but before the March 7 Halifax Examiner article on Canso Chemicals was
published, had not replied to other questions about the site.


NSE spokesperson, Adèle Poirier, has now provided some answers.


The annual mercury monitoring, she specifies, is done at the secure landfill site where
the mercury-contaminated soil, bedrock, and materials from demolished buildings are
stored, and at the site of the former buildings.



https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/the-canso-chemicals-mystery-with-the-chemical-plant-long-gone-why-is-the-company-still-alive-and-what-about-all-that-mercury-pollution/
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Upper photo is an aerial shot of the Northern Pulp Mill from the environmental assessment for the
proposed effluent pipe, showing the proposed facilities related to the effluent pipe. The lower photo is a


Google Earth view of the same location, but with annotations showing the proximity of the mercury
contamination (as related in the Dillon Report) on the Canso Chemicals property and the proposed


effluent treatment facility; annotations provided by Michael Jensen.


Nova Scotia Environment doesn’t do the monitoring itself. Rather, Poirier says:


The property owners, Canso Chemicals (whose parent company is Olin
Corporation) is required to pay for a third party consultant to complete the
monitoring and submit it to us.
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Poirier adds that NSE requires Canso Chemicals to advise the department if their
“monitoring shows that mercury levels exceed the levels established for the site,” which
are contained in the decommissioning report.


Poirier also provided a copy of the “Certificate of Compliance” issued by Nova Scotia
Environment in 2005, as part of the management of contaminated sites in the province.
It states that Canso Chemicals agreed to document the site conditions on its property
deeds, and that the adjacent landowner (at that time Kimberly-Clark and now Northern
Pulp) had been notified of the “site conditions.”


The certificate also requires that the future “development and use of the entire Canso
Chemicals Limited site is limited to commercial and/or industrial uses (i.e., no
residential use or development of the property will be permitted.”


Public left in the dark


Results of the monitoring done for provincial compliance are not available without a
freedom of information request, so the public is not entitled to know whether the
mercury contamination on the site has changed over the past 20 years.


The modelling used by Dillon back in 1999 predicted that the mercury “plume” from the
underground mercury mass could take two centuries to reach Pictou Harbour, but there
is no evidence that this model has been tested for the site.


Given the extreme risk of mercury in aquatic systems, one might expect the province to
be already monitoring Pictou Harbour for mercury. Not so.


According to NSE spokesperson Adele Poirier:
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Monitoring is conducted in the projected path of the plume, however, there is
no monitoring in Pictou Harbour because there is no evidence to warrant
such monitoring.


Asked whether there is any monitoring for mercury being done on the Northern Pulp
property that is adjacent to the contamination at the Canso Chemicals site and on the
projected path of the mercury plume, the same spokesperson replied, “No.”


Nor was she able to shed any light on whether the province was concerned about the
proximity of the mercury contamination to the site of Northern Pulp’s proposed effluent
treatment facility, saying that it is “not appropriate” to comment while the environmental
assessment process is underway for the project.


As the Halifax Examiner reported here, the mercury contamination was not even
mentioned in the documents that Northern Pulp submitted to Nova Scotia Environment
for the environmental assessment of its new treatment facility adjacent to the Canso
Chemicals property.


According to Olin Corporation filings to the US Securities and Exchange Commission,
as of December 31, 2018, Olin owns only 50% of Canso Chemicals, and Northern Pulp
owns the other 50%. Paper Excellence / Northern Pulp has two people on the Canso
Chemicals Board. This means that Northern Pulp should have full knowledge about the
mercury monitoring that goes on next door to the mill on Abercrombie Point.


Graphics and maps in Northern Pulp’s environmental assessment (registration



https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/74303/000007430319000018/oln-2018xexhibit21.htm
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document 1-7-1) indicate that the primary clarifier basin will have a water depth of 5.5
metres, and by my estimate, be located between 100 and 150 metres from the
underground mercury deposit, and between 50 and 100 metres from the remaining
Canso Chemicals building.


This raises some important questions: Has Northern Pulp examined the potential risks
of constructing the basin in this area? Is any testing planned, should approval be
granted to the project, to ensure there is no mercury contamination in the groundwater
in the area where the new treatment facility is proposed?


I asked the Northern Pulp / Paper Excellence Communications Director and Northern
Pulp’s media contact about this but have not received a reply.


“Thank you for your donation”


Canada has its own egregious history of Minamata disease and environmental racism
among the people of the Grassy Narrows and Wabaseemoong First Nations, who live
downstream from a paper mill site on the Wabigoon River, near Dryden, Ontario. A
2015 study shows more than 90% of those First Nations populations have symptoms of
mercury poisoning.


That issue is far from being resolved; Grassy Narrows First Nation recently protested at
a Liberal Party fundraiser in Toronto, demanding that the Trudeau government fulfill
promises to fund a specialized mercury treatment facility for their community. Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau later had to apologize for a snide “thank you” he offered the
First Nation protestor for her “donation” to the fundraiser.


Like the contamination on the Canso Chemicals property beside the Northern Pulp mill



https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/grassy-narrows-new-japanese-report-1.3768030

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/grassy-narrows-mercury-centre-1.5073665
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in Nova Scotia, the mercury at the site of the former Reed Paper mill, currently owned
by Domtar, was buried on the property decades ago. The mill also dumped its effluent
into the Wabigoon River, which in turn contaminated fish with mercury, and led to
mercury poisoning among First Nations residents who ate the fish. Because the
government of Ontario indemnified the mill in 1979, industry cannot be held responsible
for monitoring the mercury contamination.


In 2013, Canada participated in negotiations that led to the Minamata Convention on
Mercury, according to Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC), and ratified
the legally binding treaty in 2017.


Some of the things the convention addresses are “interim storage of mercury and its
disposal once it becomes waste, sites contaminated by mercury as well as health
issues.”


In its mandatory reporting to United Nations Environment (UNEP) on its compliance
with the Minamata Convention, the Government of Canada states:


Canada has information on individual stocks and sources of mercury or
mercury compounds and will continue to have the ability to seek this
information in future. Canada’s last mercury-cell chlor-alkali facilities closed
between 1990 and 2008, and have all been safely decommissioned. All
mercury resulting from the decommissioning of these facilities was sent for
appropriate treatment as waste.



https://www.domtar.com/en/who-we-are/all-locations/dryden-mill

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/mercury-monitoring-grassy-narrows-1.3712441

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/news/2017/04/the_government_ofcanadaratifiestheminamataconventiononmercury.html

http://mercuryconvention.org/Convention/Text/tabid/3426/language/en-US/Default.aspx

http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Notifications/Canada_Hg_SummaryImplementationMeasures_Art30_4_2.pdf
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And:


Canada has well-established federal, provincial and territorial programs to
identify, assess, remediate and risk manage contaminated sites, including
those contaminated by mercury or mercury compounds.


Nevertheless, the federal government’s Federal Contaminated Sites Inventory appears
to include only federal lands, and the Canso Chemicals property does not appear on
the inventory for contaminated sites in Nova Scotia.


As for the convention’s Article 17 on “information and exchange,” the Canadian
government reports to UNEP that:


Canada provides its citizens with public information awareness and education
related to mercury and mercury compounds in numerous ways, most of which
are accessible on-line. This information has been and will continue to be
disseminated through media interviews, assessments, reports, posters, fish
consumption guidelines and / or advisories, public consultations, and journal
publications.


Sounds good, doesn’t it?



https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/fcsi-rscf/home-accueil-eng.aspx

https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/fcsi-rscf/numbers-numeros-eng.aspx?qid=74409

http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Notifications/Canada_Hg_SummaryImplementationMeasures_Art30_4_2.pdf
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Too good to be true, in fact. I’ve not had any luck getting any information out of
Environment and Climate Change Canada on the mercury contamination at the Canso
Chemicals site.


On March 22, 2019, I asked ECCC whether the federal ministry was in any
communication with or receiving results from the province about the mercury
monitoring, if the contaminated site had been included in the Canadian Mercury
Science Assessment, and if monitoring was being done in Pictou Harbour.


I also requested that ECCC link me with someone in the department who could speak
to me about mercury and to Canada’s “Focal Point for Canada to the Minamata
Convention on Mercury.” These requests were ignored.


It took ECCC two weeks to send me the following response to the questions about
Canso Chemicals and mercury:


Environment and Climate Change Canada is aware of possible mercury
contamination at the site of the former Canso Chemicals plant in Nova Scotia.
However, as the plant is not a federal facility or a federal contaminated site,
the monitoring and assessment of the site falls under the jurisdiction of the
province of Nova Scotia.


Every province and territory has legislation, regulations, guidelines and/or a
program in place to govern contaminated sites management. Through these
measures, provinces and territories identify, assess, and remediate
contaminated sites, including those contaminated with heavy metals such as
mercury.



http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Notifications/Canada_Designation_NationalFocalPointArt17_4_2.pdf
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In 2005, the Government of Canada established the Federal Contaminated
Sites Action Plan (FCSAP) to address contaminated sites under the
responsibility of the federal government. Under the FCSAP program,
contaminated sites are identified and assessed, and remediation or risk
management strategies are developed and implemented, where warranted.


Whether that Action Plan includes the Canso Chemicals property and if so, what that
means, the ECCC spokesperson and the “multiple teams” that spent two weeks coming
up this “complete and fulsome response” to my questions, neglected to answer.


So much for the Canadian government’s pledge to UNEP that it “provides its citizens
with public information awareness and education related to mercury.”


Crucial and unanswered questions


With the limited information I had from government and the Dillon report, I approached
Queen’s University Professor Peter Hodson, a fish toxicologist who has assessed the
extent of mercury contamination of fish in the St. Lawrence River at Cornwall.


Hodson replied that there are indeed important questions that still require answers,
particularly at the planning stage of any developments, such as the proposed Northern
Pulp effluent treatment facility next to the mercury contamination.


There is the need to understand how construction of any new facilities in the area would
affect surface penetration of water and groundwater flow rates and directions. To
prevent any changes in groundwater flow that might affect the movement of the
underground mercury, new facilities [such as the proposed effluent treatment facility]
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should be located well away from upstream or downstream of groundwater flow.


The following are some of the questions that Hodson raises:


1. There was no estimate made of how much residual Hg [mercury] was in soil or bed
rock underneath the chlor-alkali cell. Without such an estimate, it is difficult to have
any confidence in models predicting future movement of Hg from the site. If the Hg
has penetrated deep into fissures in bedrock, and there are deep pathways for
groundwater flow, what is the total movement of Hg off-site at all depths, and is
any Hg migrating vertically (up or down)?


2. The groundwater surveys (flow, Hg concentration) were made within a few years of
dismantling and excavating the site. How much has groundwater flow changed in
response to these surface disturbances and to subsequent re-vegetation? Is the
model still valid?


3. The monitoring of Hg in groundwater demonstrated that one sample well (W-4)
was particularly contaminated. However, the [Dillon] report included a
recommendation that this sampling well be closed (p 49)!  This seems counter-
intuitive if the intent of long-term monitoring is to track Hg concentrations over
time.


4. Was a long-term monitoring program implemented and are the results available?
Has the database of groundwater flow and Hg concentrations and overall
assessment of risks been updated to reflect the two decades of Hg movement
since the last studies? Is monitoring well W-4 still sampled?


5. Have surveys been done of soil and groundwater Hg concentrations around the
sludge-disposal sites, and are there groundwater wells that are sampled regularly?
Even though these sites are described as ‘secure,’ they can age and start to leak
due to frost damage, disturbance by animals, and construction or maintenance
activities.
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I sent Hobson’s questions to Nova Scotia Environment, and was told I would need to go
through freedom of information for the information.


On its website, Environment and Climate Change Canada reports that as part of its
obligations to the Minamata treaty, it would collate and disseminate “valuable
information on the presence, fate, transport and effects of mercury in the environment.”


After weeks of research, and many questions to federal and provincial environment
departments, it looks to me as if neither level of government is keen to live up to its
Minamata obligations and disseminate “valuable information on the presence” of
mercury on the Canso Chemicals property beside the Northern Pulp mill.


Joan Baxter is author of The Mill: Fifty Years of Pulp and Protest.


The Halifax Examiner is an advertising-free, subscriber-supported news site. Your
subscription makes this work possible; please subscribe.


1. David Depew, Neil M Burgess & Linda M Campbell. Spatial patterns of methylmercury risks to common
loons and piscivorous fish in Canada. Environmental Science & Technology. DOI: 10.1021/es403534q ↩


2. Parsons, M.B., LeBlanc, K.W.G., Hall, G.E.M., Sangster, A.L., Vaive, J.E., and Pelchat, P., 2012.
Environmental geochemistry of tailings, sediments and surface waters collected from 14 historical gold
mining districts in Nova Scotia; Geological Survey of Canada, Open File 7150. doi:10.4095/291923  ↩



https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/sustainable-development/strategic-environmental-assessment/public-statements/ratification-minamata-convention-mercury.html

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/subscription-account/subscription-levels/
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November 8, 2019 
Minister Gordon Wilson 
Nova Scotia Environment 
 
Re: Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement ETF 
 
Dear Minister Wilson,  
 
I am writing to share my very serious concerns about Northern Pulp’s proposed replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility, and to ask the Minister to reject this project. Northern Pulp has not 
fulfilled multiple requirements of the TOR, has again presented  information which is 
incomplete and, in many cases, inaccurate. Serious risks are not addressed, are misrepresented 
or downplayed.  
 
I live in River John, 30 minutes from the proposed outfall in Caribou Harbour. When I moved to 
this area, I chose River John because I wanted to live close to the water, but I also wanted to 
avoid the air pollution closer to the mill. I believe a healthy environment is an essential 
foundation on which to build healthy lives and a healthy economy. It seems that becomes truer 
and more essential every day.  
 
I have chosen to focus on these issues in my submission. They are not my only concerns.  
 

1. Black liquour spills may compromise new ETF, leading to release of effluent which would 
not meet federal or provincial regulations.  

2. Risks of Mercury on Adjacent Canso Chemicals site must be fully evaluated before the 
project can be approved. 

3. Northern Pulp has not met the requirements of the TOR in multiple instances.  
4. The conclusion that the project will cause no significant residual harm to anything  

because any negative impacts will be mitigated is not meaningful or credible  
5. Northern Pulp non-compliance with Industrial Approval and provincial regulations  
6. Barriers to public participation in the EA process 
7. Misrepresentation of basic facts 

 
 
1. Black liquour spills: The need to determine whether they could compromise the 

effectiveness of the AST system, resulting in release of effluent into the 
Northumberland Strait which would not meet federal and/or provincial 
regulations.  

Given the information provided in Addendum 2.0, there appears to be no argument that 
significant black liquour losses take place at NPNS. The 2015 Industrial Approval, “requires daily 
testing and reporting of incidents where COD levels are more than double the benchmark of 
1900, “indicating that an incident outside of normal operations has occurred.” (Addendum 2.O) 
“The intention of this IA condition was to drive continuous improvement in black liquor losses 
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at NPNS.” “(KHS Consulting, Addendum 2.0, p. 3). It appears that these “incidents outside of 
normal operations” continue to occur, according to information in Addendum 2.0.  
 
However, Addendum 2.0 contains no information about the frequency of these incidents, or 
the levels of COD measured at these times. There is also no information provided on results of 
the required daily COD test results that are less than two times the 1900 mg/l benchmark, i.e. 
up to but less than 3800 mg/L.  
 
The issue of black liquor spills is both recognized and unresolved  at NPNS. It arises from 
conditions in the mill itself.  KHS states, “… the BHEFT (Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment 
Facility) provides effective treatment even during upset conditions.”  Academic literature 
indicates that the same is not true of the impact of black liquour spills or upset conditions on 
AST systems. This is not my area of expertise, and I am not going to attempt to interpret the 
literature. But it is clearly a recognized issue that has been the subject of concern and study. 
 
Before this project is approved, it is necessary to evaluate the potential impacts of these black 
liquour spills, (aka upset conditions, process interruptions or incidents outside of normal 
operation) on the operation of the proposed new ETF including the live bacteria that are 
essential to the effective operation of the AST system.  A compromised ETF system could result 
in the release of untreated, or under-treated effluent that would not meet PPER or provincial 
regulations and could cause significant and irreversible harm to Caribou Harbour and the 
Northumberland Strait. This issue has not been discussed at all in the EARD or Focus Report.  
Although the issue of high levels of COD has been flagged in Addendum 2.0, the section only 
looks at whether NPNS can reduce COD levels to the levels required by the Industrial Approval. 
(NPNS does not provide any data to indicate that they can.) But even in the event average 
annual COD is reduced, that does not rule out the possibility that peak events caused by upset 
conditions may take place. 
 
Northern Pulp often says that with the new system, no untreated effluent will leave the mill 
site. That is only true if the new ETF is not compromised, and if any problems with the 
effectiveness of the system are caught in a very timely way, before effluent leaves the plant on 
its way to the Northumberland Strait. Prevention, timely identification and response are critical.  
 
Northern Pulp’s record in timely identification of problems is poor. Although NPNS’s Industrial 
Approval requires 24/7 flow monitoring which immediately notifies the company of a leak, as 
recently as October 2018, an effluent pipe leak was not detected by the company but by a 
neighbor walking their dog. The investigation of the circumstance of that leak to determine why 
there was no timely identification have not yet been made public. The IA requirement for 
monitoring and preventive action to avoid effluent pipe leaks was clearly also ineffective.  
 
In the case of black liquour losses, until this time, lack of timely identification of the problem 
did not compromise the BHETF, at least to the extent that PPER and provincial regulations have 
continued to be met. (KHS Consulting, Addendum 2.0, p. 3) Addendum 2.0 shows that the 
prevention of such incidents at NPNS has not yet been achieved, although the issue has been 
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identified for years. Existing practices at NPNS, which will not change with the introduction of a 
new ETF.   
 
For whatever reason, the problem is ongoing. There must be a full understanding of how black 
liquour spills or process interruptions events impact the new AST system, or its components, 
such as the MMBR system, in order to determine whether the system could be compromised in 
these circumstances, resulting in potentially undetected release of untreated, or insufficiently 
treated, effluent into the Strait.  
 
Conclusion 1: In TOR 2.3, NPNS is required to assess the appropriateness of the proposed 
treatment technology under normal conditions. The issue of black liquor spills is a different, but 
related issue. Black liquor spills are not normal conditions, but they appear to be common 
enough at NPNS to require a specific IA condition to address the situation.  
Before the Minister can approve this project, there needs to be a complete evaluation of the 
potential impacts on the effectiveness of the proposed new treatment technology during and 
after “upset conditions,” and into all measures that are needed to provide 100% assurance that 
untreated or undertreated effluent will not reach the Northumberland Strait for undetermined 
periods of time. The viability of this system for this company given existing mill equipment and 
practices is not a settled question. For this reason, among others, I ask the Minister not to 
approve this project.  

 
2. Risks of Mercury on Adjacent Canso Chemicals site must be fully evaluated before 

the project can be approved. 
I raised the issue of potential environmental and health risks from mercury the  Canso 
Chemicals site adjacent to the location of NPNS’s proposed new ETF in my earlier response to 
Northern Pulp’s proposal. My concerns were not addressed in the Focus Report. Northern 
Pulp’s sole response to this issue, raised in multiple public comments, is that “Monitoring will 
be conducted as part of construction. Contingency plans will be in place to address contaminant 
if identified.” ((Appendix 1.1, multiple places. ) 

 
This is an unacceptable response to a potentially very serious environmental risk. The proposed 
construction of the new ETF would be very close to a site known to be highly contaminated 
with mercury. No evaluation of the present condition of mercury on or near the site has been 
presented in the original EARD or the Focus Report. There has been no evaluation to determine 
whether the mercury is present in groundwater that could be disturbed or redirected by  
construction, or even whether mercury has moved over the past 20 years and is present on the 
NPNS site. There has been no attempt to address potential risks that could arise from 
construction or operation of the new facility due to acknowledged mercury contamination in 
close proximity. Nor has there been any attempt to identify measures that must be taken to 
minimize risks. The acknowledged presence of large amounts of mercury in bedrock, and  in 
test water wells on the adjacent site should require that this issue be addressed prior to 
approval of the project.  
 
 Key Facts: 
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- The NPNS proposed replacement ETF is in close proximity to the site of the now-
decommissioned Canso Chemicals plant.  

- Mercury has seeped into the bedrock on the decommissioned site, but could not be 
excavated and placed in the landfill because of its depth – eight metres -- and 
because of the risk of disturbing and spreading the contamination. 1 2 

- According to the Canso Chemicals Decommissioning Report, “there is potential for it 
[mercury] to dissolve into groundwater and migrate towards Pictou Harbour” which 
lies only 700 metres away. 

- A diagram of the proposed ETF, on page 77 of the EARD, Section 1-7, shows the 
clarifiers and the activated sludge basins with depths of seven metres and greater 
very close to the former Canso Chemicals site.3  

- Mercury concentrations in test wells on the decommissioned site have exceeded 8 
ug/litre, 300 times greater than the CCME freshwater guideline, and 500 times 
greater than CCME marine environment guideline. 4 

- No monitoring for mercury is being done on the Northern Pulp property that is 
adjacent to the contamination at the Canso Chemicals site and on the projected 
path of the mercury plume, according to NSE spokesperson Adele Porier. 5 

- NSE has accepted a site-specific mercury guideline of 60 ug/L. This means NSE would 
not be notified unless on-site testing showed mercury levels higher than 60 ug/L, 6 – 
2000 times higher than the CCME freshwater guideline and 3700 times higher than 
the CCME marine guideline. 

- Results of monitoring done for provincial compliance are not available without a 
freedom of information request; the public is not entitled to know whether the 
mercury contamination on the site has changed over the past 20 years.7  

 
Queen’s University Professor Peter Hodson is a fish toxicologist who has assessed the 
extent of mercury contamination of fish in the St. Lawrence River at Cornwall. Journalist 
Joan Baxter discussed the mercury contamination at the Canso Chemicals site and the 
proposed construction of a new ETF by Northern Pulp close to that site with Professor 
Hodson.8 Hodson noted that there are important questions to be answered at the 
planning stage of a developments when there is known mercury contamination in close 
proximity.  Among these, Hodson pointed to the need to understand how construction 

                                                
1 Joan Baxter, Nova Scotia Has a Mercury Problem, April 9, 2019, Halifax Examiner, 
https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-
problem/#Contamination%2520at%2520Canso%2520Chemicals, attached  
2 Canso Chemicals Decommissioning Report, submitted by Ecojustice in response to NPNS EARD 
3 Baxter, ibid 
4 NG News, attached 
5 Baxter, ibid 
6 ibid 
7 ibid 
8 ibid 
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of any new facilities in the area would affect surface penetration of water and 
groundwater flow rates and directions.9  

Baxter lists some specific information gaps and questions that Professor Hodson 
suggested need to be addressed at the planning stage of the NPNS proposed project.  

Ø There was no estimate made of how much residual Hg [mercury] was in soil 
or bed rock underneath the chlor-alkali cell. Without such an estimate, it is 
difficult to have any confidence in models predicting future movement of Hg 
from the site. If the Hg has penetrated deep into fissures in bedrock, and 
there are deep pathways for groundwater flow, what is the total movement 
of Hg off-site at all depths, and is any Hg migrating vertically (up or down)? 

Ø The groundwater surveys (flow, Hg concentration) were made within a few 
years of dismantling and excavating the site. How much has groundwater 
flow changed in response to these surface disturbances and to subsequent 
re-vegetation? Is the model still valid? 

Ø The monitoring of Hg in groundwater demonstrated that one sample well 
(W-4) was particularly contaminated. However, the [Dillon] report included a 
recommendation that this sampling well be closed (p 49)!  This seems 
counter-intuitive if the intent of long-term monitoring is to track Hg 
concentrations over time. 

Ø Was a long-term monitoring program implemented and are the results 
available? Has the database of groundwater flow and Hg concentrations and 
overall assessment of risks been updated to reflect the two decades of Hg 
movement since the last studies? Is monitoring well W-4 still sampled? [For 
unknown reasons, sampling was stopped on well W-4, which showed high 
levels of mercury contamination.] 

Ø Have surveys been done of soil and groundwater Hg concentrations around 
the sludge-disposal sites, and are there groundwater wells that are sampled 
regularly? Even though these sites are described as ‘secure,’ they can age 
and start to leak due to frost damage, disturbance by animals, and 
construction or maintenance activities.10 
 

Conclusion 2:  
• There is critical baseline information missing on this issue, which could result in 

significant harm to human health and to the environment. In spite of the 
documented presence of high levels of mercury in close proximity to the planned 
construction, Northern Pulp has not conducted, and Nova Scotia Environment 
has not to date required, any evaluation of the potential risks from mercury from 

                                                
9 Ibid, p. 22 
10 Ibid 
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construction and operation of the proposed new ETF. None of the above 
questions have been answered.  

• The Minister cannot approve the proposed new ETF before this issue is fully 
examined and the results available for public examination and comment, as part 
of the decision making process for the proposed new ETF. 

3. Many TOR requirements have not been met. 
The Terms of Reference for the Focus Report were developed to fill critical gaps in Northern 
Pulp’s EARD, and provide the Minister with information required to determine whether the 
project could be approved. Northern Pup has not provided the information required by the TOR 
for most of the points I have reviewed. This is the second opportunity that NPNS has had to 
provide critical information. They submitted the Focus Report six months earlier than they were 
required to, yet there continue to be significant information gaps on critical questions.  
 

1. TOR Introduction: 
During the preparation of the Focus Report, it is strongly recommended that NPNS 
continues to engage with relevant stakeholders and the Mi’kmaq, including Pictou 
Landing First Nation, and to share relevant studies and reports. 
No studies or reports were shared with the public, even after the Fishermen’s working 
group wrote to Northern Pulp requesting that they share any completed studies and 
reports. At that point in time, Northern Pulp stated on their website that they were 90% 
finished with the Focus Report work, and that a number of studies were complete. 
Northern Pulp did not respond in any way to the request.  As a result of Northern Pulp 
not complying with this “strong recommendation,” the public was disadvantaged by 
having to read ad respond to almost 4000 pages of documentation in 37 days.  

 
2. TOR 1.1 Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions and comments raised 

by the public, Mi’kmaq and government departments, and incorporate these comments in 
the Focus report where applicable. Comments may be summarized prior to providing the 
response. 
Northern Pulp has not fulfilled this requirement. I will provide just one examples. I 
submitted two questions about ice risks to the marine portion of the pipe.  This question 
was asked many times in the Concordance table. The response given is “Refer to section 
3.5 for comments concerning pipeline leak detection and enhanced pipeline 
protection options.” There is no discussion about the marine pipe in section 3.5. The 
section explicitly excludes the marine portions of the pipe from the options discussed 
for leak protection. 
 

3. TOR 2.2: Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to confirm 
viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine the 
potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline. 
a)There is still no specific marine pipe route determined. The only specific information 
presented are the co-ordinates for the start point (which is contradicted by information 
in another section of the Focus Report saying the exact point has not been determined), 
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and the end point. Aside from that information, there is a 200m wide corridor which has 
been surveyed. Northern Pulp has provided no hard information about the location of 
the marine pipe route. Without this information, the viability of  the marine route 
cannot be determined.  
b) The survey information was gathered at one time in one year. Ice scour information 
from that survey in is described by CSR as coming from the winter of 2018-2019. It is 
also described as being measured from the top of infill of the scour; thus, it does not 
represent the full depth of the scour impact.  
Evaluation of the survey results does not include the potential risks to the marine pipe 
from the pressure of ice grounding in an area of 7,000 square metres (70m x 100m) 
identified in the survey. Standard practices, reflected in the report of Makai Engineering, 
state that historical data must be considered. Information earlier presented by Stantec, 
citing the case of an MT&T cable severed at depths of 18 metres, points to the fact that 
ice evaluation is not always accurate, and that scouring can happen at much greater 
depths than predicted. This information from Stantec was omitted from the Focus 
Report. The viability of the marine portion of the pipe cannot be determined on one 
year’s survey data. It must be determined on a worst-case scenario basis. What has 
been confirmed by the survey is that ice scour and ice grounding is common in the exact 
area of the proposed marine pipe and that the viability of a marine pipe is highly 
questionable.  
 

4. TOR 2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical characterization of 
NPNS’s raw wastewater … and TOR 2.4 Submit a complete physical and chemical 
characterisation of NPNS’s expected effluent following treatment by the proposed 
technology.  
I was interested to look at this information, as the lack of complete physical and 
chemical characterization of the raw, and especially the treated wastewater, was a key 
omission in the original EARD. Knowing the full effluent characterization is critical to 
being able to evaluate the potential impacts on marine life, the environment and human 
health. Appendix 2.3 is a document of 541 pages. It has no table of contents. I 
attempted to find the pages which provided a complete characterization of the treated 
effluent but could not. I found one section that provided part of the characterization in 
one place, and another section that provided another part many pages further on.  
Clearly, I was going to have to spend many hours just looking for the data, then 
compiling it myself to determine whether it appeared to be complete. I did not have the 
time to do that, so I cannot comment on whether this requirement was fulfilled. I can 
comment on the fact that if this information was provided, it was done in a way that 
was extremely difficult to access. There is no valid reason for the absence of a Table of 
Contents and well organized, easy to find information on such a critical question.  
 
 

5. TOR 2.5: Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction methodology and 
other associated pipeline construction work, related to the potential changes to the 
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marine portion of the pipeline route (e.g., infilling, trenching, temporary access roads, 
excavation, blasting, disposal at sea, and others where applicable). 
Northern Pulp has not fulfilled TOR 2.5.  None of the above questions have been 
answered. Appendix 2.5 is an opinion from Makai Ocean Engineering. Makai states, 
“This report provides an opinion of the likely construction methods and design features 
of the pipeline, based on the available data and standard practices for marine 
pipelines.” They further state, “The exact method used for dredging will be determined 
by the selected marine contractor based on schedules, costs, and available equipment 
resources.” (emphasis mine)  
There is no plan for what dredging method will be used; options are discussed. There is 
no plan for how excavated material will be dealt with during construction; options are 
discussed. There is no plan for how spoils will be dealt with; options are discussed. The 
existence of spoils is minimized, which is unrealistic given the volume required for a 36” 
diameter pipe extending for 4 kilometers. There is no discussion about whether disposal 
at sea will be required. There is no decision about how the trench will be finished, 
maybe it will be graded, maybe it will be left as is, maybe some armour rock will be used 
in some places. There is no discussion about how soil with exceedences of arsenic and 
other contaminants will be handled. No decision made about whether blasting is 
needed, only the statement that blasting will be “very unlikely.” Northern Pulp has not 
provided definitive answers to any of the questions in TOR 2.5. The requirements of TOR 
2.5 have definitely not been met.  
 

6. TOR 3.2 Provide flow data for Point A  
Northern Pulp states that they do not have accurate flow data for Point A. Their effluent 
flow estimates are based on flow data at Point C, which means the effluent estimates 
are not accurate. Northern Pulp has not met this requirement. 
 

7. TOR 3.2 If the 85,000 m3 cannot be justified based on historical data, identify water 
reduction projects, or re-evaluate the treatment system design and update the receiving 
water study accordingly.  
Since the historical data is based on point C, not point A as required, one could assume 
the numbers cannot be justified. The only water reduction project proposed in Appendix 
3.2 is one which will run only in the summer months and is said to reduce water use in 
those months by 5,000 cubic metres daily. It appears that to meet the limit of 85,000 
cubic meters, some water reduction during summer months is necessary, because 
summer usage has been consistently over 85,000 cubic metres. I find it interesting that 
Northern Pulp has chosen to use this equipment only to reduce water use for the 
months in which they would exceed their effluent capacity, rather than choosing to use 
it to reduce water use year round. It appears that Northern Pulp is not interested in 
reducing water use beyond the minimum reduction required.  
 

8. TOR 3.5 Provide the following information regarding the effluent pipeline:  
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- Provide viable options including the selected option for leak detection technologies 
and inspection methodologies, with specific consideration to any portion of the 
pipeline located in the Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area. 

a) Northern Pulp has provided a number of options, but they have not specified 
a selected option for leak detection and inspection for the on-land portion of 
the pipe. They state that the leak detection methodology would be one of 
three options presented.  

b) Section 3.5 is titled Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection. However, there is no 
leak detection technology or inspection methods presented for the marine 
portions of the effluent pipeline. Discussion in the 3.5 refers to “A leak 
detection system… to monitor for potential leaks in the overland portion of 
the route between Pictou and Caribou.” Questions in the Concordance Table 
relating to the risk of leaks in the marine portion of the pipe receive the 
response, “Refer to section 3.5 for comments concerning pipeline leak 
detection and enhanced pipeline protection options.” However, the marine 
portions of the pipeline are explicitly excluded from Section 3.5. 

 On both these points, Northern Pulp has not fulfilled the requirements of TOR 
 3.5. 

 
9. TOR 3.6 Clarify where the potential releases of waste dangerous goods at the Project 

site will be directed for treatment and/or disposal. It is important to note that the new 
treatment facility is not proposed to treat waste dangerous goods based on the 
information provided in the EARD and requirements of NSE.  
Section 3.6 answers this question in relation to specific sites where spills might be 
predictable. However, this does not appear to fully answer the question. From what I 
have learned from people who have worked at Northern Pulp, it appears that all or most 
of the drains in the main plant, parking area, and wood yard, lead to the effluent 
stream. During plant shut downs, drainage or cleaning of mill systems and pipe lines 
containing many hazardous chemicals go directly into the drains which becomes part of 
the effluent stream and ends up in Boat Harbour ETF.  Oil or gas spills in the parking lot 
and drains in the wood lot are also directed into the effluent stream and end up in Boat 
Harbour.  
I assume these would fall into the category of waste dangerous goods referred to in TOR 
3.6. It would appear that these sources of waste dangerous goods may not be covered 
by the “Spill Prevention” measures outlined in Northern Pulp’s response to TOR 3.6, as 
they are not “spills” as such. It is unclear whether effective measures are in place to 
prevent these materials entering the effluent stream, and potentially compromising the 
AST system itself, or ending up in the Northumberland Strait. Note: it is concerning to 
read in the Concordance Table the comment of a NS government department that 
waste dangerous goods from Northern Pulp have been part of the effluent stream, and 
sent to the Boat Harbour Effluent Treatment Facility for years, in spite of the fact that it 
has been recognized that “Northern Pulp is not been in compliance with the Dangerous 
Goods Management Regulations as the BHETF is not Approved to accept and/or treat 
dangerous or waste dangerous goods.”  
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10. TOR 10. 1 Complete an Archaeological Resource Impact Assessment for the marine 

environment related to the Project. 

The Focus Report contains a summary of work done for the Archeological Resource 
Impact Assessment. However, Appendix 10.1, Archeological Resource Impact 
Assessment, does not include the report submitted to CCH is not included, so there the 
public has not been able to  review the information provided to CCH by Northern Pulp to 
determine its accuracy. Appendix 10.1 contains only a letter from Nova Scotia 
Communities, Culture and Heritage to Dr. Fred Schwartz of Stantec saying We have 
received and reviewed your final report … CCH staff finds the report and associated 
recommendations acceptable as submitted.” 

11. TOR 11.1  Complete a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) for the Project 
Section 11.1 of the Focus Report states, “A MEKS was completed between May and July 
2019 (p. 188) Appendix 11.1 Titled Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study contains only a 
letter from Membertou Geomatics Solutions stating that draft sof the report has been 
submitted to KMKNO for review.”  The Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study Report 
itself is not included in Appendix 11.1. This means the public has not been able to 
review the information contained in the MEKS.  

 
12. Addendum 1.0 Provide information regarding whether and when new technology and 

equipment will be installed at the NPNS pulp mill to improve the effluent quality, 
including but not limited to the following:  
-  Will O2 delignification be installed at the NPNS pulp mill?  
NPNS states that O2 delignification will be installed,  but gives no firm date. They also 
state, it “will be managed as a separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is 
completed. This project is a significant capital expenditure for the mill and an 
implementation schedule has not been determined at this time.”  
Northern Pulp has not answered the “when” part of the question, except to clarify that 
it will not be undertaken as part of the proposed ETF, but after that project is 
completed. Without a firm when, the question of whether O2 delig will be installed 
remains an unanswered question. Northern Pulp has not complied with this TOR. 

 
13. Addendum 2.0 With respect to the effluent discharge parameters:  

- Provide data to support assertions that chemical oxygen demand (COD) can be 
reduced to the proposed limit.  

Northern Pulp provides a table showing COD levels are decreasing, and a list of changes 
that have contributed to those decreases over a number of years. Besides the table, the 
Addendum provides only this information: “NPNS has made significant continuous 
improvements in untreated effluent quality realized in part by in-mill improvements 
undertaken by Paper Excellence Canada since it purchased the mill in 2011” and lists 
some of those improvements, including the item, “Continuous Improvement Activities 
(ongoing)” 
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No details are provided about any specific plans that would lead to reductions in COD. 
There is no data to support the assertions. The report that is said to be attached is not 
attached.  
 
These are the sections of the TOR I have studied. In these 13 areas, with the possible 
exception of unlocated information about full effluent characterization in Appendix 2.3 , 
and the possibility that the response provided about waste dangerous goods does cover 
all the issues mentioned, Northern Pulp has not fulfilled the requirements of the TOR in 
any of these sections. 

 
Conclusion 3: Due to the many instances where NPNS has not provided the information 
required under the Terms of Reference, I ask the Minister to reject this project.  

 
4. The conclusion that the project will cause no significant residual harm to anything  

because any negative impacts will be mitigated is not meaningful or credible 
Northern Pulp’s ultimate conclusion that no significant residual harm will be done, 
because any negative impacts will be mitigated is not meaningful or credible. There 
is no assessment at to what the actual effects over 20 years or more of operation 
might be. No science is provided to determine the actual harms that might be done; 
any possible studies of the effects on fish, for example, are put off to a later date. 
Even then, there is only a commitment to the feasibility of doing a study on the 
effects of pulp effluent on lobster.  There is no science presented to establish that 
the effects are mitigable, and there are no plans for how any specific effects might 
be mitigated. Without any substantive information, these claims cannot be given 
any weight, or can the conclusion that the project will not result in any significant, 
irreversible harm or adverse effects. On the other hand, there is both credible 
information and past experience, at Boat Harbour, and at other pulp and paper mills, 
as well as the results of EEM monitoring, which show that even when meeting PPER 
regulations, harm is being done by 70% of pulp and paper mills in Canada.  
 

5. Northern Pulp non-compliance with Industrial Approval and provincial regulations  
The Focus Report revealed the interesting fact that Northern Pulp is non-compliant 
with at least one condition of its Industrial Approval and one provincial regulation. 
The two examples mentioned were that NPNS uses Boat Harbour ETF to dispose of 
Waste Dangerous Goods, contrary to the Dangerous Goods Management 
Regulations and that NPNS does not keep flow data for Point A as required by its IA.  
Conclusion 5: This casual approach to IA conditions and provincial regulations, as 
documented in the Focus Report, should be a warning to the Minister that it would 
be unwise to deal with all of the issues that have not been answered in this Focus 
Report by granting an approval with conditions. 
I request that the Minster decisively reject this option.  
 

6. Barriers to public participation in the EA process 
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There have been significant barriers to public participation in the EA process, 
including at this latest stage. Northern Pulp ignored the strong recommendation of 
NSE to share information with the public as it was completed. The Focus Report 
documents were not only lengthy, they were poorly organized which increased the 
difficulty of finding information and the length of time needed to do so. Appendix 
2.3, Characterization of Effluent, a 541-page document with no table of contents, is 
just one example. There were also numbers of missing documents, some of which 
have been noted above. 
With 4000 pages of information dumped at one time, and an inadequate period of 
37 days to digest it, this created addition barriers to public participation and 
compromised the Environmental Assessment process. .  
Conclusion 6: Given the missing documents in the Focus Report, the Minister cannot 
approve this project. 
 

7. Misrepresentation of basic facts 
I cannot conclude without mentioning how disturbing it has been to see what can 
only be described as deliberate misrepresentation of basic facts about where fishing 
takes place, and where fish are present. The EARD and Focus report are not the first 
times this has happened. At the first Open House more than a year ago, Northern 
Pulp’s consultants claimed there was no fishing in the Pictou Harbour area where 
the first outfall was planned. intense fishing takes place. They were firmly corrected 
by fishers, who explained that this is exactly where intensive fishing takes place. 
Northern Pulp continued to deny that fishing took place in the area where they 
wanted to place that outfall. Now the proposed outfall is in a new place, and 
magically, according to Northern Pulp’s diagrams, no fishing takes place there either, 
and fish, rock crab and lobster avoid the area in a 2 km radius of the diffuser.  
Conclusion 7: The misrepresentation of such basic facts should throw into question 
both the good faith intentions of NPNS, and the credibility of the entire EARD and 
Focus Report. This behavior speaks to an increased likelihood of significant 
environmental harms and adverse human health effects if this project is given 
approval.  

  
CONCLUSION:   
If Northern Pulp’s proposed replacement ETF would truly do no harm to the waters and 
the valuable fisheries of the Northumberland Strait, and the people of the area, 
Northern Pulp would not need to misrepresent where the fisheries exist or where the 
proposed effluent pipe lies in relation to the marine refuge area. They would provide 
clear and complete answers to the TOR, and to questions from the public. They would 
welcome public engagement in the environmental assessment process. They would not 
need to hold back reports until the last minute, and make critical facts difficult to find in 
thousands of pages of documents, some without tables of contents.  
 
Northern Pulp’s Focus Report is our modern-day version of 1967, when the Chief and 
councillor from Pictou Landing First Nation were shown water coming from a water 
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treatment plant that had not yet begun operating and told, this is an effluent treatment 
plant, this is what the water going into  Boat Harbour will be like. The Focus Report uses 
many, many words to convince us of the same thing, that the proposed new ETF is 
benign, just as was done to representatives of Pictou Landing First Nation in 1967. 

This community is not likely to be fooled again. I have read a number of submissions written by 
professionals in many fields, by fishers and community members. Together we have presented 
you with facts about the waters, the ice, the fisheries, the tides, the chemicals in effluent and 
much more, to establish that Northern Pulp’s assertions are not credible, and that the proposed 
project will harm the eco-system of Caribou Harbour and beyond, and the fisheries and tourism 
industries that are vital to our communities and to the province.  
 
The people of this area know the fisheries the tides and the waters of the Northumberland 
Strait. We not only know them, they sustain us, and we are determined to protect them. 
Northern Pulp has not proven that this project can be done without significant, long term harm 
to the environment, and adverse effects to human health. I believe that the information 
submitted will show clearly that if this project is allowed to proceed, very serious and 
widespread harm will be done. 
 
Minister Wilson, I ask you to please reject this proposal.  
 
And finally, while I recognize that this decision is not in your hands alone, I ask your 
government to continue to Honour the Boat Harbour Act. The actions of Northern Pulp in the 
years since the Boat Harbour Act was passed, and in this Focus Report, should not be rewarded 
with an extension. Northern Pulp is responsible for their own actions. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
River John, Nova Scotia 
 
Attached:  
Nova Scotia has a Mercury Problem, Halifax Examiner 
What We know about Mercury, NG News 
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CONTAMINATED TOXIC WASTE SITE LEFT OVER
FROM THE CANSO CHEMICALS OPERATION

APRIL 9, 2019 BY JOAN BAXTER

Cover photo: A Mad Tea-Party by Lewis Carroll with the Hatter, March Hare and Alice.

It turns out that using a lot of mercury, as human beings have done for centuries — in
everything from haberdashery to gold production to medicine — wasn’t such a great
idea after all.

Although this realization came only in the last half of the 20  century, there were signs
long before that that mercury was dangerous. The term “mad as a hatter” came from
the crippling neurological syndrome that hat-makers suffered after breathing vapours
from the mercury nitrate they used to cure felt in the 18  and 19  centuries.

The technical term for the syndrome is erithism mercurialis. But in the 1950s mercury
poisoning became known as Minamata disease, named for the bay in Japan where
mercury-contaminated wastewater poisoned thousands of people.

After that, the awful truth emerged that the heavy metal, once considered harmless and
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https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/author/joan-baxter/
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/erethism+mercurialis
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2006/07/14/the_odd_body_minimata_disaster/
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extremely useful, actually poses a global threat to human health and the environment.

Mercury is on the Canadian government’s list of toxic substances, regulated by the
Chemicals Management Plan under the 1999 Canadian Environmental Protection Act.

The list of health effects of mercury poisoning is long and horrific, including
degeneration of the nervous system, damage to the immune and digestive systems,
lungs, kidneys, skins, and eyes. Even small amounts are a threat to the development of
the child in early life and even in utero. Mercury’s health effects are “crippling,
untreatable and stigmatizing.” It often causes death.

Nearly six decades after the Minamata tragedy, the global community finally decided it
was time to try to “Make Mercury History” with the Minamata Convention on Mercury, a
binding international treaty “to protect human health and the environment from the
adverse effects of mercury” by limiting emissions and releases of mercury from human-
made sources.

In 2017, Canada ratified the Minamata Convention, which now has 128 signatory
countries.

The convention requires signatories to “develop appropriate strategies for identifying
and assessing sites contaminated by mercury or mercury compounds,” and “adopt
guidance on site identification and characterization, engaging the public, human health
and environmental risk assessments, options for managing the risks posed by
contaminated sites.”

Nova Scotia has a particular interest in trying to do these things. The province has
some of the highest levels of mercury contamination in Canada, some naturally
occurring, others not.

http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Awareness%2520raising/FACT%2520SHEETS/Minamata%2520Convention%2520on%2520Mercury%2520at%2520a%2520glance_COP1%25202017.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/management-toxic-substances.html
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/mercury-and-health
http://mercuryconvention.org/
http://www.mercuryconvention.org/
http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Countries/Parties/tabid/3428/language/en-US/Default.aspx
http://mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Booklets/COP1%20version/Minamata-Convention-booklet-eng-full.pdf
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Nova Scotia has a mercury problem
In 2013, scientists from Saint Mary’s University – Professor Linda Campbell, David
Depew, and Neil Burgess – analysed more than 230,000 records of fish from lakes and
rivers across Canada, and developed the first-ever national map of mercury
concentrations in the common loon and in fish species that eat other fish. 

They found that mercury concentrations increased from the west to the east, which
Campbell said raised “an environmental red flag for the Atlantic provinces, our sport
fish, and fish-eating birds like the common loon.”

The Depew Burgess Campbell mercury map.

Lakes in Nova Scotia tend to be acidic because of the geology, and elemental mercury

1

http://www.ap.smu.ca/~lcampbel/LoonFishEcoRisk.html
http://www.ap.smu.ca/~lcampbel/LoonFishEcoRisk.html
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is more likely to transform into the extremely toxic methyl mercury in acidic aquatic
conditions.

Mercury is particularly dangerous. It doesn’t just bioaccumulate, or build up in living
tissue, as do other heavy metals such as arsenic, cadmium, chromium, and lead.
Rather, mercury biomagnifies, which means it increases in concentration as it is
consumed by organisms and moves its way up the food chain.

Mercury is found extensively in historic gold mine tailings in the 64 gold mining districts
in the province.

Nova Scotia underwent three gold rushes between 1861 and the 1940s, and scientists
from the Geological Survey of Canada report that about one ounce of mercury was
used to recover each ounce of gold in a process known as “amalgamation.” 

Given the total reported past gold production of 1.2 million ounces, the federal scientists
estimate that between 3.7 and 9.1 tonnes of mercury may have been lost to the tailings
or the atmosphere as “a direct result of gold milling in Nova Scotia.” They say this is a
minimum figure because “gold production at most mines was routinely under-reported
to avoid paying royalties to the Province.”

2

https://novascotia.ca/nse/contaminatedsites/docs/faq-goldminemercury.pdf
https://novascotia.ca/nse/contaminatedsites/docs/golddistricts.pdf
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Display at a mining museum in Moose River. Photo: Joan Baxter

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/nova-scotia-has-a-mercury-problem/Moose%20River%20mine%20sign%20in%20museum.%20Photo:%20Joan%20Baxter
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A 1937 mine office near Upper Musquodoboit. Photo: Joan Baxter

The mine wastes — tailings laced with mercury, arsenic, and other toxic substances —
were generally allowed to run off into rivers, swamps, lakes, and oceans. However, until
scientists began looking at legacy mining sites between 2003 and 2006, almost nothing
was known about toxic contaminants in aquatic environments in these mining districts,
and the risks they posed to ecological and human health.
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A map of historic gold mines in Nova Scotia. Click to enlarge.
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Photos of mine tailings. Source: Nova Scotia Department of
Environment

The Geological Survey of Canada has looked at 14 former gold mines. Linda
Campbell’s research team from Saint Mary’s University has been looking at a few
others.

The Saint Mary’s researchers have been studying bioaccumulation of mercury in
invertebrate species in wetlands around tailings from legacy mines sites. They have
found that these key species have the highest concentrations reported for invertebrates
in the province, compared with those in wetlands not affected by legacy mining, and
with results from other published studies done in Nova Scotia and in New Brunswick.
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“This concerns us because aquatic invertebrates are fundamental to ecosystem health,”
says Campbell. “[The invertebrates] form the base of a larger food web which leads to
sport fish, migratory song birds, bald eagles and even little brown bats.”

“We don’t quite fully understand the ecological and environmental health implications in
Nova Scotia,” she adds. “[We] need more resources to better assess the risks and
threats from such elevated mercury entering our environments.”

Campbell notes that these elevated mercury concentrations in living aquatic
invertebrates around historic gold mine tailings are some of the highest she’s ever
seen, including in far-flung places she’s worked such as East Africa, China, and South
America.

But human-made sources of mercury in Nova Scotia are not limited to old mining sites
or atmospheric pollution. There is also plenty of mercury on the Canso Chemicals
property in Pictou County.

Contamination at Canso Chemicals

As the Halifax Examiner reported on March 7, in “The Canso Chemicals mystery – With
the chemical plant long gone, why is the company still alive? And what about all that
mercury?,” there is mercury contamination on site of a former chlor-alkali plant on the
Canso Chemicals property, right beside the Northern Pulp mill and the site where the
mill is proposing to construct a new “activated sludge treatment” plant for its effluent.

The Canso Chemicals plant opened in 1970, and for the next 22 years used large
amounts of mercury to produce chlorine and caustic soda for the pulping process.
According to a Canadian Press report of June 20, 1977, provincial and federal

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/the-canso-chemicals-mystery-with-the-chemical-plant-long-gone-why-is-the-company-still-alive-and-what-about-all-that-mercury-pollution/
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government officials had been unhappy with high levels of “unaccountable mercury
losses” from the Canso Chemicals plant, causing the provincial environment
department to order the company to sharply reduce the losses.

“The plant’s annual unaccounted mercury losses have averaged several tons [a year]
since reporting to the federal environment department began in 1972. It reached a high
of five tons in 1975,” says the CP report.

When the pulping process was changed because of new pulp and paper effluent
regulations in Canada, the Pictou County pulp mill switched from chlorine to chloride
dioxide for its bleaching process, and the chemical plant was no longer needed. It
closed in 1992.

The subsequent decommissioning program lasted eight years. During that time,
mercury-contaminated soil and bedrock were excavated to a depth of eight metres, and
placed in a “secure landfill” on the property, along with contaminated materials from the
cell room, brine basement structure, and the process building after they were
demolished. The landfill was designed “to federal hazardous waste disposal guidelines
with a double liner system, leak detection and leachate [liquid that may pass through
the liner] collection and removal sumps.”

Contaminated “brine sludge” was placed in another landfill nearby.

Then the remediation team discovered there was more mercury deep underground.
According to the 2000 “Canso Chemicals Site Decommissioning Final Report” prepared
by Dillon Consulting, in 1999 the consultants found that “elemental mercury had
migrated into the bedrock below the former cell room,” and formed a mass measuring
“18 m wide and 10 m deep [no length was given],” and how much deeper it went was
“uncertain.”
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According to the report, the underground mercury mass was about five metres below
the water table, so it had the potential to dissolve into the groundwater and “migrate
towards Pictou Harbour.” Modelling done at the time suggested the migration could take
up to two centuries, but there is no mention of testing of that modelling for the site.

The report also states that monitoring wells nearby found mercury levels exceeding
Fresh Water Aquatic Life guidelines.

It notes that the mercury in the bedrock could not be excavated, as it was deeper than
eight metres. To attempt to do so could have affected remaining buildings (the Canso
Chemicals administrative maintenance building remains to this day), and risked
“increasing the areal extent and depth of mercury impact due to mercury’s physical
properties.”

In other words, they didn’t want to touch the mercury mass lest they cause it to spread
outwards and downwards.

So it’s still there.

Is Nova Scotia managing the risks?

Even from deep underground, mercury poses a threat to those on the surface. The
decommissioning report for Canso Chemicals states that mercury monitoring of the site
should ensure that mercury vapours from the underground deposits do not migrate “into
the air of the current building or any future building placed on-site.”

It stipulated that there should be regular mercury monitoring of the site.
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Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) confirmed to me that the monitoring has been going on
for 20 years, but before the March 7 Halifax Examiner article on Canso Chemicals was
published, had not replied to other questions about the site.

NSE spokesperson, Adèle Poirier, has now provided some answers.

The annual mercury monitoring, she specifies, is done at the secure landfill site where
the mercury-contaminated soil, bedrock, and materials from demolished buildings are
stored, and at the site of the former buildings.

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/the-canso-chemicals-mystery-with-the-chemical-plant-long-gone-why-is-the-company-still-alive-and-what-about-all-that-mercury-pollution/
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Upper photo is an aerial shot of the Northern Pulp Mill from the environmental assessment for the
proposed effluent pipe, showing the proposed facilities related to the effluent pipe. The lower photo is a

Google Earth view of the same location, but with annotations showing the proximity of the mercury
contamination (as related in the Dillon Report) on the Canso Chemicals property and the proposed

effluent treatment facility; annotations provided by Michael Jensen.

Nova Scotia Environment doesn’t do the monitoring itself. Rather, Poirier says:

The property owners, Canso Chemicals (whose parent company is Olin
Corporation) is required to pay for a third party consultant to complete the
monitoring and submit it to us.
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Poirier adds that NSE requires Canso Chemicals to advise the department if their
“monitoring shows that mercury levels exceed the levels established for the site,” which
are contained in the decommissioning report.

Poirier also provided a copy of the “Certificate of Compliance” issued by Nova Scotia
Environment in 2005, as part of the management of contaminated sites in the province.
It states that Canso Chemicals agreed to document the site conditions on its property
deeds, and that the adjacent landowner (at that time Kimberly-Clark and now Northern
Pulp) had been notified of the “site conditions.”

The certificate also requires that the future “development and use of the entire Canso
Chemicals Limited site is limited to commercial and/or industrial uses (i.e., no
residential use or development of the property will be permitted.”

Public left in the dark

Results of the monitoring done for provincial compliance are not available without a
freedom of information request, so the public is not entitled to know whether the
mercury contamination on the site has changed over the past 20 years.

The modelling used by Dillon back in 1999 predicted that the mercury “plume” from the
underground mercury mass could take two centuries to reach Pictou Harbour, but there
is no evidence that this model has been tested for the site.

Given the extreme risk of mercury in aquatic systems, one might expect the province to
be already monitoring Pictou Harbour for mercury. Not so.

According to NSE spokesperson Adele Poirier:
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Monitoring is conducted in the projected path of the plume, however, there is
no monitoring in Pictou Harbour because there is no evidence to warrant
such monitoring.

Asked whether there is any monitoring for mercury being done on the Northern Pulp
property that is adjacent to the contamination at the Canso Chemicals site and on the
projected path of the mercury plume, the same spokesperson replied, “No.”

Nor was she able to shed any light on whether the province was concerned about the
proximity of the mercury contamination to the site of Northern Pulp’s proposed effluent
treatment facility, saying that it is “not appropriate” to comment while the environmental
assessment process is underway for the project.

As the Halifax Examiner reported here, the mercury contamination was not even
mentioned in the documents that Northern Pulp submitted to Nova Scotia Environment
for the environmental assessment of its new treatment facility adjacent to the Canso
Chemicals property.

According to Olin Corporation filings to the US Securities and Exchange Commission,
as of December 31, 2018, Olin owns only 50% of Canso Chemicals, and Northern Pulp
owns the other 50%. Paper Excellence / Northern Pulp has two people on the Canso
Chemicals Board. This means that Northern Pulp should have full knowledge about the
mercury monitoring that goes on next door to the mill on Abercrombie Point.

Graphics and maps in Northern Pulp’s environmental assessment (registration

https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/province-house/northern-pulps-environmental-documents-missing-mercury-a-pulp-mill-that-never-was-and-oodles-of-contradictions/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/74303/000007430319000018/oln-2018xexhibit21.htm
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document 1-7-1) indicate that the primary clarifier basin will have a water depth of 5.5
metres, and by my estimate, be located between 100 and 150 metres from the
underground mercury deposit, and between 50 and 100 metres from the remaining
Canso Chemicals building.

This raises some important questions: Has Northern Pulp examined the potential risks
of constructing the basin in this area? Is any testing planned, should approval be
granted to the project, to ensure there is no mercury contamination in the groundwater
in the area where the new treatment facility is proposed?

I asked the Northern Pulp / Paper Excellence Communications Director and Northern
Pulp’s media contact about this but have not received a reply.

“Thank you for your donation”

Canada has its own egregious history of Minamata disease and environmental racism
among the people of the Grassy Narrows and Wabaseemoong First Nations, who live
downstream from a paper mill site on the Wabigoon River, near Dryden, Ontario. A
2015 study shows more than 90% of those First Nations populations have symptoms of
mercury poisoning.

That issue is far from being resolved; Grassy Narrows First Nation recently protested at
a Liberal Party fundraiser in Toronto, demanding that the Trudeau government fulfill
promises to fund a specialized mercury treatment facility for their community. Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau later had to apologize for a snide “thank you” he offered the
First Nation protestor for her “donation” to the fundraiser.

Like the contamination on the Canso Chemicals property beside the Northern Pulp mill

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/grassy-narrows-new-japanese-report-1.3768030
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/grassy-narrows-mercury-centre-1.5073665
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in Nova Scotia, the mercury at the site of the former Reed Paper mill, currently owned
by Domtar, was buried on the property decades ago. The mill also dumped its effluent
into the Wabigoon River, which in turn contaminated fish with mercury, and led to
mercury poisoning among First Nations residents who ate the fish. Because the
government of Ontario indemnified the mill in 1979, industry cannot be held responsible
for monitoring the mercury contamination.

In 2013, Canada participated in negotiations that led to the Minamata Convention on
Mercury, according to Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC), and ratified
the legally binding treaty in 2017.

Some of the things the convention addresses are “interim storage of mercury and its
disposal once it becomes waste, sites contaminated by mercury as well as health
issues.”

In its mandatory reporting to United Nations Environment (UNEP) on its compliance
with the Minamata Convention, the Government of Canada states:

Canada has information on individual stocks and sources of mercury or
mercury compounds and will continue to have the ability to seek this
information in future. Canada’s last mercury-cell chlor-alkali facilities closed
between 1990 and 2008, and have all been safely decommissioned. All
mercury resulting from the decommissioning of these facilities was sent for
appropriate treatment as waste.

https://www.domtar.com/en/who-we-are/all-locations/dryden-mill
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/mercury-monitoring-grassy-narrows-1.3712441
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/news/2017/04/the_government_ofcanadaratifiestheminamataconventiononmercury.html
http://mercuryconvention.org/Convention/Text/tabid/3426/language/en-US/Default.aspx
http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Notifications/Canada_Hg_SummaryImplementationMeasures_Art30_4_2.pdf
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And:

Canada has well-established federal, provincial and territorial programs to
identify, assess, remediate and risk manage contaminated sites, including
those contaminated by mercury or mercury compounds.

Nevertheless, the federal government’s Federal Contaminated Sites Inventory appears
to include only federal lands, and the Canso Chemicals property does not appear on
the inventory for contaminated sites in Nova Scotia.

As for the convention’s Article 17 on “information and exchange,” the Canadian
government reports to UNEP that:

Canada provides its citizens with public information awareness and education
related to mercury and mercury compounds in numerous ways, most of which
are accessible on-line. This information has been and will continue to be
disseminated through media interviews, assessments, reports, posters, fish
consumption guidelines and / or advisories, public consultations, and journal
publications.

Sounds good, doesn’t it?

https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/fcsi-rscf/home-accueil-eng.aspx
https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/fcsi-rscf/numbers-numeros-eng.aspx?qid=74409
http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Notifications/Canada_Hg_SummaryImplementationMeasures_Art30_4_2.pdf
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Too good to be true, in fact. I’ve not had any luck getting any information out of
Environment and Climate Change Canada on the mercury contamination at the Canso
Chemicals site.

On March 22, 2019, I asked ECCC whether the federal ministry was in any
communication with or receiving results from the province about the mercury
monitoring, if the contaminated site had been included in the Canadian Mercury
Science Assessment, and if monitoring was being done in Pictou Harbour.

I also requested that ECCC link me with someone in the department who could speak
to me about mercury and to Canada’s “Focal Point for Canada to the Minamata
Convention on Mercury.” These requests were ignored.

It took ECCC two weeks to send me the following response to the questions about
Canso Chemicals and mercury:

Environment and Climate Change Canada is aware of possible mercury
contamination at the site of the former Canso Chemicals plant in Nova Scotia.
However, as the plant is not a federal facility or a federal contaminated site,
the monitoring and assessment of the site falls under the jurisdiction of the
province of Nova Scotia.

Every province and territory has legislation, regulations, guidelines and/or a
program in place to govern contaminated sites management. Through these
measures, provinces and territories identify, assess, and remediate
contaminated sites, including those contaminated with heavy metals such as
mercury.

http://www.mercuryconvention.org/Portals/11/documents/Notifications/Canada_Designation_NationalFocalPointArt17_4_2.pdf
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In 2005, the Government of Canada established the Federal Contaminated
Sites Action Plan (FCSAP) to address contaminated sites under the
responsibility of the federal government. Under the FCSAP program,
contaminated sites are identified and assessed, and remediation or risk
management strategies are developed and implemented, where warranted.

Whether that Action Plan includes the Canso Chemicals property and if so, what that
means, the ECCC spokesperson and the “multiple teams” that spent two weeks coming
up this “complete and fulsome response” to my questions, neglected to answer.

So much for the Canadian government’s pledge to UNEP that it “provides its citizens
with public information awareness and education related to mercury.”

Crucial and unanswered questions

With the limited information I had from government and the Dillon report, I approached
Queen’s University Professor Peter Hodson, a fish toxicologist who has assessed the
extent of mercury contamination of fish in the St. Lawrence River at Cornwall.

Hodson replied that there are indeed important questions that still require answers,
particularly at the planning stage of any developments, such as the proposed Northern
Pulp effluent treatment facility next to the mercury contamination.

There is the need to understand how construction of any new facilities in the area would
affect surface penetration of water and groundwater flow rates and directions. To
prevent any changes in groundwater flow that might affect the movement of the
underground mercury, new facilities [such as the proposed effluent treatment facility]
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should be located well away from upstream or downstream of groundwater flow.

The following are some of the questions that Hodson raises:

1. There was no estimate made of how much residual Hg [mercury] was in soil or bed
rock underneath the chlor-alkali cell. Without such an estimate, it is difficult to have
any confidence in models predicting future movement of Hg from the site. If the Hg
has penetrated deep into fissures in bedrock, and there are deep pathways for
groundwater flow, what is the total movement of Hg off-site at all depths, and is
any Hg migrating vertically (up or down)?

2. The groundwater surveys (flow, Hg concentration) were made within a few years of
dismantling and excavating the site. How much has groundwater flow changed in
response to these surface disturbances and to subsequent re-vegetation? Is the
model still valid?

3. The monitoring of Hg in groundwater demonstrated that one sample well (W-4)
was particularly contaminated. However, the [Dillon] report included a
recommendation that this sampling well be closed (p 49)!  This seems counter-
intuitive if the intent of long-term monitoring is to track Hg concentrations over
time.

4. Was a long-term monitoring program implemented and are the results available?
Has the database of groundwater flow and Hg concentrations and overall
assessment of risks been updated to reflect the two decades of Hg movement
since the last studies? Is monitoring well W-4 still sampled?

5. Have surveys been done of soil and groundwater Hg concentrations around the
sludge-disposal sites, and are there groundwater wells that are sampled regularly?
Even though these sites are described as ‘secure,’ they can age and start to leak
due to frost damage, disturbance by animals, and construction or maintenance
activities.
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I sent Hobson’s questions to Nova Scotia Environment, and was told I would need to go
through freedom of information for the information.

On its website, Environment and Climate Change Canada reports that as part of its
obligations to the Minamata treaty, it would collate and disseminate “valuable
information on the presence, fate, transport and effects of mercury in the environment.”

After weeks of research, and many questions to federal and provincial environment
departments, it looks to me as if neither level of government is keen to live up to its
Minamata obligations and disseminate “valuable information on the presence” of
mercury on the Canso Chemicals property beside the Northern Pulp mill.

Joan Baxter is author of The Mill: Fifty Years of Pulp and Protest.

The Halifax Examiner is an advertising-free, subscriber-supported news site. Your
subscription makes this work possible; please subscribe.
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https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/sustainable-development/strategic-environmental-assessment/public-statements/ratification-minamata-convention-mercury.html
https://www.halifaxexaminer.ca/subscription-account/subscription-levels/
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What we know about mercury at Abercrombie
Point

Mercury's density makes it fall through more porous soil until it hits rock bottom, eight metres below the surface and on a down gradient to the

harbour 700 metres away - The News - Brendan Ahern

ABERCROMBIE, N.S. — Elemental mercury is slowly moving underneath the Canso Chemicals property at Abercrombie Point

and toward Pictou Harbour. 

The mercury is on the bedrock, approximately eight meters below the surface of the Canso Chemicals Chloro Alkalai plant

where, between 1973 and 1975 mercury seeped into the soil following equipment failiures at the facility. During the remediation

of the site, a lot of mercury was excavated and placed in a purpose-built landfill at Abercrombie Point.

Brendan Ahern (brendan.ahern@ngnews.ca) 

Published: Jun 05 at 12X29 p.m.

Updated: Jun 06 at 3X48 p.m.

https://www.ngnews.ca/author/brendan-ahern-8049
mailto:brendan.ahern@ngnews.ca
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Mercury's density makes it fall through more porous soil until

it hits rock bottom, eight metres below the surface and on a

down gradient to the harbour 700 metres away - The News

But unknown amounts of mercury fell to the bedrock where it remains today. Documents obtained by The News through a

Freedom of Information request give insight into the levels of mercury that are still in the ground.

Since 1999, Canso Chemicals has been required by the Province of

Nova Scotia to sample the groundwater in the area around the

contaminated bedrock which the American-owned Canso

Chemicals company complies with by paying a third party, Dillon

Consulting Ltd., to carry out the actual testing.

“We require them to advise us if their monitoring shows that

mercury levels exceed the levels established for the site,” said Lisa

Jarrett with the Department of Environment in an email to The

News.

Many of the wells that are used to take samples were

decommissioned in 2013, but six are still monitored.

In total, these wells have been tested 31 times since the monitoring

program began.

Samples at an area marked “Operations Area Deep Bedrock Wells” showed mercury concentrations that often exceeded 8 ug

/ litre of extracted water.

To offer some perspective, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment guideline for mercury in freshwater is .026

ug/l.

The province was quick to point out that this isnʼt the standard that mercury levels at Abercrombie Point should be compared

to, and cited instead the site-specific 60 ug/L threshold set by Dillon Consulting Ltd.

Tony Walker is a professor at Dalhousie University who researches freshwater marine systems and remediation of

contaminated sites. He questions the threshold accepted by the province.

“Iʼm not sure why it is this high, as the guideline for freshwater is 0.026 ug/L,” said Walker in an interview. 

In a marine environment, like the one where the mercury is headed, the CCME threshold is even lower as .016 ug/L. According

to a Dillon Consulting remediation report written in 2000, the mercury at Abercrombie Point will reach Pictou Harbour by the

year 2200.

"If it is migrating into a marine environment where there s̓ organic material and biological life in an active fishing industry, then

that would merit an investigation.”

CCME guidelines are not regulations, and different municipal, provincial and territorial jurisdictions can choose to comply with
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them or not.

As for the ranges of mercury concentration in the samples, Walker says that they are more of a reflection of the sampling

method than an accurate read on bedrock mercury levels.

“You can have as many wells as you like, but still theyʼre only measuring from specific locations,” said Walker. “If you wanted to

look more holistically for where the mercury may or may not be then there are techniques used to do it.”

Canso Chemicals mercury monitoring wells
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been raised here
in Pictou co.I saw Boat Harbour poisoned all the marine life die there all the owners of this
Pulp mill have never been truthful they have a hold on the N.S. Gov. by way of the Indemnity
agreement that holds them harmless for any damage that they do to our land , air waters No
corporation should be allowed to play God with our fishing grounds without taking FULL
RESPONSIBILITY for what damage they may do. This effluent facillity affects ALL the
Fishing Industries in the Provinces along the Gulf Coast. the Province of N.S. have already
given Northern Pulp $6 Million toward this effluent pipe . In the Indemnity Agreement it
states that the N.S. Gov is held to insuring that they do every thing in their power to make sure
that Northern Pulp gets all approvals permits for their operations .Now if Northern Pulp was
not Indemnified they would never have decided to play god with our Northumberland Strait
,where they have nothing to fear over th eir actions all this tells me that a Provincial E.A. is in
Conflict of Interest that the Federal E.A. is the would be the only honest fair discission .
Northern Pulp have publicly mislead the people telling them that closed loop Kraft Bleach
Pulp Mill do not exist when they really do exist in the Netherlands.Honestly this Pulp Mill
was built with the life span of 25 years now is over twice that age there has been a wall
collapse last year unmonitored effluent pipes have ruptured there is Mercury spill on the site
that they want to build the effluent facility . I my self believe that the whole Pulp Mill should
be run through a whole Federal E.A. as to what mercury contamination is soaked into this
plant from previous use of this substance in their Pulp making. This Effulent no matter how
much they dillute it it will kill the plankton smaller creatures that are the start of the marine
food chain with out them the marine life could not exist. this pipe never past the Federal E.A.
when Neena Paper proposed it in 1993 there fore I say that in my opinio n Northern Pulp
should be DENIED the N.S. E.A. approval Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:
agree x: 57 y: 23
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Hello,

I am writing in response to the Northern Pulp Focus Report. I was born in Pictou, Nova Scotia and moved away
shortly after graduating high school. My family and I recently moved back to Pictou County. One of things we love
most about the Maritimes is being near the ocean.

I strongly feel that the Boat Harbour Act must be upheld and that Northern Pulp must stop piping effluent into Boat
Harbour. It is a disgrace to all Nova Scotians that we have allowed this to go on for so long.

Historically the mill has polluted the air and water in this region. The odour in the air is sometimes very strong. This
causes headaches and can cause asthmatic symptoms for members of my family.

Keeping this in mind, I cannot support a pipe that will disperse effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Similar
treatment facilities in other areas of Canada cause issues with consumption of seafood from the affected areas.
Fishing is a major industry here. It is also part of the fabric of the culture of this province and what makes it great.
To risk this livelihood by constructing a pipe that has only had a very basic environmental assessment to explore its
potential impacts is irresponsible and too risky. There are several areas within the report that state there is no data
available, best guess, etc.

Another major concern for me is the proximity of the effluent pipe to a large number of municipal and private wells
in the area. If there is a leak this could impact the drinking water of residents.

I strongly reject this assessment and effluent pipe proposal. I hope to call Nova Scotia home for the rest of my life. I
hope that this home will have clean air and water.

Thank you for your time.
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing in support
of Northern Pulpâ?Ts Replacement Effluent Treatment Project. This project is about more
than just a new effluent treatment facility, with the existing treatment facility legislated to
close this project is also about the future operation of the entire Northern Pulp mill. Northern
Bleached Kraft Pulp may not be a glamorous product and a pulp mill is certainly no thing of
beauty. However, it is a product which is in demand on the world market and can be produced
here in Nova Scotia from renewable fiber grown here in Nova Scotia. If we are going to keep
young people in our province and perhaps even attract a few new doctors to care for our aging
population we need to support our industrial sector and continue to leverage our natural
resources responsibly. The economic impact of the Northern Pulp Mill is extremely
widespread. The devastating effect a closure would have on direct employees, sawmills and
forestry contractors has been well publicized. From a personal perspective I work in the
industrial service sector. Northern Pulpâ?Ts mill requires a wide variety of service contractors
both in day to day operations and during their maintenance shutdowns. The loss of a major
client would be a serious blow to these contractors. Another less publicized aspect is the small
woodlot owner. There are many small private woodlot owners in the province who manage
their woodlot as and investment or a savings account. Without a pulp mill these woodlots
suddenly hold a lot less value. I have read Northern Pulpâ?Ts Focus Report on the new
proposed effluent treatment facility. I do not claim to be a technical expert on the subject
matter. What I take away from the report is that this new proposed facility is state of the art
and treated effluent will exceed the standards of the treated effluent currently being discharged
into the Northumberland Strait. As a taxpayer I think it would be irresponsible for the
government to deny this application for what will be a net improvement in the environmental
impact on the Northumberland Strait. Globally demand for this product and therefore this
industry is not going away, somewhere in the world this effluent is going to be discharged. If
we can use up to date technology and strict monitoring to minimize the environmental impact
while keeping the economic benefits in our province I think that is the responsible thing to do.
Name: @gmail.com Address: 
Municipality: Kennetcook Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 61 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Greetings, I live in Glace
Bay and wanted to send in a letter of support for Northern Pulp. I have great concerns about
the possibility of the closure of Northern Pulp if the approval to proceed isnâ?Tt given to this
company. Iâ?Tve seen the devasting affects of what happens when your area loses itsâ?T
industry. Our population has decreased as families have had to move away and the sad reality
that families are living apart just to survive. This doesnâ?Tt even take into consideration the
over all affect of the lack of spending in our stores and restaurants. In 2011 Paper excellence
purchased this pulp mill. The previous owner lacked investment, development and interest to
make sustainable changes to keep the mill and the environment viably stable for the future.
Since the purchase, Northern Pulp has invested over 130 million dollars into improvements to
protect and improve their environmental foot print in the community. Northern Pulp is
prepared to make the investment in a new state of the art effluent treatment facility that is
similar to more than 80 other mills of this nature across the country. They have addressed
every concern raised in the initial public consultation comments and every question raised to
them by the Nova Scotia Environment department. They have answered with facts from
experts including scientists and third party experts in the field. They have a plan to move
forward and continue investing in improving their environmental footprint. As the Minister of
Environment for the province of Nova Scotia I hope you make your decision based the
scientific review of the focus report which highlights there is no adverse effects or significant
environmental effects which may be caused by this under taking. The forestry sector, as well
as many people in this province is counting on the approval of this plan in order to survive.
Sincerely,  Email:

@outlook.com Address:  Municipality: Glace Bay Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 68 y: 14
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This appears to be a
environmentally sound project that will help a industry survive. Project improvements include
a better pipe to transport the effluent, improved monitoring systems and the fact that no
untreated effluent will leave the mill site. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x:

45 y: 38
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From 
Nova Scotia Landowners and Forest Fibre Producers Association

We’re not qualified to comment on this particular discipline, but we know how to do things.  We’re fastest-growing
FSC group in Canada, ranked third- and fourth in size and growth in North America, on FSC international new
standards board in Bonn, winner 2014 Rainforest Alliance Sustainable Standard Setter Award


Northern Pulp says its replacement wastewater facility will meet the world’s highest standards of public safety, and the Province says its approval will be determined solely on its scientific merits, not partisan politics. 



Our Association, a world leader in innovative sustainable forestry and “the social dynamics to make things happen,”  accepts both claims at face value, believing in the integrity of our public service and the company.



Our Association has been a strategic partner to keep the mill open because the Boat Harbour Act was a promise to Pictou Landing First Nation that couldn’t be kept.  It has seriously foreshadowed forestry activity for five years.



Our Association introduced the welfare and future of  PLFN as the first priority of the industry strategy. Whatever the outcome, there could be no further abuse of the indigenous community. It proposed a win-win option.



PLFN favours an innovative replacement facility called wetlands engineering, an enclosed system, in a letter to the Environment Minister last March, including the band’s commissioned engineering reports. But would NP buy in?



An Association investigation indicated costs were almost the same, and Northern Pulp was enthused by the concept to the point of suggesting a pilot project to determine its efficacy. We spread the word to government and industry.





All the while, Northern Pulp and the Province have been playing out a charade of managing a calamitous government/industry relationship. Environment approval will pipe effluent where half of PLFN’s workforce is engaged in the lobster fishery.



None of this is in the public interest. Nowhere in this are we seeing clearly, thinking rationally and acting disinterestedly. Our Association believes there are remnants of the great values that built Nova Scotia but they must be put to work.



 













Northern Pulp says its replacement wastewater facility will 
meet the world’s highest standards of public safety, and the 
Province says its approval will be determined solely on its 
scientific merits, not partisan politics.  
 
Our Association, a world leader in innovative sustainable 
forestry and “the social dynamics to make things happen,”  
accepts both claims at face value, believing in the integrity 
of our public service and the company. 
 
Our Association has been a strategic partner to keep the 
mill open because the Boat Harbour Act was a promise to 
Pictou Landing First Nation that couldn’t be kept.  It has 
seriously foreshadowed forestry activity for five years. 
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PLFN as the first priority of the industry strategy. Whatever 
the outcome, there could be no further abuse of the 
indigenous community. It proposed a win-win option. 
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wetlands engineering, an enclosed system, in a letter to the 
Environment Minister last March, including the band’s 
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to the point of suggesting a pilot project to determine its 
efficacy. We spread the word to government and industry. 
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will pipe effluent where half of PLFN’s workforce is 
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disinterestedly. Our Association believes there are 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson
Minister of Environment I am writing in support of Northern Pulps Replacement Effluent
Treatment Facility Project. The pulp and paper industry is provincially and federally regulated.
With advances in science and technology, regulations have evolved over the years to protect
the environment. In keeping, Northern Pulp has invested in new technology and improved its
processes to meet or exceed environmental standards. Now, with the proposed state-of-the-art
wastewater treatment facility, the mills environmental footprint will be significantly improved
yet again. The Northumberland Strait has received treated wastewater from the mill for
decades and throughout that time, the fishing and forestry industries have co-existed
successfully. Third party environmental experts have assessed that no significant impacts are
expected on any fisheries or fish habitat as a result of the project. Both can continue to thrive. I
have witnessed the devastating impact of mill closures in several Atlantic communities and do
not wish to see another. I ask that you approve the EA for Northern Pulps Replacement
Effluent Treatment Facility Project. Sincerely, Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Pictou Postal-Code: 
Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y:
24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hon. Gordon Wilson -
This project will reduce the peak summer effluent flow at the mill by approximately 5,000
m3/day below current levels, making the design flow even more conservative. - Northern
Pulpâ?Ts energy usage is made up of over 92 renewable energy. - No history of ice scour was
found at the planned location of the diffuser port located outside of Caribou Harbor in 20m
water. - Nova Scotia Needs Forestry. Northern Pulp grows more than 6,000,000 seedlings
every year. I support Northern Pulp fully support this project!! Best Regards, Name: 
Email: @hotmail.com Address:  NS Municipality:
St. Andrews Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 54 y: 22
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: We need northern pulp.
There are many people that rely on this place to survive and make a living. Closing the mill
will ultimately destroy the economy in Pictou county and many people will leave to look for
other employment. If northern pulp has a plan, let them implement it so that boat harbour is
cleaned up and also people do not lose their jobs. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 46 y: 13
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: number 6 comment.
Nova Scotia can not close the pulp mill. The hit to the economy will never be recovered!!
Name: @gmail.com Address: Municipality: murray
siding Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 75 y: 24
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November 8, 2019

 

Dear Premier Stephen MacNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

To whom it may concern,

My name is  I am concerned about Norther Pulps Effluent Treatment Facility
proposal.

I grew up in Scotsburn, Nova Scotia, across the water from the now Northern Pulp. 

 Most importantly I am a mother of 
I am a sister, a daughter, and a proud community member.

I have been advised to keep to the science, to the facts. Facts are I am a fisherman. I am not going to
debate if my job is more important or brings more value to the province then a Mill employee, or a
Log Truck driver, or a Landowner. Fact is, I love my children, this province, and the potential this
province holds. Fact, Nova Scotia needs Forestry. Fact, Nova Scotia needs an environmentally
responsible partner for Forestry. Fact, science is only a good as the behaviours of those in control of
the process. Science assumes a constant, no errors, no break downs, it assumes processes and
people will take the proper actions. Fact, errors and choices make turmoil out of science.

I am trained for people, behaviors and leading change. My knowledge is with people, and their
behaviours.

I do have science I can put forth for you to review and take into consideration when making future
choices for all Nova Scotians.

“The best predictor of future behavior is past behavior” – a quick google search will show the many
journals, studies and details of this. There are too many to list. In another tab of Google, a search of
Paper Excellence/Asia Pulp and Paper, will show the numerous errors and disregard in respect to the
environment and meeting the expectations of the governing bodies (Dept of Environment and other
Provincial Bodies). The lack of transparency and involvement with the community members is
enough to pause and question “why” and what is this behaviour?

Cost Benefit analysis – this is not science, this is business. Anyone who holds responsibility of a
budget, as small as a student loan, a household, a small business, and a large corporate empire
would be familiar with this. Is the cost of doing business more then what the business provides? I
understand the NS Government is in a very hard situation, that with what ever comes of the “pipe”,
there will a cost to NS taxpayers and the province. There’s no winning. Looking at the situation from
the perspective of Paper Excellence, it is a business. There is a cost, and they are determining if they
are making enough money to pay for the cost and make revenue? A business makes decisions every
day of what to action, what to spend money on, what will make the revenue strong. Each decision is
made on a cost/benefit. How much revenue can me make until the issue is at a breaking point? How
much will it cost? What is the down time? When should the issue be addressed? What are the



consequences? Are those consequences enough to make the action sooner? Are the consequences
enough to any action? For Paper Excellence (Asia Pulp and Paper), the consequences are simply
dollars in and dollars out.  It is a cost of doing business. A business under a contract.

Who in Nova Scotia faces the environmental consequences? This is not the Mill across the water
that gets to make the decisions. It’s the Sr Leadership, who do not live here, who do not breath our
air, drink our water or attend funerals of those who have fought the battle and lost way to soon.
Where you work, and gain your employment, does not preclude yourself from these consequences.
Fishermen, forestry, mill workers, tourism, trucking, political offices etc. we all are in the same boat
for experiencing these consequences.

There are 2 parties who are not exposed to these long term, irreversible consequences. The owners
of Northern Pulp (Asia Pulp and Paper) and their customers. If they do not get to operate, they way
they see fit, they can take their bat and ball and go elsewhere. Leaving all long-term consequences
behind in the dust.

My last and final point, with no science, but humanity. Change is hard, it is different. For decades,
the Mill across the water has led the county, and even province in decisions and actions,
comparative to a bully. Definition of insanity is doing the same thing over an over. This is the
opportunity to make the change, move Nova Scotia forward, be a leader. Ask yourself what’s it if for
me? What’s in it for your grandchildren?  The right decisions are hard, that’s why they are hard. It is
not going to be easy, but let’s make the change, lets evolve, lets challenge ourselves in a progressive
business that is responsible to all Nova Scotians.

I ask that the “pipe” proposal is declined and challenge industry to step up to the plate to evolve and
continually grow the environmentally responsible business, with our renewable resource, Forestry.

However, if the decision for approval of the “pipe” does occur, there are also impactful
consequences to actions, and strong enough to make an impact on operational decisions from Asia
Pulp and Paper instilled.

I look to our provincial leadership to guide our province in long term environmental sustainability,
for us and future generations. I trust that you and your team will see the much-needed change for all
Nova Scotians.

 

Regards,

Mother, Pictou Co Resident & Fisherman
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Because I care Name:
@hotmail.ca Address: Mount Uniacke

Municipality: mount uniacke Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 74 y: 21
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Subject: Subject: Northern Pulp Proposed New Effluent Pipe.

Please do not risk the fishing, tourism industries of NS, NB and PEI without further study.  A Federal EA is needed. 
There is just too much fresh water waste and not enough known about the effluent exact numbers to move ahead. 
Respect PLFN.  Respect the communities.  Understand the risks.  Care for sea life, wildlife and human life first.  Say
NO to the pipe.  Protect land, air and sea...  We are relying on this Government to do the right thing.  Thank you.
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Pictou, NS

 
November 8, 2019
 
Nova Scotia Environment
Environmental Assessment Branch
P.O. Box 442
Halifax, NS
B3J 2P8
 
 
Re: Focus Report for Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) Project for
Northern Pulp
 
I am writing in response to the request for public input about Northern Pulp’s Focus Report for
the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project.  Based upon the information contained
in the Focus Report, I remain strongly opposed to Nova Scotia Environment granting approval
for this project.   The Focus Report submission provided by Northern Pulp does not adequately
address the potential environmental risks associated with the project and no substantive
mitigation strategies are identified to limit the risks.  In my opinion, it would be reckless for
Nova Scotia Environment to approve this project at this time.  
I continue to have numerous concerns associated with the unknowns around this project and
the Focus Report does little to alleviate those concerns.  Among the many concerns that
remain include the potential disruption of mercury during ETF construction that is ignored in
the Focus Report.  However, I will constrain my detailed response to focus on just four
specific areas of concern – oxygen delignification, the impact assessment on marine fish, the
pipe, and air monitoring.
 
Oxygen Delignification
There is confusing/misleading information presented about the inclusion of oxygen
delignification technology. Oxygen delignification is identified as a new technology at the mill
in Addendum 1.0 but is stated to be not part of this project.  However, the ‘future Oxygen
Delignification system was considered in the design of the ETF and will be managed as a
separate project to be undertaken after the ETF project is completed’ (Addendum 1.0, p.2).
 Does this mean that the effluent modelling was conducted on the assumption that an Oxygen
Delignification system would be in place, even though it is clearly intended to come after the
ETF is operational (if at all)?  If this is the case, the effluent modelling is inaccurate as the O2
delignification system will not be a reality when the proposed ETF begins.



 

Impact assessment on marine fish
• There are numerous concerns about the information presented in the impact assessment on
marine fish that those with experience in the fishing industry ought to be consulted about.  A
very cursory review of the information presented suggests several issues though:
o Toxicity testing has not been conducted.  The response to the Focus Report identifies that it
will be done, but a timeline is not provided.  This seems quite a backward approach.  The onus
should be on Northern Pulp to establish there will be no harm to marine fish and the robust
commercial fishery in the area before environmental approval is granted. It appears the
expectation by Northern Pulp is that environmental approval will be granted and then testing
will be done.  Under this approach, if the project proves harmful to the fishery, it will be too
late.  
o There are discrepancies reported about where the effluent will reach background conditions.
At one point, the Focus Report states that CCME guidelines will be reached within 100 m of
the diffuser, yet background conditions are claimed to be able to be met within 20 m
elsewhere in the document, and the astonishing claim that effluent concentration will be within
1% within 2m of the discharge point on p. 200.  
o Not only are there concerns about the clarity of where the effluent will reach background
conditions, these claims appear highly questionable given data from previous Environment
Canada Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) results that identified pulp mill effluent
hundreds of kilometers from its source.
o Reaching background conditions does not mean that the effluent will not have an effect on a
vibrant commercial fishery and the Focus Report makes no real effort to address these effects.
 Meeting Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) has repeatedly demonstrated through
six cycles of EEM that over sixty percent of fish experience sublethal toxic effects from pulp
mill effluent.  The potential health and economic impacts these effects may have on the fishing
industry within the Northumberland Strait must not be ignored in the decision to approve this
project.
o Despite suggestions identified in Cycle 6 EEM about how to minimize the harmful effects
from pulp mill effluent including incorporating oxygen delignification
(https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-
1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276),  it is unclear which of these strategies Northern Pulp
aims to include.  A proponent genuinely interested in minimizing the impact on the
environment and its neighbours would take the advice generated from decades of research to
minimize its impact.  
o No information about Northern Pulp’s past EEM studies have been included.  It would have
been helpful to compare the known sublethal toxicity from Northern Pulp with the type of
treatment utilized today with projected sublethal toxicity from other mills using the newly
proposed type of treatment.  Instead Northern Pulp chose to withhold information and suggest
that sublethal toxicity tests would occur in the future.  This is an unacceptable risk for our
fishers along the Northumberland Strait.  
o As mentioned above, it appears that effluent modelling and the promise of reaching
background conditions may have been conducted on the assumption an Oxygen
Delignification system will be in place despite the Focus Group clearly identifying that system
is not part of this project and no implementation schedule for the O2 delignification project
has been defined. This raises concerns about the accuracy of all of the effluent modelling
information and its predicted effects presented in the document.
Air monitoring
The focus report acknowledges that several air likely contaminant exceedances (using Ontario

https://www.ec.gc.ca/esee-eem/default.asp?lang=En&n=F8764910-1&wbdisable=false#_Toc374692276
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regulations) have been identified from modelling studies.  As a result, the focus report
identifies several contaminants that should be monitored, but this is insufficient.  The
information provided about air monitoring is problematic because:
• There are questions about the sufficiency of data used to develop the model.
o The model used data from only one comparable mill and there is no accounting for the
known variability of sludge characteristics across mills.
o The model employed data from biomass incineration at Northern Pulp, but that sludge was
derived from a completely different style of effluent treatment and, therefore, is inappropriate
to generalize that current sludge characteristics will remain.
• Despite identifying expected contaminant exceedances, there is no substantial additional
abatement strategy identified to prevent the exceedances such as additional filtration within
the power boiler stack.  The filtration on the power boiler stack has repeatedly failed to keep
Northern Pulp’s emissions in compliance with Nova Scotia Environment regulations.
 Combustion of sludge will produce additional contaminants of concern and the report
identifies expected exceedances, and yet no solution is offered to control the exceedances with
the exception of maintaining equipment and limiting idling.  This is unthinkable.  How could
environmental approval possibly be granted when the proponent acknowledges they predict to
exceed contaminant parameters and do nothing proactive about it?
• There is no additional source testing proposed, nor is continuous monitoring of the power
boiler stack included as part of the proposal.  Given the number of unknowns associated with
the sludge, more active and continuous monitoring ought to be part of the plan in order to
better understand the contaminants and allow both Northern Pulp and NSE to respond to
problems quickly.
• The only reporting to NSE that is suggested is monthly and annual reporting.  This
timeframe is far too long for timely intervention should problems be reported.  By the time
NSE receives the data, the public will have been exposed to potential air problems for some
time.  Given the true  characterization of the sludge to be incinerated in unknown and that
modelling suggests exceedances of several contaminants, a reporting plan that prevents an
immediate response is irresponsible.
• There is no plan suggesting what would be changed should problems be identified.  In
particular, it was troubling to read that the only action plan appears to be to correct the data,
“A final data screening of all measurement data will be performed at the end of the monitoring
program to examine overall trends and to identify and correct any suspect data.” (Appendix
6.2, p. 24).  The focus report makes no mention about what could and would be done to limit
emissions.
• Ambient air receptors were sited at nearby residential properties, but only one site within the
Town of Pictou was used.  The Town of Pictou is one of the more populous areas in the
vicinity of the mill and ought to have had more than one receptor, especially in light of the
findings that VOCs often exceed criteria when wind direction carried mill emissions toward
ambient air monitors (Hoffman et al 2017, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28712086).
 
The pipe
• In my initial response to the Environmental Assessment application I indicated my concern
with Northern Pulp’s ability to properly monitor the pipe.  In my March 8, 2019 submission I
wrote, “Northern Pulp has exhibited a poor track record with their current pipe, experiencing a
number of breaks and leaks in recent years.  Northern Pulp’s inability to effectively maintain
the integrity of their equipment over time would suggest that the ability of the company to
prevent environment damage from effluent pipe breaks in the future is uncertain at best, not
in keeping with the precautionary principle, and, therefore, too risky a prospect.” This concern
was not alleviated by the information provided in the Focus Report.  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28712086


• The information presented about how pipeline leaks will be prevented is too vague to trust
and there are no assurances that the company will choose the best available technology.
o Though the Focus Report identifies common types of leak detection systems, it does not
provide information about which is the best option and does not specify which type will be
used.  Instead, it indicates the decision will come later during the detailed design phase (p.62),
but the basis of the decision is not identified.  (e.g. Will the decision be based upon the best
available technology?  The best choice for detecting minor leaks? Or the cheapest option?)
 Once again, this is an example of a backwards approach that assumes a decision can be made
in the absence of evidence.
o The only certainty offered in the information presented about leak detection is that there are
some technologies that can detect some leaks.  However, Northern Pulp does not commit to
use any of those technologies.  No plan is presented about what will happen in the event a leak
is detected.  No projections of potential harm are identified. No response times are predicted.
 No interventions are identified. No commitments are made.  
o Additionally concerning is that no automated leak detection system will be installed outside
of the land-based portion of the pipe (p. 62).  One has to wonder how underwater leaks will be
monitored.
• It is further troubling that the Focus Report identifies an ideal scenario of pipe depth, but also
admits that the ideal will not be achieved due to cost constraints, “Ideally, the tunnel would
breakout as deep as is possible – as close to the required intake and discharge depths as
possible – but within cost constraints.” (Appendix 2.5, p.47)
 
 
In conclusion, I remain strongly opposed to Nova Scotia Environment granting approval for
this project.   The Focus Report submission provided by Northern Pulp does not adequately
address the potential environmental risks associated with the project and no substantive
mitigation strategies are identified to limit the risks.  In the absence of important information
about the true environmental effects of the proposed effluent treatment facility, this project
should not be approved.
 
Sincerely,

Sent from my iPhone
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The Hon. Gordon Wilson, Nova Scotia Minister of Environment,
 
Dear Mr. Minister,
I am a resident of Louisdale, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Canada.
I live near the Gulf of St.Lawrence and the Northumberland Strait.
I am writing in response to the Northern Pulp Focus Report.
 
I am aware that the gulf of St. Lawrence is the world’s largest estuary yet one of the most
deoxygenating bodies of water on earth. It has several dead anoxic zones where nothing lives
anymore.  Many endangered marine animal, plant and fish species are suffering and many are on
the decline.  The health of this body of water and ecosystem are threatened. We have a
responsibility to protect and sustain it.  
I wish to focus my attention on point #7 of Northern Pulps’ focus report in the table of contents,
 “Fish and Fish Habitat”.
In 2007, after years of data collection, the 252 page Northumberland Strait Ecosystem Overview
report was delivered by science consulting firm AMED Earth and Environment.  The report and
ongoing study have highlighted 3 main causes of the deterioration of the Gulf of St. Lawrence/
Northumberland Strait ecosystem. They are nutrient loading, sedimentation and contamination.
 Northern Pulp is a contributor of contaminants and nutrients, but primarily nutrients which over
feed algae and other plants in estuaries causing a bloom that then decays and is consumed by micro-
organisms that suck up all the oxygen in the water causing it to become anoxic.  These oxygen
deprived estuaries are the nurseries for many fish.  The area near the proposed 20m. deep diffused
outfall of Northern Pulp effluent is a sensitive ecosystem, adjacent to eel grass beds that serve as a
nursery for juvenile fish species.  It is near lobster spawning ground.  The 37 C. effluent will warm
already warm waters, warmed by climate change.  The color of the water will not let in sunlight and
will interfere with spawning and development of juveniles.  Nearby, there are main herring spawning
grounds.  Tides will take this spawn in the effluent. The pipe taking the effluent passes through
Cariboo Harbour, the busiest fishing harbour in the Northumberland Strait.  More than 70 local
boats fish lobster, herring, rock crab and this industry depends on the integrity of the waters and fish
habitats.  People all over the world depend upon these healthy fish species as a food source, as Nova
Scotia fisheries export much of their product. Northern Pulp will now release, as a conservative
estimate, 70 million liters of bleached Kraft pulp mill effluent into this area DAILY.  Included in this
would be 945 kg. of solids every day reaching the saltwater. How can Eco-Metrix, the consulting firm
that wrote the focus report for Northern Pulp on Sept.30 2019, conclude that there are no
significant residual effects associated with this project on ANY of this fragile ecosystem?  Northern
Pulp claims that a diffused outfall outside of Cariboo Harbour in the Strait is to have much less
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potential effluent impact on the receiving environment (than the existing one) and represents an
improvement.  How does Northern Pulp know that this is true?  The whole of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, Northumberland Strait, Cariboo Harbour is interconnected.  Northern Pulp does not have
a good history of data collection and transparency in their EEMs which look at fish populations, life
forms at the bottom of any water body affected by the effluent and the toxicity of the effluent.  A
recent report by Dalhousie University researchers, published in late June 2019, has found  Northern
Pulps’ EEM reports and studies (more than 200 govt. reports and 8 peer reviewed articles) provide
INADEQUATE DATA. They claim “Selection of species, contaminants of concern and sampling
locations were ad hoc and often inconsistent with EEM requirements under Canadian federal PPER.”
The new $70 million Oxygen Delignification System is said to improve the quality of the effluent
(toxic carcinogenic dioxins and furans, heavy metals, mercury, zinc, chromium) however, because of
Northern Pulp’s present day bleaching process introduced in the mid 1990s, which uses a process
known as ECF, it DOES NOT eliminate these organochlorines, it just reduces them. Despite the new
bleaching process, dioxins and furans bioaccumulate in biota (animal and plant life), are highly toxic
and persist in the environment.
The solution to this would be to not pump out Northern Pulps mix of toxic effluent waste into any
body of water and instead switch to a “Closed Loop” system BCTMP mill with a zero effluent
treatment facility using hydrogen peroxide instead of chlorine dioxide in their bleaching process.
Northern Pulp claims the proposed AST (Activated Sludge Treatment) is the best of the 2 possible
Kraft mill effluent treatment options. The other one being the system in use now, the Aerate
Stabilisation Basin.  Why didn’t they even mention the above “closed loop” process effluent
treatment system? This would be the system that would cause the least adverse, negative effects or
least significant environmental effects on the ecosystems involved and the only logical way that the
effects of Northern Pulp mill effluent can be mitigated, eliminated, reduced or controlled. It is only
this system that will provide healthy fish and fish habitats that will be protected and sustainable.  
 And also, because Northern Pulp failed to supply proper data and failed to meet PPER- EEM

program monitoring requirements regularly since 1992 ( for example, the 1st measurement for furan
and dioxin in fish wasn’t done until 1996 and in that EEM the authors pointed out that 2 forms of the
dioxin and furan were never even analysed), I believe that the federal government should have been
monitoring it’s program (PPER-EEMs) closely for coherence and compliance with it’s own laws.  And
for that reason, I believe there should be a full federal assessment under the auspices of the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.
I strongly challenge and oppose the proposed Northern Pulp Effluent Treatment Facility as it is
presented in the Focus Report.
 
It is with respect that I submit my comments.

Louisdale, N.S.
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

  I am writing in today in response to Northern Pulps Focus Report proposing a effluent pipe discharging into
Caribou Harbour.
  I have lived the majority of my life in Pictou County. I now share this life with 

We have built our home right on the Northumberland Straight and enjoy the surrounding environment in
all seasons. We are avid beach goers and look forward to swimming in the pristine waters every summer. I cannot
fathom that there is a local company that would risk or propose dumping pollution into these waters.
 I myself have obtained  have worked the majority of my career in
the Northern Region of the province, treating primarily the population of the north shore. I treat a large population
of patients with various lung disease that range in age and severity. As well as various cancer patients. It is no secret
that we have a higher incidence of these diseases here in Pictou County. It is also no surprise that industry affects
these statistics.  I am appalled that this day in age we have a local company that is proposing to continuing polluting
the environment in the way they have done since 1967. Have we not learned anything in 50 years. Look how much
medicine has advanced in 50 years!!  We are in an environment crisis and the best NP can come up with is to dump
their “ treated” effluent into the ocean. This is a risk we CANNOT take! The focus report not only lacks scientific
knowledge but lacks the guarantee to prevent further damage to our environment!
 This company, like the owners of the past have shown they do not want to invest money to improve this out of date
mill. They do not want to be sustainable because they have done nothing but act deceitful and untrustworthy. They
have turned communities and community members against one another. I feel they have done this to distract us from
the reality of what is going on.
 I understand that jobs are important here in Nova Scotia but if you choose to risk ruining  our environment over this
you will loose so much more! This effluent is being dumped in my back yard, literally! Ask yourselves if you would
risk dumping it in yours, where your kids play, the air you breath everyday, the water you swim in every summer.
Would you approve it then?
There is a solution but it is not approving this project. It is respecting our First Nations community and respecting
the boat harbour act. It is cleaning up the mistakes of the past. It is putting our environment first for our future
generations and ourselves. It is making sustainable jobs, but not at the risk of others. I ask you to do research about
the past and future of this proposed project and the history of NP. I ask you to do the right thing!
Kindest Regards, 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that northern
pulp has spent a lot of time putting together a plan that would both have a limited effect on the
environment and also allow them to be a company that can coexist with other industry. They
should be allowed to move forward with this plan Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: New Germany
Postal-Code:  Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 73 y: 24
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Nova Scotia
government should not accept the environmentally hazardous proposal of Northern pulp to
send huge amounts of pollutants into the Northumberland strait which will destroy the
waters,the fish habitat, the lobsters and all other fish species as well as the livelihoods of
thousands of fishing family members who live in Pictou County. The Northern Pulp focus
report is not truthful, Effluents that will be dicharged continuously into the strait is obviously
toxic. No one will buy lobster from Nova Scotia and PEI, markets that have been built up by
blood and sweat for generations will be lost forever. Northern Pulp will strip mine our
environment and then leave us with the environmental nightmare. We must ensure our future
economy for the region is sustainable . Sustainable forestry ,fishery and tourism jobs for our
working people must be the future economic path.. The mill workers are not to blame for the
decades long pollution They must be paid dignified severances and have job placement rights
if the mill is closed. The working people, first nation members and towns people should be
united and find solutions in their interest. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code: 
 Phone:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 64
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Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 
Environmental Assessment Branch, Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8  
 

 Fishers 
 River John, Nova Scotia  

 
Honourable Minister Wilson, 
 

As Our current Minister of Environment appointed to represent Nova Scotians in decision 

making and must determine that an Environmental Assessment Report (EAR) is required 

following review of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent 

Treatment Facility (NPNSFR) submitted October 2, 2019 in accordance with Part IV of the 

Environment Act by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (NPNSC)(NPNSC, 2019) in 

response to the Terms of Reference For The Preparation Of A Focus Report Regarding the 

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project Proposed by Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 

Corporation (TOR) (Nova Scotia Environment, 2019). We write in support of Friends of the 

Northumberland Straits’ continued efforts to ensure there is no pipe & no extension to the 

Boat Harbour Act.  The Northumberland Strait (NS) is a synergistic finite body of water which 

supports life on every coastline it meets at 5 000 years old (Brooke, 2015). The NS is a food 

source, a tourism spectacle & a recreational wonderland. Coined Canada’s Ocean Playground, 

Nova Scotia has one feature that stands out above all others: The Sea. NPNSC’s mill in 

Abercrombie is an unabiding manmade structure unlike The NS which should subsist throughout 

time. This balance must be scaled in your consideration of NPNSCs proposed project effects on 

The NS. Randall has thirty years experience fishing lobster, rock crab, herring & scallops in area 

26A1 on The NS. He has always supported solution-focused progress in the area of discussion. 

Nadine grew up being involved in the fishery and passionate that this environment is a treasure 

deserving the commitment of Our Government to ensure that The NS is further examined before 

NPNSCs proposed project is granted your approval (Appendix A). We have no confidence 

NPNSCs proposed plan could be deemed to be free-from-harm for The NS or the people living 

in it as we urge you to be responsible at this time. We insist you order independent, third 

party EAR to further study The NS before you grant approval of NPNSC’s proposed 

project as we are concerned for how said project will add pollutants where we live & work. 

 



 

 

Honorable Minister Wilson, we raise the following issues for your consideration: 

● Further understanding of the future results of climate change. We would like further 

consideration made for the effects of climate change in the area related to (r/t) NPNSC’s 

proposed project. With each passing season that we are fortunate to sail The NS, we are 

witness to changes in its conditions which are indubitably r/t climate change. Storm 

surges in the area have intensified greatly as climate events such as hurricanes occur with 

more strength & frequency. We watch feet of coastline shift or disappear with forceful 

storms. Researchers state “We also conclude that it is likely that climate warming will 

cause Atlantic hurricanes in the coming century have higher rainfall rates than 

present-day hurricanes, and medium confidence that they will be more intense (higher 

peak winds and lower central pressures) on average. In our view, it is uncertain how the 

annual number of Atlantic tropical storms will change over the 21st century (Global Fluid 

Dynamics Laboratory, 2019).” The proposed NPNSC project will cause displacement of 

land by seawater in a time where we are already trying to understand & lessen the impact 

of climate change on our shoreline. NPNSC is a repeat offender of environmental harm & 

we lack confidence in their proposed project. In 2016 NPNSC was certified under the 

Environmental Offenders Registry & charged under Pollution Prevention provisions of 

the Fisheries Act (Government of Canada, 2016). They have a proven track record of 

causing harm to the fishing environment. On occasions where effluent leaks have occured 

NPNSC grants little freedom of information to the public which is a source of great 

public concern as “ Friends of the Northumberland Strait issued a news release Tuesday 

saying its membership is frustrated that after more than three months, the province has 

released no information about the size or cause of the leak last year near Pictou, N.S. 

(Tutton, 2019).” The public cannot trust NPNSCs communication r/t environmental 

effects of its operation & public angst related to severe, persistent environmental effects 

of NPNSCs proposed project must be weighed at this time. An independent EAR 

examining climate change in The NS is necessary to examine how the proposed project 

would affect an already fragile environment. 

● NPNSFR Item & Appendices 3 (NPNSC) response to TOR Item 3:Facility Design, 

Construction & Operation and Maintenance of NPNSC’s proposed project (Nova 

 



 

Scotia Environment). Insufficient data has been provided by NPNS related to the 

likelihood of harm or possible examples of malfunction and catastrophic events r/t this 

proposed project; the controls & consequences of which remain completely unknown. In 

the event of an environmental disaster r/t NPNSC’s proposed project preventative 

responsibility comes down to the decision you are currently being asked to make. The NS 

environment & inhabitants deserve the right-of-way when it comes to your decision in 

response to the project proposed by NPNSC. Honorable Minister Wilson order an EAR to 

be necessary before NPNSC proceeds with a project that could in any way utilize The NS 

as a dumping ground. An independent EAR is necessary to ensure the proposed NPNSCs 

proposed project does not pose a catastrophic risk to The NS. 

● NPNSFR Item & Appendices 7 (NPNSC) response to TOR Item 7: Fish & Fish 

habitat (Nova Scotia Environment). The delicate conditions of The NS sustain the 

commercial fishery that we make a living at. NPNSCs proposed project will have 

malevolent, contemptible affects as it effectively pollutes a fishing area; a food source & 

cultural ethos. Fishing industry in the area in the area will endure a negative impact of the 

pollutants introduced to the NS by NPNSC. There is enough ‘bad press’ r/t to the quality 

of lobster caught in the area due to NPNSC operation without these pollutants being 

released continuously into a fishing area. The NS receives no compensation for the loss 

of environment related to NPNS’s proposed project yet it will take a net loss with the 

introduction of contaminants into its body. The effects of said proposed project create 

net-loss, negatively impacting a food source & expunge the natural state of The NS. An 

independent EAR must be ordered to address TOR Item 7 (Nova Scotia Environment) to 

ensure NPNSC’s proposed project r/t the fishing industry on The NS. 

○ NPNSFR  Figure 7.3-3 (NPNSC, p. 130). Insufficient data r/t buoy locations 

collected over three days in 2019 as it is common practice to move lobster trawls 

are daily as you do not catch lobster tomorrow where you caught them today. 

Where are buoys are located varies day by day, week by week, season by season. 

The entire marine area encompassed by this map is a fishing area used by the 

commercial lobster fishery & bouys are located throughout the area that is not 

indicated for lobster harvest.  

 



 

○ NPNSFR Figure 7.3-4 (NPNSC, p. 131). Lobster is harvested in a greater area 

than indicated by this incomplete and insufficient data. 

○ NPNSFR  Figure 7.3-5 (NPNSC, p. 132). “Atlantic mackerel and Atlantic 

herring are found in the Outer Caribou Harbour/ Northumberland Strait (Figure 

7.3-5) at depths of 10 m and greater. The nearest mackerel harvest area is well 

outside the proposed pipeline footprint and more than 2 km northwest of the 

proposed diffuser location; however, the proposed pipeline route will interact with 

the herring fishery (NPNSC, p.132).” The herring fishery in this area is at risk 

before this proposed interaction with NPNSC. Katie Schleit, a senior fisheries 

advisor with Oceans North states "We're also facing increasing threats from 

climate change, particularly in the gulf...The scientific report is showing that 

fishing levels are generally considered quite high for a stock that's not doing very 

well(Yarr, 2019)." We ask you to be prudent when considering the effects of 

NSNPCs proposed project on the herring fishery by ordering an independent EAR 

before its approval. 

○ NPNSFR Table 7.3-2: Summary of Marine Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & 

Overall Significance (NPNSC, p.142). We are in disagreement with findings that 

overall effects of NPNSCs proposed project on water quality/ physical effect r/t 

the American Lobster (AL) considered to be generally minor, localized and 

generally reversible & not significant when “changes to water quality due the 

discharge of treated effluent to the Northumberland Strait at the diffuser including 

reduced salinity and increased water temperature which may influence 

reproduction, survival and growth of larval and adult Lobster outfall location 

(NPNSC, p. 144).” NPNSFR plans for mitigation through “Provision of habitat 

offsetting, if required (p.144).” What exactly is meant by ‘habitat offsetting’ of 

the AL? There are no examples provided by NPNSC r/t habitat offsetting in terms 

of fishery outcomes. Elucidation of said provisions, effects r/t the AL as industry 

in the area and possible mediation measure is vital before approval is given to 

NPNSC’s proposed project. AL is a significant resource of The NS and “makes 

up the largest proportion of the CRA fishery in Caribou Harbour and Pictou 

Harbour, with all life cycle stages represented within this area (NPNSC, p. 129).” 

 



 

The Port of Caribou is commonly known to have the largest fishing fleet in Nova 

Scotia, which is known worldwide for its lobster. The habitat of the AL & the 

industry it sustains will be directly impacted by NPNSC’s proposed project in 

which “The vertical mixing at the diffuser due to differences in effluent density 

(i.e. temperature and salinity) will negate interactions of the effluent with the 

benthic environment and adult Lobster (NPNSC, p. 144).” How are immature 

lobsters affected by said effects? Further clarification via an independent EAR is 

necessary r/t mitigation provisions & measures r/t effects of NPNSCs proposed 

project to the AL. 

 

As Minister of Environment assiduity is necessary in the matters of NPNSCs proposed 

effluent treatment facility project & honoring the Boat Harbour Act. The severe, persistent 

environmental effects & concerns of the public of NPNSC’s proposed projects outcomes 

cannot be projected without further examination of The NS via an EAR. Without this 

study being ordered the project proposed should not be seen through as there is a current 

lack of understanding of the above issues. We plea with you to order an independent EAR 

for the at this time.  

 

Many thanks, 
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Honourable Margaret Miller, Minister of Environment 

Environmental Assessment Branch, Nova Scotia Environment 

P.O. Box 442 Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2P8  

 

 

 

River John, Nova Scotia  

 

 

Minister Miller, 

I am contacting you in relation to Northern Pulp’s         

Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project. I am       

addressing you as someone who makes their living in         

the fishing area the Gulf of St. Lawrence. These          

fishing grounds encompass the area of the southeastern        

part of Northumberland Strait between Nova Scotia and        

Prince Edward Island and the western half between        

Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. Firstly I would         

like commend each of the members in my community         

who are addressing the issue in of Northern Pulp’s         

presence on The Northumberland Strait. I have never        

publicly expressed my feelings regarding the      

environmental atrocity that is Northern Pulp but cannot        

go without taking this opportunity to make this personal appeal to you. My community is often                

regarded as being divided but many have been brought together by their concern over the               

treatment of our waters & residents. I could not be prouder to be from Nova Scotia except that                  

our representation is truly failing us by supporting an industry over its own citizens. You have                

been disregarding the voices of a concerned community. I urge you to recognize your support               

of Northern Pulp over the people of this area as the destruction of the cultural heritage of                 

communities along the Northern Shores of Nova Scotia & take commendable action in             

 



 

requiring an environmental assessment report (EAR) to be conducted Canadian          

Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA). Together with the supported of obedient          

Provincial Governments the pulp mill operation in our community have a continuous track             

record of negating our community and neglecting our environment. Nova Scotia’s culture was             

formed by our & continues to develop from the interactions within environment of our scenic               

coastlines. I demand you address the environmental effect of Northern Pulp’s operation on             

the culture of Northern Nova Scotia by stepping away from the situation & ordering an               

EAR of the proposed area from the CEAA before any actions can taken in relation to the                 

proposed pipeline. 

 

I can attest that the culture contained & surrounding the area of the proposed pipeline is                

boundless compared to the value of the pulp produced at Northern Pulp in Abercrombie, Nova               

Scotia. I was raised in a ‘fishing family’ in Pictou County, Nova Scotia; graduating from in Alma                 

from Regional High School where I received my first formal education on the              

injustices related to the area’s pulp mill through a law class. At the time my peers & I would get                    

inundated with the presence of sulfur and other pollutants in the air as we learned. I continued                 

my studies at learning the significance of social and           

cultural determinants After attending a lecture on environmental racism I discussed the             

concept with while he had never heard the terminology before that he was very much                

aware of its effects on the coastline. the Northumberland          

Strait was the therapeutic entity that sought me through. I could be dead but I’m a fisherman.                 

The Strait taught me how to transition through life; it gifts me with joy, gratitude & some pride                  

in myself. forced me onto the water each morning & into having a purpose. I will                 

never find the words to describe how pushing off of our wharf, spending the day the day on my                   

water & returning home with bounty healed me. I’ve          

never eaten a lobster. As a child I watched my struggle with daily catches               

that were in the double digits poundwise. Today we benefit from the environmental effects of a                

warming planet; there is no better feeling knowing you’re top boat & I love seeing my                 

floating as we sail in with catches that are ten times what they were in the early                 

2000s. I know programs in the area are benefiting us too but we as a society must address the                   

environmental conundrum that is the Northumberland Strait. has passed since I first             

 



 

brought up the environmental racism yet there is significant distress in the area              

regarding the multitude of issues caused by Northern Pulp’s continued operation. has             

remained a positive example for me by continuously expressing his belief that the conversation              

regarding these issues must be solution-focused.       

 

As a family I feel like we have done very well by             

maintaining respectful discussion regarding the operation of Northern Pulp. However I am            

deeply distressed by the Provincial Government’s delinquency in caring for our waters & am              

now asking you to consider the direct environmental effects on the culture of this area as your                 

personal decision. I urge you to hand off the responsibilities of an EAR to the CEAA before                 

the situation worsens. 

I make my living on the Northumberland Strait in more than one way. I              

 

 

 

meet people from all over the world who are travel to our beautiful shoreline               

because of the nature of The Northumberland Strait. Hearkening first hand accounts of what              

Come-From-Aways cull on our shores frames the global perspective on Nova Scotia as a whole.               

These conversations have defined how fortunate I feel to live & work here; I have a great love                  

for the sea. I assure you that our culture and waters are worth more than pulp. If Northern Pulp                   

continues to operate alongside a submissive provincial government I know the tourism industry             

this area has worked to build up will collapse with the environment; No one wants to vacation in                  

a cesspool. The culture here is informed by the environment which will be affected if you                

permit Northern Pulp to operate without and EAR conducted by the CEAA.  

grown up in    

homes that our Great-Great-Grandfathers    

had lived in. We have both acquired       

knowledge informed by a    

multi-generational relationship with this    

environment. has been farming    

the shoreline of Caribou Harbour since      

 



 

arriving here from Scotland in the early 1800s. This area is the proposed site of Northern Pulp’s                 

pipeline. I encourage you to think of it as ground zero & your legacy by acknowledging the                 

significant cultural value of the Northumberland Strait in handing off responsibility of an             

EAR to the CEAA. The culture of this area is indubitably conjoined with commercial fishing               

which both of our families sustained themselves from.         

 

continues to   

fish at has witnessed the coastal transformation of this area over his lifetime. Fishing               

beside gladdens my heart in ways that I cannot express in            

words. I fear that I am at the end a line and will be unable to pass on my knowledge and skill set                       

to a future generation because my government doesn’t value the very environment it exist within.               

My experience is quintessential to who I am as a person; part of this experience is                

how this environment has been altered by the undeniable results of a changing, polluted              

environment. He recalls bluffs that have eroded, forests that no longer exist & much, much               

colder waters. I know our commercial fishing operation will be unsustainable if the mill pollutes               

our beautiful Strait. I am disgusted by the multitudes of wrongdoings by industry & governments               

alike since the mill began its operation in Abercrombie. There must be an objective,              

independent EAR completed by the CEAA of the Northumberland Strait to address the             

environmental effects of Northern Pulp’s operation on the scenic coastline to identifying            

how these effects will impact the socio-economic conditions on our culture which has             

significant historic and future value. 

 

 

Those of us who live, work & play on The Northumberland Strait can palpate the environmental                

effects of the unsustainable pulp & paper industry. There is no wonder why. For a short period                 

during the 1970s    

 

 

regarding his ailments who told he was insane for           

working there.   

untreated waste into Pictou Harbour during early morning         

 



 

hours. He left his employment knowing that they waited until children were             

sleeping in their beds to illegally dump toxic effluent. If you think you know what dangers are                 

present in under Our waters you have no sense of the situation whatsoever. An EAR of the                 

Northumberland Strait must be conducted by the CEAA to determine the environmental            

effects of pulp production in Abercrombie before any decisions regarding future           

production in the area. In vivo veritas.  

By conforming to Northern Pulps demands I ensure you that you will be forever regarded as the                 

executioner of a culture. I know this community & you are unprepared for dealing with the                

consequences of not handing an EAR to the CEAA. Take action by washing your hands clean                

of any decision-making by electing the CEAA to do an EAR at the proposed site. I assure                  

you that otherwise the Provincial Government will overloaded: there will be an impassable,             

occupied causeway. I believe a reasonable answer to having effluent dumped in my workspace is               

having it tanked & dumped where those responsible for that work. If you expect this community                

to live & work in effluent I would expect the same from you. Order an independent EAR                 

conducted by the CEAA or you will be unleashing an inferno of anguish on this community                

& our culture beyond anything you could possibly conceive of. 

 

With some hope, 
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November 7, 2019 


 


Honorable Minister Gordon Wilson 


Environmental Assessment Branch,  


Nova Scotia Environment                                              


P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia  


B3J 2P8                                                                               


 


 


RE: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia - Environmental Assessment Focus Report - Replacement 


Effluent Treatment Facility  


 


 


Please see the following document in response to the Focus Report of Northern Pulp’s Effluent 


Replacement Project. I am a commercial fisher and harvest lobster, rock crab, and herring from 


the waters directly surrounding the proposed pipe route and outfall location. I also have a 


background in structural engineering and have worked on various projects throughout the 


Maritimes assisting in both the structural design and geotechnical investigation of various 


structures. This submission will include a combination of site-specific observations and the effects 


it will have on the structural integrity of the pipe. 


 


I have also attached my previous submission to the Environmental Assessment of Northern 


Pulp’s Effluent Replacement Project. These submissions highlight some major concerns with the 


underwater portion of the proposed pipe. 


 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


 


 


Colton Cameron, BScEng, Commercial fisherman 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







November 7, 2019 


RE: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report 


In previous comments, submitted in response to Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment, I 


highlighted concerns of pipe failure due to the presence of ice along the proposed pipe route. The 


issues raised in that submission have not been addressed by Northern Pulp in the Focus Report.  


The risk of damage to the marine pipe by ice is critical to determine the viability of the proposed 


project. TOR 2.2 requires Northern Pulp to “Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 


results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine the 


potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.” 


My earlier paper explored two possible failure modes due to ice presence: 1) Direct impact causing 


a ductile failure (high amount of stress over a relatively short time), 2) Cyclical loading causing a 


brittle failure (stress levels lower than the mechanical strength of the material induced repeatedly 


over a relatively long time) (Zhang, 2005). The submission detailed the seafloor bottom as 


observed by fishers to be mostly sandy soft bottom.  Possible problems associated with this type 


of bottom were highlighted including ice scour detection problems due to quick infill and non 


uniform stresses on the pipe. Figure 1 is a figure taken from the prior submission detailing the 


presence of large mounds of ice present in a large area southeast of the Caribou lighthouse (or west 


of Munroe’s Island) along the proposed pipeline route in the winter of 2018-2019. 


 


 


Figure 1: Ice southeast of Caribou lighthouse along proposed pipe route (March 4th, 2019) 


 







Since the Minister’s decision in April 2019, a geotechnical survey has been conducted by CSR 


GeoSurveys Limited (CSR) as part of Northern Pulp’s Focus Report. The survey results describe 


the Caribou corridor “to be dominated by extensive areas of silty sand, sand and sand/gravel.”  


(P.74, Appendix 2.2). In determining the trench depth of buried pipe, CSR states that the scour 


depth is the single most important parameter and includes that “scours in sand will experience 


some infill immediately due to lack of sediment cohesion.” (P.95, Appendix 2.2). During the 


survey, if any scours had been infilled the scour measurements were taken from the top of infill 


(thus not truly depicting how deep the ice had actually scoured). The survey identified a total of 


133 ice scours within the Caribou corridor, stating the maximum scour depth measured as 0.4 


meters (scour depth minus any infill). Also found in the survey was a large area 70m x 100m (west 


of Munroe’s Island) that indicated ice grounding to a depth of 0.7m. The ice scours found along 


the pipe route had measured widths ranging from 1m to 6m and lengths ranging from 2m to 260 


m.  


The new data obtained as part of Northern Pulp’s Focus report has verified the soft sandy soil 


conditions and found extremely alarming rates of ice scouring directly along the proposed route. 


The report has also confirmed extensive ice grounding located along the shallow area in Figure 1 


(Figure 2 of previous submission). Due to the predominately sandy soil along the proposed route, 


all of the depths of scouring obtained are subject to some degree of error, as the soil quickly infills 


the scouring. CSR states that all scouring was from the 2018-2019 winter, as can be expected due 


to quickly changing sandy bottom continuously subject to tidal and wave action. The question is 


how much infill had taken place from the time the ice left until the survey was completed?  


Ice conditions along the proposed route during the winter of 2018-2019 were relatively average or 


below average with no fisheries or marine activity delayed due to ice. We do not have to look back 


far to find winters where fishing seasons have been delayed due the extreme ice conditions. In 


2015 Lobster Fishing Area (LFA) 26A (which includes Caribou Harbour) was delayed nearly 2 


weeks due to ice. Standards of practice for detecting ice scouring in shallow soft bottoms 


recommend that historical data be taken into account. It is also recommended that survey data be 


recorded at variant times, as a single data set can easily give a misrepresentation of the ice/seafloor 


interactions. This begs the question what would the survey have looked like directly after the ice 


left in 2015?  


Figure 2 is one of many figures in CSR’s report depicting the ice gouge locations along the 


proposed route. The blue line shows the proposed pipeline route while the several black lines show 


ice gouges found by CSR’s survey. The figure illustrates a portion of the pipe route where depths 


are as shallow as 1 meter. This figure along with many others are severally alarming when looking 


at the possibility of ice impact on the pipe. Considering that founded gouges have measured lengths 


of up to 260 meters and widths of up to 6 meters, this data is not something to take lightly. If there 


is any amount of error in forecasting the maximum depth of ice gauging there is a large possibility 


of ductile pipe failure due to direct impact with catastrophic repercussion to the surrounding 


marine environment. 







 


Figure 2: Ice Gouging along a small section of the Proposed Route (P.104, Appendix 2.2) 


Equally alarming as the potential for direct impact of ice on the buried pipe is the possibility of a 


brittle failure of the pipe under the large area found to have ice grounding. The survey found ice 


grounding to a depth of 0.7m over an area of 7000 square meters. To give a better understanding 


of the intensity of these ice forces we will do a quick calculation to estimate this section of ice 


groundings weight. We will use all of the smallest dimension assumptions to ensure that no one 


thinks we are inflating the values: Given 0.7 meters of ice embedded into the soil and choosing the 


shallowest depth gives 1 meter of the ice between seafloor elevation and sea level elevation, 


looking at Figure 1 we will conservatively estimate the mean height of ice mounds at 1m. This 


gives us approximately 19,000 m3 of ice, using a density of approximately 900kg/m3 results in 


over 17 million kilograms of ice or 37.6 million pounds of ice on an area 70m x 100m. Although 


this puts into the perspective the intense gravity forces due to ice, the lateral forces created by the 


ice are far more alarming. During the winter months the Northumberland Strait is filled with ice, 


as the tide falls each time the water level below all this tightly packed ice decreases creating even 


higher ice interaction forces. The weakest link in all of this being the shorelines and shallow 


harbours which see the brunt of these enormous lateral ice forces. This begs the question, if ice 


cover over a 70 meter by 100-meter sections weighs over 37.6 million pounds, how much force 


would all of the ice in the Northumberland Strait be able to exert laterally? Now imagine this force 







being constantly applied cyclical with every 12-hour tide cycle. This raises major concerns in 


fatigue stresses developing in the pipe over time. Even if the gouge depths do not reach the pipe 


depth the ice-soil interaction forces will convert to soil-pipe interaction forces continually being 


applied in a cyclical manner. If direct impact does not occur causing immediate ductile failure 


these fatigue stress could eventually lead to a brittle failure of the pipe. 


With no leak detection plan in place for the marine portion of the pipe, the failure could go 


undetected for months or years, seeping effluent in shallow waters where the receiving waters 


would not have the dilution characteristics necessary to dilute the effluent. Northern Pulp has not 


addressed the risks from ice grounding. This is a critical omission.  


There is too much at stake to fast track the design process of the pipe. A full ice report including 


historical data and multiple surveys and site visits in winter months must be conducted to ensure 


the ice effects are modelled properly. Before the Minister can approve the proposed project, clear 


engineered documents including a leak detection plan for the marine portion of the pipe must be 


submitted for public review, plans should include a monitoring system with real time data. Failure 


to do so could lead to the catastrophic structural failure of the pipe due to direct ice impact or cyclic 


fatigue loadings exceeding allowable limits. Effluent prematurely released in shallow waters due 


to a pipe break and gone undetected would have irreversible effects on the surrounding marine 


ecosystems. 


The Minister does not have the appropriate baseline information to determine that this project is 


viable, and cannot approve the project. It is recommended that the Minister call for a full federal 


environmental assessment. More information is required to ensure that ice presence will not cause 


a pipe failure, leading to catastrophic repercussions for all marine ecosystems.  A real time 


monitoring program for the marine portion of the pipe should be included in the future design 


process. 


 


 


Colton Cameron, BScEng, Commercial Fisherman 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







RE: Previous Submission Environmental Assessment 


1.0 SEAFLOOR CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPOSED ROUTE 


1.1 Effluent Effects Rock Crab Population 


Inside Caribou harbour consists mainly of shallow soft sand and mud bottom with portions of 


broken hard bottom. Such seafloor characteristics create a favourable environment for the rock 


crab population to flourish. While harvesting rock crab throughout LFA 26A fishers have observed 


that this inlet presents optimal conditions for juvenile and female rock crabs. If you place traps 


within the harbour (south/southwest of Munros Island or directly east of the ferry terminal) the 


majority of the harvested catch appears to consist of small juvenile crab including a high 


percentage of females. As you move out of the harbour along the proposed pipe route and along 


the shore east and west the percentage of harvestable rock crab (a rock crab of legal size) within 


the catch appears to significantly increase. Traps placed further offshore in deeper waters tend to 


have a catch rate with the majority of the catch consisting of large harvestable crabs with very few 


undersized crabs. Over the years all of the above has remained consistent and local fishers have 


concluded that the Caribou harbour acts as a breeding ground and an optimal environment for 


juvenile rock crab to mature before moving to deeper waters. This raises the major concern of what 


effect will this effluent have on these juvenile rock crab and the rock crab population as a whole? 


Not to mention the chain reaction that would occur throughout other species including lobster 


whose diet consists of a large percentage of rock crab (Fisheries & Oceans Canada, 2013).  


 


1.2 Effects of Site Specifics on Structural Integrity of the Pipe 


The marine portion of Northern Pulps pipeline design consists of approximately 4 kilometers of 


36” high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe that will be weighted with concrete ballast and placed 


in a 3 m trench (providing approximately 2 m of cover to the top of pipe) and will be backfilled 


with armour stone (Appendix F, Northern Pulp, 2019).  


The pipeline location proposed by Northern Pulp presents various challenges that must be 


addressed to ensure the structural integrity of the pipe. As previously stated, the bottom has been 


observed by fishers to consist of soft sand and mud bottom with small pockets of hard bottom. 


With no geotechnical investigation carried out by any of Northern Pulps consultants it is unknown 


how deep the soft bottom continues. This raises the concern of non-uniform settlement of the soil 


that will be supporting the pipe. Due to the pipe being placed in a pre-dug trench during the 


construction phase it is likely that the pipe will experience increased installation deflections due 


to the trench quickly being filled in with sand due to wave and tidal action, thus creating 


discrepancies between design pipe elevations and as built pipe elevations. The pipe is also likely 


to experience increased in-service deflections over time due to the pockets of hard bottom creating 


a point of solid support while large portions of soft bottom allow for settlement and pipe sag. These 


deflections will induce increased compressive and tensile bending stresses within the pipe wall 


resulting in bending strains. The design code aims to limit these strains and the geometric stability 


of the pipe by setting ring deflection limits of 7.5%. As deflections increase beyond this point 







geometric stability is eventually lost and the crown of the pipe will begin to flatten and eventually 


reverse leading to reverse curvature collapse of the pipe Figure 1 shows observed pipe deformation 


patterns that lead to failure due to increased pipe deflections (Plastic Pipe Institute, 2014). 


 


Figure 1: Observed deformations of installed HDPE pipelines (Motahari & Abolmaali, 


2010) 


Figure 1 is from a study published in the Journal of Transportation Engineers of the American 


Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). The study included structural monitoring with video and laser 


surveillance of over 15,000ft (96 pipelines) of buried HDPE pipe across the USA. It was concluded 


that the majority of pipelines had actual deformations in excess of design code limits (Motahari & 


Abolmaali, 2010). This study gives great insight into the possible repercussions of not accurately 


modeling induced strains in buried HDPE pipes. 


Due to the cyclical nature of the tidal forces and wave action these induced stresses combined with 


ice loads over time could present fatigue stress issues. Although HDPE pipes are extremely flexible 


making them well suited to bend and adhere to the seafloor, cyclical loading has the potential to 


cause failure if the site-specific loadings on the pipe are not properly addressed. “One of the causes 


for failures of HDPE pipes is fatigue which is the result of pipes being subjected to cyclic loading, 


such as internal pressure, weight loads or external loadings on buried pipes, which generate stress 


in different directions: circumferential, longitudinal and radial.” (P. 600, Djebli et al., 2014). To 


accurately determine these site-specific loads, various data is required including accurate 


geotechnical site investigation with borehole results, hydrographic site surveys including bottom 


type/depths, potential ice scours, and site observations of ice conditions. It should be noted that 


none of these are present in Northern Pulp’s submission.  


Of all the loads the pipe will experience, ice loads present that largest risk to the structural integrity 


of the pipe. Potential failure of the pipe due to ice could occur from one of two mechanisms: 1) 


Direct impact causing a ductile failure (high amount of stress over a relatively short time), 2) 







Cyclical loading causing a brittle failure (stress levels lower than the mechanical strength of the 


material induced repeatitly over a relatively long time) (Zhang, 2005). Brittle failure due to ice 


impact could occur if any of the following project tasks are neglected: complete a site survey of 


ice conditions, complete a hydrographic survey depicting any potential ice scours, bury pipe at an 


adequate distance to account for extreme ice event. Although Northern Pulp shows a pipe buried 


with cover of approximately 2 meters, they have not completed any of the pre-design field work 


required to ensure that the pipe is not at risk of failure. When determining extreme ice scouring 


events, it is also recommended that ice scour surveys be carried out more than once, spaced out 


over time to gain an accurate depiction of the ice and seafloor interaction (C-Core, 2004). 


Grounding models such as the one created for a tunnel project crossing the Strait of Belle Isle, 


Newfoundland can also be carried out to gain insight into ice activity in a given region (C-Core, 


2004). The soft soil and shallow design depth of the pipe (approximately 2 meters) also poses 


concerns for ice and seafloor interaction. If large ice accumulation was present and gouged the 


seafloor to the unknown depths of the soft bottom there would be no evidence of such gouges once 


the ice had melted as the sand would infill the gouges within a couple tide cycles. Figure 2 and 


Figure 3 are a photo’s taken March 4th, 2019 from the Caribou light house, the PEI ferry can be 


seen docked in the background.  


 


Figure 2: Ice southeast of Caribou lighthouse along proposed pipe route (March 4th, 2019) 


This photo shows extensive ice directly over the proposed pipe route. Locations where water 


depths are as shallow as 1 meter have ice piles of 3-4-meter heights above sea level. It is not 


unlikely to conclude from these photos alone that potential for ice impact at a depth of 2m below 


seafloor bottom in a soft bottom is a very real possibility that could lead to a ductile failure resulting 







in the catastrophic event of premature released effluent into the Caribou harbour. Figure 3 shows 


more ice further north along proposed pipe route. 


 


Figure 3: Ice east of Caribou lighthouse along proposed pipe route (March 4th, 2019) 


Alex Falconer, now retired, fished the waters surrounding the proposed pipe location for 55 years. 


Along with other species Alex fished lobsters along the shores of Caribou Island. He recalls one 


winter when ice conditions were at their peak, one of his most lucrative lobster spots was 


completely wiped out by the ice. North of Black Point the bottom consisted of dense hard bottom 


with drastic elevation changes in the bottom including a large trench where lobsters could always 


be found. The following spring the rock bottom had been completely changed and the trench had 


been filled in. 


Barry Sutherland, a long-time fishermen and Rob Mackay a commercial diver in the area for 25 


years have also seen the power of the ice in the area. One spring Barry could not seem to get his 


traps boarded as they were tangled on something on the bottom. When Rob dove to retrieve them 


a navigational marker buoy from PEI was found drove into the rock bottom by the ice. 


 


3.0 RECIEVEING WATER STUDY 


Events that would be catastrophic to the marine ecosystems include:  1) Structural failure of the 


pipe causing effluent to be released prematurely of the discharge location. 2) Errors in the receiving 


water study including tides, water flow, mixing characteristics at discharge location, lack of 


consideration for climate change effects will have on mixing characteristics.  







The shallow soft bottom that extends south of the Caribou lighthouse combined with Munroe’s 


Island extruding westward creates a bottleneck effect for the water currents. This bottleneck effect 


is also accelerated by the water moving in from deep waters to shallow waters on a rising tide. 


These physical characteristics create accelerated tides and wave action, across the proposed 


location. These conditions combined with a prevailing north wind can cause water to swell into 


the harbour and hold waters in the harbour longer on a rising tide this gives the harbour very poor 


flushing characteristics. If there were a failure in the pipe at a location prior to the diffusers there 


would be no chance of meeting the dilution standards. The same could be said about the diffuser 


location if there is any variability in the water/mixing properties that were used in the receiving 


water study. Although computer modelling can give great insight into complex problems 


performing thousands of iterations and time steps in the matter of seconds, the results are only as 


good as the variables that were entered into the model. When dealing with a project with 


environmental consequences as catastrophic as this, each variable of tidal data, water depths, 


salinity, mixing characteristics etc. must be observed and calculated in a timely manner to ensure 


the level of confidence of the model is extremely high. 


In near field portion of the receiving water study Stantec states “No historical water quality data 


are available for Northumberland Strait around the CH-B location. Data from the neighbouring 


Pictou Road (Stantec, 2017) located about 6 km southeast were used.” (Stantec, 2018). While in 


the far field portion of the study they simply extended the boundaries of the previous model created 


for the previous outfall location in the original study that was completed for Pictou Harbour 


(Stantec, 2017). I will not attempt to touch on the technical data within the receiving waters study 


as I do not have the educational background to do so. I will however pose the following questions: 


Has adequate field investigations been carried out to ensure the results of these models are correct? 


Is stating there was no historical data thus we used data from our previously studied location 


sufficient? Should actual water sampling have been carried out at the actual location? Is this project 


being fast tracked? The study concludes that “The effluent discharged at the CH-B location is 


predicted to be dispersed and transported predominantly with offshore currents in the northwest 


and southeast directions. The effluent intrusion into Caribou Harbour is predicted to be minimum.” 


(P.27 Stantec 2018). With what level of confidence can they make this statement while some data 


was simply pulled from the original location of Pictou Harbour? Have they modelled the 


bottleneck effect that all fishermen are aware of? 


4.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMMENDATIONS  


Due to the lack of detail presented concerning site-specific data of various elements of the project, 


the minister must request an environmental assessment report. The report should include a 


geotechnical investigation, hydrographic survey and further investigations detailing ice presence. 


Pipe deformation issues should be addressed and a study must be conducted to ensure that direct 


ice impact will not occur. A detailed tidal study should be carried out to ensure that the effluent 


will not intrude into Caribou harbour severely effecting the marine ecosystem. 
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November 7, 2019 

 

Honorable Minister Gordon Wilson 
Environmental Assessment Branch,  
Nova Scotia Environment                                              
P.O. Box 442, Halifax, Nova Scotia  
B3J 2P8                                                                               
 
 
RE: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia - Environmental Assessment Focus Report - Replacement 
Effluent Treatment Facility  
 
 
Please see the following document in response to the Focus Report of Northern Pulp’s Effluent 

Replacement Project. I am a commercial fisher and harvest lobster, rock crab, and herring from 

the waters directly surrounding the proposed pipe route and outfall location. I also have a 

background in structural engineering and have worked on various projects throughout the 

Maritimes assisting in both the structural design and geotechnical investigation of various 

structures. This submission will include a combination of site-specific observations and the effects 

it will have on the structural integrity of the pipe. 

 

I have also attached my previous submission to the Environmental Assessment of Northern 

Pulp’s Effluent Replacement Project. These submissions highlight some major concerns with the 

underwater portion of the proposed pipe. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



November 7, 2019 

RE: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Focus Report 

In previous comments, submitted in response to Northern Pulp’s Environmental Assessment, I 

highlighted concerns of pipe failure due to the presence of ice along the proposed pipe route. The 

issues raised in that submission have not been addressed by Northern Pulp in the Focus Report.  

The risk of damage to the marine pipe by ice is critical to determine the viability of the proposed 

project. TOR 2.2 requires Northern Pulp to “Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey 

results to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine the 

potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline.” 

My earlier paper explored two possible failure modes due to ice presence: 1) Direct impact causing 

a ductile failure (high amount of stress over a relatively short time), 2) Cyclical loading causing a 

brittle failure (stress levels lower than the mechanical strength of the material induced repeatedly 

over a relatively long time) (Zhang, 2005). The submission detailed the seafloor bottom as 

observed by fishers to be mostly sandy soft bottom.  Possible problems associated with this type 

of bottom were highlighted including ice scour detection problems due to quick infill and non 

uniform stresses on the pipe. Figure 1 is a figure taken from the prior submission detailing the 

presence of large mounds of ice present in a large area southeast of the Caribou lighthouse (or west 

of Munroe’s Island) along the proposed pipeline route in the winter of 2018-2019. 

 

 

Figure 1: Ice southeast of Caribou lighthouse along proposed pipe route (March 4th, 2019) 

 



Since the Minister’s decision in April 2019, a geotechnical survey has been conducted by CSR 

GeoSurveys Limited (CSR) as part of Northern Pulp’s Focus Report. The survey results describe 

the Caribou corridor “to be dominated by extensive areas of silty sand, sand and sand/gravel.”  

(P.74, Appendix 2.2). In determining the trench depth of buried pipe, CSR states that the scour 

depth is the single most important parameter and includes that “scours in sand will experience 

some infill immediately due to lack of sediment cohesion.” (P.95, Appendix 2.2). During the 

survey, if any scours had been infilled the scour measurements were taken from the top of infill 

(thus not truly depicting how deep the ice had actually scoured). The survey identified a total of 

133 ice scours within the Caribou corridor, stating the maximum scour depth measured as 0.4 

meters (scour depth minus any infill). Also found in the survey was a large area 70m x 100m (west 

of Munroe’s Island) that indicated ice grounding to a depth of 0.7m. The ice scours found along 

the pipe route had measured widths ranging from 1m to 6m and lengths ranging from 2m to 260 

m.  

The new data obtained as part of Northern Pulp’s Focus report has verified the soft sandy soil 

conditions and found extremely alarming rates of ice scouring directly along the proposed route. 

The report has also confirmed extensive ice grounding located along the shallow area in Figure 1 

(Figure 2 of previous submission). Due to the predominately sandy soil along the proposed route, 

all of the depths of scouring obtained are subject to some degree of error, as the soil quickly infills 

the scouring. CSR states that all scouring was from the 2018-2019 winter, as can be expected due 

to quickly changing sandy bottom continuously subject to tidal and wave action. The question is 

how much infill had taken place from the time the ice left until the survey was completed?  

Ice conditions along the proposed route during the winter of 2018-2019 were relatively average or 

below average with no fisheries or marine activity delayed due to ice. We do not have to look back 

far to find winters where fishing seasons have been delayed due the extreme ice conditions. In 

2015 Lobster Fishing Area (LFA) 26A (which includes Caribou Harbour) was delayed nearly 2 

weeks due to ice. Standards of practice for detecting ice scouring in shallow soft bottoms 

recommend that historical data be taken into account. It is also recommended that survey data be 

recorded at variant times, as a single data set can easily give a misrepresentation of the ice/seafloor 

interactions. This begs the question what would the survey have looked like directly after the ice 

left in 2015?  

Figure 2 is one of many figures in CSR’s report depicting the ice gouge locations along the 

proposed route. The blue line shows the proposed pipeline route while the several black lines show 

ice gouges found by CSR’s survey. The figure illustrates a portion of the pipe route where depths 

are as shallow as 1 meter. This figure along with many others are severally alarming when looking 

at the possibility of ice impact on the pipe. Considering that founded gouges have measured lengths 

of up to 260 meters and widths of up to 6 meters, this data is not something to take lightly. If there 

is any amount of error in forecasting the maximum depth of ice gauging there is a large possibility 

of ductile pipe failure due to direct impact with catastrophic repercussion to the surrounding 

marine environment. 



 

Figure 2: Ice Gouging along a small section of the Proposed Route (P.104, Appendix 2.2) 

Equally alarming as the potential for direct impact of ice on the buried pipe is the possibility of a 

brittle failure of the pipe under the large area found to have ice grounding. The survey found ice 

grounding to a depth of 0.7m over an area of 7000 square meters. To give a better understanding 

of the intensity of these ice forces we will do a quick calculation to estimate this section of ice 

groundings weight. We will use all of the smallest dimension assumptions to ensure that no one 

thinks we are inflating the values: Given 0.7 meters of ice embedded into the soil and choosing the 

shallowest depth gives 1 meter of the ice between seafloor elevation and sea level elevation, 

looking at Figure 1 we will conservatively estimate the mean height of ice mounds at 1m. This 

gives us approximately 19,000 m3 of ice, using a density of approximately 900kg/m3 results in 

over 17 million kilograms of ice or 37.6 million pounds of ice on an area 70m x 100m. Although 

this puts into the perspective the intense gravity forces due to ice, the lateral forces created by the 

ice are far more alarming. During the winter months the Northumberland Strait is filled with ice, 

as the tide falls each time the water level below all this tightly packed ice decreases creating even 

higher ice interaction forces. The weakest link in all of this being the shorelines and shallow 

harbours which see the brunt of these enormous lateral ice forces. This begs the question, if ice 

cover over a 70 meter by 100-meter sections weighs over 37.6 million pounds, how much force 

would all of the ice in the Northumberland Strait be able to exert laterally? Now imagine this force 



being constantly applied cyclical with every 12-hour tide cycle. This raises major concerns in 

fatigue stresses developing in the pipe over time. Even if the gouge depths do not reach the pipe 

depth the ice-soil interaction forces will convert to soil-pipe interaction forces continually being 

applied in a cyclical manner. If direct impact does not occur causing immediate ductile failure 

these fatigue stress could eventually lead to a brittle failure of the pipe. 

With no leak detection plan in place for the marine portion of the pipe, the failure could go 

undetected for months or years, seeping effluent in shallow waters where the receiving waters 

would not have the dilution characteristics necessary to dilute the effluent. Northern Pulp has not 

addressed the risks from ice grounding. This is a critical omission.  

There is too much at stake to fast track the design process of the pipe. A full ice report including 

historical data and multiple surveys and site visits in winter months must be conducted to ensure 

the ice effects are modelled properly. Before the Minister can approve the proposed project, clear 

engineered documents including a leak detection plan for the marine portion of the pipe must be 

submitted for public review, plans should include a monitoring system with real time data. Failure 

to do so could lead to the catastrophic structural failure of the pipe due to direct ice impact or cyclic 

fatigue loadings exceeding allowable limits. Effluent prematurely released in shallow waters due 

to a pipe break and gone undetected would have irreversible effects on the surrounding marine 

ecosystems. 

The Minister does not have the appropriate baseline information to determine that this project is 

viable, and cannot approve the project. It is recommended that the Minister call for a full federal 

environmental assessment. More information is required to ensure that ice presence will not cause 

a pipe failure, leading to catastrophic repercussions for all marine ecosystems.  A real time 

monitoring program for the marine portion of the pipe should be included in the future design 

process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RE: Previous Submission Environmental Assessment 

1.0 SEAFLOOR CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPOSED ROUTE 

1.1 Effluent Effects Rock Crab Population 

Inside Caribou harbour consists mainly of shallow soft sand and mud bottom with portions of 

broken hard bottom. Such seafloor characteristics create a favourable environment for the rock 

crab population to flourish. While harvesting rock crab throughout LFA 26A fishers have observed 

that this inlet presents optimal conditions for juvenile and female rock crabs. If you place traps 

within the harbour (south/southwest of Munros Island or directly east of the ferry terminal) the 

majority of the harvested catch appears to consist of small juvenile crab including a high 

percentage of females. As you move out of the harbour along the proposed pipe route and along 

the shore east and west the percentage of harvestable rock crab (a rock crab of legal size) within 

the catch appears to significantly increase. Traps placed further offshore in deeper waters tend to 

have a catch rate with the majority of the catch consisting of large harvestable crabs with very few 

undersized crabs. Over the years all of the above has remained consistent and local fishers have 

concluded that the Caribou harbour acts as a breeding ground and an optimal environment for 

juvenile rock crab to mature before moving to deeper waters. This raises the major concern of what 

effect will this effluent have on these juvenile rock crab and the rock crab population as a whole? 

Not to mention the chain reaction that would occur throughout other species including lobster 

whose diet consists of a large percentage of rock crab (Fisheries & Oceans Canada, 2013).  

 

1.2 Effects of Site Specifics on Structural Integrity of the Pipe 

The marine portion of Northern Pulps pipeline design consists of approximately 4 kilometers of 

36” high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe that will be weighted with concrete ballast and placed 

in a 3 m trench (providing approximately 2 m of cover to the top of pipe) and will be backfilled 

with armour stone (Appendix F, Northern Pulp, 2019).  

The pipeline location proposed by Northern Pulp presents various challenges that must be 

addressed to ensure the structural integrity of the pipe. As previously stated, the bottom has been 

observed by fishers to consist of soft sand and mud bottom with small pockets of hard bottom. 

With no geotechnical investigation carried out by any of Northern Pulps consultants it is unknown 

how deep the soft bottom continues. This raises the concern of non-uniform settlement of the soil 

that will be supporting the pipe. Due to the pipe being placed in a pre-dug trench during the 

construction phase it is likely that the pipe will experience increased installation deflections due 

to the trench quickly being filled in with sand due to wave and tidal action, thus creating 

discrepancies between design pipe elevations and as built pipe elevations. The pipe is also likely 

to experience increased in-service deflections over time due to the pockets of hard bottom creating 

a point of solid support while large portions of soft bottom allow for settlement and pipe sag. These 

deflections will induce increased compressive and tensile bending stresses within the pipe wall 

resulting in bending strains. The design code aims to limit these strains and the geometric stability 

of the pipe by setting ring deflection limits of 7.5%. As deflections increase beyond this point 



geometric stability is eventually lost and the crown of the pipe will begin to flatten and eventually 

reverse leading to reverse curvature collapse of the pipe Figure 1 shows observed pipe deformation 

patterns that lead to failure due to increased pipe deflections (Plastic Pipe Institute, 2014). 

 

Figure 1: Observed deformations of installed HDPE pipelines (Motahari & Abolmaali, 
2010) 

Figure 1 is from a study published in the Journal of Transportation Engineers of the American 

Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). The study included structural monitoring with video and laser 

surveillance of over 15,000ft (96 pipelines) of buried HDPE pipe across the USA. It was concluded 

that the majority of pipelines had actual deformations in excess of design code limits (Motahari & 

Abolmaali, 2010). This study gives great insight into the possible repercussions of not accurately 

modeling induced strains in buried HDPE pipes. 

Due to the cyclical nature of the tidal forces and wave action these induced stresses combined with 

ice loads over time could present fatigue stress issues. Although HDPE pipes are extremely flexible 

making them well suited to bend and adhere to the seafloor, cyclical loading has the potential to 

cause failure if the site-specific loadings on the pipe are not properly addressed. “One of the causes 

for failures of HDPE pipes is fatigue which is the result of pipes being subjected to cyclic loading, 

such as internal pressure, weight loads or external loadings on buried pipes, which generate stress 

in different directions: circumferential, longitudinal and radial.” (P. 600, Djebli et al., 2014). To 

accurately determine these site-specific loads, various data is required including accurate 

geotechnical site investigation with borehole results, hydrographic site surveys including bottom 

type/depths, potential ice scours, and site observations of ice conditions. It should be noted that 

none of these are present in Northern Pulp’s submission.  

Of all the loads the pipe will experience, ice loads present that largest risk to the structural integrity 

of the pipe. Potential failure of the pipe due to ice could occur from one of two mechanisms: 1) 

Direct impact causing a ductile failure (high amount of stress over a relatively short time), 2) 



Cyclical loading causing a brittle failure (stress levels lower than the mechanical strength of the 

material induced repeatitly over a relatively long time) (Zhang, 2005). Brittle failure due to ice 

impact could occur if any of the following project tasks are neglected: complete a site survey of 

ice conditions, complete a hydrographic survey depicting any potential ice scours, bury pipe at an 

adequate distance to account for extreme ice event. Although Northern Pulp shows a pipe buried 

with cover of approximately 2 meters, they have not completed any of the pre-design field work 

required to ensure that the pipe is not at risk of failure. When determining extreme ice scouring 

events, it is also recommended that ice scour surveys be carried out more than once, spaced out 

over time to gain an accurate depiction of the ice and seafloor interaction (C-Core, 2004). 

Grounding models such as the one created for a tunnel project crossing the Strait of Belle Isle, 

Newfoundland can also be carried out to gain insight into ice activity in a given region (C-Core, 

2004). The soft soil and shallow design depth of the pipe (approximately 2 meters) also poses 

concerns for ice and seafloor interaction. If large ice accumulation was present and gouged the 

seafloor to the unknown depths of the soft bottom there would be no evidence of such gouges once 

the ice had melted as the sand would infill the gouges within a couple tide cycles. Figure 2 and 

Figure 3 are a photo’s taken March 4th, 2019 from the Caribou light house, the PEI ferry can be 

seen docked in the background.  

 

Figure 2: Ice southeast of Caribou lighthouse along proposed pipe route (March 4th, 2019) 

This photo shows extensive ice directly over the proposed pipe route. Locations where water 

depths are as shallow as 1 meter have ice piles of 3-4-meter heights above sea level. It is not 

unlikely to conclude from these photos alone that potential for ice impact at a depth of 2m below 

seafloor bottom in a soft bottom is a very real possibility that could lead to a ductile failure resulting 



in the catastrophic event of premature released effluent into the Caribou harbour. Figure 3 shows 

more ice further north along proposed pipe route. 

 

Figure 3: Ice east of Caribou lighthouse along proposed pipe route (March 4th, 2019) 

 now retired, fished the waters surrounding the proposed pipe location for 55 years. 

Along with other species  fished lobsters along the shores of Caribou Island. He recalls one 

winter when ice conditions were at their peak, one of his most lucrative lobster spots was 

completely wiped out by the ice. North of Black Point the bottom consisted of dense hard bottom 

with drastic elevation changes in the bottom including a large trench where lobsters could always 

be found. The following spring the rock bottom had been completely changed and the trench had 

been filled in. 

 a long-time fishermen and  a commercial diver in the area for 25 

years have also seen the power of the ice in the area. One spring  could not seem to get his 

traps boarded as they were tangled on something on the bottom. When dove to retrieve them 

a navigational marker buoy from PEI was found drove into the rock bottom by the ice. 

 

3.0 RECIEVEING WATER STUDY 

Events that would be catastrophic to the marine ecosystems include:  1) Structural failure of the 

pipe causing effluent to be released prematurely of the discharge location. 2) Errors in the receiving 

water study including tides, water flow, mixing characteristics at discharge location, lack of 

consideration for climate change effects will have on mixing characteristics.  



The shallow soft bottom that extends south of the Caribou lighthouse combined with Munroe’s 

Island extruding westward creates a bottleneck effect for the water currents. This bottleneck effect 

is also accelerated by the water moving in from deep waters to shallow waters on a rising tide. 

These physical characteristics create accelerated tides and wave action, across the proposed 

location. These conditions combined with a prevailing north wind can cause water to swell into 

the harbour and hold waters in the harbour longer on a rising tide this gives the harbour very poor 

flushing characteristics. If there were a failure in the pipe at a location prior to the diffusers there 

would be no chance of meeting the dilution standards. The same could be said about the diffuser 

location if there is any variability in the water/mixing properties that were used in the receiving 

water study. Although computer modelling can give great insight into complex problems 

performing thousands of iterations and time steps in the matter of seconds, the results are only as 

good as the variables that were entered into the model. When dealing with a project with 

environmental consequences as catastrophic as this, each variable of tidal data, water depths, 

salinity, mixing characteristics etc. must be observed and calculated in a timely manner to ensure 

the level of confidence of the model is extremely high. 

In near field portion of the receiving water study Stantec states “No historical water quality data 

are available for Northumberland Strait around the CH-B location. Data from the neighbouring 

Pictou Road (Stantec, 2017) located about 6 km southeast were used.” (Stantec, 2018). While in 

the far field portion of the study they simply extended the boundaries of the previous model created 

for the previous outfall location in the original study that was completed for Pictou Harbour 

(Stantec, 2017). I will not attempt to touch on the technical data within the receiving waters study 

as I do not have the educational background to do so. I will however pose the following questions: 

Has adequate field investigations been carried out to ensure the results of these models are correct? 

Is stating there was no historical data thus we used data from our previously studied location 

sufficient? Should actual water sampling have been carried out at the actual location? Is this project 

being fast tracked? The study concludes that “The effluent discharged at the CH-B location is 

predicted to be dispersed and transported predominantly with offshore currents in the northwest 

and southeast directions. The effluent intrusion into Caribou Harbour is predicted to be minimum.” 

(P.27 Stantec 2018). With what level of confidence can they make this statement while some data 

was simply pulled from the original location of Pictou Harbour? Have they modelled the 

bottleneck effect that all fishermen are aware of? 

4.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMMENDATIONS  

Due to the lack of detail presented concerning site-specific data of various elements of the project, 

the minister must request an environmental assessment report. The report should include a 

geotechnical investigation, hydrographic survey and further investigations detailing ice presence. 

Pipe deformation issues should be addressed and a study must be conducted to ensure that direct 

ice impact will not occur. A detailed tidal study should be carried out to ensure that the effluent 

will not intrude into Caribou harbour severely effecting the marine ecosystem. 
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 10:10:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I've lived in Pictou for the last 32 years and I'm concerned about Northern Pulp's
Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.

I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year) of effluent into the
Northumberland Strait is a bad idea.  I do not believe the Northumberland Strait and its marine life, which is already
under a lot of stress, can withstand this incredible influx of effluent.

In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the potential risk that this poses to our
fisheries.  The livelihood of our fishers is being threatened by both the make up of the effluent as well as the
temperature.  I do not believe the province would have even considered a proposal from Northern Pulp if that
proposal was one that would put the Michelin plant next door at risk.  I don't see how this is different.

In addition, Northern Pulp's pipe route raised a lot of concerns for me with their EA submission and seeing that they
are sticking with the same basic pipe route as outlined in their focus report does nothing to alleviate those concerns.

I do not trust Northern Pulp's ability to monitor a pipe line and I don't trust their leak monitoring detection system
that was mentioned in the focus report does enough to protect the Town of Pictou's water.  A new route should have
been chosen. The focus report talks about 'compensation' should problems be unavoidable.  'Compensation' does
little for me, my young children and partner if we can't trust the water that We drink, cook with and bathe in. 
Northern Pulp were supposed to have a leak monitoring system on their current pipe but the massive raw effluent
leak from October 2018 was not discovered by Northern Pulp, it was discovered by someone walking in the woods.

Northern Pulp's findings in their earlier EA submission found that their were no concerns.  The need for the focus
report was in part due to Northern Pulp not doing the proper work on species at risk, migratory birds, marine
surveys, land surveys or water course surveys.  I do not trust any of the new conclusions that they've come to
because they demonstrated that they were just going to say that everything was fine anyway.  The focus report also
pointed out that present conditions are putting a strain on migratory birds.  Adding more stress does not help that.

The marine portion of the pipe won't have any leak detection system.  If there were a leak during that stretch we
would not know it.  Munroe's Island is supposed to be a protected area.  I don't see how this project can be approved
if there isn't a system to prevent a catastrophic event in that area.

I beg of you for the safety, health, and well being of not only my family, but my community where I was born and
raised and chose to raise my family in, that you take serious consideration to the above.

Thanks,

Sent from my iPhone



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of
approving Northern Pulps Enviromental assesessment to allow them to replace the existing
effluent treatment facility with a start of the art effluent treatment facility including a pipeline
to the new outfall location Name: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Truro Postal-Code:  Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 36
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To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Hello, As a young girl
turning 16 growing up in Nova Scotia I want the government to protect our province to make
sure my generation, my kids and their kids have a safe livable province to sustain a future in. I
care about the environment, my friends and their families. I have taken sometime to research
the proposed Northern Pulp effluent treatment project everyone seems to be talking about and
I believe we must go forward with this project. I want to get my education and establish a
career in Nova Scotia but I am afraid if this project is not approved my future in this province
will be grim. We will lose 2.1 billion dollars of tax revenues annually and this will hurt
everyone including the services we rely on and will deter business from wanting to set up shop
in our province. If this happens I see no future here. The environmental tests included in the
report has provided hundreds of pages of results detailing clear, hard facts. I want the
government to approved this project based on science and facts not on emotions and hear say.
I urge you to approve this to help provide a future for my generation and future generations.
We can have good green jobs in forestry with the right protections in place. Please approve
this project. Sincerely, @outlook.com Address:

 Municipality: Afton Postal-Code:  Fax: ###
### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 52 y: 28
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Fellow Nova Scotians:
I am writing this to ask that those involved including the Minister and the Premier please leave
their POLITICAL agendas and strategies outside the door as they begin these deliberations.

Please come to the table as a Nova Scotian with children, grand children and great-
grandchildren who will have to deal with the results of these decisions for many, many years
to come. These are people who would still like to use our beaches and enjoy the healthy
seafood that we currently have.

I am old enough to remember when the beaches started to be spoiled - I went to the United
Church Camp when I was a child, however, when our children went to the same camp they
were no longer able to swim at the beach.  In the beginning I didn't understand - I was very
naive - it was the overflow from Boat Harbour making its way down the shore.  We want the
area to come back environmentally not be further impacted by unhealthy choices.

I have never been a proponent of Norther Pulp closing, however, they need to become a
responsible business partner within Pictou County, Nova Scotia and Canada.  There are
environmentally responsible ways to continue without continuing to impact our environment,
the water, land and air and subsequently the people.

Years ago, when the all the mines closed people wondered what people would do in Pictou
County - that was a long time ago and Pictou County still thrives.  

If Northern Pulp chooses not to be responsible then they should be left to themselves and the
Government of Nova Scotia should back away from being their co-partner.

Unfortunately, it seems that our government and Norther Pulp think that the citizens can be
overpowered with reports that are inadequate and drastically missing pertinent facts and
measurements.  I am totally overwhelmed to think that Northern Pulp and our government
expect us to believe that all things being equal that effluent and added water coming out of the
pipe will be clear and without pollutants within feet of the pipe.  Where are the actual
measurements of everything in the effluent?

- What would be the actual contents of the effluent (every single thing no matter
how much or how little).  

- How much effluent would be  leaving the factory compared to how much is
arriving at the end of the pipe (currently leaks are only found when others find them not
Northern Pulp)

- How much water would be added to the effluent each day?
- What is the temperature of the effluent as it would reach the ocean water?

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstraight.ca


                       - Is the flow of the water adequate to move the effluent?

This is about the changes that are being requested.  All their statement should be substantiated
by an objective third party that is not aligned with the government.

What about the quality of the air in our county?  We were in Pictou Thursday evening this
week and the air pollution was so stick it was sickening.  I don't hear anything about making
this better than it currently is - I thought this was already being addressed.

In closing, I would ask that 
      1. you order a Full Blown environmental assessment
      2. you take the responsibility of caring for our environment very seriously and judiciously.
      3. as you consider the application - think if you would want yourself or your family -
children and grandchildren would want to live and inhabit the areas directly adjacent to where
the effluent will be passing underneath you to the water that you and your family swim in and
eat the seafish from it.  Will there continue to be good water to swim in and edible seafood
from the area.  Is this a place you will want your family and pets being around.  There is a
large population of people who live on the seashore.  It is important for all residents to have
their properties continue to appreciate not depreciate because of pollution along the shore.

Thank you very much for your time and I ask that you please take all the pros and cons into
consideration before making any decisions.  

What You Can Do - unknown

When you see little in the streets
And the air smells of pollution
When you fell like it's all piling up
Remember there is a solution.

There's something each of us can do
To keep the rivers clean
To keep fresh the air we breathe
And keep the forest green.

Help clean a beach
Or recycle bottles and cans
Learn about the problems we face
And help others understand.

It doesn't have to be a lot
If we each just do our share
So take time out on Earth Day
To show the Earth you care.

Ultimately, we need to look after our small part of the planet - let us do that together in a
responsible and caring manner (for both people and planet).

Sincerely,



Westville, NS
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am writing to voice my
concerns about the replacement ellflutent treatment project for Northern Pulp. As a former
resident of Pictou County, I seen the many effects of having a pulp mill in the area. I am very
concerned that the proposed pipeline or an extension of the existing treatment facility would
be a huge detriment to the health and well being of the residents of that area. At a time in our
society where we are concerned about the environment, we need to be careful what we allow
to be dumped into our water and soil. The effects of clear cutting our forests must also be
taken into consideration when evaluating this issue. Northern Pulp has had more than enough
time to study this issue and decide how to properly treat the effluent that is produced. We have
world class technology available to us, and the best that they can come up with is dump it in
the strait. Not acceptable. Thank you  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Belmont Postal-Code:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree

x: 67 y: 39
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am a firm believer that
laws should be created on the strength of the evidence in support of them. Making laws based
on belief systems and feelings and forcing other people to live with those laws is
unreasonable. The decision whether, or not to approve Northern Pulpâ?Ts proposed effluent
treatment facility requires evidence and facts to guide that decision. To that end much study
has been done and much evidence provided in Norther Pulpâ?Ts focus report. Third party
experts have concluded in that focus report that there will be little or no impact on water
quality, fisheries or fish habitat in the Northumberland Strait. Forestry on public lands in Nova
Scotia is going through a transition towards an ecological forestry model based on the findings
in the Leahy Report and the hard work of some foresters at the Department of Lands and
Forestry. Without getting into the details If people want their Public Forest Lands managed to
preserve and restore the Acadian Forest that encompasses so much of Mainland Nova Scotia
in any significant way, you canâ?Tt do that without a strong pulp market. Give Northern Pulp
the approval and the time they need to replace the current effluent treatment facility with the
more modern, more advanced system they are proposing. And then close and cleanup the Boat
Harbour Facility. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 
Municipality: Lyons Brook Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - ####
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 21
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Consulting firm AMEC released the “Boat Harbour Return to Tidal Re-evaluation Final Report” in April, 2010.  The report compared environmental data from Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) with other pulp mills in Canada.  Surveyed mills were assigned a percentile rank – the higher the percentile, the worse the mill’s environmental performance for the parameter measured.

NPNS ranked in the 100th percentile for three parameters:  average (fresh water) flow, average chemical oxygen demand (COD) and average (effluent) colour.  Furthermore, NPNS ranked in the 95th percentile for average phosphorus.

Further analysis of the data reveals that:

· NPNS’s average water flow measure was 60% higher than the median Canadian mill.

· NPNS’s average COD measure was 204% higher than the median Canadian mill.

· NPNS’s average (effluent) colour measure was 364% higher than the median Canadian mill.

· NPNS’s average phosphorus measure was 138% higher than the median Canadian mill.

It’s striking that none of the measures is remotely close to the median.  NPNS’s results weren’t just bad, they were horrendous.  With environmental performance like this, why should I believe that NPNS’s proposal for a new effluent treatment facility will adequately address the numerous environmental concerns that exist?

Premier Stephen McNeil contributed an op-ed article that appeared in the Sep. 26 edition of the Chronicle-Herald.  In roughly 650 words, Premier McNeil referred no fewer than five times to the need for NPNS’s proposal and the Nova Scotia Department of Environment’s assessment to be “science-based”.  Premier McNeil also stated that the final decision must be based on “science and reason” and that feedback from the public focus on “science and environmental impacts”.

Let me be frank – the “science” is in the data in the AMEC report referenced at the beginning of this letter. 

I also work for a manufacturing company.  The company I work for takes its environmental responsibility very seriously; indeed, respect for the environment is one of the main principles in the company charter.  The company I work for undergoes regular environmental audits.  Fortunately, we tend to score well on the audits, precisely because our reputation depends in part on how well we live up to our corporate values.

No company that considers itself a good corporate citizen would purchase a facility with an environmental record like that of NPNS.  No company that considers itself a good corporate citizen would continue to operate with measures like those above without taking major steps to address them.  

Sincerely,



Brent Cameron











Consulting firm AMEC released the “Boat Harbour Return to Tidal Re-evaluation Final Report” in April, 
2010.  The report compared environmental data from Northern Pulp Nova Scotia (NPNS) with other pulp 
mills in Canada.  Surveyed mills were assigned a percentile rank – the higher the percentile, the worse 
the mill’s environmental performance for the parameter measured. 

NPNS ranked in the 100th percentile for three parameters:  average (fresh water) flow, average chemical 
oxygen demand (COD) and average (effluent) colour.  Furthermore, NPNS ranked in the 95th percentile 
for average phosphorus. 

Further analysis of the data reveals that: 

• NPNS’s average water flow measure was 60% higher than the median Canadian mill. 
• NPNS’s average COD measure was 204% higher than the median Canadian mill. 
• NPNS’s average (effluent) colour measure was 364% higher than the median Canadian mill. 
• NPNS’s average phosphorus measure was 138% higher than the median Canadian mill. 

It’s striking that none of the measures is remotely close to the median.  NPNS’s results weren’t just bad, 
they were horrendous.  With environmental performance like this, why should I believe that NPNS’s 
proposal for a new effluent treatment facility will adequately address the numerous environmental 
concerns that exist? 

Premier Stephen McNeil contributed an op-ed article that appeared in the Sep. 26 edition of the 
Chronicle-Herald.  In roughly 650 words, Premier McNeil referred no fewer than five times to the need 
for NPNS’s proposal and the Nova Scotia Department of Environment’s assessment to be “science-
based”.  Premier McNeil also stated that the final decision must be based on “science and reason” and 
that feedback from the public focus on “science and environmental impacts”. 

Let me be frank – the “science” is in the data in the AMEC report referenced at the beginning of this 
letter.  

I also work for a manufacturing company.  The company I work for takes its environmental 
responsibility very seriously; indeed, respect for the environment is one of the main principles in the 
company charter.  The company I work for undergoes regular environmental audits.  Fortunately, we 
tend to score well on the audits, precisely because our reputation depends in part on how well we live 
up to our corporate values. 

No company that considers itself a good corporate citizen would purchase a facility with an 
environmental record like that of NPNS.  No company that considers itself a good corporate citizen 
would continue to operate with measures like those above without taking major steps to address them.   

Sincerely, 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have been aware of the
Boat Harbour travesty since the early 1970s. I understand the history with the mill and Pictou
Landing First Nation. I recognize the jobs that are at stake and the role of Northern Pulp in the
provinces forest industry. I am opposed to extending the deadline for the pulp effluent plan.
The company has failed to meet its obligations by drawing up an acceptable plan within the
ample time frame it had and there have been too many broken promises over the years. It is
time to put this right and to stop using Boat Harbour/Asek as a sewer. I would support a plan
to help the industry deal with a temporary closure until a sound effluent solution is in place
that is scientifically validated and sound forestry practices have been implemented as per the
Lahey report as long as the solution does not include continuing to use Boat Harbour to treat
mill effluent after the January 2020 deadline. Yours sincerely  I have sent this
same message by email as well. On the evening of Nov 8, before what I understand to be the
deadline for responses. Name: @eastlink.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Halifax Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### -
#### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 56 y: 18
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I believe that Northern
Pulps proposed treatment plan will deliver improved water quality, compared to the current
boat harbour system.It will move the process away from our communities and have minimal
impact on the marine environment. The proposed outfall would have minimal effect on the
fishing industry.The data supports that this project will improve the marine environment along
the coast and Pictou Harbour. The focus report has done a indepth review of the situation and
what is required.Northern Pulps has made many improvements to its environmental
impact,since purchasing the mill. The mills emissions are much lower then average.This mills
water emission are tested and monitored much more them most mills. The current boat
harbour system is currently tested by provincial and federal authoritys and meets all
standards.The Proposed system will only improve its performance. Nova Scotia needs
industry.Nova Scotia needs industry willing to invest in good technology,and our
communities.The world needs our resources,and the product produced in by Northern pulp is
in high demand. I believe it is much better for our environment to process our resources here,
with our standards,then to ship raw material to be processed substandard in another part of the
world. The environmental consequences of the mill shutting down and the exports of our raw
materials should not be ignored. I truly believe northern pulp is making the best proposal to
lessen its environmental impact. I also believe that having this mill in our area is a great
benefit to our community.By producing a world class product,it supports many families and
business. The economic impact is very hard to measure.But I am sure Indirectly all of us
benefit, by its tax base funding education,health and social programs. Name: 

@LIVE.CA Address:  Municipality: Westville Postal-
Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 66 y: 26
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The Focus Report on
Northern Pulps proposed effluent treatment facility, is a very informative and detailed
document. Every appendix further adds to how safe discharged effluent from a new facility
will be. I didnt believe that there could be anything else to study after reading the original
Environmental Assessment Application, but this Focus Report has even more great
information that further rests any concerns with constructing a new Effluent Treatment Plant.
My family depends on income from both the fishing and the forestry industries. This is a
crucial point in the history of Nova Scotians who depend on the forests and the
Northumberland Strait for their livelihoods. My family cannot afford to lose either industry,
and neither can the province of Nova Scotia. The government of Nova Scotia cannot risk
losing the entire forestry industry because of uninformed fear. Northern Pulp has gone above
and beyond on their research for this project. The people who are for this project want the
treated effluent that enters the Northumberland Strait to be the best quality, period. The Strait
is everyones to enjoy, and no one wants the fishers livelihoods to ever be in jeopardy.
Everyone knows a fisher, or someone tied to the fishery, much like everyone knows someone
who works in, or is tied to the forestry sector. The Focus Report was concise in detailing each
point of concern that was asked by the public, in the Environmental Assessment Application.
Upon reviewing the Focus Report, my own questions were answered. Questions like: whats
the temperature difference at the point of discharge? How can the effluent affect marine life?
What happens to the effluent when it leaves the pipe? Will a pipe put the town of Pictous
watershed at risk? What is the salinity at the end of the pipe? I was pleased to read that the
new outfall location, with a much stronger current and much deeper water will allow for
excellent mixing, having the effluent meet most background conditions at 5 meters, as found
in the Impact Assessment Marine Fish. Other appendices of interest were Impacts and
Mitigation, Characterization, Spill Basin, Effluent Pipeline Leak Detection, and the Receiving
Water Study. After careful examination of both the Environmental Assessment Application
and the Focus Report, I believe that the science is sound, and it is safe for Northern Pulp to
proceed with the construction of their state-of-the-art Effluent Treatment Facility. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this project proposal. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: NEW GLASGOW
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 86 y: 19
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This is crazy. Stick to
your guns and do not let this happen - please. I dont want people to lose jobs but when we
dont have an Earth jobs wont matter anyway. We need to start looking at the big picture.
Name: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Lakeside Postal-
Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 80 y: 29
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No pipe,no more lies
Sent from my iPhone
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: My name is 
and I live in the Kentville area . Iâ?Tve Ben logging for my entire adult life and I see

first hand everyday how the Forestery industry needs Northern Pulp. Without this mill my
family will have to change our hole life. Keep this mill open .. Name:  Email:

@gmail.com Address: Municipality: Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax:
### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 85 y: 27
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern Pulps approach
is well thought out and put together. It has appropriate safety factors and checks built into the
process. It should be reviewed and corroborated by multiple engineering and environmental
consultants selected by government regulators and community stakeholders. This can work for
all parties and will work if we can move forward and have a conversation driven by science,
and realistic social/economic implications to the community band province. Name: 

 Email: @gmail.com Address: Granton Road Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code: : ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 43 y: 14
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Hi,

I come from a place called Big Island in Pictou County.  It's beautiful and almost fully
surrounded by water.  I've spent most of my childhood in that water, my uncle and
grandfather also fished in that water.  That water which is the Northumberland Strait is part of
my upbringing.  I have a connection and a strong sense of well being when I'm near it, looking
at it or my favourite...swimming in it.  Now if you're not from Pictou County then maybe
you've enjoyed some of the shorelines surrounding Nova Scotia.  I actually moved away to
farm out west for a few years...only my draw back to the water took me back to the
Maritimes( it's a real thing) and I now have a farm that sits on the waters of the
Northumberland Strait. 

I have a problem with the science-based focus report.  The trouble I have is that Northern Pulp
was well aware of the Boat Harbour Act deadline yet sat idle in not preparing properly and
letting time pass and then asking the Province for an extension thinking that it was a
guarantee as it had happened in the past.  I'm not sure if that was their plan but it does look
that way.  Multiple leaks even undetected by the company itself should be reason enough not
to trust the new plan let alone it's failing stack tests (which are in place for a reason).

 Now this focus report that was submitted definitely has lots of red flags most of which won't
be realized before the 30 day comment period as it would take the average person to read 80
some pages per day.  Lots of unknowns and "may" s.  If it says "may" then that also means
that it MAY NOT!!!  That isn't science, that is the unknown.   The problem with Northern
Pulp submitting this science-based report is that you don't know the other side of this so
called science.  They get to candy pick as I call it the information they want to share. Like
surveying the water but just in the summer.  Really? The waters are ever changing and winter
is no different except you also have ice!

In the news on Sept. 26, 2019 Stephen McNeil stated:
" I want to stress that any decision will reflect a commitment to a cleaner environment- a
commitment already evident in the transition to renewable forms of power generation, in the
delivery of energy-efficient programs to homes and businesses through Efficiency Nova Scotia,
and in the effort to consult Nova Scotia on and updated Environmental Goals and Sustainable
Prosperity Act which establishes clear objectives for the next decade.
Ultimately, any decisions on Northern Pulp will reflect the spirit of this Act.  This means



weighing economic interests and environmental impacts in a way that respects both and
neglects neither.  For this government, environmental integrity and economic growth must be
connected hand- in-hand, not fist-to-fist."

Now I have looked at this Environmental Goals and Sustainable Prosperity Act (EGSPA) and it
states that the legislation is being replace with the Sustainable Development Goals Act and
which was introduced in the legislature on October 23, 2019.  The EGSPA stated that "the acts
objectives were to become a world leader by having one of the cleanest and most sustainable
environments by 2020."  I wonder if this new act which is replacing it shares the same
objective??  Northern Pulp's focus report by their definition is science-based but have they
missed the mark by not striving to do better and be a better steward?  

Now when I look at Northern Pulp's website:
It states " As part of our overall business plan, we pledge to enrich the well-being of the rural
communities in which we operate."   Well that would be the obvious  thing wouldn't it.  But I
didn't hear any mention of how the actual Pulp Mill is environmentally sustainable or that it is
a leader or even wants to be a leader with regards to being an environmental Steward.  The
only place that it referred to being sustainable was when it referred to Forestry and
Woodland.  For example under Forestry is stated that " Northern Pulp's customers from all
around the world demand a product sourced from environmentally responsible forest
management."

So here's the question... what if the province demanded that Northern Pulp become an
environmental leader and steward and accept nothing less( which is putting a pipe in the strait
as a solution to a long over due problem) What's wrong with asking a huge Pulp and Paper
conglomerate  Paper Excellence to step up and do what's  right.  What makes it OK to let them
get away with providing some jobs and then not investing in the provinces health and well
being and by that I do not mean throwing some money to a community health facility etc..  All
they keep reminding everyone is of the economic contribution.  If they were really concerned
with Nova Scotia and protecting the environment they would see that band-aiding is not a
solution. The EGSPA wanted Nova Scotia to become cleaner and more sustainable.  I can't see
how this Northern Pulp, this Focus Report or Environmental Assessment even remotely steers
in that direction.  They are satisfied using outdated processing and claiming that they can't
change their process fits that objective.  They can change. They just don't want to.  Why would
they?  They are allowed to claim the " we provide good paying jobs" slogan.  It's old and
outdated just like the mill.
Below I share an article published in The Globe and Mail back in September 13, 2013.  Is it a
coincidence?  In my opinion it's not.

According to Statistics Canada, the Pictou area has the seventh highest rate
of cancer per 100,000 residents of the country's 106 health regions. Most of



the regions ahead of Pictou on the list, like Nunavut and northern Quebec,
are so vast and sparsely populated that even a single incidence of cancer can
skew the data. The area around Saint John, N.B., which also has a pulp mill,
is the only region with a sizable population that has higher cancer rates than
Pictou.

Take a look at the link I have shared below. I really mean read it.  It's for a Pulp and Paper
company not far form Nova Scotia.  It's in New York!  Now there is a fine example of
Environmental Stewardship and being a Sustainable Paper Company.  They even produce
some of the brightest paper products(98 brightness) with elemental Chlorine-free pulp.  Well
isn't that something. Now if we could have a Pulp mill in following with this mentality it would
bring back the ole Nova Scotia proud moment. It's just not a proud moment anymore. 
Anytime you mention you're from Pictou County, everyone already knows about the old mill
and it's pollution.  

Finch Paper website:
By integrating sustainable forestry practices, green power generation, and elemental chlorine-
free pulp and paper production, Finch is a leader in high-quality, environmentally responsible
paper markets.

Anyway I hope you do actually read this. I was going to put in all of my focus report findings
but I know there will be plenty of those submissions and I thought I'd speak from my heart. 
I'm no scientist just a girl from a small island who used to wonder why the water looked funny
sometimes at the shore and why we couldn't eat the shellfish in the harbour and why it always
stank going to Pictou.  I only hope that the people making the decisions look at more than just
jobs.  People loose jobs... that happens...we can't loose our environment...there is only
one!

Sincerely,

Environmental Stewardship - Sustainable Paper Company |
Environmentally Friendly Paper| Finch Paper — Finch Paper,
LLC
Finch Paper is 100-percent Boiler MACT compliant.Two-thirds of the energy Finch Paper uses
is made on-site with renewable biomass and zero-emission hydroelectric. Finch Paper
achieved a 10% energy reduction (per ton) in the last two years, and through a strategic
partnership with National Grid, we have increased pulp production with reduced energy use.

www.finchpaper.com

http://www.finchpaper.com/environmental-stewardship
http://www.finchpaper.com/environmental-stewardship
http://www.finchpaper.com/environmental-stewardship
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a young Civil
Engineer, just beginning my career, I support this project to sustain and create jobs in rural
Nova Scotia. This project has been thoroughly engineered and reviewed to meet the highest
environmental standards in the world. I urge the Nova Scotia Environment Minister to approve
of this project as it is in the best interest of all members of our community. Name: 

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: New
Glasgow Postal-Code: Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 39 y: 22
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Greetings, I have
concerns about the possibility of the closure of Northern Pulp if the approval to proceed isnâ?
Tt given to this company and the devasting affects of what could happen to the community. In
2011 Paper excellence purchased this pulp mill. The previous owner lacked investment,
development and interest to make sustainable changes to keep the mill and the environment
viably stable for the future. Since the purchase, Northern Pulp has invested over 130 million
dollars into improvements to protect and improve their environmental foot print in the
community. Northern Pulp is prepared to make the investment in a new state of the art effluent
treatment facility that is similar to more than 80 other mills of this nature across the country.
They have addressed every concern raised in the initial public consultation comments and
every question raised to them by the Nova Scotia Environment department. They have
answered with facts from experts including scientists and third party experts in the field. They
have a plan to move forward and continue investing in improving their environmental
footprint. As the Minister of Environment for the province of Nova Scotia I hope you make
your decision based the scientific review of the focus report which highlights there is no
adverse effects or significant environmental effects which may be caused by this under taking.
The forestry sector, as well as many people in this province is counting on the approval of this
plan in order to survive. Sincerely,  Email:

@hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Glace Bay Postal-Code:
 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement:

agree x: 68 y: 28
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Response to the Focus Report for Northern Pulp 

Please acknowledge receipt of this e-mail to: @eastlink.ca

To: Gordon Wilson, Minister of the Environment

From:  Pictou, Nova Scotia



Response to the Focus Report for Northern Pulp

In  I moved to the town of Pictou from the Ottawa area. I live close to the
water directly across from Northern Pulp. I am  and have been a
member of the Clean up the Pictou County Pulp Mill since . I have attended all
the Northern Pulp open houses, read extensively about the Mill and done everything I
can to educate myself about this matter.

In my initial response to the EA filed by Northern Pulp one of the major concerns I
expressed was the pipe route and lack of a  reliable leak detection system. The focus
report has not calmed my concerns. In fact, Northern Pulp has ignored concerns
submitted by local citizens and the town of Pictou concerning the pipe route.

My concerns are:

1. The pipe route over the watershed that the town of Pictou uses for their
drinking water. In the submission for the EA Mayor Jim Ryan of Pictou has been clear
that this is not acceptable to the town. Northern Pulp has not listened and has done
nothing to change the pipeline route to avoid the watersheds that Pictou and Caribou
potable water comes from.

2. In her reply to Northern Pulp’s EA, the previous Minister of the Environment,
Margaret Miller noted that the pipe should be double walled when going through the
watershed for drinking water. Again, this does not calm my fear. In the submission for
the town of Pictou for the EA Mayor Ryan noted that any leaks and contamination
along Highway 106 could also affect our watersheds.

3. Our watershed is a protected area which means just that. It is not acceptable for
Northern Pulp to mitigate risk. Any risk to our drinking water source being
contaminated by “treated effluent” must be completely eliminated. Therefore Northern
Pulp must be denied access to our watershed sources for potable water as well as
the route along Highway 106.

4. The lengthy time is takes the Department of Environment to investigate a pipe leak
is also a factor here. Over a year has gone by since the most recent leak on October
21, 2018 at Indian Cross on Pictou Landing. This was the 6th leak on the property
owned by . None of the leaks here or elsewhere were detected
by Northern Pulp. They were all reported by private citizens. A condition of the most



recent Industrial Approval was to have a leak detection system in place. It either was
not done or it failed. Results of the leak and fines have still not been announced.
Imagine if there was an effluent leak in to our source for drinking water. A boil water
advisory would not eliminate all the toxins in the effluent. Residents would have to
buy water for a year or more until the results of an investigation by the Department of
Environment told us what contaminants had gone in to our drinking water. It may be
that we could not use this water source again.

5. There is no leak detection system proposed for the underwater portion of the pipe
in to the Northumberland Strait. This is very troublesome. In my EA submission
comments I proposed cameras both on the land and in the water. We know that the
frequency and intensity of storms will continue to increase due to climate change. The
proposal uses current conditions for pipe burial but does not project far enough in to
the future to account for rapid climate change.

6. The facts do not back up Northern Pulp’s assertion that no fish will be harmed by
the daily outpouring of hot fresh water equivalent to the daily water use of the entire
city of Halifax. The pipe and diffuser are located in fishing grounds for lobster, lobster
larvae, a rock crab nursery and the only breeding grounds left for herring in the
Northumberland Strait. We know that a FOI request from 

 for the Fishermen, revealed that Northern Pulp admitted the processed
effluent going in to the pipe would not be as good a quality as what is released now.

7. Also of concern is the fact that the extensive oxygenation currently done in Boat
Harbour will not be carried over in to the new effluent treatment facility.

Therefore, combining my points 6 and 7 would mean the effluent would consist of hot
fresh water lacking oxygen content with pulp fibre and more toxins then what are in
the current processed effluent. Fresh or hot water will instantly kill larvae. Hot water or
even warm water 4 degrees higher than the surrounding water lacks oxygen. During
the winter this area of water is frozen. In warmer weather the tides go back and forth.
Allowing Northern Pulp to proceed with this project will create a large dead zone.  

8. Northern Pulp has claimed in their advertising that the effluent has already been
going in to the Northumberland Strait for over 50 years. This statement is very
deceptive. The tide pattern clearly shows that the effluent hugs the shore and then
goes in to Pictou Harbour.

9. Northern Pulp has a terrible environmental record.  Since being paid millions of
dollars to take over the Mill from Neenah Paper in 2011 they have consistently shown



that they do nothing unless forced to by the Nova Scotia Department of Environment.
In an earlier submission to you on the EA I summarized all the violations and
Ministerial Directives and Orders. In Ontario the provincial government has their own
inspectors. A company does not hire outside inspectors and know when they will be
testing.

10. You do not know the daily impact that Northern Pulp has had on the residents in
Pictou unless you have lived here. When I moved here in 2011, I wrongly assumed
that like Ontario there would be stringent guidelines for air and water pollution that
would be enforced in a timely fashion with heavy fines. With the knowledge I now
have of the Mill operation, I would never have moved here and will not continue to live
here if the Mill continues to operate.

11. I also want you to be aware of the tremendous support that Pictou Landing First
Nation has for the closure of Boat Harbour on January 31, 2020.  Northern Pulp knew
they had 5 years to come up with an alternative to Boat Harbour. It is totally their
responsibility that they will not meet the deadline. Under no circumstances
shouldPremier McNeil grant an extension.

In summary, we know the Northumberland Strait is a fragile environment which is
already under stress. We cannot risk further pollution of the ocean or the air. We are
not prepared to sacrifice our fishing industry, our tourist industry, beautiful beaches,
drinking water supply and human health.

In conclusion, I am asking the Minister of the Environment, Gordon Wilson, to deny
the request for the New Effluent Treatment Facility proposed by Northern Pulp.
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: This project must be
rejected and Northern Pulp must be shut down. The ecological harm to our land and waters
has gone on for far too long. Also, the people of Boat Harbour First Nation have been subject
to a disgusting level of environmental racism for decades. It must stop. Do the right thing NS
government! Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: CROUSETOWN Postal-Code:  Phone:
Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 50 y: 18
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please find attached my letter of response to northern pulp's focus report

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca

November 8, 2019

Gordon Wilson 

Honourable minister of environment



	I am a commercial fisherman from Pictou, I fish from Caribou Harbour, the area where Northern Pulp are proposing to pump 90 million litres of toxic effluent daily.  The thought of pumping this effluent into the Northumberland Strait in this day and age is completely absurd.  The proposed pipe is not going to fix the disaster created in Boat Harbour; it is simply moving the problem to a new location, Caribou Harbour, another very shallow and fragile area.  

	The thought of putting an entire billion dollar industry at risk (risking our Canadian Brand), is simply not acceptable.  Remember what happened to the beef industry with the mad cow scare, all it took was one and it completely shut down an industry overnight.  We as fishermen take conservation and protection of our industry (resource) very serious.  We have season (lobster: May-June, herring: Sept.-Oct., etc.), we have size restrictions on traps, nets, minimum carapace sizes, quotas, etc. which we are consulted on.

	Northern Pulp had 5 years to come up with a plan to replace Boat Harbour and what they did come up with is not something new, but rather a plan that was rejected more than once in the past, and the waited until the last minute to put the proposal forward, then submitted an application for approval that was far from complete with no real studies and answers and then completed a focus report in 6 months.  I am not a scientist nor do I pretend to be, but I can read and understand that a lot of those key points can’t be studied completely in that time frame and it is clear to see that there are too many things that are unsure and unproven as to what the effects the effluent will have on our fishery, tourism, local beaches, etc.  they have no definite yes or no answers.

	In the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp they show diagrams with false information.  They show the outfall location and say there is no fishing activity in the area.  I sail across this area every day when fishing and there is gear located less than ¼ mile throughout the lobster season and less than that during the crab season.  Just this last herring season we loaded 1.5 miles from this location and have seen fish closer than that.  The location for the outfall is the narrow channel where the PEI ferry travels and shallows up very quickly on both sides.  This location is just outside Caribou Harbour where the tide flows in and out twice daily with an average of approximately 5.5 feet.  The harbour is very shallow and chemicals and solids would accumulate and not flush from the harbour, especially when there are storms which hold the tide at higher levels.

	I am a fourth generation fisherman with 30 years in this industry with my son now fishing by my side who is looking at his future in the industry that we all grew up in, not only looking for a good future for himself in this industry, but also for his children.  This is not a job to those of us who do this; this is our livelihood at stake.

	This proposal cannot and should not be approved.



Harold Maybe

Fisherman – Caribou Harbour



November 8, 2019 

Gordon Wilson  

Honourable minister of environment 

 

 I am a commercial fisherman from Pictou, I fish from Caribou 
Harbour, the area where Northern Pulp are proposing to pump 90 million 
litres of toxic effluent daily.  The thought of pumping this effluent into the 
Northumberland Strait in this day and age is completely absurd.  The 
proposed pipe is not going to fix the disaster created in Boat Harbour; it is 
simply moving the problem to a new location, Caribou Harbour, another 
very shallow and fragile area.   

 The thought of putting an entire billion dollar industry at risk (risking 
our Canadian Brand), is simply not acceptable.  Remember what happened 
to the beef industry with the mad cow scare, all it took was one and it 
completely shut down an industry overnight.  We as fishermen take 
conservation and protection of our industry (resource) very serious.  We 
have season (lobster: May-June, herring: Sept.-Oct., etc.), we have size 
restrictions on traps, nets, minimum carapace sizes, quotas, etc. which we 
are consulted on. 

 Northern Pulp had 5 years to come up with a plan to replace Boat 
Harbour and what they did come up with is not something new, but rather a 
plan that was rejected more than once in the past, and the waited until the 
last minute to put the proposal forward, then submitted an application for 
approval that was far from complete with no real studies and answers and 
then completed a focus report in 6 months.  I am not a scientist nor do I 
pretend to be, but I can read and understand that a lot of those key points 
can’t be studied completely in that time frame and it is clear to see that 
there are too many things that are unsure and unproven as to what the 
effects the effluent will have on our fishery, tourism, local beaches, etc.  
they have no definite yes or no answers. 



 In the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp they show diagrams 
with false information.  They show the outfall location and say there is no 
fishing activity in the area.  I sail across this area every day when fishing 
and there is gear located less than ¼ mile throughout the lobster season 
and less than that during the crab season.  Just this last herring season we 
loaded 1.5 miles from this location and have seen fish closer than that.  
The location for the outfall is the narrow channel where the PEI ferry travels 
and shallows up very quickly on both sides.  This location is just outside 
Caribou Harbour where the tide flows in and out twice daily with an average 
of approximately 5.5 feet.  The harbour is very shallow and chemicals and 
solids would accumulate and not flush from the harbour, especially when 
there are storms which hold the tide at higher levels. 

 I am a fourth generation fisherman with 30 years in this industry with 
my son now fishing by my side who is looking at his future in the industry 
that we all grew up in, not only looking for a good future for himself in this 
industry, but also for his children.  This is not a job to those of us who do 
this; this is our livelihood at stake. 

 This proposal cannot and should not be approved. 

 

 

Fisherman – Caribou Harbour 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I would NOT extend the
timeline for the treatment facility. The Northern Pulp has to be forced to do whats right. From
the beginning of the dumping in Boat Harbor they promised to make sure they had a safe
treatment facility in place. They did not comply. Now they had 5 years, no facility is in play,
but more promises IF they have more time. Companies need to be held to stricter standards
and given less bailouts of taxpayers money. Why is it fair for this company to poison the air,
the water and the land? Why is it fair that a person dying of cancer due to the contamination
have to bail out the Share holders of the very company that has the power to prevent this? Its
not. Im not sorry if a CEO has to sell their summer home on the lake. Im not sorry a
Shareholder is not getting a brand new car this year because the pinch is on for them to do
what they had more than the 5 yrs to do. I am sorry that someone is dying who has one home,
no car and barely surviving will no doubt bear the costs. Much steeper than money. Name:

@gmail.com Address:  Municipality: Lake
Echo Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message:
Privacy-Statement: agree x: 60 y: 11
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The project makes sense
and should be approved Name: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality:
Liverpool ns Postal-Code:  Fax:
Contest_emp@freemanlumber.com email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 70 y: 23
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Northern pipe has had
enough time to make the changes necessary to stop polluting the waters. Itâ?Ts time to end
environmental racism. Itâ?Ts time to stop putting the best interests of corporations over the
best interests of our province because â?ojobsâ? . The fishery is arguably a more important
and lucrative industry than pulp. The issue of climate change in our province is a complicated
and many faceted one. All the issues are interconnected. Not only is this company dumping
pollutants into our water, not only is this company trampling on the rights of our indigenous
people, it is also providing incentive to cut down our forests at an unsustainable rate. Northern
Pulp has had years to make a different plan, to work within the parameters set forth by various
governments, and they have failed to plan ahead or make any changes. Instead of finding real
solutions, they have counted down the clock by asking for extensions. This company has zero
credibility. They have disrespected the tax paying citizens of this province by taking hand
outs, flouting the rules, and trampling on the natural environment. No one wants to see Nova
Scotians lose jobs. But if we continue destroying our province for â?ojobs at any costâ?
there will be nothing left. I do not support this plan. I do not endorse Northern Pulp. I want the
firm January deadline to remain in place. Northern Pulp must stop dumping effluent into the
water. Period. Name: @hotmail.com Address: 

 Crousetown NS Municipality: Crousetown Postal-Code:  Phone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 71 y: 21
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I've lived in New Glasgow for the last 9 years and I'm
concerned about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.

Premier Stephen McNeil stated that it would be wrong to move one disaster into a new
location when he referenced Northern Pulp's ETF proposal. Of course that wasn't a
statement on whether Northern Pulp's project was a disaster, simply that it would be wrong
for the province to approve a project that could be characterized as creating a new disaster.

Mr. McNeil also rightfully stated many times over that the company was given 5 years to
come up with a plan and that was more than enough time. Not only did the 5 year plan give
ample time to Northern Pulp but this wasn't an 'arbitrary date' picked out of thin air. The Jan
31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour Act also falls on the last day of
Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval.

Northern Pulp was slow to get moving on their attempt to complete the project. When they
filed their EARD in February, they stated that they would need an extension 'until they built
their ETF or they would have to shut down'.

That ask is for an indefinite extension as Northern Pulp's plan to build an ETF that pumps
effluent described by their own technical engineer as being worse than what comes out of
Boat Harbour, would set up the risk to move the disaster that is Boat Harbour and make it
the disaster in the Northumberland Strait.

They cannot be given an extension. That would break the deal that was made in good faith
and written into law between the PLFN and the province that saved Northern Pulp from
having to close in 2014. They also cannot be given an extension because they don't have a
sound plan for a new ETF so it may never be built. Northern Pulp cannot be given an
indefinite extension.

Northern Pulp have been given ample opportunity over their time owning the mill to ensure
it runs properly. At some point you have to admit it can't be done.

Please reject Northern Pulp's proposal.

Thanks, 

 
New Glasgow, Nova Scotia
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments:  company
employees 35 full time jobs We work mainly for private land owners Most of our cuts are
selective and this produces a lot of pulp. This province will cripple rural communities with out
a market for this product. Paper exc. has acknowledged provided a solution and funding to a
50 year old problem they inherited. It is hard to understand how we cant support industry
which provides security to thousands of families and funds a major provincial deficit. Time to
weave through the regulations is a small investment for a very big return Name: 

@ns.sympatico.ca Address: 
Municipality: NEWROSS Postal-Code:  Fax: 
email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 59 y: 20
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,
My name is  and my  We  lived in Merigomish Pictou County for the last 35
years and I'm concerned about Northern Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal.)

I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year) of effluent into the
Northumberland Strait is a bad idea.  I do not believe the Northumberland Strait and its marine life, which is already
under a lot of stress, can withstand this incredible influx of effluent.

In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the potential risk that this poses to our
fisheries. We fish lobsters and just to point out that when they dredge at the wharf each spring, they are not allowed
to put that dredge back in the ocean, even though they just scooped it out, so why is it Northern Pulp can do this.The
livelihood of our fishers is being threatened by both the make up of the effluent as well as the temperature.  I do not
believe the province would have even considered a proposal from Northern Pulp if that proposal was one that would
put the Michelin plant next door at risk.  I don't see how this is different.

Thanks, 
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am 100 for the new
treatment facility. I am confident in the studies done. With no significant impact on fisheries
and fish habitats, no history of ice scour and the ocean water quality meeting Canadian marine
guidelines it shouldnâ?Tt be a debate. Why jeopardize an entire forestry industry on a
environmentally safe project proposed by a company who inherited boat harbour. It seems to
me that with first the precipitator and now the proposed state of the art, industry leading
facility for treating effluent we should embrace the opportunity. An opportunity for an
improved and environmental safe coexistence between Northern Pulp, forestry and fisheries.
Letâ?Ts get this done!! Name: @hotmail.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Central West River Postal-Code:  Phone:
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 62 y: 25
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: After taking the time to
review the environmental assessment and focus report submitted by Northern Pulp, the
existing, as well as projected effluent discharge quality appears to be average for Canadian
Kraft pulp mills. The discharge quality is well within the existing PPER and based on the
projected updated regulations, will meet those as well. Perhaps most importantly, the focus
report has identified no significant adverse effects with respect to atmosphere, freshwater, and
marine environments. With no significant environmental effects identified, there is no reason
why this project should no be permitted to move forward Name:  Email:

@northernpulp.com Address:  Municipality: New Glasgow
Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 49 y: 26
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have a resident of Nova
Scotia for 73 years. I have seen many changes in our province with regards to our forestry
industry. With regards to the Boat Harbour replacement treatment facility, Im wondering if
consideration has been given to updating and modernizing this facility instead of a new pipe
and no treatment of effluent before its release into the ocean. I am not confident in the lack of
treatment by a pipe dumping unknown waste into our oceans. This company/facility has a long
history of misuse of our provinces resources, mainly the lack of disregard they show towards
our forests and the rate of clear cutting that they are involved in. They have shown disregard
towards our forests and oceans. The slow regeneration of our forests, and the red spruce tree in
particular, mimics the loss of cod stocks and the collapse of the fishery in Newfoundland. Our
lumber industry is in peril because of this. In closing, I am opposed to a new facility that
includes a new pipe or new dump site for the continued operation of this mill. Name: 

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Bass River
NS Postal-Code:  Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-
Statement: agree x: 67 y: 23
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I do not belong to a
special interest group but would like my voice to be heard. I have grown tired of the negativity
that is present in Nova Scotia when it comes to industry and productivity. The utilization of
our natural resources is well regulated in the province. When change is necessary it requires
collaboration and commitment by all parties involved. I live in rural Nova Scotia where
forestry is the main source of employment. I would urge all parties involved in the
replacement of the effluent treatment facility to continue moving forward. The economic
situation in this province relies very heavily on the HRM region. The work showcased in this
focus report offers no reason not to support this important industry that is present across the
entire province. Logic suggests that it is in the best interest of all residents of Nova Scotia to
provide Northern Pulp with the opportunity to further enhance their operation while striving to
meet or exceed environmental requirements. This would also allow them to provide support to
an industry that many rural communities and families depend on. In closing that I offer my
support to this project and would like to thank you for acknowledging my concerns regarding
this important decision. Name: @ns.sympatico.ca Address:

 Municipality: Upper Musquodoboit Postal-Code: 
 Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: Privacy-Statement: agree x: 48 y: 20



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:08:14 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a forestry worker I
want the Minister to approve the environmental assessment. As third party environmental
experts have concluded the water quality will meet Canadian marine guidelines. The water
tempeature within 5 meters of the diffuser will be less 1 degree of ocean water. Also they have
assessed no signifigant impact on any fishery or fish habitat. They have also selected a thicker
than required pipe with automated leak detection system through Pictou watershed area.
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-
Code: B0K1R0 Phone: ### ### - #### Fax: ### ### - #### email_message: x: 32 y: 25



From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:09:51 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: The time has come. It is
overdue! We ALL KNOW the damage we have done to our planet that we MUST stop
completely change our direction...immediately! The NS government promised its citizens that
Northern Pulp would be held accountable forced to cease their destruction of land, air, water.
And the NS government MUST live UP to that promise END THIS NOW! Right now!!
Nothing else matters. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: Lunenburg Postal-Code: 
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From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:12:04 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister, The
forestry and fishing industry have co-existed for the fifty plus years that the pulp mill has been
in operation, with the effluent flowing to the Northumberland Strait. I am very pleased to see
Boat Harbour is going to cease to be the treatment facility and be returned to its natural state. I
ask that if the scientific evidence provided by the consultants who are building the treatment
plant shows that the effluent leaving the treatment facility will not be a detriment to the fishing
grounds, then the project should receive approval. There are thousands of families that depend
on the forestry sector in Nova Scotia to survive, and Northern Pulp plays an integral part in the
economy of Nova Scotia. Thank you for your time. Name:  Email:

@hotmail.com Address:  Municipality: Stellarton Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @eastlink.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:14:02 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: When is it time for the
madness to stop? I plead with government do its part to stop the continued pollution in the air
and waters in and around the province most notably in Pictou County. It has gone on long
enough! We see what the destruction of the Amazon Rainforests is doing to the air we need to
breathe Well the destruction of all our forests contributes to the Climate change as well We
need our forests like we need clean air and clean waters Help us become a leading
environmental leader with protecting Our Land Sea and Air!!! Name:  Email:

@eastlink.ca Address:  Municipality: Scotsburn Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:17:07 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the Northern
Pulp focuse report and its findings. The science based studies conducted for the report show
that the project will allow the facilities effluent to meet our exceed the Canadian marine
guidelines. The proposed treatment facility is based on proven technology currently in use at
other similar facilities. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address:  Municipality:  Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @ns.sympatico.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:18:23 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: It is time to do the right
thing For workers, for Nova Scotians, For tax payers, for businesses and the forestry sector.
The environment and the first nation can be respected and should be respected. There is no
reason based on the science in the report we cannot have a sustainable forestry sector that
includes Northern Pulp while respecting and protecting community interests including the
people who live there. Approve this project and make this facility a model others want to
strive to have in their communities. Thank you,  Name:  Email:

@ns.sympatico.ca Address:  Municipality: Afton Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:23:29 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Has a university student
I feel there is a better way that we can look at this problem. Instead of taking away a industry
that wants to look after our environment. We need to work these companys instead of
punishing them. The government needs to help these companies by providing recourses such
has options to help make a more sustainable company. Companys can not change on a dime
they need time and recourses to change and Northern Pulp did not have a fair chance or
enough time. I firmly believe they are not trying to hurt the environment, because why would
the people that work for these companies want to harm the environment that provides them a
job. I believe we are at point that instead of punishing a company we need to work together
and help build a more strong stable and sustainable Nova Scotia and punishing companys such
has northern pulp is not going to solve anything besides hurt people. This is why I stand with
Northern Pulp Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

Municipality: New Germany Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp"s Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal
Date: November 8, 2019 11:24:51 PM
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Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister for the Environment Gordon Wilson,

My name is  and I've lived in Antigonish County for over 40 years. My son,
daughter-in-law and two grandsons live in Pictou County. I am very concerned about Northern
Pulp's Effluent Treatment Facility Proposal. 

I believe that Northern Pulp's plan to pump up to 85 million litres (31 Billion Litres per year)
of effluent into the Northumberland Strait is a bad idea.  I do not believe the Northumberland
Strait and its marine life, which is already under a lot of stress, can withstand this incredible
influx of effluent.

In addition to what it would do to the marine environment, I worry about the potential risk that
this poses to our fisheries.  The livelihood of our fishers is being threatened by both the make
up of the effluent as well as the temperature. 

Oceans absorb CO2 from the atmosphere and the colder the seawater, the more effective the
process.

Premier Stephen McNeil stated that it would be wrong to move one disaster into a new
location when he referenced Northern Pulp's ETF proposal.  Of course that wasn't a statement
on whether Northern Pulp's project was a disaster, simply that it would be wrong for the
province to approve a project that could be characterized as creating a new disaster. 

Mr. McNeil also rightfully stated many times over that the company was given 5 years to
come up with a plan and that was more than enough time.  Not only did the 5 year plan give
ample time to Northern Pulp but this wasn't an 'arbitrary date' picked out of thin air.  The Jan
31, 2020 Boat Harbour closure date in the Boat Harbour Act also falls on the last day of
Northern Pulp's current Industrial Approval.

Northern Pulp were slow to get moving on their attempt to complete the project.  When they
filed their EARD in February, they stated that they would need an extension 'until they built
their ETF or they would have to shut down'.  

That ask is for an indefinite extension as Northern Pulp's plan to build an ETF that pumps
effluent described by their own technical engineer as being worse than what comes out of Boat
Harbour, would set up the risk to move the disaster that is Boat Harbour and make it the
disaster in the Northumberland Strait.  

They cannot be given an extension.  That would break the deal that was made in good faith
and written into law between the PLFN and the province that saved Northern Pulp from

mailto:info@friendsofthenorthumberlandstrait.ca


having to close in 2014.  They also cannot be given an extension because they don't have a
sound plan for a new ETF so it may never be built.  Northern Pulp cannot be given an
indefinite extension.

Northern Pulp have been given ample opportunity over their time owning the mill to ensure it
runs properly.  At some point you have to admit it can't be done.

It's time for NS to find new ways to use the forests, other than for biomass and pulp. Let's use
our tax dollars to have those in the forestry industry supported to grow new mixed forests to
sequester carbon and be grown and harvested for uses that are good for our environment.
Climate change is here. Let's be smarter.

Finally, I want to emphasize that I stand with the Mi'kmaq of Pictou Harbour First Nation. The
effluent must stop on January 31, 2020. No extension. We are all treaty people. It time for us
to honour our committments.



From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: @tncweb.ca
Subject: proposed effluent treatment faculity
Date: November 8, 2019 11:26:08 PM
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Northern Pulp focus report

As a fisher in the Caribou area this is a picture of all the spots that I have for my lobster traps in my fishing career. I have also fished rockcrab and herring in these areas also. As you can see the big yellow plus sign in the picture this is
proposed outfall location. You can see there is lots of lobster fishing in this area un like the picture in the focus report see photo attached below .

As you can see in the legend the dotted line is the flight path.It makes me wonder how they could not have seen a bouy clusters around the proposed diffuser location? When they seen them elsewhere. That area would have bouys on
the days of the flights and the boats doing the core samples and the surveys of Caribou harbour would have seen them also.

Also in the marine impact assessment part of the focus report appendix 7.3 pg100 it states that shellfish effects are not reversible.Lobsters and crabs eat these things so i wonder what the effects on crabs and lobsters will be?Well on

pg 109 of the same report it says see below






There are approximately 70 boats that fish out of Caribou harbour.Lets say on average 25000 pounds of lobster per boat per season, that works out to 1,750,000 pounds of lobster per season (low estimate) you would think that alone 
would be enough to make it "feasible for npns"to do toxicity tests if they really cared.Thats not counting the money from the herring and rock crab and scallop fisheries.Also Caribou harbour is a major nursery for juvenile rock crab so
they also would be affected by the effluent since they stay in the harbour till adulthood.
 
As you can see the page of bouy clusters is just one example where npns hand picked information so that it would seem that there is no fishing activity in the area, when in fact there is lots of fishing activity in the area.People swim, dig
clams, quahogs pick oysters fish mackeral smelts and sea bass in the harbour. The cormorants are lined up all along Munroes island point to get their share of the small fish that live in the harbour.If the effluent is pumped into the strait
it will flow back into the harbour.Not Good
 
This proposed plan to pump the effluent into the strait is a terrible idea as Dillon Consulting has said numerous times it will be worse then whats going into Boat harbour now.
 

4th Generation Fisherman
Caribou
 



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:29:07 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Minister, my name
is  and I would like to express my concerns for a planned ETF and pipe dumping
effluent into the Northumberland Strait. I was born in New Glasgow but never spent much
time living here as, we are a military family and lived all over Canada. Our family was back
home here in Pictou County and as children, we cherished the memories made here in the
summers. Spending long summer days along the shore on Pictou Island at my folks cottage,
the very best of memories!! As i grew up and was old enough to help fisherman with traps, I
started a passion. A career in the Navy, diving in all parts of this planet, I saw first hand many
polluted waters. The water in the strait off the Island is like nowhere else. Pristine clean, salt
water, teeming with life!! After the Navy, I fished with my brother in law and other fisherman.
We fished lobster, rock crab, herring and scallops. We also caught mackerel. Many fishers
have made this a way of life for ma ny generations. I have 2 daughters now and 2 grand
daughters as well. I am truely blessed to be so lucky to enjoy time with them along the shore
in the summers. The Strait has so much to offer the people of Nova Scotia. It makes absolutely
no sense to me why our government would allow a foreign company to act so recklessly in our
waters and environment is very concerning to me. It is disgusting to me what the politicians
and CEOs from Northern Pulp and all the previous owners have done. The lies and deceit to
hide the truth or exceed limits with no regard for the environment are baffling to me. I dont
believe there is any public trust in the way the mill has always done business. The public is
good and sick of it and from it!! It is unbelievable what man will do for money!! #nopipe
Name:  Email: @hotmail.com Address: 
Municipality: . Postal-Code:
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 11:30:22 PM
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To The Minister of the Environment for Nova Scotia,

You have a very important job to do in deciding if this project will have significant
environmental
effects and if they can be mitigated. I am concerned that the risks to human health, tourism
and 
sustainable fishing may have been underestimated in the focus report in spite of all the detail
provided. 

An example of something inaccurate or misleading in the focus report is the absence of lobster
buoys around the diffuser area on the 3 days the observations were made. According to locals
this is not an accurate reflection of lobster fishing in that area.

Another example is the implication in the focus report that the diffuser does not fall within one
nautical mile of the scallop buffer zone. This is simply untrue.

Northumberland Trait is a finite body of water; it is not the same as putting effluent
(containing heavy metals and other toxins) into the ocean (although I would probably object to
that as well, in spite of the greater capacity for dilution.)

In conclusion, I ask you to reject this project as there is insufficient information to show that
this project will not have a deleterious effect on the unique ecosystem of the
Northumberland Strait which is the livlihood of thousands of Maritime fishers, including First
Nation communities, as well as supporting an important tourism industry.

Finally, since I have unfortunately not been able to read the many pages of the focus report in
the time provided, I ask you, Mr Minister, if the role of climate change, and how it might
interact with the project and impact consultant predictions has been considered?

Respectfully yours,

Avondale, NS

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:30:42 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I support the Northern
Pulp focuse report and its findings. The science based studies conducted for the report show
that the project will allow the facilities effluent to meet our exceed the Canadian marine
guidelines. The proposed treatment facility is based on proven technology currently in use at
other similar facilities. Name:  Email: Address:  Municipality:
trenton Postal-Code:

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
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From: @dal.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:31:31 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: As a PhD Biologist, I
examined the evidence presented in the NP Focus Report and found it lacking in several
respects. In my opinion, the Report has inadequately characterized the environmental impacts
of pumping effluent into the Strait. Pumping water that is less saline and warmer will likely
have detrimental effects on lobster, especially their larvae. The toxins in the water,
concentrations of which the Report acknowledges cannot be known at this time, will effect
marine life and the health of the fisheries. The Report calls it a typical kraft paper mill Table
0.0-1 but fails to place it into the context of a highly sensitive area. For instance, the Report
does not indicate where those other mills are located, what effects are they having on their
environment, and how sensitive their sites are in comparison to Northern Pulpâ?Ts. The
Report failed to take into account climate change, which is rapidly and unpredictably changing
the characteristics and functioning of nearshore marine environments, including changes in
currents, water temperatures, and oxygen levels, all of which will affect effluent behaviour as
well as marine life. The Focus Report has underestimated the risks to the local economy,
especially fisheries and tourism, but also all of the spin-offs from them. Furthermore, tourism,
which is already being impacted by the mill has great potential for growth without the mill.
Lastly, the Report has greatly overstated the importance of the mill in the forest economy of
NS. It is only a â?~cornerstoneâ?T to the extent that the province has made it as such. It would
be more beneficial to support restructuring of the Nova Scotia forest industry than to subsidize
this mill and encourage over harvesting of the forests that is required to support it. Loss of the
mill would allow ecological forestry, which the province has agreed to adopt, to proceed. I
urge you to reject the proposal. Name:  Email: @dal.ca Address: 

 Municipality: Lawrencetown Postal-Code:
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Reject Northern Pulp ETF Replacement proposal
Date: November 8, 2019 11:32:45 PM
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It is an alarming state of provincial government affairs when the general public have to rapidly
become armchair scientists in order to secure protection for Nova Scotia’s valuable natural
resources! The science is already there and very well documented within each of our own
local NS departments so I am not certain why that information would have to come from
outside sources of consulting firms being paid for services rendered by proponents? Of course,
those consulting firms will make any project sound like everything will be idealistic!

I urge the Nova Scotia Environment Minister to reject Northern Pulp’s proposal to disperse
effluent wastewater into the local marine waters of the Northumberland Strait.

I would urge the minister and his environment department staff to reference Canadian Water
Quality Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Life and the effects of marine debris. Wood
wastes from pulp milling is listed as a “settleable matter which physically alters the suitability
of bottom habitats” . Furthermore, these guidelines state “no residues or other solids should be
introduced (directly or indirectly through human activities) that may, alone or in combination
with other substances, cause any solid, sludge or emulsion to be deposited on the bottom
intertidal zone or shorelines of marine and estuarine areas. The natural rate of deposition and
characteristics of marine and estuarine settleable sediments and other settleable solids should
not be altered.” (CCME1996)

Common sense would dictate that with climate protective measures being introduced and
implemented worldwide, now is the time for government leaders at all levels to begin to close
doors on old practices in order to open new windows for environmentally responsible
economic opportunities. 

Respectfully, 

ster County

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:40:01 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: With regards to itâ?Ts
proposed State-of-the-Art Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility, Northern Pulp has
complied with all aspects of the Environmental Assessment and additional Focus Report. As
with any industrial project, Ministerial approval is bound by the Environmental regulations in
force at the time, and should be based on science and fact. Considering that an independent
third party report has confirmed that construction and operation of the new facility will have
minimal to no effect on the environment, and will meet or exceed current and future
environmental regulations, I believe that it is the Ministerâ?Ts duty to approve the
Environmental Assessment. Name:  Email: @gmail.com
Address:  Municipality: Doctors Brook Postal-Code:

21



From: @physiofunction.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:42:35 PM
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Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: Dear Mr. Environment
Minister, I am a taxpayer of NS and concerned about the future of Pictou Co.. My family is in
Pictou Co and this county has the highest rate of cancer in NS. My father worked close to NS
Pulp and has cancer. We have a family cottage close to Caribou and I am concerned about the
future of swimming in the Northlumberland Strait.I have great memories as a child and as a
parent  that have had a lot of fun swimming and boating in these waters. I hope my
future generations will be able to have the same enjoyment. Growing up in Pictou Co, I have
smelled Northern Pulps pungent smell and wonder how can that be good for our lungs. My
sister works in Pictou and can not open her windows due to the horrible smell. How is it
possible that the residents of Pictou currently have to endure the particles that come from
Northern Pulp that land on their homes and cars? With Northern Pulps new plan they want to
add MORE particles into the air with burning the sledge. Is the NS Govt going to consi der the
health and recreational enjoyment of people that live and vacation in Pictou Co, or simply
ignore them to keep Northern Pulp happy? Pictou Co has the potential to be very active in
tourism but this will not flourish when the air smells and people do not want to stay and be
outside ending the scenery. The new proposed route to carry the effluent away from Northern
Pulp involves going beside and over the watershed area for the Town of Pictou. Why would
anyone risk pollution of a towns water supply in the present days of 2020s. Allowing this risk
would be very archaic. I enjoy eating seafood: fish caught from the rivers of Pictou Co and
shellfish from off Caribou. As I see climate change occurring floods/fires/droughts and the
waters the Northlumberland Strait warming over the past few years, I am concerned about the
bacteria that exist with warmer water and the safety of eating shellfish as recently noted off
BC coast. So I do not think it would be prudent to allow 80-90 million L of warm water to
constantly flow into Caribou waters, not even considering the actual composition of extra
abnormal chemical particles that will also be deposited into the Caribou waters from Northern
pulps exudate.What about the safety of the fish caught in these waters that is exported around
the world. Do we keep jobs at Northern Pulp instead of the fisherman jobs and risk the health
of people all over the world? Mr MacNeil has travelled to China numerous times in during his
time as premier to promote Seafood from NS -I dont think he would want to jeopardize t his
resource. I hope our government is truly concerned about the future of the oceans, marine and
wildlife, and health of its people. Northern Pulp has posters distributed in Pictou Co to
preserve our forestry which I think is very misleading. We do need to maintain our forests and
this does provide jobs, We DO NOT NEED TO DEFOREST OUR LAND to make jobs as
Northern Pulp does. Kudos to the Pictou Landing First Nations that have fought Northern Pulp
over the years to stand up for their rights and have been successfully awarded costs by the
courts. I would be very disappointed if the NS Govt gives an extension to Northern Pulp and
disregards the people of Pictou Landing.The Government says it is involved in Truth and
Reconciliation, I look forward to see them keeping their word. My last concern is Northern
Pulps poor record in detecting leaks that have frequently occurred in the current Boat Harbour
treatment system and also the high level of abnormal pollutants from the precipitator. Their
track record is not good. Why did they not have a conclusive report sent to the NS Govt in
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March and thus required more time to do their work and diligence? How many chances do we
give them and why as tax payers are we paying. Lets stand up and correct the errors of
previous governments since the 1960s. Enough is enough. Throwing more money at bad is not
the answer. Understanding the conflict of interest of our provincial govt is in, do the correct
thing and ask for a proper federal environmental assessment to better assess all the risks that
are identified and present or simply say no to Northern Pulp for an extension. Another 10
years of harm may not be reversible as in the proposed 250 million or more Boat Harbour
cleanup. Thanks for the opportunity to express my concerns re: the future of life in Pictou
Co.PLEASE provide/facilitate a healthy longterm future without the imminent risk of
distresspollution in an environment.Use money to think outside the box to find new jobs for
the current employees and associated workers of Northern Pulp instead of keeping a bad
system working.SAY NO TO THE PIPE! Name:  Email:

@physiofunction.ca Address:  Municipality: Dartmouth, NS Postal-
Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 11:45:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

To the Minister of Environment

I’m writing in response to the focus report submitted by Northern Pulp, a bleach kraft mill.
Out of the many things I would like to cover, the one thing that stood out to me is page 170 on the report. This page
shows a picture of buoy clusters, dated when seen. I can say this picture is very false and shows the lack of truth
Northern Pulp put into their report.
I am a commercial fisherman among 14 other fishers and First Nations fishers who set 280 traps each , 56 trawls of
5 traps .  We fish from Mackenzice shoal ( east of Pictou harbour ) along the shore to the Caribou ferry channel , as
well as, the proposed effluent wastewater discharge point . This area is covered in traps from May 1 till June 30.
This is where we 15 commercial fishermen make our living and feed our families . We employ 45-60 people on
these 15 boats.
As a graduate of Holland College (Renewable Resources management) and  Strait Area Campus ( Forestry
Resources ) and 20 years fishing on the Northumberland Strait , I am 100% positive this proposed effluent
wastewater pipe will have a negative impact on the quality and quantity of shellfish ,fish and the habitats they dwell
in.
 Effluent from a Pulp mill using bleaching is a toxic substance under the Canadian Environment Act.

Thank you
                    
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulps Focas Report
Date: November 8, 2019 11:46:02 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 

Dear Premier Stephen McNeil and Minister of the Environment Gordon Wilson;

We are writing to you regarding Northern Pulps Focus Report for their proposed Effluent
Treatment Facility. We live along the West River about 15 km from the pulp mill and we have
family living along the shore in Central Caribou, close to Northern Pulps proposed route for an
effluent pipe going into Caribou Harbour.

Last March we submitted a response to Northern Pulps Replacement ETF Project application
with two major concerns. Number one was their plan to burn sludge from the new facility in
their 50+ year old power boiler which has failed emission limit tests in the past, most recently
this summer. This same concern was raised by the Town of Pictou as seen in Northern Pulps
Concordance Table. In reading from page 25 of Appendix 1.1 of this table under Human
Health Evaluation, Northern Pulps Response to this concern is that “EcoMetrix has started the
HHRA and estimates completion in the spring of 2020”. This immediately raises a red flag if
the Department of the Environment accepts Northern Pulps application. Once they are given
permission to build the ETF there will be no turning back even if EcoMatrix identifies a
further risk to human health. Our government has the responsibility to protect citizens from
such risks and can be held to account if they fail to do so. To give this project the go ahead
without receiving this information from Northern Pulp would certainly be troubling as it could
result in even more serious health risks to the residents of Pictou County from air emissions
more dangerous than what we currently have to endure.

The second concern that we raised in our March email referred to the large amount of solids (4
tons as mentioned on pg.84 table 5.6-1 of their EA) that will be pumped into the
Northumberland Straight daily. We refer to a letter regarding these solids, written by Dr.
Robert MacNeil from Sydney and published in the Truro News on Oct. 24th 2019. Dr.
MacNeil studied marine biology and worked for the Department of Fisheries covering a
district from Caribou to Pleasant Bay. He states that “The wood fines from the discharge have
drifted east and west of the mill for many kilometres. The wood fines, which constitute the
bulk of the solid discharge, provide a flotation system to ensure a wide dispersal of the toxins,
furans and other toxic substances along the coast. “He goes on to say; “I have read Northern
Pulps proposed plan to send effluent into the Northumberland Strait, and in essence, what
happens is that those same wastes, currently produced and delivered to Boat Harbour, will
now be delivered farther offshore. This would ensure that those same contaminates and
poisons are dispersed over a wider area of our coastline, poisoning a different marine
ecosystem”.

Imagine what that will do to the beaches at Caribou Park and Munroe’s Island and to the
beach where our grandchildren play.
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These are just a few of our concerns with Northern Pulps Focus Report. For these reasons: 1.
The incomplete HHRE to address the burning of sludge in an antiquated power boiler and 2.
The inevitable widespread dispersal of contaminates onto our coastline, we ask that you reject
Northern Pulps Application for a New Effluent Treatment Facility.

Respectfully;



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility project- Northern Pulp Focus report
Date: November 8, 2019 11:48:51 PM
Attachments: Focus Report Comments_20191108.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
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Rick Archibald 
210 Teviot Place 
Valley, Nova Scotia 
B6L 4K8 
 
Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 2P8 
 


RE: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Focus Report 
 


Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson: 


As a person who has worked in the forest industry for over 40 years, including the past 33 for 
Northern Pulp and its predecessor companies it might be expected that this submission would 
include a bias. The reality is, I fundamentally believe in the need for continuous improvement 
and stewardship of the environment including leaving a legacy for future generations that we 
can be proud of. It is a delicate balance of environment versus economy and both are critically 
important.  


I appreciate your department’s stewardship & regulatory role in protecting Nova Scotia’s 
environment as well as government’s responsibility to balance protection of environment versus 
the economy. Co-existence is possible and is required if Nova Scotia is going to continue to be 
beautiful, desired place for people to live and call it their home.  


I have taken the time to review the focus report and understand some key scientific findings 
contained within it. My high level general comments are that Northern Pulp has made significant 
environmental improvements over the past 8 years and this environmental project would be 
another step in significantly reducing their environmental footprint.  


Some of the findings that strongly aligned with my principles and my decision to believe this 
project is very good legacy for our future generations are: 


 The decision based on due diligence (science data)  to change the original pipeline 
route from Pictou road location to Caribou harbor. This may have delayed the whole 
process and cost more money but it was the right decision for the long term.  
 


 No ice scour found at greater than 9 m outside Caribou Harbour. Water depth at 
diffuser is 20 meters.    
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 Outfall area is pre-dominantly sand with some gravel. Sandy areas surrounding the 
outfall show significant sand ripples (up to 0.5 m in height) that indicate high currents 
are present in the area that will provide good effluent mixing. 
 


 Untreated effluent from Northern Pulp was tested for more than 250 different 
parameters and was found to be similar in quality to other kraft mills.   
 


 The selected Veolia BAS™ effluent treatment system is an appropriate state-of-the 
art technology to treat the effluent.  


 


 Effluent from the new system will meet current regulations in every province in 
Canada as well as the more stringent federal pulp and paper limits being proposed. 


 


 The new treatment system is designed to handle 85,000 m3/day of effluent when the 
average use 65,000 m3/day.  This system is further enhanced by the industry best 
practise use of a spill basin which was added to the project to minimize upsets in 
effluent quality.   


 


 Extra protective measures taken within the watershed area. The pipeline is 
intentionally over-designed with a 0.5” thicker High-density Polyethylene (HDPE) 
pipe. The engineering evaluation recommended a 2.118” pipe and Northern has 
decided to use a 2.667”.  In addition a state-of-the-art automated leak detection 
system will be installed.  


 


 In the receiving water studies, field data collected near the outfall shows the current 
is much stronger than predicted in the previous receiving water study.  


 


 The updated model has three times higher dilution ratios than the previous model 
and can easily meet the CCME (Canadian Council Ministers of the Environment) 
guidelines for mixing zones. 


 


 Winter ice cover is not a concern as the model found very little difference in effluent 
dilution ratios between ice cover and open water conditions 


 


 Stantec Consulting used widely accepted programs that were appropriate for this 
modelling application. The model predicts more than 100 times dilution in less than 2 
m from the outfall (1% treated effluent, 99% seawater).  Current federal regulations 
do not require EEM (Environmental Effects Monitoring) studies to be completed if 
effluent concentrations are less than 1% within 200 m of the outfall.  This is 
significant environmental improvement over the current system.  


 


 Both the existing and future effluent outfalls are located in the Northumberland Strait. 


The future outfall has less potential environmental impact than the existing outfall 


due to a considerable improvement in mixing conditions.  
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 Effluent temperature will be less than 1°C above background water temperature less 
than 2 m from the outfall and will not warm up the Northumberland Strait.  Heat will 
be lost to the atmosphere through waves and not build up in the waters of the Strait.  


 


 Beyond a zone of 2 meters diameter around the outfall diffuser, water quality will be 
at background conditions which limits exposure of marine animals in this small area.   


 Overall, there is no significant impact of treated effluent on marine species. 
 


 There will be minor impacts on marine species and habitat due to construction, but 
they will be localized and generally “reversible” which means habitat and population 
will re-establish naturally.   


 


In summary, I believe the scientific facts and data support this project being approved and 
allowing Northern Pulp to reduce their environmental footprint.   


 


Rick Archibald 







Hon. Gordon Wilson 
Minister of Environment 
Nova Scotia Environment 
PO Box 442 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 2P8 
 

RE: Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project – Focus Report 
 

Dear Hon. Gordon Wilson: 

As a person who has worked in the forest industry for over 40 years, including the past 33 for 
Northern Pulp and its predecessor companies it might be expected that this submission would 
include a bias. The reality is, I fundamentally believe in the need for continuous improvement 
and stewardship of the environment including leaving a legacy for future generations that we 
can be proud of. It is a delicate balance of environment versus economy and both are critically 
important.  

I appreciate your department’s stewardship & regulatory role in protecting Nova Scotia’s 
environment as well as government’s responsibility to balance protection of environment versus 
the economy. Co-existence is possible and is required if Nova Scotia is going to continue to be 
beautiful, desired place for people to live and call it their home.  

I have taken the time to review the focus report and understand some key scientific findings 
contained within it. My high level general comments are that Northern Pulp has made significant 
environmental improvements over the past 8 years and this environmental project would be 
another step in significantly reducing their environmental footprint.  

Some of the findings that strongly aligned with my principles and my decision to believe this 
project is very good legacy for our future generations are: 

 The decision based on due diligence (science data)  to change the original pipeline 
route from Pictou road location to Caribou harbor. This may have delayed the whole 
process and cost more money but it was the right decision for the long term.  
 

 No ice scour found at greater than 9 m outside Caribou Harbour. Water depth at 
diffuser is 20 meters.    
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 Outfall area is pre-dominantly sand with some gravel. Sandy areas surrounding the 
outfall show significant sand ripples (up to 0.5 m in height) that indicate high currents 
are present in the area that will provide good effluent mixing. 
 

 Untreated effluent from Northern Pulp was tested for more than 250 different 
parameters and was found to be similar in quality to other kraft mills.   
 

 The selected Veolia BAS™ effluent treatment system is an appropriate state-of-the 
art technology to treat the effluent.  

 
 Effluent from the new system will meet current regulations in every province in 

Canada as well as the more stringent federal pulp and paper limits being proposed. 
 
 The new treatment system is designed to handle 85,000 m3/day of effluent when the 

average use 65,000 m3/day.  This system is further enhanced by the industry best 
practise use of a spill basin which was added to the project to minimize upsets in 
effluent quality.   

 
 Extra protective measures taken within the watershed area. The pipeline is 

intentionally over-designed with a 0.5” thicker High-density Polyethylene (HDPE) 
pipe. The engineering evaluation recommended a 2.118” pipe and Northern has 
decided to use a 2.667”.  In addition a state-of-the-art automated leak detection 
system will be installed.  

 
 In the receiving water studies, field data collected near the outfall shows the current 

is much stronger than predicted in the previous receiving water study.  
 
 The updated model has three times higher dilution ratios than the previous model 

and can easily meet the CCME (Canadian Council Ministers of the Environment) 
guidelines for mixing zones. 

 
 Winter ice cover is not a concern as the model found very little difference in effluent 

dilution ratios between ice cover and open water conditions 
 
 Stantec Consulting used widely accepted programs that were appropriate for this 

modelling application. The model predicts more than 100 times dilution in less than 2 
m from the outfall (1% treated effluent, 99% seawater).  Current federal regulations 
do not require EEM (Environmental Effects Monitoring) studies to be completed if 
effluent concentrations are less than 1% within 200 m of the outfall.  This is 
significant environmental improvement over the current system.  

 
 Both the existing and future effluent outfalls are located in the Northumberland Strait. 

The future outfall has less potential environmental impact than the existing outfall 
due to a considerable improvement in mixing conditions.  
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 Effluent temperature will be less than 1°C above background water temperature less 
than 2 m from the outfall and will not warm up the Northumberland Strait.  Heat will 
be lost to the atmosphere through waves and not build up in the waters of the Strait.  

 
 Beyond a zone of 2 meters diameter around the outfall diffuser, water quality will be 

at background conditions which limits exposure of marine animals in this small area.   
 Overall, there is no significant impact of treated effluent on marine species. 

 
 There will be minor impacts on marine species and habitat due to construction, but 

they will be localized and generally “reversible” which means habitat and population 
will re-establish naturally.   

 

In summary, I believe the scientific facts and data support this project being approved and 
allowing Northern Pulp to reduce their environmental footprint.   

 



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Response to the Focus Report on Northern Pulp’s Proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project
Date: November 8, 2019 11:50:34 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
The splashing of my flailing arms and feet did not help as much as my life jacket, and with both
I still managed a full gulp of seawater, while I learnt to swim in the Northumberland Straight.
Dear Minister of Environment, I swam in these waters everyday, rain or shine, and my hope is
that one day my children can safely do the same. I was raised on these shores. I have farmed
along these shores. I have given tours along these shores. I am completing research along these
shores. I am friends with fishermen and I am better friends with foresters. I do not approve of
NPNS’s undeniably poor track record. If managed differently, I may have faith in them. I
support First Nation communities and their people – it is time we make a solid stance for
support and above all respect the promise to them. I support the fishermen and women who
depend on a clean ocean environment to supply us with seafood that tests safe for human
consumption. I value our oceans, forests, and connecting humans closer to nature.
Unfortunately, this project does not meet my values. Therefore, I recommend this project be
rejected. As one lone reader amongst thousands of pages, with a duration of 30 days, it is
unrealistic I can offer a comprehensive response citing scientific papers although I would very
much like to. I have read the project files and additional information without planning to
respond, but to instead educate myself. However, after diving into considerable depth, I have
decided to voice my opinion. Which as you have already read, is to reject Northern Pulp’s
proposed project.
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From: @tncweb.ca
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Cc: @tncweb.ca
Subject: Northern Pulp Lip Service
Date: November 8, 2019 11:51:06 PM
Attachments: Figure 7.3.3.png

Feasability.png
Toxicity.png

Importance: High

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Northern Pulp focus report
 
As a fisher in the Caribou area this is a picture of all the spots that I have for my lobster traps in my
fishing career. I have also fished rock crab and herring in these areas also. As you can see the big yellow
plus sign in the picture this is the proposed outfall location. You can see there is lots of lobster fishing in
this area unlike the picture in the focus report.
see photo attached labelled "outfall".
 
  
As you can see in the legend the dotted line is the flight path.  See the attachment labelled "Figure 7.3.3"
It makes me wonder how they could not have seen  bouy clusters around the proposed diffuser location?
When they had seen them elsewhere. That area would have bouys on the days of the flights and the
boats doing the core samples and the surveys of Caribou Harbour would have seen them also.
 
Also in the marine impact assessment part of the focus report appendix 7.3 pg100 it states that shellfish
effects are not reversible.Lobsters and crabs eat these things so i wonder what the effects on crabs and
lobsters will be? Well on pg 109 of the same report it says see below.  See attachment "Toxicity"
 
There are approximately 70 boats that fish out of Caribou harbour.  Lets say on average 25000 pounds of
lobster per boat per season, that works out to 1,750,000 pounds of lobster per season (low estimate) you
would think that alone  would be enough to make it "feasible for NPNS"  to do toxicity tests if they really
cared.   That's not counting the money from the herring and rock crab and scallop fisheries.  Also Caribou
harbour is a major nursery for juvenile rock crab so they also would be affected by the effluent since they
stay in the harbour till adulthood.  See attachment labelled "Feasibility".
 
As you can see the page of bouy clusters is just one example where NPNS  hand picked information so
that it would seem that there is no fishing activity in the area, when in fact there is lots of fishing activity in
the area.  People swim, dig clams, quahogs pick oysters fish mackeral, smelts and sea bass in the
Harbour. The cormorants are lined up all along Munroe's Island point to get their share of the small fish
that live in the Harbour.  If the effluent is pumped into the strait it will flow back into the Harbour.  Not
Good!
 
This proposed plan to pump the effluent into the strait is a terrible idea;  as Dillon Consulting has said
numerous times it will be worse then whats going into Boat Harbour now.
 

4th Generation Fisherman
Caribou
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Local and regional fisheries resource users have raised concerns over potential 
toxicological effects on fisheries resource use as the result of the proposed discharge of 
effluent. The primary concerns are related to the potential effects of the new discharge on 
larval lobster and herring, both locally important species. 

To address these concerns, NPNS will continue to investigate the feasibility of performing 
toxicity testing to determine both potential acute and sublethal effects on immature stages 
of lobster and herring. Standardized toxicity testing protocols are not available for lobster 
and herring; however, custom tests have been developed that can be completed using 
larval lobster and herring embryos. The tests will include Stage I-IV larval lobster and 
include a live-dead (acute) assessment of the various stages, as well as the assessment of 
sublethal effects on moulting time and growth. Herring tests on embryos would be similar in 
that they would assess acute toxicity lo eggs, as well as the growth post-hatch for a number 
of days. 
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: CPAWSNS public submission: Effluent treatment project Focus report
Date: November 8, 2019 11:51:07 PM
Attachments: Northern Pulp Focus Report_CPAWS submission_November 8, 2019_FINAL.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Gordon Wilson

Please find attached the public submission from the Nova Scotia Chapter of the Canadian
Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS-NS) for the environmental assessment review of the
"Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project" Focus Report.

Thank you

www.cpaws.org
twitter: @NSwilderness

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
http://www.cpaws.org/
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Canadian	Parks	and	Wilderness	Society	
Nova	Scotia	Chapter	
P.O.	Box	51086	Rockingham	Ridge	
Halifax,	Nova	Scotia	
B3M	4R8	
	
	
	
Re:	Public	comments	for	“Replacement	Effluent	Treatment	Facility	Project”	Focus	
Report	
	
	
	


November	8,	2019	
	
Dear	Minister	Gordon	Wilson:	
	
	 The	Nova	Scotia	Chapter	of	the	Canadian	Parks	and	Wilderness	Society	(CPAWS-NS)	
is	pleased	to	provide	written	comments	for	the	public	review	of	the	“Replacement	Effluent	
Treatment	Facility	Project”	Focus	Report	submitted	by	Northern	Pulp	Nova	Scotia	
Corporation.		
	
For	the	previous	round	of	public	consultation,	CPAWS-NS	focused	specifically	on	potential	
environmental	impacts	on	wetlands.	We	identified	substantial	deficiencies	in	the	content	
provided	by	the	Proponent	and	called	on	the	Minister	of	Environment	to	require	additional	
information	be	provided.		We	were	pleased	that	Nova	Scotia	Environment	concurred	with	
our	assessment	that	there	was	insufficient	information.	
	
The	Terms	of	Reference	for	the	Focus	Report	provided	by	Nova	Scotia	Environment	
requires	the	Proponent	to	undertake	a	comprehensive	wetland	baseline	survey	in	order	to	
address	the	deficiencies	in	the	Environmental	Assessment	Registration	Documents.	The	
Terms	of	Reference	for	the	Focus	Report,	dealing	specifically	with	wetlands,	state	the	
following:	
	


5.1	Complete	a	wetland	baseline	survey	along	the	proposed	re-aligned	effluent	
pipeline	route	(if	wetlands	are	expected	to	be	altered).	


	
CPAWS-NS	has	reviewed	the	information	provided	in	the	Focus	Report	dealing	with	
wetlands.	This	includes	information	provided	about	potential	impacts	on	the	wetlands,	as	
well	as	proposed	mitigation	measures.	Unfortunately,	once	again,	we	are	underwhelmed	by	
the	information	provided	by	the	Proponent	for	wetlands.	Our	concerns	are	several	fold.		
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5	days	in	the	field	is	NOT	a	baseline	survey	
	
According	to	the	information	provided	by	the	Proponent,	only	five	days	of	fieldwork	was	
undertaken	for	the	wetland	baseline	survey.	These	dates	are	May	28th,	June	4th,	5th,	18th,	and	
July	30th.	
	


“Wetland	field	surveys	along	the	proposed	re-aligned	effluent	pipeline	route	were	
conducted	on	May	28th,	June	4th,	June	5th,	June	18th	and	July	30th,	2019.”	(Page	7,	
Section	5.1.2,	Wetland	Baseline	Survey	appendix)	


	
In	total,	19	different	wetlands	were	identified	within	the	pipeline	route,	including	several	
different	types	of	wetlands.		Upon	assessing	the	“Wetland	Delineation	Data	Sheets”	
provided	by	the	field	researchers	in	Appendix	A5.1-A,	however,	it’s	clear	that	the	majority	
of	the	wetlands	within	the	pipeline	route	were	actually	assessed	on	only	one	day,	July	30th.	
On	that	day,	15	wetlands	were	assessed.	It	does	not	appear	from	these	data	sheets	that	any	
given	wetland	was	assessed	more	than	once.		Assuming	a	15	hour	work	day,	at	best,	only	1	
hour	was	spent	in	each	wetland	on	that	day,	on	average.	Assuming	a	7.5	hour	work	day,	that	
number	drops	to	only	a	half	hour	in	each	wetland,	on	average,	maybe	less	depending	upon	
travel	times	between	the	wetlands	being	sampled.	This	is	a	shockingly	insufficient	amount	
of	time	to	carry	out	actual	fieldwork	for	a	baseline	wetland	study,	especially	for	a	proposed	
Undertaking	that	has	serious	environmental	ramifications.	This	baseline	wetland	survey	
falls	far	short	of	the	expectations	described	by	the	Minister	in	the	Terms	of	Reference	for	
the	Focus	Report.	
	
The	baseline	wetland	survey	presented	by	the	Proponent	is	not	actually	a	baseline	wetland	
survey.	It’s	merely	a	description	of	the	wetlands	that	occur	within	the	study	area,	based	
upon	a	very	quick	reconnaissance	field	visit.	I	was	expecting	to	see	a	baseline	wetland	study	
that	included	information	collected	throughout	the	field	season,	for	a	minimum	of	at	least	
one	year.	It	is	not	unreasonable	to	expect	that	the	wetland	baseline	study	would	include	
detailed	hydrological	information	for	each	wetland,	stratigraphic	profiles,	vegetation	
transects	and	quadrat	sampling,	and	detailed	plant	community	maps,	as	well	as	information	
about	hydroseral	development.	It	should	be	clear	from	the	baseline	study	how	each	
wetland	varies	through	time,	how	they	respond	to	different	disturbance	pressures,	how	the	
ecosystems	are	connected	with	each	other,	and	which	environmental	variables	determine	
plant	community	composition	and	distribution.	Instead,	all	we	get	is	a	plant	species	list,	
with	no	real	quantitative	information	about	the	wetland	communities.	
	
Potential	damages	to	wetlands	are	NOT	described	
	
The	information	provided	by	the	Proponent	describing	potential	impacts	on	wetland	
ecosystems	is	woefully	inadequate.	The	Focus	Report	does	not	provide	sufficient	
information	about	how	the	pipeline	will	potentially	damage	the	wetlands,	or	how	that	
damage	can	be	properly	mitigated	or	avoided.	There	is	no	discussion	in	the	wetland	
baseline	survey	about	the	release	of	carbon	through	disturbance	to	wetlands,	or	how	the	
pipeline	might	alter	plant	communities,	hydrologic	functions,	wildlife	movements,	or	
carbon	sequestration	potential.	All	that’s	really	provided	is	a	brief	description	of	each	
wetland	based	upon	a	very	quick	field	assessment	(19	wetlands	surveyed	in	5	days).	
	
Without	this	sort	of	basic	information,	it	is	not	possible	for	the	Minister	of	Environment	to	
formulate	a	reasonable	conclusion	about	potential	impacts	on	the	wetlands	from	the	
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proposed	Undertaking.	If	you	don’t	have	a	proper	baseline	to	determine	potential	impacts,	
it	is	impossible	to	determine	appropriate	mitigations.	
	
The	Proponent	acknowledges	that	wetlands	will	be	altered	as	a	result	of	this	project,	thus	
triggering	the	requirement	for	compensation,	yet	does	not	describe	the	nature	and	
magnitude	of	these	disturbances,	their	severity,	or	permanency.	
	


“It	is	anticipated	that	wetland	compensation	will	be	required	for	proposed	wetland	
alterations.”	Pg	107	Focus	Report	


	
The	Nova	Scotia	wetland	policy	has	a	clear	requirement	to	avoid	damages	to	wetlands,	then	
mitigate,	and	then	compensate.	By	stating	that	compensation	is	required,	the	Proponent	
appears	to	be	acknowledging	that	the	proposed	undertaking	will	result	in	disturbances	that	
can	be	neither	avoided,	nor	mitigated.	Yet,	there	is	a	paltry	amount	of	information	included	
in	the	Focus	Report	that	attempts	to	quantify	these	damages.	
	
The	Proponent	seems	to	acknowledge	that	they	cannot	quantify	those	potential	
damages/alterations	to	the	wetlands	for	the	Focus	Report,	stating	that	they	will	make	that	
determination	after	the	wetlands	have	been	damaged.	They	do	not,	or	cannot,	state	what	is	
the	nature	of	the	wetland	compensation,	or	how	much	will	be	required.	That	is	
unacceptable.	
	


“The	degree	of	disturbance	in	wetlands	adjacent	to	the	proposed	project	footprint	
area	will	be	assessed	prior	to	and	subsequent	to	construction	activities.	The	condition	
of	the	disturbed	portions	of	wetlands	will	be	compared	to	the	conditions	of	any	
undisturbed	portions	of	the	same	wetlands	located	adjacent	to	the	pipeline	
footprint….The	results	of	this	comparison	will	be	used	to	measure	the	effectiveness	and	
efficiency	of	mitigation	measures	and	to	assist	in	the	determination	and	maintenance	
of	wetland	function.”	(Pg.	107,	Focus	Report).	


	
The	Proponent	MUST	determine	the	potential	environmental	impacts	of	the	proposed	
Undertaking	on	wetland	ecosystems	for	the	actual	environmental	review	process,	NOT	
after	environmental	approvals	are	received.	The	Proponent	seems	to	not	have	determined	
the	full	extent	of	the	damages	to	the	wetlands	that	will	occur,	and	instead,	is	proposing	
some	sort	of	experiment	to	be	conducted	as	the	wetlands	are	being	damaged,	in	order	to	
make	that	determination.		
	
Additionally,	one	could	argue	that	a	wetland	that	has	been	damaged	by	a	pipeline	CANNOT	
also	serve	as	an	effective	benchmark	for	measuring	disturbance	levels.	Wetland	ecosystems	
are	highly	inter-connected.	Damaging	one	part	of	a	wetland	with	a	pipeline	will	likely	
damage	other	parts	of	the	same	wetland,	even	outside	of	the	disturbance	footprint	of	the	
pipeline	itself.	Despite	this,	the	Proponent	seems	to	be	arguing	that	these	disturbed	
wetlands	are	also	the	non-disturbed	baseline	for	measuring	disturbance.	That’s	ridiculous.	
There	is	no	clear	methodology	here	for	understanding	the	impacts	of	the	proposed	pipeline	
on	those	wetlands.	The	Minister	cannot,	in	good	conscious,	reach	a	reasonable	conclusion	
about	impacts	on	wetlands	based	on	the	little	evidence	that	has	been	presented.	
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Only	a	tiny	portion	of	the	overall	wetlands	have	been	examined	
	
The	Proponent	has	not	assessed	the	entirety	of	the	wetlands	that	are	to	be	damaged	or	
altered	by	the	proposed	Undertaking.	Only	the	portions	within	the	footprint	of	the	pipeline	
corridor	have	been	assessed.	
	


“Consequently,	for	many	of	the	wetlands	within	the	proposed	re-alignment	pipeline	
route,	only	a	small	fraction	was	available	for	‘on-the-ground’	assessment	due	to	
property	access	restrictions.”	(Page	1;	Section	5.1.1	Wetland	baseline	survey	
appendix)	


	
Wetlands	are	not	isolated	ecosystems.	Damages	occurring	in	one	corner	of	a	wetland	will	
impact	other	portions	of	the	same	wetland.	To	undertake	a	wetland	baseline	study,	yet	only	
look	at	a	“small	fraction”	of	those	same	wetlands	is	a	major	deficiency	in	this	research.	
Thus,	the	plant	species	lists	that	are	provided	for	each	wetland	are	NOT	actually	plant	
species	lists	for	those	wetlands.	Rather,	they	are	plant	species	lists	for	a	“small	fraction”	of	
those	wetlands.	What	occurs	within	the	remaining	areas	of	the	same	wetlands?	The	
Proponent	has	not	presented	that	information,	so	it’s	reasonable	to	conclude	that	they	don’t	
know.	
	
The	Proponent	also	acknowledges	other	challenges	as	well.	
	


“To	further	compound	constraint,	the	influence	of	the	immediately	adjacent	Highway	
106,	and	associated	ditching,	served	to	hinder	the	description	of	a	wetlands	more	
natural	condition,	often	limiting	observations	to	the	disturbed	conditions	present	
along	the	roadside”.	(Page	1;	Section	5.1.1	Wetland	baseline	survey	appendix).	


	
If	the	Proponent	had	undertaken	a	proper	wetland	assessment,	including	using	core	
transects,	the	pre-disturbed	condition	of	the	wetland	could	be	ascertained.	They	chose	not	
to	do	these	more	detailed	analyses,	and	instead,	restricted	their	fieldwork	only	to	what	
appears	to	be	a	few	hours	per	wetland.	The	Minister	requested	a	baseline	study	for	
wetlands	and	the	Proponent	has	essentially	failed	to	provide	this.	
	
What	is	the	final	pipeline	route,	anyway?	
	
The	pipeline	route	contained	in	the	Focus	Report	is	not	the	same	pipeline	route	that	is	
contained	in	the	previous	Environmental	Assessment	Registration	documents.	It	was	
moved	from	one	side	of	the	highway	to	the	other.	Will	the	pipeline	route	move	again?	
Possibly.		
	
A	letter	from	Nova	Scotia	Department	of	Transportation	and	Infrastructure	Renewal,	dated	
September	27,	2019,	states	the	following	
	


“This	letter	confirms	that	Nova	Scotia	Department	of	Transportation	and	
Infrastructure	Renewal	(TIR)	is	continuing	to	hold	talks	with	Northern	Pulp	regarding	
a	possible	pipeline	route	to	the	mill’s	proposed	new	Effluent	Treatment	Facility.	It	is	
anticipated	these	talks	will	continue	this	fall.”	(Signed	Mark	S.	Peachey,	P.	Eng.,	
Executive	Director,	Maintenance	and	Operations,	TIR	(First	page,	Appendix	2.1,	On-
Land	Pipeline	Info))	
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This	letter	from	the	Nova	Scotia	government	to	the	Proponent	clearly	states	that	
negotiations	are	on-going	to	determine	the	location	of	the	pipeline	route.	It’s	absolutely	
astounding	that	the	Proponent	has	submitted	this	Focus	Report	without	knowing	where	the	
final	pipeline	route	will	be	located.	This	means	that	the	Baseline	Wetland	Survey	presented	
by	the	Proponent	may	not	even	be	valid	if	the	pipeline	route	changes	again.		
	
Conclusion	
	
The	Proponent	has	failed	to	provide	an	adequate	Wetland	Baseline	Survey	that	allows	the	
Minister	to	properly	predict	adverse	effects	or	environmental	effects	related	to	the	
proposed	Undertaking.	This	is	a	violation	of	the	Terms	of	Reference	presented	to	the	
Proponent	by	the	Minister	for	the	Focus	Report.	The	Minister	cannot	approve	this	project	
with	the	information	provided.	Huge	gaps	in	the	wetland	assessment	remain.	
	
Recommendations	
	
1)	The	proposed	Undertaking	should	be	referred	to	a	full	environmental	assessment,	
requiring	the	completion	of	an	Environmental	Assessment	Report	and	referral	to	the	
environmental	assessment	board.	
	
2)	The	Nova	Scotia	government	should	voluntarily	request	a	Federal	Environmental	
Assessment	be	completed	by	Impact	Assessment	Agency	of	Canada	for	this	proposed	
Undertaking.	
	


***	
	
Thank	you	for	the	opportunity	to	provide	these	written	comments	on	behalf	of	the	Nova	
Scotia	Chapter	of	the	Canadian	Parks	and	Wilderness	Society.	
	
Sincerely,	
	


	
Chris	Miller,	Ph.D.	
Executive	Director	
CPAWS	Nova	Scotia	
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Canadian	Parks	and	Wilderness	Society	
Nova	Scotia	Chapter	
P.O.	Box	51086	Rockingham	Ridge	
Halifax,	Nova	Scotia	
B3M	4R8	
	
	
	
Re:	Public	comments	for	“Replacement	Effluent	Treatment	Facility	Project”	Focus	
Report	
	
	
	

November	8,	2019	
	
Dear	Minister	Gordon	Wilson:	
	
	 The	Nova	Scotia	Chapter	of	the	Canadian	Parks	and	Wilderness	Society	(CPAWS-NS)	
is	pleased	to	provide	written	comments	for	the	public	review	of	the	“Replacement	Effluent	
Treatment	Facility	Project”	Focus	Report	submitted	by	Northern	Pulp	Nova	Scotia	
Corporation.		
	
For	the	previous	round	of	public	consultation,	CPAWS-NS	focused	specifically	on	potential	
environmental	impacts	on	wetlands.	We	identified	substantial	deficiencies	in	the	content	
provided	by	the	Proponent	and	called	on	the	Minister	of	Environment	to	require	additional	
information	be	provided.		We	were	pleased	that	Nova	Scotia	Environment	concurred	with	
our	assessment	that	there	was	insufficient	information.	
	
The	Terms	of	Reference	for	the	Focus	Report	provided	by	Nova	Scotia	Environment	
requires	the	Proponent	to	undertake	a	comprehensive	wetland	baseline	survey	in	order	to	
address	the	deficiencies	in	the	Environmental	Assessment	Registration	Documents.	The	
Terms	of	Reference	for	the	Focus	Report,	dealing	specifically	with	wetlands,	state	the	
following:	
	

5.1	Complete	a	wetland	baseline	survey	along	the	proposed	re-aligned	effluent	
pipeline	route	(if	wetlands	are	expected	to	be	altered).	

	
CPAWS-NS	has	reviewed	the	information	provided	in	the	Focus	Report	dealing	with	
wetlands.	This	includes	information	provided	about	potential	impacts	on	the	wetlands,	as	
well	as	proposed	mitigation	measures.	Unfortunately,	once	again,	we	are	underwhelmed	by	
the	information	provided	by	the	Proponent	for	wetlands.	Our	concerns	are	several	fold.		
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5	days	in	the	field	is	NOT	a	baseline	survey	
	
According	to	the	information	provided	by	the	Proponent,	only	five	days	of	fieldwork	was	
undertaken	for	the	wetland	baseline	survey.	These	dates	are	May	28th,	June	4th,	5th,	18th,	and	
July	30th.	
	

“Wetland	field	surveys	along	the	proposed	re-aligned	effluent	pipeline	route	were	
conducted	on	May	28th,	June	4th,	June	5th,	June	18th	and	July	30th,	2019.”	(Page	7,	
Section	5.1.2,	Wetland	Baseline	Survey	appendix)	

	
In	total,	19	different	wetlands	were	identified	within	the	pipeline	route,	including	several	
different	types	of	wetlands.		Upon	assessing	the	“Wetland	Delineation	Data	Sheets”	
provided	by	the	field	researchers	in	Appendix	A5.1-A,	however,	it’s	clear	that	the	majority	
of	the	wetlands	within	the	pipeline	route	were	actually	assessed	on	only	one	day,	July	30th.	
On	that	day,	15	wetlands	were	assessed.	It	does	not	appear	from	these	data	sheets	that	any	
given	wetland	was	assessed	more	than	once.		Assuming	a	15	hour	work	day,	at	best,	only	1	
hour	was	spent	in	each	wetland	on	that	day,	on	average.	Assuming	a	7.5	hour	work	day,	that	
number	drops	to	only	a	half	hour	in	each	wetland,	on	average,	maybe	less	depending	upon	
travel	times	between	the	wetlands	being	sampled.	This	is	a	shockingly	insufficient	amount	
of	time	to	carry	out	actual	fieldwork	for	a	baseline	wetland	study,	especially	for	a	proposed	
Undertaking	that	has	serious	environmental	ramifications.	This	baseline	wetland	survey	
falls	far	short	of	the	expectations	described	by	the	Minister	in	the	Terms	of	Reference	for	
the	Focus	Report.	
	
The	baseline	wetland	survey	presented	by	the	Proponent	is	not	actually	a	baseline	wetland	
survey.	It’s	merely	a	description	of	the	wetlands	that	occur	within	the	study	area,	based	
upon	a	very	quick	reconnaissance	field	visit.	I	was	expecting	to	see	a	baseline	wetland	study	
that	included	information	collected	throughout	the	field	season,	for	a	minimum	of	at	least	
one	year.	It	is	not	unreasonable	to	expect	that	the	wetland	baseline	study	would	include	
detailed	hydrological	information	for	each	wetland,	stratigraphic	profiles,	vegetation	
transects	and	quadrat	sampling,	and	detailed	plant	community	maps,	as	well	as	information	
about	hydroseral	development.	It	should	be	clear	from	the	baseline	study	how	each	
wetland	varies	through	time,	how	they	respond	to	different	disturbance	pressures,	how	the	
ecosystems	are	connected	with	each	other,	and	which	environmental	variables	determine	
plant	community	composition	and	distribution.	Instead,	all	we	get	is	a	plant	species	list,	
with	no	real	quantitative	information	about	the	wetland	communities.	
	
Potential	damages	to	wetlands	are	NOT	described	
	
The	information	provided	by	the	Proponent	describing	potential	impacts	on	wetland	
ecosystems	is	woefully	inadequate.	The	Focus	Report	does	not	provide	sufficient	
information	about	how	the	pipeline	will	potentially	damage	the	wetlands,	or	how	that	
damage	can	be	properly	mitigated	or	avoided.	There	is	no	discussion	in	the	wetland	
baseline	survey	about	the	release	of	carbon	through	disturbance	to	wetlands,	or	how	the	
pipeline	might	alter	plant	communities,	hydrologic	functions,	wildlife	movements,	or	
carbon	sequestration	potential.	All	that’s	really	provided	is	a	brief	description	of	each	
wetland	based	upon	a	very	quick	field	assessment	(19	wetlands	surveyed	in	5	days).	
	
Without	this	sort	of	basic	information,	it	is	not	possible	for	the	Minister	of	Environment	to	
formulate	a	reasonable	conclusion	about	potential	impacts	on	the	wetlands	from	the	
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proposed	Undertaking.	If	you	don’t	have	a	proper	baseline	to	determine	potential	impacts,	
it	is	impossible	to	determine	appropriate	mitigations.	
	
The	Proponent	acknowledges	that	wetlands	will	be	altered	as	a	result	of	this	project,	thus	
triggering	the	requirement	for	compensation,	yet	does	not	describe	the	nature	and	
magnitude	of	these	disturbances,	their	severity,	or	permanency.	
	

“It	is	anticipated	that	wetland	compensation	will	be	required	for	proposed	wetland	
alterations.”	Pg	107	Focus	Report	

	
The	Nova	Scotia	wetland	policy	has	a	clear	requirement	to	avoid	damages	to	wetlands,	then	
mitigate,	and	then	compensate.	By	stating	that	compensation	is	required,	the	Proponent	
appears	to	be	acknowledging	that	the	proposed	undertaking	will	result	in	disturbances	that	
can	be	neither	avoided,	nor	mitigated.	Yet,	there	is	a	paltry	amount	of	information	included	
in	the	Focus	Report	that	attempts	to	quantify	these	damages.	
	
The	Proponent	seems	to	acknowledge	that	they	cannot	quantify	those	potential	
damages/alterations	to	the	wetlands	for	the	Focus	Report,	stating	that	they	will	make	that	
determination	after	the	wetlands	have	been	damaged.	They	do	not,	or	cannot,	state	what	is	
the	nature	of	the	wetland	compensation,	or	how	much	will	be	required.	That	is	
unacceptable.	
	

“The	degree	of	disturbance	in	wetlands	adjacent	to	the	proposed	project	footprint	
area	will	be	assessed	prior	to	and	subsequent	to	construction	activities.	The	condition	
of	the	disturbed	portions	of	wetlands	will	be	compared	to	the	conditions	of	any	
undisturbed	portions	of	the	same	wetlands	located	adjacent	to	the	pipeline	
footprint….The	results	of	this	comparison	will	be	used	to	measure	the	effectiveness	and	
efficiency	of	mitigation	measures	and	to	assist	in	the	determination	and	maintenance	
of	wetland	function.”	(Pg.	107,	Focus	Report).	

	
The	Proponent	MUST	determine	the	potential	environmental	impacts	of	the	proposed	
Undertaking	on	wetland	ecosystems	for	the	actual	environmental	review	process,	NOT	
after	environmental	approvals	are	received.	The	Proponent	seems	to	not	have	determined	
the	full	extent	of	the	damages	to	the	wetlands	that	will	occur,	and	instead,	is	proposing	
some	sort	of	experiment	to	be	conducted	as	the	wetlands	are	being	damaged,	in	order	to	
make	that	determination.		
	
Additionally,	one	could	argue	that	a	wetland	that	has	been	damaged	by	a	pipeline	CANNOT	
also	serve	as	an	effective	benchmark	for	measuring	disturbance	levels.	Wetland	ecosystems	
are	highly	inter-connected.	Damaging	one	part	of	a	wetland	with	a	pipeline	will	likely	
damage	other	parts	of	the	same	wetland,	even	outside	of	the	disturbance	footprint	of	the	
pipeline	itself.	Despite	this,	the	Proponent	seems	to	be	arguing	that	these	disturbed	
wetlands	are	also	the	non-disturbed	baseline	for	measuring	disturbance.	That’s	ridiculous.	
There	is	no	clear	methodology	here	for	understanding	the	impacts	of	the	proposed	pipeline	
on	those	wetlands.	The	Minister	cannot,	in	good	conscious,	reach	a	reasonable	conclusion	
about	impacts	on	wetlands	based	on	the	little	evidence	that	has	been	presented.	
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Only	a	tiny	portion	of	the	overall	wetlands	have	been	examined	
	
The	Proponent	has	not	assessed	the	entirety	of	the	wetlands	that	are	to	be	damaged	or	
altered	by	the	proposed	Undertaking.	Only	the	portions	within	the	footprint	of	the	pipeline	
corridor	have	been	assessed.	
	

“Consequently,	for	many	of	the	wetlands	within	the	proposed	re-alignment	pipeline	
route,	only	a	small	fraction	was	available	for	‘on-the-ground’	assessment	due	to	
property	access	restrictions.”	(Page	1;	Section	5.1.1	Wetland	baseline	survey	
appendix)	

	
Wetlands	are	not	isolated	ecosystems.	Damages	occurring	in	one	corner	of	a	wetland	will	
impact	other	portions	of	the	same	wetland.	To	undertake	a	wetland	baseline	study,	yet	only	
look	at	a	“small	fraction”	of	those	same	wetlands	is	a	major	deficiency	in	this	research.	
Thus,	the	plant	species	lists	that	are	provided	for	each	wetland	are	NOT	actually	plant	
species	lists	for	those	wetlands.	Rather,	they	are	plant	species	lists	for	a	“small	fraction”	of	
those	wetlands.	What	occurs	within	the	remaining	areas	of	the	same	wetlands?	The	
Proponent	has	not	presented	that	information,	so	it’s	reasonable	to	conclude	that	they	don’t	
know.	
	
The	Proponent	also	acknowledges	other	challenges	as	well.	
	

“To	further	compound	constraint,	the	influence	of	the	immediately	adjacent	Highway	
106,	and	associated	ditching,	served	to	hinder	the	description	of	a	wetlands	more	
natural	condition,	often	limiting	observations	to	the	disturbed	conditions	present	
along	the	roadside”.	(Page	1;	Section	5.1.1	Wetland	baseline	survey	appendix).	

	
If	the	Proponent	had	undertaken	a	proper	wetland	assessment,	including	using	core	
transects,	the	pre-disturbed	condition	of	the	wetland	could	be	ascertained.	They	chose	not	
to	do	these	more	detailed	analyses,	and	instead,	restricted	their	fieldwork	only	to	what	
appears	to	be	a	few	hours	per	wetland.	The	Minister	requested	a	baseline	study	for	
wetlands	and	the	Proponent	has	essentially	failed	to	provide	this.	
	
What	is	the	final	pipeline	route,	anyway?	
	
The	pipeline	route	contained	in	the	Focus	Report	is	not	the	same	pipeline	route	that	is	
contained	in	the	previous	Environmental	Assessment	Registration	documents.	It	was	
moved	from	one	side	of	the	highway	to	the	other.	Will	the	pipeline	route	move	again?	
Possibly.		
	
A	letter	from	Nova	Scotia	Department	of	Transportation	and	Infrastructure	Renewal,	dated	
September	27,	2019,	states	the	following	
	

“This	letter	confirms	that	Nova	Scotia	Department	of	Transportation	and	
Infrastructure	Renewal	(TIR)	is	continuing	to	hold	talks	with	Northern	Pulp	regarding	
a	possible	pipeline	route	to	the	mill’s	proposed	new	Effluent	Treatment	Facility.	It	is	
anticipated	these	talks	will	continue	this	fall.”	(Signed	Mark	S.	Peachey,	P.	Eng.,	
Executive	Director,	Maintenance	and	Operations,	TIR	(First	page,	Appendix	2.1,	On-
Land	Pipeline	Info))	
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This	letter	from	the	Nova	Scotia	government	to	the	Proponent	clearly	states	that	
negotiations	are	on-going	to	determine	the	location	of	the	pipeline	route.	It’s	absolutely	
astounding	that	the	Proponent	has	submitted	this	Focus	Report	without	knowing	where	the	
final	pipeline	route	will	be	located.	This	means	that	the	Baseline	Wetland	Survey	presented	
by	the	Proponent	may	not	even	be	valid	if	the	pipeline	route	changes	again.		
	
Conclusion	
	
The	Proponent	has	failed	to	provide	an	adequate	Wetland	Baseline	Survey	that	allows	the	
Minister	to	properly	predict	adverse	effects	or	environmental	effects	related	to	the	
proposed	Undertaking.	This	is	a	violation	of	the	Terms	of	Reference	presented	to	the	
Proponent	by	the	Minister	for	the	Focus	Report.	The	Minister	cannot	approve	this	project	
with	the	information	provided.	Huge	gaps	in	the	wetland	assessment	remain.	
	
Recommendations	
	
1)	The	proposed	Undertaking	should	be	referred	to	a	full	environmental	assessment,	
requiring	the	completion	of	an	Environmental	Assessment	Report	and	referral	to	the	
environmental	assessment	board.	
	
2)	The	Nova	Scotia	government	should	voluntarily	request	a	Federal	Environmental	
Assessment	be	completed	by	Impact	Assessment	Agency	of	Canada	for	this	proposed	
Undertaking.	
	

***	
	
Thank	you	for	the	opportunity	to	provide	these	written	comments	on	behalf	of	the	Nova	
Scotia	Chapter	of	the	Canadian	Parks	and	Wilderness	Society.	
	
Sincerely,	
	

CPAWS	Nova	Scotia	
	



From: @hotmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:54:21 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: For the first time in my
life since being told I had to deploy, I am terrified! I signed up to protect a great country that I
was proud to live in. How can I be proud to live in a place that is willing to put the health and
safety of our children at such risk, all for a few dollars?? How can I be proud to live in a
province that isnt willing to break the cycle and truly stand up for whats right? Why sit and
wait any longer? I couldnt care less what color you are or where you are from, we all deserve
the best!! What you are about to decide is going to echo far and wide. Choose wisely. The
only thing that matters is the future that we are leaving for our children and hopefully their
children, if they are still healthy enough to even have kids themselves! What is that worth to
you all? The damage that will be done will be devastating! I cant imagine what the people are
going through right now with facing the loss of their jobs. My heart goes out to them! They
deserve t he best support that we can give them if they are facing the loss of their livelihood.
We have the chance right now to make a real difference! Retrain these people so that they can
help us further protect our beautiful province and show the world that we really do care. Show
the world how resourceful the Maritimes really can be when faced with a challenge like this!
We can find new ways and resources to help support that sector of the Maritime economy.
Help them grow and evolve in this ever changing world we live in. Prove to the people that
when they are faced with a devastating loss that they still count! They still matter. Show the
world that we can put greed aside and do the right thing! Be a responsible adult, make the hard
choice and do the right thing. We definitely cant please everyone, but as far as Im concerned,
the only ones who matter here are the future generations that may have to bear the fallout. Lets
start taking care of each other instead of tearing each oth er apart! We all matter! We are all
worth it! We are Canadian. Name:  Email: @hotmail.com
Address: . Municipality: Hubley Postal-Code: 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Important
Date: November 8, 2019 11:55:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please do not allow a new pipe to dump in the strait.  Thank you.  

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:57:40 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I absolutely support
Northern Pulpâ?Ts replacement effluent treatment facility project. Factual evidence through
studies, surveys and investigations convey logical analysis Northern Pulp has adopted and
willingness to implement a project to ensure all of Nova Scotiaâ?Ts natural resources and
ecosystems will ne environmentally sustainable. We cannot let years of ignorance and greed
from past owners and governments jeopardize the future of Nova Scotian families and
industries directly and indirectly related to Northern Pulp. Nova Scotia needs the forest
industry and the fishing industry and Northern Pulp will support and help both co-exist. Name:

Email: @gmail.com Address:  
Municipality: Central West River Postal-Code:

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: @gmail.com
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:58:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I am in support of
approving Northern Pulpâ?Ts environmental assessment to allow them to replace the existing
effluent treatment facility with a state-of-the-art effluent treatment facility including a pipeline
to the new outfall location. 1 The focus report provides scientific evidence of improved
environmental impact on the quality of effluent waste water disposed into the Northumberland
Strait compared to current dispersement. 2 The studies indicate that scour of the seabed from
ice keels is unlikely to cause damage at the new outfall location no ice scour found at 9 m
depth outside of Caribou Harbour. Burial of the pipeline will further mitigate ice scour
concerns. Name:  Email: @gmail.com Address: 

 Municipality: Salmon River Postal-Code:



From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report Response
Date: November 8, 2019 11:58:32 PM
Attachments: image001.png

ECELAW 2019 11 08 Nov Final Letter to EAC re Northern Pulp Focus Report and TOR - Final Version.pdf
Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulation Notes EAC ECELAW.pdf
EAC March 2019 Submission to NS EA for Northern Pulp Pipe Project.pdf
Irving Pulp and Paper"s Pollution Prevention Strategy.pdf
Ecology Action Centre Northern Pulp Focus Report Response Nov 8 2019.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Hello,
 
Please find attached the Ecology Action Centre’s letter in response to the Northern Pulp Focus
Report, along with the following attachments:

·       Letter from East Coast Environmental Law;
·       Summary document – Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations;
·       EAC’s submission from March 2019; and
·       A promotional brochure for an Irving mill.

 
Thank you.

ECOLOGY ACTION CENTRE
2705 Fern Lane, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3K 4L3

coastal@ecologyaction.ca
www.sealevelrise.ca

Become an EAC Member  |  Follow us on Facebook & Twitter
 

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
http://www.sealevelrise.ca/
https://www.ecologyaction.ca/become-member
https://www.facebook.com/EcologyActionCentre?ref=br_tf
https://twitter.com/EcologyAction
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East Coast Environmental Law Association 
6061 University Avenue 
Halifax NS, B3H 4H9 
 
08 November 2019 
 
Ecology Action Centre 
2705 Fern Ln 
Halifax NS, B3K 4L3 
 
Dear Ms. Anningson; 
 
Re: Northern Pulp Replacement Effluent Facility Environmental Assessment Focus Repot  
 
The following represents the East Coast Environmental Law Association’s review on behalf of the 
Ecology Action Centre of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s Focus Report for its 
proposed Replacement Effluent Facility Project. 
 
The purpose of this review is to determine whether the Focus Report meets the requirements of 
the Terms of Reference (“TOR”) and will meet the criteria set out in the Environment Act and its 
regulations regarding the environmental assessment.  
 
1. Overview 
 
On 07 February 2019, the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation (“Northern Pulp” or “NPNS”) 
registered its proposed Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project (“Effluent Facility”) with 
Nova Scotia Environment (“NSE”) for an environmental assessment (“EA”) under the Nova Scotia 
Environment Act and its Environmental Assessment Regulations. 
 
On 29 March 2019, the Nova Scotia Minister of Environment (the “Minister”), informed Northern 
Pulp that a review of its Registration Document for its proposed Effluent Facility had been 
completed. The Minister determined that, pursuant to section 13(1)(c) of the Environmental 
Assessment Regulations, a focus report was required to better understand the potential for 
adverse effects or significant environmental effects of the project.  
 
During the review period for Northern Pulp’s project registration document, a large number of 
public comments were submitted to the Minister. A number of concerns related to adverse 
effects or significant environmental effects from the project were raised in these comments, 
including (but not limited to) impacts to fish and fish habitat, concerns about the facility’s design, 
concerns about the use of, and impact to, water resources, impacts from air emissions and noise, 
impacts on flora, fauna and human health, impacts on local archaeological sites, and the impacts 
on Mi’kmaq land uses and rights. 
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Then Minister Margaret Miller identified an initial list of key information gaps, which she outlined 
in her letter to Northern Pulp. These identified gaps in information were further expanded on by 
the EA Administrator in a Terms of Reference (the “TOR”) for the Focus Report. Northern Pulp 
was given up to one year to submit its Focus Report. 
 
Northern Pulp submitted its Focus Report to NSE on 02 October 2019 and it was released for a 
public comment period. The public was provided until 08 November 2019 to comment on the 
Focus Report. Once the comment period ends, the Administrator has 25 days to summarize public 
comments received and provide these along with a recommendation respecting the approval or 
rejection of the project to the Minister. The Minister then has 14 days to make a final decision. 
The Minister’s options include: 
 


1. Approval of the project subject to terms and conditions and other approvals; 
2. Requiring an Environmental Assessment Report; 
3. Referring all or part of the assessment to alternative dispute resolution; or 
4. Rejecting the proposed project.  


 
2. Summary of Findings 
 
The Terms of Reference sets out what must be included in Northern Pulp’s Focus Report. All 
impact assessment, mitigation and impact conclusions that are outlined in the initial 
Environmental Assessment Registration Document must be updated to reflect the requirements 
in the TOR. The TOR identified 11 key categories where more information was necessary for the 
Minister to make a decision, as follows: 
 


1. Public, Mi’kmaq and Government Engagement 
2. Project Description 
3. Facility Design, Construction & Operation, and Maintenance 
4. Marine Water and Marine Sediment 
5. Fresh Water Resources 
6. Air Quality 
7. Fish and Fish Habitat 
8. Flora and Fauna 
9. Human Health 
10. Archaeology 
11. Indigenous People’s Use of Land and Resources 


 
We conclude that Northern Pulp has failed to fulfil multiple requirements of the TOR. The 
Minister must reject the project or require an environmental assessment report. It is our finding 
that Northern Pulp failed to fulfil 15/35 of the TOR requirements. We were unable to determine 
whether Northern Pulp adequately fulfilled 9/35 of the TOR requirements.  
 
The table that follows is a summary of our findings: 
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Table 1: Summary of whether Focus Report met requirements of Terms of Reference 
Category 


 
Requirement Requirement 


Met (Y/N)  
Notes 


1.Public, 
Mi’kmaq and 
Government 
Engagement 


 


1.1 Provide a response (via a concordance table) to questions and 
comments raised by the public, Mi’kmaq and government 
departments, and incorporate these comments in the Focus 
Report where applicable. Comments may be summarized prior to 
providing the response. 


 
NO 


Northern Pulp did not 
provide responses to 
comments other than to 
reference the Focus Report.  


1.2 Provide a plan to share future reports and/or studies relevant 
to this Project with the public and the Mi’kmaq such as the Pictou 
Landing First Nation, including but not limited to the future 
Environmental Effects Monitoring results for the new effluent 
treatment facility. 


 
NO 


Northern Pulp did not create 
a plan, only an engagement 
strategy for the initial 
environmental assessment. 
Its strategy did not include 
Environmental Effects 
Monitoring.  


2. Project 
Description 
 


2.1 Provide the following information regarding the on-land 
portion of the effluent pipeline: 


• a re-alignment route for the effluent pipeline, given 
Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal 
does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the shoulder 
of Highway 106;  


• maps and/or drawings of the new pipeline location;  
• a list of properties (ie., Premises Identification number or 


PID) that will intersect with the new pipeline alignment. 


 
NO 


The realigned route remains 
on the ROW of Highway 
106. 
 
Maps and drawings of the 
new pipeline route were 
included (Figure 2.1-1).  
 
A list of properties was 
provided (Table 2.1-1).  
 


2.2 Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results 
to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. 
The surveys must determine the potential impacts of ice scour on 
the pipeline. 


 
NO 


While geotechnical survey 
was completed, viability was 
not confirmed.  
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2.3 Submit data regarding the complete physical and chemical 
characterization of NPNS’ raw wastewater (ie., influent at Point A 
for the Project), to support the assessment of the 
appropriateness of the proposed treatment technology. The 
influent characterization results must be compared against the 
proposed treatment technology specifications. 


 
NO 


While characterization of 
physical and chemical 
composition of raw 
wastewater is provided, the 
characterization does not 
appear to be complete; nor 
does it provide information 
on how wastewater will 
meet regulations found in 
CEPA. 


2.4 Submit a complete physical and chemical characterization of 
NPNS’s expected effluent following treatment by the proposed 
technology. To assess the efficacy of the proposed treatment 
technology, the following must be included:  


• Data from laboratory trials on NPNS’s raw wastewater 
that were conducted at Veolia/AnoxKaldnes in Lund, 
Sweden in May 2018;  


• Modelling results using the raw wastewater parameters 
and quality;  


• A comparison of the effluent characterization results from 
the laboratory trials and modelling work, against 
appropriate regulations and/or guidelines. 


 
NO 


Data from laboratory trials 
was included (Appendix 2.4). 
 
Modeling results data was 
included (Appendix 2.4).  
 
Effluent characterization 
was not compared against 
appropriate (relevant) CEPA 
regulations for pulp and 
paper effluent (Pulp and 
Paper Mill Defoamer and 
Wood Chip Regulations and 
Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent 
Chlorinated Dioxins and 
Furans Regulations) 


2.5 Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction 
methodology and other associated pipeline construction work, 
related to the potential changes to the marine portion of the 
pipeline route (e.g., infilling, trenching, temporary access roads, 


 
YES 


Changes to construction will 
result in larger volumes of 
soil being excavated and an 
anticipated 7-fold increase 
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excavation, blasting, disposal at sea, and others where 
applicable). 


in the scheduled timeline 
from original timelines for 
excavation. This will result in 
greater impacts on the 
marine environment.   


3. Facility 
Design, 
Construction 
& Operation, 
and 
Maintenance 
 


3.1 Submit treatment technology specifications (e.g., optimal 
performance range of the technology) and an assessment of the 
efficacy of the proposed treatment technology for use at the 
NPNS facility, to the satisfaction of NSE. For example, peak 
effluent temperature is proposed to be above the generally 
accepted range of temperatures to achieve optimal biological 
treatment. Explain how the proposed higher than optimal 
treatment temperature would affect the treatment performance. 


 
NO 


Northern Pulp has not 
indicated how proposed 
temperature levels would 
meet proposed changes 
(additions) in the Pulp and 
Paper Effluent Regulations.  


3.2 Provide effluent flow data to support the proposed peak 
treatment capacity of 85,000 m3 maximum flow of effluent per 
day. At a minimum, data from 2017 and 2018 is required. Provide 
flow data for Point A, clarify source of the effluent flow volumes 
given in the EARD, and provide other relevant data and 
information to support the proposed treatment system design. If 
the 85,000 m3 cannot be justified based on historical data, 
identify water reduction projects, or re-evaluate the treatment 
system design and update the receiving water study accordingly. 


 
NO 


Flow data from Point A is 
not provided.  


3.3 Effluent discharge parameters must be updated (where 
necessary) based upon the results of the effluent characterization 
in Section 2.4 and relevant additional studies. Refer also to 
Addendum item 2.0 


 
YES 


Updates were provided. 


3.4 Provide the following information regarding the spill basin:  
• Submit information to assess the sizing and 


appropriateness of the design of the spill basin. The EARD 
indicates a retention time of 10-13 hours at a design 


 
YES 


The information was 
provided.  
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capacity of 35,000 m3. The basis of this design has not 
been provided. If flows exceed 85,000m3 per day on a 
consistent basis (e.g., during summer months), confirm 
that there will be sufficient recovery time in the treatment 
system to empty the basin before the additional volume is 
required; 


• Explain where the overflow will be directed in the event of 
unforeseen scenarios (e.g., power outage). 


3.5 Provide the following information regarding the effluent 
pipeline: 


• Provide viable options including the selected option for 
leak detection technologies and inspection 
methodologies, with specific consideration to any portion 
of the pipeline located in the Town of Pictou’s water 
supply protection area;  


• Provide viable options including the selected option for 
the enhanced pipeline protection, such as trench lining 
and justify how the chosen option is an adequate option 
for secondary containment. Be sure to address any 
potential changes in flow regimes, especially within the 
Town of Pictou’s water supply protection area, due to the 
installation of the pipeline and secondary containment. If 
different options are provided for different areas of the 
proposed re-aligned pipeline route, the locations for each 
option must be identified. 


 
NO 


Northern Pulp does not 
provide options for the 
marine component of the 
pipeline.  


3.6 Clarify where the potential releases of waste dangerous goods 
at the Project site will be directed for treatment and/or disposal. 
It is important to note that the new treatment facility is not 
proposed to treat waste dangerous goods based on the 
information provided in the EARD and requirements of NSE. 


 
YES 


Information included.  
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4. Marine 
Water and 
Sediment 


4.1 Conduct baseline studies for the marine environment (such as 
marine water quality and marine sediment) in the vicinity of 
proposed marine outfall location. 


 
YES 


Baseline study included.  


4.2 Update the receiving water study to model for all potential 
contaminants of concern in the receiving environment (based on 
the results of the effluent characterization and/or other relevant 
studies such as Human Health Risk Assessment). Baseline water 
quality data for Caribou harbour must be applied to this study. 
Refer also to Addendum 3.0. 


 
YES 


The Receiving water study 
was updated.  


4.3 Provide results of sediment transport modelling work to 
understand the impacts of potential accumulation of sediment 
within near field and far field model areas. This should include 
chemical and physical characterization of the solids proposed to 
be discharged by NPNS as well as a discussion of how these solids 
will interact with the marine sediments and what the potential 
impact will be on the marine environment as a result. 


 
YES 


Results were provided. 
However; see above for 
comments on 
characterization.  


5. Fresh 
water 
resources 


5.1 Complete a wetland baseline survey along the proposed re-
aligned effluent pipeline route (if wetlands are expected to be 
altered). 


 
NOT CLEAR 


The wetland survey was 
done; however, see above 
on comments on re-aligned 
effluent pipeline. This 
requirement is contingent 
on another component of 
the TOR, which is not 
completed. 
 
Note that in the Dillion 
Report (Appendix 5.1, p. 1) 
it states that “only a small 
fraction [of the wetlands] 
was available for ‘on-the-
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ground- assessment due to 
property access 
restrictions”. 


5.2 Provide monitoring methodologies for areas with significant 
risk of pipeline leaks or spills (e.g., two areas where the pipeline 
crosses the Source Water Protection Delineated Boundary for the 
Town of Pictou wellfields; below water table; important wetlands; 
watercourse crossings; etc.). 


 
NO 


A number of monitoring 
methodologies are not 
complete, including 
monitoring for the example 
areas.  


6. Air Quality 6.1 Provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants 
to be emitted from the proposed project, including but not 
limited to, speciated volatile organic compounds, semi-volatile 
organic compounds, reduced Sulphur compounds, polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons and metals. 


 
NO 


Despite providing a revised 
inventory, it appears that 
not “all” potential air 
contaminants were 
included.  
 
It is also recommended that 
the applicability of sections 
67 and 68 of the Nova Scotia 
Environment Act be 
considered.  


6.2 Update the air dispersion modelling for the pulp mill facility 
for all potential air contaminants of concern related to the 
Project. 


 
NOT CLEAR 


See above in comments 
addressing 6.1.  


6.3 Complete an updated ambient air monitoring plan for the 
Project site based on the air dispersion modelling results. This 
plan must include the potential air contaminants to be monitored 
and proposed air monitoring location(s). 


 
YES 


An updated ambient air 
monitoring plan was 
submitted.  


7. Fish and 
Fish Habitat 


7.1 Conduct fish and fish habitat baseline surveys for the 
freshwater environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada. 


 
NOT CLEAR 


The fish and fish habitat 
baseline surveys for the 
freshwater environment 
were provided. 
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Neither the Focus Report 
nor Appendix 7.1 offers 
insight into what will satisfy 
Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada, or whether these 
criteria were pre-
determined. 


7.2 Conduct fish habitat baseline surveys for the marine 
environment, to the satisfaction of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 


 
NOT CLEAR 


The fish and fish habitat 
baseline surveys for the 
marine environment were 
provided. 
 
Neither the Focus Report 
nor Appendix 7.2 offers 
insight into what will satisfy 
Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada, or whether these 
criteria were pre-
determined. 


7.3 Conduct additional impact assessment of treated effluent on 
representative key marine fish species important for commercial, 
recreational and Aboriginal fisheries. This must be based upon 
updated information, additional studies and/or an understanding 
of expected movement of contaminants. Assessment 
methodology must first be agreed upon by NSE in consultation 
with relevant federal departments. 


 
NOT CLEAR 


Note that there is no 
indication that the 
assessment methodology 
used for this impact 
assessment corresponds or 
meets the requirements of 
NSE. This is a gap in 
information. Without a clear 
indication to that effect, it is 
impossible to determine 
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whether this TOR 
requirement was met. 


7.4 Submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) 
program based on the results of various relevant baseline studies 
and an updated receiving water study. Refer also to Addendum 
item 4.0 


 
NO 


Northern Pulp did not 
submit an updated EEM.  


7.5 Clarify what contingency measures will be in place to mitigate 
potential impacts (e.g., thermal shock to fish) due to potential 
large and rapid fluctuations in water temperature in the winter at 
the diffuser location during low production or maintenance shut 
down periods. 


 
YES 


Contingency measures were 
discussed.  


8. Flora and 
Fauna 


8.1 Complete a plant baseline survey along the proposed re-
aligned effluent pipeline route. 


 
NOT CLEAR 


Revised plant baseline 
survey was completed; 
however, the proposed 
pipeline route remains 
essentially unchanged and 
runs along the Highway 106 
TIR Right-of-way. 


8.2 Complete a migratory bird survey along the re-aligned 
pipeline route. 


NOT CLEAR Revised migratory bird 
survey was completed; 
however, the proposed 
pipeline route remains 
essentially unchanged and 
runs along the Highway 106 
TIR Right-of-way. 


8.3 Complete a bird baseline survey for common nighthawk 
(Chordeiles minor), double crested cormorants (Phalacrocorax 
auratus), owls, and raptors and raptor nests, for the entire project 
area which includes the re-aligned pipeline route. 


NOT CLEAR Requested bird baseline 
surveys were completed; 
however, the proposed 
pipeline route remains 
essentially unchanged and 
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runs along the Highway 106 
TIR Right-of-way. 
 


8.4 Complete a herptile survey for the Project area which includes 
the re-aligned pipeline route. 


NOT CLEAR Herptile survey was 
completed; however, the 
proposed pipeline route 
remains essentially 
unchanged and runs along 
the Highway 106 TIR Right-
of-way. 
 
It is recommended that a 
precautionary approach be 
taken in this respect; further 
analysis and study is 
required to determine 
Northern Pulp’s ability to 
comply with statutory 
requirements with respect 
to two identified species at 
risk potentially within 
pipeline route or area. 


9. Human 
Health 


9.1 Complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue (via 
chemical analysis) of representative key marine species important 
for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal fisheries in the 
vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location. 


 
NO 


Data collection for studies is 
on-going.  


9.2 Commence a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) to assess 
potential project-related impacts on human health. The risk 
assessment must consider human consumption of fish and other 
seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated drinking 


 
NO 


The HHRA was not 
completed and is not 
anticipated to be completed 
until spring 2020.  
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water, exposure to recreational water and sediment, outdoor air 
inhalation, and any other potential exposure pathways. The 
analysis must inform the identification of contaminants of 
concern and updating of the receiving water study. 


10. 
Archeology 


10.1 Complete an Archaeological Resource Impact Assessment for 
the marine environment related to the Project. 


 
YES 


An Archaeological Resource 
Impact Assessment was 
completed.  


10.2 Complete shovel testing for areas in the terrestrial 
environment that are identified to have elevated or medium 
potential of archaeological resources, to confirm the presence or 
absence of these resources. 


 
YES 


The shovel testing was 
completed.  


11. Mi’kmaq 
Ecological 
Knowledge 
Study 


11.1 Complete a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MEKS) for 
the Project. 


 
NO 


The process of producing a 
MEKS includes a review by 
the Kwilmu’kw Maw-
klusuaqn Negotiation Office 
(“KMKNO”) to ensure 
consistency with its EKS 
Protocol. While Northern 
Pulp indicated the 
completion of this process, 
the KMKNO had not yet 
completed its review. 
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3. Discussion of the Terms of Reference 
 
3.1 Public, Mi’kmaq and Government Engagement 
 
Northern Pulp was required to provide a response to questions and comments raised by the 
public, Mi’kmaq and government departments (“public comments”) and to incorporate these 
comments into the Focus Report. Northern Pulp created a Concordance Table for public 
comments it received and attached it as Appendix 1.1 to the Focus Report. The Concordance 
Table has four columns: comments grouped into issues related to Valued Environmental 
Components (“VECs”), summaries of concerns, the source of concerns,  and response comments.  
 
A summary review of the concordance table reveals that the majority of Northern Pulps 
responses are in the form of references to the Focus Report. In fact, in the concordance table, 
the phrase “refer to section X” occurs a total of 809 times as Northern Pulp’s response. In other 
parts of the concordance table, Northern Pulp states that a particular concern will be addressed 
in the future; for example, on page 3 of 40 of the government comments, it responds to multiple 
concerns surrounding the atmospheric environment by stating that the concerns “will be 
addressed in the IA and with discussion with NSE”.  
 
Many of the responses from Northern Pulp are not adequate responses for the purposes of the 
Environment Act, the Environmental Assessment Regulations and the environmental assessment 
process. The public expects, and Northern Pulp is obligated to provide, actual responses to their 
concerns, detailing how adverse effects or environmental effects would be prevented or 
mitigated by Northern Pulp.  
 
The objectives of public participation in an environmental assessment are rooted in fair process 
and the democratic process. Legislatures across Canada, both provincially and federally, have 
incorporated public participation into their environmental assessment processes because public 
engagement is an important part of living and participating in a democratic society. Imbedded in 
the environmental assessment process is the recognition that the larger and longer lasting the 
impacts of a project, the more capacity must be provided to the public to have their concerns 
heard AND addressed. This recognition of fair process in administrative decision-making, such as 
the environmental assessment process, has been acknowledged and protected by the courts.  
 
Section 2 of the Nova Scotia Environment Act sets out the purposes of the Act, and includes 
(emphasis added): 
 


(h) providing access to information and facilitating effective public participation in the 


formulation of decisions affecting the environment, including opportunities to participate 


in the review of legislation, regulations and policies and the provision of access to 


information affecting the environment; 
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Effective public participation requires more than soliciting public comments; it requires 
engagement and response. The public has highlighted concerns and asked Northern Pulp how 
their concerns will be addressed. Northern Pulp must provide an adequate answer. Providing 
blanket statements (809 times) to the numerous concerns expressed by the public is not effective 
public participation and does not provide access to information relevant to mitigation efforts for 
the adverse effects or environmental effects of the proposed effluent treatment facility that were 
identified by Mi’kmaq, the general public and government.  
 
Northern Pulp was also required to provide a plan to share future reports or relevant studies with 
the Public and Mi’kmaq, including future Environmental Effects Monitoring results.  
 
Northern Pulp developed a “Stakeholder Engagement Plan” (“SEP”) which is found in Appendix 
1.2; there, it is described as an engagement guide. The Focus Report states that “[a]s key reports 
are prepared for each phase of the project, they will be provided to the appropriate stakeholders 
and rights holders”. This statement does not meet the criteria of the TOR, which requires a plan 
to share future reports or relevant studies with the Public and Mi’kmaq.  
 
Table 1.2- 1, found in the Focus Report, is a summary of the documents that Northern Pulp has 
shared and with whom. There are three categories of “stakeholders” or “rights holders” – Pictou 
Landing First Nation, Federal Government and NSE. There is no category for “public”. The Focus 
Report states that “moving forward, reports will be similarly shared with stakeholders and rights 
holders”.1 The purpose of Northern Pulp’s engagement guide is described in section 1.1: 
 


“This SEP serves as a guide to engagement during the environmental assessment stage. This 


version of the SEP is an initial guide to engagement and will need to be revised following 


project approval to inform ongoing stakeholder engagement through the various stages of 


the ETF project development, construction, operation and closure/rehabilitation” 


 


Section 3.0 of the SEP identifies all the stakeholders, divided into three groups: internal/external, 
government, and civic, business leaders and others. The general public, including members of 
Pictou county, communities, etc. are not identified as stakeholders. Indigenous communities 
other than PLFN are also not identified. Despite the TOR requiring the inclusion of a plan to share 
Environmental Effects Monitoring (“EEM”) results, EEM is not mentioned at all in the SEP. 
 
Northern Pulp failed to fulfil both requirements for public engagement as set out in the TOR. It 
failed to respond to public comments and did not prepare an engagement plan as required. 
 
3.2 Project Description 
 


Northern Pulp was required to provide the following information regarding the on-land portion 
of the effluent pipeline:  


 
1 Focus Report, p. 11. 
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• a re-alignment route for the effluent pipeline, given Department of Transportation and 
Infrastructure Renewal does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the shoulder of 
Highway 106;  


• maps and/or drawings of the new pipeline location;  
• a list of properties (ie., Premises Identification number or PID) that will intersect with the 


new pipeline alignment. 
 
Despite the explicit and clear statement that the Nova Scotia Department of Transportation and 
Infrastructure Renewal (“TIR”) does not permit the pipeline to be placed in the shoulder of 
Highway 106, Northern Pulp states the following in its Focus Report (emphasis added): 
 


• “Approximately 8.7km of the on-land proposed pipeline is proposed to be installed in the 
TIR ROW (right of way) between Pictou and Caribou” 


• “Land-based installation outside of NPNS property will occur predominantly within the 
existing NSTIR’s ROW adjacent to and paralleling provincial Highway 106”  


• “The on-land pipeline will be placed at the eastern most edge of the Highway 106 ROW 
for the majority of the route”.2 


 
The description of the effluent pipe route in Northern Pulp’s registration document closely 
mirrors the descriptions of its new route found in the Focus Report (see table 2 below).  
 


Table 2 – Comparison of Focus Report with Registration Document for Pipeline Route 
Focus Report  
[section 2.2 – page 13-14] 


Registration Document  
[section 5.2.3.1 – page 47-48] 


The pipeline begins at the ETF pump station at 
the NPNS facility. The pipeline will run on 
NPNS property until it meets and enters 
Pictou Harbour. The pipeline is submerged 
across Pictou Harbour, aligned immediately to 
the east of the Pictou Causeway until it meets 
the north bank of Pictou Harbour. On the 
north side of Pictou Harbour, it enters NSTIR’s 
Highway 106 (Trans-Canada Highway, also 
known as Jubilee Highway) ROW and follows 
Highway 106 north to Caribou, NS, mostly on 
the eastern side of the Highway 106 ROW.  
 
The pipeline will be installed generally parallel 
to Highway 106, along the outermost eastern 
portion of the NSTIR ROW. It will be situated 


The pipeline will begin on land at a pump 
station where treated effluent from the 
secondary clarifiers at the ETF is pumped into 
the pipeline. Pumping will be required to 
overcome static pressure exerted on the 
pipeline to achieve proper dispersion of the 
treated effluent at the outfall. Pumping will 
also be required to overcome forces of gravity 
in order for treated effluent to reach the 
outfall. This facility will operate in a similar 
manner to municipal pumping stations. 
 
The land-based pipeline portion extending 
from NPNS property to the edge of shore at 
Caribou Harbour, will be approximately 11.4 
km in length. The pipeline will be buried for 


 
2 Focus Report, p 13.14.  
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predominantly on the east side until it reaches 
Caribou. At this point, the pipeline will cross 
under Highway 106 to the west side and enter 
the marine environment at Caribou Harbour 
to the north, and to the west of the 
Northumberland Ferries marine terminal 
building and parking area. The exact location 
where the pipeline will enter the marine 
environment will be determined in 
consultation with the marine designer, the 
land-based designer, the construction 
contractor, and Northumberland Ferries 
Limited in an effort to reduce impact on ferry 
operations.  
 
Construction of the on-land portion of the 
treated effluent pipeline will require an 
approximate working area width of 10 m. 
Along Highway 106, the pipe will be generally 
installed in undeveloped and unmaintained 
areas. The pipe will be located outside the 
existing road shoulder but within the ROW, 
and specific details of the location will be 
determined in agreement with NSTIR. 


the majority of the route. Based on the 
proposed design there will be one area where 
the pipeline will be exposed to cross the 
spillway of the Pictou Causeway, where it will 
be suspended and attached to the exterior of 
the bridge due to limited roadway width. The 
exposed area will be protected from damage 
by existing guide rails.  
 
For approximately the first kilometer of the 
pipeline, the pipe will be located on NPNS 
property. The pipeline then moves across 
NPNS property and enters NSTIR’s Highway 
106 (Trans-Canada Highway, also known as 
Jubilee Highway) ROW at the northwest 
corner of NPNS property. The pipeline then 
follows Highway 106 north to Caribou.  
 
The pipeline will be installed generally parallel 
to Highway 106, within the outer portion of 
the developed road shoulder. It will be 
situated on the south side until it reaches the 
Pictou roundabout. Utilizing horizontal 
directional drilling (HDD) or other boring 
method to avoid traffic and roadway 
disturbance, it will be constructed under the 
roundabout crossing to the north side of the 
road and continuing there for the remaining 
extent of the land-based por�on. HDD or 
other boring methods, or open cut crossing 
methods will be used for pipeline crossings of 
local public roads and driveways as required.  
 
The pipeline will stay within disturbed 
portions of NSTIR’s road right-of-way 
(Highway 106) until it reaches Caribou 
Harbour and enters the marine environment, 
immediately to the west of the 
Northumberland Ferries marine terminal 
building and parking areas. 
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Northern Pulp has not identified an alternative route as required by the TOR, with respect to the 
primary issue – that TIR will not allow the pipe to be built along the right-of-way along Highway 
106.  
 
Northern Pulp has indicated in the Focus Report that “conversations between NPNS and TIR 
regarding installation of the pipeline within the right-of-way (ROW) are ongoing”. A letter from 
TIR is attached as Appendix 2.1.3 It is noteworthy to highlight that the letter from TIR, while 
indicating that discussions with regard to the pipeline route are on-going, does not indicate that 
these discussions are with respect to the right-of-way. Considering that construction of any 
pipeline is within TIR jurisdiction, this is misleading.  
 
Northern Pulp has included a single map of the proposed altered pipeline route and included 
information about all properties along the proposed route. Considering the misleading 
information and failure to meet the previous terms of the TOR, we cannot comment on whether 
all the properties have been identified.  
 
Northern Pulp was also required to conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results 
to confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must also determine 
the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline. 
 
The purpose of the geotechnical surveys required by this TOR is to confirm viability of the marine 
portion of the pipeline route – that is, the physical pipeline itself must actually be a viable 
construction project, and this must be confirmed by the surveys. While a geotechnical survey was 
completed, the Focus Report does not positively or explicitly confirm the viability of the proposed 
pipeline, nor does it offer any statement of an expert’s opinion to that effect.  
 
Furthermore, the Focus Report identifies two possible complications: 1) “there were some 
restrictions in portions of the survey near the shorelines due to the shallow water in these areas”  
and 2) “the depth to bedrock is not known and may be encountered during the pipeline 
installation”.4 This may lead to areas in which dredging is limited due to the sub-bottom geology. 
These issues are not dealt with in the Focus Report. 
 
The geotechnical survey report (“GSR”) summary also highlighted these issues. The GSR discussed 
the difficulty with mapping nearshore sections of the route and interpreting the sub-bottom 
geology.5 Additionally, the GSR identified three main areas along the proposed Caribou Harbour 
pipeline route where dredging activities might be constrained – dredging being the method used 
to reach the planned trench depth of 3 meters.6 
 


 
3 Focus Report, p. 13. 
4 Focus Report, p. 20 and 21.  
5 Geotechnical Survey Report, Appendix 2.2 of Focus Report, p. 120.  
6 Geotechnical Survey Report, Appendix 2.2 of Focus Report, p. 121.  
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Finally, the GSR made a number of recommendations for work to be considered in further 
supporting the engineering, design and installation of the proposed pipeline that indicate more 
work is required before viability can be confirmed.7  
 
As part of this aspect of the TOR, Northern Pulp was also required to submit data regarding the 
complete physical and chemical characterization of the raw wastewater to support its 
assessment of the appropriateness of the proposed treatment technology.  
 
Northern Pulp notes in its Focus Report that the bleaching process used to remove residual lignin 
from the pulp, in a step generally referred to as “delignification”, used chlorine dioxide (ClO2) as 
the bleaching chemical in a process known as Elemental Chlorine Free (“ECF”) bleaching.8 The 
Focus Report notes that “several studies” have reported that replacement of older systems with 
the ECF process has resulted in the virtual elimination of detectable amounts of dioxins and 
furans.  
 
The proposed replacement effluent facility will use an Activated Sludge Treatment (“AST”) 
process involving aeration and recirculation of bacterial population back into the intake of the 
system. The Focus Report suggests that this process results in effluent that meets the Pulp and 


Paper Effluent Regulations under the Fisheries Act, which set out limits on amounts of TSS and 
BOD that can be released from mills and prohibit the release of effluents that cause harm to fish.9  
 
However, under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (“CEPA”), the Paper Mill Effluent 


Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations (SOR/92-267) require that all pulp and paper mills 
produce effluent in which there are no measurable quantities of dioxins and furans. Table 2.3-1 
of the Focus Report provides a summary of the NPNS’s current sampling of untreated effluent 
(Point A) and indicates that no sampling of dioxins or furans occurred.10 Table 2.3-3 of the Focus 
Report provides the laboratory analytical results summary, and does not include any indication 
of the level of dioxins or furans at Point A (the untreated effluent).11  
 
Furthermore, the KSH Consulting Report used to facilitate the Focus Report summary findings 
found that results for dioxins and furans, indicated in the form of total toxic equivalency (“TEQ”) 
at Point C are in line with TEQ of raw water or Caribou Harbour samples. It concludes that the 
results demonstrate effectiveness of the PPERs in achieving virtual elimination of dioxins and 
furans in the effluent.12 However, there is no indication of how the levels present compare to 
regulatory requirements under CEPA, using the approved (required) methods for testing for 
measurable amounts found in those regulations. In fact, Table 1-11 of that KSH report shows 


 
7 Geotechnical Survey Report, Appendix 2.2 of Focus Report, p. 123.  
8 Focus Report, p. 25. 
9 Focus Report, p. 46.  
10 Focus Report, p. 27.  
11 Focus Report, p. 30.  
12 Appendix 2.3 – KSH Consulting Report, p. 32.  
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detected levels at Point A and Point C of some forms of dioxins and furans.13 The KSH report then 
provides its conclusion that: 
 


The analysis shows that because of their potential impact on the receiving waters and 


despite no direct indication that these effects have been observed in the environment, some 


compounds should be considered for further scrutiny, either as part of future testing or as 


part of more long-term investigations, such as the Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM) 


program or Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA)”. 
 
The components of effluent that warrant further study include dioxins and furans.14  
 
Therefore, considering the legal requirements under CEPA and the regulations, the non-inclusion 
of the levels of dioxins and furans at Point A (the current untreated effluent) leads to the 
conclusion that the physical and chemical characterization of the raw wastewater (at Point A for 
the Project) is not complete. Additionally, there are indications that the proposed effluent 
treatment process is not appropriate, given the identified need for additional studies related to 
dioxins and furans and indications that regulatory requirements would not be met.  
 
Finally, Appendix 2.3 has a full Raw and Treated Effluent Characterization report conducted for 
this Focus Report that supposedly provides the complete physical and chemical characterization 
of expected effluent following treatment. Its objective is to answer the question: What are the 


expected list of contaminants that may be generated specifically by the new NPNS Effluent 


Treatment Facility? It appears to us that the appropriateness of the proposed treatment 
technology was not part of the work done.  
 
Northern Pulp was also required to submit a complete physical and chemical characterization of 
NSPN’s expected effluent following treatment by the proposed technology, including: 
 


• Data from laboratory trials on NPNS’s raw wastewater that were conducted at 
Veolia/AnoxKaldnes in Lund, Sweden in May 2018; ·  


• Modelling results using the raw wastewater parameters and quality; ·  
• A comparison of the effluent characterization results from the laboratory trials and 


modelling work, against appropriate regulations and/or guidelines. 
 


In undertaking this component of the TOR, Northern Pulp states that a comparison of the 
untreated (Point A) and treated (Point C) effluent components against published effluent 
composition data from other Canadian jurisdictions indicates that the mill’s effluent is similar to 
effluent from other bleached kraft mills using similar technology. Northern Pulp notes that the 
proposed replacement ETF will provide performance comparable to other mills, and 
furthermore, that the current and proposed ETF will have comparable performance. It concludes 


 
13 KSH Consulting Report, p. 31.  
14 KSH Consulting Report, p. 33-34.  
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that the data collected from Point C can be used to accurately represent what effluent from the 
replacement ETF will resemble.15  
 
The comparison of effluent characterization results from both laboratory trials and modelling 
work against appropriate regulations or guidelines was incomplete. Table 2.4-2 of the Focus 
Report sets out the comparison.16 The characterization data used was BOD and TSS from the 
Veolia expected performance data against the PPER (1992 – current) and the First Draft of the 
Modernization of the PPER, released in May 2019, as well as provincial limits on BOD and TSS. 
There is no comparison against other appropriate regulations, including against those created 
under CEPA (see: Pulp and Paper Mill Defoamer and Wood Chip Regulations and Pulp and Paper 


Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations). Furthermore, while there are 
regulatory daily maximums for both BOD and TSS in regulations provided, the data provided for 
the comparison did not include daily maximums, and instead, looked only at monthly averages. 
No comparison with any guidelines was provided. 
 
Northern Pulp was required to provide any proposed changes to the pipeline construction 
methodology and other associated pipeline construction work, related to the potential changes 
to the marine portion of the pipeline route. 
 
Note that Table 2.5-1 shows a summary of the changes to construction; this includes many 
changes that were made as a result of the marine geotechnical survey. This includes an estimated 
increase of 6,500 cubic meters of soil per kilometer in excavated volume of soil from dredging.17 
There is also an anticipated change in the excavation rate of 300-500 cubic meters per hour and 
3-4 day per kilometer timeline to a rate of 60-120 cubic meters per hour and a timeline of at least 
21 days per kilometer. These are large increases (it is a 7-times increases in the time taken) and 
will have an impact on the length of time required for excavation. This will have an impact on the 
marine environment that is much greater than originally anticipated and highlights the need for 
further evaluation. 
 
3.3 Facility Design, Construction & Operation and Maintenance 
 
Northern Pulp was required to submit treatment technology specifications and an assessment of 
the efficacy of the proposed treatment technology for use at the NPNS facility, to the satisfaction 
of NSE. The TOR provides, as an example of the type of assessment required, that the peak 
effluent temperature is proposed to be above generally accepted range of temperatures to 
achieve optimal biological treatment; it asks Northern Pulp to explain how the proposed higher 
temperatures would affect the temperature performance.  
 


 
15 Focus Report, p. 32-33. 
16 Focus Report, p. 37.  
17 Table begins at p. 40 of the Focus Report.  
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This TOR requirement likely came about as a result of comments from the NSE Inspection, 
Compliance and Enforcement Division and Industrial management Unit, which had a concern that 
temperatures would be above 25-35 degrees Celsius; more specifically, NSE was concerned about 
the ability of the ETF to meet and not exceed effluent limits.18  
 
Neither the Focus Report, nor the KSH Consulting Report found in Appendix 3.1, discuss in any 
manner the reason that peak effluent temperatures are above generally accepted range of 
temperatures. In fact, there is no discussion whatsoever of the generally accepted range of 
temperatures of effluent. Likewise, there is no discussion of the “optimum treatability” 
temperatures of the proposed effluent technology.19 Northern Pulp has also failed to indicate 
how it plans to comply with changes in the PPER, since ECCC has proposed to limit temperature 
of effluent to 35 degrees C daily and 40 degrees C monthly. 
 
Finally, it is not clear that an explanation of how the proposed higher temperatures would affect 
treatment performance. In the Focus Report, Northern Pulp acknowledges that the rate of 
biological reaction will increase with temperature to a maximum value of around 35.5 degrees 
Celsius for most aerobic effluent systems, and that temperatures above 39 degrees will result in 
a decreased oxidation rate for mesophilic organisms.20 Since oxidation is the process used to 
remove organic material from the wastewater, the reduced oxidation rates found at the higher 
than normal temperatures seem counterintuitive to the purposes of the process. This is not 
reconciled within the Focus Report. Northern Pulps statement that “with increasing effluent 
temperature, bacterial activity increases” is misleading because the bacterial activity appears to 
level off at a certain temperature and then decline.21 
 
As part of the TOR for facility design, Northern Pulp was also required to provide effluent flow 
data to support proposed peak treatment capacity of 85,000 m3 maximum flow of effluent per 
day, with a minimum of 2017 and 2018 data required.  
 
Part of this TOR requirement is the provision of flow data from Point A of the current effluent 
plant; however, the Focus Report states that there is an “absence of accurate Point A data”.22 
The Report in Appendix 3.2 confirms that “flow is not measured at Point A”.23 Northern Pulp’s 
statement that “A design of 85,000 m3/day is appropriate and well supported by the operating 
data of the last three years” is not accurate; no operating data for Point A is provided and so all 
calculations for flowrate are approximations of the actual flowrate at Point A. No reason is 
provided for not providing data for Point A, other than in the Report as follows:  


 
18 Focus Report, Appendix 1.1, Concordance Table p. 9/40 – Government comments.  
19 Refer to government submissions in Registration Documentation, p. 255.  
20 Focus Report, p. 46. 
21 Focus Report, p. 47.  
22 Focus Report, p. 49.  
23 Focus Report, Appendix 3.2, p. 3.  
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Flow is measured using a doppler-type system at the effluent feed pumps at the mill, but 


this measurement is for indication purposes only, as its accuracy is not sufficient for either 


data analysis or regulatory purposes.24 
 
The Report also notes that: “Effluent flow exceeded 85,000 m3/day one day in 2016 and not at 
all in both 2017 and 2018”; yet, the Table showing historic flowrates (in monthly averages and 
expressed in m3/day) indicate two separate instances where flowrate was above: in July 2017 
and in August 2017. Furthermore, there are two instances where the flow rate is above 84,000 
m3/day, including in July and August 2018.25 Considering that flowrates are expressed as monthly 
averages, it is difficult to reconcile the fact that averages consist of figures both below and above 
that average. It is likely that flowrate went above the 85,000 m3/day more than once.  
 
Northern Pulp is required to provide the following information regarding the effluent pipeline: 


• Viable options for leak detection technologies and inspection methodologies, with 
specific consideration of the Pictou water supply protection area 


• Viable options for the enhanced pipeline projection, including justification for how the 
chosen option is an adequate option for secondary containment 


 
Northern Pulp identifies several possible leak detection technologies it might use; however, the 
Focus Report does not provide for any leak detection technology to be deployed for the marine 
component of the effluent pipeline.26 The Focus Report also does not provide specific 
consideration of the Pictou water supply protection area with respect to leak detection 
technologies and inspection.  
 
3.4 Marine Water and Marine Sediment 
 
Northern Pulp is required to update the receiving water study to model for all potential 
contaminants of concern in the receiving environment. 
 
In the Receiving Water Study (“RWS”), the Focus Report states that for near-field modeling, a 
three-dimensional software model was used to assess “regulatory mixing zones” resulting from 
continuous source discharges. The “mixing zone” for the purposes of this study was defined as 
per the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME, 2003) as “an area contiguous 
with a point source (effluent) where the effluent mixes with ambient water and where 
concentrations of some substances may not comply with Water Quality Guidelines or 
objectives”.27 The objective of the modelling was to confirm ambient water quality 


 
24 Focus Report, Appendix 3.2, p. 3.  
25 Focus Report, Appendix 3.2, p.4.  
26 Focus Report, p. 62: pipeline [see specifically, p. 62, PDF 102 – re “leak detection system…will be installed…in the 
overland portion…of the route between Pictou and Caribou…”; and: “Automated leak detection will not be 
installed in the rest of the fused HDPE pipeline outside of this land-based section”.26 
27 Focus Report, p. 85.  
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concentrations or established water quality guidelines were met at the edge of the mixing zone 
(100m).  
 
There are several issues with this approach. First, the CCME is a forum of federal and provincial 
Ministers to discuss common issues related to environmental issues of national and international 
concern. The guidelines created within this forum are only that – guidelines; they do not form 
part of the legal framework that would ultimately guide the proposed effluent discharge. Second, 
there is no “mixing zone” or “regulatory mixing zone” created under provincial or federal 
legislation for the purposes of the proposed effluent pipeline and outlet.  
 
Under the Fisheries Act and the Canadian Environmental Protection Act and their regulations, the 
release of substances into the marine environment (the “receiving environment” in this case) 
occurs at the point where the substance is released, not the edge of a 100m mixing zone. 
Therefore, the effluent released from the proposed pipeline must meet all regulatory 
requirements at the moment that the effluent exits the pipe at the diffuser.  
 
3.5 Fresh Water Resources 
  
Northern Pulp was required to provide monitoring methodologies for areas with significant risk 
of pipeline leaks or spills.  
 
Appendix 5.2 of the Focus Report is left intentionally blank and refers to the corresponding 
section of the Focus Report. The TOR identifies several issues to be addressed, including: the two 
areas where the pipeline crosses Source Water Protection Delineated Boundaries for Town of 
Pictou wellfields, below water table, wetlands, water crossings. It leaves open the possibility of 
others.   
 
The Focus Report is vague on the methodologies it will use to monitor impacts from the pipeline. 
A surface water monitoring program will be “developed”.28 A Construction Monitoring Program 
will be “developed”.29 The current NPNS monitoring program will continue to be used to monitor 
groundwater and it will “develop a surface water monitoring program”.30  
 
With respect to wetlands, the Focus Report identifies that future monitoring will be conducted 
to assess success of wetland compensation that it anticipates. It also states that the degree of 
disturbance in wetlands adjacent to the proposed project will be “assessed” prior to and 
subsequent to construction activities. It proposed to assess disturbed portions of wetlands with 
undisturbed portions of the same wetland – this assumes that impacts on part of a wetland do 
not affect other parts of that same wetland. Assessment criteria are included.  
 


 
28 Focus Report, p. 106.  
29 Focus Report, p. 106.  
30 Focus Report, p 106-07.  
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This TOR requirement is not fulfilled. The two pages of “methodologies”, with no attached 
appendix. Other than the limited description of wetlands monitoring, within the narrow scope of 
compensation, no other methodologies are provided. The Focus Report simply identifies that 
future monitoring will be developed. This is not a methodology.  
 
Considering the ordinary or common meaning of the word “methodology”, a statement to the 
effect that a study will be “developed” is not sufficient to meet that definition. Methodology 
means the body or system of practices, rules, principles that will be used to develop and 
undertake the study. For example, the Collins English Dictionary (online) defines methodology as 
“a system of methods and principles for doing something, for example for teaching or for carrying 
out research”.31 
 
The Focus Report states that “leak detection technologies and inspection methodologies are 
addressed in other sections of this report”;32 however, relevant sections of the report (assuming 
section 3.5 – Leak Detection Technologies) does not provide methodologies. That section also 
does not address specific areas with significant risk of pipeline leaks or spills, such as the 
identified areas explicitly set out in section 5.2 of the TOR.  
 
Finally, it is important to note that there are other areas that will be faced with “significant risk 
of pipeline leaks or spills”, not least the marine components of the pipeline. While the TOR 
provides specific examples of areas facing these significant risks, the requirement relates to all 
areas that face significant risk.  
 
3.6 Air Quality 
 
Northern Pulp was required to provide a revised inventory of all potential air contaminants to be 
emitted from the proposed project, including but not limited to, speciated volatile organic 
compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, reduced Sulphur compounds, polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons and metals. Furthermore, Northern Pulp is required to update the air dispersion 
modelling for the pulp mill facility for all potential contaminants of concern related to the Project. 
 
Northern Pulp creates its inventory based on the selection of contaminants as indicated in section 
6.1 of the TOR; it appears then, that the inventory (found in Appendix 6.2) is not of all potential 
contaminants. The Focus Report states that: 
 


The air contaminants considered in the development of the revised inventory for the project 


included CACs, metals, PAHs, VOCs, reduced Sulphur compounds, dioxins and furans and 


terpenes, as per Section 6.1 of the Terms of Reference for the Focus Report and through 


further communication with NSE.33 


 
31 See: https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/methodology 
32 Focus Report, p. 106.  
33 Focus Report, p. 109.  
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It should be noted that section 6.1 of the TOR explicitly lists the substances to be included in the 
inventory but does not limit Northern Pulp to those substances for the purposes of the TOR 
requirement. There is no indication of the substance of communications with NSE; however, the 
NSE Air Quality Unit had provided comments, provided in the concordance table, that Northern 
Pulp “should have identified the full air emissions inventory for the facility and modeled all 
potential air contaminants of concern, as a result of the proposed project”.34 
 
Moreover, the following is a more detailed description of the process to develop the inventory, 
as found in Appendix 6.1 of the Focus Report (emphasis added): 
 


The air contaminants considered in the development of the revised inventory for the Project 


included criteria air contaminants (CACs), metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 


volatile organic compounds (VOCs), reduced Sulphur compounds, dioxins and furans and 


terpenes, as per Section 6.1 of the Terms of Reference (NSE 2019b) and further 


communication with NSE (S. Vervaet, personal communication, July 12, 2019). The 


considered list was refined using published literature focused on the pulp and paper 


industry, including the National Council for Air Stream Improvement Inc.’s (NCASI) 


Handbook of Substance-Specific Information for National Pollutant Release Inventory 


Reporting (NPRI) for Pulp and Paper Mills (NCASI 2007) and those presented as being 


released from pulp and paper mills in Ontario’s Technical Standards to Manage Air Pollution 


(Appendix 4-A) (MECP 2018a). Of the refined contaminant list, those included in the revised 


emission inventory, and therefore assessed through modelling, were identified based on 


site-specific data, data obtained from Kraft mills with similar operations (e.g. AST ETF and 


co-combustion of biosludge and biomass – mills included Howe Sound and Crofton), and 


published literature specific to the Project operations, as per the following 


considerations[…].35 
 
Therefore, the inventory of contaminants was refined twice. First, the full list of identified 
contaminants was refined using publishing literature; second, this refined list was further refined 
using additional criteria or “considerations”. It should be noted that this does not meet the 
requirement that “all potential contaminants” be included in the inventory. In fact, an inventory 
is generally considered a complete list. For example, the Collins English Dictionary (online) 
defines inventory as “a written list of all the objectives in a particular place”.36 
 
It is noted in the Focus Report that the contaminants that are part of the updated and expanded 
air dispersion modelling are not currently regulated under the Air Quality Regulations created 
under the Environment Act. However, section 67 of the Environment Act is explicit that (emphasis 
added):  
 


 
34 Focus Report, Appendix 1.1, Concordance Table, p. 2. 
35 Focus Report, Appendix 6.1, Stantec, “Expanded Air Dispersion Modelling Study”, p. v.  
36 See: https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/inventory  
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(1) No person shall knowingly release or permit the release into the environment of a 


substance in an amount, concentration or level or at a rate of release that causes or may 


cause an adverse effect, unless authorized by an approval or the regulations.  


 


(2) No person shall release or permit the release into the environment of a substance in an 


amount, concentration or level or at a rate of release that causes or may cause an adverse 


effect, unless authorized by an approval or the regulations. 


 
Substances within this context include any solid, liquid or gas. Therefore, although some 
contaminants are explicitly regulated in the Air Quality Regulations, any potential substance 
released from the proposed effluent facility that causes or may cause an adverse effect will be 
the focus of provisions under the law and should have been included in the inventory. 
 
3.7 Fish and Fish Habitat 
 
Northern Pulp is required to submit an updated Environmental Effects Monitoring (“EEM”) 
program based on the results of various relevant baseline studies and an updated receiving water 
study. As part of this TOR requirement, Northern Pulp must also refer to Addendum 4.0, which 
states that several field studies and monitoring are “likely to be required as part of an EEM 
program regulated under the PPER for the project if it is approved”. This includes biological 
monitoring studies covering a benthic invertebrate community study, fish population study, and 
dioxin and furan levels in fish. 
 
Northern Pulp did not submit an updated EEM program. The accompanying Appendix 7.4 is 
Schedule IV.1 of the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations. It is noted in the Focus Report that: 
 


The proposed EEM investigations related to the NPNS Caribou Harbour outfall relocation 


was provided by EcoMetrix Incorporated as part of the original EARD (Appendix G of the 


EARD)(EcoMetrix, 2018a) and remains relatively unchanged based on the various baseline 


studies and the updated RWS.37 
 
While the FR suggests that the EEM is “relatively unchanged”, it does not provide further details 
on what parts were changed, or how so. An EEM proposed program was submitted in the EARD 
(Appendix G).  
 
The requirement for an EEM is set out in the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations created under 
the Fisheries Act, as follows: 
 


28 (1) The owner or operator of a mill shall conduct environmental effects monitoring 


studies of the potential effects of effluent on the fish population, on fish tissue and on the 


benthic invertebrate community.  


 
37 Focus Report p. 148.  
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(2) Environmental effects monitoring studies consist of the sublethal toxicity testing referred 


to in section 29 and the biological monitoring studies referred to in section 30.  


 


(3) The studies shall be performed and their results recorded, interpreted and reported in 


accordance with generally accepted standards of good scientific practice at the time that 


the studies are performed. 


 
The Focus Report states that there are provisions in the PPER that removes the requirements for 
specific study components of the EEM program based on the dilution of effluent, as follows: 
 


• If the effluent concentration is less than 1% at a distance of 250m, no fish community 
study is required; and 


• If the effluent concentration is less than 1% at a distance of 100 from the discharge, no 
benthic invertebrate community study is required.38  


 
Northern Pulp refers to the 3D modeling in the local study area and suggests because it indicates 
that dilution of the effluent will occur to less than 1% at approximately 20m from the discharge 
location, neither a fish community nor benthic community study is required.39 Northern Pulp 
goes on to state that predictions of effluent dilution will need to be confirmed as part of the first 
EEM study. Finally, the Focus Report states that some fish and benthic studies are still warranted 
as part of the EA follow-up and monitoring program and that “it is intended that they will be 
completed by a third party consultant for the current project”.40   
 
The requirements for biological monitoring studies are set out in more detail in Schedule IV.1 of 
the PPER: 
 


3 Biological monitoring studies consist of  


 


(a) a study respecting the fish population, if the concentration of effluent in the exposure 


area is greater than 1% in the area located within 250 m of a point of deposit of the 


effluent in water;  


 


(b) a study respecting fish tissue if: 


 


(i) since the submission of the most recent interpretive report, the effluent 


contained a measurable concentration of 2,3,7,8-TCDD or of 2,3,7,8-TCDF, within 


the meaning of the Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans 


Regulations, or  


 
38 Focus Report, p. 150. 
39 Focus Report, p. 150.  
40 Focus Report, p. 150.  
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(ii) an effect on fish tissue was reported in the most re- cent interpretive report; and  


 


(c) a study respecting the benthic invertebrate community, if the concentration of 


effluent in the exposure area is greater than 1% in the area located within 100 m of a 


point of deposit of the effluent in water. 


 
As noted in Addendum 4.0, Northern Pulp is likely to be required as part of an EEM program 
regulated under the PPER for the project if it is approved to include a benthic invertebrate 
community study and fish population study. This likely refers to the PPER modernization efforts 
currently under way by Environment and Climate Change Canada (“ECCC”). As part of that 
modernization, ECCC is considering adding critical effect sizes (CES) as criteria for determining 
when investigation studies are required. CES are based on the size of effects on fish or fish 
habitat.41  
 
3.8 Flora and Fauna 
 
Northern Pulp is required to complete a number of baseline surveys along the proposed re-
aligned effluent pipeline route, including: 
 


• Plant baseline survey;  
• Migratory bird survey; 
• Bird baseline surveys for the Common Nighthawk, Double-crested Cormorants, owls, and 


raptors and raptor nests for the entire project area; and 
• Herptile survey 


 
Note that potential turtle habitat was identified; there may be species at risk under the provincial 
Endangered Species Act. The ETF was identified as being within range of two species identified in 
the Herptile Survey as being species at risk or endangered species: wood turtle and snapping 
turtle.42 It is recommended that further analysis and study is required to determine Northern 
Pulp’s ability to comply with statutory requirements with respect to these species. 
 
3.9 Human Health 
 
Northern Pulp was required to complete baseline studies for fish and shellfish tissue of 
 representative key marine species important for commercial, recreational and Aboriginal 
fisheries in the vicinity of the proposed effluent pipeline and diffuser location.  
 


 
41 See: Environment and Climate Change Canada, “Proposed Modernization of the Pulp and Paper Effluent 
Regulations – Consultation Document” (September 2017), p. 3-4.  
42 See Focus Report, Appendix 8.4, Herptile Study, p. 1. 
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Additionally, Northern Pulp was required to commence a Human Health Risk Assessment 
(“HHRA”) to assess potential project related impacts on human health. The HHRA must include 
human consumption of fish and other seafood, consumption of potentially contaminated 
drinking water, exposure to recreational water and sediment, outdoor air inhalation, and any 
other potential exposure pathways. The analysis must inform the identification of contaminants 
of concern and updating of the RWS.  
 
Northern Pulp has not completed the HHRA; it is ongoing and is not anticipated for completion 
until the spring of 2020.43 Furthermore, Northern Pulp appears not to have finished collecting 
data on key representative species, since it has plans to conduct additional rounds of tissue 
collection prior to construction targeting additional shellfish (scallop, blue mussel and oyster), 
and locally relevant fish (such as Atlantic striped bass, Atlantic mackerel and Atlantic herring).44 
 
3.10 Archeology  
 
Northern Pulp was required to complete an Archaeological Resource Impact Assessment (“ARIA”) 
for the marine environment related to the project. While it appears that the ARIA was meant to 
be included in Appendix 10.1, that appendix only has a letter from the Nova Scotia Department 
of Communities, Culture and Heritage indicated the ARIA was completed. It is our 
recommendation that the ARIA be provided for public comment.  
 
3.11 Indigenous Peoples’ use of land and resources 
 
Northern Pulp was required to complete a Mi’kmaq Ecological Knowledge Study (MKES) for the 
project.  
 
The process of producing a MEKS includes a review by the Kwilmu’kw Maw-klusuaqn Negotiation 
Office (“KMKNO”) to ensure consistency with its EKS Protocol. While Northern Pulp indicated the 
completion of this process, the KMKNO had not yet completed its review. 
 
Similar to the lack of completion of the HHRA, this requirement is started but not completed. 
Given that Northern Pulp has a statutorily granted period of one year to complete its Focus 
Report and given that it may also be granted an extension of that period by the Minister, it is not 
clear why these components were not completed prior to submission. No explanation is offered.  
 
 
Sincerely,  


 
 


43 Focus Report, p. 165. 
44 Focus Report, p. 165-66.  
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Mike Kofahl 
Staff Lawyer 
East Coast Environmental Law 
 








The	Role	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	in	the	long-term	protection	of	fish	
and	fish	habitat.	
	
1.0	 Introduction	
	
The	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	(PPER)	allow	pulp	and	paper	companies	to	release	
deleterious	substances	into	water	frequented	by	fish.		Such	a	release	would	otherwise	violate	
subsection	36(3)	of	the	Fisheries	Act.	
	


36(3)	Subject	to	subsection	(4),	no	person	shall	deposit	or	permit	the	deposit	of	a	
deleterious	substance	of	any	type	in	water	frequented	by	fish	or	in	any	place	under	any	
conditions	where	the	deleterious	substance	or	any	other	deleterious	substance	that	
results	from	the	deposit	of	the	deleterious	substance	may	enter	any	such	water.	


	
However,	subsection	36(4)	of	the	Fisheries	Act	permits	certain	deposits	if	they	are	in	
accordance	with	regulations.		
	


36(4)	No	person	contravenes	subsection	(3)	by	depositing	or	permitting	the	deposit	in	
any	water	or	place	of	(b)	a	deleterious	substance	of	a	class	and	under	conditions	—	
which	may	include	conditions	with	respect	to	quantity	or	concentration	—	authorized	
under	regulations	made	under	subsection	(5)	applicable	to	that	water	or	place	or	to	
any	work	or	undertaking	or	class	of	works	or	undertakings;	
	


The	authority	to	make	these	regulations	sits	with	the	Governor	in	Council	(Cabinet),	the	
details	of	which	can	be	found	in	subsection	36(5)	of	the	Act.			
	
2.0	 Brief	History	of	the	PPER		
	
The	first	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	were	passed	in	1971.		The	Regulations	were	
created	in	response	to	evidence	that	pulp	and	paper	effluent	was	causing	dissolved	oxygen	
depletion	in	marine	environments	and	releasing	substances	that	were	toxic	to	fish.		The	1971	
Regulations	set	limits	on	total	suspended	solids	(TSS),	biological	oxygen	demanding	(BOD)	
matter	and	effluent	that	was	acutely	toxic	to	fish.		Owing	to	the	high	cost	of	installing	effluent	
treatment	systems,		the	1971	PPER	applied	only	to	new	mills	and	in	some	instances	mills	that	
were	expanded	or	altered.1		
	
By	the	late	1980s,	Environment	Canada	had	determined	that	the	1971	Regulations	had	not	
yielded	all	of	the	desired	effluent	quality	improvements	that	were	initially	sought	through	the	
Regulations.	2	
	


“In	1985,	about	25%	of	mills	were	meeting	the	requirement	for	effluents	to	be	non-
acutely	lethal	to	Rainbow	Trout.”3		


	
The	Government	amended	the	PPER	in	1992.		The	changes	in	1992	included	application	of	the	
Regulations	to	all	mills	and	off-site	treatment	facilities	and	a	requirement	that	all	effluent	not	







be	acutely	toxic	to	rainbow	trout.		Older	mills	required	upgrades	to	meet	the	1992	Regulations	
so	existing	mills	were	given	until	1996	to	come	into	compliance	with	the	Regulations.4		By	
1996,	the	Regulations	had	been	in	place	for	14	years	and	the	regulator	had	clear	knowledge	
that	the	1971	Regulations	were	not	effective	for	11	years.			
	
Following	the	full	implementation	of	the	1992	Regulations,	the	rate	of	compliance	improved	
and	discharges	of	TSS	and	BOD	improved	significantly.		Between	1987	and	1996,	total	
discharges	of	TSS	and	BOD	matter	to	water	decreased	by	approximately	60%	and	90%,	
respectively.		Most	of	these	improvements	took	place	because	the	Regulations	applied	to	all	
mills	and	many	mills	added	secondary	biological	treatment	systems.5	
	
3.0	 The	Impact	of	Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	
	
The	1992	Regulations	also	added	requirements	for	Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	(EEM).	
During	the	period	1992	to	2010,	the	Regulations	were	amended	to	enhance	requirements	for	
EEM.			
	
Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	Protocol	Evolution	
	
Cycle	 Years	 Requirements	
1	 1992	–	1996		 EEM	study	results	used	as	initial	data	but	not	used	to	assess	


effects.		
2	 1996	–	2000		 EEM	studies	to	assess	effects.		
3	 2000	–	2004		 EEM	studies	to	assess	and	confirm	effects,	and	assess	


magnitude	and	extent	of	effects.		
4	 2004	–	2007		


	
EEM	studies	to	assess	and	confirm	effects,	and	assess	
magnitude	and	extent	of	effects.	Investigation	of	Cause	(IOC)	
studies		


5	 2007	–	2010		
	


EEM	studies	to	assess	and	confirm	effects,	and	assess	
magnitude	and	extent	of	effects.		IOC	and	Investigation	of	
Solution	(IOS)	studies.		


6	 2010-2013	 Requirement	to	conduct	a	fish	test	was	removed	by	the	2008	
PPER	amendments.		


	
As	a	result	of	the	evolution	of	the	EEM,	the	data	revealed	that	despite	the	increase	in	
compliance	with	the	Regulations	post-1992	and	the	reduction	in	TSS	and	BOD,	effluent	was	
continuing	to	cause	unacceptable	environmental	harm.			
	
3.1	 Sublethal	Toxicity		
	
As	part	of	the	EEM	protocol	each	mill	had	to	measure	the	sublethal	toxicity	of	its	final	effluent	
discharge	2	x	each	year	(summer	and	winter).		Analysis	of	this	data	showed	that	mill	effluent	
toxicity	decreased	between	1992	and	1996	(the	year	the	1992	Regulations	were	fully	applied)	
and	then	generally	remained	constant.	Between	1996	and	2010,	50%	of	the	tests	showed	







sublethal	toxicity.6		In	cycle	6	of	the	EEM	testing	(2010-2013)	showed	an	increase	in	sublethal	
toxicity	to	63%	of	all	effluent	tests.7	
	
3.2	 Biological	Monitoring	
	
Analysis	of	EEM	biological	monitoring	studies	over	the	same	period	revealed	mill	effluents	
were	causing	effects	on	fish	(increase	liver	size,	decrease	gonad	size)	and	fish	habitat	(benthic	
invertebrate	communities)	and	in	rare	instances	causing	elevated	levels	of	dioxins	and	furans	
in	fish	tissue.8		In	Cycle	2,	ten	mills	were	required	to	analyze	fish	tissue	for	dioxins	and	furans	
and	6	of	those	had	levels	of	dioxins	and	furans	in	fish	tissue	that	exceeded	Health	Canada	
guidelines	for	fish	consumption.9	
	
In	cycle	6	of	the	EEM	testing	11	mills	conducted	9	biological	monitoring	studies	for	different	
purposes.		In	7	of	the	9	studies	effects	on	fish	or	fish	habitat	were	observed	or	confirmed.10		
	
The	results	of	the	6	EEM	study	cycles	have	shown	that	approximately	70%	of	the	mills	
confirmed	an	effect	for	at	least	one	of	the	effect	indicators,	with	approximately	45%	of	mills	
confirming	effects	relating	to	eutrophication	and	20%	confirming	a	reduced	gonad	size	effect.	
	
4.	 Modernizing	the	PPER	
	
It	took	20	years	for	the	EEM	protocol	to	evolve	to	a	point	where	the	regulator	(ECCC)	could	
deem	that	the	1992	Regulations	were	not	effective	at	preventing	harm	to	fish	and	fish	habitat.		
	
In	2017,	4	years	after	the	results	for	cycle	6	of	the	EEM	and	5	years	after	the	2012	Status	
Report	that	clearly	identified	regulatory	failure,	engagement	on	the	modernization	of	the	
1992	PPER	began.	Two	years	later,	in	May	2019,	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada	
released	the	Modernization	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	–	Detailed	Proposal.		
	
The	proposal	to	amend	the	PPER	includes	increasing	the	effluent	intensity	factors	for	
biochemical	oxygen	demand	(BOD),	suspended	solids	(SS),	and	adding	an	intensity	factor	for	
chemical	oxygen	demand	(COD).	The	proposal	will	also	add	effluent	concentration	limits	for	
nitrogen	and	phosphorus	and	limits	for	temperature	and	pH.11	The	final	version	of	the	revised	
PPER	is	planned	for	2021.12			
	
Graphic	evidence	provided	by	ECCC	indicates	that	operating	mills	have,	for	the	most	part,		
been	meeting	the	1992	PPER	requirements	for	BOD	and	TSS.13	However,	despite	general	
compliance	and	nearly	50	years	of	regulation,	pulp	and	paper	effluent	continues	to	cause	
dissolved	oxygen	depletion	in	marine	environments	and	continues	to	release	substances	that	
are	toxic	to	fish.		Presuming	the	modernized	regulations	come	into	force	in	2021,one	can	
anticipate	that	there	will	be	a	transition	period	of	4	years	for	operating	mills,	meaning	full	
compliance	could	be	expected	by	approximately	2025.	


	







1	Environment	Canada,	Environmental	Stewardship	Branch,	Status	Report	on	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	
Regulations	(June	2012)	at	page	2,	on-line	at:		http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2012/ec/En14-
66-2012-eng.pdf	
2	Ibid.	
3	Ibid	at	4.	
4	Ibid	at	5.	
5	Ibid	at	11.	
6	Ibid	at	18.	
7	Environment	Canada,	Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	Program,	6th	National	Assessment	of	Environmental	
Effects	Monitoring	Data	from	Pulp	and	Paper	Mills	Subject	to	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	(April	
2014)	at	page	5,	on-line	at:	http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2014/ec/En14-84-2014-eng.pdf	
8	Supra	Note	1	at	18.	
9	SHERRY	L.	WALKER,*	KATHLEEN	HEDLEY	AND	EDWARD	PORTER,	Pulp	and	Paper	Environmental	Effects	
Monitoring	in	Canada:	An	Overview,	Water	Qual.	Res.	J.	Canada,	2002	Volume	37,	No.	1,	7–19		at	page	14,	on-line	at	
https://www.cawq.ca/journal/temp/article/151.pdf	
10	Supra	Note	7	at	9.	
11	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada,	Modernization	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations,	Details	
Proposal	(May	2019).	
12	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada,	Forest	Products	and	Fisheries	Act	Division,	Presentation	on	the	
Modernization	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations,	Detailed	Proposals,	August	15,	2019	on-line	at	
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tpZlB4bv_8T0UeQUwp3olh91qEVIxn7x	
13	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada,	Forest	Products	and	Fisheries	Act	Division,	PPER	Modernization	
Graphs,	on-line	at	https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1R3DOdRQPcvriSrZ5I8yz9oH1S1ZzBFbE	
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March 9, 2019 


 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  


 
Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 


 
 
This letter is submitted on behalf of the Ecology Action Centre (EAC), an environmental charity working since 
1971 at the local, provincial, national and international level to build a healthier and more sustainable 
world.  Our vision is ‘a society in Nova Scotia that respects and protects nature and provides environmentally 
and economically sustainable solutions for its citizens’.  The EAC works to catalyze change through policy 
advocacy, community development and awareness building.  And, when required, we serve as a watchdog for 
our environment.   


 
In that capacity, we respectfully request that the Minister reject Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation 
(NPNS)’s proposal as outlined in their registration document under Section 34(1)(f) of the Environment Act 
“because of the likelihood that it will cause adverse effects or environmental effects that cannot be mitigated”. 
We also cite that there are a number of areas in the registration document where crucial information is lacking 
or unknown, triggering Section 34(1)(a-c) requiring additional information and focus reports. We also cite 
Section 2(b)(ii)  “the precautionary principle will be used in decision-making so that where there are threats of 
serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing 
measures to prevent environmental degradation.” 


 
Despite its impressive volume, NPNS’s registration document is very poor and fails to provide necessary 
information about key elements of their plan, including and importantly - the content of the substances they 
wish to pump in large volumes into the Northumberland Strait and the potential impacts that it undoubtedly will 
have on marine life and air quality. The registration document seems designed to obfuscate essential details, 
downplay them or intentionally omit them altogether. It essentially says there will be no impact of any kind. This 
is simply not credible.  In Table E.1.1-1: Summary of the Significance of Project-Related Residual 
Environmental Effects Predicted.  Every row and column of the table contains ‘NS’ which represents ‘No 
Significant Residual Environmental Effects Predicted’, including water quality, fish and fish habitat, surface and 
groundwater and the entire ‘Accidents, Malfunctions and Unplanned Events’ column.  It is inconceivable that 
after NPNS’s lengthy history of leaks, ruptures, over-limit emissions and other unplanned events that these 
predictions could be put forward credibly in a registration document for environmental assessment of this 
proposed effluent treatment facility.  


 
NPNS has not done its due diligence to fully determine the potential impacts of their proposed project. It is the 
duty of Nova Scotia Environment to apply a rigorous standard of environmental protection when assessing risk 
and we do not feel that NPNS has provided sufficient information within their registration document to enable 
the province to complete the assessment.  In light of this, the only acceptable decision is to reject the 
proponent’s proposal for this effluent treatment facility.  The potential for damage to our land, water and air 
from this proposed effluent treatment system is far too great for the province to grant approval. 
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The EAC’s concerns about this proposed effluent treatment facility are numerous.  Despite the very limited 
time available under this ‘Class 1 undertaking’ environmental assessment process (30 days) to review the 
proponent’s registration document (1,586 pages spread over 17 documents), this letter outlines our primary 
concerns, which are: 


 
 Use of an insufficient standard for effluent; 
 The potential impact on the marine environment from the massive volume of effluent with its 


undetermined chemical and physical composition; 
 Cumulative impacts and the fragility of the ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait; 
 The risks associated with the effluent pipe and its pathway; 
 Air pollution from burning waste sludge; 
 Socio-economic impacts on fisheries and other sectors; and 
 Indigenous opposition 
 Lack of serious consideration of alternatives 


 


Insufficient Standard for Effluent 


NPNS had a responsibility to develop a solution that enables their operations to continue in Nova Scotia while 
preventing harm to the environment and the wider community.  Rather than identifying an innovative solution 
which does these things, it is clear that NPNS’s objective is simply to meet the minimum Pulp and Paper 
Effluent Regulations (PPER). The federal regulations are very old and are currently undergoing a major 
overhaul. NPNS will be required to comply with the updated PPER once the new standards are complete and 
accordingly, it is irresponsible for their effluent goals to just meet the existing standard.  And this statement 
assumes that their effluent would meet the current standard, something that NPNS cannot guarantee since 
they cannot say what will be in their effluent until the new system is operational. 


 
A key reasoning behind the proposed modifications to current PPER has been the ongoing degradation of fish 
habitat by most mills, even when in regulatory compliance. The PPER are primarily designed to prevent 
effluents that cause acute lethality to fish from entering nearby waterways (pg. 357) and do not deal with long-
term cumulative effects or ecosystem impacts. Furthermore, according to Caroline Blais, the Director of the 
Forest Product and Fisheries Act Division at Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC), 70% of pulp 
and paper mills abiding by today’s PPER have still shown deleterious impact on fish or fish habitat. A 2016 
EcoMetrix study also found enlarged gonads and livers in fish tested near the current Boat Harbour effluent 
treatment facility’s outfall location, despite the fact that Northern Pulp has routinely passed the acute lethality 
testing. Director Blais, in presentation for the Prince Edward Island Standing Committee on Agriculture and 
Fisheries in February 2019, described widening the scope of deleterious substances that may call for 
regulation and “reviewing the regulatory limits for existing and new substances,” as central to the government’s 
PPER modification effort. This process will also seek to develop new regulations to treat nutrient inputs, which 
to date have not been addressed in PPER legislation. NPNS’s proposal has not adequately addressed how the 
company intends to meet new and more stringent effluent regulations that the federal government is working 
towards.  


 
Simply meeting the PPER is a tremendously low bar to set in environmental protection and is no guarantee 
that harm to the environment and ecosystem will not occur, only that outdated regulatory maximums of 
permissible harm might be reached. This is unacceptable, particularly since NPNS cannot even identify what 
will be in the effluent - a major red flag that this undertaking carries unacceptable levels of risk of impact to the 
environment and the legitimate interests of other stakeholders. Nova Scotia Environment clearly stated to 
NPNS that their EA must go beyond the parameters in the Federal PPER. Their proposal as outlined in the 
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registration document does not do that. Aiming to achieve the lowest possible standard after decades of 
causing significant environmental damage to the natural world and communities surrounding the mill is simply 
not enough. 


Effluent Content and Potential Impacts on the Marine Environment  


The volume and toxicity of the liquid waste produced at the NPNS mill is significant.  Boat Harbour provides 
incontrovertible evidence of the impact of the effluent to the current “receiving waters” - the area is devoid of 
life. Redirecting the effluent into the Northumberland Strait and the lower Gulf of St. Lawrence will certainly be 
detrimental to the health and productivity of the new “receiving waters”. But unlike Boat Harbour, where most of 
the damage to date has been contained (and will cost taxpayers hundreds of millions to clean up), the potential 
damage to the Northumberland Strait will not be easily contained and will be impossible to clean up. 


 
The Northumberland Strait is a relatively shallow area with slow moving currents far from the open sea. This 
makes it a very low “flushing” system. It takes approximately a year for the water to fully exchange. Northern 
Pulp’s own reports say that on top of 60 to 80 million liters of liquid effluent they also anticipate releasing up to 
four tons of suspended solids in their waste water each day. In addition to that it is important to note that every 
drain, toilet and sink inside the mill is attached to the effluent disposal system meaning that in addition to 
human waste every oil or chemical spill inside the plant ends up in their effluent system. Test results in the 
current receiving waters (Boat Harbour) show the presence of dioxins, furans, chlorinated compounds, 
halogenated organic compounds and traces of heavy metals. These substances are known to have serious 
negative impacts to aquatic and other life. In addition to the chemicals and solids produced in the pulping 
process the new effluent treatment system “will require several chemical inputs, including urea, phosphorus, 
sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid and an anti-foam agent to support its process.” (pg. 46). So these too would be 
sent out into the Northumberland Strait. With so many deleterious inputs it’s no wonder NPNS doesn’t know 
what will be in their own effluent stream.  


Dioxins and Furans 


Research from other pulp and paper mills can provide insight on the potential risks to the marine environment 
associated with some of the products referenced in NPNS’s project proposal. In British Columbia’s Howe 
Sound, the Port Mellon and Woodfibre bleach kraft pulp mills contaminated the local waters so badly that 
several fisheries had to be shut down in the 1980s. This was due in large part to the dioxins and furans 
released as a byproduct of the chlorine bleaching process, the same process used by NPNS.   Dioxins and 
furans are toxic, carcinogenic and bioaccumulative pollutants, posing a significant threat to marine species and 
human health via ingested seafood or otherwise. These compounds have been linked to cancer and diabetes, 
among other serious conditions.  


 
In 1992, national Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) were put in place to mitigate harmful impacts to 
fish habitat, and the marine life at Howe Sound slowly began to recover. But while the dioxin and furan content 
in the Sound’s commercial fish and crab species have been reduced by 95% or more since that time, in three 
of eight Dungeness crab samples collected near the Port Mellon mill in 2012, the dioxin and furan content still 
exceeded Health Canada’s safe-consumption criteria. Federal advisories to limit crab consumption remain in 
effect in the area to this day. The same results also held for testing done on Dungeness crab near the 
Woodfibre mill, despite the fact that Woodfibre was in a relatively good “flushing” position at the mouth of the 
Squamish River, up until the facility’s closure in 2006.  


 
NPNS’s registration document, in Section 1-7, states that “Dioxins and furans in [Northern Pulp’s] effluent have 
virtually been eliminated since the conversion to chlorine dioxide bleaching in 1998. NPNS has never 
exceeded the limits as per the Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations.” But 
we know that during NPNS’s 2014 spill, on sacred burial grounds at the Pictou First Nation (PFN), proved that 
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at least five distinct dioxin or furan compounds were indeed still present in the mill’s effluent, sixteen years after 
that conversion to chlorine dioxide bleaching. One of the dioxins was detected more than a kilometre down the 
beach from the spill site. ECCC regulations stipulate that dioxin and furan content must be non-detectable in 
pulp mill effluent. In addition, NPNS was found exceeding the daily release allowance for suspended solids by 
almost double the legal limit. Ultimately, the mill was fined $225,000 for the incident. Today, NPNS refuses to 
release the full suite of information on the components of the effluent they would see released into 
Northumberland Strait under their new proposal, and claims that the risk of contamination to marine habitat is 
“Not Significant”. This is simply not credible. 


 
In an attempt to explain this lack of transparency, the NPNS registration document states, “At this time, effluent 
chemistry characteristics (including the specific substances present in treated effluent and their anticipated 
concentrations) will not be known with certainty until the project is operational” (pg. 489).  An expectation 
that NS Environment would grant approval to this project without provision of full details of the content of this 
effluent to be discharged into the Northumberland Strait should be extremely suspect, particularly given the 
company’s track record of non-compliance. This includes not only the regulatory disregard displayed during the 
2014 PFN spill, but also another spill by the Mackenzie Pulp Mill Corporation, owned by Paper Excellence 
(NPNS’s parent company). In this case, Mackenzie Pulp was fined $900,000 and added to the Canadian 
Environmental Offenders Registry for violating the Fisheries Act by neglecting to properly treat the effluent 
spilled into British Columbia’s Williston Lake on two occasions in 2014 and 2016. Paper Excellence has proven 
in spill scenarios in both Nova Scotia and British Columbia that their standard of care is simply not high enough 
for Maritime citizens to entrust this company to operate within the bounds of legality, let alone safety, in the 
Northumberland Strait. 


 
Additionally, it is important to consider the cumulative effects of adding the toxins from NPNS’s effluent into the 
proposed discharge area.  In 2002, a study conducted on Nova Scotia’s North Shore tested mussels for 
leukemia. At a site just 500 metres from the current Boat Harbour Treatment Facility outfall location, 30% of the 
tested mussels were infected. At a distance of one kilometre, 23% of the tested mussels showed signs of 
leukemia. In contrast, 56% of tested mussels in Pictou Harbour showed leukemia - a higher rate because of 
the dumping of untreated sewage at the time. Conversely, mussels tested in Merigomish Harbour did not show 
any effects of leukemia. In the end, the scientific team pinned the results on both municipal and industrial 
waste products. With the proposed level of effluent expected to be released into the Strait under NPNS’s new 
plan, we may risk a future in which continued inputs render the local area entirely unusable for shellfish 
aquaculture or shellfish harvest altogether. 


Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Cellulose Fibers 


NPNS public relations messaging from NPNS says that the new effluent treatment facility will be better than 
the existing one at Boat Harbour.  However, this is not credible because Boat Harbour currently allows all the 
solids and the worst toxic elements to settle out and for the fluid to cool, often called “polishing off”, as it is held 
for approximately a month before its release into the Northumberland Strait. The new effluent system will 
attempt to “treat” and cool the effluent in a matter of hours before it is released directly into the marine 
environment. In private documents and in recent media interviews, NPNS executives have admitted that the 
effluent is likely to be no better - and could potentially be worse - than what now flows into the Boat Harbour 
basin (Point C).  


 
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) largely consists of cellulose fibers.  Although the document states that 85 to 
95% of the lignin, cellulose, sodium sulphide and sodium hydroxide will be removed from the sludge via 
biological activity in treatment, there is no information provided about the 5-15% which survives treatment - the 
cellulose.  Cellulose fibers are refractory, meaning that they don’t degrade quickly or decompose well in water, 
especially seawater.  The registration document provides, in section 5.2.2.9 on Effluent Quality, that the 
effluent annual average flow will have an anticipated TSS concentration of 48 mg/l of effluent which equates to 
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a total 3053 kg of TSS per day, i.e., a full dump truck load each day in equivalent tonnage. These fibers have 
the potential to settle into a deep hole or depression, smothering the bottom and causing anoxia in the 
underlying sediment.  The document hints at this on page 347: “The discharge of effluent containing elevated 
levels of TSS could also cause a change in sediment quality near the diffuser due to the settlement of 
suspended sediment, which could cause a change in sediment characteristics such as sand and silt size 
fractions and/or a change in chemical composition of sediments”.  The TSS could very likely spread beyond 
the area near the diffuser due to the buoyant nature of effluent and the likelihood that the effluent plume will 
reach the surface of the marine water column. This is the very same TSS, known to be harmful to marine life, 
that NPNS was found to be pumping at a rate of double the daily legal limit into Boat Harbour during the 
company’s 2014 spill on First Nations land. 


 
The insoluble nature of these fibers, the proposed volume of TSS discharge, the potentially wide area of 
impact and the inability to observe and monitor the effluent stream make this incredibly risky and appear to 
guarantee a significant impact on the marine environment. 


 


Cumulative Effects: Long Term risk in a Fragile Ecosystem 


The Gulf of St. Lawrence is already one of the most highly-stressed marine ecosystems on earth. In a recent 
study published in the journal Nature Climate Change indicates that the Gulf of St. Lawrence is showing a 
dramatic decline in oxygen.  


 
A separate study done by DFO and University du Quebec entitled “Man-Made Environmental Changes in the 
Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, and their Possible Impact on Inshore Fisheries” states: “Major sources of stress 
on the Gulf of St. Lawrence ecosystem include climatic changes on one hand and human-induced 
interferences such as physical modification, pollution and harvesting on the other hand. There are indications 
that these changes have significant impact on the oceanography, ecology and fisheries of the Gulf. The 
potential danger to the fishery includes physical, biological and chemical contamination.” 


 
This is research that should be covered in effective cumulative effects assessment processes examining 
marine environments. Northern Pulp’s Cumulative Effects research presents a marine “Regional Assessment 
Area” between Pictou Harbour and Charlottetown to the north, spanning approximately 60 kilometres in an 
east-west direction. The proponents claim that the majority of the disruption to ocean habitat is likely to take 
place during the project’s construction phase, when the seafloor is to be dredged and laid with a rocky 
substrate to lay the pipeline and keep it place over the long-term. As for the operations phase, during which the 
pipe will dump its tens of million litres of treated effluent into the Strait, the report suggest that all concerns 
related to the quality of the water will dissipate within five metres of the discharge location. 


 
The report claims that “given the likely lack of spatial overlap at this location, significant cumulative residual 
environmental effects to water quality or sediment quality as a result of treated effluent discharge are not 
likely.” But several studies, as well as ECCC expert testimony before the Prince Edward Island Standing 
Committee on Agriculture and Fisheries referenced above, tell us that pulp and paper effluent is known to be 
harmful to fish and fish habitat in the majority of tested circumstances. In essence, the substance that Northern 
Pulp would inject into the Northumberland Strait would, undoubtedly, pose a threat to aquatic life - and the 
assessment document says as much - but suggests that, because of dilutive power of the ocean, no great 
harm should occur in this instance. This simply is not true and this type of outdated Industrial Age thinking, 
suggesting that, because the ocean is big, it should be able to absorb our waste forever, is the same thinking 
that now sees the entire planet awash with plastic waste.  
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In a Northumberland Strait context, the cumulative impacts of over 25 billion liters of toxic effluent flowing into 
the water every year in perpetuity are potentially catastrophic. The NPNS registration document clearly shows 
that there will be very little, if any, positive change in wastewater quality with the proposed effluent treatment 
system and information revealed through the FOIPOP requested showed NPNS suggesting that the effluent 
could in fact be worse. With a myriad of chemical and nutrient inputs from municipal wastewater systems, 
industrial operations and agricultural runoff, among others, this is no time to augment present threats to marine 
life by adding a continuous, high volume stream of toxic pollution into a shallow, low flowing section of the 
ecosystem. We need our governments and our commercial industries to work together to reduce the inputs 
already entering into the Strait, and we need to put plans in place to start restoring this natural Maritime 
treasure, as has been called for by federal studies. If we don’t, we are at significant risk of creating 
contaminated marine habitats and unfishable dead zones in the future.  


 


Pipeline Pathway 


The effluent pipeline will go over Pictou Harbour, attached to the causeway across Highway 106 and then in a 
trench through the Town of Pictou’s water supply area, putting both at risk in the event of a pipeline breach or 
spill. Similarly, the potential for pipeline failure at Caribou Harbour is considerable. These are unacceptable 
risks. 


 


Air Pollution 


In the plan outlined in NPNS’s registration document, toxic sludge will be collected early in the effluent 
treatment process and will then be burned in the NPNS power boiler. Chemicals from this process, including 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Volatile Organic Compounds, sulphur and chlorinated compounds, 
benzine, cadmium, as well as fine particulate matter will be released. The NPNS registration document speaks 
virtuously about displacing unspecified amounts of fossil fuels by collecting and burning chemically-laden 
sludge from the pulping process. It states the sludge will have a 40% moisture content. This will provide no fuel 
(heat) value and will likely require as much or more fossil fuel to burn. Much worse is the fact that it will actually 
make the mill’s already terrible air emissions problems even worse by burning this toxic sludge in the mill’s 
power boiler which has no precipitator and reportedly malfunctioning/non-functioning scrubbers to “clean” the 
Sulphur, VOCs and other chemical compounds, and carcinogenic fine particulate matter (PM10 and PM 2.5). 
The NPNS registration document indicates incineration of up to 20 tonnes of chemically laden sludge per day 
in the power boiler. The power boiler is very old and has repeatedly failed stack emissions tests. This is a 
significant public health risk and yet another compelling reason to reject this proposal. Although the provincial 
Class 1 Environmental Assessment does not specifically require the proponent to conduct a human health risk 
assessment (HHRA) study, such a study should be ordered by the minister under Environment Act Section 
34(1)c or b. 


 
The NPNS registration document acknowledges that there will be additional pollutants released by burning the 
sludge in the power boiler and that these airborne pollutants will land on nearby “receptors” (e.g. people, 
animals, land, water, etc.): 


 
“Emissions of combustion gases, particulate matter, and possibly odour from the replacement ETF during 
operation and maintenance could result in air contaminants that could disperse in the atmosphere to off-site 
receptors. Additionally, since the project will include the combustion of sludge generated in the replacement 
ETF for energy recovery and odour control, emissions from the combustion of such sludge in the power boiler 
during operation and maintenance could disperse from mill stacks to off-site receptors.”  (Pg. 142)  
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Air quality testing has been incredibly lax in and around the NPNS mill. A new, robust independent air quality 
monitoring program should be required of NPNS by the Minister. This should include continuous stack 
emissions monitoring and multiple remote sensors. This data should be made available to the public in a 
continuous, real-time feed over the internet.  
 
A sample of some of NPNS’s recent air pollution violations: 
 


 In 2014 the mill reported the release of 1,290 tonnes of fine particulate matter — the equivalent of 
13 Irving St. John pulp mills in one location. 


 Air emissions exceeded limits 4 times in a two year span - March and September 2015, June and 
December 2016.   


 NSE investigation in 2017 as mill exceeded air contaminant emissions limits by nearly 50 per 
cent in June. 


 The mill exceeded emissions 3 years in a row (2015, 2016 and 2017) despite the purchase 
and instillation of a new electrostatic precipitator on the recovery boiler stack. 


 
 


Socio-Economic Impacts  


Risk to Fisheries and Aquaculture 


Despite NPNS’s claim that the project proposal’s impact on marine life will not be significant, the company’s 
Receiving Waters Study, prepared by Stantec in August of 2017, states, “Among the four potential outfall 
locations … the [chosen] outfall location provides the smallest potential long-term cumulative effects on the 
fishery and socio-economic environments, and therefore is considered the better outfall location for the 
discharge of the treated wastewater from the mill.” (Conclusion 2.4) Here we see suggestion that NPNS is well 
aware that the fishery will be adversely impacted in the long term, despite public claims to the contrary. The 
potential impacts to fish, bivalves, crustaceans, fish habitat and critical spawning areas are outlined above. 
While the deleterious short term impacts of NPNS’s proposed effluent treatment facility on fisheries may be 
limited to a relatively small area, the long-term effects could still be significant. The Lobster Fishing Area 26A, 
stretching east-west from Pugwash to Port Hastings and north of Souris, PEI, supports more than 700 licenses 
at 300 traps per license. This is a marine area worth upwards of $40 million on fisheries alone. The 
Northumberland Fishermen’s Association notes in a position letter that the Strait is one of the “most lucrative 
habitat and spawning grounds for lobster, crab, scallop, herring, mackerel and groundfish” in the Gulf. Each 
haul is significant to the fishermen that live and work there and, as such, the long term effects on the larger 
fishery should be more carefully considered. 


 
Northern Pulp has demonstrated a clear unwillingness to do the work necessary to address these concerns in 
their environmental assessment registration document; particularly those concerns of the lobster fishermen in 
the region. NPNS’s consultants at Dillon Consulting even went so far as to prompt Northern Pulp via letter in 
February of 2018, noting the importance of further research on lobster at all of the animal’s life developmental 
stages: “… Conducting research on lobster larvae, and potential alternative to pipe discharge into the Strait 
needs to be completed to demonstrate to regulators that these were properly considered and stakeholder 
concerns are being addressed as much as reasonably possible.”  


 
In spite of this recommendation, NPNS did not conduct any studies or provide any information on potential 
impacts over the various life stages of the most important commercial marine species in the Canadian Atlantic, 
simply dismissing the issue by saying, “It was the conclusion that it is highly unlikely that there will be serious 
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impact on lobster or lobster larvae given the limited area of potential impact.” The assessment goes on to 
admit that marine studies “have been hampered by both seasonal constraints and by physical opposition and 
obstruction... The existing environmental conditions and associated potential environmental effects of the 
project therefore have been defined based on existing available information.” Again, we see a standard of care 
set far too low, in the face of significant risks and potential consequences. 


 
Maritimers and Maritime fishermen have told NS Environment and NPNS loud and clear that this is a risk they 
are not willing to have foisted upon them; that the social and economic value of the region’s fisheries are 
simply too great. Fishing unions and associations alike have since called, for a federal environmental 
assessment.  At a broader scale, the economic value of Atlantic Canadian seafood production is immense. 
Fisheries and aquaculture products account for upwards of $3 billion to the Atlantic economy, with more than 
15,000 licensed fishing boats and more than 500 aquaculture outfits. The Northumberland Strait is major 
component of that system, and the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence has been one of the most productive lobster 
regions in the country. Today, there are some 700 fishing licenses. The legitimate concerns of the 
Northumberland Strait fishermen, and Canadian fishermen more broadly, need to accepted and respected.  


Reputational Risk to Nova Scotia Seafood Brand 


Nova Scotia has an international reputation for producing high-quality seafood from “cold, clean and pristine 
northern waters”. This is particularly true for our shellfish - lobster, scallops and oysters. The reputational risk 
to the industry if any harvested species becomes contaminated with pollutants is significant - particularly in 
emerging markets in China and southeast Asia where demand from an expanding middle class is dependent 
on the “clean and pristine” brand. In this regard it is instructive to recall that the discovery of a single reported 
case of BSE or mad cow disease in 2003 led to an immediate worldwide ban on all Canadian beef imports 
which lasted for years and cost the industry billions of dollars in lost sales. Imagine what one contaminated 
lobster could do the Canadian lobster industry’s access to foreign markets. Even the idea of seafood produced 
in polluted waters could be enough to shut down or seriously curtail demand in sensitive markets like China. 
This is a serious financial risk that Nova Scotia cannot afford to take. 
 
EAC supports the fishermen. 


Tourism Industry 


The tourism industry in Nova Scotia is worth $2.7 Billion and growing, creating 40,000 jobs and producing $300 
million in taxes. At a regional level, tourism revenue in the Northumberland Shore Region of Nova Scotia is 
7.8% of the total tourism revenues translating to $210.6 Million and over 3,200 jobs, generating about $24M in 
tax revenues. This sector of the economy could be much greater but is hampered by the presence of the 
NPNS mill. 
  
Tourism operators have reported the length of stay in the Town of Pictou has declined from 2010, an average 
of 3.3 days to 2017 at 2.5 days. Tourism Operators explain the decline in visitor stays is a direct result of the 
air and water pollution emanating from the NPNS mill. Allowing the mill to release its effluent into the 
Northumberland Strait and to increase its harmful air emissions by burning large quantities of toxic sludge will 
only make things worse for this industry. Tourism operators in western Cape Breton (Inverness County), along 
the south coast of PEI and the New Brunswick coastline of the Northumberland Strait are all at risk of impacts 
from the proposed discharge of large volumes of effluent into the marine environment.   
 
EAC supports the tourism operators. 
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Indigenous opposition 


It is important to note that all of the Mi’kmaq Chiefs in the three Maritime Provinces are opposed to piping the 
NPNS mill’s effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Chief Terry Paul identified the mill’s proposal for a new 
effluent treatment plant as the top issue raised by Mi’kmaq leaders in their annual meeting with Provincial 
Cabinet in December 2017. “The first consideration is the environment” he said. “We want to ensure that 
whatever is done to mitigate the effluent there isn’t detrimental to the fishery”. He stated clearly that the chiefs 
cannot support the NPNS effluent pipe plan. Chief Andrea Paul of Pictou Landing First Nation has been 
unequivocal in stating her communities firm opposition to the proposed new effluent treatment system. “The 
effluent discharge is in the Northumberland Strait and for that we are opposing it” she said in July 2018. “We 
do not want this pipe in our waters. We need to protect our resources. All of us have an inherent duty to do 
that”.  


 
EAC supports the Mi’kmaq. 


Unwillingness to Explore Alternatives 


The pulp mill in Pictou County has a long history of putting Nova Scotia’s environment and citizens at risk. 
Despite five years to find a suitable alternative to the Boat Harbour treatment facility and taking the opportunity 
to improve their environmental performance, NPNS simply offers one single option: to pollute a different area, 
this time spreading the potential impact much further.  The registration document has been carefully tailored to 
reach the NPNS’s preferred outcome of pumping the effluent into the sea. In preparing the document the 
consultants, appear to have relied almost exclusively on information provided by NPNS. There is no evidence 
of serious independent analysis of the options, assumptions or conclusions in the report.  The Ecology Action 
Centre strongly disagrees and believes that NPNS could do much to 1) reduce the toxicity of their effluent by 
improving internal process inside the mill and 2) negate the need to dispose of their effluent into the 
environment at all by modifying their production process (i.e. eliminate chemical bleaching) and installing a 
closed-loop system.  


 
It is clear from NPNS’s registration document that the scope of exploration of alternative options was 
deliberately narrow and entirely restricted to finding an alternative dumping site for the effluent. All other 
options to reduce or eliminate the mills liquid pollution output are summarily dismissed early in the registration 
document, abandoning any further consideration or research for better options. On its project website, NPNS 
confirms this: “At the onset of the design phase a closed loop (zero effluent) treatment alternative was 
immediately ruled out as it is not an option for Northern Pulp. A closed loop system does not exist anywhere in 
the world for an elemental chlorine free (ECF) bleached kraft pulp mill. The concept is not technically or 
economically achievable.” This is consistent with NPNS’s long-held public position that only a pipeline into the 
Northumberland Strait will work. NPNS says the technology does not exist to close their loop. They are lying by 
omission. 


 
NPNS could install and run a closed-loop system if it simply changed its production process and stopped 
bleaching their semi-finished kraft pulp product prior to shipping it to their Asian parent company. The result 
would be a light brown fiber product rather than a bright-white one. If the parent company wished to bleach 
some or all of the kraft pulp during its subsequent product production processes (making tissue, napkins, 
diapers, etc.) they could easily do so at their end. Another workable alternative would be to retool the NPNS 
mill to use peroxide and ozone instead of chlorine dioxide to whiten their kraft pulp and thus become a Totally 
Chlorine Free (TCF) mill.  


 
The truth is NPNS could change its process and install a closed loop system but they have chosen not to. They 
admit as much in their registration document (Project Alternative 3: Change the NPNS Mill Type and Make a 
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Closed Loop System, Pgs. 25-26), stating the reason for not doing so is that it is “market prohibitive”, not that it 
is technically impossible. Their justification for not doing so is cost: “NPNS would not remain competitive due to 
high wood and electricity costs” and that “NPNS must continue to operate by producing NBSK to be 
economically viable”. They admitted that “Production of a different type of pulp can allow operation using 
closed loop systems.” But that “NPNS would not be economically viable with a different product”. Although 
NPNS says changing their product process is “not economically viable”, they provide no proof for these claim.  


 
Notwithstanding their refusal to seriously consider altering their process and implementing a closed loop 
system, before the NPNS mill starts pumping their effluent anywhere they should first be required to improve 
the inside performance of their very old mill in order to significantly improve the quality of the effluent before it 
is sent for secondary treatment. In industry parlance this is called “tightening up the loops” inside the mill prior 
to the effluent treatment process. The mill employs very old (1960s era) technology. There are three specific 
areas that need to be modernized before sending effluent into a secondary treatment system, regardless of 
where the effluent is subsequently dumped. They are: #1 Optimize brown stock washing, #2 Install an oxygen 
delignification system in the bleaching plant and #3 Implement fail-safe systems to ensure against process 
upsets into the effluent treatment system. Process upsets can come from overflows of brown stock, bleach 
and/or black liquor. 


 
It’s important to point out that with regard to #2, NPNS has previously said they would be installing an oxygen 
delignification system which would result in a 30 to 40% reduction in chlorine dioxide bleaching chemicals and 
thus much “cleaner” effluent. That oxygen delignification system is now missing from NPNS's registration 
document. 


 
It’s also important to highlight why NPNS should be required to build in effective fail-safe systems to minimize 
and contain process upsets whereby the system becomes overloaded with pulping chemicals and shuts down 
the biological activated sludge (BAS) treatment process. In brief: NPNS has a history of frequent process 
upsets with its current effluent treatment system in Boat Harbour. When this happens the biological agents 
(bacteria, fungi and protozoa) that are used to consume organic pollution from the effluent prior to release are 
killed and the process stops working. In the Boat Harbour lagoon, the untreated effluent can be contained at an 
early stage while the system is re-inoculated with replacement biological agents so treatment can be resumed. 
This can take several days. In the event of black liquor or other chemical spills into the proposed new effluent 
treatment system, the biological agents will be killed and the system will stop functioning as it’s supposed to. In 
the registration document, NPNS says it plans to build a 35 million liter raw effluent spill basin that, assuming 
optimum conditions, will be sufficient to contain 10 to 13 hours of effluent diversion in the event of process 
upsets (pg. 42). That means only half a day’s worth of effluent can be contained while they try to fix the 
problem. But process upsets often take much longer to fix than half a day. Therefore the risk of potentially 
large volumes of untreated effluent by-passing the new effluent treatment system and flowing directly out into 
the marine environment is very high as their proposed spill basin will be too small to contain effluent volumes 
greater than half a day’s output while NPNS works to restore the biological agents to sufficient levels to 
function again.     


 
NPNS has repeatedly minimized serious concerns about their effluent treatment plan.  Vague assurances 
through the registration document with phrases such as ‘no significant residual environmental effect predicted’ 
are simply not credible, particularly in light of the vast evidence of ecosystem destruction committed at Boat 
Harbour.  With an effluent leak only months ago in October 2018, which was discovered by a citizen walking in 
the vicinity of the mill, and another in June 2014 that released 47 million litres before detection, public trust is at 
an all-time low.  Attribution of pollution in the Northumberland Strait will be challenging, ensuring that the 
province of Nova Scotia will have a very difficult time seeking remediation for damages.  Fastidious monitoring 
will be required to intervene as quickly as possible and ideally this monitoring would be administered by an 
independent body to ensure compliance. 
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Conclusion 


The Ecology Action Centre strongly recommends that the Minister of Environment reject NPNS’s effluent 
treatment facility proposal as outlined in their registration document.  The document fails to provide the 
Province with the required information to assure itself and all Nova Scotians that their proposed effluent 
treatment facility would be safe for the community or the environment. All evidence points to the fact that this 
effluent treatment facility will cause at least as much pollution as the levels at Boat Harbour, if not more, and 
this time the pollution will be spread over a far greater area with even less ability to contain and repair that 
damage in the future. It is also clear that the burning of large amounts of toxic sludge in the power boiler will 
make the mill’s already terrible air emissions even worse. The claims by NPNS that there will be no impact of 
any kind is not credible and they have failed to provide evidence that this even possible. It is unconscionable of 
NPNS to ask, nay, demand that Nova Scotian’s accept all the risks and harms so an ancient, highly-polluting 
pulp mill can continue operating for a few more years.  


 
NPNS has shown a consistent sense of entitlement, often operating outside of the rules and boundaries which 
exist to protect our environment.  NPNS even made a request to begin building elements of its proposed new 
effluent treatment system in mid-2018, well before submitting its proposal for environmental assessment. The 
sheer audacity of this request demonstrates a corporation that fully expects Nova Scotia to continue to bend to 
their wishes, regardless of the impacts.  Now that we are within a year of the January 31, 2020 shut down date 
for the Boat Harbour effluent treatment system, the corporation has requested an extension to continue 
polluting Boat Harbour, citing a lack of time to get an alternative in place.  Complying with this request would 
require repealing that legislation and would be an unforgivable violation of the faith of the Pictou Landing First 
Nations community and to every other Nova Scotian who is counting down the days until January 31, 2020. 


 
It is time for this province to stop operating with a methodology of privatizing our shared natural resources for 
private profit while socializing the enormous risks and costs.  Nova Scotian taxpayers will long be paying for 
the damage that has already been done by the pulp mill at Abercrombie Point in Pictou County. The 
investment to create the new pipe, a piece of infrastructure which will cost an enormous amount and likely to 
be charged again to the taxpayer, is making a commitment to allow this mill to continue discharging toxic 
effluent into our environment for many years to come. That is unacceptable. The Minister should reject this 
project outright. Failing that the Minister must, at the very least, order focus reports in a number of areas where 
information is lacking, including the composition of the effluent, baseline studies on lobsters and other marine 
species, baseline benthic surveys of the bottom of Caribou Bay, plans for air pollution controls and monitoring, 
etc. The minister should also order the mill to upgrade its internal processes and equipment to reduce its 
already substantial air and water pollution levels regardless of if or where they might send their effluent. But at 
the end of the day the Minister must not make a bad situation worse by allowing another place to be fouled and 
one that can never be cleaned up.  
 
In closing we cite Premier Stephen McNeil’s wise words at the annual meeting of Nova Scotia Cabinet and 
Mi’kmaq Chiefs on December 14th, 2017 in Millbrook: “It has never been our government’s intention and never 
will be our government’s intention to clean up one environmental problem and move it somewhere else.”  


 
And that is the right answer. No pipe. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Raymond Plourde, Wilderness Coordinator 
Nancy Anningson, Coastal Coordinator 
Simon Ryder-Burbridge, Marine Conservation Officer 








I R V IN G  P U L P  &  P AP E R ’ S


POLLUTION PREVENTION
STRATEGY


A n  A l t e r n a te  R o u te  t o
Env i r onm e n ta l  C o m p l i a n c e


1. S e e k  o u t  a d d i t i o n a l
opportunities to further
improve our environmental
performance.


2. Continue publicizing our
progress and results within
the industry and academic
community.


3. Communicate with the
publ ic  and interes ted
stakeholders on new industry
advances and ongoing
progress.


Tours are available for individuals and groups.
Please contact Irving Pulp & Paper’s Human Resources
Department for more information or to set up a tour.
Phone: (506) 635 – 7735


T H E N E X T C H A P T E R R E F L E C T I O N S
C O N T A C T U S


For more information on Irving Pulp
& Paper’s innovative approach to
pollution prevention, please contact:


Environmental Coordinator


Phone:
(506) 633 - 6925


E-mail: 
environmental@irvingpulp.com


"Implementing this pollution prevention program
was an important and innovative step.  Many of the
technologies are new in their application to the pulp
and paper industry, providing greater options to the
industry in how they deal with their wastes.  The
reduction in endocrine disrupters was an unexpected
and positive environmental benefit."
- John Clarke, Head of Pollution Control with Environment
Canada, Atlantic Region


“Pollution Prevention is a new option the industry has
that they didn’t have five years ago.  This is a technology
the company can export.”
-  Wally Vrooman, President Vrooman Environmental Inc.


“Irving Pulp & Paper is further ahead on the endocrine
disrupter issue than probably every other mill in Canada.”
- Dr. Deborah MacLatchy, University of New Brunswick
Saint John Campus


“When you look at the chemistry of the effluent produced
in the pulp making process and what you have to get
rid of, you know there’s a way either by recycling, reusing
or removing elements.  We just had to find it.”
- Wayne Sprague, Irving Pulp & Paper employee


“Throughout this project there was an excitement and
a pride — amongst all of the employees — that we were
pioneering new applications of new technologies for
export potential to pulp mills around the world.”
- Jim Brewster, Production Manager, Irving Pulp & Paper


“This environmental achievement is a tremendous
tribute to the teamwork, determination and skills of the
men and women at Irving Pulp & Paper.  No other mill
in the world has done what they have accomplished.”
-  Jim Irving, President, J.D. Irving, Limited


"In addressing community concerns, a real scientific
advancement has been achieved for the industry."
– Willa Mavis, Innkeeper, Inn on the Cove, Saint John, NB







Pollution Prevention is the use of processes, practices, materials,
products and energy that avoid or minimize the creation of pollutants
and waste and reduce the overall risk to human health or the
environment.  — Environment Canada Mission Statement, 1995


New Options For Environmental Compliance
To meet government regulations most mills went with a
conventional secondary treatment lagoon.  Treating pollution
after it has exited the mill pipe has been the standard technology
enabling mills to meet regulations with limited costs. Faced
with local opposition to a lagoon, Irving Pulp & Paper
underwent a complete Environmental Impact Assessment.
Following this assessment and after researching other options,
the mill decided to go in an unprecedented direction.  Irving
Pulp & Paper launched a pollution prevention strategy that
would see them meet regulations by recovering, reducing and
reusing pulp-making materials.  Irving Pulp & Paper would
break new ground in the industry by preventing pollution at
the source, inside the mill, before it exited the pipe. This
approach was complementary to the Environment Canada
initiative for Pollution Prevention.


The Strategy
Irving Pulp & Paper planned their pollution prevention strategy
around the best available technologies of the day.  At the time
of design there were not enough known technologies to take
them all the way to environmental compliance, but they
believed that with the rate of technological advancement and
the ongoing research, new technology would evolve by the
time the known technologies were in place.


1.  Objectives Of The Strategy
• Remove, reuse and recycle chemicals


and other pulp-making materials.


• Modernize technology to improve
efficiency, cost-competitiveness and
environmental  per formance.


• Address community concerns against
a conventional secondary treatment
lagoon.


• Minimize mill outflow.


2. Implementing Best Available Technologies - 
Highlights


• Improved Brown Stock Washing - Recovers more used
chemicals and unusable wood components.


• Closed Brown Stock Screening – Decreases outflow volume
from the mill by recovering dirty process wash water that
contains used chemicals and unusable wood components.


• Elemental Chlorine Free Bleaching – Replaces former
process with more environmentally responsible bleaching
agents.


• Condensate Stripping Column – Removes wood alcohol
for incineration allowing the cleaned water to be reused.


• Non-traditional approach to meeting environmental regulations and community
concerns.


• Irving Pulp & Paper has discovered new technological application that eliminates
their potential for endocrine disruption at Reversing Falls.   The University of
New Brunswick in Saint John is working in cooperation with Environment
Canada to research some of the compounds responsible for endocrine disruption
that are removed by Irving Pulp & Paper's reverse osmosis system.  Endocrine
disruption is an emerging global issue with implications for both humans and
wildlife.


• Involved mill employees and experts in the industry to reach significant
environmental and scientific milestone.


• Patented applications of new technologies for export potential to pulp mills
around the world.


Reverse Osmosis


Condensate
Stripping Column


Oxygen Delignification


Moving Bed Bioreactor
3.5 million plastic carriers house
bacteria that consume wood
alcohol from the largest
contributor to the mill's outflow.


Improved Brown
Stock Washing


Elemental Chlorine
Free Bleaching


4.  Reverse Osmosis
• Filters products from water by


using specialized membranes
under high pressure.  This
allows increased recycling and
reuse of filtered water.


• Awarded patent for unique
application of well-known
technology.


• Removes compounds largely
responsible for endocrine
disruption in fish.


3.  Oxygen Delignification
• Decreases amount of chemicals needed in bleaching process by removing unusable


wood products.


• Unusable wood products are incinerated and generate heat for the mill.


5. Moving Bed Bioreactor
• Consumes wood alcohols from the largest contributor to the mill’s


outflow.


• A unique application for the biological system.  It had never been
used before in the kraft pulping industry in this application.


• This system was the final technology needed to bring the mill into
environmental compliance with all the federal regulations.


6. Environmental Performance Review
• Pioneered advances in pollution prevention technologies in our


industry.


Condensate
Stripping Column
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November 8, 2019 
 
VIA EMAIL EA@novascotia.ca 
 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
 
Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s Focus Report - Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project 
 
This letter is submitted on behalf of the Ecology Action Centre (EAC), an environmental charity working since 
1971 at the local, provincial, national and international level to build a healthier and more sustainable world.  
EAC’s vision is a society in Nova Scotia that respects and protects nature and provides environmentally and 
economically sustainable solutions for its citizens.  The authors of this submission are subject matter experts in 
terrestrial, coastal and marine conservation issues.  Additionally, EAC has retained the services of East Coast 
Environmental Law and has consulted with experts in other specialties related to the environmental impacts 
of this proposal.  We submit this letter as our response to Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s (NPNS) 
Focus Report, which was made public by Nova Scotia Environment on Thursday, October 3, 2019.   
 
OUR POSITION 
 
The Minister must reject the NPNS proposal as outlined in their Environmental Assessment Registration 
Document (EARD) and expanded upon in their Focus Report for four reasons:   
 


1. There is irrefutable scientific evidence that this mill’s proposed operations will have major adverse 


effects on marine, coastal and terrestrial ecosystems that cannot be avoided or mitigated, and will 


cause significant harm to human health in the region.  Dumping inadequately treated toxic effluent in 


the ocean will cause lasting harm in the vicinity of the pipe and far beyond.  Adding the burning of 


sludge to the current boiler will worsen air emissions from a system that is already regularly exceeding 


air emission limits.  As outlined in the Environment Act, the Minister must reject an undertaking 


because of the likelihood that it will cause adverse effects or environmental effects that cannot be 


mitigated.  


 
2. NPNS has failed to fulfill the requirements of the Focus Report as set out in the Terms of Reference. 


Please see the attached letter from East Coast Environmental Law, which outlines many of NPNS’s 


shortcomings in meeting those requirements.   



mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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3. Due to errors, omissions and the use of inappropriate environmental protection standards, detection 


limits and modeling tools throughout the Focus Report, critical gaps still exist in the information 


provided which was to enable understanding of the full range of impacts of this project on human and 


ecological values.  NPNS’s incomplete Focus Report consists of studies which are not of adequate 


quality in several areas, false statements and misleading information, and data which appears to be 


skewed with frequent use of inappropriate detection limits.  NPNS’s use of unacceptably low, outdated 


industry standards and regulations for a project with a potential 50-100 year life span, while touting 


them as ‘environmental protection’, puts the long-term ecosystem health of the Northumberland 


Strait at too great a risk to proceed.  Put simply, the Focus Report lacks credibility.   


 
4. Throughout the Focus report, NPNS refers to abstract future monitoring notions and undetermined 


methodologies for crucial aspects of the ETF design as well as making faint references to possible 


technology solutions which may or may not be implemented after completion of the replacement ETF 


project.  NPNS had an obligation to have these uncertainties resolved and to commit to defined 


methodologies for each aspect of the design as well as committing to solutions to reduce effluent 


toxicity (such as an Oxygen Delignification) before provide submitting this proposal.  The Minister does 


not have the necessary information required in these yet-to-be-determined areas to be able to 


determine just how much harm the plan will cause to the environment. 


 
For these reasons, NPNS has not met their obligation and the Minister must reject this proposal.  At the very 
least, we believe that this project should be subject to a full environmental assessment report. 
 
As the province embarks upon the complex and extremely expensive remediation of Boat Harbour (A’se’k), 
which has been devoid of life for more than five decades due to pollution from this pulp mill, the knowledge 
that similar remediation will be impossible in the fragile marine ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait 
makes this project unfathomable.  In this letter, we will describe our key concerns about the adverse 
environmental impacts and other considerations, building on our initial submission (see attached) in response 
to the NPNS EARD.  First, we begin by identifying the broader global environmental context which reflects the 
already compromised ecosystems which will be adversely impacted by this undertaking. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 
 
According to the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), 
ecosystems across most of the globe are now significantly altered by multiple human stressors, with the 
majority of indicators of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning showing rapid decline1.  Approximately 25 
percent of species in assessed animal and plant groups are threatened and may face extinction if the drivers of 
biodiversity loss cannot be mitigated1.  In the marine environment, sixty-six percent of the ocean area is 


                                                        
1 Díaz, S., Settele, J., Brondízio, E., Ngo, H., & Guèze, M. Summary for policymakers of the global assessment report on 
biodiversity and ecosystem services of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. 
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experiencing increasing cumulative impacts1.  As recently highlighted by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on the Oceans and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate, climate change is 
the most pervasive stressor in the oceans, with anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions driving global ocean 
warming, acidification, de-oxygenation and sea level rise2.  Human activities such as land- and sea-based 
pollution, overexploitation of harvested species, and coastal development combine with the effects of climate 
change, and each other, to further degrade biodiversity and ecosystems1,2.  In Atlantic Canada, Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada reports that one quarter of commercial fish stocks are below healthy population levels3.  At 
the same time, important coastal habitats like eelgrass meadows4 and salt marshes5 have declined or are at 
risk of decline from stressors such as agricultural run-off, land use changes and invasive species.  The Gulf of 
St. Lawrence, in particular, is heavily stressed due to the combined effects of pollution, species 
overexploitation, climate change, invasive species and eutrophication6. 
 
The degraded state of the oceans, both globally and in Atlantic Canada, is the result of many decades of short-
sighted decision-making in which we have failed to rigorously evaluate human activities in the broader context 
of marine environmental health and effectively mitigate adverse effects, particularly long-term cumulative 
effects.  The best and most current science is telling us loudly and clearly that this approach to doing business 
is no longer viable.  It is imperative that we prioritize building resilience back into our oceans to support 
human well-being, including sustainable industries that depend on healthy coastal and marine ecosystems, 
and mitigate the effects of climate change2.  As Hans-Otto Pörtner, Co-Chair of IPCC Working Group II, stated: 
“Reducing other pressures such as pollution will further help marine life deal with changes in their 
environment, while enabling a more resilient ocean.”7 
 
KEY CONCERNS 
 
The NPNS EARD and Focus Report raise numerous concerns about the adverse effects on marine, coastal and 
terrestrial ecosystems and the harm that will be caused to human health.  NPNS’s registration document 
solicited an overwhelming number of concerns raised by different government departments, non-
governmental organizations and the public.  Upon review of the Focus Report, the EAC’s concerns include, but 
are not limited to: 
 


● Composition, toxicity and impacts of effluent on the marine environment 


● Increased toxicity and volume of already harmful air emissions by additional burning of sludge 


in the mill’s power boiler 


                                                        
2 IPCC, 2019: Summary for Policymakers. In: IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate [H.- O. 
Pörtner, D.C. Roberts, V. Masson-Delmotte, P. Zhai, M. Tignor, E. Poloczanska, K. Mintenbeck, M. Nicolai, A. Okem, J. Petzold, B. 
Rama, N. Weyer (eds.)]. In press. 
3https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/environmental-indicators/status-major-fish-stocks.html 
4 Murphy GEP, Wong MC, Lotze HK (2019) A human impact metric for coastal ecosystems with application to seagrass beds in 
Atlantic Canada. FACETS 4: 210-237. 
5 https://novascotia.ca/nse/wetland/historic-wetland-loss-ns.asp. 
6 Benoît, H. P., Gagné, J. A., Savenkoff, C., Ouellet, P., and Bourassa M.-N. (eds.). 2012. State-of- the-Ocean Report for the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence Integrated Management (GOSLIM) Area. Can. Manuscr. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 2986: viii + 73 pp. 
7 https://www.ipcc.ch/2019/09/25/srocc-press-release/ 
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● Inadequate ETF Design to reduce harm 


● Impact of the pipe construction on terrestrial and marine environment 


● Potential of pipe leaks and risk of contamination of soil, wetlands, Pictou watershed and marine 


environment 


● Indigenous opposition 


 
Effluent 
 
NPNS’s proposed effluent characterization will be at least as toxic as the current effluent 
Focus Report table 2.4-3 shows Effluent Loading Comparison between 2018 Point C Treated Effluent Loading 
and Veolia Expected Loading.  From the information that NPNS has provided in this table, it is clear that the 
effluent quality will not be improved by this new ETF design, which is logical as this design does not allow the 
effluent to cool and experience the ‘polishing’ effects of the NPNS’s current system.  The current system 
enables more of the effluent’s toxins and Total Suspended Solids (TSS) to settle into the ‘receiving waters’ of 
Boat Harbour. 
 
It is important to note that a toxin is a toxic compound regardless of whether it is below the level of detection 
used in analysis.  NPNS’s information, with its varied and inconsistent toxicity detection limits, disregards the 
cumulative impact of discharging toxins in large volumes of effluent over an extended period of time.  
Additionally, the information provided in the Effluent Characterization information does not allow for a full 
determination of actual toxicity to be made.  In the Baseline Marine Study, the lab uses a notably lower 
detection rate for total dioxins and furans than the rate used in the analysis of the effluent.  Laboratories with 
sufficiently sensitive instruments are able to use maximum and minimum detection levels and analyze 
between that range.  Detection limits are not the same as guidelines used to protect human life and marine 
life.  The data reported in this Focus Report appears to be from instruments that are not sufficiently sensitive 
and are not detecting toxins at appropriate toxicity levels; therefore the information does not enable 
evidence-based decision making. 
 
NPNS’s effluent contains TSS that consist of lignin, cellulose, sodium sulphide and sodium hydroxide.  The 
amount of these solids generated by the mill (anticipated at more than 4,000 kg/day) is problematic for NPNS 
and has led to the proposal to add to the mill’s air emissions by burning sludge in the power boiler in an effort 
to reduce their volume.  Even with the proposed burning of a portion of those solids, a considerable amount 
will remain and be discharged into the Strait.  Discharging this proposed volume of insoluble fibres, with 
diffusion to a wide area and with limited ability to monitor impact has the potential to cause significant 
adverse impact by creating anoxia in the underlying sediment and impacting light attenuation.  On Page 102 of 
the Focus Report, NPNS states that TSS are ‘largely organic and biodegradable’.  This is an absolutely false 
statement.  The cellulose fibres are refractory, meaning that they will not decompose well in seawater, a fact 
that is mentioned elsewhere in the Focus Report.  
 
NPNS’s effluent is toxic to marine life.  According to Environment and Climate Change Canada’s proposal to 
modernize pulp and paper effluent regulations (PPER), “studies required by the PPER have shown that 
effluents from 70% of pulp and paper mills are impacting fish and/or fish habitat, and that the impacts at 55% 
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of these mills pose a high risk to the environment”8.  As such, there is clear evidence of adverse pulp and 
paper effluent impacts on marine life, and the burden of proof should be on the proponent to rigorously 
demonstrate the lack of impact of their project on fish, fish habitat, and the broader marine environment.   
 
While we appreciate that the PPER are currently being modernized, the 50-year history of the PPER is 
illustrative of a regulatory model that is fundamentally ineffective at achieving its goal.  The enabling statute, 
the Fisheries Act, has two stated purposes: 
  


(a) the proper management and control of fisheries; and 
(b) the conservation and protection of fish and fish habitat, including by preventing pollution.9 
  


Clearly, the PPER fall within the second purpose of the Act and yet they have repeatedly failed to meet that 
purpose (see 10 and a summary of the history of PPER as it relates to protection of fish and fish habitat in 
Canada [attached]).  The proposal to modernize the PPER include addition of a few key considerations: COD, 
nitrogen, phosphorus, temperature and pH.  However, the Regulations will not likely be fully implemented for 
6 or 7 years.  The modernized PPER also will not regulate a host of other harmful substances that may be 
found in effluent including AOX compounds, phenols, toluene, chloroform, cadmium, PAH, dioxins and furans, 
as examples.  Nor do the modernized PPER give due consideration to cumulative effects or the long-term 
effects to ecosystem health (see ‘Environmental Context’).  Finally, the toxicity testing under the 1992 PPER 
will remain the same.  Only the LC-50 test for acute lethality is and will be required.  For this test, an effluent is 
considered acutely lethal if the treated effluent at 100% concentration kills more than 50% of the rainbow 
trout exposed to it during a 96-hour period. 
 
Given the importance of fisheries (e.g. lobster, herring) to the local economy, livelihoods and cultures on the 
Northumberland Strait, meeting these modernized minimum standards is not enough.  Committing to 
monitoring these effects through future EEM programs, as is often the tactic throughout the Focus Report, is 
also not enough.  Given the necessary investment and the anticipated 50+ year life of the proposed system, 
forecasting and exceeding regulatory requirements is the only responsible choice.  
 
NPNS’ benthic habitat surveys are woefully inadequate.  The benthic habitat surveys described in the Focus 
Report were extremely basic and the methods (video sampling) were inadequate for robust characterization 
of benthic communities (e.g. identification of marine algae).  More intensive grab sampling or SCUBA surveys 
should have been conducted.  Furthermore, it is extremely concerning that NPNS only conducted video 
surveys in the immediate vicinity of the proposed pipeline route and diffuser area.  They did not conduct 
surveys in areas where the effluent is likely to flow.  How can NPNS possibly conclude that “effluent sediment 
will not have a significant impact on the marine benthic environment” (Focus Report p. 102) when they 
haven’t investigated the areas where sediment will eventually settle?  TSS will indeed eventually settle out on 


                                                        
8https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/managing-pollution/effluent-regulations-fisheries-
act/consultation-modernization-pulp-paper-effluent-regulations/detailed-proposal-consultation-may-2019.html 
9 An Act to Amend the Fisheries Act, Statutes of Canada 2019, Chapter 14 (assented to 21 June 2019), s. 2.1. 
10 Environment Canada, Environmental Effects Monitoring Program, 6th National Assessment of Environmental Effects 
Monitoring Data from Pulp and Paper Mills Subject to the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (April 2014). Accessed on-line 
at: http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2014/ec/En14-84-2014-eng.pdf. 
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the bottom and could affect foundational plant life and sessile invertebrates in particular.  In addition, TSS 
increase turbidity in the water column and, along with the dark colour of the effluent, reduce light availability 
to the sea bottom.  This is a major potential impact on benthic habitats due to the sensitivity of many 
foundational marine plants to light limitation.  Yet, this has not been considered. 


 
Dumping effluent into the Northumberland Strait may exacerbate eutrophication and de-oxygenation.  The 
volume of nutrients that will be pumped into the Strait by NPNS is significant.  In particular, at a time when the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence is rapidly losing oxygen6,11 and many estuaries around Prince Edward Island are 
experiencing anoxic events on a near annual basis12, adding more nitrogen to the region’s waters will 
exacerbate an already severe problem.  Business as usual cannot continue. 
 
The temperature of the effluent dumped into the Northumberland Strait will disrupt local marine life.  The 
average water temperatures of the Northumberland Strait are 1°C in winter and 16.8°C in summer.  
Temperature is among the most significant environmental factors affecting the emergence of marine life, 
metabolic processes, and patterns of movement.  For this reason, appropriate measures are needed to 
minimize changes in sea temperature caused by effluent.  For example, the average maximum temperature 
limit for emissions in Maine is 29.4°C, and the average maximum temperature limit for U.S. states setting the 
emission limit is 29.5°C.  According to NPNS, the temperature of the effluent released into the 
Northumberland Strait will reach between 25°C and 37°C, and may exceed modernized PPER limits during 
summer.  We note that the Focus Report includes modeling that suggests that the temperature difference 
between the effluent and ambient water will be minimal at 2 m from the diffuser.  Unfortunately, we do not 
have the capacity to evaluate this conclusion given the short comment period.  However, we do have concerns 
about the influence of the temperature difference on the marine community around the diffuser area.   
 
Dumping effluent into a protected area in the Northumberland Strait will directly undermine its conservation 
objectives.  Given the degraded state of the Gulf of St. Lawrence6, efforts have been made to set aside some 
areas for protection in order to rebuild ecosystem resilience.  This includes the Scallop Buffer Zone within 
Scallop Fishing Area 24.  This Marine Refuge, established under the Fisheries Act, was designated to protect 
juvenile American lobster and their habitat from physical disturbance of the seabed associated with scallop 
dragging.  The proposed pipeline would dump directly into this protected area and is in direct conflict with its 
conservation objectives.  Through potential impacts on benthic plants and sea-bottom habitats, this could put 
the local lobster fishery at risk while also negatively affecting other benthic species like winter flounder, which 
has experienced stock declines due to high natural mortality13.  It simply makes no sense to do this. 
 
Environmental remediation of the ocean is not possible 


                                                        
11  Claret M, Galbraith ED, Palter JB, Bianchi D, Fennel K, Gilbert D, Dunne JP (2018) Rapid coastal deoxygenation due to ocean 
circulation shift in the northwest Atlantic. Nat Clim Chang 8: 868-872. 
12 Bugden, G., Jiang, Y., van den Heuvel, M.R., Vandermeulen, H., MacQuarrie, K.T.B., Crane, C.J. and B.G. Raymond. 2014. 
Nitrogen Loading Criteria for Estuaries in Prince Edward Island. Can. Tech. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 3066: vii + 43 p. 
13 Surette, T., and Rolland, N. 2019. Assessment of the Winter Flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) stock of the 
southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (NAFO Div. 4T) to 2016 and advice for the May 2017 to May 2022 fisheries. DFO Can. Sci. Advis. 
Sec. Res. Doc. 2019/026. x+94p. 
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In addition to the six concerns outlined above about the adverse effects of discharging a massive volume of 
toxic effluent into the Northumberland Strait, EAC is also deeply concerned because there cannot be a clean-
up effort to undo or repair the damage once this effluent is discharged into the marine environment.  The 
diffuser will ensure that adverse effects will be far-reaching and NPNS’s plan to determine changes by 
monitoring will not allow a proactive response to mitigate these devastating impacts. 
 
Air Emissions 
 
NPNS’s toxic air emissions will cause harm.   In EAC’s previous submission, concerns were raised about the 
chemicals and particulate matter to be released by the mill.  The added impact of burning chemically laden 
toxic sludge in the mill’s power boiler on top of the mill’s already harmful emissions present a significant 
health risk.  EAC’s previously raised concerns have not been adequately addressed.  Additionally, NPNS has 
failed to provide adequate information for the Minister to make an informed decision about the mill’s air 
emissions.  In this case, NPNS’s consultant did not choose the appropriate air emissions modeling software for 
its computerized (theoretical) air pollution displacement modelling.  The consultant used AERMOD which 
should not be used where a) there are nearby human populations in close proximity and b) there are large 
water bodies nearby.  AERMOD ignores or underestimates these parameters, predicting a very high elevation 
and distant dispersion and settlement pattern for the emissions coming from the mill.  AERMOD does not 
adequately take into account the atmospheric effects of the nearby large water bodies - Pictou Harbour and 
the Northumberland Strait.  Water acts to condense and bring down the pollution plumes emitting from the 
seven smokestacks and vents at the mill.  This is why the Town of Pictou, directly across the harbour, is 
frequently bathed in the pollution plume.  The modelling software which the consultants should have used for 
this proposal is called CALPUFF as this software takes into account both proximity to population centres and 
the effects of nearby large water bodies.  Without analysis using the proper modelling software, NPNS has not 
met this requirement of the Terms of Reference. 
 
ETF Design 
 
NPNS’s ETF Design is in no way a ‘state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility’ 
The mill at Abercrombie Point is a very old, highly polluting (both air emissions and effluent) and has never 
been substantially upgraded by any of its five different owners in over five decades of continuous use.  It is 
one of the most polluting mills in North America.  The mills’ current owner, Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Corporation, claims on page xxxix of the Focus Report that the proposal is for a ‘state-of-the-art wastewater 
treatment facility’ and suggests throughout the Focus Report that analysis predicts non-detectable amounts of 
environmental pollutants but this claim is neither credible nor possible.  Modern mills of similar type and older 
mills which have had substantial upgrades both produce far less pollution than NPNS’s Pictou County mill.  The 
mill had been permitted to operate with non-functioning emissions controls on their recovery boiler for many 
years, and the mill continues to do so with the power boiler, lime kiln, smelt recovery stack and high level 
vent.  Despite commissioning a report regarding Oxygen Delignification in 2017, NPNS has not made any 
commitment to add this effective pollution mitigation system to its operations and continues to defer on such 
a commitment in the Focus Report, despite the fact that the system would significantly improve the effluent 
composition. Additional brief exploration suggestions that installation of centrifugal hydrocyclones could 
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dramatically reduce the amount of Total Suspended Solids discharged into the marine environment, but NPNS 
does not appear to have considered that option. 
 
To meaningfully reduce the organic and chemical pollution from a pulp mill, it is not adequate to ‘clean’ the 
effluent at the very end of the chemical pulping process.  The mill needs to modernize and optimize the 
internal process during the production phase (i.e. in the recovery boiler) before sending it to a secondary 
effluent treatment system like the one proposed by NPNS.  Optimization options such as brown stock washing 
and screening, reverse osmosis systems, chlorine-free bleaching systems and fail-safe systems have not been 
included in this proposal.  Attached to this submission is a promotional brochure from the Irving Mill in Saint 
John which provides direct comparison to a mill which has done many of these internal process upgrades. 
 
NPNS cannot credibly state that this proposal is for a ‘state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility’ using the 
ETF Design they have provided. 
  
Impact of the Pipe 
 
Construction, maintenance and operation of the pipe will damage sensitive marine habitats like seagrass 
meadows and algae beds.  Seagrasses like Nova Scotia’s eelgrass are foundation species that generate 
valuable ecosystem services.  They support coastal food webs and commercial fisheries (i.e. through creation 
of nursery habitat for species like lobster), buffer shorelines from storm surge and erosion, improve water 
quality, and capture and store carbon.  However, seagrasses are facing a global crisis and are being lost at an 
accelerating rate around the world14,15.  The NPNS registration document states that “there is evidence that 
eelgrass beds play an important role in the spawning and rearing of white hake in the Northumberland Strait 
area (AMEC 2007).  Eelgrass beds have been in decline over the past several years in the Northumberland 
Strait, and Atlantic Canada in general (Hanson 2004).  An eelgrass bed in Caribou was sampled and losses of 
8.7% and 23.6% were recorded in 2001 and 2002, respectively (AMEC 2007).”  In addition, “The 
Northumberland Strait Ecosystem Overview Report Technical Workshop on Biota (2006) identified the 
following key issues with respect to marine plants in the Northumberland Strait: (1) excessive growth of some 
species (i.e., Furcellaria); (2) disappearance of kelp beds in some areas; (3) disappearance of Irish moss; (4) 
declining health and range of eelgrass beds; and (5) presence of anoxic areas.” 
 
As the Focus Report (section 7.0) states: “Changes in the sediment quality from dredging activities may cause 
increased TSS and increase sedimentation in other areas which can impact life stages of all marine life in the 
area.”  Construction of the proposed NPNS pipeline may therefore damage eelgrass meadows and other 
sensitive benthic habitats in shallow coastal areas outside the immediate vicinity of the pipe, and leaks and 
spills during operation could also have serious detrimental impacts.  While it may be argued that the footprint 
of this individual project will be small, this kind of narrow thinking is exactly what has led to degraded coastal 
ecosystems around the world and why the oceans are currently experiencing death by a thousand cuts.  


                                                        
14 Orth RJ, Carruthers TJB, Dennison WC, Duarte CM, Fourqurean JW, Heck Jr. KL, Hughes AR, Kendrick GA, Kenworthy WJ, 
Olyarnik S, Short FT, Waycott M, Williams SL (2006) A global crisis for seagrass ecosystems. BioSciece 56: 987-996. 
15 Waycott M, Duarte CM, Carruthers TJB, Orth RJ, Dennison WC, Olyarnik S, Calladine A, Fourqurean JW, Heck Jr. KL, Hughes 
AR, Kendrick GA, Kenworthy WJ, Short FT, Williams SL (2009) Accelerating loss of seagrass across the globe threatens coastal 
ecosystems. Proc Nat Acad Sci 106: 12377-12381. 
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Construction, maintenance and operation of the pipe will damage coastal/tidal wetlands. 
On Page 100 of the Focus Report, NPNS admits that there will be adverse impacts on wetlands:  “It is expected 
that the vast majority of the land-based portion of the effluent pipeline, including the short section on NPNS 
property, will utilize trench and bury methodology for effluent line installation.  It is anticipated that both 
wetland compensation and watercourse alteration permits will be required for construction.”  Yet NPNS 
provides no information about the scope of the impact and the methodology for the pipeline installation is left 
undetermined.  The Wetland Baseline Study also does not meet the required quality to provide a sufficient 
baseline of information, with limited field studies for the 19 impacted wetland sites. 
 
Coastal wetlands such as salt marshes (and sub-tidal vegetated habitats like seagrass meadows and kelp 
forests) play an important role in fighting climate change by sequestering carbon and enhancing ecosystem 
resilience16.  The international scientific community is clear in its support for protecting these ‘natural carbon 
sinks’ as an effective component of climate change mitigation strategies2,14.  However, the NPNS Focus Report 
makes no mention of climate change and does not consider the impact of its proposal on these sensitive ‘blue 
carbon’ habitats in the Northumberland Strait.  Again, this type of narrow, short-term thinking reflects a 
business-as-usual approach that is no longer viable.  
 
This region of Nova Scotia does not have abundant coastal wetlands, placing greater importance on the 
vibrant coastal wetlands being considered for this pipe’s pathway.  As described on the NS Environment 
Wetlands website, ‘wetlands perform many important functions and services in our landscape such as, 
improving water quality, controlling floods, recharging groundwater, protecting coastal infrastructure and 
providing critical habitat for rare and endangered species.  Wetlands are also among the most productive and 
diverse of all the ecosystems on earth, so the loss of wetlands can mean the loss of species or local 
populations of fish, wildlife and plants that depend on them for habitat or food.  Because many of Nova 
Scotia’s wetlands have already been lost due to various human activities (e.g. over half of all original salt 
marsh habitat has been converted to other uses), wetlands that remain take on a heightened level of 
importance.’ 
 
Due to the crucial nature of these tidal wetlands and the missing information about the scope of adverse 
impacts, the methodology for pipeline installation and the inadequate quality of the wetland baseline study, 
the Minister does not have sufficient information to make a decision about adverse impacts to wetlands. 
 
Potential Leaks and Contamination 
 
NPNS provides extremely limited information about a proposed leak detection system which is stated to be 
effective in detecting leaks as small as 60 L/hr and which is not included in the marine portion of the pipe.  The 
marine portion of the pipe requires a leak detection system as this section of pipe may be even more subject 
to potential leaks from the impact of ice scour then the terrestrial section of pipe.  With the proposed leak 
detection system, chronic small leaks will not be detected and could go on for extended periods.  The localized 


                                                        
16 Mcleod E, Chmura GL, Bouillon S, Salm R, Björk M, Duarte CM, Lovelock CE, Schlesinger WH, Silliman BR (2011) A blueprint 
for blue carbon: toward an improved understanding of the role of vegetated coastal habitats in sequestering CO2. Front Ecol 
Environ 9: 552-560. 
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impacts of such leaks on the Pictou water supply, the important wetland areas, the marine environment and 
the soil will have significant adverse environmental impacts. 
 
Indigenous Opposition 
 
The EAC supports Chief Andrea Paul of Pictou Landing First Nation in her unequivocal opposition to NPNS’s 
proposal to discharge effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  Pictou Landing First Nation deserves to have 
clean land, water and air.  NPNS states that this proposal will allow ‘community healing and rebuilding’ but 
that is not possible when the community is in opposition with NPNS’s plan.  Nova Scotia’s government must 
keep their promise to Pictou Landing First Nation by honouring the Boat Harbour Act and saying no to a plan 
which will cause new and greater damage. 
 
The EAC supports the Mi’kmaq. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation has proven over the past several years that they are prepared to 
operate the mill in a manner that has attributed to two known effluent leaks and repeated air emission 
violations.  Throughout their proposal, NPNS uses unacceptably low, outdated industry standards and 
regulations for a project with a potential 50-100 year life span, while touting them as ‘environmental 
protection’.  Putting this proposal forward as a ‘state-of-the-art effluent treatment facility’ is a grievous insult 
to the Minister of Environment, the taxpaying citizens of Nova Scotia and especially to the Pictou Landing First 
Nation and the community members of Pictou County.   
 
 
The Ecology Action Centre requests that the Minister of Environment reject the NPNS proposal as outlined in 
their Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD) and expanded upon in their Focus Report.  
NPNS’s proposal will have major adverse effects on marine, coastal and terrestrial ecosystems that cannot be 
avoided or mitigated, and will cause significant harm to human health in the region.  NPNS has failed to fulfill 
the requirements of the Focus Report as set out in the Terms of Reference, as outlined in the attached letter 
from East Coast Environmental Law.  The information provided in the Focus report contains errors, 
inconsistencies, misleading information and undetermined methodologies and as such, NPNS has not 
successfully provided the necessary information to enable the Minister to understand the full range of impacts 
on human and ecological values. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Raymond Plourde, Wilderness Coordinator 
Jordy Thomson, Marine Science and Conservation Coordinator 
Nancy Anningson, Coastal Adaptation Senior Coordinator 
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November 8, 2019 
 
VIA EMAIL EA@novascotia.ca 
 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
 
Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s Focus Report - Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project 
 
This letter is submitted on behalf of the Ecology Action Centre (EAC), an environmental charity working since 
1971 at the local, provincial, national and international level to build a healthier and more sustainable world.  
EAC’s vision is a society in Nova Scotia that respects and protects nature and provides environmentally and 
economically sustainable solutions for its citizens.  The authors of this submission are subject matter experts in 
terrestrial, coastal and marine conservation issues.  Additionally, EAC has retained the services of East Coast 
Environmental Law and has consulted with experts in other specialties related to the environmental impacts 
of this proposal.  We submit this letter as our response to Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s (NPNS) 
Focus Report, which was made public by Nova Scotia Environment on Thursday, October 3, 2019.   
 
OUR POSITION 
 
The Minister must reject the NPNS proposal as outlined in their Environmental Assessment Registration 
Document (EARD) and expanded upon in their Focus Report for four reasons:   
 

1. There is irrefutable scientific evidence that this mill’s proposed operations will have major adverse 

effects on marine, coastal and terrestrial ecosystems that cannot be avoided or mitigated, and will 

cause significant harm to human health in the region.  Dumping inadequately treated toxic effluent in 

the ocean will cause lasting harm in the vicinity of the pipe and far beyond.  Adding the burning of 

sludge to the current boiler will worsen air emissions from a system that is already regularly exceeding 

air emission limits.  As outlined in the Environment Act, the Minister must reject an undertaking 

because of the likelihood that it will cause adverse effects or environmental effects that cannot be 

mitigated.  

 
2. NPNS has failed to fulfill the requirements of the Focus Report as set out in the Terms of Reference. 

Please see the attached letter from East Coast Environmental Law, which outlines many of NPNS’s 

shortcomings in meeting those requirements.   

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
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3. Due to errors, omissions and the use of inappropriate environmental protection standards, detection 

limits and modeling tools throughout the Focus Report, critical gaps still exist in the information 

provided which was to enable understanding of the full range of impacts of this project on human and 

ecological values.  NPNS’s incomplete Focus Report consists of studies which are not of adequate 

quality in several areas, false statements and misleading information, and data which appears to be 

skewed with frequent use of inappropriate detection limits.  NPNS’s use of unacceptably low, outdated 

industry standards and regulations for a project with a potential 50-100 year life span, while touting 

them as ‘environmental protection’, puts the long-term ecosystem health of the Northumberland 

Strait at too great a risk to proceed.  Put simply, the Focus Report lacks credibility.   

 
4. Throughout the Focus report, NPNS refers to abstract future monitoring notions and undetermined 

methodologies for crucial aspects of the ETF design as well as making faint references to possible 

technology solutions which may or may not be implemented after completion of the replacement ETF 

project.  NPNS had an obligation to have these uncertainties resolved and to commit to defined 

methodologies for each aspect of the design as well as committing to solutions to reduce effluent 

toxicity (such as an Oxygen Delignification) before provide submitting this proposal.  The Minister does 

not have the necessary information required in these yet-to-be-determined areas to be able to 

determine just how much harm the plan will cause to the environment. 

 
For these reasons, NPNS has not met their obligation and the Minister must reject this proposal.  At the very 
least, we believe that this project should be subject to a full environmental assessment report. 
 
As the province embarks upon the complex and extremely expensive remediation of Boat Harbour (A’se’k), 
which has been devoid of life for more than five decades due to pollution from this pulp mill, the knowledge 
that similar remediation will be impossible in the fragile marine ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait 
makes this project unfathomable.  In this letter, we will describe our key concerns about the adverse 
environmental impacts and other considerations, building on our initial submission (see attached) in response 
to the NPNS EARD.  First, we begin by identifying the broader global environmental context which reflects the 
already compromised ecosystems which will be adversely impacted by this undertaking. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 
 
According to the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), 
ecosystems across most of the globe are now significantly altered by multiple human stressors, with the 
majority of indicators of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning showing rapid decline1.  Approximately 25 
percent of species in assessed animal and plant groups are threatened and may face extinction if the drivers of 
biodiversity loss cannot be mitigated1.  In the marine environment, sixty-six percent of the ocean area is 

                                                        
1 Díaz, S., Settele, J., Brondízio, E., Ngo, H., & Guèze, M. Summary for policymakers of the global assessment report on 
biodiversity and ecosystem services of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. 
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experiencing increasing cumulative impacts1.  As recently highlighted by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on the Oceans and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate, climate change is 
the most pervasive stressor in the oceans, with anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions driving global ocean 
warming, acidification, de-oxygenation and sea level rise2.  Human activities such as land- and sea-based 
pollution, overexploitation of harvested species, and coastal development combine with the effects of climate 
change, and each other, to further degrade biodiversity and ecosystems1,2.  In Atlantic Canada, Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada reports that one quarter of commercial fish stocks are below healthy population levels3.  At 
the same time, important coastal habitats like eelgrass meadows4 and salt marshes5 have declined or are at 
risk of decline from stressors such as agricultural run-off, land use changes and invasive species.  The Gulf of 
St. Lawrence, in particular, is heavily stressed due to the combined effects of pollution, species 
overexploitation, climate change, invasive species and eutrophication6. 
 
The degraded state of the oceans, both globally and in Atlantic Canada, is the result of many decades of short-
sighted decision-making in which we have failed to rigorously evaluate human activities in the broader context 
of marine environmental health and effectively mitigate adverse effects, particularly long-term cumulative 
effects.  The best and most current science is telling us loudly and clearly that this approach to doing business 
is no longer viable.  It is imperative that we prioritize building resilience back into our oceans to support 
human well-being, including sustainable industries that depend on healthy coastal and marine ecosystems, 
and mitigate the effects of climate change2.  As Hans-Otto Pörtner, Co-Chair of IPCC Working Group II, stated: 
“Reducing other pressures such as pollution will further help marine life deal with changes in their 
environment, while enabling a more resilient ocean.”7 
 
KEY CONCERNS 
 
The NPNS EARD and Focus Report raise numerous concerns about the adverse effects on marine, coastal and 
terrestrial ecosystems and the harm that will be caused to human health.  NPNS’s registration document 
solicited an overwhelming number of concerns raised by different government departments, non-
governmental organizations and the public.  Upon review of the Focus Report, the EAC’s concerns include, but 
are not limited to: 
 

● Composition, toxicity and impacts of effluent on the marine environment 

● Increased toxicity and volume of already harmful air emissions by additional burning of sludge 

in the mill’s power boiler 

                                                        
2 IPCC, 2019: Summary for Policymakers. In: IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate [H.- O. 
Pörtner, D.C. Roberts, V. Masson-Delmotte, P. Zhai, M. Tignor, E. Poloczanska, K. Mintenbeck, M. Nicolai, A. Okem, J. Petzold, B. 
Rama, N. Weyer (eds.)]. In press. 
3https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/environmental-indicators/status-major-fish-stocks.html 
4 Murphy GEP, Wong MC, Lotze HK (2019) A human impact metric for coastal ecosystems with application to seagrass beds in 
Atlantic Canada. FACETS 4: 210-237. 
5 https://novascotia.ca/nse/wetland/historic-wetland-loss-ns.asp. 
6 Benoît, H. P., Gagné, J. A., Savenkoff, C., Ouellet, P., and Bourassa M.-N. (eds.). 2012. State-of- the-Ocean Report for the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence Integrated Management (GOSLIM) Area. Can. Manuscr. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 2986: viii + 73 pp. 
7 https://www.ipcc.ch/2019/09/25/srocc-press-release/ 
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● Inadequate ETF Design to reduce harm 

● Impact of the pipe construction on terrestrial and marine environment 

● Potential of pipe leaks and risk of contamination of soil, wetlands, Pictou watershed and marine 

environment 

● Indigenous opposition 

 
Effluent 
 
NPNS’s proposed effluent characterization will be at least as toxic as the current effluent 
Focus Report table 2.4-3 shows Effluent Loading Comparison between 2018 Point C Treated Effluent Loading 
and Veolia Expected Loading.  From the information that NPNS has provided in this table, it is clear that the 
effluent quality will not be improved by this new ETF design, which is logical as this design does not allow the 
effluent to cool and experience the ‘polishing’ effects of the NPNS’s current system.  The current system 
enables more of the effluent’s toxins and Total Suspended Solids (TSS) to settle into the ‘receiving waters’ of 
Boat Harbour. 
 
It is important to note that a toxin is a toxic compound regardless of whether it is below the level of detection 
used in analysis.  NPNS’s information, with its varied and inconsistent toxicity detection limits, disregards the 
cumulative impact of discharging toxins in large volumes of effluent over an extended period of time.  
Additionally, the information provided in the Effluent Characterization information does not allow for a full 
determination of actual toxicity to be made.  In the Baseline Marine Study, the lab uses a notably lower 
detection rate for total dioxins and furans than the rate used in the analysis of the effluent.  Laboratories with 
sufficiently sensitive instruments are able to use maximum and minimum detection levels and analyze 
between that range.  Detection limits are not the same as guidelines used to protect human life and marine 
life.  The data reported in this Focus Report appears to be from instruments that are not sufficiently sensitive 
and are not detecting toxins at appropriate toxicity levels; therefore the information does not enable 
evidence-based decision making. 
 
NPNS’s effluent contains TSS that consist of lignin, cellulose, sodium sulphide and sodium hydroxide.  The 
amount of these solids generated by the mill (anticipated at more than 4,000 kg/day) is problematic for NPNS 
and has led to the proposal to add to the mill’s air emissions by burning sludge in the power boiler in an effort 
to reduce their volume.  Even with the proposed burning of a portion of those solids, a considerable amount 
will remain and be discharged into the Strait.  Discharging this proposed volume of insoluble fibres, with 
diffusion to a wide area and with limited ability to monitor impact has the potential to cause significant 
adverse impact by creating anoxia in the underlying sediment and impacting light attenuation.  On Page 102 of 
the Focus Report, NPNS states that TSS are ‘largely organic and biodegradable’.  This is an absolutely false 
statement.  The cellulose fibres are refractory, meaning that they will not decompose well in seawater, a fact 
that is mentioned elsewhere in the Focus Report.  
 
NPNS’s effluent is toxic to marine life.  According to Environment and Climate Change Canada’s proposal to 
modernize pulp and paper effluent regulations (PPER), “studies required by the PPER have shown that 
effluents from 70% of pulp and paper mills are impacting fish and/or fish habitat, and that the impacts at 55% 
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of these mills pose a high risk to the environment”8.  As such, there is clear evidence of adverse pulp and 
paper effluent impacts on marine life, and the burden of proof should be on the proponent to rigorously 
demonstrate the lack of impact of their project on fish, fish habitat, and the broader marine environment.   
 
While we appreciate that the PPER are currently being modernized, the 50-year history of the PPER is 
illustrative of a regulatory model that is fundamentally ineffective at achieving its goal.  The enabling statute, 
the Fisheries Act, has two stated purposes: 
  

(a) the proper management and control of fisheries; and 
(b) the conservation and protection of fish and fish habitat, including by preventing pollution.9 
  

Clearly, the PPER fall within the second purpose of the Act and yet they have repeatedly failed to meet that 
purpose (see 10 and a summary of the history of PPER as it relates to protection of fish and fish habitat in 
Canada [attached]).  The proposal to modernize the PPER include addition of a few key considerations: COD, 
nitrogen, phosphorus, temperature and pH.  However, the Regulations will not likely be fully implemented for 
6 or 7 years.  The modernized PPER also will not regulate a host of other harmful substances that may be 
found in effluent including AOX compounds, phenols, toluene, chloroform, cadmium, PAH, dioxins and furans, 
as examples.  Nor do the modernized PPER give due consideration to cumulative effects or the long-term 
effects to ecosystem health (see ‘Environmental Context’).  Finally, the toxicity testing under the 1992 PPER 
will remain the same.  Only the LC-50 test for acute lethality is and will be required.  For this test, an effluent is 
considered acutely lethal if the treated effluent at 100% concentration kills more than 50% of the rainbow 
trout exposed to it during a 96-hour period. 
 
Given the importance of fisheries (e.g. lobster, herring) to the local economy, livelihoods and cultures on the 
Northumberland Strait, meeting these modernized minimum standards is not enough.  Committing to 
monitoring these effects through future EEM programs, as is often the tactic throughout the Focus Report, is 
also not enough.  Given the necessary investment and the anticipated 50+ year life of the proposed system, 
forecasting and exceeding regulatory requirements is the only responsible choice.  
 
NPNS’ benthic habitat surveys are woefully inadequate.  The benthic habitat surveys described in the Focus 
Report were extremely basic and the methods (video sampling) were inadequate for robust characterization 
of benthic communities (e.g. identification of marine algae).  More intensive grab sampling or SCUBA surveys 
should have been conducted.  Furthermore, it is extremely concerning that NPNS only conducted video 
surveys in the immediate vicinity of the proposed pipeline route and diffuser area.  They did not conduct 
surveys in areas where the effluent is likely to flow.  How can NPNS possibly conclude that “effluent sediment 
will not have a significant impact on the marine benthic environment” (Focus Report p. 102) when they 
haven’t investigated the areas where sediment will eventually settle?  TSS will indeed eventually settle out on 

                                                        
8https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/managing-pollution/effluent-regulations-fisheries-
act/consultation-modernization-pulp-paper-effluent-regulations/detailed-proposal-consultation-may-2019.html 
9 An Act to Amend the Fisheries Act, Statutes of Canada 2019, Chapter 14 (assented to 21 June 2019), s. 2.1. 
10 Environment Canada, Environmental Effects Monitoring Program, 6th National Assessment of Environmental Effects 
Monitoring Data from Pulp and Paper Mills Subject to the Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (April 2014). Accessed on-line 
at: http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2014/ec/En14-84-2014-eng.pdf. 
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the bottom and could affect foundational plant life and sessile invertebrates in particular.  In addition, TSS 
increase turbidity in the water column and, along with the dark colour of the effluent, reduce light availability 
to the sea bottom.  This is a major potential impact on benthic habitats due to the sensitivity of many 
foundational marine plants to light limitation.  Yet, this has not been considered. 

 
Dumping effluent into the Northumberland Strait may exacerbate eutrophication and de-oxygenation.  The 
volume of nutrients that will be pumped into the Strait by NPNS is significant.  In particular, at a time when the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence is rapidly losing oxygen6,11 and many estuaries around Prince Edward Island are 
experiencing anoxic events on a near annual basis12, adding more nitrogen to the region’s waters will 
exacerbate an already severe problem.  Business as usual cannot continue. 
 
The temperature of the effluent dumped into the Northumberland Strait will disrupt local marine life.  The 
average water temperatures of the Northumberland Strait are 1°C in winter and 16.8°C in summer.  
Temperature is among the most significant environmental factors affecting the emergence of marine life, 
metabolic processes, and patterns of movement.  For this reason, appropriate measures are needed to 
minimize changes in sea temperature caused by effluent.  For example, the average maximum temperature 
limit for emissions in Maine is 29.4°C, and the average maximum temperature limit for U.S. states setting the 
emission limit is 29.5°C.  According to NPNS, the temperature of the effluent released into the 
Northumberland Strait will reach between 25°C and 37°C, and may exceed modernized PPER limits during 
summer.  We note that the Focus Report includes modeling that suggests that the temperature difference 
between the effluent and ambient water will be minimal at 2 m from the diffuser.  Unfortunately, we do not 
have the capacity to evaluate this conclusion given the short comment period.  However, we do have concerns 
about the influence of the temperature difference on the marine community around the diffuser area.   
 
Dumping effluent into a protected area in the Northumberland Strait will directly undermine its conservation 
objectives.  Given the degraded state of the Gulf of St. Lawrence6, efforts have been made to set aside some 
areas for protection in order to rebuild ecosystem resilience.  This includes the Scallop Buffer Zone within 
Scallop Fishing Area 24.  This Marine Refuge, established under the Fisheries Act, was designated to protect 
juvenile American lobster and their habitat from physical disturbance of the seabed associated with scallop 
dragging.  The proposed pipeline would dump directly into this protected area and is in direct conflict with its 
conservation objectives.  Through potential impacts on benthic plants and sea-bottom habitats, this could put 
the local lobster fishery at risk while also negatively affecting other benthic species like winter flounder, which 
has experienced stock declines due to high natural mortality13.  It simply makes no sense to do this. 
 
Environmental remediation of the ocean is not possible 

                                                        
11  Claret M, Galbraith ED, Palter JB, Bianchi D, Fennel K, Gilbert D, Dunne JP (2018) Rapid coastal deoxygenation due to ocean 
circulation shift in the northwest Atlantic. Nat Clim Chang 8: 868-872. 
12 Bugden, G., Jiang, Y., van den Heuvel, M.R., Vandermeulen, H., MacQuarrie, K.T.B., Crane, C.J. and B.G. Raymond. 2014. 
Nitrogen Loading Criteria for Estuaries in Prince Edward Island. Can. Tech. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 3066: vii + 43 p. 
13 Surette, T., and Rolland, N. 2019. Assessment of the Winter Flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) stock of the 
southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (NAFO Div. 4T) to 2016 and advice for the May 2017 to May 2022 fisheries. DFO Can. Sci. Advis. 
Sec. Res. Doc. 2019/026. x+94p. 
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In addition to the six concerns outlined above about the adverse effects of discharging a massive volume of 
toxic effluent into the Northumberland Strait, EAC is also deeply concerned because there cannot be a clean-
up effort to undo or repair the damage once this effluent is discharged into the marine environment.  The 
diffuser will ensure that adverse effects will be far-reaching and NPNS’s plan to determine changes by 
monitoring will not allow a proactive response to mitigate these devastating impacts. 
 
Air Emissions 
 
NPNS’s toxic air emissions will cause harm.   In EAC’s previous submission, concerns were raised about the 
chemicals and particulate matter to be released by the mill.  The added impact of burning chemically laden 
toxic sludge in the mill’s power boiler on top of the mill’s already harmful emissions present a significant 
health risk.  EAC’s previously raised concerns have not been adequately addressed.  Additionally, NPNS has 
failed to provide adequate information for the Minister to make an informed decision about the mill’s air 
emissions.  In this case, NPNS’s consultant did not choose the appropriate air emissions modeling software for 
its computerized (theoretical) air pollution displacement modelling.  The consultant used AERMOD which 
should not be used where a) there are nearby human populations in close proximity and b) there are large 
water bodies nearby.  AERMOD ignores or underestimates these parameters, predicting a very high elevation 
and distant dispersion and settlement pattern for the emissions coming from the mill.  AERMOD does not 
adequately take into account the atmospheric effects of the nearby large water bodies - Pictou Harbour and 
the Northumberland Strait.  Water acts to condense and bring down the pollution plumes emitting from the 
seven smokestacks and vents at the mill.  This is why the Town of Pictou, directly across the harbour, is 
frequently bathed in the pollution plume.  The modelling software which the consultants should have used for 
this proposal is called CALPUFF as this software takes into account both proximity to population centres and 
the effects of nearby large water bodies.  Without analysis using the proper modelling software, NPNS has not 
met this requirement of the Terms of Reference. 
 
ETF Design 
 
NPNS’s ETF Design is in no way a ‘state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility’ 
The mill at Abercrombie Point is a very old, highly polluting (both air emissions and effluent) and has never 
been substantially upgraded by any of its five different owners in over five decades of continuous use.  It is 
one of the most polluting mills in North America.  The mills’ current owner, Northern Pulp Nova Scotia 
Corporation, claims on page xxxix of the Focus Report that the proposal is for a ‘state-of-the-art wastewater 
treatment facility’ and suggests throughout the Focus Report that analysis predicts non-detectable amounts of 
environmental pollutants but this claim is neither credible nor possible.  Modern mills of similar type and older 
mills which have had substantial upgrades both produce far less pollution than NPNS’s Pictou County mill.  The 
mill had been permitted to operate with non-functioning emissions controls on their recovery boiler for many 
years, and the mill continues to do so with the power boiler, lime kiln, smelt recovery stack and high level 
vent.  Despite commissioning a report regarding Oxygen Delignification in 2017, NPNS has not made any 
commitment to add this effective pollution mitigation system to its operations and continues to defer on such 
a commitment in the Focus Report, despite the fact that the system would significantly improve the effluent 
composition. Additional brief exploration suggestions that installation of centrifugal hydrocyclones could 
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dramatically reduce the amount of Total Suspended Solids discharged into the marine environment, but NPNS 
does not appear to have considered that option. 
 
To meaningfully reduce the organic and chemical pollution from a pulp mill, it is not adequate to ‘clean’ the 
effluent at the very end of the chemical pulping process.  The mill needs to modernize and optimize the 
internal process during the production phase (i.e. in the recovery boiler) before sending it to a secondary 
effluent treatment system like the one proposed by NPNS.  Optimization options such as brown stock washing 
and screening, reverse osmosis systems, chlorine-free bleaching systems and fail-safe systems have not been 
included in this proposal.  Attached to this submission is a promotional brochure from the Irving Mill in Saint 
John which provides direct comparison to a mill which has done many of these internal process upgrades. 
 
NPNS cannot credibly state that this proposal is for a ‘state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility’ using the 
ETF Design they have provided. 
  
Impact of the Pipe 
 
Construction, maintenance and operation of the pipe will damage sensitive marine habitats like seagrass 
meadows and algae beds.  Seagrasses like Nova Scotia’s eelgrass are foundation species that generate 
valuable ecosystem services.  They support coastal food webs and commercial fisheries (i.e. through creation 
of nursery habitat for species like lobster), buffer shorelines from storm surge and erosion, improve water 
quality, and capture and store carbon.  However, seagrasses are facing a global crisis and are being lost at an 
accelerating rate around the world14,15.  The NPNS registration document states that “there is evidence that 
eelgrass beds play an important role in the spawning and rearing of white hake in the Northumberland Strait 
area (AMEC 2007).  Eelgrass beds have been in decline over the past several years in the Northumberland 
Strait, and Atlantic Canada in general (Hanson 2004).  An eelgrass bed in Caribou was sampled and losses of 
8.7% and 23.6% were recorded in 2001 and 2002, respectively (AMEC 2007).”  In addition, “The 
Northumberland Strait Ecosystem Overview Report Technical Workshop on Biota (2006) identified the 
following key issues with respect to marine plants in the Northumberland Strait: (1) excessive growth of some 
species (i.e., Furcellaria); (2) disappearance of kelp beds in some areas; (3) disappearance of Irish moss; (4) 
declining health and range of eelgrass beds; and (5) presence of anoxic areas.” 
 
As the Focus Report (section 7.0) states: “Changes in the sediment quality from dredging activities may cause 
increased TSS and increase sedimentation in other areas which can impact life stages of all marine life in the 
area.”  Construction of the proposed NPNS pipeline may therefore damage eelgrass meadows and other 
sensitive benthic habitats in shallow coastal areas outside the immediate vicinity of the pipe, and leaks and 
spills during operation could also have serious detrimental impacts.  While it may be argued that the footprint 
of this individual project will be small, this kind of narrow thinking is exactly what has led to degraded coastal 
ecosystems around the world and why the oceans are currently experiencing death by a thousand cuts.  

                                                        
14 Orth RJ, Carruthers TJB, Dennison WC, Duarte CM, Fourqurean JW, Heck Jr. KL, Hughes AR, Kendrick GA, Kenworthy WJ, 
Olyarnik S, Short FT, Waycott M, Williams SL (2006) A global crisis for seagrass ecosystems. BioSciece 56: 987-996. 
15 Waycott M, Duarte CM, Carruthers TJB, Orth RJ, Dennison WC, Olyarnik S, Calladine A, Fourqurean JW, Heck Jr. KL, Hughes 
AR, Kendrick GA, Kenworthy WJ, Short FT, Williams SL (2009) Accelerating loss of seagrass across the globe threatens coastal 
ecosystems. Proc Nat Acad Sci 106: 12377-12381. 
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Construction, maintenance and operation of the pipe will damage coastal/tidal wetlands. 
On Page 100 of the Focus Report, NPNS admits that there will be adverse impacts on wetlands:  “It is expected 
that the vast majority of the land-based portion of the effluent pipeline, including the short section on NPNS 
property, will utilize trench and bury methodology for effluent line installation.  It is anticipated that both 
wetland compensation and watercourse alteration permits will be required for construction.”  Yet NPNS 
provides no information about the scope of the impact and the methodology for the pipeline installation is left 
undetermined.  The Wetland Baseline Study also does not meet the required quality to provide a sufficient 
baseline of information, with limited field studies for the 19 impacted wetland sites. 
 
Coastal wetlands such as salt marshes (and sub-tidal vegetated habitats like seagrass meadows and kelp 
forests) play an important role in fighting climate change by sequestering carbon and enhancing ecosystem 
resilience16.  The international scientific community is clear in its support for protecting these ‘natural carbon 
sinks’ as an effective component of climate change mitigation strategies2,14.  However, the NPNS Focus Report 
makes no mention of climate change and does not consider the impact of its proposal on these sensitive ‘blue 
carbon’ habitats in the Northumberland Strait.  Again, this type of narrow, short-term thinking reflects a 
business-as-usual approach that is no longer viable.  
 
This region of Nova Scotia does not have abundant coastal wetlands, placing greater importance on the 
vibrant coastal wetlands being considered for this pipe’s pathway.  As described on the NS Environment 
Wetlands website, ‘wetlands perform many important functions and services in our landscape such as, 
improving water quality, controlling floods, recharging groundwater, protecting coastal infrastructure and 
providing critical habitat for rare and endangered species.  Wetlands are also among the most productive and 
diverse of all the ecosystems on earth, so the loss of wetlands can mean the loss of species or local 
populations of fish, wildlife and plants that depend on them for habitat or food.  Because many of Nova 
Scotia’s wetlands have already been lost due to various human activities (e.g. over half of all original salt 
marsh habitat has been converted to other uses), wetlands that remain take on a heightened level of 
importance.’ 
 
Due to the crucial nature of these tidal wetlands and the missing information about the scope of adverse 
impacts, the methodology for pipeline installation and the inadequate quality of the wetland baseline study, 
the Minister does not have sufficient information to make a decision about adverse impacts to wetlands. 
 
Potential Leaks and Contamination 
 
NPNS provides extremely limited information about a proposed leak detection system which is stated to be 
effective in detecting leaks as small as 60 L/hr and which is not included in the marine portion of the pipe.  The 
marine portion of the pipe requires a leak detection system as this section of pipe may be even more subject 
to potential leaks from the impact of ice scour then the terrestrial section of pipe.  With the proposed leak 
detection system, chronic small leaks will not be detected and could go on for extended periods.  The localized 

                                                        
16 Mcleod E, Chmura GL, Bouillon S, Salm R, Björk M, Duarte CM, Lovelock CE, Schlesinger WH, Silliman BR (2011) A blueprint 
for blue carbon: toward an improved understanding of the role of vegetated coastal habitats in sequestering CO2. Front Ecol 
Environ 9: 552-560. 
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impacts of such leaks on the Pictou water supply, the important wetland areas, the marine environment and 
the soil will have significant adverse environmental impacts. 
 
Indigenous Opposition 
 
The EAC supports Chief Andrea Paul of Pictou Landing First Nation in her unequivocal opposition to NPNS’s 
proposal to discharge effluent into the Northumberland Strait.  Pictou Landing First Nation deserves to have 
clean land, water and air.  NPNS states that this proposal will allow ‘community healing and rebuilding’ but 
that is not possible when the community is in opposition with NPNS’s plan.  Nova Scotia’s government must 
keep their promise to Pictou Landing First Nation by honouring the Boat Harbour Act and saying no to a plan 
which will cause new and greater damage. 
 
The EAC supports the Mi’kmaq. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation has proven over the past several years that they are prepared to 
operate the mill in a manner that has attributed to two known effluent leaks and repeated air emission 
violations.  Throughout their proposal, NPNS uses unacceptably low, outdated industry standards and 
regulations for a project with a potential 50-100 year life span, while touting them as ‘environmental 
protection’.  Putting this proposal forward as a ‘state-of-the-art effluent treatment facility’ is a grievous insult 
to the Minister of Environment, the taxpaying citizens of Nova Scotia and especially to the Pictou Landing First 
Nation and the community members of Pictou County.   
 
 
The Ecology Action Centre requests that the Minister of Environment reject the NPNS proposal as outlined in 
their Environmental Assessment Registration Document (EARD) and expanded upon in their Focus Report.  
NPNS’s proposal will have major adverse effects on marine, coastal and terrestrial ecosystems that cannot be 
avoided or mitigated, and will cause significant harm to human health in the region.  NPNS has failed to fulfill 
the requirements of the Focus Report as set out in the Terms of Reference, as outlined in the attached letter 
from East Coast Environmental Law.  The information provided in the Focus report contains errors, 
inconsistencies, misleading information and undetermined methodologies and as such, NPNS has not 
successfully provided the necessary information to enable the Minister to understand the full range of impacts 
on human and ecological values. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 Wilderness Coordinator 
 Marine Science and Conservation Coordinator 

Coastal Adaptation Senior Coordinator 
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The	Role	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	in	the	long-term	protection	of	fish	
and	fish	habitat.	
	
1.0	 Introduction	
	
The	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	(PPER)	allow	pulp	and	paper	companies	to	release	
deleterious	substances	into	water	frequented	by	fish.		Such	a	release	would	otherwise	violate	
subsection	36(3)	of	the	Fisheries	Act.	
	

36(3)	Subject	to	subsection	(4),	no	person	shall	deposit	or	permit	the	deposit	of	a	
deleterious	substance	of	any	type	in	water	frequented	by	fish	or	in	any	place	under	any	
conditions	where	the	deleterious	substance	or	any	other	deleterious	substance	that	
results	from	the	deposit	of	the	deleterious	substance	may	enter	any	such	water.	

	
However,	subsection	36(4)	of	the	Fisheries	Act	permits	certain	deposits	if	they	are	in	
accordance	with	regulations.		
	

36(4)	No	person	contravenes	subsection	(3)	by	depositing	or	permitting	the	deposit	in	
any	water	or	place	of	(b)	a	deleterious	substance	of	a	class	and	under	conditions	—	
which	may	include	conditions	with	respect	to	quantity	or	concentration	—	authorized	
under	regulations	made	under	subsection	(5)	applicable	to	that	water	or	place	or	to	
any	work	or	undertaking	or	class	of	works	or	undertakings;	
	

The	authority	to	make	these	regulations	sits	with	the	Governor	in	Council	(Cabinet),	the	
details	of	which	can	be	found	in	subsection	36(5)	of	the	Act.			
	
2.0	 Brief	History	of	the	PPER		
	
The	first	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	were	passed	in	1971.		The	Regulations	were	
created	in	response	to	evidence	that	pulp	and	paper	effluent	was	causing	dissolved	oxygen	
depletion	in	marine	environments	and	releasing	substances	that	were	toxic	to	fish.		The	1971	
Regulations	set	limits	on	total	suspended	solids	(TSS),	biological	oxygen	demanding	(BOD)	
matter	and	effluent	that	was	acutely	toxic	to	fish.		Owing	to	the	high	cost	of	installing	effluent	
treatment	systems,		the	1971	PPER	applied	only	to	new	mills	and	in	some	instances	mills	that	
were	expanded	or	altered.1		
	
By	the	late	1980s,	Environment	Canada	had	determined	that	the	1971	Regulations	had	not	
yielded	all	of	the	desired	effluent	quality	improvements	that	were	initially	sought	through	the	
Regulations.	2	
	

“In	1985,	about	25%	of	mills	were	meeting	the	requirement	for	effluents	to	be	non-
acutely	lethal	to	Rainbow	Trout.”3		

	
The	Government	amended	the	PPER	in	1992.		The	changes	in	1992	included	application	of	the	
Regulations	to	all	mills	and	off-site	treatment	facilities	and	a	requirement	that	all	effluent	not	



be	acutely	toxic	to	rainbow	trout.		Older	mills	required	upgrades	to	meet	the	1992	Regulations	
so	existing	mills	were	given	until	1996	to	come	into	compliance	with	the	Regulations.4		By	
1996,	the	Regulations	had	been	in	place	for	14	years	and	the	regulator	had	clear	knowledge	
that	the	1971	Regulations	were	not	effective	for	11	years.			
	
Following	the	full	implementation	of	the	1992	Regulations,	the	rate	of	compliance	improved	
and	discharges	of	TSS	and	BOD	improved	significantly.		Between	1987	and	1996,	total	
discharges	of	TSS	and	BOD	matter	to	water	decreased	by	approximately	60%	and	90%,	
respectively.		Most	of	these	improvements	took	place	because	the	Regulations	applied	to	all	
mills	and	many	mills	added	secondary	biological	treatment	systems.5	
	
3.0	 The	Impact	of	Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	
	
The	1992	Regulations	also	added	requirements	for	Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	(EEM).	
During	the	period	1992	to	2010,	the	Regulations	were	amended	to	enhance	requirements	for	
EEM.			
	
Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	Protocol	Evolution	
	
Cycle	 Years	 Requirements	
1	 1992	–	1996		 EEM	study	results	used	as	initial	data	but	not	used	to	assess	

effects.		
2	 1996	–	2000		 EEM	studies	to	assess	effects.		
3	 2000	–	2004		 EEM	studies	to	assess	and	confirm	effects,	and	assess	

magnitude	and	extent	of	effects.		
4	 2004	–	2007		

	
EEM	studies	to	assess	and	confirm	effects,	and	assess	
magnitude	and	extent	of	effects.	Investigation	of	Cause	(IOC)	
studies		

5	 2007	–	2010		
	

EEM	studies	to	assess	and	confirm	effects,	and	assess	
magnitude	and	extent	of	effects.		IOC	and	Investigation	of	
Solution	(IOS)	studies.		

6	 2010-2013	 Requirement	to	conduct	a	fish	test	was	removed	by	the	2008	
PPER	amendments.		

	
As	a	result	of	the	evolution	of	the	EEM,	the	data	revealed	that	despite	the	increase	in	
compliance	with	the	Regulations	post-1992	and	the	reduction	in	TSS	and	BOD,	effluent	was	
continuing	to	cause	unacceptable	environmental	harm.			
	
3.1	 Sublethal	Toxicity		
	
As	part	of	the	EEM	protocol	each	mill	had	to	measure	the	sublethal	toxicity	of	its	final	effluent	
discharge	2	x	each	year	(summer	and	winter).		Analysis	of	this	data	showed	that	mill	effluent	
toxicity	decreased	between	1992	and	1996	(the	year	the	1992	Regulations	were	fully	applied)	
and	then	generally	remained	constant.	Between	1996	and	2010,	50%	of	the	tests	showed	



sublethal	toxicity.6		In	cycle	6	of	the	EEM	testing	(2010-2013)	showed	an	increase	in	sublethal	
toxicity	to	63%	of	all	effluent	tests.7	
	
3.2	 Biological	Monitoring	
	
Analysis	of	EEM	biological	monitoring	studies	over	the	same	period	revealed	mill	effluents	
were	causing	effects	on	fish	(increase	liver	size,	decrease	gonad	size)	and	fish	habitat	(benthic	
invertebrate	communities)	and	in	rare	instances	causing	elevated	levels	of	dioxins	and	furans	
in	fish	tissue.8		In	Cycle	2,	ten	mills	were	required	to	analyze	fish	tissue	for	dioxins	and	furans	
and	6	of	those	had	levels	of	dioxins	and	furans	in	fish	tissue	that	exceeded	Health	Canada	
guidelines	for	fish	consumption.9	
	
In	cycle	6	of	the	EEM	testing	11	mills	conducted	9	biological	monitoring	studies	for	different	
purposes.		In	7	of	the	9	studies	effects	on	fish	or	fish	habitat	were	observed	or	confirmed.10		
	
The	results	of	the	6	EEM	study	cycles	have	shown	that	approximately	70%	of	the	mills	
confirmed	an	effect	for	at	least	one	of	the	effect	indicators,	with	approximately	45%	of	mills	
confirming	effects	relating	to	eutrophication	and	20%	confirming	a	reduced	gonad	size	effect.	
	
4.	 Modernizing	the	PPER	
	
It	took	20	years	for	the	EEM	protocol	to	evolve	to	a	point	where	the	regulator	(ECCC)	could	
deem	that	the	1992	Regulations	were	not	effective	at	preventing	harm	to	fish	and	fish	habitat.		
	
In	2017,	4	years	after	the	results	for	cycle	6	of	the	EEM	and	5	years	after	the	2012	Status	
Report	that	clearly	identified	regulatory	failure,	engagement	on	the	modernization	of	the	
1992	PPER	began.	Two	years	later,	in	May	2019,	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada	
released	the	Modernization	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	–	Detailed	Proposal.		
	
The	proposal	to	amend	the	PPER	includes	increasing	the	effluent	intensity	factors	for	
biochemical	oxygen	demand	(BOD),	suspended	solids	(SS),	and	adding	an	intensity	factor	for	
chemical	oxygen	demand	(COD).	The	proposal	will	also	add	effluent	concentration	limits	for	
nitrogen	and	phosphorus	and	limits	for	temperature	and	pH.11	The	final	version	of	the	revised	
PPER	is	planned	for	2021.12			
	
Graphic	evidence	provided	by	ECCC	indicates	that	operating	mills	have,	for	the	most	part,		
been	meeting	the	1992	PPER	requirements	for	BOD	and	TSS.13	However,	despite	general	
compliance	and	nearly	50	years	of	regulation,	pulp	and	paper	effluent	continues	to	cause	
dissolved	oxygen	depletion	in	marine	environments	and	continues	to	release	substances	that	
are	toxic	to	fish.		Presuming	the	modernized	regulations	come	into	force	in	2021,one	can	
anticipate	that	there	will	be	a	transition	period	of	4	years	for	operating	mills,	meaning	full	
compliance	could	be	expected	by	approximately	2025.	

	



1	Environment	Canada,	Environmental	Stewardship	Branch,	Status	Report	on	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	
Regulations	(June	2012)	at	page	2,	on-line	at:		http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2012/ec/En14-
66-2012-eng.pdf	
2	Ibid.	
3	Ibid	at	4.	
4	Ibid	at	5.	
5	Ibid	at	11.	
6	Ibid	at	18.	
7	Environment	Canada,	Environmental	Effects	Monitoring	Program,	6th	National	Assessment	of	Environmental	
Effects	Monitoring	Data	from	Pulp	and	Paper	Mills	Subject	to	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations	(April	
2014)	at	page	5,	on-line	at:	http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2014/ec/En14-84-2014-eng.pdf	
8	Supra	Note	1	at	18.	
9	SHERRY	L.	WALKER,*	KATHLEEN	HEDLEY	AND	EDWARD	PORTER,	Pulp	and	Paper	Environmental	Effects	
Monitoring	in	Canada:	An	Overview,	Water	Qual.	Res.	J.	Canada,	2002	Volume	37,	No.	1,	7–19		at	page	14,	on-line	at	
https://www.cawq.ca/journal/temp/article/151.pdf	
10	Supra	Note	7	at	9.	
11	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada,	Modernization	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations,	Details	
Proposal	(May	2019).	
12	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada,	Forest	Products	and	Fisheries	Act	Division,	Presentation	on	the	
Modernization	of	the	Pulp	and	Paper	Effluent	Regulations,	Detailed	Proposals,	August	15,	2019	on-line	at	
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tpZlB4bv_8T0UeQUwp3olh91qEVIxn7x	
13	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada,	Forest	Products	and	Fisheries	Act	Division,	PPER	Modernization	
Graphs,	on-line	at	https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1R3DOdRQPcvriSrZ5I8yz9oH1S1ZzBFbE	
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March 9, 2019 

 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8  
 
Re: Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation’s Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project 
 
 
This letter is submitted on behalf of the Ecology Action Centre (EAC), an environmental charity working since 
1971 at the local, provincial, national and international level to build a healthier and more sustainable 
world.  Our vision is ‘a society in Nova Scotia that respects and protects nature and provides environmentally 
and economically sustainable solutions for its citizens’.  The EAC works to catalyze change through policy 
advocacy, community development and awareness building.  And, when required, we serve as a watchdog for 
our environment.   
 
In that capacity, we respectfully request that the Minister reject Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation 
(NPNS)’s proposal as outlined in their registration document under Section 34(1)(f) of the Environment Act 
“because of the likelihood that it will cause adverse effects or environmental effects that cannot be mitigated”. 
We also cite that there are a number of areas in the registration document where crucial information is lacking 
or unknown, triggering Section 34(1)(a-c) requiring additional information and focus reports. We also cite 
Section 2(b)(ii)  “the precautionary principle will be used in decision-making so that where there are threats of 
serious or irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing 
measures to prevent environmental degradation.” 

 
Despite its impressive volume, NPNS’s registration document is very poor and fails to provide necessary 
information about key elements of their plan, including and importantly - the content of the substances they 
wish to pump in large volumes into the Northumberland Strait and the potential impacts that it undoubtedly will 
have on marine life and air quality. The registration document seems designed to obfuscate essential details, 
downplay them or intentionally omit them altogether. It essentially says there will be no impact of any kind. This 
is simply not credible.  In Table E.1.1-1: Summary of the Significance of Project-Related Residual 
Environmental Effects Predicted.  Every row and column of the table contains ‘NS’ which represents ‘No 
Significant Residual Environmental Effects Predicted’, including water quality, fish and fish habitat, surface and 
groundwater and the entire ‘Accidents, Malfunctions and Unplanned Events’ column.  It is inconceivable that 
after NPNS’s lengthy history of leaks, ruptures, over-limit emissions and other unplanned events that these 
predictions could be put forward credibly in a registration document for environmental assessment of this 
proposed effluent treatment facility.  
 
NPNS has not done its due diligence to fully determine the potential impacts of their proposed project. It is the 
duty of Nova Scotia Environment to apply a rigorous standard of environmental protection when assessing risk 
and we do not feel that NPNS has provided sufficient information within their registration document to enable 
the province to complete the assessment.  In light of this, the only acceptable decision is to reject the 
proponent’s proposal for this effluent treatment facility.  The potential for damage to our land, water and air 
from this proposed effluent treatment system is far too great for the province to grant approval. 
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The EAC’s concerns about this proposed effluent treatment facility are numerous.  Despite the very limited 
time available under this ‘Class 1 undertaking’ environmental assessment process (30 days) to review the 
proponent’s registration document (1,586 pages spread over 17 documents), this letter outlines our primary 
concerns, which are: 
 

 Use of an insufficient standard for effluent; 
 The potential impact on the marine environment from the massive volume of effluent with its 

undetermined chemical and physical composition; 
 Cumulative impacts and the fragility of the ecosystem of the Northumberland Strait; 
 The risks associated with the effluent pipe and its pathway; 
 Air pollution from burning waste sludge; 
 Socio-economic impacts on fisheries and other sectors; and 
 Indigenous opposition 
 Lack of serious consideration of alternatives 

 

Insufficient Standard for Effluent 

NPNS had a responsibility to develop a solution that enables their operations to continue in Nova Scotia while 
preventing harm to the environment and the wider community.  Rather than identifying an innovative solution 
which does these things, it is clear that NPNS’s objective is simply to meet the minimum Pulp and Paper 
Effluent Regulations (PPER). The federal regulations are very old and are currently undergoing a major 
overhaul. NPNS will be required to comply with the updated PPER once the new standards are complete and 
accordingly, it is irresponsible for their effluent goals to just meet the existing standard.  And this statement 
assumes that their effluent would meet the current standard, something that NPNS cannot guarantee since 
they cannot say what will be in their effluent until the new system is operational. 
 
A key reasoning behind the proposed modifications to current PPER has been the ongoing degradation of fish 
habitat by most mills, even when in regulatory compliance. The PPER are primarily designed to prevent 
effluents that cause acute lethality to fish from entering nearby waterways (pg. 357) and do not deal with long-
term cumulative effects or ecosystem impacts. Furthermore, according to Caroline Blais, the Director of the 
Forest Product and Fisheries Act Division at Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC), 70% of pulp 
and paper mills abiding by today’s PPER have still shown deleterious impact on fish or fish habitat. A 2016 
EcoMetrix study also found enlarged gonads and livers in fish tested near the current Boat Harbour effluent 
treatment facility’s outfall location, despite the fact that Northern Pulp has routinely passed the acute lethality 
testing. Director Blais, in presentation for the Prince Edward Island Standing Committee on Agriculture and 
Fisheries in February 2019, described widening the scope of deleterious substances that may call for 
regulation and “reviewing the regulatory limits for existing and new substances,” as central to the government’s 
PPER modification effort. This process will also seek to develop new regulations to treat nutrient inputs, which 
to date have not been addressed in PPER legislation. NPNS’s proposal has not adequately addressed how the 
company intends to meet new and more stringent effluent regulations that the federal government is working 
towards.  
 
Simply meeting the PPER is a tremendously low bar to set in environmental protection and is no guarantee 
that harm to the environment and ecosystem will not occur, only that outdated regulatory maximums of 
permissible harm might be reached. This is unacceptable, particularly since NPNS cannot even identify what 
will be in the effluent - a major red flag that this undertaking carries unacceptable levels of risk of impact to the 
environment and the legitimate interests of other stakeholders. Nova Scotia Environment clearly stated to 
NPNS that their EA must go beyond the parameters in the Federal PPER. Their proposal as outlined in the 

http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018fall/transcripts/17_2019-01-02-transcript.pdf
http://www.assembly.pe.ca/sittings/2018fall/transcripts/17_2019-01-02-transcript.pdf
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registration document does not do that. Aiming to achieve the lowest possible standard after decades of 
causing significant environmental damage to the natural world and communities surrounding the mill is simply 
not enough. 

Effluent Content and Potential Impacts on the Marine Environment  
The volume and toxicity of the liquid waste produced at the NPNS mill is significant.  Boat Harbour provides 
incontrovertible evidence of the impact of the effluent to the current “receiving waters” - the area is devoid of 
life. Redirecting the effluent into the Northumberland Strait and the lower Gulf of St. Lawrence will certainly be 
detrimental to the health and productivity of the new “receiving waters”. But unlike Boat Harbour, where most of 
the damage to date has been contained (and will cost taxpayers hundreds of millions to clean up), the potential 
damage to the Northumberland Strait will not be easily contained and will be impossible to clean up. 
 
The Northumberland Strait is a relatively shallow area with slow moving currents far from the open sea. This 
makes it a very low “flushing” system. It takes approximately a year for the water to fully exchange. Northern 
Pulp’s own reports say that on top of 60 to 80 million liters of liquid effluent they also anticipate releasing up to 
four tons of suspended solids in their waste water each day. In addition to that it is important to note that every 
drain, toilet and sink inside the mill is attached to the effluent disposal system meaning that in addition to 
human waste every oil or chemical spill inside the plant ends up in their effluent system. Test results in the 
current receiving waters (Boat Harbour) show the presence of dioxins, furans, chlorinated compounds, 
halogenated organic compounds and traces of heavy metals. These substances are known to have serious 
negative impacts to aquatic and other life. In addition to the chemicals and solids produced in the pulping 
process the new effluent treatment system “will require several chemical inputs, including urea, phosphorus, 
sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid and an anti-foam agent to support its process.” (pg. 46). So these too would be 
sent out into the Northumberland Strait. With so many deleterious inputs it’s no wonder NPNS doesn’t know 
what will be in their own effluent stream.  

Dioxins and Furans 

Research from other pulp and paper mills can provide insight on the potential risks to the marine environment 
associated with some of the products referenced in NPNS’s project proposal. In British Columbia’s Howe 
Sound, the Port Mellon and Woodfibre bleach kraft pulp mills contaminated the local waters so badly that 
several fisheries had to be shut down in the 1980s. This was due in large part to the dioxins and furans 
released as a byproduct of the chlorine bleaching process, the same process used by NPNS.   Dioxins and 
furans are toxic, carcinogenic and bioaccumulative pollutants, posing a significant threat to marine species and 
human health via ingested seafood or otherwise. These compounds have been linked to cancer and diabetes, 
among other serious conditions.  
 
In 1992, national Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (PPER) were put in place to mitigate harmful impacts to 
fish habitat, and the marine life at Howe Sound slowly began to recover. But while the dioxin and furan content 
in the Sound’s commercial fish and crab species have been reduced by 95% or more since that time, in three 
of eight Dungeness crab samples collected near the Port Mellon mill in 2012, the dioxin and furan content still 
exceeded Health Canada’s safe-consumption criteria. Federal advisories to limit crab consumption remain in 
effect in the area to this day. The same results also held for testing done on Dungeness crab near the 
Woodfibre mill, despite the fact that Woodfibre was in a relatively good “flushing” position at the mouth of the 
Squamish River, up until the facility’s closure in 2006.  

 
NPNS’s registration document, in Section 1-7, states that “Dioxins and furans in [Northern Pulp’s] effluent have 
virtually been eliminated since the conversion to chlorine dioxide bleaching in 1998. NPNS has never 
exceeded the limits as per the Pulp and Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations.” But 
we know that during NPNS’s 2014 spill, on sacred burial grounds at the Pictou First Nation (PFN), proved that 

http://oceanwatch.ca/howesound/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2016/12/OceanWatch-HoweSoundReport-PulpMill-1.pdf
http://oceanwatch.ca/howesound/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2016/12/OceanWatch-HoweSoundReport-PulpMill-1.pdf
http://oceanwatch.ca/howesound/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2016/12/OceanWatch-HoweSoundReport-PulpMill-1.pdf
https://novascotia.ca/nse/ea/Replacement_Effluent_Treatment_Facility_Project/Registration-Docment-Section-1-7.pdf
https://www.ngnews.ca/news/local/environmental-report-released-on-effluent-leak-77823/
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at least five distinct dioxin or furan compounds were indeed still present in the mill’s effluent, sixteen years after 
that conversion to chlorine dioxide bleaching. One of the dioxins was detected more than a kilometre down the 
beach from the spill site. ECCC regulations stipulate that dioxin and furan content must be non-detectable in 
pulp mill effluent. In addition, NPNS was found exceeding the daily release allowance for suspended solids by 
almost double the legal limit. Ultimately, the mill was fined $225,000 for the incident. Today, NPNS refuses to 
release the full suite of information on the components of the effluent they would see released into 
Northumberland Strait under their new proposal, and claims that the risk of contamination to marine habitat is 
“Not Significant”. This is simply not credible. 
 
In an attempt to explain this lack of transparency, the NPNS registration document states, “At this time, effluent 
chemistry characteristics (including the specific substances present in treated effluent and their anticipated 
concentrations) will not be known with certainty until the project is operational” (pg. 489).  An expectation 
that NS Environment would grant approval to this project without provision of full details of the content of this 
effluent to be discharged into the Northumberland Strait should be extremely suspect, particularly given the 
company’s track record of non-compliance. This includes not only the regulatory disregard displayed during the 
2014 PFN spill, but also another spill by the Mackenzie Pulp Mill Corporation, owned by Paper Excellence 
(NPNS’s parent company). In this case, Mackenzie Pulp was fined $900,000 and added to the Canadian 
Environmental Offenders Registry for violating the Fisheries Act by neglecting to properly treat the effluent 
spilled into British Columbia’s Williston Lake on two occasions in 2014 and 2016. Paper Excellence has proven 
in spill scenarios in both Nova Scotia and British Columbia that their standard of care is simply not high enough 
for Maritime citizens to entrust this company to operate within the bounds of legality, let alone safety, in the 
Northumberland Strait. 
 
Additionally, it is important to consider the cumulative effects of adding the toxins from NPNS’s effluent into the 
proposed discharge area.  In 2002, a study conducted on Nova Scotia’s North Shore tested mussels for 
leukemia. At a site just 500 metres from the current Boat Harbour Treatment Facility outfall location, 30% of the 
tested mussels were infected. At a distance of one kilometre, 23% of the tested mussels showed signs of 
leukemia. In contrast, 56% of tested mussels in Pictou Harbour showed leukemia - a higher rate because of 
the dumping of untreated sewage at the time. Conversely, mussels tested in Merigomish Harbour did not show 
any effects of leukemia. In the end, the scientific team pinned the results on both municipal and industrial 
waste products. With the proposed level of effluent expected to be released into the Strait under NPNS’s new 
plan, we may risk a future in which continued inputs render the local area entirely unusable for shellfish 
aquaculture or shellfish harvest altogether. 

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Cellulose Fibers 

NPNS public relations messaging from NPNS says that the new effluent treatment facility will be better than 
the existing one at Boat Harbour.  However, this is not credible because Boat Harbour currently allows all the 
solids and the worst toxic elements to settle out and for the fluid to cool, often called “polishing off”, as it is held 
for approximately a month before its release into the Northumberland Strait. The new effluent system will 
attempt to “treat” and cool the effluent in a matter of hours before it is released directly into the marine 
environment. In private documents and in recent media interviews, NPNS executives have admitted that the 
effluent is likely to be no better - and could potentially be worse - than what now flows into the Boat Harbour 
basin (Point C).  
 
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) largely consists of cellulose fibers.  Although the document states that 85 to 
95% of the lignin, cellulose, sodium sulphide and sodium hydroxide will be removed from the sludge via 
biological activity in treatment, there is no information provided about the 5-15% which survives treatment - the 
cellulose.  Cellulose fibers are refractory, meaning that they don’t degrade quickly or decompose well in water, 
especially seawater.  The registration document provides, in section 5.2.2.9 on Effluent Quality, that the 
effluent annual average flow will have an anticipated TSS concentration of 48 mg/l of effluent which equates to 

https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/issues/docs/northern-pulp-effluent-leak-results.pdf
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/mackenzie-pulp-mill-fined-900-000-for-leaking-effluent-into-b-c-lake-1.4630253
https://www.nrcresearchpress.com/doi/abs/10.1139/f05-119#.XIHOqCjYo2x
https://www.nrcresearchpress.com/doi/abs/10.1139/f05-119#.XIHOqCjYo2x
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a total 3053 kg of TSS per day, i.e., a full dump truck load each day in equivalent tonnage. These fibers have 
the potential to settle into a deep hole or depression, smothering the bottom and causing anoxia in the 
underlying sediment.  The document hints at this on page 347: “The discharge of effluent containing elevated 
levels of TSS could also cause a change in sediment quality near the diffuser due to the settlement of 
suspended sediment, which could cause a change in sediment characteristics such as sand and silt size 
fractions and/or a change in chemical composition of sediments”.  The TSS could very likely spread beyond 
the area near the diffuser due to the buoyant nature of effluent and the likelihood that the effluent plume will 
reach the surface of the marine water column. This is the very same TSS, known to be harmful to marine life, 
that NPNS was found to be pumping at a rate of double the daily legal limit into Boat Harbour during the 
company’s 2014 spill on First Nations land. 

 
The insoluble nature of these fibers, the proposed volume of TSS discharge, the potentially wide area of 
impact and the inability to observe and monitor the effluent stream make this incredibly risky and appear to 
guarantee a significant impact on the marine environment. 
 

Cumulative Effects: Long Term risk in a Fragile Ecosystem 

The Gulf of St. Lawrence is already one of the most highly-stressed marine ecosystems on earth. In a recent 
study published in the journal Nature Climate Change indicates that the Gulf of St. Lawrence is showing a 
dramatic decline in oxygen.  
 
A separate study done by DFO and University du Quebec entitled “Man-Made Environmental Changes in the 
Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence, and their Possible Impact on Inshore Fisheries” states: “Major sources of stress 
on the Gulf of St. Lawrence ecosystem include climatic changes on one hand and human-induced 
interferences such as physical modification, pollution and harvesting on the other hand. There are indications 
that these changes have significant impact on the oceanography, ecology and fisheries of the Gulf. The 
potential danger to the fishery includes physical, biological and chemical contamination.” 

 
This is research that should be covered in effective cumulative effects assessment processes examining 
marine environments. Northern Pulp’s Cumulative Effects research presents a marine “Regional Assessment 
Area” between Pictou Harbour and Charlottetown to the north, spanning approximately 60 kilometres in an 
east-west direction. The proponents claim that the majority of the disruption to ocean habitat is likely to take 
place during the project’s construction phase, when the seafloor is to be dredged and laid with a rocky 
substrate to lay the pipeline and keep it place over the long-term. As for the operations phase, during which the 
pipe will dump its tens of million litres of treated effluent into the Strait, the report suggest that all concerns 
related to the quality of the water will dissipate within five metres of the discharge location. 
 
The report claims that “given the likely lack of spatial overlap at this location, significant cumulative residual 
environmental effects to water quality or sediment quality as a result of treated effluent discharge are not 
likely.” But several studies, as well as ECCC expert testimony before the Prince Edward Island Standing 
Committee on Agriculture and Fisheries referenced above, tell us that pulp and paper effluent is known to be 
harmful to fish and fish habitat in the majority of tested circumstances. In essence, the substance that Northern 
Pulp would inject into the Northumberland Strait would, undoubtedly, pose a threat to aquatic life - and the 
assessment document says as much - but suggests that, because of dilutive power of the ocean, no great 
harm should occur in this instance. This simply is not true and this type of outdated Industrial Age thinking, 
suggesting that, because the ocean is big, it should be able to absorb our waste forever, is the same thinking 
that now sees the entire planet awash with plastic waste.  
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0263-1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0263-1
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-94-009-1433-9_34
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0111913
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In a Northumberland Strait context, the cumulative impacts of over 25 billion liters of toxic effluent flowing into 
the water every year in perpetuity are potentially catastrophic. The NPNS registration document clearly shows 
that there will be very little, if any, positive change in wastewater quality with the proposed effluent treatment 
system and information revealed through the FOIPOP requested showed NPNS suggesting that the effluent 
could in fact be worse. With a myriad of chemical and nutrient inputs from municipal wastewater systems, 
industrial operations and agricultural runoff, among others, this is no time to augment present threats to marine 
life by adding a continuous, high volume stream of toxic pollution into a shallow, low flowing section of the 
ecosystem. We need our governments and our commercial industries to work together to reduce the inputs 
already entering into the Strait, and we need to put plans in place to start restoring this natural Maritime 
treasure, as has been called for by federal studies. If we don’t, we are at significant risk of creating 
contaminated marine habitats and unfishable dead zones in the future.  
 

Pipeline Pathway 

The effluent pipeline will go over Pictou Harbour, attached to the causeway across Highway 106 and then in a 
trench through the Town of Pictou’s water supply area, putting both at risk in the event of a pipeline breach or 
spill. Similarly, the potential for pipeline failure at Caribou Harbour is considerable. These are unacceptable 
risks. 
 

Air Pollution 

In the plan outlined in NPNS’s registration document, toxic sludge will be collected early in the effluent 
treatment process and will then be burned in the NPNS power boiler. Chemicals from this process, including 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons, Volatile Organic Compounds, sulphur and chlorinated compounds, 
benzine, cadmium, as well as fine particulate matter will be released. The NPNS registration document speaks 
virtuously about displacing unspecified amounts of fossil fuels by collecting and burning chemically-laden 
sludge from the pulping process. It states the sludge will have a 40% moisture content. This will provide no fuel 
(heat) value and will likely require as much or more fossil fuel to burn. Much worse is the fact that it will actually 
make the mill’s already terrible air emissions problems even worse by burning this toxic sludge in the mill’s 
power boiler which has no precipitator and reportedly malfunctioning/non-functioning scrubbers to “clean” the 
Sulphur, VOCs and other chemical compounds, and carcinogenic fine particulate matter (PM10 and PM 2.5). 
The NPNS registration document indicates incineration of up to 20 tonnes of chemically laden sludge per day 
in the power boiler. The power boiler is very old and has repeatedly failed stack emissions tests. This is a 
significant public health risk and yet another compelling reason to reject this proposal. Although the provincial 
Class 1 Environmental Assessment does not specifically require the proponent to conduct a human health risk 
assessment (HHRA) study, such a study should be ordered by the minister under Environment Act Section 
34(1)c or b. 
 
The NPNS registration document acknowledges that there will be additional pollutants released by burning the 
sludge in the power boiler and that these airborne pollutants will land on nearby “receptors” (e.g. people, 
animals, land, water, etc.): 
 
“Emissions of combustion gases, particulate matter, and possibly odour from the replacement ETF during 
operation and maintenance could result in air contaminants that could disperse in the atmosphere to off-site 
receptors. Additionally, since the project will include the combustion of sludge generated in the replacement 
ETF for energy recovery and odour control, emissions from the combustion of such sludge in the power boiler 
during operation and maintenance could disperse from mill stacks to off-site receptors.”  (Pg. 142)  
 

http://docplayer.net/33332787-Northumberland-strait-ecosystem-overview-report-moncton-new-brunswick-final-report.html
http://docplayer.net/33332787-Northumberland-strait-ecosystem-overview-report-moncton-new-brunswick-final-report.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/northern-pulp-air-emission-tests-fails-again-1.4295686
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Air quality testing has been incredibly lax in and around the NPNS mill. A new, robust independent air quality 
monitoring program should be required of NPNS by the Minister. This should include continuous stack 
emissions monitoring and multiple remote sensors. This data should be made available to the public in a 
continuous, real-time feed over the internet.  
 
A sample of some of NPNS’s recent air pollution violations: 
 

 In 2014 the mill reported the release of 1,290 tonnes of fine particulate matter — the equivalent of 
13 Irving St. John pulp mills in one location. 

 Air emissions exceeded limits 4 times in a two year span - March and September 2015, June and 
December 2016.   

 NSE investigation in 2017 as mill exceeded air contaminant emissions limits by nearly 50 per 
cent in June. 

 The mill exceeded emissions 3 years in a row (2015, 2016 and 2017) despite the purchase 
and instillation of a new electrostatic precipitator on the recovery boiler stack. 

 
 

Socio-Economic Impacts  

Risk to Fisheries and Aquaculture 

Despite NPNS’s claim that the project proposal’s impact on marine life will not be significant, the company’s 
Receiving Waters Study, prepared by Stantec in August of 2017, states, “Among the four potential outfall 
locations … the [chosen] outfall location provides the smallest potential long-term cumulative effects on the 
fishery and socio-economic environments, and therefore is considered the better outfall location for the 
discharge of the treated wastewater from the mill.” (Conclusion 2.4) Here we see suggestion that NPNS is well 
aware that the fishery will be adversely impacted in the long term, despite public claims to the contrary. The 
potential impacts to fish, bivalves, crustaceans, fish habitat and critical spawning areas are outlined above. 
While the deleterious short term impacts of NPNS’s proposed effluent treatment facility on fisheries may be 
limited to a relatively small area, the long-term effects could still be significant. The Lobster Fishing Area 26A, 
stretching east-west from Pugwash to Port Hastings and north of Souris, PEI, supports more than 700 licenses 
at 300 traps per license. This is a marine area worth upwards of $40 million on fisheries alone. The 
Northumberland Fishermen’s Association notes in a position letter that the Strait is one of the “most lucrative 
habitat and spawning grounds for lobster, crab, scallop, herring, mackerel and groundfish” in the Gulf. Each 
haul is significant to the fishermen that live and work there and, as such, the long term effects on the larger 
fishery should be more carefully considered. 
 
Northern Pulp has demonstrated a clear unwillingness to do the work necessary to address these concerns in 
their environmental assessment registration document; particularly those concerns of the lobster fishermen in 
the region. NPNS’s consultants at Dillon Consulting even went so far as to prompt Northern Pulp via letter in 
February of 2018, noting the importance of further research on lobster at all of the animal’s life developmental 
stages: “… Conducting research on lobster larvae, and potential alternative to pipe discharge into the Strait 
needs to be completed to demonstrate to regulators that these were properly considered and stakeholder 
concerns are being addressed as much as reasonably possible.”  

 
In spite of this recommendation, NPNS did not conduct any studies or provide any information on potential 
impacts over the various life stages of the most important commercial marine species in the Canadian Atlantic, 
simply dismissing the issue by saying, “It was the conclusion that it is highly unlikely that there will be serious 

http://foecanada.org/en/files/2018/06/b61814_46516588f03b42f4b71f3172cb62d072.pdf
http://foecanada.org/en/files/2018/06/b61814_46516588f03b42f4b71f3172cb62d072.pdf
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/341290.pdf
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/341290.pdf
https://www.ngnews.ca/opinion/letter-to-the-editor/letter-northern-pulp-should-use-closed-loop-system-162897/
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impact on lobster or lobster larvae given the limited area of potential impact.” The assessment goes on to 
admit that marine studies “have been hampered by both seasonal constraints and by physical opposition and 
obstruction... The existing environmental conditions and associated potential environmental effects of the 
project therefore have been defined based on existing available information.” Again, we see a standard of care 
set far too low, in the face of significant risks and potential consequences. 
 
Maritimers and Maritime fishermen have told NS Environment and NPNS loud and clear that this is a risk they 
are not willing to have foisted upon them; that the social and economic value of the region’s fisheries are 
simply too great. Fishing unions and associations alike have since called, for a federal environmental 
assessment.  At a broader scale, the economic value of Atlantic Canadian seafood production is immense. 
Fisheries and aquaculture products account for upwards of $3 billion to the Atlantic economy, with more than 
15,000 licensed fishing boats and more than 500 aquaculture outfits. The Northumberland Strait is major 
component of that system, and the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence has been one of the most productive lobster 
regions in the country. Today, there are some 700 fishing licenses. The legitimate concerns of the 
Northumberland Strait fishermen, and Canadian fishermen more broadly, need to accepted and respected.  

Reputational Risk to Nova Scotia Seafood Brand 

Nova Scotia has an international reputation for producing high-quality seafood from “cold, clean and pristine 
northern waters”. This is particularly true for our shellfish - lobster, scallops and oysters. The reputational risk 
to the industry if any harvested species becomes contaminated with pollutants is significant - particularly in 
emerging markets in China and southeast Asia where demand from an expanding middle class is dependent 
on the “clean and pristine” brand. In this regard it is instructive to recall that the discovery of a single reported 
case of BSE or mad cow disease in 2003 led to an immediate worldwide ban on all Canadian beef imports 
which lasted for years and cost the industry billions of dollars in lost sales. Imagine what one contaminated 
lobster could do the Canadian lobster industry’s access to foreign markets. Even the idea of seafood produced 
in polluted waters could be enough to shut down or seriously curtail demand in sensitive markets like China. 
This is a serious financial risk that Nova Scotia cannot afford to take. 
 
EAC supports the fishermen. 

Tourism Industry 

The tourism industry in Nova Scotia is worth $2.7 Billion and growing, creating 40,000 jobs and producing $300 
million in taxes. At a regional level, tourism revenue in the Northumberland Shore Region of Nova Scotia is 
7.8% of the total tourism revenues translating to $210.6 Million and over 3,200 jobs, generating about $24M in 
tax revenues. This sector of the economy could be much greater but is hampered by the presence of the 
NPNS mill. 
  
Tourism operators have reported the length of stay in the Town of Pictou has declined from 2010, an average 
of 3.3 days to 2017 at 2.5 days. Tourism Operators explain the decline in visitor stays is a direct result of the 
air and water pollution emanating from the NPNS mill. Allowing the mill to release its effluent into the 
Northumberland Strait and to increase its harmful air emissions by burning large quantities of toxic sludge will 
only make things worse for this industry. Tourism operators in western Cape Breton (Inverness County), along 
the south coast of PEI and the New Brunswick coastline of the Northumberland Strait are all at risk of impacts 
from the proposed discharge of large volumes of effluent into the marine environment.   
 
EAC supports the tourism operators. 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/b61814_ddfafb00eccd4d919b26371d2a077304.pdf
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/stats/facts-Info-16-eng.htm
http://library2.smu.ca/bitstream/handle/01/25119/johnson_caitlin_n_masters_2013.pdf?sequence=1
http://library2.smu.ca/bitstream/handle/01/25119/johnson_caitlin_n_masters_2013.pdf?sequence=1
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Indigenous opposition 

It is important to note that all of the Mi’kmaq Chiefs in the three Maritime Provinces are opposed to piping the 
NPNS mill’s effluent into the Northumberland Strait. Chief Terry Paul identified the mill’s proposal for a new 
effluent treatment plant as the top issue raised by Mi’kmaq leaders in their annual meeting with Provincial 
Cabinet in December 2017. “The first consideration is the environment” he said. “We want to ensure that 
whatever is done to mitigate the effluent there isn’t detrimental to the fishery”. He stated clearly that the chiefs 
cannot support the NPNS effluent pipe plan. Chief Andrea Paul of Pictou Landing First Nation has been 
unequivocal in stating her communities firm opposition to the proposed new effluent treatment system. “The 
effluent discharge is in the Northumberland Strait and for that we are opposing it” she said in July 2018. “We 
do not want this pipe in our waters. We need to protect our resources. All of us have an inherent duty to do 
that”.  

 
EAC supports the Mi’kmaq. 

Unwillingness to Explore Alternatives 

The pulp mill in Pictou County has a long history of putting Nova Scotia’s environment and citizens at risk. 
Despite five years to find a suitable alternative to the Boat Harbour treatment facility and taking the opportunity 
to improve their environmental performance, NPNS simply offers one single option: to pollute a different area, 
this time spreading the potential impact much further.  The registration document has been carefully tailored to 
reach the NPNS’s preferred outcome of pumping the effluent into the sea. In preparing the document the 
consultants, appear to have relied almost exclusively on information provided by NPNS. There is no evidence 
of serious independent analysis of the options, assumptions or conclusions in the report.  The Ecology Action 
Centre strongly disagrees and believes that NPNS could do much to 1) reduce the toxicity of their effluent by 
improving internal process inside the mill and 2) negate the need to dispose of their effluent into the 
environment at all by modifying their production process (i.e. eliminate chemical bleaching) and installing a 
closed-loop system.  
 
It is clear from NPNS’s registration document that the scope of exploration of alternative options was 
deliberately narrow and entirely restricted to finding an alternative dumping site for the effluent. All other 
options to reduce or eliminate the mills liquid pollution output are summarily dismissed early in the registration 
document, abandoning any further consideration or research for better options. On its project website, NPNS 
confirms this: “At the onset of the design phase a closed loop (zero effluent) treatment alternative was 
immediately ruled out as it is not an option for Northern Pulp. A closed loop system does not exist anywhere in 
the world for an elemental chlorine free (ECF) bleached kraft pulp mill. The concept is not technically or 
economically achievable.” This is consistent with NPNS’s long-held public position that only a pipeline into the 
Northumberland Strait will work. NPNS says the technology does not exist to close their loop. They are lying by 
omission. 
 
NPNS could install and run a closed-loop system if it simply changed its production process and stopped 
bleaching their semi-finished kraft pulp product prior to shipping it to their Asian parent company. The result 
would be a light brown fiber product rather than a bright-white one. If the parent company wished to bleach 
some or all of the kraft pulp during its subsequent product production processes (making tissue, napkins, 
diapers, etc.) they could easily do so at their end. Another workable alternative would be to retool the NPNS 
mill to use peroxide and ozone instead of chlorine dioxide to whiten their kraft pulp and thus become a Totally 
Chlorine Free (TCF) mill.  
 
The truth is NPNS could change its process and install a closed loop system but they have chosen not to. They 
admit as much in their registration document (Project Alternative 3: Change the NPNS Mill Type and Make a 
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Closed Loop System, Pgs. 25-26), stating the reason for not doing so is that it is “market prohibitive”, not that it 
is technically impossible. Their justification for not doing so is cost: “NPNS would not remain competitive due to 
high wood and electricity costs” and that “NPNS must continue to operate by producing NBSK to be 
economically viable”. They admitted that “Production of a different type of pulp can allow operation using 
closed loop systems.” But that “NPNS would not be economically viable with a different product”. Although 
NPNS says changing their product process is “not economically viable”, they provide no proof for these claim.  

 
Notwithstanding their refusal to seriously consider altering their process and implementing a closed loop 
system, before the NPNS mill starts pumping their effluent anywhere they should first be required to improve 
the inside performance of their very old mill in order to significantly improve the quality of the effluent before it 
is sent for secondary treatment. In industry parlance this is called “tightening up the loops” inside the mill prior 
to the effluent treatment process. The mill employs very old (1960s era) technology. There are three specific 
areas that need to be modernized before sending effluent into a secondary treatment system, regardless of 
where the effluent is subsequently dumped. They are: #1 Optimize brown stock washing, #2 Install an oxygen 
delignification system in the bleaching plant and #3 Implement fail-safe systems to ensure against process 
upsets into the effluent treatment system. Process upsets can come from overflows of brown stock, bleach 
and/or black liquor. 
 
It’s important to point out that with regard to #2, NPNS has previously said they would be installing an oxygen 
delignification system which would result in a 30 to 40% reduction in chlorine dioxide bleaching chemicals and 
thus much “cleaner” effluent. That oxygen delignification system is now missing from NPNS's registration 
document. 
 
It’s also important to highlight why NPNS should be required to build in effective fail-safe systems to minimize 
and contain process upsets whereby the system becomes overloaded with pulping chemicals and shuts down 
the biological activated sludge (BAS) treatment process. In brief: NPNS has a history of frequent process 
upsets with its current effluent treatment system in Boat Harbour. When this happens the biological agents 
(bacteria, fungi and protozoa) that are used to consume organic pollution from the effluent prior to release are 
killed and the process stops working. In the Boat Harbour lagoon, the untreated effluent can be contained at an 
early stage while the system is re-inoculated with replacement biological agents so treatment can be resumed. 
This can take several days. In the event of black liquor or other chemical spills into the proposed new effluent 
treatment system, the biological agents will be killed and the system will stop functioning as it’s supposed to. In 
the registration document, NPNS says it plans to build a 35 million liter raw effluent spill basin that, assuming 
optimum conditions, will be sufficient to contain 10 to 13 hours of effluent diversion in the event of process 
upsets (pg. 42). That means only half a day’s worth of effluent can be contained while they try to fix the 
problem. But process upsets often take much longer to fix than half a day. Therefore the risk of potentially 
large volumes of untreated effluent by-passing the new effluent treatment system and flowing directly out into 
the marine environment is very high as their proposed spill basin will be too small to contain effluent volumes 
greater than half a day’s output while NPNS works to restore the biological agents to sufficient levels to 
function again.     
 
NPNS has repeatedly minimized serious concerns about their effluent treatment plan.  Vague assurances 
through the registration document with phrases such as ‘no significant residual environmental effect predicted’ 
are simply not credible, particularly in light of the vast evidence of ecosystem destruction committed at Boat 
Harbour.  With an effluent leak only months ago in October 2018, which was discovered by a citizen walking in 
the vicinity of the mill, and another in June 2014 that released 47 million litres before detection, public trust is at 
an all-time low.  Attribution of pollution in the Northumberland Strait will be challenging, ensuring that the 
province of Nova Scotia will have a very difficult time seeking remediation for damages.  Fastidious monitoring 
will be required to intervene as quickly as possible and ideally this monitoring would be administered by an 
independent body to ensure compliance. 
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Conclusion 

The Ecology Action Centre strongly recommends that the Minister of Environment reject NPNS’s effluent 
treatment facility proposal as outlined in their registration document.  The document fails to provide the 
Province with the required information to assure itself and all Nova Scotians that their proposed effluent 
treatment facility would be safe for the community or the environment. All evidence points to the fact that this 
effluent treatment facility will cause at least as much pollution as the levels at Boat Harbour, if not more, and 
this time the pollution will be spread over a far greater area with even less ability to contain and repair that 
damage in the future. It is also clear that the burning of large amounts of toxic sludge in the power boiler will 
make the mill’s already terrible air emissions even worse. The claims by NPNS that there will be no impact of 
any kind is not credible and they have failed to provide evidence that this even possible. It is unconscionable of 
NPNS to ask, nay, demand that Nova Scotian’s accept all the risks and harms so an ancient, highly-polluting 
pulp mill can continue operating for a few more years.  
 
NPNS has shown a consistent sense of entitlement, often operating outside of the rules and boundaries which 
exist to protect our environment.  NPNS even made a request to begin building elements of its proposed new 
effluent treatment system in mid-2018, well before submitting its proposal for environmental assessment. The 
sheer audacity of this request demonstrates a corporation that fully expects Nova Scotia to continue to bend to 
their wishes, regardless of the impacts.  Now that we are within a year of the January 31, 2020 shut down date 
for the Boat Harbour effluent treatment system, the corporation has requested an extension to continue 
polluting Boat Harbour, citing a lack of time to get an alternative in place.  Complying with this request would 
require repealing that legislation and would be an unforgivable violation of the faith of the Pictou Landing First 
Nations community and to every other Nova Scotian who is counting down the days until January 31, 2020. 
 
It is time for this province to stop operating with a methodology of privatizing our shared natural resources for 
private profit while socializing the enormous risks and costs.  Nova Scotian taxpayers will long be paying for 
the damage that has already been done by the pulp mill at Abercrombie Point in Pictou County. The 
investment to create the new pipe, a piece of infrastructure which will cost an enormous amount and likely to 
be charged again to the taxpayer, is making a commitment to allow this mill to continue discharging toxic 
effluent into our environment for many years to come. That is unacceptable. The Minister should reject this 
project outright. Failing that the Minister must, at the very least, order focus reports in a number of areas where 
information is lacking, including the composition of the effluent, baseline studies on lobsters and other marine 
species, baseline benthic surveys of the bottom of Caribou Bay, plans for air pollution controls and monitoring, 
etc. The minister should also order the mill to upgrade its internal processes and equipment to reduce its 
already substantial air and water pollution levels regardless of if or where they might send their effluent. But at 
the end of the day the Minister must not make a bad situation worse by allowing another place to be fouled and 
one that can never be cleaned up.  
 
In closing we cite Premier Stephen McNeil’s wise words at the annual meeting of Nova Scotia Cabinet and 
Mi’kmaq Chiefs on December 14th, 2017 in Millbrook: “It has never been our government’s intention and never 
will be our government’s intention to clean up one environmental problem and move it somewhere else.”  
 
And that is the right answer. No pipe. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 Wilderness Coordinator 
 Coastal Coordinator 

Marine Conservation Officer 
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1. S e e k  o u t  a d d i t i o n a l
opportunities to further
improve our environmental
performance.

2. Continue publicizing our
progress and results within
the industry and academic
community.

3. Communicate with the
publ ic  and interes ted
stakeholders on new industry
advances and ongoing
progress.

Tours are available for individuals and groups.
Please contact Irving Pulp & Paper’s Human Resources
Department for more information or to set up a tour.
Phone: (506) 635 – 7735
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pollution prevention, please contact:

Environmental Coordinator

Phone:
(506) 633 - 6925

E-mail: 
environmental@irvingpulp.com

"Implementing this pollution prevention program
was an important and innovative step.  Many of the
technologies are new in their application to the pulp
and paper industry, providing greater options to the
industry in how they deal with their wastes.  The
reduction in endocrine disrupters was an unexpected
and positive environmental benefit."
- John Clarke, Head of Pollution Control with Environment
Canada, Atlantic Region

“Pollution Prevention is a new option the industry has
that they didn’t have five years ago.  This is a technology
the company can export.”
-  Wally Vrooman, President Vrooman Environmental Inc.

“Irving Pulp & Paper is further ahead on the endocrine
disrupter issue than probably every other mill in Canada.”
- Dr. Deborah MacLatchy, University of New Brunswick
Saint John Campus

“When you look at the chemistry of the effluent produced
in the pulp making process and what you have to get
rid of, you know there’s a way either by recycling, reusing
or removing elements.  We just had to find it.”
- Wayne Sprague, Irving Pulp & Paper employee

“Throughout this project there was an excitement and
a pride — amongst all of the employees — that we were
pioneering new applications of new technologies for
export potential to pulp mills around the world.”
- Jim Brewster, Production Manager, Irving Pulp & Paper

“This environmental achievement is a tremendous
tribute to the teamwork, determination and skills of the
men and women at Irving Pulp & Paper.  No other mill
in the world has done what they have accomplished.”
-  Jim Irving, President, J.D. Irving, Limited

"In addressing community concerns, a real scientific
advancement has been achieved for the industry."
– Willa Mavis, Innkeeper, Inn on the Cove, Saint John, NB



Pollution Prevention is the use of processes, practices, materials,
products and energy that avoid or minimize the creation of pollutants
and waste and reduce the overall risk to human health or the
environment.  — Environment Canada Mission Statement, 1995

New Options For Environmental Compliance
To meet government regulations most mills went with a
conventional secondary treatment lagoon.  Treating pollution
after it has exited the mill pipe has been the standard technology
enabling mills to meet regulations with limited costs. Faced
with local opposition to a lagoon, Irving Pulp & Paper
underwent a complete Environmental Impact Assessment.
Following this assessment and after researching other options,
the mill decided to go in an unprecedented direction.  Irving
Pulp & Paper launched a pollution prevention strategy that
would see them meet regulations by recovering, reducing and
reusing pulp-making materials.  Irving Pulp & Paper would
break new ground in the industry by preventing pollution at
the source, inside the mill, before it exited the pipe. This
approach was complementary to the Environment Canada
initiative for Pollution Prevention.

The Strategy
Irving Pulp & Paper planned their pollution prevention strategy
around the best available technologies of the day.  At the time
of design there were not enough known technologies to take
them all the way to environmental compliance, but they
believed that with the rate of technological advancement and
the ongoing research, new technology would evolve by the
time the known technologies were in place.

1.  Objectives Of The Strategy
• Remove, reuse and recycle chemicals

and other pulp-making materials.

• Modernize technology to improve
efficiency, cost-competitiveness and
environmental  per formance.

• Address community concerns against
a conventional secondary treatment
lagoon.

• Minimize mill outflow.

2. Implementing Best Available Technologies - 
Highlights

• Improved Brown Stock Washing - Recovers more used
chemicals and unusable wood components.

• Closed Brown Stock Screening – Decreases outflow volume
from the mill by recovering dirty process wash water that
contains used chemicals and unusable wood components.

• Elemental Chlorine Free Bleaching – Replaces former
process with more environmentally responsible bleaching
agents.

• Condensate Stripping Column – Removes wood alcohol
for incineration allowing the cleaned water to be reused.

• Non-traditional approach to meeting environmental regulations and community
concerns.

• Irving Pulp & Paper has discovered new technological application that eliminates
their potential for endocrine disruption at Reversing Falls.   The University of
New Brunswick in Saint John is working in cooperation with Environment
Canada to research some of the compounds responsible for endocrine disruption
that are removed by Irving Pulp & Paper's reverse osmosis system.  Endocrine
disruption is an emerging global issue with implications for both humans and
wildlife.

• Involved mill employees and experts in the industry to reach significant
environmental and scientific milestone.

• Patented applications of new technologies for export potential to pulp mills
around the world.

Reverse Osmosis

Condensate
Stripping Column

Oxygen Delignification

Moving Bed Bioreactor
3.5 million plastic carriers house
bacteria that consume wood
alcohol from the largest
contributor to the mill's outflow.

Improved Brown
Stock Washing

Elemental Chlorine
Free Bleaching

4.  Reverse Osmosis
• Filters products from water by

using specialized membranes
under high pressure.  This
allows increased recycling and
reuse of filtered water.

• Awarded patent for unique
application of well-known
technology.

• Removes compounds largely
responsible for endocrine
disruption in fish.

3.  Oxygen Delignification
• Decreases amount of chemicals needed in bleaching process by removing unusable

wood products.

• Unusable wood products are incinerated and generate heat for the mill.

5. Moving Bed Bioreactor
• Consumes wood alcohols from the largest contributor to the mill’s

outflow.

• A unique application for the biological system.  It had never been
used before in the kraft pulping industry in this application.

• This system was the final technology needed to bring the mill into
environmental compliance with all the federal regulations.

6. Environmental Performance Review
• Pioneered advances in pollution prevention technologies in our

industry.

Condensate
Stripping Column

P I O N E E R I N G C H A N G E

210 specialized membranes on
5’ x 10” spools remove 10 - 15
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gallons of concentrated filtrate per minute.

Reverse Osmosis
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From:
To: Environment Assessment Web Account; Environment Assessment Web Account;
Subject: Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 11:59:11 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Please reject Northern Pulps proposal to dump millions of litres of treated effluent into the
Northumberland straight daily. Northern Pulp doesn’t even know the contents of the effluent so
how can we make informed decisions on releasing it into the straight. A full federal assessment
needs to be done to examine the impacts this could have on such a wide range of people in our
community and beyond.

I live on Caribou Harbour, and enjoy the shallow harbour waters with my wife and daughters all
summer. To think that there could be such a large volume of effluent discharged into such a
 shallow protected area in such close proximity to us is very concerning. The potential threat to
 our waters, our fisheries, tourism and numerous others needs to be taken into consideration. A
federal environmental assessment needs to be done! 

Central Caribou, NS

Get Outlook for iOS

mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From: Environment
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: Proposed Project Comments
Date: November 8, 2019 11:59:18 PM

Project: replacement_effluent_treatment_facility_project Comments: I have live in the Pictou
area all my life. I grew up in the town of Pictou for the first 20 years of my life and now live in
Central Caribou on the shore of Caribou Harbour with my husband and daughters, 
years old. The mill has been something we have always had to put up with. For example the
horrible smell and heavy sulphuric air blowing in your windows or holding your breath every
time you cross the causeway or while your hosting school soccer provincials at the Pictou
Academy trying to explain to visiting teams to just ignore the smell while playing soccer.
Telling them the thick hazy air was just the â?omillâ? . I feel so stupid. Now that I am an
educated adult and nurse. I am shocked that the mill has been able to function under the
conditions of what it is doing to its surrounding communities and environment. What has been
happening in Boat Harbour is unacceptable and the trust in the millâ?Ts continuing ignorance
to peopleâ?Ts best interest s is also unacceptable for the future of ourselves, our children and
our Eco Systems. So as I read Northern Pulpâ?Ts EA and Focus Report and documents I have
a huge concern for the new pipe proposal. How do I know that the government is going to
protect us from this toxic effluent solution that is being pump into Boat Harbour presently and
now the mill wants to pump it on to our private beach on Caribou Harbour. I have issues with
â?o The millâ?  stating that the Effluent outfall is cleaner and safer. How do they know?
They donâ?Tt have the actual new system running so they can preform proper testing and
effects to it Eco System. We have evidence of what it does to the Eco System. Go to Boat
Harbour! I feel this is 2020 and â?oThe Millâ?  has gotten away with this Environment
Disaster way to long and it has to e stopped not helped and continued. There is other options
for them. For example close the system and leave Canadaâ?Ts Ocean Playgroung better then
ever to our Children and futher generations. Name:  Email: Address: 

 Municipality: Central Caribou Postal-Code: 

mailto:Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp - Effluent Treatment
Date: November 12, 2019 12:11:39 PM

 

From:  @shaw.ca> 
Sent: November 8, 2019 1:12 PM
To: Premier <PREMIER@novascotia.ca>
Cc: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Re: Northern Pulp - Effluent Treatment
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

 
Dear Premier McNeil and Minister Wilson:
 
I was born in Nova Scotia and was raised in Braeshore, a community situated just
outside of the Town of Pictou.  In addition to being raised and educated there, I also
was employed as a lobster fisherman for a number of years, and fished from the
Caribou Fisherman’s Wharf.  I left home  to join the RCMP and have
returned to the Pictou area countless times over the years to visit family and friends
and the area which I have always considered home.  My family have been residents
of Pictou for several generations. 
 
My disappointment and sadness at the negative environmental impact of the Pulp
Mill cannot be overstated.  I can find no reason to trust the commitments,
proposals or promises made by Northern Pulp. The potential and probable
devastation that may result from the planned dispersal of effluent into the
Northumberland Strait should dictate that the most significant and in depth
environmental assessment be completed PRIOR to any consideration of their
effluent treatment proposals. 
 
I believe it is the responsibility as Premier, and that of your Minister of
Environment, to insist that a Federal Level II assessment be completed prior to
considering any proposal dealing with effluent treatment by Northern Pulp.  This is

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


not just a Province of Nova Scotia issue or concern.  The waters, the marine
environment and the health and existence of the species therein are of concern to
all Canadians.  The health and quality of life of the people who live and work in the
area are also of critical importance.  I believe it is incumbent upon you to take every
step available to fully evaluate any and all risks associated with the proposal to pipe
effluent into the Strait.  A Level I assessment does not meet that standard. 
 
I implore you to insist on a Level II Assessment and to resist any suggestion that
there be an extension to the use of Boat Harbour for treatment of effluent.
 
 

West Kelowna, BC



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Input on Northern Pulp plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait
Date: November 12, 2019 12:03:01 PM

 
 

Andrea Fairclough
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Executive Secretary to the Minister & Deputy Minister
Nova Scotia Environment
1894 Barrington St.  18th Floor
PO BOX 442
Halifax, NS   B3J 2P8
Phone: (902) 424-3736
Andrea.fairclough@novascotia.ca
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message may contain privileged and/or confidential information. If
you have received this e-mail in error or are not the intended recipient, you may not use, copy,
disseminate, or distribute it. Please do not open any attachments and delete this message
immediately from your system and notify the sender by e-mail or telephone that you have done
so.     Thank you!
 

From:  @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 8, 2019 11:59 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Input on Northern Pulp plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland Strait
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Honourable Gordon Wilson
Minister of the Environment 
 
I am pleased that the Premier is determined to proceed with the closure of Boat Harbour in January
2020 as promised. The poisoning of Boat Harbour with toxic effluent from the pulp mill in Pictou has
been a disgrace from the beginning, accompanied as it was by lies to the indigenous leaders about
the [horrific] consequences of allowing the effluent to be disposed of next to their lands and in their
traditional fishing grounds and followed by a litany of broken promises and more lies. The dire
results to the inhabitants of Pictou Landing First Nations as well as to citizens of Pictou and the
surrounding areas of the water, land, and air pollution that followed are well-known and
documented.
 
HOWEVER, the ending of the polluting of Boat Harbour should not be accompanied by the beginning

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
mailto:Andrea.fairclough@novascotia.ca


of the degradation of the Northumberland Strait by piping effluent into its waters at a risk of
destroying the invaluable local fisheries  and tourism industries and doing untold ecological damage.
There are many more jobs at stake here than those involved with the mill, not to mention property
values all along the Strait.
 
It is not worth taking ANY risk with our beautiful and economically important waters of the
Northumberland Strait. Begin now to plan for a just transition for mill and forestry workers and begin
a new day of sustainable development in NS that you can be proud of and remembered for for many
generations.
 
Yes to closing Boat Harbour.
NO to pumping effluent into our waters!
 

Amherst Shore,

 
 



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp effluent treatment proposal
Date: November 12, 2019 12:03:33 PM

 
 
 

From:    @eastlink.ca
Sent: November 8, 2019 10:22 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Northern Pulp effluent treatment proposal
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Environment Minister Gordon Wilson:
 
I have been aware of the Boat Harbour travesty since the early 1970's.  I understand the
history with the mill and Pictou Landing First Nation.   I r ecognize the jobs that are at stake
and the role of Northern Pulp in the province's forest industry. 
 
I am opposed to extending the deadline for the pulp effluent plan.  The company has failed to
meet its obligations by drawing up an acceptable plan within the ample time frame it had and
there have been too many broken promises over the  years.  It is time to put this right and to
stop using Boat Harbour/A'se'k as a sewer. 
 
I would support a plan to help the industry deal with a temporary closure until a sound
effluent solution is in place that is scientifically validated and sound forestry practices have
been implemented as per the Lahey report;  as long as the solution does not include
continuing to use Boat Harbour to treat mill effluent after the January 2020 deadline.  
 
Yours sincerely

Halifax, NS B3L 1R6
 
 
 
 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
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Sent from Outlook
 
I am experimenting with my email.  My eastlink & outlook emails both work for now.                   
                              

http://aka.ms/weboutlook


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Nova Scotia environmental responsibility fading away.
Date: November 12, 2019 12:04:09 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: @bellaliant.net>
Sent: November 8, 2019 9:12 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Nova Scotia environmental responsibility fading away.

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

The Honourable Gorden Wilson
Minister of the Environment

Dear Minister Wilson,

It is hard to believe that, in these times of climate and environmental crisis, there is a chance that you could not be
aware of the immense risks involved if you approve the plan of Northern Pulp to run toxic wastes into the
Northumberland Strait.  I urge you, I beg you, to refuse this request from Northern Pipe.  You are the person
responsible for the protection of the health and safety of the environment and your constituents.  Please - do not 
allow the pumping of the waste into the Northumberland Strait!

Respectfully,

Mahone Bay, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
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From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Northern Pulp effluent
Date: November 12, 2019 12:05:06 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: @eastlink.ca>
Sent: November 8, 2019 5:03 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Northern Pulp effluent

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Minister Wilson,

I’m writing you and the NS government to oppose Northern Pulp’s plan to pump effluent into the Northumberland
Strait.  I wish to see an end to this unhealthy and unsupportable practice.

Thank you,

Halifax, NS 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Concern Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 3:57:01 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens. Our people have suffered long enough on their homeland.

Sincerely,

Eskasoni Fish & Wildlife Commission
4115 Shore Road.
Eskasoni, NS, B1W 1M4
Tel 902-379-2624
Fax 902-379-2248

 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Opposition to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 3:40:42 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Honourable Minister Gordon Wilson, 
I am writing to express my opposition to Northern Pulp's plan to pump effluent into the
Northumberland Strait.
Thank you for your consideration.

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW:
Date: November 12, 2019 12:06:17 PM

 

From:  @gmail.com> 
Sent: November 8, 2019 4:04 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject:
 

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous
ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Gordon Wilson,
 
I am writing with concern regarding the Northern Pulp and Paper Mill. I oppose the Northern Pulp's plan to
dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. 
 
I wish that greed was not the baseline for all decisions being made within the government.  
 
Please make the right choices for our environment.
 
 
 
Regards,

 
 

 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 3:01:16 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003580.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien
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Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: . 

RE: Northe~n Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MM BF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the stud wood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry ..... one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia. If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 

this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3 rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



Name: 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: ~ 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment t-ocus Keport 

Attention: Hon. Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

As an employee/ family member of Scotsburn Lumber Ltd. Our mill has been running successfully since 

we restarted operations in 2012. We currently operate on a two shift basis and process about 90+ 

MMBF per year. Our operation is vitally dependant on Northern Pulp. Currently, 65% of the studwood 

we process ends up either as sawmill chips, hogfuel or sawdust and shavings. We sell the product we 

make at Scotsburn throughout Canada and the United States. If we have no market for our residual 

products then we will be in a very dire situation. Our industry is very interconnected where each section 

is critically dependant on the other for material for success. The loss of the largest pulpmill in the 

province that currently purchases over 90% of the sawmill chips would be a devastating blow to our 

industry .... . one that would be difficult if not impossible to overcome. The vast majority of studwood 

that our sawmill uses comes from private land in Nova Scotia . If there is little or no market for 

studwood and pulpwood in the province then the 60,000+ landowners will be negatively impacted by 
this decision. 

We have had the opportunity to review the Focus Report for the new Environmental Treatment Facility 

(ETF). It is my understanding that this facility will be world class that will meet and exceed all Provincial 

and Federal environmental regulations. The current Boat Harbour ETF through benchmarking by 3rd 

party experts shows that Northern Pulp is currently operating as an average to above average facility 

when compared to like facilities throughout Canada. The new facility will be an improvement on this. 

I trust that the science presented through the Focus Report will allow the future construction of a new 

ETF for Northern Pulp. I know that the Forestry and Fishing sector has co-existed for the last 50+ years 

and both have had long term success. I see in the focus report that fishermen are setting traps close to 

the outfall of Boat Harbour. If there was truly an impact on fishing I know that this would not occur. The 

Focus Report was prepared by 3rd party experts and show data that indicate no significant adverse 

environmental impacts have been predicted for this projects construction or future operation. 

We all want Boat Harbour restored to its natural state. We need the government of N.S. to keep the 

commitment to clean up this area, at the same time allow Northern Pulp the time to construct their new 

ETF facility before clean up begins. Failure to do so will cause irreparable damage to the forest industry 

as a whole in N.S. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Comments on Northern Pulp Focus Report
Date: November 8, 2019 2:10:15 PM
Attachments: BRN3C2AF46228E4_0000003575.pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Thank you for your time and consideration with this matter.
 
 




















Name: -/, 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. lain Rankin, Minister NS Department of Lands & Forestry 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

I 

Address:_ 

E-mail:_ 

Signature: 
t, 

RE: Nefrthern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. lain Rankin, Minister NS Department of Lands & Forestry 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation . There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the fore~ts, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address: 

E-mail: 

Signature: 

-
RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. lain Rankin, Minister NS Department of Lands & Forestry 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. The existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the c!eanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for SO+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if then~ was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat !-ia;bour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site wrn be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



Name: 

Address:. 

£-mail:_ 

Signature 

RE: Northern Pulp Environmental Assessment Focus Report 

Attention: Hon. lain Rankin, Minister NS Department of Lands & Forestry 

I am in support of the approval for new Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF) for Northern Pulp. My job, my 

family, and rural Nova Scotia depend on it. Ti'1e existing Boat Harbour ETF should remain open until such 

a time that the new facility is constructed. This existing provincial facility currently meets or exceeds all 

Provincial and Federal guidelines outlined by the corresponding Environment Departments. This was 

shown in the Focus Report in the benchmarking section. Once the construction of a new ETF is 

completed then the subsequent clean up of Boat Harbour can commence. It is my understanding 

through media and government reports that the cleanup of Boat Harbour can't start until a Federal EA is 

completed (which is project to be 24+ months to complete). This will allow for the subsequent 

construction of a new world class ETF which will allow our provincial forest industry to continue to thrive 

in the future. 

The Focus Report data allows me to see that fishing has coexisted in the Northumberland Strait for 50+ 

years. Currently, lobster fishermen are setting traps in the existing outfall from the Boat Harbour facility. 

Obviously, if there was a negative impact on the fishery they would not be setting their traps at that 

location. The new ETF will be an improvement on the current situation. 

To close Boat Harbour without having an existing facility operating would permanently collapse the 

forest industry in Nova Scotia. This would negatively impact thousands of people directly and indirectly 

employed in the forest industry and would devastate tens of thousands of private land-owners in N.S. 

The implementation of government initiatives such as the Lahey report will be impossible without a 

market for low grade pulpwood and will cause the closure of several sawmills throughout N.S. 

The proposed facility will be an improvement over the existing situation where all effluent leaving the 

site will be treated. The pipe being used is well above industry standard and the new outfall location 

will be far superior to the existing situation. There are currently other similar pulp mills in the province 

that have existing ETF outfalls into the ocean. Numerous 3 rd party expertises have concluded that the 

ETF indicates that there will be no significant environmental impact for the project's construction or 

future operation. 

Forestry is a renewable resource that everyone in N.S. uses each and every day in their daily activities 

one way or another. We have the forests, science and expertise in our favour. Do not allow that vocal 

minority to jeopardize that. 



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp & Paper Mill
Date: November 8, 2019 3:11:43 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous
ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Gordon Wilson,

I am writing with concern regarding the Northern Pulp and Paper Mill. I oppose the Northern Pulp's
plan to dump effluent into the Northumberland Strait. 
I hope that your department is gathering all the necessary environmental information and research to
measure the effects this will have on the local land, air and water. This is very serious and should be
top priority.  We should be protecting our natural resources not polluting them.  Why as a province are
we investing in a business that produces pollutants on such a large scale?

You have the power to stop such an act, you are our representative for the environment, this needs to
stop.

I hope you take the right measures to help this community and work with local resources such as the
Ecology Action Centre.
I will watching this decision closely and please take my points under consideration.

Regards,

@gmail.com



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 10:19:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
My parents bought a piece of land and built a cottage on a bluff on Caribou Island in the late 1960 s.  Being from
Montreal we could not believe that such a piece of paradise was ours.

When my parents died  this was their legacy left to their children.

What will your legacy be?

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Caribou Island

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 9:15:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,   Bedford, N.S. 

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 8:11:55 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period
for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment
Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment. I would like to
ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects
the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will
damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this
region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens. Sincerely,  

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 6:04:41 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson, I am writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report 
of the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia
 Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental assessment.  

I must ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will 
have on your constituents. Our health is at risk, as is the resilience of land, air and sea.  

This project will create human health risks. Additional, it has potential to damage Nova Scotia's tourism and fishery 
sectors and will definitely damage the ecosystems in this region. Specifically, endangered species protected by law 
that are living in essential wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and other diverse wildlife. If you allow this 
effluent to enter our ecosystem, I do not doubt that damages will be payable by the provincial government, not by 
Northern Pulp.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer any economic arguments 
which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Lorneville, NS

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:25:47 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

Halifax, NS

Sent from my iPad



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:21:06 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 4:02:36 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of
the Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being
considered under provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this
proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have
on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which
include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer
economic arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment
and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say No to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 2:36:23 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region—which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 2:09:13 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment. I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea. This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project. There are no longer economic arguments which can
support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,



From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 1:58:28 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une
pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the Northern Pulp
Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under provincial environmental
assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety due to the serious negative environmental
effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This project will create human health risks, will damage Nova
Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands,
coastal and marine ecosystems and diverse wildlife.

Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic arguments which
can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our citizens.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Say no to Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 1:57:49 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,
 
I’m writing to express my concerns during the public response period for the Focus Report of the
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation Effluent Treatment Facility proposal being considered under
provincial environmental assessment.  I would like to ask you to reject this proposal in its entirety
due to the serious negative environmental effects the project will have on the land, air and sea.  This
project will create human health risks, will damage Nova Scotia’s tourism and fishery sectors and will
damage the ecosystems in this region – which include vibrant wetlands, coastal and marine
ecosystems and diverse wildlife.
 
Please make the right decision and reject this dangerous project.  There are no longer economic
arguments which can support the damage this project would do to our environment and our
citizens.
 
Sincerely,



From: Minister, Env
To: Environment Assessment Web Account
Subject: FW: Boat Harbour Closure
Date: November 12, 2019 1:00:14 PM

From: @yahoo.com> 
Sent: November 8, 2019 1:14 PM
To: Minister, Env <Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca>
Subject: Boat Harbour Closure

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si 
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Hon. Wilson.
I am a resident of Pictou County who has put up with Nrothern  Pulp’s ( and their predecessor’s) 
fumes and water pollution for many years. I was pleased when the MacNeil government finally drew 
a line in the sand and said: no more using Boat Harbour for your effluent”. As you know the deadline 
to close Boat Harbour is Jan.31, 2020.
I am very worried that the government will give this aging mill an extension on this deadline. My 
husband has MS, I have asthma and we have a mentally challenged son. Although we don’t know for 
sure that any of these things are caused by the mill, we know that our county has a high rate of 
cancer and MS compared to other Canadian communities. We are asking you to stop this atrocity 
and close that mill down. The fumes are so bad this week, we can hardly breathe and our eyes water 
when we shop in Pictou.  We moved further away from the plant, but still feel it’s effects and even 
smell the fumes here, 20 km away. 
There can be no pipe in our beautiful straight! Do not let this company convince you otherwise. 
Close Boat Harbour and shut that place down. 

 NS

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca
mailto:EA@novascotia.ca
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
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November 6th , 2019 

Environmental Assessment Branch 
Nova Scotia Environment 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS, B3J 2P8 
Fax: (902) 424-6925 

EA@novascotia.ca 

Honourable Gordon Wilson 
Department of Environment 
1894 Barrington Street, Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 442 
Halifax, NS 
B3J 2P8 

Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca 

/ 

Re: Environmental Assessment - Northern Pulp Nova Scotia Corporation 
Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility Project, Pictou County, Nova Scotia 

Dear Sir or Madam and Minister Wilson: 

Please be advised we continue to represent the Harbour Authority of Caribou (hereafter 
"the Authority"), Pictou County, Nova Scotia. 

Located at the mouth of Caribou Harbour, the Authority operates the busiest fishing port 
in Northern Nova Scotia. It is a hub of fishing activity from April to early December. It is 
accessed via the 106 branch of the Trans-Canada Highway and is adjacent to the 
Northumberland Ferries terminal. The facility managed by the Authority is the 'heart' of 
the commercial fishing industry in northern mainland Nova Scotia. It is also the site of 
Northern Pulp Nova Scotia's (NPNS) proposed marine effluent pipeline and effluent 
outfall. 

The Authority has again retained our firm to express its continuing concerns regarding 
Northern Pulp's Focus Report for the Replacement Effluent Treatment Facility 
Project. 



The Authority's position continues to be that Northern Pulp's proposal fails to 
adequately address critical issues which could result in catastrophic damage to the rich 
fishing grounds of Caribou Harbour and beyond. On this basis, as detailed below, my 
client is calling on Minister Wilson to reject Northern Pulp's proposed replacement 
effluent treatment facility. 

This submission will address the following issues of concern to the Authority and its 
patrons: 

1. No leak detection for marine portions of effluent pipe 
2. Leak repair to the marine pipe in Caribou Harbour would be virtually impossible 

in winter months 
3. Risk of ice damage to marine pipe 
4. Navigation issues 
5. No confirmed marine pipe route in Caribou Harbour 
6. No definitive plan for marine pipeline construction 
7. Risk of siltation in the harbour during construction causing significant harm to 

marine life and to current users of the harbour 
8. Timing of marine pipe trenching and installation conflicts with existing uses of the 

harbour 
9. Effluent will enter Caribou Harbour with significant harmful effects 
10. Errors of fact relating to fisheries and presence of fish. 

1. There is an absence of leak detection on the marine portions of the effluent 
pipe. 

TOR 3.5 requires Northern Pulp to "Provide viable options including the selected option 
for leak detection technologies and inspection methodologies .. . " Northern Pulp has 
provided no plan for leak detection on the marine portions of the effluent pipeline. The 
leak detection systems outlined in Section 3.5 apply only to the on-land portion of the 
pipeline. 

"A leak detection system as described below will be installed with the effluent 
pipeline to monitor for potential leaks in the overland portion of the route 
between Pictou and Caribou ... " (FR, Section 3.5, p. 62) (emphasis ours). 

In response to questions submitted about potential damage and leaks to the marine 
pipe, the public is directed to "Refer to section 3.5 for comments concerning pipeline 
leak detection and enhanced pipeline protection options." (Appendix 1.1 , pp. 10 and 18) 
However, there is absolutely no mention of any leak detection system for the marine 
portion of the pipe in section 3.5. The marine pipe is explicitly excluded . There is 
similarly no mention of leak detection in other sections, e.g. section 2.5, Changes to 
Pipeline, and Appendix 2.5, which address marine pipeline construction. 

The absence of attention to leak detection in the marine pipe is a critical omission. Risk 
of leakage in the marine pipe has been and remains a significant public concern. A leak 
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anywhere along the route of the marine pipe inside Caribou Harbour would result in 
build-up of effluent in the harbour, with the likely result being catastrophic damage to the 
marine environment, including juvenile lobster in the Marine Refuge Scallop Buffer Zone 
24 and a highly productive rock crab nursery, both of which are critical to the regional 
fisheries of the Northumberland Strait. 

Recommendation #1: Northern Pulp has not fulfilled the requirement of TOR 3.5 in 
relation to the marine portion of the pipeline. The Minister cannot approve this project 
without evidence that the project provides the highest level of effluent leak prevention , 
detection and timely repair to prevent significant and irreparable harm to the marine 
environment. 

2. Leak repair to the marine pipe in winter months would be virtually 
impossible. 

Even if effective leak detection technology was planned, in the event a leak developed 
during the 3- 4 month period when the harbour is ice-covered (with from 1- 5 metres of 
ice) repair would be nearly impossible. Ice conditions in Caribou Harbour and the 
Northumberland Strait are so severe that the PEI ferry does not run in the winter, and all 
fishing boats are taken out of Caribou Harbour. 

The question of whether and how timely a repair could be carried out if a leak in the 
marine pipe occurred during winter months was raised repeatedly in public submissions. 
Northern Pulp has not addressed this issue, except by saying that burying the pipe will 
provide sufficient protection from ice scour. Ignoring and failing to address a possible 
occurrence on the basis that in Northern Pulp's view the event will not occur is not 
acceptable. 

Recommendation #2: The Minister cannot approve this project without evidence that 
the project provides the highest level of effluent leak prevention , detection and timely 
repair to prevent significant and irreparable harm to the marine environment. The 
absence of attention to an acknowledged risk with such severe consequences greatly 
increases the likelihood of significant and irreversible harm at some point in the project 
life. 

3. Risk of ice damage to the marine portion of the pipe 

Ice damage to a marine pipe is an acknowledged risk in the Focus Report and 
accompanying documents, and in earl ier reports from Stantec. TOR 2.2 requires 
Northern Pulp to "Conduct geotechnical surveys and provide the survey results to 
confirm viability of the marine portion of the pipeline route. The surveys must determine 
the potential impacts of ice scour on the pipeline." 

Makai Engineering states that depth of burial for a marine pipe should be determined by 
survey information and historical data. Historical data has not been provided in the 
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Focus Report. NP has provided only one year of data on ice scour. Survey information 
from CSR shows that Caribou Harbour is an area with many ice scour events. One 
hundred and thirty-three (133) were noted in the survey, which CSR believes were from 
2018-2019 alone. The company also notes that scours begin to fill in immediately, 
(Appendix 2 .2, Section 5.5, p. 95) so that the measured scours do not indicate the 
deepest scour that would have taken place. 

The general consensus among local fishermen and divers who have observed ice in the 
area for decades is that there is high risk of damage to the marine pipe and diffusers 
from ice even if the pipe is covered by 2-metres of soil. These same individuals note 
that shifting bottoms could uncover areas of pipe, making it more vulnerable to damage. 

The Stantec Preliminary Receiving Water Study prepared for Northern Pulp in August 
11 , 2017, p. 4.80-4.81 contains this information: 

It was reported (in ENSR, 1999) that Maritime Telephone and Telegraph 
(MT& T) performed an ice evaluation in support of an optical 
communication cable deployment across the Northumberland Strait. 
Based on MT& T's review, the estimated potential for damage to the cable 
from ice scour extended to water depths of 12 to 14 m. In 1991 their cable 
was trenched and buried to a selected depth (depth is unknown) and left 
on the surface of the sea bottom at greater depths. Unfortunately, the 
winter of 1991/1992 was severe and the cable was severed by ice keels at 
a water depth greater than 18 m towards the Woods Island, PEI side of 
the Northumberland Strait. 

This indicates that ice scour can take place a much greater depths than expected. This 
is crucial information that should be considered by the Minister in determining likelihood 
of harm. 

Ice scour is not the only source of risk to the marine pipe. There are also risks to the 
pipe's integrity from structural stresses, as explained in the submission of Colton 
Cameron, PEng. to the EARD. Cameron writes: "Due to the cyclical nature of the tidal 
forces and wave action these induced stresses combined with ice loads over time could 
present fatigue stress issues." . 

These risks have not been addressed by Northern Pulp and must be fully examined 
before this project can be approved. · 

Finally, the Authority notes that there has been no attention given to protection of the 
marine pipe from ice or storm damage at the point where the proposed pipe would enter 
Caribou Harbour, before it is buried . This is another serious omission. This is a point 
where the marine pipe is vulnerable to moving ice as well as strong storm and wave 
action. Damage at this point could have the same catastrophic results as outlined 
above. 
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Recommendation #3: Northern Pulp has not fully addressed the issues to confirm the 
viability of the marine route in relation to ice or other stresses. They have not 
established that ice scour and other conditions do not present significant risks to the 
marine pipeline. Northern Pulp has not considered or responded to information 
submitted by local diver Rob MacKay based on his direct experience, nor to the issues 
of potential structural damage from ice pressure raised by professional engineer Colton 
Cameron in his submission. They have not considered historical information on ice 
scour in the area. 

Damage to the marine portion of the pipe would result in significant and irreversible 
harm to the entire Caribou Harbour ecosystem. A break or leak in the marine effluent 
pipe in an iced-over marine environment with minimal flushing capacity could continue 
for an extended period before detection - at the rate of 62 million litres per day. 

We ask the Minister to reject this proposal. Northern Pulp has not provided sufficient 
information to conclude that a marine effluent pipe installed as described will not be at 
risk. 

4. Navigation issues 

NPNS completely fails to address the navigational concerns raised in our earlier 
submission. The Authority is very concerned that its patrons, both commercial and 
recreational , will have their navigational abilities under the Navigational Protection Act 
restricted . NPNS has responded only that "Impact to navigation is not anticipated. A 
Navigational waters review will be required before construction begins, at this time 
adjustments will be made as necessary." 

In our submission this is not an adequate response. 

The Authority's earlier submission pointed out that the patrons of the Authority, in 
particular seventy plus (70+) commercial fishermen, navigate directly across the path of 
the proposed pipe route in Caribou Harbour, on a daily basis, during regular fishing 
seasons of lobster, crab, herring and scallop, from April through November. 

Any interference with existing navigation routes could cost individual fishermen 
hundreds of miles of additional travel every season for the lifetime of the project, with 
corresponding costs in time and fuel, and increased emissions to the environment. 

My client also has serious concerns about interference with navi.gation during the 
proposed construction timeline of 84+ days, detailed below. 

Recommendation #4: The Authority's position is that all navigation concerns must be 
addressed satisfactorily prior to any approval. The minister, in making his decision, must 
consider how the proposed project will impact existing uses of the area. Northern Pulp 
has not provided sufficient information to ensure that the proposal will not substantially 
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interfere with existing navigational uses of the area during construction and in the long
term. 

5. There is no confirmed marine pipe route in Caribou Harbour. 

NPNS has not presented a confirmed marine pipe route for Caribou Harbour. The only 
specific information provided about the route are the co-ordinates for the entry point of 
the marine pipe and the outfall location. This is in notable contrast to the detailed 
drawings and plans presented for the on-land portion of the pipe. Marine survey 
information was gathered from a corridor 200 metres wide, within which NPNS 
presumable plans to locate the marine pipe. 

Recommendation #5: This project cannot be approved before a specific pipe route is 
presented for evaluation and input from the public and government departments. The 
minister cannot accurately evaluate whether there will be significant and irreversible 
harm in the absence of a detailed marine pipe route. 

6. There is no definitive plan for marine pipeline construction. 

Northern Pulp is required by TOR 2.5 to "Provide any proposed changes to the pipeline 
construction methodology and other associated pipeline construction work, related to 
the potential changes to the marine portion of the pipeline route (e.g., infilling, trenching , 
temporary access roads, excavation, blasting, disposal at sea, and others where 
applicable). 

Northern Pulp has not fulfilled TOR 2.5. They have not provided a detailed plan for 
marine pipeline construction. The Focus Report states, "Appendix 2.5 provides the 
details of the current proposed construction. " (Section 2.5, p. 39). This is not accurate. 
Appendix 2.5 does not provide this information. Makai Ocean Engineering Inc. 
which prepared the report for Appendix 2.5 writes, ''This report provides an opinion of 
the likely construction methods and design features of the pipeline, based on the 
available data and standard practices for marine pipelines." They also state, ''The exact 
method used for dredging will be determined by the selected marine contractor based 
on schedules, costs, and available equipment resources." (Executive Summary, p. 1) 

Makai states clearly that, "While Makai has extensive experience with HOPE pipeline 
installations and has taken considerable efforts to consider the site specifics and likely 
approaches for this project, the actual means and methods and construction 
processes will remain the responsibility of the Marine Contractor, and may vary 
from this approach." (Introduction) (emphasis ours) 

We note some, but not all , of the issues relating to TOR 2.5 where no concrete plan has 
been presented: 

• No plan for how excavated material will be dealt with during construction: 
Neither the Focus Report Section 2.5 and Table 2.5-1, p.18 nor Appendix 2.5 
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provide a definitive plan for how excavated material will be dealt with during the 
construction process, (sidecast, removed to barge or other.) Options are 
presented, but no definitive plan is presented. 

• No plan for spoils disposal: The question of potential disposal at sea is raised 
explicitly in TOR 2.5. NPNS downplays the issue of spoils and their disposal. The 
Focus Report states, "It is anticipated that spoils from the excavation will be 
repurposed as fill to cover over the trenched pipeline once placed. Excess spoils 
may be (sic) require disposal and will be subject to regulatory approval and 
permitting ." (Section 2.5, p. 43) 
NPNS has provided no explanation of how spoils will be disposed of. They have 
not addressed the question of they will be looking at disposal at sea. 
The Harbour Authority notes that it appears physically impossible that there will 
not be a significant amounts of spoils requiring disposal in some way, given that 
6" of gravel and a 36" diameter pipe will replace excavated soil for the 4 km 
distance of the trench . 

• Some of the excavated soil may exceed contaminant guidelines. 
Contaminant levels beyond guidelines in some soils are identified in the Focus 
Report documentation. NPNS has not addressed this issue except to say that it 
will be dealt with at a later time. 

• There is no clear plan for how the trench will be finished. "Once the trench is 
covered in soil, it could either be graded down using a towed grader bar, or left to 
the elements if local currents and sediment transport is agreeable." (Appendix 
2.5, p.18) The possible use of armour stone in some places is mentioned. There 
has been insufficient attention given to the strong tides and currents that could 
expose the pipe to ice damage. 

• Blasting very unlikely. In response to TOR 2.5, NPNS says only that blasting is 
"very unlikely. " The Authority is very concerned with leaving this issue 
unresolved. My client's position is that sufficient information should have been 
gathered and provided in the Focus Report to determine whether blasting is 
proposed as part of this project or not, in order that this issue can be fully 
considered in terms of assessing potential impacts. Use of blasting could have 
significant consequences. 

• Siltation during construction. See point 7 below regarding potential impacts of 
siltation during the 84+ day proposed construction period . 

Recommendation #6: The Harbour Authority of Caribou believes that Northern Pulp 
has not provided sufficient information to fulfill the requirements of TOR 2.5. NPNS has 
presented a number of possible scenarios, but no plan that can be evaluated for 
potential impacts. The missing information is not available in earlier documentation, i.e. 
the EARD or in Appendix F to the EARD. 

The Harbour Authority is very concerned that, "The exact method used for dredging will 
be determined by the selected marine contractor based on schedules, costs, and 
available equipment resources." (Appendix 2.5, p. 1) Decisions based on schedules, 
costs and available equipment do not prioritize prevention of environmental harm to the 
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Harbour or impacts on present users of Caribou Harbour and do not ensure protection 
of the delicate harbour environment. 

My client asks the Minister not to approve this project without a detailed construction 
plan subject to scrutiny and input from the public, including our patrons, who have 
detailed knowledge of the actual conditions of the area and the potential for harm. 
NPNS has not provided the Minister with the information needed to determine whether 
construction of the marine pipeline can be done without causing irreparable, long-term 
harm to Caribou Harbour and the nearby Northumberland Strait, including the marine 
life within it, both plant and animal, and current users. 

7. Siltation in the harbour during construction may cause significant harm to 
marine life and current users of the harbour. 

The Authority and our patrons have great concern about the impact of siltation on the 
Harbour and surrounding waters during construction and for an unknown period 
afterwards. No attention has been given to the potential effect of excavation of over 
80,000 cubic metres of silty bottom over a period of 84+ days, (Focus Report, Table 2.5-
1) in a shallow, tidal area. Caribou Harbour experiences tidal changes of up to 5 feet, 
twice daily. During a construction period of this length, storm conditions are almost 
inevitable. Storm surges can raise waters by 6 feet over normal conditions, with high 
winds and crashing waves. Northern Pulp has only addressed this issue by saying that 
silt curtains and isolating work areas will be used to reduce turbidity. This is completely 
insufficient for an issue which could have significant impacts on all life in the harbour. 

Is it viable to isolate up to 4 km of trench and up to 80,000 cubic metres of sidecast soil 
effectively, without interfering with navigation and existing uses of the harbour? What 
amount of silt would be contained by these methods, what would be released? 
Conditions inside Caribou Harbour, with depths of between O and 8 metres, are 
significantly different than in many open ocean areas, where dispersion of silt would 
take place more effectively. What would be the impact of siltation under both normal 
and storm conditions on eel grass beds, on plankton, on juvenile lobster and crab and 
other forms of marine life, on the seabed itself? This issue must be fully examined 
based on the actual conditions in Caribou Harbour prior to approval being given for the 
project. 

There are 70+ fishers, buyers and a nearby fish plant employing 140 people, that all 
need clean water for multiple purposes. During the months of May and June in Caribou 
Harbour at our wharf and at North Nova Seafood's, there is a minimum of 100,000 to 
150,000 thousand pounds of live lobster, 'floating' every day. This means the lobsters 
are submerged in containment pens or 'cars' in seawater, in 1 DO-pound crates. The 
lobsters are reliant on clean , oxygenated water. So are the oysters in the 4 oyster 
leases in the harbour, and the juvenile rock crab, lobster and other species. Fishers use 
seawater to spray down their catches as they fish, to keep them cool. They use 
seawater to wash down their boats and traps. That water must be clean . 
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Over 84+ days construction, with unpredictable weather, the Harbour Authority has 
serious doubts about whether installation of 4km of marine pipe can be carried out 
without significant, long-term harm. Certainly, Northern Pulp has not provided sufficient 
information to show that it can be done without such harm. 

Recommendation #7: The Minister cannot approve this proposal until the potential 
impacts of siltation in the Harbour during the 84+ day proposed construction period is 
fully evaluated. 

8. Timing of proposed marine pipe trenching and installation and existing 
uses of the harbour 

The Authority's position is that there is no 84+ day.construction window that would not 
severely interfere with existing activities. There is ice in the harbour from late December 
until April. Lobster season and the related storage/navigation/fishing from end of April to 
end of June. Major recreational activities occur throughout July, August and September, 
with rock crab season running from early August to November. Include the herring 
fishery in the Northumberland Strait from early September until later October, of which 
Caribou Harbour is the epicenter. Tuna fishing in August, September and October, then 
scallop fishing from early November to mid- December. Complicate that with the 
beginning of fall storms and high winds. Ice can close in by early December. Then add 
in the Northumberland Ferries running from May 1 st until mid- December in a narrow 
channel only slightly larger than the vessels themselves. 

Recommendation #8: Caribou Harbour is used for activities central to the economy of 
the area for all months of the year when it is ice-free. There is need for a full evaluation 
of the potential impacts of proposed pipeline construction on existing uses prior to any 
approval of the project. 

9. Effluent will enter Caribou Harbour 

Northern Pulp's proposal relies on a receiving water study (RWS) prepared by Stantec. 
This study indicates that there will be minimal flow of effluent discharged into Caribou 
Harbour. The Authority reasserts its position that this conclusion is erroneous, and does 
not reflect what its fishers know from working the waters of Caribou Harbour year-round 
for many decades. 
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a) The receiving water study does not take into account conditions familiar to 
fishers in the area, including storm surges/surge tides or sustained, heavy 
onshore winds from the northeast or northwest that can last for several days 
and 'hold' the tide in. 

b) There is a bottleneck effect at the mouth of the Harbour between Munroe's 
Island and Caribou Island caused by the deeper water, (the proposed location 
for the outfall and diffusers), meeting the shallow water adjacent to the 
sandbar at the mouth of the harbour. This is the actual narrow, marked 



channel the Prince Edward Island and Northumberland Ferry navigates to exit 
Caribou Harbour, which averages a depth of 25 feet. (This channel needs to 
be dredged every so often to maintain a safe depth for the ferry to navigate in 
and out of the harbour.) A rising tide basically, especially with onshore winds, 
funnels in from the proposed diffuser location. 

c) Under storm conditions, the water level in Caribou Harbour sometimes rises 
in excess of 2 meters. There is nowhere for this excess to come from but the 
mouth of the harbour, where the effluent outfall is proposed to be. 

d) A local knowledge submission containing detailed information about the tides, 
currents and winds in the Caribou Harbour area was submitted as a response 
to the EARD by Caribou fishers .· It 
contains important information that does not appear to have been considered 
in the revised RWS. 

e) We draw your attention to the expert opinion of Dr. Oliver Fringer of Stanford 
University, an oceanographer with expertise in numerical modelling of coastal 
dynamics. Dr. Fringer reviewed the Stantec RWS in the EARD and concluded 
that errors of modeling lead, 

"to the incorrect conclusion that the environmental impacts will be 
negligible because the effluent concentrations are predicted to be 
unphysically low. Instead, correct implementation of the models with 
more conservative and physically realistic scenarios would show 
that effluent concentrations in the region could be much larger and 
that effluent accumulation in Pictou and Caribou Harbours is likely. 
(emphasis added) (Fringer, p. 1, Appendix 1, Ecojustice Response to 
EARD) 

Dr. Fringer also states that Stantec's use of the two-dimensional Mike 21 model 
is inappropriate as it fails to take into account local dynamics caused by wind, 
river inflows, offshore currents, ice, waves and storm surge. (p. 7) 

Recommendation #9: We are aware that Dr. Fringer is preparing an updated 
submission on the revised RWS. We ask the Minister, and government departments 
reviewing the NPNS proposal , to give Dr. Fringer's past and updated submissions their 
full attention, and to give attention and respect to the local knowledge of fishers 
submitted previously and to this review. 

The RWS is a key element of NPNS's conclusion that no harm will be done by the 
release of an average of 62 million litres of treated effluent daily into the 
Northumberland Strait at the mouth of Caribou Harbour. If the information on which the 
RWS modeling is based is not correct or complete, the results will not be correct. 
Likewise, if the methodology is not correct. The RWS is not an area where mistakes can 
be allowed; there is too much at stake. 

The Harbour Authority and its patrons are not experts in modelling. Dr. Fringer is an 
independent expert, and we note that his conclusions were consistent with our fishers' 
local knowledge. We note that there are many errors of fact in NPNS' focus report in 
relation to fisheries and the presence of fish. We have listed some of these errors in 
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point 10 below. Fisheries and fish are subjects on which the fishers of the Authority do 
consider themselves experts. The multiple errors on these subjects (see point 10 below) 
in the Focus Report and attached documents do not give us confidence that NPNS has 
provided accurate information in other areas. 

10. Errors of fact relating to fisheries and the presence of fish. 

Due to limitations of time for public comments, my client is unable to fully respond to 
errors of fact relating to fish and fisheries that may exist in Northern Pulp's documents. 
However, we would like to point out some which are apparent to the Harbour Authority 
and its patrons. 
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a) Appendix 7 .3, p. 68, erroneously states that rock crab are not found at depths 
greater than 10 m. To give an idea as to how inaccurate this is, you simply 
need to understand that most fishermen have 35 to 60 meters of buoy line to 
fish rock crab. Rock crab are fished as deep as 35 to 50 m in the Strait. 
Depending on the time of year they congregate at different depths. 

b) Appendix 7.3, p. 68 also states that rock crab are not fished near the 
proposed outfall . This is false. The area is extensively fished for rock crab. 
The vast majority, if not all, fishers in Caribou who participate in the rock crab 
fishery have fished rock crab in the direct vicinity of the diffuser location. 

c) Figure 7.3-3, p. 130 of the Focus Report, titled Northumberland Strait Lobster 
Buoy Locations, gives a highly inaccurate picture of the presence and amount 
of lobster fishing directly in the vicinity of the diffusers. The entire harbour and 
channel area including the vicinity of the proposed diffuser is fished for 
lobster. Lobster fishing effort and locations change sometimes on a daily 
basis. They are dependent on many factors, including water temperatures, 
molt cycles, and annual migration inland to molt, spawn and feed. 
(In fact, Northern Pulp's own information contradicts itself. Figure 7.3-4 
Lobster Distribution and Harvest Area indicates that lobster fishing takes 
place much closer to the proposed diffuser than the representation in Figure 
7.3-3) 

d) Figure 3-12 (Appendix 7.3, p.66) suggests Atlantic Herring resources in the 
LAA are limited to the outer Caribou Harbour/ Northumberland Strait where 
depths approach 10 m and greater. This is false and completely in error. The 
adjacent Pictou Banks, (middle ground), Caribou Point and northwest to 
Pictou Island, all are basically less than 10 meters depth and extensively 
fished for Atlantic Herring. 
Atlantic Herring converge in the exact location of the channel and proposed 
diffuser to spawn there and in the adjacent banks. Northern Pulp says herring 
are generally located outside the zone of discharge (Appendix 7.3, Section 
4.1.3.6, p. 4.2) and pass through this area on their way to spawning grounds. 
(Appendix 7.3, Appendix D, last page, no page#) This is incorrect. This entire 
area including the area of the diffuser is the spawning ground for Atlantic 
Herring. 



e) Mackerel is fished extensively in the exact location of the channel and 
proposed diffuser location. Mackerel feed on juvenile herring and herring 
spawn and basically are in abundance when the herring come to this area to 
spawn. The greater depth of the channel allows for more line in the water, 
which enables more hooks to fish mackerel effectively at the exact diffuser 
location and all along the channel. 

f) Northern Pulp states that the proposed marine pipe intersects the scallop 
buffer zone and that the diffuser is not within the scallop buffer zone. 
(Appendix 2.5, p. 8) This is incorrect. The entire 4 km proposed pipe 
including outfall location is within a Scallop Buffer Zone, SFA 24. The buffer 
zone is measured 1 nautical mile (1.1 miles) from any land. 
These zones are part of a marine refuge for American Lobster and are part of 
Canada's Marine Refuge program, which contributes to Canada's marine 
conservation targets. Consider that part of the considerations given for the 
marine refuge is that 'no human activities that are incompatible with the 
conservation of the ecological components may occur or be foreseeable 
within the area'. This entire proposed pipe and associated effluent is not 
compatible with the intent of a Marine Refuge. Marine refuges contribute 
to Canada's marine conservation targets. 

The Harbour Authority submits for your attention Appendix 1, consisting of signed 
documentation from 65 fishers who fish lobster, rock crab and/or herring in the vicinity of 
the diffusers. This information is submitted to correct inaccurate information in Appendix 
7.3 of Northern Pulp's Focus Report, which represents the area around the proposed 
outfall as free from fishing. 
Sixty-five (65) fishermen and women indicated that they fish for either lobster, rock crab 
or herring in the vicinity of the proposed outfall. Thirty-eight (38) state that they fish one 
or more of these species within 300 metres of the proposed effluent outfall. Forty-three 
(43) state that they fish one or more of these species within 1 km of the proposed 
outfall. 
This information was gathered in Pictou, Nova Scotia, on November 1 and November 4 , 
2019. Due to time constraints, this information represents some, but not all , of the 
fishers who fish in the vicinity of the proposed effluent outfall. It does not include 
information from fishers who fish other species in the immediate vicinity of the outfall. 

Recommendation #10: 

My client is disturbed by the many errors of fact regarding the presence of fish and 
fisheries in the area of the proposed outfall, including continued misrepresentation of 
the relationship of the 4 km pipeline and outfall to marine refuge SFA 24. Fishermen 
have presented information about the presence of fish and fisheries to Northern Pulp 
from the very first meeting almost two years ago. Northern Pulp has not reflected this 
information in their Focus Report. As noted, the short time for public input limits our 
ability to fully review the documents for errors in these areas. We ask the Minister to 
take into consideration the repeated errors of fact, which raise significant questions 
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about potential inaccuracies in other information, and must limit confidence in the 
conclusions drawn by NPNS that the project will cause no significant, residual harm. 

11. Conclusion and Final Recommendation: 

The Authority's position is that the Minister must reject Northern Pulp's proposed new 
ETF. Northern Pulp's Focus Report response contains errors of fact and lacks 
information on critical issues. It lacks key protective measures. Northern Pulp has failed 
to address the Terms of Reference adequately and they have failed to address realistic 
and legitimate concerns raised by ourselves and other members of the public. Critical 
scientific. studies have not been done, including lobster larvae studies recommended by 
NPNS's own consultants. Northern Pulp has drawn the conclusion that this project will 
cause no significant, irreversible harm without providing the science to back up this 
conclusion . 

There is credible evidence of significant, long-term of risks to the marine environment 
presented by ourselves and others. There is also evidence of the devastation caused by 
pulp effluent to Boat Harbour. The Authority does not want to see this repeated in 
Caribou Harbour. 

Because of these errors and omissions, and because of credible evidence of risk, we 
believe the Minister cannot approve this project. The Minister does not have a basis to 
conclude that the project can be undertaken without likelihood of serious consequences 
and irreparable harm to Caribou Harbour and the marine ecosystem that the Authority 
and its patrons rely on to earn a decent and moderate living. We ask that th is proposal 
be outright denied based on these very realistic and legitimate concerns. 

cc Client 
Minister of Environment and Climate Change 
Minister of Fisheries Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency NS Regional Office 
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Appendix 1 

Submission of Caribou Harbour Authority 

November 61h, 2019 
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From:
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 1:57:38 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si
vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Dear Minister Wilson,

I am writing to inform you that I strongly oppose Northern Pulp's plan to pump effluent into
the Northumberland Strait.  At a time of a climate crisis and  considering all of the recent
international reports of habitat loss and degradation of the oceans and environment, it's
difficult to imagine that the Province of Nova Scotia is actually considering letting this
happen.  

The saga of this pulp and paper mill and it's toxic legacy has to end.  The time has come for
decisive action by the government.  Please be a strong leader and say no to Northern Pulp.

Sincerely,

Halifax and Aberdeen, Cape Breton

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


From: @xplornet.ca
To: Minister, Env
Subject: Northern Pulp
Date: November 8, 2019 2:39:31 PM

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE ** 
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence
si vous ouvrez une pièce jointe ou cliquez sur un lien

Sir,

It is a travesty for you to consider funnelling effluent to Northumberland Strait. Somehow
this needs a better solution. First of all, Boat Harbour needs to be cleaned up (what a legacy
of lies and deceit THAT nightmare is) and another solution found to toxic waste. Impossible?
I dont really know the answer to that, but I certainly know that what you propose is wrong.
Absolutely.

Sincerely,

mailto:Minister.Environment@novascotia.ca


Response to Northern Pulp Replacement of Effluent Treatment Facility 

October 31, 2019 

Via fax: 902-424-6925 

Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson_, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS 83J 2P8 

Dear Minister Wilson:. 

I am in favour of giving Northern Pulp an extension to complete their new effluent system. As the 

government cannot start the cleanup of Boat Harbour until a Federal Environmental Assessment is 

completed and approved, I think it is appropriate that the government allow Northern Pulp to use Boat 

Harbour until such time the cleanup process can begin. 

Top on the minds of Canadians and folks all over the world Is "climate change''. If Northern Pulp is 
forced into closure, the forest Industry of Nova Scotia will take a dramatic hit. Well managed forests aid 
in the prevention of forest fires. Forest fires emit mass volumes of greenhouse gasses into the 
atmosphere. Well managed forests aid in the prevention of massive pest outbreaks, killing trees of all 
ages. When trees die, they fall to the ground and decay. Decaying trees release the carbon stored into 
the soils and waterways. Harvested trees can be turned into products which store the carbon instead of 
releasing the carbon into the atmosphere. In summary, a healthy forest industry plays a vital role in 
climate change management. I strongly support an approval of Northern Pulp's Environmental 
Assessment. 

Sincerely, 

Elmsdale, NS 
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October 31, 2019 
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Environmental Assessment Branch 

Attn: Honourable Gordon Wilson, Minister of Environment 

Nova Scotia Environment 

PO Box 442 

Halifax, NS B3J 2P8 

Dear Minist�r Wilson: 
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Si?\y  

Elmsdale, NS 
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